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A Happy New Year
To You and Yours
May You Receive Your on
Full Share of the Trade of I 7
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makes a triumphal entry into the \ ew Century

as a timely gift from the old century to the new.
No other timepiece in the world enters upon the new era

more auspiciously than the ELGIN—the world's standard.

We start the 20th Century with a marvelous demand

for our product—the largest in our history. For this good

reason the ELGIN WATCH must of necessity be a time-

keeping machine of positive achievement. No patronage of

such gigantic proportions as accorded it can be retained

except by supreme effort. And this effort will be made.

The " ELGIN " will enter the century with the confidence

born of experience and strength that comes of success.

If you would give your customers the good old wearing

quality, combined with the inventive genius and skill of

modern times, Mr. Jeweler, always sell them an ELGIN

WATCH.

GENERAL OFFICES.

76 Monroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

alAtioncte gctic0 Co
Factories, ELGIN, ILLIcNOIS, U. S. A.

SA FRAWCISCO OFFICE, WEW YORK OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street. If John Street.

SEE,' JOBBERS' LIST' FOR PRICES, OR WRITE THE, COMPANY

ral3 Some Lines of Chains 8W

B.
TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

are bought by T H 0 u SAINDs;
Chains are bought by

TENS OF THOUSANDS
and the demand grows apace

Vest Chains an Lockets

1754. Set with Opals
and Pearls.

go hand in hand

1.22

Cirtry.-05,&WM 612-M3.-7•-„,4 "4:2&-Mit.1
I 158

cocw.tv

1749. Set with Opals
and Pearls.

OUR LOCKETS are ACKNOWLEDGED to be the Best in the Market,
and the demand for our Chain demonstrates that the QUALITY

and REAL WEAR is in them

15
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415/1703. Gold Filled.

BRACELETS
Our line is the LARGEST and MOST RELIABLE

UL-- ---SEE OUR NEW LINES FOR THIS

to be found.

SEASONigr

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
SUCCESSORS TO

FOSTER & BAILEY

Makers t Honest Gold Filled Jewelry

100 Richmond St., Providence, R. I.



The Rivett Lathes

Rivett Countershaft.
Single stand. Quil.

Finest Universal Head ever made.

Solid nickel-plate. $25.00.

Revolvable Tailstock.

Rivett Countershaft.

Need no Introduction

Pivot Polisher.

Jeweling Caliper Rest. Patent Jaw.

Universal Face-Plate.

They are so well known to the expert

and most critical watchmakers that

further claims are unnecessary.

Special Attention
Given to Mail Orders.

Rivett Patent Slide-Rest.

HEADQUARTERS

for the highest quality of Tools and Material.

L. H. Keller & Co.
64 Nassau Street

Send for
Price-List.

New York, N. Y.

iW:g1#1#1

A Big 25°X) increase in our business so far in our present fiscal
year over any year in our history, is undisputed proof of the fact

The Right Goods

that we have

That we sell them in

The Right Ways
And at

The Right Prices

The wise Retailer fill up his broken stock at once and prepare for the
early Spring trade. We want these Retailers to know that our stock com-
prises all the very latest patterns in Gold and Gold Filled Cases and
Chains. (We make a specialty of the celebrated R. F. Simmons
Chain.) \\Tc solicit your orders.

M!?&

The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches and Chains Lancaster, Pa.

HAIL! THE NEW CENTURY 

The century just closed has been a momentous one in the annals of human achievement. Relating to
systematic instructions in Horology, schools for this purpose were established as early as 1825. The most
noted one on this continent—Yours Truly—in 189o.

WHAT WILL THE NEW CENTURY BRING FORTH?
Assuredly a demand for a greater number of highly trained and thoroughly competent workmen in all
lines of activity, and equally assured that

THE CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE 
will do its share and be as ever in the van of enlightened progress, without questionable methods, of
real achievement without bombastic and make-believe schemes of any kind. As heretofore, MERIT
ALONE is the rock on which we stand, and our aim—the world's best School of Horology.

ADVANCED WORKMEN ! ENTER THIS MONTH
Circulars free on application.
See this page in December KEYSTONE.

Canadian Horological Institute
R. 1PLAYTNIR, Dirccacm- 115 to 121 King Street East, TORONTO, ONT.



AT OUR PRICES < ar"\■■

No watchmaker can afford to be without a lathe on his bench. All the lathes on this page are suitable for a general line of work
and we can safely recommend them to such workmen as have need of a lathe but do not feel justified in purchasing a high-priced tool. In addition
to the makes quoted, we carry in stock for prompt shipment Moseley, Webster-Whitcomb and Rivett Lathes and attachments. Benches and all
accessories are furnished at lowest possible prices consistent with high quality. Write us if you are in the market.

FANEUIL SPECIAL LATHE

GENEVA LATHE

The Gem Lathe
A good, substantial, well-built

lathe. Combination consists of io
wire chucks, 2 wheel chucks, I taper
chuck, I screw chuck, 6 cement brasses
and belting. Comes packed in a neat
partitioned wood box. Size of lathe,
94 inch bed ; swings 3% inches.

Price complete,*21.15
NET
CASH

The Faneuil
Special Lathe

A genuine American lathe from a
reliable maker, which fully guarantees
the quality. Our prices meet the
competition of imported lathes, and
we warrant every tool to be true and
perfect. Extra attachments can be
added at any time, as all the parts are.
made interchangeable. Size of lathe,
io3/ inch bed; swings 4 inches.

Price complete, with 8 chucks, 6
cement brasses and beltity,

24.44 NET
CASH

Extra. Quality
Geneva. Lathe

This lathe is especiallywell adapted
for watch work and general turning
done on the watch bench. They run
perfectly true, and of the many hun-
dreds we have sold none have failed
to give perfect satisfaction. For a low-
priced lathe we do not hesitate to
commend our Geneva as the best on
the market. It comes packed same as
Gem lathe. Has 14 chucks, 8 cement
brasses and belting. Size, ro inch
bed ; swings 3 inches.

NET

Price complete, 15• Ov CASH

Our 1901 Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue illustrates and quotes prices of a large number of new attachments, in the way of Chucks, Countershafts,
Foot 'Wheels, etc. If you have not received the book, send us your business card and it will be sent at once free of cost. Also we are always able to fill orders prompt,
as our very large stock is ample to meet all demands at all times. Material orders we always fill correct and prompt. Try us.

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

URI/
SAM'S
SENS

We have purchased carloads of Sweeps from the Gov-
ernment and carloads of Ore from Western mines. Don't -
you think you can risk a trial consignment?

We can pay you full value, because our facilities enable
us to handle Sweepings in the most economical manner.

Because we have an unfailing system of determining values
and do not have to make calculations on offsetting mistakes.

Our especial hobby is promptness, making returns for Sweeps
within three to five days of receipt.

Convert your Old Gold and Silver, Plated, Old Style and
Unsalable Jewelry (anything, in fact, containing Gold or Silver)
into cash. Put the proceeds into salable goods for the Holidays,
and you will certainly be the gainer thereby.

We pay 4 cents per karat for Old Gold
52 cents per ounce for Old Silver

SMELTERS AND REFINERS
Office, 63 & 65 Washington St. CHICAGO, ILL.Works, 58th & Throop Sts.
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It may interest you to know that during the twelve months ending
September 30, 'goo, there were imported into the United States

Had they not been sold to the jobbers and manufacturers as quickly as they
were imported, the following results might have been accomplished :

Placed side by side they would have formed a line 682 miles
long, or 43/4. times the distance between Albany and New York.

Placed • one on top of the other they would have formed a
column 166,600 feet high, or 542 times the height of the Statue of
Liberty ; 346 times the height of the Pyramids of Egypt ; ten times the

What better proof that the quality of the V. T. F. surpasses all other
makes as the quantity exceeds all others.

Fac-Slmile of No. 2203 Imperial American Springs, Coiled and Tagged.

Nene Genuine unless marked "Imperial" and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark.

Vial" Maillspings
are the best, the most reliable, have

quality, finish, strength and durability,

are coiled and tagged, put up in
the most convenient manner, and are

" Guaranteed for One Year."

.00
Per Gross.

.00

Per Dozen.

IMPERIAL MAIN Sr11.1N..G,.S.__,_ _
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Latest Mainspring Guide #
te..9 

The following list shows the CORRECT STYLES, WIDTH and STRENGTH .by DENNISON'S STANDAREI
mainmanz Gauge and the proper NUMBERS and NAMES for ordering the

Cabinet

Sent

Gratis

with 36

screw-top

bottles.

The Cabinet itself is worth $6.00
and is far superior in appearance
than is represented by the cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
With a first order of one gross of the " Imperial " American or Swiss

Mainsprings, we send gratis our improved handsome polished Solid Black
Walnut, Oak or Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, shown in cut. It is well made,
cabinet finished and dovetailed throughout, and the cover closes with a patent
snap lock, nickel-plated. It is the only cabinet made that will properly system-
atize and keep in thorough order the many American and Swiss mainsprings
necessary at the present time, and will be greatly appreciated by all watch-
makers. Besides being very useful, it makes a very handsOnfe appearance. It

has twenty drawers, with fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the top is arranged
In grooves for thirty-six screw-top bottles for watch and jobbing materials. It
will hold 6 GROSS '• Imperial " American or Swiss Springs. We also in-
clude two sets of perforated gummed labels with name, number and size of the

springs, so the drawers can be numbered as desired. These numbers correspond

to a directory of all American springs which is printed on thz. inside cover,

showing the correct style, width and strength by Dennison's Standard
Mainspring Gauge, and the proper numbers and names for ordering,

GREEN BROS.
6 '1'"laanidee, n New York.
Importers, Exporters, Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Fine Grade Watch Material, Tools, Optical
Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies.

FUT THIS OUT and keep it for reference.

Fac•simile ol an assortment of "Imperial" Swiss Mainsprings coiled and tagged

None Genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing OUT Registered Trade-Mark,

Registered Trxde Mark and Eacsam50
of Wrapper on the Imperial
American Mainsprings tar

NitintelJAA

111.4.1■21, 1

Enact cut of the Imperial Solo&

ceded and taoseet

The imperial Afainsfirings are tuaranteedfor one year.
Each Spring bears the word .IMPERIAL."

Each Spring Is tarred with the Name and Size; for FINISH, TEMPER, ELASTICITY and DURABILITY they have so eimaL

MOTE —By giving the amber no mistake Waltham. Price $12.°° Per Gross.on wear In filling order.

No. Size Name . Description of Barrel - Description et
Movement

2201 18 Old Style Gilt MeZre  Full Plate

220'2 18 New Style  GUt Harrell Full Plage

2203 /9 New Model .Billelkel and Gilt Harrel, 01144141ei, Full Plate

2204 IS New Mesta 0. F. c,...NIckel and Gilt Morel, "Narrow" Full Plato

2205 IS Pendt. and Lever Sent  wd G115 Harrel Full Plato

2200 IS Crewent St.   Gat Harrel. " Narrow" Full Plato

2207 18 Crewent    Gat Barrel, 0Wide" Full Plate

2222 18 Vanguard 1Novement   Steel, Barrel— • • Full Plato

2208- 16 I.ever Set  and Gilt Barrel gi Plate

221s in Pendt. and Lever Stt,11108 Model,...  Steel Barrel N Plate

2227 16 Pend•nt Set, 1899 Model  0 Steel Darrel N riste

2225 14 Pendant Set. 1895 Model *C1 Steel 13   hs' Plate
51009 14 Adana St. and Cos Gent. LYE.  Gilt Barrel . . . %Plato

22 to 14 Old Style    ...Nickel and GIB liaarrel,44Narrow, yi Plate

2211 Id Nev Style .._..Bickel and Gilt Barrel, 44Wlde”..-• %Plate

2223 14 Pendant and Lever Set..  ...Steel Barrel... N Plate

2224 12 Penalana Res 
e 
 Steel Barrel N Plate

2211 10 Key Mind    ... June Barrel N Plate

221.S Sand° Lever Set  ...181elltel and Gilt Darrel N Plate

2217 0 Pendant and Lever Set   U./.. Nickel and Gilt Barrel N Plate

2219 6 Pendant Set 1.1.1
 Steel Barrel 41 Plate,

2210 land0 Old Style 6.2..1111eitel end Gilt Barrel %Plate

2220 0 Pendant Set Steel Barrel N Plate

2231 00 Pendant Set   Nickel Harrel yi Plate
2226

Joel
Pendant Net   S Steel Barrel  Plate

Style
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Width A **
Strength

If) 3 fo

on 3 lo

20 234 to 3te

10

21. 1 to 2

1•1 1,;
10 s,„; to 354

'20 :Pe tv

On

19

117

19

14

10

19

12

10

IL

7

244 to. 314

4 to 3

4 to 6

6 to 6

3 to 414

'/ to 3

W., to 344

5 to 6

014 to 734

3 to AL

3 to 4

5 to

7 toS

6 to 7

7 to 9

714 to 464

8 to 9

GREEN BROS., 6 Maiden Lane; New York

Elgin.
NOTE -The Double Braced Spring* are non being used Instbad or Shale

Braced. They can be mud In Macho hating the 014 Style Single Bread

SelnaprIng, by IllIng MI one Ilde. ny ening the number. no mistake
con occur In 01111te nnlers.

No. Size Name

5041

5042

5043

5044

5040

5046

6047

5048

6040

5050

5051

6052

5053

6130

5131

5132

6133

6134

5135

5130

6137

18 Double Dowd

18 Double Muted

18 Double Braced

18 Double Braced

16 Double Braced

113 Double Braced

10 Double 'traced

0 tut 8 Double Deuced

0 p46

tod

0

0

12

12

12

0
0
IS

16

Doubt.. Dowd

Double Braced

Double Illnured

Double Droved

Double Deuced

Steel Darrel

Steel Darrel

Steel Darrel

Steel Darrel

Steel Darrel

Steel Harrel

Tongued

Tongued

Style
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CM=

aff4=2/M
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AIMMaA

=16W=I=MGM
Melwale=sane

16M=Ixxnro

IMM==MI

MMilf==M
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MMam==m

Mn=

W=Ur=

Class

3

3

1

2

3

I to 4

I tot

Width

20 4

30 3

20 2

20 1

It •

18 3

18

to 7

10 0 La
cz --

10 5

Lancaster or Keystone.

No. Size Hams Style

5077
;
5078

18

18

Old Modal

New Model

30 rree

lenisE=BN

Width tarmr.
10

18

11 to

• 

lb I

, 4089

4090

5091

Columbus
18 New Style

do New Style 11..11=71

6 New Style EME11=2221

Jeevvruez 20 zig to 3g

15 3 1m4

ID 6 te 8

5092

5093

5094

4 10

4

13

13 6

13 4-

O In

O 

• 

<

• 

5099

co 6100

9

8 t: 0
1104 . 1

; 5102
2104 'on

RI 5103

C)' 

0 5109

rt bllo

0411
OZ

5119

6113

(.1.4 5114

Cli 8

▪ 

511105

9

9

20

IS

Seth Thomas.':-
18 Century 

COM=

to New Style an=

6 New Style

24

24

70

18 to ea'

4,, to 534

5,5 to ess

5097

5098

Standard

New stYl° CAC=
T`"" sir,. I BMENRGIMMI

2 to

5 to 6

tlampden.

No. Size

5055 18

aoso 18

5057 10

505/4 0

B059 000

Name

Railway

New Style

New Style

New.Style

New Style

Style

"mot 'rag

tommausa=me

Width

20

20

20

9

6

Arnow
SUength

3;, to 4.4

2 to 3

4 to 6

6; to 6

7% to 8

50111 16

50(12 10

511110 10

5003

5004 6 4

Illinois
New Style

New Style

TINI II Model

New Style

New Style

Posisi=1i
hamw4:=A

Smo. tare

20

10

20

0

0

IPA te 114

• 

to 3

316 to 414

334 to 414

• 

.lo

Rockford. '

noes IN New Style. H. Po INNE=A
01708 18 New Sitio. 0. F IIMMEZ=I

3070 16 New Myle

6069 6 New Style Dramairams

CO

17

no

tat

I to 2

O to 3

4 to 5

5 to 11

5072

5073

5074

Howard (31.5o per dozen)
18 Nev. Sty.10

10 New Style

6 New Style 1C1111101=11IIMMM111111111111

19

19

11

3 to 4

4 Intl

7 lo 8

No.

18

6

Trenton

Now A‘Yi. 11111111=1

New Byte DMIRSMEISISI

United States Waltham
111101=0
Pomm=s

It, New Style

18 New Style

• .-ew Styr«

20

10

3 to 4

• to 5

20 aq to. IIN

13 4 to 5

10 1% to 53-4

New England and Waterbury.

Swim Style

5117

511e1

6119

SI 20

5121

5122

E. Coiled Style ;

II. 011p Style

I. Plain Style

Plaln Style

K. Plan Style

L. Slip Style

N. Blip Style

I'. Slip Style

It. Slip Styte

S. tillp Style

T. Slip Style

w. Stu. Style

0 Slip Style

a Slip 8151e

Joy...Aped

CEWIMBILM
42INIEZZINI

ICINEMziamm
feMINSO=0;11
11111111116113:01
1011111162MIMB
mammemammum
ICIMME111=111
IMINIQ=1=1
MBIMIEMBIKIF
itsmsrsausnm

Widlh

13

10

Itt

IN

to

10

10

10

12

12

/0

10

Zgr,

6

7

6140 0 Mae

614 1

6142

61411

IS

IS

10 •

Atlas and Columbia.
New Style I beseamm. I 2 44

Hamilton
Clam I and

Cit., 11. and 4

Clot I In 3

C417yeightedr 9163. ;WO. t597. 1424. 12., by Green /Mot. New York.

ID 1134 le 4/4

USIS 8 

19 4341444

Orders accurately filled from any Catalogue



No. a B Foot Press,
z..28th size.

No. 2 Power Shear,
5-24th size.

No. 5 Plain Drop Press.
2-54th size.

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
i-45t11 Size.

No. x A Foot Press.
1-29th size.

No. z Screw Press.
13th size.

No. 2 C Power Press.
1-33d size.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

JEWELERS' AND SILVERSMITHS'

MACHINERY
[Send us samples of the work which you
wish to make, with production desired.]

Mossberg 0 Granville
Mfg. Co.

ISO Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Western Office,
Mercantile Bank Building,

Cleveland, Ohio

Philadelphia
Bourse

No. Rolling Mill.
1-150th size.

No. 2 Draw Bench.
z-zasth size.

NO. 3 D Power Press.
1-3zd size.

No. 2 B Power Press.
1-213th size.

No. 5 Automatic Drop Press.
x-59th size.

No. 6 B Power Press, Geared.
1-43d size.
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New Year Greeting aa Announcement

C start the new year and century from a vantage point such as has

never been attained or even approached by any concern in our line.

After well nigh half a century of straight business-doing and rigid maintenance

of standard merit, we enjoy a patronage that embraces the entire trade,

and a degree of confidence such as it would be difficult to parallel in the

whole realm of industry. Such a triumph of honesty is as creditable to

the old century as it is hopeful for the new, and the trade will be the chief

beneficiaries of the victory. Unprecedented as is our present patronage, the

new century finds us with such expanded facilities and resources as are

fully equal to its supply. In a few weeks we will be ready to announce

some magnificent new creations that will outdo all previous efforts in watch

case designing, and hundreds of new patterns in all grades.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

WA.
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No. 5 Plain Drop Pr, .
z-54th size.

Nu .1 Pow',
•■'4 h slze.

No. 2 C. l'ower l'ress.
1-33,1 alLC.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

JEWELERS' AND SILVERSMITHS'

MACHINERY
[Send us samples of the work which you
wish to make, with production desired.]

Mossberg C../ Granville
Mfg. Co.

ISO Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Western Office,
Mercantile Bank Building.

Cleveland, Ohio

Philadelphia

Bola se

Is

11

Jt

" 
1Tc .■;,a7717r7Trrrrrt.

Mill.

a

N., 2 Draw Bench.
t-1251h size.

No. 3 D Poser Press.
1-3::•.1 size.

No, 2 n POWer

1.28th i2e.

No. 5 Automatic Drop Press.
1-59th size.

No. 6 13 Power Press, Geared.
s-43d size.

4

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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New I ear gurreeung anZ3 AnnounLeitirtkit
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e start the new year and century front a vantage point such .H h,i,

never been attained or even itpproached by anv concern in otii-

:Vier well nigh hall a century of straight business-doing- ;u1(1 rigid maintenance

01 standard merit, \VC ClliOy t patronage that embraces the entire trade,

;tild ;t degree of confidence such ;ts it would be difficult to parallel in the

whole realm of industry. Such a triumph 111 honesty is ;is creditable to

the old century as it is hopeful for the new, and the trade will be the chid-

beneficiaries of the victory. Unprecedented as is our present patronage, the
_

new century finds us with such expanded lacilitics and resources as arc

fully equal to its supply. In a few weeks we will be ready to announce

• some magnificent new creations that will outdo all previous efforts in watch-
ease designing, and hundreds of new patterns in all grades.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
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The document shown
on the opposite page

is a fac-simile of a steel-engraved certificate

which we have had prepared in response to

many requests from retailers for a statement

which can be shown to customers of just what

the guarantee stamped in Jas. BOSS Cases
means. We have.,,given the certificate this at-

tractive form becaue many jewelers who asked

for it requested that it be sent in such shape

that it could be framed and hung up.

ap-z-j
he preparation of this steel-engraved cer-

tificate, with attached seal and ribbon, is

slow work, but we are mailing them as fast as

we procure them from the engraver and

printer. If you do not receive one by

January 31st let us know, and we will see

that you get one.

e trust that this certificate will not only

be of assistance to you in selling our

goods, but will be of benefit to the watch

business generally, by helping to teach the

public that there is one line of filled cases

upon which it can absolutely depend.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

19th and Brown Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

•



INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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The document shown
on the opposite page

is a fac-simile of a steel-engraved certificate

which we have had prepared in response to

many requests from retailers for a statement

Nvhich can be shown to customers of just what

the guarantee stamped in Jas. BOSS Cases
means. We have', given the certificate this at-

tractive form becau'se many jewelers who asked

for it requested that it be sent in such shape

that it could be framed and hung up.

he preparation of this steel-engraved cer-

tificate, Nvith attached seal and ribbon, is

slow work, but we arc mailing them as fast as

WC procure them from the engraver and

printer. If you do not receive one by

January 31st let us know, and we will ,ee

that you get one.

C trust that this certificate will not only

be of assistance to you in selling our

ou'o ds, but vill be of benefit to the watch

business generally, by helping to teach the

public that there is one line of filled cases

upon which it can absolutely depend.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

19th and Brown Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.



The information on these two pages is of the utmost importance

to you. Read it through and you will thank us for it. Act on it

and it will save you much annoyance and expense.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

Selection

Reliability

The Boss Case
Record

Boss Makers'
Record

Satisfaction
Essential

6 6 6 In selecting filled cases the reliability of the

manufacturer should be the chief consideration. A

jeweler's customers, as a rule, are guided by his ad-

vice, and if a case or guarantee does not turn out as

represented his reputation and business suffer.

6 6 6 We, are the oldest watch case manufac-

turing concern in this country and the largest

in the world. Our financial strength is im-

pregnable and our integrity is unquestioned. Our

responsibility is guaranteed by a capital of $3,300,000,

and nearly fifty years' successful and honorable

dealing.

.0 .0 .0 The reliability of Jas. BOSS Cases is no sur-

mise, but a fact proved by actual wear. They have

been on the market over forty years, have a fixed,

unchangeable standard of merit, and are made to-day,

as ever, to outlast the guarantee period.

6 ,4 6 04 6 Since Jas. BOSS Cases were first made their

makers never have been known to make a misrepre-

sentation or to repudiate an obligation. The guarantee

stamped in the cases is as reliable as a U. S. bond,

as the certificate mentioned on the preceding page

proves.

.4 .4 .4 In view of the above facts, would it not be

ridiculous to reason that because you may have had

unsatisfactory experience with other makes, you

might have the same experience with BOSS Cases ?

Impossible. A fixed rule of our business, and an

essential of our continued success, is that thorough

satisfaction be given both to the jeweler who sells

and his customer who buys any case made by us.

6 ,4 6 A great advantage to the jeweler, in view of

the conceded superiority of Jas. BOSS Cases, is the

fact that they can be had at regular market rates.

No Impairment This sale-making combination of extra merit and
In Qualty popular price is a result of improved machinery and

methods, which, as in the case of the bicycle, sewing

machine,, tc., have made possible 'moderate prices

without 'any impairment of quality.

Better Goods
Less Price

Boss Prices
Never Cut

Job Lot
Goods

The Long List
Sna.re

The Net
List

Danger of
Cheapness

..ss 1.0 A better sewing machine or bicycle can now

be purchased at a much lower price than some

years ago. So with BOSS Cases. Now as ever,

they contain enough gold to outlast the guarantee
period, and are better and handsomer in every

respect than when the prices were higher.

The price of BOSS Cases is fixed by the
quality and cost of production, and there is no de-
parture therefrom. BOSS Cases are never offered in
job lots at special rates, and every jeweler knows
that he gets them at the same price as every other
jeweler. Remember that cut prices, greater discounts,
job-lot offers and price-dickering of all kinds are un-
mistakable evidences of inferior quality.

t t When cases are made (as many filled and
so-called tilled cases are) to sell at any price they will
bring, or in job lots if necessary, the quality is, of
course, so reduced in advance that even the lowest,
job-lot rate will bring a profit.

.at 6 Don't be misled by the " greater discount"
bait into believing that you are getting better net rates.
Most jewelers know by this time that the " greater

discount " is a snare, pure and simple, as the list is
raised to cover the " discount," and means no ad-
vantage in price.

wit .04 Jas. BOSS Cases are sold at a net list, subject
to the usual cash discount only, and cost no more,

and in some instances less than cases on which a

greater discount is offered. Calculate the net cost
and compare before buying. A " greater discount"

always means a higher list or less gold in the case.

.0 .0 .0 The fact is that the jeweler who dabbles

in cheap stuff, 'which is sold at all prices, is sure

to get bitten. The false assumption that he

must have cheap stuff to meet his competitors'

prices, and the mistaken notion that there are a

few extra dollars to be made by selling such stuff

have proved fatal to the business of many a

jeweler.

P4:41

The guarantee certificate on a preceding page tells what the BOSS guarantee means;

you know its reliability. The beauty of the goods does the rest. Now for a record-

breaking year in filled case sales.
The Keystone Watch Case Co.

19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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KEYSTONE
Solid Gold Cases

The year just ended has been the banner
KEYSTONE Solid Gold cases. But the year just
a question of merit first, price second, with
customer to whom you can talk straight
a talk:

he reliability of the manufacturer is

even more of a consideration in

solid gold than in filled cases. Anything

may be described as " solid gold " from

4 K. up. You would be surprised at

some you would find that would't assay

8 K. Our methods and status in the

trade permit of no such double dealing.

The Keystone solid gold cases are exactly

as represented.

T he Keystone solids are solid in name

as well as in material. They are

strong and substantial, in striking contrast

with the flimsy, dentable shells that so often

pass as " solid gold " cases. Keystone solid

cases are not bargain-counter goods ; they

are substantial, century-wearing cases made

for and to .be handled by the jewelry trade

only.

Quality ol
Gold

Quantity of
Gold

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

NEW PATTERNS
For The New Year

year in the production and sale of
begun will far surpass it. Remember, it's
the solid gold case buyer. He is the class of
and here are some good points for such

Hand
Made

Dainty Springs
and Joints

Color and
Finish

he striking beauty of shape is due to

the fact that the cases are largely

hand made, being fashioned by the skilled

fingers of the best designers in the Nvorld.

The remarkable grace of outline is very

striking when the cases are compared with

other makes. We court and challenge

comparison.

Pc-141

t's the details that count in works of

art. Every detail in the Keystone

solid case is worked out to emphasize the

beauty of the whole. The small springs

and joints are an instance of this. The

skilled human hand is especially manifest

in the detail and the exquisite rounding out

of the complete case.

A 11 the trade are familiar, or ought to be,

with the peculiar richness of color of

Keystone solid gold cases. They are alone

and unapproached in this regard. The

color is, indeed, a very distinctive feature,

and forcefully impresses purchasers.

19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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N-57
12 size

Htg., 110.50 0. F., Jtd., $9.5o
0. F., Screw B. & B., $9.5o

N-565
12 Size

Htg., $10.50 0. F., Jtd.,
0. F., Screw B. & B., $9.50

Prices b.ccording to Keystone Key

he holiday season has settled once for all
the question of the popularity and market
status of the

KEYSTONE Silver Cases
with NIELLO Ornamentation

NIELLO is a jet black, lustrous compound. The ornamentation is produced bycutting an artistic design into the silver on backs and centers, andfilling in the space where the silver is removed with Niello. Niello is flexible andwon't crack like enamel in case of denting, it is as durable as silver, and beingsurrounded and protected by the silver it can't rub off.

ET he expansion in sales of these cases has
more than fulfilled our predictions. The
holiday purchaser whose ideal is novelty and
richness combined was pleased by the Niello
newness and beauty, and the cases attained
a high percentage among holiday sales.

10T1‘%10--.1

hese cases start the new century holding an
honored place in staple stock, and an en-
tirely new line of patterns will still further
establish them in popular favor.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown SIs.

Philadelphia, Pa.

tbe francis Engraver
SAMPLES

Why Refused. Why Misunderstood. How Cut. How Should be Cut. Effect on Trade

Surprise is expressed because I refuse to cut and send samples to
those who write for them. I stopped that over a year ago. Claims
have been made that it was caused by a failure on the part of the
machine to perform the %vork satisfactorily. If those seeking for infor-
matn.m knew the truth, they would know that a sample cut on sheet
aluminum with a special graver is a poor index by which to estimate
the merits of a machine. Jewelers have shown me samples of this
kind that were sent to them with a blank of the same kind, accom-
panied with a request that the blank be sent to me to be cut for com-
parison, and the following is added : " Mr. Francis vill probably
refuse to cut the sample for you, if so, we leave it for you to draw your
own conclusions." It is easy to see that I would refuse after what is
said on page 74r, of the August KEYSTONE. It says : " I positively
refuse to cut samples unless the party requesting it is present to see
them cut." The catalogue says : " Samples prove nothing," and this
has been written many times. Space has never permitted me to go
into detail to make the matter plain to others. Now that it is being
used against me I will explain : First, Why the 'refusal is made.
Second, Why the value of a sample as evidence of a
machine's, efficiency is misunderstood. Third, How
samples are cut. Fourth, How they should be cut.
Fifth, How they have affected some who have relied on
them to a finish.

Samples have been refused because special cuttings
are accepted as samples of general work, and specimens
of general work are turned down by comparison because
erroneously supposed to be inferior. In cutting samples
of general work the cheapest Francis can put to shame
the defender of any other machine, but this mistaken
idea of the public, of making an exception a standard,
put a quietus on my part ; for I will not send Samples
that the machine cannot back up in the hands of others.
Samples cut as I shall describe have a peculiar style of
their own that is very effective, but of no particular value
to the jeweler. It is one of the limits to which special
work can be carried. It has not yet attained that degree
of perfection shown by the professional sample maker
for sewing machine companies, who can depict Father
Time, with silken hair, flowing beard and a keen-edged
scythe, striding forth on his endless mission ; work so
cunningly wrought that it might be mistaken for a paint-
ing. The intelligent housewife, in quest of a machine
for family work, does not take such things for her stand-
ard of excellence in making a choice, and when she gets
her machine she does not have to make Father Time
seven hundred times weary in trying to put him on a
napkin, for she never expected to do it, but the jeweler
expects to put a fac-simile of that identical special sample
on some napkin ring, and if time was not endless and all
human things mortal, the old gentleman would drop his
scythe and throw up his hands in despair at the thought.

The old Spencer-Harris machine was sold over thirty
years ago ; the Wright flourished over twenty years ago.
Each had its day of usefullness and has long since been buried. I can
resurrect one of either kind, and with it reproduce any of these little,
flat, machine-cut iluntintim samples that have appeared since their days.
Of course, in doing this I would have to provide graver and type.
These are the essentials in making such samples on perfectly flat sur-
faces—not carefully constructed machines. Machines are carefully
constructed to bring the graver, type and a great variety of work into
proper relations to correctly apply the principle on which the engraver
is built—not simply to push a graver forward as a planer does it.

If aluminum is wet with squeegee solution while being cut, and is
afterwards washed in gasoline to remove the parafine, the brilliancy of
the cut is unequalled. This makes it the easiest of metals to engrave
nicely. Cutting- in imitation of handwork by grinding and setting
gravers to cut all on one side is the most effective. To produce the
best special samples requires some preparation. A special graver must
be produced with great care, perfect type, a bottle of squeegee solution,
a swab, a washing tray, and some blanks that are perfectly flat Having
dressed a graver so that it can be set with its cutting edge nearly hori-
zontal, so that when its point has entered the metal to the depth of a
sixty-fourth of an inch, its edge is skimming the surface back a distance
covering a good wide shade (as the skilled engraver does it with the
flat side of his burin), we have accomplished the hardest part. Of
course, in sharpening it we have tried to free it as nearly as possible
mfro every microscopic inick or scratch. In this condition t will leave

a cut that reflects light like a mirror. If the machine has a turning
point any letter will do, but if the graver is stationery- our choice of
type must be limited to letters having shades all running as nearly as
possible in the same direction. Such work is best when each shade is
cut with a rapid stroke. If the machine is handicapped by having a
stationary graver it requires a considerable practice to reach the highest
attainable proficiency necessary to make fairly presentable samples.
A stationary graver can only cut shades that are nearly parallel. In
all such samples the shades only are effective.

If a few parallel shades are pleasing when nicely cut, and are
accepted, where a sample of a machine's general work conveys no
adequate impression of its value as evidence of efficiency, how does
the recipient of such specimens explain his estimate of effectiveness
when he learns that the same graver, held in the same position, wall
cut the same parallel shades whether held in an engraving machine,

the stock of a Boynton shaper, the cross-head of a Rockford planer,
or the arbor of a type machine.

A customer asks for samples to have ocular evidence before him
that the machine is correctly built. If a number are sent he picks out
those that suit him best, probably without t thought as to the conditions
under which they might have been cut. A dozen samples, cut in a
dozen ways on the same machine, would give hint a dozen impressions,
each of a different machine, or if the cuts were made \die!) the tool
%vas held in something not an engraving machine, as I have shown
they can be, and a photograph could be seen taken of the cutting, he
would probably say that he did not want to buy at ihl, and conclude
that I was right when I said : " Samples prove nothing."

The man who buys by them makes them his criterion, by which he
estimates the machine's value as applied to his work, and from the day
he sends in his order until he receives the machine, ninny times in his
" mind's eye " he transfers the letters to some odd-shaped article of
more or less value, that he expects to engrave when sold. He does
not realize that the graver that cuts the special work would not do for

ENGRAVER No. 2 ON HOLLOWWARE

anything else. If this graver was ever sent with the machine he would
soon realize it, but I never send a special graver of this kind unless
ordered, and I have only received orders for two during the past year.
Think of this graver, with a nearly horizontal cutting edge, cutting
toward you, on one side of a slightly oval surface, where its edge
would take out a broadside of metal where a hair line was intended ;
then think of it again, cutting in the same direction, on the other side
of same oval, where a shade was intended, and see how impotent it is
to make anything but the narrowest kind of a line. Now, when it is
especially remembered that there is no machine having a graver that
can be tilted in operation, if you do not see that such a tool is utterly
useless in general work you cannot be naturally endowed with a strong
love for mechanics.

Samples should be cut with a machine ready for general work.
Gravers made with equal sides and worked in a perpendicular stock,
or without lateral tilt, so that each side has the same cutting surface,
in cutting ovals the cut gains on one side of the graver NVIlat it loses on
the other. These are always sent with a machine, and if samples were
cut with them the buyer could reproduce the sample very soon after -
having received his machine, and his satisfaction would be complete.

When a machine is sold from samples cut with a special graver of
the kind mentioned, the buyer is always trying to reproduce them.
Not having the graver, iiid perhaps the type, or the skill, he is of
course facing an impossibility. Nevertheless he tries, and tries hard ;
he thinks the fault is in himself ; he works hopelessly, but keeps at it.
Explain to hint the cause of his failure, and if his machine has a fault
that he does not show up to you, as having been revealed to him, it is
of such a minor character that he has overlooked it in his excitement.

It takes an expert hand engraver to equal the general work done
by the Francis. Some of the best hand engravers to be found in the
jewelry stores buy them. They say : " We have always had a man, or
have always done our own engraving, but our time is worth more to
us if given to other work ; we have help whose time can better be
applied to it. We find that the work is as good as our own in most
ways, better in some, and that it will save us something in not requiring
skilled help. Send us your best machine and outfit."

The machine and its work is superior to anything else ever offered,
and when claims are made that 111V refusal to send samples is based on
anything unsatisfactory in the machine, or its work, they are false.

Address A. E. FRANCIS, 780 Cedar Ave., CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Retail jewelers can get our goods from all jobbers.

•Geo.
Chicago Office:

245

and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only.

H. Fuller & Son Co.
Pawtucket, Rhode Island

03 State Street, Columbus Memorial Building.

Wo Wool Dui Watch llopalliag We employ only Expert Watchmakers.
All Jobs promptly executed.
We can save you money on your Repair Work.

M. S. Fleishman Company, Wholesale Jewelers, Masonic Temple, Chicago

MORE WHY WE CAN GIVE IT

CASH
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND

SILVER

Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying
departments. We handle without additional expense and use in our own fac-
tories all old gold and silver consigned to us.

If we were in the smelting and refilling business exclusively, our expenses
and refining costs would be 15 to 20 per cent. of the amount of old metal
received, the same as that of other refiners. We therefore place that much
higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

We Remit the Same Day
consignments are received by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay).

Consignments Returned Express Prepaid
in exactly the condition received, if the amount is not up to your expectation.

Send us your large consignments.
Send us your small consignments.

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

93, 95 and 97 William Street,
Near Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK. Established 18 Years.

57 Washington Street,
New Location,

CHICAGO.

I
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•

After the Smoke of the Battle
of the Holiday Trade has been cleared away, it is well to come back to
the Every Day Business of the year as quickly as possible. Watch
Repairing is one of the most important items of the Jewelry Trade.

How is the condition of your tools ? Do any need replacing ?
How is your stock of material ? Does it need filling- up ?

Webster-Whitcomb Lathes, .
Wire Chucks,

Foot-Wheels, Swing, 6o Pounds, .
Countershaft, Speed, N. P. . .
K. & D. Staking Tool, 6o Punch, .
66 64 44 44 50 44

Pivot Drills, " Peerless," per dozen,

. $27.00

• 

.75

• 

5.50
3.50
9.75
7.50
.35

American-Made Balance Staffs, . $1.00 Dozen
.. -Set Jewels, . . .75 "

Roller Jewels for American Watches, .25 Dozen
Jobbing Stones in Great Variety.
Geneva Watch Glasses, . • 2.25 Gross
Mi-Concave ,, .. . • 2.50 "
Write for Glass Order Sheet.

JOS. B. BECHTEL Ci CO.
719 Sansom Street

JeweLeRs, suPPL,Ies

PHILADELPHIA

CLARA

ink

ENGRAVING
COMPANY
çIWILWAVKEE

9e ouldestdblished
engraving shop.
Makers of
printing plates

°nWPPEK, ZINC
(WOOD
by all known processes.

High grade workc prompt
service our success.
C shall be pleased to confer with you.

TO THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

Something New!

Perfection
Chamois
Watch Bag

Oil tanned, non-tarnishable.
Overstitched in assorted colors.
To be had in o, 6, 12, 16 and

18 size.
The cor.struction of this bag is

such that when taking your watch
from vest pocket it will remain in
the bag.

Fleming's
Patent
Corrugated
Universal
Case Springs

Sole Agents,

Henry Zimmern & Co., and Jewelers' Supplies,
Importers of Watchmakers'

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK,

Sole Depot for the superior and well-known U.S. American Mainsprings.
Headquarters for Ajax Insulators.
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TAKING WILLIAM F. NYE'S WATCH AND CLOCK OILS IN MID—OCEAN"We use Nye's Oil and can use no other at this altitude," says Mr. S. Meyer, of Leadville, Colorado, (the highest town in the world,
10,400 feet above the sea), "all other oils dry off in a few months, while Nye's will stand a year."

ESTABLISHED 1880

FOR ESTABLISHED JEWELERS ONLY

AN AUCTION
For Reliable Jewelers is an assured success if con-ducted by my system. No injury to your reputationand a positively successful venture if conducted bythe Recognized Leading Jewelers' Auctioneer,

P. J. BURROUGHS
103 STATE STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

<- REFERENCEs
I give below a list of firms who are among the largest and most favorably known among the jewelers of America and Canada, for all of whomI have conducted sales, Any one of whom I believe will be glad to inform you of my success and methods in conducting auction sales :A. K. Camp Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Dillon, ■1 heat & Handier Cu.,
Wheeling, W. Va.W. D. Testen, Houston, Texas.

J. E. Alitchell, Fort Worth, "lexas.J. I). I.eys, Butte, Mont.
Knepfly & Sons Jewelry Co.,

Dallas, Texas.Eustis Bros., Minneapolis, Minn.
Lyi le Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Bolim-Bristol Company, Denver, Colo.w. 11 Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
A Feldenheimer, Portland, Oregon.
1). Rosenberg, Rochester, N. Y.
Dodd, Werner & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Clemens It ellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio,
I wo sales.C. J. St einau, Cincinnati, Ohio.

A. & J. Plant, Cincinnati, Ohio.
A. Steinau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cady & Olmstead, Kansas City, Mo.
Anderton 8t.Eberhardt Co ,

Dayton,Ohio.M. Wunsch & Co., San Francisco, Cal.M. German, Los Angeles, Cal.
11. Morton, San Jose, Cal.
A. I. Hall & Son, San Francisco, Cal.
C. S. Raymond, Omaha, Nebr.,

two sales.
Steinmetz Jewelry Co., Helena, Mont.

Barre Bros. Co , Winnipeg, Man.,
tsvo sales.T. R. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.J. W. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.

A. H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn., two sales.W. B Clapp, Chicago, Ill.
W. 'C. Irvine, I.a Crosse, Wis.
David H. Harris, Fulton, Mo.
Joseph & Fish, Chicago, Ill.
E. Hallett, Lincoln, Nebr., two sales.
J. G Willeke, Springfield, Mo.,two sales.
Baldwin & Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
A Hoover, Saratoga, N. Y.
Wilson Sr Cutting, Winona, Minn.
A. T. Threadgale, Taylor, Texas.

II. I lahn, Lansing, Mich.
Worden 8; Morris, Fort Wayne, Ind.C. S. Dunce, Davenport, Iowa,

two sales.D. Donulau & Bro., Waco, Texas.
M. B ‘Vright & Co., Kansas City, Mo.M. J. Benjamin, Denver, Colo,

two sales.J 11. Bill!, Fremont, Ohio, four sales.John Leith, Bay City, Mich.
The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.,

Kansas City Mo.W. A. Pfister, Sheboygan, Wis.
Geo. Beemer, Lead, South Dakota.

0. F. Zimmerman. Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. 1; Talifafero, Jackson. 'Venn.
G. W. Brown, Cheyenne, Wyo.
H. H. Bisbee, Ludington, Mich,
C. W. Miller, Bloomington, Ill.
Hight & Fairfield, Butte, Mont.
W. E. Crellin, Chillicothe, Mo.
Levy & Michaels, Halifax, N. S.
A. McMillan, Ottawa, Oct.
J. B. Williamson, Montreal, Quebec.
Sam Meyers, Denver, Colo.
Geo. W. Biggs' stock, Pittsburg, Pa.
A. Klein, Duluth, Minn.
13arnetz & Nuncmacher, Columbus, Ohio.

L. Loing&Brother
Gold and Silver Refiners,

Assayers and

SW.EEP 

MELTERS

BULLION SOLICITED SMELTING FOR THE TRADE
Prompt attention given to Old Gold and Silver forwarded

to us by mail or express.

Southwest Corner Halsey and Marshall Streets

Newark, N. J.
SWEEPINGS OUR SPECIALTY

CAN THIS BE REPAIRED?

We are

Headquarters
for Reliable

SILVER-PLATING
and

SILVERWARE
REPAIRING YES I

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to matchthe old ones, broken or incited off, the same as new.
We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass,Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all theAntique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. L. Sercomb Co.

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

State & Adams Sts.

CHICAGO

NEW STANDARDS OF VALUE

IN STEEL SPECTACLES.

We make low-priced and medium grades

only, and our goods have established new
standards of value in each of these grades.

'Time was when dealers distrusted low-priced
spectacles because their only experience had

been with cheap imported goods that were de-

fective and disappointing. Now the trade knows

that spectacles can be low in price and be per-

fectly satisfactory in every essential detail. Our

careful factory system and equipment of auto-

matic machinery have wrought this change.

To-day our mechanical work is done with

more accuracy than that of any other spectacle

factory in the world, and our product has a

uniformity of quality and finish that must win

the commendation of all.

We sell only at wholesale, but if your job-

ber cannot fill your order we will direct you to

the nearest dealer who carries our goods in stock.

Send for our descriptive circulars.

T. A.WILLSON & CO. READING, PA.

DAILY PRODUCTION, 10,00o PAIRS.

ESTABLISHED 1870.

13
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Established 1870
— 1 0 0swARTCHILD CaWatchmakers' and Jewelers'

Supply House

131 to 137 Wabash Ave., Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO, ILL..
We are Special Selling Agents for the

South Bend Demagnetizer
PRICE, $5.00

414.4

iIi II 11.1

The "South Bend " Watch Demagnetizer is guaranteed to remove mag-netism from a watch or any piece of metal that can be inserted in the coil.A spring contact lever with which the instrument is provided, removes alldanger of heating the coil by the continued current, as the lever is depressed onlywhile the work is being demagnetized, and when released, automatically breaksthe circuit.
The base is made of slate, and the coil is firmly held between brass nickel-plated end plates, so that it is a very substantial instrument,handsome in appearance,and of small compass. It is very much neater than any demagnetizer so far pro-duced. The coil is oval in shape so that when the watch is inserted, the conductorsare equi-distant from the work.
It is not necessary to remove the movement from the watch.On all other demagnetizers the switch (if one is provided), is not automaticand the current traverses the coil until the operator remembers to cut it off, andif not promptly switched off, the coil will become hot, and in a very few minutesburn out. This danger is obviated in the "South Bend " demagnetizer by theuse of the spring contact key.
Every jeweler appreciates the necessity for a reliable demagnetizer, becauseof the many watches that are daily magnetized by close approach to electricalmachinery or street car motors.
Tools used by jewelers are frequently magnetized and can be promptly remediedby the use of this instrument.
The "South Bend " demagnetizer is packed in a box and furnished withconducting cord and plug to fit any lamp socket, and as above stated, is sold on astrict guarantee that it will work satisfactorily.It will work perfectly on any alternating cul rent of any voltage or frenquency.It will not work on direct current. It's life is perpetual, and it never needs repairs.Full directions come with each demagnetizer.

Price, net, $5.00.
In ordering, give style of lamp socket.

Hardinge New Style Lathe A
PRICE, $12.00

Dale
A Size

VII!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!TIMI!!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!!!!!TIMIMI!!!!M

Directions for Using the "South Bell" Demagnetizer.
FOR USE ON ALTERNATING CURRENT ONLY.

Don't use it on direct current. Insert watch in opening of magnet,pushing it in as far as the fingers will admit. With the other hand pressdown the contact key and withdraw the watch SLOWIN, in a straight line,• being careful not to let it touch the magnet. Pull it three feet from magnetbefore releasing the contact key.
If a trace of magnetism remains, repeat the operation. It is notnecessary to take the movement from the case except in very obstinatecases.

One of our Handsome Wall or Window Card Signs will bescat with each South Bend Demagnetizer free of charge.

OUR 700-PAGE CATALOGUE
WILL BE SENT FREE UPON APPLICATION.
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Length of Bed, 9 inches. Height of Lathe, 6 inches.

Alosoloy
No

Moseley
1x2
Size.

Webster
Whitcomb

Size.

Moseley
No.1
Size.

Rivett
Size.

Hardinge New Style Lathe A.

This lathe is capable of doing the greater part
of any watchmaker's work, and can be used for all
work except where the Tailstock is indispensable.
The spindle is 3 degrees taper in front journal and
is hardened and ground true. Revolves on cast
iron, which is a first-class bearing and will last a
lifetime.

We can fit it to any slide-rest or pivot polisher
and to any size chuck up to Dal A, which admits
of -inch stock clear through.

The Dale A chuck will be sent with lathe
unless otherwise specified.

Price of Lathe A, enameled, fitted to Dale A chuck, $12.00
Price of Lathe A, enameled, fitting any make of

chuck, . . . • . . . 13.00
Price of either above, nickel-plated, extra, . . 2.00
Price of Lathe with 6 Wire Chucks, 1 Screw Chuck,

1 Arbor Chuck, 2 Wheel Chucks and 6 Cement
Brasses, . . . . . . . 20.00

Price of Lathe with 15 Chucks, Wire or Wheel of
any number, 1 Arbor Chuck, 1 Screw Chuck,
1 Taper Chuck and 6 Cement Brasses, . . 26.00

Ask your jobber for
this label—

Note the

and
beware of
imitations.

The True Blue
Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass
Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD,

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane.

PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier.

THE LEDOS MFG. CO.
34 & 36 Pearl St., Newark, N. 1., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

Ward' Case Materials 4',/e/ Jewelers' Findings
Crowns, Pendants, Bows, Solders, Fine Enamels, Seamless Wire and

Plate in all qualities. Gold Wire in all karats.

Walnut Crown Cabinets
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FOUR DOZEN ASSORTEDF..

ELGIN, WALTHAM, KEYSTONE

and DUEBER

PENDANT SLESEVESBARS
AND

18,16,12, 6 AND 0 SiZE cos AMERICAN

AND ANTIQUE WATCH CASES.

These Cabinets have 36 compartments and contain one 
gross 14 K. gold

Crowns, American and Antique, assorted for all 
makes of Watch

Cases. Same assortment in Silver. Oct this from 
your jobber. ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR GOODS

Os

The Numa Spring.
l'AT. MARCH 14, 1893.

The most perfect spring made in lock
Of lift. Can be used in place of a solid steel
or any other spring. ('resents an unbroken

surface in watch case center, making the 
case

absolutely dust-proof. Every spring perfectly

finished and guaranteed.
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1866-1867

1870

1372-1873
1876

1878-1879

1882

1884-1885

1888

1890-1891

1894
1896-1897
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1850-1851

1853

1856-1857
1859

1862-1863

1865

1868-1869

1871

1874-1875
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1880-1881

1883

1886-1887
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1892-1893

1895
1898-1899

DID THESE
ADVERTISEMENTS

HELP YOU
sen "1847" Goods?

All tht.se years the name
Rogers—us applied to

knives, forks, spoons, etc.,
—has been famous.

The increase in general sales

during 1900 was unprecedented.

The advertising helped, no doubt,

but there is a growing feeling among

silverware buyers that the name

" Rogers " only means little, and

that " /847 Rogers Bros."
means much—the best that can be

produced.

When
you purchase a pres-

ent, select something that
will last, or the person receiving ft

is likely to soon forget the giver. Artis-
tic designs, beautifully finished together

with great wearing qualities are combined in the

oros."
7:.S, Etc.
ide reputatizzon
id is sold by
makers for
C No.61.

t.

O.

IsillE

RICiINAL
AND

ENUIN
MADE
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EAR

MANY MILLION COPIES

.Olumscat VESTA,f Er
Or SPOON DERADRE DESSERT SPOON.

. 
R CO 
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Ask your dcaler for '1847" goods. Avoid
substitutes or imitations. Our lull trade
mark is "1847 Rogers Bros." Look for it.

Sold by leading dealers everywhere.
Write for illustrated catalogue No. 81
International Silver Co., successor to

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden. Conn.
NE ic TT,. SkN' FitANCIst.0.N\ iiV■i 

OVER 400 PUBLICATIONS
CONTAINED THESE OR SIMILAR
ADVERTISEMENTS EACH ISSUE
DURING THE FALL OF 1900.

Berkshire
Fish
Knife.

Roger

Spoons, Forks, Knives, etc., have all
the qualities in design, workmanship
and finish of the best sterling silver,
at one-fourth to one-eighth the cost.

Much of the sterling now on the
market is entirely too thin and light
for practical use, and is far in-
ferior in every way to "Silver
Plate that Wears."

Ask your dealer for "1847" goods.
Avoid substitutes. Our full trade-mark is
"1847 Rogers Bros." look for it. Sold by
leading dealers everywhere. Before buying
write for our little book No. 61.

/NTERNSTIMOS T. SILVER CO,
Su000s4or to

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.

Berkshire
Fish

Furk.

Dainty Designs
IN SPOONS, SUGAR SHELLS, BUTTER KNIVES, Etc.

attractively put up in lined cases, can be easily selected
in "1847 " goods—the brand that made "Rogcrs "
famous. Wares bearing the "1847" mark are particu-
larly desirable for gifts, as the quality is so well known.
Remember "184 7. ' Take no substitute. Sold by lead-
ing dealers everywhere. Send to the makers for new
Catalogue No.
61 telling
about "Si/vcr
Plate that
Wears.'

Finely
illustrated.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER
CO.. 840400sor to

MERIDEN
BRITANNIA CO.
MERIDEN, COMM.

Illustration of
No. 710

Combination
Set, Berkshire

Design.

LOOK OVER YOUR STOCK

and select enough to complete your

line for the early spring trade.

A supply of advertising matter

will be enclosed with your order,

if you ask for it.
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INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
SUCCESSOR TO

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
MERIDEN, CONN.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

HAMILTON, CANADA

OF MONTHLY, WEEKLY AND DAILY
PUBLICATIONS CARRIED THESE
ADVERTISEMENTS DURING 1900.

"Silver Plate
that Wears."

These

Handsome

Pieces in

"1847
RoGERs
BRos."
Spoons,

Forks, etc.,

are only a few of the
many made in the
old reliable brand, for
over half century the
standard of quality.

They have all the good
qualities in design,
workmanship and
finish of solid silver,
at one-fourth to one-
eighth the cost.

Much of the sterling
silver nowadays is
made entirely too
thin and light for
practical use, and is
far inferior in every
way to good plate—
"Silver Plate
that Wears."

Ask your dealer for
"t847" goods. Avoid
substitutes. Our
full trade-mark is
"1847 Rogers
Bros;" look for it.
Sold by leading deal-
ers everywhere. Be-
fore buying write for
our little book, No.
6x. .

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.

MRRIDEN BRITANNIA
COMPANY,

MERIDEN, CONN.

New York,

Chicago, San Francisco

Trade-Mark on

Tea MADE AND

Sets, GUARANTEED ET

Tureens,
\Vaiters,
etc.
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New Cover Design and New Type

HE handsome new cover design, appearing

for the first time on this issue, will be con-

tinued during the year. This design is gener-

ally conceded to be the most artistic creation

that ever graced a trade journal, and, apart from

the beauty of the conception, the execution is a

magnificent triumph of the art of clay modeling

as utilized in modern illustration. It will interest

our readers to know that there was no sketching

whatever in connection with this design, the

artist simply moulding his mental picture in clay,

the cover being printed from a half-tone cut of a

photograph of this clay model.

The idea so classically embodied in the de-

sign is very appropriate. The architectural fea-

ture is symbolic of strength and reliability, and

very aptly associated both with a keystone and

THE KEYSTONE. The female figure modeled

in the heroic proportions affected by classicism,

in the thoughtful attitude of recording passing

events, represents the spirit, of progress, the

flame symbolizing the soul or spiritual character

of the corporate idea and incidentally enlighten-

ment, the whole being emblematic of the pro-

gressive and educational character of this jour-

nal. The symbol in the left hand of the figure

is the caduceus, or winged staff, of mythology.

This staff was supposed to give Mercury, the

divinity of commerce, the power of flight, and

is the classic emblem of trade. The entwined

serpents represent peace succeeding war, the

whole being aptly symbolic of present inter-

national conditions and commerce, as well as of

a journal devoted to trade. We have no doubt

that our readers will appreciate both the art and

the aptness of the design, as well as its timeli-

ness at this auspicious opening of the new year

and century.

, 6 b, 56c, 0 e, N OR is the improved.appearance of the new-3 4....

. 63 century KEYSTONE confined to the cover.

. 4 The reader has noticed by this time that our

.

. 63
71 

• 35, 39 
pages are clothed in a complete new dress of

• . 
29, 33 type. This new type is the very latest product7t

.
. . 31 of the type-founder, and combines to an unusual. ag

• ' 
27 degree grace of outline with clearness and legi-

bility. Not all our readers may realize that a

new dress of type for so voluminous a journal as

THE KEYSTONE is one of those expensive im-

provements which would make them marvel

more than ever at the smallness of the subscrip-

6i tion price, which still remains as heretofore at

63 one dollar a year.
The new cover design and new type are

impressively suggestive of the progressive pro-

gramme planned for the present year by the

management of this journal.
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The Century Opens with a Jewelry

Craze

J

EWELRY, as the most available outward

evidence of personal wealth, has it natural

fascination for the average mortal, and his pas-

sion for possession is regulated not so much by

the canons of Dame Fashion as by his financial

resources. It is not unnatural, therefore, that

a jewelry craze should be cotemporaneous with

the present period of prosperity, for seldom,

indeed, have the public at large been so favor-

ably circumstanced for the gratification of per-

sonal vanity. At this opening of the century,

fashion and individual predilection agree in

the flatter of jewelry-wearing, and the combi-

nation must operate to the great advantage of

the jewelry trade. The craze is especially rabid

among the wealthy classes. Our New York

correspondent says :

. Never in the history of the world has the jewelry-
wearing craze been more important than at the present
time. Society in this city has gone fairly jewel crazy.

At the recent Assembly ball, the great "400 " function,
we are told that never before were so many jewels
seen at a ball. Women, with sprays of jewels on their

waists, wore necklaces, pendants, tiaras, bracelets and
earrings of diamonds ; and added to this display,
evidently at the last moment, ropes of big solitaire
pearls. All this means business and wealth to the
jewelers. Fashion is just now a mighty business-
making agent for every member of the trade.

Reports of holiday trade from all over the

country indicate a national prevalance of the

metropolitan feeling, though, of course, to an

extent commensurate with the more moderate

resources. The most altruistic of us has a moiety

of self-interest mixed up with our composition,

and the jewelers are not likely to find fault with

such extravagance. On the other hand, it is their

game to foster and encourage it. Love of gems,

after all, is love of the beautiful as well as of the

costly.

These gems have life in them ; their colors speak, '
Say what words fail of.

ROM Paris, the gay capital of the world of

fashion, the prevalence of the jewelry-wear-

ing craze in an exaggerated form is reported.

We are told that the pocketless gown for women,

in style for some time, is to be a thing of the

past, and that the watch-pocket is to be restored.

The pocket-watch will, of course, call for a chain,

and another opportunity for display is thus af-

forded. Bracelets, we are informed, are " in-

creasing rather than decreasing in popularity,"

and beautiful specimens are being shown by the

Paris jewelers. There are fanciful pins and

buckles in all manner of expensive designs.

There are settings in the form of swans, doves,

crabs, insects, etc. ; in fact, there seems to be no

limit to the eccentricities in designing that meet
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with popular favor. Chains are worn with
jeweled hearts, beetles, etc., and dazzling dis-
plays are a la mode. We are told, also, that
enamel is immensely popular for the trifles of
the jewelers's art, such as clasps and buckles
and buttons. " So great is the demand for in-
dividuality in these useful adjuncts to the gown
that large sums are sometimes paid to secure
designs specially novel." All this is good news,
coming as it does from the Mecca of the world
of fashion, and, indeed, we already find some-
what similar conditions prevailing here. The
outlook for the jewelry trade is certainly aus-
picious.

Morality in Modern Business-Doing

IT is regrettable that at this beginning of the-A- new century so many should entertain the
idea that modern business has developed into a
species of sharp practice, and that the magni-
tude of the results is more of a consideration
than the morality of the methods. This subject
was very intelligently discussed in a recent article
in the International Journal of Ethics, by J. W.
Morton, of St. Louis, whose views were given
by way of reply to the following questions pro-
pounded by a clergyman to a number of busi-
ness men:

I. Are the principles which underlie present busi-
ness methods opposed to the principles of Christianity,
so that one cannot succeed by doing to others as he
would have others do to him?

2. Is it true that to succeed in business men must
commit sin?

3. If so, what sins ? Must they deceive ? Must
they blunt the fine edge of honesty in any way ? Must
they disregard Sunday?

Leaving the religious aspect out of the ques-
tion, those three queries may be boiled down
into this one : Is it necessary in order to be suc-
cessful in business nowadays to lie, cheat or
steal ? Not only does Mr. Morton, from a busi-
ness experience of over thirty years, emphati-
cally answer " no," but he expressed his con-
viction " that during this period great progress
has been made in elevating the methods of trade;
that the standard of commercial honesty and
business integrity of the man of mercantile
affairs to-day is higher than ever before, and
that matters have so shaped themselves that
much success in business cannot be attained by
any other means than by the strictest adherence
to the principles of honor and equity." He
maintains that the golden rule is more strictly
-observed than ever between employers and em-
ployees, and emphasizes the fact that expansion
in business depends on confidence inspired and
can only be maintained by upright dealings.
Improved methods, he adds, have done away in
large part with night work and almost entirely
with Sunday work by both employees and em-
ployers.

MR. MORTON states very truly that there
has been a complete transformation in the

class of salesmen or drummers. " Formerly
firms expected them to be more or less convivial
with customers ; " they had great license in their
accounts and were not measured by direct re-
sults ; " as a consequence, they were more or
less disreputable." Now, " they are an honor-
able, intelligent, dignified set of men. They
could not be otherwise and retain their positions."
Moreover, they usually have small routes ena-
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bling them to spend their Saturdays and Sundays
at home in some central town. To be success-
ful the salesman " must be strictly truthful and
straightforward," otherwise he shatters confi-
dence in the firm Ire represents.

It is also pointed out by Mr. Morton that
the small margin of profit, now the rule in busi-
ness transactions, and the prevalent vigorous
competition have put an end to many possibilities
of dishonesty or unfairness. The chances of
taking advantages of customers are becoming
fewer every year, and any effort at sharp prac-
tice is certain to prove a destructive boomerang.
Mr. Morton might have stated that in modern
advertising and publicity lies the surest protec-
tion for the public ; for thus may individual cases
of imposition or attempts thereat be readily de-
tected. It is more true to-day than ever that
" honesty is the best policy."

Congress May Establish the Metric
System

THE bill for the adoption of the metric sys-
tern in the United States has been reported

favorably by the House committee in charge of
the measure. The bill provides .that from and
after January r, 1902, all the departments' of the
Government of the United States; in the trans-
action of busitiess requiring the use of weight
and measurement, Shall employ and use only
the weights and measures of the metric system,
and that from and after January r, 1903, the
weights and measures of the metric system shall
be the legal standard weights and measures in
the United States.

Should this measure become a law, which
is by no means improbable, we shall be under
the necessity of learning our tables over again.
It will be some time before most of us can think
easily in terms of meters, kilograms and hecto-
liters. We have a fairly accurate mental con-
ception of what is included in a mile, an acre or
a pound avoirdupois, but some practice will be
needed before we can think of a kilometer ex-
cept as about thee-fifths of a mile or of a kilo-
gram except as about two and one-fifth pounds.
In other words, we will be inclined at first to
translate terms of the new into terms of the old
system before we grasp their meaning, just as a
young student of languages gets his first notion
of the meaning of foreign words by translating
them into his own tongue, or as a traveler in a
foreign country, in order to realize the value of
the foreign money, finds it necessary to calcu-
late its value in the money of his own country.

THE arguments in favor of the metric system
are so many, so reasonable and so well

known, that it is not necessary to reiterate them.
Apart from the saving of time and labor, there
is the commercial advantage which will be gained
by abolishing a system of weights and measures
which seriously hampers us in our trade with
almost all the foreign nations, and particularly
with the Latin-American republics. The Eng-
lish-speaking races stand alone in the use of the
old and largely discredited system. Every
argument of utility and convenience calls for the
substitution of a decimal system, which, by long
use, has proved its all-around superiority.
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Of course the metric system, like all human
contrivances, has its drawbacks. The names of
some of the units are said to be too long, while
some of the units themselves are said to be too
large and some too small. For instance, to re-
place the inch in common use with the centi-
meter means that most measurements that are
used by carpenters, builders, mechanics, elec-
tricians and other such artisans will be expressed.
in long and cumbersome figures, while the meter
is far too large a linear unit to be useful in these
arts. On the other hand a gramme is incom-
parably smaller than the ounce, and the kilo-
meter is so much shorter than the mile that fig-
ures of distances expressed in it look unreason-
ably large to eyes accustomed to the older
method of measure. There is also the objection
to the decimal system that ten is incapable of
repeated even subdivisions while eight is, a fact
which the arithmeticians of the stock exchanges,
for instance, have put to convenient use. But
none gainsay that the advantages of the metric
system far outweigh its drawbacks ; and if Eng-
land adopted it simultaneously with this coun-
try, it would immeasurably facilitate cosmopoli-
tan trade.

Diamonds That Will Make Historypr HE United States Supreme Court has now
before it the important question of the

status of our new possessions in relation to the
constitution. The question, as far as the Phil-
ippine Islands are concerned, was raised by a
soldier's not over valuable diamonds. It ap-
pears that Emil J. Pepke, a citizen of the United
States, enlisted in North Dakota in a volunteer
regiment to serve in the Philippines. While
there in 1899, after the ratification of the Paris
treaty, and while in the military service, he came
into possession of fourteen diamond rings, which
form the basis of this suit. Subsequently the
soldier was wounded in battle, and was sent to
San Francisco, where he was mustered out. He
had the rings with him on his return home to
North Dakota, whence he went to Chicago.
There a custom-house detective seized the rings
on the ground that they had been illegally
brought into the United States without payment
of duty. Thereupon Pepke brought suit to re-
cover his property. On trial in the lower court
his attorney maintained that the Philippines be-
long to the United States ; that no duty, there-
fore, could be collected on the jewelry, and that
it should be returned to the lawful owner. The
United States District Attorney claimed that the
Philippines are not part of the United States, as
is Illinois ; that goods imported from Manila are
subject to duty, and that the confiscation of
these rings was legal because no duty had been
paid on them. So held the court, and it was
ordered that the rings should be sold, as is the
practice in regard to smuggled goods. It now
remains for the United States Supreme Court to
decide the momentous question.

The Porto Rican case was started by a citi-
zen who protested against the assessment of
duty on an importation of tobacco from Porto
Rico in June, 1899, on the ground that that
island at the time of the importation was not a
foreign country, but was within the territory of
the United States, and that the imposition of
duties upon goods imported from there was not
lawful under the constitution.
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Jewelers as Mayors of Cities

THE KEYSTONE takes pleasure in extending

the tribute of its admiration to one of its

esteemed subscribers, John F. Hurley, jeweler

and mayor of Salem, Mass. On the eve of

Christmas Day, Mayor Hurley announced that

he would give his $25oo yearly salary to the

poor. He does not intend to entrust the money

to charitable institutions to distribute. He will

disburse the funds himself. He knows the " City

of Witches " as he knows the interior of his

store on Norman Street, and is acquainted with

every case of deserving poverty. Coal and wood

will be sent to those who are unable to keep

Jack Frost from the fireplace. During the sum-

mer he will plan excursions to near-by sea re-

sorts for the benefit of tenement dwellers.

Mr. Hurley, be it known as a warning to all

machine politicians, elected himself. His plat-

form was " economy and low taxes." He is

independent in politics. His strength before

election alarmed the Republicans and Demo-

crats. Various schemes were tried to thwart his

popularity, but Mr. Hurley outwitted them all,

winning solely on his merits. And Mr. Hurley

deserved to win. Salem has honored itself by

honoring so excellent a citizen as the Norman

Street jeweler.
There are.no better public officials than those

recruited from the jewelry trade. It is a long

call from Salem, Mass., to Thibodeaux, La., but

the story is the same. In our October, 19oo,

issue, we published this item :

Frank Zernott, jeweler, Thibodeaux, La.; is mayor

of his town, and the result is that it has the cleanest

streets, the finest water-works and electric plant (both

owned by the city) of any town of its size in Louisiana.

Mr. Zernott has been offered the mayorality again, but

declined, because his business demands all his time.

There is no trade or calling in which honesty

counts for more than in the jewelry trade.

Honesty and a good name are essentials of the

jeweler's success, and the same qualifications

are needful in public officials.

Foreign Commerce Record Again Broken

THE official statement of the total foreign

commerce of our country in 1900 has

not yet been published, but with the data at

hand, a pretty accurate approximation can be

made. The commercial record of the United

States for the calendar year just ended will

surpass that of any preceding year both in ex-

ports and in the excess of exports over imports.

The imports will be slightly below those of one

or two preceding years, and when considered in

their relation to population show a smaller im-

portation for each individual than at almost any

other period in many years. Basing the esti-

mate for • the year upon the eleven months'

actual figures already received by the Treasury

Bureau of Statistics, it seems probable that the

exports of the calendar year 1900 will reach

about $1,470, 000, 000 and the imports $825, 000, -

000, making the excess of exports over imports,

or favorable balance of trade, $645,000,000, a

sum greater by $25,000,000 than that of any

preceding year.

It is only since 1873 that the exports have

with any regularity exceeded the imports or

produced the favorable balance of trade which

has almost continuously characterized our corn-

merce during the last quarter of a century.

Yet it .remained for the closing year of the

century to present not only the highest figures

of exports, but the highest record of excess of

exports over imports; or -favorable balance of

trade, in the hiStOry of our commerce. Con-

sidering the question of. excess of exports over

imports, or favorable balance of trade, from the

per capita standpoint, the development is start- :

ling. In 1870 imports exceeded exports by

$57,546,048, and the excess of imports over

exports amounted to $1.50 per capita. By 1875

the balance had turned in our favor, but amoun-

ted to only 17 cents per capita. By 1885 it

amounted to $1.79. per enpita, .and in 1900 Will

amount to about $8.50 per .capita. Thus, in

the thirty years the balance, of .trade has gone

from a minus quantity of $1.50 per -capita- to- a

plus quantity of $8.50 per capita. .

, •

Oklahoma's Claims to Statehood

T T is suggestive. of the expansion instinct and
4. achievement of our glorious country that at

each succeeding session of Congress some new

Territory arises and presents its claim for state-

hood. . Oklahoma is now the most likely appli-

cant, and her claims for admission to the sister-

hood are of the most substantial character. The

Territory now contains 400,000 people, 90 per

cent. of whom are native Americans and..roo,000

of whom are school childreen ; they have 2000

Schoolhouses, no penitentiary, not a poorhouse,

and only six per cent. of illiteracy—less than

any one of thirty-five of the States. They own

$75,000,000 worth of property: Twelve million

acres are settled, and homesteaders are taking a

million acres a year ; moo. miles. of railroad

brought last year 6000 Carloads of manufactures

and carried away 40,000 carloads of produce.

Ten years ago the population was about 60,000.

Such progress has been made by no other area

of equal size in the United States. If Indian

Territory should within a few years be added to

Oklahoma, the two would have a population of

at least a million, who would cast roo,000 votes

and pay taxes on $15o,000,000 of property.

Oklahoma, too, has a list, of , KEYSTONE sub-

scribers that speaks well for the number and

progressive character of the jewelers of the Ter-

ritory. Oklahoma's claim is a good one and

merits a respectful hearing.

Lord Armstrong, Inventor and Mechanic

IT is to the credit of 
England that, in spite of

her belief in the hereditary brand of nobility,

she is always ready to ennoble talent and achieve-

ment, irrespective of the drawback of plebeian

extraction or the lowly nature of the calling, so

long as it is honorable in kind. She has con-

ferred her lordly title on warriors, statesmen,

lawyers, doctors, poets and authors. There's

an. actor-knight on the English boards, and

several brewers and at least one news-vender in

the House of Lords. On D&ember 27th was

announced the death of Lord Armstrong, in-

ventor and mechanic, who, of his own effort,

reached .the pinnacle of the Englishman's am-

bition—the right to be addressed " His Lord-

ship."_ Armstrong was a natural-born mechanic,

and although his inventions were many and

to

varied, his fame and honors rested chiefly on his

great improvements in ordnance, and he has

passed into history as practically the creator of

Great Britain's magnificent modern armament.

The Armstrong gun was built on the principles

that underlie modern heavy ordnance construc-

tion, and to a country like England the value of

such genius was great. Armstrong had busi-

ness as well as inventive ability, and his enorm-

ous plant at Elswick, England, is a veritable

earthly Temple of Mars. We have seen it

charged that if Armstrong's genius has been de-

voted to improving industrial machinery rather

than weapons of war. and destruction no such

honors might have been his. ,This is scarcely

true. Lord Kelvin, the late Sir Henry Bessemer,

and a host of others, would resent such a charge

against Britannia, who, at all events in recent

times, has been liberal in her recognition of

genius of every creditable variety.

The Hay-Paunceffote Treaty and the
Nicaraguan Canal

THE Senate has been roundly scored for

amending the HayPauncefote treaty,

which provided for a completely neutral canal,

without fortifications of any kind and under the

'joint control of all the great nations, not even

the United States being accorded any special

privilege other than the rights that go with con-

struction. and maintenance. There was scarcely

'Americanism enough in this agreement to satisfy

the patriotism of the Senate, and a modest-look-

ing but really. very radical amendment has been

the result. The amended treaty leaves the

United States at perfect liberty to build, own,

operate and control the Nicaraguan Canal, we

on our part agreeing to throw it open on equal

terms to the whole world, both in war and in

peace, retaining, however, the right to take

such measures as we may find necessary in the

contingency of an attempt on the part of a naval

power to use the canal in hostility to us. The

amended treaty is also without the clause invit-

ing the concurrence of the other powers and

abrogates the Clayton-Bulwer treaty. The new

treaty has been forwarded to England for con-

currence or rejection, and what action she may

take is conjectural.
It has been charged that the Senators who

were responsible for the amendments are in the

pay of the transcontinental railroads and other

interests which are opposed to the construction

of an isthmian canal, and that their real object

in forcing the amendments was to delay or block

the construction of the canal. What grounds

there may be for this charge we know not, but

to the ordinary citizen the action of the Senate

seems rather patriotic than otherwise. It is

premature to take for granted that England

will reject the amended treaty. The London

Chronicle says : " From the American point of

view it may fairly be urged that the Clayton-

Bulwer treaty is out of date and merely obstruc-

tive. We do not imagine, however, that Eng-

land will accept a treaty without some guarantee

against discriminating duties, but perhaps the

deadlock that would be brought about by an

unconditional refusal might be obviated by a

compromise involving mutual concessions."

This is a very reasonable and not unlikely

prophecy.
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Another large increase in size

pleted. This tells the story. Good Goods. Prices Right.

Designs Popular. Trade greatly increased. *

The design illustrated here has just been on the

market long enough to prove itself an exceptionally good

seller, particularly in items quoted. * * *

-

an ua r v , Tool

The Correspondence of Graybeard
and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions
for Jewelers, Young and Old

DEAR YOUNGSTER :

I hear that you have decided to leave your

employer and embark in business for yourself.

I was not told where you intended locating, nor

any particulars as to your projects ; but I feel

very much interested in your future, for your

father and I were boys together and constant

friends to the day' of his death. I hope, there-

fore, that you will feel disposed to regard me as

your friend, and not an impertinent busybody,

and will give me an outline of your plans and

ideas. You may be sure of my hearty best

wishes, and I may be able to give you some

suggestions of more or less value, gathered

from my experience and observation.
GRAYBEARD.

DEAR GRAYBEARD:

Yes, I am. about to launch my small boat

on the big stream of trade, and I thank you for

your kind wishes that the craft be sound, the

weather continuously pleasant, and the channel

clear. I accept your invitation that I make you

my confidant and adviser, and you will hear

from me, from time to time, with all sorts of

questions to be answered, and all sorts of prob-

lems to be solved ; and I shall also give you my

ideas on various subjects, so that you may be

able to determine whether there is " anything

in " The Youngster who is favored with your

valuable friendship.

My determination to start in business was

not the outcome of impulse, but the result of

much thought. I had been in the employ of

old Mr. Hairspring for six years—four and a

half years at the bench, beginning as an appren-

tice, a year helping at the counter, in addition

to attending to the finer repairing, and the past

six months doing the buying, keeping the books

and attending to the correspondence during my

employer's prolonged illness. Now, here is the

mental process by which I arrived at the con-

clusion to start in business for myseff : " Young-

ster, you have a natural bent for mechanics,

and have become a better watchmaker than the

average—better than your employer ; folks

generally say you are the best in town. You

know how to make a sale, and you have

picked up a fair idea of how to conduct the

jewelry business, from the enforced responsibility

thrown upon you by Hairspring's sickness.

You have $4200 in good securities, left you by

your father ; $400 in the Savings Bank, and it

is likely you could get a credit of $1 000 from

the jobbing houses who have come to know you

since you have been buying for Hairspring.

Your morals are clean and your general reputa-

tion in the community is good. You can't

learn more at Hairspring's workbench than you

could at your own ; for all you now need is

study, practice and development, on the me-

chanical side of the question. Hairspring has

one son in the store, and has another son about

finishing school, preparatory to also going into

the store ; so you can't hope for a partnership
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with him. Besides, Hairspring is old-fashioned

in his ideas, not progressive, averse to what he

calls new fads in business.' You would not

likely develop into the modern type of business

man in partnership with hiin. You have a snug

little capital, that is now earning you only 5 per

cent. income. Why not work for yourself in-

stead of for another, so that your efforts will

count directly in your own behalf, and so that

you may be able to develop all your latent

possibilities ?" So here I am, about ready to

quit my old employer and start for myself. I

think of renting an available store on the prin-

cipal street of the town of , about twenty

miles from here, as I am dubious about getting

much trade away from Mr. Hairspring, if I start

here ; and I feel a delicacy about going into

competition with him, for he has been very good

to me as an employer.

I hope the foregoing will commend itself to

your approval, and I shall be anxious to receive

your letter in reply. THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

I heartily approve of the step you are

taking, after reading your account of the situa-

tion. You will only be able to bring about the

full development of your capacity after you

assume the responsibilities of business for your-

self—after the props are withdrawn from you, and

you are left to stand erect of your own strength.

Besides, you will realize a sense of independence

which, though it may sometimes be painful from

anxieties, will, on the whole, bring .you much

happiness. I think you have learned enough of

the mechanics and the business practices of the

jeweler's profession to justify the adventure into

business for yourself.

But I want you to keep in mind, at this

time, that you don' I know enough to succeed.

You will have to be studying the problem of

business most earnestly and unceasingly. The

beginner knows so little, actually, and he thinks

he knows so much ! It would be pathetic if it

was not so nearly tragic, in most cases. What

do you know., for instance, of the right relation

that 'should obtain in the factors of capital, ex-

pense and profit ? What are the relative values

of advertising, good nature,' orderly method;

promptness, and your father's, friends' good

will ? What problems are concerned in interest

on your capital, depreciation of stock, the cash

discount on your purchases secured by paying

interest on money borrowed to make that dis-

count, the proportion of fixed charges in gross

profits on the single item, etc. ? You see there

is much to know, and you must count on pay-

ing the price for the knowledge. Why, you

even rule old Mr. Hairspring out of court, with

the cock-sure 'judgment of youth—complaining

that he is " old-fashioned," etc. Maybe he is

only properly conservative. Maybe the " new

fads in business," which he criticises, are 2/0/ the

best to follow. It isn't always safe for Imma-

turity to point the finger of scorn at Experience.

I really believe you are right, and that Mr.

Hairspring would exert a depressing effect upon

you as his partner, and .you would be stunted

in your growth ; but I only want to call your

attention to the very grave error which the

young man generally makes in taking an atti-

tude of disrespect to the elder's.

2

You are wrong considering the idea of

going to the town of , about twenty miles

from where you have learned your trade and

made your favorable impression on the commu-

nity. Drop that idea at once—unless the town

of -- has a rely much better prospective

future than Hairspring's town. Why, Young-

ster, you will be throwing away a property of

public good will that is worth half your capital,

in dollars and cents ! Stay right where you are

—get as close to Hairspring's store as you can.

He has more to fear from you than you from

him. You will get as much of his trade as your

conscience can stand, if you deserve to get it,

and attend to your business in a business-like

way. Don't " feel a delicacy in going into

competition with him." That sort of delicacy

does not go far in the serious affairs of trade.

You are starting in business to make money by

honorable means, and there can be no slightest

accusation brought against your honor, or your

comprehension of the proprieties, if you located

right next door to Hairspring. If your rivalry

is fair, carried on on manly and self-respecting

lines, you have no apology to make to him or

to your conscience. Your acquaintance with

the people who have been going to his store is

part of your capital stock, and you want to em-

ploy all your available capital in your business,

to bring about the object of business—making

money in legitimate ways.

Let me hear_from you as to the progress of

events in the February KEYSTONE, and don't

forget to ask me for advice when you feel the

need of it. • GRAYBEARD.

To the Man Who Makes January-First
Resolutions

DON'T be discouraged because last year, and

the year before, and successive years before

that, saw the collapse of your resolutions before

the year had got fairly started on its 365-day

race, with you in the saddle. The long-distance

rider need have stamina ; you probably started

in the years before without sufficient training.

But now for months you have had this greatest

event in mind—the starting of January First of

a new century. You have girded for it, and

the moral incentive is greater than in any pre-

vious attempt you have ever made. It is a

supreme occasion ; the sentimental factor will

never be so helpful again in your whole life.

To one who has heretfore spasmOdically

" resolved," and failed, there now comes a

specific period of time when his resolution is

backed by the date of a Beginning Point in

History.
Resolve again, and with greater confidence

than even Do not attempt too much ; one can-

not suddenly leap into perfection while the poor,

imperfect earth continues to tug at his coat-tail.

Outline a firogressive reform in your methods

of business, your habits of life, your mental

processes. Take one sure step forward to-day,

and plant your feet so that you can hold the step

forward ; in another week, or another month,

take another step, and hold that ; so, when July

Fourth comes along, you may be able to look

into yourself with complacent satisfaction and

subscribe your name to a Declaration of Inde-

(Continued on page 03)
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The It of the Proposition
How we do it for others

How we can do it
for YOU

Prices
Paid

Old Silver (fluctuating), 52 cts. per oz.
Platinum   76 cts. per dwt.

Old Gold— 8 Karat .   32 c:c. per dwt.

10 Karat . 40 cts. per dwt.

12 Karat . . 48 cts. per dwt.

14 Karat . . 66 cts. per dwt.

18 Karat 72 cts. per dwt.

Plated Scraps, 20 to 35 cts. per oz.

SWEEP SMELTERS
an ASSAYERS

Plan
We pay expressage on shipments

of Gold and Silver sent is, and should
our offer not prove satisfactory we will

return the consignment intact. (Returns made
on all consignments of Old Gold and Silver the

same day as received; returns on sweeps as
promptly as is consistent with accurate results.

CINCINNATI GOLD anD
SILVER REFINING CO.

523 Elm Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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To the Man Who Makes January-First
Resolutions

(Continued from page 21)

pendence from many an old fault and folly.

Don't try to reach the goal at a run ; you will

fall in the effort and be thrown out into the

crowd of observers who stand jeering at your

attempt.
You will find that with the successful effort

to hold the first step gained, the second step

will be easier ; you will have " found your feet,"

got acquainted with the character of the track,

and not be so easily rattled by the multitude of

witnesses. After a few more single steps, suc-

cessfully maintained, you will have courage to

venture two together, and then your strength

will grow and grow. And you will never before

have experienced such thrill of delight as in

that moment when there comes the realizing

sense that you are stepping over the old difficul-

ties which had held you back, and leaving be-

hind you the old weaknesses which had wrapped

themselves about your feet.

So " resolve " once more on a January

First—on this January First which opens the

Twentieth Century ; and Heaven lend you confi-

dence and strength and the will to do and dare !

Keeping Record of Stock

A SUBSCRIBER writes:
I believe an article on the best method

of keeping track of stock would be appreciated
by your readers—a simple method of keeping
record of the goods, so that if any were miss-
ing they could be traced.

This subject was discussed in THE KEY-

STONE some years ago, from a theoretical stand-

point ; we now shall answer our correspondent's

inquiry by relating its practical application, as

exhibited by a prominent New York City

jeweler, who kindly acknowledges his indebted-

ness to THE KEYSTONE for many suggestions

which he has put into practice in his well-ordered

system of bainess.
The Movement-and-Case record is kept in

a separate book, with very wide pages, ruled

perpendicularly into small sub-divisions, with a

4-inch wide ruling for the name of the buyer of

the item, and another of same width for " re-

marks "—as, for instance, to relate its return for

exchange, or to account for theft, or any subse-

quent history. These small spaces, thus ruled

off perpendicularly, are variously headed by

descriptive designations ; thus, one section of

the book has the general heading " Gold Cases ;"

under which is classified " 14K. I 8 si.," " I4K.

16 si.," (and so on through all the different sizes

of roK. and lower qualities, if the jeweler carries

these lower qualities). A column is also left for

"Cost Price ;" another, " Selling Price," and

another, " Bought From," and still others,

headed " Weight," "0. F. or Htg.," and

" Style Decor." (decoration—plain, engraved,

gem-set, etc.).
When a gold case is bought from a jobber

it is entered by its case-number in its proper

size section, and then in its quality column ;

and then the other columns, " Weight," " 0.

F. or Htg.," " Style Decor.," " Cost," " Sell-

ing Price " and " Bought From " are properly
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filled in. When it is sold the name of the buyer

is written in the designated place, and any im-

portant detail of the sale is put in " Remarks"

in pencil, if that detail • is only temporary—as,

for instance, if it relates to payments by install-

ments.
This furnishes a complete record of all the

jewelers' transactions in gold cases, and enables

him to instantly identify or describe any article

lost or stolen, and with' such evidence of accu-

racy as to support his testimony in any court.

Filled cases and silver cases are recorded

in the same general way.. The jeweler in the

instance herein related has a separate section for

the one make of filled case which he most uses,

and all the other filled cases are grouped as

" Miscellaneous Filled," with a .designating

initial after the case-number ; thus, Brass &

Co.'s make would be entered thus.: 4896543 B.

The small columns are headed to indicate size,

quality, etc. Nickel cases are not designated

by case-numbers, ̀but treated in bulk ; record is

made of how many bought,.and classified as to

size, etc., and as one is sold a stroke is made in

a column to indicate that fact, with the date,

buyer, etc.
Movements are easily recorded, of course.

Separate sections should be. devoted to the

principal makes, and subdiviiled into the de-

scriptive numbers and names by which the

movements are known to the•trade.

Diamonds are described by the weight of

stones and the technical naming of color, etc. ;

and, of course, froth whom bought, number of

the " paper," etc. Diamond rings must show

a little sketch of each, if a fancy setting, with

weight of stone and all details as heretofore

described.
When it comes to the miscellaneous stock—

small pieces of silver-plated ware, clocks, rolled-

plate jewelry, etc.—the difficulties in keeping

an accurate stock record are . vastly increased.

The jeweler -whose system. we are telling of

numbers each item of goods, of its respective

kind, disregarding the descriptive number of

the manufacturer, for purpose of stock record.

Thus, one chain will be No. i ; another, No. 2 ;

and so on through all the variety of goods;

each variety beginning with No. t. But the

writer believes that this elaboration of system

costs more than it is worth—the machinery is

too cumbersome, too expensive to operate, for

the results desired. We recommend this plan :

Taking the Gentlemen's Chain stock, as an ex-

ample, head one of the column spaces "$o.50,"

or whatever is the cost price of the cheapest

chain in stock. In the next column put the

next highest cost, and so on to the highest

priced. Subdivide the space, horizontally,

under " $0.50 " into " Bought" and " Sold,"

making a stroke for each chain bought and

each chain sold. The total number of each

grade that you have in stock should always be

the difference in number between " bought "

and " sold ;" and in case of robbery an exact

statement-of the number stolen, and their value,

could be given in a minute. The stock can also

be quickly " proved," in this way, when the

inventories are taken. As with chains, so with

various other lines in these smaller values that

do not have designating numbers stamped on.

the goods themselves.
Keeping as accurate a record of stock as

possible is a practice that cannot be too highly

urged upon the jeweler, not only for his own

protection from robbery, or for giving him the

necessary data for recovery in case of robbery,

but also for the moral effect it has upon em-

ployees in fireventing robbery, and for the favor-

able impression it makes upon the jeweler's

creditors ; but in formulating any system of

stock record one must keep in mind constantly

the idea of simplification, and avoid too great

detail, else the system will eventually break

down of its own weight. You do not need to

install a hundred-ton hammer to drive a nail ;

and be careful that the cost of operating the

hammer is not greater than the service which

the driven nail can give. Don't be discour-

aged by the initial work of such a record.

Every minute devoted to it will pay, and the

amount of work will diminish as the system and

your familiarity with it develops.

The Unreliable Town Clock

A COMMUNITY with an unreliable town

clock must be regarded with suspicion

The town clock is the most emphatic public

word of a:city. Whatever the lack of integrity

in the town's officials, the town clock should be

above reproach, at least ; it should be honest,

-however the human beings who preside over it

officially be lacking. If it lies, the morals of

the city must suffer ; for it is the conspicuous

example of lying or truth, to the public body..

If it lies only a little, the influence of its ex-

ample is bad. A town clock habitually given

to lying speaks a bad word for the community

which it looks upon. It speaks a low state of

morals in those who pay for its performance.

If a certain jeweler has the care of such a

clock, he should resign the job if the clock can-

not be made to keep correct time ; for his own

business will suffer from the calm judgment of

reflective persons, at this public exhibition of

his incapacity. Every day that it fails to record

the time accurately will drive a nail into his

trade coffin. It is a standing advertisement of

his lack of skill. He had best run away from

it, to save his credit as a workman.

The Evil of "Good Times"

IT appears that prosperity is not an un
failing

blessing. One can have even too much of

this good thing : witness the following actu'al

conversation in a barber shop, on a recent occa-

sion of hirsute attentions to a KEYSTONE repre-

sentative :
" Hello, Gus—how's trade?"

"Trate isn't no goot."

" What ? no good ? since the election?

Why, I thought everybody was prospering."

" Yaw—das vas the drouples—eferybody

iss brosbering ; so th' parper don' d—see? I

dell you how it was. You see, vhen dimes iss

tull, eferybody mus' shlick himselluf up and bog

brosberous, ur he goes backyards ; but vhen

dimes iss brosberous, eferybody don't haf to,

vfor pess'ness gomes to him shust the zame.

An' now, eferybody leds his hair crow town

ofer his gollar, and hasn'd dime to ket shafed,

and—dunnerwetter ! I vish I tidn't wote fer

McKinley, because de parper pees'ness ain'd

no goot vhen beeples hafn't dime !"
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication

any new ideas they may have on any subject,
technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

An Ad. that Paid
ED. KEYSTONE :—Being a great believer in adver-

tising, I have paid special interest to the articles on

this subject in THE KEYSTONE. I consider that I

owe what success I have achieved in business to my

judicious advertising, a great deal of which I have

gotten from your paper. Enclosed you will find an

ad. which has proved the most successful of any that I

Reasons wog
I Rover tise.

Yours for business,
W. C. ODENEAL.

I. Because.
2. Because it pays.
3. Because all first-class

Jewelers do.
4. Because I'm not too

stingy to do so.
5. Because I'm not

ashamed of my goods and
work.
6. Because I believe in

large sales and small
profits.

7. Because it pays to let
folks know what you've
got.
8. Because I cater to the

intelligent class, and they
read the papers.
9. Because I can talk to

more people through the
papers than through my
mouth.

to. Because a life-time
experience in the Jewelry
business places me in a
position to buy and sell
cheaper than one not an
exclusive jeweler.

have used in the form of a card. It is original, too,

and I have received many compliments and made

many sales on the strength of it. I thought it might

be worth something to the readers of THE KEYSTONE.
Yours fraternally,

NV. C. ODENEAL.
Pittsburg, Texas.

Wants a Health Department
ED. KEYSTONE :—We have been a subscriber to

THE KEYSTONE for ten years and look forward to its

coming with pleasure every month. It has always

been our guide, philosopher and friend, and we would

like to say prospective physician. Owing to our

sedentary occupation and generally close confinement.

we are very liable to have a spell of ill health now

and then, and we believe a page every month devoted

to matters pertaining to health would be hailed with

delight by all jewelers. Invite all jewelers to write

their experience of ill health and what they did to get

well. A health department added to the present ex-

cellence of THE KEYSTONE would make it one of the

best trade magazines in existence, if indeed it is not

so already. Respectfully yours,
J. JESSOP & SONS,

San Diego, Cal.

[While the experiences of jewelers who have suf-
fered from the sedentary character of their occupation
may be interesting and merit space, we think a de-
partment of health somewhat outside the scope of this
journal. Long-distance diagnosis is impractical, and
individual idiosyncracy plays too prominent a part in
pathology to make the experiences of one individual
of any service to another. But the question of avoiding
ill health is of universal interest and, as an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound, or perhaps a ton, of
cure, we will act so far on our correspondent's sugges-
tion as to publish in succeeding issues, beginning with
February, articles covering the question of hygiene
and health preservation, with special reference to the
sedentary occupation of the watchmaker and jeweler.
Suggestions from the trade on this important subject
will also be considered, with a view to their publica-
tion. Individual advice in case of ill health or threat-
ened ill health, must, of course, come from a local
physician after proper physical examination.—Ed.]
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A Marvel of Microscopic Engraving
ED. KEYSTONE :—I am a constant reader of your

excellent paper and am much interested in many

articles therein contained. I have a curiosity which I

think would be of interest to your readers. I have
engraved an ordinary domestic pin, one inch in length,

On the head of which is the alphabet and on the stem

in four lines is the Lord's prayer complete to a letter.

I enclose the pin for your inspection, as there is no one
here capable of photographing it and a drawing would

not do it justice. I have had an experience of eighteen

years with firms in Canada. The enclosed pin I have

done since coming here, four months ago, and it was

only possible to do it under the most favorable condi-

tions, such as good sunlight. It was done with an

ordinary No. 4 square graver and an ordinary eye-

glass, which would be considered a weak one by many

workmen. It would consume about fifteen hours' time

and a very steady hand and a cool nerve. The Lord's

prayer is complete on the stem, and the alphabet and

initials of the firm of Jos. Linz & Bro. I value it at

fifty dollars.
ALEX. HENDERSON,

With jos. Linz & Bro., Dallas, Texas.

[This pin is certainly a marvel of microscopic
workmanship. The engraved matter can be read very
distinctly under the magnifying glass and the letters
are very perfectly and uniformly formed. We find it
is impossible to reproduce the pill in any such mag-
nified form as would convey a vivid idea of the engrav-
ing feat as described by our correspondent.—ED.]

How to Make Your Own Boxes

ED. KEYSTONE :—We have always been bothered

to secure a sufficient number of silk-lined boxes to

show up our fancy pieces of silver, silver-plated and

cut-glass ware, without quite an item of cost. I have

at last " tumbled " to a novel solution of the matter,

and I am glad to have you place it before my brother-

retailers, who may be able to derive some benefit

from it.
You can get nearly every size of box that you de-

sire from the paper-box manufacturer, finished with

the fine imported paper, at prices from $2 to $7 per

gross, or 1% cents to 5 cents each. You can get

China silk, in all the desired colors, from your local

dealer at so cents per yard, or less. With one yard of

silk you will be able to line, on an average, fifty boxes.

Now as to how to put lining into box : I first cut

a piece of pasteboard the width of the box inside and

about y, of an inch longer than the box; and double it
in the center in the manner shown in the illustration.

Then cut a notch in the part which is doubled up and

which I will call the " riser," thus :

I now put mucilage on the bottom side of my

pasteboard and set it on a piece of tissue paper that

will wrap around the pasteboard two or three times;

in this way securing a good, clean ground-word to put

the silk on.
With my thumb and finger I take hold of " riser "

and squeeze the angle together till I have the correct

length of pasteboard for box. The mucilage that I

have placed on bottom side of pasteboard will now

hold it in this position while I proceed to wrap balance

of tissue around and stick it fast on bottom side. I am

now ready for the silk. I cut a piece an inch wider
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and about two inches longer than pasteboard, then I
apply more of the mucilage to bottom of the paste-
board covered with tissue, and set the pasteboard

bottom side up, in center of piece of silk, and fetch
the edges of silk over onto mucilage, sides first, then

ends, and you can easily hold ends and insert the work

into the box. This gives you a neat silk-lined box at
a cost of from 2 cents to 6 cents each.

Yours truly,
LEON E. GIBSON,

Richford, Vt.

To Keep Silverware from Tarnishing
ED. KEYSTONE :—I have seen several inquiries in

THE KEYSTONE as to how to keep silverware from

tarnishing. I find the best way is to keep the goods
in counter cases, and if wall cases are used they should

be two inches or more away from the wall, so that the

air could circulate all around the case. My silver

never tarnishes when kept in such cases.
P. TAYLOR,

Whitby, Ont.

How to Prevent Thefts and Burglaries

- The jewelry store is always a shining mark for the
thief and burglar. Such big value in small bulk makes
the plunder especially desirable and tempting. Jewelers
will consequently find it to their advantage to read and
digest the following, issued by the Jewelers' Security
Alliance:

Professional sneak thieves operating in a jewelry

store usually select the dinner hour as the best time to

commit a robbery. For some days beforehand the

thieves or their confederates will watch the movements

of the clerks employed, and in this way determine the

hours that they are most likely to be absent from the

store. Bands of three or four will work together,

sometimes having with them a woman. If there are

three clerks in the store, three confederates of the

sneak thief will engage the clerks in conversation

concerning proposed purchases. The articles which

the confederates pretend they wish to purchase will

usually be in a case at the end of the store or on

shelves, which would necessitate the clerks going to

that part of the store to get the goods called for.

When each of the confederates have a clerk engaged,

the professional sneak thief can then readily operate

by entering and stealing a tray of diamonds or other

jewelry from a show window or a show case.

Another great method of the professional thief is

to fasten the street door from the outside, then brQak

the glass in the show window and then snatch from

there such diamonds or other jewelry as he can get

away with without apprehension. By fastening the

street door from the outside those on the inside are

prevented from giving an alarm, or aiding in the imme-

diate capture of the thief.

" Hold-ups " are most likely' to select a store to

rob where few clerks are employed, and which is situ-

ated on a thoroughfare not very much traveled by the

public. They prefer to rob a store which is presided

over by the proprietor alone, or with only one or two

other persons, and they usually commit the robbery

when the proprietor is alone in the store, one remaining

on the outside to prevent anyone front entering while

the robbery is taking place, while the one on the

inside " holds-up " the proprietor, and the other gets

away with as much jewelry as he can.

The best possible prevention for a robbery in the

day time in a jewelry store is to always have three or

more salesmen on duty at the same time.

Jewelry stores should be so arranged that no one

excepting salesmen or attaches of the store can get

behind the show cases. No opening should be left

under the cases or in the aisles leading back to them.

This would specially prevent strangers from getting

access to show cases or show windows. Screens and

gates should be of wire, with a spring lock and secret

unlocking device.
It is an excellent plan to have mirrors behind the

counters so that the movements of a customer can be

observed if it is necessary to turn around for some

article. Never /um your back to a stranger unless you

have some arrangement which will enable you to see

what he is doing. "
Be sure you have a bright light bunting in front

of the safe after locking up for the night, so that

passers-by could observe strangers.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication

any new ideas they may have on any subiect,
technical or mercantile. of general interest

and practical value to the trade

An Ad. that Paid
NEV S1) ,NE :—Heing a great believer in adver-

tising, I haVY paid SpeCial itilcrest to the articles on

this subject in '1-1u.: KEywroNI.... I Consit kr that I

owe what success I have achie ed in business to my

judicious itdvertising, a great deal of which I have

gotten from your paper. Enclosed y( Al Will find an

ad. which has proved the most successful of any that I

Reasons WnU
I flavertise.

V offs for business,
W. C.ODENEAL.

I. Because.
2. Because it pays.
) Because all first-class

...1•Il',•lers do.
.1. Because Pm not too

stingy to do so.
5. Because I'm not

ash ,tiun sed of my goods.
\ 
,r k  and

6. Because I believe in
large sales and small
profits.

7. Because it pays to let
folks know \villa you've
got.

It. Because I cater to the
intelligent class, and they
read the papers.
9. Because I can talk to

iiiiii,,,,ruethireople through the
papers than throug-h my

10. Because a life-time
experience in the Jewelry
Imsiness places me in a
position to buy and sell
cheaper than one not an
exclusive Jeweler.

have used in the form of i card. It is original, too.

anti I have received many compliments and tituli

many sales on the strength of it. I thiaight it might

l.)e worth sonuithing I() the readers (.4 '1' ii i 1< EVSTONE.

Yours fraternally,
\

Pittsburg-, Texas.

THE, KIE,YSTONE

Wants a Health Department
ED. KEVSTONE : have been a subscriber to

THE KEYs-roNE for ten years and look forward to its

coining with pleasure every month. It has always

been our guide, philosopher and friend, and we would

like to say prusi wct iyc physician. Owing to our

sedentary uccupat and generally close confinement.

tye are very liable to have it spell of ill health now

and then, and we believe a page every month devoted

to matters pertaining to health would be hailed with

delight by all jes■elers. Invite all jewelers to write

their experience of ill health and what they did to get

well. A health department added to the present ex-

cellence of 'THE KEYSTONE WOUld Make it 011e of the

best trade magazines in existence, if indeed it is not

so already. Respectfully: 'ours,
J. JEssoP & SONS,

San Diego, Cal.

fereJWhile the experiences to. j.m elers who 
have suf-

from the sedentary character 14 their occupation
may be interesting. and merit siIiick!, we think a de-
partment of health somewhat outside the scope of this
journal. Long-distance diagnosis is impractical, and
individual idiosyncracy plays too prominent a part in
pathulog-y to make the experiences Of one individual
of any service to another. Ilut the question of avoidiu,i,,
ill health is of universal interest and, as an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound, or perhaps a ton, of
cure, we will act so far on our correspondent's sugges-
tion as to publish in succeeding issues, beginning with
February, articles covering; the question of hygiene
and health preservation, with special reference to the
sedentary occupation of the watchmaker and jeweler.
Suggestions from the trade on this important subject
will also be considered, with it view to Ilwir publica-
tion. Individual advice in case of ill health or threat-
ened ill health, must, of course, come from a local
physician after proper physical examination.—Ed.]

A Marvel of Microscopic Engraving
El I. I• I 1', I :—I inn it Oilltitallt re:1(1,1- 10 pair

excellent paper and ant much interested in many

articles therein contained. I have a din sit which I

think N‘ otild he of interest to your readers. I have

engraved an ordinary dknitestic pin, one inch in length,

on the head of ‘vhich is the illphabet illld On the stem

in four lines is the Lord's prayer complete to a letter.

I cmclose the pin for your inspection, its then. is II.. I he

here capable of plu.h.graphilig- it ;Bid i drawing wollld

not do it justice. 1 have had an experience (d

years tvith firms in Canada. The enclosed pin I ha

dont- since coming here, four months ago, and it ii

only possible to do h uncler the most favorable condi-

tions, such as good sunlight. It was dune with an

ordinary ',i >. 4 square grayer ancl an ordinary eye-

glass, which woukl be considered a weal: one liv many

workmen. It would consume lalilt tilleen [HMI'S' little

:11Id a very steady hand ancl a cool 'ler\ e. The Lord's

prayer is complete on the stem, ancl the alphabet and

initials of the firm of Jos. Ilro. I value it it

fifty dollars.
ALEN. HENDERS( IN,

\Vith Jos. & Bro., 1)allas, Texas.

[This pin is certainly a marvel of micn)scopic
workmanship. The engraved matter can be read very
distinctly under the magnifying- glass and the letters
are very perfectly and uniformly formed. 1\'e tind it
is impossible to reproduce the pin ill any such mag-
nified form its would convey a vivid idea ot the engrav-
ing feat its described fiy- our correspotident.—Eo.]

How to Make Your Own Boxes

En. 1:;,11% I:\ I :—\Vt4 haVe always been bothered

to secure a sumeient number of silk-lined boxes to

show up our tancy pieces of silver, silyer-plated and

cut-glass Warc, 1\ (Mite ;t11 item of cost. I have

.it last tumbled " Ii I it imvel solution of the matter,

and I ant glad to have you place it bef..re my brother-

WhO may be able to dclive sonic. benefit
frtllii it.

l'ou can get nearly every size of 1/OX that you de-

sire from the paper-box manufacturer, finished with

the line imported paper, at prices frinti $2 to $7 per

grntiti, or I 1,2 eulltS to 5 cents each. You can get

China silk, in all the desired colors, from your local

dealer at 5) cents per yard, or less. 1Vith one yard of

silk you will be aide to line, on an averagy, thy b. cxes.

Now IS to how to put lining into box : I first cut

a piece of pasteboard the width of the box inside and

about 34 of an inch longer than the box, ancl double it

in the center in the manner slmwit in the illustration.

#/
Then cut a notch in the part which is doubled up and

which I will call the " riser," thus :

I now put mucilage on the bottom side of my

pasteboard and set it on a piece of tissue paper that

will wrap around the pasteboard two or three times ;

in this way securing a gt )(lel, clean ground-word to put

the sill «m.
With my thumb and finger I take hold of " riser"

and squeeze the angle together till I have the correct

length of pasteboard for box. The mucilage that I

have placed on bottom Side if fiaSteboard will now

hold it in this position while I proceed to wrap balance

of tissue around and stick it fast on bottom side. I inn

now ready for the silk. I cut a piece all inch wider
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aral about tivo inches longer than pasteboanl, then I

apply more of the mucilage to both •III . if the paste-

board covered \chit tissue, and s•t the pasteboard

bottom up, in center of piece of tlk, nd fetch

the edges of silk over onto mucilage, sides first, then

ends, ancl you can easily hold ends inul insert the stork

intO the bOX. giSt'S ity.il hoN it

a CoSt of from 2 CYllts to 6 ccilts v.tch.
Yours truly,

I. F.. 1 iinsoN,
\'t.

To Keep Silverware from Tarnishing
'NE ha\ y sycli 515111 inquiries in

Tut.: I:itcys.rom as to how to keep sikerware iron,

tarnishing.. I find the best wily is to keep the ;4) 9 al'.

ill counter Catieti, and if svll C■ISeti ;Ire the \ silt ■1111.1

(ti ,) i nches or more it \■ ay from die \\ so that the

Il could circulate :ill .tround the ca4,44. Nly silt er

never tarnishes when kept in 4-41I, 11 cases.
I'. T.Nvi.oR,

I-low to Prevent Thefts and Burglaries

The jewelry store \i,i■s .1 shining mark for the
thief and burglar. Sudi big s alue in small bulk makes
the plunder especially desirable :Ind tempting. Jewelers
still consequently find it to their advantage to read and
tlig(•sl thy tollo■ving, shell hy the Jr' Syclirity

:

ProfeSSiollal sneak 11111.•\ ,pk•riting, in a j,•\xylry

store usually select the dinner hour as the I m.st time to

II mmit a ri lbbery. I' it s..1l1.. days beforehand the

thieves or their confederates still stitch the movements

of the clerks employed. atid in this Way thy

hotIrS that they are ithist liktly to be absent from the

store. !lands of three or four still tvorl: togellwr,

sometimes having \vith them a \vontati. If there are

three clerks in the ston.,, three 11)111( derates of the

sneak thief still engage the clerks in 'tsl'T'S;ltjltti

concerning proposed purchases. The articles it lit

the confederates prett•nd they \\ luirchasy s‘ ill

usually by in a case at the t•nil of the store II 0

shelves, \N hich still necessitate the clerks going' I.))

that part of thy story Mt. goods called tor.

\\ hell eaCh ilf lit II dify(lyratcs have a clt•rk (•11;)4;tgc(1,

the hitliflsil 11th Sitcti thici call then readil■ operate

by entering and stealing it tray of diamonds or other

j.melry from a 5111155 windoty or a shoty case.

Another great int.thocl of the professional thief is

to fasten the street door from the outside, then hri:ak

the glass in the show window and then snatch from

there such diamonds ■ I 11111•1- il'\“1.11-1,' ;Is 11Y lIlt gyl

away with \yithotit :hi Ily fisteitiig the

street floor from the outside those till the inside im.

prevented ft it git ing all alarm, or aiding in the imme-

diate capture II( the thief.

I' I IOI(I-11p5'' all. most hikei to Select ;1 Store to

rob where few Ilk ill employed, and which is situ-

ated on a thoroughfare not very much travelet1 by the

public. They prefer to rob a store which is presided

over In- the proprietor alone, or ‘vith ottl■ one or 15511
other per4-,11n5, and they usually commit the robbery

\viten the proprietor is :dime in the. store, one remaining

on the outside to pre\ ent anyone from enteri114 while

the robbery is taking place, \‘11ile the one I/II the

inside "holds-up" the proprietor, and the other get.„

atvity tvith IS much jex■elry 15 ie can.

The best possible plvvention for a robbery in the

clay time in a je‘t eli-■ store is to al \vavs have three or

more (.11 duty at the same time.
j,.\\ (A rt- stores shoulcl be so arranged that no one

excepting salesmen I It attaches of the store can get

hehind 11.4. sill its' cases. No (yelling should be left

uncler the cases or ill the aisles leading, hack to their'.

This ss ould specially prevent strati..4(•rS front getting

access to show cases or shunt. O i lidInvs. Screens and

gates shotdd he III 55 in., St lii a spring lock and secret

unktcking device.

It is an excellent itlan to have mirrors behind the

counters so that the mityements of to customer call be

I bserved if it is necessary to turn around for some

article. turn your back to a stranger unless you

have some iirrimgement \Yin enable you to see

tyltat he is doing.

Ile sure you hate to bright light hunting in front

of the safe after locking up for the night, so that

pftssers-by could ol)serve strangers.
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Stores

ZOe (Pairpoint Corporation
Controlling THE MT. WASHINGTON GLASS CO.

38 Murray St., NEW YORK CITY
Temple Building, MONTREAL, P. Q.

P-TO-DATE
LINER

LATE

No. 205 6-inch Saucer, " Gretna"

Factories, AEW BEDFORD, cWASS.

No. 6117 Candelabra

No. 216 Saranic Nappy

ICH

C UT
41:1:01- LASS

No. 1738 Syrup

Our Latest Chatelaines, $6.00 doz. Belt Buckles, $4.00 doz. n 1,vuich. SellersGold, Roman Gold, Rose Gold, Silver, Gray Silver, Oxidized Silver

IVIASSASOIT MANUFACTURING CO., 139 Mathewson St., Providence, R. I.
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San Francisco Letter
• __

•

Judging from the crowds thronging the jewelry

stores of 'Frisco, and the many purchasers of jewelry

seen in the stores throughout the State, it would seem

that there was plenty of money on the Pacific Slope

and a strong desire to spend it. It is hard to imagine

a more beautiful spot in which to hold a Christmas

anniversary than in this same old California, where the

Spanish friars were wont to celebrate the nativity of

Christ long before the English came here. Most of

the stores, taking advantage of the climatic conditions,

are in the habit of decorating their counters and

windows with flowers, carnations, chrysanthe-

mums and roses predominating, and the jewelers ac-

cordingly are enabled with their cut-glass vases and

howls to make a very beautiful showing. Should

Christmas week be clear or only an occasional shower

of rain to keep the buyers at home, there is no doubt

that it will be the biggest month of December we have

ever known on the Coast. And even though it rains

every day it can hardly prevent it being the banner

year.
It was amusing to read the account several San

Francisco papers gave of the little thunder storm ac-

companied by somewhat of a blow that came to San

Francisco about the f5th of the month. The papers in

the 'East would no doubt have termed it " a heavy

rain accompanied by a stiff breeze," provided they

made any mention of it at all ; but a thunder storm is

such a very unusual thing to San Franciscans that one

must make some allowance for the exuberance of the

writers' fancy in depicting an occurrence so altogether

new to them, and we ask that should any one of our

Eastern readers see the newspaper articles in question,

they will please not include California in the hurricane

belt.
The rains are aoing California incalculable good.

Three comparatively dry years have exhausted the

moisture in the lower soils, and while rains have

penetrated for some distance, over the greater part of

the State, there is a thick stratum of sub-soil which is

•almost dry. There is moisture for a few feet from

the surface, then dry ground for some distance, and

then the permanent water table of the lower depths;

the roots of the orchard trees are in that dry stratum,

which is the cause of so very much poor fruit this

year. That stratum is also the reservoir from which

to draw moisture for growing field crops and for range

grasses, and it is this stratum that needs rain in large

quantities to restore it to its normal condition, and we

are pleased to see it is getting it. The underground

reservoirs, which are the resource of our irrigated dis-

tricts in dry years, need refilling, and they are being

refilled. We also need snow on the Sierra to fill the

mining and irrigation ditches next summer, so that we

shall not have to be at the expense of pumping, and

we are getting snow. Everything is coming just right

and we are all looking for a big year, 19ot.

Not many years ago the deserts in this State were

classed as waste land, but even the War Department

now seems to realize that it possesses claims in the

heart of the Colorado Desert which are worth looking

after. As a matter of fact, some of the most impor-

tant mineral discoveries of recent years have been

made in the Colorado and Mojave Deserts. Salt,

borax and gold are among the valuable mineral pro-

ducts which these wastes have been yielding for

several years past. Mining camps are scattered here

and there at various points along their margin, which

are supporting considerable of a population, and as

the deposits which gave them birth are being traced,

they are leading the miner farther and farther into

their interior, until a string of operated mines now

stretches across the •two deserts from the Tehachapi

range to the Mexican border, which contribute to the

annual mineral product of the State. Then the oil

discoveries in Kern County have awakened a new

interest in these deserts in the southeastern corner of

the State, because the trend of the measures indi-

cate that these waste lands are traversed by them.

The prospective transformation of the deserts through

the agency of these mineral discoveries, gives color to

the assumption that California has really no waste

land within its borders.
The subject of public parks in cities is one that is

being considerably agitated at present on the Pacific

Slope. The general argument seems to be that parks
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and boulevards, streets lined with trees and green
lawn spaces are not only ornaments—a part of city's
dress suit—that no prosperous and well-built city can
be without, but they are also a necessity. They are
wealth producing, which is proved by the higher value
in boulevard frontage and lands bordering on parks.
There is no question but that these open spaces are
N‘,elcome to the poor and rich alike, and that every
city should see to it that they are supplied with them.

That very pleasant jeweler of Portland, Oregon, A.
Lyons, has moved to Washington Street, where he has
built for himself a handsome new store, replete with
new fixtuers and everything tending to make an ideal
jewelry store.

W. C. Godard, Dayton, Wash., has enlarged his
store, put in new fixtures and added drugs and sta-
tionery.

W.. E. Steuben, of Sonoma, Cal., paid a visit to
'Frisco some weeks ago.

Albert Hansen has bought for his pleasure a fifty-
foot steam launch, which he has named the Elsinore,
and which is said to be the largest pleasure craft on
the Sound.

H. H. Wiendeck, of Red Bluff, Cal., was down
to the city buying Christmas novelties.

Peter Engle and wife, of Marysville, Cal., spent
several days away from that pretty inland town buying
seasonable nic-nacs for Christmas. Mr. Engle has
just returned from a trip to Honolulu, where he went
with the Mystic Shriners.

L. L. Berens, of New Whatcom, Wash., has
moved into his new store, which he recently fitted up
with new fixtures, electrioliers and all of those pretty
little niceties which tend to make a representative
store.

H. Morton, of San Jose, Cal., paid his usual
monthly visit to the City of the Golden Gate.

Kline Bros., enterpising fellows that they are, have
taken a new store at Fairhaven, Wash., which, with
their store at New Whatcom, is likely to keep them
busy.

C. H. Wright and wife, of Eureka, Cal., were
among the many visitors to 'Frisco during the month
of December.

Mitchell Smith, of Baker City, Oregon, is coming
to the front with a rush. He has one of the prettiest
stocks of Christmas novelties on the Coast.

E. I. McManus, of St. Louis Opispo, visited the
City of the Cliff House and other interesting points

not long ago.
W. C. Shields, formerly with Mitchell Smith,

Baker City, has gone into business for himself at
Weiser, Idaho.

Emile Joseph, Ukiah, passed away recently. Mr.
Joseph was respected by everybody who knew him,
being for years one of the leading jewelers of that

place.
Arthur Rhodes, Santa Rosa, was shaking hands

with his friends in 'Frisco this month.
William Garretson, formerly of The Danes,

Oregon, has opened a new store at Pendleton.
Carl Adler, Baker City, Oregon, has again en-

larged his store and added a complete line of musical

instruments.
- Armer & Weinshenk, popular material men of the

Pacific Slope, report that they are placing quite a

number of engraving machines.
Peter Hoy, of Jamestown, was one of those

popular jewelers visiting 'Frisco during December.
Owen Jones, of Hoquiam, Wash., has fitted

up one-half of his store for umbrellas. He has also

put in a complete manufacturing plant for same, and

now carries the largest stock in Grays Harbor. There

is no doubt that Jones wants rain and plenty of it.

Tuckey & Klein, manufacturing 'Frisco dealers,

are awfully busy with holiday work, and they deserve

to be.
' Ed. Green, of George D. Green & Son, Wood-

land, Cal., was one of the notable jewelers to shake

hands with his 'Frisco friends this month.
G. Hunziker, of Cloverdale, Cal., recently paid a

visit to his sons, one a prominent jeweler at Walla

Walla, Wash., and the other a prominent jeweler of

Pendleton, Oregon.
J. H. Pearson, from Ramsburg, was buying

Christmas silverware in 'Frisco. While here he stated

that his town was fast building up since the recent bad

fire there, and that all the mines were busy and things

booming in general.
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Jack Peare, La Grande, Oregon, had a novel win-
dow display recently, consisting of seven greyhound
puppies, all of them with pedigrees a mile long.

George A. Butt has moved from Orangeville,
Utah, and accepted a position with Armsby & John-
son, Logan, Utah.

A. A. Shuchard, Salinas City, was down saying
" howdy " to 'Frisco friends not long since.

Richard Vaith, Tacoma, was recently in Portland
looking up new fixtures. Business has increased with
him to such an extent that he is looking around for
larger quarters.

L. B. Cummings, Sacramento, visited 'Frisco re-
cently.

Albert Feldenheimer, one of the leading jewelers
of Portland, recently returned from his Eastern trip
loaded down like Santa Claus with Christmas presents.

John Hood, of Santa Rosa ; Peter Christian, of
Santa Clara ; A. B. Wilson, Martinez A. DeNeuff, of
Virginia City, and many others, were in 'Frisco refur-
nishing depleted stocks during December. They all
report one of the best months they ever had.

Fritz Abendroph, of Portland, recently moved into

thuisne. 
new store, which is handsomely stocked and fix-

tured.
Joseph P. Schade, of Portland, bagged fifteen

Chinese pheasants the first day of the season, which
was the limit and all that the law allowed.

J. W. Redhouse, formerly with C. F. Richards,
Seattle, has taken a position with H. F. Wichman,
Honolulu, and Henry H. Rietow has gone and done
likewise.

A. L. Armer, of that genial firm, Armer & Wein-
shenk, had a big trip through the Northwest recently.
Why shouldn't he? everybody that knows him likes

R. Morse & Co., formerly King, Morse & Co.,
of 'Frisco, have opened a very pretty new store there.

It is reported that there is a movement on foot
amongst the wholesalers of the Pacific Slope to inau-
gurate an annual banquet.

J. S. Luckey, of Eugene City, Oregon, visited San
Francisco recently for the first time in seven years.
This won't do, Mr. Luckey, you should visit us oftener.

M. Morgan bought out C. Wilke, of Sacramento,
Cal., and will conduct the business in his name.

Eugene Wachhorst has taken in his watchmaker,
Mr. Gerlach—the concern to be known as Eugene

Wachhorst & Co. They had a representative in San
Francisco recently stocking up.

Percy McClure has opened a store at Upper
Lake, Cal.

We regret to announce the death of Manuel Laine,
for many years one of the leading lapidists of the

Pacific Slope.

U. S. Supreme Court and Collar Buttons
An eminent lawyer was in the midst of an argu-

ment in defence of the patent rights of his client to a
new-fangled collar button that was being unlawfully
manufactured by the people on the other side of the
case. The counsel was describing the patent referred
to and its many advantages, when Justice Shims inter-
rupted him and in a most serious manner observed :
" I should like to ask the learned counsel if his

client manufactures a collar button that won't roll
under the bed."

Of course the court was shocked. Some people
in the seats reserved for spectators tittered, but the
eminent counsel maintained his gravity and had pres-
ence of mind enough to turn the incident to his own
advantage, saying with emphasis : " I have the honor
to inform the court that the collar button manufactured
by my client is unique in that as well as in other re-
spects, but my client would not be so selfish as to
patent so important a benefit to mankind."

'The only other time that a joke was perpetrated
in the Supreme Court was when Thomas Wilson, of

Washington, was arguing a case of some importance

and was dwelling upon propositions that were known
to every law student in the country, when he was inter-

rupted by the late Justice Miller, saying :

" Cannot the counsel safely assume that this court

understands the rudiments of law?"
" I made that mistake in the lower court," retorted

Mr. Wilson, " or this case would not have been here
on appeal."
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Two Propositions and One Suggestion
for the Month of January.

To the Jewelers anD Silversmiths
Qf America.

PROPOSITION No. I. 

Examine your stock
our Trade-Mark
send it to our

TRADE MARK

minimum of cost and the
same to you fit to attract

and if you find an article bearing
which is not in perfect condition,
factory in Providence and at the

shortest possible delay we will return
a purchaser.

'PROPOSITION .No. 2. 

If an article of antique or foreign make be found and a
duplicate or companion piece be needed to complete a set we
shall esteem it a privilege to be at your service; in short, anything
that will improve the line of silverware carried by a legitimate
jeweler or silversmith will receive our closest attention.

SUGGESTION. 

A visit to our factory on the part of any member of the
Trade, or the person intrusted with the task of selecting wares
in Sterling Silver, will many times repay the labor and expense
necessary to make the journey.

Our line comprises Hollow Ware, Ounce Goods and Fancy
Flat Ware, also Toilet Ware and Manicure Pieces, which we are
showing in greater variety and of a more artistic character than
ever before.

Howard Sterling Co.
TRADE MARK.

860 Broadway, New York.

Sample Lines at all commercial centers at regular intervals.

Factory and Main Office. Providence, R. I.
112 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Providence and Attleboro

The new spring season is now under way. The

last weeks of December saw a going over of samples,

undesirable patterns—that is, the slow sellers, discar-

ded and new ones added to take their places. Decem-

ber 17th marked the arrival of quite a number of

Western buyers, and for a time the rotunda of the

Narragansett Hotel resembled a stock exchange on a

busy day. The hotel management recently put in

force a new rule regarding callers on buyers. Instead

of forming in a long line outside of the buyer's room

and taking turns in his room, the manufacturers

agents must now, do their soliciting down stairs, and

are not allowed to go to the buyer's room except .on

invitation, and then only one at a time. There is

much grumbling over the new rule. Some contend,

however, that it is a change for the better. It is said

that most of the buying done by this advance guard

was of the cheaper lines. A hopeful spirit prevails

over prospects of a good spring business.

Negotiations are under way looking to a consoli-

dation of the Jewelers' Association and Board of

Trade with the Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of

Trade of Providence, R. I. The committee appointed

to consider the matter by the New York organization

is said to consist of W. A. Copeland, of Martin, Cope-

land & Co., chairman ; 0. G. Fessenden, of Hayden

W. Wheeler & Co. ; Geo. H. Cahoone, of Geo. H.

Cahoone & Co. ; Alfred Krower, of Albert Lorsch &

Co., and Geo. E. Fahys, of Joseph Fahys & Co. The

Providence organization has also appointed a com-

mittee for a similar purpose. Nathan B. Barton, of

the Ostby & Barton Co., chairman ; Charles E. Han-

cock, of the Charles E. Hancock Co. ; William R.

Dutemple, of William R. Dutemple & Co. ; Henry

Fletcher, of Fletcher, Burrows & Co., and J. Perry

Carpenter, of Ford & Carpenter.

A few weeks ago James E. Blake, of the Jas. E.

Blake Co., Attleboro, gave a supper to his office force

of over twenty people. The supper is an annual affair,

but the number of guests increases yearly. On the

occasion of the recent visit of Olga Nethersole, the

famous actress, she visited the Jas. E. Blake Co.'s fac-

tory as the guest of Mr. Blake and was shown the

processes of manufacture of the Nethersole bracelets,

which were originated by this company. She and each

lady member of her company were presented with a

bracelet.
The Gem Novelty Co., of Attleboro, who have

been located in the Bush Building, have moved to the

Bates Building, 48 Railroad Street.

William H. Riley has purchased the valuable tract

of land on East Street, North Attleboro, which was

formerly occupied by the Shepardson jewelry factory,

and has had the ruins of that factory removed.

Lawrence McNary, formerly of the firm of Meyers,

McNary & Co., Attleboro, has opened a jewelry store

at 203 Main Street, Norwich, Conn.

Joseph H. Heller & Co., of Providence, have re-

moved from 193 Richmond Street to the Fitzgerald

Building, 185 Eddy Street.
Young, Hanlon & Co. is the name of a new firm

of sterling silver novelty manufacturers located in the

Draper Building, Attleboro. Their line will comprise

brooches, scarf pins, etc.
The B. K. Manufacturing Co., of Attleboro, which

has been occupying a portion of the basement of the

Bigney Building, has removed to the upper floor of

the same building, taking the shop formerly occupied

by Meyers, McNary & Co.
The Howard Button Co., in the • Manufacturers'

Building, Providence, have secured additional space,

and will increase their output and facilities.

Company C Association, of Attleboro, is consider-

ing the advisability of organizing a board of trade in

Attleboro. The chief object of the board would be

the industrial expansion of the town.

A. J. Myers, manufacturer of findings, at 363 Eddy

Street, has removed to 117 Point Street, Providence.

John F. Allen, of Allen & Jonassohn, Providence,

was elected to membership in the Providence Board

of Trade at the last monthly meeting of that organ-

ization.
William J. Feeley, of Providence, the well-known

manufacturer of church-plated and silver goods, is

mourning the loss of his wife, who died recently. The

deceased was highly educated and greatly esteemed.
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William M. Ryder, of Providence, has removed

from his old quarters in the Simmons Building to

another part of same building, occupying the factory

quarters vacated several years ago by F. T. Pearce

& Co.
The Attleboro Chain Co., which consists of John

E. Sherman and Charles H. Makepeace, have taken

the top floor of the Proctor E. Wetherell Building,

Falmouth Street, Providence. Their specialty will be

a brass chain never before made by machinery. Mr.

Sherman, who has been with F. G. Whitney & Co.,

Engley, Wetherell & Cp., and later with P. J. Cum-

mings & Co., is an expert on chain manufacture. His

partner, Mr. Makepeace, has been with Engley, Weth-

erell & Co. for several years.
G. A. Dean & Co., Providence, is now the G. A.

Dean Co. It is one of the oldest manufacturing con-

cerns in Attleboro. Henry B. Richardson, formerly

salesman for the concern, is the president ; Willard E.

Engley, formerly of Engley, Wetherell & Co. and later

of E. A. Fargo & Co., is the treasurer, and N. Justin

Smith, formerly foreman, is superintendent of the plant.

It is reported that Schwarzkopf & Solinger, of

TOO Steward Street, Providence, have rented quarters

in the Calender Building, 43 Sabin Street, and

will remove to their new location about the first of

February.
William C. Tappan and Charles Tappan, of the

D. F. Briggs Co., and A. A. McRae, of McRae &

Keeler, visited Canada some weeks ago. All three

having a David Harum talent for horses and horse deals,

paid much attention to equine stock during their trip.

John M. Fisher, of J. M. Fisher & Co., Attleboro,

who was candidate for Governor of Massachusetts on

the Prohibition ticket and obtained a large local vote,

has had a singular compliment paid to him. All his

Attleboro supporters have formed a permanent organ-

ization for the good of the cause and to make their

votes and work more effective.
William Foster, father of James A. Foster, of the

James A. Foster Co., died recently. The deceased in

earlier years was prominent in State affairs, and at one

time a candidate for Governor. He was a newspaper

man of much ability. He had attained the more than

patriarchal age of eighty-four years.

C. J. Beekman and Rudolph G. Schutz have

formed a limited partnership as Schutz & Beekman,

at 25 Calendar Street, Providence, for the manu-

facture of a new style of belt fastener called " The

Lorraine Loop." This partnership has no connection

with the general manufacturing business of R. G.

Schutz.
John F. Brady, the well-known electroplater at

144 Pine Street, Providence, has recently purchased

the building at the corner of Friendship and Garnet

Streets, formerly owned by Edwin A. Paris, now in-

solvent. Mr. Brady's plans in regard to his purchase

are not known.
Walter R. Callender, of Providence, was recently

elected a director of the Rhode Island Hospital Trust

Company.
Arthur Sylvester, superintendent for G. K. Web-

ster & Co., Providence, has been elected vice-presi-

dent of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association.

Mrs. Bigney, wife of James A. Bigney, of Regnell,

Bigney & Co., represented Attleboro at the national

convention of W. C. T. U. in Washington.

The A. Pollard Co., of Providence, has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $25,000. The in-

corporators are Albert Pollard, Thomas J. Pollard,

Charles A. Spooner and Catharine A. A. Riley. The

company is organized according to the articles of

association for the manufacture of jewelry and jewel-

ers's findings. The A. Pollard Co. succeeds A. Pol-

lard & Co., who have been carrying on the plated

jewelry business at 59 Page Street, Providence,

for some eighteen months.
Eugene E. Platt, of the Platt Albertype Co.,

Provdence, and son of John A. Platt, with the Thed-

dore W. Foster & Bro. Co., was married on December

loth to Miss Maud H. Ricketts, daughter of Samuel

R. Ricketts, East Providence. The KEYSTONE ex-

tends congratulations.
• Everett S. Horton, of the Horton-Angell Co.,

Attleboro, visited Andersonville as a member of a

commission of two selected by the Massachusetts Leg-

islature to choose a site for a monument to be erected

as a memorial to the Massachusetts men who died in

the Andersonville prison during the Civil War.

Omaha and Vicinity

" Too busy to talk news." Such is the greeting

accorded the KEYSTONE correspondent in his trip

among the wholesale and retail jewelry districts of the

city. The same report is borne to Omaha from all

points throughout the Central Northwest. That the

greatest holiday trade ever experienced has been done

during the past month is incontrovertible. Jewelry

'stores were jammed for two weeks prior to Christmas,

and the sorrowful predictions made in the earlier part

of the month were proven absolutely groundless. The

first two weeks of Decentber the stores were practi-

cally empty, and the retailers who had stocked up

heavily in anticipation of an enormous holiday trade

were growing despondent. Frantic efforts were made

in local advertisements to attract an early trade.

"Avoid the rush " was a motto seen everywhere, but

still the trade did not come. The result has proven

the assertion of a certain wit, that woman prefers the

rush to do her shopping in comfort and at the leisure

of herself and the merchant. When the change came it

came with a rush, and for two weeks the merchants and

their clerks were taxed to their greatest powers of

endurance. Stores which hitherto kept open at night

only during the last week before Christmas, were

compelled to remain open until close to midnight

during all of the two weeks preceding the world's

holiday. As a result the jewelry trade is in a state of

happiness beyond power of words to express. There

was no protest because some of the overflow trade

went to the wholesalers, but, in justice to the jobbers

• of this city it must be said, they sought to disourage

retail trade in every way, sending customers back to

retailers with the assurance that the retail trade would

be supplied with any articles in which it might be

short. Some apprehension was felt at first that the

excessive holiday trade might operate to the detriment

of the business during the remainder of the winter

season, but reports received from all over the central

Northwest indicate a resumption of that same growth

and immense construction which marked the " boom"

period of 1885-1890. The amount of money to be

immediately expended in vast improvements, in rail-

road constructon and irrigation is so great as to ensure

a steady, healthy growth of business in commercial

lines. Some of the most important of these improve-

ments follow, attention being particularly given to

the jewelry trade : One of the most important is the

fact that the Homestake Mining Co., of Lead, S. Dak.,

has actually begun the construction of a second im-

mense cyanide plant on the north side of the Lead

Hill, the proposed construction of which was reported

in the last issue of THE KEYSTONE. This plant is to

have a capacity of 600 tons per day, being one-third

less capacity than the one just completed. Another

important step towards the development of the raw

gold in this vicinity is the announcement by Dr. H. H.

Rheinbold, formerly of Omaha, but now in the Black

Hills country, that he has interested German capital

in the development of his immense mining prospects

in the Hills, and that the company, known as the

Rheinbold Mining Co., will begin in the early spring

the construction of an immense smelter at Omaha, to

handle ores from the Hills region. The proposed

smelter will be on almost as great a scale, it is reported,

as the plant Of the American Smelting Co., which has

been in operation in Omaha for many years. This is

the largest plant of its character in the world.

The Spokane Mining Co. has recently developed

its workings near Keystone, S. flak., and has begun

the erection of a 50-ton concentrating plant there.

One local jobbing house is considering a proposi-

tion to branch out as a direct exporter of Black Hills

gold, but whether or not the scheme is practicable is

yet to be determined.
J. F. Ingalls, of Ainsworth, Nebr., suffered damage

to his stock by water during a fire in an adjoining build-

ing. The amount of loss is not stated.

A. A. Marquardt, of Beatrice, Nebr., son of Rev.

Marquardt, of that place, has opened up a jewelry

store, with a handsome stock.

M. W. Thompson, a jeweler at Craig, Nebr., has

gone out of business.
A heavy deflection from trade in hearts is noted

over last year's sales. This article of jewelry consti-

tuted the. greater part of the purchases a year ago.

(Continued on page 33)
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Olga Nethersole, the famous
Actress, visits the big factory of

the JAMES E. BLAKE CO.,

Ushere a million NETHERSOLE

BRACELETS have been made.

()eV, -neat/Lao, the actress whose beauty and
art have attracted millions of theater goers through-
out the world, spent an afternoon at the factory
of the JAMES E. BLAKE COMPANY, in
Attleboro, last month.

Miss Nethersole was playing in the Providence opera
house, and being informed of the proximity of the factory
of the famous James E. Blake Company, where the brace-
lets bearing her name are made, expressed a desire to visit
it. Her brother, Louis Nethersole, who is also her man-
ager, immediately arranged for the famous actress to make
the desired visit.

When she arrived it was with the intention of glancing
briefly over the place, in fact merely to see where these
bracelets are made, but so great was her interest in this,
the best appointed factory for the making of silver goods
in this country, that she remained for nearly three hours,
and had the pleasure of seeing a pair of the Nethersole
Bracelets manufactured in their entirety, the material
necessary being cut from a sheet of silver and later placed
in her hand, the finished product.

The history of the Nethersole bracelet is interesting.
About two years ago Mr. Blake and a party of friends went
to Providence, where " The Second Mrs. Tanqueray " was
being played with Miss Nethersole as the star. The brace-
let worn by Miss Nethersole immediately attracted the at-
tention of Mr. Blake, who is ever watching for that which
is novel and likely to become a fad in the jewelry line. It
was one that had been presented to her by her fiance, and
was worn constantly by Miss Nethersole, and thus attracted

attention. On his return to Attleboro he made arrange-
ments for the manufacture of these bracelets, and each was
placed on a card on which was printed a picture of Miss
Nethersole. She was extremely delighted and greatly sur-
prised when she learned at the factory the extent of the
sale of these goods, and said it was, to her, one of the best
indications of the place she has in the hearts of the Ameri-
can public.

It is estimated that the sales of these goods alone have
turned into the Blake treasury fully a half million of dollars.
It is remarkable what a popularity these bracelets have
obtained. Everything made by this company is catchy,
and there is a great demand for their productions, but so
far the Nethersole bracelet has exceeded in demand all of
their lines. It can be said without exaggeration that con-
siderable more than one million " Nethersoles " have been
sent out of the Blake factory. There Were 800,000 of them
sold in 1899 and over 500,000 this year. There are two
causes for the popularity of this article—the place that
Miss Nethersole holds in the estimation of the public and
the skill and energy Mn. Blake has displayed in manufac-
turing and marketing them.

Another article made by this company has been given
the name of Nethersole. Hereafter the purses commonly
known as the fish-scale purse, which has been sold widely
throughout the country under that classification, will be
known as the Nethersole Purse, and when the salesmen
go out with their lines of goods during the coming season
they will display them under that name, a name that is
destined to make it as popular as the bracelet. These goods
have been made for some weeks, but have not been very
largely shown to the trade, tho' as many have been pro-
duced as the large demand for their other goods would

allow. They have
now ready for in-
spection as large
and fine a line of
" Nethersole " pur-
ses as is to be found
on the market.

The spring line
of the Blake Com-
pany is to contain
more than a hun-
dred new novelties
in sterling si I v er,
and it is going to
pay every dealer in
the country to write
on their calendar a
memorandum which
will read : " Give
this day to the sales-
man of the James E.
Blake Co." They
will be notified in
advance of his com-
ing.

FACTORY OF' THE JAMES E. BLAKE CO., ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

Christmas is upon us in all its glory and trade is

humming. Holiday business in the aggregate will be

the best we have had here for ten years. The whole-

sale houses have had an exceptional trade, even more

than they anticipated, and their anticipations were

high. The " boys " have had a good clean up for the

year.
, Elm Street paving contract has been let, and this

tvork with the large amount of work the telephone

people are pushing, are two important items in money

distribution. Two electric lines have taken out char-

ters for lines between Dallas and Forth Worth. 'Which

will get the pie is yet to be settled. '1'lle weather has

been exceptional so far, and consequently cotton has

held its sway. One-quarter of the crop is yet to be

picked, so it keeps work plentiful. The Commercial

Club has given out the fact that it has so far suc-

Ceeded in directing several important manufacturing

plants to locate in Dallas in the early spring, and this

is what Dallas is striving for. It means work and a

steady outpour of money, All Texas is enjoying ex-

ceptional prosperity this year. The farmers are riding

rubber tires. They have paid their taxes and the back

taxes as well. \Vell done, good and faithful Texas,

you have surely shown worth in two.

1'. D. Robertson will, on January ist, form a

partnership with Will Warren, one of the promising

young men of Dallas. Mr. Warren is connected with

one of the oldest and wealthiest families of Dallas,

and will be a much-needed helper in promoting this

steadily increasing business. Mr. Robertson will make

a business trip in January, taking in St. Louis, Chicago

and Denver.
Shuttles Bros. & Lewis are contemplating some

large changes on the ist of January, 1901. It is a trifle

early for details, but. you can all look out for some-

thing newsy from this up-to-date and progressive

house.
Archibald Hotchkiss & Co., the material men,

have incorporated for $35,000, and will move into

larger quarters in the present building. This firm is

now in fine shape to handle its growing trade.

Joe U. Ruetsch, the jeweler, has wheeled into

line in the way of internal decoration for his store. He

recently added new show cases, and now he has pur-

chased a large fire-proof Hall safe. Joe merits the

success that is coming to him.

We were pleased to receive a call from our friend

David Feiss, with the Herman Keck Manufacturing

Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio. The same Dave we knew

in Kansas.
Traveler Boyd, with W. S. Shuttles & Son, is in

from his year's work. Only once a year does this

veteran return to see his Dallas friends, who are glad

to meet him.
W. S. Peck, of Peck & Garing, Denison, Tex.,

was a purchaser in the city early last month. This

firm has a very enviable business.

S. J. Berrier, of Midlothian, Tex., was a visitor

here before the holidays.
It is with regret that we chronicle the death of W.

S. Shuttles, founder of the firm of W. S. Shuttles &

Son, of Dallas. The deceased has been in ill health

for some time, and the fatal consummation was not

unexpected. Mr. Shuttles was born near Weatherford,

North Carolina, in October, 1830. While still young

he moved with his parents to Blairsville, Ga. At the

breaking out of the Civil War he enlisted with the

Georgia troops, and fought throughout the great

struggle. At its close he went to Atlanta in 1865 to

begin life over again. There he remained until 1883,

when he came to Dallas, and under the firm-name of

Shuttles & Co. started the third wholesale jewelry

store established in Texas. In 1890 Mr. Shuttles took

his son into the firm, which has since been under the

name of W. S. Shuttles & Son. In 1894, Mr. Shuttles'

eyesight completely failed him. His son then took

III) the management of the business, his
 father with-

drawing his interest soon thereafter, the firm-name of

W. S. Shuttles & Son,-however, being retained.

.The Dallas Optical Co. are working nights to

keep pace with their increasing trade. This firm has

shown a wonderful growth since locating here and

a deserved one also.
Mr. Gimun, of Gumm Bros., Durant, I. T.,

dropped in on us early last month. -

We are pained to chronicle the death of one of

our most prominent jewelers, Louie Mathews, of

Honey Grove, Tex. After years of constant toil he

attained a place high in the estimation of his friends

and an enviable position in business. To be so sud-

denly cut down by that ever-ready visitor—death,

certainly assures us of the frailty of life. Ten days

before his demise he was hale and hearty.

Arthur Everets, the down-town jeweler, is as

usual capturing his part of the holiday trade.

One of the visiting jewelers whom we had the

pleasure of greeting here last month was R. 1'. Craw-

ford, of Temple, president of the Texas Jewelers'

President It. T. Crawford, of the Texas Jewelers' Associ
ation

Association. Mr. Crawford does a flourishing busi-

ness in Temple, and spoke enthusiastically of the

condition of trade in his section. He has high hopes

of the future of the Texas Association, and is working

energetically for its success.

Pittsburg Letter

The busiest holiday season in ten years is now at

its height, and if expectations are fulfilled the jewelers

will experience a surprisingly fine trade. THE

KEYSTONE representative was received among the

dealers with cheery nods and delighted " Busy, busy 1"

from all sides, and from the appearance of the crowded

shops one would judge that the entire population of

this city of wealth and smoke had turned out en masse

to buy holiday gifts.. And such gifts as they are

buying, too ! The very finest lines in all classes of

goods—watches, diamonds and chests of silver are in

great demand. The first named is continuing the

banner seller. The W. J. Johnston Co. told your

correspondent that they were almost unable to supply

the demand.
John B. Janssens, diamond cutter, formerly of

Cincinnati and New York, has opened up in the

Verner Building, at the corner of Fifth Avenue and

Market Street.
An explosion of gas partially wrecked the store of

G. E. Brillhart, at 69 Chartiers Avenue, McKees

Rocks, shortly before ten o'clock on the morning of

December 20th. Escaped gas in the cellar was ignited

in some manner and the floor of the store room was

torn up by the force of the explosion. Windows and

show cases were shattered and everything in the store

hurled about ill the greatest confusion. The loss,

however, will not exceed a few hundred dollars.

The town hall of Braddock, Pa., which was built

in the early days of the borough, was sold last month

at public sale to Louis Schmidt,. the jeweler, for

$16,575. The sale lasted an hour, and was witnessed

by a large crowd. The building will be torn down or

remodeled to suit Mr. Schmidt's rapidly increasing

business.
A. E. Siedle, who has one of the handsomest

stores in the East End, will remove April ist to his

new building in that locality.
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Graf & Niemann, of 601i Penn Avenue, East 
End,

will remove in April, as their present quarter
s have

been purchased by a real estate dealer who 
intends

opening an office there. Graf & Nientann, if a suitable

location can be found, %ill remove into the city.

The store of John Thresher, Duquesne Way, was

entered about 4.30 A. M. on December 21st by a would
-

be burglar, aged twenty years, named Jesse Cou
rtney.

Mr. Thresher had been robbed twice during the 
two

previous weeks and was on guard himself, catching

the robber in the act of selecting articles of value
.

He evidently had two accomplices, whom he warne
d

off by whistling after his arrest. Up to the presen
t

writing there have been no burglaries of any great

amount, a fortunate situation for the season of the

year %viten the jewelers' wind( tws offer a great tempta
-

tion by their glittering display.

A daring robbery \vas committed at Connellsville

on December 12th by thieves who entered the store of

William Hertzberg, on Pittsburg Street. They broke

a large plate-glass xvindow and took everything o
f

value. The Christmas stock had just been received,

and was therefore a goodly part of the thieves' booty.

I). E. Baker; formerly of Baker & Worrell , of

Washington, Pa., is holding an auction sale.

F. H. Nesbitt, formerly of Wilkinsburg, has

opened a manufacturing- establishment in Swissvale, Pa.

C. H. Bauer, of i 138 Penn Avenue, has remodeled

his store.
Will Siedle, of R. Siedle & Sons, is at his home

quite ill with nervous prostration.

F. E. Robinson, who had a store at Saltsburg, Pa.,

has removed to Vandegrift, Pa.

Leopold Furtwangler, Sr., of Greensburg-,

well known among Pittsburgers, died suddenly on

December troth at the home of his daughter, Mrs.

Thomas McTighe, New York, from exhaustion brought

on by a shopping trip. Mr. Furtwangler had gone to

New York to buy holiday goods. He was a pioneer

in the jewelry business in Western Pennsylvania,

having established himself in that line in 185o. Leopold

Furtwangler, Jr., will continue the business.

Robert W. Brady, of Heeren Bros. & Co., will

sever his connection with that firm on December 31st,

and will go East to study optics and to purchase a fine

°stock for the new store which he will open in his native

town, Washington, Pa., in April.

Dealers from nearby towns who were in Pittsburg

(hiring the past month were : W. W. Woodruff,. of

J. W. Scott's Sons, Uhrichsville, Ohio ; P. J. Manson,

Jeannette, Pa.; Howard McAulis, Beaver Falls, Pa.;

J. W. Cater, Beaver, Pa.; Frank Murphy, Dawson, Pa.;

Harry McCracken, Monongahela City, Pa.; L. Furt-

wangler, Greensburg, Pa.; F. H. Hayes, Washington,

Pa.; A. V. Johnston, Evans City, Pa.; H. S. Johnston,

Apollo, Pa.; E. F. Robinson, Vandegrift, Pa.; II. H.

Weylman, Kittanning, Pa.; JacobWolf,Sutersville, Pa.;

R. H.Wolf, Smithton, Pa.; E. S. McLeod, Washington,

Pa.; M. R. Shingler, Wellsville, Ohio ; F. Langnecker,

New Brighton, Pa.; H. Helms, Steubenville, Ohio ;

D. L. Cleland, Butler, Pa.; E. L. Young, Irwin, Pa.;

John Yenny, Braddock, Pa.; W. E. Eyles, Vandegrift,

Pa.; G. W. Hoffman, Noblestown, Pa.; H. R. Brown,

New Brighton, Pa.; W. E. Russell, Minerva, Pa.;

W. F. Brehm, Rochester, Pa.; A. Merz, Sewickley,

Pa.; John Linnenbrink, Rochester, Pa.; \V. H. Boyd,

Toronto, Ohio ; E. A. Bloser, New Kensington, Pa.;

Philip Ruprecht, Sharpsburg, Pa.; John Z. Simpson,

Blairsville, Pa.; J. C. Shaner, Sharpsville, Pa.;

F. Trolles, St. Clairsville, Ohio ; F. Patton, Monessen,

Pa.; W. T. Jenkins, Kingwood, W. Va.; Harry Grieb,

Butler, Pa. ; Geo. M. 13ittner, Altoona, Pa.; F. Murdock,

Ligonier, Pa.; F. H. Marshall, Derry, Pa.; I. W.

Hughes, Canonsburg, Pa.; Gus Boss, McKees Rocks,

Pa.; R. L. Kirkpatrick, Butler, Pa.; Benj. Robinson,

Clarksburg, \V. Va.; Mrs. G. A. Bibby, Wilkinsburg
,

Pa.; Bert McFarland, 13urgettstown, Pa.; G. W. Smith,

McDonald, Pa.; Henry Zilliken, Wellsburg, W. Va.
;

E. E. Wright, Rochester, Pa., Eli Galley, Dickerso
n

Run, Pa.; A. Winter, New Castle, Pa.; W. H. Elliott,

Belle Vernon, Pa.; T. N. Smith, Morgantown, W. Va.
;

W. F. Hasinger, Blairsville, Pa.; N. C. Cochran
,

Fairmount, W. Va.; F. N. Koehler, Sharon, Pa.;

Max Wilson, Indiana, Pa.; E. H. Schaefer, Beaver

Falls, Pa.; M. J. Scudder, St. Marys, \ V. Va.;

A. Mascher, East Palestine, Ohio ; F. W. Labatt, Steu
-

benville, Ohio ; Gus Zahringer, Ford City, Pa.; Ray

Coll,Waynesburg, Pa.; Finley Kountz, Sharpsburg, Pa.
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TO THE TRADE

E take pleasure in announcing to the trade at large, and our friends and acquaintances in particular, that we have
formed a copartnership under the firm-name and style of

SCHMIDT ec CLAUER,
with headquarters at 100 STATE ST., CIIICAGO, :ind will say that we

are now ready for business with a new and complete stock of

TOOLS and MATERIALS, JEWELERS' FINDINGS,

OPTICAL GOODS and a General Line of JEWELRY.

We have already commenced to compile our first annual catalogue, which we will issue in due season. In this
connection we wish to say that we will esteem it a great favor to have all of our old friends and customers co-operate
with us in establishing a lively commercial intercourse.

We are confident, that with the ,knowledge which we have gathered through many years of earnest and patient
effort in catering to the wants of the retail jewelry trade, we are in a .position to. give such service as will be fully
satisfactory to the most exacting. We solicit a share of your business, and will feel most grateful to receive a trial
order from you,

Cordially yours,

SCHMIDT & CLAUER
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SEASONABLE SELLERS
As usual, we have them

BOA CHAINS for all kinds of furs or capes. Useful as well as ornamental. Once
used, always used. One of the best things on the market. Can be retailed from
25c. to $2.00 each. Made in Gilt, Oxidized, Gun Metal or Silver.

Send a postal at once for samples.

HAIR CLASPS or BARRETTES, in oval
shapes, are all the rage. We make a large variety
in all the popular styles, to retail from 25c. to $1.00
each.

Are you interested in SOUVENIR SPOONS?
We make a nice line and have many new ones,
notably the Indian Spoon.

NEW THINGS for Spring. We have lots of them. BROOCHES and HAT PINS, BELT BUCKLES and SASH BELT PINS.
All the latest effects in SNAKES and TURQUOISE MATRIX. Write us all your wants in PURSES and CHATELAINE BAGS, in Fish
Scale and Ring Mesh. We have the best.

CODDING CI HEILBORN CO., Manufacturers
NEW YORK OFFICE-1'11as. Van Ness, 11 Maiden Lane,
SAN FRA NC (:reenzweig Ar 206 Kearny St. North Attleboro, Mass.
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St. Louis Letter

Both wholesale and retail mercantile trade in St.

Louis has been running strong in the last month of

the year. This applies to the general business of our

Cit). When we speak of the jewelry interest in par-

ticular, we state it correctly when we say that the busi-

ness done has been greater than last year, both by the

wholesaler and retailer. The weather has been tine

all through the Christmas season and the rush has

been the greatest that has ever been seen in this lati-

tude. This has truly been retailers' harvest time and

stocks have been considerably depleted and dealers

are said to be in pretty good shape for the new year.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co. report traffic as

being heavy the past month, proving the largest De-

cember they have ever had, which means the largest

month's business in their history. The company have

made a handsome gain over last year's business and

are to be congratulated in doing this, when a presi-

dential year is taken in consideration. Trade is steadily

increasing with this house. They propose to give more

attention to manufacturing than ever.

Sidney Bauman, of the L. Bauman Co., was mar-

ried to Miss Flora Strass, of Milwaukee, Wis., on

December 5th. The wedding was a quiet affair and

occurred at the home of the bride, in the above city.

Mr. and Mrs. Bauman spent a few days of their honey-

moon in Chicago and then came direct to St. Louis,

where they will make their future home. The happy

couple have been receiving the congratulations of their

many friends since their arrival and expect to settle

down to housekeeping early in the new year.

Washington University, St. Louis' greatest and

most famous educational institution, has furnished cor-

rect time to this city and vicinity for many years. A

short history of its time system will be of interest

here, and we gladly give place to it : In the early

days, immediately after the war, Prof. Wm. Chauve-

net, then chancellor, took solar observations and regu-

lated the university chronometer to mean solar time,

and the jewelers of the city came up regularly to set

their watches by it. When Mr. Chauvenet fell sick the

astronomical work devolved upon Prof. Woodward.

Early in the 70's Prof. Woodward established an elec-

tric clock system throughout the main offices of the

city, including jewelry stores, banks and railroad

offices, by means of a driving clock in the university

building, standing in the room now occupied by Prof.

Engler, which was then known as the " clock room."

The clocks were so arranged that at the end of every

minute all the minute hands moved forward suddenly

and then stood still for one minute. As the moti
ve

power came from the central clock, these other clocks

kept exactly the same time. This system worked suc-

cessfully until the introduction of telephone wires,

which completely demoralized the clock system.

When Prof. J. K. Rees came from New York, as a

teacher of mathematics and astronomy, he relieved

Prof. Woodward of the astronomical work. Prof.

Rees turned it over to Prof. Pritchett, who inaugurat
ed

a greatly extended time system by direct electric
al

signals sent every twenty-four hours to the railroa
ds

of the South and West. When Prof. Pritchett re
signed

to accept a position at the head of the United Stat
es

Coast and Geodetic Survey, the care of the time se
r-

vice department devolved upon Mr. Ramel. 
Mean-

while, the astronomical outfit of the university had

greatly increased, so that the time service depa
rtment

now includes quite a variety of clocks. Time 
obser-

vations are now made upon the stars with the use of
 a

" transit " instrument, whereby the " error "
 and

" rate " of a sidereal clock are determined as o
ften as

may be necessary. This sidereal clock has a dial

marking the twenty-four hours of a sidereal day. 
By

means of the known error and known rate of g
aining

or losing of this clock, and by means of solar 
obser-

vations with a sextant, another clock is regula
ted to

mean solar time. Finally, a third clock is regulated

by means of this last, so that it always shows
 exact

" standard time." Standard time is a minute and

some seconds ahead of mean solar time. Th
e time

service is at present in charge of A. Ramel, who has

assisted in that work for the past eighteen years
. Sig-

nals are sent daily by special wire to the 
principal

jewelers of the city. Instruction in the theory and

use of the instruments of observation, whethe
r upon

the stars or upon the sun, is now given at the
 univer-

THE KEYSTONE

sity by Wm. H. Roever, a graduate of the class-.of

1897. Jewelers who come to St Louis will find this

department an interesting place to visit.

Reports from Kansas speak of the rapid failure of

the natural gas fields in that State. Many wells, which

a few months ago furnished a strong flow of gas, have

given out and others, it is said, will soon have to be

abandoned. The •capitalists who have invested large

sums in smelters and other industrial plants at Iola

and other parts of Southeastern Kansas mill be heavy

sufferers in the failure of the natural gas supply.

The Governor of Oklahoma takes a pardonable

pride in the wealth and material possibilities of that

Territory. In his annual report, delivered last month,

he said in part : " VVith 400,000 people, with mo,000

children in her public schools and 2000 young men

and women in her higher institutions of learning,

with $50,000,000 taxable valuation and $135,000,000

real wealth, with products of farm, factory tind mines

aggregating $75,000,000 for the fiscal year, with a soil

'hose fertility seems wonderful, with a climate unsur-

passed anywhere, With crops surpassing those of many

of the leading agricultural States, with waving grain,

fruit-laden orchards and vineyards, and cattle upon a

thousand hills, with churches and school .houses and

universities; and a people as loyal and true and patri-

otic as -ever breathed the air of heaven, Oklahoma

to-day stands knocking at the portals of the Union

expecting to place soon upon the starry field of the

nation's banner a star whose brightness will never

grow dim.'' 'Oklahoma has been knocking at the

portals of the Union for some time, and her right to

admission cannot be denied. If material wealth, com-

mercial development and the character of her citizens

justify such an admission, Oklahoma deserves it now

just as fully as did any other territory when it was

granted Statehood. In one respect it deserves it even

more, because in the • Matter of area Oklahoma is

larger than is any 'State ivhich was formerly a territory.

It is quite probable that the State of Oklahoma will be

created at the present session of. Congress, and we

•hope that it will be.
The report of the Secretary of the Treasury for

the last fiscal year shows that the Government receipts

exceeded the expenditures by $79,000,000. A petition

is now before Congress asking an appropriation for

the purpose of building a permanent channel along

the Mississippi from the head of navigation to the

Gulf. Ten per cent. or even less of the amount saved

by the Government last year would accomplish this

purpose, and there is no one so geographically and

statistically blind who will claim that the Mississippi

is not entitled to that ten per cent.

The bank clearance for November came within

$7,000,000 of the highest previous record, which was

for March, 1899. As compared with the same month

a year ago, they made a record of $8,684,879,451,

against $8,852,574,227. For the eleven months of 1900

the record is not quite so favorable, as it shows a loss

of about $9,000,000, but judging by the gains this far

in December it is certain that a considerable portion

of this loss—which was occasioned by a relatively

lower level of values—will be recovered. If the exact

facts were obtainable they would probably show that

the bank clearances the past year have represented a

larger movement of goods, quantity for quantity, than

was the case in 1899.

The Merrick, Walsh & Phelps Jewelry Co.

has been advertising the fixtures of their store at 5i r

Olive Street for sale the past month. They will

occupy the old Eugene Jaccard stand at the southeast

corner of Sixth and Olive Streets.

George R. Stumpf, the well-known retailer at 521

Franklin Avenue, will move into a handsome new

store at 6to Franklin Avenue soon atter .the opening

•of the new year.
Henry Blattner, recently manager for Eggert &

Fisher, opticians, St. Louis, is now with the optical

department of the Mermod & Jaccard Jewelry Co.

The Brooks Optical Co., of St. Louis, Mo., filed

notice last week of a decrease in its capital stock from

$10,000 to $5,000. The assets of the company are

$18,642.9o, and the liabilities $3,180.76.

S. H. Bauman, of the Bauman–Massa Co., will

visit the Eastern manufacturing centers early in Janu-

ary on a purchasing trip. He informs us that their

firm has had the business of its history the past year,

and that they are mighty well pleased with the out-

look for business in istot.

Omaha and Vicinity
•
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(Continued from page 29)

Colonel William F. Cody, on December 18th, told

THE KEYSTONE correspondent that he has abandoned

his plans of developing his mines west of Cody, Wyo.,

and will put in the present year in extending his irriga-

tion %vorks,the greatest undertaking by individual enter-

prise ill the West. He vill take up the mining devel-

opment later, as the railroad construction now going

on towards Cody will not reach within fifty miles of

the mining prospects, which are said to be greater

than any yet found in NVyoming. The completion of

the irrigation works now in progress under Cody's

control and direction will settle 5000 people from

Utah ill that district, arrangements having been all

completed for a movement in the early spring. On

December e2d Cody met with the other financiers of

his company, known as the Shoshone Irrigation Co.,

and arranged for vast extensions of the irrigation con-

struction already under way. It is expected a total of

$5,000,000 will be spent by this company, the present

ivork costing upwards of $2,000,000.

A late instance of activity in the Black Hills dis-

trict, and which means much to the retail and jobbing

trade of this vicinity, is the deal now being consum-

mated for the sale of practically all of North Lead

Hill, just out of Lead City, comprising an expen-

diture of over a million dollars. The properties in-

cluded are the Hidden Fortune, owned by Commodore

Otto P. Th. Grantz, ivlio startled the world by pro-

ducing ore that was half gold ; the Harrison mine, the

Durango and the Reddy. Chicago capital is pushing

the deal, the options of which expire about the middle'

of January. Cyanide plants are to be constructed. at

several of the points included, and the building boom

thus created will reflect in increased sales and a steady

business for the coming year in the jewelry line, as

well as others.
One feature of holiday trade has been a remarka-

ble sale of diamonds ; all lines of purchases, indeed,

being of a higher grade than has been previously ex-

perienced.
The retail trade of this vicinity, a part of which

has been buying in Chicago, was treated to something

of an awakening nature during the holiday season.

Many orders sent to Eastern houses were unfilled,

and, hurried along by their customers, such retailers

learned that Omaha jobbers are as well equipped for

" rush "orders as jobbers in cities farther east. Orders

for movements were promptly filled here, while they

were unobtainable from the East.

George Frater, of Louisville, Nebr. ; Jeweler

Zeller, of Hooper, Nebr., and Jeweler Harris, of Water-

loo, Nebr., were Omaha visitors during the holidays.

W. E. Palling, of Greenwood, Nebr., made a big ad-

diton to his stock in the early part of December.

The Reichenberg–Smith Co., wholesalers, Omaha,

broke the record the Tuesday preceding Christmas, by

sending out 287 packages of jewelry to the retail trade.

The office force was kept working until midnight for

three weeks before Christmas.

Ebony goods had a big run during the holidays.

A. F. Smith, president of the Reichenberg-Smith

Co., wholesalers, will be in the East about January 5th.

At Chicago his headquarters will be with The Key-

stone 1Vatch Case Co.; at New York, with Allen M.

Kahn & Co. He will also visit Philadelphia, Lancas-

ter and Meriden, remaining in the East two weeks.

Mr. Jordan, a jeweler of Gordon, Nebr., brought

a handsome line of elk teeth to Omaha, recently.

Being on the border of the Indian Reservation, he

managed to secure goodly quantities of fine shape

and size.
The Reichenberg-Smith Co. has gotten up a pretty

calender, in four styles. The figure is that of a fe-

male, delicately draped in Grecian style.

Among those who called on the Omaha jobbing

trade the latter part of December were the following:

D. T. Smith, Lincoln, Nebr.; C. A. Tucker, Lincoln,

Nebr.; A. D. Clinton, North Platte, Nebr.; J. A.

Crabill, Plattsmouth, Nebr.; C. A. Wilson, Dunbar,

Nebr.; C. J. Jacquemin, Council Bluffs, Iowa ; Davis

& Owens, Falls City, Nebr.; John Albright, David

City, Nebr.; Ed. Niewohner, Columbus, Nebr.; Anton

Engleman, West Point, Nebr.; E. A. Griffen, Bancroft

and Pender, Nebr.; Zable-Burke Co., Hooper, Nebr.;

Mr. Clark, Craig, Nebr.; C. J. Collins, Dunbar, Nebr.
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A New Feature
of our latest pocket catalogue is a series of articles on
diamonds and precious stones, in which we have illus-
trated the different sizes of loose Diamonds, Pearls,
Rubies, Emeralds, Sapphires, Turquoises, Spinels and
Opals

in their natural colors.
These articles contain some valuable infor-

mation, which we believe will greatly aid the
jeweler in making sales—

It is a book that should always be kept at
hand for ready reference_

It also contains our " System of Grading
Diamonds "—a system which allows you to
order the exact quality of stone you want—
guarantees them to be exactly as represented..
allowing you to doubly guarantee them to your
customers, which means easier selling.

This catalogue will be sent free to dealers.

S. C. Scott Mfg Co
Makers of Diamond Jewelry

9, II, 13 Maiden Lane, New York

Cheapest American 0 Size Movement Made
STEM-WIND AND STEM-SET

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED

CAMBRIDGE WATCH CO., ;Maiden Lane, New York

ARE You SHORT ON MOVEMENTS?
18 Size, Hunting and Open-Face, 7 Jewel

6
0
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WRITE FOR PRICES

LEON HIRSCH
37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

New York Letter

The new branch post office for foreign mails at

the corner of West and Morton Streets was opened

recently. The building is a two-story brick and stone

structure, built after plans suggested by Postmaster

Van Cott. It is constructed with the special end in

view of providing as much free floor space as possible.

The building is in close proximity to most of the big

Atlantic mail steamship piers, and almost across the

street from the Christopher Street ferry, on which the

mail arriving from Europe on the North German Lloyd

and Hamburg-American lines is brought over to this

city. It is so arranged as to permit of the mail wagons

being driven directly into the building and unloaded

on the sorting floor without the aid of lifts of any sort.

In both the day and night tours between three and

four hundred men will be engaged in the building

altogether, most of whom have been working in the

dark, illy-ventilated basement of the Federal Building.

There has been gnashing of teeth and pulling of

whiskers, says the Sun, in scores of households on the •

lower East Side in the last few days over the success-

ful operations of a gang of swindlers, who have suc-

ceeded in selling brass watches for gold in a section

which is supposed to be proof against tricks in the

jewelry line. The method of the swindlers, who gene-

rally work in pairs, has been to offer for sale a gold

watch much below its value, explaining as a reason

for its cheapness that it was stolen. If the customer

was suspicious they allowed him to have the watch

tested. When the bargain is closed a cheap brass

watch, made in imitation of the gold One, is substituted.

Never in the history of the world has the jewel-

wearing craze been more important than at the present

time. Society in this city has gone fairly jewel crazy.

At the recent Assembly ball, the great " 400 " function,

we are told that never before were so many jewels

seen at a ball. Women, with sprays of jewels on their

waists, wore necklaces, pendants, tiaras, bracelets and

earrings of diamonds ; and added to this display,

evidently at the last moment, ropes of big solitaire

pearls. All this means business and wealth to the

jewelers. Fashion is just now a mighty business-

making agent for every member of the trade.

New York City's budget of expenses for the year

1901 amounts to nearly Poo,000,000, or to be more ex-

act, $98, 100,413. This great sum is to be raised by

taxation this year. To realize the enormous cost of

the government of this city, a few comparisons will be

helpful. One hundred million dollars is double the

cost of the government of Mexico, with its 15,000,000

of inhabitants, including the cost of Mexico's army

and navy ; it is almost a third of the cost of the gov-

ernment of the German Empire, with a population of

52,000,000. It is a quarter as great as the cost of the

government of Great Britain and Ireland, including

the army, navy and the interest on the public debt.

France's burden of taxation is crushing that wealthy

nation of 40,000,000 inhabitants, yet New York City's

government costs one-sixth as much as that of France,

it is asserted.
Jennings, Lauter & Co. have succeeded Jennings,

Carragher & Co., manufacturing jewelers, 20 Maiden

Lane.
Larter, Elcox & Co., 21-23 Maiden Lane, have

received notice from the United States Patent Office

of an allowance of their application for a broad 
patent

on the " Larter " spring-back stud. Papers to this

effect have been issued, which will protect the firm 
in

their rights in this popular stud.

Nelson B. Hatch & Co. have succeeded Delmar,

Hatch & Co., jobbers and exporters, Broadway and

Cortlandt Street.
E. M. Gattle, retail jeweler, formerly at Twenty-

seventh Street and Broadway, has moved to larger

quarters at Thirty-eighth Street and Fifth Avenue.

Seymour AV. Frolichstein and Fred. H. England

have formed a partnership under the title of Frolich-

stein & England, and will start in business January rst

as wholesale dealers in diamonds, jewelry and novel-

ties, with an office at 65 Nassau Street, the Prescott

Building. Both partners are men of experience in the

business. Mr. Frolichstein was for twelve years a

member of the firm of Henry Froehlich & Ca., repre-

senting them on the road, while Mr. Falgland was for

five years traveler for Lissauer & Co.

Wm. Loeb & Co., manufacturing jewelers, Provi-

dence, R. I., recently established an office at 37

Maiden Lane, with S. E. Dickson in charge.

W. 'I'. Georgen, the optician of No. 32 East

Twenty-third Street, has opened a branch store at 82

Montague Street, Brooklyn.
The Merchants' Association has begun an inves-

tigation of the business methods of the various city

departments. The special committee of the associa-

tion having the matter in charge has handed in a re-

port recommending that the investigation of the Water

Department be continued, and that similar investiga-

tions of other departments be commenced. It also

recommends that a finance committee be appointed to

raise the money necessary to carry on this work.

The firm of Sweet & Ellsworth, wholesale and

retail jewelers, 37 Maiden Lane, have been succeeded

by L. W. Sweet & Co., who continue the business

without change. The members of the new firm,

formed December 1st, are L. W. Sweet, Benj. Beek-

man and S. Raives.
Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., was a mem-

ber of the grand jury of New York county, for De-

cember.
S. Mathez, a traveling salesman for Edmond- E.

Robert, importer of Swiss watches, at 3 Maiden Lane,

had a thrilling experience a few weeks ago in a rail-

road accident some twenty-five miles west of Pittsburg,

Pa. At about 1.15 A. AL Mr. Mathez and the other

occupants of the sleeper experienced a terrific shock,

which made them very much awake. Immediately

they felt a sea-sick sensation, due to the rapid sinking

of the car, and the frightened occupants believed their

hour had about arrived. Finally, the car stopped

suddenly, turned over and complete darkness ensued.

Mr. Mathez bravely struck a match and crawled

through a window, to find portion of the train in the

river, and his own car on the very brink. His ten

thousand dollars' worth of chronometers went into the

river with the baggage car, and most of the goods

were hopelessly ruined. Mr. Mathez also lost all his

personal effects, which were ruined by the water.

He may, however, recover part of this loss from the

railroad company.
In consequence of the changes made in the man-

agement of the Mossberg & Granville Manufacturing

Co., the executive offices of the company will here-

after be at 15o Nassau Street, this city, where W. W.

Gibbs, of the Gibbs, Brower Co.., the new general

manager of the concern, will direct its affairs. B.

Granville, the former manager, severed his connection

with the concern October 1st. It is the intention of the

new management to increase the facilities and effec-

tiveness of the plant, so that, if possible, a still higher

standard of machines can be turned out. The com-

pany have long been recognized as leaders in their line.

S. C. Scott Manufacturing Co., 9-13 Maiden Lane,

have issued a handsomely compiled and profusely

illustrated pocket catalogue of diamonds and precious

stones. Some twenty of the seventy-two pages are

devoted to useful information on precious stones,

which the trade will find interesting and valuable.

Brief chapters are devoted to diamonds, pearls,

rubies, sapphires, emeralds, turquoise, opals, etc.

The prices for different sizes are given and the stones

illustrated in their natural colors. There is a table for

calculating the price of diamonds per carat and frac-

tional parts thereof, and valuable directions for clean-

ing fine gold jewelry containing diamonds and other

precious stones. The pocket catalogue is a handy

little book of reference for the trade. It will be sent

free to dealers on application, and every jeweler will

find it of value.
At the December meeting of the board of direc-

tors of the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade,

held on the 13th inst., the following firms were unani-

mously elected to membership : Allen & Jonassohn,

New York City ; Beckwith, Grant & Co., New York

City ; Gordon & Morrison, Chicago, Ill. ; L. H. Schafer

& Co., Chicago, Ill.
Ph. Silberman, for many years a jewelry manufac-

turer ; Maurice Kohn, for the past fourteen years with

Keller & Untermeyer Manufacturing Co. and Wood-

side Sterling Co., and Milton H. Wallenstein, for ten

years with Chas. Keller & Co., have formed a partner-

ship for the manufacture of jewelry. The title of the

new firm will be Silberman & Co.

A matter much discussed here during the past

month is the projected consolidation of the New York

Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade and the

Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of Trade of Providence,

R. I. Committees, representing both organizations,

have had a conference on the subject, but no very

reliable prediction of the final outcome of the negotia-

tions can yet be made. The committee representing the

New York organization consists of W. A. Copeland,

of Martin, Copeland & Co., chairman ; 0. G. Fessen-

den, of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co. ; George H. Ca-

hoone, of George H. Cahoone & Co. ; Alfred Krower,

of Albert Lorsch & Co., and George E. Fahys, of

Joseph Fahys & Co. This committee, accompanied

by Augustus K. Sloan, president, and DeLoid Safford,

secretary of the association, went to Providence on

December 15th and held a consultation with the corn-

mittee representing the local organization, which con-

sists of Nathan B. Barton, of the Ostby & Barton Co.,

chairman ; Charles E. Hancock, of the Charles E.

Hancock Co. ; 'William R. Dutemple, of William R.

Dutemple & Co. ; Henry Fletcher, of Fletcher, Bur-

rows & Co., and J. Perry Carpenter, of Ford & Car-

penter. The consultation was of an informal charac-

ter, and the participants refused to be interviewed on

the matter. The Providence body seems to be much

divided on the question of consolidation.

The need of a new general post office for this city

is pressing, but it now seems that nothing will be done

,in the matter during the present session of Congress.

Representative Mercer, chairman of the House Com-

mittee on Public Buildings, said that there seemed to

be no prospect that New York will receive an appro-

priation for a new post-office building at this session.

The difficulty, Mr. Mercer explained, was that the

committee was unable to obtain satisfactory informa-

tion in regard to the cost of acquiring a suitable site.

The committee does not feel justified in undertaking

the project and the matter will go over until the next

session.
(Cbnlinwed ow page JO
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The Giant of
Collar Buttons

HOW TO AVOID IMITATIONS
The Krementz One-Piece Gold Collar But-
ton is always sold on a card like this:

SOLID GOLD.
THE "KR.EMENTZ." ONE PIECE.

Made tj Krernrote & C .

Pat. May 6, 1884.

FRONT OF CARD

GUARANTEE.
Starting With a fiat piece °Pula:. THE ;CREME NTZ collarbutton is made without joint or solder. It cannot break. lj front4.1"1' CAUSE one should be damn et! either at Me hands of the
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"On. Vt•ce."

'
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dealer or consumer a new button will bc given in exchange.
Ube oopyrleit nao.

EREXE 417Z g.

Fewark, N. J.

BACK OF CARD, PRINTED IN LIGHT GREEN INK

We receive many imitat'

Krementz One-Piece
Collar Buttons
are stamped

as follows ON BACK

17 Maiden Lane, New York

The Krementz One-Piece Rolled Gold Plated Collar Button is always
sold on a card like this:

FRONT OF CARD, PRINTED IN LIGHT GREEN INK

Patent Sustained
by

United States
Supreme Court

BACK OF CA RD, PRINTED IN LIGHT GREEN INK
F'ac-simile of Front and back of cards used for Rolled Gold Plated

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons.

e Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons for exchange under our guarantees, showing that dealers arefrequently deceived in purchasing the former. Note our copyright labels as above, printed in light green ink.
QUALITY AND CONSTRUCTION HAVE MADE OUR REPUTATION

KREMENTZ & CO
Write for our Booklet : 

• I 49 Chestnut St., NEWARK, N. J.
"The Story of a Collar Button, with III PARKS PARKS BROS. & ROGERS, 20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade
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The Lambton 'Diamond
Story of a London Jeweler's Love and Faithfulness

4sweasesm■It

II E famous Lambton diamond threw back the light from its many

facets and strange, brilliant colors shot from its depths. It was

the finest stone I had ever set in my life.

The ring, now that it was finished, was fit even to adorn the

hand of Lady Gwendolen Forrest, the beauty and heiress of th
e

season. But I did not envy young Lord Lambton his fiancee;

in my own Nell I had a girl as good and as pretty as any in t
he land.

I was about to take the ring to Mr. Nugent when Nell herese
lf ran in. She

was my employer's daughter, and his house was up stairs o
ver the large show-

room in Clifford Street. It was against all custom for Nell to come down to

my workshop, for her father disapproved our engagemen
t. But to-day she had

not been able to resist the temptation of having a peep at the Lambton

diamond.
Just as she had slipped it on her finger, and was dancing abo

ut twisting her

hand, that the marvelous stone might catch the light, 
the door opened and

Mr. Nugent entered. I prepared to defend Nell from a harsh reprimand, but

none came. Her father appeared oddly preoccupied, me
rely took the ring from

her, examined it earnestly, and, snapping the lid of the c
ase down upon it,

placed it in his pocket and walked away.

Next day I was sitting at work when I saw a hansom 
drive up, and Lord

Lambton jumped out. He came hastily into the show
-room, which adjoined

the one where I was sitting, and where Mr. Nugent was
.

" Scoundrel !" I heard him say, and could scarcely beli
eve my ears. " You

thought to fool me easily by a false stone, but I am as g
ood a judge of jewels

as you are. You are a thief, sir ! What have you do
ne with the diamond I

intrusted to you?"
I sat still. I understood very well that Lord Lambton had delibe

rately

accused my employer of trying to palm off upon him an
 imitation diamond, yet

I knew that I had set the true stone and delivered 
it to Mr. Nugent only

yesterday.
My employer himself was a skilled workman, though no

t a good designer,

and in the time that had elapsed between my 
handing him the ring and his

transferring it to the owner he could have removed the 
stone and replaced it by

another.
As I thus speculated on the astounding accusation, M

r. Nugent himself

opened the door of the work-room. He looked ke
enly at me, as if wondering

if it would be safe to trust me.

" Did you hear anything of what passed in the next
 room ? " he questioned.

I admitted that I had.

" Of course, I shall be triumphantly acquitt
ed," he announced, clearing his

throat huskily as he spoke. " Still, Lord Lambton
 can make things disagree-

able. And look here, Wade, I haven't always be
en as friendly to you as I

might ; but I can trust you. You'll be an important witness. Do what you can

for me, for the girl's sake."

I was given no time to answer, for at that mome
nt Lord Lambton returned

with two Scotland Yard men. My employer was gi
ven into custody and taken

to the police station to be charged, the detectives
 remaining to search the

premises.
Mr. Nugent being a widower, with only one 

child, the management of the

business practically devolved on me, and as the 
detectives ransacked the place

they put many questions to me as to where the 
stones were kept. The safes

were all pointed out to them, but they seemed
 disappointed with their opera-

tions.
Late in the evening they came to me in the w

orkroom, and holding out the

ring that I had made for Lord Lambton, one
 of them said:

" This is your work, we understand. Is that the stone you set ?"

I glanced at it, but only replied : " I don't ca
ll myself an expert in precious

stones, and all I can say is that this one pr
ecisely resembles in size, shape and

appearance the one given me to set,"

While this statement was practically true, that 
one glance had been enough

to show me that I was not looking at the La
mbton diamond.

I was about to lock up the place for the 
night, when Nell came in. It was

the first time she had let me see her since he
r father had been taken away.

" There's something I must say to you,"
 she panted—" something I've

been wild to say all day lest it should be 
too late, but I dared not let any one

suspect. A month ago father confided to 
me that he had lost a great deal of

money—and he showed me how to open a
 secret drawer in his Chippendale

bureau. " If ever anything happens to me,'
 he said, ' don't lose a moment, but

look into this drawer ; throw away e
verything that you will find in the left-hand

partition, and keep what may be in the right
.'"

Together we ransacked the old bureau, 
and at length Nell touched the

spring which opened the secret drawer. 
The light of the candle which I held

struck out a gleam from a pile of exqui
sitely-made false stones, which lay in a

partition on the left hand, while on the r
ight was the Lambton diamond.

" My poor father," she moaned, as I 
held her. " He is ruined forever—

and 1, too. The daughter of a convicted thief is n
o fit wife for an honest

man."
" My darling ! You are a wife for a 

king, and as for your father, I swear

to you that I will save him yet."

Even as I spoke an idea had flashed int
o my head which startled me by its

audacity. In a moment I had thought out every 
detail.

I made up the stones, Lambton 
diamond and all, into a packet, carefully

closing the secret drawer, and contr
iving to get away without being seen, went

straight to my brother's house in Kent, ma
naging to avoid the service of a sub-

poena. Thus I was not present at the police court 
proceedings.

Mr. Nugent was committed for trial, and me
anwhile I stayed in the country,

working each night in my locked room, with 
the tools I had brought with me,

until the gray dawn filtered under my closed 
shutters.

When I saw my old employer in the dock at 
the trial I was shocked at the

ghastly change which had come over him.

The evidence at first went steadily against h
im. Lord Lambton swore that

the stone in the ring delivered to him by 
Mr. Nugent's own hand was not his

diamond. One expert testified that not only wa
s the stone he now saw not the

Lambton diamond, but not a genuine jewel at 
all, but a marvelous imitation.

Another was not so positive. Indeed, he was not prepared to swear that it was

false.
Then I went into the box. I was very cool now, for the game I had dete

r-

mined on had cost me many a qualm of con
science. But I had no intention of

cheating Lord Lambton, swearing falsely or 
tarnishing my personal honor.

The preliminary question of the prosecuting 
counsel brought out the fact

that I had designed the ring's setting, and done a
ll the work upon it.

"ioIIT.
question.

 What sort of stone was it your employer gave 
you to set? " was the next

" An extremely valuable white diamond," I 
replied.

" Do you swear that you set the genuine sto
ne, and delivered the ring when

finished to the prisoner ?"

" I do."
" Do you consider it possible that that stone

 might have been taken out and

an imitation one substituted?"

" Certainly. But I could tell whether the ring had been tampered w
ith

since it left my hands."

" Take this, then, examine it and inform the 
court if that is the stone you

set."
The ring was handed to me, and a hush fell 

upon the court. The kind of

Tull which denotes that a vital point in a case has
 been reached.

I put my hand in my waistcoat pocket for my
 jeweler's glass, and the

sharpest eye could not have seen that I also drew fo
rth a new ring, made in the

secret hours of night—an exact counterpart of t
he other, save that it contained

the real Lambton diamond.

At length I returned the glass to my pocke
t, and with it the ring with the

false stone. I could hear my own heart beating, but, hand
ing to the court usher

the new ring, said firmly in reply to the sna
ppish " Well ?" of the prosecuting

counsel:
" I swear unhesitatingly that the setting of 

this ring has not been tampered

with, and that this is the genuine diamond which
 was given me to set."

The doubting expert pricked up his ears, the 
prosecuting counsel, with

Lord Lambton and the treasurer solicitor, were 
whispering over the ring.

" M'Iud," said the counsel, I ask permission
 to recall the expert."

I stepped out of the box, and the expert stepped
 in. The new ring was put

into his hand, a friendly ray of sunshine lighting
 up the jewel.

" This is very remarkable," he said at last. " I
t's the first time I have ever

made a mistake. This stone is genuine. I cannot doubt

And so the prisoner was free ; but when the 
verdict of " Not guilty " was

pronounced, a faint groan echoed it, and a dead ma
n was taken from the dock.

A spasm of the heart had proved fatal.

Six months later Nell and I were married. On 
our honeymoon we were

walking in a lane near Ilfracombe when we came 
face to face with Lord Lamb-

ton, who was stopping with his bride in a ne
ighboring country house.

" Ah, Mr. Wade ! " he exclaimed. " I haven't
 seen you since that Very

mysterious case of mine. Do you know, I have 
always since thought of you—

as—a very—clever man ?"

"Thank you," I said quietly. " Will you allow me,
 my lord, to present you

to my wife—the only daughter of the late Mr. 
Nugent."

Lord Lambton raised his hat, looked keenly 
at pretty Nell, shook hands

with us both, and murmured :

" Ah, I understand !"

q, q, 11, iP IP v
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American Watches .•

Diamonds

:jewelry

The season's greeting to you!

Your holiday trade has surely been
all you anticipated:

You will want to sort up and we want
to help you --write or wire.

Hayden
Telephone, 8 Cortlandt

Wheeler & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New rod

THE LEADER
in High=Grade Watches is the

1111011ERON& QONSTONTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

0011 E R04,4

GICIIVS*TAIO
TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in

Quality,

Adjustment,
Durability,
Style.

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases.

New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements.

Special Grades for Railroad Men.

EDMOND E. ROBERT,
SOLE AGENT,

3 Maiden Lane,

New York.

Have you tried our

American-Made Sapphire and

Ruby Balance Jewels
You will find, after trial of same, that the watches
you repair will run closer and are more easily regu-
lated than when using the jewels now in the market
and sold at any and every price. A trial will convince
you of their superiority.

American Mainspring Cabinet, the best in the
market, and One Gross SUCCESS " Main-
springs, $10.80 net. Write us.

Waltham 18, 16, 12, 6, 0,
Elgin 18, 16, 12, 6, 0.
Hampden 18, 16, 6, 000.
Columbus 18, 16, 6.
Illinois 18, 16, 0.
standard 18, 16, 6.
Trenton 18, 16, 12, 0.

STAFFS and JEWELS for above
$1.25 per dozen.

ROSENZWEIG BROS.
32 Maiden Lane, New York

Miniature Portraits
On

WATCHES,
DIALS.
BROOCHES

and
LOCKETS
Samples and Estimates for Large
Pictures, Groups, etc., mailed on
UI lineation.

c01)1ed 7from

all photo.

OUR WORK
WILL NOT FADE
OR PEEL OFF

HAND-PAINTED MINIATURES
copied from any photo.

We make A SPECIAL,TY of this High-tirade Ihnol-Pninting
on Ivory. Perfect likeness guaranteed.

The Goldstein Engraving Co.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKENGRAVERS and ETCHERS

to the lerwetry and Silver Trades
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(Continued from page 351

This is the time of the year for taking an account

of stock and balancing books. Business has long set

apart the last week of the old year and first of the new

for this task, and, as a consequence, it is diff
icult to

get any merchant to enter into any considerab
le new

transaction pending the squaring of his affairs for the

new year. It is the annual house cleaning of business,

and the dust and debris of a whole year are swept
 into

the street and everything put in " ship shape "
 for

another twelve months. A leading financier and

authority on credits, said that the housewife who

should clean her house only once a year would have

to live in dirt for at least the last six months, and then

be confronted with the hardest kind of a proposition

in the way of cleaning. So, he said, the merchant

who only takes account of stock and squares his affairs

once a year is liable to find his house cleaning a very

disagreeable operation. He may be surprised to dis-

cover that for six months or more he been losing

money and did not know it. Bankers and credit men,

he declared, were now urging business men to take

account of stock and balance their affairs once a month

instead of once a year. In this way they would lie

able to keep a constant watch on their trade and stop

every leak before it has done irretrievable damage.

Many a bankruptcy, it is argued, would be avoided if

this rule were adopted.
Before the rush of the holiday trade was scarcely

over came the representatives of the Eastern manu-

facturers with their spring lines. All are brimful of

optimism in speaking of the prospects of the new

year, and say that the way the jobbers are receiving

them indicate good orders in the future. Of course,

the present orders—known as sample orders—are not

heavy, being merely to equip the new lines for the

travelers and a few for stock, and the real test will

come later, still the good feeling that so generally pre-

vails counts for much.

Despite the vast number of shoppers that crowded

the jewelry district during the holidays, not a single

robbery was reported. In additon to the regular de-

tectives that constantly patrol the district, two extra

plain-clothes men Were on duty and kept a sharp look-

out, not only on. the crowds in the street, but circulated

among the buyers in the stores for undesirable visitors.

The past month is one always dreaded by all

hands, from the head of the house to the errand boy,

in the wholesale material houses. December means

stock-taking—a nightmare—when the character of the

goods to go over is considered. Every tiny piece of

material and little jewel is gone over and counted.

What a task in comparison to taking stock in a retail

jeweler's store, and yet so many retailers regard it as

either unnecessary or too laborious, and neglect what

should be settled upon as an indispensable feature 
of

business.
The trade here are much pleased at the

prompt trial and conviction of Chas. E. Mather,

who disappeared in November last, taking with him

jewelry estimated to be worth $3o,000, which he 
had

obtained on memorandum, representing that he had

purchaser fQr. ii. He got a pearl rope from Alfred H.

Smith & Co., of 98S Broadway, valued at $21,
000,

and a pearl necklace from Frederick W. Lewis & C
o.,

of i Maiden Lane, valued at $3600. He obtai
ned

$4300 in a pawnshop on the pearl rope he got from

Smith & Co., and $r5(x) on the necklace he got from

the other firm. With this money he redeemed a pearl

necklace, valued at $12,000, which he got from P
aul

Fleischer, of 65 Nassau Street; on his statement that

he had an order for it from George J. Gould. Mather

absconded, but was arrested in Seattle, Wash.

Richard Jones Timpson,- for over thirty years with

Tiffany & Co., died recently. The deceased was born

ill Ireland, emigrating to this country in 1863. In

1868 he entered the employ of Tiffany & Co., then

located at 550 and 552 Broadway.

W. G. King, of the Julius King Optical Co., spent

the holidays in Cleveland—the family's old homest
ead

—visiting relatives.
IsidOr Lassner, importer of precious and imitation

stones, has moved from 68 Nassau Street into larger

quarters, in the Prescott Building, 65 Nassau Street.

J. Leroy has opened a repairing establishment 
for

watches and jewelry at 2142 Second Avenue.

TI-IE KEYSTONE

William Bardel, manufacturer of diamond jewelry

and dealer in fine paintings, 22 Maiden Lane, was

recently appointed United States Consul at Bambe
rg,

Bavaria. Bamberg is but a short distance from Nur
em-

berg, Mr. Bardel's old home. Mr. Bardel will enter

on his new duties early next year and is now making

arrangements to close out his business here.

E. J. Wittnauer, of the watch importing house of

A. Wittnauer, of this city, spent the Christmas holidays

at " Laurel of the Pines" at Lakewood, the famous

New Jersey resort, accompanied by his sister.

L. H. Keller & Co., material dealers, have made

a number of changes in their salesroom and offices,

that not only add to their appearance, but also to the

convenience of both their own help and of their 
cus-

tomers. The whole store and offices have been newly

papered and painted, and rearrangements have been

made in the deparments for the clerical force in the

front part of the establishment. The change in the

appearance of the salesroom is very marked.

H. G. James, the representative of the Spencer

Optical Manufacturing Co., has been spending the

holidays in this city, going over his sample line and

preparing for the new year's business. He will start

out again about the middle of January and call on his

regular trade in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana. He re-

ports an exceptionally good business during the past

season in Ohio, and a demand for a better class of

goods than formerly called for. This always makes

the traveling man feel good, as it swells his receipts,

without increasing his labors.

The banquet of the Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade, which will take place on the evening

of January t6th, in the Grand Ball Room of the Wal-

dorf-Astoria Hotel, promises to eclipse the magnificent

annual functions of past years, even the first grand

banquet of the amalgamated organizations, which was

held last year in the sante hall. At the banquet this

month the attendance will be large, and the table and

room decorations more elaborate. Among the speak-

ers of the evening will be Governor Foster M. Voor-

hees, of New Jersey ; Ex-Mayor Charles F. Warwi
ck,

of Philadelphia, and Rev. Newel Dwight-Hillis, of

Plymouth Church, Brooklyn. All orchestra, a profes-

sional humorist and a vocal quartette will help add 
to

the enjoyment of the occasion.

The detective system of the Customs service

seems to be worked with great thorougness, and the

vocation of the smuggler is now a risky one. A big

haul was recently made by Customs Inspector Timo-

thy Donahue, who arrested Antonio H. Asensio, a

saloon passenger on the Pennsylvania, whom he

charged with smuggling. An invoice of 396 pieces of

jewelry and diamonds written in Spanish was found

on Asensio's person, and in a leather belt strapped

around his waist were found the jewels mentioned.

J. Alexander Delmar, formerly with the firm of

Delmar, Hatch & Co., has started in business for him-

self as a jobber in watches, clocks and novelties, w
ith

an office at 83 Nassau Street.

Edward Kubie, well known to the trade through

his long connection with the former firm of Levy,

Dreyfus & Co., died recently. The deceased was a

brother-in-law of L. AV. Levy, now of L. AV. Levy & Co.

L. Heller & Son, at 48 Maiden Lane, have leased

offices in the Jewelers' Court, the new building now

nearing completion at 51 Maiden Lane, into 
which

they will remove about May 1st.

The Watchmakers'. and Jewelers' Benevolent

Association held their annual meeting last month and

elected the following officers : President, L. Lewis, of

915 Eighth Avenue ; first vice-president, J. Shapiro, of

300 Columbia Street, Brooklyn ; second vice-presi-

dent, J. Rosenkrantz, of 554 Columbus Avenue ;

treasurer, P. Kersh, with the Waldorf-Astoria ; record-

ing secretary, P. Salias, Whitestone, N. Y. ; finan
cial

secretary, M. Slavitt, with Ansonia Clock Co. ; ser-

geant-at-arms, J. Rainess, of 1.566 Second Avenue ;

first trustee, T. Becker, of 24 Eldridge Street ; second

trustee, P. Krukin, of 2194 Eighth Avenue ; t
hird

trustee, R. Metzger, with L. Kohn, Maiden Lane, and

keeper of valuables, R. Lewis, of 744 Third Avenue.

The J. D. Bergen Co., cut-glass manufacturers,

announce a change in their Southern representat
ive,

and hereafter that territory will be taken charge of 
by

J. Val. Bergen, son of the head of the company, 
who

supercedes N. S. Valk, whose connection with 
the

concern ended January Tat. Young Mr. Bergen has

been looking after the firm's interests in the 
Middle
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Western States for several years and this 
with his

previous training well qualifies him for his mo
re im-

portant duties in the South, where the compan
y have

a large and growing trade. When his school days

were over young Bergen entered the company's 
factory

at Meriden, Conn., and served a thorough 
apprentice-

ship, learning all branches of the glass-cutting 
indus-

try, and becoming quite skillful, as he had a
 natural

aptitude for the trade, coming as he did from a 
family

skilled in the art. After mastering this end of the

business he came to this city, to the head selling 
office

of the company to get acquainted with the 
methods

of marketing the product. Later he went on the road

and thus became familiar with every step of the 
out-

put front its crude form on entering the factory 
to its

being placed in the storekeeper's salesroom. He thu
s

enters his new field splendidly equipped in exp
erience

though young in years. He will, it is said, take
 out

the largest line of new styles ever shown by his 
com-

pany at one time, as the factory have been e
ngaged

for weeks on the new patterns. He starts this 
month

for his new field of labor, determined to make a 
record,

and will no doubt receive a kindly welcome front
 the

hospitable Southern people.

Milton B. Rosenbach, who for a number of years

has represented Wm. I. Rosenfeld, the watch job
ber,

in New York and Western States, received a 
merited

promotion January sat by being taken into the f
irm.

The new partner is a relative of Mr. Rosenfeld's 
and

received front the latter his business training, as o
ffice

boy, salesman and traveling representative. He
 will

continue to travel as heretofore—with a zeal, • 
how-

ever, that he could hardly experience before.

Speaking of trade conditions during the past year,

Mr. Wolf Green, of Green Bros., said : " We h
ave

had a prosperous year, and wish to thank our many

friends and customers. While our volume of business

was about as large as the year before, which was our

banner year, we had to make more sales to do it, as

the buying was not as heavy as during the previous

years. Another handicap which 19oo started with was

that dealers were pretty well stocked up front the

heavy buying they did the previous fall. The rise

'steel and other metals also affected the business 
con-

siderably during the year. It resulted in a loss of pro-

fit in many cases, as no increase in price to the r
etail

trade was made on many lines that cost us much more

than previously."
Leys, Christie & Co. have just added a new man

to their traveling force. Jno. McNaught, who is

well known to tlie jewelry trade of Minneapolis, 
will

cover the Northwestern territory for the firm, startin
g

out with the firm's other travelers about the middle o
f

this month.
Harris, Schuster & Co., the new firm of jobbing

jewelers, are fitted up in their quarters in the Gil
l

Building, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane. As Messrs. Harris

and Schuster have a host of friends in the trade, the

firm starts off with good prospects of success.

Charles Bachem formerly in business in Newark,

N. J., for seven years, and afterward at 4r Maiden

Lane, this city, (lied in Germany on December 4th.

The Jewelers' League of New York

The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee of the Jewelers' League was held at the

League office On Friday, December 7th. There were

present Vice-Presidents Fessenden, Greason and Bar-

del, Chairman Van Deventer, Messrs. Street, Lissauer

and Secretary L. Stevens, Jr. Minutes of the previous

meeting were read and approved. Report of the

treasurer was presented and approved. Three re-

quests for change of beneficiary were received, and

upon. motion granted, and the following applicants

were admitted to membership : I. J. Greenwood, Jr.,

New York City, recommended by J. W. Reddall and

L. A. Miller ; R. A. Moore, Durham, N. C., recom
-

mended by R. C. Sund and M. H. Jones ; A. Patterson,

New York City, recommended by R. H. Klitz and I..

A. Miller ; M. Bing, New York City, recommended by

H. Kluger and L. A. Miller ; J. Abraham, New York

City, recommended by H. W. Fisher and L. A. Miller ;

L. B. Cununings, recommended by C. E. Breckinridge

and L. A. Miller ; F. Weber, recommended by FL-H.

Clifford and L. A. Miller.
Upon motion, the meeting adjourned. The next

meeting will be held January 4, 1901.



We realize that after a good Holiday trade your stock of Cut Glass must be low, and that youare already interested in our

On the second day of January we shall open up at our show rooms the first samples of ournew line, and with the increased facilities which we now have, there will be 7,ery little if anydelay in completing it.
As usual WE HAVE our full share of NEW SHAPES, which are NOVEL and CATCHY.We are not unmindful that our success the past year hasbeen due to the fact that we were able to sell our goods at Popular Pricesand this UN continue to be a feature of

Vase, " Glenwood"
Made in 9 and 12 in. sizes

BERGEN eur GLASS
Our designers have been 'Ivry fortunate in evolving DESIGNS that are PARTICULARLYBEAUTIFUL. We shall exercise great care in the selection of BLANKS, using only those ofPERFECT COLOR.
Ourgoods as heretofore, haw a BRILLIANT, LASTING FINISH. The entire linebill be RICH and EXCLUSIVE in APPEARANCE.

WE SHALL NOT ISSUE OUR NEW CATALOGUE UNTIL SPRING, BUT THOSE WHOHAVE NEVER HANDLED OUR LINE WILL FIND CATALOGUE " J " VERY VALUABLE.

C'harlcs F. Swift

The improved ledger
form illustrated and de-
scribed on this page was
devised by Charles F.
Smith, chief accountant
for King & Eisele,
wholesale and manu-
facturing jewelers,. Buf-
falo, N. Y. Mr. Smith
is an accomplished ac-
countant, his prepara-
tion for the profession
including a three-years'

course in commercial science at the Albert Col-

lege, Belleville, Ont., from which he graduated

at the head of his class. For the past six years

he has had charge of the accountant depart-

ment of his present employers. He is an

enthusiast in his specialty and has mastered it

in all its details.

"SEND FOR CATALOGUE .1."

11101-1EST AWARD, 001_,0

PARIS, 1900

The ledger, as defined by Webster, is a
chief book of accounts, and it is the work of
the " ledger keeper " to write this book up
with accuracy and neatness, so that when a
month's business has been posted every stroke
of the pen will have significance.

Every bookkeeper knows his own books
best, and in writing this article I submit the
form of ledger which I have drafted and used
for the past four years as chief accountant for
King & Eisele, wholesale and manufacturing
jewelers, Buffalo, N. Y.

Having adopted the loose-leaf system, I
will briefly narrate a few of its many good
features in the sales' ledger.

I have divided the accounts, writing New
York and Pennsylvania accounts in one ledger,
;is King & Eisele have a great many customers
in these two States. All other accounts in
:mother ledger.

Each customer's name is arranged alpha-
betically in each city, and the cities in each
State are arranged alphabetically. The first ac-
count in the New York and Pennsylvania ledger
is in Addison, New York, and the next account
is also in Addison, N. Y. The first customer's
name begins Nvith a letter nearer A than the
second customer.

The first account in the sundry State ledger
is in the State of Iowa, and the last customer's
account is in the Dominion of Canada. The
great advantage of having the accounts arranged
alphabetically is, I always know the number'of
customers in each city, as all the accounts in
each city follow alphabetically.

When a traveler's route list is to be pre-
pared, for say the State of Michigan, I turn to
the sundry State ledger, and without an index
book, " as each State is divided with an index
leaf and tabulated, projecting diagonally flush
with the cover," and there I have only the ac-
counts of Michigan to look over instead of two
entire ledgers from cover to cover. ,

As soon as a ledger sheet is filled on both
sides I transfer this sheet to a transfer binder
and insert a new sheet in its place, thus making
the ledger proper filled with live accounts
only.

Supposing I have the account of S. B.
Robertson & Co., too State Street, Chicago,
Ill., sheet No. t, State Jewelers' Mercantile
Agency, U. 4, Bradstreet, V. D. I have learned
this firm do their banking at the First National
Bank, and I make a record of that, for I may
have occasion to bank a draft or ask them to
sign a note, and then it is well to know where
they do their banking.

Now, as to the most important feature of
my ledger. In accomplishing any good work
an intelligent beginning with careful foresight
helps greatly towards good results.

The accompanying fac-simile will explain
itself. I refer to the form of ruling and print-
ing. "A place for everything and everything
in its place."

There is a special column for the month,
day, book in which the sale has been written,
folio, kind of goods sold, amount of trade dis-
count deducted, terms of sale, number of bill
when paid and check mark, amount of sale,
total monthly sales, monthly balance, total pay-
ments, amount of each credit, number of pay-
ment and check mark, month, day, book in
which payment is recorded, folio, amount of
discount deducted in settlement, and items col-
umn, which is used to record the maturity of
notes when given.

There is one space left which is close to the
binding, and I. have this indicated " Remarks "
where I use a pencil in marking certain nota-
tions of letters received or promises from the
customer.

In the column marked "Goods " the letter
R abbreviates for rings, W for watches, M for

material, J for jewelry, C for clocks, S for silver-
ware and 0 for optical goods.

In the column marked " Terms " a parallel
dash abbreviates for regular, x net, and when
the terms are not regular or net 1 write the
terms out.

I have special columns, so that at the close
of each day and month I know the total amount
of each kind of goods sold as specified in above
terms.

When a month's business is closed I rult
in red ink across the five center columns of the
ledger, and an oblique line to cancel the space
unused.

Foot the sales and payments, add the sales
footing to the previous balance, deduct the credit
footing and write in the new balance.

These footings are all written in before the
statements are completed. Then I go over the
accounts in the ledger with the statements which
have been prepared during the last few days of
the month, and foot the statements and compare
the footings with the ledger footings. This is a
check on my work.

The check mark in the number column
means that the posting has all been checked. I
also check the footings after comparison with
the statements.

My balance book has three columns, viz.,
debit totals, balance and credit totals. I copy
the footings from my ledger in the balance book,
and when the total debits of my balance book
amount to the total footings of my charge
book and the credit totals of my balance book
amount to the total footings of my payment
book, I know my ledger has been posted cor-.
rectly.

When I wish to know how much a certain
customer has ever owed, all I do is to turn to
the account and glance up the balance column.
These monthly totals give me the figures I
require.

When I wish to compare one month's sales
with another, or one month's payments with
another, or the sales and payments of 1900 as
compared with the same months in 1899, I refer
to the footings, each month's business is divided
and the account follows on the same as in the
ordinary ledger.

Pencils and figuring pads are past history
in reciting the footings, as they are distinctly
recorded in their place each month. When I
receive a remittance it is not necessary to refer
to the original entry of the sale to know if the
discount deducted is correct. The ledger or
chief book of accounts, indicates this fully in
the " Terms " column.

YOU MAY
KILL TIME BUT YOU CANNOT KEEP TIME UNLESS

your watches are lubricated with the best oil, and we offer you

The Finest Watch Oil Ever Produced
Our WATCH and CLOCK OILS stand unrivaled in the field of Horological Oils, and a comparative test under all conditionswill convince the most skeptical of their superiority.

ABSOLUTELY PURE JAW OILS. POSITIVELY UNIFORM QUALITY. UNAFFECTED BY TEMPERATURE.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER C, CO.
35 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.
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Waltham
Elgin
Hamilton
Nciv York Standard

E. Ingraham Clock Co.
Seth Thomas Clock Co.
Ansonia Clock Co.
Columbia Clock Co.

SILVERWARE
Rogers Bros. "7847"
International Silver Co.
Forbes
Durgin Silver Co.
Gorham Mfg. Co.

The .1. D. Bergen Co.
American
Cut Glass
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A Chinese Vase glade Two Thousand
Years Ago Figures in a Wecent Tragedy

ECENT events in China have enhanced the interest sur-

rounding one of the treasures of the Metropolitan Museum

of Art, in New York City. This is a superb bronze vase

standing about fifteen inches high, and chiseled with the

most exquisite delicacy and finish and antedating, by over

200 years, the birth of Christ.

The vase was presented to the

museum by Chang Yen Hoon, a

noted Chinese mandarin and Wu

Ting Fang's predecessor at Wash-

ington as Chinese Minister to the

United States.
Chang Yen Hoon met death

in an unfortunate manner. He was

beheaded last July by the Dowager

Empress because of his friendship

for the countries of the Occident.

General di Cesnola, director

of the museum, told recently how

. the vase came into the possession

of the art gallery.
" Mr. Chang Yen Hoon was

for a number of years at Washing-

ton as a Minister of China. I

cannot give the exact date, but it

" The Chinese
dun could not be
picking up here and
houses, one or two
to sell, which would
years to accomplish.
" He thanked

illustrated catalogue

" He sent, in

Minister repeatedly said to me that such a collec-

duplicated now-a-days, even in China, except by

there, in the most ancient and wealthy mandarins'

specimens at a time, if their owners were willing

be unlikely. This collecting would, of course, take

me profusely when I presented him a copy of the

of the Garland collection.

897, as an expression of his love'for the American

people and his interest in the

metropolitan art col 1 ecti on, a

handsome bronze vase to add to

our number of Chinese curios.
Accompanying the vase was this

letter :

"The lAraldorf, Fifth Avenue and Thirty-

third Street, New York, August 11,

1897.
" General di Cesnola, director of the Me-

tropolitan Art Museum, New York.

" DEAR SiR :—I take pleasure to send

you herewith a very old bronze piece

of the period of Han dynasty, some

2000 years ago, and I hope you will

place it in your museum as a souvenir

of my second visit to this country,

en route.from the Diamond Jubilee.

" Yours truly,
" CHANG YEN HOON."

" I saw Minister Hoon after

that and just before his return to

Write for Catalogue
also Special Prices on above goods
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go hand in hand. There is profit in handling an article
which always satisfies, and SILVER CREAM is positively
the best polish made. It is as harmless as cream; yet a file
could not remove the tarnish more speedily and effectively.

It helps the reputation of any dealer's wares, for its
use restores the natural sheen of the metal's surface—.
makes it as bright as the day it left the factory.

Up-to-date dealers keep SILVER CREAM. Wise
ones " push " it.

Thousands of dealers sell SILVER CREAM. It is
the others that we're talking to.

Now, of course, we don't say that you can't make
money if you do not keep SILVER CREAM; BUT isn't
it plain sense that a jeweler NV110 is proud of his reputation,
cannot afford to be without the best polish made for silver,
gold, metals and glass? We make the claim, as vigor-
ously as we know how, that SILVER CREAM is the best.
We are waiting for refutation.

First-class jobbers, almost without exception, can
furnish you with SILVER CREAM.

Won't you write to-day and let us tell you more
about SILVER CREAM?

PRoprtiETORS OF

THE RED STAR CLEANING POO'
The Best Dry Silver Polish in the 

World

was between 188o and 1889. The Chinese Minister used to visit this

institution whenever he came to New York, and I had the opportunity

more than once to remark his wide knowledge of Chinese art, not only

in regard to porcelain and bronze, but all of its other branches.

" Of course, his visits here were more especially dedicated to our

collections of ancient Chinese porcelains which the museum purchased

in 1879. He helped me to a considerable extent in rectifying the

museum handbook in reference to names and places of manufactures

which were not correct, and also gave me many interesting bits of in-

formation concerning some of the pieces.

" Whenever he came to the museum his first call was at my office.

He was always accompanied by one or two other Chinese gentlemen

of his suite.
" He was highly educated and refined and a good friend and ad-

mirer of our Western civilization. He was a great lover of art of all

kinds and took keen enjoyment in exploring the museum. His quick

eye was sure to note immediately any new piece of worth in the col-

lection, and his criticisms were always highly appreciated. Mr. Hoon

had several pieces which were his particular favorites, but nothing

could describe his real delight when in his last visit here I showed him

the remarkable and splendid collection of ancient Chinese porcelain

loaned to the museum by one of its trustees, the late James A. Garland.

China, when he was visiting America for what proved to be the last

time. He promised to write to me from his own country, but I never

heard from him.
" You may imagine how shocked I was when I learned that he

had been beheaded by order of the Empress Dowager of 
China, for

the same reason that Wu Ting Fang would have lost his life if he h
ad

been in reach of the Dowager, namely, for being too friendly to West-

ern civilization.
" The interest in the vase in itself rests on its antiquity as well as

the superb workmanship of the chiseled ornamentation on its surface.

The Han dynasty, to which period it belongs, began in the year B. C.

206, with the Emperor Kaou-te, whose predecessor, Che Hwang-te,

began the building of the Great Wall thirteen years before. It is

probable, therefore, that the Chang Yen Hoon vase was made at a

date not much later than the completion of the Great Wall."

The age of this vase impresses one with the great antiquity of

Chinese civilizatian and art. No wonder, as the pedigrees of nations

go, that the Chinese regard themselves so exclusively. The written

story of the country, now figuring so prominently in contemporary

history, dates from 2200 B. C., and the legendary lore indicates a

long prehistoric existence. Confucius, himself, was born six centuries

before the Christian era. —The Philadelphia- Press.
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Through this medium we extend to one and all
our best wishes for the New Year.

MEYER JEWELRY CO., " IJH
HURRRRYY:UuPp JPEEWOPELLEERS FOR

lom an 1018 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

The
Success of
Their Boys

is the greatest happiness of the parents. We have whole

volumes of letters from grateful parents whose sons are

now creditably filling responsible and remunerative

positions. We always allow results to speak for the

MIME Biological School
WHICH IS THE OLDEST AND HAS THE
BEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUCTORS.

Thorough instruction given in HOROLOGY, ENGRAVING
and OPHTHALMOLOGY.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here,

and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

Write for our New Prospectus.

E. H. SWAIN, Proprietor,
WALTHAM, MASS.
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Look happy and get rid of your left-
over I loliday goods, and if you want

The Very Best Gas Light
equal or better than five electric bulbs
or ten or twelve coal oil lamps,

for 20 Cents a Month
to do the work, you can have it any-
where with gasoline at twelve cents a
gallon if you will get the

Brilliant Self-Making

Gas Lamp
We .have made and sold it for over

three years. Over 90,000 in use, giving
perfect satisfaction.
" No Pumping " up or artificial air

pressure needed. It is always right
and ready for use ; never out of order.
Any one can run it.

Big Profit to Agents.
WRITE FOR YOUR DISTRICT.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State Street, Chicago.GEORGE BOHNER, Agent.

Take Advantage of the General Prosperity Now Assured

by always keeping a good variety of 
I

1311Y41AF

They best meet the general desire for something good and handsome at a price :at 2:ors7-3 ------Th-ds the RIETAILER a good- profit.

Our Trade

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN

AMERICA

Mark guarantees
( QUALITY,
; STYLE and
(

We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinement
for more than fifty years.

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES.

Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from 7
M. B. BRYANT & CO. Maiden LaneNew York

January, 1901

Workshop Notes

Sub-cribers w-ishing inquiries answered ill this department

111i1111. ;Mil liliblienli1111, Iitt IIS 11111•Viiii.111...

faith. No attention will In. pain to anonymous C1111111111111,1-

I Will in the order ill sviiiIi tI are

An INDEX 1,, ilw glue mion. answered in Workshop Noi,,s

d,•partment fur each year accompanies each lieeember number.

:4ttbscribe04 are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to l'el,d• to them, as filmilur questions 
may have

been answered i ii pre, inns issues. l'he Indexes are arrangoI

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and 1,:tgl• "ii %%Inch the information 
may be found.

" Motor."—(I) I have a small motor that we

have been using on a direct current of iio volts, and

now desire to use it on an alternating current of 105

volts.—We do not think it possible to satisfactorily

alter a direct-current motor to one that would work on

an alternating line. You might experiment with it for

a long time and in the end achieve no result whatever.

(2) What wire and demagnetizer should I use on

above current?—An open helix, wound with sufficient

wire to allow about five or six amperes of current to

pass.

" Soft Solder Destroyer. "—How can I make a

rood soft solder destroyer Y--

Proto-sulphate of Iron   2 nus.

Nitrate of potassa   1 "

Water  10 "

Reduce the proto-sulphate of iron (green copperas)

and nitrate of potassa (saltpeter) to a fine powder,

then add these ingredients to the water, and 1010ii the

preparation in a cast-iron saucepan for some time;

afterwards allow the liquid to cool, and in doing so it

will shoot into fine crystals ; if any of the lictivid should

remain uncrystallized, pour it from the crystals and

again heat it when, on cooling a second time, it will

all have become crystallized. The crystallized salt

should then be taken and dissolved in muriatic acid

(spirits of salt), in the proportion of one ounce of

salt to eight ounces of acid. Now take of the latter

preparation one ounce, and add it to four ounces of

I,oiling water in a pipkin, keeping up the heat. In a

short space of time the most obstinate cases of soft

solder will be cleanly and entirely removed, and with-

out the work changing color, if these instructions are

properly carried out in preparing the mixture, etc.

" Deposition."—(I) I have a battery The glass

jar of which holds 208 ounces, the porous cup h&c& 56

ounces, and contains two carbons. What is the name

of such a battery P—You probably have a large Bunsen

battery.
(2) How many teaspoons can I plate with it, and

how long will it take P—A battery of the size you

outline should have a capacity of at least a dozen and

a half of spoons under favorable conditions ; of course
,

this presupposes that you have the proper chemical
s

in the battery, and that the connections are kept clea
n

and in good order. The length of time required wil
l

depend on the amount of silver you wish to deposit.

(3) Can I place the battery fifty feet away from

the work and get good results, if I use good insulate
d

connecting wire Y—Yes. In fact, it is desirable to do

so, as the Bunsen element evolves vapors of hypo
-

nitrous acid ; such vapors will attack the metallic

articles in the workshop, and are also prejudicial to th
e

health of the workmen. It is a very good plan to

keep the battery in a room separate from that w
here

the baths and metals are to be operated upon.

(4) How do they get" single plate," " triple plate,"

etc.? If you would leave the articles in a long tim
e

would you not get the same results ?—Yes. " Tripl
e

plate " does not imply that the articles have 
been

through three plating operations, but refers to the

thickness of the deposit. One ounce of silver to a

superficial foot is generally conceded to be a goo
d

heavy plate, and such work would require about fiv
e

hours in the bath.
(5) I would like to use placer gold in making 

gold

solutions. How shall I go about it P—The mat
ter of

solutions for gold and silver plating has been covere
d

very thoroughly during the past year in our columns

in the serial " Electro-Metallurgy." A perusal of

these articles will, no doubt, give you the inform
ation

you desire.

" Printing (.ds.'— II i7/ _roll kindly give insfru
e-

'tons for making cuts sal/able ji)r newspaper adver
-

tising P—There  are at least fifty methods of makin
g

what are commonly known in the printing trades a
s

" process cuts," but the majority of them Invol
ve the

Possession of apparatus the price of which 
makes it

Prohibitive for one who simply desires to do 
his own

work. Inasmuch as the majority of the members of

the jewelry trade have a knowledge of engravi
ng, it

would seem that Nl'ood cuts would have the call fo
r use

in illustrating, and the tools and accessories for doi
ng

such work can be counted on one's fingers. If you

have never tried to make wood cuts, we would su
ggest

that you procure our little book on engraving, pivoting
,

etc. The price is fifty cents, postpaid. If, however,

you desire to try one of the processes correspond 
with

Thos. M. Day & Son, Hagerstown, Ind.

THE KEYSTONE

" Dials."—(1) I have a gilded clock dial that will

not come bright by ordinary cleaning. How shall I

treat itY—If the gilded dial is not improved by ordinary

workshop routine for this class of work, about the

only method left open would seem to be to resort to

regilding by electro-deposition.
(2) What is Brazilian silver?--Brazilian silver is

not, Os far as we know, anything more than ordinary

silver such as is mined in this country.
(3) I have heard that cyanide of potassium is a

good substance with which to clean clocks. How is it

made P—The cyanide of potassium solution is made by

adding from to i ounce of this salt to a quart of

water.

"Chronometer. "—I have recently put a detent

shme ill a marine chronometer, for the first time,
a Niough I understand matching lever escapements.

1171a1 effect would it have on the time or otherwise by

having the escape wheel rest on one-half, two-thirds

or the whole width of the detent stone P—By increased

depth of locking you increase friction—increased fric-

tion means loss of power. The rule is that the tooth

of wheel should rest or lock about 2° ; any departure

from this would be to disarrange the entire escapement.

In fact, as you say you understand the matching of

lever escapement, you would create precisely the same

defects if the pallets were too deep—you would

require opening the banking pins. The result would

be that the roller pin would not enter the cut, but

would strike on the crescent. In the case of chro-

nometer escapement it would, if carried on far enough,

prevent the small roller from acting on the gold spring.

The small roller could no longer act, but simply pass by.

"Balance Play."—We have a 16 size Elgin which

nins within twenty seconds a week. Ny partner thinks

if there was less play in the balance it would run

better, but I do not think less play would improve the

timekeeping of the watch. What is your opinion Y—

Your question is not quite to the point. You do not

state whether you mean side play or end play or both.

Much side play is very detrimental toward the good

performance of a watch. The action of balance

pivots in the hole is of a climbing nature, as it were.

Therefore, large holes would cause unsteady vibrations.

An excess of end play is equally bad, but if the pivots

are perfectly cylindrical then an excess of end play

would not be very serious, provided that the pivots

would extend to the end of the hole and not simply

the end of pivot bearing in hole only partly. We do

not mean to say that excessive end play is the correct

thing, but rather lean toward your partner's view.

"Stem-Set."—I have a good deal of trouble repair-

ing the stem-setting arrangement of 18 S. Elgin move
-

ments. In an 18 S. movement the intersetting wheel
which rests on the spring (Fig. 1)
and which engages the minute
wheel, gets so it will not. turn the
minute wheel, but slips as though it
was jumping the teeth in minute
wheel. Please tell me how to rem-

edy it f—A great many workmen have just the same

trouble that you are having. The trouble lies in the

most cases with the workmen, as they do not under-

stand the action of the pendant-set movements as

thoroughly as they should. You will find that when

the setting acts as you describe, the trouble lies, in

most cases, with the winding key of the case ; the key

being screwed in the case too far ; which prevents the

yoke from moving over far enough and does not allow

the inter-setting wheel to rise far enough to engage

the minute wheel securely. By unscrewing the crown

of the case and taking a pendant key that fits the

sleeve and giving it a turn or two so that the key will

not go in so far will, in most cases, make the winding

and setting all right. After doing this it is best to put

the movement in the case without the dial on, so as to

try it ; you would then see how it works and where

the trouble lies. The cannon pinion on a movement

of this style should not be too tight, as that will hav
e

a tendency to make it slip.

Fig. r

" Pivoting."—(I) What effect will shellac have on

a fine compensation balance 7—In pivoting there is no

occasion whatever for a workman to get shellac on

the balance wheel if he handles his cement chuck an
d

balance properly, but if you should get a little shellac

on the wheel it would do it no injury, providing you

would clean it all off. There is one thing that you

• N'ant to be very careful of, and that is to be sure t
he

shellac that you are using on your cement chuck is not

burnt, for it is very hard to remove burnt shellac from

anything. The only time shellac will affect a fine

balance wheel is when you are putting the wheel in

wax to be pivoted, and you accidentally heat the wax

too much and have it run over the balance wheel

We have known cases of this kind where the wax was

so warm that it has drawn the temper out of part of

the wheel. If this should happen at any time you can

rest assured that that balance wheel is of no account,

for you will never get a watch that contains a wheel o
f

that kind to run absolutely correct. It stands to

reason that if only one-half is in its original condition
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that balance wheel will never be in poise only in a

certain temperature. If you should poise that balance

wheel in a room where the temperature is 75°, and

then place it in a room where the temperature is 50°

you find the balance wheel will be greatly out of

poise, because the different temperatures %%III take

more effect on one side of the balance wheel than on

the other. Great care should al-Ways be taken in

drawing the temper of the staff to be pivoted, so as

not to discolor or soften the balance wheel, and like-

wise while putting it up in the cement chuck.
(2) The effect of one huge and one small pivot on

balance staff Y—lt would be impossible for a watch

containing a balance staff that has one large pivot and

one small pivot, even if the jewels would tit each

pivot properly, to keep correct time. You will find if

the watch would run correctly x%'hile the balance rests

on the large pivot, that if you put the watch in such a

position that it will rest on the small pivot the watch

will lose time, because there will be less friction on the

small pivot than on the large pivot. The conditions

would be reversed if the watch would run correctly

while resting on the small pivot. It M'ould gain time

if placed in position so that it would run on the large

pivot. It would also be an impossibility for any watch

having one large and one small pivot to be made to

run correctly. By this we mean to have a rating.
One of the things that the American watch factories
are most particular about to-day in the production of

the finest grade movements are that the pivots of the

balance staff are absolutely the same thickness, and

that the walls of the jewels are of the same thickness,
because if these are not perfect it is impossible to regu-
late the watch so as to keep accurate time, and you
will always find that where the pivots are not of the
same thickness the watch will vary in different positions.

(3) Will a hairspring that is partially rusty, and
yet vibrates the required number of times out of a

watch, run the same when placed in the watch 7—

Usually, the first effect on the rate of a watch with a

rusty hairspring is to gain time. Such acceleration,

however, only obtains during the early stages of rusting,

after which the rate falls of proportionately to the

depth to which the rust has penetrated the steel. It

would seem, therefore, that the safest plan to pursue
would be to use a new spring, and thus avoid possible
dissatisfaction by the owner of the watch.

(4) Kindly give me the address of some manu-
facturers of tinware 7—The retail dealer in the tinware
line in your town will undoubtedly be glad to give you
this information. As he is handling the product at all
times, he could name those whose wares give the best
satisfaction.

" Toronto."—(1) I would like to know how to

make cuts for advertising purposes. I have a few

zinc transfers I tried to etch, but cannot get a clean

edge to the raised parts.—The fault lies somewhere in
your etching process. The asphaltum you used may
have been too thin, and therefore not have offered
enough resistance to the action of the acid, or the
" resist " may have spread while being heated. See
our answer to " Printing Cuts," on this page.

(2) How can a drawing be transferred to a zinc
plate P—Dip the drawing in alcohol which has been
placed in a bottle with a stick of caustic potash, remove
all excess of moisture with blotting paper, spread it
face down on the zinc plate and subject to pressure.
This method will also answer for printed copies of cuts.

(3) How is half-tone work done from photos.—
The subject is printed directly on a sensitized plate
from the negative.

(4) How can Intake a solid sheet of type from the
type of a newspaper. Please explain the process.—

There are two processes for doing this kind of work—
sterotyping and electrotyping, though the former is
now almost obsolete, except for newspaper work
where a round plate is necessary. Electrotyping is
done by first taking a cast of the form in wax ; on this
wax cast copper is deposited by the ordinary process
of electro-deposition ; the wax cast is then removed
and the copper " shell " backed up with some suitable
metal. After the backing-up process it is mounted on
wood blocks of the proper thickness to bring it " type
high," and is then ready for the printer.

(5) After I have made a cut how can I make
duplicates of itP—By the process of electrotyping
above described.

" Files."—(1) Please tell me how to remove lead

or soft solder from files 7—If you desire to have your
files chemically clean, you will find the process
described in our answer to " File Cleaning," in our
last issue (December, i9oo), on page 1295, but if you
simply want to remove soft solder or lead which has
accumulated in spots and lumps, you can do it in the
following manner : Place the file in a bench vise, then
heat the solder (or lead) with a blow-pipe up to the

melting point, and quickly brush off with a good stiff
brush. By going over the file in this way, you will
greatly increase its efficiency. Hold your blow-pipe
in your left hand and the brush in your right when you
start ; this will enable you to start the brushing before
the solder cools at all.

(2) If a watch that is inagnetized is hung on the
rack with other watches, would it affect them in the
same manner P—The possibility of watches becoming

magnetized from the cause you mention is so remote
that it need not be taken into consideration.
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I THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
WATERBURY, CONN.

We take this opportunity of extending to
the trade our hearty congratulations for the
prosperous year you have just enjoyed, and
71,e (wish for you still better times in 1901.

Though extremely busy all through 1900, we have
had under way the usual number of new patterns, and

soon be ready to show them to you.

Replenish your stock. It must be low after the
brisk holiday trade of last month. We are prepared to
fill orders promptly.

We have a second edition of the Blue Book ready,
and will be pleased to send you some with your name
printed on them. Red Books can be had the same
way. Both books have become deservedly popular.
Our regular catalogue was mailed last fall. If you
didn't receive it, send for one.

We have in preparation, a small booklet showing
In colored plate work our enameled 74,atches. This
will be an attractive souvenir to hand over the counter.

OFFICES
37 & 39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY
149 STATE STREET, CHICAGO
CLAUS SPRECKELS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

anuary, 1901
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Dynamos
(CONTINUED)

XVI

Winding Drum Armatures

HERE is nothing so difficult to de-

scribe about dynamo construction as

the operation of armature winding.

We will commence by describing

how to wind a drum armature for

the little plating dynamo, the fields of which are

described On page 362, April, 1899, KEYSTONE.

The fields there shown are supposed to be for

an H armature I %" diameter, but the tunnel

will admit (to advantage) of boring out to 2"

in diameter, hence we will talk about the arma-

ture as being 2" in diameter.

No doubt but iron washers, such as we

illustrated at Fig. 3 I and described in accompany-

ing text, are the most desirable material for

making drums ; still very frequently one is situ-

ated so that such washers cannot be obtained.

In such cases iron wire can be employed for the

core. To make such a core we first provide

ourselves with an armature spindle of steel drill

rod B°s" diameter and 6 long. It is the usual

practice in getting up such armatures to place

on the spindle a core of wood, but wood is an

unreliable material and eminently unsatisfac-

tory to any artisan accustomed to working in

metals.
The best plan for making an

iron wire armature core which

has come to our notice, is to

employ a brass tube for the

center and two disks of heavy spring sheet brass

for the ends. We show at A, Fig. 68, such a

Iron Wire
Armature Core

ffEs..68
.... .

>4.
ft------ _

piece of drill rod. If we select a nice piece of

straight rod there is no use of turning the arbor

for countersinking the holes in the ends, which

is done in a back rest to insure centrality. If

centers are properly made in this way the arbor

A will run sufficiently true for all practical

purposes.
The ends B B' are made of No. 12 spring

sheet brass, first cut out into disks 2" in diame-

ter, with a central hole which will just fit on the

arbor A. We show at Fig. 69 a side view of

the disk B', seen in the

direction of the arrow y.

In the face of the disk B

is turned a channel shown

at w, into which goes the

end of a piece of rather

heavy brass tube about

N" in diameter. There

are three small bolts which

pass longitudinally from

end to end. These bolts are the same as those

illustrated at Fig. 30, except smaller. Securing

the discs B B' to the arbor A, we drill two holes

through the arbor A at the proper positions as re-

lates to the heads B B'. These holes are indi-

Fi 6.9
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cated at z z. At Fig. 70 we show a side view

of a vertical section of Fig. 69, on the line r

and seen in the direction of the

arrow t. The curved pin p passes
through the arbor and rests in the

circular groove v in the disc B'.

After the parts shown in Fig.

68 are fitted as described the disks

B B' are cut into notches, as shown

at s, Fig. 69. These notches per-

mit the projection o to form division pins for

winding the sections of wire on the armature.

The depth of the notches s will depend some-

what on the size and number of layers of wire

wound on the armature—for our purpose we

shall employ only two layers of No. 15 wire.

The entire length of the wire on the armature,

96", and the resistance about .o8 ohm.

We have now a brass spool shaped as

shown at Fig. 71, and the next operation is to

wind on this spool enough annealed iron wire to

< 
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fill up the spool to such size that when the in-

sulated copper wire is wound on there will just

be clearance for the armature in the tunnel. In

practical dynamo construction it is well to make

the armature first, and then bore out the tunnel

to match. The iron wire, about No. 18 or 20,

is wound on in even layers until the proper

size (diameter) of core is reached. It is of

course to be understood that the size of core

will have to allow for the necessary insulation.

Great care must be observed

to keep the coils smooth and

even, and it is well to unite

the outer layer of iron wire at

several places with soft solder applied with a

tinsmith's soldering copper. If such soldering

is well done the armature spool and its winding

of iron wire can be placed in a lathe and a very

light chip then taken off, which will render the

iron core absolutely true. The commutator for

such a small dynamo can best be made of copper

tube about 1" diameter. The first operation in

making such a commutator is to mount a piece

of such tube on a core of vulcanite fiber and

turn it so that it will exactly fit the interior of

the tube.
The finished commutator should be in

in length, and after it is placed on the armature

spindle should run perfectly true, without any

turning off. It is well to split the commutator

in a dividing engine of some kind, not carrying

the cuts entirely through the copper, leaving

say ii14" to cut through with a hack saw.

After the slots are cut in the

dividing engine two holes are

drilled in each commutator as

far as we show at Fig. 72,

where we show a commutator in the process of

making. Two kinds of screws are used for

securing the commutator

bars to the vulcanite core.

We show the heads of such

screws at k I, Fig. 73—the

style of head shown at k

being for the hole k in the

Fitting Up Iron
Cores for Winding

Fitting Up a
Commutator

"k9:12
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commutator bar, while the head 1 is for the

hole at 1. The style of screw head shown at k

is calculated to rest on and hold a

loop of wire passed under the head.

The style of head shown at 1 goes

into a countersink in the commutator

bars and the face filed smooth with the commu-

tator bar. Such a commutator is held in place

by a set screw entering the end and passing

obliquely down to the arbor A. Great care is

taken in insulating the projections o to pre-

vent these cutting the insulation on the mag-

net wire. Our next article will describe

drum armature winding.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

"Here is your dollar. I just imagine I am
swindling you out of ten dollars evely year, as it is
certainly worth eleven dollars to me."—M. L. Arm-
strong, jeweler, Smithfiort, Pa.

Clerks and their Wages

An esteemed contemporary, Profitable Advertis-

ing, made an interesting reply to a young man who

wrote to it as follows:

I have a good position and am receiv-
ing a fair salary ; but being anxious to
make more money, I would like to know
how I should proceed to secure promo-
tion and a higher remuneration.

The answer was : Let the question of remunera-

tion occupy a secondary place in your thoughts and

work for your employer instead of for your salary.

You will not rise to a very exalted position as long as

you consider the check you receive on pay day the

only object for which you labor, nor can you reason-

ably expect promotion while your mind is occupied

chiefly with schemes for securing an increase of salary.

Success in any branch of industry means close atten-

tion and considerable study. It is the reward of

intelligent and indefatigable application only, and

it is not apt to come to the employee who constantly

divides his thoughts between his work and his remu-

neration.
Many young men and young women make the

serious mistake of regarding the performance of the

duties of their positions merely as an ignoble means

to a noble end, whereas the truth is that the end—the •

obtaining of money—is really the ignoble part of the

transaction ; while the means—the proper performance

of duty—is the most noble feature of life. The em-

ployee who recognizes this important fact is already

on the highway to success. He is the individual for

whom every employer in the land is searching, and he

may rest assured that he is laying a most substantial

foundation for the future. He may not be the most

able worker in his line, but great ability is of less mo-

ment than devotion to duty.

The individual who occupies a salaried position is

prone to be too jealous of what he calls his " rights."

He figures out to his own satisfaction exactly what

duties his salary covers, and refuses to go beyond that.

If he is asked to do a bit of work outside of his de-

partment, he quickly observes:
" But I don't get paid for that !"

And if for any reason he is requested to put

in a few more hours than usual, he immediately

inquires:
" How much will I get for it?''

The natural result of such a policy is that he

never advances, but his life becomes one long still-

hunt for a position, and he is always wondering why

he has no " luck."
In the case of our correspondent, he must first

cease scheming to make his position of more value to
himself and turn his attention to making himself of

more value to his employer. Then he will win the

good will and confidence of the latter, and there will

be no difficulty about his services receiving adequate
recognition in a financial way.
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NOTICE
WE WISH TO SAY TO THE RETAIL TRADE WHO ARE DESIROUS
OF HAVING THE BEST STUD MADE, FROM WHOM WE ARE RE-
CEIVING MANY CALLS FOR OUR NEW PATENTED STUD, THAT
WE ARE PLEASED TO STATE THAT MOST .OF THE JOBBERS
(WHO WE SELL EXCLUSIVELY) ARE NOW PREPARED TO FILL
ALL ORDERS ON THESE GOODS.

SELLERS FOR THE SPRING
ON JANUARY Ist, ioi

WE WILL SHOW THE TRADE A LINE OF NEW GOLD GOODS
THAT ARE SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR SPRING AND SUMMERWEAR.
THE PRICES WILL BE LOW AND THE STYLES MOST ARTISTIC.
OUR NEW LINK BUTTONS, STICK PINS, STUDS AND CHEAP
BROOCHES ARE BOUND TO STIMULATE BUSINESS.

CHARLES E. HANCOCK CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

LIQUID AMBER
tCementint g jIemwpeulisse.,

BR.UCE MURPHY.
ORILLIA . CANADA .

The genuine always
has this label on the
bottle (printed in red
ink). Don't accept
substitutes.

HI Repairing Gut NOSS
A neat job in repairing

chipped or fractured Cut
Glass will often make a firm
friend and regular customer
of the lady who brought it
to the jeweler.

No cement known will
make so clean and satisfac-
tory a job as Liquid Amber.
It is transparent, colorless
and waterproof.

Sold by every material
dealer in America. Price,
25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

Wholesale Distributing Agents

2.52.525252525252_5252.52Sasp_52.525-ag2s252EaTasEEESJ

Zwentieth Cittlturg (4recting

Nos. 2, 3 and 4. S. G. Hand Milla, for Plain Rings.

Announcement
We take pleasure in bringing to the notice of our

business friends, a change in the name of our firm.
The business heretofore carried on by W. W. Oliver, at
1483-1485 Niagara Street, will now be succeeded by

The W. W. Oliver
Manufacturing Co.

Mr. C. A. Svensson, for many years superintendent
for the old firm, will now have an interest in the new
firm, and will continue in the same capacity.

With increased facilities in contemplation, we
solicit the continuance of your orders.

Respectfully yours,

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.

Nos. 3 and 4 D. G. Hand Mill., Flat Rolle.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Send for our Catalogue and Circulars 1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

.1.mo:try, fool

In the Corridor, Between Two
Closed Doors

J( N•TW I;.EZ E R.

.111dniir/t1, December 3r, 1900.

The door on my left bears a tattered and

disfigured sign on which is inscribed, in faded

lettering-, " I 900 " ; the One on my right has a

bright brass plate on it, from which gleams the

legend, " 190 1.'' Both doors are closed, but

unlocked ; and I stand pondering.

The door of 19o1, with its beautifully-

polished exterior and bright trimmings, invites

my hand to its latch ; but am I quite ready to

enter it on the moment, without a backward

glance into the dear, familiar rooms that are be-

hind the weather-stained door on my left?

The old door swings open at my touch, and

I enter. Not a sound disturbs the silence ;

the latching of the door comes back in echo

from the vaulted ceilings and vacant hallways.

The rooms still possess their meagre furnishings,

as the new arrival, across the corridor, thought

these too shabby and antiquated for her sumpt-

uous apartments. A spider has already spun

its web across the dial of the tall clock. I sink

into a moth-eaten arm-chair to evoke the past,

and to meditate, in this consecrated sanctuary

of unforgotten scenes ; to live over again the

old hopes and fears, and thrill anew with the

joys and triumphs of the days that are fled. I

must be alone in the old house, for this retro-

spect—it would be a sacrilege to invite some

listless acquaintance to sit with me. He could

not hear the voices that call to me, or see the

dear faces that people the silent passages, or

understand the emotions that flood my heart.

In that upper room, in the spring time, a

dear child came into the world ; in the same

room the spirit of her mother took its flight.

Here, in this parlor, a sweet woman was given

in marriage ; and here a trembling hand signed

the renunciation of a birthright, as the price of

a gambler's hazard. The rooms fill with the

ghosts of those who once abided in these aban-

doned chambers. They hurry shudderingly

past obscure corners, or they throw open door-

ways with rejoicings of recollections. Some

there are who hear creaking grates of subter-

ranean passages swing open of themselves, and

have to look into the eyes and touch the un-

healed wounds of other ghosts who have stolen

out of the awful vaults. But more there are

whose faces shine from memory of happy days

and dear delights and full content.

So, slowly rising from the old chair, I cross

the room again to the door, with chastened

spirit and a resolution to carry into the future

this coloring of the past. I pass out into the

corridor, softly closing the door of the Past be-

hind me, but leaving it unlocked that I may re-

turn again and tgain to gain inspiration from

these revisitings ; and I open the door of the

Future, on whose brazen plate gleams " 1901."

What gorgeousness of furnishings meets

my eye, and glow of light, and brilliancy of

decoration ! A dozen passageways lead from

the high-arched lobby, offering variety of choice

in the ways to go.. From some concealed 
gal-

lery come the strains of music ; the air is per-

fumed from an unseen censer ; the soft sound 
of

plashing water from a fountain falls on the e
ar.
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_MI is newness and warmth and dazzle ; the

very air is vibrant with the joy of happy expec-

tancy. I sink into a luxurious seat and \vatch

the figures that have crowded into the spacious

lobby. There is gladness and hope on every

face, as the figures flit this way and that ; youth

jostles age in eager impatience to crowd through

the passageways to the mysteries beyond ; there

is happy bustle and hospitable confusion. And

there comes upon me a fear that some of these

bright faces may go hence clouded ; that many

are ill-equipped for the serious business before

them ; that the present glistening sunlight that

floods the room niay give way, by and by, to

gray skies that will make the passageways hard

to find ; and the polish and shine of things will

be dulled and faded before the bell tolls out

another year. But the fear gives way to confi-

dence, in the presencof this abounding joy of

life which shines from every face ;. and that most

kind spirit, Hope, plucks the sleeve of my dream

and whispers her eternal message of comfort and

inspiration.
Behind the door of two is throned the

misty figure of Memory, robed in sable and

white ; on the high dais, in this golden saloon

to which the door of 1901 opens, is seated the

splendid figure of Imagination, whose robes

gleam with purple and scarlet and jewels. May

all who now rejoice in her largess, and all who

now luxuriate in these delights of warmth and

light and fragrance, bear happy faces to the

close of the reign of her who now ascends the

throne ; but let them not forget the door across

the corridor, and, passing its portal now and

again, take counsel of Memory for their soul's

good!

" The Desire of the Moth for the Star"

A few weeks ago I attended the Horse

Show in New York City. There were gathered

the finest horses, in their respective classes, to

be found in America—splendid and beautiful

animals, almost human in intelligence and re-

finement—an unmatched collection of the genus

equus. It was a sight worth crossing the Con-

tinent to see.
And ten thousand people came daily to see

—the horses? Nay, to see the people ! Not

one-half of the visitors turned so much as a

casual eye on the great tan-spread amphitheater,

but stood with their backs to it and gazed at the

social celebrities who filled the boxes. Mrs.

Astorbilt's gowns' were a more potent attraction

than the high-steppers ; to come face to face

with Cholly Knickerbocker was a more thrilling

experience, with many visitors, than to witness

the evolutions of the four-in-hand , the blue-

ribbon winner in the hackney class was ignored

for the privilege of looking on the visible pres-

ence of the fifty-million-dollar heiress. And we

boast of a country where every citizen embodies

the sense of " the equality of all men " !

The fact would have been pathetic, if it had

not been absurd. That the mass of the people

should betray such an extraordinary interest in

a clique of very rich people with whom they

have nothing in common, whose point of view

differs so much from their own, and whom they

can never hope to meet, seems impossible—un-

less one looks below the surface of impulse.

What, then, is the reason that thousands of ap-
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parentIV intelligent and evidently well-to-do

people crowded litdison Square Garden for a

Nveek to look their fill on an exclusive set of

ultra-fashionable folk, and why do tens of thou-

sands of others throughout the [nited States

greedilv devour columns of incorrect informa-

tion about New York balls and Lenox house-

parties and Newport coaching-parades, and

speak familiarly of certain social celebrities by

their first names ? The reason is not hard to find.

In no country in the Nvorld do the immense

middle classes lead such uninteresting lives, and

have such limited resources at their disposal for

amusement, as in ours.

Abroad, the military bands play constantly

in the public parks ; the museums and palaces

are always open wherein to pass rainy Sunday

afternoons ; every village has its religious fetes

and local fairs, attended with dancing and

games. All these mental relaxations are lack-

ing in our newer civilization ; life is stripped of

everything that is not distinctly practical ; the

dull round of weekly toil is only broken by the

duller idleness of an American Sunday. We

have not learned how to enjoy ourselves ; we

therefore long for something outside of ourselves

and our narrow sphere. Behold ! it comes with

the Rich Man and his Family.

These are able to break through the iron

circle of work and boredom, and do picturesque

and delightful things which appeal to the imagi-

nation of the Man Who Grinds. To build a

summer palace on the top of a roadless moun-

tain, and stock it with priceless furnishings ; to

sail to summer seas in fairy yachts, and marry

their daughters to the heirs of ducal houses—

here arefacts to seize on, by those lacking the

element of romance in their own lives, infinitely

more enthralling than the adventures of the

heroine in a novel. This is real ! This is taking

place ! And the mob reads, or looks on, in a

rapture of delight.

Do not laugh at it ; for in fact there is a

- deeper significance to it than first appears. In

each onlooker lingers the secret hope that with

luck and good management she, too, or her

children, may do these very things—for it is

"the land where all men are equal " in oppor-

tunity. The gloom of the monotonous present

is brightened, the patient toiler returns to his

work with something definite before him, the

weary woman has henceforth an objective point;

their dreams are not impossible. And the best

evidence of this healthy view of the mass is the

fact that the interest in the very rich is without

spite and bitterness. The woman who is envious

of another because the other has a more capable

cook is only rarely envious of the owner of an

opera-box. Outside of the large cities, with

their foreign-bred, semi-anarchistic populations,

there is none of the " class feeling " which some

newspapers and politicians assume to exist ; the

attitude of the middle-class toward the very rich

is perfectly friendly ; for the simple reason that

it never enters the head of an American to

imagine that there was any class difference. His

rich neighbors are simply his lucky neighbors,

almost related to him, who " got there " sooner

than he has done. " Good luck on your voyage,

and I hope to join you later," is his speeding to

his more fortunate compatriot. It is

" The desire of the moth for the star,

Of the night for the morrow."
T. T.
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A Statement of Interest to Jewelers
We want you to know that it will be to your advantage to send us your
consignments of OLD GOLD and SILVER. We give full valuation and

. 52- cents per oz.Old Silver (fluctuating)quick returns.
We pay for Platinum   75 cents per dwt.

Old Cold— 8 Karat 32 cents per dwt.
Send us your 10 Karat 40 cents per dwt.SWEEPS, on which 12 Karat • 48 cents per dwt.we will give you
returns within 14 Karat • 56 cents per dwt.
three to flve days. 18 Karat • 72 cents per dwt.

Plated Scraps • 20 to 35 cents per oz.

Thomas J. Dee & Co., Refiners and Smelters
67 and 69 Washington St., CHICAGO

•

The Phenomenal Sale of this Case
Proves its Usefulness.

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once the l■eauty,
utility and cheapness of our " I 1JEAL/9 CASE•

It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished shelves or
same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six inches high, and
doors run on steel tracks.

Dimensions :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf 12 inches
wide, lower shelf 10 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamented
with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIF(jL, CASE.

MADE AND SOLD BY

all Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high
1 foot 4 inches deep inside. Doors slide up
and weights. Inside of case and shelves lin
in the knock down.

Net price, $54.00.

, fastened to Morton's steel chains
ed with black felt. Made to ship

Worth $70.00:

UNION SHOW CASE CO.
FAC7Ymy ,r 541-545 W. Taylor Street,

Cor. Loomis Street. 167 Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL,

HEINTZ BROS.
RING MAKERS

BUFFALO, N.Y.

-....1111•111110111111.

We make the largest line of
Solid Gold Set Rings in America
to the Retail Trade

January, 1901

Electro-Metallurgy
FINUED)

XXXV

Another Device for Keeping Articles in Motion

While Being Plated

E gave in a former article a descrip-

tion of a device for moving articles

while receiving an electro-deposit,

worked by an electric motor ; we

now add the description of a similar

machine worked by a weight. We have already

spoken of the advantages to be derived from

such mechanism. The philosophy of the situa-

tion is, the solution immediately in contact with

the surface being coated becomes reduced in the

quantity of gold or silver held in suspension,

consequently more current is required to pro-

duce the same deposit. If, however, we arrange

to have the articles moved in the solution, this

evil is in a great measure avoided.

There is but very little power

Machine Run by required, as the motion of the

a Weight articles in the solution is very

slow. In this day ready-made

gear wheels can be purchased at a cheap rate,

which only need mounting on arbors to make a

••■■10

train every way satisfactory for our purpose.

There is great satisfaction in employing wheels

for any kind of machinery which have known

pitch diameter. To explain, let us suppose in

the train of ' wheels shown in Fig. 1, the wheel

E is 4 inches in diameter and the pinion g 
is

56 an inch ; now if we drill the holes for the
pivots of the two wheels i inches apart, we

will have no trouble with the depth.

A train of three wheels and three pinions

will afford us ample running time if we arrange

them as follows The crank axle g turns 8 times

to E once ; the pinion i (attached to the wheel

E) turns 9 times to the wheel fi once ; the

pinion n, 10 times to the wheel G once. Such an

arrangement would cause the crank f to make

720 double pulsations for each revolution of the

wheel G. And if the spool j on the axle of

the wheel G, gives ten revolutions, we have

7200 revolutions of g. By adding to, or dimin-

ishing the weight, D, we can cause the crank f

to make a revolution about every 6 seconds, and

thus have a train which will give a continuous

run of io hours with one winding. The fric-

tion, or resistance of bodies suspended in fluid

like the articles shown in cut, offers a very

equal controlling power.

True, the number and size of the articles

suspended will make an odds with the resist-

ance, but we can meet this fault by having the

weight D arranged so we can vary it. For

convenience, we can make the weight D up of a

box of iron fragments, which we can remove or

add, such as will give the desired rapidity of

motion.
There are, of course, a great variety of

ways by which the articles to be plated can be

suspended in the solution ; a very convenient
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method is shown in Fig. i. It consists of a

sort of trapeze formed of the metal bar front

which the articles to be Plated are suspended,

by the wires a a from the supports B b. This

arrangement is very easily gotten up, and is

almost entirely devoid of friction.

Gilding. the inside of silver-

plated hollowware is some-

thing that even the larger

manufacturers seldom do in a

pleasing manner ; usually the color of the gild-

ing is dark looking, giving more the appearance

of a cheap lacquer than a real gilding. This

appearance is the result of not having a suffi-

cient quantity of gold solution, from which the

deposit can be made. For illustration, we have

a silver -cream pitcher—we wish to gild the in-

side. We place in the vessel a very strong

cyanide solution of gold and use a battery of

low voltage. Now considering the amount of

surface we have to gild we have a very small

quantity of solution, and the situation should

command our best efforts to get choice results.

We think that a light rich mat gilding produces

a far more pleasing appearance than a dark,

half-polished surface—such as is usually found

in plated goods. To ensure such desirable re-

sults, we should employ a gilding solution con-

taining an excess of cyanide and work it rather

cold with an anode. Matting or frosting the

inside of hollowware can be readily accom-

plished by placing small angular bits of steel

inside them and shaking violently.

Perhaps it would not be amiss

to give some hints how such

angular bits of steel can readily

be produced. Take say an

ounce of thin sheet steel of about No. 30

American Wire Gauge, and with metal shears

cut it into shreds about of an inch wide.

These shreds are next made into a bundle,

heated red-hot and thrown into cold water to

harden. After so hardening,

the bundle is separated and

the narrow strips broken into

small fragments with a pair of

pliers. The idea is illustrated at Fig. 2, where

Hrepresents a strip of such hardened steel and

the dotted lines k, the lengths it should be

broken into.
A small handful of such fragments are intro-

duced into a vessel of silver, or any moderately

soft metal, and the mouth of said vessel closed

by tying a cloth over it, after which it is violently

shaken for a. few minutes. On removing the

cloth it will be found beautifully matted on the

inside. The size of the fragments of steel and

the force with which the vessel is shaken govern

the " grain " of the matting, making it fine or

course. It is not a difficult task to arrange, so

the shaking can be done mechanically. No

attempt should be made to get a red gold color,

as it will look coppery. The vessel to be gilded

should be filled brim full of solution, then a

flush of gold given and the solution poured out,

and the inside hand scratch brushed and then a

fresh solution of gold placed in the vessel and a

heavier deposit of gold given.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Gilding the Inside
of Hollowware

Frosting the Inside
of Hollowware

" I would not be without The Keystone for ten

times the amount it costs, and no wide-awake jeweler

ought to be without it."—S. J. Braun, jeweler, Bal-

timore, Md.
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Sympathy and Success

One is not apt to think often that sympathy and

success are very nearly allied to one another. In the

true sense of the term, success really means the effec-

tive achievement of any worthy object.

For example, the relation of employer and em-

ployee may be considered. In order to co-operate

harmoniously they must be able to view things from

each other's standpoint. The employer who is inca-

pable of this, who seldom thinks of the interest of his

men, of the needs of their families, of their hopes, fears

or ambitions, but only views them in the light of ani-

mated machines, by whose labor his coffers'are filled,

will never maintain successful connections with them.

N\Then they are discontented he disregards it ; they

make reasonable demands, which he refuses without

considering—then strikes and dissatisfied feelings are

engendered, which cripple business.

On the other hand, if the men have no sympathy

with their employer, they never guess that he, too,

may have trials and difficulties and hard problems to

settle ; they never imagine that the demands they

make might, if granted, injure his business, and ulti-

mately throw them out of work. Looking at the

matter from only one point of view, they become

both unwise and unjust. A better feeling between

capital and labor would do more to eradicate difficul-

ties than anything else.
Each must be capable of understanding the other

and comprehending the motives for which he works.

Each should have an object worthy enough to inspire

respect for it from the other. If employer and clerk are

fairly vieing with one another to see how much they

can get out of each other in every sense of the term,

they cannot, by any possibility, work for any mutual

interest. They have nothing in common ; they are, in

reality, striving at cross purposes. Each should attempt

to advance the other's interests with his own in order

to succeed. —Ex.

False Credit Reports

One of the unwritten rules of business courtesy

requires tradesmen, from whom competitors seek

knowledge concerning the responsibility and character

of an applicant for credit, to give freely such informa-

tion as they can, based upon their experience with the

buyer in question.
Scenting the loss, or the partial loss, of

a desirable customer's patronage, some merchants

yield to the temptation to withhold facts and to so

word their reply that it is interpreted as unfavorable

to the credit seeker, when he is fully entitled to the

accommodation asked.
On the other hand, undesirable customers are

often fairly well recommended, sometimes for the

purpose of getting rid of them, and sometimes in a

spirit of malice engendered by resentment against the

encroachments of a new competitor.

A man whose credit has been established invaria-

bly aims to preserve it by his conduct. Naturally he

would resent an uncalled-for attack by another. It is,

therefore, unwise in the extreme to suppress facts or

invest with ambiguity a report of his standing as a

credit risk. He will be told, as a matter of course,

especially if he himself has given the name of the

offender as a reference.
To falsely report a customer's standing or worth

to retain a greater share of his trade is the most feeble

fight one can put up against competition. It is a

boomerang thrown short, which returns to smite the

thrower. In the other case, " contemptible " but mildly

expresses
attaches to the merchant whose 

 i 
No liability

t
recom-

mendation of a credit seeker is based upon his experi-

ence with him. One should not say, " I'll guarantee

he will pay you promptly," but that " He has been a

customer of mine so and so long, has patd me

promptly, or fairly prompt," as the case may be ; " I

consider him a good. risk for any amount of credit he

is apt to seek," etc.
Give facts and your opinion, but no promises.

A customer whose record is flawless in his deal-

ings with a merchant is unquestionably entitled to an

honest statement when that merchant is asked con-

cerning his credit, no matter who the inquirer
—Brains.may be.
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Commence the New Year Right

I-71a. as

The reliability, honest value and Quick-Selling
qualities of

Queen City Plate
were never more clearly proven
than during the year 1900.
Not one, but every month
showing a flattering in-
crease in sales over
corresponding
months of any

previous
year.

Silver Plate Hollowware Gold Plate

The first
installment

of an especially
attractive v a riety

of new century designs
now ready for inspection.

Queen City Silver
Cincinnati

Pal. NM. I, IN9S.

MADE IN ALL PRICES. SAMPLES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS.

THE 

RELIEF
COLLAR BUTTON

LIKE A NEW STAR, IT BRIGHTENS
1 HE WAY OF MANKIND.

FIT FOR A KING OR A TRAMP
TO WEAR.

A PLEASURE TO SELL.
A RELIEF TO YOUR CUSTOMERS.

REID & ORR CO Sole Makers and Agents.
• Manufacturing Jewelers, Rochester, Minn.

A CI UN TS NV A NTEO.

by making your store attractive. If you need new
furniture, write us for prices on

81-10w CASES,
WALL CASES,
TABLES, Etc.

We make a complete line.

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.,

Makers of I he
Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Ont.

rRADE kfARsr

Show
Cases

Have You Heard About Our Patent Lighting Device?

.111111111.6.1111111,
111141111,041.40.11111,1111111,0...4111,

1"........

To Retail Jewelers
Do not think, now that holiday buying is over with, that you can do

nothing until Easter and regular spring buying commences. You will, no
doubt, find regular lines slow in moving for a time ; but there is one line
that will move, and that is Souvenir Spoons and Souvenir Novelties.These are always good, always salable, never out of date, and are a classof goods that must be purchased of the local jewelers, it being impossiblefor your customers to buy these goods from the large city stores or from
catalogue houses.

Do not hesitate to send in your order early in the month, get thegoods at once, show them up in your window and store, and then send usyour duplicate orders before February first, which will be necessary if youpush goods in right way. There's.a good profit in these goods for you.Send for Catalogue No. 8.

•
•

Simmons 0 Paye Mfg. Co. I
Providence, R. I.

sesikessipes••••••••••••••••••••••••••1

An Ounce of Practical
Work is Worth a
Ton of Theory

Make up your mind to attend our
college NOW, and become a practical
workman.

We teach WATCHMAKING, EN-
GRAVING, JEWELRY REPAIRING
and OPTICS thoroughly and practically.

We take but a limited number of
students.

Send at once for our prospectus.

Philatfolphia College Al }foreign
1213=1215 Filbert Street

F. %V. SCHULD12, Principal. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

January, 1901

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name tend address—not for publication but as an evi-
dence of good faith, No attention will be paid' to anonymous
communications. Questions will be answered in the or

der in which
they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.
subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, befor

e
mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questions may hav

e
been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the informatio

n may be found.

" Shells."—lVill you please give me a recipe for

coloring pearl shells?—Refer to page 288, 
of our

March, two, issue. Some workmen claim
 that very

good results can be obtained by using th
e ordinary

' Easter " dyes sold by druggist and groce
rs, but we

doubt if you could get lasting results from suc
h dyes.

'Green Gold. "—Kindly give us a recipe for gild-

/0 a green finish.—The addition of a little c
yanide

of silver to your regular gold-plati
ng solution will

produce a green-colored deposit. In gilding to color,

there are a great many factors which mus
t be con-

sidered, each of which will have a direct bearing
 on

the result achieved, but for which no set
 rules can be

followed. For instance, the temperature of a solution

—high temperature ' giving a slightly differen
t color

than when worked low. Then, again, the distance of

the anode from the cathode ; the size of t
he anode;

keeping the solution in motion, and other l
ittle points

which appear to have no value, will affect th
e color of

deposit. All these must be understood thoroughly

by the workman, and should be studied
 and experi-

mented with until completely mastered.

"aridizer."—(z) How is aridizing done on

revolvers?—We presume you mean what is ge
nerally

called " bluing." This is produced by exposing the

parts to be acted upon to low red heat in an
 atmo-

sphere of superheated steam, which forms
 a coating

of magnetic oxide of iron. This coating is intensely

hard, and resists the action of water and 
the atmo-

si)here for a long time. The steam for th
e purpose

should be taken from a boiler under a 
pressure of

seventy-five pounds to the square inch, at le
ast.

(2-) Give me a recipe for browning shot g
un bar-

rels.—See our reply to " Twelve Gauge,"
 page 273,

March, 1900, issue.
(3) How can I demagnetize a watch and 

tweezers

to good advantage Y—There are several 
demagnetizers

on the market for this purpose, which have
 been illu-

strated and described on the advertising pag
es of THE

KEYSTONE. If you desire to make a demagnetizer,

you can do so by winding an open helix 
with sufficient

wire to allow five or six amperes of curre
nt to pass.

(4) How can I get a shaft out of a sock
et driver

or brassie golf club? Have boiled it, 
but the head

swells out of shape.—You have adopted 
the correct

plan. In fact, about the only way to get such
 shaft

out is to soak it in hot water and work it o
ut gradually.

" Hairspring. "—How to reduce the 
strength of

a hairspring without changing the length,
 or rather

lengthening them? I suppose they ar
e reduced in

strength by acid f—Y es, a hairspring ca
n be reduced

strength by placing it in nitric acid, one p
art acid to

eight parts of water, and we know th
at there are any

number of workmen who use acid to 
weaken a hair-

sprmg, but we do not recommend it 
because it is a

very unsatisfactory method. The hai
rspring is a very

delicate part of a watch and should be 
handled with

care. Putting it in acid does no good and lots 
of

harm. We would advise, where it is 
possible, to put

a. few screws in the balance so as to 
bring the watch to

time. If you cannot put in any screws a 
new hair-

spring is the proper way to proceed. If you are not

capable of putting in a new hairspring we 
would

advise you to read and study the 
articles on hair-

springing that have appeared in THE KEYSTONE.

Any workman with a little practice, and with the

assistance of the hairspring gauge d
escribed in THE

KEYSTONE, should be able to put a new 
hairspring in

an ordinary watch in from thirty to forty
-five minutes,

and have the watch run so close that it 
would require

but one alteration.

" Ice Cavern."—Will you kin
dly tell me how to

reproduce an ice cavern in a show 
window? How

could I make the icicles? Could I use cloth for the

ground work? Will appreciate any information
 you

can give in this line.—The subject of an 
ice cavern is

one that, if properly worked out, sho
uld make a very

striking and effective window trim. 
Of course, the

first thing to be considered is the 
background for the

work, and as the size and shape of th
e window figure

largely in this, we shall endeavor to
 so instruct that

our remarks will be applicable to a 
window of any

kind. A superstructure should first 
be constructed for

the sides and back of the cavern, whic
h should not be

a straight up and down affair, but rat
her one that when

covered will have the appearance of 
unequal formation
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on all sides. This can be accomplished by building it

of plain boards, and then nailing on blocks of varying

size and thickness at such intervals as the trimmer's

fancy dictates. After this has been attended to the

superstructure is covered with a cloth of a rather stif
f

nature—something on the order of a canvas—which i
s

tacked in position, taking care to have a broken up

appearance. After the cloth has been arranged to

your satisfaction, paint it over with glue of a rather

thin consistency, and sprinkle it with white " smalt."

This substance has several names, but that which we

give is the one in general use, and it can be procured

from any artists' furnishing house. It is merely glass

of a blue tint that has been blown into bubbles, the

walls of which are of extreme thinness, and then

broken up into small particles with a hammer. If not

readily procurable these remarks should enable you to

make a good substitute for it. The " roof " of the

cavern could, of course, be much better prepared

before it is placed in position, hence it would be advi-

sable to so lay your plans as to permit of this bein
g

done. To prepare your icicles, make a saturated

solution of alum in water, using hot water (hot wate
r

will dissolve three to four times as much of this sub-

stance as cold). Into this you can dip pieces of string,

cotton, twigs, etc., and thus coat them with an ar
tificial

ice, and when properly placed they will do much

toward adding to the realistic appearance of ou
r

window. Small pieces of broken plate glass can also

be placed in such position as the trimmer thinks 
will

produce the best effect en assemble. If used in the

summer months, the effect could be heightened b
y

illacing a small thermometer in one corner with th
e

mercury registering a few degrees above zero.
 This

could be accomplished by extracting the mercury 
and

painting a red streak Up to the point you
 desire to

register.

Mirrors."—Will you kindly inform us how to

resilver mirrors? We have several in stock that haze

become spotted, and desire to fix them up.—
The only

reliable way of " fixing up'' spotted mirrors is to

remove the old coating and resilver. This can be

done either by applying tinfoil and mercury
 to the

back of a carefully cleaned glass, or a coating o
f pure

silver can be given from a solution made 
up for the

purpose. In either case the first thing to be done is

to render the surface of the glass chemica
lly clean.

To attain this end rub the surface of the g
lass to he

silver coated with strong nitric acid and all
ow it to lie

for an hour or two. Then wash off the 
acid with

plenty of clear water and wipe dry with a clean

chamois skin. For applying tin amalgam lay a sheet

of tinfoil on a perfectly flat and level marble
 slab,

spreading it out flat and free of wrinkles, a
nd on this

tinfoil pour and spread out mercury to the
 thickness

of a half dollar. After warming and drying the glass

to be silvered, proceed to apply one e
dge of said

glass so that it can be slid on flatwise in such
 a way as

to push away the most of the mercury a
nd allow the

glass to lie flat. If the glass is properly slid on there

will be no air bubbles between the gl
ass and the

mercury. A flat plate of some kind should 
be laid on

the glass and weights added to force out 
any excess of

mercury. The glass should be allowed 
to rest under

pressure for forty-eight hours. For applying a coating

of pure silver prepare three solutions, which we

number consecutively. The quantities given
 will silver

about 125 superficial inches. Solution I. Nitrate of

silver 34 ounce, distilled water 5 ou
nces. Solution II.

Caustic potash pure from alcohol 
51 ounce, water 5

ounces. Solution III. Glucose X ounce, distilled

water 5 ounces. A perfectly clean glas
s or earthen

vessel must be provided which will rec
eive the flat

side of the glass to be coated. 
Arrangements are

made to hold the glass so that one side
 rests in the

plating solution as deep as it can and n
ot flow over

the back. By simply putting water into the dish, an
d

arranging the glass to suit, we can d
etermine the

proper amount of silver solution to 
make up. To

prepare the plating solution we take 
the requisite

quantity of No. I and put it into a clean
 tumbler and

add strong ammonia until the precipita
te at first formed

is redissolved. Then add the same 
quantity of solution

No. II, the precipitate again being dissolved by

ammonia. A little more silver is then 
added to pro-

duce a distinct turbidity. The solution is now filtered

until perfectly clear. Now add a like 
quantity of solu-

tion No. III and place the combined 
solutions in the

depositing dish. The glass to be silver
ed should lie

in a vessel of distilled water until r
eady for placing in

the silvering bath. As before stated th
e glass is placed

in the silvering bath so that the surfa
ce to be silvered

lies below the surface of the fluid in t
he said silvering

bath but the back of the glass sho
uld rise enough

above the surface so that a deposit
 will only take

place on one side of the glass. T
he silvering oper-

ation will .commence at once, and gene
rally about

forty minutes will suffice for the silv
er deposit. But

temperature has much to do with the 
rapidity of the

operation. After the deposit is made the glass is 
well

rinsed in distilled water and then rapid
ly dried. Such

a mirror is much more brilliant than 
a mirror with an

amalgam back. The silver film seems 
to harden after

a few days and become more firm
ly attached to the

glass. Surfaces thus silvered can be used as
 mirrors

from either side, by carefully polis
hing the surface of

the silver with a piece of perfectly 
clean chamois aud

rouge.
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"Clock Polish."—We have in stock an iron
 black

enamel clock which is shop-worn, and wou
ld like to

know how to restore it to its original polish a
nd luster.

—The material used for finishing clocks can
not justly

be termed an enamel, but this is irrelevant. 
The pol-

ished surface you refer to can be restored, if it h
as not

gone too far, and can be done by the followin
g process.

First clean up the clock thoroughly with olive
 oil and

a soft rag, then go over it with the same 
rag and a

little pulverized rotten stone or talc, and fini
sh up with

a clean soft rag or chamois. If, however, the iron

beneath the enamel has commenced to rust, 
we do not

think there is any way in which the finish can be

renewed, unless it be by re-enameling.

"Electric."—(I) Please give me a recipe 
for

refilling a diy battely.—The De Gassner 
formula is

considered to be one of the best. His composition is

oxide of zinc i part, salammoniac r part,
 plaster of

Paris 3 parts, water I part, all by weigh
t. Read our

answer to " Battery Zinc," page 288, 
March, zoo,

issue of THE KEYSTONE.
(2) Can you give instructions for makin

g a pump

or injector for a steam engine and b
ake—instructions

for making an injector, in detail, together with the

illustrations necessary to a clear understand
ing of the

text, would be much too long for this 
department.

You can do far better by a practical exam
ination of an

injector on a working engine ; in fact, an hou
r's exam-

ination would give you more of an idea o
f the con-

struction than a dozen pages of printed i
nstructions.

(3) How to make a good jewel-pin 
setterf—See

answer to "Jewel-Pin Setter," in our last issue

(December, 'goo), page 1287.

(4) How to make a small dy
namo such as are

advertised in the various magazrnes f—ln 
the serial

" Dynamos," now running in THE 
KEYSTONE, this

matter of dynamo construction has been tak
en up and

considered very fully, both for small and large

machines. We think a careful perusal of 
the serial

above referred to will give you the 
information you

desire.

" I'erspiration."—In handling silverware
 I am

troubled with sweaty hands. If there is any way of

curing- it, please publish it in THE K
EYSTONE.—We

are sorry to say we know of no perfect
 cure for this

annoyingly healthy condition of the skin, y
et there is

consolation for all so troubled in the fact that
 it denotes

the skin is in a very healthy condition.
 About the

best thing to do is to wash the hands qui
te frequently

with pure soap (Castile is preferable) and water,

adding half a teaspoonful of spirits of 
ammonia for

each quart of water. Some workmen claim that

wetting the hands with alcohol is bene
ficial ; while

others assert that the benefit derived fr
om the use of

alcohol exists only in the imagination. It has been

said than an occasional dry wipe, withou
t washing, on

an old, soft linen towel that has been ri
nsed in water

made slightly alkaline with washing soda is 
efficacious.

Be careful in preparing the towel to se
e that you do

not get too much soda in the water, a
s this would

tend to irritate the skin. After the towel is prepared,

it can be so hung that you can reach 
it and wipe the

hands free of moisture without getting 
up from the

bench. The use of such a towel, in 
connection with

the frequent washings above referred to
, will obviate

to a great extent the annoyance you 
complain of. A

workman who is troubled with sweaty 
hands should

not venture to handle the parts of a 
watch without

tissue paper.

" Signs."—How can I fill the letters i
n a brass

sign plate with black, after they have been 
cut? What

is the material used.F—There is probably nothing

better for the purpose you name than the
 so-called

"black wax" or lathe cement used by watch-

makers. This is a mixture of the best shellac and

ultramarine prepared by melting 2 ounces 
of shellac

with X ounce of French ultramarine.
 While the

composition is still warm it is made into st
icks about

the size of one's finger. To use it, the p
late is heated

UI) to about 2400 F. a
nd a stick of cement is rubbed

over the letters until all the lines are 
filled. Now

allow the plate to cool a little and tak
e a piece of

ivory or bone (which has previously bee
n shaped like

a chisel) and scrape of all excess of th
e cement. If

you cannot readily procure boue or i
vory, a piece of

sheet zinc will answer, or a piece of hard 
wood. Do

not allow the plate to cool too much be
fore scraping

off this excess of cement, as by so doing
 you will

enhance the danger of scratching and marri
ng the

surface. A rag moistened with alcohol wi
ll remove

the final traces of cement. A filling of 
this compo-

sition will not crack or fall out. A mixtur
e of copal

varnish and ivory black is sometimes 
used, but we

would not like to recommend it, owing to 
its liability

to crack and fall out, as it does not seem 
to possess

the tenacious qualities of the lathe cement. 
Another

substance used for this purpose, and which 
is recom-

mended by an esteemed correspondent, is "
 air-drying

bicycle enamel," which dries in several hou
rs. This

can be procured from any bicycle store, a
nd is very

cheap. The excess of enamel can be remo
ved in the

same manner as the lathe cement, with a rag 
moistened

with alcohol.
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Aikill-Lambert Jewelry Co.
19 Maiden Lane, New York,

ARE FULLY PREPARED TO FILL YOUR ORDERS
FOR

WIATeHES

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY

Selection packages when requested. We only ask for a trial.

Novelties in GOLD, SILVER and PLATE.

Waltham
Clock Company

c.711anufacturers of

High-GradeOp eAsHigh-

Hall Clocks a Specialty

REGULATORS,
OFFICE, SCHOOL, BANK, BALCONY
AND MARINE CLOCKS.
ELECTRIC TIME SYSTEM.

We are the LEADING MANUFACTURERS
OF HALL CLOCKS IN AMERICA, and Jewel-
ers contemplating placing their orders of the
year igoo will make no mistake in buying the
WALTHAM CLOCK.

CORRECT DESIGN.
SUPERIOR FINISH.

ACCURACY OF TIME.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Waltham, Mass., U. S. A.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.,
MANUFACTURERS OF BICYCLE STAMPINGS,

CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.

CLARKS' CELEBRATED LOOP WATCH KEYS.

■s)

Our endeavor to make our
Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc-
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for our
mutual uenefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and KeyRings
in variety.

Order Keys through your Jobber,
w. 0 1111 furnish them at oue prices.

J. H. Walbridge & Co., Box 1895,
New York, are our agents for Twee-
zers, Key Mims and Manicures.
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-STATE.FUNER.SOVVIMOIR.SrODA°
Coffee Size, $15 oo per dozen. Tea Size, $24.00 per dozen.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY

Jos.Mayer & Bros.
Seattle, Wash.

Manufacturers of

Solid Gold Jewelry
10,WINVINgo.NlograleIgNaorN1

Sterling Silver Spoons

We carry a complete line of

WATCHMAKERS', JEWELERS' and ENGRAVERS'
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

and solicit your orders at Eastern prices.

Repair and
Special Order

Work
Receives
Prompt

attention

Agents for

NEW HAVEN CLOCKS
1847 ROGERS BROS. PLATED WARE.

January, 190

Gold Working

ill

The Art of Chasing

HASING is an art in gold working,

now gone almost out of use except

in rare instances ; and still it is a

very beautiful method of ornamen-

tation. The most perfect specimens

of chasing to be conveniently found are such as

we see on English gold watch case centers.

Some of .the finer specimens of gold watch

cases of this kind, produced about fifty or

seventy-five years ago, are eagerly sought for

by relic hunters. To be a good chaser requires

as much skill and artistic training as it does to

be a good engraver. True chasing, inerged

more or less into refiousse—pronounced ra-

poo-sá, with the accent on • the last syllable.

Chasing is done entirely with punches of some

form—the predominating shapes being crescent-

shaped and ring-shaped.

It is very difficult to give an idea of the

tools or methods of the art of chasing without

specimens of the work—as the effect or result

depends much on the workman and his methods

of employing his instruments ; and it is next to

impossible to convey a correct impression of

such work by cuts. With " bright cut " engrav-

ing it is almost impossible to convey a good

idea of fine specimens of work, and with chasing

it is still more difficult.
Before we proced any further

Tools Used for we will describe a few of the

tools, and methods of using

them, employed in the art of

chasing. At Fig. i we show a side view of a

144
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Chasing

h'eg.
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punch for making crescent-shaped incisions.

Such punches should be strongly formed, and

at the cutting end tapered down to the proper

size. Fig. 2 illustrates the ring-shaped punch.

It is to be understood these punches do

not remove any metal, they sink into it, or

rather are driven into it, and pro-

duce an incision ; they also raise

the metal on each side of the in-

dentation, or if held obliquely will

raise the metal on one side only.

At Fig.4 we show a vertical section

of two punches, A A', driven into

metal as in the process of chasing. In these

cuts it will be seen the punch at A raises

the metal, B, on each side of it as shown at c, d;

while the punch A' only raises the side at e.

At Fig. 3 we have made an attempt to show

(magnified) a portion of a center to a watch

Piy. 2

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD A STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYE-GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE "E"

reeg. Fry.

STYLE B

136
149

100 129. 109 114 140

case with a pattern of chasing. It gives but a

very imperfect idea of the real watch case center

from which it was copied. Such cases are

chased in the process of manufacture before the

joints are soldered on. In producing the flower

at D, Fig. 3, a crescent-shaped punch, as shown
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at Fig. I, is employed, with the point or edge

shaped as shown in diagrams A' A", Fig. i.

Five incisions form the petals of the flower, and

a circular punch forms the center, which is

again broken up with a very small punch, pro-

ducing a ring, or a matting punch can be used.

The incisions at g g are produced with a larger

crescent punch.
We can seldom combine engraving of any

kind with true chasing ; it seems as if the two

varieties of work never harmonize. If the

reader who has an ambition this way will keep

his eyes open for watch cases such as we are

discussing, and get to see one, he will soon

grasp the method of production. In watch

cases the chasing is performed before the final

turning for fitting the backs is done. Many

years ago chased . rings were very much in

fashion, but rolls were devised which produced

imitations for a mere nominal cost, which not

only reduced the price of solid gold goods, but

foisted on the market a flood of the most abject

brass imitations.
Real chasing is destined to

come into favor again, and then

the workmen who can do this

sort of thing will be in demand.

It is for this reason we advise such as have a

taste for it, to look out for good specimens of

this art and practice up ; for an art so very

beautiful cannot long lay unemployed. We

cannot enumerate the number and kind of

punches which a workman should have to com-

mence with—such as he will require will suggest

themselves. Nice specimens of chasing cannot

by any present art be cheaply duplicated by

machinery, as will be readily understood from

considering Fig. 3, where the petals h h are

really undercut by the crescent-shaped punch

which made the incisions. The position of

the punch when making these incisions is shown

at A", Fig. 4.

There is another mode of ornamentation

which at first glance seems much allied to

chasing, but is really produced by quite differ-

ent methods. We allude to a process denomi-

nated carving. In this style of ornamentation

the pattern, or main portions of the design, are

left standing, and sunk background is matted

with pules. Matting punches can be bought

of different degrees of fineness, but there can

be an almost endless variety devised to give

contrast to carving.

In jewelers' work about all that is required

is a dull, lusterless background to raised pat-

terns, which are more or less polished. Ben-

venuto Cellini employed pieces of hardened

steel broken square across. In such punches

the crystalline structure of the steel afforded the

matted surface when applied as a punch and

struck with the chaser's hammer. In such mat-

ting a dead, unmeaning surface is all that is

aimed at, but in some of the larger specimens

of ornamental silverware backgrounds are mat-

ted to a sort of damaskeen pattern which, when

properly brought out, is very effective.

It is not so much the larger

Matting Punches, methods we have in mind as
How Made those which apply immedi-

ately to the jeweler that we

propose to devote our attention. Making mat-

ting punches is something very few jewelers

attempt, and still they are very easily gotten

up. One particular method our readers will

A Revival of
Chasing
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find very simple and effective. Take a piece of

No. i Stubs steel wire 3%" long and drill a hole

in it axially, a little over of an inch in diame-

ter. We have shown a vertical section of the

device at 17, Fig. 5.

To use it for making punches,

suppose we wish a plain, simple

matting punch ; we engrave the

upper end of the plug G into fine

cross lines, as shown at Fig. 6,

and then harden it ; the end of the

punch E is turned a little taper, as

shown, and then inserted in F, and setting G

on a heavy stake strike E with a hammer and

the pattern will be transferred

to E. One such stub as G

will make fifty punches. By

revolving the punch E at each

stroke of the hammer, so as

break up the lines, as fine a

punch as can be desired can

be produced. Engrave a letter

or figure on another stamp like G, sinking in

the letter, and it is transferred, raised and re-

versed on a punch like E, after which a very

little drilling and filing will make a letter Or

figure punch. Back grounds like I, Jare pro-

duced by simple punches, shown at 1, m ; from

stumps shown at G", G".
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Nineteenth Century in a Nutshell

This century received from its predecessors the

horse ; we bequeath the bicycle, the locomotive and

the motor car.
We received the scythe and bequeath the mowing

machine.
We received the hand printing press ; we bequeath

the cylinder press..
We received the painted canvas ; we bequeath

lithography, photography and color photography.

We received the hand loom ; we bequeath the

cotton and woolen factory.

We received gunpowder ; we bequeath lyddite.

We received the galvanic battery ; we bequeath

the dynamo.
We received the flintlock ; we bequeath the

Maxims.
We received the sailing ship ; we bequeath the

steamship.
We received the beacon signal fire ; we bequeath

the telephone and wireless telegraphy.

We received ordinary light ; we bequeath Roent-

gen rays.

'I can' I let loose of The Keystone ; it' s worth more

than all the rest of the jewelry journals printed."—

A. I.. Laport, jeweler, Newkirk, Oklahoma Territory.

Details of Business

A great man once said that if you want a thing

well done do it yourself. There is a great deal in this

which the merchant could well afford to take to heart.

It is not intended by this that no important work of

any kind is ever to be put into the hands of subordi-

nates, because if conscientious ones are found they can

be trusted with it. But, on the other hand, it is well

known how rare conscientiousness is ; and details

require that this trait shall be exercised most freely in

attending to them. A merchant who has made a

great success of his business pursued the policy of

looking after the details himself as long as he possibly

could. To do this requires constant work, vigilance

and study. No one can afford to stop or feel that he

has done enough, and let things slide, but he must

keep everlastingly at it, if he wants his business to

succeed. Small beginnings often make large and im-

posing endings ; and those who have had the capacity to

attend to the small as well as the great have often risen

to the highest pinnacle of success. —Ex.
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Paris Exposition of 1900 is the
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GRAND RECORDS, $1 each

SMALL RECORDS, 50c. each,
$5 per dozen

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR
OWN RECORDS ON

THE GRAPHOPHONE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 21 AND RECORD LIST
For sale by dealers throughout the world and by the
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Turn your bock upon the mistakes
an disappointments of the old year,
and enter with a stout heart and
clear head upon the work of 1901.

Are you eager for the jewelry
trade of your town ? Would you
multiply your triumphs in the field
of jewelry merchandising? Do you
aspire to the title of leader in your
line in your city?

Then keep in touch with us—
we'll keep you posted on the best
line of Spring novelties an jewelry
in the country.
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Cincnoo, December 29, 1900

The State of Only two days more of the old cen-
Trade turywelcome the new ! The nine-

teenth century will soon pass into
history. To the twentieth century a hearty welcome!
There is little reason to doubt that with the general
prosperity prevailing holiday trade has been excep-
tionally large and satisfactory in the West, South and
Northwest. Of this the jewelry and optical trades have
this year reaped a larger share than ever. Beautiful De-
cember weather favored jewelry, and dealers enjoyed
a bountiful trade, with prosperity at high tide. The
year closes with an exceptionally satisfactory and
promising condition of things. Business during the
last few months has been active and, as a rule, remu-
nerative, manufacturers, jobbers and retailers sharing
in the general well-being. The demand has been for
practically the full line of goods coming under the
head of jewelry, though some lines seem to have fallen
off. As an illustration we will mention diamonds—
the large stores in Chicago reporting that, though they
sold a great many diamonds, the large, rich pieces
staid with them. Then, on the other side, watches
have sold unusually well—better than in years. Coun-
try dealers are, without exception, reporting a good
holiday trade ; many say their Christmas business was
beyond their expectations. It is confidently believed
that a heavy trade is assured for at least the first six
months of the new year. The business of the latter
half will depend on the crops.

Late reports received from all over the country,
especially the large cities, show an unprecedented tax
upon the postal and express facilities of the great busi-
ness centers. Almost all the cities report an increase
of from 25 to 50 per cent. over the postal business last
year. The express companies seem to have been just
as badly swamped by the Christmas rush as the post
offices. These conditions have been no better illus-
trated than here in Chicago, where the employees at
our post office threatened to go out on a strike a
week before Christmas, owing to the long hours neces-
sitated. This trouble seems to have been common,
however, all over the country. All available substi-
tutes were pressed into service, and everything possible
was done to meet the unusual demands. In each case
it was found necessary to work all the employees over-
time in the money order, register and package depart-
ments. By doing this the mails have been handled
during the last two weeks with much less delay than
might have been expected, but it has been at the ex-
pense of the employee. Demands from the express
companies for revenue stamps for the Christmas busi-
ness were also largely in excess of last year. The
express companies, as a rule, it is reported, were much
more badly swamped than the post offices were. From
a perusal of the reports at the post office department
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showing this vast increase in the postal and express ceeded only by the great railroad systems. With abusiness at the holiday time, which in some cases is proper irrigating system the desert part of the Westreported to be ten times as large as it was half a dozen can be made to support a vast population where thereyears ago, it is quite evident that the cause lies in the is nothing now but a dry desert. This is not a schemeremarkable prosperity of the country. People econo- intended to improve the West alone, but will be a ben-mize at Christmas time when they have no money, but efit to the country at large. It will, of course, takewhen times are good and money becomes plentiful years and years to carry out the plans now beingthe Christmas presents begin to circulate again. The made, but when they are completed there will be anextraordinary increase in the Christmas business this addition of territory to the United States far moreyear will probably lead to the taking of steps in the valuable than any acquired in recent years.post office department to provide more facilities for The uncovering of vast beds of lig-this work in the future, for the Christmas prosperity of The Fuel Question nite coal along the Missouri Riverthe country this time nearly swamped the department. in the West appears to settle the fuel questionSo far as wealth creation and vast in the West so far as soft coal isresources go, Colorado is now one concerned. The lignite beds along the Missouri inof the great States of the Union. North Dakota have been explored sufficiently to showWe note that the final report of the that the deposits will be equal to the demands of theDirector of the Mint for 1899 shows that in the produc- present generation at least. Development of thesetion of gold North America leads all the world, and coal fields will be of immense value to the transconti-that Colorado leads all the subdivisions of that conti- nental and other lines that reach them, especially astient. The world's production for the year was $306,- empty cars will become a thing of the past, and it will584,900, and of this North America's was $100,800,000, be possible to make up full trains of coal. The haul-Australasia standing next with $79,300,000, and Africa ing of loaded cars instead of empties will make a greatthird with $73,200,000. That of the United States ex- difference ill their income.ceeded $71,000,000, and of this Colorado alone pro- The Chicago Trade Eulletin esti-duced very close to $26,000,000, or considerably more Winter Wheat mates the area of winter wheatthan one-third, leading all other States and far in ad- Sown sown this fall at 1,26o,000 acresvance of California, which came next with $15,200,000. less than was sown last year, andIn silver production again North America leads the about 2,000,000 acres more than was harvested.grand divisions, and Colorado is surpassed only by The final crop bulletin of the Kan-Mexico among the subdivisions. Colorado's silver The Wheat Yield sas State Board of Agriculture forcrop was $13,598,000, commercial value, nearly one- in Kansas the year 1900 was issued Decemberthird the whole output of the United States, Montana
standing next with $9,658,000. Add to this the agri-
cultural and kindred products of Colorado, which prob-
ably quadruple both gold and silver value, and the
immense value of her products of copper, lead, iron
and coal, and it becomes plain that the future wealth
and power of that State are beyond computation.

Missouri is extraordinarily rich in
Missouri's minerals. It may be fairly said that
Splendid Resources no other equal area of the world is

blessed with equal resources, in
combination, in mineral wealth and in possibilities for
development of agricultural, horticultural, live stock
and other sources of wealth. The State is larger than
the six New England States combined. Coal is mined
in thirty-six of the counties of Missouri. Lead and
zinc mines are operated in eleven counties. The coal
area is estimated at 23,000 square miles, or one-third
of the area of the whole State. Missouri also has iron,
copper, silver, barytes, glass sands, many valuable
clays, building stones, granite, marble, onyx, building
sands, gravel and lime. Missouri certainly has a won-

Colorado's
Fine Showing

7th. It shows this year's yield of
winter wheat to be 76,595,443 bushels, the greatest
wheat crop ever grown in Kansas. It exceeds the
previous year's crop by 33,779,972 bushels, and by
$19,607,127 in value.

From the report of State Secretary
Kansas as an Coburn, recently published, we
Agricultural Giant glean that the total returns of

Kansas agriculture this year were
$187,796,406. This is an increase of $28,000,000 over
last year, and last year's figures were an increase of
$8,000,000 over 1898 ; while 1898 in turn showed an
increase of $16,000,000 over 1897, and 1897 an increase
of $2o,000,000 over 1896. The aggregate returns of
Kansas agriculture this year exceed those of 1896 by
the prodigious sum of oyer $71,o0o,o0o. The aggre-
gate value of the corn and wheat crops this year was
$8r,000,000, or identical with the value of the same
crops in the phenomenal year 1892. The total value
of all crops and productions of live stock this year,
however, exceeds that of 1892 by $28,000,000. This
has been the bumper agricultural year of Kansas' his-derful mineral wealth, and the day is not far distant tory. Its nearest rival was 1891, which fell shortwhen she will crowd Pennsylvania for second place in $18,000,000 of the figures reported by Secretary Coburnthe list of States in wealth and population. this year. The returns of corn, wheat and live stockThe iron men report a great year pl'oducts aggregate $136,000,000, these three itemsA Great Year in their business. The output has alone exceeding the entire agricultural and live stockin Iron been enormous and the profits are proceeds of 1893, '94, '95 or '96. With the exceptionsaid to have been large. The aver- of the four years from 1893, Kansas agriculture hasage of the year is sustained, which only goes to prove steadily climbed upward.that though we cannot buy iron all of the time, when

we do buy we can take a tremendous amount of it.
The National Irrigation Congress

Irrigation in which met in Chicago recently had
The West about 250 delegates present. It had

for its motto, " Save the forests and
store the floods." The conservation of the water re-
sources of the West by forest preservation and the
construction of federal storage reservoirs were thor-
oughly discussed by the delegates. They decided to
ask Congress for an appropriation of $250,000 for de-
fraying the expenses of surveys, but they cut down the
appropriation for commencing the building of reser-
voirs to five millions instead of ten millions. The bill
is to be drafted and attached to the river and harbor
bill which is presented at each session of Congress. It
now seems reasonably sure that Congress will approve
of the experiment, as it is recognized that the irrigation
of the arid lands of the West is quite as important as
is the preservation of forests or any other work of that
character. The Secretary of Agriculture looks with
favor on this project, and in fact very little opposition
to the bill has as yet developed. This matter of irri-
gating the desert regions of the western country is
something that every business man is more or less
interested in. In magnitude and importance it is ex-

According to the annual crop re-
Nebraska's ports of the Omaha Bee, Nebraska
Wealth has broken two records this year.

There is no single crop which has
broken the record, but the aggregate of all the more
important crops is larger than in any previous year.
The other record is the amount received for the crop.
The yield has been greater in two previous years, but
never have prices been as high when the crop was as
large. The Bee estimates that the corn crop will
will amount to 241,935,527 bushels, which, if sold at
thirty cents per bushel, will net the farmers of Nebraska
$72,580,658.10. Taking the four crops, corn, wheat,
oats and rye, and figuring them at present prices it
gives a total of $105,762,124.39. With that amount of
money coming to the farmers of this State for their
year's work from those four crops alone, there is cer-
tainly good reason for predicting an active market for
all lines of merchandise during the coming year.

Chicago spends more money for
park and boulevard construction
and maintenance than any other
city in the country. In the matter

of expenditure for fire protection fourteen of the lead-
ing cities of the United States surpass her, and five cities
spend more money for street-cleaning than does Chi-

Some Facts
About Chicago
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cago. These facts appear in connection with the item

that Chicago is the second city in size in the 
republic.

The United States Treasury now

Where Some of holds $437,221,191 in gold. This

the Gold is is, with the exception of the un-

usual amount held by the Bank of

France ($450,000,000), the largest store in the 
world

under single control.
The increase of the population of

the South, as shown by the census

enumeration lately compiled, is very

satisfactory, and indicates clearly

the effect of the industrial development of that 
section

in furthering its material interests. The increase for

the whole country between 1890 and 1900 was 
20.96

per cent. For the six New England States it was 
18.95

per cent. In the nine States including New York, New

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan and Wisconsin, it was 20.04 per cent. In

fifteen Southern States it was 20.15 per cent. This

;;Ilows that the South is keeping well up with the most

progressive section of the United States, having gained

nearly 4,000,000 in ten years, which is. more than 
four

times the gain of New England.
Late official advices show that more

than $20,000,000 in gold dust and

bullion came out of Alaska, British

Columbia, Northwest Territory,

Washington, Idaho and Oregon,

between January 1st and October 24th, this year. The

report of the U. S. Assayer, in charge at Seattle, shows

that 6,028 deposits, aggregating 1,243,163 ounces of

gold dust and bullion, had been handled in the assay

office between these two dates, the value of the gold

being $29,166,687. It also showed that $16,374,488

worth of the yellow metal came from the Klondike

region, $2,710,421 from the Cape Nome district, $462,-

893 from other Alaskan districts, 93,116 from the

Atlin district in British Columbia, and $125,762 from

Washington, Idaho and Oregon. It would seem that

the reports of comparatively small yields in the 
gold

districts in the season ended October 24th, were largely

manufactured by prospectors with hard luck stories to

tell when they returned to this country.

According to the government crop

reports the yield of corn through-

out the country for this year is 25.3

bushels. In 1899 the average yield

was 25.31, and the ten-year average is 24.01 
bushels.

The average this year for Nebraska alone is 
26, or .7

above the country at large.
The Iowa weather and crop service

Iowa's Big Crops has published its final crop report

for the year 1900. The figures as

they relate to the yield of corn and the average 
value

of all soil products, are almost beyond all 
belief, yet

Director John R. Sage says they are conservative 
rather

than otherwise. Sixty-three counties in the State are

credited with an average of 40 to 43 bushels of 
corn

per acre, and the average for the entire 
State is 40.3

bushels. The average for the State last year was 36.3.

The total product of corn this year is 
345,055,04o

bushels, an increase over 1899 of 38,202,326 
bushels.

The average yield per acre and the total 
product are

far above those of any year since 1890. 
But it is when

the figures representing the total value of 
all soil pro-

ducts for 1900 are studied that a proper 
understanding

of the productions of Iowa soil is 
gained. Last year

Iowa's staple farm products were worth 
at actual

market price $194,605,706. These figures did not in-

clude the increment gained by 
consumption of crops

in the production of beef, pork, 
mutton, wool, dairy

and poultry products, horses, etc., and 
which Director

Sage estimated would bring the grand 
total to not less

than $23o,000,000. This year the total value of staple

products is $229,805,058, an increase over 
last year of

$35,199,352. Adding to these figures for increment 
could have done. As it is we have done a very sans-

in the proportion of last year the grand 
total of all soil factory business. We regard the outlook for future

products for the year Iwo would be about 
$270,000,000. business very rosy, indeed."

The average farm price of corn last year 
was 23 cents, Juergens & Andersen Co. : " We can truly say

and the market value of the entire crop 
$70,429,415. that the last year of the closing century has been the

The average price this year is 27 cents, 
and the value best in our history. Our diamond sales, however, are

of the entire crop $93,164,860. 
Director Sage says not Up with '99. A good steady demand for fine goods

fully three-fourths of the crop will be 
consumed within right straight through the year is what did it. We

the State, and that the amount realized 
therefor will regard the outlook for the coming year as distinctly

be largely in excess of the amount 
named in the report. favorable."

The re ort shows that the average 
price of milch covvs H. F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co. : 'The out-

f r the new , so far as it

Progress in the

South

Where Some

of the Gold
Comes From

THE KEYSTONE

Where Nebraska
Comes in Strong
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price of winter wheat last year was 58 cents, and 
spring applies to our business, is very good. Our trade 

for

wheat 54 cents per bushel ; this year the price is 62 and 
Iwo has been quite satisfactory and a nice 

increase

6o cents, respectively. Corn was worth 23 cents in over that for '99, which was the banner year in 
our

1899 ; in 1900 it is worth 27 cents. Oats sold for 19 commercial career. We are not complaining of our

cents last year ; this year the price is 20 cents. 
In holiday business, as December has proved a record-

1899 barley, rye and flax were worth on the farm 
30, breaker with us. We are hearing nothing but good

40 and $1.04 per bushel, respectively ; this year the 
farm reports from the country jewelers. They all say their

prices are 33, 43 and $1.50. Potatoes were 24 cents trade has been fully up to their expectations, and some

last year ; this year they are 40. Hay has advanced say their holiday business has exceeded their 
anticipa-

in price along with other farm products. Thus the 
re- tions. Watches and fine goods seem to have had the

port shows that the Iowa farmer has not only raised 
call."

President Charles H. Hulburd, of the Elgin Watch

Company : " These are ` flush ' days for the watch

and jewelry business. Early in December I felt some-

what uneasy on account of the reports from the retail

trade that watches were going slow. But 1 am feeling

Too per cent. better since the jewelers have begun 
to

report their holiday business. We hear nothing but

favorable reports on watch sales. Watches seem to

have had the call during the Christmas rush. 
One

jeweler down in Indiana reports that he sold more

watches the Saturday before Christmas than he did

during all of December, '99, and they were good

watches, not the cheap grades. One .of the leading

retail jewelry stores in Chicago reports the sales in

their watch department double what they were for the

month of December last year, and another large retail

jewelry establishment on State Street reports that their

business in watches for the holiday season as more

than double what it was last year. These are the kind

of reports that are coming in from all sections, and

tend to show that the holiday season just passed has

been one of the greatest on record for watch sales."

Julius Schnering, of Otto Young & Co. : " We

believe that the jewelry trade for the new year will be

particularly good, not only in the West, but all over

the country. The country seems to be in a good con-

dition financially and in an industrial way, and labor

is generally employed. In most of the great activities

new records have been made this year. All the larger

industries are busier than ever before. Apparently it

will be hard for 1901 tO beat 1900's exhibit in the in-

dustries and commerce, but the continuous increase

which has been under way shows no sign of interrup-

tion. The coming spring will probably beat last spring

in the amount of its business, and the other seasons

are likely to score advances on the corresponding times

this year. The wave of prosperity is touching a higher

mark than was ever reached before in the United

States, but the opening year of the new century stands

a chance to see an advance on even the present

records."

bigger crops the past year than in 1899, but that he is

receiving advanced prices for them. There can be no

doubt but that trade conditions were never better in

the Hawkeye State than at the opening of the new

century, and that every kind of business will be good

in that State during the new year.
The International Live Stock Ex-

position, which was held in Chicago

the early part of the month, estab-

lished a new record for high-priced

cattle. The prize steer of the show sold for $1.50 per

pound, which came to $2145. Another steer sold for

$1.53 per pound, which amounted to $2350. It is

doubtful if there are many people in the Western coun-

try who would object to selling a few steers at these

figures, and we only mention this incident to show that

the great live stock industries of the West are in a par-

ticularly prosperous condition. The $1.50 animal was

a Polled Angus steer, and the other was a Hereford.

While these prices were paid largely as a matter of ad-

vertising, it shows the degree of perfection reached in

this country in the raising of blooded stock.

F. A. Hardy & Co.: " In our opinion the prospect

for the optical trade for the year 1901 throughout the

entire West and South was never brighter than it is

to-day. Dealers, as a rule, had comparatively full

stocks at the opening of the holiday season, but these

stocks have been depleted by good sales the past

month, and the feeling among dealers is that trade will

continue good during the coming year. Speaking of

our own business we can report a healthy increase in

our sales in comparison with '99, and our trade has

been quite satisfactory in every way."

C. H. Knights & Co.: " Dealers report a satisfac-

tory holiday trade. Some say that their Christmas

business was ahead of their expectations ; none have

complained of their trade being poor. The nineteenth

century's last Christmas has seen Santa Claus busier

than he ever was before in the United States. Bright,

pleasant December days made a fat trade and a happy

holiday season for the jewelers. We cannot see that

trade in any particular section of the West was better

than another, as orders came from all directions and

large demand for everything in our lines seemed to be

general. The outlook for business during the coming

year seems to be very bright."

A. C. Beckett said " Nineteen hundred has been

a better year than we had during 1899. That means a

good deal. Our holiday business was simply terrific.

But we got through with it nicely, for the reason that

our orders called for better goods and not so many

small articles as in former seasons. The outlook for

trade for the new year is very good in the West, and

particularly in the Southern section where they get big

prices for their cotton."

Stein & Ellbogen Co.: " The volume of business

with us has been satisfactory—larger than we have

ever had. This applies to our December business as

well as to the year which is just closing. We cannot

help but think that the outlook for the new year is

most flattering for a still better trade."

Louis Manheimer " The only drawback to busi-

ness during the year just closed was the shortage in

watches. Could we have had the goods there could

hardly have been a reasonable limit to the business we

High-Priced
Cattle

is $34, and horses $70 per head. 
The average farm look for the jewelry trade o 

Personal Mention

Frank E. Wallis, Chicago and Western represen-

tative for T. W. Adams & Co., makers of gold jewelry,

reports a fine business for December. He will con-

tinue with this firm for another year in the above

position.
F. C. Happel, head of the F. C. Happel Co., has

been seriously ill the past two weeks with typhoid

pneumonia. At one time his life was despaired of,

but we are glad to report that he has passed the crisis

and is now on the way to recovery. His physician re-

ports that Mr. Happel is out of danger, but that he

will be confined to his home for several weeks before

he will be able to take up the cares of business again.

R. J. Hollinger & Co., of the Silversmiths' Build-

ing, have enjoyed quite a successful year and will ex-

pand their business during 1901 by increasing their

traveling force largely, and thus extend their territory.

F. G. Thearle & Co., the Englewood retailers, at

Sixty-third Street and Stewart Avenue, report a fine

December business—the best holiday trade they have

ever had. Their opening early in the month was a

most gratifying success and was largely attended by

Englewood's best people.

Dana B. Ward, with Woodstock, Hoefer & Co.,

jobbers, Kansas City, was in town yesterday, and paid

his respects to his friends in the trade. He was accom-

panied by Mrs. Ward.

The Geneva Optical Co. tendered their employees

a Thanksgiving dinner on November 28th, at the Unity

Restaurant. It was their eighth annual affair of the

kind, and was a most enjoyable occasion. Those

present voted the dinner excellent and a most happy

thought well carried out.
(continued ars page 56 e )
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Once More we extend to all our friends, the jewelers, the greetingsof the season, and our sincere thanks for their kindpatronage in the past. We take this occasion to assure them of our earnest endeavor in attend-ing to their wants in the most careful manner, and to solicit the continuance of their favors.
In this connection we take pleasure in announcing that in order to better handle ourincreasing business, we Will remove our office about January 25th from the Reliance Building,loo State Street, to the FIFTH FLOOR OF THE COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING,where we will have handsome modern quarters right in the jewelry center of Chicago, andwhere we will have every facility for doing business on Twentieth Century methods.
We also wish to announce the removal of our factory at about the same time from39 Dearborn Avenue to 48 and 5.0 Wabash Avenue, where we will occupy the entire fourthfloor, and where we will have a much larger floor space, better and more conveniences formanufacturing than we have heretofore enjoyed.
A Right Happy an Prosperous New Year to you and yours. May you receiveyour full share of the trade of Om.

SchraderWittstein Company
Manufacturers of Fine Jewelry an Importers of Diamonds
Columbus Memorial Building Chicago
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Chicago News

(Continued from page 56c)

F. 0. Parker, for a number of years a faithful em-

ployee in the material department of Benj. Alien & Co.,

has gone to Kansas City, where he has accepted a

position •with the Norton-Paulson Jewelry Company

of that city. He will have charge of their material de-

partment.
Joehn T. Dalton, for the past year or more in charge

of the Chicago office of the Anchor Silver Plate

Co., has resigned to accept a position with the

Homan Silver Plate Co., in their home office at

Cincinnati. In making this change Mr. Dalton returns

to his first love, as he was formerly connected with the

Chicago office of the Homan company ; in fact, he

has learned most of what he knows about the silver-

ware business from his three years' service with this

company in their Chicago office, under Manager

Charles J. Jacobs. A successor to Mr. Dalton has not

as yet been named by the Anchor company.

News has reached the trade here that Frank J.

Kemple, formerly in the retail jewelry business at

Oregon, Ill., has bought out the business of the vet-

eran jeweler, A. E. Sawyer, at Faribault, Minn. Mr.

Sawyer is one of the pioneer jewelers of the North-

west, and has, in his long career in business, met with

more than the usual success that attends the retail

dealer. More than a year ago he decided that on ac-

count of increasing years and a desire to rest from the

cares of business, he would sell out at the first good

opportunity that presented itself. Mr. Kemple's ad-

vent upon the scene settled matters, and he is now in

possession of the business. Mr. Kemple writes that

he is doing a good December business, and that he

thinks he will like his new location very much.

News has reached the trade here that the wife of

George ArkwrigHt, the well-known jeweler of Beatrice,

Nebr., presented him with a pair of twins, December

14th—a boy and a girl. Mr. Arkwright is to be con-

gratulated. To be the happy father of a pair of little

ones and to have them arrive in time for Christmas

as a %-dozen assorted order, is a piece of good fortune

that but few, if any, of his fellow-tradesmen can lay

claim to.
L. B. Forsyth, a representative of the Montreal

Optical Co., Montreal, Canada, was met in one of our

wholesale optical houses recently. Mr. Forsyth is a

pleasant gentleman to meet, and said that he was

spending a short vacation in the " States " and knew

of no better place to come to spend the time than

Chicago.
The engagement of Miss Henrietta Hirsch, daugh-

ter of A. Hirsch, head of the house of A. Hirsch &

Co., the Masonic Temple jobbers, to a rising young

insurance man of this city, is announced.

The tool and material business heretofore con-

ducted by F. W. H. Schmidt, at too State Street, is

now conducted under the firm-name of Schmidt &

Clauer, Calvin K: Clauer having bought an interest.

The new firm will enlarge and expand the business

from the start by adding a general line of jewelry to

the lines already carried, as well as by pushing their

trade on the road. Their lease on their present quar-

ters expires May 1st, when they propose to 'remove to

larger and more convenient quarters. Mr. Clauer is

well known to the Western trade from his seven years

connection with Benj. Allen & Co., first as traveler

and laterly in the house as a house salesman and in

charge of the traveling force. He is a young business

man of energy and push, and will add strength to the

new combination. Mr. Clauer will call on the West-

ern trade in the interests of his new connection soon

after the new year, and will doubtless receive a kindly

welcome from his old friends.

A. C. Beckett leaves early in the new year for a

two-months' stay in Southern California, and will be

accompanied by Mrs. Becken and the children. Nei-

ther Mr. Becken nor his family are enjoying the best of

health, and they are taking the trip to the Pacific

Coast to seek relief from Chicago's severe as well as

most changeable climate, hoping that a warmer cli-

will afford them some benefit.

Burt Clausin, son of S. H. Clausin, of S. H. Clan-

sin & Co., jobbers, Minneapolis, Minn., has been in

town for a few days past with his bride, spending their

honeymoon. They are stopping at the Victoria.
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Returning travelers who have recently called on

Jeweler H. D. Dunning, of Fremont, Nebr., tell us

that his new store is a regular little gem—modern, at-

tractively arranged and fitted up with handsome fix-
tures. Mr. Dunning deserves much credit for his enter-

prise, as his establishment is most creditable to his
town and himself.

Volkman & Wombach, the well-known jewelers,
of Kankakee, Ill., made extensive improvements in
their store just before the opening of the holiday sea-

son, by putting in handsome new mahogany fixtures
made by Alexander H. Revell & Co., of this city. We are

told that they now have one of the most attractive

stores in the State, and that they have good reason for

feeling proud of their improvements.
.Harry Farquharson, for several years past Texas

and Oklahoma traveler' for Benj. Allen & Co., has

resigned his position and accepted a like one with

Bliss. Bros., manufacturing jewelers, of Attleboro,

Mass., and will hereafter call on the jobbing trade

from New York to San Francisco, with headquarters

in New York City.
The members of the banquet committee of the

Chicago Jewelers' Association have the preparations

for their annual dinner on the evening of January 17th,

at Kinsley's, well in hand. They plan to make the

occasion a memorable one. The price per plate is

$12.0o. The invitations to the banquet are handsome

and unique. The first page is entirely in old English,

conveying the invitation and naming the banquet com-

mittee. On the front of the second fold are the names

of the officers for each year since 1876, and a list of

the present members of the association. It is a de-

parture from former beaten paths and makes an

attractive invitation.
Frank Murray, who has for three years past

traveled in Northern Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska terri-

tory for Benj. Allen & Co., has resigned his position

with this firm, and has joined his interests with Strow

Bros., the well-known jewelers of Fort Dodge, Iowa,

and they together will enter the wholesale jewelry field

in Chicago under the firm name of Strow Bros. &

Murray. Their location they are not as yet prepared

to announce, but they expect to open up soon after the

first of the year. Strow Bros. have closed out their

retail business at Fort Dodge with this end in view.

Mortimer M. Cloudman, son of Wm. H. Cloud-

man, assistant superintendent of the Elgin National

Watch Co., has entered the general office of the com-

pany in this city. This step is preparatory to young

Cloudman's entering upon missionery work for the

Elgin company in Canada, with headquarters at

Toronto.
By an advertisement in several of our city papers

on November 28th, the Elgin National Watch Co. made

the announcement that on February I, 19or, it will pay

moo certificates of indebtedness, of $500 each, issued

by the company in 1887. The certificates that are to be

paid February 1st, form one-half of the issue made at

the time specified. They do not fall due until 19°7,

but as they draw interest at 6 per cent. the Elgin com-

pany diregors at a recent meeting decided to exercise

an option reserved by the company and retire the half

million of indebtedness. The payment will be made

at the Chicago office of the company. The numbers

of the certificates to be paid at this time were deter-

mined by lot. It is understood in financial circles that

the Elgin company has experienced a remarkably suc-

cessful business under President Hulburd's manage-

ment, but it is also understood that the present man-

agement does not contemplate increase of dividends

until all the bonds have been paid off. Under the

present call half of the bonds will be retired, and the

expectation is that the remainder will be called in

before the end of next year.

Burt M. Bills, of J. A. Bills & Son, the well-known

jewelers of Vinton, Iowa, has suddenly and without

warning come into prominence as the " luckiest man

in Iowa." On the day before Christmas, at a mam-

moth raffle in Sioux City, Iowa, he drew the John

Peirce mansion, the magnificent residence in Sioux

City. It cost $57,000 and the property on which it

stands is valued at $5000, making a total of $62,000.

The lucky number was 36,365, and Mr. Bills paid $1

for the ticket. John Peirce was one of the " big four"

in Sioux City's boom days, and was rated as a million-

aire. At Twenty-ninth and Jackson Streets he built

his great stone mansion, and in front Of his doors ran
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his own cable cars. When the crash came in '93 it

carried away Mr. Peirce's wealth. The house was

mortgaged, but he retained his title to it. Recently

he conceived the scheme of a great raffle in order to

raise enough money to pay the mortgage and give him

a margin. With all his old-time energy and enthusi-

asm he engineered the deal to a successful conclusion.

Tickets were sold all over the country, and nearly

every family in Sioux City had at least one. Mr. Bills

is well-known in the Chicago trade as the junior mem-

ber of the above firm, and he will be warmly congrat-

ulated upon his good luck by his friends here. A dis-

patch from Vinton says he will go to Sioux City to

look at his unexpected Christmas gift before deciding

what to do with it.
L. H. Schafer and E. A. Kelley have formed a

partnership under the firm name of L. H. Schafer &

Co., and will open up in the wholesale jewelry business

in room 802 Columbus Memorial Building, about Janu-

ary isth. They Will carry a general line of watches,

diamonds and jewelry. Mr. Schafer was, for some

time, manager for B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., and has

been connected with the house for ten years. Mr.

Kelley has been manager and buyer for the optical de-

partment of the same firm for 'several years past. Both

gentlemen are young men of determination and energy,

and are well-known and popular among the trade.

They enter the wholesale field with a ripe experience

for the task they 'have undertaken, and we predict for

them success in their new enterprise.

The second annual banquet of the Illinois Optical

Society is announced for the evening of January loth,

at the Palmer House, Chicago: The regular annual

meeting of this society will be held in this city, January

9th and loth, at the rooms of the Chicago Jewelers'

Association, on the sixth floor of the Columbus Memo-

rial Building, and this meeting will wind up with the

banquet. The members of the banquet committee

have the preparations for the society's dinner well

under Way. • There will be something of an innovation

this year, as the ladies are expected to be on hand to

grace the affair. Arrangements have not progressed

far enough to allow an announcement of the programme

to be made at this time, but the committees in charge

are leaving no' stone unturned to assure the greatest

amount of delightful entertainment to those who shall

assemble with them at their annual feast. The ser-

vices of good speakers are being secured for: the occa-

sion. The banquet \VIII begin promptly at 6 o'clock.

The reception committee will be on hand at the hotel

at 5.30 P. M. The following are the committees in

charge of the arrangements : Banquet committee—

Loren L. Boyle, chairman ; W. C. Sommer, C. H.

Pixley, N. Manasse, G. W. • Hamilton and Henry

Borsch. Reception committee—Walter Wyatt, chair-

man ; Hugh MacLachlan, Robert Von Der Heydt;

E. S. Fowler, William Lambrecht, Burr Weaver, Otto

Warning, E. E. Swadener.
Geo. A. Jewett, Chicago and Western agent for

Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr., the widely-known chain

makers, has moved his office from room 405 to 402 on

the fourth floor of the Stewart Building, where he oc-

cupies the entire room, and has one of the best lighted,

roomiest and most convenient Eastern manufacturers'

display rooms in town.
E. H. Griffin, manager of the retail department

at the L. Manasse Co., has recently returned from a

visit to his old home in Michigan, where he attended

the golden wedding of his parents.

C. C. Offerman, the veteran and genial Chicago

and Western representative of -Wm. Smith & Co., the

noted gold chain makers, whom everybody in the

trade knows 'as " Charley," tells us that his house is

still with him and that he expects to greet his friends

in the Western territory during the first year of the

twentieth century the same as of old. Good ! Charley

is a good fellow.

Joe Reagan, of Baldwin, Miller & Co., leading

jobbers of Indianapolis, and Sol. Lindenberg, of

Bene, Lindenberg. & Co., the well-known wholesalers

of Cincinnati, were here early in the month, visiting

the big watch companies in search of " scarce " move-

ments.
C. Dominick, for the past three years Western

traveler for G. W. Marquardt & Sons, has accepted

a like position with C. H. Knights & Co., and will

cover the Northwest. He succeeds M. N. Coe.
(Continued on pap, 59)
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No. 41 Oak only, glass sides, 12-inch dial, sweep second,
height, Si inches ; width, 22 inches. Net cash . • $30.00.

Regula or No. 41 is quoted in regular 1900 catalogue, width 27
inches, wh*ch is a typographical error. Should be quoted 22 inches.

DR One of These a Mono-Savo'

0-)c6
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NEW PATENT WATCH GLASS CABINET.
The most complete and perfect Cabinet for Watch Crystals made.

Made of

Solid Oak

and

well finished.

It contains

784 divisions,

and will hold

98 gross.

Size of Cabinet, 2.5% inches long, 14 inches wide and la% inches high.
PRICE OF CABINET, 80.50.

Cabinet, complete, with 24 dozen Genevas and 9 dozen Mi-Concaves, 813.50 net.
Cabinet, complete, with 48 dozen Genevas and 24 dozen Mi-Coucaves, 22.50

Our 20th Century Watch Sign.
Made of solid iron, gilded with the best XXX gold leaf, with zinc dial, and warranted for5 years.
Measures 28 inches in diameter, and 37 inches from top of bow to bottom of sign.

$14.25 net.

THE BEST MADE SOLID OAK.
PANELED ON BOTH SIDES. FINE CABINET FINISH.

it1011
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WinfiiIINI
COMPARE IT WITH OTHERS.

Work Bench. Revolving curtain top, automatic lock. Dimensions : Width,26 inches ; height, 40 inches ; length, 44 inches ; made of solid oak, paneled onboth sides; fine cabinet finish ; has fancy knobs, apron and chuck drawer. Onelock locks all drawers as well as top.

Price., $18.00, net cash.

B. F. Norris, Alister 0 Co., vvitioLvsALEE J EW ELA Lslo1-103-105-107 State St., Chicago, Ill.

Here is a Twentieth Century Offer'

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe

which includes Taper Chunk and 
its Steel Center, Tailstock Spindle and 

its Steel

Center, Screw Chuck, 6 %-inch Cement 
Chucks, and 9 feet Round Belting.

$27.001 LESS 6 PER CENT. 
FOR CASH.

OUR NEW BEGINNER'S OUTFIT. EVERY 
JEWELER who contemplates or is about to 

embark in business for himself, should TAKE

ADVANTAGE of this EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
to put in his outfit of tools.
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OAK FINISH BENCH.

Well made. Is 40 inches high, 40 inches long

and 20 inches wide. Price, 87.75.

Price, complete, as per above illustration, without 
lathe, $11.00.

If taken with BENCH,

FOOT-WHEEL and LATHE,

COMPLETE FOR

$4"3.  NET CASH
FINE 40-lb. FOOT-WHEEL.

First-class in every respect
Warranted for 5 years.

I0I-I03-I05-107 State Street,

B. F. Norris, Allister 0 Co., CHICAGO, ILL.
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We

Will

Inaugurate

By presenting to the trade the Finest
Line of High-Grade Chains ever pro-
duced in this country—and that, of
course, includes all others.

Our representatives have just started out
to display these to the Jobbing Trade, who in
turn will submit them for the inspection of the
Retail Jeweler.

The NEW LINE is not the usual polishing
up of old samples and the addition of a few
additional ones, but contains a varied selection
of ENTIRELY NEW DESIGNS never shown
before. Some of these we believe will become
standard, or staple, as they embrace all the
requisites demanded to win popular and lasting
favor in all sections of the country.

?41.63

Potteb

ikatiw#110•14,tel

The

New

Century

In addition to the great variety of styles to
choose from, our customers have the added ad-
vantage—and it is a big one—of obtaining the
best finished goods yet produced. This is
not specially new, as " finish " has ever been a
feature of our Chains. But we are constantly
striving to improve this highly important feature,
as it means so much to the trade in making our
Chain such a ready and easy seller. We believe
we have reached the highest point as yet attained
in " finish " in our new line.

Look for the stamp S. 0. B. 0 CO. 
on every swivel, and thereby protect
your business.

faaatiptifittripayptitwwww
S. 0. BIGNEY 6 Cabo

THE HIGH-GRADE CHAIN MAKERS OF ATTLEBORO, MASS.4 4 NEW YORK OFFICE-3 MAIDEN LANE Aa k2 ie Aog Ar
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Alabama

Claude Willis has opened his new store in Mobile.

Arizona

A few weeks before Christmas, Col. J. A. Black,
of Tucson, formally opened his new jewelry store.
The store is one of great magnificence, the fixtures,
stock and decorations being alike rich and tasteful.
Opening day was quite a local event. Tlw store was
elegantly decorated \ Vith cult flowers imported from
California for the purpose, and lighted xvith scores of
electric lamps. An orchestra concealed in the inner
office filled the air with soft, sweet melody,. while the
constant throng of richly-dressed visitors paraded,
admired and purchased.

California

A. H. Ewert has opened a branch of his Ukiah
jewelry store in Willits. The store is located in the
Reid Building and vill be under the management of
H. A. Keller, of Ukiah.

Connecticut

W. S. Clark, Melford, will open a watch and clock
repairing- shop in his store. L. B. Parsons, of Wood-
mont, is to have charge of this department.

Martin Cooper, widely known among watchmakers
and the jewelry trade in general, died in New Haven,
after a short illness with pneumonia. He was a man
of exceptional skill as a watchmaker. He devised a
number of important inventions for watch and clock-
making, among them being one for an adjustable
escapement, which has been regarded as of great
value.

John Reid, Bridgeport, located for eleven years
in the United Bank Building, is to go out of the
jewelry business. Mr. Reid has been connected with
the jewelry business in Bridgeport for thirty-five years.

Idaho

P. Foisy, Wallace, has miived into new quarters
III the new Holohan & K inlay Block.

Kelly & Towne Al()SCOW, ilaVC dissolved, Mr.
Kelly continuing the business.

Illinois

Henry Roberts has bought the store of Rush &
Smith, Lawrenceville.

E. Cr. Kay, Quincy, lms been doing some excel-
lent advertising and with fruitful results. He has busi-
ness faith in printers' ink.

Indiana

Beck & O'Brien, Fort Wayne, write to THE KEY-
STONE as follows : " A man carrying a line of jewelry
and giving his MUM as W. B. Ullman, stopped at the
Wayne Hotel, of this city, November 24th and 25th,
and before leaving, Sunday, the 25th, gave R. 0. Ran-
kin, the landlord of the Wayne Hotel, a check for
$16.40, signed ' Beck & O'Brien, jewelers.' The check
was cashed and proved to be a forgery. His height is
about 5 feet it inches and weight about 190 pounds.
He is heavy set and has a thick mustache. He was
evidently born in a foreign country. He wore a gray
suit, rather loose fitting.

E. A. Sigler has opened a new jewelry store at
Dunkirk.

The firm of Suntheimer & Mast, Shipshewana,
are now comfortably located in their new two-story
brick building, erected on the site of their former
store, which was completely destroyed bv lire on May
20th with their entire stock. The new room is 76 X 20
feet, 14 feet high, and stocked with new and up-to-date
goods.

A. F. Zimmerman, Morristown, suffered some
fifty dollars loss by a natural gas explosion in his store.
Mr. Zimmerman Itas already been in two floods and
one cyclone, quite a variety of misfortunes.

Iowa

John Burgess has made extensive improvements
to his store

' 
in Bloomfield

L. It Cobb has opened a jewelry store at 531
Commercial Street, Waterloo.

I. J. Burleson, Jr., has purchased the jewelry and
drug business of F. D. Putnam & Co., Harris.

F. Summers, of Milton, has admitted a partner
in his jewelry business and the firm-name now is Sum-
mers & Frantz.

E. H. Carpenter's jewelry store in Burlington, has
opened for business in a handsome new building, built
011 the old site. The new store is handsomely fixtured
With mahogany fixtures,

THE KEYSTONE

A complete time-keeping watch as a setting for a
ring, is the marvelous little curio which Joseph Bar-
borka, of Iowa City, contractor for the erection of a
town chick in the It federal lmilding, %'ears as a
testimonial to the skill of his fingers. This watch
keeps good time and has it tick like any other watch,
although its dial is little larger than the end of a lead
pencil. All of its delicate works were especially made
for it and all were put together vhen Mr. Barborka
was at work at his trade in Bohemia, his native land.

Michigan

Will H. Snyder, Niles, had' posted on bill boards
around town some 400 brilliant red posters of large •
dimensions announcing his holiday attractions in stock
and prices. The poster is somewhat of a novelty in
jewelry advertising.

I). C. Holt, of the firm of N. D. Holt & Son, sold
his stock in Elk Rapids to W. G. Crawford, of Man-
ton, and is now located at 522 Lake Street, Muskegon.

Frank Lower has sold his business at Inin Moun-
tain, this State, to Marion and Bert Ocheltree, of Tip-
ton, Iowa.itvilliam wens and w. E. House have formed a

partnership and will carry on a jewelry and piano busi-
ness in the new Pratt Block, Kalamazoo.

Montana

W. A. Bushwell & Co., jewelers and watch-
makers, have opened up a stole in Missoula.

Nebraska

H. I). Dunning, Fremont, has moved into his new
building on Sixth Street, where he has one of the neat-
est jewelry stores in Nebraska.

C. A. Scamman, of Friend, has an abundance of
catchy advertising ideas and uses them to good pur-
pose. He is a firm believer in printers' ink.

New Hampshire

I.,. F. Cole has leased the store in the Pickford
Block, Berlin, recently occupied by C. I'. Day, and
will soon open the same to the public with a line of
watches and jewelry.

F. H. Burr, formerly of Foxboro, Mass., has pur-
chased the stock of the late J. M. Bachelder, Pittsfield,
this State, and vill continue the business.

New Jersey

Raymond A. Fisher, formerly with Clark & Engle,
\Vilkesbarre, Pa., has opened a repair shop in Point
Pleasant, one of the prettiest of the smaller seaside
resorts on the Atlantic Coast.

New York

Green & Heinrich, of Watertown, recently opened
their new jewelry store, corner Market and Elm Streets,
Potsdam.

E. J. Scheer, for many years connected \rah L.
Sunderlin & Co., Rochester, has become a partner to
the new firm of E. J. Scheer & Co., who recently pur-
chased the business of A. Fechenbach & Co., 196
Main Street East.

Zachariall Spangler, of Canandaigua, died recently.
The greater part of the life of the deceased was spent
as a commercial traveler, having been on the road for
thirty-two years. During the past fifteen years he has
been engaged in the jewelry business with his son,
Edward D. Spangle.

The Dai/v Fer,.;,-/e, of Poughkeepsie, in an article on
its fortieth anniversary, said : " A glance over the adver-
tising columns of the first number of the Daily Eagle
shows only the name of a single person who is still in
the same business which he followed at that time.
This was 'William H. Van Keuren, then located at
292 Main Street, where he sold watches and jewelry.
Since that time his brother has been associated with
him, the title of the firm being Van Keuren Bros., but
now he is again alone ill the same business that he
carried on then, though at a different place."

Henry B. King, watchmaker, at Olean, died last
month of lung disease and WilS buried at Darien. Mrs.
King requests dealers and others to kindly correct
mailing- lists and greatly oblige lter.

Ohio

Charles Sederberg, Milford, recently engaged C.
\V. Scott as assistant watchmaker. Mr. Sederberg has
had 0 most successful year. He only recently refitted
his store with oak fixtures and starts the new year with
one of the prettiest stores in Clermont County.

F. C. Field, formerly of Marysville, has opened a
jewelry store at 605 North St. Clair Street, Toledo.
He bar, been in the trade nineteen years and is
thoroughly posted in every branch of the business.

Bancroft Bros., Columbus, have greatly improved
their store. The improvements give them more space
and facilities. •
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The Holman Supply Co., Columbus, inaugurated
their holiday season by a formal opening-. PlalltS,
=tile and pretty decorative effects figured in the
function, and the store was crowded with visitors all
the day and evening. They were extended a cordial
reception by the management.

S. C. Frantz, De Graff, had a formal opening of
his holiday business on November 3oth and 1 )ecember
1st. He announced the event in tasteful advertising,
and his store was a center of attraction during both
days.

lfarry P. Shuey, a graduate of a horological school
in Chicago, has started a jewelry store in Ashland.

Oklahoma

C. T. Clingenpeel, the jeweler of Augusta, has
finished his mammoth clock—all his own handiwork,
the works, dial itnd case being his own unaided work-
manship. The dimensions of the clock are eight feet
seven and a half inches in height by thirty-five inches
in width. There are three dials, and the pendulum is
of hammered brass, twelve inches in diameter. The
case is made wholly of cypress, the most durable
wood known to the cabinetmakers, and it is hand-
somely carved. The big clock is a triumph of horo-
logical skill.

Oregon

C. L Ferry lias sold his interest in the jewelry
business of .Ferry & Campbell, Sumpter, to W. H.
Van Duyn, and the new firm will be mmed Campbell
& Van Duyn.

J. H. Peare, La Grande, has enlarged his jewelry
store, added new fixtures and increased his stock.

Pennsylvania

The store and stock of Paul NV. Blocher, Cham-
bersburg, were slightly damaged by smoke and water
while a fire in another part of the building was being
extinguished.

J. Richard Cressman has retired from the jewelry
business in Sellersville. Hardegg & Co., the succes-
sors of Mr. Cressman, have removed their stock to
the new location in I. 0. 0. F. Temple. Mr. Cress-
Mall Nal have office room in the new jewelry store.

South Dakota

Franklin \\Tells, Jr., successor to L. A. Cobb,
Yankton, has secured the services of C. F. Paige,
formerly of Spencer, Iowa, who has been put in
charge of the entire new stock just purchased by Mr.
Wells.

Tennessee

J. F. Dean and I. C. Donnelly have formed a
partnership and have opened a jewelry establishment
in Centreville.

Texas
•

An El Paso journal says of A. H. Richard's
handsome new jewelry store : " El Paso can boast of
a jewelry house that would do credit to any city in
the country and which bears the proud distinction of
being second to only one jewelry house in the State in
elegance of equipment, arrangement and stock car-
ried." The store is large, handsomely fixtured and
well stocked.

Vermont

J. B. Peacock, Swanton, has purchased the Hattie
Huntington Block, where his jewelry store is now
located. The price paid is said to have been $2200.

Virginia •
R. L. Brewer & Son, Suffolk, have built a hand-

some new front to their jewelry store.
Alfriend & Co., Norfolk, were victims of a bold

thief on December Iltth. The robber, a well-dressed
stranger, was shown three diamond rings, and walk-
ing to the front to examine them, went into the street
and was lost to sight. He is supposed to be a profes-
sional diamond thief.

West Virginia

T. A. Westnlyer, Wheeling-, has increased the
attractiveness of his store by adding On all-glass out-
side show case.

The holiday displays of H. J. Homrich, Hunting-
ton, were greatly admired. They elicited eulogies
front the local press and* attracted crowds to the
store.

Wisconsin

Gleason & Crawford have succeeded Clarence
Gleason, Burlington, Roy Crawford taking an interest
in the business.

A. C. H. Baker has opened a jewelry business in
Appleton.
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AGAIN

PATENTED DECEMBER 13, 1898.

PATENTED DECEMBER 18, 1900

AFTER VERY CAREFUL AND THOROUGH

CONSIDERATION OF OUR CLAIMS FOR

BROADER PATENT RIGHTS ON THE

LARTER SHIRT STUD
THE U. S. GOVERNMENT PATENT OFFICE

RECOGNIZING THE JUSTNESS OF THESE

CLAIMS HAVE AWARDED US ADDI-

TIONAL LETTERS PATENT ON THE

LARTER STUD UNQER DATE DECEM-

BER 18th, 1900.

THE PRIMARY PRINCIPLE

OF THESE PATENTS IS

THE COILING OF THE

SPRING WHOLLY OR PAR-

TIALLY INSIDE OF THE

PIN OR PISTON.

NOTICE TO MANUFACTURERS AND

DEALERS IN SPRING BACK STUDS: THE

LARTER STUD IS NOW FULLY

PROTECTED BY U. S. LETTERS PATENTS

No. 11878 (OTHER PATENTS PENDING)

GREAT BRITAIN LETTERS PATENT

No. 19716.

WE WILL PROTECT OUR RIGHTS UNDER

ABOVE PATENTS FROM ALL INFRINGE-

MENT BY OTHER MANUFACTURERS.

LARTER, ELCOX 0 CO.
21 an 23 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK

January, 1901

Chicago News

(Continued from page 56e)

The Chicago headquarters of THE KEYSTONE is
indebted to Win. G. Beek, retail optician at 22 Wash-
ington Street, for a neat and novel New Year's souvenir
in the shape of a cigar ash holder. It is one of the
cleverest advertising souvenirs of the season.

Miss Kate Jacobson, with F. H. Jacobson & Co.,
has been seriously ill with typhoid fever at the home
of her brother, F. H. Jacobson, No. 65o6 Drexel
Avenue, for the past two weeks. Miss Jacobson is
associated with her brothers in their business and is
known to many members of the trade, who will be
glad to learn that she is now out of danger and that
her recovery is only a matter of a few weeks.

Gossip Among the Trade

The programme committee of the American Horo-
logical Society, of Chicago, has arranged two even-
ing entertainments for its members, to be held in Jami-
ary. One evening will be taken with a musicale, for
which a fine programme will be provided, and the
other will be devoted to papers by well-known mem-
bers that will be of particular interest to the profes-
sion. W. F. Nye will discuss the kinds and uses of
watch oils, and E. A. Marsh, of the American Wal-
tham Watch Co., will read a paper on the manufac-
ture of timepieces. The exact dates of the two enter-
tainments have not yet been decided upon.

Hardinge Bros., the well-known tool-makers, are
about to issue a new and enlarged catalogue of their
lathes, fixtures and tools. It will be issued in January,
and jewelers desiring a copy should address them
early at 1036 Lincoln Avenue, Chicago.

The Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology
and Otology, Masonic Temple, Chicago, have just
issued a large edition of their annual announcement
for 8901, and on January 2d will put 25,000 copies of
this really creditable and handsome booklet in the

THE KEYSTONE

mails. The intention is to cover the entire jewelry
and optical trades of the United States and Canada;
but should they have overlooked any one who may
read this. item, they %dil gladly send such party a copy
upon request. Write them and say you saw it in THE
KEYSTONE.

One of the early changes that the new year brings
is the removal of the office of the Schrader-Wittstein
Co., manufacturers of gold jewelry, from the Reliance
Building to the fifth floor of the Columbus. Memorial
Building, where they will occupy the room fermerly
occupied by Joseph Fahys & Co., who will hereafter
occupy smaller quarters on the same floor of the
Columbus Memorial. This firm expect to move about
January 20th, so that it will be the 25th inst. before the
Schrader-Wittstein Co. will get thoroughly located in
their new quarters. This move will be advantageous
to this firm from every point of view, for the reason
that it puts them in closer touch with the jewelry trade
and gives them a modern office in every particular.
This firm will also move their factory next month
from 39 Dearborn Avenue to 48 and 50 Wabash
Avenue, where they will occupy the entire fourth floor
and have a more central and better location for the
manufacturing end of their business than heretofore.

Suitable resolutions regarding the death of the late
Benjamin F. Norris, of B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.,
were passed by the Chicago Jewelers' Association at

their last meeting, and the committee who have had

the matter in charge, composed of the following mem-

ber : F. M. Sproehnle, C. J. Dodgshun, Wm. G. Prall,
H. F. Hahn, M. N. Burchard and C. A. Allen, have
had them beautifully engrossed and presented to Mrs.
Norris. The resolutions, bearing the seal of the asso-
ciation, are as follows :

We are once more called upon to morn the loss by
death of an old and esteemed member of the Chicago
Jewelers' Associatian, Mr. Benjamin F. Norris.

For more than 35 years he held a prominent posi-
tion among the wholesale jewelers of this city. By
his energy, aggressiveness and perseverance he con-
tributed largely to making Chicago the principal dis-
tributing center of the jewelry trade of the West.
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The firm, of which he was the senior member, was
one of the founders of the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion, and he was therefore identified with its interests
for a period of over zo years.

We desire to record the high esteem and sincere
regard in which he was held by his fellow-members,
by his business associates and by his employees, and
to express our sincere condolence in the great loss
Avhich the family and friends have thus sustained.

We direct that the foregoing be suitably engrossed
and transmitted to the bereaved widow and that a copy
be spread upon the minutes of the association.

William M. Alister has bought out the interest of

the late B. F. Norris, in the firm of B. F. Norris,

Alister & Co., and is continuing the business as here-

tofore without change in the firm-name.

Out-of-town Visitors

J. C. Klaholt, the well-known jeweler of Spring-
field, Ill., was represented in this market early in the
month by Mr. Mister, his manager, who was here on
a purchasing trip.

E. C. Pike, of Kankakee, Ill., was a visiting buyer
in the market during the holiday rush.

Claud Howard, of Frankfort, Ind., was in Chicago
early in the month, on the lookout for late Christmas
novelties. Mr. Howard reports a good business right
through the year.

E. R. Moses, of Great Bend, Kans., was in Chi-
cago recently, in attendance upon the National Irriga-
tion Congress and attending to some buying for his
home store as well. Mr. Moses takes great interest in
the irrigation question and is one of the most enthu-
siastic supporters this problem has in the West.

J. I). Jenkins, of El Paso, Ill., was a trade visitor
in this market the early part of the month.

Ira B. Wylie, who has just opened up a new
jewelry establishment at Springfield, Ohio, was in the
Chicago market early in the month, selecting goods
for his holiday trade.

J. A. Rummele, of Manitowoc, Wis., \vas in this
market recently, selecting goods for the home store.

Frank M. Brown, of Pana, III. , was a visiting
buyer in this market early in the month.

The firm of G. W. Teed & Son, of Webster City,
Iowa, was represented in this market the early part of
the month by Mr. Teed, Sr., who was picking up late
holiday novelties for the home market.

G. H. Thomas, of Three Rivers, Mich., was a
recent buyer in this market.
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er, tin jfir$t Vear  of the  twentietb Centur
E AS A FIRM, ARE FORTY-SIX YEARS OLD---
right in the prime of business manhood—full of en-
ergy -ready and anxious to work with YOU for the
building up and increasing of your trade in fine jewelry.
Come with us for the NEW YEAR, and see what
we can do for you. In the meantime we extend our
greetings, and wish you a Happy and Prosperous
New Year.

? juctgen$ & Ettheucii Comparrq
DIAMOND IMPORTERS an MAKERS Qj FINE JEWELRY

Pia3 STEWART BUILDING ik2 CHICAGO
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Of SHOW CASES •10
WHY NOT BUY THE BEST?

The Revell Wide=Awake Salesman
Goods well shown—half sold.

Why pay high freight on a cheap article, when freight on a first-class case is no more? Cases wired for electric lightingif so desired. For further particulars, address our factory direct.

ALEXANDER II. REVELL & CO.
NEW YORK OFFICE-253 Broadway 431 to 437 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

WE MAKE JEWELRY FIXTURES, TOO. Write for our New No. 9 Catalogue

ESTABLISHED /867

WOOD AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TON E ANC)
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
k A SPECIALTY

TELEPHONE CONNEC,

HALF-TONE ELECTROTYPES
A SPECIALTY

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO.
Electrotypers

621 Commerce St., Philadelphia

January, 190!
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At the general meeting- of the Commercial Trav-

elers' Association of Canada, held in Toronto, De-

cember ist, M. C. Ellis, of P. W. Ellis & Co., was

unanimously elected president.

C. W. Edwards, best known as " Larry," will

continue to show the Charles E. Hancock Co. line of

gold jewelry among the Western jobbing trade during

1901, with headquarters at Chicago.

J. M. Stanley, one of the pioneers on the road in

the Western country, and who is widely and favorably

known as " Jack " by the trade in that section, will

continue for another year to represent the following

lines in the larger cities of the West from Chicago to

the Pacific Coast : Mauser Manufacturing Co.'s ster-

ling silver line ; S. Sternau & Co., in metal goods, and

Fink, Bodenheimer & Co., in diamond mountings.

M. H. Shiman, who has made a good record for

himself hustling the Potter & Buffinton line of gold

jewelry the past year among the Western jobbing

trade, will again represent this line for another year in

the same territory.
Steve Smith, the veteran road man, will again

represent several Eastern manufacturers' lines among

the retail trade in Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Ne-

braska for another year, with headquarters at Kansas

City. Mr. Smith has just finished the most successful

year of his long career on the road, and we hear is

quite content with life.-

Ostby & Barton Co., the widely-known ring

makers, will be represented among the Western job-

jing trade as usual during the new year by the genial

II. A. Wilkins, who will still look after their Chicago

office as well. Mr. Wilkins will leave Chicago right

after New Year's for an extended Western trip, which

will include the Pacific Coast country.

The New England Jewelry Travelers' Association

held their annual banquet at the Quincy House, Boston,

Mass., on December 28th. The function was a most

enjoyable one. Much credit for its success is due the

committee of arrangements, consisting of William C.

Wales, George L. Sweet, Henry R. Arnold, W. E.

Clement and F. H. ',itch.

Fred. yman, formerly with C. A. Kiger & Co.,

of Kans ty, has accepted a traveling position with

the Norton- aulson Jewelry Co., of the same city, and

will cover his old territory for them during 1901.

Will Hoefer, who has been traveling for C. A.

Kiger & Co., of Kansas City, since November ist, has

returned to his former position with the Norton-Paulson

Jewelry Co., of the same city. He is succeeded by

M. S. Murray, who has been in the business office of

the first-named firm for some time time past.

F. G. James, of the traveling force for the Merry

Optical Co., Kansas City, completed his year's work

with a record-breaker trip.

J. B. Norris, a veteran among the veterans of the

profession in the \Vest, has been doing excellent work

ill the Western territory the past year with the Eastern

manufacturers' lines which he carries. He will again

represent the same houses in his old territory ill I901,

%vhich include the Chapin-Hollister chain line and 
the

Grant Jewelry Co.'s solid gold line. It would be an

extremely difficult matter to find a more universally

liked man than our old friend " Cy," and we are 
glad

to record his success.

The Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co., of St. Louis,

announce their traveling force as follows for the

new year : Edwin Massa, occasional trips over h
is old

territory in the south ; Joe Auer will supplement Mr.

Massa in the same territory ; F. L. Jaccard in Texas

and Louisiana ; W. F. Wilmes in Kansas and 
Nebraska ;

L. J. Weiler in Illinois, Missouri and Arkansas
, and

Julius Wendel as city salesman.
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H. E. Cobb, the veteran Eastern manufacturers'

representative, will continue to do business for the

Daggett & Clap Co., the chain makers of Attleboro,
among the wholesale trade in the Western territory

during the new year. As a jewelry salesman, " Colonel

Kobbe " is no chicken, but he has a wealth of expe-

rience that comes in handy.

The Juergens & Andersen Co., of Chicago,

announce their traveling force as follows for the new

year : L. W. Bruns in the larger towns and cities of the

middle and far \Vest ; Franz Eschenburg in Indiana

and the Northwest, and Henry Reinhard in Illinois,

Iowa and Missouri.
Chambers, Inskeep & Co., wholesale opticians,

Chicago, announce the following as their traveling

force for 1901 : H. G. Smith as general traveler and

B. P. Currier in Illinois and Indiana.

The Horton-Angell Co., the widely-known button

makers of Attleboro, will again be represented among

the jobbing trade in the West for another year by
genial Fred. Sheridan. We speak the truth when we

say that Mr. Sheridan has never lost any of his ability

to sell jewelry.
Lewis Finkelstein, the St. Paul wholesaler, will be

represented in the territories named during 1901 by

the following travelers : L. H. Vehon in Minnesota ;

Louis Pavian in Michigan and Northern Wisconsin,
and Sam Rubenstein city salesman. The new man on

the force is Mr. Pavian, who will cover the territory

formerly covered by E. E. Finch.

The Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co., the widely-

known and popular manufacturers of Providence, for

the new year will as usual be represented in the terri-

tory from the Mississippi River to the Pacific coast by

J. A. Limbach, who vbill call on the jobbing trade from

New Orleans to St. Paul and St. Louis to San Francisco

in their interests.
The Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co., manufacturers of

jewelers' findings and supplies, will again be,repre-

seined by William A. Lamb for another year among

the wholesale trade from Boston to San Francisco with

headquarters in Chicago.
The M. S. Fleishman Co., of Chicago, announces

the following as their traveling force for 1901 :

W. I. Goodfellow to.cover Nebraska and the far West;

Harry Stern in the Northwest, and John Braude in

Illinois and Wisconsin.

The Rich & Allen Co., of Chicago, will be repre-

sented on the road during 1901 by Elmer A. Rich in

the larger cities and towns of the Middle West and the

South ; Herbert W. Allen in the larger cities of the

Northwest, and J01111 H. Mertz in the latge towns of

the Southwest.
The Chicago office of the Ansonia Clock Co.

announces the following corps of travelers for 1901

E. Y. Tyler, the veteran, in the larger cities of the West ;

C. M. Davis in Western territory, and R. S. Davis in

Kansas, Nebraska and Western Iowa.

The R. F. Simmons Co., widely known as chain

makers, will again be represented in the Western terri-

tory among the jobbers by Louis E. Fay, who will

also look after their Chicago office as usual. Mn. Fay

is one of the best liked men in the trade, and richly

deserves all the success he is meeting %vith.

The Chicago office of the Seth Thomas Clock Co.

announces the following as their traveling force for

1901 : Geo. \V. Payson in Michigan, Indiana, Illinois,

Wisconsin and Minnesota ; A. H. Hurd in the South

and parts of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska, with

D. P. Butler as city salesman and Walter Buckley as

tower clock salesman.
jos. Noterman & Co., of Cincinnati announce the

following as their corps of travelers for 1901 : \Villiam

Plueger in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee

territory, and John B. Osthof in Ohio, Indiana and

Northwestern territory.

The Waterbury Clock Co., from. their Chicago

office, announce the following traveling force for

1901 : Fred. L. Pettee in the larger cities of the West ;

C. A. Kreich in Illinois, Iowa and Indiana ; C. T. Ross

ill Michigan, Wisconsin, Nebraska and Kansas ; T. R.

Wall in Minnesota, Northern Wisconsin and the

Dakotas, and Theodore Kearney as city salesman.

Swartchild & Co., of Chicago, have arranged with

the following salesmen to travel in the territory indi-

cated during 1901 : Eugene Tewels in the Northwest ;

Joe Bloch in the West, and Ed. G. Swartchild in

Illinois and Michigan.

Asher Green and
A. Fellenser will
do the traveling
this year for Green
Bros., material
dealers, of New
York. This will
make twenty years
of continuous ser-
vice for Mr. Green
in the Southern
States. Indeed he
has spent so much
of his time in that

section that he is
generally take Il Asher Green

for a Southerner.
This is rather pleasing to Mr. Green,: as he has formed

many warm attachments in the South, and has come

to be almost one of them. Mr. Fellenser will cover

New York, part of Pennsylvania and the New England

States. He is also a seasoned traveler. With a wide

acquaintance in the trade.

F. A. Hardy & Co., wholesale and manufacturing

opticians, Chicago, furnish the following as their staff

of traveling salesmen for 1901 : L. W. Melchor in

Central Western States and Kentucky ; Fred. Dunn

in the city of Chicago and nearby territory ; L. J.

Hafner in Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Ten-

nessee, with headquarters at the firm's Atlanta branch

store, and F. J. Wirtz in the far West and Northwest.

The only change from last year is that Mn. Hafner

takes the place of M. C. Stokes in the firm's Southern

territory.
C. T. E. Smith, who travels from the Chicago

office of Reed & Barton, will continue to greet his

friends in his old territory during the new year.

For, the next year the four men who will be con-

stantly on the road for the Reichenberg-Smith Co., of

Omaha, are : J. A. Mulhaupt, R. R. Marsh, William

Neve and A. F. Smith. . This shows no change from

last year's regular force.

The Non-R eta ili ng Co., of Lancaster, Pa., announce

the following as their corps of travelers for 1901 :

Ed. \V. Drury will make the larger cities in Pennsyl-

vania and surrounding States as usual ; E. R. Kant in

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio ; and H. S.

Hurlburt in Ohio and Michigan.

Fred. Allen has been doing a nice. business with

the I). Wilcox & Co. line among the wholesale trade

Ill the West the past year. He will remain with this

firm for another year, having- his headquarters in

Chicago.
The Eisenstadt Manfacturing Co., of St. Louis,

announces that there will be no change in their

corps of travelers for the new year. Their traveling

force includes Joe M. Freede, J. Reed Elliott, Nelson

Hagnauer, Charles L. Taylor and Fred. \ Hugunin,

all of whom will cover their old territories and greet

their old friends as usual during 1901.

J. M. & A. C. Johnston, manufacturing opticians,

Chicago, announce the following as their traveling

force for 19ot : E. S. Shephard in Eastern territory ;

F. A. LaSalle in Indiana and Southern territory ; M.

Strassburger in Illinois, Iowa and Wisconsin, and L.

C. Bernays in the Southwest.

The Chicago office of the Julius king Optical Co.

announce their traveling staff for 1901 to consist of

\V. F. Hayes in the Northwest ; F. \V. Stewart in the

\Vest and Southwest ; Geo. C. Ridgway in Michigan

and Indiana, ancl A. G. Larson in the city of Chicago

and nearby towns.
Goldsmith Bros., the Chicago refiners and smelters,

will have their interests looked after on the road both

in the East and in the \Vest during 1901 by the following

gentlemen : I. Speyer, H. Fox, H. L. Nussbaum,

M. Goldsmith, Jules A. Levy, S. Goldsmith, and B. J.

Geneva Optical Co., Chicago, announce no
Nussib;lletin l.

changes in their traveling force for the new year, which

includes : John Hodgens to cover Northwestern terri-

tory ; Robert Sutcliffe in Illinois, Michigan, Indiana,

Ohio and Kentucky, and J. A. Patterson in Iowa,

Kansas, Nebraska and the far West.

Frank C. Shinn, the well-known traveler for C. L.

Trout & Co., New York, spent the holidays in Chi-

cago, where he met many old friends and spent a

pleasant vacation.
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New Year Greeting
Again we extend to all our friends and patrons, and those who should be ourpatrons, our best wishes for a HAPPY AD PROSPEROUS cNEW YEAR

5,4)-
we gibe them, but will prove an incentive to push forward in the same lines thathave been successful in the past, and an encouragement to keep our goods and

us to any carelessness in regard to quality of our goods or the kind of treatment

and our thanks for their kind patronage the past year.
We can assure the Jewelers that the increase in our business will not tempt

en Company

treatment up to the highest standard.

Stein Ellbog

Utt-W

Wholesale Jewelers
an Diamond Cutters 103 State St., Chicago

.\(

;1-vc--w4-t,).4u4N042--404-64geookv.4N-0 .

To the Jewelry Trade of the West
Your appreciation of our effort to offer you reliable goods at uniformly low prices has enabled usto make 1900 our banner year. We hope it was also a good year for you and that 1901 may be better forus both. We propose each month this year to offer you some special bargain. Here is a starter--

WORK BENCHES
These are made of well-seasoned oak, solid throughout, hand finished.

No. 1. No. 2. Roll-Top.

FOR SPECIAL, CUT PRICES' -mils MONTH ONLY, WRITE US

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.
Manufacturers and Special Repairers to the Trade Wholesale Dealers in Watches, Jewelry, Tools and Material

6 io Keith d Perry Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

ir t 90

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The holiday rush is a thing of the past and to say

that it was a " hummer " is putting it very mildly. It

was, in truth, a record breaker. As the retail mer-

chants gaze upon their depleted stocks a 7 x 9 smile

illumines their countenances. Never before in the

history of the modern jewelry houses of this city were

so many expensive pieces of jewelry sold as during

the past month. Prosperity is surely abroad in Ohio

this year and the jewelers are reaping the benefit.

Harvey Mansfield, who for the past two months

has been in this city, will return to Oaxaca, Mexico, in

a few days. Mr. Mansfield is interested in mining

properties. Speaking of Mexico and its opportunities,

he says " that a man must not go there thinking he

■vill find rich mines in a few weeks and all by his own
efforts. Alines are found through the aid of the native

Indians, and a man must first get on friendly terms

with them before he can accomplish anything." Speak-

ing of Diaz, he says : " Diaz may be a dictator, but he

has made life safe in most parts of Mexico, and a

native can be trusted to carry money to most any part

for a small fee."
Mr. Brown, traveler for the Whittlesey Optical

Co., has been assisting Webb C. Ball during the holi-

day rush.
Eugene Heard, the optician, was recently married

to an estimable young lady. THE KEYSTONE extends

congratulations.
The Bowler & Burdick Co. were recently appointed

distributors for the New England 'Watch Co. for that

portion of Ohio which is not adjacent to Cincinnati.

Mr. Marsh is the new optician now associated with

Webb C. Ball. Mr. Marsh was formerly in the employ

of Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

Allen Leonard, recently engraver for Ball & Co.,

is taking a vacation which will extend a rather indefinite

period. Mr. Leonard thinks a rest will improve his

health, which has been none too good since his trip to

Cape Nome.
Messrs. Will. Wagner and Will. Kenyon have been

home for several weeks from their last trip and have

assisted the house force of Sigler Bros. Co. The boys

report the largest business done since their connection

with the above house.
C. J. Duncan, Massillon, Ohio, has leased a por-

tion of his new store room to C. C. Miller, an optician.

This arrangement is beneficial to both parties and

could be followed to advantage by many others in our

line of business.
C. V. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio, has been closing

out his stock by auction and will devote his attention.

in the future to real estate and kindred connections.

F. C. Field, formerly located in Marysville, Ohio,

removed to Toledo, Ohio, and opened up for business

early in December.
Dr. W. W. Alderdyce, oculist for the Cowell &

Hubbard Co., is spending a few clays in Toledo, visit-

ing.relatives.
The local police have recently made another re-

covery of some of the jewelry stolen from S. Loeb,

Erie, Pa. A son of Mr. Loeb came to this city and

identified several hundred dollars' worth of his jewelry.

Among the many exhibitors in the art display held

in the Rose Building, in December, was Mrs. J. F.

Risser, wife of the senior member of the firm of

Risser & Sumner, dealers in watchmakers' supplies,

etc. Mrs. Risser's work was much admired.

E. H. Overton, formerly in business in Chagrin

Falls, Ohio, but now located in Westfield, N. Y., was

in town early in December. Mr. Overton says he likes

Cleveland jobbers and places most of his orders here.

W. C. Duffield, Erie, Pa., was in town last month,

looking Over the jobbers' stocks and making purchases.

The firm of Scribner & Loehr, 143 Euclid Avenue,

have been before the public eye for the past ten days

on account of the robbery of a package of diamonds

sent by them to L. & M. Kahn & Co., New York.

Some weeks ago Scribner & Loehr sent to L. & M.

lahn & Co., fourteen loose stones packed in a box

and consigned to the Adams Express Co. for shipment.

Several weeks passed away and then the New York

house inquired concerning them. This was the first

intimation that the local concern had that the stones

were lost. The express company was notified and

detectives put on the case and soon Rosco C. Hoff-
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man, of Dayton, Ohio, a messenger, was arrested,
charged with stealing the stones. An examination of

his clothing followed and most of the stones were

found in the linings of his clothes. A further examina-

tion revealed a few more, until all except one were

were found, and this one was returned later. Hoff-

man is a young man, only twenty-one years old, and

at the time of his arrest was an extra messenger be-

tween Pittsburg and Ohio towns. He was arraigned

and remanded to the grand jury. The value of the

stones was about $2900, and they averaged in size

about i carats.
J. 0. McClintock, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, was in

Cleveland over Christmas and called on the trade.

Walter Deuble, Canton, Ohio, was also in town.

E. E. Critz, Elyria, Ohio, was calling on the

wholesale trade before Christmas. He reports busi-

ness good in the " city of saddles."

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

It is a little early yet to get reliable reports of the

holiday trade, but it seems to be the consensus of

opinion that the volume of business has been much

greater than usual, even at the time of year when

good business is universal. The retail merchants have

been too busy to eat or sleep, and the wholesale and

manufactnring jewelers have been fairly swamped

with orders. Generally there has been some certain

novelty or fad that has had the call for the holiday

purchasers, but this season has proven an exception to

that general rule. There has been a steady demand

for AIL-sorts of pretty novelties, and the usual pros-

perity of the purchasers is evidenced by the superior

quality of goods bought. Good goods find the readiest

market, and the cheaper lines are not in demand so

much as usual. The trade ever since election has been

more than encouraging. The jewelry sales are, after

all, quite a reliable criterion of a country's prosperity,

for nearly all the articles in the line of jewelry are

luxuries, and it is safe to deduce that People are not

going to,invest heavily in luxuries until all their neces-

sities have been provided. The rush of business at

Christmas time is good for all branches of the trade,

except possibly the trade journals, whose representa-

tives find the merchants too busy making money to

talk or to care about anything except taking care of

their business. The mail service at Christmas usually

comes in for its share of anathemas, and h. antcipation

of a deluge of presents, the local post office made extra

arrangements for handling the rush. The result was

a much more satisfactory service than usual.

It is not a very unusual thing for Kansas City to

break a financial or a commercial record, but the pace

that Kansas City has set lately ill the matter of bank

clearings has attracted the attention of business men

all over the country. During the past week the volume

of banks' business represented by the clearings has

broken even the boom-day records, when there were

more banks than now and, one would naturally argue,

more clearing-house business. During the past week

Kansas City cleared $20,123,626. That is more than

any other one week in the history of Kansas City.

The next largest week's business was for the week

ending November 1st. The biggest day's business so

far recorded was Tuesday, December r8th, when the

volume was $3,796,278. The reason for the remark-

able showing of the Kansas City banks is that not for

many years has there been the Christmas trade that

the merchants have enjoyed this season. Not only is

the retail trade unusually good, even for the holiday

season, but the wholesalers report splendid orders and

exceedingly good collections.

The Norton-Paulson Jewelry Co. is mourning the

loss of a handsome turquoise and diamond ring, which

was abstracted from a tray on Friday, December 22d.

" Pinky " Blitz, a notorious crook with a police record,

appeared at the headquarters of the Norton-Paulson

Co. and introduced himself as a clerk of a down-town

store and stated that he wanted a ring of. a particular

pattern. After a careful examination of several trays'

full of rings, he said that there was nothing there that

suited him, and started away. A friend of the clerk

recognized him just as he was leaving and on inquir-

ing, the ring was found to be missing. Blitz was

arrested, but immediately released, as there was abso-

lutely no proof that he had taken the ring, save the

unsavoriness of his past reputation. Mr. Norton says

but little on.the subject and will not state the value of

the ring, except to say that it is " worth recovering."

Dr. H. A. Hirsch, president of the Hirsch Oph-

thalmic College, spent Christmas with relatives in

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
F. 0. Parker, formerly material man with Benj.

Allen & Co., Chicago, has accepted a position in the

material department of the Norton-Paulson Jewelry Co.

Will. Schuman, of the Norton-Paulson Jewelry

Co., drummed the city trade during the busy season.

The great street clock of the Jaccard Jewelry Co.

has been given an overhauling and is keeping tab on

time for the benefit of all who come within a block

of it.
P. F. Dunn, for a long time with C. B. Altman,

here, but now with Edward Vail & Co., in Wichita,

Kans., returned to Kansas City to help out Gurney &

Ware during the holiday rush.
H. D. Langworthy has accepted a position as

bookkeeper with C. A. Kiger & Co.

Cady & Olmstead found it necessary to employ

eight new salespeople to wait on the holiday trade.

The holiday shoppers found several auction sales

attractive places to buy Christmas presents. C. H.

Harsch is disposing of his stock at auction and C. S.

Raymond & Sons still continue their sale. Both have

been well attended.
E. Freeman, of Paola ; Ed. Vail, of Wichita ; C.

B. Parks, of De Sota, are three Kansans who Were in

this market buying holiday goods last month.

E. R. Moses, of Great Bend, Kans., purchased

holiday novelties here recently.
Isador Eller, of the Eller Jewelry Co., Richmond,

Mo., was among the out-of-town jewelers who bought

goods here lately.
A. B. Libby, of Weir City, Kans., found Kansas

City a good purchasing market during a recent visit

here.
James B. Hayden, of Topeka, Kans., and W. S.

Evans, of Hiawatha, Kans., were visitors at the

wholesale jewelry and optical houses lately.

Harvey V. Ott, microscope salesman for the

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., of Rochester, N. Y.,

called on the optical trade here recently.

George W. Bleeker, manager of the Chicago

office of Martin, Copeland & Co., Providence, R. I.,

was here last week calling on the trade.

W. M. Woolard, of the Star Jewelry Co., Olathe,

is a frequent purchaser at the Kansas City markets.

Among the out-of-town merchants who purchased

goods here for the holiday trade were : J. L. Potts,

Marceline, Mo.; Otto Schneider ; W. S. Evans, Hia-

watha, Kans.; J. A. Starr, Hardin, Mo.; J. M. Coff-

man, Polo, Mo.; S. M. Coffman, Braynor, Kans.; J.

W. Schmandt, Holden, Mo.; Lee Hawkins, Pleasant

Hill, Mo.; J. R. Brown, Olathe, Kans.; Fred. Hess,

Perry, Kans.; Mr. Thorstenberg, of the Thorstenberg-

Brant Jewelry Co., Lindsborg, Kans.; W. N. Kirk-

man, De Kalb, Mo.; C. S. Lackwane, Wetmore, Kans,;

J. F. Nutchell, Missouri City, Mo.; S. A. Pence,

Kearney, Mo.; F. N. Newton, Missouri City, Mo.;

G. E. McCoy, Polo, Mo.; R. W. Pitt, El Dorado

Springs, Mo.; H. E. Tucker, Higginsville, Mo.; F. S.

Hester, Lawrence, Kans.; Mr. Dake of the Dake-

Ekengren Jewelry Co., Olathe, Kans.; E. L.

McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.; Mr. Adams of

Adams & Lester, Norborne, Mo.; George A. Young,

Moberly, Mo.; 0. H. Lhuillier, Pleasanton, Kans.;

George Powell, Mena, Ark.; Roy Smithers, Cameron,

Mo.; Leslie White, Lees Summit, Mo.; J. S. Reed,

Milan, Mo.; J. A. N. Ingels, Holden, Mo.; J. H.

Rifle, Craig, Mo.; E. E. Forman, Greenleaf, Kans.;

Dr. Kittredge of Kittredge & Whiles, Chillicothe,

Mo.; Mr. Dollinger of Dollinger, Stuck & Co., Rich-

mond, Mo.; Mr. Powell of Powell Bros., Fort Scott,

Kans.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; J. 0. Van

Voorhees, Osawatomie, Kans.; C. H. Andrews,

Frankfort, Kans.; Mrs. G. P. Pierson, Rossville, Kans.;

William Conred, Tecumseh, Nebr.; S. J. Strickler,

Salina, Kans.; Frank Wuerth of J. H. Wuerth & Son,

Leavenworth, Kans.; Dr. Tucker, Lexington, Mo.;

Wm. Conrad, Tecumseh, Nebr.; H. C. Pratt, Ver-

sailles, Mo.; C. C. Clement, Springfield, Mo., and

M. S. Sinsher, Emporia, Kans.
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NONE BETTER Ztationerp Engraving
Why not cater for this work, Mr. Jeweler, as an adjunct to your
regular business ? There is money in it.
Our prices are the lowest, consistent with good work.

We furnish the trade a 5-quire
box of MONOGRAMMED 

•

Paper of the latest size, finest
quality,with envelopes to match,
complete for $1.75, prepaid,
to any city in the United States. Also put up in
2-quire boxes, at 75 cents, prepaid.

Must be seen to be appreciated. Circulars and samplesfor the asking. Send for a trial order as above, and wewill include folders for taking orders.

WM. FREUND & SONS 114-176 STATE STREET,I CHICAGO.
Weddings,

Largest Plant, assuring prompt service. Best work and lowest prices.

{Headquarters for Announcements, .. effth"sed Stationery'Calling Cards, .Her Heads, Etc.

A profitable side line for jewelers, especially with our set of samples so arrangedfor display purposes and taking orders with, that any inexperienced person willhave no trouble whatever. Write for explanatory circulars, etc.

QUICK-SELLING

"Wright"
Fountain Pens

ASSORTMENT $15.00 PER DOZEN, NET
dozen No I 3Ag dozen No. 1 Gold Band dozen No. 4!t dozen No. 3 34 dozen No. 9 Gold Band

Mercantile Fountain Pens
One dozen assorted—Plain, Chased, Mottled and Gold Bands. Cabinet

has space for three dozen Pens and Boxes. First Quality •
Pens full size and interchangeable.

MADE AND FULLY WARRANTED BY

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO. NEW YORK
19 Maiden Lane

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties
GENERAL AGENTS PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

41i
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' 
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They write right.

Equipped with 14 R. Gold Pens.
This elegant Show Case sent FREEwith our 11112.00 assortment,
consisting of one dozen pens of va-rious styles. Retail values from $1.00to $3.60 each. The assortment senton approval.

Our 87.60 assortment consistsof one dozen Wright Fountain Pensthat retail at $1.25 each.

WM. WEIDLICH & BRO.
Sole Agents

100 Per Cent.
Profit to
The Dealer.

WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis

I I 

s.11
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THE I VIAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
U, I EIJI] PRTIRUARY I4, 18,t

Is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.
Special No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $8.00 per dozen, net cash

We make twenty-five different styles of Holders, handsomely chased andornamented with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.
Our STYLO PENS have also been a great success.Send for catalogue. Export trade solicited.

Ask your Jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen.

SOLID GOLD
SIGNET RING
ENGRAVING

is a
SPECIALTY of mine.

ADAM PIETZ,
hed Enarayn. and

Die Shaer,

1530 CHESTNUT Sr.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

No. x. Plain. 5/3 actual size.

No 2. Wide, Gold Mounded actual size

D. W. BEAUMEL •1 CO., Office and Factory, 45 John St., New York City.
All pens are 14 K. gold. gvery pen guaranteed. All makes of Fountain Pons and Cold Pens Repaired.

We manufacture and repair GOLD and FOUNTAIN PENS. We are the oldest firmin Chicago in this line of business, and guarantee satisfaction.
3elta US your 71101k.S. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO. Send us your orders.

Room 802, COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If interested, will be pleased to hear from you. All
business and correspondence strictly confidential.
Address

WM. M. DAVIS,
12 Warren Street, New York.

The "Celebrated" Grieshaber Gold Pens ø Fountain Pens
GRIESHABER FOUNTAIN PENS.

fectly smooth. Simple, clean and durable.
These Pens are warranted in every particular. Excelled' by none. Made of best quality Para Rubber, handsomely chased and 14 K. Gold Pens, iridium pointed and per.

61i1E.SHABER,FOUNTAIN PEN
DFC101889 MAiltil 18 'ego 

No. 197. No. 2 Pen in Chased Holder 
No. 197. No. 2 " ' " " with Gold Bands

No. 204. Ni,. 2 Pen, Plain Holder, with Gold Ba ids
No. 204. Nu. 2 " " without "

Per dozen, 17.50
" " 2.00

GRIESHABER F OuN !No, N

PAIENIOC(4041t9 M5KH18195o

Per dozen, 818.00
" 12.00

Send for
Catalogue and Price=List.

B. GRIESHABER, 84 State Street CHICAGO, ILL.
Manufa,torcr Of aOLD PENS, FOUNTAIN PENS and NOtlI. TIES.
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Stationery

The Making of Paper Money and
Postage Stamps

HE paper money now issued by the

United States Government is printed

on the toughest of paper, yet the life

of each individual note is compara-

tively brief, and, as a result, a big

plant is kept constantly employed turning out

new notes and certificates. During the coming

year, according to the estimate made by the

Treasury Department, the 76,000,000 inhabi-

tants of this country will require Po apiece in

fresh-printed money to carry them along, repre-

senting a total of 107,500,000 crisp new bills of

various denominations. Of course, a large

majority of these will be ones and twos, because .

those are the kinds mostly handled, and the

average life of a $1 note is not much over a

year, while a $2 is good for less than twice that

length of time.
Taking an average, every man, woman and

child in the United States will use 53 postage

stamps during the year 1901, 40 of them being

of the popular 2-cent denomination. The total

number consumed will be over 4,000,000,000,

and nearly 1,000,000,000 of these will be of the

I-cent variety. - One person out of every ten

will send a special-delivery letter in the course

of the twelvemonth, to accelerate business or to

make appointments of pleasure.

ft16.
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THE KEYSTONE

Stamps for our Colonies 

Cuba, in 1901, will require about i6,000,000

ordinary stamps, with 100,000 " special delive-

ries," all of which will be turned out at Uncle

Sam's money mill in Washington. The Philip-

pines will use up 5,000,000 stamps, Porto Rico

1,600,00o, and Guam 15o,000. Of course,.

Guam, Porto Rico and the Philippines have no

stamps of their own, properly speaking, but are

supplied with the ordinary United States post-

age stamps, altered simply by the addition of a

word printed across the face of each one in

unornamented black letters. Thus all Guam

stamps have the word " Guam " marked on

them, as if it were for a cancellation, and the

word " Philippines " makes our common stamps

serviceable for carrying mail matter in Uncle

Sam's new oriental archipelago.

By and by our insular dependencies will

have stamps of their own, which will be printed

in Washington, but adorned with special designs

—jtrst as is the case nowadays with the Cuban

postage stamps, which are more artistic than

any of ours, the Treasury Department having

exerted its very best efforts in the production of

the engraved plates. The patterns are appro-

priate, too. For example, the 2-centavo de-

nomination is ornamented with a group of royal

palms, while a statue of Columbus appears on

the 1-centavo stamp, and the " special delivery''

shows a boy on a bicycle. The Guam stamps

for I9oo, by the way, have cost the Government

only $1o. o6.
On account of the dampness incidental to

an ocean voyage, the stamps printed for our

insular posessions are shipped from the money

mill in tin boxes packed inside of wooden boxes.

The ordinary postage stamps go by registered

post in paper packages, being mailed direct

from the Bureau of Engraving to postoffices all

over the country, in response to requisitions

sent in by the Third Assistant Postmaster-Gene-

ral. From 12,000,000 to 15,000,000 stamps

are shipped away in this manner every day.

The first process in the manufacture of

stamps at the money mill is to count the sheets

of blank paper, which are purchased by con-

tract. This work is done by women, who, in-

deed, perform most of the labor in the Bureau

of Engraving, simply because they have proved

themselves more capable than men for business

of this description. Each sheet is the proper

size and shape to make 400 printed stamps, with

a small margin. After they have been counted

the sheets are moistened by laying wet rags be-

tween them, at intervals of 20, and the follow-

ing morning, when the rags are removed, the

sheets are ready for the printing.

The Printing Machinery 

The press for printing postage stamps is a

queer-looking machine, half automatic in its ac-

tion. It is quite a small affair, with four square

steel plates, set horizontally, occupying the four

sides of a horizontal square. These plates,

always horizontal, travel around the four sides

of the square at a moderate rate of speed, pass-

ing in turn beneath an ink roller. Each of them

is engraved with the faces of 400 stamps, and,

after being inked by the roller, goes under a

mechanical rubber, which removes most of the

ink. Then the plate is cleansed of all the rest

of the ink, save what is in the graven lines, by

a man who rubs it with a cloth and his bare

hands, and finally it goes under a dry cloth-

covered roller, which, a sheet of white paper

being interposed, does the printing.

All of these processes are accomplished

four times inside of half a minute. A girl. sup-

plies the fresh white sheets, as the plates come

round to her in quick succession, and another

girl takes them out, fresh-printed, as they ap-

pear on the other side of the cloth-covered

roller, piling them neatly as she does so. Then

the sheets, so new and beautiful with their bright-

colored impressions, are carried to another room

to be counted, after which they are laid on racks

in wire cages on wheels, and hauled into a steam-

drying room, to stay over night.

On the following morning they are taken

into the exatnining room, where each of them is

carefully inspected for defects. Torn or other-

wise imperfect ones are rejected, but all frag-

ments are carefully stuck together, so that each

sheet may be accounted for. Each person in

this department of the money mill is expected

to examine 12,500 sheets in a day's work.

Now comes the gumming of the stamps,

which is one of the most interesting steps in the

whole process. Each sheet of 400 is taken in

its turn and placed between a pair of delicate

steel hands, which pass it beneath a roller that

carries a salution of fine gum, composed chiefly

of dextrine. An endless belt carries the newly-

gummed sheet through a wooden box too feet

in length, which is lined with coils of steam

pipes, so that it comes out at the other end a

few minutes later, perfectly dry, being received

thereupon by deft fingers of steel and laid accu-

rately upon a pile of similar sheets.

There are eight or ten of these machines

working in a great room together, so that not

much time is required to gum 1,000,000 stamps.

As the sheets come out at the farther ends of

the drying boxes they are more or less crinkled,

owing to the contraction of the mucilage, but

the crumple is removed and the sheets made

perfectly smooth by rolling them, a score or

more together, with the hands—a process which

requires no little dexterity. If any portion of

a sheet is imperfectly gummed it is rejected,

and such " rejects," as well as all torn or other-

wise damaged stamps, are disposed of, after

due counting, by burning them in a furnace, a

special Treasury Committee having charge of

this work of destruction.

The gummed postage stamps, before they

are ready for use, must be perforated, so as to

be torn apart easily, and this process is per-

formed by machines with rows of small toothed

wheels of brass set parallel to each other. These

also are run by women, who pass each sheet

beneath the wheels once for the longitudinal

perforations, after which they are handed over

to other and similar machines, to be perforated

crosswise. Then, at last, they are finished, and

are counted once again before being packed in

parcels for shipment to the postoffices.

Printing of Paper Money 

Paper cash is ground out in much the same

way at the money mill, though the processes

are less elaborate. The blank sheets (every

one of which has to be accounted for) are damp-

ened in the same manner, and then the backs of

the notes are printed on them. Though the

work could be done just as well by machinery,

and much cheaper, it is all performed by hand-

presses, the engraved plate being taken off the

press and re-inked for every impression, simply

because the influence of organized labor has

been exerted to secure the retention of this old-

fashioned method. The ink is applied to the

plate with a rolling-pin ; then the plate is pol-

ished with a rag and the bare hand, and finally

it is passed, with a sheet of paper, under a

roller. An automatic device registers every

piece of money printed, so that no dishonest

workman would find it possible to run off a few

bills on his own account. In fact, no printer in

this department is allowed to leave the building

unless he has a pass showing that his register

tallies correctly with the number of sheets given

to him and afterward surrendered by him.

The sheets thus printed on one side are

taken downstairs, counted, dried on racks in

the steam room and examined, after which they

go back to be dampened again, and printed

with the faces of the notes (four on each sheet).

They are counted again, dried once more, again

examined, and subjected to a hydraulic pressure

of 5,000 pounds, which makes them smooth.

Finally, they are numbered serially . by auto-

matic machines and, after a last count, are sent

over to the Treasury. They are not money

actually until each of them has received the im-

print of the Treasury seal, which is added in

the Treasury building.

In the year 1901, Uncle Sam will pay about

$200,000 for the manufacture of postage stamps,

$5oo,000 for stamped envelopes, and $15o,000

for postal cards. It costs him about $2,000,000

a year to run the money mill, including the

printing of all the paper cash, the postage stamps

and the revenue stamps. —Ex.



The New ,

N'20i-h Century
"Leaders''

are from the NEW DESIGNS made by
lieimberger & Lind, the leading makers of

JEWELERS' FINDINGS, ORNAMENTS,
GALLERIES, ETC.

I. By Using Our Goods Your Goods Will Sell," is a trite motto with a worldof meaning to wide-awake dealers.
Among the Ii. & L. latest new goods are a handsome line of BODICEBUCKLES, EBONY MOUNTS, BUCKLES, BROOCH, HAT and SCARF PINS,METAL ORNAMENTS, ETC.

HEIMBERGER Se. LIND
158 Pine Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

702 Our Latest—The L'Aiglon

C6)MEAD
SEARefl

119 HT

12. 0 0
per dozen,

including nickel and glass
display case.

Retails at $3.00.
Sample to Jewelers, prepaid,

on receipt of 82.00.

Size, SX x IX inches,

A handy thing for a Jeweler to use. 
A good thing for a Jeweler to sell. 

You can pick it up at any time, and by simply pressing the button light up anyobject within thirty feet. It can be thrust into a keg of gun powder withoutdanger. Dry batteries. Can be used from 6,000 to 8,000 times (about as agas meter reader would use it) before exhausted. New batteries easily in-serted, 25 cents each ; retail at 40 cents.

e0MEAD A&Fe. e0.
14 S. Division St., BUFFALO, N. Y.

VOTING FOR
Tit vAellivey?

YOU WILL HAVE TO DO IT unless you enter the

1La Porte Welatcb Zcboolt
before January 1, toot. OUR MEMBERSHIP IS LIMITED.
OUR STUDENTS ARE SUCCESSFUL.

CATALOGUES FREE.

J. L. HUTCHINSON, 1,roprictor,
La Porte, Ind.

IF YOU ARE LOOKING
for cheap material, don't come to us ; hut if you are looking forgood, first-class goods at low prices, send us a trial order.

Not every watchmaker buys of us, but all who do
arc more than satisfied.

Our American-made

Balance Staffs
and Cock and Foot Jewels

are conceded to be the finest finished, best tempered
and most perfect fitting on the market. We guar-
antee them as represented, and will gladly refund
your money if you are not satisfied. We have
them for Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Columbus,
Illinois, Seth Thomas, N. Y. Standard, Trenton and
Rockford Movements, all sizes, at $1.25 per dozen.

Our Red X Cross Mainsprings
will give you better satisfaction than any spring
you ever used ; guaranteed not to set in the barrel.
We replace all broken ones. Price, $1.00 per dozen,
$11.00 per gross. Your money back if you want it.

TIDD & CO., Columbiana, Ohio

No jewelry store
is complete
without one.

Retail Price,

$5.00

THE SOUTH BEND" WATCH DEMAGNETIZERFor Alternating Current.
Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. Has many points of merit over all others.Will remove all magnetism. order from your jobber or from
THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

We Wish You a Happy and
Prosperous New Year
and desire to thank you for your appreciation of our efforts during

the past year. We have been desirous of pleasing you, and your

liberal orders have convinced us that we have succeeded. We

have had the biggest year in our history, and shall continue the

same successful policy—HONEST GOODS—HONEST PRICES.

We begin the New Century with one of the greatest bargains we

have ever offered.

 -

7:111I111,11M
00.

11i
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A GENUINE BOLEY-MAKE WEBSTER-
WHITCOMB or MOSELEY No. 2 STYLE
LATHE, with 6 Split Chucks, 2 Wheel
Chucks, 1 Taper Chuck, 1 Screw Chuck, 8
Cement Brasses, 2 Taper Centers, 9 ft. Belt-
ing and fine Chuck Block with Glass Cover.

A GENUINE KENDRICK 84 DAVIS, 50
Punches and 14 Stumps, STAKING TOOL.

A FULL NICKEL-PLATED SPEED COUNTER-
SHAFT.

A FINE 65-1b. IMPROVED SWING-TREADLE
FOOT-WHEEL.

A FINE OAK OR WALNUT-FINISHED WORK
BENCH.

ALL FOR

NET

OR IF YOU DESIRE ANY ONE, TWO, THREE
OR FOUR OF THESE, WRITE US AND WE
WILL QUOTE YOU PRICE.

726 Chestnut Street

M. SICKLES & SONS, Philadelphia
THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE 

MATERIAL AND TOOL HOUSE



Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the different Exhibitions of the world
..tolodaimsz

1820 1839.

TROOS1Z W44 e.
The only Medal at the World's Fair for Watch Glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

WATCH GLASSES

TheiNB&C
are known to be the BEST.

Glasses

Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL. ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market.Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price.Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to buy a cheaper grade ofgoods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best is the Cheapest at the End."
WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try theW B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in exist-ence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never heard from afterwards.

It is a good and reliable glass you want, which is the W B & C
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A FEW STAPLE STYLES:

NEW YORK SALESROOM, 11 JOHN Si

CHICAGO SALESROOM, 131 WAIIASH Ave.

HIGH-GRADE GOLD FILLED AND ROLLED-PLATE CHAINS MADE BY

SELL TO JOBBERS ONLY PROVIDENCE STOCK CO

tIO

FACTORY, 100 STEWART ST.,
'1 PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Cincinnati Letter
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As an indication of the increase in Ohio's indus-

trial field, the forthcoming report of the Secretary of

State will show that 1527 companies, with a total

capitalization of $77,593,199, have been incorporated

within the year ending November 15th. Of these, 417

were manufacturing concerns, 38 banks, 14 electric

light and power companies, 57 mining companies, 
13

railroad companies, 35 electric railway companies, 69

telephone and telegraph companies, and 295 miscell
a-

neous corporations. In this list are included quite a

number of shoe manufacturing companies, but the

writer was not able to examine the books to ascertain

the exact number. These facts indicate the increasing

business of the Buckeye State, however, and show

that the wind is blowing favorably for all lines of

business. There have been comparatively few failures

in the State in the same time. Various companies in-

creased their capital stock to the amount of $35,446,900.

The Supreme Court of Ohio has decided that a

foreign corporation coming into Ohio to do business

is not liable for the double liabilities enforced again
st

the corporations of the State of Ohio. This was one

of the points sought to be made by the attorney-

general in a recent case, but he was not sustained.

The Commercial Club of 13irmingham, Ala., is

making arrangements for holding a large international

and metallic exposition in that city some time before

1905. T. T. Wright, of Nashville, Tenn., is named as

director-general, and it is contemplated to have one of

the finest mineral displays ever gotten together.

A movement of considerable interest in commer-

cial circles was begun early in last month, headed by

A. Howard Hinkle, one of Cincinnati's leading busi-

ness men, to make an addition to our famous Music

Hall for trade purposes. Mr. Hinkle submitted a

proposition to the Manufacturers' Club of this city

asking for the consideration of the advisability of re-

building the south wing of the Music Flail by erecting

On the rear lot of the property an eight or ten-story

building for a permanent exposition of Cincinnati's

manufacturing products. The proposition sets forth

that the front portion of the proposed building be used

as quarters for the Manufacturers' Club. The cost, as

estimated by Mr. Hinkle, will be about $75,000, and

he requests that the proposition be taken up jointly

by the various business organizations of the Queen

City. If the proposed plans succeed and bonds are

issued the author of the proposition promises to sub-

scribe for p000.
The annual estimate of the season's cotton crop,

made by the members of the Memphis (Tenn.) Cotton

Exchange has just been made public. It is foun0 that

133 individuals have contributed estimates, and the

average is 9,908,485. The lowest estimate is 8,987,700;

the highest, 10,696,000. This estimate has come to be

regarded as a feature of the cotton market annually,

as the average of estimates made by this exchange

has invariably come very close to the actual figure
s.

Last year it missed by only 82,970 bales, and the year

before by 89,672 bales.
The Fall Festival Association has appointed com-

mittees to work to have railroads allow stop-overs

in Cincinnati for the crowds from the South and

Southwest, which will attend the Pan-American Expo-

sition at Buffalo. President Hill wants merchants to

take a hand in the agitation and help the movemen
t

along.
Jeweler C. F. Gray, of Dayton, Ohio, was in

town the early part of the month making a selecti
on

of the holiday novelties for the home market.

J. Schwarz, of the Cincinnati Gold and Silver

Refining Co., is spending the winter at Asheville, N
.

C., for the benefit of his health.

J. C. Fischer, of Fletningburg, Ky., was in Cin-

cinnati early in December on a purchasing trip.

, George J. Liebel, a well-known jeweler of Jeffer-

sonville, Id., died early in last month after a year's ill-

ness of consumption. He was thirty-four years old an
d

married, leaving a young wife and two children. H
e

was born in Jeffersonville on April 4, 1866, and 
had

been in the jewelry business since he was twenty yea
rs

of age. He belonged to numerous secret lodges an
d

was one of the best known and best liked citizens of

the town in which he had lived all his life. He was

favorably known among the Cincinnati trade.

Charles W. Bauer, of Eminence, Ky., was a visit-

ing buyer in this market early last month.

J. D. Ward, of Rising Sun, Ind., was purchasing

goods for the holiday trade in this market recently.

L. Arzeno, of Georgetown, Ohio, was a recent

buyer in this market.
C. G. Boerner, of Vevay, Ind., was in the city re-

cently making a selection of Christmas goods for the

home market.
The firm of Baldwin Bros., of NVinchester, Ky.,

was represented in this market early in December by

R. Baldwin, who .vas making liberal purchases for

their holiday trade.
A. Hassfurder, of Jeffersonville, Ind., was a wel-

come visiting buyer in this market during the earl
y

part of December.

J. Vanderpool, of Xenia, Ohio, was in the city

recently on a business trip.

A change in a well-known firm of importance,which

took place January 1st, is the consolidation of the

business of S. M. Peck with that of Peck & Selmeier.

Peck & Selmeier have been in the business of ma
nu-

facturing jewelry for two or three years and S. NI
.

Peck has been in the diamond business for a num
ber

of years, making his headquarters with Fox 
Brothers

& Co. Mr. Peck, of Peck & Selmeier, is a nephew of

S. M. Peck.
John T. Dalton, formerly connected with the

Chicago office of the Homan Silver Plate Cu., has

again entered the employ of the Homan Co. and wil
l

make his headquarters in Cincinnati hereafter. I he

will look after the city and nearby trade.

The Cincinnati Times-Situ- sends out a clipping

for general publication, in which the advantages of

Cincinnati are set forth. 1N.'e quote a few paragraphs :

Cincinnati is the largest carriage market in the

world.
More saddles and harness are made in Cincinnati

than in any other city of the United States.
She has the largest tannery in the world, besides

fifty-two smaller tanneries, making the city the largest

oak, harness and sole leather market in the Western

world.
There are no cooperage works in America so

large as Cincinnati's, no soap factories so large, no

iron pipe works so large.
The second largest boot and shoe market.

Trade Notes from Germany

There has been but little to report from trade

circles in this country during the last month. Business

is good and money seems plentiful. The wholesale

people have been rushed with orders, especially for

watches and clocks, and there are a number of novel-

ties in jewelry and silverware that seem to take very

much also.
The Dresden stores, noted the world round for

their fine displays of art, porcelain and glassware, are

now displaying Christmas goods in their windows.

The Royal Factory in Meissen has some very elegant

new patterns in porcelain on the market, and the new-

est things in Vienna bronze and Bohemian art glass

are on show: Especially in the hand-painted, fantas-

tic art glassware are to be found many handsome

objects.
The jewelry stores, less accustomed in this ct am-

try to much elaborate window displays, do not show

their new goods to advantage. Their windows look

too much overcrowded, and do not compare well with

American show windows. The art stores take the

lead in the display of their goods.

A new law, which went into effect November ist,

forces all business places in Saxony to close at nine

o'clock every evening. This is greeted with approval

on all sides, as it gives the store people regular hours

of work and rest.
The death. of Georg Jacob, head of the big

wholesale firm of Georg Jacob, in Leipzig, was a loss

for the trade in that city. Mr. Jacob's demise was

\Try sudden, and a great surprise to his many friends

and customers. The business, the largest in its line

in Germany, will be conducted along the old lines and

under the old name by his successor.

The united clock factories in Freiburg in Schlesien

declared a dividend of five per cent. on their stock on

November 12th. This industry has advanced im-

mensely during the last few years and is doing a fine

business. They are furnishing the entire clocks and

69

signal attachments for the Prussian railway and 
postal

service, as well as for telegraphic purposes. The
 con-

cern formerly consisted of six different factories,

which have, however, during the past year, been

brought under one head and organized into one large

stock company with a capital of 2,700,000 marks.

Their profits during the past year amounted to over

135,000 marks.
A new watchmaker's school has been opened in

Schwenningen (Wittemburg) under management 
of

the Government. This makes the third school for

watchmakers in Germany, the other two being in

Glashilite in Saxony, and Furtwangen in Baden. In

Karlstein, near Vienna, is a school for watchmaker
s

and line mechanics under control of the Austrian

Gtwernment.
1."p to date over 2700 marks have been subscribed

for the erection of a monument to the memory 
of

l'eter Kenlein, the inventor of watches, in Nurnb
erg.

Carl Nlarfels, editor of the Deutsche VI/macho- Zeit
-

un.;;., subscribed the sum of 20(x) marks. A copy of

this monument, which is an art work, was exhibited i
n

the German section at Paris.

Electro-motors for use in driving watchmakers'

lathes have been placed on the market by a jobbing

house in Leipzig. This appliance is very practical, is

of small size and is uncler easy control. Where an

electric light connection is at hand, the appliance costs

90 marks. If accumulators are necessary the price is

raised to 200 marks. A number of these appliances

are at present in use at Leipzig, and, according to the

trade journals, are giving full satisfaction.

The scarcity of watchmakers' assistants is making

itself evident all over in manufacturing centers. Skilled

labor is greatly sought for, especially in Glashutte and

Freiburg.
Rob. Newbert, the well-known Dresdner engraver,

and F. Diebener, in Leipzig, are publishing- a series of

monogram albums of great value to jewelers or en-

gravers. The engravings are finely made and the

books are full of handsome designs.

The firms of J. Assmann & Co. and A. Lange

Sons are sending- out price-currents in English,

French, German, Russian and Spanish.

The firm of Diirrstein & Co. is manufacturing an

extensive line of watches with alarms, for which there

is a great demand at present. The alarm is made by

a small hammer striking against a spring on the inside

of the case.
The watchmaker school is now lighted with elec-

tricity and its introduction meets with approval on all

sides. The workbenches are lighted with ground

incandescent bulbs with green shades. The ground

glass serves to soften the light and was an excellent

idea. The tower clock is also lighted evenings now.

Make Opportunities

Micawber was always waiting for something to

turn up, ual, as a natural consequence, he did not

make a very brilliant success of his career:

The writer has heard men say that success was a

matter of opportunity in reality, and that those who

did not secure good ones could not rise very high.

There may be something in this, but it is also equally

true that opportunities are, in a great measure, made

by the individual.
For example, the ambitious merchant is not satis-

fied with the usual customers who happen to drop into

his store, but zealously advertises in the newspapers to

obtain others. And when customers come to the store

he will often find an opportunity, if he is desirous of

making sales, to introduce new goods to them. By

reading the trade papers carefully and visiting the

market frequently, he finds opportunities to purchase

attractive goods at a price which will enable him to

sell them at a good profit. But he would never have

been able to take advantage of any of these chances

to benefit himself if he had not made the oppor-

tunity.
By putting brains and energy together, things can

be kept stirring at a lively rate when they would prob-

ably stagnate if left to themselves. It is such a vast

world, with so many people in it who are eagerly wait-

ing for all the good thing's, that it requires ingenuity to

appropriate any of them to oneself, and yet this is just

what makes success worth while.
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We are prenared to execute it on short
FACTURING and REPAIRING.
A Fine Ship Chronometer for Sale.
We pay return express on all packages.

 IS
there any special jewelry work left over from Xmas ?notice, and also repairing in all lines. WATCHMAKING, CASEMAKING, JEWELRY MANU-Our aim—Promptness, Superior Work and Right Prices.

MOWREY & MURRAY CO., ST. PAUL, MINN.

Purchase Chains from your jobber that are
made from Seamless Filled Wire, exactly as represented, 
ly Me well-known and reliable Chain house of

C. A. MARSH d CO.
FINE FINISHED GOODS
SELL THEMSELVES

LORGNETTES

NECK CHAINS

BRACELETS

PADLOCKS

Attleboro, Mass.

VEST CHAINS
GRAND VIZIERS

WELLINGTONS

TRADE-MARK 
FOBS and SEALS

20th CENTURY EXTENSION LORGNETTES

See byeelnl adv. on page 1121, Novembor,11100,
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

Wells'Perfect Self-Conform-
ing and Ventilating Ring
Adjuster is the result of many
years experience. It can be fitted
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of price.
1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.75, or doz., assortedPMented

end Emma,. sizes. for $2.00 ; 1 doz., metal,
assorted sizes, 85c. (8c. extra if

registered.) For sample-, a small size gold and
nteditnn size metal will be sent for 40 cts., or a medium
large size gold and large size metal for 50 cts. Address,
CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

Rose Diamonds
Opals

Pearls
Turquoise
Carnets
Doublets

Si. Louis Watchmaking School
2308 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED 5888
This School is endorsed by all manufac-turers and first-class watchmakers and jewelers,and teaches everything needed in a tirst-classjewelry store. Send for circular.

----
ItodunsLy Bros., Walelunellers end Jewelers.

Rock Hampton, Queensland, Australia,
MR. R. JAEGER MANN. Nov. so, Iwo.

Dear Sir s—Having finished my term atthe St. Louis Watchmaking School, over whichyou preside. I am now perfectly competent toengage in the jewelry business with perfectease to myself and to the entire satisfactionof my customers. I now consider myself com-petent in all the various branches of the jewelrybusiness, and I certainly appreciate the per-sonal interest you took in my behalf whileattending your Horological School, and I feelthat I can cheerfully recommend any personwho is desirous of studying Watchmaking,Engraving, jewelry Repairing and Optics toyour school, where they will receive the properteachings of the above-named branches. Iwent to America to finish my education inHorology, etc., and arrived home again safelyafter completing my course and receiving adiploma. I remain with best wishes. your pupil,
R. RADUNSK Y.

We hese hundreds of shullnr leslImonlele
on Me In our oMee. R. JAEGERMANN, MANAGER

MAX R. GREEN & CO
Importers of

Precious Lim Imitation Stones
301 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

Our specialty is jobbing stones Lapidary workgiven prompt attention. Your orders solicited.

Whltestones
Moonstones
Onyx

Cameos
Etc.
Etc.

DO HENS PAY?Tina question and a hundred
SUM' are carefully covered by a
study of our 20th Century Poul-
try nook. It handles the entire
poultry subject in a masterfuland practical way. The famous Reliable I n cube.tors and Brooders used all over the U.S. and in 51foreign countries receive attention. Book mailedfor 10 cents. Reliable incubator and Brooder CO.,Jinx It 161, Quincy,

Wheti Writing to advertiere, kindly mention The keystone.

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
Your stock oi Materials and Tools is probably low—neg-lected during the rush of the holiday season. 1Ve wouldlike the opportunity of filling a sample order from you, andcall your attention to a few of our specialties listed below.We guarantee prompt service and first-class goods. IVehave had twenty years' experience in filling material orders.
* STAR Brand American Mainsprings, extraquality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rusttin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen ; $9.25 per gross.

Cock
If not

Balance=Staffs made for American Movements, and American-madeand Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen.satisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.
Waltham, 0, 1, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, 65 cents dozen.
Elgin, 0, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "
Hampden, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "
Illinois, 6, 16 and 18 "
Columbus, 18 41

Rockford, 18 II

Trenton, 18 II

N. Y. Standard, 18 If

Seth Thomas, 6 and 18 0

Atlas and Sun Dial, 6 and IS"

*,, STAR " Brand American Roller-
Jewels, one gross (12 dozen) nicely
assorted in walnut cabinet, 52 bottles, forthe leading makes of American watches,perfect fit. Special price, complete•Sz.48,or 25 cents per dozen.

Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,
75 cents and $1.35 per gross.

Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per
gross, 25 cents.

* STAR " Brand American Long
Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12
doze t), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,52 bottles, for the leading makes. Price
complete,Special, $1.75 (dozen,20 cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,
American sizes, 2, 3, 4 oz., assorted, one
dozen on card, 25 cents.

Rolled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round
twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cents;
square, per dozen, 6o cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 30 cents.

Gilt Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,
per dozen, io cents.

65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents

American Pendant Screws, a very
handy screw for holding in stern, pergross, well assorted, So cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass
Screws, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.

Mascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 Cts.
* STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,in box, per gross, 75 cents.
Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch

Bows,0, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, round, assortedon card, per dozen, $1.75 ; antique, perdozen, $2.on.
Gold Solder (N) Brand, low karat, very

easy flowing, per dwt., 25 cents.
Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,

itt 3( oz. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.
Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen

nicely assorted on card. Per card, go Cts.Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars
and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,
$1 15. .

American Winding Stem Combina-tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keysof all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,
Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, complete
outfit ; per box, $1.00.

-lift All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., BirilZy, New York

dire you in need of a High-Grade and Easy-Flowing

If so, use The
GOLD SOLDER?

"VICTORY"
..=1.0■1

and you will have your most sanguine expectations regarding
Gold Solders realized.

Manufactured by Victor Frohlich, St. Louis

Mr. Jeweler :—Here is a SPECIALTY
you can handle with profit. This

illumillum Match Box
we will
supply you at 0 0 A DOZEN OR

The box can be
easily engraved. $10.00

Send a sample order.

A GROSS.

We make a line of Aluminum Noveltiesthat are specially suitable for the Jewelry Trade.Send for catalogue.

B. A. FARGO cS CO.
afamtfacturers of Artistic afelal nCovelties

Attleboro, Mass.

January, Igo

News from the Northwest

At this writing it is too early to give the results of

holiday business in this neighborhood. That it will

unquestionably prove good is not doubted, as the

volume of business already done if kept up propor-

tionately shows a record breaker in sight. Jobbers

report themselves more than satisfied, night work

being the rule to keep in sight of the bottom of the

order pile. All lines seem to have been equally well

favored. Manufacturers have been working nights

and Sundays to keep Work in hand. Engravers during

the last week were saying " Please don't bring any

more work or you may be disappointed by not getting

it in time."
The New Year will be ushered in with the custo-

mary good resolutions. The main one for all to keep

in mind will be, first, to get through with that inven-

tory, and then take advantage of all our cash dis-

counts and make just so much more profit for 1901.

C. 0. Mowrey, lately employed by U. F. LeMire,

is now with the Mowrey & Murray Co., St. Paul.

Will. Follet, for several years with the Ingraham

Bros., Menomonie, Wis., has started in business at

Sandstone, Minn.
Herman Hoch has opened a repair shop at Alma,

Wis.
Geo. B. Johnson, Pipestone, Minn., had his store

nicely fixed up by putting in a number of new fixtures

in time for his holiday business.

got to be up to date."

F. W. Daniels, Deer Park, Wis., has moved t
o

Hammond, Wis.
P. J. Bieber, a well-known optician, traveling

through Minnesota the past twelve years, died at 
his

home in St. Paul last month.

Claude Lamb is at the bench for F. Shapero, Little

Falls, Minn.
• Mollie Sweet was helping out Schuneman & Evans

,

St. Paul, as engraver during the holiday rush.

We were pleased to notice the sign of the Jewelers
'

Security Alliance displayed on the safe of Abe 
Cohen,

St. Paul, one of the latest to join this a
ssociation.

Fred. A. Defiel, St. Paul, had one of the 
most

tastily decorated stores in the city during the 
holidays.

Fred. believes in having things appropriately 
fixed

at all seasons. He says it pays.

Albert I. Shapira, St. Paul, denies the report pub
-

lished in a recent trade paper that he 
would move

January ist to Ryan block. His present quarters suit

him for another year.

J. S. Cohen, St. Paul, will move about 
January

15th to second floor, Ryan Building, 
where he will

have more room ; he intends adding a line 
of watches

and jewelry to his material stock, mak
ing it •a more

general line. Mr. Cohen will go East the first of the

- year to buy goods.

Frank Glickauf, of Albert I. Shapira, St. 
Paul,

spent the holidays in Chicago.

E. E. Finch, for the past year traveler for 
Lewis

Finkelstein, St. Paul, has left there, and durin
g the

holiday season was assisting Bullard B
ros., St. Paul,

in their rush to attend to the wants of 
their customers. -

Earnest says he has several things in view 
for the next

year, but is no rush to close in on them. 
Louis Pavian,

formerly with A. I. Shapira, has taken 
the vacant

position with Mr. Finkelstein.

Theodore Schaal, Hastings, Minn., popular 
jeweler,

surprised his friends by getting married 
last month.

Theodore had been put down as a 
confirmed old

bachelor, but thought he wanted a pretty 
good Christ-

mas present this year. Well, Tit E KEYSTONE iS glad

you got it and wishes you good luck.

M. N. Bergh, Duluth, Minn., spent 
a week in

Chicago early in the month buying 
novelties.

Nystuen Bros., Hancock, Minn., 
improved their

store by putting in some new fixtures 
before the holi-

days.
Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn., has 

aroused the

curiosity of the citizens of that place by 
having a re-

volving stand in his show window, the 
power of which

is furnished by a water motor, made 
out of an ordi-

nary tin material box i g inch in diameter, g inch
thick, the work of his watchmaker, 

Peder Gaalas.

W. H. Shaver has begun business at 
Hubbard,

Minn. •

W. Ridley, Clearwater, Minn., is now 
at the bench

for Jno. C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.

George says, "It's

T E KEYSTONE

Roy Forde and Carl W. Slocum, of Sischo &

Beard, St. Paul, came in before Christmas tired out

and sold out. They will get themselves in good shape

to make another appearance about the middle of

January.
Luke Keating and Jake Marx, of D. Marx Sons,

St. Paul, came home a week before Christmas to help

out the office force on mail orders.

E. J. Swedlund, Atwater, Minn., was in the twin

cities the fore part of the month buying goods for a

branch store just opened at Olivia, Minn.

Albert Kruger, for a short time with the Egan

Jewelry Co., St. Paul, has started for himself at Tay-

lors Falls, Minn.
Nels S. Nelson, Hutchinson, Minn., has put new

fixtures, etc., in his store, making a great improve-

ment. He reports business improving right along.

Wm. Moore, a graduate of the Bradley Polytech-

nic Institute, Peoria, has taken the repair depart
ment

in the store of A. Piesinger, Montgomery, Mimi.

A. E. Sawyer, Faribault, Minn., has sold his busi-

nesss to F. J. Kempel, formerly at Oregon, Ill.

The Mowrey & Murray Co., St. Paul, say that the

Presidential guessing contest is so close that they will

have to wait for official returns on each elect( n- in the

different States, as one vote will make a difference as

to who wins the prizes. They will announce the liw:Lrds

as soon as official returns have been received.

'Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month were :

S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn. ; L. P. Sandberg, Red

Wing, Minn. ; Geo. Kehrer, Lakeville, Minn. ; John C.

Marx, Shakopee, Minn. ; Nels S. Nelson, Hutchinson,

Minn. ; Wm. Plackner, Arlington, linn. ; Frank L.

Grace, Stillwater, Minn. ; Christ. H. Nerbovig, Maple-

ton, Minn. ; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis. ; J. Nor-

stad, Zumbrota, Mimi. ; A. L. Mealy, Delano, Minn. 
;

C. H. Todd, New Richmond, Wis. ; Fred. C. Ta
ylor,

Hastings, Minn. ; T. J. Thompson, Cameron, Wis. ;

C. Arveson, Sleepy Eye, Minn. ; L. H. Bruns, 
Anoka,

Minn. ; F. Shapero, Little Falls, Mimi. ; E. J. Swed-

lund, Atwater, Minn. ; Fred. 'Willman, Stillwater,

Minn. ; J. J. Nyquist, Brownton, Minn. ; A. L. Mude-

king, Owatonna, Minn. ; M. E. Brown, Gracev
ille,

Minn. ; Wm. Moore, Montgomery, Mimi. ; Au
gust

Melsness, Eagle Bend, Minn. ; J. L. Sansome, Eau

Claire, Wis. ; R. S. Ingraham, Menomonie, W
is. ;

Will. Follett, Sandstone, Minn. ; E. C. Gross, Litch-

field, Minn.
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States and Sol. Sickles will take orders in 
Pennsyl-

vania, Maryland and New Jersey. By the way, Sol.

has been freely passing the Havanas over the 
arrival

at his home of a fine little baby girl. Edward Sickles

will sail on the Augusia Vidoria m14 enjoy the 
grand

trip to the Orient and Mediterranean ports, inci
dentally

visiting the European markets and combining b
usiness

with pleasure. • -
On the evening of December ISth the firm 

of

McIntire, Magee & Brown, wholesale ittcl manilla&

hiring- opticians, 723 Sansom Street, tendered a ban:-

quet to their traveling force and the heads of the 
dif-

ferent departments. The banquet took place at 
the

Continental Hotel and was vell worthy of that noted

hostelry. The members of the firm took this means

of showing their appreciation of the excellent 
work

done by their employees. Each member of the firm

took advantage of the occasion to make a few 
compli-

mentary remarks, and the employees responded Nvith

the wish that the firm's future would be as 
prosperous

as its past. They expressed their confidence that it

would be even more prosperous, and their Nvilli
ngness

to work faithfully to this end. The entire f
unction

VILE a striking manifestation of the mutual good feel-

ing and unity of purpose that have clone so much 
to

spread the fame and build up the business of McIn
tire,

agee & Brown.

In commemoration of the 50th anniversary of th
e

establishment of their business and to perpetuate the

memory of the founder, C. F. Rumpp, the firm 
of

C. F. Rump]) & Sons, manufacturers of fine 
leather

goods, recently donated $5000 to the trustees o
f the

German Hospital for the endowment of a free bed 
to

be known as the " C. F. Rumpp free bed" fo
r the

benefit of the employees of the factory.

The local trade are well satisfied with the volume

of holiday business. The public were well 
provided

with funds and purchased liberally, discriminating 
as far

as their resources would permit in favor of the 
better

grades of goods. In all the lines handled by jewelers,

the holiday returns in the aggregate were probabl
y the

largest tm record. The local . wholesale trade !pro-

nounce the season a phenomenal one. 
NOtwithsfand-

ing largely increased forces, it was found 
necessary to

work far into the night to fill orders pnimptly.

The industrial outlook in .this city is excellent
.

With the opening of the new year, business will'
begin

to boom in all the Delaware shipyards, where 
about

$40,000,000 worth of contracts will be under way or, in

preparation. The Cramps expect to secure contnits

for warships which it will take full three years to 
fill

\l'hiC11, with the other work, will enable the com-

pany to maintain its full force of 8000 employees.
 The

Baldwin Locomotive Works now employ 9000 per
sons,

have a monthly payroll of $120,000 and shippe
d 112

locomotives during November. Twelve hundred loco-

motives were made and delivered during 1900. 
All

the other industries are in good shape.

Jos. B. Bechtel & Co., material dealers, 719 San-

som Street, issued a pretty calendar for tot, 
the pic-

torial portion of which is a large photographic 
view of

their store. This firm reports a most satisfactory bus-

iness during the past year.

M. Sickles & Sons report the largest holiday 
busi-

ness in the history of the firm. The rush of o
rders

was sustained right up to Christmas Day, 
and. an

increased force, restless activity and night work 
were

necessary to promptly fill trade requirements. The

traveling force of this firm will soon start for their

respective territories. A. Pollack will visit the trade

in Westeni Pennsylvania and contiguous 
territory.

J. Zimmern will call on the trade in the Southern

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. L. Conrad, of 1405 North

Second Street, celebrated their silver wedding on

Christmas Day, and a large number of friends honored

the occasion with their presence. Mr. Conracl is a

very popular and highly entertaining member of 
the

track and made the celebration a most enjoyable 
one.

THE KEYSTONE hastens to extend congratulations 
and

good wishes. The thief who attempted to steal a 
gold.

ring- from Mr. Conrad's store on November 24t11, 
and

was captured by Mr. Conrad himself, xi/as 
sentenced

to four months' imprisonment.

The optical firm of Hales & Wallace, at Tenth

and Sansom Streets, has been reorganized. Mr. 
I lales

will continue the business at the old stand. M 
r. Wal-

lace has permanently retired.

Simon Pfaelzer, senior member of the firm of

Pfaelzer Bros. & Co., recently purchased the store

properties 58 and 6o North Eighth Street, lot 30 x 40

feet, for $25,000. •
Thousands of people who hoped to get a gold

filled watch for 25 cents and the sale of five tickets

awoke one cold December morning- to the fact 
that

they had been victimized, and for hours they 
made

things lively in the vicinity of the office of J. C. Mason

& Co., i t 13 Arch Street, who operated the 
scheme.

The company, it is said, consisted of but one 
man,

James McMann, who by a clever application of the

endless-chain system, collected, in less than a mo
nth,

over $15,000. He had fixed a date for the secon
d dis-

tribution of watches, but he failed to turn up, and 
so

far nothing has been heard of him or the 
money. The

clerks employed by the missing operator estimated

that the number of victims vill reach io,000. The

scheme had. been in operation over a month, and.

during the few days before McMann .absconded the.

daily returns from the endless coupons averaged j1800.

To save another man from going to jail, James

Barrington surrendered to the police • and pleaded

guilty before Judge •Audenried, on December 26th, to

the theft of a tray of diamond rings, valued at $22oo,

belonging to William G. Earle, a jeweler on Ninth

Street, above Market. Barrington is a professional

thief and under cover of wishing to purchase a pair of

cuff buttons, he stole the tray of diamonds last July

and escaped. Another thief, " Kid " Henderson, was

arrested for the crime. When Barrington heard this

he notified the authorities of their error and confessed

to being the real culprit. He also surrendered two 
of

the rings and gave the name and address of a man 
in

New York to whom' he had sold the other rin
gs, who

is now under'arrest. Judge Audenried said he would

not sentence Barrington until after the case against 
the -

purchaser of the rings had been disposed of.

AI•



Trade Announcement
Our new branch house which we have just opened at Des Moines,Iowa, for the benefit and convenience of the Western trade who appreciatequick service and skilled work in filling their Prescription Orders, is alreadydoing a fine business, and we take pleasure in announcing to the trade inIowa, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota and Southern Minnesota that weare ready for any demands they may make upon us at the above point.It is thoroughly equipped with the most modern machinery and appliancesfor filling Prescription Work promptly and with care. Our Des Moinesbranch is in charge of a competent force, sent from our Chicagoestablishment.

Geneva Optical Company
Main Office and Factory

63 & 65 Washington St., CHICAGO
Des Moines, Iowa

Gem
P4tillosoope

Manufactured under

Prentice Patent, June x, 1899
Rhodes Patent, Nov. i, 1899

TIIE GENEVA RETINOSCOPE is a business getter, a money earner, a bread winner, every day in the
year to the live optician. It pays for itself four times over every year. You need it to work up your business before you have any, and
you need it to retain that business when it is won. Don't hesitate any longer. Send in your order. We know you want the instrument.
You lose money every day you are without it by not having it. The Geneva Retinoscope regarded merely as a piece of optical furniture
and designed to give a duly " scientific appearance " to the testing room, is well worth its price. It is a most unique form of advertising. The
Geneva Retinoscope as a means to an end—the exact fitting of difficult cases, especially in cases of low degrees of astigmatism—
is an assistant and friend whose services are Invaluable and indispensable in first-class optometric offices.

Geneva Optical Company

Branch in Des Moines, Iowa

Nos. 63 0 65 Washington Street

Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Is there a Simple Law of Visible
Direction?

Porterfield, about 150 years ago, believed
that by means of an inborn law of our nature
we saw the objects somewhere in the straight
line which is perpendicular to the retina at that
spot where the image had been formed. The
same assumption was also made by D'Alembert,
Bartels and many others in the beginning of this
century. Volkmann later substituted the nodal
ray, i e., the ray from retinal image to nodal
point, for the perpendicular to the retina.
Against this theory of Volkmann, Helmholtz
said : " We cannot therefore accept the theory
of Volkmann as an inborn and elementary law
which alone could determine the direction of
the seen object." On the contrary, Helmholtz
showed that the direction in which we project
our retinal impressions is not determined by any
simple geometric law, but that it depends on
many other factors. He demonstrated that even
the images on the macula are not always pro-
jected properly according to the geometric rela-
tions. The following experiment can be easily
made by the reader. In the diagram 0. D.
means the right and 0. S. the left eye :

Look with both eyes in the primary posi-
tion at a distant object B (like a candle flame
twenty feet away) so that both visual axes are
directed straight forward and parallel to each
other, as indicated by the parallel lines 0. S. B
and 0. D. B. Now bring an object A about
six or five inches in front of the right eye in
such a manner that it lies with the object B in
the same line of alignment (Visirlinie), which
line here coincides with the line of direction
and visual axis. Then cover the left eye with
an opaque screen C F. If now you accommo-

• *A

reason apparently must be found in the fact,
easily observed,* that the left eye, behind the
screen, converges more or less accurately to
point A. It plainly rotates to. the right and our
mind judges from the sensation, accompanying
this sudden movement of the left eye to the
right, that the object B itself has moved to the
right. It is not necessary that the right eye

•

" the nodal point" theory, must pass throt01 and
would strike the retina at f For simplicity of illus-
tration, let it be considered that there are just eight
lu,ints 00 either the straight or curved line leading
from d to e. There must be the same number of cor-
responding points on the retinal curve, and a straight
I ine must connect the retinal and special points. If
fixation is to Ik• Changed Ii )t1 d to e the visual axis
must pass first to 1. then to 2 and so On Willi it gets to
e. When the visual axis gets to I it replaces the visual
line which extended from I to the retina, while the
axis was in the primary position. The same is true
‘'hen the axis passes to 2, 3, 4 111(1 so on to e. At e
it will coincide with the true visual line that extended
from e to the retina when the axis was in its primary
position. The cut shows that it cannot do this, if
" the nodal point" theory is correct. It can do it if
" the retinal radius" theory is correct. According- to
the former, the line of direction for e must be e
when the point fixed is according to the latter, the
line of vision from e must he e b g. The visual axis
in the secmulary position, fixing e, coincides with the

former visual line b g, but not ‘vith the false
•
• 

line cc/
S.

••‘

should be accommodated accurately for point A
as long as only the left eye converges sufficiently.
For those who, like the writer, have learned to
converge their eyes at will without fixing a near
point, the object A is not necessary, as simple
convergence of the left eye behind the hand
will suffice to bring abotit the apparent but plain
movement of a distant object, while the right eye
is kept looking constantly in the same direction.

Thus it is evident that the direction in which
we project a retinal image is not the result of a
geometrical law, but a complex psychological
act and that the common geometrical laws of
direction do not always apply, ?tot even in the
simple case of objects lying in the visual axis.

Thus Helmholtz showed the falseness of
the theory of Volkmann. But still in an edi-
.torial of the Ophthalmic Record Dr. Savage
speaks of " the Helmholtz nodal point theory."
Not content with this inaccuracy, the doctor
pulls from out the dust of over one hundred

years the theory of Por-
terfield before mentioned.
Again he claims that
" every line of direction
is a radius of retinal cur-
vature prolonged," and
he even brings forward
the following proof :

It is the purpose of the
writer, in this editorial, to
present an argument in fa-
vor of " the retinal radius"
theory, which he believes to
be convincingly conclusive.
The accompanying cut fully
shows what he would teach.
The macula is at a, the cen-
ter of the retinal curvature at
b, the nodal point at e, the
point of primary fixation d.
The line da is the visual axis,
passing-, necessarily, through
both b and r. To the right

of d is e, another point in space. Whether we con-
nect d and e with a straight or a curved line, there
can be no point between the two that has not a corres-
ponding retinal point. LeConte has very beautifully
and very truthfully said, " that, for every retinal point,
there is a corresponding spacial point. A line of
direction leading from e to the retina, according to

date your eyes for the object A, you will ob-
serve how object B moves plainly to right, to
return again to its former position the moment
you relax your accommodation. Now, in this
experiment the retinal image of B is not dis-
placed at all, as the right eye does not change
its position. It still covers the same retinal area
as before, the macula lutea, but is only a little
more indistinct. Still you now project the ob-
ject B to quite a different place in space. The

*If the screen C Plias a narrow vertical sllt,or if, in case of the
hand, a little light is admitted bet ween the lingers, the experi-
menter will easily observe how this light area in front of the left
eye moves to the left during the experiment, thus indicating a
movement of the left eye to the right.

The illustration can be studied mathematic.illv, 1,■1-
the arcs d e and g a are arcs of concentric
They consist of an equal number of degrees, for they
are opposite equal angles.

Now, let us admit for a moment that the
problem of visible direction was a purely geo-
metric one, as asserted by Dr. Savage. Does
his drawing and demonstration prove anything
against the nodal point theory and for his own
assertion ? Not in the least ! To show this, we
have drawn the line d m n, which was not in the
original. If the eye looks at d, then, by the
nodal point theory, the image of e falls on f,
and a f is the distance of this point f from the
point of most distant vision a. If, however, the
eye looks at e, then the point d, according to
this theory, will have its image at n, and it will
be projected outwards along the nodal ray n m d.
The point e, of course, will have its image at g.
Now, it can be easily proven that, if we draw
the additional lines b n and b f, the angles B n a
and f b g are equal. That means that also the
angles/ b a and b n g are equal, that therefore
in the new position of the eye n the image of
d falls just as far from the image of the point
looked at as in the old position f fell from a.
Whether, therefore, we take the retinal radius
or the nodal theory, in either case the projec-
tion remains the same in angular amount. Dr.
Savage's example, then, proves nothing, and it
would seem a pity that so much energy is wasted
by him to defend a perfectly untenable position.

A Simple Method of Testing with
Trial Prisms

Although for accurate work in muscular
asthenopia a phorometer must be used, still a
good deal of work can be done by a simple
trial prism. The reviewer thus frequently uses
a prism of io° angular measure base up and
estimates slight degrees of exo- or esophoria by
rotating the prism in or out until again vertical

(Continued on page 75)
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diplopia is obtained. Then each mark on the
trial frame may be roughly counted as indicating10 of exo- or esophoria. Suppose we had to
rotate the to-degree prism, base up, in front of
the left eye until its apex pointed to 120°, that
is, until the apex pointed 3 marks out tempor-
ally, then we would have 3 degrees of exo-
phoria. This simple use of the 10-degree prism
is very convenient and quite correct up to about
4 degrees of muscular imbalance, whether it be
lateral or vertical deviations we have to deal
with.

A similar method of using trial prisms as a
phorometer has lately been given by Dr. F. H.
Verhoeff, in the Ophthalmic Record. His method
consists in graduating trial prisms and then using
them like revolving prisms. He employs a 6
and a 3-degree prism, which are graduated in a
manner to be prescribed presently. In lateral
deviations the amount is read off by counting
the number of graduations between the 90-
degree mark on the trial-frame and the apex of
the prism ; in testing for hyperphoria, the grad-
uations between the apex and 18o-degree mark
are counted. The diagram used in the gradua-
tions of the prisms is prepared as follows : A
horizontal line is divided into 12 equal parts,
and with its middle as the center a circle is de-
scribed. Perpendiculars are then drawn from
the points of division, and from the points of
intersection of these with the circumference of
the circle radii are drawn. These radii denote
the intervals that are to be marked on a 6-degree
prism. The prism is placed upon the figure thus
constructed with its apex to be marked over the
points of intersection of the radii with the cir-
cumference, its axis coinciding with the middle
one of the radii. The intervals correspond to
one-half degree.

Sound Words About the Use of the
Ophthalmometer

In an editorial in a recent issue of the
Ophthalmic Record the ophthalmometer had
been called " an unconscionable liar at times."
Against this utterance Dr. E. E. Holt raises his
voice in the same journal and well defends this
often-misjudged instrument. He says, among
other things :

The ophthalmometer measures the anterior sur-
face of the cornea and indicates the least and greatest
meridian of its curvature, if any exists, and therefore
the amount and axis of astigmatism of the cornea.
This is all that should be claimed for the ophthal-
mometer, and as a very large part of the astigmatism
of the eye exists in the anterior part of the cornea, it
gives accurate information which is of great value to
the oculist.. If it is expected that this accurate infor-
mation of the condition of the anterior part of the
cornea determines the lens to correct the existing
manifest error, then one must be constantly disap-
pointed and might denominate the ophthalmometer
" an unconscionable liar at times."

At the Seventh International Medical Congress,
held in London, in 1881, Javal exhibited his first model
of the ophthalmometer. As he read off the amount
of corneal astigmatism to those whom he tested, the
writer remembers how incredulous some of the mem-
bers of the ophthalmological section looked when he
gave the amount of their astigmatism, and its axis.
" Why," says one, " Javal says I have one and a half
diopters at ninety and I am only wearing one-third of
that amount." Another says the instrument indicates
that, " I have a half of a dtopter at ninety and I am
only wearing the same amount at one hundred and
eighty," and so it went on, and the incredulity increased
rather than diminished as Javal attempted to explain
the workings and use of the instrument to some of the
members.

They wanted an instrument that would tell ex-
actly the amount of astigmatism to be corrected to
make the patient comfortable. Anything short of that
did not seem to interest them. When asked why they
used a mydriatic to ascertain the total ametropia if
only a certain portion of the total ametropia was to be
corrected, they said it gave a better basis to prescribe
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lenses. Then Javal siid an accurate knowledge of the
total corneal astigmatism gave a better basis for the
correction of the astigmatism. The writer was favor-
ably impressed with the ophthalmometer from the first,
but as Javal said he proposed to improve it and re-
duce the price, which was $3oo then, he waited until
the 1889 model came out. The 1889 model was an
excellent instrument, but the writer made it over so
that all there was left of it to recognize it was the tele-
scope. In this experience many of the improvements
embodied in the beautiful instrument now manufac-
tured by Meyrowitz were suggested and impressed
upon him as necessary for a first-class instrument.
Every instrument has Its limitations, and when these
are known. it should not be condemned for what it
never was intended to do. The name Ophthalmometer
is misleading in so far as it implies that it is an instru-
ment to measure the whole eye. Its name should
have implied that it was confined to the measurements
of the cornea, and Keratometer would have desig-
nated it much better. The ophthalmometer does all
that its originators claimed it would do, and in this
respect it speaks the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth.

Anisometropia and Normal Refraction
Dr. C. Schulin, in the Annals of Ophthal-

mology, concludes from his observations that as
a rule in cases of anisometropia or decided dif-
ference in the refraction of the two eyes the
right eye has less hypermetropia or more myo-
pia than the left eye. In other words, it ap-
pears that the refraction of the right eye was
higher. Such higher refraction we often see
develop in persons who use their eyes much
for fine work, and it may be that in these indi-
viduals the right eye was used more than the
left, as is the rule with the hands in right-banded
persons. It would seem, therefore, that anisome-
tropia had some bearing upon the unequal use
of the eyes.

Do the Extreme Ocular Muscles Act as
Co-ordinates of Accommodation?

Before Max Langenbeck, in 1849, and later
Cramer and Helmholtz, in 1851 and 1853, con-
clusively demonstrated that during accommoda-
tion the lens changed its shape and that these
changes were of such a nature that they would
explain the act of accommodation even quanti-
tatively, many different theories had been pro-
posed. One theory was that the ocular muscles,
by their pressure, could change the shape of
the eye-ball. Such a change was thought to
occur either in the cornea or in the length of
the eye-ball. Of course, to explain accommo-
dation for near objects by changes in the cornea
this surface would have to assume a higher cur-
vature. But it has been shown by experiments
that increased intra-ocular pressure makes the
cornea only flatter than before, and therefore a
pressure of the muscles on the ball could not act
on the cornea in any way to increase the dioptric
power of the eye. Furthermore, it has been
shown by the ophthalmometer that during
accommodation the cornea does not change.
Then a prolongation of the axis of the eye-
ball would remain as the only possible means
by which pressure on the eye by the muscles
could account for near vision. The experiments
of Thomas Young, more than one hundred years
ago, indeed are against any change in the length
of the eye-ball during accommodation ; but it
cannot be said that this possibility has been as
rigidly disproved as a change in the cornea.
The possibility is favored by Dr. W. M. Beau-
mont, in the Ophthalmic Review, though, of
course, he does not doubt that the ciliary
muscle is the main source of accommodation.
He bases his assumption on the fact observed
by him and many others before him, that in
emmetropes with paralyzed accommodation the
visual acuity varies very considerably. He also
observed 54 patients with i D. of hyperme-
tropia, of whom four had vision = g, sixteen 2,
eighteen 1-82- , fourteen -1"74- and two . In all of
these, vision after correction by glasses was
brought to 2- or 2 and in some even to 2. This
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variation in visual acuity in emmetropes with
paralyzed accommodation, Dr. Beaumont be-
lieves due to differences of tonicity of the ex-
ternal ocular muscles producing- in different
individuals slight differences in the length of
the ball. But it must be said that his interpre-
tation is by no means cogent, as differences in
the amount of cycloplegia and differences in the
speric aberration of the eyes may easily, if not
better, account for the reported phenomenon.

A Name for the Profession
FORT WAYNE, IND., Dec. 6, 1900.

ED. KEYSTONE is strange that we have not
come to a unanimous agreement in adopting a word
designating our profession. Personally:, I do not feel
like condemning the American " Opucist " Co. for
being arbitrary, for they have certainly acted in a gen-
tlemanly manner by requesting the optical societies to
examine those who might desire to obtain the word
as a title. The eminent optician who originated
the word certainly had a higher motive than merce-
nary greed.

1Ve are informed that " opticist " is dcrived from
the Greek word " optikos," and that the suffix is also
of Greek origin and is used as the terminative of a
poem descriptive of a vocation. That the suffix should
be added for this reason seems rather etherial. The
word strikes one on a first hearing as being incorrect—
like grammarist or arithmeticker. It is a lamentable
fact that some of the later dictionaries classify many
words because they are in common use ; even slang
not being excepted.

The word optician is applicable as far as it goes.
Worcester defines it : 1. One skilled in optics. 2. One
who makes or sells optic glasses or spectacles. He
defines optics by a quotation from Newton : " That
branch of the physical science which treats of the
phenotnenon of light and vision ; the science which
investigates the causes of light and the changes which
it undergoes in given circumstances." According to
these definitions the adjusting of glasses would hardly
be included. While we do investigate the structure of
the eye and the phenomena of light, yet our principal
work is the changing of the angles of light from nn-
proper to proper angles. The word describing one
engaging in this occupation is refractionist; the verb
refract being from the Latin reit-big°, to break, frac-
ture (or bend). Here is a word that is both eupho-
nious and professional when used alone, or in the
titles Graduate Refractionist, Graduate of Refraction
and Doctor of Refraction. Let the noble craft of lens
grinders be styled " Opticians," and those skilled in
applying their products (i. e., instruments that refract)
be called " Refractionists."

The dictionarieS do not make the language ; it is
an intelligent people. One word cannot keep a trade
unsullied. We have only to demonstrate a broader
significance to the term " Refractionist," and it will
not be long till revisers of lexicons will insert a defini-
tion worthy of its fuller meaning.

There are many words in our language which
formerly were employed as terms of endearment, but
common usage now necessitates them being defined
as terms of reproach. As intimated, it is our business
to broaden the word that may be selected, and a dis-
criminating public will supply the proper definition
and learn to differentiate between the legally consti-
tuted refractionist and the one who is unworthy the
appellation: •• H. G. PATTON.

Ophthalmic Lenses
NNw YoRK, Nov. 9, 1900.

En. KEYSTONE:—Permit me to applaud your en-
terprise in placing before the optometricians of the
country, in a compact and convenient form, 'the scien-
tific papers Of one .of America's foremost opticians,
Charles F. Prentice, of New York.

The revised book, " Ophthalmic Lenses, Prism-
Dioptry and Other Papers," represents such careful
thought and painstaking research that every one whose
occupation involves the adaptation of glasses to the
eyes of others, should feel it a duty to himself to not
alone possess but endeavor to read understandingly
the papers of Mr. Prentice, which are here contained,
especially the one on " The Iris, as Diaphragm and
Photostat."

In the present rush for supremacy, among those
engaged in optometrical work, it is indeed refreshing
to opticians to know that they can count as one of their
number such a man as Mr. Prentice's scientific papers
stamp him to be. Very truly,

A. JAv CROSS.
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A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows :
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER

I.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
11.—Tim EYE ANATOMICALLY.
III.—TH E EYE OPTICALLY j OR, THE PHYSIOLOGY
IV.—OPTIC,. [OF VISION.
V.—LENSES.
VL—NUMBERING OF LENSES.
VIL—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
VIII.—OuTryr REQUIRED.
I X.—M ETHOD OF EXAMINATION.
X.—PRE:3111'0P1A.
XL—II Y PERM ETROPIA.
XIL—MYOPIA.
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New Year Greeting
As we stand on the threshold of the

New Century, the most promising in
the history of mankind, we are moved
by the inspiration of the occasion, and
the spectacle man must indeed be
lacking in impressibility who is not
impelled to higher achievements. The
holiday rush being past, he now has
time to take his bearings and formulate
his plans for the New Year : they must
be both aggressive and progressive,
else he is outstripped in the race by
his hustling competitors. There are
few Opticians so well prepared but
could be benefited by a brushing up;
while a great many are in actual need
of a Systematic Course, in order to
make them worthy of the name and
entitle them to public confidence.

During the past two months we
have booked a large number of stu-
dents who are now entering on the
work. We have made great prepa-
rations in all our Courses, and hence
we are in position to accommodate all,
even those who have made no engage-
ment.

If this strikes a responsive chord, write us and

Higher, not Lower
We have not attempted to attract

students by bargain prices, which can
tend only to lower the optical standard
and belittle the calling in the eyes of
the public. But instead we base our
claims for patronage on painstaking
instruction, up-to-date methods, mode-
rate charges and full worth for the
money. Realizing the possibilities of
Optometry, which is yet in its infancy
as a profession, we have always labored
for its elevation by lengthening our
term, raising our requirements and
increasing our training ; and hence our
Graduates will be so well equipped as
to command the confidence of the
people, and assume the standing in the
community to which the educated
Optometrist is entitled. While the
reputation of such it College willafford him through the Diploma aprestige not otherwise attainable.For Attendant Students, our Coursesare Six Months, Three Months andOne Month.
For the can't-get-aways, our Corre-

spondence System (in which fieldwe were the pioneers) is yet and alwayshas been unrivalled.

enclose 80. for " The Key to Success In Optics."

The first ten chapters have been
republished in book form with
additional matter, illustrations and
colored plates, price $2.00. Chap-
ters XI and XII have also been
published in book form under the
title " Supplement to the Optician's
Manual," price 81.00. These books
will be sent postpaid, to all parts
of the world front this office, on
receipt of price. Or can be had
from the leading wholesale opti-
cal houses of Great Britain, and
Bosch, Barthel .1 Co., Sydney,
N. S. W. for 8.. 4d. for tile Op-
tician's Manual, and 4s. 2d. for the
Supplement.

CHAPTER XIII
(Continued)

ASTIGMATISM

In the case under consideration her poor
vision and the desire of her parents that every-
thing possible should be done, led to the em-
ployment of atropine, under which the glasses
accepted were + 2 S. 0 + 1.25 cyl. axis 900.
A week later, when the atropine had worn off,
another test was made, when she accepted +
S. 0 1.25 cyl. axis 9o0, which were the
glasses prescribed.

There are three morals to be drawn or les-
sons to be learned from this case.

I. The ease with which one might be led
into a diagnosis of myopia and concave lenses
prescribed, when hypermetropia is really pre-
sent and convex lenses required. In this case,
when each eye was tested separately, convex
lenses were rejected and the optician might
almost have been justified in excluding hyper-
metropia ; but the careful man will realize the
fact that the symptoms do not point to myopia,
while the inability to obtain anything near nor-
mal vision with the concave lenses would also
disprove it. But the superficial optician (of
whom there are too many), seeing convex
lenses rejected and concaves accepted, would
confidently prescribe the latter and imagine
himself a scientific optometrist.

2. The advantage in cases of suspected
spasm of accommodation or latent hyperme-
tropia, of trying both eyes together.

3. That the value of atropine in cases of
this kind has been to a great extent over-esti-
mated. The full amount of defect as developed
under atropine can never be corrected anyhow,
and in this case it will be noticed that the
glasses prescribed differ but slightly from those
accepted before the mydriatic was used ; so
little that it is almost fair to conclude that the
latter would have yielded as much satisfaction as
the former. This is certainly a source of grati-
fication to the optician, who should endeavor to
correct his cases without recourse to drugs.

We have made no mention of the results of
skiascopy and ophthalmoscopy in this case, be-
cause the majority of opticians depend upon
the test case, and we desired to exemplify
how much could be accomplished by its use in
skilled hands, even in a difficult and obscure case
like this.

FITTING ASTIGMATISM

In the correction of astigmatism, our prin-
cipal test and our main reliance in fitting glasses
is by means of trial lenses. In simple astig-
matism, the spherical lenses which should be
tried first are usually rejected, and cylindrical
lenses are unhesitatingly accepted. In com-
pound astigmatism the test is commenced with
convex spherical lenses, which are accepted and
increased until the hypermetropia in the case Is
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corrected. If astigmatism is present, it is found
to be impossible to secure the full normal vision
of la. If the astigmatism be not of high de-
gree the patient may perhaps be able to name
some of the letters on this line only with evident
difficulty, but many of the letters will be mis-
called and some of them will be entirely indis-
tinguishable.

If the strongest convex lens which the eye
will bear for the distant test has been selected,
it may be replaced by one slightly weaker, and
then the convex cylindrical lenses placed in
front of it, rotated to the meridian affording the
best vision and increased as the eye will accept.
This combination of convex sphere and cylinder
would indicate a case of compound hyperme-
tropic astigmatism.

If the convex spheres are rejected, con-
caves may be tried ; but in this connection it is
necessary to utter a word of caution and that is,
never to place concave spheres before the eye
unless the acuteness of vision is markedly im-
paired. If the vision is la, or if some of the
letters on the No. 20 line can be read, as in the
instance mentioned above of compound hyper-
metropic astigmatism, myopia could scarcely be
present and the concave spheres should not be
made use of. If they are, they will most likely
be accepted and then the diagnosis of the case
will be in doubt.

In cases like the above, when the strongest
convex sphere has been found and when convex
cylinders placed in front of it afford no improve-
ment or are rejected, a concave cylinder may be
tried over the convex sphere with its axis at
1800, and if this causes a notable improvement
in vision or if it can be rotated to any meridian
that does, astigmatism is shown to be present
and the cylinder should be increased until per-
fect vision is obtained. If the convex sphere
and the concave cylinder have the same refrac-
tive number, the case is one of simple hyper-
metropic astigmatism. For instance, if + I D.
spherical is accepted as affording some improve-
ment, and a — I D. cyl. axis 1800 placed before
it is still better and gives the highest vision, the
cylinder neutralizes the sphere in the vertical
meridian, while the i D. remains in the horizontal
meridian, which would be equivalent to a + i D.
cyl. axis 900. This plane cylinder has the same
refractive power as the sphero-cylinder and may
be substituted for it and will produce the same
improvement in vision.

If it is found that the concave cylinder
accepted is weaker than the convex sphere, the
case may be regarded as one of compound
hypermetropic astigmatism. For instance, if
+ I D. sphere and
— .5o D. cyl. axis
800 are combined in

the trial frame, the
cylinder will partially
neutralize the sphere
in the vertical meri-
dian, while the hori-
zontal meridian is un-
affected, and the re-
sulting lens would be
as follows : + .5o S. C .5o cyl. axis 900.

If the concave cylinder should happen to
be stronger than the convex sphere, a case of

mixed astigmatism is
indicated. For in-
stance, if a — 2 cyl.
axis 1800 is required
in connection with a
+ I sphere, the re-
fraction of the vertical
meridian would be my-
opic to the extent of
I D., and the horizon-
tal meridian hyper-

metropic to the same degree. The error can be
corrected by a cross-cylinder or a sphero-cylin-
der, the choice being made from the three fol-
lowing combinations:
+ I D. cyl. axis 900 — i D. cyl, axis 1800
+ I D. S. C — 2 D. cyl. axis I800
— I D. S. C + 2 D. cyl. axis 900

+
—.50

+ .50
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Following along these same lines in the use
of concave lenses, the weakest sphere is selected
that affords the best distant vision. If this is
not quite up to the standard a weak convex cyl-
inder may be placed before it with its axis at
900. If this improves vision, a stronger one
may be tried, or it may be rotated to some
other meridian in the hope of securing still bet-
ter vision and then increased.

If the convex cylinder makes vision worse,
a concave cylinder may be tried with its axis at
5800 and slowly rotated to determine the proper
meridian. If this yields on improvement it may
be carefully increased as indicated.

If the convex cylinder and the concave
sphere are of the same number, there is neutrali-
zation in one meridian and the equivalent is a
concave cylinder, which indicates a case of sim-
ple myopic astigmatism.

If the convex cylinder is weaker than the
concave sphere, there is partial neutralization ill
one meridian only, both of which still remain
concave, and the case is shown to be one of
compound myopic astigmatism.

If the convex cylinder is stronger than the
concave sphere, the convex element predomi-
nates in one meridian, while the concave re-
mains unaffected in the other, and the cross-
cylinder that results indicates a case of mixed
astigmatism.

When a concave cylinder is combined with
a concave sphere, no matter which is the stronger
or if they are both of the same number, the case
is always one of compound myopic astigmatism.

SUNDRY POINTS

The advice is usually given to observe the
shape of the face and head, and any irregu-
larity in their conformation is supposed to indi-
cate the possible existence of astigmatism. But
this cannot be relied upon, and the beginner
must not be misled into trying to establish a
case of this defect, simply because he sees some
apparent abnormality in the contour of the
features. Astigmatism is to be determined by
the tests of the refraction of the eye as out-
lined in this chapter, and not by the appearances
of the face.

Inasmuch as hypermetropia is the prevail-
ing error of refraction, astigmatism is more often
associated with it than with myopia, and hence
hypermetropic astigmatism is the most common
variety.

Astigmatism may be classed as a congenital
defect, and hence one may naturally infer that
the symptoms to which it gives rise would mani-
fest themselves early in life. The scholar may
be troubled with a blurring of vision at times,
occasional headaches and show a peculiar tilting
of the head. In some cases these symptoms
are so noticeable that they cannot be ignored,
and the child receives the attention which his
eyes need. In other cases the suffering is not
severe, and the child passes through school
and the man enters on a business life with
scarcely a suspicion of any defect of the eyes.
Finally, business cares, or impaired health,
or excessive use, or advancing age, brings to
the surface an unmistakable error of refrac-
tion, which, on examination, proves to be astig-
matism and which now receives the proper
attention.

But there are numerous other cases where
there are no symptoms of trouble during child-
hood and where it is fair to presume the eyes
are emmetropic. Later in life, from the causes
mentioned above, eye symptoms begin to mani-
fest themselves and increase until they demand
attention, when it is found that astigmatism is
unquestionably present, and the correction of
the same affords the desired relief. This is
contrary to the accepted view of the congenital
origin of astigmatism, and yet it is scarcely
more improbable than that astigmatism should
arise de novo, and that the defective meridians
should alter in location and degree.

(TO BE CONTINUED)



LOOKING BACKWARD
■■•■

Now that we have stepped into the Twentieth Century we look with pride (but with no thought of boasting)
on what we have achieved in the closing years of the Nineteenth Century. We came into the optical field in
1889 as jobbers and importers of optical goods. By fair dealing, buying the best goods and selling them at as
low prices as consistent with a living profit, we have steadily grown until to-day we are one of the largest
distributors of optical goods in the United States Starting twelve years ago in a room having less than 200
square feet of floor space and employing two people, we have made steady and healthy growth until to-day we
occupy an area of space sixteen times as great as at the outset, and now forty-four persons are actively engaged.

LOOKING FORWARD
With the experience of the past to guide us we mean to push forward ; and with better facilities for the
handling of business, with the best goods that can be bought in this or any country, we will be in a better
position than ever to serve our customers. Our aim shall be in the future, as it has been in the past, to merit
the confidence and patronage of the trade by square dealing and prompt service. Thanking you for past
favors and trusting to receive your support in the future, we remain,

Yours for business,

The Globe Optical Co.
Boston, Mass.

Goer z Trieder Binoculars
Ilaving completed facilities for assembling

the • various parts and mounting them in our
New York factory, we are enabled owing to the
savings in the customs duty to reduce the list
prices as follows :

Binoculars.
3 X 6 X9 X12

$38.00 $46.00 $54.00 $62.00

Monoculars.

$15.50 $18.50 $21.50 $25.00

Though our prices are still slightly in ad-
vance of those charged by other manufacturers
for an admittedly cheaper grade of goods, there
can be no doubt but the public will be found
Willing to pay the few dollars extra for goods
which in every respect are acknowledged to be
the very top notch of optical and mechanical
perfection.

Observe carefully, please, the rack and
pinion for focal and pupillary adjustment, as
well as the separate revolving adjustment for
any variation that may exist in the strength of
the eyes. In comparison with any other glass,
particularly observe the great area of field, the
increase of light and the depth of focus, or ex-
pressed in other words, its stereoscopic effect.

C. P. GOERZ OPTICAL WORKS
32 East Union Square, New York City
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The Optical Treatment of Conical
Cornea

Swan M. Burnett, M. D., Ph. D.,
 in Annals of Ophthalmology

By the term keratoconus, or conical 
cornea,

we mean to indicate that condition of
 the cornea

in which, without any antecedent o
r accompany-

ing inflammation, it gradually cha
nges its form

without losing materially its transpa
rency, assum-

ing a shape more or less conical in 
character.

The cone, however, is not necessa
rily, nor

indeed commonly, perfect. Yet there is nearly

always some approach to regularit
y in the curve

of the surface, and upon this regul
arity depends

the success of treating the conditi
on by optical

means. In the pre-ophthalmometric period
 the

nature of this curve could not b
e determined

with any degree of accuracy, and 
whatever op-

tical means were applied, resulted
 from purely

empirical testing. The invention of the disk

If concentric rings by Placido, so
me little time

before the introduction of the o
phthalmometer,

aided much in the determination, 
but it is only

by the ophthalmometer that we are
 able to make

Measurements that give us nearly r
eliable data

Ito the solution of the problem.

By means of this instrument we are 
enabled

to examine the curve at any part
icular part of

the corneal surface, and not only fix
 upon that

which is the more nearly regular, 
but more im-

portant still, find the 'direction of the
 meridians

of greatest and least refraction ; for,
 as we have

been able to determine with anythi
ng like accu-

racy by this instrument alone, there 
is in nearly

every case of keratoconus, at some
 time during

its history, an amount of regula
r astigmatism

the correction of which improves
 vision, often

to a great degree. In fact, as a general rule, in

my experience, it is this correc
tion of the de-

termined regular astigmatism alo
ne that gives

whatever amount of benefit we obta
in by glasses.

I have not found the skiascope of 
any great

value in the determination of the
 character of

the general refraction, or in i
ndicating the ap-

propriate glasses for correction. 
This useful

means in, the diagnosis of refract
ive conditions

cannot be relied upon for accurac
y, unless the

refractory media are devoid of i
rregular refrac-

tion. This I pointed out in a paper 
entitled

" Some Incidental Phenomena
 of the Shadow

Test," read before the Americ
an Ophthalmo-

logical Society, in 1892. In this I called atten-

tion to what I termed " interna
l shadows" re-

sembling those found in true con
ical cornea, but

which I found upon careful ke
ratometric meas-

urements were not due to any 
irregularity of the

corneal curve or lens changes.

This appearance in an apparentl
y perfectly

normal eye, and which is quite 
as common as

the " scissors movement,"
 does not seem to

have been considered proper
ly in any of the

ti-eatises or chapters on th
e shadow test with

which I am acquainted. Their consideration of

Fig.

dee.

Corneal Refraction of Plac
ido's Disk in a Typical 

Case of

Keratoconus
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the forms and changes in the
 ,shadows in irregu-

1# astigmatism do not seem 
to me to be appli-

cable here ; certainly not for the aver
age ob-

server. I have not seen a single c
ase in which

tills phenomenon was at all 
marked that did not

give a refraction as d
etermined by the shadow

t.st different, and usually higher, than that

found by the test lenses.
4.1 - ' • - •

No little patience is sometimes r
equired in

Nvorking out the form of the curves a
nd measur-

ing the curvature of the sides of 
greatest and

least refraction by means of the o
phthalmometer.

The apex of the curve is not always 
found at

the center of the cornea, and as the 
refraction

shifts with each movement of the eye, 
some time

may be consumed in locating it and t
he direction

of the axis of the curvatures of th
e principal

meridians. Much assistance in these particulars

is rendered at the beginning of the 
examination

by Placido's disk, which is attached 
to the Javal

ophthalmometer. I will state here that the

one which forms a part of Javal's o
riginal model

is by far the best. I usually observe and record

diagrammatically the general slope of 
the disk

at the apex of the curve and then 
successively

at the base at either end of the pr
incipal meri-

dians, which can be roughly estima
ted by the

direction of the apices of the cone-like
 forms of

the figures which are formed there. 
See Fig. 1.

This rough estimate of the directi
on of the

meridians is then refined by means 
of the oph-

thalmometer and the curvatures meas
ured ; these

measurements, however, are not of ma
terial assis-

tance in the further working out o
f the correc-

tion, except as to the astigmatism, 
and even here

there is often a want of harmony in 
the two find-

ings. It has been generally assumed th
at, on

account of the high refraction at the 
apex of the

cone, the general refractive conditio
n in kerato-

conus is myopic. As a matter of fact, however,

in the majority of cases that have b
een examined

by me the general myopia, when
 present, has

not been high, and in a goodly n
umber, about

forty per cent. of the whole, there
 was a hyper-

metropic astigmatism in at least o
ne meridian.

In the hypermetropic cases we mus
t assume that

it is not the light coming through 
the apex that

is used, but only that coming thro
ugh the sides

of the cone which have a hyper
opic refraction.

In making examinations with glass
es, therefore,

it is not wise to rely too impli
citly upon the

ophthalmometric measurements of the
 apex as

a guide, but to try patiently to find
 the combina-

tion of lenses that gives the best
 vision. The

fan of Snellen and spherical glas
ses are often

very helpful in working out each 
meridian sepa-

rately. Not only do we find that the two 
me-

ridians may have opposite refracti
ve states, but

I have met but one case in which 
the opposite

halves of the same meridian had 
opposite refrac-

tion, a condition, which, unsuspec
ted, might give

rise to very conflicting results at
 different exam-

inations. As this is unique in my experience 
and

reading, I give a short history of 
it.

Dr. J. M. P., my classmate in 
school and

room-mate at medical college, 
was not aware

that there was any special diff
iculty in vision

until he was more than thirty years of age.

Certainly, during his college career
, when I was

his constant companion, he mad
e no complaint.

During the last few years, since he 
became pres-

byopic, he has made efforts to fit
 himself with

glasses, but with no satisfactory 
success. He

visited me some four years ago 
and asked that

I make a thorough examinati
on of his optical

condition. R., V. = , With + 1.75 0 +

.75 cyl. ax. 165° =- +. In L., V. =

The ophthalmometer showed an 
irregular refrac-

tion of the cornea in the left eye which was

peculiar, and upon further 
investigation was

found to be as follows : The keratoscopic

images of Placido's disk, as sh
own in Fig. 2.

It will be observed that the 
central image is

somewhat oval and slightly diagona
l to the hori-

zontal meridian. The temporal a
nd nasal figures

are irregular pointed cones, as 
we usually find

them in keratoconus, and so is
 the image on

the upper half of the cornea. The image in the

lower half, however, is a horizo
ntal oval,- indi-

cating that the refraction is grea
ter in the verti-

cal than in the horizontal mer
idian. An oph-

thalmometric measurement was t
hen made at

15° or 200 from the apex, alo
ng the vertical

and horizontal planes, with the 
following result:

Horizontal plane (or approximately) center

46 D., nasal 36 D., temporal 
43 D. ; vertical

plane, center, 57 D., upward 33 
D., downward

58 D. As a matter of comparison I 
give the

measurements of the other cornea 
which has

only a small amount of astigma
tism : Horizon-

tal center 41 3i D., temporal 38 D., nasal 37 D.
 ;

vertical center 43 D., upward 41 D
., downward

Fig. a

Appearance of the Corneal Refle
ction of Placido's Disk in the

Case of Dr. J. W. P.

39 D. This latter corresponds fairly well 
with

what I have found in the average 
normal opti-

cal eye.
In the vertical meridian, therefore, w

e have

a hypermetropia ill the upper half 
and a myopia.

in the lower half, with a difference at
 the selected

localities of 15 D. This would only come from

an unusual flattening of the cone 
above and an

unusual bulging below. Fig. 3 will give an

idea of the form of a vertical sect
ion of the

Fig. 3

Diagrammatic Representation of a 
Vertical Section of the

Cornea of W. 1'. shown in the heavy line; the

dotted line representing a typica
l keraioconus

cornea as compared with that of a ty
pical cone,

which is represented by the dotted
 line. The

discovery of this from of the corn
eal surface

explained a very curious phenome
non in his

vision which he, too, observed in his
 long series

of self-examinations, which was that 
he could

see equally well with a -I- 8 and a — 
8 spherical

lens according as he inclined his 
head slightly

up or down in looking at the test o
bject. On

testing, we found that when the head 
or eye was

turned down and the light passed thr
ough the

upper or flatter surface it was the + 
glass that

improved, and when it passed through 
the lower

or more curved surface with the ey
e or head

elevated it was the — lens which ga
ve the best

vision. With + 2.25 C + 6.75 cyl. ax. t
o°

his vision was increased from A to T6,2-, and 
with

the added lens for presbyopia he re
ad No. i at

eighteen inches.
Sometimes, however, myopia is the 

pre-

vailing optical condition. I have seen one such

case, where, after the operation of 
burning the

apex of the cornea with the actual c
autery, the

cone assumed an almost regular form
 at the apex

with a refraction, as measured by 
the opthal-

mometer, of about 6o D. With the stenopaic

slit and a — 16, vision was increased 
from count-

ing figures at three feet to A nearly. Before

the operation no optical appliances had 
improved

vision materially. As result of the cauteriza-

tion, which involved the whole thick
ness of the

cornea, there was only a slight diffuse 
opacity.

Of the hyperbolic lenses of Raehlma
n I

have only to say that in my hands
 they have

not been satisfactory in practice. There can be

no question that as long as the visu
al axis cor-

responds to the apex of the curvat
ure of the

lens vision is improved, and in some
 cases very

pronouncedly so ;- but immediately thi
s relation

(Continued on page 83)
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YOU ASK
Why Buy an Ophthalmometer ?

BECAUSE
GIVES ADDED ACCURACY TO YOUR WORK.GIVES 'ABSOLUTE RESULTS WITHOUT QUESTIONING YOUR PATIENT.SIMPLIFIES THE WORK OF REFRACTION.SAVES TIME.

BRANCHES
ATLANTA, GA.

DENVER, COLO.

PARIS, FRANCE

PRICES

With Lighting Attachment

$70.00
Without Lighting Attachment

$62.50
LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH

AGENTS

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY

For the Pacific Coast,
California Optical Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.
For New England,
Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.

For Philadelphia,
D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Great Britain,
J. Raphael & Co.,

London, England.

We do the largest volume
of Prescription Work done
by any house in the world.

MOST ACCURATE.
MOST PROMPT.

WHOLESALE OPTICIANS
131-137 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

YOU ASK
Why Buy a Hardy Ophthalmometer ?

BECAUSE

IT
MEASURES THE CORNEAL CURVES ABSOLUTELY ACCURATELY.IS THE EASIEST TO MANIPULATE AND READ.HAS THE CLEAREST DEFINITION.IS SOLD WITH AN ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.

January, I oot

Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishi lig inquiries answered in this departmentmust send name and atddress—not for publication, but as an evi-dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order inwhich they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymouseoininuhiieat ions.
To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give properadvice in the management of cases submitted to us, it is essentialthat we be furnished with a complete history of each case andaccurate information on the following points:
1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and whatnumber?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glassesafibrd.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with them).5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).6. Test for lllll scular insufficiency.

B."—Lady, twenly-nine years old. General
health good, except some nervous trouble al
times. Began to wear glasses al the age of eleven
years, and has had then: changed several times
since. Vision 1%. Is wearing + 2, which makes
vision bid -I-- 3.25 is the best we can do for her,
which brings vision to about 118. Minus lenses,
of any power, are entirely foreign to her; she
cannot see anything through them. There is no
muscular imbalance, no headache, no pain about
head or eyes. The only thing is that she cannot
see well. The same 'correction improves distant
and near vision alike. No astigmatism.
The condition of the refraction in this case is evi-

dently hypermetropic, in connection with which there
seems to be an amblyopic condition of the retina.
Ordinarily, when a spherical lens is incapable of rais-
ing the vision to normal, astigmatism is suspected and
cylindrical lenses are placed in front of the sphere.
Our correspondent, however, makes the positive state-
ment that there is no astigmatism present, and we
presume that he has determined this point to his own
satisfaction. The pin-hole test should be made use of,
in order to determine whether or not it is possible to
raise the vision above the IR, secured by the last lenses.
If this can be done, a re-examination must be made,
in order to find a lens or combination of lenses that
will afford equal improvement. If, however, the pin
hole is of no benefit to vision, the convex spheres
mentioned are probably the best that can be found
and should therefore be prescribed. It is not uncom-
mon in the higher degrees of hypermetropia to find
amblyopia in connection with the error of refraction;
but we would hardly expect ,to find it in a case of low
degree, like the present one. In these cases it is often
necessary to give a stronger glass for reading than that
worn for distance ; in this lady's case the same correc-
tion may answer for both purposes, as mentioned by
our correspondent, but the time is not far distant for
her when a second pair will be needed for close use.

" H. How can I determine, without using a
mydriatic, whether or not a person forty-five years
old has any latent hypermetropia?

2. In using a mydriatic in refracting, should
a mydriatic be used alter?

3. In hyperphoria where there is an insnf-
ficiency, which muscle is at fault, whether there is
an upward turning of one eye or downward turn-
ing of the other?

,it. Which instrument is ',lost useful for the
the optician, the tropometer or the phorometer?

1. At forty-five years of age the ciliary muscle
has lost a great deal of its contractility, and the crys-
talline lens has liecome much denser and firmer ; this
means a greatly weakened power of accommodation.
Latent hypermetropia is due to an over-action of the
ciliary muscle, or to spasm of accommodation ; there-
fore, on account of the diminution of this function,
the hypermetropia, which had been concealed, now be-
comes manifest. • It is fair to presume that a person of
this age has no latent hypermetropia, although it
would be impossible to make a positive statement to
this effect without using the cycloplegic. •

2. This question we do not understand as it is
written. '

3. Hyperphoria means a tendency of the visual
axis of one eye•to'place itself above that of its fellow.
Cataphoria means a tendency of the visual line of one
eye below that of its fellow. Of late, however, this
word has been little used, and the terms " right hyper-
phoria " and " left hyperphoria " have been substi-
tuted. Therefore, a right hyperphoria may indicate
that the right eye places its visual axis above the left,
or that the left eye places its visual axis below that of
the right. In other words, there - may be an insuf-
ficiency of the inferior rectus muscle of the right eye,
or of the superior rectus muscle of the left eye. Hence,
it will be seen that the terms which are in use do not
designate really which eye or which muscle is affected,
but only the direction of the deviation.

4. The sphere of the tropometer and of the pho-
rometer are quite different, and perhaps we can best
answer the question of our correspondent. by a brief
mention of each.

The tropometer was designed to measure the
comparative rotations of the eye. It consists essen-
tially of a telescope in which an aerial image of the
cornea is formed near the eye-piece. A scale,
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graduated to measure the rotations of the eye in
all directions, is placed at the point where the image
is formed. The patient first fixes the center of the
object glass, and then by the direction of the observer
the eye under examination is rotated to the fullest ex-
tent in the four principal meridians, while the head is
kept absolutely immovable. The effect is registered
on the scale by the movements of the cornea. As we
have a normal standard of rotation upward, downward,
inward and outward, any departure from which will be
shown from this instrument, and is of value in under-
standing many conditions of heterophoria.

The phorometer contains two prisms of five de-
grees each, which can be rotated so as to make a
prism with its base vertical, and %vith its base horizon-
tal. In the first place, an artificial vertical diplopia is
produced. If the two images are not in the same ver-
tical plane, an insufficiency of either the external or
internal rectus muscle is shown, which can be cor-
rected by a slight rotation of the prisms, and the
amount of exophoria or esophoria present can be
read off the scale of the instrument. The prisms are
then placed bases • in, when an artificial .horizontal
diplopia is produced, and if there is any insufficiency
of the inferior or superior recti muscles, it will be
shown by the two images not occupying the same
horizontal plane. The prisms are then rotated slightly
one way or the other until the lights are seen on the
same level, when the amount of right hyperphoria
or left hyperphoria can be read off the scale of the
instrument.

There can scarcely be any doubt that in the detec-
tion and correction of the various forms of hetero-
phoria, the phorometer is by far the most useful instru-
ment to the optician.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

•

" P. A. T. "—Healthy boy, aged fifteen years. Tobacco
stripper. Never wore glasses. R. V, I ; — .50
ax. 165° V. =L L. V, I; —.75 —.50 ax.
.t8o° V. 1. For past fortnight left eye has squinted
inward with resultant diplopia, and he complains
of pain over it. Can, of course, see with left eye
covered, when the right eye converges. A 22
prism, base out, will bring vertical streak to
flame. 3° of left hypelphona. I could not re-
duce concaves by fogging, and so far as monocu-
lar acuity is concerned the test was vety satisfac-
tory. With prism of + .50 sph. he could see
better in the near, and I loaned him a frame with
these inserted for constant wear, telling him to
return in a week or sooner if he encountered
trouble. I was loath to give the original pre-
seription, fearing the effect on his motor muscles.
While I hope to help the squint, through the
accommodation, yet I ant inclined to believe the
trouble is in the nerves governing the recti. Is
there any way in this case of exercising the ex-
terni ? Should a mild form of cycloplegia by an
oculist be thought of? What course would you
advise me to pursue?

In the first place, as the vision of each eye is II,
which is normal, mjtopia and myopic astigmatism can
safely be excluded. • Over the left eye our correspon-
dent has a — .75 sphere in addition to the — .50 cylin-
der, which we must unhesitatingly criticise as incorrect
for an eye possessing the normal standard of vision,even
though such a combination does afford some improve-
ment. It should be remembered that glasses are pre-
scribed sometimes to improve vision and sometimes
to relieve certain symptoms as asthenopia and strabis-
mus ; and again they may be given for both purposes.
In a case like this, where the vision is already normal,
only the second object must be kept in mind.

Instead of being myopic, we would be inclined to
regard the refraction in this boy as probably hyperme-
tropic. We arrive at this conclusion, first, by exclud-
ing myopia for the reasons mentioned above ; and,

isecond, -by- suspecting hypermetropia, which s the
most common cause of convergent strabismus in young
people. The writer has seen many examples where
glasses were given in hypermetropic cases, and inex-
perienced opticians are so apt to fall into this error,
as has been frequently shown on these pages, that
we think this feature of the case should be empha-
sized.

If we knew the amplitude of accommodation we
would be in a better position to judge of the possible
existence of latent hypermetropia. Perhaps if the
two eyes were tested together they might be coaxed to
accept convex lenses ; and if so, the strongest that can
be borne should be prescribed for constant wear. If
not, then we would advise prisms and would suggest
to start with 5° over each eye base out. Our corres-
pondent asks about a cycloplegic : of course, this
would .determine definitely the presence or absence of
hypermetropia if it is seen fit to have it used, and
this is perhaps the better way ; although we think the
case can be managed satisfactorily without it along the
lines suggested above.

" C. A. G."—It is generally understood, that the crys-
talline lens when at rest has a refractive power
equal to about /2 diopters, and yet it brings parallel
rays of light to a focus on the retina no/ more than
an inch behind it. I would Mink they ought to
focus at leas/ Three inches behind the lens, for the
cornea and other media do not exercise much re-
fractive influence on the light rays. Please explain.
The focal length of the crystalline lens is about

46 mm., but the effect of the other media cannot by
any means be disregarded. The two surfaces of the
cornea are practically parallel, and as the index of re-
fraction of the aqueous humor is about the same,
these two structures may be regarded as forming a
single medium. The refracting surfaces of the eye
are therefore the anterior surface of the cornea, and
the anterior and posterior surfaces of the lens. Rays
of light entering the eye traverse successively the dif-
ferent media, undergoing changes of direction in their
passage from one to the other before they are con-
verged to a focal point. In passing from the air,
which has a refractive index of into the cornea with
an index of 1.33, they are passing from a rare into a
denser medium, and suffer refraction-according to the
well-known laws and are rendered somewhat conver-
gent, sufficiently so to bring them to a focus about
to nun. behind the retina. On entering the lens which
is a still denser medium through a convex surface, its
rays are rendered still more convergent. The refrac-
tion of light by the crystalline lens is not a simple
matter of refraction at its two surfaces. The index
varies from layer to layer, increasing from its surface
to its center ; and hence light passing from one layer
of the lens to another is refracted in accordance with
the change of refractive index. The surfaces separat-
ing the layers are like the surfaces of the lens, that is,
always convex towards the less refractive medium,
and hence the change in each instance is towards
greater convergence. At the posterior surface of the
lens the light passes from the more refractive lens sub-
stance into the vitreous humor having a lower index,
but as the convex surface is again towards the less re-
fractive medium, the rays of light are still more con-
verged. They then pass on directly through the
vitreous humor, where they again converge sufficiently
to bring them to a focus upon the retina. This ques-
tion of the refraction of the eye involves several fac-
tors : the indices of refraction of the different media
must be considered, as well as the distance from the
vertex of the cornea to the lens, the thickness of the
lens, and the distance from its posterior surface to the
retina. From these data certain cardinal points have
been deduced, and schematic eyes constructed to
substitute for the refracting- system of the eye. For
a fuller consideration of the details of this matter,
we would refer our rorrespondent to " Physiologic
Optics," by Tscheming, published by THE KEYSTONE.

"I. E. L."—A boy ratite to me for glasses. Wilk trial
case I find he requires Me fol/ozt,ing : R. E., 160
prism, axis 155° base up, out ; L. E., 16° prism,
axis so° base up, out. I le has no myopia, hyper-
melropia or astigmatism. 117th above prisms can
see perfectly, but without them be uses only the
R. E, which is perfrctly straight ; but left eye
turns in, and the whole amount of prism over this
eye is Me way test was made, then divided as
above, which is very satisfactory, but I think il
too much to wear. The L. E. commenced turning
in when six years old ; he is now twelve years
old. With prisms he sees pet:frilly with each eye,
but without them he uses only the A'. E.

We are not given any information as to the acute-
ness of vision or the amplitude of accommodation,
and hence we have no data on which to base an
opinion as to any impairment of the refraction or
accomthodation. Our correspondent says there is no
error of refraction, and we presume he has fully satis-
fied himself on this point.

If this condition of strabismus has lasted for six
years, we would expect to find some impairment of
vision in the squinting eye ; in fact, this is almost
invariably the case.. However, we are told that the
boy sees perfectly well with each eye, from which we
infer that each has been tested separately and each
shows a normal acuteness of vision. When we come
to analyze the phraseology attached to these prisms,
we confess we do not understand just vhat is meant.
Our correspondent uses the words " axis at 155°,"
then " base up" and finally the single word " out."
Now, it is not common to use the term " axis " in con-
nection with the word " prism " ; but, instead, it is
designated by the position of its base, which may be
either up or out, in or down, or at some oblique angle.
But when the axis is mentioned at a certain degree
and then the " base up " and afterwards the word
" out," the position of the prism is, in our mind, very
much confused. We might add, that in convergent
strabismus it is customary to place the bases of the
prism outward. In regard to the advisability of wear-
ing so strong prisms as 16° over each eye, it is impos-
sible to express a definite opinion. Usually, such
cases are considered suitable for a tenotomy ; and yet
if these prisms give perfect satisfaction, it might be ad-
missible to prescribe them, selecting a slightly weaker
number if stich will suffice. This is a case in which ex-
ercise of the muscle may be used, in order to develop its
strength and thus gradually to overcome the deviation.
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No Need to Wait for Catalogue Here You Are
List of Staples Selected from our New Catalogue

for January Sorting Up
Spectacics and Frames with Riding Temples.

No. 4. weight gold riding frames Wit:1101E 8K.
ltffist'S, u and i eye only   per doz., $4o.00No. 4X. Heavy weight gold riding frames %vith- 8 K. to K.01.11 lenses, oo, o and 1 eye . . . per doz., 43.5u 52.50No. 23. German silver riding frames, without lenses, oo, o,
and 2 eye   per doz.,No. 27. Alumnico riding frames, without lenses, co, o and

I eye  
No. 27-i Alumnico riding frames, with gold filled bridge,

o and x eye  
No. 27B. Alumnico riding frames, cable temples, without

lenses, oo, o and 1 eye  
No. 27C. Alumnico riding frames, cable temples, with gold

filled bridges, o and x eye  
No. 33. Warranted io K. gold filled riding frame, periscopic

convex lenses . . . . . .  
No. 34. Warranted io K. gold filled riding frame, without

lenses, oo, o and i eye  
No. 34A. Warranted to K. gold filled frames, cable temples,

without lenses, oo, o and i eye  
No. 34C. Extra quality gold filled frames, cable temples,

guaranteed lo years, without lenses oo, o and
.1 eye  

No. 34D. Extra quality gold filled frame, beveled end pieces,
guaranteed io years, without lenses, oo, o and
I eye  

No. E. Extra quality gold filled frame, beveled end pieces,
cable temples, guaranteed io years, without
lenses, oo, o and x eye  

No. 54AA Good quality,steel frame, blue or bronze, oo, o and
I eye, without lenses  

No. 5413. Good quality, steel frame, nickel-plated, oo, o and
eye, without lenses  

No. 54C. Good quality, steel frame, nickel-plated, oo, o and
I eye, without lenses, cable temples,

No. 541). Good quality, steel frame, nickel-plated, oo, o and
I eye, without lenses, cable temples, gold filled
nose piece

.4

tl

It

Spectacles and Frames with Straight Temples.

To K.
$48.00
14 K.
73.50

3.60

4.50

5.50

7.50

8.50

13.00

11.00

14.40

ifi.00

i8.(x)

24.00

4.50

4.80

8.00

Eyc-Olass and Frames with Offset Guard.

No. 108. Medium weight frames, offset cork or shell nose 8 K.piece, wtth first quality periscopic interchangeablelenses, oo, o and i eye  each, $ 4.10 $ 4.80 $ 6.6oNo. 1o8A. Above frames, No. 108, without lenses, oo, oand i eye   per doz., 38.00 46.50 68.0oNo. 129. Warranted to K. gold filled frame, offset cork or zylo-nite guards, with periscopic lenses,   per doz., $13.00No. 129A. Frames No. 129, without lenses, oo, o and i eye .   " 11.0oNo. 129-1. Extra quality to K. gold filled frame, guaranteed/0 years, cork or zylonite guards, with first quality periscopiclenses
No. 12913. Above frame, No. 129-1, without lenses, (x), o andeye  
No. /3113. Alumnico eye-glasses, offset guards, periscopicconvex lenses  
No. 131C. Alumnico eye-glasses, offset guards, without lensesoo, o and i eye  
No. 143. Extra fine light steel eye-glass frame, offset corkguards, with first quality periscopic convex interchangeablelenses  
No. 144. Frame No. 143, without lenses, blue or bronze, oo,and I eye  
No. 145. Frame No. 144, but nickel-plated, oo, o and i eye .  

Eye-Glasses and Frames with Adjustable Civards.

To K. 14K.

it

44

17.00

15.00

6.8o

4-80

7.50

4.50
5.00

No. 729C. Warranted to K. gold filled frame, adjustable corkguards, with periscopic lenses   per doz., $13.00No. 1291). Frames No. 129C,without lenses, oo, o and x eye   " 11.00No. 129EE. Extra quality 1 o K. gold filled frame, guaranteed10 years, adjustable spring guards, with periscopic lenses .No. 129E. Above frames, without lenses, oo, o and I eye . .8.50 No. 131. Alumnico eye-glasses, adjustable cork guards,periscopic convex lenses   4I 6.80No. 131A. Above frame, without lenses, oo, o and 1 eye , .   16

No. T5A. Medium weight, oval eye wire, flat 8 K. to K. 14 K.
teinples, without lenses, o and x eye, per doz., $52.5o $61.50 $88.50No. 2IA. German silver frame, straight temples, flat eye wire
and temples, without lenses, oo, o, I and 2 eye . per doz., $ 3.60No. 25. Aluinnico frames, oval eye wire, flat temples, without
lenses, oo, o and i eye   4.80No. 32. JO K. gold filled frame, oval eye wire and temples,
without lenses   I 1.00No. 32A. to K. gold filled frames, oval eye wire and temples4' guaranteed " To years, without lenses . . . .No. 32.13 Extra quality gold filled frames, beveled end pieces,
" guaranteed " io years, without lenses . . . . 8. ooNo. 42A. Good quality, blue or bronze, oo, o, I and 2 eye,
without lenses   2.70No. 43A. Good quality, nickel-plated, oo, o, I and 2 eye, with-
out lenses  

15.00

FINE QUALITY, WHITE, 0.12 to 8.00 D. /
Periscopic convex, polished edges, $2  Co

concave, " 2  00

41

3.00

oo Eye.
$2.30 $2.60 per doz. pair.
2.30 2.60 4 4 ill II

18.00
15.00

Rimless Eye-Glasses.

Offset Guards, Cork or Zylonite, like cut. Mountings
mplete withWithout handle or catch. coScrews.
Per dozen
$28.00

.40.0°I19-A. lo K. " filled, rimless, Io-year guarantee tag, 10.00119-8. 10 K. " " " warranted I() K. filled, 7.5o124. Steel, nickel-plated,   2.50

No.
120. fo K. gold, rimless,
120-1. 14 K. "

4.8u

With first quality
Periscopic
Lenses.

l'er dozen.

$38.°°
47.00
17.00
13.00
6.00

PRESCRIPTION WORK DONE FOR THE TRADE.

Discount from above prices, 50 per cent. and the usual cash discount.6 per cent. If paid In 10 days; 5 per cent. if paid In 30 days.

L. MANASSE CO. Nov,zz,S.A.L.Eops, 88 Madison St., Chicago, U. S. A

January, 1901

"Skiascopy"

Address by S. B. Millard, betbre the Ntinuesota Optical Association.

S. B. Millard

After giving the
history and theory
of the method of ex-
amination, which is
more or less familiar
to our readers, the
speaker said, in part:

That skiascopy
is becoming more
popular among the
opticians is not sur-
prising, as it is the
only objective
method which can
measure the full di-

optric power of the eye, without the co-
operation of the patient. Students often be-
come discouraged in the study of this method.
Theoretically it is very simple ; in practice it is
quite difficult ; but with close study and applica-
tion it can be mastered in a very short time.
One of the most pleasant features of the method
is that it requires no expensive apparatus. It
is most practical and accurate. The exactness
depends, however, upon the skill of the opera-
tor, which, I might say, will become perfect
with knowledge, experience and confidence in
yourself.

Regarding the statement that skiascopy
cannot be depended upon, this is a mistake.
The method is purely mathematical. There is
no " guess work " about it, and is so acknowl-
edged by most of the eminent refractionists of
the day. This method is practiced with a plane
and concave mirror, with either of which you
can attain the same results.

Let us study the method with a plane mir-
ror, while I, in practice, prefer a concave one.
A room sufficiently dark, not real " pitchy
dark," will answer all purposes. If your room
is too dark you will find it difficult to handle
your lenses, and you gain nothing by having it
so. The room should be at least ten feet long,
or longer, if possible ; however, do not think it
'ill hinder you in your practice if you cannot
have the room I suggest.

First, always test your patients' eyes with
the pencil and prism to be sure you do not fit
an ambylopic eye. If you had a patient who
had paralysis of the optic nerve and the eye
was hypermetropic of i D., you would see
that amount of hypermetropia together with
your working distance. It would certainly be
quite embarrassing to an operator to di‘scover
subjectively that the patient was ambylopic after
you had found I D. of hypermetropia and had
informed the patient to that effect. In myopia
you have + rays and the retinal reflex moves
against the mirror, providing the myopia is of
a higher degree than the working distance. In
hypermetropia the motion is with the mirror
always. In emmetropia the motion is always
NVial the mirror to the amount of your working
distance. Seat your patients so you can work at
least forty inches -from them. Place your light
to the side and a little above the patient's head.
Direct your patient to look just over your head
at some distant object ; this will relax the accom-
modation. Place the retinoscope before the right
eye. Move your head just a trifle and note the
retinal reflex.

Care must be taken never to move the
shadow clear across the pupil, for when this is
done you always see motion, even if the eye is
neutralized. If the reflex moves with the mir-
ror you have - or o rays, and to bring such
rays to a focus .upon the retina of the operator
you insert a convex lens in the trial frame and
note the reflex again ; if it still goes with, a
stronger convex lens is required. This is re-
peated until the reflex has no motion, when the
point of reversal has been reached. Subtract
the distance the retinoscope is from the eye of
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the patient and you have the amount of hyper-
metropia for which the patient will accept a
convex lens.

When you find an eye that the actual retinal
reflex motion moves against, you have + rays or
myopia, there being an excess of refractive
power ; such rays are neutralized with concave
lenses. You proceed exactly the same as in
hypermetropia, except you add your working
distance to the neutralizing sphere, which will
give you the full amount of myopia.

Cautious judgment must be used in pre-
scribing lenses for myopia and not fit the case
too strong, especially when the patient has
never worn lenses. The same rule applies in
this method as it does in the subjective. I have
found that it never pays to correct myopia to
over la and sometimes as the case may be.
In a case of astigmatism you will soon detect
the " band " appearance, which will locate the
axis of the cylinder. You will also note the
difference in the rapidity of the motion in the
two principal meridians. Always fit, in astig-
matism, the meridian which will accept the
strongest sphere. You will note now that the
opposite meridian has reversed and moves in
the opposite direction. To neutralize this mo-
tion you use a cylinder of the opposite quantity
of the sphere already selected. This will bring
you a contra-generic lens. Add or subtract, as
the case may be, your working distance from
the sphere selected and your correction will be
complete.

When you see a retinal reflex that moves
against in one meridian and with in the one at
right angles, you immediately know you have
a case of simple myopia or mixed astigmatism.
In simple hypermetropic astigmatism the retinal
reflex always moves with the mirror in all meri-
dians, but more in one than In the other, as the
emmetropic meridian always moves with to the
amount of the working distance. Should your
neutralizing lens be + i D. C -i cyl. ax. i8o0,
the lens you would prescribe would be - i cyl.
ax. 1800, as you never molest the cylinder in
deducting or adding the working distance. If
your neutralizing lens be + 2 0 -i cyl. ax.
1800, you first deduct the working distance from
the sphere, which leaves you + i 0 -i cyl.
ax. I800, and when transposed would give you
-I- 1 cyl. ax. 900.

The accommodation of the eye is one of
the difficult problems we have to contend with.
Whenever I find an eye that is inclined to
accommodate, or I mistrust it is accommo-
dating, I select a lens which I think is the
proper strength or which neutralizes the motion.
I now turn the incident rays away from the
eye and direct the patient to look at the most
distant object in the room. Suddenly I throw
the light across the light area and see if the re-
flex remains " still " ; if so, I know the accom-
modation is relaxed, and if I find it hasn't, it is
very easy to detect the amount if you only mis-
trust that an eye is accommodating.

The first thing a student has to do is to
thoroughly study the principles involved, then
procure an artificial pasteboard eye to practice
on, which can be set so you can prove your
work. There is no mystery in skiascopy and the
principles are not as difficult to master as is
generally supposed. It requires, however, pa-
tience and practice, but is well worth the time of
any student who wishes to perfect himself in
optometry and make our calling as professional
as possible.

Use no drug in skiascopy for the purpose
of paralyzing the accommodation. I think the
time is not far distant when oculists as well as
opticians will not adhere to this old idea. You
all know what acute judgment must be used in
prescribing for an eye that the accommodation
has been paralyzed, and one who prescribes suc-
cessfully, we might say, is a good "guesser."
In the first place, even if you could attain the
same results when an eye is dilated, it is harder
to detect the reflex motion, as the larger the
pupil apparently the slower the motion. The
smaller the pupil the more rapid the motion. I
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see some authors advise inserting a + I sphere
in the trial frame and then working at forty
inches. I do not feel like contradicting this
method, but I find you will nearly always fit
myopia with too strong a lens and when you
have a case of astigmatism you have all the cells
of your trial frame filled, which you will find is
quite annoying to the patient.

The Optical Treatment of Conical
Cornea

(Continued from page 70

is changed, as it constantly is, in the ordinary
use of the eyes, vision is made worse, for the
reason that the curved surface of the lens no
longer corresponds to the faulty curvature of
the cornea it is supposed to correct. The same
holds true of the conical lenses recommended
by Angelucci and others. I find that patients
Who have them seldom make use of them.

In the application of contact lenses, recom-
mended by Fick and Kalt, but suggested many
years ago by Hershell and since modified by
others, I have had no personal experience.
Theoretically, of course, the suggestion is a
good one and in the physiological laboratory
allowable, but it seems to me too hazardous for
practical application, and they cannot come into
anything like general use.

A good deal can be said in favor of the
stenopaic apparatus under some of its forms.
The simple hole or slit combined or not with a
correcting glass often makes a wonderful change
for the better in the visual power, as judged by
the test letters. But it has the defects of its
virtues, as has many another thing good in its
way. While cutting off the light that is con-
fusing by its diffraction, it does not leave suf-
ficient light for satisfactory vision, and the field

__is narrowed to a very annoying degree. The
suggestion recently made by Snellen, I believe,
of having the opaque disk perforated with a
number of holes somewhat on the order of a
pepper-box top, obviates some of these disad-
vantages, particularly when the lines of holes
are made to correspond to the meridians of
least and greatest refraction and are supple-
mented by the correcting glass. One great
objection to the stenopaic apparatus, however,
is from a cosmetic standpoint. Women, who,
by statistics, are more prone to keratoconus
than men, object to the unsightliness of the
black disk in any of its forms. Then there
are those who seem to be indifferent to even the
considerable improvement glasses can give them
and prefer the bad vision without glasses or
other optical appliances, to the annoyance of
wearing spectacles in any form.

Under the heading of " optical treatment,"
I presume, might fall a consideration of iridec-
tomy or iriodesis for the purpose of transferring
the pupil to a more regularly curved part of the
Cornea and altering its slope so that it shall con-
form more nearly to the best refracting meridian.
The ophthalmometer is valuable, in fact, an
indispensable agent in the selection of the locality
for. the new pupil. The same might be said of
tatooing the apex of the cornea in order to cut
off the rays passing through it, particularly
when it becomes, as it often does, more or less
opaque. This, however, would be trenching
on the ground of those who are to deal with
the operative treatment of keratoconus, and I
shall -leave a full consideration of these features
of treatment to them.

Every Issue Worth a Dollar
ED. KEYSTONE :-Here is my dollar for twelve

more KEYSTONES. There is information in every one
worth -a dollar and in many of them five times that
much. If " the best is yet to come," I have nothing
to suggest for its improvement.

Respectfully yours,
C. E. HAYDEN,

Jeweler and Optician.
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20th Century Spectacle anV
Eye Glass Cases

at 20th Century Prices
Do you want a cheap paper or leatherette case ? We have it.
Do you want fine ones? We have them as well.
Fine quality grained leather, open end, leather tips, riding bow, straight

temple or offset eye-glass, $7.50 per gross.
Curved eye-glass cases, $4.50 per gross,
Lettered with your stamp or fine type in best gold leaf, $1.50 per gross, extra.
Send for illustrated catalogue and price-list.

MciNTIRE, MA GEE @ BROWN
Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing Opticians

723 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

We fill Prescriptions at lowest wholesale prices, as well as make cases. The finestprescription work in the country is built in our shop. Send for price-list, blanks,addressed envelopes, etc.

To the

Southern Optician
We have just added a Cylinder Grind=

ing Machine to our branch at Atlanta, and thus
completed by far the most extensive lens-grinding plant
in the entire South, enabling us to turn out any kind of
lens on the shortest notice. We are especially fitted,
of course, to turn out accurate and prompt Prescription
Work. In fact we are turning out the same class of
work and giving the same attention to every detail as in
our Home Office in Chicago, and that means that we are
doing perfect work. We solicit a trial from the Opticians
and Jewelers in our territory who do Prescription Work
with the confidence that we will be able to please and
satisfy them by our accuracy and promptness.

REMEMBER WE DO A WHOLESALE BUSINESS ONLY.WE DO NOT RETAIL

F. A. HARDY & CO.
Let us send you
Our Catalogue

405 Prudential Building

Atlanta, Ga.

Ophthalmic
Cabinet

A patient a little more frank than
sorile, said to an old optician within
a month who had just bought one of
our Cabinets : " I thought that you
had gone to seed, but I guess my con-
clusions were a little premature," and
she ordered an $8 pair of glasses.

The up-to-date man is going to
do the refraction business. Why
shouldn't he ? The time of the
traveling shoemaker and house-to-
house tailor has gone.

You may not think that you need
a Cabinet, but you will wonder what
made you think so when you have
used one a week.

Elevator for your Cabinet, -
Elevator and Cabinet, - -
Cabinet, without Elevator, -

S 5.00
15.00
10.00

ANGLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
Great Britain Agcnts

If your patient's eyes smart and ache, he
will say that it is your glasses. Don't give
him the chance.ANTINILoGisTiNE wpillriccuer: 3th5emc..

BROWN & BURPEE, Manchester, N. H., U. S. A.

January, 1901

Skiascopy
(CONTINUED)

Our new hook on
Sk lascopy ix now ready.
It contains over 200
pages, with numerous
Illustrations and sev-
eral colored plates.
No practicing Optician
can afford to be with-
out a copy of this
treatise, which far ex-
cels in comprehen-
siveness and practical
value any work here-
tofore published on the

subject. It not only explains the shadow test in its practical appli-
cation to the work of refraction, but expounds fully and explicitly
the optical principles underlying it. In depth of research, wealth
of illustration and scientific completeness the work is unique.
'rho price of the book is $1.50 and it will be sent postpaid to all
parts of the world on receipt of this amount ; or it can be had
from the leading wholesale optical houses of Great Britain, or
Bosch, Barthel & Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for Gs 3d.

The work will continue to appear in serial form, as hereunder,
in this journal. The first installment was published to the Sep-
tember, 1899, issue.

CHAPTER IV. ( Continued)
General Optical Principles—Focus, Diffusion, Aberration,

Inversion and Magnification.

TI-IE KEYSTONE

If an object is one meter distant from a +
5 D. lens, the lens transposes all the pencils of
light from the object. One diopter of its power
is required to neutralize the -I-- i Cm. waves of
each pencil that comes to it, leaving + 4 D. to
be expended in focusing each pencil. The foci
of the individual pencils will be io in. from the
lens, but they will be at different points, in an
area at right angles to the principal axis of the
lens. If the object be placed in the position of ,
these foci, Jo in. from the lens, it will require
+ 4 D. of its power to neutralize the + 4 Cm.
waves that come to it, leaving D. with
which to focus the pencils at one meter. The
points on the opposite side of the lens that are
respectively the point of origin and focus of a
pencil, are called conjugate foci, for each is the
potential, if not actual, focus of the other, or of
a pencil of light from the other, for this lens.
A group or system of pencils thus focused, pro-
duces a group of foci at about the same distance
from the lens. If a screen be so placed as to
react upon each pencil at or near its focus, it
will display, under suitable optical conditions,
an inverted image of the object. The inversion
of the image and its extent compared with the
object, are effects of a different character than
the mere transposition of each pencil.

DIFFUSION

This is also an effect upon individual pen-
cils of light. It is the effect of the reaction of
a screen at some other point or area, either pos-
terior or anterior, than the focus or focal area.
That such reaction affects each pencil of a group
in the same manner and at the same time ren-
ders the action none the less an action upon the
individual pencils. We can, of course, see the
result of reaction only upon the group taken
collectively, but the reaction is upon the indi-
vidual pencils. If the screen be held quite near
the focal area of the group, there will be de-
veloped upon it a small diffusion circle for each
pencil. Approach toward the exact focal posi-
tion reduces the area of each diffusion circle and
" sharpens " the definition, while recession from
the focal position enlarges the diffusion circles
and dims the image. If the screen is posterior
to the focal position all the waves reaching it are
convex ; but if it is anterior to the focal position
all the waves are concave. In the former case
the waves develop upon the screen from the
center outward ; but in the latter case they de-
velop from the circumference of the diffusion
circle inward. The latter development also re-
flects the waves inward, which accounts for the
beautiful display of geometric figures on the
area of diffusion when a bright area of light is
imaged.

Fig. 25 illustrates the development of the
waves in a group of diffusion circles, each for an
individual pencil of light. It can be readily
seen that, whether the waves are developed
from the center outward or from the circum-
ference inward, they are proceeding, between

centers, in opposite directions. These diffusion
circles overlap, for each point on the screen is
the center of a diffusion circle, and while the
diffusion circle that centers at A is most intense
ill molecular activity at A, its activity there is
impaired or reduced by its activity at other

Fig. 25

points in the diffusion circle of the pencil. But
other pencils spread their activities over A as
well as receive its activities. There is, then, an
exchange or mingling of molecular activities by
pencils whose diffusion circles overlap, and each
center is less individual than it would be if reac-
tion were at but one point. This mingling tends
to destroy the identity of the foci, although the
foci or diffusion circles of adjacent pencils may
be so small in extent as to preserve a fair image
of the object. A clear definition of the image
and diffusion circles are incompatible on this
account, although it requires wide diffusion to
utterly destroy the image. The loss to the
clearness of the image by diffusion is not a loss
of light necessarily, but a loss of individuality
of the centers at the screen, and therefore loss of
identification of such centers with points in the
object.

An image produced by diffusion circles lacks
distinctness in proportion to the extent of the
diffusion circles. While the area lighted by the
pencils may be bright, brightness does not make
the image. The diffusion circles along the mar-
gin of the area of light give an indefinite margi-
nal line to it, and if, instead of circles, the
figures are oblong, on account of unsymmet-
rical refraction (as those produced by a sphero-
cylinder), the image will be most
extended in the .direction of
greatest diffusion. But what-
ever the effects of diffusion cir-
cles upon a screen, they are an
effect upon individual pencils of
light. The diffuse image is simply
the sum of these effects, and what-
ever the diffusion upon the screen,
the pencils that are formed at it
from the dissaciated impulses of
the incident pencil or pencils, by
which the eye sees the image,
are composed of symmetrical or
spherical waves and are capable
of being focused by a lens or
emmetropic eye. The diffusion
upon the screen is the diffusion of incident pencils
entirely. The emmetropic eye that views such
image will obtain a true picture of the figure or
effect at the screen, whether the incident pencils
be accurately focused there or not—that is, of
course, if the screen is within the range of the
observing eye's accommodation. In skiascopy
there may be diffusion in both places, the retina
of the observed eye answering to the screen.
There is necessarily diffusion at the retina of the
observing eye when the area of reversal is at
the cornea or pupil, although if the light is at
one meter and there is one diopter of myopia,
natural or artificial, in the observed eye, the
image upon the retina of the latter will be per-
fect and without diffusion. The secondary cor-
rection of — i D. relieves the observing eye of
its own diffusion, but imparts diffusion at the
retina of the observed eye. But when the
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observed eye, with passive accommodation,
views the distant object, or when, with the
necessary exercise of its accommodation, it
views the near object, there will be no diffu-
sion. Diffusion, after the secondary correction
is made, is due to the nearness of the luminous
area while the accommodation is passive.

SPHERICAL ABERRATION

This is also an effect upon individual pen-
cils or the waves of individual pencils of light.
We may obtain a clear idea of the nature of this
optical effect by the study of the modifying influ-
ence of a lens upon a wave of light that is trans-
mitted through it. It will serve the purpose
also of illustrating the operation of the rule
governing the relation of the curvature of the
glass to its modifying effect upon the curvature
of the waves of light, stated in Chapter. II.
In Eig. 26 let A B be a plano-convex lens,
index of refraction, alb, 1.50, the radius of cur-
vature of its anterior surface being 2 in., or its
curvature 40/2 = + 20 C111. Let H P be a
plane or neutral wave of light proceeding in the
direction G C, the principal axis of the lens.
At the point G the wave will be modified in
curvature c/a = 501150 = of the curvature of
the glass. -1 of + 20 Cm. = 6A Cm., and as
the refraction is positive and the wave before
refraction is neutral, after refraction its curvature
becomes, at G, — 61 Cm. Its radius of curva-
ture at G is therefore 3 G AI; AI being the cen-
ter of curvature of the glass. But at D the
wave will become — 61 Cm. also, and its radius
of curvature will be 3 D M No point an G C
can be 3. G M from G and 3 D M from D, nor
will the wave at D have the same curvature as
the wave F the point to which it has advanced
on G C while H was passing to D. At F the
wave will have a greater curvature than at D
and its center is G .F nearer to G than the cen-
ter of the wave at D is to D. But at L also
the wave will acquire curvature of — 61 Cm.
and its center cannot be as near as the center
of V, nor as distant as the center. of D. At
the wave will be G F nearer its center than at
G, and it will also be G F nearer its center than
at D ; and at Vit will be G V nearer its center
than at L, and 0 will be L 0 = V F nearer
its center than D. Hence the wave is not cen-
tered at one point or focus, but along a line
equal to G F the focus of F being nearest tlf,

Fig. 26

and its focal length to 3 G M This is spheri-
cal aberration at the first surface. But treating
such aberration, for the time being, as a negli-
gible quantity, which is equivalent to treating
the thickness of the glass as a negligible quan-
tity also, and supposing the wave to be spherical,
or of equal curvature (— 61 Cm. ) at D, 0 and

at the.plane surface of emergence it will be
again modified in curvature clb of 61 Cm. = .50
of 61 Cm. = 31T Cm. and become at S 6N +
311. = — 91, Cm. The modification takes place
at S before it does at 7', for the wave reaches S
before it reaches T. As the wave is no longer
static in curvature, at 7' it will have evolved
greater curvature than at S without considering
its increased curvature due to aberration at the
first surface. But with the emergence of the wave
at S into air it will not only acquire increased
curvature, but it will evolve increased curvature
from S onward i1 times as rapidly. Hence,
while modification at Sand Twill be equal, clb,
Twill have greater incident curvature and the
wave from S onward will gain curvature or ap-
proach its center more rapidly than the wave
from R until R also emerges in air at T

(To BE CONTINUED)
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians

A. JAY CROSS, PreSideni, New York City.
C. A. LososTamii, Treasurer, Philadelphia, Pa.
J. II. ELLts, Secretary, South Bend, Intl.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Chicago,
in 1901.

Canadian Association of Opticians

j. CCI.VERHOUSE, President, Toronto,
AmmoN DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer, 170 Queen Street

East, Toronto.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians

C. N. QUIMBY, President, Boston, Mass.
W. L. THOMAS, Treasurer, Boston Mass.
W. R. DONOVAN, Secretary,4 Province Court, Boston, Nlas.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Association of Opticians

JAMES HOLDEN PreSident, Syracuse, N. Y.
C. B. HIBBARD,'Treasurer, Pulaski, N. Y.
A. W. GOLDER, Secretary, Seneca lulls, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, 3Iarch, May, July,
September and November.

New York State Optical Society

F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
F. E. ROBBINS, Treasurer, Elmira, N. Y.
F. B. MARCHANT, Sec'y, 56 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
H. F. FREEMAN, Treasurer, West Chester, Pa.
C. A. LososirnsTit, Secretary, 228 Market St., I'hilu., Pa

Meets in January, March, May and November.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STA N DA UT, President, Detroit, Mid,.
E. FAMES, Sacretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Midi.

Iowa Optical Society

H. P. Hormss, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
EZRA Nnexot.I.s, Treasuter, Eldora, Iowa.
J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown Block, Sioux City, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society

WALTER WYATT, President, Peoria, Ili.
W. C. SOMMER, Treasurer, 101 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
Next meeting to be held in Chicago, in January.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. MCALLISTER, President, Baltimore, Md.
J. H. BRANDT, Treasurer.
IV. ii. KETTLER, See., 109 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

Meets at rooms of Photographic Assn., Baltimore, Md.

California Optical Association

E. N. ACKLEY, President., San Francisco, Cal.
W. H. Misr, Treasurer, San Jose, Cal.
G. L. SCHNEIDER, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. 0. WArrs, President, Eugene, Oregon.
W. E. GARRETSON, Treasurer, The Dalles, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, 'Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY Ev5asoi.s, President, Seattle, Wash.
CsAs. Hoi,cosit, Treasurer, Seattle, Wash.
II. L. Korn, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Next meeting, February, 1901.

Granite State Optical Association

Gun. H. linowN, President, Manchester, N. II.
W. L. FICKETT, Treasurer, Concord, N. H.

v.1. A. CAoErrr, See' y, 940 Elm Street, Manchester, N. H.

.51eets seeomi Toesday of January, March, June, Sep-
telpher and No%•ember.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, PreSidelli, Beloit, Wis.
FRANK C. HYDE, Treasurer, Appleton, MS.
WALTER H. GRUNERT, Secretary, Green Bay, W114.

Meets semi-annually. Nex I meeting, January 1 Ith,
2.30 P. M., in Plankinton House, Milwaukee.

North Carolina Optical Society

S. R. PECK, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. MAHLAR, Tree/WM', BaleVal, N. C.
W. H. LEosAtt 0, Secretary, 1 iuston, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. MILLARD, President, Litchfield, Minn.
CHAS. A. HOFFMAN, Treasurer, Minneapolis, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Sec'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society

P. A. DILWORTH, President.
F. A. Worn., Treasurer.
M. H. HARRIS, Rec, See., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.

Meets trcond Wednesday of each month at Fifth Avenue
Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club

G. R. BAUSCH, President.
W. V. Menu, Treasurer.
R. E. SWEETINO, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce Build-

ing, Rochester, N. Y.

THE KEYSTONE

Do Our Eyes Become Defective By
Study?

THIS question will present itself to any one
Who reads the last report of Dr. Jay W.

Seaver, the director of the Yale Gymnasium.
This gentleman devoted much time to the phy-
sical examination of the present Freshmen Class
Of the Yale University, and found with regard
to their eyes that only forty-three per cent. of
the class had normal vision. Eighteen per cent.
%vere obliged to wear glasses, eighteen per cent.
were near-sighted, and twenty-one per cent.
Nvere afflicted with either hypermetropia or
astigmatism. Fifty-seven per cent. therefore of
the class had defective vision. This would seem
to be an. abnormally high percentage, and one
might -feel obliged to consider the constant use
of the eyes for close work the main factor. This
conclusion, however, would be too rash. Dr.
Risley has shown by carefully compiled statistics
that the study alone cannot be held responsible
for the harm which befalls the eyes of the school
children during the educational process, since it
has been demonstrated that a very large per-
centage of the children enter the schools with
congenitally defective eyes. This conclusion is
strengthened by the fact that these defective
eyes have been shown to be especially liable to
injury, while the model or emmetropic eye and
the eyes most nearly approaching this ideal state
of refraction enjoy not only the highest visual
acuity, but are also comparatively free from
pain and maintain a nearly uniform percentage
in all the grades of school life. All that may
be fairly attributed to the strain of the eyes from
study is a moderate myopia, which in this case
amounted to eighteen per cent. We may say,
however, that even these eyes had a certain dis-
position to it, and that therefore not the close
application of the eyes for near work alone may

be held responsible for this defect. Of course,
the study brings out the congenital defects and
reminds the students that something is wrong

with their eyes. But often they find this out
only after a long period of headache and suffering

due to strain of the eyes. It is therefore the

duty of parents and teachers to see that the
children's optical defects are corrected as soon

as possible. In short, every student should
have his eyes examined carefully, in order to

equip his eyes properly for the struggle for life.

Then it will probably be found that this high
percentage of defective vision is not so very un-
frequent if the same high standard is applied as

it was to these students. And it may also be

expected that a careful examination of the eyes

of all students during the lower grades of their

educational curriculum may prevent almost all

those defects which are the result of too much

eye strain under unfavorable and improper condi-

tions. We then may expect less near-sighted-

ness and less suffering from unknown and

uncorrected ocular defects.
The following editorial on this subject is

taken from the Philadelphia Bulla/in.

An examination of the eyesight of about 5000

public school children has recently been made in

Chicago, and as a result it is asserted that practically

one-third of the cases tested show serious impairment

of vision. This is particularly the rule with pupils

ranked as dull and backward in their studies, and the

conclusion is drawn that in many such instances low-

ness of standing is caused by inability to see quickly

and correctly, rather than by mental obtuseness.

Another statement is that the percentage of defective
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sight incr,...aseF steadily through the higher grades, and
that mar". pupils who enter the primary schools with
apparently normal eyes find themselves unable to see
clearly without artificial aid before they reach the high
schools.

It would be interesting to know if the same pro-
portion of visual disability exists in the schools of this
and other great American cities. There seems to le
little doubt that tendency of modern life is tcwilrd
the impairment of normal vision in an increasing mul-
titude of instances. The number of children and
people who are forced to look out on the world through
the medium of eye-glasses is apparently growing with
each decade ; and if the Chicago series of tests fairly
represents the conditions prevailing elsewhere, there
are hosts of pupils without spectacles m,ho ought to he
wearing them in order to prevent permanent injury to
themselves.

This is a matter important enough to deserve the
attention of educators and parents. Poorly-lighted
school rooms, in which the scholars have to strain
their eyes as they pore over their books, constitute an
abuse that ought not to be tolerated in any commu-
nity, but they are by no means uncommon. The
neglect to insist that children shall have proper light
in their reading and study at home is another danger ;
but it is one which fathers and mothers have it within
their power to obviate. More care in these respects
is assuredly required unless the American people are
to become it nation of spectacle-wearers within the
next few generations.

Optical Legislation

NOTHER state optical society—that of
Minnesota—is to make an effort to secure

legislation that will give a legal standing and
protection to those who practice optometry
(exclusive of medical graduates). The bill to
be presented at the coming session of the Legis-
lature will be found, in full, on another page t f
this number. The first effort of this kind was
made some four or five years ago, by the New
York State society, under the leadership of Mr.
Chas. F. Prentice, then president, and Mr. A.
Jay Cross, of the executive committee. Their
bill was vigorously advocated and bitterly con-
tested during a whole session, and while it failed
of passage, it accomplished other and perhaps
then unforseen results. It focused the attention
of opticians throughout the country on the
need of organization, and what has since been
accomplished in this regard is familiar to all
KEYSTONE readers. A natural sequence of
organization has been a cultivation of personal
ambition, a desire for and attainment of a higher
education, a gradual evolution of a code of
ethics, the implanting and fostering of the germ

of professionalism, community of interests and
many other advantages. Thus did Mr. Prentice

and his associates build better than they knew,
.and their efforts were by no means the failure
which they then regarded them. Naturally

this new measure, the first of its kind, was far

from perfect, and those who have since been
inclined to follow their lead, have profited by
their labors and experience. The Minnesota
bill seems to have been carefully drawn up to

excite the least opposition, but yet to amply

serve the purpose intended. It should be free

from the bitter antagonism from the medical
profession, which defeated the New York bill.

If the Minnesota society and opticians in general,
throughout the State are earnest in their desire

for such a law and have the necessary funds

( and this is quite important, as they will learn) we

see no reason why they should not succeed in

this effort.

iII
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A New Association of Opticians

Pursuant to a call by 1-1. E. Murdock, the Portland

optician, a meeting of the opticians of Maine was held

at the Congress Square Hotel, Portland, on the eve-

ning of December 20th. On motion, Mr. Murdock

was made chairman of the meeting, and stated the

reasons for calling the opticians of the State to organize,

viz., threatened legislation by the medical profession,

and the general advantages of organization. On mo-

tion the chair appointed R. B. Swift, E. E. Tuttle and

A. M. Wentworth a committee to make nominations

for officers. The committee made the following

recommendations : President, H. E. Murdock, Port-

land ; first vice-president, Arthur P. Allen, Bangor;

second vice-president, Orel E. Davis, Rockland ; trea-

surer, A. M. Wentworth, Portland ; secretary, R. B.

Swift, Portland. Executive committee—E. E. Tuttle,

E. S. Pendexter, Geo. McL. Presson and Wm. H.

Blacar. The report was favorably received and the

officers recommended duly elected.
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C. Rich, of Auburn, Me. ; J. H. Voyer, T. N. Gagne,

of Lewiston, Me. ; Geo. Mc. L. Presson, of Farming-

ton, Me. ; Orel E. Davis, of Rockland, Me. ; Frank

A. Webb, of Bridgton, Me. ; J. W. Springall, of Dex-

ter, Me. ; Edw. B. Buck, of Brewer, Me. ; John R.

Roche, of Eastport, Me. ; W. Guilbault, of Biddeford,

Me. ; Edw. King, of Bethel, Me.

Illinois Optical Society
The first meeting for the new year, of the Illinois

Optical Society, has been announced by President

Wyatt for January 9th and path, to be held in the

rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' Association, on the

sixth floor of the Columbus Memorial Building, Chi-

cago. There will be an afternoon and evening session

on Wednesday, January 9th, and on .the second day

there will be an afternoon session, the meeting to

wind up with a banquet at the Palmer House on the

evening of January loth. There will be an interesting
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New England Association

The monthly meeting of the New England 
Asso-

ciation of Opticians was held at Young's Ho
tel, Bos-

ton, on the evening of December ifith. The examin-

ing committee reported that applicant L. A 
Hamlin,

of N.Vatertown, Mass., had passed a satisfactory e
xam-

ination and Mr. Hamlin was elected a member. 
An

application was received from F. C. Anderson, of

Boston, and was referred to the examining commi
ttee.

A letter was read from an optician in Portland
,

Me., stating that there were rumors afloat that 
the

medical men of that State were going to present a bi
ll

to the legislature that would seek to prevent opticia
ns

from testing for errors of refraction. The writer

stated that a meeting had been called, looking to th
e

formation of a State optical society and asked for

advice from the New England Association. On Ind-

tion, the secretary was directed to furnish such aid a
s

had been asked for.
The chair announced that Chaining M. Wells, of

Officers of the Maine Association of Opticians

Robert B. Swift, secretary of the association,

originally from Bucks County, Pennsylvania, 
1w-

gnu life as a mechanical engineer. He subsequent
ly

studied optka; and has been in the business 
in

Portland, Me., for the past twenty years. In fil
et,

he was one of the pioneer opticians of the State 
and

is an enthusiast on the necessity and poten
tiality

of organization.

II. E. Murdock, president of the Maine Associa-

tion of Opticians, is about thirty-five years old and

has been located in Portland for the past ten years,

previous to which time he was with .1. W. Sanborn

& Co., at 3 Winter Street, Boston, and later travel
ed

for the Globe Optical C
'

o. of Boston, leaving this

concern to establish ilitl present business. lie is

alive to the bright future of the optical profession.

Mr. Murdock thanked the members for the honor

conferred upon him and gave a brief outline of the work

expected of every member, if their purposes were to be

accomplished. The chair appointed Messrs. Tuttle,

Pendexter and Rich a committee to draft a consititu-

tion and by-laws, and to report at the next meeting,

which will be held at an early date. The executive

committee was empowered to engage a suitable person

to represent the association at Augusta, the State

Capital, during the sessions of the next Legislature,

and to procure such legislation as would further the

interests of opticians.
The chair read several letters he had received re-

garding germane to the proposed organization, one of

which was from the officials of the New England

Association of Opticians regarding the new society

joining in the Legal Defence Fund, organized by the

New England Association about a year ago, and in

which the Granite State Society also affiliated. It was

decided, on motion, to co-operate in this fund, and

A. M. Wentworth was appointed as the representative

on the board of trustees, that manages the fund.

An informal discussion, generally participated in,

closed the meeting, and it was the general opinion

that the new association had been launched with an

auspicious start, with every promise of a bright future.

An adjournment was had, at the call of the president.

The following enrolled as members and, with several

exceptions, were present at the opening meeting : E.

E. Tuttle, H. E. Murdock, A. M. Wentworth, R. B.

Swift, N. T. Worthley, Jr., W. C. Rich, E. S. Pendex-

ter, of Portland, Me. ; W. C. Bryant, W. H. Blacar,

Arthur P. Allen, Geo. E. Chase, of Bangor, Me. ; A.

and profitable programme and a large attendance is

expected. The officers of the optical societies in each

of the neighboring States have been invited and a

number have expressed themselves as expecting to be

on hand. There is a large amount of important busi-

ness to come before the meeting and every member of

this society should be present. A large attendance

always increases the enthusiasm and for that reason, if

for no other, not a single member should stay away.

Preliminary preparations for the banquet at the Pal-

mer House have already been made, and the occasion

promises to be a most enjoyable one.

Tennessee Needs an Optical Society

KNOXVILLE, TENN., Dec. 15, 1900.

En. KEYSTONE :—Knowing you to be the champion

of the optical trade I enclose a clipping from one of

our local papers and ask your assistance in keeping

tab on this proposed medical bill. It is a great pity

that there is no optical organization in this State, as it

may be needed for the protection of our interests and

would serve us in many ways.
Truly yours, OPTICIAN.

[The clipping referred to by our correspondent

relates to a bill regulating the practice of medicine in

the State of Tennessee, which will come before the

next legislature. As we have not been able to procure

a copy of the measure at this writing we are unable to

say whether it, in any way, touches the optician or his

business. It will bear watching by the Tennessee

opticians, however, and we share our correspondent's

regret that there is no State optical society, a chief func-

tion of which would be to look after such matters,—ED.]

A. M. Wen!, rib, t c...ss.er of the new organi-

zation, is a jeweler-optician and bas been actively

engaged in the practice of optics for the past ten

years. He took an optical course in New York City

and is still an earnest student of optical science.

the American Optical Co., would address the Januar
y

meeting of the agsociation, on the subject, " The

Optical Business Viewed from a Factory Standpoint.
"

W. F. Sidelinger, of Boston, was then presented

to deliver an address on " Practical Photography.
"

After sketching the history of the art and those wh
o

had been prominent ill its development, he said,

among other things :

PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

The amateur photographers of to-day hold quite

a place in the art world and are constantly comi
ng to

the front with new men. They will, I think, 
almost

take the professional photographer's field.
The amateur usually starts with some such 

a

camera as the No. 2 Bullseye. This he will use about

a season or so. Then he begins to become a fiend, if he

is at all interested, and at the end of about 
another

season he is a full-fledged fiend and is ready to
 delve

into the mysteries of the Zeiss lens and all the
 new

developers on the market. You can sell him anyt
hing.

A first-class rule for the amateur, or one a 
little

further advanced, to follow, is to study his 
camera—

find out just what it is capable of, learn one 
developer

for his plates thoroughly and stick to it. 
Better re-

sults will be obtained thereby. The best developing

agent which I can recommend is the old 
stand-by,

pyrogallic acid. It is not a stainless developer, which,

perhaps, some of you have found out, and I 
think that

accounts for its not being more generally use
d.

A few years ago a white sky in a print wa
s one of

its strong points. To-day that is changed
, and a white

sky is the worst feature and will condemn a print

when the rest of the composition ma
y be perfect.

Beautiful skies in your pictures may be 
obtained by

the use of the numerous ray filters and 
screens now on

the market, or by the easy method of do
uble printing.

(Continued on page Rs.)
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THE LEADING OPTICAL COLLEGE OF THE WORLD.

MASONIC TEMPLE
DRS J 138,GW McFATRICH
EYE & EAR SURGEONS

FACULTY

J. B. McFATRICH, M.S., M.D.,
PRESIDENT AND PROFESSOR Or THE

PRINCIPLES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

C. W. McFATRICH, M. D.,
3ECRETARY AND PROFESSOR OF
CLINICAL OPHTHALMOLOGY

H. S. TUCKER, A. M., M. D.
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

C. P. JOHNSON, L. B., L. L. D.
OPTICAL JURISPRUDENCE

J. K. WHEELER, D. D.
PSYCHOLOGY

H. F. BENNETT, M. D.
MICROSCOPY AND HISTOLOGY

E.. C. TROWBRIDOE, M. D.
OPTICS

HAROLD E. THOMAS, 0.0.
ANATOMY AND REFRACTION

BY STATE AUTHORITY

25,000 copies of our 1901 Announcement have just been mailed. They are beauties. Did you get one ? If not, write us.

WARNER & SWASEY
PRISMATIC FIELD GLASSES.

EIGHT POWER ONE-HALF SIZE.

UNIVERSAL TYPE, PRICE $4500.

EIGHT POWER• ONE-HALF SIZE.

INDIVIDUAL TYPE, PRICE $40.00.

POWERFUL AS A TELESCOPE.

SMALL AS AN OPERA-GLASS.

OUR NEW BOOKLET TELLS ALL ABOUT THEM.

WARNER & SWASEY,
CLEVELAND, 01110.

"1901" The New
Century's Greeting

We wish our patrons
A Happy New Year.

Win can make it a prosperous one too
by using the 

" HUB" CASE

I BAUSCH & LOMB BINOCULAR
The New Porro Prism Field Glass

Made in three powers, 8 and la"

SUPERIOR IN

Field
Power
Definition
Compactness
Lightness
Elegant Finish

We have now ready for

distribution to the trade

in quantity an attractive

and readable booklet,

which we furnish to the

trade printed with deal-

er's name instead of

ours.

ANIJFACTU X El) It

Cp
-to

-date in style: made of the best material. The internal fastening prevents the case
 from crushing.

Made in Offset Eye-Glass, Riding Bow and Straight Temple Spec.

Manufactured and Patented by

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.
77 Chelsea St., East Boston, Mass.

SOLD BY THE JOBBING TRADE.Send for Catalogue,

\ GRAND

Optical Instruction that is Scientific,

Practical an Successful.

IlII most complete schools of the kind in the

United States uf America, Personal instruction

III each pupil, and demonstrated with models.

charts and the practical use of optical Instruments

of all kinds. Tuition for Complete and Post.

Uraduate Courses, $25. • Write for catalogue.

1) Ely Guards Just patented.

Light pressure.
Comfortable clingers.

(2) Beautiful Celluloid
Eye-Glass Cleaners and

(3) Elegant Celluloid Bookmarks
for advertising opticians.

New York

Chicago

The Original and ONLY

■ 41 Easy, Practical Method
of Placing Ordinary Stud Screws so
they will never loosen.

Rend 95 cents for the four.

W. H. ELY & CO., Middletown, Conn.

Our last ad. brought us in many good

replies, and we are pleased to continue

advertising as long as it does so.

THE YERPOLI CO.

Minneapolis, Minn.

jagEstiwimaz  ,..st g simstio

_esygml

If you want to satisfy your customer with Gold Filled Frames or

Mountings that are perfect in every part, accurate dimensions,
 that will fit all

standard lenses and retain their shape and stiffness after wearing, sell the P

frames made by

.4 00.SS GOLD%

4" karanteeitTenYears
Patented Marls's,.

..- TRADCit, MARK.

• PROV, OPT. CO. )

PROVIDENCE OPTICAL CO.
Makers of

A Complete Line of All Styles Spectacle and
Eye-Glass Frames and Rimless Mountings.

Head Office and Factory, 7 Beverly Street,

NDW YORK: p Maiden Lane.

LONDON, E. C.: 5 Bradford Ave.

•

Providence, R. I.

Have you seen our Metal Cases 
lot' Offset Eye-Glasses

1.2.iding Bow Spectacles? They are Hp tii date and stylish. No cumber-

some spring fastening to get ion 
II II III. A simple adjustable

and a flexible hinge--that is all.

CLOSED

We make this style case

in three sizes, as follows :
No. 836 for Frameless Eye-

glasses.
No. 876 for Eye-glasses and

Riding Bows. • -

No. 926 for large Riding Bows.

The Clam-Shell Style

1611 give satisfaction. It is

made in two sizes for Offset

Eye-glasses.

Manufactured and patented by

OW ON

fj

v18111100
EYES1 w

-

Great German Eye Water
(From the formula of the late Dr. Agnew.)

A HARMLESS PREPARATION W
ITH

WONDERFUL CURATIVE PROPERTIES.

Twenty-five years on the market ; sold by thous-

ands of Jewelers and Opticians throughout
 the United

States and Canada with perfect satisfaction.

This preparation is invaluable for all p
ersons

SOLD ON ITS MERITS. 
\vliose business requires use of the eyes at 

close range

several hours daily. It should be used after exposure

t I winds or dust, its antiseptic p
roperties destroying- the germs and preventi

ng

acute inflammation.
Its immediate effect in cases of chronic-or ac

ute Conjunctivitis, Bletharitis or

Scaly Eye:ids, Burning, Smarting or Itch
ing of the Eyes, or inflammation from any

cause, is phenomenal. For the Toilet every 
one should use it. Two or three drops

in the eyes in the morning not only gives
 brilliancy and lustre to the eyes, but gives

clearness of vision and prevents disease. -

This formula is not the product of any Op
tician or Eye Specialist, but is

from one of America's Greatest 
Ophthalmic Surgeons. Beware of imita-

tions that are inferior or injurious. R
emember,

)r. Agnew's portrait is on every box.

Price, $19.50 per gross ;
1.63 per dozen.

prop°riertdoerl. 
from your jiilibor (it. direct from the

A. Koenen & Bro.
142.11

EnWREFI

No. 816 for Frameless Eye
-glasses.

No. 826 for Large Eye
-glasses.

ft Boylston Street,

Boston, mass., U. S. A.
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EYE GLASSES•
will be advertised
more extensively
this year.
All jobbers know what Lens-lock Eyeglasses are. If yours doesn't carry them, we'll tell you plenty who do.We will help you with electrotypes, prepared newspaper advertisements, and circulars with your imprint.

Andrew J. Lloyd 45 Company, 323 Washington Street, Boston.Letter ttL77 on every pair.

GET YOUR SHARE
OF 1 T

January, Igor

Minnesota Optical Association
The Minnesota Optical Society met at Ryan's

Hotel, St. Paul, December 4th. The meeting was
called to order by President Alillard at 8 p. M. sharp.
The minutes of the September meeting were read and
approved. Secretary Snell then read the report of
committee on legislation, who reported a draft of a
bill to be presented to the Legislature. Several amend-
ments were made and report then adopted. The
secretary was then empowered to employ an attorney
to draft the bill in legal form and to send copies of
same to members, with suggestions for them to see
their senators and representatives and secure their
support. Upon motion, the board of directors were
given charge of the bill, to use their best endeavors
to secure its passage at the coming session of the
Legislature.

One application for membership was received
and as per by-laws laid on the table until the next
meeting. There being no further business, President
Millard read a paper on " Skiascopy," which was re-
ceived in a most encouraging manner, showing the
members were not present to talk, but to learn, and
the way the questions flew back and forth at its con-
clusion proved that education and progression are the
first items of interest in the association. The leaders
in the arguments of the evening proved, as expected,
to be residents from outside the large cities (although
they were not backward). . Chas. Nerbovig, of Maple-
ton ; Dr, Mudeking, Owatonna, and L. J. Korstad,
Zumbrota, were in the front ranks in every discussion.
Messrs Upham, Heitzman and Rogers, of St. Paul, and
Best, Dowd and Ostrum, of Minneapolis, are men you
cannot keep quiet when there is a chance for argu-
ment, so were well prepared to ask questions that
were not the easiest to explain. Everyone left the
meeting fully resolved " never to miss one," as the
benefits are too great to be allowed to pass.

The next meeting will be held, as per constitution,
at Minneapolis, the first Tuesday in March, unless the
board of directors deem it advisable to hold a meet-
ing during the session of the Legislature, which corn-
mences its session January 8th, 1901.

COPY OF PROPOSED BILL

An act to regulate the practice of optometry in the
State of Minnesota, to protect the public against
incompetent and designing persons who may in
the future attempt to traffic upon postulate skill in
adapting glasses to the sight.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of Me Stale of

Minnesota.
Section T. From and after   it shall be unlaw-

ful for any person to practice optometry in the State of
Minnesota unless he shall first have obtained a certi-
ficate of registration thereto, and filed the same or a
certfied copy thereof With the clerk of the district
court of the county of his residence, all as hereinafter
provided.

Section 2. A board of examiners to consist of
five resident practicing opticians is hereby created,
whose duty it shall be to carry out the purposes and
enforce the provisions of this act. The members of
the first .board under the provisions of this act shall
be appointed by the Governor from among the present
Board of Directors of the Minnesota State Optical
Association, within thirty days after the passage of this
act, who shall hold their offices three years from the
time of the passage of this act, and until their suc-
cessors are duly appointed. All vacancies in said
board shall be filled for such unexpired term by the
Governor, from names to be presented to him within
two months of the occurrence of such vacancy by the
Minnesota State Optical Association. It shall be the
duty of the Minnesota State Optical Association three
months prior to the expiration of the term of office of
the examining board to present to the Governor the
names of twice as many practicing opticians resident
in this State as there are regular members to be
appointed of said board. All appointments by the
Governor shall be made within twenty days of the
submission of such names to him, and if such names
shall not be submitted to him within the allotted time,
he shall make his appointment within twenty days from
the expiration of the time allowed for such presenta-
tion of names from among the resident practicing
opticians not members of the said Minnesota State
Optical Association, if the Governor shall so elect.
It shall be the duty of the board of examiners to
examine all persons who engage in the practice of
optometry in the State of Minnesota and keep a record
of all such qualified persons.

Section 3. Certificates shall be issued by said
board of examiners to such duly qualified persons who
shall pass the examinations, and who shall pay a fee of
fifteen dollars before taking the examination, and a
fee of ten dollars upon the issuance of a certificate.
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Section 4. The said board of examiners shall con-
fine its examinations to such knowledge as is essential
to the practice of optometry.

Section 5. Every person before beginning to
practice optometry in this State after the passage of
this act, shall pass an examination before the board
of examiners. All persons successfully passing such
examinations shall be registered in the board register
as licensed to practice optometry, and shall also
receive a certificate of such registration, which shall
be filed as hereinbefore stated.

Section 6. Every person who is engaged in the
practice of optometry in the State of Minnesota at the
time of the passage of this act, shall within six months
thereafter file an affidavit in proof thereof with the
board of examiners, who shall make and keep record
of such person, and shall, in consideration of the sum
of three dollars, issue to him or her a certificate of
registration.

Section 7. All persons entitled to a certificate of
registration under the full provisions of Section 6,
shall be exempt from the provisions of Sections j to 5,
inclusive, of this act.

Section 8. Recipients of said certificates of regi-
stration shall present the same for record to the clerk
of the district court of the county in which they reside,
and shall pay a fee of fifty cents to said clerk for the
registration of the same. Said clerk shall record said
certificate in a book to be provided by him for that
purpose. Any person so licensed removing his resi-
dence or traveling from one county to another in this
State, before engaging in the practice of optometry in
such other county, shall obtain from the clerk of the
district court of the county in which said certificate of
registration is recorded, a certified copy of such
record, or else obtain a new certificate of registration
from the board of examiners, and shall, before com-
mencing practice in such county, file same for record
with the clerk of the court of the county to which he
or she removes, and pay the clerk for recording the
same the fee of fifty cents. Any failure, neglect or
refusal on the part of any person holding such certi-
ficate, or copy of record, to file the same for record as
heinbefore provided, for six months from the issuance
thereof, shall forfeit the same. Such board shall be
entitled to a fee of one dollar for the reissue of any
certificate, and the clerk of the district court for any
county shall be entitled to a fee of one dollar for
making and certifying a copy of the record of any
such certificate.

Section 9. Any person entitled to a certificate as
provided for in Section 6 of this act, who shall not
within six months after the passage thereof make
written application to the board of examiners for a
certificate of registration, accompanied by a written
statement, signed by him or her, and duly verified
before an officer authorized to administer oaths within
this State, fully setting forth the grounds upon which
he or she claims such certificate, shall be deemed to
have waived his or her rights to a certificate under the
provisions of said section. Any failure, neglect or
refusal on the part of any person holding such certi-
ficate, or copy of record, to file the same for record as,
hereinbefore provided, for six months from the
issuance thereof, shall forfeit the same.

Section to. Every person to whom a certificate of
examination or registration is granted shall display the
same in a conspicuous part of his or her office wherein
the practice of optometry is conducted.

Section i r. Out of the funds coming into the
possession of the board, the members of said board
may receive as compensation the sum of five dollars
for each day actually engaged in the duties of their
office, and mileage at three cents per mile for all dis-
tances necessarily traveled in going to and coining
from meetings of the board. Said expenses shall be
paid from the fees and assessments received by the
board under the provisions of this act, and no part of
the salary or other expenses of the board shall ever be
paid out of the State treasury. All moneys received
in excess of said per diem allowance and mileage as
above provided for, shall be held by the secretary of
said board as a special fund for meeting expenses of
said board and carrying out the provisions of this act,
he giving such bonds as the board shall from time to
time direct. And said board shall make an annual
report of its proceedings to the Governor by the 
of each year ; which report shall contain an account of
all moneys received and disbursed by them pursuant
to this act.

Section 12. It shall be unlawful for any person on
and after the first day of to practice optometry
in this State unless he or she shall have been granted
a certificate as provided in Sections 3 or 6.

Section 13. Nothing in the preceeding sections of
this act shall be construed to be applied to persons
who sell spectacleS or eye-glasses without attempting
to traffic upon postulate skill in adapting them to the
eyes.

Section 14. Every registered optician shall in
every year after — pay to said board of examiners
the sum of two dollars as a license fee for such year.
Such payment shall be made Prior to in each
and every year, and in cases of default in each pay-
ment by any person, his certificate may be revoked by
the board of examiners upon twenty days' notice of
the time and place of considering such revocation.
But no licenses shall be revoked for such non-payment
if the persons so notified shall pay before or at such
time of consideration, his fee and such penalty as may
be imposed by said board, provided that said board
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may impose a penalty of five dollars and no more on
Oily one person so notified, as a condition of allowing
his license to stand. Provided, further, that said board
of examiners may collect any such dues by suit.

Section 15. Nothing in the preceding sections of
this act shall be construed to apply to physicians
authorized to practice medicine under the laws of the
State of Minnesota.

Section 16. Any person who shall violate any of
the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, may be tined
not less than twenty dollars nor more than one hundred
dollars, or to be confined not less than one month nor
more than three months in the county jail, or both.
And all fines thus received shall be paid into the
common school fund of the county in which such
conviction takes place.

Section 17. The practice of optometry is defined
as follows, namely : The employment of subjective
and objective mechanical means, to determine the
accommodative and refractive states of the eye and
the scope of its functions in general, or the act of
adapting glasses to the eye by. using such skilled
means as will determine their choice.

Section 18. Justices of the peace and the respec-
tive municipal courts shall have jurisdiction over
violations of this act. It shall be the duty of the
respective county attorneys to prosecute all violations
of this act.

Section 19. This act shall take effect and be in
force from and after its passage.

Rochester Optical Club
The regular monthly meeting of the Rochester

Optical Club was held Tuesday evening, December
18th, in the office of B. B. Clark, Triangle Building,
with a large attendance. After the minutes of the last
meeting were approved, communications from A. Jay
Cross, L. L. Ferguson, Chas. F. Prentice and Wm. J.
Berm, thanking the club for the honor conferred upon
them in electing them to honorary membership, were
read. Also a letter from Ralph E. Sweeting, the sec-
retary of the club, thanking them for their handsome
wedding gift.

Mr. Bissell, of the committee on a prize contest,
reported that a prize of five dollars had been offered
for the best paper on " The Conducting of an Optical
Business." Also that the conditions of the contest
had been sent to the optical papers for publication.

Messrs. Clark, Schmidt and Mincer were appointed
a committee to make the regular audit of the treas-
urer's books. The secretary was instructed to purchase
a copy of " Physiologic Optics," by Tscherning, and
" Ophthalmic Lenses," by Prentice, for the club library,
and Mr. Bissell was appointed a committee of one to
purchase a standard work on diseases of the eye, for the
same purpose. It was suggested that the club attempt
to secure the services of some noted speaker to lec-
ture before the club, and Mr. Sweeting was appointed
to make the necessary arrangements, if possible.

The members then held an informal discussion of
the subject " Glaucoma," and it was decided that the
subject of the discussion at the next meeting would be
" The Old and the New Theories of Accommodation.''
A box of cigars, and several stories of the traveling
optician of twenty years ago, by Mr. Mincer, very
pleasantly brought the meeting to a close.

PRIZE OFFER

The Rochester Optical Club offers a prize of five
dollars for the best paper received by them upon the
following subject :

" The Conducting of an Optical Business."
(a) Dispensing.
(b) Refracting.

The paper may embrace either " a " or " b," or
both. All papers received will be passed upon by the
club as a whole. The one receiving the award shall
become the property of the club ; others to 1e returned
to the writers. All papers should be received by the
15th of February. Members of the club are not
eligible to compete in this contest. Communica-
tions should be addressed to the secretary, Ralph
E. Sweeting, 301 Chamber of Commerce, Roches-
ter, N. Y.

"The Keystone is all right. I can gel along
without all other trade pafiers, but I must have The
Keystone. I read it from cover to cover. It is the
queen of the lot."—Wm. Gooby, jeweler and optician,
Carthage, South Dakota.



" Klein Achool of Optics
2 RUTLAND STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Knowledge, Application, Practice arc thc fundamental principles upon whichthis School is founded.
It employs the best scientific and mechanical

instructors.
It gives more real practical experience than

any other similar school.
It limits the number of students.

It does not give correspondent courses.It charges more than any other school, but isthe cheapest in the end.
If you wish to become a REAL OPTICIAN,this is the school for you.

Address KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS, 2 Rutland Street, Boston, Mass.
Next Regular Course begins January First, 1901.

I Can Never Be Beaten
About Prices a„d Quality

I HAVE ONLY FIRST QUALITY
and sell them much lower than you
pay anywhere for second quality.

HAVE YOU SEEN MY NEW SAMPLE LINE?
If not, you can save a lot of money
if you write me before giving some
one else your order.

B. MAYER
Importing, Manufacturing and Jobbing Optician

550 N. Gay St., Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTANT!
Those intending taking a course of study in

Skiascopy and Ophthalmoscopy
are reminded that appointments must
be made in advance, as only a limited
number of open dates are available.
Terms, $30.00. Address

L. L. FERGUSON,
2 A Maiden Lane, New York.

To all our friends and customers we extend a most
cordial wish for

A Bright an Prosperous
New Year

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK CO.
PHILADELPHIA

The Holiday Trade Being Over,

Something Ne, for Your Con-
sideration. is /he lime lin- you /0 star/ in on a

CO II of advanced 1 1 i/char/1e, En-
graving, Jacek', and Of/cc. You need it and have long wished
for 1/, by/ haze never ./Cll Ma/ .ron could spare the lime. 1011 hazy
perhaps been W011eing /1/ or len years al /he business and sill/
feel /hat there is somelhing more in I l'a/chzoork Man _you have been
able to Are/ ; or you are •/us/ learning. or inlending. /0 learn Me
Jewell), business. hl 11111' CO'S( "AY' ('all frital y011 10 start` rigid in
less lime than you can learn i/ auy oilier war. Good positions
await` eveiy good workman 7' do no/ recommend ani' other kind.
fl/us/rated catalogue free. . Iddircs

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Peoria, Illinois

Great Sellers for Jelyclers are

PHOTO. BROOCHES
for fine goods, 121,2e. to 81.00
fiw Gold Plated and Filled

Solid Gold, 81.25 to 83.75

Peat! or Ttoquoisc Ser.
We carry over 60 styles of Brooches; also Cuff Buttons. Scarf and Hat Pins.

Proposition._Anv dealer who wishes to try this line we will send :.,s.00 to $2o.00 selections,and it not sAtisfactory, we will exchange same for any goods we handle.

A. E. Siviter & Co Wholesale and
•7 Manufacturing Jewelers, Pittsburg, Pa.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

limier or Fine Tools and Dies for the Trade
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm Streets

HIgh•Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01-110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

Northwestern
College of Optometry

A THOROUGH COURSE ON THE USE OF THE RE I 1NOSCOPE.NEW IDEAS.

Ihl MI like

I

THE GREAT FRENCH EYE WATER?
sold by all jobbers.

Can save you time and money. UP TO DATE.

P. A. Upham
III east Seventh St.

ST. PAUL., MINN.

Cl  E.T1-111\I G N EVV lNJIçNgvES.
mith's Pat Blade is made of german silverwhen IRAN.plated wears indefinitely and the thin strip or ",!P4'
inserFed ........ 

,941,

Send 32 two.cent stamps to L. 1-1. HI. SMITH, .38
for a Beautiful Sample Knife

s ALWAYS- AA.F4s..

BEST PRICES
for OLD GOLD and SILVER

FINE

NEST jp

PROMPT .\
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,_

SILVER,FILINGS-

SWEEPINGS
c.„

GOLD AND SILVER

IT WILL PAY YOU
to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER,FILINGS, POLISHINGS, SWEEPS,HAND-WASHINGS, ETC.

IT PAYS US
to make Prompt and Honest Returns.We want your trade and wish to keep it.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
22 K., 85e. per dwt. 12 K., 48c. per dwt.I
20 K., 80c. " " 10 K., 40c. " "18 X., 72c. " " 8 K., 32c.16 K., 64c. " " 6 IC., 24c.14 K., 56c. " " 4 K., 16(. " -

Silver and Platinum at market rates.

FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED OR GRANULATED.

T. B. HAGSTOZ COMPANY,
SMELTERS, REFINERS

AND ASSAYERS 709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia
WORKS: RIVERSIDE, BURLINGTON CO., N.J.

Limited

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM to ail subscribing to tla.:

" Canadian Optician"
1„—A set of nine Window Cards, x 5, in bla.

and gold, on C1111)1e,S0(1 Inb,101 board—rich and
attractive.

2.—Another one of nine Window Cards, 9 x 7.
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3.—sixiy•iiiree Common Sense Optical Ads.,thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving mtvgemb111,for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectaele-selling talks.

4.—A copy of all Advertising Booklet, explain-
ing the importance of vision, phenomena of
sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told in
plain language.

All the above, together with the " Canadian Opti.
clan" for one year, sent at receipt bt $1.00.
Address " Canadian Optician,"

Adelaide Street ■A et, Toronto, Canada.

.4111,011111,111111111111/1/0/01114111fralt

Kellam & Moore's
COLLEGE OF OPTICS

11.1 .kn opt i,:il ..d twat ion it he acquired ate your own lion, by taking oill."Correspon-di'llt, 1 1,,itr,■.- io 1■Idies. The instruction
;

,,is en i, ileireueli and iiraetieal. The lid-
II., II, c1 ■11,1111111, :I Sel11111111,11111 111111 'Hi'.ak '1 1 1.. •111114.111 ■,1' ,2.P,1,111,11,' 1,111 INIT111. 11,11ti fm.7 0, h's% Ill. odditional instruction at any

L.
 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, extra charge. Two Courses.Attendance and Correspondence...1thires3
Kellam & Moore's College of Optics

ATLANTA, GA.
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BRUSHES
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STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

POLISHING SET COMPLETE, $2.00. 
PREPAID
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PELP WATGN 

OLNCOPPPO

PiLl Ake 
COTTON RING UV"
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BRISTLE POLISHING
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New England Association

(Continued from page 8)

Another point I might speak of is in regard to
trimming prints. Don't spare the shears. Never
mind if the resulting print only measures 2 x 3, or less,
out of a 4 x 5. You will doubtless have a gem in the
small print which would be lost to the general ob-
server in the larger print. A large number of be-
ginners have trouble with their prints turning yellow
and fading, which is the result of lack of too short
toning and fixing and too short washing. Prints will
not tone and fix in a combined bath much under fifteen
minutes and need at least an hour's washing.

Pin holes in negatives are another of the many
trials, caused in a way which is perhaps not generally
known, namely, when they are put under the tap to
wash them before development. There are always
more or less particles in water that comes through a
tap, and these particles cause the pin holes, to a cer-
tain extent. A. safer way, if you wish to wash your
plates before development, is to filter the water. I
think a plate develops just as N'ell without previous

waslaf.One or two points in regard to what composes a
picture, and a word about photographing flowers.
Composition, as regards picture-making, is to com-
bine more or less forms or objects in such a way that
they shall effectively present an impression of a certain
scene or action. Take, for instance, an evening pic-
ture. The shadows of daylight are entirely different
from those of evening, and to present an evening pic-
ture with day shadows would break one of the laws
of composition. A good composition should have
opposition or relief. The greatest opposition will be
found most effective when bringing- the eye upon the
chief interest of your subject, which should be, when
possible, somewhere near the center of the picture.
Should you have a dark mass of trees and also a great
mass of light, you would have the greatest opposition
for the eye to rest on first. Now, if you can add to
these the opposition of nearness and distance, so much
the better.

Your picture should represent spaces in radiating
circles, the chief point of interest at center, others
diminishing as they radiate'. A good rule to go by is
this : combine principal, second and third points of
interest so that they shall form a triangle. This, per-
Imps, cannot always be followed ; but let them take
such position as that no two shall be either parallel
with or vertical to the horizon. Let distance also from
each other be unequal. One thing is very certain,
never have two points of equal interest in the same
picture. There must be one determined point of
Interest. Figures are very often necessary, either to
balance a picture, to give an idea of the height of an
object or to tell the rest of the story. Whenever they
are introduced, however, let them appear as if they
were there unintentionally and not as though they were
having their picture taken.

A word in regard to flowers. Some photo-
graphers, when photographing flowers, always have a
black background. I recently read .an article on tint-
subject which described what I consider a more artistic
and a much better way ; therefore, I present it to

YOU, While every perfect picture should have some
jet blacks and pure whites, the two should be blended,
for large masses of solid black and white, alone, spoil:
any picture. A background should always be chosen
that is somewhat in contrast to the flower to be pho-
tographed. For example, white or blue flowers should
always be photographed on a gray or tinted ground
and never on black. Red or yellow flowers may be
photographed on a white ground. An artistic way to
arrange flowers for photographing is to sew or glue
them on a mount of the color you wish for a back-
grotmd, hiding the thread behind the foliage. When
so arranged, they should be so placed that a soft light
falls on them mainly from one side, to better bring out
the fine markings, and even if shadows, not too
marked, show on the background, the effect is all the
more artistic. All flowers, however, do not look best
treated in this way, but look better arranged in a vase
or dish. When arranged in a vase or dish, always
hide the sante as much as possible. A very good way
to arrange a background when a vase or dish is used,
is to spread whatever is used for a background over
a small stand and extend it upward on a wall or some

• Support, thus making the ground and the background
one and the same. This arrangement gives it very
pleasing effect.

In the matter of exposure, give all the time possi-
ble, pay more attention to shadows and let high lights
take care of themselves. Isochromatic plates or non-
halation plates are also well to use.

Opticians of New Hampshire
Prizes aggregating ten dollars, first $5, second

$3 and third $2, are offered by the Granite State Optical

Association for the three best papers on the follow-

ing subject : " Why are so many glasses worn,

especially by the young?"
Competitors must be New Hampshire opticians,

but not necessarily members of the State association.

Each paper must contain at least 600 words and must

be sent to the president, Geo. H. Brown, Manchester,

THE KEYSTONE

N. H., out or before March r, 1901. The paper should

bear no name or distinguishing feature.
When these papers are received, both the paper

and accompanying letter will be numbered in dupli-

cate. The letters will be filed and the papers sent to a

committee made up of members of the New England

Optical Association, who will decide upon their rela-

tive merit. The names of this committee will be

published later. It is hoped that a great many will

compete for these prizes. The papers will be read be-

fore the Granite State Optical Association meetings as

fast as time affords and the writer's name will be given

to the meeting or withheld, according to the wish of

the author.
These papers will be of great value to the associa-

tion, but the author is always the one most benefited.

Attention, Wisconsin Opticians

ED. KEYSTONE :—Please insert the following

notice in the next issue of your valuable journal :

Every optician in the State of Wisconsin
should be a member of the Wisconsin State
Optical Society, if he wishes to be allowed to
practice optometry unmolested. It is rumored
that the State Medical Board will try to have
rigorous medical laws passed this coming ses-
sion of the legislature, which will bear espe-
cially hard on opticians. Some opticians in the
State (who were not members of the optical
society) have already felt the heavy hand of
the State Medical Board, so we ask all op-
ticians to join with us in the promotion and
protection of our profession. " In union is
strength." Next meeting will be held in the
club rooms of the Plankinton House, Milwau-
kee,Wis., Friday, January ii, 5901, at 2.3o P.M.
Write Walter H. Grunert, secretary, Green
Bay, Wis., who will gladly send any informa-
tiott desired.

ALVA SNIPER, President,
Beloit, Wis.

Among the Opticians

,.AS H. G. Levetus, Toronto, Canada, better known
as " Uncle," was down to the head offices of the Mon-
treal Optical Co. during Christmas.

,At Frank S. Story, formerly in charge of the
optical department of Houghton & Dutton, Boston,
has started for himself at 15 Temple Place.

A James H. Morse, wholesale optician, of Syra-
cuse, N. Y., was recently elected to membership in
the American Association of Wholesale Opticians.

A The Cohen Bros. Co., Ltd., Toronto, Canada,
held their usual gathering of employees on December
22d. This is an anneal event when promotions take
place and a general adjustment of the forces for the
coming year.

„A The well-known firm of Pyrie Bros., Toronto,
Ca nada, held an " At Home " on December 3d, to
which all members of the staff were invited. Speeches,
readings, songs and refreshments filled in a very
pleasant evening.

,„4 F. C. Chinn, president, and J. A. Beretta, sec-
retary and treasurer, of the Chinn—Beretta Optical
Co., San Francisco, Cal., left that city on December
26th for an extended trip East. They expect to arrive
in New York about January 5th.

A The Kansas Optical Co., of Wichita, Kansas,
have just added a wholesale department to their busi-
ness. Early inothe new year they contemplate adding
a line of watchmaker's tools, materials, findings and
supplies, Nvhich they will sell at wholesale.

Jr A. H. \Yenning, who has been with the B. H.
Stief Jewelry Co., Nashville, Tenn, for twelve years,
has opened up an optical parlor himself in that city.
He has a full line of optical goods. His optical parlors
will be one of the most complete in the city, and will
have a dark room attached and everything first class.

A D. V. Brown, wholesale and manufacturing
optic;.an, 738-742 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,
has issued a handsome little pamphlet entitled " Don't
You Want Your Share ?" addressed to the optical trade.
This well-known optical concern has just closed
the greatest year in its history, and its little booklet
contains many pertinent pointers to opticians as to
how to secure their share of current business.

,pe Southbridge, Mass., the great optical center is
increasing in population so rapidly that some of its
citizens are agitating to have it incorporated as a city
on January 1st. A new mail system was inaugurated,
by which collections and deliveries were made at fre-
quent intervals in all parts of the town, which will be
a decided advantage to the business interests espe-
cially. The large additions to the American Optical

• Co.'s big factory are nearly finished, and when com-
pleted will add greatly to the facilities of the plant.

95

.0 The new optical company at Southbridge, Mass.,
known as the Central Optical Co.., has purchased the
stock and machinery and has leased the building for-
merly owned by the Blanchard Optical Co. Extensive
additions will be made to the plant and operations
extended as the improvements are completed. The
company will manufacture spectacles and steel and
gold filled eye-glasses.

A The NV. G. Fay Manufacturing Co.
' 

Spring-
field, Ohio, has issued a little catalogue and price-list
containing illustrations and descriptions of the optical
instruments made by them. These comprise the auto-
matic trial set and retinoscope, the improved phoro-
scope, Fay's refractometer and Fay's improved opto-
meter. The little booklet will be a useful addition to
the reference catalogue collection of the optical trade.

„A The Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. have pre-
sented two fine and costly microscopes to the New
England Optical Institute. The new instruments will
be used by the students of the institute and will be
quite an addition to the large array of other instru-
ments which have been previously donated. And the
institute has reason to be grateful for the very gen-
erous contributions that have been made by so many
of the manufacturing and wholesale houses through-
out the trade. About everything that can be needed
in an institute of this kind has been donated.

A At a meeting of the directors of the New Eng-
land Optical Institute, held December 6th, G. A. Bar-
ren, J. W. Sanborn, E. H. Cox and A. G. Barber
were appointed a committee to take charge of the
petition of the institute to the Legislature, seeking to
obtain authority to grant legal degrees to graduates of
the Institute: The committee was given authority to
engage legal.. service and take such actions as are
necessary and legitimate to have the Legislature take
favorable action on the petition. A detailed account of
the purposes of the Institute were described in the
December issue of this journal.

A Edwin P. Wells, president of the Globe Optical
Co., appeared in a new role last month when he deliv-
ered a lecture on " Washington and Its Surroundings. ,"
under the auspices of the Young Men's League of the
First Baptist Church. Mr. Wells is a member of the
League and his associates prevailed on him to give a
recital of the many interesting things that Inc saw at
the National Capitol during his several visits there.
The lecture was illustrated by 120 views, which Mr.
NVells had taken himself, as he is an amateur photo-
grapher of considerable skill. The collection is stated
to be an exceptionally fine one, and comprises all the
principal buildings and historical places and monu-
ments in and about the Capitol. The lecture was de-
livered on the evening of December 12th, which' hap-
pened to be the one-hundredth anniversary of the
National Capitol's location at the city of Washington.

Proper Light for " Shadow Testing"

Style It, $2.00

The new line of " dark-
room " lamps for oculists'
and opticians' use, manufac-
tured by the A. Jay Cross
Optical Co., 20 East Twenty-
third Street, New York,
and mentioned in the De-
cember KEYsToNh, are now
ready for delivery. It is a
well-known fact that bright
lights make sharp shadows
and that sharp shadows are
absolutely essential to the suc-
cessful practice of skiascopy.
The Cross ophthalmic lamps
are powerful illuminators,
moderate in cost, handsome
in appearance, easily adapted

and very satisfactory in use. They embrace gas, oil,
electricity and acetylene and, therefore, cover the
field of illuminants very
thoroughly.

They can be used in con-
nection with old methods of
practicing " shadow " testing
or with the standard instru-
ment known as the Cross
Retino-Skiameter.

Ask your jobber to show
you these lamps or .send to
the manufacturers for circu-
lar and prices.

They will be found par-
ticularly suitable for home
practice, as they can be at-
tached to chandeliers and
wall brackets with little
trouble. —Adv Style F.2.23
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$1.00 per dozen
$10.50 per gross.

$ .75 per dozen.
$7.50 per gross. S .75 per dozen.

$7.50 per gross.
$ .15 per dozen.
$1.50 per gross.

$ .20 per dozen pairs.
$2.00 per gross pairs.

DISCOUNT-6 PER CENT. OFF FOR CASH.

A HANDSOME SOLID OAK CABINET FREE WITH YOUR FIRST ORDER FOR ONE GROSS MAINSPRINGS.

CROSS & BEGUELIN

$ .10 per dozen.
$1.00 per gross.

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 17 Maiden Lane, New York.Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.,

Investigate
and you will find

Merit
in the

VETT
Solid Steel Bed

and

Hardened Tool Steel
Bearings

of the

Best Quality
have brought us from the

Smallest to the Largest manu-
facturers of tools in our line.

faneuil Watch
Tool Co.

Brighton, Boston, Mass.,
U. S. A.

"we GiVO 1111111 ROO 10 Everll noir
would be a poor method of gaining confidence and trade. Our mottohas always been " The best ring at the lowest price." Acknowledgedas leaders of the Ring trade of the East and with one of the bestequipped ring factories in the New England States, the spirit of expan-sion has moved us to open a branch office in Buffalo, putting us in aposition to fill all orders from the West at short notice. We advancefour reasons why you should wait for our traveling men :

(1) We sell to the legitimate Jewelry trade only.
(2) We give manufacturer's price to all without distinction.
(3) We size and keep our rings in repair free for 2 years.
(4) We exchange unsalable rings for other stone-set rings at any time.

A trial is solicited by

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
31 Builders' Exchange, BUFFALO, N. Y.

•

M. L. Landis School of Engraving
Winter Course Now Open
To enter, you should write at once

and make advance engagement.
Only a limited number of pupils ac-

cepted at one time. We devote our
entire time to their instruction and
advancement.
Each pupil is given personal instruc-

tion under our new system of teaching.
Aside from personal instruction, we

give daily Crayon Lectures on our New
Method of Designing Letters and Mono-
grams.

CORR ESPO NDE. NCE SOL ICI TED I\

M. L. LANDIS
94-96 Miami Avenue

Detroit, Michigan M. L. LANDIS
PROPRIETOR *NO INSTRUCTOR

January, tqot

Items of Interest

Adolph Hapke, Newman, Ill., has purchased the
lot three doors south on Broadway, that town, and
will erect thereon a handsome store.

Jos. J. Buser, Freedom, Pa., devised a very hand-
some window display by the aid of mirrors. It was
much admired and greatly helped holiday sales.

The A. Graves Co., Memphis, Tenn., had an
auction sale recently which was successfully conducted
by jewelers' auctioneer S. Martin, of Milwaukee.

W. De Noyelles, Garner, Iowa, has paid the mort-
gage that had been on his stock for some time, and
has now no incumbrance on either his real or per-
sonal property.

The Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy,
Ill., recently issued their Twentieth Century Catalogue,
which contains a wealth of information for all in-
terested in poultry or poultry breeding.

The Massasoit Manufacturing Co., of Providence,
R. I., though a young concern, are rapidly coming to
the front in all kinds of novelties. They have recently
added a number of new styles to their line of buckles
and chain purses, which are now so popular.

W. W. Oliver, the well-known machinery manu-
facturing concern of Buffalo, N. Y., has been suc-
ceeded by The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
C. A. Svensson, for many years superintendent for the
old firm, has an interest in the new concern, and will
continue in the same capacity. The change in title
means increased resources, and an enlargement of the
plant, facilities and product.

TVIE KE,YSTONE

John T. Williams, formerly one of THE KEVSTONE
staff of technical writers and later employed in a like
capacity on a New York trade journal, died in New
York City on January Ht. The deceased was con-
sidered one of the leading authorities on practical
horology and kindred arks, and was, during his long
life, a prolific writer on technical subjects generally.
His physical decline in recent years—he was over
seventy years old—curbed appreciably his capacity
for work, but he continued in harness till his sudden
taking off.

F. H. Rees' School of Engraving, Elmira, N. Y.,
will move into larger and handsomer quarters in the
new Steel Memorial Building, on February ist. The
building is in the finest location in the city, and the
school rooms are on the first floor. They are well
lighted and will have the latest conveniences and equip-
ment. Continued increase in the business of the
school necessitated the removal to larger quarters.
The number of pupils of this school has been steadily
increasing and these facilities will add to its popularity.

Benedict & Macfarlane Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,
was recently incorporated. The firm is composed of
M. S. Benedict, F. H. Macfarlane and H. L. Benedict,
and was organized a year ago for the purpose of manu-
facturing metal and silver-plated flatware, comprising
teaspoons, tablespoons, forks and other goods. They
are employing from roo to 125 people, manufacturing
a full line of flatware. Almost the entire product of
the company is taken by the M. S. Benedict Manufac-
turing Co., East Syracuse, N. Y., who are therefore
practically making all of their own flatware for their
regular trade ; this was previously purchased from out-
side concerns by the M. S. Benedict Manufacturing Co.

Death of Arthur E. Codding

It is with much regret that THE KEYSTONE chroni-
cles the death of Arthur E. Codding, president of the
Codding 8z Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass. On
December 22d Mr. Codding attended a meeting of the
directors and trustees of the Attleboro Savings Bank,
in North Attleboro, and while engaged with the others
in the transaction of the routine business of the meet-
ing he suddenly leaned back in his chair in an appa-
rently lifeless condition. All efforts to arouse him
were unavailing, and the physicians who were hur-
riedly summoned pronounced life extinct.

Arthur E. Codding was a native of North Attle-
boro, and was one of three sons of Abiel Codding.
His earlier education was received in the schools of
Attleboro and Middleboro, Mass., and he later went
to Switzerland to study. In 1868 he entered the trade
as a member of the firm of Codding, Smith & Co.
He retired from this concern to form the firm of Cod-
ding Bros., which commenced business on January r,
1878. His asociates in this venture were his brothers,
James A. and Edwin A. Codding, who are now mem-
bers of the Codding & Heilbron Co. In 4893 Leo A.
Heilborn was admitted to the firm, and it became
Codding Bros. & Heilborn, and was later changed to
the present name.

The deceased, besides his industrial prominence,
took a foremost part in every movement for the bene-
fit of his native town, and his loss is severely felt by
his fellow-townspeople. He was one of the most
prominent Masons in Southeastern Massachusetts, and
his funeral on December 26th was one of the largest
in the memory of the oldest inhabitant.
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AND

JOBBERS OP

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

Diamonds NEW YORK

Watches
62-64 State St.Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

If you want A First-Class

CUCKOO CLOCK
write to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
n.,.,utseturers

1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
for Catalogue.

News and Opinions
of

National Importance

Alone Contains Both

Daily, by mail, - - $6 a year
Daily and Sunday, by Mail, $8 a year

the Zunba2 %tin
is the greatest Sunday Newspaper

in the world
Price, 5 cents a copy.

By mail, $2 a year

Address THE SUN, New York

George S. Prindle Philip C. Russell

Prindle & Russell

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law

Washington, D. C.

SPECIALTIES

PATENTS. UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN

AND PATENT CAUSES

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers,
CHIC/010, 1803 PARIS. lees •I••Nc, tees

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always OH
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing for the tmde.

C. A. GEISSLER,
Simmer to R. H. Ilelnrieh,

26 South Street,
Nautical Instruments, NEW YORKCharts, etc.

Ill lijjaGIM
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and buffing
wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with perfect ease
speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economll of space reduced to the minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

Order Work and Repairing my Specialty
I make all kinds of Diamond Mountings,

such as Rings, Cluster Work and Pendant,.
Designs and estimates on request

SEND FOR JEWELRY REPAIR PRICE-LIST

H. ZEITNER, 71 Nassau Street. New York

G. F. Wadsworth,
Watch Case
Manufacturer

;Ina
Repairer.
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and Silver
Plating,

Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine Turning
ClirmgIng Old En5-
11•11111111
III ink.. A onrrlenn
S. IF, :Mt...Ills
UI y wpeelally.

01.1) ClRES
MADE NEW.

Silvergmiths'
Building,
I31.137Wabash
Ave., CHICAGO.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
F

MASON IC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RINGS, BADGES

<1.4,,z, AND

4*/..

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
F

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS

AND 63.

+ON. /AO"'

CHAS.G.BRAXMAR SEND FOR

MFG.JEWELER 
CATALOGUE.

OF

N910 MAIDEN LANE M I LI TA RY

BADGES 84 MEDALS SH OO

NEW YORK. G. A.R.
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How was your Xmas trade, Brother Jeweler?
If it was not what you expected, write or wire me and I will be with you as soon as possible. Do not load up on cheap jewelry and watchesfor me ; I do not want them. I sell diamonds. cut glass and fine goods at a profit. I turn your old goods into cash. The reason most auctioneersadvise you to put in cheap goods is because they have not the ability to sell fine and good goods. I am now making a wonderful sale for Chas. S.Harsch, jeweler, at 1005 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo. Although three other sales were running for two months before 1 opened, I am selling$350.00 to $400.00 per day, turning old goods into cash and selling new goods at 25 to loo per cent. profit. Although another auctioneer tried thestock when it was much larger and better selected, he did not do one-half the business I am doing, but I am at all times engaged ahead, and ifyou want me, wire or write me at once. for you will never get me on n few days' notice.

Remember my address is 126 State St., Room 602, Chicago, Ill., or 3 Maiden Lane, Room 61, Mew York.

America's Leading Artan Jewelry Auctioneer, DAN. I. MURRAY.
JONES' JEWELRY' STORE.

Mt. Sterling, Ky., Julie 3, moo,A word to the jewelry trade that I hope will do good. Trade had been very dull with me for one year, my store was crowded with fine goodsand I could not move them. I had thought of an auction sale, but remembered the terrible slaughter in one that was held in my store a few yearsback, where the auctioneer could not get so cents on the dollar for fine goods, and I was afraid to try it. I visited New York and was told by theleading jobbers that if I could get Dan. I. Murray I would have a sale without a loss. I went after him and was just three months before I couldget him, he had so many sales on. But I finally got him here and must say he is a wonder. In this little town of 7,000 people he has sold from2,200 to $600 per day, holding his crowds spellbound from 9:39 a. in. to m p. m. My store is a large one but would not hold one-fourth of the peoplewho wanted to hear him talk. His explanation of goods is perfect and beautiful, the leading ministers and attorneys of our city come and stayedby the hour to hear him talk and were surprised at his splendid oratorical work. Very respectfully, J. W. JONES.
Read the comments of the press of Washington, D. C., also the "Chicago of the West ": " A great auctioneer—the gentleman now closingout the fine jewelry stock of Chas. H. Harsch. 1005 Walnut St., is the finest salesman ever heard of in this city. His name is Dan. I. Murray, ofChicago."— The Kansas City Star, Kansas City, Mo., December Li, ma.

The gentleman now conducting the sale of the Shuster Jewelry stock is the finest salesman ever heard in this city. We learn his name isDan. I. Murray, of Chicago.— Washington (D. C.) Morning Times, May 12, 1900.

Have a Second Holiday Trade

ADDRESS

You can do it. It is
an acknowledged fact
that if you employ the
right man he can give
you a run of business
as large and volum-
inous as your holiday
trade ; • but you must
get a good man. Write
to

C. N. HACKETT,
Marathon, Iowa.

G. A. KROPP,
Gaylord, Minn.

FRED ECKMEIER,
North Branch, Minn.

FRED HEINTZ,
Princeton, Ill..

and see what I have
done for them, then
write me for date im-
mediately, as the dates
arefilling rapidly. Send
for booklet on auctions
and auctioneers and
references ; it will cost
a postal card.

P. E. POPE
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER

CHICAHO ADDRESS-7o2 Stewart Building
HOME " —Fond du Lac, Wis.

Jewelers' Realizer

D. 0. Herndon,

AUCTIONS
PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED FOR
ESTABLISHED
JEWELERS ONLY.

References from jewelers
all over the United States
on application, or write
any wholesale jewelry
house in Kansas City,
as all of them know me
and my ability well. If
thinking of a sale, drop
me a line.

Purcell, Ind, Ter.,
Nov. 24, 1900.

To Whom it May Concern:
This is to certify that

Mr. D. 0. Herndon is just
closing. a two-weeks' sale
for me at this place. Mr.
Herndon's manner of con-
ducting the sale has been
highly satisfactory. He
has sold goods for what
they are, at satisfactory
prices, and in a manner
that will be a benefit rather
than a detriment to my
business in the future. I
take great pleasure in
recommending him to any
one wanting the services
of a first-class auctioneer.

F. A. TRUE.

Jewelers'
Realizer

Office, 333 New York Life Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.TELEPHONE 2:141

THE 20th CENTURY AUCTIONEER
Up to Date in Plans and Methods

FRANK TRIPLETT, KANSAS CITY, MO.

1 have advertised but little in the last two years, having had more work than I could do all the time ;but I wish to notify new men in the business that I am " still on deck "—the Greatest of all Price-Getters.I never " melt up' dealers. Here are extracts from a few letters ; dozens of others, if desired :
" The finest auctioneer that ever faced an audience in this city ; the first who ever drew out the fashionable ladies of Houston.Made me a gcand sale —JOHN W. H ASK INS, Houston, Texas.
fl A splendid salesman. Made me profits and good ones at every sale. I have tried many others, but never found his equal."—W. Einaosnis, Topeka, Kans.
" As different from the ordinary jewelers` auctioneer as day from night. Of imposing presence, with a fine voice and courtlymanners, he is the greatest salesman in the United States. Cleared me over 50 per cent. profit on sale."—H. P. LORKACH,Circleville, Ohio.
" A gentleman in manner and appearance, Mr. Triplett is an earliest, convincing talker, and made Inc a fine sale. '—C. E. RUSSELL, Kansas City, Mo.
" The best advertised auctioneer in America was making a sale for my biggest competitor, but Mr. Triplett drew off hiscrowds, held them to a finish and made Inc a splendid sale. The citizens of Springfield can testify to this.r—S. P. Noni.,Springfield, Mo.
"I am something of an expert on auctioneers, having seen them all and tried several. Found none to equal Mr. Triplett.In size, voice, manner and impressiveness. he is an ideal salesman, Educated, gentlemanly and thoroughly honest, you are boundto like him:L-1'1'11AI. smis, manager for 1 Stein tti Co., Austin, Texas.

jewelry 
Auctioneer

E. R. TYLER
Room 306-103 State Street

CHICAGO

I am a practical auctioneer of ex-
perience and honest methods.
All my sales are conducted on
purely business principles. I
treat all correspondence confiden-
tially, and promptly answer all
letters. I shall be pleased to have
you drop me a line if this inter-
ests you.

J. W. DORSEY
Auctioneer

JEWELRY AND HIGH ART
A Specialty

References from all part,
of the United States

OFFICE ADDRESSES:

mo1 W. Fourteenth Street,
New York City,

and

846 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

On receipt of request, I \VIII mail you a booklet entitled

"WHAT IS AN AUCTION?"
4.• VIVW11,V%.111,%,SaM,V11e1U'‘,ne

giving my ideas of a Properly.conducted sale, and containing references from representative
jewelers in all parts of the country. You can see for yourself what they think of my char-
acter and ability—it would be the most satisfying evidence you would want.

Whether your expectations during the holiday season was realized or not, it would be
a wise move on the part of any good general to hold -a sale now. All correspondence
treated with the Utmost secrecy whether we do business or not.

JOHN H. RAVEN, Holland, Mich.

America's greatest and best known Auctioneers is Nk hat oul
many press notices and our many references prove, which we send to you free, in book form.

A. L. butiocv

We challenge any
auctioneer in the
world to equal us in
ability to make large
firofifs audio hold
and entertain
large audiences
successfully

LARGE

PROFITS

GUARANTEED

• ..,,-

W. A. Stank),

The trade obtains the services of two experienced men at the cost of one.

GOTTLIEB & STANLEY, Auctioneers
ESTABLISHED 1882 203 South Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.



No. 1903. BREAD TRAY.

ROCKFORD
SILVER PLATE CO.

BEST QUALITY SILVERWARE

"20-YEAR GUARANTEE" with each piece—a strong point with the purchasing
 public.

Orders and correspondence solicited from Jewelers only.

—BRANCH OFFICES-

46 BROADWAY, New YORK 220 SUTTER ST., SAN FRANCISCO ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

ESTABl !SHED
1889 THE TWELFTH SUCCESSFUL

YEAR

00 W1001 off**
..c/f1*...,4,,

(

4,,,,Akikz1N,„„,ay t
, \••,* -7, ,,,,,,...-w/ /

\ 4/CA11i* *V

Suite 1012-1013

STATE AND MADISON
STREETS,

Over 900

Champlain Bldg.

Chicago, U.S.A.

Graduates

LEADING MERCHANT JEWELERS and JOURNEYMEN endorse this
school, which is proven by hundreds of testimonials at the disposal
of any one wishing to take a course in the art of engraving—taught
thoroughly practical in all branches. Success guaranteed. Good
positions guaranteed to faithful students. Engravers greater in
demand and better paid than ever before.

Send for prospectus. Correspondence solicited by

RICHARD 0. KANDLER,
Proprietor and Chief Instructor.
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g New Firm—New Goods
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.7.2

Harris, Schuster C./ Co.
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

WHOLESALE JEWELERS

JOBBERS IN AMERICAN WATCHES

Why not give your patronage to a new
firm just starting.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

by

H. 0. JOHNSON
EXPERT WATCHMAKER

Room 1339 UNITY BUILDING

79 DEARBORN STREET

CH I CAGO

For 19 years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing their finest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
Diploma by the Swedish
Watchmakers' Society,
April 28, 1900, for excel..
lence in workmanship.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf Fins,Studs and Lace Pins.

The most practical and only adjustable one

invented. Price, $1.5o per doz. For sale by all

wholesale jewelers and material homes. Sample
 by

mail, 25C. ; In to K. gold, 75e. ; r4 K., ji.00.

M.CROHN, Mkr. Inver., 48 8150 Malden Lane, N.Y.

THE BEST is
THE CHEAPEST after all.
The only secure

and simple arrange-

ment kr ' Inter-

changeable Stone

Initial and Emblem

Rings. Made in

all desirable styles.

Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

Post can be attached
to any button.

"It has no peer"

Write for new catalogue, now read
y.

BUL.OVA,
67 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

29
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LARGEST wiz Of HAIRSPRINGS IN U.S.
THE CLOCK SEPAIRER'S 

ASSORTMENT CABINET,

'contain 50 or 100 finished 
hairsprings complete, all 02111

and makes. carefully arrang
ed, full direetions. Cabinet Of

50.111.00; 100, etas, by mall. 
Sante springs, any sire or

make. SO ets. per doe., 20 tots. 
per half dn. Steam Gauge

Hairsprings of every deseription. 
Phosphor Bronze Ilitir.

springs for Eleetrieul Instrument
s, etc.

Ask your Jobber for 1111.M•
F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, 

Conn.

Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co , St. Louis, Mo.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Threadwell, Ft. Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Lame, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shutnway, Rockford,
F. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich,
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. I.,. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.

THE TRADE

The Greatest List of Successful Jewelry Auctions Ever Published.

Every Firm's Name Given Represents a Successful Sale. Write them.

REFERENCES:
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., P ttsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., a sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos. W. Field, Galveston, Tex., a sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Oregon.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden. Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. R. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze. Quincy Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Tex.
J. P. Stevens &13ro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co , Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Oregon.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio. ,
L. K,amitiski, St. Louis and Galveston.T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Montana.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn,
M. Zimmerman, JeffersonwIle, Ind.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dernbunger, Tacoma, Washington.
Barnett & Nonnentnacher, Columbus, Oho.
Lyon & KvIling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.

Woodward, Smith. & Randall,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Wilbur, Lamphere & Co,Galesburg, all.
Harry Harrison, Sault St Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., a sales.
Morris Benjiman, Denver, Colo,
Win. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal,
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & F,roe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co. Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Washington.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield. Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. P. Baldwin, St. Joseph

' 
Mo.

David Goldberg, Helena, Montana.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.
Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.

More than too others and the Jobbers from

Maine to California.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

anti

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Oases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements.

'file increasing demand for a better a
rticle in

our SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to make a higher gra

de. We have

decided to put 25 cents a dozen more 
gold (not

work) on them. That amount of g
old per dozen

'will make them worth double th
e value of the

present standard R. P. buttons. 
We also pro-

pose to continue the present 
standard grade at

the regular price of $1.25 per doze
n.

The new button will be carded on 
celluloid,

which will enable the dealer to keep 
them in a

more presentable shape, no mat
ter how long

you keep them in the show cas
e or window.

In addition to this every button 
will be cape-

peeially examined by an expert, 
and we guar-

antee each and every button to 
be as repre-

sented. Price to Trade. $1.50 per dozen.

Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS 
are

of Excellent Quality and Fi
nish.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBE
R.

0 .W.YOUNG & CO., Mfrs., 126 Stat
e St.,Chlcago

1,44444,4,4444,44,

LEARN

ENGRAVING

Special Cases made to order in 
Gold and Silver for

English, Swiss and American 
Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,

86 State Street, 
Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-Li
st.

from us and learn it
correctly. We will
receive applications
now for space com-
mencing Feb. r, 'got.

See our ad. in Oct.
Keystone.

We are Headquarters for Order Work
such as CLASS PINS, BADGES, RING MOUNT-

INGS and GENERAL REPAIR WORK.

Doubtless ours is the place you have been lookin
g for.

We solicit a trial order.

J. F. Plimle7, 
Ns nRuetpaacitruerr

ittl 
Jeweler,

e

3 4 Bennett Bu !ding, DETROIT, MIC
H.

Sweeps

Old Gold and Silver

and Bullion

fl. Pl. DOtialtISOU & CO. 
Wanted

Assayers, Refiners and Sweep-Smelters

1601 Larlmer Street

ESTABLISHED IN 189I. Denver, Colo.

Compkte Facilities for Smelting.

Louis J. MEYER,

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(second Floor. ) (Established 1892.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATINO and COLORING in any fi
nish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, 
CHAINS,

OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY 
of every

description a specialty.

sir Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
125 State Street, CHICAGO.

steam
iitapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

$15 GETS 
A COMPLETE

Thorough, Practical, Up-

to-date Correspondence Cours
e in

Optics. Write us for Prospectus.

Kalamazoo School of Optics,
Kalamazoo, Mich., Box 146.

Expert WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

Estimates sent same
day work is received.

None but experts em-
ployed. Send us your
work.

Dept. R

Columbus Jewelrg Co.
47 to 59 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

MATERIAL,
FINDINGS,
STONES.

ANYTHING YOU WANT IN THESE 
LINES*?

Let us serve you. The price 
will be all

right, and the goods, too.

WE WORK FOR THE TRADE, 
TOO.

Repairing, Making Special Rings
, Med-

als, Emblems, or anything y
ou want in

Jewelry. We invite a trial.

SILVERS & WOODS
Manufacturing Jewelers and

Jobbers in Material and Find
ings

3% Whitehall Street, ATLANTA, G
A.

Souvenir
Spoons

orally locality.

Chas.A.Stah1jr.

Providence, R. I.

Souvenir
Friendship Hearts
(pinny locality. Send photo.

or prints with orders.

Chas. A. Stahl, Jr.
Providence, R. I.

Photographs on Walsh Dials
and Daps.
Price,
75 Cents.

JOHN WOO LLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806

Col. Meml. Bldg.

Chicago

Single or group
pictures.

Sample Dial,
25 Cents.

THE ELMORE CO.,
Its Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

CLOW BROS.
W. F.. CLOW Successor,

501 Columbus Memorial Bldg.

CHICAGO.

A Thorough
Workman

ttttttittttttttttt

Wizen writing to advertisers, kindly 
mention The Keystone.

will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two EXPERIENCED men at the cost of one. The audience never gets tired;

each has his own methods. There is a change of voice and manner ; also in case of sickness, it is an invincible argument. We work in perfect
harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved it is the greatest combination of talent ever available.

is what we will make of you.

We teach thoroughly and practically
WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING,
JEWELRY REPAIRING and
OPTICS.

WATCHMAN'S CLOCKS

See advertisement on page 52,
this issue.

A postal will bring our prospectus.

PR0TECTI0N0FBUILDINGS
Night watchmen's rounds 

recorded. No chance to sleep. 
Insurance rates

reduced. Fires and Burglary prevented.
 Send for catalogue, prices, etc

.

Manufactured by E, 0, 
11AUSBURG, 43 MAIDEN 

LANE, N. Y.

The Philadelphia College of Horologg
1213-15 Filbert Street,

T.W. SCHULER, Prin. Philadelphia, Pa.

EASY-FLOWING

GOLD 

I.
I.

a.
a.

SOLDER
 a.
• • •

L Dv- Best : Earth t
at+.1.1.9>Vi4Vi'Vis.1"1”1..P.Psi”1"P't,'F'1"E‘t.PVP.I.

94

MANUFACTURED BY

F. H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago, III.
For Sale by all Jobbers.

A GREAT
DISCOVERY.

FLUXINE
for soldering low
quality of gold
with a higher
grade of solder.
Makes solder
flow quickly and
leaves smooth
surface. By mail,
post paid, 60c.
Jar.
ANTIOX
for protecting
Roman gold and
enamel while
soldering. By
mail, post paid,
35c. bottle.
Money will be

refunded if not
satisfactory.

FLUXINE
, FOR

6olt1 Soldering.

',LANG MFG CO.,11
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading o Sit without ‘Vanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first tweeity-five
words. A dditi (((( al words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word. '

Undet• all headings except "Sit uutions
Wanted," THREE) CENTS per word.

Name, address, Initials and abbrevia-
tions c t as »firth, and arc charged for
as part of t he advertisement. No display
other than two-line initial letter.

If answers are t 0 be forwarded, post-
age stamps must he en clos(td 

To insure Insertion  3'  t ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach us not later t hati t he
2:t Ii of each month for insertion in the
following  tli's issue.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents If they desire a copy
of the paper in willelt their advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under 1111% hemline, 11NE VENT iler uor11, for thud1.enle•Ilve word.. A41■111IounI ,,it 1% Di,l toltrrIlseno..14.,tit HEE CENTS per Runt. No ullierlheimenl 11/44.1.1e41 furlen than 25 G1/1111/.

ITOUNG man, well inlvanced in refraction, desires
position with firm doing exelusi it retail

oatical work to further mlvatice himself. salary
tio object. Ileliable. Ad., "i 37," at I:eystone.
1,11N t: watchmaker and druggist --reg ered. Long

H1VII look, t..\ihtit
" 1, 66," care Ke3 shoo..

ItsT-CLASS watchmaker 1111(1 je,,eler, with
111`Sirl, itt I t iI/Il iii OW,. I ;HMI 110111N.

N4.1%. K110111111 S11111.• .%1111 "
15 (liar!, st., Springfield, Nlass.

it NI nein, American, goott atldress mid liii i Is,
1 desires permanent 1.0sition Witt] rellablc

il watchmaker and jeweler ; all tools.
,tatc, pref. .itectustotutcd I. tvait Iii it tutu
Iii gencrally useful i i tiLt•irrii awl a imi“,
dresser. that of ref. Ad.." it 151," elm: Ittitli
(1 11,N ttsitjtii t 111111111g1•1' HE 111111111gel'.• 11••1•-

111111 .11'WHIEy ne11111 111:111.
I 1•1111111,11.. 1■1111't il.:11. rt,i.r.,111/11111`111, Sid it -
turf Sage," rare KI.

N ENT t• jilt, :Wird \ first-Ha:48
,ail•litiiak1..1. and 1110 S l'N good

slock-kel'Ill•E. Ili,: 71i, \VIIIVE% 1110, IiI/V11.
11'.11111N1.111:ll aild jest eler, In years'

it I t it own 'il":111"". uillY 111"8('it, call pay good salary 111,11 apply. Address,
Locl; box 3 t. it't,ii

iss 1 -eta ss n t t 1:1 k r , jeweler tool salesman.
11 ;mid ref. .3.1.1ress, Box 140, Kent, (Olio,
yol'N(i luau, thorough refrUctionist, eapahle of

taking complete charge of retail opt Mal dept.
med assistant for watc)imaker. Best of ref. ( lii

optical instruments. " 38," care Keystone.

li'" young man, aged 28, hate had 11 years' exp.I n watch, clock and jewelry repairing. Can
clo plain engraving. Rers. tlirnisited. Address,
" It 152," eare Keystone.
ky AT( It M.3 I: Elt„-feweler, W.1[41111143 optici-an
" have tools and trial ease. West pref. Expo-
rimmed, single, refs. \ ddres,, ".Ieweler," 4120
Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

I '
ti salesman ith several year,' ex p.

\Catch, elry and material salesman ; first-
class refs. Will go any where. " Jeweler," 162
1'irginia Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
illIANOE Jan. 1st. Nlarried man, ll:1tr iii al;
I.) watchmaker, French elick repairer. AI silk--
man. 12 years' exp.; nice set of toms ; rek.
.1.1dress, " W 941" eare Keystone. 

BY letter and nomogram engraver. \
\V. L. cotolo., Pulaski, N. I.

s il raci ion ist hy a lady graduate utile K Min
School of Ili/tics. 1-las had some exp state

salary. A. L. Johnston, Boston, Mass.
It a practical watchmaker of 15 years' exp., aI, permanent position. 31arried, sober, honest and
steady. Al. W. C. 1Vood, laedericksburg, Iowa.
1111311'1'.-T-ENT rerract ion ist wants polon. Dave

been doing prescription work 3 years. (Mod
refs. Address, "S Isu," can: 1:eystoile.

Y.'""g mangraduate opt ician and expert jeweler. ufieli-
igan or ( liiio pref. .541., "1' 65," care Keystone.
[IV-Young man, lirst-chism watchmaker, plain en-

graver, graduate (optician'. 'lave own tools
and trial case. No. 1017 Masonic  Temple, Chicago. •
ItY graduate optician, watchmaker, engraver mei
" first-lass salesman. Young single man ; 5
years' exp. Best ref. Address, 1'. C. Curtis, ran.
S. .1. ( ;Ham., Norwalk. Ohio.
It'.1TCII, (clock awl jewelry repairer and sales-
1' man. Am strictly ieuiu[)irllti tInt t. 110111.11
Mill t.01/118. ('Int furnish good n•fs. \V. I',,"
No. 21 Van Buren Street, liitighantion, N. 1.
WATCHNIAKEit wants a position : 1

it exp. Good refs. F. J. ThIlralall. 1 1:e-41in:is:Nebr.
itY graduate watchmaker mid p it elm', 2 ■ ears'
"exp. Best id: ( .1. Sy/ l'E•H11. :•IE111111, S. Dak.
//V a fist-class watehma ker. Jew e In, salesman and
11 graduate optiMan. smith pref. A ddret.s,
I, 0. Box  101, heilova. \\ . \ a.

Bi---conit)eten atchnialter, ammo. "'akin,'
and main cogra) ci. - desires position at mil,.

Sober and reliable. " I. s7," can Ke■
l'P-TO-1).311.: optical Imeitiall, 15 years' (.xp.

an 1.0E1.1111W I all 1141 AI kiilll t,t SIII•fil,i• /H id
edge grim.. og, It diamonds for cutting, repair
tools and machinery. Pest of ref.
"W 95," Ville Rt. •01111..
f:ItAlicATE optician \nod.: position wit 1, moo a,- • 1

itous(t, wli 1/1 Rd/ 111111.1.. I rito kid
workman ; hgt, 'lii. .3ildress, optician,"
•11211 3luin Strucl, Kalts.iS City, 31u,

SITUATIONS WANTED.

8 tirst-elaiss watchmaker, jeweler and optician,
also drug exp. 3.5 years of age ; speak

best of ref., no bad habits. have 1111 took, trial
ease, etc. Have matuaged stocks for years. Posi-
tion wanted at oiler. Address, it. I.. Fischer,
Lebanon, Kans.

v"""g 1'14 grad""te 7'I'ila""' 7 "."N.Li AI refs. ts to ability and character. Addresx,
Miss Beatrice Rosenthal, Charleston, S.

.11 WAD '11 \ l CIL graduate opth,iati, engraver,
15 years' exp. .1merican, good appearance ;

to not use liquor or tobacco. Ilitve own tools.
Town 5000 to 30,000. sots iter week. Sample en-
graving. .1.1 refs. .3ildress, " l I I," i.a1... I.
Ilotight011, 208 La Salle street, 1 hicago. 111.
It'.1TCII and elockmakerj,. 16 years' exp. Hare
II lila, good ref. 327 11 lota Street, 1\ est Plitla-
adelphia, Pa.
ICY man thoroughly acquainted with latest meth-
" mis of 'nuking gold filled spectacles and lilt-
ItT n.ork. Belk. Ad., " II 155, ' care Keystone.
1(1' moral young man of 21.1. I. irst-elass 1.101k
4, repairer ; can solder, trail on trade. Desires
111 1•111111/11•11. Ii lItlIllITip ilil /1'1111•11111111lillf.l. Salary

C. I 1111Nly, lilikliiiili, Arltisl Fong 'o,,
\' II N I lull 111th Ii Ii ky 14. Pike charge ol
optical dcpartment in a jewelr■• store. .ki..

thorough opt Mitin, and mean all the Ivord lillillil. ;
understand the use of the ref bioscopy. opthal-
1111/N111111•111111 111111le a ,. i' jell 'Ill ailjost lug frame,I 1111.,' I111/TI 111,1 1111S/1 HI' ItlitI 1111/1. 1.1111ili ill HIV
tIll. III adjoining the slot..., no. ill mirpose.

Satisfactory refs. given. 1 guarani:, to Imild 1111
as large an optical business as the size of phca:
\rill permit. Nly frame worl; will tell front the
start. Pastern city pref. .3(1dress, sl," care
Keystiole.
W.C11 1131.31: Eli, 4 yenr, 111111111111

`111,1111. I 11111111011d 111911 " IN:
care Nev stone.
Y it wateli and clock repairer ; handy, all-around" man. Have all tools. Or would buy store..\ ddress, (letup: NIesser, Past Alstead, N. II.

1,`Ool) watchmaker, clock and jewelry repairer.
" Can do fine engraving. also salesman. New
England pref. W. W. Campbell. s2,( Nliddh; 'it.,
lull Ii. 1111.
1.01 'NI l 111111, 111111114141, 1 \ears' esp. It 1.1.114•11 and

salesnion, desires p1,i1 toll 1111.1er tirst-elassu man 10 11111,11 trade, 011111 tools. S111/111

I young nuni as a traveling salesman, s year.'
" exp. In the jewelry business and with the bestlllllllti iii Washington, D. Best ()fret's. furnished.
Address, "R 51," cure 1:eystorte.
ItY. graduate eptiehtn, first -elii).;-■vat(ltnialog,
1, jeweler anti engraver. I lave lull 11111• 111. 11/H1S.
.‘ III' desired ref. git Salary reasonable. West

eiii•liietie1 11E1'r .k 11., " d1 111•," 1•111, lt yS1■1111.,
.1-evIcr, 0 years' exp. at" bench. Can do most all kinds a ;deli work,clock ;10,1 gold soldering; 1•NII. iii 11111g

Lock box 35, ;rimer 11111, Ohio.
\V.\ TC11 NI . \ rst 211 ■ ears' ex p.
" man, optician. Best ref., honest awl stead,.
Have .1 mellow lat Ile. 1)reller, No. 2435
Eighth Ave.( v"rk

I 
)8ITI. IN 1.y a lirst-class nag,. jeweler and dia-, toolol-setier, 20 Years' exp. State Salary infirst leiter " I, S5,'' care 1:eystone office.

\i' I lirst-elass wholes:den:m(11'y house to travel
in South. Have exp. 111. 12 years as retailer.

Best ref. Address, It. E. King, Valdosta, Ga.
watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and optieian.LI Age 33, single ; refs. given. A. L. MacKenzie,53 Second Ave., (3.rry, Erie I II. pa.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and mai-
. clan desires position with good 114111se 11111y,
" W 2," Dallas optical Co, Dallas, 'reXaS.

(;("li• Watehnlakert Ward'11111.1011 Smilliwcst or South ; 20 years'
2 years in IJ. s..%. %Vages 615. Good rel.,. both
for character and abi I it y. " 31109," care 1:eystone.

wholesale jeweler or jofiber, years' exp." 1111111 branches. Best of ref. E. II. I lltvidson,3 Arcade, ci tog IliltIti, Ohio. 
Tit AV E LI NI . salesman. Experoo teed it, wittelte,,
• jewelry, diamonds, watch materials. optical
goods; 211 years' exp., 35 vein's oIll. l•' lit
Dreher, 2131 Eighth .\V(., New York City.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

Q9d r) hi l'Kli w.oek to start (In l'or first -class mfg.1.`--..,"/ jeweler and stone-setier. Refs, \rill'first letter. Leon NI, Carter, Shreveport, 1.11.
1111 imp I I - I ; If

ttale,titati graduate tlidieitut prel: N1ust he a
good Mall 111111 1101 411.E11111 of Ivork. Permanent
position to the right man. send Al ref., age,
photo. :111.I pailictillal•s ill first applieation.
l'ark Findley, Beloit, Kans.
II-T.T.MI'ETT:NO'salesinan, visiting jewelry nm le,

to handle watches as a side Hoe ( lit'Mo. Ilse
vompetetil watch salesman with established trade
to handle our title of watches exelosi \ l'IN . .\
"./11111, Ii Cll.," room 811 colonibas Memorial

Ilticatto,
.11,1;:SNI.1N \ranted to carry I lilltli I idc line

I. the jewelry trade on eommission basis. .3(1with refs., " smith A Co.," sl I Colombo, 3Icneirial
Building, chicago.
IVANTEI), at once, first -elass edge grinder- 111111
" gold woi•kliteit. Address, I .1•111.1 a nmical cm,
(It eago.
it'ANTI3D to cort•esitond \vitli II wwielmiaker one
'1 who can ids° engraIe tor !tenter. col...
.1ddress, "D 57," Care Keysto.....
t‘'.‘TC11.M.‘ Elt..jelveli.r. piailu ..luerat,r. Salary" MO, only hest rei . to lemes13, trust It-malty
idol strictly temperate
III till ./1 1111•11i•HII .11./E1•1Ey III,. liaW1111,. yll.
\VAT" I AI AK I.:I` age, salary

wanted, ete. Ad„ Imek box ill \V infield, lot, a.

-1 P11.1111( \ 1, a idelinittlier atol jetveler Nvlio can
act as salesman. Must speak ( ierntan and

i'mglish. The \1'iti. 1:rillith .11•1,e1r■ H., 1 1:17
SIEHl I. 4 .11,1'1111111. I III It

lit I.\ N. Thoroughly experienced gold man" and 1111111.• in NVW YIWk. NIttA 1111;1,11,110111A I I I n holcsah. work. Address," I.' 711."1•11Er •11■111'

IAt 

,

(111/11•11l11. Nlost understand milt-Mot \flitches.

T 0111.1•, watchmaker, jeweler, enzraver and

Salary to start on, $12 per m'eek and I, or
bench work exceeds salary. 11osi Moe own toolsanti w Wing 1.1 make himself geoci all); useful.
E, 11. 'fainter, 1.'urroll• 1101

HELP WANTED.

AT once, a first-class watchmaker and jeweler to
n instruct in a itorological school. A steady
position to the right man. Address, with full
Ill Mu lars, " $ 182," cure Keystone.
W AT( 'I I 31 A K ER and pharmacist registered iii
South 1 1:11:11111. Permanent situation to the

right nian. Ad.," Druggist," care Keystone  office.
Cool) n at chniaker, jeweler and optician, single

man, with exp. Send ref. as to character and
abilit■. Permanent position. W. L. Fredeking,
Hinton, W. Va.
.3111131.3 K Eli, good oil rallroall-watehes, fairIT engraver, jewelry ii ii... (11111,1,

.1,i11-1•11/41.• 1.1•1,.. single, pleasant, sober iintl honest.
sit tuition permanent it right man. 612 per week,
n it h chance to raise. send photo. am.1 sample of
engraving in tirst it situation mien Jan. 15,
1901. AtItIress, "It 153," care Keystone.
O 10 PlAt wed: all-aromtd inan-watelonaker,

-4 engraver, jeweler, etc. Steatly Job. Send
sample engraving. New York State. Address,
" .1 56," care Ne■ stone.

PI ItST-1 'LASS w"tchm"Iter "i"1 (mgr"ver,a0sle.I.•//...1 1../. work. None but gooil man itecil
Seml photo. I. liaiches A CH., 1.1111•1111, Texas.
T onee, practical n athcntalter, optician and

.1 iiIgiit% vv. popholoo11 1 position to right party.

.3. ii. lhtiltIg. it Harbors. 31 inn.
1;1 IT-( L. SS IN incl.! tvioclintalter. Must he good,

rapid engraver mot jeweler. Permanent posi-1,, right film, \VIII pay WWII wages. The
it•i it Co„ Cedar Falls. Iowa.
I CoNIPPTENT man that can do drug, jetvelry

- 1 iiil Nvatell %%oil; and letter eimra ing. In
alisIvering, state price, exp. and married
II. single. Address, " NI in7," ear, Rey,a mic,
t El its'r-c1••\ Ss mfg. jeweler and engravei•. One-1 1I13; competent to do all 1:inds of new work iii
gold, 'Permanent situation. .1(1., with refs. and
wages 1•XI/01.11.11. 1 1. N1111111•E., S1111•, Raleigh, N. C.
1\*.1Tc1131.\ joweler, optician and plain
" engraver. NIust have first-class refs. as to
character, it. 1Vages, tier tlay. %Vim 1.
( lialatialt. Pawling, N. Y.

opporninit v for yOFing man
1 linish I rade with strictly first-elass vvorkinitii
(formerly I uological sehool instructel•T in Central
Pennsylvania. Itetter than sehods and worth
investigating. %%rite I ".I 37," care Keystone.

man as vateismakor, also III liii ill
1111111•Elal 1111/11E1 111C111. 611411 31aiden

Lane, Ni York City. _ .
1T once, watchmalter, jeweler, plain engraver.
•t Pernotiomi pmition, good wages. Itt•ng exp.,
itill 1.111411,11 111141 1 4.1'1111111 pref. imek box 201,
\ !dem hut it.
tt \ T(1111.\ K jeweler,.cligraver,--all-armitel
" helper, ,12 NO.I. town, New orlt
Siam. send sample engraving and 11111 purlieu-
Mars. .kddress, "(I It care Kl.ySit1111..
1;1 11S1 -I '11..1SS lvatelitualter, engraver and

Han loy .lan. 1st. 111010., ref. and salary
It anted lit first letter. \ (I., ".A 49," care Keystone.
I (it NI i man or gooil ellartieter as (•(Ige grinder.
1 3Iust he competent ill 1111 all Itinds or jolthing
in optical shop. .\ (Id l't. . II l I 11 Eel'. 111111 stale 8111-
ary expect...I, .1. Martin, 1214 S. lel mall Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

1,18./11 engraver, who is also an exp. salesman ;A young 1111111. .\ pply 1111l•I', 111111 :send samples
Ill engraving. Steady PT ii ion to die right man.
1.;. Hertzberg, san Antonio, 'Texas,
toliiiINtl and mfg. jewg•ler, first-class (nt get-ieralit jewelry jobbing, retail store. .Als() make like
Ill•W work I'M' lItlil 11111 ••111•Hilll HEller. 1111111
ansn'er miles. competent, strietly honest, sober,
\vith good ref State tvages, 11111 particulars.
lloard, ■vitli room, st. 1/, C11., ‘Velli1101111,

•t HI. I 110 1111•1 II1•SS, Tito host or
YOU N( I man 10 finish trade. Nit's' hay,. SH1110

tolvanInge, AddreSS. ‘• Tt 183,"lilt leySt III,

rs.f.■ Fit jetycler-titititii-lo enlarge.
L Chance for line watchmaker with 1.,2000. Only
responsible parl y %nulled. Address, " (' 82," care

1 1.111ST-t'l..\SS wat.cInnaker 1111(1. clocituauker,;t accustomed to doilig fine wot•k only. Altpl,vletter (I. 31 r. IG.I1v, care Bailey, Ilanks &
111111  1'. ( Imx I i57, Pa. 

IN Hy 1/1•1.1 engraver to do set.ties in Sp0011 1MWIS11141 lIt Ill' trork. Work all the year for a swill,sober loam Hurd, itirg. jeweler, 1521
iilcintritt street. limiter. colo.
kv.vrt 'Al 1.'.1; a oti ,jt'tt'l Il',.\illI il 50ii %valeta-,
" I.t repair in it ).(..11., about 511 clocks and sonie
l'ara ""11.1 tIll II big '31:trY• ."'"111loon inhabitants in the town 7.t miles id' New( ; i‘ Is:a rd, lodging and \vashing, or $15per month extra isor sante. 1•'. C. Itivoire, Napo-
loonville,
I II I m watchmaker of I' . I for railroad jwork in city ..1' 31ex leo. Single, If good jImidis and pleasing address ; capable 11r \vatting 'Jot 11 \ G1111.11 1.11•11•1111•I'S and malting friends.Nhist lia■ I' kill SI'l HI. 111111s. 101•. required.
Ex''''111'111 "11•"111111 i 1 Y. .\ "S 179," rareKi.■ stone.

IltillilIl lii lUll itt„1:111111 NI1011. $,W'
_

Ii 
- I l.
kt..VIVM1.% Ft nd cwcler. S11111 EH*.

1./,” eare I■eystone.
1.111ST-11,.1SS itoveler: 11111. III it' 1111 (11;1•1 Mond 111141 general Cl..1.1t stvi 11111k all the

year to all IN 11erieneell,N0111•E /V101:1111'11. rE11111:
1 1 11r11, 111 ■.1,r, 1521 (ilminritiscl.,Demer,(51111,

WANTED.
UNDER THI• HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

IZI.:1.1.110,1.: young man to buy Interest in•1 branch store anti III:Willa. NRIlle—WatRillaillaq.
(;noli opeldoc for right party. 1,.1). ilobbA III ohion, Tenn.

)., I:TN El:. 11 11 11 T'S1111. 111 1,1111111,111•11 HIJI 11111 1111,1-1.11,.. IS.010 pp. (hi', „pi
G 11 11111 .511 !Hill,. I lilt I 1/E11.1,, 1 11 111,111 II, EH:ISHII
•1•11111)... .k 11111,•••, 114•X 111, N. I'.
IL\ I i; :;1 ., .0. I loch Nat 1.1.11s, cheap. Frank1 I'. Cielil,-tio5 N. St. (lair st., Toledo, (Mill.
1.:331.1,1.:11'S large sa 1).. Oil e

"hike. "1.1011• 11111111 Oldie:11 Co., .1 11,1 i 11
III Ill, _
1; V ENV hind (if golil and silverware, jetvelr\;,
It tratehes, ikuh hiuuuuuu. ,hau'keh value paid. Sentby express or registereti south. l'rice not satisfac-tory, I will return all articles. J. I. Clark,
refiner and mweepstiteller of golti anti silver
1e-tabIlSiled leo), 727 Sansuni St., l'ItIlatielphin.

WANTED

TO buy small stock of jewelry in good, small1 town-only stuck in town. Must be bargainfor cash. Address, R. L. Lawrence, Aspen, Wyo.
Ti I buy or trade for jewelry stock. Pacific coast

Itch. Address, Simon Anderson, San Diego, Cal.
Colorado, or adjoining State, location for Jew-' etry business. Address, Box 61, Oswego, Kans.

p I boy a jewelry store well established. SouthI or West pref. " II 145," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

(INK of I lie ljest e!olipped j Om el ry Hil/Eelt in thett state, ni city of 12,000 mliabitatits. 1. Ix turesall modern ; largo Idebold burglar-proof safe.Best heal 1101 in ell y ; good lease. Write, %V. L.Young & CO., ( ;vomit, N. Y. Business established30 years.
(:NA I'. Good-pay i jewel-17i store- In town

of 1000 with large territory. Must sell fixtures
and $500 stock. None hitt those meaning bush-1 ness need write. !mason for selling, failing
health. III1V1• 111111 here 11 years. (1. Smith,
Kingsley, 1HN1
1)&117 stock ; county seat, 1900. All or part, $1500.

Iowa. Partieulars lirst letter. liargain. Ad.,
"S181," care Keystone.
'N I N' FRS.\ Lengravingblock with pad ; japanned.

'Will sell Olean. Ad., Box 460, At'ashington, III.

.411()SIN'iltileYJieltlittiellTtitelVigrkosViellegt;t1). tie new.
MY stock of jewelry. Profits last year, $2000.•I 'L Failing health. 084 Lake Street, Clarion, Iowa.

$275BUYS jewelry store in fine business town ;rent 5234 mont h. A good opening. Reasonfor mellitigouttst finish learning trade. Write atonce to L. Votroubek, Solon, Iowa.

1 MEIt ICA N-maile baloney stafik, 7 jewel grade,•1 sten ; 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per dozen. V. C.Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

ERA NCIS engraving machine, cheap for cash.1  'liltgain. Is in good condition, and hastype anti attachments. Chris. Gotjen, 562 Metro-, ...Man .vc,, Brooklyn, New York. 
Elf Y old dock made by R. Whiting, Winchester.
Womhoi movement, ease, nearly 7 feet high.;mod condition. All., C. IV. Parker, ninth!, N.Y.

I)I,D-EsTA MASH ElFjewelry -11OiSitiess In Plata-,' delpilia Ibr $1,500 cash. This year's businessanom los to $1800 ; includes 51000 repairing./IN IIHE 1Vi11 leave the country. Address, "B 158,"care Ko-stone.
IF. \V ELM' business in a nice New York town ;II small capital required. A rare oppot•tunity.\V lilt hir inirl Molars. Ad.," It 50," care Keystone.
11 p-T( ...BATE jewelry store, town of 2500, inI Nebraska. Stock 113000 to 64000. Alumni busi-!loss sle,000 ; established 20 years. Business ham11111111 1110 rich, I now wish to retire. No letters
answered unless prospective buyers will stateamount of money able to pay down. Address,X 144," care Keystone. 

1101.1.ER jewels, 25 cents a dozen (quality fair).II Bonney, Keokuk.

-friei-siiimshed and gu'ilei'ilug Jewelry hinsiness Illn Northwestern city ; pop. 65,000. Yearly lief
pt•olits about 54000. Party weaning business MUM
have moo cash ; others need not answer. Stock
about 137000. Reason IM; selling, unsatisfactory
partnership and family health poor. Address," II 143," cure Keystone.
PHEAP, 2 8-foot wall cases. Cost 560 each ; sellV for 530 each .,1. W. Coatsworth, Galena, Ill.
A UDEMAIR'S trial CASC. F. B. Rowe, Little
/I Rock, Ark.
TO competent watch maker, long-established watch
I repair business doing over $2000 watch repairing
a year in large Nell' England city. Price $500 forgood-will, shim fixtures and safe. Rent 525 .permonth, including heat. "T 66," care Keystone.

TC I I ES, jewelry, st/t.CM, tools, materials forsale, cheap. tiebold, 466 Eighteenth Avenue,
Newark, N.J.
11001) will and fixtures of an old-critablisha
II jewelry store. Fine opportunity for up-to-date
jeweler. Pop. 7009 ; 1 other jeweler. Address at
°nee, 1•'. Jr. Seashell+, St. Marys, Ohio.

MER I( N-inade ruby and sapphire hole jewels.1 in set t logs, 75 cents per dozen ; end stones thesante price. W. C. Bonney, 520 Main Street,
Keokuk, Iowa.

lIEW ELBA store, great bargain, e250-. hush sell
at once-sickness. Established business, bail.

leaf  565 Forty-third Street, Chicago,. Ill.
VINE trial case, 35 sphericals, cheap; atm) sitiall

jewelry store in Indian territory. C. J. Scott,
nankin,
E YSTONES Nov. 194 to Nov. 1000 No. 2 MoseleyIt slide rest. Best offer takes either or both..1. Sutherland, Palmyra, Wis. 

liN E grandfather's clock, 1-day strike, plain ease,If wooden movement ; has name, "S. Headley,
Plymouth," on dial. Alovement is hi excellent
(milli! Jolt II lull is a good timekeeper. Address,
Prialerie Peary, Bangor, Me.
It, ELL-I.:ST.1 BUSH ED jewelry business, modern
" Unt•gain. For particulars
ad., "Jew elm.," 311 Jennings, Cleveland, Ohio,- - _ REsT tit. all. 612110 will buy leading jewelry store

_

ill city If 5006. Everything Included-walleases, show eases, safe, regulator, bench, etc.Little opposition, good location, very low rent-money-Ion If i lig hominess. Reason for selling, goingtII lilt. in Enrols.. For particulars address, D. .A.
:rand 1 1 11V1•11,

Al.\ I NSPIHN(.s, :to cents It istx-14 dozen In It(11 box. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

't JIll it u'y 11111 1111t illIh 14,dupso-111 good WesternAt Kent Itelty 'own. Owner niiist sell 1111 111llM1/11of licalt II. 'tOiJ lo 5500 cash reitifired. AddrCS11,01 1 20," care Bautnittn-Nlassit .1((welry Co., St.
Louis, Mo.
VRANCIS engraving machine, 4 Sets type, cm-
I )111.111S,  StIlIlit, attachments. Does good work.
Bargain for petsoli needing machine. l'rice $10.
John Joss, New Philadelphia, Ohio. 

AT invoice, almut 92500. Established business
It 1,11Ying tidatou, net, yearly. Address, " C 83,"
care Keystone.

•

FOR SALE.

IEWELITY and stationery business ; best tow II in
State, MOO pop. Invoice 56000 to 8000 ; tine

stock ; no disditint. Good business ; tsaltriu

on application. 3Ittrchison Jewelry Co., Rawlins, ,
Fine oppertuility. Full part [(future j

PEST paying and well-established jewelry store
ii on the busiest avenue New York City. Annual
profits above all expenses, t 25.10 to 53000. St.s,k
and fixtures about 93000 ; can reduce If desired.
Reason fim selling, engaging in wholesale business.
A rare chance fin* live business maul. Address,
" B 146," care Keystone office.
MY old (30 years) established store ; complete-G-
m tures, street clock and good will.. It(!ason for
selling, going in the import and (•x port. business.
'fhb, is rare phance for watchmaker or optician
with limited ettpltal. Martin Shunter, 1992 Third
Avenue,  New oriCCIty.
WELI,ESTABIAt-41141),jewelry business in 1111-
" MIS WWII of 1500. (Mod country and town,
3 railroads, electric) light, ete.; railroad tvateli
inspection. No cOmpetition closer than 15 miles,
Address, "th .53," eare Keystone.
JN au luteca IlIWlI of 800 pop., a jewelry store af

low cash valuation. No opposition. (Mod
opening for praet lead man. Address, A. C. liv(eketi,
103 State Street, Chicago. 

MYMY jewelry ltusitiess. A rat'sr (+once Mr a illS ii
of moderate tuella*. Good' i•(tasons for selling.

'fowl' of 5001: Sttlitifera.• Michigan. Address,
"S 184," care Keystone.
THE best paying jewel store in this part of the

country for sale. 3 ust leave on /1C11111 III Ill

sickness. Stock invoice about $2500. Protit yearly
about 82500. Party meaning business, with I 11,
cash, please answer. Ad., ".T 38," care Keystt ne.
aRANDFATHER'S clock, 8-day, walnut .use.
IA Address, Lock box 17, Baltimore, Ohio.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

To teade good Minnesota land thr jewelry sod:.
-100, 320 or 691 acres at lt7.50 per acre. .1. NI.

Hoskins, Sioux Rapids, Iowa.
PATENT on alarm for 1 and 8-day clocks. Simph•
J and cheaply manufactured. J. II. Bryinis,
Woodbine, Iowa. 

 - -

160 A-wtiitteEisie,,,,:klei 
welry,

neiltxri trfitnmusteettic)., I'uxaus, lit
All. lIlt

251, Penns Grove, N..1.
HOUGII-COA'rED Si. 13ernard female; color,
IL orange and white, nicely, marked. Perfect
ellildren's dog-pedigreed. Geo. E. Weatherby,
.Ir., Shullsberg, W1800118111. 
*9 n Be Celan cornet, nearly lww, for Dial sel,
epth... \AI or what have you ? Box 807, Waite!), N.Y.
VXCHANGEOsil and Inside Bend° city preperly
141 for stockj of jewelry and kindred goods.
Brainier, Attica, N. Y.
VDISON atere-kinellISPOpe, clarinet, 'mazer. Want
If double steixo.ptim .11, watches, graphoplione.
W. II. Merrill; Washington, N. J.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

TO rent, to jeweler, muc-lialf large drug store
I window, show ease, she!, ing, etc.; floor space,
6x7 feet ; line location. liox 716, iiinginuntoli,N.5'.

TRIPLE Alliance mainsprings never set 111111
I seldom break. Moil you want to try a few?
I.:very one warranted. \V. C. Bonney, teekuk,
Iowa.

I AM still b.:telling tine watch and chronometer
WOrk, doe!: work, jewelry jobbing-, optics, en-

graving, plate, train, motion, escapement, pilot-
ing, jeweling, springing, making new parts and
general repairing in II first-class manner, quickly
and reasonably. . School established 1887. II tut-
dreds or successful graduates in various parts of
the world. W. 10. A. ll'oodcock, Winona, Minn.

VEND photograph and 25 cents and I will 1111111
13 you 5 button photos, from same. S. S. Wheeler,
photographer and jeweler, Pittsfield, Mass.

IF ail jewels look alike to you I have nothing that
I will interest you Ind if you can tell a good
jewel when you see it send me your natne-let's
get acquainted. Bonney, Keokuk.

_
$ aF!Iv.■lt!). Ti■.. above reward will be given

hi lor information leading to the present
whereabouts of Dr. L. B. Itoselibanin, oculist and
specialist in diseases III' the eye, ear, nose and
throat. Ile is (If Jewish deseent, age :15 years,
weighs 135 pounds, Is about 5 feet, 4 or 5 inelhes ill
height, has black hair combed pompadour, dark
brown eyes, large moutlr, with teeth showing gold
tillituga ; was smooth shaven (may have started
mustache). Speaks German and English, and is
rather agt•ecable and gentlemanly in his manners.
Address or wire, Sidney Smith, Pine Bluff, Ark.

MAINSPRINGS, shin and ,lewels for the din-
III ones. Bonney, Keokuk.

Ulf LL fiend you description to make ii clock with-
H Out wheels (motive power, water or atir) for
25 cents. Or a finished clock, per express, on
receipt of $2. Is 2 tint high, representing clock,
water titterer, disinfectant, deodorizer-original
window attraction. Addi•ess, II, Hauser, 4113
Nt.,111 Front Street, Wilmington, N. C.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VOU are looking for it good, reliable firm to de
your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.

Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Nienterial Building, Chicago. 
QI3N1) your work to John Wollett, expert watch-
" maker for the trade • tine watch repairing, de-
magnetizing, etc. 310.11' orders promptly attended
to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

HAVE you an old English watch ease you want
It changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to nte, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Watisworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some
. special inducements to offer to those who wish

to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and.at
very low terms. Address, for information, the
Elgin Ilurological School, Elgin, III.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

WHY not send me your watch Mies that nosh re-
" pairing? Can replace any part of 11 ease.
G. F. Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg. , Chicago, III.
WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
11 every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, 'dings, brushings, polishings,•everything
contai g gold and silver. Fine gold, 811Ver,
copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established 18701,
72( Sanborn Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by
mail or express ; prompt attention given.

(IL) and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,
II engine-turning, everything in the lino of
watch case repairing. IL NViudimorth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago, Ili.
THE Elgin Horologic:al Seloall is still making
1 competent workmen for the trade. Watch and
jewelry repairing, engraving, etc., taught in a
thoroughly practical.nuttiner. Terms to suit the
hard times... Send for circulars to the Elgin
Iclorologleal School, Elgin, Ill.

D 61 for 10 (blank alum' ttttt ») door plates, A
ino),,, thick. Tharles A. Stahl, Jr., Pine Street,

Providence, It. I.
II EVA I it 1 X of tine timepieces and complicated
11 watches Illy specialty. Inspecting atm( repair-
ing of fine imported watches for wholesale houses.
l'imnpt attention hu all ord(!rs. Price-list free.
.1. Freistadter, 112 f'ook St., Waterbury, Conn.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute Is run on principles which
produce good watch repairers, engravers and
opticians. We do not oblige students to hammer,
tile intl make tools for several months which C811
la• lanight at wholesale for one-half any student
can make them. %We have no commencement
terms, l'itlTM work or other humbugs ill watch
telad ring or engraving here. Each one 11111111S as
fast as he IOW coMpre114.1111 the work well. The
fast ones are not kept back, or the slow ones
pushed beyond their tinderstanding. Students
g1.1 regular work to 1111 here f1,1 1I S11111 to finish.
Dr. Tarbox & (;ordon.

CASH OFFERS.
I rio any time you have offitred to you by your

customers any Jewelry containing diamonds,
pearls or other precious stones, and you do not
eart• to buy them yourself, send them to us and
WI, will submit an IMMEDIATE CASH OFFER.
Trade and Bank references if desired. Established
1880. ( 'orrespondence SOlicit ed. We have bargains
for cash, also. Will send on approval.

CHARLES S. GROSSMAN & CO.,
3 Malden Lane, New York.

25 Jewelers' Friend.CO NO MORE, NO LESS,

Most jewelers are using it. Do you? It
you don't, you don't know what you miss. Bet-
ter joitt the procession. See page 1095, October
KEYSTONE, for list of jobbers who sell it.

Man'f'd by A. W. THOMA, Mineral Point. Wis.

•

TO MANUFACTURERS
WHO WANT TO BE

WELL REPRESENTED IN CHICAGO

AND THE WEST

We desire to correspond with anj well-estab-
lished manufacturers of Gold Jewelry, Rings,
Plated Jewelry or Sterling Silver Flatware who
want proper representat ion in ChicagoandWestern
territory among the jobbing trade and larger retail
firms. 1Ve Call give highest references as to Minh its,
shrewd management and business capacity. We
are in excellent position to make it profitable con-
nection with any concern desiring to secure an
adequate representation in Chicago as a central
isnot. ( 'orrespond with" Manufacturers' Agent,"
Room Si 1 I 'olunibus Niemorial Building, Chicago.

J. .1. DONNELLY

aoTd arid SlilVer

eteCt140-P1Bielo

73 Nassau St., New York
Send us your card, and we will mail

you our price-list. it will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 1806.

We Are Closing by far the most alle-
cessful year in the history of our school.
Whilst three months ago our fifty-six
pupils crowded us, ottr r..cent addition
if mer 1400 square feet of floor space
will now give us ample room for some
tulle to come.

This Wonderful Growth
we believe is only the natural result of
our ability as thorough teachers, being
appreciated by the jewelers all over the
country, so that we have front five to
tell places for every student who finishes
with us. Applications for our students
are now on file with us from eleven
different States.
MORAL-Take a Course with us,

and the getting a situation after you are
through will be the least part of it.
Send for prospectus.

'The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School,

For the thorough teaching of Watchmaking,
Engraving, jewelry Repairing and Optics,

Lancaster, Pa.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

allays-la otter
1 to the Trogialc

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close, personal attention
to repairs sent me. Prompt-
ness my motto. GIVE ME
TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.
CHICAGO

111
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MONARCH
The Watchmakers' and

Jewelers'

CEMENT
STRONGEST AND BEST
in use. 'fry it and you will
11S11 1/U other.

Monarch Cement Co.
565 E.43d St.,Chicago, Ill.

Sold by jebbors. Should your
Jabber not hale il, enclose
25 cents and you will wel k..
bottle hy return mail.

aitz44
ra4r1

by practieal and personal INSTRUCTIONS
to it limited number of students.

' ASK Mr samples of students' work and about
" Modern Letter Engraving."

Our students are in DEMAND. Niany an.
now in best stores in the country. Write at (ART.

5ckoot4 g9iLa47th1
genz.La, 1L-44

Display advers., 82.50 per inch per column
Smallest adver. inserted, one inch.
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THE BEST
AUCTION SALE

SEASON

'The Coming Auctioneer

RAYMOND S. MARTIN

Papa's Prospective Partner

IS JUST AFTER

THE HOLIDAYS.

A jeweler can actually

double the profits of

the Christmas season

by a January clearance

sale of surplus stock

while it is still fresh,

bright and inviting. This

means ready capital,

advantageous buying,

cash discounts, a fresh

spring stock and unin-

terrupted activity.
S. MARTIN

BUT ALL DEPENDS ON THE AUCTIONEER

I can give you the names of many
 jewelers who will tell you that the 

profits of their after-holiday

sales conducted by me actually excee
ded the entire profits of the holiday 

season itself. .The chances

are that I can do the same for you.

The.past year has been the greatest in
 my career for big and successful 

sales. As auctioneer-

ing feats, some of them have been
 absolutely unparalleled. I am credited with being able to a

greater extent than any other auct
ioneer, to draw a crowd, hold it and 

sell to it without subsequent

dissatisfaction—thus at the same time 
making money for the jeweler, spr

eading the fame of his

srore and raising his reputation. If you are thinking of an auction sal
e, write me at once.

S. MARTIN

Jewelry

Litiaineaa Strietly 
Confidential

Auctioneer
784 First Street

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

After the Holidays
Accumulate work stares you n the face and then you

find you need a modern, up-to-date Engraving Machine. The

Eaton-Engle is not the oldest, but it is by common consent

acknowledged to be the  best. A very wide range of work can

be done on it and the beauty of its engraving is conceded by all.

A Special Offer During January Only

To those who place orders with us for our complete Jeweler's Outfit dur
ing

January, 1901, we will include without charge a set of our beauti
ful Cipher

type, which we sell at $5.00 per font. This offer is good whether you buy the

Machine for cash or on small installments.

$200 IN GOLD

To the watchmaker or jeweler sending us the best sample of wo
rk engraved

on one of our machines before March 1st, 1901, we will give a first prize of

$100 IN GOLD. Other prizes given will be
$50 IN GOLD

30" 6 6

20 '6 66

ORDER A MACHINE NOW

AND SEND IN YOUR SAMPLES

Correspondence relating to our Engraving Machines

promptly and courteously acknowledged. Catalogues and

samples of work free on application.
At every exhibition of our machines they have taken

highest honors. At Toronto Industrial Exhibition, Bronze Medal

and Diploma ; at Export Exposition, Philadelphia, 
Silver Medal

and Diploma ; at Greater America Exposition, Omaha,

Gold Medal and Diploma. A record unsurpassed and

never equalled by any Engraving Machine.

The Eaton 0 Glover
Company

87 Nassau Street

NEW YORK
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• This beautiful design
is an cxact fac-simile of our new Calendar for 1901. In the
Calendar itself the date pad occupies this space. We are
now mailing these Calendars to the trade, and if you do not
receive one by January 31st let us know and we will send
you one. We trust that this design will keep constantly
before you the position of leadership which our products
hold in the Nvatch casc w(dd.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19t1I and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, P.
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The Accuracy and Endurance
of the Full Ruby Jewelcd

has been proven by years of use on the largest railroads of the world, where

sway and swing and jolt and jar have thoroughly tested its timekeeping and

lasting qualities.

The World's Standard.
Elgins are sold by jewelers everywhere in sizes and cases to suit the purchaser.

An Elgin watch a le,w, has the word "Elgin" tiro,' for free booklet -
engraved on ten works—fully guaranteed. I 'The ays of a 11atch."

The above advertisement occupies a prominent posi-

tion in the advertising pages of the current issues of the

principal magazines of the country, and a similar one will

be much in evidence in the agricultural, religious and
general newspaper press during the first year of the new
century. This is a sample of what we are doing to help

build up your trade in ELGIN WATCHES, and we

trust the retail jewelers will take full advantage of it.

ALWAYS ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR ELGIN WATCHES

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
GENERAL OFFICES,

76 MONROE ST., CHICAGO, ILL. FACTORIES, ELGIN, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 206 Kearny Street.

SEE JOBBERS' LIST FOR PRICES, OR WRITE THE COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE,

II JOHN ST.

A merchant must have goods
that he can sell at a profit.

WE MAKE JEWELRY
FOR JEWELERS,

and every. Merchant Jeweler ought to have a large
representation of Fa goods in his stock, for they

TR. MAIal

are just the kind the people want.

GOOD STOCK, WELL MADE, WELL FINISHED.

The Rolled=Gold Filled LOCKETS, CHAINS,
BRACELETS, SLEEVE BUTTONS and PINS that
we make, are as good as gold, and are two hundred
per cent. less in price.

Buy 1113, goods; guarantee them to your customer
for ten years, and we will endorse that guarantee.

We have always enjoyed a reputation for making
good goods, and we now state positively that we
have the finest lines to be found in this or any other
country.

Ask your jobber for FRA13, goods.

THEODORE W. FOSTER
Sc. BRO. CO. -

Makers of Honest Gold Filled Jewelry

100 Richmond St., Providence, R. I.Successors to

FOSTER & BAILEY

I05



L. II. K. 0 Co.'s

SPECIAL
Genuine American Lathe

with

Tip-over T Rest

One of the greatest offers ever made.
Every lathe is stamped with our own trade-mark
Every lathe is fully guaranteed.
Send for prices and full particulars.

L H. K. & Co.
SPECIAL

L. II. KELLER & CO.
Importers, Manufacturers an Jobbers d Fine Watch Materials, Tools, Files, Supplies an Optical Goods

SPECIAL ATTENTION
GIVEN TO MAIL ORDERS 64 Nassau Street, New York

No. 2 Power Shear. No. 2 B Foot Press.
1-24th size. 1-28th size.

No. Plain Drop Press.
1-54th size.

No. I A Foot Press.
1-29th size.

No. 1 Screw Press.
1-3511 size.

No. 2 C Power Press.
1-33d size.

HEADQUARTERS
JEWELERS' AND SILVERSMITHS'

[Send us samples of the
work which you wish to
make, with production
desired.]

FOR

No. 3 I) Power Press.
1-32d size,

MACHINERY
MIOSSBERG Si GRANVILLE MFG. CO.

WESTERN OFFICE
MERCANTILE BANS BUILDING

CLEVELAND, OHIO

150 Nassau St., NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

BOURSE

No. 2 13 Power Press.
1-28111 size.

No. 5 Automatic Drop Press.
1-50th size.

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
1-45th size.

No. 9 Rolling Mill.
1-15Utli size,

No. 2 Draw Bench.
1-1251h size,

No. 6 B Power Press, Geared.
1-43d size.

107

WATCHES and CHAINS
We are in BETTER SHAPE now than ever to
take care of our RETAIL FRIENDS. We are
well equipped IN THE OFFICE and ON THE
ROAD. Our stock is COMPLETE and WELL
ASSORTED.

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
Jobbers in Watches and Chains

LANCASTER, PA.

fwF"w 51.47.,..se.75.S101

HOW

COMES

IT?

THAT we have the highest reputation.
THAT our students satisfactorily hold
A i positions and are greatly sought
after by the best houses.
THAT though making moderate claims
we nevertheless hold the record for great
achievements.
THAT our students have no regrets—
they came to the right place.

MERIT ALONE EXPLAINS IT.
Circulars free.

H.

Canadian Horological Institute
115 King Strect IsElust

'T'ORON'TO, ONT.R. PLAYTN ER, DIRECTOR

"Speaks for Itself."

A CUSTOMER CAN SEE THE BEAUTY OF IT AT A GLANCE.
A BUTTON THAT IS STRONG, DURABLE AND EASY OF OPERATION.
SAMPLES TO ANY RESPONSIBLE DEALER.

JEWELER• WANTED AS AGENT•
IN EVERY CITY IN THE
UNITED STATES

REID & ORR CO.
Makers and Sole Agents

ROChe.t4ter, Minn.

A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES
STAR BRAND Your stock of Materials and Tools is probably low—neg-

lected during the rush of the busy season. We would
like the opportunity of filling a sample order from you, and
call your attention to a few of our specialties listed below.

MARS
We guarantee prompt service and first-class goods. We
have had twenty years' experience in tilling material orders.

* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings, extra
quality, crocus finished, are now put up ill enameled anti-rust
tin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen ; $9.25 per gross.

Balance-Staffs made for American Movements, and American-made Cock
and Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. If not
satisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.

Waltham, 0, 1, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, 65 cents dozen.
Elgin, 0, 6, 16 and 18 65 cents
Hampden, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents
Illinois, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "

'42911a".. 

Columbus, 18 " 6 cents
Rockford, 18 " 65 cents
Trenton, 18 

"
5  "

" 65 cents "
N. Y. Standard, 15 " 65 cents "
Seth Thomas, 6 and 18 " 65 cents "
Atlas and Sun Dial, r and 18 " 65 cents "

AMERICAN
MANSPRINGS

BEST
• ON • '

rr

*I. STAR " Brand American Roller-
Jewels, one gross (12 (lozen) nicely
assorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles, for
the leading makes of American watches,
perfect fit. Special price, complete,$2.75,
or 25 cents per dozen.

Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,
75 cents and $1.25 per gross.

SwisgsroRsso 3 
Cents.

l3ler-ewels, oval or round, per

* " STAR " Brand American Long
Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12
dozen), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,
12 bottles, for the leading makes. Price
complete,Special,$1.75 (dozen,3o cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,

dozen n card, ]5 Ce11
ricoansizes,

2,3, cents.

assorted, one

Rolled-Plate sc
d

iiiare 

per 

dSocza, n, Scarf 

P
twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cents;

do cents.

Backs, 

enBtsa 

round

.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 30 cents.

Gilt Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,
per dozen, lo cents. 

American Pendant Screws, a very
handy screw for holding in stern, per
gross, well assorted, so cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass
Screws, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.

Ilascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 Cts.
* " STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,
in box, per gross, 75 cents.

Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch
Bows,O, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, round, assorted
oil card, per dozen, 1,1.75 ; antique, per
dozen, Sa.00.

Golde
easy 

ill do \evri (g.N, Brdrwat n.. 2d, lowots  karat, v. 6dwt,sie.oryo

Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,
in ;.; oz. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.

Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen
nicely assorted on card. Per card, oc• erg.

Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars
and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,

American Winding Stem Combina-
tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keys
of all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,
Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, complete
outfit ; per box, $1.00.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

II. B. Peters & Co., 13.7aalvZ, New York
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AT OUR PRICES
You have no excuse for going

without a lathe when you take our
prices on the lathes shown herewith
into consideration.
They are all good and reliable

and just the thing for the watch-
maker that wants a dependable
lathe without paying too much
for it.
We also carry in stock the

Moseley, Webster-Whitcomb and
Rivett Lathes, attachments,
benches and all accessories.
Write us about anything you

need.
If you haven't our 1901 Tool,

Material and Optical Catalogue
you ought to ask us for one. Send
us your business card and we will
send the catalogue free of cost.

'The Gem Lathe
A good substantial, well-built lathe.

Combination consists of to wire chucks,
2 wheel chucks, i taper chuck, i screw
chuck, 6 cement brasses and belting.
Comes packed in a neat partitioned
wood box. Size of lathe, 9 -inch
bed ; swings 3V inches.

Price, complete,

$21.15 NET CASH.

q7w Faneuil
Special Lathe
A genuine American lathe from a

reliable maker, which fully guarantees
the quality. Our prices meet the com-
petition of imported lathes, and we
warrant every tool to be true and per-
fect. Extra attachments can be added
at any time, as all the parts are made
interchangeable. Size of lathe, iort
inch bed ; swings 43/8 inches.

Price, complete, with 8 chucks, 6
cement brasses and belting,

$24.44 NET CASH.

Extra. Quality
Geneva, Lathe
This lathe is especially well adapted

for watch work and general turning
done on the watch bench. They run
perfectly true, and of the many hun-
dreds we have sold none have failed
to give perfect satisfaction. For a low-
priced lathe we do not hesitate to
commend our Geneva as the best on
the market. It comes packed same as
Gem Lathe. Has 14 chucks, 8 cement
brasses and belting. Size, io-inch
bed ; swings 3 inches.

Price, complete,

$15.00 NET CASH.

E.J. SWIGART, Cincinnati , Ohio.

■
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bring out the weak points of your store. They disclose
the actual number of shop-worn pieces that have col-
lected during the year, or years.

You discover many out-of-fashion jewelry novelties,
old gold and silver pieces, and such unsalable stuff
mixed promiscuously through your stock.

Dead stock that no doubt you've been
carrying from month to month hoping to
realize the metal value of a part at least
from some easy going customers.

You are not making any profits doing this.
Such goods are honestly losing you money every
day, for they detract from the pleasing ensemble
of your wares.

All old pieces are really worth more to you in
our smelters than collecting dust on your shelves.

Box them up and start our way along with scraps,
filings and your sweepings.

We pay the very highest prices and make returns
for old gold and silver immediately on receipt.
Returns for sweepings within five days of receipt.

All shipments are kept intact, and if our offer is
not thoroughly satisfactory, the consignment will be
returned to you at once, and we bear all expense.
Could anything be fairer ?

We have bought tons of sweepings from the
United States mints. The governme9t sells only to
the highest and best bidder. Therefore, it's a sane
and wise conclusion that the highest bidders are
always

GOLDSMITH BROS.
SWEEP S MELTERS, REFINERS &ASSAYERS
WORKS 561=-4 eg.THROOP STS. CHICAGO
OFFICE 63&65 WASHINGTON ST.
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Worth Remembering

Always bear in mind that we can save you money on
America.n-Ma.de

-4er! )"" Balance Staffs an
Cock an Foot Jewels

We sell our goods on a positive guarantee to refund your money if not satisfactory.
Can any one do more ? Our Staffs are well tempered, finely finished and fit accurately.
Our Cock and Foot Jewels are made of sapphire and ruby, mounted by expert work-
men. guaranteed perfectly true, stripped with sapphire tool. Every Jewel inspected
before shipping. We have Staffs and Jewels for all makes and sizes of American
watches, at S1.25 per dozen. Send us a sample order.

Our Red X Cross Mainsprings
at $1.00 per dozen are equal to any 81.25 spring you ever used.

Here are a Few MONEY-SAVERS for you, for FEBRUARY
an MARCH ONLY

Roller Jewels, for all makes of American movements dozen,
Nickel Watch Bows, 3 or 4 oz 
Rolled-Plate Wire, good quality   oz.,
Easy-Flowing Gold Solder, 6 to 10 K.  
Rolled-Plated Button Backs   dozen,
American Hour and Minute Hands . .... . per dozen pairs,

Second Hands dozen,
American Pendant Screws, for holding stem gross,
English Pivot Broaches   dozen,

Movement Washers     three dozen,
Dial Washers (Tripod)  box, 10
10 K. Gold Filled Watch Bows, 18 size  dozen, 82.00

', 16 size   1.50

'' 
,' 6 size   

o 
1.00

25 eta.

25

25

25

50

20 "

10

50

15 "

10

Box 89

TIDD c CO.
Columbiana, Ohio

Good Light Draws Trade
You can have the VERY BEST

GAS LIGHT anywhere, equal or
better than five electric bulbs or ten or
twelve coal oil lamps, at

20 Cents a Month
if you will get the

Brilliant
Self-Making

Gas Lamp
We have made and sold over 90,000

during the past three years, all of which
are giving perfect satisfaction. Always
right and ready for use. No pumping
Up or artificial air pressure required.
They run themselves. Guaranteed.
Approved by the insurance boards.

BIG MONEY TO AGENTS
WRITE FOR YOUR DISTRICT

HANG IT ANYWHERE
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100 Candle-Power Single Burner

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, CHICAGOGEO. BOHNER, Agent.

THE LEDOS MFG. CO.
34 & 36 Pearl St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

Watch Case Materials

and Jewelers' Findings

CROWNS, PENDANTS, BOWS, SOLDERS, FINE ENAMELS,

SEAMLESS WIRE AND PLATE IN ALL QUALITIES.

GOLD WIRE IN ALL KARATS.

77521•Ono

5:g

14 K
AmERicm14
PENDANT SET

CROWNS, BARS

& SLEEVES...

"!q--

52\

/3

FOUR DOZEN ASSORTED
r0 Ft

ELGIN, WALTHAM, KEYSTONE

and DUEBER

PENDANT SET BARS
".T.) SLEEVES.

18,18,12.6 A110 0 SIZE roa AMERICAN

ANTIQUE WATCH CASES.

CARDED ANTIQUE
and AMERICAN

14 K. GOLD CROWNS
Complete for any make of case.

Watchmakers should not fail
to get a combination set of
these cards.
For sale by all jobbers.

NOTICE.-Our complete illustration of
Pendant and Lever-Set Bars and Sleeves
with full information, now ready. By the
use of this card you will be able to order
from your jobber without sending a de-
tailed letter. On receipt of fi0c. we will
send this to any part of the United States
or Canada.

ASK YOUR JOBBER
FOR OUR GOODS

The Numa Spring.
PAT. MARCH 14, 1893.

The most perfect spring made in lock or lift.
Can be used itt place of a solid steel or any other
spring. Presents an unbroken surface in watch
case center, making the ease absolutely dust-proof.

Every spring perfectly finished and guaranteed.

\cb`'

. A
0 6•4.4- a

76.s

14 K

ANTIQUE
PENDANT SET

CROWNS, BARS

& SLEEVES.
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Pac-Simile of No. 2203 Imperial American Springs, Coiled and Tagged.

Nene Genuine unless marked "Imperial" and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark.

"Impetial" MA1811111118
are the best, the most reliable, have

quality, finish, strength and durability,

are coiled and tagged, put up in
the most convenient manner, and are

" Guaranteed for One Year."

81 2.00 

I Per Gross.

lS 1.0Pe0rDozen.

3,. I

IMPERIA3

-917A1L914-00n

or 

„.,.
_

MAINSPRINGS

I

Cabinet

Sent

Gratis

with 36

screw-top

bottles.

The Cabinet itself is worth $6.00
and is tar superior in appearance
than is represented by the cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
With a first order of one gross of the " Imperial " American or Swiss

Mainsprings, We send gratis  our improved handsome n 
cut.

miepolis it is 
well

hedSolid nBlaaciek,

Walnut. Oak or Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, shown 
cabinet finished and dovetailed throughout, and the cover closes with a patent

snap lock, nickel-plated. It is the only cabinet made that will properly system-

atize and keep in thorough order the many American and Swiss mainsprings

necessary at the present time, and will be greatly appreciated by all watch-

makers. Besides being very useful, it makes a very handsome appearance. It

has twenty drawers, with fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the top is arranged

in grooves for thirty.six screw-top bottles for watch and jobbing materials. It

will hold 6 GROSS " imperial " American or Swiss Springs. We also in-
clude two sets of perforated gummed labels, with 119111e, number and size of the

Springs, so the drawers can be numbered as desired. These numbers correspond

stoawng 

the

diirecto 

correct

ryofall  le, 

width

Asmteyricansprings which is printed on the inside cover,ho 
and strength by Dennison's dingiosron:isStandard

Mainspring Gauge, and the proper numbers and names 
f 

GREEN BROS.
IaanideeLV_I , n New York.

Importers, Exporters, Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Fine Grade Watch Material, Tools, Optical
Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies.

I CUT THIS OUT and keep it for reference.
Fac-simile of an assortment of "Imperial" Swiss Mainsprings coiled and tagged

None Genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark.

Latest Mainspring Guide it
The following list shows the CORRECT STYLES, WIDTH and STRENGTH .by DENNISON'S STANDARD,

Mainspring Gauge And the proper NUMBERS and NAMES for ordering the

111Wellgla* 
Registered Trade Mark and Facsimile

of Wrapper on the Imperial

American Mainsprings Gy•
c1, 

--, -= 7.. 
i, , '. ;41k10,l' law•nt. Ease cat of the Imperist Stela&

coiledited tagged.-.

'..., 
b

The Imperial Mainsprings are zuaranteedjor one year.

_ Eaeh Spring !ears the ward "IMPERIAL."

Each Spring It tagged with the Name and Size; for FINISH, TEMPER. ELASTICITY and DURABILITY they have as mat.

am NOTE -By giving the ber no natal. Waltham. Price $12.°° Per Gross.ran ewer in Riling order.

No. Si,, Name Description of Barrel DesMovement
cription ot

Style Width
Average
Strength

2201

2202

1/1

18

Old Style 

New Style  • 2  

tilt Barrel...,......... .

Gilt Barrel 

Full Plate

Full Plate

gEll=1

J ,oe,ur

15

10

3 to 4,

3 to 4

2203 18 New Model ,k..Nlekel nod Gilt Barrel, "Wide"  Full Mate .1,,..• e me 20 9% to 314

2201

2205

2200

15

15

IS

New Model 0. F  t. -Nickel and Gilt Ilarrel,nNarrow"

Pencil. ..ad Lever Set  '...lalleltel end Gilt Barrel - -

Crescent SU Tilt Barrel. ct Narrosva.

Fan plata

Full Plato

Full Plate
.

,/,....ote

Yo,a., :011

z,ezwe

la

21

14

2 fS 3 '

1 to 2

iye to 214

2207 IS
,1.1

Crescent St.. 4 GIN Barrel, 1•WIde" Tull Plate oe,,,,,ie 10 244 to 356

2124 IS 1 rd Movement ,I, -Berl Barrel   WW1 Plate CAM= 23 314 IC 414

2205.- 18 Lever Set  %...Nieltel and Gill Barrel 11 Pl ate ,- ..e..,,,'''. 14 25 to' 35

2215

2227

2225

2'109

22 to

2211

2223

2224

10

16

14

14

14

14

14

12

Pent11. and Lever Set.1888 Medel .....3  Steel Barrel  

Pendant Set, 1899 Model  C Start Harrel 
az

Pendant Set. 1895 Model '73 Steel Barrel  

Ada. St. and fro Gerd. X. N.- 19 Gilt Barrel

Old Style .. ...611ekel and Gilt Barrel, a Narrow'

'0Nov Style r.„ .NIckel and Gilt Barrel, nWide".••••

Pendant an• Lever Set ' 1/5 Steel Barrel 

,0
Petulant Pea 

C'' 
Steel Barrel 

%Plate

X rim.
k Plate

%Plate

1:, Plate

Plate

11 Plate

61 Plate

Clarg=31

Cillimma

ICEIMINEMI

-,,,,, ”oe

WIRMSZEM

IIIIMEMENZINI

411111.2=a

111M=011

10

19

10

14

12

10

10

12

4 to 3

4 to a

6 to 11

3 to 414

2 to 3

2% to 35

5 to I

014 to 1%

2214 tO Key Wind 0:1... ..... ... .Gilt Barrel %Plate .1,.....,,a( la 3 to 4.

221.5

2'217

2219

2210

2220

2721

2226

S056

0

0

LBO)

0

00

MT,

Lever firt 

Petulant and Lever Set   11.1..

Pendant Set LIJ

Old Style '

Pendant Set 

Pendant Mei 

Pendant Set  

4-...Nickel and GlItt Barrel 

N Onkel and Gilt Barrel 

 Steel Barrel 

..NInkel and Gilt Barrel 

Steel Barrel 

- .  Nickel Barrel 

Steel Barrel  

X Plate

%Plate .

%Plate

5 Pla.

prim,

  I; risco

k Plate

pesiEragEssi

rimminnima
ZEMIZIEME

WEInagai=i

BEINIMELIZIEIMill

fifiNMErda=81

459BIBBB181115513

10

10

11

8

7

7

7

3

3 to 0

7 to El

8 to 7

7 to 8

714 to /43e

to 5

_
- _, ....

GREEN BROS., 6 Maiden Lane, New York

-. -

Elgin. Lancaster or Keystone.

Al/TE.

Braced.

-The Double Braced Springe are new being u al lattaad of Single

They ate he toed In 1Vtleho holes the 0 it Style Steele Braced

No. Size Name Style Width P.T.
Nalexpring, by Sling nlf one side. Sy giving the number, no Initiate

5077 18 Old Modal - a'''''''''''' 20 9 to 3
ran nee.In Mil. order.. worzmasm. 2

No. Size Name style • Class Width ',1,71

--

5075 18 New Model

lumbus

IS to 3

--

5041

- - 

1

-

14

-

Double Braced CM= 1 20 4 0089 18 New Style .7.ecun.e. 110 25 to 55

5042

5043

18

18

Doable Braced

Double Itraced

CNC=

, . ..v.,,,,,

a

3

20

20

3

2

5090

6091

JO

8

New Style

New Style

DEIIII=M

%1MECNOMI

15

in I

3 to •

6 id •

5044

5045

5046

5047

5048

18

16

16

10

6 Ltd S

Double Bowed

Double Braced

Double Braced

Double Braced

Doulde Braced

Braced

01111=51

CMS=

030.1=3
afrillEZZM

IRWEIN=M1

1

2

3

7
2

20

18

18

18

74
10

I
•

3

2

7 '44
0 Le

6092

5093

5094

...

IR

IS

0

Seth

Century

New Style

New Style

.' Thomas ..
(1011=1

CNC=

colowsm=ig

--
24

14

10

15 to liii"

45 to 55

55 to rua
5049

5050

5051

5052

5053

6 and 8

0 and 8

0

0

0

Double

Double Braced

Double Braced

Double Braced

Double Braced

anglEffer=

gallialleffSIMII

amiligrimziwa

31.613102323:31

3

1

2

3

10

4

•

5

10

0 
50117

5 
n, 609(1

.....

15

0

Standard

New Style

New Style

tW1=111

6yfg#213Mni

"

10

a '''' 1 .

5 to a

5130

5131

12

12

Steel Barrel

Steel Barrel

111.11111MEME

IMEISE=111/

I

a

.4

13

13

0 .

6 0.;
Trenton

Steel lidaillEMMIE 3 13 4. Z 3038 18 3intr StYto A.5 ' j,„„....4,,e 20 3 to 4

5132

5133

12

0

Barrel

Steel Barrel 51.11111.32=39 I
9 1, Cts 15100 0 New Style ' [1212125ZA 10 4 to 5

5534 0 Steel Barrel 11.11.1=763ITEM 2

3

9 9 4.4
United States Waltham

6136 0 Steel Barrel 011/01=1=1131M1 0 8 C
6101 18 New Style Jmortint' 20 114 10 35

5136

5137

18

fo

Tongued ...

Tongued

1111=13

I=EZ=Zi

I t04

1 to 3
20
18
7" 41?:11 5102
2 to d 44. .

cri 6103

16

6

NewSt7'°
_. 

w 
. i

Ne y e

kial.
4wimpic.,,,.....mi

77
to

4 74 4
4,.., to ,34.

Hampden.' New England and Waterbury.

No. Size Name Style Width
wean. \C:t

:t-,-.4,,
- No. Series. Style width =A%,A.:

‘"5005 18 Railway -"  20 336 to 414 5100 E. Coiled Style 13 50
i _ol, Je,,,, ,..e

5050

5057

60514

5059

18

10

6

000

New Style

New Style

New.Style

New Style

MIEZNZ1
'' 3...1.3

0111111=1

lgallMON3MEL4

20

2o

0

It

2 to 3 Ce 51te

a to 6 az 5111

5 to 6 6112

75 to 8 5113

st.

I.

J.

K.

sup style

Plato Style

Plain Style

Plain Style

immzerzi

CIERIEM

CiMEMIZE

=MN=

to

18

Is

18

5
.

I

a

3

Illinois •.. LL I 51 it 4

faal 5116

L.

N.

811p Rtyle

fili Style

pppoppimarlw.n7.4 10

10

7

II

50 01 18 New Style Sop/ tree . 20 2% to 2%

• Ce

p

Slip Style

ffireriziwi

10 7

nonz to New style MIINELZ:=3 le
5118

a '''' 3 C  t
7

1'.

IL Slip Style

issall=ffli

 12 6

5000 III Thin Model .6-1... u.vd 20

..

3% to 40
S. 81111StY'r

raiazzsgam

3 tnti
5003

5084

8

6 5 4

New Style

New Style

ConliggEggranppa

IIMOIIIIMMEndl

9

p

3% to 45

a .,„ in

5116

6119

5120

T.

IV.

Slip Style

Silo Style

51161MdBMMeln

ENIEZZ/M/

ICEMIL=11

12

10

•

5

Rockford. t sill 0 Slip Style 1163=0 10 0.

6067 18 New Style, II. C. , .0*.o. •••••.e 20 li to 2 5122 7. Slip Style MiManigrAl 7 0

5068 18 New Style. 0. 1,rillWE= 17 0 So 3

6070 16 New Style ,mor , . . , 22 6 to 5 Atlas and Columbia.

5000 6 New Style Eammeaszni 10 0 to 0 6110 0 Hite New Style i l431.111a3=0a 6 7 to 9

non Hi

Howard $4.5o per dot./

New Style CIIIIG=I=1 19 3 to 4 6141 18

Hamilton
Clan 1 and 2'IMAM= 10 11% te 4%

6053 18 New Style alliUgg=1 ID 4 te 5 6142 IS Clan e •rol 4

6014

i

8 New Style IIMMILIIMESI 11 7 to 6 6145 le

-

oso I is 3

- ...._..

111.1.0.11Ela 19 44 te iii

--...■,....m.
EoPY t 625 sm. by Greit

Orders accurately filled from any Catalogue
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MORE
CASH
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND

SILVER

WHY WE CAN GIVE IT
Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.

We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silver
consigned to us.

If we were in the smelting and refining business exclusively, our expenses and refin-
ing costs would be 15 to zo per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of other
refiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY
consignments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay).

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID
in exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
24c. per dwt. for 6-karat 40c. per dwt. for 10-karat
28c. " " " 7 " 44c. " " " 11 "
32c. " " " 8 " 48c. " " " 12 "
36c. " " " 9 " 52c. " " " 13 "

Highest Market Price for Old Silver

56c. per dwt. for 14-karat
60c. " " 15 "
64c. " " 16
68c. " 46 ir

72c. " 46 66 18

Send us your large consignments
Send us your small consignments

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

93, 95 an 97 William Street 57 Washington Street
Near Maiden Lane (New Location)

New York Established 19 Years Chicago

Albert Brothers'
FAMOUS A UNE of CLOCKS

These clocks have been christened the "Kings of Cloc
kdom," and they

have justly earned the proud title—there is no clock in 
the market that can

compare with them. They have always held, and always will hold, first

place in the estimation of dealers and their customers.

Strikes . $1.45 net cash
Alarms . 1.70
Gongs . 1.70
Gong Alarms 1.95

ALL Oak
Half-Hour Strikes
6-in. Dial
23 in. high, 17 in. wide

SIX DIFFERERT
PATTERNS

packed securely in one box

$6

66

66

Waltham Movements
[ 

Ingraham Clocks
Prominent ( Elgin Movements Ansonia Clocks

Distributing New England Watches Rogers Bros. 1847 Flatware
Jobbers of ( Gold and Plated Jewelry

Write us—or call if you can. Correspondence has 
careful and prompt attention. When in 

Cincinnati, we invite you to examine

our Spring Stocks for the purpose of satisf
ying yourself where it is to your best 

interest to buy.

SHALL WE SEND YOU OUR CLOCK 
CATALOGUE? It's free for the asking.

ALBERT BROTHERS
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY

CLOCKS, TOOLS, MATERIAL
SILVERWARE

N. E. Cor. Fourth an Plum Sts.
Right on your way uptown from the 

Grand Central Depot

CINCINNATI, OHIO



The M. L. Landis School of Engraving
AND GRINDING DEPARTMENT.
A Fine and Complete Set of Gravers, Perfectly Handled, Sharpened

and Polished, Ready for Engraving.

1,1,A11,11,A1 .,\E :,„...„,)),,,,
" 1 . a 40 41 42 8-5 10-5 t4-5 I 2 3 65 RING AB-Aa

THE ABOVE ILLUSTRATION IS HALF THE SIZE OP TOOLS.
8 Special Script . . . Numbers 1, 2, 3 "Plain," .40 . . . "Reversible" .60 . . . Per set, $1.75
2 Spoon Bowl . . . . " "A, B". . " .65 .. . . .85 . . . " 1.70
I Ring Graver . . . " Ring   . .85 . . . " .85
I Seal Graver . . . . " 65. . . . .   " 45  . " .95
3 Liners   " 8, io, 14,-5 ‘. .00 . . . . . . " 1.75
7 Flat Gravers . .   " 36 to 42 . . . . " .40   . . . . " 2.50

You can order any one graver at the above prices, The Full Set of seventeen Gravers, mounted $9.00
in eleven '' Plain " and six " Reversible " handles, in perfect order for engraving, complete, 618.60

To enter, you should write at once and make advance engagement.
Only a limited number of pupils accepted at one time. We devote our entire

time to their instruction and advancement.
Each pupil is given personal instruction under our new system of teaching.
Aside from personal instruction, we give daily CRAYON LECTURES on our

NEW METHOD of DESIGNING LETTERS and MONOGRAMS, etc.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

M. L. LANDIS, 94-96 Miami Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

TOOL AND GRINDING DEPARTMENT
Owing to the great .leinands for us to supply Graver, in iierfi,ei nixie'', we imw illustrate

our new and complete set. We do not make these tools, 1.111 furnish them in Yautier, Stubs,
Lancaster, etc., perfectly Handled, Sharpened and Polished, ready for engraving. Our
Gravers, ground in this manner, are easily kept in order, and will be a wonderful guide to
you in engraving, because you can then see how far you are shading, etc. Should you desire
any size or shape Graver not here illustrated, order from your catalogue and enclose 15 cents
extra for grinding each Graver, postage, etc. All Gravers are tested and guaranteed.
Orders promptly attended to on receipt of cash or money order for sante.

A SET of our LETTER and MONOGRAM CHARTS are GUARANTEED
or MONEY REFUNDED. Price, 61.50, postpaid.

Notwithstanding that we are recognized Leaders amongst the 
Jobbers of DIAMONDS, 

'WATCHES and JEWELRY, to convince our trade that we are also 
trying to give them the best values in

articles of our other departments. We give you herewith only a few 
samples from our regular Clock Depart-

ment Bulletin, and you will find prices on all our other Clocks in 
proportion.

KARINA.
Height. 12 oohs, U. idth. SAS (fiche.

71-LLA.
scieni. I', is. iv,. i5lltI I 1 Inches.

Hustlers, Light-Day, halt-hour Strike, rteIght, 24 
Inches.

+pm.-

Marbleised Woad Case, Bronze Trimmings. Eight 
'Day 43H /Movement. Stokes all li on on C Bell call

Hoar on Gong

PINERO.
Height. I I inches; Width. I 6 Inchee.

Slx Clocks Put Up in Case, Oak or Walnut. Assorted Patterns.

s. Cloche, all fitght•Day. Hall•Hour 
9 00 1,et

St, Clocks. all Eight•Day. Hall•Hour Stoke, 3 
Alarm 

9 70 Net

Su Clocks. Eight.Day. Hall-How Sm. and Alarm— 
  10 44 NU

Monarchs, Sleight, 24 Inches, Made In Oak Only.

sew-
klesbielsed Wood Case, Gilt Tr ,immings, Eight Day --A70

Movement. Sollies.Hall liour on Cup Boll iiJ
Ns.

11sur on Goog--....------

URSULA.
Nelght, I 2 inches; Width, 18 inchee.

trItt
They Strike the

Hour on -

Cathedral Gong.

and Holt liour

eto Cup Bell.

72E

For Reliable Jewelers is an assured success if con-
ducted by my system. No injury to your reputation
and a positively successful venture if conducted by
the Recognized Leading Jewelers' Auctioneer,

sew-
blarbleised Wood Ca... 6111 Trimmings, Eight Day

Movemeot. Strikes 11411 Hour on Cup Bell and

SORMA.
Height. I 2 Inches; Width, 16 Inches.

klarbialud Woad Case, GlitTritontings. Eight Day 
Move. 468moot, Strikes Hall How on Cup Belltutei Hour 

on

BELASCO.
Height, I I Inches; Width. II inchso.

By Removing

the Bell

Makes, them

Strike the

Hour Only.

Handsomely Embossed. Solid Oak Cases.

Clocks. all Oak. all Eight•Day. 
Half-hour

Ste Clocks. all Oak. all 
Eight.Day. Half-Hour Strike, 3 Alarm

gla:Clocits. all Oak. HI Eight•Day, 
Halltklour .d Alarm 

18 Nat • V/ /493
1143. Marbleised Wood Case, Gilt Trimmings. Eight Olt 

%tom.,

59 Btt ofehr: Strike Mall Hour on Cup Bell •Od, 13 On lesct
_Goa. •

Marbleised Wood Cava. out Trlattnings„.EIght 
Day

Movement, Steil. Noll Hoot on cup Belt

and Hour on Song--

I give below a list of firms who are among the largest and most favorably known among the jewelers of America and Canada, for all of whom
have 'conducted sales, Any one of whom I believe will be glad to inform you of my success and methods in conducting auction sales :

A. K. Camp Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Dillon, Wheat & Hancher Co.,

Wheeling, W. Va.
W. D. Testes, Houston, Texas.
J. E. Mitchell, Fort Worth, Texas.
J. 1). Leys, Butte, Mont.
Knepfly & Sons Jewelry Co.,

Dallas, Texas.
Eustis Bros., Minneapolis, Minn.
Lytle Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Bohm-ltristol Company, Denver, Cob.
w. H Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
A Feldenheimer, Portland, Oregon.
D. Rosenberg, Rochester, N. Y.
Dodd, Werner & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio,
two sales.

C. J. Steinau, Cincinnati,Dhio.
A. & J. Plata, Cincinnati, Ohio.
A. Steinau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cady & Olmstead, Kansas City, Mo.
Anderton & Eberhardt Co.,

Dayton,Ohio.
M. Wunsch & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
M. German, Los Angeles, Cal.
H. Morton, San Jose, Cal.
A. I. Hall & Son, San Francisco, Cal.
C. S. Raymond, Omaha, Nebr.,

two sales.
Steinmetz Jewelry Co., Helena, Mont.

Barre Bros. Co , Winnipeg, Man.,
two sales.

T. R. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.
J. W. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
A. H. Simon, St. Paul, Mimi., two sales.
W. B Clapp, Chicago, Ill.
W. T. Irvine, La Crosse, Wis.
David H. Harris, Fulton, Mo.
Joseph & Fish, Chicago, Ill.
E. Hallett, Lincoln, Nebr., two sales.
J• G Willeke, Springfield, Mo.,two sales.
Baldwin & Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
A Pinover, Saratoga, N. Y.
NVilson & Cutting, Winona, Minn.
A. T. Threadgale, Taylor, Texas.

H. Hahn, Lansing, Mich.
Woolen & Morris, Fort Wayne, Ind.
C. S. Durfee, Davenport, Iowa,

two sales.
D. Domnau & Bro., Waco, Texas.
M. 13 Wright & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
H. J. Benjamin, Denver, Colo.

two sales.
J. H. Bihl, Fremont, Ohio, four sales.
John Leith, Bay City, Mich.
rhe Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.,

Kansas City Mo.
W. A. Pfister, Sheboygan, Wis,
Geo. Deemer, Lead, South Dakota.

0. F. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. 13 Talifafero, Jackson, Tenn.
G. W. Brown, Cheyenne, Wyo.
H. H. Bisbee, Ludington, Mich.
C. W. Miller, Bloomington, 111.
Hight & Fairfield, Butte, Mont.
W. E. Crellin, Chillicothe, Mo.
Levy & Michaels, Halifax, N. S.
A. McMillan, Ottawa, Ont.
J. B. Williamson, Montreal, Quebec.
Sam Meyers, Denver, Cob.
Geo. W. Biggs' stock, Pittsburg, Pa.
A. Klein, Duluth, Minn.
Barnetz & Nunemacher, Columbus, Ohio.

OUR MATERIAL DEPARTMENT, in charge of an able
manager, is complete in all details, and we make it a study to 

supply the Watchmakers

with the latest Tools ana Appliances in the market, at correct prices.

/1 
 ....

,v1 00. '1'4, WOE DOEVP of.- 'ft..

r.(:)id dd L. /3. J. CO.,

Ph GURPIANTCCO ll

Klii, Main Springs.
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i

$0 i 

2. g6auman aewefr9 CO.,
......00 i 8t. 2ouis, 9110. t.,41 Sec auarontec ot) illsicle of cover. .

 — 

We beg you to notice change in prices of

our celebrated L. B. J. Co. guaranteed main-

springs, to $12.00 a gross ; $1.00 a

dozen ; former price, $15.00 a gross, $1.25

a dozen. We give with every gross order a

handsome 20-drawer Solid Oak Material and

Mainspring Cabinet, like illustration. Our

springs need no introduction. We have sold

them for several years and they have always

given satisfaction. Every spring marked

L. B. J. Co.; made for all American watches.

Send us your orders for Materials, Tools,

Optical Goods, Silk Guards and Findings.

Our stock is always complete.

TAKING WILLIAM F. NYE'S WATCH AND CLOCK OILS IN MID-OCEAN
it We use Nye's Oil and can use no other at this altitude," says Mr. S. Meyer, of Leadville, Colorado, (the highest town in the world,

io,,too feet above the sea), "all other oils dry off in a few months, while Nye's will stand a year."
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BY THIS MARK YOU KNOW THEM

4■10,

his year more than ever we are universal providers
for the trade in the matter of watch cases. We
have new patterns in infinite variety in every
grade and style of case that any jeweler needs in
his business.

KEYSTONE Solid Gold

Jas. BOSS 14 K. Filled

Jas. BOSS 10 K. Filled

CYCLONE Rolled-Plate

KEYSTONE Silver

SILVEROID

Consider for a moment what an advantage it is to
YOU to have one reliable manufacturing concern
back of and responsible for all the watch cases
your trade calls for.

It simplifies your business, obviates risk, safe-
guards your customer and gives you a reputation
for selling only the best.

With a proper selection from our products, you
can suit your every customer, whether his income
be one hundred dollars a day or one dollar
and you can suit him not only in grade, but also
in the particular style of ornamentation and finish
suited to his taste.

The Keystone Watch Case Company
icoth & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Increasing Demand for

KEYSTONE Solid Gold Cases

G 41

G 421

G 296 A

is a striking feature of the

watch case situation.

Lia"ti2A
he reason is not far to seek.

The simple secret is that they

are honest alike in material and

construction.

licy are macle of 14 K. gold,

almost entirely 4)/ hand, and

there is such a liberal use of the

precious metal as makes a sub-

stantial and serviceable as well

as a beautiful solid gold case

just such a solid case as a

jeweler can handle with profit,

benefit to his reputation and

satisfaction to his customers.

They arc made for and to be

handled by the jewelry trade

only. The engraving and finish

are of the high-grade character

that appeals to people of culture

and taste.

oints and springs are small, and

all the detail exquisitely worked

out. The new patterns for

Spring trade are now ready.

The Keystone Watch Case Company
loth & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

I I 2 C



JEWELERS, Have a Second Holiday Trade Like This Man Has Done.
READ WHAT HE SAYS:

Celina, Ohio, January 16, Igor.TO THE JEilVVELRY TRADE:
Gentlemen : If in need of an auctioneer, if you want to clean up your store, if your holidaytrade was light, we want you to hear what we have to say about Mr. Pope, of Chicago, as a sales-man, to make a satisfactory sale for you, as our experience has proven that he is a strictly capable,honest and gentlemanly salesman, and above all a MONEY-MAKER. Mr. Pope has just closed afive (January) days' sale for us, which has equalled within a few dollars our entire holiday trade,the best holiday trade we have ever known, and this was done notwithstanding the bad weatherall through the sale. We cannot speak too highly of him as an auctioneer, gentleman andsalesman. 

F. OLNHAUSEN & CO.

" By their works ye shall know them." Send for booklet; it will cost you a postal cat d.

P. E. POPE, Expert Auctioneer to the Jewelry Trade
Chicag0 Pool-ri 702 Stewurt LItiilding
Hut-rite Gt. 

IA)111(..1 du L.Etc, Wis.

Every Day I Receive
Letters Like This:

"Can you sell my stock at
auctthn without misrefre-
sell/a/ion and realize cost ?"

I; I accept a sale from you,
I will guarantee not only
cost, but a satisfactory pro-
fit at the close of each day's

business. I will describe the goods
just as they are, the same as you
would, never misrepresenting or
misleading the buyer, and will con-
duct the sale in a gentlemanly and
business-like way, to the entire sat-
isfaction of your patrons and your-
self. More than this cannot be
given or expected. Under this
positive guarantee, can I be of ser-
vice to you?

A booklet entitled

"WHAT IS AN AUCTION?"
and containing references from all parts of the count ry,

sent', on request.

JOHN H. RAVEN, Holland, Mich.

The Jewelers' Auctioneer
ESTABLISHED 1880.

Fifth Floor

J. H. 1-IavILL, Silversmiths' Building,CHICAGO.
WAXAHACHIE, TEXAS, December 24, ISOO.Mr. J. H. Havill has been conducting a sale at auction for me, and I have had four differentauctioneers during my career in the jewelry business. I consider Mr. Havill the best of themall. Ally jeweler who desires a sale upon a basis of honest representation and gentlemanlydeportment, I cheerfully recommend him to the trade. Will be pleased to answer any inquiries.

A. T. THREADOILL, Jeweler.

CLARKSVILLE, TENN., May 5, moo.Mr. J. H. Havill, of Chicago, conducted a removal auction sale for us, and we cheerfullyrecommend him to anyone desiring the services of a capable, honest auctioneer. He is aconscientious worker and a gentleman, keeps his audience in the best of humor, and receivesgood prices.
THE AVERBECK COMPANY,

Per Williams, Secy.

JEFFERSON, IOWA, June m, moo.Mr. J. H. Havill, of Chicago, Ill., has just finished a nine days' sale, and considering thetime of year, we think and believe he has made a phenomenally good sale for us, and wecheerfully recommend him to anyone who may wish his services to close out or clean up stock.'He sold about $2400 for us in the nine days, and up to the last three sales on the clean up heaveraged over the actual cost. Yours truly, RILEY & PAToN.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or silverware house of Chicago

F. R. CLAYTON, Jewelers' Auctioneer CO fi ilcce A, 3G9OS. tIaLl e. y Terrace,

GREAT FALLS, MONT., DCCellther 4. /900.Mr. F. R. Clayton has just finished a three weeks' sale for me. The profits lie realized were more than satisfactory. Intoy opinion he is possessed of all the requirements that make a first-class auctioneer. He is entertaining, courteous, a goodjudge of human nature, and worked as hard for my interest as his own. I gladly recommend him to any jeweler.
W. T. POWELL.

A FEW OF THE

JEWELERS

FOR WHOM I HAVE

CONDUCTED SALES

A. H. Pollard, Shelbyville, 111.
John Holt, Eau Claire, Wis.
D. J. Currie, Manistique, Mich.
Heller & Benton, Alexander, Ind.
A. H. Holzheinier, 103 State Street, Chicago.
Frank Foot, Lake Mills, Wis.
C. E. Sean, Merrill, Wis.
C. E. Ryan, Baraboo, Wis. .
E. Chase, Chicago, Ill.
H. Homer, Grand Rapids, Mich.
B. Brooks, Hillsborough, Texas.
S. W. Gray, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Theo. Kampf, Bryan, Ohio.
0. D. Chapman, Coldwater, Mich.
L. P. Husen, Holland, Mich.
G. D. Carter, Traverse City, Mich.
K. M. Farrington, Minneapolis, Minn.
M. Cardozo, Minneapolis. Minn.
1-1 C. Meizl, St. Cloud, Minn.
W. R. Doyle, Chillicothe, Mo.
G. W. Cole Stock, Denver, Colo.
J. J. Clemmer, Cresco, Iowa.
M. M. McMillen, Des Moines, Iowa.
F. F. Hallett, West Union, Iowa.

C. H. Haney, Hampton, Iowa.
C. L. Crawford, l'eoria, Ill.
J. W. Brill & Co., La Porte, Ind.
W. H. Thorp, Beaver Dam, Wis.
Davis & Heller, Terre Haute, Ind.
Amidon Bros., Hartford, Wis.
M. H. Leihenstien, San Francisco, Cal.
N. Hall, Hastings, Nebr.
C. F. Tryon, West Superior, Wis.
H. Stone, St. Joseph, Mich.
I. Urban', Vandalia, Ill.
E. D Beardsley, Harvard, Ill.
E. Gernand, Hoopeston,
D. Drummond, La Crosse, Wis.

WHOLESALE HOUSES:
A. C. Becken, io3 State Street, Chicago, III.
New Haven Clock Co., Chicago, Ill.
Holmes & Edwards Silver Plate Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Towle Mfg. Co., 549 and it State Street,

Chicago, Ill.
and many others.

Mail sent to my office in my absence will be forwarded to me at once. Write for terms and particulars. All correspondence strictly confidential.

If your busi-

ness is not

Up to expec-

tations you

need an

Auction

sale, and you

need D'Arcy

to make a

success of it.

ti2g

I can get you from two
hundred to five hun-

dred a day out of

your stock with an
Auction sale.

DO YOU NEED
THE MONEY?

I will guarantee

you a good profit
'over all expenses,

and 100 cents on

the dollar. Let me
hear from you to-day

F. P. D'AnY
3513 Calumet Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.

Irlirlr1TTYlririrririrrVirl—firlirTTVIrrrinrirl"1"ViririrMVirirrWMTIMTVTIrTV117"11-1
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R. M. HARDING
The Jewelers' Auctioneer

Room 306

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

15 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

FACTS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS I

I can furnish you reference from jewelers for whom I 
have

made large and profit-producing sales from the 
Atlantic to

the Pacific, and from the Gulf of Mexico to the 
Province of

Quebec. I guarantee every jeweler for, whom I 
conduct

sales against losses. Write me for reference, terms and full

particulars before doing business with others.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE 
CONFIDENTIAL.

THOS ALLAN & CO

OPTICIANS AND JEWELERS

2266 ST. CATHEMNE ST.

'MONTREAL, QUEBEC, January 1, tool.

This is to certify, that Mr. R. M. Harding, of 
Chicago, has just closed a four

weeks' auction sale for us, having closed out the 
entire stock, including fixtures,

to our entire satisfaction. Mr. Harding is a thorough master of his profession and

get tleman, and we highly recommend him to any 
jeweler who is anticipating

t iolding an auction sale. Yours respectfully,
ESTATE THOS. ALLAN & Co.

Per David W. Allan, Executor.
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'REGENT BRAND" Specialties Still in the Lead

Gloss & Bogiletio
The Latest Addition!

" REGENT " Case Springs.
THY THEM

and see how you Hke them.

Conic and See Us 
.i)

Co when in Philadelphia.

We make a specialty in filling Mail Orders promptly.

EXPORTERS AND. MANUFACTURERS,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Solid Oak. Cabinet PEE

with first order for One Gross

66 Regent " MLiI npri ng •.s

60 Metal-Top Vials, $1.50 extra.
DISCOUNT-6 per cent. off for cash.

" REGENT BRAND."
Easiest Fitting Case Spring Made. Made
n, 16, 18 Sizes. Both Lifting and Catch,

Price, 50 cents per dozen.

SEND P012 A SANIIPL.,.
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e." Atie.r. se 6.7:ri'le.

Price, $ 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 Gross.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

T

Price, $ .15 Dozen.
" 1.50 Gross.

Price, $ .10 Dozen.
" 1.00 Gross.

9

RIVETT
LATHES

Price, $ .20 Dozen.
" 2.00 Gross.

TheVery Best —Solid Oak
Paneled
Doors, Sides
and Back.

Fine Cabinet
Finish.

There are more made
and sold than all the
others put together.

investigate
Special
Price

Jos. B. BECHTEL & CO.
719 Sansom Street Philadelphia, Pa.

You will find it is MERIT
that has brought us from
the Smallest to the Largest
manufacturers of tools in
our line.

Cash with
order

Foot-Power Lathes.
( Correct in prin

ciple.

High grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is

admirably adapted for the heavier work of watchmakers

and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes tor
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, III.

Faneuil Watch
Tool Co.

Brighton,Boston,Mass.,
U. S. A.

IMPROV. WATCHMAKER'S BENCH. Curtain top. Drawers lock automatically.
one drawer arranged for chucks. Brans t 11111111 ings On knobs. Lock and key on right side of bench.
Dimenttions 14 inchen long, 40 inches high, 26 inches wide. Solid selected oak throughout (no soft
wood bottom and back, an most other benches are made), Guaranteed in every respect,

King 0 Eisele
14 to 20 N. Division St.
342 & 344 Washington St.

9 Manufacturers

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send for our 20th Century Catalogue. free upon request

No jewelry store
is complete
without one.

Retail Price,

$5.00

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

Maker of Fine Tools and Dies for the Trade
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm Streets

High-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, OHIO Monarch Engraving Blocks

THE " SOUTH BEND " WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. 
Iles many points of merit over all others.

Will remove all magnetism. Order from your 
jobber or from

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTR
IC MFG. CO., South 

Bend, Ind.



"CLEAR AND BRIGHT
. .

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINIS

CORRECT SHAPE

AND / .
BUT

LOW-PRICED
INTERCHANGEABLE STEEL SPECTACLES NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane.

PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier.

I EYE SIZE. IMPROVED NOSE BRIDGE. EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIP.

No. 8004 Plano Convex. Straight Temple.
44 Itt

No. 8251/3 Per. Convex.
No. 825 Blue Per. Convex. "

CLARA
Oil tanned, non-tarnishable.
Overstitched in assorted colors.
To be had in 0, 6, 12, 16 and

18 size.
The construction of this bag is

such that when taking your watch
from vest pocket it will remain in
the bag.

No. 807% Plano Convex. Riding Bow.
No. 8I74 Dbl. Convex.
No. 827 Per. Convex.

If your jobber does not carry our goods in stock we will send you descriptive circulars, and direct you tothe nearest jobber who sells our line. We open no retail accounts.

9e ould established
engraving shop.
Makers of
printing plates

°nWPPEK, ZINC
(WOOD
by all known processes.

High grade work prompt
service our success.
e shall be pleased to confer with you.Manufacturing Opticians.

Fleming's
Patent
Corrugated
Universal
Case Springs

Henry Zimmern & Co Importers of Watchmakers'., and Jewelers' Supplies,

47 Malden Lane, NEW YORK.

Sole Depot for the superior and well-known U.S. American Mainsprings.
Headquarters for Ajax Insulators.
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tbe francis Engraver
HOW TO BUY AND HOW TO USE

When wanting a machine, if able to have the be
st, don't cast

around for something cheap. Some scan the " for
 sale " columns in

the trade papers, hoping to. find a bargain, th
inking that anything

called an engraving machine will answer the p
urpose. Such phan-

tasms, picturing bargains in 'dross, are formed fr
om mistaken ideas of

the value of cheap machines, and from errors in 
Understanding the

growing need with which the person is becomingimp
reSsed.

I believe in always speaking " well of abridge "
. that.is.safe, not

one that has carried me " safely over,'runlessit
 will do the same by

others. My old machines were the best the co
untry afforded, at the

time they were made, and that distinctiOn has bee
n held:by the Francis

from that day to this. If those put . out years agb, were wOrthy of

these times, it would be because I had done 
nothing to huproye the

opportunities of recent.years in which everything 
has:made such rapid

advancements. The:old machines are not • right,. never were, And .if

used will damage everything and, everybodyinte
rested. I. am, sorry

that more cannot be said for .them,. but being 
equipped with stationary

gravers, they are back numbers, and.the man wh
o will takeA•machitie

so equipped, is supposed either indifferent as to
 the tools heu'ses on

work for others, or such a poor mechanic that 
he is incapable of seeing

the difference. When the old machines were 
sold, the souvenir spoon

and sterling novelty craze had not reached us, an
d they were provided

with only common gravers, but users now are 
imitating later machines

of that class, by making the same tool sent out
 with such machines for

spoon and novelty work. The tool is made e
xactly in the form of an

inverted Egyptian obelisk ; sometimes, howev
er, they are triangular

in form, each side, to the point, being like o
ne side of Washington's

monument to the apex ; the work being done 
by an inverted and

somewhat flattened pyramid that slides aroun
d in a spoon-bowl like a

bob-shed in sand, cutting souvenirs in bas-r
elief, in a way that is effec-

tive in exercising the memory by a process 
of excoriation, instantly

bringing to mind the event it is most likely 
to commemorate. The

turning point for spoons is almost like the o
ther points, you turn it

to make every cut down the slope towar
ds the center of the bowl.

This is the only way that a cut can be made
 in the bowl of a spoon

with a machine.
Every machine sold, that has a stationary poin

t, is.a seed planted

from which a desire will spring to have the lat
est Francis.

If you have an old machine and 
intend to buy a new one, don't

handicap the new one with old type ; 
it was made before type was

correctly designed or cut.
If for a certain purpose a tool is wo

rth having, the best is cheapest.

Only two years ago the best machin
e made was my. No. i ; excepting

the latest Improved Francis, it holds 
the same position now. It has a

turning point making it efficient on 
general work. Nothing else has

ever approached it in convenience and 
quickness in adjusting articles.

It can be called slow only in comp
arison with my later engravers. I

work on the plan that to most trade
smen " time is money." If your

time is so occupied that the inconveni
ences arising from slow means of

adjusting is constantly adding to its 
cost, then a higher grade is

needed.
. The No. 2 is a long step in advance ; 

it is quicker handled, more

easily adjusted to the multitude of no
velties that have drifted into the

trade ; it is better made and better fin
ished ; it is a smooth working,

well finished, fine looking engraver ; a 
perfect gem for the money.

No. 3 is another step in the same di
rection, attaining every con-

ceivable point of excellence known to 
date. Its conveniences are

manifold. It is perfect in all of its appointments.
 As a product of

value and skill, it shows more work fo
r the money than any other

machine made for an industrial purpose
, in the best factories in this

country. While a more ornamental piece of 
mechanism cannot be

found, its value is not in show ; it is pra
ctical in every detail ; a model

of simplicity ; effective in operation ; 
effectual in use and useful to

the last.
To buy a machine intelligently, note you

r wants and buy only for

them. The simplest outfit that can sup
ply your needs is best. The

attachments are not all necessary unless 
you have work for them in

quantities. Almost anything but rings can be cut w
ithout an attach-

ment. If you cannot decide what is best, tell me
 what you want to do

and I vill name the best outfit for the purpos
e. This always results

in satisfaction to the buyer. My aim is 
to sell only that which will be

needed. The need of a stand depends on 
things unknown to me—it is

the proper thing if you have unoccupied 
floor space where there is good

light. Unless you think of something that 
would be required for special

work,I would advise the following outfit,
with either machine, and a stand

if necessary. Type Nos. 2, 4 and 5, ring
 tool and ring attachment.

HOW TO USE

Of those who have had machines for years
 some do not use them

as they should, but it is not a wonder, for v
ery little has ever been said

about their use. Of all of the different kinds of machines m
ade and

used in the industries, there are few, if any
, that require less attention

to keep in order, than the Francis Engra
vers. With the exception of

gravers, a late Francis will be ready year 
after year without a moment's

care. They seldom squeak if never oi
led ; they will stand more ill

usage without its showing in the work than 
one machine in a thousand.

Adjusting articles, setting the type and trac
ing the letters, can be done

by a child. It is so simple that instructions are unnec
essary.

To learn to turn the graver and cut s
mooth letters requires a few

hours' practice. As a general thing the f
irst two or three letters made

dissipates all apprehensions that skill is 
required. It is not in these

things that I wish to instruct users of mach
ines, for they are known

instinctively ; but it is on the abuse of gr
avers I wish to lay stress.

Not one in twenty using machines 
give the graVer's edge as much

attention as they would the edge of a
 garden hoe. Hundreds of

machines are in use to-day, .the gr
avers of which have not been

sharpened for years, and still the owner is highly satisfied and s
up-

poses he is getting good use of his mach
ine. I heard a man say once

that his machine was perfectly satisfacto
ry ; that he had used the same

graver nine years without sharpening. 
The ill use of gravers has pro-

duced more doubts in the minds of other
s, about benefits to be derived

from the use of an engraver, than all of
 the poor machines ever made.

The best machine is made inefficient by
 a slightly damaged graver. If

I was using a machine on general work I 
would have a case,of gravers

in holders and keep every one in 
perfect order. The flat and the

pointed, the high and the low heel, one 
for spoon-bowls and one for

convex surfaces, one for soft and one f
or hard metal, one to throw a

shade on this or that side. A graver th
at will cut aluminum beauti-

' fully may not be fit to cut anythin
g else with, and one that will cut

silver smoothly may do bad work on 
copper. To get the best results

from a machine, gravers should be 
made for particular lines of work

and be used on nothing else.
It has been said and often repeate

d, that every time a Francis

graver is used it has to be centered by a tedious 
process. That of

Addres.s

course is false, it has to be centered onl
y after sharpening, and it can

be done in one minute. If yOu had a case of a dozen centered 
gravers

they could all be used in cutting the sam
e, identical, old English letter.

One can be instantly removed and be rep
laced by another while making

a letter, without interfering in the leas
t with its beauty, but on the

contrary if the gravers are well chosen in 
the changes, its beauty can

be greatly enhanced.. Suppose you hav
e a letter in which you want

some lines very fine and some very bro
ad, a graver that makes very

broad lines is a poor one to make very 
fine lines with, so you change

and cut the lines respectively as stated.

Don't neglect sharpening your gravers as
 you would your pen-

knife ; if yoti sharpen your pencil with a dul
l knife the injury is yours,

but if you 'engraye.with a' dull. tool, someo
ne who is expecting a nice

job will be disappointed, There ,ought 
not to be a jeweler, and I

don't think there is, in the whole Country 
who is not mechanic enough

to sharpen his gravers with the graver-p
lane. The gravers that I send

out.will stand most all kinds of treatment, 
but there is a limit to their

endurance as good-working instruments, th
at some. never seem to dis-

cover. Some.who make the discovery, 
Make them worse by grinding

on a coarse stone or wheel, and at incor
rect angles, leaving a point no

better. than that on a wire nail. What is the use of having a machine

and so abusing opportunities? Might as well break the hands off of

your regulator and guess at the time. A 
little carelessness may turn

away a good customer. If each job you .do is a sample worthy
 of a

good machine, it will be long remembe
red as a card in your favor.

No better form of cheap and effectual 
advertising can be adopted. If

you could follow the person for whom you
 had done a neat job and

see how her attention was attracted by e
very bit of engraving she saw,

and how comparisons were made, and h
ow often it was talked about,

you would see the force of my assertion. 
One consideration always

taken into account in most localities by 
those having such goods to

buy is, "does ht do good engraving?" 
If shown satisfactory work

done by you on goods previously purcha
sed, it is a point in your favor-;

a standing card, good as long as the ar
ticle lasts. It is hard to find

tableware that the owner cannot tell by wh
om engraved.

A. E. FRANCIS
780 Cedar Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio
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JEWELERS' FINDINGS
Retail jewelers can get our goods from all jobbers.

Chicago Office:
103 State Street, Columbus Memorial Building.

24S

and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only.

Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co.

LSTABLISHED 1867*
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IATO 0 D AND
PHOTO -ENGRAVI NG
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TO -AND
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY
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'9t, FORREST Bd11.Jui G °

) 119 Sa.FOURTH ST-
PHILAPELPH

N- 5.11mit :ELEPHONE CONNEc„,

Pawtucket, Rhode Island

Our New Mainspring
Cabinet.

One of the finest yet produced. Built
of solid oak, with 'twelve drawers to
contain two gross mainsprings All
drawers dovetailed and finely finished
throughout. Top arranged to hold
screw top material bottles. Will
be given with first gross order of
" Success " Mainsprings, complete
for 810.80 net cash. You must see
this Cabinet to appreciate it.

When lid is closed no name or
advertisment on Cabinet.

..Success" Mainsprings war-
ranted against breakage or setting in
the barrel, for all makes and sizes of
American watches, 61.00 per doz.;
010.80 per gross.

ROSENZWEIG BROS., —OLE AGENTS,
52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

We Went Youi Wad Boallinu We employ only Expert Watchmakers.
All Jobs promptly executed.
We can save you money on your Repair Work.

M. S. Fleishman Company, Wholesale Jewelers, Masonic Temple, Chicago

SWEEPINGS OUR SPECIALTY.

L. LELONG & BROTHER,
GOLD AND SILVER REFINERS, ASSAYERS AND

%weep Smelters.
BULLION SOLICITED. SMELTING FOR THE TRADE.

Prompt attention given to Old Gold and Silver forwarded
to us by mail or express.

Southwest Corner Halsey and Marshall Streets,

Newark, N. J.



swARTcHILD CO.  Watchmakers' and 
Jewelers'

Supply House

131 to 137 Wabash Ave., Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
Because of their general

quick-selling qualities, a
line of GRAPHOPHONES
makes a most profitable
addition to the stock of a
jeweler or optician.

Liberal discounts to the
trade. Write to our near-
est office.

THE HOME GRAND
THE COLUMBIA GRAND

THE GRAPHOPHONE GRAND, $15o
THE HOME GRAND, Sioo

THE COLUMBIA GRAND, Ss()
Other Styles of Graphophones

from $5.00 up
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The illustrations
herewith given
are from our
24-page

handsomely
colored

illustrated

Loudest
Clearest

Smoothest
Cheapest

GRAND RECORDS, $1 each

SMALL RECORDS, 50c. each,
$5 per dozen

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR
OWN RECORDS ON

THE GRAPHOPHONE

Assortent F 2 4. 
GENUINE 

uaOPALS

Extra Fine 
Olt

m 
y
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Prier for 
Assortment, $4.00

o- wCopyhrighted

Catalo 19°., )
o Sartcild &Co.

Showing 30
Different
Selections

of the most useful
Jobbing Stones
required by all

Jewelers.
It also contains

valuable
information
on Balance
Staffs and
Jewels.

If you have
not received
one of these
handsome
Booklets,

write for it and
we will be
pleased to

send it to you.

-tit, 40 
Cclits

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 21 AND RECORD LIST
For sale by dealers throughout the world and by the

NEW YORK, 143-145 Broadway.
Retail Branch, 1155, 1157, 1159 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 88 Wabash Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St.
BALTIMORE, no East Baltimore St.
BUFFALO, 313 Main St.

ST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive St.
WASHINGTON, oio Pennsylvania Ave,
SAN FRANCISCO, 125 Cleary St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 3o6 Nicollet Ave.

BERLIN, 65-A Friedrichstrasse.

REMEMBER WE

ARE THE LEADING
TOOL (Pic,, MATERIAL
HOUSE IN THE

COUNTRY

Our 682-Page Complete Catalogue Sent on Application
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A strong conviction, based on past experience, is growing in the
minds of silverware buyers and users, that many so-called " trade-
marks " on flatware stand for little, and that "28.42 Rogers Bros."
means a great deal—the best (by test) that can be procured in silver
plate.

The increase in sales of "1847" goods during the past twelve
months has been phenomenal. If your stock was sufficiently large
to supply the holiday demand, you were indeed fortunate. Even
with our increased facilities, delays occurred which we will strive
to prevent in the future.

Look over your assortment, and order enough of "Silver Plate
that Wears" to complete your line for the early Spring trade.

A supply of advertising matter will be enclosed with your order
if you ask for it.

What "1847" means on flatware, this mark
hollowware.

MADE ONLY BY

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., SUCCESSOR TO

indicates on

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT.
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jeccvelry and Optical Trades.

B. THORPE, Publisher.

SubaCtiptiOn—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
 of

the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines, Mex
ico

and Canada; single copies, regular issues 15 cents; 
special

issues, 25 cents. To Foreign Countries 10 Shillings
 (82.44)

per year; single copies, 1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE. when sent by mail, should
be made by a Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check 
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or an Express Money Order. When neither of these can
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Advantages of Visiting the Big Markets

HE season is now here when many jewelers

are wont to visit the big buying centers to

purchase Spring stock and post themselves on

the latest developments in the jewelry market.

It would be well if a larger proportion of the

retail trade adopted this excellent plan of regu-

larly visiting the market in person. The mer-

chants' associations in the big centers now facili-

tate the making of these trips by procuring

special rates from the railroad companies, and

other inducements to visitors. The jeweler

should also bear in mind that specially low fares

will be granted by the railroad companies from

various points in the Union to Washington, in

connection with the inauguration of President

McKinley for a second term on March 4th.

These inauguration excursions can be utilized to

good effect, for the capital is in convenient reach

of some of the largest jewelry markets.

THE advantages of a personal visit to the

market are many, and so palpable that it

is quite unnecessary to .state them. In a circular

issued by one of the merchants' associations the

jewelers are advised as follows : " It is to the

interest of every merchant to go to market and

get in touch with new methods of doing busi-

ness established by the large houses, especially

those of the retail trade. No merchant can hope

to maintain and retain a successful trade unless

he keeps abreast of the times. New ideas and

radical changes of methods are seen in the big

centers every season. When the merchants of

the smaller towns and villages visit market they

not only secure new styles and fashions with

which to make their stocks more attractive, but

they secure the confidence of the consumer at

home. They establish the reputation of being

up to date. Many merchants have not been to

market in years. To do so this season is a duty

each merchant owes to himself." There is

reason in this statement of the case. The visits

of the travelers to the jewelers, convenient, in-

structive and necessary as they are, can never

take the place of a personal visit to the market.

The United States the World's Supply

House

IN a recent issue of L
eslie's Weekly, Profes-

sor Edward D. Jones, of Wisconsin Univer-

sity, gave a remarkable compilation of the vast

material resources of the United States. The

figures establish the premier position of our

country as a world supply house. The profes-

sor's calculations show that we produce more

than one-fourth of the world's.wheat, more than

half its cotton and nearly all its corn. Our dairy

products amount to one-third of the total supply

and reach an annual value of $5oo,000,000. We

excel also in the production of cattle for meat

and breed the fastest horses in the world.

The United States lead in the annual output of

timber. The Southern long-leaf pine furnishes

nine-tenths of the world's naval stores.

Much more recently the primacy of the

world has been secured for our industries. While

man as an animal eats much the same kind of

food as he did twenty centuries ago, as a pro-

ducer of innumerable and manufactured com-

modities he uses a different mechanism in this

age than he ever used before. The industrial

revolution which witnessed the creation of the

modern factory system saw it built upon three

substances, coal, iron and steel. Our country

is the first in the production of these.

THE coal fields of the United States have a

ratio of i square mile to each 15 square

miles of total area. The ratio of Great Britain

is I square mile to 20 square miles of area ; that

of France is I to 200. While England still leads

as a producer of bituminous coal, though rapjdly

being overhauled by us, the total coal output of

the United States is unequalled. To the annual

iron production of the world we contribute one-

third, and to the steel production nine twenty-

fourths.
More than half of the copper produced

comes from Butte, Lake Superior, Arizona and

California, and exactly one-half the petroleum,

or 6o,000,000 barrels of 142 gallons each, is our

quota. There are now operating in this country

establishments for the rapid production of struc-

tural steel and machinery which are not equalled

elsewhere. There are at present more foot tons

of steam power exerted upon machinery daily

per capita of the population in the United States

than anywhere else in the world.

THE people of this country occupy more and

finer dwellings than any other great body of

people. In the construction of them they use

more lumber, and in their fitting more furniture

than is used elsewhere. They use more carpets,

the annual per capita consumption being I%

yards ; more wall paper, more paint, more rub-

ber and more jewelry than others.

Americans eat more meat and more wheat,

more candy and more fruit than any other peo-

ple. When to this it is added that Americans

write more letters, support more magazines and

newspapers, travel more and employ more miles

of railway and telegraph and telephone lines than

any other people, it will be seen that the time

has passed when the United States can be looked

upon in a patronizing manner, or its industrial

and social achievements be neglected in any esti,

mate of the worlcIN work,
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The Ideal Trade Journal
A visit was recently made to this country

by Alfred Harmsworth, the spectacular young
London editor, who at a period in life at which
most men of his age are struggling with fate
and fifteen dollars a week, has become a multi-
millionaire, and all through his own genius and
energy. His phenomenal success against stag-
gering odds is proof that he is a man of in-
tensely practical ideas, and his views of what
trade journalism should be are interesting to
KEYSTONE readers. Said Mr. Harmsworth:

Trade papers have a field all their own, and exert
an influence proportionate to the breadth and intelli-
gence of their conduct. In my opinion the influence
of a trade paper will be determined by its undeviating
adherence to one policy and that simply this—thc
single aim of faithfully catering to the interests of its
readers—the retailers throughout the country. In
proportion as it does that it will have influence ; to the
extent that it deviates from that policy will it lose
caste.

The retailers should be made to realize that every-
thing of relevance to the trade receives full and fair
treatment in the trade paper's columns unbiased by
business considerations, be the consequences what
they may. Conducted upon such a broad plane, trade
papers will exert an influence and command a clientele
impossible under conditions less independent and
aggressive. Another point. " Puffery ' should be
abolished—" jollying," I think you call it. No paper
should give away what it is accustomed to sell. All a
nublication has to sell is space. It's valuable or it
wouldn't be bought ; then why give it away? If you
give a puff to one advertiser, of course discrimination
is out of the question—you must give it to all request-
ing it. But make a cast-iron rule—no puffs—and ad-
vertisers themselves will respect such an independent
attitude.

When Mr. Harmsworth gave the above
views on what, to his practical mind, constituted
the ideal trade journal, he was doubtless un-
aware that there was actually in existence a
trade journal which embodied his ideal and at
the same time immeasurably surpassed it. In-
dependent editorial management, the events
that interest the trade impartially reported and
a vigorous suppression of " puffery " are excel-
lent, and THE KEYSTONE embodies all three,
but THE KEYSTONE does much more for its
readers than this trio of qualifications imply.
Mr. Harmsworth is a bright young man, but
when he becomes acquainted with THE KEY-
STONE he will find his ideal of trade journalism
much below the actuality.

Artificial Sunlight the Latest Marvel

T NTOXICATED by
its success in the

century just ended,
human genius is calmly
contemplating poss
bilities that would be
regard ed as idiotic
hallucinations a hun-
dred years ago. The
possibility of communi-
cating with Mars

would certainly seem to be the figment of a riot-
ous imagination, yet when one considers the
marvelous achievements almost daily reported,
we hesitate to doubt its feasibility. The latest
marvel is " artificial sunlight," so styled by its
inventor, Nicola Tesla. In his laboratory, in
New York City, this modern wizard startled the
representatives of the press, on January 25th,
by an exhibition of his new illuminant. The
visitors saw a curiously formed lamp, which had
no wire connection and no carbon filament.
Tesla put his oscillator at work, and the re-

Nicola Tesla

TI—IE KEYSTONE

markable lamp, although connected with nobody
or nothing, instantaneously flooded the apart-
ment with the clear light of day. It is explained
that Tesla's oscillator causes electrical vibrations
of inconceivable speed. These vibrations turn
the atoms of the gases in the tubes into, as it
were, little comets, which shoot through the in-
closed space with tremendous rapidity, leaving
trains of light behind. This light is not of the
incandescent nor of the arc-light character, but
is purely solar light. And a wonderful thing
about the wireless lamp is that it may be carried
about from one part of a room to another, picked
up and set down at will, and all the time there
is not so much as a flicker of the light. Another
remarkable feature is that the light, with all its
intensity, gives out very little heat.

The light is said to produce the same effect
as sunlight, and to have the same curative and
hygienic qualities. " I have ascertained unmis-
takably," said Tesla, " that the light produces
a soothing action on the nerves, which I attri-
bute to the effect which it has upon the retina
of the eye. It also improves vision, just exactly
as the sunlight, and it ozonizes slightly the at-
mosphere. These effects can be regulated at
will. For instance, in hospitals, where such a
light is of paramount importance, lamps may be
designed which will produce just that quantity
of ozone which the physicians may desire for the
purification of the atmosphere, or if necessary,
the ozone production can be stopped altogether."
The lamps are cheap to manufacture, durable
and not liable to breakage, and the light can be
produced, we are told, cheaper than any of the
present illuminants. Verily, we live in an age of
wonders !

Centenary of America's Greatest Jurist

GREAT statesmen and soldiers so monopo-
lize our periodical celebrations that a na-

tional tribute to a distinguished worker in
another field is a rare event. Such an event
will take place on February 4th, when the cen-
tenary of the inauguration of John Marshall as
Chief Justice of the United States will be cele-
brated all over the country. The observances
will include appropriate exercises in the Supreme
Court, a joint session of both houses of Congress
and memorial meetings at all the law schools of
the country and by the bar of every city.

Our readbrs will remember that in the list
of selections for the Hall of Fame, the name of
John Marshall came sixth, it being preceded by
Washington, Lincoln, Webster, Franklin and
Grant. And well, indeed, did John Marshall
deserve a place in this immortal sextette. In
the annals of the legal profession Marshall's
name stands pre-eminent. It was his fortune to
preside over the judicial branch of the Govern-
ment at a time when the Constitution was still
an experiment, and it was his privilege to be-
come its greatest interpreter and supporter, to
render decisions of gravest importance which
remain honored law to this day.

MARSHALL was a noble type of the
American patriot. His entire life was

devoted to his country, and whether as soldier,
orator, lawyer, congressman, diplomat, author
or judge, he always performed his part with a
thoroughness that combined genius, industry
and greatness. As a youth of twenty he en-
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listed in the Continental army, and served with
distinction to the end of the war. He subse-
quently studied law and became a prominent
figure before the bar and the Virginia Assembly.
His services as Congressman, as Secretary of
State, and as diplomat, charged with several
delicate missions, particularly the one to France,
in 1798, are too well known to need recapitu-
lation. On January 20, I 80I, he was appointed
Chief Justice by President Adams, confirmed a
few days later and installed on February 4th, re-
taining the office until his death, in 1835. John
Marshall was a great man, and his place on the
roll of fame is well merited. So is the cente-
nary celebration.

The World's Greatest Oil Well

THESE are great days in the South. That
favored section of our country below Mason

and Dixon's line is enjoying a wonderful develop-
ment. The center of public interest in the South
at the present time is the unpretenious town of
Beaumont, Texas, where every hotel and board-
ing house is filled. to suffocation with crowds
hurrying thither by every train. There is very
good cause for this rush to Beaumont. On
January loth a gushing fountain of petroleum
shot 200 feet into the air, and the oil world has
been holding its breath ever since. The new
well far eclipses any ever drilled in the United
States, and the output is 7000 barrels daily
greater than the largest gushing well in Russia.
It is estimated that this flow exceeds 25,000
barrels every twenty-four hours, and the flow is
constantly increasing in volume. Little wonder
that all roads lead to Beaumont.

This marvelous well has given the oil market
a chill, and up to this writing the wiseacres are
in the position of the Texan statesman who did
not know where he was at. The quality and
source of the oil are as yet as much a mystery
as its volume. Unlike most gushers, where the
oil is forced out for a few days by an accumu-
lation of gas, there is no gas behind this oil. It
flows in a steady, even stream, and without the
noise which is always present where there is gas.
Whence the pressure is another of the problems.
Is the source of the supply a river, lake or pool,
and is there an artesian pressure behind the oil?
are some of the questions which present them-
selves. Of course the excitement has been in-
tensifying ever since that morning when the
affrighted workmen flew to cover, in the fear
that the infernal regions were about to belch
forth.

Telephoning to Europe

THE nineteenth century had already passed
away before one of its most startling

achievements became generally known. It is
now heralded that Dr. M. I. Pupin, of the
Columbia University, has solved the problem of
ocean telephony, and that the only important
detail to be worked out is the commercial one—
that is, whether ocean telephony can be made
sufficiently remunerative to the amount of capi-
tal required to establish and maintain it. That
this problem will be solved successfully is not
unlikely, in view of the fact that the inventor
has disposed of his American rights to the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
a concern with ample capital to push the under-
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taking to accomplishment. The terms of sale,

too, should be most encouraging to inventors.

It is generally understood that Dr. Pupin re-
ceived $4040,0400 cash, and will receive a royalty

of $15,000 a year during the seventeen years of

the life of his patents. This is princely remu-
neration, indeed, and evidences a liberal spirit
towards inventors on the part of the mammoth

corporations of this new century. " During the

six months," says Dr. Pupin, "that my inven-

tion has been under test, both in this country

and abroad, I have become well acquainted with

the officials and technical men of the Bell Tele-

phone Company, and would like you to state

that their treatment of me has been all that any

man could ask, and I appreciate it very highly."
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Death of Queen Victoria

THE great overshadowing event of the past
month was the death of the aged Queen of

England. There were many reasons why ex-
ceptional sentimental considerations should at-

tach to the event. In the first place, her reign

was the longest in English history. In fact, it

was probably the longest' actual reign in all

history. Louis XIV, of France:. is accorded a

reign of seventy-two years, but he became king

when only five years old, and as yet unable to

attend to kingly duties. Victoria's grandfather,

George III, reigned sixty years, but the con-

tinuity of the reign was interrupted by insanity.
Victoria, however, reigned in fact as well as in

name from the day she took the coronation

oath in Westminster Abbey until the fatal con-

summation at Osborne on January 22d. The

fact that she was reigning when two generations

were born made the public regard her in the

light of a permanent institution, and her death

was all the more startling in consequence. Then

again, her reign has covered not only the most
glorious period of English history, but of all

recorded time. It has been a period of wonder-

ful achievement and marvelous progress. It

took weeks, for instance, for the news of her

coronation to reach this country, but at the

moment of her demise the word " dead " was

flashed in a twinkling across the Atlantic, and

was sorrowfully whispered in New York before

the sad news reached London. That reign

could not be other than great that has witnessed

the first installation and the stupendous exten-

sion of railways ; the inauguration and the

gigantic development of trans-oceanic steam

navigation ; the annihilation of distance by the

invention of the electric telegraph and telephone

and the multiplication one hundredfold of the

productive power of mankind by the devices of

labor-saving machinery. The prominent asso-

ciation of her name with such an era gave

Victoria a reflected greatness that her position

or personality would not, under other circum-

stances, command.

THE deceased monarch was gifted with

sound sense, if not with any high degree

of intellectual attainment. Confronted early in

her reign with an aggressive liberalism, she

realized the futility of opposition to the rising

tide of political reform. The wisdom of her

passive action is now established, for an Eliza-

bethan imperiousness and opposition in those

Vying days would not unlikely have been fatal

to the monarchy. Secure in the good graces of

her people, she watched without intermeddling,

the evolution of popular government, until to-

day her insular kingdom is only a monarchy in

name, and yet the place of the royal family is

more secure, and their lives infinitely happier,

than that of the most rigorous divine-right

Queen Victoria

despot. This, be it remembered, is a tribute
to the queen's good sense rather than, as some
would have it, an evidence of her weakness,
for she has at times displayed a firmness and in-
dependence of thought that indicated unusual
strength of character.

King Edward VII

But it was the womanly virtues of the dead
monarch that especially touched her people.

She was a good daughter, wife and mother,

always self-respecting and rigorous as to the
proprieties. Her home life was characterized

by a democratic simplicity that appealed to

the kindly heart of her subjects. She was

thrifty without loss of dignity, and noble alike

as mother and queen. She loved her people,

sympathized with the poor and oppressed, and

the peace of Europe owes more to her than will

ever be told. Greatness, after all, depends on

the point of view, and probably no greater de-

stinction could fall to the lot of any ruler than

to die as Queen Victoria died, loved and re-

vered by her own subjects and respected by

all humanity.
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Accession of Edward VII

IT is well, perhaps, that Queen Victoria shouldbe succeeded by a monarch who has reached

a thoughtful and necessarily conservative period

in life, who is familiar with the duties, forms

and responsibilities of his kingly station, and
intimately acquainted with the conditions and
needs of the country. The new king is in his

sixtieth year, and has already performed in

public most of the functions that are left to the

crown. He is well versed in public affairs, pos-

sesses the diplomatic instinct to a remarkable

degree and enjoys a wonderful popularity with
his subjects. While his " Prince Hal " days left
something to be desired, he has in later years
creditably maintained the dignity of his station,
and his people have no misgiving as to his
capability to fill the regal role with credit and

perhaps distinction.
Edward VII weilds less power than any

monarch who ever sat on the British throne.

His power, in fact, lies rather in prestige than
privilege, and compares very unfavorably with

the power of the President of the United States.

He can veto laws passed by Parliament, but this
privilege has not been exercised for years, and
the new king is not likely to endanger his popu-
larity by any such collision with the will of the
people's chosen representatives. In view of the
thoroughly popular form of government enjoyed
by the British people, the monarchy may seem
to us an expensive and anomalous institution,
but it has manifestly its advantages—at least
such is the inference from its popularity.

A Nation of Inventors

THE great secret of American progress in
the nineteenth century is brought ,to light

by a comparison of the patents granted in this
country and the number granted in other coun-
tries of the world. It is truly remarkable that
the youngest of the nations heads the list both
in the number of patents granted and in their
scope and ingenuity. In fact, we are so far
ahead that we can scarcely be said to have a
second. That this is no exaggeration is proved
by the fact that France, England and Canada
united just about equal the number of .patents
obtained in America during the nineteenth cen-
tury. If we compare the value of the patents
the land of Morse, Bell, Gray, Howe, Edison,
etc., is still further in the lead than the mere
number of patents indicates.

TN one hundred years, 65o,123 patents were
granted in the United States. France comes

next, with 308,558 ; England next, with 278,-
129 ; Belgium, with 154,155 ; Germany, 126,-
114 ; Austria-Hungary, 82,933 ; Canada, 6,-
510 ; Italy, 49,990, and Spain, 22,314. From
the birth of the Patent Office in 1790 until 1836,
9,957 patents were granted. In the latter year
109 patents were issued. In 1890, when high-
water mark was reached, 26,292 patents were
issued. As far as States are concerned, Con-
necticut is the most prolific ; while Thomas A.
Edison heads the list of individual patentees,
with 727 patents issued and more pending.
Besides, there are about forty other inventors
each of whom has more than one hundred
patents to his credit.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
uring the month of February the
new addition to our factory will
be completed and in working
order. Our enlarged manufac-

turing department gives us fully double
our former facilities for taking care of your
special order work and repairs and the
manufacture of a general line of fine jew-
elry. For the past year our factory has
been so crowded with work that we have
been unable to solicit new business for our
manufacturing department, but with the
increased facilities the new addition affords
we take pleasure in announcing to the
trade that we are now prepared to take
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care of a few more accounts in this depart-
ment of our business. Right here we
again desire to impress on the minds of
the trade that the making of fine jewelry
has become an important feature in our
business ; the taking care of your special
order work and repairs is also a prime
feature with us. The daily needs of your
store in this line can be supplied right here

that means through the most up-to-date
and modern factory in America. We invite
you to satisfy yourself on the above points
by personal investigation. We shall be
pleased to have you call and inspect for
yourself, and if you cannot visit us, give
us a trial order by mail.

EISENSTADT
MANUFACTURING CO.

ST. LOUIS

February, 90 t

The Correspondence of Graybeard

and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions

for Jewelers. Young and Old

II

DEAR GRAYBEARD:

It did not take me long to realize the wis-

dom of your advice that I locate here, where I

am favorably known, rather than venture my

beginning-in-trade in the town twenty miles

away. I now wonder how • I could ever have

entertained the contrary notion. I suppose it

must be charged to inexperience ; and I am

grateful for your timely withholding me from

that expensive experiment.

I have been most fortunate in securing a

store-room just four doors below Mr. Hair-

spring's store, at a reasonable rent ; and my

landlord seems to be genuinely interested in my

success, and willing to help me all he can. At

the suggestion of a good friend here, I made a

lease for three years, with the privilege of re-

newing it for two years additional at a small

(specified) increased rental. I am thus sure of

being able to stay at one place for five years, by

which time I hope to have anchored a trade that

will follow me, if then necessary for me to move.

The store-room is not too small to begin

in, is well-proportioned, and has a good window

—which the landlord intends improving still

further by lowering its floor. A fine fact is that

he owns the building next door, which has a

store the duplicate of mine ; and he states (in

the lease) that on giving him six months'

notice before the end of any one of the five

years, and on my then re-leasing for a full five-

year period, he will rent the other room to me

and take down the partition-wall between, thus

making one large, nearly square, store, with

two show windows. This gives me an opportu-

nity to expand, without quitting this location.

Don't you think I have been fortunate in secur-

ing these concessions?

I now intend to get a small safe, the neces-

sary fixtures, and the stock. Have you any-

thing to suggest at this point ? I suppose I

ought to have something of everything in stock,

of the jeweler's line, though the stock may look

a bit thin in comparison with Mr. Hairspring's,

as I must pay for the fixtures, out of my $45oo,

before buying the merchandise. Mr. Hair-

spring's stock inventories about $17,000. Or

would it be better not to handle any diamonds,

and such like expensive things, at present?

I feel confident that I shall succeed, and

can scarcely wait for the alterations in the build-

ing to be completed, so as to begin.
THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

YOU say, " I feel confident that I shall suc-

ceed." I am glad to hear you say so ; this

fine enthusiasm and confidence, as long as it has

real ground to stand on, is half the battle ; and

I think your hopefulness has good warrant.

But, ah ! at sixty one's eyes are dulled to the

rose-colored visions that expand before the eyes

of twenty-three. Blessed is youth, for its antici-

pations, its scorn of the shadows and hobgoblins

which flit across the vision of conservative mid-

dle age, its exuberant hope and happy ignorance
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of the vexing problems which come in later time!

I congratulate you on your confident feeling,

and I believe you are justified in holding it.

You " intend to get a small safe." Don't

make the mistake of getting so small a safe that

you cannot put all your show-case trays into it
,

all your repair jobs, your account books, and stil
l

leave room for emergency needs—as in storin
g

a package sent you " on memorandum," etc.

And contract with the safe-maker that when you

need a larger safe he must take the old one in

part payment at the price you paid for it, or

nearly. That $4500 of yours Must be further

drawn on, before you are ready to put any of it

into merchandise. You must have fixtures—

not expensive, necessarily, but in good taste as

to design ; and the glass in your show cases

and wall cases must be plate. You must have

a good regulator, not only to insure correct

time, but to morally indorse your claim to the

confidence of watch buyers. , You must have,

of course, a complete tool outfit, with sufficient

repair materials. Then you must put aside a good

round sum—say, $500 for this first and most im-

portant year—for advertising. Then you are

ready to buy stock with what is left of the $45oo.

What is left of the $45oo will not enable you

to buy diamonds, canes, bronzes, bric-a-brac,

watches, clocks, jewelry, cut-glass, spectacles

and silverware, and do any of these lines full

justice. Do well what you may be fairly war-

ranted in attempting to do at all. Start with

having a good line, or a full line, of, say,

watches, chains, clocks and spectacles ; get to

be known as headquarters in those lines ; let

your big neighbor have the expensive lines,

such as diamond jewelry and bronzes. The

danger with most jewelers who operate on

limited capital is that of spreading a little money

over a big line, and in consequence spreading it

too thin. It is better to have a good deal of

something rather than nearly nothing of every-

thing. Start with a few lines, well developed

in variety ; as your profits go into the business,

add another, when you can do so without starv-

ing the original lines ; then another, when you

have grown to it ; and so eventually you will

comprehend the whole range of the jeweler's

line in your stock. With the addition of each

new line there will come the opportunity for

special advertising which will benefit your busi-

ness as a whole.
I anticipate that you will say, in one of

your letters, that you are offered a year's time

on a bill of diamonds. Don't buy on any such

terms. The temptation will be to buy more

than you will need—and you must carefully

avoid overbuying, if you would reach success.

Many a young jeweler has been wrecked on

that rock. The bill comes due in time ; and

the proceeds of the goods have long before

been used in paying other bills. When you

have a customer for diamond jewelry, get a

selection " on memorandum " for a few days,

from an accommodating jobber. Don't make

the mistake of " loading up," on the strength

of a year's credit. Don't buy more than you

can comfortably see your way to selling within

a reasonable time ; buy often, in small bills, on

short time, with the cash-discount privilege ;

and buy of as few houses as possible.

I want you to read the preceding eight

words slowly, so that they sink into your mind.

Select your jobber or manufacturer, for goods
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in the lines he sells ; give him a full, frank 
and

honest statement of your finances and re
fer him

to three or four responsible citizens ; tell 
him

you will expect from him every possible 
advan-

tage in styles, prices and " bargains," in 
con-

sideration of your confining your purchase
s in

his line to him ; and if he is honorable and

" straight " you will benefit by this course.

Yaur little money, frittered among a dozen 
firms

in the same line, will lose all the force of 
con-

centration which it gains by being thrown in

one direction ; and one jobber, or manufactu
rer,

enjoying your exclusive trade, will give you a

more liberal, and (to you no less than hims
elf)

a safer line of credit than you can secure in 
the

aggregate from a dozen.

What are you doing in the way of prepara-

tion of advertising announcing your opening
?

This is most important ; write me at once. You

want to make the best pos'sible. impression on

the people at the very beginning of your enter-

prise ; and I am anxious to hear what you have

in mind to say, and the manner of saying it.
GRAYBEARD.

A Business-Bringing Card

GEORGE E. FULLER, of Waterville, Min-

nesota, uses a business card that " sets

people thinking," and we do not doubt that it

establishes a confidence in the reader as to Mr.

Fuller's skill in watch repairing.

On one side of the card appears his name and

address ; in the corner is " Expert Repairer " ;

on the bottom is printed " Over " ; and this

valuable information is printed on the back :

KIND FRIENDS AND PATRONS:

It affords me great pleasure to give you or any ot
your friends this information that has taken toe 

t went y

years to learn that will be of good value to teach 
pot how

to treat your watch. 'Afore than uitiety-nine per mit.

of the people wile carry one tower give it a 
thought.

To treat your watch right, l I hey or stem winding,

wind it slowly, avoiding all jerky motions. You
 should

wiud your watch in the morning when you put It 
on.

The watch then will work best during the day,
 as the

spring will exert its best traction power, where
by the

external motions to which the watch is exposed 
during

the day's wear are fairly well counterbalanced. 
This is

a great deal better than winding at night
, beeanse

lins only the weakened spring to offer as resi
stance next

day, nor need the breaking of the spring be fe
ared so

much. This is no longer at full tension duri
ng the

night, am! can stand the ensuing cold better.

Your watch will run better by not changing t
he

position too often, that is, by laying it down on
e night

and hanging it up the next. keep it in the same posi-

tion as near as convenient. The rate difference be-

tween the vertical and the horizontal positions i
s often

significant in second-rate watches. Avoid hanging a

watch on a nail so it will rock to and fro like a 
pendu-

lum, as it will gain or lose a good deal while 
in thut

po•;itiou. The temperature difference between t
he hest

of the pocket and a wall nearly to the freezing p
oint is

about 770 to 880 Fahrenheit, and a watch should,
 there-

fore, never be suspended or laid upon it. The sudden

change of the temperature of the atmosphere i
s what

causes most mainsprings to break. Also the oil

thickens if no longer pure, which cannot hel
p pro-

ducing irregularities of rate. The watch wearer
 should

clean his pocket frequently, to free it from a
ccumu-

lating dust and fibers. Even by the greatest of care a

watch should be cleaned every year and a half at leas
t ;

once a year is better. The oil is dried up by 
this time

and becomes mixed with metalic dust, which ac
ts like

emery. When a wateh ticks or beats 388,800 th
nes in

one day you can imagine the unceasing labor 
it per-

forms in one year.
Any watch work will be highly appreciated by

Yours Respectfully,
GRo. E. FULLER.

The purpose of such a card is to convince

the reader that the watchmaker is telling the

truth as to mechanical facts relating to the care

of a watch ; and a certain tone of sincerity in

it relieves the watchmaker of the suspicion of

selfish purpose in declaring these facts. He

seems to be giving the information solely for the

advantage of the watch wearer. His reward is

in creating a feeling of gratitude on the part of

the watch wearer, and in establishing the con-

viction that this watchmaker knows whereof he

speaks. The natural result is to favor him with

the job of repairing, when the watch needs it.

This card is good advertising.
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AMERICAN CUT GLASS

Vase 466-129
Planeta

0 jewelry store should
he without a line of
Cut Glass. It will pay

dealers in more ways than
One to handle it, for it will
not only attract trade, it will
net a handsome profit. But
don't buy inferior goods, they
will not be a success.

Buy the Genuine American
article of a standard make.

This is, the best way of sat-
isfying your customers. Decanter 610-139

Nonpareil

We are making the largest line of American Cut Glass

'STRAUS Cut Glass
is known for its Excellence of Quality

Originality of Design
Brilliant Polish

Our motto, " No Fancy Prices," is a
guarantee that our prices are right.

i'FADt

L. STRAUS Ci
Manufacturers

42, 44 an 46 Warren

Bowl 276-127
Kenilworth

SONS

Al A 114K Factory, 59th Street an North River, New York

Street

NEW YORK
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Written Instructions in Fourth-Class
Mail Matter: A Warning

IT is a maxim of the law
 that " Ignorance of

the law excuses no one." The plea of igno-

rance is a favorite one with many a culprit in

Quarter Session, but it does not avail. Some

day some good fellow in the jewelry business

will be arrested for the violation of a very plain

law, and the United States Court will ignore his

" didn' t know it was wrong."

We refer to the enclosing of letters or

written instructions with repair jobs, mer-

chandise or other fourth-class mail matter in

unsealed packages. Letters, tags, or anything

that is pen-, pencil- or type-written, constitute

" first-class " mail matter, and as such are sub-

ject to postage at the rate of two cents for each

ounce. All mailable merchandise is " fourth

class ; " is subject to the rate of one cent

postage for each ounce or fraction thereof,

and must be so wrapped that it can be opened

and examined by the postmaster if he chose to

do so. Suppose your mail package is opened

by the postmaster, in the exercise of his privilege

or duty, and in it is found written instructions

concerning the same, it may " go hard with

you " when the United States Government takes

the serious matter in hand.

Don't jeopardize your purse, your peace of

mind and your personal dignity by putting your-

self in position to be made amenable to the law.

Send the merchandise in a package, and let the

letter or the instructions go in a separate sealed

envelope.

Make Your Orders Clear

TWO days before this last Christmas a jobbing
house in one of the Eastern cities received

a telegram from a customer, " Send immediately

one fourteen-karat polished ladies' case and

cheapest fifteen-jeweled Elgin." The order was

handed over to a clerk who shipped an o size

watch as described.
The day after Christmas the watch was re-

turned with an indignant letter, stating that the

writer had lost the sale of the watch because he

has not received what was wanted. " You

know well enough that I use more 6 size than

o size, and there was no excuse for your making

this blunder."
But there was excuse, for this jobbing house

had several thousand customers, of which this

particular one was one of the smallest ; when

the size of ladies' watch is not stated it is now

taken for granted that o size is wanted ; and in

the tremendous rush of the few days before

Christmas it would not occur to a clerk to delve

into back orders in order to insure correctness,

when the question of correctness had not been

raised. The responsibility for the error was on

the retailer for not making his order clear.

Make your orders clear. You will save

delay, aggravation at both ends of the line and

possible dispute, by writing out every detail of

the thing wanted, if a descriptive number or

other technical trade designation is not suf-

ficiently specific. The fault may lie in igno-

rance or carelessness on the part of the jeweler ;

but whatever the form of the fault, the habit of

bad-ordering needs be corrected if the jeweler

would go comfortably on his way to success

in trade.
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"Actual Assets, $4600"

AN item in a recent newspaper announced

the failure of a local merchant, and stated,

" The nominal assets are Po,000; actual assets,

$4.600. "
The merchant was one of that large num-

ber who habitually, and no doubt honestly, de-

ceive themselves as to the value of their stocks.

He ignored the depreciation in the selling-value

of old goods. He took the shadow for the sub-

stance. It is told of a certain miser that he

would put a lighted candle in the empty stove

and spread his numb fingers before it, hoping

to tease his imagination into believing that the

ruddy light was actual, not fictitious, warmth ;

and an impecunious Spanish grandee wore mag-

nifying spectacles at the table, so that his cur-

rants would look like cherries. The merchant

who habitually deceives himself as to the

firesent value of his stock is the miser and

the Spanish grandee in another form.

An entirely honest man is honest with

himself, as well as with others. It is a dangerous

man who will cheat himself ; the danger is in

the very fact of his intended honesty with

others. For such a man unintentionally over-

states his net worth to creditors, and thus induces

risks which could be avoided if he looked his

affairs in the face.

The Art of Wisely Losing Money

IT is nearly as difficult an art to master 
as the

art of making money. Innumerable mer-

chants have failed because they did not know

when to take a loss, and how to make it wisely.

A knowledge of the art of losing money is most

required when the merchant finds himself loaded

down with old stock, marked to sell on the

basis of original cost, which could be replaced

with later styles at lower prices.

In addition to the disadvantage to the reputa-

tion of the jeweler in showing old goods, an axiom

in finance stands glowering at him—namely,

that goods carried in stock over a reasonable

time increase in cost by a part of the rate per

cent. of profit which the business pays. If the

jeweler invests money in his business merely to

employ idle capital, then he loses annually only

what that capital would have earned if invested

in mortgages, or dividend-paying stocks—say,

five or six per cent. ; provided he can, sometime,

get original cost for his goods, so that there will

be no impairment of the capital. But if, as is

generally the case, he invests not to employ idle

capital but for the earnings of active capital

(possibly part borrowed), then he must add to

the cost of unsalable goods ten, or twenty-five,

or whatever net per cent. of profit he has on his

capital invested in rapidly-selling goods ; pm-

vided, again, that all this capital is constantly

employed and " turned." •

It is thus seen that it actually 'Says to' take

an early loss on slow stock ; and the amount

of loss which the jeweler may safely take is

determined by the age of the goods, the char-

acter of the goods, and the percentage of

profit which the business earns for him. On

diamonds, watch movements and similar staples

it is only necessary to re-mark the goods on the

basis of the cost at which they could be replaced;

unless there was an error of judgment in buying

" bad" diamond, or the watch movement is
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no longer of a size that is salable ; in which case

they cannot be regarded as " staple." On old

styles of engraved watch cases, in the presence

of handsomer and cheaper new patterns, and on

similar goods in which the taste of the customer

will discriminate in favor of later styles, the re-

duction should be ten or twenty-five per cent.,

or more. On some kinds of jewelry, in which

changing fashion absolutely outlaws a past style,

the loss must be very large to afford any hope

of forcing a sale—fifty, seventy-five per cent.,

perhaps.
It requires some heroism to put the knife

into cost in this ferocious way, but you can

make more out of the little pile of live money

than you can out of the big pile of dead stock

—and you will be wiser next time in buying.

It is absolutely essential to get rid quickly of

stock which depreciates further each day that

you carry it ; and the wit of the merchant is

as clearly demonstrated in this art of losing

money at the right time as in the showier art of

making it.

"I Will Buy for Cash and Sell for Cash"

A WRITER in our contemporary, Brains,

gives a series of New Year resolutions for

merchants who feel like doing justice to them-

selves and to the first year of this promising

century. A very important resolution on this

list is the following :

I will pay cash for my goods, thereby
making my standing stronger in the

wholesale world and thus getting all ad-

vantages of discounts. As a conse-
quence, I can sell goods a shade below
my competitors. As far as possible I

will sell for cash, and by buying for

cash and selling for cash I will have a

clean, quick business that will afford me

pleasure as well as an income.

The jeweler who keeps this resolution and

at the same time keeps books, will be carrying

out two of the most essential canons of success-

ful business-doing. The cash discount is a first

and a substantial profit, apart from the secon-

dary advantages of it, outlined in the above

resolution. This profit, at least, the jeweler is

assured of ; the profit from the actual sale of

the goods is often conjectural.

And it is no more advisable that he should

buy than sell for cash. A strictly cash system is

not always possible, but the jeweler will find it to

his advantage to curtail credit-giving as much

as possible. It is seldom, indeed, that the

higher prices and additional trade procurable

by credit-giving counterbalance the trouble and

possible losses of the system. The trend of the

time is towards cash in buying and selling, and

the reason may be found in the exacting com-

petition, the small profits and quick turn-over

characteristic of new-century business-doing.

Besides being deprived of the use of his money

for an uncertain period, the credit-giver runs

the risk of bad debts ; and there is also the

danger of giving offense to customers by per-

sistent dunning and thus losing their custom

altogether. Cases in, which persons having old

accounts at jewelry or other stores, go else-

where to spend their cash because they can do

it at a little better advantage, are not unknown.

There is little sentiment in business, and the

gratitude of favored customers is a weak reed

to lean upon.
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DO NOT LOSE SIGHT OF THIS FACT
The trust, who have steadily raised prices since the formation of the syndicate,
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Arkansas

Moore & Gist, De Queen, have dissolved, W. P.
Moore having retired and started a new business in
New Louisville.

California

Charles Wittmark, Fresno, is now located in the
new Green Building at Fresno and J Streets.

F. T. Nobles has opened a jewelry business at
Lodi.

M. W. Wiard, San Diego, has enlarged his store
and added two new wall cases.

Canada

A. H. McIntyre, Portage la Prairie, Man., has
opened a new store at Dauphin. H. Sheppard, for-
merly with Mr. McIntyre, has opened in business for
himself at Grand View.

Frederick A. Parkinson, manufacturing jeweler,
Toronto, has removed into more desirable quarters at

55 Yonge Street.
S. H. Roseborough, Dauphin, Man., has opened

a branch store at Grand View, with Robt. Armit in
charge.

W. J. Breckenridge, formerly of Hespeler, Out.,
has opened a jewelry store at Hamiota, Man.

Col orada

The Lewis Jewelers' Supply Co., Denver, for
many years located at room to People's Bank Build-
ing, have moved into larger quarters at rooms 19 and
zo Arapahoe Building.

Connecticut

Thomas & Long, Thompsonville, have dissolved
partnership, Mr. Long, the junior member of the firm,
having decided to retire. Mr. Thomas will continue
the business.

The class pins for the class of jot, Wallingford
High School, were designed and made by Jeweler P.

T. Ives. The letters W. H. S. and 'ox are in gold on
a Yale blue enamel ground.

Georgia

T. H. Wynne, who moved back from Hawkins-
ville to Cochran last July, says, "Trade in this section
is better than I have ever known it. Eight to ten cent
cotton !"

The jewelry store of J. E. Cochran, Tipton, was
recently entered by burglars and twenty-six gold

watches, a diamond ring and a number of other pieces

of jewelry were taken.

Idaho

Adolph Ballot has removed his store at Boise to

Main Street, between Tenth and Eleventh Streets.

Illinois

The Paxton Register, in its issue of January 9th,

said: " One of the most beautiful and substantial

business blocks in the city is the one just erected by

Fred. Overstreet, opposite the post office on Market

street. Mr. Overstreet's jewelry store in the Middle-

coff has been one of the attractions of the city, but the

growing business demanded larger quarters and he

decided to erect a new block especially suited to his

business. The new building, 25x60, is of pressed brick,

two full stories and basement, the lower floor having

a solid plate glass front. " THE KEYSTONE congratu-

lates Mr. Overstreet on this substantial evidence of his

success.
Harry Morris & Co., Sterling, have dissolved and

a new firm has been formed under the old name and

the business removed to 234 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

Indiana

Eugene Wilson, Waynetown, began the year in

his handsome new store. The room is 2ox8o feet with

plate glass front, pretty fixtures and large stock.

C. N. Shearer has opened a new store on Seventh

Street, Vincennes.

Iowa

On the eve of the new year burglars robbed the

safe of Herman Kirch, manufacturing jeweler, of Des

Moines, of $r000 worth of watch cases, rings and

precious stones. A hole was bored through the door

close to the combination lock and the bolt was snapped

in two. The strong box, containing money, was not

penetrated. The cracks and keyhole were plugged

with soap preparatory to an explosion, but the cracks-

men left without completing the job. Entrance to the

shop was affected with burglars' tools.
• W. H. Beck, Sioux City, recently gave a banquet

to the men employed in his jewelry store.
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Carl H. Milligan has sold his jewelry store in
Bussey and has gone to Peoria, Ill., to take a course
in watchmaking and engraving.

J. M. Franks, Lamont, has improved his store by
putting in an elegant show window, which will be a
valuable addition to his store. Sliding doors give
access to the window from behind. It is provided on
two sides with plate-glass shelves on which to place
the jewelry for display. The window will be entirely
enclosed so as to exclude dust.

Kansas

Willett & Rankin, Olathe, have moved into their
new store.

Kentucky

J. W. Campbell, Bowling Green, has removed
to the Settle Building on State Street, his old quarters
before the fire drove him out. The store room has a
handsome steel ceiling, is large and roomy and finished
in fine style. Mr. Campbell has secured a lot of new
fixtures of the latest design, which are very attractive
and add much to the appearance of the store. The
fixtures are of cherry, and the arrangement is in
accordance with the latest ideas.

• Col. W. Ledman has been admitted as a partner
in the jewelry business of S. E. Ledman, Louisville,
and in the future the firm will be known as S. E.
Ledman & Son.

Maine

H. M. Cross, of the firm of Wheeler & Cross,
Augusta, has sold his interest in the business to his
partner, M. L. Wheeler, and has accepted a position
in the insurance business in Jacksonville, Fla.

H. F. Ramsdell, Eastport, died recently. The
deceased was fifty-five years old and had conducted a
jewelry and music business in Eastport for twenty
years. He was well-known all over the State of
Maine, and was highly respected for his sterling quali-
ties as a man and merchant.

Maryland

Will. C. Donnelly, formerly with P. J. Smith, of

Cumberland, now watchmaker for J. S. MacDonals,
Baltimore, was recently elected chancellor-commander
of Oriental Lodge, No. 18, Knights of Pythias,
Baltimore.

Mr. Taylor, of the firm of Harper & Taylor, Salis-
bury, died recently. Mr. Harper is continuing the

business.
J. Stuart MacDonald was recently elected a

director of the People's Bank, of Baltimore.
William H. Hennegen, president of Hennegen,

Bates Co., was recently made an honorary member of

the Oratorio Society.

Michigan

H. Beyreis, 674 Gratiot Avenue, Detroit, has

moved into new brick store and dwelling, at 6o8

Gratiot Avenue.
The remains of Henry Lear, who died at his

home, Simcoe, Out., on December 26th, were brought

to Bay City by his son-in-law, Herman Hiss, of Her-

man Hiss & Co., and placed in the Elm Lawn vault

in that city. It was his wish to be buried where. his
children resided. The deceased, who was well known

in Canada, was an Englishman and a very fine work-

man. Even to the last (he was eighty years old) he

worked at the bench in his shop. He was engaged in

the jewelry business in Sinicoe, Ont., for many years,

and until the last few years was quite active, but old

age and a severe cold finally proved fatal.

Minnesota

H. 0. Sheldon, Alexandria, was married last

month to Miss Daisie B. Mitson, of the same town.

Mrs. Sheldon is an accomplished and estimable young

lady, a member of the local high school graduating

class of '94, and for several years taught school. THE
KEYSTONE congratulates Mr. Sheldon on his good

fortune.
Missouri

Robert R. Greene, Salem, has moved into his

new store, in the Dye & Frasier Building, which has

been entirely refitted for him.
Ernest B. Hall, formerly of Fayetteville, Ark., has

formed a partnership with J. M. Cook, of the Cook

Jewelry Co., and removed to Springfield, this State,

where he will proceed to build up a prosperous busi-

ness.
G. L. Hayes has opened a new jewelry and watch

repair business in Carthage.

Montana

Ed. Brown has moved his jewelry stock from

Libby to Kalispell.

Nebraska

H. D. Spork, who conducted a drug business in

Hartington, and L. R. Spielman, who conducted a

•
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jewelry business in the same store, has consolidated

and formed a partnership under the firm name of Spork

& Spielman.
Edgar S. Wood, of Gering, suffered a loss of 1,400

by fire on the morning of January 14th. He has re-

plenished his stock and is continuing business. The

customers' watches were fortunately saved.

New Mexico

R. Stronach & Co., Raton, have dissolved, and

L. R. Birkhead has succeeded to the business.

New York

G. I. Case, Durham, has purchased property at

Manorkill, where he will continue in the jewelry busi-

ness.
Judson K. Wiggins, Middletown, presented a

clock to Thrail Library and will keep same in repair

without any expense to city. The gift was highly

appreciated.
The second floor of the new People's Bank Build-

ing, 8r Court Street, Binghamton, is being fitted

up especially for the jewelry business of John M. Frear,

who will move from his present location on or before

March 1st. Mr. Frear has begun a general removal

sale covering the entire stock.

North Dakota

F. C. Angliss has been succeeded in the jewelry

business in Dickinson by Angliss & Co.

Ohio

— C. I,. Daniels, of Tiffin, will conduct an exclu-

sively wholesale business after July 1st, at which time

he will place on the road two traveling representatives.

August Thoma, Piqua, died recently in his eighty-

first year. The deceased was a resident of Piqua since

1838, when he started in the jewelry business. In I851

he erected the building on Main Street, now occupied

by his son, Albin Thoma, as a jewelry store. Mr.

Thoma was actively engaged in business from 1838

till 1900 when he retired, owing to his age. He was

one of the oldest merchants in Miami County, and was

honored and respected by all who knew him. He

served several terms as a member of the City Council,

and also served the city as a member of the Board of

Water Works Trustees for a number of years. He

celebrated his golden wedding last year, and at the

time of his death he had twenty-four grandchildren

and seven great-grandchildren.
Elmer E. Starr, 503 Madison Street, Toledo, is

selling at auction and will retire from the jewelryb 

J. P. Hale & Co., Akron, will move about Feb-

ruary 1st, from 154 South Main Street to new and more

commodious quarters in the Kubler Block.
\Y. H. Nelson, formerly with Partridge & Co.,

Wellston, is about to start in business for himself in

Jackson, where he has fitted up a good store and stock.

Oregon

Sol. Davidson is the new jeweler at Burns. He is

located in H. W. Welcome & Co.'s drug store.
J. E. Adcock & Co., The Dalles, have dissolved

partnership. Theo. Liebe is continuing the business.

Pennsylvania

D. E. Baker, Washington, will retire from the

jewelry business April ist.
MacFarland & Thorn, I3urgettstown, are closing

out their jewelry store at New Cumberland.

Tennessee

J. N. Mulford, Memphis, is mourning the death of

his wife, who died last month. The deceased was

notable for her devotion to her husband and his

interests, the two being almost inseparable companions.

To her good judgment, indeed, much of Mr. Mulford's

splendid business success is due.

Texas

R. H. Marshall, who has been engaged in both

the jewelry and millinery business in Denton, has ad-

vertised the millinery business for sale and will here-

after devote his entire attention to his jewelry business.
The jewelry firm of Peck & Garring, Denison, is

to be dissolved, Mr. Garring retiring. In order to

facilitate the dissolution it has been determined to

close out the entire stock at auction. Mr. Martin, the

well-known autioneer who conducted the sale for this

firm last fall, is in Denison and will conduct:the closing-

out sale.

West Virginia

The jewelry firm of League Bros. & Fabler, Mar-

tinsburg, have dissolved ; the junior member, C. C.

Fabler, retiring, and League Bros. continuing in busi-

ness at the old stand.
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OMEGA WATCHES
Over 1,000,000 in use None better made

All the Leading Jewelers Sell the OMEGAS 
No stock Complete without them

Made in io and II Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size Six different grades—from 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, adjusted

Fitting Regular American Cases

No Prices Advertised in any Journal

Fair profit can be made

Sold to LEGITIMATE JEWELERS only

Send for Price-List

—SELLING AGENTSEDMOND E. ROBERT
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

{ CROSS BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

The Giant of
Collar Buttons

HOW TO AVOID IMITATIONS
The Krementz One-Piece Gold Collar But-
ton is always sold on a card like this:

SOLID GOLD.
THE "KR.EMENTZ." ONE PIECE.

Made by Krementz eft Co.

Pat. May 6, I 884.

FRONT OF CARD

GUARANTEE.
Starting with a fiat piece of metal. TIIE EREMENTZ collar

button is nuale withoutioint or solder. It cannot break. If front
A.V Y CAUSE one should be !awry ed either m the hands of the

Till;

M E

"On II) ce."
dealer or consumer a new button wi lbe given in exchange:
Lbbel co yrigh

Jr1iE)iE, 'TZ er Co.,
,Newark. IV'. J.

BACK OF CARD, PRINTED IN LIGHT GREEN INK

We receive many imitations of the Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons for exchange under our guarantees, showing that dealers are

frequently deceived in purchasing the former. Note our copyright labels as above, printed in light green ink.

QUALITY AND CONSTRUCTION HAVE MADE OUR REPUTATION

Krementz One-Piece
Collar Buttons
are stamped

as follows ON BACK

Patent Sustained
by

United States
Supreme Court

The Krementz One-Piece Rolled Gold Plated Collar Button is always
sold on a card like this:

Warranted 14k Gold Plate THE

%SA Eft).
A- Pat. r/

May 8,134.

41°
"Ottea.-VicCe."

corretionr.

Warranted 14k Gold Plate.

FRONT OF CARD, PRINTED IN LIGHT GREEN INK

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
.
 

BACK OF CARD, PRINTED IN LIGHT GREEN INK

Fac-simile of Front and back of cards used for Rolled Gold Plated
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons.

KREMENTZ & CO.,49 Chestnut St., NEWARK, N. J.
Write for our Booklet:
" The Story of a Collar Button, with Illustrations."

PARKS BROS. •Sc ROGERS, 2o Maiden Lane, New York
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trails
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Annual Banquet of the Jewelers'
Association and Board of Trade

or
I I E annual banquet of the Jewelers' Associa-
tion and Board of Trade, the second since
the amalgamation of the organizations, was

  held in the famous ball-room of the Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel on the evening of January 16th. It was

probably the most successful function of its kind ever

held in this stupendous and'palatial hostelry and broke

all records of jewelry trade banquets in the numbers

in attendance and the regal magnificence that sur-

rounded it. The guests numbered over six hundred,

and these, together with the multitude of ladies who

filled the boxes in the gallery, constituted a scene of

animation and splendor thrilling to look upon. The

hall itself in its plan and furnishing is of an advanced

twentieth-century pattern that would dwarf into insig-

nificance the richest dining halls of the palaces of old,

and what with the jovial guests, the beautiful ladies

who smiled down on them, the exquisitely decorated

banqueting tables, the banners, plants, flowers and

silverware, and the vitalizing Waldorf-Astoria atmos-

phere, the scene was one not likely soon to be forgot-

ten by the assembled hosts of the great and mighty

jewelry trade.
As the guests arrived at the hotel they were

ushered, into the beautiful Astor gallery, which. was

used as a reception room, and here the reception com-

mittee, headed by C. G. Alford, chairman, did its part

so well that the hundreds of guests soon regarded one

another as old friends, and the fraternizing was general

and enthusiastic. Everybody seemed to know every-

body else when the curtains of the ball-room were

drawn back and the guests were ushered into the luxu-

rious enchantment of the world's greatest dining hall.

The speaker's table was arranged at right angles

to the other ten tables and was beautifully decorated

with rare plants and flowers. On the right hand of

President A. K. Sloan sat Gov. Foster M. Voorhees,

of New Jersey ; ex-Mayor Chas. F. Warwick, of Phila-

delphia ; Leopold Stern, Hon. Job E. Hedges and

Aaron Carter, of Carter, Hastings & Howe. On Mr.

Sloan's left were Dr. Hillis, Hon. Stewart L. Wood-

ford, late minister to Spain ; Joseph Fahys, Collector

George R. Bidwell, of the port of New York ; Presi-

dent J. Warner Hutchins, of the Philadelphia Jewelers'

Club, and Hayden W. Wheeler, of Hayden W.

Wheeler & Co.
Dr. Hillis said grace and the assemblage sat down

to a feast that has probably never been excelled. The

finest vintage of France • flowed in great abundance

and toned the guests up to the occasion. An orchestra

furnished exquisite music and the convivial banqueters

attended to the vocal part when popular chords were

struck.
From the huitres to the Havanas was a long, but

rapturous journey and it was late in the evening when

President Sloan toasted President McKinley and

opened the intellectual part of the programme with

the following address:

President Sloan

I have been told that there
is a time in every man's
life when he can truly say,
"I am glad I am alive."
I feel that way myself to-
night. Not that I enjoy
the position I am in, for it
would be much easier for
me to put on a White Wing
suit and sweep Broadway
from one end to the other
than to stand here and try
to talk to you. But to see
such a large body of jew-
elers from all parts of the
country meet together,
touching elbows, eating,
drinking, smoking and

joking together, it does my heart good, and I am
glad I am alive to see it.

The gentlemen around me probably are not aware
of the fact that the jewelers in this country are like
one large family, " without a skeleton in the family
closet." We meet here once a year, like children
meet at the old homestead for a Thanksgiving or
Christmas dinner. We have a good time, then go
back to our homes and scratch gravel for another year,
and are happy and content if we make both ends meet
and have enough left over to take in the banquet next
year.

I want to say to those of our guests who may not
be familiar with the facts, that the jewelry and kindred
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trades represent a capital of over poo,000p000. Our
Association and Board of Trade, with its large mem-
bership, represents alone nearly $foo,000,000.

It is a business to grow old gracefully. Look at
Mr. Tiffany, nearly ninety years of age and still at it.
Look at Mr. Wheeler and Mr. Fahys, who, I think,
have been in the Lane over half a century ; Mr. Carter,
who, I think, has been in the jewelry business over
seventy years. I have been in it myself forty-seven
years, and consider myself only a kid.

But, gentlemen, I have been told by my friends
not to attempt to make a speech here to-night, but I
want to compliment and thank the committee who
have had charge of this banquet. The rooms were
never more beautifully decorated ; the music never
better—in fact, everything is all that one could possibly
desire.

During the past year we have added many new
names to our roll, and I am glad to see so many of the
new members present, and in the name of the Jewelers'
Association and Board of Trade I bid you each and
every one a hearty welcome, as well as the older
members and their many friends.

President Sloan then introduced Hon. Foster M.

Voorhees, Governor of New Jersey, who responded to

. the toast, " The Possibilities of the Twentieth Cen-

tury." In the course of an eloquent address the

Goilernor said :

Lately I have, in common with many others, been
engaged in making an inventory of what has been done
in the world during the century that has just come to
its end, and have naturally thought over what is likely
to occur in the century that is to come. The past,
however, is no infallible guide for the future. It shows
to some extent the probable course of events and
helps a little in guessing what may happen. Wisely,
I believe, future events are hidden from our view. It
may be as well for some of us that this is so. We of
to-day know no more of the century to come than did
he who saw the opening of the century that is past
know of the mighty events which were • to occur.
Who, then, could have seen man's marvelous miracles;
who foretold his triumphs over nature's forces? He
has solved Many of its mysteries and found out its
wonderful secrets. He has come to a knowledge and
understanding of its varying phases. He has made
the storms to do his will. He has learned the secret
of light and commands its willing service. The light-
ning of the heavens hides from him the true secret of
its nature, but he has bound it and made it captive.
He guides it, he controls it, and now it ministers to
his wants and his pleasures. With it he annihilates
time and space, and by it measures space by time.
Machinery, the child of his genius, now does his bid-
ding with an accuracy and skill that seem to be more
than human. His amazing advances, his marvelous
achievements make the century now gone the most
splendid and wonderful in the annals of recorded
time. But his advances and his achievements came
as they were prompted by the needs and requirements
of the passing years. They who saw the dawn of the
era, the light of whose setting sun but yesterday faded
away into the darkness of the eternal past, in their
wildest guesses would not have foretold them.

Just now commercialism and the money power
seem to be on top. Many of us—probably too many
—will continue to worship in the temple of Mammon.
To the devotees to that divinity the future seems
pleasing—aye, radiant with promise. Wealth has and

will increase with rapid strides. The great balances
of trade in our favor will grow in amount. To us will
come a greater share of the trade upon the oceans,
whether by means of subsidies, or, better still, by
American ingenuity and grit.

And in the realm of invention marvelous things
are yet to be seen. The century is still young. At its
very beginning we hear of the wonderful things to be
done. We are to be permitted to whisper to Europe
and hold converse with our brothers in the Philippines.
The inhabitants of Mars, we are told, stand ready to
exchange greetings with men who dwell upon the
mountain tops of Colorado. We are to visit earth's
remotest bounds and see places hitherto unseen, sailing
in ships that pierce the air. We are to explore the
waters under the earth and dive across the oceans, if
we please. No longer confined to earth, we will pitch
our tents in the air and on the waters of the sea find
our dwelling place. One's imagination runs riot when
he thinks of what may come. But the course of
human events has so often been turned awry by unex-
pected incidents, that it is hazardous to tell what will
surely happen. Hozea Bigelow said : " Don't pro-
phecy unless you know," and I do not know what
splendid achievements will be performed in the course

of the century, or what fearful crimes be accomplished
and committed. But this I do believe, I feel to be
true : The course of the century will make the right-
eousness in politics, in law and in social relations and
at its close the balance of the account will be largely in

favor of our race. [Applause.]

The next orator was Rev. Newell Dwight Hillis,

and the subject assigned him was " The Diffusion of

the Beautiful in Modern Life." In a speech all too

brief the learned preacher did full justice to this poetic
theme. He said in part:
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I am asked to say something to-night about the
diffusion of the beautiful in modern life. Now, I hold
that the jewelers' profession and the diffusion of the
beautiful are one concentrated feature, and have
become the greatest factor in the nineteenth century,
outside of the intellectual and the great elements that
make for all happiness. In the old time of Athens
the beautiful Was concentrated in the galleries where
the gods lived ; in Italy in the palaces where the
princes lived. We have come to a time when that
beauty which was once consecrated in those two places
is diffused in connection with our modern life. It
began in 1840, when a man named Ruskin found that
the people in Great Britain were living in very humble
houses, in rude garments, knowing nothing about the
beauties of art.. Ruskin would collect the finest
marbles in Greece, the finest pictures in Italy, the
noblest artistic treasures in Europe, and take them up
to Sheffield, where the men who wrought in steel and
who made knives and fotks were taught how to sprinkle
the beautiful in all their work. He went to the men
who made wall paper, and taught them how to make
the.walls and ceilings lovely. He went to all men in
different crafts,-until at length we have come to a gen-
eration when the beautiful is diffused into all the
employments, relating to all those ornaments that make
for personal beauty. They are diffused into every
department of modern life, and we may even make
the assertion that, inasmuch as the beautiful has been
deepest in connection with the home, that we are
coming to the time when the very streets of our city
are to be beautiful, and when, having taught our
children and our wives to admire those employments
that make for personal loveliness and for the education
of life, we shall See to it that the streets are beautiful ;
that our laws are beautiful ; that our politicians stand
forgreat principles of righteousness that represent the
adornment of a man's personality—for this people is
not willing any longer to live in connection with the
beautiful things for the body, and ride in Pullman
palace cars, and have Choctaw Indians with tomahawks
and squaws rule us politically in connection with the
government. [Applause.]

President Sloan next introduced the Hon. Job E.

Hedges, who made " The Present " the .subject of a

witty and eloquent oration. In the course of his

address he said:

The question of good citizenship is not a question
of duty alone. It is a question of selfishness, by virtue
of which it is easy to reason that we, ourselves, are the
sufferers. No man deserves any credit for not violating
the penal code, because he is only an idiot when he
does it. No man deserves any credit for being honest,
because it is clever to be honest. But to be honest and
nothing else is to be a bad citizen, and our citizenship
can only be elevated and placed upon the plane so
happily and elegantly described by the gentleman who
preceded me, if people who know and think and see
and feel will consent to bear their part and take their
time in righting wrong. It is easy enough to be ortho-
dox if you do not try to practice religion. It is easy
enough to subscribe to the Articles of Faith if you stay
at home. It is easy enough to be a Presbyterian, as I
am, and believe in predestination, but is not easy to
carry out the doctrines that attach to a faith and be in
a position at the end of the walk of life to deserve an
encomium that you have lived up to the tenets of your
faith. The man who can arouse people to think need
not tell them what to think. If he can make them
think more than a minute, he has gained by every
moment that he makes them think, and they will do
the rest. [Applause.]

Ex-Mayor Warwick, of Philadelphia, brought the

speech-making to a close by a brief " Retrospective of

the Nineteenth Century."
The banquet from start to finish was voted an

unqualified and unprecedented success, and much

credit is due the committees in charge, which were as

follows :

Banquet Committee : Oliver G. Fessenden, chair-
man ; August Oppenheimer, David Kaiser, Courtland
E. Hastings, Samuel H. Levy, Hiram A. Bliss, Alfred
S. Pitt and. Milton P. Bagg.

Speakers' Committee : John L. Shepherd, chair-
man ; George W. Shiebler, Seth E. Thomas, Charles
E. Bulkley, Leopold Stern, Frederick H. Larter and
William B. Kerr.

Reception Committee : C. G. Alford, chairman;
George H. Cahoone, Charles F. Wood, Luther Hyde,
Ira Barrows, William F. Dorflinger, Nicholas Geof-
froy, David J. Frankel, M. L. Hammel, Charles L.
Power, J. A. Todd, Charles C. Champenois, Horace

D. Sherrill, Fred. H. Webster, Harry Durand, Addi-
son W. Woodhull, Fred. W. Lewis, Alfred Krower,
Clarence E. Breckenridge, Henry Untermeyer, Julius

A. Lebkuecher, Edwin R. Crippen, Henry Witte,

James E. Spencer, David C. Townsend, William W.

Hayden
' 

Charles Perret, Stephen Avety, John T.

Howard, Albert V. Huyler, Frank R. Simmons, Al-

fred H. Smith, William I. Rosenfeld and Harry B.

Billings.
Printing and Souvenirs : Leo Wortnser, chair-

man • George W, Street, Frank T, Sloan and 'Moms
K. Benton,
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Do you know that we have got a lot of new things for you ? That is our
business, and we make a success of it.

NEW BUCKLES, BARRETTES, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, FISH SCALE
PURSES an CHATELAINE BAGS, SOUVENIR SPOONS an NOVELTIES.

We have all the latest ideas in Snakes and Turquoise Matrix.
Send a postal for our latest " What is it?" Sells at sight. You want it.
Watch our line. We cannot call on all, so write at once to

es(EW YORK OFFICE—Chas. Van Ness, 11 Maiden Lane.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—Geo. Greensweig & Co., 206 Kearny Street.

The movement to form a board of trade in Attle-
boro is making progress, and practical action towards

its formation was taken at a meeting of the Republican

Club. There are many excellent civic purposes which
might be served by such a board.

Arthur E. Codding Jr., has been appointed admin-
istrator of the estate of his father, A. E. Codding, of the
Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro. The
estate was valued at $2o,000.

The Jewelers' Supply Co., of Pawtucket, have re-

moved from Slater avenue to 64 Broad Street, near the
railroad station.

Swartz & Eva, a new firm 4 jewelry manufac-
turers, have located on the upper floor of 25 Calender

Street, Providence. Mr Swartz was formerly with the

New England Pearl Co. and later with the Knicker-

bocker Jewelry Co. He began business as the Spe-

cialty Jewelry Co., at 38 Friendship Street, and then

removed to the present quarters, 25 Calender Street,

where he was doing business as Fred. M. Swartz until

his recent partnership with Mr. Eva. William Eva is a
silversmith, and has worked at different times for large
silverware manufacturing concerns.

David J. White, who was elected clerk of the

Senate at the opening of the Rhode Island Legislature,

on New Year's Day, was formerly secretary of the

Standard Seamless Wire Co., Pawtucket.
The Waterbury Brass Co., Providence, will move

from 125 Eddy Street to the Masonic Building, where

they will have much larger quarters.
The Harvard Button Co., Providence, have secured

additional space in the Manufacturers' Building, 7

Beverley Street, having rented part of the third floor.

They will retain their present quarters on the seventh

floor, but the office will be moved to the new addition

'on the third floor which will make it more easily acces-

sible and convenient.
Daniel C. Baxter has gone into partnership with

J. W. Capron, in the firm of J. W. Capron & Co., 43

Sabin Street, Providence. Mr. Baxter was formerly an

employee of B. A. Ballou & Co., and will manage the

factory while Mr. Capron will represent the concern on

the road.
The Brown & Dean Co., gold and silver refiners,

of Providence, have just issued a pocket yearly memo-

randa and account book, to their customers and friends

in the trade. The book is leather covered and

handsomely gotten up. Besides space for daily memos.

Bnd cash account, it contains a calendar, identification

record, list of holidays, postage rules, interest and bank-

rupt laws, revenue and stamp taxes, population of

leading cities, etc., which, complied as they are in a

compact reference form, make it a most desirable and

useful article.
Among the trade in this section who attended the

big banquet of the Jewelers' Association and Board of

Trade, in New York City last month, were one or

more members of the following firms : S. 0. INgney &

Co.; Martin, Copeland & Co.; Hamilton & Hamilton,

Jr.; Wightman & Hough ; Geo. H. Cahoone & Co.,

and Tilden & Thurber Co.
James Totten, of Plainville, formerly identified

with the jewelry manufacturing industry in North At-

tleboro, died last month. In North Attleboro he

learned the trade of tool maker and then went into

business with J. J. Sommer, under the name of Tot-

ten & Sommer, later the Totten & Sommer Co. In

1895 he retired from active business. His son, Harold

H. Totten, has charge of the New York office of the

Sommer & Mills Co., North Attleboro.

William H.Waite, president of the Waite-Thresher

Co., Providence, is mourning the loss of his only

daughter, Ida Evelyn Waite, who died January 7th.

Mr. Waite has the sympathy of a large circle of friends

in his sad bereavement.
The Attleboro Savings Bank, of North Attleboro,

elected the following officers for the ensuing year:

President,Charles E. Bliss,of Bliss Bros.; trustees, Abiel

Codding ; Joseph L. Sweet, of the R. F. Simmons Co.;

F. E. Sturdy, of J. F. Sturdy's Sons ; George W.

Cheever, of Cheever, Tweedy & Co.; Alfred R. Crosby

of Smith & Crosby ; Mark E. Rowe, late of Horton,

Angell Co.; Edgar L. Hixon, of the R. F. Simmons

Co.; Louis J. Lamb, of C. H. Allen & Co.; George

K. Webster, of the Webster Co., and John E. Tweedy,

of Cheever, Tweedy & Co.

The new officers elected by the Attleboro National

Bank, Attleboro, include : Joseph M. Bates ; Clarence

L. Watson, of Watson, Newell Co.; Albert A. Bushee,

of A. Bushee & Co.; James E. Blake, of James E.

Blake Co.; Edward A. Sweeney, of W. H. Wilmarth

Co.; Herbert A. Clark, of Horton, Angell Co.; Charles
H. Tappan, of D. F. Briggs Co.; Harvey Clap, of

Daggett & Clap Co., and David E. Makepeace.
Rhodes Bros. & Rothschild have succeeded

Rhodes Bros., Attleboro. The new partner is the

resident Chicago representative of the firm.
The Jewelers' Supply Co., Pawtucket, have re-

moved to a more desirable location at 64 Broad Street,
same city.

At the annual meeting of the Einklang Singing
Society, of Providence, Gustave Saacke, of Wildprett &
Saacke, was re-elected director for the ensuing year.

J. W. Capron & Co. are now settled in their new
quarters at 235 Eddy Street, Providence.

Annual Meeting of the Manufacturing
Jewelers' Board of Trade

The annual meeting of the Manufacturing Jewelers'
Board of Trade was held in Providence on January
ith. President Dutee Wilcox occupied the chair and

called for the reports. The chief report presented was
that of Secretary Morton for the year ended December,
1900. It covered thoroughly the failures in which the
members were interested, the settlements, dividends,
collections, etc. An interesting portion of the report
was as follows:

COLLECTIONS
Claims received 232
" collected . . . , . , 136
" withdrawn   5
" uncollectible (returned)   35
" pending   56

— 232
136 collected   814,058.24
5 withdrawn   162.05
35 uncollectible   1,103.87
56 pending   5,940.74

In addition to the above amount collected,
$3,675.71 has been received on previous pending
claims.

Of the total amount collected, 88,575.18 was with-
out expense to members.

Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers

The Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers held their

eleventh annual meeting at the Astor House, on January

12th. President Charles A. Boynton occupied the

chair, and in the course of his opening address said:

We have other reasons for being called unique;
we have not had a single assessment during 1900.
While this may not seem Important, yet to your execu-
tive committee it is a very important fact that an
organization founded for the purpose of relief (of
worthy members of the jewelry or kindred trades
when in need) have been able to meet all the demands
that in their judgment were worthy without ordering
an assessment.

When this brotherhood was organized we had a
limited membership of too, which was at all times full.
There was some doubt as to increasing the member-
ship, which was fully discussed at several annual
meetings, and at our last one the limit of too was
increased to 150 ; to-day we meet with 150 members
on our rolls in good standing and eight names on the
waiting list;

The year 1900 has been to most of us one full of
business and hope, and I trust that all your hopes have
been fullfilled in the large business you have done for
the firms you represented, and that the hope of their
appreciation of your efforts will also be realized in a
substantial increase in your salaries ; there is nothing
that will urge a traveler to extra efforts like an increase
in his salary.

The reports of the secretary and treasurer showed
the brotherhood in good shape financially.

T.I12 election of officers for the ensuing year

resulted as follows : President, C. E. Settle, with

0. M. Draper & Co.; vice-president, W. C. Parks, of

Parks Bros. & Rogers ; secretary and treasurer, H. C.

Schwartz, with Larter, Elcox & Co.; executive com-
mittee (two years), S. B. Kent, of Kent & Woodland;

I.,. S. Lewis, with Morris Prager & Co.; (one year),
Matthias Stratton, with Ailing & Co.

The annual election of officers of the Jewelry
Travelers' Association of New England resulted as
follows : President, F. H. Elliott ; vice-president, E.
H. Litch ; secretary and treasurer, W. E. Clement;
executive committee, H. R. Arnold, H. L. Manchester,
F. H. Hollister, H. S. Tanner and W. C. Wales.

There were 343 regular numbered and 733 inci-
dental reports issued, and 2755 inquiries answered
during the year.

MEMBERSHIP
Number of members last report  
Admitted  

From which deduct, resigned  
Out of business  

The secretary's report called attention to the fact

that the failure account showed an increase of nearly

fifty per cent. over the previous year when the failure

account was the smallest in the history of the organi-

zation. " This should serve," said the report, " as a

reminder that in times of prosperity we should exer-

cise due diligence and not overlook accounts, allowing

them to approach the danger line."
Appropriate reference was made to the loss of

four members by death : James J. Horton, Oscar M.

Draper, George A. Dean, Herbert S. Capron.
Directors and trustees of the special fund were

elected for the ensuing year as follows : Directors,

Dutee Wilcox, of D. Wilcox & Co.; William R.

Dutemple, of Wm. R. Dutemple & Co.; Nathan B.

Barton, of the Ostby & Barton Co.; Robert E. Bud-

long, of S. K. Merrill & Co.; Henry G. Thresher, of

the Waite, Thresher Co.; Ralph S. Hamilton, of

Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr.; F. A. Ballou, of B. A.

Ballou & Co.; William B. Chapin, of the Chapin &

Hollister Co.; J. Perry Carpenter, of Ford & Carpenter;

Orrin C. Devereux, of 0. C. Devereux & Co.; Frank

Esser, of Esser & Barry, all of Providence ; Everett

S. Horton, of the Horton, Angell Co.; A. R. Crosby,

of Smith & Crosby ; Willard A. Engley, of the G. A.

Dean Co., and Charles A. Marsh, of C. A. Marsh &

Co., Attleboro ; George K. Webster, of the Webster

Co., North Attleboro ; William S. Metcalf, of the

Plainville Stock Co., Plainville ; and D. S. Spaulding,

D. S. Spaulding & Co., Mansfield, Mass.; trustees of

the special fund—Dutee Wilcox, William B. Claflin

and Everett S. Horton.
The question of consolidation with the Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade was not brought up.

A notable and interesting window display compe-
tition was inaugurated November 15, 19oo, by R. F.
Simmons Co., Attleboro, Mass., makers of the Sim-
mons chains. Eight bags of gold were offered as
prizes for the best eight window displays of jewelry,
on condition that the Simmons' chains should form a
prominent part of each display. The contest closed
December 25th.

Over sixty photographs of effectively trimmed
windows were submitted to the Simmons Co. by retail
jewelers, representing about every section of the
United States. The committee selected to make the
awards 'comprised the following-named gentlemen:
Chas. M. Connolly, editor of The Haberdasher; B.
Thorpe, editor of THE KEYSTONE, and Benjamin F.
Simmons, editor of The Jewelers' Circular-Weekly.

After careful deliberation on the part of the corn-
mittee and thorough consideration of the merits of
each display, the prizes were awarded as follows:
First prize, one hundred dollars, Schlechters' jewelry
store, Reading, Pa. ; second prize, fifty dollars, Chris.
Bernloehr, Indianapolis, Ind. ; third prize, twenty-five
dollars, Wm. H. Rollman, Mifilintown, Pa. ; five
fourth prizes of ten dollars each were awarded the C.
N. Maxwell Jewelry Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala. ; Louis A.
Antoine, Chicago, Ill. ; Reid & Todd, Bridgeport,
Conn. ; Campbell & Co., Chicago, Ill., and George E.
Shaw, Putman, Conn.

The displays of the following dealers were highly
commended by the committee : Schacht & Riorden,
Spokane, Wash. ; L. M. Carter, Shreveport, La. ; F.
A. Averbeck, Madison, Wis. ; Carl Mayer, Austin,
Tex. ; Geo. A. Collins & Co., Salem, Mass. ; Mrs. R.
H. Atkins, Cambridge, Ohio, and Grant Jewelry Co.,
Lowell, Mass.

Between four and five thousand of the handsome
cards in colors, advertising Simmons' chains, were
sent to jewelers throughout the country, and a great
many of these were used in window displays by deal-
ers who did not enter the competition. ,
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is the largest and finest assortment
of High-Grade Chains ever produced
in this country.

It contains a varied selection of ENTIRELY NEW DESIGNS
never shown before. Most of these will become standard, or
staple, as they embrace all the requisites demanded to win
popular and lasting favor.

In addition to the great variety of styles to choose from,
our customers have the added advantage—and it is a big one—
of obtaining the best finished goods yet produced. This is
not specially new, as " finish " has ever been a feature of our
Chains. But we are constantly striving to improve this highly
important feature, as it means so much to the trade in making
our Chain such a ready and easy seller. We believe we have
reached the highest point as yet attained in " finish " in our
new line.

on every swivel, and thereby protect
your business.

Dennison's
Jewelry Cases an Jewelry Cabinets

Finest Imitation Leather in Colors
Red, Bottle Green and Buff.

Ring
Brooch
Link B.
Single Stud
Watch
Screw Earrings

Cases No. 50 KC, Lined White Velvet, per doz., $2.75
" No. 24 KC, " " Satin, " 2.75

No. 21 KCD, " 3.75
2.75
3.50
3.25

Jewelry Cabinets—For ladies' or gentlemen's use. The most compact Jewel Cabinetsyet produced. Well adapted for use in traveling.
In Imitation Leather—Red, Bottle Green and Buff ; Velvet in Bottle Green, Purple and Ruby.

No. 20, Gentlemen's use, Imitation Leather, velvet lined, per doz • $9.00
Velvet, lined with velvet, 12.00
Imitation Leather, lined with velvet," 12.00
Velvet, lined with velvet, 15.00

No. 30, •4

No. 21, Ladies' use,
No. 31, Od

Many jewelers order these Cabinets
with their names stamped in them,
making a complimentary distribu-
tion of them with sales to customers

Largest an Finest Line of
Jewelers' Supplies in the World

Perfect Products
Unlimited Facilities
Highest Reputation

Everything for the Jeweler
If you have not received
our Catalogue, send for it
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Trade continues on evenly balanced lines for this

season of the year and considerable business is being
done. This year will see many changes in the local

jewelry world as so many dealers will remove in April

to different quarters and the dissolution of a couple of

jewelry firms will occur. It is a season of prosperity

and the jewelers have enjoyed their share. The

removals and dissolutions, therefore, are not occasioned

by poor business but by force of circumstances mainly.

A general improvement is looked for by these changes.

Wilkerson & Hertrick have formed a partnership

and gone into the optical business in the Park Building,

where Mr. Wilkerson has been located for some time.

George Hertrick has been with Heeren Bros. & Co.

for several years.
J. B. Bierman has opened a handsome new retail

store in Shenandoah, Pa.
The family of the late Leopold Furtwangler, Sr.,

Greensburg, Pa., will dispose of the store, stock and

fixtures, retiring entirely from the jewelry business.

It has not been decided whether the final closing out

will be by private or auction sale.

Will. Siedle, of R. Siedle & Sons, has been on the

sick list for quite a while, but is showing some evidence

of convalesence.
Luther & Stewart, who have been in business on

Sixth Street, have decided to dissolve partnership.

Robert W. Brady, of Washington, Pa„ lately with

Heeren Bros. & Co., has gone to Philadelphia to take

a course in optics preparatory to starting up in the

jewelry and optical lines in Washington in the spring.

A. E. Siedle, of Frankstown Avenue, is preparing

to remove into his own building, 6o13 Penn Avenue,

in the early spring.
The Keystone Jewelry Co. started an auction sale

on January 12th.
R. L. Williams, of Altoona, Pa., has sold out to

quit the business. ,
Herman Lambertus, material man for Klein, Kraus

& Co., was married on January 2d to Miss Clara

Bosau, of Duquesne Heights, this city. THE KEYSTONE

extends best wishes.
The W. J. Johnston Co., of the Verner Building,

intend enlarging their quarters and facilities for giving

their increasing business the requisite attention by

taking the fourth and fifth floors of the same building,

now occupied by Albert Gerwig, A. E. Siviter & Co.

and Klein, Kraus & Co. The leases of the last two

firms expire on March 31st, and the fifth floor will be

acquired at once. Mr. Gerwig will retain possession

until March 31, 1902, when the Johnston Co. will

occupy the fourth floor. The interests of Klein, Kraus

& Co. have been consolidated with those of the John-

ston Co., and in April the entire fifth floor will be

transformed into a large manufacturing establishment

under Klein, Kraus & Theier, employing about

twenty-four experienced jewelers. W. J. Johnston

spent a part of January at Cambridge Springs and the

last week in New York.
E. P. Roberts & Sons gave a banquet to their

employees after the holidays at the Hotel Henry,

which was an elaborate and delightful affair. About

thirty men were present and after a fine menu was

served, several clever impromptu speeches were given

over the cigars, Steele F. Roberts acting as toastmaster,

a position most ably filled by Mr. Roberts. The

banquet was a pleasant mark of appreciation of the

holidays' hard work, and was enjoyed by hosts and

guests alike.
Miss Lillie McCall, for many years holding a

responsible position with A. E. Siviter & Co., died at

her home on Penn Avenue, on December 27th, after

an illness of several months. Her death, quite unex-

pected in spite of her long illness, was a sad shock to

her colleagues and to her many friends in the trade.

Emil Geilfuss, who represents Heeren Bros. & Co.

in Eastern districts, has announced his engagement to

Miss Clara Heeren, daughter of Herman Heeren.

Miss Heeren was employed by Heeren Bros. & Co.

for over six years.
Leon Steinberg, son of Jeweler Steinberg, of 1509

Carson Street, South Side, died at his home, aged

twenty-one years.
A. Kingsbacher, M. Bonn, Sol. Cerf, Charles W.

Wattles, A. H. Gillespie and E. M. Chessman were

New York visitors in January.

The jewelry store of Mrs. Rosa Arnheim, 409
Federal Street, Allegheny, was robbed on January 8th

at about six o'clock in the evening in a rather clever

way. About the time mentioned five well-dressed

people, three men and two women, entered the store,

the men going in separately but the women together.

Different articles were called for and in such a hurry

that considerable confusion reigned, as only Mrs.

Arnheim and her son were present to wait upon the

would-be customers. The women took Mrs. Arnheim

to the window to look at some statuettes, one man
engaged the son in conversation over an intended
purchase and another proceeded to rob the show cases

very successfully of four gold watches. Mrs. Arnheim
became suspicious and moved further into the store.
The customers then left, making various excuses and
promises to return. After their departure the theft of

the watches was discovered.
The death of Max P. Wilson, formerly with J. P.

Steinman, of Allegheny, lately of Indiana, Pa., occurred
at his home in the latter place during the week of

January 14th. Mr. Wilson's illness developed into
spinal meningitis. He was a young man whose
acquaintance was large and his friends many. His
death causes sorrow among those who knew him in

business and in social life. THE KEYSTONE extends
profound condolences. Mr. Wilson's store in Indiana
will be sold and his business discontinued.

Another death in the local business world was that
of George Moninger, of the firm of F. H. Hayes &
Co., Washington, Pa. Mr. Moninger was sixty-eight
years old and a member of one of Washington's
leading families. He was also father-in-law of F. H.
Hayes. To Mr. and Mrs. Hayes THE KEYSTONE
extends sympathy in their bereavement.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who were in
Pittsburg last month were noted the following : H. B.
Kurtz, Conneaut, Ohio ; E. F. Preiss, Homestead, Pa.;
John Linnenbrink, Rochester, Pa.; John Z. Simpson,
Blairsville, Pa.; R. L. Kirkpatrick, Butler, Pa.; Carl
H. Leighner, Butler, Pa.; Carl Rivinius, Sharpsburg,
Pa.; W. W. Woodruff, Uhrichsville, Ohio ; P. J.
Manson, Jeannette, Pa.; D. S. Pelton, Sistersville,
W. Va.; M. R. Shingler, Wellsville, Ohio ; P. C.
Yester, McKeesport, Pa.; A. F. Poole, Washington,
Pa.; E. McLeod,Washington, Pa. ; L. Foust, Monessen,
Pa.; Bert McFarland, Burgettstown, Pa.; G. W. Smith,
McDonald, Pa.; Eli Galley, Dickerson Run; Pa.; Gus
Zahringer, Ford City, Pa.; H. H. Weylman, Kittan-
ning, Pa.; Howard McAnlis, Beaver Falls, Pa.; Thos.
Tomlinson, Charleroi, Pa.; W. E. Crawford, Belle
Vernon, Pa.; Wallace Miller, Uniontown, Pa.; Henry
McCracken, Monongahela City, Pa.; A. Merz, Sewick-
ley, Pa.; W. H. Elliott, Belle Vernon, Pa.; F. M.
Langnecker, New Brighton, Pa.; E. L. Young, Irwin,
Pa.; J. W. Caler, Beaver, Pa.; A. W. Bishop, Connells-
ville, Pa.; E. A. Bloser, New Kensington, Pa.; J. V.
Rosenthal, Irwin, Pa.; Harry Grieb, Butler, Pa.; H. S.
Johnson, Apollo, Pa.; Thomas S. McNary, Wash-
ington, Pa.; J. Frank Murphy, Dawson, Pa.; Adam
Fisher, Greensburg, Pa.; E. H. Schaefer, Beaver Falls,
Pa.; J. W. McKean, Charleroi, Pa.; J. M. RoWnd and
Mrs. Roland, Greensville, Pa.; W. E. hiohnston,
Canonsburg, Pa.; George Brady, Washingt4n, Pa.;
L. Mather, New Castle, Pa.; H. E. Boehme, El&abeth,
Pa.; Mr. O'Gusky, Uniontown, Pa.; G. E. Brillhart,
McKee's Rocks, Pa.; L. C. Brehm, West Newton, Pa.;
Joseph Hughes, Berlin, Pa.; A. C. Graul, Sharpsburg,
Pa.; L. Schmidt, Braddock, Pa.

BARRETTES

HAIR CLASPS

HAIR COMBS

HAT PINS
BRACELETS

BROOCHES

FISH SCALE PURSES

CUFF LINKS

FOBS, LADIES'

FOBS, GENTS'

Indian
Head

Match Safes
Bag Tags

an

Souvenir
Spoons

Golf
Brooches
Stick Pins
Match Safes
Stamp Boxes
Caddie Bags

No. N. Hair Clasp, each, $1.00.
Sterling silver, roman, rose or French gray finish.

Less 10 per cent. cash discount.

One design from over two hundred of our

Latest Popular Sellers in Hair Clasps.

Snakes, Turquoise and Turquoise Matrix

dominate Spring designs. We are showing

new, quaint and artistic combinations with rose,

green and roman gold.

Salesmen should try to know their business thor-

oughly. The salesman of to-day must necessarily
know more about the goods that he is selling and the

technical points of the business than the salesman of
twenty-five years ago. Intelligent salespeople are the

real want of the merchant at the present time. They

are really hard to get, and where they are secured they
command good salaries. The intelligent salesman
can nearly always count on receiving double the salary

that can be earned by the one who is not posted.

Know your goods thoroughly. If possible, try to

know them just as thoroughly as the head of the store
who is over you. Learn all the technical points of the
manufacture. Be sure you know the value of the
goods well enough to tell in a Moment whether they
are very cheap or only reasonably so.

We will send you goods that your cus-

tomers will be pleased to find in your stock.
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ALEXANDER H. REVEL! & CO.
431 to 437 Fifth Avenue, Chicago

-•••■•

Interior view of one of the many stores lately completed by Alexander H. Revell & Co.

We are practical and original designers, and have introduced many practical features in the line of jewelers' fixtures.
We guarantee satisfaction throughout in workmanship and materials, and our prices will always be reasonable for first-class work.

Our fixtures are of the most modern type in design and construction, with latest improvements for electric lighting, etc.
We shall be pleased to answer all correspondence from jewelers, whether you expect to purchase fixtures now or later on.

For information regarding our work please refer to the following parties whose stores we have fitted up :

BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Silversmiths' Building, Chicago.
C. D. PEACOCK, Retail Jeweler, Chicago.
A. NEWSALT, Retail Jeweler, Dayton, Ohio.
A. 11. RICHARDS, Jeweler, El Paso, Texas.

Address our Factory direct,

JAS. K. LEMON & SON, Retail Jewelers, Louisville, Ky.
TOWLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Chicago Office.
REED & BARTON, Chicago Office.
TRASK & PLAIN, Jewelers, Galesburg, III.

Alexander H. Revell & Co., 431 to 437 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.
Write' for our No. 9 Catalogue. NEW YORK OFFICE-253 Broadway

February, 1901

POINTS ABOVT

H. E. Nuss, well known to the optical trade, will

represent Geo. Mayer & Co., of Philadelphia, in the

Middle West.
Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, announce the follow-

ing changes in their traveling staff for 1901 : 
W. S.

Pearcy takes W. F. Walker's place in their Michigan

'territory ; L. W. Williams will cover Harry Farquhr
-

son's Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri terri
tory,

and Fred. P. Gains, formerly with M. F. Barger & Co.
,

,takes Frank Murray's old territory in Iowa, Nebr
aska

and South Dakota.

Harry L. Gleason is a new addition to the travel-

ing force of Codding & Heilborn Co., North A
ttle-

boro, Mass. His territory will be the New England

States.
Charles Stoner, the well-known Indianapolis tray-

' eler, is now with Charles W. Lauer & Co., an
d will

work Indiana territory in the interest of this house.

lark Bachman, the well-known Western traveler

with G. W. Marquardt & Sons last year, has engaged
.

with the M. S. Fleishman Co., of Chicago, for I
gor,

and will cover his old territory for them, which inc
ludes

parts of Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., of Kansas

City, announce the following as their traveling f
orce

for the new year : N. R. Fuller, in the Southwest,
 and

Ira T. Pearce in the Northwest, with E. L. Don
ald-

son, their former entry clerk, covering Kansas 
city

and nearby points.
Baldwin, Miller & Co., the widely-known whole-

sale firm of Indianapolis, furnish us with the follo
wing

list of travelers who will cover the territory i
ndicated

during the present year : D. J. Reagan, in Wes
tern

Indiana, Southern Illinois and Southern Iowa, 
and

John T. Gardner will make Indiana and Western O
hio.

The M. A. Lumbard Co., of Des Moines, Iowa,

inform us that there will be no change in their tr
avel-

ing force for 1901. W. E. Susony will still cover th
e

eastern half of Iowa, and R. N. Blair will cover the

western half of the same State. Both these gentle-

men started out the middle of last month with 
high

hopes of beating their last year's good records.

S. H. Clausin & Co., of Minneapolis, wil
l be

represented on the road during 1891 by Burt 
Clausin,

in North Dakota, Montana and Washington ; I
. R.

Bunker, in Northern Michigan, Northern Wiscon
sin,

Southern Minnesota and Northern Iowa t
erritory ;

Frank Newcomb, in Minnesota and South Dakota.

T. R. J. Ayres & Sons, the well-known 
wholesalers

of Keokuk, Iowa, announce their traveling for
ce for

1901 as follows : John Elgin, covering parts of Illi
nois,

Missouri, Iowa and Kansas ; J. L. Cater, in Io
wa, Min-

nesota, South Dakota and Nebraska, and M. A.

Wood, in Iowa, Illinois and Missouri territory.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., of Chicag
o, have

arranged with the following traveling men to 
look

after their interests in the territory indicated 
during

1901 : S. W. Robinson will cover the Northwest ;

Harry Jehlinger will travel in the Middle West ; 
Z. E.

Chambers, in the Southwest.; W. G. Rattra
y, in the

Rocky Mountain district and the Pacific Coa
st terri-

tory ; Fred. C. Strang, in Ohio and Indiana ; Sa
m Am-

berg, in Michigan, and Ralph A. Boyer, in 
Wisconsin

and Michigan Peninsula.

Frank Shadbolt, the well-known traveler who
 has

for nineteen years represented the Stein & 
Ellbogen

Co., of 'Chicago, in the Northwest, has mad
e an en-

gagement with A. Roseman, of New .York, 
to repre-

sent him in his old territory.

Fred. Baker, for a number of years with 
Hayden

W.Wheeler & Co., of New York, has mad
e an engage-

ment with the Non-Retailing Co., of La
ncaster, Pa.,

and will cover his old territory mostly for the
m.

•
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M. F. Barger & Co., of Chicago, will be repre-

sented on the road during 1901 by Ed. C. Baumgarten,

in Iowa, Kansas and Missouri, and by S. L. Scott, in

Wisconsin, Northern Iowa and Minnesota, with one

more to be engaged.

H. F. Hahn & Co., of Chicago, will make no

change in their traveling force for 1901, but will be

represented by the same " old reliables." Their

staff includes Emil Despres, Steve Bridges, Jas. D.

Packard and Will. A. Slossman.

Bene, Lindenberg & Co., of Cincinnati, will be

represented by the following salesmen during 1901, who

will cover the territory named : Julius Newman, in Mis-

souri, Kansas and Oklahoma ; August Newstedt, in

Kentucky, Tennessee and the South ; C. J. F. Bene, in

his old Southern territory ; S. Lindenberg and Nathan

Hahn will take care of Mr. Lindenberg's old territory.

The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co. will be

represented on the road the present year by H. M.

Hubbard in Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi ; N. S.

Weiler in Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee and Missis-

sippi, and W. F. Wilmes. in Missouri, Kansas and

Nebraska.
The traveling force of King & Eisele, Buffalo, N.Y.,

are now in their respective territories and have high

hopes for the first year of the century. Chas. F.

Hurdle will represent the firm in Pennsylvania, Ohio

and Wisconsin ; North Wilcox will take orders in

New York and Michigan ; Arthur C. Tilley, in Minne-

sota, North and South Dakota, Iowa and Illinois;

Jos. Freedman, in Pennsylvania, West .Virginia,

Virginia and New York.

Arthur N. Hull, formerly Southern representative

of A. F. Towle & Son Co., has arranged to cover the

same territory for Reed & Barton. Mr. Hull will con-

tinue to handle the T. G. Hawkes & Co. line of cut

glass in connection with his silver goods.

Schmidt & Clauer, of Chicago, announce the fol-

lowing as their traveling force for 1901 : Elmer John-

son, J. P. Kersting, J. T. Tudor and Cal. Clauer.

Sproehnle & Co., of Chicago, announce the fol-

lowing salesmen, who will cover the territory named

as their traveling staff for 1901 : J. B. Ashton, in the

far West ; J. H. Donnelly, in the middle West.; A. E.

Madsen, in the Northwest ; R. S. Conrad, in Ohio

and Indiana ; Eugene Parker, in Michigan ; F. M.

Sproehnle and A. W. Sproehnle in the same territories

they covered last year.

Joseph A. Mayer succeeds D. H. Raymond as

Western representative of the Queen City Silver Co.,

Cincinnati. Mn. Mayer will have his headquarters at

the Palmer House, Chicago. Henry Urner will also

represent the above company in Ohio and Kentucky.

Blankemneister, Oberting & Co., of St. Louis,

announce the following as their traveling force for the

new year : George Oberting, in the South ; A. B.

Blankenmeister, in Missouri and Kansas, and Law-

rence Oberting, in Northern Missouri and Iowa.

Noack & Gorenflo, of Detroit, furnish us With the

following list of travelers for 1901, who will cover the

territory indicated : Wm. F. Walker, in Eastern Michi-

gan, Northern Wisconsin and Northern Indiana and

Ohio ; Clint C. Azbell, in Western Michigan, Wiscon-

sin, Minnesota and North Dakota.

Albert Bros., of Cincinnati, announce the follow-

ing salesmen as their traveling staff for 1901 : J. M.

Keller, in Ohio and West Virginia ; John Krohne, in

Ohio territory, and Charles Gebhart, in Kentucky,

Tennessee and Indiana.

E. & J. Swigart, of Cincinnati, will be represented

by their old traveling staff during 1901, as follows :

Chas. Swigart, in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana, and J.

W. Solar, in the South.

0. H. Hull and E. D. Frank will for another year

call on the trade in the West and Northwest for the

Pairpoint Co., having renewed their engagements with

these people. Their headquarters will be in Chicago.

L. Gutmann & Sons report that there will be no

change in their traveling force for the present year
.

Their staff includes Eli Gutmann, in the West ; Ed. C.

Pfaefle, in the West and Southwest, and Eugene Froh-

meyer, in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois territory.

'The Imperial Manufacturing Co., of Chicago,

will be represented during 1901 by the following s
ales-

men in the territories indicated : M. H. Cowen
, in

Indiana, Ohio and Michigan ; Theo. Jacobs, in 
Mis-

souri, Kansas and Nebraska ; I. Schwartz, in the la
rger

cities of the Northwest ; E. A. Schwartz in the So
uth,

and J. Abrahams in Illinois and Iowa.
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Wm. Weidlich.& Bro., of St. Louis, will be repre-

sented on the road during the new year by 0
. K.

Steuwer, who will travel in Arkansas, Texas and Ok
-

lahoma, and Wm. Weidlich, in Missouri, Iowa
 and

Nebraska, and E. C. Weidlich, in Southern Miss
ouri

and Kansas.
The Johnston Opticial Co., Detroit, announce

their traveling force for 1901 to consist of the followin
g

salesmen in the territory indicated : C. M. Scammel,

in Michigan, New York and Pennsylvania ; Geo
. A.

Douglass, in Ohio and Indiana ; W. J. Ennis, in the

Northwestern States ; J. E. Morehouse, in the Western

States territory, and J. A. Campbell will cover th
e

larger points in the Southern•States.

Edward C .Winburgh, formerly with a Denver job-

bing house, has engaged with J. M. & A. C. Johnston
,

manufacturing opticians, Chicago, and will cover the

territory formerly covered by M. Strassburger.

The L. Bauman Jewelry Co., of St. Louis, has

arranged with the following travelers to look after

their interests in the territory indicated : Louis Bau-

man, in Texas and Oklahoma ; Fred. Bross, in Illi-

nois, Missouri and Arkansas territory ; Sidney Bau-

man, in Kansas, Colorado and the far West ;, Mark B.

Eiseman, in Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana ; M.

Strauss, in Missouri, and Joe Hartman, in St. Louis

and nearby towns.

C. H. Knights & Co., of Chicago, have arranged

their staff of salesmen for the year 1901, which em-

braces the following well-known travelers : R. W.

Barlow, who will cover his old territory in Illinois,

Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas ; J. H. CraW-

ford, in the West, and Carlton Dominick, in the

Northwest.
The Reed-Bennett Co., of Minneapolis, will be

represented on the road during the present year by B.

J. Duntley, who will cover Southern Minnesota and

South Dakota, and 0. L. Ross, in North Dakota and

the far West.
A. C. Becken, of Chicago, has arranged with

Arthur Rinkenberger to cover the Northwest for him,

and Carl Weibezahn to look after his interests in the

Middle West and far West.

Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., of Kansas City, fur-

nish us with the following list of travelers for 19ot,

who will cover the territory indicated during the

present year : Hal F. Wells in Northern Iowa, South-

ern Minnesota and South Dakota ; W. A. Montague

in Southern Iowa and Nebraska ; H. J. Linn, Missouri,

'Arkansas, Indian Territory and Eastern Kansas ; E.

H. Snow in Kansas, Oklahoma and Colorado, and

D. D. 'Ward in Kansas City and nearby towns.

J. W. Forsinger, the Chicago watch jobber, an-

nounces his traveling staff for 1901 to consist of Ed. Q.

Jamison, who will travel in the .South and West, and

E. K. McGillivrary, in the Southeast and Southwest.

The Schrader-Wittstein Co., of Chicago, will be

represented during 1901 by the following salesmen :

H. G. Schramm, in the Middle West, and Chas. A.

Garlick, in the larger towns and cities west of the Mis-

sissippi River.
W. C. Schuman, of the Norton-Paulson Jewelry

Co., Kansas City, will start on the road early in Feb-

ruary as traveling salesman for his firm, and his friends

hope he will prove a success in his new work.

A. 0. Dickinson, formerly of Hiawatha, Kans.,

has accepted a position as traveling salesman with the

C. L. Merry Optical Co., Kansas City. His territory

will include Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and Okla-

homa territory.
The Stein & Ellbogen Co., of Chicago, furnish us

the following as their traveling force for 1901 : Max

Noel, in Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa ; Ed.

Fry, in Wisconsin, Michigan Peninsula, Minnesota, the

Dakotas, and Northern Iowa ; J. P. Ryan, in Missouri,

Iowa and Nebraska territory ; Gus. Weinfeld, in Indi-

ana and Illinois ; Sam. L. Lowenstein, city and nearby

towns, and Harry Kohn, diamonds exclusively in the

larger cities and towns of the West. Ed. Fry is the

new man in force, and was formerly connected with

Glickauf & Co.
Otto Young & Co., of Chicago, announce the

following salesmen as their traveling force for x9ox,

who will cover the territory named : H. F. Fix, in

Indiana, Ohio, Michigan and parts of Illinois ; G. W.

Cook, in Wisconsin and Illinois territory ; Max Gluck,

in Iowa and Nebraska ; B. F. Simpson, in Northern

Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas; V.G. Cuthbert,

in Missouri and Kansas; Monte Gluck, in the far West.
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American Watches:

Diamonds

7ewelry

Our representatives are back in their respective
territories with new goods and fully equipped
to supply your wants in our line.

If our traveler does not call, do you want him to?

We solicit your MAIL ORDERS, and they
will receive prompt and careful attention.

Hayden iW Wheeler & Co.
Telephone, 8 Cortlancit 2 Maiden Lane, New rork

Vc•tricf‘ctouwitticfr‘GlotiKi,„„,c,,,,„,,c.„,,,o,„,
ze-Fire. 

Office and Salesroom

33 .Autlal 4t.

I MANUFACTURERS OF AMECAN cu G,ASS
f

1, we do not illustrate in this " ad." what you want, write for Catalogue J. It is one of the most COMPLETE andmost COMPREHENSIVE catalogues issued for this class of goods. Complete That any house   has   a   larger assortment   of
and   comprehensive,   because the line is so.

is doubtful ; that NO concern anywhere has BETTER VALUESis quite certain.

cecoo A 11

) 

WE LEcilD .1PC { New Shapes an

Remember, that 
New Designs

erg en Cul! Glass
is

EXCLUSIVE
has a

93RILLIAT, LASTIG FIcNISH
and is

SOLD AT POPULAR PRICES
Send for Catalogue J Electros furnished for advertising

gn‘r4i,,,n‘r4,,, kro,,,c*.tbss,‘Alp,o‘ro,,,nk41
110. 14 Coullat $e,t
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New York Letter

Reduced Rail-
road Rates
for Spring Buy-
ing Season

The Merchants' Association of New

York has received word from Chi-

cago to the effect that the Central

Passenger Association, at a meeting

held in Chicago, granted the re-

duced rates from all points in their

territory to New York for the spring buying season on

the same basis on which those rates had been granted

in previous years. The dates in Central Passenger

Association territory on which the rates will be effective

are February f 3th to 17th, inclusive, and March 1st to

4th, inclusive, with a return limit of thirty days from

date of sale of ticket. The Central Passenger territory

takes in practically the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

lower Michigan peninsular, including the cities of

Chicago, St. Louis and Louisville, and is bounded on

the east by a line running through Buffalo, Pittsburg

and Wheeling, W. Va. The Trunk Line Association,

which has jurisdiction over the territory east of the

last-named points, granted the rates from its territory

in November. Application has already been made to

the Southwestern Passenger Bureau, which has juris-

diction over the lines in Texas, Oklahoma and Indian

Territory. J. M. Langley, of the Merchants' Asso-

ciation, is now in the West for the purpose of furthering

the application which is before the Southwestern

Passenger Bureau. He has been notified by wire of

the action of the Central Passenger Association and

will have the matter pushed in southwestern territory.

The dates applied for from that section are January

26th to 29th, inclusive, and February 13th to 17th,

inclusive, with a return limit of 30 days. Circulars

are already being prepared announcing the dates when

rates will be in effect from Central Passenger territory.

They will be sent into that territory and that contiguous

thereto without any delay. These will be followed up

by a series of circulars setting forth the desirability of

merchants visiting this market to stock-up for their

spring trade. Trade is opening early this year, and

the Merchants' Association of New York will spare no

efforts to make this season eclipse all past records.

Senator Fairbanks reported from the U. S. Senate

Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds a bill for

the erection of a new post office building for this city,

at a cost of $2,5oo,000. The report says that $46,35o

is now being expended annually for rents in New York,

which would be a saving of nearly 2 per cent. per

annum on the cost of the new building. The commit-

tee is of the opinion that the necessity for additional

room is very urgent in order to avoid serious embar-

rassment to the service, and recommends that the

bill be passed. The bill gives the Secretary of the

Treasury authority to advertise for bids and purchase

a site instead of placing this in the hands of the Post-

master-General and the Postmaster of New York, as

provided in Senator Platt's bill. 4*

More skyscrapers will rise on the Lane. The build-

ings at 38, 40 and 42 have been sold and a gigantic

office building is expected to rise on their sites. Plans

are said to be in preparation for a sky scraper office

structure at the corner of Maiden Lane and Broadway.

If the plan outlined goes through, it will affect more

than a score of jewelers and optical firms now occu-

pying the old buildings comprising the corner of

Broadway and Maiden Lane and running back on the

Lane to and including the building occupied by the

Julius King Optical Co. The latter have a two years'

lease on their present premises, but are willing to give

up the last year's lease if they can make satisfactory

arrangements with the owners of the proposed new

building for a desirable location in it. At the present

time the tenants in the old building are scurrying

around looking for temporary quarters for a year,

beginning with May 1st. Some have already secured

quarters on the Lane, while others have not been so

fortunate. It is reported that the new building would

be seventeen or eighteen stories high ; it is also ru-

mored that it may extend in size away beyond the cor-

ner property. The new building would take at least

one year to build, and if the plans are extended,

double this time. It is expected, however, that the

Maiden Lane and Broadway property would be ready

for occupancy on the first of May, 19o2. If this plan

is carried out, it will make another radical change in

the aspect of this great jewelry center and famous
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little street, where are concentrated more jewelers in a

given space than in any other place on this hemisphere.

A New Yorker recently purchased and presented

to the Museum of Natural History the collection of

minerals and meteorites gathered by Clarence C.

Bement, of Philadelphia. The value is estimated at

$200,000. The collection is noted not only for the

number of specimens, but also for the individual

perfection of the specimens. It represents the labor

of thirty-five years. The National Museum, it is

stated, and other institutions have made endeavors to

secure this collection, but the price placed upon it has

been an obstacle to its purchase. The minerals were

brought to New York in two freight cars.

Wm. A. Rogers, manufacturer of silver-plated

ware, 12 Warren Street, announces several changes in

the positions of his working force. H. H. Williamson,

who has for several years past represented the

firm as Eastern traveler, has been elected to fill the

position of manager. F. E. McCullin, who acted as

Western salesman, will hereafter call upon the Eastern

trade in the interest of the same concern ; while J. W.

Ackerman, formerly of the Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co.'s

staff of salesmen, will succeed Mr. McCullin as Western

representative.
Miss Martha Davis Bessey, for the last twenty-two

years connected with the art department of Tiffany &

Co., and an artist of exceptional merit, died from a

stroke of apoplexy, Wednesday, January f 6th. The

deceased was a designer of great skill. When the

board of lady managers of the World's Fair offered a

prize of fifty dollars for the best design of a badge by

a woman to be worn by the members of their board.

Miss Bessey entered the competition in which 247

designs were submitted, and won the prize.

Charles Van Ness, who continues in charge of the

New York office of Codding & Heilborn Co., North

Attleboro, Mass., is now showing a complete line of

that company's latest products at his quarters in the

Gill Building, ii Maiden Lane.

Engelfried & Weidmann, ring manufacturers,

41 John Street, have been succeeded by Engelfried,

Braun & Weidmann.
Leo Cohn was recently admitted as a partner in

the firm of Alois Kohn & Co., manufacturing jewelers,

4 Maiden Lane.
Max J. Lissauer, of Lissauer & Co., was recently

re-elected a director of the Columbia Bank. He is

now serving his fourteenth term as director.

Lindsy-Jacobson Co., of New York City, have

been incorporated to deal in optical and photographic

supplies, with a capital of $25,000. Walter E. Lindsy.

William G. Bliss and John Jacobson, New York City,

are the directors.
Henry C. Ostrander, who was formerly for many

years with Randel, Baremore & Billings and more

recently with Mount & Woodhull, is now with Morris

Prager & Co., 14 Maiden Lane.

The total importations of precious stones and pearls

at this port for the year 1900 were : cut, $9,786,o94.87;

uncut, $3,599,520.39 ; total, $13,365,615.26.

Thomas Weir Adams, head of the firm of T. W.

Adams & Co., Newark, N. J., and ii John Street,

this city, one of the oldest manufacturing jewelers in

the country, died last month at his home in Newark.

For the past ten years Mr. Adams, while financially

interested in the business, took no active part in the

management of the business of the firm, leaving that

to his two sons, R. W. and J. W. Adams, who were

his partners. He was a director of the Chatham

National Bank since 1875 and a director in the Mer-

chants' Insurance Co., of Newark for the past twenty

years.
Jacob Peabody Palmer, who for the past eleven

years has been connected with the diamond depart-

ment of Tiffany & Co., died recently of pneumonia.

Mr. Palmer had been identified with the jewelry busi-

ness ever since he entered upon a commercial career.

His father established the firm of Palmer, Bachelder

& Co. in Boston, where for years the business was

noted as a high-class jewelry house. The deceased

succeeded his father in the business, and upon its

dissolution in 1889 he entered the employ of Tiffany

& Co.
Stone Bros., 532-534 Broadway, have dissolved

partnership. A new firm, under the title David Stone

& Co., continue the business. William Stone will

open a new store at 637 Broadway.
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S. Goldstein & Son, 19 West Houston Street, have

been succeeded by H. Goldstein & Co.

Freeman J. Finley, designer, engraver and manu-

facturer of silver goods, recently moved from his

Broadway location to 19 East Twenty-first Street,

which is just two blocks. above his old location and

just around the corner off Broadway, and well within

the up-town silverware district.

Leo Goldsmith has removed from 65 Nassau Street

into new and better equipped quarters on the thirteenth

floor, Gill Building.
Klein Bros., diamond setters, Gill Building, have

removed to larger offices in the same building.

Charles P. Goldsmith & Co., 33 Gold Street, have

dissolved partnership. Mr. Goldsmith purchased his

partner's interest and a new firm has been formed

tinder the old title.
In connection with the Paris Exposition, Charles

T. Cook, the veteran vice-president of Tiffany & Co.,

has been elevated to the rank of Officer in the Legion

of Honor, and Edward Holbrook, president of the

Gorham Manufacturing Co., and Louis C. Tiffany,

head of the Allied Arts Co., have been made Cheva-

liers of the Order.
Alexander Boehme, for thirty years connected

with Lissauer & Co. as bookkeeper, confidential man

and partner, will retire from active business. As a

token of esteem, a dinner was given him at Mouquin's,

at which were present M. J. Lissauer, M. S. Kallman

and M. M. Mirabeau, of the firm ; D. H. Lowman, of

Philadelphia, a former member of the firm, and the

following travelers and other employees : Robert

Wernicke, Julius Klein, Max Thraub, Tobias Linden-

berg, Max Gunzburger, S. S. Schwarz and C. E. Dan-

nenfelser. A handsome gold watch was presented to

Mr. Boehme by the firm, and a silver-mounted cane

and umbrella, suitably engraved, were given him by

the travelers of the house.
The diamonds which Antonio Ascensio, the Cuban

jeweler, smuggled into this country last December

have been seized by the United States Marshal. The

lot consists of 124 pieces of jewelry and the valuation

is $17,600. Ascensio's defense was that he was merely

passing through the country on his way to Cuba and

did not contemplate selling the goods here. The

diamonds were concealed in pockets of a large belt

which Ascensio had around his body and were acci-

dentally discovered by a customs inspector who

happened to place his hand on Ascensio's back as the

latter was leaning over a trunk. Seizures of smuggled

goods have been exceptionally numerous recently.

Meyer Weisbard, whose mutilated body was found

in a trunk on an East River pier, was a salesman

employed by Alexander & Co., jewelers, 288 Madison

Street. He sold goods on commission, and when he

last visited his employer's place of business he had in

his case about $400 worth of jewelry. It is supposed

that he was murdered by robbers who secured the

goods.
Miss Alice Galbreath Hastings, daughter of

Courtland E. Hastings, of the firm of Carter, Hast-

ings & Howe, 9 Maiden Lane, was married last month

to Everett P. Hervey.
Charles E. Mather, the diamond broker, who was

convicted of the larceny of a pearl rope obtained from

Alfred H. Smith & Co., was sentenced by Recorder

Goff,. to seven years' imprisonment. Mather obtained

the pearl rope, valued at $21,000, on memorandum,

and pawned it, together with a diamond pendant worth

$3600, obtained from Fred. W. Lewis & Co. He then

absconded, but was arrested in Seattle, Wash.

Mather pleaded guilty to the second charge of having

stolen the diamond pendant from Lewis & Co.

It is reported here that M. J. Lasar, diamond

smuggler, is dying in the Erie County Jail. Lasar

pleaded guilty November i3th to smuggling diamonds

valued at $37,000 across the Canadian border and was

fined $500 and sentenced to six months' incarceration.

He is not expected to survive his imprisonment.

Martin Low & Taussig, manufacturers of imita-

tation precious stones, 197 Rue du Temple, Paris,

have established a branch in this city.

Fred. C. Langschmidt, well known among the

jewelry trade of this city, was married on January 27th

to Miss Philippine Roelle. The happy couple started

immediately after on a wedding trip, Washington being

the first point visited.
(Cannoned on page fa)
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TIM TWENTIETH
CENTURY STARTS
WITH CLAIMS OF PERFECTION IN
MANY THINGS.
WE CLAIM THAT PERFECTION

IN A SHIRT STUD IS TO BE FOUND
ONLY IN

11‘e LARTER STUD

PATENTED DEC. 18, 1900

FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

FIRST-IT CAN BE USED IN
EITHER BUTTONHOLE, EYELET-
HOLE OR A COMBINATION OF
THE TWO, THUS FITTING ANY
STYLE SHIRT.

SECOND—VERY EASY TO IN..
SERT WITHOUT SOILING SHIRT
BOSOM.

THIRD—No ANNOYANCE OF
WORKING OUT OR FEAR OF
LOSS.

FOURTH VERY EASY TO RE-
MOVE FROM SHIRT WITH NOTH-
I N G TO COME APART AND
LOSE.

FIFTH—MADE IN THE GREAT-
EST VARIETY OF PATTERNS IN

18 K. GOLD
14 K. GOLD
10 K. GOLD AND
EXTRA QUALITY 14 K. PLATE

A COMPLETE STOCK OF
A PERFECT SHIRT STUD

LARTER, ELCOX 0 CO.
21 an 23 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK

THE LEADER
in High=Grade Watches is the

MOON & 001111111T111
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

011 E Wyk
4t"

C
1'4%7'01°

TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in

Quality,
Adjustment,
Durability,
Style.

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases.

New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements.

Special Grades for Railroad Men.

EDMOND E. ROBERT,
SOLE AGENT,

3 Maiden Lane,

New York.

"We Give a 11111g Free to Eve rll Jeweler"
would be a poor method of gaining confidence and trade. Our motto
has always been " The best ring at the lowest price." Acknowledged
as leaders of the Ring trade of the East and with one of the best
equipped ring factories in the New England States, the spirit of expan-
sion has moved us to open a branch office in Buffalo, putting us in a
position to fill all orders from the West at short notice. We advance
four reasons why you should wait for our traveling men :

(1) We sell to the legitimate Jewelry trade only.
(2) We give manufacturer's price to all without distinction.
(3) We size and keep our rings in repair free for 2 years.
(4) We exchange unsalable rings for other stone-set rings at any time.

A trial is solicited by

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
31 Builder,' Exchange, BUFFALO, N. Y.

WE ARE NOT
JOBBERS, BUT
MANUFACTURERS

KEY LOCK
$1.50 dozen, $15.00 gross

PAT. LOCK
$1.20 dozen, $12.00 gross

Profit
Is what you
are looking
for, and this

Bracelet
is what you
can make it on

Try a

sample
dozen and

prove it

E. A. FARGO 6 CO., Attleboro, Mass.
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Thrilling Story of the New Gold Fields
AJeweler Describes the New El Dorado—Life in the Frozen North—

The Jewelers and JeWelry Trade of Nome

HE most interesting story of the gold fields of Cape Nome, Alaska, yet

published, has been given to TitE KEYSTONE by A. L. Delkin, the

well-known jeweler of Atlanta, Ga.; who returned home a few weeks

ago after a seven-months' stay in the far northern land of gold and cold.

Mr. Delkin, who for years was a jeweler of Atlanta, went to Cape Nome for the

purpose of making a systematic seareh. for emeralds and other precious stones.

From the bed of the Yukon river he took specimens of stones that are indica-

tions of valuable deposits in the neighborhood. One of these stones Mr. Delkin

has polished. It is of different color and luster from any stone yet known to the

jewelers. Mr. Delkin's account of his experience and observations is as follows:
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" Seven months ago I left Atlanta for Cape Nome, resolved

Immense Profits to try my fortunes with the others in the far north. I sailed

in Trading from Seattle with thirty horses, twenty cows, one bull and

Several calves. When I reached Juneau I went into the gold

region. My cows were giving fine milk, which I disposed of at $2 a gallon. I

was doing a land office business in milk until a fellow came in with five cows.

Either I had to buy his stock or sell mine at a magnificent price. I chose the

latter alternative. The calves I sold for $r a pound. This, by the way, is the

secret of success in trade at Cape Nome. When you have a game work it for

all it will bring, but when a fellow comes along who works the same game better

than you do, quit it and begin something else.

" Money in Alaska is so plentiful that it is almost foolish to talk about it

down here. It is a common occurrence to loan a companion several hundred

dollars for a few days without receiving a note or check, or anything else. At

Nome City $too is valued about as much as $5 is in Atlanta. Every one has

plenty of money and if you have something that is wanted you get big money

for it and there is no haggling over the price. I have a friend who owned a

barge. He came into Nome City with a load of lumber that cost him $30 a

1000 feet. He sold it at $2oo per moo feet. Every day that he was in the lum-

ber business he sold more than $6000 worth of lumber at the Nome City price.

He continued at the business all summer. When a steamer loaded with lumber

arrived at Nome City he would meet her way out in the bay and offer to pur-

chase thp whole load. The owner would put what he thought was a large price

on the lumber and my friend would purchase without more ado. He had his

own lighters and when the steamer men would come into the city they would

find the lumber dealer selling at Poo and $2oo more per moo feet than he paid.
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" You can tell the people for me that Cape Nome is not a

Nome is a failure. I know that many unsuccessful prospectors have

Real El Dorado returned to the States with stories about the place, but the

fact remains that gold is there in large quantities and nearly

every one who really looks for it finds a rich claim. I have seen men step out

of the small boats that brought them from the steamer. The first thing they did

was to reach down and scoop up a handful of beach sand. Of course they found

no gold in it. They would immediately cry fake.' Some of these returned to

the States at once. Others sat around the town on the doorsteps of the saloons

all summer and would have starved to death if pity had not been taken 
upon

them. Many have never been outside of Nome City. Still others became rob-

bers, and these latter appear to be doing a good business.'

" I suppose the United States military companies are doing all in their po
wer

to stop the lawlessness, but a good, merciless vigilance committee would bea
t

them. There is now talk of having a committee to deal summarily with the

desperadoes. It is a daily occurrence to find the body of a murdered miner

who has been particularly successful in the region. No one knows who 
com-

mits the murders and no one is ever punished. A well-loaded shot-gun and a

good aim is the best protection that the respectable men of Nome City have.
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" It is always possible to get work at Cape Nome, if a man

Work Plentiful is willing to work. The wages are $ an hour and board.

Wages Big The reason for this is easily found. Say a man has a claim
1 

from which one man can take several hundred dollars a clay.

The owner of the mine will engage all men that he can obtain to work the 
mine

and will pay them good wages. There is no excuse for loafing in Nome City
.

" This year I was a ' cheechawka,' which is pronounced chee-chadk-er.
 He

is a newcomer. It is an Indian word. Next year I will be a sourdough,' which

is really a man who has seen the ice come and go, although it is applied to 
all

who spend two seasons in Alaska. The cheechawkas were the people
 this year.

When I went to Noma City I found that there was not a jewelry sto
re in the

place. They were all afraid that it would not pay. I immediately made con-

tracts with all jewelers in Nome City to work with me at Jiro a day. 
They re-

ceived their salaries even if they did not work. I paid $450 a month as rent for

a store and did a land-office business. For instance, a rich miner clime into my

place of business and asked me to make a belt buckle for him. In the center

was a ruby. This was surrounded by nuggets and there was a rim of
 chased

gold around the entire thing. He furnished all the material fo
r the buckle and

gave me $500 for my workmanship. I could tell those sort of incidents all day.

" J. H. Baker, and a man named Long, came to Cape 
Nome. They gave

some money to a ,worthless fellow and sent him into the hills to stake
 a claim.
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The man spent all the money and finally staked a claim on the s
ide of a moun-

tain. The joke was on the boys for being duped. They hawked 
that claim

around Nome City for several months trying to sell it for Poo and 
every one

laughed at them. Finally they decided to go out and work it. They were sure

that they would be able to get out of it the money they had given the 
man to

stake it. They took out $75,000 in nuggets in a few days and finally disposed

of it for $150,000.
" I have known men to find pockets Of gold on the beach and scoop up 

the

dust with a spoon. There is gold in every place. I dug a well in my back yard

and found gold colors all the way to the bedrock. Gold is so plentiful in Nome

City that greenbacks are selling at a premium, being so much easier to 
handle.

Gold, you know, is worth from $17 to $20 an ounce, according to its fineness
.

Gold nuggets and gold dust sold at Nome City for $14, $15 and $16 an ounce
.

Just before I left I purchased a lot of gold dust and sold it at a large advance

when I reached Seattle.
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" The necessaries of life are scarce at Cape Nome. When I

Difficulties of left hay was selling for $2oo a ton and coal was $75 a ton.

Living in Nome Coal will advance to $150 a ton this winter, and they will

have to shoot horses because of the scarcity of feed. The

horse flesh will help to sustain the dogs. •

" One of the most interesting sights at Nome City are the icebergs. This

reminds me of the stories about the terrible heat there during the summer

months. If it gets hot at Cape Nome during the summer, the season of two

was an off year. I wore seal-skin shoes, which are water-tight, and seal skin,

as every one knows, is not a summer wear. Over my clothes, including a heavy

winter overcoat, I wore a coat of reindeer hide. It is a beauty. It is cold all

the year round at Cape Nome, and winter is told mainly by the darkness.

" One of the principal difficulties of living at Nome City is that there is no

night. You never know when to eat and when to sleep, and men frequently get

excited over working their claims and dig and pan for twenty-three and twenty-

four hours without knowing that it is time to stop and give nature a chance. A

man must guard against working too hard when he is in Alaska."

Mr. Delkin brought back to Atlanta with him between thirty and forty nug-

gets, varying in size from a guinea egg to a bird egg. Some are mixed with

quartz and others are of solid gold. He ,also has a number of small bottles

filled with gold dust. He brought arrows used by the Indians in hunting, Indian

fish hooks made of ivory, walrus tusks and many other curios too numerous to

mention. He also brought to Atlanta an Esquimau dog. He is by no means

cured of the fever and will leave Atlanta early in the spring for the interesting

gold fields in the far north.
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Mr. Delkin favored THE KEYSTONE with photographs of

Jewelry Business some magnificent pieces of jewelry designed and made to

and the Jewelers special order for rich miners. We regret that the photo-

graphs are too imperfect for reproduction. The prices paid

indicate the proverbial lavishness of the successful gold seekers. One of these

is a three and a-half carat diamond ring ornamented with Alaska moss berries and

leaves. The price was $5oo. A beautiful belt buckle of novel design cost

$15oo. It was made in two pieces, with heavy green gold border, chased. There

were eight diamonds, one in each corner, and nuggets between. It had two

monograms in raised gold, and between them a raised red gold heart, with dia-

mond, ruby and sapphire, and raised clasped hands in Roman gold. Another

beautiful buckle made of picked nuggets with diamond and opal setting, cost

$50o. There was little or no sale, Mr. Delkin says, for the regular staple lines

of jewelry. His new and original designs in nugget jewelry seemed to captivate

the miners.
Mr. Delkin did not intend to embark in the jewelry business in Nome, but

saw the opportunity and grasped it. He informs us that the following jewelers

will remain in Nome this winter : Henry Zelmer and wife, Segerstrom & Hagan,

Thos. Snell, Joe Shell, Lowenstein and his watchmaker, M. J. Reddy and Ben.

Nichols, of Spokane, Wash. S. W. Sturdevant and Hans Ammonson

will run the Delkin store until the ice melts, about the 15th of June, when they

expect to look after their claims. The following are a few of the jewelers who,

as they say up in Nome, got " cold feet " and left : G. C. Koellner, Milwaukee,

Wis. ; A. L. Delkin, Atlanta, Ga.; L. S. Dahl, Spokane, Wash.; W. F. Johan-

son, Astoria, Oregon.
Mr. Delkin says that S. J. Pembroke and two sons, of California, who pro-

bably had the best jewelry store-and also the best outfit of tools and machinery,

were particularly unfortunate, having lost their store and everything by the great

storm which wiped out the entire block and changed the mouth of Snake river

to the spot once occupied by their store. Mr. Pembroke was with A. L. Delkin

until he left Nome, and is now with Jos. Mayer & Bros., Seattle. He is a skilled

workman and will no doubt return to Alaska next season, as he has the pluck

and will make a success despite his present misfortune.

" The jewelers of Alaska," said Mr. Delkin, " are as clever and nice a lot

of gentlemen as you will meet anywhere on earth. They are accommodating to

one another, and entirely devoid of those petty jealousies that you too often find

among the craft in the States, such as price-cutting, etc. There was very little

sickness in Nome this season, and very little work done in mining, on account

of the unjust litigation, but the country is all right, and next year will show it to

be far richer in gold than has ever been claimed for it."

Mr. Delkin favored us with copies of the Nome papers, the most notable

feature of which is the price, 25 cents per copy. " I want to tell THE KEYSTONE

readers," said Mr. Delkin, in conclusion, " that it is not every one who goes to

Alaska 'that strikes it rich. It takes pluck and hard work in Alaska, as else-

where, to succeed."
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When you have a pro-spective sale for an extra fine diamond and want a grade
of stone that will make almost any diamond show color
by comparison,

try our "Grade C"quality.
We are in a position to furnish this grade of

goods in any sizes, and at prices we feel sure will
bear favorable comparison with any in the market.

Whether loose or mounted, every diamond is
marked with a grade number or letter to indicate the
quality, and remember, we guarantee them to be
exactly as represented.

Please try us once, and let us show you what
we can do in the way of Quality and Price.

S. C. Scott Mfg. Co.
Makers of Diamond Jewelry

9=11-13 Maiden Lane, New York

ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW

The New "Suffolk Watch Co."

American 0 Size
Nickel, Damaskeened,
7 Jewel, Straight Line
Lever Movement,
Stem-Wind and Set,
Cut Expansion Balance

Price, $5.00 Movements Fully Guaranteed

SUFFOLK WATCH CO.
(Room I), 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

February, 1901

New York Letter

(Continued from page 139)

The nominating committee of The Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade nominated the fol-

lowing for directors of the organization for the ensuing

year : C. G. Alford, of C. G. Afford & Co.; H. A.

Bliss, of Gorham Mfg. Co.; J. B. Bowden, of J. B.

Bowden & Co.; 0. G. Fessenden, of H. W. Wheeler

& Co.; C. E. Hastings, of Carter, Hastings & Howe;

Alfred Krower, of Albert Lorsch & Co.; F. H. Larter,

of Larter, Elcox & Co.; A. K. Sloan, of Sloan & Co.;

G. W. Street, of G. 0. Street & Sons ; Henry Unter-

meyer, of Keller & Untermeyer Mfg. Co.; G. M. Van

Deventer, of Waterbury Clock Co.; C. F. Wood, of

C. F. Wood & Co., and Leo Wormser, of Julius King

Optical Co., New York ; Benj. Allen, of Benj. Allen

& Co.; Grove Sackett, of Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co.,

and J. A. Todd, of Towle Mfg. Co., Chicago ; Geo.
H. Cahoone, of Geo. H. Cahoone & Co., and Wm.

A. Copeland, of Martin, Copeland & Co., Providence,

R. I.; and G. K. Webster, of Webster Co., North

Attleboro, Mass. The directors and officers will be

elected at the annual meeting of the organization on

January 3ist.
At the January meeting of the directors of the

Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade the following

firms were unanimously elected members of the Asso-

ciation : W. G. Clark & Co., North Attleboro, Mass.;

Sig. Hirschberg, New York ; Thoma Bros., Cincinnati,

Ohio, and J. D. Warren & Co., Providence, R. I.

The following gentlemen, who are connected with

A. Wittnauer, watch manufacturer, attended the ban-

quet of the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade

last month : Emile J. Wittnauer, V. E. Dessiau, J. C.

Bigolke, of the office force ; A. C. Eckert, the Southern

representative, and F. H. Wilkinson, the Western

representative. Mr. Wittnauer, assisted by the others,

entertained as their guests on this occasion the following

gentlemen : E. H. Unkles, A. H. Hinton, G. H.

Squire, F. Reid, E. A. Doyle.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance

The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee was held on January x ith ; the following

members were present : Chairman Butts, Treasurer

Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott and

Champenois of the committee. The list of new

members is as follows:

J. C. Anderson & Co., Tellu-
ride, Colo.

F. P. Burkholder, Fort Scott,
Kans.

Ed. C. Ernstene, Parker, S. D.
J.T. Laughlin,Boise City Idaho.
Aug. E. Morro, Los Angeles, Cal.
C. R. Seifert, Lockport. N. Y.
T. L. Combs & Co., Onoitia,Nebr.
Henry Copley, Omaha, Nebr.
Cornell-Andrews Smelting Co.,

Attleboro, Mass.
H. M. Morton, Corry Pa.
Thos. L.Williams, Quincy, Mass.
W. A. Detibaugh, Bedford, Pa.
J. F. Brune, Greenville, S. C.
Cornell & Andrews, Providence,

R. I.
T. A. Samuels, Sayre, Pa.
Abe Cohen, Mt. Paul, Minn.
A. B. Griswold, Bay City, Mich.
Herman Hiss & Co., Bay City,

Mich.
Geo. H. Johnston, West Branch,

Mich.
It. S. Lockhart, Jackson, Mich.
G. N. Conklin, Marquette, Mich.
Martin A. Hagen, Fargo, N. D.
B. Mantele, Hutchinson, Kans.
E. P. Sundberg, Fargo, N. D.
F. W. Wightman, Vassar, Mich.
Baum & Weistling, Fairmont,

W. Va.
F. C. Bennett & Co., Clovers-

vine, N. Y.
Andrew H. Monmouth, Mon-

mouth, Ill.
Kolter Bros., Beaumont, Texas.
F. C. Mayworm, Hancock, Mich.
P. C. Peyton, Durant, Iowa.
E. Rosenbaum Jewelry Co.,

Lincoln, Nebr.
A. Davidson, Washington, N. J.
Geo. H. Doerr, Spokane, Wash.
Newhouse Bros., Red Cloud;

Nebr.
Memhard & Miller, Spokane,

Wash.
John C. Barr Estate, Salem, Ore.
E. F. Fowler, Bliss, Idaho.
Harvey D. Pascal,

Hudson, N. Y.
Frank Ricard, Lowell, Mass.
Churchill Jewelry Co., Pueblo,

Colo.
Jos. T. Schwartz, Denver, Colo.
Otto Wiederanders,Gothenburg,

Nebr.
F. M. French, Albany, Ore.
Boyd Park, Denver, Colo.

Syverud & Moe, Canton, S. D.
Sartatel B. Emmons, Meudon,

Mich.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City,

Kans.
T. K. Smith Jewelry House,

Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Jas. H. Woodstock, Clear Lake,

Iowa.
J. NV. Campbell, Bowling Green,

Ky.
The M. A. Lombard Co., Des

Moines, Iowa.
W. H. Replogle, Shenandoah,

Iowa.
C. C. Wolf, Rochester, Ind,
D. E. Gordon, Hillsborough

Bridge, N. H.
W. J. Holland, Warren, Ill.
H WHolmberg & eeks, Peekskill,

N. Y.
Ed. King, Bethel, Me.
L. V. Stone, Conneaut, Ohio.
Teed &Teed,WebsterCity, Iowa.
A. P. McConahay & Son, Van

Wert, Ohio.
Will A. Penn, Fulton, Ill.
H. M. Spencer & Co., Baurons,

Iowa.
Clark & Coombs,Prov iden ce, R. I.
J. A. Beeley, Blandinsville, III.
C. G. Bergmann & Co., Buck-

hannon, W. Va.
W. J. Krug, Staunton, Ill.
Geo. S. Katz, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chas. Muth, Philadelphia, Pa.
J. B. Schaefer, Sandusky, Ohio.
E. E. Lawrence, Stanberry, Mo.
John M. Roberts, Pittsburg, Pa.
J. B. & C. H. Spangle, Chetope,

Kans.
J. H. Wight & Son, Wellington,

Ohio.
Low Weinberg & Co., New york

City.
J. A. Hill, Catskill, N. Y.
Harris, Schuster & Co., New

York City.
Adolph Mierow, Tacoma, Wash.
The Plaut-Cadden Co., Norwich,

Coon.
Chas. Schwartz, Phila., Pa.
M. E. Lippitt, Cooperstown , N.Y.
Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Buf-

falo, N. Y.
Silbermann & Co., New York

City.
N. L. Sanders, Monon, Ind.
Clay Henry, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Eggers Bros., Atlantic, Iowa.
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Annual Meeting of the Jewelers' League

The 24th annual meeting of the Jewelers' League

was held in the hall of the Masonic Temple, in New

York City, on January 15th. Before the meeting there

was, according to custom, a banquet at Monquin's

Knickerbocker Cottage, Twenty-eighth Street and

Sixth Avenue. The meeting was called to order by

Second Vice-President Wm. Bardel, President Hayes

being in Europe and First Vice-President J. B. Bowden

being detained at his home in Brooklyn by illness. A

letter from Mr. Hayes, dated from Rome, Italy, was

read and in it he called attention to the excellent work

done by the executive committee:

Without the slightest remuneration, they devote
as much time and care to our welfare as could the
management of any institution of the largest size,
wealthy enough to pay its directors a liberal fee for
attendance at meetings. We owe them a debt of
gratitude far greater than can be measured by financial
limits. It is a pleasure to be envied, and to be proud
of, to be associated with men of such high character
and capability. The secretary and his assistants are to
be commended for their faithful attention to their
duties and their unvaried courtesy to every one having
business with them. I congratulate the League upon
another year of success, giving us all confidence in
the prospect and promise of increased prosperity and
usefulness. The future of the League lies entirely in
the hands of its members, whose efforts, if directed
towards the support of the labors of the executive
committee, will insure success.

Copies of the treasurer's report had been dis-

tributed among the members and the reading of it

was dispensed with. The report of the executive

committee was as follows:

Ilk. President and Fellow Members:

The march of time has brought us to our 24th
anniversary and has ushered us into a new century.
We can point with pride to what we have undertaken
and accomplished in the old century and can look
forward with hope and expectation as to what we and
our successors can and will attain to in the new one
on which we have entered.

The League only needs the new and young blood
of our trades to become members of it in order to
perpetuate it throughout the ages that are yet to come.
New members and more of them is our crying need,
and you must realize is, for your executive committee
have been harping 4 that string for years past. You
cannot perpetuate or good work unless you have new
members coming in 4s fast at least as the old members
die or drop out. You are not doing this, and so far
you are remiss in your duties to yourself, your family
and your fellow members. Your committee have
done all they can to increase the membership. A
good many have been added ; during the year 19c,o
there were 67 new members taken in, but this is not
enough.

We have engaged the services of L. A. Miller,
who is to devote his time and energy to the task of
procuring new members. He wants your assistance
in every way that you can use it to help him in this

workout membership, December 31, 1900, was:
Section A   1870
Section B   178
Section C   27
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This showss a loss for the year of 34. We paid
out in 1900 to beneficiaries the sum of $169,760. Since
our organization we have paid to our beneficiaries the
enormous sum Of $2,307,995.85. Our reserve fund is
now $254,002.73. The assessment for February will

contain an assessment of $1 on each member for the
expense fund. This will be an extra one, and is neces-
sary to replenish the fund, which is not large enough
for the expenses.

The proposed amendments to the constitution are
offered by the executive committee and you are asked
to pass upon them. They are made for the purpose
of removing obstacles in the way of procuring new

, members. The result will be that the new members

• will not have to pay an initiation fee nor the fee of the

before closing, we ask to procure new
examining   

Once
m doorcet r .

members, and to do it this year. Make it, the first

year of the new century, a banner year in the way of
increased membership.

Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE M. VAN DEVENTER,

Chairman Executive committee.
NEW YORK, Jan. 15, 1901.

Some slight amendments to the constitution

were adopted. Article 2 of Section 3 now reads

as follows:

All applications for membership must be accom-
panied by an amount equal to one mortuary assess-
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ment, as provided for in Article 5, Section 2, which
will be returned to the applicant if the application is

rejected.

Article i of Section 2 now reads:

Every applicant is required to pass a medical ex-

amination. All applicants who reside in or whose

business is in any city where there is a regularly ap-

pointed surgeon of the League, shall be required to be

examined by the said surgeon. All persons applying
for reinstatement shall pay for all arrearages and be

subject to a new medical- examination at their own ex-

pense, and the fee when the applicant is examined by

the regular examining surgeon of the League, shall

not exceed three dollars.

Article 3, Section 2, was amended to read :

At every annual meeting a president shall be

elected, and the four vice-presidents shall change their

respective positions in regular rotation, unless other

members shall have been regularly nominated and

elected.

The nominating committee reported the following

nominations, and all were elected unanimously : For

president, Henry Hayes ; third vice-president, J. B.

Bowden ; fourth vice-president, W. Bardel ; executive

committee for two years, G. M. Van Deventer, M. J.

Lissauer and G. W. Street ; advisory committee for

one year, C. M. Ballard ; advisory committee for two

years, G. W. Parks, C. L. White, J. W. Steele, R. A.

Breidenbach, H. Freund, E. B. Eaton, F. H. Dana,

S. B. Kent and Morris Lissauer.

The nominating committee of last year were all

re-elected unanimously—Andrew McLeod, Leo Worm-

ser, Wm. E. Moutoux and Gen. George W. Mindil.

A vote of thanks to the officers, executive com-

mittee and advisory committee for their work during

the year was proposed and passed. A vote of sympa-

thy was tendered to Joseph B. Bowden, whose absence

through illness was much regretted.

As the twenty-fifth anniversary of ' the League

comes in 1902, it is proposed to celebrate the event by

a grand banquet.

Annual Meeting of The Jewelers' Safety

Fund Society

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' Safety Fund
Society was held January 9th, at the rooms of the

Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade, 54 Maiden

Lane. , The following directors were elected : Henry

Hayes, of the Brooklyn Watch Case Co.; Wm. R. Alling,

of Ailing & Co.; Ira Goddard ; Jas. C. Aikin, of Aikin,

Lambert & Co.; Chas. G. Alford, of C. G. Alford & Co.;

Jas. P. Snow, of Snow & Westcott ; Louis Kahn, of L. &

M. Kahn & Co.; C. E. Hastings, of Carter, Hastings

& Howe ; Frederick H. Larter, of Larter, Elcox & Co.;

Henry E. Ide, of H. C. Hardy & Co., and 0. G.

Fessenden, of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co. The

officers elected are as follows : President, Henry

Hayes ; vice-president, J. C. Aikin ; secretary, Ira

Goddard ; executive committee, W. R. Ailing, Louis

Kahn, C. E. Hastings, F. H. Larter and 0. G. Fes-

senden. The reports of the officers showed the organi-

zation to be ill good financial condition.

The Jewelers' League of New York

The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee of the Jewelers' League was held on Fri-

day, January 4, 1901. There were present Vice-presi-

dents Bardel and Fessenden, Chairman Van Deventer,

Messrs. Street, Karsch, Lissauer and Secretary L.

Stevens, Jr.
Minutes of the previous meeting were read and

approved. Report of the treasurer was presented and

approved. Four requests for change of beneficiary

were received and upon motion granted, and the

following applicants were admitted to membership:

E. B. Downes, Port Jefferson, N. Y., recommended

by 0. G. Fessenden and C. W. Bridgman ; L. Flick,

New York City, recommended by C. Blancard and

L. A. Miller. Upon motion the meeting adjourned.

The next meeting will be held February 8, isoot.

" Good as it was, better as it now is, I cannot see
how The Keystone can be improved."—C. F. Hurd,
jeweler, Medina, N. Y.
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After the most careful
consideration on the part of
the committee selected to make the
awards, the prizes for the eight best dressed
windows in the

SIMMONS
Window Display Contest

inaugurated Nov. 15, 1900, were awarded as follows:

First Prize, $100.

Second Prize, $50.

Third Prize. $25.

5 Fourth Prizes.

SCHLECHTER'S JEWELRY STORE,
Reading, Pa.

CHRIS. BERNLOEHR,
Indianapolis, Ind.

WM. H. ROLLMAN,
Mifflintown, Pa.

THE C. N. MAXWELL JEWELRY CO.,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.

LOUIS A. ANTOINE,
Chicago, Ill.

REID C TODD,
Bridgeport. Conn.

CAMPBELL C./ CO..
Chicago, Ill.

GEO. E. SHAW,
Putnam. Conn.

HIGHLY COMMENDED:

SCHACHT Ci RIORDEN, Spokane. Wash. ; L. M. CARTER,

Shreveport, La. ; F. A. AVERBECK, Madison, Wis. : CARL MAYER,

Austin, Texas ; GEO. A. COLLINS C/ CO., Salem, Mass. ; Mrs. R. H.

ATKINS, Cambridge, Ohio ; GRANT JEWELRY CO., Lowell, Mass.

The following gentlemen comprise the committee on awards:

CHAS. M. CONNOLLY,
Editor of " The Haberdasher."

BENJAMIN F. SIMMONS,
Editor of " The Jewelers' Circular-Weekly."

B. THORPE,
Editor of " The Keystone."

a MAIDEN LANE

February, f 9ot THE KEYSTONE

The SHOW WINDOW
liatgalpinftrtfonfopv 4asit

WINDOWS THAT

WIN TRADE

The art of window trimming is at present recog-
nized as the most important factor in increasing
trade and buikling- up a good, lively business.
In no department of store building or remodel-

ing do we see a more marked change for the better than in the present
highly improved methods of constructing show windows. Formerly,
only dry goods houses made a study of window trimming, but now
the practice extends throughout all branches of trade. It is beyond
question that there are few things so attractive as a beautiful and artisti-
cally dressed show window. It is, perhaps, the cheapest advertise-
ment that dealers may indulge in. Its real aims are to show the people
what is kept to sell, and the price at which it is sold ; to attract the
attention of people to the store, and to show goods NVIliCh will excite
in the public the desire of possession. Aronnd these requirements all
the various details center.

The principal object of the most successful window trimmers, as
with the best advertisers, is to do something that will cause people to
talk, excite their curiosity, cupidity and admiration, which will
be followed by patronage. An attractively dressed window is a
silent salesman appealing for trade. • Goods should be so displayed
as to force people to feel that they really wish to possess them,
as this feeling ends, sooner or later, in purchases. The result of
such a display will be an instant sale to people able to gratify their
desire. Those who have to plan and contrive before investing
will remember the store and the goods displayed long after they have
been taken out of the window. By others the attraction will be com-
municated to friends who intend making purchases. In some of these
three ways the window will create business, as it is a constantly chang-
ing- advertisement. The wants of many people will be catered to, and
all lines of trade be covered. To keep abreast of the times it is nec-
essary for your windows to have your utmost attention, and constant
change of display provided, similar to a moving panorama.

=There are different ways of arousing the interest of passers by.
By displaying an immense stock of one article people will stop and
look at it as they would at a big man, a big horse, etc.

NOVEL METHOD

OF DISPLAY

Another method is the peculiar and unlooked
for arrangement of the goods displayed. In this
style of window the skill of the decorator is best
displayed, and all his artistic feeling and ingeni-

ous faculties called into requisition. Nothing is more attractive than
set pieces, such as lighthouses, windmills, huge butterflies with moving
wings, the Ferris wheel, crescents, stars, etc. Their invention can be
multiplied indefinitely. By means of an electric or water motor, the
mechanical part of set pieces may be easily operated, and motion adds
greatly to the effect, as do electric lights, which are so much used now
on all pieces of artistic framework.

There are many ways of making windows attractive ; but the first
and principal thing is cleanliness and neatness in arrangement. Win-
dows should be changed often, at least once a week, and cleaned from
top to bottom each time you change display. Then see that the back-
ground will be suitable for the go,)(Is to be displayed. This is the most
important part of the trim. The background is provided for a double
purpose : to exclude light from the rear, and to sharply define the
outlines of the articles displayed. Such a background, moreover, if
judiciously selected, can be made to supply an important color element
in itself. No matter What the line of business, there is nothing that
mars a window so much as to merely place the goods, without some
sort of background. I ii many cases mirrors act as effective backgrounds.
They concentrate the light, sharpen the outline of objects displayed,
and greatly increase the apparent size of the window.

There is one principle necessary to be followed, and that is never
to display goods for sale which you do not keep in stock. Another
principle to be followed is, to have price cards accompany the goods.
When the window is arranged for a special sale it is necessary that
there be a liberal display of goods, with plenty of price cards and sale
announcements. After a customer is drawn into the store by the dis-
play in the window, the impression should be made still stronger ; if
not, the impression made by the window is weakened, and it is twice
as hard to sell the goods.

METHODIC SIMPLICITY
MOST DESIRABLE

To produce a good display in the window
I find that simplicity in arrangement, as
well as in color, is desirable. It is a safe
rule not to display a great Variety of articles

in the same window, as a complicated arrangement usually appears
confused. I think where the primary purpose is to display as many
goods as -possible, without much regard to color effect or harmonious

arrangement, it is enough to entirely cover the space. Where color

and form are to be considered, fewer articles should be used. They

may be more widely spread, and should be placed further back. In
arranging a window for the purpose of getting as much of a show as

possible with a few goods, the surroundings should be carefully con-

sidered ; that is, the background, the light and the distance from the

front. As a rule, a thinly dressed window should be arranged well

back from the glass, and in that case it must have a strong background

to bring it out boldly. A window dressed entirely to the front has no
effectiveness as a whole, but depends for its effect entirely upon sepa-

rate details, for the reason that it has not the necessary distance to give

the eye the proper focus. When the display is withdrawn one or two

feet from the glass, the proper focus ispbtained and the eye takes in

the whole with pleasure, the light being softened and diffused. All
the light must come from the front and top, as admission of light from
directly behind the, articles shown completely ruins the effect.

CHEAP
BACKGROUNDS

A correspondent sends the following method of
making inexpensive backgrounds : For the
benefit of my brother trimmers who are denied
the privilege of using new or expensive back-

grounds, it may be of interest for them to know that I hit upon an in-
expensive plan whereby my windows always have bright and attractive
backings. I made three frames like this sketch, exactly the size of the

NN

back of my windows. I first covered them with cheap unbleached
muslin, pulled tight, sized them with glue, and then papered them with
wall paper and border to match. The frames can be papered cheaply,
quickly and as often as desired. I have several sets of frames, and
while one set is in the window I get the next ready for my next trim.
I can always procure just the colors desired at any wall paper store,
and have used the same backings for several trims. The total expense
of a window 14 x 6 feet, is three rolls paper, at to cents a roll, and 25
cents for paste. It will probably be a little awkward for a trimmer to
put the paper .on to match the first time, but after a little practice it
can be done very quickly. If the paper blisters or is uneven it will
all dry smooth and even, as the paste stretches the muslin when dry.

—The Show Window.

ce-1

AN INEXPENSIVE
IP 

ST. VALENTINE'S DAY WINDOW V

Get large sheets of pink paper ; paste their edges together very
neatly, until you have made one sheet large enough to cover the entire
glass of your front window, on the inside ; cut out of this sheet a large
heart, of the conventional pattern, the lower point to come nearly to
the bottom of the glass, and the top of the heart to reach nearly the
top of the %vindow. if the width of the window will admit these pro-
portions. Put similar pink sheets, with the heart cut out, on the in-
side of the glass of your xvindow beside the door, and one on the glass
of your door (or two, if the door has two glasses).

The effect will be hearts of clear glass, \ vith all the other parts of
the windows covered with pink. The observer will look through the
hearts into the windows.

Cover the entire floor of your window with white paper. On the
center of this, lay the big pink heart which you had already cut out of
the window-sheet. This will leave a margin of white around the pink,
on the window floor. -

Now, cut out of pink paper a number of small hearts, about five
inches in diameter, and a number of white hearts of the same size.
Lay the pink hearts on the white paper (on the floor of the window ),
and the white hearts on the big pink heart. These are to serve as mats,
on which place all sorts of small pieces of jewelry, chatelaine and other
watches, small silver things especially suited for the toilet table, writ-
ing desk, or personal wear, such as would make suitable valentine
presents for The Lovely Girl.

Stand a card in the window, pink letters on a white ground, set-
ting forth " Things for Her, on St. Valentine's Day."

This window, though simple, will be found strikingly effective, in
its contrasts of white and pink ; and its special merit is its little cost.
The only expense involved is the small cost of plain paper—and an
investment of a little trouble. It therefore will commend itself to the
jeweler with whom the item of expense must be carefully considered.
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What Was the Greatest Fact of the
Nineteenth Century?

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

Of all the great achievements in thought

and act of the century which has just passed

into history, which one stands out prominent as

the very greatest ? Which one has done most

to affect the history of human society ? In a

hundred years from to-day, which Nv ill be most

frequently in the thought of the citizen of that

time ? And which to the man Ivho lives a thou-

sand years from now ?

The last question is the easiest to answer.

In a thousand years from this date the Nine-

teenth Century will probably be recalled for its

one supreme contribution to the domain of pure

thought—the theory of evolution, promulgated

by Darwin in his immortal and era-making

work, " The Origin of Species." For long be-

fore the thousand years will have rolled by,

humanity (then universally civilized) %kill have

been lifted above the plane of ippreciation of

the merely material and fixed its standard of

merit on the intellectual and moral impulses in

human effort. On such a judgment, Darwin is

easily the greatest product of the century which

has just closed.
But with the citizen who lives a hundred

years from now the question as to the relative

values in achievement in the Nineteenth Century

will likely be considered from another point of

view. Above all else the new century will mag-

nify the material progress of humanity, as it

will itself witness the most tremendous strides

in that direction. Pointing back to our time,

on what spot on the broad panorama will it lay

its finger-tip and say, " That is the greatest fact

of that time " ?
If I were to put the question in a miscella-

neous company, representing all the trades and

professions, the answers would likely carry the

personal bias of those specially interested in

this direction, or in that. A doctor would say

that the employment of anesthetics in painful

operations was the supreme event. A minister

would say that the doctrine of papal infallibility

was most far-reaching in consequences. A soci-

ologist would decide in favor of the universal

abolishment of human slavery, or in the ad-

vance of woman into the affairs of state. An

economist would speak up for the Suez Canal,

or the discovery of gold in California, or the

locomotive engine, or the ocean cable. A poli-

tician would vaunt the Monroe doctrine, or the

defeat of Napoleon, or the breaking down of

the monarchial idea, or the results of the

Spanish-American war in fixing the United

States in the far East. If I inquired of the

scientist or the inventor, there would come such

a bable of voices that my ears would tingle—

the steamboat man, and the gas-light man, and

the electric-light man, and the photographer,

and the reaping-machine man, and the telephone

and telegraph man, and the sewing-machine

man, and the filled-case man, and the spectero-

scopist, and the Roentgen-ray man, each would

clamor to be heard on the claims of his special

hobby. I would perforce have to hide from

all of them in order to come to a deliberate

judgment.
I believe that the supreme fact of the

century is not in any one of its great concrete
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achievements in science or politics or trade or

invention, but in the increasing recognition of

the individual man in the affairs of the human

society. It is this appreciation of the unit in

Hie mass which makes all things possible in the

century which has just dawned ; it immensely

enlarges the whole scope of effort, inspires new

thinking in untrammelled minds, dignifies exer-

tion in all directions and lifts the universal aspi-

ration to higher planes than ever before. The

Nineteenth Century was pre-eminent for giving

to the individual a recognition of his place in

the movement of civilization ; and the century's

developments in science, invention and. phi-

losophy were possible because the individual

man himself was urged by the conscience of

the century to develop his own capacity.

The Art of Conversation

Among the accomplishments acquired. to-

day by the young, the art of conversation is

rarely incladed. There are great talkers a-plenty

—egotists, monologists, story-tellers, hobby-

riders—persons who, as the Duchess of Gordon

said of Robert Burns, " can talk you off your

legs," and who in their impetuous volubility

" do not give Echo half a show ; " but good

talkers, who are full of the " hived honey of

the soul,." which they bring out at exactly the

right time and place for the general good, are

rare, indeed. The good talker holds his remark,

story, or Jeri d' esprit in check, as a skillful 011ie

does a deerhound, yet is ready to let it slip

when the the right moment comes. He knows

how to build on the conversation of his com-

panions, amplifying their illustrations, capl ing.

their allusions, and modestly supplying their

deficiencies.
The first condition of good conversation is,

of course, propriety—a harmony of mind and

utterance with the place, persons and occasion.

The man who talks science to poets, politics to

women, and big fortunes to bankrupts commits

the same blunder as that unfortunate gentleman

who asked Lord North, at a reception, " Who

is that uncommonly ugly lady opposite to you?"

" That, sir, is my wife !"

" 0—ah—no, my lord, I mean the one to

her right."
" That is my daughter, sir !"

Such offensive and ill-timed solecisms in

conversation bring to. mind the advice in the

verse:
" If your lips you'd save from slips,

Five things observe with care,—

of whom you speak, to whom you speak,

And how, and when, and where."

A good conversationalist can attract atten-

tion away from his natural physical defects and

thus redeem his inherent ugliness by the charm

of his talk. Mirabeau was the homeliest man

of his time—" a tiger smitten with the small-

pox," was the description of a contemporary ;

yet it is said that in ten minutes any women in

Paris could be made his slave by the art of his

conversation. The stumpy, sallow-faced, snub-

nosed Dunning was the ugliest man in public

life, in 1783 ; yet the charm of his Parliamentary

speeches won over all critics of his physical

defects.
The supreme art of conversation is to draw

out the best talk of those about you—to inspire
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the utmost conversational possibilities of the

company'. It is the unselfish phase of the

accomplishment, and hence its highest reach.

Tweezerisms

Better overshoot the mark than fall short

of it ; so demonstrate that the fault is not in the
ammunition.

Some people think three times before they

speak once, and then say nothing worth listen-

ing to.

We attribute our good luck to our smart-
ness, and our bad luck to the gods.

A bragtart is either a fool or a coward—

or both.

Much of the happiness in the world con-

sists in the knowledge of possessing that which
others cannot get.

" They Say " is a vagrant without a home,
and lives upon what he can pick up.

" Necessity is the mother of invention " ;
Patent Right is its father.

Much of the virtue in the world is like
jewelry ; it is for ornament rather than for use.

Rules for long life are like guide-boards to
a deserted city.

Happiness is Avanting what you have.

The man who marries for money runs
greater risks than the counterfeiter who takes
another way .to make it.

Speak softly, but listen out loud.

Ignorance is the wet nurse of prejudice.

l'ity is often nothing- inure than a quiet
satisfaction that I am better off than you, and
that I intend to keep so.

Love is said to be blind, and yet the lover
can see more in his girl than anybody else can.

The excuse is often worse than the offense.

A combination of whiskey, onions and plug
tobacco is " good " for a bad breath.

When you strike oil, stop boring. You
may bore clean through, and let the oil run out
on the other side.

A lie is like a cat : it never comes to you
along a straight path.

A slander is like a hornet : you must kill
it dead at the first blow, or not strike at it at all.

Prosperity keeps many men honest.

Vice would not be half so attractive if virtue

did not often manage to make herself repulsive.

The tin rooster on a church-steeple is more
observed than two fat Brahmas in a barnyard.

" Getting up in the world " attracts attention,

but does not establ'sh solid worth.
J. T.
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What Was the Greatest Fact of the
Nineteenth Century?

J()II TAVEEZER.

Of all the great ;ichievements in thouszht

and act of the century which luas just passed

into history, NVIliell olle Stalltiti (Mt prominent its

I w very greatest ? \\Mich one has done most

to affect the history of human society ? In a

hundred years from to-day, which will be most

frequently ill the thought of the citizen of that

time ? And which to the man wh() lives a thou-

sand Vtar from now ?

The last question is the easiest to answer.

In a thousand years from this date the Nine-

teenth Century will probably Io . recalled for its

one supreme contribution to the domain of pure

tholq.,,ht—the theory of evolution, promulgated

by Ditrwin in his immortal and era-making

work, The ( )rigin of Species.'• For long be-

fore the thousand years will have nulled 1/v,

humanity ( then universally civilized ) NVIII 11■IVC
been lifted above the plane of appreciation of

the merely material imd fixed its standard of

merit on the intellectual and moirill impulses ill

human effort. On such a judgment, Darwin is

easily the greatest product of the century \vhich

has just closed.

But xvith the citizen who lives a hundred

years from now the question as to the relative

VallICS ill achievement in the Nineteenth Century

Nvill likely be considered from another point of

view. Above all else the new century will mag-

nify the material progress of humanity, as it

xvill itself witness the most tremendous strides

Ill that direction. Pointim_t- back to) our tinli.,

on what spot on the broad panorama will it lay

its linger-tip itnd say,  Y'/iet/ is the greatest fact

of that time ?

If I were to put the question in a miscella-

neous company, representing- ;ill the trades and

professions, the answers would likely carry the

personal bias of those specially interested in

this direction, or in that. A doctor would say

that the employment of aniesthetics in painful

operations w-as the supreme event. A. minister

would say that the doctrine of papal infallibility

was most far-reaching in consequences. A soci-

ologist would decide in favor of the universal

abolishment of human slavery, or in the ad-
vance of woman into the affairs of state. An

economist would speak tip four the Suez Canal,

or the discovery of gold in California, or the

locomotive engine, or the ocean cable. A poli-

tician would vaunt the Monroe doctrine, or the

defeat of Napoleon, or the breaking clown of

the monarchial idea, or the results of the

Spanish-American \Val' iii fixing the 1.-nited

States in the far East. If I inquired of the

scientist or the inventor, there would come such

a bable of voices that my ears would tiuigie—

tIle steamboat man, and the gas-light man, and

the electric-light man, and the photographer,

and the reaping-machine man, and the telephone

and telegraph man, and the sewing-machine

man, and the filled-case man, and the spc.ctero-

scopist, and the Roentgen-ray man, each would

clamor to be heard 00 the claims of his special

hobby. I xvould perforce have to) hide from

all of them in order to come to) it deliberate

judgment.
I believe that the supreme fact of the

entury is not in any one of its great concrete
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achievements in science or politics or trade or

invention, but in the increasing recognition of

the haivielita/ 111a 1t in the affairs of the human

society. It is this appreciation of /11/17 Iii

fiie In a s s which makes all thin.gs possible in the

c\liturv which has just dawned ; it ininitqlselt-

enlarges the \\Inuit. scope of effort, inspires new

thilikin;,,- in untrammelled minds, (lignifies exer-

tion in all directions and lilts the universal aspi-

ration to) higher planes than (..ver befort.. The

Nineteenth Century \vas pre-eminent for giving

to) the individual a recognition of his place in

the movement of ; and the century's

developments in scien(1.., invention and phi-

losophy xvere possitule because the individual

man himself was urged bv the conscience of

the century t() (1('VelOp his own capacity.

The Art of Conversation

Anion.u..,, the accomplishments acquired to-

(lay I)), the young, the art of conversation is

rarely incloided. There ;ire great tiulkers a-plenty

—egotists, monolougists, story-tellers, hobby-

riders—persons who, as the Duchess of ( ;onion

said of Robert Burns, " can talk you off your

I egs," :Ind Who) 111 t hei r impetuous volubility

" do not give Echo) half a show- ;" but good

talkers, who) :ire full of the " hiVed 11()I1CV of

the soul," which they bring out at exactly the

right time and place for the general good, are

rare, indeed. The L4siod talker holds his remark,

story, or.jell d'essprii in check, as a skillful gillie

does a deerhound, yet is ready to) let it slip

when the the right moment comes. lie knows

how to) build on the conversation of his com-

panions, amplifying their illustrations, capping

their allusions, and modestly supplying their

deficiencies.
The first condition of good conversation is,

of course, propriety—a harmony of mind and

utterance with the place, persons and occasion.

The man who) talks science to) poets, politics to

Wontcli, and big fortunes to bankrupts commits

the same blunder as that unfortunate gentleman

who as1.-,-eol IA pull North, at a reception, " NVIR)

is that uncommonly ugly lady opposite to you?''

" That, sir, is my wife !"

" ()—ah—no, 111V lord, I mean the one to

her right.''
" That is 111V liallghter, sir !''

Such offensive and ill-timed solecisms in

conversation bring to) mind the advice in the

verse :
" y11111' y1111.11 SaVI. f1,111

I hings lobs....ve with can%

000' whom you 11■•:11:, y....

000 811.1 000000. 000lu 000 (00

A good conversationalist can attract atten-

tion away from his natural physical defects an(I

thus redeem his inhc.rent ugliness by the charm

of his talk. Miral/eitu was the homeliest man

of his time-- a tiger smitten with the small-

pox," was the description of a conti.mporary

vet it is said that in ten minutes any women in

Paris could be made his slave by the art of his

conversation, The stumpy, sallo\v-face(I, 511111)-

nosoi.(1 Dunning \vas the ugliest man in pul-)lic

life, in 1 783 ; yet tho: charm of his Parliamentary

speeches won over all critics of his physical

defects.
The supreme art of conversation is to draw

out the best talk of those about )-ou—to inspire
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the utmost conversational possibilities of time

company. It is the unselfish phase of the

accomplishment, and hence its highest reach.

Tweezerisms

Better oversho Hit the mark than fall shoirt

of it ; so) demonstrate that the fault is not in the

ammunition.

Some peopk. think three tinic,s before they

speak once, itnol then sav nothing \vortli listen-

ing to.

NVe attribute our good luck to our smart-

ness, and our bad luck to) the gods.

A braffgart is either a fool or a coward—

or both.

NItich of the happiness in the world con-

sists in the knowledge off possessing that which

outliers cannot get.

They Say '' is a vagrant without a Inume,

and lives upon what he can pick up.

" Necessity is the mother of invention
Patent Right is its father.

1\inch of the \irtll( ill the world is like

jewelry ; it is for ornament rather than for use.

Rules for long life are like guide-boards to

a deserted city.

I Iappiness is wanting what you have.

The nian \di() marries for money runs

gle.iter risks than the counterk.iter \yin) takes
;mother way to) inal:e. it.

Speak softly, but listen out lomd.

Ignorance is the wet nurse of prejudice.

Pity is often nothing more than a quiet
satisfaction that I am better off than vom, 1111(1

that I intend to) keel/ so.

Love is said to be blind, and vet the louver

can see more in his girl than anybody else can.

The excuse is often worse than the offense.

A combination of whiskey, onions and plug

tobacco-) is " go 1(1 " for a had breath.

\\lien you strike oil, stop boring. You

may bore ch.,an through, and let the oil run out
on the other side.

A lie is like a cat : it never conies to you
along a straight path.

A slander is like a hornet : von must kill

it dead at the first blow, or not strike at it at. all.

Prosperity keeps many men honest.

Vice -would not be half so attractive if virtue

did not often nialia,Lre to) make herself repulsive.

l'he till rooster on a church-steeple is more

observed than two fat Brahmas ill a barnyard.

'I Getting up in the world " attracts attention,

but does not estabPsh solid Nvorth.
J• T.



If you haven't any of our JO size RUGBY watches
on hand don't waste any time in getting some.

Your competitors Italie them and are selling them, too.
This is a popular size, and the low prices we have named
for these watches have already made them active goods.

No other 10 size on the market as popular as ours. And
they are going faster every day.

We have them in Gold Filled, Sterling Silver and Nickel
Silver, open-face and hunting cases. We call especial atten-
tion to the hunting cases. No matter which way you look at
them they present a very graceful and pleasing effect. They
are great value at the price we offer them.

37 & 39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY
149 STATE STREET, CHICAGO

CLAUS SPRECKELS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

February, 1901

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries alIN wered in this department must
send name and address—not for publication, but as an evidence of
good faith. No attention will be paid to a000yinonu ommunica-
tions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are
received.

An INDEX to tile questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questions may have
been answered In previous issues. The indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to Kubje et covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

" Platinum Screws."—(1) Why are not platinum
screws used in the balance wheel of adjusted watches?
Their atmospheric resistance would be less than Mose
of gold, as they would be smaller, though I notice Me
Swiss and English makers use gold screws.—There is
no reason why platinum screws should not be used in
adjusted watches for there cannot be any objection to
the metal ; in fact, there is an advantage in its use, as
the metal is heavier than brass or gold. There are a
great many workmen who use platinum washers
instead of the brass ones, for one pair of platinum
washers will make a watch run three times as slow as
the brass. Although they cannot be bought they can
easily be made by any workman. The platinum can
be bought in sheets from any dental supply company.
You can also buy platinum wire from the same firms,
from which you can make your platinum screws. We
do not believe auy jobbing house has them. We do
not know of any American watch company, to-day,
using platinum • screws in their balances, although
there are some few foreign makers who do.

(2) Is a hairspring to be run without a regulator
constructed in any way different from one run with
a regulator P—Most watches that run without a regu-
lator have what we call a spiral or oval coil hairspring.
In very rare cases you will come across a. watch with a
flat hairspring that has no regulator. Such watches
are regulated with the screws. It has been the expe-
rience of most of our best workmen that watches
without a regulator have . not given the best of
satisfaction.

'Clock Polish."—Can you give me a formula for
a good polish for wood clock cases P—The proper
varnish for such work is eoach painters' rubbing var-
nish, to which a tablespoonful of japan dryer is added
for every pint of varnish. The addition of a little
spirits of turpentine thins the varnish and makes it
work more freely, but such addition reduces the gloss.
A good copal furniture varnish does well for varnishing
clock cases, but it is extremely difficult to procure
copal furniture varnish, as the main thing in a furniture
varnish seems to be to have it cheap. A good coach
painters' rubbing varnish will cost three dollars a
gallon, and furniture varnish costs from seventy-five
cents to two dollars—at the latter price you should get
a very good quality of copal furniture varnish. We
have no furniture varnish except copal which dries
hard and will stand service. A very satisfactory gloss
can be given to old clock cases by dissolving half an
ounce of camphor gum in a half pint of olive oil.
Moisten a soft woolen rag, like a piece of an old red
flannel shirt with such camphorated oil and rub the
case, using a considerable friction, and a wonderful
newness of look can be given ; in fact, a better appear-
ance than can be obtained with a badly applied coat
of varnish. Very few people, except professional
varnishers, ever learn to apply varnish properly.
Demar gum does not dissolve well in alcohol, and
besides this gum is not a hard rosin.

"Telephone."—(1) Where can we get old silver
spoons made over f—There are several firms in this
line whose announcements appear each month on the
advertising pages of THE KEYSTONE.

(2) What afifiaraMs would you recommend for
plating purposes P—This question covers a great many
points, and an answer, giving description of all appa-
ratus required, would fill a volume. The serials
" Dynamos " and " Electro-Metallurgy," now running
ll THE KEYSTONE, cover the matter of electro-depo-
sition very clearly and thoroughly, giving descriptions
of dynamos required, solutions employed, useful and
essential accessories, etc., and a careful perusal of
them will be of benefit to any person interested in the
at of electro-deposition as applied to the jewelry and
kindred trades. In addition to these, you will fre-
quently find in our Workshop Notes department a
question and answer which covers some new" wrinkle"IT the art, such as a new tool or appliance of some
kind, a solution for a given color or metal, and other
little points which cannot fail to be of interest to the
practical plater, as well as the novice. We have pub-
lished a little book on engraving and pivoting, which
in addition to these subjects contains pointers on
gilding that will be found invaluable. The price is
fifty cents, and it will be sent from this office, postpaid,
on receipt of this amount. If you will refer to the
index that accompanied the December issue of THE
KEYSTONE you will probably find many references
that will be of benefit.

(3) Where can we get German silver for spoons,
ete.P—Seymour Mfg. Co., Seymour, Conn.

THE KEYSTONE

l+ench Clock."—How can .1 put a new mainspring
hook in the barrel of a French traveling- clock 1'—
There are several ways to put barrel hooks in carriage

and French clocks. OnePIG. / of the best and most
secure hooks to put in a
barrel is to tap a thread
in the barrel ; then take
a piece of steel wire and

cut a long thread to just fit in the barrel, as shown in
Fig. i. You then file the end of the thread as shown
in Fig. 2, leaving a full
thread a little more than
the thickness of the bar-
rel. Then reverse the
piece in the lathe and
turn it down, leaving a
shoulder shown in Fig. 3 at A ; then cut off the wire,
leaving it the length you desire the hook to be. Take

it out of the lathe and file a slot
in it, as shown in Fig. 3 at B,
and put the piece in the barrel,
putting the part of the thread
that you filed through the hole
you tapped out, taking hold of
it with a pair of pliers and

screwing it tight. You must be careful that the hook
is turned right so that the spring will catch.. A good
plan is to screw the piece in the barrel before you file
the slot 13, Fig. 3, so that you
can mark where the slot is to be
filed. After you have it screwed
in the barrel, saw off what sticks
out and file it even with the out- •
side of the barrel and finish by
polishing it. Such a hook as
this will never come out, because
it is not only held in by the
screw but the shoulder A, Fig. 3, has most of the
strain upon it, as will be seen by referring to Fig. 4,
which shows the hook in position, and before the final
process of filing off and polishing. This is also a good
hook to put in any watch barrel.
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FIG. 2

." Pyrites." —Can you tell me how to produce a
pohsh on coal similar to the sample I am sending you?
Waut to know how to ,produce it quickly—There are
various ways by which hard coal can be polished. We
have seen the " breaker boys " at the mines produce a
fine polish in a very few minutes with nothing but a
little spittle and the leg of their working trousers.
This might not be possible but for the fact that their
trousers are invariably covered with coal dust. A
smooth piece of hard coal can be given a very nice
lustre by " rubbing " on a piece of soft slate, keeping
the slate wet during the operation, in much the same
manner that marble is polished. For a fine polish,
such as is necessary when the coal is to be used for a
charm, or some similar article of jewelry, the best
plan seems to be to resort to the polishing lathe, using
tripoli on the buffs, after first smoothing down with
fine emery, or a similar abrasive. This method will
produce a brilliant mirror polish.

(2) What would be the best and quickest way of
cutting it to size suitable for la/lie ? Could it not be
done with a circular saw P—Yes, it is possible to cut
it %vial a circular saw, keeping it wet during the oper-
ation, but owing to the brittle character of hard coal,
it is advisable to allow yourself a good margin for the
turning operations. You can readily understand that
the quick action of the saw will render the coal even
more brittle immediately adjacent to its path in cutting.
This should be either turned away on the lathe or
rubbed down with emery, or the surface will not be a
lasting one.

(3) How is marble, onyx, etc., cut? A ii not
done with a circular saw, and, if so, where can such
saws be obtained f—This question is rather indefinite.
If you mean that you desire to cut such stone into
shape for working up into ornamental pieces, such as
vases, etc., your better plan would be to rough them
into shape with a hammer and chisel, then put them in
a lathe (if they are of such size as to admit of this
proceeding—if not, " rubbing" will be necessary)
and use a finer tool to take out the coarse lines. Now
speed up the lathe and remove all tool-marks, etc.,
with sandstone, first using coarse stone and finishing
with a piece much finer. The polishing is then com-
pleted with emery and putty powder (oxide of tin)
while the article is still on the lathe. If you desire
flat slabs for such purposes as table tops, etc., your
better plan will be to purchase them already cut, as
the attempt of an amateur to cut such a slab almost
invariably results in the loss of the stone. In the
shops where such work is done, a series of blades of
soft iron, like saws, but without teeth, are fixed into a
rectangular frame, so arranged as to have a recipro-
cating horizontal motion. A small stream of mixed
sand and Water is so set as to constantly flow into the
saw-cuts. After this operation the slabs are cut to the

.desired sizes by means of a circular disk of metal—
practically a circular saw without teeth—and using
the sand and water in the same manner as when cut-
ting the slabs. Circular saws with teeth are also used
in stone cutting, some of them even having teeth of
diamonds. For instance, the saws used at the Paris
Exposition, during the erection of the buildings, for
cutting hard stone, like marble, granite, etc., were
steel disks over six feet in diameter, with 200 diamonds
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in the cutting edge. The kind of saw you would
require (without teeth) we do not know where you
could purchase, but they are so readily made that you
could probably make them as cheaply as you could
buy them.

(4) Can dull specimens of sulphur stone (pyrites),
like the sample I am sending you, be given a bright
appearance ?—The piece you send is a rather poor
specimen of this stone, and while it may not be
possible to give it a very brilliant finish, still the
appearance can be greatly improved. First wash it
thoroughly with a dilute solution of nitric acid, rinse
it in water, then dry it and finish up by brushing it
quite lively with an old tooth brush, using dry pow-
dered chalk On same. This will enhance the lustre
and the stone should look quite presentable.

" Stone Sel."— What kind of cement can I use for
setting stones in rings, etc.?' Bow is it made F—
" Liquid Amber " is said to be a very good cement for
this purpose. If, however, you wish to make your
own cement, you can do so by dissolving transparent
celluloid in a mixture composed of 4 parts alcohol and
3 parts ether. Cement thus made should be of about
the consistency of honey.

"Bezel."—I find quite a few 0. F. nickel case
bezels chip the glass. What is the cause and remedy?
—An examination of such a bezel will undoubtedly
reveal a defect. In most instances the base of the
" seat " for the glass will be found uneven, though
sometimes the top of the seat will be slightly bent.
The only remedy for such poor workmanship is to put
the bezel on your lathe and turn it true. This fault
tends to show that the jeweler must use discretion in
the purchase of his cheap goods, as well as those of
the higher grades. The cases turned out by reliable
manufacturers will be found to be free of such imper-
fections as you name.

"Nuhneg State."— Can the black finish on tele-
phone instruments be successfully put on brass or
bronze Y—We hardly think such finish could be satis-
factorily put on brass or bronze. You can obtain a
rich lustrous black by the following process : Make a
solution by dissolving freshly precipitated carbonate
of copper (while still moist) in strong ammonia, using
enough of the copper salt to leave a small excess
undissolved, that is, so that the ammonia is saturated
with copper. Prepare the carbonate of copper by
mixing hot solutions of equal parts of blue vitriol and
of soda, filtering off and washing the precipitate.
Dilute the solution of the copper salt in ammonia with
one-fourth its volume of water, add 31 to 45 grains of
black-lead and heat to between 95° and To5° P. After
cleaning and pickling, the articles are placed in this
solution for a few minutes, when they will show a full
black shade. They are then rinsed in water, dipped
in hot water and dried in hot sawdust. Do not make
any more of the solution than is necessary for the work
in hand, as it spoils rapidly.

(2) How is the finish called gun metal put on ?
A it durable P—Gun metal is an alloy of copper and
tin. Such alloy will, of course, retain its color as long
as worn.

(3) How to get a nice deep brown on brass or
bronze—not a flashy color that will fade easilyr—The
following formula, from Langbein, will give you what
is termed bronze barbedienne—truly a beautful color:
Dissolve, by vigorous shaking in a bottle, freshly pre-
pared arsenious sulphide in spirit of sal ammoniac,
and compound the solution with antimonious sulphide
until a slight permanent turbidity shows itself, and the
fluid has acquired a deep yellow color. Heat the
solution to 95° Pc, and suspend the brass objects in it.
They become at first golden yellow and then brown,
but as they come from the bath with a dark, dirty
tone, they have to be several times scratch-brushed to
bring Out the color. If, after using it several times, the
solution fails to work satisfactorily, add some antimo-
nious sulphide. The solution decomposes rapidly,
and should be prepared fresh every time it is to be
used.

(4) I enclose you a luinp of some substance which
is mixed with beeswax and used as a plating resist.
It is easily removed. Can you tell me of a resist that
will answer equally wel/P—Asphaltum varnish makes
a very good resist, and can be easily removed with
benzine. If the solution is worked cold, ordinary
beeswax can be used—the oftener it is used the better
the quality in regard to resisting the action of the solu-
tion to which it is subjected.

(5) How can I clean tin chemically before plating,
especially if it is somewhat greasy ? If I use lye that
is sfrong enough to remove the grease, the work comes
out mottled.—By imparting slight motion to the articles
while in the bath, you will probably overcome the
mottled appearance. You can remove the major por-
tion of the grease, etc., by rinsing in benzine, and
then remove the final traces by brushing with a bristle
brush and a mixture of quick-lime, whiting and water,
which is prepared by slaking freshly-burned lime with
water to an impalpable powder, and mixing I part of
this with i part of fine whiting. Add water, stirring
constantly, until you have a paste of the consistency
of syrup.



Aikin-Lambert Jewelry Co.
19 Maiden Lane, New York,

ARE FULLY PREPARED TO FILL YOUR ORDERS
FOR

WATefIES

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY

Selection packages when requested. We only ask for a trial

Novelties in GOLD, SILVER and PLATE.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.,
MANUFACTURERS OF BICYCLE STAMPINGS,

CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.

CLARKS' CELEBRATED LOOP WATCH KEYS.
Our endeavor to make our

Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc•
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for our
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Marti-
cures,Tweezers and Key Kings
III variety.

Order Keys through your jobber,
iv. 0 will furnish them at one prices.

J. H. Walbridge Co., Box 1$95,
New York, are our agents for Twee.
ers, Key Rings
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The Phenomenal Sale of this Case
Proves its Usefulness.

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once the lieauty,
utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished shelves Of
same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six inches high, and
doors run on steel tracks.

Dimensions :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf 12 inches
wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamented
with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL, cAsa

MADE AND SOLD BY

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet ti inches high
1 foot4inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains
and weights. Inside of case and shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship
in the knock down.

Net price, $54•00. Worth $743.00.

UNION SHOW CASE CO.
FAcToRy r 541-345 W. Taylor itStreet,

Cor. Loomis S(reet. 167 Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL

HEINTZ BROS.
RING MAKERS

BUFFALO, N.Y.

We make the largest line of
Solid Gold Set Rings in America
to the Retail Trade
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Drum Armature Winding

OR xvincling a drum armature it is

usual to place the armature spindle

between lathe centers and attach a

dog or carrier so as to allow the

armature to be revolved. A very

easily constructed substitute for a lathe can be

gotten up by attaching two pieces of board to

the edge of a work bench as shown at Fig. 74,

' where A shows the armature core and 17 the

bench and C C' the supports. Through the

upper ends of .the suppotts C C' are run two long

screws pointed at the ends as shown at Z Z'.

These serve the same purpose as the cone cen-

ters of a lathe.

Instead of a dog Or carrier a temporary

device can be made of hard wood ; for our

present purpose two pieces of wood 3" long,

wide and 3/8" thick. These pieces of wood

are joined by means of two screws,

as shown at)')', Fig. 75. This cut

shows the clamping device as if seen

in the direction of the arrow w. At

X X are cut V-shaped notches,

which. grasp the spindle of the arma-

ture about the position at which the commutator

is afterward located.
Before a novice attempts wind-

Details of Winding ing a drum armature he should

practice with a dummy made

of wood. We are aware that

many amateurs have succeeded in winding arma-

tures, which, according to their statement, went

off all right ; but if they had been compelled to

have explained how the electric current was de-

veloped in the wire, or why the brushes should

be set, they could not do it.

To get up a dummy armature take a cylin-

drical block of wood 4" long and 2" in diame-

ter,- and mount it on a spindle precisely like the

armature core, and in each end of the wood

cylinder insert wooden pins to represent the

teeth o left in the disk 13" Fig.. 69. We show

an end view of such a

dummy armature at

Fig. 76, and a side view

of same seen in the

direction of the arrow

1, at Fig. 77. To rep-

4 resent the wire we are

subsequently to use in

winding, we employ

hard twisted cotton twine,

the same as conies for carpenters' chalk lines.

It is well to make use of such cord as is abou
t

the size of the wire we are to make use of.

With our 8 part
commutator we
shall have to di-
vide our wire into
8 sections. As
stated in former • Su.

article, we are to

an Armature
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use 96' of No. 16 wire on our armature, which

is to be divided into 8 sections ; hence we will

have of wire in each section. In preparing

for winding it is well to cut off 12' of wire and

then cut 7 more to the same length. When

using a cord we proceed in the same way. We

can wind about 12 coils of No. 16 wire between

the pins II, said pins being about thick and

glued into slots cut into the end of the wood

cylinder D. For making these slots a saw with

rather a thick blade can be employed, cutting

diametrically across the end and making the

cuts about 0" deep ; that is, into the end of

the wood, to hold the pegs u.

How the Winding

The operation of winding is

conducted as follows : The

Is Done end of the cord or wire is

temporarily attached to the

clamp /-;' and then passed by the pin marked I,

Fig. 76, thence longitudinally along the cylin-

drical surface of the armature core or the wood

dummy, until the opposite end is reached,

where it is made to lie close to the pin opposite

to r it, then across the end passing to one side

of the spindle s, as shown at Fig, 76. The

winding is continued, carrying the cord or wire

as indicated by the dotted line and arrows m

until one layer is in place, after which the cord

or wire is wound back so the two ends come

out to meet the commencing end.

The two ends are now tied or twisted to-

gether. To discriminate between the two ends,

the first or commencing end is stained red by

red ink, and allowed to dry as the winding pro-

ceeds. The second layer of wire or cord is

carried across the end of the armature on the

opposite side of the armature, as indicated at the

clotted lines. In connecting up to the commu-

tator the colored end of our coil is connected to

one of the bars, while the white end of the coil

is connected to the next commutator bar along

with the colored end of the next coil in advance,

and the white end of this second coil is con-

nected with the third commutator bar along

with the colored end of the third coil, and so on,

until two terminals are connected to each com-

mutator bar.
After we have the dummy armature wound

we place it between two imaginary fields as illus-

trated at Fig. 78, and study how the current

accumulates in the seve-
ral coils of wire as illus-

trated in Figs. 26, 27

anZI 28, and explained

in accompanying text.

The person who arrives

at a knowledge of drum

armature winding in this way is never puzzled

about the winding or how to connect the coils.

There are several ways of connecting up, as will

be explained.
In the cut at Fig. 79

we show diagramatically

the end of drum armature

with commutator bars.

Now let us suppose that

in winding we start from

commutator bar r, carry

the wire to a, then along

the cylindrical body of the core to the end

opposite to the one Shown, then across said end

as in the direction indicated by the line a s, and

from s to No. 2 commutator bar, as shown by

the curved line s z, we would have the original

-A1?.7.9
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Siemens (also called Alterneck) winding. Of

course, it is to be understood that there is more

than one coil of wire ; we mean a section of

coils of wire as illustrated at Fig. 28, and

explained in the accompanying text.

If the wire is carried as before, from a.

across the end to the point b, and from thence

to the commutator bar 2 as before, we will have

what is known on the continent of Europe as

the Breg-uet winding. If the wire is carried as

before from a to f, we have what is termed the

Frolich winding. The Edison winding is the

Siemens winding applied to an odd number of

coils, and the Weston winding is the. same

winding- split up and distributed symmetrically.

By winding the dununy armature in the several

ways illustrated at Fig. 79, and studying the

effects of the changes, all the mystery relating

to the different kinds of winding will disappear.

For holding the brushes we will devise a new

system, thus doing away with several imper-

fections attending the brushes now in common

use. The description of such brush holder will

be given in our next article.

(-ro BE CONTINLIEL)

"I cannot see where any improvement can be

made in The Keystone. fleet more than repaid for

money invested. Cimtinne to send it always. —S. R.

Veining, Manning, .Simth Carolina.

Are You a Mummy or a Deader?

The urid Of this day k full of people whi) don't
want to go ahead and who kick against the forward

steps that are being taken by others. These people

like to stand still. They couldn't be made to run by

a charge front a Gatling gun, simply because their

mental and physical energy aren't equal to the emer-

gency. They would prefer a shot in the back. You

know that such people never face anything—rather

than get a little action on themselves They like to

be dead because it's much easier than living. It also

lasts longer.
When gas was first introduced into this country

the dealers rose in their wrath and protested against

its use, saying it was dangerous and would kill anyone

w1u) inhaled it. Of course, it would and will, but gas

isn't used for breathing purposes, and it wasn't very

long before the dealers began to use gas on their own

account. It's a pity that some of them didn't take it

by inhalation. The railways were opposed on the

ground that they would do away with horses, while

the telegraph was resisted because the use of elec

tricity was equivalent to stealing lightning front heaven.

One objector said the wires might carry messages, but

wouldn't be equal to the -job of carrying packages; so

the town meeting in opposition to wires " resolved"

to that effect.
And so it goes with almost every new idea or in-

novation. The world moves in a fixed orbit, and the

great majority of its inhabitants think that they move

the same way, which means that they stand still.

" What was good enough for father is good enough

for me, ' is 'a common expression. On that idea we

could go back to Adam and get along without

clothes. But the deadens don't seem to realize that

there are a few live people .on earth, and that it

is necessary to move in order to keep up with the

procession. •

Are you awake? Do you realize that 1900

was a great big business year, and that .tgoi—which

is the beginning of a new century—is alive with

opportunities for those who realize that it pays to be

active? Do you keep your goods in order ? Are the

goods arranged so that they will please your custom-

ers? How about the goods themselves ? Are they

bought for to-day's uses, and not for 'Soo? The

hatchet with which the immortal George cut down the

cherry tree would be Valuable as a relic, Inn could you

sell it now because it is one of the latest makes?
_ —Stoves and llordware Reporter.
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Personal Hygiene and Health Pre-
servation for Watchmakers

and Jewelers

[We have begun the publication of this series of
articles in response to requests from many readers for
itithoritative information on this important subject.
we would be pleased to publish in c(nmection with

the articles any personal experiences or valuable
practical suggestions with which our readers may
favor L1S.—E1).]

A
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S good health is the fundamental

essential of human happiness, its

care and preservation ought to be

a first and instinctive duty of every

individual. And special care and

precautions are necessary in the case of those

whose daily labors are of a kind not conducive

to the maintenance of good health. While the

work of the watchmaker and jeweler can, by no

means, be described as unhealthy in itself, yet it

is often performed under conditions which are

generally regarded as unfavorable to the culti-

vation of robustness of constitution. Hence

the necessity of special precautions for health

preservation among members of the craft.

The occupation of the watchmaker is a

sedentary one, that is, the work is performed in

a sitting position. It has another unhygienic

condition in that the work is done with the head

lowered and tlie arms outstretched and unsup-

ported. Yet another condition, incident to

work at the bench, is that it must be performed

indoors, and not infrequently in a confined

space with much to be desired in the way of

proper ventilation.
To appreciate the hygienic

bearing of these conditions we

must keep in mind a few all-

important physiologic facts.

Life itself is dependent on the oxygen which we

obtain and take in from the atmosphere. Hence

a constant supply of fresh air is a first essential

of a healthful existence. And there is another

reason than the need of oxygen for a continuous

supply of fresh air. As our readers are aware

the alterations in the inspired air effected by

respiration consist chiefly in the removal of a

portion of the oxygen and its replacement by a

nearly corresponding bulk of carbonic acid,

which vitiates and poisons the atmosphere.

Hence air breathed over and over again is not

only deficient in oxygen, but vitiated by car-

bonic acid, becoming unhealthy, if not quite

poisonous. This proves the necessity of proper

ventilation, and we cannot too strongly impress

on the watchmaker the importance of attention

to this matter. It is a Nvell-known fact that

working or living in a contaminated atmosphere

is primarily responsible for much of the ill health

that prevails. Blood, imperfectly oxygenated,

is always what the doctors call a predisposing

cause of ill health ; in other words it leaves the

individual more open to attack bY diminishing

his capability to resist disease. The pallor and

sickly look we so often notice in those who work

in the vitiated atmosphere of an imperfectly

ventilated room are in striking contrast with the

ruddy, healthful aspect and lustrous eye of

Persons working in the open air. Of course, a

watchmaker cannot work in the open air, but

he must simulate the condition as closely as

possible by the proper ventilation of his apart-

Fresh Air the
First Essential
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ment. And in the matter of ventilation the

number of persons in the the apartment must be

taken into account for, of course, two persons

will use twice as much oxygen as one, and give

off twice as much carbonic acid. Then, again,

the air we breathe should not be too dry or

too damp, and it should be as free of dust

as possible. Dust is not only injurious by

reason of the irritation of the throat and bron-

chial tubes which it is likely to cause, but

also by reason of the disease-producing impu-

rities it nmy contain.

Physical Exercise 

Another physologic fact to

keep in mind—and it con-

cerns the watchmaker espe-

cially—is that the muscles—

or in fact any bodily structures—which are not

used will gradually become less capable of per-

forming their functions and ultimately lose alto-

gether their functional capability. For instance,

one of the muscles of the human leg is called by

anatomists the sartorious (sailor, a tailor)

because it was brought much into play by the

old-time tailors on account of the cross-legged

sitting posture affected by them. In ordinary

individuals this muscle is a mere muscular

ribbon, little used and of correspondingly little

strength, while in tailors it attained considerable

development and strength simply from the fact

that it was much used, and hence its name. It

is so with the other muscles and structures of

the body. A limb that is kept perfectly limp

and motionless will gradually shrink and lose

strength, and it is a curious fact known to biolo-

gists that animals which for any reason are

doomed to live in total darkness lose the capa-

bility to see, and in time their progeny will be

born without the function or even the organ of

sight. It is with nature, as with the manage-

ment of a jewelry business, cessation of activity

does not mean rest but retrogression, and this

fact is of great importance in the consideration

of health preservation by those engaged in a

sedentary occupation, for it implies the impera-

tive necessity of physical exercise.

There are other considerations

than the sedentary character of

the occupation that make it

tclvisable for the watchmaker

to take all available precautions to preserve his

health. Not infrequently the working hours are

much longer than the average in other trades ;

the stores are oft-times small and have the draw-

backs incidental to confined spaces ; the bench

quarters are sometimes cramped and imperfectly

lighted and not infrequently located in the most

undesirable part of the establishment from a

hygienic point of view ; the bench and seat HMV

be too high or too low thus aggravating the

drawbacks of the sitting. position. Under any

or all of these conditions special attention to

health is imperative so as to counteract any ill

effects that may be due to them. It must be

remembered also in considering this subject that

personal temperament or idiosyncrasy has much

to do with this matter of health preservation.

Conditions that detrimentally affect the health

of some seemingly have no ill effect on others,

but this is not known till after and does not

affect the question of precautions. An Irishman

was once asked how one would tell a mushroom

from a toadstool. " Eat it," said Pat, " if v(m

live it's a mushroom, if you die it's a toadstool."

This is what many people do. They take

Imperative

Conditions That
Must be
Combatted
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chances with their health, and have only them-

selves to blame if the result is not to their liking.

With this introductory' we shall pn;ceed to

discuss the daily routine of the watchmaker and

jeweler from his waking hour to the time he

retires, suggesting as we go along the things to

be avoided and the things to be rectified, inci-

dentally touching on the matter of

hygiene, exercise and habits.
(TO BE CON TINU ED)

perSI Mal

Railroad Watch Inspection

John A. Coville, of Bost, di, I\ chief watch

inspector of the Boston and Maine kailn voucla.ti

for the correctness of the facts stated in the following

article in a recent issue of the Boston Gazelle, descrip-

tive of the watch adjuster's office at the North Uuit II

Station, in that city :

In this age of hurry and worry, when the matter

of time is of great moment; a second or two lost or

gained by one's timepiece may cause serious loss or
inconvenience if undetected.

The management of the Boston and Maine Rail-
road has therefore installed and is operating a system
of espionage over the witches carried by the conduc-
tors, brakemen and engineers of all the divisions of
the system, numbering all told nearly io,000 men.

For this purpose there is a corps of watch adjust-
ers, with headquarters in the east wing of the North
Union Station, and there are nearly thirty branches
distributed among, the large centers of travel over the
entire system.

Watches carried by the men must be of sonic
good standard make, and guaranteed. Each roan is
supplied with a card, a duplicate of which is kept On
file at the office of the adjuster. By this system the
adjusters are able to keep track of every man's watch
and locate it at any time.

Whenever a watch does not keep time correctly
the owner reports promptly, turns it over to the ad-
juster, and is given another watch to carry in place
of it.

Careful entry is made of the date on which the
disabled watch is re('eived, its number, name .of owner,
tiicl 

l.

a full and complete coplete account of the nature of
the 

It::s 

n

Iii;)heWlIis atch is then taken in hand by the expert
00(1 given a thorough overhauling. No hurried jth of
repairing or regulating will answer, on this particular
work, for valuable property, and even human life, may
depend on the accuracy of s()11a, conductor's " ticker."

The adjuster's ‘vorkshop is supplied with a " tap-
per " connected with the Government observatory at
Washing-ton. This standard time is, of course, abso-
lutely correct, and by this the watches are regulated
so that it is possible, with careful work, to obtain such
a fine balance that they will run within a second a
week, which is glux1 effinigh timekeeping for even so
exacting a business as running. trains.

A large case is attached to the wall in which are
kept the watches being repaired, and these are regu-
lated every day, but of course it is impossible to
regulate them while here, so that they \yin keep perfect
time when carried by the men. And after they are
kept here a few days they are given to the men again,
with instructions to report to the adjuster every day,
in order that the watch may he regulated to their
carrying.

Everything alit nit the adjuster's shop, the ma-
chinery, tools and :III the various appliances of the
place, are most modern designs and strictly up to date.

In order that the time inspection service may be

promptly administered, the road appointed the follow-

ing district inspectors : Harry Holton, \Vhite River,

Vt.; H. A. Stone, Ayer, Mass.; M. I). Jackson, Bel-

lows Falls, Vt.; N. C. Nelson & Co., Concord, N. H.;

L. R. Hapgood, Dover, N. H.; Brown & Willis, Fitch-

burg, Mass.. Foster Bros., Greenfield, Mass.; W. E.

Wright, Keene, N: H.; NV. S. Maston, Lyndonville,

Vt.; C. A. Trefethen, Manchester, N. H.; J. Spaar,

Mechanicville, N. V.; A. P. Hendricks, Nashua, N.H.;

C. L. M. Bugbee, Newport, Vt.; A. M. Mossman,

Hudson, Mass.; F. W. Roberts, Northampton, Mass,;
Willis A. Cates, Portland, Me.; John M. Humphrey,

Rochester, N. FL ; Charles E. Simanton, St. Johnsbury,

Vt.; Chris. Kuenzel, Springfield, Mass.; F. W. Sun &

Co., Troy, N. Y.; Jesse Sheldon, Wells River, Vt.;

Darling- & Lewis, NVIlitefield, N. H.; G. T. Winn,

'Windsor, Vt.; Geo. W. Ilarlow, with Robinson, Hil-

ton & Co., Worcester, Mass.; L. M. Barnes, North

Adams, Mass.

, I don't know how you could improve The Key-
stone „for II is the best paper I know of for jut elem."
—Jno. jeweler, New City, N. Y.
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Goods Sent on

M. B.

An frnportant retailer in a large West-
ern city adds to his letter enclosing a
remittance this pleasant postscript:

Approval to Responsible Parties

BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

ff We had great success with

during the holiday season. For
Style, Finish and Quality they are
unexcelled. We will do even better
with them another year."
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The Most Practical, the Most Artistic
and the Best Case Made

For the Jewelry Trade.

THIS IS NOT A CHEAP ONE.

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT 110W GOOD
is what you ought to consider when buying Fixtures.

ALSO, DON'T LET THE FREIGHT SCARE YOU— fre'ght is just as high on cheap
Fixtures as on good Fixtures. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY on the Fixtures if it's
good Fixtures you want, and on the freight by our " Kade Knock-Down System." So get in
line, fit up your store and get your share of trade. Now is the time to begin remodeling.
WRITE US, STATING YOUR WANTS.

ENCYCLOPIEDIA AMERICANA OF MODERN FIXTURES"
is our New Twentieth Century Catalogue of Store Fixtures—a book that should be in the
possession of every jeweler. 272 pages, size, 74 x 11 inches. Sent only on receipt of 25 cents.
Worth that many dollars to you, even if you don't need Fixtures at present. In fact, a book
of valuable information.

If it's trom WINTER, then it's right. LET US HEAR FROM YOU.

Kade Safety Adjustable Brackets are the best. Write for circulars and prices.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Established 1865 Sheboygan, Wis., U. S. A.

A
National
Reputation
is enjoyed by our School. Every
State in the Union has its quota of
graduates, and all are earning the
liberal salaries that competency brings. Our
reputation is valuable to our pupils, for work
aplenty awaits every graduate of the

WALTHAM
HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

WHICH IS THE OLDEST AND HAS THE
BEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUCTORS.

Thorough instruction given in HOROLOGY, ENGRAVING
and OPHTHALMOLOGY.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here,
and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

Write for our New Prospectus.

E. H. SWAIN, Proprietor,
WALTHAM, MASS.
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ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYE-GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
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Electro-Metallurgy
(CONTINUED)

XXXVI

The Manufacture of Articles by Electro-Deposition

HE production of various articles of

metal by electro-deposition can

readily be effected. Copper in par-

ticular can be cast by electricity in

the most perfect manner in either

wax or gutta percha moulds, and then gilded or

silver-plated. Patterns of the most intricate

tracery can be reproduced with the greatest

facility and at a very small expense. Where a

dynamo is made use of as the source of elec-

tricity, copper can be deposited for less than

forty cents per pound.
As an illustration, suppose we

wish to produce a quantity of

large bronze medals, say to"

in diameter. To strike up such

medals Would involve an enormous outlay, but

they can be produced by electro-deposit quite

cheaply. Have a piece of hard wood board

turned round and smooth, and on the back

place three cleats as

shown at Fig. I where

A represents the board

and b b b the cleats.

These cleats should be

about " thick and IX."
deep. The face of the

board which is to repre-

sent the face of the medal,

should be prepared with the greatest care, by

painting it over with, say, three coats of a mix-

ture of shellac dissolved in alcohol, or wood

spirit mixed with sifted whiting and lampblack,

to form a thin paint which dries almost black.

After these three coats are thoroughly dry,

they should be sandpapered perfectly smooth,

and then three more coats applied. The back

should next be given three or four coats of the

same shellac varnish with only a little lampblack

added. The back needs no other preparation,

nor does it need sandpapering ; all that is

required of the shellac at the back of the board

is to prevent the water employed in the copper

solution from swelling the wood. This is to be

thought of and looked to in fitting the cleats

shown at b.
The most perfect exclusion of water, how-

ever, can be effected by careful coating with

shellac, both from the joints and screw holes by

which the cleats are attached. After six or

eight coats of the Whiting and lampblack have

been applied and dried, the surface of the front

should be ground dead flat, making use of a

lump of nice pumice stone and powder. To use

the pumice stone properly, it should have one

side flattened by rubbing on a piece of flat metal

or stone until a flat surface is produced which

presents at least a square inch of surface. This

flat face of the pumice stone is wet with water,

and applied by rubbing to the face of the board,

adding water as the smoothing progresses until

the entire face of the board is smooth as glass.

It is not to be understood the surface is

highly polished, but a dull smoothness somewhat

resembling fine ground glass. It may be well

to know that a very perfect polish can be given

if desired to the ground shellac surface, by first

giving additional smoothness by rubbing with a

Modeling in
Wax
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wet cloth folded flat and dipped into pulverized

pumice stone which has been sifted through a

fine hair sieve to remove all coarse particles.

The polish is produced by rubbing with fine

rotten stone and oil, employing preferably a

rotary brush in a lathe. For modeling the

relief on such a board, the best material is white

wax thickened with Indian red. The proper

way to prepare such a. composition is to provide

an iron plate which is planed flat and ground

half smooth.
This plate is heated up to about 160° F. to

melt the wax, when the Indian red is mixed

with it and ground with a glass 'miller like paint.

This composition wax can be melted in some

vessel with a lip, and poured upon the face of

the prepared board. By outlining on the face

of the board the objects we desire to show in

relief, we can, in pouring- the fluid wax from the

vessel, in a measure fashion the relief as well as

conform to the general outline. It is to be

understood, of course, we are to pour more

wax upon the. board than would seem to be

required, in order that we can scrape away any

excess with the proper shaped tools. •
Such models, when properly

executed, make very beautiful

displays for show windows,

especially if made of some

classical subject, or the portrait of some well-

known person. We would beg to say such

modeling is not as difficult to execute as one

who had never made the attempt would imagine.

Letters are best produced by cutting them from

white wax rolled out as for making wax flowers.

Perhaps it might not be amiss to describe the

process of making sheet vax. Wax is melted

and poured upon, say, the iron plate used for

grinding the Indian red and wax, and by tipping

the iron caused to flow out flat and but little

thicker than the required wax 'sheet.

While the wax is soft and plastic, two strips

of sheet metal are placed one on each side of

the soft wax, when a smooth metal roller is rested

on the metal strips and passed over the wax,

which flattens down until the roller rests on the

metal strips, which will produce a sheet of wax

of equal thickness throughout.

Letters can, wit a little prac-

tice, be cut from such sheet

wax to satisfy the most exac-

ting. A piece of plate glass

answers admirably for material

on which to place the wax

while cutting out. The board on which the

letters are to be placed is warmed a little by

laying a block of brass upon the position the

letters is to occupy, and then gently pressing a

letter on the board. A plate of brass with a

universal joint at r, as shown at Fig. 2, answers

nicely for pressing the letter down.

Portraits
in Bas Relief

(TO as CONTINUED)

Keep in Touch With Your Employees

Be in touch with your employees. While you, of

course, should not be so familiar with them as to breed

contempt ; it is well to be on an easy footing with

them, to have them in sympathy with you and your

business methods, that they may prove profitable

assistants in carrying out any of your ideas, if you can

only infuse them with enthusiasm sufficient to make

them wish to really serve you. There is no business

which employs a number of people in which there are

not quite a few who could give the manager pointers.
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Satisfying Customers

It is generally admitted by progressive, thinking

retailers that the dissatisfied customer is one of the

most undesirable results of the relations between

buyer and seller. His effect on trade is most per-

nicious—permanently pernicious. The modern store-

keeper must realize that with every unsatisfactory sale

that is made in his establishment his chances of being

commercially prosperous are immeasurably weakened.

Good advertising will interest and lead customers to a

store, but the best advertising in the world cannot, for

any extended period, successfully contend against in-

side methods which discourage and antagonize pur-

chasers. Good advertising in the newspapers be-

comes poor advertising and represents an invitation to

business failure immediately it is supplemented by

bad store management. The success of the modern

merchant in these days of keen competition is prima-

rily dependent upon the harmonious combination of

.good advertising and good storekeeping. One with-

out the other is as inappropriate and ineffective as

coal ivithout the flame with which to kindle it.

Thoughtless and incompetent clerks are frequently

the direct cause of dissatisfaction to patrons. They

may be classified in two groups. Those who are

thoughtless as a result of incompetence, and those

who are incompetent as a result of thoughtlessness.

One is as undesirable as the other from a business

standpoint. They both invite difficult situations which

the conscientious storekeeper or his malinger are striv-

ing incessantly to avoid. Too much care cannot be

exercised in selecting employees to fill and to fill satis-

factorily the many difficult positions behind the coun-

ter. The success of a store depends very largely upon

the caliber and ability of the salespeople, and it is

therefore eminently important to have the right man

in the right place. A sullen disposition, .a " know-

more-about-it-than-you-do " air, a hasty temper, a lack

of affability, a patronizing manner, any of these dis-

pleasing qualities or characteristics should forever ex-

clude their possessor from the list of eligibles. The

hard-working, good-natured, affable, " never-too-tired-

to-show-this-or-that " sort is the man you want. He's

a storekeeper's jewel, and should lie sought out and

cherished when found. He exists and isn't very scarce

either.
One more word about the clerk. A business fre-

quently suffers from over anxiety on the part of a

salesman to make a sale. This shows a commendable

disposition, an interest in a business which cannot be

over-estimated, but the store zealot at times goes too

far. He does more harm than good. Dissatisfied

customers frequently become so as a result of the

" just-as-good-as " habit of salesmen. When a cus-

tomer desires a certain article and it is not in stock,

the very enterprising merchant of to-day offers to pro-

cure it for him instead of substituting something similar.

Good, truthful advertising, supplemented by cor-

respondingly worthy merchandise, sold by polite,

obliging salesmen, will seldom fail to bring. to the

merchant the success and prosperity for whic—hwreasre

all so anxiously struggling. —Brains.

"The Keys/one is the best jewelry and optical jour-
nal published, and we would not do without jar ant-
lhintr."—A. J. Moshaw & Son, jewelers, Ruston, La.

The Dickens He Did

Recently Burrows Brothers advertised in the local

papers for a porter and man of all work for their book

store on Euclid Avenue, says the Cleveland Plain

Dealer. There were plenty of applicants, among

them a Ng, muscular Irishman, who ivalked into the

store and glanced about rather uncertainly. Finally

his eyes rested on a big sign suspended high above

the door over a table tilled with books. " Dickens'

works all this week for $4," it announced. The Irish-

man read it, scratched his head thoughtfully, and then

edged towards the big front doors. The floorwalker

stopped him and asked pleasantly if there was some-

thing he wanted, and the applicant remarked with a

backward glance towards the sign : " Oi come in t' git

th' job, but Oi'll not care f'r it. Dickins kin worruk

all th' week f'r foor dollars if he wants to. Oi'll not.

Ye'd betther kape him." And the visitor strode out.
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YOU MAY
KILL TIME BUT YOU CANNOT KEEP TIME UNLESS

your watches are lubricated with the best oil, and we offer you

The Finest Watch  Oil Ever Produced
Our WATCH and CLOCK OILS stand unrivaled in the field of Horological Oils, and a comparative test under all conditionswill convince the most skeptical of their superiority.

ABSOLUTELY PURE JAW OILS. POSITIVELY UNIFORM QUALITY. UNAFFECTED BY TEMPERATURE.

Sales Agents:

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER 0 CO.
35 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.

NEW BEDFORD OIL COMPANY
100 Border St., Boston, Mass.

An Ounce of Practical
Work is Worth a
Ton of Theory

Make up your mind to attend our
college NOW, and become a practical
workman.

We teach WATCHMAKING, EN-
GRAVING, JEWELRY REPAIRING.
and OPTICS thoroughly and practically.

We take but a limited number of
students.

Send at once for our prospectus.

Phi101181j1f118 C01100 Of Horologu
1213=1215 Filbert Street

F. W. SCHULER, Principal. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BEST PRICES
fur OLD GOLD and SILVER

IT WILL PAY YOU- HONEST
AND

PROMPTS ii
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,

SILVER,FILINGS,
SWEEPINGS -
&

to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER,
FILINGS, POLISHINGS, SWEEPS,
HAND-WASHINGS, ETC.

IT PAYS US
to make Prompt and Honest Returns.
We want your trade and wish to keep it.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
22 K., 88c. per dwt.
20 K., 80e. 4. .4
18 K., 72e, 4. Ad

16 K., 64e,
14 K., 6e. 44

12 K., 48e. per dwt.
10 K., 40e. " "
8 K., 32e. " "
0 K., 24e. .4 "
4 K., 10e. .4 4.

Silver and Platinum at market rates.

FINE GOLD AND SILVER FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED OR GRANULATED.

T. B. HAGSTOZ COMPANY, Limited
SMELTERS, REFINERS

AND ASSAYERS 709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia
WORKS: RIVERSIDE, BURLINGTON CO., N. J.

CD M MTH I NI a-NEW 'I N.I-KN IVES:
miths Pat. Wade is made of german silyerwhen votoe

plated wears indefinitel and the thin strip of 11.otZ
***** Be ed AIL_114-71A. - ALWAYS.S

......................................

...
Send 32 two-cent stamps to I. I-I. 11.SMITI-t, .3/3 Murray St., New York

for a Beautiful Sample Knife

when writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone.

February, 1901

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries in this department must

send name and address-not for publication, but as an evidence
 of

good faith. No attention win be paid to :ttionytilotas communica-
tions. Questions will be answered in the order ill Mall' they are

received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop NilieS

department for each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, locbore

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar question
s may have

loin answered in ion.% huts issues. The indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, anti

tell the issue and page on which the information !nay be found.

"Automalic."-Can you tell me where to procure

parts for the automatic watch? Where is it, or was

made.9-Herman Vonder Heydt, 357 Ogden Avenue,

Chicago, Ill., manufactures automatic (self-winding)

watches. If you will write him, he will furnish any

information you desire.

" Hair Chain Nounting."-Kindly inform me how

to mount hair chains successfully. I find especial

difficulty with the center ferrule or mount. What

cement shall I use? How shall I remove any excess

of cement that runs over, especially on chased goods?

-You have probably not the proper size mounting for

your chain. Such mountings come in regular sizes,

ancl in braiding the chains this matter must be kept in

mind and the hair made to conform to such sizes.

Shellac is the substance used for fastening the hair

chain in the mounting, as it runs very easily under an

ifIcohol blaze, without destroying the finish of the

mounting, and makes a very secure fastening.

"Opal."-Please explain the process of restoring

opals which have lost their pollsh and fire through
being worn in rings, etc.?-The restoration of the

polish and color of an opal is a matter that is liable to

result disastrously if attempted by a novice. The

brilliancy can be increased by heat, but if such heat is

too intense or continued too long, the colors vill vanish

entirely. Severe cold will tend to take the " lire " out

of an opal, and when this condition obtains the only

essential remedy is the removal of the outer layer ; the

objection to this plan is that it reduces the thickness of

the stone, and thus allows an easier passage through

it for the light, whereby its beautiful iridescence is

either impaired or lost.

"Black Finish. "-I want to oxidize silver goods

to a full black. What chemicals shall I use P-The

solution generally used for this purpose is that of

pentasulphide of potassium (liver of sulphur). The

articles to be blackened (it cannot properly be termed

an oxidization) are immersed in a solution of 
2.75

drachms of liver of sulphur and 5 drachms of

ammonium carbonate in i quart of water heated to

176° F. They will first become gray, which color

gradually turns into a darker tone until finally they

become a deep black-blue. If the above solution will

not give you the deep black you desire, you can 
double

its strength, although if the articles are plated,
 the

formula given is quite strong enough. In fact, a very

light deposit of silver will not give good results.

'Balance."-Where can I procure such a balan
ce-

truing device as illustrated on page 893, 
September,

1900, KEYSTONE ?--Yoll Will notice in the intr
oductory

paragraph of the article describing the tool y
ou men-

tion that it is original with THE KEVSTONE. This is

equivalent to saying it was never made before our

description appeared,. and we do not know
 of any

manufacturer who is now making it. However, no

one need be without the tool on this account, as
 any

man who call true a watch balance should 
be fully

capable of making the tool from the draw
ings and full

descriptions of all the parts, as they appeared 
on the

page you refer to.
(2) Where can I get such plates as 

they use in

engraving schools for practice P-Some 
engraving

schools use solid silver for practice, but the 
students

must purchase the silver. Such silver can be had at

triy gold or silver smelters, but if you have a 
pair of

jewelers' rolls you can very easily melt 
up any old

silver you may have and roll it out as thin as 
you want

l. The majority of schools use copper plate for 
prac-

tice work as it is a little harder than silver, and 
is really

better for the beginner to work upon. You
 can get

this copper from any tinsmith, as they general
ly use it

for making bath tubs, etc., and the scrap th
ey have

left over is just what you want. There is another

metal that some schools use for making sampl
e plates,

which is called Britannia metal, and is the 
same metal

as that used for making silver-plated ware. 
This can

he purchased from any manufacturer of 
silver-plated

ware.
(3) How is a watch adjusted to di

fferent positions?

-The matter of position adjustments 
was .covered

very fully and in detail in our serial " 
Hairsprings," in

the installments appearing in our issues of 
September,

October, November, December, 1897, 
mid January,

1898.

THE KEYSTONE

"Gun Gauge. "-I have been trying for some time

to ascertain the meaning of the terms, " 12 gauge,"

" to gauge," etc., in connection with the bore of a

shotgun, but can find no one who knows. Can you
help me out r-In the days of old, before arms were

rifled, missiles were round and shot from a barrel that

was smooth bore like a shotgun ; the gauge or calibre

was numbered according to the quantity of a perfect

sphere of lead there was contained in a pound. Thus,

50 gauge rifle was bored for a ball that took fifty of

them to weigh a pound, 20 gauge twenty to the pound,

16, 14, 12, 10, etc. The adjoining table reduces the

standard shotgun or smooth bore gauge decimally to

thousandths of an inch, also to millimeters.

Diameter in decimals
tot the inch.

Gauge
01. b1,11`.

Diameter in

.8:15 8 21.8

.775 10 20.0

.729 12 18.6

.693 14 17.8

.662 16 16.8

.615 20 15.6

.571 25 14.4

.537 13.6

.52ti 32 13.2

.488 40 12.4

.453 50 11.4

In comparison to calibre of rifled arms, it will be

observed there is a marked difference ; in this table, as

the size of the gauge increases, the minerals desig-

nating the diameter of it decreases. Thus, the size of

the hole in the barrel of a 25 gauge smooth bore is

.571, while for 50 gauge smooth bore, it is only .453.

For a rifle barrel of exactly .25 calibre, the bore should

be .250 ; for a .5o calibre it would be inch or .500.

The calibre or gauge of the modern rifled arm, if

correct, is designated decimally by hundredths. Thus,

.32 calibre should be 32-lou, 40-too, etc.,

though few of them are really %dna they are called.

The round ball for shotgun, as cast by leading makers,

is about fifteen thousandths (.015) smaller in diameter

than figures designated in the table, allowing for the

thickness of the patch. The approximate weight of

these are as follows : To gauge 630 grains, 12 gauge

540 grains, 14 gauge 465 grains, 16 gauge 390 grains,

20 gauge 300 grains.

"Rubber Type."-I have a lot of Iiipe and wish to

make rubber stamps with it. Can you Inform me how

10 make such stamps f-Take a piece Of hard wood

board about 12" long, 4%// wide, and w, thick, and
into this make several

Peg. mortises as shown at d,sP

rid Fig. 4. These mortises

[I 11 [11 
are cut entirely through
the board, tricl vary in
size as shown. We will
suppose the smallest mor-

tise is W/ wide by 13z" long, and the large
st i" by

334//. Into one of these recesses d we place our type

as shown at Fig. 5, which is an enlarged view 
of one

of the recesses shown in
Fig. 4. The type are set

UI) and spaced precisely
as printers set theirs. We
place a piece of heavy
sheet brass at g for the
screw f to act against in
holding the type in place.
We next provide a frame
for surrounding the type
to receive the plaster Of.paris. The idea is a 

temporary

or supplementary frame is placed around 
and over the

type to form a recess for the soft plaster. The plan
will be understood by inspecting

Fi. Fig. 6, which is a vertical section ofq 
Fig. 5. In this cut the recess K iii
the supplementary frame G is filled
with plaster zifter ilu,roughly oiling.r ' the face of the type. In this cut

the type are shown at 11. Now it
will be noticed the type extend up

into the recess A- !4.", and when removed from the

plaster will leave a corresponding recess. All the

wood parts described should be thoroughly co
ated

with shellac dissolved in alcohol, so the wet plaster

will not affect theta. After the plaster is set, it is

smoothed flat on the line i i, Fig. 6, and removed 
from

the frame G. This plaster matrix is ready for the

vulcanized rubber, which can be bought of the l
arge

rubber dealers. A piece is cut from the prepared

sheet of the proper size and placed

in the recess as shown at n, Fig. 7.

A plate of heavy sheet metal 1 
is

placed at the back as a follower to

force the rubber into the interstices

of the mould. Two cheap iron

screw clamps, and the backing plate

AI, are other necessary appliances.

The plate AI can be of brass or

iron. After the several parts are in the relation s
hown

in Fig. 7, they are heated enough 
to soften the rubber,

when the follower I can be forced in 
by the clamp

screws L. The proper temperature c
an be got at by

a few experiments. By raising the temperature and

continuing it, the rubber can be made of
 any degree

of hardness. How to mount the s
tamps is too evident

to need description. To prevent 
the rubber adhering

to the moulds, dust them (the 
moulds) with soapstone

dust or fine talc. Soapstone dust is used by shoe

dealers to make a shoe slip on eas
ily.

fa! 6.Prom40f
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"Tin Plate. "-How is tin plating done Omitt
ing?

I have seen cheap spoons plated with lin M
al looked as

though they were dipped in the melted metal
.-There

are quite a number of solutions that ca
n be used for

the purpose you mention, and, of course, the i
nventor

of each thinks and claims that his is the best. 
The

following formula is for tinning by immersion : P
otas-

sium pyrophosphate 5.6 ounces, fused stann
ous chlo-

ride 1.23 ounces, rain water to quarts. Such solutions

ILS these, however, cannot be recommended 
for good

work. The only true course to resort to is 
electro-

deposition.

"Ring Casting. "-I wish to make a ring from 
a

a lot of ol d gold I have on hand. Hill you kindly tell

me the best and quickest way of doing it.P-Where
 but

one ring is desired of a given pattern the best
 and

quickest way is to cast it in a mould made of cu
ttlebone.

To do this, select a good-sized cuttlebone and s
aw it

into tveo parts, rubbing- the faces of such parts until

they are perfectly flat. Insert three small %vooden pegs

in one of the parts so that you will have an 
infallible

guide when you are ready for the casting. After the

tkvo pieces are found to come in perfect contact, s
elect

Ii model of the ring you wish to produce, pla
ce it

between the two pieces and press them together.

This will give you a perfect impression. The m
odel

is then carefully removed and a channel made for 
the

molten metal, and the parts tied together with 
iron

binding wire. A cavity is now made in a pie
ce of

charcoal sufficiently large to hold the metal, and 
this

is tied to the cuttlebone with the cavity close to mout
h

of the mould. The metal is now fused by direct

impact of a blowpipe flame, and is gently run into th
e

mould when quite liquid. Now take the mould apart,

and you will find a perfect casting. If you have not a

model to work by, bath brick can be substituted fo
r

the cuttlebone, Os this substance will permit you to cu
t

or carve the design you wish.

"Benzine."-(1) How can I les/ and prepare ben-

zine for watch work ?-13emine is supposed to be
 pre-

pared when it reaches the consumer. "l'o assure your-

self that it is all right, pour a few drops in the cente
r

of a sheet of good white paper and allow it to ev
apo-

rate. If the sheet shows any trace of the benzine,

after it is dry, it is not in lit condition for watch work.

You will generally find the best quality to be sold 
by

druggists.
(2) What is used for culling and polishing watch

jewels-carbomndum powder P-Diamond dust is th
e

substance generally used for this purpose. If the holes

are of garnet or chrysolite, finely pulverized rotte
n •

stone and water can be used.
(3) Can an attachment be made for damaskeening

on an ordinary .-Imerican hilhe /-Such an attachmen
t

could probably he made, but we doubt if it woukl

perform the work required 111 IL satisfactory manner.

(4) How can I cut a quantity qf wheels on an

American lathe y-There are quite a number of whee
l

cutters on the- market that would answer. Any of the

material houses can supply them.
(5) I have a ratchet-tooth lever escapement which

I wish to change to a chronometer. Will l/w .salne bal-

ance and hairspring keep time with the Sallie escape

wheel ?-lf the watch you have is a fine movement you

can use the same balance wheel and hairspring. You

could use the same escape wheel, but we doubt if 
it

would give good satisfaction ; for in the ratchet-tooth

escape wheel used in watches the teeth are only made

on an angle of 24°, where the escape wheel for a

chronometer should be from 26° to 28°, so we advise

you, if ■'ou desire the watch to keep good time, to cut
a new wheel.

" Dial. "-How can I resilver clock dials?

--Take of nitrate of silver crystals i dram and dissolve

ill 2 ounces of ‘vater contained in a glass or earthen

vessel. In another glass or earthen vessel dissolve 3

drams of pure cyanide of potassium in i ounce of

water. Pour both solutions into a six-ounce bottle and

shake well. At first they will Is.- black but soon settle

clear ; then add I ounce of whiting. Pour out enough

of the solution to do the job in hand and apply the

fluid with a stiff brush, rinse well with pure water.

If any of this solution which has been poured out is

left over, do not put it back into the stock bottle.

Shake well before using to stir up the whiting. A

better process is done by vhat is called cold silvering.

To do this dissolve some old scrap silver in nitric acid

reduced one-half with water. After the silver is all

dissolved, add eight times the bulk of water, and then

common salt as long as any precipitate is formed.

The white precipitate is chloride of silver. Let settle

and pour off the supernatant fluid ; then pour on more

\vater, let settle and again pour off the water, repeating

the operation three or four times to wash the precipi-

tated silver chloride. Dry this precipitate in the dark,

and add three parts by weight of carbonate of potash

(sal tartar) ; i part of whiting and 1 34 parts of finely

ground table salt. To use this mixture wet a large

even textured cork with water and dip in the mixture

and rub the surface to be silvered, which must be bright

and free of grease. After a good coating of silver is

formed, rinse well with pure water and dry by heating.

When cool, rub with clean, soft chamois skin and

varnish with white collodion lacquer.
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Palonted U.S.
and Canada.

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

Wells'Perfeet Self-Conform-
ing and Ventilating Ring
Adjuster is the result of ninny
years' experience. It can be fitted
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of price.
1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.75, or ;4 doz., assorted
sizes. for $2.00 ; 1 doz., metal,
assorted sizes, 86c. (Sc. extra if

registered.) For samples, a small size gold and
medium size metal will be sent for 90cts., or a medium
large size gold and large size metal for Wets. Address,
CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

Rose Diamonds

Opals

Pearls

Turquoise

Carnets

Doublets

MAX R. GREEN & CO.
Importers of

Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry

Precious Imitation Stones
301 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

Our specialty is jobbing stones Lapidary workgiven prompt attention. Your orders solicited.

Whitestones

Moonstones

Onyx

Cameos

Etc.

Etc.

February, .t901

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

62-64 State St.

ALBANY, N. Y.

I Order Work and Repairing my Specialty
I make all kinds of Diamond Mountings,.Itch as Rings, Cluster %Vork and Pendants

Designs and estimates on request
SEND FOR JEWELRY REPAIR PRICE-LIST

H. ZEITNER, 71 Nassau Street, New York

Writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone.

ME •
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•••

0 "
fitARK 0415

-TRW REGISC

°STATE 64 LOW E R.SOVV VI CR. 3F0 °
Coffee Size, $15 oo per dozen. Tea Size, $24.on per dozen.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY

Jos.Mayer & Bros.
Seattle, Wash.

Manufacturers of

Solid Gold Jewelry
Sterling Silver Spoons

Repair and
Special Order

Work
Receives
Prompt

attention

We carry a complete line of

WATCHMAKERS', JEWELERS' and ENGRAVERS'
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

and solicit your orders at Eastern prices.
Agents for

NEW HAVEN CLOCKS
1847 ROGERS BROS. PLATED WARE.

4C,IMERD

SEPIReH
NHT

12.00
per dozen,

including nickel and glass
display case.

Retails at $3.00. •
Sample to Jewelers, prepaid,on receipt of S2.00.
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Karat Punches, How Made

E might add a few suggestions to

the instructions given in regard to

making steel punches in our last

article. Making steel punches

would hardly seem to be properly

classified under the title of " gold working " ;

still, we imagine, many jewelers would be

pleased to get a few ideas on how to make

special. tools 'and punches. It is usual in large

concerns to employ a special man as die or

punch maker ; still there are many gold workers

who have a knowledge of engraving sufficient

to enable them on many occasions " to help

letter or figure punches, where
themselves F o r  

single
ot t .
'

one does only an occasional job in this way, it

is well to provide a few additional facilities for

such work. In making a guiding tube, shown

at Fig. 5 of our last article, we should add a

set and guiding screw. This will be under-

stood by inspecting Fig. t, where

we have reproduced the guide

tube just referred to and added

a set screw at b and a guide

screw at a. The set screw goes

into a simple recess drilled into

the lower plug C. The guide

screw a goes into a slot cut with

a heavy graver. To cut this slot,

take a piece of hard cast brass

ab( Ott 1" square and y5," thick,

and near one edge drill a hole edgewise through

the brass. The location of this hole is shown

at B, Fig. 2. The brass piece

is next nearly split in half by

the saw " kerf " c. The wire

for punches should. be about

No. 14, Stubs' wire gauge.

After the block of brass is split

as shown, the upper part of

the slit formed by the saw is

opened- with a three-square file,

as shown at e. The brass jaws

F and the wire B are clamped

in a vise (the jaws of which are

shown at G G) and a graver, shown at E, is

employed to cut a short groove. The graver

E is driven with a hammer—not pushed by the

hand ; and the cut should be made at one

effort. The object of such guides is to hold

the stump and punch so they can be replaced.

in the relations to each other as on thefirst 

Size, y% x 1X inches.

A handy thing for a Jeweler to use. 
A good thing for a Jeweler to sell. 

You can pick it up at any time, and by simply pressing the button light up anyobject within thirty feet. It can be thrust into a keg of gun powder withoutdanger. Dry batteries. Can be used from 6,000 to 8,000 times (about as agas meter reader would use it) before exhausted. New batteries easily in-
serted, 25 cents each ; retail at 40 cents.

e0MEAD j‘/FG. esa.
14 S. Division St., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Commence the New Year Right
by making your store attractive. If you need new
furniture, lv rite us for prices on

SHOVV CASES,
WALL CASES,
TABLES, Etc.

We make a complete line.

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.,
Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Ont.

Show
Cases

Have You Heard About Our Patent Lighting Device?

Cutting Letter

Punches

We will give a few additional

details for making punches for

letters or figures for stamping

metals. The letter or figure

should be cut, as directed in former article, on

a stump C', then a punch is provided with a

face only large enough to cover

the letter. To illustrate, suppose

the circle at Fig. 3 represents the

face of a stump with a letter en-

graved upon it. We get out a

punch of such size of face as will

cover the letter and, after harden-

ing, the stump C is screwed in

place with the set screw 6 and  

--/

ri

the punch B set on it, and the screw a set up
in the slot cut by E. Two or three smart blows

with the hammer on B produces a raised and

reversed letter on B.

We now have a guide on the face of the

punch to aid us in shaping the letter punch.

With punch makers who make punches for im-

pressing letters on cold metal it is usual for them

to Shape the letters to a sort of cold-chisel edge.

As, for instance, if we should make a vertical

section of a finished punch of the letter H,

Fig. 3, it would appear, if magnified, as shown

at diagram H', Fig. 2, the edges g g repre-

senting the vertical bars of the H

The letter punch, after the first

transfer, is fashioned with files

and gravers until it will pro-

duce a perfect letter in smooth

sheet lead. The punch is now hardened and

tempered. To preserve a perfect copy of our

punch we place a piece of soft steel. wire as a

new stump in A and with our punch setting a

carefully so the punch will not turn, then with

a hammer produce a deep, full impress of the

punch in the new stump. Harden the new per-

fected stump, and any time a letter punch is

required one can be soon made by driving it on

to the perfected stump ; about the only effort

required is to cut the surplus metal of the punch,

over and above what is required for the letter,

out of the way.
We will now, as a sort of branch of what

we have been considering, treat briefly on the

subject of dies and die work. In this day most

of the processes of jewelry manufacture are

conducted by means of dies, of different kinds

and forms. We do not propose to go into all

the details of such manufacture, but rather con-

fine ourselves' to such die work as would be

employed by workers of gold in a small way.

Dies for striking up or embossed work are

usually cut on blocks of steel prepared for the

purpose. Such die blocks can be had of any

of our large tool supply houses, and are all

ready for cutting. Where special presses are

employed, the dies are shaped and fitted espe-

cially to the press ; but under the light we are

viewing the subject we shall only treat the sub-

ject in, as we may say, an abstract sense.

A die, as we shall consider it, is simply a

block of steel, in the stirface of which is sunk a

certain design. Such sunk work is called in-

taglio (pronounced in-tal-yo) engraving. In

all such work the first thing is to prepare a de-

sign, perfect in detail. After the outline is

traced on the face of the die, the steel is cut out

with tools of the proper form.

Taking impressions on colored

wax, as the work progresses,

should be attended to. Hand

tools, similar to those employed

by dentists for grinding out the cavities of teeth,

are employed to smooth the broader sunk sur-

faces. In some instances punches are used to

advantage, but it is to be borne in mind that

such manipulations harden the metal, making

it more difficult to cut with incisive tools. The

experienced die sinker will resort to all sorts of

abrasive methods for shaping and smoothing

his work.

For practice, to those unaccustomed to

such work, hard brass can be substituted for

steel, so as to get accustomed to the use of the

tools and the methods of producing work in

Testing Letter

Punches

Taking Wax

Impressions
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relief. One fault with the novice almost invari-

ably presents itself, viz., cutting too deep. It is

well for the tyro in such matters to practice on

modeling in relief in wax ; this course enables

one to judge with nice discrimination of such

matters. It is to be understood the models are

six or eight times the size of the die to be cut.

(TO DE CONT LIED) •

Conducting Business

The man wlio makes a study of business in general

and his own in particular is bound to succeed, if he

has the push and energy to put his ideas into execu-

tion and to keep constantly studying and improving.

The success of such men is considered remarkable,

and is often attributed by their less prosperous com-

petitors to luck, but it is the result simply of thought

and labor, of the ability to see the trend of the times

and to place themselves in harmony with it. Business

methods have changed greatly in recent years. The

staid and dignified old customs have perforce been

dropped, and more enterprising or perhaps we might

say more spectacular methods have taken their place.

Trade nowadays is so used to being coaxed and

cajoled ancl startled into giving its attention to an

establishment that advertising in one form or another

has become a necessity.
The first and most potent advertisement for a

retailer is an attractive store—the stuffy, musty and

old-fashioned store no longer gets attention, and custo-

mers are no longer satisfied merely with courteous

treatment, however essential that is, but demand bright

and pleasant surroundings—an artistic or striking dis-

play of goods. It may be said that the store window

is accepted by the public as an index to the store, and

that attractiveness of interior is in most cases futile

without a bright and taking %vindow. Too much time

can hardly be spent in making this important adjunct

to the store as attractive as possible, and it is wise to

frequently change the display so as to continually

challenge the attention of the passerby. It is also

advisable to clearly mark the prices of at least some

of the articles displayed, for in that way many a

customer is gained who might otherwise be lost, and

this is especially true if the articles marked are sold at

a very close profit, as leaders always should be.

Courtesy and fairness of treatment are, of course,

essential. The chance customer should be made a

friend, for it requires no skilled mathematician to

figure out, that if old customers are held and new

ones are made daily, success is more than assured.

Let no amount of trouble deter you from serving your

customer well. Make it a matter of pride to satisfy

him and make him feel that his interests are your

interests. Keep your store well stocked up, but order

•ith discretion so as to avoid the accummulation of

dead stock, which in time will kill a store. If you

have any of this class on your shelves get rid of it at a

reduced price, and if one reduction does not move it

reduce the price again and again, and let the public.

know it.
Stock which only serves to fictitiously swell

the inventory is a very bad thing to have around a

store. Take a leaf from the department store's book

of practice and keep things moving. Try a little

advertising in the daily papers ; offer something of

real merit and great demand at a taking price ; no

matter if you do not make a profit on that article, you •

will draw trade and sell other things. Advertising is

simply making yourself and your goods known to the

public, and must be done in some form. Use a bulle-

tin with some bargains, changing it once or twice a

week, but always making it a bargain. Then, for a

change, talk quality, and be sure to give it, for a dis-

appointed customer is a lost customer. In short, be

enterprising, be alert, keep yourself in the eye of the

public, treat them right, and they will do their share

towards making you successful. —Ex.

" I enjoy your talks to clerks especially and owe

YOU many thanks for Me hard jobs you have bel
kd

me over through Workshop Notes, besides maol, thou-

sand valuable hints of all desemptions."—G. W

Coplin jeweler, La Grange, hutiana.
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Annual Banquet of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association

FIE twenty-fourth annual banquet of the

Chicago Jewelers' Association was held at

Kinsey's, in that city, on the evening of

January 17th, and the association's record for

surpassing itself was grandly maintained. To make

each of twenty-four banquets an improvement on its

predecessor is no insignificant task, yet it has been

accomplished by the Chicago jewelers, and in no

instance with greater success than on the present

occasion. The latest banquet was by all odds the

most brilliant of the entire series, and everything from

the oysters to the cigars, from the opening prayer to

the final "good night," or " good morning," was on

a scale of lofty excellence.

As early as six o'clock the guests began to arrive,

and were ushered to the reception rooms on the third

floor, where an appropriately badged and highly

energetic reception committee took pains to make the

reception one of the pleasantest and most agreeable

Parts of the function.

At 7.30 the march to the big banqueting hall on

the fourth floor began, and the hall itself with its

wealth of beautiful decoration presented a scene of

impressive grandeur. The arriving procession was

received with excellently rendered music, and the

guests took their places at the long tables. At the

further end of the hall, running at right angles to the

long rows of tables, was the speakers' table, and at

the center of this President J. F. 'Talbot of the

association was seated.

At President Talbot's left were seated William P.

Williams, Sub-Treasurer of the United States ; Otto

Young, Samuel Alschuler, late Democratic candidate

for Governor of Illinois ; Benj. Allen, F. A. Hardy

and P. J. Healy. At his right were H. F. Hahn, Pro-

fessor Emil G. Hirsch, M. N. Burchard, Hon. Elbridge

Hanecy, James P. Forgan and Abraham Hart.

The souvenir given out was unique. A neat box

was handed by a waiter to each guest, and found to

contain a bottle of wine and very beautiful corkscrew,

with eight-inch curved stag horn handle. At the

larger end of the handle was a silver cap on which

was engraved " C. J. A., fgor." It was a pretty and

expensive souvenir and was very much appreciated by

the guests.
Prayer being said the guests settled down to busi-

ness, and for over an hour the jovial banqueters

enjoyed with a relish the finest cuisine in the Western

metropolis. Fraternity and conviviality filled the

atmosphere, and the excellent music crowned the

pleasure of the feast.
When the inner man had been copiously attended

to President Talbot arose and delivered the address

of welcome, which was as follows :

*k*
President 'Talbot

In view of the good
times we have already had
and the good time to
come, it seems to me but
proper that the banquet
committee should receive
a word of recognition.
The success of these
entertainments represents
the time and the thought
and the labor of a few in-
dividuals. Ever since my
connection with your as-
sociation—now nearly 14
years—those gentlemen
have planned and pro-
vided for our comfort with
the same zeal that they
show throughout the en-

tire year in finding profitable markets for their wares.
I think you will agree with me as you view the pro-
granune of the evening, that this year they are very
much in evidence, and to-night have attained their
great. success. The energy of Sercomb, Flershem's

perseverence, the affability of Mr. Burchard, and the
grace and dignity of Mr. Hahn, are a combination that
cannot be excelled. Evidences of individual as well
as general prosperity seem to surround you, and I con-
gratulate you upon the conditions that augur so well
for the success of another year and the dawn of another
century. (Applause.) We can but pause a moment
while we pay tribute to two of our number who have,
during the past year, gone to join the silent majority.
Messrs. Schrader and Norris are names that will linger
with you for many years to come. Mr. Norris was one
of the oldest jewelers in your city and a charter mem-
ber of this organization.

THIE KEYSTONES

The president's tribute to the banquet committee

was well deserved and received with an outburst of

applause. They worked hard, but the bountiful meas-

ure of success well repaid them.

The president then introduced the toastmaster,

Rev. Dr. William M. Lawrence, %vhom he modestly

eulogized, and the toastmaster responded in an ap-

propriate address, which was in part as follows :

John Ruskin said that " Life without work is sin,
and work without art is brutality." I am very sure
that there is lio line of business which does so much to
foster the artistic and to create a sense of the beautiful
as those lines of commerce with which your own lives
are identified. I am, to be sure, sometimes confused
when I go into a jewelry store to know just exactly
what all the articles are intended for. I don't know
that all of you know [laughter], unless it is to have
the very happy result of transferring the dollar from
the pocket of the customer to the till of your office.
[Laughter.]

I cannot help but say a word to you, if you will
allow me, in regard to what this commerce stands for
with reference to the life of a great city. Gentlemen,
if our city is to be the ideal city along practical lines,
it will not be by the experiments of so-called reformers,
and it certainly will not be through the efforts of the
professional politicians, but it \yin be by that solid
sentiment which the level conscience of business men
can arouse in a public community. [Applause.] It
lies with you and with me as plain citizens to see to it
that our country that has accomplished so much,
especially within the last decade, shall stand for all
that is grand, and for all that is pure in the line of
commerce and in the line of morals, and I believe I
am addressing a body of men who sympathize with
those sentiments. [A ppla use. ]

Mr. Lawrence then introduced judge Elbridge

Hanecy, the eminent lawyer, who was given as a

toast for his oration, "The Twentieth Century." In

the course of an eloquent and witty address Judge

Hanecy said :

There is much for this nation, for this State and

for this city to do during this century. I am not

going into the details with you upon this question,

because I haven't prepared to do so, and I know how

anxiously the other gentlemen are waiting to de-

monstrate to you the superior qualifications which

they possess—politically and otherwise—to the first

speakers, because, you know, in the theatrical profes-

sion, when a play is first launched upon the public,

they call it ' trying it on the dog.' [Laughter.] If it

takes all right, they try it On some one else, and I have

110 doubt that is why I was projected out here to play

that role, the dog. [Laughter.]
One of the missions of the twentieth century will

be, it seems to me—and I think you will agree with

me—the upbuilding of this nation until it is in fact, as

it is in name to-day, the greatest nation on earth, until

this nation has become master of every island around

or about its shore, not by conquest or force of arms,

but by fair barter and trade, by fair acquisition. The

mission of this nation should be to educate, enlighten,

Christianize and civilize the world ; that it should be

the harbor and abiding place of the people of every

nation on this globe, and that may and will be done

without any serious effects, without any serious injury

to our own people. There is no nation or people on

this earth who can so quickly assimilate the discordant

elements that come to its shores from other countries

than this. There is much that this State has to do,

not merely in acknowledgement of the great ability

and merit of one of your honored guests, who occu-

pied such a prominent position before the people of

this State during the last year, in granting to him the

great ambition which lie had—and I hope that he will

live long enough during this century to have this

ambition fully realized. [Applause.]

The toastmaster next introduced Hon. Samuel

Alschuler who delivered a fine address on the wide

theme " The Association and the Rest of Us." He

said in part :

It is remarkable that the love of adornment and

ornamentation of human beings is such as to give
m employment to so any of you, its prominent repre-

sentatives, to say nothing of the thousands of others

whom you represent. And yet it has always been so.

The love of adornment is as old as the human race

itself. It has not always been artistic jewelry. It may

be feathers ; it may have been beads ; it may h
ave

been all sorts of things. It may have been rings

through the nostrils ; it may have been anklets
 ; it

may have been all sorts of things which we now d
eem

barbarous ; and yet it has been but a manifestation of

this same idea and this same desire for personal

adornment.
Now, I do not want this discussion to revolve itself

into a contest between the law and the gospel, because

I know where it would end, and I don't want to t
ake

any such chances (laughter), especially as the go
spel

has so great an advantage over us, in the way, if 
you

please, of making a living, and that is a good deal for

I6o a

a fellow. That is about the end of it. He has got to

live—that is, \dine he lives he has got to live. Old

Lord Brougham has a story told about him. There

was a fellow who was sort of living. on him, and one

day Ile was importuning him for assistance, and said,

" Well, I have got to live," and Brougham looked at

him and said, " Well, I fail to see the necessity."

[Laughter.] But, as I said, while %ve live, of course

we have got to live, and the advantage that the gentle-

men of the cloth have over us is illustrated by a little

occurrence that took place in a little Southern town

where a colored congregation wanted a preacher.

An applicant came, and was told that he had got to

serve without pay. " Well," he said to the chairman

of the committee, " I would like to come here, but

how am I going to get my living?" Well," said the

chairman, that's fill right. You will get your living

just the same as the rest of us, but you, being the

preacher, the finger of suspicion won't point toward

you. [Laughter.]

The toastmaster next introduced Hon. William

P. Williams, Sub-Treasurer of the United States, the

text of whose oration was " Banquets, Their Advan-

tages and Disadvantages." In the course of his ad-

dress Ile gave the advantages as follows :

As man is gregarious, and therefore must mingle ;

as Ile is social, and therefore must exchange ideas ; as

he is carnal, and therefore must eat ; as he loves light

and color and sound and perfume, and therefore must

gratify these ancl other requirements of his wonderful

make-up, the banquet is perhaps more peculiarly
adapted to satisfy more of Ills senses and longings at

one and the same time than any other known institu-

tion—moral, social, physical, intellectual or financial.

Advantages, then, springing naturally from the use of

so comprehensive an idea as a banquet, there must be ;
and, from the very nature of the evolution, so many

and varied as to run the gamut of nature's possibili-

ties and wholly defy even recapitulation within my
allotted ten minutes. The main advantages, to my
mind, and outside of that one evident feature of every
banquet which Owen Meredith has so beautifully em-
phasized, are, first, the moral effect upon the commu-

nity, produced by the avowed purpose of the banquet

and the sentiments expressed by the speakers ; second,
the bringing together of individuals and interests
having a common welfare ; and third, the creation and
development of friendships. Instances showing the
great results effected by the attitude and utterances of
banqueters, gathered together to represent social, re-
ligious, political and commercial forces, are innume-
rable, and I shall not attempt to cite them. Your
own personal experience can easily supply a specific
list.

Now, where are the disadvantages? They are
very limited and are experienced by only two classes,
the ultra gay banqueter and the speakers. The first
of these usually check up on the disadvantages next
day, while the speakers are striking instances of the
refinement of self-inflicted cruelty. Boys, don't ever
make the mistake of wanting- to be a speaker. It's
hollow. We are not having half the fun you are. We
all have that infernal speech on our mind, and we
can't eat and drink as we ‘vould like, as we might be-
cloud our lucidity of thought. [Laughter.] We can't
joke and laugh, because we can't think of anything
but that speech, and if you do once in a while venture
a remark to your adjacent companion in misery, you
are amazed at the imbecility of it, and are only. com-
forted when his answer comes—some five minutes
later—totally irrelevant and equally imbecile, and each
one wonders if the other despises him. Then the sad-
ness which comes over him when he fails to please, no
matter how hard he may try, and the madness which
fills his soul when the other speakers take all his time
and he sees his audience dwindle down to the vanish-
ing point. Take my advice, then, ancl enjoy as humble
members of " hoi polloi " the many and agreeable ad-
vantages of the modern banquet, and be not ambitious
to swell the ranks of that noble army of martyrs to its
disadvantages—after dinner-speakers. [Applause.]

The final toast of the evening was assigned to Dr.

Emil G. Hirsch, the subject being " The Strenuous

Life ; Its Advantages and Disadvantages." After an

eloquent oration by Dr. Hirsch, the toastmaster said :

" Gentlemen, I think you will all agree with me that

the assertion I made during the early part of the

evening has been fulfilled. I am sure you have all

been delighted and appreciated to the full the speak-

ers who have entertained us this evening. Now, wish-

ing you all success the coming year, and hoping that

every one of you may be present next year, I bid you

large
good iligllt."

assemblage then dispersed, delighted

with the magnificent entertainment and keeping in

kindly memory the admirable work of the banquet

committee, which consisted of A. L. Sercomb, chair-

man ; L. W. Flershem, H. F. Hahn, M. N. Burchard,

J. P. Byrne, J. F. Talbot, ex-officio. All these gentle-

men have had much experience in the fine art of ban-

quet arrangement. Many are the successes to their

credit, but the latest was by all odds the greatest.
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Come to Chicago, th
REDUCED FARES

during the months of February and March to the Great Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

SPRING MEETINGS, 1901
of the

Great Buying Center

National Association of Merchants and Travelers
At Chicago Divi.sions A, B, C and ID.

Bridge and River Views in Chicago.
An Inside View of Chicago Public Library.

ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE.

Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western Passenger Associ
ation, including the following States:

Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado (from Denver,
 Colorado Springs, Pueblo and points East

only), New Mexico and Arizona, on the Santa Fe System, Wyoming (fro
m Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and

North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the Great Northern, No
rthern Pacific and Soo System, and mem-

bers on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest points
 on other lines, Northern Peninsula of

Michigan on the C., M. & St. P. and C. & N. W. Ry. lines ; Illinois in Western Passeng
er Association territory.

Also for Texas and Oklahoma and Indian Territories, on the following routes only
 : The Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe ; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and the St. Louis Southwestern (Cot
ton Belt Route).

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FARE.

In Central Passenger Association Territory, including Ohio, Michigan (except Nor
thern Peninsula), Indiana,

and part of Illinois.

(FROM CURRENT CIRCULAR CF TI

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETING

THIRD NIEETINC

FOURTH MEETING

Dates for buying tickets, February 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Dates for returning, February 6, 7, 8, 9, io, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
 and 16.

Dates for buying tickets, February 16, 17, 18, io, 2o, 21 and 2
2.

Dates for returning home, February 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 2
5, 26, 27, 28 and March i and 2.

Dates for buying tickets, March 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Dates for returning home, March 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12
, 13, 14, 15 and 16.

Dates for buying tickets, March 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and
 22.

Dates for returning home, March 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30.

Make a note of the dates for lniying tickets and .returning hom
e. The railroads positively permit ito deviation from the dates given above.

Members must in all cases take certificates (not a receipt) 
front the ticket seller at the point of starting.

VVARNINC ! The dates given above only are 
correct, and the Association can not be respon-

sible for any statements of railroad employ
ees to the contrary.

The following list Of hotels will grant reduced rate
s to those holding membership cards in the National Assoc

iation of Merchants and

Travelers during the Spring Meetings : Windsor-Cli
fton Hotel, Briggs House, Windsor Hotel, Tremont House, Hotel 

Morrison, Revere

I louse, The Saratoga, McCoy's New European Hotel,
 Hotel Grace, Hotel Brevoort, Grand Pacific, Welli

ngton Hotel, The \Vyoming Fire-

l'roof Hotel and Victoria Hotel.
To avoid delay and confusion in the rush to make 

trains, deposit your certificate with the Secretary upon y
our arrival in Chicago.

C. S. TOMLINSON, Gen'l Secretary, 233 Fifth Avenue.

MERCHANTS' AND TRAVELERS' ASSOCIATION.)

Write u.s for additional particulars. Make our store.s your

Otto Young & Co. C. H. Knights & Co.

headquarter.s when you c ome to 
town. We are at your .service.

Benj. Allen & Co. A. C. Becken
Wholesale Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry,

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers,

149-153 State Street. Columbus Memorial Building.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. Lapp & Flershem
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, Wholesale in Everything Needed by Jewelers,

Columbus Memorial Building. State & Adams Streets.

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Silversmiths' Building. 
Columbus Memorial Building.

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, 
Silversmiths,

Champlain Building.

M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., io9 and 111 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Works-East Syracuse, N. V.



Department Pointers

DIAMONDS
Our stock is large ; its assortment, as

to quality and price complete, and as

these are the essential qualifications of

a stock to buy from advantageously, we

think it would pay you to patronize this

department. Turn to pages 98 to 112,

our 1901 Catalogue if nothing there

suits you, let us know what you want;

we can undoubtedly furnish it. If you

haven't our 1901 Catalogue, oblige us by

applying for it.

JEWELRY
In this line as well as others we have

made a careful study of what the trade

demands. Taken together with our

extensive experience, we are thus en-

abled to forecast styles and patterns

with some degree of certainty and act

accordingly. You can therefore feel safe

buying Jewelry from us, in that it is

reliable, that the stock to select from

is complete in assortment and style,

and that it is bought in such quantities

as to save you money. See pages 98

to 356, our 1901 Catalogue.

WATCHES
The fact that throughout the entire holi-

day period last year we took care of our

customers in this line, adds foundation

to our claim of having distinctly the

best equipped and most reliable Watch

Department in the country. It would

indeed be a hard matter to find a better

collection of Gold and other cases of

the latest designs, the best makes and

the best prices. This department is listed

pages 3 to 96, our 1901 Catalogue.

MATERIAL
We without question have the most com-

plete Material Department in the United

States. Reliable work cannot be done

without reliable tools and material to

work with. What we have are the best

in every particular. We also have a

force of thoroughly experienced clerks

to fill your orders, which is an addi-

tional advantage. For this department

we publish a special catalogue contain-

ing about 650 pages. Everything fully

illustrated and described, and which

we will forward on application if you

haven't one.

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO.
Wholesale Jewelers

131-137 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

February, I oo

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOM 811 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO, January 29, 1900

It is the consensus of opinion that

business conditions, as a whole, are

satisfactory. There is not the ac-

tivity that has marked some periods in the last two or

three years, but that is only natural at this season of

the year. The situation in the wholesale and .manu-

facturing interests of this city is encouraging. Pros-

perous conditions throughout the country are causing

dealers to extend their lines and are influencing others

to engage in the trade. The improved 'conditions pre-

vailing throughout the West are shown by reports of

commercial travelers and dealers seeking new loca-

tions, who state that but few vacant stores-are now to

be found. Some towns are reported to be absolutely

withdut a vacant store for the first time in ten years.

This is a most encouraging sign and argues well for a

lively spring trade:
The grain movement, especially in

The Grain Market wheat, is considered encouraging,

as it shows more inclination on the

part of foreigners to buy than has been the case until

very recently, although the latest reports indicated that

the demand was supplied for the time being. There is

a considerably speculative element entering into th
e

wheat market now, though on just what view they

base their ideas in favor of higher prices is hard to

say. Probably the general expression would be that

it was about time for wheat to advance. Certainly,

the crop prospects and the position of supplies here

and abroad would only foreshadow a steady market
.

Corn. shipments from this country show a falling off

and an increase from other sources of supplies, whic
h

tended to depress prices ; but the wet weather is

thought to be unfavorable, and it has surely restricte
d

shipmcnts.

The State of
Trade

Railway construction in the United

Railway States during the year two. fell

Construction somewhat below the estimates

made at the close of 1899. These

estimates were based on what seemed to be 
good

ground for the forecast made by those who we
re in

close tOuch with the situation. The cutting d
own,

however, of the original calculation is not a sur
prise,

all conditions considered. The cost of material
 went

up in kangaroo fashion ; political uncertainties for
 a

time shadowed the future of business, and much

work was confined to the relaying and improvement 
of

old roads. These were all obstructive to a go-ahead

policy, and had a repressive effect on enterprise.
 The

work done, however, has been an evidence of en
cour-

aging, if not enthusiastic activity, especially to the

people of the West and Southwest. According to

the Railway Age, an acknowledged authority in 
such

matters, it is estimated that the year two will 
show an

increase of about 4322 miles, with some 
additional

mileage possible, when the figures are finally re
vised.
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As figured by our contemporary, twenty-one States

west of the Mississippi have built more than one-half

of the total for the entire United States, while the States

east of the Mississippi and south of the Ohio, have

added 1126 miles of new track. Texas came to the

front with a total of 303 tulles ; Pennsylvania made a

good second with Iowa and Minnesota on its heels. As

to the outlook for 1901 it is encouraging, as many

important projects are in contemplation, especially in

the West and Southwest. There is much work yet to

be done before the gridironing of the country is com-

plete, and enterprise will not cease to work hard with

the spike and the steel rail till the demand for trans-

portation facilities is fully met.
The statistician of the United

States Department of Agriculture

has issued a statement of the quality

and farm value of leading. crops in

1900 and 1899, from which it appears that. nine crops

were worth to the farmers $2,275;116,372 in 19oo, an

increase of $248,430,300, or more than 12 per cent.,

over 1899. In round figures, the increases were as

follows : Corn, $127,000,000 wheat, $46,000,000 ;

hay, $28;000,000 ;- cotton, $73,000,000, and buckwheat,

$1,000,000. Against these must be set decreases of

$2o,000;000. in oats, $1,000,000 in rye and $3,000,000

each in barley and potatoes. The final result leaves

a handsome balance in favor of the agricultural

interests last year. This should mean an excellent

winter and spring business throughout the farming

districts of the Western country.
It is gratifying to note that the

Southern South has had i
Prosperity 

ts full share of the

prosperity of the last few years, as

can be demonstrated by a few statistics in agriculture

and manufactures. In 1899 it raised 14235,000 bales

of cotton, as compared with 6,605,75o in Y88o ; .591,-

022,000 pounds of sugar, as compared with. 198,962,-

278 ; 490,325,976 bushels of corn, as compared • With

367,862,141 ; and 55;251,246 bushel § of wheat, as COM-

pared with 51,625,136. During these twenty years the

number of factories has increased from i8o to 663, and

the amount of cotton consumed in these Mills front-

233,886 bales to 1,597;112. In the first six months of

1900 there were 194 cotton mills built in the United

States, 1.75 of which- are in the South. The produc-

tion of iron has more than doubled in twelve years,

while the output of coal has increased from 6,037,163

tons in 188o to over 50,000,000 tons in 1900. With the

increase in Wealth which such statistics indicate there

is every reason to believe that the South in this century

will make corresponding advances on the lines of

educational, religious, scientific and judicial progress.

Considering the manner in which it has been handi-

capped during the latter half of the nineteenth century

by the results of the civil ‘N•ar and the want of capital

and skilled labor, its.accomplishments are remarkable.

It is now conceded to be a fact that

Building Boom Chicago will enjoy an extraordinary

• building boom this Year; it is already

developing. Architects are busy getting up plant; and

specifications for all classes of structures, from stately

office buildings and apartment houses to innumerable

dwellings of all descriptions. A suggestion of the

magnitude of the improvements awaiting the opening

of the building season is contained ill the statement

made on good authority that in the spring foundations

for 500 flat buildings will be laid within a radius of 
a

few blocks in one street of the twenty-eighth ward
.

A special reason .exists for this activity, of course
.

Very littlepuilding was done last year, because of the

fight between the contractors and labor unions ; hence,

the business of this year will represent a great deal o
f

work which would, under more favorable conditions,

have been done last year.
We are glad to note that one par-

Collections are ticularly excellent record made fast

Good year, was in the matter of collect-

ing mercantile accounts, both in the

jewelry and optical trades, as well as in almost 
all

other lines. We read favorable reports from 
every

direction in this respect. The promptness with whic
h

the average account was met played an important 
part

in advancing business confidence and in causing com
-

mercial affairs to move smoothly. It is true that there

were more failures in 1899, due to over-spec
ulation in

buying in some lines and the reaction in prices
 ; but

the otherwise generally healthy condition of the

financial markets led to a promptness in settl
ement

The Farmers
are Rich
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that was a strong contrast with the record of four

years previous.

A Magnificent

Exports amounting in value to

nearly one and it half billion dol-

Record lars, is the magnificent record made

by the United States in the year

1900. In actual figures the total value of last year's

exports was $1,478,050,854, or $202,582,883 in' excess

of the total for the year 1899, the highest previous

record. I II no month of last year did the aggregate of

exports fall below $100,000,000, and the total for

December was $145,994,606, by far the largest of any

previous month in the history of the country.

Here is an astonishing bit of information of busi-

ness interest : The Railroad Gazelle figures that the

freight traffic of the United States equals that of all

the rest of the world combined. Every year a ton of

freight for every one of the 77,000,000 inhabitants of

this country is hauled 1541 miles. •

It is interesting to know that the United States

leads all other nations in the amount of gold coin.

The supply of all countries is placed by the directors

of the Mint at $4,841,000,000, of which the United

States has $1,020,200,000 ; France $810,600,000 ; Russia

$791,709,000 ; Germany $697,9oo,000 and Great Britain

$4,860,700,000. It is also interesting to note that in

1873 the world's supply of gold coin was $1,209,700,-

000 or only $189,600,000 more than is now held in the

United States alone.
The biggest increase in trade during the past year

has been our trade with the Orient. The Pacific coast

has been getting the benefit of the increase and at this

writing doesn't care whether we get the Nicaragua

Canal or liot.

The Mail
of a Chicago
Skyscraper

Here are sdme postal statistics that.

may astonish you. The smallest

postal district in the world is under.

the roof of the Manadnock Build-

ing at Jackson, Dearborn and Van

Buren Streets, Chicago. - The building alone com-

prises a separate and distinct district in itself. At the

.same time, th
e volume of business there is the largest_

of any of the sub-stations or even districts in the city,

save that of the Board of Trade station. In this im-

mense seventeen-storied structure, which covers the

small ground area of 400 feet long by 70 feet wide,

almost 6000 people occupy the 1200 rooms. The

carriers' schedule in the building provides six deliver-

ies every day except Sunday, and in these six deliver-

ies the carriers distribute an average of 25,000 pieces

of mail daily in the great office structure.

• The bankers out in Kansas are not

Not as it reaping the harvest they once did

Used to Be out in that country. It is all the

better for trade, however, and it is

one of the encouraging signs of the tines in that sec-

tion. Here is the way a Western Kansas banker talks

of the situation : " There is more money among the

people of Kansas than there ever has been. The

people all seem to have Money, many of the farmers

are rich, but it is hard on the bankers. There is not

much demand for money—they have no need to

borrow money—have plenty of it themselves. We are

loaning money for thirty and sixty days at 8 per cent.

straight and can't loan all we have to loan by a long

way at that. We have to go into the market and dis- -

count six per cent. paper. In fact, we are glad to get

good six per cent. paper to discount." This banker

lives far out in the. short grass country where a -few

years ago the chief delicacies were jack rabbit and.

wild onions and where the ruling price for money was

two per tent. per month.

Personal Mention

President Charles H. II till aird, of the Elgin Watch

Co., returned last week from a short business trip to

New York.
W. H. Vogell, Chicago manager for Alfred H.

Smith & Co., returned this week from a two-weeks'

visit to the New York office of his firm.

Henry Goldschtnidt, manager for Mrs. T. Kircher,

of Davenport, Iowa, was among a number of well-

known Western jewelry people who came to town

January 17th to enjoy the festivities of the banquet of

the Chicago Jewelers' Association. Mr. Goldschmidt

was the guest of his friend, Will. Juergens, of the

Juergens & Andersen Co.

(Continued on page Mog)
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Dre "CARMEN" Bracelet is the greatest adornment ever in-
vented in the art of Jewelry, and is the first pleasing article for the ladies in the New Century. A
trial order will convince any Jeweler that they have come to stay and will sell.

PRICES QUOTED ARE NET CASH.

(Patent applied for

PAT. APPLIED. FOR

( Patent (ipplied fur )

(Patent applied for.)

(Patent applied for.) ( Pa tent applied for

THE " CARMEN " ADJUSTABLE BRACELET
(Patent applied for)

A circlet for any and all wrists.
Adjusted to fit firm and comfortable to any wrist. Made

III gold, colored gold, gold filled and silver. They will please
all ladies, misses and children ; are very ornamental, and
as they fit like a glove can be worn on all occasions. There
is no solder used in the construction of this bracelet, arevery strong, and will wear longer than any other bracelet
on the market. As it is impossible to give this bracelet
justice by any write-up, it would be to all jewelers' interests
to order a sample.

No. 4-273. Heavy rollee-gold plate, all links engraved . $2.82
No. A-274. Heavy rolled-gold plate, every other link

No. A• 2 7 5. Heavy rolled-gold plate, plain link 
No. 11-276. Silver, all links engraved  
No. 6-277, Silver, every other link engraved  
No. A-278. Silver, plain polished links  

Flat Belcher, ya C.
B-4o7. 1st quality 830.00
B.08. 2c1 quality . 26.50

Plain Tiffany, C.
B-453. 1st quality 828.25
B-454. al quality . 24.75

Engraved Belcher, s C.
B-443. tot quality 828.75
13-444. ad quality . 25.25

Fancy Belcher, X C.
B-463. 1st quality 840.50
B-464. 2d quality . 37.50

It is not the price on our DIAMONDS alone, but Price an Quality make them desirable.
First Quality, white an perfect ; Second Quality, white, slightly imperfect.

In[1.

Flat Belcher, % C.
B-09. 1st quality 841.00
B-410. zd quality . 38.00

Plain Tiffany, X C.
B-455. 1st quality 839.25
3-456. ad quality . 30.25

Engraved Belcher, X C.
1-445. tat quality 839.75
B-446. zd quality . 36.75

Flat Trumpet, X C.
3-465. tat quality 840.25
11-466. ad quality . 37.25

Flat Belcher, X C.
B-41t. 1st quality 807.00
B-412. zd quality . 59,00

Plain Tiffany, X C.
B-457. 1st quality 863.50
13-458. ad quality . 55.50

tlikIll111.11110..non1U111

Engraved Belcher, X C.
B-447. 1st quality 864.00
B-448. ad quality . 56.00

Fancy Belcher, X C.
3-467. 1st quality 841.50
13-468. ad quality . 38.50

Round Belcher, X C.
13-419. 1st quality 841.00
B-420. ad quality . 38.00

Tiffany Belcher, 4 C.
/3-431. 1st quality 829.75

ad quality . 25.25

Rope Mounting, X C.
B-461. 1st quality 1120.50
B-482. ad quality . 16.50

Twist Mounting, X C.
13-469. tat quality 840.50
B-470. ad quality . 37.50

Round Belcher, X C.
3-421. 1st quality 867.00
B-422. ad quality 59.00

Tiffany Belcher, X C.
B-433. 1st quality 839.50
B-434. ad quality . 30.50

Fac'd Belcher, ,Ith C.
11-483. 1st quality 11.10.05
13-484. ad quality . 14.50

Faceted Belcher, X C.
13-471. 1st quality 866.00
11-472. ad quality . 59.00

2.82
2.82
2.82
2.82
2.82

Round Belcher, x C.
B-423. ist quality 8103.00
13-424. 2d quality . . 88.25

Tiffany Belcher, 3.1 C.
14-435. 1st quality 864.00
B-436. ad quality . 56.00

Grooved Belcher, C.
13-485. 1st quality 815.00
13-486. ad quality . 13.00

111111111111111'11111111111111111

Fancy Rope, C.
13-473. 1St quality 867.00
/3-474. ad quality . 59.00

A. C. BECKEN, 103 stat. St., Chicago, Ill.

Febrtlary, 1901

Chicago News

(Continued from page z6oe)

Fred. H. Carruthers is now in charge of the

watch department at B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.'s,

having succeeded L. H. Shaefer, who resigned to go

in business for himself.

The good news has reached the trade here that

Jeweler C. A. Cole, of Winterset, Iowa, who has been

critically ill for the past two months, is now out of

danger and on his way to recovery.

Fred. Crane, of Crane & Rouse, Mount Pleasant,

Iowa, has been in Chicago the past few weeks pur-

suing a post-graduate course in optics.

D. C. Pruden, the well-known optician, of Kansas

City, was in town last week attending the festivities at

the banquet of the Chicago Jewelers' Association, the

guest of his friend, Jack Hardin.

W. E. Clow & Co. ad the Chicago offices of

Watson & Newell Co., Rhodes Bros. & Rothschild

and Heintz Bros., have removed from 501 to suite

t3o4--13o5 Columbus Memorial Building.

M. A. Mead & Co. announce that there will be no

change in their traveling force for the present year,

but that the old boys will remain at the helm. Their

staff includes Tom Hoefer, in Michigan, Wisconsin

and Minnesota ; A. N. Brittan, in Illinois, Iowa, Mis-

souri and Kansas, and M. R. Peck, in the West and

South.
H. M. Lane, Chicago manager for Reed & Bar-

ton, has just returned from his annual January trip to

the factory.
E. J. Schwartz, retail optician at 845 Milwaukee

Avenue, mourns the loss of a mother.

W. J. Miller, Chiwo manager for the Seth

Thomas Clock Co., has returned from a business trip

to New York.
H. G. Nye, Chicago manager for C. Rogers &

Bros., has returned from a flying business trip around

the Western circuit.
H. F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co., accompanied

by Mrs. Hahn, leaves February 7th for Southern Cali-

fornia, where they will spend the remainder of the

winter. Their trip is solely one of recreation, rest

and pleasure, and they expect to be absent about two

months.
A. C. Becken and family left January t9th for their

Southwestern trip. They expect to be absent six or

seven weeks, and will spend most of their time whil
e

away on a ranch in New Mexico.

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., left yesterday

for a short Eastern trip, wherein he will combine busi
-

ness with pleasure. He will be absent a fortnight.

Dr. A. E. Prince, of Springfield, Ill., one of the

noted oculists of the State ; John Wimer, the well
-

known optician of Indianapolis, Ind., and H. 
Wal-

deck, manager of the optical department at Bunde &

Upmeyer's, Milwaukee, were all in attendance at th
e

jewelers' banquet on the evening of January 17th, th
e

guests of J. H. Hardin, manager for F. A. Hardy & Co.

Joseph A. Meyer is the new Chicago and Western

agent for the Queen City Silver Co., of Cincinnati
,

succeeding D. H. Raymond. Mr. Meyer was for

eighteen years in the employ of the Homan S
ilver

Plate Co. at their main office in Cincinnati, is a
n ex-

perienced man in the silverplate line, and the trad
e

will find him a mighty pleasant gentleman to m
eet.

His headquarters are at the Palmer House.

J. W. Tice, Chicago and Western agent 
for

Adolphe Schwob, the Swiss watch importer, has
 just

returned from a trip to the New York headquarte
rs of

his house.
News has reached the trade here announcing the

death of Jeweler E. Von Seutter, of Jackson, Miss
., on

January 7th. Mr. Von Seutter was one of the best

known and most successful retail dealers in the 
South,

and had a large circle of friends in the trade who
 wil,1

regret the news of his death.

A. L. Wiffin, for several years assistant 
to E.

Hart, manager of the material department at 
Benj.

Allen & Co.'s, has been promoted and is no
w in

charge of the traveling force, succeeding Cal. 
Clatter.

Sherman Fletcher has been given Mr. Wiffin's

position.
Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., 

accom-

panied by Mrs. Swartchild, left Chicago January
 12th

for the Pacific Coast on a two-months' trip of re
crea-

tion, rest and pleasure.

THE KEYSTONE

J. W. Forsinger announces that his traveling force

will be made up of the following salesmen for 1901:

E. K. MacGillivray, E. C. Jamison, E. Greyer, L. R.

Millar and W. M. Davidson. The new men in above

list are Mr. Greyer and Mr. Millar. Mr. Davison will

travel in the interests of the railway time service de-

partment of this house.
Koch & Parsche, manufacturers of cut glass, at

40 State Street, dissolved partnership January 1st.

Edward J. Koch, who is well-known to the trade from

his long connection with the Pairpoint Co., has suc-

ceeded to the business, and will continue it at the old

stand under the firm name of E. J. Koch.

Travelers who have recently visited Glenwood,

Iowa, tell us that the new store of Jeweler W. F. Lara-

way, of that place, is one of the most attractive and

modern in that section of the West, and that the new

establishment is alike creditable to the town it is

located in as well as the enterprise of its owner.

Charles S. Ellis and B. C. Wilkinson, of P. W.

Ellis & Co., the well-known wholesale jewelry house

of Toronto; Canada, were in Chicago for a few days

right after the holidays, combining business with

pleasure.
Martin E. Meyer, Chicago, agent of the J. D.

Bergen Co., has recently returned from a two-weeks'

trip to their factory to post himself on the new .spring

line of Bergen cut glass. Mr. Meyer has already re-

ceived samples of the new goods, and is displayin
g

them at his office in the Silversmiths' Building.

Maj. J. B. Trickey, head of the pioneer jewelry

house of J. B. Trickey & Co., Lincoln, Nebr., i
s

spending the winter in California for the benefit of his

health.
Lapp & Flershem furnish us the following list of

salesmen who will make up their traveling staff fo
r

1901 in the territory indicated : H. M. Tenney, in Illi-

nois, Indiana and Ohio ; J. C. Moreland, in Norther
n

Iowa and South Dakota ; Arthur J. Perry, in N
orth

Dakota, Montana and Idaho ; James W. Southerland
,

in Southern Iowa and Nebraska, and D. M. Steve
r, in

Michigan and Wisconsin.

B. Schuette, wholesale, has the sympathy of a large

number of friends in the trade in the death of his wife.

She passed away January 4th, and leaves, beside
 her

husband, two small children, one being an infant.

Geo. E. Marshall, the well-known and successful

retailer on the fourth floor of the Columbus Memo
rial

Building, will incorporate under the present nam
e

February 1st. The capitalization will be $5o,000, of

which Mr. Marshall will hold four-fifths or 400 shares
;

Wiliam S. Hyde, Jr., 50 shares, and Anthony S. True
,

50 shares. Both Mr. Hyde and Mr. True have been

faithful and valued employees of Mr. Marshall fo
r ten

years past, and have each been given a ten per 
cent.

share in the new firm. It is fair to state here that

the new concern will have a paid in cash su
rplus of

$25,0042 in addition to the capital stock above stated
.

No stock will be offered for sale, and there will b
e no

change in the management..

Frank M. and Albert W. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle &

Co. ,have the sincere sympathy of a large circle of 
friends

in the trade in the loss of their mother, Anna 
Margaret

Sproehnle, who passed away January t7th, at the 
ripe

age of seventy-nine years, from an attack of 
pneumo-

nia. Mrs. Sproehnle had an interesting personality.

She came to Chicago in 1846, when there w
ere but

12,000 people here, and saw this little band increa
se to

2,000,000. Five children survive her.

William Smith, president of the Geneva Optical

Co., of Chicago, but who resides in Geneva, N
. Y.,

is in the city this week attending the annual 
meeting

of the board of directors of the Geneva C
o., and

looking over their business for the past year.

Henry B. Graves, manager of the Standard O
pti-

cal Co., of Geneva, N. Y., has been in town 
for seve-

ral days past looking after the interests of his
 firm.

Lloyd Milner, president of Spaulding & Co., has

just returned from a short Eastern trip.

Henry Jacobson, well known in the trade as a

•member of the diamond house of Jacobson 
Bros.,

New York, while in this city during the h
olidays, was

taken ill and was confined to his room at the 
Great

Northern Hotel for two weeks. As soon as 
he was

able, which was not until after New Year
's, he took

the train for his home, and at last accounts 
had recov-

ered sufficiently to be about business agai
n.

Ed. M. Stanton, optician, with Keil & 
Hettich, 9.4

State Street, has recently become a 
benedict.
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Ed. W. Drury, the well-known traveler 
for the

Non-Retailing Co., of Lancaster Pa., sto
pped over a

day in Chicago the early part of the mon
th, en route

home from a trip to Southern California, 
where he

was called by the serious illness of his 
mother.

D. I. Byers, of the Cincinnati Gold and 
Silver

Refining Co., Cincinnati, was in Chicago fo
r several

days during the early part of the month c
alling on the

trade in the interests of his firm.

.Charles C. Inskeep, of the firm of Chambers
, Ins-

keep .& Co., wholesale and manufacturing 
opticians,

has become a benedict. He was married in 
this city

on Christmas evening to Miss Carrie B
rown. The

couple left immediately after the ceremony fo
r a short

trip to Ottumwa, Iowa, the old home of Mr. 
Inskeep,

where they spent the early part of their 
honeymoon.

THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Gossip Among the Trade

Among the changes in the track- that the new yea
r

has brought, is the absorption of the United 
States

Pneumatic Clock Co., of Chicago, by the Autom
atic

Electric Clock Co., also of Chicago, and the 
reorgani-

zation of the consolidated concern as the A
merican

Clock Co. The new company succeeds the 
first-

named company in the manufacture and instal
lation

of Hahl's synchronous clock systems, and the se
cond-

named company in the manufacture of its diff
erent

lines of clocks. The pneumatic synchronizing sy
stem

has been before the public for three years past, and th
e

automatic electric clocks , for about the same 
time,

and are rapidly pushing themselves to the fro
nt on

their merits. The American Co. has been organize
d

under the laws of New Jersey, with a capital of V0
00,-

000. Thomas H. Wicks, vice-president of the Pul
l-

man Car Co., is the president, and C. D. Ettinger, 
of

the Murphy Varnish Co., is the vice-president, and P
.

C. Walden, also of the Pullman Co., is the secretary
,

and G. J. M. Porter, the well-known Western cloc
k

man, is the treasurer and general manager. James H.

Eckles ex-comptroller of the United States and no
w

president of the Commercial National Bank of Chicago,

is on the board of directors, and among its s
tock-

holders are a number of Chicago and New York'
s

representative business men. This company starts on

its career with exceedingly bright prospects, and 
its

future is most promising.

The contract for making an elaborate silver service

to be presented to the battleship Illinois, by the peopl
e

of Chicago, has been awarded to the retail jewelr
y

house of Stevens, Wallace & Co., 96 State Street
.

The cost of the service is to be about itto,000, and the

work will be completed inside of three months. Th
e

designer's drawings will be forwarded to the New

York factory. Designs for the service were submitted

by several leading retail firms of Boston, New Yor
k

and Chicago. Among the last named were Spauldin
g

& Co.; Hyman, Berg & Co., and C. D. Peacock. Th
e

successful design was the work of Charles H. Armin,

designer for Stevens, Wallace & Co., who distanced

his competitors by writing to naval officers and securing

their ideas. The service will consist of two punc
h

bowls and ladles, candelabrum, epicurean dish, two

fruit dishes and tray-ten pieces in all-and will b
e

one of the finest possessed by any warship. Each

piece will be packed in a hardwood case.

Jewelers will find a great convenience in the pos-

session of a copy of Otto Young & Co.'s new tool an
d

material catalogue for watchmakers, engravers, jewel-

ers and opticians, just issued by them. It consists of

704 pages, bound in cloth, well printed and copiousl
y •

illustrated. This is an important and useful catalogue,

covering the extensive lines of goods handled by the

material department of this firm. The first 212 pages

after the title pages are devoted to tools. This part of

the catalogue is very complete. Next comes 2 pages

devoted to watch and jewelry checks, followed by 5

pages given up to watch and spec. signs ; then comes

3 pages given up to watch glasses ; next comes 3

pages devoted to watch and clock keys and key rings;

next comes 17 pages devoted to clock and music-box

material ; then follows 5 pages listing books for watch-

makers, engravers and opticians ; next comes to pages

devoted to polishing powders, jewelers' solutions, etc. ;

followed by I page given to watch and clock oil ; then

comes 26 pages devoted to jewelers' boxes, cards,

trays and tags ; next comes 330 pages devoted to

(Continued on page r6oi)



The Shadow Test and
Use of the Retinoscope

THIS NEW WORK
ON SKIASCOPY
far excels all previous
treatises on the subject in
comprehensiveness a n d
practical value to the re-
fractionist. It not only
explains the shadow test
in its practical applica-
tion to the work of re-
fraction, but expounds
fully and explicitly the
optical principles under-
lying it. In depth of
research, wealth of illus-
tration and scientific com-
pleteness, this work is
unique.

Bound in cloth; contains
231 pages-73 illustrations
and colored plates.

Sent postpaid on receipt of

Price, $1.50
(68. 3d.)

For sale by
All the Leading Wholesale
Optical Houses of Great Britain
and Bosch, Barthel & Co.,
Sydney, N. S. W.

Published by THE KEYSTONE
The Organ of the Jewelry and Optical Trades

loth & Brown Streets

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

BOOKS FOR THE BENCH
PRICE, ONE DOLLAR EACH

The

Keystone
Watch Repair

Guarantee
Book

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
has space for 1,600 entries of watch repairs, with printed headings. It is
made of fine linen ledger paper, has I20 pages measuring 9 x II inches,
and is substantially bound in cloth with leather back and corners. It is
better and lower-priced than any other book of its kind on the market.

The Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
contains 200 printed guarantee forms with stubs. Each guarantee is 33(x7%
inches and most carefully worded. The use of the guarantee is now con-
ceded to be an essential of success at watch repairing, and this book is the
cheapest and best of its kind procurable. It is well and handsomely
bound in cloth.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts , Philadelphia, Pa.

The WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
A Complete and Practical Guide for Watchmakers in Adjusting Watches and Chronometers

for Isochronism, Position, Heat and Cold
By CHARLES EDGAR FRITTS ("Excelsior") author of 0 Practical Hints on Watch Repairing; " " Practical Treatise on Balance Spring; "" Electricity and Magnetism for Watchmakers ; " etc., etc.

E
T HIS. well-known work is now recognized as the standard authority on the adjustments and kindred subjects, both here and in England.It contains an exhaustive consideration of the various theories proposed, the mechanical principles on which the adjustments arebased and the different methods followed in actual practice, giving all that is publicly known in the trade, with a large amount ofentirely new practical matter not to be found elsewhere, obtained from the best manufacturers and workmen,as well as from the author'sOwn studies and experience.

In addition to the adjustments, it treats of the preliminary work of getting the movement in perfect condition as a necessary prepara-tion for the adjustments. This covers the special examination and correction of the four principal escapements—the chronometer, detachedlever, duplex and cylinder—and a similar examination of the rest of the movement ; the philosophy and methods of demagnetizing watches ;
price $3.5o.
different methods of timing, testing, regulating, etc., thus covering substantially all the branches above ordinary watch repairing. Former

Sent, postpaid, on receipt of $2.50

THE KEYSTONE, (Sole Agent)
19th 6 Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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Expert WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

Estimates sent same
day work is received.
None but experts em-

ployed. Send us your
work.

Dept. R

Columbus Jewelru Co.
47 to 59 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

Order Work 
for gee7-ellgt

and Repairing
My Specialty

Zeltner, 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

-.•■■■

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.
chas.A.stahljr.

Providence, it. I.

Souvenir
Friendship Hearts
ofanv locality. Sen pd hoto.or prints with orders.

Chas. A. Stahl, Jr.
Providence, R. I.

If you want A Filet-Class
CUCKOO CLOCK

write to
The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Manuiseturers

1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphiafor Catalogue.

NEW FIRM NEW GOODS

NO CHESTNUTS

Harris, Schuster & Co.
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Wholesale Jewelers
Jobbers in American Watches

Why not give your patronage to a new
firm just starting?

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

FACTORY—Newark, N. J.

Photographs oo watch Dials
aog oaps.
Price,
75 Cents.
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26 Cents.

THE ELMORE CO.,
ns Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

The Optician's Manual
is acknowledged by optical teachers and practicing opticians to be the mostpractical work on optical science. It contains 422 pages, is bound in clothand copiously illustrated. Price 82.00. For sale by the leading wholesaleoptical houses of the United States, Canada, Great Britain, and Bosch,Barthel & Co., Sydney, N. S. W.

11111 KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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watch material, very complete and extensive ; fol-

lowed by 30 pages of watch case materials ; then

comes 49 pages devoted to jobbing material and

jewelers' findings ; followed by 7 pages devoted to

graphophones, tild the next 2 pages give list of prices
on work for the trade, which completes the book.

The general make-up of the catalogue gives evidence

of a great deal of attention to details and a thorough

appreciation of the requirements of the trade. The

book will be sent prepaid to any regularly-established

retail jeweler who requests it, provided one has not

already been sent him.

A meeting of members of the trade interested in

starting a Jewelers' National Park Resort was held

January 4th, at 84 Washington Street. Officers were

elected and considerable progress was made. Edward

Tyler, of the Ansonia Clock Co., was chosen presi-

dent ; Fred. Pettee, of the Waterbury Clock Co., vice-

president ; Hugh E. King, secretary, and Paul .Shor-

diche, corresponding secretary. Subscriptions to the

amount of $2100 were received, and it was reported

that enough more were in sight to bring the total up

to something like $4000. A site on the banks of 
the

St. Charles River, fifteen miles from Muskegon, Mich.,

may be selected. It is finely located, and will cost

about $15,000.
The National Association of Merchants and Trav-

elers have arranged their spring meetings at Chicago,

and have secured for visiting buyers special excursion

rates at one and one-fifth fare in the territory of the

Western Passenger Association, including the follow-

ing States ; Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, Kansas, Ne-

braska, Colorado (from Denver, Colorado Springs,

Pueblo and points East only), New Mexico and

Arizona, on the Santa Fe System, Wyoming (from

Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and North and

South Dakota, except on the lines of the Great

Northern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and

members on those lines can secure the reduced rates

from the nearest points on other lines ; Northern

Peninsula of Michigan on the C., M. & St. P. and C. &

N. W. Ry. lines ; Illinois in Western Passenger 
Asso-

ciation. territory. Also for Texas and Oklahoma and

Indian Territories, on the following routes only :
 The

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ; Chicago, Rock I
sland

& Pacific, and the St. Louis Southwestern 
(Cotton

Belt Route). At one and one-third fare in the 
Central

Passenger Association territory, including Ohio, M
ichi-

gan (except Northern Peninsula), Indiana and 
part of

Illinois. The dates for buying tickets for the first

meeting : February 2d to 8th ; returning, Februa
ry 6th

to 16th. For second meeting : February 16th to 22d;

return, February 20th to March 2d. For third meeting:

March 2d to 8th ; returning, March 6th to lath.
 For

fourth meeting : March 16th to 22d ; returning, 
.March

20th to 3oth.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of 

the

Geneva Optical Co. was held January 25th, at 
which

all the old officers were re-elected for another
 year.

The company has had a prosperous year in 
1900, one

of the most satisfactory in their history, as 
was shown

I)) the reports of its officers read at the mee
ting.

THE KEYSTONE

Out-of-town Visitors

W. A. Tall, of Tall & Son, South Haven,
 Mich.,

has been in the city for some little time 
pursuing a

course in optics at the Northern Illinois 
College.

Clyde S. Poole, the well-known jeweler of
 Joplin,

Mo., was a caller at KEYSTONE headquarters this
morning. He reports prosperous conditions 

ill his

section, and said that the new year was 
opening up

nicely in a business way.

Geo. H. Rohling, of Bellevue, Iowa, wa
s seen

among our wholesale houses this week 
buying goods

for the home market.

D. G. Berry, of Carthage, Ill., was in the 
city for

a day or two last week replenishing 
his stock after the

holiday depletion.

Fred. Lambert, of Albai, Iowa, was in 
Chicago

few days last week combining business wit
h pleasure.

Theodore L. Rogg, of Des Moines, Iowa, 
was

among the number of well-known western 
jewelers

who enjoyed the feast given by the Chicago 
Jewelers'

Association last week.

C. F. W. Marquardt, of Norfolk, Nebr., was in

the city January 9th and loth attending the meeting of

the Illinois Optical Society.

C. S. Raymond, of Kansas City, was a trade

caller in Chicago last week.

Joseph Dobbs, the veteran jeweler of Geneseo,

Ill., was in town January 9th and loth attending the

meeting of the Illinois Optical Society. Mr. Dobbs is

an enthusiastic student in optics and seldom fails to

get to Chicago when there is a meeting of his State

brethren.
J. A. Seekatz, of Hoopestown, Ill., was in Chicago

recently attending the meeting of the Illinois Optical

Society.
Jeweler A. F. Pierce and wife, of Milford. III.,

were in the city recently attending the meeting of the

Illinois Optical Society. •

S. Joseph, the well-known jeweler of Des Moines,

Iowa, was in Chicago for a few days last week accom-

panied by his son, J. Joseph. They were buying

new fixturers for the home store, which is undergoing

extensive improvements.

Jeweler J. W. Neasham, of Ottuma, Iowa, was in

.the city last week taking in the banquet of the Chicago

Jewelers' Association.

Miss Spencer, of John Spencer & Daughter,

Edgerton, Wis., was in town last week on a pur-

chasing trip.
B. Strouse, McGregor, Iowa, was a visiting buyer

here recently. -
C. S. Hayes, of Norfolk, Nebr., was in Chicago for

a few days last week combining business with pleasure.

J. E. Mitchell, of Fort Worth, Texas, has been

spending a few clays in town this week looking over

the market. ,
J. R Murphy, of Woodstock, Ill., was.seen among

our wholesale houses daring the past week. -

Will. H. Beck, the genial and well-known jeweler

of Sioux City, Iowa, was in town for 'a day or twO last

week greeting his many friends in the trade. Mr.

Beck attended the jewelers' dinner given at Kinsley's

on the night of January 17th. He remarked to THE

KEYSTONE representative that the banquet was a most

enjoyable one to him, as much so as any one he. had

ever attended.
H. E. Cole and wife, of Mt. Carroll, Ill., were in

town for a few days last week combining business

with pleasure.
J. C. Klaholt, of Springfield, Ill., came to town

January I 7th to attend the jewelers' banquet. He

was on hand all right, and said that it was unques-

tionably the finest affair of the kind he ever attended.

J. C. Wortley, of Kalamazoo, Mich., was a visit-

ing buyer in this market the past week.

A. W. Ford, of Freeport, Ill., was in town this

week on a purchasing trip.

Frank LeBron, the well-known jeweler of Keokuk,

Iowa, could not miss the banquet of the Chicago

Jewelers' Association last week for anything in the

world, so he said. He was on hand looking as young

as ever, and remarked that the jewelers' dinner of

1901 was surely the finest he had ever attended.

Chas. Stiller, of Roberts, Ill., was a visiting buyer

here this week.
H. M. Stephenson, jeweler-optician, of Escanaba,

Mich., was in Chicago recently on a business trip.

Chas. F. Dilzer, with J. C. Woeltle, Peoria, Ill.,

was here January 9th and loth in attendance at the

meeting of the Illinois Optical Society. Mr. Dilzer is

quite an enthusiast in optics, and said he enjoyed the

meeting of the State Optical Society most thoroughly,

and that the society's banquet alone was worth his

trip to town.
A. E. Harlan, of Henderson, Iowa, paid this

market a visit last week.

B. liraunwarth, jeweler-optician, of West Bend,

Wis., was in town last week for a few days, combi
ning

business with pleasure.

H. l. Chase, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was a visit-

ing buyer in this market last week.

The Magic of Self-Confidence

A man's success in life is usually in proportion to

his confidence in himself and the energy 
and persist-

ence with which he pursues his aim. In this 
competing

age there is little hope for the unto who does 
not thor-

oughly believe in himself. The titan who can be 
easily

6o

discouraged or turned aside from his purpose, the

man who has no iron in his blood, vill never win.

Half the giant's strength is in the conviction that

he is a giant. The strength of a muscle is enha
nced

a hundredfold by the will-power. The same muscle,

when removed from the giant's arm, when div
orced

from the force of the mighty will, can sustain 
but a

fraction of the weight it did before it was discon-

nected.
What miracles confidence has wrought ! What

impossible deeds it has helped to perform ! It took

Napoleon over the Alps in midwinter, it took Farm-

gut and Dewey past the cannons, torpedoes and 
mines

of the enemy ; it led Nelson and Grant to victory ; it

has been the great tonic in the world of discovery, in-

vention and art.
The man without self-confidence and an iron will

is the plaything of chance,- the puppet of his environ-

ment, the slave of circumstances. With these he is

king, ever master of the situation. —success.

Money Back

Not long ago a buyer, becoming dissatisfied with ,

his purchase, brought it back to the store where he

traded, and asked for the return of his money. As

the firm had vociferously 'advertised " your money

back," he anticipated no difficulty in effecting the ex-

change. To the buyer's discomfiture he was kept

waiting ten minutes before the clerk who had first

served him would let him explain his errand, and then

the salesman consulted the superintendent, he in turn

interviewed the proprietor, and the latter catechised

the buyer at length and with offensive brusqueness.

Finally, after half an hour's delay, the money was

grudgingly paid to the buyer and he left, vowing

nevermore to cross the threshold of the store. That

transaction probably cost the firm hundreds of dol-

lars, as the man had been a good customer. No

merchant has a right to advertise " your money back"

unless he is prepared to return it promptly and with

good grace.

To the Trade

I am no longer connected with the International

Silver Co. I have been a manufacturer of Rogers

Silver Ware for the past thirty years, beginning in

1870 as the Rogers Cutlery Co. In 1879 I consoli-

dated with the Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co., and have

managed both companies until January I, 1901.

I now offer my services as advisor and agent to

the thousands of customers who have bought millions

of dollars worth of goods of me during that time.

Allow me to advise you not to make any contracts for

Plated Ware until you have seen the goods and

received the prices of the company upon whose letter-

head I ant writing you. Their goods sill be equal to

any Rogers Ware made, and their prices will be all

right.
These. two. Rogers are brothers—sons of my late

uncle, Simeon S. Rogers, who was one of the original

Rogers Brothers.

Prices on Plated Ware have been reduced since

January 1st, and as I will be ill a position to know

what the ruling prices on Plated Ware are, I know

that I can save you money. My services will cost you

nothing, as I shall be to you what a stock broker is

when you want to buy or sell stocks: You can write

to a reliable broker %vim will give you the market
 quo-

tations ; this is just what I want to do for you. I will

keep you posted on prices you ought to be ab
le to

buy the different brands of R o.,;()rs u. u e els for. There

will be very low prices during this year on 
Rogers

goods. You want to be in it, tual I will try to d
o my

part to help you buy at bottom prices. Buy only as

you need at present, as prices may go lower ; 
unless

you can buy xvith prices guaranteed to meet the

market, then you are safe against a fall in prices.

You will receive a prompt reply to any en
quiries

you may desire to make. Wishing you a prosperous

New Year, I

—Ado.

Yours truly,
W. H. WATROUS.
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Omaha and Vicinity

A check has been met with in the marvelous busi-

ness which has been done by jobbers and retailers in

this vicinity the past two months. Gaunt disease, not

of a financial nature, but physical, has pointed its

finger at the West, and the result is an inertia in busi-

ness entirely out of consonance with expectations and

wholly unwarranted by any other conditions. Every-

thing pointed to a magnificent business for February,

but during January smallpox made its appearance in

many of the Western cities, with the result that busi-

ness men have been cautious, traveling men more so

and mail orders are carefully fumigated by Uncle

Sam's Nasbys before their emission from the point of

location of those writing them. The disease is not

virulent, none of the towns reporting deaths so far,

though at some points the disease did assume a malig-

nant form. Several hotels were quarantined, notably

one at Des' Moines, another at Council Bluffs, while

one at Columbus, Nebr., only escaped through the

desire expressed by the patient for removal from the

hotel immediately upon discovery of his having been

attacked with the malady. Careful precautions have

been taken by the health authorities at each infected

point and an epidemic is not feared. But a sufficient

number of cases have appeared to cause some uneasi-

ness, and this feeling is reflected in the volume of

business transacted. Industries, however, have every

prospect of enlargement, and as soon as the scare is

over, construction work will be resumed and working

circles again placed on a footing of prosperity.

At Omaha the most important announcement

made is that of the Union Pacific, that in February it

will begin the construction of new shops near the site

of the present buildings. The new shops, however,

will be on a much larger scale than the present plants

and will be equipped with all machinery necessary for

the construction of engines and cars of all descriptions.

The delays occasioned in the failure of the Eastern

shops to fill orders of the Union Pacific for upwards of

too locomotives and an immense number of freight

cars has caused the officials to come to the conclusion

they can best afford to do their own construction work

instead of the very minor portion hitherto done at the

shops.
The failure of Congress to pass any irrigation

legislation has caused, besides a spirit of gloom, a

deepening spirit of antagonism which is reflected in

determined moves on the part of the West to prevent

legislation sought by Eastern cities. Western senators

and congressmen are being abjured to prevent appro-

priations for such matters as pneumatic mail tube mail

services in Eastern cities, Eastern harbor work, etc.,

until the radical necessities of the West are recognized.

An appropriation of $3,000,000 by the present Congress

for irrigation work would result in the enhancement of

the business of Eastern business houses to an extent

quadrupling that amount, as Western business men

cannot undertake enterprises or enlarge their com-

mercial operations with the doubt of a probable exodus

from well-settled districts hanging over them. Such

an exodus must surely occur if some remedial legis
-

lation is not pressed through Congress.

But little has occurred during the past mouth to

affect general business conditions other than the

matters just stated.
S. M. Thomas, of Tabor, Iowa, made a hurried

call to Omaha about ten days ago, to get some spe
cial

stock.
Tony Zimmer, of Nebraska City, Nebr., kept the

Omaha jobbers busy for a time, filling his orders
 last

month.
Fred. Brodegaard, an Omaha jeweler, has been

down for a week with the prevailing discomfort,

la grippe.
N. P. Frandsen, an Omaha jeweler, is the ha

ppy

father of a girl, who, he says, will not wait l
ong be-

fore becoming his best patron.

J. L. Jacobson, an Omaha manufacturing j
eweler,

went to Washington the latter part of the mo
nth, as

one of Nebraska's presidential electors, to cast 
his

vote as one of the eight President McKinley r
eceived

by the political upheaval in the State last Nove
mber.

C. F. Steiner, of Newmans Grove, Nebr
., who

started in business there last fall, reports a b
ooming

trade. He says sixty residences are now going 
up in

the town, with six brick business blocks.

THE KEYSTONE

J. W. Grabill, of Plattsmouth, Nebr., recently

made a visit to Omaha.
The jobbers and Manufacturers' Association, of

which several of the leading jewelry jobbers are mem-

bers, is sending out 13,000 circulars, inviting Nebraska

merchants, and those from adjoining States, to come

to Omaha at the expense of the association, to buy

their goods. The plan has been tried successfully on

several previous occasions.
Fred. Hinrickson, of P. E. Flodman & Co., re-

tailers at Omaha, will start the first week in February

for Mexico to recuperate his health.

M. D. Franks, who has been engaged in manufac-

turing jewel settings at Omaha, will open a jewelry

business on North Sixteenth, Omaha, shortly after the

first of the month. His location is an excellent one,

and with the many friends he has in the city his pros-

pects are bright. He has already bought a complete

stock.
Charles A. Tucker, of Lincoln, Nebr., who was

in the city recently, says the session of the Legislature

now being held is booming the jewelry business im-

mensely.
The Reichenberg-Smith Co., wholesalers, at

Omaha, in subscribing p000 a short time ago to the

building of a new auditorium for Omaha, did not sus-

pect the immediate personal benefit to be derived as a

result of their subscription. The Auditorium Com-

pany, comprised of several hundred business men, has

purchased the block immediately joining that in which

the Reichenberg-Smith Co.'s establishment is located.

As permanent exhibits are to be kept at the new audi-

torium, and it will be one of the most prominent visit-

ing points of the city, Omaha's Maiden Lane will cer-

tainly be benefited.
Robinson Bros., jewelers, at Council Bluffs, Iowa,

were robbed of a watch, January t9th, by two negroes,

one of whom took the watch to the door to " show it

to a friend," the other bolting as soon as the first

thief had gone outside.
A. Hahn, a jeweler at Albion, Nebr., has moved

to Durango, Colo., and his place is taken by a former

clerk, who opens business as the Jones Jewelry Co.

J. C. Gigon, a missionary for The Keystone

Watch Case Co., was in Omaha the latter part of

January, en route to the Black Hills. Mr. Gigon gave

every indication of being a " rustler" while here, and

if he did not become acquainted with the character of

people he would meet in the Hills country, it was not

due to his failure to ask questions concerning them.

He made his headquarters with the Reichenberg-Smith

Co., wholesalers, while in the city. He expressed de-

cided pleasure at the hospitality offered him at all

points he touched en route to Omaha.

H. M. Carle, representing The Keystone Watch

Case Co., was an Omaha visitor during the latter part

of January; He was already acquainted in the city,

but pleasantly renewed former friendships and made

new friends among the jobbing and retail trade.

J. W. Goldsberry, of Leigh, Nebr., called on the

Omaha trade during the past month.

Mr. Owens, of Davis & Owens, Falls City, Nebr.,

who was in Omaha a few days ago, says that prospects

were never better in his vicinity.

H. R. Dunning, of Fremont, Nebr., has removed

into his new building, constructed during the late fall.

Max Egge, of Grand Island, Nebr., made his first

appearance in Omaha since before the holidays, the

latter part of the month, giving " rushing business"

as his excuse for failure to make more regular trips.

John Albright, of David City, Nebr., has started

his son along the parental steps by placing him at the

Omaha Watch Repairing and Engraving Institute.

After a course there the young man will go to Chicago

to complete an education in music at the Conservatory

of Music.
J. W. Howard, of Hastings, Nebr., Burlington

watch examiner at that place, was in Omaha a few

days, attending to Burlington business and replenish-

ing his stock.

"Next to a good outfit in tools and materials, as a

necessity to a good mechanic, is The Keystone. A m
an

may do good, fair work with but few tools, but wit
h a

good outfit he can do a much better job ; and if some

can run business without The Keystone, they could r
un

it much better with it. So here is your dollar and s
end

The Keystone at once on the ' Narch' for a twel
ve

months' trift."—f. Raubert, jeweler, Ligonier, hid
.
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Testimony of a Watch

It Seemed to Acquit a Man of Murder, but it

Really Did Not

" Circumstantial evidence," said the detective,
 " is

one of the things that are just as likely to work
 one

way as another. I recall one case in which I had a

hand where it backed up an,alibi that saved a 
man.

"About twenty years ago an engineer, running a

donkey engine on a wharf at Chicago, was found

drowned with a wound in his head. The body was

seen early in the morning floating under the wharf, 
and

when his clothing was searched a plain silver watch

was found in his pocket, which had stopped at eight

o'clock. That fixed the time of the drowning, or at

least of the body's falling in the water, and a furthe
r

examination by the physicians showed that the man

was still living when he had gone overboard, as ther
e

was water in his lungs. It might have been an acci-

dent, as the engineer was in the habit of getting drunk

at night and going to sleep near his engine ; but it was

known that he had had a difficulty with a bad man o
f

the neighborhood that afternoon, and the bad man
,

known as Smithy, had announced that he would do

him at the first opportunity. This had happened

about 3 o'clock, and about 6 o'clock Smithy had been

seen in various saloons by a dozen or more persons

looking for the engineer and threatening to kill him.

" Under the circumstances, the logical thing for

the authorities to do was to arrest Smithy, and this we

did, but not until late in the afternoon, as he was dis-

covered five miles out of town, which was further tes-

timony against him. He denied all knowledge of the

death of the engineer and took us to the house of a

man and woman Who swore that he had taken supper

with them at 7 o'clock and stayed until nine. We had

heard alibi oaths before, and counting the testimony

of the xvatch in the dead man's pocket and the threats

of Smithy as good enough, we locked Smithy up.

" Smithy hadn't any money or influence, and his

case came up for settlement in short order. We did

the best we could to convict him, but the alibi wit
-

nesses had never been in court before and were sup-

posedly honest people. The physicians testified that

the wound in the head might have been received in

falling against a pier timber or a log in the water, and

the testimony of the watch corroborated that of the

accused man's friends ; the combination was too much

for the jury, and Smithy was acquitted.

" About two weeks after the acquittal, a jeweler

from out Evanston way was in my office identifying

some stolen jewelry, when he saw the engineer's

watch, which was still held. He showed me his

marks in the case where he had cleaned it eighteen

months before, and asked me what it was doing there.

I told him its story and he was greatly surprised. He

had just got home from Germany and knew not
hing

of what had happened to his old customer. He 
said

the engineer a year before had been running an engine

at Evanston and had become known to him. I gave

him the details of the story, and he said he would look

over his books and might be able to tell me something.

" The next day he came again and showed me by

his journal that the engineer had called at his place

the evening before his death was discovered, under the

influence of liquor, and that he gave him the watch to

examine, as it had stopped an hour before. It was a

little after 9 o'clock, and the watch had stopped at 8.

It needed cleaning, and the engineer said he would

bring it back the following day. He said that from his

place to where the engineer worked could not be

reached short of an hour and a half, and that his death

could not have happened before half-past to o'clock.

" That was the jeweler's story, but it was too late

then. The law says a man cannot be twice placed in

jeopardy for his life, so we couldn't try Smithy again
.

If the jeweler's testimony could have been heard we

%vould have got him dead to rights sure, because it

would have knocked the alibi higher than a kite,

Smithy's friends having testified that he left their

house at 9 o'clock and there being no proof that

they were lying. In fact, I am pretty sure they told

the truth and that Smithy really was with them up to

that hour. It was the watch that did the business for

us, and now whenever any stopped watches are offered

as evidence in any case in which I am concerned I

pass them as incompetent."
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers ish int!, inqu i ries answered in this depart ment mustsend mutt, awl address—nut or publication, but as tin evidence ofgood faith. Nu at tent but will he paid to anonymous communica-
tions. Quest buts %vitt be answered in the order in which they are
received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
ilepartment for each year accompanies each December number.
Suliseribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

questions, to refer to them, as Shailar questions may have
!WPM allaWerISI in previous issues. The indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, andtell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

Case. "—Please tell us through Workshop
Notes how to restore small fancy gilt clock cases.—See
our answer to " Watch (;ilding," page 479, May, 1900,
issue. Our correspondents vill save much time by
referring to the index mentioned in the heading to this
page.

"Eight-Day Clocks. "—Is there any remedy for an
eight-day clock that will gain five or more minutes
Me „first part of the week and then lose the same Me
/as/ part i Will a new spring help it any Y—There is
always a remedy for a clock or watch, no matter what
the trouble may be. If your clock is in good order—
by this we mean that the holes are not too large for
the pivots, and the escapement in good condition—in
fact everything in perfect order, then the trouble must
be in the mainspring. No doubt the mainspring has •
lost its spring power, and when half run down has
little or no strength, and we would advise putting in a
new mainspring, which we think will remedy the fault.

"Illirrble."—Will you please tell me how the
cement is made for marble. clocks? I mean the kind
used in fastening Me slabs together.—There are several
cements used for this purpose. About the best for
marble is white of an egg mixed with freshly slacked
lime. Such cement must be applied very quickly.
Plaster of Paris is also much used for joining such
parts—mix it with water. This substance " sets"
very quickly, so that when using it you must arrange
to get the parts into their position as quick as possible.
If the marble is colored, clry color of the proper shade
can be mixed with the plaster before applying. Where
it is of the mottled variety, you can simply apply the
white plaster and, after scraping off all excess, imitate
the mottling with a small brush and ordinary water
colors.

"Carbon. "—I have a carbon battery for silver
plating-, and sometimes the work lurris black and it
does not seem to /Mile. Can you please tell me where
the trouble is?—There is evidently something wrong
if the work turns black, as you say, but we think you •
will have to look further than the battery for it. If the
battery was at fault it would be from either giving too
much or too little current—if it gave too much, the
deposit would be scaly or granular, with no tenacity;
if too little, deposition would not ensue, but in neither
case would this affect the color of the deposit. If the,
anode turns black, it indicates that you have not suffi-
cient cyanide of potassium in your solution. The
color of the anode will give you a point to work on—
when deposition is taking place it should look gray,
and turn to white when the current is interrupted.
If your anode does not behave as noted, the fault lies
in the solution. Probably if you will renew your silver
solution, and clean u13 all connections, you will expe-
rience no further trouble. The matter of solutions,
etc., has been fully covered in the serial " Electro-
Metallurgy," now running in our columns.

"Magnetized."—Will you kindly recommend some
make of compass for detecting magnetism Y—An
ordinary pocket compass of any make will answer.
The subject of magnetism does not seem to be gener-
ally understood among the members of the craft,
though it should be one of the qualifications of a
watchmaker. We would advise our readers to care-
fully peruse our answer to " Demagnetizer," page 568,
June, 1899, KEYSTONE. An excellent plan for testing
for magnetism is described in the " Watch Adjusters'
Manual," as follows : Take a piece of perfectly soft
iron (not steel) binding wire, about long, and say
No. 20 to 24, tie a fine silk fibre around the middle of
it, and fix the other end of the fibre in a slit in a stick
of pegwood. This " tester " will swing freely, and
will point in any direction indifferently, so long as it is
not influenced by a magnet. But if there is a magnet
ill the vicinity acting upon it, the tester will point
towards the magnet. Turn it away, and if it swings
back and points in the same direction as before, move
it in the direction it points, and you will find where
the magnet is. If it ceases to point, when you move
it so, you are going the wrong way, and should move
it in the opposite direction ; when you get it close to
the magnet, it will be drawn bodily towards it, and, if
allowed to touch, will stick to it. To test a watch,
hold it around the rim of the case, or open the case
and hold it over the suspected piece. Remember that
magnetism acts through the case, glass, etc., as well
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as through air. If there is no magnetism present, it
will not be attracted nor " point ; " if there is, it will
point, and vill be attracted to the magnetized piece.
You can thus test a balance or a watch without taking
it apart. It is yell too make two of these, so that you
can discover if either of them has become slightly
magnetized, as in that case they will attract each other
and stick together. They should then be heated red-
hot to remove the magnetism, and again suspended,
without . bending, hardening or working at them in
any way. When in proper order, they will not attract
each other at all.

" Solution."—Please give me a recipe for a gold-
filafing solution.—This question has been answered
several times, but in view of the .fact that during the
past year we added an extraordinary number of new
subscribers to our list (this querist being one of them),
we reprint the formula : Dissolve three 15-grain bottles
of chloride of gold in a half pint of distilled water, or
water from melted ice. Next, dissolve one ounce of
pure cyanide of potassium in a half pint of distilled
or other pure water. Pour slowly, with constant stir-
ring of the cyanide solution into the chloride of gold
solution as long as it produces any precipitate. Keep
On adding of the cyanide solution and the precipitate
at first formed will be redissolved. At the close of the
:operation, as the last of the precipitated gold is being
dissolved, go very slow in adding the cyanide solution,
but do not abate in the stirring. Enough, however, of
the cyanide solution must be added to dissolve all the
gold precipitate. Add pure water to make one pint.
This is a pure gold Solution and will only give Roman

.color of gold deposit. To make it deposit red or
jewelers' gold, add to the solution cyanide of copper
until the proper color is deposited. This cyanide of
copper should be first dissolved in some of the simple
cyanide of potassium solution and then added to the
gold solution. This solution should be 'heated to
about 1200 F. A red gold solution requires more bat-
tery power to work it than the simple gold solution.

"Ruby Pin."—(1) Will you describe the best tool
that you know of for selling the jewel pin ?—There
are any number of roller jewel setters on the market,
some of which are good, but the fault with most of
them is that they do not set the jewel in the roller
table perpendicular. The slot that holds the jewel is
not at right angles to the flat surface where the table
rests. A ruby pth Setter that will do the work properly
can be made as follows : Take a piece of brass about
II/ long, %.// wide and vle thick ; file it perfectly square
on all four sides. Now comes the important part—to
put the small slot in to hold the roller jewel as shown
at A, Fig. i. This slot must be at right angles to the

Th.

piece of brass. You can do this by using a small
square to mark it. Care must be taken when filing

the slot so as to keep it same
F A depth all the way along.

The slot should be made,
with a small square file and
filed V-shaped as shown at
A, Fig. 2. You then take a
piece of old Avatch noun-

spring and fasten it to the lower end with a screw,
leaving the spring long enough to reach 'beyond the
slot A. This spring is to hold the jewel in place.
You can then put any length or kind of handle on. that
you may want.

(2) What is the best way to tig-hten the cannon
pinion in American watches P—Tightening cannon
pinions is something many workmen have trouble
over. We cannot lay down any rule for doing it as
there are so many makes and kinds of cannon pinions.
To tighten a key-wind American cannon pinion take a
punch that is made exactly like a center punch, only
the point is filed about the
same shape as you would
sharpen a piece of pegwood.
See Fig. t. This punch
should be tempered and
drawn to straw color. By taking this punch and plac-
ing it in the hole of the canium bottom side,
:ind giving it a fair tap you will find it will raise several
burrs inside the pinion. It makes a better job than
filing a hole in the side, as most workmen do. To
tighten a stem-wind cannon pinion more care must be
taken, as some are very frail and easily broken. It is
advisable to draw the temper of those that are frail
before doing anything to them. The safest method is
to take a piece of brass wire and file it on a slight
taper so that it fits the cannon pinion loosely, then
take your cutting pliers and squeeze the tongue or
spring, using the brass wire that goes through the
cannon pinion to stop you from going too far. You
can also close the tongue or spring by placing: the
cannon pinion, With the brass in it, on a stump in the
staking tool and using a V-shaped or center punch, but
in using either method you must use a little judgment
as to how hard you squeeze.
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"Wood Clocks."—(1) What is the best way to oil
clocks? We have books that sal', " only oil verge and
verge pivot ;" while others say, " the whole clock
should be oiled. "—The book that .you are reading
must certainly be a very old one, Indeed, to recom-
mend oiling verge and verge pivots only. A clock of
any make should be oiled precisely the same as a
watch. The mainspring should be oiled and also
every pivot, including the verge and verge pivot,. and
it always pays to use good oil for this purpose.

(2) Should the balance jewels of a watch be put in
(after cleaning or other work) so as to be in exactly
the same position as when taken out ? If so, why?' „
—In all cases in cleaning a watch the jewels should be
taken out where there is a cap jewel, and care should
be taken not to get the jewels mixed ; that is, the
tipper jewels with the lower ones, so that you get them

iback n the • same place where they were taken from.
You will find in most American watches a sinall
punch-mark on the cap jewel and the bridge. in put-
ting: the jewels back again you should set the jewel in
so that this punch-mark meets the one on the bridge.
There are several reasons why the jewels should be
put back the sante way they were taken out. One
reason is that both hole jewels may not be exactly
alike and would therefore not fit the pivots properly,
and • again if they should fit the pivots properly and
you should get the upper jewel where the lower jewel
belonged it may throw the balance either too high or
too low, causing the hairspring not to set flat or the
balance wheel to rub on the plate. Too much care •
cannot be taken in handling the jewels of the watch.
You will find a good many workmen, when pushing
the .jewels out of the bridge and putting them back
again, use a pair of tweezers and mar the settings badly.
There are others who use a piece of peg wood, and as
peg wood is very soft it quite frequently cracks a
jewel in pushing them out, especially when. they fit a
little tight. Any workman who has a little pride about
his work Will do well to make himself a set Of jewel
pushers for each size of an American watch: They
are made by taking a piece of brass wire and turning
down each end, one side large enough to just rest on
the setting of the hole jewel so as to push it out, and
the other side large enough to rest on the top of the •
cap jewel setting to push it back again. A workman
would require six different sizes to lit all makes of
American watches.

(3) What kind of wood was used to make the old
style wooden clocks ?—Por the wheels Of such clocks
cherry was the favorite Wood ; for pinions, apple and
pear tree wood was used, but toward the close• of the .
wooden-clock industry laurel wood was more gene-
rally used. In the majority of such clocks the plates
were made of quartered 'oak. •

(4) How are clocks cleaned—both wood and brass P •
—In cleaning brass clocks there is nothing that will .
remove the old gummy oil like benzine. The great
trouble most workmen experience in its use is, they
use the same benzine over and over until it is unfit for
use, as it really is only a• solution of gummy oil in '
benzine. This leaves a smear on the plates, which •
cau.ses the oil to spread over the .plate instead of being
drawn into the Pivot-hole arouncl the pivot. If, as is
usually the case, only clock oil has been'used in oiling •
a clock, benzine -readily dissolves the • old viscous oil, •
but care must be observed, as above stated, that the •
benzine does not, leave. a. smear. To insure success
with the use of benzine several applications must be
made successively, the last application -being so near
pure benzine as to leave no smear. Many of our most
successful repairers of American clocks, especially .
cheap levers, use no benzine, , They first repomt .the
Pivots of the balance-staff so they are perfect cone
points as when new ; then they wipe off all the•old,bil
they can with a piece of new cheese-cloth turtle& over- ••
the end of a pine stick cut chisel-edged. These.people
become very skillful in .such wiping and do it in less.
time than it takes to describe the process. They -care-
fully clean the 'sinks in the hardened steel Screws in
which the pivots run. They next oil copiously—put-
ting on more oil than the pivots really require—and,
replacing the balance, allow the clock to run for
twenty-four hours ; then wipe again, to remove all the
black dirty oil which has exuded from the pivots. A
little fresh oil is applied, and nine times out of ten the
clock will run as well as ever. The spring also. needs ,
oiling in excess and the extra oil wiped off after the
clock has run twenty-four hours. The time actually
spent by this plan, after one has become dextrous,
will not exceed fifteen or twenty minutes, and it is not
difficult to get fifty cents for a nickel clock made as
good as new. In cleaning wooden clocks you will
find benzine to be the best agent to employ, as it has
the property of ridding the wood itself of the presence
of oil, that under most any other plan will work its
way to the surface, gather dust and dirt, and eventu-
ally stop the clock.

"Fool-Illower"—(1) Where can I In-ocure Ger-
man silver seamless tubing Y—Such tubing can be had
from either Merchant & 20 Arch Street, Phila-
delphia, of American Tube 

Co.,
Works, Boston, Mass. •

(2) Directions for using petroleum .firrwaces, such
as are used in connection zoith foot-blowers. Will the
ordinary gasoline do for this purpose P.—This subject
is fully covered in our answer to "Atomizer," page 72,
January, 1899; issue of THE KEYSTONE. The ordinary
high-test gasoline is the kind:used.
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New Goods an Inventions

(The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a permanent
feature of Tit g KEysTosg, our I ‘vaJild object being to keep the merchant jeweler thoroughly posted

im the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally well posted on the newest
inventions and improvements In tools and appliances used at the bench. Far the benefit of the optician,

we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and instruments in this department.]

A New Watch Movement
We illustrate herewith a new American 0 size move-

ment. it is described as a nickel, damaskeened, 7 jewel,
straight line lever movement ; stem-wind and set, and
cut expansion balance. The movement is named the
"Suffolk Watch Co.," and can be had from the Suffolk

Watch Co., 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, New York. It will

prove a welcome addition to the popular, moderate-priced

makes of 0 size American movements.

A Telephoto Lens

One of the most serviceable additions to modern photographic equipment is

a telephoto lens. At the usual distance, the lenses commonly employed for

photography produce pictures of satisfactory size. When, however, it is impossible
to approach close en-
ough to the object to
secure an image of
the desired size with
the ordinary lens, the
telephoto lens is the
o 01 y resource. Our
illustration shows a
very effective hand
camera- telephoto
which can be applied
to all or nearly all
folding - hand cameras
withoUt the necessity
Of sending. the photo-
graphic le n s to the

manufacturers to have the telephoto fitted to it and have the optical corrections

made which have heretofore been necessary. This telephoto is made by Bausch

& Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y. It gives at long range, enlarged pictures

entirely free from distortion and equaling in sharpness, contrast, depth of perspec-

tive and brilliancy, pictures made with the regular photographic lens at a 
short

distance from the object.
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A New Handy Search Light
Jewelers, probably more than any other trade, require a handy search light,

which they can use at any time in search of small articles. Bench 
handling 

gplieosIef the 

many small and yet
valuable pieces of
material that a light
of this character is
almost an essential.
The Comead search
light,which is made
by the Comead
Mfg. Co.,of Buffalo,
N.Y., admirably
serves this purpose.
h e jeweler can

pick it up at any
time, and by simply
pressing the button
light up any object

within thirty feet. It can be used from 6000 to 8000 times before 
exhausted, and

the makers claim that it can be handled anywhere without danger 
of igniting any-

thing near it.
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A New Eye-Glass

Our illustration shows a new eye-glass, which is 
styled the " Shur-on" and

made by E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y. A 
striking feature of this new

glass is its neatness, the ftiounting being as nearly 
invisible as it is possible to make

A New Post Screw Lock

A new post screw lock is flatbed the " Ideal," and scents 
to merit its exacting

title. It is a simple device for preventing the post screws in eye
-glasses of any kind

from loosening. The accompanying illus-

tration shows the manner of applying the

I device. The eye-glass posts are made

with the sides of the box extending above

the surface of the guard-arm, and the post

screw has a five-sided head. When set-

ting the screw, one side of the head is

turned parallel with one side of the post,

and this can be done by turning the screw only one 
tenth of a turn, and the side of

the post after being pressed against the screw with a pair 
of pliers, locks the screw

in place. There is no extra part to be adjusted, and when 
necessary, the screw is

easily removed with an ordinary screwdriver.

it. The nose pieces are zylonite-lined, and the makers 
claim for the eye-glasses a

firmness, security and comfort that fully justify their 
title. The mounting is said

to be an ideal one for cylindrical lenses, as 
the lenses are always in a perfectly

horizontal position.

New Ideas in Hair Clasps

Our illustration shows one of many

new ideas in hairclasps now being manu-

factured by the Codding & Heilborn Co.,

North Attleboro, Mass. The pattern

shown is a specially popular one. The

snake is said to have peculiar powers of

fascination, and this reputation seems to

be justified by the popular preference for

snake designs. There are others, too, in

great variety, all of a kind that will ap-

peal to feminine taste. A prettily de-

signed and ornamental one is that made by S. & B. Lederer

Co., Providence, R. I., and styled " The Ladies' Famous l'er-

feet Hair Brooch." It is made in mother of pearl, plated and

silver. This brooch is a new-comer, and has proved very popu-

lar with discriminating feminine purchasers. It reaches the

jeweler prettily mounted on a card. Now that the hair-clasp

fever is rampant, this brooch merits the special attention of the

trade. Another pretty. hair clasp of the now fashionable reptile

order, is the wavy serpent design, which is made by Chas. L. Trout & Co., 
New

York. It can be had in sterling silver with Roman, rose or French gray finish.

This is but one of several hundred popular hair clasp designs made by this 
firm.

A New Eye-Glass

A new addition to the
number of eye-glass
mountings that merits the
attention of opticians is
named the " Peerless."

It is made by J. M. & A.

C. Johnston, Chicago, III., and the

is adjusted at any distance forward

a saddle bridge. A maximum of

other merits which make it worthy

loose screw studs, slipping, etc.

Mounting

makers claim that it fully justifies its name. It

or backward, and to any pupillary distance like

security and comfort is claimed for it, and many

of trade investigation. It is intended to obviate

A Much-Honored Watch

Our illustration shows one of the Lon-

gines watches exhibited at the late Paris ex-

position. The exhibit was awarded the

Grand Prize, the Longines thus sustaining

its record for taking first honors. In 1889

they received the same award in Paris, in

1897 in Brussels, and previously the gold

medal in Paris in 1878, besides other gold

medals at various exhibitions. The Longines

is one of the best known Swiss watches in

this country, and is made in all grades and

qualities, and in standard sizes fitting

American cases, and also in high-priced

watches, and in jeweled cases. The Lon-

gines also make specialties for various pro-

fessional uses. The watch shown in our

illustration is a magnificent timepiece with

heavy gold case, beautifully designed and

ornamented with liand engraving, manifest-

ing high-grade art in its conception and

execution. These celebrated watches are

manufactured and imported by A.Wittnauer,

Geneva and New York.
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GORHAM v_FILVEA&.,
is sold to the legitimate jewelry trade only. No fearof competition with Department Stores. They can'tbuy it.

GORHAM ...FILVE&_.is made to meet all demands of the trade, from thesmallest inexpensive objects to the finest examples ofhand-wrought ware.

GORHAM ...CILVElk_.is known everywhere to represent the most approvedand fashionable designs as well as unequalled
workmanship.

TRADE MARK

STERLING

GORHAM ...FILVER„
costs no more than inferior wares without a. reputa-tion. The trade mark it bears is a recognized symbolof standard value the world over.

GORHAM ...FILVE.&_.
received the Grand Prix at the Paris Exposition.

GORHAM MFG. CO.
Broadway and Nineteenth St., N. Y.

NEW YORK
21-23 Maiden Lane

BRANCHES

CHICAGO
131-137 Wabash Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO
118.120 Sutter Street

SILVER
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Philadelphia Letter

The reports of Collector Thomas summing up the
exports and imports at this port for the past year show
that the business was the largest on record at the local
custom house. While the imports were increased by
nearly $1,000,000 over the preceding year, it was in the
exports that the greatest jump was made, the total
being $81,145,966, an increase over 1899 of $14,101,716.
Nothing near this amount has ever been approached
at this port in the export trade. The total value of
imports and exports for the year was $129,386,982.
The duties collected amounted to $21,759,700.98.

Postmaster Hicks has issued a statement of the
business transacted at the Philadelphia post office
during the past year. The gross receipts from postal
business were $3,481,053, and of this a little more than
forty-eight per cent. was needed for expenses. From
the sale of stamp supplies the office realized $3,266,891,
while the total business of the money order division
amounted to $13,00r,970. In the number of registered
articles handled there was an increase over 1898 of
from 1,558,405 to 1,770,488, and the mailing division in
the same period increased the number of pieces dis-
tributed from 402,356,270 to 413,656,790. There was
over 1,300,000 increase in the number of foreign pieces
of mail • handled, and more than 8o,000,000 more
pieces collected and delivered in this city than in the
year before.

The Philadelphia liarilime Journal in a recent
issue claimed for this city the title of " the Clyde of
America," and in justification shows that during the
year 1900 there were seventy-seven vessels, valued at
$15,000,000, finished at the Delaware shipyards, and
that fifty-five vessels, valued at $35,000,000, are now
in process of construction or contracted for. This
means permanent work and prosperity for thousands.

The members and representatives of Simons, Bro.
& Co., 616 Chestnut Street, had their annual consul-
tation at the offices of the firm on January 17th. The
New York, Chicago and San Francisco offices of the
firm were represented.

Andrew Vinton Brown, son of D. V. Brown, the
well-known manufacturing and wholesale optician, was
married on January 23d, to Miss Ida M. Booz, of this
city. Mr. Brown is connected with his father's busi-
ness, and is an accomplished young business man with
brilliant prospects. His bride is a popular young lady
of many accomplishments. The happy couple de-
parted on their wedding trip with the congratulations
of a host of friends, THE KEYSTONE included.

Samuel Baernkopf, charged with having disposed
of his stock in two jewelry stores to prevent it being
seized by his creditors, was held by Magistrate Jermon,
in Poo° bail, to answer at court. The prosecution was
brought by the Jewelers' Association and Board of
Trade, of New York, some of the members of which
are Baernkopf's creditors. The affidavits stated that
Baernkopf had two jewelry stores in this city, at 257

North Ninth Street and 128 North Eighth Street, with

a stock valued at $15,000 ; that during November and

December he purchased goods for the holiday trade,

and then, on December 26th, removed his books and

papers and sold his stock of the two stores to an

auction house for the sum of $8000.
T. G. Ottkay, a jeweler of 2032 South Street, was

sentenced to three years' imprisonment in the East-

ern Penitentiary for receiving thirty-nine gold-plated

watch cases and ten ounces of scrap silver, which had

been stolen from the Philadelphia Watch Case Co.,

Riverside, N. J. Sentence was passed upon Ottkay

by Judge 13idclle in the Quarter Sessions Court. The

thefts were committed by John M. Fisher, who was

employed in the factory. Fisher stated at Ottkay's

trial that the latter visited Riverside and influenced

him to purloin the goods. Ottkay's conviction has

been very gratifying to the local trade. Fisher pleaded

guilty to the theft of the cases and was sentenced by

Judge Gaskill, of Camden, to one year's imprison-

ment in the State prison.
Joseph B. Bechtel, of Jos. B. Bechtel & Co., 719

Sansom Street, gave a turkey dinner to his employees

on January 14th at his home, 2205 North Eighth Street.

At a recent informal meeting of the Philadelphia

Horological Society it was decided to place the con-

tents of the society's museum and library in the

Franklin Institute, where they will be open to public

inspection.
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Mahlon B. Allebach, who kept a jewelry store at
1328 Walnut Street, died last month.

S. Kind & Son, the well-known jewelry firm with
stores on Chestnut Street and on Eighth Street, for-
mally announced to the trade January ist that Oscar
Kind, son of Samuel Kind, has been admitted to the
firm. Mr. Kind has been a partner for some time,
though the formal announcement is now made.

Gallaschick & Co., who carried on a jewelry
business at 23 South Eighth Street for several years,
sold out and will retire from business at that location.

On January 8th a meeting of the Philadelphia
Jewelers' Club nominated officers for the current year.
The nominations were as follows : President, Louis P.
White, 706 Chestnut Street ; vice-presidents, Archie
Rutherford, of H. A. Kirby & Co., New York ; Harry
C. Larter, Larter, Elcox & Co., New York ; treasurer,
Wm. F. Parry, Jr., S. S. White Dental Co.; secretary,
William Quinn, with H. Muhr's Sons, and board of
governors, five to be elected : J. Warner Hutchins,
retiring president of the club and retail jeweler ; Wm.
P. Sackett, manager of Wanamaker's New York and
Philadelphia jewelry stores ; A. G. Lee, head of the
watch department of Wanamaker's store ; Wm. H.
Long, with J. E. Caldwell & Co.; George W. Read,
New York ; Edward Midlen, New York ; Fred.
Ruchteschel, with M. F. Hamilton & Son, manufac-
turing and retail jewelers, and T. J. Mooney, manager
of Wanamaker's engraving department. The election
will take place at the annual meeting on February 12th.
The annual banquet of the club will be held about the
middle of March.

Items of Interest

C. A. Rieder, Allegheny, Pa., has opened a hand-
some new store at 1514 Beaver Avenue, that city.

M. J. Morris, Jeffersonville Ind., has purchased
the business of the late Geo. J. Liebel at that place.

C. J. Prodger, of Grass Valley, Cal., has moved
to a new and much larger and better equipped store.

Albert Pfeifer, Little Rock, Ark., was married
January 29th to Miss Celia Gottlieb, an estimable and
accomplished young lady. THE KEYSTONE extends
congratulations.

John L. Strow will succeed Strow Bros. at Fort
Dodge, Iowa, and vill at once put in a large new
stock. C. D. Strow will leave for Chicago to engage
in other business.

Mr. Brewer, Jr., of R. L. Brewer & Son, Suffolk,
Va., has been mayor of the town four terms, and has
given so satisfactory an administration that the towns-
people want him. for another term.

J. W. Campbell, brother of J. S. Campbell, of
J. S. Campbell & Co., Washington, D. C., died on
January 17th, and his death at the early age of twenty-
nine years is greatly deplored. He was associated
with his brother in a business way, and his prospects
in life were of the brightest.

Henise, the jeweler, of York, Pa., is noted for his
enterprise, and is a firm believer in the efficacy of
printers' ink. A recent effective advertisement was a
card on which were stuck pieces of gold and silver
leaf, with which was an announcement that he gave
highest prices for old gold and silver.

T. H. March & Co., manufacturing jewelers and
diamond merchants, of London, England, have moved
from the old quarters at tot Hatton Garden to a larger
establishment at 17 Hatton Garden. The growth of
their business necessitated larger workshop quarters
and business facilities. Mr. March, of this firm, is
well known to the trade in this country, and his suc-
cess " across the pond " is gratifying to his friends
here, THE KEYSTONE included.

Elias Glouskin, Marcus L. Glouskin and Samuel
Fox havelormed a corporation under the laws of the

State of Connecticut, for the purpose of carrying on
the business of manufacture and sale of jewelry, silver-
ware, etc., under the name of the Glouskin & Fox
Co., at New Haven, and have purchased the business
heretofore carried on by Elias Glouskin at 162 Elm
Street, New Haven, and also the business heretofore
carried on by the co-partnership of Glouskin & Fox
at 1058 Chapel Street, New Haven.

I 6o o

The employees of L. Witsenhausen, the New York
jobber, surprised that gentleman January 16th, the first
anniversary of his wedding day, by inviting him to a
sumptuous lunch at one of the noted down-town res-
taurants. It is needless to say that Mr. Witsenhausen
greatly appreciated this token of esteem and regard
from his business help.

W. J. Johnston & Co., Pittsburg, Pa., have engaged
H. S. Hurlbut, who formerly represented the Non-
Retailing Co., Lancaster, Pa., to represent them the
coining year in Ohio, West Virginia, Indiana and the
Northwest. Dory A. Smith continues to represent
this firm in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and the
South. Wm. E. Jones represents them in Pittsburg
and nearby points.

The ladies of Winsted, Conn., in order to raise
money for a local charitable purpose, agreed to earn
a dollar each, to be given as a donation. Mrs. W. F.
Winslow, wife of Jeweler W. F. Winslow, earned a
dollar by cleaning a watch. She afterwards described
the modus ofterandi, the orthodox method of cleaning,
in a poem which we regret pressure on our space pre-
vents our printing in full. A practical knowledge of
the watchmaker's art is one of Mrs. Winslow's many
accomplishments.

R. G. Northum, Texarkana, Texas, has offered a
reward of $25 for the arrest of a German watchmaker
named Louis Swartz, who left his employ, taking con-
siderable property. His description is : Height, about
five feet, three or four inches ; light sandy moustache,
gray eyes ; left eye has larger pupil than right. Walks
very erect ; weight, 150 pounds ; wore light-colored
pants and brown check coat, dove colored hat with
black band ; fair complexion ; age, forty-five ; black
hair, considerably gray ; speaks English with foreign
accent.

The Simeon L. & George H. Rogers Co. is a
new manufacturing silverware concern at Hartford,
Conn. The Messrs. S. L. & G. H. Rogers, of the
new firm, are sons of the late Simeon S. Rogers, one
of the three famous original Rogers brothers. The
new firm announce that they will soon open their new
shop at I lartford for the manufacture of sterling silver
and electro-plated ware ; also of their decided oppo-
sition to the consolidated silverware companies. In
this connection it can be announced that W. H.
Watrous, formerly manager of the Wm. Rogers Manu-
facturing Co., is no longer connected with the Inter-
national Company, but has allied himself with the new
company. Mr. Watrous is a cousin of the Messrs.
Rogers.

Win: H. Ludlow, an employee of Henry Ginnel
& Co., of New York, was the main figure in a thrilling
rescue on the Hackensack River, last month. An
amateur sport had built himself an ice boat and was
out for a trial spin. Either the boat did not work right
or the skipper lacked the necessary skill to manage
one of these uncertain crafts, anyway, the boat and its
owner was soon off the ice and into the open water in
the channel of the river. Seeing his danger, Mr. Lud-
low put off ill a boat to his help. He reached the man
just in time, and experienced great difficulty in getting
him ashore. In his efforts to pull the inan into his
boat, he himself was dragged overboard by the frantic
man. With the help of a companion, however, all
reached shore safely. Mr. Ludlow was laid up a
couple of days.

E. & J. Swigart, Cincinnati, Ohio, have recently
issued, for the advancement of their interests in the
jobbing business, a large edition of a general tool and
material catalogue, the most ambitious volume they
have as yet placed in the hands of their customers.
It contains 562 pages, and it is well bound and printed,
making it an admirable volume for general handling,
and one likely to stand the frequent reference so im-
portant a catalogue is likely to get. The catalogue is
divided into a number of departments, including tools,
watch, clock and jobbing material ; jewelers' findings
and fixtures, optical goods, jewelers' chain trimmings
and ring mountings, hair chains, thimbles, jewelers'
regulators, and chains and charms. These different
lines are all illustrated and described in this catalogue,
and it is certainly a complete hand-book of its kind in
every particular. If you have not already received it
write E. & J. Swigart and request a copy, and it will
be sent to you charges prepaid.
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Trade Notes from Germany

The holiday season is over and everybody is corn-
paring accounts. All in all, there is no great cause to
complain. It was expected that the active part this
country is playing in the China affair would have a de-
pressing influence on trade in some parts, and in Berlin
it was the general complaint. The weather up to
New Year was very favorable in all sections and helped
in a measure to keep everybody as busy as in former
years. The wholesale people all report having done
a fine business, and especially the watch market is
entirely cleaned out. The demand for silver novelties
WBS felt more than ever before, although the assort-
ment was small. The lines of cases placed on the
market this year by the German firms were superior
to anything as yet shown, especially in the line of
ladies' watch cases, in which the Glashiitte firms take
the lead. The export of Glashiitte precision watches
to America was very large this year, and it is said large
orders have already been placed for the spring.

The new German association of jewelers kind
silversmiths has sent out a circular to its members for
approval, in which it pledges itself only to support such
wholesale houses as keep strictly to the rule of only
selling to trade people and not to private parties. It
is to be said to the credit of the wholesale firms that
many have taken the proper stand on this question,
and but few firms have allowed themselves to be
drawn into any retail business. This stand taken by
the jewelers and silversmiths is to be commended, and
will, no doubt, have the desired effect.

One of the newest novelties of the season in the
way of a window atraction, is a Black Forest mantel
clock, on the top of which is a small model of the
celebrated rolling sidewalk of the Paris Exposition.
The model is an exact representation in all respects of
the Parisian original, and is kept in motion by a special
clockwork. Several figures are placed on it, and it is
a very attractive article.

A Swiss watch firm is advertising, as gifts with
each of its watches, a fine silk handkerchief (valued
at 5 marks) and a Swiss music box (valued at 8 marks).
In addition to this these kindly and charitable people

'are promising to give the watches at 30 per cent. dis-
count (?) What next?

The wholesale firm of A. Kohler & Co., in
Leipzig, made its customers Xmas gifts of canes, on
the handles of which were engraved the trade-marks
of the various lines of watches carried by the above-
named firm in stock.

The only nickel mine in Germany, the so-called
Wittenschwand-Horback mine, is preparing to open
up during the coming tnonth. The concern is said to
be well backed, and is, at present, engaged in securing
workmen. The trade journals predict a fall in the
price of nickel as a result of Germany producing it
herself. •

The annual banquet in honor of the founding of
the watch industry in Glashiitte by Adolph Lange, in
1856, was held in the Hotel zur Post this year, and
was attended by nearly zoo watchmakers and manu-
facturers of Glashiitte. The progress of the industry
and the possibilities of the new branch, the manufac-
ture of marine chronometers, was discussed at length,
and toasts were made to the leading tradesmen and the
various gentlemen who have assisted in building up
the industry in Glashiitte.

With the new year the Handels Zeit/lug- fur die
Gesamte Uhren Industrie appears in new form and
under the new title of the Leifizi ger Uhrmacho-
Zeitung.

It is proposed to inaugurate a system of electrical
municipal clocks in Cologne which are to be con-
trolled from one central station at intervals. Business
houses can also, if desired, enjoy the benefits of this
system. The correct time is to be given from Berlin
daily.

The recent trade journals publish very interesting
reports over the rapid growth of the optical branch in
Rathenow, the seat of this industry in Germany.
According to these reports the population of Rathenow
had doubled itself during the past twenty years and
the manufacture of optical goods, which dates back
one hundred years, had made a great swing upwards.
Over thirty firms are registered in this branch and the
entire number of firms, small and large, numbers,
with the unregistered, over one hundred. Over
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two thousand persons tire employed in the three
branches, namely, glass-cutting and polishing, manu-
facture of eye-glasses and spectacles, and the manu-
facture of optical instruments of all kinds. One
factory is equipped with electric power, three with
steam and four ‘vith gas motors. Besides this, several
hundred persons are engaged in the private produc-
tion of rims of gold, plate, silver, nickel, steel, etc.
Several factories are engaged in the production of
cases. The oldest firm in Rathenow, " Die Opusche
Industrie Anstalt vorm. Emil Busch zu Rathenow,"
was founded by a preacher Duncker in i800, who, by
special permission of Friedrich Wilhelm III opened a
small shop for the production of spectacles. Only the
orphans of soldiers and invalided soldiers were em-
ployed. This firm is now the most important of the
branch and employs 260 persons in the production of
eye-glasses, spectacles, achromatic objectives, tele-
scopes, microscopes and all sorts of lenses for photo-
graphic purposes, etc.

mobilizing of a part of the German army for
use in China has brought out a number of novelties in
gold and silverware.

The proposal to make the watchmakers' exposi-
tion in Leipzig a permanent one seems to be favored
from all sides. Now that the busy season is over,
some action will undoubtedly soon be taken in the
matter. There is also talk of having a similar exposi-
tion in Berlin this year.

Dallas and the Lone Star State

The holiday trade is past history, and now every-
body knows just what his share amounted to. All are
satisfied. Inquiries to every part of the State bring
the same answer—" It was the best season we ever
had." Business has now settled down to the normal,
and we are going right along expecting just as good a
year as last, and why not ? The past year has brought
so much that it has at least squared up all those in
arrears, and this year %ye hope will give a surplus.
Improvements under way in Dallas run into the hun-
dreds of thousands. Elm Street alone will cost poo,-
ow, and the improvements in the water works will cost
$too,000. In fact, when we take into consideration
the hundreds of business and private properties under
consideration and in course of construction, it is clear
that the labor money in Dallas will be five times that
of any other year. The consolidation of the Dallas
and Fort Worth electric inter-urban lines means rail-
road work of large dimensions. In fact, in whatever
xvay one turns one sees money seeking investment,
and a general cry for men to labor—which means a
still more prosperous year than igoo. Strike in now,
Brother Jewelers, and make hay while the sun shines."
Get on your feet while these times last.

Will. Shuttles, of the firm of Shuttles Bros. &
Lewis, withdraws front the above firm on February
ist and will open up a wholesale jewelry business in
the Scotland Building. He expects to go East as soon
as possible after the first, to purchase stock. He has
incorporated a stock company, the amount of the
capital we are unable to state at this writing. We
wish unbounded success for Will. and his co-workers
in the new enterprise.

The firm of Archibald Hotchkiss & Co., the mate-
rial men, have incorporated a new company and start
out the new year and new century with increased
facilities.

Rand. Shuttles, of W. S. Shuttles & Son, Inc.,
reports an exceptionally large business for last year
and expects again to break the record this year.

W. W. Robertson, of Austin, Tex., is another ad-
dition in the way of expert optical help that the J. M.
Chappel Optical Co. have added to their increased
force. Also report the volume of business for the past
year a record-breaker.

J. Q. Adams, of the J. 1)1. Chappel Optical Co.,
visited his home in Kansas City at Christmas time.
He speaks glowingly of the visit, and mentions the
pleasure he had with his optical friends doing business
in that berg " by the Kaw."

The Dallas Optical Co. are doing an excellent
business and report more work than they can conve-
niently take care of. Mr. Wilson has just got back to
work from a spell of In grippe,
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T. D. Robertson, proprietor of the youngest
jewelry business in Dallas, reports a tine holiday trade
and excellent prospects for a good year.

R. C. Glover & Co., oldest jewelry house of Dal-
las, report the past year's business the best in their
experience.

The jewelers of Beaumont, Texas, are in great
luck, parties boring for oil struck it in larger quantities
than they expected. The flow being over 8000 barrels
each twenty-four hours, it was impossible for a few
days to stop the flow, but now they have it under con-
trol. It has the greatest capacity of any well in the
world, and the town has gone crazy, all business is
suspended, courts adjourned and the place presents a
holiday appearance. So many have flocked to the
place that the fakirs, gamblers, sure-thing men and
all are in clover. Beaumont is eighty miles east of
Houston, Texas. Oil was struck at 1340 feet. This
well flows more oil than all the out-put of the Corsi-
cana, Texas, industry, where hundreds of wells are in
operation.

Geo. Newton, Waxahachie, Texas, reports the
best year's trade of the twelve he has been in the city.

Toni Hines, the Elm Street jeweler, is seriously
ill at his home with la grippe.

Mr. Coffee, with R. C. Glover & Co., is in bed
with pneumonia.

Mr. Kelley, watchmaker for Arthur Everets, is
very sick at his home with pneumonia.

Mr. Penn formally with H. Iverson, Corsicana,
Texas, has taken a " sit " at the watch bench of
Arthur Everets in the absence of Mr. Kelly.

Mr. Purcharcb of Ferris, Texas, was in the city
replenishing his stock after a big Christmas trade.

Mr. Fisher, with the Dallas Optical Co., returned
to his old home in Kansas City for his holiday vaca-
tion, and had a jolly good time with old friends
" home."

Chapman Bros., jewelers, of Mosquite, Texas, are
in the city making purchases.

J. S. Berrier, of Midlothian, Texas, made Dallas
two visits since Christmas. We will have to watch
this thing a little closer.

A. A. Green, of A. A. Green & Co., Attleboro,
Mass., is renewing acquaintances in our city. He
speaks very highly of Texas and particularly of
Dallas.

John M. Bucher, of Hillsboro, was in the city
buying stock to fill Up the holes made through the
holidays.

Mr. Carpenter, of Fuller & Carpenter, Attleboro,
Mass., is calling on the trade this week. .

J. M. Grogan, of Arlington, Texas, has gone to
Alabama on a visit—we cannot say what kind of a
visit, that's all.

Jerry Harbour has purchased the business of Fred.
Studer, Colman, Texas, having acted as manager of
this business for the past five years.

W. N. McCurdy, of Lockhart, Texas, has sold
out to Blanks & Swearingen.

R. H. Marshall, Denton, Texas, has sold out his
jewelry business and is now awaiting a purchaser for
his millinery interest. He intends going out West in
the Panhandle country and engaging in the ranch busi-
ness. His call was a very pleasant one, and we look
forward to the next one with pleasure.

E. L. Spencer, of E. L. Spencer & Co., Provi-
dence, R. I., is visiting his large trade in Dallas.

Arthur Shuttles, the youngest of brothers, will
on February I, 1901, become a member of the grow-
ing firm of Shuttles Bros. & Lewis. Hold your success
down, Arthur, and clinch your good luck and make it
count. We feel that you will.

call last week—giving us some reminiscences of Pioneer

Day.Mr. Goodin, McKinney, Tex., made us a pleasant

Dallas is to have another jobbing house—making
six jewelry concerns now in Dallas. 'lids is certainly
a jewelry district.

'1'. I). Robertson, secretary of the Texas Jewelers'
Association, would like every jeweler in the South-
west to send in his name and join the organization.

Arrivals of recent date in Dallas : W. T. More-
head, Sulphur Springs, Tex. ; Chas. J. Bruner, Austin,
Tex. ; P. P. Poore, Bridgeport, Tex. ; E. Boroughs,
Italy, Tex. ; Mr. McCament, Big Springs, Tex. ; J. C.
Jones, Yokutn, Tex. ; C. P. Turner, Whitesboro, Tex. ;
J. W. Witt, Granger, Tex. ; W, C. Odeneal, Pittsburg,
Tex.
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Guarantee Your Watch Work and Create Confidence
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San Francisco Letter

To attempt to write of the prosperity of the jewelry
trade of the Pacific Slope for 19oo would take up more
time and space than one could hope to give it in this
short letter ; suffice it therefore to say, that never have
we had such a year out here. Many doubled their
business of the year previous, while few, if any, failed
to increase same at least twenty-five per cent. There
were many reasons for this, and while some counties
have prospered more than others, the general condi-
tion on the whole is more than satisfactory, and the
reasons and the whys and the wherefores, while differ-
ing in different localities, are all the better for that,
inasmuch as the causes are permanent and such as to
make jewelers and every other line of industry look
hopefully to the future, and as we enter on a new year
and a new century a general feeling of prosperity pre-
vails in every direction.

Alameda County—Here it is said that while not a
single interest retrograded, almost every line of com-
mercial industry advanced. Little wonder, then, that
0. F. Westphal and A. 0. Gott, of Alameda ; Jacob
I. Cohn, of Berkeley ; Edw. Hass and Henry Haus-
child, of Haywards ; W. E. Bemis and H. B. Jaccard,
of Livermore ; R. W. Edwards, Wm. Wilson, I. A.
Beretta and the several others of Oakland ; Lewis
Bros., of Pleasanton, and A. S. Witherell, of San
Leandro, wear smiling countenances these days and
have pleasant dreams, not only of past sales but of
prospective ones assured them by the increased popu-
lation of their several towns, by the beet and hop in-
dustry, and by the fact that the prosperity of their
county seems to be on the increase.

Aniadon County—This beautiful county will go
down into history as the place gold was first discov-
ered in California, and while the population has fallen
off in some parts, it has considerably increased in
others ; so that J. I). Perkins, of lone ; J. H. Lang-
horst, of Jackson ; Rosenwald and Kahn, of Ply-
mouth, and L. Katz, of Sutter Creek, are open to
congratulations.

Butte County—This is one of the great fruit-can-
ning districts, while the manufacture of mineral paint
has become quite an industry. Hemp growing on the
bottom lands of Feather River has attracted much at-
tention ; the slopes of the Sierra give great opportu-
nities for many years of the lumber mills, while quartz
mining, orange and olive planting, stock and poultry
raising and deciduous fruit growing are said to be on
the increase ; therefore, it is little wonder that How-
ard, Jacoby and Sinbad, of Oroville ; Ball and Moore,
of Gridley, and Maybem and Clifford, of Chico, are
inquiring the price of automobiles.

Calaveras County—A mining county pure and
simple, where Lewis Emery, Jr., one of the oil kings
of Pennsylvania, has used poo,000 in the past two
years building a reservoir that will retain water
enough from the winter's rain to supply a score of
mines and enable them to run the year round. Popu-
lation has greatly increased within the last year, and
in most of the mines electric power is rapidly taking
the place of steam and water power, so that \vial the
infusion of capital and new blood it begins to look as
though Peter Johnson, of Angels Camp, and Walker,
of Wallace, will be buying more watches than ever
this coming year.

Colusa County—Has long borne the name of being
the greatest wheat producing county in the State ; of
late years, however, many of the more progressive
farmers have commenced to pay attention to the grow-
ing of fruits—peaches, pears, prunes, figs, grapes,
olives, oranges and lemons, with the result that more
money has flowed into their coffers, and hence into
that of Geo. G. Brooks, of Colusa, one of the best
liked jewelers in the State.

Contra Costa County—Population of this wealthy
county has increased during the past decade 33Y, per
cent. Besides fruit growing, powder making is one of
its principal industries, and at Martinez, Johnson and
Wilson, two first-class watch repairers, look after the
timepieces of their neighbors.

Del Norte County—Way up in the extreme north-
west corner of the State, seemingly shunned by the rail-
ways, is situated this pretty little county, famed for its
forest and dairies, and here it is that Cousino and
Sartwell, of Crescent City, sell jewelry alike to Oregon-
ians and Californians,
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El Dorado County—Here again the fruit industry
is becoming one of the most important and consider-
able mining is being done. Hotchkiss, of Georgetown,
and Barss & Son, of Placerville, the county seat, are
the leading jewelers.

Fresno County—Here we find the great vineyards
and the big wineries, a remarkably nice county to
visit ; and here it is in the beautiful city of Fresno
that are to be found a sextette of fine workmen : Chas.
Wittmach, 0. 0. Warner, M. Saier, G. Naher, Hubbell
& Maxson and M. Barborka ; while in Reedley is J. B.
Moomaw, and in Selma, W. R. Stammers.

Glenn County—Famous as the site of the largest
wheat farm in the State ; and here at the ambitious
town of Willows may be found Hoever & Wickes,
J. H. Mitchell and M. Wetzold.

Hisinboldt County—With its area of 3507 square
miles can justly lay claim to be one of the most pros-
perous counties in the State—a small empire in itself—
one with a magnificent future. The era of developing
its almost unlimited and virgin resources having prac-
tically just commenced. At Eureka is Carl Miller,
H. Quosig, F. Wansky and C. H. Wright ; at Fern-
dale, R. H. Edwards and J. N. Jacobsen ; at Fortuna,
Samuel Dickson ; at Korbel, A. 0. Patenaude.

Inyo County—Principally noted for its shipments
of soda, obtained by evaporating the waters of Owens
Lake. And here we have at Lone Pine, Fred Burk-
hardt ; and at Bishop, W. R. Scott.

Kern County—No section of California has finer
agricultural lands, and no section surpasses it in the
extent of its irrigation system ; yet the greatest growth
that has come to the county and to Bakersfield is due
directly to the development of its mineral resources.
The discovery of oil alone is likely to make it one of
the richest counties in the State. Prominent jewelers
are H. D. Botfield, W. H. Scribner and E. W. Wright
of Bakersfield ; J. C. Hill, of Delano ; H. Oppliger, of
Kern ; J. H. Pearson, of Randsburg ; and H. Sutton,
of Tehachaei.

A7ngs County—Created from the western part of
Tulare County. A great place for the raisin and dried
fruit industries, the growing of wine grapes and the
making of wine. At Hanford, where there is a $65,000
opera house and many other fine buildings, we find
A. G. Dollenmayer, Gavatt & Co., A. E. Gribi and
D. A. Woodward.

Lake County—So often called the Switzerland of
America, one of the most beautiful situations in the
world, where R. A. Curry, of Kelseyville ; M. Levy,
of Lower Lake ; and C. S. Piner, of Middletown,
look after the timepieces of the county.

Lassen County—Here it is that the majority of
California apples are raised, although the climate and
soil are well adapted for fruits of all kinds ; Susanville
being the county seat where Josiah Grass, the watch-
maker par excellent of the county has his place of
business.

Los Angeles—once known as the great " cow
country." Perhaps no county in the State is better
known to the people in the East, indeed of the world,
than beautiful Los Angeles. Famed for its fruits and
flowers, it has added oil to the brilliancy of its produc-
tion, turning out 1,409,356 barrels in i9oo. To tell of
its growth in the past decade would be to write a
book, and it would indeed seem that the jewelers of
this county were particularly blest. G. Densmore, of
Compton ; H. G. Bemis, of Covina ; E. F. Scribner,
of Downey ; E. R. Brown, of Long Beach ; Bailey,
Birnbaum, Brown & Co., Bush, Donovan, Gerson,
Getz, Jacobsen, Luckenbach, Montgomery Bros.,
Noodlinger, Whitley & Co., Wuerker, et. at., of Los
Angeles ; W. A. Crandall, of Monrovia ; Geo. W. Collis,
E. A. \\Talker, Geb. F. Randall, of Pasadena ; W. S.
Bailey, Chas. Zilles & Co., of Pomona ; T. R. Newell,
of Redondo ; Stevens & Stone, of San Pedro ; 0. G.
Tullis, of Santa Menica ; E. T. Stoddard, of Whittier,
are the watchttiakers and jewelers who reside in this
modern " garden of Eden."

Madera—created out of Fresno County in 1893,
contains the largest lumber flume in the world, some
535i miles in length, tapping the virgin pine forest
above Fish Camp, and will furnish work for hundreds
for the next twenty years to come. Here it is, also,
that the Italian-Swiss colony have 250 acres in wine
grapes, and ship considerable wine to all parts of the
world. Several new mines have been discovered in
the foothills, and the recent sale of the Minaret mine
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for close on to a million, will open up to development
some of the largest in the county. L. H. Service, of
Madera, represents the jewelry industry of the county.

Marin County—A county of dairies, where B. W.
Studley, at rose-bowered San Rafael, is kept busy
looking after the watches of the railroad people.

Mariposa County—A great mining county, where
B. J. Ballard, of the county seat, is known to his neigh-
bors as a reliable watchmaker.

Mendocino County—A lumber and stock-raising
county. Ludwig, St. John and Weger, of Fort Bragg;
M. 0. Stone, of Mendocino ; Emile Joseph and The
Ukiah Jewelry Co., of Ukiah, and H. S. Symonds, of
Point Arena, are jewelers firm in the belief of a great
future for the county they live in.

Merced County—Whose colony system has proven
a great success, enjoys the good work done by jewelers
J. L. Cobb, of Dos Polos ; J. F. Muth, of Los Barnos ;
F. F. Daunt and A. C. Corwin, of Merced ; C. M.
Harrelson, of Snelling.

Modoc County—Almost entirely given up to stock-
raising, where dwell F. W. Mehler, of Adin ; L. P.
Chambers, of Alturas ; F. E. Poujade, Cedarville.

Mono—Given up to mining and stock-raising ;
whose watches are looked after almost in their entirety
by Kuhlman Bros., of Bodie.

Monterey County—Who has not heard of the
beautiful city of this name situated on the ocean,
besides, however, abounding in beautiful resorts this
county is rich in farm land principally devoted to the
culture of beets ; considerable coal is also mined. It
is here, too, that Spreckles has erected an immense
sugar factory, at a cost of over $3,000,000, with an out-
put of over 400 barrels of sugar a day. Here are
located Max Muller, of Castorville, Schaufele, Schulte
and Glotzbach, of Monterey by the sea ; E. B. Lewis.
of Pacific Grove ; and Greenleaf, Sieghold and
Schuchard, of Salinas.

Napo—Which boasts of the finest bridges in the
State and, perhaps, in the West, many new factories
have been built and the past decade has been one of
progress enjoyed by Amstutz, Schmeid, Bernheim and
Haas & Co., of Napa ; A. E. Casteldine and Jacob
Gaaf, of St. Helena.

Nevada County—The banner gold-producing
county of the State. In Eastern Nevada have been
erected the third largest pulp and paper mill in the
United States. At Nevada City a $50,000 fire-proof
court house has just been completed. At Grass
Valley are located H. C. Zapf, A. Berg, Ed. Kent and
Chas. Prodger ; at Nevada City, C. J. Brand, Frank
Golden Jewelry Co. and A. and H. W. Hartung ; and
at Truckee, kV. E. Larson ; charming fellows and good
workmen.

Orange County—Which shows a gain in popula-
tion of almost 45 per cent. The development of water
has, of course, had a great deal to do with this in-
crease. At Los Alamitos has been erected a beet
sugar factory at a cost of $1,000,000. The growing of
celery is also an important industry, and while ten
years ago it was not believed a paying oil-well could
be located, to-day 5o,000 barrels of oil per month is
the output. At Fullertown we have J. L. Marshall;
at Orange, R. kV. Huff ; at Santa Ana, C. P. Kryhl,
J. H. Padgham & Son.

Placer County—Famous for its gold mines and its
orchards—a county that has contributed II6o,000;000 -to
the world's wealth since 5849, and has more than held
her own during the ten years just past. Gold is found
in every section of this rich county. Fruit growing
is its second industry, from one full car in 1879 the
eastern fruit shipments have increased to 17oo cars in
5900. At Colfax and Roseville are produced the finest
peaches in the world, while at Dutch Flat and Twole
the best of apples are grown in abundance. In west-
ern Placer grain growing is the principal industry-
100,000 acres having been sown to wheat this past
year. At Auburn there is a $175,000 court-house, and
sure of its great future are its resident watchmakers
and jewelers—Anderson Bros., Janowski and Lund-
quist, of Auburn ; A. E. Perry, of Dutch Flat ; Geo.
W. Carpenter, of Iowa City, and J. H. Arthur, of
Lincoln.

Plumas County—Whose leading industries are
stock-raising and dairying, although mining is receiv-
ing renewed attention. A. IV. Lord, at Quincy, keeps
the timepieces of the county adjusted.

(Continued on page 16s)



A Statement of Interest to Jewelers
We want you to know that it will be to your advantage to send us your
consignments of OLD GOLD and SILVER. We give full valuation and

Old Silver (fluctuating) 52 cents per oz.
Platinum   75 cents per dwt.
Old Cold— 8 Karat 32 cents per dwt.Send us your 10 Karat 40 cents per dwt.SWEEPS, on which 

12 Karat 48 cents per dwt.we will give you
returns within 14 Karat 56 cents per dwt.
three to five days. 18 Karat • 72 cents per dwt.

Plated Scraps • 20 to 35 cents per oz.

Thomas J. Dee & CO., Refiners and Smelters
67 and 69 Washington St., CHICAGO

quick returns.
We pay for

PHOTO. BROOCHES
for fine goods, 12 e. to 81.00
for Gold Plated and Filled

Solid Gold, $1.25 to $3.75 HALF-TONE ELECTROTYPES

Pearl or Turquoise Set.
We carry over 60 styles of Brooches ; also Cuff Buttons. Scarf and Hat Pins.

Proposition.— A' dealer who wishes to try this line we will send $5.00 to $2o.00 selections,alt ifif not satisfactory, we will exchange same for any goods we handle.

A. E Siviter & Ca., Wholesale andManufacturing Jewelers, IP"ttsburg, Pa.

A SPECIALTY

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO.
Electrotypers

621 Commerce St., Philadelphia

Have You Decided on Your Outfit for the New Year?

The list of machinery described below
will cost you less than $200.00. Profits
will soon pay for them.

One No. 4 Improved Double-Geared
Hand Mill, with flat rolls.

One No. 3 Improved Single-Geared
Hand Mill, with one flat and one
plain ring roll.

One pair No. 3 Square Wire Rolls, to
interchange in the No. 3 Improved
Single-Geared Mill.

These Mills have all the latest improve-
ments, and are fully guaranteed.

Nos. 3 and 4 D. G. Hand Mills, Flat Rolle.

Stnd for our Catalogue and Circulars

February, 1961
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(Continued from page .6?)

Riverside County—Here we have the banner
orange district of the south. Think of shipping nearly
5000 car loads away in one season, and yet this is what
Riverside did last year. Rufus F. Billing and R. H.
Reed are at Corona ; E. McCoy and J. K. Schanck at
Elsinore ; Baker, Crowell, Hoyle, Kipf, Miller and
Pequegnant, at Riverside ; F. W. Siefkes, at San
Jancinto, are the jewelers and opticians.

Sacramento County—Here is sitated our State
capital, where a number of fine buildings have been
erected. Strange to say, oranges ripen earlier here
than they do in the southern part of the State. Here
it is, also, that the finest Tokay grapes are grown.
J. H. Sturges, of Folsom City ; Babcock, Bishop,
Graf, Miller & Heath, Hatfilter, Hyman, Kune &
Floberg, Noack, Steinmann and Sturmer, of Sacra-
mento, are the jewelers of the county.

San Benito County—The oil excitement is attract-
ing the attention of capital this way, and oil experts
pronounce this section equal to the famed Kern county
and Coalinga districts. Two other industries that are
also attracting considerable attention, are copper and
quicksilver mining. Taken all together, San Benito
County has every reason to be satisfied with the out-
look. Baldwin, Lowe and Jacob. Nye, of Hollister,
are able representatives of the watch and jewelry
industry.

San Barnardino County—Shows indeed a won-
derful growth since 1890, something like 51 per cent.
for the county, while the city of San Bernardino shows
an increase of 115 per cent., and Redlands 300 per
cent. Immense tracts of land have been planted to
oranges and lemons during the past few years ; grapes
are also grown in large quantities. At Needles the
development of the mining indnstry has been especi-
ally marked. Some of our best known jewelers reside
here, amongst whom are A. Lindo, of Chino ; G. E.
Slaughter, of Colton ; J. R. Williams, of Needles,
Crane, Bothwick and Clark, of North Ontario ; Din-
woodi, Jordan, Springborg, Stephenson and Truslow;
of Redlands ; Hale, Hanf and Miller, of San Ber-
nardino.

San Diego County—The premier lemon producing
county, although oranges also receive earnest attention.
The harbor of San Diego has, during the past decade,
witnessed an immense growth in its business—the
prominent jewelers are Ernsting, Flassig, Funk, Hoyle,
Jefts, the optician ; Jenks, Jessop & Son, Neff and
Wiard, and G. A. Case, of Julian.

San Joaquin County—It is said that more improve-
ments have been made here in the past ten years than
in its entire previous history. Public buildings have
sprung up to the value of over JP,000,000. Thousands
of acres of rich island land have been reclaimed and
brought under cultivation, while the extension of area
devoted to farming and vinyards has been very large.
Stockton, the county seat, contains many fine jewelry
stores, amongst which are Friedberger & Co., Glick,
Haas & -Son, Hansell & Co., Kaiser & Co., Kuechler,
Kuhn, Lewis, Markheim, Marks, Owen, Roller and
Vondack.

San Lids Obispo County—Here it is that the great
McClure seed ranch, covering thousands of acres, was
started some years ago. There has been a great re-
vival in quicksilver mining, while many of the largest
stock ranches of the county have been subdivided and
sown to grain, causing the erection of a number of
flour mills. The jewelers are E. W. Cole, of San
Miguel ; Marasco, Marshall and McManus, of 'San Luis
Obispo ; Anderson, Ward and Woehl, of Paso Robles.;
H. Sanders, of Cayucos ; C. S. Gray and D. W. Wood is,
Arroyo Grande.

San Mateo County—Here again oil has been struck,
and the county has had a prosperous ten years. Promi-
nent jewelers are, G. A. Thiel, of Redwood City, and
C. L. Dresbach, of San Mateo.

Santa Barbara County—At Summerland, 17,000
barrels of oil are produced monthly, and a number of
lemon and walnut orchards have been set out. Berta,
.Lutnesky and Niner, of Santa Maria, and Chambers,
'Conant, Eaves, Fields, Fredrick and Poole, of Santa
Barbara, are the jewelers.

Santa Clara County—Who has not heard of the
famous Santa Clara Valley, one of the garden spots of
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California, with a total area of 600,000 acres, over two-
thirds of which is rich bottom land, the bulk of which
has been planted to fruit and vines. Think of nearly
$4,000,000 worth of prunes alone, $2,000,000 of canned
goods, over $1,000,000 of fresh fruit, and $5oo,000
worth of wine being sent out of it in one year, add to
this its flower seed, tannery products, quicksilver, hay,
grain, vegetables, beef and beer, making a total of
over $10,000,000 as its yearly export. Small wonder,
then, that the jewelers who live within its borders
wear a look of placid contentment. They are, H.
Frutig, J. G. McAlpine and J. M. Palmer, of Gilroy;
P. W. Clark, of Mountain View ; P. S. Seamons, of
Palo Alto ; J. J. Fretwell and A. Lahmer, of Los Gatos;
P. Christain, of Santa Clara ; and last, but not least,
those well-known craftsmen, Bothwell, Doerr, Kocher,
Machefert,Morton, Newburg, Pembroke, Rhein, Ryder
and Smith, of San Jose.

Santa Cruz County—Where wonderful progress
has been made in the apple industry, especially in the
Pajaro Valley, where 8000 acres are devoted to or-
chards, in which are 500,000 apple trees. The jewelers
of Santa Cruz are, Bailey, Bedell, Klein, Springer and
White, of Santa Cruz ; Martin, Rappe and Shaver, of
Watsonville.

Shasta Counly—Is said to be the leading mineral
producer of the State, having sent forth over $5,000,000
last year. The country bears every characteristic of a
true petroleum formation, and several companies are
now engaged in drilling for oil. I). F. Badgley and
E. G. Baker, of Anderson ; A. Dobrowsky and A. F.
Dobrovvsky, of Redding, are the jewelers.

Sierra County—Principally noted for its quartz
milling, although the eastern part of the county, where
is the fertile Sierra Valley, is rich in agricultural and
dairy resources. J. L. Zollinger, of Sierra City, is the
well-known jeweler.

Sisk/you County—Milling and lumbering are its
principal industries. The great Gillson is said to have
produced over $600,000 in the past two years. The
jewelers are A. B. Carr, of Etna Mills ; Amann, Em-
mons and Wilson, of Sissons ; Churchill & Son,
Chapelle and Dewey, of Yreka.

Solano County—Where is situated celebrated Mare
Island navy yard at Vallejo, employing an average
force of 17,000 men. Beet growing has become quite
an industry and much dried fruits are sent to Europe.
The jewelers are Bangle, Bemis Bros., Frey and Kesh-
ishyan & Giant, of Vallejo ; S. S. Hewitt, of Vacca-
ville ; N. M. Bailey and J. Christensen, of Rio Vista;
0. M. Howard, of Elmira, and F. J. Stumm, of Benicia.

Sonoma County—Where an extensive seaboard
provides a ready outlet for all classes of products.
Here it is that we can boast of one of the few silk
factories in the West. There are also woolen, flour,
planing and lumber mills, shoe factories, breweries,
cream of tartar works, carriage factories, ice plants
and iron foundries, wineries, distilleries, and fruit
driers, while its quicksilver mines rank with the best
in the United States. As a poultry producer it stands
first in the State ; it is also the largest and most im-
portant wine and grape producing county in the State.
Think of one tank alone with half a million gallons
located in it. Small wonder then that the jewelers
residing in this county are hale fellows well met.
Amongst many are G. Hunsziker, Cloverdale ; W. C.
Morgan, of Fort Ross ; L. C. Koberg, of Headsburg ;
Geo. G. Daunt and J. C. Wahlen, of Petaluma ; Car-
rington, Carter, Ekstrom, Gardner, Heath, Hood,
Jackson, Rhodes, Vander and Weston, of Santa Rosa;
Will. Steuben; of Sonoma.

,Slanislaus County—The banner wheat-producing
county also contains many orange groves ; also famous
for its immense concrete dam representing an invest-
ment of more than a half million dollars, which raises
the waters of Tuolumne River, to the level of a main
canal, seventy feet in width and eight feet in depth,
irrigating some 76,000 acres of land. The jewelers in
this county are C. A. Daunt, E. E. Wood, C. H.
Boudreau, of Modesto ; Ben Levy, of Newman;
B. Hoisholt, of Oakdale.

Tehama Counly—Wool, grain-growing and vini-
culture are its chief pursuits. The jewelers are Curtis,
Wiendieck and Wilkins, of Red Bluff.

Trinity County—Whose mining interests were
never better than at the present time, has its watches
looked after by A. M. and A. G. Fetzer and D. L.
Goldback, of Weaverville.
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Tulare County—Central California's productive
orange belt, where fruit growing is the leading industry,
the shipments during the past year amounting to
nearly 3000 carloads. The jewelers are W. C. Hauser,
of Dinuba ; Moomaw, Smith & Duncan, of Porters-
ville ; A. P. Hall & Co. and Z. F. Vaughn, of Tulare;
Dollner, Ray and Ward, of Visalia.

Tholumne County—A great gold-bearing county
where H. 0. Ball, Reed McCraney, Peter Johnson and
Billing Bros., of Sonora ; and L. Feibush, of Stent,
look after the timepieces.

Ventura CounO—Beet sugar and petroleum have
given it a boost ; the sugar factory at Oxnard alone
representing an outlay of $1,5oo,000. The watch and
jewelry interests are represented by A. Delmas, of
Oxnard ; Hoye & Elliot, W. A. Johnson and P. F.
Yungling, of Santa Paula ; M. E. Bogart and E. B.
Melcher, of Ventura.

Diba County—A great mining and, at the same
time, fruit-growing county, where at Marysville there
is a cannery which during the summer months dis-
burses upwards of $6000 a week for labor alone.
Peter Engel and Wm. Seeger are the jewelers Of this
old-time town ; while E. C. Cochran, of Comptonville,
keeps that town's watches in good order.

Thlo County—This county was at one time one
vast field of wheat, but lately much fruit and vines
have been set out and the growth of the dairy business
has greatly stimulated cattle-raising. C. Wyatt, of
Winters ; and Ewart, Praet and Green, of Woodland,
are the jewelers.

In writing of the jewelers of California and the
counties they reside in, it is very likely that we have
skipped a number of prominent names, for which we
are sure they will out of the fullness of their generous
natures excuse us—particularly when we assure them
that it was by no means intentional. May the good
fortune that has attended them all in the past stand by
them in the future, for assuredly there are no better
fellows extant than those who have so often con-
tributed generously towards making our San Fran-
cisco letter interesting reading. As for those bright
fellows of Washington, Oregon and Nevada, at al,
well, as Kipling would say, " That's another tale,"
which we will relate some other day.

Coming back to San Francisco, I am reminded of
an incident attending the ushering in of the twentieth
century that will no doubt be read with interest by the
many friends of the participants. It seems that A. I.
Hill & Son's sextette of well-known salesmen decided
to celebrate the end of their highly-successful fiscal
year and incidentally to help shove out 19oo and with
it the nineteenth century, by a banquet, during which
they would do their best to see that the twentieth
century was ushered in in a manner befitting the aus-
picious event, and so it was that Geo. A. Brown, E.
V. Saunders, Will. C. Lean, L. H. Smith, C. Meade
and N. M. Gilman sat down to a dinner at the Poodle
Dog that will go down in the history of that famous
hostelry as a " hummer," at which everything was
beautiful and " the, goose hung high." While much
that look place seems to have passed entirely from the
minds of the diners, an interesting account of the affair
has been preserved to posterity through the memory
of the several incidents that took place as they recorded
themselves in the mind of one of the more intelligent
of the waiters ; and while it is impossible, for want of
space, to relate all the things that were said and done,
or even to recount a part of the witty sayings and bril-
liant after-dinner speeches in response to the several
toasts offered, we are sure it will be pleasing to
his many friends to know that the baritone solo of
Lance Smith was beautifully rendered, being sang
" as her should be sung " ; while the fancy dance done
by Will. Lean (in his boyhood days known as " Lean
Will " ) brought down the house. Many were the
old-time incidents related, and it was very touching
along towards morning to see Brown and Saunders
weep in each others' arms over some other fellow
getting a sale they should have had. Say, , now,
honest, if Saunders ever commences to weep when he
is around your store, call a • patrol •wagon. I never
have heard any one make such a noise. As for Brown,
he's a wonder ; everything he eats and drinks appa-
rently goes to tears, so that when he cries you want to
tear up your pants ; why, when he was through the
other night the floor looked as though a hose had
played on it. Dear old Meade chaperoned the party.
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News from the Northwest

The new century is on, and judging from all re-

ports the old one went out in a blaze of glory, from

the standpoint of the jewelry trade. At our last

writing it was impossible to give actual results of how

December business had turned out, but now that

books have been figured up and everything is known,

we can safely say never since the boom years in the

8o's have Northwestern jewelers done the holiday

business they did this year. A common report is an

increase of 25 to 335. per cent., some going even better,

and the most encouraging part of all is the demand

for better and higher-priced goods, showing a decided

improvement in the purchasing ability of most retail

customers. Now, all join hands and 1901 will be still

more of an improvement.

Will. E. Mowrey, of the Mowrey & Murray Co.,

St. Paul, has been working for glory and his country

the past two weeks as a petit juror in the District

Court. Will. says it's not as easy as he thought.

George J. Preston, head grinder for Sischo &

Beard, St. Paul, was laid up a short time last month

with la grippe.
Henry Birkenhauer & Co., Minneapolis, have im-

proved their office by the addition of new fixtures, to

accommodate their increasing business.

Abe Cohen, St. Paul, has filed a petition in bank-

ruptcy. Liabilities stated at $24,000, mostly to Eastern

houses.
S. Jacobs, Minneapolis, has left for Texas, where

he will spend the rest of the winter.

C. D. White, Minneapolis, has returned from a

short visit East.
C. C. Staacke, Duluth, has given up bachelor's

quarters owing to the return of his family, who had

been visiting Mrs. Staacke's parents at Richmond,

Ind., while he was getting things settled in the new

home. Charles says you don't know what you miss

until you try to do without them for a couple of months.

I. 0. Brown, Wheaton, Minn., will help out his

brother, J. W. Brown, OrtOnville, Minn., for the next

two months.
John Rosenthal, Echo, Minn., will shortly remove

to Winthrop, Minn.

F. Angliss & Co. succeed F. Angliss, at Dickinson,

N, Dak. They will add a complete stock of goods.

J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis., has returned from

a week's business trip to Eastern markets.

Otto Supa and wife, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.,

passed through the Twin Cities last month on their re
-

turn from a short trip East.

Harry Schloss, manager for B. Schuette, Alinnea-

polls, has returned from Chicago, where he went t
o

attend the funeral of Mrs. Schuette.

Chas. E. Winter has withdrawn from the firm of

S. H. Clausin & Co., Minneapolis. He has no
t fully

decided as to his future, but will make an extended

trip to the Western Coast to look over the field.

A. B. Fagerstrom, trade watchmaker, St. Paul
,

has moved from 706 Manhattan Building to 200
 Ryan

Building.
Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul, jobber, is making ex-

tensive improvements in his office, adding new safe
s

and other fixtures to accommodate his increasin
g

business. When the improvements are completed h
e

will have the nicest and most up-to-date office in th
e

Northwest. Mr. Finkelstein reports business last year

a decided improvement over 1899.

B. Schuette, Chicago, visited Minneapolis las
t

month looking after his branch store there. He 
re-

ports a very good business in 1900 and will inc
rease

his stock there for 1901.

J. S. Cohen & Co., St. Paul, wholesale material
,

etc., report all travelers out. L. Pearlstein, lately of

Pittsburg, Pa., and J. S. Cohen will do the road work
.

The office force remain the same. They are
 now

nicely settled in their new office, 205 Ryan Build
ing, a

more central location.

, I. D. Allen, lately with F. D. Day & Co., Dulut
h,

Minn., will represent R. B. Wegner, St. Paul, on 
the

road this year. Mr. Wegner will make occasional

short trips to cover the nearby territory. He 
reports

a very satisfactory business for his first year as a

jobber, and sees no reason why 1901 should not 
be a

very good year.
Anton Cerney, for the past two years at Mont-

gomery, has moved to Chaska, Minn,
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F. H. Straub, Fergus Falls, Minn., is laid up with

a broken leg, caused by a fall while bicycle riding.

Fred. L. Schmalz, for the past three years work-

ing with New York manufacturers, has returned to

St. Paul, where henceforth he will assist his father

in the management of his growing manufacturing

business.
Abe Reach, of F. H. Noble, Chicago, was, as usual,

the first to call on Twin City jobbers. J. A. Limbach,

of Theo. W. Foster & Bro. Co., succeeded in being the

last in old year by getting in a day or two ahead

of 
A 

Albert I. Shapira, St. Paul, has returned from a

short buying trip East and is now ready for 19ot busi-

ness. His brother Mose will represent him on the

road this year. The firm will hereafter be A. I.

Shapira & Bro. •

C. A. Houghtaling, Menomonie, Wis., died last

month after a long illness of consumption. The busi-

ness will be continued by Ole Madsen, his former

watchmaker.
S. B. Martin, of Martin & Hoerr, Mankato, Minn.,

has been appointed a member of the board of charter

revision of that city.

Harry 0. Sheldon, Alexandria, Minn., was deter-

mined to start the new century right. December 28th

he was married at Sauk Center to Miss Daisie Mittson.

Here's our best wishes, Harry, and may your happy

days never end.
Steenstrup & Muns, Kenyon, Minn., have dissolved

partnership. H. S. Muns will continue the business

with Ole Bratvett as watchmaker, 0. N. Steenstrup

returning to Caledonia, Minn., for the present.

• Frank Heitzman, optician, St. Paul, has moved

across the street from his old stand where he has a

more convenient and nicer room.

A. C. Stiles is now located at Britton, S. Dak.

A. C. Fisher has began business at Clinton, Iowa.

John A. Flint has left the employ of Fiske Bros.,

Minneapolis.
Wm. Kuhn, manufacturing jeweler, St. Paul, will

move . February 1st from 274 to 214 East Seventh

Street.
G. F. Duntley, for the past two years in the

Northwest territory for D. Marx Sons, St. Paul, will

this year represent the Reed–Bennett Co., of Minnea
-

polis, in the same territory, taking the place of Axe
l

Madsen, who has accepted a position with Sproehnle

& Co., Chicago.
Sam. P. Albrecht, Lake Park, Minn., had his

store destroyed by fire • last month. Mr. Albrecht is

now visiting his old home in Illinois.

Chas. A. Lambert, Young America, Minn., is

taking a course in optics with F. A. Upham, St. Paul
.

S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn., spent several

days in the Twin Cities last month attending to mat
-

ters of the optical association before the Legislature
.

Burglars entered the store of J. S. Porter, Ruth-

ton, Minn., January 8th, secured $300 worth of goods
.

Lawrence Hope, St. Paul, spent New Day's Day

at the old farm near Hammond, Wis.

Geo. J. Koberstein, Baldwin, Wis., enjoyed a ten-

days' vacation the end of the month. George believe
s

a business man is entitled to ten days' relieve a yea
r

from business.
Albert E. Krugar, formerly at Taylor's Falls, has

bought out Fred. Eichmeier, at North Branch, Minn
.

Ben. Marx, of D. Marx Sons, St. Paul, has 
re-

turned from a two-weeks' trip to Eastern Manufac
-

turers in search of novelties for spring trade. 
He

reports the greatest line he has ever seen and says tha
t

trade will be surprised at his selections, as he 
has

winners. Jake Marx and Luke Keating will cover

their old territory. E. T. Sullivan is their new stock

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month

were : J. I,. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.; August 
Friis,

Renville, Minn.; Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.
;

Hans J. Heram, Elbow Lake, Minn.; S. B. Mi
llard,

Litchfield, Mimi.; Anton Cemey, Chaska, Minn.;

M. Henrickson, fhiluth, Minn.; W. H. Evans, 
Bald-

win, Wis.; Otto Supe, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.; 
L. H.

Brunns, Anoka, Minn.; E. L. Overjorcle, Northw
ood,

Iowa ; 0. D. Leidal, Fergus Falls, Mimi.; 
Will.

Follet, Sandstone, Minn.; L. Diacon, Chaska, 
Minn.;

A. L. Mealey, Delano, Minn.; A. Sweningsen,

Moorhead, Minn.; Charles A. Lambert, Young

America, Minn.; C. 0. Heyerdahl, Kenyon, M
inn.;

F. Angliss, Dickinson, N. Dak.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

There has been a decided lull in the jewelry

line the past four weeks. The month has not been so
prolific of weddings as it might have been, a fact we

jewelers deplore. However, the coming month

promises a goodly number. During the month past

the jewelers made their annual inventories of stock
s

and as far as can be learned the results have turned

out to be satisfactory. Other lines of trade are ex-

periencing a temporary falling off of business. The

iron ore dealers report a very dull month and do ho
t

see much ahead for them until the demands of 't
he

builders stimulate the market.

A. T. Hubbard, of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.,

has been in New York the past two weeks, buying the

new things that are now being shown. While East,

Mr. Hubbard attended the annual banquet .of the

jewelers.
The firm of Scribner & Loehr, 143 Euclid Avenue,

are making extensive alterations to their wholesale de-

partment. They have added over three times the floor

space formerly occupied by this branch of their bus
i-

ness. This firm has had a phenomenal growth in the

few years it has been in business.

Chas. Gilbert, for the past year with Sigler Bros.

Co. as watchmaker, has resigned his position to

open a repair shop in the Arcade to do work for th
e

trade.
E. H. Pudrith, Michigan representative of Scrib-

ner & Loehr, has been in town, stocking up for the

spring campaign.
Oscar Klein, manager of the Solomonson Optical

Co., Superior Street, for a number of years, has re-

signed and gone to Chicago to take a responsible posi-

tion with a large optical concern.

The Whittlesey Optical Co., are again enlarging

their work-room to meet the demands of their rapidly-

increasing trade. The entire front of the third floor of

the King & Uhl Block has been secured. This gives

the firm increased floor space equal to their present

quarters.
Elmer Wilsdorf, a jeweler and optician at 51

The Arcade, has filed a petition in bankruptcy in the

United States District Court. He placed his liabilities

at $5751.44 and assets $2975.00. The court appointed

a temporary trustee, who in turn appointed three ap-

praisers : A. H. Brunner, of Brunner Bros. Co.; Frank

B. Moore, of- the Cowell & Hubbard Co., and A. S.

Houk. They appraised the stock at $1173.00. The

stock and fixtures will be offered for sale in a few

days.
Dr. D. D. Clark, optician, Norwalk, Ohio, has

been very ill the past month. He is now convalescing

and is in Flint, Nebr., for a couple of weeks.

Mr. Kinney, optician, for many years with E. H.

Overton, Westfield, N. Y., has resigned and is visiting

in this city preparatory to entering the Peoria Institute

to take a course of engraving.

P. C: Curtis, watchmaker for S. J. Gilger, Nor-

walk, Ohio, has resigned his position and will go to

Chicago to take a course of optics in an ophthalmic

college.
Chas. Kelm, book keeper for Scribner & Loehr,

is confined to his home by a severe case of grip.

The Bowler & Burdick Co. have been made the

general agents for the United States for a new model

" 400 " day clock. The firm report a very satisfactory

business done with this clock the past few months.

D. H. McBride, Akron, Ohio, . has been in New

York and other Eastern cities the past month.

E. D. Kindig, Elyria, Ohio, was in town last

month, renewing acquaintances among the trade.

J. W. Helfrich, Carrollton, Ohio, was a trade

caller among the jobbing houses last month.

A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio, was here last

month, looking over the wholesale houses.

Mrs. M. J. Gifford, Mansfield, Ohio, has made an

assignment.
Capt. R. E. Burdick is a member of the Chamber

of Commerce cammittee .to bring the Grand Army
Encampment to this city. The committee met with

success.

"I would not miss one number of The Keystone

for three years' subscription price. It is the most

up-to-date trade journal published, to my knowledge.."
—IA J. Keagy, jeweler, Hollidaysburg, Pa,

P
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Cincinnati Letter

E. P. Wilson, secretary of the Merchants' and
Manufacturers' Association, of this city, which em-
braces the leading manufacturers, jobbers and whole-
sale dealers of Cincinnati in all lines, was asked if his
organization would have the usual merchants' excur-
sions this spring. His answer was as follows : "That
subject is a red flag to me. We have done that kind
of business because the example was set, and many of
us thought it would be a good thing to head off the
influences of New York, Chicago and St. Louis, as
they had only an imaginary organization and induced
the railroads to give them a reduced rate. We thought
( with our strong organization) that we would secure
rates only in self defense, and now I voice the senti-
ment of all the best concerns in Cincinnati when I say
we don't want it, and if the railroads hacl any back-
bone they would not grant a rate to any but bona fide
organizations. We regard other so-called excursions
objectionable to the interest of the commercial world.
We believe now and will be glad to know that they are
things of the past history. The high-grade merchants
don't want them. It is the smaller concerns that take
advantage of such things, and it has been satisfactorily
proven that not 20 per cent of them buy goods on such
occasions either in New York, Chicago, Milwaukee,
St. Louis or Cincinnati. But as long as Chicago, St.
Louis or any other place can induce the railroads to
give such excursions, it is but natural for such favors
to be claimed and not secured by all small towns. We
don't want them. We are too solid. We have too
much to offer the merchant. Such things and such
methods resorted to are repulsive to the best concerns
in this city."

The sale of the stock of the estate of Clemens
Hellebush under order of the court that has been
going on at auction since three months before the holi-
days, closed down right after New Year's. The store
is now dismantled, the signs all removed and it is now
for rent. Clemens Hellebush says that he has no idea
of just what he will do, and will not decide for a short
time anyway. He says that he will take a rest for a
time at least.

Lindenberg & Fox, the wholesale firm, has opened
Up at 20 East Fourth Street, and are already doing
business. The trade are well acquainted with Hugo
Lindenberg, since he has been in business for himself
for two years, while his partner, E. J. Fox, who is the
son of Sol. Fox, of Fox Bros. Co., and has been asso-
ciated with the firm of Bene, Lindenberg & Co., is
also quite well known to the trade.

The Duhme Jewelry Co. is now occupying its
handsome new store. It is a real gem of the first
water, and there are few, if any, more beautiful retail
jewelry establishments anywhere. The improvements
they have made in this large and . commodious store
room are modern and right up to. date and most
attractive. They now have by far the largest store in
Cincinnati devoted to jewelry and allied lines.

In speaking of our great industries, the Commer-
cial-Gazelle says : " Cincinnati being the largest center
in the world in the manufacture of carriages and
wagons, it is but natural that the manufacture of
carriage and wagon materials should be one of the
important industries of the city. There are twenty-
two establishments engaged in this line of manufacture.
The capital invested in 1899 was over a million dollars;
the number of hands employed about moo, and the
value of the product $1,721,124. The Queen City is
also the center of supply of almost all of the materials
which enter into the manufacture of chairs and sofas,
aud the manufacture of these articles has become a
quite important item in the city's business. The num-
ber of establishments in this line is 28; capital invested,
$4o6,000 ; hands employed, 672. The value of the
product last year was almost $i,000,000."

A. G. Schwab & Bro. announce that there will be
no change in their traveling staff for 1901.

Edward Bohmer, with the American Watch and
Jewelry Co., retail, was married January 16t11 to a
Cincinnati young lady. The young couple went to
Chicago on their bridal trip.

Albert Bros. have recently issued a new clock and
silverware catalogue, which they will gladly send you
upon request should you not have received one already.

E. B. Scott, of Batavia, Ohio, was a visiting
buyer in this market last month.
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F. E. Jack, manager of the Queen City Silver Co.,
has just returned from a trip to New York, where he
was looking after the interests of his firm.

The Cincinnati Gold and Silver Refining and
Smelting Co. report that they have just closed the'
most prosperous year in their business career and that
the outlook now is that 19oi %'ill prove another record
breaker with them.

The engagement of Louis Lange, son of Jeweler
Herman Lange, to the youngest daughter of A. G.
Schwab, head of the wholesale house of A. G. Schwab
& Bro., is announced, the wedding to occur in the
spring. Young Lange is well •and favorably known
among the trade as traveler for the last-named firm.

Sig. Strauss, of Sig. Strauss & Co., left the last of
January for an extended trip over his territory and is
now displaying his new spring line to his customers.

The engagement of Geo. H. Newstedt, the Wal-
nut Street retailer, to a Cincinnati lady is announced.

Dorst & Co. report that their holiday rush is ex-
tending right on into January, and that they are
having a fine run of business.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Business opens the first month of the year with a
rush which it is to be hoped will continue throughout
the entire Spring season. Most of our traveling sales-
men have gotten out early, and are doing well. Retail
business in Kansas City's territory is opening up well,
and dealers generally are encouraged over the trade
outlook for the new year. Collections are very good,
and whilst a few dealers get off their financial balance,
or go skating into bankruptcy about this time of the
year, we fortunately can report for this section but few
failures, and they are principally small.

A feature of the Century ball, given here Decem-
ber 31st, was a " Century box," or receptacle, in which
was placed records, newspapers, letters of interest,
and the cards of all who attended the ball. The box
is of heavy copper, appropriately inscribed, and at-
tracted a great deal of attention while on exhibition in
Jaccard's window last week. It was sealed in one of
the stone piers of Convention Hall, Thursday, January
17th, and is inscribed " To be opened by the mayor of
Kansas City, January t, 2001."

J. R. Mercer will begin, about February 1st, to
remodel his store. The store will be enlarged and
new furnishings and cases installed.

R. J. Gilbert, with the Jaccnrd Jewelry Co., has
been confined to his home with grip for two weeks,
and will probably not be able to return to business
for another fortnight.

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Merry have returned from Ohio,
where they went to attend the funeral of Mrs. Merry's
father.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Paulson have returned from
visit to Chicago.

Albert Fricke is now in the employ of Maragolis
& Metzger, at 1007 Main Street.

I. M. Clark, of Boston, was the guest of Harry
Carswell during the past month.. .

L. Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Co., was serving
on the jury in the criminal court recently.

Al. Protsch, with E. G. Alber, the Grand Avenue
jeweler, was married January 14th to Miss Sadie
Butler. His many friends and acquaintances join THE
KEYSTONE ill xvishing hint much joy in his new
relations.

N. R. Fuller, traveling representative for the
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co. in all large cities,
is ill the house for the present, selecting his samples
for his early spring trip, which he expects to make
early in February.

L. J. Marks is home from New York and other
Pastern points, where he has been for several weeks
past on business. •

R. C. Anderson was in town a few days ago. Mr.
Anderson was formerly a resident of Moorefield, W.Va.,
and was for a number of years connected with J. Beaty
& Son, in the above-mentioned town. Mr. Anderson
is now manager of I. N. Collin's store, at Cherokee,
Kans., and we congratulate Mr. Collins in being able
to secure the services of such an expert workman and
accomplished gentleman.
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Edward S. Villmoare, traveling for the Norton-
Paulson Jewelry Co., has entered into politics
rather extensively lately. Mr. Villmoare is one of the
strongest candidates for the appointment of coal oil
inspector for Kansas City. He is a personal friend of
Governor Dockery, recently elected, and as he has the
indorsements of many representative business men his
chances seem very favorable. Politicians and their
kind are not being sought by Mr. Villmoare, for he
chooses rather to be indorsed by the representative
business element of his city. Mr. Villmoare came to
Kansas City in 1885, and was for two years in the mail
service. In 1887 he went with Herman Oppenheimer
& Co. as traveling salesman, remaining with that firm
until its failure in 1895. He was secretary of the board
of police commissioners from 1895 to 1897, when he
was employed by J. A. Norton & Son, now the Norton-
Paulson Jewelry Co. During his stay with this firm
he has covered the territory of Texas, Missouri, Kansas,
Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Nebraska. and Iowa and
has made legions of friends.

E. H. Snow, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., is on
the sick list, being confined to his room with the grip.

'W. A. Montague, H. J. Linn and H. F. Welts, of
the traveling force of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., all
left headquarters the middle of last month for their
first trips in the new year.

W. H. Reed, formerly of Toronto, Kans., has
purchased the jewelry stock of D. E. Ketcham, at
Golden City, Mo.

E. C. Roth has purchased the jewelry stock of
L. S. Grimm, at Lebanon, Kans. •

L. B. Fulgam, of Colmenseil, Texas, has sold out
his stock, and retired from business.

Harry Bower, of Delphos ; Dr: H. B. Felty, of
Abilene ; Dr. A. H. Pendergast, of Osage City ; C. J.
A. Schmidt, of Leavenworth, are a party of Kansans
who visited local optical houses recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Mosbacker, Wichita, Kans.,
were in the city visiting the trade and friends last
month.

Leroy Garten, formerly a jeweler on Grand
Avenue, died at his home in Smithville, Mo., early in
last month.

J. A. Hart, of Oskaloosa, Kans., died last month
of pneumonia.

S. J. Huey, of Excelsior Springs, who is a regular
visitor at Kansas City jewelry markets, was in again
the latter part of January.

A. B. Phinney, of Overbrook, Kans., bought
goods here recently.

R. C. Young, of Waterville, Kans., %'as a Kansas
City visitor lately.

E. A. Moore, of Severy, Kans., called on the
wholesale establishments last month.

G. H. Spangle, of the firm of G.• H. & J. B.
Spangle, Chetopa, Kans., attended the telephone con-
vention here early in last month.

Dr. W. J. Griffith, of Fort Scott, Kans., was a
purchaser of optical goods here last month.

Dr. J. M. McWharf visited the local optical estab-
lishments recently.

Among the purchasers of optical goods here
lately were A. Plank, Hutchinson, Kans. ; Frank
Wuerth, Leavenworth, Kans. ; J. S. Kelly, Marshall,
Mo. ; Dr. B. N. Moulton, Cameron, Mo. ; Dr. Ed.
Walker, J. H. Whiteside, of Liberty, Mo., and Dr. W.
N. Ritchey, of Monroe City, Mo.

R. D. Hubbard, who has been in the employ of .
the Columbian Optical Co. in its different stores, has
been given a promotion by his employers to take effect
February 1st, when he will assume the management of
their branch at Des Moines, Iowa.

Miss Julia Berger, niece of J. R. Mercer, the well-
known jeweler, who was helping her uncle during the
holiday rush, is now with the Journal and expects to
make journalism her profession in the future.

B. H. Blank, manager of the optical department
of Hammel, Riglander & Co., New York, called upon
the jobbing trade during the month. Mr. Blank has
just returned from a buying trip in Europe.

E. G. Albers, the Grand Avenue jeweler, is at
Hot Springs, Ark., for the benefit of his health.

Charles E. Wardin, of Topeka, Kans., suffered a
$15o0 loss by fire the fore part of January.

J. A. Hart, the pioneer jeweler of Oskalookt,
Kans., died January 8th. Mr. Hart was well and
favorably known in this market and has many friends
in the trade who will regret his passing away.
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RELIABLE

Silverware
Repairing Can this be Repaired?

are from the NEW DESIGNS made by
Heimberger & Lind, the leading makers of

JEWELERS' FINDINGS, ORNAMENTS,
GALLERIES, ETC.

44 By Using Our Goods Your Goods Will Sell," is a trite motto with a worldof meaning to wide-awake dealers.
Among: the H. & L. latest new goods are a handsome line of BODICEBUCKLES, EBONY MOUNTS, BUCKLES, BROOCH, HAT and SCARF PINS,METAL. ORNAMENTS, ETC.

HEIMBERGER & LIND
158 Pine Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts toWe Repair 
match the old ones, broken or melted off, the same as new.

VV e Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze,Brass, Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze,and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Re plated A. L. Sercomb Co State gE Adams Sts.

CHICAGOA. N. SPERRY, Manager

If so, use the
GOLD SOLDER?

Our Latest—The L'Aiglon

and you will have your most sanguine expectations regarding
Gold Solders realized.

Manufactured by Victor Frohlich, St. Louis

Price. $4.89. complete

burns gasoline and gives 100-candlepower light.There is no smoke, no odor, no clogging. The burner isso constructed that gas travels continuously through theflame, hence is at all times absolutely steady. The lightmay be regulated as with a kerosene lamp, turning it aslow as desired and it never smokes.
This Lamp is invaluable to those requiring a. steady,

brilliant, white light. It has given almost universal satis-faction. We solicit investigation and will send catalogueoil request.

The Imperial Gas Lamp Co.
132 and 134 E. Lake St. CHICAGO, ILL.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
2308 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED 1888
This School is endorsed by all manufac-turers and first-class watchmakers and jewelers,and teaches everything needed in a first-classjewelry store. Send for circular.

—.—
Radmuky Bro.., Watehmaker. and Jeweler..

Rock Hampton, Queensland, Australia,
MR. R. JAEGERMANN. Nov. so, l000.

Dear Sir :--Having finished my term atthe St. Louis Watchmaking School, over whichyou preside, I am now perfectly competent toengage in the jewelry business with perfectease to myself and to the entire satisfactionof my customers. I now consider myself com-petent in all the various branches of the jewelrybusiness, and I certainly appreciate the per-sonal interest you took in my behalf whileattending your Horological School, and I feelthat I can cheerfully recommend any Oersonwho is desirous of studying Watchmaking,Engraving, Jewelry Repairing and Optics toyour school, where they will receive the properteachings of the above-named branches. Iwent to America to finish my education inHorology, etc., and arrived home again safelyafter completing my course and receiving adiploma. I remain with best wishes, your pupil,
R. RADUNSK Y.

We have hundred. of similar testimonial.
on file In our °M,.. M. JAEGERMANN, MANAGER

No. 1903. BREAD TRAY.

ROCKFORD
SILVER PLATE! CO.

BEST QUALITY SILVERWARE
“20-YEAR GUARANTEE" with each piece—a strong point with the purchasing public.Orders and correspondence solicited from Jewelers only.

--BRANCH OFFICES--46 W. BROADWAY, NEW YORK S20 SUTTER ST., SAN FRANCISCO ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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St. Louis Letter

The year 1900, the closing year of the century,
has been one of the most prosperous in the history of
the city of St. Louis. Every branch of industry has
enjoyed unusual prosperty, and there is scarcely a line
of trade in which all past records have not been
broken. The best indication of how universal pros-
perity has been enjoyed may be seen in the bank
clearings, which are the largest since the city was
founded. Our manufacturers have been flooded with
orders, and our jobbers have in many cases been un-
able to fill their rush of orders. Not only will the
past year be noted for the general business prosperity,
but also for the few business failures. The business
world of St. Louis has been shocked by no crashing
business failures of large business or financial institu-
tions. The city has passed through some turbulent
times during the past twelve months, strikes and fires,
but it has emerged from it all stronger and more pros-
perous than ever. Turning to our own trades the
immediate outlook cannot be regarded as otherwise
than favorable in the territory tributary to the St.
Louis market. The purchasing power of the general
public is being steadily increased, and dealers may

with reason anticipate as good a trade in 1901 as they

had in the spring of last year. The reports from
clearing houses show that large payments are being
made, and the railway tonnage reports indicate an
enormous shipment of merchandise in all directions.

Prices of most of the primary commodities are higher

than they were a year ago, so the farmers and planters
will have more money than they had then. This is
especially true in the South, where the great advance

in prices paid for cotton has given that section an un-

precedented amount of available currency.
Banking clearances for the entire county last year

recorded a small loss as compared with those for 1899,

which were the largest in our history. It is a fact,

nevertheless, that the movement of goods in I9oo was

heavier than in the previous year, lower values on

most lines accounting for the loss in clearances. The

movement was. particularly active from St. Louis last

year, as is shown by the fact the banking clearances

here made a considerable gain, as against a loss for

the entire country, a very considerable percentage of

this increase having been made in November and

December, and but very few weekly losses having been

shown at any time of the year.

By the time this item is read the probabilities are

that all the necessary subscriptions for the completion

of the St. Louis World's Fair fund will have been re-

ceived. Work in this direction was delayed during the

holiday season, but since the opening of the new year

has assumed a greater activity, and it will not be many

days from this writing until the required $5,000,000

will have been raised. With the entire $15,000,000

thus made available, in addition to the $1,000,000 for a

State exhibit at the fair, Missouri and St. Louis will

provide such an exposition as will best illustrate the

growth of the Trans-Mississippi country in the one

hundred years since the making of the Louisiana pur-

chase. Even in the two years to elapse before the fair

is opened to the world, the Greater West will demon-

strate her ability to attain a speed and permanence in

growth at which the people of other countries cannot

help but wonder. Two years may be elsewhere con-

sidered a short time in which to prepare for a work of

this magnitude, but quickness and accuracy are among

the attributes of the Western people.

The manufacturing industries in the west and

south are much better employed than a year ago,

when they were experiencing the full reaction from the

excessively high prices charged in the fall of '99.

This argues well for the outlook of jewelry and optical

trades for spring business. The iron and steel industry

is so actively employed, that the question is being

asked why prices do not advance. As it is they are

very firmly held, but it seems a general tendency to

keep quotations down. In almost every branch of the

industry the plants are employed to their full capacity

and new orders are being booked steadily, while bus-

Mess requiring immediate delivery is generally re-

fused. Some large export orders have been declined,

owing to the fact that they could not be supplied

within the time limit. The railroads have added

freely to their contract for a considerable part of this

season's production. Shoe Manufacturers are gener-
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ally running with a full force and have orders on hand
to keep them working for several months.

St. Louis starts out in the new year by breaking
its record in bank clearings. The amount of the
clearings for the week ending January 12, was $40,039,-
369. Twice only has this figure been exceeded. In
the week ending November 17, 1900, the clearings

were $41,575,689, and in the week ending December

22, of the same year, they amounted to po,698,714.
Those were weeks of six business days, however,
while the one just closed had only five days. Thus
the daily average of the week ending January 5, 1901,
was the greatest in the history of the city. The clear-
ings for the corresponding week in 190o were $31,14t,-
470 or $9,00o,000 less than the total just scored. It is
plain that 1901 will have many business triumphs for
St. Louis.

When Oklahoma was opened up.to settlement a
few years ago, even the most hopeful of the new
citizen could not foresee the marvelous strides which

have now been taken by the Territory, soon to become

a State after the most brief initial chapter on record.
Oklahoma is naturally rich and is industrially active to

a degree that would reflect credit on an older settled

and more populous State. Her crops this year were

more than abundant and the result is seen in a marked

increase of business all through the territory. We are

glad that our St. Louis business men are alive to the

good business now abroad in that country and that

they took advantage of it and visited the Territory in

a representative body only recently. They found

many evidences of the progressive spirit in Oklahoma.

Especially has this been shown in the establishment of

manufacturing industries in different lines, several of

them being in iron and steel.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the L. Bau-

man Jewelry Co., January 14th, Alvin L. Bauman was

elected president of the corporation, to succeed Meyer

Bauman, his father. Morris Bauman was elected vice-

president and A. L. Lehman secretary and treasurer

at the sante tune. This house are the pioneers in the

wholesale jewelry business in St. Louis ; in fact, are

the pioneer firm to engage in the jobbing business west

of the Mississippi, having been founded by Louis Bau-

man in 1844. The new president of the L. Bauman

Co. enjoys the distinction of belonging to the third

generation of its founder. Meyer Bauman, the retiring

president, retires after being in the harness twenty-nine

years, and will hereafter devote his time to his private

interests. The firm report a prosperous business for

the closing year of the century, so that the young blood

takes hold of things under favorable auspices.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro., manufacturers' agents,

have recently enlarged their quarters in the Holland

Building by taking in an adjoining room. This evi-

dence of expansion is made necessary by their increas-

ing- business.
Blankenmeister, Oberting & Co., the young whole-

sale firm in the Holland Building, are making prepara-

tions to expand their business by adding a line of

jewelry to their stock.
Isadore Auer, retail, at 408 North Sixth Street,

has recently sold out to Culman & Bode, who will

continue the business at the old stand. The new firm

will enlarge the stock and push for trade with new-

century determination.
Morris Bauman, vice-president of the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co., has just returned from a visit to the

Eastern manufacturing centers, where he was com-

bining business with pleasure.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co. have completed

the addition to their factory, which will largely in-

crease their facilities and gives them the largest jewelry

factory in the country west of the Mississippi. Trade.

for the new year is opening up with them in a quite

satisfactory manner. Their salesmen are all out on

the road doing nicely, and their house trade holds up

well. They report collections as more satisfactory

than usual.
The Mississippi River as a transportation route for

local and tributary trade is again coming into promi-

nence. " The HEM Nrho doubted the great future of

the Mississippi," says the Age of Steel," is not reading

the signs of the times aright. It is but a question of

time and pertinacity when its merchant fleet will be

multiplied beyond precedent, and as an artery of com-

merce it will be one of the vigorous potentials of

trade in that empire of trade known as the valley.
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That there has been a return of the tide in this direction

is already a matter of statistical demonstration. Fig-

ures show that in 1900 the freight shipped from St.

Louis on river boats amounted to 245,580 tons, an
excess over 1899 of 42,375. Receipts of merchandise

arriving at St. Louis made a total of 512,000 tons, an
increase over that of the previous year of 45,000 tons.

This may not seem to be a large increase, but such as
it is, the traditional straw that determines the course of
the current is not without its significance. It shows
how the tide is running. If this continues the direct
and indirect effects will be felt, both on railroad rates
and the trade of such cities as are scattered along the
route of the Father of Waters to and from the sea.

With the steel barge looming up as a freight carrier,

and with responsive interest shown in the improvement
of other craft, and such improvements in dredging and
jetty work as is assured, there need be no serious
misgivings .as to the future and importance of the
Mississippi River as a great international waterway.

News has reached the trade here of the death of
Jeweler J. C. \\Teich, of Uniontown, Ala. No man io
the South stood higher with the trade than did Mr.
Welch, and the news of his passing away was quite a
shock to hiS friends in this market.

The annual banquet of the Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation of Missouri will occur on the night of Febru-
ary 14th. As usual, the occasion x -ill be a joyous one,
and the banquet committee promises a lively and in-
teresting- program for the evening.

The jewelers of St. Louis have already contributed
to the World's Fair fund subscriptions amounting to
$46,16o, and will more than likely increase this fund
to an even $5o,000 ere the full $5,00o,000 citizens' fund
is raised.

The annual election of officers of the St. Louis
Clock & Silverware Co., for 1901, took place last
last month, and resulted as follows : President, 0. J.
Pfeffer ; vice-president, F. L. Jaccard ; secretary and
treasurer, F. L. Steiner.

A Life Subscriber
ED, KEYSTONE have taken THE KEYSTONE

since the first number and it has improved all the

time. I cannot see where any improvement can be
made, but it gets better and more interesting every
year. I do ilot wish to miss one number, so enclose
the dollar willingly. C. H. VAN ALLEN, jeweler,

Mayville, Mich.

General Business Situation
Cereals have been more active and there is re-

newed talk of 90 cents for May wheat, partly because
of unfavorable foreign reports and diminished domestic

receipts, but mainly through the operations of a specu-
lative Wall Street clique which is reported as endeav-

oring to corner the market. Whatever may be the
outcome, it is to be remembered that wheat is not a

Wall Street specialty and that efforts from that quarter
to bull the wheat market have been uniformly unsuc-

cessful. Corn is steady on light receipts and increased
exports. The financial situation is generally strong
despite rumors of probable shipments of gold abroad,

due to the high rates of foreign exchange. It is the

opinion in well-informed circles that New York alone

can afford to ship at least $20,000,000 in gold without

in any way affecting the reserve or tightening the
money market, which is now easy in all sections.
Banking clearances made a handsome gain the past

month. Commercial failures numbered 324, as against

274 last week, 295 in 1900, 323 in 1898 and 478 in 1897.

Collections are generally reported as good in the

jewelry and optical lines, as well as in nearly every

other line.
Cotton still remains at its see-saw position, with

but slight changes in either direction. The brokers

seem to be watching each other as dogs do over a

bone, each waiting for the other to move before attack-

ing. The price fluctuates but little in either direction,

and the work of the market has not been characterized

by any recent startling changes. The probability of

it short crop and the, inevitable sharp demands that

must come within three months if the supply is as low

Its is reported by expert authority, keeps the price

from going below the nine-and-a-half-cent mark and

keeps it in action close to the ten-cent line.
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NONE BETTER

ASSORTMENT $15.00 PER DOZEN, NET
lzen I g dozen No. I Gold Band dozen No. 4

dozen No. 9 Gold Band

Mercantile Fountain Pens
One dozen assorted—Plain, Chased, Mottled and Gold Bands. Cabinethas space for three dozen Pens and Boxes. First Quality

Pens full size and interchangeable.

MADE AND FULLY WARRANTED BY
19 Maiden LaneAIKIN, LAMBERT 8,r CO. NEW YORK

Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks did Novelties
GENERAL AGENTS PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

Ztationerp Engraving
Why not cater for this work, Mr. Jeweler, as an adjunct to yourregular business ? There is money in it.Our prices are the lowest, consistent with good work.

We furnish the trade a 5.quire
box of MONOGRAMMED
Paper of the latest size, finest
quality,with envelopes to match,
complete for $1.75, prepaid,to any city in the United States. Also mit up in2-quire boxes, at 75 cents, prepaid.

Must be seen to be appreciated. Circulars and samplesfor the asking. Send for a trial order as above, and wewill include folders for taking orders.

WM. FREUND & SONS, 174-178 STATE STREET,CHICAGO.
Headquarters for { Announcements,

Weddings,

Calling Cards, Letter Heads, Etc.
Embossed Stationery,

Largest Plant, assuring prompt service. Best work and lowest prices.
A profitable side line for jewelers, especially with our set of samples so arrangedfor display purposes and taking orders with, that any inexperienced person willhave no trouble whatever. Write for explanatory circulars, etc.

iiV.N■PaA

QUICK-SELLING

"Wright"
Fountain Pens

They write right.
Equipped with 14 K. Gold Pens.

This elegant Show Case sent FREEwith our 812.00 assortment,
consisting of one dozen pens of va-rious styles. Retail values from $1.00to $3.50 each. The assortment senton approval.

Our 87.A0 assortment consistsof one dozen Wright Fountain Pensthat retail at $1.25 each.
rill THE WRIGHT -40::"-

WRITES RIGHT 
'

WM. WEIDLICH & BRO.
Sole Agents

100 Per Cent.
Profit to
The Dealer.

WRIGHT PEN CO. St. Louis

THE 
„ 
FOUNTAIN PENPATENTED FEBRUARY 14, 1893.IS the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.Special No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $8.00 per dozen, net oashWe make twenty-five different styles of Holders, handsomely chased andornamented with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.

Our STYLO PENS have also been a great success.Send for catalogue. Export trade solicited. w. BE
Ask your Jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen. All pens are 14 K. gold

No. I. Plain. % actual size.

No. 2. Wide, Gold Mounted. % actual size.

AUMBL & CO., Office and Factory, 45 John St., New York City.. F,very pen guaranteed. All makes of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired.

SOLID GOLD
SIGNET RING
ENGRAVING

is a

SPECIALTY of mine.

ADAM Pi E'rz,

"..re Mitikee,""
1830 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

We manufacture and repair GOLD and FOUNTAIN PENS. We are the oldest firmin Chicago in this line of bus ness, and gmarantec satisfaction.
Send us your work.S. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO. Send as your orders.

ROotA 802, COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If interested, will be pleased to hear from you. All
business and correspondence strictly confidential.
Address

WM'. M. DAVIS,
12 Warren Street, New York.

Something for Nothing
HERE IT IS IN THE SHAPE OF AN OUTFIT
THAT WILL HELP YOU TO SELL FOUNTAIN PENS

With each two-dozen assortment of Fountain Pens, I give, free,Show Case, Half Dozen Bottles of Ink with rubber stoppers andfillers, and Half Dozen Safety Pen and Pencil Pockets.

1 9 
NNoo..; LGaednites 

1 No.4 Gents' 

s',.. 3 No. 3 Gents'.

Plai2n, N Ex. . 3 Large.
These 

2 No, 2 Ladles' Gold BandContents: 3 Gold Band 4 No.2 Gents' " "

These Pens are warranted " THE BEST " in every particular.

Price of 2-Dozen Assortment,
less 6 per cent. cm 14.

B. Grieshaber, 84-90 State St., CHICAGO
Manufacturer of FOUNTAIN PENS, GOLD PENS, PENHOLDERS,PENCILS, PICKS, CASES AND NOVELTIES.

Catalogue furnished upon application. Repairing Pens a Specialty.

Ciati I AIL Fotmtain Petis

February, Igor

Stationery

Fewer Steel Pens

HANGES in tools used, frequently
change the character of workers in a
certain line. Perhaps in nothing out-

side the graphic arts. have there been more
marked changes. That these changes are still
in progress is indicated in the .stibjoined inter-
view.
" During the past year,'.' said a prominent

stationer, " we have 'Sold' only half the number
of steel pens we sold in 1899, and I •oulcl not
be surprised to see the sales of pens 'fall .off till
only a few stationers in town carried large stock

of them. This, I think, is due tO•the advent of.

the typewriting machine. •
" In almost every business house in' the city

typewriters are in use, and in sone houses they

have a system of keeping books with typewriting

machines. In the county register's office all the

records were for years kept with pen and ink,

but now the copyists .employed there are com-

pelled to work typewriting Machines. Deeds

are copied into the the record books with the

aid of the typewriter, and the copyist of to-day

has not the political sinecure he had a few years

ago when any schoolboy was competent to be a

copyist -in the register's, office. Hundreds of

boxes of steel pens were in use' there. in those'

days, but now they use only. about r per cent.

of the quantity formerly required:

" I would not be surprised if • Within the

next few years several yen manufacturers gave

Ill) business. Few people know what a heap of

bother and expense it is to Make a pen. For

instance, the steel is first rolled into big sheets,

and then cut into strips about 3 inches wide.

These strips are annealed. In other words,

they are softly heated to a red heat and per-

mitted to cool very gradually, so that the brittle-

ness is all removed and the steel is soft enough

to be easily worked. Then the strips are again

rolled to the required • thickness, • or rather
.. • ,

thinness, for, as you know, the. aVerage steel

P° is not thicker than a piece of letter 
paper.

" The blank pen is next cut out .of the flat

strip and the name of the maker stamped upon

it. Then comes the molding process. The

pen is put in a mold, which gives it grace and

strength. The rounding enables the pen to

distribute the ink gradually. That little hole

which is cut near the end of the slit also helps

to make the. ink run properly and regulates the

elasticity of the pen. -Up to this time the metal

is soft and lead-like. To make it brittle and

springy it is tempered .by being heated to a

cherry color, and then suddenly plunged into

cold water. But it is then too brittle for use,

so the temper of the steel must be drawn. The

elasticity varies with the color, and each color

is obtained by suddenly plunging the pen into

cold water. Then follow the slitting, polishing,

pointing and finishing, all of which is done by

expert workmen. But the price of pens has

fallen greatly of late, and, as I said before, with

the advent of the new century there will prob-

ably be fewer pens manufactured and more

typewriters put to work. ' '

So far as this argument goes it is un-

doubtedly correct, but it is perhaps well to point

out, which the above-mentioned stationer fails

to consider, that typewriters are not so plenty
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outside the great cities, and, further, that the
multiplication of fountain . pens and the great
increase in the use of gold pens are also respon-
sible for the possible reduction in this use of
steel pens.

No More Demand for Cancelled Postage
Stamps

EVERAL years ago the collection of
cancelled postage stamps became quite
a craze. Every clerk in an office

Where letters. were received was -constantly

besieged • by children and other persons' of the

less '-'.litisy Sort with requests to save the old

stamps that came under his eye. • 'What anybody

.1vanted of them Was a 'question answered rather

vaguely. —According to some reports, a mucilage

manufacturer was buying them to stew off the '

'gum ; -anOther. report Was that 4 rich man With

an invalid daughter Was collecting them by the

millions as a praetical Charity, in order to dis-

tribute money in sinall sums among people who

where vilhing to. work patiently for it. And

there' were other .explanations Of the tremendous

demand for old stamps.
.For some reason this demand has now

practically, ceased. At least department officials

say they hear little of it and see no More of the

advertisements in 'the 'newspapers for. " 4 'million

cancelled stamPs," Which- were once-go plentiful.

They account for this falling off by the introduc-

tion of a new cancelling ink which makes the

\t'ashing of . .stamps impossible. It ,became

known to the department several years ago that

the cancelled stamps could, with skillful handling,

be used again ; and, while it would be. unfair to

charge that this was the purpose back of .the

widespread demand for old stamps, there' is some

reason to suspect that it was related to it.. John

A. Merritt, who was postmaster at Lockport,

N. Y., and afterwards an assistant postmaster

general, made some investigations. about that

time xvhich satisfied him that the United States

was not ,receiving revenue. On nearly the full

amount of matter transmitted through the mails

( exclusive of the franking privilege). Henry

Clay Evans, at one time an assistant postmaster

general, and now Commissioner of pensions,
. .

brought to the attention of the department in the

early clays, of his. administration some curious

facts in this line which had come under his

observation. It seems that the Cancelling ink

then used became very hard when dry, almost

like asphalt, on the pads ; and postmasters in the

small offices had fallen into the habit of reducing

it \vith oil, which dilution, when carried far

-enough, left a stencelling compound that could

eaaily be removed.
One of the first things that the new superin-

tendent of post office supplies did was to inves-

tigate the cancelling ink. He called for samples

from various manufacturers, and these were

submitted to the chemical division of the Agri-

cultural Department for trial. At last an ink

was found which met all the diverse requirements

of the postal service, and that is now in use.

What also helped to provoke the investigation

was the ineligible character of the postmarking.

It had become so bad that complaints were

pouring in from every.side. Oftentimes a post-

mark is a very important bit of testimony in

legal proceedings, while the ordinary advantages

of the distinct impression are manifest. The
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bad ink had so demoralized the service that
many postmasters were neglecting to put in the
year on the stamp and sometimes omitting other
important facts. Some of the smaller offices
used no postmark at all. All this has been re-
vised and the postmarking put on so successful
a basis that no fewer than five foreign countries
have made application to our department for
information as to our methods. The clearness

of our postmarks and the thoroughness of the
cancellation had attracted their attention. It is a

singular fact, however, that while the new system

is giving so much satisfaction to post office

patrons, it has been a great source of unpop-

ularity for the superintendent of supplies who
introduced it. He has been attacked ever since
by the contractors who lost the job of supplying

the old ink.

t;'l I II 'r.t

Mutilated Money

NE of the most interesting departments
in the United States treasury is that
devoted to the redemption of mu-

tilated currency. To it are sent all varieties

of bills in every conceivable Stage of mutila-

tion and wear. It is seldom that the ex-

perts cannot decipher the burned crisps or piece

together the myriad fragments. The collection

is a Curious one, changing every day with kalei-

doscopic rapidity.
The burning of a note usually brings out

its design in a sort of metallic relief upon its
surface, and by means of a glass and other im-
plements and a full and complete knowledge

of the intricate designs, no two denominations

being alike on every note issued, their face

value is learned with incredible dexterity.
Some arrive in fairly good condition, some

shrunken and water soaked, others scorched

black and twisted out of. shape ; many are

merely thin, tiny black flakes, and recently in a

case the evidence consisted of a small handful of

'black powder, which the affiant swore was $65.

:Often the mischief has been done by mice.

Babies are another source of trouble, maniacs,

victims of drunken frenzy, plowshares, sawmills,

in fact, the strangest accidents are occurring all

.the time.
But in a great majority of cases the money

has been burned, as it is a common practice
among people who are their own bankers to

keep their funds in unused stoves. A cold day

comes, the fire is lighted by some unsuspecting

person and the owner finds that he had money

to burn. In one instance a man put $7000 in

government bonds in a tomato can which he

placed in the elbow of his parlor stove. While
he was absent his wife had a fire kindled in the

stove and the money was destroyed. Had he

sent the money just as it came .from the stove,
wrapped in cotton, it might have been saved ;
but in endeavoring to separate it, it became so

churned and ground up that the department

was able to identify only about Poo° for him.
An old woman who had accumulated $666

was at her devotions when the candle was in
some way overturned in the midst of the money.
It is not stated why it was there, but at any rate
it was destroyed, and as she threw the . ashes

away and 'at the instigation of her friends
picked them out again, there was only enough
left to return about Poo to her.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication

any new ideas they may have on any subject,
technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

An Advertising Scheme that Pays.
ED. KEYSTONE :—Some months since I noticed a

postal-card contest which was described in your excel-
jent journal. I tried it and have found it a fine thing
as an advertisement. The result is explained in the
following extract from the Cedar Rapids Daily Repub-
lican of this date:

Eddie Valenta, 526 South Fifth Street, east, wrote
the sentence, " Eyes Tested Free by Dr. Stanley,
110 Masonic Temple," three hundred and ninety times
on the side of a postal card, numbering each sentence
and adding his address. Thus receiving the $7.00 pair
of glasses. His estimate of the number of letters and
figures the winning card would contain, was 17,121,
while the winning card did contain 17,090. He thus
also wins the $5.00 glasses. The estimate next to this was
15,736, and the next 15,698. The next to the winning
card had the sentence written 365 times, and the next
353 times. Fifty-six persons competed. The winning
card has, perhaps, more on it than any card ever before
written. It may be seen at Dr. Stanley's office, 110
Masonic Temple.

I find THE KEYSTONE a veritable mine of excel-
lent ideas and anxiously await each issue.

Truly yours,
T. B. STANLEY,

January 9, 1901. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

[The card contest referred to by our correspon-
dent was described on page 1207 of November, I goo,
KEYSTONE, to which we refer inquiring readers.—ED.]

ED. KEYSTONE :—In No. vember KEYSTONE, page
1207, we read the advertising scheme of Phil. Levy,
of Morganfield, Ky. I used the same plan and must
say the results are gratifying.

As you will see by enclosed clipping from one of
air dailies (voluntary write ill)) the winner succeeded
in placing a sentence containing one more letter than
Mr. Levy's, I320 times instead of 940 ; second, 1106 ;
third, 1017. Mr. Levy's best card contained 26,209
letters and figures ; mine, 38,505. I made a display of
about thirty of the best cards in our window, and it
for the past three or four weeks has attracted crowds
daily—sometimes twenty or thirty crowding around at
one time. We consider it the best novelty advertising
we ever used. The papers throughout this vicinity
are printing the results, and a local nmgazine is pre-
paring a description of the feat accomplished by the
successful contestant.

Sincerely yours,
REGINALD C. AUGUSTINE,

Decatur, Illinois.January 19, 1901.

[The newspaper clipping to which Mr. Augustine
refers occupies a column and a quarter, and shows
that the contest created quite a local sensation, and
that the winner has become famous.—Eo.]

Wedding Ring and Wedding Anni-
versaries

ED. KEYSTONE have often been asked when
the diamond wedding and iron wedding occur, that is,
the anniversaries that go by these names. Please let
me know. What is the history of the wedding ring,

. and how did it originate?
Respectfully yours,

P. C. PEYTON,

January 19, 1901. Durant, Iowa.

[The generally recognized list of wedding anni-
versaries is as follows :

1st, Cotton.
2d, Piper.
3d, Leather.
5th, Wooden.
7th, Woolen.

10th, Tin.
12th, Silk or

Linen.
15th, Crystal.
20th, China.

25th, Silver.
30th, Pearl.
40th, Ruby.
110th, Golden.
75th, Diamond.

" Iron " is not on this list, but it may be placed
before or after the " tin," as individual preference may
decide.

Rings have been worn from time immemorial, and
even the connection of the ring with the marriage
service long antedates the Christian era. One ex-
planation of the wedding ring is that the little circlet
symbolizes eternity and constancy ; and it has been
alleged that the left hand was chosen to denote the
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wife's subjection to her husband, and the third finger
because it thereby pressed a vein which was supposed
to communicate directly with the heart. The third
finger has always been selected as the finger on which
official rings are worn. Bishops wear their official
ring, the symbol of ecclesiastical authority, on this
finger. Some one has suggested the explanation that
as the delivery of the signet ring to any one was a sign
of confidence, so the delivery of a ring by the husband
to the wife indicated that she was admitted into his
confidence. The ring was the symbol of the dominion
of Venice over the Adriatic ; and yearly on Ascension
Day, a ring was thrown by the doge from the ship
Bucenlaur into the sea to denote that as the wife is
subject to her husband, so was the Adriatic Sea to the
republic of Venice. The ring was used, even in Pagan
times, in betrothals as well as marriages. In Iceland
the ceremony of betrothal used to be accompanied by
the bridegroom passing his fingers and thumb through
a large ring, and ill this manner receiving the hand of
the bride. The wedding ring is a time-honored insti-
tution of somewhat mysterious origin and much more
than twenty centuries old. That it may at least survive
the twentieth century is the hope of the jewelers.—ED.]

Labeling Cut Glassware
ED. KEYSTONE :—It is quite a difficult matter to

so label or mark cut glassware as not to detract in
any way from the beauty of the piece. After trying
all shapes of tags, stickers and gummed labels,
finally succeeded in devising a label that does not de-
tract from and indeed adds to the beauty of the piece.
It consists of a small-size tag, such as is used on gold
rings with green silk thread, green being used because
it harmonizes with the color of the glass. The other
part is a small three-leafed clover gummed lable, blue
I n one side, the thread being stuck to the stem of the
i.lover-shaped label, thus allowing. the tag to dangle
loosely. The lable looks thus :

This makes a very good ad. also, as when the
article is sold it is only necessary to pull off the tag,
leaving the clover with the firm's name on, showing
where same came from. This is especially attractive
when the clover lable is made of blue with ‘vIlite let-
tering and not too large.

Yours respectful iv,
I. H. MCCONKEY,

January 14, 1901, Johnstown, N. Y.

An Advertising Scheme
ED. KEYSTONE t—I notice that your readers take

much interest in all honorable advertising schemes
that bring trade. I therefore send you the following,
which I used to good purpose. The advertisement
appeared in the local papers :

Free Round-Trip Railroad Ticket

From Wellington, 1Vaterioo, Napoleon, Page City and
Iligginsville to any person who will come to Lexington
and purchase glasses of me to the amount of $2.50 or
more during this month and next. I have been
requested to make these places regularly and as
that would make an extilt expense, besides take me
away from my Lexington office, I make this offer and

You Can Now Afford to come here and have
your eyes examined and

the glasses fitted that will correct your vision and re-
lieve strain and distress. I have new and up-to-date
instruments and methods of using them. If you arc
not satisfied with the condition of your eyes, or your
present glasses are not cionfortaide, I invite you to ea.

E. A. LUDWIGS, Optician,
Eyes 'rested Free Lexington, Mo.

It is an excellent thing for the trade to have all

good business-bringing schemes published in your

journal. It will help all without hurting any.
Truly yours,

E. A. LUDWIGS,

January 6, 1901. Lexington, Mo.

1 7 5

How the Weisbach Mantle is Made
ED. KEYSToN E :—Can you give me ;my inf■ infla-

tion as to how the Welsbach " mantle "is made, or
what it is made from?

Respectfully yours, 1.rx,
January 19, 1901. Jacksonville, Fla.

[The " mantle " Of the Welsbach light is an ash
consisting mainly of the oxides of certain rare metals
—lanthanum, yttrium, zirconium, etc., which are ren-
dered incandescent by heating to a high temperature.
A six-cord cotton thread is woven on a knitting ma-
chine into a tube of knitted fabric of a rather open
mesh. This web has the grease and dirt thoroughly
washed out of it, is dried and is cut into lengths
double that required for a single mantle. It is
then saturated in a solution containing the requisite
oxides, wrung out, stretched over spools and dried.
Next, the double-length pieces are cut into two, the
top of each piece is doubled back and sewed with a
platinum wire, which draws the top in and provides a
means of supporting the mantle, when finished, from
the wire holder. After stretching the mantle over a
II irm, smoothing it down and fastening the platinum
wire to the wire mantle holder, the mantle is burned
lint by touching a Bunsen burner to the top. The
cotton burns off slowly, leaving a skeleton mantle of
metallic oxides, which preserves the exact shape and
detail of every cotton fibre. The soft oxides are then
hardened in a Ilunsen flame. A stronger mantle is
Ii itcic tilmn lace-Making machinery.—Eo.]

What Our Subscribers Think of Us
En. KEYSTONE :—I am a constant reader of THE

KEYSTONE, ViliCh has proved invaluable to me. I
believe it is the only journal in this country that
can boast of its combined commercial and literary
qualities. Not only my business confreres, but
even those out of the pale of commerce, are interested
in the witty, suggestive and, withal, practical remarks,
so• characteristic of your journal. I can, without un-
due praise, state that a large portion of my success in
business may be attributed to it. Moreover, I am of
the opinion that a larger diffusion of knowledge such
as is given in liii KEYSTONE is a necessity to many,
especially to those about to start in business. The
stimulus received on reading the many methods that
may he rationally and legitimately employed by every
I ne of us, may, in many instances, serve to turn the
tide of impending ruin or unnecessary failure. Hence,
I deem it to be a duty on the part of every subscriber
to inform his associates of the many valuable features
to be found in THE KEYSTONE. We should not carry
nir professional egotism to the extent of debarring
others from the benefits xvhich we enjoy.

Respectfully yours,
J. S. BERNSTEIN,

I >member 26, 1900. Portland, 1\1 e.

Electric Fan Prevents Frosting
ED. KEYSTONE :—If you will inform your readers

to place an electric fan so that it will blow directly
against the show window the glass will not freeze over,
and if already frozen the frosting will disappear. This
we discovered by accident, much to our gratification,
and would have our brother jewelers try it.

Yours truly,
VAN GUNTEN BROS.,

.Tanuary 2, 1901. Chatham, Ontario.

El). KEYSTONE :—Do not hesitate to reiterate that
electric fans %yin remove frost from windows and pre-
vent them from freezing while the fans are running.

Respectfully yours,
R. H. GAY,

January 12, 19111. Waterville, Me.

Electric and Welsbach Lamp Light
ED. KEYSTONE t--I am now ill my new store. I

had electric light, but it was not satisfactory. So I

put in Weisbach gasoline lights and have more light
and better at one-third the cost of electric light. It
Ivould cost me $4.50 per month for electric light.
I recommend the Weisbach lamp to my brother
jewelers. Truly yours,

EUGENE WILSON,

January 11, 1901. Waynetown,

I:
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publi

cation

any new ideas they may have on any subject,

technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

An Advertising Scheme that Pays.

ED. KEYSTONE :-SOIlle months since I noticed a

postal-card contest which was described in your excel-

lent journal. I tried it and have found it a tine thing

as an advertisement. The result is explained in the

following extract from the Cedar Rapids Daily Repub-

lican of this date :

Eddie N'aloila, 5211 South Street, Past, wrote
Ole senteil,e, Eyes Te0eil Free hy Irr. Stanley,

I I n Ma,iinic TiAtiple," th roe m u ddre,1 and ninety tillleS

1.111111. a il ii tiil, 1111111berili`4

Mill adding Ili, 11E14 lII i7,lp() pail'

icI glu'c• IIjc -.1 ,IulI cccl ii 11111111101' 41i. IutIi and
figure, the whining eiiiiiain, ,sias 17,121,
while ilei eaid did I •.■nr:tiii 17,1190. 111i

,011, llie 'I'I cc Ijuuiatii luu'l I., Iluic, Wa■
1.-■,7:ai, 11141 ihe uul The 0, the winning
card had ii i.'.' I ;111.1 1110 111,1

,,i1111i1P4
[hall ally 1,11,1 114.6,1,

tVi'lli■•11. It uuusi I ,11 l III'. t■illel`, III/

■I,,,11.1.• 1'0111111V.

I find THE KEYSTONE a veritable mine of excel-

lent ideas and anxiously await each issue.

Truly yours,
T. l. STANLEN,

January 9, 1901, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

[The card contest referred to by our correspo
n-

dent was described on page 121)7 of Nt)yeinlier, 190o,

KEvsToNE, to which we refer inquiring readers.-El)
.]

ED. K.EVSTONE :-111 November KEVSTONE, pag
e

ia)47, we read the advertising scheme of Ph
il. Levy,

I if Morganfield, Ky. I used the same plan and 1111151

,,av the re-:1111,-;
As ■-■,11 will see hy enclosed clipping- from one of

I il!" (1.1ilit•iii I VI )1111H:try write Ill)) the winner succeeded

ill placing a sentence containing one more letter
 than

Mr. 1.t.Vy 5,-;, 12s5 times instead of 94), ; second, INA :

third. \ Ir. Levy's best card contained 26,209

letters and figures mine, ,I8,505. I made a display of

about thirty of the hest cards in our window,
 and it

for the past three or four ‘veeks has attracted c
rowds

daily-sometimes twenty or thirty crowding a
round at

one time. We consider it the best novelty 
advertising

we ever used. The papers throughout 
this vicinity

are printing the results, and a local maga
zine is pre-

paring a description of the feat accomplishe
d by the

successful contestant.
Sincerely yours,

REGINALD C. AUGUSTINE,

January 19, 1901. 
Decatur, Illinois.

[The newspaper clipping to ‘vhich Mr. 
Augustin))

refers occupies a column and a quarter,
 and shows

that the contest created quite a hical sensa
tion, and

that the winner has become famous.-ED.
]

Wedding Ring and Wedding Anni-
versaries

ED. KEYSTONE :-I have often been 
asked when

the diamond wedding and iron ‘ved
ding occur. that is,

the anniversaries that go by these 
names. Please let

me know. 'What is the history of th
e %vedding ring,

and how did it originate?
Respectfully y( 1urs,

P. C. PErroN,
)tmint, Iowa.

January 11.1, 1901.

[The generally recognized list of Nvedding anni-

versaries is as follows :

1,-1, Cotton.

1,eather.
411, \Vooilvn.
71h, \Voolcii.

loth, Tin.
sill: or
Linen.

1:01i, Crystal.
20111,1'11108.

25111, Silver.
Pearl.

.10t11, Ilithy.
511111, Golden.
75111, Diamond.

'. Iron" is not on this list, but it may 
be placed

before or after the " tin," as individual
 preference may

decide.
Rings have been worn from time im

memorial, and

even the connection of the ring 
with the marriage

service long antedates the Christian 
era. One ex-

planation of the wedding ring is that 
the little circlet

symbolizes eternity and constancy ; a
nd it has been

alleged that the left hand was chosen
 to denote the
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wife's subjection to her husband, and the third 
finger

because it thereby pressed a vein which was supp
osed

to communicate directly with the heart. The third

linger has always been selected as the finger on whi
ch

I fficial rings are worn. Bishops wear their official

ring, the symbol of ecclesiastical authority, on this

linger. Some one has suggested the explanation 
that

OS the delivery of the signet ring to any one was it sign

ot confidence, so the delivery of a ring by the husb.II
III

Is I the wife indicated that she WaS admitted int() his

confidence. The ring was the symbol of the domink
m

Sq. Venice over the Adriatic ; and yearly on Ascension

I 1.ty, a ring was thrown lry the di)ge from the sh
ip

h'itienfinir into the sea to denote that as the wife 
is

subject to her husband, so was the Adriatic Sea to the

republic of Venice. The ring was used, even in Pagan

times, in betrothals as well as 111111Thigi•s. I ti ICelalld

the ceremony of betrothal used to be :Wi'onipanied by

the bridegroom Imssing his lingers and thumb through

it large ring, and in this manner recei■ ing the hand of
the bride. The wedding ring is a time-lis )11) wed insti-

tution of somewhat mysterious origin and much more

than twenty centuries old. That it may It least survive

the twentieth century is the hi p.. of the jewelers.-ED.

Labeling Cut Glassware

It, KEYsToNE :-It is mite a difficult matter to

so label or Mark cut glassware as not to detract 
in

any way from the beauty of the piece. After trying

all shapes of tags, stickers and gummed lidads. I

finally succeeded in devising a label that does no
t )I)--

tract from and indeed adds to the beauty of the 
pi), ,•

It consists of a small-size tag, such as is used on 
g, I I

rings with green silk thread, green being used 
beGit

it harmonizes with the color of the glass. The other

Part is a small three-leafed clover gummed lable, bl
ue

I ne side, the thread being. stuck to the stem of 
the

ch)v).1.-shaped loll, thik allowing the 
tag to dangle

II lostdy. liable looks thlIS :

This makes a N.ery good ad. also, as when 
the

article is sold it is only necessary to pull off the tag.

leaving the clover ‘vith the lirm's name on, 
showing-

where same came from. This is especially attractive

when the clover lable is made of blue ‘rith w
hite let-

tering and not too large.
Yours respectfully,

I. II. NICCoNuEr,

January 11, Mil. Johnsto‘vn, IN, Y.

An Advertising Scheme

ED. KEYSTONE :-I notice that your read
ers take

much interest in all honorable advertising schemes

that bring trade. 1 therefore send you the following.,

which I used to good ;impose. The advertis
ement

appeared in the local papers :

Free Round-Trip Railroad Ticket

is Ii \Vidling11111, IV1ln1l1111, (ID. and
11 iggiisiills Iii lIl• persiiii 1010 will ei.iee I., Lex
and Ille to the 81515511W ccl 2..sll .r

Imaie nienth and next. 1 11,1 v
relltil.Stell 1,1 Make 1 1 1,1. plitt.l.t. 11.141ilarly ahlt

that Wlaild Make 
III I'XII.:1

iiway [rem IIi Lexingtan I wake

You Can Now Afford 155 ""' h""' "" hI'i.
the 141;1",.• Will 1•10.1.1,1 ),)111. VI.IscIl 111,I

lif•VI• ...train :Hill I li..W tiisl 111)-11,-.111I,

:111,1 method. III in-ing them. ■ clii II'

list %SIii-lII'st With 
yeiir eye,. i.r ■ I■111.

are not voint'ortahle, I i Vi y 
h

E. A. LUDWIGS, Optician,

Eyes Tod ed Free Lexington, Mo.

It is an excellent thing for the tra
de to have all

good business-bringing schemes 
published in your

journal. It will help all without hurting any.

Truly yours,
E. A. LUDWIGS,

January 6, loot. 
Lexington, Mo.

l-low the Weisbach Mantle is Made

ED. 1<.EVSTI : yi 01 give nie any infi)rma-

lion as to luny the \Velsbach " mantle " is made, o
r

\■ hat it is Made from?
Respectfully yours, 1.1.x,

January 19, utot. Jacksonville, Fla.

[The " mantle " of the \Velsbach light is an
 ash

consisting mainly of the oxides (if certain rare n
tetals

--lanthanum, yttrium, zirconium, etc., which are re
n-

dered incandescent h tIlting to :1 high temperature.

A six-cord cotton thread k I‘ en on a knitting ma_

chine into a tube of 1:nitted fabric of a rather open

mesh. This web lots the grease 011(1 dirt thoroughly

washed out of it, is clritgl and is cut into lengths

I Ii affile that required for a single mantle. It is

then saturated ill a solution containing the requisite

I wrung out, stretched over so( II ls and dried.

Next, the double-length pieces are eta int,, two, the

top of each piece is cloublecl back and sewe
d with a

platinum wire, which clra‘vs the top ill
 and provides a

means of supporting- the mantle, when fi
nished, from

the wire holder. After stretching the mantle over a

Il rm, smoothing it down and fastening the platinum

wire to the wire nut title ludder, the mantle i
s burned

I'm by touching. a Bunsen burner to the top. 
The

cotton burns off slowly, leaving a skeleton mant
le of

metallic oxides, w hich t)reser\ es the exact shape iind

deld il of every cotton fibre. The soft oxides are then

hardened in a Bunsen flame. A stronger mantle is

made upon lace-nial;ing machinery.- ED.]

What Our Subscribers Think of Us

KEvs-,-, 5 \ I --1 1tm a constant reader ot *I to.

1:EvsToNE, which has proved invaluable t
o me. I

helieve it is the only journal in this country that

can boast of its combined commercial and literary

qualities. Not only my 1)usiness confn.res, lint

even those out of the toile Ill eionnierce, are i
nterested

in the witty, suggestive and, withal, pr;tcti
cal remarks,

so characteristic of your journal. I Can, 1Yilllollt 1111-

(Int• praiSc, State that a large portion of my s
uccess ill

may be attribut1•/1 I)) it. \loreover, I am of

the ))pinion that a larger diffusion of knowledge 
such

.1, is ),..;1 \ en Ill THE 1:Evs-roNE is a necessity to many,

especially to those about to start in 
1)tisine5s. The

stimulus received on reading. the many m
ethods that

may be rationally and legitimately employ
ed by every

I ne of us, may, ill many instances, ser\ to turn the

tide of impending ntin or unnecessary fai
lure. Hence,

I )1e1•111 it to he a duty on the part of every 
subscrffier

II) inform his associates of the many valu
able features

t() be found in TUE KEYSTONE. \Ve should not carry

I ur prolessi(mal egotism to the extent of debarrin
g

I thers from the benefits which we enjoy.

Respectfully yours,

I BER NSTEIN.
Portland,

Electric Fan Prevents Frosting

ED. KEN SI I ■N I -If ■ Ill vill inform your readers

to place an electric fun ss that it Will blow directly

against the show \\ indow the glass not freeze over,

and if already frozon the frosting will 
disappear. This

we discovered by accident. much to OW 
gratification,

and %you'd have our lin idler jewelers 
try it.

Yours truly,
VAN GI'NTEN BROS.,

(.hathanl, ( )ntario..laiiiiary 2, 1901.

F.1). s.rosE :-1)4) no1 hesitate to reiterate that

electric tans will remove frost from 
windmys and in-e_

vent them from freezing \011ie the fans ar
e running-.

Respectfully yours,
R. II. GAv,
NViterville, I\ le.12, 1:1111.

Electric and Welsbach Lamp Light

ED. KEYSTONE arn no■I in \ Ill store. I

had electric light, but it was not 
satisfactory. So I

Mit ill Welsbach gasoline lights and 
have more light

and better at one-third the c(ist of
 electric light. It

would cost me $4.50 per month for electric light.

I recommend the Welsbach lamp to my brother

jewelers. Truly yours,
EUGENE WILSON,

January 11, 1901, 
Waynetown, lad.



Trade 4nnouncement
Our new branch house which we have just opened at Des Moines,

Iowa, for the benefit and convenience of the Western trade who appreciate
quick service and skilled work in filling their Prescription Orders, is already
doing a fine business, and we take pleasure in announcing to the trade in
Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota and Southern Minnesota that we
are ready for any demands they may make upon us at the above point.
It is thoroughly equipped with the most modern machinery and appliances
for filling Prescription Work promptly and with care. Our Des Moines
branch is in charge of a competent force, sent from our Chicago
establishment.

Main Office and Factory

63 & 65 Washington St., CHICAGO

Genova
INnosoopo

Manuiacturcd under

Prentice Patent, June 73, 1899
Rhodes Patent, Nov. 14, 1899

THE GENEVA RETINOSCOPB is a business getter, a money earner, a bread winner, every day in theyear to the live optician. It pays for itself four times over every year. You need it to work up your business before you have any, andyou need it to retain that business when it is won. Don't hesitate any longer. Send in your order. We know you want the instrument.You lose money every day you are without it by not having it. The Geneva Retinoscope regarded merely as a piece of optical furnitureand designed to give a duly " scientific appearance " to the testing room, is well worth its price. It is a most unique form of advertising. TheGeneva Retinoscope as a means to an end—the exact fitting of difficult cases, especially in cases of low degrees of astigmatism—is an assistant and friend whose services are invaluable and indispensable in first-class optometric offices.

Branch in Des Moines, Iowa
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Quixotism in Optic Literature

It is true that we cannot all be valiant
knights who, in their search after the. imprisoned
goddess of truth,. fight along the. right path
against the monsters. of indifference: andigno-
ranee and finally succeed to at least see the
smiling face of the goddess. •But that is no
reason that we now should rush up to the trunk
of an old tree that, in the moonshine of half-
knowledge, appears like the goddess, and pro-
claim to the world that. we. had found the truth,
and alone had seen her in all her glory. And, still,
this is done quite often in the field of science,
especially as the path- leading to truth is very
thorny and stony, and the searcher frequently
believes that he has found a new 'road, a royal
road. But. there is no royal .road to learning,
and it is always much better that we first should
thoroughly know the old stony road, and where
it leads, before we set out to discover a new one.
.And this is a reproach that must be. made with
special force. to. a recent writer on optic subjects
who, in an article on " Synthesis of Astigmatism,''
endeavors to show that Tscherning„ Weiland
and. " all. Previous writers and mathematicians
have made _ the same Mistake," namely of
wrongly calculating the dioptric power of the
cornea, crystalline lens and the whole. eye. If
this writer had gone to the trouble of .thoroughly
studying the works of .Gauss, Listing; Helmholtz,
Donders and Tscherning; he certainly would not
have made this statement which savors WO much
of quixotism to call for a detailed refutation..

But to one radical mistake .which pervades
the whole article. we. must call. attention here.
This refers to the meaning of the term: " Diop-
tric power of an. optic system like the eye."
Now, according to Javal, Tscherning and others,
the ,refracting power of an optic system is
referred to the second nodal. point of the system
and expresses the lens in. air which, placed at

poinl,, converges Parallel rays of 401 on
the retina and produces images Of the same size
there as Ike compound system does. As the 'dis-
tance of the second nodal. point from the retina
is always eqtial to the anterior focal distance it
is evident that the: dioptric power of the equiva-
lent lens at. the second nodal .point _is equal to
the reciprocal of the anterior focal distance. It
is for this reason that the refracting power of
a dioptric system, or of a refracting surface, is
expressed by the reciprocal .of the anterior focal
distance, and it i for this reason that the refract-
ing power of the corneal system is. given by
Tscherning as .4043 D., and not as 32.4- D.
But why waste more words ! We advise the
writer of " Synthesis of Astigmatism " to study
the " Physiologic Optics " of Tscherning more
thoroughly and to endeavor to understand his
mathematic reasoning. He will then see for
himself that his so-called. new road does not
lead him to the truth.

An Improved Astigmometer

There, was a time when every teacher or
writer of ophthalmology had to bring forward
an improved ophthalmoscope in order to de-
monstrate to the astounded world that he had

conquered its .principles. We now seem to be
in a similar phase with regard to the ophthal-
mometer or rather .keratometer. Almost every
month a so-called improved instrument is
brought forward. These improvements refer
almost exclusively to the illumination in these
days, but not a word is spoken about the most
important principle of the instrument, that is,
about the method employed to produce the
doubling of the corneal images, and whether.. a
Wollaston prism or. an other means is made use
of. In the latest model described by Dr. W. F.
Southard, of San Francisco, Cal., in the Annals
of OPhthalmoloAry, the Wollaston prism seems
to, be used ; for in :describing the history of. his
invention he states that he found the illumina-
tion of the Javal ophthalmometer insufficient.
The.doctor, .however, believes that he has "de-
signed an instrument which gives far greater
accuracy and better results than any, hitherto
given to ,the profession." How far this is justi-
fied the reviewer is unable to decide, as he has
not seen it ; but he hopes that it rests- on better
foundation than the assertion, made in the sen-
tence following that. just cited, in which Dr.
Southard states that " the ophthalmometer of
Javal-Schietz is itself but a practical, application
of Helmholtz's original discovery, that the ra-
dius of the cornea can be determined by meas-
uring the size of images seen reflected on its
surface." . Of course, Helmholtz did not make
-this discovery at all. The method of measur-
ing the curvature of a, reflecting' surface by the
si2e,of the reflected image has been known to
physicists for a long time, and it had even been
applied, to the cornea by Kohlrausch and Scuff
about . fifteen years before Helmholtz . did.
Helmholtz applied' the astronomical. Method of
employing plane glass plates to keratometry,
whilst Javal and Schiötz made use of. the Wol-
laston.prism, which gives. much better results in
clinical work. If Dr. Southard could improve
upon the Javal instrument as much as Java! did
upon that of Helmholtz, it would indeed be of
great merit. But •that cannot be expected.
However, .there can be no doubt that mires illu-
minated from behind are on the whole preferable
to those which only shine in reflected light. But
those mires have.alreddy been employed in the
ophthalmometers of different. American and
European firms.

B 13, metallic closed boxes containing incandescent lamps 16 c. p.
A, marks point on upright where rotation of' parts above

takes place. S, screw whch i operates the move-
ments of mires. 1, arc and pointer.

The author.states his claims for his . astig-
mometer in the following words :

First. An original design which substitutes direct
for reflected illumination. This consists in the use of
closed boxes containing incandescent lamps ; in front
of each is the porcelain plate before mentioned.

Second. Substituting a straight bar in place of
the perimeter heretofore used. It having been demon-
strated that owing to the smallness of the surface of
the cornea covered by the images the variation is too
small for practical measurement.

Third. The telescope, in place of being on a
fixed base, is made to.rotate on a horizontal plane in-
dependently of its base.

Fourth. A ratchet. movement by which both
mires can be moved to and fro, thus giving greater
accuracy of adjustment., In practice it has been found
that the images respon. to the slightest movement of
the mires.

Fifth. Removal of the large disk or shield. Since
the lamps are enclosed in boxes the observer is not
disturbed by light being reflected into his own eyes.

Sixth. • Behind the mires a fixed arc divided into
degrees, in front of which is a pointer attached to the
telescope which indicates the axis of greater or lesser
meridian of curvature of the cornea.

Seventh.. An improved head and chii . rest by
which adjustment can be made for children or adults.

As a practical working apparatus I make for it the
following claims :

First. Clearness of definition not possessed by
any other instrument..

Second. Sensitiveness to the smallest vibrations
between the highest and lowest meridians of corneal
curvature. The line of contact of the two images is
so sharp, that it is easy to read one-quarter of. a diop-
ter, since the instant an overlapping of the image takes
place a faint white line is seen.

Acting upon Dr. Reber's suggestion, I made the
mires in one-half steps instead of whole •steps. The
result was a slight appearance of overlapping of the
images causing an appearance of, over . correction,
similar to that optical illusion when two fingers are
approached closely together between the eyes and the
light, an apparent contact is seen before actual contact
has taken place.

That, of course, even for this instrument
no claim can be made beyond that of accurately
recording corneal astigmatism, the doctor frankly
admits in conclusion.

The Effect of Converging Prisms Upon
our Notions of Size and Distance

In former issues of. THE —KEYSTON E we
have repeatedly called attention to the interesting
phenomenon that , occurs whenever .we look
through. prisms: base out at far or. near objects.
We there stated that. from our observations the
conclusion had to be drawn that most persons
saw the objects looked at both .smaller and. more
remote, .but that it was necessary.to.make more
extended observation in order to see how preva-
lent this .impression was. Now Dr. Alexander
Duane, of New York, has published.; a very
instructive experimental study upon this subject
in the Ophthalmic. Record, and makes the
following deductions from his observations.:

I. In the great majority of cases (23 out of 28)
the effect of a converging prism was to make a distant
object appear either smaller or more remote. In seven-
teen of .these it was boM smaller and ',lore remote;
in two it appeared smaller but not more remote'; in
four it appeared .more remote but not. smaller. Of
these four last-named cases, however, it must be noted
that two were only examined when under homatropine.

2. Both the apparent recession and the apparent
diminution increased pari passu with the amount of
convergence employed.

3. In some cases the apparent recession of • the
distant object seemed to be the primary effect pro:
duced by converging prisms, since this recession was
noticeable even with EL prism that was too weak to

(Continued on page 179)
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cause any diminution in the apparent size of the object,
and since also with all prisms it was more marked than
the diminution. In other cases the diminution in size
seemed to be the primary effect.

4. In but a single instance (and that a very uncer-
tain one) was the distant object alleged to look nearer.

5. In no instance was it alleged to look larger.
An apparent exception to this was found in several
cases in which a near object that looked very small
through the prism, looked so much larger, compar-
atively speaking, when it was carried farther away,
that it was thought to be actually larger than natural.
But when the prism tvas taken off it was seen at once
that the distant object had not really looked larger
v i th the prism than it did without it ; on the contrary,
in most cases it looked smaller.

6. In the few cases in which no effect was produced
upon the apparent size or distance of an object across
the room, the amount of convergence employed was
usually small, and the analogy of other cases would
lead us to suppose that with stronger prisms a decided
effect would be produced bo.th upon the size and
distance.

7. The effect upon the apparent size and distance
of objects seen through converging prisms was less
pronounced in those who from the start used but little
accommodation in converging. On the other hand it
seemed particularly marked in those whose sight, at
first blurred by the excessive accommodation employed,
cleared up afterward through relaxation of the accom-
modation. Objects, as soon as they became distinct
through this relaxation of the accommodation, appeared
small and far off.

8. The addition of a concave glass, clearing up
the sight that was blurred by the overplus of accom-
modation used, had no effect upon the appearance of
diminution and recession produced by prisms.

9. 'file effect of homatropine pushed to the point
of complete relaxation of the accommodation was in
some cases to make the object appear farther off but
no smaller. In one case it prevented both the recession
and the diminution that had existed before. In this
case, however, the findings were rather uncertain. In
two cases the diminution in size and the recession
were marked both with homatropine and without.

to. In fourteen cases out of sixteen examined, the
effect of looking through converging prisms at an
object near by, (eighteen to thirty inches) was to make
it appear smaller. This diminution in size was gen-
erally very marked even with weak prisms—nmch
more marked, indeed, than for distance. In one case
a near object looked remote but apparently no smaller,
and in one it would seem that there was no change
either in size or distance.

I I. Near objects generally looked more remote,
although sometimes they looked nearer than they
really were. With strong prisms the recession may
be very pronounced.

12. In all out of six cases examined under homa-
tropine, a near object looked either farther off or
smaller or both farther and smaller. The effect was
usually a decided one.

As for the explanation, the doctor makes
the following remarks :

The exphznation of these phenomena is still some-
what difficult, although the experiments above de-
scribed strongly indicate that the accommodation or
rather, as I originally stated, the relaxation of an
unnaturally tense accommodation, is the prominent
factor in their production. I am inclined to think that
it is the disturbance of the normal relations between
accommodation and convergence, brought about by
the use of converging prisms, that is chiefly responsi-
ble for the diminution in size that most people observe
in an object seen through a prism of this sort. The
recession, that is also generally noticed, seems partly
due to the same cause, but is considerably influenced
by the effects of contrast and perspective. The
psychical element, too, must not be ignored. Many
people tell us what they think they ought to see rather
than what they really do see, and even those who try

THE KEYSTONE

to give an accurate description sometimes pervert their
actual impressions, since they correct by a mental
effort what they know to be an illusion. •

The reviewer believes also that it is the re-
laxation of the accommodation which prevents
us from concluding from the increased conver-
gence that the object is nearer and that this re-
laxation decides us to assume the increased dis-
tance, which impression is still further strength-
ened by the slight indistinctness caused by the
chromatic dispersion of the high prisms. But
it is not so easy to see how the disturbance of
the normal relation between accommodation and
convergence can be held responsible for the
diminution in size. It seems to the reviewer
that this phenomenon is due to the relatively
small image which the eye receives under these
circumstances. By the prisms the image is not
changed in size, but from the increased conver-
gence we expect a much larger image, such as
would be formed if we looked at the same ob-
ject with this increased amount of convergence.
This increase of retinal image not taking place,
we believe the object to be smaller than it really
is. .For larger objects the distortion of the
image produced by higher prisms probably
plays another factor, as was hinted at in the
December KEYSTONE of last year. But for
small objects as were mostly used in the experi-
ments of Dr. Duane, the explanation just given
would seem to be perfectly sufficient.

The Weight of the Crystalline Lens
Extracted in Its Capsule

Lately, Dr. K. Grunert, of Germany, took
the weight of 28 lenses which he had extracted
with the capsule intact. All these lenses were
more or less afflicted with cataract. They were
carefully weighed the moment the capsule was
broken. The average weight was. about 34
grains against 44 grains as given for the nor-
mal lens by Vierordt, though it must be admit-
ted that Sappey found about 33/1. grains as the
average weight of the human lens. The lightest
lens, that of an over-ripe shrunken cataract,
weighed only i A- grains. The difference in the
weight of the different cataracts corresponded
with the clinical observation that the absorption
of water and clouding of the lens in unripe
cataract increased the weight, while with the
completion of the opacity and the return of the
depth of the anterior chamber to normal, water
is given off again and the weight diminishes.
The four dislocated lenses weighed on the
average no more than 2Y4. grains.

Estimation of the Amount of Injury to
the Earning Capacity of the Indi-

vidual From Partial or Com-
plete Loss of Vision

It is, of course, impossible to give an ex-
act mathematical formula that. shall state the
reduction of the earning capacity of a person
from partial or complete loss of vision ; for
there are many persons who in spite of great
diminution of visual acuity can still earn a good
living, as their earning power depends, more
upon their intellectual than on their visual acute-
ness. Still, an approach can be made along
these lines. Such an attempt has been made
by Professor Zehender in Germany.

A similar attempt has been made in this
country by Dr. Howard F. Hansell, of Phila-
delphia, in the Annals of Ophthalmology. He
bases his calculations on the estimates of several
accident insurance companies and of those of
the United States Buteau of Pensions and from
his own considerations arrives at the following
conclusions :

Blindness is that degree of loss of vision that in-
capacitates one from earning his living in any occupa-
tion requiring the use of the sense of sight, the degree
varying according the demands of the occupation.
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Vision of less than one-half diminishes the earn-
ing power, and the less the vision the greater the loss
of earning power.

Monocular blindness is not incompatible with full
earning capacity.

Monocular blindness and weak sight in the re-
maining eye rapidly diminish the earning power.

The loss of earning power owing to defective
vision may be computed according to a simple system
based upon the ratio of the loss of vision to the full
earning capacity at any age and in most occupations.

The Graduation of Trial Prisms for Test-
ing the Amount of Heterophoria

In our last issue we described the method
of Dr. F. H. Verhoeff for using trial prisms as
a phorometer in the following words : " His
method consists in graduating trial prisms and
then using them like revolving prisms. He em-
ploys a 6 and a 3-degree prism, which. are
graduated in a manner to be prescribed pres-
ently. In lateral deviations the amount is read
off by counting the number of graduations be-
tween the 90-degree mark on the trial frame and
the apex of the prism ; in testing for hyperphoria,
the graduations between the apex and 18o-degree
mark are counted. The diagram used in the
graduations of the prisms is prepared as follows:
A horizontal line is divided into 12 equal parts,
and with its middle as the center a circle is
described. Perpendiculars are then drawn
from the points of division, and from the points
of, intersection of these with the circumference
of the circle radii are drawn. These radii de-
note the intervals that are to be marked on a
6-degree prism. The prism is placed upon the
figure thus constructed with its apex to be
marked over the points of intersection of the
radii with the circumference, its axis coinciding
with the middle one of the radii. The intervals
correspond to one-half degree." We now re-
ceive the following communication from a sub-
scriber in Philadelphia :

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. lo, 1901.

FD. KEYSTONE I-111 your current issue you de-
scribe a method of using trial prisms as a phorometer,
as given by Dr. F. H. Verhoeff in the Ophthalmic
Record, which has the same error in the graduations
being divided into equal parts, as heretofore employed
on all phorometers that have been made for the past
fifteen years. Very truly yours,

Our correspondent is not correct there. We
giveshere a drawing representing the graduation
of a trial irisin of 3 degrees into half degrees

of heterophoria, as recommended by the doctor.
The line a b is divided into 6 equal parts and
the quadrant c b is drawn as well as the lines
If, 2 g, 3 h, 4 k and 5 I. Now the angles to
be marked on the 3-degree prism are, c a 1,
C a 2, C a 3, etc. But these angles are by no
means all increasing by the same values ; for
their values are, respectively, 90 35/, 190 28/,

3o°, 4t0 48' and 56° 26'. It is evident, there-
fore, that the graduation does not proceed by
equal parts, as asserted by our correspondent.
The line a b indeed is divided into equal parts,
but it is not these divisions, but the arcs" c r..
C 2, c 3, c si and c 5, that are employed for the
graduation of the prism.

it
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Our Claims.
In seeking the patronage of the

optical public, we base our claims on
three fundamental featu re s, the
essentials that influence the selection
of a College :

CHARACTER AND STANDING.
This is one of the oldest and foremost
of Optical Colleges. In the scramble
for business we have not yielded to the
temptation of lowering our standard
and offering bargain prices, this be-
littling- the profession ill the eyes of the
public ; but on the other hand we
11;1 ve always labored for optical
advancement, and maintained our
College on such a high plane as to
give its a pre-eminent reputation,
character and standing.
TEACHING FACILITIES. The

preparations WC have made for our
various Courses evOlved through
twelve years' successful work in this
field, enable us to offer the most com-
plete, thorough tial practical instruc-
tion obtainable.
CONSTITUENCY. The mostsuc-

cessful and leading Opticians all over
the country are among our Graduates.
This is where the ambitious Optician
wants to find his name for his own
good and to share our Prestige and
Reputation.

Attendant Courses:
Six Months

Three Months
One Month

Special and Post Graduate

To meet the views of the Optical
Societies and Journals, and to aug-
ment our own efforts in the elevation
of the Optometric standard, we several
years ago inatigurated our Three
Months and Six Months Courses, and
they have met the approval of the
leaders and of all who have the true
interest of the profession at heart.
They are especially designed for the
young man who has decided to make
this his life work, and who, realizing
the possibilities of Optometry as a
profession, proposes to start out
thoroughly ecnupped and with an
advanced standing.

Our Monthly Course is popular with
the established Optician, who has
already had some experience and %vim
can not leave his business for the
longer terms. It is comprehensive,
complete and practical.

Our Correspondence Course %vas the
first and has always been the standard.

If this strikes a responsive chord, write us and enclose 5c. for " The Key to Success In Optics."
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A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows:
'HAPTER
'HAPTER
l'HAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CIIAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER

1.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
II.—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
III.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE PHYSIOLOGY

[op VISION.
V.—LENSES.
V1.--Num BERING OF LENSES.
VII.—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
VIII.—OUTPIT REQUIRED.
IX.—METI1oD op EXAMINATION.
X.—PREsliToPIA.
X I.—II YPERMETROPIA.
XII.—MYOPIA.

pAANU Pil-
UST PATO

The first ten chapters have been
republished in bOok form with
additional matter, illustrations and
colored plates, price $2.00. Chap-
ters XI and XII have also been
published in book form under the
it le " Supplement to the Optician's

.Nlatt mil," price SI. Ott These books
will be sent p..stpaid, to all parts
of the world, from this office, on
receipt of price. 111. Mu be had
from the leading wholesale opti-
cal houses or l■real Britain, and
It.,5,11, Barthel A Co., Sydney,
N. S. W., for S. 4:1. for the Op-
tician's 31antial, and 4s. 2d. for the
Supplement

CHAPTER XIII
(Continued)

ASTIGMATISM

When the radiating lines are used as a test
for astigmatism, the amount of the defect can
be measured by spherical lenses alone, although
the correction can be made only by cylinders.
For instance, if the patient says the vertical
lines are clear and distinct, while the hori-
zontal lines are blurred and misty, the case
is presumably one of simple astigmatism,
and the spherical lens that will make the
horizontal • lines clear Will be the measure of the
defect.

For this purpose the patient's attention
must be directed to these lines-, and convex
spheres tried first these make the lines deci-
dedly worse, and then a weak concave is tried,
which causes a noticeable improvement. This
is gradually increased until it is found that a
— I D. sphere is the weakest lens that makes
the lines distinct. This proves a myopia of
I D. in the vertical meridian alone, because it
is evident that the horizontal meridian cannot
be myopic, else the vertical lines cc,u16 not be
clearly seen.

Now the correction cannot be made by this
sphere, because While it neutralizes the myopia
in the vertical meridian of the eye, it at the
same time places a concave lens before the hori-
zontal emmetropic meridian, which is contrary
to all teaching. Therefore a lens must be sought
that will diminish the excess of refraction in the
vertical meridian, and that will at the same time
leave the horizontal meridian unaffected, which

is found in a concave cylinder with its axis hori-
zontal ; hence the correcting lens in this case
would be — I D. cyl. axis 1800.

Suppose the patient says the horizontal

lines are clear and the vertical lines indistinct.

A convex spherical lens will clear up the latter,

but will make the former indistinct. This, then,

is a case of simple hypermetropic astigmatism ;

the deficiency of refraction being in the horizon-

tal meridian. A convex sphere cannot be pre-
scribed, because while it adds sufficient refrac-

tive power to the horizontal meridian t make

it normal, it at the same time acr.a.ses the
vertical merleian which wa,.; horrnal, but is now

made myopic. A convex cylinder with its axis

at 90° will not disturb the normal vertical meri-

dian, but will supply the needed assistance in

the hypermetropic horizontal Meridian.

CHANGES IN THE CURVATURE OF THE

CORNEA •

There is no. doubt that the curvatures of

the cornea may vary from time to time, thus

changing the degree of astigmatism and altering

the location of • the two principal meridians.

This happens more often than was formerly
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thought possible, and may be due to general
(as of the system) or local conditions (as of the
eye itself).

With patients in good health when astigma-
tism is present, it is usually found to be with
the rule. As the condition of the system and
of the eye changes, and the general or local
vitality and nutrition becomes impaired, the
normal form of astigmatism gives way to other
varieties.

A recent writer has noticed a connection
between patients with the uric acid diathesis and
astigmatism against the rule, and he argues that
this is too constant to be accidental and that
there must be some causative relation existing
between the former and the latter. In some of
the cases which received treatment to eliminate
the excess of uric acid, the abnormal form of
astigmatism lessened or disappeared, to be re-
placed by the normal variety. After a lapse of
time if the lithaemic condition again became
pronounced, there was a return to the form of
astigmatism against the rule.

We do not assume that the connection be-
tween these two conditions has been actually
proven to exist as an invariable rule, but it is
interesting to know that it occurs at times, and
further investigations may throw light on a class
of cases that have heretofore been inexplicable.

COMPLAINTS WHEN GLASSES ARE FIRST WORN

The glasses that are prescribed for the cor-
rection of astigmatism, even when most carefully
fitted, are not always satisfactory and comforta-
ble at first. The most common complaints are
that the ground or floor does not seem level,
but appears to slant, and the patient feels that
he is walking up or down hill, and that there is
more or less distortion in the shape of objects.
A square object will show slanting sides, and
the top and bottom will not be of equal width.
If the astigmatism has been correctly measured
and the axis of the cylinder set at the proper
angle, the patient can be assured that these un-
pleasant appearances will gradually pass away if
the wearing of the glasses is persisted in, and in
the course of two or three weeks the vision will
become natural and comfortable.

IMPORTANCE OF THE CORRECTION OF

ASTIGMATISM

The general teaching is that astigmatism
should be corrected fully, and that the glasses
should be worn constantly, but it cannot be de-
nied that frequent cases are met where the eyes
are used without any evidence of discomfort in
the presence of an uncorrected astigmatism,
sometimes even of quite a marked degree. This
is really only what is to be expected when it is
remembered that there is great variation in the
condition of the nervous system of different in-
dividuals, and its ability to bear a certain
amount of strain. Some are so sensitive as to
be unpleasantly affected by the slightest irrita-
tion, while others are apparently unconscious of
any amount of strain.

This has led to a discussion of the question
whether any harm is clone if astigmatism is not
corrected, and if it is apt to increase more rapidly
when glasses are not worn ? To arrive at a sat-
isfactory solution of this question, all the features
of a case must be taken into account, and each
patient must be considered separately ; in other
words, there can be no general rule to apply to
every case.

If the patient suffers from headache or any
other symptom of eye-strain, there can be no
question as to the propriety of prescribing
glasses for constant wear. But in those cases
where it exists without giving rise to any symp-
toms, and where it is only accidentally discov-
ered, it is scarcely proper to force glasses on a
patient and insist on him wearing 'them, under
a penalty of possible blindness if he fails or re-
fuses to follow the advice given.

This question frequently occurs in connec-
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tion with patients who are being fitted for pres-
byopia. The examination of the eyes when
made along the indicated lines, discloses the
presence of an astigmatism which had never
before been suspected. Should such patients
have a correction for both distance and for read-
ing, and advised never to be without glasses?
This certainly would not be a proper rule to lay
down for all cases, and in fact many patients not
feeling the need of glasses for constant use will
refuse to wear them for distance. Of course, it
is only reasonable that the indicated cylinders
should be added to the spheres that are neces-
sary for the correction of the presbyopia, and
yet even here it is found in very many cases
that the spheres alone are sufficient for the pur-
pose and are even sometimes more satisfactory
than the sphero-cylindrical combination.

Notwithstanding the importance of the cor-
rection of astigmatism, and the relief afforded
to cases of asthenopia by cylindrical lenses,
there have been cases reported, strange to say,
where the same relief has been obtained from
simple spheres. A person wearing cylinders
with entire satisfaction, breaks or loses them ;
instead of returning to the optician who gave
the original glasses, another one is consulted,
who prescribes spherical lenses, with the result
that the patient gets along just as well as before.
Such an experience is exceptional, however, and
should not be allowed to influence the optician
to depart from the custom of correcting astig-
matism when present with cylinders.

ASTIGMATISM AGAINST THE RULE

Some new views of this form of astigma-
tism have recently been advanced, which are of
sufficient interest to justify a notice of them. It
is stated that astigmatism against the rule is not
a congenital defect, as is astigmatism with the
rule, but that it is due to a change in the corneal
curves, which appears with the advance of age,
and consists in a flattening of the vertical meri-
dian. The cause of this change is found in the
diminished resistance of the cornea front gene-
ral disturbances of nutrition, and from senile
degeneration. When the horizontal meridian
of the cornea shows the greater curvature early
in life, it is looked upon as a pathological con-
dition, being usually of high degree and causing
a marked impairment in the acuteness of vision.

CHANGE IN FORM OF ASTIGMATISM AFTER

TENOTOMY OF EXTRA-OCULAR MUSCLES

It is interesting and important for the opti-
cian to know that the curvatures of the cornea
irray be altered by an operation on.the muscles,
and thus the form and degree of astigmatism
may be changed. The cutting of a muscle is
likely to cause a lessening of muscular tension,
which in Some cases (not in all) may produce
or allow a change in the curves of the cornea
and a consequent variation in the condition of
the refraction. Cases have been reported where
One meridian has changed from hypermetropia
to myopia, most likely due to a bulging of the
cornea in this location.

MYOPIC ASTIGMATISM

In cases of high myopic astigmatism it
sometimes happens that the vision is but little
improved by the correcting lenses. The cause
of the difficulty in these cases is mostly a mat-
ter of conjecture, possibly the eyes are poorly
developed, or the functions of the retina have
never been properly established. However that
may be, cases not infrequently occur in which
there is no discoverable abnormality of the eye-
ground and yet the concave cylinders do not
afford the desired improvement in vision. The
proper procedure is to prescribe the glasses for
constant wear, in the hope that the sensibility
of the retina will increase, and the acuteness of
vision likewise.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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can be used sepa-
rately either as a
t rial set or as a reti •-
noscope.

It is superior
to the trial case, be-
cause the same test
can be made more
quickly, and with
ease and comfort to
both the patient and
operator.

It is the best Retinoscope be-
cause both eyes are tested at the
same time, and because both spheri-
cal and cylindrical lenses can be used,
making the test more accurate.

Our catalogue explains fully,
giving prices and terms.
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Examination Paper of Worshipful
Company of Spectacle Makers

At the sixth examination under the certificate
scheme of the Spectacle Makers' Company, held re-
cently in London, the examination paper set for the
large number of candidates was as follows, the ques-
tions with answers being reprinted from The Watch-
maker, Jeweler and Silversmith, of London :

A

Q. t. Why does a convex lens when it gives an
erect image magnify, and a concave lens diminish the
apparent size of the object ? Illustrate this by diagram.

An erect image is obtained with a convex lens
when the object is placed Within the principal focal dis-
tance, and the apparent size is magnified because the
image is situated at a greater distance from the lens
than the object.

An object A B is placed at, say, 8 inches in front
of a convex lens L of to inches focal length. The ray
A P parallel to the principal axis 1-%/F takes, after re-
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increased. Similarly, if the rays are incident, parallel
to the principal axis, at the plane surface more aberra-
tion occurs. The lens is more correct for spherical
aberration when rays, diverging from the principal
focus, are incident at the plane surface.

Q. 3. Ordinary prisms show the prismatic colors
at the edges of bright objects viewed through them.
How could you make a prism which while producing
the desired angular deviation would not show any
prismatic colors at the edge ?

A prism of flint glass dispenses light more than
one of crown, therefore a flint prism of, say, 6 de-
grees, causes the red and violet rays to be sepa-
rated as much as a crown prism of, say, 8 degrees. If

the two were placed together, so that the base of the
one corresponds to the edge of the other, the disper-

sion is corrected, while there still remains 2 degrees
of prismatic power.

Q. 4. Show, either by algebra or by a graphic

construction, that the image produced by reflection of

any object from the surface of a sphere of glass is a

virtual, erect and diminished image.
Rays of light reflected from a convex

surface are rendered divergent, and an

image is obtained only by referring these

"16 1

fraction, the direction D F through F, the posterior

principal focus. The ray A C passes through C, the

optical center, without deviation. When they are

referred back they meet at A', which is the virtual

image of A, together with all the other rays pro-

ceeding from A and refracted by the lens. Similar

rays from B meet at image—and the image

A' 111 being situated at a greater distance from L is

apparently larger than the object A B.

An erect image is always obtained with a concave

lens, and the apparent size of the object is diminished

because the image is situated at a shorter distance from

the lens than the object. An object A .B is placed in

front of the concave lens L. The ray A D, parallel

to the axis F C, is rendered divergent as if

it proceeded .from F. The ray A C passes E
through C, the optical center, without devia-

tion, and they, together with all the other rays from

A, meet at A', which is the virtual image of A. Rays

diverging from 11 meet at 131, its image, and the image

A/ IP is situated nearer to the lens than the object

A B, and consequently appears smaller.

Q. 2. Suppose a lens to be corrected for spherical

aberration for a principal parallel beam in one direc-

tion, will it also be correct for (a) an oblique parallel

beam? (b) for a principal parallel beam in the oppo-

site direction through the lens ? Give your reasons.

If a piano convex lens has its convex surface ex-

posed to the light, rays of light, which are parallel to

rays backwards to where they apparently

meet behind the reflecting surface. The ob-

ject A B is placed in front of the surface Sof

a sphere of glass whose center is C'. The

ray A 1) from the point H being parallel to the prin-

cipal axis F. C, is reflected at .1), as if it came from F,

situated midway between C and the surface of the

sphere. The ray A C, being perpendicular to the sur-

face, because directed towards the center of curvature,

is reflected back in the same original direction. These

rays meet at A'. Rays diverging from B are reflected

divergently from the surface as if from B'. Then the

image A B is A' 13' situated behind the reflecting

r/Cr,

surface, but nearer to it than the object A .B; it is,
therefore, smaller. It is erect because the secondary
axial rays have not crossed, and it is virtual because
the image is not formed by rays which have actually
met, but by referring divergent rays backwards to the
points from which they apparently diverge, after
reflection from the surface.

A

8 F&2

the axis, are incident at such angles that the prismatic

• effects of the lens are " minimum " ; the rays suffer

less deviation than they would under any other circum-

stances. Therefore, if the rays of light are incident

obliquely to the principal axis, the angle of incidence

is not that of minimum deviation, and aberration is

Q. 5. Explain the fundamental principles
of the ophthalmoscope. Does it matter
whether the mirror is flat, concave, or convex?

The ophthahnoscope is a mirror em-
ployed for reflecting light into an eye and
receiving the rays proceeding from the
interior of the eye, thus illutninated, through
an aperture in the mirror. There is also a

series of convex and concave lenses, any one
of which can be rotated so as to be behind
the aperture. The ophthalmoscope is utilized
for examininr, an eye, and for estimating its
refractive condition. It can be employed by
the direct and indirect methods. In the

direct method the mirror is a small, tilted concave, and

of about 3-inch focus. It is held close to the observed

eye, and the image of the fundus obtained is erect and

magnified some sixteen times. In the indirect method

the mirror is a large concave of to-inch focus ; it is

held about 16 inches to 18 inches from the observed
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eye, before which a condenser of about 3-inch focus is
placed. The light emerging is rendered convergent
by the condenser, and an inverted, real image of the
fundus is obtained in the air in front of the lens. The
observer accommodates for the point at which the
inverted aerial image of the fundus is formed ; it is
magnified some five times. The rays emerging from
an emmetropic eye are parallel, therefore, in the direct
method a convex lens placed between the observer's
eye and the observed blurs the image. For a hyper-
metropic eye rays emerge divergent ; therefore, a
convex lens thus placed would not impair the image,
and the measure of the hypermetropia is the strongest
that does not blur. From a myopic eye the rays
emerge convergent, and a concave lens in the ophthal-
moscope makes the image more distinct ; the measure
of the myopia being the weakest concave which gives
a clear image. With a flat mirror only a part of the
fundus is well illuminated, the rest being in shadow.
With a concave mirror a large area is sufficiently well
illuminated. With a convex mirror the fundus is very
poorly illuminated ; therefore, a concave mirror is best
for both the direct and indirect methods.

Q. 6. What is the effect of moving a convex glass
away from the eye of an emmetropic presbyope ?
Suppose such a person is reading a book at, say, 16
inches distance, and moves his + 5 1). glasses slowly
away from his eyes until they touch the book, describe
the changes in size which the print appears to undergo.

Moving a convex lens away from the eye increases
its effect for parallel rays, and for rays diverging from
a point beyond twice the focal distance of the lens.
With a pair of -I- 5 D. lenses the book could not be
read at 16 inches by an eminetrope, because the far
point is placed at 8 inches by the glasses. Moving the
lenses forward decreases their effect, but the print is
still invisible until the lenses are about 8 inches from
the book, when a very blurred image is obtained.
Approaching to within 8 inches, a magnified virtual
image of the print is seen, which becomes smaller as
the lenses are brought gradually nearer to the book.
When the lenses are in contact with it, the image is
seen of natural size, provided the presbyope has suf-
ficient accommodative power to see at this distance
ordinary-sized type.

Q. 7. Explain as clearly as you can the reason why
cylinders are used to correct astigmatism. In cases of
irregular astigmatism, will two cylinders of equal or
different powers placed with their axes at any angle to
each other give better results than a single cylinder
alone or in combination with a spherical lens ? Give
your reasons.

A Cylindrical lens corrects astigmatism because its
power is nil along the axis, and this is placed in front
of the eye so as to correspond to the direction which
is normal or most nearly normal. The greatest power
of the cylindrical lens is at right angles to its axist and
this then lies in front of the most abnormal meridian
of the eye. The lens thus makes all the various me-
ridians equal, and corrects the astigmatism, which is a
defect caused by unequal refracting power of the eye.
A case of irregular astigmatism cannot be corrected
by two cylindricals placed with their axes at any angle
any better than it can be by a sphero-cylindrical lens,
because two such cylindricals are invariably equivalent
to some sphero-cylindrical combination. Of course,
two cylindricals of the same power, with their axes at
right angles, is merely equivalent to a simple spherical
lens of that same power.

Q. 8. An oculist prescribes

—
R. E.  

D. S. + 2 D. S. 
+ 2 D. C. ax. vert. 

and L. E.
+ 2 1). C. ax. vett.

with a decentration outwards of 5 mm. for each eye.
Explain how this prescription could be worked in the
most advantageous manner and state what would be
the prismatic effect on a tangent scale at 2 meters
distance.

In the horizontal meridian the power of the right
lens is -I- I D., and that of the left -1- 4 D. The effect
is therefore : right, i x .5 = .5°; left, 4 x .5 = 2°, or a
total effect of 2.5°. On a tangent scale at 2 meters
the deviation would be, right, .5 x 2 = I Cm.; left,
2 X 2 •=n 4 cm. Or if the total prismatic effect were
obtained by decentering the left lens only, as could be
done, the deviation on the scale would be 5 cm.

Q. 9. A person brings to you a pair of bifocals
as follows :

R. E.  I
D
I
. 
c
S
.
. reading.

L. E.
— 3 I). C. ax. 75-
-1- .75 D. S. The left lower part is missing.

distance and  +
-1- 4-1- 2.75 D. S.

D. C. ax. 6o°

What lens is suitable to replace it?
The power of the reading glass of the right eye is

4 — 2.75 = 1.25 I). stronger than that for distance ;
this being the power added for the presbyopia. The
left glass for reading must be similarly 1.25 D. stronger
than that for distance, namely, .75 + 1.25 n-- 2 1). The
cylindrical is not altered ; therefore, the lower lens of
the left eye, which has to be replaced, must be + 2
sph. 3. cyl. ax. 75°.

itril 1
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WHAT IS SAID OF THE HARDY ONITHALMOMETER
E. D. BEST, OPTICIAN, MIN-

NEAPOLIS, MINN., SAYS : Have
been using your Ophthalmometer
for the past two years, as I get a
better image and a cleaner cut
line of image than with the Javal
instrument, and like the handling
of the machine better in all ways
than the Javal.

F. B. HOLMAN, OPTICIAN,
OWOSSO, MICH., SAYS : With the
Ophthalmometer's aid I can do
work much quicker and just as
accurately without questioning
patients, and I have found the
fewer questions asked the better
suited the customer.

A. J. SHF.LLMAN, OPTICIAN,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., SAYS:
There are four reasons why I
think the Hardy Ophthalmometer
is the best: First, it is simple to
operate. Second, it is accurate
in adjustment, and finds every
degree of astigmatism. Third,
it is a benefactor to every opti-

cian who desires good re-
sults. Four/h, it has

perfect definition.
To me it has

been an instru-
ment of indis-
pensable
value.

EMILE
F.RENAUD,
OPTICIAN,
KEOKUK,I0WA,
SAYS : I have
used the Hardy
Ophthalmometer
steadily for the past two
years or more, and it gives
perfect results, especially in find-
ing the absolute axis of corneal
astigmatism. Many times it has
helped me in high degrees of
astigmatism when I could find
nothing with the retinoscope.
I use it in every case refracted
by me:

BRANCHES

DR. OSCAR DODD, CHICAGO,
ILL., SAYS : I consider that the
definition and clearness of the
image in your instrument excels
that of any instrument of the
kind made.

4.•■■. 
ATLANTA, GA.
DENVER, COLO.
PARIS, FRANCE AGENTS

L. J. BACHUS, OPTICIAN, LOUIS-
VILLE, KY., SAYS : After one and
a half years' experience with your
Ophthalmometer, we wish to say
that without a doubt it is a time-
saver and a money-maker. We
would not be without it, even
though it cost twice as much.

For the Pacific Coast, California Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal.For New England, Globe Optical Co., Boston. Mass.For Philadelphia, D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.For Great Britain, J. Raphael & Co., London, England.
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Optical Questions an? Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address-not for publication, but as an evi-
dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order in
which they are received. No at will be paid to anonymous
communicat Ions.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give proper
advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it is essential
that we be furnished with a complete history of each case and
accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of acconunodation (without glasses and with them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

" C. A. G."— Can you inform me where I can obtain
information concerning the use of what is known
as the Jackson cross-cylinder in estimating and
diagnosing errors of refraction?

The method of using the cross-cylinder test in the
estimation and correction of errors of refraction, was
described in detail in the chapter On astigmatism, of
The Optician's Manual, now running in THE KEY-
STONE, in that portion which appeared in the issue of
October, two. The value of this test has been called
in question by some authorities, but as different ex-
aminers work by different methods, what is of great
use to one may be comparatively valueless to another.

" E. .11f."—Lady, aged thirty-five years ; married.
Never wore glasses. Can see to get around and
do her household work and also to pick cotton very
well, but cannot see to read ordinaiy print ; can
see the lines all right, but cannot distinguish the
letters. Can read large print. Cornea and ays-
talline all right. No signs of a cataract. Vision
slightly improved with + lenses. R. E. + 2.25;
L. E. 1.75. No astigmatism. Patient in robust
health. Treatment recommended,frequent bathing
of the eyes and face in cold water and smart rub-
bing of face with coarse towel, to bring circulation
to surface ; warm water bath at night. What is
wrong, and the treatment P

Unfortunately our correspondent has failed to give
us the acuteness of vision. He says that she can read
large print, from which we infer that she has some
amount of vision - which could be expressed in the
usual fractional form, and without which we are much
handicapped in our answer. At any rate, her vision
is very much impaired, and in indeavoring to decide
the nature of the trouble, the pin-hole test is likely to
throw some light on the case and indicate whether it
is one of refractive error or organic disease. If the
former, the usual tests must be employed to measure
it. If the latter, and this seems more probable, the
ophthalmoscope must be made use of to determine
the location and nature of the abnormal structures.

" H. V."— There was a mistake made in Question 2
of my inquiry in January Keystone. It should
read as follows : " In using a mydriatic in re-
fracting, should a myolic be used after "

Regarding your reply to No. 3, you do not
answer the question. The question is : "Which
muscle is at fault Y and how are we to deter-
mine it?"
No. 2. Ordinarily the effect of a mydriatic is

allowed to wear off naturally ; but if for any special
or urgent reason the patient must use his eyes and
cannot wait, a myotic may be employed to counteract
the effect of the mydriatic.

No. s We did answer this question. Hyper-
phoria means an upward turning of the eye, due to an
Insufficiency of the inferior rectus muscle. The terms
" right" and " left" must be used, in order to desig-
nate whether it is the right or left inferior rectus that is
at fault. The optician, as a rule, is content to stop
here, as he is in possession of all the information nec-
essary for an intelligent management of the case. A
right hyperphoria can be corrected by a prism base
down over right eye, or base up over left ; in one case
the lower image is moved up to the level of the higher,
in the other case the higher image is moved down to
the level of the lower ; in both cases the two images
are placed on the same horizontal plane.

If it is desired to definitely locate the insufficiency,
whether in the inferior rectus of the right eye or the
superior rectus of the left, the examination must be
extended still further. This is clone by mapping out
the upward and downward limits of the movements
of each eye. The head being fixed, the patient fol-
lows with the eye a black dot on a white card, which
is carried as far up and as far down as the eye can fol-
low before the dot is blurred or entirely lost. For the
precise measurement of these rotations a Stevens
tropometer must be employed. This instrument
should show 35° to 38° of upward and 5o° to 55° of
downward movement. If the upward rotation falls
short, the superior rectus may be regarded as de-
ficient ; whereas, if the downward rotation falls short,
the inferior rectus may be looked upon as faulty. In
this way it becomes possible to determine whether a
muscle is weak or whether there is an excessive or
over-action.
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" E. S."—(z) Gentleman had two pair of glasses
made ; different men pulling them aft ; spectacles
and eye-glasses. — 5 cyl. ax. /So° — .1 S. One
man put the sph. in on specs, the other put the cyl.
in on eye-glasses. Gentleman returning eye-
glasses, saying he could not see with them, but
could by reversing cyl. out and sph. in, as in specs.
Has the focus been changed so much as to make
such a difference?

(2) Should not all lenticular lenses be centered
as shown in Fig j, to give proper results?' and

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

if centered as shown in Fig. 2 would not this cause
some distortion of the eyes? This means for
both eyes.

(I) In this lens the convex spherical surface should
be out and the concave cylindrical surface in. This
is the rule for setting such lenses, and is more for their
appearance than for any change in their optical effect.
Of course, we must admit the possibility of better vision
in the other position, just as some persons find more
comfort in bi-convex lenses than in periscopic of the
same strength ; but we are more inclined to think that
the reason the eye-glasses did not give as.good vision
was because the axis of the cylinder did not keep accu-
rately in the horizontal position, which is always a
matter of some difficulty with eye-glasses, and in a
lens so strong as this, the slightest departure of the axis
from its indicated position will noticeably impair the
vision. It seems almost incredible that the change in
the surface of the lens that is towards the eye should
so affect the glasses that patient could not see through
them.

(2) In bi-focal lenses each portion should be prop-
erly centered for its particular use, otherwise the pris-
matic effect of the lenses is brought into play, which
may be very annoying and uncomfortable, or even
stand in the way of all use of the glasses.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

"E. B."— Gentleman, fifty years of age ; printer.
R. E. ; with — 9 D. sph. =& L. E. & with
— ro D. sph. --= h. Both eyes together produced
diplopia. R. E. — .75 cyl. ax. 35° caused slight
improvement. L. E. no astigmatism. Looking
at distant objects, he holds his head back. I re-
duced the strength of glass to — 5.5, which gave
single vision. What was the cause of his dip-
lopia?

This is a case of high myopia in a patient at the
presbyopic age. The first thought that occurs is
whether this man has ever worn glasses, and if so,
what number ? The answer to the question as to the
cause of his diplopia, will depend on this knowledge.
There is always difficulty when a patient waits until
middle age to put on glasses, who should have
worn them early in life. Such a person should have
two pairs of glasses, giving him as near the full cor-
rection as he will accept for distance, and a reduction
on these of 3 D. or 4 D. for reading and work. It is
scarcely necessary to combine a weak cylinder with
such a strong sphere, unless it affords a very great
improvement in vision.

" M W."—Gentleman, about Thirty-five years of age ;
photographer of scenery. Vision IS in 0. D.,
ii in 0. S. Convergent strabismus. 0. S. turns
completely outwards, so much so that none of the
sclerotic or inner canthus can be seen ; but he can
convelve the 0. D. at will, when the 0. S.
straightens. Can read or see equally well at
jrmn 6 to 16 inches. Eyes have been so as long
as he can remember, but says he was not born
so. Is there any probability of his eyes being
straightened with treatment exercise and lenses?

A case of strabismus of so high a degree as this,
is beyond the help of prisms, nor can it be cured by
exercise. In fact, strabismus of any kind or degree is
not amenable to treatment by prisms, whose chief
sphere of usefulness lies rather among that large class
of insufficiencies and 'phorias in which there may be
weakness of one muscle or over-action of its oppo-
nent, without any noticeable deviation of either eye
from its proper position.

This case is one for tenotomy, which really should
have been performed long ago, and which promises
good results, inasmuch as the vision of each eye is so
nearly normal. In the meantime, and also after the
operation, glasses should be ordered for the correction
of any refractive error that may be present.
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" F E. A."—I have a case of esophoria (6° prism
base out) and wish to strengthen the weak muscle
by so-called prism exercise. How would the base
of the prism be place d ?

OrthoPtic training or gymnastic exercises have
been recommended in the treatment of muscular
insufficiencies, and have been used with varying suc-
cess. There is one thing to be said, and that is the
use of prisms to develop the adduction (as in exopho-
ria) offers more hope of success than their employ-
ment to strengthen the abduction (as in esophoria).

For use in these exercises the apex of the prism
is placed over the weak muscle ; therefore, in this
case, the base of the prism is placed in. If the patient
can arrange to visit his office every day, this line of
treatment can perhaps be best carried out by the
optician himself. A Risley rotary prism is the most
convenient instrument for this purpose, but, as many
opticians may not be so provided, the plane prisms
from the trial case will answer every purpose. A 1°
prism is placed over one eye base in, and then a simi-
lar prism over the other eye, while the patient looks
at the light across the room. Each prism is increased
one degree at a time until the patient is no longer able
to fuse the two lights ; then they are slightly reduced
until the strongest is found with which binocular vision
can be maintained. This can be repeated daily,
and it is usually found that stronger and stronger
prisms can be borne as the days pass by, showing an
Increase of power in the muscles antagonizing the
prisms. Or the patient can be provided with a spec-
tacle set with a pair of t° or 2° prisms base in, with
which he is instructed to practice fusion several times
a day, and when this can be accomplished with ease
stronger prisms may be substituted, until the muscles
are developed to the desired strength.

It should be borne in mind that prisms bases in, by
relieving the convergence, may tend in some cases to
produce an insufficiency of the interni.

The ocular muscles may be exercised not only by
means of prisms, but also by making forced move-
ments of the eyes in different directions, which should
not be kept up for more than a few minutes at a time,
but may be repeated several times a day.

111: S."—Housewife, aged forty years. Has had
severe headaches for fifteen years, through fore-
head and top of head. Health otherwise good,
with great animation. These headaches sonic-
limes occur twice a week and become so severe
that a physician has to be summoned. Two years
ago was tested, under atropine, by a traveling
oculist and fitted to the following lenses: 0. D.,

1.5o ;72.-F ax. 18o° ; 0. S., C-F

• 

ax. 15°. These she wore for nine months.
They hurl very much at first, but afterwards she
was free from the headache for some months.
Her vision was never as clear with them as with-
out. One of the peculiar features of the case is
that she can see through any glass one puts on
her, but her unaided vision is always the best.
Visual acuteness, Os tested by Snellen' s types..
0. D., 38; 0. S., 38; 0. Ile, IS; range of accom-
modation, 7-25 inches. No evidence of astigma-
tism. tinwea is clear and seems regular. The
ophMalmometer shows no evidence of corneal
astigmatism. Re/ince normal. The first test by
the retinoscope indicated a vely little hyperme-
tropia. The patient accepted -I- D. Sph. 0. U.
and wore them constantly for quite a time with
comfort. Headaches seemed better for a time,
then came on again. I did not lest under atro-
pine, but tried the cylindrical part of her old
lenses. These caused her gnat discomfort and
an unusually severe headache. I tested the muscles
with Jhadox rod at various times. These tests
777/y a ; 2° of esophoria and j° st. hyper-
phoria, and kit cataphoda represented the
greatest deviation. I tested the relative strength
of abductors and adductors and find the latter
can overcome less than the former. There seems
to be a weakness of /he internal recti. I feel
inclined to believe the /rouble is with the muscles,
and perhaps in the oblique muscles.

If this lady is able to see through any glass, she
probably has an active, adjustable accommodation;
and if convex lenses have been used, it is safe to
assume that she has some hypermetropia. If the
ophthalmometer shows no evidence of corneal astig-
matism, we are forced to conclude there must be some
astigmatism against the rule ; as, otherwise, there
would be an excess of .50 D. to .75 D. in the vertical
meridian, which we expect to find even in normal
cases, which under such conditions (it may be added
in parenthesis) is neutralized by a horizontal excess
of curvature in the crystalline lens.

In considering the muscular equilibrium, the state-
ment that the adductors can overcome less than the
abductors may perhaps indicate the cause of the
trouble. Naturally the preponderance of strength
should be the other way, in the proportion of at least
three to one. The muscular balance must, therefore,
be carefully looked into, the various tests being used
both for near and far, and the examination being re-
peated several times on as many different days. In
this way it may be possible to arrive at a conclusion
definite enough to justify the prescription of a prism,
which can be combined with the convex sphere or
sphero-cylinder which the refraction most likely needs.
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" The Mediascope "

EV E. LEROY EVER

Before going into detail as regards the con-
struction, manipulation and utility of the com-
ponent parts of the mediascope, it will not be
amiss to first take a brief survey of retinoscopy.

It is questionable whether or not even at
this late hour it is receiving due respect. Surely
its resources are far from showing any sign of
exhaustion.

The majority practicing it to-day probably
accept it with reluctance; still its value is becom-
ing day after day enhanced, and though it had
its many disadvantages and still possesses some,
there can be no reasonable despair of its healthy
survival and merited success. We opened a
new field, yet one that could not be called exten-
sive, and the workers were few therein, but
there is at present an evident advance both in
number and the standard of knowledge of each.

Until retinoscopy was introduced and duly
recognized, the standing of the opticians was
far inferior to its present state, for now an up-to-
date optician has, and can gracefully maintain,
a semi-professional if not a purely professional
bearing, and with the more extended use of its
olihtlyilmoscope the tone will be still heightened.

The productions of the pioneers in any field,
especially an inventive one, are naturally crude ;
with retinoscopy it was no exception. The dark
room, the trial set with its cumbersome trial
frame, and the hand mirror composed the early
retinoscopist's entire paraphernalia with but few
exceptions—a select few possessing, in place of
the dark room and mirror, a pebble tester and
using it with seemingly good effect ; 'pioneer"
would be a misnomer for one of these, a more
appropriate term, pardon its me in the absence
of a better one, being oid-mager." However,
improvements soon beg9.n to present themselves,
chiefly in the form ol instruments. The Ryer
mediascope is the latest and has, it is hoped,
covered the ground worthily.

In planning the mediascope the inventor
first undertook to note the principal features re-
quired to be embodied in an instrument, some
of which are : The dark-room effect ; the more
extended relqxation of the ciliary muscles ; the
outer ,:cmtrol of the patient's eye ; the entire
control of the light and shadows ; the comfort
of both patient and operator, and together with
nil this a simplicity of manipulation and a sym-
metry of appearance. Following is a descrip-
tion of each part and its office :

The main casing and base are of wood,
highly polished ; the trimmings of oxidized
bronze finish, making a neat contrast. The
casing is tapered and gives the instrument a
characteristic .appearance.

This casing excluding all light combined
with the accommodation window, the specially
constructed adjustable head-piece taking in both
eyes at once, the operator's two eye-pieces and
,the ebonized interior forces the dark room to its
,place among the superfluities.

The value of the accommodation window is
evident. Through this the patient looks at some
point, designated by the operator, twenty feet
or more away, as out of a window, for instance,
relaxing completely the accommodation and
giving results otherwise obtainable only through
the employment of mydriatics ; therefore, insur-
ing an enlarged pupil and incidentally causing
the eye to assume a desirable slightly-tilted
position for examination and also to keep the
gaze fixed on some object other than the light,
which heretofore has been, in a majority of
cases, an impossibility. The glass being of so
heavy a shade, while it can be readily seen
through by the patient, allows practically no
light to enter the inner chamber or, taken theo-
retically, the small amount that may enter can-
not strike the eye fairly, and is weakened to
such a degree by its passage through and con-
sequent absorption by the darkened glass that
it would be ineffectual.
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The patient's eye-casing is adjustable, be-
ing made of sheet lead covered with velvet, its
outer edge being bound with a soft fringe. This
is shaped so as to fit approximately in every
case ; then by simply running the finger along
its edge it can be made to conform to any and
all faces, retaining thereon its last given shape,
thus entirely excluding all extraneous light.

The chin rest at this end plays its usual
part, but all will understand its application ; the
manner of applying it, however, differs from the
regular form. By combined gearing the power
is applied to a thumb-nut placed at a distance
from the patient and within convenient reach of
the operator while seated.

The internal telescopic tube is mounted on
a plate, and by means of a worm-gear can be
directed toward either eye. Connected with
this are the light-conveying tube and lamp, and
all move together. Thus the relative positions
of the observed eye, the observer's eye, the
prism (or mirror) and the lighting apparatus are
retained in examining either eye, and instead of
the whole chamber being tilled with light, none
escapes only through the
opening at the end of the
telescopic tube, forming
over the examined eye a
small, still sufficiently
large, circular spot or re-
flection of light. The
diameter of this spot can
be made larger or smaller
by shortening or length-
ening the tube. The in-
tensity is also regulated
by the same means, for
when the tube is length-
ened the light is concen-
trated upon a very small
area, and vice versa. But
after adjusting this tube
as to its length, the spot
never varies in size nor
position, nor does any
light, no matter how we
move the reflected light
across the eye, get out-
side this fixed circumfer-
ence; for although the
shadow in the eye and the spot of reflected
light on the face are seen to move, all rays that
do not enter the eye or are not contained in that
circle are cut off by the tube. With this con-
struction only one eye is affected by the light,
the other being and continuing entirely free to
look at the designated object ; thus both the
pupillary openings are caused to increase in
size, for (although it should be a well-known
fact) normal pupils never contract nor dilate ex-
cept in unison and to the same degree. This
effect cannot be obtained in the dark room, for
as the mirror is tilted the reflection, moving
across the face, passes off one eye but unhappily
onto the other, and it will not do to cover the
other eye with a disk or equivalent ; then
when a large retinoscope is used the reflection
is large enough to include both eyes ; thus both
eyes are at times temporarily blinded and the
patient, no longer able to see the twenty-foot
object, invariably looks at the light, and as a
consequence the pupils contract to a degree
such as to make further diagnosis impossible ;
whereas, with the mediascope, even though the
patient looks squarely at the light, only one eye
is directly acted upon' thereby. So, even in
this adverse circumstance, the instrument insures
a much larger pupil than the dark room.

The light tube is about six inches long and
connects the light chamber with the telescopic
tube. It is non-heat conductive, being com-
posed of two tubes, one fitting inside the other
with an asbestos filling between.

A total reflecting prism, in place of a mir-
ror, is set in a triangular box having two equal
square sides. In either side is an opening five-
eights of an inch in diameter. To one of these
sides is fastened the light tube, to the other the
telescopic tube ; thus the tubes form a right

angle with each other. The light passing
through one is refracted, or rather reflected,
by the prism, its new course being along the
telescopic tube to the eye; then, through a hole
drilled in the prism coinciding wids the line con-
necting the center of the patient's pupil with that
of the operator, one can look and, the reflex
rays entering his eye, can see the reflection and
reflex.

The light proper is a new feature as com-
bined with this class of work, making it possi-
ble to eliminate the disadvantages of tilting.
This movement of the mirror before the eye was
detrimental to a correct diagnosis in many ob-
vious ways, whereas now all movements take
place away from the face. The hilt or burner is
set so that the area of solid light comes cen-
trally before the opening with the tube so hung
Oil a swivel as to keep an upright position
under all circumstances; then this is attached
to a plate which, in turn, slides on tracks on the
rear end of the light chamber ; now, by turning
a small thumb-wheel, the light moves from side
to side and the rear plate revolves so that the
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movement will take place along any desired me-
ridian. A scale denotes at what meridian the
work is being done.

The slides containing the lenses are ten in
number, each holding a series of nine lenses.
Three of these slides contain convex sphericals
and the concave spheres are contained in as
many more, while two hold convex cylindricals

the remaining two concave cylindricals.
The syhericals range from .25 D. S. to 9 D. S.,
and the cylindricals from .25 D. C. to 5.50 D. C.

The slide chamber has two compartments,
covered at each end by two automatically-work-
ing doors, in order that while one slide only is
being used the other openings are closed, allow-
ing the admittance of no light. As a-rule a
spherical lens is first used, so a slide containing
plus or minus spheres is placed into its, com-
partment ; then by turning the thumb-screw
close to the operator the slide is carried along,
lens after lens coming before the eye until the
proper one is found. When a cylinder is also
required a slide containing these lenses is put in
place and by touching a small lever connected
with the thumb-screw, and therefore 'convenient,
the gear connects with the cylindrical slide, car-
rying it in like manner as the spherical ; again
touching the lever and turning still the thumb-
nut, the lens can be placed at any desired axis ;
thus with one thumb-nut the operator can bring
before the eye any combination of sphericals and
cylindricals. The numbers are noted through
small openings in the chamber and the axes by
the scales on each cylindrical slide.

As an additional feature for use, principally
by those possessing no trial case, an attachment
has been added whereby the work can be cor-
roborated by a subjective test, using a set of
extra cylindrical lenses
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More refractionists are suffering from thrift-
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tions and several colored plates. No
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without a copy of this treatise, which
far excels In comprehensiveness
and practical value any work here-
tofore published on the subject. It
not only explains the shadow test
in its practical application to the
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ciples underlying it I ii depth of
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scientific completeness the work is
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CHAPTER IV. ( Continued)
General Optical Principles—Focus, Diffusion, Aberration,

Inversion and Magnification.

When all points of the wave have emerged
from the glass, evolution of curvature will be
equal at all points, but during the brief time
that the wave is passing from R to T peripheral
areas of the wave will gain upon central areas,
.and tend to neutralize spherical aberration in the
opposite direction at the anterior surface. But
spherical aberration at the posterior plane sur-
face will not neutralize aberration at the anterior
surface, since wave modification is but clb = 54
of . wave modification at the anterior surface.
The new center of curvature of the wave at S
is clb of S C from S, or at P, and the new center
of curvature of the wave at T is clb of T C' from
T, or at P'.

Spherical aberration is an effect produced
upon individual pencils of light, for it is an
effect upon the individual waves of a pencil.
Other waves of the same pencil following in
succession would, of course, undergo the same
effects as those described above. The waves of
other pencils would follow the same principle or
rule, or be governed by the same law. But
aberration is an effect upon different areas of
one wave and of all the waves of a pencil, not
a comparison or relation of effects upon different
waves. The law for each wave is independent
of the law or application of the law for any
other wave. There is simply an analogy between
the effects upon one wave and the effects upon
all waves, and it is in the view of the aberration
of all waves that we observe its effects.

INVERSION.

Inversion is an effect produced upon the
individual pencils in that beyond the focus each
minor pencil is inverted in position. Fig. 27
represents the transposition of a pencil of light
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light from A will fall upon HE, but part of it
1611 pass below the disk. The pencil from B
N'ill, in like manner, fall upon G E, but part of

Fig. g8 A

it will pass above the receiving disk. The light
will be displayed upon the disk as shown in
Fig. 28 B, or would. be if but these two, pencils
illuminated the disk. In that case IV would be
illuminated by the light from B and n by the
light from A. The pencils of light from A and
B are thus inverted at the screen by natural
evolution, and not by the action of a lens.

If F were 5 in., instead of 3 in., in dia-
meter, it would intercept all the light from A B
by way of the aperture in .0 D, for the area of
light from A at E F has. twice the diameter of
the aperture in C D, Or is 2 in. in diameter, and
that of the light from B is also . 2 in., half of
each falling outside of the screen. If A B were
removed to the left to a position of zo in. from
C D, or if E F were removed to a position 5 in.
from C D, all the light from A B would be
intercepted by the screen. But in their actual
positions, no reduction of the size of the aperture
in C D would make either pencil fall entirely
upon E F, for to reduce the two half pencils
that fall outside of E 1,7 54 each, would close the
aperture in C D. Enlargement of the aperture
would increase at one and the same time the
light upon the screen and the amount passing
above and below it from these points.

Fig. ag

But without changing the positions of A B,
C D or E or the size of the aperture in CD,
all the light from A B passing through the
opening may be made to fall upon E E This
could be clone by placing a + 8 D. lens at the
aperture, which would focus all the pencils from
A B upon E E and thus prevent the loss of the
light from marginal points of A B. Fig. 29
illustrates the action of such a lens. The focus
of the pencil from A will fall at I: or a trifle
above it, and that from B at E, or a trifle below
it, on account of the slight deviation toward the
axis of each pencil within the lens. The lens

will produce an inverted image of
A Il upon E E The inversion of
the image is not clue to the inver-
sion of each pencil at its focus, but
to the inversion of the pencils. The
lens has not produced the inversion
of the different pencils, for they
are inverted without a lens. They

have inverted themselves, or are inverted natur-
ally. There is nothing phenomenal in this
result, at least more phenomenal than that two
persons traveling- in diagonal directions and
passing through the same gateway should cross
each other's paths. Inversion of the image is
nothing more than a natural result of position
and direction of motion of moving things. It
is not due to the action of the lens, but grows
out of natural causes. The inversion of each
pencil is, however, an optical effect, the result
of the transposition of the waves of light in a
pencil of light by the action of a lens. The
retransposition of the pencil at the focus does
not restore but makes manifest the inversion.
It is the action of the lens that focuses the
pencil ; but, being thus focused, the minor
pencils are inverted at the focus by natural evo-
lution the same as different pencils in the image.

by the lens A B, The minor pencils, a and h,
If the larger major pencil are transposed at C'
xvith the major pencil. All focus at C', but
beyond C', a and b have changed positions.
All of the minor pencils are inverted in position
in the same manner ; and the minimum pencils,
or rays of light, are inverted in the same manner,
and inversion is complete. Such inversion is
due to the action of the lens.

But there is another inversion than this—
the inversion of the different pencils with reference
to each other. If, in Fig. 28, A 13 represents a
circular luminous area 3 in. in diameter, CD an
opaque disk of the same size with a circular
opening r in. in diameter, central to the disk,
and E Fa circular screen of the same area and form
as A B, and the three be placed as represented
in the figure, A B and E F being 20 in. apart,
and C D midway between them, the pencil of
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MAGNIFICATION.

The direction, size and distance of an object
seen is judged by the mind. Vision, in con-
nection with feeling, and the cognizance of
space, from associating time and muscular energy
with distance, in a few brief years of experience,
enable us to judge distance, size and direction
by vision alone. The retinal images provide
the data upon which the judgment is founded
—that is, the images upon the two retinx in
connection . with the image upon each retina.
An object at a distance gives a smaller retinal
image than the same object near at hand. We
see a speck upon the brow of a distant ridge to
which the road leads. What it is we do not
know, but we may observe that its location rela-
tive to trees and the general landscape is chang-
ing. We rightly conclude that it is in motion,
and we know, by similar comparison with sur-
rounding objects, something as to its size.
Perhaps, from its general appearance and direc-
tion of motion along the road, we conclude that
it is a conveyance of some kind, if too large to
be a man or dog, although we cannot discover
what kind of conveyance it is. Its nearer
approach enlarges the retinal images, and we
gradually make out a span of horses and other
details that show it to be the stage or mail coach.
The details become more and more apparent
each moment—one horse is white, the other a
bay ; the driver is a colored man, and there is a
boy beside him on the driver's seat. These
details grow until the coach passes along the
road a few rods from where we stand; and then
begins to recede in the opposite direction. Per-
haps a paper has been thrown out as the coach
passes, and a few minutes later we are reading
current history from printed characters so minute
that they cannot be clearly distinguished farther
away than 14 in. from the eyes.

The difference in these effects is due to the
difference in the extent or area of images upon
the retinw. A little punctuation mark in the
paper now covers a larger area of the retinw
than the stage coach, horses, driver and all a
half hour before. The enlargement is due to
the nearness of the objects. Now, we do not
call any of these effects magnification. They
are but natural enlargement of the image on the
retina, clue to nearness. With a field glass of
eight diameters magnifying- power the stage
coach at two miles distance would appear but a
quarter of a mile away, and the images upon
the retinze would occupy eight times eight, or
sixty-four times as large a retinal area. Asso-
ciation and experience in seeing would give the
mind, through the sensatory channels, the data
for judging distance and size, and the object
would seem one-eighth of its actual distance
from the eye. But the higher intellectual facul-
ties would revise this judgment and determine
the true cause of the analogy. The effects pro-
duced by the field glass are properly termed
magnification. Magnification is not a sensatory
thing merely, but it is a sensatory effect that
natural sensatory capacities do not account for.
Magnification is an artificial enlargement of
retinal images by optical means exterior to the
eye itself. Such artificial enlargement of the
retinal image may produce one of two effects :
( r) The object will seem to be nearer than it
actually is, or (2) it will seem to be larger than
it actually is. Sensation accepts the former in
preference to the latter when it can, for that is a
matter of daily and hourly experience. But
sensation will not accept nearness within the
punctum proximum of ordinary, naked-eye vision,
for it has no experience to correspond with that.
If a spider's foot is within an inch or half an
inch of the eye, which, with an assisting positive
lens, is enabled to get a sharply defined image
of the object on the retina notwithstanding its
nearness, the sensatory verdict is that it is large
and not nearer than the ordinary punctum
proximum. But the distant object is brought
nearer and given its ordinary size. These are
the distinguishing effects of microscopy and
telescopy. (To DE CONTINUED)
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Goerz Trieder Binoculars
Having completed facilities for assembling

the various parts and mounting them in our
New York factory, we are enabled owing to the
savings in the customs duty to reduce the list
prices as follows:

Binoculars.
X3 X6 X9 X12

$38.00 $46.00 $54.00 $62.00

Monoculars.
$15.50 $18.50 $21.50 $25.00

Though our prices are still slightly in ad-
vance of those charged by other manufacturers
for an admittedly cheaper grade of goods, there
can be no doubt but the imblic %ill be found
willing to pay the few dollars extra for goods
which in every respect are acknowledged to be
the very top notch of optical and mechanical
perfection.

Observe carefully, please, the rack and
pinion for focal and pupillary adjustment, as
well as the separate revolving adjustment for
any variation that may exist in the strength of
the eyes. In comparison with any other glass,
particularly observe the great area of field, the
increase of light and the depth of focus, or ex-
pressed in other words, its stereoscopic effect.

C. P. GOERZ OPTICAL WORKS
52 East Union Square, New York City

AT THIS TIME OF THE YEAR
YOU ARE SELLING SMOKED GOODS

WHY NOT SELL THE AJAX RIMLESS I

They Look Neater

Sell Quicker

AJAX PAT. NOV.3 -DEC.186.

Suit the Customer Better

Cost no More

Mounted in Nickel and Roman Alloy ; 0 or 00 Eye, $2.00 per dozen. All shades of Blue and
Smoke; also Plain White Lenses.

HAVE YOU SEEN 
the new Ajax Rimless, mounted in Nickel or Roman Alloy,
with 0 Eye Pcx. Lenses, at $2.25 per dozen. They are

by far the best Rimless Eye-Glasses on the market for the money. Try a sample dozen ; they will please you.
With an order for three dozen of the above, we will send free a Translucent Eye for your window.

WE HAVE EVERYTHING IN THE OPTICAL LINE

GLOBE OPTICAL co., Boston, Mass.

I 0 -1 1 , I 1

Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians
A. .T' CROSS, President, New York City.
.I. II. ELLts, Secretary, South Bend, Ind.

Meets annually. Next electing to be held in Chicago,
in 1901.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
THE RT. HON. SIR WM. HART DYKE, Bart., M. P., Master.
Cm.. T. DAviEs SgwELL, F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association

JOHN BROWNING, F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S., MR.!., etc., President.
J. II. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., Secretary, 17 Shitttesbury Avenue,

London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians

E. Cur.vr allOUSE, l'IVslileld, Toronto.
DAVIS,AMMON  Secretary and Treasurer, 176 Queen Street

East, Toronto, Out.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians
C. N. Qu t M BY, President, Boston, Mass.
W. R. DONOVAN, Secretary, 4 Province Court, Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each Month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Association of Opticians

JAMES HoLDEN, Sy racusv, N. Y.
A. W. Ommre, Secretary, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday or January, March, May, July,
September cud November.

New York State Optical Society

F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
F. B. MARCHANT, Seey, 56 Flat bush Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Marko! SI., Phila., Pa,

Meets in January, Alareli, May mid November.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STA NDART, President, Detroit , il iii.
E. Eimmi, Secretary and Tretemrer, lo5 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society

H. P. HoLm ES, President, lies Moines, Iowa.
J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown Block, Sioux City, lowa.

Illinois Optical Society

WALTER WYATT, Peoria, Ill.
LOREN L. BOY LE, Secretary, Mt State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. McALLtsTEft, President, Baltimore, Md.
W. H. KETTLER, Sec., 109 W. Lexingtmi St., Baltimore, Mil.

Meets at rooms of Photographic Assn., Baltimore, Ald.

California Optical Association

E. M. ACKLEY, President, San Francisco, Cal.
0. L. SCHNEIDER, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians

.1. G. WATTS, President, Eugene, t fregon.
C. L. HAYNES, SCOPPIIIry, Port 1/111d, oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
11. L. NINO, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Next meeting, February, 1901.

Granite State Optical Association

GEO. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. H.
J. A. CAouETTE, Sec'y, 940 Elm 51Street, eneheriter, N. H.

Meets second Tuesday of January, March, June, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALYA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Vis.
WALTER II. (iRUNERT, Secretary, Green Bay, Wis.

Meets semi-annually.

North Carolina Optical Society

S. It. P)cE, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. II. LEONARD, Secretary, Winston, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. R. 5IILLAen, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, See'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Mains Association of Opticians

H. E. MI,RDOCK, President, Portland, NIIIi111..
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society

H. W. APPLETON, President.
N. H. HARRIS, Rec. Sec., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.

Meets second Wednesday of each mouth at Fifth Avenue
Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club

B. BAUSCH, President,
R. E. SWEETING, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce Build-

ing, Rochester, N. Y.
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Blow Aimed at Refractionists
" Give me the avowed, the erect and manly foe

Bold I can meet, perhaps return the blow."

THE various measures devised in the past to
legislate the opticians out of business

were characterized by much ambiguity of phra-
seology and indefiniteness of purpose. There
was always considerable beating about the
bush and much equivocation of language, the
evident purpose of which was to conceal to
some extent the true character of the measure
in the hope that it would slip more easily into
a place on the statute books. This accom-
plished, the optician was simply to wake up,
like Othello, " with his occupation gone." But
there is no equivocation or periphrasis about
the little bill which was last month introduced
in the New York Assembly by one Mr. Bell,
read once and promptly referred to the com-
mittee on public health. Its purpose is stated
as clearly as the Queen's .English can express
it, and this purpose is the extinction of the
refractionist in New York State and the confis-
cation of his business. Whether the bill if
passed into law would be constitutional, is
another question which it would be premature
to discuss at this time.

The bill introduced by Mr. Bell is entitled,
'An Act to amend section one hundred and
fifty-two of chapter six hundred and sixty-one
of the laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-
three, entitled lAn Act in relation to the public
health,' constituting chapter twenty-five of the
general laws." The bill itself is as follows :

The people of the State of New York, repre-
sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section t. Section one hundred and fifty-two of
chapter six hundred and sixty-one of the laws of
eighteen hundred and ninety-three, entitled " An Act
in relation to the public health, constituting chapter
twenty-five of the general laws," is hereby amended
to read as follows :

Section 152. Construction of this article.—Any
person shall be regarded as practicing medicine
within the meaning of this act who sluzll prescribe,
direct, recommend, or advise, for /he use of any other
person, any remedy or ag-ent whatsoever, whether
with or without the use of ant, medicine, thilg, instru-
ment or other appliance, for the treatment, relief, or
cure, of any wound, .fracture, or bodily injury, infir-
mity, physical or mental or other defect or disease.
This article shall not be construed as prohibiting the
service of any fierson in an emerg-ency, or the domes-
tic administration of jirmily remedies ; nor shall ii be
cone/rued to affect commissioned officers serving in
the United States army, navy or marine hospital ser-
vice, while so commissioned ; or anyone while actually
serving on the resident medical staff of any legally
incorporated hospital ; or any legally registered dentist
exclusively engaged in practicing dentistry ; or any
manufacturer of artificial eyes, limbs or orthopedic
instruments or trusses in fitting such instruments on
persons in need thereof when such artificial eyes,
limbs, or orthopedic instruments or trusses are pre-
scribed by lawfully qualified physicians: or any law-
fully qualified physician in other States or counties
meeting legally registered physicians in this State in
consulting ; or any physician residing on a border
of a neighboring State and dilly authorized under the
laws thereof to practice medicine therein, vhose prac-
tice extends into this State, and who does not open an
office or appoint a place to meet patients or receive
calls within this State • or any physician duly regis-
tered in one county called to attend isolated cases in
another county, but not residing or habitually prac-
ticing therein.

This article shall be construed to repeal all acts
or parts of acts authorizing conferment of any degree
ill medicine causa honoris or ad eunclum or otherwise
than on students duly graduated after satisfactory
completion of a preliminary and medical course of not
less than that required by this article, as a condition
of license.

That the opticians Of the State are or ought

to be up in arms against this destructive measure

goes without saying. It is well perhaps that

the attempt has been made in New York State,

for this State has within its borders no less than

four different optical organizations, besides its
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share in the mgis of the American Association.

The instinct of self-preservation will naturally

result in unity of action,. and an effective opposi-

tion to the measure may thus be organized.

But the opticians who are not members of any

of the organizations are just as vitally interested

as those who are, and it behooves them to exer-

cise all the influence they can on the assembly-

men from their respective districts, so that the

measure when it comes up for final action may

meet the fate of its predecessors.
Opticians, being good, liberal advertisers,

have much influence with the press, and they

should have no difficulty in securing the publi-
cation of editorials denunciatory of the bill.

The daily press is quite sensitivc to self interest,

and would not take kindly to the extinction

of a profession from which it receives a good

advertising revenue.

THE folio Wing letter would indicate that else-
where than in New York State the opticians

are threatened with repressive legislation :

RICHMOND, IND., jail. 17, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE 1-1 am reliably informed that

there is a bill being formulated, or possibly it is

already formulated, to present to our present State
Legislature, the purpose of which is said to be to define

and regulate the practice of medicine. As this com-

mittee is composed of oculists and others known to

antagonize the refracting optician, it is morally certain

that the optician's interests %di be affected, if not de-

stroyed, by the 131Is5age of any bill drawn up by this

committee.
Through your Niluable journal will you give such

information as you deem wise ? Informed as you
usually are, may I ask, What has become of the

Indiana State Optical Association?
I am a busy optician, not having time to be watch-

ing and disputing with competitors—either oculists

or opticians ; on the other hand, desire the firiendship

of all. C. M. J.

We have not been able thus far to procure

a copy or accurate information of the bill re-

ferred to by our correspondent. Some years

ago, when a bill to regulate the practice of

medicine was passed in Indiana, the opticians of

that State secured the insertion of a clause which

practically gave them legal protection and recog-

nition. Whether the security then assured them

is threatened bv the new measure we know not.

The State Optical Society of Indiana, though it

was not formally dissolved, can scarcely be said

to exist any longer, at least as an active organi-

zation. If our correspondent's communication

is well founded, a reorganization would be timely.

The above evidences of renewed aggressive-

ness on the part of the medical organizations

should be taken to heart by our readers. Self-

preservation is nature's first law, and only by

organization can the opticians expect to repel

the persistent attacks of the enemy.

AT the happy suggestion of Secretary Sot-
. cliffe, F. R. S. L., of the British Optical

Society, we have this month added to our list

of optical organizations the British Optical So-

ciety and the Spectacle Makers' Co., of Lon-

don, England. As the raisons d' etre, purposes

and methods of the British and American organi-

zations are similar and as there is even now a

mixture in membership, there is no longer any

room for national lines of distinction. The •■••
growth of our list of British subscribers also

makes the addition an appropriate one.
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To the

Southern Optician

We have just added a Cylinder Grind=
ing Machine to our branch at Atlanta, and thus
completed by far the most extensive lens-grinding plant
in the entire South, enabling us to turn out any kind of
lens on the shortest notice. We are especially fitted,
of course, to turn out accurate and prompt Prescription
Work. In fact we are turning out the same class of
work and giving the same attention to every detail as in
our Home Office in Chicago, and that means that we are
doing perfect work. We solicit a trial from the Opticians
and Jewelers in our territory who do Prescription Work
with the confidence that we will be able to please and
satisfy them by our accuracy and promptness.

REMEMBER WE DO A WHOLESALE BUSINESS ONLY.WE DO NOT RETAIL.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
405 Prudential Building

Atlanta, Ga.Let us send you
Our Catalogue

MEYROWITZ

011111118111101110181

Patented April 24, rqoo.

THE LATEST
AND BEST.
Perfect image and
all mechanical
improvements.

The Meyrowitz Ophthalmometer as now construcled contains the followirg advantageous features:
1. The optical combination in the telescope consists of a Ragenaar double prism between

two achromatic objectives, and adjustable eye-piece, and gives a perfectly clear image
of the mires as reflected on the cornea.

2. A solid metal, highly japanned base.
3. Focusing Adjustment by rack and pinion on sliding table.
4. Perpendicular adjustment by rack and pinion on column.
5. Rotating joint for lateral adjustment of telescope.
6. Double Movable Mires operated by gear movement at back of dial.
7- Scale on back of large dial graduated to correspond with gradua-

tions on arc, and index with triple pointer to mark the relative
positions of the mires.

R. Small dial at back of telescope to read degree of astigmatism.
9. Adjustable chin rest with cam movement, operated by milled head

at back of base.
10- Swinging eye shield, with mechanism for moving same.

Nlorgan's it cornea with cell and graduated scale.
12. electric light illumination, with switch and connecting cords

14. Gas fittings with Argand burners and reflectors.

I 3. TransIlluminated mires with incandescent lamps connected in paTRrAtlel.

THE MEYROWITZ MFG. CO., Incorporated, C 0
Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians,

104 EAST 23o STREET,
NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe

Optical Prescription Work a Specialty.
Manifold Prescription Blank Book sent free upon request.
Our new illustrated catalogue of Ophthalmological Appa-

ratus sent upon application.

•

The PEERLESS
EYE-GLASS MOUNTINGS

NSW

r\

Paid April 22, '99; Aug. 25, '99
a, 'os ; Dee. 'tin

STAMPED OUT INTEGRALLY AS ABOVE
BENT INTO SHAPE AS BELOW

D

SECTIONAL VIEWS, SHOWING 5 ANGLES

Adjustable at any distance forward or backward, or to any P. D., like a
saddle bridge. Accuracy, comfort, beauty and stability by easy pressure and
suction secured. Loose stud screws, dirty cork, lacerating shell and slip-
ping prevented.

TEMPORARY OFFER :—The five patterns free in alumnico with first
dozen ordered in gold.

J. M. & A. C. JOHNSTON Memufacturing
9 Prescription

84 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. Opticia,ns

TRADE N. O. Co. MARK.

Ask your jobber for our

Warranted 5 Years

Gold Filled Spectacle
Number

B
Said to be the best for the money. No doubt about it.

All exposed parts covered with Rolled Gold—NOT
ELECTRO-PLATED.

Sample sent by mail on receipt of so cents.

NATIONAL OPTICAL CO.
11th St Mifflin Streets,

PHILADELPHIA

FebrtlarV, 1901

New York State Association of Opticians
The regular hi-monthly meeting of the New York

State Association of Opticians was held at the Yates
Hotel on January 9th, the following opticians being in
attendance : G. N. Luckey, of Baldwinsville ; F. L.
Swart, of Auburn ; A. W. Golder, of Seneca Falls;
C. B. Hibbard, of Pulaski ; M. L. Comfort, of Owego;
W. B. Gorham, of Camillus ; James Holden, D. W.
Beadel, W. D. Oertel, G. M. Babbitt and F. XV. Reed,
of Syracuse ; A. E. Trea, of Groton ; G. P. Bell, of
Waterloo ; and Edwin Wilcox, of Fulton. The first
session was held in the afternoon with President Holden
in the chair. The minutes of the November meeting
were first read and approved. The application for
membership of F. William Reed, of Syracuse, was
received and referred to the committee on membership.
F. L. Swart spoke at some length on the advisability
of the members of the association also becoming
members of the Optical Society of the State of New
York, and reviewed the work the latter organization
was attempting to do, which included a paid repre-
sentative at Albany to inspect legislative measures, the
protection of its members, and a paid lecturer and
organizer as some of its features. Mr. Swart offered
the following resolution to be acted upon at the March
meeting : " Amendment to Article 2, Section 2, of

the by-laws—The dues of this association shall be
three dollars per annum, payable quarterly in advance,
one dollar of which shall be paid to the Optical

Society of the State of New York at their annual

meeting." Mr. Swart also read the proposed changes

in the constitution of the New York City Optical

Society, which are under consideration.
Suggestions for a rousing meeting in March were

next considered and a committee appointed to de-
termine where the meeting should be held and to
arrange the programme and details. The chair ap-
pointed as the committee, G. N. Luckey and A. W.
Golder, they to select a third member.

The recognition of the dividing line between

opticians and oculists was generally discussed, and

the subject of the regulation of dues in the associa-

tion also received consideration.
A report from Treasurer Hibbard showed the

association to be in a flourishing condition, and several

bills were audited and ordered paid. This ended the

regular order of business, and Mr. Luckey being

called upon, produced a list of questions for the

metnbers to answer, the first of which, " How to Find

Latent Hypertnetropia," was the cause of a lively dis-

cussion, which lasted until adjournment.

The evening session opened with a paper, " Free

Examination of Eyes," by F. L. Swart, which was dis-

cussed at considerable length, most of the members

present agreeing with Mr. Swart in his views. Mr.

Swart stated that he had discontinued the practice of

free examinations two years ago, and it resulted in a

great saving of time and no material decrease in busi-

ness. Mr. Luckey's list of questions was continued

in the following order : " Are we, as an association,

increasing or diminishing as regards our usefulness to

the craft ?" " If legislation is required for our protec-

tion as opticians, what should be the first move? "

" Has the antagmism of the medical people brcnight

harm to the opticians?" " What is the one best adver-

tisement for the optician?" " Is it ever advisable to

put glasses on an emmetropic eye at an earlier age

than forty?" All the questions were discussed, with

a resultant thorough exchange of ideas. An interest-

paper on " Accommodation and Convergence," by

N1r. I.uckey, closed a most enjoyable and social

session.
The next meeting of the ass, wiation will be held

on March t3tb, the location yet to be determined upon.

New York City Optical Society

The January meeting of the Optical Society of

the City of New York was held at the Fifth Avenue

Hotel on the evening of January oth, opening with a

lecture by Prof. Fox, on " Curvature of Lenses in

Reference to their Radii," which was followed with

close interest. He was followed by L. L. Ferguson,who

gave a short explanation on a new form of proctrac-

ture for directing axes of cylindrical lenses. He also

showed a model of and described a new instrument

called the " luxometer," for retinoscopic examinations.
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The election of officers for the year then followed.
President Dilworth took occasion to announce that he
must decline to accept a renomination, as requested
by several of his friends. He believed that rotation
in office was vital to the best interests of the society
and that the other members were as much entitled to
it as himself, Si) he proposed to withdraw and give
others an opportunity to fill this post of honor. Mr.
Frankel was inclined to insist on a renomination of
Mr. Dilworth, but the latter was firm in his determi-
nation not to accept another term.

H. NV. Appleton, known to the opticians of not
only the city but of the State, on account of his
activity as one of the officials in the State society, was

-

11. 1V. .41,10mi

then nominated and elected as president, and the other
officers elected were as follows : First vice-president,
A. M. Frankel ; second vice-president, F. P. Mar-
chant, Brooklyn ; secretary, M. H. Harris, re-elected
to his old position ; financial secretary, M. Rosen-
strasse ; treasurer, F. A. Wohl ; executive committee,
chairman, P. A. Dilworth ; L. L. Ferguson, A. Jay
Cross, Phil. Apfel and A. Wienner.

Chairman Ferguson reported on behalf of the
banquet committee that he was pleased to report a
small balance of profit. The report was accepted and
vote of thanks were passed for the successful manner
in which the affair had been conducted. 'Nathan Cohen
was eleeted a member and Ernest Bosch, of Sydney,
N. S. W., now engaged as a refracting optician in
Brooklyn, was proposed for membership.

The committee recently appointed to formulate a
plan by which the city society could be merged into
the State society reported through Chairman Ferguson.
The committee suggested several changes in the by-
laws, made necessary by the proposed merger under
which, by the payment of $1.00 to the treasurer of the
State society, a member of the local society will be-
come .a full member of the State society. The report
was adopted. The secretary was authorized to have
the revised constitution and by-laws printed, with a
full list of the members of this society.

A resolution on the death of A. Rifenberg-, late of
Brooklyn and formerly one of the vice-presidents of
this society, was presented and adopted and the
secretary instructed to forward a copy to the widow.

Before adjournment, Mr. Ferguson suggested that
the society devise other means for their scientific
instructions, as he wished to discontinue his monthly
lectures ; these had been running now three years or
more and he felt he was entitled to a rest. He sug-
gested that the society offer prizes for the best original
optical papers, and if this was not deemed advisable
that some other lecturer he selected to take the place
he has occupied in the scientific session.

Pennsylvania Examination

En. K Evs.romE:—The Pennsylvania Optical Sociel V
will hold its next annual examination for the Dioptrician
Grade on Tuesday, March 12, !got , at to A. M., at the
,afayette Hotel, Broad and Sansom Streets, Philadel-
phia. Applicants are examined in the theory of oft

tics, refraction, and the practical use of the trial case

and frame fitting, and the examination will. be both
written and oral. There is no entrance fee for this ex-

amination, but all who pass it will receive a diploma

011 payment of five dollars. This certificate remains

the property of the society and not of the member
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receiving it ; in case of his death or withdrawiil fri on
membership in the society, it must be returned to the

society. Only members of the association can take
this examination and obtain the certificate, which is
awarded to those who successfully pass it, Inn ;my yti-
cian who applies for membership in the associati( Hi a!
the next meeting of the executive committee occurring
Tuesday, February I 2111, can be admitted in lilac to
join the examination. All members desiring to take
the examination must send in their names bef■ tr
Nlarch ist to J. F. Brinkerhoff, chairman of the ex-
amining board, 4235 lAtncaster Avenue, West Phil-
adelphia.

New England Association of Opticians.
The regular monthly meeting of the New England

i\ssociation of Opticians was held at Young's Hotel
on the evening of January I 5111. The examining com-
mittee reported that F. C. Anderson, of Boston, had
passed a satisfactory examination. The report was ac-
cepted and Nir. Anderson was duly elected a member.

A communication %vas received from the newly-
organized optical association of the State of Nlaine

xvith the information that the new society would join
the New Englancl and the Granite State Society in the
)efense Fund started a year ago by the N. E. Assoc'n.

It proposed to call a meeting of the trustees of the
Fund during the ithmth of Febrti:try, when the oppo-
S1t1011 now being threatened in several sections of New
England will be fully discussed and plans laid for

meeting. them.
The scientific address of the evening was delivered

In- Dr. J. NI. Hinson, on " 1vhich appears

Ott page 199.

Minnesota Optical Society
MINNKANn.u4, 1\11x:■:., Jan. 21), 1901.

EVSTONE :—The next quarterly meeting of
the Nlinnesota State Optical Association will be held
i ii Nlinneapolis, Tuesday, March 5111, at 8 P. n. SCV-

cral matters Of importance will come before the meet-
ing.. As th'e report on the progress of legislation will
be received, it is iniportint that there should he a full
attendance, and also important that the metut)ership
list slim odd be increased. Will ni■t each and every one
make it his especial business and duty to see that
their name is placed on the membership nmlls at that
meeting ? The success of the assiwiation depends on
its members doing their individual duty at this time.

Application blanks and further information will
gladly be furnished by the secretary. Any optician in
the Twin Cities on the dayti of meetings will be a wel-
come guest. The secretary will he pleased to receive
a vkit from any opticians in the Northwest whenever
they are visiting in the city.

C  A SNH1.1., Secretary,
6k.)8 Nicollet Avenue.

Eulogy from Australia
)11, I i CNE, I h.'1V11111121" 24, 1900.

ED. KEvs.roNE :- subscription for another yelr
of Tut.: KEvs-romE I enclose herewith. The paper
certainly deserves the support of every ambitious opti-
cian who has ability and courage enough to build up a
reputation fin. It instead of being. the " tool " of
that common garden variety of practitioner the self-
elected oculist. This species of parasite is becoming
a loud scandal in two cities of Australia. He ran only
robs his victim In the most villianous incapacity, but
sucks the optician for twenty-live and thirty per cent.
com-blackmail. "1-0 liceoine an oculist in Australia
you qualify in the following manner : Mr. M. B. Ch. B.,
engaged in ordinary practice, puts eye specialist on
his plate and then tenders to some country friendly
St ciety It for the position of oculist at the 6d. iter
month per member. The gullible members come
along unsuspecting- of Mr. M. B's legal charlatonry.
He prescribes glasses (save its from the glasses) re-
gardless of functional or organic troubles. You see
the spec. business (cotn-blackmail). pays the rent and
a trifle over. The poor dupes spread round about the
name and inglorious fame of Mr. M. B. Ch. B. oculist.
With hearty good will,

I Tow N. TON.
Yours faithful!
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The Guarantee does it
We absolutely guarantee the B. A. 0 Co. Gold Filled Spectacle Frames to give entire
satisfaction and will cheerfully replace any such frame that fails to do so. Each one carries
a tag bearing our guarantee, and the letter "A" is stamped in every bridge to serve as a means
of identification. We can furnish these frames in all sizes of eye.

B. A. & Co. Gold Filled Frames
No. 100 Riding Bow Spectacle Frames, per doz., 
No. 101 Straight Temple
No. 102 Cable

66 66 46

66 66 64 46 66

6 per cent. discount for cash.

7.00
9.00

We have a complete Optical Department in every detail, the prescription work being
one of its most important features. We guarantee the accurate filling of prescriptions, and
do it as quickly and cheaply as it is possible to be done.

In this department we also carry a full line of Cameras and Camera Supplies, and as we
can furnish everything in this line as cheaply as anyone, you will find it a great convenience
by being able to order all your goods from the same house. We did not publish a special
camera catalogue this season, but will continue to fill orders from any one you may have.
For other Optical Goods of all descriptions, see our 1901 Catalogue, pages 669 to 749.

Benj. Allen 0 Co.
131-137 Wabash Ave. Chicago

Febr , 1 901

Illinois Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Illinois Optical Society

called for January 9th and Toth in Chicago, convened

in the rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' Association

according to announcement. The attendance was fair

and the meeting proved to be an interesting and helpful

one to those who enjoyed the privilege of attending.

The meeting culminated in a banquet at the Palmer

House, on the second evening, which was a great

success, and was voted by those present as one of the

most enjoyable, interesting and happily conceived

banquets they ever attended. Expansion and enthu-

siasm seemed to prevail on each occasion. Nine new

members were enrolled on the society's list of active

members, and the feeling that pervaded all the pro-

ceedings of the meeting was most encouraging.

The afternoon session of the first day was called

to order by President Wyatt at three o'clock. Routine

business was -first in order. The secretary reported

nine applications for membership, all of whom were

duly elected as members of the society. This list of

new members included Mrs. Carrie M. Derdiger, a

practicing optician of Chicago ; Charles -F. Dilzer, of

Peoria ; W. H. Sanders, of Kankakee ; W. A. Brock,

Joliet ; 0. M. Waters, Mt. Vernon ; Emil M. Weber,

Chicago ; A. F. Pierce, Milford ; Rovelstadt Bros.,

Elgin ; and Alex. I. Wyatt, Chicago. All of the above

were in attendance with the single exception of

Mr.. Waters, of Mt. Vernon.
Under the head of reports of committees, a report

from the legislative committee was asked for, and

President Wyatt, ex-officio, of the committee, said he

had with him two bills which his committee had pre-

pared to submit to the society. for their consideration

and improvement with the hope that out of the two

bills they could build up a strong bill to place before

the present legislature before it adjourns. Mr. Wyatt's

talk was to the point, and was an earnest plea for

favorable legislation that would recognize the opticians

of the State of Illinois as a profession, with like privi-

leges and safeguards thrown around them that the

dentists and pharmacists already enjoy. He opened

his remarks by saYing that most all, if not all, opticians

were cranks on some particular •part of the business,

and that his bump of crankiness showed itself when-

ever the matter of legislation was brought up. .For

this reason he was a strong 'believer in organization,

and wanted the society to make a supreme effort at

once to get a bill through the State legislature that

would make the practice of optometry in Illinois just

as much a profession as is pharmacy or dentistry.

President Wyatt's talk provoked a lively discussion

on the proposed bills, in which nearly everyone present

had a part. So much time was taken up by the dis-

cussion that the president said the reading and con-

sideration of the bills would have to be postponed

until the afternoon session of the second day.

Evening Session '

It had been planned and announced that a debate

would be had at this session on the question, " In

Maddox rod test with Maddox rod in left eye, if the

streak appears to the left of the eyes, are the optic axes

convergent ? " Prof. George A. Rogers was to take the

affirmative and Prof. Charles McCormick the negative,

but the debate was not held for the reason that Prof.

McCormick failed to put in an appearance. Consid-

erable disappointment was expressed by those present

that this debate should fall down so abruptly, as it was

expected that the above gentlemen would give the

society an interesting discussion on the subject in

hand. President Wyatt said, in explanation of the

matter, that he had heard nothing at all officially from

Prof. McCormick in explanation of his non-appearance,

but that as Prof. Rogers was present to fulfill his part

of the programme of the evening, he would ask him

to give the society a talk or lecture defining his posi-

tion on the mooted question. Prof. Rogers assented

and spoke for over an hour on his side of the question.

Second Afternoon Session

This session was devoted mainly to the discussion

of the optical bill. Mr. Garrison, of Joliet, as tern-

porary secretary, read each section separately of the

first bill and they were in the same way discussed and

adopted with a few changes and additions. A motion

prevailed that the society was in favor of presenting
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bill to the legislature as adopted. A motion also pre-

vailed that the president appoint a committee, with

himself as ex-officio, to look after the passage of the

bill as adopted. President Wyatt asked for a few days

to make Up his committee. Granted.
The meeting then adjourned to convene again

either in March or April at the call of the president.

The Banquet

The two-day convention was brought to a pleasant

conclusion by a sumptuous banquet in the Palmer

House. just before the banquet there was a reception

where new friendships were established and old ones

made stronger. The banquet hall was tastefully

decorated for the occasion, and sixty-five well-sharp-

ened appetites did justice to the comprehensive menu.

The journey from blue points to Havanas was a long,

but pleasant one, and the courses tasted none the

worse because they were named in intelligible English

on the menu card.
In the post-prandial programme President Wyatt

acted as toastmaster, and performed his part most

.creditably. He opened the speechmaking by the

following address of welcome:

Ladies and gentlemen, you are very welcome to
our house—it must appear in other ways than words.
It is very difficult for me in words to express the feel-
ings of gratitude, of appreciation and esteem that we
as opticians have for each other and for our friends.
We are glad to welcome the opticians of the State in
friendly intercourse at this our society banquet. We
are glad to Welcome the friends from other States ; we
are glad to welcome those who are not associated or
engaged in optical work as our friends. We feel that
our influence must go through all the public ; that not
only must our feelings permeate our own organization,
our own profession, but it must reach out and shed its
influence and make itself felt in other professions as
well. Our calling is a high calling ; our calling is a
noble calling. Our profession is a grand profession,
and we, as opticians, must uphold it with our honor
and with our lives. I welcome and greet you in this,
our second annual banquet, and it gives me great
pleasure to see the large increase in attendance over
that at our last banquet. [Applause.]

We, as opticians in our profession, are intent and
interested in giving to the world a better view of the
world ; we are interested in making people see things
more clearly ; we are interested in making them see
the world better and in making them see and under-
stand the people as well as themselves better and
better. We enable people to get better views of this
world. The Reverend Frank Crane is to give us better
views of the life " through my spectacles." [Applause.]

Rev. Mr. Crane delivered an admirable response

which in part as follows :

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I don't know
why I should be called upon to speak at an opticians'
banquet. ln fact, I never knew that opticians had
banquets before, and I never had much use for an
optician before, to tell the truth. [Laughter.] I have
bought several pairs of spectacles, but I can't see
through any of them.

The Chairman : Then you didn't get them from
an optician.

Rev. Crane : Well, I got them from everybody
and everything that was labeled optician. But I sup-
pose that that, possibly, is my fault. After all, the
business of the optician is one of the greatest businesses
of the world : How to make men see things, and
make them see them not only right but make them see
things pleasantly. And all of the great arts of life are
nothing . more or less than the art of the optician.
What does the lawyer try to do when he is trying a
case ? He doesn't care anything about the facts.
[Laughter.] What he wants to do is to get the jury
to look-at the facts like he looks at them, or like he is

Paid to look at them. [Laughter.] And that is the
sum and substance of his argument, to put spectacles
on the jury ; and his success is proportionate to his
ability as an optician. What is the business of a
minister of the gospel but to induce people to wear
the right kind of spectacles, and to see things in their

truer proportions, and to remove the—I was going to

ring in a few technical terms right here, but I am a

little rusty on them—but to remove, to remove it any-

way, whatever it is, as it were. [Laughter]. You

can just imagine something you would put in if you

were making the speech. Well, I think that in pro-

portion as we have this ability to wear our spectacles,

and to put spectacles on other people, lies our hapiness

in life. And thew we find those people, those rare

people in the world, who have on spectacles that

transfigures the world, make it all different. If you

have any young people in your house you are fortunate,

for they always have those transfiguring spectacles.

Love and life are laden with all their rosy dreams.

We find those gentle, good and sweet natures that find

beauty and truth and joy and pleasure in everything.

They cannot mingle with you but what they impress

you with their buoyancy and hope and love. What a
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privilege it is to meet any of these people, and I am
sure from the beaming countenances about me that
there are many of those here to-night, and I am very
glad, indeed, to have the privilege of meeting with
you and associating with you, and I pray that our eyes
may be so clarified and the vision of our souls be so
pure that we may have that clearness of vision that we
cannot only learn to see into the hearts of men, but
that ours may become so pure that we shall attain what
is promised to the pure in heart, that we shall see God.

The theme, " Success," was given to Prof. George

A. Rogers, who found in it inspiration for an eloquent

discourse. He treated the subject from a broad and

intelligent standpoint, and his remarks are happily

summed up in the following peroration :

The success which is the best has all of these ele-
ments combined in the best proportions, so that there
will be something physical about it ; there will be
something material about it. Of course, there will
be a great deal that is mental about it ; there will be
everything that is moral about it. But it must have in
addition to these a certain spiritual quality that vill
lead you to understand that whatever that man has
done to win success, there is no one in the world that
can regard him with envy or can say that he has
wronged him in any way in obtaining the success that
he has won. I thank you. [Applause.]

President Wyatt then introduced C. Porter John-

son, who delivered a vigorous discourse on " The

Optician and Organization." In the course of his

address he said:

Coming to the great and timely question of organi-
zation : Isn't it the tendency of the times ? Isn't every-
thing concentrating? Isn't centralization becoming
the craze, as it were ? And isn't it inherent in the
very nature of our conditions? Take the the great
industries of our broad land, every industry that has
been developed front the foundation of the republic
to this present time ; take any industry in which
men engage to-day, with the exception, perhaps
of one or two or three of the professions, there is
the constant tendency to organization, to centraliza-
tion. Take the great community of laboring men—
those engaged in this industry or in that—they are
organizing, forming their central bodies for mutual
protection ; creating agencies of relief and defense
and of continuity of interest. Take, if you will, the
great businesses of shipping, transportation, mining—
all has tended to and Tesulted m organization, in
centralization. You and I must realize that if we are
outside of the organization to-day, we have a very
poor chance to succeed.

You form your organization and I don't blame
you for it, because, laying aside all that my brother
has said about success and the religious sentiment
which has been expressed, success, after all, my young
friends, consists in your being able to do what you
start out to do, and do the other fellow before he does
you, so that you have the first and last show.
[Applause.] What is the use of our saying anything
to the contrary ? We lawyers are just the same way.
I want to tell that the lawyers are out after you people,
and if you don't look out you will fall into the hands
of some of us these times.

Why the time was when dentistry was looked
upon as a sort of trade. Anybody could pull teeth,
and the only way they filled teeth down in the country
where I was raised was by pulling them out. That is
past and gone. To-day, dentistry is a science, a pro-
fession of honor among the great professions of this
incoming century. Your profession is now at the
threshold of the incoming twentieth century. You
look back over the accumulated science of the age and
say : " From this will we gather the resources and
inspirations and the hopes that will guide us and direct
us so that our profession shall come to stand with them
in the forefront of the great professions of the day.
[Applause.] Your profession is as honorable as the
profession of the law, and I am inclined to think you

can practice it a little more honorably than most of us

lawyers can ourselves. Your profession is as honor-

able as the direct profession of medicine 
' 
• in fact, it is

a branch of medicine. It is one of the branches, just

as dentistry is a branch. I would say to you, in con-

clusion, that you and I, young then, are the keepers of

the future. Organize, that you may direct your pro-

fession along the lines that will add not only to the
profession but to the country in which you live.

The entire function was an unqualified success,

and a word of praise is due the members of the

banquet committee for the earnest manner in which

they performed their task. The committee consisted

of Loren L. Boyle, chairman ; W. C. Sommer, N.

Manasse, C. H. Pixley, Henry Borsch and G. W.

Hamilton.
The reception committee, which performed its

work in an equally creditable manner, consisted of

Walter Wyatt, chairman ; Hugh MacLachlan, Robert

Von Der Hydt, E. S. Fowler, John R. Madison, Burr

Weaver, Otto Warning, E. E. Swadener, and NVilliam

G. Beek.
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johnsf on's
Automatic

Grooved
Perfection

Bifocal
Lenses

THESE LENSES ARE AUTOMATICALLY GROOVED WITH
TOOLS WHICH WE HAVE RECENTLY INVENTED. THE READ-
ING LENSES ARE GROOVED AND THE DISTANCE LENSES ARE
BEVELED TO FIT GROOVE PERFECTLY, AS ILLUSTRATED
IN SECTIONAL VIEW. THE LENSES BEING AUTOMATICALLY
GROUND, THEY MUST BE, AND ARE, GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY
INTERCHANGEABLE.

IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO CARRY ONE STOCK OF READ-
ING FOCUSES, AS THEY WILL FIT THE DISTANCE LENSES
WHETHER 1, 0 OR 00 EYE SIZE. SAMPLE PAIR SENT UPON
REQUEST.

JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO.
DETROIT, MICH.

Prescription
Work

Promptness and Accuracy in

Executing Work is our motto

Let us do it for you. We
use nothing but FIRST
QUALITY LENSES and
employ only COMPE-
TENT WORKMEN.

All Prescriptions filled and

mailed same day received. 

KING Ci EISELE
Manufacturing Opticians

14 to 20 N. Division St.
342 6 344 Washington St BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send for our 20th CENTURY CATALOGUE,
free upon request

The American Optical College
DETROIT

BEAR IN MIND that leaders always have followers, so if you are thinkingof taking a Correspondence Course, don't for a moment
imagine you can get it anywhere. There is but one ex-
clusive Correspondence College, and that is OURS. A
word or two in regard to our

DIPLOMA 
handsome, engraved Diploma, signed, sealed and en-
The Graduate in our Correspondence Course receives a

grossed with degree, and there is nothing about it to indi-
cate that it was gained through a Correspondence Course.
for the full Course,. including Diploma and Degree, is
Is 00 ; payable two dollars in advance, and the balance
in weekly payments of one dollar. The knowledge gained
by this Course is worth ten times the money invested.

OUR FEE

The American Optical College
BOX 77 DETROIT, MICH.

Have you seen the

Standard Bar Spring?

It has no equal.

Ask your Jobber for sample.

Manufactured by

The Standard Optical Co.
Geneva, N. Y

Klein Pchool of Optics
2 RUTLAND STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Knowledge, Application, Practice arc the fundamental principles upon which
this School is founded.

It employs the best scientific and mechanical
instructors.

It gives more real practical experience than
any other similar school.

It limits the number of students.

It does not give correspondent courses.
It charges more than any other school, but is

the cheapest in the end.
If you wish to become a REAL. OPTICIAN,

this is the school for you.

Address KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS, 2 Rutland Street, Boston, Mass.

$1 5 GETS A COMPLETE
Thorough, Practical, Up-

to-date Correspondence Course in
Optics. Write us for Prospectus.

Kalamazoo School of Optics,
Kalamazoo, Mich., Box 146.

DISCOUNT YOUR BILLS
with (VI 0 N EY you can get from
The Jewelers' Loan & Trust Co.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Optical Society of North Carolina
ED. KEYSTONE :—The Optical Society of North

Carolina held a very successful meeting in Raleigh on
January Toth. We received and voted favorably on
several applications for membership and have reason-
able hopes of enrolling the remainder of the opticians
of the State at our next meeting, which is to be held
in Winston in July.

We have framed a measure for regulating the
practice of optics in our State, which we hope to make
a law during the present session of our Legislature.
I send you a copy of this measure and will be pleased
to have any suggestions that you may think would be
of service to us.

I wish to call the attention of all the opticians of
North Carolina who are not members of the State
Society to the importance, to the whole optical profes-
sion, of their joining with us in trying to raise the
standard of the optician in the eyes of the public, and
I wish to point out to them the example of the State
Medical Society, or the State Dental Association in
proof of what can be done by organizing and working
together. I would urge all who are looking forward
to the time when our profession will command the
respect of the public and when the word " optician "
will mean something more than a person who sells
glasses, to join our society and help us in the work,

S. R. PECK.

The measure referred to by Mr. Peck is entitled
"An Act to incorporate The Optical Society of the
State of North Carolina," and the text is as follows:

Section 1.—That the ' association of regularly
graduated opticians, calling themselves " The Optical
Society of the State of North Carolina," is hereby de-
clared to be a body politic and corporate, with the
usual powers given to such societies, to be known and
distinguished by the name of " The Optical Society
of the State of North Carolina,"

Section 2.—No person shall practice optics by
claiming or advertising himself to possess any special
knowledge or skill in fitting eye-glasses or by employ-
ing or using any instrument or contrivance whatsoever
for measuring defects of the eye, or otherwise, unless
such person shall have first been licensed to practice
optics in the manner hereinafter provided ; Provided,
that any person who shall hold a license to practice
medicine from the Board of Medical Directors of the
State of North Carolina shall be exempt from the
provisions of this Act.

Section 3.—In order to the proper regulation of
the practice of optics there shall be established a
board of regularly graduate opticians to be known by
the title of "The Board of Optical Examiners of the
State of North Carolina," which shall consist of three
regularly graduated opticians.

Section 1.—It shall be the duty of the Board of
Optical Examiners of the State of North Carolina to
examine all applicants for license to practice optics
in the following branches of optical sciences, viz.:
Anatomy of the eye ; lenses, and the practice of
optics 

' 
• and, if upon such examination, the applicant

is found competent to practice optics, to grant to such
applicant a license or diploma authorizing him to prac-
tice optics.

Section 5.—To prevent delay and inconvenience,
one member of said Board of Optical Examiners may
grant a temporary license to any applicant and make
report thereof to the next regular meeting of the board ;
Provided, that such temporary license shall not con-
tinue in force longer than the next regular meeting of
the board ; and provided, further, that any such tem-
porary license shall, in no case, be granted after the
appilcant has been refused license by said Board of
Optical Examiners.

Section 6.—The said Optical Society shall have
the power to elect said Board of Optical Examiners.

Section 7.—Said Board of Optical Examiners shall
assemble at the same time and place when and where
the said Optical Society assembles, which society shall
assemble at least once in every year at such time and
place as the said society, at its next preceding meeting
shall have fixed ; and the said Board of Optical Ex-
aminers shall remain in session from day to day until
all applicants who may present themselves for exam-
ination shall have been examined and disposed of.

Section 8.—The Board of Optical Examiners are
authorized to elect all such officers and to frame all
such by-laws, rules and regulations as may be necessary.

Section 9.—In the event of any vacancy by death,
resignation or otherwise of any such member of said
Board of Optical Examiners, the executive committee
of the State Society aforesaid is empowered to fill
such vacancy.

Section to.—The Board of Examiners shall keep
a regular record of its proceedings in a book kept for
that purpose, which shall always be open for inspec-
tion ; and shall cause to be entered upon a book for
that purpose the name of each applicant for license
and the name of each applicant licensed, and the time
of granting the same, together with the names of the
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members of the board present, and shall publish the
names of those licensed in two newspapers published
in the State of North Carolina within thirty days after
the granting of the same.

Sec/ion .n.—The board shall have power to
demand of every applicant thus licensed the sum of
five dollars before issuing a license or diploma, and
the sum of two and one-half dollars for each temporary
license, to be paid to the secretary of the board.

Section 12. —All persons who are now practicing
optics in this State shall, before the first day of August,
1901, personally appear before the clerk of the Superior
Court of the county wherein such person resides or
practices for registration as hereinafter provided.

Section 3.—Any person applying for registration
as herein provided shall produce and exhibit before
the clerk of said Superior Court a license obtained
from the board of optical examiners aforesaid, and
upon such exhibit the clerk shall issue to him a certi-
ficate of such registration under the seal of the
Superior Court of said county upon the form furnished
him as hereinafter provided, for which the clerk shall
be entitled to collect from said applicant a fee of
twenty-five cents. The person obtaining such certi-
ficate shall be entitled to practice optics in the county
where the same was obtained, and in any other county
in this State ; but if he shall remove his residence to
another county he shall exhibit said certificate to the
clerk of such other county and be registered, which
registration shall be made by the clerk of said county
without fee or charge ; provided, that anyone having
obtained a temporary license shall not be entitled to
register, but may practice during the time such teinpo-
rary license shall remain in force.

Section 11.—The members of said board shall re-
ceive as compensation for their services three dollars
per day during the time of their session, and in addi-
tion thereto their traveling expenses to and from their
places of meeting by the most direct route from their
respective places of residence, to be paid by the
secretary of the board out of any money in his hands,
upon the certificate of the president of the Board of
Optical Examiners.

Section 15.—Any person who shall practice or
attempt to practice optics by claiming to possess any
special knowledge or skill in fitting eye-glasses or by
using any instrument or contrivance for measuring or
testing the vision with a view of prescribing eye-glasses
therefor, or otherwise, without having first obtained
license therfor and obtained a certificate as provided in
this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall
1113011 conviction thereof be fined fifty dollars or be im-
prisoned thirty days for each and every offense ; Pro-
vided, that this section shall not apply to any person
holding a license from the State Board of Medical
Examiners of North Carolina to practice medicine.

Section 16.—That any clerk of the Superior Court
who shall register or issue a certificate to any person
in any other manner than that prescribed in this Act,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be fined two hundred dollars and dismissed from
office.

Section 17.—That it shall be the duty of the 1/pti-
cal Society of the State of North Carolina to prescribe
a proper form of certificate required by this Act, and
on or before the first day of August, one thousand and
nineteen hundred and one, to furnish the clerk of the
Superior Court of each county in the State blank
forms thereof, and also one or more copies of this
Act ; and it shall be the duty of clerk, immediately
uPon receipt of this Act, to post a copy thereof in
some conspicuous place ill the court house of the
county.

Section M.—Said society shall likewise furnish
every optician in the State, whose address can be ob-
tained, a copy of this Act, on or before the first day
of August, one thousand nineteen hundred and one.

Section lg.—This act shall be in force from and
after its ratification. -

The Granite State Optical Association
The regular meeting of the Granite State Optical

Society was held January 8th. The principal feature
of the meeting was a lecture given by C. N. Quimby,
of Boston, president of the New England Association
of Opticians, the subject being " Light Waves, Visible
and Invisible." The lecture was illustrated with
drawings and was highly instructive as well as interest-
ing. The meeting was x%.ell attended by members and
invited guests..

"Text-Book of Ophthamology"
A most desirable work for the student of ophthal-

mological science is the new edition of the " Text-

Book of Ophthalmology," by John W. Wright, A. M.,

M. D. This work is intended as a text-book for

students, and the eminent author's professional expe-

rience and professional attainments admirably equipped

him to compile an ideal work of this character. There

is system from the beginning to the end of the work

and a brevity and clearness of statement that fix the

facts and definitions on the memory. The illustrations
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number 117 and they are very admirably executed.
The book contains 378 pages and has a glossary and
index. It is admirably printed on excellent paper and
handsomely bound in cloth.

The work appropriately opens with an excellent
chapter on the anatomy and physiology of the eye.
Then follow a number of chapters on the diseases of
the various parts of the eye and their treatment. Next
come the chapters which particularly interest the
refractionist, Covering elementary optics, the determi-
nation and correction of refractive errors, eye exami-
nation, color-blindness, retinoscopy, ophthalmoscopy,
ophthalmometry, etc. In the preface to this editiffil
the author says : " As refractive errors and insuffi-
ciencies of the ocular muscles are now acknowledged
to be the cause of many distressing nervous affections,
particularly hemicrania, chorea, insomnia, etc., plain
and simple but practical tests have been devised with
which the physician may readily ascertain if there
exists an ocular defect, when, if it is not within his
province to apply the proper remedy, he may refer his
patient to one who is competent to perform such a
service." [P. Blakiston's Son & Co.]

The work will he sent from the KEYSTONE office
On receipt of the publisher' price, $3.00.

" Algebra Self-Taught"
Now that opticians are studying more deeply the

fundamental principles of optical science, the neces-
sity of some slight knowledge of algebra is apparent.
Those who do not already know algebra must not get
discouraged, for the necessary algebraic knowledge is
easily acquired. A little book of some too pages that
adequately serves the purpose is entitled " Algebra
Self-Taught," by W. Paget Higgs, M. A., 1). Sc. This
little book contains all the necessary algebraic knowl-
edge and can be mastered by any one in a wonderfully
short time. It covers signs and symbols, positive and
negative quantities, fractions, equations, etc. A copy
of the book vill be sent from this office on receipt of
the publishers' price, 6o cents.

One of Canada's Cleverest

Mn. EDWARD Cr LVRRIMUSR,

President of the Canadian Association of Opticians.

In writing to the A. Jay Cross Optical Co., of
20 East Twenty-Third Street, New York, in reference
to their new " shadow test " instrument, says :

" I am using it daily and hourly, and
am perfectly satisfied that it is all that
could be desired. Sniffing- up, I vill say
that to any one who understands refrac-
tion and retinoscopy, it is the ideal instru-
ment, and I ‘vill be pleased to show it
and explain its working to any one who
desires me to do so. I consider that it
brings ail examiner's outfit down to a
definite basis, for with a Cross Retino-
Skiameter and a test case one should be
able to handle any case, and handle it well.

You are at liberty to use my name,
or any part of this letter you wish.

Yours sincerely,
E. CULVERHOUSE."

TORONTO, Jan. 3, 1901.

D. W. H. McDouGAL, of Indianapolis, Ind.,
under date of January 17, roof, says of it :

" I have proved the efficiency of the
Cross Retino-Skiameter and can truthfully
say that it is the greatest instrument of
modern times." • —Adv.
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Physiologic Optics New
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Cataracts

An address delivered before the New England Association of
Opticians by Dr. J. M. Hinson.

HE condition known as cataract has attracted
the attention of the laity as well as the medi-
cal fraternity in all ages, on account of the
altered appearance of the eye, together with
a diminution or complete loss of vision. The

Egyptians, the Greeks, the Jews and the Arabians all
considered cataracts as an effusion or accumulation of
fluid in the eye. The Egyptians spoke of a " rising"
in the eye, the Hebrews of stationary water in the
eye, and in some of the old books we are directed to
shake the head of the patient violently to see if the
cloud is dissipated or altered. Among the measures
used to prevent cataract was the following : A deep
incision to divide the vessels of the forehead and
temples, to permit either a descent or a welling up of
water within the pupil. These incisions went clean
in to the bone and were prevented from healing by
burning the cut with the actual cautery, or the incision
was kept open by some mechanical contrivance.
This was clone with the idea of cutting off the supply
of fluids to the eye by way of the blood vessels.
Among the curative measures were the following:
First, a puncture into the eye, to let the fluid out of
the pupillary space ; second, if the fluid was stiffened
or hardened, to push it out of the way by means. of
the instrument used for the puncture. It was not
until 1705 that it was demonstrated that the seat of
cataract was in the lens itself. The word " cataract"
was first used in 1150, according to Hirsch.

What is a
Cataract?

A cataract is a sclerosis or harden-
ing of the lens, accompanied by
a gradually-developing haziness,
going on to complete opaqueness;

the opaque lens so occluding the pupillary space as
to render vision difficult or impossible. The cause of
cataract is anything which interferes with the proper
development and nourishment of the lens.

Assuming that you are all familiar with the
anatomy of the eye, we will come at once to the
portion in which cataracts appear, • namely, the lens.
The lens in a double convex mass of epithelial origin.
The physical properties essential to the performance
of its function are transfiarency and elasticity. With-
out transparency there can be no vision. Without
elasticity no accommodation. The average lens is
about one-third of an inch in its transverse diameter
and one-fifth of an inch in its antero-posterior diame-
ter. The lens is of epithelial origin and is derived
from the epiblastic layer of the embryo. It receives
its nourishment directly through the Hyaloid artery
by means of a plexus or network of . vessels surround-
ing it and its capsule or covering. The Hyaloid artery
is a branch of -the central artery of he retina and ex-
tends forward from the optic nerve across the posterior
chamber to the capsule of the lens.

The growth of the lens is due to the formation of
new cells on the inner surface of the anterior capsule.
These cells work themselves around to the equator of
the lens, where they divide and form new lens-fibres.
The growth of the lens appears almost to cease toward
the end of embryonic life. The lens in the newly-
born child weighs 123 milligrammes, and in the adult
190 milligrammes, thus showing that the total increase
in weight of the organ during adolescence is only 67
milligrammes, or about one grain. By measurement
the lens at birth is 4.525 millimetres in its antero-
posterior diameter ; in the adult, practically the same.
Equatorial or transverse diameter at birth, 6.345 min.;
in the adult, 9.150 mm. We see from these measure-
ments that there is very little increase in the antero-
posterior diameter, while in the equatorial or trans-
verse there is an increase of 2.8 mm. About two
months preceding birth the Hyaloid artery, before re-
ferred to, becomes obliterated and the direct nutritive
supply is then cut off from the lens. After birth the
lens depends on the absorption of fluid from the sur-
rounding tissues, iris, choroid and ciliary body, etc., for
its nourishment and growth. This process is gov-
erned by the ordinary laws of osmosis, and any inter-
ference with the nutrition and growth of the lens thus
provided for may result in cataract.

The lens consists of several sectors. Further, it
has a central firmer portion or nucleus, around which
are arranged numerous concentric layers. The lens is
very similar in structure to an onion. It is between
these sectors and between these concentric layers that
the absorption of nourishment takes place. This pro-
cess is carried on mainly at the equatorial cortical por-
tion of the lens. It is also in this part of the lens that
cataract usually begins. This seems to establish the
direct relation between cataract and disturbed nutrition.
After birth the lens begins to take on retrograde
changes. It becomes gradually harder and less elastic,
so that by the time one has reached the forty-fifth
year accommodation is much reduced and we become
presbyopic.

From the foregoing we see that the normal phys-
iological processes due to normal nutritive deficiencies
tend to changes which are identical with those of
cataract. Now add to these natural changes any grave
interference with circulation and nutrition and the re-
sult is a hardened opaque lens or cataract.

We can divide the cataractous changes according
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to their location in the lens into two great classes.
First, and most common, those in which the equatorial
cortical matter is affected ; second, those in which the
nucleus of the lens is first involved.

Different Varieties
of Cataracts

There are innumerable varieties
of cataract, according to the classi-
fication of writers, but they may
all be included under four general

heads. First, congenital ; second, traumatic ; third,
secondary to some disease of the body or eye ; fourth,
senile or those of old age.

Congenital cataracts are due to two general causes:
Lack of development of the lens during embryonic or
fcetal life, and to inflammatory conditions of the eye
during the same period of existence.

Traumatic cataracts are those resulting from blows
upon the eye, perforating wounds and occasionally as
the result of some operation upon the eye. If I should
pass a fine needle through the cornea into the lens, a
cataract would result.

Various chronic and acute inflammatory diseases
of the eye are followed by cataract, also such diseases
as Bright's and diabetes.

Senile. Those resulting from what may be termed
the normal pathological changes in the lens occurring
in elderly people.

The early indications of cataract are, rapid fatigue
of the eyes, blurring of vision, motes or specter be-
fore the eyes, small and distant brightly-illuminated
objects appear irregular in outline and double. Exami-
nation with the test type will show some dimunition of
visual acuity, which is frequently improved by a weak
minus lens or by correcting some small astigmatism
produced by irregular swelling of the lens. Some
patients suffer from photophobia and wear smoked
glasses to obtain relief. This is probably due to the
irritation of the ciliary body and iris, caused by pres-
sure from the beginning swelling of the lens. Other
cases complain of intense itching, others are annoyed
by variegated and changing colors. Persons afflicted
with cataract will frequently see better in a moderate
light, on cloudy days or toward evening. This is
more especially true in nucleus or central cataracts.

In this connection I shall speak of
four forms, two of which are usu-
ally congenital : Anterior and pos-
tenor polar cataracts, zonular or
lamellar, nuclear and cortical

cataracts of adult life.
Anterior congenital polar cataract is due to one of

two causes : adhesions between the capsule of the lens
and a persistent pupillary membrane, or to krtal inflam-
mation, a plug of lymp having become deposited in
the anterior capsule. After birth, anterior polar cata-
ract is caused by a perforating corneal ulcer.

Posterior congenital polar cataracts are due to
disease. and retention of the Hyaloid artery and its
branches on the posterior capsule.

An anterior polar cataract appears as a white spot
in the pupil on the surface of the lens and is well seen
by oblique illumination. A posterior polar cataract is
best seen by aid of the ophthalmoscope. With the
ophthalmoscope both anterior and posterior polar
cataracts appear as a dense, central, black, clearly-
defined circular spot in the pupillary reflex ; occasion-
ally they are stellate.

A zonular cataract is an opaque condition of one
or more layers of the lens. The most frequent form
is one in which we have an opaque stratum with clear
nucleus. This form of cataract may be seen through
an undilated pupil, but as it is deepseated it is readily
overlooked. If tl le pupil be dilated, a grayish-white cen-
tral mass presents,made more evident by oblique illumi-
nation. In looking at it through the ophthalmoscope,
the central portion will appear less dense than the
periphery. This is due to the clear central portion or
nucleus. Operative interference in these cases, as to
time and method, is governed by the visual defects.

The cortical and nuclear cataracts of adult life and
old age are readily detected. If one is familiar with
the use of the ophthalmoscope, which is absolutely
essential for the early detection of these cataracts,
their study is extremely interesting. The first change
noticed in the lens is the formation of very small cir-
cular spaces or vacuoles. These can be distinctly seen
with from a + 8 to + 24 lens in your ophthalmoscope.
The lens presents the appearance of the lid of a pepper
box. Later, the lines of adhesion between the sectors
become distinct, or a very slight glistening central
haze in the nuclear variety. Following these are the
changes which can be distinctly seen with the open
mirror. Spoke-like stilw extending from the peri-
phery toward center of lens,; dense central opaque
spot ; web-like opacities in various portions of the
lens. A grayish haze more or less dense fills the pu-
pillary space. As the cataract matures this becomes
more dense, and glistening sectors of pearly color are
plainly evident, with denser radii.

One point I wish to emphasize, namely : In look-
ing into the pupil of many elderly people, a dense
bluish-gray appearance, simulating very closely that of
immature cataract, will present; but on examination
by direct ophthalmoscopic illumination the lens will
be perfectly transparent and the eye -normal in every
respect.
• As to the time to seek advice in 

.

regard to opera-
tion, etc. It is well to have the. eye examined imme-
diately on suspicion of cataract, in order that a careful
fundus examination may be Made and a. record kept

The Detection of
Cataract by
Objective Methods
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for the use of the surgeon who may operate. This will
be of value to him in deciding if the case is a suitable
one for operation and in giving his opinion to the
family as to the probable ultimate outcome of the case.

During the growth of cataract theHow May We lens swells, decreasing the depth ofKnow When a the anterior chamber. When theCase is Ready for cataract is ripe the lens decreasesOperation in size, the iris falls back to its
natural position and the normal

depth of the anterior chamber is restored. If a cata-
ract is mature and ready for operation, the edge of the
iris should cast no shadow on the lens, when oblique
illumination is used. If the cortex or surface of the
lens presents well-marked glistening sectors, the cata-
ract is still immature. The glistening is due to the
irregularly refracting surface of the lens. A cataract
may be removed at any time after the sixtieth year,
even if not fully mature, if the patient is dependent
and the decrease in visual acuity is sufficient to pre-
clude any possibility of his taking care of himself.

Corneal Scars.—I wish now to call your attention
to a condition which is not cataract, but one which is
frequently and wrongly so-called by the laity and
many physicians and opticians. The condition is one
in which there are white spots, large or small, upon
the front of the eye. They are the result of some
injury to the cornea ; most frequently the scar is a cica-
trix following ulceration. These scars are usually
quite prominent and readily seen, while a cataract will
not be noticed except on careful scrutiny of the eye.
If you will remember the following points of difference
you will never make the mistake of calling a corneal
opacity a cataract : A cataract always lies behind the
iris and is seen by looking throvh the pupil. Cor-
neal opacities are always in front of the iris and ob-
scure or prevent a view of some portion of it. These
opacities rarely, if ever, disappear, and no operative
measures for the removal are at present satisfactory.

Treatment. —Unless a cataract has reached the
operative stage, it is essential that we correct any
refractive errors. This will have a tendency to retard
its growth and ameliorate or remove many distressing
complications. The operative treatment of congenital
cataracts is known as " needling." The operation is
performed in the following way : After the use of a
local anaesthetic, usually cocaine, a fine, sharp, lance-
shaped instrument, called a needle, is passed through
the cornea into the substance of the lens. The open-
ing or cut thus made in the lens allows the aqueous
humor to enter and mingle with the lens substance,
thus causing its gradual absorption.

Traumatic cataracts undergo absorption in the
same manner as in those cases where the needling
operation has been performed.

The operation for senile cataract, the variety with
which you are most familiar, is essentially different
from the operation • of needling and more difficult of
performance. The cornea is transfixed by a long,
slender knife, which cuts its way up and out. A por-
tion of the iris is then drawn out by means of forceps
and cut off, forming a key-hole pupil. The capsule or
covering of the lens is then ruptured. By pressure
Oil the lower portion of the cornea the lens is gradu-
ally expelled through the key-hole pupil and out
through the corneal cut.

There are various modes and manners of treat-
ment advertised and advocated for the removal of
cataract without the use of the knife. None of these
methods are of the least value so far as I have been
able to ascertain. There are numerous cures made
on paper by printers' ink, but I have failed thus far in
fincling a single authenticated case.

Summary.—A cataract is a hardened opaque lens.
They may occur at any period of life. They are

the result of any process which interferes with the de-
velopment or nutrition of the lens.

All persons afflicted with cataracts should have
accurately adjusted glasses.

Operative interference is the only recognized
treatment.

A cataract is always seen through the pupil, being
behind the iris.

Opaque spots on the cornea are always anterior
to the ins and rarely, if ever, entirely disappear.

Hygienic Ocular Conditions with the
Microscope

A writer in the Journal of Applied Microscofiy
volunteers the following advice as regards eye hygiene
in using the microscope : " Use a good light, not too
strong, not too feeble ; alter the light and your posi-
tion according to the object to be examined and the
length of the period of study. On a dark day, do not
use the lens ; protect the eye from the light that shines
upon the object ; do not use the eyes too long at a
time, not at all if you are sick or tired. Let your eyes
take turns, that one may rest the other ; close them
once in a while ; do not strain them trying to see,
look naturally as if at a picture ; do not examine the
object till it is clear and sharp." To this excellent
and practical advice there may be added that the
microscopist, when possible, should interpose between
the condensing mirror and the object to be examined,
a thin sheet of blue glass corresponding in tint to
what is known among opticians as number one.

•
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Optical Notes

..$1 W. D. Fennimore of the California Optical
Co., San Francisco, Cal., is now making a trip through
the Eastern States.

.01 The Merry Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
have filed articles of incorporation with a capital
stock of poo,000. C. L. Merry is president, and the
name continues to be Merry Optical Co.

,,ot F. C. Chinn and J. A. Beretta, of the Chinn—
Beretta Optical Co., with stores in San Francisco, Sacra-
mento, Oakland and Stockton, are now in the East
and will visit the various points of interest. They
%vere welcome visitors at THE KEYSTONE office.

ot The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School,
Lancaster, Pa., has added a department for optical
instruction. It has been fitted with the very latest
equipment, and is in charge of Elliott Houseworth,
who is a master of the science of practical refraction.

,,as The Lawton Optical Co., Wilmington, Del.,
issued a very pretty calendar with neat aluminum
frame, decorated with hand-painted forget-me-nots.
Mr. Lawton is as fertile in advertising as in optical
ideas, and puts his knowledge in both instances to
excellent purpose.

The wholesale drug and optical instrument
firm of Aloe & Penfold, of Omaha, Nebr., has been
reorganized under the name of the H. J. Penfold Co..
The capital stock is $50,000 ; incorporators, H. J. Pen-
fold, E. E. Moffitt and H. L. Penfold. Mr. Aloe died
about seven years ago and H. J. Penfold and Mr.
Moffitt purchased his interest. H. L. Penfold is a son
of H. J. Penfold.

,A The Ajax Optical Co., of Canada, has recently

been reorganized, and H. B. Graves and 'I'. J. Smith,

of the Standard Optical Co., Geneva, N. Y., and W.

W. Essich, of the Ajax Optical Co., Reading, Pa., are

the directors of the new organization, which has the

rights to make and sell to the Canadian trade, the
Ajax mountings. The company was formerly con-

ducted as a branch of the Ajax Co. of Reading.

Je The new members admitted to the Optical

Society of North Carolina at the last meeting were :

A. C. Hathaway, Elizabeth City ; Geo. L. Gibson,

Winston-Salem ; C. F. Denny, Pilot Mountain ; Chas.

F. Bahnson, Farmington. The members present at

the meeting were : W. H. Leonard, S. R. Peck, F. N.

Day, F'. W. Marler, A. P. Stanley, H. E. Vogler, R.

L. Moore, W. F. Stricker, B. A. Southerland, Samuel
Rapport. F. W. Marler, A. P. Staley and W. H.
Leonard were elected Board of Examiners to hold

office until the next regular meeting.

41 The American Optical Co. have recently pur-

chased a controlling interest in the Southbridge

Optical Co. Just what will be done with the newly

acquired property is not announced. Both factories

are located in Southbridge, Mass. The Southbridge

factory is some distance away from the big plant of the

American Co., who are now building a large extension

to their already big- plant There are rumors through-

out the trade of further purchases by the American Co.

of other plants, and no great surprise would be felt if

this first purchase was followed by others, although no

definite information can be obtained regarding these

rumors.

..+1 E. L. Egolf, Harrisburg, Pa., will retire from

the jewelry business, and devote his entire attention to

the optical business. His parlors will be very beauti-

ful. The interior of the first parlor will have a wain-

scotting of six feet, eight inches high in hard wood

panels, elaborately hand carved. The work is being

done by a well known firm at Grand Rapids, Mich.

Fancy plaster, artistically decorated, will comprise the

wall above the wainscotting and the ceiling will be

painted by a Philadelphia artist. The examining room

will also be a model of beauty done in antique oak,

and like the main parlor, of Elizabethan design. The

equipment will be the very latest and best.

ot J. C. Bloom, of Denver, Cola, has just re-

turned from Paris, where he successfully managed an

exhibit at the exposition for the Bay State Optical Co.,

of Attleboro, Mass. The exhibit was a novel one for

the Frenchmen, as it showed the process of making
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gold filled spectacle bows, an art with which they are
unfamiliar, as well as the American method of grind-
ing and surfacing lenses. Mr. Bloom had twenty-two
opticians under him, who not only explained the pro-
cess of manufacture, but scientifically fitted over 14,000
people by the " latest improved American methods."
Mr. Bloom deserves great credit for the success of his
undertaking, having received the highest optical award
for his company, and he also feels proud to know that
he was fortunate to have for his patrons the King of
Siam, the Crown Prince of Siam, the King of Belgium
and the Princess of Wales, who were all fitted with
American spectacles, of which the lenses were ground
and the frames made " while they waited." Other
celebrities of less note, who were fitted by Mr. Bloom
personally, are Baron Arthur DeRothschild, Lord A.
Mazloum, minister of finance in Egypt ; W. G. 0.
Boom Siewl, Japanese Embassador to France ; Princess
D'Jeuaniar, Of Egypt ; Princess Levachoff, of St.
Petersburg, Russia, and many others of note. In an
interview with Mr. Bloom in regard to the exposition,
he says ; " I am too much of an American to concede
the Paris show as equal to our Chicago World's Fair,
but there were a number of features quite novel to
those who attend expositions. Yet I am not to be con-
sidered a critic, as most of my time was occupied with
the exhibit and was always too busy for sight seeing.
'The Frenchman does not get up till noon, and front
then on he is all muscle and nerves, so to accomplish
what we would have all day for in this country, we had
to do in half a day there, and it hurried us not a little.
On the whole, I think the exposition was very credit-
able to France, and it was certainly very profitable to
American concerns who were there for the purpose of
advertising. Speaking for myself, personally, I had
the gratification of sending our goods to nearly every.
civilized country. in the world."

Wisconsin Opticians Meet

The Wisconsin State Optical Society held its
regular semi-annual meeting at the Plankinton House,
Milwaukee, January i r, 1901. All the officers were
present except Secretary Grunert, who was in Oregon.

The committee on incorporation reported that the

society had been duly incorporated and the report

was accepted.
A standard of examination for membership was

adopted by the society and the following-named gen-
tlemen appointed by the president to act as a board of

examiners : W. F. Hayes, Janesville ; Henry Waldeck,

Milwaukee ; C. D. Tousely, Fort Atkinson, to serve

one year. The president appointed a programme com-

mittee of the three following-named gentlemen : A. J.

Stoessel, Milwaukee ; F. G. Longcroft, Berlin ; Chas.

Kuesel, Milwaukee, to arrange for making the July

meeting the most interesting the society has yet held.
C. D. Tousely, of Fort Atkinson, then addressed the

society on the " Educational Side." The talk was very
interesting. Mrs. Alva Snider, of Beloit, followed

with a paper on " Legislation and Legal Defense

Fund," and was asked to file sante with the society for

reference. On motion, the president was authorized

to appoint a committee of three to devise plans for a

legal defense fund. The following members were

named for the committee : W. H. Grunert, Green Bay;

W. A. Pfister, Sheboygan ; Gustavus Kahn, Winne-

conne. A motion favoring national cooperation was
adopted. The standing membership contra ttee, J. H.

Williams, W. F. Bringe, A. L. Fuchs, all of Milwau-

kee, were instructed to select a design for membership

certificate, have same printed, signed by proper officers

and ready to deliver to members in good standing at

next meeting.
The paper read by Mrs. Alva Snider, of Beloit,

wife of the president of the society, was as follows :

" Legislation and Legal Defense Fund"

The first and most important question to be con-
sidered, Would we better or worse our cause by
trying to legislate at this time ? It seems to me that
with from ten to fifteen physicians in every small town
and from one to three opticians, and the cities accor-
dingly, that it would be but utter failure. You all
know the outcome of the attempts on the part of other
societies to legislate. But suppose we did succeed in
getting a bill passed to have an examining board, do
you imagine the board would consist of opticians?
No, indeed ! we would do well if we had one or two
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men on, the rest would be M. D.'s, as of course it
would be in the Governor's hands to appoint them,
and the doctors represent a strong political body when
they choose to combine ; and I want to ask you, gen-
tlemen, whether a politician would favor the stronger
or weaker party ? Why, the stronger, of course. Not
only that, but he, knowing little or nothing of either
profession, would probably think the M. D.'s were
the most capable (?) to do the work on this board.
Then who is this board going to examine ? When is
it going to examine you? You say, " That is all right ;
I am ready to be examined." Of course you are ;
but are you ready to pass an examination put up par-
tially or wholly by the doctors, who are prejudiced
against the opticians, while the oculist, who needs it
much more and is a self-appointed medical eye-
specialist, neither legally or scientifically qualified to
fit glasses by any other than the medical degree, goes
scot free ? Dr. Edward Jackson says, " It must be
confessed that in former years the medical schools
have sadly slighted and ignored training in this de-
partment of medical science ; and even with the great
improvement of the curriculum that has taken place,
there is still too much cause for reproach in this re-
spect. Up to about twenty years ago, practically no
teaching of ophthalmology was offered in many of our
colleges. Even the professor of surgery, who taught
the whole subject in two lectures, often allowed these
lectures to be crowded out to make room for what he
deemed more necessary matter, and since professor-
ships of ophthalmology have been established so long
as examinations in this branch were not a requirement
for graduation and no emphasis was laid on its import-
ance, the teaching was neglected and the mass of
medical graduates went out almost as ignorant of its

Mrs. Alva Snider

important facts as before." According to statistics
gathered from professors and graduates of the different
Colleges this condition still exists. A professor and
two graduates of Vale medical department said. " We
have only six hours on the subject of optometry."
A Harvard graduate said it is the same at that college.
A graduate of University of Pennsylvania, also one
from Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia said
from four to six hours." One gentleman said, " The
year I attended Physicians and Surgeons of New York,
we had only one hour on optics. Michigan, Ohio,
Vermont and Illinois are said to give no more time to
this important subject. Within three days one M. I).
said, " Most colleges do not give the subject a
minute." And these are the men who will examine
us if we have a state examining board, before we are
able to demand that it be composed of graduates of
reliable optical colleges.

Mr. Huxley, a man who knew the cost of victory,
in writing to Professer Lancaster on the vice and
virtues of combativeness, said : " I wish you would let
an old man who has had his share of fighting remind
you that battles, like hypotheses are not to be multi-
plied beyond necessity." That, I think, should be our
policy with the doctors. "

Don't multiply your fights, but try to lessen them
and this can be done only along intellectual lines.
Prove that you are their optical superiors and you can-
not help winning. Work to strengthen your society.
Have a legal defense fund and if possible have a
member who is located in or near Madison to watch
the legislation and see to it that the doctors pass no
bill detrimental to your interest as opticians, but try to
do nothing with legislating until we are strong enough
to at least have hope of gaining something. Defeat
would place us in a worse position than we are now in.

The president at our last July meeting requested
us to be prepared to discuss at this January meeting
the legal 'defense fund. First, how much money shall
we have ? How shall it be raised and how shall it be
cared for? It should be limited to Moo.00, but we
should have that much, I think, as it takes $250.00 to
carry a case through the lower and supreme courts
without your lawyer's fee. And the Supreme Court
asks a bond of $250.00 before your case is begun.

The defense fund should be used to secure legal
advice whenever the board of directors deem it neces-
sary and should be subject to order of said board.
This board to meet whenever the president directs or
on petition of fifteen active members.
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New York Opticians Stirred Up
The benefits of organization were very apparent

recently in the activity and well-directed efforts taken
throughout New York State to oppose the bill intro-
duced in the New York Assembly affecting the rights
of opticians to test eyes for glasses. The proposed
bill was soon in the hands of the officials of the
optical organizations, who in turn communicated with
all the members and others interested. A special
meeting of the New York City Optical Society was at
once called for the evening of January 28th, at the
usual meeting place, Fifth Avenue hotel, to take united
action against the objectionable features on the pro-
posed bill. The bill had a committee hearing on
January 3oth, which was attended by Chas. F. Pren-
tice, A. Jay Cross, L. L. Ferguson, President Swart,
of the State Optical Society, and others. Meanwhile,
others interested in the bill were communicated with
and it was learned that it would be fought bitterly by
the Christian Scientists and others. The department
store people, who did such effective work in having
the last bill of this kind, introduced two years ago,
killed, were seen, but they did not seem to regard the
bill as affecting their interests to any considerable ex-
tent, so it is not certain that they will take much part
in .the opposition.

• It can be stated that Mr. Bell, who introduced the
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bill, has displayed no personal intention to legislate
against the interest of the opticians. In view of his
written declaration to this effect, also by private
assurance of the same nature, it may be that he will
consent to having such changes made in the bill, as
rill make it plain that the interests of the opticians are
not affected thereby. It is supposed by many that the
bill is primarily aimed at the Christian Scientists, and
as such it has occasioned editorials in newspapers
outside of the State.

At the special meeting of the New York City
Society, after a discussion of the proposed Assembly
bill, the following resolutions, offered by L. L. Fergu-
son, were unanimously adopted :

Whereas, the existing medical acts of the State
of New York have been proved amply sufficient to
protect the practicers of medicine from the imposi-
tions of charlatan's and quacks, as shown by the
numerous successful prosecutions that obtain in this
county yearly, and

Illtereas, the passage of the Assembly Bill No.
067, will create a monopoly of the adaptation of lenses
to the human eyesight, placing in the hands of less
than 200 ophthalmologists the exclusive sale or right
to designate where such shall be sold to the six, million
citizens of this State, thereby creating a monopoly for
oculists, who, as a class, have not existed for fifty years,
while opticians, who have pursued their vocation for
goo years, will be disbarred.

Be it Resolved, that it is the sense of the Optical

Society of the City of New York, that further med-
dling or the amending of the existing Medical Act is
vicious in its conception and uncalled for by the
citizens of this city or State, and we do hereby pro-
lest against this attempted pre-emption or curtailment
of the vested rights of opticians, rights which opticians
have enjoyed for 400 years.

Indiana Optical Society
A meetill (If the Indiana Optical Society has been

called for February 7th, to be held at Hotel Denison,
Indianapolis, at 8 o'clock p. NI. At the meeting arrange-
ments will be made to have such representation in the
Legislature as will see that the clause in the Indiana
medical law safeguarding opticians will be retained in
any possible new legislation in the matter.

An Optical Society for Colorado
We are informed from Colorado that a preliminary

Meeting has been held in Denver for the purpose of
organizing a State Optical Society, and a committee
of three was appointed to draft a constitution, by-laws,
etc. There is excellent material in Colorado for, a
good live optical society, and THE KEYSTONE will be
much pleased to add the new organization to its grow-
ing list.

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM

Optician"
subscribing to the„ ca 

1.—A set ivetacotfneine Window Cards, 9 x 5, in black
and gold, on embossed bristol board—rich and
a 

2,—Another one or nine Window Cards, 9s 7,
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3.—Sixtrthree Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectacle-selling talks.

4.—A copy of an Advertising Booklet, explain-
. log the importance of vision, phenomena of

sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told in
plain language.

All the above, together with the " Canadian Opti-
clan" for one year, sent on receipt of $11.00.

Address 
" Canadian Optician,"

4 Adelaide Sheet ‘Vesi , Toronto, Canada.2 
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1661 Larimer Street

ESTABLISHED IN .89r. Denver, Colo.
Complete Facilities for Smelting.
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H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers.
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1880 Benne, 18159

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing for the trade.

C. A. GEISSLER,
Sueeenor to It. II. Heinrich,

26 South Street,
Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK
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F. H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago,
For Sale by all Jobbers.

KELLAM & MOORE'S

OLLEGE OF
PTICS

None are
SIP blind —(INCORPORATED)—
its those
who are entirely satisfied with their knowledge.
Be progressive. Thorough optical knowledge
Will bring large returns. The lienier In optical
goods cannot keep up with the times and with
his more enterprising competitors unless lie is op
to date. Address

Kellam 6 Moore's College of Optics
ATLANTA, GA.

(1) Ely Guards Just patented.
Light pressure.
Comfortable clingers.

(2) Beautiful Celluloid
Eye-Glass Cleaners and

(3) Elegant Celluloid Bookmarks
for advertising opticians.

(4) Easy, Practical Method
of Placing Ordinary Stud Screws so
they will never loosen.

Send 25 cents for the four.

W. H. ELY Sr CO., Middletown, conn.

IMPORTANT!
Those intending taking a course of study in

Skiascopy and Ophthalmoscopy
are reminded that appointments must
be made in advance, as only a limited
number of open dates are available.
Terms, $30.00. Address

L. L. FERGUSON,
2 A Maiden Lane, New York.

IF YOU WANT I WORK
THAT WORKS
TRY me. I have the best R Department,
built on the newest plan, and employ only
the best working hands. All orders sent out
one hour after received.

My prices on dozen lots are still the
cheapest in the market.

Write for samples, prescription price-
list and blanks.

B. MAYER
Importer, Manufacturer and lobbing Optician

$50 N. Gay St., Baltimore, Md.
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at the Paris Exposition 

Our New Catalogue is ready for distribution. It
is double the size of our last one. It shows a complete
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FRAMES

Also Springs, Guards, Temples and other Optical Goods.

We will send it FREE, on application, to Dealers.

We give an absolute guarantee with our goods, and will willingly
replace without charge any of our make of goods that do not come
up fully to the guarantee. The wholesale and retail trade can there-
fore sell B. s. 0. goods with perfect confidence of their giving
the fullest satisfaction. More than this cannot be offered or expected.

Our line of IDEAL GOODS are admitted by the trade to be the
BEST GOODS FOR THE MONEY on the market.

OUR GOODS CAN BE HAD OF ALL LEADING JOBBERS.

THE BAY STATE OPTICAL CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

[

The Northwestern
College of Optometry

A THOROUGH COURSE ON THE USE OF THE RETINOSCOPE.
NEW IDEAS. Can save you time and money. UP TO DATE.

Do you use

THE GREAT FRENCH EYE WATER'?
Sold by all jobbers.
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lii E:trist Seventh $t.

ST. PAUL., MINN.
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Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. /,ouis, Mo.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Threadwell, Ft. Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio,
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

J. W, Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett. Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo,
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, III.
F. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. I,. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.

II 
fig g s & Dodd 334 Dearborn Street,

l'2"37, CHICAGO, ILL.
The Greatest List of Successful Jewelry Auctions Ever Published.
Every Firm's Name Given Represents a Successful Sale. Write them.

REFERENCES:
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sates.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos. W. Field, Galveston, Tex., 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Oregon.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, .1 sales.
Geo. W. Myers Meriden Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. K Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze. Quincy III,
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Tex.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga,
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Oregon.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn. Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Alinn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminski, St. Louis and Galveston.
'I'. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Montana.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Washington.
Barnett & Nonnenniacher, Columbus, Ohl°.
Lyon & KvIling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waima, San Francisco, Cal.

Woodward, Smith & Randall,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Wilbur, Lamphere St Co . Galesburg. ill.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie. Mil.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, low,.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. I,ippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., a sales.
Morris Benjiman, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Straw Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 salts.
King moss & co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers St Pottinger, Louisvible, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.

Kline, Seattle, Washington.
J. I,. Sievert, Springfield. Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Montana.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.
Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.

More than foe others and the Jobbers from
Maine to California.

THE TRADE will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two EXPERIENCED men at the cost of one. The audience never gets tired ;each has his own methods. There is a change of voice and manner ; also in case of sickness, it is an invincible argument. We work in perfectharmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved it is the greatest combination of talent ever available.

America's greatest and best known Auctioneers is what otu
many press notices and our many references prove, which WC send to you frec, in book form.

We challenge any
auctioneer in the
world to equal us in
ability to make large
firofits and to hold
and entertain
large audiences
successfully

LARGE
PROFITS

GUARANTEED

A. L. Gottlieb 14/. A. Stanley

The trade obtains the services of two experienced men at the cost of one.

GOTTLI EB & STANLEY, Auctioneers
ESTABLISHED 1882 203 South Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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We are Headquarters fo, OrderWork
such as CLASS PINS, BADGES. RING MOUNT-

INGS mid GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
Doubtless ours is the place you have been looking fur.

We solicit a trial order.

J. F. Plimle Manufacturing Jeweler.

34 Bennett BudIng, DETROIT, MICH.

9 Repairer to the Trade
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RUN Wl'Ill
OUR NEW Ian ,'
MOTOR.

Considered by
users a, be
A 1•1:1:1' Won,
MACH INE.

PR ICE LOW

C. H. FIELD
Providence. R. I.

Louis J. MEYER
GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor.) (Established IE.,

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and IEWELRY of every
description a specialty.
kir Prompt attention given to Mail and

Express Orders.

Money Loaned
ON JEWELRY STOCKS. Any amount,

from IS3.00 to VO00.0o.
THE JEWELERS' LOAN & TRUST CO.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

THE BEST is
THE CHEAPEST after all.
The only secure

and simple arrange-

ment for Inter-

changeable Stone

Initial and Emblem

Rings. Made in

all desirable styles.

Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

can be attached
to any button.

“It has no peer"
Write for new catalogue, now ready.

BULOVA,
67 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

 1
A Thorough
Workman

is what we will make of you.

We teach thoroughly and practically
WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING,
JEWELRY REPAIRING and
OPTICS.

See advertisement on page 1;6,
this issue.

A postal will bring our prospectus.

The Philadelphia College of Horologg
1213-15 Filbert Street,

V.W W. Scatutaa, Prin. Philadelphia, Pa.

ATTENTION, MANUFACTURERS
AND JOBBERS

An experienced and re' i,,hle salesman, well
acquainted with the beat jewelry trade west of
obi., now employed, but preparing to open office
in I 1: ',ago to ad as manufacturers' agent, wants
on,. or wo good lines of goods on rommissiiin. Is

eianniand it good business. Address, writ-
ing hilly," ALDEN," Room 811 Columbus Me.
morial Building, Chicago.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

Watchttiwvher
to the Troide

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close, personal attention
It) repairs sent me. Prompt-
ness my motto. GIVE ME
A TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.
CHICAGO

MATERIAL,

FINDINGS,

STONES.
ANYTHING YOU WANT IN THESE LINES?
Let tts serve you. The price will be all
right, and the goods, too.

WE WORK FOR THE TRADE, TOO.
Repairing, Making Special Rings, Med-
als, Emblems, or anything you want in
Jewelry. We invite a trial.

SILVERS & WOODS
Manufacturing jewelers and
jobbers in Material and Findings
34 Whitehall Street, ATLANTA, GA.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806
Col. Meml. Bldg.

Chicago

LEARN

ENGRAVING
from us and learn it
correctly We will
receive applications
now for space com-
mencing Feb. 1, toot.

See our ad in Oct.
Keystone.

GLOW BROS.
W. E. CLOW Sureek•or,

Room 1303
Columbus Memorial Building

CHICAGO.

J. J. DONNELLY

Gee ard SiTver

ETectnmPTater
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading " Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first t wenty-tive
words. A ddit• al words and advertise-
:n.11118, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," REE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbrevia-
tions count as words, and lire charged for
as part of the advertisement. No display
other than two-line initial letter.

If answers are to be forwarded, post-
age stamps must be enclosed.

To insure binertion money must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy moat reach its not later nittiti the
25th of each  th for insertion in the
following month's issue.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents if they desire a copy
of the paper in which their advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th 81 Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under 1105 hendlow. ONE CENT per word. for II roll

twenly•flo. words. Additional words and nilvertlroononi,
THREE CENTS per word. Nu adverlIsenieni inserted for
leo. thou 25 rola,

and clock tantker wants steady taosition.
" Best to. given. Roy ltutledge,

I .c1,1,Va rt. y

WATCHMAN Eli, jeweler. A course in horn-
" logical sehool and some experience ; do MOHO
engraving. Have tools, good character and indus-
trious. Prefer middle Northern States. Address,
" 80," care Keystone office. 
VI RST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver, situ
✓ own tools, desires permanent sit oath'''. only
those W110 can pay good salary need apply. Solt
49,_Shreveport, La. 
HY young man, aged 2s, have bad 11 yearn' exp.
iu on watch, eloek and jewelry repairing. Can
do plain t•ograring. Hill's. u relshed. Address,
" it KI,ystone.

111' letter and monogram euglaver. Address,
\V I.. combs, Pulaski, N. V.

Is manager jewelry St111,, 2s Tani' exp. Bent
.1 refs. can non ish eapital it' necesnarv. 

i    
A d.
:•has. IV. While, Ttn Elmwood A ve., Buffalo, N.Y 

As watchmaker„ieweler, engraver and everythingelse connected with wide-awake retail jewelry
store. Age 21. Full set of tools and can give good
refs. Speaks tierinan and English. Philip
Lucius, Mascoutah,

BY practical watchmaker and jeweler, 12 years'exp. Age 30, married 
' 
• speak English and

German. Wish steady posit ism at once. W. B.
Thimmig, 1001 Indiana Ave., Sheboygan, Wis. 
TO finish trade, young man, IS months' exp. at
I bench. Sober and indusirus ; best refs.
Address, Geo. Cochran, Marion, Ky. 
Hy young mu, ago V, to finish trade. I 1110d
I., engraver, ordinary watch, cloek alai jewelry
repairing ; soft and hard soldering. 1110 selood
graduate. Best refs. $4 per week and board.
Address, Charles B. Sigler, Hebron, Ind.
ITUATIIIN wanted about February 15th for

• 

young TIat,l Of good address IIIIW i it bill' em-
ploy. Thturoughly honest, good workman', flair
engraver. 1.11rich Bros., Evanston, 111.
HY young man as watchmaker. Can do jewelry

▪ 

work and plain engraving. 0*n tools. Must
be steady. Ad., Box 473, Clifton Seri ngs, N. Y. 
IAY young man 20, with 5 rears al clock and

jewelry repairing, and with opportunity to
liniSh watch work. Bd. Address, "11 MO," care
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engrayer wishes
n permanent position., (dittidge refs., Young
Intuit, single. Address, Kizer, 511 Loeunt
Street, Des Molues, Iowa.
AS manager of retail store. Ain acquainted with
A buying and repairing hi all its branches. Ad.,
" P 60," care Keystone office.
BIAMOND setter, engraver, watchmaker, epti-
I/ clan, jewelry ja,bber and salesman desires posi-
tion on or before May 1st. (lilt-edge refs. Ad.,
" P 61 care Keystone.
IM desirous of bettering myself. Capable of
it taking entire charge ef store or manager of
any particular department. Am not afiald of
work. East of the 3lississippi pref. Address,
" B 166," care Keystone.
ithIVELER and engraver wIrthem pomition with
II first-chum house. Milli give satisfactory ref.
and send sample of' engraving. Age 24 years.
Address, "H 152," care Keystone.
pERMANENTponilion by first-class watchmaker.
I Fluent of tools, bent of refs. Add resit, " II 151,"
cAasre  

traveling
Keys oi ie. 

salesman. lies 18 years' exp. in
n watches, jewelry, diamonds and silverware
Best of refit. furnished. Address, " U. S. B. 165,"
care Keystone.

A1 
WATCHMAKER, with 10 years' exp. in Chi-
cago wholesale house, has for years been in

charge of entire repair department, wants suitable
positiou either now or in the spring. State salarv,
city or country. Best refs. Address, " A la',"
room 811 Colionbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
YOUNG man, 23, competent all-around refracting
I optician, thoroughly conversant with retitle-
neopy do all repaint ; good salesman. Wide
experience with wholesale and retail firms. Refs.
Ad., care B. S. Bracy, 363 Henry St., Brook ly n,N.Y.
Wit:IT-CLASS watchmaker, good jeweler, opti-
✓ elan, wishes partition at Once, Own 'tools ;
sober, industrious. Fird-class refs. Northwest
pref. " Watchmaker," care A. Stamm, Dillon,
MO11111118.

AS wetchmaker rind engraver. Best of refs.
It furnished. WIII begin low. Want larrinanent
job, Address, Sweden JellIffe, 1511th:rut, Iowa.
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HI' a watchmaker, engrat el. and jeweler to tinish
LI the trade, 7 years' exp.; age 22. Salary no
object. John C. Brown, Indianapolis, Ind. 
IAY young man to finish trade. Do plain watch,11 click work, jewelry jobbing, hard soldering,
etc. Good habits, refs. F. B. Searle, Augusta, Wis.
Hy a first-class watchmaker, jeweler, salteman
" and graduate optician with complete set of
tools. R. D. Parker, Lodi, Ohio.
YOUNG watchmaker, clock repairer, jeweler and
I optician wishes correspondence with firm in
or near New York State who wants a man about
April 1st. Ad.," Employed," box 84, Morris, N.Y.
IJ 'Y an all-around find-class man as watchmaker,
II jewelry repairer, monogram, Idler and raised
work engraver, wants steady position with good
house. Al ref.; sober. State salary in first letter.
Can conic at once. Prefer South or North. Ad.,
Wm. Lambert, box 736, Augusta, Ga.
pitoRouGHLY competent refracting and me-

• 

chanical optician, 15 years' exp. Graduate of
Klein School. Will help at watch, clock or jewelry
repairs. Will go anywhere. 1'rite for photo.,
part lett lam and refs. C. E. Tilton, Woonsocket ,IL I.
HY watchmaker and jeweler, 10 years' exp.;  

• 

employed. Single, sober, good salesman. No
engraver. .1. 'miner, 108 Independence Street,
Shamokin, l'a.
AS assistant watchmaker. Can do jewelry work,
it am good salesman ; 4 veers' exp. 24 years' old.
(hand habits. Address, 4.1 119," care Keystone.
u•A I MA KER, jeweler and engraver, 11 years'
" t•XII.; all tools. Ref.. turilislied. 26 years'
old, single, Southwest prof. .tddress, b. A.
McMakin, 524 Main Street, Joplin, Mo.
l'HUNG man with 10 years' exp. in retail jewelry

• 

store desires position with jobber or manu-
facturing jeweler. (food refs. furnished. Ad.,
" H 1," care Keystone.
IN Colorado, by watchmaker and optician. Own

; age 31, married. Address, N. R. Heath,
anon City, Colo.

IY voung man, 4 years' exp. at bench-wants to

• 

finish trade. Moderate salary ; Michigan pref.
Address, Box 107, Clio, Mich.

BY practical watehmakt:r and jeweler, 18 years'exp.; all tools, good nuts. (atrium' and English.
I 'an do hard soldering. Address, Box 148, Spring-
ilk., Pa.

pi: A CTICA L workmen, 10 years' exp., wants a
ellange. Have railroad watch exp., also drug

esp.; fair engraver, good salesman. Al ref.
R. D.  Trowbridge, Barnesville, Minn.
UI RST-CLASS optician, watchmaker, plain en-
✓ graver, with milieu} apparatus, watchmakers'
tools, workbench, etc., wants posit bon with first-
class 11011SO that. has plenty of work and willing
to pay good salary to experienced man, or would
accept position with wholesale Wien! house to
show up optical apparatus and instruct optical
students. Al ref. Ad., " If 146," care Keystone.
fly young luau, 54 years' exp., 3 years' shop exp.
U Al jeweler. Can set stones, plating and sonic
new work ; 2% years in retail store. Good on
clock work, prescription work and edge grinding;
salesman, stock-keeper. East or South pref. Al
ref. Address, "It 513," care Keystone. 
VMPLOYER sai out wish situation with good
-14 firm. Have entire charge of store in town of
20,000. First-class watchmaker, jeweler, optician
and salesman ; plain engraver. Own tools ;
age '23. Thoroughly i•eliable. " C 86," care
Keystone.
JEWELER, find-class diamond mounting makerI) and setter ; good on all kinds of new work and
repairing, 23 years' exp. Would like to he within
a radius of 200 miles from New York City, but
will go farther if desired. Address, "31 110,"
care Keystone °Mee. 

11 MANUFACTURERS' or jobbers' line for
I Michigan, Indiana, Ohio. Thoroughly

posted in jewelry business and can sell goads.
Address, " A 53," care Keystone.
It'AT('1131.% 1.1-.1t and plum engraver, 18 years'
" PXI/. Call do hard soldering. (mod refs.,
own tools. New England pref. Box 492, Haver-
hill, Mass.
UN' young limn i! good watchmaker, jeweler andtJ engraver. B ill send sample of engraving ;
05511 look "It. 31. It.," box 92, New Brighton, Pa.
IJOOD, practical watchmaker, jeweler, engraverI and optician, with 11 years' exp., desires
position. Address, " B 160," care Keystone.
RY young man, with 2 Aiettrit' exp. at bench, by
" the 15th to finish trade. Own tools and a prac-
tical optician. Box '241, Schuyler, Nebr.
HY a young man to finish the trade under an
" experieneed watchmaker. Dave had auntie
exp.; own MOHO lOolo. Address, 'M'. A. AleCrary,
Palmetto, Ala. 
fly young man to finish trade, '2 years' exp. timid
13 solderer, own lathe; do 80111C engraving.
Bober, steady, best of refs. Clots. itudisti, Fair-
mont, Nebr.
'WATCHMAKER and jeweler, clean stock-keels-u.
" Not afraid of work •, engraving. C. U.
Burgess, box 00, Bloomfield, Iowa.
fly first-class watchmaker, jeweler and salesman.
-1/ Temperate, reliable and industrious. A I, J.
Schilchter, Oregon, Ind. 
(APTICIAN, will take charge of optical &jinni;
✓ inept. Late in business in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Expert fitter and refractionist ; understand Milano
factoring. State salary in first letter. Address,it W 90," care Keystone office.
WATCHAIAKEK and jeweler, 11 years' exp.
" Can repair bicycles, guns, machinery, etc.
Married, no bad habits ; own tools. E. 13. Sadonts,
Sadorus, Ill.
VOUNG man, 2 years' exp., can do clock, jewelry,

• 

hard solder and plain watch work. Own
small tools, good salesman. Wants to finish with
good man. South pref. Address, Box No. 8,
Eaton Rapids, Mich. 
VO school graduate or engraver, Ind all-around
a man, can do all kinds of watch, clock and
jewelry repairing. Chas. A. Tromly, Fairfield, III.

BRY young lady as book-keeper and saleslady injewelry store. 3 years' exp.; best refit. fur-
nished. Address, " L. E. II. IN1," care Keystone.
fly experienced graduate optician ; furnish }lardy
" ophthalmometer, Geneva retinoseope, ophthal-
moscope, 2 retinoscope trial cases. Al optical,
clock repairer and aniesman. Address, " M 81,"
care Keystone office.
(ARADUATE optician. Young, single man, 'me-
t' dal training, wants position at reasonable
salary for one year. Address, (I. McCartney,
Bowling Green, redo.

(Continued on gage Ng)
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
((.ohlineed from page 205)

RY April lot, first-class watchmaker, 16 years'
exp—last 6 years on railroad inspection work.

Own all tools, married, AI ref. Lower Michigan
or Wisconsin pref. Strictly temperate. Address,
" C 90," care Keystone. 
TO manage store or any first-class position, by

watchmaker, engraver and optician. Graduate
2 optical colleges, 15 years' exp. Just sold out as
partner and manager of 2 large stores ; advertiser,
buyer, etc. The right party to build up or hol 
you r biz. Gilt-edge refs.; 31 years old, married.
West or South prof. Ad., "S 191," care Keystone. 
pIRST-CLASS, all-around single man, age 25;
u good looking, don't drink •, Al ref. Have been
working for one of best wholesale and retail
jewelry houses in Chicago. Just the .man you
want. Address, at once, William K. Swenson,
Cresco Iowa
RY engraver and salesman. Address, " A 54,"
1' care Keystone. 

Al
WATCHMAKER, engraver and graduate
optician, 16 years' exp., wants permanent

position. Address, " i 90," care Keystone. 
VINE watchmaker and druggist—registered.

•I Long exp., tine refs., own tools ; single. Ad-
dress, "1, 66," care Keystone. 
A WATCHMAKER wants a position ; 4 years'It exp. Good refs. F. L. Thurman, Ilastings,Nebr.
RN' first-class watchmaker, jeweler anti optician,
" also drug exp. 35 years of age.; speak I/erman,
best of ref., no bad habits. Have MI tools, trial
case, etc. have managed stoeks ihr years. l'osi-
tion wanted at once. Address, II. L. Fischer,
Lehmann, Kans.
HIGH-III:A DE man would like to go to State

or Washington. AVatehmaker, engraver and
optician. Graduate 2 optical colleges, 15 years'
exp. Experienced salesman and advertiser.
Lately had charge 2 large stores. Address," S 190,"
care Keystone.
AD 'II 51 AKER, with i:i years' exp., wants per-! m.'nw position ill loiver California. Have

all heals and am 1184'11 ill R110;111(1 complicated work.
Good ref. mid temperate good salesman and
window trininwr. \tarried. Address, " C 89,"
care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

THOROI•till watehlitaker, jeweler, engraver and
1 salesman ; graduate optician pref. \lust be a
good man and not afraid of work. Permanent
position to the right man. Send AI ref., age,
photo. and particulars in Ii ret application. $15.
Park Findley, Beloit., Kans.
1 '1RST-C LASS watchmaker, and engraver, es's,-
1. daily good in repairing for close rating high-
grade railroad watches. A rapid workman. Must
have first-class refs. as to honesty, integrity,
habits and workmanship. Permanent position ;
$20 a week. Address, " E 34," care Keystone.

LI 
8E0 IN I watchmaker, who is first-class Jewelry
and It repairer, Si011e-Notter, ete. \livt

have first-class ods. Os to ellaraeter, ‘V.11.1:111;11,11ip,
Otc. Slate Salary all 0111'1 i II ri

iii firta 111111% l'1'1111/1/11'lli 110,ii inn hi sat id:a.' my
Mali. Address, " E 36," care keystone.
VA-T1'11 M.■ K LB and general

eilv al-. state wages WIl1111.11.
posit u. II. Ackerman, 1larysville,

' Hoek and jewelr■ rep:dyer,
I. 

▪ 

from outside Chicago pref. W. .1. Bruee, 3569
Cottage tirove, Chicago.
(1001) watch case repairer. Addres, MeyerU Jewelry Po., 1018 Main St., Kansas City, 11,
WA A 1: IL State ability and
11 salary expe1.1(41. Address, J. Levinski, Waco,
Texas.
W A 51A K ER and pharmacist registered in

it South Dakota. Permanent situation to the
right man._ Ad.," Druggist," care Keystone office.

• 

itsT-t 'LASS watchmaker with exp. on railroadI work and who can do plain engraving and
jewelry jobbing. State age and salary expected.
II. It. K iirtz, Conneaut, Ohio. 
\
4 

1 ew.1i. jeler for and repairing new work an repairing at1 enee. I ;en. Thomas, Memphis, Tenn.
II' A TI 'II 11 .11: I. It, jeweler, engraver and sai-C-tI:
" man : single limn pref. Steady

al•I•li,10111C11 IQ City trade, III'S: Of
11'1 Slall• ;mil salary in first letter. including
Idiom. and imiatile of engraving. A111111'88, "

.1,W1•11.I.," gl'IlVral delivery, .1111.1:81.11VIIII., III.
Il'AT(.11m .% ER, who can engrave, repair jew-
" ill,,salesman and all-around helper. Steady
job; nice town New York State. semi sample
engraving, wages wanted, full particulars. Ail.,
" H 126," care Keystone.
f FIRST-CLASS retail jew7,71ry salesman and

window trimmer. Mm4 he thoroughly expe-
rii•111,ii--11.1/11101' need \

fm. ilie right party. •Itoiel require).
U II Ii I.e1S. Salery expected, gingshacher

500 market sIreel, pu;,,burg, Pa. 
II NGiiiiii, ligia vii nd salesman, also some
knowledge of opties, experienced in retail

jewelry store. Posit ii 01 permanent. Address,
" Wilson 'b.," room 811 Columbus 'Memorial
Ito ilding. Chicago.
yl /UN( intel I gent gentleman ran have a good

position to run an optical store in large city.
Must have exp. in eye testing and speak German.
Have to work oil coninlission and sniary. At ref,,.
and small security necessary. Adth•ess, " H 78,"
care Keystone.
-pXPERIENCED watchninker and jeweler andIi help in store when necessary. (food tools,
undoubted refs.; photo. and full particulars in
first letter. 12th to 15th. Permanent position to
the right man. Address, "Middle State," " K 50,"
care Keystone.

wATCHMAKLII,, optician. State exp. Take
full charge. I. tarnish any good security $1000.

Haack, jeweler, Saginaw, Mich.
YOUNG saleadady. Must have amine exp. In

/1 light bookkeeping and window dressing.
Jewelry store located in Whcconsin. Ref. required.
Address, " II 150," care Keystone.
A PPREN E watchmaker and optician. ()lye
n exp., salary, photo. first letter. C. .1. Scott,
Rankin, Ill.,

IMMEDIATELY. At an old-established stand
on the corner of main street, within SOO feet of

depot, in a village of 1500 inhabitants, a find-clams
watch, clock and jewelry repairer. A business
opportunity is here offered to the right person
having a complete outfit or took. Ref. exchanged.
Address, Box 206, Chester, Orange County, N. Y.

HELP WANTED.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, salesman,ii all-around helper. $12 week ; nice town New
York State. Steady job. Send sample engraving,
photo. and ref. State full particulars. Address,
" 13163," cure Keystone. 
A COMPETENT refractionist for optical depart-fl inept in large city near Now York. Must be
a first-class good salesman and furnish good ref.
Good wages. Address, "A 52," care Keystone. 
AT once, first-class workman on watches andIt jewelry, good engraver ; optician pref. Per-
manent position. Send full particulars with sam-
ple of engraving. State salary expected. A. H.
Pike, Rockford, Ill.
THOROUGH watch, clock, jewelry repairer and
I good engraver. Must be a good man, sober
and industrious ; one that. can speak English and
German pref. Must furnish good ref. as to char-
acter and workmanship. Steady employment;
wages, $12 per week. Wanted at once. Win. H.
H. Hovine, Carlinville, Macoupin County, Ill. 
PXPERIENCED and thorough watchmaker and
H engraver ; one with optical knowledge pref.
Good !whits and ref. required. $2.25 a day.
Steady employment and advancement for a capable
man. Send engraving sample. Pennsylvania.
Address, "N 25," care Keystone. 
A QUICK and skilled workman for prescription
n and repair department of large optical estab-
lishment, Atlanta, Ga. A young, unmarried man
pref. Must have practical exp. in all kinds of
lens grinding and bench work. First-class refs.
as to ability and character required. Address,
with refs., II 147," care Keystone,

I clerk wanted ; one who knows something
u about jewelry work. Steady job, 845 per
month ; 850 per month if he can speak German.
Address, J. E. Valerins, Ohnitz, Kans. 

IVA TC I I NI A K ER who can engrave. Address,
Hopkins A Witty, Dubuque, Iowa.

WATC1151A KER. Young man with a little cash
11 to take halt interest hi a good-paving jewelry
store. Bargain to right man. Box 76, Wapello, Iowa.
A FIRKT-C LASS watelinidkiii competent to handle
Li railroad and other high-grade work. Must do
engraving also. Will pay 820 per week to good
man. 15,000 pop. Position pommel)! and open
now. ITo not apply unless you an• willing to
work and competent. Send rer,. atilt sample of
engraving. Quarles Bros., Clarksville, Tenn.
ItN experienced watchmaker ; mie who can do

ordinary engraving pref. Permanent position
at good wages. Best of ref. required. Jos. DeRoy
A Sons, 31)7 smit dliii st ii, I, Pittsburg, Pa. 
WA '13'1 IMAK it and engraver, single man ; own

ii.ols, tots. Enclose sample en-
graving and full part i.111111.8 in first letter. $10 to
*12 week. Steady employment to right man.
G. IL MeKeivey, st, .lesepli, Mo.

I 'l,. SS watelonaker and engraver at once.
Send sample engraving. Rudisill Bros.,

Altoona, Pa.
A K ER, jeweler and engraver, March

Ist. W rile at Once. Salarv, $10 per week, with
lontral and ti a.m. Thompson 13ros., Cameron, IVis.
I,' X PEI: !EN t• ED salesman, window dresser andI. card is ii 11'1'. Iter I onvidow Bros., corner
Third Ave. and I•2Ith strOVI, Nice 'ork City.
IV.ITCI I NI A K je■veler, optician and plain' engraver. 1Itist tirst-eittss refs, as to
(•11,1111,1,1., ■.1(.. Wages, s2 per day. Wm. 'I'.
Chapin:in, Pawling, N. Y.
iI; ENTS wanted on a liberal commission to sell
II I ill(' 14' our goods from samples and catalogue
le the trade. :Address, The' Florentine Statuary
Importingeo., 327 E.Sixth st.,cilicinnat i, Ohio.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

IL 
CUSToMElt for 4 wall cases and 5 counter cases.
Total length of melt lol 28 Met. " Benjamin,"

caret). IL cram, 991 St., N. Y. 
A (TENEA re! 1111,MA/1/C, Ills,) oplithalmometer.n P..0. box 1165, Philadelphia, Pa.
A TS IA L case. Address, "John 6," 811 ColumbusJi Memorial Building, Chicago.
EN EVA retinoscope, cheap. W. K. Dunmore,t1 aregon, Ill.

e I 'ND-HAND Barnes screw-cutting foot-lathe,
9-inch swing and in good order. Address,

Sy% eruct Moe., Clanton, S. flak.. _
I /, K. 25-year gold tilled eases. Will pay spot

(.:1,11 Mr large or small lots. Clapp & Cowl,58 F. \ Vashitinton street, Chicago, Ill.
iN 1 t-11 A NI' w tit elimitk el.'s lathe for drilling

11111.110S(.8 only. Need nil be absolutely trite.
Describe sante a II ■ I state price. Chas. S. CrOsSinan
tt Co., 3 Maiden 1.8110, New York.
IEWELEIt'S lathe whit:it-Can be bought cheap.
u Fred. Band kali, 1 1w0S80,

T° purchase csiablished Jewelry business for
cash. NI. I.. Thomas, 1633 Arapahoe Street,

Denver, Colo.
Till A I, ca,e gi e -description and make. II.
I Condy, 5H11,-Woolley, Vash.

aarices on new or second-hand HardyIA 01111111.11 mometer, Wilson's phorometer, De Zeng
refractouteter, Prentice retinoscope. J. II. Lepper,
380 Lafayette Place, Milwaukee.

TO purchase wheel-cutting attachment 'hit-
comb  lathe ; also Logan adjusting stove.

" W 97," care Keystone. 
PVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
12 watches, platinum. Alarket value paid. Sent
by express or registered mall. Price not satisfac-
tory, I will return all artieles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and aweepsmelter of gold and silver
icsiablished 18701, 727 S:111,4011 Philladenhia.

hity jewelry lae.4 roll particulars mustI be sent in lirsi letter. K. M. Lang, 510 Elm-
wood Ave., tuII. N. Y. 
A 1111) lot of secend-liand watches or movementsIt key or stemwind ; Elgin or Waltham pref.'
Quote me prices. Must be cheap. Blotsinger, the
jeweler, Rector, Ark.
PIA 'TA CLE business. I want partner ; rare
opportunity to get in good, safe wholesale and

retell opeetacle !madness ; well established. Lady
or gentleman. Optical Co., 318 Hanover Street,
Baltimore, Md.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MY jewelry business. A rare outlive for a man
01. of moderate means. (haul reasons for selling.
Town of 5000. Southern Michigan. Address,
" 5 184," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
A FINE chance. On account of retiring from
n busim•ss, I olftr for mule my jewelry store,
established 12 years, on south aide of Chicago.
Repatirs more than pay expenses. IVill bear 1111
investigation. For further particulars address,
" it. k.," 705 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago, Ill. 
011 WHITE engraving machine, with script,

Tuu• old English and block letters ; old English
and script figures, complete. I'. F. O'Connell,
Atlantic, Iowa.
jiltANCIS engraving machine, 4 sets of type.C First $25 draft gets it. Roberts & Stauffacher,
Erie, Kans.
IN one of New Jersey's most prosperous towns,
I fair stock of jewelry and excellent repair trade.
Will sell reasonable. Ad., " A 51," care Keystone.
(INLYjewelry store in town of 2000; fine repairI) trade. Invoice $1600; cash or no sale. A good
opening. Address, "J 33,"  care Keystone. 
PABINET bench, set jewelers' tools, 2 lathes,U material, fire and burglar-proof safe, combi-
nation lock. $150, cash. Address, Mrs. Anna C.
Reed, 71 Main St., Newark, Wayne Co., N. Y. 
(MD-PAYING jewelry store, PennsylvaniaU town of 8000; only 1 real competitor. 2 rooms,
workshop and store—$15 for both. Invoice, with-
out material and tools, $5000 ; will sell for 04000.
A good mechanic can bold all my trade and make
$100 a month at the bench. " S 186," care Keystone.
UP-TO-DATE jewelry store. Proprietor dead.I) Ad., "It 5,5," care Keystone. 
(NOD-PAYING jewelry and optical business InU Oregon. Fine climate. Good trade and in-
creasing—just the place for a young tnan with a
little cash. Address, with stamp, Box 16, Coquille
City, Oregon. 
P!BST-CLASS jewelry store and optical house inI good location, or partner wanted. Address,
"K 98," care Keystone.
(111EAP, Moseley lathe No. 2, with 33 chucks, face-
t' plate, shaft, foot-wheel. E. A. Blessing,
Manchester, Iowa. 
THE best paying jewelry and optical business in
L Virginia. .A mount required about $2500.
Last year's sales over $4000. Average profits 65
per cent. Address, "II 148," care Keystone. 
A CIIANCE to buy a snap. A first-class retail
n jewelry store situated in the best location on
the North Side, Chicago. Stock will invoice about
07500, all staple goods—not shopworn. Annual
sales over $12,000; bench work $1800 a year. An
established location for 12 years. Rent $35. Will
reduce stock to suit purchaser. Have other busi-
ness. Address, Imperial Mfg. Co., Masonic
Temple, Chicago. 
IEWELRY store and lilies depot, Southeastern
U Ohio. Great stone and veal industries. No
other practical watchmaker within 18 miles.
Railroad, bank and express company ; pop. 1000.
Dozen small towns within 10 miles, making trade
pop. over 6000, to whom this is nearest point.
Stock and fixtures $1500 Don't write unless you
have the eash. Other business. Address, " B 159,"
care Keystone.
PINEST little jewelry store in 'Toledo, Ohlo-61I. 1

Madison Street. Everythieg clean and up to
date. Levet tal ell WV: in eity. Itent
low. Good chance for young man with limited
amount of means. -Write for estimate. W. 0.
McMahan.
PIRST April or later, jewelry business in North-
,: ern Wisconsin town. Finest ()rammer resorts.
county Heat, electric lights, water works and tele-
phone. Best location,no competition ; pop. 1500.
All of stock and fixtures or part. Invoice $1500.
Good reasons for selling. E. D. Stewart, Eagle
River, NVis.
RA RD Y opthal mometer in good con(lition—bought11 new 1 year ago. Fred. Perry, Wakefield, Mass.
nE ZENO refractometer, 1894) model, good as new;
1' $35. II. L. Lang, Staunton, Va. 
PINE retail optical business, established 15 years

In attractive New England city over 23,000.
Excellent opportunity for little nioney. Partiett-
hers, if you mean business. Address, " H 77,"
care Keystone office. 
IIREAT opportunity. Only jewelry store. Pop.
A 1200 ; large territory. Must sell stock, fixtures,
tools and material, about $1000. Low rent, good
store. If you mean business, write soon. Box
484, Colmeton, N. Y. 
(MIKA P, a large fine regulator and a ship chron-
v meter. A. (1:Taylor &Son, Cedar Rapids,Iowa.

ELRY store ; stock and fixtures $1500.
Healthy climate ; lumber industry ; 1500.

No competion. J. P. Arnold,,, Flagstaff, Arizona.
JEWELRY stock and fixtures, including modern
u fire and burglan•-proof safe, and good will.
Established 12 years. $2300 cash will buy all. Did
business of $3400 past year. Growing town-2500
People in radius of 2 miles of court house ; good
surrounding territory ; healthy, Fine opportu-
nity ; business can be increased. Also desirable
hotne for ,I1800. 1 lanes, box 141, Jackson, Ga. ,

$2000 
r■tor IT last year. Complete stock of
jewelry and notions. Fulling health.

684 Lake Street, Clarion, Iowa.
JEWELRY stock and fixturea at bargain. If you
mean business ad., Lock box 12, Minerva, Ohio.

IINE 4-foot, 1 3-foot, 2 10-foot rosewood and full
I, plate-glass show cases; 3 8-foot upright wall
cases; 1 28-foot circle rosewood and plate glass
center ease; 1 McGregor chronometer ; 1 'toward
regulator. Retiring from Minium. A. K. Camp
Co., Milwaukee, Wm.
IN a town of 5000 inhabitants, a first-class, up-to-
I date jewelry and ept feat store doing a business
of $.7100 per year. 'apital requIred about $3000.
Can nave 10 per cent. by buying at once. Railroad
center and manufacturing town in Northern New
Jersey. Good l'ellS(1118 for selling. Address,
" C 84," care Keystone.
/11,1)-ESTA BLISHED jewelry business, $2000;

good town, 1200 pop. Chance to make money.
III health of owner. "Yale," box 30, Marathon,
New York.
(WI.: Diebold fire and burglar-proof jeweler's safeU as good as new, in fine condition, with wood
enbinet top for packages and stationery ; stands
9 feet high, cabinet and all. Inside measurement

itichee high, 38 inches wide, 18 inches deep,
with hanging watch board holding 72 watches ;
6 boxes for trays ; 2 inside iron boxes fit led with
combination locks for private use. i;oocl knik
space and pigeon holes. Otte line within! ti :itch
bench tilted with Whitcomb lathe, such foot-
wheel, nickel watch rack for 48 willehes, 1 fine set
slaking hails All In tine shape ; all will be Hold
cheap. Complete set of watellimikers' tools. Rea-
none for selling, going out of Jewelry business,
Call or address, 1). E. Baker, Washiugton, Pa.

FOR SALE.

A iiiT at invoice. Jewelry store, county seat
LI 

 ;
new stock ; invoice MOO. No opposition.

Bench, $100 month. Box 329, Rolla,  Mo. 
A PARAGON trial case at a bargain. C. E.
ti Trench, Marietta, Ohio. 
[1,11ANCE of a lifetime. One of the nicest jewelry

stores in Western New York ; pop. 5000. Very
little opposition. Best of reasons for selling.
Stock and fixtures about $6000. Will sell at a
bargain. Address, " B 164," care Keystone office.
A N old-established jewelry store in gocd Northern
LI Ohio town, 2000 inhabitants. No oprosition.
About $2000 in cash required. For particulars
address, G. C. Rinderknecht, Monrceville, ( hto. 

W0AR CASH will buy the stock and fixtures of00 a well-established, splendid paying lead-
ing jewelry store in a flourishing agricultural town
of 9500 inhabitants in central California. Beat
location in town. Healthy climate—thermometer
never below 300 in winter and never stove 80 in
siumuer. $1400 diamonds were hough*. t efore the
rise. Don't investigate unless you have the cash
at above invoice price. Reason for selling, made
enough—will retire. Ad., " R54," care Keystone.
(111EAP—Moseley lathe, with 25 chucks ; 1 50-U pound foot-wheel, 1 $15 Oliver polishing lathe,
1 WO test case. All In good condition. R. P.
Frazier, Norwichtown, Conn. 

$1500 Stlegifh:forTeNratt,rcTuteg','Ii!2:3.
flOMBINED stock of jewelry and furniture, withV fixtures. Eastern Kansas ; pop. 600 ; good
surrounding country ; nearest oppoaition 12 !ellen ;
established 16 years ; invoice $1600. Will sell
separate ; good chance for a young jeweler. If
you love the cash and want a good business invest-
igate. Have other interests. S. '1'. Gilbert,
Colony, Kans.
ptilABLISHED jewelry business. Lively oilLi town ; county seat. Heavy ran repairing;
can reduce stock. Write at once. A bargain.
None butt those meaning business need apply.
Address, "S 188," care Keystone. 
PAYING jewelry store, good 'kilning camp, price

$3500 ; no old stock. No competitiou. Best
reason for selling. Will bear investigation. Ad.,
" C 88," care Keystone. 
r7r,f1 CASH buys jewelry store worth $1200 cost
VIM/ price, in the best city in the South ; pop.
20,600. .Bench work $1500. Leave for Europe.
Address, at once, "H 149," care Keystone. 
(WE 10-foot show case, upright ease; clock case,

regulator, safe, with small stock of goods.
Address, " K 49," care Keystone office. 
PARE opportunity. i:n e 1 o cat 

ioiBtInesiale20years

Allorpkrtit

$2000 required. 
Fuil

prtletlars by mail. Ad.,
"T 67," care Keystone. 
lEIVELRY and optical business in St. Louis,

c•stablished 6 years. ,Itepair work pays expenses
and good living. Modern stock and fixtures.
Excellent location ; growing trade. Selling on
account of health. Address, W. W. Solider, 905
N. Vaudeventer Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 
IN New England city of 207000 ; the oldest estub-

lished jewelry business—established 1856. Bad
health, reason for selling. Excellent opportunity(cur it hustler. Stock and fixtures inventory about
$6000. For particulars ad., " C 87," care Keystone.
IOWA county seat of 5000 ; monthly payroll of
I $40,000 ; rich iiirming community. Best store
in city. Fresh, ,'el I-I,,,, ell t goods ; can reduce
stock to $2000. One compel itor with very small
stock, Reason for selling, Unsatisfactory partner-
ship. Something special to tell man with cash
who Means Immillefis, Write. Address, "i3 161,"
etti•e Keystone.
A N old, well-established retail optical business,ft in one of the largest eitiem North, yielding an
annual gloss profit of' abott t $7500. Pe rehase price,
$9000. Cash or accommodating terms with proper
security. Give particulars as to abililv to pur-
chase, for only Bitch replies will be considered.
An unusual opportunity for oculist or optician.
Address, " B. A. b.," care I'. O. Box 672, New
York City.
REM THOMAS time tower clock, in gpod con-

dition ; price low. Four-dial connections.
Henry A. leineman, McKeesport, Pa. 
pSTABLISHED business in Buffalo, N. Y. Pro-
" fits last year over $2500. Ram chance for a
good refractionist. Good reasons for selling. Ad-
dress, " SI 79," care Keystone. 
RIX thousand hurt fine jewelry business, show

cases, safes, stock. Address, P. 0. Box 138,
Buffalo, N. Y.
-JEWELRY and watchmaking business in town
11 3000, 100 miles from Boston. On accoent of
sickness will sell at $400, which includes stock
and fixtures. IT. C. MacEwen, 84 Milton Avenue,
Dorchester, Mass. 
IEWELRY store ; great bargain, $500; must sell
11 at once on account of health ; established busi-
ness, best location. Metz Jeweler Store, Berlin,Pa. 
IN Philadelphia, established optical store, doing

good business, can be increased by proper
attention ; good reason for selling ; must be sold
before April 15th. Price reasonable, rent low.
" L 89," care Keystone. 
pNGRAVING machine, good order ; 6 sets type,
LI merely's, emblems. Price, eighteen dollars.
W. J. Brous°, Madrid, N. Y. 
JEWELRY store in best mining town in Missouri.
" Lead and zinc belt. Established paying busi-
ness. Snap for young man especially. Bench
work re its $50 up per month. Rent low. No old
stock. Invoice about $800 to $1000. Write at
once, as have mining business to attend to and
must sell. Address, 185," care Keystone. 
WEST N. Y. State jewelry store, nearly $10,000;11 stook fresh, new and staple, for $5500. City
24,000 population ; only two others. Address,
"It 52, " care Keystone.
IEWELRY store in Northern Missouri ; good
11 town ; 2 railroads. $2000 to 03000; can reduce
to suit purchaser. If you want A 1 bargain an-
swer quick. Address, " F 72 " care Keystone. 
pEYSTONES, March, 1895, to January, 1001.
LL Albert lionewell, Gibsonburg, Ohio. 
(1HEAP for cash, only jewelry store in Iowa town.

Address.," 71," care Keystone.
TOCK of watches and jewelry that will invoice

1) $1500; can be bought for 83 cents on the dol-
lar, cash down. Invoice on app cation. Address,
(I. M. Jellimon, wholesale jeweler, 167 Dearborn
Street, Chicago.

$400
buys good location, fixtures, silverware,
clocks and spectacles in town of about 7001

population. No competition, good ntn of bench
work, large territory. A snap for man with little
cash. Address, J. A, Masters, Boon, Iowa.

FOR SALE

$9ann LEADING jewelry store in Iowa countyLtuuul seat, $3000; for cash. Address, " C 85 "
care Keystone.
PRANC18 engraving machine, late model, al-

• 

most new ; will do all claimed for it ; 5 foga
type and attachments ; outfit cost $90. Best offer,
takes tL R. L. Grimes, Dews, Iowa.

17-H0Rf3E POWER marine engine and boiler;
will sell either separately. Boiler good as new.

Box 193, Spirit Lake, Iowa.

AT a discount, jewelry store. Best location, nice
ft store and fixtures. Stock new and staple.
$2000 will buy it. Population 25,000 ; two others.
Address, " West N. Y. 24," care Keystone.

IEWELRY stock and fixtures, new and up to

▪ 

date. Fine manufacturing town in Maine,
population 5000. Reason for selling, bench work
Is too confining and I want to go into another
business. Spot cash only. For further particu-
lars address, " 0 10," care Keystone..

fINE Murry chronometer as good as new, cost $200,
will sell for $65. Ono pair of glasses 5 feet

long, made to order for an outside sign, cost $20,
for $10. One 8-foot watch sign, in use about three
years, cost $85, for $40. '250 jewelry and optical
cuts for newspaper advertising, all in perfect con-
dition, proofs furnished, they cost me from 35 eta.
to $1 each ; in lots of 50 at 10 cts., in lots of 25 at
15 cLs. each ; reason for selling, have used then,
and have no further use for them. E. L. Egolf,
807 & 809 North Third Street, Harrisburg, Pa.

BUYS old-established jewelry store, new
stock, fixtures, tools, material and good

will ; established 8 years, fine location, elegant
show window, reasonable rent, bench work aver-
ages $125 per month ; good reason for selling.
S. A. Graham, 724 East 63d Street, Chicago.

$500

$20,000 
RETAIL jewelry business. One of the
best up-town stores in Philadelphia,

Pa., consisting of property (11-room house), com-
plete stock of diamonds, watches and jewelry,
fixtures and household effects. Owner wishes to
retire to the country. Will require about $15,000
cash, balance on mortgage if desired. This is a
chalice seldom offbred. For particulars address,
A. P. Fritz, 2161 N.Twelfth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

()Nik. man lima cash can buy interest in splendid
U paying jewelry business, beautiful health re-
sort 5000 inhabitants, 10,000 visitors atimmer
months. Cause, dissolve partnership and poor
health. For full information address, Pell &
Diddea, Eureka Springs, Arkansas.

pSTABLISHED jewelry stand in first-011ms loca-
Li for rent, and elegant fixtures for sale, at
a bargain ; West N. Y., city of 23,000 population.
Light opposition. Address, " L 88," care Keystone.

A RETAIL jewelry business, located in a pros-
/1 perous city of eighty thousand inhabitants,
less than 150 miles from Net? York City. Do a
business of about $10,000 a year, $2000 if wilich is in
repair work. Splendid location on main thorough-
fare, good lease at low rental. Will sell stock,
good will and fixtures at fair valuation, from
inveutory., Good reason for selling. Address,
" G 56," mire Keystone.

IN one of the largest Western cities, an old-estab-
lished wholesale jewelry and tool and material

business. Tool and material department will be
closed out separately if desired. A good opportu-
nity for a firm desiring to start in the jobbing
business. Address, " NI tea," aure Keystone.

QELF-winding clock, tine cherry case, with het-
i.' teries and all complete, for sale ; cheap for
cash. John A. Crisp, Jefferson, Ohio.

VIRST-CLASS jewelry store, business of over

• 

$6000 done in 1900. Stock about $6000. Dwell-
ing connected to store. Address, "K 51," care
Keystone.
'JEWELRY business for sale in manufacturing
U town Western North Cat•olina ; two railroads.
Stock and fixtures, or fixtures and good will
alone. Here's a chauce. Address, " L 89," care
Keystone. 
00D paying jewelry and optical business. In-

1,1 voice $1500; can reduce. Good location ; ex-
penses low ; only jeweler. Center of gas belt.
Oil just developing.. Population about 2500 ; five
good factories, another contemplating location.
Commercial club. Glad to answer all inquiries if
you mean business and have the cash. Address,
" T 69," care Keystone. 

THE only drug and jewelry business in a lively
I Minnesota town. Good repair and prescrip-
tion trade. A rare chance for a live business
man. Address, " F 73," care Keystone. 

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business ; no op-
" position ; lots of repair work ; good stock ;
1200 population, hustling oil town. Address, Box
17, Prairie Depot, Ohio. 

A GOOD chance to buy an established bunluess In
Li the jewelry optical and stationery lines in

Iowa. Want to sell on account of poor health.
Address, "S 189," care Keystone.

A THIRD interest in a profitable, well.established
Li Jewelry and music business, this interest to

take active management of the business at a good
salary. Capital required, ten to fifteen thousand
dollars. Address, " John Jennings, " Room 811
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago. 

fiLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in Pinta-

" delphia for $1500 cash. This year's business

amounts to $1800 ; includes $1000 repairing.

cOwneKrewyistonwill leave the country. Address, " B 158,are "

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB lathe and attachments.

" Other small tools. Address, E. R. Crossley,

2408 Prairie Ave., Chicago. 

A NICE-PAI ING Jewelry business with good run
A of bench work ; no opposition. A good manu-

facturing town in New York State. A grand

opportunity for man with about $1000 capital. If

you mean business write and get full particulars.

.Address, P. 0. box 1000, Stillwater, N. Y.

MUST sell on account of health, established
01 jewelry and optical business in a live Western

town of 10,000. Will invoice about Mo. Stock

clean, fixtures new, everything to match in oak.

This is a fine opportunity; will pay to investigate.

Business good ; work for two men. Will sell at a

sacrifice. Photograph on application if you mean

lousiness ; no others need apply. Ad., " M 82,"

care Keystone 

1UNE opportunity for competent watchmaker

u to succeed. Expert watchmaker having done

over $3000 wo;th of business during 1900; over

two-thirds of that in watch repairing. Only

email stock of watches required. $500 will buy

good will, store fixtures and safe in New England

city of 80,000 population, besides large country

trade. Plenty of good paving work. -Yearly ex-

penses for rent, light, heat, $350. To take wife

to different climate, cause for selling. Address,

"B,. T. 68," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

RRANCIS engraving machine, cheap for cash.
I A bargain. Is in good condition and hot
tppe and attachments. Chris. Gotion, 562 Metro-
politan Ave., Brooklyn, New York. 

WELL-LsTABLisulw jewelry business, modern
" improvements. A bargain. For particulars
ad., " Jeweler," 344 Jennings, Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENT* PER WORD.

f(LEAR South Dakota grazing land for stock of

• 

jewelry, musical goods and fixtures. Ad., Pell
& Hidden, leading jewelers, Eureka Springs, Colo. 

MACHINISTS' lathe and attachments, 9-inch
jut bed. Want oplithalmometer, Webster-Whit-
comb slid-rest. Chas. Milliken, Athens, Ohio.

POR engraving machine, No. 2 Moseley face plate,

• 

or trial case ; 1 new $22 Niagara camera, 4 x 5
extension ; 1 Wolff-American 1900 chainless bi-
cycle ; '25 eight-day time clock movements 1 old
wood clock. W. F. Winslow, Winsted, Conn.

NEW $28 plating outfit, gold, silver, nickel, etc.'
A Caligraph typewriter ; $24 electric fan and
batteries. Want L. C. Smith or Parker hammer-
less shot gun. Box 329, Rolla, Mo.

A FINE old Italian violin,worth $500. $250 worth
Li of watch movements, solid gold rings and
silver-plated flatware, will take the violin. Par-
ticulars first letter. Bargain. " II. II. N.," Box
91, Waseca, Minn.
PINE large jeweler's safe for sale, cheap for
I cash, ; or will exchange for smaller one and
cash. Lock Box 35, Jefferson, Ohio.
WANT trial net for silver-plated Conn cornet
" nearly new. Box 807, Bretton, N. Y.
ATHE or musk box for shotgun, watchmakers'

1.1 bench, or what have you? B. -E. Peebles,Adams,
Mass.
AN electro-plating apparatus for a lathe or trial
La case. Box 12, Marion, N. Y.

TYPEWRITER, cash register ; prefer small en-
a gine or trial ease. Box 220, Rio, Wis.

MICHIGAN farm for watches or diamonds. Box
175, Holly, Mich. 

BOUNDING-UP machine and cutters, universal
IL lathe, astronomical telescope on tripod, 300
gross watch glasses. J. S. Ehrie, Lynchburg, Va.

$40
ORAPHOPHONE to exchange for Hardy or
good make ophtliatimometer or Geneva

retinoscope. P. .1. Kramer, Salida, Colo.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

QENI) photograph and 25 cents and I will mail
U you 5 button photos, from same. S. S. Wheeler,
photographer and jeweler, Pittsfield, Mass 

QEND 10 cents for 32-page illuotratted catalogue
I) of good-selling things, and the best ink-enta-
ing pencil made. Very large one, last 6 years,
'25 eta. Sterling Mfg. and Introduction Co., Jef-
ferson, Olt

TRIPLE Alliance mainsprings never set and
I seldom break. Don't you want to try a few?
Every one warranted. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk,
Iowa.
MAKE your advertising cuts with the lineal en-
IR graving method, a boon 'le jewelers. Write
to-day for particulars. Ernest Wright, Smith
Center, Kans.
AM still teaching tine watch and chronometer

I. work, clock ivork, jewelry jobbing, optics, en
graving, plate, train, motion, escapement, pivot-
ing, jeweling, springing, making new parts and
general repairing' in a first-class manner, quickly
and reasonably. School established 1887. Hun-
dreds of successful graduates in various parts of
the world. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn. 

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and engraver,

• 

seeking new climate for health, can find first-
class opening in Southwest Texas. Address,
"13 187," care Keystone.

ROLLER jewels, 25 cents a dozen (quality fair).
11 Bonney, Keokuk.
PERPETUAL calendar, aluminum, vest pocket
I size ; beautiftil design, with advt. !stamped in
metal. Finest advertising novelty on earth.
Good to use ally fielitloti Or all the time. Sample
by sealed mull, 10 cents. Address, Calendar Watch
Co., Glasgow, Ky.

AMERICAN-made balance stall's, 7 jewel grade
Li $1.00 ; 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per dozen. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

IIOW to bright cut, shell engraving, transferring
II designs, etc. Lineal engraving method tells
how. Write for samples and part iculatrs. Ernest
Wright, Smith Center, Kans.

AMERICAN-made ruby and sapphire hole jewels
to in settings, 75 cents per dozen ; mid stones the
same price. W. C. Bonuey, 520 Main Street,
Keokuk, Iowa.
INEAL engraving method is a money-maker for
U any jeweler or engraver. Write for particulars
and ample of engraving. Ernest Wright, Smith
Center, Kans.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING CCCCC GENTS PER WORD.

VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
I your watch work. here is the place. IV. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

QEND yottr work to John Wollett, expert watch-
kl maker for the trade ; tine watch, repairing, de-
magnetizing, etc. Mail orders promptly attended
to. Room 812Coln ni bus Meniorial Bldg., Chicago. 

RAVE you an old English watch case you Want
H changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School lias NOIIIC
I Weill' inducements to offer to those WII0 WIMI1
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low terms. Address, for information, the
Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
ii every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, tilingo, brushings, polishings, everything
containing gold and silver. Fine gold, silver,
copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established 1870),

727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by
mail or express ; prompt attention Ovum,

BUSINESS NOTICES.

WHY not send me your watch eases that need re-
" pairing? Can replace any part of a ease.
G. F. Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg.,  Chicago, Ill.

IIOLD and silver-plating, satin finish, mignIATIng,

• 

engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. 0. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.

THE Elgin Horological School is still making

• 

competent workmen for the trade. Watch and
jewelry repairing, engraving, etc., taught in at
thoroughly practical manner. Terms to suit the
hard times. Send for circulars to the Elgin
Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

QEND $1 for 10 (blank aluminum) door plates,
U inches thick. Charles A. Stahl, Jr., Pine Street,
Providence, It, I.
WANT all jewelers to know that 1 will come to

I their store and teach them the art of properly
fitting spectacles. It's the biggest money maker
left for the retail jeweler. It may not co.t vouc

anything ; I earn most of what I chauge you—
sometimes more. Write and get my proposition
and see what I can do for you. Loren Russell,
optician, (27 years' exp.) Carthage, Ill.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute does not want students
who are too young to comprehend the importance
of learning this trade well, neither do we want
students that will not apply themselves to become
good workmen. We are not obliged to take stu-
dents on any terms and any length of time as
some schools do. It is not altogether a money
consideration with us. We aim to turn out work-
men who will maintain our reputation. We run
no cheap institute where 40 or 50 are taught at one
time by class [centres. Each student is not only
told, but shown how to do good work. No large
school can do this. Tho best is always the
cheapest. Ottr optical course is complete and
separate from till other parts of the institute.
Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & tiortioit.

PEARLS BOUGHTFOR CASH

We are dealers in A merlean Pearls and Situp,
and are always ready to make Cash Offers on
large and Simill lots. Bank aunt trade references.
  Established 1880 

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN 4* CO.

3 Maicksn Lune Navy York

25 Jewelers' Friend.
C• NO MORE, NO LESS.

Most jewelers are using it. Do you ? It
you don't, yott don't know what you miss. Bet-
ter join the procession. See page toes, October
KEYSTONE, for list of jobbers who sell it.

Man'f'd by A. W. THOMA, Mineral Point. Wis.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf Pins,Studs and I.ace Pins.
The most practical and only adjustable one
invented. Price, $1.30 per doz. For sale by all
wholesale jewelers and material houses. Sample by
mail, 2se. ; in to K. gold, 75c. ; 74 K., p.m.

M.CROHN, mo..ato,t,.,488150 Malden Lane. N.Y.
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S. MARTIN

Jewelers fluctioneer

Long Distance Telephone
Number 3234 North

s‘q

784 First Street

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

•••••111410e•o

HE new century finds the auction sale properly regarded

as a chief factor in successful retailing. To the hard-
pushed jeweler it is a weapon of protection ; to the

prosperous one it is an instrument of progress. Time was
when an auction sale was considered an evidence of business
decay or failure ; to-day it is an evidence of progressive meth-

ods and right business-doing. We all remember when an
auction sale was supposed to be necessarily a sacrifice sale—a
sort of desperate expedient to save something from the wreck ;
to-day it is the most profit-bringing of all methods of selling—
a veritable emergency mine, involving no risk aid assuring
quick and remunerative returns.

Of course, all depends on the man who does the auctioning.
Write me, and I \yin convince you by the testimony of grateful
jewelers that I'm the man you want.

Learn Engraving
OR

if you are an engraver and not satisfied with
your work, you can make no better investment
than to

Improve
We are now in our new school, on the first

floor in the finest building and best location in
the city. North light. Each student has a solid
oak table, made especially for us, together with
the hest and most modern equipment.

Hundreds of successful students. Personal
instructions. Best reference in the trade.
Larger and Better than ever.

Rees School of Engraving
Steele Memorial Library Building

ELMIRA, N.Y.
" Modcrn Eviler Engraving"

By mail. $1.50. Ask about it.

DON'T GO BROKE
We will loan you :di the

MONEY YOU NEED
The Jewelers' Loan & Trust Co.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

41111111111111111111111111M1111111

MONARCH
The Watchmakers' and

Jewelers'

CEMENT
STRONGEST AND BEST
in use. Try it and you will
W4(' DO

Monarch Cement Co.
565 E.43d St. Chicago,

Sold by jobbers. Should your
jobber not have lt, enclose
23 cents and you will receive
bottle by return 'nail

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

POLISHING SEI COMPLETE, 
S2.00, PREPAID

COITON.OPISTLe ANC 00.7 
WATON 0,,Esur,ti

"Li knO 
WITON 

Pink:PVC,'

1514.T. "MIN 
AND ENO 

ORUSNEt

ft,' IMO r.
-.07/CM Surre

AVOSTLE 
•01.101iNG EaRIANES

...•e*•444 **eh

SATISEACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEA 
REDUSDED

• 

. • .

To Succeed
It is only necessary to give close at-
tention todetails and follow the in-
structions in our 20th CENTURY
POULTRY BOOK. It tells in the

start what it would take 0 years to learn. Reliable
Incubators and Brooders are used all over the
U. S. and in til foreign countries. hook mailed on
receipt of 10c. Reliable Incubator and Brooder
Co., Box B161, Quincy, III.

George S. Prindle Philip G. Russell

Prindle & Russell

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law

Washington, D. C.

SPECIALTIES

P TTTTT 6. UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN
AND PATENT CAUSES

BUGGY THILL OR
SHAFT SUPPORT
I folds hulls up sn lig and
tirtmout of the sty. %V III
Iii mar or scratch the
fittest painted bit g g v.
The handiest thing h1
t he harm Every owner
of one praises it. 50c.
each. Made of malleable
iron, warranted not to
break. JOHN A. CRISP,
Jefferson, Ohio.

Do You Mill Poll?
Write, The Jewelers' Loan & Trust Co.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention .The Keystone

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE'

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether Dl
invention is probably patentable. Communtra.
I tons strictly confidential. Illind hook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn dt Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in tho

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-
culation of ttny sintentitie journal. Terms. $3 a
year four months, $1. Sold by all nowedenlers.

MUNN & Co 361Broadway, New York
Branch Office, 625 F Ht., Washington, D. C.

O.F.Watisworth,
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer.
Everything in
the line of

Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and Silver
Plating,

Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine Turning
Changing Old Eng.
11.11 and Sol.. 11..s.
to take Amerienn
S. W. Movement.
my apecialty.

OLD CASES
MADE NEW,

Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137Wabash
Ave., CHICAGO.

• •

•

THESE SIX TRUCK LOADS
aggregating sixty Eaton-Engle Engraving Machines,. show one day's shipment from our factory to
the following points:

Alabama Indian Territory Missouri New Hampshire Ohio Wisconsin
California Illinois Mississippi New York Pennsylvania Washington
Connecticut Massachusetts Maryland North Carolina Texas West Virginia
Georgia Minnesota Montana Nevada Virginia Canada
Indiana Michigan Nebraska Oregon Vermont

What better proof could be asked as to the widespread use and popularity of our machines?
The reason is obvious : Ample capital ; skilled mechanics ; a strict attention to business, and fair
and liberal treatment of our patrons combine to make our Machines stand alone as

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD
To make a perfect Engraving Machine a manufacturer must invest a large amount of money.

A considerable amount must be used in testing improvements and otherwise perfecting the machine
and its attachments. We prefer to follow this policy rather than spend our time and abilities in
endeavoring to injure the reputation of others. We leave it to the intelligent jeweler to decide which
is the more commendable course.

One Jeweler writes us—
" I would not take $500 in gold for my machine if I could not get another."

Another says—
" I must say your machine is the greatest thing for me I have ever bought. I have

sold more goods on the strength of the machine's merit than I have sold before in
a long time."

Another—

" Our only query is : flow did we ever get along without it ?"

Another—

" I believe your machine almost doubled my holiday trade. It is a crack-a-jack."

Another—
'The Engraving Machine is a wonderful success: allow me to congratulate you

on getting up such a machine, which proves a Jewelers' friend. I engrave STONE to
my great satisfaction, and two men could not have done the engraving I did on it
during the holidays."

We could quote many more letters of the kind, but it is unnecessary.

$200 IN GOLD
will be given to Jewelers sending us the best samples of engraving done on our machine. Why not
send us your order and get in line to compete. There's no better time than NOW.

We sell these machines on small monthly payments, thus giving you the use of the money
while we wait. Isn't that a fair proposition ? If you want one, send us the first payment of $14.00
if you wimt it on six months' time. If you wish it on fourteen months' time, send us $15..00 now,
the balance you can pay $5.00 per month.

Samples and full particulars free.

Oe Eaton 0 Glover Company
87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Alium■•=11i 
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OFFICIAL DECLARATION OF WHAT THE CUARANTEE OF JAS BOSS 
CASES MEANS.
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Have you received a copy of
the above certificate?

If not, let us know. This certificate was prepared in response to many requests

from retailers for a statement which can be shown to customers of just what the

guarantee stamped in Jas. BOSS Cases means. We have been flooded with

letters thanking us for the certificate. The following is a sample:

Mt. Pleasant, Mich., January 15, 1901.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.

Gentlemen :—I cannot help but acknowledge receipt of the certificate,

which is already in a neat gold frame. This is only one more of the

many steps you have taken in right direction. I have sold BOSS cases
for the past seventeen years, yes eighteen years. I sold a BOSS case

eighteen years ago when I began to learn watchwork. Last October I saw
the same watch, and it is good for eighteen years more.

Truly yours, CHAS. E. HIGHT.

We trust that this certificate will not only be of assistance to you in selling

our goods, but will be of benefit to the watch business generally, by helping to teach

the public that there is one line of filled cases upon which it can absolutely depend.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
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OFFICIAL DECLARATION OF WRA'1"111E GUARANTEE OF JAS- BOSS CASES MEANS.
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7' ACAS .4,10 „SEC V.

If not, let us know. This certificate
from retailers for a statement Nvhich
guarantee stamped in Jas. BOSS
letters thanking us for the certificate.

WaS prepared in response to many requests
can be shown to customers of just 1v1iat the
Cases means. We have been flooded withThe following is a sample:

Mt. Pleasant, Mich., January 15, inoi.THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
fientlemen :—I cannot help but acknowledge receipt of the certificate,which is already in a neat gold frame. This is only one more of themany steps you have taken in right direction. I have sold BOSS casesfor the past seventeen years, yes eighteen years. I sold a BOSS caseeighteen years ago when I began to learn watchwork. Last October I sawthe same watch, and it is good for eighteen years more.

Truly yours, CHAS. E. HIGHT.

We trust that this certificate \VW not only be of assistance to you in sellingour goods, but will be of benefit to the watch business generally, by helping to teachthe public that there is one line of filled cases upon which it can absolutely depend.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
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OUR NEW ISSUE

A018100111S Speciallo Coostruoterl for liallwao Watch Inspection
NOW IN THE HANDS OF THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

18 Size.
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New loot) Model.

THREE=QUARTER PLATE. Stem=Wind Movements.
Named OPEN-FACE. LEVER-SET.

VERITAS—No. 214 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

23 extra tine rul,y jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ;
quick train with gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape wheel ; poised
pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets, compen-
sating balance ; Breguet hairspring-, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly
mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling
click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring, plates beautifully
damaskeened, carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 line ruby jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion
cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric
regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work ;
patent recoiling click ; patent -self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ;
damaskeened plates ; carefully tinted, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train Nvith gold wheels ; straight line escapement mith steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating
balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted
on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent
self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened . plates ; carefully
timed, and finely finished tin ighout.

18 Size. FULL PLATE. Stem-Wind Movements.

Named HUNTING OR OPEN=FACE.

. FATHER TIME—No. 252: (Htg., Lever Set.) Nickel.(O. F., Lever Set.)

21 fine ruby jewels (gilded settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train ;
straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; esposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hair-
spring ; micrometric regulator ; 4)pen face with patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ;
damaskeened plates, carefully tin id, and finely finished throughout.

EMANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

eafin Pitioncif gctiO Co
GENERAL OFFICES,

76 Stfonroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories, ELGIN, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
SAW FRAWCISCO OFFICE, 8■CEW YORK OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street. II John Street.
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Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Have been Makers of ROLLED-GOLD PLATED JEWELRY for
thirty years, and each year have added to their high reputation,

VEST CHAINS FOR GENTLEMEN
made by them will wear ten years an are so guaranteed.

See the j, Trade-Mark

LOCKETS anZ CHARMS
from their factory have a reputation equaled by no others.
Order some of their latest patterns to tone up your stock.
They are beautiful beyond description.

They bear the a Trade-Mark

SLEEVE BUTTONS
in the Dumb-bell variety are exquisite. Be sure to see them;
Better still, order some. You will sell them quick.

Look for the E4,13 ,, Trade-Mark

FOB CHAINS anD CHARMS, SILK VESTS, HAIR CHAIN
MOUNTINGS, BROOCHES, PINS an EARRINGS are made
by them ; also seven complete lines of STERLING SILVER
TOILET anD MANICURE GOODS, an useful Sterling Novelties.

Trade-V,03- 7,.Mar1

Successors to FOSTER & BAILEY 100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
 111111111111ft 
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H. K. 0 CO. SPECIAL
Genuine
American
Lathe

Every
Lathe

Guaranteed
Size of Lathe, to -inch bed ; swings 4/8 inches.Attachments can be added at any time, as all parts are made interchangeable.

P rice, complete, with 8 chucks,6 cement bra, belting, $23.50

For sale by L

•
Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers of
Fine Watch Materials, Tools, Files, Supplies and Optical Goods

Net Cash

II. KELLER C CO.

Genuine
American
Lathe

Every
Lathe

Guaranteed

64 Nassau Street, New York
SPECIAL, ATTENTION GIVEN TO MAIL, ORDERS

THE W. J. JOHNSTON CO.
Fifth Avenue & Market Street

PITTSBURG, PA.

Manufacturing Jewelers
Watch Jobbers

Diamond Importers

We offer the following facts to Retail Jewelers as arguments why theyshould become customers, and favor us with orders:

We solicit business from and sell to retail jewelers only.
As wholesale agents for Elgin, Waltham and New England watches and allthe leading watch case manufacturers, we have the stock and facilities to fillorders fully and quickly.
We manufacture extensively and economically, and offer our customers sub-stantially made and standard quality of goods at a moderate profit.
Our Diamond Department is maintained in the most liberal manner, andcomprises a line of mounted goods of every description, as well as an extensiveline of loose diamonds.

IF YOU WANT YOUR ORDERS FILLED QUICKLY,
SEND THEM TO US

f
i

500 14 K. 0 Size Cases
Not the thin, flimsy hind, but good, stiff cases and up-to-
date patterns.

$18.00 is the price of thiseach, net, (according to Keystone Key)
lot. We have cheaper cases and we have more expensive
cases, but this is a particularly good case for the price.

Brighten up your stock with a few of them and be prepared for
the Spring Trade.

7, 11 or 15 jeweled movements furnished with every case, at
regular list price, less 6 per cent.

THE NON-RETAILING COMPANY
Jobbers in Watches and Chains

Selections sent to
responsible jewelers LANCASTER, PA.

The Noon Crosial Cabinet.
DESCRIPTION.

Sizeof cabinet,
in. long, 44 in. w Hie
and Io % in. high.

The cabinet
substantially made
of w e I l-seasoned
oak, and is the best
low-priced cabinet
ever devised. It is
arranged for the
crystals to stand on
their edges ; has 784
divisions, each di-
vision the exact
size for its respec-
tive glass, making
it impossible for
any bad mix-up in
nimibers,willadmit
open-face crystals
Irons 7 to 221a, and
Ii unting crystals,
sizes and heights
separately from xt
to 2t}. Each di-
vision has an aver-
age spacu for
doxenscrystals,giv-
ing the cabinet 3
total capacity of
98 gross.

Price, $6.50, less cash discount.
Price of Cabinet with 6 gross Genevas, 12 to 2011 inclusive.

2 gross Mi-Concaves, 16 to 211A "

$22.50 N'sr..
SPECIAL,TY—Promptnemm, Iii Pilling MenU Oractri4.

Nor is Heaven's First Law.
This certainly applies to the keep-

ing of watch glasses in a systematic
manner.

The Economy Crystal Cabinet
Nvill not only accomplish this perfectly,
but pay for its cost in a short time, by
doing away with breakage and loss of
time which you have with a less perfect
system.

Genevas, 20 cts. per doz.; $2.25 gross.
46Mi-Concaves, 25 " 2.50
64Pat. Genevas, 45 " " 5.00
66Parallels, 45 " 5.00
44Extra Thick Mi-Concaves, 50 " 6.00

Lentilles, 75 " 9.00

ABOVE PRICES SUBJECT TO CASH DISCOUNT.

JOS. B. BECHTEL & CO.
VVatel-trnaker.s' and Jovvelers' Supplies

719 SANSOM STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.

JEreizr Lzre...Er
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PASTE IT IN YOUR HAT
That when you order materials from us they come promptly, fit properly, and in a word satisfy you and your customer.

The materials listed below are a few of the staples from our large and varied stock. Send us a trial order and let us convince you that you
%%111 get full value for your money.

E. CI J. S. MAINSPRINGS are finely tempered, polished and accurately gauged for length, width and strength. They are coiled .
and wrapped ,q dozen in a paper. We keep them for all sizes and styles of American Watches.Price, $1.25 per dozen or $14.25 per gross. Per gross with 20-drawer solid oak Cabinet, $16.00. 6 per cent. discount for cash.SUPERIOR MAINSPRINGS—for a dollar mainspring positively cannot be equaled. We guarantee them to give 1)erIectsatis-
iLCtiOfl in every respect.

Price, $1.00 per dozen or $11.25 per gross. Per gross with 20-drawer solid oak Cabinet, $13.00, 6 per cent. discount for cash.
have all styles for American Watches.

HERCULES MAINSPRINGS—Low-priced, but good. Quality better than many springs- that are sold for more money. WePrice, 75 cents per dozen or 88.75 per gross. Per gross with zo-drawer solid oak Cabinet, $10.50. 6 per cent. discount for cash.AMERICAN-MADE BALANCE STAFFS AND BALANCE JEWELS.E. & J. S. ?rade.
Balance t._.tatis.
Per dozen.

Waltham v8, 16, 6 and 0 size, $1.00Elgin IS, 16, 6 and 0 size, 1.00Illinois 18, 16 and 6 size, Looliampden 18 and 6 size, Loo .Rockford 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00Columbus 18, ;6 and 6 size, Lon

Our Specialty

Eagle grade.
Balance Stan.
Per dozen.

E. h J. S. grade.
Balance Jewels.

Per dozen.

Eagle grade.
Balance Jewels.

Per dozen.
$ .75 81.50 $ •75.75 . 1.50 .75.75 " 1.50 .75.75 1.50 .75.75
.75

is the proper and prom filling of tool and material orders. We have the stock and a force that is trained to the
business, and are continually devising means by which we can give our customers better service and make them feel that we are interested in keep-
ing their trade by faithful and careful attention to their small orders as well as larger ones.Our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue is the standard for goods in this line. We send it free of charge on
receipt of request and business card. If our book has not reached you, send us your name fora copy.

E. eic J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

THE WISE JEWELER
MAKES THE MOST MONEY

He takes advantage of every turn. He buys carefully, discounts his bills, sells
advantageously, keeps his stock clean, saves the filings and sweepings from work-bench
and floor.

But saving the sweepings is only the first step. Getting all of the money possible
out of them is the real thing.

Each jeweler demonstrates that he is wise

We pay higher prices than any other smelters in the land. We can and do smelt
each barrel of sweeps from $5.00 to $15.00 less expense than any others. The jeweler
receives the benefit.

And our way of handling business is thoroughly satisfactory.
We smelt your sweepings and mail check for consignment five days from the date

it reaches us. Your shipments of old gold and silver are kept separate until we hear
from you. If our offer should not be acceptable, which seldom if ever occurs, we at
once return consignment intact and bear all expense ourselves.

After years of experience we have found this the most satisfactory way. It is far
ahead of melting and running the chance of your being dissatisfied with returns.

It will pay you to send us your scraps, old gold and silver,

We can really do this because we buy enormous quan-
tities, do our own smelting and keep our furnaces busy all
the time. Years of experience enable us to operate at a
minimum cost, and our system of determining values is
well nigh faultless.

Thousands of Jewelers from Caribou, in Maine, to
San Diego, By The Sea, sell us their sweeps.

Why don't you?

Sweep Smelters, Refiners an Assayers

Office, 63 an 65 Washington Street
Works, 58th an Throop Streets
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We Make Wall Cases and Show Cases
of the Latest Designs

Fig. 55. Show Case. Fig. lob. Table.

It's the dealer
who appreciates artistic merit
and the finer details
of manufacture,
and
the undeniable fact
that to-day's profit is
a small asset
compared to
the satisfied customer
secured by a quality sale,
who is interested
in our product.

QUEEN CITY SILVER CO.
Makers of

Plated Hollowware

CINCINNATI

If you are in need of

SHOW CASES,
WALL CASES,
TABLES, ETC.

write us for prices and designs, saying what you areparticularly interested in, and we will send you cutsaccordingly.

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.
Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Ont.

Makers of the y".„4,,,,t tzfe4swhyr Show Cases

664$00 ‘ s, 0-40 ‘G`tOU ‘4$_00 ‘cl$AU ‘CIttiC5

GET

A PORTE
TCH :SCHOOL

t.k.=

CATALOGUE
J. L. HUTCHINSON, Proprietor

LA PORTE, IND.

,c1kr-itt

296 Relief Collar Buttons
SOLD BY ONE JEWELER IN SIX MONTHS AND
NOT A COMPLAINT FROM THE WEARERS

COMBINING ALL THE GOOD FEATURES OF A LEVER ANDSEPARABLE BUTTON WITHOUT ANY OF THEIR DEFECTS
MADE IN ONE PIECE—NO SPRINGS TO BREAK
CAN BE USED FOR CUFFS, COLLAR, AND TO HOLD TIE AT BACK.A SMALL HEAD THAT DOES NOT TEAR THE BUTTONHOLE.A FLATTENED POST TO KEEP BAR IN PLACE UNTIL TURNED TOREMOVE COLLAR AND CUFFS. A PERFECT BUTTON IN EVERY WAY

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER. Should your Jobbernot have them, write and we will send address ofnearest wholesaler.

REID & ORR CO., 123 Broadway, ROCHESTER,
Manufacturers and Solo Agents for the 1. S.

MINN.

Take Advantage of the General Prosperity Now Assured
by always keeping a good variety of 

They best meet the general desire for something good and handsome at a price

Our Trade

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN
AMERICA

Mark guarantees
( QUALITY,

), STYLE and
( FINISH.

that affords the RETAILER a good profit.
We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinementfor more than fifty years.

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES.
Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO
7

Maiden Lane
• New York

2i5

Orders accurately filled from any Catalogue

are the best, the  most reliable, have quality, finish,

strength and durability, are coiled and tagged,
put up in the most convenient manner, and
are " Guaranteed for One Year."

BEWARE OF
IMITATION

Important
Notice.

With a first
order of one gross of the "Impe-

rial" American or SWISS Maln-
springs,we send gratis our improved

handsome polifthed Solid Black
Walnut, Oak or Cherry Mainspring

Cabinet, as shown in cut. It is well made,
cabinet finished and dovetailed throughout, and

the cover closes with a patent snap lock, nickel-plated.
It is the only cabinet made that will properly systematize

and keep in thorough order the many American and Swiss
mainsprings necessary at the present time, and will be greatly

appreciated by all watchmakers. Besides being very useful, it
makes a very handsome appearance. it has twenty drawers, with

fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the top is arranged in grooves for
thirty-six screw-top glass bottles for watch and jobbing materials. It

will hold 6 GROSS Imperial American or Swiss Springs. We
also include two sets of perforated gummed labels, with name, number and

size of the springs, so the drawers can be numbered as desired. These numbers
correspond to a directory of all American springs which is printed on the inside

cover,showing the correct style,width and strength byDennison's Stan-
dard Mainspring Gauge, and the proper numbers and names for ordering.

CABINET SENT GRATIS

1 
None GENUINE unless

coiled and tagged,marked
"  IMPERIAT;Trind bear-
ing our Registered Trade-
Mark as shown in cut.

with 30 screw-top bottles.

•

GREEN BROS.
6 Maiden Lane, New York.

Importers, Fine Grade Watch Material, Tools, OpticalManufacturer.and Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies
Exporters,

" it will pay you. it you want Good and Ouick Service and Genuine American 

Watch Material, to send us your orders."

'

TN' 
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The Cabinet Itself Is worth S8.00,
and Is far superior In appearance
than Is represented by the cut.

OOPYRIOHTIO, Io, ItY ORM OWL. NOW YOU



tbe :rands Engraver
Braymer, Mo., Jan. 15,

A. E. Francis, Cleveland, Ohio.
Dear Sir :—It is claimed by an-

other Engraving Co. that theirs is
not the oldest machine made. That
it has taken the highest honors at
several expositions. Was your ma=
chine shown at all of these exposi-
tions? If so, how did you happen
to get left? What other machines
competed ? Have you gotten up a
new hollowware attachment? If
so, please explain how it works.

Yours truly,
(Signed) S. M. COFFMAN.

The questions asked in the above
letter are such that the answers would
be of interest to anyone

i
 thinking of buy-

ing a machine. It s with pleasure that
I answer each in full as follows : Stephen
I). Engle's patent was dated September
6th, 1881, and my original patent was
dated March 15, 1881. This gives me
nearly six months priority of invention
of the stationery graver.

My machine has never been shown
at any fair, convention, exhibition or
exposition, and has never competed with
any other machine for any honors, me-
dals, diplomas, or awards of any kind.
I have never been aware of an oppor-
tunity to compete for such awards.

The Pan-American Exposition in the
Empire State this year offers unexcep-
tional inducements for promoting trade,
cheaply accessible to the majority of the
jewelers in the Union, it will probably
.be visited by more American jewelers
than have ever attended anyone previous 

iexhibition. The diploma s a work of
art, designed by Raphael Beck.

Ever since engraving machines have
, been made hollowware has proved a
perplexity. It has taxed ingenuity to
contrive anything that could be offered
as a fair apology for such an attachment.
Success in the management of this dif-
ficult question depends largely on the
available space under the graver. It is ENGRAof the greatest importance that the
graver has a large field to work in. If it can be brought well forward, and
be carried far back, and the article can be moved in the same way, theopportunities for bringing these together, as desired, are greatly increased.Here we have a slim pitcher twelve inches high, with a narrow band twoIndies from the bottom on which the inscription is to be cut. It will requireten inches of space back of the graver to manage it at all, and if there isfourteen it can be quicker adjusted. Perhaps you have a pitcher with abulging body ; with a place for the name so situated that the pitcher mustbe tilted either forward or to the rear to level the contracting or expandingportion under the graver.

When marking hollowware with any machine it is best to set one letterat a time, trace, remove and replace by the next. The article must then berotated the distance that the next space and letter will occupy. If it waspossible to successfully accomplish this so far with any other machine butfife Francis, on all kinds of ware, failure would be complete in cuttingunless you could turn the graver. Some machines have been constructedso that the field of the graver was limited to a very few inches forward andback. It is something that few think of in buying a machine the first time,but they never forget it a second time.
The Spencer-Harris, the original engraving machine, was not largeenough to manage hollowware, except some of the smallest pieces, but theinventor recognized the value of a turning point, and rigged it with stringand pulleys. The machine that has been sold most extensively, except theFrancis, was invented by Williams Wight. He braved the trouble ofgrinding gravers to a center for the superiority of a turning point on ovalware, applying it with the string and pulleys of the Spencer-Harris. Wightcarried the work to the tool instead of the reverse, the weight of the articlefell on the pressure lever that controlled the cutting. Heavy articles effecteddelicacy of touch against the graver. Engle moved a stationery tool to thewerk in a small field. Raising the graver arm for large work run it up the'scale for smaller letters. The smallest letter the machine could make wasthe largest that could be put on the largest article the machine could take.The work was done so far above the type table that it could be under theeye 'only when the operator was standing, and this struck Dock as beingwrong side up, so in June, 1886, he patented it turned upside down. Histype table was not transparent so he could see the work only when he lookedunder it, but it reversed the hollowware scale so that the larger the articlethe larger the letter could be. " Dock used a stationary graver, being com-

pelled to do so because the work was not always . under the eye of theoperator: The inventor of the little Dresden machine showed his appre-ciation of the tutting point by putting a crank on the top of the graver stock.

Send for references and v

The Independent came to light in the
town where I had whittled out the
patterns for the Old Francis. It took the
stationary graver tind ttpplied it just as
I dropped it.

The old Francis had scope enough
to take in the largest ice pitcher, and
put the graver where the lettering was
desired.

The only correctly constructed ma-
chine capable of safely cutting hollow-
ware is one having a tool geared to
arbitrarily respond to the touch, so that
you can always know that it will face
the problem of cutting from a high to a
lower point on oval surfaces. Such a
machine is the only one that a careful,
intelligent and experienced person would
choose in an attempt to cut any surface
that is much rounding. Anything else
will jeopardize the beauty of the. article
and the favor of your customer. Talk
that hollowware is a thing of the past
is flat. Cut glass is beautiful, but too
expensive and too fragile to supply the
more ordinary uses to which silver. and
plated ware is so well adapted. They
will be manufactured and sold as long
as hollowware used. In speaking of
hollowware, more is meant than cups
and steins ; every conceivable thing that
is round, or Very oval, from small stuff
the size of a thimble up, has to be
worked in the same way for successful
machine work. The list comprises
nearly half of the various forms into
which metals are wrought and sold as
sterling goods, plated ware and novel-
ties. Besides hollowware, cake baskets,
bread trays and salvers demand scope
in the range of a machine. For such
things it ought to be able to cut letters
in the center of anything eighteen inches
in diameter the smallest way. There
should also be a clear swing under the
graver to the floor, to accommodate
such things as canes and umbrellas. A
machine with which such things cannot
be cut is liable any day to become a

VER NO. I source of disappointment to your cus-
tomer and embarrasment to yourself.This reminds me of an incident that occurred in one of our Western citieswhere I had dropped in to see a genial jeweler when on the road lastfall. I was a stranger and found him too busy to approach. He wasshowing his new " engraving machine " to a jovial, but rheumatic, friendwho carried a heavy, gold-headed cane. The jeweler had sold him thecane two years before, promising to engrave it when he got a machine,and, of course, to the friend this was just the opportunity. He extendedit saying : •

'
, 
Please put A. R. K. on the top."

The jeweler looked up at the machine as he reached for the cane, thenhe seemed struck with an idea. It did not escape the keen eye of thejocose friend, who instantly remarked :
" Of all the things you carry in stock canes and mnbrellas needengraving most. Put Stolen from A. R. K. on it."
" Don't you want me to put Stolen from the Ark on it?" asked thejeweler.
" Yes," replied the friend, " if you think you can get it on in time forthe next flood."
The jeweler turned to me and asked what he could do for me. I repliedthat I was " an engraving. machine fiend."
"Selling the Francis?" he asked.
" That's the argument I offer," I replied.
" Bring in your machine, and we will see if you can do anything for myfriend here, who wants the Lord's Prayer and a history of the flood put onhis cane head. Can you do it?"
" I'll do something to it, if he gives me the chance he gave you."I engraved the cane head, and sold the jeweler a Francis. The twofriends were discussing a rather serious joke on the jeweler when I left tocatch the East bound " limited " to make another soul happy.Yes, I have gotten up a new hollowware attachment. A dandy. Itcan be used on any Francis machine having a turning point. A swinging,tilting, rotating, long open and shut attachment, with wooden disks and •avise In which an endless variety of things, both great and small, can befastened, revolved, tilted, and swung to any angle with the utmost ease.It is used by removing the machine's circle, and setting circular attachmentin its place. It is a source of pleasure to me to have such a fine attachmentto offer. I have never seen a hollowware attachment before the usefulnessof which a " Philadelphia lawyer " could understand. This can tell its ownstory without directions. You catch it at a glance. Orders for it Cannot befilled until after my No. 3 machines are out, which I am hurrying to beready for the Pan-American Exposition.

altutble information, addressing

A. E. FRANCIS, 780 Cedar Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

LOW-PRICED STEEL SPECTACLES

COQUILLE MI-COQUILLE

402

No. 402. Coquille. Blued Frame. " 00 " size
lenses, Smoke, Blue and Green, in light, medium and
dark shades.

•No..402.%• Nickel-plated Frame.

No. 402. Mi-coquille. Blued Frame.
lenses, in light, medium and dark shades

No. 4O2. Mi-coquille. Nickel-plated Pratne

silc

403

No. 403. Coquille. Blued Frame. " 00 " size
lenses, Smoke, Blue and Green, in light, medium and
dark shades.

No. 403. Nickel-plated Frame.

No. 403. Mi-coqdille. Blued Frame. " 0' size
lenses, in light, medium and dark shades.

No. 4O34. mi-coquille. Nickel-plated Frame.

OUR NEW N. 713

No. 713. Coquille. Blued Frame. Made with hoop
bridge, to fit elnsely to the face. "00 " size lenses,
Smoke, Blue and (;:.eett

No. 713• Nickel-plated Frame.

(These styles can be furnished in" 0" size Mi-coquille.)

7031 FOR CHILDREN

No. 703. Children's Coquille. Blued Frame. Hoop
bridge. Our "13" size lenses.

No. 70334. Nickel-plated Frame.

(These styles can be furnished in Mi-coquille.)
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Order from your jobber. u the firm to whom you send your order does not carry our

goods in stock, we will send you descriptive circulars and direct you to the nearest Jobber who sells

our line. We open no rekril: accorwls.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.
S T A 13 I S T.; I) 1 s 7

READING, PA.
DAILY PRODUCTION, to,000 PAIRS.



No. •.! Powvr No. 2 II Foot Press.
1-28th size.

No. 1 A Foot Press.
1-29th size.

No. 1 Screw Press.
1-35111 size,

No. 3 D Power Press.
I-32d size.

Here's an opportunity to buy an excellent bench cheap.
These benches are made of the best seasoned and kiln-dried
woods. Every part is joined perfectly an every drawer works
properly. They are known over the country as the " Chicago
Bench," anD when comparing with others be sure to read care-
fully the description—note the number of drawers and also
remember the " Chicago Benches" are absolutely guaranteed.
A good bench cannot be made for less money.

[Send us samples of the
work which you with to
ailitd.7ith production

No. 5 Plain Drop Press.
1-54th size,

90"....e7%?-•

No. 5 Automatic Drop Press.
1-59th size.

WESTERN OFFICE

MERCANTILE BANK BUILDING

CLEVELAND, OHIO

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
1-45th size.

No. 9 Rolling Mill.
1-150th size.

No. 2 Draw Bench.
1-1251h size.

No. 6 11 Power Press, Geared.
1-43d size.

This cut illustrates our No. I Bench.
It has eight drawers ; also an apron
drawer and a chalk hole. It is well made
and nicely finished.

Size : 40 inches high, 40 inches long,
20 inches wide.

No. 1. Walnut, . each, $10.00
No. I. Oak or Birch, " 9.50

No. 2.

This Bench has ten drawers, which
are locked automatically, one of them is
arranged for chucks. It has also an apron
drawer and a vise-rest.

Size . 44 inches long, 26 inches wide,
40 inches high on top, with casters.
Curtain raises inches.

No. 2. Walnut, . . each, $19.00
No. 2. Oak or Birch, " 17.00

No. 4.

This Bench is a new style. The cur-
tain folds down like in No. 2. It is
finished in oil finish and rubbed down.
It is by far the nicest and best made
bench in the market.

Size : 44 inches long, 26 inches wide,

40 inches high, on casters. Curtain
raises 9 inches.

No. 4 Walnut, each, $25.00
No. 4. Oak or Birch, " 22.00

We have the most complete Material Department in the world. Our Tools are always the best money can buy.

If you haven't received our special catalogue for material, drop us a line. It contains over 600 pages.

STAR * BRAND Your stock of Materials and Tools is probably low—neg-
lected during the rush of the busy season. We would
like the opportunity of filling a sample order from you, and
call your attention to a few of our specialties listed below.
We guarantee prompt service and first-class goods. We
I lave had twenty years' experience in filling material orders.

* STAR " Brand American Mainsprings, extra
quality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rust
tin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen ; $9.25 per gross.

Balance-Staffs made for American Movements, and American-made Cock
and Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. If not

satisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.
Waltham, 0, 1, 16 and IS sizes, 65 cents dozen.
Elgin, 0 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents
Hampden, 6, 16 and 18 "
Illinois, 6, 16 and 18 "
Columbus, 111 "
Rockford, 18 "
Trenton, 18 "
N. Y. Standard, It
Seth Thomas, 6 and 19 "
Atlas and Sun Dial, 6 and 18 .•

*" STAR " Brand American Roller-
Jewels, one gross (12 dozen) nicely
assorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles, for
the leading makes of American watches,
perfect fit. Special price, complete,$2.75,
or 25 cents per dozen.

Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,
75 cents and $1.25 per gross.

Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per
gross, 25 cents.

* " STAR " Brand American Long
Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12
dozen). nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,
12 bottles, for the leading makes. Price
complete,Special, S1.75 (dozen,2o cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,
American sizes, 2, 3, 4 oz., assorted, one
dozen on card. 25 cents.

Rolled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round
twist, assorted, per dozen, O. cents;
square, per dozen, 60 cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 30 cents.

tint Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,
per dozen, lo cents.

65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents

Prompt attention given to Old Gold and Silver forwarded
to us by mail or express.

Southwest Corner Halsey and Marshall Streets

American Pendant Screws, a very
handy screw for holding in stein, per
gross, well assorted, so cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass
Screws, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.

rlascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 cts.
* " STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,
ill box, per gross, 75 cents.

Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch
Bows,O, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, round, assorted
on card, per dozen, $1.75 ; antique, per
dozen, $2.00.

Gold Solder ( N) Brand, low karat, very
easy flowing,per dwt.,20CtS.; 6 dwt.,$1.00

Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,
ill OZ. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.

Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen
nicely assorted on card. Per card, oo cts.

Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars
and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,

American Winding Stem Combina-
tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keys
of all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,
Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, complete
outfit ; per box, $1.00.

Mr All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

No. 5.

This Bench is substantially made,
durable and superior to anything of the
same price in the market.

Size : 40 inches high, 40 inches long,
20 inches wide.

No. 5. Elm, (Walnut, Oak or 
each,Cherry finish),   $8.50

No. 7.

Our No. 7 Watchmakers' Bench is
well made, of elm, and finished in natural
color, which is nearly like oak.

Size : 44 inches long, 26 inches wide,
40 inches high on top, with casters.
Curtain elevates ç inches.

No. 7.   Each, $14.25

No. 9.

Our No. 9 Watchmakers' Bench is
the cheapest bench we make. It is well
made, of elm, and finished in oak only.

Size : 40 inches long, 20 inches wide,
40 inches high.

No. 9.  

AND DELIVERED FREE AT ANY CHICAGO

burns gasoline and gives 100-candlepower light.
There is no smoke, no odor, no clogging. The burner is
so constructed that gas travels continuously through the
flame, hence is at all times absolutely steady. The light
may be regulated as with a kerosene lamp, turning it as
low as desired and it never smokes.

This Lamp is invaluable to those requiring a. steady,
brilliant, white light. It has given almost universal satis-
faction. Wu solicit investigation and will send catalogue
On request.

The Imperial Gas Lamp Co.
132 and 134 E. Lake St. CHICAGO, ILL,

Wholesale Jewelers

131-137 Wabash Avenue
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Fine Oak Wall Show Cases
Handsome Figtures in a store do not only beautify it, but are also a great advertisement. You also 

know when

clocks and silverware are displayed to a good advantage, they not only sell faster, but bring bette
r prices and

INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS AND PROFIT.
These handsome Oak Wall Cases we have made in large quantities and sell them to you at

 just about manu-

facturer's cost. All we ask is, when you are in the market for silverware and clocks you will give us an o
p-

portunity to figure with you, for with our immense stock and low prices we know that we can i
nterest you.

11lni•rpf Fir Mir 
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•

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe

which includes Taper Chuck and its Steel Center, 
Tailstock Spindle and its Steel

Center, Screw Chuck, 6 ;.-inch Cement Chucks, a
nd 9 feet Round Belting.

$27.00, LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

OUR NEW BEGINNER'S OUTFIT. EVERY JEWELER who contempl.a
es or is about to embark in business for himself, should TAKE

ADVANTAGE of this EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY to put in 
his outfit of tools.

No. II. WALL CASE. OA K ON 1. Y.

No. 44. Case 8 Feet Long, Oak Only. Dimensions : Height, 9 feet 2% inches ;

length, 8 feet •, width of base, 2 feet 3 inches ; depth of show case, 17% inches ; glass,

best quality, double thick, full length in doors and sides ; size of glass in each do
or,

40x 54. Well adapted for the display of goods ; has six large commodious drawers and

two cupboards for storing extra stock ; the doors are made to slide on brass tracks,

making the case practically dust-proof. This case is constructed in a first-class man-

ner and well finished ; shipped in knock-down. Net Cash, 1844.00.

FINE SWISS REGULATOR
IN OAK

Beat Quality
Swisa Movement
I,ln lacapernent

RETAINING POWER AND

COMPENSATION PENDULUM.

No. 41. Oak only, glass sides, 12-inch dial,
sweep second ; height, 87 inches ; width,
23% inches. Net cash, 830.00.

No. 43. WALL CASE. OAK ONLY.

No. 43. Case 8 Feet Long, Oak Only. Made in oak. Dimensions : Height, 8 feet

6 inches ; length, 8 feet ; width inside of case, x8 inches ; width of base outside, 27 inches.

The doors slide on brass tracks, fitted with glass of the best quality, double thick, full

length glass in both doors and sides ; has two shelves on brackets ; cupboards in base for

storing surplus stock. The case is made throughout of the best materials and well

finished ; it is as good in design and finish as any $75.00 case you can buy, and we make

the price so low that none need be without it ; shipped in knock-down.

Net Cash, $39.00.

OIZE
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NEW IMPROVED

King Ike Engraving Block
Complete with attachments, including pad,

$5.00
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The above tool outfit, as per illustrations, without lathe, $11.00.

If taken with BENCH,

FOOT-WHEEL and LATHE,

COMPLETE FOR

No. 8635. POLISHING LATHE;
solid oak table, steel spindle with babbit
bearings ; wrench, belting, etc., complete,
83.85 net.

No. 8030. LATHE No. 8035. With
polishing set, as follows : I felt buff, I felt
ring buff, i emery wheel, x inside case
buff, x cotton wheel buff, i box tripoli, x
cotton ring buff, i two-row wheel brush,
I inside case brush, x three-row wheel
brush, t box rouge, complete for

85.35 net.

I

Ilbowtog the Block Carnal. tvlat 0411 Bata on Wog 11.4. Ialautolog lb. Stlotit *lib/Wawa

. •

OAK FINISH BENCH.

Well made. Is 40 inches high, 40 inches long
and 20 inches wide. Price, $7.78.

$43." NET CASH
PINE 40-lb. FOOT-WHEEL.

First-class in every respect
Warranted for 5 years.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., CHICAGO, ILL.
101-103-105-107 State Street,
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A PROFITABLE
SIDE LINE.

Because of their general
quick-selling qualities, a
line of GRAPHOPHONES
makes a most profitable
addition to the stock of a
jeweler or optician.

Liberal discounts to the
trade. Write to our near-
est office.

THE GRAPHOPHONE GRAND, Si50
THE HOME GRAND, Sioo

THE COLUMBIA GRAND, 5o
Other Styles of Graphophones

from $5.00 up

111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Loudest
Clearest

Smoothest
Cheapest

GREATEST VARIETY

GRAND RECORDS, $1 each

SMALL RECORDS, 50c. each,
$5 per dozen

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR
OWN RECORDS ON

THE GRAPHOPHONE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 21 AND RECORD LIST
For sale by dealers throughout the world and by the

QII,UMBIA PHONOGRAPH e,)MPPINY
NEW YORK, 143-145 Broadway.

Retail Branch, 1155, 1157, 1159 Broadway.
CHICAGO, 88 Wabash Ave.

LONDON, 122 Oxford Street, W.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St.
BALTIMORE, 110 East Baltimore St.
BUFFALO, 313 Main St.

PARIS, 34 Boulevard des Italiens.

ST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive St.
WASHINGTON, 919 Pennsylvania Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, 125 Geary St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 306 Nicollet Ave.

BERLIN, 65-A Friedrichstrasse.

241

Established in
18.68

242

We manufacture all kinds of

244 Beall 245

Incorporated in
1898

Issa siJommoll 431111
246 247 2 Vi

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only.

Retail jewelers can get our goods from all jobbers.

Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co.
Pawtucket, Rhode IslandChicago Office:

103 State Street, Columbus Memorial Building.

411•11•11.11

Wo Ilani You Wad Mailing
We employ only Expert Watchmakers.

All Jobs promptly executed.

We can save you money on your Repair Work.

M. S. Fleishman Company, Wholesale Jewelers, Masonic Temple, Chicago

If the Outfit described in February Keystone is too high for you,
why not something less expensive?

Nos. 2, 3 and 4, S. G. Hand Mills, for Plain Rings.

The list of machinery described below

will cost you less than $125.00. Profits

will soon pay for them.

One No. 3 Improved Double-Geared
Hand Mill, with flat rolls.

One No. 2 Improved Single-Geared
Hand Mill, with one flat and one
plain ring roll.

One pair No. 2 Square Wire Rolls, to
interchange in the No. 2 Improved
Single-Geared Mill.

These Mills have all the latest improve

ments, and are fully guaranteed.

Nos. 3 and 4 D. G. Hand Mills, Flat Rolls.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Send for our Catalogue and Circulars 

1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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These clocks have been christened the "Kings of Clockdom," and they
have justly earned the proud title—there is no clock in the market that can

compare with them. They have always held, and always will hold, first

place in the estimation of dealers and their customers.

ALL Oak
Half-Hour Strikes
6-in. Dial
23 in. high, 17 in. wide

Price, .75 Dozen.
The Latest Addition ! • 7.50 Grose.

"REGENT" Case Springs.
TRY THEM

and see how yott like them.

Solid Oak Cabinet FREE
with first order for One Gross

" Regent " Mainsprings
60 Metal-Top Vials, $1.60 extra.

"REOENT BRAND."
Fasiest Fitting Case Spring Made. Made

ill 0, 6, 16, 18 Sizes. Both Lifting and Catch.

Price, 50 Cents per dozen.

Price, $ .15 Dozen.
" 1.50 Gross.

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

SIX DIFFERENT
PATTERNS

packed securely in one box

Waltham Movements Ingraham Clocks
Prominent Elgin Movements Ansonia Clocks

Distributing New England Watches Rogers Bros. 1847 Flatware
Jobbers of Gold and Plated Jewelry

are from flee NEW DESIGNS made ly Heienberger 6- Lind,

the leading makers qf JEWELERS' FINDINGS, ORNA-

Write us—or call if you can. Correspondence has careful and prompt attention. \Vhen in Cincinnati, we invite you to 
examine

our Spring Stocks for the purpose of satisfying yourself where it is to your best interest to buy.

SHALL WE SEND YOU OUR CLOCK CATALOGUE? It's free for the asking.

"By Using Our Goods Your Goods Will Sell," is a trite motto with
a world of meaning to wide-awake dealers.

Among the H. & L. latest new goods are a handsome line of

BODICE BUCKLES, EBONY MOUNTS, BUCKLES, BROOCH,

HAT AND SCARF PINS, METAL ORNAMENTS, ETC.

tleimberger & Lind
158 Pine Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

is the best season to attend.
To enter, write us at once

for terms and make advance
engagement, as we only accept
a LIMITED number of pupils
at one time.
We devote our entire time to

their Instruction and Advance-
ment.
When desired, we get posi-

tions forall Graduates, as there
is a great demand for our pupils.
We have a Special Short

Course for advanced engravers.
Correspondence Solicited.

M. L. L,ANDIS,
94.96 Miami Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Send for list of Fine “raverF,
or see page 112, February Keystone. M. L. LANDIS, PROPRIETOR AND INSTRUCTOR.

Fairbury,

The best I have used.
A. I I. Mundt.

Binghamton, N. Y.

Well pleased.
I,. F. Soggs.

Janesville, Wis.

Works fine.

Chas. B. Withingtoo.

Lawrence, Mass.

Flows easy and holds
very strong.

Donaldson Optical Co.

Cumberland, Md.

Well pleased.
C. T. Hayden.

Piiot Grove, Mo.

The best solder I ever
used.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY
CLOCKS, TOOLS, MATERIAL

SILVERWARE

N. E. Cor. Fourth an Plum Sts.
Right on your way uptown from the Grand Central Depot

B. F. Futwell.

Danvers, Mass.

I like It very much.
John W. Babbitt.

Albany, N.Y.

Well pleased with It.
T. B. Wilson.

St. Louis, Mo.



Our Beautiful New Patterns of KEYSTONE Solid Gold Cases

illustrate first of all the superiority of the
fect machine. There is a grace of outline, a
that only human fingers, guided by skill and
the hundreds of new patterns now at the

skilled human hand over even the most per-
finesse of ornamentation, a richness of finish
genius, could evolve. Here are a few of
service of the trade:

These new patterns will stand out in bold
small springs and joints, the exquisite hand-
an individuality that fascinates people of taste

attractiveness in the richest case stock. The

worked detail, the distinctive color, give them

and culture.
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RIVETT
LATHES

There are more made
and sold than all the
others put together.

Investigate
You will find it is MERIT
that has brought us from
the Smallest to the Largest
manufacturers of tools in
our line.

ktr4
VZ,>3

Faneuil Watch
Tool Co.

Brighton,Boston,Mass.,
U. S. A.

TO THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

Something New!

Perfection
Chamois
Watch Bag

Oil tanned, non-tarnishable.
Overstitched in assorted colors.
To be had in o, 6, 12, 16 and

18 size.
The construction of this bag is

such that when taking your watch
from vest pocket it will remain in
the bag.

Fleming's
Patent
Corrugated
Universal
Case Springs

Sole Agents,

Henry Zimmern & Co Importers of Watchmakers'and Jewelers' Supplies,
47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Sole Depot for the superior and well-known U.S. American Mainsprings.
Headquarters for Ajax Insulators.

ESTABLISHED 1880
FOR ESTABLISHED JEWELERS ONLY

AN AUCTION
For Reliable Jewelers is an assured success if con-
ducted by my system. No injury to your reputation
and a positively successful venture if conducted by
the Recognized Leading Jewelers' Auctioneer,

P. J. BURROUGHS
103 STATE STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

REPERENOES
I give below a list of firms who are among the largest and most favorably known among the jewelers of America and Canada, for all of whomI have conducted sales, Any one of whom I believe will be glad to inform you of my success and methods in conducting auction sales :

A. K. Camp Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Dillon, Wheat gc Hancher

Wheeling, W. Va.
W. D. Testen, Houston, Texas.
J. E. Mitchell, Fort Worth, Texas.
J. 1). Leys, Butte Mont.
Knepfly & Sons jewelry Co.,

Dallas, Texas.
Eustis Bros., Minneapolis, Minn.
Lytle Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Bohm-Bristol Company, Denver, Colo.
W. H Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
A Feldenheimer, Portland, Oregon.
D Rosenberg. Rochester, N. Y.
Dodd, Werner & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,

Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio,
I wo sales.

C. J. Steinan, Cincinnati, Ohio.
A. & J. Plant, Cincinnati, Ohio.
A. Sicilian, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cady & Olmstead, Kansas City, Mo.
Anderton & Eberhardt Co ,

Dayton.Ohio.
M. Wunsch & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Al. German, Lis Angeles, Cal,
11. Al ort on, San Jose, Cal
A. I. Hall & Son, San Francisco, Cal.
C. S. Raymond, Omaha, Nebr.,

two sales.
Steinmetz Jewelry Co., Helena, Mont.

Barre Bros. Co , Winnipeg, Man.,
two sales.T. R. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.

J. W. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
A, H. Simon, St. Paul, SI inn., two sales.
\V. It Clapp, Chicago, Ill.vv. T. Irvine, I,a Crosse, Wis.
David 13. Harris, Fulton, Mo.
Joseph & Fish, Chicago, Ill.
E. Hallett, Lincoln, Nebr., two sales.
G Willeke, Springfield, filo.,two sales.

Baldwin & Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
A Pinovert Saratoga, N. Y.
Wilson & Cutting, Winona, Minn.
A. i. Threadgale, Taylor, Texas.

11. Ilahn, Lansing, Mich.
Worden & Morris, Fort Wayne, Ind.
C. S. Dunce, Davenport, Iowa,

two sales.
I). Domnau & Bro., Waco, Texas.
M. 13 Wright & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
1\1. J. Benjamin, Denver, Colo.

two sales.
J Hilt Fremont, Ohio, four sales.
John Leith, Bay City, finch.
The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.,

Kansas City Mo.
W. A. Pfister, Sheboygan, Wis.
Geo. Beemer, Lead, South Dakota.

0. F. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. II Talifafero, Jackson, Tenn.
G. VV. lirown, Cheyenne, Wyo.
H. H. Bisbee, Ludington, Mich.
C. \V. Miller, Bloomington, Ill.
Hight & Fairfield, Butte, Mont.
W. E. Crellin, Chillicothe, Mo.
Levy & Michaels, Halifax, N. S.
A. McMillan, Ottawa, Ont.
J. Ii. Williamson, Montreal, Quebec.
Sam Meyers, Denver, Colo.
Geo. VV. Biggs' stock, Pittsburg, Pa.
A. Klein, Duluth, Minn.
Barnetz fl: Ntinemacher, Columbus, Ohio,

1870

SWARTCHILD & CO
131 to 137 Wabash Ave., Silversmiths'

SWARTCHILD & CO.
erroxii: CIATAI.001.1E

Birthday stones and Chir Corresponding months

JANUARY

GARNET

FEBRUARY

AMETHYST

MARCH

BLOOD STONE

tkW,Tt t

c011 )E1PlarlairdiMegl
01D43-0,

Q45 JUNE

G' 
JUNE

EARL

APRIL

DIAMOND

MAY

EMERALD

0

0\.00

WARTC-11ILD
8L@•,
Watch Makers and
Jewelers Supplq House
Silversmiths Building

@iCq50.

JULY

RUBY

AUGUST

MOONSTONE

SEPTEMBER

SAPH IRE

OCTOBER

OPAL

COPYRIGHTED, A. I) 190o, BY SWARTCIIILD & CO.

NOVEMBER

TOPAZ

DECEMBER

TURQUOISE

1901 2,)

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'

•

Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Supply House

The
illustrations

herewith
given are
from our
2 4-page

handsomely
C olored

illustrated
catalog

/ Copyrighted)

slowing

30 different
selections

of the most
useful

jobbing
stones

required by
all jewelers.

It also
contains
valuable

information
on balance
staffs and

jewels.

If you have not
received one of
these handsome
booklets, write
for it and we
will be pleased
to send to you.
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Pair
Quality

Assorti 

•

1.,1

• 

,V1

Assortow.a...t, 
$2,76

priCCfor 

REMEMBER WE
ARE THE LEADING
TOOL tf MATERIAL
HOUSE IN THE
COUNTRY

Our 682-Page Complete Catalogue Sent on Application
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THIRTEENTH SUCCESSFUL
YEAR

Suite 1012-1013

STATE AND MADISON
STREETS,

Over 900

Champlain Bldg.

Chicago, U.S.A.

Graduates
LEADING MERCHANT JEWELERS and JOURNEYMEN endorse this •
school, which is proven by hundreds of testimonials at the disposal
of any one wishing to take a course in the art of engraving—taught
thoroughly practical in all branches. Success guaranteed. Good
positions guaranteed to faithful students. Engravers greater in
demand and better paid than ever before.

Send for prospectus. Correspondence solicited by

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Proprietor and Chief Instructor

F. R. CLAYTON, Jewelers' Auctioneer Office, 39 Stanley Terracn,• 
CHICAGO, ILL.

GREAT PALLS, MONT., December 4, igoo.Mr. P. R. Clayton has just finished a three weeks' sale for me. The profits he realized were more than satisfactory. Inmy opinion he is possessed of all the requirements that make a first-class auctioneer. He is entertaining, courteous, a goodjudge of human nature, and worked as hard for my interest as his own. I gladly recommend him to any jeweler.
W. T. Powni.t.

A FEW OE' THE

JEWELERS

FOR WHOM I HAVE

CONDUCTED SALES

A. H. Pollard, Shelbyville, III.
John Holt, Eau Claire, Wis.
D. J. Currie, Manistique, Mich.
Heller & Benton, Alexander, Ind.
A. H. Holzheimer, zo3 State Street, Ch
Frank Foot, Lake Mills, Wis.
C. E. Searl, Merrill, Wis.
C. E. Ryan, Baraboo, Wis.
E. Chase, Chicago, III.
1-1. Homer, Grand Rapids, Mich.
B. Brooks, Hillsborough, Texas.
S. W. Gray, Fort Dodge, Iowa,
Theo. Kampf, Bryan, Ohio.
0. D. Chapman, Coldwater, Mich.
L. P. Husen, Holland, Mich.
G. D. Carter, Traverse City, Mich.
K. M. Farrington, Minneapolis, Minn.
M. Cardozo, Minneapolis, Minn.
H. C. Metzl, Si. Cloud, Minn.
W. R. Doyle, Chillicothe, Mo.
G. W. Cole Stock, Denver, Colo.
J. J. Clemmer, Cresco, Iowa.
M. M. McMillen, Des Moines, Iowa.
F. F. Hallett, West Union, Iowa.

•

C. H. Haney, Hampton, Iowa.
C. L. Crawford, Peoria, Ill.
J. W. Brill & Co., La Porte, Ind.

icago. W. H. Thorp, Beaver Dam, Wis.
Davis & Heller, Terre Haute, Ind.
Amidon Bros., Hartford, Wis.
M. H. Leihenstien, San Francisco, Cal.
N. Hall, Hastings, Nebr.
C. F. Tryon, West Superior, Wis.
H. Stone, St. Joseph, Mich.
J. Urbani, Vandalia, Ill.
E. D. Beardsley, Harvard, Ill.
E. Gernand, Hoopeston, Ill.
D. Drummond, La Crosse, Wis.

WHOLESALE HOUSES:
A. C. Becken, ro3 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
New Haven Clock Co., Chicago, Ill.
Holmes & Edwards Silver Plate Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Towle Mfg. Co., 149 and rsz State Street,

Chicago, Ill.

and many others.
Mail sent to my office in my absence will be forwarded to me at once. Write for terms and particulars. All correspondence strictly confidential.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the different Exhibitions of the world

1826 1839.
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The only Medal at the World's Fair for Watch Glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

WATCH GLASSES
TheW B&C

are known to be the BEST.

Glasses

Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market.Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price.Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to buy a cheaper grade ofgoods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End."
WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try theW B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in exist-ence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never heard from afterwards.

It is a good and reliable glass you want, which is the W B & C
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SUGAR SliEll

LARGE COLD MEAT FORK

N*Ab
. SILVERSMITHS.,

'WALLING-FORD, COMM.

226 FIFTH AVE.,NEW YORK

131 TO 137 WABASH AVE CHICAGO

120 SUTTER 51.., SAN FRANCISCO

63 BASINGHALL ST., LONDON,E.C.

.................... . . ittpt91,0 '
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THE LEDOS MFG. CO.
34 & 36 Pearl St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

Watch as Materials 'tikt Jewelers' Findings
Crowns, Pendants, Bows, Solders, Fine Enamels, Seamless 

Wire and

Plate in all qualities. Gold Wire in all karats.

Walnut Crown Cabinets

–

- - ONE SET
, 16, 6 AND 0 SIZE,
ELGIN & 

WALTHAM

MOVEMENT 
WINDERS.

1 111
1:2171DMIIII1r

Jl 
101111p*1.1027,10,1 r

mum 1111011 IF 000000
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FOUR DOZEN ASSORTED

FOR

ELGIN, WALTHAM, KEYSTONE

and MAHER

PENDANT SET BARS

%.11) SLEEVES.

ie.se,ip,60. 0 SIZE ron AMERICAN
AND ANTIQUE WATCH CASES.

These Cabinets have 36 compartments and 
contain one gross 14 K. gold

Crowns, American end Antique, assorted 
for ill makes of Watch

Cases. Some assortment in Silver. Oct this 
from your Jobber. ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR GOODS

Os

The Numa Spring.
PAT. MARCH 14, 1893.

The most perfect spring made in lock
or lilt. Can be used in place ot a solid sted

or any other spring. PreSCI10 an unbroken

surface in watch case center, making the case

absolutely dust-proof. Every spring perfectly

finished and guaranteed.



F. H. JACOBSON Sc. CO.
WATCH CASE MANUFACTURERS AND REPAIRERS

88 State Street, Chicago

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver for
English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Cases Changed
Changed to 0. F.-

Silver   $ .50 to $1.75
Gold, Ladies'   1.50 to 3.00
" Gents' .   2.50 to 5.00

18 Size Am. Cases Changed to
S.W.-Gold . . $2.50 to $5.00

Gold Swiss Cases
Changed to American S. W.

Ladies' . . . . $4.50 to $6,50
Gents' . . . . 5.50 to 7.50

Old English Gold Cases
Changed to American S. W.

Htg. $7  50
0 F   6.00

Old Styles of Elgin or
Waltham Cases

Change to Reg.
0 Size or 6 Size . $3.00 to $5.50

Joints on (told Cases
On Center 
On Back . .
On Cap ..... . .
On Bezel . . ... .
Set of three Joints . . ....

Joints on Filled Cases
Oa Center. . .
On Buck
Set of three Joints

Joints on Silver Cases
1111 ('enter 
Int Back .
Set of' Bove Joints

Springs
Lin Springs 
Catch Springs

h  60
 40 

40
.40

Pendants
Soldered on (*.old

.....
Bushed, Bold . .
" Silver .

. . 5.06
.40

.... .60
.40

1.00 t'rown Fitted, tiold
" Silver

10 5.50

I Bled . 

60

Polishing
 75 (Odd  $ 25

Silver  25

limits Out  $ 10 to $ .25
Straightening ..... .25 to 2.00

(iold Bezels
Gents' si  o to 51)
Ladies' . I on to 2 no
0, I. Bezels I.7.1 to 5.50

Silver Bezels
Bunting 1107e15

0. F.
.a0

;i1.00 to 1.50

Filled Bezels  $ .65
Skylight Bezel  • 72

Bent's Gold
Lady's Gold
Silver Bows  
lillol Bows

Bows
$1 Q'',.50

2.110

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE

UP-TO-DATE TOOLS

This tool works to perfection and leaves
the ring nicely jointed for resoldering. The
quickest working tool for cutting rings to
enlarge or decrease in size.

K.& D.
RING

CUTTER

No. ioo.

NET

Gold-Plating on Cases
Good 14 K. Color, Warranted 3 Year): $3.00
" 14 K. " " 1 " 1.50

Superior Plate, 14 K. Color   1.00
Ilcild-Plated to look like Pilled . .  
sifter-Plated   $ .50 hi 1.50
N ickel-Plated   .35

Rings Gold-Plated   $ .25 to $1.00
Plain Rings Gold-Plated with Solid

1,10.01 "r Gold, Warranted 3 Years 1.25
Chains (Odd-Plated  25 to 2.00
Bracelets Bold-Plated, each  25 to 1.25

Brass Cases repaired, fitted up and
colored for stock to look like

new, in lots of several
at special prices

HALF-TONE ELECTROTYPES

No. 223 PARALLEL HAND VISE. Stronger grip than any
vise of its size.

No. 222.

LEVER VISE.

Quick working. To hold any small part of watch, screws or second-hand.

No. 41o. OPTICAL
SCREW-DRIVER.
Interchangeable blades.

Beware of cheap imitations. All of our goods are marked " K. & D."
as catalogued, carried in stock, ready to ship when ordered, and can
be procured of all jobbers of watchmakers' tools. New catalogue for
the asking.

KENDRIeK & DAVIS
LEBANON, N. H.

A SPECIALTY

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO.
Electrotypers

621 Commerce St., Philadelphia

2 More Departments Added
OPTICS with it Scientific Eye Specialist of 20 years' practice, chiefly

in Philadelphia and San liauicisco, as Instructor.

JEWELRY REPAIRING
With a first-class Manufacturing Jeweler or 25 years' experience as Instructor.

The new departments are equipped for giving the same high-class
for some film. past characterized our teaching of

service which has

Watchmaking and Engrav
The 1400 square feet uI tlllliI)oI)SI floor space, which the growth 1111
made necessary, are rapidly tilling up. l'he merits our setiiioi
and appreciated. Take is course with 11S -THE rosiTioN
FOR YOU, usually live to len places for eaeli !midi who takes a fill

WRITE POR PRCISPECTUS.

ing.
I. School recently
becoming known
Is WAITING,

I course with its.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School

E.

LANCASTER, PA.

SELLING IN LARGE QUANTITIES
"IT'S SIMPLY PEPPECT," write many oi our customers, fit n

ii*Zide-S% _uUALITY BEYOND OUESTIONIT,„„,,t it their duplicate orders.
_

Sarah Bernfiardt CHAIN BRACELET.

These Bracelets

WE SELL TO
JOBBERS

ONLY

, KEYLESS LOOK.

To open Lock; pull Knob toward edge.

are made of High-Grade Rolled-Plate and Sterling Silver Wire. Guaranteed to
give wearer entire satisfaction.

Providence Stock Co., Ifigh•Gratle
Chain
Manufacturers.

100 Stewart Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Fa

NEW YORK SALESROOM,
11 John Street.

CHICAGO SALESROOM,
131 Wabash Avenue.

OUR
Specialties
High-Grade Rolled-
Plate and Gold Filled

Vest, Dickens, Pony
and " Duke of Marl-
borough" Chains,
Woven Wire and Silk
Fobs,Lorgnette,Purse,
Fan and Neck Chains,
Bracelets, Pendants
and Bangles.

Sterling Silver
I orgnette, Purse and
Fan Chains, Bracelets,
Hearts, Bells, Beans,
Slippers and Novelties.

Solid Gold
Vest, Dickens, Pony,
Lorgnette and Neck
Chains, Bracelets,
Brooches, Scarf Pins,
Pendants and Bangles.

Our Goods Draw Trade
to You and Give You

no Trouble.

BEST PRICES
for OLD GOLD and SILVER

IT WILL PAY YOU

PROMPT\
RETURNS FOR

YOUR

OLD GOLD,
SILVER.FILINGS.
SWEEPINGS

to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER,
FILINGS, POLISHINGS, SWEEPS,
HAND-WASHINGS, ETC.

IT PAYS US
to make Prompt and Honest Returns.
We want your trade and wish to keep it.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
22 H., 88c. per dwt.
20 K., 80c. " "
18 K., 72e.
18 K., 64. "
14 K., 56c. " "

12 IC., 48c. per tin t.
10 K., 40e. "
8 K., 32c.
K., 24c. "

4 K., 1Ge. "

Silver and Platinum at market rates.

FINE GOLD AND SILVER FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED OR GRANULATED.

T. B. HAGSTOZ COMPANY Limited

AND ASSAYERS 709 Sansom Street, PhiladelphiaSMELTERS, REFINERS

WORKS: RIVERSIDE, BURLINGTON CO., N. J.

• BRUSHE5
11 GREEN 

STREET • 
NEWARK, N. J.

•

PRIMO% SET 
COMPLETE, SZ.O0, ?MAIO

COLTON, NICSTLe 
AND FEL/ 

WATCH ok.se 
NuF. •

LT 

TEL.1 AND 
COTTON RON, 

elle,

OPISTLE WW1 
A/10 ENO 

BRUNO.

AND 
COTTON turrs

%Ws,. 
r5Lis,m4c snow.

sATISFACTIOS 
(112:),SZASTITI) 

1))!■LN'

When writing . to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

HEINTZ BROS.
RING MAKERS

BUFFALO, N.Y.

We make the largest line of

Solid Gold Set Ri n gs in America
to the Retail Trade
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THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.,
FACTORY A.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE DERBY SILVER CO.,
FACTORY B.

Plated Hollowware.

DERBY, CONN.

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO., MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY,
rACTORY C.

Sterling Inlaid, Plated and Unplated Flatware.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

MANHATTAN SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY o.

Plated Hollowware.

Lyons, N. Y.

FACTORY E.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
Sterling and Plated Flatware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY F.

Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

All OUR FACTORIES
will be ready to show new Spring goods
within a few days.

Many new and exclusive designs have
been produced by us this season, and the
dealer that withholds his order until our
travelers call, will be amply repaid for this
conservative policy. If a hurry order is
necessary, send to the factory making the
class of goods you require, for illustrations
for immediate selection.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
GENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.,
FACTORY H.

Plated Flatware.

HARTFORD, CONN

ROGERS & BROTHER,
FACTORY J.

Plated and Unplated Flatware.

WATERBURY, CONN.

NEW YORK CITY:

9-11-13 Maiden Lane, 1128 Broadway, 208 Fifth Ave.

CHICAGO :
State & Adams Streets

SAN FRANCISO

HAMILTON, ONT.

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.,
FACTORY E.

Plated Hollowware and Flatware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO., SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
FACTORY L.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
Sterling and Plated Flatware.

WALLINGFORD, CONN.

Plated Flatware.

W AAAAA UNY, CONN.

,•01 ' '

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY N.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE WATROUS MFG. CO.,
FACTORY P.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
and Sterling Flatware.

WALLINGFORD, CONN.

THE MIDDLETOWN PLATE CO.,
FACTORY S.

Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

Val. 22
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WE hereby warn the trade against paying

subscriptions for THE KEYSTONE to any

person purporting to represent any subscription

agency, as no such person or agency has any

authority to collect subscriptions for this journal.

Do not give your subscription to any one not

personally known to you, or of whose identity

and trustworthiness you are not positively

assured. Every person authorized to receive

subscriptions for THE KEYSTONE is provided

with credentials signed by the publisher and

business manager, and jewelers who are not

thoroughly satisfied as to the bona fides of

the solicitor, should insist on seeing these

credentials.

A Series of Articles on " Cleaning

and Restoring"

T N our next issue we will begin the publication
of a series of articles entitled " Cleaning and

Restoring." The title accurately expresses the

character of the articles, which will rival any

we have ever published in their practical rela-

tion and worth to the trade. They will thor-

oughly cover the subject of general repairing as

far as the practical work of the jeweler is con-

cerned, and our readers will find them as reliable

as comprehensive. Inasmuch as cleaning and

restoring constitute a principal factor in increas-

ing the business and income of the jeweler, we

feel that in the publication of this series we are

strictly conforming to our motto of teaching the

jeweler on all subjects " everything he needs to

know in his business." Employers will find it

to their advantage to direct the attention of their

workmen to this series, which it will pay them

to study and preserve.

Increased Power of the President

N March 4th President McKinley was rein-

stalled Chief Executive of the nation. One

feature with the installation that should gratify

all business men is that it does not mean any

disturbing change in the economic conditions of

the country. President McKinley has been for-

tunate in that his previous term was co-tempo-

raneous with an unprecedented prosperity, and

his political opponents as well as his friends

wish that his present term will see a continua-

tion of the favorable conditions.

The McKinley double term will be a noted

one in the history of the country, owing to the

international complications that have arisen and

the far-reaching results thereof. It has been his

lot to be confronted with a unique situation, and

it will be his lot to exercise a power exceeding

that of any of his predecessors. On page 240

of this issue we recount the duties and pow
ers

of the President of the United States as defi
ned

by the Constitution, but the recent action of

Congress confers on President McKinley a power

not contemplated by the fathers. It has been

a fixed principle of our system of government

that Congress has no authority to delegate the

power of legislation to the President or to any

other branch of the Government, yet the Spooner

bill passed by Congress delegates to the Presi-

dent the authority to legislate in the Philip-

pines, when, in his discretion, it shall become

necessary. The bill provides for a startling

innovation, in that it authorizes the President

to govern absolutely territory belonging to the

United States in time of peace. The exigency

is supposed to justify, if not necessitate, the

departure. It is to the credit of the President

that there seems to be no misgiving as to the

wisdom and justice with which he will carry

out whatever discretionary powers are con-

ferred on him in the matter.

Relative Cost of King and President

THE accession of Edward VII to the throne

of England and the presidential inaugura-

tion in this country make timely a comparison

of the expense of the executive heads of the

governments in the two great English-speaking

nations. As our readers are aware, the salary

of the President of the United States is $50,000.

Compare this with the condition of things in

England previous to the accession of Edward.

The Queen received from the English people

annually $1,925,000 ; the Prince of Wales,

$200,000 ; the Princess of Wales, $5o,000 ;

Dowager Empress Frederick of Germany,

$40,000 ; the Duke of Edinburgh, $5o,000 ;

Princess Christian, Princess Louise, Princess

Beatrice and the Duchess of Albany, $3o,000

each ; the Duke of Cambridge, $6o,000 ; the

Duke of Cminaught, $i 25,000 ; the Duchess of

Mecklenburg-Strelitz, $15,000 ; the children of

the Prince of Wales, $180,000. The Queen

also enjoyed the revenues from the Duchy

of Lancaster, which amount to about a quarter

of a million of dollars. The total is a little over

$3,000,000 a year. More than this, it is custom-

ary for Parliament to vote a dowry to the chil-

dren of the sovereign as they marry. King

Edward, we understand, expects even greater

liberality than his august mother. Monarchy

may have its advantages, but they must be very

great, indeed, to cover the difference in the cost

between the executive branch of our Govern-

ment and that of England. Yet we find such a

democratically inclined Englishman as William

T. Stead maintaining in his magazine, The

Review of Reviews, that the advantages of the

British monarchy are well worth its additional

cost, though his reasoning on the point is scarcely

convincing.



A Southern Exposition to Follow Pan•
American

THE Pan-American Exposition, to be held
in Buffalo, N. Y., this summer, will be

followed by a mid-winter exposition to be held
in Charleston, S. C., to be known as the South
Carolina Inter-State and West Indian Exposi-
tion. The term " mid-winter " has a shivery
flavor to it in the North, but winter in Charles-
ton has little semblance to the northern season.
The famous resorts of Italy and France have no
more delightful winter climate than Charleston,
and the location is ideal for a winter exposition.
While snows are falling elsewhere next winter,
Charleston's guests \ VIII be walking in gardens
of rose and myrtle and jasmine, or under sago
palms or pink and white oleander trees ; they
will be in a land where the fig and the orange
and nectarine can be had for the plucking.

The Fair will be typically southern in archi-
tecture and all details. While the Palace of
Electricity is the masterpiece of the Pan-Ameri-
can Exposition, the Cotton Palace, covering
50,000 square feet and rising 160 feet high, will
be the dominating feature of the Charleston TN the recentFair, and appropriately so, for South Carolina J" months corn-leads all the States, save Massachusetts, in paratively littlecotton manufacturing. This State well typifies space has beenthe industrial trend of the new South. Twenty- given by the dailyfive years ago South Carolina was purely agri- press to chronic-cultural in her interests. Twenty years ago the ling the doings ofState had eighteen cotton mills, which operated Wizard Edison,less than 2,000 looms, employed less than 3,000 but the eminentoperatives and had a capital of $2, 250,000. inventor has beenTo-day there are more than twenty times as as busy as ever.many looms in operation, and the capital in- We are now toldvested in the mills is $47,000,000. In 1900 the that his latestmills used 497,146 bales of cotton, which was achievement re-an increase of 50,000 over the previous year's alizes the dream

consumption. The State crop falls 150,000 of all electriciansbales short of the amount of cotton annually —a storage battery, the electricity of which isdemanded by the mills. generated without the aid of costly fuel. This
battery is described as being of comparatively
little weight and is compact, easily and cheaply
charged and able to retain its power for a long
time, besides being free from the danger of over-
charging. The claim is made for this invention
that coal will no longer be needed for ships, the
construction of which will be revolutionized, and
that steam engines will be abandoned. " There
will be no more trolley lines, locomotives will
move, silently, gaslight will vanish, coal will not
be needed for domestic heating or cooking,
motors will be in every house and plows will be
run by electricity." These predictions have a
yellow-journal flavor, yet Edison's achieve-
ments in the past prepare us for almost any
wonder, and, apart from the question of the re-
liability of the present announcement, there is
little doubt that one day such a battery will be
at the service of mankind.

THE KEYSTON March,. C)01

ocean .telephony possible. Since then so reliable by a sudden decrease, which is assumed toa journal .as the New York Sun said editorially : mean the conflagration of a globe in distant" We are authorized to state that the plans for space. But the wonderful part of the story isthe machinery of wireless telegraphy to signal that the star in question is estimated to be, or toacross the ocean have been completed and a have been, 56o,000,000,000,000 of miles awaysite for the plant selected by Nikola Tesla, and from us (the feet and inches are not stated), sothat the project will at once be actively begun. that fast as light travels, it would take the lightIt is estimated that the time required to perfect of this star nearly a century to reach us. Itthe apparatus will be about eight months." A will be a relief, therefore, to timid people wholater issue of the same journal said that an agent might fear that our planets were going to makeof Tesla left London for Lisbon to establish a a practice of sizzling out, that the conflagrationreceiving station on the Portuguese coast at the seen so vividly by the astronomers last monthfortieth parallel of latitude, which will be in occurred nearly a century ago. As a matter ofcommunication with a Tesla transmitter located fact, the star is still visible, though it has longon the New Jersey coast. In the Marconi system since ceased to exist, an astronomical paradoxof wireless telegraphy, the so-called Hertzian which science explains. The " new star " iswaves are utilized, the transmission of currents supposed to have been a dead world (manybeing aerial, or to speak more correctly ethereal. times larger than the sun) which got into theMr. Tesla, however, manipulates his recently path of meteorites or nebuk and was set ondiscovered " stationary electrical waves in the fire by the friction. Great are our astronomers,earth " by setting up " vibratory currents which but their latest discovery especially impressescan be transmitted through the terrestrial globe, us with the vastness that remains to be dis-just as through a wire, to the greatest distances." covered. The phenomenon was an interesting
one, however, and will add considerably to the
Order of Star Gazers, who regard as beneath
their exalted notice this microscopic little planet
of ours which the great mundane capitalistsare so vigorously contending for. Verily, itall depends on the point of view.

Thomas A. Edison

CHARLESTON is an apt location for the Fair
for other than climatic reasons. It is the

largest banking center of the South Atlantic,
the largest manufacturing center of com-
mercial fertilizers in the world, and a port of
excellent situation for traffic with the West
Indies, Cuba and Porto Rico in particular.
There will be a large number of exhibits from
the West Indies, and from Mexico and Florida,
and the whole exposition will be characteristic
of the tropics. The grounds cover about 250
acres of land. The building materials will
be of pine and staff, and the architecture
Spanish-Renaissance. The work of prepara-
tion is now in progress, and the exposi-
tion will be opened December ist of this year.
The United States Government hag appropriated
$250,000 for its exhibit,. and concesssions for
space are being rapidly applied for. THE KEY-
STONE wishes success to the big undertaking.

More Wonders in the Electrical Field.

LAST month we told in our columns of
Tesla's achievement of producing sun-

light without any sun to aid him, but simply by
means of his oscillator and a curious lamp to
which no wire or other apparatus was attached.
We told also of Dr. Pupin's successful invention
Of electrical improvements which will make

Benvenuto Cellini and the Senators

ON November 3rd, 1900, was celebrated the
400th anniversary of Benvenuto Cellini,

the world-renowned metal worker, and THE
KEYSTONE published on that occasion a brief
biography of the distinguished Italian. Few
characters, indeed, of the sixteenth century are
better known to the readers of history than the
gifted and erratic Cellini, whose autobiographyis a thrilling story of exciting hu'man life. In
view of this fact, the humor of the following
colloquy in the U. S. Senate will be relished by
our readers :

" Isn't the word ' bully ' synonymous with ' cow-ard?' " asked Senator Tillman of Senator Teller." Oh, no," replied Mr. Teller, " I have knownbullies who were not cowards."
"I never did," asserted Tillman, in his dogmaticway. " I never saw a big fellow who domineered overweaker and smaller men who was not himself a cow-ard at heart."
" If you want to know the greatest bully and thegreatest braggart, as well as the bravest man who everlived," said Senator Wolcott, " read the autobiogra-phy of Benvenuto Cellini."
" What was the gentleman's name ?" asked someone on the Democratic side.
Senator McCumber had been speaking when Wol-cott made his allusion to the great Italian artisan. Helooked for a moment at Wolcott, and shook his head." I am not acquainted with the party," he said ; andthen he wondered why everybody in the Senate, onthe floor and in the galleries laughed long and loud.

There was, indeed, much justification for
the great hilarity. The incident recalls Mark
Twain's story of the Yankee at the Vatican.
When the guide in his enthusiastic Italian wayA World on Fire 
pointed out the statue of Christopher Columbus,THE inconceivable extent of the universe the American startled him by quietly asking,has been strikingly illustrated in the recent " Is he dead ?" What is fame, anyhow?commotion among astronomers over the dis- Cellini's autobiography is, indeed, a re-covery of what seems to have been a world on markable book. It reveals the author's won-fire. The most powerful telescope, until a few derful activity and extraordinary weakness—theweeks ago, revealed this distant world or star impetuosity of his passions, his ludicrous vanityas a mere pin-point of light. For three con- and childish credulity. Brave he was, and yetsecutive nights during last month the telescope it was not the kind of bravery that we canrevealed a greht increase of effulgence followed unqualifiedly admire.

Mai-ch, 1 901

A Napoleon of Finance •

THE master-
stroke of the

great financier, J.
Pierpont Mor-
gan, is the re-
cently organized
billion dollar steel
combine, the
most stupendous
industrial consol-
idation on re-
cord. However
this achievement
may be regarded

from an economic or industrial point of view, it

has riveted the attention of mankind on the

financial genius who organized it, and a few

facts in regard to his career and personality

cannot fail to interest our readers.

The great financier was born in Hartford,

Conn., in 1837. At the age of twenty-three he

was admitted a partner in the firm of Dabney,

Morgan & Co., New York. Then came the

formation of the great banking house of Drexel,

Morgan & Co., now J. Pierpont Morgan & Co.

He is not only the nominal, but the actual,

executive head of this great house. , He con-

trols the firm of J. S. Morgan & Co., of Lon-

don ; has a partnership interest in Drexel & Co.,

of Philadelphia, and maintains the closest rela-

tions with Drexel, Harjes et Cie, of Paris.

J. Picrpont Morgan

TitE, KEYSTONIE:

salary is $75,000 a year, whose age is forty

and reputed wealth $4o,000,o0o, began his
business career sweeping out an unpreten-

tious little grocery store. Of course there may

not be many Schwabs among the grocery or
jewelry store boys, but big corporations are on
the search for what of them do exist. There
might be more of them if they did like Charles
M., start at the bottom of the ladder, step firmly

on every round and persist in the ascent. Ability

is an essential of capital, and the wealthy have

no corner on the mental gifts of Providence.

FROM the above it will be seen that his field

is not merely the United States, but the

world at large. It is said of him that he can

command more ready money of his own and of

other people for the furtherance of any great

enterprise than any one man in the world. Since

the Civil War he has been almost constantly be-

fore the public as a man who was the master

mind in schemes of stupendous import, where

not only millions but hundreds of millions were

used. He has reorganized great railway lines,

he floated the national bond issue of $200,000,-

000 in 1895, and he has had much to do with

the investment and management of the great

Vanderbilt estates. To relate his various corn-

mercial achievements would be simply to re-

hearse the leading facts in the financial history

of the United States for the past forty years.

Nor is J. Pierpont Morgan in any sense a

recluse or self-immolated martyr to his genius

or ambition. He is entirely human. He is a

practical Christian, a good liver and liberal

spender. He loves good horses, good yachts,

good drinks, good pictures, good books and

rare bric-a-brac. He is prominent socially and

a generous giver, one of his gifts being a lump

sum of a million dollars to a New York hospital.

It is said that if Mr. Morgan were to devote his

time to speculating, he could be the. richest man

in America. But he holds stock tickers and

speculators in contempt, and prefers to amass

his millions by organizing and reorganizing.

Finance to him is a science, and his latest and

previous achievements leave no doubt that he

has mastered it.

ONE fact in connection with this monster

combination that will be a stimulus to the
ambition of our young men is, that the

probable president, Charles M. Schwab, whose

Record of Inventions in 1900

HE annual report of the Commissioner of
Patents is yet another magnificent tribute

to the inventive genius of the American people,
the total number of patents and reissues ill 19oo
being the greatest in the history of the country.

In all there were received 39,673 applications

for patents, 2,225 applications for designs, 82
applications for reissues, 2,099 for registration

of trade-marks, 943 for labels and 127 for prints.
Including designs, there were 26,418 patents
granted, 81 patents were reissued, 1,721 trade-
marks registered, besides 727 labels and 93
prints. The total expenditure for the year was
$1,260,019.62 ; the receipts exceeded the ex-
penditure by $90,808,91. The total balance to

the credit of the Patent Office in the Treasury

on the first day of this year was $5,177,458.55.
The number of patents issued in proportion to

the number of citizens was greatest in the case

of the District of Columbia, in which one patent

was issued to every 1,1 to inhabitants. Then
followed Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New Jersey and New York, the ratio in

the last-named State being i to every 1,918.

The State to which the least number of patents

was granted in proportion to its inhabitants is

South Carolina, in which only one out of every

28,517 inhabitants received a patent.
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Franco-American Reciprocity Treaty
Doomed

IT would seem at this writing that none of thetreaties of reciprocity, which are now lying

in the Senate, will be ratified before the adjourn-

ment of that body. The only one of these
which had any particular bearing on the jewelry
trade was the treaty 'with France, negotiated

by Commissioner Plenipotentiary Kasson. This

treaty was vigorously opposed by the jewelry
manufacturers of New England, as reported

one year ago in this journal, and time has not
diminished their hostility to it. At the banquet

of the New England Manufacturing Jewelers'
Association, held in Providence, R. I., on Feb-

ruary I 5th, the following resolution, proposed
by S. 0. Bigney, embodying the well-known

views of the association, was passed with
acclamation :

THE prospects for the inventor are increas-
ingly bright, and much encouragement in

the way of prizes is being extended to him. The

great prizes of 1900 were the Pollak prize for

life-saving devices, which was $20,000 ; the

prize offered for labor-saving machinery for the

sugar business, made by the Hawaiian Planters'
Association, the amount being $6,500, and a

number of prizes of smaller value. During the

present year the Nobel prizes will be awarded.

One prize will be for an invention or discovery

made in the domain of physical science, another

prize in chemistry, and a third in physiology

and medicine. The value of each of these

prizes is very large, being $80,400. It is be-

coming quite the custom for societies to offer

prizes for particular inventions, and though

these may not be very considerable it must be
remembered that the prize-winner does not cede

any of his rights in the invention. For instance,

the Chemical Congress offered a prize of $250

for an effective substitute for benzine, or for

means for rendering it less dangerous. This is

a small prize, but the invention would mean

wealth for the successful contestant. Dr. Pupin's

recent invention for accomplishing ocean tele-

phony will bring him $500,000. Altogether

the twentieth ccntury opens auspiciously for the

inventor.

R ESOI.VED, That it is the sense of the New Eng-
land Manufacturing Jewelers' and Si'versmiths' Asso-
ciation, representing so,000 people, that the passage
of the French treaty, so-called, will work great injury,
not only to the manufacturers of jewelry and kindred
trades, but also to thousands of employees as well,
and they honestly believe and assert that the French
treaty should not become a law, and that our repre-
sentatives be requested to do all in their power to de-
feat said treaty ; therefore, be it further

RESOLVED, That the secretary of the New Eng-
land i‘lanufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Asso-
ciation shall transmit to President McKinley and each
and every member of Congress a copy of these
resolutions.

Fortunately for the interests of the New
Englanders other large American industries
affected have also vigorously opposed the treaty

with France. Chief among these were the knit-

goods' manufacturers and the California fruit
growers. In fact, so determined and potential

has been the opposition that the administration

has no alternative but to allow the treaty to drop.

Yet another resolution embodying a matter

of great industrial importance was also proposed

by Mr. Bigney, who is chairman of the jewelers'

tariff committee. The danger of continual tariff

tinkering is the bogey of the American manufac-

turer, and this tinkering will unquestionably last

just as long as the matter remains in the hands

of the politicians. As Mr. Bigney aptly said,

referring to the tariff : " As it is now, for two

years out of the four we are on the anxious

seat ; we do not know which way to turn nor

what to do. We do not dare to expand for fear

of change in the party administration, with a

resultant change of tariff policy." This inter-

mittent condition .of uncertainty is manifestly a

brake on the wheels of industrial progress. Mr.
Bigney's resolution was as follows :

R ESOLV ED, That the New England Manufacturing
Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association believe that
the time has come for the removal of the vexed tariff
question from politics, and placing the same in the
hands of a permanent commission, made up of expert
statisticians, whose duty it shall be to investigate and
ascertain the difference in the cost of production in
this and all foreign countries, and that difference be-
tween the cost in this country and the lowest foreign
cost shall be the minimum rate of duty placed on all
goods imported into this country, which come into
direct competition with home production. Be it further

RESOLVED, That the various industries shall select
a delegate, and that said various delegates from the
different industries shall receive a hearing before this
board, or commission, prior to any change being made
in the established tariff rates, etc.

Sentiment in favor of the change proposed

in Mr. Bigney's resolution is undoubtedly grow-

ing, and is not unlikely to crystallize in the near

future into national action. The advocacy of

the New England organization will give a power-

ful impetus to the movement.
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The Correspondence of Graybeard
and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions
for Jewelers. Young and Old

III

DEAR GRAYBEARD :

I shall be ready to " open in two weeks ;
will act on your advice to confine my lines to a
few staple things, for the present, and will buy
as much as possible of one jobber. The repre-
sentative of one of the best houses will spend
several days with me next week, bringing a
special stock with him ; and in a letter from the
house they write me to avail myself of their
good opinion of me and my prospects, in a
credit of $500, on the basis of a cash purchase
of $2000. I am giving very careful thought to
the matter of styles wanted for this community,
and shall exercise great pains in the selection of
the goods. My fixtures and safe are ordered ;
the fixtures will be somewhat plain, but of ex-
cellent quality, and they will cost me less than
I had counted on. I may have been a little
extravagant in buying mirrors, but I thought it
an economical way to " double " my stock !

Now, I must get out something in the way
of an announcement of my opening. I enclose
a circular which I have scribbled off, and ask
your opinion upon it. I can get these printed
here for very little, and a thousand I-cent stamps
for postage will make it cheap advertising, I
think. Newspaper-space costs so much that I
thought I would put only about two inches in
our daily—something like enclosed. I don't
know much about advertising, and am anxious
to hear your opinion as to the enclosed attempts.

THE YOUNGSTER.

[Enclosures in The Youngster's Letter.]

(Circular for Mailing.)

DEAR SIR :—I beg leave to announce that on April
I I shall open a Jewelry Store at 44 Main Street, and
respectfully solicit the favor of your patronage.

My line will consist of Gold Watches, in various
grades and all sizes 

' 
• Filled Watches, in large variety;

Silver and Nickel Watches ; Chains of all kinds;
Clocks ; Spectacles and Eye-glasses, in Gold, Filled
and Steel frames ; Solid Silver and Plated Flatware,
of reliable makes.

I shall pay special attention to Repairing in all its
branches, and will guarantee good work at reasonable
prices.

Hoping you will favor me when in need of any-
thing in this line, I am

Yours truly,
THE YOUNGSTER.

(Newsfiafier Advertisement.)

TliE YOUNGSTER,
44 Main Street.

I shall open a Jewelry Store at the above location
on April i, and invite the public to call and see my
goods. My stock will consist of Watches, Chains,
Clocks, Spectacles, Knives, Forks, Spoons, &c. No
trouble to show goods. I shall make a specialty of
Repairing in all its branches. My prices will defy com-
petition.

THE YOUNGSTER,
44 Main Street.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

Your last, with its enclosures, gave me a
chill that is still racing up an down my spine.
I feel that it is necessary to talk to you pretty
frankly now, and you must not be offended if
what I say seems harsh—it is for your own
good, believe me.

THE KEYSTONE

You • are a good watchmaker—granted.
You have good judgment in buying goods, and
enough knowledge of human nature to know
how to talk to a prospective customer so as to
land the sale—granted. Your general ideas of
business are excellent, for a beginner ; your
prospects are entirely favorable, on that score.
BUT—and it is a most important " but "—you
do not seem to have the first idea of advertising,
the art of publicity. And you need to have, for
with all your other accomplishments you will
fall short of success unless you know how to
advertise.

For heaven's sake, Youngster ! — you
" scribbled of' the circular ! Your completed
and final attempt at writing an advertisement
should never be a " scribble." It should rep-
resent the most careful thought ; should be the
result of painstaking effort, revised, re-revised
and polished. Your advertisement is yourself,
to the public. It is your permanent word to
your reader—stands out in black and white for
or against you—is the written thought of your
serious business moment, for good or ill. You
will not be by to explain it or modify it, when
your reader laughs at its weaknesses, or when
your rival notes its inefficiency. It will be read
by people with whom you may never come in
personal contact, and who will measure you
entirely by it. Don't you see how important it
is that you should weigh every word, in writing
it ? Nay, more—that it is extravagance to pay
for space, and not use that space to create the
best possible, instead of the worst, impression?
You can't do this in a " scribble." Now put
this advice where you can lay your hand on it
readily : never write anything about your busi-
ness for the public to read that is not worthy of
yourself at your very best, and worthy of the
future which you have in mind for your store.

You spent probably ten days in study of
the question of what kind of stock you will put
in, probably ten hours in determining the style
of your fixtures—and about ten minutes in de-
termining ways to get the public to buy the
stock and admire the fixtures ! Again : you
will expend $2500 in goods, $5oo on safe,
fixtures, etc., and $5.00 on telling the people
why you are expending the other $3000, so
that they will increase your capital to $4000 or
$5000 ! You want to turn away from the idea
of getting the circulars " printed for very little"
and saving a penny on each one by sending it
unsealed ; and you don't want to be scared at
the cost of newspaper space. I told you be-
fore that you should appropriate $5oo for ad-
vertising through the first year ; and a liberal
part of that must be expended right now. But
you must first study the whole theory of adver-
tising, and then painstakingly follow the best
instruction until your own originality develops
along the line of effort. I am sending you by
express a big stack of back numbers of THE
KEYSTONE, with the articles on advertising
marked. You can sit up half the nights for a
week in profitable study of these articles.
Without a proper realization of the value and
necessity of advertising, no business man can
succeed nowadays ; and to know how to do it
is just as essential to success.

Now let us see how we can improve your
contemplated advertisements. They don't say
anything strikingly, and say conventional things
in a colorless way. The head-and-foot-pieces
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of the newspaper ad. are five times bigger than
necessary ; for you are going to sell goods,
not " The Youngster, 44 Main Street." Put
some individuality into your ads., so that people
will pick them out.

Circular, ,to be mailed to the WOMEN of the families

DEAR MADAM:
I have been for six years with Mr. Hair-

spring as Watchmaker, Salesman and all-
around Clerk, and think I understand the
Jewelry business from A to Z. Having all
the needful experience and sufficient capital,
and with the encouraging good wishes of
many friends, I intend venturing into busi-
ness for myself on April 1, at 44 Main Street.
I shall at first confine my lines to Watches,
Clocks, Chains, Rings, Spectacles and Eye-
Glasses and Silver-Plated Knives, Forks and
Spoons ; believing that by concentrating my
capital on these items I can give the public
better service than by attempting to carry in
addition a general line of Jewelry, Diamonds,
Cut Glass, Bronzes, etc. These will follow
when I am financially able to display an ade-
quate variety of the various patterns. My
plans provide for growth ; but I shall never
ask the public to select from a meager stock;
and in the lines I start with I shall show a very
complete assortment of the latest goods—you
will say, when you see it, that it is easily the
most attractive stock in town, in these lines.

I shall always represent quality exactly
as it is ; and the prices will be consistent with
the quality, in every instance. My customers
will always receive the best possible value for
their money, either in goods or repairing.
(I count upon my generally-conceded skill in
repairing to induce many to visit the new
store, for their needs in that line.)

I think you will find it worth while to see
my goods, and be informed as to the latest
things, and admire the fine art now put into
forms of beauty and use ; and I respectfully
solicit the favor of the call, confident of its
practical benefit to me sooner or later.

Respectfully yours,
THE YOUNGSTER.

Advertisement, for 1Vewspafier.

(To be put in a 4 inch double-column space,
if your newspaper " breaks column rules " ;
otherwise, in 6-inch single column.)

A Beginner's
First Announcement

I shall " begin " on April 1, at 44 Main
Street, in the Jewelry Business—or as much of
the Jewelry Business as my capital will enable
me to conduct satisfactorily to the public and
myself. My lines will be only Watches,
Clocks, Chains, Rings, Spectacles and Flat-
ware, at first ; but in these lines I shall show
the best assortment that you can find in town.
I intend doing well what I attempt to do at
all ; and the concentration of all my resources
and attention on the specified lines will enable
me to please everybody with the showing. As
I grow I shall add the other things ; and
hope to grow fast.

I have been six years with Mr. John
Hairspring, and about half the town knows
of my skill at repairing all the sorts of broken
things, or out-of-order things, that you take
to a jeweler to be fixed. I am sure of pleas-
ing the other half, if it gives me a trial.

Everything sold here, whether goods or
skill, will be the best possible value for the
price I ask for it—likely the price will seem
less than it ought to be. I want to make
friends ; and if you come to my store for goods
or repair-service, you will become a friend of
the store for the profit (and, I hope, the
pleasure) of doing business there.

THE YOUNGSTER,
44 Main Street (on April I.)

There you are, Youngster, with the ideas
you want to put into your circular and adver-
tisement. I have purposely made both longer
than they should be, so that you will have to
cut them down and frame them in your own
words. I want you to be the advertisement-
writer, not myself ; and having given the scope
and plan, it now remains for you to work out
the detail. And success to your effort !

GRAYBEARD.
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Co-operation Among Local jewelers

THERE may be question as to the success

or the futility of associations of jewelers in

national or State organizations ; but there is

certainly ground of faith in the success of local

co-operation among jewelers of the smaller

towns for certain benefits which might be

secured by such co-operation. Among such

obvious benefits would be protection from " dead

beats " and from illegitimate competition in the

form of fly-by-night auction houses, peddlers,

and other forms of trade vermin.

A little breadth of view would be all that

would be needed to bring about such co-opera-

tion. The spirit of competition should never

be so keen as to drive merchants to cutting off

their noses to spite their faces ; and an occa-

sional hour together might bring about many

helpful interchanges of ideas, not for the indi-

vidual benefit of one as against the other, but

for the mutual advantage of all alike. The

losses from bad debts could be much reduced

by a comparison of " bad " and " kicking " ac-

counts, and the " dead beat " could not there-

after go the round of his iniquities. Early-

closing in summer could be pleasantly arranged.

Concerted action would bring about the passage

of a city ordinance, or the enforcement of a dis-

regarded old ordinance, fixing a prohibitive

license on " fake " auctions of cheap jewelry

and worthless watches by the fly-by-night con-

cerns ; or, if the allied jewelers themselves were

too few in number to accomplish this, they could

interest with themselves other merchants in

other lines of trade for the purpose. It might

even be possible for jewelers in co-operation to

fix upon a profit-paying scale of prices for

repairing.
The competition between these merchants

could go on keenly as ever, but it would lack

the raspy and bitter spirit which fades away

when rivals occasionally meet to project plans

against their common enemy. The meetings

would not necessarily have to be love feasts, as

it is too far from the millenium for us to expect

an exhibition of all the Christian graces in the

field of trade ; but the competitors would soon

realize the practical wisdom, in a material and

selfish way, of fiulling together occasionally,

instead of forever pulling apart. More than

that : in spite of their preconceived notions of

each other, Jones might begin to think he saw

some possible good in Smith ; Smith would be

surprised to discover that Brown was a square

chap, and Brown might learn that it wasn't true

that Robinson had been doing the underhanded

business with which he had mentally chargedhim 

And if they got so far, they might go a

step farther. Why shouldn't they discuss prob-

lems in watch repairing ? or relate experiences

in collecting accounts ? or to consult as to rela-

tive values in different makes of goods? It

may be that the lion and lamb may have to

wait until they arrive at Utopia to lie down

together—with comfort to the lamb !—but

whether we have anticipated too hopefully in

.our measure of the possibilities, certainly it is

entirely within the bounds of reason to assert

that co-operation would certainly bring about

the removal of some of the difficulties which

now beset the individual merchant who is pull-

ing alone against the stream.

THE KEYSTONE

The Cash Discount

TT is surprising that so large a number of
jewelers, keen in respect of buying of stock

and methods of selling it, are indifferent in the

matter of " making " the cash discount ; or

they are satisfied to discount at 5 per cent. in-

stead of 6. Such a merchant might resent the

information that he is paying more for his goods

than the little dealer around the corner ; but in

many instances the fact could be easily

demonstrated. He might say, Why, I get a

special i o per cent. from Jobber & Co., below

what Littleman pays for the same goods ; how

can you figure that the goods cost me more

than they cost him ? " But if this jeweler pays

his bills in four months, and Littleman discounts

his at ten days, Littleman's goods cost hint less,

in spite of the special io per cent. handicap ;

provided the bills of both are due, net, in four

months, with a cash discount of 6 per cent. if

paid in ten days. The difference in their profits,

on the item of cash discount, is about 18 per

cent., presuming that each " turns " his capital

(represented by stock) three times each year.

It will thus be seen, also, that it is :profitable

to borrow money at the rate of 6 per cent. per

annum in order to " make " the cash discount

of 6 per cent. in ten days. The profit on the

borrowed money is nearly I 2 4 per cent., as

against letting the bills run to their majority in

four months.
But the direct pecuniary profit is not the

only question concerned. The moral effect of

discounting bills is increasingly greater, on manu-

facturer and jobber, each year. Indeed, from

the present tendencies of trade, it is quite pos-

sible that in the near future the great commercial

agencies and all the factors that are concerned

in credit-fixing, will ask, first, " Is the man

honest?'' then, " Does the man discount his

bills in ten days ?" then, " How much is he

worth ?" For with increasing competition and

narrowing margins of profit the merchant who

habitually fails to avail himself of the cash dis-

count will be more and more discredited, since

nothing is more certain that he cannot eventually

sustain the pace of trade ; he must ultimately

fail. Indeed, in many businesses to-day the

profit is looked for in the cash discount only,

that margin gone, failure is unavoidable.

Borrow money at 6 per cent. per annum,

if necessary, to make the discount of 6 per

cent. in ten days ; discount your bills at what-

ever inconvenience ; for therein lies safety and

prosperity.

The Question of Profit

WE receive frequent inquiries as to the

profit which should be made on the

jewelers' line—whether all goods should be

marked at a uniform profit, and what factors

affect the question ? We would say, in compre-

hensive reply, that the question is affected by so

many considerations that any rule upon the

subject would have to have as many " excep-

tions " as the rules for Latin verbs. Competi-

tion is a factor ; personal strength is a factor ;

cost of doing business, percentage of losses,

street location, section of country, all are factors.

Thus, a certain street may be much more

traveled than another, or traveled by a better

class of trade than another ; the merchants on

that street would cater to a different kind of
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trade than the merchants on a side street ; these

two classes of merchants would not be in corn-

petition with each other, but among themselves,

in each class. So that several scales of profits

would obtain in the same town, regulated by

the environment in each instance.

The personal reputation of a merchant is

often so high that he can ask, and secure, larger

profits on the personal equation his customers

are willing to pay him a larger profit than they

would pay to another jeweler, or a department

store, because of the guaranty in their knowl-

edge of his integrity, or merely because of long

acquaintance.
Goods sold on the frontier should carry a

larger profit than goods sold in thickly-settled

communities, because of the greater risk in-

volved, the floating character of the population,

and the chance of the permanency of the local

prosperity.
A strictly cash business can stand a reduc-

tion of at least io per cent. in profits over

houses that give long credits.

It may be said, in a general way, that in

the average community all staple goods, such as

medium-grade watches, should be marked at a

profit of 330 per cent. ; diamonds should carry

a larger profit, because of the investment feature

and the longer time between " seasons ;" on

cheap jewelry, " fads," and everything that is

subject to quick change of popular favor, the

profit should be roo per cent.

The margin of profit should be greatest on

goods subject to the whims of fashion ; from

these the margin narrows to the strictly staple,

every-day lines, on which many houses mark

down to even 25 per cent.

The Opportunities of the Season

THOUGH Easter is still a month away the

jeweler should at once begin preparations

to take maximum advantage of the trade oppor-

tunities of the season. From a business stand-

point Easter is growing in importance each year,

and now ranks next to Christmas as a trade-

making instrument. Apart from its religious

significance it has come to be recognized as the

formal opening of Springtide and of the corn-

mercial year. It inaugurates the season of

sunshine, dress and outdoor display—all of

which mean opportunity and business for the

wide-awake jeweler. It brings a general revi-

vification of nature and renewed vigor to nature's

creatures, mankind included. With the coming

of Springtime we all feel as if a new task con-

fronted us, and there's vigor in the very atmo-

sphere. Mother Nature wastes nothing. With

extra capability and more favoring conditions

she imposes extra duties, the performance of

which will be solely to our own interest.

The Easter season is especially favorable

for advertising, and no form of publicity should

be neglected. And what an opportunity it

brings in the matter of window display. With

its colors, its flowers, its chicks, its rabbits, its

eggs, etc., he would, indeed, lack ingenuity

who would not be able to devise a window dis-

play that would force the attention of the most

absent-minded or hurried passers-by. On page

289 we devote considerable space to this subject,

and give many practical pointers that the trade

will find useful.
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HE installation of President McKinley for a second
term, and the unusual conditions which now
confront him as chief executive of the nation,
have directed renewed attention to the func-
tions, powers and privileges that attach to the
office. Interest has also been aroused in the

matter by the comparisons recently made between the powers of Edward VII
and our President, which comparisons showed that the official powers of
Britain's new king compared very unfavorably with those of Mr. McKinley.
Under these circumstances a brief statement of the duties and powers of the
President will interest our readers.

The principal duty of the President is expressed in these
words : " He shall take care that the laws be faithfully
executed." Congress makes law, the courts interpret law,
the President executes law. To enable
him to fulfill this duty he is given

power to select subordinate officers, who are responsible
to him for their actions. The people elect only one ex-
ecutive officer out of the 18o,000 officials who administer
the law and conduct the business of this great nation.
The President is chosen by the people. All the other
civil servants of the United States are appointed directly
by the President or by officers whom he has chosen.
Thus the whole civil service rests upon the shoulders of
the President. We hold him responsible for the execution
of our law, and we must, therefore, give him power to
control by appointment and dismissal the agents who
carry out his policy.

The more important officials are appointed by the
President " by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate." The advice of the Senate as a body is never
sought by the President, but the senators as individuals
play an important part in selecting officials. Indeed, it is
the custom to allow senators and representatives of the
President's party to make nominations for offices within
their respective districts, which practically amount to ap-
pointments. This is not necessarily a bad custom, for in
filling the multitudinous offices the President cannot make
a personal examination into fitness of candidates except
in the case of a few of the most important positions, but
with the conception of public office as party spoil that has prevailed among our
politicians, this plan of distributing appointments among congressmen has re-
sulted in an inferior civil service. Party loyalty rather than fitness for the gov-
ernment service has too often been the qualification for office.

In the selection of the eight heads of our great departments who constitute
the cabinet, in the appointment of foreign ministers and of judges, the inde-
pendent judgment of the President appears most dearly, and on the character of
these appointments the success or failure of an administration chiefly depends.

It is the business of the President to execute the
law under all circumstances. In times of peace
the United States marshals and their deputies are
sufficient to enforce law. But to arm the Presi-
dent for all emergencies that may arise in the dis-

charge of his executive duty, he is made commander-in-chief of the army and
navy of the United States and of the militia of the several States when called
into the service of the Union.

As commander-in-chief of our military and naval forces in times of national
peril the President becomes a most potent sovereign. When a crisis demands
coercion his power approaches that of the old Roman dictator. The supreme
military and the chief civil authority center in his person. With a backward
glance over three centuries of most eventful history, Mr. Bryce says : "Abraham
Lincoln wielded more authority than any single Englishman has done since
Oliver Cromwell." The reserve force which our presidency develops in the
presence of danger to the republic is a vital feature of our system of government.

Turning from the domestic to the foreign field, we find
the President exercising large diplomatic power.
Until the recent war with Spain we frequently con-
gratulated ourselves that through our isolated position
we were comparatively free from the intricate and

delicate international relationships which involve European nations in constant
difficulty and danger, but now our foreign relations are of great and growing
importance. The President makes our foreign policy. He appoints our diplo-
matic representatives and he makes treaties. But there, again, he acts " by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate." The treaty is negotiated by the
Department of State, but it must be submitted to the Senate for ratification, and
a two-thirds vote is necessary for approval. The power of the Senate is nega-
tive. It cannot initiate, but it may reject. And this it frequently does. In recent
years there have been several instances of such rejection.

THE
APPOINTING
POWER

THE
PARDONING
POWER

The pardoning power
is a traditional attri-
bute of sovereignty,
and our President
possesses it in unquali-

fied form. He may pardon all offenders
against the United States, except those who have been convicted on impeach-ment process. Even the greatest offense known to our law—treason, a con-spiracy against the life of the nation itself—may be pardoned by the President.This power imposes on our chief executives a responsibility which has weighedmore heavily upon some of them than all the rest of their official duties. Thissame oppressive responsibility rests upon the governors of our States, withreference to offenses against State law, although in many of the States a boardof pardons shares with the governor the burden of final determination of the

fate of offenders against the peace of the commonwealth.
The work of the President is not
confined to the enforcement of
law. He co-operates in the mak-
ing of law. He has no power of
initiation in legislation except that

in his annual and special messages to Congress he may
" recommend to their consideration such measures as he
shall judge necessary and expedient." If the majority
party in both houses of Congress is of his political faith,
and if he is a man of strong personality, his recommenda-
tions have great weight and he becomes a positive force
in legislation. The control of the patronage gives him
great influence in Congress if he chooses to use it to pro-
mote certain legislation. However, he cannot appear in
Congress, either personally or through his cabinet officers,
to urge measures in which he is interested, and our pecu-
liar theory that the executive and legislative branches of
our government should be entirely independent has in the
past caused quick resentment of anything which savored
of direct interference by the President with congressional
action. The White House is at one end of the city of
Washington and the Capitol at the other end, and we have
been taught that the relations of President and Congress
should be as remote as their places of abode. Neverthe-
less, as we have observed the advantages of the Englishparliamentary system, which requires the cabinet and parliament, executive andlegislative, to work in invariable harmony, we have begun to doubt the wisdomof our plan and to encourage closer relations between the body that makes andthe persons who execute our law. However, if the political opponents of thePresident are in power in Congress, they still think it good politics to embarrassthe administration by ignoring its recommendations or even by steering a countercourse to that pointed out by the President as " necessary and expedient."

But whatever may be his positive influence in shaping legislation,
the President always has in reserve the veto power. This may
not enable him to get such legislation as he wishes, but it makes
it possible in most cases to prevent legislation which he disap-
proves. He cannot make alive, but he can kill. The veto forcesa reconsideration and a two-thirds vote in both houses to put a law on the statutebooks without the assent of the President. And in the case of all bills passedwithin teir days of the adjournment of Congress the President has an abso-lute veto.

The veto I'as given to the President to realize our theory that the executiveand legislative authorities in our national government should be balanced againsteach other in order that neither might overshadow the other. The Presidentmust faithfully execute without modi-
fication the laws made by Congress in
pursuance of constitutional require-
ment ; the officials whom he selects to
assist him are appointed subject to the
approval of one branch of Congress,
and the executive negotiations with
foreign nations are likewise subject to
senatorial review. So Congress may
act as a check on improper exercise of
the Presidential power. On the other
hand, the President is given the veto
power that he may check unwise action
on the part of Congress. The veto is
qualified, not absolute, because we
recognize that the final authority must
rest with the representatives of the peo-
ple in Congress assembled and not with
an individual.

l'res

THE
PRESIDENT AS
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OTTERY, CUT GLASS
BRIC-A-BRAC
FANCY PORCELAINES
CLOCKS, BRONZES anD
MARBLE STATUARY

From STOCK and at IMPORT

We carry the largest line of any house
of the new and popular " Kayserzinn."
These masterpieces of the metal-work-
er's art are shown in Trophies for Prizes,
Buffet Ornaments, Salvers, Ink Stands, etc., etc., in endless variety.

Our Bohemian Art Glass is a revelation. It is really an
ancient art re-discovered. The metallic lustre effects are so perfect
that they easily vie with the most costly articles of luxury made in
this country or abroad.

TheSTRAUS American Cut Glass,
long and favorably known as the most brilliant put on the market,
needs no further commendation at our hands. We issue a limited
number of catalogues, which are at the disposal of dealers desirous of
makii,ig a selection.

hese are a few things which we desire to draw to the special
attention of the jewelry and art trades.

Countless Novelties and Specialties exclusively
controlled by us, and not found elsewhere.

Discretionary orders will receive our careful attention. Our aim is to
elicit duplicate orders, and we will use our best judgment in making

selections for you.

L. STRAUS Ci SONS
42 to 46 Warren Street, NEW YORK

FACTORIES AND PURCHASING OFFICES:

Limoges, France Carlsbad, Bohemia Rudolstadt, Thuringia
Steinschoenau, Bohemia Paris, 21 Rue de PEchiquier

Cut Glass Works, 59th Street an North River, New York City

Many momentous movements were started in the

" late forties." In the year 1847, in a little factory in

Connecticut, the Rogers Bros. began making silver plate that gained

world wide fame for quality. The same silver plate is known. to-day as

"Silver Plale /hal Wears"

It possesses all the old time quality that made it famous fifty years ago,
combined with a richness of design that years of development and the

employment of the highest skill has made possible. It has been imitated

but never duplicated. Refuse imitations. The genuine always has

"1847 " as a part of the trade-mark.
Sold by leading dealers. Send for catalogue No. Eu.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co , SIICCeSSOI to-

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY, MERIDEN, CONN.

"Silver Plate that Wears"

A DESIGN OF SIMPLICITY AND BEAUTY
THAT WILL ATPEAL TO THE MOST
CRITICAL AND DISCRIMINATING TRADE

1.. The QUEEN ANNE is one of the lah at so cesses in 
Meriden B. Co. hollowware. It must be seen to be

appreciated. Send for a set to use in yaur show window. It will attract attention, as suggesting something

for the Spring weddings.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO. 
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER

CO. 
•

succEssuit ) MERIDEN, CONN.
SAN FRANCISCONEW YORK CUD:A C.I■

11 A M II,TON, CANADA

MERIDEN CANDLE LAMP

Made in 1:(l, hill:, Yellow, C;reen,

or \\Idle, xvith Heavily Silver-Plated

I\Iotintings. Is ,itclaptecl to lit any

candlesticl: or candelabrum holding

a candle, ..t.ttomatically adjusting itself

US it is cor.J..c:Jlecl. Safer and cleaner

than the candle, obviating drip

or chance uf lire.

PIERCED SHADES, LININGS,

AND MICA PROTECTORS.

SEND FOR NET PRICES

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.,

SVCCESSOR TO

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.,
MERIDEN, CONN.

CNN_ AI,' SAN l'R \,(Nt■ ,NEW Y■■K

IAM D.TON, CANADA
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• 1 46,  ,Ass„ =
Factory, Meriden, Conn. Office an Salesroom, 38 Murray St., NEW YORK

8112WIFACTURERS OF

American Cut Glass
‘.11, that CAN BE SOLED AT A PROFIT

After a very successful year, we concluded we had reached the limit, but the presentcedented call for CUT GLASS has convinced us that it is MORE popular than everfor anniversary and wedding gifts. To meet the growing demand for

RU'iN CU1
we are adding a great number of

New Shapes an Artistic Designs

unpre-
before

which places us in a position to say that O -U -R L., -I -N- isU - N -E -, Q-U -A -I__,= -D by many and certainly

EXCELLED BY NONE.
The color is PERFECT. -:-.,'1,, 5" ,41-,*' yr44 ;The Finish, Brilliant and Lasting,

and realizing that the merchant must have goods that he can sell ata profit, we have aimed
istk , t 4v.:7

..
ft s,

PI;6. -.
.

POPULAR-PRICED GOODS.
to produce

#74 Electros furnished free for advertising. Send for Catalogue "J." Ao. 831. Ice TUB, 1 
"Premier 

1

t0A04,14:Arlid%**‘30**i..*Wiii0:144-4-1*-1‘,04,11if:044%**.004$8

. 352. Quart Carafe, "Oregon"
(Shape Patented)

Gil ASS

CHAFING DISHES,
Table Kettles,

Soda Fountain

Accessories,
Etc.

English PRIZE TROPHIESPewter

Seamless Tea and Coffee Pots
IVORY ENAMELED

FOOD PAN
Patented May 23, 1899.

CAN BE USED IN ANY OF OUR CHAFING DISHES.
The greatest improvement ever made in a Chafing Dish. Pure, clean,di' rattle. It is so constructed that nlogi OtIly rifiltilitt With I hit

l'imitchti11-1.1imil Dish. The Ittlt rim being plated, the complete Chafing
Dish ha, the sante appearance as when made entirely of metal.

Tankards, Placques, etc.
Hotel Ware,
Bar Goods,

Bath Room Furnishings.

NO. 195. CHAFING DISH
Stag-Horn Handles

Patent Perfection Lamp
NICKEL OR SILVER-PLATED

NO. I23. LOVING CUP

ENGLISH PEWTER

MANNING, BOWMAN & CO,
Meriden, Connecticut NEW YORK OFFICE-25 West Broadway

Room 37, Crockery Exchange Building
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4227a. Dracena
An excellent seller at 50e.

4227a. 26 inelles high, :to
leaves, . . 17c.

.. \

(

-41■41t71\ Ara

k,
.411.,•\.tp,Z-44,-.0-
P 4.:7--- ;1 ce■Y'''-

475. Lily Plant
475. 26 inches high.

in white, pink,
purple or yellow.
Each . , . 45c.

4229a. Dracena
No. Ins. high. Leaves. Ea.

4228a. 36 50 $ .
4229a. 48 60 itut

Natural prepared Dracena.
Largely used Mr hotel and table
decoration. Itetailed al •l3.110.
This is the plant itself chemi-
cally perpetuated.

kr4e ;
•

1.1;.stkz.jige
•

Itto.A.„, • -4,
, .

442. Chrysanthemum
Bush

412a. 9 1 iiiiil, ••li i.1.110
419. " 1.75

'A.;01

12..4

4219k. Sago Plant
Na. Ins.high. Leaves. Fa.

42191c. 30 0 77.1.211

4219e, 24 4 .80

I"

•,....-:Wext • '

V V V V 1,

aasfer
71.

4201. Palm Plant
Ni. Ins.high. Leaves. Ea.

$ .14
.20
.40
.50
.60
1.50

4494b. Easter Lily .120.1e. 15 :t

Ins. III- 120-1. 24 3
No. Isigh, his. l'ia. .121i5. 36 4
4.1011t 24 3 711e. 42110. 36 5
4491c. 24 2 131e. 420i. 36 6

4494d. 18 1 300. 4201a. :7)1.1 10

4565. Gladiolus
4565. :to inches high

in clIiI, porple,
14[11,, Ill I.

41.

4158. Log trimmed with
Daisies, Forget - !uv-
ulas, tirass08.

Each, 60c.
4157. Hilialler size.

l'er dozen, •l'.1.20

4209. Palm Tree
No. Ft.high. Les. Laub. Doz.
4206. 7 12 83.00 127.00
4208. 12 16 4.50 48.00
4209. 15 24 6.00 00.00

4541. Lily Sprays
4541. In white, pink,

purple or yellow._
Per dozen,

4114g. Hanging Basket
i.lh. i'vr dozen , . . $7.20

4111. Each ..... halt
4111e. I:rape Basket ; blue

or green berries. 1..aelt,
4114g. At above Ill ii i t.,-

huh.   Eatti,

. a.

4140. Rose Bush
4110. 21 inches hich.

1;:it

4533. Rose Spray.
Per dozen

4530. 12 in. long . $ .72
4531. 14 " " 1.20
4532. 14 " " 1.I15

9533. 14 " " . 1.90
Any color.

Extensively retailed in sin-
gle sprays. Can be furnished
In red, pink, cream, white
and tea roses.

Isplag
• .•

4108. Narcissus Plant
nos I ii shitc, pink,

\ 1111111, l':11'11 . $1.15

'ON

r

1 ri

45 G 8. Hyacinth.
459s. In whilc,pinl:,

purpic, cm•h,

468. Easter Lily 4223 a Umbrella Plant

458a. 18 in.high, 1 lily, 5 .30 N. ImIligh. Stilts. Ea.

458e. 2.1 " " 2 lilies .60 4223. 30 5 55e.

4581,. 30 " " :t - .90 4223a. 36 7 70e,

458. 36 " " 5 " 2.10 -1",1. 00 10 $0.00

457a. Auracaria
457a. Each . $1.20
45711. " . .60

By orders over

$25.00 all goods will

be delivered potted;

while by orders un-

der$25.00 plants will

be delivered without

pots, or potting will

be charged extra.

LATEST

4249. Setunoss Tree, 4145. Rose Bush.
15 in. high, each 20e. 4144. 24 in. high, riises,

4948 Frietine.ss Tree
15 in. high, 20c. 

114' 24 "

4127b. Begonia.
44.-11::11001,11: ( S i velvet Ivs., e 0a. $ .5

41271,. 12 transparent

4430a flit a‘l'x's . .,e11e1,t
at eaelt

Ask for Illustrated Catalogue No. 4

flank Noischoil
129 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK

187 S. Clarke St., CHICAGO

4\1 4‘ 4 0 0 41

.1.1147,

'("•srli

‘4.

, 
141t
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4143. American Beauty
91 in. high, each .$1.10

11 ill :16 " " " 2.00

4268. Window Box
ttailc lIt. birch bark and

I rimmed w- jt h umbrella
plant, awl 1Mlage ;
1111'11.. . 1".11111, 771.75

1.2itstt. Trittlitit.11 with lira-

ct-tra, . I la, li, -1.75

Violet Bush, each, 12C.
" Butotit,-t , "

4413. Daisy Bush
Its. In 'Odic ,,r yihliia

p•ials ■I'llOW iii

ill.11W11 centers.
Each, 75e.

4210. Areca Plant
N. In. high. Lea. Ettell

T211111, 2.I 3 0 .20
4210. .10 5 .90
4210a. 511 10 2.00

It. high.
4211. 0
4211a. 10 12 0.00

3.511

0 0 -

451a, Lily Spray.
451a. In white.

Per dozen, $2.00

010OVIIMNG

42 8 4. Smilax. Per dozen yards, 60e.

4151. Fern Dish of birch
bark and tilling, each $1,25

9r\A



The Paildrpoint ollooldfation
controuth„ THE MT. WASHINGTON GLASS CO.

No. 205 6-INCH SAUCER, " GRETNA "

Up-to-Date
Silver Plate

STORES 
38 Murray Street, NEW YORK CITY

t Temple Building, MONTREAL, P. Q.

No. 6117 CANDELABRA

No. 216 SARANIC NAPPY

No. 1738 SYRUP

Rich
Cut Glass

Factories, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

/{9'./4■49G

:4704.. •

A J.0 LOW

THE NORTHERN ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, Masonic Temple, Chicago, 'asc11,:,IroeferWlerr7.!;;VIligg.1.°V.re 3;ri),71 le (tyro% ttlii,i:Iiiigukolf,,t,iickt iienffinstruction. Our hist rlictors are experienced and competent. Write lis. wt. have something special to offer yott in our three and six months' courses. Send 3n cents (in stamps) for one of ourand you will find it useful to you in your business. Address as above.
BEAUTIFUL, STYLE, sit EF,Ts, of which the above plate gives sample designs. This style sheet is 8 12 111theS, printed on heavy plate paper, and is suitable for frame. Its designs are modern,

A. J. CLOW, Proprietor.

The 
National Winds Itself
Self-
Winding
Clock
Is ALL Inside of the Case No Outside Wires Necessary

Has a lever movement.
Has a balance set in jewels (like a watch).

Is finished in mantel styles—and others, too.

Does NOT have to " set level" to keep going.

Can be carried from one room to another.

Will run while in any position.

Has a "contact" theoretically and practically perfect—a sliding 
"contact"

OUR SELF-WINDING
CLOCK, is roil hy a spring
xvound autonunically by

an electric current front
cells of a dry battery con-

Ittined within the case,
and is the only simple,
practical, self-winding
lever clock ever made.

This spring is wound
once in seven to eight
milmtes, thus securing.

the most uniform ten-
sion possible upon the
running train.

The even tension thus
maintained On the mu-
lling train in our self-
winding clocks makes
possible it lever move=
merit, capable of keep-
hug accurate time in ill
varieties of clocks, and

I articularly in mantel tittl
house clocks.

'Ph e batteries will
supply the necessary elec-
trical power from twelve
to eighteen months and
then can be replaced by
new teliatries in three to
four minutes' time.

Any jeweler can take
it to pieces, clean tual >11
it, if necessary, and put it
together again with as
little delay as in the clean-
ing- of an ordinary clock.

?!en 1731 COM rt 72-

Be I go On Tatter

Show Window Full of National Self-Winding Clocks New Haven. Conn.

Should any part of the movement, with ordinary usage, become disabled or 74)or
n

out within two years, the Company will, on application and return of the 
part, send

duplicate without expense to the owner.

We guarantee our batteries to run the clock one year without reneual.

National Self -Winding Clock Co.

Address Dept.

Manufacturers of

Self-Winding and Synchronizing Clocks

Bristol, Conn.
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The New Mint Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

METHODS EMPLOYED BY THE ASSAY
COMMISSION

ACH year the President of the United States appoints, through the

Director of the Mint, a Commission consisting usually of fifteen per-

sons, with the Judge of the District Court for the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania, Controller of the Currency, and the Assayer of the assay

office in New York, ex-officio, which is required to meet in Philadelphia on the

second Tuesday in February for the purpose of examining the finensss and

weights of the coins reserved by the mints in Philadelphia, San Francisco, New

Orleans and Carson City. An. appointment to serve on this Commission is an

honor highly appreciated by the scientific men of the country, and on the list of

those who have served since its creation in 1874 may be found the names of

many of our best known chemists and physicists.
The Commission meets at the time appointed in the long room of the mint

in Philadelphia where the coin collection is kept, and after organizing under the

chairmanship of the Judge of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, three corn-

mittees are named, as follows : One on counting, one on weighing, and one on

assaying, and then the Commission adjourns until such time as it shall be con-

venient for the committees to make their reports. Almost immediately after

adjournment of the Commission, the counting committee assembles, which .con-

sists of the members of both the assaying and weighing committees, and to

them are given the sealed•packages containing samples from the several mints.

numbers stamped on them, after which they pass to a special weighing room,

where one-half of a gramme of gold is weighed from each sample. Sets of four-

teen are generally taken, and of these two are of pure standard gold. The

weighings are wrapped in a lead sheet with a certain proportion of silver, and

the little comets, as they are called, are then taken to the assay furnaces, where

they are cupeled ; that is to say, placed in small bone ash cup which absorbs all

of the lead and other impurities. The silver button is taken from the cupel

when cold, and after all adhering dirt is removed, is rolled into a convenient

shape and then twisted into a little coil which is put into a small metallic basket.

These baskets contain a number of apartments, and when the proper number

has been obtained, the entire basket with its contents is deposited in a bath of

nitric acid. This dissolves out all of the silver, leaving the gold in its purity.

The gold thus obtained is then weighed, and the result represents the actual

amount of gold contained in the sample. By this means the commission, know-

ing the original weight of the sample, and having extracted all the impurities,

are able to tell exactly the proportion of gold contained in the coin, or as it is

commonly called, the " fineness." The two samples of pure gold serve as a

check on the process, and are also used as a means of correcting the slight dif-

ferences due to the conditions of the furnace, i. e., too great heat, or not enough.

By reference to the Report of the Proceedings of the Assay Commission for 1899,

the first four specimens of eagles from Philadelphia showed a fineness of 899.6,

899.8, 899.7 and 899.8.

,

No. 3368—EVE AND SERPENT
(Signet)

Our line of HAND CARVED RINGS embraces over 300 Original Designs

Each mint is by law obliged to take assay pieces from each coinage in each

month in the proportion of one for each one thousand pieces, or any fractional

part of one thousand pieces, in the case of gold coins ; and of one for each two

thousand pieces, or any fractional part of two thousand pieces in the case of

silver coins. These are sealed in an envelope and shipped quarterly by express

to the mint in Philadelphia, where they are carefully preserved in a pyx, under

the joint care of the superintendent and the assayer to await examination

by the Commission. The committee on counting proceeds at once to open these

envelopes and verify the count which is indicated on the outside of the envelope.

This operation generally requires two days.
While this money is being counted samples are selected for the use of the

weighing committee, and also for the assaying committee. Those taken by the

weighing committee are removed to the balance room where, under the direc-

tion of the chairman, they are carefully weighed on a large delicate balance,

precaution being taken in the first instance to carefully test the weights by a set

of standard weights, the accuracy of which has been previously testified to by a

certificate from the Bureau of Weights and Measures of the United States Coast

and Geodetic Survey.
The following deviations are allowed : In the double-eagle and the eagle,

one-half of a grain ; in the half-eagle, the three-dollar piece, the quarter-eagle,

and the one-dollar piece, one-fourth of a grain. In the silver coins the deviations

are as follows : In the dollar, the half and the quarter dollar, and in the dime,

one and one-half grains.

The work of the assay committee is more complex, and it requires several

days for its completion. Samples having been taken of the different coinages,

beginning with the gold, these are then removed to the assaying department,

where a piece of each coin is selected. Pieces representing itbout a quarter of

the coin are struck off with a cold chisel. These pieces are then rolled out and

When the samples of the gold coinage have all been assayed the committee

then takes up the silver, the assay of which is accomplished in the following

manner : As was the case with the gold coinage, samples of each denomination

are selected and pieces from each coin are cut with a chisel. These samples are

then rolled out and numered by means of a punch, after which they are sampled

by means of a punch which strikes out a number of small pieces a little larger

than the head of a pin. Eleven and one-half grammes are then weighed and put

into stoppered eight-ounce bottles into which to cubic centimeters of nitric acid

are dropped. The bottles are then heated so as to dissolve the silver, after

which, when they are cooled, too cubic centimeters of standard salt solution is

added for the purpose of precipitating the silver. The bottles, in sets of twelve,

are placed on a shaker which is operated by power and thoroughly shaken for

four minutes in order that all of the silver may be separated in the form of

chloride from the solution. The small remaining fraction of silver is then pre-

cipitated with a decinormal solution of salt, by means of which the exact pro-

portion of silver is determined. The expert who finishes the operation possesses

a very accurate eye, and, by adding a drop more or less of the standard solution,

is able to tell to within a tenth of the exact amount of solution required to

entirely precipitate the silver. In this case, as with the gold, two specimens of

standard pure silver are carried through the operation in order to check the

result.
On the completion of the work of the weighing and assaying committees,

the Commission is again convened, and the reports of the different committees

submitted, after which every member of the Commission is required to sign the

report. A pleasing feature of the experience is that at the close of the meeting

the superintendent of the mint presents each member of the Commission with a

handsome medal that has been prepared for the occasion, containing the head

of the president on one side and an appropriate symbolical design on the other,

in recognition of his services.
The present writer has had the good fortune to meet with the Commission

On two occasions, and believing that your readers would be interested in learn-

ing something of the methods by which the government certifies to the public

that the high standard of its coinage is preserved, this article has been written.

,-4114rcus.pttlamin, Ph. D., in (he Scienti,fic American,

No. 3363—TWIN STAR
(Scarf Pin, including 2 Diamonds) No. 3366—TIGER AND SNAKE No. 3358—MERMAID'S VANITY

(Scarf Pin, including Diamond)



DENNISON'S PAPER JEWELRY BOXES "WISDOM — The tise of the bc,t means for attaining
the best ends."—IVeheter.

SES the best means for attain-
ing the best ends. We supply
the "best means." For fifty-
seven years we have studied

the wants of jewelers, and during that
time have developed and distributed the
largest and finest line of jewelers' sup-
plies in the world. In the manufacture
of jewelry and silverware cases and
boxes, display trays and cards, and the
many other jewelers' necessities listed in
our 112-page catalogue, we have sought
the one thing —"Excellence." Success-
ful jewelers have recognized this fact,
and to attain the " hest ends," send
us their orders regularly. Do you?

%aufgon Amu racturh zq 3o).
Boston, Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, St. Lotti,

Dr. T. M. Redd is a new addition to the traveling
force of F. A. H'ardy & Co., Chicago, and will cover

Eastern territory in their interests.

Ben Sandfelder, the well-known Eastern manufac-

turers' agent, with headquarters in St. Louis, has

made an engagement with McRae & Keeler, manu-

facturers of jewelry and novelties, Attleboro, Mass.,

to represent them among the jobbing trade from New

York to San Francisco. Mr. Sandfelder is a young

man of caliber and determination, and will make an

undoubted success in his new position. He will have

his headquarters in Chicago hereafter.
We take pleas-

ure in presenting
George Winfield
Payson, one of the
oldest, best known
and popular clock
S alesmen in the
North and .North-
west. Like most
successful business
men on the road
and off, he started at
the foot of the lad-
der, commencing in
the jewelry busi-
ness as an appren-
tice in the store of

THIS IS OUR SMALL MOULDING STEEL-LINED SHOW CASE

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit write us, as we may be able
to interest you. Or, if you expect to remodel your store, we would be pleased
to submit estimate.

We make a specialty of manufacturing strictly high-grade jewelry fixtures
of the most modern type in design and construction with latest improvements
for electric lighting, if so desired, and ask that you correspond with us if in
need of anything in our line. We manufacture an all-glass show case,
the latest and best on the market.

-em"-

For further particulars, please address our factory direct, 431 Fifth Ave.
Write for our No. 10 Catalogue.

WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD TO PRODUCE ITS EQUAL.
Send floor plan with particulars.

l:ieurge Winfield Payson
H. Pace, Toronto,

Canada. This was in 1863, at the early age of nine

years. In 1877 Mr. Payson came to Chicago, where he

secured his first employment as watchmaker for B. F.

Norris, Mister & Co., a position he held for three

years, when he went on the road as traveling sales-

man for the . same firm. He remained with this firm

five years longer, filling the position of traveler. In

1886 Mr. Payson inade his first bow as a clock. sales-

man as a representative of the Ansonia Clock Com-
pany. Here he remained for two years, when, upon

receiving a more advantageous offer from the Seth

Thomas Clock company, he went with them as traveler

and has remained with their Chicago office ever since,

covering Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and

Minnesota territory. Mr. Payson is classed among

the successful salesmen of the Western country ; he

is bright, energetic, always good-natured but always

alert for business, atd gets about all the enjoyment

out of life that is possible.
Herbert Clegg, formerly with the Schrader-Witt-

stein Company, Chicago, has been engaged by

Schmidt & Clatter, of the same city, to cover Illinois

territory.
Franz Eschenberg,

better known as
" Esch," who has rep-
resented the Juergens •

& Andersen Company
in the Northwest for
several years past and
withal a most engag-
ing, successful and
jolly young man, has
at last joined the ranks
of the benedicts. Mr.
Eschenberg was mar-
ried in Chicago the
second day of the new Franz Esehenherg

Century to Miss Melita
Olsen, a Chicago young lady. The wedding was a

quiet house affair, the happy couple leaving directly

after the ceremony for a month's trip to the Pacific

coast. Mr. and Mrs. Eschenberg spent their honey-

moon in Southern California and returned to Chicago

the second week in February to settle down to the

joys of married life.
Frank L. Murray, who formerly covered Northern

Iowa and Nebraska for Benj. Allen & Co., has

engaged with Recob, Ziegler & Co., a new Chicago

wholesale firm, to cover his old territory.

Joe Crawford, Western traveler for C. H. Knights

& Co., left Chicago for an extended Western trip the

middle of last month.
Henry S. Hurl-

but, whose portrait
is here shown, is a
valuable addition to •

the traveling force of
the well-known job-
bing house of the
W. J. Johnston Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa. Pre-
vious to his present
engagement Mr.
Hurlbut represented
the Non-Retailing
Company, of Lancas-
ter, Pa., and has the
advantages of con-
siderable experience and an extensive acquaintance-

ship with the trade. His territory comprises West

Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and the Northwest,

a section of the country in which he has a host of

friends among the jewelers. Mr. Hurlbut's connection

with the jewelry business has been long and con-

tinuous. He was born in Greenville, Pa., about
thirty-six years ago. He was interested in the Burt &

Hurlbut Company, of Detroit, and visited the Michigan

trade, after 1883, in the interests of that house. On

the dissolution of the. firm he went into the silverware

line on his own behalf ; and in 1898 he disposed of his

interests in that business to represent the Non-Retail-

ing Company, of Lancaster, Pa.
A traveling man, says the Goodland,.Kans., News,

called at the post office to enquire for mail. - " There

is none," said the postmaster. " Good," replied the

traveling man ; •".I am still with the firm."

Wanted it Plain
" One of the best salesmen we have on the road,

if not the very best," said a .well-known wholesale

dealer, " came .to us ten years. ago from the back-

woods, and a greener fellow. you never saw.

-" We .can't • give you . a salary,' said I, ' but we

NVIII allow you a commission of 25 per cent. on all you

sell for cash:'
• I don't rightly understand this commission and

per cent. business,' said he, scratching his head,

seem' I ain't used to it ; but I'll tell you what I'll

do ; you just agree to give me ten cents on every

dollar's worth I sell and I'll undertake it. That's

plain enough for anybody to understand.'

" I let him go at that," laughed the merchant in

conclusion, " and made it UP to him at the end of the

year by putting him on the road with a good salary,

and permission to tell the story every time we gave

him a raise, and we gave him one yesterday and I've

told the story a good many times."

The question of technical instruction is being given

much consideration in Attleboro. The Attleboro

School Board in its annual report makes a recommen-

dation that the town introduce manual training into

the schools in 19oi, the course being designed to train

III) engravers, designers, etc., for the jewelry business.

In line with this recommendation the Attleboro Y. M.

C. A. has arranged for a course of four free lectures

on design, by a member of the faculty of the Rhode

Island School of Design, for the young men employed

in Attleboro jewelry factories.

Charles H. Makepeace and John E. Sherman,

doing business under the name of the Attleboro Chain

Co., have dissolved partnership. Fred. S. Cobb, for-

merly with G. H. Herrick & Co., purchased the in-

terest of Mr. Makepeace.

James E. Blake, of the James E. Blake Co., Attle-

boro, has gone on a trip to California. He will com-

bine business with pleasure.

John 11. Peckham, of the late firm of Palmer &

Peckham, has resigned his place on the Board of North

Attleboro Selectmen. He has gone to Chicago, where

he will enter the jewelry business.
Louis C. Luther, of J. W. Luther & Co., and

.Samuel M. Einstein, of the Attleboro Manufacturing

Co., recently purchased one of the best sites on Attle-

boro's main street. The work of improving the property

will be begun forthwith.
Alfred Vester & Co., makers of metal ornaments,

21 Mason Street, Providence, have changed their firm

name to Alfred Vester & Sons.
The annual reunion of the heads of the depart-

ments of the Gorham Manufacturing Co. took place

last month. An excellent banquet was the feature-in-

chief of the programme. Speeches were made by John

F. P. Lawton, secretary of the company ; Mr. Cod-.

man, chief designer, and others. Sixty persons took

part in the reunion. President Holbrook, of this com-

pany, has placed a library of 800yolumes in the Casino

for the use of the employees.
Frank H. Gladding, traveling representative of

Clark & Coombs, Providence, is mourning the loss of

his wife, who died last month. The deceased was a

daughter of the late J. D. ,Benton, formerly a well-

known jeweler in Providence.
Simms & Co., Attleboro, has been succeeded by

Bellows & Sithms ; the members of the new firm

being Fred. L. Bellows, for the past five years Western

salesman for McRae & Keeler, and Bernard Simms,

of Simms & Co. Mr. Bellows will be salesman and

Mr. Simms, who has heretofore had that department,

will attend to the factory.
R. M. Derick and George W. Enbom, doing busi-

ness as R. M. Derick & Co., Attleboro, recently dis-

solved partnership. They will continue in business in

their individual capacity.
• John B. Peck, foreman . of the factory of H. F.

Barrows & Co., North Attleboro, died suddenly on

February 5th. His employers and many friends were

shocked by his sudden taking off, the fatal attack last-

ing only one hour.
Abiel Codding, the veteran jewelry manufacturer

of North Attleboro, celebrated last month the eighty-

. fourth anniversary of his birth. Mr. Codding was for

thirty years the active head of E. Ira Richards & Co.

and took an active interest in many other concerns.

He was for years president of the Attleboro Savings

Bank and director of the local National Bank. At

present he is president of the North Attleboro gaslight

corporation, and is reputed to be the oldest Mason in

the Attleboros. His sons are well known in the trade.

The group of jewelry factories in Attleboro Falls,

owned and partly occupied by B. S. Freeman & Co.,

was sold at public auction to a Boston real estate

dealer, for $16,5oo. There is one very large three-

story factory building, with three smaller buildings,

all well adapted for jewelry manufacturing.

John C. Cody, North Attleboro, father of John IV.

Cody, of Smith & Cody, died last month.

Heath, Such & Co. is the title of a new firm of

jewelers' tool makers who have started in business

at 283 Thurber's Avenue, Providence. The members

of the firm are Thomas Heath, formerly in the employ

of the Gorham Mfg. Co., and Charles H. Such, for

many years an employee of the H. A. Kirby Co.

P. J. Cummings, the Attleboro chain manufacturer,

who has been seriously ill with typhoid pneumonia, has

gone to St. Augustine, Florida, to recuperate. From re-

cent reports the trip has assisted greatly in his recovery,

and he is steadily regaining health and strength.

S. 0. Bigney attended the regular annual banquet

of the American Protective Tariff League, held at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, on the evening of Feb-

ruary 16th. This is always one of the largest and

most notable trade gatherings held in this country, and

the affair this year attracted the attendance of the most

prominent manufacturers front all parts of the country

and a splendid array of speakers. Mr. Bigney, being

an ardent protectionist, x'as specially invited to the

banquet, owing to his constant efforts on behalf of the

objects of the League.
Wm. L. Mauran, president of the J. • T. Maurim

Manufacturing Co., sailed for Europe last month. He

will spend about six weeks in travel through Great

Britain, Paris and several other European places of

interest. The trip is not wholly for pleasure, as Mr.

Mauran will do some buying in the diamond and stone

market.
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The leading wholesalers of this vicinity are watch-

ing with decided interest the approach of the Easte
r-

tide. For a few years past the purchasers of Easter

gifts have largely increased in number, and the varie
ty

and expensiveness of the articles purchased have i
n-

creased in proportion. The belief that Eastertide 
is

as appropriate a time for extending presents as are t
he

Christmas holidays, is ingenuously and ingeniously 
in-

culcated—ingeniously, because the teaching is so

cautiously concealed ; ingenuously, because the dea
l-

ers themselves have unconsciously grown to be 
peda-

gogues in this particular. For the present Eastertide

wholesalers and retailers have made greater prepar
a-

tions than general trade conditions would 
seem to

warrant. However, the prosperity which made itself

so generously evident during the past season, h
as given

unction to the proprietors, and this feeling has g
rown

to confidence that the prosperity will continue. 
Every

possible variety of Easter novelty offered by the

manufacturers has been taken, and is being disp
layed

in more stylish fashion than heretofore known in
 the

West. On account of the youth of the country, 
style

has not been an attribute of Western jewelry st
ores.

Constant development of trade, expansion of ideas,

increase of fastidiousness on the tart of those rapid
ly

acquiring wealth, have compelled dealers to put asi
de

their former carelessness in displays, and Western

jewelry stores now present an attractive appearan
ce: as

do those of Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, New 
York

or other Eastern cities. For this reason also, aside

from that based on prosperity, the Easter displays 
this

year are far above the average, and if attractiveness
 is

really an inducement to femininity to buy, it wi
ll be

proven by the trade of the coming Easter season.

Among the retail stores making the most gorgeous

displays of Easter novelties, may be mentioned tho
se

of Mawhiney & Holliday, Fifteenth & Douglas Street
s;

A. B. Huberman, Thirteenth and Douglas Str
eets;

Geo. W. Ryan & Co., A. Edholm and John Rudd
, on

North Sixteenth Street ; Henry Copley, on South

Sixteenth Street ; Linsay and Coombs, the two ad
join-

ing Douglas Street jewelers, and Mandelburg, at
 Six-

teenth and Farnam Streets. Their stores are centrally

located, have wide, plate-glass show windows at
 con-

venient height for the observer, and especial effort h
as

been made to make the displays attractive. 
Geo.

W. Ryan & Co.'s display is enhanced by a new 
store

front, which is but just completed, and which 
gives

enlarged space for his wares. All these stores report

that the prospect for a good Easter trade is flatterin
g,

notwithstanding the somewhat ominous statement 
in

the beginning as to general trade conditions. 
The

cause for the statement lies in two conditions,
 one

of which is in the control of Nature, but wh
ich has

not been exercised to the benefit of the peop
le of

these central Western States ; the other is in 
control

of Congress, and several ditto marks, referring t
o the

non-exercise of Nature, will apply to the nat
ional

legislative body. As to Nature's obligation, she 
has

entirely failed to fulfil them the present winter. S
now

in Nebraska and the cattle ranges of the Black 
Hills

and Northeastern Wyoming, has been a want 
which

was not supplied. Upon heavy falls of the white soft-

ness depends the prosperity of the cattle secti
ons, and

to a great extent the mining districts. Barely enough

to cover the ground has fallen in areas coveri
ng hun-

dreds of miles, and now spring, with her smil
ing face,

brings only gloom to the owners of the herds, 
which

have been wandering through the winter over 
the ex-

tensive prairies.
For a large portion of the disappointment of

Western cattlemen, and of farming communities 
also,

Congress is to be blamed. Its utter lack of economy

by its failure to look after the interests of seve
ral hun-

dred thousand farmers and ranchmen, and 
of large

mining centers, by providing appropriations for st
orage

reservoirs or irrigation works, is receiving the
 con-

demnation of business men everywhere in the W
est.

An appropriation of even $500,000 would have 
given

hope to many now contemplating an exodus,
 who

otherwise would have fought through another 
year,

even though witnessing their sole means of a
cquiring

wealth washed down the Mississippi to crush 
out the

lives and property of Southern peoples. Such an

appropriation would have dammed up some
 one or

possibly two of the great canons of the Roc
kies or the
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Black Hills, and provided water throughout the sea-

son for many square miles of ranges, and still lea
ve

enough to irrigate as many more miles of farms

which are becoming impoverished, because the wat
er

necessary for the successful fruition of crops is washed

away in the spring freshets, unchecked, an useless and

expensive waste of power and wealth and an element

of destruction to the South.
An appropriation of $500,000 or $5,000,000 for the

harbors of New York, Boston or Philadelphia, might

make the wharves of those cities a little more conve-

nient, and tend to improve the business facilities of

those cities somewhat, but the same appropriation for

storage reservoirs or irrigation purposes would give

those cities treble he amount of business from the

Western points affected, and actually prevent loss of

business by preventing the exodus which is certain to

come very shortly, unless the West obtains some

relief.
One of the most pleasing duties which has come

to this correspondent is that of reporting the effect of

a statement made in the Omaha column of THE

KEYSTONE a couple of months ago. Reference was

made to opportunities in the growing towns of the

West for young, active men of the cult with sufficient

capital to enable them to start business in a small way.

Slight as was this reference it has developed two facts:

First, that there is a widespread desire in the East for

a change of location ; second, and one more flattering

to THE KEYSTONE itself, is the disclosure of the width

of circulation of this journal. The Omaha corre-

spondent has received letters not only from many

points of the East and Southeast, but from Nova

Scotia and points in Canada, the writers making

inquiry as to suitable locations. Responses have been

made indicating several points where opportunities

are presented.
A. M. Molesworth, of Shelby, Iowa, has gone to

Marysville, Mo., leaving the former town as an opening

for a new jewelry and optical store.

William Abel, of Petersburg, Nebr., is selling out,

but the town is small and will still have one jewelry

store.
Mr. Griffith, of Griffith & Hall, wholesalers at

Omaha, has returned from a business trip to the West.

He found conditions about the same as above described.

W. J. Taylor, traveling for the Shook Manu-

facturing Co., wholesalers at Omaha, has gone on the

road again—this time through Nebraska.

George S. Dugan, formerly a traveling man for

the Shook Manufacturing Co., but now of Ashland,

Nebr., visited Omaha recently. •

Leonard Andrews, traveling for E. A. Dayton &

Co., wholesalers at Omaha, who was quarantined at

Columbus, Nebr., early in the month, is again free and

working among the trade, hardly the worse for his

enforced confinement.
The store of E. A. Dayton & Co., at Omaha, was

smoked a little by a fire in an adjoining plumbing

shop but no serious damage was done. The Reichen-

berg-Smith Co.'s store was across the alley from the

fire, but fire windows prevented any loss to the pr
o-

perty or goods.
C. L. Shook, of the Shook Manufacturing Co.,

himself a thorough musician and the organizer of 
a

military band at Omaha, furnished the music for t
he

Masons' forty-second anniversary, February t2th. 
A

benefit ball was held for the band February 15th, w
hich

netted a neat sum for new uniforms.

All of the wholesalers here are now stowing away

the new stocks purchased on recent trips to the East.

John M. Cutter, general manager of the Elgin

National Watch Co., was an Omaha visitor 'about the

middle of last month.

J. A. Reuling, of Wymore, Nebr., visited Omaha

a few days ago.
A. D. Smith, of Cedar Rapids, Nebr., was an

Omaha buyer the latter part of the month.

S. R. Razee, of Curtis, Nebr., called on the

Omaha trade a short time ago.

William Lachman has opened a store at Indianola,

Nebr.
Richly embossed book marks seem to be among

the fads for the Easter trade.

J. L.. Jacobson, manufacturing jeweler 
at Omaha,

has returned from Washington, where he went to
 cast

his vote for President McKinley as one of the Nebrask
a

•electors.
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Chas. L. Trout & Co.

20t!! Century Designs 

FOBS for ladies and gents.38c. to $3.00 each.

BARRETTES an Hair Clasps.
$10.50 gross to $1.50 each.

PURSES an Bags, Sterling Silver. Fish
Scale Mesh. $2.40 to $2o.00 each.

BROOCHES in Gold and Gold Filled.

BRACELETS in Sterling Sil
ver Snakes

and Chain Patterns.

HAT PINS in Sterling and Gold Filled.

CUFF LINKS in $ Gold, _ i.00 to $2o.00
pair.

EASTER BOOK-MARKS
$3.0. to $15.00 dozen. Silver and Gold.

We illustrate this month some of

the cheaper Barrettes.

These come in two qualities :

1st quality, per dozen, $ 2.40.

zd quality, per gross, 10.50.

Less 10 per cent, cash discount. •

Send for Selection

of Barrettes and Hair Clasps in our latest

SNAKES, of which we show many new designs

at prices from $6:50 to $12.00 per dozen.

Also new patterns of staple Hair Clasps in

plain and chased, at $3.00 to $9.00 dozen.

Our selection packages are justly noted for

containing ONLY new and artistic novelties

and newest patterns of the plainer goods.

We will be pleased to sencl YOU a
selection.

Chas.L.Trout & Co.
5 ere 7 Nictiden Lane

New York, N.Y.

Hearts Gold, Hearts silver. Hearts Plated.
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entirely failed failed to fulfil them the present winter. Slum,

in Nebraska and the cattle ranges of the 
Black I lills PertY or

C. L. Shook, ■f the Shook \Lunn:it-Wring Co.,

and Northeastern Wyoming, has been a \\ 
ant. which

hinkell a thorough musician and the organizer of a

was not supplied. l'pon heavy falls of the white soft- military band at Omaha, furnished the music ft tr the

ness depends the prosperity of the cattle 
sections, and

Masons' forty-second anniversary, February 2th. A

to a great extent the mining districts. 
Barely enough

to cover the ground has fallen ii 
areas c„veririg huh _ benefit ball was held for the band February itli. which

dreds of miles, and now spring, with her 
smiling fac(•, " nein- Still 1 f"r I ft ii, unif"r"ls-

I oi ;
brings only gloom to the owners of the herds, 

which Aii if the wholesalers hien tic iiWilV

the new stocks purchased nil it, tin c East.

have been wandering through the winter 
over the

tensive prairies. 
John \ Cutter, general manager of the Elgin

For a large portion of the disappointment of Natit mai \Valeh Co., was an Omaha visitor 
about the

Western cattlemen, and of farming 
communities also. middle of last month.

Congress is to be blamed. Its utter lack of econtinty 
J. :N. Reuling, of \Vymore, Nebr., visited 

()malt,

by its failure to look after the interests of 
several 111111- 1,11 tlaYS agit•

1). S1111111, of Cedar Rapids, Nebr., was an

dred thousand farmers and ranchmen, 
and of large

mining centers, by providing appropriations for 
stt wage Omaha buyer the latter part of the month.

S. R. Razee, of Curtis, Nebr., called the

reservoirs or irrigation works, is receiving the con-

demnation of business men everywhere in the 
West. Onialia trade it hi (it tinle

\Villiam Lachman has opened a store at Indianola,

An appropriation of even $50o,t )00 would have 
given

hope to minty intw contemplating an 
(-vats, who Nebr.

Richly embossed book marks seem to be among
otherwise \yould haye fought thin nigh another 

year,

even though witnessing their st de means i 1 tcquiring the fads for the Easter trade.

n 
J. J.. manufacturing jeweler at Omaha,

wealth washed down the Mississippi to crush 
tan the

lives and property of Southern peoples. Such an has returned (i (I Washinghtn, where he went to cast

appropriation would have dammed up sonic one 
or his vote for President McKinley as tale of the 

Nebraska

possibly two of the great canons of the Rockies 
or the electors.
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I I E large majority of important cameos, both antique and modern,

are cut upon banded onyx, a stone particularly well fitted for this

kind of work, and more suitable than any other for showing to

advantage a design in relief in one color on a flat background of

another. The onyx is extremely hard and takes a beautiful polish ; agate and

other forms of silica are also used for cameos as well as most of the well-

known precious stones, except the diamond, in which, although intaglios

have often been cut in it, as far as I know a cameo never has.

Onyxes are now found in Brazil, and in India, chiefly at Cambay, and a
mong

the hills of Malwa ; they are also found in the shing
les of the Indus and the

Nile. The manner of the formation of an onyx is very curiou
s : it is due to

the gradual infiltration of water charged with silicious part
icles into hollows in

trap-rock. This infiltration takes place under varying condi
tions of temperature

and circumstance, so that the silica is frequently depos
ited in two distinct forms,

side by side. One of these forms is amphorous, translucent ; the other crystal-

line and transparent. Curiously enough, the transparent layer appears far

more solid than the translucent one ; this effect i
s due to the fact that it

appears white as snow does, by reason of the i
nnumerable reflections of

the white rays of light from the facets of num-

bers of microscopic crystals, each of which is

quite transparent.

VARIED 
The onyx, again, owes much

BEAUTIES OF of its beauty to the remark-

THE ONYX able porosity of its amor-

phous layers, which possess

the rare power of absorbing certain foreign

substances- and being beautifully colored by

them in various tints. Onyxes are said to be

now scarce, but up to the present they have not

by themselves been considered as precious

stones, their value—except in exceptional cases

—being directly proportionate to the quality of

the work upon them.
Layers of onyx invariably follow the inner

contours of the hollow in which they are formed,

as they are deposited from their outer circum-

ference inwards ; so that cameo cutters have

always had to face the great initial difficulty of

having to modify their design in such a way as

to make the best use of colored strata, which

they often find running in a direction not

entirely consonant with their own Ivishes. When

the hollow in which an onyx was formed was

cylindrical in shape, the resulting stone was

often used to make a cup or vase with great

effect ; such stones, with concentric circles of

white and color, when they were small, were also

' frequently made into eyes for statues, workers in this 
curious art being known in

Rome as " fabri ocularii." The same cutting of onyx eyes was also made use.

of for finger rings, when the stones were quite small ;
 the gold setting of these

eyes is often made to represent the eyelids, and gener
ally to carry out the idea,

but they are cumbersome and must have been u
ncomfortably heavy to wear.

The usual natural color of an onyx is a pale gray, 
banded with white layers.

If, when the stone was forming, there was any trace 
of a metallic oxide in the

water of infiltration, the pale gray, or amorphous, layer 
or layers would most

probably acquire a tinge of color. The commonest 
oxide to occur in these

cases has been that of iron, the result being that the 
gray onyx has become

yellowish or reddish. When this has occurred, the st
one is called a sardonyx.

But the possibility of artificially causing amorphous strata of an already

formed gray onyx to absorb metallic oxides was 
discovered at an early date

by Indian, Burmese and Arabian lapidaries. Pliny acknowledges that in his

time it was well known that the ancients improved 
the color of their gems by

heating them in honey.
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color of an onyx, especially the kind known as brown B
razilian chalcedony.

There are numerous other colors which can be artificially 
given to the, porous

layers of onyx, but none of them has been so much used as the
 black and the

red. No doubt the reason for this is that both these colors have 
been, to a large

extent, found as natural productions, and so they would be the 
most esteemed,

as well as the least likely to be suspected of artificiality.

If a cameo showed a white design upon a blue background, it 
would be

safe to say that it was most probably artificial, for, although ther
e is no reason

to consider such a naturally colored stone to be an impossib
ility, no such sped-

mens have yet been found.
Blue color in chalcedony can be produced by soaking in •iron, as in the

case of the sards, but, instead of heat or sulphuric acid, the onyx must 
then

be treated with ferrocyanide of potassium, which practically deposits
 Prussian

blue in the pores of the stone ; the color, however, soon fades. Green is more

troublesome to manage, but it can be produced by soaking the chalcedony
 in a

solution of nitrate of nickel. A stone which is too deep a red can be 
made

paler by the application of hydrochloric acid. The best-known varieties of the

onyx stone are the carnelian-onyx, the bloodstone-onyx, the jasper-onyx 
and the

sard-onyx. Sard itself is more translucent than carnelian, which is always a
 little

clouded. Red carnelian in large pieces is almost invariably artificially colored

At Oberstein, in Oldenburg, there have bee., for many

years extensive manufactories for the preparation of onyxes

for gem-cutters and engravers. These stones were found in

great quantities in the neighborhood of this town, and the

works were originally established for the cutting and preparing of the native

stones ; but of late years the natural supply has

considerably diminished, so that the greater

part of the work now done at Oldenburg con-

sists of the cutting, straining and polishing of

rough onyxes sent there for that purpose from

all parts of the world, wherever they may be

found—most of them now, I believe, from Bra-

zil or India. As a rule, the onyx is not a large

stone, but sometimes large pieces are found

among antiques ; the largest examples are at

Paris and Vienna, but Dr. Billing says that slabs

of true onyx exist as long as eighteen inches.

Modern gem-cutters have half their work done

for them, unlike their ancient predecessors, who

had laboriously to get their pieces of onyx in

order themselves before they could begin to

engrave upon them. Agate often nearly re-

sembles onyx ; it is found in larger pieces, but

the layers are neither so true in color or so

marked in shape. There is a cameo cut in

agate, a foot and a half long, at Rome.

There is always great interest attached to

the inquiry as to what tools iimd methods of

working were used in ancient times by expo-

nents of the small technical arts. To a certain

extent most of these arts can be executed by

very simple means, but such proceedings usually

involve a high degree of skill, immense patience

and a large expenditure of time. Modern appli-

ances have enormously increased the ease with

which most of the technical processes of such arts can be executed, 
but with

this greater ease and quickness of production a greater absence of tru
e art

feeling goes unfortunately hand in hand.

An ancient cameo-worker may well be imagined looking at a piece of onyx

with some degree of • dismay, at the almost impenetrable block that he w
ould

have to fashion roughly into shape, before he could commence his art
-work

upon it. He would realize that this rough work would cost him as Much time

and trouble as the subsequent carving of the design itself, with the 
added

annoyance that his labor expended upon it would never be appreciated. 
The

ancient Assyrian and Egyptian makers of cylinders and scarabmi chose 
the

softest stones available, in order that they might be more easy to cut. Early

carvings of this kind are often found in such materials as steatite, syenite 
or

serpentine, and these can be easily cut with flint or obsidian flakes, or even with

hard-metal chisels or gouges. The use of soft stones for small Carvings
 is a

characteristic of an early stage of the art, and, when harder stones are found

used in any quantities, it is probable that either some more powerful proc
ess—

such as the use of a drill—had been invented, or, at all events, that the cu
tting

power of corundum, emery, or even diamond itself, had been discovered.

PREPARING
ONYXES FOR
CUTTING

A Double Cameo Cut from a Single.Sardo

IMPROVING
THE COLOR
OF ONYX

If a gray, translucent piece of onyx is stee
ped in oil, honey

or sugar and water, it will absorb some of 
the liquid, and if

subsequently strongly heated, or boiled in sul
phuric acid,

carbon will be deposited within the stone, 
thereby causing

it to appear dark—even black. All nicolos are said to have been produc
ed

in some such way as this, many experts declaring 
that such a stone is not found

naturally. The white layers of an onyx are n
ot permeated by any solution;

they are crystalline and non-absorbent, so they 
remain white under nearly all

the artificial coloring processes. The crystallin
e layers are themselves some-

times slightly thickened by heat or strong acid
, and they can be superficially

reddened a little by painting over with a 
solution of iron in aquafortis,_ but in

either case the effect is slight and a doubtful 
improvement. Nitric acid will

remove such rust stains on white onyx, and 
will also very markedly pale a

nicolo or a sardonyx. No doubt in these cases 
the acid absorbs the carbon or

the iron oxide inside the stone. Heat alone will often redden and improve 
the

uyx : National Museum, Naples

The highly convex form both of the Egyptian scarabs

and the bossed gems which immediately succeeded them,

were convenient to make by filing down larger pieces. The

engraving on the flat bases of such stones was, no doubt, done by a fine-cu
tting

stone point, possibly flint. Herodotus mentions arrows headed " with a stone

brought to a point, the same sort by which they (the Ethiopians) engrave their

seals." Both Theophrastus and Pliny mention naxium, or emery, as being

the best material known for polishing marble or for rubbing down gems. There

are many varieties of corundum, a species of mineral which comes next 
to the

diamond in hardness. It is really a crystallized alumina, and in the form of

emery is a very powerful cutting agent, and will polish even a diamond. Ac
tual

points of diamond may have been used at an earlier date than is usually assigned

to them ; the possibility of splintering this stone easily by a hammer into small

(COXiiMia page 249)
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useful points may have been known to the workers in

flint at an early date, and many antique cameos and

intaglios show fine-cut lines which appear as if they were

done with a diamond point ; undoubtedly they could have

been more easily done by that means than by any other.

The invention of the wheel for cutting gems was prob
ably

introduced from the East, but it does not appear to be

known whether it was brought forward as an original

idea, or whether it simply came into being by a natural

process. A drill, worked either by hand or by a string

and bow, is indeed one of the earliest inventions of man-

kind, and the primitive drill required only a simple adap-

tation to render it effective for cutting hard stones instead

of producing fire from soft wood.

The different methods which have been used for

cutting hard stones can best be traced by a microscopic examinati
on of the

surfaces of intaglios ; for, although such surfaces were usually highly
 polished,

and consequently many of the cutting marks became erase
d, still a great many

signs are left which are sufficient to show whether the cutt
ing has been clone by

means of a splinter of diamond or something analogous, or by
 a drill working

small circles one after the other. Work marks of this kind are 
seen with more

difficulty in a cameo, because it was easier to polish, and is 
therefore more

worn away in this process. Construction marks often show clearly on the

back of a gem, as here the same trouble has not been take
n to erase them. Of

course, if the cameo is a small bust or figure cut in the r
ound for the purpose

of affixing to a cuirass or dress of any kind, this re
mark no longer applies, as

such carvings were often as highly finished at the 
back as they were on the

front, the reason being that a greater brilliancy and p
lay of color could be pro-

duced by hollowing out the stone at the back in some 
agreement with the con-

tours of the front, and these remarkable hollowings are no
t infrequent. These

stones are also curiously pierced at the back, for facility o
f attachment to any

substance.
The backs of antique cameos are often left rounded and

 roughly cut, but

they have always been polished, and this condition 
of the back, irregular, but

polished, is one mark of an antique, because in Renaissa
nce and in modern

times, when the preparation of the rough stone 
was, and is, done by " another"

workman, the backs are naturally well cut, flat and finis
hed. This parceling

out of the work, which is, indeed, the fatal blot in m
ost of the small technical

art of to-day, presupposes a great increase in the 
efficiency of the tools used.

Although the state of the back of any particular gem may,
 to a great extent, be

studied as an index to its age, it is not to be supposed that
 a clever cinque-cento

forger could not easily have imitated the ancient m
anner ; but, as a matter of

fact, he did not think of it, but expended his skill only on 
the face of his cameo.•

The Nfarlhorough Cameo Representing the Nuptials
of Cupid and Psyche :

Boston Museum of Flue Arts
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A close examination of ancient gems—both came
o and

intaglio—will show that several of them have been labo
-

riously scratched out with a hard point, and others cut 
or

filed away by means of some small round-headed 
instru-

ment. This last appearance is, doubtless, due to the use of
 a drill, worked at

first by hand and subsequently, very likely, by a stri
ng and bow. By the use of

such a drill, much more powerfully mounted with 
a treadle, gems were cut

during the Renaissance and in modern times: If the drill used is small enough,

an intaglio or cameo can be cut and finished 
by its aid alone, and numbers

have been so made, but as a rule the finishing t
ouches in all cases are more effec-

tively and surely given by the diamond point.

A modern lapidary has a very powerful

instrument in his delicate lathe fitted Nvith

strong treadle. He possesses a large assort-

ment of tiny saws and points of iron, some

fine, some broadly ended, like knitting-needles.

These are made to revolve very rapidly by

means of the treadle, the stone being fixed

by wax to a wooden handle and held in the

hand of the artist, who applies it to the cutting

point as he may wish. The introduction of this

instrument considerably altered the conditions

under which cameos were made. The circular

saws made it easy to cut off large flat pieces,

and accordingly, in Renaissance work, large

margins are often found ; the ancients found

much trouble in cutting away large pieces, so,

as a rule, their margins are very narrow, the

design coming near up to the edge of the stone.

Iron points or saws, however, would not

by themselves touch the surface of a piece of

chalcedony, however quickly they might re-

volve, so it is necessary to increase their cutting

qualities by some further device : this is found

in the addition of oil and diamond dust.

The power of the iron points when used

with diamond dust and oil is increased to an

extraordinary degree, and the harder the stone

is that has to be cut the better, because it

presses the minute particles of diamond into

the iron point to such a degree that this point
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very quickly becomes, as it were, a diamond file, and when

it has reached this state it reacts on the hard stone

and cuts it away rapidly. A cameo-cutter will begin, on

his already prepared slab of onyx, by cutting away all the

superfluous upper layers, down to the background layer,

with his circular saw ; then he will mass the design out by

means of the largest points possible, gradually getting

to the finer work with finer points, until at last he ceases

using the lathe, and goes over the whole of his work very

carefully with finishing touches with a diamond point.

The polishing of a cameo is a very

important and difficult process. Such

a gem must be very highly polished,

and yet it must show very fine detail.

Polishing tends to destroy detail, so it becomes necessary

to go on finishing and polishing, again and again, for a

long time, until at last single lines like hairs have to be

polished one by one. A very skillful cameo-cutter will not, theref
ore, quite

finish his work before he begins the polishing, but will leave the final 
delicate

lines to be cut newly on the polished surface and again polished themselves.

The process of polishing is done in a similar way to that of cutting, in the

same lathe, but with different tools and accessories. The stone is cemented
 as

before on the end of a stick, and moved about in contact with the revolving

point as found necessary. The points used for polishing are no longer of i
ron,

but are made of some softer material, such as wood, lead, ivory or copper, 
and

instead of oil and diamond dust they are usually fed with oil mixed with one

or other of the usual polishing powders, the choice of which depends upon the

hardness of the substance to be polished : tripoli (powdered flint), rotten stone

(powdered alumnia), crocus (oxide of iron), rouge (oxide of copper) or

putty powder (oxide of tin). For very hard stones, however, diamond dust

and oil may be still necessary.
Unfortunately the repolishing of antique gems has been largely done both

during the Renaissance and in modern times, with the inevitable result that to

an expert the stone is spoilt. A fine antique cameo, finished and polished by a

great artist, will certainly not bear a subsequent polishing without losing much

of that finished detail which distinguishes a first-rate gem from one of an

inferior kind. But to the ordinary observer, no doubt, such a repolished gem

would appear much improved and for commercial reasons the process has

been very largely practiced. I see no reason, however, for objecting to

judicious repolishing of a flat background ; the harm is done when the raised

sculpture is meddled with—such license should not be taken with the gem.

MODE OF
POLISHING
THE CAMEO

To set against this disastrous repolishing of antique

gems may be mentioned the artificial scratching of modern

forgeries to make them look old. It must be admitted that

a modern skillful workman can copy any cameo, old or new,

with such perfection that it would be impossible for any one but an expert to

say which was the original and which was the copy. But a gem copied to-day

from an old model would naturally be in a fine state of polish, and to coun
ter-

act this it was discovered by some ingenious Italian workman of the last

century, that if he gave his brilliantly-polished gems to turkeys and made them

swallow them, the trituration of the gizzards of the birds gave to the stone the

exact signs of wear which were wanting.

The small lathe working with a treadle, and cutting hard stones by means

Of iron points fed with oil and emery or diamond, is the most powerful cutting

instrument known, and it would only be used for very hard stones. All quartz

stones would be most easily cut by it, and

jewels also, but it would be unnecessary for

cutting anything like a shell cameo. Such work

is best done by means of small steel scrapers or

• engraving tools, made in such a shape as may

suit the fancy of the operator or the exigencies

of his design. The polishing of such pieces

can also be well done by a polisher's wheel

fitted with buff. Wherever a-large background

is to be cleared, however, the small circular saw

will slice off large pieces with less difficulty than

any other instrument. The oil and diamond

dust used on iron points for cutting cameos do

not prevent the workman from seeing how

his work progresses because they are both so

transparent. In some ways cameo-cutting is

easier than intaglio work, because, in the case

of the latter, impressions for comparison have

constantly to be made while the work is in pro-

gress, as the object is to make a fine impression;

but the cameo, only being made for the sake of

its own beauty, which should not be microscopic,

the artist can quite well judge of the progress

of his work by the eye alone.

IMITATIONS
OF
OLD MODELS

From the Marlborough Collection of Gems : Bo
ston Museum of Fine Arts

—Cyril Davenport, F. S. A., in
Monographs on Artistic Subjects.

[The illustrations of famous cameos lucre shown' are

reproduced from " The Writing Table of the Twentieth

Century," by F. Schuyler Mathews. These cameos belong
to the famous Marlborough collection, purchased in 1899 hy

the Boston Museum of Art with the generous bequest of

the late Henry L. Pieree.—En.)
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Are you needing goods in our line? If so, why not senda trial order, and we will convince you of the superiority of our
stock and facilities for supplying your wants.

,Our MAIL ORDER business is large and constantly growing
because we have the goods at right prices, and give each order
prompt and careful attention.

.If our traveler does not call would you like to have him
do so?

Hayden Wheeler & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New rork

Telephone, 8 Cortlandt

The season of marriage. engagements is always with us, andthat means the sale of a ring of some kind. Those who can affordit buy a Single Stone Diamond Ring, and they prefer as a matterof sentiment to get a fitlfect diamond, no matter what its sizemay be. A large per cent. of our yearly business is inSingle Stone Tiffany Rings.
Our Coypright System of Grading Diamonds enables everyone to select without digeully the perfect diamond from the im-perfect. Every diamond sent out we guarantee to be exactly asrepresented—this guarantee in addition to yours means easierselling and satisfied customers—and that means future sales.
We carry an assortment of

Single Stone Diamond Rings, from
Diamond and Fancy Stone Rings,,‘
Diamond Brooches, 4 6

Diamond Scarf Pins 4 4

Diamond Studs . . .
Diamond Ear Screws, Ear Drops,

Lockets, Etc.

When you have a prospective saleor Diamond Jewelry that you do not
goods that carry an absolute anda trial order will acquaint you with ourof the help it is in making sales.

$5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
4.00

Link

and upwards

for anything in Diamonds
have in stock, and want
specific guarantee,
System and convince you

S. C. Scott Mfg-. Co.
Makers of Diamond Jewelry

9=11=13 Maiden Lane, New York
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New York Letter

The Merchants' Association is doing excellent

work for business in this city. The special railroad

rates secured for visiting buyers brought a vast influx

from distant points. The association also secured a

formal invitation from the Legislature of Texas for its

members to visit the Lone Star State and to enter into

closer trade relations with her people. The resolution

at the same time commends the New Yorkers to the

favor of Texas business men. In addition, the asso-

ciation has just concluded an arrangement with such

steamship lines as ply between New York and

Southern ports for reduced rates to that city for

Southern merchants, all of whom have been notified

of this concession. This worthy organization of mer-

chants is taking a leading part in all movements for

the betterment of the city and its government, and its

efforts are achieving remarkable success.

The Merchants' Association is now

An Objectionable making a fight against Assembly

Bill No. 119 in the New York Leg-

islature, which requires every one

to make a list in detail of all personal property, to

state value of each item on oath and to file the list

with the assessors. The association's circular states:

Bill at Albany

The effect of this bill will be to expose all your

private business affairs. Under its provisions you

must state how much money you have on hand in

the bank ; who owes you and how much ; what mer-

chandise you have and its value ; what promissory

notes, stocks, bonds or mortgages you hold. Your

banker must state how much you have on deposit;

the amount of outstanding notes for loans made to

you, with the rate of interest, and. amount of interest

due ; the collateral securities pledged by you ; and all
similar details. Merchants from whom you buy must

state your debts to them. Commission merchants

must list all consigned merchandise, value it on oath,

declare the names of its owners and their places of

residence. Any statements touching your property,

so made by your creditors anywhere in the State,

must be forwarded by their assessors to your assessors,

for comparison with the statement made by you. Four

distinct penalties of excessive severity aim to enforce

the provisions. They impose punishment greater than

would be imposed for actual crime. It permits asses-

sors to punish you at their absolute discretion by

overvaluing to any extent property which they merely

imagine that you may have, and adding 5o per cent.

to the amount of their guess. You cannot " swear

off " their arbitrary valuation, nor appeal to the courts.

This is mere confiscation. To expose private business

affairs in the manner set forth would be destructive to

all credit. You are therefore requested to write your

senator and assemblyman protesting against Assembly

Bill No, 119 ; and also to send a similar protest to the

chairman of the assembly committee on taxation and

retrenchment requesting that committee to kill the bill.

The Senate Committee on Public

Buildings and Grounds reported

favorably a bill appropriating $2,-

500,000 for the erection of a new

post office building in this city. The absolute need of

the extension of the post office facilities of New York

is only too clear. The gross postal receipts at New

York for the year ending December 31, 1900, amounted

to very nearly $10,000,000, an increase of 57.48 per

cent. in ten years and an increase of 8% per cent. over

the gross receipts of the year immediately preceding.

Inasmuch as the net revenue of the New York post

office exceeds $6,000,000, and last year showed. an in-

crease of 934 per cent. over the preceding ye
ar, the

Government can well afford not only to be just, but to

be generous in supplying the postal needs of the

metropolis. Not only New York, however, but the

entire country is interested in this question. New York,

as a great commercial and publishing center, as well

as the port through which the great bulk of mail enters

this country, is the greatest mail-distributing center 
in

the United States, the total quantity of mail matter

For a New
Post Office

which originated in this city during the years two

exceeding 71,000 tons, and there is no section of the

country which does not suffer from the delay to mail

matter which either originates in or passes through the

New York post office.
Charles L. Tiffany entered upon

Ninetieth Birthday his ninetieth year, under peen-

of Charles L. Tiffany liarly happy and favorable au-

spices, on February 15th. He

has just recovered from a severe cold and it was his first

appearance at Tiffany's in two weeks. This was the

longest that he has ever been away on account of

illness in his entire business career of sixty-four years;

in fact, he has never before been absent more than

three days consecutively in consequence of sickness.

All morning, wagons and messengers came to his home

at 255 Madison Avenue with the tributes of regard

from his many friends throughout the city, and when

he reached his office at Union Square he found beautiful

floral tokens awaiting him from his employees and

more cablegrams, letters and messages than he could

find time to read, as he was overwhelmed with the

fervent greetings and well wishes of his hundreds of

employees, who know him only as a friend. They

were overjoyed to see their chief once more at his

desk and their warm expressions of regard received

cordial acknowledgements, filled with gratefulness for

their kind sentiments.
The annual meeting of the Manu-

facturing Jewelers' Association of

New York was held on February 6th

at the rooms of the Jewelers' Asso-

ciation and Board of Trade, 54

Maiden Lane. There was a fair attendance. After

the transaction of routine business the following were

elected to the board of directors : D. C. Bauer, of

Geiger & Bauer, 18 John Street ; E. 0. Belais, of H.

& E. 0. Belais, 47 John Street ; Thomas F. Brogan,

of the Thos. F. Brogan Co., 26 Union Square ; Adolph

Goldsmith, of Stern Bros. & Co., 68 Nassau Street;

C. R. Jung, of Jung, Staiger & Klitz, 3 Maiden Lane;

David Kaiser, of David Kaiser & Co., 35 Ann Street;

Win. Schen, of 544 Fifth Avenue ; August J. Schmitt,

of Schmitt & Frey, 239 Fourth Avenue ; J. Wodiska,

52 Maiden Lane. This board then met and elected

‘117M. Scheu, chairman ; C. R. Jung, president ; A. J.

Schmitt, vice-president ; E. 0. Belais, treasurer, and

T. F. Brogan, secretary.
Joseph B. Bowden, head of the

Death of firm of J. B. Bowden & Co., ring

manufacturers, I Maiden Lane,

died last month. The deceased

was one of the most prominent and popular members

of the trade, and his death was universally regretted.

The esteem in which he was held is evidenced in the

many positions of honor which he worthily filled. He

was president of the Jewelers' Security Alliance ; f
orm-

erly vice-president of the Jewelers' League ; presi-

dent of the New York Jewelers' Association in

1894 ; a director of the Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade ; a director in the Chatham National

Bank and president of the Jewelers' Republican

organization during several Presidential campaigns.

He was also the choice of the jewelry trade for 
the

position of Commissioner to the Paris Exposition.

He was, besides, a member of many clubs and 
was

prominent in social affairs in Brooklyn, where he made

his home. At a special meeting of the directo
rs of

the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade
 the

following resolutions were adopted :

The board of directors of the Jewelers' Associa-

tion and Board of Trade having been notified o
f the

death of their associate and fellow-member, Jose
ph 13.

Bowden, and desiring to give expression to the 
pro-

found sorrow felt by every member of the 
organiza-

tion, order the following resolutions to be spread 
upon

Manufacturing
Jewelers'
Association

Joseph B. Bowden

the records of the organization and instruct the secre-

tary to transmit a copy: thereof to the family of the

deceased :

RESOLVED, That in the death of Joseph B. Bow-
den the jewelry trade of the entire country has lost
one of its most eminent men. By his faithful work as
president of the Jewelers' Security Alliance, vice-
president of the Jewelers' League and director in the
Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade he con-
tributed in no slight degree to the welfare of these
organizations and to making them what they are to-
day---successful co-operative trade institutions. No
higher tribute can be paid to his memory than to say
that his personal character, his sterling integrity, his
faithful work in the responsible positions to which he

was called, make us proud to remember that he was a
jeweler ; an honor to the trade he chose as his life

work. And while bowing to the will of Almighty

God in bringing to a close the earthly career of our
friend, we give expression to our sorrow, deeply sym-
pathizing with the family bereaved, whose loss is so
much greater than our own.

RESOLVED, That the board of directors attend

the funeral services in a body, and as a further mark

of respect this meeting do now adjourn.

At a special meeting of the executive committee

of the Jewelers' Security Alliance the following pre-

amble and resolutions were unanimously adopted:

WHEREAS, We have learned with deep sorrow of
the demise of our esteemed president, Joseph B. Bow-

den ; therefore, be it
Resolved, That as a last tribute of our respect to

our deceased friend and colleague we record our high
appreciation of his sterling qualities and noble char-

acter, who by his genial manners and strict integrity

attained a prominent position as a useful and public-
spirited citizen and an able and upright merchant. We
deplore the loss of his wise council and shall ever re-

member with profound gratitude the valuable services

he has rendered this trade on many occasions, and we

shall never forget his unselfish activity in the interest

of this Alliance and the fidelity with which he dis-

charged his duties as its president. And be it further
Resolved, That we tender the heartfelt sympathy

of this board to his bereaved family and that the mem-

bers attend the funeral services and that a copy of

these resolutions be sent to Mr. Bowden's family.

F. KROEBER,
CHAS. F. WOOD,
AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN,
HENRY ABBOTT,
C. C. CHAMPENO1S,

Committee.

Leopold Stern, second vice-president ; H. H.

Butts, third vice-president ; Bernard Karsch, treasurer ;

Jas. H. Noyes, secretary.

The second anniversary of the Jew-

elers' Protective Union No. 1, was

celebrated by a ball and vaudeville

performance held last month at

Grand Central Palace, Lexington

Avenue. The variety entertainment was very compre-

hensive, including all manner of specialties familiar

to music hall frequenters. The dance followed and

was prolonged far into the morning. The officers of

the Union are : President, H. J. Vollmer, vice-presi-

dent, J. Windner ; financial secretary, S. Zudeck ;

recording secretary, L. Traznik ; trustees, R. Bryor,

S. Haltricht, E. Koeppicus ; auditors, R. Scheftel,

C. Goetzinger, w. Ihiesing ; sergeant-at-arms, G.

Schicke. The ball was in charge of the following:

Floor manager, S. Haltricht ; assistant floor manager,

George Peters ; floor committee, Charles H. Goet-

zinger, R. Scheftel, G. F. Rainess, C. Herwig, Albert

Mente, F. E. Mansfield, John Pittavino, J. Speth,

William McKim, Charles Emrik, George Seeger,

E. Wood, Edgard Royce, Joseph Lehn, Christopher

Grau, P. B. Flaishnick, M. Kreutzer, Robert Grossman.

The general committee of arrangements included:

Julius Windner, H. J. Vollmer, Joseph Gabryel, L. F.

Traznik, S. Haltricht.

(Continued ors page ass)
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To Jewelers (no others) !
Can we send you
the most complete

1Z14

Cata t it‘i■P?

1891 ever published

(A postal It'lll bring it,
free of charge)

Factory
52 Maiden Lane

ablw paink •Zae
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frMItches We are always prepared to fill orders
for American movements of any grade,
and the newest and prettiest designs
in Gold,Silver, Filled and Metal Cases.

DiamondS oose and mounted--in choicest
plain or elaborate settings, are

l 

always to be had from us at the
most reasonable prices.

Have you tried any of our "Success" material for American Watches?

ROSENZWEIG BROS.
52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Headquarters for Jewelers' Entire Requirements

TI-IE LEADER
in High=Grade Watches is the

HERON &001511111111
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

E R04,

Q4VSTA141‘+
TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in

Quality,
Adjustment,
Durability,
Style.

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases.

New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements.

Special Grades for Railroad Men.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, 3 Maiden Lane,

SOLE AGENT, New York.

ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW

The New "Suffolk Watch Co."

American 0 Size
Nickel, Damaskeened,
7 Jewel, Straight Line
Lever Movement,
Stem-Wind and Set,
Cut Expansion Balance

Price, $5.00 Movements Fully Guaranteed

SUFFOLK WATCH CO.
(Room I), 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

March, 1 90

Annual Meeting of the Jewelers' Asso-

ciation and Board of Trade

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' Association

and Board of Trade was held at 54 Maiden 
Lane on

January 3ist. The business comprised an interesting

address by President Sloan, reports by Secretary D. 
L.

Safford and Treasurer P. T. Tunison, and the electi
on

of the officers. The retiring president's address was

as follows :

Gentlemen :—A year ago now when you elected

me your president I accepted against my will as
 most

of you know. I am a one-term man and feel that

every member in the association who aspires t
o the

honor of being president should have the opportu
nity.

If one man accepts it year after year what cha
nce have

they ? But as you assured me I had served the new

institution but six months, and feeling that my

work was not quite complete, I accepted for

another year and now that our indebtedness is all

wiped out and we show a surplus of over $500
0,

I can retire with a feeling that I have done my

duty toward my fellow-members, and my success
or

can step in and, by careful watching, make th
is the

greatest board of trade in the world.

In the past year we have had quite a larg
e

increase in our membership. Our service in 
all

departments of our business, especially in handling

cases of failure or bankruptcy, is very efficien
t, and

I think we get better results in such cases
 than

could be obtained in any other way than 
through

our corporation.
Members should take a personal interest in

affairs of our coporation, and in cases of f
ailure

or bankruptcy at once place your claims with 
us

so that we may exert our full power for obta
ining

best results.
In September last there was raised through

this Association and Board of Trade for the b
enefit

of the Galveston sufferers $3715.50 ; of this am
ount

$3000 was sent to the Mayor of Galveston an
d the

balance to the Clara Barton Red Cross relief 
fund.

On October II th we extended an invitation t
o

The Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of Trade 
of

Providence to appoint a committee to meet a co
m-

mittee gof our board with a view of consolid
ating.

Committees were appointed and we met in 
Provi-

dence December 17th. Matters are still awaiting

further action by the Providence board.

John C. Day, one of our active directors, die
d

October 31, 1900. The board of directors passed

suitable resolutions, which were sent to his f
amily.

We have also lost by death two good mem
bers,

John C. Mount and David Untermeyer.

Our second annual banquet on January i6
th

you all know was a complete success, and we
 have

been highly complimented on it by outsiders.

I want to thank the members of the b
oard of

directors, the members of the different com
mittees and

the secretary and treasurer for the faithful 
manner in

which they have performed their duties. It was their

good work that has made the Association an
d Board

of Trade the prosperous institution it is. 
The secre-

tary's and treasurer's reports will give you a full

statement of our affairs.

The Secretary's report was as follows:

Mr. President and Members of the Jewe
lers' Asso-

ciation and Board of 7'rade :

On January i, igoo, our membership w
as 341.

During the year fifty-two members have been 
admitted;

thirty have resigned and one was dropped 
from the

roll, making our membership to January i, 1
90i, 362.

As the report of the treasurer shows we
 are not

only out of debt but have a handsome surplus of ove
r

$5000.
In producing this result we have not 

economized

in any of the legitimate expenses of the busi
ness, but

would allow.
work as far as time and circumstancesail 

We have revised and written during 
the year

14,843 reports, as against 12,966 in the pr
evious year.

We have answered members' inquiries 
for reports

ptorevius 
year.

thoenumber of 38,154, as against 31,419 
in the

We have made changes and correct
ions in our

s teh, e9
reference book as follows : July issue, 8232 

; January

makiynegara. total of 17,405 as against 14
,067

for
Issue,

previous3
 

In our collection department we have 
handled

2998 claims as against 2792 for the previous 
year. Of

these we have collected 2067, as against 157
9 for the

previous year. The percentage of claims 
collected is

very satisfactory, being sixty-nine per cent
. of the

number of claims received and fifty-one 
per cent. of

the amount of all claims handled, incl
uding bank-

ruptcies.
On July i, 190o, we adopted a new 

schedule of

fees which makes the expense of colle
ctions made

through attorneys less than those charged
 by any

agency. Commencing January i, 190i, our schedu
le

was still further amended so that now no 
charge is

made on claims collected through us on 
draft, paid

through banks or claims paid on deman
d from our

office. 
In cases where debtors desire an 

extension or

compromise I call your attention to a reso
lution of our
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board of directors adopted November 13, 1899, as

follows :

Resolved, That members be requested to refrain

from signing any papers of compromise or settlement

presented to them by a dealer unless said paper bear a

certificate of this corporation that the debtor has filed

with the corporation a full statement of his affairs,

showing names of creditors, the amount owing each,

his assets and liabilities, etc.
The wisdom of this course has been shown in

several cases, and there is no reason why it should not

be carried out in all such cases and at no expense to

the members.
Under our bankruptcy law the value of our cor-

poration to its members has been shown in every case

where we had sufficient claims to put us in contro
l,

and this value has come through this control.

I have only to add that I see no reason why we

should not make even greater progress this year th
an

CHARLES G. ALFORD.

New President, Jewelers' Association and Board
 of Trade.

C. G. Alford, the newly-elected president o
f the Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade, and executi
ve committeeman of

the Jewelers' Security Alliance, began hi
s active association with

the jewelry trade in 1868. He was then iu h
is twenty-third year,

and his entire stock was held in four pas
teboard boxes, which the

hustling young merchant would often ta
ke out among the local

trade when they did not come to him a
s fast as he would like.

After a year's experience he concluded t
hat he was not properly

located, so left 364 Broadway for 183 Broadway
, right in the jewelry

district. Two years later came another chang
e to 10 Maiden Lane,

where only an up-stairs salesroom was av
ailable. In 1873 the firm

made a somewhat daring venture in leasi
ng a big salesroom on the

ground floor at 11 Maiden Lane, but late
r moved back to the old

Broadway address at number 183, and two 
years later to 200 Broad-

way. After six years another chane found the 
firm in what was

generally conceded to be one of the hnest e
quipped and handsomest

wholesale jewelry salesroom and offices in 
the East. These quarters

were on the second floor of the big West
ern Union Building at

195 Broadway. One year ago the firm m
oved into their present

quarters in the Corbin Building, occupying 
the entire sixth floor,

and in point of fittings and convenience
 of arrangement it is far

superior to their previous fine quarters. Nothing but selected hard

woods were used in the fittings and counter
s, and but a very limited

amount of goods are shown in open ca
ses. In this respect the

salesroom resembles a banking institutio
n rather than a wholesale

jewelry salesroom. In 1891 the business
 was incorporated under

the same title, C. G. Alford di Co., with 
Mr. Alford as president, and

Mr. F. G. Thornbury as treasurer. 
In 1893 Mr. Alford's son, J.

Warren, left Princeton College, taking a
 position in the store as

clerk, and in 1896 succeeded Mr. Th
ornbury as treasurer of the

company, and since that time has shared w
ith his father the respon-

sibilities of the large business of the 
corporation. These many

changes illustrate well the restless energy
 of the man. Each move

was a step upward and onward in an 
ambitious resolve to win a way

to the very front rank as a successful 
merchant. Mr. Alford is a man

of marked individuality and strong 
personality, quick in thought

and action, and having a judgment t
hat is highly regarded by his

business associates. lie possesses many qualities that w
ill un-

doubtedly make bin, a valuable official.

last. Our finances are in a satisfactory conditi
on, we

start the year with an assured income grea
ter than last

year ; we have proved the benefits of o
ur organization

and our ability to aid our members, and 
with the con-

tinued co-operation of our members the
 limit of our

usefulness is not yet in sight.

The election of officers was next ta
ken up and

the following nominees for director
s were unanimously

elected : C. G. Alford, of C. G. Al
ford & Co ; H. A.

Bliss, of Gorham Mfg. Co.; J. B. 
Bowden, of J. B.

Bowden & Co.; 0. 0. Fessenden, of 
H. W. Wheeler

& Co.; C. E. Hastings, of Carter, 
Hastings & Howe ;

Alfred Krower, of Albert Lorkch & Co.
; F. H. Larter,

of Larter, Elcox & Co.; A. K. S
loan, of Sloan & Co.;
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G. W. Street, of G. 0. Street & Sons ; Henry Unter-

meyer, of Keller & Untermeyer Mfg. Co.; G. W. Van

Deventer, of Waterbury Clock Co.; C. F. Wood, 
of

C. F. Wood & Co., and Leo Wormser, of Julius Ki
ng

Optical Co., of New York City. Benjamin Allen, of

Benj. Allen & Co.; Grove Sackett, of Wm. L. Gilbe
rt

Clock Co., and J. A. Todd, of Towle Mfg. Co., Chi-

cago. Geo. H. Cahoone, of Geo. H. Cahoone & Co.,

and Wm. A. Copeland, of Martin, Copeland & Co.,

Providence, R. I. Geo. K. Webster, of Webster Co.;

North Attleboro, Mass.

The following officers were elected for the year

1901 : C. G. Alford, president ; 0. G. Fessenden,

first vice-president ; H. A. Bliss, second vice-president.

After the election of C. G. Alford as president,

0. G. Fessenden presented the following resolution,

which was seconded and unanimously carried:

Resolved, That the thanks of this organization

be and they are hereby tendered to the retiring

president, Augustus K. Sloan, for his earnest work

during the two years he has been our president.

When it is remembered that when he assumed

office the organization was in debt, and that during

his administration not only has the debt mentioned

been wiped out but a surplus has been created,

besides which an amalgamation of the Board of

Trade and the Jewelers' Association has been

brought about, making the consolidated organiza-

tion one of the strongest of the kind in the country,

we acknowledge with gratitude the earnest work

he and his associate officers have given to the

concern of the association, without which we would

not have attained the position we now hold.

Resolved, That these resolutions be spread

upon the records.

At the first meeting of the new board. of direc-

tors of the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade

two vacancies in the board were filled, one caused

by the death of J. B. Bowden and one caused by

the resignation of G. W. Van Deventer, of the

Waterbury Clock Co. The new men elected are:

Seth E. Thomas, of Seth Thomas Clock Co., and

Simon Fink, of Fink, Bodenheimer & Co. The fol-

lowing firms were unanimously elected members of

the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade:

S. Davis & Co., Chicago, Ill.; Recob, Ziegler &

Co., Chicago, Ill.; Charles Kahn, J. M. Lafferty,

Morris May & Co., Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co.

and Rodenberg & Dunn, New York ; National

Self-Winding Clock Co., Bristol, Conn.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance

The regular monthly meeting of the Jewelers'

Security Alliance was held on February 8th, the

following members being present : Chairman Butts,

Vice-President Stern, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary

Noyes and Messrs: Wood, Sloan, Kroeber and Cham-

penois of the committee. The deaths of J. B. Bowden

and David Untermeyer having left the Alliance without

a president or first vice-president, A. K. Sloan, of

Sloan & Co., was elected president ; Leopold Stern,

of Stern Bros. & Co., first vice-president ; F. Kroeber,

second vice-president ; C. G. Alford, of C. G. Alford,

& Co., and A. L. Brown, of Avery & Brown, members

of the executive committee. These elections are for

the remaining part of the year, ending May 7th, the

constitution providing that in case of any vacancies

the executive committee shall fill them until the next

annual meeting. New members were elected as

follows : Sylvester Engle, Hazleton, Pa.; Simon

Onderwyzer, New York City ; Cornelius Pieper, Zee-

land, Mich.; William Keck, Muskegon, Mich.; King,

Raichle & King, Buffalo, N. Y.; Lundberg & Lee, San

Francisco, Cal.; Ernest F. Randolph, Farina, Ill.;

Riheldaffer & Brownfield, Fairmont, W. Va.; James

Bergman, New York City ; J.D. Dalzell & Co., Newark,

N. J.; D. W. S. Hodges, Mansfield, Mass.; H. S.

Johnston, Apollo, Pa.; . Lochman Bros., Springfield,

Ill.; Woods & Chattelier, New York City ; H. H.

Blase, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; Stephen A. Bowers, Creston,

Iowa ; Lewis P. Boyle, Corydon, Iowa ; H. E. Conkli
n,

Chanute, Kans.; F. A. Coville, Wayland, Mich.;

H. D. Barnett & Bro., Ironton, Ohio ; Peter Mill
er,

Kingman, Kans. ; D. D. Williams & Co., Emporia, Kans.

The membership of the Alliance is now increasing

at an unusually rapid rate, conclusive proof of the

efficacy of the organization. The trade are acting

wisely ill getting under the tegis of the Alliance.



OUR SPRING SELLERS ARE UNSURPASSED
Embracing all that is first-class in Finger
Scarf Pins, Lockets, Fobs, Vest
bell Links. in Solid Gold and High-Grade
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Rings, Brooches, Barrettes, Hat Pins,
Chains, Ladies' Guard Chains, Dumb-
Gold Filled

Each. Each.
11,34 . $15.00 X1015378 .
Fine El re Five Fine Opals.

t Mal. 16 Pearls. 31 Pearls.

SOLID GOLD RINGS

Each.
1 33 . . $13.00
Fine Fire Opal.

14k. T I ffan y
Mounting.

Opals. 14k. Tiffany 14k. Tiffany 5Iount- Opals. 14k, Tiffany 14k. Tiffany Mount-

1131 . . . . $11.6'n.coho. 1130 . . . . $16.00 1 1333 . . . $219a.cohc; 112s? . . . $21.00Two Fine re line Fire Opal. Five Fine Fire Fine Fire 0 p a I.

Each. Each.

Mounting. lug. 310unti lie. ing.

- -

r
...,•5•••••

•-• '

Each. Each.
It27 . $12.00 I:26 . . $7.00
tine F I r , Any Color

Opal. 15 Ifni f Ihmiblet Center.
Pearls. 13 Dalt' Pearls.

Each.
i121   $5.50

1 a i n Roman
creacent. Enameled
Daisie s. 2 Real
Whole Pearls.

La, 11.
B23   $6.75
R o tit a n 1Vish-Bone,

Enameled with Forget-
e- ots, Enam el ed

Violet,RealWholePeari.
SOLID GOLD BROOCHES

1.11011,-
1163 , • $5,25
Rose Gold Fleur-

de-lis, Real Whole
Pearl.

Each.
1122 . . . . $5.50
Roman Crescent,

Enameled with For-
get-Me-Note, Enam-
eled 4-Leaf Clover,
Real Pearl Center.

Each.
B4_7 • . . . $6.00
Boman Crescent,

Enameled Forget-
Me-Nots, Enameled
Lily of the Valley
and Leaf.

1380 • . . $8.00
Roman Heart s,

Enameled Forget-
Me-Nots, Enameled
Violet and Forget-
Me-Nots, 3 Real
Pearls,

Each. Each.
1356 . : . $6.25 , 1332 . . . . $7.50
Roman, Ennui- ' Malted Green

clod Circle Ennui- ' Gold Heart, 12 Real

and Enameled 
eled 4-Leaf Clover 1 Pea rls, Bird and

11.'onr(guelt -I ,51:,,.1-,Not s, 
Scroll,

1369  $4.50 each.
Hair Barrette. Burnis Ii d

410111, Bead Inside Edge. 1
SOLID GOLD BARRETTES

1368 .. ' $5.00 earl,.
flair Barrette. Bu u' ii ish ed Gold,

.orrtigitted.
I 
B70 ..... $5.00 

Barrette. Roman Finish.
$5.00 each.

Enameled Forget-Me-Nots.

B38   $6.00 each.
flair Barrette. Plain Roman or Polished.

1339     $3.75 each.
Ditto, Smaller Size.

B38 • . $3.50 each.
Hair B a rre tie.

Polished Gold, 20 Int
tat ion Peark.

27 I . . $2.00 pm.h. $,.50 (.ach.n m it 11, cold I liven Finish,
l'i II e tl, • 0 I 5
It IV, I 'I'arouloise,:i Turquoises.

25 . . $1.25 each 1M. $2.25 each.
hi 0 iII a 0, Gold Roman, (mold

Filled, A ppl led Filled, Applied
Wire. AS'ire, Pearl set

on top.

14M • • $1.12 each.
Roman, Gold

Filled, A pplied
Bead, 7 Turquoises.

2M . . $2.230:1,11136 . $1.25 each.
It omau, Gold It 0 in a n, cold

Filled, Applied Jilted, 13 Tur-
Wire, Pearl set on quoises.
top.

24M . $1.00 each.
It o III a it, (Odd

Filled, Applied
Wi re, 2 Tur-
quoises.

3IM . . . $2.00 each.
Roman, Gold

Filled 33 Rhine-
stones.

iX1t23 • • . . $3.5o each.
luau Barrette. Sterling

Silver, 14k. Pol is h ed
Gold Finish, 40 Imitation
Pearls.

34878. $1.12
130101111 a n d

E n a ni pled
II orse- Shoe,
E n a in e 13

"3'1°1 Pearl
renter.
GOLD FILLED

• - amedtArigitek
X20/i128 . . $1.12 each. 51- $1  oo each.1 n
Hair Barrette. Gold Hair Barrette. Gold Filled,

Filled, Green Finiah, Green Finish, Rhinestone iuRuby Eyes in Snakes. Head, Emerald Eyes.

Each.
7,352 .. $1.00
14 Rhine.

atones.

Each.
7,349 . . $1

It o in a ii
Finish
Real Opal,

SCARF PINS

1•:/1111.

265 . $1.00

Rose Fin-
ish, Rhine-
stone Cen-
ter.

X1324 • • $1.12 each.
flair Barrette. Sterling

Silver, 14k. Roman t.lold

X-2-01129 Si  25 each. X2o/1131 . $0.75 each.
Hair Barrette. Gold Filled, Ilair Barrette. tir o I (1

tireen Finish, Ruby Eyes in Filled, Rose I ;old Finish.
Snake.

Eitel'.
305 . $0.75
Rose Fi II-

lab, Imita-
tion T r-
q U oiae
Matrix, 6
Pearls.

Eat h.
285 .

I'olished.

Each.
225. . to.88
Rose 1' nish,

Ruby Eyes.

Each.
Iss .. $0.50

Polished,
Doublet
Center.

Each.
$1.6o

1'011411yd,
Real Opal.

Each.
238 . $0.75
Rose Fin-

ish, Imita-
tion T r-
quoi a e

atri x ,
Rhineatone.

Each.
245 $0.75
Rose Finish,
Rh !neaten()
and Pearl.

1.:111'17.

315 • • • $0.98

BONO 1 n
Pearl.

4811. . . $1.25 each.
Pose Finial), Imi-

tation '1'11 rquoixe
Nht ri S.
GOLD FILLED

SEND A TRIAL ORDER

1013 $1.75 0;101.
Green Fillb411, Pearl

Set, Ittiby Eye.

mill . . 41.75 pm.h.
Rome I. n is 11 2

Initiation Pea r I s,
Fine I in it at ion
'Turquoise Matrix.

9B . $2 oo
Plain It o i,i aim

('reseent, 2 Enam-
eled 4-1.enf Cloven;
5 Imitation Pearls:

3813 . $2.50 clod'.
0 roe u Finish,

Oval h u h t it t i o
Amethyst.

Discount according to KeystoneKey

2513, , $0.75 each.
Rose F11111311.

M. J. AVERBECK

1 3711 • • • . $2.50 ea• li
Rose Finish, It it II y

E y p it, Pearl in Blotith,
Imitation Turquoise.

111,0 741b43 a. i 11.(1115,18.,130

croll
Green Gold Leaves'
Rhinestone Set.

HAVE YOU READ OUR
NEW ILLUSTRATED SHEET?

Manufacturer

19 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

New York Letter

(Continued front page 251)

A fire in the four-story building, corner of East

Fourth Street and Lafayette Place, did much damage

to the property of the Whiting Manufacturing Co. and

the American Watch Case Co., who rent the upper

floor of the building from the Whiting Co. The loss

to the latter is estimated at from $5o,000 to $75,000.

Both concerns carried full insurance. Work was re-

sumed as soon as the plants could be put in order.

A beautiful specimen of the silversmiths' art is

the two-handled silver loving cup made by Tiffany &

Co. and presented to Henry Martyn Baird, professor

of Greek, by the Alumni Association of New York

University. It is in the form of the old amphora or

wine bottle and is II3 inches

high. The body of the cup is

encircled with a band of Greek

figures in bold relief ; on the

front of the cup is the seal of

the University, with a branch

of laurel ; on the back is a

suitable inscription in antique

square lettering. A Greek

treatment of the ivy leaf of

friendship surrounds the top of

the vase. Profossor Baird has

filled the chair of professor of

Greek at the New York Uni-

versity for forty-one years. The •

cup was formally presented by

the Rev. Dr. John Reid, '7o,

at the annual dinner of the

Alumni Association at the

Hotel Savoy, on February 7th,

Samuel Carpenter,of Flush-

ing, Long Island, a jeweler and

noted inventor, died last month.

The deceased was born in Eng-

land and emigrated to this

country in 1840, and was en-

gaged in the jewelry business in

Flushing for a number of years.

The partnership of H. C.

Hardy & CO., diamond impor-

ters, 24 Maiden Lane, has been

renewed from February rst for

one year. The general part-

ners are Horace C. Hardy,

Brooklyn; Henry E. Ide, Brook-

lyn, and John J. Heiser, of

this city. Danford N. Barney,

IF3airtieFarmington, Conn., is special

In addition to the resolu-

tions of regret at the death of

Joseph B. Bowden, and of sym-

pathy with his family passed

by the Jewelers' Association

and Board of Trade and by the Jewelers' Security

Alliance, as mentioned on page 251, resolutions of

similar tenor were passed by the executive com-

mittee of the Jewelers' McKinley and Roosevelt

Club. The resolutions were signed by Charles L.

Tiffany, first vice-president ; David C. Dodd, second

vice-president ; A. K. Sloan, third vice-president ;

John L. Shepherd, chairman executive committee;

William F. Ackerman, secretary ; Charles F. Wood,

treasurer, and members of the executive committee.

Arthur Edwin Keller, junior member of the firm

of E. Keller & Sons, Allentown, Pa., who has a host

of friends in the trade in this city and Philadelphia,

was married on February 12th to Miss Helen May

Walker, one of Allentown's most accomplished and

popular young ladies. The ceremony was performed

by Rev. Dr. S. G. Wagner at the home of the bride,

which was converted into a floral fairyland for the

occasion. Miss Elsie Moore, of Philadelphia, a cousin

of the bride, officiated as maid of honor, and Wallace

E. Rulte, of this city, was groomsman. Eighty rela-

tives and friends of the happy young couple, many of

whom came from distant cities, were witnesses of

the ceremony and took part in the reception. The

presents to the bride were numerous and costly, the

gift of the bridegroom being a handsome diamond

crescent. Among the relatives attending the ceremony

were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Moore and the Misses

Moore, of Philadelphia, who took advantage of the.

auspicious occasion to spend a few days visiting

friends in Allentown. Mr. Moore, who is city sales-

man for H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, wholesale jewelers,

of Philadelphia, is an uncle of the bride.

Leo Veit, for twelve years with his brother, B. Veit,

importer and dealer of watch materials, 13 Maiden

Lane, has been admitted to partnership in the business.

The name of the new firm will be B. & L. Veit.

Adolph Luthy has retired from the firm of Abel,

Luthy & Co., 64 John Street. The business will be

continued by John A. and Edward C. Abel under the

firm-name of Abel Bros. & Co.

The Queen City Silver Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio,

has opened a branch office at 64-66 Murray Street, this

city. The new office is in charge of Harry B. Hollis,

who will have charge of the company's Eastern trade.

Bunde & Upmeyer, Milwaukee, Wis., have opened

an office at 65 Nassau Street, where they will make
 a

specialty of dealing in American pearls.

Daniel M. Collins, a well-known jeweler at 425

Fulton Street, Brooklyn, died last month. The

deceased started the business in Brooklyn several

years ago. He was well known in secret and benevo-

lent society circles, being a member of Brooklyn

Lodge of Elks, Knights of Columbus and Royal

Arcanum. He was also prominent in the Booth

Dramatic Society.
A quantity of diamonds consigned to Samuel A.

Buitenkant was seized, on February 21st, by the cus-

toms authorities for undervaluation. They were

invoiced at $13,000, but Appraiser Wakeman's exam-

iners advanced the value to $21,600. As the law

requires the forfeiture of goods advanced more than

A Characteristic Scene on Lower Broadway, 8■&cro York City

Conrad Schickerling, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane, has

admitted his brother Alfred to partnership, the new

title being Schickerling Bros. The firm will move

into larger quarters in the Jewelers' Court Building,

51-53 Maiden Lane, as soon as the edifice is complete
d.

L. & M. Kahn & Co. will move into the Corbin

Building about May 1st.
Goldstein & Newman, 296 Grand Street, have

been succeeded by Max Goldstein, who has b
ought

his partner's interest.

The Manhattan Dial Co. has moved from 258-2
62

\Vashington Street to a new factory at 40 Lexingt
on

Avenue, Brooklyn.
Gilbert T. WoodhUll, of Mount 8.t. Woodhull, 26

Maiden Lane, sailed last month for a business 
trip to

London, Paris and Amsterdam.

J. W. Stevenson, 199 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, w
as

recently defrauded by a watchmaker in his emp
loy to

the extent of some Poo. Among the purloined p
ro-

perty were a number of watches belonging to c
ustom-

ers, one a Juergensen valued at $200. The 
culprit,

Jesse T. Hoke, was a victim of the gambling 
habit.

The 18-Karat Club, an organization of employees

of Tiffany & Co., held their annual beef-steak 
dinner

on February t6th. This is an occasion when general

jollification is allowed to run riot, and a Boh
emian

disregard for convention prevails. The function was

a veritable carnival of orthodox enjoym
ent.

fifty per cent. the diamonds in question wil
l be confis-

cated if the advance is sustained by the Board o
f

General Appraisers. Efforts to circumvent the laws

in getting diamonds in this country do not
 seem to be

meeting with much success recently. The customs

department is showing great alertness in this 
particular.

L. W. Rubenstein has recently returned 
from a

trip to Bermuda. He was accompanied 
by his wife

and her sister, of Niagara Falls. They were gone for

three weeks, and the only unpleasant fea
ture of the

trip was a very rough voyage back. The 
steamer

came into New York three days overdue with 
all hands

heartily glad to get on terra firma. They had gone

through an unusually severe storm, which shook 
them

all up thoroughly and frightened them not a 
little.

Clements & Co. are a new firm of material a
nd

jewelry jobbers at 54 Maiden Lane. Mr. Clements

comes to this city from Waltham, Mass., where 
he has

been engaged for several years past in jobbin
g tools

and materials. J. B. Fairbanks, of the new firm, has

been in charge of the jewelry and material d
epartments

of Rosenzweig Bros. for several years past.
 Both

men are thoroughly conversant with the busine
ss, and

started out with every promise of building up
 a suc-

cessful business. Besides a line of tools and material,

they will give special attention to manufacturing

special jewelry, and expect to make the latter 
quite a

feature of their business.
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STORY d A WORK-BENCH
KAA,v4-0$00 K`triV C4$k40 ‘Vtrsucu cu

bid more?
fifty—"

Some imp of fun prompted
me to shout, " Fifty - five ! "
through the street door. I
was merely passing, and had
no thought of entering the
auction-room, nor the slightest
idea of what was being sold.
It was a chance shot entirely.
My classmate, Wilbur Sargent,
and I were just out of the lec-

ture-room, and had set off for a brisk walk through the
town and round by the river road.
" Fifty-five I'm offered by a friend at the door!"

cried the waggish auctioneer. " Fifty-five by a friend
at the door—and I mean to keep my eye on him.
Fifty-five—and who says sixty ? Fifty-fixe once—fifty-
five twice—going at fifty-five—and gone at fiftyzfiVe
cents—to that young fellow at the door !"

Wilbur burst out laughing. " You' re in for it,
Freel ! " said he. " Let's go in and see what you'Ve
got."

The article was a huge antique work-bench, fullk -
seven feet long, with a seat attachment framed to it,
and All quite black with age and use. It was appa-
rently of oak, or some other hard wood. The top Was
not less than six inches thick, evidently to insure' sta-
bility. At one end there was mounted a lathe, worked
by a treadle below, and at the other end and along the
back were a rack for small tools and three or four little
tills, with locks.

paid the fifty-five cents rather ruefully, for the
thing seemed of no earthly use to a student like my-
self ; and my funds were just then at low ebb.

Meanwhile Wilbur stood by, convulsed with mer-
riment. The clerk began calling out to all customers
to get their purchases away as soon as possible, as in
an hour the rooms would be closed for the night, and
the floor space was needed for a new consignment of
goods for the next day's sale.

There were three truckmen outside, but the least
for which any of them would haul my work-table up
the hill to the college dormitory was seventy-five cents.
That sum would actually have driven me into bank-
ruptcy that night, and perforce I borrowed a wheel-
barrow and undertook the arduous task of wheeling
the thing home.

An old woman of forlorn appearance, with a shawl
over her head, lingered about as we loaded the work-
table on the wheelbarrow. We understood that it had
been among her effects, which had been sold at auction
for a mere trifle that afternoon. She spoke English
but indifferently ; and we inferred from what she said
that she had come to this country from Hamburg, and
that the old work-bench had belonged to her father,
who had inherited it, along with his handicraft, from
his father. They had been makers of jewelry and
goldsmiths ; and when her father emigrated to America
he had brought his work-bench in the expectation of
doing well at his trade in this country—an expectation
which had not been realized. He could not compete
with factory work.

The poor old soul patted the time-stained bench,
her eyes moist from sad emotions.
" Eel wass von das eichne Holz aus der Schwarz-

wald," she said. " Unt mein Voter unt mein Gross-
voter haf both had eet in der dear old days vich haf
long passed for us all."
" Made of oak from the Black Forest, do you

say?" Wilbur asked.
"Ja—ja—aus der Schwarzwald," repeated the old

woman, and trudged drearily away.
We paid but little attention to her. Wilbur was

bursting with mirth over my ponderous purchase, and
1 was feeling a little queer at thought of the spectacle

OING at fifty
cents—fifty—
fifty — fifty!
Will no one

Fifty—going at
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I 'should present fire. Borrowing the janitor's ax, I immediately wentwheeling the table to work.
across the college My one small kerosene lamp, turned low tocampus to Apple- economize oil, was burning dimly on my little book-ton Hall. table ; and as I wielded the ax, banging away at theIt proved hard hard, seasoned wood, a splinter, which seemed towheeling, for the glisten strangely for wood, flew past the lamp.table and bench I picked it up and examined it, turning it over inmust have weighed three hundred pounds ; but I must the lamplight. It sparkled and shone at a thousandgive Wilbur the credit of standing by me loyally until minute points. The larger plank, from which thewe came to the level ground of the campus. Then splinter had flown, glistened in like manner whenindeed he forsook me ; I missed him suddenly, near brought to the light. All the fresh part where I hadthe old church, and in a moment I realized that he had split it glistened and seemed filled with tiny glitteringtaken a short cut to raise an applauding crowd. For specks, bright yellow, like gold dust.I had no more than reached a point midway of the There flashed instantly into my mind what the oldcampus and in plain view of all three halls, when I woman had said about the handicraft of her grand-heard clapping at various windows and doors. father and father. I also remembered hearing at the" Looks like a big old cobbler's bench, one sopho- mint at Philadelphia of the wonderful pervasivenessmore commented. " Guess he's going to work in his of gold dust—how in the milling and stamping rooms,spare time repairing the professors' shoes !" the fine particles penetrated and surcharged the pores" No, no, Fred l wouldn't do that ; he is too of the wood in the floors. It occurred to me that theproud ! " cried another humorist. " Freel's poor, but wood of this old work-bench might contain gold,proud. I think it's some kind of a pony ' for his and I immediately gave up my design of making aGreek !" fire of it.

Alas, I was very weak in Greek ! The next morning I carried the splinters to ourThey continued to clap steadily, and to mark time professor of chemistry, and asked his opinion. Heas I wheeled the barrow up to the hall door. About smiled at first ; but after examining the wood in thefifty of them had collected and gave me an ovation. sunlight and beating it with a hammer, he admittedIf I had thought so many of them would be on hand, that it contained a glistening dust. Under acid, thisI shotild:•never have taken the thing away from the appeared to be gold.
'auction-room. The size, weight and mysterious ap- A little later that day he came to my room, andpearance of the table excited their curiosity. They after examining the old work-table, advised me to sawcalled for a speech declaring my intentions. The edi- it into short blocks, split them into fine bits—not ne-tor of the college paper tried to " interview " me. One glecting to catch the sawdust on a newspaper—andof. the tutors drew near, attracted by the laughter and then burn the bits to ashes in a brazier which he,shouting, and a sophomore gravely informed him that offered to lend me for the purpose. Afterward, heI Was starting in to make false teeth. Another cor- said, he would wet the ashes, and treat them withActed this statement by calling attention to the lathe quicksilver and acids.as a probable instrument or turning gingerbread I followed his advice, putting the draft pipe of the• creasers. brazier in the bottom of my stovepipe, thus being keptWhen one is a victim of such chaff, it is best to comfortably warm for two days by the heat from thepursue the business in hand diligently, without deign- old oak wood. The professor and I then carried theing to reply. I succeeded in unloading my _work- brazier and ashes into the laboratory ; and as a resultbench, and then called for volunteers to assist me in of the chemical processes, we obtained pure gold,getting it qp-stairs to naTrOom. worth, at the rate then paid for gold, about threeThese Presented themselves in numbers, and the hundred and fifteen dollars.old work-bench was soon in my room, set against the We had said nothing to any one thus far ; andwall, under a window, where it was indeed a quaint when some of the boys came in and jocosely quizzedobject. me as to what had become of my work-bench, INotwithstanding their raillery, the boys were assumed a sapient air and astonished them by dis-secretly puzzled to know what I was going to do playing the lump of gold which we had fused intowith the old bench ; they ransacked the tills, looked one mass ; and I took care not to admit, by word orit all over for secret drawers, and tapped and knocked look, that I had not foreseen the result from the mo-on it. No receptacle of hidden treasure rewarded ment I purchased the old table.their search, however, and after more chaff, they .de- Within an hour the story was known throughoutparted for the night. the college, and during the remainder of the term IThe next morning I found that the college wags was held to be the most sagacious man in our class.had been exercising their wits ; not less than four un- The boys even came of their own accord and pulledprovised signs adorned my door and the spaces under down the " signs " with which they had ironicallymy windows : adorned the exterior of my room.

The professor of chemistry waived all claim for
the salvage of the gold, and my urgent necessities
strongly prompted me to keep the entire sum which I
had realized. After a confidential talk with Wilbur,
however, it became clear to me that a part of the
money should go to the forlorn old Hamburg woman.A freshman actually brought a pair of shoes to With some difficulty I found her, and prodigiouslythe door, in good faith, to be mended ! I could not astonished her by a gift of one hundred dollars. Iappear in public, or even at the lecture and recitation now think she should have received more, but at thatrooms, without being made immediately the target time I acted as I then thought fair.of jokes on account of that old table. The class —Freeland Lovering, in Youth's Comfianion.humorists quite exhausted themselves. One sopho-

more even composed a sardonic poem on the subject,
somewhat in the manner of Poe's " Raven."

As for myself, I had no more idea what I should
do with the work-table than had my puzzled college
mates. A proverb says, " When at your wits' end,
look wise and make your face inscrutable." I con-
trived to maintain an imperturbable mien, and nodded
sagely at each new joke.

But meanwhile, as the winter advanced, I fell into
such financial straits that I could not even buy fuel for
my room ; each student then bought his own fire-wood
at the college wood-shed. In January a fearfully cold
snap came on, with the temperature at ten degrees
below zero. I took cold, and was so wretched one
night that in desperation I resolved to chop up the
old work-bench for fuel, and enjoy at least one good

SHOES NEATLY REPAIRED WHILE YOU WAIT.
WOOD TURNER : INQUIRE WITHIN.
TINKER AND TIN-KNOCKER, INSIDE,

UMBRELLAS AND CANES MENDED IN NO. 21.

Rules of Success
The following five rules are said to be the ones

upon which Philip D. Armour believed his success to
be due:

Good men are not cheap.
Capital can do nothing without brains to di-

rect it.
No general can fight his battles alone. He must

depend upon his lieutenants, and his success depends
upon his ability to select the right man for the right
place.

There is no such thing as luck.
Most men talk too much. Much of my success

has been due to keeping my mouth shut.

1.11C11, 190 t THE KEYSTONE

THE ROAD
TO WEALTH

NDER the title " The Royal Road " a Chicago bank issues a

dainty booklet said to contain " a few suggestions regarding

the possibilities of finding a short cut to wealth." People

reading it will discern that the " long but sure way " is advocated ;

but that makes it none the less interesting :

Some men are always expecting to rise by means of a " pull ; "

but while they are looking around for somebody to pull them up, the

man on the road is plodding steadily onward and generally reaches the

top while the other man is still hunting for the pull.
When you start to do a thing depend on your own efforts and

bunch them all on the work in hand.

0

Some men no sooner make a few dollars profit in their own busi-

ness than they want to grow rich quick by investing their profit,
through a promoter, in the stock of some big business that they know

nothing about. They often grow. wiser later.
Keep your own money in your own business or sell out and fol-

low your money.
60

Some men think that success depends upon the amount of money

they make. It certainly is something of a science to make money,

but it is more of a science to hold it. A man should be willing to work

hard to make money, but should work a great deal harder to avoid

losses. It's the losses that cause failures.
It's an achievement to take Spion Kop by. storm, but it's a greater

one to hold it.
60

Some men hunt for a short cut to fortune in speculation. Ninety-

nine out of every hundred men who start out on this trail are either

led over a precipice or into a quaginire by that ignis fatuus, " a sure

thing."
Stick to the main road. It's a little winding sometimes and dusty,

and may not always be picturesque ; but you can't get lost on it, and

there is no danger of stepping off the end.
• Honest work is the only " sure thing."

• Some men never travel farther than around the first bend in the

road before they want to try some other road. The time and effort

they spend in climbing fences and wading creeks between roads would

take them to the end of the road, while they are still afield.

You can't advance fast by moving crossways. Find out what you

want to do and then stick to it.

Some men look for fortune in social clubs and secret orders. They

expect their growing acquaintance to lift them up, as the incoming tide

lifts the fisherman's boat off the sandbar. But they generally spend

so much time and money on their club and society affairs that their

business suffers more from want of proper attention than they gain

outside.
Very few men have ever learned how to ride two horses at once.

Some, men no sooner find a profitable market for the limited out-

put of their little shop than they want to form a company with large

capital and capacity, and send out traveling men into every State at

once. To expand their business each year with the last year's profit

is too slow. They hate climbing ; they want to fly.
Steady growth means strength, in business as in nature. The

sturdy oak grows by adding one concentric ring to its trunk each year.

00
•

Where is the You can tell it by its way-stations Honesty,

Royal Rod Decision, Concentration of Purfiose, Industry,

Anywo.y? Econonty, Common Sense. The end station is

Success : In Me day lime you. can see its big

gilded dome, and at night its big revolving light. Push ahead ; never

look backward ; follow the way-stations- and you' 11 get there.
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In a booklet called " The Royal Reminder," a companion brochure

to " The Royal Road," the following epigrams in regard to a savings

bank account are given place among other perhaps equally cogent

statements :

The prompt payer can get the lowest prices, and the holder of a

savings bank book can always be a prompt payer.

60

There is something substantial about a man who has money in the

bank at interest ; he has a feeling of security and independence which

has to be felt to be understood.

60

If more people knew how the first two or three entries in a sav-

ings bank book help and stimulate the owner to make additions, until

the habit of regular saving becomes a thing of pleasure as well of pru-

dence, less people would be caught out in the wet when the inevitable

" rainy day ' comes.
60

Public charity_ woad be reduced to a minimum if every man

learned the lesson that you have to save while you are earning if you

want to spend when you are not earning.

The matter of living within your income, and laying by something

at interest for the future, is a matter of common sense and backbone.

If you have common sense enough you will see the point of providing

for the future while you are able, and not leaving this provision to the

uncertain outcome of your future business. You can do this if you

have backbone enough ; and if you haven't then the roan who has

gets your money.
6 0

An increasing savings bank account is an increasing margin of

protection against any decline in your fortunes.

60

The man with the savings book is receiving interest and naturally

feels more comfortable and independent than the man who has to pay

interest.-
60

The savings depositor is a great factor in the development of a

country, for it is his money that the banker loans out to build homes,

factories, railroads, water=works and other improvements.

If you happen to make a good fee or commission, or obtain a

raise in your wages or salary, it isn't necessary to go right out and

buy a horse and buggy ; or if you happen to have had a successful

year in business, you needn't put all your profits into a big house.

Such a course may do for a man who is willing to trust to luck, or has

a rich and kind-hearted farther-in-law ; but you should reflect that

." one swallow does not make a spring "—there may be some late frosts.

60

One of the most useful and difficult lessons to learn is to always

keep your balance. Nothing steadies a man better than a savings

account growing by regular weekly deposits and semi-annual interest.

Credit a Priceless Possession

Credit is the most precious possession a business man can have.

It is acquired, maintained and preserved by certain qualities that seem

to be inherent in the man. Credit is like a delicate piece of porcelain.

You may break it and put it together again, and for purposes of utility

it may possibly be just as good as it ever was, but the cracks are there

and you can see where it was broken. And so it is with the man

whose credit is once impaired. He may be able to buy goods again,

his standing among mercantile houSes may be very fair, but it can

never he restored to the superb condition in which it once was. And

so all merchants, young and old, should regard credit as a priceless

possession. Do not let it be trifled with, and allow nothing to impair

it or injure it.



No. K 437. $12.50. •
Boss 14 K., 0 Size Mg.,
Guaranteed 25 years.

No. K 457. $10.00.
Boss 10 K., 0 Size lug.,
Guaranteed 20 years.

No. K 454. $10.00.
Boss 10 K., 0 Size Htg.,
Guaranteed 20 years.

No. K 442. $12.50.
Boss 14 K., 0 Size Hug.,
Guaranteed 25 years

WE GUARANTEE OUR EXTRA KATI TO 
STRIP' .

ON TEA SPOONS48 OWTS.PER DROSS. ON 
DESSERT SPOONS-Et

FORKS 72 DWTS. PER GROSS
6OHT4OLE5ON5ANO
NowrEO silltirRS,s

ALL OTHER EXTRA-PLATE GOODS ARE GUARANTEED
lb' HAVE THE SAME PROPORTIONATE PL4TE:V/10CH'
IS 20 PER amr ABOVE STAPIOARD PLATE. •

No. K 375. $11.00.
Boss 10 K., 6 Size Htg.,
Guaranteed 20 years.

No. K 332. $13.50.
Boss 14 K. 6 Size Htg..
Colored Engraving,
Guaranteed 25 years,

To give you an idea, of the variety of patterns
we carry in Filled Cases, we present a, few cuts
herewith for your inspection. When ordering
Watches, we respectfully invite your attention to
our stock, which includes all sizes and varieties of
the best makes. We fill all orders promptly and
are especially careful to fill them accurately.

For Elgin and Waltham Movements to fit
cases on this page, see our tgoi Catalogue, pages
3 to II, including Hamilton Movements for the
18 size Cases. For other Watches of all descriptions
see our 1901 Catalogue, pages 3 to 96.

ALL PRICES ON THIS PAGE ARE SUB-
JECT TO OUR 1901 CATALOGUE DISCOUNTS.

BENJ. ALLEN CO
131-137 Wabash Ave., Chicago

WE 'GUARANTEE OUR It1E01M1 KNIVES 10 
SEIM?

ON MAI2,12 OVVTS.OFSILIff PER 
DOZEN. ON

. £P

GeOr4i, '11.11,0
silyerplatedliar?

TRADE MARKS:

OSA.. & G.H.Roaens Co.
S.L.&10111. co.

JicoGERSID

, Au 0YR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC, ARE PLATED UPON
,18PER CEVICIIELSILVER; THE BEST BASE FOR PLATING.

Look for the Maltese Cross Trade
-Marks

No. K 336. $13.50.
Boss 14 K., 6 Size 111g.,
Guaranteed 25 years

No. K. 384. $HARI
'less 10 K., C. size mg.
Guaranteed 20 years.

We offer the trade new patterns, beautifully 
finished goods, highest grade of plate 

guaranteed.

We also make the No. 7 7 grade plated ware, 
light-weight metal blanks, full plate of 

silver, regular list, special di:-4.ouni.

No. K 73. $13.50.
Boss 10 K., 18 Size Mg., or

No. K 72. Plain Bascine,
Guaranteed 20 years.

No. K 41. $19.00.
Boss 14 K., 18 Size Mg.,
Guaranteed 25 years.

No. K 79. $13.50.
Boss 10 K., 18 Size litg.,
Guaranteed 20 years.

The Simeon L. and Geo. H. Rogers Co., F.. 0. Box 1205, 
Hartford, Conn.

FACTORIES—Hartford, Conn., and Wallingford, Conn.
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ONE OF OUR LLOYD LINE
List, =day Strike, 85.00

The inventors and introducers of that remarkably successful clock, now known, not alone
in this country, but throughout the world,

Tbe TATTOO INTERMITTENT ALARM
The first to introduce, displacing all others at once, the now most popular mantel
clocks in the new process carving,

CUNARD anD LLOYD:
The makers of a more extended, better finished line of

GILT NOVELTIES
than any other company : In fact, THE LEADERS IN CLOCKS to-day are

THE NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

46 Maiden Lane, New York 149 State Street, Chicago

OUR CRITERION SET 
List, 8-day Time, 818.50 With Jeweled Sash, 830.60

WE SHALL BE GLAD TO FURNISH PARTICULARS UPON APPLICATION

EsTh lc N BUREAU OP TIM.; 1: NI YSToN

it..,31 4 I I CuLOMBOR MEMORIAL Bui LIM N(4

el1ICA00, February 27, 1901

The State of
Trade

In its general features the condition

of the jewelry jobbing business in

Chicago presents no changes of

importance since our last letter. Business in all lines

continues to flourish and the volume of goods dai
ly

going into consumption shows no abatement. Re
ports

with regard to the condition of business are in t
he

main of a highly encouraging character. While the

changes in the situation from week to week have been

comparatively slight lately, they all have been in t
he

direction of further improvement, and the outlook f
or

the coming month is one full of promise for general

trade interests. It is a matter of fact that more new

enterprises are under contemplation than have d
e-

veloped in several years past ; so that financially a
nd

industrially the West exhibits a prosperous condition

of affairs. There can be no doubt as to the general

healthfulness of the situation. Relatively, the best re-

ports concerning the commercial movement come from

the South, Southwest and the far West, this being
 a

condition which has been in force since the opening of

the year, but is now even more pronounced th
an

hitherto. The outlook at present seems to present

nothing but encouraging features. The financial con-

dition gives little ground for complaint. Collections

are reported good. Prosperity seems to prevail in all

directions.

Reduced
Railroad Rates
to Chicago

The buying excursions to this mar-

ket arranged for by the Merchants'

and Travelers' Association of Chi-

cago, and announced in our last

issue as well as the present one,

are now on. Country dealers who did not take advan-

tage of these market excursions in February can do so'

on the March dates. Experience has demonstrated

that these buying excursions, which now occur in the

spring and fall of each year, are a great advantage to

the country retailers. This is proven by the increase

of the number of buyers coming to the purchasing

market, and the very perceptible and gratifying gain

in the territory from which these dealers come. The

retailers are wise in visiting such a market as the

western metropolis affords, and there is a general

agreement that they have found it to their profit. The

present is an exceedingly advantageous season for the

buyers. They will find the market up to date in

variety, quality and quantity. Their drafts will be

promptly honored, and they will reap a profit by buy-

ing as liberally as their trade will permit. By all means

visit the Chicago market this spring.

Mineral products, crude and matm-

Export of factured, have become, in recent

Mineral Products years, a very important feature of

the domestic exports of the United

States. The figures in this line are certainly interest-

ing to the student of commerce. Of the $1,565,228,6o0

EEE

worth of exports of domestic products, including gold

and silver, in the year too, $436,227,477 were com-

posed of mineral products. Thus 28 per cent. of the

total domestic exports originated beneath the surface

of the earth, though, of course, much of their selling

value was added by the labor which turned them into

form required for the use of man. The exports of

iron and steel, for instance, amounted in 190o, in round

terms, to $130,000,000 ; mineral oils of all classes to

$75,000,000 ; copper, to nearly $69,000,000 ; coal and

coke, over $22,000,000 ; paraffine, more than $8,000,-

000 ; phosphates, more than $5,000,000, while the gold

production exported amounted to $52,787,523, and the

silver $59,272,668. A comparison of these enormous

exports of metals and minerals and their products

with those of a decade ago, shows the remarkable pro-

gress which has been made in this branch of American

industry. In iron and steel manufactures, for instance,

the exportations of 1890 amounted to but $27,000,134,

and in 1900 they were, exclusive of iron ore, $129,633,-

480, or nearly five times as much in 1900 as a decade

earlier. Of copper the exportations for 1890 were

$5,918,395, and in 1900 $58,881,529, Or nearly ten times

as much as in 1890. Of mineral oils the exportations

of 1890 were $52,270,943, and ill 1900 $74,493,707, an

increase of about 50 per cent. Of coal and coke the

exports in 1890 were $7,277,692, and in 1900 $22,883,-

047, or about three times as much as in 1890. Taking

the entire group of minerals, metals and the manufa
c-

tures thereof, exclusive of gold and silver, the tot
al

exportation for 1890 was $103,693,955, and in 1900

$324,167,286, or more than three times greater th
an

that of ten years before. Meantime imports of this

character have materially decreased, except in the case

of natural products not obtained from the mines of

the United States, but required for use in manufa
c-

turing. Imports of manufactures of iron and steel,

for instance, fell from $41,679,501 in 1890 to $20,443,-

908 in 1900 ; while pig tin used in the manufactu
re

of tin plate increased from about $6,5oo,000 i
n 1890

to $19,458,586 in 1900.
The prognostications of a building

boom in Chicago, made in our last

Building Boom issue, are being verified by official

reports. The city permit bureau

states that the permits issued for the month of Ja
nuary

show that it was the best in building operations 
that

Chicago has seen in seven years, or since 1894. Th
e

estimated value of the buildings for which pe
rmits

were issued was almost double that of tlie corres
pond-

ing month in the past three years. As January is one

of the most unfavorable months for the prosecut
ion of

outdoor work, this unusual activity would se
em to

definitely assure a year of extraordinary activity 
in the

Chicago building trade.
Collector of the Port of Chicago,

William Penn Nixon, issues his

annual report February 5, the fig-

ures showing that during the year

1900 there passed through his office

imported merchandise valued at $15,441,320, upon

which duty was paid amounting to $8,177,735. 
The

largest item in the table of imports is tha
t of dry

goods, $5,462,886 of this description of mer
chandise

having been assessed $3,240,782 by the collect
or. The

smallest in the list is that of ink. Only $70 worth of

that commodity was brought from fo
reign ports.

Following dry goods the next item is tea, a total

amount of $2,065,615, with duty reaching
 $1,556,895,

having been imported.
It is gratifying for the business

people of the West and Northwest

the Great Lakes to know that the commerce of the

great lakes in the navigation season

of 1900 has exceeded that of 
any preceding year.

The report of the Treasury Bureau 
of Statistics cover-

ing the business of the principal po
rts, combined with

the report of the officer in charge
 of the Sault Ste.

Marie canal, for the year ending D
ecember 31, two,

and comparing those figures wi
th those of preceding

years, fully justifies this assertion. 
The work of the

Bureau of Statistics during the s
eason of 1900 was the

first attempt to classify and study
 the movetnents in

the great articles from port to 
port upon the great

lakes, and while it was not found
 practicable in this

experitnental year to include in this work
 some of the

minor ports, or to obtain data in
 all cases for the open-

ing month of the season, the 
figures may be accepted

as presenting a fairly accurate view of 
the port to port

Chicago's

Imports through
the Port of
Chica.go

Commerce of
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commerce of the articles and classes of artic
les which

form the bulk of the traffic on this great internal

waterway. According to the figures secured by the

Bureau of Statistics, there were received by 
vessels at

the thirty-seven principal ports on the great lakes,

lakes, between April 1, two, and the close of the
 year,

a total of 1,266,234 tons of flour ; 52,834,256 bush
els of

wheat ; 70,805,801 bushels of corn ; 33,290,767 
bushels

of oats ; 11,526,501 bushels of barley, and 
1,840,892

bushels of rye. These figures relate purely to the

to the movements between United States ports, a
nd do

not, therefore, include the shipments to or from 
ports

on the Canadian side of the canals, or through t
he

NVelland canal. The great bulk of the grain traf
fic

originated at Chicago and Duluth, and had Buffalo 
as

its point of destination. So far as can be judged fr
om

the discrepancy between the figures representat
ive of

shipments and receipts, respectively, after making

allowance for the grain in storage on vessels, both 
at

the beginning and close of the season, and their 
ship-

ments from small ports not included in the season
's

compilation, the movement of grain via the Canadi
an

water routes did not reach the proportions which 
had

been predicted for it.
John M. Cutter, general manager

Conditions in of the Elgin National Watch Co.,

the Northwest who had just returned from a trip

over the " Western Circuit," speak-

Mg of business conditions in the territory he had 
just

visited, said : " Generally speaking I found conditio
ns

excellent, and the outlook for spring and summ
er

business most encouraging, with the possible exce
p-

tion at Minneapolis and St. Paul. In the Northwest,

as well as in the other sections which I visited, tra
de

depends on the crops, and crops were poor in a greater

part of the territory tributary to the above cities l
ast

year. But it takes more than one or two crop failures

to down the people of the Northwest. They are well

fixed, and take it as did the farmer up in the R
ed

River Valley, who remarked when it was certain 
that

he could not even get back his seed after the drouth
 of

last season : Well, the soil ought to be in very good

condition for next season, as it was turned over

twice.' And this was the spirit I found amon
g the

trade of the Northwest."
Just at this time business statistics

are plentiful and interesting. We

give the following to show what

prosperity and expansion is doing

for the railroads. From the returns

of 181 companies covering 163,214 miles of rai
lroad, the

Financial Chronicle estimates the gain in gross 
earn-

ings of the entire mileage of the United States in 19
oo

at $125,000,000. The increase for 1899 was esti
mated

at $140,000,1300, for 1898 at $90,000,000, and for 1
897 at

$75,000,000. This is an estimated improvement of

gross earnings in four years of $430,000,000.
 The

official returns comprise 113 roads for the full twel
ve

months, and sixty-eight roads for eleven months,

making 181 roads, aggregating 163,214 miles. Their

total gross earnings were $1,208,000,o0o, which was
 a

gain of $99,5000300 for the same roads over th
e pre-

ceding year. This gain is not due to increased crop

movements, since grain receipts show a shrinkage ;
 it

is rather due to the increased tonnage in mer
chandise

and general freight. At the same time there has been

an improvement in rates.
The winter wheat crop prospects

Winter Wheat throughout the winter wheat belt

Conditions have been of the brightest the past

month. The heavy snows have

stayed on the ground longer than usual, meltin
g and

going into the ground mostly. There has been no

extra and long continued severe weather. Therefore

the indications are very favorable for the crop to
 be in

the finest condition at the opening of Spring.

The man of business, large or small,

will find food for thought in the

remarkable change that has Lome

over the commerce of the United

States in the decade ending with

the calendar year two. Imports, which in 1890 were

$823,397,726, were, in 1900, $829,052,116; an in
crease

of less than i per cent. in the decade ; whil
e the

exports, which in 1890 were $857,502,548, were, 
in

two, $1,478,050,854, an increase of 72.4 per cent
. In

1890 the excess of exports over imports was $5,654
,-

39° ; in 1900, it was $648,998,
738.

(Continued on page 25)

Prosperity
Among the
Railways

Remarkable
Change in Our
Commerce



NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

To Cement an Impulse Jewel
Fastening the ruby pin in the roller Nvith

shellac has been found by both the Nvatch
repairers and the manufacturers to be more
or less itf a failure, but nothing better \Va.;
knolvt) before the discovery of Liquid Amber.

()wing to its great strength this substano•
makes an ideal cement fur this purpose, and
I eing- a fluid it is easy to apply. •

:Nfter applying the cement it slutuld be
carefully heated to the tik•Iting point. The
best watchmakers do this without removing
either the roller or hairspring, by (7on(Iticting
the heat from the spirit 111111) or gas jet
through stunt! form of copper tongs clamped
either to the balance staff or to the roller.
This is the safest ;ts \yell as the easiest way
as it avoids all risk of altering the rate of

a line xvatch.
simple ;Ind efficient jewel Pin Setter

that anpuie can easily make is illustrated
in the " \Vorkshup Notes " in the 1)ecein-
ber, i 90u, KEYST0NE, page t 287.

If you have not yet tried Liquid
.‘mber rementher it in 3inir next ()iller.
Sold by every material dealer in America.
Price, 25 cents.

UIDA
ementing- im

itfld Pallet JCWCIS
MURPHY.

ORILLIA, CANADA.

LIQUID MBER•Il ea-
j 

br 
Cementing Impulse

And Pallet .lewtIs.
BRUCE MURPHY. e-e,

ORILLIA CANADA.

The genuine always
has this label on the
,bottle ( printed in red
Ink). Don't accept
substitutes.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
Wholesale Distributing Agents

.5252525-2525252525225252,52525252525-2525 25252525J

HIGH POWER
WIDE FIELD

CLEAR DEFINITION

ASK YOUR JOBBER
for this new make

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Gold
Medal
Paris
1900 and has this 0 trade mark engrave4

on the back. None oenuine withougt
the ring 0 on the reverse side.-4,46(4.*

If your jobber or manufacturer does not
carry "Azure " Turquoises, write to

the office of the Company

" AZURE " TURQUOISES DO NOT CHANGE COLOR
■MMNIMIIIS

Gold
Medal

Paris
1900

EVERY "AZURE" TURQUOISE GUARANTEED

None are genuine " Azure " Turquoises, unless they have the ring (registered trade-mark) engraved on the back
The trade is respectfully cautioned to look out for infringements against this trade-mark or for any colorable imitation of the same

hojiiersafu
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A suitable Wedding or
Birthday Gift, as it may
he wound on each anni-
versary day.

RUNS 400 DAYS

WITH ONE WINDING

AND IS NOISELESS.

An Attractive Piece
For a Show Window.

The

Bowlor&ilurdick Co.
129-131 Euclid Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio
SOLE IMPORTERS AND AGENTS

for above clock.
PRICES and further information onapplication.

-

Illustration One-Half Actual Size
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POWERFUL AS A TELESCOPE.
SMALL AS AN OPERA-GLASS.

OM*

Eight Power. One-Half Actual Size

PRICE, $40

The Warner & Swasey Prismatic

FIELD GLASS
SIX SUPERLATIVE CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE WARNER & SWASEY
PRISMATIC FIELD GLASS:

1—Greatest Possible Optical Efficiency.
2—Highest Possible Mechanical Perfection.
3—Most Scientific and Elegant Design.
4—Least Number of Parts.
5---Lightest Weight (Eleven ounces).
6—Utmost Convenience in use.

SEND FOR BOOKLET TO

The ha & BilgiCk CO.
SELLING AGENTS

129-13i Euclid Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio
PRICES to the TRADE on application.
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WE ARE MANUFACTURERS
ig$A OF RINGS &sir

FOR TIM RETAIL JEWELERS

YOU BUY Op US—YOU BUY

DIRECT

NO STOCK IS COMPLETE without our line.
EVERY RING possesses Style.

EVERY RING Guaranteed ro K.
and stamped with trade-mark K=E.

EVERY RING is made by SKILLED WORKMEN.

Be sure of seeing our 20th CENTURY LINE before
purchasing elsewhere.

PERSONAL ATTENTION
" I give my personal attention to each and every one

of my students. My whole time is spent m'ith them and in
their behalf. They are sure of the best and most pains-
taking instructions, because I feel that my school's reputationis at stake with every one who enters it."

Send for Circulars.
H. R. PLAYTNER.

Canadian floralogical Institute
115 to 121 King Street L,..u.st

TORONTO, ONT.

Do you carry a stock of our

Silver-Aluminum

THE KEYSTONE

PAN-AMERICAN

EXPOSITION

'.f(W

HE magnificent Pan-American Exposition buildings are

now nearing completion, and the grounds have assumed

a most impressive aspect. The architectural features are

indescribably beautiful, and will form the most imposing

part of the exposition. Some of the decorative features

are shown on this page. One illustration is symbolic

of mineral wealth, and in this connection we are
 glad to state that no

feature of the Pan-American Exposition will be of more 
importance

than the exhibit of mines and metallurgy. The buildi
ng to be devoted

to these exhibits is one of a group of three 
magnificent structures

arranged in the form of a horseshoe, at the western

boundary of the Esplanade. The mines building is the

southernmost of the group and is connected with the

horticultural building by one of the conservatories which

flank the horticultural building on the north and sout
h.

It is 150 feet square and at each of the four 
corners it

has a square tower 90 feet high. The eastern facade,

looking upon the Esplanade, shows three high recessed

arches between the towers, forming an open loggia elab-

orately and beautifully ornamented with plastic .detail

and decorated in brilliant colors. From this loggia are

the main entrances to the building. There are also

entrances in the corner towers. The ornamental detail

is very picturesque and interesting. The design is by

Peabody & Stearns, of Boston.
Never was the science of metallurgy or skill in min-

ing more highly developed than in the present day. The

golden decorations of King Solomon's Temple are esti-

mated to have cost $250,000,000. Ever since the ac-

count in the book of Genesis of finding gold along t
he

river Pison, a stream which flows from the Garden 
of

Eden, the seeking for and mining gold has been one
 of

the most fascinating industries. The production of gold

throughout the world during

the present century has steadily
increased. The production in

the United States in 1899
amounted to $72,500,000 while

that of the whole world is given
at $315,000,000, thus giving

the United States the first po-
sition in production of gold of

any country. In the matter of
copper the United States pro-
duces 223,000 tons, annually,

or more than one-half of the
world's output. The United

States and Mexico are the two
greatest silver producing coun-
tries. In other mining pro-
ductions, the commercial value

. of which is considerably greater

than that of the precious metals,
the countries of Pan-America
also lead the world. During

the last year the coal output of

BAG TAGS?
s

IF NOT, WHY NOT ? They are the prettiest ones in the market to-day, andtlicre i 

TWICE AS MUCH MONEY IN THEM 
as in nine-tentIN of the gouck you sell. We manufacture many such QUICK.SELLING, LARGE PROFIT-MAKING SPECIALTIES. Send for catalogue.

E. 4. Fargo 0 Co., olttleboro, glass.

No. 2055 Horse Radish
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WEST SILVER CO., Taunton, Mass.
AIanufacturers of the

F. B. Rogers Brand of Silverware
Heavily plated on extra hard white metal.
New and attractive designs. Right prices.

Quick Shipments

Boston Office, 67 chauncy St.

Send for Catalogue

New York Office, 80 Chambers St.

reached its limit
and is already
declining, especi-
ally noteworthy
at this time. The
Canadian output
of coal and iron
is an item of
great import-
ance. The near
proximity of iron
and coking coal
and the proper
fluxes gives
Canada a great
advantage in the
manufacture o f
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An Idyl of the Prairh. -itunidoes at Rest

iron and steel. The advance-

ment of these industries in North
America during the past decade

are phenomenal, the total pro-

duction of the United States

last year amounting in value to
$413,758,414 and of non-me-

tallic substances to a total of
$601,872,631.

Besides the ordinary min-

ing industries there are many

others with which the general

public is but Jittle acquainted.
Southern California has im-
mense deposits of asphaltum

which are merely waiting the

necessary capital and transpor-

tation for their development.

California is also producing tin

ore containing from 3 to 6 per

cent. of metal. The value of

this may be estimated from a

contrast with the Tasmania mines, which ass
ay about 2

per cent. A great many productions such as diamonds,

amethysts and other precious stones ; mica, 
asbestos,

zinc, aluminum, peat and salt belong also in 
this classi-

fication. The prosperity of nearly all the countries o
f

the western world is largely due to their m
ineral wealth.

Much of the manufacturing depends for suc
cess upon

these productions and the ease with which t
hey are ob-

tained is what gives these western states and 
nations the

advantage over older countries in this respect. 
The ex-

hibit of Mines and Metallurgy at the Pan
-American Ex-

position will illustrate graphically these adva
ntages and

will add greatly to the general knowledge upon t
he subject.

One of the thoroughly interesting side trips to 
be

enjoyed in connection with a visit to the 
Pan-American

Exposition will be the trip to Niagara Falls to view 
the

wonderful installation in the big power house 
of the

Niagara Falls Power Company. It is this station that

will supply the electric energy to be used on 
the expo-

sition grounds, and an inspection of it will 
bring the

visitor in touch with the most marvelous electrical
 power

development of the present time.

the United It is this

States reached station that

the enormous will be the

amount of • great power

225,000;000 house of the

tons. This, as Pan-American

compared with Exposition. It

Great Britain's is a magnifi-

outputofabout cent spectacle

200,000,000 to stand on

tons and Ger- t h e visitors'

many's too,- gallery in this

000,000 tons, power house

makes the and look upon

question.of the th e whirling

future produc- dynamos as

tion of coal, they make 250

considering revolutions

the rapid every minute.

increase in This will be a

America a n d grand and

the fact that unique fea-

European pro- ture in expo-

d ti c t i 0 0 has sitions.
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Just Consider

HAT the present has been styled the
age of fierce competition, the age of in-
vention, the age of steel, the age of
machinery, the age of electricity, the
horseless age and the progressive age.
It is predominately the age of specili-

zation and organization. Our specialty is watches,
and we believe we are well organized for the
watch jobbing business. For seventeen years we
have devoted our entire time as a firm to this one
line—the wholesaling of watches. We believewe know watches. We know their time-keeping
qualities and their selling qualities. This knowl-
edge will prove valuable to the retail dealer who
buys his watches with an eye to pleasing his most
exacting customer for a time-piece.

Then again, consider that when it comes to
saving money you may " over-reach " yourself, so
to speak, in your watch buying. Money saved in
the buying at the expense of quality, skilled knowl-
edge, time and convenience, does not mean money
saved at all, but money lost.

This is our proposition in a nut-shell.
We solicit your watch orders by mail. Our

salesmen cover a good share of the Western ter-
ritory, but even with their tireless energy and
our own resources back of them, they must per
force neglect to weld some links in the chain.
That is why we are soliciting watch orders by
mail from retail jewelers who may be unavoidably
and unintentionally overlooked.

Firm in our conviction that only by unremit-ting attention to details can we expect to win and
hold a large mail order trade, and knowing that
such orders require promptness, skilled knowledgeand care in filling them, we believe that if you will
but put us to the test once we will have your mail
watch orders right along thereafter. That we
may "show our goods " we wish to express our
willingness to send selection packages promptly
when desired.

Let no jeweler hesitate because his intended
order may be a small one—size makes no differ-
ence to us. All we ask is a trial order. We wantto deserve the confidence of all retail jewelers who
send their watch orders to us. We mean to treat
them exactly as well as if we saw them face to
face. Several thousand satisfied customers who
have dealt with us during the past seventeen
years will testify to this. We stand on our record.

M. A. Mead 0 Co.
Watch Jobbers

Columbus Memorial Building

Chicago

March, toi

Interesting Crop

Chicago News

(Continued from page 259)

Crop statistics are always interest-

ing to the western business man,

Statistics and the crop figures of 1900, just

issued by the statistician of the

Department of Agriculture, show that last year was a

season of pronounced prosperity for the farming inter-

ests of the United States, and are mighty interesting

reading. Not only were the harvests quite bountiful,

but the average prices obtained were unusually remu-

nerative. In all the staple crops—corn, wheat, hay,

oats, barley, buckwheat and rye—the prices last year

ruled higher than in 1899. Thus, although the 19oo

wheat yield was less by 25,000,000 bushels than that of

the preceding year, it netted nearly $4,000,000 to the

farmers. The corn crop of two, which was one of the

four largest ever gathered, although but a little greater

in amount than that of 1899, was worth $122,00o,000

more. The hay crop, too, while falling 6,500,000 tons

below that of the preceding year, sold for about

$33,600,000 more. The total value of the crops named

was no less than $1,86r,466,582.
We note that Ex-Governor Lind,

of Minnesota, in his message to the

legislature, states that the mines of

of that State produced last year

10,000,000 tons of ore ; her fields

yielded 135,000,000 bushels of grain, and from her

forests were obtained 2,000,000,000 feet of lumber;

while the aggregate value of the live stock and dairy

products was $4o,000,000, and of the manufactures,

$280,000,000, and last year was- one of drouth and

flood in the North Star State. We congratulate the

people of Minnesota upon this magnificent showing.

North Dakota is being favored with

a heavy immigration this season.

North Dakota It is said that fully too,000 acres of

virgin land will make the acquaint-

ance of the plow in the Red River Valley this spring.

Much of this land was purchased years ago by specu-

lators, and has but lately been put on the market. It

has been purchased by small farmers, and will this

year be included in the ranks of producing areas.

The immigration into the Red River Valley has not

been affected by the drouth of last season, the memory

of which will be practically forgotten with the advent

of a new crop the coming season.
We are glad to note that Texas is

Unprecedented enjoying unprecedented prosperity

Prosperity in with a good prospect of continu-

Texas ance of favorable conditions. Their

large cotton crop will bring about

$200,000,000 into the State. Farmers have been pay-

ing off their debts, country merchants cannot supply

the demand for goods, country banks are full of money,

real estate prices have advanced, and much capital is

to be invested in improvements this year. A well-

known traveling salesman, who has just returned from

a trip through Texas and Oklahoma, says he never

knew such prosperity as that country is now enjoying.

He failed to find a single " discouraged man, woman

or child" on his trip.
Were you aware that Kansas con-

sists of more than fifty million acres

of land, practically all arable and

fertile? It is a country 61 per cent.

wider in extent than England, two and a half times

greater than Ireland, nearly three times greater than

Scotland, ten times greater in area than Wales, and it

is situated in the most favored zone.
From the annual report of Presi-

dent Valentine, of the Wells-Fargo

Express Co., we glean the follow-

ing interesting figures in regard to

the metals produced in the States

and Territories west of the Mis-

souri River, including British Columbia and the Yukon

district. His report states that the total gross result

in 1900 was $229,315,427, of which gold contributed

$99,100,733 ; copper, $69,752,284, and silver, $42,402,-

502. The combined output of these metals last year

was the greatest in the history of this country and

Canada. The world's production of gold, estimated

at $236,0coopoo, shows a decrease of $68,000,000 as

compared with 1890. Australia mined $6,coo,000 less,

while the production in South Africa fell off on account

Prosperity
Reigns in the
North Star State

The Situation in

So Much for
Kansas

Metals Produced
in the Western
Half of the
United States

'THE KEYSTONE

of the war. The production in the British North

American possessions increased $6,000,coo, and the

total for North America about $3,00o,000. Montana

led with an aggregate production of metals of $57,978,-

150 ; Colorado ranked next, with $47,916,230 ; Arizona

followed, with $21,206,029, and then California, with

$18,390,714. In British Columbia and the Yukon dis-

trict the value of ores mined was $30,297,000.

We see that a bill has been intro-

duced in the North Dakota legisla-

in North Dakota ture to reduce the statutory exemp-

tion from $1500 to $600 in personal

property. We hope it will become a law, as the pres-

ent law leaves the average country dealer practically

exempt from paying his debts if he chooses to take

advantage of his exemptions, which also provide a

homestead exemption of such real estate as he may

occupy as a residence.
An idea of the business movement

The Movement recently in force may be gathered

of Business from the statement that the gross

earnings of fifty-nine railway com-

panies for the third week in January were $8,762,258,

against $8,183,193 for the third week in January, 1.)oo,

an increase of $579,065. Forty-two roads show in-

creases, seventeen decreases and one no change.

Since January f these same roads earned $25,200,562,

an increase of $2,818,940 over the $23,381,622 reported

for the corresponding period of 1900. For the longer

period,forty-five show increases and fourteen decreases.

The movement of freight, as reflected by railway earn-

ings, is a reasonably certain index to business con-

ditions, and an increase of nearly $3,000,000 for the

three weeks of January clearly shows how the com-

mercial tide is moving in this direction.

Exemption Laws

Personal Mention

R. A. Kettle, Chicago .agent for the Waltham

Watch Co., is in the East on a visit to their factory.

Before leaving Mr. Kettle informed us that President

Fitch, of the Waltham Co., sailed for Europe February

t6th, to be absent some tune.

Fred. C. Thearle, junior partner in the house of

C. • H. Knights & Co., left February 14th for a six

weeks' trip to the Pacific coast. He was accompanied

by Mrs. Thearle, and their trip is one of rest, recre-

ation and pleasure entirely. They will spend most of

their time while away in Southern California.

Louis Manheitner and family are at Hot Springs,

Ark., for a month's stay. They do not expect to

return to Chicago until the middle of March.

The Chicago office of S. & B. Lederer, the Provi-

dence manufacturers, on the third floor of the Silver-

smiths' Building, has been remodeled and rearranged

recently. The improvement is quite noticeable, and

their Chicago and Western representative, Gus Roden-

berg, is to be congratulated upon the same.

Conrad Koch, who was formerly in the retail

jewelry and optical business at Davenport, Iowa, but

who sold out his business last summer and went to

Europe with some idea of remaining there, was in

Chicago last week on his return from the continent.

Mr. Koch was a caller at KEYSTONE headquarters a

few days ago, and remarked that eight months of the

old country was enough, and that he had made up his

tnind to spend the balance of his days in America.

He is now on the lookout for some good live western

town where he can locate and embark in the retail

jewelry business again.
Jeweler S. S. Dodge, of Dixon, Ill., is spending a

few weeks in the South on a trip of recreation and

pleasure.
C. E. Underwood, formerly in the retail jewelry

business at Racine, Wis., has accepted a position with

Jeweler W. H. Gamm, of Madison, Wis., as watch-

maker, and will shortly remove his family to that

point.
C. E. Strow, formerly a member of the firm of

Strow Bros., retail jewelers, Fort Dodge, Ia., has

recently located in Chicago, and has opened a retail

optical parlor in the Masonic Temple.

Benjamin Allen, head of the house of Benj.

Allen & Co., goes East early in March for a few weeks

of rest and recreation.

E. A. Dorrance, Chicago and Western manager for

Simons, Bro. & Co., the widely-known Philadelphia

manufacturers, returned early in the month from a two

weeks' stay at headquarters.
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Peter Lapp, of the wholesale firm of Lapp &
Flershem, has just returned from a month's outing

spent at the Bahama Islands. Mr. Lapp's trip was

one of rest and recreation entirely, and he comes ba
ck

much improved in health.
Harry L. Benedict, manager of the factory of the

M. S. Benedict Manufacturing Co., East Syracuse,

N. Y., accompanied by Mrs. Benedict, spent a

few days in Chicago the early part of the month, the

guest of his father, M. S. Benedict, the head of the

above company.
J. A. Todd, Chicago manager for the Towle Man-

ufacturing Co., has just returned from a several

weeks' absence in the East on a visit to their factory.

Otto Young, head of the firm of Otto Young &

Co., was recently elected as a vice-president of the

Chicago Commercial Association, a recognition which

is alike complimentary to the trade of which he is so

conspicuous a member and his firm.
J. P. Byrne, secretary of the Lyon & Healy

corporation, is enjoying a month of recreation and

travel in Old Mexico. He is expected home early in

March.
A. L. Sercomb, Chicago manager for the Inter-

national Silver Co., has just returned from a visit

to the eastern factories of his company.

F. A. Hardy, head of the house of F. A. Hardy

& Co., left the early part of the month for a two

months' stay in the South. He is accompanied by
Mrs. Hardy. They will stop at Atlanta for a month,

where Mr. Hardy will look over their branch estab-

lishment. From there they will go to Southern

Florida.
James W. Jacobson, of F. H. Jacobson & Co., is

absent on a month's pleasure trip in the South. He is

.spending most of his time at New Orleans and Hot

Springs.
R. L. Hogarth, of the Geneva Optical Co.,

returned this week from a few days' stay in Iowa's

capital city, where he was looking over the business of
their Des Moines branch. Mr. Hogarth reports that

he is highly pleased over Des Moines and her people,

and especially was he pleased over the good showing
their new branch has made in the few months it has

been established.
W. H. Kinna, of the Elgin Watch Co., arrived in

town the first of the week, and will spend a short time

at headquarters. Mr. Kinna reports business as good

on the Pacific coast at present, with an encouraging

outlook for a fine spring and summer trade in all lines,

and that the jewelers are getting their full share of the

prosperity abroad in that country.

John C. Perry, general manager of the Hamilton

Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa., paid the Chicago trade a

short visit the middle of the month. Mr. Perry is

looking well, and says that he is working hard,

but feeling fine. His western friends will be glad to

hear that he is well pleased with his new home. Mr.

Perry reports that there is no let up in the demand for

fine watches, and that the Hamilton CO. is still behind

in filling their orders.
Fred. H. Carruthers, of the watch department at

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.'s, has accepted the posi-

tion of Chicago and Western representative of Hipp.

Didisheim & Bro., the well-known Swiss watch im-

porters, and will open an office for this firm on the

eighth floor of the Columbus Memorial Building,

about March x. Mr. Carruthers has been with B. F.

Norris, Alister & Co. for the past eight years, and is a

young man of caliber and push, and we predict he will

make a success of his new position.

News of the marriage of John Bonar, manager for

Jeweler Samuel C. Peterson, of Morris, Ill., to Miss

Stella Johnson, of the same city, has been received by

the trade here. The wedding occurred on the evening

of February 20th, at the home of the bride, and was a

happy event. THE KEYSTONE joins with Mr. Bonar's
friends in wishing he and his bride long life and happi-

ness in their new relation.

E. C. Ostby, head of the Ostby & Barton Co., the

well-known manufacturing firm of Providence, R. I.,

stopped over a day in Chicago the first of the week

en route to California on a pleasure trip. He was

accompanied by his son, Harold Ostby, who is con-

nected with the above firm as assistant manager of

their factory. The father and son are on a trip of rest,

recreation and pleasure, and will spend about two

months doing California and the coast country.

(Continued on page 267)



the Great Buying Center

REDUCED FARES
during the months of February and March
to the great Western Metropolis and re-
turn, in connection with the SPRING MEETINGS, 1901

HE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
At Chicago-Divisions

Familiar Sights in Chicago

ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE.
Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western Passenger Association, including the following States:

Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado (from Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and points East
only), New Mexico and Arizona, on the Santa Fe System, Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and
North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and mem-
bers on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest points on other lines, Northern Peninsula of
Michigan on the C., M. & St. P. and C. & N. W. Ry. lines ; Illinois in Western Passenger Association territory.

Also for Texas and Oklahoma and Indian Territories, on the following routes only : The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe ; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and the St. Louis Southwestern (Cotton Belt Route).

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FARE.
In Central Passenger Association Territory, including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern Peninsula), Indiana,

and part of Illinois.

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETING {

THIRD MEETING

FOURTH MEETING {

Make a note of the dates for Iniying tickets and returning home. Th
e railroads vill positively permit no deviation from the dates given 

above.

Members must in all cases take certificates (not a receipt) from th
e ticket seller at the point of starting.

WARNING ! The dates given above only are correc
t, and the Association can not be respon-

sible for any statements of railroad employees to 
the contrary.

The following list of hotels will grant reduced rates to those 
holding membership cards in the National Association of Merchants and

Travelers during the Spring Meetings : Windsor-Clifton Hotel, Briggs House, Windsor Hotel, Tremont 
House, Hotel Morrison, Revere

House, The Saratoga, McCoy's New European Hotel, Hotel 
Grace, Hotel Brevoort, Grand Pacific,,Wellington Hotel, The Wyoming 

Fire-

Proof Hotel and Victoria lintel.
To avoid delay and confusion in the rush to make trains, 

deposit your certificate with the Secretary upon your arrival in Chicago.

C. S. TOMLINSON, Gen'l Secretary, 233 Fifth Avenue.

A Scene in Lincoln Park

Dates for buying tickets, February 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Dates for returning, February 6, 7, 8, 9, io, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 
and 16.

Dates for buying tickets, February 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.

Dates for returning home, February 20, 21,
 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and March 1 and 2.

Dates for buying tickets, March 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Dates for returning home, March 6, 7, 8, 9, 
to, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.

Dates for buying tickets, March 16, 17, 18, 1
9, 20, 21 and 22.

Dates for returning home, March 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30.

(FROM CURRENT CIRCULAR OF THE

Write u.f4 for additional particular.s. NIalce our ..4tore.s your

Benj. Allen & Co. Towle Manufacturing Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Silversmiths' Building.

MERCHANTS' AND TRAVELERS' ASSOCIATION)

hc.:.adquarter:4 when you c;:orne to town.
 We ftre at your service.

Silversmiths

149°153 State Street.

H. F. Hahn & Co. M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Champlain Building.

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

149=153 State Street.

Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Lapp & Flershem
Silvcr.Plated Ware

log and III Wabash Avenue, Chicago
Works-East Syracuse, N. V.

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Wholesale in Everything Needed by Jewelers,

State & Adams Streets.
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(Continued from page 26)

R. B. Schoenthaler, who has been connected with

The Barbour Silver Co. branch of the International

Silver Co., for the last nine years, will sever his con-

nection with that firm March ist, to accept a position

with the Western office of the Wm. L. Gilbert Clock

Co., where he will assist Mr. Sackett in taking care of

the Chicago trade.

George E. Marshall is off on a hunting jaunt down

in Louisiana with a party of Chicago friends. He is

not expected home until the middle of March.

Charles Lester, Chicago agent for the New England

Watch Co. and the New Haven Watch Co., has re-

cently returned from a visit to the factories of the

above concerns.
The M. S. Benedict Manufacturing Co. have just

finished enlarging and refitting their office and sales-

room on the fourth floor at tog and i i i Wabash

Avenue. They now have one of the really handsome

salesrooms among the trade in Chicago, thoroughly

modern and elegant in every particular. The cost of

the improvements will run up to p000, and the work

was done by the Union Show Case Co., of this city.

A destructive fire occurred last Thursday evening

at Will F. Juergens' North Side residence, causing a

loss of about p000, which was fully insured. Since

Mr. Juergens' marriage, about two years ago, he has

resided on the South Side. Some little time ago his

father, Paul Juergens, head of the Juergens & Ander-

sen Co., presented his son Will a residence on the

North Side, near the old family home, and the house

has been undergoing alterations, improvements and a

general overhauling, preparatory to Mr. Juergens'

occupancy. All this had about been accomplished,

and the removal was to take place next week, but the

fire has altered Mr. Juergens' plans in this respect.

He will immediately repair his property, and expects

to have it to move into by May 1st.

The sad intelligence has just reached us of the

death of Jeweler H. F. Steck, Washington, Iowa, who

died at his home in that city January 25th, after an

illness of several weeks. In the loss of Frank Steck,

as he is best known, the jewelry trade of the Hawkeye

State loses one of its most popular, most worthy and

successful members. For over thirty years he has

done a successful business at Washington, enjoying

the respect and confidence of that community to a

large degree. He served throughout a greater part of

the Civil War in the Union army, and was an enthusi-

astic Grand Army man. Mr. Steck attended the last

National Encampment of the G. A. R. held in Chicago

last fall, and said that encampment week in Chicago

was one of the most enjoyable weeks of his life. A

man of distinguished appearance, kindly and genial to

all he came in contact with, Mr. Steck had many warm

personal friends in the trade. He was a fine example

of the deservedly popular man whom everybody liked

and admired. Naturally of a modest disposition, he

rarely spoke of himself or his achievements, but was

always ready to give praise where it was merited. His

death will be keenly felt by a host of friends in all

parts of the country.
W. H. Darlington, who has had charge of the

clock department at B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.'s for

several years past, has been promoted to the position

made vacant by the resignation of Fred. Carruthers,

manager of this firm's watch department.

Fred. Gruen, of D. Gruen & Son, makers of the

Gruen watch, Cincinnati, Ohio, was in town for a few

days last week. He was en route to the City of

Mexico, where he expected to spend a few weeks.

Gossip Among the Trade •

Schmidt & Clatter expect to move into their new

quarters in the seventh floor of the Columbus Memo-

rial Building in the early part of April.

Pitkin & Brooks, Chicago's wide-known cut glass

and art china wholesale dealers, were the victims of a

disastrous fire on the morning of January 26th. Within

a day Or two after its occurrence they issued the fol-

lowing card to their customers which they have asked

us to publish. We do so with pleasure. The card

reads as follows : " The recent fire which occurred on

the morning of the 26th ultimo, destroyed only part of

our stock in the building, corner of Lake and State
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Streets, and as the goods saved in this building and

entire contents of our outside warehouse (five stories

and basement) consist mainly of imported wares, and

an entire stock of domestic goods was ordered by

wire early the morning after the fire, interruption to

our business and to the prompt filling of orders would

be slight, we telegraphed our traveling salesman to

continue taking orders as if no fire had occurred.

Goods now due and in transit, with contents of ware-

house, untouched by fire, will enable us to fill all

orders with but very little delay.
The Rogers Silver Plate Co., of Danbury, Mass.,

has opened a western branch in Chicago. The new

office is in the Silversmiths' Building.

Eastern manufacturers' representatives have been

in this market showing their lines the past fortnight,

but the jobbers are not buying freely.

Wendell & Co. are just sending out to the trade

their class pin and class ring catalogue for the

coming school season. It is a handsome booklet of

twenty-eight pages, copiously illustrated, and well

printed on fine paper. Every jeweler will find it

useful to him in his business. If you have not already

received a copy, write this firm for it, and they will

take pleasure in sending it to you.
The Schrader-Wittstein Co. are now nicely located

ill their new quarters on the fifth floor of the Columbus

Memorial Building, which, for arrangement, conve-

nience and handsome furniture, are among the swellest

of the jewelry trade in Chicago.
Every watchmaker in Chicago, and those who are

not watchmakers, have a treat in store for them March

7th, if they can induce some friend of theirs who is a

member of the American Horological Society to invite

them to a stereopticon exhibit to be given before the

society by W. F. Nye, of New Bedford, Mass., who

has kindly consented to make the trip here with about

too views, illustrating exciting scenes of the Cape Cod

fishermen among the schools of porpoise and black-

fish, from whose jaws the finer grades of oils are made.

Do not miss the treat set for March 7th, if you have a

friend who can invite you.

Out-of-town Visitors

A. B. Eggler, of Dundee, Ill. , was in the city

recently scanning the market for the newest spring

novelties.
Frank Ricketts, Charleston, Ill., was in town last

week on a purchasing trip.
Leon A. Mosher, of the firm of J. A. Mosher &

Son, Burlington, Kans., has been in the city the past

fortnight accompanied by his bride. Mr. Mosher is

junior member of the above firm, and was married

February 6th to a lady of his home town. Immediately

after their marriage the happy young couple started

for Chicago on their wedding trip. Since their arrival

here they have been visiting relatives, seeing the sights

and doing some spring buying. THE KEYSTONE

joins with Mr. Mosher's many friends in the trade in

wishing he and his bride a happy married life.

H. C. Leach, jeweler-optician, Beaumont, Tex.,

was in Chicago recently, combining business with

pleasure, and found time to call at KEYSTONE head-

quarters. Beaumont, Mr. Leach's town, has " struck

oil " recently, and is right in the heart of the Texas oil

fields. He tells us that everything is oil there, and

that the town continues to fill up with people ; that

their streets suggest a great holiday event, and that

the excitement exceeds anything he ever saw. Their

big oil well continues to flow from 2000 to 3000 barrels

a day, and that city property without oil prospects has

increased five-fold in value. To illustrate, a lot near

the business center, which could have been bought

before oil was struck for $5000, is now unpurchasable

at $20,000. Mr. Leach said that the oil findings in

their locality had aroused considerable interest, both

in their State and the nation, and that the outlook was

broad-scoped and encouraging. He thought that the

present findings forecasted others of even a more gen-

erous nature, but what the results may be on the

industrial development of Texas, he said it might be

premature to foretell or predict. However, there could

be no question but that a new potential had been added

to the forces at work in the building up of the Lone

Star State.
We overlooked mentioning in our last issue the

recent visit of Milton E. Leavens, the well-known

jeweler of Fulton, Mo., who was here for a week in
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January on his wedding trip. Mr. Leavens was mar-

ried January 16th, at Mason City, Ill., to Miss Ed
ith

(Wham, and came to Chicago with his bride to spend

their honeymoon immediately after their wedding.

Mr. Leavens is a former Chicago man, and has a num-

ber of warm friends in the. trade who will wish him

much joy in his new relation.

Parsons & Port, of Vinton, Iowa., were represented

in this market recently by J. H. Parsons, who was here

to have an operation performed on one of his eyes.

F. C. Cook, head of the well-known jewelry firm

of F. C. Cook & Co., of Janesville, 'Wis., passed

through this city early in the month en route to Florida.

He was accompanied by Mrs. Cook. They expect to

be absent a month, and their trip is one of recreation

and pleasure.
W. H. Gamm, of Madison, Wis., was here re-

cently. Mr. Gamin reports trade good with him, so

much so that he has recently been obliged to employ

another watchmaker.
Jeweler C. E. Powers, of Oregon, Wis., was in

Chicago recently, combining business with pleasure.

Carl von Suetter, of Jackson, Miss., has been in

Chicago the past week on a business trip. Mr. von

Suetter reports trade as prosperous in the South at the

present time, more so than it has been for some years

past.
Brainard Lemon, of J. K. Lemon & Sons, the old

and well-known jewelry firm of Louisville, Ky., has

been a visiting buyer in this market the past week.

F. H. Pardon, Owensburg, Ky., was among the

recent Southern buyers in this market.

Jeweler F. L. Bryant, of Indianapolis, Ind., was

in Chicago last week on a purchasing trip.

W. J. Keating, of Sioux Falls, S. D., was in

Chicago last week on a business trip, and was met by

THE KEYSTONE representative. In response to the

inquiry as to trade conditions in his section, he replied

that they were excellent, and that the outlook for a

good spring and summer business was fine.

William Dehnel, son of Jeweler Henry Dehnel, cf

Sandusky, 0., was calling on the trade here last week.

Frank Allen, manager for Boyd Park, the well-

known jeweler, of Denver, Colo., spent a few days in

this market recently.
J. E. Haep, Montpelier, Ohio, was a visiting buyer

in this market last week.
Otto Zoellner, of Portsmouth, Ohio, was in the

city the early part of the week looking over the mar-

ket for the latest spring novelties.

Jeweler George S. Klein, of Duluth, Minn., is in

town for a few days, and says his trip is purely one of

pleasure.
Fred. W. Koll, until recently in the employ of

Aug. Reinhard, optician, Milwaukee, was in town last

week purchasing an opening stock of goods for an

optical department he is just opening in the jewelry

store of Henry Peetz, in Davenport, Iowa.

Mrs. W. P. Waters, of Sheridan, Wyoming, wife

of Jeweler Waters, of that place, has been in Chicago

the past week on a purchasing trip.

0. B. Kann; of Earlville, Ill., has been a visiting

buyer in this market this week. He was accompanied

by Mrs. Kaull.
Jeweler C. I. Lee, of Kansas City, Kans., was

represented in this market last week, by his manager,

S. Swartz, who was here on a purchasing trip.

J. Schneider, of McHenry, Ill., was a recent visit-

ing buyer in this market.
W. J. Boszhardt, of Fort Atkinson, Wis., was in

this market last week on a buying trip.

W. S. Still, of Delavan, Ill., was among the jewelers

in town last week making their purchases of spring

novelties.
D. S. Jones, of Independence, Iowa, a frequent

and well-known visitor in this market, was in Chicago

for a few days last week.
J. F. Lindvall, of Moline, Ill., was a trade caller

in this market recently.
Claude Howard, of Frankfort, hid., was in this

market recently on a purchasing trip.

H. J. Witt, of Sycamore, Ill., was in the city last

week on a purchasing trip.
M. C. Larson, of Batavia, Ill., was a recent buyer

in this market.
E. E. Gernaud, of Danville, Ill., was in the city

recently on a business trip.
J. W. Neasham, of Ottumwa, Iowa, was in the

city last week calling on the trade,



After Inventory
we find a larger stock on hand of some staple
goods than we wish to carry; some of them we
have discontinued manufacturing. The new sam-
ples crowd out the old, so we have marked
down, to prices that will prove attractive to close
buyers, many of them, consisting of Gold Pens
and Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils, Tooth-
picks, Glove Buttoners, etc., in silver, rolled-
plate, agate, pearl, etc. We will take pleasure in
quoting prices and furnishing samples for inspec-
tion on application.

Mercantile Fountain Pens 
in new styles, in Cabinet and Show-Case
assortments. Made and fully warranted by

   „Ammo
No. 3. Chased Barrel, (Add Bands. 3,i size.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.
19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

This Elegant Show Case FREE with our $12.00 assortment,
cmitai for 3 ilozeti pens awl

tC1101,74fiti.0—iNE WW1 G—ITYA,AN 4
,0_,11 HT •

• .•

Wright toolgt;einnsPens The
Writ(
Right

itc. COMPARE OUR PRICES.
CONSIDER OUR OFFER.

The Wright. Jr. NEW—Just Out.
$6.00 per doz. Retail $1.00 each.

Fitted with good 14 K. solid gold pen
Unquestionably the best value on ill.
market.
Our Leader Assortment. $7.50 per doz.

Retail at $1.25 to $2.00 each.
Consists of 1 dozen assorted Wright

Fountain Pens, plain, chased, mottled
and black holders, heavy 14 K. pen.
Our Fine Assortment.$12.00,ShowCase
Free. Contains 1 dozen assorted plain,
ehased,blackonottled anal geld-mounted
holders, fitted with heavy 14 K. gold
pens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each.

Above SENT ON APPROVAL.
All Wright Pens are warranted per-
fect. exchange or money refund-
ed if not satisfactory. Signs, cartons,
and adv. matter with every order.

L11, _
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS. SEND US YOUR JOBS.

Weidlich & Bro.,
Proprietors. WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis.

Ztationerr Engraving
Why not cater for this work, Mr. Jeweler, as an adjunct to yourregular business There is money in it.
Our prices are the lowest, consistent with good work.

We furnish the trade a 5.quire
box of MONOGRAMMED
Paper of the latest size, finest
quality, with envelopes to match,
complete for $1.75 to $2.00,
prepaid, to any city in the United States. Also put
up in 2-quire boxes, at t5 to 85 cents, prepaid.

Must be seen to be appreciated. Circulars and samplesfor the asking. Send for a trial order as above, and weinclude folders for taking orders.

WM. FREUND & SONS, 174-176 STATE STREETC I-1 I CAGO
Headquarters for 

{ School Commencement
Invitations, Announcements, Embossed Stationery,

Wedding Stationery, Calling Card:, Letter Heads, Etc. '
Largest Plant, assuring prompt service. Best work and lowest prices.

A profitable side line for jewelers, especially with our set of samples so arrangedfor display purposes and taking orders with, that any inexperienced person willhave no trouble whatever. Write for explanatory circulars, etc.

THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
PATENTED FEBRUARY 14, 1893,Is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.

Special No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $8.00 Per dozen, net cash
We make twenty-five different styles of Holders, handsomely chased andornamented with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.

Our STYLO PENS have also been a great success.Send for catalogue. Export trade solicited.
Ask your Jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen. All pens are z4 K. gold. 11:very pen guaranteed.

No.:. Plain. % actual size.

D. W. BEAUMEI, cS CO.,

SOLID GOLD
SIGNET RING
ENGRAVING

is a
SPECIALTY of mine.

ADAM PIETZ,
Held Enos., sod

Die Sinker,

1630 CHESTNUT ST•

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

No. 2. Wide, Gold Mounted 3; actual size.

Office and Factory, 45 John St., New York City.
All makes of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired.

,IUNIVERSITY

We manufacture and repair GOLD and FOUNTAIN PENS. We are the oldest firmin Chicago in this line of business, and guarantee satisfaction. Send us rotrr work.S. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO. - Send us your orders.
Room 802, COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If interested, will be pleased to hear from you. All
business and correspondence strictly confidential.
Address WM, M. DAVIS,

12 Warren Street, New York.

Something for Nothing
HERE IT IS IN THE SHAPE OF AN OUTFIT
THAT WILL HELP YOU TO SELL FOUNTAIN PENS

With each two-dozen assortment of Fountain Pens, I give, free,
Show Case, Half Dozen Bottles of Ink with rubber stoppers and
fillers, and Half Dozen Safety Pen and Pencil Pockets.

{
9 No. 2 Gents'. 3 No. 3 Gents'. 2 No. 2 Ladies' Gold BandContents: 1 No.2 Ladies'. 2 No. 3 " Gold Band 4 No.2 Gents' " "
1 NO.4 Gents' Plain, Ex. Large.

These Pens are warranted " THE BEST " in every particular.

Price of 2-Dozen Assortment,$21.°°
less 5 per cent. cash.

B. Grieshaber, 84-90 State St., CHICAGO
Manufacturer of FOUNTAIN PENS, GOLD PENS, PENHOLDERS,

PENCILS, PICKS, CASES AND NOVELTIES.

Catalogue furnished upon application. Repearing Pens a Specialty.
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tbe Ztationery IDepartment in aewetry %tot-es

E are in receipt of the folloiving commu-

nication from a jewelry firm in a pros-

perous town of some seven thousand'

inhabitants in one of the most progressive and

flourishing of the United States :

Several years ago you published a very interesting

article on plate printing as allied .to stationery and

card work. In this time of prosperity, with expansion

in the air, we were thinking of adding a profitable si
de

line and have been considering the matter of station-

ery. We do not care to go into this line simply to see

if we can gratify an amateur's desire to see what we

can do, as many of our brother watchmakers do, but

to work it for all there is in it. We are fair designers
and engravers, and think in course of time we might

improve enough to satisfy our customers. We have

never seen advertisements of this nature in any of the

magazines or ladies' journals, and would ask if, in

your judgment, we would be justified in putting in a

press and the necessary requisites, and by advertising

be able to make it a money-making enterprise. Of

course, the money-making factor depends largely upon

the skill in execution and business ability, but we

think our long experience enough to justify our pre-

sumptions on that line ; but the question whether

there is one of those " voids " in the field that we can

fill, or whether the business is now worked to the full

limit is a query to us, and we feel, in asking your ad-

vice, we will receive consideration of one whose ex-

perience and judgment has made Ti E KEYSTONE the

recognized encyclopaedia of the horological and allied

arts and sciences. We thank you in advance for any

favors you may confer.

In turning their attention to stationery as a

fitting side line we think our Western friends

are on the right track, though in departures of

this kind it is always advisable to hasten slowly

and to act only after mature deliberation. The

assurance of our correspondent, however, that

the firm is going into the stationery business

" to work it for all there is in it " is half the

battle ; for, with an energetic management of

this kind, though the measure of success may

not be all that it is to be desired, there is little

possibility of failure.

THE WIDENING
STATIONERY FIELD In no trade, probably, has

there been more progress

made in recent years than. in the stationery

trade, and the field is now very wide and fruit-

ful. People write more letters, and in the

writing use paper of a higher grade than did

those of twenty years ago ; they wear out more

pens, use up more pencils, and, generally speak-

ing, consume larger quantities of all sorts of

things that go to make up the aggregate of

trade. They come together in organizations of

all sorts, and thus create a necessity for special

stationery for use in communications of all sorts.

The outdoor clubs, which have multiplied year

after year, have caused the making of much

new stationery, and in many ways the average

man of to-day pays tithe to the trade which the

man of his relative circumstances of twenty

years ago escaped.

Our correspondent says : " We have never

seen advertisements of this nature in any of the

magazines or ladies' journals." And here lies

an opportunity.. At present stationery is proba-

bly one of the most indifferently advertised of

any class of goods. Outside the large cities,

and even in them, it occupies small space in the

newspapers, and a fresh and fruitful field is thus

open to jewelers, who are now well educated in

the art of advertising. In face of the facts the

sparseness of stationery advertisements is 
evi-

dence enough that there is a " void to be filled,"

and we think that " skill in execution and busi-

ness ability " will do the rest. Indeed, from an

advertising standpoint a stationery department

would be most helpful to the jeweler. There is

nothing, for instance, that is scanned more

closely or critically than dainty wedding invita-

tions, attractive announcements of social func-

tions, pretty visiting cards, etc., and exception-

ally handsome goods of this character, such

as the jeweler has special qualifications and

facilities for engraving and handling, would

be incidentally a forceful advertisement for a

jewelry store.

JEWELRY ALLIED

TO STATIONERY We here reiterate our pre-

viously expressed opinion

that a stationery department is a logical adjunct

of a jewelry store, for stationery admirably har-

monizes with a jewelry stock, calls for compara-

tively little space and would entail slight extra

expense. Every jeweler who makes no preten-

sion of handling stationery, carries regularly in

stock many articles in stationery silver goods,

and can easily go a step further and add station-

ery pure and simple, with profit to himself and

convenience to his customers—presupposing,

of course, competent management of the new

department. Fountain pens, for instance, are,

now-a-days, staple stock of both jewelers and

stationers. So are ornamental ink-wells, paper-

cutters, pocket-books, fancy leather goods,

playing cards, silver pencils and many other

silver articles of every-day salability. In fact,

many jewelers have already, unintentionally, no

doubt, but none the less successfully, invaded

the domain of the stationer, and a stock of

writing materials and utensils of various kinds is

about all that is necessary to give him the

brand of legitimacy.

Again, good jewelry buyers are good

stationery buyers, and vice versa. Both invite

the better class of customers and mutually aid

each other. Stationery supplies for schools

would keep the jeweler in touch with the young

folks, who are most valuable advertisers of a

jewelry store, most particularly in the neighbor-

hood of the holidays, or when the birthdays are

close at .hand. Then, again, the jewelers sup-

ply the class pins, medals, etc., for schools and

colleges, and why not also supply stationery

with the college colors stamped or printed

thereon, or some other appropriate identifica-

tion with the institution that would appeal to

the students and draw their trade?

MOST JEWELERSE ER NGRAV ASRETE
Another inducement for thePLATE
jeweler to handle stationery

is the fact that most of the trade can do their

own plate engraving, and it is well known that

wedding invitations, visiting cards, invitations

and announcements for social functions, etc.,

constitute the most profitable part of the station-

ery business. If there are jewelers who are

still unacquainted with the mysteries of plate

engraving, it is not the fault of THE KEYSTONE.

A series of very practical illustrated articles o
n
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this subject appeared in THE KEYSTONE from

February, 1899, to September, 1899, inclusive.

Another series of articles in this journal under

the heading " The Stationery Department in

Jewelry Stores " beginning with the April, 1899,

issue, dealt with the question of starting, stock-

ing, advertising and managing the department.

The mechanical and mercantile ends were thus

fully covered, and a re-perusal of both series

will be found profitable.

A chief requisite of a stationery depart-

ment is a first-class, all-around engraver, who is

competent to engrave copper plates and dies.

In large cities such engravers can be secured on

piecework. The force should consist of a plate

printer and stamper. A plate-printing and

stamping press is all the machinery required at

the start, but these should be added to as the

business grows and warrants it. It is much

more desirable to have the work done on the

premises than to send it out, as is the custom

in many stores.
It has become a custom for dealers to

retain all plates and dies belonging to their

customers, keeping a careful record in a book

for the purpose. They should be alphabetically

arranged and kept in a cabinet placed, if pos-

sible, in a fire-proof vault. Some dealers have

an accumulation of plates belonging to their

customers which assures them considerable

business. The plates and dies, being the cus-

tomer's property, are subject to their orders

at any time and must be delivered to them

on demand.

WRITING PAPER

AND ENVELOPES Of course, writing paper and

envelopes would constitute

a goodly part of the stock, and in this connec-

tion it should be kept in mind that if a large

enough order is given, the manufacturer will put

the dealer's water-mark on the paper, instead of

his own regular water-mark. The advantage to

the dealer is two-fold ; first, the stock being ex- •

elusively his own, he can fix his own price, and

secondly, purchasers cannot make comparison

with the regular grade which finds its way into

the department store at cut prices. The paper

should be nicely boxed in uniform boxes bearing

the dealer's.. imprint and trade-mark, and he

should decide upon a suitable color for the

boxes, which can be uniform with those used for

jewelry or may be distinctive for the depart-

ment. The envelopes should bear the dealer's

imprint, and the bands should have beside the

imprint some artistic design or trade-mark.

Many small dealers show their writing

papers to intending purchasers from their counter

stock. The proper method, however, is to

have sample books containing a sheet of each

size of every paper kept in stock, together

with the number and price per ream and quire,

including the price of envelopes.

The dealer who expects by adding a station-

ery department that it will run itself will be

greatly disappointed. The business calls for

attention and patience, careful supervision and

persistent pushing. As in most other branches

of business everything depends on the man.



SPECIAL for the next Sixty Days only
BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY.

No. 301.
2 CIW1S. to dozen.
Doublet or Opal.

is dwts, to dozen.
Doublet.

No. 302.
t5 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

111-11(1(111]((■.,((ur(1111 1

No. 303.
16 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

‘911111.1(0111111711.17711(111191

No. 310.
16 dwts. to dozen

Doublets.
No. 311.

21 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

NO. 304
12 (1%11S. to dozen

Opal.

No, 312.
18 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

All made in 10 K. Gold.

4101

No. 305.
18 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 306.
16 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 313,
18 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 314.
18 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

No. 307.
224 dwts. to dozen

Doublets.

No. 308.
21 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

rdr1111111
No. 3t5.

22% dwts to dozen.
Doublets.

No. 317.
15 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.
No. 318.

21 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

No. 325,
45 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.
42 dw is. to dozen.

Doublet,

No. 319,
21 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 27.
26 dwts. Cot dozen.

Doublet.

111111:1:11::1,...111,„111T ,!1111,',11111

No. 320.
27 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

111111119,(vp.,,

No. 32r.
26 dwts. to (Tozer].

Duublets.

No. 322.
21 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.
No. 323.

30 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

II -
.111118111i

No, 316.
24 dwts. to dozen,

Doublets.

a ,41411

I 11111[11],::,',

No. 32.1.
28 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 32s.
27 dwts. to dozen.
un. Turquoise.

19(9;11411111111 1111111111111111

No. 329.
27 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

t Jodi:1111

No. 330,
78 dwts. to dozen

Doublets.

No. 331.
45 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.
No. 332.

32 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

No. 333.
tivv1S to dozen.
Doublet.

11111111,,,I A.:171111 ul I 1111111

No. 334.
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No
dwts. to dozen.

Doublet, Roman.

No. 342.
42 clwts. to dozen.
Doublet, Rose.

36 dwts. to dozen.
Doublet.

•,f,'111111

No. 350,
36 dWtS. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111
No. 335.

42 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

'Mg
No. 343.

48 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman.

No. 357.
42 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman.

No. 336.
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

1 11111111111111111111111110

No. 337.
48 dwts. to (10%C11.

Doublets, Roman.

No. 338.
30 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.
No. 339.

343 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

No. Mo.
32 dwts.l 10 flozen.

Doublets.

No. 344.
30 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.
No. 345.

3) clwts. to dozen.
lin. Carbuncle.

'11111111111i111111i111111:1 1ili
110

No. 346.36 dwts. to dozen.
Opal, Roman.

No. 347.
54 dwts. to dozen,

Doublets.
Finish Rose.

kil1111111111111'
No. 348.

52 dwts, to dozen.
Doublets, Rose.

No. 352.
48 dwts. to dozen.
Doublet, Roman

No. 353.
63 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman.

N". 357.
36 dwts. to dozel1
Ito. Turquoise.

Roman.

No. 363.
32 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. Each.
301 81.25
309   1.69
317   1.88
32A  3.60
333 3  75
341 450
349  
357 3  12
365 . . 2.33

No. 358.
42 dwts. to dozen.
Doublet, Rose.

1
111111J1 ,hi11'1j11:111i11:iIl 101

No. ,976
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. Each.
302 . . 101.38
310 1  56
318 2  OCT
326  
334  
342 1.06
350   3.4.1
358 .   4.38
366  %%63

No. 359.
54 dwts. to dozen.
Almandine, Roman.

11111111■11I., VINO

No. 367.
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No.
303 ,
311  
319
327
335
343
351
359 .
367

Each.
. . $1.50

1.87
  2.00
  2.38
  3.44

4  06
  4.50 

 5.32
  2.63

No. 360.
40 dwts. to dozen

Doublets.
No. 361.

30 dwts. to dozen.
Roman.

No. 354.
36 dwts. to dozen
Gen. Carbuncle..

Roman.

*)k-

11111111.11111.

1111A/IC 111[-

No. 362.
26 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 355
48 dwts. to dozen.

Almandine, Roman.

I II 11111111111111111111111111111111111

No. 356,
72 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman.

11 1111111111111111111111111
No. 363.

30 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

11111111111111111111111111111111111
No. 364.

30 dwts. to dozen
Doublets.

No. 368.
42 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.
No. 369.

44 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

3N0o4.. 8E1771% No. No. 3N0o7.

336
344 ,

328
320  
312

2  50
3.75

2  19
2.31

3:3-11:753

329  

313  
321  

211 16119:13)

Each.

2.50
4.19 338  

322  
330

314   2.38
1.87
1  75 

3332:13
315  

 3.62

2.63

3333 443 

324

1 . 

 2.09

2  81
2  81

  1.93

305 306 . . . . SIEla.c8h1.  Ef.:011741. 
No.
308 . . . . 11112a.c1121.

352 
3.50

361  

2  50
354  
346   42.0262 333543879 42  11)84

360   
4 .50   52.1'811

362 51.16103 
356  

368   3.06
.1.38 363  

'1.50 371  
5.03
2 19

All the above can be had in Roman or Polished 
Cold, and are subject to a cash discount of 6 per cent.

:16!1  '1.20 37u  
'1.94

Stein & Ellbogen Company Diamond Cutters (la Wholesale Jewelers103 State St., CHICAGO

No. 370.
48 dwts. to dozen,

Doublets.
No. 371.

54 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets.

'3'11111( ] 411,114111,1b,

No. 372.
60 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

372 4  38
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Philadelphia Letter

The normal business conditions for this month

prevail. The exodus to Atlantic City for the Lenten

season is said to be unusually heavy this year, which

may temporarily affect the sales of jewelry. Industrial

conditions continue favorable, however, and the pros-

pects for April business are exceptionally bright. The

wholesalers are well satisfied with the situation, and

say that orders indicate a very hopeful feeli
ng among

the trade at large.

The meeting in this city next June of the Southern

Industrial Association %%ill afford a business opportu-

nity to the local jobbing trade. It is expected that a

full thousand delegates will attend the meeting, the

object of which is the cultivation of closer relations

between Philadelphia and the South.

The annual meeting of the Philadelphia branch of

the Jewelers' League of New York was held last

month in this city. The principal business was the

election of officers, which resulted as follows : C. B.

Bishop, chairman ; W. H. Dotter, vice-chairman ;

William F. Michel, secretary and treasurer.

Joseph K. Davison, manufacturing jeweler, 718

Sansom Street, was awarded the contract for three

gold and 5000 bronze medals to commemorate the

inauguration of McKinley and Roosevelt. The con-

tract was awarded by the inauguration committee.

The Peter L. Krider Co. have opened an office

and salesroom in the Real Estate Trust Building,

southeast corner of Chestnut and Broad Streets. The

factory is still in the old quarters on Chestnut Street.

Mr. Wood, of the firm, superintends the factory, and

Mr. Newhall is showing some beautiful sterling silver-

ware products in the new salesroom.

Oscar Kind, of S. Kind & Son, 928 Chestnut

Street, was married last month to Miss Theresa B.

Katz. The ceremony was performed at the Mercantile

Club, Frank and Philip Kind officiating as ushers.

THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Emil Kolb, eldest son of G. F. Kolb, founder of

the firm of G. F. Kolb & Sons, jewelry case manufac-

turers at 732 Sansom Street, died on February 7th.

Mr. Kolb was formerly in partnership ‘vith his brother,

Eugene Kolb, trading under the firm-name of G. F.

Kolb's Sons, 732 Sansom Street. Some two years ago

the brothers dissolved partnership, Eugene Kolb buy-

ing out Emil's interest and continuing the business at

732 Sansom Street, xvhile Emil started a jewelry case

factory in Kensington. The deceased was patentee of

Kolb's adjustable silver chest.

Simon Pfaelzer, of the firm of Pfaelzer Bros. &

Co., 932 Market Street, retired from the firm and from

business on February ist. Frank Pfaelzer has been

taken into partnership to succeed his uncle, and the

business will hereafter be conducted by Morris and

Frank at the old stand under the title Pfaelzer & Son.

Simon Pfaelzer has been connected with the trade for

thirty-four years, and has retired wealthy. He was

born fifty-four years ago in Hemsbach, Baden, Ger-

many. He came to this country when nineteen years

old and entered the jewelry store of his brother, Mor-

ris Pfaelzer, at 201 Market Street. At the end of a

year he was taken into partnership, and the two mo
ved

to 203 Market Street. Later they started in the job-

bing business, and three years ago moved to 932

Market Street.
B. A. Marsden, traveling representative for D. V.

Brown, wholesale and manufacturing optician, 738

Sansom Street, was among the injured in the wreck

Oil the Erie Railroad near Meadville on February 7th.

Mr. Marsden's experience was of the blood-cur
dling

kind, and his escape from death or even serious bodily

injury was truly miraculous. He was seated in the

smoker when the train was derailed rounding- a curve.

The cars behind were telescoped, and nearly all the

passengers in the smoking car were penned under 
the

wreck. Mr. Marsden was wedged tight, and the hor-

ror of his situation was intensified by the blood from

other victims, which literally covered him with 
human

gore. He lost consciousness in the crash, and an hour

and a half elapsed before his rescue from his f
right-

ful position. Mr. Brown, his employer, accotnpanied

by Mr. Marsden's mother, went forthwith to Mead
ville

to do what they could for the prostrated victim of 
the

wreck. Mr. Marsden is now rapidly recoverin
g, and

it is expected that his only souvenir of the 
catastrophe

will be an undying memory of the awful sit
uation.

This is gratifying news to his many friends in the trade.

THE, KEVTONIEE

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' Club was

held at the club quarters on February 12th. There

was a large attendance of members. The election of

officers resulted as follows : L. P. White, president;

A. Rutherford, vice-president ; Will. S. Quinn, secre-

tary ; Wm. F. Parry, Jr., treasurer. Board of Gov-

ernors-J. Warner Hutchins, Wm. H. Long, Wm. P.

Sackett, N. B. Eltinge and A. G. Lee. At the business

session which followed the election it was decided to

hold the annual banquet on March 12th, the following

being appointed a committee on arrangements : J.

Warner Hutchins, chairman ; NV. H. Long, J. H.

Kelly, H. L. Roberts, W. S. Earle, W. J. 13ruehl,

Fred. M. Simons, W. Linker and W. P. Sackett. At

a subsequent meeting of the committee the following

subdivisions were made : Banquet and music-J. War-

ner Hutchins, W. H. Long and W. I'. Sackett ; Guests

-H. L. Roberts, W. S. Earle and W. J. Bruehl ;

Printing and menu-Fred. M. Simons, NV. Linker and

J. H. Kelly.

For the Protection of the Retail Jeweler

We are requested by Mr. C. D. Peacock, of

Chicago, to publish the following circular to the manu-

facturers and the reply thereto of the Goduun Manu-

facturing Co. :

To the Manufacturing . Jewelers, Silversmiths and
Kindred Lines:

We desire to call your attention to the great dan-

ger to our trade by the encroachments of the depart-

ment stores on the general jewelry, timepiece and

silversmithing interests.
We believe that a strong effort should be made by

the manufacturers and jobbers to strengthen their

interests by placing their products in the hands of only

the specialty merchant, who has established a safe and

permanent outlet for such wares.
Our attention has been recently called to the fact

that goods are being placed in the department stores

by certain manufacturers who, hitherto, have claimed

to sell exclusively to the legitimate jewelry trade.

(If 
left?)
yot iestroy the business of the jeweler what havey 

In some cases reputable manufacturers have been

induced to sell an opening bill with the promise of a

large future business-promises that have not been

kept. It has not only been a detriment to the legiti-

snealvtees.jeweler, but also to the manufacturers them-

We firmly believe that it is only fair to handle the

goods of the manufacturer %rho sells exclusively to the

jeweler, and we further believe that by dealing with

the manufacturer m.ho does not make an effort to re-

strict his trade to the jeweler only, we are encouraging

him and working a great injury to the general business.

An effort to eliminate this growing evil should be

general throughout the country, and we desire your

valuable help and assistance in this undertaking to

protect our mutual interests, and we trust that this

letter will receive your earnest consideration.

Our aim should be to protect and foster that high

respect and regard for the gold and silversmith 
art,

which is to-day almost universal throughout the ci
vil-

ized world, and we desire your hearty co-operation
.

An early expression in reference to the above will

greatly oblige the undersigned.
Yours, respectfully,

(Signed) SPAULDING & Co.,
C. D. PEACOCK,
HYMAN, BERG & CO.,
ROWE 13itos.,
KEIL & HETTICH,
SHOURDS, ADCOCK & TEUFEL,
CHARLES E. GRAVES & CO.,
GOODRICH & POTTER CO.

The letter received from President Holbrook, of

the Gorham Manufacturing Co., in reply to t
he above

is as follows :
NEW YORK, February 20, 1901.

MR. C. D. PEACOCK, Chicago, Ill. :
Dear Sir:-We are in receipt of a circular letter

signed by yourself and seven other jewelry houses 
in

Chicago, calling our attention to the dangers to 
the

jewelry trade from encroachments by the departm
ent

stores.
As you are aware, we can well claim to be

 the

originators of the movement to prevent the sale of our

class of goods through such channels, as we
 believed

it would tend to cheapen their character 
and lessen

their value as fashionable articles of merchandise,

through methods employed by the dry goods 
and

department stores ill the sale of their wares, and we

are glad to give you such co-operation 
to this end as

lies in our power. We wish, however, to c
all atten-

tion to the fact that, heretofore, during t
he many years

that we have labored to establish just 
such relations

between the manufacturers and the retail jewelers

handling their goods, we have not been supp
orted as

earnestly as should have been clone by the retail

jewelry merchants.
For instance, we have absolutely confined the sale
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of our wares for more than twenty years to the legiti-
mate jewelry trade everywhere. Many retail jewelers

will enter into an agreement with a manufacturer to
purchase his goods on condition that he does not sell

to the department stores in his own city, irrespective

of the fact that such manufacturer may distribute his

wares through an advertising department store in
another city, with the result that the local jeweler is

injured almost as much by having his stock of goods

catalogued in the cheapest and least attractive way,

and circulated by a dry goods store from another city,

reaching his own, however, leaving the jeweler in the

position of offering the same goods from his own case

that have been made common and cheapened in the

eyes of all discriminating purchasers, who have seen

them illustrated in a dry goods store catalogue ; thus

rendering them in the eyes of such people undesirable

for fashionable girls that go so far to make up the

business ill our line of wares.
We also desire to call your attention to the com-

mon practice of some manufacturers to sell all the
goods they can to the department and dry goods
store, making their opening bill a feature, filling them

full of their wares, then reforming, going to the retail

jewelers and saying : " We don't sell the dry goods

trade anymore ; we did sell them, but we have
stopped," and in that way inducing the jewelers to
replace his goods in their stocks where they have been
temporarily left out ; the jeweler losing sight of the
fact that these goods have also been made cheap in the

eyes of his customers by bargain sales, catalogue adver-

tising, etc. Many of the retail merchants of this
country, who have made the loudest cry about pur-

chasing from houses who sold to the legitimate trade
only, have at once reinstated these manufacturers and

Pitt their lines in their stocks, regardless of the fact

that the season previous they sold the identical goods
to their dry goods store competitor.

This may be, and is called, smart on the part of
the manufacturer practicing such methods, but how
does it reflect on the perspicuity of the retail merchant
allowing himself to be thus cajoled?

We feel that the trade generally are in error with
reference to one feature of this dry goods and depart-
ment store competition, namely, in the assumption
that they sell cheaper than is customary with the retail
jeweler. A careful investigation on our part proves
this assumption to be untrue, and, as a rule, the dry
goods or department store merchants do not sell at a
less profit than is usual with the retail jeweler, but

they do sell a cheaper line of goods, misrepresenting

the same through pretentious advertisements in the

(hilly papers, calculated to create the impression with
the public that they are selling the same class of goods
that the jewelers sell, which is not generally true.

Now, while we have no intention whatever of
changing- our position in this reg-,arcl, we feel that we

have a right to ask that the retail jewelry merchants
throughout the country shall support those manufac-
turers Nvho take the same stand that we do ; and that

these retail merchants should absolutely refuse to give
their patronage or at into their stocks lines from
manufacturers \vim do not confine their trade to the
jewrlers everywhere.

We believe to-day that this movement has so far
reached towards success that, if a united effort were
made now on the part of the leading retail jewelry
merchants, the lines of goods that you would desire to
place in your stock can be wholly protected from being
sold in any dry goods store or department store in the
land.

We know that important houses in the dry goods
business have found it an impossibility to successfully
handle fine silverware, and they have confessed their
failure as having arisen from the fact that the manufac-
turers of the best lines of goods have persistently
refused to sell them.

Our letter to you is not intended to discourage the
movement which you have started in Chicago, as we
believe it to be in the right direction, but if the manu-
facturer is to give adherence to that movement in
Chicago and elsewhere, he should have the united
support of the leading jewelers all over the country in
so doing, and this is the only way that it can be made
effective for your interests, as well as for the manufac-
turer' sssiittrehg 

y
riest

s.ou of our hearty co-operation in any
movement that will tend to confine the sale of sterling
silver wares to the legitimate jewelry trade, we remain,

Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) GORHAM MANUFACTURING CO.

Edward Holbrook, President.

Among those who, up to this writing, had ex-

pressed their sympathy and accord with the movement,

are :

Gorham Mfg. Co.,
Reed & Barton,
Dominick & Haff,
Carter, Hastings & Howe,
Day, Clark & Co.,
Riker Bros.,
Mauser Mfg. Co.,
Chas. P. Goldsmith & Co.,
A. Joraleman & Son,
Bassett Jewelry Co.,
lArm. Davidson,
Van Houten Bros.,
Herpers Bros.,
Reeves & Brown,

Wm. B. Durgin & Co.,
Redlich & Co.,
Sloan & Co.,
A. J. Hedges & Co.,
Bippart & Co.,
Chas. Keller & Co.,
Geoffroy & Co.,
Block & Bergfels,
Daggett & Robbins,
Chapin, Hollister & Co.
Allsopp Bros.,
Amer. Watch Case Co.,
Welch & Miller,
H. C. Hardy & Co.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The general business conditions in this section

have shown by the bank clearances a decided increase

over that of last year. Whether or not bank clearances

show the correct volume of business is debatable.

In this city there are fifty-eight banking institutions

which have no connection with the Clearing House

Association. Among the retail jewelers the increase

as shown would not apply, as February has been a

rather slow month and another one in prospect.

Lenten season gives promise of an unusually quiet

period. However, the collections are coming in in a

pleasing way, so there is some satisfaction in the

situation.
Mr. Hubbard, of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.,

has been suffering from a severe attack of grip the

past month.
Harvey Mansfield, whose departure to Mexico

.was announced last month, has returned for another

few weeks in the interests of his mining venture. It

is with pleasure that his many friends in the trade will

read of his success in this venture.

Otto Loehr, of the firm of Scribner & Loehr, 143

Euclid Avenue, has started out for an extended trip

through the South. Florida is the objective point with

a possible run over to the island " Cuba Libre."

Webb C. Ball has been in New York last month

in the interests of his railroad watches known as the

" Ball Standard."
The Solomonson Optical Co. announce their

removal on April 1st to 88 Euclid Avenue.

Another well-known house that will move this

spring is the Home Security Co., a stock company of

many years standing in this city which conducts a

jewelry and pawnbrokerage business on a large scale.

They will remove from Ontario Street to 90 Euclid

Avenue.
Sol. N. Nusbaum, with the Sigler Bros. Co., paid

a visit to New York last month.

Vandals have been destroying property during the.

past few weeks by means of a diamond. The Cowell

& Hubbard Co. were among the sufferers. Their

large front window was cut in such a manner as to

reach the danger point. Other merchants make

similar complaint.

Captain H. E. Burdick.

Captain R. E. Burdick has been invited by the

committee on parade in connection with the inaugu-

ration of President McKinley to act as honorary com-

mander of Troop A, Ohio National Guard, Which

has been selected as the personal escort of the Presi-

dent. Captain Burdick has accepted, and will accom-

pany the Troop in the special train which conveys it

to the Capitol.
Frank Martin, manager of the porcelain depart-

ment of the Cowell & Hubbard Co., is in New York

buying for the spring wedding season. Later, Mr.

Martin will go to Europe to buy.

Henry Welf, jeweler in the Rose Building, is

home suffering from the grip.

Grant Whittlesey, of the Whittlesey Optical Co.,

will go East for a few weeks.

C. B. Edgar, optician, fourth floor, King & Uhl

Block, has closed his office and entered the employ of

the Solomonson Optical Co.

F. Schroeder has accepted a position with F. H.

Kramer as watchmaker. Mr. Schroeder was formerly

-ith an installment house in this city.

J. P. Hale, Akron, Ohio, will soon remodel his

store and add an entire new outfit of show cases in

mahogany finish.

THE KEYSTONE

J. K. Pickett, Salem, Ohio, will remove to a new

salesroom about the first of April.
E. H. Holter, the veteran jeweler of Oberlin,

Ohio, has sold out his entire jewelry interests to Will

Caroothers, who for some time past has been in the

store. Mr. Holter will give his entire time to real

estate, in which he has large interests in this city as

well as in his native town.
C. H. Rheinderknecht, Monroeville, Ohio, has

sold out to R. Curtis.
L. S. Clark, a well-known jeweler and optician,

has moved to Glenville, Ohio, and opened a store.

A general line of jewelry will be carried.

C. H. Wilson, Salem, Ohio, was in town last

month making selections to fill in for a few weeks.

J. 0. McClintock, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, was a

recent trade caller.
E. E. Critz, Elyria, Ohio, m,fts a buyer among the

wholesale houses last month.
A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio, was in town last

month. Mr. Kintner says that he is all cleaned up

after the fire which damaged his store recently.

C. N. Frazier, Norwalk, and XV. H. Deuble, Canton,

Ohio, were in town last month.

Dr. A. C. Ball, Kent, Ohio, a physician of many

years standing, has just returned from taking a special

optical course and will in the future devote his attention

to optical work.

Pittsburg Letter

A splendid specimen of the silversmith's art is

being displayed in a show window of E. P. Roberts &

Sons' store. This is the trophy offered by the Chroni-

cle-Telegraph to the club winning the hockey cham-

pionship of Western Pennsylvania, and is an original

production of E. P. Roberts & Sons. It is a silver

vase of fine design, and stands 38 inches high upon an

8-inch ebony pedestal. The top has a pretty design

with floral border, which ends in a Medusa head. The

bowl is fluted at the curve, and at the stem is an or-

nate effect in a decoration of Acanthus leaves. An

etched reproduction of a photograph, showing a team

in action, is a decoration at the base. Two gold hockey

sticks, bound together with gold wreaths, adorn the

top at both sides. On the brink of the vase rests the

" Puck," apparently unsupported. Two gold shields

are upon either side, each having over it large gold

wreaths. Upon the front of the shield is the inscrip-

tion : " The Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph Trophy.

Season 1901." On the reverse side, the name of the

winning team will be engraved.

Charles Terheyden, Sr., one of the first manufac-

turing- jewelers in Pittsburg, died on February 6th at

his residence, 5000 Liberty Avenue. He had been ail-

ing for some time with pneumonia and grip. He was

born in Germany seventy-eight years ago, coming to

Pittsburg- in 1845. He had been a jeweler in Germany,

and in Pittsburg became connected with the firm of

James B. McFadden. About forty years ago he formed

a partnership with B. Berkley for the purpose of manu-

facturing. Mr. Terheyden then went into business for

himself and was a representative jeweler on Smithfield

Street for forty years. Mr. Terheyden is survived by

Ills wife, three daughters—Louisa, Anna and Clara,

and three sons—Henry, the jeweler, on Smithfield

Street ; Charles, Jr., the manufacturing jeweler, and

Dr. Will. Terheyden, until recently with Heeren

Bros. & Co. TnE KEvsToNE extends sympathy to

the bereaved family. •

A charter was issued by the State department at

Harrisburg, on February 20th, to the George B. Barrett

Co., capital $150,000. The directors are George B.

Barrett, Sewickley ; Henry A. Barrett, New Brighton ;

W. 0. Harrison, Allegheny. Others members of the

newly-incorporated firm are Frank F. Aul and Wilber

G. Ingham.
James McConahy, a jeweler in New Castle, Pa.,

for the past twenty-five years, died in the Warren

Hospital. Mr. McConahy was a civil-war veteran and

is survived by a wife kind two children.

Joseph Schafer, manufacturing jeweler, has taken

a room on the third floor of the building now occupied

by E. P. Roberts & Sons.

A. C. Fry, of Frankstown Avenue, is holding an

auction sale to quit the business.

Luther & Stewart, of Sixth Street, dissolved part-

nership—Mr. Stewart continuing.
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E. M. C. Blank, formerly watchmaker for L. De-

Roy, has opened a new store at Penn Avenue and

Fffty-fourth street.
Mr. Brillhart, Sr., who has been in charge of the

late MaX Wilson's store in Indiana, Pa., will shortly

go into business in that town.

Goddard, Hill & Co., who have been located on

the second floor of the old Central Bank Building, will,

after April ist, also occupy the third floor, which will

be converted into a factory ; 16o feet of floor space,

one of the largest in the city, will be used for this pur-

pose. A. E. Siviter & Co. will probably occupy the

fourth floor of this building and Rodney Pierce Opti-

cal Co., the fifth floor. H. J. Jones, engraver,

%vill go with Goddard, Hill & Co. This blinding will

be splendidly improved by the addition of two eleva-

tors, front and rear, a fine tiled entrance and other

improvements.
J. D. Shine, lately with Goldman, Frank & Co.,

will soon go into business for himself on Frankstown

Avenue.
A. E. Siedle, of Frankstown Avenue, has taken

out a permit for $2500 to improve his new building,

6013 Penn Avenue, into which he will remove April

ist. Graf & Niemann, 6oii Penn Avenue, are pre-

paring to remove to Sixth Street, opposite the Ander-

son Hotel.
M. E. Shutterly, lately with A. E. Siviter & Co.,

is now with Joseph DeRoy.

The matrimonial engagement of Harry Heeren,

son of Otto Heeren, of Heeren Bros. & Co., and Miss

Ethelyn B. Lowry, of Du Bois, Pa., is announced.

The marriage will not occur for a year.

The store of Caplan & Teplitz, Monessen, Pa.,

was the scene of two robberies recently ; the second

one being successful to the amount of $650 worth of

watches, diamonds and other jewelry. Detectives

were at once placed on the case, and this evidently

frightened the robbers, who, it is said, placed the

booty on the doorsteps of the store shortly afterwards.

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Siviter were recently bereft of

a young son, Roland Whitehead Siviter, after a short

illness.
Water pipes bursting in Klein & Kraus's rooms

(now the W. J. Johnston Co.), in the fifth floor of the

Verner Building, caused a flood in the entire build-

ing. The ceilings of A. H. Gerwig's rooms on the

fourth floor were badly damaged, and business pro-

ceeded' under great difficulties during the week of

February 18th.
Henry Erskine, the Penn Avenue jeweler, is seri-

ously ill at his home with tuberculosis.

J. Harvey XX'attles and Charles W. Wattles were

two Pittsburg jewelers ill attendance at the New York

jewelers' banquet, and pronounced it the finest feast

for eyes and the inner man which they ever attended.

Jack W. Allison, who has represented Goddard,

Hill & Co. on the road for many years, will do the city

trade for the firm. Mr. Allison's daughter, Miss Maud

Allison, leaves shortly for Europe to pursue her musi-

cal studies. Miss Allison is a most promising young

artiste.
Steele F. Roberts spent a couple of weeks in New

York investing in spring novelties.

Among the jewelers from nearby towns who were

in the city last month were H. E. Boehm, Elizabeth,

Pa. ; F. W. Spahr, Tarentum, Pa. ; M. G. Sanes, Wil-

kinsburg, Pa. ; H. B. Kurtz, Conneaut, Ohio ; P. J.

Manson, Jeannette, Pa. ; T. Tomlinson, Charleroi,

Pa. ; Mr. Meyer, Uniontown, Pa. ; W. F. Brehm,

Rochester, Pa. ; M. P. Boggs, Altoona, Pa. ; F. H.

Hayes, Washington, Pa. ; L. Schmidt, Braddock, Pa. ;

A. Schmidt, Turtle Creek, Pa. ; L. C. Brehm, West

Newton, Pa. ; John Zugschwert, Carnegie, Pa. ; F. W.

Laban, Steubenville, Ohio ; M. Wade, East Liverpool,

Ohio ; Frank Murphy, Dawson, Pa. ; H. R. Brown,

New Brighton, Pa. ; J. Z. Simpson, Blairsville, Pa. ;

(;. V. Brady, Washington, Pa. ; A. F. Poole, Wheel-

ing, \V. Va. ; Leroy Swan, New Castle, Pa. ; S. C.

Schuster, Latrobe, Pa. ; M. J. Scudder, St. Mary's,

W. Va. ; B. E. Brown, St. Mary's, W. Va. ; C. B.

Guth, Brookville, Pa. ; H. H. Weylman, Kittanning-,

Pa. ; E. H. Kennerdell, Tarentum, Pa. ; 1). L. Cle-

land, Butler, Pa. ; C. A. Loughman,. McKees Rocks,

l'a. ; John Linnenbrink, Rochester, Pa. ; Mr. Lilje-

dahl, of Liljedahl & Lundborg, Braddock, Pa.; NVallace

Miller, Uniontown, Pa. ; F. F. Robinson, Vandegrift,

Pa. ; R. H. Wolf, Smithton, Pa. ; A. McFarland,

Burgettstown, Pa.
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IT PAYS TO BE UP
WITH THE TIMES
TO HAVE THE NEW THINGS—TO HAVE WHAT YOUR
CUSTOMERS ARE MOST LIABLE TO CALL FOR ; TO
HAVE THE QUICK-SELLING ARTICLES—THE KIND
THAT GO QUICKLY AT A GOOD PROFIT.

ALLOW US TO SUGGEST THAT YOU CAN IMPROVE
YOUR SPRING BUSINESS BY SHOWING A WELL-
ASSORTED LINE OF BROOCHES, HAIR BARRETTES,
FOBS, LOCKETS, HEARTS, LINK BUTTONS an MESH
PURSES. THESE ARE THE LINES WE ARE STRONG
ON, AND YOU WILL SEE THEM ILLUSTRATED AT
RIGHT PRICES IN THE MARCH ISSUE OF

OUR IMPERIAL
SALESMAN MONTHLY

WHICH IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING. LET US SEND
YOU A COPY. IT IS FULL OF POINTERS ON THE
NEW CENTURY STYLES IN SPRING JEWELRY, AND
MERITS THE CAREFUL CONSIDERATION OF EVERY
BUYER.

IMPERIAL Masonic
MANUFACTUR- Temple
ING COMPANY CHICAGO

M.11C11, 190 I

Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Alabama

W. F. Bell, late of South Town, has opened a
jewelry store at New Decatur.

Arizona

A. B. Bruner & Son, Williams, have purchased
the stock of M. B. Warren; of that place.

California

S. Fred. Hollander, of Salinas City, has moved to
Eureka.

Gordino & Ingalsbe have moved into the store
vacated by S. Fred. Hollander, of Salinas City, and
have installed new stock and fixtures.

A. E. Howard, of Howard & Ingalsbe, Merced,
has purchased Mr. Ingalsbe's interest in the business
and will hereafter conduct it as sole proprietor.

Louis Zahl, Oakland, has moved to his new store
at to66 Washington Street, where he will conduct the
business under the name Zahl Jewelry Co.

The co-partnership between Anson P. Hall and
J. P. Alverson, under the firm name of A. P. Hall &
Co., Tulare, was dissolved by mutual consent, February
8th, A. P. Hall retiring. J. P. Alverson remains in
business at the old stand.

Colorada

C. L. Van Wert, Colorado Springs, ha § greatly
enlarged his jewelry store and added to its general
attrActiveness.

Connecticut

John Spencer, of J. Spencer & Co., South Norwalk,
has sold his interest in the business to his partner,
Henry F. Colburn. The new firm-name will be
Colburn & Lauder.

Mitchell & Son, jewelers and opticians, Mystic,
are now located in the Newbury Building. on East
Main Street. The new quarters are handsome and
commodious.

Georgia

J. E. Cochran and W. N. Burke have purchased
the jewelry business of D. E. Kennedy, Tifton.

Idaho

C. E. Luthy, jeweler, Rexburg, recently offered a
ring as a prize for the best display advertisement
written by a student attending the academy or the
district school.

Illinois

Carroll Bradshaw, of Wooster, Ohio, will open an
elegant new jewelry store in Paris, this State.

Alexander F. Jenison, of Decatur, died last month
of pneumonia. The deceased came to Decatur twenty-
seven years ago and opened a jewelry store and then
received an appointment as mail clerk. For about
seventeen years he held a situation as.mail clerk and
then went into the jewelry business again. Of late
years his store has been located at 312 North Main
Street.

Indiana

Phil. Diel, Marion, has a handsome new store room
in the Glass Block.

Chris. Bernloehr, Indianapolis, has taken his
brother, John, into partnership. The firm are now
known as Bernloehr Bros.

Iowa

The jewelry store of H. Plumb, Des Moines, has
been greatly improved and presents a very attractive
appearance.

Al. Cleaver, Boone, has opened a new jewelry
store at Ogden. E. C. Wellging is in charge.

Smith & Boyce have succeeded to the jewelry and
stationery business of Mellor & Co., Malvern.

Thomas George, Fairfield, has removed his
Jewelry store to the Acheson Building, of that town,
where he has very handsome quarters.

James Nutt, a jeweler, of Ogden, has opened a
store at Boone.

U. G. Miller has moved from Columbus Junction
to Muscatine, where he will open a jewelry business.

J. U. Potts has removed his jewelry store at Oel-
won to a better location in the same town.

Maine

Charles P. White, of Houlton, for several years
head workman in the watch repairing and jewelry
store of his brother, the late E. B. White, will open a
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stock of goods in Merritt's brick block, formerly occu-
pied by A. H. Berry & Son. Mr. White is an expe-
rienced workman and is thoroughly familiar with the
hue points of his trade.

Massachusetts

John W. Babbitt, Danvers, has sold out to Willard
E. Morse, who will take possession on April ist.

L. M. Barnes will renovate and gi improve
his store at North Adams.

I. T. Boyd, the well-known jeweler of Fall River,
has moved from Pleasant Street to South Main Street,
into the store formerly occupied by Ida Craig.

Michigan

The jewelry store of George H. Johnston, West
Branch, will in future be conducted by Johnston &
McKay, the new member of the firm being Alex.
McKay, who has been in the employ of Mr. Johnston
for a number of years.

Minnesota

K. Lee, formerly at McIntosh, has purchased
a store building and opened a first-class repair and
jewelry store at Fasston.

Mississippi

J. D. Crane, of Gulfport, has opened -up a hand-
some jewelry store which is well stocked with the
usual lines.

Missouri

The Tower Jewelry Co., of Springfield, will
increase their stock from $8000 to $30,000 and will
refixture and greatly improve their store. Members
of this firm have recently disposed of property in Iowa,
and will invest the proceeds in Springfield.

Bert B. Case, 2310 Olive Street, St. Louis, having
completed his 'course in the St. Louis Watchmaking
and Optical College, 2308 Locust Street, and after a
successful holiday trade, closed his store and left for
Indian Territory in search of a location for a jewelry
and optical business.

Montana

Thomas W. Humphrey, Billings, has sold his
entire stock to J. Forester. Mr. Forester will remove
his stock from the Belknap Block to the location which
Mr. Humphrey has occupied, consolidating the two
stocks.

New Hampshire

Louis Kirsch, formerly at 89 Hanover Street,
Manchester,opened his new quarters at 1035 Elm Street,
on February 5th, with a full line of watches, clocks,
diamonds and jewelry. He also carries a fine line of
optical goods. He cordially invites all to call on
opening. day and see a beautiful assortment of precious
stones, including a $250 opal, S(itivenirs ‘vere given
on the occasion.

New York

Jeweler A. M. Ambler, of Middletown, has been
appointed watch inspector and examiner for the Ontario

and Western Railroad in place of B. F. Gordon, who
retired from business February ist.

Herbert E. Gray, jeweler, watchmaker and grad-
uate optician, has opened a retail store in Philmont.

Fred. H. Rees, of Elmira, has severed his con-
nection with the Frost jewelry store. He will in the

future be found in the Steele Memorial Library Build-
ing, corner of Lake and Market Streets, where he has
started in business for himself. For some time past

Mr. Rees has conducted the Elmira School of Engrav-

ing. The school will in the future be known as the

Rees School of Engraving, and will be moved from

335 East Water Street to Mr. Rees' new location in the

Steele Memorial Library Building.
A. M. Felson, Gouverneur, has enlarged and

generally renovated his store. It is prettily decorated .

and well stocked.
John M. Frear, 71 Court Street, Binghamton, will

move about April ist to the People's Bank Building.
Whitney & Co. will move into Frear's present store.

Jeremiah Gomph, Utica, has had his store repa-

pered and the steel ceiling newly tinted, giving the
establishment quite a brilliant appearance.

The Empire State Diamond Co., of Tonawanda,

was recently incorporated with a capital of po,000.

J. 0. Schuchert, W. J. Rogers and U. J. Rogers,
Tonawanda, are the directors.

Jules Wendell & Son, Oswego, have recently had
their store redecorated and greatly improved.

At the recent election .F. Burton, Canajoharie,

was re-elected town clerk for a term of two years.

North Carolina

A few months before Christmas Messrs. Koch &

Dail, of Windsor, opened up a handsome jewelry

store, which is prettily fixtured, well .stocked and taste-
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fully arranged. The store is lighted by the latest

improved self-generating gas lamps, which show the

stock to good advantage. Mr. Dail is a native of this

State and is the deputy sheriff of the county. Mr. Koch

is an expert jeweler and optician, and is a native of

Southern Ohio, where he is well known among the

jewelry and optical trades.
T. R. Helms, Waxhaw, has opened a jewelry

store at Monroe.

Ohio

0. L. Sharick, formerly a jeweler in Shelby, this

State, has returned from the Klondike with many
souvenirs of his sojourn, among others a quantity of
nuggets which have been on exhibition in his brother's
store. Mr. Sharick located in Juneau, Alaska, where
he conducted a jewelry store. He stated that it seldom
gets colder than eight or ten degrees below zero at
Juneau, but that when the Taku winds blew it made
one feel as if it was fifty degrees below. He left
Juneau January 12th and was eight days going to
Seattle, having a very rough voyage. He also made
stops at San Francisco and other important points.

Charles E. Burris, formerly at Crestline, has
moved to Galion.

Oregon

Gardner & Davis, Union, have dissolved partner-
ship by mutual consent. A. N. Gardner will continue
the business.

Pennsylvania

A stranger entered the jewelry store of C. A.
Carmany, of Coatesville, on February i ith, and asked
to see some rings. The proprietor laid out several for
his inspection and turned to get some more. The
stranger grabbed five, valued at thirty-five dollars, and
ran out of the door. When Mr. Carmany had reached
the door the stranger had disappeared.

The Chester Times, of February 9th, contained a
biography with portrait of Joseph Ladomus, the well-
known jeweler of that city. Mr. Ladomus was born
and passed his whole life in Chester.

Jacob Lippman, of Rothstein & Lippman Bros.,
Johnstown, recently made a trip to New York where
he combined business with pleasure. Mrs. Lippman
accompanied him.

South Dakota

Frank Boss, of Spearfield, is building a new store
and expects to move Into same about May 1st.

Wolff Fink, of Lead, is handsomely located in his
new store, which is prettily fixtured and well stocked.

M. Weinstein has moved his jewelry store in
Webster into new quarters.

K. B. Hefte has moved his jewelry store in Car-
thage into new quarters in T. W. Howey's drug store.

Texas

Joe Lucas has purchased the jewelry store of the
late C. H. Kolter, of Orange, and will continue the
business.

B. L. Cooper, formerly of Colorado, this State, is
now in business at Snyder.

A. Rosebrough has remodeled and enlarged his
jewelry store at Georgetown.

Utah

Christensen & Erikson have opened up a new
stock of jewelry in Salt Lake City.

Virginia

J. J. Palmer, of Newport News, has taken his
sons, George L. and Fred. J. Palmer, into partnership,
and the firm-name has. been changed to J. J. Palmer
& Sons.

W. G. Austin, Martinsburg, has rented a store on
West King Street and will remove his jewelry business
to the new location about April 1st.

West Virginia

A magnificent solid silver, gold-lined loving cup
was exhibited recently in the show window of Charles
W. Brown, Charlestown, and then shipped to New
York to be presented to Charles Broadway Rouss by
Joseph H. Beall on behalf of the Independent Fire
Company. Mr. Rouss is a noted philanthropist and
the cup is a token of appreciation of his generosity.

Wisconsin

Hiram E. Smith, who two years ago sold his
jewelry business in Madison and spent a year in Nor-
way restoring his heath, has returned and bought out
the business of A. E. Thoreson, at 122 East Main

•Street, that city.
E. J. Saxe has opened a store at La Crosse.
M. L. Schmidt, a brother of the well-known

jewelers, W. & E. Schmidt, Milwaukee, has purchased
the bankrupt stock of Janssen & Schmidt, Grove

Street, and will continue the business.
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Memorandum Orders
Specially Solicited

on which we will pay express charges
both ways

MOUNTED
anD

UNMOUNTED
Diamonds, in medium and fine grades, at

Attractive Prices

Permanent
Headquarters 

for

Movements
Waltham an Elgin

Special ( New England Watches
Selling standard makes of

Agents for Gold an Filled Cases

March, io1

San Francisco Letter
— —

The Merchants' Association of San Francisco is

agitating the founding of a steamship line to ply

directly between this city and the Philippines. New

York City has such a line, and as a consequence is

reaping the benefit of much of the business that

should by right come to this port. Now, how-

ever, that the merchants have taken an interest in
 the

matter, it will not be long before we have vessels ply-

ing direct between this port and Manila.

Trade is opening up rather slowly as compared

with this time last year, but there is every indication

that business for the year toot will he fully equal
 to

that of 19oo, the banner year in the jewelry business

of the Pacific Slope. The Southern pa
rt of the State

is particularly happy over the 'great fall 
of rain they

have had this winter, something the fruit i
ndustry

needed very badly. •

Harry E. Hall and wife sailed on the evening of

the 14th for Honolulu, to be gone some six wee
ks'

pleasuring.
G. Bennighausen, of Seattle, stopped off for a

few days in ' Frisco on his way to Mexico, plea
sure

bent.
Will. E. Meadows, for many years salesman for

Phelps & Adams, started in this year to do the Coast

traveling for them. Meadows is bound to make many

new friends. No one on the road is better natured or

more anxious to please.

Walter King, with Chas. Haas & Son, Stockton,

Cal., spent an enjoyable number of days in ' Frisco

recently.
Harry S. Heacock and wife left for Manila on

February 1st, by the steamer China. They will stop

over at Honolulu for two weeks, Yokohama for a

week, and spend a little time at Robe, Nagasaki,

Shanghai and Hong Kong, arriving at Manila on or

about April 7th. Mr. B. Freer will look after the inter-

ests of the San Francisco end of the business of Hea-

cock & Freer during the absence of Mr. Heacock..

Geo. Du Commun, of Hanford, Cal., was in

' Frisco recently shopping.

E. W. Wright, of Bakersfield, attended the Episco-

pal Conference held in ' Frisco recently.

Fred. Davis and Al. Cantoo, of Nordman Bros.,

genial whole-soul fellows with a host of friends in the

trade, left ' Frisco on the initial trip of the new century

this month.
Franz Mahncke, of Tacoma, is off for Mexico

recuperating.
N. L. Wheelock, traveler and all-round right-

hand man for J. P. Trafton, the Los Angeles jobber,

has gone into the retail jewelry business with D. A.

Woodward, of Hanford, the firm to be known as

Woodward & Wheeiock.

E. G. Haight, traveler for The California Jewelry

Co., will soon be on the road with sparkling brilli
ants

to delight the heart of the California diamond pur-

chaser.
A. C. Davidson has taken the Kearny store

recently vacated by Nat. Raphael, where he will carry

a stock of curios and stone jewelry.

Rosling & Yearsley have recently purchased the

business of B. Erickson, the Ninth Street ' Frisco

jeweler.
Leon Carrau, of Carrau & Green, is in the East

looking after the interests of his firm.

Henry Rothschild, traveler for the old firm of

Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, is busy preparing for 
his

initial trip of the year.

Will Tragea, formerly with Britton & Co., the

Geary Street, ' Frisco, jewelers, has purchased 
the

jewelry store of G. H. Beaudreau, Modesto, Cal.

Paul D. Walsh and Sam. Hammond, travelers
 for

the well-known material house of Armer & Wei
n-

shenk, are both hustling for business amongst the

out-of-town trade, and that means lots of orders.

W. B. Vogel, of Corvallis, Oreg., is now 
located

at Tompoc, Cal.
Henry M. Abrams, of the firm of M. L. Levy &

Co., is out amongst his friends in the trade sel
ling

goods.
A. Du Commun has taken a position with E. W.

Wright, of Bakersfield.

Zahl Jewelry Co. has moved from Broadway
 to

Washington Street, Oakland, where they have 
fitted up

a beautiful store with handsome new fixtures.
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Sydney Weinshenk, with A. Judis, has folded his

tent and departed from San Francisco' for pastures

nen., where the grazing will be in the shape of depleted

stocks.
A. H. Akerson, of San Bernardino, is the fortu-

nate recipient of a legacy from a wealthy uncle's

estate, amounting to some $2o,ouo.

E. V. Saunders, Lance Smith and last but not least

that prince of good fellows Geo. A. Brown, travelers

for A. I. Hall & Son, are out amongst the trade, who,

it is needless to say, are very glad to see them.

Mrs. D. P. Hoyle has opened a jewelry store at

Riverside, Cal.
Entenmann & Borst, manufacturing jewelers of

Los Angeles, have dissolved partnership. Carl Enten-

mann will continue the business. Mr. Borst goes

East to study optics.
Maury Meyer and Manny Levy, who need no

introducing to the trade of California, are out with

trunks and grips.
A. H. Loerch is fitting up a new store at Santa

Barbara, Cal., where he is making a specialty of the

optical business.
W. J. Elston will continue to represent Emile

Hirschfeld & Co. on the road, where he is making,

many friends amongst the trade.

Geo. E. Smith, one of The Keystone Watch Case

Co.'s. missionaries, arrived in ' Frisco about February

nit, where he proceeded to become acquainted with

the retail and wholesale jewelers. Mr. Smith ex-

pressed himself as delighted with the reception accor-

ded him all along the line, and is now making many

friends amongst the jewelers of Southern Califor-

nia, to whom there is no one better qualified to talk

Boss cases than this same Geo. E., who has been

with the company for about fifteen years.

J. Loudan and J. C. Feige are paying new year's

calls amongst the trade. Instead, howder, of send-

ing up their cards, they trundle in their trunks. '

News from San Diego, Cal.

San Diego, although way. out in the Southwest

corner of our great domain, is too. splendid a place

and hustling a town to be left out of all account. We

consider that with our magnificent harbor and impor-

tant naval station, as well as being right in the finest

lemon growing section of the great citrus belt, we are

" some shucks," and we want our neighbors to know it.

The communication in the January number of

THE KEYSTONE in which a firm of jewelers in our

city appeal for a health department in your valuable

journal, has been read by their neighblits, first with

surprise, then indignation and lastly pity. . Yes, pity ;

for certainly it is an aggravated case when the "dweller

in this land of sunshine and roses and health-giving

ozone can give such unmistakable evidence of a bad

case of liver trouble. At a specially-called session of

the Ancient and Honorable Guild of Diamond Setters

of the Silver Gate (embracing all worthy members of

the craft from San Dieguito to Jamul) it was decided by

an overwelming majority that our esteemed but des-

pondent brothers must be severely disciplined by the

order for besmirching the fair name of our beloved

San Diego by even the suspicion that any one in

this land of bay and

climate could possi-

bly have a touch of

the magrums. In this

fair land sunshine is

the panacea for all

troubles of mind or

body. Could every

craftsman who is un-

able to spend much

time in the open air

have a bench in a side

or back window, where

for a brief time' each

day he could sit in

the direct sunlight, he

would have no need

of the doctor's ser-

vices or other cura-

tive agencies ; old age

would be his only foe.
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With the arrival of the long-deferred but earnes
tly

prayed-for winter rains, San Diego County is 
putting

on a new bright-green suit and a gloriously 
cheerful

aspect, and our merchants as well as the ranchers
 are

looking confidently for a return of prosperous 
times.

The orange and lemon orchards of our surr
ounding

country are in such prime condition and show s
uch

beauty that the allurements of ranch life have become

irresistible to one of our expert watchmakers, Mr.

Eckert, who has sold his business interest to his for-

mer partner, E. A. Hare, and has abandoned 
the

bench for the pruning hook. By the way, we have

another Pruner in this locality, but, alas, " what's in a

name ?"—he does not prune, he sticks to the wat
ch-

maker's bench.
Scudder & Morrell, opticians, at 815 Fifth Street,

this city, had a fire recently, originating in some waste

in a storage room where some valuable optical instru-

ments were stored—these were badly damaged. Spon-

taneous combustion is ascribed as the probable cause.

V. B. Paddock, a hustling, progressive young

jeweler, moved, January 15th, into a large, fine store

room in the Grant Block, and it is said that he has

the finest window display in the city.

The San Diego Optical and Sewing Machine co.

has recently made some changes in its store interior

and now has a very handsome and conveniently-

arranged refracting room. The head of this con-

cern, the genial "Jim," is becoming so round that i
t

is.believed he is pulling wires for aldermanic honors.

Mr. German, who during boom days conducted

the largest jewelry establishment in Southern C
ali-

fornia, is now spending an extended vacation in his

home city and is greeting his old-time friends.

Dr. F. M. Taylor has moved his optical stock and

equipment to 1046 Fifth Street, next door to Marston's

mammoth dry goods store. He has a fine large dis-

play of optical goods and scientific instruments 
and

says he is building up a fine trade.

M. W. Jenks & Son, who have one of the largest

and finest jewelry stores in this city, report a l
arge

holiday trade and evidently have given up their pros-

pective change of location.
Look out for San Diego ! We are all going to

wear diamonds and patent-leather shoes whet some

of our oil wells begin to spout.

Handsome Far-West Jewelry Store

Our illustration gives an inside view of the beau-

tiful store of the Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.

The plan, fixtures and arrangement of this store are

in accordance with the latest ideas, and the picture

presented to the visitor on entering the store is one of

fascinating beauty. Gorton Rushmer, for some years

a jeweler of Lawrence, Kans., but for the last ten

years in Pueblo, Colo., is the enterprising and efficient

manager of the business, the success of which is an

eloquent tribute to his capability. Mr. Rushmer makes

free use of the two essentials of success, good news-

paper advertising and good window dressing. A

photograph before us of one of these window trims

shows a stuffed peacock which had 96 colored electric

lights arranged around in the feathers. The idea was

as novel as it was attractive. Mr. Rushmer is an un-

qualified optimist on business prospects.

A Colorado Jewelry Storo



KANSAS CITY, MO.
We make to order MEDALS, CLASS PINS AND EMBLEMS

We Can Open Your Eyes
if you have not been getting

high=grade,up=to=date
Goods at low prices, or
if your orders for Tools and
Material have not been
filled satisfactorily.

Our shop is also an eye-
opener. We can deliver
your Repairing and Spe-
cial Order Work as well
in every respect as any
house in this country.

/ /

610-1/8 Keiih ttPe,r, Bice I
ARAKS CITY MO.

CAN YOU BEAT THE PRICE?

SOLID OAK

Well Seasoned

No. I. Flat Top, 8 Drawers, Size, 40 inches high, 40 incites long, 20 indle, wide.
Price on cars In
Kansas City, 9.00 each, net cash. Regular Price, 811.00

No. 2 Roll Top, 10 Drawers. Automatically Locked. Size: 41 ino lies long, 28 holies• wide, 40 inehes high. ('111 tai ii raises 9 inches.
Price on cars in $1%J.3 50 each, net cash. ifKansas City, . t h. egular Price, -s 819.00

Edwards 0 Sloane Jewelry Co.
1256 Material Dept.Telephones 1207 General Office P. O. Drawer 1108 610-618 Keith 0 Perry Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

Dallas has a population of 75,000, the largest of

any city in Texas.

There are five banks in Dallas, four of them being

National Banks. The four National Banks have a

combined capital of $95o,000.

The finest and largest hotel South .of St. Louis is

in Dallas, " The Oriental." It is not only an immense

hotel, but it is an imposing and handsome struc
ture of

zoo rooms, fire proof, of the latest styl
e of architect-

ure, elegantly furnished with every modern
 improve-

ment and facility found in the most up-to-date 
hotels

of the great cities of the country.

The receipts of the Dallas post office for the fiscal

year, which ended June 3oth last, show an in
crease

over the preceding year of 12 per cent.

Of the $44,047,000 of wholesale business, it 
is

estimated that $18,75o,00o consists of agricultural

implements, carriages and wagons, or nearly one-half

the whole.
February, the " Amethyst month," denoting

peace .of mind, has been all we looked for i
n that

line. The weather has been mild, and despite a f
ew

days' rain, the past month has been a good busin
ess

month. Trade seems to have settled down to a regu
lar

steady thing better than any year in the last t
en,

showing a strength in money affairs quite unlike ot
her

years at this time. Our January and February footings

show up better, and the trade is steadier, with a 
very

noticeable demand for a better quality of goods. T
he

general outpour of city funds for the new water works

and streets as well as the general improvements,
 is

telling our merchants a different. story from last ye
ar,

and all expect a considerable increase in this first

year of the century. The jewelry interests will be

greatly augmented by still more jobbing houses, a
nd

the old ones with increased capital. As a jewelry

center Dallas has no equal of her size in the Unit
ed

States. If no great harm comes to the products of

the State this year, Texas need never again say a wo
rd

in her favor—all the rest of the country will do it

for her.
S. Swarthchild, the veteran material man of

Chicago, is making Dallas a visit on his way to Ca
li-

fornia. He is combining business with pleasure, a
nd

is accompanied by Mrs. Swarthchild, who is del
ighted

with Texas, and particularly Dallas.

W. M. Kidd, who for some time has been silently

connected with Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, is .now tak
ing

an active part in the business. At a recent meeting of

the board of directors he was elected president. 
He

will also be credit man of this enterprising firm. 
We

can congratulate the firm on securing the services
 of

Mr. Kidd in the house.

F. E. Chan and Tom Houghton came in off t
he

road Sunday, and reported a good trade for Feb
ruary.

Morgan & Hawley have some good trade winn
ers in

these two. : •

Will. Shuttles, the new jobber, will be back
 from

New York the early part of March with his 
stock.

His quarters are all arranged and awaiting 
him in the

Scollard Building. They are handsome.

W. S. Shuttles & Son, Inc., have all their for
ce on

the road, and are doing an August business 
in this

time of year.
" Judge " Lewis, of Shuttles Bros. & Lewis

, has a

new Miss Lewis at his home, she is a pretty
 small

Miss, but she is the biggest thing in the house, 
sure !

Archibald Hotchkiss since incorporating and

enlarging his stock and premises is so busy h
e only

has time to tell us that Mr. Quick, his new bo
okkeeper,

was his latest acquisition.

Mr. Kelley, watchmaker for Arthur Ev
erets, is

back to the bench again after his recent illness
. Mr.

Kelley's eyes are troubling him considerably 
also.

The store of P. Ohlson, the Elm Street 
jeweler,

was burglarized on the 13th ; the thief got very
 little,

having been frightened away. He took one gold

watch, three silver watches, a mandolin a
nd violin.

The strange part is that he fooled the el
ectric burglar

alarm and the policeman at the same time ; 
no clue.

1'. D. Robertson has secured the 
services of a

high-class watchmaker, Mr. Ferd. Berger, 
of Hano-

ver, Germany, who will look after his inc
reasing trade

work department.
General Manager Cutter, of the Elgin Watch

 Co.,

passed a few days in Dallas last month.

THIE ICY'S'TONE

The Texas Jewelers' Association will hold a meet-

ing in March to devise plans for establishing a stamp

or trade-mark for their goods, which will only be sold

to members of the Association.

Joe Ruetsch has added a new watch bench and

lathe to his store.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

More than too country merchants from the \Vest

and Southwest are in Kansas City buying their spr
ing

stocks of goods. The number of country buyers will

be increased to more than zoo before the end of the

month, as the reduced passenger rates to Kansas City

for country merchants are now in effect. These low-

rate excursions were arranged by the transportation

bureau and are of great benefit to the wholesale dealers

of the city. The railroads make a rate of a fare and

one-third for the round trip provided zoo tickets are

sold.
An incident of more than passing interest to local

wholesalers was the trade extension trip made by the

Kansas City Commercial Club, through the Indian

Territory and Oklahoma. The object was, of course,

to advertise Kansas City and to convince out-of-town

buyers that Kansas City offers them exceptional ad-

vantages for making their purchases. The club went

in a special train, and allowed itself time at each stop

to thoroughly canvass the commercial situation of each

town through which it passed. The members of 
the

club regard these trade-extension jaunts as of inesti-

mable importance, and aver that the returns of th
eir

latest trip will be astonishing. The opening up of new

lands has made Kansas City an additionally str
ong

purchasing market, and it is safe to say that Oklaho
ma

and the Indian Territory may be very substantia
lly

reckoned with when the wholesalers cast up th
eir

accounts.
J. R. Mercer has begun the woric of remodeling

his store. The remodeling will consist-of the addition

of an annex to the west side of the present store-roo
m.

The added room will relieve the crowded condition
 of

the store considerably, and make it prettier as. w
ell.

G. H. Church, formerly of Oak Grove, Mo.,

bought stock here last month for a new store which 
he

will open at Buckner, Mo. •

D. C. Prudden has returned from a trip to Chicago.

While there he was the guest of J. H. Hardin, vi
ce-

president of the firm of F. A. Hardy & Co.

Mrs. Carrie Nation's little hatchet seems to be

giving that of the Father of His Country a close r
ace

for popularity. The immortal cherry-tree incident

fairly pales into insignificance besides the daring dee
ds

of the Kansas champion. Carrie Nation hatchets in

the form of little pins are quite the fad here, and 
the

Meyer Jewelry Co., which placed them on the marke
t,

is working its employees night and day filling 
orders

for the little novelties. The pin is in the form of a

tiny hatchet about an inch long, with the name

" Nation " in raised letters upon it. As long as Mrs.

Nation continues her present occupation.of -smashi
ng

saloons, the hatchet pins will find a ready sale amo
ng

her admirers.
Those who keep up with current, news will remem-

ber the robbery of the jewelry store of E. S. H
aines,

at Joplin, five months ago. The case was a pe
culiar

one, as no trace of the robbers nor of the stolen 
goods

could be obtained. Mr. Haines spared no pains to

track the thieves, and many different clues were f
ol-

lowed, but without success. The stolen goods were

minutely described, and a sort of still hunt instituted.

Now it transpires that a very considerable port
ion of

the goods was found in Aurora, Ill., during the p
rocess

of levying an attachment on a stock of goods the
re.

Just how the stolen articles happened to get there i
s a

matter which is to be investigated.

A curiosity which excited cotiSiderable interest

among Kansas City jewelers was an old-time wat
ch,

shown by its owner, Gorton Rushmer, of 
Pueblo,

Colo. The watch was possessed of a very unusu
al

movement, and was in a solid gold case. It was once

the property of Dan Rice, the old-time sho
wman.

Later it was given to one of Rice's musicians, a
nd has

passed through all sorts of experiences before M
r.

Rushmer secured it.

Last week saw the opening for the wholesal
e mil-

liners of the city, and their stores were thr
onged with

the country buyers who flocked to the city. T
he whole-

sale dealers of the city sell their goods at as 
low figures

as do the houses in Chicago and St. Louis, a
nd buyers

from the West and Southwest have an ad
vantage in

freight rates by trading in Kansas City.

L. Reinheimer, of Joplin, suffered considerab
ly

by fire a short time ago. The conflagration sta
rted in

the store-room next door and spread to Mr
. Rein-

heimer's stock, which was, however, insured.

Mrs. C. E. Rose, wife of the jeweler of Telluri
de,

Colo., is here visiting friends.

Walter Sperling, of Seneca, Kans., stopped he
re

early in last month en route home from War
rensburg,

Mo., where he went to attend the funeral of his

mother, who died there at the advanced age of se
venty-

five years.
. M. C. Rosefield, of Leavenworth, was a purchas

er

at the local jewelry markets recently.

Rollo Evans, of Topeka, has accepted a position

in the jewelry department of the Norton-Paulson

Jewelry Co.
Sam. Allen, of Shawnee, 0. T., is here taking an

optical course.
H. T. Wells, who has been ill for several weeks,

has recovered and has gone on the road for 
Wood-

stock, Hoefer & Co.

W. A. Woodson, of Pond Creek, 0. T., who w
as

well known to the Kansas City trade, died at his 
home

early in last month.

Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Gilbert are at home at their

new suburban residence at Englewood.

The class pins for the Westport High School's

class of toot are very pretty examples of their 
kind.

They were designed and made by the Jaccard

Jewelry Co.
P. J. Monk, of Powhuska, 0. T., and his bride

were here a few days last month on their wedding t
rip.

J. 0. Van Voorhis, of Ossawatomie, Kans., and

C. E. Van Voorhis, of Yates Center, Kans., have b
een

here taking a post graduate course in optics at 
the

Southwestern Optical College.

P. J. Suppe and bride, of Galena, Kans., were

Kansas City visitors recently.

The Meyer Jewelry Co. are Very busy just now

installing some new and modern machinery in t
heir

plant.
S. J. Strickler, of Salina, and C. L. Porter, of

Granola, were two Kansas. jewelers who visited the

local markets recently.

Ernest Mance, formerly with the Norton Paulson

Jewelry Co., has accepted a position in the material

department of the Meyer Jewelry Co.

Mrs. B. Hoffman, wife of the Leavenworth jeweler,

died recently in San Antonio, Texas, where she had

gone for the benefit of her health.

The store of N. C. Malone, at Galena, Kans., was

destroyed by fire recently. The loss was fully cov-

vered by insurance.

IV. S. Noble, of Drexel, Mo., called on the whole-

sale houses a few days ago.

E. J. Barnett, of Ponca, 0. T., was a purchaser at

the local wholesalers.
Mr. Grammer, of the firm of Grammer & Son,

Verona, Mo., was one of the purchasers at Kansas City

wholesale houses.
One of the Indian Territory jewelers who bought

goods here last week was August Schleicher, of Vinita.

Jeweler Ray E. Allen, of Shawnee, Oklahoma,

has been in town the past month, pursuing a course of

optics at the Southwestern College of Optics.

Among the out-of-town buyers who purchased

- goods here recently were J. B. Hampton, Colby,

Kans. ; A. A. Cox, Mt. Vernon, Mo. ; C. B. Libby,

Weir City, Kans. ; Bert. Hollenbeck, Spring Hill,

Kans. ; Harry Davis: Topeka, Kans. ; F. W. Swearin-

gen, Topeka, Kans. ; Dick Kolstad, Pleasant Hill, Mo. ;

Walter Starcke, Junction City, Kans. ; C. A. Clement,

Springfield, Mo. ; Mr. Wilson, St. Joe, Mo. ; A. Kro-

encke, Concordia, Mo. ; Walter Sperling, Seneca,

Kans. ; Otto Burk hind, Ossawatomie, Kans. ; A. L.

Howard, Louisburg, Kans. ; T. C. Pitts, Aldrich, Mo. ;

S. J. Huey, Excelsior Spring, Mo. ; C. C. Stevenson,

Pittsburg, Kans. ; H. A. Tibballs, Oskaloosa, Kans. ;

Jito. F. Rhodes, Lamar, Mo. ; H. P. Hall, Carthage,

Mo. ; C. A. Clement, Sprinfield, Mo. ; B. Hoffman,

Leavenworth, Kans. ; A. Manifold, Beloit, Kans. ;

Geo. E. McCoy, Polo, Mo.
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Keeping Books, Taking Stock an?
Buying for Cash

MODERN ESSENTIALS OF SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS-DOING.
THE JEWELER MUST KNOW AT ALL TIMES HOW HE

STANDS. THE PROFIT IN CASH BUYING

LI,t174-3.51

HE twentieth. century finds business-doing in all its branches
practically revolutionized. We are now in an age of vigorous
and sleepless competition, of small profits and quick returns,

and system, economy and activity are more essential than ever. Many
retailers, we fear, have not kept pace with the age, and, sad to Say,
many of them fail to realize the fact. They are lumbering along in
the rut, heedless, till it is too late, of the competitor hurrying past
them. None are better acquainted with the shortcomings of the
retailers than are the jobbers, and there are no better authotities on
what constitutes the essentials of successful merchandising. We have
collected the views of some of these, and they make valuable reading
for all retailers. Those who are negligent in the matters touched upon,
will do well to take advice in time, for every day makes a change of
method more imperative.

.04

C. F. Sischo, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul : " Every man who enters upon a
business career does it with the object of making money : if already a man of
means, for the employment of his capital ; if a young man with small capital, for
the support of himself and family,. and both work with the same end in view—the
increasing of the original capital.
" It is the one with small capital or one just starting in business that I wish

more particularly to impress upon the advisability of frequent stocktaking or
invoicing. As invoicing is the only method of positively knowing the condition
of a business, every merchant ought to take frequent account of stock.
" It is a good,thing to follow the rules of the successful, and one of the first

principles of a large, successful business is frequent invoicing—once a year, at
least, and many take it twice a year. It is an incentive to fresh efforts. If you
find that your business is not as successful as it should be, you redouble your
efforts to make it so ; and if an invoice shows the business to be prosperous, you
will have the ambition to make it more prosperous.
" There are also other reasons for taking stock. Should you wish credit

from wholesale houses, or a manufacturer, or your local bank, the fact that you
are doing business on business principles and being able to give an intelligent
and correct report of your condition, would be a good basis for credit or loan.
Your insurance policy is also worth more in case of loss by fire, and your loss is
adjusted more promptly and satisfactorily to yourself and to the insurance com-
pany. An invoice also shows the 'stickers ' and draws your attention to them.
Invoice them low ; never mind the original cost. A nimble nickel is worth morethan a buried dollar.
" The most successful retail dry goods merchant I ever knew invoiced twice

a year, and any article not showing a ready sale was invoiced, not at the original
cost, but at a price below what he could get at a forced sale, and it Was sold atonce ; and I believe this rule is a good one for retailer jewelers. A merchant
who takes frequent invoices) keeps a careful watch of expenses and lives within
the income derived from his business, succeeds.

L. Wibenhausen, the well-known job-
ber at 37-39 Maiden Lane, New York, said:
" The principal fault to be remedied is the
lack of commercial training, and I know
personally many most skilled mechanics
who failed to prosper on that account. The
average jeweler has to be a mechanic, sales-
man and bookkeper, and at the same time he
must keep in touch with the fashions, fads,
etc., of the trade, and he cannot be expected
to be an expert in all things. He cannot
always employ extra help, and therefore is
compelled to divide his efforts.
" He should devote a certain hour daily

to his books and keep the latter in a simple,
but accurate manner, as follows: Plain book-
keeping requires but three books : 1st, a day-
book, where every sale made is recorded ; zd, the cash-book, where money
received from all sources is entered ; 3d, a ledger, wherein all accounts are kept.
An extra ruling of the cash-book would separate the receipts of the ' bench'
from those of the store proper. A page in the ledger should be devoted to
' merchandise account. On this page all the bills for goods bought should be
entered after having been figured over, thereby indicating the total of the pur-
chases ; then by entering the total amount of the sales from the day-book and

L. Witsenhauseu
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cash-book upon the opposite page, one can see at a glance the relative totals ofthe purchases and sales.
" Stock should be taken semi-annually, when goods should be repolishedand recarded, and such goods as are considered ' poor stock ' should be reducedin price so as to be more readily disposed of. A periodical clearing-out sale inconnection with stocktaking is generally of good result. The utmost care shouldbe exercised in reordering goods, especially fads,' and no rule can be laiddown as to the quantity to be reordered, but judicious conservatism should beused, at the same time no staple article should be allowed to be sold outentirely, and the stock of staples should be replenished as often as necessary.As a helpful suggestion, permit me to say, that I would consider it most advis-able, were the many horological institutes (where so many young jewelers aretaught the mechanical and practical work of a watchmaker and jeweler), to adda commercial course as well, thus combining the horology course with that of abusiness college. The latter training would be appreciated by the retail jeweleras well as by the wholesale and manufacturing trade.

eP6

D. V. Brown, wholesale, importing and
manufacturing optician, Philadelphia, said:
" It has been stated, upon good authority, that
the percentages of failures among business
men were 96. The causes which lead up to
this fact are varied—circumstances, conditions
and habits explain, in many cases, the causes
of non-success. In order to realize the suc-
cess that every one covets who enters the
field of business on his own account, and
especially the small man, one should faith-
fully look over his methods at least once every
year and strengthen the weak places—care-
fully and honestly taking account of stock.
Estimating the market value of merchandise
on hand is one of the important things. Too
often stocks are carried from year to year at
the same value ; remember, that depreciation
always comes when goods are sold. After stock taking, fill up with new goods.
" Systematic bookkeeping of debits and credits is another very important

thing to watch. Don't think you are making money by having long credits ;
watch your personal cash account, treat your cash drawer as you would a bank,
don't make more drafts on it than there are demands due for credits. Know
what your stock is worth, know what your cash amounts to, know what you owe
and live on a little less than your profits ; do this, and you will not count one of
the 96 per cent.

e*.

of old, whose wonderful lamp could furnish

even the most precious gems, the retail 
jeweler of

to-day has but to put us to the test to 
have the

daily needs of his store in the line of special 
order

work and repairs supplied promptly in the 
most

modern and careful manner. We are also makers 
of

fine jewelry and diamond mountings, 
importers of

diamonds and jobbers of watches, and know how

to treat the retail dealers so they will become 
per-

Shall we not hope for

order from you?

11. V. Brown
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Bruce Murphy, manufacturing jeweler,Orillia,
Canada, said : " In my opinion, the chief handi-
cap of the retail jeweler is the habit of buying
on credit. One of the great advantages I see in
the better system xvhich THE KEYSTONE so
wisely advocates is the possibility it holds out of
getting out of the credit rut. Frequent stocktak-
ing means more careful and judicious buying ;
it means better-cared-for stock ; it means addi-
tional training in business methods all around,
and all these lead up to the potentiality of cash
payments, with all the comforts and advantages
which accrue. A series of article on How to
Become a Cash Buyer ' would be a valuable fea-
ture in your always interesting columns."

Bruce Murphy

•04

Gabriel H. Mayer. of George Mayer & Co., manufacturers and jobbers in
optical goods, Philadelphia : " The advisability of careful stocktaking and the
necessity of a system of bookkeeping seem too evident for argument, yet how
neglected by a large portion of the trade. It seems to us that a series of suitable
articles in your valuable journal would aid greatly in the business education of
the scattered members of the craft. The keystone of any business is its credit
or reputation for absolute reliability ; yet how many fail to remember this. The
majority are, of course, sound and %'ill compare favorably with other trades ;
still, too large a proportion will pay large bills promptly and utterly neglect the
small accounts, forgetful that they too deserve the same promptness. So many
forget that a discount is only offered for prompt payment and insist upon itsdeduction from accounts long overdue and even from net bills. Some make
claims when paying their accounts instead of in three to five days, as per theusual custom.
" Small things, such as the above, cannot hurt the wholesaler who usually

allows them for policy sake, but they harm the doer more. Our experience goes
to show that more accounts are given to the attorneys for collection or suit through
the neglect of the retailer in replying to a polite letter of inquiry than through
any desire of the wholesaler to go to measures leading to unpleasant conse-quences that might be easily avoided by a reply containing suitable explanation
and a definite promise. Ignoring communications leaves no option in the matter
but suit.

(Continued on page 1721)
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C3 reefing :
E would like to be personally acquainted with all of our
customers, but we know it is impossible. Some live
thousands of miles away—so we take this way of
giving our friends some idea what we look like.

On the opposite page you will find cuts of some of our de-
partments, and we would like to have a talk with you about them.

Those of our customers who come to visit us regularly are
aware that we carry the largest and most complete stock of any
manufacturing or wholesale house in the East. Besides, we under-
stand fully the wants of the Retail Jeweler and make and handle
only such goods which will invite the confidence of your community
and hold your trade.

Not alone do we give the best values but we give the best
service and an order for the smallest piece of watch material will
receive the same prompt and careful attention as though it were for
a diamond brooch for a thousand dollars.

Our different departments are under the direct supervision of
the members of the firm, so that we keep constantly in touch
with you.

Our aim has always been to give the best goods for the
least money, and the simple fact that but i 5 years ago we
occupied a small room on the second floor, i 5 x 20, and to-day
our ground floor alone is 175 feet deep, bears testimony that our
methods are right and our customers have appreciated our efforts.
We shall be more than pleased to hear from you.

M. Sickles & Sons
726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

4

TH E
MOST

COMPLETE

WHOLESALE
hOUSE

N THE
EAST.



MORE
CASH
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND

SILVER

Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silverconsigned to us.
If we were in the smelting and refining business exclusively, our expenses and refin-ing costs would be 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of otherrefiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY
consignments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay).

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID
tn exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
40c. per dwt. for 10-karat
44c. " " " 11 "
48c. " " " 12
52c. " " " 13

24c. per dwt. for 6-karat
28c. " 7 "
32c. " " " 8
36c. " di 9

60c. "
64c. "
68c. "
72c.

Send us your large consignments
Send us your small consignments

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention

WENDELL & COMPANY Window-Display Competition of

Smelters, Refiners and Assayers
93, 95 an 97 William Street 57 Washington Street

Near Maiden Lane (New Location)

New York Established 19 Years 
Chicago

No. 8.—FIRST PRIZE, $100, SCHLECHTER'S JEWELRY STORE, Reading, Pa.

No. 2.—SECOND PRIZE, $50, 
CHRIS. BERNLOEHR, Indianapolis, Indiana.

No. 3.—THIRD PRIZE, $25, WM. H. ROLLMAN, Mifflintown, Pa.

6 aa 7, five FOURTH PRIZES, $10 
each.

No. 6.—LOUIS A. ANTOINE, 
Chicago, Ill.

No. 4.—CAMPBELL & CO., 
Chicago, Ill.

No. 1.—THE C. N. MAXWELL 
JEWELRY CO., Tuscaloosa, Ala.

No. 7.—GEO. E. SHAW, 
Putnam, Conn.

No. 5,—REID C.4 TODD, 
Bridgeport, Conn.

This Window-Display Contest 
was inaugurated November 15, 1900, 

and over sixty photographs of window 
displays, in which

SIMMONS CHAINS were the 
prominent feature. were submitted. The judges were Messrs. CHAS. M. 

CONNOLLY, Editor of " The

Haberdasher " ; BENJAMIN F. 
SIMMONS, Editor of " The Jewelers C

ircular-Weekly," an B. THORPE, Editor of " The 
Keystone."



toe gicir alovek of tOe gectoon The Mammoth S. 0. Bigney & CO. Chain Plant

Nethersole
Wre

Chatelaine
Bags an Purses
There's success in the word
Aethersole"—the success

of merit and genius. The
Jas. E. Blake Co., of Attle-
boro, glass., honored the
name by giving it to goods
that showed merit and genius
and success came likewise.
It came to their Nethersole
Bracelet, and it is coming
In still more pronounced
fashion to their beautiful
Nethersole Chatelaine
Bags an Purses.
These are made in the
popular fish scale mesh in
many sizes and shapes. The
mesh is the heaviest and
strongest made, and smoother
and of better color. It is
very flexible. This company
boasts of the largest and
finest variety on the market.

They have signalized the advent of
the new century by preparing for
the coming season greatly enlarged
lines in MANICURE SETS,
TOILET SETS, Etc. Chief
among the important additions to
the list of products is a line of
HOLLOWWARE, in tete-a-tete
sets, dishes, etc., while their line of
FANCY SILVER SPOONS
will be greatly extended. If time and
money spent in preparation mean
anything, some fine and artistic work
in their new lines may be expected.

,„145.0.13itincv:Itglay pito) _

ATTLEB9W2 MA55.

INTERIOR VIEWS OF THE GREATEST 
CHAIN FACTORY IN THE WORLD

Look for the stamp "S. 0. B. & Co." on every 
Swivel, and thereby protect your business

The High-Grade

S. a BIGNEY 6 CO. Chain Makers
Factory an Main Office, ATTLEBORO, MASS.NEW YORK OFFICE

3 Maiden Lane



WE take pleasure in an-
nouncing to the trade

the completeness of every
department in our house.
Never in the history of
our business have we been
better prepared for supply-
ing the retail jeueler with
everything he needs than
we are to-day.

WE especially call the at-
tention of the trade to
our stock of

LOOSE .A..L.40 MOUNTED

DIAMONDS
which is noted for the
choiceness of its selection
and its correct prices when
quality is considered. We
give personal attention to
this branch of our busi-
ness, and can fill orders
with promptness and sat-
isfaction.

We solicit your mail orders, and Wen you come to Chicago we invite you to
call—of course, we will make you Uelcome and take pleasure

in proving to you the truth of our claims.

C. H. KNIGHTS 6 CO. kf off
DIAMOND MERCHANTS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BLDG. CHICAGO

1
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Keeping Books, Taking Stock an
Buying for Cash

(Continued from page 277 h)

jos. B. Bechtel, of Jos. B. Bechtel & Co., material dealers
, Philadelphia, said :

" ' Order is heaven's first law.' If it is so above, then it certainly ought to be so

down here. Few business men have as much to 
contend with in the variety of

their lines as the watchmaker and jeweler. 
He often labors under the dis-

advantage of lacking a business education, and un
der these circumstances it

speaks highly for the intelligence of the men with whom
 I have come in contact,

.to see how well, these things considered, the
y carry on their business.

" Some, however, lack the patience of conducting t
heir business in a thor-

oughly systematic manner. It is of just as much importance to the retail jeweler

to know how well each one of his departm
ents, the watch, clock, repair, jewelry

and, in many cases, the optical, stationery, c
ut-glass and some others, pays, as

the proprietor of the large department hou
se. If he has always the exact figures

on hand he is enabled to push a line and preve
nt an accumulation of old stock

and to sail close in buying. On the other 
hand, if a department pays very well,

he will feel like advancing it to the best
 of his ability.

" The simplest way to accomplish that and at
 the same time keep proper

control of the stock, is, after classifying t
he departments, give, we will say, the

watch department the numbers from 
I to 999, the clock department from moo

to 1099, and so forth. You see, of c
ourse, that the moment you see the num-

bered tag of an article sold, you know if i
t was a watch, or clock, etc.

" Each article properly numbered is entere
d in a stockbook, which ought

to contain all details possible, such as nu
mber of case, number of movement,

'cost price, selling price, and name of fi
rm from whom it has been purchased.

When it comes to tracing an article or to 
stocktaking, many advantages will be

found in the system which one may never 
have thought of.

' In addition to the above, a weekly repor
t sheet, showing (1) amount of

sales in each department, (2) corres
ponding cost, (3) cash on hand and in bank,

(4) amount of goods sold on credit, (5
) amount received front outstanding

accounts, and such other statistics as the i
ndividual may desire.

" Just another word ; I want to mention a
 few advantages of the cash: dis-

count. You know most dealers' terms a
re 6 per cent. ten days, or 5 per cent.

thirty days, or ninety days net. No doub
t you have read among the financial

news of your paper at some time or ot
her, money easy at 35 per cent.' That

means that those business men who 
use money in the same manner as we use

merchandise can borrow money at the rate
 of 354 per cent. per annum. Or 

con-

sider the fact that your savings bank or 
any high-class bonds you may buy wil

l

pay you at the most 4 per cent. per ann
um. You owe a bill of, say, poo, fro

m

which you deduct for prompt payment 
$6.00—if you let the bill run ninety da

ys

it will be net. If you put Poo in the savings b
ank it will have to stay there

one and a half years before it will ea
rn you $6.00, or should you leave it ther

e

ninety days it will earn you $too, w
here the merchant allows $6.00. You see

the point, don't you?''

Leo Wormier, of the Julius King 
Optical Co., New York and Chicago, said:

We heartily endorse your plan and 
think the retailers should take an, invento

ry

of their stock once a year. In our line we suggest to all large h
ouses to have a

separate optical department. The 
outlook for this year is very encour

aging."

J. M. Johnston, of J. M. & A. C.

Johnston, manufacturing opticians,

Chicago, said : " Responding to your

invitation to offer practical sugges-

tions to the trade touching phases of

business life, such as stocktaking,

bookkeeping, discounts, etc., I would

emphasize this thought:

" Back of selling or buying, or

all else, lies the question of credit.

Without that they are liable to be as

transient as shadows. The dealer

may have skill in the management

of his several departments ; he may

have scientific apparatus and every

facility at hand, yet there may be

a fly in the ointment.' If one's

purpose does not vibrate toward

integrity as faithfully as the needle

to the pole, a deflection will surely

be discovered in an indiscreet mo-

ment. The disguises of deceit are

impotent. The atmosphere of a spirit fair a
nd frank dispels doubt and disarms

criticism. Confidence established among ones pat
rons has, moreover, a wonder-

ful reflex action in establishing mutu
al reliability and promptness. On the

other hand, sow to the wind deceit and yo
u reap a whirlwind of disappointment.

The delightful fact about credit is its 
expansive character. Guard your credit

among those who buy of you and it enable
s you to protect and promote it among

those of whom you buy. Dollars earned become dollars paid. Credit received

.06

J. M. Johnston

272 1.

becomes credit imparted. The most priceless possession in t
he commercial

world is credit.
" Have you protected your credit ? See that your accountant also protects

it, and by so doing protects his own. 
Insist on his daily cash balance sheet and

monthly trial balance. Insist on knowing from month to month 
the ratio of your

expense to the volume of your business. 
Your first business success will consist

in reaming and holding this ratio to its
 proper limits. Your business, if small,

may not seem to demand such rigid car
e. That is a capital mistake. Its future

growth is imperilled if run on erroneous p
rinciples.

soi6

A. C. Becken, the well-known Chicago

jobber, said : " In the first place, every re-

tail jeweler should understand the im-

portance of periodical stocktaking. As a

rule, nearly every merchant or manufac-

turer takes inventory the first of the year.

In the jewelry business I think it %vould be

advisable to take stock in the dull season,

or, in other words, when the merchandise

on hand will inventory the lowest. The

appraisement of the jeweler's stock has a

great deal to do in regulating his business.

If he makes the price too high he is apt to

carry, from year to year, a dead stock ;

or, in other words, goods that are out of

date and not salable. He should inven-

tory the staple, every-day sellers at cost,

and novelties and goods that are a year

old ittd out of date at a price for which

they will sell readily—if necessary 50 per

cent. below cost. On other goods the

price should be regulated according to th
e demand. The margin of profits on

novelties and goods that are subject to dep
reciation in value should permit of a

closing-out price.
" In the second place, it should be obvio

us to the retailer that it would be

greatly to his interest to keep a careful boo
k account of all his business transac-

tions, as no man should trust to his memory
 when it comes to money matters.

" In regard to the proper methods of ordering goods,' on
e of the troubles I

have had to contend with is the custom of 
many retailers to mix up in one com-

munication their orders for merchandise and 
their correspondence ih regard to

these, also other matters foreign to the ord
ers themselves. I am a. firm advocate

of an order on a sheet by itself, as the ord
er clerks in a wholesale house should

not have to wade through matter that be
longs only to the regular correspon-

dents of the house to deal with. On the 
order sheet should be written plainly

the name of the express company to whom
 the goods are to be consigned ; or, if

the shipment is to be by mail, whether it i
s to go registered, insured or ordinary.

" In regard to the return of merchandise, i
t seems to me that when goods are

returned, which have been sent to a retailer 
on memorandum, it should be the

regular custom for him to send an exact bill 
of such items returned. If he does

not do so, it may develop when he receive
s a corrected bill for the merchandise

kept from the consignment shipment that
 an item he returned was overlooked

by the wholesale house when it is possib
ly too late to investigate whether the

package was tampered with or an article o
verlooked by carelessness on the part

of the receiving clerk.

" Cash discounts depend largely on compe
tition. If the retailer has sharp

business rivalry he cannot afford to lose cash
 discounts. If, on the other hand,

he sells at a good profit, it might 
be to his interest to have a fair stock and

increase his capital in a short time ; but he sh
ould always look forward and

take pains to be enabled, as soon as po
ssible, to discount his bills. This is an

age of quantity and small profits."

A. C. Becken

spi6

G. W. Magee, of McIntire, Magee & 
Brown, manufacturing and jobbing

opticians, Philadelphia, said : " Whatever 
will bring the retailer and the whole-

saler to a better understanding will b
e of mutual assistance. To be able to

know the exact conditions of your affairs 
each month is of the utmost importance,

for if losses are being sustained they can b
e found out before they have gone so

far as to make it very nearly impossi
ble to overcome them. We think that all

the retailers, however small their bu
siness, should keep a regular set of books

and take a trial balance each month. Th
e same in regard to stock. If there is

a certain day each month set for going 
over the stock and seeing what is short

and what there is more than enough of, w
ill enable parties to reduce their sur-

plus and fill up on shortages. We think 
this is a better plan than waiting until

the salesman comes around and then ru
nning over the stock in a hurry and giving

him an order.
We would also suggest that it is very 

important in the optical trade that all

little details should be filled out. Orders are received by us every day in wh
ich

we are obliged to guess at what is wanted
, or delay the filling of the order until

we communicate with our customers. It is not well to take it for granted that

the wholesaler understands the wants of t
he customer, as, when you are receiv-

ing hundreds of orders each day, it is 
practically impossible to do this. We

would also suggest that it is very impor
tant that all letters should be answered

as soon as possible. These points, we think, would be of great ad
vantage to

the retailer and help the wholesaler in 
giving the very best service."
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St. Louis Letter

Business among the St. Louis wholesale jewelr
y

houses the past month has been good—as a wh
ole it

was not up to last year with some firms, 
but others

report an encouraging increase over the same m
onth

of 1900. There seems to be a gradual improvement

the past fortnight, and dealers are coming to the

market. These early visitors are usually from the

South, and Southern dealers are unusually prosp
erous

this year, and their purchases are corre
spondingly

liberal. The outlook for spring tade is certainly

encouraging. 7"

St. Louis wholesale and jobbing houses broke
 all

records during 1900. In all lines of trade the volume

of sales was larger than during any prev
ious year of

the city's history. Secretary Singer, of the Interstate

Merchants' Association, said that on Washington

Avenue alone the increase in the sales in t
he various

lines represented was from 20 to 40 per c
ent., as com-

pared with sales during 1899. " A conside
rable portion

of this increase," he said, "is to be .credi
ted to the

efforts of this association, which has left 
no means

untried to enlarge the territory reached 
by St. Louis

houses. The excursions conducted by th
e association

during the past year brought to St.' Louis
 a great deal

of new trade, which could not otherwis
e have been

reached."
St. Louis is already beginning to feel the 

effects of

the prosposed World's Fair to be held i
n 1903. Our

hotels report heavy travel and others 
will be built

at once—sites for two more large one
s have been

selected, in fact. That the city will • acquit ' herself

nobly goes without saying. St. Louis makes a suc-

cess of everything she undertakes.

It is gratifying to record the fact that S
t. Louis

bank clearances for January exceeded 
all previous

records. The total for the first month
 of the year is

placed at $179,319,675, or at a gain fro
m $145,328,096

in January of the previous year and 
from $113,581,326

in the same month of 1899. The three
 last months of

1900 had established a new record in 
each case, only

to be beaten by the first month of t
he new year, and

it is evident that a great deal of adv
ance preparation

has been made by the business men 
of the city for the

purpose of making 1901 a record bre
aker in the move-

ment of money, which is essentially th
at of merchan-

dise. The speculative centers make large
r gains in

clearances than are shown by St. 
Louis, but those

made here reflect business advancem
ent of a substan-

tial and enduring character.

The last spike has been driven and th
e St. Louis

World's Fair is now a settled fact. Both the upper

and lower houses of our city council
 passed the bill

early in last month, and it was promp
tly signed by the

Mayor and forwarded to Washingt
on: . Since then

both houses of Congress passed th
e bill authorizing

the National appropriation bill. St. Louis will begin

this exposition on twenty millions o
f dollars and that

should make great things possible.

The Merrick, Walsh & Phelps Je
welry Co., have

completed the alterations of their n
ew store at Sixth

and Olive Streets. The establis
hment now presents

a handsome and imposing appeara
nce.

Returning travelers report that the r
etailers in the

South have had an excellent busi
ness the past winter,

the best for years. They have bought rather liberally

from salesmen for Spring trade, and
 are expecting a

good Spring and Summer trade.

Ever since the completion of the St.
 Louis Union

Station, there has been not a little 
argument, pro and

con, as to the relative size of that 
magnificent building,

as compared to the other railway 
stations of the world.

The following comparative state
ment Shows the St.

Louis station the largest station i
n the world : Union

Station, St. Louis, length, 700 ; 
breadth, 6o6 ; area

square feet, 424,200 ; tracks, 31 ; companies, 22.

Boston & Maine, Boston, length, 53
6; breadth, 460; area

square feet, 246,560 ; tracks 23 ;compa
nies, 3. St. Pan-

cras, London, length, 700 ; breadt
h, 240 ; area square

feet, 168,000. Frankfort, Germany, length, 600 ;

breadth, 552 ; area square feet, 3
31,200 ; tracks, i8;

companies, 4. Broad Street, Philadel
phia, length, 592 ;

breadth, 304 ; area square feet, 1
79,896 ; tracks, i6;

companies, I. Union Station, Chicago, length, I 
too ;

breadth, 105 ; area square feet, 
115,5oo ; tracks, 9;

companies, 4. Philadelphia 8z Reading, Philadelphia,

length, 800 ; breadth, 260 ; area s
quare feet, 208,000;

tracks, 14. Dearborn Street, Chicago, length, 
69o;

breadth, 179 ; area square feet, 99,710 ;
 tracks, to ,

companies, 6. Grand Central, New York, length
,

520 ; breadth, 332 ; area square feet, 205,8
40 ; tracks,

21 ; companies, 3. Cologne, Germany, length, 765;

breadth, 276 ; area square feet, 211,000 ; 
tracks, to ;

companies, 4.
The retail jewelers on the West End o

f Franklin

Avenue have agreed to close their places o
f business

at 6.36 o'clock Wednesday and Friday eve
nings during

the spring and summer.

F. L. Jaccard, the Texas traveler for the 
Bauman-

Massa Jewelry Co., came in February 9th to
 attend the

funeral of his mother, Mrs. Sophie Jacca
rd, who died

at De Soto, Mo., February 8th, at the ag
e of seventy-

four years. Mrs. Jaccard's husband was a distant

relative of the well-known jewelers by tha
t name, who

were once in business in this city.

Arthur Clark, manager of the material 
depart-

ment of. the L. Bauman Jewelry Co., was
 called to

Kansas City last month by the serious ill
ness of his

wife ; whom, we are glad to say, is now con
valescing.

For quite a while the past winter Miss
ouri and

Kansas have been supplying the New Y
ork market

with eggs, but few being received from 'o
ther sections.

When the 'heavy snow of last month s
truck this sec-

tion the effect was noticeable by a great
 jump in the

price of hen fruit in New York. Thus it
 will be seen

that our recent storms have been the caus
e of changes

in more markets than we had antici
pated. It also

brings to the front the fact that Missouri
 ships more

poultry produce than any State in the Uni
on, and that

.Kansas comes in about next. This line of business is

destined to increase very rapidly in the futur
e.

The bridge Arbitrary is, at present writing, a

burning commercial queston in St. Louis.
 We are

glfid to. note that it is now considered p
robable that

within the next two or three years a third
 bridge may

be built across the Mississippi at this 
Point. Under

ordinary conditions the two bridges now
 in use might

answer the demands of traffic, but they
 are under a

single management, which practically exa
cts the pay-

mentof an inequitable tariff on west-b
ound freight

and discriminates against the business inter
ests of the

city. So far as the railway companies off
icially admit,

St. Louis is not.on the map. All freigh
ts shipped from

Eastern, .points is billed to East St. 
Louis, and the

bridge arbitrary refuses to absorb the char
ge for tarry-

ing it across the river. This is a condition that de-

mands a remedy, and the business i
nterests of St.

Louis are taking steps to supply it.

Miss Anna Myer, who has been the f
aithful and

efficient cashier and accountant for J. W.
 Cary & Co.,

for the past six years, resigned her po
sition with this

firm the early part of last month to be 
married to a St.

Louis gentleman. The wedding took 
place February

8th. Mrs. D. L. MacCutcheon succeeds to he
r posi-

tion with the above firm.

J. Reed Elliott, the well-known travele
r for the

Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co., was laid u
p at the Ter-

minal Hotel in the Union Depot, this
 . city, for three

weeks last month with the grip. We a
re glad to say

that Mr. Elliott is again able to go on
 his regular trips.

The St. Louis

Merchants' and

Manufacturers'

Association left on

a special train for

its first business ex-

cursion through

Kansas, Oklahoma,

Indian Territory

and Arkansas on

January 29th, to-

gether with Weil's

St. Louis Band.

Most of the promi-

nent houses in di

leading lines of

trade were repre-

sented. It is to be

regretted that the

manufacturing and

wholesale jewelry

houses do not take

the interest and

were not repre-

sented on these

business trips which

establish a feeling of friendship between
 the local mer-

chants and the wholesalers of St. Loui
s, that perhaps

has never before existed to any rema
rkable degree,

but which will eventually lead to an 
increase in the

trade for this city. The reception given to the St.

Louis business men exceeded anythi
ng of a similar

character before. Special care was taken to advertise

the St. Louis World's Fair for 1903. T
he following

cities were visited in tile order named :
 Wichita, Wel-

ington, Caldwell, Kans.; Medford, Pon
d Creek, Enid,

Vtraukomis, Hennessey, Kingfisher, Okrac
he, El Reno,

Shawnee, Wewoka, Oklahoma ; Hold
enville, South

McAlester, Canadian, Eufaula, Checot
ah, Muscogee,

Wagoner, Ind. Ter. ; Fort Smith, Van 
Buren, Fayette-

ville, Springdale, Rogers, Eureka Spri
ngs, Ark., and

Seligman, Mo. Seligman, Mo., was 
the last place

visited. The special containing the mer
chants arrived

home February 3rd. The members wer
e a little hoarse

in voice and sore from handskaking, bu
t otherwise in

good health and highly pleased with th
eir first trip for

1901.
Adolph Jacobs, who will be well and

 favorably

remembered by the old-time members of
 the jewelry

trade from his long connection with the 
old house of

M. Eisenstadt & Co., died at his ho
me in this city

Sunday, February Toth. Mr. Jacobs was a native of

Germany, and came to America when 
quite young,

locating in St. Louis nearly a half century
 ago. He

was managing partner of the above fir
m from 1863 to

1883, but since the latter date up till his p
assing away

he was engaged in the insurance busine
ss in St. Louis.

His widow, four sons and two daughters 
survive him.

He was an uncle to Samuel and Morri
s Eisenstadt, of

the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co. '

It will be commercially interesting to 
know that

plans have been consummated by the M
issouri and

Kansas Zinc Miners' Association for the sal
e of 50,000

tons of zinc ore to European customer
s: Sales of

considerable quantities of zinc ore for 
foreign ship-

ment have been made during recent Mon
ths, but the

contract now closed is the largest for this 
account that

has ever been made, and is likely to ha
ve a marked

effect on the market for speller, which ha
s been rather

dull and depressed of late.

A Handsome Jewelry Store

Our illustration shows an inside view of
 Jeweler

E. L. McDowell's store at Arkansas City, K
ans., known

as the " Crescent Jewelry Store." Mr. Mcpowell's

present establishment is comparatively ne
W,:heu'having

moved into it about a year ago. His store is one of

the neatest and prettiest jewelry stores of t
he Sunflower

State. His fixtures are all new, and he displ
ays fine

taste . in arranging and displaying hi
s stock. As a

window dresser Mr. McDowell is something of a

genius, and travelers who visit his town
 say that his

window trims would do great credit to 
the stores of

the large cities. Mr. McDowell embarked in the

jewelry business in a small way in Ar
kansas City in

1884 and has steadily increased his tra
de and reputa-

tion since. His store is a model in all it
s appointments.

A Kansas Jewelry Store
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Why not trade us your

OLD GOLD REPAIR WORK?
or we will cheerfully pay cash and give you full value, too.
Can afford to—Just because
WE—NEED—IT—IN—OUR—FACTORY !

Prices Paid, Cash or Work:

  '22e. per dwt.
  64e.
  56c, AI
  48e. "
  40e. i‘ ti
  32e. ti

SEND IT IN! 

we need It
in our Business.

52 cents per ounce paid for Silver.

MOWREY, MURRAY & LEAVITT
The Saint Paul Jewelry Manufacturers

The IV. Castrucci Co. beg to notify the trade that they are the original makers of the casts
, formerly furnished by an agency they had in Cincinnati, Ohio, and hereafter genuine

Castrucci casts can be procured only from them.
Middlemen's profits can only be saved by ordering direct from us.

46,
3 91

2

For $10 Cash with the order, we will send the above 28 plaster casts finished in Ivory tint.
The regular wholesale price of these is $12.05. Beware of Imitations. Manufactured only by

THE W. CASTRUCCI CO.
318 E. Fifth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO

Good Stock Needs Good Lighting

WIRED READY POR SOCKETS.
Every progressive merchant appreciates the trade-drawing value pf

well-lighted show windows. Light your window effectively by the use of

The Great Store Window Light
It is placed in top of window, near the front glass, reflecting a strong light lanyard

and downward, cutting off all the direct light from the eye of the observer. The effect
is truly astonishing. It is the most perfect fixture there is for this particular purpose.
Adopted by the leading stores in the principal cities of the Union. Full particulars on
application

HUNK'S
Reflecting
Shades

THE BEST
SHADES MADE

They Reflect
all the Light
there is.

SPECIAL SHOW CASE REFLECTOR.

Handsome nickel finish Made small and compact, for use in
angles of counter cases, top of show cases, etc.

This is used by many leading stores, and is rapidly being
adopted by the more prominent stores.

0

o

8 a
o

I. P. FRINK, 551 PEARL sr., NEW YORK.

Purchase Chains from your jobber that are
made from Seamless Filled Wire, exactly as represoted, 
by the well-known and reliable Chain house of

C. A. MARSH & CO.
FINE FINISHED GOODS
SELL THEMSELVES

LORGNETTES

NECK CHAINS

BRACELETS

PADLOCKS
TRADE-NIARK

Attleboro, Mass.

VEST CHAINS

GRAND VIZIERS

WELLINGTONS

FOBS and SEALS

20th CENTURY EXTENSION LORGNETTES

NEW BLOOD
The business which

C. K. LANDON
established in 1883

has been succeeded to
by

RECOB, ZIEGLER & CO.

The new firm wants your patronage
ONLY if they can show you that it
is to your advantage.
Otherwise not. - 103 STATE STREET,

IF YOU BUY IN CHICAGO

you have probably seen our

" HATCHET BOOK"

Many of the best jewelers have profited
by the copy which we sent them.

If your copy has not reached you, and
yOU want one, write us.
IT'S FREE.

RECOB, ZIEGLER & CO.

CHICAGO

ILI
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News from the Northwest

February business in this section is usually the

poorest of the year, but if February, 19or, is to be

the poorest of the year, there are several other m
onths

that will have to get a hustle on themselves. Jobbers

report good business, and the one great feature is the

almost total lack of failures which are usually the

heaviest at this season. That tired feeling somehow

exerts itself after the holiday rush. This shows good

judgment on the part of the retailer in not allowing

unsalable goods to be forced on him, and also on the

part of the jobber in his judgment of creditors.

E. E. Finch has begun business in River Falls, Wis.

G. W. Ellis, Stewartville, Minn., was married

January 20th, to Miss Elizabeth M. Prelvitz. 
THE

KEYSTONE'S congratulations are heartily extended.

Fisk & Son's jewelry store was entered by burg-

lars January 23d. They purloined about Poo
 worth

of goods.
Wm. Pieters, Madison, Mimi., suffered Sioo worth

of damage by fire January 22d.

Carl Slocum, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, was

called, in from his Northeastern territory, Jan
uary 23d,

by the death of his father.

R. G. Ingraham,Menomonie, Wis., passed throu
gh

the Twin Cities last month on his way to 
Sandstone,

Minn., where he visited relatives.

A. L. Smitten, St. Cloud, Minn., is a recent

graduate of the Northwestern College of O
ptometry,

St. Paul.
W. G. Wood, formerly with I.,. M. Taylor, Fr

eder-

icksburg, Iowa, is now with Wm. Alexand
er, Hay-

ward, Wis.
: August Gfrerer, Stillwater, Minn., was c

alled to

Watertown, Wis., last month by the death 
of his

mother, who died February 14th. THE K
EYSTONE

l'oztends sympathy. •

C. L. Eckberg, Redwing, Minn., has bou
ght a

handsome residence for $15oo, a good bargai
n.

Burglars entered the stores of F. Z. Sher
wood

and F. J. Kempel, Fairbault, Mimi., last 
month. Two

parties have been arrested, and part of the 
goods were

found in a second-hand store. Besides, one has con-

fessed, which shows good work by the poli
ce depart-

ment.
S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Milm., has 

recovered

from a severe attack of la grippe.

Roy Forde, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
 has just

returned from a successful Southern tri
p. The only

part of it not up to his expectations, 
was a severe

attack of the " Mumps," which laid him
 up for about

ten days.
J. C. Hamil, formerly in the jewelry 

business at

•Farmington, Minn., has gone west in 
search of a

location.
G. A. Schrody has left the employ of 

Wm. Alex-

ander, Hayward, Wis.

The Scott Jewelry Co. succeed Fred. 
Scott Estate

at Stillwater, Minn. Albert Mellin, Jr. will have

charge as manager.

H. H. Nerbovig, Waseca, Minn., was
 in the Twin

Cities last month buying goods for his
 new store there.

Wm. Putnam, Lu Verne, Minn., star
ted the new

century right by getting married in 
January. May it

be a good omen that the entire century will be

"prosperous.
Anton Cerney, who left Montgomery 

in January

and intended to locate at Chaska, has
 decided to go to

New Prague, Minn.

J. P. Lindback, Stephen, Minn.; 
F. E. Linhart,

Argyle, Minn.; 0. M. Varnson, 
Cooperstown, N. D.;

, Peter 0. Iverson, Harmony, 
Minn.; G. Goodman,

Hallock, Minn. are the latest graduat
es in a course of

- optics and engraving with S. B. Mil
lard, Litchfield, Minn.

The Mowrey & Murray Co., St. 
Paul, have been

compelled owing to their increased 
business to double

their floor space. They are now add
ing a fully equipped

and up-to-date refining and assaying 
plant and propose

to handle jewelers' sweeps, gold 
and silver. They

will add more machinery and extra 
men to their present

factory.
Ed. J. Moore for the past year w

ith Thompson

Bros., Cameron, Wis., has gone to 
Rice Lakes, Wis.,

where he takes charge of the jew
elry department for

the Parker Mercantile Co.

Geo. B. Johnson, Pipestone, 
Minn., spent a few

days in the Twin Cities last month 
recreating.
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J. P. Lindback, Stephen, Minn., was in the Twin

Cities last month buying an outfit of optical goods.

He says traveling opticians will soon find Stephen 
a

poor field as he intends doing the business for that

neighborhood.
John C. Leavitt, for the past few years manager of

the Sterling Mining and Milling Co., of Arizona, a

wealthy corporation of Youngstown, Ohio, business

men, has taken an interest in the firm which hereaf
ter

will be known as Mowrey, Murray & Leavitt. Mr.

Leavitt has had much experience not only in min
ing

gold and silver, but is a. practical assayer, thorou
gh

chemist and a refiner ot precious metals, and is a

mining expert. He will have charge of the refinery.

The firm has our best wishes for continued success.

A. H. Simon, one of the oldest jewelers of St.

Paul, Minn., died February 4th after an illness of abo
ut

two years, being confined to his home for over a 
year.

Paralysis was the direct cause of death. Mr. Simon

was well known to the trade, being considered a v
ery

shrewd and careful business man. He is survived
 by

a widow, who has the sympathy of a large circle
 of

acquaintances.
The store of J. \V. ker, Wells, Minn., has been

closed preparatory to settlement with creditors.

Louis Pavian, of L. Finkelstein,-St. Paul, is having

a splendid run of business in Upper Michigan. 
Louis

Vehon, of the same firm, has just returned from
 a

record-breaking trip in the Lake Superior district.

Will E. Mowrey, of the Mowrey & Murray Co
.,

St. Paul, served his two weeks as a juryman last

month. Will says : " What's the use kicking—it has

to be done."
John E. Working, Northfield, Minn., died at h

is

home there, February 17th. Mr. Working was a

veteran of the civil war, carrying marks from 
many

wounds received in battle. He was sixty-four ye
ars of

age and is survived by a widow.

Eleventh Annual Banquet of the Retail

Jewelers' Association of Missouri.

Then till the bowl—away with gloom

Our Joys shall always last !
For hope will brighten days to come

And memory gild the past

Imbued with the spirit which inspired these wor
ds

of the illustrious " Tom Moore " were the g
uests that

assembled at the banquet board of the Retail 
Jewelers'

Association of Missouri, on St. Valentine's night,

February 14th, and never has there, in the 
history of

the association's banquets, been one held 
where there

was such brightness, such joy and such gene
ral good

feeling.
Long hefore the hour set, the guests assembl

ed in

the spacious rooms of Schrap's Café. 
Promptly at

nine o'clock they were ushered to the b
anquet room

preceded by the officers, escorting the guests
 of honor:

Hon. Judge Talty, judge of Circuit C
ourt No. 7;

R. H. Kern, member legislative committ
ee Louisiana

purchase exposition ; Chas. F. Krone, f
ormer prose-

cuting attorney of St. Louis ; Hon. Chas.
 Thuner,

member city council.

The room and tables were beautifully d
ecorated

with palms, ferns and cut flowers. Concealed in an

ante-room, hid by a large bank of palm
s, was Goe-

decke's Orchestra. At the first strain of their music

the guests were invited to be seated by the
 toastmaster,

Mr. Herman Mauch, to partake of the 
good things the

menu provided.
Between the second and third course, while

patiently waiting, the guests were surpri
sed to see a

messenger boy enter with special messages 
for Judge

Talty and Mr. R. H. Kern. Great was the interest in

these messages, as all expected to hear tha
t the world's

fair bill had been passed by Congress, b
ut a different

surprise was in store. The messages 
proved to be

handsome valentines, souvenirs of the St. 
Valentine's

banquet of the Retail Jewelers' Associa
tion of Mis-

souri, and the messenger boy who, as t
he keen-eyed

soon discovered, was a handsome youn
g lady, delivered

to each of the guests a similar souve
nir. The valen-

tine idea was a most novel one, and a 
great surprise to

all, as none but the banquet committe
e knew thereof.

Before the serving of the final courses th
e guests

were again interrupted by a burly, d
irty tramp, ivlio

clamored for admission to the jeweler'
s banquet by
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right of his having been a jeweler many years ago.

Some "guyed " him, but the tramp begged permiss
ion

to speak to the handsome toastmaster, which perm
is-

sion was granted. He explained that he was doing

what every jeweler and watchmaker does when

he gets on the hog—peddling spectacles and e
ye-

glasses. In his wanderings he drifted to Kansas,

where Mrs. Nation was busy smashing glasses. Be-

coming afraid of his stock, he permitted an oblig
ing

Kansas cyclone to blow him to St. Louis. Stopping at

a house with his tale of woe, and offering a pair
 of

specs for a square meal, the lady told him that 
the

jewelers' banquet took place that evening, and as he

was a jeweler there would surely be a place f
or him

there. His story was so plausible that the banquet

committee decided to allow him to remain. Upon

hearing the decision the tramp, in a good voice, sang

a comic song, and was then hurried away to be p
ro-

vided with a clean suit of clothes by the manager
 of

the café. He soon returned, however, and was 
intro-

duced as " Mr. John Cahil, St. Louis' best serio-co
mic

vocalist and entertainer." Mr. Cahil entertained the

guests with numerous songs, jokes and recitat
ions

during the evening.
At the close of the banquet proper, or rather, at

the close of the feasting, the messenger boy—t
hat is,

girl—reappeared and presented each of the sixty-
two

guests with a souvenir in the shape of a comic 
valen-

tine of the popular " Don't " variety. After each had

been given a little opportunity to overcome the 
effects

of the shock caused by the " Don't," the toast
master

rapped for order, and introduced the first spea
ker of

the evening, Hon. Judge Talty. Judge Talty spoke

at some length on St. Louis, the world's 
fair city,

whose motto is, " Nothing impossible." The spe
aker's

well-delivered address elicited great applause, a
nd he

was unable to proceed at times when, as some o
ne put

it, he touched his hearers in the right spot.

R. H. Kern was next introduced, and spoke

upon the world's fair to commemorate the Lou
isiana

purchase celebration. Mr. Kern is a very eloquent

speaker, and his words created unbounded enth
usiasm

in the assembled guests.

Mr. Thuner, the next speaker, addressed the co
m-

pany upon " Mercantile Associations." As shop talk

had been tabooed for the evening, he directed 
his sub-

ject toward the benefits that accrue to a city
 from well-

conducted mercantile associations ; also upon the

manner in which such organization can aid and 
benefit

the world's fair. His earnest remarks created a deep

impression upon the listeners, and he was 
heartily

applauded and congratulated upon the able 
manner in

which he talked associations without talking
 shop.

Charles Krone was then introduced to speak
 upon

the ever welcome subject, " Women." He
 spoke in

half serious, half humorous strain, moving
 his audi-

ence almost to tears and then to joy
ous laughter.

Round after round of applause greeted t
he speaker at

the close of his remarks.

Impromptu remarks here followed. Chas. Pf
eifer,

secretary Grocers' Association, delivered, 
in a most

able manner, the famous poem, "Moll
ie Pitcher,"

and after a few short speeches the asse
mbled guests

departed for their respective homes.

" Let us have wine and women, mirt
h and laughter,

Sermons aud soda water the day 
after."—Byron.

Those who attended the banquet were the f
ollow-

ing:
F. W. Baler
Jno. Schmid
W. F. Kemper
H. Mauch
F. 'W. Bierbatim
0. H. Kortkamp
G. Konert
Otto Steinar,
Ger. Eckhardt
(leo. Hess
Theo. Ebeling
Win. Brazeal
Al. Gerne
Vincent Gorley
J. Zeitler
Frank Besse
Geo. Stumpf
M. Hacker
Wm. Ilecker..
Albert Frech
Louis Gut freund,
Geo. Gambrill.
H. C. Hain
W. Barker
A. Eisenbeiss
F. B. Hull
Dick Pfeffer
F. L. Steiner
A..1. Mark
Jule Steideman
Ed. Lange
Mr. Vail Buren

Win, Weidlich
E. C. Weldlich
J. B. Hartman
J. A. Delmar
M. L. Weiss
I. Auer
Ed. Massa
Jul. Wendel
J. Felshner
.T. Frey
Chas. Aybell
Wm. Pettee
S. Veit
S. Loetmer
0. J. Wilinarth.
.T. C. Adams
Jun. Schmid, Jr
H. H. Kaesser
P. V. Kaesser
F. Windweh
W. Dueber
R. Heitz
P. Deckelman
NV. Wolfsberger
J. Ryser
Hon. Judge Tally
R. 11. Kerne
Cline. KNOW
!Ion. Chas. Thuner
Chas. Pfeiffer
W. C. Howland

W. F. K.
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One Hundred Per Cent. Profitoni an investment of $10.00 for one dozen sample pieces of our superiorTerra Cotta Statuary beautifully finished in genuine oriental/ and dark bronze colorings. Two eachof these six pieces comprise the assortment.

9on. I I In. 1■■■•It Ilicutai colors,

No. 907. 12 In. Rich Oriental Colors

No. 933. 103 In. Rich Oriental Colors. No. 934, 10,14 In. Bich Oriental Colors.

These 12 pieces of Beautiful Art Statuary will retail from $1.50 to $2.50 each.The spring housecleaning season brings a great demand for these goods.N. B.—Having just moved into a spacious four-story factory building, andhaving been fortunate enough to secure the services of several new workmen,we are in a position to serve our patrons with a much better quality of goods andat a lower price, and give orders prompt attention. Your kind patronage iscordially solicited. Our Spring Catalogue is now ready.

No. 918. 12 In. loch Oriental Colors.

The Florentine Statuary & Importing Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

No. 919. 17 In. Dark Bronze Colors.

We Make Gasoline Lamps
ESPECIAL! Y ADAPTED FOR THE

JEWELRY TRADE

Irio'l 
,

SIMPLE :

mAKEs 1)
i I T5 OWN MS,
NINE 1-111IJKS
FOR UNE CENT i

5/FE i rd-o

b b oko- I" if
(L-- -_- ---: ,DcJJ.,„,\Illiv , 4 ‘,

L4-1-.;-, \t,Itiff-________ ))--_,--. 11, --------.-1-
1C-177 i

/11■--.. '' _,J

one of which is equal to ten or a dozen kero-sene lamps or five electric bulbs. They canbe used anywhere and run for

Carrie Nation
Hatchet

CUT SHOWS THE EXACT SIZE

We will send you Two Dozen on a Nice Display Card for 75 cents
or One Dozen for 40 cents

It will pay to light up your store with theselamps, as the brilliant and sparkling effect onstock attracts attention and draws trade, andno other light will do it as well as the

Brilliant
Gas Lamps

Self-

Generating

MEYER JEWELRY CO. " RURRY-UP JEWELERSFOR HURRY-UP PEOPLE"

1016-1018 Main street, Kansas City, Mo.

Over 90,000 have been sold during the lastthree and a half years. They are safe, simple,and every lamp is guaranteed. This is whatone dealer says :

" Last November I bought one of your two-lightlamps, and I write you to let you know how well pleasedam with it. It has horned every night, and it. has notgiven no any trouble at all. It costa me am cents perweek to run It, where I paid 00 cents for coal oil. Thissaving will amount to a nice little 811111 In a run of ayear, saving nothing or Ow light. You can refer to meand 1 will give the Brilliant a good send off."

We have hundreds of other unsolicitedletters equally strong.
The agency of this lamp is valuable.Write for it without delay.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
2308 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED 1888

This School is endorsed by all manufac-turers and first.class watchmakers and jewelers,and teaches everything needed in a first-classjewelry store. Send for circular.

Ste. Genevieve, Mo., Nov. 17, 1900.
Ma. R. .TA EGERMA NN,
Manager of the St. Louis 1Vatelonaking

School.
Dear Sir find it toy duty to ex ores,1111' thanks for the most valuable histroc-tIOns I have received in your Institution.In my estimation the St. Louis {Vetch-making School is the only one for a patio.1111111 lo enter that w to Wart' the trini.

thoroughly.
I attended your School onlv for skmonths and have been ‘vork log at theH over ,illi. year, and I y11118111' Hutt I11ever ran ileroms any work that I could notdo. Booing smite other young men willtake advantage I.r this opportunity, Iremain, with best wishes,

Yourn truly,
IGNATIUS A. SCHIVIII.T.

Weise. yeelleeds of eliellar
on Ale 10 01111. @Mee. R. JAE° NNNNNN  

March, 1901

Cincinnati Letter

The movement in business in all lines is reported

as considerably above the average for this season,

which is one of comparative quiet, as a rule, and favor-

able reports have been received from nearly all the
distributing markets, with especial reference to those

in the Central West, South and Southwest. Southern

buyers are said to be particularly liberal in their orders,

and those who have visited the Cincinnati market for

goods have not only exceeded their average pur-

chases, but, as a rule, are also buying a higher grade

of goods than formerly. These conditions apply to

general lines, of course, but the jewelry and optical

trades are feeling the influence of these healthy condi-

tions as well as other lines of trade. Railway reports

show increased earnings for January, and a much

wider movement of freight as compared with the

same month of 1900, while the only troubli• in this

connection is the continued scarcity of cars, despite an

increase in purchases by the roads ; there is a serious

congestion of freight at a number of the large ship-

ping points.
" An evidence of the improving character of

business," said Edward Albert, of Albert Bros., " is

found in the large number of new names in the jewelry

trade. The condition of our trade is well regarded as

an indication of general conditions.. Jewelers are now

providers of both necessities and luxuries, and when

the demand for the two qualities is combined, as it is

at the present time, it is very apparent that the using

public has an abundance of money and a willingness

to spend
The Fall Festival Association directors, at a meet-

ing held in the Business Men's Club House the evening

of January m mth, decided to hold three parades, the

same number as last year. This time the opening

parade will be held at night. The festival will con-

clude with a big spectacular tableau and a reception to

the Queen on Monday, September m6th. Prizes aggre-

gating $1500 will be awarded to those having the three

best floats.
The center of population of the United States is

not many moons distant from Cincinnati. According

to the recent census it is latitude 39 degrees, 9 minutes,

36 seconds, and longitude 35 degrees, 48 minutes and

54 seconds, which is in Southern Indiana, about seven

miles southeast of the town of Columbus. During

the last ten years the population center has moved

westward about fourteen miles and southward about

three.miles.
The Cincinnati Industrial Bureau opened perma-

nent headquarters in room 504 Chamber of Com-

merce Building, January loth. W. F. Finch, a promi-

nent newspaper man, will be in charge as secretary.

They are already negotiating with four large manu-

facturing concerns with a view to locating them there.

The production of cotton has added so largely to

the wealth of the Southwest, as well as the South

proper, during the past two years, that an examination

of the figures of production are especially timely. One

of the most striking facts about the staple is its enlarged

cultivation in the territory west of the Mississippi.

Texas yielded last year about one-third of the entire

production. Oklahoma, with an acreage of moo in

1890, increased this total to 240,000 in 1900, and pro-

duced nearly ten times as much as Virginia, or 160,-

coo bales, while the Indian Territory, with an acreage

of 70,000 in 1890 and 344,000* in 1900, produced 200,-

000 bales in the latter year. On an estimated total

acreage of 25,000,000 in 1900, the territory west of the

Mississippi had 10,868,00O, yet the yield therefrom was

more than one-half of the total. One reason for this

change in the center of cotton production is in the

greater quantity of available land west of the Missis-

sippi. A large portion of the increased acreage last

year was on virgin soil, and even on land formerly

tilled the percentage of fertilizers was comparatively

small, especially in the two territories and in certain

sections of Texas. The yield per acre in this territory

last year was in excess of two hundred pounds,

%vhile not a single State east of the river shows an

equal percentage. It is a well recognized fact that

the merchant and the manufacturer follow the

planter and the farmer, who are practically the

pioneers and creators of business. It necessarily fol-

lows that as cotton production increases in the West

or Southwest, and providing it does not outrun the
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limits of consumption, business in mercantile lines

will have a corresponding degree of expansion and

that its effects will be felt throughout the entire country.

As an instance on the prosperity that has over-

taken the Southland, we note that a plant for the

manufacture of steel rails is to be established in

Alabama. It will find a fair market among the

Southern railway companies, but the bulk of its pro-

ducts will go abroad as ballast, with cotton as a

supercargo. The industrial development of the

Southern States has been especially marked in recent

years, but no more striking instance has been presented

than this, which is simply one more instance of

American bidding for the business of the world.
The recent action of the merchants of Gainesville,

Ga., in completing a subscription of $100,000 to secure

for their city the Vesta Cotton Mills, now located in

Charleston, S. C., is considered as. exposing one of the

most complicated phases of the nekro problem. These

mills have been operated entirely by negro labor and

are forced to move to Georgia, because negro

labor proved inefficient and sufficient white help

could not be obtained in Charleston. Prominent capi-

talists believe this has an important bearing on the

problem, as demonstrating one immense Southern in-

dustry which threatens to be closed to negroes.

There are yet " ‘vorlds to conquer " for the cotton

manufacturers of the United States. True, their

exports of cotton cloth have increased from 136,000,000

yards in 1890 to 258,000,000 yards in 1900, and would

doubtless have been much greater in the last year but

for the extremely high price of cotton. Yet when the

exports of cotton goods by the United Kingdom for

the year Iwo and preceding years are examined, it

becomes quite apparent that there is still a large

opporunity awaiting a people who can plant the factory

beside the cotton field and operate it with cheaper

coal, better machinery and more skillful and effective

labor than that of the nation which transports its cotton

many thousand miles, brings its coal from thousands

of feet below the surface, and yet distributes more

than five billion yards of cotton goods to the world

every year.
The labor question is one of growing importance

among the southern cotton mills. A meeting was

held at Greensboro, N. C., January 16th, of represen-

tatives of moo cotton mills to consider the labor

question. An agreement was adopted, effective March

1st, making a week's work sixty hours. No children

under twelve years are to be employed during the

school term, except children of widows and disabled
persons. The millmen promise co-operation with

every measure looking to the education of children

and petition the legislature to take no action relative

to child labor, as the mills can accomplish the desired

result.
The executive committees of the Merchants' and

Manufacturers' Associations and Merchants' Excursion

Association met jointly January 24th, to discuss the

situation and propose plans for excursions during the

coming trade season. Various reports were heard,

but no definite action was taken, and the whole matter

was referred to the Merchants' Association.

One of the three Cincinnati business men decorated

with the badge of Chevalier of the Legion of Honor

by the French Government for their efforts in connec-

tion with the Paris Exposition is W. 'W. Taylor, man-

ager of the Rookwood Pottery Co.
Oskamp, Nolting & Co. have renewed their lease

on the store at the southwest corner of Fifth and

Vine Streets for four years. The store has been

occupied by the firm for ten years, ever since the

building was put up, and the lease is renewed for

four years from March mst. This firm is just send-

ing out to the trade their new optical catalogue.

It is fully illustrated, well printed .and shows what

a complete line they. carry in this department of

their business. It represents a full line of optical

goods and supplies for opticians, and will be sent

to regular dealers upon request.
William Pflueger, the well-known traveler for J.

Noterman & Co., was among the guests at the mar-

riage of his friend young Jack Bateman, son of Adolph

Bitterman, of Bitterman Bros., the widely-known jewel-

em of Evansville, Ind. The wedding occurred Feb-

ruary i4th, and Mr. Bitterman's bride was Miss Hattie

SItoletn. The wedding was a brilliant and fashionable

event—a happy home affair. THE KEYSTONE tenders
its hearty congratulations to the young people.
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The Duhme Jewelry Co. had their formal opening

last month. The store was beautifully decorated for

the occasion, and large crowds called to admire

the beauty of the goods and decorations. A pretty
souvenir commemorative of the occasion was given

away to the visitors.
Frank Herschede has left here for a seven-weeks'

trip to California. He will visit all the large cities
en route and spend some time with relatives at Los
Angeles. He is accompanied by Mrs. Herschede.

Death of Louis Gutmann

A well-known
and highly es-
teemed member of
the wholesale trade
has passed away in
the person of Louis
Gutmann, of the
firm of L. Gutmann
& Sons,Cincinnati,
Ohio. Mr. Gut-
mann's death was
due to heart trou-
ble, and his sud-
den taking off was
a severe shock to
his family and
many friends.

The deceased

was born in Germany, but came to the United States

when only fifteen years old. He arrived in Cincinnati

in 1865 and established himself in the jobbing busi-

ness, and later took into partnership A. G. Schwab,

his brother-in-law. Subsequently, Mr. Schwab with-

drew from the firm and, with his brother, went into

business, Mr. Gutmann continuing under the mime of

L. Gutmann until about two years ago, when he ad-

mitted his two elder sons, David J. and Elias, and the
firm became L. Gütmann 8c Sons.

Mr. Gutmann was an accomplished and conscien-

tious business man, and was held in high esteem by

his brethren in the trade. He occupied the same

quarters for the past quarter of a century, and his

business steadily increased until it reached a foremost

place among the commercial houses of Cincinnati and

a national prominence in the trade. He expected to

retire from business in the near future and hoped to

pass the end of his days free from business cares, but

fate decreed otherwise.
Mr. Gutmann was a member of the Cincinnati

Wholesale Jewelers' Association and always took an

active interest in the work of the association. The

esteem in which he was held was well evidenced in

the meeting of the association specially called to take

action on his death. President E. Croninger occupied
the chair and representatives from all the wholesale

and manufacturing houses were present. The follow-

ing resolutions were adopted:

WHEREAS, It has pleased Almighty God to re-
move from our midst our fellow-Member, Louis
Gutmann ; and,

WHEREAS, Mr. Gutmann was for many years
prominent in the wholesale jewelry trade of Cincin-
nati ; and,

WHEREAS, He was honest in all his transactions,
and energetic and aggressive in his business ; and,

WHEREAS, His exemplary character has left an
enviable reputation behind him ; therefore,

Be it Resolved, That the sincere sympathy of the
Wholesale Jewelers' Association of Cincinnati be
extended to the members of his bereaved family.

His long life was crowned with success.
He was faithful to every trust reposed in him.
Bir/her Resolved, That these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of this association and a
copy thereof be properly engrossed and sent to the
family of our deceased member.

H. C. WAtToN, Chairman,
JOHN HOLLAND,
JACOB FROHMAN,

Committee.

Louis Gutmann

It was further resolved that the association attend

the funeral services in a body and the following were

selected as honorary pallbearers to represent the

association : A. Herman, J. Frohman, S. M. Peck,

Herman Duhme, H. C. ‘Valton and William Pflueger.

Tim KEYSTONE joins the trade at large in extending

sympathy to his family.
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New Goods an Inventions

[The illustration and ilescription of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a permanent
feature of Tim KEYSTONK, our twofold object. being to keep the nierehout Jeweler thoroughly posted
all the very latest and most salable goods, and the/ow/tea/jeweler equally well posted on the newest
Inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the bench. For the benefit of the optician,
Sc also illustrate and describe new optical goods and instruments in this department.'

A New Watch Movement

Another new movement has been added to
the comprehensive line made by the Elgin
National Watch Co. It is a new model 16 size
three-quarter plate, stem-wind movement, to
take the place of Nos. 153 and 159. It is made
in hunting and open-face, is pendant setting,
nameless, and is engraved " Elgin National
Watch Co." It is a nickel movement and is
described as follows : 17 jewels (gilded set-
tings), adjusted to temperature, quick train
with gold center wheel, straight-line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, compensating balance,

Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator, display winding work, patent recoiling
click, patent self-locking setting device, sunk-second glass-enamel dial, dust ring,
damaskeened plates.

A New
Our illustration shows a

new metal riding bow spec-
tacle case, made by the Hub
Optical Co., East Boston,
Mass. This case is made of
the finest steel and in such a
way as to keep the glasses in
place when opening the case.
It has an adjustable fastener,
which also prevents tha case
from crushing. The bridge
is stayed with muslin to make
it strong and durable. The
case will take an extra long
shank and is an ideal case
for rimless spectacles.

Spectacle Case

A New Lamp

Among the new lamps that merit the attention of the
trade is the " Imperial," which is made by the Imperia
Gas Lamp Co., of Chicago. For this lamp, which is
shown in our illustration, much merit is claimed. It is
said to burn without smoke or odor, and that the flame is
steady and does not flicker. It is extinguishable instan-
taneously and does not smoke the mantle. It burns
common store gasoline at a cost of about one cent per
day, is simple in construction and easy to operate. The
" Imperial " lamps are well constructed and prettily
finished.

A New Rivet Remover

Our illustration shows a new tool for
retnoving rivets from brooches, etc., when
replacing broken pin tongues. To re-
move a tight rivet is always an awk-
ward job. With this tool it is claimed
that its removal is easily accomplished
without any danger of even marring or
damaging the brooch. The tool is manu-

factured by A. F. Abel, Clayton, N. Y., and carefully constructed.
The punch and die are steel, hardened and tempered, which gives
durability as well as efficacy to the tool.

A New Flatware Pattern

We show in the accompanying illustration one of the pieces of a tastefully-
designed line of silver-plated flatware placed on the market by E. H. H. Smith,
New York. The pattern is named the " Verdi," after the celebrated composer

Self-Winding and Synchronizing Clocks
In this age of electricity

it is but natural to suppose
that the subtle force should
revolutionize clockdom as
well as other branches of
industry. This revolution is
well exemplified in the self-
winding clock, made by
the National Self-Winding
Clock Co., of Bristol, Conn.
This clock, w hich is a simple,
practical lever mantel clock,
is wound automatically by
an electric current from cells
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of a dry battery contained
within the case. As the elec-
tric mechanism never for-
gets the winding time, the
clock winds itself continu-
ally without attention. The
batteries will run the clock
from twelve to eighteen months and then can be replaced by new batteries in
three to four minutes' time. The clock is run by a spring electrically wound
once in seven to eight minutes, thus securing the most uniform tension possible
on the running train. It will run equally well in any position. Our illustration
shows how the batteries are omnected in the clock.

New Pattern of Silver Flatware
Our illustrations show two of a number of

new patterns of silver-plated flatware just placed
on the market by The Simeon I.. & George
H. Rogers Co., Hartford, Conn. These new styles
are strikingly original, and besides the Rogers
reputation for quality and finish, they have a marked
prettiness of shape and refinement of ornamenta-
tion. Considering the multiplicity of designs al-
ready familiar to the trade, the field for originality
would seem to be 'limited, but the Rogers talent
for initiation still flourishes, and this handsome line
of new patterns is the result. They will give
variety to the jeweler's flatware stock, and enhance
its attractiveness. Exceptional wear-resistance and
durability are claimed for these goods. The trade
are now nearing what promises to be a good season
for silver flatware sales, and new and attractive
patterns are expected by the public in spring stocks:
An abundance of such new patwrns are available.

A New Belt Buckle

The buckle here illustrated
is a sample of a new line placed
on the market for spring trade
by Codding & heilborn Co.,
North Attleboro, Mass. These
buckles come in a variety of
finishes and are ornamented with
the popular turquoise matrix and
snakes. There are some nice
plain buckles in the line for those
who do not like the matrix
effects.

Hand-Carved Jewelry

The ring shown in the accompanying illustra-
tion is a sample of the comprehensive and artis-
tically-designed line of hand-carved jewelry made
by C. P. Goldsmith & Co., 33 Gold Street, New
York. These hand-carved rings with diamond
settings are universally admired by reason of

the originality and artistic beauty of the
designs in which attractive ideas are
gracefully worked out. The female form
divine, mermaids, snakes, buffalo heads
and all manner of p(pular ideas are util-
ized to excellent purpose. Besides the
diamond settings, there are pearl, opal,
turquoise, doublet and garnet combina-
tions in great variety. These goods are

of a kind that %ill attract special attention and give
variety, novelty and richness to any ring stock.
The designs are prettily executed and have the grace
and ease of outline that characterize hand work.

who recently passed over to the majority, and seems to have all the requirements
that create popularity. The design is quiet and refined, there being no boldness
or excess of ornamentation, and the line in its entirety is such as merits the

special attention of the purchasers of spring stock.
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* 00D BOOKKEEPING A
BUSINESS NECESSITY

Correct and intelligent bookkeeping is one of the fundamental

principles necessary to every business success. The rudderless boat of

the mariner without a compass could not be more hopelessly adrift than

the merchant who undertakes to conduct a business from which proper

and modern bookkeeping methods have been eliminated. His books

form the most essential parts of his steering apparatus, through the

agency of which he is enabled to conduct his enterprise to success.

They, also, are the charts by which he learns the location of and knows

how to avoid the many rocks, sandbars and derelicts with which the

ocean of commerce is studded. These assertions become apparent

truths when the functions of the books of a concern are thoroughly

understood. Their object is to keep a strict account of the goods a

trader buys and sells and the money he receives and pays out ; also to

show, at short and periodic intervals, the exact state of his affairs—

what are his assets and what are his liabilities. The stability and repu-

tation of all businesses and business men may be said to primarily

depend on the proper accomplishment of these objects, and it may be

truthfully added that, viewed as credentials, a merchant's books are

invested with a certain sacredness of character, the value of which is

incalculable.

BOOKKEEPING

NEEDFUL IN

SMALL STORES

der v4 e$t

The necessity of careful and accurate accounting

does not confine itself to large and pretentious

establishments. Its application is equally as urg-

ent and indispensable in all business enterprises,

great or small. In fact, it is when a business is in its infancy that it

requires the most delicate and careful handling. In its infancy the

foundations of good management must be laid, and they must be 
suffi-

ciently sound and strong to uphold and withstand the increased 
pres-

sure and added weight which the expected gradual expansio
n from a

mite to a monster will involve. A majority of the largest a
nd most

successful business houses of to-day may trace their present 
wealth,

influence, and magnitude to the fact that sound principles and 
systems

were adopted at the outset and religiously adhered to thr
oughout their

careers. Correct bookkeeping has invariably formed a prominent fea-

ture or item of such principles. Through its operation they have been

able, always, to intelligently decide the true directions in 
which to ex-

pand or retrench, as the case may be ; the paths to follow and
 those to

abandon. These are the true stepping stones to business prosperity.

Contrast with this the permanent uncertainity, the groping 
about in

the dark and the ever increasing difficulties the merchan
t must invari-

ably experience, who essays to make mental instead of
 book records

of his transactions. Picture the unenviable and hopeless position of

the business man who, through the lack of proper accoun
ting methods,

is constantly and totally ignorant of his own true 
financial ability or

disability. The misfortune is that so many become business 
men rather

by accident than by impulse, and lack the methodic
 instinct and

capacity for detail that characterize the born business man. 
These are

naturally negligent in the matter of keeping books, and 
rarely fail to

become victims of their negligence. He is hopeless, however, who

cannot make effort overcome inclination.

RESULTS

OF POOR

BOOKKEEPING

The good citizens of Boston were only very re-

cently astonished to read the announcement of the

failure of one of the city's leading merchants. His

was a business which, externally, bore the stamp

of prosperity. The aisles of his store were continually thronged wi
th

customers, and his sales were undoubtedly large. Where
 was the flaw,

the pin prick, in this mercantile balloon ? The report of 
the committee,

appointed by the creditors to investigate the affairs of 
the bankrupt,

simplifies matters—in fact, tells the whole secret of the 
failure. A vital

department—the most vital, perhaps—absolutely negle
cted, or con-

ducted in a manner which invites and insures ruin. 
This report, in

brief, states that the books had been kept by a 
defective single entry
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system ; that no attempt had been made to bring the tr
ansaction into

such shape as to convey any idea of the extent of the 
business, the

relation of expenses to amount of sales, or even the gross 
profit on

merchandise ; and that there was no such account on the books a
s a

profit and loss account, and the books, therefore, afforded no 
definite

indication of the results of the business.

CARELESS

METHODS IN

KEEPING BOOKS

Between faulty bookkeeping and no bookkeep-

ing at all, it is a question as to which is the

greater evil, but it may be asserted, without ex-

aggeration, that in either case, the failures which

result, will, at all times numerically overwhelm and dwarf in
to insig-

nificance the few straggling successes which are, from time to 
time,

recorded in spite of the existence of such unhealthy conditions.

The necessity of bookkeeping is practically universally recogni
zed,

but the reasons why it is a necessity are frequently overlooked, 
and,

in many cases not thoroughly understood. Books are often kept just

because it is customary to keep books. That they are prominent fac-

tors in the success or failure of a business enterprise is lost 
sight of,

and, as a consequence of this misconception of their purpose and

value, they are not consulted for that all-important informati
on which

they are designed to collect and simplify. This was undoubtedly the

case with the Boston merchant before referred to. He knew 
that book-

keeping was necessary but did not know why, and, moreover,
 did not

take the trouble to find out. And as a result, the records which he

did accumulate were assembled in such a manner as to be 
absolutely

worthless, since they completely failed, in almost every 
particular, to

fulfill the mission which books are intended to perform. The mere

knowledge that he was conducting a large business was 
seemingly

sufficient to satisfy this unfortunate tradesman. He undo
ubtedly never

considered the possibility of his expenses swallowing up his pr
ofits and

gradually absorbing his capital. But this is what was actually hap-

and the day eventually catne when he could not meet his 
obli-

gations, and it was a rude awakening.

A PREVENTIVE

OF COMMERCIAL

FAILURE

004

Correctly kept books, regularly consulted, would

have detected and located this leak in time to

forestall the disaster which resulted. Books are

neither fads nor hobbies nor playthings. They

are stern necessities, designed to cover an extensive 
area of vital infor-

mation, without which no business can be expected to 
thrive and

trosper.
As these facts become more widely and thoroughly 

recognized,

and as the necessary remedies are applied in instances 
where defective

and inadequate systems are in operation, so will the 
record of com-

mercial failures proportionately decrease. Failures, of course, will

occur, notwithstanding the most advanced and per
fect system of ac-

counting. Good bookkeeping alone will not guarantee success, but
 it

helps, whilst poor bookkeeping will frequently cause 
failure without

help. 
—Brains.

ac4 aci6 so4

Bookkeeping is not the bugbear that many jewelers imagine. 
Its

principles are simple and easily comprehended by any 
one when it is

divorced of the frills which the professional is inclined to
 hang upon a

system. A simple form of keeping books is easily within the 
compre-

hension of the average jeweler, and only a very li
ttle time and study

\vill be necessary to grasp it. Once learned always learned, and it will

repay you a thousandfold. Of course there is no royal road to book-

keeping, and a little time and study may be necessary 
to grasp it. In

the issue of THE KEYSTONE of June, 1900, we 
published a simple

system of bookkeeping specially suited to the jewe
lry business. We

would refer our readers to this system, and recomme
nd its adoption by

such jewelers as do not now keep systematic records
 of their purchases,

sales and condition. The advantages of the system are its simplicity,

clearness and accuracy. It will enable the jeweler to ascertain within

an hour, or a day at most, his actual net worth ; revea
l to him, within the

same time, whether he is making or losing money, a
nd just how much ;

and enables him to buy goods, project improvemen
ts or cut down ex-

penses on the positive data afforded by actual f
igures of profit and loss.
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POPULAR BUCKLES

>
20111 On BEMS

NEW STYLES FOR

Easter, Spring anD Summer 20TH CENTURY BUCKLES

Remember this is one of our specialties. Better write for advance styles at once.Popular prices ; best design and workmanship. EASTER SPOONS, BOOK-MARKS, Etc.FISH SCALE BAGS and PURSES more popular than ever. Just the thing to set offiww Easter gown.
EASTER HAIR CLASPS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, BOOK-MARKS, SASH BROOCHES,TURQUOISE BROOCHES, everything up to date, and 19ot styles.
A postal brings samples.

Codding ä Heilborn Co.
Manufacturers

North Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE—Chas. Van Ness, II Maiden Lane
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—Geo. Greens-wig Es? Co., 206 Kearny SI.

20TH CENTURY BUCKLES
POPULAR BUCKLES

This proposition is open to every retail jeweler
in the United States

A PROPOSITION
TO START THE RETAILER

J. A. WRIGHT C.4 CO., Keene, N. H., will agree to spend " One I "for postage alone to send "advertising." matter with Jeweler's nameprinted thereon, to every Jeweler who will send 50 names of his cus-tomers who are good housekeepers, NV1111 an order for two or moredozen half-pint bottles of "SILVER CREAM."
SILVER CREAM half-pint size costs the Retailer $1.50 per dozen.

Simply send an order to your jobber for two dozen or more of SILVER CREAM with the namesof fifty good housekeepers. He will send you the polish direct, and We will send a typewritten letter to allof the names on the list, explaining the merits of SILVER CREAM, and telling the housekeeper toorder a bottle direct from you. The letters we send will easily sell the two dozen bottles which you order,and you will make one hundred per cent. profit on the deal. This looks to us like a pretty good investment.By ordering from your jobber, you can have the polish come along with other goods and save ontransportation charges.

J. A. WRIGHT 0 CO.
KEENE, N. H.NEW YORK, 3 Maiden Lane
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Dynaanos
(CONTINUED)
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An Improved Brush-Holder Described

0 understand the construction of
our new brush-holder, we desire
the reader to refer to Fig. 63,
because it is to the inner end of
the box V we attach the brush-

holder. We show at Fig. 8o the same boxing
as we illustrated at Fig. 63,
except we have extended the Fik.(90
gun-metal casting as indicated
at the dotted outline z. While -a
the boxing V is in the lathe to >b-:
have the lower face turned to
the line s, as described in for-
mer article, the extension z, which protrudes
from V is turned in a V-shaped groove,
shown at t, to admit the brush-holder, which is
also made of gun-metal, and if seen in the direc-
tion of the arrow y would appear as shown at

Fig. 8i. The parts A A
are A-shaped on their
inner edge to fit into the
groove t in the part
Fig. 80. The parts
A A' are about 3%" in
radial extent and are
united at v with a joint
turning on the pin a.
Opposite to the said

x, A A' are united by the screw w. At B is
fitted a wood handle for turning the device
back and forth for adjusting
the brushes. At A" A" are
two projecting arms which
carry the brush-holders.

We show at Fig. 82 a
view of Fig. 81 seen in the
direction of the arrow r. In
the projecting arms A" A"
are inserted two arbors, shown
at A A", Fig. 82, to which the
collecting brushes are attached.

The arbors E E' are held in

Brushes 

the pieces A" A"' by nuts,

shown at d d'. Between the

.arms A" A" of the brush-

holder and the arbors E E' which hold the

brushes, go hard-rubber insulation pieces, shown

at the black spaces b. Outside of the hard-

rubber insulation b goes the gripping nuts a' d',
that is, there is one such nut to each arbor or

brush-holder E. The nuts d d' are six-sided

and are set up securely to hold the brush arbors

E E' secure. The brush arbors are reduced to

about i"so" in diameter where the nuts d d' are

placed. Outside of the nuts d d' are placed the

thumb nuts h II', which clamp the connecting

wires c c, as shown at Fig. 82.

The brushes are a very important part of a

dynamo and should be well made and carefully

adjusted to prevent sparking. We have a great

number of patent brushes on the market, but

one can make excellent brushes out of scrap

wire, say, No. 18 or 20. To make such brushes

the wire should be stripped of any covering and

stretched to make it perfectly straight and also

harden it. After such straightening, it should

be cut into perfectly equal lengths of about 4"

long and made into flat faggots about thick

and " wide and united at one end with soft

V
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solder, leaving the opposite ends free. We
show such a brush at Fig. 83. The wires from

k up to the linep are sup-
posed to be joined with
soft solder. This brush is
placed in a shoe made of
sheet brass, which allows
about 2 of the wire to

protrude. We show a side view of Fig. 83, or
as if seen in the direction of the arrow f, at
Fig. 84. The idea is, the wires forming the
brush being united from k up to the line p
with soft solder, leaves the
free ends of the brush elas- Wit
tic, so they can cling to the  
commutator. The free ends
of the wires are cut to con-
form to the curvature of the commutator. For
the 20-light dynamo the commutator should
be 2 long, leaving about 2" free surface for

the brushes to act upon. This commutator can

be made precisely as we described for the 8-
part commutator shown at Fig. 72, except it is
larger and divided into 16 bars.

Commutators are really about the most
exacting parts of practical dynamo construction,
especially for amateurs. The large manufac-
turers have facilities for drop-forging copper
castings for commutator bars, but the man who
builds only a single dynamo is driven to his
wits end to produce desirable bars for his com-
mutator. A substitute for drop-forging facili-

ties can be chvply gotton up by making a steel
die with a recess in it
of exactly the desired

XI  
shape for a commutator

2,  I bar. We show an end
view of such a steel die 
at A, Fig. 85. It is

  simply a piece of steel
about 3" long,- i" wide

by 'W thick. The sizes are also all given in
the cut. This die, as will be seen, is of a dove-
tail shape, fitting into a block of cast iron weigh-
ing about 15 or 18 pounds. Fig. 86 is a view
of Fig. 85 seen from above.

In the upper face of the die A

Forging commu- is cut a groove, the transverse
tator Bars section of which is exactly the

shape of a commutator bar.
The die A can be cast in steel almost perfect in
shape by making a

wood pattern and send-
ing it to Stanley Flagg

& Co., 424 North
Nineteenth Street, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. After
casting the channel C

can be smoothed out

with a file to make perfect in form. In fitting

the disk A to the cast iron bed B a recess is

cast in said bed B about y.„" deep. After the

iron casting is made the angle at w is cleared

out with a cold chisel and file, so that the die A

will fit.
Copper castings are made for the commu-

tator bars, only they are cast a trifle too large,

so they can be swaged in the groove C in the

die A. The best device for such swaging is a

cheap temporary drop press, the construction

of which is too well understood by the trade to

need detail description. After the commutator

bars are swaged they are mounted on a hard

rubber, or, what is better, vulcanite fibre hub,
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and secured with two screws. These screws
should be accurately turned of steel, so as .to
hold the commutator bar rigid and true and riot
move it to one side as the
screw is turned home. We
show an end view of such a
commutator bar and vul-
canite core at Fig. 87. The
commutator C, as it rests on
the vulcanite hub D, should
be yt" thick and .32" wide. We are speaking
now of a 16-bar commutator 2%" outside di-
ameter. The vulcanite hub will be 2" outside
diameter and have 16 flattened faces on which
the commutator bars rest. The screws s
should be 474" in diameter and countersunk, as

shown at n n. This plan
will allow the beads of the
screws s 1 to rest in such
countersinks while being
turned off. This will be

understood on inspecting Fig. 88. While the
operation of turning off is being conducted the
heads of the screws s 1 are below the surface of
C and allow free turning.
After the surface is turned
smooth the screw s is taken
out and a loop of sheet
copper placed under the
screw head. At Fig. 89 we show a plan view

of the commutator bar C, Fig. 87, seen in the

direction of the arrow o. In this cut we show

a slot at J)', which permits the tail
J'e9-90 of the loop ft to pass out and be

g connected to the termination of

the coil of wire wrapped on the

armature core. We show such a loop sepa-

rate at ft, Fig. 90.
With this issue we close our series of

articles on " Dynamos," and trust they have

been of benefit to the trade.

[THE END]
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" Thor is no room for improvement in The
Keystone. 1/ is wiMout doubt llw best and only true
guide to the watchmaker."—Wm. Hartzell, jeweler,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Successful Man

He believes that strict integrity is the foundation
of all legitimate business success.

He places no limit to his ambition, since the field
is free to all, and work the price of progress.

He pushes for more business in busy seasons, and
if customers are scarce, still pursues.

He depends on his own exertions and abilities,
tticl they reward his confidence.

He practices strict business economy, and does
not condescend to penuriousness.

He is not utterly defeated by defeat, nor careless
from success.

He is honest, not only from policy, but from prin-
ciple ; he considers success, lacking self-approbation,
as failure in disguise.

He pays promptly, and collects as he pays ; rather
than pay as he collects.

He is courteous ill manner, and appreciates the
commercial value of cordiality.

He thinks first, and deeply ; and speaks last, and
concisely.

He possesses executive ability to a degree which
renders him appreciative of the valuable points in
em ployees.

He is careful in details, knowing that they are the
mortar which binds his operations.

He realizes that the prime object of business is to
make money, and he therefore refrains from extreme
competition in prices. —Er.

000
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I THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
WATERBURY, CONN.

No doubt you are now through inventory and
ready to stock up. Don't make the mistake of
doing this without seeing our new goods.

We call especial attention this month to our
QUEEN MAB, 0 SIZE WATCH. This is
one of our latest productions. But so successful
have we been in its manufacture that it is already
one of our most popular lines.. Every advantage
derived from our long experience in watchmaking
has been used in getting out this watch. It is highly
finished throughout and has all the characteristic
features that make our watches standard the world
round. They sell on their merits.

We have large importations of enamels on the
way. In fact, the largest we have ever had. We
shall have important announcements to make
soon on this subject.

OFFICES
37 & 39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY
149 STATE STREET, CHICAGO
CLAUS SPRECKELS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
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CASH or CREDIT
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
The following story of actual experience which was
published in our esteemed contemporary, The Boot
and Shoe Recorder, is just as applicable to the busi-
ness of the jeweler as to the business of the shoeman,
and contains much that will interest our readers.

Cash or
Credit

Cash or credit-1 say cash. The cold, hard stuff is what we
all want. Credit is all right if your customers are all right,
but how often and how many are that way? I would rather
have a man promise to pay me in a month than to-morrow,

for with some people to-morrow never comes. If his pay day is to-morrow he can
certainly wait until to-morrow comes. If the United States mails, the railroads, the
telephones and telegraph are all run on a cash basis, why not a shoe store ?

You cannot go to a post office and get a one-cent stamp without you have the
cent. Or you cannot go to the ticket office and buy a ticket, and tell the agent that
you will pay him tomorrow or next week. It doesn't go.

When you sell a customer a pair of shoes, and he promises to pay you for them
in a specified time and then fails to fulfill his promise, you are angry, and when you
speak to your customer of it he is made angry. The consequence is he deals at an-
other store, and you are out a pair of shoes and a customer, where if you refuse to
trust him, there is only one angry and very likely he will soon,get over it.

Credit is good for dishonest people while cash is good for everybody. When a
customer owes you a bill he is sure not to come into your store until he has the money
to pay you. But if he needs another pair of shoes he goes and pays cash elsewhere
because he has not the price to pay you and get another pair, too. If you have a cus-
tomer who has run a big bill on you and you begin to get afraid of him, and refuse to
give him more goods until he pays up, he invariably becomes angry and deals at other
places, and will refuse to pay his bill just to get even with you. He also tells other
customers of yours how you mistreated him. And there is no man but what has
some influence.

Credit Spoils
Customers

If you accommodate a man once by trusting him he
always expects it afterward. One can do a larger business
by doing a credit business than he can by selling for cash.
For this reason, you can find more people who are willing

to buy than you can find people who are willing to pay for what they do buy. It is
very hard to pay for a pair of shoes after they are worn out.

Credit also gives a person a better chance to complain. If one buys a pair of
shoes on time, and they do not give what he calls satisfaction he will say, "Oh, well,
I got cheated and I'll not pay for them." Then he never comes back.

Credit is all right but it won't do. In our town we have a class of people who
make it a business to " do " the merchant who trusts. They deal at one store until
they get all they can on credit and then move to another store.

Beware of the man who comes into your store and runs down another man's
goods. lie will always beat you. You can also keep your eye on the man who says
he always buys seven and ten dollar shoes, and wants to buy a dollar and a quarter
pair from you.

The Economy of the
Cash System

The cash system does away with bookkeepers
and one can always tell how and where he
stands. He does not have to count his chickens
(as the saying is) before the hatchet falls. Your

best customers are always cash, and easiest to wait on. Credit customers are a sort of

nuisance. They take all the liberties and make all the excuses you could count in
your spare time. They will say : " I guess I will not try the shoes on, but if they
don't suit I'll send them back," and probably take two or three pairs out and keep
them out for a week, while maybe the next customer you have would buy one of the
very pairs that are out, and would pay you cash for them.

A story is told of a harnessmaker who, when asked the price of a set of harness
replied, " Twenty dollars in cash or fifteen dollars if I charge it." The customer was
surprised and asked how that was. " Well," said the harnessmaker, "if I charge it

and you don't pay me it will not seem such a big loss." This is about the way with
the man who trusts. At the end of the year, when he looks over his books, he always
finds some bills he knows will never be paid. So he just puts them on the dead.beat
list, or scratches their names from his book. Some customers get angry when they

receive a statement, and a long-standing bill gives lots of chances for disputes and

causes lots of trouble.
Some merchants do a cash business to some customers and credit business to

others. But th:s is not always fair, for you may refuse an honest and worthy customer,

while you are liable to trust one who is not. You cannot always judge a man by his

looks. He may look all 0 K, be dressed nicely and tell you he is as honest as steel,
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and yet may be a rogue. On the other hand, he may be poor and poor looking, and
look like he would knock you down and take your money before he got out of your
store, and still be good pay.

The credit system might pay in some old towns, where everybody knows every-
body, and where people are not moving every month to save rent. But it would not
do in a city or a new town.

That old saying, " A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush," I think can be
properly applied to the cash system. I would rather have a dollar in my hand than
two on my book.

The Credit Giver
Becomes Bankrupt

If you question a bankrupt how he became so,
the answer in most cases is : " I did a credit
business," or, " I could not collect my bills,"
or, " I trusted and got behind, so I could not

get caught up again." When a man owes a bill he does not want to meet you on the
street. Ile may be seen darting across the street or into some store until you get
past. A dead-beat like this is also very dangerous. Sometimes he will cut and shoot;
that is, he will cut across the street and shoot up or down an alley. Quite often a
person means to pay and sickness comes on him or his family and he cannot. These
we will have to call unfortunates, but still they are losses. Would they not think more
of the merchant if he sold to them for cash and then when they are in trouble give
them a pair of shoes? We always get some unsalable goods that have gone out of
style that poor people would be glad to get.

I would rather have the amount of some merchants' losses than their profits.
Many merchants in the last three or four years have lost more money than they have
made. A man ought to be able to pay cash for all that he buys. Some men would
rather spend all the money they make for beer, and let their poor wives wash for their
living. Sonic people, as soon as they get their two weeks' pay first share up with the
saloon keeper, and next with their landlord and grocer. They do not look forward to
a sore foot or a rainy day. If they get sick or hurt they expect the merchants to carry
them. Most people who let their bills run are not worth enough to bring suit against.
If you sue them they take advantage of the three hundred dollar act and you are out,
and when the costs are paid you are out again. There is nothing left, not even your
customer.

We have a merchant in our town who does a strictly cash business and I don't
know of his having a single enemy. Ile sells cheaper than most stores and he dis-
counts his bills and seems to have as many customers as any store in town. Ile is
always called Mister. Everybody seems to trust and respect him.

We once had a customer who owed a bill for about six or eight months. In the
meantime he was buying shoes at another store and was paying cash for them. We
asked him why he did not conic to our store and deal when we had accommodated
him by trusting him. His reply was, "This is a free country ; I'll pay you what I
owe you and then I can buy where I please." That was another customer lost. You
can see the thanks we got for waiting six or eight months for our money. On the other
hand we have trusted customers who were very thankful for the accommodation and by
trusting them have made theni our best customers where if we had refused them they
probably would not have come back again.

Credit Customers
Not Reliable

If you trust a customer as though you were a little
afraid of him he is liable to be afraid to come
around and see you on pay day. If you are going
to trust him don't ask him when his pay day is, or

if other stores trust him. Just give it to him and make him believe that you think he
is just as good as old wheat, and he will be likely to pay you. We have customers
who pay us in full every pay day, while they have stuck nearly all the other stores in
town. It pays to be obliging, accommodating and kind. But it does not pay to keep
up a lot of lazy, drunken dead-beats.

The customer who always wants to leave a little balance does not amount to very
much. You had better lose the customer than the little balance, for as a general rule
he wants to do you out of a quarter or a half dollar on his purchase. This is not much
short of theft. Ile might as well watch his chance and swipe that amount of money
from your drawer. If a man deals with you just in order to beat you out of your goods,
is he not as bad as the man who sticks a pair of shoes under his coat ? He is a day-
light robber, but people generally put things like that mildly. They just say he is a
dead-beat. I would think more of a man who breaks into my store and steals my
goods than a man who buys them with the expectation of beating me out of them.
One is a daylight robber and the other a night robber. There is a penalty for the one
kind that steals but the other goes free.

I would like to see a law that would make a man pay his debts. In some countries
a man is imprisoned who refuses to pay his honest debts. If a man can pay and won't,
he is worse than a thief. If a man is willing to pay and cannot, I say give him his
own time, or if you are able, forgive him of his debt. We have a customer who would
not pay his debt when he was able to work ; now he is not able to work, and his family
are in want. In this case one can scarcely tell what to do when his children come
into the store and ask for a pair of shoes and want them charged. You know that you
will never be paid, and you have a kind heart and hate to see the poor little children
with wet feet. Now would it not have been better to have made that customer pay
up when he was able to work, and then when his family are in want give him a pair of
shoes? You do an act of charity, you are ahead and your customer is not counted a
dead-beat.

Cash will bring a man good trade, that is, the elite of the town. There is more
money made in good goods than cheap stuff. The credit customers are generally third
class and want third-class priced goods, but first-class in quality. It is true that almost
all the business done in the United States is done on a credit system, but let us try
cash for a while and see if we can prevent so many failures, and I think we will all
feel better and will soon live in brown stone fronts and wear silk hats.
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Some Fads About Our Watch School
which we will gladly prove to any one interested:

Founded at La Porte, Indiana, in 1886, by J. R. Parsons,
as " Parsons' Horological Institute," the Pioneer Watch
School.

Removed to Peoria, Illinois, in 1892.
Became Horological Department of Bradley Polytechnic
Institute in 1897.

Nearly 1500 students have gone out from our school, and are
now at work in 44 States and Territories and 6 foreign
countries.

Our Horological Building (see cut) is not equaled by
any other in the world for space, light, ventilation and per-
fect fitness for the purpose.

Our Equipment is the largest and best in America.
Our Instructors are experts and specialists, and can give

you all that is worth knowing in various branches. We have
- the largest horological faculty in America.

The Demand on us for Workmen has been greater,
the last year, than ever before, showing that students from a
good school are thoroughly appreciated by the wide-awake
jeweler. Our graduates never fail to find good places.

Our Students say they can learn more with us in a year
than in a store in seven years ; and further, that they learn
things better than they ever could in a store.

We teach Watch Work, Engraving, Jewelry :iiid
Optics.

Are You Interested ? Sencl for (air catalogue, and ask
us all the questions you like ; we'll tell pm the truth, and let
you judge for yourselves.

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, Peoria, Illinois

No jewelry store
is complete
without one.

Retail Price,

$5.00

Patented Jan. 29, toot

THE " SOUTH BEND " WATCH DEMAGNETIZERFor Alternating Current.
Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. Has many points of merit over all others.wilt remove all magnetism. Order from your jobber or from
THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

15 Valuable and
Money-Making Recipes

No. 1—How to remove a carbuncle stone from ring setting
without touching stone or netting with any tool or instru-
ment. A factory secret.

No. 2—How to remove scratches and polish opal stones without
removing stones from setting. A quick process.

No. 3—How to remove a minute hand from any common watch
without touching either minute tn. hour hand wit It ally tool
or instrument. It may be rusted on ; it comes (ar just the
same. This may seem impossible to many, but is a faM.

No. 12—How any ordinary watchmaker can make the wonder-
ful clock. See cut.

No. 15—A clever trick that, watchmakers should know, to pre-
vent being caught by fakirs

' 
etc. How to stop any ordinary

watch by simply placing it on a silk handkerchief in the
palm of the hand, the watch not to be revolved, opened or
jarred in any way. By command of the operator the watch
stops, face of watch being in full view. A good trick for
wagers. 1 was caught, afterwards bought the secret.

And 10 other recipes, including Gold Coloring, Gold and
Silver Plating and Finishing from start to finish as it is
done in my place.

Price-List of above Recipes furnished, on application,
to Retail Jewelers only.

Address A. W. FLYE, Menu hg. and Retail Jeweler
4 CENTER ST., GLOUCESTER, MASS.

Cut of Wonderful Clock
32 inches in diameter. Polished
plate glass both sides. Hands re-
vol ve on cambric: needle.No wheels.
Keeps true time day and night.
The Recipe No. 12 is how any ordi-
nary jeweler can make one or these
wonderful window clocks. Will be
worth many dollars to_you.Refer to
page 519, May (1900) KEYETONE.

TH E BEST OIL is an ESSENTIAL of the best watches tuul the best watch work
poor oil is injurious to both.

EZRA KELLEY'S

Liug-Axep--4,i;

$11F erlini- Watch Oil.
.7r....,./e.ff.a4 Nonsnenuitte

I .msrs.
frpr—.---;,-. T4 graaVoy4xmaolor

T1.8 . Av., ADE -- 

WATCH

CHRONOMETER 
011.

CLOCK an

Standard of the World for over 70 Years
All horologists concede its superiority ; the best horologists use no other.All who pride themselves in their repair work or the timepieces they sell should tie to it.

It's best for the timepieces, for your reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel is Co General Selling Agents
• United States and Canada

31 Maiden Lane, New York
Grimshaw 0 Baxter, Sole European Agents

35 Goswell Street, London

March, Igor

Electro-Metallurgy
(CONTI NUED)

ETTERS on medal work are usually

made as we see them on coins, and

to produce such letters on a wax

model we prepare the wax as

directed in last essay and cut them

out as described with a wet knife to the pro
per

size, and form, and placing guide lines at 
a 6,

Fig. I, proceed to place

the wax letters after they

are cut out as shown at

Fig. I. It is to be under-

stood that the letters are

made a little large so as to be trimmed to

exact size. For ornamental window display in

imitation. of stone cameo on a large scale, the

ground work can be of wood, but the face should

be convex and the form of the board oval.

As a- ground on which white

Window Display relief work is modeled, some
Work

brown pigment can be mixed

\vith the Shellac varnish, and after coating as

directed where we mingled whiting and lamp

black, brown madder, or .Cappagh brown, can

be :added for giving the shellac a warm brown

torte, which contrasts beautifully with the white

of the wax. By mixing less white with the wax

it becomes translucent. A white pigment known

in the shops as Chinese white makes a beautiful

color for modeling. Such (so-called) Chinese

white is really a white.

Although its a digression from the subject

of • eleetro-metallurgy, still we cannot help

urging any of our readers who have taste and

skill in drawing to make a few attempts at wax

modeling, in imitation of stone cameo. A good

subject is a lady's head. It is an excellent plan

to have a portrait taken in profile by photog
ra-

phy. It would be well to select a face of the

Grecian type and have a photograph of the size

we desire to model.
It is all very nice for profes-

sional sculptors to ignore such

aids, still we cannot avoid think-

ing that many of the " out puts " of profes
sionals

also would be improved if they were a little

more in accordance with nature. For our pur-

pose, and in the present instance, we can 
yell

take our outline from a photograph and 
then

work up the detail by the process of mod
eling.

After we have our ground laid and smoothed
 off

we make a perfect outline on the shellac 
surface

with some water color, like vermillion 
ground

up with a little water on a small white 
plate,

and employing a guide pen to make the 
de-

lineation.
If the face of the shellac ground on the

modeling board is rubbed with fine pumice stone

and water, the water color will flow readily 
from

the pen. We now melt the wax, mix
ed and

ground with white

2 pigment as described

in some dish which
e11 has a spout, so we

can pour it on to

the board A, Fig..

2, so the melted wax

flows to the red out-

line. A person who

has u fair knowledge

Art to be
Cultivated

THE KEYSTONE

of drawing will, we venture to say, astonish

himself on a trial of this process, to see the

ease with which he can by the simple pro-

cess of pouring the melted wax, fashion and

form an object in low relief after the style of

cameos. In modeling the hair we should follow

the antique as much as possible.

It would be well for the per-

Classic Models son from whom the photo. is

taken to take a little pains to

try and understand the old Greek style of dress-

ing the hair, to give contour to the head. In

modeling, even more than in drawing and paint-

ing we cannot show single hairs ; it is by locks

and masses we can represent hair. If we study

the tendency of hair to break into clusters, we

will soon get the method of treating it. Curls

of the cork-screw pattern would be absolutely

barbarous in modeling. We are led to speak

particularly about modeling hair because there

are more failures by beginners trying to make or

draw hair than any part of the human form.

Most any jeweler's show case contains good

specimens of cameo engraving, and we can, by

studying these, soon get at the correct method

of treating hair, and, indeed for that matter,

the entire features. The " cutting " out with

tools is best done with steel instruments shaped

as shown at B, Fig. 3 ; these tools are bent

near the point, so that the

handle is held nearly horizon-

,6 4 tal and straight across our line

of sight. The " cutting" is

done by moving the tool to-

wards the operator, turning the work slightly 
as

the cutting is done. Errors and mistakes are

easily corrected by flowing on more of the w
ax,

or by heating a copper wire and rendering 
the

wax fluid.'
A glass pipette wrapped with copper wire,

which can be heated to keep the wax fluid, 
can

be used to advantage for adding wax at a
ny

desirable point. Gilded frames aid very much

in displaying such specimens in a show wi
ndow.

Such frames should be much after the order 
of

jewelers' work, or the setting for cameos or

brooches—in fact, like gigantic jewelers' work.

A man who can produce nice models in the w
ay

described, can very soon pick up the art of

stone engraving. The really difficult part of

the art consists, in the modeling ; aftet that 
is

acquired a very rapidly running lathe, a few

steel mills, a little diamond powder, and a

creditable knowledge of the art of gem engrav-

ing is soon attained.

be
\b/

(TO BE CONTINUED)

How to Test Diamonds

There is no real simple test for diamonds w
hereby

the most inexperienced person may readily
 detect the

genuine from the spurious, and there can be 
no doubt

this want is much felt by country shopke
epers, who

are often asked to decide what is a diamond
, especially

now, as so much jewelry is set with white 
pastes in

imitation of the real stone. Some of these imitat
ions

are so good 'that, at first sight, one is apt to 
be de-

ceived into the belief that they are genuine dia
monds.

I have therefore taken some pains to bring 
together a

variety of tests, from which the selection of on
e may

be taken most favorable to the form in whic
h the stone

is presented to be tested ; that is, set or unset,
 as the

case may be. It is more difficult to test a diamond in

its mount than in its loose condition. 
_

I. In testing a loose stone make a dot with ink,

or with a lead pencil, on a piece of white paper, lay
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the stone on the spot, table downwards, and look

through it with a magnifying glass ; if several d
ots

appear it is not a diamond, or even if the dot appe
ars

blurred it is not a diamond, no matter how muc
h it

may have cost, but a paste. The several dots are

caused by their being reflected through the facets cut

on the imitation, but are not so reflected in the c
ase

of the genuine diamond.

2. Take a piece of red and white cloth, pass the

stone over the colors of the cloth slowly, when if the

colors show through the stone, it is not a diamond.

A diamond will not show the different colors. A mag-

nifying glass is of service in rendering the detection

more easy by intensifying the colors.

3. Fluoric acid is a good test, as it will dissolve

all imitations, but has no action on real diamonds.

This acid cannot, therefore, be kept in glass bottles,

but in specially prepared ones of gutta-percha.

4. Drop a small bead of water from the point of

a needle on to the table of a diamond, and on moving

it about it will retain its globular form of a diamond.

If not a diamond it will become dispersed. The stone

must be perfectly clean.

5. The diamond has more of a shining metallic

tinge, and it shows planes and angles different to other

stones when closely inspected. Diamonds, as a rule,

are not cut so true as paste brilliants ; the cause of the

facets being more irregular is to preserve as much of

the diamond as possible, whereas pastes, being almost

valueless, may be cut up perfectly true, in the facets

and angles, regardless of the size of the stone,

and this can be taken as a sure guide in very many

cases.
6. Diamonds may be judged of by the effect they

have -upon a piece of glass ; in simply drawing a

diamond across the glass, it so cuts it as to cause it to

fall asunder without any outward pressure being ap-

plied in most cases ; in others, a gentle tap is all that

is required, while other substances, such as flint, etc.,

merely scratch the glass and require considerable pres-

sure to cause it to part asunder.

7. The diamond is the hardest substance known ;

a glazier's diamond will, therefore, not cut a real

diamond, but any other stone it will cut. A lapidary's

lap will not affect a diamond, but all other stones will

become worn at the place touched against the lap. If

the diamond is very small place between two penny-

pieces and press them together, when the stone if 
not

a diamond will break, but the latter will not.

8. Inexperienced persons at first sight cannot dis-

tinguish a diamond in the rough from rock-crystal.

In this the specific gravity is a good test, rock-cry
stal

being only about two-thirds as heavy.

9. The common test for a diamond is the file, which

will not touch it, but will abrase imitation pastes

easily. The file will not abrase other precious stones,

but these have distinguishing characteristics as regards

color and other effects, by which they are easily dis-

cernible. A diamond properly proportioned in the cut-

ting is much more valuable than one in which this mark

of value has to be departed from. The best diamond

is as clear and as white as the purest water. A stone

of the first water must not have the slightest tinge of

color ; for if so, its value would be lessened, and in

order to ascertain this, it is sufficient to breathe on the

stone, when any defect in color or flaw will be appa-

rent and visible to the eye. To make sure on this

point it will be necessary to look at the diamond

through all the planes, as a defect, although existing

in the stone, may not be visible ill looking through the

table only.
• to. Give the diamond a coating of borax to pre-

serve the polish on the surface, then heat the stone in

a gas flame, and whilst still hot drop it into cold

water ; if it is a diamond it vill stand this test without

the slightest injury ; but if otherwise it will break into

pieces.
Take a cup of water and drop therein an or-

dinary crystal, then the supposed diamond. The

diamond, if a true one, will shine clear white through

the water, and will be clearly visible ; while the other

stone, if a crystal paste, will blend with the water in

such a way as to be almost unperceived.

12. Make a small hole in a card and look at it

through the stone ; when if the hole appears double

the stone is not a diamond, for all other colorless

gems cause double refraction, and may readily be dis-

tinguished from the diamond by testing in this manner.
-:--The Jeweler and Watchmaker.
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Workshop Notes

ARE FULLY PREPARED TO FILL YOUR ORDERS

FOR

WrilieHES

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY

Selection packages when requested. We only ask for a trial,

Novelties in GOLD, SILVER and PLATE.

our endeavor to make our
Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc.
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for our
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and Key Rings
in variety.

Order Keys through your jobber,
stile w ill furnish I hem at one price.

J. II. Walbridge di Co., Box 1S95,
New York, are our agents for Twee-
zers, Key flings and Manicures.

The Phenomenal Sale of this Case
Proves its Usefulness.

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once the beauty,

utility and cheapness of our " I DEA L" CASE•
It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished shelves or
same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six inches high, and
doors run on steel tracks.

Dimensions :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf 12 inches
wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamented
with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL, CASE.

'Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high
1 foot 4 inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains
and weights. Inside of case and shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship
in the knock down.

Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

TAKING WILLIAM F. NYE'S WATCH AND CLOCK OILS IN MID-OCEAN
" We use Nye's Oil and can use no other at this altitude," says Mr. S. Meyer, of Leadville, Colorado, (the highest town in the world,

10,400 feet above the sea), " all other oils dry Off in a few months, while Nye's will stand a year."

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered In this department must
send name and address—not for publication, but as an evidence of

good faith. No attention will be paid to anonymous communion-
lions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are

received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questions may have

been answered in previous histleli. The indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each 1111HWVI., allti

fell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Carbonindum."—W here and by whom is carbo-

rundum manufactured in crude form Y—The Carbo-

rundum Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y., manufacture this

substance. You will find an interesting article on

carborundum on pages 280 and 281, of the March,

1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

"Tarnishing."—Does camphor-gum keep silver-

ware from tarnishing P—Camphor-gum has fre-

quently been recommended for this purpose, but we

do not think it very efficacious as a tarnish preventive.

The only safe plan seems to be to give the article a

coating of good lacquer, formulx for which have been

published in these columns, and can readily be found

by referring to the index which accompanied our

December issue.

Chinese While."—Would you be kind enough to

tell me how to use Chinese white for engraving pu
r-

poses P—Y ou do not say for what kind of engravi
ng

you desire to use it. If you mean for wood engraving

the white is simply employed to paint over the face 
of

the wood in order that the design can be drawn
 on it

with a lead pencil for the guidance of the engrave
r.

In photo-engraving the white is used by the artists 
to

" tone " the photograph for lights and shadows b
efore

the photograph is transferred to the plate. For this

purpose it becomes necessary to darken the color 
to

various tints, to get the desired effects, which is
 done

by mixing in a little of either black or red till you 
get

the color you wish. The Chinese white com
es in

collapsible tubes, and can be purchased from a
ny

artists' supply house.

"Concise."—(1) Please give me, in simplest form,

the meaning of the word isochronism, pertaining 
to

adjustment of watches.—The word isochronism means

equal time. A watch is said to be " adjusted to isoch-

ronism " when the vibrations of the balance, whether

they be great or small, are accomplished in equal times.

(2) Give, as concise as possible, the best rule or

method for adjustment of movements P—This is a

matter on which technical writers could, like Father

Time, go on forever and forever. If you desire to

study up the various adjustments we would suggest

that you procure a copy of "The Watch Adjuster's

Manual," by " Excelsior." The price is $2.50, and it

will be sent postpaid from this office on receipt of

that amount.
(3) How many kinds of escapements are there

known to be in use i—There are quite a number of

escapements in use at this time, though the four

principal ones are the chronometer, the cylinder, the

duplex and the lever. If the workman once masters

the principles involved in the four mentioned, he will

be competent to handle any work in this line.

(4) What book can I get containing instructions

for spectacle filling for a beginner ?—You will find

such instructions in " The Optician's Manual," price

$2.00. It will be sent postpaid from this office on

receipt of that amount.
(5) What outfit is necessary for a beginner Y—

The outfit required is enumerated in the manual above

mentioned.

"Etching." —I want to do some etching on a lot o
f

brass name plates. Is there any chemical I could use

to get The impression on the plate and that the
 etching

fluid would not destroy P—We do not think
 there is

any chemical that would make the transfer a
nd resist

the action of the acid. You can accomplish your

object in another way : First cover your plates with

etching wax and then through the medium o
f tracing

paper get the name on the wax, take a steel
 pointed

tool and scratch the name entirely throu
gh the wax.

To make such wax take best natural asp
haltum one

part, gum mastic two parts, white wax 
two parts.

Pulverize the asphaltum to a dust and sift it ; p
ulverize

the gum mustic and pick out all black particl
es. Melt

the white wax, add the gum mastic, and 
when both

are melted and thoroughly incorporated, add the

asphaltum, stirring so that it will be well mixed
. Make

this composition up into sticks about the 
size of your

finger.

"Pallet Stone."—How can I adjust pallet 
stones

in eighteen size movements, where cent
er wheel rim is

right in front of peep hole and hiding 
pallet stone ?—

The best way to adjust an escapement, 
where you can't

see the pallet stones, is to use a depthing 
tool or, better

still, there is a tool made called a matchi
ng tool used

expressly for the matching of escapements
. This tool

will take the plate, which contains the 
backing pins

and there are also two pieces that
 hold the escape

wheel and pallet in place. The pallet can then be

examined and adjusted very easily. 
This is a good

tool to be used in all cases, and can
 be bought at

althost any material house.
. (2) How do I remove double rolle

r from new

style Wu/thorns? There is no roller remover that will

remove it, as the double roller, or gu
ard pin roller,

reaches clear down to pivot shoulde
r.—One of the best

ways to remove the roller table in a 
case of this kind

is to hold the balance staff by the 
hairspring shoulder

in the lathe and take hold of the rol
ler with a pair of

brass-lined pliers. You will find that the roller, as a

rule, will come off easily by this 
method. Another

good way is to make a punch, th
e body of which

close to the end where the hole is to 
receive the balance

pivot, should be smaller than the s
ize of the staff so

that the punch can enter the hole in 
the roller table.

If you place the balance in the stu
mp of the staking

tool that will catch the large roller, an
d use this kind

of punch, it will drive both tables off 
easily.

(3) What is the best method to pr
event the settings

from being injured, while hard sold
ering rings, where

they cannot be removed P—Every jeweler 
has a way of

his own to protect stones from being 
injured while

hard soldering. One of the best methods
 is to take a

small crucible and fill it with Wet sand and place the

setting in the sand, putting a piece of cha
rcoal between

the sand and the piece to be solde
red. This serves

two purposes, it helps to heat the ring 
quickly and

keeps the sand from getting warm.

"Swiss Staff."--How to make and fit a balance

staff in a Swiss watch when you have not the old stall

to measure by P—To take the measurements of a Swiss

watch for a staff where the old staff is lost, there are

two gauges that are necessary. One is the Boley

millimeter gauge and the other is the gauge that we

can get the height measurements with, which we term

a cylinder gauge. This gauge can easily be made by

any workman by taking a piece of Stubbs steel wire

about 134" long that will fit a No. 12 chuck of the
 Whit-

comb lathe. You turn it down and cut a thread on it

about 3/8u long ; cut the thread with a Swiss plate in

No. 12 hole. See Fig. 1.
You then temper the
whole piece ; after tem-
pering it, Wish it and
draw it to a dark blue.
After you have this finished you put it back in the

lathe and turn a pivot on the end of the thread sma
ll

enough to go through the smallest balance hole 
jewel.

See Fig. 2. Then take
a piece of brass wire
that will fit a No. 34
Whitcotnb lathe chuck
and drill a hole large

enough so you can tap a thread in it that will scr
ew on

the piece that you have just made. The 
piece of

brass does not need to be any longer than W
. After

having finished tapping the piece of brass try it t
o see

that it screws properly on the other part of you
r gauge.

It should then be turned down to the shape

shown in Fig. 3. The piece of brass at

Fig. 3 should not work too loosely On Fig. 1.

The end A, Fig. 3, should be knurled or

made rough so that you can turn it as you

would a thumb screw. Your gauge now is

complete with the exception of putting a small bra
ss

piece at the top to work like the top piece of
 a screw

driver. See Fig. 4. The brass piece A,

Fig. 4, can be put on the gauge either way,

depending upon what you wish to measure.

In this case we want the large part of A to

point down. We are now ready to proceed

to take our measurements for our staff. We

are led to believe from your question that

you understand how to make a.staff but only

desire to take the measurements, which we

will proceed to explain. The first thing is 
to

get the complete length. We do this by

removing both upper and lower cap jewels

and screwing the bridge or cock back on the

A plate. Let us now take a Swiss watch and

take the measurements from it. The com-

plete length from hole jewel to hole jewel

we measure with the Boley millimeter gauge

and it measures 5 mm. See Fig. 5. We n
ext proceed

to take the height for our balance. We ge
t this meas-

urement by placing one end of our Boley 
gauge on

the balance bridge and sliding the gauge d
own as low

as we desire the balance wheel to set.
 It

should set half way between the plate and

center wheel. In this case it measures

21.11 nun. See Fig. 5. Now comes the ad-

vantage of the small gauge we made to help

us to get the right height of the roller

table. We remove our balance bridge 
and

put back our lower cap jewel, take our

small gauge and place the pivot in 
the

lower jewel hole. You screw the small

brass piece shown at A, Fig. 4, unti
l it

comes very near to the top of the dart
 or guard-pin of

the fork. The idea is not to get the 
roller table above

the dart or guard-pin. In this case it measures 2 mm.

See Fig. 5. There are really only three important

measurements for a staff, viz : complete lengt
h, height

of balance seat, roller table seat. With these meas-

urements complete we are ready to turn 
our staff. If

you desire to get the size of the bala
nce wheel hole

you can do so by putting the balande 
on a round

broach or reamer, one where the balance
 will fit near

the top, because the broach is not as 
tapering at the

top as in the rear. You can also get the size of the

hairspring collet in the same way. A wo
rkman must

be particular in getting measurements, as
 a little mis-

take here and there will make a vast diff
erence when

the staff is finished.

"Case."—How can a watch case (Mtg.) that
 has

been worn, through " snapping" shut, be 
made to

work in good order again r—lt is a rather har
d matter

to suggest the proper remedy in a case of 
this kind

without seeing the job. If not too far gone, the front-

back (lid) can be undercut with a graver 
or other

suitable tool, in order to give the lock spring a 
chance

to get a good hold. If the front-back is not in good

enough condition to warrant this method, i
t will be

necessary to set in a piece of metal (same metal 
as

case itself) and then turn it down on the lathe t
o con-

form to rest of back. If this plan has to be resorted

to, you must bear in mind that this is what may

be justly termed a " nasty " job, as unless it is

done in a good, neat and workmanlike manner
, it is

one that is seen, perhaps, a dozen times a da
y, as the

owner opens his watch to ascertain the time, 
and if it

is not finished nicely it is to him a standing a
nnounce-

ment that " So and So made a botch of that 
case."

All such trouble can be avoided if the jeweler will

note where the cause of such wearing lies and s
ee to

it that no case goes into his stock until the 
cause is

removed. If you will examine any case that is worn

in this way, you will invariably find that the
 lock

spring has a bur on the top, though a reliable 
manu-

facturer seldom, if ever, allows a case to go o
n the

market in such condition. This bur should be rem
oved,

as it is the one that causes the wearing and not
 a bur

on the under side of the spring as many sup
pose,

though there should not be one on the under 
side

either. If you will correct this fault before placing a

watch on sale you need have no fear of the front
 back

wearing where the lock spring catches. Have all
 parts

of the spring that touch the front-back as " smoo
th as

glass." The methods to pursue to accomplish this

end will at once suggest themselves to any w
orkman.
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"Retaining Power."—(i) I have a dead-bea
t

escapement, retaining power regulator, whi
ch cost

about sixteen dollars. I notice sometimes in 
winding

the hands will run backward. What causes 
this? My

understanding of retaining power was to keep 
hands

going forward in winding. The clock is an ei
ght day.

—If clock has retaining power and the hands go
 back

in the act of winding, then the retaining power
 is out

of order. The winding arbor must work per
fectly

free and not bind. Also see that the click catches the

ratchet wheel teeth properly. If all this is in good

working order you will not have any further tr
ouble

with such a regulator.
(2) What is the difference between a dead-be

at

escapement and any other kind? I do not see 
but the

escapement in this clock is about the same as any 
other

escapement, except that it does not tick quite as lo
ud.----

Dead beat differs from other escapements in th
at the

pallets in dead-beat escapements act in a circl
e, the

escape wheel is in a.state of rest and has no dr
aw on

pallets. The tick does not indicate anything.

"Dark Rose."—Will you kindly inform us how 
to

produce a dark rose gold color effect f—The rose 
gold

color in electro-deposition is produced by the ad
dition

of a little copper solution and silver solution to 
the

regular roman gold solution. It is not possible to give

the exact quantities to be added, as the result of 
such

a plating operation, in common with any attempt
 at

coloring by this method, depends upon the ability a
nd

experience of the operator. A very pretty effect
 is

obtained by some manufacturers by first giving t
he

articles a " skin " deposit of silver, then put them 
in

the dark rose gold bath and give them a fairly 
good

deposit ; now take out and buff up or scratch bru
sh

the " high lights "—that is, the points that stand o
ut

most—and finish in a light rose gold solution, o
r even

in one of roman gold. Rose gold solutions must be

worked hot to achieve good results, and they 
also

require more power to work them.

"More Light." ( i) I have an ophthalmoscope but

do not know how to use il. A7ndly give instructions

for its use.—The use of the olbthalmoscope has be
en

explained in our columns in the chapter on " Meth
od

of Examination," of "The Optician's Manual." 
If

you contemplate using the ophthalmoscope, or 
the

study of optometry, we would suggest that you

procure a copy of the " Manual " as republished
 in

book form. We will send it postpaid on receipt of

price, $2.00.
(2) How can a real turquoise be distinguished

Iron? an imitation when in
 a setting P—The only

reliable guide for this purpose is the experienced eye.

Imitation turquoise, or as they are called, " French

turquoise," are made of a substance termed French

enamel, but they never have the fine colors of the real

stone, though they are said to wear well and hold their

original color.
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Gold Working
(CONTINUED)

Relief Modeling in Wax

S stated in previous article, wax
models can be made use of to great
advantage in getting up dies for
producing relief work for medals
and kindred subjects. In this clay

the making of fine gold medals is a very im-
portant part of the goldsmith's business and
may be said to embrace the entire resources of
the jeweler's art. AS, for instance, a fine Medal
would contain a human head in low relief, as we
see on coins, it will also be enameled and have a
monogram in gold letters, each letter of a dif-
ferent color of gold ; it would also be set with
precious stones.

The chief use of the wax model would be
for getting up the die for the head in relief. In
wax modeling for such purposes the design is
made many times the actual size. For instance,
we desire the relief head to go on to a model to
be I. 2" high, we make the wax model ten
times this size, or I 2." Most artists who model
in, wax have a formula of their own for making
it. For the purpose we are considering, model-
ing wax should be hair than that usuallY em-
ployed. A mixture composed of yellow bees-
wax, Burgundy pitch and American bole pos-
sesses the desired requisites.

It is difficult to give exact proportions, as
these have to be varied according to the season
(warm or cold). An average composition can
be made as follows : Yellow beeswax, 2 pounds;
Burgundy pitch, 3 pound ; American bole,
pound. The wax is melted, then the Burgundy
pitch is next added and then the American bole,
which is in the state of fine powder.

If we are modeling, say, a
Modeling in Wax head in low relief, the model-

ing wax should be placed on
a metal pannel of sufficient weight to stand
handling—say, for a 12" height, the pannel
should be of No. 16 sheet brass and 15" or 16"
in diameter. Making use of heavy brass or
other metal permits warming from the back to
soften the modeling wax, so it can be approxi-
mately shaped by pressure, the final shaping
to be done by cutting or scraping. The limit
of this work will not permit us to go into all
the details of wax modeling. What we desire
to do is to start the ambitious young jeweler
who has artistic talent and a taste for his work,
on the right road. The modeling wax is per-
fectly shaped to give "a large idea " of the
head in relief. Modeling wax made as above
directed will have a dark dusky-red hue, but if
desired it can be given the color of any metal
or alloy by brushing it with a soft brush and
bronze powder. Such bronze powders can be
bought in any shade and mixed to represent any
alloy of gold from to K. to Roman gold.

Wax models of this kind can be employed
to not only show
how the head (or
other part) will
look, but they can
be employed to au-
tomatically shape
the steel die. How
this is accomplished
will be understood

Ilk. 1
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by inspecting Fig. t, where we show a penta-
graph shaper, which copies from the enlarged
model and automatically shapes out an intaglio
die in steel, which needs but little hand-finishing .
for striking up the relief head we are to use on
our model.

Automatic Die
Cutting

The pentagraph we employ
moves in a vertical .plane on
joints with horizontal axes.
The pentagraph employed con-

sists of four metal bars forming a parallelogram
as shown at A A' A" A", Fig. I. These bars
are jointed at the .angles. The idea of this
shaping tool is, the joints at s are provided
with pins, each of which carry two sleeves. The
construction of these sleeves %al be understood
by inspecting Fig. 2, which is an
enlarged end view of the joints
of the frame A A", Fig. I, seen
in the direction of the arrow ft.
The idea is, the joint pin k passes
through the joint e e' in the ends
of the pentagraph bars A A" as
shown ; at one end of this pin is
attached a short piece of tube
shown at s through which the
arbor 1 passes. This arbor /
carries at its lower end a rotary
cutting tool which shapes the steel
die. At right angles to the short vertical tube
S is attached another short piece of tube shown
at o. The axes of these tubes are at 'right

• angles to each
other as shown
at Fig. 3,
which is a view
of Fig. 2 seen
in the direction
of the arrow

The idea
is, there is a piece like k and two short pieces
of tube as shown at Fig. 2 at the joints e and a.
In order to maintain the short tubes s 1 constantly
in a vertical position we pass through the tubes
o o a steel rod shown at u. The fit of the rod
U in the tubes o o is as close as is consistent
with free movement.

As shown in the cut at Fig.

An Improved the pentagraph is represented
Pentagraph by a frame of four pieces shown

at A A' A" A". In order to
bring the machine into better shape for copying
large models we can remove the bar A" and
place it in the position indicated by the dotted
line d This change will enable the tracing
point placed in the short tube I to follow the
surface of a wide pattern placed at C with perfect
freedom. It will be evident on inspection that
as the tracing point g moves up and down as it
passes over c the rotary cutter at 1 will also
move up and down, but in the proportion to
which the pentagraph is made to work. As
shown in the cut at Fig. i the proportion of
one to four, but in the practical machine the
proportion should be at least one to ten.

It will also be seen that all the motions of
the copying point g and the rotary cutter 1 will
be in the proportion of ten to one. For better
understanding we refer to Fig. 4, where we
show an enlarged mOdel of medallion head being
reduced. In this cut the large model is shown
at C and the steel die being cut at D. The
tracing point g and the rotary cutting tool 1 both
move along on the line q. Now let us suppose

.1V.

the tracing point
g iS slowly moved
across the model

C it is evident
that the rotary
cutting point 1
will follow just
one-tenth as fast
and move up and down one-tenth the distance the

tracing point does. There must also be provided

supports for the die 1) and the model C to move

in the direction of the arrow h ; C

moving ten times as fast as D. The
rotary arbor in s is turned by means

of a flexible shaft indicated by the
dotted line r, Fig. i. The cutter

in the rotary arbor 1 is a conical
point cut into teeth with a graver
and afterward hardened, as shown at

1, Fig. 5. It is to be understood that the penta-
graph shown at Fig. i turns on a fixed center in •
the joint at x. It is further evident that as the
motion of 1 is reverse to that of g that the die D
will be sunk where the model C is. elevated.

The reader is not to understand that the
die D as left by the cutter 1 is in a perfect state
and ready for hardening, but the general form
is there and comparatively little hand tooling
will bring it up to a state of perfection unattain-
able by mere hand and eye processes.
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What Came of Doing a Friend a Favor
A young bachelor met a friend—a married man—

and poured out his tale of woe in something like this :
" I say, old chap, I'm up against it. To-morrow

is the birthday of my best girl and, of course, I want
to make her some sort of a present. To tell you the
truth I have promised her a gold belt buckle that she
fancies, but the darned thing costs twenty-five dollars,
and all the money I can rake and scrape just now is a
beggarly ten dollars. Now, if you'll let me have the
other fifteen dollars I'll hand it back the next payday.''

The married man was not flushed himself just
then, but as he knew his friend was all right and really
wished to do him a favor he said :
" I haven't the money about me, but I'll tell you

what I'll do. I have an account at Blank's jewelry
shop. Let's go down there and see the buckle. I'll
buy it and have it charged to my account."

This scheme worked to a charm. The young man
with the " best girl " was delighted and the buckle was
carried off in triumph. That would have been the
end of the episode, doubtless, had not the wife of the
lender got hold of the bill during the absence of her
husband on a business trip. Judge of his consternation
upon receiving a telegram in these words :
" Come home at once. I know all."
Taking the fast train he reached the city, took a

cab to ride home, and, dashing up stairs three steps at
time, he entered his bedroom and found his wife in
tears while engaged in packing her trunk.
" You wicked, dreadful wretch I " she exclaimed

between sobs. " Who would have believed that you
would have deceived me in this way? I am going
home to M---Mo,—Mother I I wi—wi—wish. I had
ne—nev—never left her at all—boo-hoo-boo ! "
" Deceived you! " cried the frantic and bewildered

husband, " what do you mean?"
" Oh ! you needn't stand there and try to lie out

of it ! I know all I I know all about the hussy ! Look,
here is the bill for the belt buckle you bought her!"

Then followed the copious tears and sobs. When
the wife's grief had about Spent itself in tears, the
husband got an opportunity to explain, but it took
remarkable eloquence and an, abundance of caresses
to strighten matters out.
" But wasn't it a narrow escape ?" said he as he

detailed the story. " Everything was against me. It
had a suspicious look, certainly. After this, when a
friend wants Pm accommodation he gets it in cool cash,
if I have to go out and borrow it."
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered In this depart moot must
send name and address—not for publication, but as an evidence ofgood faith. No attention will be pada to anonymous communica-
tions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are
received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notesdepartment for each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions, to refer to them, LW similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Fly Back."—(i) I have a horse limer—il is a
Swiss movement ; open-face ; stop, start and fly bath
from stem. It ssems to be in good shape, but will
fail to start once in a while. What can be wrong Y—
There are so many different styles of Swiss chrono-
graphs that it is a hard matter to guess just what the
trouble is without seeing the watch, but you can rest
assured that the trouble lies between the intermediate
wheel that connects and disconnects with the wheel
containing the large second hand. We would suggest
that you examine this part of the watch thoroughly
and see if everything is free. No doubt you will find
that some part thereabout binds and is not free enough
for the spring to throw it over, so that it will not
connect with the sweep-second hand wheel.

(2) How can I remove a broken screw from a
plate when a screw-driver will not do it and it is too
hard to driar—See our answer to " Screws," page
729, July, 19oo, issue.

"Engine. "—In your paper sometime ago I saw
cuts of castings for small steam engine. Kindly tell
me where Jean find thein.—On page 888 m, September,
1900, issue, you will find drawings and instructions for
making cylinders and steam chests. This is about the
only article on the subject that has appeared in THE
KEYSTONE recently. The construction of a small
steam engine was described in detail in our serial
" Jack Knives," in the installments appearing from
January, 1893, to September, 1893, inclusive. If you
desire to purchase such castings, we would suggest
that you write Wm. P. Walters' Sons, 1233 Market
Street, Philadelphia.

"Pearls."—Will you please inform me if there is
a process for cleaning tarnished pearls P—Whole pearls
can usually be restored in color by polishing them with
dust produced by pulverizing inferior pearls. If they
are half pearls, however, the polishing agent will be
apt to get between the layers of which pearls are
formed, and you will find it impossible to do much
with them.

(2) I have h-ouble in reducing the thickness and
polishing balance staff pivots. you give me some
information on such subjects P—If you will refer to the
index that accompanied our December issue, you will
find that these questions have been answered several
times. Read our replies to " Hairspring," page 159,
February, 1900, and " Ignoramus," page 731, July,
1900, issues.

"Plater."—Please give me a formula for silver
plating (dip) without ballety, to use on gasoiine stove
—As our readers are aware, plating of this kind cannot
be relied on to give good results. Silvering by immer-
sion may be all right at times, but when a good job is
required, you will find it best to resort to electro-
deposition. Among the dip plating solutions that of
Dr. Ebermayer's is probably one of the best. It is
made as follows : Dissolve 7.12 ounces of nitrate of
silver in water and precipitate the solution with caustic
potash. Thoroughly wash the silver oxide which is
precipitated and dissolve it in a quart of water which
contains 3.52 ounces of cyanide of potassium in solu-
tion, then further dilute the whole with another quart
of water. The bath is heated to the boiling point for
silvering. It can be renewed by the addition of silver
oxide (moist) as long as complete dissolution takes
place.

"Plater Na. 2."—On stripping old articles of sil-
verware Ili-men/1y find them full of seams and holes.
Do platers use anythin4r to fill these up P—The filling
III) of such " seams and holes " might be accomplished,
but you will find it best as a general rule not to attempt
to do such work, but rather to grind down the base
metal to an even surface before placing the articles in
a plating bath.

"Belcher. "—How can I turn Belcher and Tiffany
rings without casting P Have rolls, furnace and
other tools.—In large plants such rings are either made
from half-round wire or the " stock " is struck out
with dies and finished by hand. In the first method
the wire is rolled out to the proper size and it is then
wound into a spiral on a taper mandrel, and each coil
cut square across with a hack saw. The ends are now
brought opposite each other with a pair of strong
pliers and filed to match with a knife-edge file and
soldered. Where but one or two rings are required,
it is better to cut them into the length desired for each
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ring before coiling them on the mandrel. Such work
should be soldered with a solder made from the gold
you are working, but reduced about two karats with
easy-flowing silver solder. Such work requires prac-
tice, and we would suggest that you experiment with
brass or other base metal wire to attain the skill neces-
sary for the production of good rings of this kind.
The die process is a little more difficult in executing
than the above, and is not much resorted to outside of
the larger factories. In this process the metal is
stamped out flat, the die being cut for any set, shape
or engraving desired, and is then bent into shape over
the ring mandrel and soldered. Realizing the lack of
facilities for such work in the ordinary job shop THE
KEYSTONE has had the subject written tip in a compre-
hensive way, and it will appear in the near future in
the serial " Gold Working," now running in our
columns.

"Stofifier."—I have trouble with an eighteen size
movement in standing the movement up with stein
winding up and lever horizontal. The weight of the
lever will rest on roller table, or rather the guard-pin,
and will stop the watch. I have polished the roller
table and have done all within my knowledge, bid the
movement will stop in spite of me. Please give
me advice.—The trouble with this watch lies in the
escapement. The first thing to do is to examine the
escape wheel, pallet and balance pivots, also the pivot
holes, to see if they fit properly and are not too small,
especially the pallet pivots, where the trouble seems
to be. If they are in good condition, and not too
small for the holes, the trouble then lies in the pallets
not having enough draw. You should then examine
the pallet stones and see that they are not chipped
and that they do not contain any dirt or shellac. If
you find they are perfectly clean and in good condition
you should then try to see if they have sufficient draw.
By draw we mean that if you move the fork just a
little away from the banking pin but not far enough
to allow the tooth to leave the locking face, the pallet
should draw back to the banking pin. If it does not
do this then you must change the angle of the stone
until it does draw back. You will find in any number
of watches that the slot where the pallet stone sets is
too large for the stone, consequently when the stone is
set it is not set at the right angle to have draw. If
such is the case with this pallet you can heat the pallet
and change the angle of the stone without very much

trouble, but if the stone should fit
the slot snugly then you must change
the angle of the slot by filing it, as
shown by the dotted line at Fig. I,
%vith It thin, narrow file. It takes

but a very little filing to change the angle of the slot
so that the stone will have draw. The main object in
doing this is to keep the lever over to the banking pin
while the roller jewel is not engaged with the fork.
A great many watches have this fault, although it is
not so had that it stops the watch, but bad enough to
make the watch keep irregular time.

Borax. "—I have /rouble to get my solder to flow
when soldering a gold ling. fuse borax (pulverized)
for. a flux and boracie acid to keep the rings from
oxidizing. I often find the solder in a porous condi-
lion and the ring will break open. Can you help me
out P—Our correspondent states that he uses pulverized
borax for a flux, but does not say in what shape Ise
applies it. The borax should be mixed to a paste, and
care should be used to do this in a cleanly manner.
Some workmen use an old slate to mix it on, and in a
short time it becomes a dirty mass, with probably as
much slate as borax in its makeup. A much better
plan is to procure a ground-glass slate such as children
use for tracing drawings ; get one with a cover if you
can, but if you cannot, make a cover for it, in order to
exclude dust and dirt. Of course, care must be exer-
cised to see that the parts to be joined are free of
grease, oxide or dirt. Again, the parts to be soldered
must be hot enough to melt the solder, as otherwise
the solder will not flow properly. A better formula
for the anti-oxidizer is as follows : Yellow ochre 4
parts, boracic acid one part. These ingredients are
mixed with boiling water to thoroughly (incorporate
them and allowed to boil for an hour. Apply this
composition as a paint to all the surface heated except
where the solder is to flow. Be careful not to get any
Oil the parts where the solder is to flow, as it will pre-
vent such action.

"Oph. D."—(I) Please slate the most workman-
like way of putting a watch in beat.—This question
covers a big field and it is one that quite a few work-
men have trouble with. In our answer we will refer
to so much as relates to the hairspring in the several
escapements. When the balance is at rest, the position
of the parts should be as follows. In the duplex the
slot in the roller jewel on the staff should be between
the point of the locking tooth resting against it and
the line of centers. In the chronometer, the unlocking
jewel should stand just on the outside of the unlocking
spring, that is, not on the same side as the escape
wheel, or the unlocking side, but on the opposite side.
In the detached lever, the ruby pin should- be in a line
between the cerfters of the balance staff and lever
staff. When the hairspring stud is fixed to the balance
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bridge, turn the regulator so that it will point to the
lever staff while the bridge is screwed in its place in
the watch, and you can use the regulator as a guide
when the bridge is taken off and turned over. Then
the ruby pin is easily put in line with the regulator
while the balance bridge is lying bottom upwards on
the bends and the balance pivot in its hole, and got
very close before the spring is put in the watch. Now
it can be tested by placing a blunt screw driver against
the fourth wheel, or the one which carries the seconds
hand, and moving it very slowly so that the balance
will vibrate as far in each direction as the lever carries
it, but no farther. Notice the position of the arm, or
a screw in the rim, at each extreme, then turn the
collet so as to cause it to stand at a point midway
between them when at rest, and it will be in beat. In
the cylinder escapement the stud should be in line
with the two impulse lips of the cylinder.

(2) How to put the duplex in beat/—The duplex
is mentioned in answer to the previous question. Some
workmen place the center of the notch on the line of
centers, but, unless the motive force is very strong,
the previously mentioned position is preferable. In
that case the notch is so placed that the locking tooth
is just on the point of dropping into the notch—that
is, the balance moves but little to let the tooth pass
into the notch, and considerable to let it out. If you
intend to study up such matters, theoretically and
practically, we would suggest that you procure a copy
of " The Watch Adjuster's Mamml." This work vill
be sent from this office postpaid on receipt of price,
$2.50. In addition to such information as the above,
this book covers about every point that comes before
the practical workman.

"Gauge."—(1) I have a gauge the insiele. of the
Jaws of which have been worn away by use so lhat
when closed there is a space of about Al mm. between
the points. How can I restore itY—Such a gauge can
be restored by setting a small piece of brass or steel in
one of the jaws. To do this take a piece of metal
the width of the gauge and, say, r'oll thick, and file a
recess in the jaw you select, to fit this piece, but have
the said recess 111111. less in depth than the thickness
of the metal. Drill a hole in each corner of the metal
and countersink for the heads of small machine screws ;
then tap out the jaw for the screws, first laying on the
piece of metal and marking the position of each screw
hole. In case you should file away too much of the
jaw, you could bring the piece up to the proper height
by introducing a piece of paper or thin sheet brass
under it, before screwing down tight.

(2) How can I make a tool something like a slide
rest to use in the tool rest holder of a Moseley No. 2
lathe .9—We do not think you could get up such a tool
with the facilities of the ordinary workshop. You can
readily see that success would be doubtful when you
take into consideration the accuracy necessary.

(3) How can 1./as/en a small projection on the
underside of a gun barrel? It has been soldered on
by several gunsmiths, but soon came off again. Can
it be hard soldered without injury to the barrel P—The
danger of injury to the barrel is very slight, yet it is
probable that even though you hard solder such a
projection it will not make a job of a lasting character,
owing to the rough usage a gun is usually subjected
to, together with the shock of the recoil. If you think
you can hard solder this piece in such a way that it
'ill stay on you might try it, but if you doubt its stay-

ing qualities we would suggest that you put it on by
means of a band going around the gun barrel. You
could either screw or rivet the piece to the band,
which ever is the best adapted to the shape of the
projection, and then solder the band to the barrel. If
the job is done in this way you need have no fear of
its coming off.

"New Flux. "—Kindly lel me know if you think
the "new process" of using cyanide of potassium an
improvement over borax for hard soldering pulposes?
—We do not think there is any substance that will
surpass borax for use in hard soldering. The process
referred to by our correspondent is as follows : " Take
the article to be hard soldered, scrape clean the parts
to be joined, then heat the article and rub cyanide of
potassium on the parts to be joined, then apply and
proceed to solder. When it has flowed properly, throw
the job into your pickle." This method of soldering
can hardly be called new, as it has been known in the
trade for years, though it has not come into general
use owing to several bad features. Many workmen,
realizing the dangerous properties of cyanide of
potassium, will not have it around them only when it
becomes absolutely necessary. Even in their plating
solutions they reduce its use to the minimum, even
though it is an essential in this branch of the trade.
Again, the rubbing of pure cyanide on articles of gold,
silver, etc., cannot improve their appearance, espe-
daily if it is not thoroughly cleaned off after the
operation, and may detract from their appearance.
Borax seems to possess all the good qualities required
of a flux and none of the had ; hence, we hesitate to
recommend any other substance as an improvement.

" Would not do without The Keystone for ten
times Me cost. "—H. A. Hubbard, jeweler, Volun-
town, Connecticut.
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A Statement of Interest to Jewelers
We want you to know that it will be to your advantage to send us your
consignments of OLD GOLD and SILVER. We give full valuation and
quick 
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Platinum  or 
Old Silver (fluctuating) Market Price.

80 cents per dwt.
Old Cold— 8 Karat 32 cents per dwt.

Send us your 10 Karat SWEEPS, on which 
12 Karat 

40 cents per dwt.
48 cents per dwt.we will give you

returns within 14 Karat 56 cents per dwt.
three to five days. 18 Karat • 72 cents per dwt.

Plated Scraps • 20 to 35 cents per oz.

Thomas J. Dee & Co., Refiners and Smelters
67 and 69 Washington St., CHICAGO

CUCKOOS
Cucko, 6 i r sliort, and " Cuckoos " they are.
If you'vc handled our clocks you know that pretty well ; if you haven't,you've skipped one of the best-selling lines in the clock trade.
We're now ready for Spring trade with a better lot of Cuckoo Clo(•L;

than we've ever offered our trade—better, because we've worked day hvday and month by month to make them so, and we stand in back ofevery clock we make.
We've got a new illustrated catalogue that will give you a pretty fairidea of what sort of a line we handle.
It's yours for a Postal.

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK CO,
37-39 NORTH NINTH STREET 

°'ATE.F11314/ER.SOVVVIOR.STOOGI.

JOS. MAYER & BROS.
Manufacturers
of all kinds of

Seattle, Wash.

Solid Gold Jewelry and
Sterling Silver Spoons

Importers and Watchmakers' Tools and glaterialsJobbers of

Chains, Charms, Lockets, Etc.

OUR SPECIALTIES are GENUINE MATERIAL, of which we carry
the most complete stock on the Coast.

ALL ORDERS FILLED THE
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED

Write for prices on Lathes, Staking Tools
and Work Benches

Send us a Trial Orcier
All Goods Sold at lEimstern Price.

The Result of
Good Workmanship

is good wages, good business, pleasant relations
with employers and permanent employment.

There's no medium in watchwork. You are
either a botch or an expert. No job, however
complicated, is too difficult for graduates from the

Waltham lloioloOcal School
Which is the Oldest and has the
Best Equipment and Instructors

Thorough instruction given in

HOROLOGY, ENGRAVING AND

OPHTHALMOLOGY

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while
here, and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

Write for our New Prospectus.

E. H. SWAIN, Proprietor,
WALTHAM, MASS.

'4'...41tv 105/411/00 -

Niro o n AN
PHOTO-ENGRA

xt—e4,31IDNG trtgt011s
ZINC ETCHING 

FoRREST 
BdIL:

-1 G-

A. 

HALF- TONE AND a II9So.FOURTH ST.
FINE COLOR WORK m 

PHILADELPHIFcIEWE LRY C UTS
A SPECIALTY \

Nt4Cr

March, !col

Personal Hygiene and Health Pre-
servation for Watchmakers

and Jewelers
t i,ED)

11

N the preceding article of this series
we said that we would follow the
watchmaker from his waking to his
retiring hour, meaning, of course,
from the time the exigencies of his

vocation compel him to get up in the mornim■-.
As we are dealing with persons in health we

presume that our watchmaker has slept in a
properly ventilated room under proper hygienic
conditions and bed-clothing. And in connection
with bed-clothing it should be remembered that

it should not be unnecessarily heavy even in
winter. A light covering such as an eiderdown

quilt will afford more warmth than a blanket of

greater weight owing to its capacity for retaining

more air in its meshes. Similarly two coverings

will be warmer than one which is equal to both

in thickness on account of the layer of air

between them. A maximum of warmth with a

minimum of weight is the combination desired.

The fact that the skin, besides its
The Skin protective function, is an excre-

tory organ and as such plays an

important part in regulating the temperature of

the body makes the necessity of a clean skin

apparent. This suggests the first function of

the morning, the bath. A bath in some form

oi other is necessary to remove the combined

dirt, excreted matter and discarded scales of the

outer skin which, if allowed to collect and accu-

mulate, would form a pellicle and hamper the

excretory function. For this reason our healthy

watchmaker should never neglect to take his

cold bath after rising. As the convenience of a

tub or shower bath may not always be at hand

a simple and by no means ineffective substitute

is a large bowl or basin of water and a sponge,

a piece of water-proof material being laid on the

floor. A vigorous sponging with the cold

water followed by vigorous rubbing with a coarse

towel is an excellent skin tonic and health-giver,

and so habituated to it do people become that it

becomes almost as necessary to physical comfort

as breakfast. We shall revert to the general

subject of baths later.
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For those who have a tendency

Constipation to constipation, a good time to

indulge in some slight massaging

of the abdomen is just after the matutinal bath

or rub down, as such massaging greatly helps

to stimulate the bowel to a proper performance

of its function. The direction of the massaging

would seem to be of little importance, local

pressure as by laying the hands flat and pressing

the tips of the fingers inwards being most

effective. Some doctors recommend gently

rolling a spherical weight weighing a pound or

two over the abdomen, thus exciting activity in

the muscular fibres of the intestine. Consti-

pation is one of the complaints incidental to a

sedentary vocation, and every precaution that

would obviate the use of cathartics should be

taken against it. One of these that should not

be neglected is to go to stool every morning

regularly whether there is urgent occasion for it

or not. Cultivated habit is a powerful influence
in right living—but we are digressing.

After the bath comes the question

Clothing of clothing. There is a world of
suggestion and even truth in the

Irishman's remark that " no matter how cold
and wet flannel is it is always warm and dry."
A woolen garment has the property of absorbing

a great deal of moisture without feeling wet.
Linen is only moderately and cotton very
slightly absorbent. As flannel is so hygro-
scopic, and does not allow the moisture it
absorbs to evaporate too rapidly, it is the most
valuable material for underclothing, especially

in a changeable climate. Modern manufacture,
however, has furnished many fairly good sub-
stitutes for flannel underwear, merino, a mixture

of wool and other materials, being an instance.

An important hygienic duty is
The Teeth attention to the mouth and teeth.

The proper cleansing of the teeth

is a chief essential of good health. This cleans-

ing is advisable as well to preserve the teeth as

to remove the remains of food and bacteria

lodged in the teeth. It should be performed

after each meal or at least morning and evening.

There should be no economizing in the use of

the tooth-brush. Precipitated chalk makes an

excellent tooth powder, and it is a good plan

after brushing the teeth to rinse the mouth with

sonic harmless antiseptic solution. Decaying

or decayed teeth should be promptly attended

to. The importance of the teeth in digestion

is not sufficiently recognized. Many cases of

chronic indigestion arise from imperfect masti-

cation due to faulty dentition. In all such cases

it is of primary importance to have decayed

teeth filled, or missing teeth replaced by good

and well-fitting artificial ones.

The watchmaker or jeweler should
Food never fail to rise in time to attend

to the morning programme without

hurry. He will thus be better prepared to

enjoy breakfast, and he should allow himself

abundance of time for this meal. One of our

national failings is hurry, and this digestion-

destroying expedition is too frequently extended

even to meals. Gulping one's food is • very

detrimental to health, and in the case of starchy

foods especially so, as there is not sufficient

mastication to properly mix the food with the

saliva. As to the breakfast itself or the food

generally of the watchmaker, no very valuable

general advice can be given. Personal habit or

idiosyncracy has so much to do with this matter

that each one must, to a large extent, be his

own adviser. Of course, one who is engaged

in a sedentary occupation has not the digestive

capability of one whose daily work entails con-

tinuous physical exertion, and greater care and

attention to diet is necessary in the case of the

former. Everyone knows now-a-days the rela-

tive digestiveness of the various articles of diet,

and the watchmaker will be wise to limit himself

to the more digestive and to carefully avoid

overloading the stomach. He should consider

quality rather than quantity, and he should

never sit down at the bench immediately after a

meal. He should allow at least an interval of

half an hour to elapse or do some work which

he can do standing.. A little exercise such as a
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walk would be still better. There is no surer
way of bringing on indigestion with all its

attendant evils than by eating heartily, indis-
criminately and plentifully and immediately

taking your seat at a workbench.

The question of stimulants we
Stimulants shall touch upon later, and vill

only say at this time that the

" appetizer " has been thorougly discredited.

While a strong stimulant just before food
increases the flow of the gastric juice its after

effects are quite detrimental even to digestion.

As the appetite in persons xvho work sitting is

less acute, especially if no regular exercise be
taken, and the whole system inclined to be
sluggish, many reason that a stimulant before
food is desirable and beneficial. This delusion
has been exploded, it being proved beyond a
doubt that injurious effects ensue sooner or later.
Whatever little may be said in favor of the
moderate use or as to the harmlessness of the

milder stimulants at certain times and under

certain conditions, all authorities agree on and

common sense teaches the unwisdom of taking an
alcoholic appetizer just before eating, when the

stomach is empty. The delicate mucous mem-

brane is quite unequal to the immediate contact

with the fiery liquid and the resultant impair-

ment of digestion will soon make itself felt.

The momentary stimulation will one day exact

a very excessive penalty.
In our next article we shall follow our

healthy watchmaker to his workshop and the

duties of the day.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

'Can' I do without The Keystone. It is the greatest
trade journal in existence." — G. E . Rrilhart, jeweler,
Me Kees Rocks, Pennsylvania.

Rules for Saving

Russell Sage, the multi-millionaire, says :
Any young man who will live up to the following

set of rules will get more genuine happiness out of

life than his neighbor who violates them :

" Out of every dollar earned save twenty-five

cents. Save seventy-five cents if you can, but never

less than twenty-five.
" Get up at a regular hour every morning, and

work until the things that are before you are finished.

Don't drop what you have in hand because it is five
o'clock.
" Be honest ; always have the courage to tell the

truth.
" Don't depend on others. Even if you have a

rich father, strike out for yourself.
"Cultivate independence at the very outset.
" Learn the value of money. Realize that it

stands, when honestly made, as the monument to your

value as a citizen.
" Be jealous of your civic rights. Take a whole-

some interest in public affairs ; but do not let politics
or anything else interfere with the rigid administration
of your private duties. The state is made up of
individuals.
" Be clean and decent. Don't do anything that

you would be ashamed to discuss with your mother.

" Don't gamble.
" Be circumspect in your amusements.

" In connection with amusements, I have never
been able to understand why the young men of to-day
deem the theater an absolute essential in seeking
diversion. An evening with a good book is, or ought

to be, more satisfying to the young man of brains than

an evening in a hall where a lot of make-believe char-

acters are strutting up and down the stage like children

at a masquerade. When the human race reaches its

highest mental development there will probably be no
theaters."



The Guesser

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The universal citizen is a guesser. Humanity
at large is made up of guessers. From the new
king on the English throne to the humblest
peasant in remotest civilization, all are guessers.
The guessing fraternity is the largest body of
men and women that were ever joined in a
common bond since the creation.

The direction of guessing varies with the
varying human face, and is as limitless in variety.
Many there are who are cock-sure on some sub-
jects and as avowedly guessers on others ; and
even the audaciously impertinent ones, who ex-
press confident convictions on every moot topic,
quail and shrink before their inner eye when
brought into communion with themselves in the
quiet of their closets. But more there are who
are guessers on all subjects " from grave to gay,
from lively to severe ;" the world is made up
of them ; the world will be filled with them
until the end of things.

Alas ! there are many who even guess con-
cerning " the end of things," in spite of the
apostles and prophets—many who, like Thomas,
must put their fingers in His wounds before
they would know. The guesser is the creature
of unfaith, or doubt ; whether it is in matters
spiritual, or revelations of science, or the opera-
tions of every-day facts, his guess precedes his
conviction of the truth.

The whole body of business thought, out-
side of a few elemental principles, is a guess.
We know, for instance, that to prosper we must
sell our merchandise for more than we pay for
it ; and we know that we must pay for it or
fetch up eventually in the county almshouse or
the prison ; and all of us, except the guesser
who looks to Divine Providence or a rich uncle,
know that a similar calamity must transpire if
we spend more than we make ; but beyond
these hard truths the average business man is a
habitual guesser from waking to sleeping. He
guesses at probable changes of prices, and joys
or sorrows in the outcome of his guess ; he
guesses at the local conditions of trade, at his
competitor's pcilicy, at the fluctuations of fashion,
at the utility of his adversity projects, at credits
and confidences ; his life is rounded with dreams
and criss-crossed all over with guesses.

But what a blessing for the rest of us that
no one in our line of trade is dead-sure always,
and always dead-right!

Happy for the world that all who inhabit it
are guessers—that each one of us must perpetu-
ally struggle with the problems that are unre-
vealed to our human comprehension until
treasured experience makes plain the reading,
thus bringing to our souls the consciousness of
our hopeless blindness until we are illumined
with the light of faith and truth. We must
guess until we can know ; for to know all things,
to be omnipotent, is the prerogative forever re-
served to Omnipotence only. Therefore, while
the world goes 'round, the race of men will
continue to be a guessing race in mundane mat-
ters ; and the world will be peopled with new
guessers as fast as the old ones make way for
them. The swindling soothsayer and self-con-
stituted fortune-teller will continue to prey on
the credulous, but it is in the power of none to
make us other than guessers.

THE KEYSTONE

Button the Top Button
There is a good deal of winter yet to come;

or, at least, days of cold and damp. Here is a
suggestion which may enable you to avoid a
cold, or the grip, or something worse:

When you leave your store to go next
door, or across the street, or when you follow a
customer to the step outside, button the IV
button of your coat. You thus " put up " a
temporary protection against the sudden change
of temperature, which may make all the differ-
ence in the world to your health and comfort
afterward. The protection is especially to the
lungs, which are often very sensitive to March
blasts and clamps.

Get into the habit of top-button buttoning,
even in going from a warm room to a cold ball.
It may mean much to you subsequently.

The Greatest Corporation in the World
I think I am justified in so styling the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company ; for while
there are other huge concerns with ostensibly
larger capital, all of these have suspicion of
" water " in their capitalization, and none can
show such a record of progress and develop-
ment. The facts concerning this great business
machine entitle it to a place among the marvels
of the nineteenth century, and are here recorded
by one who, alas ! has no direct personal in-
terest in this corporation's prosperity, but who
is proud that America can show this concrete
example of the genius of her people.

I gathered the following facts from the cold
figures of the Company's financial statement for
1899 and some additional subsequent inquiry.
I am told that the statement for i9oo is even
more remarkable ; but this will serve, as I am
not " booming " the Company's stock.

First, it is noteworthy that this is the only
railroad in the United States of which it can be
said with truth that its capital stock represents
dollar for dollar in cash actually paid in and ex-
pended for betterment or enlargement of its
property—every dollar of its $151,700,000 capi-
tal stock was paid in cash. It is the largest
railroad system in the world, with a mileage (in
1899) of 9237 ; and it has the largest gross
and net revenues. It is the only railroad,
also, whose annual income from outside securi-
ties which it owns is larger than the entire in-
terest on its own bonded debt—in other words,
it pays the interest on its debts out of its receipts
from its outside investments, without touching
its earnings from its own railroad operations.

It has paid an average annual dividend of
seven per cent. on its stock every year for forty-
four years ; the total disbursement of dividends
from its earnings has been over $2oo,000,000.
But in addition to this it has expended, also out
of its earnings, other hundreds of millions on
enlargement and improvements of its property.
These improvements have always been of the
most substantial character, and the physical
condition of the Company—its road bed, tracks,
rolling stock, stations, etc., is admittedly the
most perfect in the United States.

The safe conservatism which characterizes
the policy of its management has always been
joined to a vigorous progressive spirit, and the
master minds which have directed its policy
looked far into the future and took the broad
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view of conditions. Every forward step in its
history was the outcome of mathematically-
accurate calculation and prevision, and the
working out of results seems to have been more
nearly-perfectly anticipated than any other suc-
cessful achievement in human history. In this
respect the success of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company is not only a business and financial
triumph, but a triumph of the mind also.

A study of the history of this great corpo-
ration suggests some points which may be ap-
plied with profit to the individual merchant, in
the conduct of his own affairs. In the first
place, it never deceives itself as to the value of
its property—it habitually underrates its assets,
instead of exaggerating them, thus always pro-
viding a safe, large margin for extraordinary
calamities. For instance : it owns securities of
a present fiar value of over $176,000,000 ; it
schedules these at cost value, $12o,000,000.
This " live " asset is worth fifty million dollars
more than its inventoried value. In the next
place, it keeps all of its capital actively em-
ployed, and puts every dollar to its work of
earning. Its capital is extremely small, lowest
per mile of any road, considering its gross earn-
ings. The entire system, with gross earnings
of $T8,000 per mile, is capitalized at $65,000
per mile, of which $35,500 are bonds. It earns
30 per cent., gross, on its capital ; and in this
respect, also, is unique among American rail-
roads. Again : before declaring its dividends
(corresponding to a merchant's figuring his
profits) it first arbitrarily charges itself with
great " expenses," so as. to be on the safe side
before paying out its hard cash as profits to its
owners. Thus, in 1899 it charged itself with
$3207 per mile for " maintenance of 'way ;"
whereas, other railroads consider $2000 liberal ;
but the $1200 per mile more than normal re-
quirements is a nest-egg for hatching of some
vast future profits. Similarly, it charges itself
with $3843 per mile for " maintenance of equip-
ment "—an abnormally large sum, but a wise
provision against (and also in favor of) the
future. These and other practices of conserva-
tism have enabled it to increase its earnings on
declining freight rates (freight rate per ton per
mile was .686 of one Cent in 1889, and .473 of
one cent in 1899, and average profit per ton per
mile was .213 of one cent in 1889, and .129 of
one cent in 1899), by making enormous expen-
ditures for improving track and equipment, so
that tons hauled in 1899 were (in round figures)
100, 000, 000, against 59, 000, 000 in 1889. In
ten years nearly $19,000,000 have been. taken
from the net earnings of the Company for ex-
penses in changing grades, straightening curves,
etc. ; and yet its statement for 1899 shows the
sum of over $22,000,000 in "profit and loss."

And it is pleasant to be able to record the
fact that no stain of any kind .has ever rested
upon the able men who guide and control this
stupendous machine, and the administration of
the Company's affairs is no less a moral triumph
than a business and financial success. As such
it is example and inspiration to every man within
touch of its influence and in observant notice of
its operations. It is something that a State, a
nation, and the whole world may be proud of;
and the Pennsylvania Railroad Company is in
some respects the finest legacy of material char-
acter which the Nineteenth Century puts into the
eager hands of the Twentieth. J. T.
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IMPORTANT CHANGE in Price and Quality of

Jas. BOSS Screw Cases

Dear Sir:
We have mailed you a new price-list for

our goods, which takes the place of all others.

The only change is an advance in the price

of Boss 14 K. and Boss To K. Filled Screw Back

and Bezel Cases.
Inasmuch as so large a proportion of

BOSS Screw Cases are carried by a class of
wearers, whose watches are subjected to ex-

tremely hard usage, we have decided to increase

the thickness of gold on these cases, and

increase the price accordingly. We believe that

this action will be appreciated by the trade, and

especially that portion of it which sells screw

cases to railroad men and others, whose occu-

pations make them particularly hard on watches.

Very truly yours,

The Keystone Watch Case Company
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

NOTE—All cases made by us are sold at a net list, subject to the usual
cash discount only. Calculate the net cost and compare before buying.

• A " greater discount " always means a higher list or less value in 
the case.



SPECIAL CATALOGUE
of new styles and patterns of

KEYSTONE Solid Gold an JAS. BOSS Filled Cases
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Catalogue
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his book contains the cream of
current watch case production.
Every jeweler to whom o mis-
sionaries have shown ti ses
concedes that they are and-

10 somest ever placed o1 market.

Lir missionary in su State will
show you the line, if he has
not already •n so, and in the
meantime the epresentatives of
the jobb ouses will show you

oist.sample .

ake ctipfryou see the cases them-
se
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, as cuts, however perfect,
fail to convey a just idea of the
beauty of these goods.

This Catalogue will be sent only on request

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th 4nd Brown Sts„ Philadelphia, Pa,
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Here is a Typical Specimen of the Thousands of
Acknowledgments from the Trade

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen :—I received your guarantee certificate and will frame and hang it
up. Many thanks. It's just the thing. Some other case makers can't send out
such a certificate. Their goods won't let them. I have returned the cases of some
of these makers and received what was said to be a case of same grade, but in about
six months it would look worse than the other one. I have all such case makers
spotted, and will not sell their goods if I can help it. I can recommend the BOSS"
above all others. 1 know the makers do exactly as they say.

Respectfully yours, MILTON A. HOOTON.

Jonesboro, Ark., January 26, 1601.

If any jeweler has not received a copy of this Certificate, he will please notify
us and we will send one mounted and ready to hang up.

The Keystone Watch Case Company
19th and Brolbn Sts„ Philadelphia, Pa.
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PAUL. 111FG CO"
BOSTON, MASS.

I nfusorial earth consists entirely of silicious plates,
hence its value as a polishing agent, for which pur-
pose it is unequaled.

LANDO is manufactured from the finest quality
of infusorial earth and is absolutely free from grit.

CTNID0-- is more scientifically compounded
than any polish now upon the market, in that its manufac-
ture is under the direct supervision of an expert chemist.

‘IDO
highest classI trade.

is sold exclusively to the

NDO__
packed in bottles,

jars and buckets, 1W sizes ranging from one ounce sample
bottle to the five gallon kit for jewelers' own use.

NDO
samples furnished upon  application.
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THE KEYSTONE

OPTICAL LIBRARY
should have a place of honor
in every optical office. The
books cover the ENTIRE
SCIENCE of PRACTICAL
REFRACTION, and are in-
valuable for instruction and
reference.

Physiologic Optics,
$3.50 (14s. 7d.)

The Optician's Manual,
$2.00 (8s. 4d.)

The Optician's Manual
Supplement,

$1.00 (4s. 2d.)

Skiascopy,
$1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Ophthalmic Lenses,
$1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Record Book of Opto-
metric Examinations,

$1.00 (4s. 2d.)

No other works can equal these in practical value to the
optician. They were compiled specially for his use, and
every page is worth money to him. Any or all of the books
are sent prepaid to all parts of the world on receipt of price
as stated above.

THE KEYSTONE
dt Brown Strect,; Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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aster %bow Witi6ow

For the window-dresser Easier furnishes one of
Me great opportunities of the _rear. Easter Sunday
fails this- year on April 7M, bit/ it is not too early
even now to plan for an attractive display. ILIrster is
Par excellence Me season of sunshine and flowers, and
an abundance of flowers will naturally be a chief
factor in any seasonable trim. .4mong the many
other things emblematic of Easter are eggs, chickens,
doves and rabbits, and all or all V combination of them
may be worked in to good purpose.

Easter would noI be Easter without eggs, and
fortunately for the '7c/1/(1mo-trimmer the e:1,rg can be
used to much adzyzniag-e in his work% .1/ommoth qxs

may be constnicted and decorated in a hundred dif-
ferent ways. The mechanical Igg, which opens into
two or four parts, is old but always attractive. A
clever idea is to build several large eggs, over light
wood or wire framework, break in the front sides and
show a recess in each egg in 'Which is a " nest" of
the goods you wish to call attention to. Price cards
may be cut in the shape of eggs, or real eggs may
be used with the prices neatly painted on them.

An expert window trimmer says : " No holiday displays are more influential
in drawing trade than those that incorporate the true spirit of the day or season,
and in making an Easter trim care should be taken to make it typical of the
occasion. The colors appropriate for spring displays are much more susceptible
to good decorative treatment than those used at any other season. Let originality
play the foremost part in your Easter displays. The more odd the conceit—
even if it borders on the fantastic—the more chance for an elaborate and original
decoration. But remember that it is Easter-tide, and that in some way your
window should impress that fact upon the observer. White, of course, ought to
be the prevailing color in an Easter display, with a touch of green or violet
drapery in the background."

Of all flowers the lily is especially symbolic of Easter, and a mammoth arti-
ficial lily may be used to good purpose in window displays. It may readily be
made by rolling a sheet of cardboard intO the shape of a cornucopia and curling
over the projecting corner like the leaf of a lily. A covering of white silk or satin
and the addition of a stem completes the flower which may be used to display
various articles of jewelry.

A display scheme suggested for the jeweler's Easter window is the following :
Place a board, edge up, across the top of your window space, about half way the
width of the window. To this fasten a row of clock movements. Remove the
pendulums and substitute fine wires reaching to various parts of you window
space. To these wires attach stuffed doves, bells of flowers, or any other
articles. The movements being wound and the pendulums started, the doves
will appear. to be flying about in your window, or your bells, balls covered with
jewelry, or other suspended articles will acquire an action that will surprise and
interest people. It must always be remembered that life or motion in a window
is almost sure to attract the attention of the passer-by. The jeweler, with his

fine mechanical training,
has great advantages in

B V 
B this respect, and a motor

of some kind will work
wonders for him.

The idea presented
t.5 o '• in our illustration is

■••••■■,, C

0 taken from The Show
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angles of one-quarter
Window: Make the tn-

°

inch board, one-quarter
0000 000 0 00 inch wide. Cut the cm-0 0 A 0 0 -

0 cle from heavy straw
0 0 0 ° °

0
board, nail together as

0 0 o 0 indicated. Cover with
purple or jet black, and
ornament with jewelry,
as 'indicated. Suspend
from the ceiling of win-
dow with gold or plated
chains, at R R. The
center A should he coy-
ered with some . light
color and decorated with

0 o 0° 0

0 0 0 0

rings or other light goods. ('('CC are
chains, or chain bracelets, or both. The
pins may be scarf or hat pins, as you like..
Any jeweler can evolve from his own brain
numerous ideas of this character which will
greatly aid him in forcing his stock on the.
attention of the public. At this time of the
year, when ‘vinclows of unusual excellence
are the desire of every window-trimmer, a
re-statementitune3r. of the color laws may be4,p

The three primary colors are blue, yellow
and red. The three secondary colors (so
called because they are formed by a com-
bination of the primary colors) are green,
formed by a combination of blue and yellow ;
purple, formed by a combination of blue and
red ; and orange, formed by a combination
of yellow and red. Red contrasts with green,
yellow contrasts with purple, blue contrasts with orange. The
three primary colors also contrast with each other. The various
shades of a color are produced by its greater or less admixture
with white, and it is for this reason that the various shades of
the color harmonize with it. Black and white are, properly
speaking, no colors but the absence of color, but speaking of
otItieten t. in the ordinary way, black and white contrast with eachh 

Purple harmonizes with red and blue. Red harmonizes
with orange and purple. Blue harmonizes with purple or green.
Yellow harmonizes with green and orange. In each case the
nearer the tone of the secondary color is to the tone of the
primary color the better is the harmony. The further removed
the tone of the secondary color from the primary color with
which it harmonizes the worse is the harmony. It is well to be
on the safe side in general ‘vork, and therefore it is desirable to
have the contrasts definite and unmistakable, and harmonies
equally strong and forceful. It must, however, be remembered

that, when goods of different colors are seen together, each undergoes a change
of color that subtly alters its original tone. For instance, a window trimmed with
red and white will have its red appear lighter than it is because of the presence
of the white, and its white will take on a pinkish tone. When colors are massed
the tendency is to deepen and intensify the tone. When they are scattered the
tendency is to weaken it.

As Easter is the season of sunshine, newness and brightness, everything in
the window and the window itself should reflect the dominant idea. If all the
goods are not new or " just received " they should be made to look so as much
as possible. The most scrupulous cleanliness should be noticeable in the goods,
the glass, the fixtures and decorations. And above all in the price tickets.
Some jewelers who believe in keeping stock scrupulously clean, never give a
thought to the soiled price tickets. How vain it is to give your customer the
assurance that the goods are the " latest pattern ". while the dirty, faded ticket,
with the fly-specks of several summers, is giving you the lie. And the value of
the article, be it cents or be it dollars, cuts no figure. If it's a•cheap piece of
ware, it looks cheaper still with a dirty piece of paper pasted on it ; and if a choice
piece, the hurtfulness of the soiled ticket is proportionately greater. The jewelers
get so accustomed to look at these tickets that they do not notice their soiled
appearance, but the public do. Attend to this matter before Easter. And no
matter what the season change the tickets as frequently as necessary in order to
keep them respectable. String tickets are more quickly soiled than others, be-
cause they are more handled. Nevertheless, care should be taken to keep them
clean, for the claim that a ring, for instance, " is a brand new pattern just
receiVed" would certainly look like a whopper if a soiled, worn-out ticket is
fasteAnesdEastoitte.

Easter ushers in the season for jewelry display, and as fashion now en-
dorses the wearing of much jewelry, a good plan is to have a well-dressed wax
figure in the windo‘v (am which jewelry may be displayed. Necklaces, bracelets,
shirt-waist sets, challis, rings, hair ornaments, etc., can thus be shown to great

advaIltoagneo.t underestinude the influence of your window. A fair average speci-
men of the causal purchaser said to us recently : " I find it hard to buy my hats
and shoes, for instance, in any other manner than by walking from store to store,
until I see what I want in the Nvindow." No doubt a very large slice of the dear
public goes about the thing in just the same way. Not only do people look for
things they want in windows, but they buy lots of things they don't need, and
had no idea of buying, simply because they see them attractively arranged in
the window.
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Asbestos
Chimney

• AL.,. Iris Diaphragm.

Former price. $4.00

Now, $2.50 each

Geneva
Adjustable Table
No, 991

BIG REDUCTION 

Gervais Chart of the Eye
This Chart is one that should be in the office of every oculist

and optician. The figures are on a black background and are
done in seven colors, and are perfect representations of the different
parts of the eye. These charts have always been sold at $1.25
each, owing to the fact that they had to be imported.

We are pleased to announce that we are prepared to supply
this elegant chart at the following extremely low price, as we
have finally succeeded in getting a stone made and having charts
printed in this country, thus saving for our customers the high
duty on them,

On Map, each, . 75 cents
On Paper, 27 x 35 inches, each, 25 cents

The cost of sending these separately by prepaid express is 15 cents each

We here illustrate for the first time
the Geneva Adjustable Table. We con-
sider this the finest table on the market.
It is constructed so as to practically bal-
ance either ophthalmometer or retino-
scope. It has rack and pinion adjust-
ment, assisted and balanced by a coil
spring. When at proper height it is
made absolutely rigid by a set screw.

Price, $10.00 each

No. 991. Price, $10.00 each

Geneva
Retinoscope

Our sales on this instru-
ment are increasing daily.
This is the instrument
you want.
Send in your order.

cOMTEK6a;cgiO.CPcr1

Don't

Forget
We have a branch
at 'Des !Moines

6,35. eza'ICI. 6,311) 6,09.5t1IG3

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY
Branch Office at Des Moines, Iowa 63 an 65 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Ocular Vertigo in Aphakia Caused by
the Glasses

It is a fact, well known to all refractionists,
that the higher the glass the patient must wear,
,the greater usually are the inconveniences and
disturbances first caused by them. The cause
of this has been well explained by Donders in his
" Anomalies of Accommodation and Refraction
of the Eye." Here he shows in paragraph 12
that the immediate consequences of placing a
glass, with positive or negative focus, before one
eye are the following :

I. The point of most remote and that of
nearest vision (the punctum remotum and
punctum proximum) are placed differently.

2. The range of accommodation is altered.
3. The region of accommodation changes

in position and extent.
4. The magnitude of the retinal images

does not continue the same.
5. The estimation of the distance, magni-

tude and form of objects undergoes a change.
All this is especially marked with very high

convex glasses, such as are worn in aphakia.
But here only the fourth and fifth effect prevails,
as the accommodation, of course, is paralyzed
in eyes without a crystalline lens. With very
high glasses all our former experiences about
the size, distance and form of objects have to
be revised as it were. A new relation has to be
established between the visual impressions and
those of the other senses which have remained
the same. No wonder, then, that in some people
who have been operated upon for cataract and
whose mind is not elastic enough to quickly set
up a new relationship between the impressions
of the different senses, that these people become
dizzy on first putting on their glasses and try-
ing to walk about with them ! This can be
easily explained on the lines laid down by
Donders, who also refers to the prismatic effect
produced by looking through the marginal
parts of the glass.

Three cases of this kind have been reported
lately in the Wiener lifedieinishe Presse—one
by Dr. Klein and two by Dr. Konigstein—the
first patient being sixty years and the others
about eighty years of age. We will reproduce
here the report of Dr. Konigstein as given by
the Annals of Ophthalmology.

J. L., seventy-nine years old, was operated fifteen
years ago for cataract of the left eye. The operation

was successful, but the eye was not used, as the right

eye had normal vision yet. Two years ago the vision

of the right eye decreased down to and so that the left

eye had to be used. The examination showed that

with + 9 0 + 3 D. cyl., vision was 8, and that with the

proper glasses he could read the finest type. The

patient was very happy and could hardly wait to get

his glasses made. But shortly after, the patient came

back with glasses in hand and complained that he

could not use his glasses in the street, as he always

became dizzy and was afraid of .paralysis. For read-

ing, he was satisfied with the glasses and he felt no

dizziness. The author then tested the glasses and

found the optician filled the prescription correctly.

He then had the patient put on the glasses and ex-

amined his vision. The examination showed again

the same result. The patient could read again 8.
The patient was quite astonished and could hardly

believe that those were his glasses. The doctor then

asked him to walk about the room. He showed an
uncertain gait and a certain stiffness of the neck, and
Olen told to move his head in his walk he only
stiffened it more. He asserted that the floor moves

when he puts his foot on it and he therefore felt dizzy.

It is quite plain that the patient, by his forced stiff

neck looked through the marginal part of the glasses,

which in cataract glasses has a prismatic effect.

Normally the movements of the eye during vision

are very slight, as the corresponding movements of

the head partly take their place. The patient did not

look though the center of the glass, but allowed the

marginal rays to enter his eye, and this produced not

only blurred but also deflected image and thus caused

the dizzy sensation. I advised the patient to learn to

move his head. Shortly afterward the patient came

back again and said that he can use the glasses now
better, but still he feels safer in a close room than on

the street, and that he feels quite weary when walking

down stairs. He therefore wears his glasses when in

the room, but he takes them off when walking in

the street or when walking down stairs.
The second case resembles very much the first

one. 0., eighty years old, was operated on his right

eye for cataract ; the left eye still had fairly 'C good

vision. In 1898 the vision of the left eye diminished

so much that he had to get glasses for the right eye.

NVith + 12 0 + I I). cyl. h. vision was ?ff ; %vith i .7.2,

D. cyl. h. he could read quite well.. The patient left

the city for his home. A few weeks later he came

back, complaining that he sees quite \yell with the
glasses in the room, but on the street he feels dizzy

and uncertain. This patient, in spite of his years,

walks very erect and holds his neck stiff. He is quite

yell satisfied with his glasses for reading. The author

agrees with Dr. Klein in that, that the vertigo is pro-

duced by the patient looking through the marginal part

of the strong convex lenses, but holds that the pris-

matic effect of the glasses is more responsible for the

dizziness than the refractory effect of the glasses, and

thinks that all this is produced by the disconcerted

action of the muscles of the eye with those of the

head.

That this latter explanation is right only to
a very limited extent, the reader will observe
by referring to the exposition of Donders
alluded to above.

Acuity of Vision and Color Sense in
Railway Employees

In the Recited d' Ophlalmologie Dr. Des-
pagnet discusses the problem so important for
the general public : What amount of sight and
color vision should be demanded from the em-
ployees who have to do with the running of
trains, as engineers or firemen. He justly holds
that it is wrong to entrust the running of any
engines with the constant necessity for a sharp
look-out to anyone with less than normal visual
acuity, as at times of fogs and mists, even per-
sons with normal vision have difficulty in seeing
through it for any distance. All engineers,
therefore, and firemen should be required to
have normal vision with normal color percep-
tion. And they should have it without glasses,
for though these raise the visual acuity to nor-
mal while they are clean, they should not be
allowed to the men, as they are too liable to be-
come dirty. He states that this is the rule on
the government roads in France, and that this
apparently rigid rule does not interfere with an
abundant supply of proper men, as there are
constantly about fifty applicants waiting for each
vacancy.

The Recovery of Vision in Ambylopic
Eyes

A humorous, but prctly true, definition of
amblyopia declares it to be that condition of die
eye in which the patient can see nothing and the
doctor can see nothing either. Indeed, we have
not been able to give the anatomic peculiarities
of such eyes, if such there are, nor to give the
exact causes of such deficiency. It would seem
that the main cause must be sought for in the
nervous system, and particularly that part of
the brain that is connected with the amblyopic
eye. For how otherwise could we explain the
fact that such eyes can be improved by exclud-
ing the good eye from vision and forcing the
amblyopic one to study the visual world. Such
a case has been reported again lately by Dr.
Herrnheiser, in Germany. His patient was a
boy, eleven years old, who had been struck in
the left eye with a piece of wood. The cornea
had been penetrated and a traumatic cataract
had developed. This was the worse for the
boy, as the injured eye had always been the
seeing eye, the right eye converging strongly
and having very poor vision, which, on exami-
nation, was determined to be as low as counting
of fingers at one and one-half meters. There
was eccentric fixation at that time, but the field
of vision and color sense was found to be nor-
mal. The media were clear and the refraction
was about ± 2 D. The vision of the injured
eye was counting fingers at four meters, but in
spite of the grave injury to it this eye was used
for fixation as soon as the bandage was removed.
Daily tests were made with the amblyopic eye,
and it was observed that in two weeks the vision
had increased to the counting of fingers at 4
meters. Still central fixation did not exist.
After three months the vision was 1,64- and with
+ 2 D. sph., the boy could read Jaeger No. 6.
Meanwhile, the cataract had been operated upon
in the injured eye, and vision eff with ± to D.
was obtained. A year later the boy again was
examined, and it was found that vision in the
amblyopic right eye had increased to such ;in ex-

tent that he could read 1; and Jaeger No. x VIthullt

glasses. This certainly gives strong evidence

in favor of our view expressed above, and
furthermore of the soundness of the advice of
Priestley Smith with regard to the treatment of
strabismus in children, namely, to tie up the
better eye at regular intervals and thus to com-

pel the patient to use the deviating eye. If this
is done the moment the child shows a deviation

of one eye, the amblyopia of this squinting eye

from non-use (amblyopia ex anopsia) may be

prevented.
Against this view Professor Schweigger pro-

tests. He believes that the amblyopia is either
congenital or due to weakness of accommoda-

tion, and that there is no proof that an eye with

good vision has ever become amblyopic by stra-

bismus. He thinks that there is no such thing

as impairment of function by squint, and he

argues that an eye ■vhich will squint later on is
not excluded from vision, but. receives innumera-

ble retinal impressions, and that if the visual act
was performed normally up to the second, third

or fifth year (the general time of commencement

of strabismus) vision cannot be altered if the

media are clear and no cerebral defect occurs.

In his opinion real amblyopia is often congeni-

tal and (Inc to a retinal hemorrhage in the new-

born which may leave no anatomic change. The

amblyopic eyes remain in the normal position

for a time, but under the influence of accommo-

dation, muscular preponderance, growth of the

orbit or other causes, they may easily deviate.

(Continued on page 293)
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Oki rimless Eyeglasses can be made
Lens Lock (nickel) for soc.
The letter " L" on all Lens Lock Eye-
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Lens Lock
Eyeglasses

will not only afford more comfort to
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He thus explains the high percentage of amblyo-
pia in squinting eyes. Professor Silex is of the
same opinion, and says that the old theory that
in consequence of exclusion from vision a lack
of physiologic development of the
juvenile eye and the visual center in
the brain occurred cannot be proven.
Now it must be admitted that up to
the present we have no scientific
observation which rigidly proves
that sight decreased after squint set
in. But on the other hand we have
well-authenticated evidence that a
squinting eye may improve rapidly
under certain circumstances, as the
case of Dr. Herrnheiser, above
cited, would seem to prove. It
does not seem fair to explain such
findings by probable errors in the
functional examination as Professor
Silex does, and such assertions like
this that no improvement of vision is to be
expected from separate exercises of the ambly-
opic eye, never more than that found at the
first examination after careful correction of re-
fraction, must seem very questionable in the
light of the report given.

Still there are many doubtful points in this
subject, and we must wait for more extended
and critical observations of reliable observers
before a decisive answer can be given to the
complex questions here involved.
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placed a glass picture-slide. At A B is a lens whose

focal length equals the distance of the reflected image

G H. In addition to these lenses, there are slots at

A B into which lenses from the trial case may be put

to correct the refractive error of the patient. D E F

is a brass arc with two slots in it—a short slot in which

is the binding screw D, and a long slot in which is the

screw E When the screw is loosened the two

halves of the instrument may be brought together to

Orthoptic Treatment of Convergent
Squint in Young Children

In a former issue Of THE KEYSTONE we
gave a full description of Priestley Smith's treat-
ment of strabismus, and called special attention
to his method of using ocular exercises to either
cure a squint altogether or to at least develop
binocular vision after operative procedures.
Lately, Dr. C. Worth read an interesting paper
on the same subject before the Ophthalmologi-
cal Society of the United Kingdom, in which
he summed up the usual treatment as follows :
Glasses are prescribed and ordered to be worn
constantly. In nearly one-third of the squint-
ing cases the eyes after a time become straight
and remain so while the glasses are worn. Some
of these cases are really cured, so that they ob-
tain good binocular vision, but the majority are
not. In the other two-thirds, which cannot be
cured by glasses alone, the patients are usually

left alone without further treatment till the age

of seven or eight years, when most of them are
operated upon. But only a few of these cases
really obtain binocular vision, because the time

has gone by when this faculty might have been

easily established. Dr. Worth, therefore, justly

calls attention to the early commencement of

the treatment by exercises—the so-called orthop-

tic treatment (from the Greek words, orthos,

right, and oy5sis, sight). That this treatment

has not been employed more extensively the

doctor attributes to three causes :
I. The child will only submit to treatment

so long as he finds it interesting.
2. The image of the squinting eye is sup-

pressed, and it is very difficult to reawaken the

consciousness as it were of that organ.

3. The angle of the squint is usually so

large that by means of the ordinary stereoscopes

the image cannot be brought to the fovea of the

deviating eye.
According to the Opthalnzic Record, Dr.

Worth then described the following method :

In 1895 Mr. Worth made the instruinent shown in

the drawing with the object of overcoming these diffi-

culties. The instrument consists of two halves joined

by a hinge at A. Each half consists of a very short

tube joined to a longer tube at an angle of 12o degrees.

At A Xis an oval mirror. At G H, in each tube, is

suit a convergence of the visual axes up to 6o degrees,

or separated to suit a divergence of as much as 30 de-

grees. When the screw F is tightened and D is
loosened an amplitude of movement of about to de-

grees only is permitted.
He finds that those who see binocularly, naturally

arrange themselves into three separate and distinct

classes, according to the degree in which they possess

this faculty. These grades of binocular vision may

be called:
First grade—Simultaneous macular perception.

Second grade—True fusion with some amplitude.

Third grade—Sense of perspective.
Before beginning treatment he ascertains the visual

Fig. 2

acuity of the child's squinting eye by means of a series

of little ivory balls.
The instrument is then adjusted to suit the angle

and direction of the squint and a cage, for instance,

Fig. 3, is shown before the fixing eye and a bird before

Fig. 3

the squinting eye. The child sees only with the fixing

eye. Illumination of the slide before the squinting eye

is increased and that of the slide before the fixing eye

diminished till the child sees the bird he was told to

look for. He has now usually lost sight of the cage.

Illuminations are then readjusted till the child sees

the bird in the cage. Many similar designs are then

shown. Then he is shown a series of slides which re-

quire blending of the images. Figs. 2 and 4. He

soon learns to do this (grade I).
After a time it is found that the angle of the

Fir. 4

l•
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instrument may be altered very slightly without the
fused picture coming to pieces, the eye follows the

objects and maintains fusion (grade 2).

Fig. 5

Exercises are continued with slides such as Figs.

5 to 9 till the tests show that grade 3 has been reached.

The next thing is to gradually equalize the illumi-

nation of the object slides. This may be done at this

stage without a return of the suppression. Next an

attempt is made to separate the mirrors more and more

Fig. 6

while the visual axes follow the direction of the objects.
Mr. Worth has used this treatment in some hun-

dreds of cases, and in a considerable proportion,

exercises and the use of glasses have caused a disap-

pearance of the squint and the acquisition of the

highest grade of binocular vision.

Fig. 7

In other cases, though patients have grade 3

while looking into the instrument, the squint does not

disappear. An occasional visit is quite sufficient to

preserve the fusion faculty till an appropriate age for

operation has been reached. The desire for fusion

Fig. 8

•
then overcomes any slight defect that may remain and
a perfect cure results.

This treatment, of course, fails in those cases in
which the deviating eye is too blind, and in those in
which there is a congenital absence of the potential
faculty of fusion.

The special points of this instrument are : t. Its
adaptability to a squint of any degree or direction,

Fig. 9
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including those cases in which the globe is rotated
about an antero-posterior axis. 2. Suppression of
vision of the squinting eye is quickly overcome by
unequal illumination. 3. The variety of devices shown

in the instrument interests and arouses the child so

that he will readily give one all the help he can.
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Manual," price $1.00. These books
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tician's Manual, and to. 2d. for the

CHAPTER XIII
(Concluded)

ASTIGMATISM

In low degrees of myopic astigmatism,
there may be reflex inflammatory conditions
such as conjunctivitis and blepharitis, with asthe-
nopia and photophobia, aggravated by near
work. In these conditions there is a tax on the
accommodation, and perhaps a spasm of the
orbicularis muscle. This latter condition more
often results when the defective meridian is
vertical, as then the patient, by half closing his
lids, can obtain a clearer image through the
more normal horizontal meridian, a thing which
would be impossible if the defect existed at or
near the I 8oth degree.

There can scarcely be any doubt that the
symptoms are caused by muscular strain, as
they disappear very rapidly when it is relieved.
There is a contraction of the ciliary muscle in
the emmetropic meridian to afford clear vision
for near work, which can be accomplished only
in the lower degrees of astigmatism (2 D. and
less). In the higher degrees these symptoms
of asthenopia are less likely to occur ; the
patient cannot see clearly and he holds his near
work closer in order to secure the benefit of the
larger retinal image.

It is an interesting fact that the ophthal-
mometer is not as satisfactory a test in the low
degrees of myopic astigmatism, as in the hyper-
metropic form, as it is found that the amount
and axis shown by this instrument differs from
that found by other tests. The reason for this
is probably that the ciliary muscle does not
adapt the shape of the lens to the cornea in
myopic as it does in hypermetropic astigmatism.

CHOICE BETWEEN A CONVEX AND A CONCAVE

CYLINDER.

On account of the tendency to a contraction
of the ciliary muscle in the slight forms of
hypermetropic astigmatism, thus changing it
into an apparent myopic defect, there is constant
danger that a concave cylinder may be prescribed
when a convex is really needed. In consider-
ation of this fact it has become a widespread
custom among intelligent opticians to lean to the
safe side and prescribe a weak convex cylinder
with its axis at right angles.

But this matter may be viewed from several
standpoints, and especially should the physical
condition of the patient be taken into account,
as well as the equilibrium of the ocular muscles
and the amplitude of accommodation. It is
manifest that a delicate, nervous woman cannot
be treated the same as a strong, hearty man.
In the latter there would be but little risk in
reversing the cylinder, whereas the former must
receive much more consideration. The condi-
tion of the muscular equilibrium must be deter-
mined, and if exophoria was found to be present
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the concave cylinder may be employed, and if
esophoria the convex cylinder. If the glasses
were desired only for distance to improve a
blurred vision, it would be proper to give the
concave cylinders ; whereas if they were to be
used only for near work, convex cylinders
should be preferred. These remarks apply to
the slight defects where it is difficult to choose
between a weak convex and a weak concave
cylinder.

TORIC LENSES.

In this connection it may not be out of
place to make mention of the so-called toric
lenses, which have recently came into notice,
and of which there may be some opticians who
have not a clear idea.

A toric surface is one in which there are
two meridians at right angles to each other,
presenting a difference of curvature and of
refractive power in contrast with

I. A spherical surface, where these two
meridians have the same curvature.

2. A cylindrical surface where one meri-
dian is plane and the other curved.

Therefore a tonic lens possesses the prop-
erties of a sphero-cylinder, the necessary curves
for which are all on
one surface.

A sphero-toric
lens is one in which
one surface is spheri-
cal and the other toric.
This can perhaps be
best understood by
analysis and compari-
son with a sphero-cyl-
inder. For instance,
we may have a lens ground according to the fol-
lowing formula : to D. S. C + 4 D. cyl. ax. 90°.
This is a sphero-cylinder, one surface spherical
to the extent of to D. and the other surface
cylindrical 4 D. more. This shows a refractive
power of to D. in the vertical meridian and
14 D. in the horizontal, and can be transposed
to a sphero-toric lens of the following formula :
+ 5 D. S. C 5 D. cyl. ax. 1800
9 D. cyl. ax. 900. The spherical surface has a
curve of + 5 D., and the toric surface a similar
curve in the vertical meridian with a curve of
9 D. in the horizontal meridian ; the result
being a refraction of to D. vertically and 14 D.
horizontally as desired.

In the toric lens the spherical curvature of
to D. in the sphero-cylinder is divided, half
being supplied by the spherical surface and the
balance by the toric surface in one meridian and
the additional curvature that is desired in the
other meridian.

The sphero-toric lens is especially appli-
cable in cases of aphakia, but will answer
equally well in high degrees of compound
myopic astigmatism. It can be made thinner
and is therefore lighter, and avoids many reflec-
tions which are apt to occur in the sphero-
cylinder. The tonic lens can also be made in
more of a periscopic form than is possible with
a sphero-cylinder, and hence can be brought
nearer and conforms more to the convex surface
of the eye, thus affording a wider and more
satisfactory field of vision.

Until recently it was thought that there
could be only one kind of curvature on each
surface of a lens ; and as a lens can have but
two surfaces, there was place only for a sphere
and cylinder, one on each side. When the
toric lens was introduced, it was announced that
it was now possible to grind a double curvature
on the one surface, giving the effect of a sphero-
cylindrical surface, and the impression was
created among many opticians that it was really
ground spherical and cylindrical, but this is not
strictly true.

A toric surface may be represented by the
pneumatic tire of a bicycle, in which there are
two diameters involved, that of the wheel and
that of the tire itself, the one differing greatly
from the other. Thus there are two distinct

+ 10 D.

+ 14 D.
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curvatures at right angles to each other. If a
gauge is taken that has the same radius of cur-
vature as the tire, it will not fit when applied to
the circumference of the wheel ; and likewise if
a gauge is used that has the radius of curvature
of the wheel, it will not fit when applied cross-
wise on the tire. For sake of illustration we
might say that the curvature of the wheel was
equal to 4 D., and the curvature of the tire
being much sharper was equal to 8 D. Then
such a lens would have a refractive power of
4 D. in the vertical meridian and 8 D. in the
horizontal, and would be equivalent to the follow-
ing sphero-cylinder : 4 D. S. C 4 D. cyl.
ax. 9o°.

It should be remembered that it is not
ground as a spherical surface and a cylindrical,
but that it has two radii of curvature at right
angles to each other, which give the refractive
effect of a sphero-cylindrical surface.

In making a comparison between sphero-
cylinders and sphero-toric lenses, there is one
point that must not be lost sight of. The lenses
from the trial case with which the patient is
fitted are bi-convex or hi-concave, that is, the
necessary curvature is equally divided between
the two surfaces. The cylinder is placed in front
of this lens and a certain acuteness of vision is
obtained, which the patient naturally has a right
to expect from his glasses. But if the latter be
ground with a great spherical curve on one sur-
face, and a weak cylindrical curve on the other,
in the usual sphero-cylindrical form, a very one-
sided lens is the result, which is not identical
with the test lens combination, and which conse-
quently does not afford as satisfactory vision.
In such a condition the toric lens possesses all
the advantages ; the strong spherical curve is
divided between the two surfaces and the cylinder
added, thus insuring the conditions necessary to
obtain the best vision.

RULES FOR CONVERTING .A SPHERO-CYLINDER

INTO A SPI ERO-TORIC LENS.

Divide the greatest meridian in half for the
sphere.

Subtract this from each of the meridians in
turn for the strength of the two toric curvatures.
We will take for example the following sphero-
Cylindrical formula : -F 7 D. S. C ± 3 D.
cyl. ax. 900.

If we divide the greatest meridian in half,
we will get 5 D. as the power for the spherical
surface.

Subtract 5 D. from 7 D., and + 2 D. will
be the strength of the one toric curve ; subtract
5 D. from to D., and 5 D. will be the strength
of the other toric curve. The lens will be ± 5
D. S. C toric 2 vertically and + 5 horizontally.

When the cylindrical element is the strong-
est, as in the following : ± 6 D. S. C + 8 D.
cyl. ax. 900, the strongest meridian is divided
in half for the one surface, which in this case
will be cylindrical ; the other half will be the
strength of the one toric curve, and the weaker
meridian the other tonic curve. Such a lens
inrould be a cylindro-toric lens as follows : 7
D. cyl. axis 9o0 C toric 7 D. horizontal and
+ 6 D. vertical.

ROUTINE METHOD OF EXAMINATION.

The patient is seated at the customary
distance from the test card (twenty feet if pos-
sible), and the acuteness of vision is ascertained
by the line which he is able to read with ease.
A vision of la ordinarily implies emmetropia,
and yet there is possibility of the presence of
hypermetropia or hypermetropic astigmatism
concealed by the accommodation.

In cases like this the radiating lines are of
but little value in determining the existence of
a slight hypermetropic astigmatism, because
being masked by the ciliary spasm, no difference
1611 be discernible in the clearness of the lines
running in different directions. Instead, a weak
convex cylinder may be made use of, a + .25 D.

(Continued on gage 299)



Goerz Trieder Binoculars
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Prof. Herman von Helmholtz

THE KEYSTONE

The THEORY OF
ACCOMMODATION

With (Portraits .of the two most Eminent Expounders

Although among
the many theories to ac-
count for the fact of ac-
commodation that one
which attributes it to
changes in the lens sur-
faces has become firmly
established by the labors
of Langenbeck, Cramer
and Helmholtz, still
there is quite a doubt
about the mechanism of
this most important phe-
nomenon. Helmholtz
assumed that during
the act of accommoda-
tion the suspensory liga-
ment of the lens relaxed,
which allowed the lens
to assume a more sphe-

rical shape. He says, in his " Physiologische Optik," p. 138 (second

edition) : " Tightened elastic membranes (like the capsule of the lens)

which surround an unchangeable volume of an incompressible fluid and,

which are fastened with a circular margin, like the zonula to the choroid,

always tend with increasing tension to approach the form of a spherical

segment. In the relaxed state during accommodation the anterior sur-

face of the crystalline bulges forward from the slight curvature of the

anterior zonular fibres. In the tense state during far-sight much less."

This theory apparently was greatly confirmed by the researches of Hess,

who observed an apparent downward displacement of the crystal
line

during accommodation and from this concluded that there was indeed a

relaxation of the suspensory ligament, which allowed the lens to follow

the impulse of gravity. But then there came Tscherning, who, from a

large number of new observations, arrived at the opposite conclus
ion,

namely, that the suspensory ligament was tightened during accommo
da-

tion and that this increased tension of the zonula produced the incre
ased

curvature of the anterior crystalline surface. Tscherning himself states

his theory as follows (" Physiologic Optics," p. 183-186 ):

I have already observed that the Curvature of the anterior 
surface of the

crystalline lens of the dead eye corresponds xv ith that of the living 
crystalline lens

in a state of repose, and not at all with the accommodated 
crystalline lens. But

the difference between the dead crystalline lens and the 
accommodated crystalline

lens is still more striking, if we consider not only the curvature 
at the middle, but

the form of the entire surface, because the anterior surface of 
the accommodated

crystalline lens is flattened towards the borders, as I have just 
explained ; in the

dead eye the curvature, on the contrary, increases.co
nsiderably towards the

borders, the surface having the form of an ellipsoid of revolution
 around the short

axis. This fact, which was already established by Krause,* is 
especially very

striking . if we examine
the eye with the ophthal-
mometer, as I explained
on page 61. The most
usual way is to remove
the prism and observe
the image of the kerato-
scopic disk. As long as

• the ophthalmometer is
placed ill the direction
of the axis of the crys-
talline lens, the images
of the circle are round,
but, if we displace the
instrument so as to form
the image near the bor-
der, it changes into an
ellipse with the long axis

vertical. Comparing figurie 122a with those on page 62, we see that 
the deformity

of the surface is quite the contrary of the conical form. 
Following are the radii

of curvature from 5° to 5° of an eye measured by Holth
, compared with those

which I have calculated for the eye of Demicheri in 
maximum accommodation:

Ago 0° 5° 10° 110 200

Dead Eye . . . . . . 28 12,1 min. 12 ni,ii. II tom. 9 mut. 7 min.

Accommodated Eye . . 25 5.6 nun. 5.0 nun. 7.0 min. 18.0 nun. 79.2 MI.

We see that we can scarcely suppose a more pronounced 
difference (Fig. i22b).

1, therefore, set myself to study the physical qualities of 
the crystalline lens, by

using especially the lenses of horses, which are very large a
nd consequently easily

handled, and I have found that we cannot consider the 
crystalline lens as a simple

elastic body in the sense of Helmholtz. The contents of
 the crystalline lens are

composed, in the adult, of two parts, the nucleus, which c
annot change its form,

and the superficial layer which, on the contrary, possesse
s this faculty to a very

high degree ; its consistence is very nearly that of a 
solution of very thick .gum.

I call this layer the accommodative layer in order to 
show that it is due to it thatSCREW LOCKED

A simple device for preventing the post screws in eye-glasses of any kind from
loosening. No extra part. Inexpensive. Neater appearance. Adjusted quickly.
Screws cannot loosen, but easily removed with a screwdriver. For sale by all
jobbers in optical goods. Mani] fact tired in every style of frame and mounting, by

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., Southbridge, Mass.
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Fig. 122a.—Reflection images on the anterior surface 
of the dead

crystalline lens. A, at the center ; B and C, towards the 
borders.

*Heltnlioltz seems to have been led into error by the 
celebrated measurements which Jean

Louis Petit had made at the commencement of the 
eighteenth century. Most of the measurements

of Petit are very exact, but those of the curvatures 
of the surfaces are without any value. Ile 

had a

merles of copper plates eta in the form of' arcs of 
circles of difibrent radii. Ills only means of de-

termining the curvature of the surfaces of the eye 
consisted in finding the arc of the circle, whic

h

seemed to him to conform to the surface. The 
measurements of Krause are astonishingly good if 

we

consider the manner in which he made them. Ile cut a fresh eye in two, along the axis, 
placed (mo-

hair of It in water under a micrometer nod examined with It 
microscope of little magnifying power.

the eye can accommodate
itself. According as age
advances, the nucleus in-
creases while the accom-
modative layer diminishes
and with it the amplitude of
accommodation. The whole
is surrounded by a capsule
which is inextensible or
very nearly so (Hocquard).

It has always been sup-
posed that a traction ex-
erted on the zonula must
flatten the crystalline sur-
faces, while a pressure ex-
erted on the borders would
have, on the contrary, the
effect of increasing their
curvature. Nothing of the
kind : a pressure exerted
Oil the borders has, on the
contrary, the effect of flat-
telling the surfaces, while
a traction exerted on the
zonula increases the curva-
ture of the surfaces at the middle, while flattening them towards the periphery.

To verify this fact we take the crystalline lens from the eye of an ox or a

horse, which must not be too old, with the capsule and zonula of Zinn. It is

easy to see that by compressing the borders the surfaces are flattened ; to observe

the effect of traction we take hold of the zonula on both sides, very near thecrystalline lens,
and, by pulling,
we can, on look-
ing at the crys-
talline lens side-
ways, see that the
anterior surface

. assumes a hyper-
bolic form (Fig.
123). But we ob-
taM a better idea
of the deformity
by studying the

; catoptric images.; 
We place the
crystalline lens
u'ith the anterior
surface upper-
most on a table
and fix above it,
at some distance,
an opaque ring
Oil which we have
stretched a sheet
of transparent
paper ; by illu-
minating this
sheet of paper
twt see
ic 

 
image

t h e coaf t tohpe-

ring formed on

the anterior surface of the crystalline lens as a black circle. We can also replace

the ring by a big lens. • The size and distance of the ring must be chosen so that

the image may be sufficiently large, and placed so that the image may be cen-

tered with the crystalline lens. Then, by exerting a traction we see the circle

change into an oval, the short axis of which corresponds with the direction of the

traction, which proves that the cur-
vature increases in that direction.
The experiment succeeds the more
easily the larger the ring. If we
place the ring so that its image is
near the border of the crystalline
lens, we see it lengthen in the direc-
tion of the traction, which indicates
a flattening in this direction.

Dr. Crzellitzer has recently con-
structed an instrument by means of
which we can exert a traction on
the zonula in all directions at once,
and with which we can still better
imitate accommodation. Instead of
the ring we may use two candles
placed so that their images are
in the direction of the traction ; on
stretching, we see them make a cen-
tripetal movement analogous to the
movement discovered by Cramer,
but much less extended. Indeed, A

on the one hand, it is probable that
these animals have not a very well
developed accommodation, and on
the other hand, it must not be for-
gotten that in the eye the displace-
ment appears nearly doubled by the
magnifying action of the cornea. The experiment can be considered only

as an imitation of accommodation on a large scale ; but the 
fact that we can

obtain an increase of curvature by a traction exerted on the z
onula is beyond

doubt.
Furthermore, we should scarcely expect any other result.. I have several

times emphasized the fact that the nucleus has a much more pron
ounced curvature

(Continued on page 299)

Dr. N. Tscherning

Fig. 122/4—A, Ow dead crystalline lens ; B, the accommodated crystnIlino

lens. The dotted lines indicate the form of the surfaces of the see.,nt

degree, to which the majority of crystalline surfaces most nearly apprnneli.

8

Fig. 123.—Crystalline len, i the nx I wk., onlarged

dotted line indicate. the I. which the

crystalline len, .\ lo a lateral nye—

(lure ; IS, by a tritetion exerted on the zonnia

'rhe arrows indieate the direetion or ow
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The Theory of Accommodation

(Continued from page 297)

than the surfaces of the crystalline lens, and moreover,
that it cannot change its form unless we crush it.
Glancing at Fig. 124, we readily understand that by

exerting ;I„ traction on
the zonula the peri-
pheral parts must flat-
ten, while at the mid-
dle the curvature in-
creases on account of
the greater resistance
and curvature of the
nucleus. And the re-
sult will be the same
if there is no nucleus,
as is the case in young
people, only if the cur-
vature and resistance
increase towards the
center. The increase
of curvature of the
central layers is visible
on any preparation of
the crystalline lens.

The increase of resistance finds its optic expression
in the increase of index towards the center.

Fig. 124.—Optic system of the eye
of the ox (magnified twice).

As far as the observations of Hess are con-
cerned, Tscherning believes that they do not
oblige us to assume a relaxed condition of the
suspensory ligament, but thinks that a displace-
ment of the crystalline mass in the interior of
the capsule would afford a satisfactory explana-
tion of the phenomenon.

Lately, Dr. W. N. Sutter, of Washington,
D. C., has again objected to Tscherning's
theory (Archives of Ophthalmology). He could
not confirm Tscherning's views that a traction
on the lens produced a greater curvature of the
anterior crystalline surface. In twelve calves'
eyes he could not demonstrate an increase of
curvature at the summit of the stretched lens ;
though in eight eyes from freshly-killed beeves,
all being more than five years of age, he really
did observe an unmistakingly hyperbolic form
when sufficient traction \'as made. He gives
the following explanation :

Dissection of these lenses reveals the cause of

their different behavior under traction. The calves'

lenses have no hard nucleus, while those from the full-
grown animals have a nucleus of pronounced hardness

surrounded by a comparatively soft cortical layer. In

the lens shown in Fig. 2 this formation was especially

characteristic. Pressure upon the lens with the fingers

gave the impression of a soft, gelatinous mass sur-

rounding a nucleus of stony hardness. When the

capsule was ruptured the cortical matter was easily

removed, leaving the solid nucleus exposed. No

amount of pressure less than that which crushed the

nucleus (and great force was required to do this) pro-

duced any appreciable change in shape..

In other words, that condition which is most

favorable and which, in fact, is indispensable, accord-

ing to Tscherning's theory, for the accomplishment of

accommodation, is the one which is known to offer the

greatest obstacle to accommodation in the human eye;

for the greatest power of accommodation exists in

childhood when the lens is soft throughout, and this

power diminishes as the nuclear portion of the lens

becomes harder with increase of age.

But Tscherning does not deny the possi-

bility of accommodation without a nucleus. For,

as the readers will see from the passage quoted

from Tscherning's book, this author has ex-

plained already that in the adult lens it is the

accommodative layer which, together with the

nucleus, makes accommodation possible ; while

in young eyes without a nucleus, the increasing'

density of the crystalline mass towards the

center fulfills a similar purpose as the nucleus

in older eyes. Furthermore, we have observa-

tions on human crystalline lenses by Dr. Stad-
feldt, who has demonstrated that in these lenses

he always produced a greater curvature in con-
sequence of the traction (loc. cit., p. 186, of

English translation by Dr. Weiland). That such
observations on human lenses should have a

greater value than those on the lower animals,

THE KEYSTONE

cannot be doubted ; and it would appear there-
fore that the theory of Tscherning can in no way
be regarded as refuted by these observations of
Dr. Suter, especially as his photographic method
cannot be considered as sensitive as the catoptric
method employed by Tscherning and his pupils.

The Optician's Manual

(Conlinuedfrom page 29,51

or a + .5o D. , and in some of the cases this
will suffice to afford definite information. The
axis is placed first at 900 (corresponding to
astigmatism with the rule), which will possibly
afford a slight improvement in vision ; if not,
the axis may be rotated through all the meridians
until the location is found where vision is most
satisfactory, and the strength of the cylinder
increased as the eye will accept.

But in a large number of cases the result
of the trial with convex cylinders is negative, or
they may even be rejected. If the symptoms
of which the patient complains point towards
astigmatism, or in any case in order to exclude
this defect, a + .50 D. sphere is placed before
the eye and the patient directed to look at the
card of test letters instead of the clock dial
card. He will probably say that he cannot see
so clearly ; now a — .5o D. cylinder is placed
in front of the sphere with its axis horizontal,
which at once is likely to improve vision ; if not,
perhaps it can be rotated to some other meridian
where it will be accepted. If a concave cylinder
over a convex sphere improves vision, astig-
matism is shown to be present of the hyper-
metropic variety ; and conversely if hyper-
metropic astigmatism is present, it can more
likely be detected by this means than by the
use of the convex cylinders.

A person with normal vision who is emme-
tropic will be able to see as well with the con-
cave cylinder in one position as another. A
person with normal vision who is astigmatic
w ill quickly see a difference, as the cylinder is
rotated, and will be able to designate which
position affords the best vision, and which causes
the most blurring. It is almost superfluous to
say that if a — .5o D. cyl. ax. 1800 is accepted
over a + .5o D. sphere, the vertical meridian is
neutralized and the hypermetropic meridian is
the horizontal one ; in such a case the correcting
cylinder is -I-- .50 D. cyl. ax. 9o°.

If the acuteness of vision is below normal,
then the astigmatism may be either hyper-
metropic or myopic. If the vision is but little
impaired, as for instance if it equals ift or per-
haps an occasional letter in the No. 20 line, it is
most probably hypermetropic ; whereas if it is
markedly lessened, and reduced to la or less, if
astigmatism is present at all, it is more likely of
the myopic variety.

In these cases the radiating lines may be
made use of, as there is enough astigmatism, or
at least it is not concealed by the accommodation,
to cause a difference in the appearance of these
lines. If the vertical lines are indistinct, the
horizontal meridian of the eye is the defective
one ; and as the refractive power of the cylinder
is located in the meridian at right angles to its
axis, therefore the latter is placed over the
normal meridian of the eye and in the same
direction as the indistinct lines which in this
case would be axis at 900.

A + .5o cyl. is tried and if accepted the
defect is proven to be hypermetropic, and the
lens is increased until all the lines appear equally
clear. If the convex cylinder is rejected, a
—.5o cylinder is placed in front of the eye, and
if accepted the defect is shown to be myopic
and the lens is slowly increased until the indis-
tinct lines are made to appear as clear as the
others.

Or the card of letters may be used, and the
convex or concave cylinder placed in front of
the eye as indicated, rotated to the proper meri-
dian, and increased as necessary, until the
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greatest improvement in the acuteness of vision
is obtained.

The correction of astigmatism has become
common only within the last thirty years. At
first it was not considered necessary to correct
anything under i D. Afterwards the limit was
lowered to .5o D., ignoring any less amount,
and correcting only the spherical error, but not
always with the relief and satisfaction desired.
Within recent years among accomplished refrac-
tionists it is customary to take note of .25 D.,
or even . 1 2 D. of astigmatism, because it has
been found that even these slight degrees are
often accompanied by the most distressing.
symptoms.

[r.so or CHAPTER x II I]

" Physiologic Optics "*
[Extract from a review bv Edward Jackson, Si. I ., aut 'Mr

of "Skiascopy," etc.]

It has often been a matter of regret that
there existed no English translation of Helm-
holtz's great work. This was not merely on
account of its individual excellence, but also
because one did not have in the language any-
thing that attempted to cover approximately the
same ground.

There will henceforth be far less reason for
such regret. The book upon the subject by
Dr. M. Tscherning, first published two years
ago, has been translated by Dr. Carl Weiland, of
Philadelphia, and published by THE KEYSTONE.

Since a work of this kind is now new in our
language, it may be worth while to point out
that physiological optics is an entirely different
subject from errors of refraction. This may be
illustrated by the fact that in this work of three
hundred and seventy pages, the chapter on
Anomalies of Refraction occupies just sixteen
pages. Of course there are, in addition to this,
separate chapters on Astigmatism, Aberration,
Accommodation and Ophthalmoscopy, but in
these the subjects are treated from a standpoint
entirely different from that of the usual treatise
on the refraction of the eye. These, with
chapters on Optic Principles, the Optic System
of the Eye, the False Images of the Eye, Oph-
thalmometry, Circles of Diffusion and Entoptic
Phenomena, make up the first great division el
the book entitled " Ocular Dioptrics." The
other two divisions deal with Functions of the
Retina, Ocular Movements and Binocular Vision.

Tscherning is best known among us for his
attack on the Helmholtz theory of accommoda-
tion, so that his chapter upon this subject,
including some thirty pages, will naturally be
one of the first to claim attention. To do jus-
tice to it in a notice of this kind would be quite
impossible. It contains both a record of obser-
vations and the theory he advances for their
explanation. There is no confusion of the two,
and about the correctness of the principal ob-
servations which militate against the Helmholtz
theory there can le little question. Helmholtz
believed that in accommodation the lens surfaces
became more nearly spherical. Tscherning has
demonstrated that during accommodation the
anterior surface of the lens as a whole approaches
a conical form, with a stronger spherical curve
at the center, or, as he expresses it, that "accom-
modation is effected by the temporary formation
of an anterior lenticonus." That this is actu-
ally the character of the change in the form of
the lens there can be little doubt. It is the re-
lation of this change of form to the action of
the ciliary muscle that is still uncertain, and the
view that. accommodation is effected by tension
of the zoneule rather than its relaxation is at
least worthy of careful consideration.

The chapter on Ophthalmometry is a very
condensed but beautiful presentation of its sub-
ject. Those on the False Images of the Eye,
Circles of Diffusion, Aberration and Entoptic
Phenomena contain matter of great interest.

—Ophthalmic Record.

"Physiologic Opties" is published by TIIE KEYSTONE and
will be sent postpaid on receipt of price, $3.50.
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Skiascopy
(coNT1Nt'Eu)

Our work on riklaacopy, of which
this serial is a reprint, contains over
200 pages, with numerous illustra-
tions and several colored plates. No
practicing optician can afford to be
without a copy of this treatise, which
far excels in comprehensiveness
and practical value any work here-
tofore published on the subject. It
not only explains the shadow test
in its practical application to the
work of refraction, but expounds
fully and explicitly the optical prin-
ciples underlying it. In depth of
research, wealth of illustration and
scientific completeness the work is
unique. The price of the book is
$1.50 and it will be sent postpaid to
all parts of the world on receipt of
this amount ; or it can be had from
the leading wholesale optical houses
of Great Britain, or Bosch, Barthel
& Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for fis 3d.

The work will continue to appear in serial form, as hereunder,
In this journal. Tho first installment was published in the Sep-
tember, 1899, issue.

CHAPTER IV. ( Continued)
General Optical Principles—Focus, Diffusion, Aberration,

Inversion and Magnification.

Telescopy brings the object nearer and thus
accounts for its enlargement ; microscopy can-
not allow the object to be as near as it actually
is, but on account of the enlarged image the
object appears, at the punctum proximum, pro-
portionally enlarged. Both of these effects are,
however, magnification.

Magnification is an effect upon the group
or system of pencils of light from the object.
An enlarged retinal image is merely the separa-
tion on the retinal of the foci of pencils from
points in the object. As the term foci pertains
to more than one pencil, two or more pencils
are necessarily involved in magnification. The
foci are as exactly placed upon the retina in
magnification as in ordinary vision, the only
difference being in the separation of the foci.
The definition is as sharp in one case as in the
other, or the principle of magnification is lost.
If the pencils do not focus upon the retina—an
effect pertaining to the individual pencils—diffu-
sion results. Diffusion begins where magnifi-
cation ends.

It is in the confusion of these two distinct
phenomena that Dr. Jackson is most unsatisfac-
tory. He speaks of the magnification of the
retina when the point of reversal approaches the
observing eye, and of indefinite magnification
when it reaches it. In skiascopy it is not the
retina but the reflex that is being observed.
The apparent enlargement of the reflex is due
to increased diffusion at the retina, not of the
observed, but of the observing eye, such diffu-
sion reaching the maximum at the moment
when the pencils of light from the observed eye
focus at or just posterior to the cornea of the
observing eye. There may be diffusion at the
retina of the observed eye also, but it is slight
in comparison to the diffusion of area 4. If the
observed eye is myopic to the exact degree re-
quired for it to focus, with passive accommoda-
tion, the luminous area upon the retina, and no
lens is in front of it, it will focus emergent pen-
cils at the same distance as the light. If the
observing eye is at that point there will be the
greatest degree of diffusion upon its retina,
although there is none at the retina of the ob-
served eye. Magnification has no standing in
these peculiar effects. The diffusion at the
retina of the observing eye is projected to the
pupil of the observed eye, and it is this effect
that the doctor calls indefinite magnification.
The doctor also seems to think that a pencil of
light from one point on the retina of the ob-
served eye monopolizes the pupillary space in
coming out. There is no chance for such
monopoly, for the pupil allows ten million pen-
cils, each filling its entire space, to pass through
it simultaneously, and there is not the least
interference between them. One pencil occupy-
ing the pupillary space is no bar to others.

In emmetropia and hyperopia there is mag-
nification of the reflex, for the reflex is either at
or within the focal length of the dioptric media.
But neither a hyperope nor einmetrope will
focus • the luminous area at the retina ,without
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the use of the accommodation, hence there is
diffusion at the retina of the observed eye in
these cases, and that is all the diffusion seen
until a lens makes the eye artificially myopic.
Then the retina and reflex are no longer nearer
than the focus, and the emergent pencils are
convergent, and magnification of the retina or
reflex is at an end, the same as when a lens of
± 5 D. is held more than 8 in. from the object
to be observed through it, and diffusion begins.

Lenses are placed near the eye, or at it,
usually to overcome the eye's dioptric defects,
but they are placed at fixed distances from the
object usually to be within their focal distance
from it. In the former case magnification is
not the thing sought for, but a perfect definition
at the retina. In the latter case magnification

Fig. 3o

is the purpose. If a lens is at its focal distance
from the object, all its power being exercised in
neutralizing the pencils, as shown at Fig. 30,
the direction of propagation ,of each pencil is
unchanged, but if the observing eye is far away,
only pencils from a small area of the object
reach it at all. But the image of such small
area will be enlarged on the retina because of
the action of the lens. If the lens were a little
nearer to the object it would not neutralize the
pencils, and more pencils from the object or
from a larger area than A B would reach the
eye, ,which would have to use a little of its
accommodation to focus them. The object
would appear smaller, and magnification would
be less, because the retinal image
would be reduced. A lens used in
this way gives its maximum of mag-
nifying power when at its focal dis-
tance from the object, or when it
simply neutralizes the pencils: A
little farther from the object, only
part of its power is required to neu-
tralize the pencils, and it therefore
focuses them posteriorly at a greater
or less distance, and the observing eye, within
such focal distance, receives concave waves.
An emmetropic eye has no capacity to focus
these pencils at its retina. A hyperopic eye
may do so if it is not too near the focus ; but
no eye can focus them if at the focus, for they
are already focused by the lens. Diffusion neces-
sarily results, and diffusion is at the maximum
when the observing eye is at such focus and its
dioptric media are utterly incapacitated.

Fig. 31 represents an eye, unassisted, focus-
ing pencils from A B. The crescent on the lens
represents the accommodation. No accommo-
dation is required by the eye in Fig. 30, if em-
metropic, as the waves are neutral. It will be
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and A B in Fig. 30 appears to be of the same
size as A B in Fig. 31. As they are at equal
distances, this is magnification.

If the lens in Fig. 30 were a stronger lens,
or if it were farther from the object A B, it
would transpose all the pencils from A B, giving
the observing eye, unless it were beyond such
foci, negative waves. Within the focal distance
the observing eye would have negative waves,
but if the observing eye were beyond the foci a
true image of A 13 would lie between it and the
lens, and from such true image positive waves
would be evolved and pass on to the observing
eye. Now, if the observing eye is at the focal
area, or at A' 13', as shown in Fig. 32, it will
be utterly incapable of focusing the pencils ; but
if it is beyond A' B' and not too near, it may
retranspose the pencils transposed at A' B' and
get an image of A B upon its retina. But only
minor pencils of the original pencils, acted upon
by the lens, will reach the observing eye. The
pencil that focuses at 12" will have been previ-
ously focused at /3', and will come from B and
be transposed by the upper part of the lens. It
is in the upper position in the intermediate
image at A' B', but in the lower position at A"
B". The same double inversion will be noted
for A" from A', which is from A. That is, A"
B" is an inverted image of an inverted image,
and the double inversion has caused it to cor-
respond in position with the original A 13. But
the object will now appear to the observing eye
inverted, for projection produces this effect, and
it is only when the retinal image is inverted that
the object appears erect.

To the observing eye A B appears enlarged
and inverted. If A B is an arrow pointing up-
ward, the aerial image A' B' will be an arrow
pointing downward, but A" B", the retinal
image, will be an arrow pointing upward, but it

Fig. 32

Fig. 31

noticed in Fig. 30, also, that the lower part of
the pencil from B and the upper part of the
pencil from A alone reach the eye, and the
source of the pencil from A seems to be at A'
ancl that from B at B', because the foci are on
the ages A' F and B' E of the observing eye.
In these two cases (Figs. 30 and 3t) the retinal
images may be equal in extend, although A B
in Fig. 31 is much larger than A B in Fig. 30.
In each case the image is inverted at the retina.
Why, then, does the object appear erect ? This
question is equivalent to the question : " Why
does a feeling feel the way it feels ?" which is
not very intelligible. Projection of the two
equal images gives the idea of two equal objects,

will be projected as an arrow pointing down-
ward, for that is the rule of projection, a sensa-
tory law established by experience. A B will
be magnified, for A' B', which is the immediate
source of the pencils that reach the eye, would
appear larger because of nearness to the observ-
ing eye, if A B and A' B' were equal in size.
But as A' B' is farther from the lens than A B
(we will suppose twice as far) it has double the
extent of A B. But if we also suppose that A'
B' is double the distance from the dioptric
media of the observing eye that the retina is
from such media, A" B" will be of but 4 the
extent of A' B', and therefore equal in extent to
A B. The retinal image will be, therefore, of
the same size as the object. Sensation can give
the data for but one conclusion from this—that
the object is large, about as large as the lens
that transmits the pencils, for it will not allow
that the object is nearer than the lens, for the
retinal image of the lens covers the image of
A .B. The lines of projection for the lens and
A B are about the same. Since A' B' is of twice
the extent of A B and but half as far from the
retina, A .B is magnified four diameters, and
in n appears to be four times the extent of A B.
If L is moved laterally a few millimeters, A B
will appear to move in the same direction, but
more rapidly than the lens.

(To BF: CONTINUED)

" I herewith enclose you one dollar for a year's
subscription to your peerless journal. I say "peer-
less," because The Keystone stands entirely alone in
the horizon of trade journalism. It is like the 114.4,--
nel-ion operas—far above and beyond all others—in
a class alone."—A. J Winslow, optician, Ferndale,
California.



IWHAT IS SAID OF THE HARDY OPHTHALMOMETER
E. D. BEST, OPTICIAN, MIN-

NEAPOLIS, MINN., SAYS : Have
been using yourOphthalmometer
for the past two years, as I get a
better image and a cleaner cut
line of image than with the Javal
instrument, and like the handling
of the machine better in all ways
than the Javal.

F. B. HOLMAN, OrTiciAN,
OWOSSO, MICH., SAYS : With the
Ophthalmometer's aid I can do
work much quicker and just as
accurately without questioning
patients, and I have found the
fewer questions asked the better
suited the customer.

A. J. SHELLNIAN, OPTICIAN,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., SAYS:
There are four reasons why I
think the Hardy Ophthalmometer
is the best: .First, it is simple to
operate. Second, it is accurate
in adjustment, and finds every
degree of astigmatism. Third,
it is a benefactor to every opti-

cian who desires good re-
sults. Fourth, it has

perfect definition.
To me it has

been an instru-
ment of indis-
pensable
value.

EMILE
F.RENAUD,
OPTICIAN,
KEOKUK,I0WA,
SAYS: I have
used th e Hardy
Opht hal in o meter
steadily for the past two
years or more, and it gives
perfect results, especially in find-
ing the absolute axis of corneal
astigmatism. Many times it has
helped me in high degrees of
astigmatism when I could find
nothing with the retinoscope.
I use it in every case refracted
by me.

DR. OSCAR DODD, CHICAGO,
ILL., SAYS : I consider that the
definition and clearness of the
image in your instrument excels
that of any instrument of the
kind made.
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L. J. BACHUS, OPTICIAN, LOUIS-
VILLE, KY., SAYS: After one and
a half years' experience with your
Ophthalmometer, we wish to say
that without a doubt it is a time-
saver and a money-maker. We
would not be without it, even
though it cost twice as much.

BRANCHES
ATLANTA, GA.
DENVER, COLO.
PARIS, PRANCE AGENTS

For the Pacific Coast, California Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal.
For New England, Globe Optical Co., Boston. Mass.
For Philadelphia, D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.
For Great Britain, J. Raphael & Co., London, England.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an 
dence of good faith. questions will be answered in the order in
which they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymous
communications.

To enable us to answer questions 8atisfactorily and give proper
advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it is essential
that we be furnished with a complete history of each ease and
accurate information on the following points

I. Age. (I f not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with them).
It. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

" W"—Thung lady, aged eighteen years. Gen-
eral good health. Has worn -I- 1.25 lenses for
about four months. I find R. 18 ; with .75, IS,
almost H. L.,12 ; with .75, ft almost it Stronger
lenses blur, and with 1.25 sees only . With ± .75
sees finest print at 5". Maddox rod shows 4°
exophoria, The strongest prisms not causing
diplopia are 8° base out and 7° base in. Sofa,-, it
seems to be an every-day case ; but as I suspected
latent hypermetropia, I removed the + .75 lenses
and inserted + 4. With these lenses .1 find the
Maddox rod shows very little exophoria. The
streak almost covers flame. The strongest prisms
not producing diplopia are now 9° base out and
60 base in. As a rule, convex- lenses would in-
crease exophoria. What can be the reason that
they diminish same in this case?

There seems to be no doubt that this is a case of
hypermetropia, some of which is manifest, as shown
by the + .75 D. leases accepted, and in addition there
is probably some existing in a latent form. We would
be inclined not to give her any stronger lenses than
those she accepts, although our judgment in this re-
spect would be influenced by the effect of the glasses
which she has been wearing for the past four months ;
on this point we are not given any information, and in
fact we are not told what symptoms the patient corn-
plains of nor in what way her eyes trouble her. Be-
sides the refractive error there seems to be a muscular
insufficiency. The various tests mentioned all serve
to show that this insufficiency is located in the internal
recti muscles. Whether it is proper to combine prisms
with the convex spheres, and if so, what degree, will
have to be determined by information which has not
been given us in this history ; also, Nvhether an effort
should be made to strengthen the weak muscles by
exercise, is another matter for consideration.

As we read our correspondent's description of the
case, the only point on which he seems to ask our ad-
vice is as to why the convex lenses diminish the appa-
rent exophoria. In the first place, we think the
+ 4 D. lens is much too strong ; because, if used at
a distance where muscular tests are usually made, the
vision is likely to be so much blurred and confused as
to destroy the accuracy of the tests ; and for this reason
we cannot be surprised if the rule is departed from,
that convex lenses usually increase the exophoria.
And, in the second place, the muscular equilibrium is
a changeable quantity and is apt to vary front day to
day, according to the condition and tone of the gen-
eral system. The muscular strength or balance cannot
at present be measured with the same certainty as can
an error of refraction ; the reason for which is more
or less obvious when we compare the size, shape and
insertion of the extra ocular muscles with the little
ciliary muscle with which we have to deal in measur-
ing a refractive defect.

" R. G."— Young lady, aged about twenty years. Has
worn the same glasses for about four years. They
are — 5.50 D. She had a spell of whooping
cough when a small child and has been myopic
ever since. Without glasses she could not see the
test card, and had to use — 13 D. to get her
vision up to fl, and could not better this. No
astigmatism. With the Maddox rod over the
right eye, and perpendicular, it took a 2° prism
base in to bring the streak into the flame, and
with it horizontal ii took a 2° prism base up to
bring thou together. With the rod over the left
eye and horizontal it took a 2° prism base down
to bring them together. Strange to say, her eyes
have never caused her any trouble, except that
she could not see plainly at a distance. They
seem strong, and she is a strong, healMy
Her father's eyes are weak, but her mother has
my strong eyes. I am almost afraid to give her
the correction indicated, as it is so strong.

This case is one of high myopia, but whether it
can be attributed to the attack of whooping cough is
extremely doubtful. In cases like This it is not custo-
mary to give the full correction at first and, therefore,
we would be inclined to advise a glass of about
— 10 D. for general wear and distant vision. In ad-
dition to this, she should have a second pair of glasses
for reading, writing and close work. The rule for the
selection of this second pair of glasses is as follows :
Subtract from the full correction a glass whose focus
represents the distance at which the patient desires to
see. As 13 inches is considered a fair reading distance,
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and as a glass of 3 D. represents this distance, there-
fore the latter is the number which is usually de-
ducted. However, as the full correction is not given
for distant vision in this case, but is already reduced
by 3 D., it is barely possible that this glass may answer
for both distance and near ; and later, as the vision
becomes accustomed to the glasses, these may be
retained for close use, and the full correction then
allowed for distant vision. It would probably be
better, however, at the present time, if she is given
the — io D. glass for general wear, that she should
have a slightly weaker pair, perhaps — 7 D. or 8 II,
for close use. The slight degree of insufficiency in
the vertical and lateral muscles can, for the present, be
safely disregarded.

In regard to the impossibility of raising her vision
to normal; it should be remembered that this is scarcely
ever possible in the high degrees of myopia, for two
reasons : first, on account of the diminishing effect of
the very strong concave glasses which are required;
and, second, on acount of the impairment of the retina
and the separation of the rods and cones due to the
extreme stretching of this membrane, and in view of
which the smaller image impresses fewer of these rods
and cones.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

"J. 0. B."—A lady came to me wearing glasses —
sph. She had been wearing them for fifteen years
and wanted them changed. I found her vision
could be brought to It with — 3 spit. (acuity of
vision was Mo without lenses.) Age, thirty-five
_Years. As vision equaled 18, I- presumed there was
no astigmatism and the — z sph. gave satisfaction
several years, and I gave her the — 3. fit a few
days she returned, slating she could see all the
colors of the rainbow, but they gave her the head-
ache. I am puzzled as to how to explain this, as
the lenses were periscopic and centered accurately.
I ant inclined to believe she was drawing on her
imagination. Canyon e_tplain this?

In regard to the complaints of this lady, we are
almost inclined to agree with our correspondent that
they are in large part imaginary, for the following
reasons ; The appearance of the colors of the rainbow
is usually due to some prismatic effect, as in the case
of improperly-decentered glasses ; but this seems out
of the question, as we are assured that the lenses are
accurately centered. In regard to the headache, the
suspicion is usually raised that the glasses are too
strong ; but this also seems to be disposed of, from
the fact that her present glasses are weaker than the
ones which she has been accustomed to wearing.

We are not told for what purpose these glasses
are used : whether for distance alone, whether for
reading, or whether for constant wear. In a myope
of this degree, close work is usually done without the
glasses ; in young people this is a matter of choice or
because they have been so advised ; in persons of this
lady's age It is a matter of necessity, as she would
probably be unable to read with concave glasses, or
certainly only with very weak. ones.

"K. A. Mr. "—.1. Zn skiascopy, in using the plain mir-
ror in the shadow test, at lo inches, is it necessary
for the observer to be emmetropic ; or, if not, to
be made so by glasses?

2. Please explain how to make use of the
pencil and prism lest, for amblyopia, as mentioned
by S. B. :Willard, in his address as pub//sized iii
the January Keystone.

I. In the practice of skiascopy, it is not necessary
for the observer's eyes to be absolutely emmetropic,
either naturally or artificially, in order to obtain accu-
rate results. But, of course, the better the vision of
the observer, the more satisfaction he will obtain in
noting the direction and rate of the movements of the
shadow across the pupil.

2. The pencil and prism tests are rather to deter-
mine the presence of binocular vision than of ambly-
opia. Of course, if the amblyopia was so extreme
that vision was entirely lost in the affected eye, there
could be no binocular vision, and in such conditions
these tests would be applicable. But if the amblyopia
was only partial, with a moderate amount of vision
remaining, there might still be binocular vision, and
then these tests would be of no value.

The prism test is simply the production of an arti-
ficial diplopia by means of a prism. Usually the prism
is placed vertically, and it binocular vision is present
a vertical diplopia is produced. The prism may be
placed over either eye indifferently. If, however, one
eye is so markedly amblyopic as to destroy binocu-
lar vision, then such prism would be incapable of pro-
ducing a diplopia. If it were placed over the good
eye, it would simply displace the object looked at in
the direction of its apex. If placed over defective eye,
there would be no effect.

In the pencil test it is held a short space in front
of the eyes in line with a distant object, such as a gas-
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jet. If binocular vision is present, the following phe-
nomena will be observed : When person looks intently
at the pencil two lights are visible ; when attention is
directed to the light, two pencils are seen. In monocu-
lar vision, as in a case of extreme amblyopia in one
eye, double vision of neither object at any distance
can be obtained.

"G. have a Java/ ophthalmometer with hair
line nmning across the eye-piece. I was told by
the ',taker of the instrument that the hair line is
of no special use, except to adjust the eye of the
opera/or to the instrument. The trouble I find is
I,, rotating the telescope from the vertical to the
horizontal position ; the image of Me mires on the
cornea will show about one-half inch away from
the hair fine Mown in the eve-puce, either to the
left or to the right, up or down, according to the
way I turn Me telescope. 1 careful with the
primary position to have Me mires in the center of
the cornea, as shown by the hair-line cross in the
eye-piece ; but as soon as I turn Me telescope the
mires commence to crawl away from the hair
line in Me eye-piece. Kindly explain if it is ab-
solutely necessau for the mires on the cornea to
follow the hair line of the eye-piece. As it is now,
it seems to me that would measure the cornea on
the side, inc/cad of the center. It might be that
the mathetna heal calculations are such that it
makes no material difference  in recording the
correct amount of astigmatism.

The cross hairs are placed in the Javal ophthal-
mometer in order to determine when the eye-piece is
in proper focus with the objectives ; in other words,
so as to provide for any error of refraction in the eye
of the observer. The correct readings of the instru-
ment will be affected by an error to such a small frac-
tion of a diopter that the makers of many ophthalmo-
meters see fit to omit these fine wires altogether. The
myopic observer pushes the eye-piece inward and
the hypermetrope pulls it outward until the cross
threads are brought into view, I'hen a perfect image
of the mires becomes possible. After this is accom-
plished the thread may be ignored, if desired, and the
mires carefully centered in the primary and secondary
positions.

" G. H. D." —Young lady, aged nineteen years.
Allends high school. Has been wearing., 0. D.,
— 3 D. S.,. 0. S.,— 2.50. Always been troubled
with headaches more or less. About a week ago
left eye pained quite bad, so she came to me for
glasses. I examined her eyes, with the following
results Vision at zo feel, no letters could be seen,
0. D. V, with — C — .50 cyl. ax. 300 =1;
0. S. V:, with — 3C .2:5 tyl. ax. 25° 8. This
I proved with the retinoscope and also with the
cross tylinder. 117/h Me ophthalmoscope the right
eve looked all right, Which, however, had the
myopic crescent on the temporal side of disk ; Ihr
outline of the nasal side of the disk was not very
(low. This would have passed all right, but
upon examination of the left eye !found that only
for the blood vessels and arteries and the difference
in the color of the fundus in the vicinity of the
disk I would not know there was any disk there.
The retina and choroid seemed swollen, so that
the disk scented choked and Mere was no outline
to be seen. I call the case one of optic neuritis,
and sent her to an oculist. She went to the Aye
and Ear Infirmary, ana' as near as I could find
out they did not look in her eyes at all, but made
an examination of vision and gave her, 0. D.,
— D. X; 0. S., — 3.50 D. S. .She wanted me
tout her a pair qf glasses, so I gave her my pre-
scription, which I have no doubt was 0. A'. as far
as the refractive condition was concerned. But
what would you advise? Would you still insist
upon her seeing an oculist? I find that a great
Via,!)' patients come to me who need medical treat-
Men/ as much (and more) as they need glasses,
and if Men is any doubt as to the normal condi-
tion of their eyes I always give them the benefit
t?/. the doubt.

The ophthalmoscopic appearance of the optic
disk as described by our correspondent, certainly
indicates an inflammatory condition, and he quite ful-
filled his duty in recommending the patient to consult
all oculist. It seems almost incredible that such a
patient should be given glasses by any refractionist,
tncI especially at an eye and ear infirmary,  without an
ophthalmoscopic examination. A myopic eye should
always be looked upon its a sick eye, and should
therefore receive the most careful attention. There is
usually more or less structural alteration in the fundus
of such an eye, with a constant tendency for the de-
fect to increase, particularly in the case of young
people. We do not see what else our correspondent
can do ; when he advises a medical consultation he
relieves himself of all responsibility ; and if the
patient fails to carry out his advice, no blame can
be attached to him. While nothing has been said as
to the condition of the muscular equilibrium, it is not
uncotnmon in cases like this to find a marked degree
of heterophoria, which calls for correction in order
that relief may be obtained.
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COLD HARD FACTS
Are the Seven Reasons Why the ORIENT EYE-GLASS CASES are Superior to All Others

First—PRICE.
Second—Only case when closed requiring no fastening whatever.
Third—Invisible spring closing cover tightly, making case dust-proof.
Fourth—Made of the best of steel with metal hinge.
Fifth—Economy to dealer, outwearing three cases of any other make.
Sixth—The steady increasing demand for these goods speak volumes for them.
Seventh—They give such perfect satisfaction to customers. Your customers delighted.

Made in Standard Offset Eye-Glass, Extra Size Offset Eye-Glass and Riding Bow.All Jobbers have them.

ORIENT MANUFACTURING Co.
31 Hartford Street, Cor. High, Boston, U. S. A.

MEYROWITZ

Oplithalmomotor

THE LATEST
AND BEST.
Perfect image and
all mechanical
improvements.

Patented April 24, 2900,

The Meyrowitz Ophthalmometer as now constructed contains the following advantageous features:
1. The optical combination in the telescope consists of a Kagenaar double prism between

two achromatic objectives, and adjustable eye-piece, and gives a perfectly clear image
of the mires as reflected on the cornea.

2. A solid metal, highly japanned base.
3. Focusing Adjustment by rack and pinion on sliding table.
4. Perpendicular adjustment by rack and pinion on column.

Rotating joint for lateral adjustment of telescope.
6- Double Movable Mires operated by gear movement at back of dial.
7. Scale on back of large dial graduated to correspond with gradua-

tions on arc, and index with triple pointer to mark the relative
positions of the mires.

S. Small (hal at hack of telescope to read degree of astigmatism.
9. Adjustable chin rest with cam movement, operated by milled head

at back of base.
10. Swinging eye shield, with mechanism for moving same.

Morgan's artificial cornea with cell and graduated scale.
12. Electric light illumination, with switch and connecting cords
13. Transilluminated mires with incandescent lamps connected In parallel.
14. Gas fittings with Argand burners and reflectors. TRADE

THE MEYROWITZ MFG. CO., Incorporated,
Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians,

Optical Prescription Work a Specialty.
Manifold Prescription Blank Book sent free upon request.
Our new Illustrated catalogue of Ophthalmological Appa-

ratus sent upon application.

MARK
104 EAST 23o STREET,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.
Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe

TRADE N. O. Co. MARK.

Ask your jobber for our

Warranted 5 Years

Gold Filled Spectacle
Number

66
Said to be the best for the money. No doubt about it.

All exposed parts covered with Rolled Gold—NOT
ELECTRO=PLATED.

Sample sent by mail on receipt of so cents.

NATIONAL OPTICAL CO.
11th & Mifflin Streets,

PHILADELPHIA
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians

A. JAY CROSS, President, New York City.
J. H. ELLts, Secretary, South Bend, Ind.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Chicago,
in 1901.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
THE RT. HON. SIR WM. HART DYKE, Bart., M. P., Master.
CoL. T. DAVIEs SEWELI„ F. R. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association

JOHN BROWNING, F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S., M.R.I., etc., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.B.S.L., Secretary, 17 Shaftesbury Avenue,

London, W., Englaud.

Canadian Association of Opticians

E. CULVERHOUSE, President, Toronto.
AMMON DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer, 176 Queen Street

East, Toronto, Ont.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians

C. N. QUIMBY, President, Boston, Mass.
W. R. DONOVAN, Secretary, 4 Province Court, Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Association of Opticians

JAMES HoLnEN, President, Syracuse N. Y.
A. W. GoLnER, Secretary, Settees Fails. N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, Mareh, May, July,
September and November.

New York State Optical Society

E. I,. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
1... B. 3IA ItellANT, Sec'y, 50 Flat bush A v. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. 3IARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LON0STRETII, Secretary, 228 3Iarket St., Phila., Pa.

Meets iu January, March, 3l ay and November.

Indiana Optical Society

E. SHIPLEY, President, Greencast le. I nd.
G. M. C. BARTMESS, Secretary, Clinton, Ind.

'Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit,
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society

II. I'. 111)1,511is, President, Des Moines, 10Wa.
J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown Block, Sioux City, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society

WALTER WY ATT, President, Peoria,
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. NIcALLISTER, President, Baltimore, Mil,
W. H. KETTLER,See., 109 Vi". Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

Meets at rooms of Photographic Assn., Ballittiore, 31d.

California Optical Association

E. M. Arlf I.Er, President, San FrilliCisco,
U. L. iicitxittnEtt, Secretary, Stockton, I'al.

Next meeting, April 15, PAI.

Oregon Asscciation of Opticians

.1. O. WATTs, President, Eugene, Oregiat.
C. I. HAYNES, Seeretary, Portland, Dreamt.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAy EvEnsol.E, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. I,. KING, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association

GEo, H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. II.
J. A. CAOUETTE, See'y, 940 Elm $treet, Manchester, N. If

Meets second Ti,s(lity of January, 31areli, Jone, Sep-
tember and Noventi

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
WALTER H. HRUNERT, Secretary, Green Bay, W is.

Meets semi-annually.

North Carolina Optical Society

S. 11. PECK, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. H. LEONARD, SCCII`Dlry, WilISIOD, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. 'MILLARD, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, See'y, 6014 Nicollet Ave., Minim:m.1i,, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Malin..
ROBERT B. SWIFT, SECFODIFy, Portland, Maine

Tennessee Optical Society

H. IV. T,tooETTE, President, Memphis, Tenn.
E. D. MEYER, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn.

Annual meeting, May 29, 1901.

Colorado Optical Association

.1. H. GALLUP, President.
B. B. BItinEt, Seeretarv, 03t1 Sixteenth St.. I ten,er. Colo

Next meeting. April 10th, at Denver.

TilE KEYSTONE;

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society

H. W. APPLETON, President.
M. H. HARRIS, Rec. See., 142 W. 23d St., New York I 'ity.

Meets second Wednesday of each 111011th at Fifth Avenue
Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club

0. R. BAcscu, President.
R. E. SWEETIE°, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce Build-

ing, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT SVI'DDEE,
E. M. TAYLOR, secretary, San Diego, Cal.

= -

Strengthen the Societies

1AT HATEVER else they have accomplished,the efforts of the New York medical
fraternity to pass what is known as the Bell Bill,
has been the means of solidifying the ranks of
the refracting opticians and warm their allegiance
in their local and State organizations. And
while there is some slight difference of opinion
as to what 'has been gained by the amendments
the promoters of the bill made, to remove the
Ipposition of the optical organizations, the fact
that they for(.7ed these concessions gives the
I ptician a consciousness of the strength that has
come Si) largely by concerted effort., This should
also be a powerful incentive to those outside the
:-;everal societies to avail theiuselves of such -
practical and important prfitection. And
doing so, increase the power for 'good service
I y the organizations.

This quickening- influence, we hope, will
not be confined to the State lines where the
danger is present, as there can 'be no permanent
securit V till the States enact laws that will recog-
nize 111(1 saleg-uard the professional interests of
those properly engaged in the practice of
optometry.

Optical Swindlers

EVERY Month there are brought to our
notice instances of brazen and generally

successful swindling- of the public by alleged
opticians of the itinerant variety, whose glibness of
tongue and glittering stock impress the unwary.
Sometimes these swindlers assume the name of
some reputable optician, and sometimes they
introduce themselves as the representatives of
some real or fictitious city concern. Of course
they have a wealth of aliases, and cover up their
tracks so thoroughly that they generally escape
capture. Many opticians have found it neces-
sary to advertise, warning the public against
these spurious eye-specialists, who first alarm
their victims as to the condition of their eyes
and then practically frighten them into buying.

One of these swindlers who was recently
operating in PclIGSykania WitS arrested, and the
revelations in court showed the profit of his
operations. If - the victims can be believed he
obtained from to to $6o for a single pair of
glasses—the latter figure being actually paid by
a lady for a pair of glasses which would cure
alleged cataracts that he said were developing in
her eves. Two pairs of glasses worth 75 cents
were sold to a mother and daughter for $t 6. the
swindler generously lowering the price from
$2.2 ! ,,,.The following letter was recently received
by a well-known optical concern in this city and
reveals the work of .another swindler :

EMORY, S. C., Jan. 29, 1901.
GENTLEMEN :—About two weeks ago I bought a

pair of glasses for distance, and had new lenses put in
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my old frames for near work from your traveling opti-
cian, S. Shwartz, and find one is not any better for
near or distance than the other. I told him at the time
I could not tell any difference, and he said after using
awhile it would be much better, if I find not the com-
pany will make it all right. I feel like I'm not able to
keep them both and use only one pair.

would be x.ery glad indeed to get you to take the
pair I bought, and will keep the ones he put new lenses
in. My sister bought a pair also from him. Mr.
Shwartz said he would be around again in two years,
and we will be glad to patronize him again. I need
the money, ant not able to have two pair and use only
one. I gave $11- for the pair I got, $5 for the lenses -
and $6 for frame. The frame was gold—the electric-
wire frame he called it—said it was the finest frame he
had.

Hoping to hear from you at once and oblige—
hope you will be so kind as to take them until Mr.
Shwartz comes around again, anyway, as I'm needing
the money. Very respectfully,

This is the third time that this Philadelphia
concern has received such a. letter, all coming
from the South. It is hard to excuse such credu-. .
lit)' on the part of the public, but it will be to
the benefit of the opticians to warn possible
customers by advertisement and otherwise against
these heartless swindlers.

A Notable Gathering

WHAT was probably the largest gathering
of opticians that has so far appeared be-

fore a legislative body, assembled at the Massa-
chusetts State House, last month, before the
Educational Committee of the State Assembly.
The occasion was a public hearing to listen to
arguments on the appeal of the New England
Optical Institute for State authority to grant de-
grecs of I /octor of Physiologic Optics (D. P. 0. )
and Bachelor of Optics (B. 0.) to its graduates.
Nearly a hundred opticians attended the hearing,
which lasted several hours. As was expected,
medical sOcieties opposed the appeal on well-
known grounds, claiming that only medical
graduates should be permitted to prescribe
glasses. The president of the State Medical
Society also assumed that there %'as no public
demand for an optical professiod, and character-
ized the appeal as audacious and seeking to
establish a bad precedent. The representa-
tive of the Homceopathic Society objected to
allowing opticians to use the term " Doctor."
Further and no less detertnined opposition came
from the " dispensing " opticians of Boston,
who fought the proposition fully as strongly as
the medical men. Those who spoke for this
class proclaimed that the optical business is a
trade and not a profession, and representing, as
they claimed, a class that did the bulk of the
optical business of that community they wanted
the business regarded purely in a commercial
sense. They further objected because the gradu-
ates of the Institute, with such degrees, would
set themselves up as their superiors, and thus
attract the patronage of the public. The legal
representative of the Institute disarmed much
of the opposition of the medical men present
I y offering. amendments to the bill, which would
require a full course of two years to be taken,
and to prevent those obtaining degrees, of using
the title " Doctor," or " NI. D.," without the
addition of the words " Physiologic /ptics,"
unless duly authorized by law to do so.

In contradiction of the claims of the dis-
pensing opticians, relative to the large com-
parative amount of business done by them on
oculists' prescriptions, the representative of the

( COWS. II ell 0,1 fug,
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We Can Save You Money
on OPTICAL GOODS of Every Description
Barometers, Compasses, Eye-Glasses, Field-Glasses, Goggles, Lenses, Magnets,

Magnifiers, Microscopes, Opera-Glasses, Ophthalmoscopes, Optometers,
Reading-Glasses, Retinoscopes, Spectacles, Telescopes,

Thermometers, Trial Cases, etc.

We are headquarters for

CAREFUL ATTENTION GIVEN TO REPAIRS an PRESCRIPTIONS

Gold Filled Spectacles and Eye-Glasses

  GUARANTEED
WILL BE REPLACED
AT ANY TIME SHOULD
\GOLOWEARTHROUGH

fr,Apf 
GUARANTEED

C.

FINE GOLD FILLED SPECTACLE FRAMES
Riding Bow Cable Twist Temples

10 K. Seamless Wire, Warranted 10 Years l'er dozen

No. 900 Extra Fine B. S. 0. Frames .... $24.00
No. 901 " " O. Y. & Co. " . . 20.00
No. 9o2 " " A. 0. Co. " 1630

With Regular Temples

No. 903 Extra Fine B. S. 0. Frames  $18.00
No. slog " " 0. Y. & Co. " 16.00
No. 905 ell 

" P. O. Co. " 15.00
No. 906 " A. 0. Co. " 14.00

EXTRA FINE GOLD FILLED SPECTACLE FRAMES
Straight Temples

10 K. Seamless Wire, Warranted 10 Years

No. 907 Extra Fine B. S. 0. Frames  
No. 9o8 " " A. 0. Co. "

First Quality Periscopic Lenses extra for above

Add to dozen price, for 1 Eye, $2.00 0 Eye, $2.30 )t) Eye, $2.60

$20.40
13.00

FINE GOLD FILLED RIDING-BOW RIMLESS SPECTACLES
10 K. Seamless Wire. Warranted 10 Years

No. 9o9 With First Quality Periscopir Lc liscs, 1 Eye . . $20.00
0 Eye or 00 Eye Lenses, 70c. per dozen extra.

EXTRA FINE GOLD FILLED EYE-GLASS FRAMES
10 K. Seamless Wire, Warranted 10 Years Per dozen

No. 910 B. S. 0. Frames, Flexible Guard, Cork-Lined $19.20
No. 911 " 

" Inset 18.00
No. 912 A. 9. Co.  Flexible " " " 15.00
No. 913 Inset 15.00

EXTRA FINE GOLD FILLED RIMLESS EYE-GLASSES
With First Quality Periscopic Lenses

10 K. Seamless Wire, Warranted 10 Years

With Insert Guard, Cork-Lined

No. 914 A. 0. Co. Mountings, with I Eye Lenses
No. 915 " 0 ' "
No. 916 " 00 " "

With Regular Guard. Cork-Lined

No. 917 A. 0. Co. Mountings, with I Eye Lenses

$12.50
13.20
13.20

$12.50

For SOLID GOLD, STEEL, NICKEL, Etc.,
SPECTACLES AND EYE-GLASSES

See our 1901 Catalogue, pages 475 to 485

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO OUR 1901 CATALOGUE DISCOUNTS

FOR COMPLETE LINE ef OPTICAL GOODS, see our 19ox Catalogue, pages 465 to 512.
For Complete Line of Tools an Material, see our new Tool and Material Catalogue.

For Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Novelties, Silverware, Clocks, etc., see our Large 19ox Catalogue.

SEND US A TRIAL ORDER. We will guarantee to please you.

OTTO YOUNG @ Ca
149 to 153 State St. CHICAGO, ILL.

March , 901

A Notable Gathering
(Continued front frage3o5)

Institute claimed that ninety per cent. of the
commonwealth procured their glasses from opti-
cians rather than oculists.

Following the opposition of the dispensing
opticians of New York City to the bill which
the refractive opticians tried to pass through the
New York Legislature several years ago, to
regulate the practice of optometry, it makes it
clear that the refractionists must count on this
opposition in all large cities whenever similar
issues are raised. And this will naturally con-
tinue as long as the dispensing men restrain
themselves, or are restricted by the oculists. to
merely tilling the latter's prescription. In some
quarters it has been observed that the oculists
were inclined of late to fill their own prescrip-
tions, through the wholesale optical houses,

availing themselves. of the excellent equipments

of the prescription departments of these houses,

and likewise of the added profit secured by

the transaction. While there are objectionable

features in this plan, especially to the leading

oculists, with large practices, it was thought

that if the movement acquired much momentum

it might weaken the ties between the oculist

and the dispensing optician, and the sequence

would force the dispensing man to become a

refractionist, partly, if not wholly.

What the outcome of the deliberations of the

Massachusetts Educational Committee will be

cannot be foreshadowed. Both sides confess eon-

fidence in victory, and, of course, one must be

disappointed. If beaten now, the trustees of

the Institute state that the effort will be renewed

again next session, and that they will ultimately

accomplish their purpose, and that meanwhile

their position will grow in strength and in the

favor of the public and legislators. A victory

will mean much in the way of establishing the

'practice of optometry as a recognized profession,

and give a great uplift to the educational stand-

ard necessary to win public confidence and

approval.

Doings of the Optical Societies

New England Association of Opticians

The regular monthly meeting of the New England
Association of Opticians was held at Young's Hotel,

Boston, on the evening of February t9th. Mr. Barber,

On behalf of the trustees of the New England. Optical

Institute, made a statement of the meeting held by the

Health Commission of the State Assembly on the

appeal of the Institute that power be granted it to

confer degrees on its graduates. Since the hearing,

Mr. Barber had seen Dr. Harvey, secretary of the

State Board of Registration in Medicine, and he stated

that the application of the Institute had led him to

propose some amendments to the statutes, and that the

consideration of these would probably prevent a report

from the health committee on the whole matter for

several weeks.
The secretary reported that remittances had been

received from the Granite State and Maine Associations

and, on motion, the treasurer was . instructed to pay

over to the trustees of the fund the qui aa due In an

the New England Association on the membership in

good standing January i, I901.
Wm. P. McEvoy, with the Globe Optical Co., was

then introduced and read a very practical and instruc-

tive paper, subject " The Fitting and Bending of

Frames," which is published in full on another page.

After reading the paper, the speaker answered a

number of questions propounded by the members

present. and received a vote of thanks.

THE KEYSTONE

Tennessee Optical Society

On February 211d a meeting was held in Memphis

to form a temporary organization of the opticians of

Tennessee. Herman Lauffer tendered the use of his

room as a meeting place. After a general talk over

the matter temporary officers were elected, a call was
formulated and the secretary was ordered to mail same
In all the opticians in the State. The temporary
officers elected were H. W. Liggette, of Memphis,

President IT. \‘'. Liggetle

president ; L. T. Little, Union City, vice-president ;
Herman Lauffer, Memphis, treasurer, and E. It.

Meyer, Memphis, secretary. The executive committee

consists of Geo. R. Calhoun, Nashville ; H. J. Cook,

Knoxville, and A. H. Wennig, Nashville.
The call issued to the trade said : " There is a

bill being presented to the senate of our State to regu-

late the practice of medicine, which interests all opti-
cians of the State, and in consequence the opticians of
Tennessee must organize at once in order to lobby

and petition against any adverse legislation to the
opticians of our State. N.Ve must also organize to
elevate our calling and make it a recognized profession,

secretary It. Moyer

subject to a State board of examiners and contrid.

We should have annual meetings to exchange ideas

which will be a benefit to us all."
The portion of the bill above referred to which

interests the opticians is as follows :

Section 18. Be it further enacted that any person
shall be regarded as practicing medicine within the
meaning of this act who shall treat or profess to treat,
operate ()tl, or prescribe for, any physical ailment, or
any physical injury to, or deformity of another, pro-
vided that nothing in this section shall be construed to
apply to the administrator of domestic or family reme-
dies in cases of emergency, or to the laws regulating
the practice of dentistry or pharmacy, and this act
shall not apply to surgeons of the United States army,
navy or marine hospital service, or to any registered
physician or surgeon of other States when called in
consultation by a registered physician in this State, or
to midwives or veterinary surgeons.

At a further meeting held February 9th a com-

mittee was appointed to wait on the State repre-

sentatives and solicit their co-operation in defeating

the bill. '-
The first annual meeting of the society will be

.3()7

held in Memphis on May 29th. On that date there
will be a railroad rate of one cent a mile to Memphis

and return from all parts 11f the State.
Mr. Liggette, the president of the society, although

comparatively a young man, being only thirty-four

years old, has had thirteen years' experience as an

optician, having graduated from Hr. King's School of

Optics in 1887, and later taking a post-graduate

course in retinoscopy in New York. He is a native of

Ohio, but for the past ten years he has had charge of

the optical department of J. N. Mulford's jewelry

establishment ill Alemphis. He is bright, up to date

and painstaking, and is deservedly popular.

E. It. Meyer, secretary of the society, was born in

Washington, II. C., in 1861, and has been in the

optical business some twelve years. He studied his

profession under an eminent oculist with the purpose

of becoming a physician. Mr. Meyer is the proprietor

of the lever Optical Co., of Memphis. This business

he established six year-: ago and has been quite
succes,. I. Mr. M,vt I I I make an energetic secretary.

New York City Optical Society

The regular meeting of the New York City Optical

Society was held in the Fifth Avenue Hotel on the

•evening- ot February 13th. 'I' he scientific part of the
meeting was occupied by Professor Fox, in a continu-

ation of his course of lectures. The professor illu-

strated how to determine and calculate the powers of

various kinds of lenses, and described a. chart of

measurements that could be constructed to aid the

optician in these calculations.
On behalf of the committee appointed at the

previous special meeting to go to Albany and contest

the proposed Bell Assembly bill, introduced on behalf

of the medical profession, Mr. Ferguson reported that

four of the five members went to Albany and attended

the hearing before the Health Committee, also of the

amendment that had later been secured to the bill

through the efforts of President Swart, of the State

society. While he, and the other members of the

committee, would have liked to have had the amend-

ment worded stronger, yet he thought what had been

secured left the optician in a much better position than

he would be under the bill as first framed should it

become a law, which lie • doubted %•ery much even as
amended, as the Christian Scientists and several other

interests were fighting it strongly. Mr. Ferguson also

pointed out the danger of opticians advertising to cure

headaches, which gave the medical men grounds for

charging- them with treating diseases. President

Appleton said the suggestion was wise and timely, and

he advised the members of the society to refrain front

such advertising, and in making such claims as could

be construed to their disadvantage. After further

discussion the report of the committee was accepted

and it was discharged with thanks. After ordering

their bill of expenses paid, on motion, it was decided

to present a claim for the amount to the State society,

whose sole mission now is to safeguard the legislative

interests of the opticians of the State. Mr. Harris

wanted the city society to foot the bills, but was in a

large minority.
On motion, the chair appointed Messrs. Kahn antl

Cross a committee to persuade J. J. Mackeown to with-

draw his recent resignation of his membership. It

appears the meeting night of the society falls on one

that Mr. Mackeown has dedicated to another purpose,

but despite his inability to attend regularly the society

is loath to lose such an old and esteemed member.

The matter of offering a prize for scientific papers

on optometry, to be read at the monthly meetings, was

then thoroughly discussed, and it was decided to offer

a prize of five dollars monthly for the best paper sub-

mitted. It was also decided to throw the competition

open to opticians outside the society as well as to the

membership ; also that the author's name should not

be disclosed at the time the paper was read. 
The

prize should be awarded by a vote of the meeting, and

the name of the winner would then be announced in

the trade journals. It was considered that this would

be the fairest and Most impartial plan that 
could be

adopted. All contributions are to be sent to the

secretary, M. H. Harris, 142 West Twenty-third Street,

New York City. The author also has the privilege

of reading his own paper.



Hearken to the " tail " we tell—
A moral is here, so mark it well ;

'Tis of a youth, who by the name
Of Jacob Keen is known to fame.

Now Jacob studied Optics new
In which he heard that money grew;
He bought all tests one ever sees,
And flung his shingle to the breeze.

The first to him, with eyes inflamed—
She could not read the lines he named;
The next, a case of spasm true,
Which aught he did, failed to subdue.

" He's no good "—remarks they made;
The people all refused his aid
His patients gone—his patience, too,
He now began his " trade " to rue.

One day a traveler said to Keen:
" My boy, why don't you use Murine?
The greatest help and quickest cure—
'Twill bring you patients by the score.' 

Keen in thought, as well as name,
Jacob said he'd do that same;
And to his joy, he straightway found,
Murine did to his fame redound.

For people to his office came—
AttraLted by his skill and name.
Now he's known as Doctor Keen,
While Jacob bows and says—" MURINE."

MEW° GO 9

The Nam Minis College of Ophthalmology and Olologu
Success in any calling, be it in business, the trades or the professions, depends much upon the start. Start right and you

end right ; start wrong and you are handicapped throughout life.
What its students do—how they succeed—how they utilize knowledge after they step into the world of action and practice,

is the true criterion by which to judge any college, school or institution of learning.
The Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology, Chicago, stands in a position to help its students, not only

to gain a complete knowledge of optics, for the least money, in the shortest time, but how to profitably utilize its teachings.
It not only keeps in touch with its students, but aids them in a practical way, and to-day has more successful graduates

in successful practice, making better reputations and more money, than any or all other schools combined.

Begin study any day, at home
or in the College.

For further information, write

G. W. McFATR1CH, M. D.
Secretary

Masonic Temple, Chicago

March, 1901

San Diego Optical Society

The San Diego Optical Society is a new organiza-
tion, which has been launched within the past month
and begins its first year with the following officers:
President, Hewlett Scudder ; Nice-president, Pearl M.
Jenks ; secretary, Dr. F. M. Taylor.

San Diego has more people engaged in optical
work than probably any other city of its size west of
the Rocky Mountains, and situated so far from the head-
quarters of the State Optical Association, the opticians
of this city realize the need of a local organization.

This society starts out with progressive ideas and
a well-defined purpose, for, while it hopes to profit by
a general exchange of ideas and in coming more in
touch with the best exponents of optical advancement

in other sections, it aims for something more and has

forits slogan, " State supervision of optical practice."

This society favors and vill vigorously advocate legis-

lative enactments requiring all refractionists not hold-

ing a diploma from a reputable optical college (not a

correspondence school) to piss a rigid examination by

a qualified board and then be registered by the State.

It is confidently believed the society has started id on

a good mission.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary.

Attention, Michigan Opticians

The officers 01 the Michigan Optical Society are

anxious to increase the membership of this society,

and earnestly request you to send in your application

without delay. Your attention is called to the bills

introduced in the legislature of several States to deprive

the optician of his lawful rights, and as the Michigan

legislature is now in session attempts of this kind may

be made in the near future. In union and co-operation

there is strength, and we ask you to lay aside any

prejudices that may exist and join with us in building-
up this society that is organized for the benefit of each

and every optician doing business in this State. We

urgently request you to watch the proceedings of the

legislature and advise us should you learn of any bills

that may have a tendency to affect our calling. The

secretary would be pleased to send an application

blank and a copy of the constitution and by-laws to

any optician if they will but advise him of their address.

Our society has now been organized for five years and

is bound to succeed. Its success, however, will depend

upon each of you joining without delay.
ERNEST EINIER,

Secretary and Treasurer.

107 West Western Avenue, Muskegon, knob.

California Association of Opticians

The California Association of Opticians held their

annual .meeting January 2r, 1901, in San Francisco

Hall, Alcazar Building, San Francisco, Cal. The

California opticians are full of vim and ambition, but

• a great drawback is the great distance many of the

members have to travel to attend the meetings.

This meeting was the occasion of the election of

officers and a revision of the by-laws. The latter was

left with the committee till next meeting (third Monday

in April), when there will be an extra long session to

dispose of the by-law revision for all time. Then the

usual hours for the regdlar meeting will be devoted to

instructive lectures and entertainment.

First Vice-President S. G. Marshutz, of Los

- Angeles, was present at this meeting. He made a few

remarks relative to the optical business in his end of

the State, and also mentioned emphatically the

importance of complete organization. Mr. Marshutz

left on January 22nd for New York City, where he will

remain about two months to look after the establishing

of his new wholesale house. The chief wares will be

thermometers, barometers and all large optical

instruments. •
The officers elected for the ensuing year are :

President, E. M. Ackley, of San Francisco (re-elected) ;

lirst vice-president, S. G. Marshutz, of Los Angeles

(re-ejected) ; second vi,:e-president, C. L. Hogue, of

San Francisco ; treasurer, W. H. Hunt, of Oakland

(re-elected) ; secretary, G. L. Schneider, of Stockton

(re-elected) ; Mr. Hogue was appointed to act as a

committee of one to obtain some form of instruction and
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entertainment for the members at the April meeting.
The meeting was exceedingly pleasant and inte-

resting, also instructive, and %'as not adjourned till a
late hour.

Indiana State Optical Society

A meeting of the Indiana State Optical Society
was held at The Denison Hotel, Indianapolis, on
January 29th. The chief objects of the meeting were
the election of officers for the ensuing year and an
investigation of the medical bill introduced in the

President E. Shiplvy

legislature. The meeting %'as vell attended, members

from all parts of the State being present.
After a general greeting the meeting was called to

order by President Wimmer, who stated its object and

invited the non-members present to join the society.

After electing a munber of new members the society

proceeded with the election of officers with the fol-

lowing result : E. Shipley, Greencastle, president ;

J. H. Arnold, Columbus, vice-president ; G. M. C.

Bat tmess, Clinton, secretary ; 1. M. Rowe, Indian-

apolis, treasurer, and Miss Stella Rogers, assistant

secretary. executive committee consists of E. O.

Secretary G. M. C, Bartmess

Collins, Franklin ; C. M. Jenkins, Richmond ; 0. M.

Ridgeway, Sheridian ; Paul E. Hulsman, Indianapolis ;

W. H. McDougal, Indianapolis. A committee was

appointed to revise the constitution and by-laws of the

society as follows : C. M. Jenkins, Richmond, M. C.

Klein, Crawfordsville, and J. D. Taylor, Logansport.

The medical bill was then discussed at length and

a committee appointed to confer with and employ an

attorney, if necessary. The Hon. John L. Griffiths

was retained to look after the interests of the society.

The Indiana State Optical Society was organized

December to, 1897, owing to the introduction of a

medical bill in the legislature which, upon investigation,

proved to be adverse to the opticians. The society

employed Albert J. Beveridge (now United States

senator) to introduce a bill drafted by the society, but

as the two bills were somewhat similar in character

Mr. Beveridge succeeded in compromising the matter

by an amendment to the medical bill to the effect that
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said medical bill was not to be construed to apply to

opticians. The opticians' bill was then withdrawn.
There being no further danger from the medical law
the society then lapsed into a state of inaction so far as
meeting.> were concerned until the warning note
" medical bill in the legislature " was sounded through-
out the State, upon which the society again lined up
for battle, which i aging fiercely at this writing.

A meeting was called for February 21st, the sub-
stance of the call being as follows :

The object of this meeting is to confer with our
attorney and formulate a plan by which we can defeat
the passage of the " medical bill " now in the legislature.
If you are alive to your interest you will be present
without fail, as the critical point is now here and we
must act quickly, or be debarred from the practice of
our profession, by an innocent looking clause inserted
by ''the oculist." Would you permit a law to be
passed against you to save five or ten dollars? If so,
remain inactive and it is sure to come.

Four years ago a very small per cent. of the
opticians in this State saved our necks by prompt
action and liberal donations, while the other ninety
per cent. of the opticians saved their money and time
by staying at home. The magnitude of the present
danger cannot be described in this letter. Come ancl
see for yourself. The comparatively few of us that
are trying to surmount this obstacle are unequal to the
emergency. Will you help us defend your interest
and ours? This is not a scare call, but stern reality.

As is evidenced in the above call, the association
is now displaying great vigor and every effort will be
made to add to the membership.

Kansas Optical Society
A call has been issued for a meeting of the Kansas

Optical Society to be held in Topeka on May 1st. A
copy' of the by-laws and an application blank were

enclosed with each call, the substance of which was as
follows :

This society has been organized as an educational
and protective association. In several states bills are
pending before the...legislatures  _which,. iLpassed,_will
place the fitting of glasses under the head of pre-
scribing medicine. If such legislation were in force
opticians wyuld be prohibited from practicing their
profession.

It is the aim of this aSsociii'tion to establish a
standard of !optical instruction and educate all of its
members uplo this standard, and to aid the National
Association in combating any legislation hostile to our
profession.

The time must come when the optician will be
given legal recognition and his liberty and work care-
fully defined. He will be allowed to register and prac-
tice his profession without molestation. In union there
is strength. You should join with us. It will help
you in lfllJI)' 

uy 

•We4mdergand there is a medical_bill before the

Kansas legislature similar in tenor to that introduced
in other States.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
This society will hold its regular midwinter meeting

on March 12, 1901. A. Martin will give a talk on the

recent attempted legislation against the opticians in

New .1,1%rk State and his experience before the com-
mittee-at Albany. This will be followed by a debate,

the Object being " that a regular stated charge should
be made by the refracting opticians for the examination
of eyes." The affirmative side of this question will
be opened by Mr. Martin and negative championed
by Mr. Longstreth. The question will then be
debated by all the members present.

Prize Competition

The Rochester Optical Club offers a prize of $5.00
for the best paper received by them upon the follow-
ing subject : "The Proper Adjustment of Eye-Glasses
and Spectacles."

All papers received will be passed upon by the
club as a whole. The one receiving the reward shall
become the property of the club ; others to be re-
turned to the writers. All papers should be received
by the loth of April. Members of the club are not
eligible to compete in this contest. Communications
should be addressed to the secretary, Ralph E. Sweet-
ing, 301 Chamber of Commerce, Rochester, N. V.



We were Granted the
HIGHEST AWARD at the
Paris Exposition

K9z.
e give an absolute guarantee with our goods
and will willingly replace without charge any of our make

of goods that do not come up fully to the guarantee. The
wholesale and retail trade can therefore sell B. S. 0. goods
with perfect confidence of their giving the fullest satisfaction.
More than this cannot be offered or expected.

Our line of Ideal Goods are admitted by the trade to
be the Best Goods for the Money on the market

MACE B. SHORT, Pres.
GEO. W. PEARCE, Secy. INCORPOItA'rED Ito°

Medal awarded to the B. S. 0. Gold Filled Optical Goods
exhibited at the Paris Exposition. This was the HIGHEST
AWARD to any optical house in the world.

Our New Catalogue is ready for distribu-
tion. It is double the size of our last one.
It shows a complete line of our well-known
and popular

GOLD FILLED,
SILVERINE and 0,10

FRAMES
Also Springs, Guards, Temples and other
Optical Goods.

We will send it FREE, on application,. to dealers

OUR GOODS CAN BE HAD OF
ALL LEADING JOBBERS

'BAY STATE OPTICAL COMPANY
ManufactureAs of Optical Goods

PETER NERNEY, Treas.
S. J. efamvat, Supt.

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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• FOR

'Southern Optician

Would it not be of inestimable value
to you to KNOW that every I filled

and returned to you was absolutely

accurate, according tv your written

and that your inspection would

simply verify our claims in every case?

Our system of inspection guarantees

accuracy.

REMEMBER WE DO A WHOLESALE BUSINESS ONLY.WE DO NOT RETAIL.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
405 Prudential Building

Atlanta, Ga.Let us send you
Our Catalogue
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Twenty-four hours in the day, eight
hours for WORK, and SLEEP, and
PLAY, is about the right division d
time for Opticians. And yet some peo-
ple keep a bed too expensive to use,
an 365 days in the year sleep on one
that gives only a minimum d rest.
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But you say—No refractionist would
do this. Perhaps not ! But isn't it just as
short-sighted to put large sums of money
into instruments that you seldom use, or
don't know how to, and keep on using
dirty old test-cards for all your subjective
Optometry that are neither sanitary nor well
adapted to your use. We think it is.
Every refractionist uses subjective tests,
and they are the final court of appeal in
all cases.

Our Charts are original, and better
than any others. They are always clean.
They are at hand without confusion. They
save time, and make both money and repu-
tation, for the man who uses our Cabinet.

PRICE reduced to 421'2
with Improved Elevator.

Brown & Burpee
MANCHESTER, N. H., U. S. A.

Antiphlogistine
cures ocular congestion, and makes the eye comfortable at once.
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Fitting and Bending of Frames

Paper read before the New England Association of Opticians,
by Win. P. McEvoy

In looking over and reading the trade papers
covering a period of the last two or three years, I am
surprised and interested to read how much has been
written and said on the matter of fitting frames. The
importance of placing the lenses in a frame that will
bring the center of the lenses exactly before the centers
of the pupils of both eyes is a matter which dict not
seem to cause the optician any very serious consider-
ation until within the past few years. That it is of
great importance to do this may be readily seen when
we consider the amount of harm that may be done by
decentering a lens to any great amount, even though
the lens be of no great strength. Within the past month
there has come to my notice among a large number of
prescriptions a few which will illustrate the lack of
care given in the placing of the lens before the eyes.
One was a prescription—

R., + 4.00 cyl. ax. 900
L., + 4.00 cyl. ax. 95°

and written by a doctor. This prescription came to a
firm to fill, no member of which knew anything about
the fitting of a frame, and also did not know enough
about optics to even read a prescription. The 'only
directions given in the filling of the prescription was
" a gold filled frame of medimn dimensions." Now
suppose this prescription, when filled, did not go back
to the doctor for verification what might have been the
result. If we decenter a + r spherical lens to mm.
we create a prism of I°, so that by placing these lenses
+ 4 D., in a frame which was 24 mm. decentered, we
would create a prism which, should one prescribe it
when not needed, we would naturally expect would
cause our patient grave trouble at once.

No. 2 was a prescription—

R., — 3.5o C — 2.25 ax. 95°
L., — 3.00 0 — 2.00 ax. 85°

which came in from a doctor, with a sharp note asking
'lly this prescription had been filled with so little care.
As this prescription had been filled by a person with
no knowledge of this kind of work, he had to send
this patient in with the doctor's note to have the trouble
corrected. I found on examination that the lenses had
been fitted to a frame of medium dimensions which
happened to be 61 mm. On measuring the patient's
P. D. I found it to be 56 mm., which caused a deceit-

tration of 5 num for distance and, as the lenses were

prescribed for constant use there was 2 mm. more
decentration, making ”i nun. vhen used for near

work. Had the person who wore No. I prescription

been unfortunate enough to get. as poor a fit as this,

and had they continued to wear them without having,

them examined by a competent person who couki

have remedied the trouble, it would probably result

in disaster to the patient's eyes.
A dozen years ago the regular assortment run per

dozen from 23( inches pupillary distance to inches,
and from inch to g. inch high, which for an assort-
ment of bridges left almost no chance for any scientific

adjusting of frames, and if the patient got a good

fitting frame it was often more because they possessed

the right kind of a nose to fit the frame rather than the

possibility of changing the frame to fit them. In the

present day the assortment of bridges per dozen covers

a pretty large field, from 57 innt. P. D. to 65 min. P.

D., and from 3 nun. high to 7 nun. high, and having

the shank long enough and short enough to give a

frame that will fit ninety per cent. of customers that

come before you, by doing a little bending.

I think most of us at the present time place very

little dependence on measurements taken from the

trial frame. The trial frame was graduated and

marked for the very good purpose of helping the

Optician measure the face, but unfortunately the bung-

ling size, position and shape of the trial lenses when

in the frame are so different from what we expect of a

nice fitting frame that we are obliged to throw the trial

frame aside and look for other means of taking

accurate measurements of the face which we can follow

in making a pair of spectacles that will fit well when

ready for delivery.
Now as to the best method of measuring the face.

I noticed an article written sometime ago by a gentle-

man who said that it was entirely out of place to think
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of measuring the face for spectacles in any way except
as a tailor would measure for a suit of clothes. He
seemed to think it nonsensical and time wasted to
potter around with sample frames, and thought that
with a few simple tools a man could obtain accurate
measurements to follow in making a perfect fitting pair
of spectacles. Now this may be all true if a man
made a business of measuring faces all day and every
!lay, and of putting on the face all the spectacles that
he measured for, just as any man may become very
proficient by steady practice, but for the optician who
is a man of all work around the office, it seems to me
he can do about as well with a dozen or more empty
frames of soft material that he can bend, so that he
may see how his work is going to look on the face.
I think a good method for obtaining good measure-
ments is to have one dozen No. 338 nickel frames of
different sizes of eyes, and a good assortment of
bridges. Usually, a careful look at the patient's face
will give some idea of the general dimensions. Then
select from the row of samples the frame that will
come as near fitting the face as possible. Next meas-
ure the P. D. for distance and near and note the result.
Attention is next given to the fit of the arch over the
nose, and here try to have an even bearing pressure
from one extreme edge of the base over the arch of
the bridge and to the other extreme edge of the base
on the other side. Here is where I have found a great
many times the sole cause of a sore and inflamed nose,
when by widening the base of the bridge a little, so
the entire weight of the front does not bear on the two
points of the arch and leave the top of the arch without
any bearing, and as I have seen in some cases ie of an
inch over the top without any bearing. The same is
true when only about one-third of the arch over the
top of the nose touches, %vhich if it does not make the
nose sore certainly does not look like a very neat piece
of work. Next attend to the raising and lowering of
the bridge, if any is necessary, to bring the pupils in
the center of the eye. Next, it becomes necessary to
see how far away from the eye we must carry the
frame to clear the lashes, and also to determine how
large an eye we may give them. I usually measure
the projection of my bridge at this point, and by
directing the patient to look at my finger, which I raise
and lower about three feet in front of the eyes, and
covering enough range to cause the lashes to sweep
well up and down before the center of the sample
frame. As the patient's eyes follow the movements of
the finger I am able to tell whether the bridge needs
more inset to carry the frame away from the lashes or
a little more outward projection to allow the frame to
come back nearer the eyes. Now comes a part that I
find bothers a great many opticians in fitting frames,
and that is to get the proper angle to the crest of the
nose piece to bear evenly on the crest of the nose.
The greater part of the gold frames (and certainly
those that are heavy enough to be of any use) that are
made at the present clay are made with a swell in the
center which leaves them very wide or of an inch,
and quite thin over the top of the arch. Now this
must leave them with a very thin edge, and if the
angle of the patient's nose be perhaps 6o°, and the
angle of the crest of the nose piece be 45°, there is
going to be trouble unless something is done to change
the angle. Nearly all the factory-made .frames now
sold, in regular dozen assortments are soldered on to
the eyes in such a manner as will bring the angle of
the crest at 45°. This is done usually by dropping the
shanks of the bridge backward and down according
to the height of the bridge.

For illustration, take a frame whose measurements
are P. I). 58 mm. -I- 6 nun. In order to bring the angle
of the crest of this bridge at an angle of 45° the shanks
would have to stand nearly vertical or at right angles
to the eyes. In case of another frame whose I'. D. is
58 mm. mm. high, in order that the angle of the

crest be 45° the shank must drop backward and down
at least 45°. But not all noses stand at an angle of 45°,
so we must find some way to change the angle of the
bridge to that of the patient's nose, or we are almost

sure to see them coming back in a short time to show

us where the sharp edge of the crest cuts the nose. It

is sometimes impossible to change the angle of the

shank without mutilating the frame too much, espe-

cially on a frameless bridge where there is almost no

chance to get hold with the pliers. This can be done

very easily by taking the curve out of the arch and

then bending the arch edgewise enough to give the
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desired angle upward if the angle need be less than
45°, and downward if greater than 45° be desired.
The arch can then easily be reshaped, and by a little
brushing up with a buff no scratches need be left to
show. I usually angle all frames ; some slightly, if
for distance, and more according to the purpose for.
%vhich they are used. In the case of distance glasses
for general use I have observed that they give fully as
good satisfaction if given an angle of from 5° to to°,
as this condition lessens the existence of prismatic
effect for objects viewed at less than fifty feet, and
often does away with the false position of objects near
at hand, as is complained of by some when glasses are
first put on.

The careful fitting of the temple is a great factor
iii a nicely fitting frame. When the frame is turned
out of the factory great care is taken that both temples
shut down together and exactly across the center of
the eyes, but this rule cannot be followed by the
optician, as his temples must be bent to suit the posi-
tion of his patient's ears. So many times we hear the
inexperienced optician complaining about the bridge
being crooked and tilting the glasses sideways, when
really the whole trouble was caused by the temples
not setting squarely, or by one of the patient's ears
being higher than the other. I saw within the last
week a prescription from an oculist who directed that
the left temple be bent downward 5 nun. more than
the right. This was in all probability because the left
ear of the patient occupied a position 5 mm. below the
right and needed to be lowered 'just that amount to
bring the front exactly horizontal before the eyes.

The adjustment of bifocal lenses is another com-
mon difficulty, and many times after spending quite a
little time trying to adjust them we find the patient has
either gone back to two pair of spectacles, or else
refuses to use them at all. It would seem as though
the adjustment of bifocals depended largely on the
different uses to which the several patients' put them
to. If the patient uses them for reading and writing
almost wholly, then be careful to adjust the wafer as to
size and position to suit that particular occupation and
vice versa if the spectacles are worn mostly for distant
use, and the near part used only occasionally. Then,
too, the size of the wafer in proportion to the size of
the patient's eyes should be carefully considered, and
care taken not to make the patient with small eyes

• wear too large wafers, or we are likely to place him in
somewhat of the same position of a five-foot man
trying to look over a six-foot fence. As to the amount
of angle to give, I believe this depends largely on the
particular kind of work which the patient uses them
for, rather than to follow a set rule for all cases.
Often a few questions asked of the patient as to what
majority of work they are used for, would enable a care-
ful observer to, in some way,favor the particular occupa-
tion for which they were to be used in their adjustment.

As to the fitting of the eye-glass frames much might
be said. Often we have a nose to fit with eye-glasses
which we feel sure will take an offset guard that will
fit to perfection, but when we try to put them on, we
find that the shape of the nose underneath the skin
pushes them off, and we have to look for some of the
many kinds of anchor or other forms of guards that
will fit this particular nose.

I believe the best method of fitting eye-glass frames
is. to have alarge assortment of the different kinds of
eye-gtasses in frameless, and fitted with some of the
many kinds of guards which will enable us to judge
how our work is going to fit, and if these samples are .
fitted with assorted shapes and sizes of lenses, it is
easy to measure the amount they may need to be drilled
above center, or otherwise, to bring the center of the
lenses before the pupils.

Spectacles properly adjusted before the eyes make
it possible for the wearer to go about with as much
ease and comfort as the non-wearer if the focal 'centers
of the lenses are brought directly in front of the pupils
of the eyes. Probably, the greater number of misfits
are made by eye-glasses, not always because the opti-
cian advises them, but because the wearer will have
them or nothing, even after they have been told that
an eye-glass cannot be adjusted to their nose in such
a manner as will insure the lenses being held in the
right position. Probably in no profession or trade is
there greater need of keen, quick, sound judgment,
and the optician who is conscientious in his work and
studies all the small details must surely be successful
in his work.



Optical Notes

,01 Louis F.. Hulbert has resigned as assistant
refractionist with the Spencer Optical Co., New York,
after a service of twelve years, to serve as refractionist
for J. Ehrlich & Sons, the Astor House opticians.

.4 Miss Anna Eliza Macmaster has opened an
office at 185 Summer Street, Boston, Mass., where she
will give private instructions to optical students in geo-
metry, algebra, trigonometry and physiologic optics.

.01 N. Watry, optician, 99 E. Randolph Street,
Chicago, has associated with him in his business Emil
M. Heidkamp., and the name of the firm will be N.
Watry & Co. Mr. Heidkamp has been with Mr.
Watry for the past sixteen years, and has thoroughly
mbstered the profession.

.01 R. L. & E. H. Moore, Greensboro, N. C.,
have one of the best-equipped optical establishments
in the Smith. Especially admirable is their dark room,
which is a model of its kind. The parlors are sup-
plied with all the latest appliances, and a feature of the
examination room is that the patient need not move
from one position during the entire examination.

.4 The W. G. Fay Mfg. Co., of Springfield, Ohio,
announce their intention of adding a complete pre-
scription and jobbing department. They now occupy
the second and third floors of a building located in the
business center of Springfield, which they are equip-
ping with machinery of the latest pattern. They will
be ready for prescription work about April 1st.

.4 E. C. Bull, who has been in charge of the Paris
branch of the optical business of E. 13. Meyrowitz, has
returned to New York, where he will spend perhaps a
year in getting in touch with the latest features of the
business from the American standpoint. Mr. Bull
made many friends here several years back, on a for-
mer extended visit. He is a brother of the well-known
Dr. Bull, one of the leading oculists of Paris.

.4 E. B. Meyrowitz, the New York City optician,
has been alloted space at the Pan-American Exposi-
tion, to .be held at Buffalo. He will exhibit- I Iop.u.m.-
mological and electrical instruments, and will be
located in the Liberal Arts Building. The Giant Haab
Magnet, for extracting foreign substances from the eye,
which secured a medal at the Paris Exposition, and.
created considerable discussion among the profession,
will be part of the Buffalo exhihit.
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41 Edwin P. Wells, president of the Globe Opti-
cal Co., Boston, recently left for a three-weeks' trip to
Porto Rico, via steamer from New York. He was
Accompanied by Mrs. \Veils and a party of friends.
Of course he took his inseparable touring camera
along, and promised to " snap " everything of interest
on Uncle Sam's new possession.

.4 The American Optical Co., Southbridge,
Mass., are expediting, as much as possible, the work
on their new factory at Lensdale. They expect this
year the largest business in their history. Among
those who recently visited the factory vere : W. D.
Fennimore & Son, of the California Optical Co., San
Francisco ; B. W. King and Robert C. Brown, of the
fulius King Optical Co., New York ; Fred. C. Merry,
of the Merry Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo., and
Charles D. Waugh, of the E. Kirstein Sons Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

ji An optical deal of some prmninence Ims just
been announced of the purchase by H. Kahn & Co.,
of San Francisco, of the wholesale and retail optical
and photographic business of B. Kahn & Son, 32
Maiden Lane, New York City. The new company
have leased the large building at 189 Broadway, where
they plan to open, May 1st, one of the finest optical
and photographic establishments in New York City.
The salesroom is 20 X too feet, this giving ample room
for fitting up the store in an elegant manner. Adolph
E. Kahn, of the new firm, will be in immediate charge
of the New York office, while Henry Kahn will divide
his attention between the New York and San Fran-
cisco stores.

The Cone Prism
A new device for muscle phorometry is the cone

or quadruple prism, evolved by M..E. Stern and Wm.
Hartnett, of New York City. It is a quick and simple
means for diagnosing and the correction of muscular
imbalance of the eye. Heretofore the Maddox rod
and the double prism has been the chief reliance for
the determination of hetorophoria, and in cases of
hyper-esophoria, cyclophoria, etc., the process has been
tedious alike to the oculist or optician and patient,
and not always correct, as it has been necessary to
separately estimate the external and internal muscles
influenced, as they are, by the obliques ; then the su-
perior and inferior, also under the influence of the
obliques, again. After considerable experiment, Mr.
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Hartnett says that by the use of the cone prism ortho-
phoria-perfect muscular balance and fixation-is
known at once and any deviation quickly corrected, to
the least degree, and the proper position of the prism
found, even as the axis of a cylindrical lens is de-
termined.

The prism cone is an equi-lateral four-sided prism
and is used in the trial frame as is the Maddox rod.
Mr. Hartnett describes its use as follows : "The
prism being adjusted properly in the frame, the pa-
flew is seated before the light or candle, as in testing
for muscle, and the eye covered by the prism will
have projected to the reflux four images, thus:

one for each facet of the quadruple prism ; the other
eye is covered by the black disk, under which is con-
cealed the ruby glass, to assist in disassociation. Now,
removing the black disk, of course the other eye sees
an image of the red light, and in a case of perfect
binocular fixation the patient sees a picture thus:

0

the middle light being red. We consider the eye
covered by the red disk as being the one under exam-
ination, and any deviation of the red light from the
center of the square is to be corrected by the prism
required to restore it to the center, this prism being
the measure of the error."
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The Value of the Cross-Cylinder in
Refraction Work

CANON CITY, COLO.,

OPTICAL EDITOR KEYSTONE :-Please explain
what advantage the crossed plus and minus cyilnders
have or afford in refraction work over the single plus
.and minus cylinders?

In THE KEYSTONE article on "Astigmatism " in the
• October issue, only one of the crossed cylinders seems
to be taken account of in describing its use. It is there
stated substantially, for instance, to try the plus and
minus elements of the crossed cylinders alternately
over the trial cylinder, the axes of the former and lat-
ter coinciding, and to increase or diminish . the trial
cylinder as indicated by the result of this test. As the
crossed cylinders affect both meridians at the same
time, can the improvement in vision be attributed to
only one of its elements, and if so, why always to that
whose axis coincides with the axis of the trial lens?
In the application of the crossed cylinders to the
imaginary cases of compound astigmatism given in the
above article, it is seen that both spherical and cylin-
drical trial lenses are affected by the crossed cylinders.
Then why change the trial cylinder alone, or regard
its change as the first indication?

Will not the single cylinder do the work of the
crossed cylinders better and with less complicated
calculation? A comparative trial of the two will
determine. Take, for example, the exact correc-
tion of an eye given in KEYSTONE article, as follows:

1.50 S. 0. ± .75 cyl. ax 900, and suppose the approxi-
mate correction to be 1.25 S. ̂  cyl. ax. 9o°.
Add to this the crossed cylinders .25 cyl. ax. 18o°
- .25 cyl. ax. 900 ; result, + 1.50 S. C .50 cyl.

ax. 90°. Now try the single cylinder:

+ 1.25 S. C --I- I cyl. ax. 900
+ .25 cyl. ax. 18o°

Result, r.5o S. C + .75 cyl. ax. 90°.

The first result is not correct, requiring the addition
of a .25 cyl. ax. 96° to complete it. Reverse the
crossed cylinder and it is still worse. '1'lle second re-
sult will be seen to be correct.

Again, take the third example; which is worked out:

• 

I S. + 1.25 cyl. ax. 90°
-1- .25 cyl. ax. I8o° C - .25 cyl. ax. 90°

+ 1.25 S. C. + .75 cyl. ax. 90°

This requires the addition of a spherical lens to corn-
plete correction.

Now with the single cylinder :

+ 1 S. C 1.25 cyl. ax. 90°

▪ 

.50 cyl. ax. 180.°

• 

I.50 S. C + .75 cyl. 11X. 90°

Correct at once. This seems to be in favor of the
single cylinder.

Please give a few examples of the use of the
crossed cylinders in the case of mixed astigmatism.

Yours truly, R. J. PERE.

To one who has become accustomed to its
use, the employment of a cross-cylinder in the
exact determination of the condition of the re-
fraction by subjective methods, presents many
advantages. While to one whose attention is
directed to it for the first time, it is not unnatu-
ral that some doubt may arise in the mind as to
its superiority over other methods.

To quote from our article in the October
issue : " The use of a cross-cylinder forms a
valuable test for corroborating or disproving the
results of the trial case, and for determining
with greater accuracy the cylinder required in
cases of astigmatism."

The purpose then of the cross-cylinder
being to determine the strength of the cylinder
required, how does it fulfil this end ? Sitlhply
by furnishing a weak convex and a weak con-
cave cylinder, which can be alternately rotated
in front of the trial cylinder in order to deter-
mine whether the latter should be increased or
diminished. Of course the same result could
be accomplished by two separate cylinders, one
convex and the other concave-first one of
which is placed over the trial cylinder and then
removed and the other substituted. But which
method is most convenient for the optician, and
which (this being the important point) is the
most pleasant for the patient and enables him
the more quickly to determine the relative value
of the two glasses ? Is it the method by the
two cylinders, which requires some little time
for their change, and by which the slight jar to
the head caused by changing the lenses in the
clip of the trial frame may occasion some altera-
tion in the accommodation, which is also favored
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by the temporary absence of one lens while it is
being replaced by the other ? Or is it the cross-
cylinder, by means of which the convex and
concave cylinder can be placed in front of the
trial cylinder by a slight rotation of the lens,
without any loss of time and without subjecting
the patient to the annoyance of unclipping one
lens and reclipping another, and the eye to the
possible disturbance caused by a change of
glasses? Surely there can be but one answer to
these questions, and that must be in favor of the
cross-cylinder, which substitutes a definite and
ready procedure for an indefinite and haphazard
one. Our correspondent has asked for an illus-
tration in a case of mixed astigmatism. Sup-
pose we take a case in which there is a myopia
of x D. in the vertical meridian and a hyperme-
tropia of I D. in the horizontal meridian. This
would call for the following cross-cylinder :

+1

+ I cy). axis 90° C - I cyl. axis 1800 which
could be transposed to a sphero-cylinder :
I S. - 2 cyl. axis 180. °

- 1.25
+ .25

+ 1.25
-.25

+1

The examination has been made with test
lenses and an approximate correction found as
follows : -1.25 cyl. axis 18.00 0 + 1.25 cyl.
axis 900, or perhaps the combination in the trial
frame may be + 1.25 S. C - 2.50 cyl. axis
1800. This may afford fairly good vision, but
in order to determine whether it can be improved
upon, the weaker cross-cylinder is placed before
it with the axis of the convex cylinder horizon-
tal and of the concave cylinder vertical. This
reduces each meridian .25 1). and is accepted by
the patient as preferable, because it makes the
correction in each meridian exactly right, as
illustrated by the diagram.

While there can be no doubt of the excel-
lence of this method, and while those operators
who have become accustomed to its use, are
scarcely likely to abandon it, yet it is not to be
expected that every refractionist will adopt it,
and at the same time we are quite free to admit
that just as satisfactory results can be attained
by other methods in -competent hands.

Some Notes on Development
If we watch a beginner develop his plates, we can

learn a great deal more from his failures than his suc-

cesses. A thing I most strongly advocate is the keep-

ing of a small note-book in the dark-room, and making

occasional notes of anything that strikes us as worth

remembering. From a study of such notes every now

and then we can often put " two and two together''

and deduce some valuable knowledge.

Never use a one-solution developer for plates, as

with it one has no control whatever over the operation,

and perfect control is what we must aim at.

A developer that may be used for almost any

brand of dry plate is made as follows :

A.-H ydroquinone
Potassium metabisulphite
Water  

B.-Sodium sulphite  
Caustic soda  
Water  

C-Potassium bromide  
Water  

  40 grains.
30

10 ounces.
120 grains.
fib" 
to ounces.
I ounce.
to ounces.

.3f3

Here we have three solutions, each of them ful-
filling the duties of a developer's three components.
A is the developing agent itself, in solution with a
preservative. It is a reducing agent. B is the accele-
rator, by increasing the proportion of which relatively
to A we increase the speed of development. C is the
restrainer, which always seems to be much neglected
by the beginner.

Now to explain the respective uses of A, 13 and
C. If we are about to develop a plate which we think
is correctly exposekan ounce each of A and I? should
be taken and mixed with 5 drops of C. The image
ought to come up in twenty to thirty seconds. If after
about a minute and a half, nothing has appeared, half
ounce or so of the developer should be poured back
into the measure and another dram or two of B added
to it ; this is then poured again into the dish, which
must be rocked quickly for a few seconds. (Never
pour 1? solution, or indeed any, straight out of the bot-
tle into a dish containing a plate, as such procedure
invariably causes stains where it first touches the
plate.) It is a good thing to dilute the developer with
an equal bulk of water in the case of under-exposed
plates ; for, although development is thus much more
protracted, greater contrast is obtained.

Sometimes an under-exposed plate, when devel-
oped with a great excess of B solution over A, will
" come up " to a certain point, and then come no
further. As a rule, if a few drams of A solution be
now added, the .plate will immediately develop in a
proper manner.

An extra to drops of C solution should .be used if
we think a plate is over-exposed, and if it be much so,
the amount of /1 must be decreased. . _

If we are anxious to get a great deal of detail in it
negative-a irhotograph of a wood, for instance, where
the foliage is thick-we make. the exposure with a
small stop, say fl 44, and develop with i ounce each
.of A and B, to drops of Cand about half an ounce of
water.

Always use fresh solution for each batch of plates.
It is not advisable to use the sante for than four plates,
and if it has been tinkered up to suit some improperly
exposed negative, never use it a second time.

As regards developers for bromide papers, it is
always well to keep them separate from plate develop-
ers. For bromide work, the ferrous oxalate solution
is undoubtedly the best, though few workers care to
use it when there are so many other agents both
cleaner and simpler to make up.

Amidol is, perhaps, the most popular at the pres-
ent time. Owing to its bad keeping qualities in solu-
tion, however, it is best to make up the following :

Sodium sulphite   200 grains.
Potassium bromide  2 "
Water ...... . . .   8 ounces.

This will keep indefinitely. For use, take i ounce
of sulphite solution and add to it 5 grains dry amidol
just before development.

It is best with such papers as " Velox " to clip the

I rint into water for a few seconds, then quickly place
it face downwards on the developer, immeliately
removing it again and putting it in face upwards, then
rocking the dish quickly so that it is at once evenly
coated. The prints should be taken out wheit about
three-quarters developed, as by the time they reach
the fixing bath they will, if correctly exposed, be
quite ready.

Where speed is required, the solution may be
warmed to about 75 degrees Fahr., when development
‘vill take place much more quickly than at normal
temperature.

It is a mistake to print rapid bromide papers in
daylight, as proper contrast cannot be obtained, and
the prints often have a greenish look when so treated.
This greenish tint must not be confounded with
that caused by using too much bromide in the de-
veloper.

For those who care to try the ferrous oxalate bath
(and it would be well worth their while), I recom-
mend the following formula :

A.-Potassium oxalate   3 ounces.
Sulphuric acid   30 minims.
Water   12 ounces.

B.-Ferrous sulphate   t ounce.
Water   I2 ounces.

'rake equal parts of each, mixing just before use.
-Practical a nd Junior Photographer.
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The Action of the Oblique Muscles in
Oblique Astigmatism

It has been supposed by many authors,
especially by Dr. Savage, that the oblique mus-
cles of the eyes somewhat corrected the defects
of distortion caused by the astigmatism of the
eye, and the so-called harmonious symmetrical
action of the oblique muscles in oblique astig-
matism is often referred to in the writings of
these authors. But it seems that this action is
by no means well understood and at any rate is
much overrated. Let us deprive the subject of
the dense pseudo-scientific mist with which it is
surrounded, and let us again consider the facts
upon which the whole subject is founded, as we
did in THE KEYSTONE .more than three years
ago :

These facts are given by the following experiment,
that ought to be repeated by our readers. Take a
plus 3 D. cylinder, and, holding it about twelve inches
from your eye, look at one corner of a square or rec-
tangular piece of paper about twenty inches from your
face. If you hold the cylinder in such a manner that
one side of the rectangular corner coincides with the
axis of the cylinder as viewed by your right eye, you
will see the sides of the corner continued through the
cylinder as Fig. i shows ;
but if you turn your cyl-
inder by 45° yOU Will 110
longer see the corner A
C B rectangular. The
two sides, A Cand B C,
appear broken, where
they apparently touch
the cylinder, and the
right angle at the corner
C is changed into 811

acute angle E C' as
Fig. 2 indicates. If, how-
ever, the + 3 I). cylin-
der is rotated the other %vay by 45°, so that it is held
symmetrically to the cylinder in Fig. 2, then the right
angle at Cappears as an obtuse angle E CP, as Fig.

3 shows. So far,
everything is clear
and nobody can deny
these phenomena. But
now the doubtful rea-
soning begins. They
say : Suppose there is
a man who has a re-
fractive error like this,
0. D. — 3 cyl. ax.
450 and 0. S. — 3
cyl. ax. 135°. This
patient may be re-
garded as haying pri-
marily emmetropie

eyes, to which nature at birth added a + 3 I). cylin-
der in the asymmetry of the cornea, this natural cyl-
inder being at 45° in the right and at 135° in the left
eye.' This man, then,
with his right eye will
see the right-angled cor-
ner A C B as an acute
angle, but with his left
eye as an obtuse one.
Now to prevent double
vision the person %yin ro-
tate both eyes outward
symmetrically by the ob-
lique muscles, thereby
turning E C in Fig. 2 up
and E C in Fig. 3 down
until both are horizontal.
As this means extra work for the oblique muscles, it
accounts for the asthenopia observed so frequently in
asigmatic patients.

This reasoning of Dr. Savage and his followers
would seem quite strong and conclusive. But it has
many weak points.

First it must be objected, as has been done by
Dr. F. B. Eaton, that the distortion is by no means as
considerable as might be assumed from the experi-
ment just given. For in this experiment the cylinder
is held about twelve inches from the eye, while in an
astigmatic person the cylinder must be considered as
being in contact with the cornea or rather in the cornea
itself. If the reader will imitate this condition, let him
bring the + 3 D. cylinder gradually nearer to his eye
tvhilst the rectangular piece of paper is kept in its
former position. He will observe that the distortion
of the right angle becomes gradually smaller, until
when the cylinder almost touches the eye it can be ob-
served only with the greatest difficulty, if at all. The
second oblection refers to the statement that this dis-
tortion, being of opposite character in the two eyes,
would produce diplopia, to avoid which the two ob-
lique muscles rotated the eyes around the antero-
posterior axis outward until E C would be horizontal
for each eye. Here are two points that must be criti-
cised. First, it is wrong to suppose that the slight and
opposite distortion should produce diplopia. For it
has been demonstrated by the researches of Volkmann,
Meissner, Helmholtz and others that in looking at a
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near object, that is, in convergence, our eyes undergo
a slight torsion, so that the former vertical meridians
of the cornea are turned outward with their upper
ends. Still this produces no diplopia, although now
the same lines of the object have their images on dif-
ferent and incongruous meridians of the two eyes.
This then proves that the slight and opposite distortion
does not necessarily produce diplopia. On the other
hand, it must be admitted that if the oblique muscles
rotated the eyes to prevent double vision of the hori-
zontal lines E C, this would also affect the disparity of
the vertical lines C fil For it is evident from Figs. 2
and 3 that an elevation of E C in Fig. 2 and a depres-
sion of E C in Fig. 3 would make the difference in the
vertical lines disappear also, as C F in both instances
would then be in the prolongation of the vertical line B.
The theoretical possibility therefore of Savage's opinion
must he admitted. It has further been urged with
good reasons, that the real muscles also played a part
in the act of torsion, but that does not concern us much
at the present. The main purpose of these lines was
to show that this theory of Dr. Savage would not seem
as well founded as he thinks himself. But at the same
tpne it must be admitted that sometimes torsion (rota-
tion Of the eye around its antero-posterior axis) would
improve the vision of certain fines, and for that reason
is possibly employed by some eyes. Take for example
a case of astigmatism of — 5 D. ( which may be imi-
tated roughly by placing a 5 D. cyl. in front of your
normally refracting eye.). If the axis is at 9o° this
individual can see horizontal lines best, Ian oblique lines
are then seen very indistinctly. The vison of these
oblique lines could be improved by torsion of the eye;
just as you can improve the vision of the line NNin
Fig. 4 with the -I-- 5 I). cyl. ax. 9o° in front of your
right eye by tilting your head
towards the right. At the same
time you will observe that by
the sante tilting vhich makes
.111 N clearer, the him P R at
right angles to .11 ,V would get
much more indistinct than it
was when you looked at it with
head erect. Therefore it would 4,t • X
not seem that torsion of the
eyes (being a very difficult process) tvould be em-
ployed very much for vision, though its possible use
now and then cannot be denied. In a recent article in
the Annals of Ophthalmology, entitled : " The
Objections to the Theories of the Harmonious
Symmetrical Action of the Oblique Muscles in Oblique
Astigmatism," Dr. W. Walter on the whole agrees
with the reviewer that the statements of Dr. Savage
are excessive ; but he still lays a great deal of stress
on compensatory torsion of the eyes to improve vision,
and thinks " that Dr. Savage has hit upon a truth,
howbeit he may have erred in its interpretation." -

He stated later on : " It does not seem, however,
that it is necessary to go further than that rotation
takes place becaue it improves vision, and that it is
entirely relative to the major or most important axis
of the object of fixation ; and it is only because verti-
cal and horizontal lines predominate in nature—at
least in our conception—that rotation towards these
meridians is the rule." For the reason above given,
it would seem, however, that this compensatory torsion
of the eyes is a faculty rather rarely employed, and
that Walter's opinion that " the subject is of more im-
portance than the profession have allowed," is not
quite supported by the facts hitherto observed.

It is evident from the foregoing remarks
that the profession is by no means ready to ac-
cept this theory of Savage without a great deal
of limitation. Our correspondent from Canon

City, Colorado, who asks about this subject, will
see that at once. His letter reads as follows:

,k

CANON CITY, COLO., December 18, 1900.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Are the teachings of Savage re-

garding the corrective action of the oblique muscles in

oblique astigmatism generally accepted by the pro-

fession ?
Supposing the oblique muscles do make such cor-

rective effort, which seems quite natural, is it possible

for images to be placed upon exactly corresponding
IN irtions of the retinw by this means ?

17S-
/7o k
MI;
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For example, in above figures, taken from page 8

of " New Truths," admitting that the superior obliques

rotate the eyes so that the images of the arrow fall
upon meridian 175 in each eye, is the position of the
right image no longer influenced by the astigmatism?

315

Being yet within 45° of meridian of greatest curvature,

is it not within range of its influence ? If such is the
case, can the images be identically placed upon both
retina according to the theory of the " harmonious
symmetrical action of the oblique muscles " ?

R. J. PEARE.

As far as the second question of our cor-
respondent is concerned, it must be observed
that the action of the oblique muscles is referred
to by its advocates as a harmonious and sym-
metrical  one. If, therefore, the meridians of
greatest or least curvature do not have a sym-
metrical position, it is impossible that a sym-
nzetrical action of the oblique muscles should
bring the images to corresponding meridians of
the retinae.

Combination Objectives

ED. KEYSTONE :—I would like to know how to
figure the combined foci of a combination objective,
such as is used in magic lanterns and stereopticons;
or, having an objective of a given focus, say, 6-inch
back focus, ,what curves I would have to regrind to
change it to a 4-inch focus or an 8-inch focus. The size
of the picture being governed by the focus of the lens
and the distance from the screw, it would be an ad-
vantage to me to change this focus. In indeavoring to
do this I have achieved some, tome, surprising results,
but not at all what I desired, such as getting a 20-inch

Hg. z

C
.4—Front, cemented meniscus. B. 2convave tueniNetts, of

tibit glass. C-111-convex, made of crown glass.
In a 18 Co,. (54 in.) lens the curves measured by the Geneva

lens measure are as follows : .1, (front lens) + 4.75 D. on — 1.25 I).
= + 3.50 D.; .11, + 3.25 D. on — 9 D. — 5.75 I). ; C', + 5.25 1).
on -I- 2.25 D. + 7.50 D.; so that the combined focus and curves
would seem to make n lens of + 5.25 D. or 794 inches, and yet the
combination focuses at 5% inches.

focus when I wanted a 9-inch, etc. The appended
sketch may give you an idea of what I mean. Any

help you can give me will be much appreciated.

There are several sources of error in our
correspondent's methods of reasoning. In the
first place, he cannot measure the correct focus
of an achromatic lens by a lens measure ; this is
proven by his failure to determine the strength
of the lenses in his illustration, and the reason
is that he does not take into account the dif-
ferent indices of refraction of the crown and
flint glass of which the achromatic lens is com-
posed.

And in the second place, the strength of
the lenses cannot be expressed in dioptries,
but the calculations are based on their focal
length.

The principal focus of a lens, as used by our
correspondent, depends upon its radii of curva-
ture, its index of refraction and its thickness,

and when three of these factors are known the
fourth can be determined. Therefore, if our
correspondent wants to regrind a 6-inch lens to
a 4-inch or 8-inch focus, he must ascertain the
index of refraction of his lenses, and with the focal
length, index of refraction and thickness known,
he can easily calculate the radius of curvature
desired. Finally, to calculate the combined
focus of a combination objective, he must take
into consideration the distance of the different
lenses from each other.

" If I was to hy to improve The Keystone I
would not know where to begin, as it is the best
obtainable forjewelers and opticians ; it is good from
cover to cover. I would not be without it for five
times its subscription price. "—E. H. Greseka,.jeweler
and optician, Trenton, Illinois.
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our latest catalog for proper
styles of all kinds of

Spectacle anb

Eeglass
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Catalog sent for the asking

E. KIRSTEIN
SONS CO.
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Astigmatism Made Easy
T,Pith the

S. 0 C. Astigmometer
An Invention Based on Optical Principles

A Few Reasons why Every Optician
Should Procure One

IV.

V.

VI.

Determines axis, lenticular and corneal astigmatism.
Spasm of accommodation does not affect the result.
Much quicker and more accurate than the trial-case
test, thus saving operator's time and patient's temper.

Shows all astigmatism, from a quarter D. up.

A child could operate it.

A price within reach of all.

If your jobber does not handle it,
remit $1.75 to

H. T. SCHLEGEL 0 CO.
Rooms If, 12 and 13 Hamlin Building

Peoria, Ill.

None "Better" Metal
thita d ionugr eoww 

Case
COMPACT AND
HANDY.

Made of the best steel,
and so arranged as to keep
the glasses in place when
opening the vise. Has an
adjustable fastener, which
also prevents the case from
crushing. The hinge is
stayed with muslin, to make
it strong and durable.

The Best Case for
Rimless Spectacles.

NVill take extra l mg shank.

SIMPI.Lx "HUH" Nu. LSO

Something "New" Ey e-i 11G lOaFsFssECTase s
No Spring or Button
Fastener.

Arranged with a lip on the edge
to open the case easy.

For a case where the interior
protection is not wanted, it is
just the thing, as it is less in
P" ce than other cases.

Manufactured and patented by
SIMPLEX " HUB" Jr., No. 10.1

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.
SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS.
Send for Catalogue and Booklet.

77 Chelsea. Street, East Boston, Mass.

FOUR EDITIONS IN FOUR YEARS!

THE MOST POPULAR OPTICAL WORK tt'inrinst THE OPTICIAN'S MANUAL
This book is universally recognized as the most practical work on optical science and the most reliable guide in optical

practice. It is commended by optical teachers, used as a class book in optical schools, and consulted as an authority of
absolute trustworthiness by practicing opticians. It is teacher, text-book and consulting optician, all in one —a necessity
to the student and indispensable adviser to the practitioner.

The new edition. Just issued, Is bound In silk cloth and printed on heavy
paper-422 pages, colored plates and numerous illustrations.

PRICE, postpaid to all parts of the world, $2.00 (es. 4d.)
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The Jewelers' League of New York
The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee of the Jewelers' League was held on Feb-
ruary 8, 1901. There were present Vice-Presidents
Fessenden, Bardel and Greason, Messrs. Street,
Karsch, Lissauer and Secretary L. Stevens, Jr. Upon
motion duly made and seconded G. NI. Van Deventer,
of Waterbury Clock Co., was chosen chairman of the
executive committee for 1901. Five requests for
change of beneficiary were received and, upon motion,
granted, and the following applicants were admitted to
membership : Edwin V. Sweet, New York City,
recommended by N. D. Prentiss and L. A. Miller;
Geo. A. Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., recommended by
Geo. W. Street and L. A. Miller ; Wm. J. Elson,
Brooklyn, N. Y., recommended by R. F. Forrester
and L. A. Miller ; H. F. Brown, New York City,
recommended by E. H. Brown and L. A. Miller;
Wm. L. Penfietd, Hawthorn, Conn., recommended
by E. H. Brown and L. A. Miller ; M. J. Mahlmeister,
-Ntiki York City, recommended by E. A. Lehmann and
L. A. Miller. The next meeting will be held March 8,
1901.

The Changes in Curvature of the Cornea
After Cataract Extraction

__How the Cutting of the cornea, during the
operation for cataract, affects the curvature of
the cornea and how this curvature changes
again during the process of healing, is a very
interesting problem which has been studied be-
fore by Weiss, Dolganoff, von Reuss and
Woinow. The latest contribution to this sub-
ject has been made by Dr. Trentler, of Germany,
who himself made measurements in twelve cases
and from his own cases and from those of the
authors just mentioned (49 cases altogether),
comes to the following conclusions :

In every case there was a change in the
refraction of the cornea. This change was such
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that in 88 per cent. the radius of the vertical cor-
neal meridian was increased, in ten diminished
and in one unchanged. The radius of the hori-
zontal corneal meridian was diminished in 88 per
cent., increased in to per cent. and unchanged
once. The rule, then, would seem to be estab-
lished that the vertical meridian is made greater
at the same time that the horizontal meridian is
made smaller. Further analysis shows that the
astigmatism which still exists after complete
healing is due to a decrease in the corneal cur-
vature in the vertical and at the same time to an
increase in curvature in the horizontal meridian,
and that in the majority of cases the latter ex-
ceeds the former.

Bill Regulating the Sale of Spectacles
and Eye-Glasses

At the instance of the jewelers of Seattle, \ Vash.,
the following bill was last month introduced in the
legislature of that State :

AN ACT regulating the sale of spectacles and eye-
glasses, providing for licensing the same, and pre-
scribing a penalty for the violation thereof. -

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the Slate of
Washington:

SECTION I. It shall he unlawful for any person
to peddle, sell or offer for sale or barter, any spec-
tacles or eye-glasses, as an article of merchandise,
from any boat, wagon, cart or other vehicle of any
kind, or from any pack, basket or other package
carried on foot, or from a pocket of his clothing,
without having first obtained a license so to do from
the county auditor of the county in which said mer-
chandise is sold or to be offered for sale or barter:
Provided, This act shall not be construed to apply to
any person selling spectacles or eye-glasses in his
regular established place of business, nor to adminis-
trators or executors selling property of deceased per-
sons at public or private sale.

SEC. 2. The county auditors of the respective
counties -in this State are hereby authorized and re-
quired to issue to any applicant therefor a license to

Rose Diamonds
Opals
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Carnets
Doublets

MAX R. GREEN & CO.
Importers of
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301 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO
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sell or peddle spectacles or eye-glasses, as an article
of merchandise, from any traveling boat, wagon, cart
or any kind of vehicle, or from any pack, basket or
package carried on foot, or from a pocket of the
clothing, in any of the incorporated cities or towns
and elsewhere in such county, outside of the regular
established place of business of such applicant, within
this State, for the period of time to be specified in
such license, upon payment by such applicant of a
license fee of five dollars per day for the number of
days for which such license is issued.

SEC. 3. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction thereof shall, for each offense, be
punished by a fine of not less than $20 nor more than
Poo, or by imprisonment in the county jail for a term
of 30 days, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

Training the Sight
Lord Wolseley having lately remarked upon the

good sight of the Boers as one cause at least of their
good shooting, and having ascribed this good sight to
its constant exercise in the open air, Mr. Brudenell
Carter has pointed out that it is .not merely a question
of open air but of the training of the sight upon things
that are far off and difficult to see. The defective
vision possessed by so many children who have been
brought up in towns is not caused by errors of refrac-
tion alone, common as these are, but by an actual
deficiency in acuteness of vision, a lack of develop-
ment in the nervous structures involved in the act of
seeing. " Vision," he says, " like every other nerve
function, must be cultivated for the attainment of a
high degree of excellence. The visual power of Lon-
don children is not cultivated by their environment.
They see the other side of the street in which they
live, and the carts and omnibuses of the thorough-
fares. They scarcely ever have the visual attention
directed strongly to any object which it is difficult to
see, or which subtends a visual angle approaching the
limits of visibility ; and hence the seeing function is
never exerted, or at least is not habitually exerted to
anything like what should be the extent of its powers."

ALUMINUM Perpetual Date
CALENDAR

PATENTEE NAT I, 1900
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A LONG FELT WANT

Up-to-date Opticians have been looking for a

Riding Bow Spectacle Case
that will really protect the nose piece, insure the
particular curve of Temple required for the patient's
or wearer's use, thereby affording better satisfaction
to the Optician, and More comfort and pleasure to
your Customer, thus materially increasing your
business.
How often is the conscientious Optician's work

ruined by the manner in which his patients place
their glasses in the old-fashioned case. Here is
offered you a PERFECT CASE, new in design,
novel in construction, giving such good protection,
that it is impossible to injure the most delicate
fitting or adjustment.
The above protection is found only in

ECLIPSE R. B. NUMBER 8.
If yottr jobber does not handle this case,
send 12 cents in stamps for sample.

Wm. Birmingham & Co.
Manufacturers,

728 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA

ADJUSTABLE TABLE
Oak top, cloth cover-
ing. With improved
screw gear movement
for raising and lower-
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ted for use with the
ophthalmometer.
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thalmological Apparatus
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Degrees for Opticians
The Committee on Education gave a public hear-

ing on the bill proposed by the trustees of the New

England Optical Institute, at the State House, Boston,

February i3th. Owing to the large gathering of opti-

cians, the committee had to seek a larger committee

room. 
The Institute was represented by the Hon. William

11. Durant, one of the leaders of the Massachusetts

Bar. Before presenting his arguments, Mr. Durant
offered two amendments to the bill. One of these is to
require that the student shall complete a two years'

course of study. The second amendment provides
penalties for the use of the titles " Doctor" or " M. D."
without the addition of the words " Physiological
Optics," unless otherwise duly authorized by law so

to do. Proceeding, he said :

My first proposition is that a thorough education
in any department should be encouraged. I do not
think that this general proposition will be disputed. I
can remember when the science of the optician was
practically based on the selling bf the glasses, and
there was no learning or skill connected with it. Some
are in the business to-day who are not qualified, and
some are extremely well qualified. I remember when
I was a young man how crude the art of dentistry was
and how painful the operations were. Now the dentist
is a scientific man. He knows parts of the human
body other than the teeth. And instead of the pain
and anguish he formerly caused, their treatment is
now scientific and robbed of its terrors. And to what
is that due ? To science, education and knowledge.
Forty years ago if a man went into a store he tried on
numerous pairs of glasses until he fitted himself. He
would pick out the glasses he thought best for him-
self. The result in many cases would be detrimental.
So science has made great strides in the work of the
optician. We desire the privilege of granting the
degree, particularly, to make the students ambitious
and to encourage them. This school gives a very
thorough course of study. I have had personally a
long acquaintance with one of the trustees, and I can
say that he is as scientific as any oculist I have
ever become acquainted with. Some of its faculty
are physicians, and it gives a three years' course in
physiologic optics. It is estimated that ninety per cent.
of the people of the commonwealth procure their
glasses from the optician and not from the oculist. In
Alew of this fact the work of the optician should be
made thorough and efficient. If it is not so ninety per
cent. of the people will suffer. The adjustment of
glasses has now become an exact science. So far as
the education of the oculist is concerned much may
be said, and many oculists must pick up his education
in the same way as the optician. The trained optician
has two spheres of work. In the first he fills the pre-
scription of the oculist. In the second place he fits
the ninety per cent. to glasses. Now, is It not just as
important that the ninety per cent. should be consid-
ered as well as the ten per cent. ?

Mr. Durant was followed by Dr. William A. Earle,

president of the Institute, who spoke on the value of

education and also the very limited study of ophthal-

mology in the regular course. Prof. F. T. Kirt, also

of the Institute staff, was the next speaker. He pointed

out that there is not a single course of mathematics

or physics included in the medical course of the Har-

vard Medical School and of the University of Pennsyl-

vania. He then went into details of the course given

at the Optical Institute, and pointed out the many ad-

vantages of such a training and how it would elevate

the tone of the optician. A. G. Barber, of Globe

Optical Co., spoke briefly and showed how the Insti-

tute fills a long felt want. Wm. L. Thomas was the

last speaker for the proposed bill and thought the

Institute was a valuable institution.
The opposition was of two classes, the represen-

tatives of various medical boards and societies and

the dispensing opticians of Boston. Dr. D. NV. Cheever

said no one without a thorough medical training should
be allowed to prescribe glasses. He admitted that it

is desirable for the optician to have all the education

in his business that is possible, and it is also better to

have the two years' training at the Institute than to pick

up his education the best way he could. He thought

the course not long enough nor sufficiently thorough.

Dr. F. NV. Draper, president of the Massachusetts

Medical Society, appeared for that organization in

opposition. He stated that there is no public demand

for the bill, and thought that the requests of the Insti-

tute are audacious. Dr. Draper thought that the

granting of the right to confer the degrees would be

establishing a dangerous precedent that the committee

had no right to bequeath to their succcessors. He

admitted that the second amendment relieved the bill
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of its worst features. He placed in the hands of
the committee a large number of remonstrances
from various parts of the State, including prominent
hospitals.

Dr. T. M. Strong, president of the 11, fston Homce-
pathic Medical Society, was the last objector repre-
senting the medical fraternity. His society, he stated,
)bjected more to the use of the word " doctor " in the
bill than anything else.

The first witness for the opposition for the opti-
cians who fill the prescriptions of oculists was D. C.
Doleman, and there was a lively little tilt between him
and the witnesses for the bill over the business of the
opticians in Boston, bringing out the professional
jealousy that exists in the city. Mr. Doleman stated
that he represented nine-tenths of the opticians in
Boston, and they were opposed to the bill. In reply
to a question he stated that the whole matter is a fight
between the opticians of Boston. William F. Pink-
ham opposed the bill as an optician, saying that the
optical business is a trade and not a profession. Both
of these witnesses spoke exclusively from a commer-
cial point of view.

Erank A. Hill, secretary of the State Board of
Education, appeared in opposition, presenting a pro-
test signed by all save one of the members of the
board. His opposition was general, with a view of
safeguarding the interests of the State.

Dr. Edwin B. Harvey, secretary of the Board of
Registration in Medicine, • thought that something
should be done to regulate the optical business to the

end that the quacks, impostors and uneducated pre-
tenders be driven out of the business. Dr. Harvey
suggested the second amendment which was incorpo-
ra,ted in the bill. The hearing was then adjourned.

Death of Albert Landsbreg

Albert Landsberg, president of L. Black & Co.,
of Detroit, Mich, died February 8th, after an illness of
several weeks' duration, the result of a stroke of
paralysis. Mr. Landsberg was born in Breslau, Ger-

many, and was sixty-four years old last August. He
came to this country when a very young lad, and in
1833 became business partner of his brother-in-law,

L. Black. In 1870 Mr. Black died, but Mrs. Black con-

tinued as a member of the firm, leaving the manage-

ment entirely to Mr. Landsberg. Two years ago the

firm was incorporated as L. Black & Co., a name
familiar to opticians all over the country. Mr. Lands-

berg was a member of the Masonic fraternity, active

in the Phenix Club and WaS prominent in tile mem-

bership of Temple Beth El.

New York Opticians Win
Through the efforts of the officers of the New

York State Optical Society another and an entirely
favorable amendment has been made by the promoters

of the " Bell " or Assembly bill No. 167. This bill
was recently introduced in the assembly of New York

and if enacted would take the place of the present

medical laws of that State ill defining the practice of

medicine. The latest effort of President Swart,

Executive Committee Chairman Oertel, and others

working with them, resulted in the following being

added to the exemption clause : "Any optician adapt-

ing glasses to the sight." As a result of former efforts,

the opticians had secured the insertion of the following

words ill the exemption clause : " Manufacturer or

constructor of optical instruments in fitting such instru-

ments on persons in need thereof." While not entirely

satisfactory, this amendment was accepted by many

of the New York opticians; but others thought it did

not offer sufficient protection to the opticians, nor was

it sufficiently clear to exempt them, and continued the

agitation and opposition to the bill. Their efforts lead

President Swart and the other officials of the State

Society to make a further effort, which resulted, as

stated, in an explicit exemption of opticians. The

latest report from Albany is that the la has been

reported by the committee as amended. In its present

form it now aims entirely at the Christian Scientists,

and in this limited form undoubtedly has better

chances of passing than in its original form, when it

%vas opposed not only by opticians, but druggists and

several other organizations.
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New Colorado Optical Association

Another State has fallen in line, in the way of

optical organizations, by the formation of the Colo-

rado State Optical Association. The new association

has already enrolled thirty members. Officers have

been elected to serve until a meeting to be held on

April loth, at Denver. This meeting will be called the

first annual meeting, and it is expected that a large

addition to the membership will be made at that meet-

ing and new officers elected to serve for a year. The

present list of officers is as follows : President, J. H.

Gallup ; vice-president, Robert Brooks Finch ; secre-

tary and treasurer, R. H. Biegel ; board of directors—

Miss E. H. Chapman (chairman), H. G. Biegel, J. C.

Bloom, S. Garwood Lippincott.
A conunittee on constitution and by-laws are now

at work drafting the instrument, which will be pre-

sented and adopted at the coming annual meeting.

The initiation fee of the new association is $2, and the

annual dues the same. All opticians and others who

are entitled to membership in such organization

throughout Colorado are urged to join the new asso-

ciation, and are requested to communicate with the

secretary, at 636 Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colo.

State Examiners for Illinois Opticians

Carrying out the decision of the recent fleeting of

the Illinois State Society, those entrusted with the

matter have drawn up a bill and had it introduced on

February 6th by Representative Rankin. The bill is

practically identical with the one introduced in the

Legislature by the Illinois Society two years ago.

Though the bill passed the shoals of the House suc-

cessfully, it never came before the Senate. The new

bill provides for a State Board of Examiners to consist

of five members, and after its passage that no person

could fit glasses to the sight without having obtained

a license from this board. We believe the exceptions

to this are medical graduates, whom the bill does not

seek to regulate. The officers and members of the

society have already done some quiet work with their

representatives, and it is intended that this shall be fol.

lowed up soon by a concerted movement at Spring-

field, which is expected to push the bill through the

Legislature. The officers of the society feel more

confident of the success of the bill this time than

experienced by their former effort.

A Louisville Testimonial

Mr. A. K. Lord

The above-named enterprising optician, of Louis-
ville, Ky., writes under date of February 6th as follows:

" I am using the Cross Retino-Skiameter
in emu case with splendid success. Will be
very glad to be of service 'in assisting in the

sale of such a magnificent
instrument.—

Style F. Price, $1.00.

LORD."
•

The Cross ophthalmic lamps
and chimneys are also calling
forth unstinted praise from those
who use them.

With one of these chimneys
Oil a Welsbach or Argand burner
any darkened room can be easily
arranged for amateur or expert
practice.

The A. Jay Cross Optical Co.,
zo Fast Twenty-Third Street,
New York, %till send interesting
printed matter free upon appli-
cation. —Adv.
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Items of Interest

G. C. Rinderknecht, Monroeville, Ohio, has sold
his business to R. Curtis.

Carrol Bradshaw, of Wooster, Ohio, will open an
elegant new jewelry store in Paris, Ill., about April Ise

S. Martin & Bro., Piedmont, Ala., will add to their
stock a line of tools and materials to sell at wholesale
to the trade.

E. H. Holter, Oberlin, Ohio, has sold out to W.
P. Carruthers, who has been in Mr. Holter's employ
for the past eight years.

J. M. McGee, of Cherokee, Iowa, has put in a set
of new fixtures complete, including trays and show
cases. He now has a hthidsome establishment.

The Keller & HenerIan Co. is a new firm of
manufacturing jewelers at 359 Mulberry Street, New-
ark, N. J. The firm will make a line of gold jewelry.

A. A. Gillett, formerly with Heintz Bros., Buffalo,
N. Y., has orgarlized the Gillett Ring Co. in that city,

and will manufacture all kinds of rings and mountings.

Larter, Elcox & Co., New York, have been

awarded two additional Patents under date of Feb-

ruary 5th, on the well-known Larter shirt studs. These

studs are now thoroughly protected by patents. •

R. U. Rickart, Statesville, N. C., is achieving

great success in his handsome new store, which was

especially built for him. He has been in business in
Statesville for twenty-five years.

J. Watson Moore, engraver for the late E. von
Seutter, of Jackson, Miss., was married to Miss Lottie
Thomas, of Elliston, Virginia, on February Lith. THE
KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Some of the late arrivals at the M. L. Landis
School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich., are Louis F.
Palmer, of Rochester, Mich. ; A. II. Barden, of Mt.
Pleasant, Mich. ; Ray F. Elzey, of Detroit, and L. L.
Overshire, of Plymouth, Mich. Recent graduates
were H. F. Doan, formerly of Blissfield, Mich., and
Wm. C. Liphardt, formerly of Guelph, Ontario.

THE KEYSTONE

P. A. Goodnough, Union City, Pa., has sold his
business to Palmer & Boerst. Mr. Boerst is a practical
watchmaker, engraver and optician, and Nir. Palmer
has had much experience as a jewelry salesman. Mr.
Goodnough will open a new store in Erie, Pa.

Warren Prior, of W. Prior & Son., Fayetteville,
N. C., is one of the claimants for the title of " the
oldest jeweler in the United States." The business
was started in 1834, full sixty-seven years ago. Mr.
Prior, Jr., was admitted to a partnership in 1886.

The Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass., has
received an order for one of the celebrated precision
lathes from the world-famed yacht builder Nat. G.
Herreshoff. They have also on hand a number of
foreign orders for precision lathes and grinding

inachines.

Four pupils left Pulaski, N. Y., on February 4th,
for the Elmira School of Engraving, viz., Ernest Box,
Fordyce Lewis, John Peach and Cornelia E. Hibbard,
the last mentioned being a daughter of C. B. I Milian!,
the jeweler. The paternal mechanical talent is a happy
inheritance of Miss Hibbard.

E. W. Gilmore & Bro., Toronto, Out., .have opened
;in .office and show rooms at 5o Bay Street, that city, hr
the purpose of conducting a wholesale business in
silver-plated ware, sterling silver novelties, ebony
ware, cut glassware, clocks, etc. One of the lines
handled by them ivill by the silver-plated ware of the
NI. S. Benedict Manufacturing Co., East Syracuse, N. Y.

Proprietor Swain has just completed a much-
needed addition to the Waltham Horological School,
at Walthani, Mass. The addition of two stories in
height carries the building out to the building line, and,
gives room for twenty new benches and accommoda-
tions for that number of additional students. It like-
wise provides more room for the material department.
run by Mr. Swain, and an attractive office in the front

of the lower floor.

The annual meeting of the R. Wallace & Sons

I■lanufacturing (()., Wallingford, Conn., was held Feb-
ruary 16th. The following directors were elected :

Frank A. Wallace, Henry L. Wallace, Walter J.
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Leavenworth, Wallingford ;• George M. Wallace, New
haven ; Selah A. Hull, George M. Curtis, Meriden,

and Henry J. Lewis. The officers elected were presi-
dent, Frank A. Wallace ; secretary, Henry L. \Val.
lace ; treasurer, Walter J. Leavenworth ; assistant
treasurer, Clifford W. Leavenworth ; superintendent,
Charles D. Morris.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., Sheboygan, Wis.,
have issued tlir catalogue of twentieth century store
fixtures. This volume of 272 pages is a singularly at-
tractive one, the typographical appearance being
pleasing. In this most complete and interesting cata-
logue is illustrated and described the above firm's line
of modern store fixtures, which is large and extensive.

Frank Netschert, maker of artificial flowers and
plants, has recently changed his New York address
from 7 Barclay Street to 129 Fifth Avenue, where he
has a much more desirable location and a large show
room on the ground floor. He has a very handsome
display of all kinds of artificial flowers in the new
show rooms, something he did not have the facility of
doing at old location.. He has also leased a large fac-
tory building in Brooklyn, where his goods will be
made. The Chicago office of the firm has also•en-
gaged considerable additional space, so that the expan-
sion has been a general one.

The rumor that they had gone out of the export
business, which has been spread by traveling men, is
emphatically denied by a member of the firm of L.
Straus & Sons, of New York. Mr. Straus stated that
the report probably arose from the fact that the firm
have, for the past year or two, confined their clientele
to the largest houses throughout the country,. and
pursuing that policy have not solicited the smaller
trade, so as not to create competition for their custom-
ers. Further, that they have endeavored to limit their
customers to One or two houses in each city, so that
those xvho carry their specialties, from their or other
factories under their control, will have !nit a limited
competition. Mr. Straus stated that the success
which had followed the adopting of this policy was
such that their importing business last year was the
largest in the history of the house.

WE HAVE ISSUED
a neat Pocket CATALOGUE of Original and Exclusive
Designs of

CLASS PINS, SOCIETY BADGES, LUTHER 
LEAGUE EMBLEMS, MASONIC, ELK, Etc., 

which we will mail to the trade upon application.

SCHLECHTER, Mfg. Jeweler, 428 Penn Street,
WEADING, TA.

IT IS % SIZE

IDEAL
Rivet Remover

A new tool, that you CAN
REMOVE THE TIGHTEST
RIVET In a brooch, etc. ,with
ease. II mill- needs a trial to
Is,' appreciated hy the trade. The
tool is held in the ill

IINP0 I r yma.
111111IF 0IIII direct.

Each, 151.25
A. F. ABEL, Clayton, N. Y.

z866 America's Celebrated Artist in mot

FINE HAIR DEVICES
for Jewelry, Frames, Albums, Chains, etc., etc.,
Memorial or Presentation Ornaments.
Instructions given in all branches.
I90 l Patterns will be ready in Spring, and my

7883 Copyright 1 a rge Catalogues a re well
known. Address all correspondence,

WM. E. MOUTOUX,
Fulton St., Wakefield, New York City.

If you want A First-Class

CUCKOO CLOCK
write to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
Annilfarthr•r.

1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
f,,r Catalogue.

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

gteam
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

50 Cents Buys 100 Ads
Suitable for Jewelers and Opticians

in the smaller towns who are annoyed by ped-
dlers, installment house men and agents taking
orders for goods in your line. If not satisfac-
tory, return them and get your 50 cents back.
E. A. LUDWIGS, optician, Lexington, Mo.

Louis J. MEYER
GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor.) (Established 1892.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.
jkly- Prompt attention given to Mali and

Express Orders.

(;eorge Prim! le (:. Russell

Prindfr & Russell

AThrINTS Li it

Washington, D. C.

SPECI•LTIES

PATENTS. UNITE0 STATES AND FOREIGN

AND P•TENT CAUSES

Expert WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

Estimates sent same
day work is received.
None but experts em-

ployed. Send us your
work.

Dept. Fl

Columbus Jewelrll Co.
47 to 139 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL,

Lon Barnhart 624 W. Madison St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturer of Fine sIGNs
WatcH and Spectacle
Mammoth, medium and small size. Illuminated and
notvilluminated. Durable, elegant and attractive.nEsT SIGNS ON EARTH, Send for catalogue.

NEW FIRM NEW GOODS

NO CHESTNUTS

Harris, Schuster & Co.
9-11-13 Malden Lane, NEW YORK

Wholesale Jewelers
Jobbers in American Watches

Why not give your patronage to a new
firm just starting?

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

FACTORY—Newark, N. J.

Poe speelal adv. on page 1121, November, 1900, Issue,

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
Wells'Perfeet Self-Conform-
ing and Ventilating Ring
Adjuster is the result of many
years' experience. It can be fitted
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of price,
1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.75, or .4 doz., assorted

IntentEll L. S. sizes. for 52.00 ; I doz., metal,
assorted sizes, 85c. (Sc. extra if

registered ) For samples, a small size gold and
meditun size tnetal will be sent for 40 cts., or a medium
large size gold and large size metal for 90 cts. Address,
CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

DO HENS PAY?
That question and a hundred

more are carefully covered by al
study of our 20th Century Poul,,
try Book. It handles the entirc
poultry subject in a masterful

and practical way. The famous Reliable Incuba•
tors and Brooders used all over the U.S. and in 51
foreign countries receive attention. Book mailed
for 10 cents. Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,Box B161, Quincy, Ill.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.
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Banquet of the New England Manufac-
turing Jewelers' Association

The New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association's winter banquet was held in
the Trocadero, Providence, R. I., on the evening of
February 15th. The company of jewelry makers and
men interested in allied lines of commercial endeavor,
together with their guests, numbered in all about 350,
a body of representative men, giving striking evidence
of the large and material importance of the great in-
dustry that has made that section of the country
famous in all the world. The assemblage included the
foremost men in business life in Providence and the
Attleboros, as well as many prominent in the State
affairs of Rhode Island and Massachusetts.

Among the guests of the evening were Lieut.-
Gov. Charles Oean Kimbali. as the representative of

President Frank 'I'. Pearce

the State of Rhode Island ; Hon. Walter B. Vincent,

president of the Providence Board of Aldermen ; Ed-

ward G. Buckland, Rhode Island representative of the

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, and
President George H. Peet, of the Providence Board

of Trade. These and the other guests of the associa-

tion and its members were made welcome by President

Frank T. Pearce and the other officers at the recep-
tion, which began at 6.30 o'clock. The parlors pre-

sented an animated scene as the members and guests

were arriving, and the crowd increased until the

capacity of the reception halls were taxed to the

utmost. At 7.30 o'clock was served the banquet, an

elaborate affair by Tillinghast, during which enliven-

ing musical selections were rendered by the Apollo

Quartette of Boston and the Glenhain Orchestra of

this city.
President Pearce inaugurated the post prandial

exercises with a brief address. He expressed his

gratification at the great assemblage he saw before

him, remarking- that he would like to call at the begin-

ning for three cheers for the New England Manufac-

turing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association if it

were in order. He was immediately interrupted by

three cheers of the heartiest kind. After thank-

ing the executive committee and others who had

worked faithfully to make the banquet a success,
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President Pearce introduced as the toastmaster of the

evening Hon. George A. Littlefield, representative

from Providence in the General Assembly.

After brief preliminary remarks, Mr. Littlefield

said that it seemed fitting that the association should

first receive greeting from the State of Rhode Island,

the State for which it did so much and which did so

much for it, and he therefore took pleasure in intro-

ducing a man whom he thought embodied as much as

any citizen of the State, the typical independent states-

man, His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor. Mr. Kim-

ball delivered a fine address on general topics and

matters of state.
The toastmaster announced that he had received

a telegram from Senator Aldrich and letters from

Senator Wetmore and Representative Bull stating

their inability to be present. Representative Capron,

he said, had expected to be present, but found that he,

also, could not do so. Mr. Littlefield then introduced

Hon. Walter B. Vincent, president of the Board of

Aldermen, xvho spoke of the value of organization

among business men.
Mr. Littlefield read a letter of regret from City

Solicitor Colwell, and explained that Governor Gregory

\you'd have been present but for the fact that he was

forbidden by his physician to encounter the night air.

The toastmaster then introduced Sidney 0. Bigney, of

Attleboro, a member of the executive committee of

the association.

Mr. Bigney confined himself chiefly to an account

of his work as chairman of the tariff committee of the

New England jewelry manufacturers. He reminded

his hearers that at the last banquet of the association

LI resolution was passed condemning the so-called

French reciprocity treaty, and that largely, as a result

I of the hard work of the tariff committee, action on the

treaty had been postponed one year. Mr. Bigney then

presented the resolution on the subject printed and

commented on on page 237.
Continuing, Mr. Bigney said that he thought it a

reflection upon the intelligence of the American people

the matter of tariff should be allowed to remain in the

hands of the political parties. He thought it had been

made a political football long enough. He advocated

putting the tariff question in the hands of a commis-

sion, and said that sections of the country should he

allowed to send committees to represent their interests

before such a commission. He then proposed the

resolutions to which we refer in our editorial columns

(page 237).
The next speaker was President George H. Peet,

of the Providence Board of Trade, the oldest business

men's association in the city, and was followed in a

witty address by E. G. Buckland, whom the toast-

master described as " a sort of deputy president of the

Consolidated road." Rev. L. L. Herson was the last

speaker.
The banquet was pronounced an unqualified suc-

cess, a close second to the recent big trade function in

New York. For this achievement special credit is due

George H. Grant, S. 0. Bigney, Roswell C. Smith,

the executive committee, aided by the officers of the

association.

The Pearl

The pearl is an organic product. and is always
ranked among the most precious of gems, and is dis-
tinguished by being the only gem that does not require
the lapidary's touch to bring out its beauties. It is
sold and worn as it is found in its natural state.

According to modern scientific investigation, the
formation of the pearl does not seem to be the result
of healthy, natural causes, but comes from the efforts of
the oyster to rid itself of some foreign substance, like
a grain of sand, a bit of shell or vegetation, or some
unwelcome visitor in the shape of a small water
insect.

When annoyed by an intruding substance, the
oyster begins to deposit its nacre, or mother-of-pearl,
in regular, concentric layers around the intruder.
These layers gradually increase in circumference and
form the pearl ; thus, like the onion, the pearl is
merely a succession of layers or skins, starting from a
small core or nucleus, which is always present, though
often only of microscopical size.

Pearls have sometimes been found where the outer
layer, or skin, as it is technically called, has been dis-
colored or otherwise injured, and when this top skin
has been removed, the result was a somewhat smaller,
but perfect pearl. This, however, is a very difficult
operation, and is only resorted to by men of experi-
ence.
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The pearl is affected by acids, and is easily dis-

colored by the flames of the blow-pipe or on exposure

to fire.
In color, the pure white and slightly transparent

is the most highly prized, while in India and China a
bright yellow color is sought after. Decided colors,
however, such as black, pink, golden yellow, bring a

high price. In fact, black pearls, if perfect in color

and shape, are at present more valuable than any
other kind.

The beauty and value of a pearl depend on form,

quality of texture or skin, color, transparency and

lustre.
In form, the perfectly round shape conies first in

value, then a finely formed drop or pear shape, and
lastly, the oval or egg-shape. Pearls that are flat on

one side and round on the other are called button-
pearls. These are frequently found attached to the

shell, and are cut out and the bottom part smoothed

and polished. It is easy, however, to detect this class

of pearls by the lack of pearly lustre on the side that
was attached to the shell.

When a pearl is rough and odd-shaped, it is called
a barouque, and some extremely fantastic shapes are
tound, especially in fresh-water oysters.

The texture or skin of a fine pearl should be per-

1 grain 2 grain 3 grain 4 grain ii grain

fectly smooth, and free from all spots, indentations,
wrinkles or scratches.

Pure white is the desirable color for the gem-pearl,
but many others that are slightly tinted with blue,
pink and yellow will pass for gems if they are other-

wise perfect.

To describe the lustre of the pearl one can only

use the term pearly, as there is no other substance that
approaches the color and brilliancy of the pearl, ex-
cepting, of course, mother-of-pearl, the nacre in the
pearl oyster. Without lustre, the pearl of finest form
and color has but little x'alue. • Lustre is to the pearl
what brilliancy is to the diamond, and when it is absent
there is no life, no beauty.

Pearls are found on the coast of Ceylon and the
Persian Gulf, Japanese, Mexican and California coasts,
the western shores of South America, Brazil, West
India Islands, Panama, Sooloo Archipelago, and the
northeastern and northwestern coasts of Australia.
All salt-water pearls wherever found are called orien-
tal pearls.

Some very fine river pearls have been found in the

United States. Most of the American pearls are of a

button or elongated shape, or are barouques or fancy-

shaped.
During the last few years, some very fine pearls

have been found in the western and southern states.
They are called fresh-water pearls and have been
found in many beautiful and different colors, such as
pink, bronze, blue, purple, etc.

These fancy pearls, when mounted with white
pearls or diamonds, make a beautiful contrast.

Some very fine white fresh-water pearls have also
been found, but some lack the lustre of the oriental

pearls.

The skin of the fresh-water pearl is said to be as

hard as the oriental pearl and to wear equally as well.

In China many people engage in the business of

making small pellets of clay or metal images, which in

the month of May are introduced into the river nms-
sels. The mussels are replanted, and in November

grain 7 grain 8 grain Button Pear
4 grain 4 grain

they are taken up again. Some of the oysters die, but
most of them are found to have been actively at work
covering the little pellets or metal figures with nacre,
and, while no strictly first-class pearls are formed in
this way, many curious little pearl figures or gods are
made and sold to the curious or devout.

The illustrations give the exact sizes of pearls from
one to eight grains, also some irregular shapes.

The above article is one of the chapters on pre-
cious stones, taken from the trade book recently
issued by the S. C. Scott Manufacturing Co. As stated
in the introduction, the object is to give useful infor-
mation on the history, characteristics and comparative
values of precious stones of interest to dealers. Simi-
lar chapters are devoted to diamonds, rubies, opals,
sapphires, turquoises and other popular stones.
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Implant tiolloo 
Brazil, Ind., Feb. 14, tsot.

MR. A. GOTTLIEB.
Dear Sir:—! can con-

scientiously recommend you
to any one needing an auc-
tioneer. You work to the
dealer's interest, and make
as great an effort to sell the
small pieces as you do the
larger ones. As an enter-
tainer you have no equal in
the profession. Your fund
of resources is inexhaustible.
I consider my sale a decided
success. Yours,

D. W. BRATTIN,
_jeweler.

Re careful do not make
a hasty selection.

Hundreds of references given
A. I.. Gottlieb in correspondence.

Large Profits Guaranteed

W. A. Stanley

The trade obtains the services of two experienced men at the cost of one.

FREE A booklet sent free to the trade giving some valuable information ;
  also many press notices and references.

E8TABLIS1-1F.:0 1882

GOTTLIEB & STANLEY

Jewelers' Realizer

D. 0. Herndon,

1918 MAIN

AUCTIONeERS
9 203 South Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.

AUCTIONS
PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED FOR
ESTABLISHED
JEWELERS ONLY.

References from jewelers
all over the United States
on application, or write
any wholesale jewelry
house in Kansas City,
as all of them know me
and my ability well. If
thinking of a sale, drop
me a line.

tag
Purcell, Ind. Ter.,

Nov. 24, 1900.
TolVhom it May Concern:
This is to certify that

Mr. D. 0. Herndon is just
closing a two-weeks' sale
for Inc at this place. Mr.
Herndon's manner of con-
ducting the sale has been
highly satisfactory. He
has sold goods for what
they are, at satisfactory
prices, and in a manner
that will be a benefit rather
than a detriment to my
business in the future. I
take great pleasure in
recommending hint to any
one wanting the services
of a .first-rlass auctioneer.

F. A. TREE.

Jewelers'
Realizer

Office, 505 New York Life Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.TELEPHONE 11341. .

jewelry 
Auctioneer

E. R. TYLER
Room 306-103 State Street

CHICAGO

I am a practical auctioneer of ex-
perience and honest methods.
All my sales are conducted on
purely business principles. I
treat all correspondence confiden-
tially, and promptly answer all
letters. 1 shall be pleased to have
you drop me a line if this inter-
ests you.

O.F.Wadsworth,
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer.
Everything in
the line ot
Watch Case
Repairing.

Gold and Silver
Plating,

Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine Turning
Changing Olil Eng.
111111 and Salm Case..
to take American
FL W. Movement.
my verially.

OLD CASES
RADE NEW.

Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137Wabash
Ave., CHICAGO.

The increasing demand for a better article in
our SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to make a higher grade. We have
decided to put i5 cents a dozen more gold (not
work) on them. That amount of gold per dozen
,vill make them worth double the value of the
present standard R. P. buttons. We also pro-
pose to continue the present standard grade at
the regular price cf $1.26 per dozen.

The new button will be carded on celluloid,
which will enable the dealer to keep then, in a
inure presentable shape, no matter how long
you keep them in the show case or window.
In addition to this every button will be espe-
Pecially examined by an expert, and we guar.
antee each and every button to be as repre-
sented. Price to Trade. VIM per dozen.
Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS are

of Excellent Quality and Finish.
ORDER PROkl YOUR OWIIIER.

0.W.YOLING & CO., Mfrs., 126 State St. Chicago

THIS CONCERNS YOU!
1.-1,17111 My Reputation be Injured by An Auction Sale?
2.—Can I Get Cost or a Profit by An Auction Sale?

Answer to Question1.--If an honest expert is employed, your reputation and credit will not be affected. Thoroughly posted in all jewelry lines, draw-
ing and holding high-grade audiences and creating a demand for goods by eloquent, attractive descriptions, / an, able to sell absolutely without
misrepresentation. The man who brings into your stock pewter silverware and brass watches, chains, etc., will make more money for himself
than I do, but you will have to move out after his sale is over.

Answer to Question 2.—For over ten years I have never failed to get a profit for jewelers in every sale. I can still do 17, though the "cutter and
slasher " rarely ever realizes 75 per cent. of the cost of goods.

To prove my claims as a price-getter, I make this friendly challenge : I will work with any reputable auctioneer, in any sale. and if I fail to get
uniformly better paces, especially on high-grade goods—neither of us to pass any goods—I will turn over my commission to him ; lie to turn his over to
me if I do.

Wia, Edmonds, Topeka, Kans., says:" in my sales I employed successively /Pier!, horhach, chotcraihr, Ohio, says: " III via', and itypearall.,

four auctioneers, all rated Ii 1st class. I found that Mr. Triplett attracted and an ideal salesman, Mr. Triplett crowded my big sture b. its utmost capacity
held audiences better than any of them, was it more rapid salesman and got and cleared me over 5ti per vent. on my entire stock. It in gii t lw possible to

much better prices, especially on high-grade goods." find his equal ; it is absolutely impossible to tind his superior."

R. E. Graber, Worth, Texas, says : "If Mr. Triplett was as good an Harry Thuds, Topeka, Aims., (sale now going on says " I was going to
advertiser as be is an auctioneer, he would get all the sales. I first. employed employ another auctioneer, because lie offered to come cheaper, hut a t ravel-
the best advertiser in America, because his ads. read well. lie came with It is ing man persuaded me to send for Mr. Triplett and I am convinced t hat I have
assistant and made a failure. Mr. Triplett came next. and gave the utmost saved hundreds id dollars by doing so. Get him for you sale, if you can—
satisfaction." you will never regret It."

Dozens of references and testimonials if desired.

EXPERT IN JEWELRY, FINE ART GOODS, ART CHINA, ORIENTAL FABRICS, BOOKS. ETC.

FRANK TRIPLETT, 809 PARK AVENUE, KANSAS CITY, MO.

The Jewelers' Auctioneer
ESTABLISHED 1880.

J. 14. 1-17wILL,
Fifth Floor

Silversmiths' Building,

CHICAGO.
WINNIPEG, MAN., January o, 1901.

This is to certify that Mr. J. H. Havill successfully conducted another sale for me, which
I consider remarkable, selling in four weeks $20,000 worth of goods, realizing a handsome
profit after paying all expenses. He is a Canadian by birth, therefore lie succeeded in gaining
the confidence of the people, and I cheerfully recommend him to any jeweler who desires a
first-class sale. M G. NEILEY.

ALBION, NEBR., January 28, mot.
It gives me great pleasure to recommend J. H. Havill, of Chicago, as a first-class and

conscientious auctioneer. I was left alone with a stock to be closed out ; I tried to do so at
private sale. but it was slow work, then decided on an auction. Mr. Havill sold in eight days
$2568, getting rid of all my old stock, leaving me with only a small portion ancl that in solid
gold. I consider this a remarkable sale as the population is only !son. I being a woman, Mr.
Havill clone all he could to help me and I cheerfully write these few lines wishing him every
success. Any one desiring the services of a good auctioneer—write him,

MRS. ADOLPH ILALM.

MR. J. H. HAVILL, Chicago. WINNIPEG, MAN., August 22, 1900.
Below find statement of auction sale you so successfully conducted for G. Fowler & Co.

the last week in July and the first few days of the present month.
Stock and Fixtures in trade,   $17,210.55
Cash from sate, $10,44.0.5o
Stock and Fixtures after sale, 6,027.45 ..... . . 17.367.95

$17,36F.95
17,210.55
$157.40 Net profit after paying all expenses.

M. G. Nitil.icv.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or silverware house of Chicago

Don't Waste Any Time

if you wish to sell your stock and fix-
tures for more money than you paid,
and get the cash quick. I can do it for
you to the entire satisfaction of your-
self and patrons ; or if you have an
over stock and would like to reduce it,

I am the Man
You Want

I can get you better profits and sell
more goods because my system and
plan of attack is different and better ;
besides, my guarantee to you to net
a satisfactory profit at the close of
each day's sale is as good as gold and
Protects you against loss in any way.

The booklet I mail on application tells more about it and shows

what jewelers think of me as a JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER and

price-getter. Your time will be well spent in writing for my ideas

JOHN Hi RAVE N
Holland, Mich.

W. ii.. BROKAW, Expert Jewelers' Auctioneer1 4 Yt.:firs'

An auction for reliable jewelers is a postive success if conducted by my methods, and realize

for your stock ONE HUNDRED CENTS ON THE DOLLAR, and at the same time conduct the

sale in such a way that your future business cannot be injured in the least ; on the contrary, it will

be increased. I give my personal and entire attention to the business. Many of the largest and

most successful sales in the jewelry trade have been conducted by me. Should you desire to raise

money, go out of business, reduce your stock, change your location, or should there be any reason

whatsoever for your wishing to convert your stock into cash without any loss, I can accomplish

it quickly and to your entire satisfaction.

References as to my reliability gladly furnished on application. All correspondence strictly

confidential.

W. H. BROKAW, 52 Maiden Lane, New York City
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Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Holland Jewelry Co , St. Louis, Mo.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Threadwell, Ft. Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio,
Lartte, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
F. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson. Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.

Briggs &Dogg 334 Dearborn Street,

, 1=1; CHICAGO, ILL.
The Greatest List of Successful Jewelry Auctions Ever Published.

Every Firm's Name Given Represents a Successful Sale. Write them.

REFERENCES:
Geo. W. Higgs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos. W. Field, Galveston, Tex., 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Oregon.
C. E Refire, Topeka, Kans.
H. j.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2'sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. P. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze. Quincy Ill.
Lange Bros., Duktuque,
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Tex.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co , Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John H. Miller, Portland, Oregon.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Mimi.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Hellefontaine, ohio.
L. Kaminski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Montana.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Hoisting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Washington.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Oh o.
Lyon & Kylling, Danville,
M. \Faunal, San Francisco, Cal.

Woodwar(l, Smith & Randall.
Colorado Springs, Col■,.

Wilbur, Lamphere & Co Galesburg, ill
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie. Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. j. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjiman, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
1). H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Washington.
j. L. Sievert, Springfield. Mo,
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. E. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Montana.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.
Geo. Chantler, Manistigue, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.

More than coo others and the Jobbers from
Maine to California.

THE TRADE
will not fail to perceive the great benefit or obtaining the services of two EXPERIENCED men at the cost of one. The audience never gets tired;
each has his own methods. There is a change of voice and manner ; also in case of sickness, it is an invincible argument. We work in perfect
harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved it is the greatest combination of talent ever available.

R. M. HARDING
The gerwelers' cAuctioneer

Room 306

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO, ILL,

15 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

FACTS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS

I can furnish you reference from jewelers for whom I have rna.;

large and prolit-producing sales from the Atlantic to the Pacific, kind

from the Gulf of Mexico to the Province of Quebec. I guarantee every

jeweler for whom I conduct sales against losses. Write me for reference,

tyrnis and full particulars befori• doing business with

ALL CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL.

THIS IS BUSINESS
G. C RIDINGS, WATCHMAKER, JEWELER, OPTICIAN

COR. WASHINGTON AND LIBERTY STREETS

MIIRRIS, I Vehritary 24, 1901.
I have helm ill business Mr twenty years, and M r. It. Al. !larding 11118 just cleared

di Ker11111111111191 stork di Orice alswe commission, therefore citti recommend hint
do." mict jemmy Yours 111113, 0. C. lit miens.

THOS. ALLAN & CO., OPTICIANS AND JEWELERS
2200 ST. CATHERINE STREET

MIINTREAL, QUEBEC, January 1, 1901.
is I o il Illiul il r. It. NI. Harding, et Chicago, has just closed a four weeks'

•oa ion sale 9o. us. Me closed mil the entire stock, Including 11 x titres, to dar entire
isfact M r. I liidiiig is a thorough 11111,41,1. !If his prol'essien nod a gentletintni and
hiahly re, him to any ,jeweler who is anticipating held i tig an auction sale.

Yours respectfully, a:STATE TIE'S. & CO.
Per David IV. .t Ilan, Ezeouto

,08' FULTON_ ST., N.Y.

/In/2

FORAIF-NI111(.WORMIANJIllit
ANDriftfj• PRI .„f

We are Headquarters for OrderWork
such as CLASS PINS. BADGES. RING MOUNT-

INGS Ana GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
Doubtless ours is the place you have been looking for.

We solicit a trial aider.
J. F. plindey, Manufacturing Jeweler,

Repairer to the Trade
34 Bennett Building, DETROIT, MICH.

for .leweln;
Order Work Prive-Lid

and Repairing
My Specialty

fl. Zeller, 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

The Brooklyn
School d
Engraving

Prepares pupils tor practical positions.
Branches taught are Lettering and
Monograms ot all kinds on Gold and
Silverware, Copper Plate, Monogr:nil
and Address Dies. To those who can
not attend the School we have the most
complete and practical method known
of teaching by mail.Siteeessis the reward
to any who follow instructions given.

William Woolsey, Principal.
431 Fulton Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Souvenir
Spoons
of any locality.

Chas.A.StahlJr.,
Providence, R. I.

Souvenir
Friendship Hearts
of any locality. Send photo.
or prints with orders.

Chas. A. Stahl, Jr.
Providence, R. I.

Notice to Manufacturers
If in need of SULPHUR OR PYRITES

STONE, that is found in the ittithracite coal
Milled, drop at postal to the address below a lid get
prices. Diamonds are first quality.

JOHN ZILLIC
103 Green Street, west Hazleton, Pa.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

1Wntchtuntger
to the Trniale

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close, personal attention
to repairs sent me. Prompt-
ness my motto. GIVE ME
A TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.
CH I CAGO

MATERIAL,
FINDINGS,
STONES.

ANYTHING YOU WANT IN THESE LINES?
Let us serve you. The price will be all
right, and the goods, too.

WE WORK FOR THE TRADE, TOO.
Repairing, Making Special Rings, Med-
als, Emblems, or anything you want in
Jewelry. We invite a trial.

SILVERS & WOODS
Manufacturing Jewelers and
Jobbers in Material and Findings

3% Whitehall Street, ATLANTA, GA.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

1„44,444,4,1,441,4,1411

I-LEARN
-44

ENGRAVING
-4 from us and learn it
-4

-4-4
correctly. We will

-4t receive applications
-4 now for space cons-
-4 mencing Feb. 1, r9c.r.
-4
-4
-4
-4-4 GLOW BROS.--4

See our ad. in Oct.
Keystone.

-4 K. F.

Room 1303

- 

Columbus Memorial Building
CHICAGO.

▪ 
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THE BEST is
THE CHEAPEST after all.
The only secure

and simple arrange-

ment for Inter.
changeable Stone
Initial and Emblem
Rings. Made in

all desirable styles.

Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

Post can he attached
to any button.

“It has no peer"

Write for new catalogue, now ready.

BULOVA,
67 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806

Col. Meml. Bldg.
Chicago

ONE MINUTE
is all it will take to look at the adver-
tisement On page ..to this issue.

READ IT
Then write for our prospectus.
Then make up your mind to attend our

college.
We will make a thorough, practical

Watchmaker, Engraver, Jeweler and
Optician of you in a short space of
time.

WRITE TO-DAY

The Philadelphia College of Horologg
1213-15 Filbert Street,

F. W. SCHULER, Prin. Philadelphia, Pa.

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

by

H. 0. JOHNSON
EXPERT WATCHMAKER

RoOM 1339 UNITY BUILDING

79 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO

For 15 years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing their finest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
1 tiploma by the Swedish
Watchmakers' Society,
April 28, 1900, for excel-
lence in workmanship.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading •• Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise.
melds, THREE CENTS per word.

Tinder all headings except 0 Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbrevia-
tions count as WOCtIK, and are charged for
Its part of the advertisement. Ni, display
other than two-line initial letter.

If answers are to be forwarded, post-
age stamps must be enelosed.

TO insure insertion money must ac-
company all ord ere for advertisements,
anti copy mast reach us not later than the
25th of each month for insertion in the

 th's imsue.
The real name and ami d rose of every

advertiser must ace patty the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
 t send 15 ceats if they desire a copy
of the paper in which their advertise-
ment appears.

If answers are CO be addressed in care
of The Keystone, in order to avoid confu.
sion we will arrange the to plume.

Postmasters will not deliver letters ad-
(Iressed to initials or 11 lllll de plumes, such
as 0 J. I). E.," Akron, Ohio, Or "Jeweler,"
Akron, Ohio. Either the street addrees
or P. 0. box number mast be specified.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Coder Oils headisn. ONE CENT per word, for ern

twenty•flve words. Additions] words and adortIviiments,
THREE CENTS per word. No advertisement Inverted for
los than 26 tests.

letter and monogram engraver. Address,
I, W. L. Combs, Pulaski, N. Y.
VIRST-CLASS optician, watchmaker, plain en-
r graver, with optical apparatus, watchmakers'
tools, workbench, etc., wants position lirst-
class house that has plenty of work anti willing
to pay good salary to experienced man, or wottld
accept position with wholesale optical house to
show up optical apparatus and instruct optical
students. Al ref. Ad., " H 146," care Keystone. 

JAY practical watchmaker, jeweler and engraver,
" 14 years' exp. Address, W. Kronmeyer, 625
Cass Street, Joliet, Ill. 

AN apprenticeship in engraving. Has had someexp. W. It. Cruse, La Harpe, Kans. 
A BOUT March 1st, by good watchmaker, engraver,
/I and jeweler, fair salesman ; little optical
knowledge. 2 years' exp. in retail store, completes
5 months' course at Bradley Institute, I'eoria, Ill.,
March 1st., Sober, own tools. C. II. Yanson, care
Bradley Horological Institute, Peoria, Ill.
V A. TOMLINSON, Red Key, Ind., wants pos-
t• tion as watchmaker, jeweler and engraver
somewhere in Ohio, Indiana or Illinois. Can give
the best of ref. 
WATCHMAKER stud plain engraver. 18 years'
" exp. Can do hard soldering. Good refs.,
own tools. New England pref. Box 492, Haver-
hill, Mass. 
RY an expert watchmaker. Can duplicate any
n part of a movement, up on high adjustments
and complicated watches ; also do any special
jewel grinding. Unquestioned refs. front larger
retail stores. 28 years old. Also engraves. West
or Southwest pref. " II 155," care Keystone. 
RY young man, age 23, watchmaker, jeweler and
Li plain engraver. Have own tools and speak
German. Best refs. Fred. Meyer, 151 Eleventh
Street, Oshkosh, Wis. 
AS watchmaker and jeweler, 4 years' exp. Best
IL refs. Ad., J: L. Walker, Swea City, Iowa. 
RY watchmaker, 15 years' exp. Have bench,
ii lathe and tools. " TY 100," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler wishes position. 14

years' exp. as salesman and window dresser',
willing to do watch work ; good test case. Must
be with a good house ; South pref. Address,
" W 99," care Keystone. 
WITH a good watchmaker to finish trade. Middle

or Southwestern States pref. Used to work.
Address, " H 154," care Keystone. 
pY first-class optician and jewelry salesman,

graduate American Ophthalmic Institute, New
York City, am also watchmaker. Age 32. Have
all instruments. Good refs. Address, " L 91,"
care Keystone.
PRACTICAL watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and

graduate optician. Age 23 ; married ; own
tools. Refs. furnished. Exp, on railroad watches.
Address, Wm. C. Morgan, Dexter, N. Y.
AS watchmaker, optician and fair engraver by
Is March or Apni,by_young, married man willing
to work. Address, " D 58," care Keystone.
pOSITION by young lady as engraver and sales-
, lady.. Samples. Highly recommended. Ad.,
" P 64," care Keystone.
RY watch, clock and jeweler, expert hard solder-
" log. Not afraid of work single ; no engraving.
C. C. 'Burgess, Bloomfield, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER, first-class ; age 41, wants per

manent position. Salesman, speak English
and German. West pref. Address, "E 40," care
Keystone.
pRADUATE optician, with exp , will furnish
" Hardy oplithalinometer, ophthalmoscope, re-
tinoscope, trial Case. Al optical, clock repairer
and salesman. Best ref. Only Al party. "Id 87,"
care Keystone.
A REFRACTING optician and salesman wants
Zn position where he can learn engraving. Good,
steady married man. " M 89," care Keystone. 
RY young man, age 21, to finish trade. 2 years'

• 

exp., in up-to-date store, In watch, clock, jew-
elry repairing and engraving. Good ref. Address,
" It 87," care Keystone.
Hy jeweler, good, nil-around workman ; good
" ring caster in sand or cuttle bone. " L 93,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMA I. ER, jeweler and fair engraver wants

• 

a position ; 11 years' exp. Ref. given. " W 102,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER wants position at once or April

lot. 20 years at bench ; do plain engraving
and tiptieal work. Fine set tools and test case.
Single, and strictly temperate. Jersey pref.
Address, " P 67," care Keystone,
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El Y practical watchmaker and engraver ; want
" permanent position. North pref.; will go any-
where. Married, age 28 ; own tools. " 11 159,"
care Keystone.
I/ RACTIONIST, Al, desires position with
I' optical or jewelry establishment, understand
edging and bifocals, compounds and regular. Ant
able to get good prices. " P 65," care Keystone. 
PAYABLE and reliable watchmaker, jeweler and
U optician wants position anywhere-prefer
South. 8 years' exp.; railroad inspection exp.
Good address ; young, single. Own tine tools.
Ref., present employer. Address, "K 52," care
Keystone.
RELIABLE house desiring the services of good
IL watchmaker, engraver and salesman can hear
of one wantiug to make a change by addressing
" B 84," care keystone. 
VXPERT engraver ; crests, Roman and cypher
" monograms and other work ; set stones. Long
exp., no bad habits, best refit. " P," 46 Tennyson
Street, Boston, Mass.

Al WATCHMAKER, clock and jewelry repairer,graduate optician, first-class salesman.
Would prefer working on watches and refraction
only. Wages reasonable. C. P. Wittuore, North
Adams, Mass.
t9i1 WEEK by thorough watchmaker, clock and
1P.11-1 jewelry repairer ; graduate of Philadelphia
Optical College. Own all tools and Cross reline-
skiameter. " W 106," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, .jeweler anti optician, 15 years'
" exp. Salary, trom $15 to 820 per week. Ad.,
" H 157," care keystone, 
WATCHMAKER and engraver desires perma-

nent position. Have had 6 years' exp. Cor-
respondence solicited. Middle States pref. "
L. T.," Mayville, N. flak. 
WATCHMAKER and salesman, good engraver ;
" can do jobbing and diamond mounting, large
exp. in complicated work. Calial le taking full
charge ; 16 years' exp. ltek exchanged. Ad.,
stating salary, " B 83," care Keystene.

j/Y expert watchmaker, Ii 1 'tigruver, Jetvid-rv
repairer ,graduate optician mid diamond.-

mounter in New York State. Salary moderate.
Gilt-edge ref.; no bad habits. " C 91," care
Keystone.
TRAVELING salesman. A good, reliable man

▪ 

wants a position as traveling salesman ; II years'
exp. in the jewelry business. '• W 101," ear,
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, 10 years' 1• X p. ; I I 1.1 t iS

" tools. Refs. exchanged. t '111.i, y

please don't write. State salary :Ind part iculars
first letter. Lack Box 34, Claretey, Me.

YOUNG man as assistant watchmaker and Jew-
' eler, 2% years' exp. at bench graduate

optician. Osim tools and trial eme. Addre-,
L. W. Haider, Pittsfield, Ill.
A FIRST-CLASS refractionist, 5 year,' ext...
£1 sires sires position. Best of refs. tlil t ,•••••.
135, Webster, Mass.
RY watchmaker, jeweler, plain engra ver and
U salesman. 1.11.st-class rent.; 10 years' exp,
Middle States pref. " B 82," dare Keystone.
A PRACTICAL watchmaker of 15 years' exp.,
II permanent positien. 31arried, setter, limiest
and steady. No engraver. W. G. Wood, Nashua,
Iowa.
WY an all-around first-class man as watchmaker,

• 

jewelry repairer, monogram, letter and raised
work engraver, wants steady position with good
house. Al ref.; sober. State salary in first letter.
Can come at once. Prefer South or North. Ad.,
Was. Lambert, box 736, Augusta, Ga.
RY competent watchmaker, jeweler, plain en.
I) graver ; some exp. in optics. Ref. exchanged.
Address, " Watchmaker,'' Peddle°, Wis.
WATCHMAKER, of 8 years' exp., wants a post-
" tion in California, Oregon, or some other
Western State. Ref. " W 103," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and engraver,
I desires position 5 years' exp. Have lathe and
complete set of tools. Box 6, Pine Grove, Pa.
AT once, by watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and
It optician. Graduate of Northern Illinois
Optical College of Chicago ,• 5 years' exp. at bench.
Address, " F. G. E.," 115 N. Harrison Street, Van
Wert, Ohio. 
flPTICIAN and salesman would like a position or
U rent part of a store for an optical department.
"W 104," care Keystone. 
YOUNG man, American, no bad habits, 2 years'

• 

exp. at bench, desires position with first-class
watchmaker and jeweler to finish. Ad., "31 85,"
care Keystone.
flPTICIAN, expert in filling prescriptions, edge-
I/ grinder, etc., an all-around man, would like to
have a reliable position in Chicago. Address,
" H 84," care Keystone,

pOOD man wants situation May 1st ; watchmaker,

• 

Jeweler, optician. Lathe, tools, trial case. 25
years' exp. Strictly temperate. A. L. Clark,
Yale, Mich.
YOUNG man wishes steady position as assistant

• 

watchmaker and jeweler, 6 years' exp. Own
full set of tools ; goad salesman ; wages reasonable.
No objection to where I go. Gilt-edge ref. G. L.
Strawman, Caledonia, Ohio.
HIGH-GRADE watchmaker, engraver, optician ;
it graduate 2 optical colleges. $1500 to invest.
Competent for entire charge. Situation, partner-
ship or buy. D. P. Smith, Brodhead, Wis. 
IIIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler desires
I position at mice, own tools ; good habits.
New England States pref. Address, " A. B. C.,"
45 Charles Street, Springfield, Mass. • 
WATCHMAKER, clock and jewelry repairer, 12
" years' exp. Single man ; moderate salary.
No engraver. Ohio or Michigan pref. Address,
E. Schurs, Elk restaurant, Steubenville, Ohio. 
WATCHMAKER aud jeweler, 10 years' exp. Can

repair bicycles, guns and machinery, etc.
Own tools, Al ref. P. M. Walton, Marienvifle, Pa. 
YOUNG man, age 20, good salesman, can do plain
I watch work, clock and jewelry work. Own
small tools. Wants to finish with good workman.
Best ref. Address, Box 32, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
YOUNG man wishes is position In Philadelphia.
I Competent watchmaker, can do some engraving.
Good refs. furnished. Address, Box 458, Bryn
Mawr, Pa.

young man of 7 years' exp.; married. Am
11 all-around man. Best of refs. furnished.
I.,. Johnson, 304 Oak Street, Atlantic, Iowa;
A YOUNG man, 23, with I year's exp. in watch
Li work, would like to work on small salary to
finish trade. " D 59," care Keystone.

(Continued on page 320
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(Continued from page 325 )
trir young man, with exp. in tine watch repairing.
LI Is also first-class engraver, stone-setter and
good on job work. Have all tools. Wish perma-
nent position with good house. Salary reaaunaible ;
good ref. " H 156," care Keystone.
VOUNG man, who can do jewelry and clock re-
I pairing, would like position to learn watch
repairing. I am also a good salesman. " T 70,"
care Keystone. 

IW first-class watchmaker, salesman and credal-
") ate optician ; do plain engraving. Speak
German ; own tools. S. Rosefield, box 202,
Middletown, N. Y.

BY practical watchmaker and jeweler, 9 year's'exp.; tine salesman. Steady position imme-
diately. Al ref. V. J. Crisler, 790 College Ave.,
Appleton, Wis. 

POSITION in wholesale jewelry house, by young
man of 12 years' exp. Already have ponition

in one of the leading wholesale houses in the
West but want to better my condition. Can give
first-class ref& Address, " john Williams," room
811, Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

Al ALL-AROUND man for first-class retail store,12 years' exp.; age 33. Best refs, Specialties
are repairing tine jewelry and engraving. Box
61, Max Meadows, Va.
WATCH, clock and jewelry repairer. Own lathe
" and tools. Course in optics. Don't USO
tobacco or liquor. New England pre Address,
G. F. Lowell, Kingfield, Me.
pRADUATE watchmaker, optician and jeweler
ci desires permanent position ; West pref. 'erre-
spondence solicited. Address, "11 162," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man of 20, with some good workman inNew York State. 2,14 years' exp. behind coun-
ter and bench. Best refs. " K 54," care Keystt me. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler, accustomed to
" high-grade work ; 29 years of age, 10 years'
exp. Capable ••f taking charge fir nut 'h work.
3 years at present place. \V iii Id like to make
change this spring or summer. Michigan pref.
"G 57," care Keystone.
PHARMACIST and watchmaker, registered in
I Kansas. Age 32, single ; 12 years' exp. at
bench. Best of refs. Ad., " H 163," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER wants job. Strictly first-class.
" Address, " D 61," care Keystone.
pRACTICAL watchmaker, jeweler and clock
I repairer. Own tools and regulator. Gilt-edge
refs. Age 24, married ; temperate habits. Ad.,
Box 14, Woodland, Mich. 
pOOD, practical watchmaker, jeweler, engraver
IA and optician, with 11 years' exp., desires
position. Address, " B 160," care Keystone. 

Al WATCHMAKER, engraver and graduate
I optician, 16 years' exp., wants pennauent

position. Address, " L 94," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

THOROUGH watchntaker„jeweler, engraver and
salesman ; graduate •upt teem pref. Must be a

good man and not afraid of work. Permanent
position to the right man. Send Al ref., age,
photo. and particulars in first application. $15.
Park Findley, Beloit, Kans.
A WATCHMAKER and pharmacist registered in
0 South Dakota. Permanent situation to the
right man. Ad., " Druggist," care Keystone office.
A THOROUGH competent watchmaker to take
)1 Mil charge watchwork and good engraver and
optician, at once. Must be sober, honest, with
good refs. Permanent position to right mau.
S. Spitz, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
WATCHMAKER who can engrave, repair kw-
" elry, salesman, etc.—all around help. Stint
photo., wages wanted, sample engravinF, full par-
ticulars. Nice town, steady job, New 1 ork State.
Address, " B 85," care Keystone.
A COMPETENT man to take charge of a whole-
Li sale material department. Good salary to
the right party. Address, Leonard Krower, New
Orleans, La.
AT once, first-class optician, watchmaker and fair
it engraver. Must stand investigation as to good
character and ability. Answer at once. Strick-
land & Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.
VIRST-CLASS optician. Must understand the
F jewelry business thoroughly, good window
dresser, advertiser, and who has up-to-date ideas
to boom trade. Salary and commission. Bond
required. Ad., M. Buechler, Bridgeport, Conn.
wATCHMAKER in country town in Indiana
" who can do jewelry work and plain engraving.
Good opportunity for the right man. Address,
Lock Box 305, Crown Point, Ind.
POOD optician. Must also be good engraver,
u watchmaker or jobber. Good morale ; expe-
rienced. State ability, salary, age, etc. Address,
" W 107," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER who is engraver, jeweler and
" salesman, all-around man, $12 week. Nice
town in New York State. Send sample engraving,
photo., etc. " B 86," care Keystone. 
A WHOLESALE optical holm desires a traveling
It salesman with established trade and ref. Ad.,
" M 86," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, good w indow-d resser and sales-
" man. New York ref. required. Steady posi-
tion. H. Salzberg, 193 Main, Paterson, N. J.
POOD watchmaker and plain engraver, $10 per
V week. Steady employment and advance to
right man. Send engraving sample. Pennsyl-
vania. Address, " N 26," care Keystone.
IEWELRY salesman ; meet have exp. One with

established trade pref. Good position to the
right party. D. Jacobs & Co., 605 Race Street,
Ci eel 'mat I, Ohio.
IEWELER and clock repairer ; must he first-class
" and quick workman. In State of New Jersey..
Married man pref. Must wait on trade and make
himself generally useful around store State
wages and send photo. first letter. " H 56," care
Keystone.

ATCHMAKER and jeweler ; practical, all-
around man. One who can engrave pref.

Good position. H. N. Bette, Atlantic City, N. J. 

VNGRAVER wanted who can do ornamental
.1-1 work and cutting for enamel, as well as letter-
ing. Edwards A Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas
City, Mo.

flOMPETENT watchmaker. One who can give

• 

satisfactory ref. only need apply. Address,
W. A. Kraft, 336 1Vashington St., Johnstown, Pa.

HELP WANTED.

WA TCHMAKER1A  and general jewelry repairer.
Give ref.; also state wages wanted. Perma-

nent position ; single man pref. Deadwood Loan
Office, Deadwood, S. flak.

EXPERIENCED edge-grinder for prescriptiondepartment of wholesale optical establishment.
Must be competent and reliable. Address with
refs., F. A. Hardy & Co., 405 Prudential
Atlanta, Ga.
A FIRST-CLASS mau that has had exp. and is
11 capable of taking charge as manager or sale*.
Man 11.1 a first-class jewelry house. Address,
Stretcher's, 1017 Main Street, KaIlliaN City, Mo.
A FIRST-CLASS surface lens grinder, experienced
vt in prisms and other combinations. Must also
he quick at edge grinding, frameless, etc' . Ad.,
with refs., Franklin & Co., opticians, 1203 St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
WANTED at Once, watchmaker an—d—Fdain en-
" graver. Will give good wages and a perma-
nent position to thoroughly competent and trust-
worthy man. In making application state age,
exp., relit. and salary expected. Bogle Bros.,
White River Junction, Vt. 
VNGRAVER, jewelry repairer. Can do ordinary
I, watch repair, like to finish, om• has Mote
pref. State eatery and ref. West Virginia. Ad-
dress, "B 88," care Keystone.
AT once, a good, steady, young single matt to till
II an old-established position as watchmaker,
jewelet• and engraver. Fine opening for an
optician. If. N. Pool, EariVifie,
A GOOD watchmaker, single, to take ■liarge
Is .jewelry department. Should Is' iliui I, 11/
plaiR engraving and have S01110 kiourledge
optical business. Must have all bads, Shale
salary, how 1111101 exp., 111111 what ref you at
tritish. Steady employment. Eisenberg Bros.,
Lonticoning, Md.
HIBBING jeweler and engraver, good clock re-
II pairer, with 801110 knowledge of watch work ;
good salesman. Must furnieh geed refs, its to
ability, honesty and photo. Penn:went posh ion
II, the right mail. State exp, and salary required.
Address, Frank C. Hart, Tacoma, Wash,
Hy April 1st, a good watchmaker, stone-setter
ii and engraver. (food salary and permanent
position in one of the Is•st towns in the North-
west. Send "'amides Or engraving, together with
refs, and salary wanted. .1aidress, " K 53," care
Keystone.
1VATe•MI,113- I.: It "Ind plia riming fogi-Xf•reTed It

It SttiiIt Dakota. P1'1111:111ellt til liii 1111 10 I Is
right man. Ad., I truggisl, vare 1,,vslonf. °thee.
IVAT A CIIM K I'llgPRVOE :111(I salt,-
" man ; single man met'. Steady p1:11T. Fine
appearance, aceustomed to city trade. Best of
ref. State age and salary in Ii 'at letter, including
photo. and sample of engraving. Ad., " Watch-
maker and Engraver," gen. dePy,Jacksonville, Ill.
VXPERIENCED watchmaker and Jeweler anti
U help in store when necessary. (mod tools,
undoubted refs. ; photo. and full particulars in
first letter. $12 to $15. Permanent posit imi to
the right man. Address," Middle State," " K 50,"
care Keystone.

WANTED.
UN DER THIS HEADING TH n LECENrOEr.5 WORD.

To buy jewelry and ••plient Ineite-s in southernColorado or California. Addre,, \V. (1. Jen-
nings, Columbia', 110.
TO send you a sample or till i-ex IiiZIr free.

• 

Receipt for making, 50 cents. Chas, D. Itilla-
bold, Canton, Kans.
VOR cash, a regulator. " V," box 150, George-
(' town, S. C. 
AN optician's test case. Must be in good entidi-
it  and modern. Address, Conrad Koch,
care Stein & Ellhogen Co., Chicago.
ENV ELERS' safe. Give full description and

▪ 

lowest cash price. Shelf Bros., Wheeling,1V. Vat.
ITCOMB wheel cutter and Moseley pivot
polisher. T. H. Winn, care Ball Watch Cu.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
PEI VER tiering ring stretcher. Must be in per-
u feet order mid at a bargain. Chas. Price, 218
E. State Street, Jacksonville, III.
VOR cash, small foot-power job press. Must lie
I in good order and cheap. A. B. Martin,
Genoa, Nebr.

VIVE or 6 salesmen representing New York,
I Newark, Philadelphia, Providence and Chicago
houses, who will be allowed to carry side line of
diamonds, watches, gold and silver goods to he
Hold upon a liberal commission. Salesmen must
give satisfactory refs. or surety bonds. Makers
of ,goods : Carter, Hastings & Howe, Enos Rich-
Ar(18011, Gorham, Dominick & I fad, and others.
The celebrated Crulo watch, moulded dianuands,
pearls and colored gems from the finest stocks in
.America. These goods are in the vaults of A. K.
Camp Co., at Milwaukee, who will answer all
inquiries on application. 

POMPLETE issues of KEYSTONE front 1891 to
✓ 1899. Most have the index that comes with
each December KEYSToxE, complete. State cash
price first letter, or write what numbers you have.
0. W. Heiserman, West Union, Iowa.

1 0 CENTS for 2 ounces best anti-oxidizer and
flux in the world. P. W. Graff, Fairport, N.Y.

PARTNER in established jewelry business in the

• 

Southwest that can furnish $2000. Texas.
Address, "It 58," care Keystone. 

QECOND-HAND Geneva retinoscope. Must he
U in good condition. Ad., " it 60," care Keystone. 

IEWELRY stock in exchange for a 10-room resi-
t; donee or a good Wetness property located in
Kansas town of 5000. Western Mercantile Ex-
change, 26 14. Main, Hutchinson, Krum

fIALIBRED lenges. Will manufacturers of
I) machinery for automatically edging lenses
please write Thos. Stvring it Son, opticians, 327
Penistone Road, Sheffield, England.

pARGAIN In clean, up-to-date stock of watches
LI and jewelry, without fixtures pref., located In
Wisconsin or Illinois. Address, " P 70," care
Keystone.

HANDY oplathalmometer or any good make,
II cheap for cash. Ad., "B 80," care Keystone. 

VVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
ii watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfac-
tory, I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter of gold and silver
(established 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philladephia.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HWADING THREt CCNS Mt WORD

$20. ,',II,IlET.,EglrsillgartIti'dilifteunliculeititieniew' ; ‘'n1 lit orIjtt,
1

and script figures, complete. P. F. O'Connell,
Atlantic, Iowa. 

ONLY jewelry store in town of 2000; fine repairtrade. Invoice $1600; cash or no sale. A goad
opening. Address, "J 33," care Keystone.
HIIEA1', a large tine regulator and a ship chron-
1, °meter. A. (:. 'Taylor &Son, Cedar liapids,town.
IEWELRY store ; stock and fixtures $11100.
" Healthy climate •, lumber ; pop. 1500.
No competion. J. P. Arnoldm, Flagstaff, A1117.01111,
fiNI3 Diebold tire and burglar-proof Jewett?' Is-TA-di,
V as good as new, in tine condition, with wood
cabinet top for packages and stationt•ry ; stands
9 feet high, eald net and all. Inside measurement
50 invites high, 38 inches wide, 18 hiclu•s deep,
with hanging watch hoard !adding 72 watches ;
6 !loxes for trays ; 2 inside iron boxes lilted with
combination locks for private 11Se. (i(11111 book
space and pigeon lodes. (Mc line walnut watch
Itenell fitted with NVIlitcomb lathe, swinging foot-
wheel, nickel watch raek for ts watches 1 line set
staking tools. All in line shape ; all ivIhl Ito sold
cheap 1.1 /111Illetl! sit Or Wale11111111CPTS' It011-

, SOUS fill' selling, going out of jewelry business,
! Call or addres,, D. E. Baker, Washington, Pa.
iiNE 8-fiot oak Keystone wall case ; used 1 year.

111 1e 44E 
5.I.
 I.; vs 'r 

 It 

I 1.11tatiagi ti' 11,V1i88;v11 11, to the last
number issued. Address, Brewer & Moody,

Balt II' ( M
$425
iteason for selling, poet. health. " 5 MI,"
care Keystone.
1:3111'.‘TIoN Moseley sliderest and cutters, 'Atom.-
. faeoplate, detailing tool, Simpson's calipers,
wheel gauge, a•ire gauge, :%loseloy bezel elmek,
Grossman's millimeter gauge, lit Conn clarinet.
1%111 sell all logetle•i• er separately. N1"rite fin
prices. Walter W. Mayer, Pulaski, III.
PlNCER A ittlemai r test ease, cemplete, pair

di each • 19 prisn,. co.! 1,11.1
offer. " If. II.," 145 S. o .'il,\i'Iirttlltghilii, la.
VINE growing business in It inilreall town in
✓ Colorado. Stoek, fixtures, safe. regulator and
watch sign will inventory :41(mo to 81200,
Will also sell teek and materials it' desired. Rea-
SIMS fOr selling and all tairticulars made known
011 appiteati011. Address, "S 192," care 1:evslone.

Fit:\ Ni IS engraving machine till sets of type
-1 and attachments complete. Charles F. Trube,
utIvu.sten, Texas.

Il.1 colleetion ot old moneys. Address,
.1 " Nle 3," care 1:eysione.
VST.1111,ISIIED ,jewelry anti bicyele business in
I, the richest wheat anti fruit county in Idaho.
Has been a ,jewelry stand sinee the town was
started. No competition. l'op. MOO, with large
surrounding country. t Mod chance for piling
1111111 desiring to start in business with small
investment. Made $1200 clear last year. Item,ous
for selling, want to return to coast country where
have Idlier interests. Address, Ed. Walters,
Milesee, Idaho._
.1ItGE ha of Jewelers' Circulars aind lorohtigi-

II Reyiews-1877 to 1890. Charles
tialvesion, Texas.
( chalice. On account of retiring from
A bioduess, I offer for sale my jewelry store,
...I:Meshed 12 years, 011 south side of Chicago.
Repair,. 1110re than pay expenses. %VIII bear full
investigation. For further particulars whiresm,
" It. le," 705 Columbus Aleinorial Building,
Chicago. Ill.

II N IN jewelry store, county seat town Southern
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Illinois. For particulars address, W. M.
Newton, Vienna, III.
pi VI.:•1"r wheel coon- and pivnt polisher. e20 for
It the t we. .1•1•11.ess, " Watchmaker," Ni,. 15
Sibley St reef , I Ohio.
Q11.11.1, eeveteraa• the for sale. F. E. Alder,

Ilninswiek, \l ii.
j'l le5'1-('L.1ss chalice for a m wat ch repa i rer
I . in town or selinsgrove, Pa., 1600 inhabitants.
Only one in town or within 10 miles. Repairing
average Sill per month. About $400 worth of stock,
ivhich I Ix I I I sell at cost. (holy jewelry store in
town ; cheap rent. Call or address, .1. C. Kessler,
seliusgrove Pa.,

$ 8 0 0 0 jill-WELRY store. Stock now red te.cd,
modern fixtures and safe. In city of'

40,000, New York State. Established 28 years.
Address, " F 75," care Keystone. 

$1000 BUYS stock and splendid set fixtures inSouth Itakota ; rich surrounding, pros-
pering town. Nearly 20 years established ; slight
opposition, well locatetl. Address, "J 41," care
Keystone,
fiNE De Zeng refractometer, '98 model, used 3
✓ times ; perfect condition. Address, "R 59,"
care Keystone.
('001)-PAYING jewelry and optical business in
I! New York State. Pirst-class place for new
beginner or man witlt small capital. I have other
business. Address, I 5 197," care Keystone.
HO you want to step into gm al-paying estals

• 

lished business when, the relaiirs alone mit
over $200 a month and sales in proportion? Nice
store room, line, modern fixtures, on main thor-
oughfare of large I.:agent city. No opposit ion
within several blocks. Small running expenses.
Stock well assorted and up to date ; hought titr
cash from the menu fact u rers and importers. In-
ventory about $5000 ; *will take $4000 cash it' seld
before May 1st. No triflers need answer. Ad.,
"II 160," care Keystone.
FAS than $2000 buys jewelry store In New York
" on busy avenue. Repairs, $10 per day. Ac-
count other business, sell or take partner.
"T 71," care Keystone.
HALF interest in loading jewelry lousiness ; hiean-
it health resort ; 5000 inhabitants, 10,000
visitors summer months. For full Information
address, Pell & Diddea, Eureka Springs, Ark.
IEWELRY store and fixtures ; central city of
II 86,000. Opportunity for a 1111111 it business.
Pp-to-date stock, low rent. Address, '• A. MeS.,"
710 E. Fifth *root, Dayton, Ohio.

pUSTNE.SS established it years ; beautiful city of
I, 6000 inhabitants in central Wisconsin. County
seat, division point for 4 railroads, 3 factories.
Only 2 competitorm ; one larger and one smaller.
I3est business in city. Stock invoice about $3000 ;
liberal discount and stock reduced to suit pur-
chaser. Over $1000 net salving"; laid year. Must
positively sell by April 1st. Write for particulars.
This is a first-class offer, so do not neglect investi-
gating. " A 55," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

AN established, growl ng optical business in city
IL of 400,000. Net profit last year, $5500. Beason
for selling, to take up my father's businees in
allot her State. Price, 00,000. Address, " 8 105,"
care Keystone.
THE purchase to make, is a money-maker all the

year. Only stock in city of row Expenses
reasonable; the place for a hustling jeweler.
Reason for selling, too much other business. If
reader bar; money and wants best location, write
" 68," care Keystone. 

$ 800 I114; 
jewelryYS 
lisi s:tt7Ti'3!:rir11111 

cost
eparsirTi,

am no workman. Sell half interest to good work-
man. Easy term. Particulars address, D. C.
Shelter, Odessa, Mo.
Qqr,f1 ONLY store. Sickness. 2000 inhabitants.

Box 172, New London, Iowa. 

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical bust-11088 in business center of Williniusport, Pa.,
occupying 2 connecting front stores. $8000 will
buy stock and everything •, $6000 without optical
store, which can be sold and conducted separately ;
with motor, edge-grinding machinery, etc. About
$4000 cash or security required. S. Munsitia & Co.
UNITED STATES half dollars, silver, 1815-1838.
U D. W. Alt, Church, Pa.
HOLEY lathe, foot-wheel, engraving block and
LI vise, staking tool. Will sell any or all cheap.
Box :■5, Raymond, Ill.  

KE Y.-1•()N1.:S, Jan. 1890, to April, 1896. Address,
w cam Keystone.

fill P, going out of optical business, well kept
1) stoek of edged lenses, rimless and frame 0, 1
and 2 eye. Rimless specs and eye-glasses. N. P.
s achet trial case, etc. 50pers and cytt-glasses, N
4.011IS 1111 1111'11011UP. Maier & I3erkele, Atlanta, I ia.

AN) ], to buy a snap. A first-class retail
A j.•well-y stet.f. situated in the best location on
the North Side, Chicago. Stock will invoice alemt
s.7500 ; all staple goods, not shopworn. Annual
sales over t;12,010 ; bench work, 7.18011 a year. Au
estahlished 10c:dill!) ror 12 years. Bent, $35. Will
reduce stock It) suit purchaser. !lave other busi-
ness, Address, imperial IltAtitt factoring Co.,
:■lttsonie Temple, Chicago.

AT once, jewelry stock and fixtures in centralPennsylvania town of 8000 ; 20 years' estab-
lished ; only 2 competitors. Invoice $900. Will
sell for cash at a sacrifice. Good reasons for selling.
" R 57," care Keystone.
VINE, Frodsham chronometer for sale. Cost $450;
I highest bidder takes it. Mary Campbell,
Flora, Ind. 
1;1):NUINE Webster-Whitcomb foot-wheel, good
" aft new. Chas. Weber, 103 W. Fifth Street,
Ci 11011'1nd, Oh o.
AN Al business. Railroad division ; pop. 8000;
Al one other small store. Railroad watch inspector.
A real snap. Must change climate on account, of
health. Ad., A. D. Wycoff, wholesale jeweler,
Villisca, Iowa.
WEBS•rEit-W IIITCOMB jewelers' lathe and
vT tools, early 111'W. Also lot druggists' supplies
and fixtures. .1. :31. Denser, itlerchantville, N. J.

old-eutablislied jewelers' stand with small
0 stock. K. T. Sheldon, adm.,West 1Vinsted,  Conn.
I ARGE, 8-day musical clock, has 45 organ pipes,
U plays 8 tulles ; mahogany case. Almost as
good as now. Made about 100 years ago. Address,
P.

 
S. Lesher, Waynesboro, Pa.
UDEMAIR'S test case and pet Belgian hare.

It Fred. Rowe, Waldobore, IT.
RARE chance to purchase stock about $1000 ; Iowa11

tewn 13lie ; flrift-class farming community.
Stifilettmt enemas for selling. One competitor ;
paid run wet*. " II 92," care Keystone. 
e il t .m.! ry business, Wisconsin town 2000.

It Splendid running district. Reason, going
traveling. Price reasonable. Address, " J 40,"
care Keystone.
HARNES' screw-cutting foot-lathe, No. 434, good
I, order ; chuck and tools. $50. A. B. McDonnell,
Belvidere, Ill.
HREE samples. Piccard's wonderful hard solder-
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in combination of fittid and anti-oxidizer in
one. Indorsed by leading manufactures 111111 job-
bers. Plecard,  705 Fulton Street, Brooklyn.
$70flfl JEWELRY stock and fixtures, both ex:

ceptionally clean and up to date. Estill,-
lished 19 years in live manufacturing New England
city. Business averaged $1(100 a month for last 11
years and increasing to-day. Partu•s meaning
bus4ness tuldress, " I) 60," care Keystone.
HSTA BUSHED jewelry business, Western New
LI York ; pop. 3000. One other store. About
83000. Address, "t 58," care Keystone.
pARGAIN on Pateitic coast. Well established

retail optical lousiness. Excellent location,
high-class patronage , Plonstantly increasing busi-
ness • best reputai ion. Net profits over $200 per
itionib. Illness forces selling. Address, "S 198,"
care Keystone. 
:Wit $800 cash, I will sell a retail optical business
r established over 15 years in a city of about
23,000 pop. in New England. Excellent chance
for little money. Don't ask for particulars unless
you mean business, Ad., " M 88," care Keystone.
/WE Whitcomb lathe, No. 13,4, hard, with 20
U chucks, talistock, etc., for $15. Good condition.
Address, S. MateMurtrie, Scranton, Pa.
IEWELRY and music store, pop. 1000. Invoice
Ti $1200; sell for 7, per cent. Can reduce stock.
No competition ; nottrest town 12 miles—richest
farm section in Illinois. Reason for selling, have
2 stores. Address, " C 92," care Keystone.
I PRENTICE retinoscope, new, with case ; also
It Wilson's phorometer. Address, Box 110,
Arkadelphia, Ark.
IEWELRY store in Western 1Vaushington, betid-
e' ling bicycles, sewing 111/1e1111108, ete.; pOp. 1200.
N1/ compelltion. Invoice about 809; will mime!
to $400, Must be taken at once. le M. Ryerson,
Issaquah, 1Vash. 
0113 -Window chronometer, adjusted by If.

Ileinrich. Cost $75; will trade for Am. watches.
" Il 79," care Keystone office.

IEWELRY bushiest", established 17 years, in good
I, railroad and coal-mining town of Inspec-
tor for 1110'111)1de Railroad. One si,uttl I COM petitor.
Store room 12 x 35, with plate-glass front, alId
back room rente fot• $12. Up-togiate stock, took
and fixtures invoice about $1800. $1200 cash takes
if. Reason, old age and bad health. I. N. Collins,

KCherokee, ans.

SET ofjeweler's tools, including lathe and foot-
11 wheel and all small tools required by watch-
make's; ; also 0110 large regulator and show cases.
Send for itemized list. Will sell all or in lots to
suit purchaser. Box 515, Greenfield, Ohio.

FOR SALE 
$300 lettbru•siiileLeig stock. FRo.11D1279. 

. ckto,
Bunker Hill, Ili.
pRUG and jewelry business combined, in a live
✓ manufacturing town on the seashore, of 6000
Inhabitants, nearly double the size in summer.
Located within 100 miles of New York. Business
will be sold together, or drug and jewelry sepa-
rately. There is no other jewelry business in
town. Good reasons for selling. Ad., " P 02,"
care Keystone office.
QMALL stock of jewelry in good town in Central
V Iowa, for a bargain. Invoice $600. Address,
" B 81," care Keystone office.

$300 blYX.JeRw.l.rYcastZliki. Moniague, illicit., 
fixtures. Cloud opening.

QMALL Jewelry stock, good benchisork, large
it safe ; $200 down, balance can be paid monthly.
Took stock for debt. Pop. 6000 ; pay every two
weeks. Ad., " W 98," care Keystone office.
fiLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry, music and optical

• 

business in manufacturing city of 3500 in east
central Wisconsin. Draws trade froM smaller
places and good farming country. Invoices $4000;
can be reduced. Last year's business uearly
$10,000. Ad., " Me 2," care Keystone office.
LARGE; oak regulator, nearly new ,• full descrip-
U tion by mail. Geo. Hawver, Jackson, Ohio.

post watch sign and 6-foot oak regula-
tor, almost new, cheap ; no Use for them.

Geo. .1. Koherstein, Baldwin, WIN.
WE have a large lot of first-class clean, new,
TI jobbing stones which you can have for about

their real value. Write for list and prices.
Must close 'em ottt. Crescent Jewelry Store,
Abbeville, La. 
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in tilde-

ing town of 2000 in Nebraska. Stock aud
fixtures new and good ; location best in city;
competition light. Reason for disposal, poor
health. Can give man good deal. Ad., " 161,"
care Keystone.
IEWELRY stock and fixtures. Inventories at
tJ about $1100. Will sell- for less than cost_ price.
Most have the cash. J. W. Blinn, Antic°, Wis. 
TRIAL ease. 1 Geneva traveler conlete except
I trial frame. Good condition ; $30. B. II.
Sands, Chandler, Okla. 
IE1VELRY store. Stock and fixtures cheap and
U at once. Good reasons for selling. Address,
Chas. Remillet, Findlay, Ohio. 
A GOOD-PAYING business in good location.
it Stock and fixtures will invoice about $1200.
Good ternis. Address, " Jeweler," Gong DePy.,
Topeka, Kans.
pOOD opportunity for a reliable jeweler to buy
I" an old-established jewelry store of 25 years'
standing. The only one in a good county seat
town in central Kansas. For particulars address,
"S 196," care Keystone.
WILL dispose of 2 show cases and regulator, half
Iv price, to jeweler wishing to locate in booming
town, Gulf coast, pop. 4500. Repair work averages
$50 month. No other jeweler. Good reasons for
selling. Address, " P 69," care Keystone.
VLEGANT jewelry store fixtures, all side wall
u cages and counters, hand-carved antique oak,
same fitted with plate glass. 1,ine electrical fix-
tures. Original price $5000 ; will sell at a bargain.
These are the Gifford fixtures. Everything the
finest. Bowers & Black, attorneys, Mansfield, Ohio. 

$2000 LEADING jewelry store in Iowa county7 'teat, 3000 ; for cash. Address, " C 85,"
care Keystone.
A GOOD chance to buy an established business in
It the jewelry, optical and stationery lines in
Iowa. Want to sell on account of poor health.
Address, "8 189," care Keystone.
VRANCIS engraving piachine, cheap for cash.
I A bargain. Is in good condition and has type
and attachments. Chris. Gotjen, 562 Metropolitan
Ave., Brooklyn, New York:
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business, modern
" improvements. A bargain. For particulars
ad., " Jeweler," 344 Jennings, Clevelftnd, Ohio.

IEWELRY store and news depot, Southeastern
Ii Ohio. Great stone and coal industries No
other practical watchmaker within 18 miles.
Railroad, bank and express company ; pop. 1000.
Dozen small tows within 10 miles, making trade
pop. over 0000, to whom this is the nearest point.
Stock and fixtures $1500. Don't write unless you
haye the cash. Other business. Address, " B 159,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

(INE electro-engraving machine, has a eompound

• 

sliderest, all lout bus, and Cushman's chuck
for holding all kinds of round ware ; also sets of
copper face types and attachments. Charles le
Trube, Galveston, Texas.
HAVE series VI. long-focus Korona camera, 5 x 7,
n convertible, anastigmat lens, splendid instru-
ment ; also 22 Marlin repeating rifle. Want watch-
maker's lathe and tools. Alex. C. Armstrong,
Brockville, Ontario.
VEW Railway 17-jewel (Hampden) movement,
0 for engraving machine. Box 58, Argos, Intl.

WILL sell cheap a first-class engraving machine,
17 or will exchange for a good optical trial ease.
Martin Bock, Wilkes-Barre, Pa, 
('001) farm of 50 acres with buildings, fine Iota-
,' then for good jewelry business in n ta p-to-
date town, Jersey preferred. Ad., " P 66," care
Keystone.
pOOD incubator at bargain, or will trade for good

• 

gent's bicycle. " The Watch King," lock box
36, Ash Grove, Mo, 
MOSELEY No. 2 lathe, slide-rest, bench,
it' wheel ; will trade for shot gun, 1899 Savttge
rifle 303, or camera. C. S. Dustin, Stillman Wi-
ley, Ill. 
VORTY-DOLLAR Columbia gra.phophone and
I outfit, in good order. Box 76, 54 apello, tows.
A $1500 jewelry sicTre for property in Indiana or
O Jadjacent States. J. II. Boyer, Frankfort, Ind.

OT watch material, tools, trays ; want lens mutt-
Li ter, drill, electric motor or anything optical.
I,Waelde," Newburgh, N. Y.

Q-ROOM house, 124 acres, for jewelry. Box 121,

• 

Colorado City, Colo. 

SQLOT graphophone for Boss, 15-jewel Elgin, newwatch. Quiatt, Tennyson, Ind.

1INE hard Hopkins' lathe, full size, with universal
U chuck and eliderest, 1 cement chuck, 20 wire
and 3 step chucks, Write me, J. 0. Van Voorhis,
Osawatomie, Kaus,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
qii..30 REPEATING rifle, take-down special WW-
I"' chester, used 15 days ; 50 express repeating
rifle, Winchester, nearly new ; each fitted with
Ly man's sights. 12-gauge Remington hammerless,
new. N. C. Neville, Conneautville, Pa.
9Q BRITANNICA Encyclopedia, red morocco
UU binding, all in good order, never been used.
What have you? Also 12 Appleton's Annual En-
cyclopedias, from 1878 to 1890 inclusive ; also one
5-foot galvanized iron watch sign, gilt rim, black
dial. Address 1Vm. Kendrick's Sons, 336 Fourth
St., Louisville, Ky. 
pOOD Atnerlcan jewelers' lathe in exchange for

• 

$25 graphophone, with records, Howard regu-
lator or Hall's staking tool. F. H. & F. E. Burr,
Barre, Vt.
ARGE music box for lathe, with sliderest, or

Li tandem bicycle. Byron Churchill, Oneida, N.Y.
AEOLIAN organ, with music, cost $350 ; in use
it 16 months. Specificatione with full particulars
sent on request. Will exchange for optical
instruments, or what offers? James K. Sterling,
Genesee, N. Y.
CLEAR South Dakota grazing land for stock id

• 

jewelry, musical goods and fixtures. Ad., Pell
& Diddea, leading jewelers, Eureka Springs, Ark.
- ..•

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

IS there any one wants to exchange location for
I mutual benefit 7 Write tile. This in good In-
diana town. Address, " P lit," care Keystone. 
AM still teaching fine watch and chronometer

I work, clock work, jewelry jobbing, optics, en-
graving, plate, train, motion, escapement, pivot-
ing, jeweling, springing, making new parts and
general repairing in a first-class manner, quickly
and reasonably. School established 1887. Hun-
dreds of successful graduates in various parts of
the world. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn. 

TRIPLE Alliance mainsprings never set and

▪ 

seldom break. Don't volt want to try a few?
Every one warranted. lir. C. Bonney, Keokuk,
Iowa.
1110 lot. jobbing stones ; must be sold. Write for
1-1 list and prices. Crescent Jewelry Store, Abbe-
ville, La. 
flOOD opening for watchmaker, jeweler, engraver

• 

and optician, pop. 1500 ; wealthy farming
country on all sides. Only 1 workman here now.
Man with small capital can make money. Address,
.T. II. Weber, druggist, Cascade, Iowa.
VLENDI It opportunity for a good mechanic with

• 

a few thousand dollars. Town of 4000 ; only 1
jeweler. For full particulars refer to Babst Bank-
ing House, Crestline, Ohio.

pOLLER jewels, 25 cents a dozen (quality fair).
IL Bonney, Keokuk.
AN experienced optician, Al salesman, with all
11 appliances and machinery necessary to run an
optical business, will engage with au reliable firm.
KCoelynsitnoitsiseion or salary. Address, "11 158," care

Qin TEN dollars will be•given to anyone who
IP LI/. will direct me to a town (if ac(epted) where
it first-class watchmaker with a $5000 stock is
needed. 200 miles from city iirel 11. II. Caswell,
Asbury Park, N. .1.

AMERICAN-made balance staffs, 7 jewel grade,
It $1.00 ; 15 Jewel grade, $1.25 per dozen. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
VINE opening for graduate optican (Catholic
I pref.) in State of Iowa, "Ill 90," care Keystone. 
WOULD like to buy one 6 and one 16 size E.

I Howard stem-wind watch movements. j don't
mind their being in poor condition. Address,
It b' 76," care Keystone.
IN one of the finest seashore resorts in this coo n-
I try I will represent any jobbing house or manu-
facturer or importer who carries cheap and
medium-priced class of jewelry and novelties.
Let no one answer unless they mean busiuess.
Address, " L 95," care Keystone.

AMERICAN-made ruby and kapphire hole jewels
0 in settings, 75 cents per dozen •, end stones the
same price. 1V. C. Bonney, 520 Main Street,
Keokuk, Iowa.
A GOOD thing free. Hard soldering revelution-
A lied by lasing Piceard's fluid stun, time,
labor, expense. All jobber'', or 716 Fulton street,
Brooklyn.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

Ii AVE you an old English watch ease you Nvant
Li cliange4 into American stern-wind? If so,
send it to ine, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
(3. l",VIillsw,ut1h, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
vpliE-Eigial Watch Repairing School has some

▪ 

special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low tortes. Address, for information, the
Elgin theological School, Elgin, Ill.
WHERE to receive the highest cash price fer
IT every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, everything
containing god and silver. Fino gold, silver,
copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established 1870),
727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa, Seel by
mail or express ; prompt attention given.
VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
I your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.
QEND your work to John Woollett, expert watch-
I) maker for the trade ; fine watch repairing, de-
magnetizing, etc. Mail orders promptly attended
to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg.,  Chicago,

WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-
,' pairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G. F. Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

VEND $1 for 10 (blank aluminum) door plates,
I, inches thick. Charles A. Stahl, Jr.,: Pine Street,
Providence, R. I. 
THE Elgin-ilorological School is the oldest. and
I most reliable school for watchmakers in the
country. We teach watch repairing, engraving
and opties In a thoroughly practical manner.
Write for catalogue. Elgin, Ill.

ALUMINUM doorplates engraved for the trade,
0 $6 dozen. Send name and 50 cents in stamps
for sample plate. They retail quickly for $1.
Order sample, W. J. Brous°, Madrid, N, Y.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
VXPERT watch repairing at reasonable prices.
1) Prompt attention. Demagnetizing. If you
have any jobs you do not care to do yourself send
them to J Freistauter, 112 Cook St., Waterbury,
Conn. Price-list free. 
(WED and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,

engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.

With the birth of a new century The Omaha
Watch Repairing, Engraving and Optical
Institute desires to bring to the attention of its
patrons the advantages of taking a full course in
all le•anclies. The public are fast awakening to
the at offered by this popular institute
and the attendance is rapidly Increasing. This
institute has no peer in universal progress. The
instructions and facilities for work are practical
and up to date. 1Ve claim to have one of the
finest and best institutes in this country for teach-
ing the jewelry business •, each branch is taught
separately and thoroughly. Our optical course
we claim to be equally good as given by any opti-
cal college, and we issue separate diplomas for this
course. As in all other departments we aim to
excel in this. No worn out methods used, no old
style of class lectures ; everything modern. Write
for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

PEARLS BOUGHTFOR CASH
We are dealers in American Pearls and Siege,

anti are always ready to make Cash Offers on
large and small hes. Bank and trade references.
  Established 1880. 
CHAS. S. CROSSMAN dk CO.
3 Malden Lana New York

FINISHING UP after hard-soldering rings
Is an easy task if you use

"JEWELER'S FRIEND
It removes the scratches and file-marks and

puts on a good finish. It' your jobber does not sell
it, I will give you address of others that do,

A. W. Thoma, Manufacturer,
Mineral Point, Wis.
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a. MARTIN
Jewelers' fluctioneef

Long Distance Telephone
Number 3234 North

784 First Street

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

..•••.......

HE new century finds the auction sale properly regarded
as a chief factor in successful retailing. To the hard-
pushed jeweler it is a weapon of protection ; to the

prosperous one it is an instrument of progress. Time was
when an auction sale was considered an evidence of business
decay or failure ; to-day it is an evidence of progressive meth-
ods and right business-doing. We all remember when an
auction sale was supposed to be necessarily a sacrifice sale—a
sort of desperate expedient to save something from the wreck;
to-day it is the most profit-bringing of all methods of selling—
. a veritable emergency mine, involving no risk and assuring
quick and remunerative returns.

Of course, all depends on the man who does the auctioning.
Write me, and I will convince you by the testimony of grateful
jewelers that I' m the man you want.

1 , Learn Engraving
We have a delightful place to

study. Our new school is a model.
We have a tine class of students, several
ladies. We have the hest north light,
and are located in finest building in 111.•
..it y. Everything new.

Hundreds of successful students.
X% rite us—we will refer you to some stu-
dent near your city. Best reference,
known to the trade.

We offer every advantage pos-
sible. Write for new prospectus and
samples a 

Rees Engraving School
(New) Steele Memorial Library Bldg.

Elmira., N. Y.
" Modern Letter Engraving," by mail $1,to

(No( HAIRSPRINfiS
Ther6'

MAINROSS

ESTABLISHED 877

LARGEST MYR 01 HAIRSPRINGS IN U.S.
THE CLOCK REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET.

.fl ti 50 or 1011 nuking] hoir raring. ronipirle. oll
and molim.rorerolly arroogml. 11,11 dirrellona. Cobisrat or
50, $1.011; 100.81.15, lir moll. Solor !raring,. any %Ise or
make. NO etu. per doz., dl) .to. per half dot. Steam Gauge
Hairspring. of every deseription. Phosphor Bronze Hair-
uprinys for F:lertrieni lostinotteole, etc.

Ask yottr Jolther for these Vollittelt.
F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

----- --
The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf l'ins,Studs and Lace Pins.
The most practical and only adjustableone
invented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For sale by all
wholesale jewelcrs and material bou.es. Sample by

2 cr. ; In to K. gold, 75c. ; 54 K., ft.00.
M.CROHN, lter.Stenr., 48 & 60 Malden Lane, N.Y.

Search-Light
Vapor Lamps
Give maximum light at

minimum cost.

SAVE THE EYES.
For Store, Office, Home,
Factory or Street Light-
ing, we manufacture the
best gasoline vapor
tamps made.
Catalogue and sample

on trial.

SEARCH-LIGHT
MFG. CO.,

358 Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Ill.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed
Amen'a ?g to fitn 
St em -Wind
Movements.

AWARDS FOR

IL H. lielnrich's Marine Chronometers,
CHICAGO, 1893 pools, lees Benne. 1050

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
hand. •, also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re.
pairing,springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing for the trade.

C. A. GEISSLER,
Sureemor to It. II. Heinrich,

26 South Street,
Nautical Instruments, NEW YORKCharts, etc.

Sweeps
Old Gold and Silver

and Bullion
H. 01. Donaldson & Co. Wanted

Assayers, Refiners and Sweep-Smelters
1861 Larimer Street

IS 1891. Denver, Colo.
Complete Facilities for Smelting.

ietidi.tolit“tot.,lidolol.d.dotototot.dolotdiholobl*

Special Cases made to order in l;old and Silver for
English, Swiss and Amerwall Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our lsiew Price-List.

EASY-FLOWING

GOLD 

SOLDER

• • •

Best Z Earth

IMANUFACTuRro Dv

3.
a.

F. H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago, III.
For Sale by all Jobbers.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone.

THE

emington
Standard Typewriter

Wgokoril SeamaRs & Begqict
144 Madison Street

Chicago, Ill.

write for Catalogue.
Largest line of

Gasoline,
Pressure
Arc,
Street,
Gravity
Lamps
and
Chandeliers
ill the world.
Secure exclu-
sive agency
for your town.

CHICAGO ARC
LAMP CO.,

Mfrs. and Exporters,

135 Kinzie Street,
CHICAGO.

DON'T BUY A PIG IN A POKE

SUPPOSIN' !
Supposin' ! You wanted a new suit of clothes, would you order it of your tailor without

first seeing the sample of cloth?
Supposin'! You needed a new hat, would you dare to buy it before you had seen the

samples and known which style was becoming to your cranium?
Supposin'! You were just a plain mind-your-own-business sort of a jeweler trying to eke

out an existence and have a few luxuries on the side by working hard and buying economically,
would you think of ordering a stock of goods before you had seen the wholesaler's samples?

Supposin' ! Just once more, you were a jeweler and had made up your mind that an
engraving machine could help you to enlarge your profits, you wrote us for a sample of the work
our machine could do and we put you off with the remark : " Samples prove nothing." Now,
wouldn't that jar you I Don't you think that if you possessed good hard sense you would take
our statement with a grain of salt ? Wouldn't you say to us, " If samples prove nothing why do
all the wholesale houses send out travelers to display their lines ? " You know and we know
and the people who say " samples prove nothing" know that the whole business world depends
upon this system of samples for a foundation.

A man is not going to buy a pig in a poke. He wants to know what he is going to get for his
money before he delivers the coin.

The worth of an engraving machine lies in the quality of the engraving, simplicity of its
mechanism and the rapidity with which the machine can be adjusted. In these essentials the
Eaton-Engle Engraving Machine has been pronounced superior to anything ever produced. It is
the one truly successful engraving machine—the only one whose work suggests that done by hand.

We have faith in our product. We know what our machine can do and we are willing to
show you what it can do before we ask you to buy it. We are always glad to furnish prospective
customers samples on aluminum, showing just the sort of work our machine will turn out. These
samples are engraved by one of our office boys. We have a standing offer of $1 000 to
anyone who can prove that the samples we send are not engraved on our machines. These
samples are usually made on aluminum for several reasons—because of its cheapness and light
weight in mailing and because the sample makes a practical hat marker. When desired, we will
gladly send samples engraved on brass, steel or other metals, on flat or rounding, concaved or
convex surfaces.

If you are going to buy an engraving machine you cannot afford to take a leap in the dark.
In justice to yourself you must see a sample of the machine's work before you order.

Any jeweler who imagines a turning point to be an essential feature of an engraving
machine, can have our machine so fitted at a very slight extra cost.

We guarantee our machine to be free from all defects in manufacture and we are always
ready to replace any defective part without charge at any time within two years of the date of
purchase.

Don't buy a pig in a poke, but insist on samples of work before you buy. The Eaton-Engle
Engraving Machine is sold to jewelers on easy payments.

Announcement of the Prize Winners will be made in April issue.

If-you-wish-to-know-what-your-own-craftsmen—nearly-one-hundred-and-tifty—have-to
-say-about- machines,-write-for-our-new-booklet,-such-a-trade-document-as-seldom-appears.
—It- is-a-debt-you-owe-yourself-to-write-for-it-even- though- you-may-not-buy-a- machine-
withi n-the-next-fifty-years,

THE EATON & GLOVER COMPANY
87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK



8■Cote carefully the following
it may save you expense and damage

to your reputation:

NAWCC, INC.
P.O. BOX 33

Dear SZOLUMBIA, PA. 17512

I9th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia

March 1, 1901

Just at this time it behooves you to use the utmost caution in buying filled cases.

Certain makers of so-called filled cases, although heretofore selling their goods below

the regular quoted prices, have recently cut the prices still more, and the quality even

more than the price.

An assay just made showed that an 18 size hunting case, guaranteed to wear for

25 years, contained less than $2.00 in gold. To claim such wear for such a case is an

insult to a jeweler's intelligence. Such goods are dear at any price.

The cause and sequence of this reckless cutting of quality and price can be easily

surmised, and every jeweler who handles the goods should know in advance just what to

expect. Many jewelers do know, to their sorrow. They have handled such goods in the

past, and when the cases showed their real worthlessness neither the jeweler nor the

customer had any redress, the makers being either out of business or using some

pretext to evade responsibility. The jeweler is the chief sufferer, for his customer

holds him directly responsible. You thus not only lose a customer but make an enemy,

unless you pay for your folly by making good the maker's guarantee.

These cut-price cut-quality cases are made to sell to the jobber at whatever they

will bring. The jobber gets what he can for them, and the retailer is always the victim.

A situation of this kind now confronts you.

There is only one safe course to pursue—stick to the one line of cases, which have

been on the market long enough to demonstrate just what is required, and is made by

the one concern which never quibbles or repudiates its guarantees.

Remember that BOSS cases give greater value for the money than any other
filled cases made. They are made of one fixed unvarying quality and sold at an

unvarying price.

Some manufacturers make the price first and then get out the goods to suit.

We make the goods as our experience of over forty years has told us that they should

be made, and then fix the price as low as we consistently can to maintain the quality.

Yours truly,

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
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Aote carefully the following
It may save you expense and damage

to your reputation:

NAWCC, INC,
P.O. BOX 33

Dear SaIOLUMBIA, PA. 17512

Just at this time it behooves you to use the utmost caution in buying filled cases.
Certain makers of so-called filled cases, although heretofore selling their goods below
the regular quoted prices, have recently cut the prices still more, and the quality even
more than the price.

t9th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia

March t, 190t

An assay just made showed that an 18 size hunting case, guaranteed to wear for
25 years, contained less than $2.00 in gold. To claim such wear for such a case is an
insult to a jeweler's intelligence. Such goods are dear at any price.

The cause and sequence of this reckless cutting of quality and price can be easily
surmised, and every jeweler who handles the goods should know in advance just what to
expect. Many jewelers do know, to their sorrow. They have handled such goods in the
past, and when the cases showed their real worthlessness neither the jeweler nor the
customer had any redress, the makers being either out of business or using some
pretext to evade responsibility. The jeweler is the chief sufferer, for his customer
holds him directly responsible. You thus not only lose a customer but make an enemy,
unless you pay for your folly by making good the maker's guarantee.

These cut-price cut-quality cases are made to sell to the jobber at whatever they
will bring. The jobber gets what he can for them, and the retailer is always the victim.
A situation of this kind now confronts you.

There is only one safe course to pursue—stick to the one line of cases, which have
been on the market long enough to demonstrate just what is required, and is made by
the one concern which never quibbles or repudiates its guarantees.

Remember that BOSS cases give greater value for the money than any other
filled cases made. They are made of one fixed unvarying quality and sold at an
unvarying price.

Some manufacturers make the price first and then get out the goods to suit.
We make the goods as our experience of over forty years has told us that they should
be made, and then fix the price as low as we consistently can to maintain the quality.

Yours truly,

The Keystone Watch Case Co. COPYRIGHT 1901
B tHORPE PUBLISHER I9'."& BROWN SS .PHIL
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OUR NEW ISSUE
movements Specially Constructed for Exacting Railway SOIVICO

NOW IN THE HANDS OF THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

18 Size.
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New 11901) Model.

THREE=QUARTER PLATE.
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Stem=Wind Movements.

Named OPEN-FACE. LEVER-SET.

VERITAS—No. 214 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ;
quick train with gold NvIleel:-; ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape wheel ; poised
pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pillion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets, compen-
sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly
mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling
click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring, plates beautifully
damaskeened, carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 line ruby jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pillion
cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric
regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work ;
patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ;
damaskeened plates ; carefully thned, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewt.1-t (raised gold settings); titlititt.(1 to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train with gold wht.els ; straight line escipement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating
balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted
on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent
self-locking setting device ; douhle-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully
timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size.

Named

FATHER TIME:

FULL PLATE.

(litg., Lever Set.)
(0. F., Lever Set.)

Stem-Wind Movements.

Nickel.

HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

21 line ruby jewels (gilded settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train ;
straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets", compensating balance ; Breguet hair-
spring ; micrometric regulator ; open face with patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring
damaskeened plates, carefully timed, and finely finished throughout. 
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GENERAL OFFICES, SAW FRANCISCO OFFICE, WEW YORK OFFICE,
76 Offonroe St., CHICAGO, ILL. 206 Kearny Street. JJ John Street.
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Fa There is Nothing Ordinary
about either our GOODS or our GUARANTEE

Ci'.1"\1111.1

HEY are novel in conception and of full value. We are giving you
the very best results of thirty years experience and study, to

the one end; that of manufacturing Jewelry from the very best Rolled-
Gold Plate that can possibly be produced : the kind that is equal in appear-
ance in every way to Solid Gold, and the kind we can guarantee with the
sort of guarantee that you want.

We also make Jewelry, Toilet and Manicure Goods and other useful and
ornamental articles from Sterling Silver, finished in a manner to attract the
most exacting trade.

2903. Turquoise Matrix.
Sterling Silver Mounting.

Rose 11111811

2901. Sterling Silver.
Rose finish

(4MlandOliVeM,SilMeS:.40.

2900. Sterling Silver. 2899. Sterling Silver.
Rose finish Rose finish

Opal and ()liven° Stones Opal and ()liven° Stones
Set. Set.

2902. Turquoise Matrix. 2923.
Sterling Silver Mounting. Rolled-Gold Plate.

Rose finish Back and Sides. Center
Rose finish

$

$

$

$

$ Our line of SNAKE PINS and BROOCHES are finished so that $

$ 
they appear very life like and animated, and our BARRETTE PINS are

$

$ 

the choicest that can be produced. •

$

$ $
$ 

We are keenly alive to the needs of the Chain business,

$ 

These goods are fully guaranteed.
quote you priccs. - 

Every wholesaler in the country handles our goods and will $

and have something- new to show you. Send for our new Catalogue showing our latest productions.

$
$

$$ Theodore W. Foster 0 Bro. Co.
$ Succeac,r!.4 to

Makers of High-Grade jewelry and Sterling Silverware

$ POSTER & BAILEY 100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ts,,,W"WilkiiiiAtioilm411444,Aiwolie■AVV.ii ,NWIJ

2915. Gold Filled. 2914. Gold Filled. 2911. Gold Filled. 2913. Gold Filled.
Roman finish. Rubies and Emeralds set in Roman finish. Rubies and Euler- Roman finish Roman finish. Rubies and Eni-heads. alds set in heads. Set with Turquoise. eralds set in heads.
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We would be pleased to have you
give us a trial.

Orders accurately filled from any
Catalogue at lowest market prices.

BARGAIN
SPECIAL INDUCEMENT! L. H. It & Co.

Lain! Improve
Solig Oak
Walnut or

0
CUR ct.
Rubes.

Warranteed in Every
Respect.

No Extra Charge for
Boxing or Cartage.

SOLID OAK, WALNUT OR CHERRY Plain-Top Benches, Cabinet Finish
and Well Polished. One ■Iraw,r arranged for chocks. AI,. apron drawer, lilts fancy knobs.
Considering the price, it is the handsomest and la,t-made bench on Hie market. Size to inches
long, 40 inches high, 21 inches wide, %vitt' a parallel moulding all ;mai nd, stands on caste'

Price, $9.00, Net, Spot Cash

We would be pleased to have you
give us a trial.

We have the best facilities for
filling orders promptly.

-

SOLID OAK, WALNUT OR cHERRy Roll.Top Benches, Cabinet Finish and
Well Polished. I 'rawer:4 locked automatically. One (Irawer arninged Mr chucks. .1 Iso all N11,11
drawer and chalk hole. Ilas fancy knobs. The handsomest and best-made bench on the market.
Size: 41 inches long, 40 Inches high, 21i inches wide. Moro room is gained by lowering the end
pieces. Curtain raises MillelIVS.

Price, $15,75, Net, Spot Cash

Importers, Fine Watch Materials, Tools;
Manufacturers and

Jobbers of Files and SuppliesL. H. KELLER & CO.,
64 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

NEW
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BEDFORD
 CO.'S OILS
FOR PURITY ARE
UNSURPASSED

HIGHEST AWARD, GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

Our WATCH 111(1 CLOCK 011.S stand unrivated in thy field "I
Horological Oils, and a comparative test under all condition,, ‘t ill
convince the most skeptical of their superiority.

 Absolutely Pure Jaw Oils. Positively Uniform Quality.
Unaffected by Temperature.
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New Bedford Oil Co.
Boston, Mass.

Hammel, Riglander & Co.
35 Maiden Lane, New York, Selling Agents

Ask your jobber
for this new applicant for your favor

Samples Free. Write to-day and convince
yourself that above claim is no exaggeration

I -"417-A1 49A-g.6q3...0 .

•

RAILROAD WATCHES
We

Make
a

Specialty
of

Them

The

N 

ew

ELGIN

WALTHAM (

HAMILTON

VERITAS . . . 3: l Plate, 18 size, 0. F., Lever Set,
VERITAS . . . 14

B. W. RAYMOND, ,6
FATHER TIME, Full Plate,

23 Jewels
21

19

21 4 4

VANGUARD, 18 size, 0.F., Lever Set (new), 23 Diamond relwary
VANGUARD, ,' 21 Jewels
CRESCENT ST.,,, i 6 4 4 21 "
APPLETON, TRACY & CO., 18 size, 0. F., Lever Set, 17 Jewels

No, 942 0. F., )
No. 943 Hunting,
No. 940 0. F., )
No. 941 Hunting, I
No. 936 0. F.,
No. 937 Hunting, 1

118 size, Lever Set, 21 Jewels

21 4 4

17 41

We have in stock at ill times a full line of cases suitable for tl)ove movements, in 14 K., Filled, Silver and Nickel, including theScrew Bezel, Solid Back, Swing Ring Cases.
The demand for Railruad Watches is increasing-, and the movements are scarce. We advise placing orders at once so that you willhave them when you need them. Prices and discounts on application.

The Non-Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches an Chains

LANCASTER, PA.

331

COME! COME! COME!
to Buffalo and see the Exhibit of the

[ RIVETT LATHE 
You will find it at the head, as usual.
Location, near the Main Entrance,
Machinery Building, Block 42.

The iii:xhibit will surpass anything ever shown before.

We are the largest manufacturers of Lathes an Staking Tools
in the world, and if you are looking for the BEST and the
cheapest for the money, you will find it in the RIVETT.

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Brighton, Boston,

Mass., U. S. A.



MAINSPRINGS.

Sold only by E. lc J.

One Dozen

Superior Special

MAINSPRINGS.
sold only by d SWIGART.

0,0

Orc
GISH RE AND
ARE THE SPRINGS

That will bring pleasure and profits with their use and give

invariable satisfaction to your customers.

All of our material is exactly what we represent, and a trial

order only is needed to convince the trade that we give them

good materials at very moderate prices. We are always prompt

in filling orders and are never " just out " of the goods.

E. co J. S. MAINSPRINGS are packed dozen in a pack-
age, each spring being wrapped in anti-rust paper. They are highly
polished, have rounded edges and tips are finished ready for use. All
styles and sizes for American watches. Price, 81.25 per dozen or $14.25
per gross. Per gross, with handsome solid oak, 20-drawer Cabinet, $16.00.
6 per cent. discount for cash.

SUPERIOR MAINSPRINGS, without doubt the best
dollar mainspring made. Highly tempered, well polished and finished in
every respect. We keep them for all styles of American watches in
general use. Price, $1.00 per dozen or $11.25 per gross. Per gross, with
20-drawer, solid oak Cabinet, $13.00. 6 per cent. discount for cash.

HERCULES MAINSPRINGS—A good, everyday spring
for the cheaper grades of American watches. There is no better medium-
grade spring made than this brand. Try a sample dozen and you will use
more of them. Price, 75 cents per dozen or $8.75 per gross. Per gross,
with 20-drawer solid Oak Cabinet, 810.50 ; less 6 per cent. discount for cash.

AMERICAN-MADE BALANCE STAFFS
AND BALANCE JEWELS. •

E. Sr J. S grade.
Balance Staffs.

l'er dozen.

Waltham 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, $11.00
Elgin 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, 1.00
Illinois 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00
Hampden i8 and 6 size, 1.00
Rockford 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00
Columbus, 18, 16 and 6 size, i.00

E. & J. S. grade.
Balance Jewels.

Per dozen.

Waltham 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, $1.5o
Elgin 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, 1.5o
Illinois, 18, 16, and 6 size t.so
Hampden 18 and 6 size, 1.5o

Eagle grade.
Balance Staffs.

Per dozen.

$ •75
•75
•75
•75
•75
•75

Eagle grade.
Balance Jewels.

Per dozen.

$ •75
•75
•75
•75

The materials quoted above are caremlly and very accurately

gauged and will fit the watches they are made for.

Our special Balance Staff and Jewel price-list quotes all

styles and grades of Genuine, E. & J. S. and Eagle grades of

Staffs and Jewels we carry in stock. We furnish the same free

of charge on request.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS for tools and

materials, making the business a specialty and adapting every

means to the end of pleasing our trade by prompt and intelli-

gent care of their orders.

Our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue
is furnished to the trade free of charge on request with busi-

ness card.

We also issue a special Catalogue of Engravers' Supplies

for Engravers, and one of Optical Goods for Opticians.

E. C J. SWIGART
Cincinnati, Ohio

3.33

THE WISE JEWELER
MAKES THE MOST MONEY

He takes advantage of every turn. He buys carefully, discounts his bills, sells

advantageously, keeps his stock clean, saves the filings and sweepings from work-bench

and floor.
But saving the sweepings is only the first step. Getting all of the money possible

out of them is the real thing.
Each jeweler demonstrates that he is wise

We pay higher prices than any other smelters in the land. We can and do smelt

each barrel of sweeps from $5.00 to $15.00 less expense than any others. The jeweler

receives the benefit.
And our way of handling business is thoroughly satisfactory.
We smelt your sweepings and mail check for consignment five days from the date

it reaches us. Your shipments of old gold and silver are kept separate until we hear

from you. If our offer should not be acceptable, which seldom if ever occurs, we at

once return consignment intact and bear all expense ourselves.
After years of experience we have found this the most satisfactory way. It is far

ahead of melting and running the chance of your being dissatisfied with
It will pay you to send us your scraps, old gold and silver,

We can really do this because we buy enormous quan-
tities, do our own smelting and keep our furnaces busy all
the time. Years of experience enable us to operate at a
minimum cost, and our system of determining values is
well nigh faultless.

Thousands of Jewelers from Caribou, in Maine, to
San Diego, By The Sea, sell us their sweeps.

Why don't you?

Sweep Smelters, Refiners an Assayers

Office, 63 an 65 Washington Street
Works, 58th an Throop Streets



S .00 per Year in the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philip-
pines, Cuba, Canada (=1,) and Mexico.

Foreign Countries, $2.44.

The Keystone
Published monthly at

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

190

Enclosed find  Dollar for renewal of sub-

scription to THE KEYSTONE.

Name

Address



We Can Furnish You a Complete Outfit
Why Not Let Us Quote You Prices?

Nos. 1, 3 and 4, S. G. Hand Mills, for Plain Rings.

A full line of our
Machinery and Tools
will be on exhibition

in the
Machinery Building
of the Pan-American
Exposition at Buffalo

from
May to November

Nos. 3 and 4 D. G. Hand Mills, Flat Rolls.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Send for our Catalogue and Circulars 14904492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

f,-c-toif,c-striti,cstrici,c1N--4(,,c1N'Iti,-ct jt * c-c-tou

it J. L. HUTCHINSON, Proprietor

GET

A PORTE
ATCH 

K9E,
CHOOL eS

tese4
CATALOGUE es

LA PORTE, IND.

No jewelry store
Is complete
without one.

Retail Price,

$5.00

l'afttited Jan. 29, 19oc

THE "SOUTH BEND" WATCH DEMAGNETIZER
For Alternating Current.

Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. Has many points of merit over all others.Will remove all magnetism. Order front your jobber or from
THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFO. CO., South Bend, hid.
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SWEEPINGS OUR SPECIALTY.

L. LELONG 8c- BROTHER,
GOLD AND SILVER REFINERS, ASSAYERS AND

Sweep Zmettem
BULLION SOLICITED. SMELTING FOR THE TRADE.

Prompt attention given to Old Gold and Silver forwarded
to us by mail or express.

Southwest Corner Halsey and Marshall Streets,

Newark, N. J.

FOR 60 DAYS ONLY. FOLLOWS:OUTFIT AS

Crescent Lathe, with complete set of Chucks, as illustrated, including- Chuck Box and Belting ; one gross
" imperial " Mainsprings, including Cabinet and Bottles, for $ 5.00

NET CASH.

Separate price of Crescent Lathe, with complete
set of chucks as illustrated, including Chuck
Box and Belting,

NET CASH.

This lathe is by far the best made for the price in the market. They are made with hardened spindles and bearings ; the bed is made of steel, giving it a fine,
high polish, and free front all imperfections. We warrant them to be perfect in every part ; nickel plated ; the cone is made of steel with three steps, with index pointer
and latch at cone as shown in cut, with rubber knob on the end ; the tail stock is provided with hard taper center, hardened and ground ; the bed can be raised to suit
the operator and can be removed with ease.

Length of bed, to inches. Bed to center, i inches.

The

CABINET SENT GRATIS

Important Notice.with :16 screw-top bottles.

-

are the best, the most reliable, have
quality. finish, strength and durability,

are coiled and tagged, put up in
the most convenient manner, and are
" Guaranteed for One Year."

With a first order of one gross of the
.• Imperial " American or Swiss
Mainsprings, we send gratis our

improved handsome polished Solid Black Walnut, Oak or
Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, as shown in cut. It Is well made,
cabinet finished antl dovetailed throughout, and the cover closes with a
patent snap lock, nickel-plated. It is the only cabinet made that will
properly systematize and keep in thorough order the many Ameri-
can and Swiss mainsprings necessary at the present time, and will
be greatly appreciated by all watchmakers. Besides being very
useful, it makes a very handsome appearance. It has twenty
drawers, with fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the top is
arranged in grooves for thirty-six screw-top glass bottles
for watch and jobbing materials. It will hold 6
GROSS Imperial American or Swiss Springs.
1Ve also inelude two sets of perforated gummed
labels, with name, number and size of the springs,
so the drawers can be numbered as desired.
These numbers correspond to a directory of
all American springs which is printed on
the inside cover, showing the correct
style, width and strength by Den-
nison's Standard Mainspring
Gauge, and the proper lllll nbers
and names for ordering.

The Cabinet itself Is worth $6.00.
and Is tar superior In appearance
than Is represented by the cut.

GREEN BROS 6 Maiden Lane,
• NEW YORK.

Separate

price of i gross

"Imperial" Main-

springs, including

Cabinet, Bottles, etc.,

Importers,
Manufacturers
and Jobbers of

NET CASH.

Fine Grade Watch Materials, Tools, Optical
Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies.



ASK FOR AND INSIST ON GETTING THE

"PERFECTION" CHAMOIS WATCH BAG
Used by All the Leading Watch Case Manufacturers

Do not let your jobber sell you inferior Bags by telling you they
are "just as good"—there are none JUST AS GOOD

Edges
Stitched in
Blue,
Green and
Yellow

I—Absolutely n o n-
tarnishable.

2—Made of best oil-
tanned chamois.

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane

PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

Price, 8 .75 Dozen.
7.50 Gross.
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Yy . . . 16. A? • . . , i 2'
%a . . 12' Ye . . 6'
1/2 . . . 6' Ye . . . 0'
Y2 • . . 0' !e . . Columbus 18'
1/2 . . 'Hampden IV YR . . 6'
1/2 . . 6" 1/2 . , Rockford 18'
1/2 . . Illinois 18' Ye . . 6'

6' Y, . . iaSiandard18 '
1/2 . . SethThomas 18' it , , Trenton 181

rekle expressly for
CROSS & BEGUELIN. NEW YORK.

Price, 85c. per Gross.
Either in Gilt or tierman Silver

Price, .10 Dozen.
.■ 1.00 Gross.

Price, 8 .20 Dozen.
2.00 Gross.

This handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE with
>our ti rs t order for 011e grteiti 1%1ainsprings.

Price, 8 1.00 per Dozen.
10.50 per Gross.

60 Metal-Top Vials, 81.50 extra.

In the next

issue we will
print some of
the letters we
hay e received
from jewelers
all over the
country. As our
space is limited
we can give you
only one this
time :

F. SICK LES & SOKS, Philadelphia. 1tium:F.1'0N, N. J., March 2, 1901.

..—Tii,,,lialtiois bags We had from you are the hest thing in that line we
have ever semi. Our customers ;Ire well pleased with them, and every day we IIIIVe
SI raIlgers coming ill asking us for " one Id' those watch pockets," and sometimes we
manage to sell some ,'1101 1)1 just through the bag. Nl'e shall use them exclusively as
III ad., and think it a good one and cheap.

Yours truly, '1'. IT. IlowEN It: Co.

CROSS & BEGUELI
N Importers, Pxporters and Manufacturers,

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY,
I SILVER- PLATED WARE, ETC.

—The edges
are stitched
in different
colors, mak-
ing them the
ha ndsomest
and most at-
tractive.

4—The shape of the bag keeps the watch
case from coming out of the bag in the
pocket of the wearer, and so keeps the
case from getting scratched, and the
case will last much longer.

Last, but not least, the price is as low as
the inferior ba,rs which are on the market.

We print your name and address on each and every bag. It makes the best advertisement any jeweler

Every man or woman that gets one will keep it, and it keeps your name constantly before the people.

'Write us for samples and prices or any other information you desire.
We shall be pleased to hear from you.

M. SICKLES & SONS Manufacturers

9 
726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia



Th' True Blue
Beaded Labe/

French Watcb Glass
Ask your jobber for

this label
Note the

and beware
of imitation

SUSSFELD,
LORSCH & CO

Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

SOME NEW REGENT

5.• II I.
••■••..,

Price, 111 .10 Dozen.
0 1.00 Growl.

Si 1)ozen•
Gross.

Specialties
 _<, ,vi• .....__ --1 GRO --; ky 4).x1644firepfric, ASST 9s te„, 1....• .....■ . •••• ••••
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22Doz For Waltham 180M 1 Doc For ELGIN 18'I • . . 18' NM. Y2 • . IVY2 • . 16. Yli . . . 12''4 . . . 12' re . . . 6'Y2 . • 6 re . . . 0'A . .. 0' A . . Columbus 18'A • . 'Hampden 18' Sir . . 6'. 61 72 . , ROCkiOrd 18''Az . . Illinois 18' Ye . . 6''A .
A •
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. SethThomas18"
Yo . , NYSt'andard18'
'Ai . . Trenton 18'

14\11\NUlt,
—

0■.0—
0--4--

0-0—

0-41-
0—<e—

0

0
0 
0
0

(},111■■er— 8
Pricer 8 .20 Dozen.

2.00 Gross.

l'rive, • per Grrois.

le s.il,WAITHAii
Tio:2203—
van mtorapplucutal

Prier, 8 .15 Doren.
1.50 (11088.

OHE GROSS

STT:
Me;cle expressly for
CROSS & BEGUEL1N. NEW YORK

Prier, K5r. per Gross.
Either ill l•ill German Silvttr

Discount, 6 per cent. off for cash.

CROSS & BEGUELIN

Price, 8 1.00 Dozen.
10.5) Gross.

This hantistantt Stahl Kik Caltinct IItIF withnal ht -t "Farr for 11.1, liiiii•priligs.
1.00 or l/ozen.

10,50 per liross.
Ito Nletal-'1'op Vials, 81.50 extra.

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,
WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, I'l MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORKSILVER.PL,ATED WARE, ETC.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

ASK FOR AND INSIST ON GETTING THE
"PERFECTION" CHAMOIS WATCH BAG

Used by All the Leading Watch Case Manufacturers
Do not let your jobber sell you

are "just as good" there

Made in All Sizes
0, 6, 12, 16, 18
Edges
Stitched in
Blue,
Green and
Yellow

inferior Bags by telling you they
are none JUST AS GOOD

Because they are

Absolutely n o n-
tarnishable.

—Made of best oil-
tanned chamois.

In the next
issue we will
print some of

the letters we
have received
r t in jewelers

all over the
country. As our
Si ace is limited
we can give you
0 0 1 y one this
time:

. A ••••••••. III:101.1   , IttirIi 2, 1901.
Itt oh tit," Th.. chamois has, itt, had hum • tat a tt• thing in that lint, a.Inot. 1 ntr tntshantas tot. ',tat pltnistni s, ith 111,111, :ma nvery any N•t•

Ihn.st• titthat tatelotts," told statit•Iiint.• nt•Itt s,a1 g,old, just fnrougn tI, bag. \V luso 1114.1u ,s4.11isi“•1on ad., anti think I I a gotta MB' I111•1V111,1p.
1.0111', T. II. 11„‘‘ I \ ,‘

1— The edges
are stitched
in different
colors, mak-
ing- them the
handsomest
and most at-
tractive.

4—The shape of the bag].:eeps the watch
case from coming. out of the hag in the
pocket of the wearer, and so keeps the
case from getting scratched, and the
case will last much longer.

Last, but not least, the 1,rier i; as low as
the interior hags which are on the market.

We print your name and address on each and every bag. It makes the best advertisement any jeweler can have.Every man or woman that gets one will keep it, and it keeps your name constantly before the people.

'Write us for samples and prices or any other information you desire.
We shall be pleased to hear from you.

M. SICKLES & SONS
Manufacturers

9 726 Chestnut St., Philadclphia
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A PROFITABLE
SIDE LINE.

Because of their general
quick-selling qualities, a
line of GRAPHOPHONES
makes a most profitable
addition to the stock of a
jeweler or optician.

Liberal discounts to the
trade. Write to our near-
est office.

THE GRAPHOPHONE GRAND, Si5o
THE HOME GRAND, Sioo

THE COLUMBIA GRAND, $5oOther Styles of Graphophones
from $5.00 up

11IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Loudest
Clearest

Smoothest
Cheapest

GREATEST VARIETY

GRAND RECORDS, $1 each

SMALL RECORDS, 50c. each,
$5 per dozen

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR

OWN RECORDS ON
THE GRAPHOPHONE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 21 AND RECORD LIST
For sale by dealers throughout the world and by the

QIIEUMBIA pHONOGRPIPH Q)MPTINY
NEW YORK, 143-145 Broadway.

Retail Branch, 1155,1157,1159 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 88 Wabash Ave.

LONDON, 122 Oxford Street, W.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St. ST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive St.

BALTIMORE, 110 East Baltimore St. WASHINGTON, 919 Pennsylvania Ave.

BUFFALO, 313 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO, 125 Geary St.

MINNEAPOLIS, 306 Nicollet Ave.

PARIS, 34 Boulevard des Italiens. BERLIN, 65-A Friedrichstrasse.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

For the
Thorough
Teaching of

/I Watchmaking
Engraving

) Optics
\I Jewelry Repairing

The substantial growth of this school illustrates

the fact that merit will be rewarded sooner or la
ter.

We knew long ago that our methods, our disci
-

pline and the abilities of our instructors were superi
or

to those of some other schools. Our records show

students from Alaska on the NORTH, the Carolinas

on the SOUTH, Connecticut on the EAST and

California on the WEST; and inquiries from jewele
rs

at one time (in excess of our ability to supply)
 from

eleven different States, in addition to Mexico and

India, for our finished students. We therefore 
con-

clude that our abilities are being generally re
cognized.

Write for Prospectus, etc., giving all informatio
n.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School

Lancaster, Pa.

The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

336 r

in Quality
in Sales

One Million Five Hundred

Thousand Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made and sold within

the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUAL-

ITY, BEST CONSTRUCTION, GIVING

THE MOST WEAR, AND GREATEST

COMFORT and their IRON=CLAD

GUARANTEE.

To verily this
66 

 we invite the trade to read The

Story of a Collar Button, with Illus-
trations," which may be had FREE for the asking,
and to try the experiment suggested on page 5 of that

booklet.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,-
Nov. 23.1898.

The Little sI i'"' mow
suggests, pupil in his
class, to send a t wo-eent stamp

to Kretuentz Sc Co., 49 'hest nut
Street, Newark, N..1., and ask
to lie thvorett with a copy a
I heir leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Ilutton." .\ ii
any litilill IN ill send to Priti/ers'
/0: another leaflet, Ill'W 1111i,

that i half as good as this oily,
t ilai :111111.081.111S II I ii eN1.1.1-

11`1111', the deserving student
■, i II ie rewarded with one of
Pritders' /id', souvenir SI/111111S
IS ail aelitiom lodgment of his

l a II t•alit Hindi On.
" .11.1t I '4,11:tr lititI■111"

114,1 or aur,oise-
,,,,,I thm has

iII the yetir (if Loni 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this

booklet to increase your collar

button business, we will, on

receipt of your order, print your

card upon and send you a quan-

tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACKS:

Patent sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made our reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.,
in their Factory

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.
PARKS BROS. & ROGERS.

20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.
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No. 943. I: lei.. 9-in. No. 94R. A Ileauty. 12 in. No. 941. Arabian. 12 In.Brilliant oriental colio,.. S..1.1la per do/ Metal Bronze ,!1.0111wr ltich Oriental Colors. 103.50 per doz.
No. 942. Ala. 9 In.• 

fiThe CLEVEREST MASKS YET PRODUCED. 
ll.00 per doz.

j'IlSt fresh from our Modeling Department. To adorn the walls. Try an assortment of,'.i. doz. of each (12 pieces in all) at our SPECIAL, CASH PRICE OF $10.00. They will sell on sight.N. I.—We take pleasure in informing you that we have been fortunate in securing an entirely new force of superior workmen in our Casting and Modeling Department.
The improvement is very evident in the appearance of our goods.

THE FLORENTINE STATUARY 0 IMPORTING CO. 327 East Sixth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO

Out 1111111111 s4Infrating Gas Lamps!
ARE GOOD AND SAFE LAMPS

They always have been and always will be good

"12SIMPLE

mAKE5
ITS OWN UA5 fr
NINE OURS
FOR ONE CENT
Et\FE On

f%5 CAYLI

;■•

\\
\-•••"--).1% '

/

The 100,000, a ii
over, in daily use in
activist every count v
of this and foreigii
countries, and their
3,,4 years' good ser-
vice will prove it.
They are the only
gasoline lamp that
have a world-wide
a n d indisputable
iveord of •always
giving sat isfact ion
and doing as repre-
sented. Don't lie
deceived by flashy
it nd trashy advei-
t i semen ts o r cata-
logues. An y hotly
can make those, hut
they can't make
gasoline 1 a in p s,
which is evident
from the in a n y
worthless ones that
r e daily thrown

a way.
We are lam ii-

makers, a n d haw
Ii een for over lir)
years. Our lamps
are for the nomli,
sTonE, CHURCH,
STREET, LAWN,
SCHOOL, any place
Iliblie o r private,
where a good light
i s wanted a I 20
Cents a Month.

LAAL__A
4
1

rominnistrurr• 

lifinfinn ohm

oo Candle-Power.

Our STREET LAMP is just as good
as our indoor lamp. It is the best and only
practical and reliable lamp r. nr all kinds of wind
and weather.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co 42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.GEORGE BOHNER, Proprietor.

Balance Staffs an
Cock an Foot Jewels

Our American-made Balance Staffs are the best-
tempered, finest finished and most perfect fittingOn the market. Our Cock and Foot Jewels are of
Sapphire and Ruby, expertly mounted, guaranteed
perfectly true, stripped with sapphire tool. Every
jewel inspected before shipping. We have Staffsand Jewels for all makes and sizes of American
watches at $1.25 per dozen. Send sample orders,
and if they don't suit in every particular, we'll
refund your money.

Red X Cross Mainsprings
$1.00 per dozen ; equal to the best $1.25 springthere is. Guaranteed not to set in the barrel.

Broken ones replaced free. Satisfaction or money
back.

Every customer is a satisfied one—we keep
him so.

TIDD & CO Box 89• Columbiana, Ohio

TAKING WILLIAM F. NYE'S WATCH AND CLOCK OILS IN MID-OCEAN
"We use Nye's Oil and can use no other at this altitude," says Mr, S. Meyer, of Leadville, Colorado, (the highest town in the world,10,400 feet above the sea), " all other oils dry off in a few months, while Nye's will stand a year."

"EUREMA"
works like a

Trick!
A Revolution in the Jewelers' shop!
A Revelation in Hard Soldering!
No more burning or melting of low karat gold articles !
No cleaning or filing required !
Hard soldering made as easy as soft soldering !

An Anti-Oxidizer
A Hard-Soldering
Flux

A Pickle

Directions for using
" Eurema."
Parts to be sol-

(bered need not
be cleaned. Apply
Iluid freely to
break Immerse
solderinfiluidalso.
Solder In usual
way. For small
articles, such as
spectacle frames,
baby rings, etc.

Price, $1.00

For sale by

Swartchild & Co.,
Silversmiths' Bldg.
131 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago.
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A SOLUTION
which is

An Anti-Oxidizer Firstly!
A Soldering Flux Secondly!
A Pickle Thirdly!

ALL IN ONE!!
This magic solution makes 14 karat solder

flow on 8 karat gold. It will solder articles of
gold, silver, gold filled, plated, nickel, brass, steel,
etc., without the use of borax, nor special pre-
paration, and requires very little heat.

Endorsed by all who ever tried it!
We back these statements with our repu-

tation, and guarantee absolute satisfaction.

Price, 4 oz. Bottle, $1.00
" per Gallon, $24.00

Directions for using " Eurema:"
Parts to be soldered need not be cleaned. Apply fluid freely to break. Immerse

solder in fluid also. Solder in usual way. For small articles, such as spectacle frames, baby
rings, etc., tile heat of an alcohol flame is sufficient. For larger or heavier work use blow-
pipe. Gold solder will flow as easily as soft solder, using any quality of solder. After
soldering, drop article in solution which will restore original color. Use same fluid as anti-
oxidizer on your work, if necessary, by lightly heating and dipping, while hot, into " Eureina."

FOR SALE BY

Swartchild & Company
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply House

Establi.shecl 1870

Silversmiths' Building, 131-137 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.
Our 700-page Catalogue and " Something About " Staffs, Jewels and

Stones sent prepaid upon application.
Copyrighted A. D. 1901

by
SWARTCHILD & COMPANY



MORE
CASH
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND

SILVER

WHY WE CAN GIVE IT
Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.

We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silver
consigned to us.

If we were in the smelting and refining business exclusively, our expenses and refin-
ing costs would be 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of other
refiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY
consignments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay).

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID
in exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

24c. per dwt. for 6-karat
28c. " " " 7 "
32c. " 46 8 46

36c. " 64 66 9 66

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
40c. per dwt. for 10-karat
44c. " " 11 "

48c. " 66 
" 12 "

52c. " 46 66 13 46

Highest Market Price for Old Silver

Send us your
Send us your

Both receive the same

56c. per dwt. for 14-karat
60c.
64c.
68c.
72c.

" " " 15 "
" 64 46 16 46

"
46 44 17 44

" 66
" 18 66

large consignments
small consignments
prompt and careful attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

93, 95 an 97 William Street
Near Maiden Lane

New York Established 19 Years

57 Washington Street
(New Location)

Chicago
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MAIN
GUARANTEE.

Each Genuine PENN
MAINSPRING

is marked

J.

4 6 • B. 1111
LN•

and is guaranteed against

breakage for a reasonable

time. If spring breaks, re-

turn tip for duplicate.

SPRING TIME.
M AR K.

Jos.B.Bechtel &Co.

DESCRIPTION.

Each Genuine PENN
MAINSPRING
is far the best combination
of elasticity, correct gaug-
ing, even temper and high-
est finish on t h e market
to-day.

The PENN comes
for all makes of

AMERICAN
WATCHES.

PRICE, PER DOZEN, $1.25; PER GROSS, $15.00
10 per cent. cash discount

JOS. B. BECHTEL Ct CO.
719 Sansom Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Illinois
College of
Ellgraying
Masonic Temple

Chicago
is the place you are look-
ing for if you are thinking
of taking a course of Let-
ter Engraving. We give
you thorough, practical
instruction. Our instruc-
tors are experienced and
competent. Write us, we
have something special to
offer you in our Three and
Six Months' Courses.

Send 50 cents (in
stamps or silver) for
one of our BEAUTIFUL
STYLE SHEETS

of which the above plate
gives sample designs. See
our ad. in March Keystone.
This style sheet is x
toYi. inches, printed on
heavy plate paper, and is
suitable for frame. Its
designs are modern, and
you will find it useful to
you in your business.
Address as above.

A. J. CLOW
Proprietor

. / . • (-7-
///I ,,'ii • •,/ /e• -6/./7?"//,.

/0/. ,.?,,,//.

4

).• •71')" •,`" • .1 • "yr
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S. MARTIN
jewelers' cAuctioneer

784 First Street

1.om.4 I Telephone
Numher T.2:lt North

It's Results That Count
It's results, of course, that made Peck & Garring, ofDenison, Texas, engage me to conduct three auction sales for them inrapid succession—and they will be happy to tell you that each one wasa greater success than its very successful predecessor. The firm isricher, better known and stands higher by reason of my services.

From Denison Herald, of March 61h.)
Last night S. lart in, waukee, closed theInaction sale he has been conducting at Peck it

tiarring's store fitr some time, aud will leave for
home It is a manpliment to Peck & Gaming, and
to Mr. 3Iarlin, that the stock has been sold to a
frazzle. It is II compliment to Peck & Garring OTI
their buying sagacity, and to Mr. Martin on his
selling capacity. lie has the happy faculty of
bringing the buyer and seller together, and of
getting a selling at a fair price, and giving the
buyer the benefit of the best grade of goods at very
reasonable prices. Mr. Martin will leave Denison
With the good will of all the people with whom he
has dealt, and the only thing that any of the public
will say against him is " lie made me buy some-
thing I didn't need right now—but it will come in
handy smite day and I am satisfied."

If you contemplate an auction sale, or wish instruction on my
system, write at once. Hundreds of satisfied and grateful jewelerswill corroborate my every representation to you.

14j ,M( (“14

-

The W. Castrucci Co. beg to notify the trade that they are the original makers of the castsformerly furnished by an agency they had in Cincinnati, Ohio, and hereafter genuineCastrucci casts can be procured only from them.
Middlemen's profits can only be saved by ordering direct from us. UP-TO-DATE TOOLS

This tool works to perfection and leaves
tile ring nicely jointed for resoldering. The
quickest working tool for cutting rings to
enlarge or decrease in size.

K.& D.
RING

CUTTER

No. loo.

No. 223. PARALLEL HAND VISE. Stronger grip than any
vise of its size.

For $10 Cash with the order, we will send the above 28 plaster casts finished in ivory Ont.The regular wholesale price of these is $12.05. Beware of imitations. Manufactured only by

THE W. CASTRUCCI CO.
318 E. Fifth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO

No. 222.

LEVER VISE.

Quick working. To hold any small part of watch, screws or second-hand.

No. 410. OPTICAL
SCREW-DRIVER.
Interchangeable blades.

Beware of cheap imitations. All of our goods are marked " K. & D."
as catalogued, carried in stock, ready to ship when ordered, and can
be procured of all jobbers of watchmakers' tools. New catalogue for
the asking.

KENDRIeK & DAVIS
LEBANON, N. H.

The W J. JOHNSTON COMPANY
FIFTH AVE. an MARKET ST. PITTSBURG, PA.

0

A

ur stock of AMERICAN 'WATCHES is not the most complete
in the country, but it is as complete as the best. NVe can fill
orders for whatever may be wanted in Elgin, Waltham and
New England Watches likewise in the leading makes of
Solid Gold and Gold Filled Cases.

e are not behind the times in our JEWELRY STOCK. It is up
to date and contains all the new things in “nobby," stylish articles
that all progressive dealers should have.

feature of our manufacturing business is to do high-class jewelry
repairing and work to order quickly and cheaply.

IF YOU WANT YOUR ORDERS FILLED QUICKLY
SEND THEM TO US

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.,
mANu'AcTu.c.. OF BICYCLE STAMPINGS,

CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.

CLARKS' CELEBRATED LOOP WATCH KEYS.
Our endeavor to make our

Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc-
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for oul
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and Key Rings
Ill variety.

Order Keys through your jobber,
who will furnish them at one price.

J. 11. Walbridge & Co., Box 1895,
New York, are our agents for Tweezers,
Key Rings and Manicures.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
2308 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED 1888

This School is endorsed by all manufac-
turers and first-class watchmakers and jewelets,
and teaches everything needed in a first-class
jewelry store. Send for circular.

Ste. Genevieve, Mo., Nov. 17, 1900.
311t. It. .1a EttERM AN
Manager of the St. Louis Watchmaking

School.
//ear Sir,-1 find it my thatv to expres..

Ins. thank, for the most valuable bistro.-
'Otis I haw,. rereirisl It yollr
III my estimation the St. Louis 11 atilt-
making School is the only one for a yomn
man to enter that WiSlIOS to learn the tram
thoroughly.

1 attended your School only for six
months and have been working at the trade
at little over one year, and I van say that I
never ran across any work that I could not
do. Hoping some odher young Melt Will
take advantage of this opportunity, I
remain, with hest wishes,

Yours trtily,
.k. ScHWEI*T.

Mahn,. hundreds or similar testimonials
on tIe Iu our office.
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R. JAEGERMANN,

BEST OIL is an ESSENTIAL of the best watches and the best watch work ;
In n t iii 5 10 1)0111.

EZRA KELLEY'S WCC LAORTCOCKNHOaMETER
iszse.4 heeii tho

,Superfine
Arm, ZWIfints

-71114M
41: j D Me

Enit--4-fi

Watch Oil.
Itoneneamine

Standard of the World for over 70 Years
All horologists concede its superiority ; the best horologists use no other.

All who pride themselves in their repair work or the timepieces they sell should tie to it.
It's best for the timepieces, for your reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel 0 Co• Ceneral Selling Agents, United States and Canada
31 Maiden Lane, New York

Grimshaw 0 Baxter, Sole European Agents
35 Goswell Street, London



the francie
Valuable information sent On receipt

of busiiiess card. Inside history invalu-
able to a prospective purchaser of an
engraving machine. A booklet contain-
ing no illustrations, no solicitations, no
price-list, no effort on engraving, no
lecture on machines. It is not a cata-
logue. It does not conceal its real object
)1- approach it gingerly. It cracks facts
hi the reader's face from first to last, and
gives more real information on vital
points of such a deal than you could
otherwise get for what a machine would
cost you. If intending to buy only a
coffee-mill and you could get so much
about them by writing for a bookleL,
would pay you to do so. Purchasing an
engraving machine will probably not be
repeated in a life time, if you buy the
right one now, so it is of the greatest
importance that you leave no stone
unturned that is found in your path.
Good business men who think favora-
bly of investing in something with which
they are not fully acquainted, investigate
to the last before exposing themselves to
error, only the careless take things for
granted when an opportunity is presented
to become better informed. 'I his book-
let contains instructive letters from
nearly fifty users of machines, many of
whom have had extended experience
with the different makes, which they
tersely discuss. jewelers to i man, they
are your fellow-craftsmen, and are telling
things that they Nv ould have given dollars
to know before buying. Some may be
acquaintances of yours. Avail yourself
of their experiences as told in this book-
let and you will make no mistake in
buying.

The question most frequently asked
by those writing for information is,
" How long \al it take me to learn to
operate your engraver?"

It has been stated, with design, that
the Francis is cc-implicated and difficult
to operate. There is nothing complex
or intricate about it. The pantograph
is a chain of links, giving as little
trouble or cause for attention as the
links that connect your charm to your watch-chain. It is the simpleFtand easiest engraving machine ever made to learn to operate. I do not
deny that other machines look more simple, but machines are like men inthis, that the simple ones often have the most complicated ways of doing
things. Seated in a comfortable chair with your work directly in front of
you, you have no wires to pull, no treadle to push, and no surprise to fearwhen examining the work. You have seen every stroke, if you wished,
and have made every cut with your eyes on the graver or its furrow of sur-
passing beauty. After cutting one letter with the turning point you will notquestion its efficiency, but on the contrary, will acknowledge it to be the
only correct way to do the work. Those who have never used a machine
are the ones who in buying pay the least attention to this feature. Theytake it for granted that a machine must be all right or it would not be
manufactured. The same man wdio does not stop to consider the differencebetween a turning and a stationary graver, would wonder what you thought
of him if you offered him a solid engraver's block. If stationary gravers
are all right, solid blocks must be as good as swivelled ones. Securelyfasten a solid block on a post three to four feet high ; give a good handengraver an elaborate job of scroll work to do with it ; if the stationary
point is a good thing he will not change his position. If he is a quick
workman his gyrations will bring on vertigo. The turning point can be
mastered with the practice that would enable you to spin a top. Many whomay read this have cut perfect letters the first time trying, of course there
are exceptions, but this has happened hundreds of times. The letters inthe booklet mentioned above are very comprehensive. From them I could
extract a good deal in support of anything I could say in favor of theFrancis. In trying to show that the Francis is easy to operate, here is what
I find in the booklet on that point, from persons who are having their first
experience with a machine.

Mr. Woolley writes from Iowa. He shows himself to be a thorough
business man by his clear, concise statement of facts. His letter will impress
every reader with confidence. He says : " I commenced using it as soon as
received, and it has been in daily use since."

Mr. Linguist wrote weeks after he had received his machine that he
had been so busy building a block to occupy in his Minnesota town, that he
had not had time to examine it. From his later letter for the booklet, I
take this : "Any one can learn to use it with very little trouble."

Mr. Myers sent his local newspaper containing an advertisement about
his new engraver. I have learned that he runs a jewelry store, a furniture
store, is a funeral director, has the local and long-distance telephone
exchange, and is chief of the fire department in a thriving Iowa town. He

tigraver

ENGRAVER No. I

says : " Niy 1), ■ys, S and 11 years old cut
gtmd shapu Icttcrs the first time trying."

Mr. Dilbeck is in a lively cotton and
tobacco section of Arkansas, is a jeweler
by trade and follows it, besides con-
ducting a general store. He says :
" It is so simple that any man who can
keep store can do hi § own engravhig
with ease and rapidity."

Mr. Rose is the leading jeweler in
a prosperous Indiana town. I le is
known as the inventor of valuable im-
provements in firearms. He says : " il \-
boy, only 13 years old, can do most all
of my engraving on the machine."

Mr. Robinette writes from Arkansas
that he contemplates a change. He
will remove to larger quarters where
he can show his stock and give the
Francis a better chance. He says : " My
little nine-year-old lx.iy-can do as fine
work on it as myself or my workman."

If these boys were not bright lads
they would not be found at such Nv or k ,
but they show how foolish it is for pro-
fessional mechanics to suppose for an
instant that the Francis is something
that they cannot quickly manage. On
the outside back cover of the February
KEvsToNE Mr. Hight is shown to be a
man of experience. He shows in the
booklet that he mastered the machine in
one evening. This neich I have found
to sustain one point. The letters are
so varied in character that a person in
the slightest degree interested in ma-
chines, can find something in general
bearing directly on what he most wishes
to know. They show that the Francis
is pre-eminently the best machine made.
It is a common saying by operators,
" The more I .use it the better I like it."
If you commence fight you will always
do the work right. When beginning too
much care cannot be taken to make
every stroke correctly, turning the graver
to squarely face the line. It soon be-
comes a fixed habit. I have seen those
‘vho had used a Wight turning the
tracer on the Francis after having
used it avveek or ten days. The Wightgraver was turned by turning the tracer, but the tracer on the Fran-cis is free. It shows how fixed a habit becomes. It is harder to keepfrom turning it after the habit is formed than it is to learn to turn it on thestart. .•

As I entered the office of a funeral director, who some years agobought a No. I Engraver, he said that he was glad to see me, because hismachine was not doing satisfactory work. " It has a scratchy appearancethat I do not like," he said. I asked who operated it, and was told that hisembalmer did what work he allowed done on it. Said he had many of hisplates engraved by hand, because he could not permit such work to go out.I saw that the graver was locked to keep it from turning. " Does yourman turn the point when he does the work?" I inquired, as I unlocked itand gave it a turn. He was evidently surprised to see that it did turn. Icut a letter and asked if he called it " scratchy." " There, that is as myson used to cut the letters !" he exclaimed, showing that he was greatlypleased. " That is all right," he continued, " when my son did the workit was always good, but since he died it has not suited me." The embalmercame in and was told that I would show him how to operate the engraver.Said he thought the plates he cut were fine, but nothing suited ''the boss"since his son died. " Those whose names I have iflit on plates have nevercomplained, any how," he said, as a clincher. I told him he had been dam-aging work as a carpenter might, who would strike nails with his hammerturned at random, hitting them with the face, claw or sides as it happenedthat I would show him how to face the graver and " hit the nail on thehead," in engraving, every time. He soon became elated. In twentyminutes he was doing the work to perfection. His alacrity in answeringthe phone made me wonder if the fellow was not in hopes that it was a" call" so that he could show the " boss" what he could do on an.ebonizedPlate. The next day I received an order for almost Szo.00 worth of type,etc., for this machine, and I'll guarantee that no more hand-cut plates havegone out of that establishment since.
If nothing else will convince one of the absolute necessity of a turningpoint to do good work, a very oval coffin plate will. Being soft, a graver .can do great damage before hardly realized, especially on machines wherethe graver cannot be seen when the tracing is being done, and it is a dollarout in an instant. All talk about a new graver that will ride over oval sur-faces is gammon ; gravers never do that. The inverted pyramid explainedin the second paragraph on page 117 of the February KEYSTONE, oughtnever to be called a graver. High art in penmanship is never attained witha stick in the sand, but it is more fitting to suppose that it is than to thinkthat engraving is ever done with such a tool.

Writ for tho Acicires.s

A. E. FRANCIS, 780 Cedar Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

"800" GRADE
LOW-PRICED STEEL SPECTACLES.

INTERCHANGEABLE

•

No. 800%. Plano Convex, 1 Eye Size.
No. 814%. Double Convex,
No. 82534. Periscopic Convex.
No. 825./2. Blue Periscopic, •

These
styles
are not
only low
in price
but are
right in
every
essential
detail.

‘iS  

No. 8072. Plano Convex, 1 Eye Size.
No. 817. Double Convex,
No. 827'2. Periscopic Convex, "

Send to

ouriogoods.

udescriptive 

sfor

oa
circulars

d

ask yourr
Jobber

ii
T. A. WILLSON C CO.

Manufacturing Opticians

READING, PA.
Established 1870
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Our Men 6 Their Mission

E. 1. FIELD

Territory New York{
Michigan

J S. ROBERTS

Territory—New England States

J. D. THOMPSON

( Wisconsin
' 

Minnesota the DakotasTerritory and the Northwest

i-1,111111.11

UR plan of sending out
missionaries to call per-
sonally on the retailers

has appealed most favorably
to the trade at large. In fact,
so enthusiastic are the jewelers
in their appreciation, and so
eager are many of those still
unvisited to have one of our
representatives call that we have
increased the number to ten,
so that the work will henceforth
be greatly expedited. Each
missionary has had assigned to
him the territory specified under
his portrait, and every jeweler
that can be conveniently
reached will be visited.
These ten missionaries bear

from us to you a message of
great importance. It comprises
the truth, the whole truth,
about watch cases and the
watch case situation. We are
back of and vouch for every
representation they make to
you, and you have our positive
assurance in advance that their
every statement is strictly in
accordance with facts. Theirs
is a campaign of truth and

J. I. MINTEER

Territory 
aMnigsioeuxrai ,s Arkansas

1.

M. J. MEYER

Territory—Southern States

W F. PARKER

Territory
Maryland and Delaware
Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

GEORGE E. SMITH
Territory—Paclfic Coast States

JOSEPH C. GIGON

Territory { 
Iowa, Eansas
and Nebraska

honesty that will redound to

the great good of the trade at

large.
We greatly appreciate the

hearty welcome being extended

to these men. We can well
understand why the retailer

should desire a straight, heart-

to-heart talk with the manu-
facturer, and thus secure such
information as he desires straight
from the fountain head without
filtration through a third, and
often by no means disinterested
party. Thorough candor on the
part of the jeweler is necessary
in order that he may reap
maximum benefit from the
interview.
The line of samples carried

by our missionaries is the largest,
most varied and most beautiful
ever shown.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th & Brown Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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J. ALLAN KIRK

f Ohio, KentuckyTerritory and Virginia
Keset ck ,t 

M. H. DOUGLAS

Territory—Indiana and Illinois

F. M. Barney, jeweler,

Elm Creek, Nebr., was

so pleased with our

missionary's visit and

so impressed with the

betuty of his samples

that he secured a per-

manent souvenir of the

occasion in the accom-

!Dallying p h o t o .T.,r a p h

taken by himself.
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No. 5 Plain Dro ) Press.
1-54th size.

No. 2 B Foot Press.
1-28th size.

No. 1 A Foot Press.
1-29th slze.

No. I screw Press.
1-35th size.

No. 2 C Power Press.
1-83d size.

HEADQUARTERS
JEWELERS' AND SILVERSMITHS'

[Send us samples of the
work which you wish to
make, with production
desired.]

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
1-45th size.

FOR

No. 8 D Power Press.
1-32d size.

MACHINERY
MOSSBERG si GRANVILLE MFG. CO.

150 Nassau St., NEW YORK

No. 9 Rolling Mill.
1-150th size.

No. 2 Draw Bench.
1-125th size.

No. 2 B Power Press.
1-28th size.

No. 5 Aut-.5m9nteh iztiseDe.rop Press.l 

No. 6 B Power Press, Geared.
I-43d size.

A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES
Your stock of Materials and Tools is probably low-neg-
lected during the rush of the busy season. We would
like the opportunity of filling a sample order from you, and
call your attention to a few of our specialties listed below.
We guarantee prompt service and first-class goods: We
have had twenty years' experience in filling material orders.
* " STAR" Brand American Mainsprings, extra

quality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rust
tin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen ; $9.25 per gross.

Balance-Staffs made for American Movements, and American-made Cock
and Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. If not
satisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.

Waltham, 0, I, 6, 16 and IS sizes, 65 cents dozen.
Elgin, 0, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "
Hampden, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "
Illinois, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "
Columbus, 18 " 65 cents "
Rockford, 18 t■ 

65 cents "
Trenton, 18 " 65 cents "
N. Y. Standard, 18 " 65 cents "
Seth Thomas, 6 and 18 " 65 cents "
Atlas and Sun Dial, 6 and 18 " 63 cents "

*" STAR " Brand American Roller-
Jewels, one gross (52 dozen) nicely
assorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles, for
the leading snakes of American watches,
perfect fit. Special price, complete,$2.75.
or 25 cents per dozen.

Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,
75 cents and $1.25 per gross.

Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per
gross, 25 cents.

* " STAR " Brand American Long
Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12
dozen), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,
12 bottles, for the leading makes. Price
complete,Special,$1.75 (dozen,2o cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,
American sizes, 2, 3, 4 oz., assorted, one
dozen on card, 25 cents.

Rolled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round
twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cants;
square, per dozen, 6o cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 3o cents.

Gilt Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,
per dozen, to cents.

American Pendant Screws, a very
handy screw for holding in stem, per
gross, well assorted, so cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass
Screws, assorted, per gross, 7s cents.

Mascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 cts.
* STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,
LII box, per gross, 75 cents.

Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch
Bows,O, 6, to and 18 sizes. round, assorted
Ott card, per dozen, $1.75 ; antique, pel
dozen, $2.00.

Gold Solder (N) Brand, low karat, very
easy flowitig,per dwt., 2o cts.,• 6 dwt.,$1.00

Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,
in oz. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.

Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen
nicely assorted on card. l'er card, go cts.

Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars
and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,
$1.15.'

American Winding Stem Combina-
tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keys
of all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,
Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, complete
outfit ; per box, $1.00.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., Blr7o7aal;:y, New York

TO THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

Something New!

Perfection
Chamois
Watch Bag

Oil tanned, non-tarnishable.
Overstitched in assorted colors.
To be had in o, 6, 12, 16 and

18 size.
The construction of this bag is

such that when taking your watch
from vest pocket it will remain in
the bag.

Fleming's
Patent
Corrugated
Universal
Case Springs

Sole Agents,

Henry Zimmern &C 0., and Jewelers' Supplies,
Importers of Watchmakers'

47 Malden Lane, NEW YORK,

Sole Depot for the superior and well-known U.S. American Mainsprings.
Headquarters for Ajax Insulators.

il(sW11
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E have added to our already large stock in our MATERIAL DEPARTMENT a complete

line of AMERICAN=MADE BALANCE STAFFS. These goods are made on the

latest and most improved automatic machines for every size, grade and make of AMERICAN
WATCHES. They can not be distinguished from the genuine.

They will he known as the

C. H. K. STAFF
and will be sold at

$1.50 per dozen (1.x1"e7,7,1d )
for .Lily make, size or grade.

C. H. K. CABINET, No. 1.
3 Dozen Staffs Assorted.

1. 18 S. Elgin 7. 6 S. 1\ althorn.
2. 16 S. " 8. o S. "
3. 6 S. " 9. 18 S. Hampden.
4. 0 S. " to. T8 S. Illinois.
5. 18 S.Walthani II. 18 S. Columbus.
6. 16 S. " 12. 14 S. Rockford.

Price, $4.50.

C. H. K. CABINET, No. 2.
3 Dozen Elgin Staffs.

T. iS S. Raymond 7. 16 S. 0.M. 15 J.
2. i8 S. Wheeler 8. 12 S. 7 J.
3. I8 S. 7 J. 9. 6 S. 15 J.
4. 16 S. N.M. 17J. To. 6S. 7 J.
5. T6 S. N.M. 7 J. it. oS. 15 J.
6. 16 S. 0.M. 7 J. 12. o S. 7 j.

Price, $4.50.

C. H. K. CABINET, No. 3.
3 Dozen Waltham Staffs.

1. 18 S. O.M. P.S.B. 7. 145. Bond St.
18 S. 0.M.Broad. S. 12 S. 7 J.

• 3. i8 S. N.M. " 9. 6S. 0.M. 12318
4. 1.8 S. N.M. P.S.B. io. 6S, N.M. 13220
5. t6 S. 2844 Roy IT. IS.
6. 16 S. 2844 7 i• 12. o S. 19369

Price. $4.50.

We have put them up in assortments, or they can be had in

any cpiontity or kind. THE CABINETS are neatly made of

oak, with hinges and catch, and are a very desirable way to

carry your stock.

I. 18 S. Elgin
2. 16 S. "
3. 6S. "
4. o S. "
5. 18 S. Wal.
6. 16 S. "

7. 6 S. Wal.
8. o S. "
9. 18 S. Flatrip.
to. ISS. If!.
II. 18S. Col.
12. 18 S. Rock.

C. H. K. CABINET, No. 4.
3 Dozen Hampden and Illinois.

T. 18 S. Hampden Cl. 1. 7. 16 S. Illinois N. M. Cl. r.
2. 18 S. " Cl. 3. 8. 16 S. N. M. Cl. I.
3. 18 S. Illinois OF. Cl. 3. 9. 16 S. Hampden Cl. i.
4. 18 S. " F. Cl. 7. to. 16 S. Cl. 3.
5. 18 S. 111;4. Cl. 3. rt. 6S. "
6. 18 S. I I t CI. 7. 12. 4 and 6 S. Illinois.

Price, $4.50.

-- I ,"( )12

Elgin, Columbus,
Waltham, Rockford,
Hampden, Illinois,
Hamilton, Trenton,
Seth Thomas, II. S. Waltham,
Aurora, Howard, (WOO
HIM, N. 1. Standard,

C. H. K. CABINET, No. 5.
3 Dozen Rockford Staffs.

51 11118888 sssS.... 343334440031 7i5.1.1. •

864

32.

:8 S.s. 334442 15 J.

7. 18 S. 344 7 J.
8. 18 S. 522 N M.
9. 16 S. 519 15 J.
to. 16 S. 519 7 J.
It. 6S. 15J.
12. 6 S. 7 J.

Price, $4.50.

C. H. K. CABINET
No. 6.

6 Dozen Elgin and Waltham Staffs.

Same as Cabinets Nos. 2 and 3
combined.

Price, $8.50.

C. H. K. CABINET
No. T.

6 Dozen Hampden, Illinois and
Rockford Staffs.

Same as Cabinets Nos. 4 and 5

Price, $8.50.

6 CENT. FOR CASH.

JUNIOR DOUBLE-BASE ENGRAVING BLOCK

Complete with 21) pins and pegs arid leathcr pad,

$3.75 NET CASH.
Regular price, $5.00.

ORDER QUICK. Only a limited supply at this price.

Don't Forget we handle everything in

WATCHES,
DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, Etc.

Our stock is UP TO DATE.
We will send Selection Packages to responsible parties.

C. 11. KNIGHTS & CO.
Columbus Building

1C-11e7AGO
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Conduct your business in a progressive but lofty and dignified manner. Stake your reputation on the wares you
sell. Sell only such goods as you can bank on.

Over half a century ago, in the old Stone Mill' in Waterbury (now entirely surrounded by newer buildings) the
* ROGERS & BRO. A-I brand of flaiware first made an enviable reputation for its owners—a reputation
that has been steadily growing, and jealously guarded all these years—a reputation that is of great profit to thousands
of dealers, through whose hands the goods are heing marketed.

That imitations have sprung up, is only natural. Some are called " Rogers," others copy designs and styles of
packing rather than names or trade-marks. Many so-called makers were unborn till years after the business at
Waterbury had reached immense proportions. Their productions are simply imitations—nothing more—and where
will you find the imitation equal to the real thing?

-KEW CENTURY

VIElvin103

At No Other Plant in the Whole World
devoted exclusively to the production of Spoons, Forks, Knives, etc., will you find so large, convenient and com-
plete an establishment as in Waterbury. All the prestige and reputation of the " STAR (*) BRAND " the
accumulation of over fifty years of careful and painstaking rolling, stamping- and electro-plating, stand back of every
dozen spoons forks and knives put forth at this time.

EVERY PROGRESSIVE MERCHANT IS INTERESTED
in the advertising matter that is now being furnished dealers selling * ROGERS & BRO. A-I goods.
Send for samples, and the latest abridged catalogue, No. 7 IC.

INTIN4NA-riorNAL SILVER St.44....‘;.:43,1•443t- to

ROGERS eic BROTHER, WATERBURY, CONN.
THE STAR *) BRAND IS SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS.

Vt31. 22 Pliilut...Wipl-sitt, April, 19()1 No. 4

THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

B. rHORPE, Publisher.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all purls of
the United States, Hawaii, Porlo Rico, Philippines, Cuba,
Mexico and Canada (except Ne w foun(1lamd); single copies,
regular issues 15 cents 

. 
• special issues, 25 cents. To Foreign

Count ries 10 (84.44) per year; single copies, 1
Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE,IVA011 sent by mail, should
be made by a Post-Onice Money Order, Bank (beck or Draft,
or an Express 3loney Order. When neither of these can be
procured, send the money in a Registered Letter. All
Remit tances should be made payable to THE
KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address changed,

Advertisements—Advertising rates fmmished on application.

siNtlitosoettrithl give the old as well as the ill'W 11111111.SN.

tdeVertitiellielltd but those of a reputable character will he

To Advertisers—Cory r I
25th of each month I. to 1nsu n• ins■qi ion in the Issue or no. fol-

.., 8..,.■.H.seoo.ot, mind reach UN by the

lowing month. Notice: of change, iii iehertiReinents should
reach us not later than ilw 20th In pre% ions month.

Correspondence—w, .11vI .t0 CHECCSIloWcielloi, on all matters of
interest to the trad, (•■■11..,sp.ilitHas mast invariably give

er, ourselvestheir name and address. We I
responsible for the (mint. or our correspondents.

All communications should lw addressed to

THE KEYSTONE,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 10S STATE ST. 

19TH 6, BROWN STREETS,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
AUSTRALIA, BOSCH, BARTHEL 6, CO., 196 PITT STREET, Eirosre, N. S. W.

GREAT BRITAIN, ANGLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 04 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E. C.

J. RAPHAEL A CO., RI CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E. C.
BOTWRIGHT & GREY, 13 SPENCER Er., CLERKENWELL, LONDON, E. C.

TO UNWRAP YOUR KEYSTONE, SIMPLY PULL THE STRING

Index to Advertisers on page 439
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The Situation in the East

THE ominous Eastern question, the historic
source of interminable international bick-

ering and discord, is once again threatening the

peace of the world. Russian aggression in the
Chinese Empire and Korea have reached a stage

which must be intolerably exasperating to Eng-

land and Japan, and further persistence on the

part of Russia will leave the two island king-

dom practically no alternative between igno-

minious acquiescence and blunt defiance. Only

recently the English and Russian soldiery were

face to face, and while a clash was obviated, the

inevitable must one clay materialize. That it

did not materialize at Tien-Tsin was probably

more due to conditions than disinclination. As
a matter of fact, neither England or Russia is
at present circumstanced for war on a large
scale. England's hands, to a greater extent

than she would care to acknowledge, are tied

by the Boer conflict, and Russia's resources are
taxed by the vast expenditure which the Trans-
Siberian railroad entails. Until this road is

completed Russia will mingle caution with her

aggressiveness, and an Anglo-Russian conflict

is unlikely.

USSIA'S desire to possess Manchuria may

be thwarted for the time, but her habit of

finally getting there is historic. Her ambition

to possess herself of the big Chinese province

has long been known. By Japan's victory over

China the former had secured Manchuria as

part of her spoils of war. Russia then stepped

ill and compelled Japan to relinquish this terri-

tory and accept a cash indemnity instead. The

Czar's government now assumes control of the

very province which she caused China to buy

back from Japan. But it is the Russian policy

in Korea that has especially aroused to the ex-

plosive point the resentment of Japan, and a
collision between these two powers is one of the
probabilities of the near future. Japan seems
to hold the view that the sooner the conflict
comes the more favorable would be her chances,
and she is expediting on land and sea her vast
preparations for the impending struggle. It
would be by no means an unequal contest, and
may be the beginning of the universal war
which European diplomats and statesmen have
been predicting and dreading ever since the
close of the Franco-German conflict.

WHILE Russia's stubborn and unremit-

ting persistence is adding continuously

to her power and prestige and gaining for her
invaluable advantages of position, the unhappy
Czar, terrified and distrustful of all around him,
is dodging the minions of nihilism in armored
train or iron-clad palace. Dynamite bombs

were found on the very premises to which be

recently called his ministers for consultation,
and the enervating fear of assassination is ever
present with him. Uneasy, indeed, lies the head
that wears a crown, and terrible is the penalty

of despotic power in St. Petersburg. At the

present time nihilism seems to be exceptionally

rampant throughout the Czar's dominions, and
there are whisperings of deeds of desperation
even in the despot's palace. Autocratic power

is it kingly privilege, but the hunted ruler of the

Russia's may well envy the happiness of his

humblest subject.

The Future of Cuba and the Philippines

THE world at large is at least disposed to

give our youthful republic due credit for

good sense as well as magnanimity in handling

the territorial trust that came to us as a result

of the war with Spain. All political parties

agree that the message of President McKinley

thoroughly cleared the atmosphere as far as the

intentions of the administration towards Cuba

and the Philippines are concerned, and the cap-
ture of Aguinaldo has materially simplified mat-
ters in the oriental archipelago. In his message

the President thus referred to Cuba :

We became sponsors for the pacification of the
island, and we remain accountable to the Cubans, no
less than to our own country and people, for the re-
construction of Cuba as a free commonwealth on
abiding foundations of right, justice, liberty and
assured order. Our enfranchisement of the people
will not be completed until free Cuba shall be a reality,
not a name ; a perfect entity, not a hasty experiment,
bearing within itself the elements of failure.

Much has been said in regard to the condi-

tions on which freedom will be granted to

Cuba, but the impartial opinion of all parties

regards these stipulations as for the best interests

of both our own country and Cuba, the latter

more especially. The conditions are :

Never to make a treaty with any foreign power
which may impair Cuban independence, nor to permit
any foreign power to obtain lodgment 9n the island.

Never to contract a public debt beyond the ordi-
nary revenues of the island.

To permit the United States to intervene for the
preservation of the independence of the government
for the protection of life, or property, or individual
liberty.

To execute and extend plans for the sanitation of
Cuban cities.

To sell or to lease coaling or naval stations to the
United States.

All who will examine these stipulations

impartially and in connection with the present

situation and past history of Cuba will endorse

the conservative view of the Democratic New

York Times, which Candidly admits that " the
sovereignty and independence of Cuba are per-

fectly compatible Nvith all that we require. Less

than we require would not insure our own safety

or the peace and tranquility of the island."

The Cuban Constitutional Convention has practi-

cally refused to accept these conditions, but the
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belief is general that an agreement will be
reached practically in accordance with our de-
mands. Cuba is left at perfect liberty to make
her own laws, elect her own officers, send and
receive consuls and ministers and manage her
Own finances. But we cannot tolerate bad sani-
tary administration, such financial mismanage-
ment as would give Europe an excuse for inter-
ference, nor such unrestricted license as would
inevitably lead to revolution. Who can say
that Cuba would not be the chief gainer by
such reasonable, if not absolutely essential,
restrictions ?

THE Philippine problem may now be re-
garded as practically solved. The capture

of Aguinaldo is . happily coincident with the
inauguration of civil governments on the islands
by the Philippine Commission. On April 27th
the Civil Service Commission will commence in
Washington an examination of candidates, and
it is officially stated that applicants from the
ages of eighteen to forty who desire to serve
the Government civilly in the Philippines may
present themselves for such examination. This
examination will be exclusively of persons pos-
sessing technical and scientific knowledge as
engineers, miners, foresters, etc. In filling the
ordinary places which do not require special
knowledge the preference will be given first to
native Filipinos, and next to honorably dis-
charged soldiers and sailors.

Our country is to be congratulated on the
outcome thus far of the expansion policy forced
upon it by the war with Spain. That the result
will be beneficial to all and detrimental to none
may be accepted as certain. As President
McKinley said in his message : "The American
people, intrenched .in freedom at home, take
their love for it with them wherever they go,
and they reject as mistaken and unworthy the
doctrine that we lose our own liberties by
securing the enduring foundations of liberty to
others."

America, the Model for Europe and Asia

TH. leadership of the United States in the
art of advertising, the modern synonym of

progress, which was formerly the contempt
is now the admiration and despair of the world
beside. The most progressive of European
nations have become bitter rivals in their haste
to adopt our methods and thus gain the advan-
tage in trade and prestige that priority would
give. An interesting evidence of this was
disclosed recently by George H. Daniels, of
the New York Central Railroad. He said :
" The German Government has asked us for
samples of all our advertising—our time tables,
and how they are made. We have sent by re-
quest to five different governments samples of
all our tickets, advertising matter, maps and
everything of that kind for the use of the gov-
ernments that own the railways. Very recently
we sent a package through the State Depart-
ment to the Government of Siam. There is a
little Goverment away off by itself, but one of
their ministers was at the World's Fair, and
when he got back he told the king how fast our
trains ran, how beautiful our machinery was,
and what facilities we had for doing business,
and he sent for a lot of this matter to show his
ministers, and I had a letter from the Secretary
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of State of Siam saying they wanted to use
this in their *State Department." It may be
humiliating to the old world to pattern after
us in this way, but it shows good sense worthy
of its old age.

The Power of the President

IN our last issue we published an article enti-tled " The Duties and Powers of the Presi-
dent," in which it was stated that the principal
privilege of the office was the appointing power
implied in the constitutional injunction : " He
shall take care that the laws shall be faithfully
executed." A writer in the Forum, discussing
the growing power of the President, gives im-
pressive significance to the vast extent of the
appointing privilege by calculating the aggre-
gate salaries that attach to the offices. He
informs us that, aside from the offices in the
War and Navy Departments, the President has
patronage at his disposal as follows :

State Department-
318 consular and diplomatic appointments, $1,000,000

Treasury Department-
743 customs, revenue, marine hospitals, etc., 617,355

Post Office Department-
4015 postmasters,   6,931,000

Interior Department-
747 pension officials, land office agents, etc., 1,997,640

Department of Justice—
Judges, attorneys, marshals, etc  ,   1,126,000

Total,  $11,671,995

It is estimated that, including all depart-
ments, the President has the distribution of
a patronage approximating $20,000,000 per
year. It is to the credit of our country and a
tribute to the class of men who reach the presi-
dency that this enormous patronage is, as a
rule, distributed in a manner that calls for com-
paratively little criticism, considering the spirit
of partisanship which prevails. The danger, of
course, lies in the influence which the President
might exercise over Congress by reason of this
enormous patronage, for there will always be
senators and representatives susceptible to
favors, just as there will be presidents who are
bent on accomplishing certain ends. So far,
however, there seems to be little cause for
alarm, though we are told " there is much ap-
prehension among the students of our political
system concerning these growing powers of the
President."

The Folly of Price-Cutting

EVEN during the present period of pros-
perity when there would seem little cause

and less excuse for resorting to the desperate
and ominous expedient of price-cutting, some
of the trade find themselves confronted with
this unfair species of competition. " What would
you advise me to do ?" asks one of our sub-
scribers, who is troubled by a competitor of the
price-cutting genus. We would certainly not
advise him to follow the example of his com-
petitor who makes a practice of cutting prices.
The fact is that price-cutting is a dangerous
weapon to handle in any branch of retailing,
and is especially so in the jewelry business, into
which the fixed-price precious metals enter so
largely. Cut prices in gold and silver articles
always carry with them the suspicion of reduced
quality, and while the lower rates may attract pur-
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chasers they seldom make permanent patrons.
All of us have known instances in which some
self-sufficient genius, considering himse'f
keener than his competitors, planned to get
trade by cutting prices. We think the future
of such retailers will seldom, if ever, be found
to justify the plan. The merchant of long ex-
perience and good common sense does not try
the price-cutting expedient to increase his trade.
He knows too well what the result would be.
He is not in the business to lose money, and
therefore prefers to do the best he can with what
patronage comes to him naturally, while selling
goods at a fair living profit. He has found out
by his own experience and that of others, by
observation covering a wide range of circum-
stances, that the price-cutter rarely drives any
one but himself out of business.

UCH is the result of wide observation in
the business world, and we would advise

our subscriber to be guided by it. A little
reasoning will convince him that the over-ambi-
tious fellow who has concluded to get his
patrons away from him, even by sacrificing
profits for a time, lacks judgment, experience
and a reasonable regard for the rights of others.
He lacks judgment because he thinks that
people have no other interest in buying at any
store, than to get the most they can for their
money. This proposition is not true, for if half
a dozen stores in a given town were selling at
uniform prices, if all sold for cash or all on
credit, each of them would control the patron-
age of certain people who liked his store, clerks
and methods. The social life of any town is
such as to give each dealer his particular friends.
The character of a storekeeper, good or had,
will draw around him a corresponding set of
buyers. It always happens that the trade of
country towns is divided among all the local
dealers, and fluctuates but little. If the price-
cutter expects to hold for all future time, those
he can draw into his store with the bait of cut-
prices, he is in error. Experience has proved,
numberless times, that price-cutting is a detri-
ment rather than an aid in building up a per-
manent patronage. A case in point is related
on page 351 of this issue.

For the Regulation of Peddlers and
Transients

ON 
page 415 ill our optical department we

publish a letter from an optician embody-
ing a grievance which is a source of annoyance
to all legitimate trades people. The nondescript
itinerant who invades the smaller towns as ped-
dler, tramp watchmaker, eye specialist, fly-by-
night, auction-sale man, or in other such guise
is a parasite on the legitimate business commu-
nity, and his extinction is a worthy object
for organized business interests. Storekeepers
generally appear to be at last alive to the depre-
dations of these silver-tongued transients, and
various methods of circumventing their freedom
of imposition are being put in execution. A
bill was last month introduced in the Kansas
Legislature imposing a tax on peddlers- In
reference to the bill, one of the jewelers most
active in favor of the measure said : " There is
no reason why peddlers should not pay a license
the same as any other merchant. In the law
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which we are advocating the peddler's license
will be by no means prohibitory, but will range
from $5 to $50, according to the articles sold."
In the Connecticut Legislature a bill of a some-
what similar character was introduced, and we
understand that such legislation is contemplated
in other States. In quite a number of towns
ordinances imposing a tax on nomad merchants
have been put in force, and a more general cur-
tailment of the peddler's present privileges is
not unlikely. The alleged unconstitutionality
of such local measures counts for little, as the
persons affected are seldom in a position to
contest them.

PrHE fly-by-night auction house, fake-fire
sale, etc., are also being given attention.

An ordinance passed in Galena, Kans. , imposes a
license tax of Po per day on any " person or
persons, firm or corporations who shall conduct
a sale, or offer for sale by newspaper notices,
signs written or printed, or painted handbills,
or notices by mail or by placards or by other
means advertise any goods, wares or merchan-
dise, as goods, wares or merchandise that have
been injured or damaged by fire, smoke or
water, or as a bankrupt stock of goods, or a
replevin sale, or as a mortgage sale, assignee's
sale, wreckage sale, smoke sale, or a damaged
stock of goods sale, or a fake' winding up, or
fake 'closing out sale, or any sale which shall
by the title or wording of the ad. falsely repre-
sent their origin, ownership, or disposition of
the stock." This license is not to be required
if the sale is as represented, from people who
have been, "prior to such advertisement, en-
gaged in the business in the city of Galena,
Cherokee County, Kansas, and the goods so
advertised and offered for sale shall have been in
his or their stock prior to such sale and are so
offered for sale to satisfy the demands of his credi-
tors under force sale, or shall have been part of a
stock of goods actually damaged within the
limits of said city by fire or water." Where
the license is required and not taken out, a fine
of not less than $25 a day or more than Poo a
day will be levied, and the firm stand committed
to the city prison of Galena until fine and costs
are paid.

E trust that the campaign against the
parasites on legitimate business will bear

good fruit. The established storekeepers pay
the taxes and support the schools and churches,
and they deserve in return the support of the
local public and the protection of the local gov-
ernment. If transients are permitted to trade
they should be made to pay their share of the
taxes.

The Causes of Business Failures

THE danger signals most potential to guide
us on the way of success are the failures

of others. Consequently there is no more use-
ful study for the merchant in any line than is
afforded by an analysis of these failures. We
are fortunate at having placed at our service
such an analysis by Bradstreet' s, which has all
the information, experience and trained analytic
judgment necessary to reaching accurate con-
clusions. From this reliable authority we learn
that, first, among the causes of commercial non-
success is, of course, lack of capital, to which
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is attributed 32 per cent. of all the failures in
1900. This cause, which accounts for nearly
one-third of all the embarrassments in that year,
was, however, less fatal than in any year since
1897. In 1899 the proportion due to this cause
was 34. 6 per cent. ; in 1898 it was 34. 2 per
cent., and in 1897 it was 31.4 per cent. While
lack of capital was less fatal in i 900, however,
incompetence was more so, as shown by the
percentage of 17.9 in 1900, against 16.5 per
cent in 1899, 13.6 per cent. in 1898 and 12.3
per cent. in 1897. We have again to go back
to 1892 to find a percentage equal to that shown
in the past year. The embarkation of many
new traders in business, with its inevitable crop
of failures, is reflected, too, in the embarrass-
ments which are due to inexperience, namely,
7.7 per cent., which was more fatal than for at
least nine years past. Unwise credits accounted
for 2.9 per cent. of all failures, speculation
(outside) for 1.3 per cent., neglect for 3.4 per
cent. and extravagance for .9 of i per cent.

THE last of all the causes proceeding from
the trader himself, fraudulent disposition

accounted for 11.3 per cent. of the 19o0 failures,
a slightly smaller proportion than in 1899. This
cause, it will be seen, has not materially changed
as to percentage of late years, though it will be
recalled that this reason has been less generally
assigned in years of financial stress, such as the
years from 1893 to 1896, inclusive. Among
the causes not attributable to the failing trader
himself, specific conditions, which includes any-
thing outside of the normal in trade, is the
leading deterrent to success. In 1900 the pro-
portion was 14.4 per cent., in 1899 it was 16.9
per cent. and in 1898 it was 22.9 per cent. It
is illustrative of the full return to the normal in
trade, in fact, that specific conditions claimed
fewer victims in 1900 than in any year for at
least a decade. Undue competition in igoo ac-
counted for 6 per cent. against 5.4 per cent. in
1899, while failures of others were responsible
for only 2.2 per cent., a vast proportion larger,
however, than in any year since 1896. Summed
up briefly, therefore, the three great causes of
business failure, proceeding from the trader
himself, were lack of capital, incompetence and
fraud, the three causes making up 61 per cent.
of all, while against this it might be remarked
that specific conditions and undue competition,
not attributable to the trader himself, accounted
for over zo per cent., or about one-fifth of the
whole.

Millionaire Munificence

THE munificence of Andrew Carnegie has
reached dazzling proportions. His record

for the week in March preceding his departure
for Europe was : $4,000,000 as a fund for the
benefit of superannuated and disabled workmen,
preferably those of the Carnegie Company ;
$1,000,000 for the further benefit of the libra-

ries founded by him in Braddock, Homestead
and Duquesne, where the great steel plants are
located ; $5,500,000 to help establish and main-
tain libraries in New York City. When Car-
negie gave expression to the historic saying that

" to die wealthy is to die disgraced " the public
accepted it, as Artemus Ward remarked, cunt

bushel° sails, but later developments and his
own promises force us to believe that he meant
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what he said, and the world is standing open-
mouthed with hat in hand as a consequence.
His donations thus far to various worthy pur-
poses are said to reach the enormous total of
$21,000,000, and there is excellent reason to
hope that his aggregate gifts will reach nine
figures before the century is much older.

WHILE Mr. Carnegie is, of course, the
bright particular star in the firmament

of millionaire munificence, there are other lumi-
naries of rival lustre. Rockefeller's $11,000,000
to a single seat of learning is probably but a
foretaste of magnificent generosity in the future.
Millionaire Parsons, of Chicago, who has given
over $3,000,000 to small struggling colleges, is
one. of the believers in the Carnegie doctrine
and expects to distribute his entire wealth during
his life time. In fact, the aggregate donations
for educational purposes alone last year are
estimated to be close to $100,000,000, and the
daily press since the opening of the century has
fairly teemed with announcements of the cheer-
ful giving that Providence loves. There are
indications, indeed, that Carnegie's gospel of
giving will attract many disciples. In a recent
speech Ex-Mayor Hewitt,, of New York City,
said:

In my old age I am justified in saying that unless
the means which the rich men have acquired are used
for the general good of society, as a trust fund which
they have only the right to administer, the lives of such
men are a failure and that very progress of which we
are so proud is a failure. I am glad to say that this
view of wealth is becoming very prevalent. We have
men of great wealth who are busy in the work of dis-
tribution of it in their own lifetime. They are not
waiting for executors, or for differential taxation to be
devised by the community which will divide their for-
tunes among the community.

This is, indeed, a remarkable pronounce-
ment, for Abram S. Hewitt is not an agrarian,
an anarchist, or a socialist, but an ideal type of
the successful American who loves his God, his
county and his fellowman.

IT is not proper " to look a gift-horse in themouth," but there are those who doubt that
maximum good for the money invested will re-
sult from devoting all the Carnegie millions to
establishing libraries. A happy suggestion is
that a fair proportion of the aggregate con-
tributions be devoted to the founding of trade
schools. Such schools are a great industrial
want in this country, and would make excellent
companion institutions to the libraries. The
lack of trade schools is the weak spot in our
educational system. The poor boy leaves school
with at least the rudiments of an English educa-
tio.n, but he is sadly at a loss as to how to earn
a decent living. The education he has received
has been sufficient to create in him a desire for
better and higher things, but it has not gone far
enough to give him an art by which he may
earn a livelihood. The apprenticeship system is
rapidly becoming extinct and we are providing
no substitute. Mr. Carnegie, if we remember
rightly, has already given evidence of his realiza-
tion of this educational want by a big donation
for a technical institute in Pittsburg, somewhat
similar to the Armour in Chicago, the Drexel in
Philadelphia, the Cooper in New York, and
others. Under modern industrial conditions,
the summum bonum of philanthropy would cer-
tainly seem to be represented in trade and tech-
nical schools.
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The Correspondence of Graybeard
and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions
for Jewelers, Young and Old

IV

DE AR GRAYBEARD:
My " opening " was a howling success. I

di 'l not have a brass band and fireworks on

hand to attract the mob, but I succeeded in

bringing out a crowd that kept the store well

f lied all evening, and it included many of our

lading citizens and their wives ; and it didn't

.!ost a great deal of money.
The day before the opening I advertised

that 3r-_, goods would be sold on the opening

night, as I intended to devote all my time on

this occasion to welcoming my friends and show-

ing. them around. I am sure that the result was

to bring out some of the more timid people,

who would not have come otherwise ; and I
hope you will say it was " good advertising."

To my surprise and delight, Mr. and Mrs. Hair-
spring were among those who attended, in
response to my special invitation ; and, of course,

I made them the guests of honor. Mr. Hair-
spring called me aside during the evening, and

said, " Youngster, your store looks fine ; you
have shown good taste in the arrangement of

fixtures and goods, and while I know that a lot

of these expensive things are on memorandum,'

the stock of your own is well chosen. I believe
you will succeed, if you don' t get the big head ' ;
and while I' in not going to send trade to you,

if I can help it, I will play fair ' with you, if

you show the same spirit." I thanked him and
pledged myself to deserve his good opinion as

a competitor ; and I am relieved that we will

fight each other for trade with such a good
mutual understanding.

The store did " look fine." I made a good
bargain with a country florist for a great lot of
roses. I stood some of these around in vases;
two hundred of the single roses had a narrow
silk ribbon tied to the stem, on which was
printed, " The Youngster's Opening, April i,
Igo 1 ," and one of these was handed to each
lady, on leaving, by a pretty little niece of mine,
who stood at the door. When Mr. and Mrs.
Hairspring left, I lifted one of the large bunches
out of a vase and handed it in person to Mrs.
Hairspring.

It is now a week since the opening. I have
sold a good many small items, but nothing to
" count " for very much ; but I have been fairly
swamped with repair work. The public seemed
to take that way of showing its good will. I
don't doubt that the matter of buying my goods
will follow later. At least I have many promises
in that direction.

Now I am in a quandary. I have so much
work on hand that I ought to put all my time
to getting it out ; but I am interrupted so much
by callers, who take time even if they only
" want to look around," as they say, with not
much result in sales, that I fear some of these
jobs will be too long delayed. I don't think it
possible that this rush of work will keep up, so
I think I cannot afford as yet to get a watch-
maker. What would you advise?

THE YOUNGSTElt.

P. S.—I would add that at present there
are two of us in the store—my sister and myself.
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We live near by, and I am back from my meals

in half an hour. My sister is quite popular in

the town, and is a good hand at selling ; but she

expects to be married in a few months.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:
I am rejoiced to hear of the success of your

opening. Don't be discouraged because your
guests on that occasion did not come back
en masse early on following morning and buy

up every article in sight, at the market price,
and madly clamor for more. Be satisfied that
the people have shown their good will by giving
you such a generous amount of repairing—the
sales will follow in good time.

Now as to your inquiry. By all means

get a good watchmaker at once, while you are
crowded with work ; and advertise that you had
to have him to help you keep to your deter-
mination that all repairing shall be returned to
your customers as promptly as possible. You
might say, too (isasmuch - as your personal
reputation as a fine workman has no doubt
brought you much of this work), that every
repaired article is critically inspected by you
before it goes out, notwithstanding the expert
workman whom you have employed to assist
you is one of the finest, etc. You will find that
the provision for repairing will brhig the repair-
ing ; and the fact that you had to employ repair-
ing help so soon will create opinion that your
venture is meeting with immediate success ; and
there can be no better possible advertisement
than such an opinion in the public mind, for
" nothing succeeds like success."

So get a good watchmaker, and pay him
what he deserves ; for even if the repairing
should fall off, after this first " rush," and you
may not have enough to keep you both busy,
all the better for the selling-end ; for you can't
afford to put too much of your own time at the
bench. You don't want to be pivoting or
doing any delicate truing when some one comes
in to " look around " ; for when you drop the
work, with the thought that the repair customer
was promised the job " soon," you will have it
on your mind when waiting on the customer ;
and that customer will not receive the very best
attention. You want to devote your best thought
to the question of the best method of making
the sale ; and you can't do it with an eyeglass
screwed into the eye of your mind. Besides,
you want to give a great deal of clear thought
to the writing of your advertisements, the study
of business methods, the projecting of new
ideas, and all collateral matters in the selling-
end of the business ; and you need to have a
good deal of time for this away from the merely
mechanical-end. Get the watchmaker ; you can
afford it, even if the proceeds of his work do
not quite pay the cost of it as yet.

And you want him for another reason, sug-
gested in your postscript. It is not safe to
leave your stock exposed, in your absence at
meals, with only your sister to guard it. Some
day a couple of thieves will point a revolver at
her, and you will be " out " the profits of a

month or a year.
I very highly approve of your having your

sister to help you, as she " is quite popular, and

a good hand at selling." Many timid women-

shoppers will go to her, feeling more " at

home " with a young lady, when they open

their mouths to display their ignorance of jewelry
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values, than they would with you, who pre-
sumably know so much about such things ; and
her local popularity, and her ability, will count

in your total sales, no doubt. But, alas ! you
are to lose her " in a few months," for she is

going to be married, you say. Can't you

replace her, with another as fully devoted to
your interests, or more so ? You know what I
mean, Youngster—for I've heard a whisper that
you, also, are to be married, when business justi-

fies it. And I hear it is to Mary B—, who,

as I have heard, has as much good sense as she

has good looks, though her father cannot give

her much more than his blessing, as I am told.

Why not get married at once, and take a partner

into the business, as well as into your life, by

putting her behind the counter ? Ten to one

she will be delighted for the opportunity to

spend her days in your society in this way,
instead of seeing you only at meal times and the
evening. Think it over, and talk it over with
Mary ; and I believe you will both conclude that
" business justifies it " right now.

GRAYBEARD.

DEAR GRAYBEARD:

. Before getting answer to my last I write
you again, for I want advice at once. I have
just received an " inquiry blank " from Brad-
street's Commercial Agency, asking me a whole
lot of questions about my affairs. At first I
was " mad clean through," as I thought the
request for a " statement " impertinent, and
fired the whole business into the waste-paper
basket ; but I afterwards resurrected it, to wait
your advice. Should I answer it?

THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:
By all means answer the Bradstreet's inquiry

fully and explicitly, and with absolute truth.
This inquiry was sent to you to get your per-
sonal report of your financial condition, and
your references, to form the basis of their judg-
ment as to the " rating " they will give you in
their Commercial Report, and to enable them to
answer inquiries concerning you from their sub-
scribers. It is true that at present you are not
asking credit except from one house, and that
house already knows all about you ; but you
can't expect to buy all your goods, always, from
that one house, and other houses are now " look-
ing up " the beginner, to determine whether
they will try to sell him now or later. Your
credit will largely be determined by the frank-
ness, honesty and entire good faith of your
statement.

It isn't " impertinent," at all, for the
Agency to make this inquiry. It is their busi-
ness, and that of Dun, Jewelers' Board of Trade,
and other similar agencies, to fix " ratings " for
the whole body of merchants in all lines, or in one
line, of business. They don't know you, or care
a rap for you, personally ; their inquiry is entirely
impersonal, mechanical, methodical in the fur-
therance of an indispensable adjunct to the whole
fabric of business. And you cannot keep them
from finding out all about you. If you fail to
answer, they will ask a half-dozen people in
your town about you, and you will then fail to
get the benefits of any doubt, in absence of your
own signed statement. Better let them have
yours, to be confirmed by others, than others

(Continued on page 350
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alone, which may do you injustice. You know

more about your own affairs than any of these

outsiders ; and if your statement bears the out-

ward evidence of sincerity, and the others say

you are honest and truthful, the report which

goes out from the Agency need not be feared by

yOU at all. Give them these three references :

first, the house you are now buying principally

from, so that your financial status can be veri-
fied ; next, Mr. Hairspring, as your former
employer, will tell of your habits, morals, proba-
ble prospects, and your integrity of character
under his observation ; then myself. And you
can be assured, Youngster, that while I will say
all that deserves to be said of you, I will not
make you out a cent richer than you are, nor
say what I wouldn't swear to !

GRAYBEARD.

The " Crooked " Clerk
A Question of Responsibility

pRIMARILY, of course, the clerk himself
is responsible ; for every person of normal

mental faculties is free, morally, and if he " goes

wrong " it is a voluntary act of wrong-doing;

Ile cannot shift the responsibility on some one

else, whatever the provocation or temptation

which preceded the act of wrong-doing. The

" crooked " clerk has no defense that will stand

in morals or ethics.
But, while the " crooked " clerk is without

justification, his employer is sometimes charge-

able with a certain measure of responsibility for

the clerk's wrong-doing ; and while it in no way

lessens the guilt of the clerk, there is joined to
that guilt a contingent responsibility for the

guilt, on the part of the employer. For it is
certainly true that by placing temptations in the

'way of weak natures, or by imposing hard,

onerous conditions on subordinates, or by pay-

ing salaries that are insufficient to sustain his

help, or by " spying " on them, and in other

ways exhibiting a doubt of their integrity, the

merchant ofteg makes " crooked " clerks of

those who might otherwise have walked a

straight path.
The temptation which most tries the integ-

rity of a weak clerk is not so much accessibility

to goods as lax discipline, absence of a proper

system of record, and that looseness of business

methods which breaks down the general sense

of responsibility. A clerk susceptible to these

conditions realizes that the discovery of theft is

here reduced to chances, and the fastening of

guilt very doubtful ; and the next step is easy to

take, once these mischievous thoughts have

found lodgment in the weak fellow's mind.
Many a merchant practices the penny-wise-

and-pound-foolish policy of paying salaries below

the actual cost of living. With jewelers, espe-

cially, such a practice is exceedingly dangerous

to the safety of the jeweler ; for, next to the
banking business, no business requires such

unquestioned honesty in its employees—for, as

with bank notes, the thief can carry away on

his person a very large value in jewelry and dia-

monds in a very small bulk. The quality of integ-

rity, and the measure of moral fitness, therefore,

in a jewelry clerk must be the very highest ; and
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this maximum of responsible service can not
often be secured at the minimum of wage.

The jeweler needs guard against another
frequent error in practice, if he would provide
against the " crooked " clerk. Instead of con-
stantly " spying " on the clerk, and thus insult-
ing his sensibilities by the avowed suspicion of
his intentions, the employer should show the
fullest confidence in the clerk, and so appeal to
the clerk's sense of honor. To a high-spirited
clerk, nothing is more revolting than the dis-
covery that he is being distrustfully watched.
He may argue to himself, " Well, since I have
the name, I might as well have the game" ; and
some morning there is a clerk missing, and a
shortage in the diamond stock. The beginnings
of a clerk's dishonesty are often provoked by
the attitude of suspicion, on the part of the
employer. The jeweler can do much to hold
his clerks to honesty by always manifesting a
matter-of-course confidence as to the existence
of that honesty.

Maintaining a Fixed Price.

THE writer overheard the following conver-
sation recently in a jewelry store, and as

the incident is doubtless duplicated continually
in other stores (with varying details), it deserves
a timely comment.

A customer had selected the pattern of

filled case he wanted, and the movement, and
inquired the price of the complete watch.
" Twenty dollars," was the reply. " Whew!

that's too steep. Can't you do better?" With-
out any argument the jeweler answered, " Well,
call it nineteen." The buyer paid the money
and left the store.

Now, that transaction, as far as the selling-

end of it was concerned, was about the most

childish piece of folly, the least excusable busi-

ness blunder, that the merchant could commit.

And yet, when the writer remonstrated with

him, the jeweler said, " 0, we've got to do it to

make the sale."
But has he? And would n ' t it possibly be bet-

ter not to make the sale ? And what is the result

of such a policy in the end ? Let us look into it.

Suppose he had answered the " Can't you
do better ?" in this way : " No, I can't. I mark
all my goods at the least profit that is justified
by the expectation of keeping the business

going, and sustaining my guarantees to my cus-

tomers, and my future with the houses that sell

to me ; that profit measures my sense of respon-
sibility, and ought to measure your confidence

in my responsibility. I am giving you the best

value possible for twenty dollars ; if you believe
me and trust to my honor, you will accept that
as the right price ; if you don't trust me, you

would have reason to think you were paying too
much if I said only fifteen dollars. Now, if I

sold you a twenty-dollar value for, say, nineteen
dollars, I would have to make up the loss in the
proper profit by charging a dollar more for some
other article, some other time, or all my calcu.,

lations for successful business would go to pieces
—for,. of course, if I sold under price in one

instance I likely would in another, and the
whole scheme and system of my business efforts

would thus be disorganized. But to offset the

profit-loss of this dollar by a compensating

extra dollar on another sale would not be fair to

the other customer. So to be fair all around-
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fair to you, and to every other buyer, and to

myself—I mark the goods at a proper profit and

then stick to that price." The probabilities are,

had he spoken on this line, that the customer

would have paid the price, respected the sales-

man, and " tied " to him for his future needs in

entire confidence of his integrity and correct

business principles.
But suppose the customer was one of those

everlasting " bargain " hunters, who never are

satisfied with a purchase unless it is secured at a

" reduction ?" Let him go ; stiek to twenty

dollars or no sale ; forego a small profit for the

time when you will get the firoficr profit ; and

(without mentioning the name of the man who

was " dickering ") let it be known that you lost

a sale because you would not take a reduction

from the !Toper firice. You might as well get

the benefit of the excellent advertising which

the incident would afford ; you may save the

dollar which would have been lost had you

made the sale : Put the watch in your window

with this card on it :

I lost the sale of this watch to-day
because I would not "knock off" 50
cents or a dollar from the right price—
$20.00 ; but it is worth $20.00, and I would
have to charge more than the right price
for something else if I sold it for less.
My prices are fixed, and the same to
everybody, and are as little as they ought
to be, to be fair to you and to myself.

The great evil in selling at varying prices

is in the fact that the merchant thus surrenders

himself into the hands of his customers. The
customer will always thereafter urge reductions

from asked prices, in buying at that store ; and

thence arises the innumerable difficulties from
having quoted different prices on the same arti-

cle, in the inevitable comparisons that will be

made between customers.
The only possible reduction from a fixed

price should be on the basis of a discount for
cash—provided the jeweler extends credit. The
justification for such a discount would be appa-
rent to all buyers ; but it would have to be a

level discount, by percentage, and be the same

on all articles in the stock ; as, say, io openr cent.at
—not ten cents on • this, and a dollar
and so arbitrarily throughout the stock.

Two Series of Remarkable Numbers.

SOME years ago THE KEYSTONE published
all article showing some of the vagaries of

figures when manipulated by addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication and division. The article
attracted the interest of many in and out of the
jewelry trade ; and presumably the recent dis-

covery of another remarkable series, by Prof.
Asaph Hall, will be found entertaining to those

who are interested in number-combinations.

x 9 + 2 = II
12 x 9 + 3
123 x 9 + 4 =1111

1234 x 9 + 5 =. IIIIT
12345 X 9+ 6 = JjIjI

123456 X 9 + 7 1111111

1234567 x 9 -I- 8 .= ixrririr
12345678 x 9 4- 9

I x 8 + I = 9
12 X 8 + 2=98
123 X 8 + 3 = 987
1234 x 8 + 4 = 9876
12345 x 8 + 5 --= 98765
123456 x 8 + 6 = 987654
1234567 x 8 + 7 = 9876543
12345678 x 8 + 8 r- 98765432
123456789 x 8 + 9 987654321
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A German Horological School

UCH has been written in the past

few years in regard to the watch-

makers' school located in

Glashfitte, in Saxony, and

as the question of trade

schools is daily becoming

a more important one, it

will interest the readers

of THE KEYSTONE to

read what an American,

who has been to this

school for over six months,

has to say about its system

of instruction and the oppor-

tunities it offers to one who

is willing and able to devote

his entire time to the proper

learning of his trade.

First of all, it will

prove of interest to recall the early history of this

school, which was the first instituted for watch-

makers in Germany and which may therefore

be looked upon as a model for other institutions

of this kind. It was in 1876 that Herr Moritz

Grossmann, at that time one of the leading

watch nmnufacturers of Germany, proposed the

founding of a watchmakers' school here, and

the matter was brought to the notice of the Cen-

tral Verband Deutcher Uhrmacher, which at its

yearly assembly in the same year, at Harzburg,

took the first steps towards insuring the found-

ing of the proposed institution. The school was

opened with a creditable attendance on May t,

1878, and was moved, three years later, into the

present building, which was erected expressly

for this purpose.
The school depends on various sources for

its maintenance receiving, first of all, yearly allotments

ranging between 7000 and 8000 marks from the Saxon

government, under whose direct control it stands.

Besides this the school receives yearly from the Central

Verband 1300 marks, and from the Deutscher Uhr-

macher Bund woo marks, and various donations from

private persons and trade people.

Pupils of the school are divided into three classes,

scholars, apprentices and guests, according to the

amount of practical experience they have had. Appren-

tices are supposed to have no knowledge whatever of

the trade and must remain three years. Their first

work is to learn to file and turn properly, after which

their hands are trained to the work and the use of the

tools by making various small necessaries for their own

use such as a pair of tweezers, drills, taps, cutters,

angles, etc., etc. They must then make the going

model of a lever escapement, a micrometer, finish a

cylinder watch, and make a complete lever watch,

Glashiitte construction, from the plates to the escape-

ment. After this follows a course in fine watch

repairing.
Scholars are supposed to have been at the business

for some years before coming here. When they enter

the school they first make the

necessary small tools, twee-

zers, drills, cutters, microm-

eter, etc. They then take a

course in watch work. If they

have already been at the busi-

ness for three years or more,
they remain at the school for

one year. Otherwise they

must attend the institute for

two years.
Guests must also have

worked for several years at

the bench and be very pro-

ficient. The length of their

visit at the school is not de-

termined. They do practically

the same course as the schol-

ars, but are perfectly free to

take the theoretical instruc-

tions or not, which in the case

of the scholars and appren-

tices is not left to one's

choice. Having completed

their course, and proved their
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proficiency, the pupils generally devote themselves to

some special work, and some very fine marine chro-

nometers ( English and German escapements), Tour-

billion models, electrical pendulum clocks and fine

movements have been made in the school. In all

cases, the articles and work made by a pupil remain

his property. There is no need for the school to

retain such things for show purposes.

Theoretical instruction is also given in the school.

The course consists of mathematics, physics, electricity,

mechanics, theoretical watchmaking, technology,

drawing (mechanical .and mathematical), and French.

Besides this, a course is given in German business

correspondence and bookkeeping. Large colored

drawings are made by the pupils of the various escape-

ments and parts of watches and clocks, so that one

becomes thoroughly versed in the theoretical as well

as the practical aspect of his work.

The theoretical instruction is in charge of Herr

The Glashutto School

Director Strasser, an exceedingly able and popular

man, who became director of the school in 1885, where

he had been theoretical instructor since 1879. Herr

Hesse is head of the practical department, and is

assisted by two able assistant teachers. He has taught

in the school since 188r, and the fact of his having

been previously employed for nearly twelve years as

foreman and adjuster for Moritz Grossmann speaks

enough for his ability and value as a teacher. Both of

these gentlemen have done much to advance the

school to its present high standard.

A special advantage of the school is that each

pupil must make and fit every portion of his work :

—the plates must be turned and filed, the pinions and

staffs turned in, the train planted, the jewels set and

the escapement made, besides the complete winding

and setting parts, as well as all clicks, springs, screws,

regulator, hairspring collet and stud. The lever must

first be filed, for trial, in brass, and is then finished

in gold. The hairspring, 13reguet, must also be put in.

In short, the pupil must construct the entire movement.

Repairing, which takes such an important place in the

trade, is very thoroughly taught, and the best practical

skill, aided by proved theoretical methods is employed.
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Herr Strasser is not only thoroughly versed in the
theory of the business, but he is also a fine workman.

He is one of the senior partners of the precision

pendulum clock factory of Strasser & Rohde, who are

renowned for their astronomical clocks. He has

made a number of very useful inventions, especially

in the line of precision clocks, which have proved

themselves to be of great value. Mr. Strasser is also

a member of the American Horological Society, of

Chicago.
The equipment of the school in the Way of lathes,

machines and tools is very complete and is being con-

stantly augmented. The school possesses three large

lathes, six small Swiss centerplate lathes, and a number

of other machines such as wheel-cutters, frase machines,

grinders, small tools, etc., so that all kinds of work

pertaining to watchmaking can be properly done.

Each scholar must have his own lathe and neces-

sary appliances, which, in the case of apprentices, are

always purchased in Glashfitte, where care can be

taken that they receive only tools that are perfect in

every respect. There are several small factories here

which make some N'ery good lathes and other neces-
sary tools and machines for watchmakers' use. The

majority of the scholars are supplied with hand lathes

which are fastened in the bench vise. These are given

the preference here, because they take Up little room
and are easy to transport. The lathe with foot-power

is,. however, getting to be more popular in Ger-

many, and there are at present several American

lathes in use at the school. The choice of a lathe

is entirely optional—one can use a hand lathe or

one with foot-power according to one's require-
ments and circumstances.

In choosing a site for the school Herr Gross-
mann took especial pains to see that it would be

well lighted from all sides, and, as will be seen in

accompanying illustrations, the school has a central

location, and is in every way built to meet its

requirements. On the ground floor are located the

drawing and class rooms, the library and janitors'

rooms. On the first floor are the director's office and

four large work rooms.
The library contains over Soo volumes of the best

works on horology in German, French and English,

and has been enlarged from time to time by donations

and purchases. It also contains a valuable collection

of old works and a large number of periodicals, among

which I have found many numbers of THE KEYSTONE.
There is a large collection of antique watches with

spindle and cylinder escapement, and several peculiar

mechanical clocks. Besides this there is a large variety

of electrical instruments which are used in giving the

theoretical instruction.
A number of horological journals are kept in the

school, and are passed around regularly among the

pupils to be read and studied. The director's office is

well supplied with a number of fine and delicate time

signal instruments and precision clocks, and the correct

time is regularly received direct from the Imperial

Observatory in Berlin.
Electric lights were recently installed in the entire

school building, and each work place is lighted by a
ground incandescent bulb.
The dial of the tower clock
is also lighted by electricity,
the work having been done
by pupils of the school. The
entire building is also supplied
with a very complete system
of electric clocks and signals,
also the work of the pupils of
the school.

This school gives also a
course in electrical work, and
there are constantly pupils
here who take the course,

constructing various fine elec-
trical instruments and clocks,

etc., where especially fine work
is looked for.

Doubtless there are but few
places in the world so well
adapted for learning our trade
as Glashilutte is. One lives

in a perfect atmosphere of

horology. There are three

(Conhnued on page 355)
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HE MONTH OF ROSES AND
WEDDINGS will soon be here.

What the wedding present shall be is then the ques-
tion of the hour, and in very many instances some
dainty piece of rich Cut Glass will be selected.

Those of our friends who handled our glass last
fall -know that both styles and prices were right then,
and now experience enables us to improve the styles
while reducing prices.

To introduce this line to those who have not seen
it, we have made up two assortments, " A " and " B,"
either of which we will send out, prepaying charges;
same to be returned at our expense if not entirely
satisfactory in every way.

1402.

1492.

1496. 6 " "

1535. 12 " Celery, " Brilliant"  

1550. Cream
1550. Sugar " Princesse "   4.25

1556. 10-inch Vase, " Milton "  

1609. Caraffe, " Nassau "

1621. Vinegar Bottle, " Canton"  

1624. Olive Dish, Style No. 9, No. 555

1605. Quart Decanter, " Viola "  

Assortment "A,"
If Pieces $26.68

8-inch Bowl, " Pekin " • . $3.40
5 " Bon-Bon, Style 15 (Is ith handle) 1.40

1.88

3.00

2.50

  2.50

1.75

2.00

4.00

No. 1442. 14-inch Bowl on Base,
" Concord," $34.50.

An excellent display piece.

No. 1574. Claret Pitcher,
" Phillis," $7.25.

New bull's eye cutting.

No. 1402. 8-inch Bowl,
" Pekin." 83.40.

Very attractive and a great " seller."

1401.
1417,

1494.

1532.
1496,

1539.
1550.
1550.

1559.

1572.
1576.

1585.
1606.

1612.

1634.
1621,

1621,

1624.

Assortment "B,"
23 Pieces $54.48

7-inch Bowl, " Pekin"  
" " " Hudson"

4 " Bon-Bon, " Alva," special . . .
8 " " " Leader"
" " " F. & L.," with handle

11 " Celery, " Luzon "

$2.75

  5.00
1.00
3  25
1.88
3  25

Cream
Sugar I " Princesse "
12-inch Vase, " B. A."
Claret Pitcher, " Nassau"
6-oz. Cologne Bottle, Style No. 9 .
Pint Decanter, "S. & S . "
Quart Decanter, " Viola"
Water Bottle, " Viola "

dozen Tumblers, " Viola"
Oil Bottle, " Carlton "
Vinegar Bottle, " Carlton"
Olive Dish, Style No. 9, No. 555

4  25

3  00
7  25
2.60
3  25

  4.00

  3.00
4.50

  1.75
1.75
2.00

On an initial order under this broad-gauge proposi-
tion we will make a special price for Assortment e A
of $25.00, or for Assortment et B " of $50.00, subject to
usual terms, 6 per cent. ten days or net four months.
Subsequent orders will be filled at regular prices, subject
to same terms.
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Our illustrated Cut Glass Catalogue, from advance
sheets of which these cuts were taken, will be ready for
mailing April 1st. If not on our mailing list, a postal
card will bring you one. Orders should be sent in at
once to insure prompt deliveries.

C. G. ALFORD & CO.
190/ 192 Broadway, New York
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large watch factories, besides various small ones ; some

half dozen tool and machine shops, two jewel facto
ries,

factories for precision pendulum clocks and elect
rical

instruments, and shops where all the various watc
h

parts are separately constructed, such as b
alances,

pinions,' etc. Great chances are also offered for one

who desires to perfect himself in one particular

specialty, but the greatest advantage is, as I said

before, for one who desires to leans to know each and

every part of a watch or clock properly. The va
rious

manufacturers and tradesmen are all very courteous,

and very willingly conduct us through their shops 
and

factories and explain anything we desire to know
.

The majority of the people are at work in small shop
s

where they work at some specialty. The factorie
s

here are really only the assembly and regulating rooms
.

Up to the present time the school has been a great

success. Up to this year over twenty Americans hav
e

attended the institute, and we are at present three i
n

number. England and Russia also contribute to the

number of scholars.

Trade Notes from Germany

This year so far has been rather quiet, the factories

being barely busy and the business. people not being

pressed. The jubilee festivities in Berlin called fort
h

some very handsome displays of emblems of or
ders,

badges and other office insignia. I observed some

specimens which were truly works of art in goldsmiths'

work and enameling.

Speaking of decorations it may be of interest to

note that the Black Eagle order which has been con
-

ferred on Lord Roberts is one of the most expensiv
e

now in existence. It is worth between 25,000 and

26,000 marks. This famous order, which is the highest

in Germany, was founded by Frederick the Great, an
d

is seldom conferred on foreigners. Politically, the

Kaiser is thought to have been impolitic in bestowing

this high favor on Roberts, and the expressions of th
e

press on this matter called forth in several cases the

dreaded " lese majeste." During the past year over

three thousand orders have been conferred by the

Kaiser.
The Verein Selbstandi ger Uhrmacher in Leipzig

celebrated its twenty-fifth jubilee on February 24th in

the presence of 300 members and guests. Repre-

sentative tradesmen from all parts of the country were

present, and a banquet was given in the afternoon

which was followed by a grand ball. The " Kunstler-

haus," which was handsomely decorated, was the

scene of the festivities.

A report of the director of the Royal Observatory

in Berlin for 1900 mentions the success of the electric

street clocks in that city. These clocks are put up on

market squares and prominent business streets and

are controlled by wires from the Observatory. The

scheme seems to work very successfully and is recom
-

mended by the director for introduction into other

large cities.
The trade journals here contain notices of a new

metal which is much used in France in the manufacture

of bicycles and light wagons, etc. It is composed of

aluminum and wolfram, and is called partinium. It is

said to be much cheaper, just as light, and mor
e

durable than aluminum. The proportion of aluminum

and wolfram used varies according to the uses fo
r

which the manufactured article is destined.

Herr Strasser, director of the Glashfitte watch-

making school, who has been dangerously ill durin
g

the past month, has improved so for as to be able t
o

resume the theoretical instructions in the school.

On February i8th a fire, which started in the

packing department of the clock factory in Villingen
,

destroyed over a thousand clocks which had 
been

packed ready for shipping. The loss is estimat
ed at

about $12,000.
The wholesale firm of Heinr. Cohen, in Munich,

has brought out a new timepiece " Iltis " with a
larm

mechanism. These watches are Swiss-made, and are

being finished in steel and silver cases. The 
firm of

Dfirrstein & Co., Dresden, is also carrying a line of

alarm watches.
The annual concert and ball of the United Watch

-

makers' and Mechanics of Glashfitte was held 
there
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this year in the " Gasthof zfliu Goldenen Glas,"
 and

was very well attended. An eulogy on Adolf 
Lange,

the founder of the industry in Glashiitte, was rea
d by

Hugo Miiller, the well-known foreman of the fi
rm of

A. Lange & Sons.
A robbery, in which the loss amounted to over

30,000 marks, is reported from Hamburg. Three

thieves broke into the store of a prominent watch-

maker, Max Kley, and stole 225 watches and some

twenty chains. The police succeeded in running two

of the thieves down in the vicinity of the robbery th
e

same night, but are yet looking for the third who has

goods still in his possession to the amount of 15,000

marks. The other articles have been partly recovered

and the thieves have received fourteen and seventeen

years' imprisonment, respectively.

The steady decrease in the export of music boxes

and automats from this country proves that the industry

is losing ground. In the past year the decrease

amounted to over moo double-centuers. This falling

off is due to the strong Swiss competition and, per
-

haps, to a certain extent, to the fact that the demand

for German music boxes and, indeed, foreign musical

instruments of every description, in America is not

what it formerly was owing to the growth of the

industry in America.

Pittsburg Letter

Spring trade has started in early, and most auspi-

ciously this year, and the dealers are preparing for an

active business. Never was money more plentiful

than at the present in this city, and when that is the

case, the jewelers come in for their share. Entertain-

ing„even during the Lenten season, has been lavish,

and the innumerable card parties and luncheons with

prizes and favors, the McClandless-Stone and other

prominent weddings have aided the business consider-

ably.
In speaking of conditions, Geo. B. Barrett said :

" Never was the condition more favorable for a splen-

did spring trade than it is now. All our large manu-

factories are busy and times are excellent. There is a

great demand for high-class and artistic goods, and

the pre-Lenten season will be a prosperous one for

the trade."
W. J. Johnston said : " The demand for watches

continues unabated and even with the extensive stock,

in which we take pride, we feel that we cannot supply

the call for these goods. Our travelers, who cover a

wide territory North, South, East and West, are

sending in most encouraging reports and large orders.

George H. Anderson, secretary of the Chamber

of Commerce, and one who knows all the fluctuations

of Pittsburg trade, in a short talk with THE KEYSTONE

representative gave a few figures relative to the vast-

ness of Pittsburg's resourses which may make interes-

ting reading to subscribers : " The freight handled here

in 1899 was 6o,000,000 tons, greater than New York,

Boston and Chicago combined, twice that of London

and four times that of Paris. The most valuable

adjunct to the prosperity of Pittsburg is the gradual

improvement of the Ohio River in its system of

movable dams, eight or ten of which are in process of

construction. This will make the Ohio a chain of

navigable lakes, one of the elements of Pittsburg's

future greatness. The business world is having a

wonderful period of industrial prosperity."

Thomas M. Breen, a popular young jeweler em-

ployed by Heeren Bros. & Co., died on March 16th

as the result of injuries received by being struck by a

traction car that day. He is survived by his mother,

Mrs. Matthew Breen, of 1730 Penn Avenue, four

brothers and five sisters.

The jewelry store of Lewis Foust, of Monessen,

Pa., was robbed on the morning of March 12th of

about $500 worth of jewelry. Mr. Foust slept in the

store to guard it and was awakened by the robbers,

who had broken a large plate-glass window and helped

themselves from its contents when Mr. Foust opened

fire. Three men were concerned in the robbery.

E. H. Kennerdell, of Tarentum, Pa., has decided

to sell out his store at Salem, Ohio, continuing his

Tarentum establishment. His brother, Charles B.

Kennerdell, managed his Salem store, but has been

seriously ill since the holidays, hence E. H. Kenner-

dell's intention to sell the Salem store.
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Sheff Bros., of Wheeling, W. Va., have disso
lved

partnership, A. J. Sheff retiring.
Another robbery in a nearby town occurred early

on the morning of March 55th at Big Run, near

Du Bois, Pa. Two men entered the store of 
Ezra

Means about two o'clock and blew open the safe 
with

nitro-glycerine. The noise awakened the entire village,

but the thieves managed to escape with about 
$f000

worth of watches and jewelry and $35 in coin. Mr.

Means has been robbed thrice in a year's time
, and

altogether five times in eight years, and in all case
s

the thieves escaped.

Philip Ruprecht, the Sharpshurg jeweler, also

seems to be a mark for the thief, for on March
 loth

his store was once more broken into, although 
nothing

was taken.
John T. Reger, the South Side jeweler, has re-

moved to better quarters on Carson Street, betwee
n

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Streets.

Liljedahl & Lundborg, of Braddock, have re-

moved from 737 to 705 Braddock Avenue.

L. W. Vilsack sold his fixtures to J. W. AlcKean, of

Charleroi, Pa., preparatory to his removal to the new

establishment on Fifth Avenue. Mr. Vilsack will

have an entirely new stock and set of fixtures in his

store.
A new store on Fifth Street will be opened on

April 1st by J. L. Mandorff, who was formerly in busi-

ness in New York.
April 1st is " moving day " in Pittsburg, and

several jewelry establishments will change location.

Graf & Niemann, of the East End, remove to Sixth

Street, opposite the Anderson Hotel ; Hardy & Hayes,

of Fifth Avenue, remove next door ; A. E. Siedle, of

Frankstown Avenue, removes to Penn Avenue, East

End ; A. E. Siviter & Co., from the Verner Building

to the Goddard-Hill Building ; L. W. Vilsack, a few

doors east of his present quarters, and the Rodney

Pierce Optical Co. will occupy the third floor of the

building in which they are now located. Several

leases of other firms expire in April, 1902, when other

removals will take place.

A new jewelry store has been opened on Ohio

Street, Allegheny, by Charles Fehrenbach.

Spandau Brothers, of Smithfield Street, will enlarge

their quarters this spring.

Mr. Dunbar, of the G. B. Barrett Co., made a tour

of the West in the interest of his firm and reported

business in a most prosperous condition.

J. W. Jones opened a new store at Ligonier, Pa.,

and purchased his stock in Pittsburg.

E. J. Fogelman, formerly watchmaker for Joseph

De Roy, is now with the Geo. B. Barrett Co. M. Shut-

terly takes Mr. Fogelman's place at De Roy's.

J. R. Fisher, of Braddock, Pa., has gone on an

extended trip to Florida.

Harry and Albert Heeren and Emil Geilfuss, all of

Heeren Bros. Co., attended the inauguration cere-

monies at Washington. They are members of the

Washington Infantry, a local regiment of great repu-

tation.
Robert \V. Brady has returned from the East and

will start up a fine new retail store, April 1st, in Wash-

ington, Pa.
R. A. Rosenkvist has entered the employ of S.

Davis, Liberty Street.

Mr. Andrews, father of Al. Andrews, of Heeren

Bros. & Co., died on March 16th.

Among the out-of-town buyers who were in the

city purchasing spring goods were : M. J. Scudder,

St. Marys, W. Va.; M. R. Shingler, Wellsville, Ohio;

E. A. Bloser, New Kensington, Pa.; A. C. Graul,

Sharpsburg, Pa.; H. E. Bohne, Elizabeth, Pa.; F. W.

Spahr, Tarentum, Pa.; M. G. Sasses, Wilkinsburg, Pa.;

Mr. Kurtz, Dawson, Pa.; T. Tomlinson, Charleroi,

Pa.; Mr. Myer, Uniontown, Pa.; W. F. Brehm, Ro-

chester, Pa.; M. P. Boggs, Altoona, Pa.; Geo. V.

Brady and Robert W. Brady, Washington, Pa.; J. Z.

Simpson, Blairsville, Pa.; T. Scott, Cadiz, Ohio ; W.

E. Johnston, Canonsburg, Pa.; A. V. Johnson, Evans

City, Pa.; F. H. Marshall, Derry, Pa.; J. Yenny,

McKeesport, Pa.; J. N. Cater, Beaver Falls, Pa.;

Warren Matthews, New Castle, Pa.; Albert McFar-

land, Burgettstown, Pa.; H. H. Weylman, Kittanning,

Pa.; Charles Loughman, McKees Rocks, Pa. ; D. L.

Cleland, Butler, Pa.; John Linnenbrink, Rochester,Pa.;

D. F. Murphy, Dawson, Pa.; M. Samuels, Youngs-

town, Ohio ; H. R. Brown, New Brighton, Pa.; S. C.

Schuster, Latrobe, Pa.; P. C. Yester, McKeesport, Pa.
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BUSINESS METHODS:
DIRECT and INDIRECT
How and where a manufacturer shall market his wares is a question for him to

settle as he sees fit.
If, however, he says that he deals with the legitimate JEWELRY TRADE only, and

yet sells on the quiet to the Dry Goods stores, the fact should be made known.

Selling "exclusively" to the jewelers in one city while supplying the Dry Goods
Stores in others near by, is net carrying out the letter of the law of honorable dealing.

Such practices, in justice to the houses that do their business right, should be
exposed.

The Trade knows another type of manufacturer; the one whose sales to the
Trade have not come up to expectations (there have evidently been several such dur-
ing the past few seasons), and who therefore unloads on the Dry Goods Stores. The
next season he has reformed and sells to the Trade only. •

But his wares have been made known to the public through the bar-

gain sale announcements and identified with the Dry Goods trade.

People of taste and refinement who naturally look to the jeweler for the best
fashions in SILVERWARE, will hardly care to buy a WEDDING PRESENT or other Gift
that bears the trade-mark of a last season's BARGAIN SALE.

As a matter .of fact, these “bargain" prices are nearly always actually higher
than those charged by the legit. :ate trade.

These are commonplaces of our business, may be, but they are, too, very strong
factors in its success and growth.

There are Silversmiths enough, whose business is with the
Trade only, to afford a healthy competition, and whose reputations
are valued too highly to risk them in such devious ways.

Why not buy of them? You pay no more for their wares
and you know that they will have the distinction of exclusiveness.

Buyers of taste value this first.

GORHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SILVER SMITHS

BROADWAY AND NINETEENTH STREET, ANDGORHAM IS GRAND

PRIX SILVER 21-23 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Branches : CHICAGO, 131-137 Wabash Avenue

COSTS NO MORE SAN FRANCISCO, 118-120 Sutter Street

WORK S: Providence and New York
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San Francisco Letter

While the Eastern States are experiencing the

usual March weather, California is smiling under a

beautiful, warm sun, presenting a picture to the East-

ern tourist that must ever remain a most pleasant

memory. Hill and valley are covered with gorgeous

wild flowers of every hue ; with grain, green and vigor-

ous, in the fields ; and her orchards a mass of fragrant

bloom and blossom.
With the approach of Eastertide, business has

picked up wonderfully, and all the wholesalers report

good sales. In Lower California there has been an

unusually good crop of tourists, and die sale of souve-

nirs, not only in the shape of sterling silver novelties,
but likewise in handsome pieces of jewelry are said to

have been exceptionally great. This fact, coupled

with the knowledge that the ground has been well

rain-soaked, which means so much to the fruit growers

of Southern California, has put the retail jewelers in a

good humor and more inclined to buy than generally

at this season of the year. Things in Northern Cali-

fornia are booming, and everybody is looking forward

to a big fall business.
Jewelers and all other class and condition of man

should congratulate themselves that the State of Cali-

fornia may, through an amendment to a bill passed

by the present Legislatute and which has been ap-

proved by the Governor„ exercise the right of eminent

domain over the Calaveras grove. This is a step in

the right direction, and is mainly due to the brave

efforts of the little band of women known as The

California Club, who deserve a world of praise from

the world at large for their unselfish work towards

preserving the big trees of California to future

generations.
Twenty-four members of the Chicago Commer-

cial Club and a number of guests representing the

commercial clubs of Boston, Cincinnati and St. Louis,

are visiting the Pacific Coast. The distinguished

party represents one the wealthiest, most enter-

prising and influential organizations in the country.

No such gathering has ever visited the State be-

fore, and while the party is here apparently on pleasure

bent, they arrive at such an auspicious season that,

keen-eyed business men as they are, they cannot fail

but to be impressed with California's commercial and

industrial future.
Ed. Giering, formerly with Frisch Bros., of

Seattle, died of pneumonia March 8th. Mr. Giering

was particularly well known and well liked by the

trade, having lived in Seattle for a number of years.

Chas. Weinshenk, of the well-known firm of

Armer & Weinshenk, is hustling for business amongst

his jeweler friends of the Pacific Coast, and finding

it, too.
Bernard Klune, so of J. B. Klune, the well-known

Sacramento jeweler, has taken a position with S. H.

Collins, the San Francisco jeweler. Mr. Klune has

just returned from the East, after having completed a

horological course there extending over several years.

J. C. Feige, traveler for the well-known firm of

A. Eisenberg & Co., has just returned from a Northern

trip and reports good business among the jewelers he

called upon ; but, then, that irresistible manner of

Jake's secures orders and lots of them, even in dull

times.
W. D. Fennimore, vice-president of the California

Optical Co., is expected home the latter part of the

month, after a long and exhaustive trip through the

East, studying the latest and most improved methods

of prescription grinding, so that their customers may

look for even better service than in the past. His

friends are thinking of meeting him at the ferry with a

brass band.
C. H. Wright, of Eureka, Cal., is in 'Frisco, it is

rumored, with a patent that is said to be a wonder.

Lance Smith, E. V. Saunders and B. W. Freer,

seemed to be having lots of fun a short time since at

a jolly dinner party in the café of the Hollenbeck, Los

Angeles.
R. C. Richmond,. of Arcata, Cal., is in 'Frisco

purely for pleasure.
Joe Wansky, son of F. Wansky, the well-known

jeweler of Eureka, Cal., is spending some time in

Arizona for his health.
Leon Carratt, of Carrau & Green, has just re-

turned from an extended trip East.
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Fred. Levy, of the old and well-known firm of M.
Schussler & Co., has just returned from the East,

where he spent some two months visiting the different

large cities and other points of interest, accompanied

by his wife. 
Chester Hough, Chas. Wright and Ray Edwards,

well-known jewelers of Humboldt County, recently

became members of the Elks. Fine fellows joining a

fine order.
L. 0. Levinson, of the California Jewelry Co., is

in Chicago this month on his way to Europe, to be

gone several months.
Mrs. Emil Pfund, of Aberdeen, Wash., spent some

time in 'Frisco this month.
C. \V. Gibbs, of Wallace, Idaho, is in 'Frisco on

pleaure.
Franz Mahncke, of Tacoma, has just returned

home after an extended pleasure trip through Mexico.

E. D. Kellerman, of Montesano, has recently

placed on the market his perfected fire nozzle.

Read McCraney, of Sonora, Cal., is spending a

short time in San Francisco on pleasure.
The California Optical Co. has just issued a beau-

tiful illustrated Catalogue, which opticians will find a

useful work of reference.
Owen Jones, Hoquiam, Wash., is away on a plea-

sure trip to North Yakima.
Mrs. Louis Klodt, of Seattle, has been making a

short trip through the lower part of the State stopping

over for a while to see her many friends in San

Francisco.
A. Armer has just taken his thirty-second degree

in Scottish Rite Masonry, and expects to be initiated

as a Mystic Shriner in the latter part of April—a

Mason indeed of high degree.
William Warren, formerly with W. Glindemann,

the San Francisco jeweler, has opened up a repair

shop for himself in Sacramento.
H. Letnbke, a nephew of Franz Mahncke, has

bought out the optical business of his uncle, and

is said to be doing exceptionally well with same.

H. Fredricks has gone into the wholesale jobbing

business, and has opened an office in Room E, Thurlow

Block. Mr. Fredricks has a host of friends in Cali-

fornia and Nevada, and will no doubt make a success

of his new undertaking. He has just returned from

an extended trip to the Eastern factories.

W. Wilmot, who has worked for Albert Hansen,

Seattle ; A. 0. Solberg, 'of Everett, and several other

well-known retail jewelers on the coast, recently ship-

ped as a sailor on a vessel bound for Australia, and it

is reported on the first clay out committed suicide by

jumping overboard.

Al. Cantor, salesman for Nordman Bros., is very

proud of a new sample trunk just received from New

York City, which certainly is a gem of trunks. Al.

Nvants the best of whatever he takes hold of. So it is

with his samples ; it is only the newest and freshest

and choicest that are good enough for him to put in

his brand new trunk.
G. C. Wilkins and wife, of Red Bluff, Cal., spent

some time in 'Frisco recently.

. Harry McKneer, a prominent jeweler of Camden,
N. J., is spending a month or more in seeing the sights

of California.
,ert, of Ukiah, is having an auction at

that place, with J. A. Finney as auctioneer.

W. E. Steubins, formerly of Sonoma, is in charge

of A. P. Hall's store at Visalia.

The many friends of A. W. Mahone, cashier for

A. L Hall & Son, are sympathizing with him and Mrs.

Mahone in the loss of their baby boy.

Cards of invitation are out to the marriage of Jesse

H. Waterman to Miss Amy Schussler, daughter of

Mrs. Michael Schussler, and the late M. Schussler, for

so many years one of the most prominent wholesalers

on the Pacific Coast. The marriage will take place

April nth, at Concordia Hall, after which] there will be

a reception to their friends. Mr. Waterman will have

the congratulations of a host of well-wishers, who in

congratulating him will at the same time wish the fair

bride much happiness in the man of her choice.

Fred. C. Thearle, junior partner in the house of

C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago, was a caller at the

San Francisco office of THE. KEYSTONE this month.

Mr. Thearle is spending some two weeks or more in

California and, accompanied by his wife, is enjoying

many of the beauties of this marvelous State.
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A. P. Hall, formerly of Visalia, has taken a de-

gree in medicine and is practicing as an eye, ear and

nose specialist in San Francisco.

James Pembroke vill act as city salesman for

Nordman Bros.
Alfred Eisenberg, son of the well-known coast

wholesaler of watches and jewelry, greatly distin-

guished himself in the fifty-yard handicap race of the

Olympic Club swimming tournament. The experts on

the coast believe that in young Eisenberg they have a

coming " crack." With it all, he combines a modesty

of manner which makes him a great favorite with his

clubmates. John Hammersmith, of the firm of Ham-

mersmith & Field, is the well-known leader of

the Olympic Club, and at all of its out-door and in-

door meets, one can see many of the leading retail

and wholesale 'Frisco jewelers. Amongst those who

rarely miss any of the sports may be mentioned those

old-time athletes and former " cracks " : Herman

Hadenfeldt, M. Wunsch, J. N. Brittain, John Warren,

and Will. Klima, of The Elgin National Watch Co., N.

Spin), Waldo Field, Chas. Lester Hammersmith, Bob.

Bonestel, Lance Smith, W. Reed Williams, Will.

Fulton, Kenneth Melrose and many others, all former

" cracks " at some part or other of the game.

" It would be impossible for me to add anyMing
to improve The Keys/one, as it is Me most polect
journal issued at Me present day. I don' I know how
I could get along without its notes of interest. Work-
shop Notes are as interesting and helpful as anything in
the joumal."—E. E. Wright, jeweler, Rochester, Pa.

Found Out His Nationality

With a little bunch of whiskers on his chin and a

broken clay pipe in his mouth a little fat man went

into a saloon on the corner of Grand Street and the

Bowery where a crowd of East Side statesmen had

gathered to swap stories and have a smile. The crowd

got into an argument as to the nationality of the

newcomer.
" He's a Weber & Fields Dutchman," remarked

a physician who was in the party.

" No he aket," said an ex-Assemblyman, " I'll bet

drinks he's a Frenchman.
" Bet he's Irish," said the Congressman.

" I'll bet the drinks he's German, and prove

said the doctor.
Then going over to the little fat man who had just

ordered a glass of beer the physician said :

" My good man, I have met you before some

place."
" Well, it wasn't in church," was the answer, " for

you don't look like an honest man."

"Was it in jail?''
" And how did you get there ?"

"1 Nvasn't there," said the doctor, " but I just

made a bet that you Were a man of education. Have

you ever read the Bible?"
" No.
" Do you know anything about Dicken's works?"

" Mebbe I was the foreman there."

" I an not talking ala nit an iron foundry."

" You've got enough talk for a gas house."

" I can get you a good jol) in a gas house,"

remarked the doctor.
" What doing.?"
" Weaving out smoke."

" And will you shovel it in ?"

" No," said the doctor," but you seem to be a

smart man. Have you ever read Shakespeare?"

" No."
" Have you ever read Bryon, Thackeray or

Goldsmith ?"
" No."
" Have you ever read Browning, Chaucer or any

of the poets?"
" No."
" Well, what the devil have you read?"

" I have red hair, sir."
" But what do you know ?"

" I know enough to mind me own business and

that's more than you know," replied the little man

and \viten the crowd laughed the doctor blushed and

said :
" The drinks are on me—he's Irish.
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TO THE TRADE 

We take pleasure in asking the careful inspection
of the Trade, of our New Price-List.
This is now ready for distribution, and will be sent
to any Retail Jeweler upon request.
We invite especial consideration of our new grades
in 16 Size Bridge Movements, and also of our Bunn
grades in 24, 21 and 17 Jewels.
Discriminating Jewelers who wish to hold and
increase their business with railroad customers,
will find these movements unsurpassed as accu-
rate timers.

ILLINOIS WATCH CO.
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

Fifty-Seven
Years'

Experience

2,000
Employees

Stores in
the

Principal
cities

A World-wide
Business
and

Reputation

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY

Dennison's
Anti-Tarnish Job Envelopes

Guaranteed not to tarnish gold, silver or plated jewelry.
The best envelopes for optical goods, lenses and cutlery.
Paper in these is specially prepared in the pulp and is
absolutely free from acids.

Prices per 1000 •
No. 21,open side, 31/x234, No. 22, open end, .1t.,x23i;, .
No. 21, " end, " .75 No. 23, " " 11%x2L 1., 1
No. 22,open side, 434x234, .75 No. 25, " " x2, ;;, I. I o

Prices for Printing
1000 at 55 cents 3000 at 50 cents 5000 at 15 cents

Dennison's
Jewelers' Roll Paper

On neat machines made of
trimmings

No. 1 machine and 1 roll
5 inches wide.

No. 2 machine and 1 roll
734 inches wide.

Extra rolls—for No. 1, 25c.;

oak with nickel

paper
Price, $1.25

paper
Price, $1.50

for No. 2, 35c.

Mainikumt Adming Go;
BosTO N EW YORK. PH I CADELPH IA C.11 ICAGO GINO N NATI ST. Louis.

Jewelry Cases
Silverware Cases
Paper Boxes
Trays

Display Cards
Mats

Jewelry Tags
Tissue Paper
Labels

Jewelers' Supplies
of every

description

If you have not received
our 112-page Catalogue,
write our nearest store.
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News from the Northwest

With the advent of spring trade every one seems

on the hustle to brighten up their stores. Spring

house cleaning, painting, etc., seem to have the call.

While March weather in this neighborhood is of the

all-kinds variety, we know that spring is coming and

must prepare. Jobbers have their travelers out push-

ing matters with the expectation of having an excel-

lent season, and so far results have verified expecta-

tions. The only complaint heard all winter was " no

snow," but the weather regulator has now taken a

hand and in the middle of March over fifteen inches

of snow fell all over this section, which represents

millions of dollars in this year's crop, as the melted

snow will provide sufficient moisture for seeding.

Retailers report March as a very quiet month gen-

erally, but are looking forward to Easter trade to give

it a good start for the season and expect a good spring

trade as a result. Collections are reported a little slow,

but as there are no very lame accounts on hand the

worry is light.
A. F. Robertson, St. Cloud, 'Winn., xvho was con-

fined to his home with a severe case of the grip, is

again able to attend to his jewelry business.

Louis Pavian, of L. Finkelstein, St. Paul, reports

the arrival of a new traveler at home March 2nd.

Mother and son doing nicely.

F. E. Elliott, of J. L. Moody & Co., Ellsworth,

Wis., is taking a course in optics with F. A. Upham,

St. Paul.
H. B. Shellito, Sault Ste Marie, Mich., is mourning

the death of his daughter, who died while away at

school.
Chas. F. Zinn, manager of the St. Paul Jewelry

Co., allowed his bicycle to get the best of him coming

down a hill and ran into a lady, for which he was

arrested and fined $5.00. Charlie says he don't mind

the fine, but was more troubled over the fact that it

was his fault that a lady should be hurt, and no one

doubts his sincerity.

L. & D. Peet, for several years with M. C. Shook,

Preston, Minn., has begun business for himself at 5o1

Main Street, La Crosse, Wis.

E. J. Swedlund, Atwater, Minn., was elected

village trustee at the March election.

Mrs. Wm. Lenz, Osakis, Minn., died February

28th. She leaves a husband and three sons to mourn

her loss.
Peter Boeringer, aged eighty-seven years, the

oldest manufacturing optician in Minnesota and head

of the firm of Boeringer & Son, St. Paul, died March

Toth of old age. He came to St. Paul in 1874, since

which time his business has steadily increased. He is

survived by a widow and five children—two of his

sons, George W. and William E., being in active

supervision of the present large business. In 1840

Mr. Boeringer received a medal from Louis Phillippe,

of France, for the first display of daguerreotypes

made in France. He was a thorough mechanic, and

an old saying in St. Paul when one wanted a fine piece

of mechanical work of any kind done was " take it to

Boeringer's."
J. T. Mutrie, Woolsey, Northwest Territory, has re-

turned home after taking a course in optics with F. A.

Upham, St. Paul.
Ben. Mattison, Jackson, Minn., was elected con-

stable at the March election.

A. L. Thompson, Mayville, N. Dgk., is taking a

course in optics and engraving with S. B. Millar
d,

Litchfield, Minn.
Mrs. A. T. Upham, St. Paul, mother of Frank A.

Upham, died March 8th, leaving a husband and thr
ee

children.
Gay Huff, Forsythe, Mont., spent a few days in

the Twin Cities last month. He is just out 
of the

Brainerd, Minn., Hospital, where he underwent a su
c-

cessful operation for appendicitis.

Carl W. Slocum, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, 
is

now on his southeastern trip.

Lewis Finkelstein, jobber, St. Paul, has returned

from a three-weeks' recuperating trip to Hot 
Springs,

Arkansas.
Miss E. L. Morey, lately in the employ of C

has.

D. White & Co., Minneapolis, is now in the 
office of

R. B. Wegner Co., St. Paul.

F. E. Gleason, Austin, Minn., was elected 
alder-

man at the late election there.

J. H. Dunnaway, formerly at Duluth, Minn., is

now located at Fort Benton, Mont.

E. A. Arhart, with 0. C. Hosted, Tower, N. Dak.,

is taking a course in engraving and optics with S. B.

Millard, Litchfield, Minn.

Frank Scott and A. J. Hoyne have bought out the

Providence Jewelry Co., at Albert Lea, Minn., and will

continue the business.
H. 1'. Holverson, Alexandria, Minn., was elected

councilman at the March election.

L. B. Wheeler, Hancock, Minn., was re-elected

village recorder last month.

R. B. Wegner, St. Paul, is now out on his northwest

trip through North Dakota.

Louis Pavian, on his northern trip, and Louis

Lahonyi in the southern part, representing Lewis

Finkelstein, St. Paul, report spring business as being

brisk.
• Fire at Park River, N. Dak., February 28th,

destroyed the stores of S. 0. Huseth and Andrew

Anderson. The loss was covered by insurance.

L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota, Minn., has returned

home, having just taken a course in optics with F. A.

Upham, St. Paul.
Duncan G. Currie, formerly traveler for the Reed-

Bennett Co., Minneapolis, has begun business at Man-

istique, Mich,
M. Barr & Co., Howard Lake, Minn., have quit

business there.
I. D. Allen now has charge of the R. B. Wegner

store at Wheaton, 1\ I inn.

Chas. Carlson, for the past ten years watchmaker

for Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul, will leave there April

15th and make an extended visit to his old home in

Sweden.
A. A. Wendell, Aitkin, Minn., is reported danger-

ously ill.
A. G. Foogman, Hillsboro, N. Dak., was married

last month to Miss Helen Schneider, at Portage,

Wisconsin.
E. Schmidt & Co., have reopened their store at

Howard Lake, Minn.
Roy Forde, of Sischo & Beard, reports trade in

the Northwest Territory as the best he has ever seen

there.
John M. Holm, Roseau, Minn., was married last

month to Miss Isabella Isaacson, of Warren, Minn.

Mowrey, Murray & Leavitt, St. Paul, are all torn

up, making extensions and changing things generally

in their factory. They say the trade has compelled

them to enlarge, as it was impossible with their

former space to handle their growing business ;

but next month they will be ready for anything that

comes along and are willing to enlarge as often as the

trade demands it. They are bound to be in the front

rank.
J. M. Perkins, of Negaunee, Mich., recently made

some improvements in his store, which have made it

more attractive than ever.

Will. Davenport, of Wausau, Wis., has been

taking orders up in the woods since the first of the

year, and reports a good trade.

Joe Reuter has returned to Antigo, Wis., and is

again watchmaker and optician with L. D. Dana.

Robert Taylor, of Ludy & Taylor, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, was confined to his home a part of last month,

suffering from an attack of la grippe.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month were:

L. E. Sasse, De Smet, S. Dak.; L. J. Korstad, Zum-

brota, Minn.; W. G. Gould, Glencoe, Minn.; M.

Weinstein, Webster, S. Dak. s Fred. Giehler, Norwood,

Minn.; P. Dougal, Maple Lake, Minn.; Gay Huff,

Forsythe, Mont.; L. P. Sandberg, Red Wing, Minn.;

Phillip L. Lillie, Spring Valley, Wis.; Andrew M.

Wilton, Alexandria, Minn.; G. Goodman, Hallock,

Minn.; Wm. Plackner, Arlington, Minn.; J. T. Mutrie,

Woolsey, N. W. Ter.; E. M. Schwenke, New Richland,

Minn.; L. J. Fifield, Jr., Oronocco, Minn.; Sam. B.

Millard, Litchfield, Minn.; Martin A. Hagen, Fargo,

N. Dak.; Dr. E. C. Roberts, Red Wing, Minn.; H.

M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Mimi.; C. Arveson,

Sleepy Eye, Minn.; Christ. H. Nerbovig, Mapleton,

Minn.; H. T. Holverson, Alexandria, Minn.; F. W.

Harper, Renville, Minn.; J. C. Herdliska, Princeton,

Minn.; A. H. Muedeking, Owatonna, Minn.; Emil

Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth,

Wis.; C. H. Todd, New Richmond, Wis.; Christ.

Arveson, Bird Island, Minn.; E. E. Finch, River Falls,

Wis.; Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.
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Chas. L. Trout & Co.

Solid Gold and Gold Filled

JEWELRY

Sterling Silver and Ebony

NOVELTIES

Our import orders for Ebony placed with
three of the largest French factories in Febru-
ary, include many novelties and new features
which iv ill be of the greatest interest to you this
Fall. Quality, Style and Price have been care-
fully considered.

Send for Selection

of

BELT BROOCHES
Illustrations 34 Size.

Belt
Brooches
set with large
turquoise awl
turquoise
matrix,
In Roman,
Rose and
Green gold.
The very
latest Spring
novelty.

Melba
Carmen

and

Alice
Nielsen
Bracelets.

All popular
sellers.

Men's
Serpent

Rings
In Sterling

Silver.
Bright, satin

gray and
oxidized.
Our latest

sellers.
Made heavy

and
handsomely

chased.

Barrettes
and

Hair Clasps
more popular

than ever.
Latest snake

designs.

We illustrate a few designs only.

Prices from $9.00 to $18.00 dozen.

Less 10 per cent. cash.

A one-cent postal card brings selections.

Sterling Silver Fish Scale Purses

Hat Pins Barrettes

Braclets Brooches

Cuff Links
Photograph Match Safes
Easter Book Marks

Chat. Pins
Silk Fobs
Belt Buckles

and all the latest Spring Novelties.

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
5 & 7 NIBLideti Llano

New York, N. Y.
IMPORTERS OF EBONY
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Annual Banquet of the Philadel-
phia Jewelers' Club

Memorandum Orders
Specially Solicited

on which we will pay express charges
both ways

Permanent Waltham an Elginor
Headquarters 

f 

Movements

( New England Watches
Standard makes of

Gold an Filled Cases

Befitting their
aristocratic

status a nt o n g
trades associa-
tions, the jewel-
e r s ' organiza-
tions enjoy a
unique reputa-

tion forthe patri-
cian character
and brilliancy of
their annual
banquets. Since
the dawn of the

President L. P. White new century no
less than four

feasts of royal magnificence have ben engineered by

jewelers in as many cities, and all attained a standard

of excellence which, front an intellectual as well as

a gastronomic standpoint, has rarely, if ever, been

excelled. The latest of these triumphs of the art

culinary with the customary brilliant decorative,

intellectual and musical accessories, was the elaborate

banquet given by the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, at

Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia, on the evening of

March 12th. This prosperous organization, which is

entirely social in its purposes, has been so ambitious

to excel in its chosen field that its annual functions

have already become famous and the most exclu-

sive oratorical talent is proud to take its place at

the board and add its sparkle to the post-prandial

enjoyment.
The highest praise that can be accorded the latest

banquet of the club, is that it excelled its several

predecessors in the number in attendance, the elabo-

rateness of the banqueting hall decorations, the epicu-

rean richness of the menu and the sparkling character

of the intellectual refreshment which followed. The

hall with its myriad lights, its flags and its flowers

presented a scene of bewitching splendor. The

tables with their wealth of beautiful glass and silver,

their candelabra, their palms, ferns and effiorescences

evidenced the cleft Italic' and cultured taste of a

twentieth century caterer, who had been given carte

blanche in all that would lend attraction to the feast.

It was, indeed, an enchanting rendezvous for good

appetite, and there was not wanting excellent music to

give rythm and verve to the maxillary motion.

The guests on their arrival were welcomed by the

reception committee, which consisted of H. C. Larter,

Charles F. Duffy, Ludwig Nissen, A. J. Le Jambre,

James M. Bennett, J. D. Battin, George W. Read,

E. B. Midlen, L. S. Lewis, William R. L. Fullerton,

M. V. Burton, J. D. Pettingill, A. G. Lee, N. B.

Eltinge, T. J. Mooney, William F. Parry, Jr., 'William

S. Quinn, H. A. Bodenheimer, Harry Oliver, B. F.

Griscom, Matthias Stratton, Frank Wood, Joseph

Cadwallader and E. H. Eckfeldt. The work of the

committee was admirably performed.
Shortly after seven o'clock Mr. White, president

of the club, directed the banqueters to their respective

places, where all remained standing until the guests of

honor arrived. The latter took their places on either

side of the president at an elevated table which

extended across the north end of the hall. Prominent

among the guests of honor were Mayor Ashbridge;

Hampton L. Carson ; ex-Mayor Charles F. Warwick ;

Rev. C. L. Twing, Brooklyn ; C. G. Alford, president

of the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade, New

Ycirk ; G. S. Webster, chief of Bureau of Surveys,

and F. V. Stoy, mayor of Atlantic City.

The arrangements for the convenience of the

guests were all that could be desired, as each one on

entering received.a printed sheet containing a diagram

of the tables, and which showed to each at the first

glance his name, his number and his place. One of

the special features of the tgot banquet was the hand-

some menu souvenir which was given to each guest.

The hand-painted bust of a beautiful woman, artistically

vignetted, embellished the front cover, and the back

cover contained a blue shield with the words " The

Jewelers' Club." On the first page was a beautifully

engraved design, in blue, NVitil the inscription " Sixth

Annual Banquet of the Jewelers' Club, Tuesday

Evening, March 12, 1901." On the succeeding pages
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followed the menu, a list of the toasts, the names of

the guests, and on the last page the names of the

banquet committee, the reception committee, the
officers of the club and the board of governors. These

souvenirs, made by the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.,
were presented in neat boxes and came as a great
surprise to the diners, who bestowed on them well-

deserved praise for the beautiful design and excellent
worktnanship.

A slip of club choruses was also supplied to each
member, and these were sung with rousing enthusiasm,
especially " The Star Spangled Banner," t%,hich was

rendered standing.
Reverend Cornelies L. Twing said grace, and

when coffee and cigars had been served President L.
P. White, who also acted as toastmaster, rose to intro-

duce the orators of the evening. He was accorded
three rousing cheers. He said :

Gentlemen, members and guests of the Jewelers'
Club, I take great pleasure in extending to you a most
cordial tvelcome to the sixth annual dinner of the
jewelers' Club of Philadelphia.

Mr. White then proposed the toast to the Presi-
dent of the United States, which was drunk standing,

and with a few well-chosen words introduced the first

speaker of the evening, Hon. Hampton L. Carson,

who delivered an eloquent speech on " The Future

Possibilities of the United States. In the course of his
address he said :

I know there are a great many men who are pessi-
mistic—to whom the future is full of dark clouds and
gloomy prospects ; the air is full of germs and bacteria
and the water full of microbes. (Laughter.) We seem
somehow or other to have forgotten that we have ever
had a Declaration of Independence. We have turned
our backs on the Constitution. We have forgotten
the glorious deeds of our ancestors and are drifting
into a chaotic condition.

I NN'alit to say, gentlemen, that I am not pessimis-
tic. I do not care how great or serious the problems
of the present or future may be. I believe that the
same patriotic devotion, self-sacrifice and heroism
born to our people will take care of the interests of
this country and control us in the present and future as
they have done in the past. It does not fill my mind
with forebodings that the flag of the United States is
flying in far-distant seas and foreign lands. I recently
stood on the shores of the great Pacific, and though I
faced the setting sun I knew I was looking at the
birthplace of the morning. I recognized the truth
that as those great steamers go out, they sail west and
west until dropping anchor in the pleasant tropical
waters, they carry with them the characterization of
our Western advancement and freedom. The songs
of liberty will be sung in every clime. Just as our
fathers believed in the development of popular institu-
tions, so shall we believe that the future of this country
is not downward in tendency, but always upward, and
still upward. Should we not, in the words of the
greatest .of American poets, say :

" salt oa, 0 ship, nor fail to grasp the sea,
(Mir hearts, our hopes are all with thee."

Afraid of the future ? Ah, no ; those words
spoken at sunrise from the deck of the Olympia on
that May morning ; those words that have changed
the history of this country as well as the world, " You
may fire, Gridley, when ready," will live undying.
Behind that gun stood the gunner ; behind the gun-
ner stood the officer of the deck ; behind the officer
stood the captain ; behind the captain, the admiral,
and behind the admiral, the President—and behind
the President stood the people, and behind the people,
the Constitution.

After Mr. Carson's speech the band played

"America," and the guests indulged in a general out-

burst of enthusiasm.
Mr. White then introduced Rev. Dr. Twing, of

Brooklyn, who replied to the toast, " Historical."

The reverend gentleman's remarks were mainly of a

humorous character and were thoroughly appreciated

by his hearers. Dr. Twing is a finished raconteur and

his remarks and the anecdotes he related were received

with vociferous applause. His opening remark,

" Mr. President and Fellow-Feeders," prepared the

assemblage for the witty address to which the clerical

gentleman treated it. He said, in conclusion :

You are happy now, and you have a good right to
be—you have had a good year, a prosperous year;
you have been blessed by having a government that
stands for something. (Applause.) One hundred
cents on the dollar and all that you have here, with a
discount to the trade. All that they have anywhere
under our flag is due to the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, declared right here in Philadelphia. I trust
that they who live to see the close of the twentieth
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century may have as good cause for rejoicing as we
do who see it dawn.

Dr. Twing's humorous address greatly amused

the banqueters, who sang with great enthusiasm and

fair harmony, " For He's a Jolly Good Fellow."

Mr. White then introduced Mayor Ashbridge,

N'ho said :

This occasion is always a memorable one, a re-
markable one. It is a pleasure to me to look into
your faces and join with you in the pleasures of the
hour. I regard it as a high and distinguished compli-
ment of honor. It always affords me great pleasure
to come to the Jewelers' Club banquet and partake of
your good fellowship, and without speaking slightingly
of any organization in this city, I must honestly say
that there is no other body of men in Philadelphia
who seem to have such a capacity for real pleasure
and honest good-fellowship as the jewelers, as par-
ticularly evidenced at their annual banquet, from year
to year ; and you seem to have a natural faculty for
transferring this hospitable tendency easily and un-
consciously to your friends and guests. It is most
agreeable and pleasant.

The mayor's tribute to the jewelers was enthu-

siastically received and the band played " The Star

Spangled Banner," the entire assemblage joining in a

vocal accompaniment.
The last speaker of the evening was ex-Mayor

Warwick, and he began by responding in kind to the

witty Brooklyn clergyman. In this most interesting

battle of wits, honors were about even, although many

thought that the brilliant Philadelphian outpointed the

churchman from the City of Churches. Coming to

the subject assigned to him, " The Ladies " Mr. War-

wick grew eloquent and in a brilliant tribute to man's

helpmate he said :

Woman's influence is greater to-day than ever it
was, great though it has ever been. Aspasia ruled
Athens because Pericles loved her, and her influence
over him was an all-powerful one. She was a philan-
thropist, an economist, a politician. We have all
heard of Catharine the Great, the greatest woman and
the mightiest ruler that even Russia ever produced;
and we have heard of our own Molly Pitcher ; and so.
I could go on. But most of all, we love to hear of the
mother and wife who looks with loving eyes and with
a divirfe sense of love and justice over the child, and
here we have the pure woman, the good woman—God
bless her—her influence is yet to grow—but not with a
hatchet—and will grow greater and better than ever.
Woman, pure woman, to-day, perhaps, is more revered
than at any previous time in the history of the world.

Mr. Warwick then changed the tenor of his dis-

course to the progress of the past century. He re-

lated the marvels achieved and said :

And yet we who are here to-night cannot even
commence to predict what the future has in store. A
hundred years from now our children's children will
in all probability look back upon us as slow, old,
antiquated fossils. How can it be better summed up
than in the language of the philosopher Carlyle, who
said : " We pass from one century to the next and no
chime rings out when one period passes into another " ?
Our nation is growing, and is still to keep growing. It
is now like a young giant first feeling his strength. I
have no fear of the future—this people can never
tyrannize over the Philippines, and l they never will.
They can never browbeat the Cubans, and they never
intend to. God in his fondness, who has led us thus
far, will lift us up and still lead us. That grand old
flag never will float over the body of an abject slave
or unfurl its folds over the crown of a Cwsar.

The magnificent closing sentiment of the perora-

tion was vociferously applauded, and the band struck

" Hail, Columbia." Then the assemblage joined

in rendering " Auld Lang Syne," and the sixth annual

banquet of the Jewelers' Club came to an end.

The banquet received and deserted unstinted

eulogy. It would be difficult, indeed, to conceive how.

the committee of arrangements could have improved

on any feature of the function. It was a triumph of

Philadelphia hospitality and fraternal cheer.

The members of the banquet committee, which

so well performed its task, consisted of 'William G.

Earle, William H. Long, James H. Kelly, William

Bruehl, I I. L. Roberts, William P. Sackett, Fred. M.

Simons, William Linker and J. Warner Hutchins. The

officers of the club • are : L. P. White, president ; A.

Rutherford, vice-president ; William F. Parry, Jr.,

treasurer, and William S. Quinn, secretary. The

board of governors consists of J. Warner Hutchins,

'William H. Long, A. G. Lee, William P. Sackett and

N. B. Eltinge.
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our system of grading Diamonds. It guarantees them to youand so enables you to doubly guarantee them in a way that helpsto secure the confidence of your customers. More than

$ 0 0 0 0 0 0

worth of Diamonds have been sold under our system of grad-ing Diamonds, and we have yet to hear of the first case where adealer was compelled to take back a Diamond sold under our
guarantee. We carry a large assortment of
Single Stone Diamond Rings, $5.00
Diamond and Fancy Stone Rings, 5.00

Brooches, . 

• 

• 5.00
Studs, . 

▪ 

• 3.00
Scarf Pins, . 

• 

. 3.00
Ear Screws, Ear Drops, Link
Lockets, Etc.

4 tf

Buttons,

When you have a prospective sale for anything in Diamonds or DiamondJewelry that you do not have in stock, and want goods that carry anabsolute and specific guarantee, a trial order will acquaint you withour system and convince you of the help it is in making sales.

Makers of Diamond Jewelry

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THE NEW

American 0 Size Movement
Made by the Suffolk Watch Co.

Nickel, Damaskeened,
7 Jewel, Straight Line
Lever Movement,
Stem-Wind and Set,
Cut Expansion Balance

Price, $5.00 Movements Fully Guaranteed

SUFFOLK WATCH CO.
(Room I), 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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New York Letter

Need of New Post

This city has been greatly disap-
pointed over the action of Con-

Office Building gress in turning down the bill
appropriating $2,500,000 for a new

and suitable post office building. The unfavorable

action of Congress seems very unreasonable indeed.

When the building which still houses New York's

main post office was erected, in 1873, the business

done amounted to little more than $3,000,000. The

receipts for the present fiscal year are estimated by

Postmaster Van Cott at considerably more than

$10,000,000. And this increase will grow week by

week and month by month. Thus for the first eight

days of the present month the receipts were $310,060,

against $250,648 for the corresponding days of r9oo—

a growth of ro per cent. Besides being a great

manufacturing and commercial city, New York is by

far the greatest publishing center in the United States,

and a very large part of the publications is distributed

through the mails. Then, too, New York is the great

entrepet for the receipt and despatch of foreign mails,

many steamships bringing from moo to 1700 bags of

mail each trip. Only the handling of important sec-

tions of the mail at certain sub-stations has prevented

the congestion in the main office from reaching a point

where no human power could overcome it, for the main

building is the same as it was twenty-eight years ago.

Judge Fitzsimons last month, in

an opinion handed down by the

ance Decision General Term of the City Court

on an appeal in the action of

Margaret Willison against the Jewelers' and Trades-

men's Co., took occasion to criticise the action of the

company in regard to an insurance policy in question

in this suit. The plaintiff was a beneficiary to the ex-

tent of $5oo in a policy issued by the Jewelers' and

Tradesmen's Co. on the life of her father, and sued

for the amount. The case was tried in the city court,

and her complaint was dismissed on the ground that

satisfactory evidence—as required by the policy—had

not been given of her father's death. On appeal from

this decision the General Term of the City Court or-

dered a new trial, and, in the opinion by Judge Fitz-

simons, said :

The testimony clearly shows that the defendant
had proper and satisfactory evidence of the death of
the assured, because its vice-president and adjuster,
after they were notified of such death, endeavored to
have the complainant take a nominal sum for her
claim, and upon her refusal to accept such offer, noti-
fied her that she was entitled to nothing. Thus it ap-
pears that they had full satisfactory evidence of death,
but wished to escape their liability under the policy to
pay $5oo to plaintiff ; also to avoid the payment of any
sum, if possible, and had a clear and well-defined
determination to pay as little as possible in any event.
Such seems to be the habit of many life insurance
companies. During the lifetime of the assured they
willingly receive all the money he offers, but upon his
death seem unwilling to pay to the beneficiary the sum
fixed by the policy. I think that such a practice should
not be encouraged. The judgment must be reversed
and a new trial ordered, with costs to appellant to
abide the event.

Interesting I nsur-

Ruling as to Duty

Some time ago Jules Racine, Glaen-

zer Freres & Rheinboldt and others

on Watches imported watches (cases and move-

ments) as entireties. These were

assessed under paragraph 191, tariff act of 1897, so as

to make the cases and movements dutiable separately

—the movements being dutiable specifically according

to the number of jewels, and in addition thereto at the

rate of 25 per centum ad valorem, and the cases at 40

per centum ad valorem. The claims advanced by the

importers are : ( i ) That watches as entireties are

dutiable at 20 per centum ad valorem, under section

6, act of 1897, as non-enumerated manufactured arti-

cles. (2) That the articles in question are dutiable as

entireties, under paragraph 191, as watch movements

imported in cases at the rate of 25 per centum ad

valorem in addition to specified rates provided for,

according to the number of jewels ; in other words,

that no separate duty is to be imposed upon the cases.

(3) That the articles in question are dutiable under

paragraph 193, act of 1897, as manufactured articles

not specially provided for. In deciding this protest

the board refer to the case of Jules Racine & Co.,

September 27, 1898, where the same questions were

raised and were all settled. It was there held that

where watches were imported, consisting of cases

containing complete movements, the movements and

cases were dutiable separately—the movements ac-

cording to the number of jewels and in addition thereto

at 25 per centum ad valorem, as provided in paragraph

191 ; the cases were furthermore held dutiable at 40

per centum ad valorem, as set forth in the same para-

graph. On appeal, this decision was affirmed by the

United States Circuit Court for the Southern District

of New York, and on further appeal the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed this decision. The

protests now before the board on the same points

were accordingly overruled and the decision of the

Collector affirmed.
Our readers will remember that a

circular was issued some time ago

the Arts to the jewelers by the Secretary of

the Treasury with a view to deter-

mining the amounts of gold and silver used in the

arts. To further aid in the calculation the following

order has been sent to the customs officers of the

various ports:

TREASURY DEPARTMEMT, March r, Igor.

To Collectors and other officers of Me Customs

In estimating the product of gold and
silver in the United States and showing the
disposition thereof, it is absolutely necessary
that the Director of the Mint should know
what amount and value of gold and silver has
been imported and exported bearing the stamp
of a United States mint or assay office, and
that such bullion be separately stated from
" Other bullion." You are, therefore, in-
structed to show in your monthly returns to
the Bureau of Statistics hereafter, rendered on
Forms ta and 8a, imports and exports of gold
and silver bullion subdivided as follows :

Bullion refined-

1. S. mint or assay office bars, . . 117.S. fine, and value.
Other bullion,   ors line, atnd value.

Until a new edition of blanks, Forms ia
and 8a, can be printed, you are directed to
adapt the blanks you have to the requirements
of this circular by inserting in ink the classes
required, as shown in the enclosed examples.

You are also directed to report to the
Bureau of Statistics the imports and exports
of gold and silver bars into and from your
port during the calendar year 1900 and Jam-
ary and February last, showing the values and
ounces, fine, of the the two kinds of bars
above indicated, respectively.

L. J. GAGE, Secretary.

Gold Used in

Our Merchants to

The Galveston Relief Committee

of the Merchants' Association, held

Visit Texas a meeting a few weeks ago to listen

to an address by Chairman Cham-

berlin, of San Antonio, Tex., of the reception com-

mittee of that State, which was appointed by the

Texas Legislature to entertain committees of the

Chamber of Commerce and the Merchants' Associa-

tion, which have been invited to visit that State and

examine its resources. Mr. Chamberlin said that what

Texas needed was capital to develop its industries.

He said that he didn't think New York paid enough

attention to Texas, and that as a result, it was losing

the trade of the Lone Star State. Gov. Sayers was

much impressed by the generosity of New York to

the city of Galveston after the flood, and by the warm

reception which he had here, when he came North to

thank the people for it. • Mr. Chamberlin said the com-

mittee of the Chamber of Commerce and the Mer-

chants' Association will start in the latter part of

April. At New Orleans they will be met by the

Reception Committee, the Governor, the President of

the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives.

Importations of

The importations of jewelry and

precious stones for February show

Precious Stones a great increase in the amount of

goods sent to the American market.

The figures for the month, $1,776,073.74, are nearly

$1,2oo,000 more than for February, 19oo, and over

$500,000 more than for any other February in the past

five years. These large importations would seem to

indicate great confidence in the future of the diamond

and precious stone market.
An announcement is made of the incorporation of

a new silverware company to be known as Win. A.

Rogers, Ltd. The company has been incorporated

under the laws of Ontario, and is capitalized at $1,350,-

000, divided into 13,500 shares, of which $600,000 is

preferred and $750,000 ordinary. The new company is

really a consolidation of Wm. A. Rogers, doing busi-

ness at 12 Warren Street, this city ; the Niagara Silver-

ware Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. ; the flatware depart-

ment of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Co., of New

Bedford, Mass., and the Northampton Silver Plate Co.,

Northampton, Mass. The officers are : President, S.

J. Moore, of Toronto, general manager of the Niagara

Silverware Co.; vice-presidents, A. E. Ames and

Robert Kilgour. These officials with the following

make up the board of directors : Hon. W. C. Ely,

president of the International Traction Co., of To-

ronto ; Jas. J. Morrison, president of the Niagara

Silverware Co.; Hon. Chas. H. Duell, commissioner

of patents, Washington, D. C., and Wm. A. Rogers,

who is also to be general manager of the new corn-

pany. The consolidated company will continue its

factories at Niagara Falls, New Bedford and North-

ampton. The head sales office will be at 12 Warren

Street, this city.
On May ist the building at 2 Maiden Lane

will be vacated and torn down in connection with the

corner building, and on these premises will be erected

a fifteen or eighteen-story office building. Hayden

W. Wheeler & Co., who have occupied 2 Maiden

Lane since 1853, will move temporarily to 15

Maiden Lane, where they will remain until the new

building is completed, when they will return to it and

occupy floor space equal to what they now have on

two floors. No. 2 Maiden Lane was erected in 1852,

and Charles E. Hale, founder of this business, be-

came one of its first tenants. Hayden W. Wheeler

came to Maiden Lane in 1853 and traveled for Mr.

Hale four years, when he was given an interest in the

business. The firm became Charles E. Hale & Co.

The succeeding changes in firm-name and personnel

have been Wheeler, Parsons & Co.; Wheeler, Parsons

& Hayes, and Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.

Charles N. Swift & Co., manufacturers of boxes.

cases, etc., for the jewelry trade, have moved into new

quarters on the top floor of 329 Fourth Avenue.

An act passed during the last session of Congress

provides for the amendment of the law governing the

exchange of gold coin for gold bars at the various

mints of the United States, as follows :

" That the superintendent of the coinage mints
and of the United States assay office at New York may,
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
but not otherwise, receive United States gold coin
from any holder thereof in sums of not less than
$5000, and pay and deliver in exchange therefor gold
bars in value equaling such coin so received. Provided,
that the Secretary of the Treasury may make, in his
discretion, such exchange without charge or may im-
pose a charge therefor."

( Continued on page 367)
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American Wthhes

Diamonds J Jewelry
Our stock always contains the latest and newest goods at right prices.When you want something out of the ordinary in Watches or Diamonds,why not try us?
Orders by mail receive prompt and careful attention.
REMOVAL—April 1st we move to 15 Maiden Lane temporarily,while a I1CW building in which we will be located is being erected on thesepremises.

Hayden W Wbeeler & Co.
Telephone, 8 Cortlandl 2 Maiden Lane, New rork
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WE ARE THE
No. 203. 10-inch Nappy, " FLORIDA." /1AKERS OF THE

Popolai-Priceg Bergen Out Glass
Made in 7, 8, and 10-ineh.

Office and Salesroom, 38 Murray Street, NEW YORK

You will undoubtedly be offered
all kinds of CUT GLASS, but can
you afford to jeopardize your
reputation by handling inferior
goods?

No. 554. 2-Quart TANKARD.
Made In 34-l'int, !'int, Quart and 2-Quart.

The Color is P-E-R-F-E-C-T
The Finish is B-R-I-L-L-I-A-N-T and L-A-S-T-I-N-GThe Shapes, N-E-W and O-R-I-G-I-N-A-L- D-A-I-N-T-Y and E-X-C-L, -U-S-I-V-EIt is within the reach of all, and can but reflect praise and merit upon Manufacturer and Dealer.

Send for Catalogue ".I"

. :-: • . : 11:12.1- .:- 171;.;pL .O ..' • • •• •i• • • .• •• • • •• •• •• .• ••1 .s

Electros furnished free for advertising
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April, 1901 THE KEYSTONE

Powerful Thief-Catching Organiza-
tions Among the Jewelers

How Traveling Salesmen and Their Valuable Stocks are Protected Against

Robbery in Any Part of the Country Big Hauls Made Before the

New System was Adopted

I I l recent robbery and murder of an East Side jewelry salesman in

New York, whose streets are patrolled by thousands of police, brings to

mind the risks run by the traveling salesmen of the great jewelry

houses, who carry with them into all parts of the country stocks worth

many thousands of dollars. These risks were so great and robberies were of

such frequent occurrence as to lead to the formation several years ago of a pow-

erful alliance in the jewelry trade, whose aim is to prevent robberies, or to run

down and punish the robbers where all- precautions have failed. As a conse-

quence it is a long time now since the newspapers have been able to print the

details of the thrilling robbery of a jewelry salesman. The organization which

has brought about this great change is the Jewelers' Protective Union, and

although it has been in existence for more than twenty years, and has been a

power in its own field, very little of its workings has been generally known.

HISTORY

OF THE ORGANIZATION

The Union was organized in 1878, largely through the influence of W. J.

Ailing, then as now a jeweler at 170 Broadway; New York. Two years pre-

viously one of Mr. Alling's salesmen Was traveling through New England Ivith

a trunk containing $10,000 worth of goods. One night he went from Boston to

Springfield, checking his trunk. When he got to Springfield he presented his

check at the baggage room and got for it a valise instead. When he opened the

valise he found it full of bad fruit and waste paper. Mr. Ailing was notified and

xx-ent to Milani Murray, who was then an inspector of the New York Police

Department.
If you can catch those thieves," said Mr. Ailing, " you'll yet sit in the

big chair."
Murray went at the job. He found that the check of the trunk had been

exchanged in transit and that the trunk had been taken to Hartford, Conn., and

thence to New York, where the contents had been rifled. Then the empty trunk

was shipped to Baltimore. After a long chase Murray fastened the crime on

Landon W. Moore, " Gussie " Raymond and George Briggs, well-known crooks

of that time, and they were sent to prison.

After this robbery Mr. Ailing made up his mind that if all the men who

sold jewelry about the country ‘'ere united, they would stand a better chance of

fighting the thieves. Robberies were occurring at the rate of ten or more a year

and it was getting to be a serious question for the jewelers. They entered into

the plan, elected Mr. Ailing president and Ira Goddard, now of i i John Street,

New York, secretary, and since then the Union has been growing steadily. It

now has woo members and it serves not only as a check on thieves, but as a

check on careless salesmen, \dm never know when agents of the Union may be

watching them.
A great deal of money has been spent by the Union in the hunting and

prosecution of robbers. A detective agency is retained to work up all cases and

it has orders to get out after every robbery and never let up on the guilty men.

USUAL

METHODS OF ROBBERY

In the old days the usual scheme of the crooks was to follow a salesman

leaving his house with a treasure trunk until a good opportunity came to nab it.

Often they would keep on the trail of a trunk for weeks, going from place to

place with the salesman. The trick of exchanging trunk checks was the most

frequently worked. This was usually done while a trunk was in transit from one

station to another, or while it was piled up with a lot of other trunks in some

baggage room. The first thing done on organization was to instruct all drum-

mers to keep the closest possible watch on their trunks. Here is a copy of the

instructions in detail :

Salesmen holding certificates from the Jewelers' Protective Union are

required to compare the check received with the one on their trunks and see that

the trunks are put on the train and always to travel by the same train on which

their trunks are placed.
On arriving at their destination salesmen must at once claim and take

charge of their baggage. They must not allow their stocks to remain in a depot

through the night nor lose sight of them for more than twelve hours at any one

time, and then only when they are in charge of a railroad company, in transit

and checked or in charge of a hotel. In brief, they must take the same care of

their stocks as if they were their own not insured.
In case of a robbery having been perpetrated upon the stock in charge

, the

salesman is requested to observe the following : First—Notify by telegraph

NVilliam R. Ailing, president, 170 Broadway, New York City, of the robbery 
and

what has been done. Second—At once inform the local authorities and make

every effort to get the property before it can be secreted, and to catch the thief.

Third—Telegraph Pinkerton's National Detective Agency or call in person, as

the case may require, at one of the offices nearest the place of robbery, g
iving

fully all the circumstances connected therewith and a general description 
of the

goods stolen ; also give route over which he has traveled, with places, 
dates and

hotels where he has stopped, sign his name and the name of the firm for whom

he is acting.
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' If he fails to follow instructions he loses his standing in the Union and it

becomes very difficult for him to get a place with a responsible house. All this

is clone to prevent robberies :Ind get the machinery of pursuit started immediately,

I ut these were only means to the principal end—the discouragement of the

crooks by unceasing efforts to land them in jail after the commission of a crime.

The wholesome fear inspired was the growth of years. The very first case the

Union tackled was successful. This was in 1878,.when it got after a crook who

had robbed a salesman in Chicago. The victim was a drummer for the New York

house of Max Freund & Co. He went to Chicago in September of that year

with a trunk containing $3o,000 worth of samples. He watched his trunk until

it was safely in his room at the hotel and then he prepared to go down to dinner.

He took his usual precaution of locking, not only his trunk with a patent lock,

but also his room, when he went out. On his return in half an hour he found

that the lock of his door had been forced. Fle rushed into the room to find that

his trunk had been broken open and $14,00o worth of the contents stolen. Then

he realized that Ile had been followed all the way from New York by the men

who had robbed him. He obeyed his instructions and notified the detectives of

his loss. The Union determined to run down the thief at all costs and after two

months' work on the case the detectives struck a clue which led to the arrest of

Thomas H. Berry, a noted bank sneak. He was found hanging about a Brooklyn

bank, with a view, it is supposed, of robbing it. He was convicted of the jewelry

robbery and sentenced to prison. The stolen jewels were recovered. This

notable case was a feather in the cap of the young organization.

SOME

NOTED ROBBERIES

One of the most desperate and elusive men the organization ever put behind

the bars was the notorious Fritz Diehm, who was a Cincinnati crook. In

November, 1891, a salesman for the Cincinnati house of Herman Keck & Co.

went to Dayton, Ohio, Avith a satchel containing $150,000 worth of jewels.

At Dayton he stepped out of the train to get a sandwich and left his bag under

the seat in the car. When he came back the satchel was gone. There was a

great row raised over this loss, owing to the unusual value of the stolen goods.

After a month's work the detectives arrested Diehtn and an accomplice, William

Hurless, on the farm of Hurless' father, near Jeffersonville, Ind. The jewels

were found buried in four glass bottles on the farm. Hurless was arrested first

and he was landed safely in jail. Diehm Nvas not arrested until a day or two

later. He was in the custody of the sheriff on his way to the jail when a number

of his friends set upon the officers of the law and rescued him. He escaped to

Europe and nothing was heard of him for two years, but the detectives were

always on the lookout for him, and in 1893 they caught him in Hot Springs.

He got a seven-year sentence.
Another desperate man who was run down was James Burke, a crook with

many aliases and a most unsavory record. In November, 1892, W. L. Pollack,

of the New York firm of Pollack & Co., was riding from Omaha to Sioux City,

Iowa. Just before the train pulled into Sioux City it stopped for a moment and

a man appeared at the front door of the car in which Pollack was seated. He

had a pistol in his hand. He was evidently after no one else but Pollack, for he

went straight to him and said : " I want your diamonds." Pollack had a wallet

containing $15,000 worth of diamonds in his inside coat pocket. He was so sur_

prised by the man's demand that he macle no move of any kind and the robber

shot him in the shoulder. There was a panic in the car and all the passengers

ran out of the rear door. As Pollack sank down in his seat the robber hit him

Oil the head with a slung shot, fired another bullet into his arm, grabbed the

wallet and, jumping off the train, disappeared. The search for this man occupied

nine months. A half dozen suspects were arrested and held for identification,

and filially the right man was captured. Burke was located in Leadville, Colo.

When brought back to Iowa for trial, influential friends came forward and offered

to make good the amount stolen, but the Jewelers' Union would not hear of it.

They insisted upon prosecution, and Burke was sentenced to seventeen years.

CROOKS

FEAR THE ORGANIZATION

The fear in which the Association came to be held by the crooks was

illustrated after the robbery of Edward Carroll, a salesman for Parker, Sloan &

Co., New York, in Covington, Ky. Carroll went into a drug store with a satchel

containing several thousancl dollars' worth of diamonds and placed it beside him

while he gave an order to the clerk. When he went to pick the satchel up it was

gone. As soon as the detectives got to work on the case they were approached

by lawyers who had been retained by the thieves. The lawyers wanted to make

restitution of the stolen property. The thieves explained to them that as soon as

they found that Carroll was a member of the Jewelers' Union they were sorry

they had robbed him. In other words they didn't want the Union in pursuit of

them. Their offer was refused, but the diamonds were restored anyway. The

hunt for the thieves continued and it having been learned that they were John

Meany and Pat Gurney, the men. were .arrested in New York by Robert A.

Pinkerton while walking along the street. He grabbed both of them, but Gurney

jerked away and escaped. Meany was put under a pow bond, but jumped and

fled to Europe. He came back two years later only to be captured and sent

to prison.
The success which has attended the efforts of the Jewelers' Union to protect

traveling salesmen led to the formation of the Jewelers' Alliance, whose purpose

it is to safeguard retail jewelry stores in the same manner as the Union looks

after the sample trunks. The two organizations work in harmony, and together

they have made the life of the jewelry thief a most unprofitable and dangerous one.
—New York Sun.
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THINK
of a grocer keeping store without flour,

or a butcher keeping shop without beef,

AND THEN THINK

of a retail jeweler without shirt studs in

his stock.
One is as consistent as the other.

When buying shirt studs, buy the best,

and that's

THE

LARTER STUD

Patented December 18, 1900.
Patented February 5, 1901.

It Is in a Class by Itself
fitting either buttonhole, eyelethole

or a combination of the two

WITH I

Made in (c

No soiling of shirt bosom.
No annoya.nce of working out
Nothing to come apart and lose.

18K. Gold,
14K. Gold,
10K. Gold

anD These two qualities
Extra Quality to be had through

leading jobbers.14 K. Plate.)

LARTER, ELCOX CI CO.
21 ei 23 Maiden Lane

New York

THE LEADER
in High=Grade Watches is the

Y11011E11011 & CONSTOITIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

,o14 E ROA,
`'‘

TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in 

Quality,
Adjustment,
Durability,
Style. 

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases.

New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements.

Special Grades for Railroad Men.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, 3 Malden Lane,

SOLE AGENT, New York.

1891

( A postal bring it,
free of charge)

Factory
32 Maiden Lane

To Jovekrs (no others) !

Can we send you
the most complete

1Zoti n
Caciloit‘c..?

•
ever published

AsagiZISM
avatqtaia4rah

frgaches We are always prepared to fill orders
for American movements of any grade,
and the newest and prettiest designs
in Gold,Silver,Filled and Metal Cases.

DiaMOIlds loose and mounted—in choicest
plain or elaborate settings, are
always to be had from us at the
most reasonable prices.

Have you tried any of our "Success" material for American Watches?

ROSENZWEIG BROS.
52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Headquarters for Jewelers' Entire Requirements

April, I 901

New York Letter

(Continued from page 363)

The board of directors of the
Jewelers' Association and Board

Question of Trade at a recent meeting ap-
pointed a committee of three to

consider the memorandum question as it affects the
jewelry trade, and to decide as to its exact legal status;
also to consider the advisability of drafting an agree-
ment of unassailable legality. The committee, which
consisted of 0. G. Fessenden, of Hayden W. Wheeler

& Co.; A. K. Sloan, of Sloan & Co., and Leo Worm
ser, of the Julius King Optical Co., held a meeting
and will report progress at the next meeting of the
directors.

Eliassof Bros. & Co. have distributed among their
patrons in the trade a handsome leather-framed blot-

ting pad, which will be ornamental as well as useful

on the jeweler's desk. It is a very acceptable evidence
of the firm's enterprise.

The Jewelers' Protective Union held their twenty-
third annual meeting last month at their rooms, 54
Maiden Lane. The official reports showed the organ-

ization to be flourishing, and after the reports had
been adopted the following officers were all re-elected

for the ensuing year : William R. Ailing, president;

0. G. Fessenden, vice-president ; Ira Goddard, secre-
tary and treasurer ; executive committee—J. C. Aikin,
C. E. Hastings, August Oppenheimer and Leopold
Stern. There has been a considerable increase in
membership during the past year. The Union has
also issued a large number of new certificates to

travelers.
Carrington & Co., jewelry manufacturers, will erect

a new factory in Newark on Frelinghuysen Avenue,

corner of Wright Street, where they have purchased a lot
25x100 feet. Their present factory at 19 Green Street,

Newark, must be torn down to make room for the

new City Hall.
Lissauer & Co. have begun extensive improve-

ments in their building at 12 Maiden Lane, and will

make it a first-class office structure. Henry E. Oppen-

heimer & Co. will, on the completion of these im-

provements, occupy the entire second floor.
William Bardel, the newly-appointed United States

consul to Bamberg, Germany, who is prominent in the

jewelry trade and vice-president of the Jewelers'

League, was treated to a banquet by some thirty-five

of his friends before his departure for the scene of his

new labors. The presiding officer of the
evening was Henry Hayes, president of the
Jewelers' League. Mr. Bardel sat at Mr.

Hayes' right, and around the board • were

well-known members of the trade. The

function was in the nature of a God-speed

and bon voyage to Mr. Bardel.
D. Goldschmidt & Bro., 472 Third Ave-

nue, have dissolved partnership. D. Gold-

schmidt will continue at the old stand. S.
Goldschmidt will conduct a new store at

259 Third Avenue.
A grand banquet and ball was held on

March 17th, by the New Yorker Uhrmacher

Verein, in celebration of the thirty-fifth

anniversary of the founding of the society.

The event took place at William Allaire

Hall, i94 Third Avenue, near Eighteenth

Street, and proved most enjoyable.
Max Mayer was recently admitted to a

partnership in the firm of Bonner & Co.

The firm will move in the course of a few

weeks from their present quarters, 49 John

Street, to 5' Maiden Lane.
Ferguson & Bates, Maiden Lane,

opticians, is one of the firms that have been

compelled to look for new quarters by the

contemplated tearing down of the buildings

at the corner of Maiden Lane and Broadway.

The firm have secured quarters around the

corner at 155 Broadway, where they will

have more room than in their present loca-

tion. The firm, which has only been in ex-

istence about a year, has built up a very fine

trade.
The E. Howard Clock Co., 41 Maiden

Lane, have moved into new office quarters

in the front of the building.

The Memorandum
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At the annual meeting of the stockholders of C.
G. Alford & Co., C. G. Alford, J. Warren Alford and
J. C. Andress were re-elected directors. At a subse-
quent meeting of the directors, C. G. Alford was re-
elected president, J. Warren Alford was re-elected
vice-president and treasurer, and J. C. Andress was
re-elected secretary.

Frank Netschert, manufacturer of artificial plants
for decorative purposes, has been compelled by the
increased demand for his specialty to build another
factory at 240--260 Moffat Street, Brooklyn, near his
old plant. The increased facilities will enable him to
vastly increase his output.

H. A. Groen & Bro. have removed their diamond-
cutting factory into larger quarters in the same build-
ing, 29 Gold Street.

Edward Todd & Co. have moved from 9 East
Sixteenth Street to larger quarter at 1128 Broadway.

John E. Shepard, retail jeweler, will remove, May
st, from 17o Broadway to 43 Nassau Street.

At the March meeting of the directors of the
Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade the follow-
ing concerns were elected to membership : Chemical
National Bank, Lissauer & Co. and Charles L. Power
& Co., New York ; 0. C. De Long, Syracuse, N. Y.,
and W. J. Johnston Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

A. J. G. Hodenpyl, of Hodenpyl & Sons, who
was a juror at the Paris Exhibition of last year, was
presented with a beautiful silver loving cup by Tiffany
Co., in recognition of the satisfactory manner in which
he performed his work at the exposition. The cup is
of sterling silver, eight and one-half inches high by
six inches in diameter, weighs forty-five ounces and
has a capacity of five pints. It is artistically designed
and appropriately engraved.

Charles L. Power, formerly of Luedke & Power,
has formed a copartnership with Robert B. Allan,.
under the firm-name of Chas. L. Power & Co, at 9,
I and 13 Maiden Lane, where they will continue the

importing of diamonds and other precious stones.
L. G. Sefing, Jr., spent some time in this city last

month purchasing a stock of goods for his new jewelry
store, which he is to open at 621 Hamilton Street,
Allentown, Pa. Mr. Sefing is a young man, who has
been connected with the old firm of E. Keller & Sons
for four years. Recently he has been running an opti-
cal business for himself in Allentown, but concluded

that he would branch out and run jewelry in connec-

tion with optics. Mr. Sefing is a bright young man,
who fully understands the business and starts out with

good prospects of success.
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E. S. Johnson & Co., now at 31 Maiden Lane,

will remove this month to the Jewelers' Court, 51

Maiden Lane.
T. C. Worden has succeeded the late J. Hart

Brewer as assistant appraiser in charge of the Second

Division of the Public Stores, through which pass the

precious stones, jewelry, silver, art goods, china and

other lines imported by and for the jewelry trade.
Benjamin F. Davis, charged with stealing $8000

from Hipp. Didisheim & Bro., watch importers, 54
Maiden Lane, for whom .he had acted as agent at

Chicago, was taken to that city last month and will be

dealt with according to law.
B. & I... Kahn, diamond merchants, who are

another of the tenants of the building at the corner of
Maiden Lane and Broadway that is to be torn down
after May ist, have leased large offices on the second
floor of the Corbin Building, corner of John and
Broadway. They will move in before May 1st.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance

The regular monthly meeting of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance was held March 8th, the following
members being present : Chairman Butts, President
Sloan, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes, and Messrs.
Alford, Champenois, Brown and Kroeber of the com-
mittee. The following new members were admitted:
Milton P. Bagg, N. Y. City ; C. G. Conyne, Mandan,
N. Dak.; Haupt Bros., Peabody, Kans.; Chas. Peter-
sen Estate, Honesdale, Pa.; W. M. Rowe, Lawrence,
Kans.; Dan. Sargent, Falls City, Nebr.; The Bell
Jewelry Co., San Antonio, Texas ; Theo. A. Ebeling,
St. Louis, Mo.; August Meyer, Grand Island, Nebr.;
J. A. Reuling, Wymore, Nebr. ; Frank Tyack, Read-
ing, Pa.; \V. S. Bailey, Pomona, Cal. ; R. G. Colvin,
Hastings, Nebr.; Daniels Bros., Kearney, Nebr.; S.
A. Fess, Kearney, Nebr.; Cornelius H. Davis, Phillips-
burg, Pa. ; Henry J. Faber, Buffalo, N. Y.; R. R.
Greene, Salem, Mo.; F. W. A. Kleinau, West Bay
City, Mich.; M. L. Roberts, Grand Junction, Colo.;
Lon Williams, Wichita, Kans.; John B. Ash, Rock-
ford, Ill.; Geo. T. Broadnax, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.;
Chas. H. Hinges, Salem, Oregon ; Herman Kirch,
Des Moines, Iowa ; R. L. Marshall, Elizabethtown,
Ky.; F. A. Persohn, Baltimore, Md.; Harley L. Pierce,
Belleville, Kans.; Kartevold, Bros.' Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Coleburn & Lander, Norwalk, Conn.; John
Lucas, Orange, Texas ; Henry A. Reineman, McKees-
port, Pa.; Jerome W. Schirm, Baltimore, Md.

A BEAUTIFUL SILVER SERVICE

One of the most magnificent silver services of which our new navy can boast is that to he presented by tie. ci t y of Albany to the cruiser of

that name. The order for this beautiful service was placed by NV. H. Williams .5: Son
, of Albany, with the International Silver Co. The

service consists of sixty-six pieces and cost 810,000. The finish is French gray. The service consist:4 of candelabra ; meat platter ; game

platter ; two entree dishes, with covers ; two vegetable dishes ; two jardinieres 
; six bon-bon dishes; six vases ; six peppers •, six salts, gold

lined ; six salt spoons, gold howls ; punch bowl, gold lined ; punch ladle, gold bowl ; twenty
-four goblets. Our illustration shows the punch

bowl, ladle and goblets. The designing and execution are triumphs of the silversmiths' art, embodying many places and incidents in

Albany and its history.



Richard Miller, McPherson's pioneer jeweler,
visited Wichita, Kans., last month to meet Eastern
salesmen.

S. M. Strain has purchased the business of R. D.
Dickie, Bunker Hill, Ill., and will take possession
about April loth.

Jeweler H. P. Hall, of Carthage, Mo., has added

a line of pianos to his business, and is making a
success of his venture.

J. L. Stoner, Lincoln, Kans., will remove early

next month to his new store, which is now rapidly
approaching completion.

H. M. Skinner, Everett, Wash., is about to open

a jewelry and .optical store. Mr. Skinner will make a
specialty of repair work.

Scott Taylor, of Oswego, Kans., has been a
sufferer from the grippe of late, but is now abbut again
and attending to business as usual.

Edward G. Haug, son of Jeweler Matt Hang,
jeweler of Houghton, Mich., is learning the watch trade
and engraving with J. A. Herbert, Duluth, Minn.

The firm of Volkmann & Wambach, Kankakee,
III., has dissolved partnership, Mr. Vol kniann having
purchased Mr. Wambach's interest in the business.

Henry J. Rosenstihl, Union Springs, Ala., is
mourning the loss of his wife, who died recently. Mr.
Rosenstihl has the sympathy of a large circle of friends.

Charles Mosbacher, of Wichita, Kans., reports an
improvement in business since he has moved into his
new quarters. He is \veil pleased with his new location.

P. S. Wise, the jeweler of St. Charles, Iowa, has
invented a new cylinder printing press, and is organ-
izing a stock company for its manufacture. The
invention is known as " Wise's Monitor Press."

Cloverport, Ky., was recently almost completely
destroyed by fire. Fred. N. D' Huy, a local jeweler,
was one of the many whosb places of business were
burnt out.

G. D. Van Dervoort, Cooperstown, N. Y., has
purchased the business of B. W. Robinson, Worcester,
N. Y. Mr. Robinson has opened a jewelry and optical
store at Winchendon, Mass.

Frederick Dreher, formerly in business at 16
Maiden Lane, New York, opened a new store in
New Haven, Conn., on March 1st. He will make a
specialty of watch repairing for the trade.

Davicl Praeger, of Fort Scott, Kans., has had a
very severe attack of la grippe. He is at present able
to be about the store, and expects to soon be fully
recovered and like himself once more.

Jeweler A. K. Jobe, of Jackson, Tenn., has recently
purchased the entire block in xvhich his store is located.
He is remodeling and refurnishing it throughout, to
make it one of the most attractive buildings in this
city.

A. G. Potts, for many years salesman with J. L.
Cohen, the well-known jeweler of Reading, Pa., has
accepted the management of the Cohen Bros. Loan
and Brokerage office, 137-139 North Queen Street,
Lancaster, Pa.

Henry Bier, son of Jeweler Frederick Bier, of
Salina, Kans., who is in California at present for the

benefit of his health, reports a steady improvement.
It is hoped he may soon be able to return to his home
and resume his work in the store.

J. J. VatiVorhis, of the VanVorhis Jewelry Co.,
Yates Center, Kans., has recently returned from a pro-

longed visit to Kansas City, where he took a complete

course in optics. On his return he immediately fitted

up the store to a much better advantage, making all
preparations for optical work in detail.

[The illustration nod deseriplion of new. goods and inventions :111 1101,1111,1 ,11r 1S a

feature or THE KII'STON 1•:, Ilur I %,■•■■6,1,1 ohject being i lii inere/wai,jeweler thoroughly posted
on the N.ery larest and most salable goods, and the 1,11,/it/ jowelor equally lye]] teL oil the IlleWelit
illVI'1111,111S /111,1 11111,111V(1111(.1118 ill tools and applianees nsell al 1111,1..1101. For the benefit I the optician,
wu illustrate and describe ucw optical goods and instruments in this tlepartinclit.l

Our illustration shows the new " Victorian " vibrating bell
spiral hat phi, made by McRae & Keeler, Attleboro, Mass.
Progress is the watchword of this firm, and the new " Victorian''
is a vast improvement, both in beauty and durability, over the

old. In the improved pin the spiral can never • lose its form.
However great the tension it may be put to, it will spring back to

its proper erect form as soon as it is released. There is a chain in

the center which, while permitting the greatest flexibility, safeguards
the spiral and makes it practically unbreakable. The new Victorian

is made in a great wealth of styles, plain and mounted with all

kinds of stones.

Our illustration shows a new stud by Geo. Becker
& Co., Providence, R. I. This stud is adapted for
either eyelet or button hole and can be easily inserted
or removed without soiling the linen. It is strong and
non-separable, and there is nothing to get out of
order. The studs are made in 14 K. and to K. gold, in all sizes and in a great
variety of patterns. This improved stud well merits the attention of the trade.

NEV\I-VO RK

The Simeon L. & George H. Rogers Co., Hart-

ford, Conn., have issued a catalogue and price-list of

their latest product in electro silver-plated tableware.

The catalogue contains some sixty pages, and is

copiously illustrated.

Jeweler Doc. Bechtel, of Augusta, Kans., has
been about the busiest man in the State the past month.

He is the postmaster as well as the jeweler of his

town, and his chief assistant has been away on a pleas-
ure trip to California, so that he has had to do double
duty.

A. J. Hurd, North Adams, Mass., has opened his
new store at Mansert Block. Over one thousand
pretty silver trays were distributed as souvenirs among
those who called to wish Mr. Hurd the success he
deserves in his up-to-date and excellently-stocked
establishment.

P. E. Kern, Skaguay, Alaska, writes to say that
the teams are commencing to take the trail to Dawson
in great numbers. Everything looks bright for the

coming season, and, in view of the prospective pros-
perity, Skaguay jewelers are making some beautiful
souvenirs in rings, pins and spoons, decorated with

gold nuggets.

Joseph Pfeiffer, Jr., son of J. S. Pfeiffer, of Parsons,
Kans., was sent to a New York Business College to
get a business training. His success is so pronounced

that at present he is employed by one of the largest
manufacturing concerns in the country, and it is not
likely he will ever return to the jewelry trade.

Henry Snowden, one of the traveling staff of
N. H. White & Co., New York, died at the home
of his mother in Annapolis, Md., on Sunday, March
17th, after a brief illness, from which he was supposed
to be recovering. The deceased was a good salesman,
a thorough gentlenian and highly esteemed by his
employers and the trade.

A Popular Bracelet Pattern
The Parisian fad of creeping, crawling things in jewelry designs finds much

favor in this country, and the widespread popularity of the bracelet here illustrated
is a case in point. It is named
the " Alice Nielsen," and is
manufactured by Whiting &
Davis, Plainville, Mass. It is
made ill sterling silver only,
finished in white, rose gold
and 18 K. green gold. Ever
since Mother Eve harkened
to the voice of the tempter
the serpent has had a pecu-
liar fascination for woman-
kind and is always the most
popular of reptilian designs.

The craze for novelly is ever with us. This fact probably
accounts for the extraordinary growth of the now well-known
Order of Buffaloes, the membership of which is already of
vast proportions. Of course, every new order calls for an
emblem, and our illustration shows a pin designed and made
for the purpose by the Meyer Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.
A ring of appropriate design for the enthusiastic Buffalonian
is made by C. P. Goldsmith & Co., of New York. Considering the rapid gre
of the order, there should be a ready sale for these goods. The buyers, too,
of the liberal-minded variety, who would gladly pay good prices.

New Pattern in Sterling Silver Flatware

The new spring patterns in sterling silver flatware have been enriched by a very beautiful creation entitled " Les Cinq Fleurs " (the five flowers) made,
Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass. The designer has chosen for his inspiration five of the choicest growths of our fields and forests. Upon each of the

pieces of the service is represented, with fidelity to
its natural beauty, one of these five flowers, the
brilliant poppy, the huniliar peony, the orchid, flower
of mystery, the royal fleur de lis, or the wild rose
with its graceful tendrils and delicitte petals. The
various pieces,themselves,are dignified and simple in
form incl the I■rench gray finish adopted adds to their
charm. Our illustration conveys but a hint of the
striking and artistic beauty of the goods themselves.
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It ems of Interest

Richard Nliller, McPherson's pioneer jeweler,

visited Wichita, 1:ans., last month to meet Easterit

sfilesmen.

•-1. NI. Strain has purchased the business of R. D.

Bunker I lill, III., and will take possession

about April loth.

jeweler II. P. Hall, of Carthage, ■lo., lias ,1,1,1cd

a line of 'Amick to his business, Lind is making a

success of Ilk venture.

Sl.(111c1, n ill remote early

next month to his nen S1011', \ lilt 11 1. 110 \\ 1.1111(11y

ilp1111111(1111)14. 1'1 /111111e11011.

1 I. NI. SI:inner. F.)erett, NN fish , about to open

a jewelry and optical store. It Skinner make a

specialty of repair work.

Scott Taylor, of Oswego, I:fins., has been a

sufferer from the grippe of late, hut is 111)11: about again

and attending to business as usual.

lf:(In aril ( t. Haug, son of Jeweler Nlatt Haug,

je‘veler of I lotighton, Nlich., is learning the watch tradti

and engra\ing ith J. \.. I lerb(rt. 1)11111111. N111111.

lirm 41f V(111:11111111 S \Vd111bill- 11,

has (IIS!,)1\ cti partnership. NIr. Volkinann hat ing

purchased NIL NN'aniliach's interest in the business.

Henry J. I:osenstilil, iiin Springs, .Nlit., is

mourning the it• his wile, who died recently. NIr.

Rosenstilil has the sympathy of a large circl,,,1

Charles Nloshitcher, fl NN'ichita, I:ans., reports ;Lit

improvement in Imsiiii ss since he has moved into his

tlIfifflk'rs• I R is \\ Il Plyitscti with his Ili," 1"ratinit•

P. S. \Vise, the jeni ler of St. Charles, h in at, has

in\ ented a n•\ limier printing press, and is orgtin-
iiing a st■R eoniitan \ tor it," nittniiltietnre. Tile

'Mention IS knon 11 as" \Vise'S tr

TH E K EYSTON E,

Cloverport, Ky., was recently almost completely

destroyed by tire. Fred. N. D' Huy, .1 I, rr,d it•\\ (.Icr,

was one of the many %A-hose places of 1/11SilleSs 1\ ere

burnt (mt.

(i. D. Van )enoort, Cooperstown, N. Y., has

purchased the business of B. NV. \‘'orcestel,

N. \ .Ir 1:obinson has opened Li jewelr■ find opti(
store at NVinclitildon, lass.

1;reclurick I /reher, formerly in business at 16

1 , New York, ()pellet] a new store ill

\\ 11■1\ ell. C01111.. 01( MilITI1 1St. 11e \V111 111,1ke

Si),(1.111.\ \\ .ttell 1e1).111111',4 tor thtf trade.

David Praeger, of It Scott, I:ans., has hail a

very severe attack of It grippe. Ile IS at llrsi1t able

to be about the store, and experts to soon I ft• fully
rel 11.,11 .11111 Ilk( 111111Se11 inct• 11101V,

Jen, IL•if .\ Jobe, of Jackson, Tenn., has recently
purchased the entire Hock in n hich his store is located
I It is remodeling and refurnishing it throughout, to

mal:e it one of the most ;tura, tite buildings in

city.

,\. C,. Potts, for milify \ ears salesman vcitl) J. I..

Cohen, the )yell-lm,n)fn jinveler of Reading, Pa

accepted the management ot the Bros. Foal]

;t0(-1 lirol:ertge (Mice, 2,7-f39 North )(Jct.!' Street,

I.Lincaster, l'a.

I luni ). son of le))eler Freilt•ricl: Bier, (ft

Salina. I:ans., )) is in California at present tot the

benefit of his health, rtfports a steady iniprovement.

It is hoped he mat soon he able to return to his home

aml restmte his )york in the store.

J. J. N'anVorhis, of the N'anVorhis Jewelry Co.,

Yates Center, has recently returned from a lint-

longed visit to 1:Linsas City, where he took a complete

course ill optics. ( lit his return he immediately fitted

up the store to a much better ad) antaff,e, mal;ing all

preparations for optic,LI )),irl, in detail.
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The Simeon I. ("V. (1(ge H. Rogers Co., I lart-

ford, (ml., have is,ued a ■ ttalogut• and plice-list

their latest product in electro \fey-plated table)) ant.

The catalogue contains s, Line sixt pages, and is

copiousl■ illustrated.

Jetyeler Doc. Bechtel, of Atigusta, I:ans., has

been about the busiest man in the State the past month.

I (' IS the 110,1111d,t,1 .IS .1, the 1e\\ clk•1 III 111,

tn\VII, ;111(1 111, Chief ;1•:.:,k1:111t has 1 well \ it pleas-

me trip to Calilornia, so that he has had l() 1111 d(1111)1t•

dIlly.

\ 1. I ,N ((till Adams, Nlass , has ope11et1 his

nen store at Nlanstrt 1;1,4 k. 1 ker one Ill( tusand

prt It\ silver nen. distributi d I sou‘L .1111,,I1L;

tli((s It ill) Called 10 \\ N11.. 1111111 the ,111 t 1,1

(I('t-rte Ill 111, 1111 t11-(111.te .111(1 ( lit 1111\ AI. to 11

1,1,11/11s1111112111..

1 1. E. I:erii, "--,1t.tglitiy, Alaska, n rites to sa) that

the teams are ( Ifilimencing to take the trail ILI I fa‘) It

ill great numh, rs. Fyer\ thing lool:s if.410 tor the

ruflIfflg ff•cilf-iffn, find, fft. tilt' Prfffl" Pr"'-
perit), SI:agnav je))elers ;ire malting scni, heautitul

sou conks in 1Ing,,, ;111(1 spo,(01,;, c(11 th•d \li111

;1(dd 1111g.gt1,.

jos( ph Pfitiffer, Jr., Sim of J. S. Pfeil], ( if l'ars,

kans sent to a Nt_.\\' Y(111: 1■11-111t•,. Ltilicgt• 1(1

t business training. His success is so pi Ltiountfed

that at present Ile is employed by ()II,: 1■1 111(' iargest

111:intil.li'lliring concern,. ill tile • ;Intl it I ((It

iik(i lie \\ e ifeturn to the j(!)) (.11- trade.

I (nry 

SI1()\\ (lilt, 

of the tra\eling staff of

N. II. NVIlite & New York, died It the home

(It his mother ill \ (I(1., on Sunda\ , Nlarch

7th, after a brief illness, from n inch U ti Ii, !-,in ...ted

lo be reel wering. The deceased It as ft good salesman,

LI Mot otigh gentleman and highly estee1tn:(1 IL) his
empl, 0.! ! the trade.

New Goods an Inventions A Popular Bracelet Pattern

I The Fat ir,ti ,11111 .1■ •■11.illi Hi 111 111,1 II I'' i"il" II` III lIhItlI i 1 M.'”""

iIbhhI "r KEY,11IN 1■Iir 1,v111.111I1 Ill II Itchp4 II, Lop ,•,,,./wojotvolet It111ronghly lo1.1e.1

"I, the till' lily
and ( 11,1, ■111.1 hibthlhill III I, 11,.1 II 11..1,111 11. V.,1' Ill 11.11.•11( 111 1 111,

((I ii. rah.. tI■•■, 11111 mid IS I Ili, 1E11,1111.HW

A New Hat Pin
our illustration shows the new \'ictorian" vibrating bell

spiral hat pin, made Iffy NIcl:fte 1:(2eler, .Attleboro, Nlass.

Progress is the watch)), Lt.)1 tins tutu, Lind the litny " Victorian "

is a yast improvement, Ill 111 heallly 1111(1 (111111111111y, 1/Vel- the

0111. In the improved pin the spiral can never lose its form.

I lowever great the tension it may he put to, it will spring I Silk 1,1

its proper erect form as soon as it is released. •I'llert• is a chain in

the center which, tyhile permittiitg. the greatest Ilexibility, sf Lleguards

the spiral and makes it practically imbreal:able. The new Victorian

is made in it great \vealth of L-ftyles, plain and mounted with all

kinds of stones.

A New Stud
ur illustration shons a nen stud In ((el,. Becker

c`i:f Co., Providence, R. I. This stud is adapted tot

either (.!■elet or button hole and can be easil) insertutl
or removed without soiling the linen. It is strong and
11011-separahle, and thert• is nothing to get out of
order. The stutls are made in 14 I:. and I 4, 1<. gold, ill ail sizes and in .1 great

variety of patterns. This improved stud well merits the ;Mention of the trtsk

The Parisian fad I II ( reeping, 11.111 ling things ill jet) (dry designs linds (((HIll

fa%Lir in this countt l and the \\ idespreacl popularity of the bracelet here illustrated
is a (ase in point. It is named
the " .\ I II Nielsen,- and is
manufactured by \Vhiting
I 1:1x is, Plaint ill, lass. It is
made in sterling sil er only,
linished it kt bite, l'ot-te gold

illld IS I:. green gold.
since Nlother harl:ened
tt I the tole(' of the tempter
the serpent has had a pecu-
liar fascination for n onian-
kind In I ilttts the most
popular of reptilian designs

Emblems of the Order of Buffaloes

The ! kir III \ elt v iS ever nit]) us. This fact probably
accounts t,!1 11,• extrwirdinary gr, mill of the now well-knonn
Order (if If!!ealoes, the mewl R•F`,11.11) 01 1\ 111111 is Lilreatly

vast propoi tions. Of course, e) cry new order calls tor an
enthlent, and our illustration shots a pin designed and made
for the purpose by the Nleyer Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Nil,.
A ring of appropriate design for the enthusiastic Ituffaloniiiii

is made by C. I i ioldsmith 8,-. Co., of New York. Considering the vivid :t\ it
of the ,frder, Ili, le shonld be a read), sale for thesti good. The buyers, too, are

Of the lib, 'al Handed \ ariet■, It Ill/ \\ 011111 gladly pay good prices.

New Pattern in Sterling Silver Flatware

Till new spring, patterns ill !aerling silver Ilatwar, have been on II lied by a Very

,\•. Barton, Taunton, V.! T'lle designer has chosen for his inspiration live
bealltifld ( .111,111 entitled '` I .es Chu' 1:letirs" ( the bye dowers) made,
of the choicest gron•ths of our fields and forests. I 'poll each of the

pieces of the ,11.1\ it'l. 1V1111.",ellled, It 1111 fidelity to
its natural health, one of these fit I! tIoners, the

popp■, the familiar peon■, the orchid, Hower
ot ster■ , the ro);11 flew (le lis, or the vihi rose

1111 its ;2,1..1111.111 tt•ndrils and delicate petals. The
arious pieces,theinsehes.are dignilied and simple ill

form ancl the French gray finish adopted ttritiS to their
( harm. (Jur illustration con\ ('VS inn a hint of die
striking and artistic btfautj• of the goo(ls themselves,
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Keeping Up With
The Times
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OT all things remain good indefinitely. This is
especially true in the matter of selling watches at
retail. The day of old time profits is passed and
the Jeweler of to-day to keep up with the times

must move with the times.

If he continues exactly his old methods, and sells his
watches the same way he did a quarter of a century ago,
he is not doing business the same way, for he is working
under very different circumstances. Though he has not
moved on, the times have, and his relations to his customers
and things are very much altered.

So if the Jeweler would produce just the same results
in selling watches he once did he must do it by modern
methods. He cannot do it by precisely the old methods.
He must know the style of a time-piece his customers want,
and please them by giving them an intelligent and com-
prehensive description of the kind of watch he wants to sell
them for their money. In other words, he must be a speci-
alist in watches ; he must be able to preach the gospel of
quality and skilled knowledge of the goods he is selling so
eloquently and convincingly that he will immediately com-
mand the confidence of his customer.

Here is just where we come in as a watch jobbing
firm. The head of our house has spent thirty years of his
life in the watch business studying how to please the
quality seekers. If we can get in touch with you by mail
our goods will show our skill as watch jobbers and quality
finders. It will pay you, and pay you well, to let us have
your name on our books. There is no use waiting about
this matter—why not send us a mail order to-day?

M. A. Mead 0 Company
Watch Jobbers

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO

WESTERN BUREAU Or THE KEYSTONE
ROOM 811 Col.r3110'S 1St EMORIA I. BUILDING

CHICAGO, March 26, 1901

There k little change to note in

The State of Trade the business situation from last
month. Judging from the expres-

sions from representative men in all lines of business,
there is no change in the prevailing belief that the
general prosperity of the country is to continue.
Authorities agree that the outlook is all that could be
reasonably desired. Reports of crop prospects to this
period seem to be more favorable than for the corre-
sponding period of last year. This spring has been
remarkably free from crop scares. No alarming
reports have been sent out from winter wheat districts
of the plant having been " winter killed." Farmers
are in better condition to buy than ever before; and
are feeling more like buying. They are looking for-
ward to good crops and are pretty free buyers of all
kinds of merchandise. The movement of manufac-
tured products kVestward is on a tremendous scale,
and the railroads are crowded with traffic in both
directions, instead of Eastward only, as is often the
case at this time of the year. Turning to our own
trade and making allowance for the fact that the
" early between " period is not quite ended, the move-
ment of the trade is good, and wholesalers and jobbers
say that the number of house buyers and mail orders
is steadily increasing-.

We see it has been decided in the

Important courts of one of our Western States
Insurance Ruling that when a stock of goods is

insured, and in case of loss by fire,
and the owner's inability to produce an inventory, the
insurance company is not liable on the policy. This '
involves the necessity of taking an inventory at regular
periods and of preserving it in order to prove the
amount and value of the goods at the time of the fire.
This decision is not only good law, but common-sense
practice for those who insure their stock and expect
to recover in case of loss.

State censorship over advertising is
now proposed in this State. A
bill has been introduced in the
Illinois legislature to prohibit the

publication in any manner of false or fictitious adver-
tising matter, as applying either to the quality, price,
brand or character of goods. The bill provides for
the creation of the office of State censor of advertising
at a salary of $3000 per 101110111, and directs that " no
person, firm or corporation shall insert in any news-
paper or magazine circulated in the State, or display
any sign, or distribute any handbill, circular or sample
book whereby any goods shall be falsely represented
to be of greater value than the price at which they
are offered." Fire and bankrupt sales are specifically
debarred, and so is misrepresentation as to character
of make and as to brands or labels. Heavy penalties
are attached to violations of the proposed law.

Advertising
Censorship

THE KEYSTONE;

A Ruling
Favoring Express
Companies

Railroads and express companies
won a victory before Judge Jackson,
March 7th, in the United States
Court at Cincinnati. The Big Four
Railroad claimed that William

White, a commuter, carried from Cincinnati daily to
Middletown, and way points, articles under the guise
of baggage which really did not belong to that classi-
fication, and that he was " a walking express company"
for merchants along the line, all this in violation with
plaintiff's contract with the American Express Co.
The court ruled that a passenger should carry only
such articles as he needed for his journey or his indi-
vidual use, and enjoined White from carrying all else.
A similar case was decided in a suit brought by the
Milwaukee and St. Paul in favor of the passenger.

In a run made through several
states recently, writes the editor of

in the West The National Builder, Chicago,
and in conversation with a number

of well-informed manufacturers, we were impressed
%vith the fact that intense activity in every department
of industry was evident. From what we saw with our
own eyes for the preparations for building-, and what
We were told by reputable persons, we are convinced
that the century has opened auspiciously, and that no
man the coming season need be idle if able and
%villing to work. The man who complains of dull
times must indeed be a lonesome sort of fellow.
Contractors and material dealers are realizing that
they are on the threshold of good times, and the wise
ones are preparing accordingly.

The production of winter wheat in
the United States last year, accord-
ing to the estimate of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, was 350,025,409

bushels, and the production of spring ‘‘'lleat but
172,204,096 bushels, the bulk of which is grown in
Minnesota, North and South Dakota. In Nebraska,
where formerly a considerable acreage of spring wheat
was grown, the disposition is to grow winter wheat, with
the result that while the wheat acreage last year did
not exceed the average, nearly 600,000 acres formerly
sown to spring wheat were transferred to the winter
wheat area.

A Building Boom

Last Year's
Wheat Crop

Corn now holds undisputed sway
Corn is King as the king of cereals ill the United

States. According to the figures
of the United States Department of Agriculture, the
acreage in 1890 was nearly double the wheat acreage,
which ranks second ; the production in bushels
exceeded four times the wheat production, and was
one of the four largest crops of corn ever gathered ;
while the total value %vas nearly two and one-third
times the total value of the wheat crop. The figures
of the department show : Corn acreage, 83,320,872 ;
wheat acreage, 42,495,385 ; corn production, 2,105,-
102,5 DS bushels ; wheat production, 522,229,505 bush-
els; corn value, $751,220,034; wheat value, $323,515,177.

Articles were filed by Marshall
Field & Co. in Recorder Simon's

Jobbing Firm office early in the month changing
the character of the business of

this great house from a firm to a corporation. The
license permitting the organization of the corporation
was granted to Marshall Field, Robert M. Fair and
John G. Shedd, the members of the former firm. The
capital stock of the new corporation is $6,000,000,
subscribed among five shareholders. Marshall Field
holds shares to the amount of $5,996,000, and the
remaining $4000 is evenly distrilmted among Joseph N.
Field, Robert M. Fair, John G. Shedd and Harry G.
Selfridge. The board of directors is composed of
the five stockholders.

Professor Samuel W. Stratton, Of
the University of Chicago, will be

and Measures director of the new standardizing
bureau, which will determine the

status of weights and measures. It often occurs that ill
disputes as to standards of measurements application
has to be made to scientists in England, France and
Germany, and the new bureau is to settle such matters

in this country. The passage of the bill was asked

for by manufacturers of astronomical, chemical and

other apparatus. Domestic concerns of this kind have

been successfully competing with foreign manufac-
turers, but have been handicapped by the lack of a
recognized standard of measurement.

Chicago's Largest

Status of Weights

Of Interest to
Wholesale
Jewelers

77 1

An Ohio judge has defined the.
constitution of baggage, rendering
a decision on the point in a recent
case. He held that by baggage is
meant such articles of personal

necessity or convenience as are usually carried by
passengers for their personal use ; it does not include
merchandise or other valuables designed for other
purposes, such as sale or the like. He said the test
seemed to be whether or not, according to the habits
of persons of like condition, the particular things car-
ried as baggage would be fit and proper for their
personal use in connection with the journey. And it
is clear, he said, that under no circumstances can
merchandise or articles carried for business or trade,
however insignificant the value thereof, be carried as
baggage, properly speaking.

Chicago is to have a commercial
exposition building to cost $500,-
000. It is to be erected on the
land owned by the Garrett Biblical
Institute, on Indiana Avenue,

between Thirteenth and Fourteenth Streets. It will
be built by the Manufacturers' Exhibition Co., who
were recently incorporated, and who have arranged
for a thirty-years' lease of the ground and an option
for an additional tenancy. This building will fill a
long-felt want, and do an immense amount of good
for our commercial interests in general.

The smallpox epidemic has been
quite prevalent throughout the

Spring has Come 'Western country the past winter.
It has injured business with the

retail dealers tremendously in districts where most
prevalent, and jewelers complain bitterly over the loss
of trade. There has been a more than usual amount
of sickness the past three months all over this Western
country, and the winter has been a peculiarly hard one
upon the health of the people. Everybody rejoices
that spring has come.

Many retail jewelers all over the
Western country are adopting the

Closing Idea early closing idea. It is a laudable
idea and deserving of every success.

The jeweler, from a selfish standpoint, owes it to him-
self to quit business for a part of each day. He owes
it to his family to be at home evenings. He owes it to
his employees to permit them to have some time for
recreation and for their own families. Better and
more intelligent service can be obtained from an
employee who is not always tired and discontented
with his lot. The only persons we hear complaining

of this order of things is the hustling drummer, who
prefers to xvork evenings—especially when he can

make an early morning train by doing it. They inform

us that it is now difficult to make three towns a day,

ill fact about impossible, but that they have to grin and

bear it, as the closing idea on general principles is a

good one. It is popular. It is growing. By all means

close up evenings through spring and summer.

Chicago's Com-
mercial Exposition
Building

Rejoicing That

The Early

Recob, Ziegler & Co. are a new jobbing firm in

the Chicago wholesale field succeeding to the business

of C. K. Landon, 711-12 Columbus Memorial Build-

ing. The new firm has incorporated with a capital

stock of $35000, and will do a general jobbing busi-

ness in both watches and jewelry. They already have

two travelers on the road. Its officers are as follows :

'Thornton Ware, president ; W. H. Ziegler, vice-presi-

dent ; H. S. Recob, secretary and treasurer. Messrs.

Ware and Recob are comparatively new to the trade,

but Mr. Ziegler has been in the business for seventeen

years. He leaves the employ of J. W. Forsigner to

form this new connection, and was formerly in the

employ of F. M. Sproehnle & Co., and later with the

firm of B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. Mr. Landon has

long been connected with the wholesale trade of

Chicago, and is highly esteemed by all who enjoy his

acquaintance, but he says he has gotten to that point

ill life, having just recently celebrated his seventieth

birthday, that he is willing to allow younger men to

step in and take his place, hence his selling out. Mr.

Landon will retain an office with the new establish-

ment as well as to continue to hold an interest in the

business.
(Continued on page 37?)
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SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15TH

No. 3oi.
12 dwts. to dozen.
Doublet or Opal.

No. 3o9.
18 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY.

No. 302.
IS dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

No. 303.
16 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

No. 370.
lb dwts. to dozen

Doublets.

No. 311.
21 dwts. to dozen

Doublets.

All Rings quoted below are made in 10 K. Gold.

No. 304.
*2 dwts. to dozen.

Opal.

No. 312.
18 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 305.
18 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 3o6,
16 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 313.
18 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 314.
18 dwts, to dozen.

Doublet.

No. 307,
223. dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 308.
21 dwts. to dozen

Doublets.

No U.
221% dwts 1. doz011

Doublets.

No. 3x7.
15 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

No. 318.
21 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 319.
at dwts. to dozen.

Doublets,

No. 325.
45 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

No. 326.
42 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

No, 327.
26 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

No. 320.
27 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No, 321,
26 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No, 322.
21 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No, 323.
30 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 316
24 dwts to dozen

Doublets.

• Its

7111111111110
No, 324.

28 dwts, to dozen
Doublets.

111101,11,rr7T.H;.111.1.

No. 328.
27 dwts. to dozen.
Im. Turquoise.

No 329.
27 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

NO, 330.
18 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 331.
45 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 332.
32 dwts. to dozen

Doublets.

No 333.
Iwts, to dozen.
Doublet.

No. 334.
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 335.
42 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No, 336.
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 337.
43 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman.

No. 333.
30 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 339.
34% dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 346.
33 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 3.11.
48 dwts. to dozen.
Doublet, Roman.

No. 343.
42 dwts. to dozen.
Doublet, Rose.

No. 343.
48 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman.

No. 344.
30 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 345.
30 dwts, to dozen.
Im. Carbuncle.

No. 346
36 dwts, to dozen.
Opal, Roman.

No. 34)
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublet.

No. 350.
36 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman,

No. 351:
42 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Roman.

No. 352.
48 dwts. to dozen.
Doublet, Roman.

No
t‘t tiwts. 1,, (!C7 ('TI.
D011bletS, R0111211.

1111 11.11811111112111111111-

No. 354.
36 dwts. to dozen.
Gen. Carbuncle.

Roman.

No. 347.
54 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.
Finish Rose,

eitek e
• „ EL Au

11111 111'111111111111 x

No. 355
48 dwts. to dozen.

Almandine, Roman,

No. 348.
52 dwts. to dozen.
Doublets, Rose.

1111111111111111121111111

No. 356.
72 dwts, to dozen.
Doublets, Roman,

No. 357.
36 dwts. to dozen.

Turquoise.
Roman.

No. 365.
32 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 358.
42 dwts. to dozen.
Doublet, Rose.

No. 359.
54 dwts. to dozen.
Almandine, Roman.

No. 360.
40 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 361.
30 dwts. to dozen.

Roman.

go. 362,
26 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 363.
30 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No, 364.
30 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 366
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. 367.
36 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No, 368.
42 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No, 369.
44 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.
No, Each. No, Each, No. Each. No, Each. No. Each.301 . . . . 181.241 302 . . . . 81.38 303 . . . . 81.56 304 . . . . 81.75 305 . . : . 81.69309   1.69 310   1.56 311 1  87 312   2 19 313 . 1.93317   1.88 318 2  06 319   2.06 310 2  38 321 2  19325  3.60 3213  '3.44 327   2.38 326 2  50 329   2.50333  3.75 334  ' 12 333   3.44 336  3.75 3:17 4  10341 4  50 342 • 4.06 343 4  06 :144   2.51) 345   2.50349  3.25 35o  3.44 351  4.50 3.'d   4.50 :193 ..... 5.03:157 3  12 358   4.38 359   5.32 3110   4.3)1 :161 2  81365 • 2.33 366   2.83 367   2.03 368   3.06 369 3  20

No. 370.
48 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No,
306
314
332
330
338
346
334
363
37(■

...

Each.
81.81
  2.38
1  87

  1.75
2.9:1

  4.06
 3.63
1.00
3.50

No. 371.
54 dwts, to dozen.

Doublets.

No. Each.
307   2.00
415   2.63
323 3.12
331  3.62
338 . 2.1)4
347 4  38
355   5.63
363   2.19
371   3.94

All the above can be had In Roman or Polished Cold, and are subject to a cash discount of 6 per cent.

No. 372.
60 dwts. to dozen.

Doublets.

No. Each.
308 *2.12
316   1.9:1
324   2.69
332   2.81.
340   2.81
348 li  19
356   6.06
384 219
342 . . 4.38

Companir Diamond Cutters an? Wholesale JewelersStein & Ellbogeil y, 103 State St., CHICAGO

Chicago News

(COnlinued porn gage 3;1)

Personal Mention

Geo. E. Tinker, who has for years represented
the sterling silver house of the Wm. B. Durgin Co.,
Concord, N. H., was among the Chicago trade last
week in the interests of his firm.

F. F.. Shortess, the well and favorably known
jeweler, of Traer, Iowa, is now assisted in his business
by his son, Clifford. Young Shortess expects to come
to Chicago this spring to spend a month or two per-
fecting himself in engraving.

The retail jewelry firm of H. M. & H. S. Tower,
of Charles City, Iowa, has been dissolved. Harry S.
Tower will continue the business.

A. C. Taylor & Son, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, who
put in new fixtures and made elaborate improvements
in their store last fall, report that they have had 'lie
best business in their history since they made their
improvements in their store room, and that they con-
sider their investment in this particular as a paying
one.

Jeweler N. R. Heath, of Winfield, Iowa, is making
arrangements to quit business at the above point and
enter a new field. This move on the part of Mr.
Heath is on account of poor health. He expects to
move to Colorado.

Jeweler Steen, of Bessesen & Steen, Albert Lea,
Minn., who spent several months in Europe last year
for the benefit of his health, has fully recovered and is
-now in the enjoyment of excellent health and spirits.
He feels that his trip to the fatherland was of great
benefit to him.

Jeweler_ Richard O'Neil, of O'Neil & Gardner, the
well-known retail jewelry firm of Lincoln, Nebr., has
been having his first experience in active politics the
past wintee.' He is the State Senator from his district,
but tells his friends that there is no fun in the job, but
rather a good deal of bard work. Mr. O'Neil, though
he bears his new title of " Senator " with dignity and
grace, says that one term will be sufficient for him.

Jeweler L. D. Dana, of Antigo, Wis., who is well-
known in this market, mourns the death of a respected
father.

The firm of E. E. & A. V. Conrad, of Newton,
Kans., is to be dissolved about April ist. A. V. Con-
rad will continue the business at the old location. E.
E. Conrad .expects, to remove to Chicago and pro-
poses to enter another line of trade.

Alex. Marks, the well-known jeweler, of Law-
rence, Kans., contemplates making an extensive tour
of Europe in company with a party of friends of his
city, to be gone the greater portion of the summer,
taking in Northern Africa and Mediterranean points,
and later in the year extend their trip to the great
North Land of Europe.

Jeweler C. H. Morrison, of Topeka, Kans., who
has been quite sick for a year past, is improving
rapidly in health. His treatment, although severe,
has been effective, and he expects in a very short time
to be able to resume his work in the store. His busi-
ness goes on steadily and regularly under the able
supervision and care of his brother, W. H. Morrison.
The trade will be pleased to hear of Mr. Morrison's
full recovery and extend their best wishes.

C. F. Gillmann, the North Clark Street jeweler, for
seven years president of the North Side Business Men's
Association, has been nominated for alderman by the
Twenty-third 1Vard Republican Convention. There
was no opposition.

W. 0. Kellogg, well known in the sterling silver
trade, has taken the Watson & Newell Co.'s line, with
offices at 405 Masonic Temple. The Watson & Newell
Co. have purchased the fixtures of the A. F. Towle &
Son Co., at that number, and will carry a full sample
line and stock at their Chicago headquarters.

Otto Matthei & Co., manufacturing jewelers, have
established themselves in business at 820 Silversmiths'
Building. Otto Matthei was with Schrader-Wittstein
Co. and their predecessors for 22% years. The firm
consists of Otto and Henry Matthei, brothers, the
latter also for many years connected with Chicago
manufacturing jewelry houses.

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., returned last
week from a short trip to Colorado points. He was
accompanied by his daughter, and the trip was one of
pleasure and recreation.

THE KEYSTONE

F. A. Hardy, of F. A. Hardy & Co., has just
returned from his trip South, and is at his desk again
looking well and feeling well. He reports that the
parts of the South which he visited are just at present
enjoying a great deal of prosperity.

Major Francis R. Appleton, of New York, mem:
her of the house of Robbins & Appleton, distributors
of the product of the American Waltham Watch Co.,
was in the city last week for a few days and was shown
around among the trade by R. A. Kettle, the Chicago
agent of this firm.

Paul Juergens, the veteran president of the Juer-
gens & Andersen Co., accompanied by his wife and
daughter, sailed for Europe the early part of the month,
to be absent six months. Their trip is one of travel,
recreation and pleasure purely, and they together will
do the continent pretty thoroughly ere they return
home.

President Jacob Bunn, of the Illinois Watch Co.,
Springfield, Ill., was seen among the wholesale trade
last week. -

A. C. Becken returned yesterday from a ten-days'
trip among the Eastern manufacturing centers where
he was on a purchasing trip.

C. H. Knights & Co. report trade conditions as
being satisfactory ; in fact, ahead of March of last year.
Diamonds have been the feature of the month, the
demand being unusually active for this time in the
year. Mr. Knights will soon visit the European
diamond marts in the interest of the diamond depart-
ment of the firm's business, and has already engaged
his passage to sail May 22d, on the White Star liner
Oceanic. He is of the opinion that the prices of dia-
monds will still go higher by fall-time, and that they
will sell more freely from now on than they have been
for some little time past.

The Commercial Travelers' Outing Club is a new
social organization among the members of the jewelry
and allied trades in Chicago and elsewhere. The club
has fitted up a handsome club room in the Baltimore
Building, 21 Quincy Street, this city, for social purposes
and as a permanent home and meeting place for mem-
bers and their friends. The officers of the club are :
Ed. A. Tyler, president ; William Barker, Jr., vice-
president ; Thomas J. Hoefer, treasurer ; Hugh E.
King, secretary, and 'Paul A. Shordiche, correspond-
ing secretary. The above gentlemen are all well and
favorably known all over the Western country and
their names in connection with the management of the
club are alone sufficient to assure its continual success.
The idea of a permanent club home appeals strongly
to the traveling men in jewelry lines. Aside from
social features, the club gives one the opportunity of
a broadening of business views and has been warmly
commended by those who have investigated it.

A. M. Church, chief watch inspector of the C., M.
& St. P. and C. & N. W. Railway Co., removed
his office early in the month from room 510 Champlain
Building, to room 702 of the same building.

Pitkin & Brooks, the well-known art china and cut
glass house who recently suffered from a disastrous
fire, have opened a temporary salesroom and head-
quarters at 151, 152 and 153 Michigan Avenue, between
Monroe and Adams Streets.

H. G. Nye, Chicago manager for C. Rogers &
Bro., has recently returned from an extended Western
trip which included the larger towns of the Pacific
coast. Mr. Nye reports a good business.

C. G. Alford, head of C. G. Alford & Co., New
York, has been in Chicago for a few days on his way
home from a short business trip through the West.

W. M. Alister, head of the house of B. F. Norris,
Alister & Co., has been confined to his home for a
month past suffering from an attack of sciatic rheu-
matism. At last accounts he was improving and
expected to be down to business again within a few
days.

John A. McDougall, formerly a practicing optician
with the L. Manasse Co., but laterly connected with
Moody Institute of this city as an evangelist, died at
the Passadant Hospital, Chicago, March 21st, from
blood poisoning, at the age of thirty-two years. He
was a younger brother of Robert McDougall, manager
of the wholesale department of the Manasse Cc. Mr.
McDougall was a bright and promising man in his
new calling, and was highly esteemed by all who
enjoyed his acquaintance. His passing away in the
vigor of his young manhood just at the opening of a
useful career which he seemed well fitted for, is pecu-
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liarly sad. A sincere Man who always went about
doing good can ill be spared, is the testimony of those
who knew Mr. McDougall best in life. His remains
were sent to his old home in Canada for interment.

Jeweler Robert D. Worrell, of Mexico, Mo., is the
nominee of his party, Democratic, for alderman of his
ward. He is so popular that the opposition party re-
fuse to make a nomination against him. Bob says the
first thing he will do after his election will be to frame
an ordinance ordering all telegraph poles 30 feet high
and the railroad tracks under the ground, so that the
circuses will have plenty of room when they come to
his town in the summer. Worrell always was some-
thing of a humorist and this bent follows him even
into politics.

Jeweler David Roach, of Carthage, Mo., is once
more in charge of his business, after over a year's ab-
sence on account of poor health. His trip to the
West, although a very hard trial at the time, has done
him a world of good and he returns to his work a new
man. He proposes to push his business to the limit
and make it one of the most successful in his town.

Louis Reinheimer, of Joplin, Mo., has recently
had the misfortune to be driven out of his place of
business by fire. A new establishment is being rebuilt
upon the old site and Mr. Reinheimer now promises to
have one of the most beautiful jewelry stores in all the
southwest section of Missouri.

G. A. Dunbar, junior Member of the firm of C. J.
Dunbar & Co., of Princeton, Ill., who is well known
in the Chicago trade from his frequent visits to this
market, is now receiving the congratulations of his
friends upon the recent advent Of a little blue-eyed
new woman at his home.

G. W. Marquardt, Sr., of Des Moines, Iowa, head
of the wholesale house of G. W. Marquardt & Sons,
this city, is in town this week on a visit to his sons.

W. C. Bryan, assistant manager of the American
Clock Co., has recently returned from a month's busi-
ness trip among the Eastern manufacturing centers.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Swartchild spent a very en-
joyable six weeks in California, taking in the leading
points of interest. They have now turned their faces
homeward and will take in the leading cities of the
Pacific Northwest on the way, as well as Salt Lake,
Denver, Kansas City and Omaha, arriving in Chicago
about the middle of April.

All of the Stein & Ellbogen Co.'s traveling force,
including J. P. Ryan, Ed. Fry, Gus Weinfeld and Max
Noel, were at headquarters together last week. They
Nvere in town but a few days and are again out among
the trade with the latest things for spring.

Fred. T. Weigle, of Weigle & Rose, makers of
gold rings, Newark, N. J., was in town last week
calling on the jobbing trade. Mr. Weigle is an old
Chicago man and was formerly a resident manufac-
turers' agent here and is therefore well known among
the Chicago trade.

Gossip Among the Trade

The Western Store Fixtures Association, in annual
session at Quincy, III., decided to advance prices five
and ten per cent. after February 5th.

The S. N. Jenkins Gold Pen Co., of the Columbus
Memorial Building, has removed from the eighth to the
thirteenth floor, where it has improved facilities. The
company reports a flourishing and promising condition
of business.

Dreyer & Lochau is the style of a new firm of
manufacturing jewelers that has recently begun busi-
ness in room 65 Kranz Building. The gentlemen
who compose the firm are Raymond Dreyer and Carl
Lochau, both of whom are well-known in the trade
from their long connection with the Juergens & Ander-
sen Co. Mr. Dreyer has been with the well-known
house for seventeen years, while Mr. Lochau's services
there extended over a period of a dozen years. Both
are comparatively young men, have energy, exper-
ience and determination, and will doubtless make a
success of their new venture.

Many Western jewelers are already contemplating
a visit to Buffalo during the coming summer to look
over the Pan-American Exposition and also take in the
national encampment of the G. A. R., which meets in
Cleveland in August.

Amethysts are gaining steadily in favor, word
from abroad being that they are exceedingly popular
in Europe. The paler shades are most in demand.

(Continued os page iz 5



FORSINGER
WATCH JOBBER

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO

Our principal business is watches. The best
indication of the importance of the watch trade,
and its growth the past several years, is found in
the remarkable development and progress of
our business. Although devoted principally to
watches, it has grown from a modest beginning
seven years ago, to be one of the really large
wholesale watch houses of the country. This is
not fancy, but a fact.

In making our bow to the trade this season,
we desire to say that never before were our
lines so perfect in all details, or our facilities
better for taking care of the wants of the retail
jeweler through his mail orders or in person.

When you come to Chicago visit us and
assure yourselves of the above facts. You will
find a welcome at our store, and expert, capable
and congenial people who will assist you in
selecting the best selling and most profitable
goods from our different lines.

We can give you special goods, and on
special goods you can make money.

J. W. FORSINGER
WATCH JOBBER

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO

4

4
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Chicago News

(COMlinned from page 373)

Plain and jeweled barrettes, or stray lock retainers,

were never more popular than they are just now. A

I lain oval of wild, without
 chasing or ornamentation

of any kind, is probably the most salable pattern.

The Murine Co., proprietors of the Murine eye

remedy, believe in genuine commercial expansion, as

they are taking all offices on the tenth floor of the

Masonic Temple as rapidly as leases expire. Their

constantly increasing business makes this course

imperative on their part.

The Van Bergh Silver Plate Co. are now located

in enlarged and handsome quarters on the eighth floor

of the Silversmiths' Building, having removed from

the fourth floor.

The Anchor Silver Plate Co. have moved their

Chicago offices from the fourth to the eighth floor of

the. Silversmiths' Building.

J. F. Kappelman & Co. have succeeded E. M.

Frye & Co., watch case repairers and platers, eighth

floor, Silversmiths' Building. Mr. Kappelman was

formerly in the jewelry commission business, and

became identified with the repair and plating business

through having had considerable work of this kind

done by others. Mr. Frye will remain NVitil the new

concern for the present.

The offices of S. & B. Lederer Co., manufacturers,

of Providence, and P. H. Bettman, manufacturers'

agent, in the Silversmiths' Building, have undergone

extensive remodeling. The firms now occupy the

entire space and have private offices and all conve-

niences for the prompt transaction of business.

The Geneva Optical Co., 63 and 65 Washington

Street, will open up a branch establishment in St.

Louis April 1st. F. H. Smith, secretary of the com-

pany, spent several days in St. Louis last week corn-

pleting arrangements for the new store. They propose

to do an exclusively wholesale and manufacturing

business, and will fit up a thoroughly modern estab-

lishment. Edward F. McKee, who has held a

responsible position in their Chicago store several

years past, will be in charge of the St. Louis branch.

A. J. Clow, formerly of the firm of Clow Brothers,

watchmakers and engravers to the trade in the

Columbus Memorial Building, has recently established

an engraving school in room tow Masonic Temple

under favorable auspices, and the school is already a

promising success.
The plant of the Ottawa Silver Co., Ottawa, Ill.,

is again running. This industry, which was backed

by the citizens of Ottawa, was not successful and an

assignment was made some time ago.. Last month

the receiver sold the stock on hand, along with the

company's office fixtures, to satisfy claims amounting

to $4o,000, for $3000. M. S. Benedict, of the M. S.

Benedict Manufacturing Co., and E. S. Clark, of the

Ontario Silver Co., of Muncie, Ind., were the pur-

chasers. The machinery and plant reverted to the

city of Ottawa. The city subsequently deeded the

plant to Messrs. Benedict and Clark for a cash con-

sideration of $ro,000, with an agreement that they

operate the plant for three years.

Out-of-town Visitors

Jennings & Clifford, of Plattville, Wis., are repre-

sented in this market to-day by Mr. Clifford, the

junior member of the firm.

A. V. Miller, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, was in town

several days last week, selecting a stock of goods for

the new jewelry store he is just opening up at the

above place. Mr. Miller was until quite recently a

member of the firm of Marsh & Miller, of Fort Dodge,

but he sold out his interest in the business to Mr.

Marsh and is now starting up for himself.

Jeweler Frank Le Bron, of Keokuk, Iowa, and

his son Frank Le Bron, Jr., have been in Chicago for

several days past, combining business with pleasure.

Mr. Le Bron was met in one of our wholesale houses

yesterday and remarked that business with them was

nothing in particular to brag of, but that it was fully

as good as it was at this time last year and that there

was no question but what the outlook for spring and

summer trade in his part of the country was excellent.

C. 0. Balliett, of Balliett & Weld, the well-known

retail firm of Waterloo, Iowa, was in town last week
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accompanied by Mrs. Balliett and was combining bus
i-

ness uith pleasure. Their trip was mainly for the

purpose of meeting their daughter, who is a student at

Lake Forest University.
The A. Graves Co., of Memphis, Tenn., were

represented in this market last week by W. E. Graves,

who was buying liberally. The Graves Co. do one of

the largest railway watch inspection businesses in the

country ; in fact, they devote their entire time and

energies to this branch of trade and are making a

signal success of their innovation.

M. A. Hulbert, of Fort Dodge, .Iowa, was a

visiting buyer in the Chicago market early in the

month.
J. G. Ferry, of Eau Claire, Wis., was a recent

visiting buyer in this market.

Charles E. Hoffman, of Waupacca, Wis., was in

Chicago recently on a purchasing trip and was accom-

panied by his wife and daughter.

C. H. Coles, of Sandwich, 111., was a trade caller

here last week.
Jeweler James Logan, of Cleveland, Ohio, was in

Chicago last week on a purchasing trip.

The well-known retail jewelry house of Reton

Bros. & Co., Stevens Point, Wis., was recently repre-

sented in this market by John Reton, who was here

buying goods for the home store.

Joseph Beal, Jr., of J. Beal & Son, Rockford, Ill.,

was in town last week in search of the latest spring

novelties.
Jeweler A. H. Freundsen, of Monmouth, Ill., was

a visiting buyer in this market recently.

Joseph Dobbs, of Geneseo, Ill., was met in one

of our wholesale houses last week. Mr. Dobbs is a

familiar figure in this market and is one of the

pioneer and successful retail jewelers of the Western

country.
J. 1(Y. Neasham, the well-known jeweler of

Ottumwa, Iowa, was a recent visiting buyer in this

market.
W. P. Richart, of Canton, Ill., was a welcome

buyer in this market recently. Mr. Richart reports

fairly good business in his section for this time of year.

A. R. Staufenbeil, of Dubuque, Iowa, was seen in

one of our wholesale houses yesterday making pur-

chases for the home store. Mr. Staufenbeil reports

his section as prosperous and crop prospects all that

could be asked for.
J. D. Taylor, of Logansport, Ind., was in the

market last week selecting the latest spring novelties.

A. M. Grinnell is a new jeweler-optician at Black

Earth, Wis. Mr. Grinnell is in town to-day purchasing

goods for the new store. He was a pleasant caller at

KEYSTONE headquarters.

Jeweler Will. S. Pitt, of Oelwein, Iowa, was in

Chicago the early part of the month looking over the

market for late spring novelties.

The retail house of Peck & Garring, of Dennison,

Texas, were represented in this market last week by

C. K. Gaffing, who was buying extensively for the

spring and summer trade. Mr. Gaffing was a pleasant

caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay in

town. He said that the Lone Star State had all kinds

of money this year and that times never were more

prosperous within his recollection. He thought the

outlook most auspicious for the continuance of the

good times now prevalent in Texas right through the

year.
Frank Shannon, jeweler-optician, of Montello,

Wis., was a visiting buyer in this market the early

part of the month.
M. Hamilton, jeweler-optician, of Minier, Ill., was

a recent trade caller in this market. Mr. Hamilton

paid a pleasant call at KEYSTONE headquarters and

reports business and crop prospects as excellent in his

section.
A. K. Jobe, of Jackson, Tenn., was in Chicago

last week on a purchasing trip. Mr. Jobe is one of

the leading and most successful retail jewelers of his

State, and is always a welcome buyer in this market.

" Enclosed find one dollar for renewal of my sub-

scription. I can offer no suggestions for improvement

in The Keystone ; I think It as near pellet/ion as is

possible for a trade journal to be. The Keystone to

me is like manna was to the children in the wilder
-

ness. Broad in views of what is right and just, and full

of the most useful suggestions for the jeweler's wel
-

fare."—F. A. Garretson, jeweler, Winterset, Iowa.
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Philadelphia Letter

Business conditions are normal for the season, an
d

both retailers and wholesalers express themselv
es as

satisfied with the volume of March trade. The 
unu-

sually early Easter infused life into the situatio
n, and

spring specialties are having a brisk sale. The exten-

sive displays now on view in the retail stores 
evidence

the continued confidence in the outlook.

The industrial situation in this city continues sati
s-

factory. All the large plants are fairly busy. There is

special activity in the building of war vessels for th
e

United States Navy at the Philadelphia ship
yards.

Eight sea fighters, ranging from battleship to torpe
do

boat destroyer, are under contract. This industrial 
pros-

perity means good business for the retail storekeepers,

jewelers included.

Peter L. Krider Co. designed and have just com-

pleted a cup presented by Robert J. W. Koons, vic
e-

commodore of the Corinthian Yacht Club, as a prize

for 36-foot yachts, to be competed for Decoration Day
,

May 3oth. The design is very appropriate, embodyin
g

an anchor, cables, the club flag and the vice-commo
-

dore's flag and private signal.

Henry D. Auer, 1058 Ridge Avenue, died last

month. The deceased was born and learned his trade

of goldsmithing in Bavaria. He came to this city in

the seventies, and has been doing business in the same

location ever since. Mr. Auer was very prominent in

German organizations, and took a special interest in

the Turners.
At a special meeting held March rith the Phila-

delphia Jewelers' Club decided to increase their

membership limit from 175 to 200.

E. P. Percival has moved from his temporary

quarters at 207 North Eighth Street back to 221 North

Eighth Street, his old address. The building, which

was gutted by fire, has been repaired.

An effort is being made to revive the Philadelphia

Horological Society, and a temporary reorganiza-

tion was recently effected with the following officers:

George Cullen, president ; L. Breitinger, vice-presi-

dent ; A. Dwyer, secretary, and J.W. Heitel, treasurer.

Edward Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, left last

month on a trip to Europe. He celebrated his de-

parture by entertaining a number of jewelers and per-

sonal friends to a banquet, which proved a very enjoy-

able function.
The beautiful gold and jeweled badge presented

to President McKinley on March 4th by Congressman

Morrell, on behalf of the Harmer Club, of this city,

was made by Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. The same

firm recently filled an order for special stationery and

' jeweled emblems for the Children of the American

Revolution.
J. W. Hietel, 52 North Eleventh Street, will en-

large and make many improvements in his store.

A recent exhibit at the Wanamaker jewelry store

that attracted much attention was an eagle made up of

40,0042 stones, diamonds, rubies and sapphires, weigh-

ing 5000 karats and valued at $200,000.

The great local event among the trade last month

was the banquet of the Jewelers' Club, a report of

which will be found on page 361 of this issue. Another

•event, to which a number of out-of-towns journeyed,

was the semi-annual meeting in this city of the Penn-

sylvania Optical Society, a report of which is pub-

lished on page 425.
G. C. Saunders, 13 South Eighth Street, was 

timized out of a pp diamond stud by a slick thief on

March 21st. The thief, following the usual course,

asked to see some studs. None of those shown

seemed to suit, and he asked that one in the window

be shown him. Mr. Saunders put the stud he had

been showing the man back in the safe and turned to

the window. Immediately the thief leaped over the

counter and grabbed one of the diamonds. Before

the jeweler could reach the door the man had fled

and was lost in the crowd.

Louis P. White, president of the Jewelers' Club,

was tendered a banquet at the Union League on

March 23d by the members of the committee in charge

of the annual banquet, which was so pronounced a

success. Mr. White was heartily congratulated on the

magnificence of the big annual function, and was pre-

sented with a jeweled gold match safe as a token of

the committee's appreciation. After the banquet the

party spent the evening at the theater.



A SPRING REMINDER 
ALL THE RAGE. Popular Price and Quick Sellers.

"L'Aiglon" Girdles,
Bodice an?

Sash Pin Sets

Handsome Girdle, woven wire hack, L'Aigionminiature on back and sides, handsomebodice buckle, Roman finish.
Per dozen, $7.50.
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No. 695.
Double woven wire Girdle, L'Aiglon minia-ture, back buckle, fancy chased curvedbodice buckle, finely finished, best qualityRoman gold.

Per dozen, $12.00.

No. 693.
Fancy woven wire i r I h, handsome tur-
quoise matrix boil !sickle, best quality,
Roman gold finish.

Per dozen, 09.00.

No. 692.
Fancy woven wire, large, handsome bodice

buckle, beautiful raised design, best quality,Homan gold finish.
Per dozen, $10.50.

No. 691.
Double woven wire, set with turquoise matrix
hack and sides, elegant matrix bodice
buckle ; a handsome belt ; best quality and!Wish.

Per dozen, 012.00.

No. 600.
Very swell, double woven wire, set on back
and sides with handsome turquoise matrix,
very showy, new shape bodice buckle, very
best quality and finish.

Per dozen, $15.00.

No. 54.

Latest two-piece Saab Buckle—swell design.
12 assorted patterns. Best quality, Boman
gold finish.

$4.50 per lozell.

The latest fad—L'Aigion Sash Pin Sets. Sold in sets only. 6 assorted styles of Sash Pins.Best quality, Roman gold finish, as per cut. 613.00 per dozen sets.
L'A iglon Bodice Buckle Set, consisting of bodice buckle and four spikes.finish. 6 assorted designs. $7.50 rel. dwell.6 per cent. 10 days; 5 per cent. 30 days.

Best quality, Roman gold

SEND YOUR. ORDER TO=DAY. 
They will sell rapidly the first sunshiney day.Don't make the mistake in ordering too few. They are fashion's latest fancy.

HAVE YOU READ Trade Secrets to Bring Business in

A NEW DEPARTURE TO HELP YOU GET TRADE

IMPERIAL MFG. CO.
Masonic Temple, CHICA00

M. S. BENEDICT MFG. CO.
Works : East Syracuse, N. Y.

Complete stocks carried and goods shipped SALESROOMS;
from both factory and Chicago salesroom. 109-111 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Write for 275-page Catalogue. 409 Broadway, New York

3 7 6:t1
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Alice Nielsen, in The Fortune Teller"

Alice Nielsen

Bracelet

MADE IN STERLING SILVER ONLY

Finished in White, Rose Gold and
18 K. Green Gold

All styles can also be furnished in Enamel

YOU WILL FIND THESE GOODS IN STOCKS OF
LEADING JOBBERS. ORDER AT ONCE
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No. 6573
Twice around wrist, once around neck

No. 6699

WHITING & DAVIS
14 John St., New York
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SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Plainville, Mass.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio
--

The latter part of the month has shown a slight
improvement in business among the jewelers. Each

year sees a small " holiday rush " the few days pre-

ceding Easter. The jewelers welcome the growing

tendency to exchange small gifts at that season of the

year. Careful inquiry among the trade reveals the

fact that the business of the past month has equaled

in volume that of the year before. Apparently there

was a slump, but reports of results do not bear it out.

J. P. Johnston, the optician, in the Colonial

Arcade, has opened a branch office in Shelby, Ohio,

which gives promise of being a success.

W. C. Jones, formerly with Swigart & Co., Toledo,

Ohio, is now associated with the Whittlesey Optical Co.

as foreman in the factory and grinding departments.

S. H. Brunner, of Brunner Bros. Co., is in New

York purchasing stock for the coming season.

Frank Kloxheim, watchmaker for H. & C. Schle-

man, 1353 Lexington Avenue, was confined to his

room for two weeks with a severe attack of grippe.

Will. Davis, the well-known salesman for Sigler

Bros. Co., was married the past month to an estimable

young lady from this city. On their return from their

honeymoon the bride and groom entertained the em-

ployees of Sigler Bros. Co. by a very delightful musicale.

The Home Security Co., whose removal to Euclid

Avenue was reported last month, have decided not to

make the change. Matters of minor importance

which could not be settled satisfactorily, caused a

change in the plans.
Arthur D. Weed, the genial traveler for Bowler &

Burdick Co., is quite ill at his home. His many friends

—and they are legion—hope to hear soon of his com-

plete recovery.
The Whittlesey Optical Co. have issued the first

edition of a monthly devoted to optical work and

which will be sent to their many customers. The

firm expect to make this a permanent feature of their

business.
Harvey Mansfield, whose return from Mexico was'

mentioned last month, will leave this week for Santi-

ago de Cuba, as the representative of a party of capi-

talists of this city. Mr. Mansfield will be gone about

two months.
F. H. Kramer, jeweler, who has been closing out

the stock he bought of R. Winzenreid, at 59 Euclid

Avenue, by auction, has discontinued same and re-

moved the balance of the stock to Ontario Street,

where the sale will be continued.

Dr. W. W. Alderdyce, oculist for the Cowell &

Hubbard Co., will leave April ist for a six-weeks'

post-graduate course in the New York Eye and Ear

Dispensary. Dr. Alderdyce is a graduate of the

Toledo Medical College, and has been very successful

in his practice since coming to this city a year ago.

Mr. Stiles, who some months ago left the Sigler

Bros. Co. to recuperate his health, has returned and

will resume his old position. This firm recently

treated its employes to a card party at the home of

L. M. Sigler, on Euclid Avenue.

Chas. Ettinger, jeweler, Ontario Street, near

the Public Square, has recently erected a street clock

in front of his place of business. The clock was con-

structed and placed in position by the Seth Thomas

Co. and has four dials.
J. B. Schaefer, Sandusky, Ohio, is in Chicago,

taking a course in optics at one of the ophthalmic

institutes.
Oat Bauer, Zanesville, Ohio, will sail for an ex-

tended European trip the last of the month. Mr.

Bauer expects to spend the summer in Europe enjoy-

ing himself.
G. H. Neustedt, Youngstown, Ohio, was in New

York last month looking over the new stocks for

spring.
David Freedman, of Freedman Bros., Caldwell,

Ohio, is in the East on business for his firm.

Peter Brady, Sharon, Pa., has sold his store to

Fred. Keeler. Mr. Brady's son will continue the

business in a new location.
Mr. Hartman, Tiffin, Ohio, has sold out to Stundt

& Miller, two young jewelers, formerly engaged in the

business in Mansfield, Ohio.
Among the out-of-town jewelers in the city last

month were Mrs. Starkweather, Bedford , Mr. Le

Fevre, Oberlin ; .Wm. Crothers, Oberlin ; .E. E. Critz,
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Elyria ; J. C. Sharer, Alliance ; C. M. Wilson, Salem ;

\Y. J. Higgins, Shelby ; L. J. Goddard, Ravenna ; H.

S. Sumner, Akron ; Geo. L. High, Medina.

The Knave-jai Review, of New York City, highly

commended in a recent issue President Palmer's selec-

tion id Capt. R. E. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick

Co., as a member of the advisory committee of the

Business Men's Convention League. Cleveland had

already endorsed Mr. Palmer's choice.

Omaha and Vicinity

While your correspondent's optimistic views of

business prospects in this section published in THE

KEYSTONE two months ago were much qualified in

the issue of last month, later developments seem to

fully justify the former favorable prediction. Although

bitterly disappointed at the failure of Congress to

pass an appropriation for irrigation purposes in the

arid States of the West, the people here have become

divested of their gloom by an improved outlook, aris-

ing from various causes. A feeling somewhat akin to

exultation exists over the slaughter of the rivers and

harbors bill, not because of a desire to deprive the

East of needed improvements, but because a western

man, standing for the cause of irrigation, was able to

prevent the passage of the bill and thereby in a most

forcible manner bring to the attention of the East the

determination of the West to obtain some legislation

in its interest. Senator Carter's demonstration has

caused the hopes of the West to rise, inasmuch as it

is believed the East will at the next session of Con-

gress withdraw its opposition to irrigation measures,

so greatly required by the West, to prevent a similar

and possibly more vigorous demonstration on the part

of the West. But aside from the confidence born of

this hope, other conditions which affect business in

this vicinity have vastly improved. The entire absence

of snow the past winter, mentioned in the March num-

ber of THE KEYSTONE, gave rise to discouragement

among the cattle industry, which, next to agriculture,

is the greatest money-producing industry in this region.

By some freak of nature a heavy snowfall occurred be-

tween the 18th and ztst of March, and -although it put

a stop to all spring farm work, its arrival was hailed

with delight. It has been followed by drenching rains,

due the first of the month, and all fears of the dry

season presaged by the snowless winter have passed

away and not only huge crops but profitable cattle

raising is assured. As a consequence, merchants of

all classes have taken on a more gracious manner and

the feeling created has resulted in generous orders be-

ing given to the traveling men. One representative,

traveling for a well-known silverware house, proudly

exhibited his order book in Omaha a few days ago,

showing that orders taken from January 1st to April 1st

have exceeded those taken by him between January 1st

and July 1st of last year. Such a flattering indication

of increasing business not only shows that merchants

are expecting a good run during the season, but proves

that the development and wealth of this vicinity have

made rapid progress during the past year.

The Lenten trade, so far as retailers are concerned,

has not been quite up to expectations, though there is

no cause for complaint on account of dullness. The

educational work of the jewelry trade in building up

a practice of making presents at Easter, as well as

during the Christmas holidays, is bearing fruit, how-

ever, and judicious work in cultivating the custom, it is

apparent, x'ill result in the creation of another season

than that of the Christmas tide, to which jewelers may

look forward with assurance of brisk business.

In large enterprises Omaha and Denver are being

especially favored, several important industries having

been booked for each city dining the past month.

Building construction is already largely planned and in

Omaha is in active prosecution, thus keeping the

lavishly-spending members of the building trades well

supplied with the means for purchase. In the growth

of a market by the settlement of the country tributary

to the Omaha wholesale trade, the local jobbers have

gratifyingly profited. Over five hundred families have

within the past eight weeks, been taken from Utah and

brought within the purview of Omaha dealers by the

immense irrigation works now under construction near

Cody, Wyo., inaugurated by Colonel William F. Cody

(Buffalo Bill). These families have been located upon
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the productive lands in that vicinity, and form a solid

community entirely new to the Omaha trade, and One

vhich from its thrift will add materially to the output

from Omaha in all lines of business. While this is the

largest amalgamated body of people located within

Omaha territory, hundreds of other families have been

located at scattered points through the sweeping reduc-

tion made hy land agents and by the Union Pacific in

prices for farm and ranch lands, solely to induce inuni-

gration. The effect of the reduction was to roll up a

larger list of sales during February (just reported)

than for any preceding month in the history of recorded

purchases, the Union Pacific land department alone

disposing of over i 03,000 acres of farm and grazing

lands to buyers of plots of 640 to 2000 acres, at from

75 cents to $1.50 per acre for grazing and from $1.28 to
$2.75 per acre for farm lands. These lands are sold

to permanent settlers • who become immediately

attached to the Omaha and Denver territory. The

people, almost without exception, come from points

beyond this mercantile territory, and this fact gives a

basis for assurance for not only a steady, but an in-

creasing traffic in all lines of business.
Inasmuch as merchants stuck closely to their busi-

ness -establishments during the past month, but little of

individual interest transpired. Among matters relating

to the movements of members of the trade, the follow-

ing items have been picked up by your correspondent :

Raines Bros., of Tarkio, Mo., have bought the

store-of another jewelry firm there, and the purchase

will 'greatly enlarge their business.
W. J. Taylor, traveling for the Shook Manufac-

turing Co., Omaha, was taken sick while at Burlington

Junction, Mo., but towards the latter part of the month

recovered sufficiently to resume his duties.
The Reichenberg-Smith Co., Omaha, received

three orders during the past month for opening stocks.
Brown & Carpenter, of Burlington Junction, Mo.,

have lost a valuable employee in their Mr. Arnold,

who has gone into business for himself. He opens at •

Burlington Junction. •

Gus. Catchadel, who, while a jeweler, is also a

baseball enthusiast, left his home at Superior, Nebr.,

last month for a sojourn at Hot Springs, Ark., for his

health.
Col. H. • P. •Sutton and Col. Harry Archer, the

former of McCook, Nebr., the latter of Beatrice, both
jewelers, and both appointees on the staff of Governor
Dietrich, safely returned front the inauguration cere-

monies at Washington, to which they accompanied

Governor Dietrich.
Ed. Niewohner, of Columbus, Nebr., made a re-

cent extended visit to Marshaltown, Iowa.
Ernie Moore, of Howard, Nebr., has opened .up

in the cigar business at Omaha, leaving his father to
continue the jewelry business at Howard alone.

E. C. Hager, of Clay Center, Nebr., is now occu-
pying the entire store, of which he formerly had only

a part—an unmistakable indication of prosperity.
0. C. Zinn, of Hastings, Nebr., went to Chicago

for a week the latter part of the month.
L. Marquardt, formerly with Max Egge at Grand

Island, goes to St. Joseph, Mo., to enter the employ

J. L. McKelvy, a jeweler there.
Mike Huck, at Schuyler, Nebr., has gone to join

the Nebraska colony at Hot Springs, Ark., seeking
health and pleasure for a month.

Mawhinney & Holliday, retailers at Omaha, have
changed the firm-name during the month. It is now
the Mawhinney & Ryan Co., incorporated. The capi-
tal, paid up, is $6o,000. The company comprises both
members of the former firm and George W. Ryan,

formerly doing business as Geo. W. Ryan & Co. The

stocks will be consolidated in the Mawhinney & Holli-

day store, one of the finest in the \Vest.
Fritz Hoefer, at Aurora, has remodeled his store

and has improved the showiness of his stock by

draping the interior of his fixtures with white linen.

He has also put in a side line of fancy bric-a-brac,
which he says is selling remarkably well. He recently

made extensive purchases of goods in Omaha.
Jim Scott, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., Kansas

City, visited friends in Omaha last month.
Ben Salick, of Plainview, Nebr., has sold out to

the Taylor Drug Co., of that place.
T. L. Combs & Co., owing to the pressure of

business in their main store in Omaha, have taken
their branch from South Omaha, running the two
into one.
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THE OLD STYLE LOOKS 
LIKE THIRTY CENTS 

The New ' Victorian"

The OLD style, that
soon loses its form ( see
Illustration). You've
seen it so a thousand
times.

The NEW " Victor-
ian " Bell Spiral can
never lose its form.
The illustration shows
the extreme tension it
may be put to. When
released it will spring
back to its proper erect
form.

VIBRATING

Bell Spiral Hat Pin
Graceful an symmetrical
able, and costs no more
its imperfections in form

In form. Strong and dur-
than the old style with all
and wearing qualities.

A FEW PATTERNS OF THE NEW

PA] EN'I'

THE NEW

=

The new " Victor-
ian" Bell Spiral, show-
ing the spiral extended.
The chain in center
makes it practically
unbreakable, but per-
mits the greatest flex-
ibility—notice the cut
opposite.

"VICTORIAN" BELL. SPIRAL HAT PIN

..L1 Pim, 2, 1.,101

Made in a thousand styles plain and mounted TDith all hinds of stones
ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

Manufactured by

MeRIIE & KEELER
NEW YORK OFFICE-396 Broadway

Represented by Wm. Lauder
CHICAGO OFFICE—I26 State St., Champlain Building

Represented by B. S. Sandfelder
ST. LOUIS OFFICE—Mermod-Jaccard Building

Represented by S. Sandfelder

Factory and Main Office

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
We have arranged with the following well-known manufacturers to make the New " Victorian "

Bell Spiral Hat Pin in their grades:

WATSON-NEWELL CO., Attleboro, Mass. ESSER 0 BARRY, Providence, R. I.
DOLAN 0 CO., Attleboro, Mass. S. K. GROVER 0 CO., Providence, R. I.

RILEY, FRENCH 0 HEFFRON, North Attleboro, Mass,

April, I9o1

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department must

send name and address—not for publication, but as an evidence of
good faith. No attention will be paid to anonymous communica-

Dons. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are

received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, SS similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"New Staff."—Wit/you kindly give me a pointer
on filling the patented balance staff in Waltham 16-size,
1899 model movements f—This staff is made in two
parts. The waist or hub is separate from the staff
itself, and is intended to be a part of the balance
wheel when fastened to it. When fitting a new balance
staff, allow the hub and not the arm of the balance
wheel to rest on a staking tool with a smaller hole
than usual, so that the shoulder of the balance staff
fits in a hole about tt, millimeters in diameter, and •
drive out the center and replace with new one. By
following the above suggestions you will not injure the
hole in the arm of the balance.

" Sharp Casting."—Will you kindly itVorm me if
arsenic is used in melting gold and silver to make il
.flow sharp .? I have trouble in getting a sharp cast-
ing, and would appreciate a remedy.—Arsenic is some-
times used in melting gold, though but seldom in any-
thing below 18 K., and in that quality of gold in small
proportion, say, about to pennyweights of arsenic to
too ounces of gold. Some workmen claim very beneficial
results from its use, while others say that such results
are purely imaginary and do not exist in fact. Your
trouble in getting a good casting may be attributed to
many causes. If you will .follow the instructions given
in our reply to " Ring Casting," page 157, February,
1901, issue, and keep your mold hot when pouring the
metal, you should experience no difficulty.

Strov Sfirings."—A clock having a mainspring
of a certain strength keeps ,cood lime. Can I, in any
possible way, make it keep lime by pulling in a main-
spring twice as strong, and yet not alter the train ? Is
there.any way of putting in a new hairspring, weigh-
ing the balance, or both, whereby I can obtain the
desired results? lity idea is to gel more tower on the
center wheel and yet not alter the train. I did not
intend applying this to clocks, but to a clock mechan-
ism, and would thank you for information on same Y—
If your clock is built on such a principle that it will
stand the strain of a mainspring twice as strong as it
now contains, there is no reason why you cannot put
one in. As far as keeping time is concerned you could
get fairly good time from it, but of course you could
not get accurate time. The chances are that you will
find the clock will lose time with the stronger spring,
because it will make the balance wheel take a greater
arc, therefore, it will take longer for the balance
wheel to make a vibration. Consequently the clock
will lose, and we do not think you will have occasion
to put in a new hairspring, as there is no doubt but
you can bring the clock to time by taking up the hair-
spring. Before putting in a mainspring twice as strong
you want to make sure the wheels are strong enough
to stand the strain. As a rule, clocks that are built
to-day are not made to stand a much stronger spring
than the one the factory puts in.

(2) Does not the practice of tilling the balance
cock in fine watches cause friction and make the watch
run badly, also to " scrape' badly? I notice some re-
pairers do this, Probably to lessen end shake.—The
balance bridge or cock of any watch, whether fine or
common, should never be tilted or bent ; in fact,
nothing should be done to it at all, with the exception
it be made to stand perfectly upright. There are a
great many workmen who make a practice of pricking
the bottom part of the bridge to raise it or lower it,
and in a good many cases putting a piece of paper
under it. It would be impossible for any watch to
keep accurate time if the balance bridge was not up-
right, and it would be impossible to get a rating out of
a watch, especially where the balance bridge was tilted
one way or the other. There is no doubt but what
the saying is true, that there is more damage done by
the repairer to the public's watches than there is by
the public themselves. It seems that workmen will
resort to anything rather than do a little extra work.
There is no occasion for any workman to tilt or bend
the balance cock of any watch, as there is always
another way to fix it.

(3) Are ruby jewels and sapphire jewels the sante
stone, taking their name front the color, viz. ruby—
red ; sapphire—blue f Do not the American factories
Qat ruby and sapphire jewels in most of the 17 jewel,

adjusted to 3 positions grade P—The ruby and sapphire
are cotemporaneous in various localities. The ruby
varies in color from a very light rose tint to deepest

carmine. The sapphire varies from the light blue to
deep blue and black. In the descriptions of high
grade watches the kind of jewels is mentioned—the
ruby, as a rule, predominating.

T KevsToNe

"Cemenliv."—Will you kindly inform me of a
cement that will withstand heat P—The question of
cements is a verycomplex one, and it is difficult for us
to give an intelligent answer without knowing for what
purpose the cement is to be used or the degree of heat
it is required to withstand. About the only cements
that are of any practical use in the jewelry trade, where
fine work is required, are those made from the various
gum-resins, such as shellac, mastic, amber, Canada
balsam, dammar, sandarac, etc., but all these sub-
stances are softened by the heat of boiling water and
some of them at a much lower temperature. One of
the finest articles of this kind that we have seen is the
proprietory cement called " Liquid Amber," which is
extensively used by the jewelry trade. It is very hard
and strong, but the manufacturer does not claim that
it will stand a great degree of heat. A very useful
cement that will stand the heat of red-hot iron is made
from silicate of soda (Na. Si. 02 ), commonly called
water glass ; and powdered glass. The sodium silicate,
which can generally be got at any large drug store, is
an alkali, having about the same color and consistency
as strained honey, which it very much resembles in
general appearance. To make the cement take some
broken watch glasses and grind them to a line powder
in a mortar ; put the powdered glass into a deep vessel
filled with water, stir it thoroughly, the coarser parti-
cles will promptly go to the lbottom while the fine
powder will remain in suspension. Quickly pour off
the water and allow the fine powder to settle. Mix
the powder with the water-glass and, if necessary to
thin it, a little water. This makes a very hard cement
of light color, and hardens in a short time. (2) Silicate
of soda mixed with powdered chalk also makes a
durable cement, but it is not so hard as the first. (3)
Mixed with finely pulverized antimony (the black sul-
phide) it will produce a dark cement. (4) \\all zinc
dust, a hard gray cement, which if burnished will ex-
hibit the appearance of metallic zinc. This may be
employed in mending ornaments and vessels of zinc,
sticking well to vessels, stone and wood. (5) With
carbonate of copper, a bright green cement. (6) With
cobalt blue, a blue cement. (7) With vermillion, a
beautiful Ted cement. These cements must only be
mixed as they are wanted ;• they will all stand an in-
tense heat ; in fact, when they are fuzed they will form
a sort of glass and are just as hard as glass. A cement
of this kind could not be made from amber or any
similar substance.

" Compensation."—(i) It hat effect, if any, has
heal and cold on a movement P—Changes of tempera-
ture will affect the rate of a movement in several ways, •
all based on the well-known fact that heat expands,
while cold contracts metals. Heat will expand the
balance, increasing the diameter of the balance, with
a consequent slowing of the vibrations. It expands
the mainspring and hairspring, and, though thus mak-
ing them stronger, it till decrease the elastic force in
a much greater degree, with a resulting loss in rate.
It affects the action of pivots in their holes, together
with all similar parts, if they are fitted closely. Of
course, cold will have the opposite effects on move-
ments than those noted above, and, in addition; will "
cause a thickening of the oil, which in turn causes a
retarding action on the vibrations, and if the fitting is
very close, will seriously affect the motion of the
moving parts.

(z) How to stop overbanking in a watch Y—The
causes and remedies for this condition were fully dis-
cussed in our reply to " Overbanking," on page 795,
October, 1897, issue. • •

(3) How to deaden the beat in a clock used in a
church P—It depends on the clock. Such cases as this
must be overcome by the ingenuity of the workman.

(4) Please give use the name of a firm or firms
making hollowware that I can sell and warrant,—
You will. find such names and addresses in the an-
nouncements on our advertising pages.

"Symploms."—Please explain fully what is meant
by mainsprings " selling," and their " symptoms." I
have had several high-grade watches of adjusted
grade, and they were in the" habit" of stopping occa-
sionally—once in two or three months—and it appeared
as if there was a loss of power on the train, but was
either in third wheel or center, as fourth and scape
had no power, and upon examining train thoroughly,
and barrel, and found pivots in fine shape and end
shake proper, and when watch is put up to by train
it appears absolutely free. Now two of Mese were new
movements and the mainsprings were filled by the
maker, and Minking that oil had " gummed" I gave
train and plates a bath in sulphuric ether and carefully
oiled it with good oil taken front oil cup clean, and
still the trouble exists. If once the watch gels started
it will run for another period of 3 or 4 monMs and
have good motion. Is this " symptoms ?"—You seem
to have examined the watch thoroughly, from your
description, and if everything is as you state, we can-
not account for the watch acting the way it does. It is
one of those cases where we would have to see the
watch to determine the cause. We do not believe it
lies in the mainspring, although it may be ; the symp-
toms of a mainspring that sets are, when you take it
out of the barrel, it does not tmcoil ; the coils do not
come far enough apart. The spring has lost its power,
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and when half run down the watch will have little or
no power on the train and the action will not be very

good, but if this was the cause in your watch the
watch would act that way every day. The trouble

must surely lie somewhere in the tram. It would be
good policy to take and put a new mainspring in the
watch and try it again, but before doing so we would
advise trying each wheel separately between the plates,
and each time you try it screw the plates on ; also try
barrel and center wheel together, center and third
wheel, third and fourth wheel, and fourth and escape
wheel, and no doubt you will find some of these not
as free as it should be.

" Castings."—(t) We want to make small brass
castings in quantity, weighing about 34 or i ounce
each. Can such castings be made in steel molds instead
of sand f—The casting of any metal in steel molds is
always attended with difficulty, and the results are, as
a rule, not very good. There is one notable exception
to this, however, and that is type, used by printers,
which is cast in that manner, but in this operation the
metal is forced into the molds by means of a pump.
Expert molders get excellent results in small castings
such as you desire by using what they term " hard "
sand. If you use the steel die, it will be necessary to
first grease the die and then sprinkle it with pulverized
charcoal, in order to prevent the cast adhering to the
mold.

(2) What would be the best way to melt the metal,
say 15 lbs. at a time, and how can we pour it in the
small quantities required f—The metal should be
melted in a black-lead crucible. Such crucibles can
be had of R. J. Taylor, Nineteenth and Callowhill
Streets, Philadelphia. You can use an ordinary plumb-
er's ladle for pouring, which can be procured from
any plumbers' supply or hardware store.

"Ring Solder."—(1) What kind of gold solder is
used which does not show the joint in ring soldering ?
—The manufacturing jeweler, as a rule, uses some of
the gold he is working, reduced about two karats with
easy-flowing silver solder. Such solder will make a
joint that will not be seen.

(2) I have a fifteen-jewel movement that I cleaned
recently. It has a fine motion and keeps good time,
but has a dull, scraping noise when held in the vertical
position.—Such noises may arise from several causes,
and it would be difficult for us to say which without
inspecting the movement. By placing the movement
in the case or a movement box and setting the balance
to spinning, you can generally locate the fault. Possi-
bly, the jewels are rough ; which condition may be
ascertained by means of a double eyeglass or a nicely
sharpened piece of pegwood. Again, the fault may lie
in the hairspring—all adjusters have noticed, we think,
that the Breguet hairspring has a tendency to " shiver,"
that is, set up special vibrations, which would cause
such sounds.

'Lever. "—I have a wheel cutler and am going to
make a watch, and don't know how to make the lever
with the wheel-cutting outfit ; the only way I know is
to file it out by hand ?—You do not state whether you
intend to make the lever and pallets in one. There is
no way you can cut the lever with a wheel cutter. The
best way to make a lever would be to design the lever
on a piece of steel and rough it out with a file. You
should then have several different sizes and shapes of
carborundum wheels mounted on the cement brass
that fits your screw chuck. With these you can grind
the lever any shape you may want much quicker and
better than you can file it. To put the slot in the lever
for the roller jewel you should use a small round saw,
mounted same as the wheels, or on a saw arbor chuck,
if you have one. You can finish up a pair of pallets
the same way, using a saw to cut the slot for the pallet
jewels. Of course, the slot for the roller jewel must
be polished out after using the saw.

"Jewel Pushers."—(r) I notice in February, 1901,
Keystone, page 16o I, in reply to "Wood Clock," you
advocate the use of jewel pushers. Kindly give me the
measurements for same in millimeters.—There are
only five pushers required to complete a set that will
remove and put back the jewels in American watches.
One end of each jewel pusher is used to remove the
jewel settings and the other end to put them back.
The dimensions are : For No. t, 2.6 min.-2.2 mm.;
for No. 2, 1.4 111M.-19 MTh ; for NO. 3, 2.1 1111Th-
1.6 mm.; for No. 4, 2.8 mm.; for No. 5,
1.2 mm.-2.8 mm. They can be made very readily
out of a piece of brass wire, that will fit No. 40 Web-
ster-Whitcomb chuck, about three inches long and the
ends turned down to the above sizes.

"Gaining Time."—How would you correct a fine
movement that gains about minutes a week, when
the regulator will not correct it P—The best thing to
do in this case is to put a light pair of timing washers
on the balance.
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The Real Rogers.
Not in the Trust.
Look for the Maltese Cross Trade-Ma rhs

S L.& C. H. Rogers Co.

The Equal of Any Brand on the Market

Dew Patterns 
-Beautiful in Design 

Prices that are ilinflt 

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO STRIP
AS MUCH SILVER AS ANY ROGERS

BRA\D 0\ THE MARKET

OUR No. 77 LINE, MADE IN SIX PATTERNS, WARRANTED FULL PLATEOF SILVER ON LIGHT WEIGHT 18 0/0 NICKEL SILVER BLANKS

T" Simeon L. & Geo. H. Rogers Co., Hartford, Conn.

4

P. 0. Box 1205

FACTORIES: Hartford, Conn.; Wallingford, Conn.
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Providence and Attleboro

Business in this section has been quiet for the
past month, and many manufacturers report that it
fell off much earlier than usual. The manufacturers'
spring business generally runs into the middle of
March, but Many report a quiet trade from the begin-
ning of the month. Excepting the makers of some
popular novelty, the trade was generally very quiet.
Work has already begun on the fall line of samples,
and for the coming two months designers and tool
makers will be busy in getting out new things for the
fall trade.

An announcement was made on March 12th of the
appointment of I3irney C. Parsons, of Boston, as re-
ceiver for the Howard Sterling Co., of Providence.
The announcement read as follows :

I have this day been appointed receiver of the
Howard Sterling Co., and by order of the court am
authorized to continue the business of the company as
heretofore.

I shall therefore continue to run such business
and will take and fill all orders as promptly as the
company has heretofore done. The same salesmen
who have heretofore represented the company will
call upon you for your orders.

Thanking you in advance for a continuance of
past favors and promising prompt attention to all
orders given.

The appointment as receiver came from Judge
Colt, of the United States Circuit Court, as a result of
a bill of complaint filed by Horace Loring and
Francis Welch, of Boston, trustees of the estate of
Charles W. Loring. The estate is not only named as
owner of about one-half of the stock of the company,
but holds its notes also for the amount of $62,000,
almost one-half of the company's indebtedness. The
statement showed that the late Joseph Bannigan owns
a like amount of stock and the company's notes. There
have been many rumors of sales of the plant of the
company-for the past thirty days or more, so that the
notice of the receivership did not cause any great sur-
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prise. The receiver stated to THE KEYSTONE repre-
sentative that he was engaged in taking an inventory
and as soon as this was completed and he had become
acquainted with the details of the business, he would
make a report to the court, which would then deter-
mine what further disposition would be made of the
property.

W. 0. Clark, of Clark & Coombs, Providence,
who was quite ill for some time, is again able to attend
to business.

John M. Fisher, of John M. Fisher & Co., Attle-
boro, accompanied by Mrs. Fisher, left last month for
a brief sojourn in Florida.
• William P. Chapin, of Chapin, Hollister & Co.,
accompanied by Mrs. Chapin, started last month on
a trip South. Savannah, Charleston and Washington
were among the points visited en roule.

Wm. C. Tappan, of the D. F. Briggs Co., Attle-
boro, accompanied by Mrs. Tappan, started last month
for a combined pleasure and business trip to the City
of Mexico. Before starting, he contracted for the
erection during his absence of a large addition to his
racing stable.

Isaac N. Capron, who %'as identified with the
trade in the Attleboros for the past generation, died
recently at his residence in North Attleboro.

Randall & Ackermann, for' sonic weeks located in
the S. 0. Bigney Building, Attleboro, have moved back
to their old quarters in the W. I). ‘Vilinarth Building.

At the recent annual municipal election in Attle-
boro, several of those prominent in the local jewelry
manufacturing industry were elected to office. Charles
P. Keeler, of McRae & Keeler ; Charles M. Robbins,
of the C. M. Robbins Co., and Herbert A. Clark, of
the Horton-Angell Co., were elected park commission-
ers ; Charles E. Bliss, of Bliss Bros., to the board of
health ; Mr. Bliss and Walter J. Newman members of
the school committee ; Raymond M. Horton, collector
of taxes ; Louis J. Lamb, of C. H. Allen & Co., sink-
ing-fund commissioner ; Hiram R. Packard, super-
intendent of Daggett & Clap, chief of fire department.
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The Sommer & Mills Co., of North Attlebon,
has been dissolved. Mr. Mills retires, and the busi-
ness will be continued by Mr. Sommer and Harry H.
Totten, as J. J. Sommer & Co.

Plans have been prepared for the erection of a
five-story addition to the building at the junction of
Clifford, Ship and Chestnut Streets, Providence. The
addition will be 40 x 8o feet, and the structure will
probably be occupied by manufacturing jewelers.

A. S. Vennerbeck, of Vennerbeck & Clase, was
recently elected treasurer of the Quinnobuquin Golf
Club, Providence.

Edward N. Cook, manufacturer of gold plate at
144 Pine Street, Providence, has formed a corporation
under the title Edward N. Cook Plate Co. The incor-
porators are : Edward N. „Cook, Ida J. Cook and
William C. Starkweather. The purposes of the con-
cern are the manufacturing of stock for jewelry, watch
cases, cane heads, optical goods and other work re-
quired in rolled-gold plate.

The copartnership heretofore doing business
under the firm-name of W. J. Braitsch & Co., Provi-
dence, has been dissolved by mutual consent. All
claims against the company will be settled at the
company's office by Wm. J. Braitsch, who will con-
tinue the business under the same name at 472 Potter
Avenue.

John M. Bogle, master mechanic at the-works of the
Gorham Manufacturing Co., Elmwood, Providence,
died suddenly on March 8th. . Deceased was with the
Gorham Company for thirty-two years, and for
twenty-five years held the responsible position which
he filled at the time of his death. He was of remark-
able executive capicity, and had charge of the plan-
ning and erection of the large factories that now
comprise the Gorham works at Elmwood, and of the
equally difficult task of removing the plant from its
old location to its present position. Many of the
special machines used exclusively by the Gorham
Company for the making of silverware were devised
by the late Mr. Bogle.

OMEGA WATCHES
Over 1,000,000 in use None better mucle

All the Leading Jewelers Sell the 0 M EGAS 
No stock Complete without them

Made in io and II Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size Six different grades—from 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, adjusted
Fitting Regular American Cases

No Prices Advertised in any Journal
Fair profit can be made

Sold to LEGITIMATE JEWELERS

EDMOND E. ROBERT
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Send for Price-List

--SELLING AGENTS -
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CROSS 0 BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Iia6So9ro64 0.3 IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

Diamonds NEW YORK

Watches
62-64 State StJewelry ALBANY, N. Y.
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Ostby 0 Barton Company
Makers of Gold Rings

Providence, R. I.
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'ine Decline of the True Spirit of
Patriotism:

The Reason and the Remedy

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The experiment Of government by a democ-

racy, after one hundred years of trial, seems to

have established the wisdom of the fathers

beyond any reasonable doubt, to those who do

not look beneath the surface of things ; yet this

great democracy is menaced with a danger

which strikes at the very center of its life.

Present Problems Will Be Solved

If the experiment of " government of the

people, by the people, for the people " should,

in time, fail, it will not be because of the ac-

ceptance or rejection of any of the policies

which are now in contention in the prevailing

political parties and isms—expansion of the

national domain, debasement of the coinage,

centralization of power, intemperance, social

inequality—none of these ; for all such party

questions are ephemeral, in the long history of a

people, and will be succeeded by others equally

transient, after these have passed out of the

arena of discussion ; the saving common sense

of a free people can always be trusted to even-

tually find the right direction toward their happy

development, even if, occasionally, they must

retreat from the path into which they have been

temporarily misdirected by their passions or

prejudices or fears.

Failure From Other Causes

If this experiment of democracy should

ever fail, it will not be because the people do

the governing, but because they do not do the

governing ; and it is the increasing evidence

that the citizen, especially the educated citizen,

is growing indifferent to the exercise of his

political responsibilities, indolent in the practice

of his civic duties, that gives pause to the hopes

of the observant lover of his country.

The Teachings of National Crises

It is only in some great crisis of national

peril, as a threat of invasion from foes without,

that the words, " My country," come to have a

deep personal significance to our consciousness,

and we realize how inexpressibly dear to our

hearts, how intimately blended with our lives, is

the country which gave us birth, kindred, edu-

cation, discipline and delight ; only then that

we realize that our country is part of ourselves,

not by virtue of power, but of principle ; not

through' will, but conscience ; not through arbi-

trary self-association, but through duty ; a part

of us through love, opportunity and inheritance,

to be cherished, defended, reformed. When

such crises come, the embers of patriotic fire

leap brightly and fiercely into flame, and the

ranks of battle are quickly filled with eager

volunteers.

Civic Virtue in Sober Gray

But healthful political life is not procured

by a series of crises. The test of patriotism is

offered, not in the spectacular crucial event

which appeals to the common instinct of self-

preservation, but in the dull progtamme of the

mation's uneventful life, day by day. Civic
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virtue is not the less virtue when gowned in

sober gray instead of the gorgeous trappings of

the hero. That form of patriotism which makes

us wish to see the country well and wisely gov-

erned, and moves us to hold ourselves always

ready to render her such service as our capaci-

ties permit, is a less romantic and striking

form than the defeat of an invader, or such a

self-chosen death as that of Publius Decius or

Arnold von Winkelreid ; but it springs from

the same feelings, and goes .as truly in its de-

gree to build up the fabric of national greatness.

By this test an annually increasing number of

American citizens, and especially her educated

citizens, are faithless to their duty ; and we are

brought to realize, in the fullness of its applica-

tion, the maxim which Mazzini never tired of

enforcing, that liberty has its duties as well as

its rights, and is in danger if it forgets them.

What " Republic " Means

The very definition of a republic is govern-

ment of all for all. Its primary moral law, then,

is that each citizen must live for the good of all.

The selfish citizen who ignores the general weal

by refusing to participate in the minor move-

ments for the betterment of the body politic

(which, in its last analysis, means his declining

to attend the primary election), sins against the

whole meaning and intent of the institutions

that protect him. The political responsibility

of the individual is the only possible basis in

our form of government. All the power of

government rests in him. He is responsible not

only for the right use of that power, but the

tossession of the power carries with it the re-

sponsibility for the non-use of it. It is this NON-

USE of the citizen's power, this indifference to

his civic responsibilities, that is to-day the men-

ace to democracy in America.

The Three Reasons for Neglect of Duty

The indolence, or the indifference, of the

citizen in the exercise of his civic duties can be

traced, I think, to three principal reasons :

First, a physical difficulty in maintaining

the home side of patriotism is found in the mere

fact of our bigness. In a vast population like

ours the individual feels swallowed up and

obliterated, so that his own action seems too

small a unit in the sum of national action to be

worth regarding. He realizes a difference in

.the directness of consequence in voting with a

hundred others in the election of a church

vestry, and in voting with sixteen million others

in the election of a national President. He is

unable to trace his vote in the final result ; he

is unable to perceive the result of his own per-

sonal act. So he begins to think that one vote

doesn't matter ; and voting is too much bother,

anyway ; and he hasn't time—though Ruskin

says that God never imposes a duty without

giving the time to do it ; and he concludes to

stay in his store and let the other fellows do the

voting.
The second reason is crass ignorance—

ignorance, primarily, of the theory and ethics of

government, but also of the methods and

machinery of government, and of the rights

and duties in the reciprocal relations between

the citizen and the State.

The third reason is in the fact that the

national spirit in our country seems to be over-

laid, if not entirely superseded, by party spirit.
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To the average citizen, participation in the gov-

ernment appears in the form of giving a vote

for a party candidate. Each party necessarily

identifies its programme and its leaders with the

welfare of the State ; each represents its oppo-

nents as enemies ; even if it may charitably ad-

mit them to be ignorant rather. than malevolent,

nevertheless they are enemies to the higher

interests of the country. Thus the idea of

devotion to the whole coMmunity, and to a

national ideal, higher and more enduring than

any which party can represent, is apt to be ob-

scured or forgotten. There comes about a

curious professional habit of mind ; there is no

longer moral perspective, and means are mis-

taken for ends. Parties and measures and men

are no longer means for good government, but

government is the means for obtaining party

success, which is the chief end of man. Men

who are not corrupt begin unconsciously to ac-

cept this view of the party. They will look

with complacency upon that consuming patriot-

ism which ill buy up every voter in the district

before it will let the opposition defile the purity

of the ballot. Every lapse of virtue in one

party is treasured as a moral gain by the other,

establishing for it a factitious morality, which is

subjected to none of the tests of actual morality.

This moral confusion as to the relation of party

to principle, and the perplexity and hesitation

of the educated voter in view of it, have long

been the reliance of politicians of every side.

They have come to look upon the educated

vote as cowardly, and have abundant confirma-

tion of it as a working principle. " The real foe

of good government," said David Dudley Field,

" is the indolence and partisan blindness of the

intelligence of the community."

The Remedy

These, then, are the reasons for the deca-

dence of the true spirit of patriotism : What is

the remedy ? How shall the citizen be brought

to realize the fearful consequences of neglect of

his civic duties, and how shall such a patriotic

spirit be inculcated that good men everywhere

will take up their share of the guidance and

control of things, that thus the ship of State

may be steered from the rocky rapids that

threaten her destruction?

There is only one way that ;s certain of

results : teaching civic duty to the youth before

he comes to the age when he may exercise the

rights of the citizen ; instilling the concept of

true patriotism into the future voter in that

formative period when enthusiasm and emotion

leave their ineffaceable impress upon the mind

and heart. Education has no more important,

no more serious, mission than this, and none

more fruitful of lasting results for the common

weal. The youth should be taught enough to

enable him, first, to comprehend the working of

his country's institutions ; second, to bring him

to be inspired with a love for his country, an

appreciation of all that makes her true great-

ness, a desire to join in serving her. Such

teaching will form in him three habits of civic

duty : first, to strive to know what is best for

his country as a whole ; second, to place his

country's interest, when he knows it, above

party feeling, or class feeling, or any other sec-

tional passion or motive ; third, to be willing to

take trouble, personal and even tedious trouble,

(Continued on page 379)



The R. F. Simmons Company are the only makers of gold filled
chains who make their own seamless gold filled wire.

They buy gold bullion of the U. S. Government and make the ingots
from which, with the aid of the most improved machinery (covered by their
own patents), they draw the highest grade and most uniform gold filled
wire that can be made. This process, by economizing time and labor, en-
ables them to use in the Simmons Watch Chains a finer quality of stock than
can be produced by any other maker of seamless wire at the same cost.

The careful attention given to every detail in the process of
making Simmons' Chains has produced the standard gold filled
chains of the world.

The trade-mark " R. F. S. 0 CO." is stamped on the inside
of the swivel bow of every genuine Simmons' Chain.

were interested in the following item in the
March issue of the ever reliable KEYSTONE:

Because
it is composed of
the BEST ingre-
dients.

Proprietor Swain has just completed a much-needed
addition to the Waltham Horological School, at Waltham,
Mass. The addition of two stories in height carries the
building out to the building line, and gives room for twenty
new benches and accommodations for that number of
additional students, It likewise provides more room for
the material department and an attractive office in the
front of the lower floor.

More room, finer equipment, better teaching
facilities. What greater proof of the past success
and present pre-eminence of the

the BEST meth-
ods are used in
compounding it.

Because
it gives gold and
silver the BEST
and most lasting
polish.

Because
if you do not
have Cando,
you do not have
the BEST.

Which is the Oldest and has the
Best Equipment and Instructors

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU

instruction given in

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while
here, and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

E. II. SWAIN, Proprietor,
Write for our New Prospectus. WALTHAM, MASS.

Practical Die-Making

I E-MAKING is something of which
all working jewelers should have
knowledge enough to help them
out in an emergency ; and still few
workmen, outside of our large

manufacturing concerns, know much about
practical die-making. This branch of tool con-
struction can be divided into two principal
methods, that is, dies which cut out and dies
which emboss. We will first take up the
making of dies which cut out ; as, for illustration,

to produce star-shaped pieces like
the one shown at Fig. t. We first Fig,
provide ourselves with a block of
soft steel about Y8" thick and

shaped to suit our press. Let us
suppose in this instance it is a round
disk of steel 24" in diameter and

and or 5/8" thick. This disk is first annealed

in an air-tight iron box in which it is packed

with charcoal dust : the box and contents being

slowly heated red-hot and allowed to cool still

more slowly. The inexperienced workman in

annealing usually heats his box too quickly,

that is, he thinks it must be red-hot through

and through, when it is not ; or he overheats it

and burns his steel ; because steel can as well be

burned when enclosed in a box as in an open fire.
The kind of box to use is

Annealing Steel shown in longitudinal section
for Diei at Fig. .4. The shell D is a

piece of wrought iron gas pipe

3Y4." internal diameter and about 8" or o" long.
The end at C is a solid wrought iron plug

welded into D, and E is a loose fitting plug

which needs no fitting except with the hammer

to shape it. The box D is filled with fine char-

coal and the steel to be annealed. The charcoal

dust is prepared by grating a lump of this sub-

stance on a horse-raddish grater. The plug E

is cemented in the end of the tube D with

common whiting wet up into a paste with water

and plastered on the plug E as it is slightly

driven into D.
Charcoal or coke should be employed to

heat the annealing box .D. It will take about

two hours to heat such box perfectly without

burning it ; and it should be at least twenty to

twenty-four hours in cooling off. Covering the
entire fire where the
box is heated with
ashes and allowing the
fire to die out is a
good plan. Such die
blocks can be bought,
but they are seldom
as soft and easily
worked as those pre-
pared by the workman

himself if he only has acquired the proper skill

by practice. In making such dies the upper

and lower surfaces should be either turned or

planed dead flat and parallel and the upper sur-

face ground smooth. The form of the piece

which the die is to produce is now traced on the

face of the die, which in this instance is a star.

The form is now gone over with a graver, keep-
ing carefully within the extreme limits, that is,
so the outer margin of the graver line shall

represent the cutting angle of the die. With

such dies usually the piece cut out is forced

through the die and falls below, consequently

the opening in the die must be a trifle the

smallest at the top.
It is quite unnecessary to shape an orifice

of the form of a star through the entire thick-

ness of the die block, as we will explain in

carrying out the details of making the die we

are considering. Suppose the star is t" in dia-

meter, there is no reason why the die should

not be recessed out on the lower side so that we

only have A" of steel to cut through to form
the cutting part of our
die. This will be under-
stood by inspecting Fig.
3, which is a vertical
section of the die blank  
shown in Fig. 2 on the
line B b. We recess the lower side of the blank

at B until the upper part at c is only A" thick.
This can be done in a lathe by

Labor Saving in turning a recess in diameter
Die Work and Tio-" deep. After the out-

line is gone over with the

graver as described above, we commence from

the top to drill through the thin part of the die

shown at the small circles to cut out in this way

as much of the metal to be removed as possible.

The filaments of steel left between the holes are

next sawed and filed away as seems to the work-

man the most expeditious method. The clear-

ance, that is, the amount the die is undercut to

free the piece cut out, should be at angle 3° or
40 as shown at the dotted lines c. After the

die is properly shaped, that is, so the opening

is correctly shaped, with the edges clean and of

perfect form, and just undercut enough to free

the pieces after they are cut from the sheet, the

die is ready for hardening. Usually, a die of so

simple a form as the one described

can be hardened by simply heating

and plunging in water at a temper-

ature of about 600 F. Many work-

men claim special processes and

compounds for protecting dies during

the process of hardening and also

to prevent them from cracking. In

this, as in most other matters, good

sound sense is very desirable. If we only

exercise our reason we will readily understand

that there are certain conditions imposed in

hardening dies which must be met in order to

achieve success. The essential features in this

case are : (I) The die must be heated to avoid

oxidizing ; (2) the cooling (quenching) must

be conducted to avoid unequal contraction which

produces splitting or cracking. To prevent

oxidizing many workmen employ a " cyanide

pot," that is, a crucible in which cyanide of

potassium is melted and maintained at a red

heat, into which the die is plunged until red

hot and is then taken from the cyanide pot and

plunged into cold water to harden it. Some

varieties of rock salt can also be used, and is

really better than the cyanide of potassium.

A coating composed of a saturated solution

of common salt and charcoal formed of leather

scraps for almost all die work purposes answers

admirably. The leather chips are placed in the

iron annealing tube D and heated red-hot and

then allowed to cool. This leather coal is then

ground fine in a porcelain mortar and mixed

with water saturated with common salt and the

die coated with the mixture. The best fire for

die heating is one employing gas as a fuel. In

such a furnace, if the air of the blast is properly

proportioned to the gas, there is but a very

slight tendency to oxidize metals.

Now about tempering dies so as not to split

them. The explanation of dies splitting and

warping is unequal contraction.

Let us consider what would be

the effect on a piece of steel

shaped as shown in Fig. 5. Here

is a strong circular band F con-

nected by the cross bar G, leaving

the open spaces HI!'. We heat

the device as it is shown red-hot

and throw it into cold water ; the result is the

bar G being thinner than the ring F cools first,

and in cooling contracts, forcing the yet plastic

ring Foutward toward the arrows /f, or if the

ring was too rigid the bar G would crack at the

weakest point.
(TO DE (ONTINUED)

The Decline of the True Spirit of
Patriotism

(Continued from page 377)

for the well-governing of every community he

belongs to, be it township, or ward, or city, or

The Hope of the Republic is in Young America

The young American must be made to

realize his individual importance in our scheme

of government, if this Republic would endure.

He must comprehend the fact that the price of

his civic rights is the exercise of his civic duties,

and that he is disloyal to the country which

protects him if he makes no use of the powers

conferred upon by the government of which he

is a part—the government of the people by the

people. He must by faith and feeling reverently

identify the State with himself, and, through

fealty and aspiration, make her interests, security

and progress a deep and absorbing personal

concern. He must appropriate to himself, and

so glorify by unintended use, the formula of the

flippant Louis XIV, " I am the State !" So

living to his country in such love of her, with

vision lifted above the petty circle of his per-

sonal interests, with appreciation of the true

width and splendor of national life as a thing

which not only embraces all now living here

and grouped in a great body seeking common

ends, but reaches back into a mighty past and

foward into a glorious future, his whole concep-

tion of citizenship will be elevated, and " the

sheath of empty words will fill with keen-edged
blade." J. T.

Pointed Paragraphs

Fine feathers don't pay the landlord.
The wise man always goes slow when he is in a

hurry.
The man who isn't true to the world isn't true

to himself.
No man can be a successful miser unless he is lo: t

to all sense of shame.
Silver bullion owned by the government is often

hard pressed for money.
Mother Nature does a great many things that the

stepmother habit tries to undo.
Nature supplies a man with character, but he

must furnish his own reputation.
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Sarah Bernhardt CHAIN BRACELET.

_

Bracelets are made of High-Crade Rolled-Plate and Sterling Gilver Wire. Cuaranteed togive wearer entire satisfaction.

Providence Stock Co ChainHigh.GradeI. Manufacturers.
IOU Stewart Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

WE SELL TO

JOBBERS
ONLY

i NEW YORK SALESROOM11 John Street. '
CHICAGO SALESROOM131 Wabash Avenue. '

High-Grade Rolled-
Plate and Gold Filled

Vest, Dickens, Pony
and " Duke of Marl-
borough" Chains,
Woven Wire and Silk
Fobs, Lorgnette, Purse
Fan and Neck Chains'
Bracelets, Pendants'
and Bangles.

Sterling Silver
Lorgnette, Purse and
Fan Chains, Bracelets
Hearts, Bells, Beans'
Slippers and Novelties.

Solid Gold
Vest, Dickens, Pony,
Lorgnette and Neck
Chains, Bracelets,
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Pendants and Bangles.
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T. B. HAGSTOZ COMPANY, Limited
SMELTERS, REFINERS

AND ASSAYERS 709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are 

requested to send us f
or publication

any new ideas t
hey may have on any

 subject,

technical or mercantile,
 of general interest

and practical value to the tr
ade

Tarnishing of Silver Goods

ED. KEYSTONE :—The commun
ication from P.

Taylor, on page 25 of January K
EYSTONE, contains an

experience different from mine. I have for years

such cases as he described 
and I find that solid as

well as plated ware does ta
rnish, especially in winter,

when we burn hard coal. 
I have found that gum

camphor, distributed throughou
t case, will keep goods

better than if none is used, b
ut would like to know if

others have had Mr. Taylor's
 experience. If there is

anything better than what I am 
using, I would like to

know it.
THE KEYSTONE is a mine of 

information to me.

The " Graybeard and The 
Youngster " articles are

fine. Where is " John Tweezer " ?

Truly yours,
J. L. WILLIAMS,

Zumbrota, Minn.

[" John Tweezer " is still doing
 business at the

old stand and his usual page 
appears every month in

THE KEYSTONE.—ED
.]

Drilling for Pivots

EH. KEVSTONE.—I have been a 
subscriber to your

valuable paper for some years a
nd have noted with

interest the many different vie
ws and experiences of

brother workmen, which I deem
 of great value to all.

Also your editorial informati
on, which is nearly infal-

lible. Now I would like to say
 a word about drilling

for pivots, which every wor
kman knows is quite a

difficult task. I herewith hand in my own 
original

idea, which I have put in pra
ctice many times and can

vouch for its merits. Draw your staff to a drillable

temper, with little copper loop 
and slice of potato to

protect balance from heat (as 
many times described

in THE KEYSTONE). Now 
place staff in lathe and

true to dead true, center wi
th corner of flat, sharp

graver, take a sharp, well-sha
ped drill and grasp it

near center or forward of cente
r with flat-nosed pliers

held in left hand. Place butt end of drill in the s
ink

of your hollow steel center, wh
ich is placed in tailstock

spindle of your lathe ; place r
ight hand on button of

tailstock spindle, press gently t
ill drill engages center

mark in staff ; use care not to 
twist or crowd drill with

left hand—just grasp it tight enough to prevent its

turning in pliers. Your lathe, of course, is put 
in

motion before you bring your d
rill up to staff.

A little oil is applied to drill 
to facilitate its work.

With a little practice and ju
dgment you will be sur-

prised at the results, as the r
otary motion of the lathe

keeps drill seeking center the sa
me as a floating cork

would be attracted to the c
enter of a whirlpool of

water. It is generally supposed eve
ry workman has

his pet way of turning and 
finishing a pivot, so I will

not expose my ignorance on 
that subject.

Yours respectfully,
R. S. BRADFORD,

Wichita, Kans.

The Postal-Card Contest

ED. KEYSTONE :—We have been running the

postal card contest for one 
month and enclose you a

photograph of the winning c
ard together with news-

paper clipping. We recei
ved cards from all over the

State and one from Colorad
o. It is a good advertising

medium and pays big. There were ninety-nine cards

received. The first prize 
winner wrote the sentence

770 times ; the second 637
 times ; and the third 61

9

times.. The lowest was 49 
times.

Yours,
COLE & CONNORAN,

Indianola, Iowa.

[The photograph sent us 
of the winning postal

card is a startling exhibit 
of microscopic chirogra

phy.

So small is the hand-wr
ititing that the reproductio

n of

the photograph would se
rve no purpose.—ED.]
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A Jewelers' Soldering Clamp

ED. KEYSTONE :—As you 
are interested in the

work of your readers I send you a
 cut of a jewelers'

soldering clamp which I invented an
d had patented.

This clamp is designed to hold 
jewelry or similar

articles while being operated upo
n. The clamping

tweeFrs are made in such shape that 
they will accom-

modate any article of jewelry to be 
soldered and will

firmly hold for repairs any break in a 
spectacle. When

the article to be repaired is placed in
 the clamps, the

latter can be raised, lowered, brought
 close together,

or can be adjusted in any way the
 operator desires.

The charcoal pan is a little device 
which can be brought

directly under or in contact with 
any piece of jewelry

needing attention. The device is very
 complete. It is

capable of perfect adjustment and e
asy to use.

Truly yours,
F. J. THOMAS,

Cairo, Ill.

The Three-Handled Loving C
up

ED. KEYSTONE.—Several handsome 
loving cups

have been presented to person
s of prominence in this

City and vicinity in recent month
s. While the cups

were on exhibition many com
mented on the three

handles and asked the wherefore 
of the extra handle.

Could you enlighten me on this su
bject?

Truly yours, C. H. M.,
Savannah, Ga.

[It.seems that there is some doub
t both as to the

origin of the cup and the rais
on d' etre of the three

handles. One surmise is that the 
loving cup originated

in Italy, where it happened not 
infrequently that hosts

stabbed their guests or poisone
d them at friendly

banquets. From this is evolved a
 reason for the three

handles. The host drank from
 the cup first, this act

showing that the liquor in the c
up was not poisoned ;

then, holding it by two of the 
handles, he passed it to

his friend on the left. His two hands being occupied,

he could not stab his friend ; 
and as his friend took

one handle in his right hand he
 would have been put

to inconvenience to stab his ho
st with his left hand.

The late Lord Lyons, British 
Ambassador at Paris,

used to relate the following h
istory of " The Three-

Handled Loving Cup " : Kin
g Henry of Navarre

( Henry IV. of France) while 
hunting became separated

from his companions, and fe
eling thirsty, called at a

wayside inn for a cup of wine. 
The serving-maid, on

handing it to him as he sat on 
horseback, neglected to

present the handle. Some win
e was spilt over, and

His Majesty's white gauntlet
s were soiled. While

riding home he bethought him
 that a two-handled cup

would prevent a recurrence o
f this. So His Majesty

had a two-handled cup made 
at the royal potteries and

sent it to the inn. On his nex
t visit he called again for

wine, when, to his astonis
hment, the maid (having

received instructions from her 
mistress to be very care-

ful of the " King's Cup " ) p
resented it to him, holding

it herself by each of its hand
les. At once the happy

idea struck the King of a 
cup with three handles,

which was acted upon. 
As His Majesty quaintly

remarked : " Surely out of t
hree handles I shall be

able to get one."
A twentieth century reason 

for the third handle

was given recently by a son
 of toil in this city. Two

Irishmen, while at work in th
e subway, unearthed an

old loving cup and it was 
scrubbed out to serve as a

beer receptacle, known in the 
proletariat vernacular as

a " growler." One day at 
lunch time Mike had an

elaborate thirst and putting t
he beer-laden loving cup

to his large oral cavity he 
proceeded to swallow the

contents. Pat, who was entitled to his 
share, watched

Mike's feat in open-mouthed 
astonishment and as the

last drop disappeared down 
Mike's capacious oeso-

phagus he said " Oi know now 
why that cup has that

third handle." " Why ?" s
aid Mike, catching his

breath after the final gulp. " To keep the 
growler

from goin' down that tunnel w
id the beer," said Pat in

disgust. There may have been big t
hirsts and big

mouths in ancient times.—ED
.]
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Chatelaine Watches

KEYSTONE.—I would 
like to have a little

information in regard to ch
atelaine watches. What I

mean by this are the cheap 
Swiss cylinder movements

encased in a nickel or silver 
case retailing at $3.50 to

$6.00. What I would like to know
 is whether it is

policy to clean such watches 
or not meddle with them

at all. Seems to me when they are a
t their best they

are unreliable. These are the only watches t
hat give

me trouble ; I give them the 
most careful attention in

cleaning, put them together ver
y carefully, seeing that

the barrel, train wheels and 
pinions are all perfectly

free ; also that the carriage is 
set right so as to give

the escapement the proper 
amount of lock and lift ;

also that the cylinder pivots are 
free and extend through

jewels ; also that the body of 
the escape wheel does

not rub on the cylinder with d
ial up or down. I do

all these things and still the
y seem to come back for

some cause or another. For all this I get $1.50 and I

think it is very unprofitable at 
that. Generally, when

I do get one of those watche
s there is no telling how

long it will take me to put it in 
good order ; invariably

it takes more time than it 
should. I will certainly

appreciate any advice or infor
mation on this subject

through your columns. Hope y
ou will consider this for

my benefit and some other re
aders of THE KEYSTONE.

Yours very truly,
JOHN A. STAMM,

Passaic, N. J.

[We heartily agree with our 
correspondent in

saying that such work is unpr
ofitable. And, to make

a bad matter worse, there doe
s not seem to be any

help for it. As our readers know, the che
ap Swiss

movements placed on the marke
t are made to sell—

and that is about all that can be 
said for them. Such

watches as these depend solely
 for their sale-making

qualities on the reputation of th
e finer grades of well-

known Swiss movements. The
 repairing feature must

be looked at in the light that if 
you do not repair them

some one else will, and your 
watchmaking reputation

will suffer by comparison, as 
your customer will most

likely mention to his friend the 
fact that " Jones could

not repair my watch, but Smit
h fixed it up all right."

Do not hunt such jobs, but by
 all means take them

when they come, charging a 
fair price for the work,

and tell your customer that such
 movements cannot be

relied on, and they may be
 thus educated to the

purchase of better watches.—
ED.]

Made a Hit with Umbrellas

Jeweler P. T. Ives, the hustling 
up-to-date young

business man of Meriden and
 Wallingford, Conn.,

made a paying experiment wh
en he determined to

push trade on 'umbrellas during the past holiday

season. Mr. Ives is known as a bright and keen

merchant, who has built up a 
nice business in Meri-

den and later in Wallingford, w
hich is a branch store.

Regarding his experience in han
dling umbrellas, which

should be of interest and value to
 our readers, he said :

I have handled umbrellas and
 canes in a small

way for a number of years, carrying a nice, but

limited, assortment in stock. 
Last fall I thought

the matter over and decided t
hat I could sell more

umbrellas, especially if I increa
sed my stock and gave

more attention to pushing the
ir sale. I purchased

about twelve hundred dollars' 
worth. I selected my

stock from four makers, selecti
ng what I considered

was the best of each line. In this way I secured a

better variety than if I confined my purchases fr
om

one maker. Buying for cash and discounting
 the bills,

as I make a rule of doing, I
 bought them at the lowest

possible figure, considering the
 quantity I purchased.

As soon as I received my stock
 I made a good

display of them, both in my show
 windows and store ;

and, in addition, I directed th
e attention of all my

customers who called to the new 
goods and the attrac-

tive prices I was offering them a
t, inviting comparison

with goods and prices offered e
lsewhere. I know some

of my people did shop around 
not only in our towns,

but at New Haven, and many o
f them came back and

told me they could not match 
what I offered for the

same price. My umbrellas range
d in price from $2.50

up to $8.00 and more. I had none lower than $2.50,

but I could offer a nice silk umbr
ella, with silver and

pearl mounted handle, for t
his price, and sold lots

of them.
As to results, I actually sold ove

r three hundred

umbrellas between December firs
t and the first week

in January, and I feel perfectly ju
stified in feeling and

stating that the effort was a succes
s.
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A SteadyWhite Light

Price, $4.89, complete

The Imperial Gas Lamp
burns gasoline and gives 100-candlepower light.There is no smoke, no odor, no clogging. The burner isso constructed that gas travels continuously through theflame, hence is at all times absolutely steady. The lightmay be regulated as with a kerosene lamp, turning it aslow as desired and it never smokes.This Lamp is invaluable to those requiring a. steady,brilliant, white light. It has given almost universal satis-faction. We solicit investigation and will send catalogueon request.

The Imperial Gas Lamp Co.
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WEST SILVER Co., Taunton, Mass.
Manufacturers of the

F. B. Rogers Brand of Silverware
Heavily plated on extra hard white metal.New and attractive designs. Right prices.

Quick Shipments
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Send for Catalogue
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--

M. B. BRYANT & CO. Maiden L ane
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Cleaning and Restoring

i: This series of articles will cover very completely
this important branch of the jeweler's business. 

The

methods and processes described are thoroughly prac-

tical, and such as the average workman can easily

master and make use of.—En.]

Practical Watch Cleaning

TRICTLY speaking, the cleaning of

a watch has nothing to do with any

repairs ; still, as some kinds of

restoration I like polishing steel parts

and a few other matters, have so

much to do with the appearance of a watch, we

shall include them in these papers. We would

also say in these prefatory remarks, that in

taking down a watch every part should be care-

fully examined, and if any repairs are needed,

let them be completed before the process of

cleaning commences.

In all kinds of work, expedition is of first-

class importance, and for this reason every

arrangement should be made for celerity. Many

workmen will have their bench cluttered with

work promiscuously scattered over the entire

surface. This should be carefully avoided. If

it is necessary to have several watches apart at

the same time, have them so the parts will not

get lost or confused.
In taking a movement down,

place the parts well back on

the bench so they will not find

their way to the floor and get

stepped on. Screws should be

placed, especially when dealing with

watches, so they will not get mixed up.

convenience for this purpose

is made of about No. 24

sheet brass, square ;

into this is fitted four little

short legs as shown at B B,

Fig. 2. Through this brass

plate are drilled a number

of holes to receive the screws
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Precautions in
Taking a
Watch Apart

foreign
A nice

2, • ,

• a A
•

••
• .•

• 4 •

• 6 •

• • G
(I,. • • ?

wide, and nailed and glued to the edges of the 
N and the tank G rises a little, and 

is thereby

bottom D. The parting pieces

wide and let into the sides as

shown. These pieces are held

in place with glue. The larger

compartment at E is for the

plates and dial ; F has a plate

like A for screws ; and the

other parts of the movement

placed as seems most con-

venient in the other compart-

ments. About six such trays should be pro-

vided, and a case as shown at Fig. 5 made for

them like a chest of drawers. Such an arrange-

ment will save a great deal of time as well as

serve to keep the work bench clear.

We will now take up the process of cleaning.

Soap and warm water are the best materials to

employ for cleaning watches,

as for cleaning everything else,

and if it is decided to adopt

this method, let us arrange our

appliances especially for con-

venience and consequent rapid-

ity of work. One of the

greatest annoyances attending

the employment of the washing process is to

d are " disengaged from the hook n and the tank G

then swings away from the heating

FO, appliance I This will be under- 
Fey,

stood by inspecting Fig. 8, which

is a view of Fig. 6 seen in the

direction of the arrow 1. If gas

is used as a fuel, the movement

of the arbor K can be employed

to shut off the gas. The cause why the 
bracket

turns in the direction of the arrow s is, the

arbor K is not exactly vertical but the 
foot

moved to the left, or in the direction of 
the

arrow 1. The hook n

for holding the bracket

N over the heater is

very simple. In Figs.

6, 7, 8 and 9 the hook n

is supposed to be at-

tached to the wall 0,

and N simply hooks on

to it, and as soon as the

water in G gets low the bracket N rises by the

spring and becomes disengaged from n and

swings around in the direction of the arrrow s

to the position shown at N', Fig, 8.

The sawdust pan H is made of the same

.7

:r a 12

28

a 
I. 3

keep hot water constantly on hand. This is material as G, but constructed a little conical,

especially true in summer time when there are 
with a flange n so the pan H will

no facilities for heating water about the premises. 
72:0-9r only descend about t" into the

The writer devised an arrange- ° hot water can. This pan has a

ment for supplying hot water 
cover T to keep the heat in the

and also for keeping sawdust sawdust. A small open box or hoop, with lace

hot—and, by the way, hot net stretched across the bottom forming a sieve,

sawdust is one of the indispensables about a 
should be provided and small parts of watches

jeweler's shop, and any person who has once 
are thrown into this, and the hot boxwood saw-

used it will not willingly do without it. We will 
dust thrown on them. As soon as the moisture

describe the hot water apparatus just referred 
on the articles is absorbed, the box or 

hoop is

to, but we warn the reader he cannot buy 
one, shaken and the dust sifted away ; the parts are

but can readily get one up. The best material dusted with a soft brilsh and are then ready to

is tinned copper for the tank or reservoir 
G, be put in place.

and it should hold about three or four gallons

Hot Water

Apparatus

of water. The reservoir

at Fi 6 is to"shown Cr, g•
in diameter and 12" deep.

as they are taken from the 
It is heated by the small

watch ; as, for instance, z is for the screw to 
the gas or oil stove shown at

balance cock ; 2 is for the pallet cock. In case The peculiarity of this de-

vice is a sort of crane

bracket on which the tank

G rests. The upright arbor

K supports the shelf or

bracket N on which the

tank rests. The arbor K

terminates in pivots working in the bearings L

M. The greatest novelty of this device is 
the

manner in which the foot of K is 
mounted.

The support M is made of sheet metal 
strong

enough to securely support the device. Let us

suppose we take a piece of No. to sheet brass

I" wide and 4" long, and bend up 1" at 
each

end as shown at M' M". Through the turned

uP lugs M' M" passes a bolt P 0" in 
diameter.

Through the bolt P goes two pins 1 ; and

Fig. 2

there should be a bar or

bridge at this point, you

will see there are three holes

provided, the two outer

ones being smaller and adapted for such screws

as are found in watches of this description.

Hole 3 is for the escape wheel cock ; hole 4 is

for the fourth wheel cock ; hole 5 is for the

third wheel cock.
The two holes at 6 are for the center wheel

bar or bridge. The three holes at 7 are for the

barrel bridge, the three holes coming in use for

stem-wind bridges. Fig. 2 is a

view of Fig. I seen in the direc-

tion of the arrow a. Fig. 3 is

for American screws, C locating

the barrel bridge screws, the

other screws would follow in

order. The holes at F C are for

foot and cock jewel screws. At

Fig. 4 is shown a box especially 
designed for

such movements as necessarily have to lay 
apart

for a day or two awaiting orders.

Such boxes are easily gotten up. The

bottom is made of a board Y4." thick 
and 3" by

4" square. The sides f are X3" thick and 3/4
"

9%3

vi 

below the pin vi is placed a spiral spring R

which serves to raise the bolt P when the 
water

0 0 gets low in the tank G. The idea is, when the

tank G has a safe amount of water in 
it the

weight of G overcomes the force of the 
spring

R and the bolt P is pressed down so 
the pin 1

rests on M' ; but as the water in G is used 
up

or evaporates, so there is any danger of G

becoming dry and overheated, the spring R

raises the bolt P, and consequently the 
bracket

(TO BE CONTINUED)

A Mine of Imformation
OSKALOOSA, IOWA, March 6, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Every watch repairer and opti-

cian under the sun should read THE 
KEYSTONE.

When we read the last number through we wonder 
if

the editors have anything left to put in the next, but

when the next comes it is chuck full of something

most of us never heard tell of before, and where you

fellows get all your information from is a mystery to

the craft. Yours truly,
.1. BATES.

Costly Arithmetic

A school teacher in Sheffield, England, received

the following from a complaining parent a few 
days

ago:
" Sir—Will you please for the future give my boy

sum eesier somes to do at nites. This is what he

brought hoam to or three nites back : If fore gallins

of bere will fill thirty-to pint bottles, how meny 
pint

and half bottles will nine gallins fill ? ' Well, we 
tried

and could make nothing of it at all ; and my boy 
cried

and sed he didn't dare go back in the morning 
without

doin' it.
" So I had to go an' buy a nine-gallin cask of bere,

which I could ill afford to do, and then we went and

borrowed a lot of wine and brandy bottles, besides a

few we had by us. Well, we emtied the cask into the

bottles, and then counted them, and there were nine-

teen, and my boy put the number down for an answer.

" I don't know wether it is rite or not, as we spilt

sum while doin' it.
" P. S.—Please let the next some be in water, as I

am not able to buy any more bere."
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We do

RELIABLE
Silver-Plating
Silverware
Repairing Can this be Repaired ? Yes

We Repair 
match the old ones, broken or , the same as new.

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to 
melted off We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze,Brass, Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze,and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. L. Sercomb Co

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

State Sr Adams Sts.

CHICAGO

NOW
is the best season to attend.To enter, write us at oncefor terms and make advance
engagement, as we only accepta LIMITED number of pupilsat one time.
We devote our entire time totheir Instruction and Advance-ment.
When desired, we gel posi-tions forall Graduates, as thereis a great demand forour pupils.We- have a Special ShortCourse foradvanced engravers.
Correspondence Solicited.

M. L,. L,ANDIS,
94-96 Miami Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Send for list of Fine Graven,or seepage 112, February Keystone.

ii ii ii t I

M. L. LANDIS, PROPRIETOR AND INSTRUCTOR.

ROCKFORD
SILVER PLATE CO.

BEST QUALITY SILVERWARE
,‘ 20-YEAR GUARANTEE " with each piece—a strong point with the purchasing public.Orders and correspondence solicited from Jewelers only.

—BRANCH OFFICES--46 W. BROADWAY, NEW YORK 220 SUTTER ST., SAN FRANCISCO ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

The Phenomenal Sale of this Case
Proves its Usefulness.

utility and cheapness of our

Jewelers with a keen eye in evely case relating to their business, saw at once the beauty,

"IDEAL" CASE.It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished shelves orsame wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable bracket; metal legs six inches high, anddoors run on steel tracks. 
Dimensions :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf 12 incheswide, lower shelf 16 inches. 
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamentedwith egg and dart. 

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Wall Cases• Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high,I foot 4 inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains
in the knock down.

and weights. Inside of case and shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship

Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00:

UNION SHOW CASE CO.
MADE AND SOLD BY

FACToRy 541-.54s W. Taylor Street,
Cor. Loomis Street, 167 Randolph Street, CHICAGO, IL!.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answe
r e.1 in this department

must send name and ailaress—
not for ',Wilk:Ilion, but as an evi-

dence of good faith. No a
ttention Will 1/0 paid to anonymous

communications. Questions will be answere
d in the order in which

they are received.
An INDEX to the questio

ns answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accomp
anies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserv
e these indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refer to th
em, as similar questions may have

been answered 10 previous
 Issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to sub
ject covered in each answer, and

tell th ae Issue and page on which the info
rmation may be found.

"Puzzled."—(r) I made a copper solution a
nd

find quite a deposit gathered of a
 gray precipitate in

the bottom of jar.—Such a precipi
tate is not unusual

in a copper bath, and we do not
 think will interfere in

any way with its efficiency.
(2) Should such copper solutions be work

ed hot ?

—If copper solutions are worked
 hot they will, as a

rule, require less power to wor
k them than when

worked cold. Many workmen claim they are more

easily manipulated and give better results when

worked hot. Of course, this refers to an alkaline

solution. An acid solution should be w
orked cold.

(3) Am troubled with small spots app
earing on

work shortly after removing from si
lver bath. What

is the trouble P—The fault probabl
y lies in your opera-

tion of preparing the articles for the
 bath. Immerse

the articles in boiling alkali, then d
ip them in muriatic

acid' solution before dipping them 
in the striking solu-

tion. Articles so prepared should not show " sp
ots."

(4) Is there any objection to the use of c
orrosive

sublimate for dip P—Not if it performs the work re-

quired of it.
(5) Have a Baume hydrometer for ac

ids, etc.

What are the correct readings for
 copper, silver and

nickel solutions P—This question, th
ough one would

say on first reading that it appears
 quite simple, covers

a great deal of ground. There are many solutions of

each kind enumerated by our corres
pondent. The

better plan is to use your hydrometer a
fter each step

in the preparation of your solution
s, and keep the

readings for future reference. If you have a solution

that gives you good results, you m
ight take the read-

ing of it for reference when preparing 
another of the

same kind.
(6) Occasionally a blue and purple color 

shows on

work in silver bath. The color line is strongly de-

fined, with no shading. What is the cause and cure ?

• —When this condition obtains th
e bath is deficient in

cyanide of potassium. The addition 
of such cyanide

will overcome the fault. Be careful in adding it, that

you do not use too much. You might first try a slight

increase of strength of current.

(7) I have had considerable trouble in
 getting a

red color on plating, also in obtain
ing a precOi tale

with cyanide.—As we have frequent
ly said, the red

color in gilding is arrived at only aft
er careful and

painstaking work. The addition of the cyanide of

copper solution to the regular roman 
bath will do it,

but other considerations must be a
ttended to. By

using increased power and working the
 solution hot,

a red gold is attained ; but for fine wo
rk in gilding to

color, considerable study, experimen
t and experience

is necessary. The trouble you com
plain of in regard

to obtaining a precipitate may be due
 to a poor grade

of cyanide.

"Grandfather Oock."—(1) Do you 
think pure

sperm oil is beller than clock oil for o
iling grandfather

clocks, or any large clocks? I find 
the regular clock

oil to dry so fast.—We would r
ecommend for all

grandfather clocks and clocks built 
as heavy as this

kind to use sperm oil. Such sperm oil can be bought

in bottles of any jobbing house a
nd is manufactured

by the same parties who manufacture watch an
d

clock oil.
(2) What is best to rub catgut cor

d with, vaseline

or oil, before using it or after it has 
done some service ?

—The sperm oil just referred to is
 as good, if not

better, than vaseline for catgut 'cords. 
A new set of

cords should always be oiled before 
putting them in a

clock. It is always good policy in repair
ing a clock

that contains catgut cords, if you fi
nd the cords are

worn to any extent whatever, to put 
new ones in.

(3) Would an 18 or 16 size Elg
in or Waltham

watch escapement work well to pu
t it in a traveling

French clock? Some of these clocks
 have the escape-

ment bad from the start, and after they have run

some number of years you cannot give
 1/1011 any mo-

lion to perform well; they will sto
p. Some of the

best workmen have failed. What is your opinion

abont it? Probably the fine pivots in a watch 
escape-

ment would be an objection for a 
traveling clock, as

they would break easily in handling 
it. I have made

some changes in these clocks by p
utting in a cylinder

escapement. The change was satisfactory ; it 
would

not stop. The mainspring being too strong 
for this

escapement, I remedy it by putting in 
a piece of lever

clock hairspring, fastening one end to t
he plate of Me

escapement, the other end rubbing on
 the pinion wheel

dePthing with escapement wheel pi
nion. This stopped

the large motion of balance and the 
clock would keel,

as good time as a bad lever esc
apement. What do

you think about this change P—We 
know of a great

many workmen who have just the s
ame trouble that

you have with the traveling clocks,
 especially those
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that contain, the ratchet-tooth escapement.
 We find

that the best method of repairing these cl
ocks, if you

have the time to do the work and if your 
customer is

willing to pay for it, is to put in a 16 or 18
 size Amen -

can escapement, the same as you suggest. 
The pivots

of either one of these escapements are not 
too small,

and they will stand more wear and k
nocking about

than you have any idea of and in the end 
you will find

it will make a better job. The clock will 
keep better

time than by using the cylinder esca
pement, which

you have been accustomed to put in. 
We think it is

always advisable in repairing any kin
d of clock or

watch, where the changing of an esc
apement is neces-

sary, to use a good American escape
ment rather than

spend the time in putting in such an 
escapement as a

cylinder, as it really takes little or no 
more work to

plant a lever escapement than it does a
 cylinder, and

it will give better satisfaction.

" Rheostal."—(1) Can I use the 
current of an

electric light line for gold plating
 by putting each

wire in a rheostat holding about z 
gallon of acidu-

lated water?--Your plan would be practical. In

fact, it would not be necessary to p
ut both wires in

such a rheostat—the positive would
 answer all pur-

poses. By so arranging your connections as
 to have

the metal strips movable, you could control the

voltage of your current. Increasing the distance

between the strips will diminish the current. Our

correspondent enclosed a sketch of his plan which

we reproduce herewith, at Fig. i 1
. In this sketch A

Fig. ii

shows the switch 
' 
• B and .13/ the rheostats, which

 are

filled up to the dotted lines b and b' w
ith acidulated

water (S'i, part of sulphuric acid) ; C an
d C/ are rods

for slinging. the anode and cathode • D 
is the solution

tank, which rests in a water basin E, 
which in turn sets

on an oil stove, G ; HH and II/ H/ 
show the strips

of metal (silver), which are 2" wide 
and 6" long.

(2) Would such an arrangement give 
me suffi-

cient power to dissolve gold direct fr
om anode P—Yes.

" Oxidized."—(/) In soldering j
oints on watch

cases we find the case left in a dirty l
ight-green color.

Have used anti-oxidizer and put 
through a pickle,

but without improvement. What is the trouble Y—

Such a job as this is a rather severe
 test for an anti-

oxidizer, but if you use one made fr
om the following

formula you should experience no
 further trouble :

Yellow ochre 4 parts, boracic acid i 
part. Mix these

ingredients with water to thoroughly 
incorporate them

and then allow them to boil for an 
hour. Apply this

composition as a paint to all the surface
 except where

the solder is to flow. The boiling fo
r the time named

is important.
(2) Where can I gel a good quality 

of rolled-

plate, also alloyed gold in bars 
or sheets P—Write

Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co., Pawtuc
ket, R. I.

(3) We have tried to get a red g
old deposit but

have not been successful. We added cyanide of cop-

per to the roman gold bath, but i
t/woduced no effect.—

Your failure may be due to vari
ous causes. As we

have frequently said in these colum
ns, a great deal de-

pends on the one doing the work, 
and that experience

is an essential in gilding to color
. Many platers do

not make their roman solution up 
to the regular stan-

dard when contemplating the 
addition of a copper

solution, trusting to the copper solut
ion to supply any

deficiency. This is a mistake. The roman solution

should be made without consideri
ng the copper solu-

tion at all. Again, such solutions must be wor
ked

hot, and considerable more battery 
power added to

achieve good results.
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" Ruky."—Which of the precio
us stones are more

valuable than the diamond P—General
ly speaking, the

diamond is the most valuable among the
 precious

stones, although the ruby, in sizes 
of one carat and

larger, if of good color (pigeon blood), 
pure and

brilliant, is much more valuable than
 a fine diamond

of the same size. Such rubies, how
ever, are not often

found ; in fact, a fine ruby larger tha
n z 34 or 2 carats

is quite a rarity.

" Oil. "—Kindly give your opinion regarding

oiling new American movements,
 especially such

parts as are not jeweledP—The 
watch should be

oiled carefully throughout, using the
 best obtainable

oil for the purpose ; this is supposed 
to be done by

the manufacturer before a movement
 is placed on the

market, but we have known of cases 
where the move-

ments would reach the retailer co
mparatively dry.

In such cases the retailer should see 
that the oiling is

attended to before placing the movemen
t on sale.

" Gold Leaf."—What is the best siz
ing to use for

laying gold leaf for sign work P—Dis
solve about ten

grains of good transparent gelatin in 
two ounces of

water. If more convenient, you can add 
half the

white of a fresh egg to two ounces of wa
ter in a bottle,

shake it well, and then strain. Place a portion of the

mixture in a clean vial. Apply the mixture with a

camels-hair brush, painting over the 
portions of the

surface where you desire the gold leaf 
to adhere. On

page 491, of our May, 1900, issue you wi
ll find instruc-

tions in detail for doing such work.

" Alumnia." (.0—Can you give me a 
recipe for a

solution for plating with aluminum P—
This is one of

the most difficult metals to deposit successfully.

Among the many solutions proposed, th
at of Reinbold

is among the best. His formula is as follows : Dis-

solve 50 parts of alum in 300 of water, 
by weight, and

to this solution add to parts of alum
inum chloride.

Now heat the solution to about 200° F.
 and allow it to

cool, then add 39 parts of cyanide of 
potassium. Such

solution should be worked with a weak
 current.

(2) Recipe for a rich gilt solution P—S
ee our re-

ply to " Solution," page 160 1, February
, 1901, issue.

"Frosting. "—Please let me know how to
 put the

frosted finish on rings. I have many
 rings that I

have to alter size of, and send out such
 work. Don't

mind paying for it, but it keeps my cust
omers waiting.

—The frosted finish is imparted to such articles by

means of scratch brushing. Scratch brushes can be

obtained of any of the material house
s. They are

made of fine brass wire, instead of bris
tles, are circu-

lar in form, and are mounted on the 
spindle of the

polishing lathe. By holding the work against the

brush with the right hand and pressing a 
piece of cork

against the brush with the left in such a 
manner that

the wires will rebound and cause their 
points instead

of their sides to strike the article bein
g finished, any

workman, after a little practice, should be able to

duplicate any style of finish of this kind. 
During the

operation the articles should be kept we
t with stale

beer, and when finished they are thorough
ly rinsed in

clean warm water to remove all traces 
of this agent,

after which they are dried in hot boxwo
od sawdust.

In using such hot sawdust, two points sh
ould be ob-

served : First, do not allow the sawdust
 to burn, as

this will detract from the appearance of
 the finish ;

second, move the articles about lightly a
nd carefully

when in the sawdust and quicken the fina
l drying by

removing the wet dust with a camels-hair
 brush.

"Expert."—I have had occasion to stamp the
 name

in gold letters on leather goods of variou
s descrip-

tions, and have sent the work to the pri
nting office,

but now desire to do it myself. Will you tell me how

to do it P—We doubt if such work can be 
satisfactorily

done except by one with a good deal of e
xperience in

the line. Our correspondent says he has sent suc
h

work to " the printing office." We presume 
he means

the job printing office, and that the work has b
een done

by letter press printing. If this is correct, we can but

say that such work is but a makeshift for the
 true pro-

cess. In an office of this kind the name is set up
 in

type and printed on the article, after being "
 rolled "

with gold size, and is then dusted with bro
nze powder.

Such work can be made to look very well
 if properly

done, and the finish can be enhanced if the gui
des are

so arranged that another impression can be
 taken in

the same place as the first, after the bronz
e powder

has been applied, and with nothing whatev
er on the

type. The expense incurred in procuring the pre
ss,

type, rollers, etc., would be such that, unles
s one had

a constant call for such work, the plant wou
ld never

pay for itself. While, as we said before, such work

can be made to look very well, it in no way a
pproaches

that accomplished by the more expensive an
d intricate

process of applying gold leaf by heat, using 
brass or

steel type, etc. If you use the letter press process, be

careful not to get too heavy an impression—if
 it is a

little too heavy it will show on both sides of the
 article

and detract much from its appearance.
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Electro-Metallurgy
(CONTINUED)

XXXVM

Art Work by Electro-Deposition

0 resume our modeling of large

head or other subject for electro-

casting ; we go on and build up a

wax model precisely as we desire

the finished medal to appear. The

method pointed out for forming the letters,

enables us to produce them of almost perfect

form. We will digress from the purely mechan-

anical details to say a few words about modeling

in relief from an artistic point of view.

In this, as in all matters relating to art, the

delineation of the human figure requires the

highest skill. Pre-eminent, of course, is correct

drawing. Of course, it is not expected in an

essay of this kind to go into a long disquisition

on matters of high art, but still whoever makes

the effort to do such modeling, should be gov-

erned by certain rules. Modeling in any sense

is only preliminary sculpture, so to speak.

Relief modeling for such work as we have

been considering, is only intended to be seen

from one point of view, and, of course, restricts

the artist in many ways, as for illustration in a

group of statuary the beholder can inspect it

from all sides, see the figures in full front, from

the rear, or in profile ; not so in half or low

relief modeling. The artist must select and

arrange all his figures to appear to their best

advantage in side or profile view. Further from

this he is trammeled with the requirement that

he must sink his relief, that is, he cannot show

a head or body as if one-half protruded and

one-half was imbedded in the material of which

the sculpture was composed.
With the Greeks and Romans,

the sculptors treated many of

Relief Sculpture their works in different degrees

of relief, for which they had

names to designate the degrees of such relief;

thus alto relievio was sculptures where more

than half of the figure was shown above the

ground on which it was executed. A lower or

flatter relief was also employed, which was

termed muzzo relievio, in which all the parts

and details were flattened. Among the ancient

excellence.
sculptures very many such works of great

Of this low relief we have sculptured

tombs and also cornices of architectural works ;

but nowhere do we find better specimens than

in the ancient cameos and intaglios.

Old Greek Coins 

The old Greek coins are in

many instances of beautiful

work in this way. Perhaps

‘ve can get the best and highest ideas of low

relief sculpture from coins than any other source.

It is not imperative in medallion work such as

we are really considering, that the modeling

should be in strict accordance with what is in

the fullest sense low relief. Medals can be in

high relief, except such relief cannot be carried

to that extent which we see in ancient marbles,

tricl also in some of the antique cameos, inas-

much as medals in most instances are understood

to • mean relief impressions which admit of

duplication from dies.

These imposed conditions prevent under-

cutting, as for instance in Fig. i we show a side

view of a medal and at Fig. 2 a vertical sect
ion

eimess■■
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on the line a a. Now what we mean by under-

cutting is shown at b, with medal work we

cannot let any of the
raised portions ex-
tend over the ground
or plane on which
the objects are sup-
posed to be shown.
We are of the opin-
ion that quite a trade
could be built up in
relief work for pan-
els of various kinds
if some man of high artistic feeling would only

take hold of the matter. What is possible to

conceive of in the way

of an open fire grate

which would be more
Fz.7
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beautiful than panels in

metal, with bas-relief ornamentation ? And

still they could be made at comparatively a

small expense, the main cost being in the

modeling, because after the wax model was

done, the reproduction in metal would not be at

all costly ; that is, in comparison with the

results.
From one wax model thousands of exact

duplicates could be readily obtained by galvano-

plastic processes. Copper, which is the metal

par excellence for such work, can, by the use

of the dynamo, be deposited profitably for fifty

cents per pound. And after the relief cast was

made, it could be readily plated with any of the

metals which resist atmospheric action. Metallic

cobalt for casting such work would satisfy the

most fastidious for a dull-gray metallic surface ;

and aluminum and nickel for lighter effects.

The writer feels assured that the day is not far

distant when cornices, pilasters and panels of

such work will form an important part of all

architectural work.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Inventors in Overalls

Necessity being the mother of invention, it is not

surprising to find that many of the most v
aluable

patents have been granted to mechanics and
 other

persons obliged to work for day's wages, and i
n not a

few instances the ideas evolved from their brai
ns have

produced veritable showers of gold. Some of 
the

inventions, indeed, have brought millions of 
dollars,

while in numerous other instances they have 
made

their originators independent.

W. M. Jenne, of Ilion, N. Y., was a mechan
ic

working by the day when he began to pro
duce type-

writer inventions. His ideas in this line have brought

him wealth, and he is now superintendent 
of a type-

writer manufacturing company. To Jenne
 and C. L.

Sholes—two men whose names are almost 
unknown

to the general public—is chiefly due the 
development

of the writing machines of to-day. Sholes, who died

rich, began as a mechanic, and a universally 
known

typewriter was to a great extent his creation.

Augustus Schultz, of New York, invented 
the

modern method of tanning, which has re
duced the

process of making leather from an affair of
 a year or

two to one of a few weeks, thus revol
utionizing the

business. All of the thin, tough leather manufactured

nowadays is made in this way. When Schultz 
began

his experiments he was so poor that, it 
is said, he had

to prepare his solutions in tumblers. 
His invention

made him rich.
Charles M. Hall was a student at Oberlin Coll

ege

when he discovered a solvent by whi
ch aluminum

could be separated from its ore. Though the metal is

very plentiful in Nature, every clay-ban
k being a mine

of it, the difficulty was to part it e
conomically from

other substances with which it is commonly found
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combined. Hall solved this problem, and his process
,

which is in use to-day, has made a fortune for him.

Charles J. Van Depoele, inventor of the under-

running trolley, was a mechanic. Now, thanks to this

and other ideas in regard to electric railroading, he is a

rich man.
Emile Berliner was a clerk, and he paid a mechanic

fifty cents a night to teach him something about elec
-

tricity. The teacher was very ignorant of the subject,

and that was one reason why Berliner was led off the

beaten track. He began to make discoveries, and

finally he evolved ideas which made the long-distance

telephone possible, the Bell apparatus being good

only for short distances. The monopoly of the Bell

company is now held under the Berliner patents, and

the ambitions clerk is well to do.

Thomas L. Willson, of New York, was a dabbler

in experimental chemistry. He hit upon a cheap

method of making carbide of calcium, which up to

that time had been known only as a laboratory pro-

duct, and the discovery has brought him wealth,

calcium carbide being the source of acetylene gas.

Doctor Bell, the telephone mail, was a school-

teacher. He took the first working model of his

telephone to John A. Logan and offered him a half

interest for $25oo, saying that it would do away with

the telegraph, and that there were millions in it.

Logan said : " I dare say your machine works perfectly,

but who would want to talk through such a thing as

that anyway ? I advise you to save your money, young

man." Telephone stock is worth to-day $8o,000,000,

or some such sum, and Bell got several millions of the

money. He offered a tenth interest to an examiner in

the Patent Office for Poo. It was refused. That

tenth interest was worth $1,600,000 within fifteen

years, and the man to whom it was offered is still

examining patents at p000 per annum.

Edison was a telegrapher when he made his first

important invention. He took it to a company on

Broadway, New. York, and the manager told him he

would pay $36,000 for it, and not a cent more. The

future Wizard was astounded, never having thought of

receiving such an immense sum. He feared that the

check might be bogus, and was sure of it when the

paying-teller of the bank refused to cash it offhand.

However, when he secured indentification, the money

was handed to him. It was the greatest day in Edison's

life, and, though he has received millions since then

for his ideas, he has never been made so happy by a

subsequent success.
Hugo Cook, of Dayton, Ohio, was a worker for

wages in that city when he made the invention upon

which one of the most efficient cash registers in the

market is based. He receives a royalty of two dollars

apiece, and enough are sold in a year to give him an

income of about $25,000.
W. L. Bundy was a watchmaker when Ile invented

the workmen's time recorder, which is now coming

into use all over the world for the purpose of keeping

" tab " on employees in factories and other business

establishments. Large capital has been invested in

the contrivance, and Mr. Bundy is a rich man.

Westinghouse, who invented the air-brake, was a

machinist. His idea was worth many millions to him.

Gramme, a Belgian, who invented the ring dynamo,

was a carpenter by trade, employed in the making of

models for electric machines. He could hardly read

or write, but he bought a dictionary and a book on

electricity, and tried to teach himself. His invention

revolutionized the manufacture of dynamos, brought

him a fortune, and made him famous.

These are only a few out of many instances which

serve to show the opportunities that are open to the

workman or the toiler for day's wages who has a

mechanical turn of mind and keeps his eyes open.

There are fortunes literally waiting to be picked up by

anybody who has the luck or ingenuity to see them.

The Patent Office at Washington is an institution whose

doors are open to poor and rich alike, and many a

man who is struggling for bread and butter to-clay will

'be enjoying wealth a few years from now, thanks to

new ideas, which, if they happen to be good ones,

will always find a ready market.
Rene Bache, in The Saturday Evening Post.

" THE KEYSTONE is much better than I could

make it. I wouldn't take ,five dollars for the last

twelve copies. "—I. H. Reamer, Macksburg, Illinois.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department must

send mime and address—
not for publication, but as an evidence of

good faith. No attention will be pa
id to anony 111011S comiminica-

ljonS, questions will be answered in the order in which they are

received.
An INDEX to the questions answered 

in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December nu
mber.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questio
ns may have

been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the 
information may be found.

" Skin."—Can you inform me of what material

the skin used by gold beaters is made, and where I

can obtain it ?—" Gold beaters' skin " is prepared from

the large intestine of the ox. The only membrane

adapted to the purpose is the outer, or peritoneal.

The intestine is first subjected to partial putrefaction,

by which the adhesion of the membranes is sufficiently

diminished to enable them to be separated. The

separated membrane is then further cleansed from the

adhering muscular fibres, and is dried, beaten and

pressed between paper, besides being treated with

alum, isinglass and white of egg, the object of which

is to obtain the pure continuous membrane, free from

grease and impurities, without allowing the putrefac-

tive process to weaken it. Such skin can be had of

Hastings & Co., 819 Filbert Street, Philadelphia.

" Souvenir."—(z) Where can I procure souvenir

goods and shell goods, and leather goods P—For

souvenir goods, write Simmons & Paye, Providence,

R. I. For shell goods, Barber Jewelry Manufacturing

Co., 36 Gold Street, New York City. For leather

goods, C. F. Rumpp & Sons, Fifth and Cherry Streets,
Philadelphia.

(2) What kind of instruments are used to burn

figures on leaMer goods?—" Branding irons " are the
instruments used. Some little practice is necessary in

order to know just how long and how hard to press

them on the goods.
(3) Where can cheap colored glassware be pro-

cured, such as toothpick holders, etc. P—Philadelphia

Novelty Co., 428 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

"Grandfather Clock No. 2."—(I) [Under No. 1

our correspondent asks a number of questions relating

to the age and history of certain kinds of movements,

etc.] —The following list contains a brief synopsis of

the chief inventions in horology, and will no doubt

give the information required. The dates, though

sometimes disputed, are very close to the time of

invention :
Year. Invention.

990 Weight clocks.
1500 Mainspring.
1500 Watches.
1525 Fusee.
1587 Watchmaking introduced in Switzerland.

1625 Watches carried in pockets.
1641 Pendulum.
1658 Balance spring.
166o A primitive form of duplex escapement.

1664 Fusee chain, superseding catgut.
1665 Watches with minute hands.
/67o Anchor escapement.
.1675 Rack striking work.
094 Dead-beat escapement for watches.
1695 Cylinder escapement.
1704 Watch jeweling.
1715 Dead-beat escapement for clocks.
1723 Mercurial pendulum.
/765 Lever escapement.
1775 Helical spnng.
1780 Spring detent escapement.
1782 Duplex escapement patented.
/782 Compensation balance.

Rack lever escapement patented.791

The impression prevails in some quarters that the

old clocks with metal movements were of inferior ma-

terial and workmanship, but circumstances will not

bear out this assumption. In fact, there is a clock

now running in the South Kensington Museum that run

for nearly five centuries before it became necessary to

renew the train. About the year 1807 the manufac-

turers in this country were making eight-day brass

clocks and thirty-hour wood clocks, both provided

with pendulums beating seconds.
(2) Can you name a book on the subject of old

clocks, etc. P—" Old Clocks and Watches and Their

Makers," by Britten, can be had from this office, on

receipt of publisher's price, $5.00.
(3) Canyon tell us, without going into detail, how

the plates are made for printing the cover page of The

Keystone S—The subject is first treated by a sculptor,

who creates his mental picture in modeling wax and

clay, sometimes in several section, in order to get the

desired effects of lights and shadows, and is then trans-

ferred. by means of photography to a sensitized plate,

resulting in a half-tone cut.
(4) We noticed a method described in The K

ey-

stone some time ago for truing a watch barrel 
by

hammering out the lid. We have another method on

which we would like to have an opinion.—The pl
an
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resorted to by our correspondent is as follows : Slightly
close the hole with ball-faced staking tool, then put
into a wheel chuck and true up with a jeweling graver
held horizontal. After truing barrel, the lid can be
put on and trued in the same way. Of course, no
objection can be made to the plan if it accomplishes
the desired result.

" Utica."—(i) Which is the proper way to have a
stone for edge-grinding run—from you or toward you ?
—The stone should run toward you.

(a) How to smooth a stone clown when it becomes
full of ridges P—The Brown & Sharpe Co. manufac-
ture a grindstone truing device of great efficiency, but
it is expensive. Our readers can make a very efficient
device for a very little money. To construct such a
tool,. procure about two dozen iron .washers
Ill diameter and turn up an iron spindle, shaped as

shown at A, Fig.
6. A shoulder is
turned at r and the

=I"  
1:=3 balance of the spin-

A I: dle A is turned the
proper size to string
the iron washers
just referred to

upon. That is, on the part A of the spindle are placed
washers to the dotted lines a a. To hold the washers
II in place, a hole is drilled through the spindle A at
b and a pin inserted. We show one of
the iron washers at B, Fig. 7, seen flat-
wise, and at Fig. 8 a view of the same
seen edgewise, or in the direction of
the arrow c, Fig. 7. The edges of the
washers are turned to a knife edge, as
shown at d. These washers are made

into a bundle with binding wire,
Fia and the edges d covered with a paste of

t'd pulverized yellow prussiate of potash and
water, then heated red hot and plunged

into cold water. The edges d are now
intensely hard. The washers are now placed
on the spindle A and a pin inserted in the
hole b. To mount the spindle A and washers

B, we take a piece of hard wood board t" thick, 12"

or 15" long, and as wide as the length of the spindle

A between the lines h h, Fig. 6. A couple of metal

cheeks are provided, as shown at D DI, which serve

as bearings for the arbors
A/ A". The cheek pieces
D D/ are secured to C
with wood screws. Fig. 9
is a top view of the com-
plete tool. To use this
device, rest C on the frame
of the grindstone and bring
the edged washers .B so they bear against the grind-

stone and roll as it re-
volves. At Fig. TO the
piece T shows the sup-

.--  &r. 40 port for the truing device,
which must be held rigid.
The dotted arc g shows
the form of the grind-

stone. The position of B is shifted a little from side

to side so the tiny grooves formed by the edges d
result in almost a smooth surface. This tool acts by

crumbling- the surface of the stone, not by scraping or
turning it off.

A
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"Find Out."—(1) Will you inform me of the dif-

ference between electro-gold-plate jewelry, gold filled

jewehy and rolled-gold jewelry, and how each is pro-

duced P—Gold-plated jewelry, as its title implies, is

that which is made of some base metal and then

gilded by means of electro-desposition. Gold filled

jewelry is made by placing a piece of gold on each

side of a piece of base metal in such a manner that

no part of the base metal is exposed. Rolled-gold

jewelry is produced in much the same manner as gold

filled, as a rule, and might justly be termed an inferior

article of gold filled. In some cases, however, where

one surface is concealed, and not subjected to much

wear, in rolled-gold articles such surface is finished by

electro-desposition.
(2) Define the term " Solid gold," in connection

with jewelry.—The term solid gold covers a wide field,

as any article made of gold alloyed to almost any

karat could be so named. If you mean pure gold, or

fine gold, such term only applies to gold of 24 K., but
such gold is not used in the jewelry trade ; in fact, it

is but seldom used, except by dentists. The " solid

gold " used in the trade is generally accepted as

meaning either to K., 14 K. or 18 K., and is always

spoken of as io K. solid, 14 K. solid or 18 K. solid, as

the case may be.
(3) I have trouble in springing glasses in 0. F.

bezels so they will be tight, and wish to cement them.

What kind of cement can I use P—There are several

cement's handled by the material houses for the use of

watchmakers and jewelers that will answer for this pur-

pose ; for instance, " Liquid Amber " or " Monarch."

(1) What kind of cement can I use for cementing

stones in rings P—Those above-mentioned are said to

be very good fot this purpose. If, however, you de-

sire to make such cement 3/ourself you can do so by

dissolving transparent celluloid in a mixture composed

of 4 parts alcohol and 3 parts ether. Such cement

should be of about the consistency of honey.
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(5) How can the bristles of tooth, hair, clothes

brushes, etc., be restored after they have become soiled

—The restoration of such brushes is a difficult matter.

About the only way to accomplish it is to resort

to some cleansing agent, such as soap and water,

benzine, etc.

" Toys."—(I) What kind of cement should be

used for securing watch glasses in 0. F. bezels 5—

You can use most any of the cements sold by the

jobbing trade for the use of watchmakers and jewelers.

Such cements are now so cheap that it will hardly pay

to make them for one's own use.
(2) How do you remove the small lenses that are

cemented on, and what cement do you use to replace

them P—We presume you-mean cement bifocals. Such

lenses can be separated by heating, but this plan

involves the risk of breaking either one or the other.

A better plan to pursue is to place them in a cup with

a little benzole or naptha (from coal tar), cover it and

let it stand for about a day, when the separation will

be easily effected. You can clean the lenses of all

traces of cement with the same substance you use for

their separation. They are joined together with

Canada balsam. This substance is very transparent

and has about the same refractive power as glass.

Use balsam that has become solidified by age, heating

the lenses enough to melt it. Before cementing such

lenses, assure yourself that there is a perfect adapta-

tion between the concave surface of the one and the

convex surface of the other, for if such adaptation does

not obtain, you will very likely have air bubbles appear.
(3) Where can I get a motor such as is used in

window displays P—Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon,
N. H., manufacture such motors.

(4) Will you kindly suggest some suitable me-
chanical toy for window display? I want to make

something original that will attract attention.—The

selection of a good subject for a mechanical window
display calls for much thoughtful consideration by the
one contemplating such a device. Especially for a
jeweler is such consideration necessary, as the puplic
always look for an idea par excellence from a member

of our craft. Local interest and local pride can best
be aroused by a display of something that will interest

the community in which you reside. For instance, a
new court house could be reproduced in miniature

with moving figures, etc. A reproduction of a fire
engine as a working model, or of the best-known
railroad train running into the town will seldom fail to

prove attractive, and such displays will, as a rule, be
noticed in the news columns of your local paper. An
easily-constructed display that seldom fails to attract
attention, is that of an old mill, with the large water-

wheel in motion. In arranging your window, do not
lose sight of the fact that the first essential of a win-
dow is that it sells goods—don't fill up your window
with the mechanical contrivances and leave out the
goods. So arrange it as to have room for a display of
your stock.

" Bunsen."—(1) Please let me know the best way
to charge a gallon Bunsen battely.—Fill the outer
vessel with dilute sulphuric acid ; / part of sulphuric
acid, free from arsenic, and 15 parts of water, both by
weight. The porous cell is then filled with concen-
trated nitric acid, exercising care that both fluids have
the same level. The sulphuric acid should be of 66°,
Baume hydrometer, and the nitric acid 40° Baume.

(2) Where can I get very small incandescent lamp
bulbs P—Any of the electrical supply houses can fur-
nish such bulbs.

"Center Pin. "—I have had several cheap Swiss
(cylinder) watches to repair of late and had trouble
hying to get out the center pin, or rather to remove
the cannon pinion, and in one case I failed enthelv,
and if I repair it I will have to cut the head off the
center pin (or square) to get the plate off and will
then have to put in a new pin. What method would
you advise in such a case P—There is no doubt but
what there are a great many cheap Swiss watches that
contain center posts that are very hard to remove, but

we find that a great many workmen go about remov-
ing the center post in the wrong way. A center post
should be removed about the same way you would
remove a pin in a joint of a case. You will also find
a great many workmen have trouble in doing this for
no other reason than instead of giving the pin a good
hard blow they will just tap it lightly, which has a
tendency to produce a head on the end of the pin, there-
fore making it harder to remove than before. In re-
moving the center post from a Swiss watch, the bridge
containing the center wheel should not be unscrewed.
You should take a fair-sized flat-faced hammer and
give the end of the pin a pretty fair blow, but do not
tap it lightly, for that will put a head on top of the
pint therefore it will not go through the cannon
pinion. You will find in nine cases out of ten that the

posts will always come out if you give it one or two
good taps. If such a thing should be that it is extra
tight, the best plan is to select a flat-faced punch with
a hole in that will just fit over the square of the center
post. Rest the punch in the staking tool upside down,
then hit the center post one or two good blows with
the hammer and you will find it will come out. We
cannot recall a case where we did not get the center
pin out by this method.

•



A Statement of Interest to Jewelers
We want you to know that it will be to your advantage to send us yourconsignments of OLD GOLD and SILVER. We give full valuation andquick returns.

We pay for

Send us your
SWEEPS, on Which
we will give you
returns within
three to five days.

Old Silver (fluctuating) • Market Price.
Platinum   80 cents per dwt.Old Cold— 8 Karat 32 cents per dwt.

10 Karat 40 cents per dwt.
12 Karat 48 cents per dwt.
14 Karat 56 cents per dwt.
18 Karat • 72 cents per dwt.Plated Scraps • 20 to 35 cents per oz.

Thomas J. Dee & Co., Refiners and Smelters
67 and 69 Washington St., CHICAGO

Personal Hygiene and Health Pre-
servation for Watchmakers

and Jewelers
(CONTINUIW)

An All Plate-Glass Case on the Kade Knock=Down System

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO.
Electrotypers

6zi Commerce St., Philadelphia
The Most Practical, the Most Artistic

and the Best Case Made
For the Jewelry Trade.

THIS IS NOT A CHEAP ONE.

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD
is what you ought to consider when buying Fixtures.

ALSO, DON'T LET THE FREIGHT SCARE YOU—freight is just as high on cheapFixtures as on good Fixtures. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY on the Fixtures if it'sgood Fixtures you want, and on the freight by our " Kade Knock-Down System." So get inline, fit up your store and get your share of trade. Now is the time to begin remodeling.WRITE US, STATING YOUR WANTS.

"ENCYCLOIVEDIA AMERICANA OF MODERN FIXTURES"is our New Twentieth Century Catalogue of Store Fixtures—a book that should be in thepossession of every jeweler. 272 pages, size, 73i x I I inches. Sent only on receipt of 25 cents.Worth that many dollars to you, even if you don't need Fixtures at present. In fact, a bookof valuable infortuation.
If ies trom W7NTBR, then it's right. LET US HBAR FROM YOU.

Kade Safety Adjustable Brackets are the best. Write for circulars and prices.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Established 1865 Sheboygan, Wis., U. S. A.
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E now follow our watchmaker to his
work at the bench, and here we

encounter the first drawback inci-
dental to his vocation. His work
is performed sitting, his hands are

raised and the forearms extended in a horizontal

position, while the head is bent forward. It is

manifest that this is a position which might

readily become unhealthful, and the need of

care is, therefore, very evident.

The Watchmaker's The sitting position, of course,
Seat calls for a seat, a matter of

by no means little importance

from a hygienic standpoint. A seat of the stool

type would appear to best suit the case. It

should be adjustable to height and revolve

freely with the sitter. There seems to be pretty

general agreement that a leather seat with the

flesh side up is the most desirable seat for the

workman. It should be stretched fairly tight

and not be too thin and light. The next

favorite to leather is a smooth, hard wood with

no paint and slightly concave. Many people

consider the cane bottom a most desirable seat,

the free passage of air being a very desirable

feature, especially • in the heat of summer.

Persons working in a sitting position should

never use a cushion seat, which is decidedly un-

hygienic and may superinduce a pre-disposition

to hemorrhoids.
There are some who adopt a standing posi-

tion when doing their work at the bench, but

they are comparatively few in number. It is

well understood that the standing position is

not conducive to the finest class of work or the

greatest amount of it. Experience in factories

has conclusively proved this. Bookkeepers

affect the standing position to a great extent,

because their duties entail some moving about,

but the watchmaker must retain the same posi-

tion, and it is easy to see that he will do more

and better work when seated.

SHOW CASES,
WALL CASES,
TABLES, ETC.

write us for prices and designs, saying what you are
particularly interested in, and we will send you cuts
accordingly.

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.
Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Ont.

Makers of the y/4„te edii_fzma71 Show Cases

In regard to the height of the
Height of Bench bench in relation to the stool

on which the workman sits, it

is advisable to so adjust the stool that it will at

first seem to the workman to be too low. This

condition is fatiguing to commence with, but

one soon becomes accustomed to it, and it is

much more healthful. The spinal column is

thus kept more nearly perpendicular, the chest

has more freedom of expansion and the stomach

is left in a freer and more natural position to

perform its functions. A good average height

for the bench is about three feet above the

floor, and the stool can be raised or lowered

to the healthful position before mentioned.

The head should be kept as erect as possible, so

that its weight would rest on its natural support,

the spinal column. When the trunk is thrown

forward the head is no longer supported by the

spine, and must, therefore, be upheld by the

muscles of the neck, the function of which is to

balance the head, not support it. These muscles

soon tire, and the work then falls on the muscles

of the back and general unnatural and un-

healthful condition ensues.

With the watchmaker the ques-

tion of sight is all-important.

Dr. Hattenhoff, of Geneva,

pointed out the necessity of taking care that

before adopting watchmaking as a trade youths

should ascertain that they do not suffer from

progressive nearsightedness, which is often

hereditary, as in such a case they would most

certainly be compelled to abandon it in after

life. Boys should not be set to work on such

small objects as the details of a watch too early

in life before the membranes of the eye have

assumed a certain degree of rigidity.

In regard to the question of the sight of

watchmakers Saunier recommended the following

precautions :

He should not retain the glass at his eye
by a contraction of the muscles for more than a
brief interval of time. The glass holder, which
can be at once set in any desired position, has
therefore much to recommend it.

Drill a few holes in the frame of the glass
to avoid or at least diminish the inconvenience
that arises from the heating of the enclosed air,
as well as from the deposition of moisture on
the surface of the glass.

Do not use glasses of too great magnifying
power ; they needlessly fatigue the eye.

Only use glasses that are truly achromatic.
If compelled to use the ordinary simple glass,
place a ring of dead black paper inside the
frame and against the lens, which, by diminish-
ing the field of view, will reduce the inconve-
nience due to spherical aberration.

It is hardly necessary to advocate the use
of a green cardboard shade to the lamp, as they
are so generally used by watchmakers. It should
be so arranged as to protect the head and eyes
from radiation, and cardboard is preferable to
metal, as it radiates less heat.

Working at night and by artificial light,
more especially by the dazzling light of gas,
fatigues the eyes much more than with ordinary
daylight, and the workman will find it a relief,
if obliged to work by artificial light on very
minute objects, to rest his eyes frequently on
large stationary bodies. If he can do so, it is
a great comfort to bathe the eyes in cold water.

One of the most eminent horologists has

given it as his opinion that working at minute

horological mechanism is perhaps more wearing

to the mind and body than any other trade or

occupation, and some seem to think that watch-

makers as a whole are more irritable than those

in other professions. His sedentary habit of

life and anxiety as to his work certainly con-

duces to irritability, especially if he does not

take all necessary precautions to combat the

physical drawbacks incidental to the nature of

his employment. All this emphasizes the ne-

cessity. of interested attention to the pointers

given in this series of articles.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

" Find enclosed one-dollar bill for renewal of your
valuable journal. The Keystone is the best trade
paper in Me United Stales ; would not do without it
for five dollars a year."—john Posendahl, jeweler,
Echo, Minnesota.

Saunier' s recommendation not to use glasses

of too great magnifying power, as they need-

lessly fatigued the eye, is scarcely a justifiable

discrimination against such glasses. The proper

course to pursue, when a lens is necessary, is to

use a lens of sufficient power to see the object

distinctly without any abnormal effort. It

strains the eye no more .to look through a

microscope with the power of a hundred diame-

ters than through a single lens giving four

diameters. A lens of about two and a half inch

focus will serve the purpose for every-day use,

and for pivots and extremely fine work the work-

man should get accustomed to a double eyeglass.

As good eyesight is a chief essential of

every watchmaker as well for good work as

for comfort, he should be scrupulously careful

in the care of his eyes. Some one has aptly

remarked that as soon as we feel that we have

eyes something is wrong. Feeling that we

have eyes is, indeed, a danger signal. Nowa-

days, when most jewelers have at least some

rudimentary knowledge of optics—many of

them a very comprehensive knowledge—there

is less danger of negligence than formerly.

What is Business Success?

Recent efforts to make young men believe that in

the present social organization all chances for young

men have disappeared, brought forth quite a number

of articles from others showing that when a political

" boss " aims to be philosophical, he succeeds only in

being amusing. In Mnnsey' s Magazine the proprietor

of that publication sent forth the following logical views :

The fact is that capital alone is pitiably helpless.

Brains mean more than capital, the world over. Cap-

ital is much more dependent upon man than man is

upon capital. The human being who thinks and works

can do something without capital ; capital can do

nothing without human aid.
In business it is not so much a question of money

as of brains. The strongest house with a weak

management, I care not how old or how respectable

its history, will go to the wall, while the weak house

with a strong management will become big and pow-

erful. This is inevitable. Man is king, not capital,

and this will hold true throughout the ages, whether

there be trusts or no trusts, combinations of capital or

no combinations. Brains must at all times and under

all conditions be reckoned with.
I am not pessimistic about the future of the young

man. That is a problem that the latter will work out

for himself. There doubtless will be fewer individual

business men, but it doesn't follow at all that there

will be less successful men.
But what is success, any way? It cannot be

measured alone by the accumulation of money. This

would be a most imperfect and misleading measure-

ment. Many things enter into the problem of working

out a successful career. The very brief span of life

allotted to man must be taken into consideration. If

one sacrifices health, comfort, pleasure, family and

friends merely to build up a name as the head of a

business, gaining with all a fortune at middle life, has

he lived.wisely and well ? Has his life been full and

rich ? Has he got all out of it that he was entitled to,

has it meant to him N'hat it should mean, according to

his own estimate ? ‘Vith all his worries and strife—

with all his financial obligations and serious problems

t6 solve—with all his business losses from failures and

dishonesty—with meeting ruinous competition, and a

thousand other annoying and trying conditions inevi-

table ill the life of the business man x'ho has carved

out his own career—has he worked out the problem of

living as well as the chum of his boyhood who has

had all these twenty odd years a snug berth and

salary?
The latter has had no serious cares, no worries,

and no notes to pay. He has had time to be a good

fellow—to be a good husband and a good father and

to make friends—time to get pleasure out of each day

and each week and each year as they went by—time

to read and think and grow broader and sweeter and

wiser—time to keep health and youth. Possibly he is

not worth :Is much in hard cash at fifty as his boyhood

friend, and possibly he is worth a good deal more.
At all events, he has sipped daily of the sweets of life.
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The

National
Self.

Winding

Clock

Winds Itself
Striknis Too

Is ALL inside of the Case No Outside Wires Necessary
Has a "contact" theoretically and practically perfect------a sliding "contact"

OUR SELF-WINDING CLOCK, is
run by a spring wound automatically
by an electric current from cells of a
dry battery contained within the case,
and is the only simple, practical, self-
winding lever clock ever made.

This spring is wound once in
seven to eight minutes, thus securing
the most uniform tension possible
upon the running train.

The even tension thus maintained
On the running train in our self-wind-
ing clocks makes possible a lever

movement, capable of keeping accu-
rate time in all varieties of clocks, and
particularly in mantel and house clocks.

The batteries will supply the nec-
essary electrical power from twelve to
eighteen months and then can be re-
placed by new batteries in three to four
minutes' time.

Any jeweler can take it to pieces,
clean and oil it, if necessary, and put it
together again with as little delay as in
the cleaning of an ordinary clock.

Has a lever movement.
Has a balance set in jewels (like a watch).

Is finished in mantel styles—and others also.
Does NOT have to "set level" to keep going.

Can be carried from one room to another.
Will run while in any position.

II ILIA rat ion showing wire Connections inside of ease.

The
20th
Century
Striking
Lever
Mantel
Clock

You should have it
If you would keep up with the times.

Should any part of the movement, with ordinary usage, become disabled or
worn out within two years, the Company will, on application and return of the
part, send duplicate without expense to the owner.

We guarantee our batteries to run the clock one year without renewal.

Booklet and full particulars will be forvvarded on request

National Self-Winding Clock Co.

Address Dept, 1

Manufacturers of

Self-Winding and Synchronizing Clocks

Bristol, Conn.

April, 1901

Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Arkansas

A. E. Colburn's jewelry store, Argenta, was
destroyed by fire on March 3d. The loss is estimated

at $12,500, about one-fourth of which was covered by
insurance. Even the goods in the safes were badly
damaged. The large E. Howard & Co. street clock

was completely ruined. George Ludwig, Mr. Colburn's
assistant, was severely burned in endeavoring to save

the stock.

California

E. B. Smith has succeeded Smith & Talbot, of

Santa Ana.
Messrs. Carl Entenmann and F. G. Borst, partners

under the firm-name of Entenmann & Borst, manu-

facturing jewelers and watchmakers, 21734 South

Spring Street, Los Angeles, have dissolved partnership

by mutual consent. The business heretofore conducted

by the said firm will be continued at the same place by

Carl Entenmann.
C. Wittmach, Fresno, has moved into his new

building, where he has more commodious and better

equipped quarters.
W. L. Tregea, Modesta, has succeeded Y. H.

Boudreau with a very fine stock and the latest fixtures.

Mr. Tregea was formerly with Britton & Co., of 32

Geary Street, San Francisco.
William Warren, formerly of J. Glindemann &

Co., San Francisco, has opened a repair shop in

Sacrcamvven. wto.
ickersham, late of Wadsworth, Nevada,

has purchased stock at San Francisco for a store which

he is about to open in Bakersfield, this State.

Connecticut

Coleburn & Lauder, who recently bought out the

firm of J. E. Spencer 8z Co., of Norwalk, have two

stores, one at 3 Main Street, Norwalk, and the other

at 96 Washington Street, South Norwalk.
Homer B. Hoyt, South Norwalk, is about to

retire from the jewelry business. After April 1st he

will give his entire attention to optical work and watch

repairing.

Delaware

H. E. Thomas & Co., Wilmington, who have

recently remodeled and improved their optical depart-

ment, have now the largest optical store in the State.

Georgia

S. E. Theus, of Theus Bros., has been appointed

on a committee of the Confederate Veterans' Asso-

ciation, to aid needy Confederate soldiers to secure

pensions from the State of Georgia, and to obtain

admission for them to the Confederate Soldiers' Home

recently opened.
W. B. Norris has bought out C. J. Kard, Anda-

lusia. Mr. Kard will now devote himself to repair

work.
J. H. Bate & Co., of Griffin, have a very able

assistant in Miss Bessie Hedges, who does high-class

repair work and who is also a first-class engraver.

A. J. Renkl, Augusta, prides himself on the pos-

session of one of the prettiest stores in the State. It

is exceptionally tasteful in all its appointments and ha
s

a large, varied and beautiful stock.

Illinois

Derleth & Co., of Centralia, have dissolved part-

nership by mutal consent, F. L. Pfeiffer retiring ; his

interest having been purchased by W. L. Derleth, who

will continue the business as at present.
H. Zuckweiler, Pekin, has remodeled his store

and has fitted it out with new fixtures.

fixtures jHIesitiock.& 
Son, Litchfield, have put in new

John B. Ash, the wholesale jeweler of Rockford,

has moved into 1o5 B First Street. In these new and

commodious quarters he will be assisted by L. S.

Thomas, of Denver, Colo. An impressive feature

among the new fixtures is the large, new safe.

Indiana

J. 0. Brooks, of the old-established firm of Broo
ks

& Dold, Madison, has disposed of his interest
 in the

stock and firm and voluntarily retires after an activ
e

business career of over fifty years.
Laure Snodgrass, New Palestine, has disposed 

of

his stock and contemplates making his future home 
in

Oklahoma.
James M. Philips died recently of consumption in

his home at Portland ; aged twenty-eight years. This

well-known and deservedly popular young jeweler 
had

just returned from San Antonio, Texas, whither he

had gone in search of health.

TI-1E, KEYSTONE

Iowa

0. W. Halstead recently purchased the jewelry
business of C. D. Osborne, of Davis City. Mr. Hal-

stead, who was formerly in business in the same city,
has been taking a course at the Omaha Watch Repair-
ing and Engraving Institute.

Leo Hirsch, Centerville, has admitted a partner in
his business. The firm-name is now Hirsch & Chapman.

Cleaver Bros. & McIntosh, Boone, have acquired
the business of E. C. Flinn, of Carroll. Under the
management of W. H. Cleaver, the business will be
continued as a branch at Carroll.

Kentucky

Edmund J. Daumont, one of the oldest and best-
known watchmakers in Louisville, died at his home,
2302 West Walnut Street, of cancer. He was an old
resident of the city and was highly respected in a
wide circle.

Louisiana

John I. Ferguson, Alexandria, has retired from the
jewelry business. He has transferred his stock to
his son David C. Ferguson, who will open up a store
.at Crowley. Mr. Ferguson was the oldest established
jeweler in Central Louisiana. He has now embarked
on the hotel business and has just started a first-class
establishment, the Hotel Ferguson, in Alexandria.

Maine

Ore! E. Davies, the jeweler and optician of Rock-
land, has removed from the Kimball Block to new
quarters in the Spear Block, formerly occupied by N.
Lewsen & Co.

Maryland

William H. Hennegen, president of the Hennegen-
Bates Co., Baltimore, who was recently on a yachting
cruise in the West Indies, returned last month much
pleased with and greatly benefited by his trip.

J. Stuart MacDonald, president of the Union
League, Baltimore, was at the head of that organization

in the inaugural parade at Washington, March 4th.

Massachusetts

I). D. Hayden, Housatonic, has renovated and
greatly improved the interior of his store.

R. M. Stoll & Co., Lawrence, have opened an
attractive store at 140 Essex Street. Mr. Stoll has had
a long experience in the jewelry business.

Nelson H. Davis, Worcester, celebrated last month
the fifteenth anniversary of his entrance into business.

He signalized the occasion by removing to a larger,
handsomer and more richly-stocked store. The fix-

tures are new, and there is an optical department in

the rear.

Michigan

George Kinch recently opened a new jewely store

at Chesaning.
The store of A. L. Gark, of Yale, has been

improved and rearranged. The business is now

conducted by A. L. Clark & Co.

Nebraska

George G. Schram, has opened a store in Madison.
Paul H. Anderson is about to open a jewelry

department in his store in Bassett.
William D. Abel, Petersburg, has sold out his

store and has accepted a position with the Shook
Manufacturing Co., of Omaha.

D. B. Judd has moved his stock of jewelry from
Dawson to Chester.

New Hampshire

Thompson & Martin, the Nashua jewelers, who

have been partners in business for the past five years,

have dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. Thompson

will continue the business in the present premises.

New Mexico

Frank M. Rhomberg, Alamogordo, has secured

the services of J. Albert Johnson, watchmaker, of

Logan, Utah.

New York

A. B. Kennedy, Ithaca, was elected an alderman

of that city at the recent charter election.
Harry Bullard, Wellsville, is now occupying the

entire store in which he is located. He has made
many improvements and greatly increased his stock.

Emmet Van Sickle, the veteran watchmaker and
jeweler, has opened a store at 99 Pike Street, Port

Jervis.
The C. F. Datum Manufacturing Co., of Buffalo,

has been incorporated to manufacture jewelry.
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James Clegg, of Seneca Street, Buffalo, has recently
had his store painted and decorated.

George L. Andrews has opened a new store at

318 Main Street, Rochester.
H. J. Chatman, Cohoes, has moved from 172 to

52 Remsen Street.
Mrs. Schrom will reopen the store lately conducted

by J. A. Schrom, Cooperstown. Samuel White will
manage the business.

Fred. H. Rees, Elmira, has admitted to partner-
ship E. Rice, and the firm-name is now Rees &
Rice. 

Ohio

Reigner & Wittlig have purchased the stock and
goodwill of D. B. Anderson, Marietta. The new firm

is composed of A. P. Reigner, a former employee in

the Anderson store, and Henry Wittlig, who has grown

up in the business under his father, Jacob Wittlig.
The long-established iil well-known firm of

Curran Bros. will, on April ist, remove to Zanesville
from New Lexington. They will occupy the old
Bonnett place, 156 Main Street, and will display a new
and elaborate stock of jewelry and bric-a-brac.

C. W. Scott, late assistant watchmaker for C.
Sederberg, Milford, has accepted a position with J.
Vanderpool, of Xenia.

Chas. Sederberg was elected vice-president of the
Terrace Park Building and Loan Co., one of the most
prosperous of Cincinnati's suburban building and loan
companies.

Oregon

The stationery and jewelry firm of Scott &
Williams, McMinnville, have dissolved by mutual
consent.

Pennsylvania

John Fisher will remove from Hazleton to Sayre
on April ist.

Schmid Bros., New Castle, will occupy their new
quarters on April 1st.

E. G. Hoover, of 23 N. Third Street, Harrisburg,
is making extensive improvements in his store. He
has secured the second floor over the store and will
there locate his repairing department. This will afford
Mr. Hoover and his staff of ten assistants increased
facilities for handling their extensive patronage.

E. Rinkenback, Harrisburg, has purchased a
a large property a few doors below his present loca-
tion and will move in there as soon as the necessary
changes and repairs are made.

William Weyman will remove his watch repairing
and jewelry store from South Center Street, Free-
land, to the Brown Building.

South Dakota

Herman Jost, of I I. & A. Jost, Sioux Falls, is
about to erect and occupy new business premises.

F. W. Terhune, late of Sioux Falls, has removed
to Groton.

Texas

J. M. Stephens has succeeded to the jewelry and
notion business of Stephens & Turner, San Angelo.

T. A. Long, of Blue Ridge, has purchased the
business of Aug. Edwards, Howe.

Virginia

The building occupied by the Gale Jewelry Co.,
Norfolk, for the past twenty years, will be replaced by
a new structure.. The Gale Jewelry Co. will occupy
temporary quarters elsewhere till the new building is
completed. .

A. Loewenson, Fredericksburg, intends to exhibit
the new clock which he has invented, at the Pan-
American Exposition, Buffalo, N. Y.

Charles C. Walter, one of the oldest and best
known jewelers and watchmakers of Richmond, died
on March 4th, aged seventy-five years. Mr. Walter
was a native of New York State, but resided in
Richmond for more than fifty years.

Washington

G. K. Birge, Davenport, has purchased the busi-
ness of A. J. Davenport.

The Miller Jewelry Co., composed of James G.
Miller and A. Pierce, have commenced business at
Everett.

West Virginia

W. R. McClanahan lois moved from Piedmont to
Terra Alta.

Wisconsin

F. H. Coburn, East Troy, has moved to a new
location in the same town.

George B. Bement, Broadhead, has sold a half
interest in his business to F. R. Smith, late of Strick-
land, Smith & Co., jewelers and opticians at Fond du
Lac. Mr. Smith is a graduate of the Detroit Optical
College and of the Northern Illinois College of Oph-
thalmology and Otology, Chicago. The firm-name
will be Bement & Smith.
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PINS
We make all kinds and sell them as cheap as artistic goods of honest quality can be made.

We sell to the Jewelry trade only.

171

Special designs sent on application.

EDWARDS e SLOANE JEWELRY COMPANY
610-618 KEITH 0 PERRY BUILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Diamonds-, Watches-, Clocks, Jewelry and
Optical Good.s

'Tools and Material for Watch makers, Jewe er.s
and Kindred 'Trades

FURIERS ANL/ 'WADE 1-2

Purchase Chains from your jobber that are
made from Seamless Filled Wire, exactly as represented,
by the well-known and reliable Chain house of

C. A. MARSH & CO.
FINE FINISHED GOODS
SELL THEMSELVES

LORGNETTES
NECK CHAINS

BRACELETS

PADLOCKS
TRADE-MARK

Attleboro, Mass.

VEST CHAINS
GRAND VIZIERS

WELLINGTONS
FOBS and SEALS

20th CENTURY EXTENSION LORGNETTES

R U A Buffalo?
THESE PINS

Sell Like Hot Cakes

6 Octs. a dozen,
Niclv .gold plated, and display card ;

$6.00 per gross,
ORDER QUICK

Meyer Jewelry Co.
1016-1018 Maan St., Kansas City, Mo.

No. 245. 10 K. $3.75 net
Engraved and enameled.

No. 2411. 10 K. $3.75 net
Engraved and enameled.

No. 247. 10 K. $3.75 net.
Engraved and enameled..

Hirsch & Oppenheimer, 702 McaHsoInciAc TGeomple,
Ma kers of GOLD JEWELRY

WE WANT YOUR SPECIAL ORDERS

Try us on your Repairs

JOBS RETURNED SAME DAY
AS RECEIVED

4111
N". 2N, 10 K. $3.75 net.
kngraved and enameled.

Our Price-List of Repairs
for the asking.

No. 249. 10 K. $3.75 net.
Engraved and enameled.

A BUTTON THAT WILL PLEASE YOUR CUSTOMERS
IT SELLS WITHOUF PUSHING  QUALITY AND STRENGTH GUARANTEED

ORDER OF YOUR JOBBER RETAILS AT
SAMPLES TO RELIABLE JEWELERS 1 10,15 25c.

Reid 0 Orr Co. aMnrufacturersSole Agents, Rochester, Minn.

April, 1901

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Dr. Will. Terry, of the Columbian Optical Co.'s

Omaha office, passed through Kansas City last month,

en route to El Dorado Springs, where he will spend

some time for the benefit of his health.

P. A. Cross, formerly with the Southbridge Optical

Co., of Southridge, Mass., has accepted the position

of foreman with the Merry Optical Co.

John J. Brand, formerly with F. A. Hardy & Co.,

of Chicago, has accepted a position with the Merry

Optical Co. as traveling salesman.

Dr. H. A. Hersh, of the Hersh Ophthalmic Col-

lege, has returned after a month's sojourn in the

South.
The Columbian Optical Co. has moved its shop to

the room in the front of the building, which they for-

merly used as a dark-room. The quarters have been

changed considerably and are much more convenient,

while the buzz of the machinery is less audible.

The Merry Optical Co. has found business so

rushing that a greal deal of new help has been found

necessary.
Dr. J. N. Rose, of Stafford, Kans., was a recent

caller and heavy purchaser at our optical houses.

W. C. Schuman, who has been with the Norton-

Paulson Jewelry Co. for the past • three years, will go

on the road for them soon with a line of goods from

their material department.

Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Woodstock were at Hot

Springs, Arkansas, for a short vacation last month.
A. I. Agnew, manager of the Columbian Optical

Co.'s Omaha office, is visiting Eastern manufacturing

centers in the interest of the Columbian Co.

Henry Everhardt, son of L. D. Everhardt, the

Warrensburg jeweler, died last month at the family

home in that city.
F. C. Merry returned home early last month after

a two-weeks' absence in the East. His firm expect to

add many facilities to their plant in the way of first-

class help and improved machinery.

George F. Merry, of Dayton, Ohio, visited his

father, C. T. Merry, and his brother, C. L. Merry, last

month.
J. C. Cottrell, formerly watchmaker for the Ed-

wards & Sloane Jewelry Co., has accepted a position

with the Brodnax Jewelry Co. in Memphis, Tenn., and

has gone to that city to reside.

The firm of A. J. Hill & Son is a newly organized

jewelry house, established in Hiawatha recently.

L. Hoffman and daughter, Hattie, of Leavenworth,

visited the Kansas wholesale houses last month.

McLelen Parr, manager of the Denver branch of

the Columbian Optical Co., who has. been in Arizona

for the benefit of his health, is reported very much

better.
Bernard Rosenthal, a diamond broker who has

been here for about a year, is very badly wanted by

the police. He is charged with victimizing several

Kansas City jewelers and diamond brokers. Max

Schoeman, who lives at the Coates House, and Fred.

Chamberlin, in the Keith and Perry Building, have

sworn out warrants for his arrest, charging embezzle-

ment. Schoeman lost $350 in jewels and Chaniber-

lain about It I too in money, and a cheek for po.
Edwards & Sloane, in the Keith and Perry Building,

are also reported to be among the number who would

be very glad to see Mr. Rosenthal. Several persons

were victimized by cashing checks for Rosenthal, the

Baltimore Hotel, where he lived, being caught to the

extent of three ten-dollar checks. Rosenthal was an

indefatigable worker, and with his high way of living

and energetic methods, soon gained considerable

prestige. His scheme was to sell diamonds and

watches on commission, and he had worked up quite

a good business. He is believed to have secured

between $2500 and $5000 in money and jewels.

J. R. Mercer recently lost a valuable diamond and

ruby ring, through the kindly ministrations of a would-

be purchaser. Two men asked to look at rings, and

were shown a tray of very expensive ones. One of

the men stepped to the door to knock the ashes from

his cigar, and evidently forgot to come back. Simul-

taneously, a ring was missed from the tray. The

remaining man was detained and the other pursued,

but could not be found. The matter was reported to

the police, but the ring has not been recovered.

THE KEYSTONE

C. A. Wolf and bride, of Topeka, spent a few

days here lately en route East, where they will spend

their honeymoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jaccard have returned from

New York, where Mr. Jaccard made extensive pur-

chases.
The Meyer Jewelry Co. is very busy filling orders

for class pins and emblems, which are much in demand

for the various classes which will soon be graduated.

The Jaccard Jewelry Co. is engraving some very
artistic programmes for the commencement exercises

of the University Medical College, of this city.

L. J. Marks is contemplating selling out his Kansas

City store, and locating in Pittsburg, Kans.

Dr. Axtell, of the firm of Axtell & Abbey, New-

ton, Kans., purchased optical goods at the Kansas

City houses lately.
August Schleicker, of Vinita, represented the

Indian Territory here recently and made liberal pur-

chases.
I. T. Pierce, traveling for the Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Co., was in last month, after a very successful

trip.
J. A. Glasgow, of Bonanza, Ark., and D. Mackie,

J r., of Scammon, Kans., bought goods here for the

Central Coal & Coke Co.'s stores at those points

recently.
In the dull season, which is just now at its dullest,

the merry jewelry robber and confidence man seems

to be unusually busy. The past few weeks have been

enlivened by several robberies and swindles, and there

seems to be plenty going on to keep the jewelers busy

looking out to protect their interests. A tray of diamonds

was taken from the wholesale jewelry house of Ed-

wards & Sloane Co. some time Monday, March nth.

The next morning Mr. Edwards received a letter say-

ing that if $r000 in fifty twenty dollars bills was sent

out to a place on South McGee Street in a sealed pack-

age the jewels would be returned. The letter con-

cluded with the statement that if the money was not

sent the young son of Mr. Edwards would be kid-

napped. It was stipulated that the money be sent

with William' Dearduff, a clerk in the store. A pack-

age of waste paper was sent to the appointed place by

Dearduff who manufactured some plausible fairy tales

in connection with his trip. This same Dearduff was

since arrested, charged with the theft. He has con-

fessed to the crime and also to having sent Mr.

Edwards, the senior member of the firm, the letter

threatening to kidnap the jeweler's son if he did not

immediately produce $t000. He said he planned the

robbery by himself. His idea was simply to steal the

tray of diamonds. He accomplished this March tith.

It then occurred to bins that he could not immediately

negotiate a sale of the diamonds, and the scheme to

extort money from Mr. Edwards was conceived.

Among the out-of-town visitors to the local jewelry

markets lately were : J. S. Reed, Milan, Mo.; D. E.

Ketcham, .Golden City, Mo.; H. C. Schultz, Hays,

Kans.; A. J. Carruth, Herington, Kans.; S. J. Huey,

Excelsior Springs, Mo.; W. C. Johnson, of the Rex

Pharmacy, Alton, Mo.; W. F. Kirkpatrick, St. Joseph,

Mo.; Lester White, Lees Summit, Mo.; Otto Burk-

land, Osawatomie, Kans.; L. Megede, of L. Megede &

Sons, Richmond, Mo.; A. Y. Boswell, Fairland,

Indian Territory ; J. A. Schmidt; Leavenworth, Kans.;

T. W. Bleach, Kearney, Mo.; H. W. W. Starcke, Junc-

tion City, Kans.; Harry Engle, Jamesport, Mo.; A. C.

Simpson, Hilmilton, Mo.; J. B. Hayden, Topeka,

Kans.; C. E. Van Voorhis, Yates Center, Kans.; J. L.

Van Voorhis, Osawatomie, Kans.; Earl Underwood,

Arkansas City, Kans.; 0. S. Johnson, Topeka, Kans.;

F. W. Swearingen, Topeka, Kans.; J. T. Gallaher,

Knobnoster, Mo.; Sans. Allen, Shawnee, Okla. Ter.;

C. C. Stevenson, Pittsburg, Kans.; Frank Wuerth,

Leavenworth, Kans.; Dr. A. F. Zimmerman, Warrens-

burg, Mo.; A. Manifold, Beloit, Kans.; J. W. Lynch,

Odessa, Mo.; G. S. Catchadal, Superior, Nebr.; S. J.

Strickler, Salina, Kans.; W. W. Whiteside, Liberty,

Mo.; H. C. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kan.; E. R.

Moses, Great Bend, Kans.; W. J. Coleman, Pow-

hattan, Kans.; L. C. Risling, Osborn, Mo.; J. E.

Hathaway, Parkville, Mo.; L. M. Conn, Cameron,

Mo.; S. A. Pence, Kearney, Mo.; T. J. Mi
tchell,

Missouri City, Mo.; G. W. Lewis, Herrington, Kans.;

M. A. Lewis, Carbondale, Kans.; L. Hoffman, L
eaven-

worth, Kans.; H. F. Cheney, Belton, Mo.; R. C.

Libby, Weir City, Kans.; S. H. Homer, Bu
ckner,

Mo.; W. H. Olmstead, Waynoka, Okla. Ter.

Business
Conditions
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St. Louis Letter

The outlook for spring trade in this

market is unusually good, and most

manufacturers and jobbers say they

are having a larger run of orders

than ever before at this season of the year. One of

our leading firms said to THE KEYSTONE representa-

tive that their trade in March was much ahead of that

for the same month last year, and that the outlook for

spring trade in general, local especially, was exception-

ally bright. Since our World's Fair is an assured

success, business in every line has received a fresh
impetus. This same house report more out-of-town

buyers this spring than they have ever known of before

at this season of the year. Buyers in the South,

Southwest and West have plenty of money, and jewel-

ers who visit this city say that the cash trade in their

establishments was never better than now. There can

be no question that the general mercantile and manu-

facturing situation is strong, and that evidences of

pronounced activity are seen in all quarters. The

wholesalers take a very hopeful view of the situation,

and likewise our retail dealers, and express the opinion

that the spring and summer season will be one of un-

usual activity in St. Louis. •

The Geneva Optical Co., wholesale and manufac-

turing opticians, of Chicago, have decided to open a

branch in St. Louis April 1st. Frederick H. Smith,

secretary and manager of this house, spent several

days in the city last month looking over the situation.

While here he leased quarters on the seventh floor of

the Oriel Building, where they will put in a first-class

modern manufacturing plant for the wholesale optical

business. They propose to carry a stock at this point

and fill orders the same as from their Chicago store.

Edward F. McKee, a thoroughly skilled man and a

young business man of caliber, energy and experience

will be in charge.
The spirit manifested the past three weeks in the

matter of creating the World's Fair is most gratifying

and has the true ring to it. St. Louis has been coming

to time in fact as well as on paper in her payment of

the first call for to per cent. of the popular subscrip-

tion of $5,000,000, and more than likely the entire

amount will have been paid ere this item is read. To

show how it is being done we give this incident : The

first actual payment in full on account of the first call

and in response to the demand was made by the Scar-

ritt—Comstock Furniture Co., which handed in its

check for koo, being to per cent. on its subscription

for $3000: A moment later the Eisenstadt Manufac-

turing Co. presented a check for $5oo, being to per

cent. on its subscription of Moo°.

A committee of traveling men of St. Louis has

been appointed to arrange for a building for the T. P. A.

at the St. Louis World's Fair in 19o3. Proposed plans

have already been drawn.

Jeweler Julius Friton, now located on Market

Street, near Broadway, will remove the present month

or early in May to a much better location on Broadway.

The firm of Richards & Henninger, of Columbia,

Mo., has been succeeded by Henninger & Wheeler.

Mr. Henninger continues the watchmaking and jewelry

end of the business and Mr. Wheeler resumes the opti-

cal and engraving part and the general business.

William Buder has withdrawn from the S. Buder

Jewelry Co., the South Broadway retailers, and has

gone into another line of business. Mrs. Buder has

resumed charge of the store.

Henry Loewenstein, retail, 5230 South Broadway,

contemplates making a Western trip for pleasure and

recreation during the month of April.

Albert Amant, of Chandlersville, Ill., was a visit-

ing buyer in this market recently.

Jeweler Henderson Ferguson, of Malden, Mo.,

was here last month on a purchasing trip.

Jeff. B. James, of Marshfield, Mo., was in St.

Louis making his spring purchases last month.

Alvin I3auman, president of the L. Bauman Jewelry

Co., is making preparations to start for Europe abou
t

May 1st, to visit the principal diamond markets in th
e

interest of the diamond department of his firm.

Capt. Kline, of the well-known firm of Kline 8z

Fink, of Fort Smith, Ark., was severely ill with la

grippe in February and March, but is now able to be

about business again.

(For additional St. Louis news see page pi)
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After Inventory
we find a larger stock on hand of some staple
goods than we wish to carry; some of them we
have discontinued manufacturing. The new sam-
ples crowd out the old, so we have marked
down, to prices that will prove attractive to close
buyers, many of them, consisting of Gold Pens
and Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils, Tooth-
picks, Glove Buttoners, etc., in silver, rolled-
plate, agate, pearl, etc. We will take pleasure in
quoting prices and furnishing samples for inspec-
tion on application.

Mercantile Fountain Pens 
in new styles, in Cabinet and Show-Case
assortments. Made and fully warranted by

wwWWWWWfil.

11111 'MERCANTILE - '

1So. 3. Chased Barrel, Gold Bands. size.

AIKINI LAMBERT & CO.
19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
lAISNI p1, NNSNIIARV 74, 1893.

Is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.
Special No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $8.00 per dozen, net cash

We make twenty-five different styles of Holders, handsomely chased and
ornamented with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.
Our STYLO PENS have also been a great success.
Send for catalogue. Export trade solicited.

Ask your Jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen.

ttill'111141111,
SOLID GOLD
SIGNET RING
ENGRAVING

is a
SPECIALTY of mine.

ADAM PIETZ,
herd En,2,•••er •nd

Die Sinker,

1630 CHESTNUT ELT•

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

au@

April, THEE KEYSTONE

Something for Nothing
HERE IT IS IN THE SHAPE OF AN OUTFIT
THAT WILL HELP YOU TO SELL FOUNTAIN PENS

With each two-dozen assortment of Fountain Pens, I give, free,
Show Case, Half Dozen Bottles of Ink with rubber stoppers and
tillers, and Half Dozen Safety Pen and Pencil Pockets.

9 No. 2 Gents'. 3 No. 3 Gents'.
Contents: 3 No.2 Ladies'. 2 110. 3 " Gold Band

I. 1 No.4 Gents' Plain, Ex. Large.

These Pens are warranted "THE BEST" in every

Price of 2-Dozen Assortment,

2 No. 2 Ladies' Gold Band
4 No. 2 Gents' " "

particular.

$21,00
less 5 per cent. cash.

B. Grieshaber, 84-90 State St., CHICAGO
Manufacturer of FOUNTAIN PENS, GOLD PENS, PENHOLDERS,

PENCILS, PICKS, CASES AND NOVELTIES.

Catalogue furnished upon application. Repx..iring Pens a Specialty.

No. z. Plain. 33 actual size.

The Manufacture of Fine Writing Paper

J F

it is true, as some writer has said, that

" the consumption of paper is the

measure of a people's culture," then

America may consider herself the farthest re-

moved from barbarism ; for, of the million and

a half tons which is considered a conservative

estimate of the annual production of the world,

she producers nearly one-half. But, of course,

this is not writing-paper alone, and we are less

interested in gigantic figures than in the quality

of what may be considered the very cream of

this invaluable commodity having so much to

do with culture, the paper which is manufac-

tured exclusively for correspondence.

No 2. Wide, Gold Mounted 3i actual size.

D. W. BEAUMEL, CO., Office and Factory, 45 John St., New York City.
All makes of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired.

All pens are Li K. gold. Every pen guaranteed.

Will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

NGRAVED

We manufacture and repair GOLD and FOUNTAIN PENS. We are the oldest firmin Chicago in this line of business, and guarantee satisfaction. Send us your work.
S. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO. Send us your orders.

Room 802, COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

NVITATIONS
for

If interested, will be pleased to hear from you. All
business and correspondence strictly confidential.
Address WK. M. DAVIS,

12 Warren Street, New York.

rot

School an College
Commencement Exercises

showing Class Pins embellished in their Proper colors.

SAMPLE SETS NOW READY

Wm. Freund 0 Sons,
174 176 State Street,

CHICAGO

Latest styles of In: itations, announcements for String Weddings,
Calling Cards, Embossed Stationepy, etc.

This Elegant Show Case FREE with our $12.00 assortmen
C01161618 51J5C1 for :1 dozen pens and boxes.

Fountain Pens
Gold Pens

fire-COMPARE OUR PRICES.
CONSIDER OUR OFFER.

The Wright, Jr. NEW—Just Out.
$0.00 per doz. Retail $1.00 each.

Fitted with good 14 K. solid gold pee.
Unquestionably the best value on the
market.

Our Leader Assortment. $7.50 per doz.
Retell at $1.25 to $2.00 each.

Consists of 1 dozen assorted Wright
Fountain Pens, plain, chinned, mottled
and black holders, heavy 14 K. pen.
Our Fine Assortment.$12.00.ShowCase
Free. conininN I dozen assorted plain,
chasedddarkonottied and gold-mounted
holders, tilted with heavy 11 K. gold
pens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each.

Above SENT ON APPROVAL.
All Wright Pens are warranted ncr-
feet. Will exchange oir money re le I-

t ed if not satisfactory. Signs, cart m■-,
and adv. matter with every order.

They
Write
Right

Perfection of American Writing Paper

The astonishing perfection at which the

sheet of American writing paper has arrived in

this twentieth century is a matter deserving an

unprejudiced consideration. Time flies rapidly,

and popular opinion is slow to change. Prob-

ably there are many Americans of excellent

judgment who still oelieve that the writing

papers of the old country are in many respects

superior to those made in this country. It is

probable, too, that these same conservative

home critics have not only not visited any of

our own paper mills, but have failed to make

a practical comparison of the American product

with the foreign one. But we are not naturally

a conservative people, and we should not lose

sight of the fact that our skill in the art of

paper making has rapidly advanced within the

last quarter of a century. It is only a question

of time, after all, and one thing after another of

home manufacture pretty surely takes the lead

through American wit and enterprise.

It is only necessary to witness the methods

of home industry to recognize the fact that they

are progressive, and quite unhampered by tra-

dition and conservatism. The American manu-

facturer thinks there is room for improvement,

but the foreign manufacturer generally thinks

differently ; he believes, in fact, that he has

arrived at the ultimatum of development. Hence

it is that • methods of art manufacture in Italy

remain the same as they were one hundred

years ago, and one may see to this day, stand-

ing in the doorways of that famous old street of

Naples, the Santa Lucia, ancient beldames,

holding the still more ancient distaff, and spin-

ning thread by twirling the spool, just as used

to be the custom over three hundred years ago.

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS. SEND US YOUR JOBS.

Wm. Weidlich es Bro.,
Proprietors. WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis.

The Processes of Manufacture

In the first place, all good paper has its

origin in pure white rags, and not in wood pulp.

Unfortunately a great deal of the cheap paper

now placed upon the market is now largely

made up of wood-fiber. A man learned in the

ways of book-making once told me that a hun-

dred years hence, the book of wood-pulp ill

these days, would be brown with decay and fal
l

to pieces in the hand that held it ! There are

so many methods by which it is possible to imi-

tate the superficial appearance of good paper

that the public is very easily deceived, and,

sometimes, even experts are puzzled.

The sheet of writing paper begins with rags

and tatters, but rags of a new and untried

nature—quite an anomaly in the strictest sense

of the term. These rags are curiously made up

of all sorts of clippings and trimmings, evi-

diently gathered from the mills of white clothing

manufacturers, quite as well as from the rag-

bags of well-ordered households ; here are bits

of linen collars, cuffs, and shirt-bosoms, triangu-

lar pieces of cotton suggestive of the gore and

gusset of the seamstress, and no end of snip-

pings with tucks, pleats, seams and the like;

indeed, for the moment one quite forgets that

one is in a paper mill, and it would not seem a

bit strange if the next room should reveal a

busy row of sewing girls. But there is a smell

like washing day in the air, and we are presently

shown into a room where the rags are boiled,

after being cut up into very small bits, dusted,

and cleared of everything like a button or a

,.hook and eye ! Succeeding the boiling process

comes the long bleaching process, which, with

the aid of lime reduces all the rags to a uniform

cream-color, and at the same time softens them.

The next step in the process is an interest-

ing one, for the rags must now be beaten, and

stirred, and thrashed, in unlimited supplies of

clean water, into a pulp. The big oval tubs or

vats are filled with the purest of spring water,

clear as a crystal, drawn from the hill above the

village ; in this the rags are kept in constant

circulation, until, by dint of no end of chasing

and hustling about the tubs, they are brought

to a fresh and clean mushy state, resembling

half-melted sherbet, good enough, so far as

looks go, to eat.

The Wonderful " Fourdrinier"

• After a considerable amount of further

manipulation the details of which would not be

of particular interest, the thoroughly disinte-

grated rags, bleached to the whiteness of snow,

cleared of every suspicion of dirt, and reduced

to a pulp the fineness of which it would be almost

impossible to exaggerate, take. their way to a

wonderful machine invented by a French work-

man, named Louis Roberts, which will turn

them into actual paper. This paper-making

machine, called the " Fourdrinier " (that was

the name of the two brothers who purchased the

rights in the original patents, and spent nearly

$300,000 in making improvements), is an

immensely long affair, which after preparing the

pulp receives it on a very fine brass-wire (called

Deckle wire) cloth, and finally delivers it from

a steel cylinder in the form of a sheet of paper.

The pulp approaches this machine in a state of

unremitting agitation, and the machine keeps

up the agitation until the paper is actually

formed. Like cream or whitish soup of even

consistency the unformed paper is spread uni-

formly over the delicate Deckle wire platform,

the width of which is regulated by adjustable

rubber bands ; the Deckle wire itself is a con-

tinuous band which moves over rollers quite a

distance apart, and shakes laterally as it pro-

gresses. Next the half-developed paper passes

under the dandy roll, a cylindrical contrivance

which impresses upon the yet soft and wet sur-

face the so-called water-mark and a sort of struc-

tural pattern. If the paper is to be ". wove "

the dandy roll is of the same wire-cloth as the

Deckle wire itself ; if it is to be " laid " the

dandy roll is composed of many wires laid close

together, running parallel with the roll and

crossed by other wires about an inch apart. The

newly formed paper now proceeds over " couch

rolls " and " press rolls," to a system of drying

cylinders heated by steam, which quickly give

the long, continuous " web " the appearance of

fine and smooth paper. By this process the

paper is squeezed clear of most of the water,

and brought to a state of dryness sufficient to

have its surface properly finished ; this is done

by platers and calender rollers which, by tremen-

dous pressure, impart to the surface additional

hardness and polish. After this the slowly pro-

gressing web is received by final rollers which,

adjusted to knife wheels similar to the circular

saw, cut it into proper widths, which are again

laterally divided by another knife into regular

sheets ; the dimensions of these are generally

twenty-one by thirty-three inches, and four hun-

dred and eighty (rarely five hundred) of them

form a ream. The speed of the web in the

Fourdrinier machine that turns out this kind of

paper is about fifty feet per minute.

The Process of Sizing

But our sheet of writing paper is not yet

quite coffiplete ; it must be sized, or else ink

would spread upon its surface as it does on the

blotter. The sizing is composed of a gelatine

manufactured on the premises from the clippings

of hides, mixed with dissolved alum ; this solu-

tion is placed in a large vat and the sheets of

paper are dipped into it. In some kinds of

paper the sizing is done in the machine, and the

web of paper is made to pass through the vat

immediately after it conies from the first set of

drying cylinders ; but in the case of fine writing

papers the sizing is done after the machine has

finished with them, and each sheet is hung on a

rack in a large artificially-heated drying room.

Hence it is that, before finishing, across the

middle of all very fine hand or machine-made

paper is the mark of the stick over which the

sheet hung. Papers with a " rep " or uneven

surface are produced by the web finally passing

between rollers - upon which the surface pattern

is embossed.
—The Writing Table 'of' the Twentieth Century.

Fountain Pens in Germany

Apropos of an article on the scarcity of

fountain pens in Germany, the following letter

from a student there will be of interest :

" There should be a good market for

American fountain pens in Heidelberg, where

there are about 1500 students, but where the

use of such an article is practically unknown.

Allow me to emphasize the fact and add that

this is true in Strassburg and, I hear, also in

other university towns. The German system of

lectures with notes means that unless one has a

fountain pen there is nothing to do but carry an

ink bottle. The sentence in a paper drew my

attention to the fact and I have since noticed

that in a lecture with at least 200 students

present, I and an American friend were the only

ones present with fountain pens. A little ex-

perience I had will illustrate their scarcity. The

point of my pen being badly bent, I took it to

a book handler, one of the leading stores in

Heidelberg, and did not get it back until three

months later. In the meantime it had been for-

warded to Berlin, from there to London, returned

to Heidelberg and finally forwarded to America,

whence it returned with a new gold point."



398 Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pens, The BEST Fountain Pens EVER Made At ANY PRICE.
PATENTED

JULY 18, 1893

SEPT. 8, 1896
impRovEol-i

fri°u 'JON-LEAKABLEPEN
Illustrations are actual size. Sectional view of pen, closed for carrying.

TOE ONLY
Fountain Pen suit-
able for Ladies
use in the mar-
ket 

All pens are shipped filled ready for use.

No. 44. No. 6. No. 3. No. 1.
No. 1. Non-leakable Tourist No. 2 pen $2.50
. 2. Same as 1, with No. 4 pen 3.00
" 3. Narrow band, plain or chased 3.00
. 4. Same as 3, with No. 4 pen 3.50
. 6. Wide gold band, plain or tiled 3.50.' 0. Same as 5, gold Ms., No.4 pen 4.50
. 44. Full gold cov'd, eleg'tly ch'sd 10.00
. 40. Same as 44, sterling sil. cov'd 8.00

Same as 44 or 40, No. 4 pen, (extra), 1•00
" 10. Non-lealtable, with No. 2 pen 2.60
" 11. Chased barrel, No. 2 pen 2.50
. 12. Gold band, plain or chased 3.00
" 13. Gold band, plain or chased 3.50
" 14. Gold band, plain or chased 4.50

No. 34. No. H. No. 15. No. 14. No. 13. No. 12. No. 11, No. 10. 
:: 1165: PGeoalcrilliblalerclrebl,ar., heavily chas'd 6.00

7.00These pens, being constructed upon entirely different principles from " 34. Full goldcov'd, eleg'tlychas'd 11.00other Fount:tin pens, are, without doubt, the nearest perfection of any pens ever " 30. Same as 34, sterling silver 9.00manufactured. All the undesirable features of other Fountain pens have been " 20. Same as 10, with No. 4 pen 3.00eliminated. Every person that has carried a Fountain pen realizes the necessity " 22. Same as 13, with No. 4 pen 4.50of carrying it in the pocket Pozzrr uP, as directed, or their clothing will soon be " 23. Same as 14, with No. 4 pen 5.50'badly soiled with ink; also their hands when using it. NOT SO 'WITH THESE PENS. " 25. Same as 15, with No. 4 pen 7.00'Being AIR and INK TIGHT, they can be carried in ANY POSITION IN ANY POCKET " 36. Same as 34, with No. 4 pen 12.00 •when filled with ink, and cannot leak,-a feature which Fountain pen users fully " 32. Same as 30, with No. 4 pen 10.00appreciate. Ladies can carry them in their purse or hand-bag with perfect safety, " 10M. Special pen, man'fldng No. 2 2.50Which they cannot do with other styles of Fountain pens " 20M. Specialpen nian'fldn N 4 3.00
THE FOLLOWING CLAIMS FOR THESE PENS we GUARANTEE :

1. That the pen is filled without unscrewing the section or pulling out the pen, thus avoiding soiling the fingers with inkwhen tilling.
2. That the pen is 'drawn back into the barrel or reservoir after using, and when the cap:is turned:on is ABSOLUTELY AIR .4./i'DINK TIGHT.
3. That the barrel being Ain TIGHT, the ink never thickens or dries up, and if the pen is not used for a year it writes just asreadily the instant it touches the paper.4. That our "Tourist" or Military pen is the best pen made for travelers or military use.5. That we use nothing but the highest grade of gold pens.IL That any person can use this pen a lifetime and never soil their fingers with ink.7. That we use PURE GUM RUBBER, and the superior finish and lustre on our holders is very noticeable when compared withothersmade from common stock. Fine medium and stub points, to suit every hand.
Sin different patterns in the full covered barrel, the finest product of the chasers' art.

EVERY PEN IS GUARANTEED AS REPRESENTED OR MONEY REFUNDED.

THE AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY, 168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER, Selling Agents

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
oN

WATCH
DIALS,
CAPS,
CHINA,
IVORY,
GOLD
AND
SILVER

Send two 2-cent stamps for sample 1 1.. NAO.

price-list.
CARMAN ART CO.

115 Dearborn Street CDICA

See ■•,..rird adv. on 1.1,1121, Notemlovr, MOO, Issue.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
Wells'Perfect Self-Genform-
ing and Ventilating Ring
Adjuster is the result of many
years' experience. It can be fitted
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of price.
1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.76, or % doz., assorted

PLV:',',„L,',;,7• sizes. for $2.00 ; I doz., metal,
assorted sizes, 86c. (Sc. extra if

registered ) For samples, a small size gold and
medium size metal will be sent for 40cts., or a medium
large size gold and large size metal for 00 cts. Address,

CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

ALL ALIVE
We have opened the eyes of all
jewelers as to prices for new
goods and desirable patterns.

Emblem Goods a Specialty
Send for selection packages.

Harris, Schuster co.941.13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine..
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
Changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver for
English, Swiss and America t Movements,

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-Li,t.

Ncow R.ectdy

C. F. MONROE CO
28 Barclay St., NEW YORK CITY

with their new line of

04
4 WAVE CREST CUT GLASS? 

and many new novelties.
Make note and call there without fail.

FACTORY-Meriden, Conn. Kindly mention Tim KEYSTONE.

CORNER OF OFFICE FRONT WINDOW OF SCHOOL ROOM

9
TH YEAR OF SUCCESS. Larger and better than ever..,,,,.,.„.....a. „..„..,.... Writu, for prospectus.
REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL, Steele Memorial Building, Elmira, N.Y.

April, JijOl THE KEYSTOINe

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address-not for publication, but as an evi-

dence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anonym
ous

communications. Questions will be answered in the order in which

they are received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December 
number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, an
d, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questions m
ay have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, 
and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be 
found.

"Bright Cut. "-Kindly publish a recipe for bright

cutting on aluminum Y-Some of the mineral lubri-

cants, such as coal oil or vaseline, are generally em-

ployed for this purpose. A formula which many

workmen use and which is said to give very satisfac-

tory results is made as follows : Mix 4 parts of oil of

turpentine, I part of stearin, I part of rum. Although

aluminum is comparatively a soft metal, it is found

that it is very hard on gravers, files and all steel tools

that are employed in working it. You will find that

you can sharpen your gravers to a more acute angle

and stand for aluminum engraving, than if they are to

be used on coin silver or copper.

" Graver."-(1) Please tell me best way to solder

gold rings, etc.-See our answer to " Borax," pa
ge

285, March, 1901, issue.
(2) What do you think about a young man learn-

ing to engrave? Can he learn successfully without

attending an engraving school I If so, describe th
e

outfit he needs.-We know of workmen who have be-

come good engravers with no other instruction th
an

that furnished in our little book on the subject, " Lett
er

and Ornamental Engraving." Of course, the art cou
ld

be mastered much quicker under the eye and care 
of

an experienced teacher, but where such instruction
 is

not available, you will find this book will fill the bill.

The outfit required is enumerated therein. The book

will be sent postpaid from this office on receipt 
of

price, 50 cents.

"Roman. "-Can you inform me how to make a

liquid solution for roman coloring without a bat
tery P

-Roman color on jewelry is produced in two differ
ent

ways. One way is by acid-coloring, a process requiri
ng

a great deal of skill and experience. What is of 
more

importance, very few solid gold articles are heavy a
nd

strong enough to stand the operation. We have 
repeat-

edly seen instances of articles coming from the
 color-

ing pot so eaten out with the acid as to crush b
etween

the fingers. To make a roman color bath t
o work

without a battery, dissolve the contents of two 
fifteen-

grain bottles of choride of gold in half a pint
 of dis-

tilled water or water from melted ice. In two ounces

of the same kind of water dissolve one ounce 
of pure

cyanide of potassium. Now add slowly of 
this last

solution to the gold solution, At first the cyanide

solution will cause the gold to fall as a precipi
tate of

cyanide of gold, but by the addition of more
 of the

cyanide solution this precipitate will be r
edissolved.

Be careful to add no more of the cyanid
e solution

than will redissolve the precipitated gold. 
Add pure

water to make up the solution to one pint. 
To roman

color with this solution, or to gild watch 
movements,

cut a strip of sheet zinc and lay or hang the
 article on

it, and suspend in the gilding-solution. A f
ew seconds

does the work. It is a much better plan, however, to

use about two Bunsen battery cells with 
porous cups

for gilding or coloring, as the zinc strips 
immersed in

the gilding solution soon destroy it and ren
der it unfit

for use.

"Alarm."-Can you enlighten one on how 
to fix

up an electric burglar alarm ?-1n get
ting up such a

device do not depend on a bell rung by 
electricity, but

Place your faith on a bell rung by 
mechanical means,

and prevented from ringing by the p
assage of an elec-

tric current. The great point in all s
uch matters to

look to is, there is an element of 
uncertainty about

any device propelled by an electric 
current, because

such current may fail just at the time y
ou most desire

it to act. Suppose, in illustration, you have all your

doors and windows arranged so that on 
opening any

of them a bell is rung by electricity in 
your bed-room.

Further suppose that from some cause 
your battery

gave out, or that some of the connectio
ns were imper-

fect, the whole affair is a failure. On 
the other hand,

we will suppose that we have an alarm 
bell worked by

a weight, and that we arrange an 
electro-magnet so

that as long as the current is passin
g, this electro-

magnet holds the armature up and 
prevents our alarm

from running down. It is easy to arrange an electrical

circuit in such a way that opening any 
one of any

number of doors or windows, or moving 
a chair, or

stepping on a certain board, breaks th
is circuit, when

the mechanical alarm would act, that is, 
the bell would

ring by means of a weight. It is further easy to put

two, or more, mechanical alarms in 
such a circuit.

To be sure it costs a little more to 
maintain a closed

circuit battery than an open circuit, but
 this should not

be considered, when the matter lies 
between certainty

and uncertainty. An electro-magnet which will lift

an armature weighing only one pennyweight is j
ust

as certain in its action as if it weighed one ton. 
Two

gravity battery cells which will not cost to exce
ed

twenty cents a month will furnish the necessary elect
ric

current. The idea of this system is, that when yo
ur

doors, windows, etc., are shut, a complete electrical

circuit is made, and the electro-magnet holds up the

small armature which serves as a stop to prevent the

weight alarm from going off. On the other hand, 
lio

matter how often all alarm which is rung by electrici
ty

will ring, there may come a time when it will fail, b
ut

two weight alarms can in no instance fail. There are

but two reliable batteries for closed circuit work, a
nd

these are the gravity or crow's-foot and the Dani
el

copper cell. The electro-magnet for such an alarm

should be made of round wrought iron bar, diame-

ter and 5'1 long, bent into a U form and wound wi
th

ten layers of No. 26 magnet wire. The armature c
an

be made of a bar of soft wrought iron, W wide, NI/

thick and long enough to reach across the two pol
es

of the U magnet. Between the armature and the 
mag-

net should be a strip of mica to prevent adhesion. 
A

good idea of the arrangement of the several parts can 
be

had by inspecting
Fig. i, where we
show the parts ar- 

_Fig; 4
ranged in proper 

x
r

relations. In the 
• ■••11=•••I 

cut, C represents
a side view of the
electro - magnet;
B, the helix ofNo.
26 wire wound on
said magnet. The
armature A is at-
tached to a lever
shown at said
lever turning on a pin at x, which is attached 

to the

post F. The entire device is mounted on a 
base board

shown at E. At z is placed a movable weight
 which

is held friction-tight on the lever .0, which
 gives, say,

WI of an ounce preponderance to the end y 
of the

lever D. Now, as long as any electric curr
ent is pass-

ing around the magnet C, the lever P is 
held in the

position shown in the cut, but as soon as such 
current

ceases the excess of weight in the tail of D 
causes it to

drop and disengage the piece G, which sets the
 alarm

bell to ringing. There is another advantage in this

size.
tem of alarm, which is we can employ a bell 

of any

It would be an easy matter to arrange the 
device

shown to set off a large mechanically rung gong
 bell on

the roof which would alarm the wl,ole 
neighborhood.

"Train Wheels."-(1) How can I put the 
finish

on train wheels that is called "gilding 
without a bat-

tely"-that is, wheels that have just been 
made and.

never gilded?-See our reply to " Roman " 
in another

column. Of course, such wheels should be well pol
-

ished before they are immersed in the gildi
ng solution.

(2) Where can I procure blanks for 
wheels?-

Any of the material jobbers • can furnish su
ch blanks.

You can readily get their addresses from the
 announce-

ments appeating on our advertising pages.

(3) How can I frost or silver a piece of 
nickel

or brass P-If you mean that you wish to 
impart a

frosted appearance to the metal itself, you 
can do so

by scratch brushing. If you desire to give the article

a coating of silver, you will either have t
o resort to

electro-deposition or plating by immersion, some-

what on the plan of gilding by immersion 
described in

our reply to " Roman " above referred to. 
The sub-

ject of silvering by electro-deposition has be
en covered

In our serial " Electro-Metallurgy," but if 
you desire

to resort to silvering by contact with zinc, y
ou can pre-

pare a solution as follows : Dissolve 5.64
 drams of

crystallized nitrate of silver in x pint of water, 
and ig

ounces of cyanide of potassium in r pint of 
water, and

mix the two solutions. Heat this solution to about

180° F., and after the articles are thoroughl
y cleansed

and pickled, immerse them in it until they
 are coated

with the silver. Of course, such methods as these

cannot be recommended where a good job 
of plating

is required, as articles so plated do no
t have the bril-

liancy of finish that is so desirable, and whic
h can only

be obtained by resorting to electro-de
position ; and,

again, the resultant coating of silver is not so 
durable

or adhesive.

" Nickel."-(I) How is black nickeling 
done?

Give formula.-Black nickeling is done b
y electro-

deposition. You can prepare .a solution as 
follows :

Dissolve steel filings in commercial hydrochlor
ic acid

until you have a saturated solution, which
 condition

can be determined when a sediment 
forms at the

bottom which will not dissolve. Add to such satu-

rated solution g ounce of white arsenic
 for each quart

of solution, and stir the mixture 
thoroughly. This

substance will not dissolve rapidly, but you 
must allow

it plenty of time, as the color of your 
deposit will de-

pend on the solution of the arsenic. Use iron and

carbon plates as anodes, and connect the 
articles to

be colored to the negative pole of the 
battery.

(2) How is gun metal. finishing done 
P-Many

plans are resorted to in imparting a " gun-metal

finish " to articles of jewelry, etc. The 
formula given
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in our reply to your first question could be
 used, and

would give a very good effect. On some of 
the

cheaper articles of adornment there is no attempt

made at deposition, the coloring being arrived
 at by

means of a lacquer. The only correct way to 
impart

this finish to steel articles is to resort to 
the plan

adopted by gunsmiths for coloring gun barrels, 
etc.,

and expose the articles to low red heat in an 
atmos-

phere of superheated steam, which forms a coa
ting of

magnetic oxide of iron. Such coating is in
tensely

hard, and resists the action of the atmosphere 
and

water for a long time. The steam for such 
coloring

should be taken from a boiler under a pressure 
of at

least 75 pounds to the square inch.

" Polisher."-What will polish glass that has 
be-

come blurred by use ; for instance, The tops of
 show

cases?-This is an undertaking in which success
 is

most uncertain. About the only way to accomplish

the desired end is to repolish the glass by first 
grinding

out the scratches, etc., with fine emery, and t
hen re-

polishing with putty powder. Fold a block of wood

in a piece of cotton cloth for use with the fine 
emery,

and ill a piece of fine woolen cloth for the putty

powder. Water is used in both operations. As not
ed

above, the operation is one of doubtful success, and
 it

would seem that the best plan to pursue is to p
rocure

a new piece of glass, especially where it is in a
 show

case, as a poor piece of glass will not only make 
the

case itself look bad, but will distort and detract 
from

the articles contained therein.

" Transfer. "-How can I transfer engravi
ng on

a number of articles to be marked alike P-The
re are

quite a number of methods for accomplishing this en
d.

A correspondent recently sent us a very practical

method for transferring in spoon bowls-a difficult

operation-which can also be adapted to other articl
es.

The plan is as follows : Take some heavy un
glazed

paper, such as that used for ledgers and other like pu
r-

poses, and rub over it some mutton tallow. Place it

over a design already engraved, holding the spo
on

firm on a bench or table, so the paper will n
ot slip

after commencing to shape. Use a round-end b
urnish,

beginning at the top of the bowl, and burnish the

paper down into the engraved lines. On removing

the paper it can be cut to the size and shape of t
he

bowl. Place the paper in a clean bright spoon bowl,

pressing it down very gently and rubbing with the ba
ll

of the finger. A little practice will enable one to g
et

a dozen good sharp impressions from one transfer 
of

this kind.

" Window."-We have purchased a building for

a new location, and intend to tear out the front an
d put

in new, up-to-date windows. you advise me how

to arrange windows so that they will no/frost, wi
thout

enclosing ? We prefer them this way so that the work
-

man can be seen at his benchfrom the street.-In
 put-

ting in new windows, there are several important f
ac-

tors that must be taken into consideration, such 
as

direction of travel, the largest possible expanse of

glass, the use of posts, etc., and a hasty decision on

these features is apt to cause future disappointmen
t.

These subjects have been considered at various tim
es

in our columns. On page 931, September, 19oo, iss
ue,

store fronts are diagrammatically considered, and 
we

would suggest a perusal of that page. In regard to

arranging the windows so that they will not frost in

cold weather, and at the same time avoid their being

enclosed, it would seem that about the only plan

by which this can accomplished is to have electric

fans running, and direct the current of air from them

toward the glass of the window. This plan will do

much tciward preventing such frosting, but we ca
n-

not say that it Is infallible.

"Fire."-liqll you ftlease give best way to recolor

roman goods after hard soldering P-We presume y
ou

mean how to remove firecoat. This is done by em-

ploying a solution composed of 2 ounces of pure

cyanide of potassium ill a quart of water. It is used

cold and enough electric current employed to rapid
ly

decompose the solution, that is, gas bubbles are

rapidly given off of the article, which should be mov
ed

quickly back and forth. It is not well to depend on

any process for removing firecoat, the true course to

pursue is to use sonic protective coat, usually termed

an anti-oxidizer, of which there are a great number 
in

favor with the trade. A very common one is a sa
tu-

rated solution of boric acid, to which a little sal amm
o-

niac has been added. A mixture of boric acid and

finely ground talcum is also much used. One favorite

gold protector is prepared by mixing 4 parts of yellow

ochre with I part of boric acid, mixed with enou
gh

boiling water to form a thin paste, which is boiled for

an hour. To apply it, paint over the article to be ha
rd

soldered except where the solder is to flow, as the

presence of this substance prevents the solder from

flowing. This mixture, skillfully applied, will protect

gold so well during the operation of hard soldering as

to scarcely leave a trace of firecoat.



IVORY ENAMELED
FOOD PAN

Patented May 23, DM.

Tankards, Placques, etc.
Hotel Ware,
Bar Goods,

Bath Room Furnishings.

CAN BE USED IN ANY OF OUR CHAFING DISHES.
The greatest improvement ever made in a Chafing Dish. Pure, clean,durable. It IN so constructed that food can only come in contact with thePorcelain-Lined Dish. The top rim being plated, the complete ChafingDish has the same appearance Ila when made entirely of metal.

NO. 195. CHAFING DISH
Stag-Horn Handles

Patent Perfection Lamp
NICKEL OR SILVER-PLATED

NEW YORK OFFICE-28 West Broadway
Room 3 7, Crockery Exchange Building

Have you noticed how popular they are ? Just lookfor yourself and see.
Our MESH is very fine and well made. Our de—

signs all that can be desired. We make them in Sterling
Silver, and in Triple Plate on hard white metal. None
better. Prices reasonable for extra quality goods.
A Postal Brings Samples.
We also make BUCKLES, BROOCHES, HAT

PINS, LADIES' CHAINS. FOBS and SOUVENIR
SPOONS.

Watch for our line or write

It is estimated that about 6000 mer-

Vialting Buyers and dealers, including quite
a number of jewelers, from thir-

teen States and territories, will have visited St.
Louis between February i6th and April 18th, for the
annual spring meeting of the Interstate Merchants'
Association. These dealers while in St. Louis will, it
is estimated, spend from $50,000 to $75,000 for hotel
bills and amusements. Besides this, the firms which
have these merchants as their guests will make heavy
expenditures for the entertainment of their customers.
St. Louis is the, chief distributing point of the West,
and the merchants of the South and Central West buy
a large percentage of their goods here. Their bills
average $25,000,000 a year, or about $2000 each for the
spring and pow for the fall trade. The members of
the Interstate Merchants' Association are 160 leading
firtns of the city, and these pay a membership fee of
from $20 to $250, according to the size of their busi-
ness. All merchants coming to St. Louis between the
specified dates are expected to buy single trip tickets
from their stations to St. Louis and secure a receipt
for their fare. This they will present at St. Louis,
when they wish to return, and the Interstate Associa-
tion will secure for them a one-fifth fare rate for the
return trip. The States which are being represented
at the meeting are : Nebraska, Iowa, Texas, South
Dakota, Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Indian Ter-
ritory, Oklahoma Territory, Colorado, Ohio, Indiana
and Illinois.

The securing of a $5,000,000 appro-

The World's Fair from the Government on
of 1903 the last day of the last Congress,

marked the complete success •for
financing the St. Louis World's Fair. The city has
now pledged to its great undertaking, from four
sources alone, the sum of $16,020,000, viz.: by ap-
proved popular subscriptions, $5,000,000 ; by muni-
cipal bonds, $5,000,000 ; by federal appropriation,
$5,000,000 ; by State of Missouri appropriation,
$1,000,000. In addition, there will be a large amount

of money in the aggregate appropriated by the States
of the Union and by foreign governments for the con-
struction of buildings and the placing of their exhibits

at the fair. Kansas has already voted $60,000 for its
representation, and several other States are expected
to pass pending appropriation bills of a kind, now that

the Government has finally given the exposition its
sanction and material aid. That so much has been
accomplished may well cause St. Louis to rejoice.
But exultation over the removal of the last lingering

doubt as to the holding of the fair should not be fol-
lowed by satisfied repose. The honors won thus far
bring added responsibilities. Whatever may have

been the views of individuals as to the advisability of
holding an exposition to commemorate the Louisiana

territory purchase, the city is now irrevocably committed
to the enterprise, and the eyes of the world are upon it.

Harmony and push must now be the watchwords.

It has been said by some cynical seer that expositions

never benefit any people but those of the locality

where they are held. The falsity of this assertion is
plainly demonstrated by the results of former inter-
national expositions held in this country and ill
Europe. Its falsity will be again proved in our expo-
sition of 1903. The world did not know Chicago and

all its wealth of adjacent country, nor the beautiful

and wonderful West, until 1893 ; and the world, in
in fact the greater part of the United States, does not
know St. Louis and the stretch of country that lies for

more than a thousand miles in every direction about

it. There is no other great city in the world situated

in so central a position among a class of people who

can afford to and will attend an exposition like this

one is to be.

Mari ufacturrs

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE—Chas. Van Ness, u Maiden Lane,
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—Geo. Greenzweig & Co., 206 Kearny St.

After a period of eight years of

The fhird Bridge legislative conflict the bill provid-
ing for a third bridge between

East St. Louis and St. Louis has at last been passed

by both houses of Congress at Washington and signed

by the President. This means that St. Louis will have
a third bridge, not in time, but at as close a time as
the authorities may find themselves at leisure to erect
it. The commercial interests of the two cities do not
as yet realize what the building of this new bridge
means to them. By the fact that the total tonnage of

freight that passed between the two cities during the

year 1899 alone amounted to over 12,000,000 tons, it
will readily be seen that the reduction in tolls secured
by the passage of this bill will result in a saving to the

business interest of from $600,000 to $1,000,000 annu-
ally. The maximum rates that can be charged for
transportation across the new bridge are fixed in the
bill. These rates reduce the present charges almost

fifty per cent. In addition to this, the new bridge will

supply the facilities for quick shipments necessitated
by the rapidly-increasing trade and relieve the conges-
tion that now occurs frequently and that has become
a source of expensive annoyance. It is expected that
the new bridge t'ill be completed within two years.

The remarkable gain that has been

Remarkable Gain shown in the population of the. In-
in PopulMion Territory in the past ten years

is significant. The gain for the
decade was 211,778. This means a good deal to St.
Louis in general and the jewelry and optical trades in

particular. There is business there to be cultivated
by the wholesaler, and there are opportunities there
for the establishment of retail stores. In exactly the
same position, too, is Oklahoma. The admission of
that great territory into the Union as a State is only a

matter of a short time. Congress has already begun

upon it, a bill having passed the Senate to divide the
terrritory into legally constituted counties.

A Texas exchange says : The pres-

Promising Con- outlook indicates an increased
ditions in Texas acreage of cotton for 19or. The

prices for the season just closing

have been nearly double those for several years past.

This fact has augmented favorable cotton sentiment,

and this together with the largely increased immigration

to sections particularly adapted to cotton-raising will

tend to increase the acreage very considerably.

Increased demand for cotton oil—its late invasion of

the culinary field in a practical and acceptable manner

—has made the seed permanently valuable. The

largely increased demand, and greatly increased prices,

for cattle—hogs, ho?ses and sheep—is indirectly the

main check on a cotton stampede. Horses and mules,

which were hardly salable at any price two years

since, are now bringing good prices—in fact, high

prices. The raising of these and other live stock at

present good and stable prices will require grazing

land, forage and grain feed, and the forehanded farmer

prefers almost any other line of farming to cotton

planting. While the majority of farmers are in an

unprecedentedly good financial condition, there are

still enough of the one-crop element and of the immi-

gration class to add a large percentage of increase to

cotton culture, so that if favorable conditions prevail

over the principal cotton area the Igor crop will easily

set a new record.
In speaking of trade conditions in this market

Otto Pfeffer, president of the St. Louis Clock and

Silverware Co., said : " So far, our business in March

has been an improvement over the same month last

year, and it looks as if the improvement will continue

right through the month. City trade has been com-

paratively quiet of late, but is now brightening up.

Mail orders have been good. Visiting buyers have

not been numerous but they are beginning to be more

frequent. We think the trade outlook certainly bright

for St. Louis and the Southwest."
The jobbing trade in the \Vest has been growing

rapidly during the past few years, and Eastern houses

will do well to study their methods. First-class trav-

eling men, who are paid good salaries and who travel

in good style, may be expensive luxuries, but they get

business. If they do not, they are not worth having

at any price. If the East is to regain any of its old-

time prestige in the jobbing line, or even retain what

it now has, it must meet the Western house on its own

ground.
The great oil wells of Texas have attracted the

attention of the business world to that section. It will

mean much to the future of that State. Texas pro-

duced decidedly more cotton last year than any other

State, but, notwithstanding this fact, there are few

plants in Texas where the raw cotton is manufactured

into goods. This oil strike will solve the problem of

cheap fuel, and before many years Texas will have

many cotton factories, where now the raw cotton is

shipped to some other State to be made up. With the

raw cotton in abundance, cheap fuel at hand, and

facilities for shipping to foreign markets, as well as to

all parts of the United States, there is no reason why

Texas should not become a great cotton manufactur-

ing State. Let us hope that it will be so, for the Lone

Star State is a good friend to the St. Louis market,

and her advancement will also mean increased busi-

ness with this city and her wholesale houses.

The Missouri Legislature has done well in passing

the bill appropriating $5o,000 for a State exhibit at the

Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, and the Inter-

state and West Indies Exposition at Charleston. The

advertisement which Missouri will get at these exhibi-

tions will be worth much more to her than the money

cost of it. Moreover, such an exhibit will help Mis-

souri in the big exposition which will be held in St.

Louis a year or two after those affairs close.

Local fruit growers say that the prospects for a

fruit crop were never better than they are at the present

time. There is a critical time ahead, however, for the

buds may swell and a late frost kill them, but up to

the present writing everything is all right. Last

season's crop of small fruits was good and prices were

satisfactory. If, in addition to this crop, we can have

a crop of tree fruits this year, then our Missouri retail

dealers in all lines will be in the swim. Few persons

realize what a good fruit crop means to the retailers of

this State. In 1897 the fruit crop of Missouri was

worth $2o,000,000. This means that the farming popu-

lation had perhaps $10,4242o,0042 more to spend than

they usually have. Not every year does the farmer

have a fruit crop, but when he does it means that he

has that much money in addition to his usual allowance.

Let us hope he will have a good crop this season.

Congratulations are due to the people of Galves-

ton, Texas, for the wonderful manner in which they

have recovered from the great storm that devastated

their beautiful city last fall, and for the manner in

which they have set energetically to work to rehabitate

their city. This, too, without a cent of aid from their

State treasury.
Another bill has been introduced into the Missouri

Legislature, looking to the taxation of department

stores. The framer claims to have overcome all legal

difficulties, and says that his bill, if it becomes a law,

cannot be upset in the courts.
Secretary Cox, of the World's Fair Association,

said regarding the passage of our World's Fair bill

through Congress at the last moment : " It is the

biggest thing that ever happened for St. Louis, and

already, as a result of the passage of the bill, there is

a marked improvement of feeling in commercial

matters. The city is going to enter upon a new era,

which the removal of the suspense will make immediate

and practicable."
William Weidlich, of Wm. Weidlich & Bro., is

receiving the congratulations of his friends on account

of the recent arrival of a son and heir at his home.

L. A. Fassett & Co. and Max L. Weiss, both of

the Globe-Democrat Building, have consolidated under

the firm-name of the Weiss Jewelry Manufacturing Co.,

with quarters at 206 and 207 Globe-Democrat Building.

Many inquiries for space in the St. Louis World's

Fair of 1903 are being made. Some of these are from

Europe and South and Central America. The world

has heard about the coming exposition in this city and

is interested in it. For the next two years and three-

quarters St. Louis will have a larger space in the news-

papers than any other city on the globe. •

Joe Cohen, the well-known jeweler, of Leadville,

Colo., was in St. Louis fo... several days recently

making purchases for the home store.
Win. Mosley, of Newport, Ark., was in the city

last month on a purchasing trip.
Charles Mosley, of Batesville, Ark., was a visiting

buyer in this market recently.
Louis Heilbron, a well-known jeweler of Tex-

arkana, Texas, was in St. Louis for a few days last

month making purchases for the home store. Mr.

Heilbron reports prosperous conditions in the Lone

Star State.
L. B. Moore, of Dennison, Texas, spent a few

days in this market last month making purchases for

the home store.
Roy Goulding, of Alton, Ill., was a trade caller

here last month.
J. B. Bourgeois, the well-known jeweler of Jack-

son, Miss., was a welcome trade visitor in this market

last month.
W. I. Sidwell, of Charleston, Mo., was a visiting

buyer in this market last month.
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Every Article on this Page Sells Like Hot Cakes

The prices are rock bottom almost within reach of a pauper

Something New ! The Carmen Adjustable Bracelet.

(1'111(.111 appliisl

WILL, 1-71T ANY ARM.Mitt.it.t. in 14 I. Gold 1-(111.....:t.1 and Stcrling

THE IDEAL, BRACELET.
Ease and comfort in wear, the result of perfect expanding action ; elegant and refined in appear-ance ; absence of rough or protruding points to catch lace, etc.

(l'ateill appli(d. ,
(Patcht applied no%)

The Carmen Adjustable Bracelet—Patent applied for—a circlet for any and all wrists.Adjusted to fit firm and comfortable to any wrist. Made in gold, colored gold,gold filled and silver. They will please all ladles, misses and children ; are very orna-mental, and SS they fit  like a glove can be worn on all occasions. There is no solderused in the construction of this bracelet, are very strong, and will wear longer thanally other bracelet on the market. As it. is impossible to give this bracelet justice byally write up, it would be to all jewelers' interest to order a sample.No. C-243 Heavy rolled-golti plate, all links engraved, . . . . . . net cash, $2.82No. C-244 Heavy rolled-gold plate, every other link engraved, . . . " " 2.82
No. 0-245 Heavy rolled-gold plate, plain links,   " " 2 .82No. C-246 Silver, all links engraved-,   " " 2.82No. C-247 Silver, every other link engraved,   " " 2.82No. C-248 Silver, plain polished links,   " " 2.82

These Tops

are for cloth or

Beaded

Shopping Bags.
They are

fitted with an

arrangement
which makes
it an easy task
to fit the

bag to the top

Chatelaine (5-Inch) Bag Tops

THE ONLY BAG TOPS THAT CAN BE ATTACHED BY THE CUSTOMER.No need of sending any more bags to factory.

French Gray, Rose Gold or Gun Metal finish, same price.Price each, $1.00 net cash.

The " BELMOUNT SO BETTER
THAN EVER

The " Belmount" wheels are guaranteed. The best of material and work-manship is employed in their construction. Strictly high-grade 1901 Modelwith life-loin. hearings. Our immense contract for the season enables us to sellyou the best wheel on the market at second-quality price.
Price, $24.00 an $19.00 Net Cash.

Write for specifications, full deseripii ■• nhii tc.

The World's
Famous

"Cyclone"
Magazine
Cameras.
NONE BETTER.
Press the button anD
turn a key. That's
all.

The most completeand reliable Magazine
Cameras ever produced.We call particular atten-tion to the following
new and exclusive feat-ures : Detachable bulb
release, automatic reg-
ister, aluminum plate-hol dere, diaphragms,
automatic shutter, un-
loading attachment, ete.

•
MADE IN TWO SIZES r.

No. 4 takes pietures x 414. Price, complete, 84.41 not cash.No. 5 takes pictures 4x 5. Price, complete, 65.15 net cash,.
Write for our complete Illustrated Catalogue of Cameras and Supplies-.-JUST OUT. Prices guaranteed the lowest ; quality the best.

A• C• BEC K N
The ‘,.:hieraigo VVhol ale

103 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

ett4 Jeweler
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DON'T LOSE SIGHT OF THE

SIGNIFICANT FACT

That the season for Class Pins and Rings, Badges, Medals, Presentation
Jewels and College Fraternity Pins is now at hand, and that the live Jeweler can
increase his trade, and incidentally his profits, by looking sharply after the busi-
ness in this line in his locality. We especially desire to call the attention of the
trade to our splendid facilities—none better in America—for taking care of this
class of work, and we solicit your orders for school work, as well as all other kinds
of repair and special made-to-order work for the retail jewelry trade. Designs for
special work submitted. Correspondence solicited regarding this kind of work.

Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company
Special Manufacturers to the Retail Jewelry Trade

ST. LOUIS

Something Every Jeweler Needs in His Business

CYCLONE

IIIITI-01101101 
Preserving the Color and Polish
of Gold, Silver, Nickel and all
other polished metals while
passing through the fire

in act of soldering.

DIRECTIONS.
Warm article and drop in Anti-Oxidizer
from two to three times before soldering;
see that the article is well coated over.
No need of cleaning Anti-Oxidizer out
of joint before soldering.

MANUFACTURED BY

HODGEN & GOLDING,
KOKOMO, IND.

Every Bottle Guaranteed.
Csveld filed Nov.17,1900„

Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer leaves no scales,
cruets or lumps after using, like all others
on the market do as it contains no Borax ;
lm boiling in acid pickle as the Oxidizer
preserves the color.

Price, 35 cents per bottle.

ME:810001000.

CYCLONE

STEEL SOLDERING
FLUX

_ _,......,-.
..-.),-.....x0R-,-...

BRAZING STEEL
and Nickel. Plated Articles with

Bluing or Destroying Nickel.

DIRECTIONS.
Coat over article to be soldered with

t he flux ; take small parcel of speltor and
wet freely with Flux. Place the pieces
to be soldered in position for soldering,
put speltor on joint, then fire.

MANUFACTURED BY

1-10DGEN & GOLDING,
KOKOMO, IND.

Every Bottle Guaranteed. Price of
Flux and Box of Solder 150 Cents.

Caveat flled Nov. 17, 1900.
--"yr--...--,-. ,y-----.<,=. —,

MO..".(DaCkW. K::). g09.0( 

With this Flux you can Braze Malleab e
Iron, Brass and Steel and leave no enamel
crust or lump, as this Flux contains no
Borax. No use of cleaning or scraping
article to be brazed as this Flux will cause
Solder to flow freely and leaves article
brazed tougher than before broken.

The fac-simile labels shown above are three-fourths the size of the originals on the packages.

Clive the above FLUXES a trial, and you will find them
everything we claim for them.

Order through your jobber or from the General Distributing Agents,

GUTMANN & SONS, 
Manufacturing an Wholesale Jewelers

51 East Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

ro_igg
cvcLoNe

HARD SOLDERING
FLUX
....-FoR-,...

SOLDERING GOLD,
Silver and Roll-Plate Goods.

DIRECTIONS.
Coat article to be soldered over with

Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer. W et solder
and joint with Flux. Hold article over
alcohol lamp. After solder flows drop
article in Soldering Flux while warm.
Rinse in water. For larger articles
use blow pipe.

MANUFACTURED BY

1-1000EN & GOLDING,
KOKOMO, IND.

Price, 50 cents.
Caveat sled Nov. 17, 19(10.

OEFOIMMEIP...fg-g-dr-grafff

This is what Cyclone Hard Soldering
}lux will do:

Will cause Solder to flow with less heat ;
can solder 8 karat gold goods with 18 karat
Gold Solder. No danger of melting article
you are soldering. No use of cleaning
article and joint to be soldered as solder
will flow freely. Yott Ca11 also solder all
grades of plated jewelry and not destroy
plate. After soldering you will find article
to bc much tougher than before broken.



'ilLATED HOLLOWWARE
Is like any other commodity—
if made right, and offered at
the right price, profit to the
purchaser and credit to the
maker results.
The best proof of the excellence of our

PLATED HOLLOWWARE
Is the fact that our list of
thoroughly satisfied customers is
constantly growing.

The QUM City Silver Co.
New York Salesrooms Cincinnati64 and 66 Murray St.

The Very Best Solid Oak
Paneled
Doors, Sides
and Back.

Fine Cabinet
Finish.

Special
Price

$12.50
Cash with
order

Cut is a
Photo.
Reproduction
and every
Bench is
Exec* per
Cut.

IMPROVED WATCHMAKER'S BENCH. Curtain top. Drawers lock automatically.Ono drawer arranged 14 chuck,. !Hiss trimmings on knobs. Lock and key on right side of bench.I : 44 inelles long, 40 i iIi. Wish, 2; invites wide. Solid selected oak throughout (no softti oii.1 bottom and hack, as hoist other benches are ma(1e). Guaranteed in every respect.

King 0 Eisele, Manufacturers
BUFFALO, N. Y.

14 to 20 N. Division St.
342 & 344 Washington St.

Send for our 20th Century Catalogue, free upon request.

ALEXANDER H. REVELL ff CO.
r FM.

„
431 to 43Z Fifth Ave., Chicago

NEW YORK OFFICE-253 Broadway

MANUFACTURERS OF

STRICTLY HIGH-GRADE

Jewelry Fixtures

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit write us, as we may be ableto interest you. Or, if you expect to remodel your store, we would be pleasedto submit estimate.
We make a specialty of manufacturing strictly high-grade jewelry fixturesof the most modern type in design and construction with latest improvementsfor electric lighting, if so desired, and ask that you correspond with us if inneed of anything in our line. We manufacture an all-glass show case,the latest and best on the market.

For further particulars, please address our factory direct, 431 Fifth Ave.
Write for our No. To Catalogue.

THIS IS OUR SMALL MOULDING STEEL-LINED SHOW CASE

WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD TO PRODUCE ITS EQUAL.
Send floor plan with particulars.

April, 1 tit ill

POINTS-ABOUT

THE K EYST ONE

Julian G. Schwab, son of A. G. Schwab, of A. G.

Schwab & Bro., Cincinnati, started out on his initial

trip on the road the early part of last month after a

house experience of two years. Young Mr. Schwab

will cover Indiana and Kentucky territory.
Walter R. Shute, one of the veterans on the road

in the larger cities of the West, for years the repre-

sentative of Day, Clark & Co., manufacturers of fine

gold jewelry, New York, announces that he has

changed houses and hereafter will show the line of

Jones & Woodland among the trade in his old terri-

tory. Mr. Shute is a most popular and accomplished

salesman, who has many friends in the trade that will

wish him all kinds of success in his new connection.

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat suggests that the

Pullman cars should be reformed. It says : "Shall

we always be compelled to disrobe in our berth, as if

we were in a barrel, and, kneeling, contuse our heads

while we remove an upper garment, and then upon

our backs, with limbs in air, while disengaging our-

selves from the lower ones ? Are no better means of

stowing away one's apparel to be found than cracks

and crannies here and there and a small seine which

is as a sealed book or the pocket in a woman's dress

—the outside within easy reach, but the mouth undis-

cernible ? Why can't a sleeping apartment be pro-

vided on the cars that does not make one feel like

he were lying in state in a catafalque and had no more

use for air than the usual occupant of one ? If the

railroad companies are going to own the Pullmans we

shall ask a careful study of these questions."

This is the busy season of the year with the com-

mercial travelers of the United States, according to

the Kansas City Journal. The hotels of Kansas City

are crowded with them every day and night, and will

be for a few weeks yet. A well-informed clerk in one

of the leading local hotels made an interesting calcu-

lation last night, which was suggested by mention of

the fact that the traveling men are usually numerous

in Kansas City at this time of the year. " Had you

ever thought how ninny commercial travelers there

are and how much money they spend in a wear?" he

asked. " Well, at this time of the year there are not

less than i,000,000 of them on the road in the United

States, and, on the average, they are spending $5 per

day. To persons outside the cities the estimate of

their daily expenses will sound large ; for traveling

men who make the smaller towns do not spend nearly

this much. But most of those tvho make only the

larger places carry eight or ten trunks with them, they

always put up at the best hotels without regard to ex-

pense, ride in the best sleepers and have the best

dining-car service that can be bought ; and the ex-

penses of such men as these run from $8 to $15 per

day. I believe, therefore, that it is conservative to

say that the traveling men of the country are now

spending an average of $5,000,000 per day. Think of

what that means. If the manufacturers and whole-

salers should suddenly take all their traveling repre-

sentatives off the road, half the hotels in the country

would go to the wall and the passenger business of

the railroads would go all to smash. When you look

into the matter, you discover that the traveling men

are a very important factor in the business of the

country—one of the most important. I suspect that

they spend an average of $2,500,000 per day the year

around."
E. Weber, formerly with J. T. Scott & Co., now

represents L. Witsenhausen, of New York, in Eastern

territory.
Will. Wagner, Western traveler for the Sigler

Bros. Co., of Cleveland, was seen in Chicago last

month, on his return trip over his territory. He

reports a good trade, and says he found the Western
jewelers doing well and .feeling good over the excel-
lent outlook for spring and summer business.

Order of Buffalo Grows
From merely a mythical organization, which took

its rise in the minds of two traveling men during their
leisure moments, the American Order of Buffalo, with-
out headquarters or officers of any kind, spread through
New England and to nearly every State in the Union,
and only recently did it take its first form of perma-
nency in being incorporated under the laws of Massa-
chusetts.

The new society is primarily fraternal, but its aim
is also of a social and benevolent nature. The present
is merely a nominal organization, which it is hoped
will give %ray to the new and more permanent one.

The new order will have regularly constituted
officers, a set line of action similar to that in use
among the large fraternities of the country will be
brought into play in admitting candidates, and a ritual,
into Iyhich has been woven many beautiful aims, has
already been written.

For the present the abode of the grand herd is at
Worcester, but the stamping ground in the future will
follow the grand chief wallower wherever he may
graze. These officers have been chosen : Grand chief
wallower, E. W. Goodell, of Worcester ; grand deputy
chief wallower, William Leckie, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
grand exemplary horn tosser, Dr. Howard R. Steele,
of Worcester ; grand first lassoer, Noble McDonald,
of New York ; grand second lassoer, E. W. Pierce, of
Boston ; grand high auroch, M. I'. Ward, of Medford ;
grand off auroch, Thomas F. McCall, of Hartford,
Conn.

The organization is representative of the interests
of the whole country, for it counts among its members
men high in politics, successful business and traveling
men, and in nearly every American college there is a

strong representation.

Cincinnati Letter

Trade is in a healthy condition, pointing to a fur-
ther improvement. Changes in the general business
world have been small the past month, but all factors

that contribute to the present prosperity of the country
continue sound. It is a matter of comment that so
large business as the country is conducting in all its
parts remains without disturbance in a single branch.

Railroad earnings, bank clearings and figures of ex-

ports—all serving as good indexes of the state of

trade—are large. Collections. for Cincinnati account

are generally good and are so reported for the entire

West, while they are considerable above the average

in the South.
Eugene Swigart, of E. & J. Swigart, speaks thus

with reference to trade matters : " Business with us is

fully up to last year, although we find it takes some-

what greater effort to make sales than a year ago, as

jewelers are complaining more or less about dull trade

and poor collections. Our Southern trade holds up

well, the jewelry trade in that section evidently being

in a very prosperous condition. As far as we can see,

the outlook is very promising and there is no reason

why jewelers should not have a good trade as soon

as the weather settles and spring trade opens up. Out-

side buyers have been somewhat scarce in this market

for the past month, which reflects a rather quiet state

of trade with jewelers in this vicinity."
" The South is prosperous," so

The Prospeous says State Senator Walter J. Peck,

South of Tennessee, in a recent interview.
Here is. what he said : " The South

is enjoying its high-water mark of prosperity, and

never before in its history have times been 'so good

and the people had so much money. Cotton is bring-

ing ten cents a pound, and I know of one planter in

Mississippi who cleared $100,000 on his cotton crop.

This is almost incredible, but it is true nevertheless,

and the people of the South are in a fine feather as a

result. One tremendous help to the South has been

the railroads. There was a time when the railroads

were hampered and restricted by Southern legisla-

tures, but this is a thing of the past, as the people
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now know they must have railways to develop their
countries. In Tennessee we have had more railways
built this year than in any other State in the South.

There was a time when the. session of the Tennessee
legislature could not be held without a railroad bill of
some kind being introduced. Things have changed,
and the good people of Tennessee are encouraging
railroads these days and are not restricting them. The
Tennessee railroads pay more taxes into the State
treasury than all the taxes gathered from the other
sources of the State combined ; in other words, the
revenues from the railways are the main support
of the State." The value of the gold produced
by the Southern States in 1899 was $326,700, of which
South Carolina contributed about fifty per cent.,
Georgia about thirty-eight per cent. and North Caro-
lina a little over ten per cent., the small remainder be-
ing distributed among Maryland, Virginia, Alabama
and Texas. The aggregate gold product of 1899 was
less than in 1890, but about one-third more than in
1880. Texas is the only State having any silver pro-
duction worthy of note. No silver product was noted
for the Southern States in 1889. It 1890 it was worth
(coining value) $396,265, of which Texas produced
$387,898. In 1889 Texas produced $672,323, out of a
total of .$674,132.

Cincinnati's

W. L. Finch, secretary of the Cin-
cinnati Industrial Bureau, has re-

Industrial Facts cently issued a stunning circular,
entitled, " Cincinnati as a City of

Manufacturers—Fifty Industrial Facts." Among the
" fifty facts" are given : " Five million people live
within three and a half hours' ride of Cincinnati."
" Cincinnati leads the word in the production of office
and bank fixtures." " In the manufacture of clothing
Cincinnati ranks as the second city in the country, and
is a strong rival for first place ; value of annual pro-
duct is $30,0ool000." " One-sixth of all the soap made
and used in the United States last year was made in
Cincinnati."

H. S. Mathers, secretary of the Fall Festival Asso-
ciation, announces that $44,000 has been subscribed
for the fall festival occasion. This amount has been
subscribed without solicitation, which is an evidence
that the business men of Cincinnati are thoroughly in
earnest to make it surpass any previous effort. They
have secured Washington Park tO use as a plaza for
shows. This will be one of the features. They will
have three parades during the festival, a night pageant,
flower parade and trade parade. Many outsiders have
applied for space in Exposition Hall.

At the meeting of the directors of the Fall Festi-
val Association it was decided to have the night pa-
geant September I 6th and the flower parade Septem-
ber 19th. The guarantee fund is increasing. The
Southern Railroad Co. have decided to make a
display of Southern products in the Exposition Build-
ing. It will be an elaborate affair.

A recent wedding of note in jewelry circles was
that of George H. Newstedt to Miss Anna Tudor.
Mr. Newstedt has opened a new store on Vine Street.
He is an Elk and is quite prominent in fraternal and
social circles. He is a brother of August Newstedt,
of Bene, Lindenberg & Co., and a.nephew of C. J. F.
Bene, of the same firm.

The Miller Jewelry Co. will soon occupy the cor-
ner rooms in the Lion Building, on the same floor
where they are now located. The new rooms will
afford them increased space for the better accotnmo-
dation of their increasing business.

For the first time in the history of the cotton spin-
ning industry, the United States has taken the lead,
thus showing that this country's pre-eminence is by no
means to be confined to the metallic industries and
the eatable .products of farms and ranches. The cot-
ton mills of America took last year 3,687,000 bales,
while England's mills took 3,334,000 bales of the
American cotton crop. Heretofore these figures have
been reversed. England's spindles have always con-
sumed the greater portion of the Southern crop. But
last year, which broke so many industrial records,
make 0 striking change in that of cotton, and the new
mills in the Southern States helped materially in
effecting this change. The large increase in the con-
sumption of American cotton in this country, and the
improved prices that the crop fetched, provide subjects
of felicitation for our fellow citizens in Dixie, and give
them broader views of the importance of cultivating
closer business relations with the markets of the world.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., March 12, 19ol.
I have this day been appointed Receiver of Howard

Sterling Company, and by order of court am authorized
to continue the business of the company as heretofore.

I shall therefore continue to run such business,
and will take and fill orders as promptly as the corn-
pany has heretofore done. The same salesmen who
have heretofore represented the company will call upon
you for your orders.

Thanking you in advance for a continuance of past
favors, and promising prompt attention to all orders
given, I am,

Very truly yours,

BIRNEY C. PARSONS,
as Receiver of Howard Sterling Company.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Dioptric Power of the Cornea and
the Notation of the Ophthalmometers

The cornea of the human eye is the boun-
dary between air and aqueous humor and as
air has a lower refractive index than any me-
dium of the eye, it follows that light is refracted
most by this surface. Now, we know that rays
of light that fall parallel on the cornea, whose
radius is 7.8 millimeters, will converge to a
point that lies ;31,1 of a meter behind the cornea.
We further know that rays of light that are
parallel in the aqueous humor will converge to
a point of a meter in front of the cornea, or,
vice versa, rays of light emanating from this
point in front of the cornea will, after refraction
by this body, proceed as parallel rays in the
aqueous. In short, the anterior focal distance
of the cornea is -41:1 of a meter and the posterior
focal distance -312- of a meter. If we compare
this with a lens in air we find this radical differ-
ence : that this refracting body has both the
anterior and posterior focal distance alike,
whilst they are unlike in the cornea. Nov,
we have no difficulty in expressing the refractive
power of a lens by the reciprocal of its focal
distance. But how shall we express now the
refractive power of the cornea where there are
two different focal distances ? We might at first
be tempted to measure its refracting power by
the reciprocal of the fiosterior focal distance and
to replace it by a lens of 32 dioptries. Such
lens, if placed at the apex of the cornea, would
indeed converge the parallel rays of light to a
point IN of a meter behind it. But the images,
given by such a lens, would be much larger than
those given by the cornea, because the nodal
rays which determine the size of the image
would cross at a point that lies 7.8 mm. in
front of the point where the nodal rays of the
cornea would cross. For this very reason
Tscherning, in Javal's " Memoires d' Ophthal-
mometrie " (page 594), says that " if we want
to compare the effect of the cornea with that of
a lens, placed in air, we ought to place this lens
at the center of the cornea and give it a focal
distance equal to the anterior focal distance of
the cornea." The reader will see at once that
this is correct, because a lens that is placed at
the center of the cornea is now only by the
anterior focal distance away from the second
focal point, the difference between the anterior
and posterior focal distances being equal to the
corneal radius. The focal distance of this lens
at that place, therefore, has to be equal to the
anterior focal distance of the cornea, and we
express the refractive power of this lens by the
reciprocal of this anterior focal distance, or, in
our case, by a lens of 43 dioptries. This lens of
43 D. will not only converge parallel rays of light
to the same point as before, but will also give
images of exactly the same size as the human
cornea did. This then is the reason why we
measure the refractive power of the cornea by
the reciprocal of its anterior focal distance.

Some writers have not considered this point
and want to express the refractive power of the
cornea by the reciprocal of the posterior focal
distance. One even goes so far as to accuse
Javal, Tscherning, etc., of an inaccuracy in de-
fining the corneal refraction by means of the

anterior focal distance.
mic Record, Dr. W.
against this definition
that the cornea has
He says there :

Lately, in the (Withal-
N. Sutter also argues
and expresses his belief
no fixed dioptric value.

Refraction by a single surface differs from that by
a lens in that in the former the two principal focal
lengths are unequal, the posterior being n times the
anterior focal length. Rays proceeding from the
;interior focus will be parallel after refraction, and
for such rays the cornea might be replaced by a lens of
43 D., but rays which are parallel when they theet the
cornea will after refraction meet in the posterior focus,
distant 311 of a meter from the cornea ; and for these
rays the refractive power of the cornea is only 32
diopters. If the rays should proceed from some "other
point on the optic axis, the cornea would be equivalent
neither to a lens of 43 D. nor to one of 32 D., but to
a certain other lens which would have the same con-
jugate points as the cornea. In other words, the
coiwea has no fixed dioptric value. It could always
be replaced by a certain lens, but by a different lens
for every variation in the length of the incident pencil.

Against this view Dr. Weiland has pro-
tested in the same journal in an article entitled :
" Has the Cornea No Fixed Dioptric Value ? "
His argument is the same as that given before
by the reviewer and he there gives still another
definition of the refracting power of the cornea.
He says:

But one may look at this question from another
standpoint. We may ask : What is the simplest way
of defining the refractive condition of a surface ? Now,
if we cut off from the cornea with a sharp knife a thin
plano-convex lens, we may take this thin plano-convex
lens in air as a measure of its refracting power.
This thin lens in air would have a focal distance
which can be found by the well-known formula for a

lens in air : = Here r„ is infinitely
rn

large and n - 1.3365, that is the refractive index of
cornea and aqueous. We see then that we obtain

it —1
for the dioptric power of this corneal lens — =

f 1'1
where r, is the radius of the cornea. Now, the re-
ciprocal of the focal distance of this lens may be taken
as a measure for the refractive power of the cornea,
and we may say in general that the dioptric power of
a refracting surface is equal to that of a thin piano-
convex lens in air, obtained by cutting off a piece of
that surface. This definition of the dioptric power of
a refractive surface leads to the same result as that of
Tscherning as far as the mathematical expression is

— t
Concerned, NViliCh —. This way of ex-

./
pressing the dioptric power of the cornea by the recip-

rocal of the anterior focal distance is very convenient.

This notation is used on the arc of all oph-
thalmometers and allows us to determine the
cylinder for the correction of the corneal astig-
matism, as is shown in the following passage
from the article of Dr. Weiland :

This Nv ill be evident when we consider the ques-

tion asked by Dr. Sutter : " Why do we, by subtract-

ing the dioptric power (as recorded on the ophthal-

mometric scale) in the meridian of least refraction
front that in the meridian of greatest refraction, ob-

tain the dioptric equivalent of the lens which corrects

the astigmatism ?" The doctor answers :

" It is because, as the formuke for refraction show,
the dioptric power of the correcting lens is always
equal to the difference between the reciprocal of the
anterior focal lengths whatever be the length of the
incident pencil. For instance, let us suppose an eye
to be myopic I D. in the horizontal meridian and 2 D.
in the vertical meridian. Since in the former meridian
the far point of the eye, which is conjugate to the retina,
is one meter distant from the eye, we have, by apply-

ing the formula for spherical refraction, the equation,
n I

1 —
F

being the distance of the retina from the

cornea and F the anterior focal length of the cornea.
In the vertical meridian, since the far point is me-

m I
ter, we have the similar equation, 2 + — —. Then 

.11 F1

1 1 1 1
— — — = 2 — 1 ; or, — — — is equal to the dioptric

F

P°" er of the lens which corrects the astigmatism.
" It is in this sense only that the markings on the

scale represent the dioptric power of the cornea."

This answer, although the same as that given by
Tscherning (loc. ' cit., p. 594 in a note), is not quite
conclusive, as it is correct only for an aphakic eye.
For, in the formula used by Dr. Sutter, the point in
front of the cornea and the point on the retina are re-
garded as conjugated points with reference to the
cornea only. In an eye not aphakic), must fall much
behind the retina. This proof, therefore, cannot be
accepted for an eye with a crystalline lens without
further consideration.

But we may reason thus : In an emmetropic eye
with a given crystalline lens, at a given distance both
from retina and cornea, there can be only one point
on the axis towards which rays, parallel in air, must
converge after refraction by the cornea, in order to be
further refracted by the crystalline to a point on the
retina. Let us call the distance of this point from the
cornea F, , then F, would be the second focal dis•
tance of an ideal cornea that would make this eye
emmetropic. The first focal length of the cornea

would then be and the refractive power of

this ideal cornea would be — . But suppose we had

not this, but another weaker cornea of the refractive

power where therefore C, would be the anterior

and nC, = C, the posterior focal distance. This

— would be found by the ophthalmometer. What

lens — would we have to add to the cornea in

order to make the eye emmetropic again ? It is clear
that this lens of focal distance f in contact with the
cornea must have such a power that the parallel rays
falling on it are by the cornea refracted to . For
all rays refracted to F2 are by the crystalline focused
on the retina. Now the parallel rays, striking the lens,
fall after refraction by the lens on the cornea converging
towards a point f behind the cornea, and we there-

fore must have by corneal refraction : — + — =
F.

C, C,
But as C, nC, and F,== nF, we have —

1 1 
—f

or — = — — — . That is, the refractive power of the
I F. er

lens is simply the difference between the dioptric
power of the ideal cornea and that of the real cornea.
Suppose, now, that in the other main meridian of the

cornea we had the greater dioptric power — and that
k,

f, was the focal distance of the lens required to
make this meridian emmetropic, then we would get

t t
also as before — . 'We would, therefore

.11 

,
J' K1

1 1 1 1
have by subtraction — — — = — — That is, the

I ft K■
difference between the two correcting spheres or the
cylinder would be equal to the difference between the
dioptric powers of the two main meridians. Now,

1- and -- are measured by the corneal images and
111
are marked on the scale, so that we see that this nota-
tion allows us to determine at once the cylinder which
in contact with the cornea corrects the corneal astig-
matism of the eye.

It is evident then from the foregoing expo-
sition that the definition of the refractive power

(contin.ed on page in)
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of the cornea or any refracting surface as the
reciprocal of the anterior focal distance, is quite
correct and leads to very simple mathematic
expressions. It is also very interesting that the
same notation may be applied to the two re-
fracting surfaces of a lens. For the refractive
„ t

power (-7) of a tens is equal to (n— i•

if u is the index of the glass, used, and ri and
I-, are the radii of curvature of the two surfaces,

I — 1 n — 1
and may be written thus : — — —. But

r, r,
— 

or — is nothing but what we have
r,

called before the refracting power of the first
or second surface, and so we may say that the
refracting power of a lens is equal to the sum of
the dioptric powers of its two surfaces. Indeed,
we thus arrive at a rule which is known and
used by every optician in the world.

Alterations in the Form of the Cornea

More than a hundred years ago some stu-
dents of the eye expressed the opinion that the
curvature of the cornea was variable, and they
even went so far as to explain the accommoda-
tion of the eye by an increasing corneal curva-
ture. It was not long, however, before Thomas
Young, in the beginning of the last century,
demonstrated that the act of accommodation
could not be thus explained, for he could still
accommodate for near objects after he had elimi-
nated his own cornea by putting it in water and
after he had replaced its refracting action by a
bi-convex lens in front of the eye. Since then,
and especially since the elaborate measurements
of Helmholtz, the cornea has been regarded as
a body of unchangeable form ; but in the last
fifteen years better observations, especially with
the modern ophthalmometers, have caused us to
modify these views considerably. To give only
one example, we will refer to the observations in
rabbits' eyes made by Dr. W. Eisen, in 1888.
He confirmed experimentally what had been
pronounced before by Helmholtz, " that the
corneal curvature, disregarding individual dif-
ferences, depends upon the pressure of the
fluids in the eye in such a manner that the
radius of curvature of the cornea becomes the
greater the greater the pressure." Eisen also
found that in an astigmatic cornea with increas-
ing pressure the greatest radius increased less
than the smallest, in consequence of which
the amount of astigmatism became relatively
smaller. In some .eyes he actually observed
that a small amount of astigmatism with the
rule was converted into an astigmatism against
the rule with the increase of intraocular pres-
sure. It is true that these experiments were
made .on rabbits, but there seems to be no doubt
that their results may be justly applied to the
human eye. It is in this way that we can ex-
plain the perverse astigmatism, so frequently
observed in eyes suffering from glaucoma. But
in these researches of Eisen only one factor, that
of intraocular pressure, has been studied. Un-
doubtedly there are other factors that influence
the form of the cornea. Among these we may
mention the pressure of the lids, which some-
times causes astigmatism, as has been shown by
Lacqueur, Bull, .Swan Burnett and others. Age
also makes its influence felt ; for Pflueger has
first observed that the frequencyof the astigmatism
with the rule diminishes with age, while that of
the inverse astigmatism increases. Another and
probably the chief factor, however, is the out-
ward pressure of the six muscles which, together
with the capsule of Tenon, form an almost corn-
plete envelope.

This influence of the ocular muscles has
been lately studied by Dr. Paride Melloni, of
Milan, Italy. He reports his results in an article

THE KEYSTONE

entitled, " Alterations in the Corneal Curves
Following Strabismus Operations," an elaborate
review of which is given by Dr. C. A. Wood in
the Ophthalmic Record. As to the general
influence of the muscles on the corneal shape,
he gives the opinions of former investigators in
the following words:

Leroy was among the first to call attention to the
influence of the muscles on the shape of the cornea,
observing how the greater and lesser curves corre-
spond perfectly with the arrangement of the different
muscular forces disposed around it. The minimal
flattenting is on the temporal side, 1. e., it corresponds
to the external, the weakest, rectus, the maximal on
the nasal side, corresponding to the internal rectus,
strongest of the extrinsic muscles of the eye. The
curvature above and below is practically the same,
corresponding to the superior and inferior recti, which
are of equal strength. Roeder admits a slight amount
of corneal astigmatism produced by the extfinsic
muscles of the eye. Schneller speaks of changes in
the shape of the eye under the influence of muscular
contractions. The ocular muscles, according to him,
especially in individuals with an elastic sclerotic, may
by their contraction shorten the eyeball across, length-
ening it in the antero-posterior diameter, which would
explain to a certain extent accommodation in the ab-
sence of the crystalline lens, a condition found by
Förster to be greater in the young. The conclusions
of his experiments are that strong convergence length-
ens the radius of curvature of the cornea. These
assertions of Schneller's have been combatted by Sat-
tler, it is true, but if these changes are open to doubt,
or at least are slight and scarcely appreciable in ordi-
nary cases and in normal eyes, the same cannot be
said of the changes which occur under the influence
of muscular contractions when the internal tension has
been slightly diminished, as.has been demonstrated by
Baiardi's research on eyes after paracentesis. On the
other hand we have Stilling's theory of the genesis of
myopia and of the important part played by the con-
tractions of the superior oblique in its evolution.

There can, therefore, be no doubt that the
muscular apparatus does exert a certain influence
and action on the form of the eyeball, and
especially on that of the cornea. It stands to
reason that we thus should expect a more or
less pronounced change in the corneal astigma-
tism after operations on. one or more of the
muscles. These changes, however, are not so
very pronounced, that they are evident to even
a casual observer. On the contrary, they re-
quire careful keratometric examinations, and
for this reason they could not have been made
before the invention of the ophthalmometer.
But even since this time opinions on this subject
are discordant and even contradictory up to
Melloni's investigation, as will be evidenced by
the following passage :

As early. as 5863 Knapp, after examining various
cases in which strabotomy had been performed, de-
clared that this operation has no influence on the
curvature of the cornea. Noyes, however, affirmed
that Ile had seen corneal astigmatism develop from
tenotomy of the external and internal recti. Priestly
Smith relates a very interesting case of a lady wills
myopic astigmatism of I D in the vertical meridian,
which appeared suddenly, consecutive to rheumatic
paralysis of the two recti, external and internal. With
appropriate treatment the paralysis and with it the
astigmatism, vanished in the course of a few days. In
this case it was assumed that the diminished tonicity
of the muscles of the horizontal plane of the eye had
allowed the muscles of the vertical plane to slightly
compress the eye along the vertical diameter, thus
flattening the cornea on the horizontal and increasing
the curvature on the vertical meridian.

Lacqueur, on the other hand, asserts that he has
never noted any change in the curvature either with
paralysis of the muscles or consecutive to squint
operations, contrary, as he admits, to what might be
anticipated. Swan Burnett has also recently announced
the same conclusions. Pallas is of the opinion that
astigmatism may be diminished by a strabismus opera-
tion. Still more recently Ewers, of Leipsic, in a
monograph on the development of astigmatism of the
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cornea, reports the results of his operations of twenty
eyes before and after operations for convergent or
divergent strabismus. I le found no alterations in the
curvature of the cornea in fourteen cases. In two there
was a decrease of .25 D. and an increase of the same
amount in two others. Twice he noted an increase of
.50 D., once on the horizontal and once on the verti-
cal meridian. In these two cases alone, he observes,
can the modications be imputed to the operation, as a
difference of .25 D. between two ophthalmetric tests
occurs even in normal conditions.

In consequence of these conflicting state-
ments, Melloni investigated the matter for him-
self. He studied 27 cases, which include 19
cases of simple tenotomy of the internal rectus,
6 of tenotomy of the same niuscle with capsular
advancement of the external rectus, one of teno-
tomy of the external rectus, and one of simple
external capsular advancement. The observa-
tions were made with the Java! ophthalmometer,
and the measurements were always taken by the
same observer. Melloni found that-among the
19 tenotomies of the internal rectus no change
in the corneal curves could be observed in 7.
In 7 other cases tenotomy of the internal rectus
induced an increase in the curvature of the
vertical meridian, ranging from a minimum of
.20 D. to a maximum of 1.15 D., while the
horizontal meridian either showed a slight dimi-
nution or no change. In two cases the curva-
ture was diminished in both meridians, more in
the horizontal than in the vertical. To explain
these: differences in the different case, Melloni
says

In the attempt to explain why in certain quite
numerous cases there were no changes in the corneal
curves after operation, while in others the curves were
considerably modified, the author points out that we
must first take into account the condition of the
muscles. It was noticed that the tonicity of the
muscles varied in different individuals. In the cases
\yid' less muscular tonicity and force it is natural that
the compressing action exerted by the muscles on the
eyeball is nearly null, and that the eyeball and the
cornea feel no effect from them even after the equilib-
rium of the muscular apparatus has been altered by
tenotomy. The reverse occurs, however, when the
muscles are strong and elastic, and in such cases the
alterations may be of various kinds. The curvature
generally increases in the vertical diameter. The
mechanism of this increase can be readily explained
by reflecting that when the internal rectus, the short-
est of the muscles, is divided, the eyeball is compressed
by the obliques, being only held in position by the
superior and inferior recti. The external rectus offers
practically no resistance, as it is the weaker and longer
muscle. It follows, thus, that the force exerted on the
eyeball by the four recti in opposition to the two ob-
liques, a force which was formerly distributed on the
two meridians, is now exerted solely in the direction
of the vertical meridian by the superior and inferior
recti. The eyeball and with it the cornea, drawn by
these two recti above and below, must be slightly
compressed in the vertical diameter and expanded
horizontally as the external and internal recti no longer
pull on it from the sides. If besides this, we consider
that by the shortening of the antero-posterior axis of
the eyeball the latter rotating on itself assumes the
same antero-posterior axis as the muscles, and that
where formerly the muscles only embraced a portion
of the eyeball they now embrace it all in its maximum
diameter, and can thus make their action felt on the
vertical meridian. If this explanation be -the correct
one, the vertical meridian becoming more curved and
the horizontal flattened, the increased curvature in the
N,ert lea 1 meridian should always coincide with a dimin-
ished curvature in the horizontal.

It is difficult to explain the findings in two cases
where marked decrease in the horizontal meridian
was accompanied by a decrease in the vertical. Pos-
sibly the eyeball no longer constricted by the belt
formed by the internal and external recti, ‘vas able to
expand in this direction, and hence the cornea became
flattened horizontally, but how can we explain the
similar decrease of curvature in the vertical meridian,
unless possibly by a cicatricial process entailed by a

(Con(inued on page vs)
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CHAPTER XIV

(Part I)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES.

ANATOMY

The eyeball, as it lies in the cavity of the
orbit, is capable of motion in different direc-
tions, by means of six slender muscles, which
are named as follows:

Internal Rectus.
External Rectus.
Superior Rectus.
Inferior Rectus.
Superior Oblique.
Inferior Oblique.

It might be stated in paren-
thesis that the term " rectus " is
the Latin word for straight, and
thatre'c'truescti " is simply the pluralof

At the posterior portion of
the cavity of the orbit is the optic
foramen, which is a circular open-
ing in the sphenoid bone, for the
passage of the optic nerve and
ophthalmic artery. Immediately
surrounding this opening is a ring or band
of fibrous tissue, known by anatomists as the
ligament of Zinn, from which arise the four
recti muscles. The tendinous origins of these
muscles are so closely connected that they seem
almost continuous, and apparently form a short
tube, which soon separates into .the individual
tendons of each muscle.

The internal rectus muscle arises from the
inner margin of the optic foramen, having a
common tendon with the inferior rectus, runs
forward along the inner side of the eyeball, and
is inserted in the sclerotic 5.5 mm. from the
cornea. This muscle leads all the others in size
and strength, and length of tendon, and being
attached nearest to the cornea, has a decided
mechanical advantage. The internal recti are
the muscles concerned in the function of con-
vergence, and are the ones usually affected in
muscular asthenopia. On this account they are
of special interest to the optician. They are
supplied by the third cranial nerve, known as
the oculo-motor.

The external rectus has two origins, from
the outer border of the sphenoidal fissure and
the optic foramen. It is therefore called two-
headed, although the muscular fibres really arise
in an unbroken series, and there is no gap
between them. The muscle runs forward along
the outer wall of the orbit, and is attached to
the sclerotic 6.9 mm. from the cornea. The
external is the longest of the four straight mus-
cles, although its tendon is the shortest, being
only 3.7 mm. in length. Its nervous supply is
derived from the sixth cranial nerve, known as
the abducens.
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The sufierior reetus arises from the upper
border of the optic foramen, passes under the
levator palpebrie, and is inserted in the sclerotic
7.7 mm. from the cornea. This muscle is the
thinnest and narrowest, and therefore the weak-
est of the recti, and having its insertion farthest
from the cornea, acts at a greater disadvantage.
There is, therefore, an anatomical hindrance that
discourages the habit of " looking up," and
great fatigue of the eye is soon manifest when
looking at pictures hung high in a gallery. The
superior rectus is supplied by the third or oculo-
motor nerve.

The inferior ?Taus springs from the lower
border of the optic foramen, having the same
tendon as the internal. It runs along the floor
of the orbit, and is inserted in the sclerotic
6.5 mm. from the cornea. This muscle is next
in length to the external rectus. The nervous
supply is derived from the third cranial or motor-
oculi nerve.

The suterior oblique muscle arises from a
point a little in front of the inner margin of the
optic foramen, passes forward and upward in
close relation to the wall of the orbit, and as it
gets to the upper and inner part it becomes a
small, round, fibrous band, which passes through
and is supported by a short tube or ring of
fibro-cartilaginous tissue, which serves as a pulley
for its action. It then expands into a tendon,
which passes backward, downward and outward,
beneath the superior' rectus, and is inserted in
the sclerotic midway between the optic nerve
and the margin of the cornea. The superior
oblique is supplied by the fourth cranial or
pathetic nerve.

Museles of the Bight Orbit.

The ivrerior oblique muscle arises from the
floor of the orbit, close to its anterior portion,
in a slight depression in the maxillary bone. Its
fibres are almost entirely muscular, and it passes
along the .floor of the orbit under the inferior
rectus, curving outward, backward and upward,
and terminating in a tendon which becomes
attached to the sclerotic in the outer and inferior
region of the back of the eye, between the
inferior and external recti muscles. The third
cranial nerve furnishes its nervous supply.

The levator fialfiebree can scarcely be in-
cluded in the extra-ocular muscles that control
the movements of the ball, and yet it is s6
closely allied and associated with them, as to
deserve a slight description. It originates from
a point above and in front of the optic foramen
in close association with the superior rectus, so
that one muscle can not be used without more
or less contraction of the other. The levator
muscle grows broader as it passes along the roof
of the orbit, and is finally attached as a broad
membranous expansion to the tarsal cartilage of
the upper eyelid.

ACTION OF THE MUSCLES.

The individual action of the several muscles
may be summarized as follows:

Internal rectus rotates eyeball horizontally
towards nose, known as adduction.

External rectus rotates eyeball horizontally
towards temple, known as abduction.
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Superior rectus rotates the eyeball vertically
upwards, and giving the upper portion of the
vertical meridian of the cornea a slight inclina-
tion inward.

This diagram shows the It sert ion of the four reeti
muscles upon the scieroCe IIS vit wed from the front. The
exact distance of each from the cornea is marked in
millimeters.

Inferior rectus rotates the eyeball vertically
downward, and giving the lower portion of the
vertical meridian a slight inclination inwards.

The axis of rotation of the superior and
inferior recti is horizontal, and of the internal
and external recti vertical, with the inner
extremity more forward than the outer.

The superior oblique moves the eyeball
downward and outward, and at the same time
rotates the upper part of the vertical meridian
inward.

The inferior oblique moves the eyeball
upward and outward, and rotates the lower part
of the vertical meridian inward.

The outward rotation of the cornea caused
by the action, of the oblique muscles, takes
place in opposite directions : when produced by
the superior oblique the movement of the cornea
is at its lower portion from within outward,
while, when produced by the inferior oblique,
the upper portion of the cornea is displaced out-
wards, at the same thne that the lower half is
deflected inwards.

Oblique movements are the result of the
associated action of the recti and oblique mus-
cles, as the superior rectus and the inferior
oblique act together, and the inferior rectus with
the superior oblique.

Elevation and depression of the eyeball is
effected by the superior and inferior recti mus-
cles only when the eye is turned out, and by the
superior and inferior oblique when the eye is
turned in.

Abduction of the eye is accomplished
mainly by the external rectus muscle, which,

This diagram shows the insertion of the two oblique
muscles from the rear. The lines of their insertion are
directed diagonally across the meridians, that of the Mil/P-
rior oblique forming an angle of 450 with the vertical mer-
idian, and that of the inferior oblique an angle of about 200
with the horizontal meridian. There is an Impression that
their insertions are parallel, which, however, in erroneous.

however, is reinforced later in the act by the
two obliques. Adduction is principally due to
the action of the internal recti muscles, which
is likewise reinforced later in the act by the
superior and inferior recti, which are of appre-
ciable value in extreme adduction.

(To BE CONTINUED)
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wide tenotomy, which may have pulled on the tissues,

the effects of which are difficult to estimate.

In the six cases, where the tenotomy of the
internal rectus was combined with external cap-
sular advancement, there was almost always
produced a diminished curvature in both meri-
dians, but mainly in the horizontal. Capsular
advancement alone seems to lead to an increase
in the corneal curve of that meridian in which
it is done.

Another very interesting fact brought for-
ward by these observations is the occurrence of
a change in the position of the chief meridians,
which was found several times and which in two
cases amounted to 30 and 25 degrees, respec-
tively. As to its causation the author expresses
the following views :

The number of these cases of x,ariation of the

meridians, although considerable, is scarcely sufficient

for correct conclusions in regard to the manner in

which the variations occur, nor to decide which opera-

tion is the most important factor in their production.

But, generally speaking, they may be ascribed to the

fact that in the tenotomy the aponeurotic expansion of

the tendon was divided more extensively below than

above or vice versa, according to the effect desired.

Another plausible explanation, is that the advancement

established some points of attachment more solidly

than others, or that the stitches held firmer in one

place than another, or that some stitches had to be

loosened on account of over-correction. These causes

may induce a pulling and stretching in one direction

or another which produce on the cornea the variations

in the orientation of the meridians mentioned. Pro-

cesses of cicatricial retraction may also be involved in

the phenomenon, as we noted above that the varia-

tions in the meridians did not occur until several

months after intervention.

The reader will see from this paper that
operations on the ocular muscles will more or

less change the form of the cornea, but that it

is impossible in each individual case to foretell

the exact result, not only as to the amount but

also as to the kind of danger.

The Influence of the Eye on the Growth

of the Orbit

In the human body all the composing de-

ments form a closely-packed mosaic, in which

every cell has its growth strictly limited by the

pressure of those around it. But if some of

these are destroyed or taken away, the remain-

ing ones are, so to speak, liberated from con-

trol and become more capable of growth and

development. According, then, to this well-

established fact of pathology we should expect

that the removal of an eye, at least in young

and growing animals, should cause an increased

growth of the bones and other tissue lying

around it. We should expect the orbit or the

bony cavity to become smaller. And this is

what has been observed by Dr. W. E. Thomp-

son. He read a paper not long ago before the

Ophthalmological Society of the United King-

dom in which he reported the result of his ex-

periments. One eye in a series of rabbits was

enucleated under ether about the twentieth day

of life. The animals were kept for periods

varying from six to eight months and then were

killed. The orbits were carefully measured and

it was found that the anophthalmic side showed

a smaller orbit. The deficiency was very uni-

formly distributed over the length, height and

depth of the orbit and amounted to something

like ten per cent.
The president, Dr. C. A. Critchett, called

attention to the practical importance of this
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apparently purely theoretical work and strongly
advised the early insertion of artificial eyes, in
order to prevent the faulty development of the
orbit.

A New Eye Bandage

At the Chicago Ophthalmological Society
Dr. H. Gradle lately showed a new eye bandage
for which he claims that it cannot become dis-
placed when applied properly. The following
description of it is given in the Ophthalmic-
Record

When intended for both eyes, it consists of a rec-

tangular pad of muslin over each eye, the two being

united by a bridge of broad tape across the nose.

Broad tape, fastened to the edges cif the pads, en-

circles the head above the ears, and is either tied or

buckled at the temple. From
the bridge of the nose another
band of tape runs sagittally
over the head, meeting the
transverse tape behind. After
adjustment to the patient's
head, this is pinned or
stitched. Each eye pad is
kept from being distorted by

the traction of the tape by

means of pieces of whale-
bone (natural or artificial)

with rounded corners inserted at the vertical edges.

If the bandage is to be used for one eye only, the

pad for the normal eye is made a skeleton frame,

which the vertical walebones keep in shape. The

patient's view through this frame is unobstructed.

Slipping of this bandage is prevented by the

whalebones next to the nose, by 'the support of the

tape by the ears, and by the band reaching from the

nose to the middle of the .back of the head. Accord-

ing to patients' statements, it is the most comfortable

of all forms of eye bandage.

A Vexatious Grievance

ED. KEYSTONE hen we opticians are troubled

we like to have a person like your editor to whom we

may pour out our woes and seek such consolation as

he may be able to give us poor much-abused mortals.

There are times when we would give our best instru-

ment for a good face-to-face chat with him.

My woe in this particular case is in nowise differ-

ent from that which other opticians in like standing are

no doubt every day facing, some braving out the situ-

ation in one way and some in another. My situation

is that I am an optician who spent, while studying

watchwork, over a year and a half in the study of the

eye, having spared no pains in the pursuit of the

knowledge necessary to perfect myself as far as pos-

sible in the profession or art. My instruments are of

the very best that the market affords and include not

one or two, but all of recognized merit, representing

an outlay of several hundred dollars. My books are

the latest and most advanced on the subject, and my

store is fitted up in the best possible manner for the

purpose. My advertising has been liberal, and have

made hitherto no charge for examination. Prices have

been liberal and treatment of customers the best I

knew how, so as to popularize myself as much as

possible. For three years I have had a fair part of

the business in my line. I have done as well as one

could be expected to do in the way of fitting up cor-

rect lenses, but have never claimed infallibility.

However, I have been in the habit of making changes

within a year, whenever I have found that the lenses

previously fitted had not given perfect satisfaction,

without extra charge, and doing it in a liberal and not

grudging spirit. I believe that in most cases it has

been appreciated.
Now, along comes a competitor in the person who

flaunts before the astonished multitude " R. 0., Grad-

uate - Optical College." His entire outfit con-

sists of a single instrument. I found that a course

could be taken at the above " optical college " in

two weeks' time at a nominal cost, and that a diploma

is thrown in for good measure. This man is only like

no-one-knows-how-many thousand other itinerant opti-

cians who " vi-it ymir town each month," some put-
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ting up at hotel parlors, some traveling from house to

house, some doing both. Their lack of skill is usually

made up by their excess of " nerve." To recite all
their tricks would take pages of your journal. One

of them claimed he was sent out by me, and that any

changes required in lenses at any time would be recti-

fied by me if the customer would call at my office, the

only redeeming feature of this fellow being that he

was a comet with a parabolic orbit, which would never

allow him to return here again.
Some of them put up at the hotel and attract

whatever trade possible, and where they do that I

cannot say that I feel as strongly against them as

against that other class who make a house to house

canvass, finding fault with whatever they find done by

me, making excessive claims for their lenses, doing

whatever mischief lies in their power. The very fact

that they come from out of town goes a long way with

many of their more credulous customers to substan-

tiate their claim for superiority.
Some of them I have met in one way and some in

another, and some I have not tried to meet at all,

knowing that their methods would preclude future

visits. I note that some opticians have kept a long

standing column in their respective papers, giving list

of people they have fitted ; no doubt a good plan, but

very expensive. One of these fellows I met by his

own methods, that of distributing hand bills. On

mine I show and explain the use of all the instruments,

he having but one.
I have thought seriously of cutting the prices of

lenses so low that if met it would leave these itinerants

so little profit they could not afford to come. This is

an unprofessional and from some points an unbusiness-

like method. Perhaps he would then pose as the

superior man and maintain higher prices. It is exas-

perating to see a noble profession dragged into the

ground by tin-peddler methods. I hope to see the day

when we shall have to register in the locality in which

we do business, just as a druggist does, and for my part

I cannot see why that kind of law may not be framed

and passed even at this day. A license fee should, of

course, be demanded of sufficient size to mean some-

thing.
Would like to know how other established opti-

cians are meeting the same difficulties in other States.
Yours truly,

0 EXCELSIOR.' '

Our correspondent's letter deals with a
grievance that is very prevalent and often very
vexatious to both the jewelry and optical trades.
It is a manifest injustice that a person estab-
lished in business, who pays taxes and helps
support schools, churches and his local muni-

. cipal government, should have no protection
front the invading nomads who, in the majority
of cases, simply impose on the credulity of the
unsophisticated. We are pleased to notice that
efforts are now being made to circumvent the
itinerants by the passage of city ordinances arid
even State laws which will tax them to the pro-
hibitory point. In Connecticut and Kansas, if
we remember rightly, bills have been introduced
in the legislatures for this purpose. The con-
stitutionality of the town ordinances aimed at
peddlers and other business transients has been
questioned; but even if unconstitutional they
will nevertheless generally be found effective,
for the itinerants seldom have the means or the
inclination to fight the town authorities, nor
would it be judicious or profitable for them to
do so. The people who pay the taxes merit
the protection of the government, municipal or
State, and the combined business interests
should insist on such protection. - When the
aggrieved party is a single individual, as in the
case of our correspondent, there would seem to
be little possibility of redress. The education
and admonition of the public through adver-
tising has been suggested and is of undoubted
service, but its degree of efficacy is far from
satisfactory. Taxation by State law or city
ordinance would seem to be the most effective
preventive ; or, in other words, registering and
licensing, as our correspondent suggest. Organi-
zation and unity of action among the local busi-
ness people would seem to be a necessary pre-
liminary to the rectification of this grievance.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address-not for publication, but as an evi-
dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order in
which they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymous
communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and 4ive proper
advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it is essential
that we be furnished with a complete history of each case and
accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. Have glasses been previously worn? how long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (us shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"G. J. C."-Lady, aged twenty-eight. Never wore
glasses. Visual acuteness, 0. U. Mc No astig-
matism. No muscular trouble. Reads only 72"
type at 15" inches. Suffers severe neuralgia
often. Plus lenses make distant vision worse.
Minus 1.25 make distant vision 38. Minus lenses
do not improve reading. vision. Plus 1.25 makes
reading vision normal (15 type at 15'). Have
reason to suspect patient addicted to morphine
habil, but do not think she was under the influ-
ence at the time of frig/. My diagnosis is hy-
peropia with severe chronic spasm of accommo-
dation. Prescribed 1.25 for all near work and
advised constant use, or as much so as possible.
Wi/lyon explain your idea of the case?'

We think our correspondent is about right in his
diagnosis of this case, as the symptoms all point to
spasm of the accommodation. There must be quite
a considerable amount of ciliary contraction to reduce
the vision to NO and yet it is not improbable. If the
patient is using morphine habitually, this is an im-
portant feature of the case, as under these circum-
stances there may be difficulty in finding glasses that
will be satisfactory. The prescribing of convex
glasses for constant wear is the best thing that can
be done under these conditions, from the optician's
standpoint ; but in addition, such a patient needs
medical attention. It may be necessary to commence
with glasses weaker than + 1.25 and gradually increase
as the eyes will bear.

" H. J. B."-Min, aged thirty-five years. Vision,
R. E. 18; L. E. M. Prescription, R. - 1.75

/.50 cyl. a.v. fro° ; L. E. - 2.25 ̂  2.25

ax. 800. Vision equals II, but complains that
for near reading it is not as good as he wants it.
Now he won't lake any stronger spit.  nor won't
take -I- sph. at all. I have nothing- but Me trial
case to fest with. Has worn glasses for ten or
fifteen years, but can't say what kind, as I never
saw them.

This seems to be a case of mixed astigmatism,
although an analysis of the lenses found necessary,
especially the left one, might indicate a simple myopic
astigmatism. There are several methods of testing
such a case, and the proper correction can no doubt
be arrived at by means of the trial case alone. We
would suggest a procedure somewhat as follows,
commencing with the right eye : First tiy a .5o D. S.
and if rejected, then a + .50 D. cyl. ax. 900, which is
then rotated to right and left, in order to determine
the proper meridian, which may be at no°, as indi-
cated by our correspondent. If convex lenses are
absolutely rejected, then concaves must be tried, com-
mencing first with a - .50 D. S. and then a - .50 D.
cyl. ax. 1800. In this case the latter will no doubt be
preferred as affording the better vision, and then it
may be increased by .25 D. at a time. Then the lens
is rotated slightly, in order to determine the proper
meridian, which, according to the history given us,
will probably locate the axis at 20°. The weakest
concave cylinder is selected which affords the best
vision at the indicated meridian, after which a .50
D. S. and a + .5o D. cylinder, with its axis at right
angles, is placed over the concave cylinder, which
may or may not be accepted. If rejected, the indica-
tions are that the case is one of simple myopic astig-
matism ; if accepted, the convex element is increased
as much as the eye will bear, the case then being one
of mixed astigmatism. The left eye must be examined
in the same way, the result being probably a - 2.25 D.
cyl. ax. 1700. This, then, represents the error of re-
fraction, after which, with these glasses on, the ampli-
tude of accommodation must be measured. If less
than 5 D., as it is likely to be, a convex lens must be
combined to supplement the deficient accommodation.
Perhaps this would call for the addition-of about +
I D., possibly a little more, possibly a little less.

We fear it is not possible in this man's case, on
account of the condition of refraction and the near
approach of the presbyopic period, to make one pair
of glasses answer for both purpose's. The distance
correction is not satisfactory for reading, and if a con-
vex lens is added for close use, it impairs the clearness
of vision. This matter must be explained to the pa-
tient, and he must be informed that two pairs of
glasses (or bifocals) are necessary for the proper com-
fort of his eyes.

THEE K Y'S'TONE

"F .11."-Boy, aged sixteen years. Has a growth
on each eye. It is a Min, thy formation and some-
what resembles dzy skin ; very thin. Is growing
from the acute edge of the eye to the center ; it
has already grown toward the iris and is up to the
iris. It is being treated by an oculist, but no
gain seems to be made under the treatment. I
would like to know what is the fiat remedy foi this
case, whether medicine or the culling off of M/s.
He is now wearing - .50 ax. the on both eyes.
Just recently put the glasses on him. The oculist
is not 4riving very strict attention and I wish to
know if I could not treat the case through your
advisement. The oculist' s idea seems to be to
absorb this substance, rather Man to cut it off.

From the description given us we would judge
that this formation or growth is a pcterygiun, which
consists of a hypertrophy of the conjunctiva. Its most
usual situation is at the inner side of the cornea over
position of the internal rectus muscle. It is a fan-
shaped growth, the smaller end pointing towards the
cornea. It is apt to grow towards and over the cornea,
but rarely passes its center. It is very seldom found
in young people, the average age for it being about
forty-eight years. For this reason it is somewhat
questionable whether this is the trouble in this boy's
eyes, although the description given would lead us to
think that it was. There are several methods of treat-
ment, all of which are surgical :

I. Excision, in which the growth is seized with
the forceps, raised from the eye, shaved off from its
corneal attachment, turned backward and excised.

2. Transplantation, consisting in dividing the cor-
neal attachment, splitting it and turning it back, cut-
ting the ends off and transplanting each flap into the
upper and lower conjunctival cuts. The growth may
also be strangulated by means of ligatures.

It is evident that the treatment of such a condition
is a matter entirely outside the domain of the optician
and belongs to a medical man. Our advice, therefore,
to our correspondent is to confine himself to the cor-
rection of any refractive error he may find, and leave
the surgical treatment of the case entirely in the hands
of the oculist.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

"L. R."-I see in an optical journal where an optician
describes the correction of astigmatism and mus-
cular insufficiency by using minus cylinders, axis
go°, and had them decentered so as to produce the
necessary prismatic correction. Now, my under-
standing of cylinders is that they must set true to
their axis to have the desired results. If just as
good decentered, how would you calculate Me
strength of the prism? Say, you have your astig-
matism corrected with a .50 plus or minus, axis
go°, and want a s-degree PriSill added by decen-
tering said cylinder. It seems to me that to de-
center a lens would add to a minus and take from
a plus. If this can be done successfully it would
be guile a saving to opticians.

A spherical lens may be said to possess the same
number of diopters of prismatic effect as of refractive
power when decentered to a distance of to mm. A
I D. lens will thus afford it prism diopter, a 2 D. lens
2 prism diopters, and so on. In other words, a decen-
tration of I mm. will give a prismatic effect equal to
one-tenth of the dioptric value of the lens. There-
fore, the rule may be expressed somewhat as follows:
Take one-tenth of the refractive power of the sphere
and divide into the desired prismatics, and the result
will be the number of millimeters of decentration
required.

For instance. if a 4 D. lens is taken and a i D.
prism is desired, the question is how much decentra-
tion is required? 4 ) Loo

•2.5
According to the rule given above, one-tenth of

4 D. is .4, which is divided into i D., the desired prism,
and the result is 2.5 nun., which is the distance the
lens must be decentered, as shown by the sum
worked out.

The decentration of cylinders is a slightly dif-
ferent matter, because such lenses have a plane me-
ridian, along which no prismatic effect could be ob-
tained by any amount of decentration. When the
axis is at 900, there could be no decentration for the
correction of a hyperphoria ; and when the axis is at
1800, there can be no decentration for the correction
of an esophoria or exophoria.

In the case mentioned by our correspondent,
.where the axis of the cylinder is at 1900, there can be
a decentration inwards or outwards, for the relief of
exophoria or esophoria, according to the same rules
that apply to spherical lenses. One-tenth of the
.5° D. divided into the y,. D. prism desired would re-
sult in 5 min. as the amount of decentration required.
If the prism is to be base in, the convex cylinder is
moved inwards and the concave outwards ; for a
prism base out, the convex cylinder is decentered out-
wards and the concave inwards.
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"J. H. B."-llhzn, aged about forty-two years. Vision,
sVG. IlIyopia and astigmatism. I gave R. E.
- 3.75 C - 2.75 cyl. a.r. 75° ; L. E. - 1.5o C
- 2.74 cyl. ax. 125°. This brought vision up to
18. Can read as close as ten inches with this cor-
rection. Can read the finest of print but says if
he reads fast it all blurs. He can see some of Me
letters in II. I wish to bring his vision to ill, but
so far have failed to do so. Do you think I can f

In cases of compound myopic astigmatism, where
the latter is a marked feature of the case, it is not
always possible to raise the acuteness of vision to
normal. If this man is able to name some of the
letters on the No. 20 line, he is probably able to see
as well as it is possible for him to do. Caution should
be used not to give the glasses too strong, as one may
be apt to do in the effort to afford the highest possible
vision. In our experience in a myopia of as high a de-
gree as this, with unaided eye it is not possible to see
even the largest letter on the test card, much less to read
the No. too ; therefore, we fear that these glasses
are stronger than the amount of myopia present would
call for. At any rate, they are too strong to be worn
for close vision, and the glasses must either be reduced
or else a separate pair ordered for reading, and, be-
sides, this • man is approaching the presbyopic age ;
under which circumstances the rule is to substract
the amount of presbyopia in order to determine the
proper glasses for reading. This can be accomplished
by means of the bifocal glasses.

" C. J. H. "-Lady, aged twenty-eight years ; school
teacher. Complains of (yes tiring and headache
(temporal and occipital reg.ion). Health poor;
has had nervous prostration. Could find no astig-
nudism. Does not accept plus lens. Vision singly
18, and totrether nearly IR. Pfi. = 5 inches.
With Maddox rod takes 6° prism base in to fuse
streak and light, azul 3.40 base down. The dot-
and-line test does not show exophoria. If other
tests reveal the same amount of exophorza, had
I better prescribe prisms for constant use, or for
looking off, and of 7t'hat strength? Is it proper
prescribe minus cylinders when vision = II or fg

Presumably the refraction and accommodation in
this lady's case are normal ; and, as a marked degree
of muscular insufficiency is shown to exist, it is fair to
infer that the tired eyes and headache result from this
cause. In considering the amount of exophoria that
is present, there is one point at the start that is very
unusual, and that is that there is 6° of exophoria at a
distance, while the dot-and-line test (which is supposed
to be made at a close point) does not show any muscu-
lar imbalance. Of course, these muscle tests must be
repeated three or four times on as many different
days ; in addition to which the power of the internal
and external recti muscles to overcome prisms must
be measured and then compared with the normal
standard. The average strength of the external recti
is about 8°, and the internal recti three times as much.
When either of the muscles fall below this standard,
or when this proportion is disturbed, there is presump-
tion Of an insufficiency great enough to call for atten-
tion. We have hardly sufficient information on this
case to enable us to judge just what strength of prism
should be prescribed, but the rule is not to attempt to
correct much more than one half.

"J. C 11."-Gentieman, aged fifty ',ears. Sees hi
each eye. Does nol accept plus lenses. Pp. =-
6 in. Peen wearing- - .50 cyl. ax. .tho°, L. -
-.75 cyl. at. 1/0° for three years. Says eyes
tire and ache, but relieved him at first (blur-
ring of letters). I gave I?. + .25 cyl. ax. go°,
L. + .50 ti'/. ax. 90°, but he says he cannot wear
them, as they make him dizzy, etc. I advised him
to wear them at short periods. Did do right?

If this gentleman enjoys a visual acuity of 18 in
each eye it seems scarcely possible that he should
have a myopic astigmatism, because myopia, even if it
effects only one meridian, is supposed to cause some
impairment of vision. Therefore, it is a rule that
when the vision is normal, or better than normal, as
in this case, not to prescribe concave lenses. In such
cases it is usually proper to prescribe a weak convex
cylinder with its axis at right angles ; this was done
for this gentleman and the results seem to have been
unsatisfactory. We would be inclined to suggest a
perseverance in their use in the hope that the eyes
would gradually become adapted to them ; but if this
is utterly impossible, then the concave cylinders he
has been wearing should be reduced. We notice that
this gentleman's near point is six inches, from which
we would infer that he was able to read without
glasses ; this is an unusual condition in a patient of
this age with a normal acuteness of vision. In con-
sidering these two facts, the only explanation that
can be advanced is that he sees at a distance through
his normal meridian and at a close point through his
myopic meridian, presuming that he must have one
myopic meridian, as evidenced by the concave cylin-
ders he has been wearing. In our opinion our corres-
pondent was right in his management of the case, but
he may be compelled to return to the weakened con-
cave cylinders, to which we should •think it would be
necessary to add convex spheres for reading.
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Some Requisites for the Accurate Mea-
surement of Refraction

—__ -

[The following article by Dr. Edward Jackson, in
a recent issue of the Ophthalmic Record, while
intended for medical readers, will interest opticians
also, coming from so high an authority. It would
seem to imply that the well-trained refraction spe-
cialist is it great improvement on the average medical
practioner.—Eu.] •

0 one does well the thing he thinks is
not worth doing. So an appreciation
of the importance of the accurate mea-

surement of refraction is to be set down as the
first requisite. There are various things that tend
to prevent such an appreciation. Doctors are
still influenced by traditions coming down from
the times when the surgeon simply dismissed
the patient needing glasses to the lower world
of the lens-grinder. And the ignorance of the
subject of ametropia that was practically univer-
sal before the day of Donders still lingers among

those who have not mastered what he taught.

Again, ametropia is such a common thing, that

the childish cast of mind that thinks only the
unusual is worthy its special consideration, can-

not interest itself in the correction of errors of
refraction. Moreover, it is an accomplish-

ment that is too different from the work of

the medical profession in other directions to

be appreciated by those engaged in other

lines of practice ; and a sufficient skill in it
has so often been claimed by the most ignorant

and careless pretenders that skepticism as to its
difficulty and delicacy is not to be wondered at.

Nothing but a repetition of the real facts of the

case, a continued holding up of the mistakes of

those who take this work lightly, a pointing out

on all occasions of the harm that comes and the

misery that goes unrelieved from the hands of

the bungler in refraction, will overcome these

obstacles to a proper appreciation of the value

of the best work in this field.

Exact Measurements Possible

A second requisite, and one not universally

possessed, is a belief that the exact and definite

measurement of the refraction of the eye is pos-

sible. He will not put forth his best effort who

does not believe that the object in view is pos-

sible of accomplishment. Some years ago in a

discussion of the static refraction of the eye be-

fore the American Ophthalmological Society, a

prominent member illustrated his views by this

story and comment : "A horse-dealer called his

son to come and ride a horse. How shall I

ride him,' the son inquired, to buy or sell ?'

This covers the case. A patient comes in and we

find astigmatism or not, as we wish." It is worth

while to consider the reasons for this skepticism.

After a blief reference to cycloplegia, in which
our readers are not interested, Dr. Jackson proceeds

to point out faults of methods as follows :

In one of the largest eye hospitals of this

country, where young men by the dozen were

getting their training in ophthalmology, it was for

years customary to apply the subjective method

of measurement by light so poor that on dark

days aa or even la would be the best attain-

able vision. Of course under such conditions

accuracy was unattainable. Then it must be

remembered that very rarely does the refraction

of an eye correspond exactly with that of a lens.

In the mass of cases it really falls between some
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two numbers of the trial set ; and only the most
careful testing will determine which of the two
numbers is the nearer right.

Finally, every eye presents, in the dilated
pupil, different degrees of refractive error. We
know that there may be a difference of two or
three or more dioptres between the refraction of
the center and that of the margin of the pupil.
This might be thought to render exact measure-
ments impossible. But it does. not. In every
pupil there is some portion with practically
uniform refraction, which is capable of giving
the best retinal image. This is the part the
patient will use to see with ; and it is the correc-
tion of this part that constitutes the true correc-
tion for that eye. Fortunately, with test lenses
the patient will, if given the proper opportunity,
usually select this proper correction, and by
skiascopy the part of the pupil having the best
refraction can generally be picked out. But by
other methods, especially with the ophthalmo-
scope, one is liable to measure, not this true
refraction of the eye, but that of some other
part of the pupil. Doing this, of course one
time we may and another time may not find
astigmatism in the same eye. But measured
carefully, by adequate and exact methods, there
will be found as little room for dispute about the
refraction of an eye as about any other physical
measurement.

Equipment. Time and Patience

A third requisite is a good method of work-
ing. There may be several good ones, and we

will not now stop to compare particular methods.

But it must include the taking of the measure-

ments in more than one way, as by the ophthal-

mometer, skiascopy and the subjective test.

The more widely diverse the tests the better, so

that the possible errors of one may be guarded

against by the others. It must also include the
careful trial of departures either way from the

correction selected, until it becomes certain that

any such departure impairs the accuracy of the
correction. No one who does not follow some

routine plan can avoid omissions that will per-

mit frequent errors ; and no one who carefully

works out the refraction in many cases can avoid

falling into some system of doing it.
Among additional requisites may be men-

tioned the possession of the necessary patience

and command of time. To stop in the course

of a test of refraction, before the error has been

ascertained with certainty and accuracy, is

largely to throw away the time that has been

expended. It is sometimes important to repeat

our measurements ; but one accurate determina-

tion is worth more than any number of ipexact

approximations.- The amount of time necessary

for an accurate determination cannot be known

beforehand, the only satisfactory way is to have

the time sufficiently at command to continue the

tests till they yield the result sought for. A

consciousness of a roomful of people waiting

impatiently to see you is fatal to accuracy and

certainty of results. This need for a command

-of time must be recognized both in the arrange-

ments for office hours and in the scale of fees.

No one will take adequate time for his refrac-

tion work if he feels inadequately paid for it ;

and no one except he who does it will fully esti-

mate the time such work takes.

The patience required for this work is

something for cultivation and development, as
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well as a matter of original temperament. But

no one is likely to become an adept who does

not find some pleasure in hunting down the ex-

act nature and extent of a refractive defect. Up

to a certain point all eyes are more or less alike,

and the work of testing them may seem tedious

and monotonous. But when exactness of ob-

servation is carried toward the limit,; of possible

accuracy, every eye takes an individuality of its

own, shows that it differs from all other eyes

and presents a problem ill the working out of

its refraction that is in some respects new.
In this way may the measurement of refrac-

tion can be made to lose its monotony and take

on the charm of original research. The constant
employment of the objective methods, skiascopy

and the oplithalmomer are a great help in this

direction.

An Optical Illusion

A curious optical illusion is produced by the
accompanying figure from La Aitture. At the places

where white strips separating the black squares cross

one another, a hazy penumbra can be seen. If, how-

ever attention is concentrated upon one of these spots

it disappears, though the others remain visible. It

%you'd be interesting to vary the dimensions of the

squares and intervening white spaces, and thus deter-

mine when the effect ceases to be seen. It is suggested

by W. Lardin, in Nature, that the phenomenon illus-

trated is due to (r)faligue, the cause of the reversed

image seen when one looks away from the diagram on

to white paper, combined with (2) involuntary and

iacessant slight movements of the eye. Of course, the

reversed image, white squares and black lines, when
one looks away on to white paper, is well known. It
does not appear to occur at once, but after an interval ;
and it is intermittent, fading and recurring several
times. Now, when one gazes at the diagram, the eyes
move incessantly to a slight extent ; and so it is only
the central part of the images of the white spaces that
fall always on parts of the retina continually fatigued ;
the edges near the black squares fall on parts of the

retina that have, on the whole, a good deal of rest,
owing to the fact that they are occupied for half the

time (or so) by the images of the black squares. We

do, in fact, see dark lines along the central portions of

the white spaces, and the dark patches spoken of are
where these dark lines cross.

Mr. Larden says he can make the horizontal dark
lines disappear by purposely giving his eyes a more

than slight movetnent up and clown the vertical
white spaces. Then the vertical shadowy lines, in the
middle of these spaces, remain ; the horizontal dark

lines vanish, as should be the case.
A very noticeable phenomenon, presumably an

extreme case of fatigue, is the following : Vhen one

gazes for a long time, white spaces here and there
disappear altogether in a fitful wanner, the squares

concerned for the thlle blending. This occurs with

monocular vision as well as hinocular, as do all the

phenomena mentioned. But the eyes must be tired

for this to occur. As regards the question of spacing,

the steadier the eye muscles, and so the less the

involuntary movements, the narrower might be the

white spaces. Mr. Larden has noticed a violet margin

around an orange on snow, due to the same causes.

It increases when the orange is rolled.
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Send for terms and dealer's dis-
count.

THE GENEVA OPTICAL CO.
Geneva, N. Y.

"Geneva IR Work is accurate." Try it.

Geneva
Superior
Binocular
ALL the good points of the

best new style glasses, with-
out the fuss and feathers. The
equal in magnifying power, field
view and clearness of definition to other
binoculars costing twice as much. Half
the size of the old style; may be used as an
opera glass. To prove this we will gladly
send it anywhere for inspection on receipt
of price, at our own expense.

With thn naked

With Geneva
Superl, 1 lar.

If after examination you find that it is not all we
claim for it, you will be under no obligation what-
ever to buy—we pay charges both ways and
return your money. Ask your dealer for the
GENEVA BINOCULAR ; if he hasn't it in stock,
send us your name and address as well as his.

Our Book Mailed FREE.
We have prepared a handsome little book, "The Near

Distance," which we mail free on request. It is free from
technicalities, but tells you how to select a good glass,
whether you buy ours or not. Send for it to-day.

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY
(Accurate prescription lens grinders for the trade).

32 Linden Street, Geneva, N. Y.

OCIERZ TRIEDER BINOCULARS
Having completed facilities for assembling the various parts and mounting them in our New Yorkfactory, we are enabled, owing to the.savings in the customs duty to reduce the list prices as follows :

Binoculars Monoculars
X3 X6 X9 X12 X3 X6 X9 X12

$38.00 $46.00 $54.00 $62.00 $15.50 $18.50 $21.50 $25.00
Though our prices are still slightly in advance of those charged by other manufacturers for an

admittedly cheaper grade of goods, there can be no doubt but the public will be found willing to pay the
few dollars extra for goods which in every respect are acknowledged to be the very top notch of opticaland mechanical perfection.

Observe carefully, please, the rack and pillion for focal and pupillary adjustment, as well as the
separate revolving adjustment for any variation that may exist ill the strength of the eyes. In comparison
with any other glass, particularly observe the great area of field, the increase of light and the depth of
focus, or expressed in other words, its stereoscopic effect.

C. P. Goerz Optical Works, 52 East Union Square, New York City

THE ONLY TEST FOR EYE DEFECTS
that is at once exact and complete in itself is the SHADOW TEST. Every optician should thoroughly master this test. Itwill save you time and labor, assure accuracy in your work, and satisfaction to your customer. The best and only completework on the shadow test and the use of the retinoscope, is our treatise entitled “Skiascopy." It is bound in cloth, contains231 pages, with 73 illustrations and colored plates.

Sc -it postpaid on recaApt t3t $1.50 (6a. ad.)

The Keystone, 19th er Brown Sta., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Skiascopy
(CON1INVED)

Our work on Skiascopy, of which
this serial is a reprint, contains over
200 pages, with numerous illustra-
tions and several colored plates. No
practicing optician can allbrd to be
without a copy" of t his t realise, which
far excels in comprehensiveness
and practical value any work here-
tofore published on the subject. It
not only explains the shadow test
In its practleal application to the
work of refraction, but expounds
fully and explicitly' the optical prin-
ciples underlying it. In depth of
research, wealth of illustration and
scientific completeness the work is
unique. The price of the book is
$1.50 and it will be sent postpaid to
all parts of the world on receipt of
this amount ; or it can be had from
the leading wholesale optical houses
of Great Britain, or Bosch, Barthel
& Co., Sydney, N. S. W., ihr Ss 3d.

The work will continue to appear in serial form, as hereunder,
in this journal. The first installment was published iu the Sep-
tember, 1899, issue.

CHAPTER IV. ( Continued)

General Optical Principles—Focus, Diffusion, Aberration,
Inversion and Magnification.

Magnification, is a sensory effect giving
data for a mental conclusion. The conclusion
would be that certain objects are nearer or
larger than ordinary vision, in connection with
the other senses, proves them to be. There is,
fortunately, a higher court to decide the ques-
tion. That higher court decides that sensation
is misleading in the case ; that its evidence is to
be discounted, so far as it effects conclusions as
to the nearness or size of the object. It accepts
the evidence of ordinary vision and decrees that
the object is not nearer nor larger, but that
superphysiological causes have given the retina
a larger image than it is naturally entitled to.
The difference between what it is naturally
entitled to and what it really gets by reason of
such superphysiological agencies, is the measure
of the magnification. But the higher court
does not disdain to use the data of the misled
sensations just the same. It accepts them in
everything except the trivial matter of size and
distance. It acknowledges the existence of
stars, and moons, and comets, and nebuhe on
no other testimony. It accepts the proofs of
superphysiological sensation, or rather the proofs
that involve superphysiological agencies, as if
they were the results of the ordinary and natu-
ral physiological phenomena. In this respect
magnification has revealed great facts that could
never have been conjectured without it.

CHAPTER V

Static Factors of Skiascopy—The Four Areas—The Three Inter-
vals—Subsidiary Areas and Intervals—Analysis

of Static Factors—Static Effects.

We have noted in Chapter I the static
factors of skiascopy, clasing them into areas
and intervals, of which there are, primarily,
four areas and three intervals. It will now be
in order to consider these factors analytically,
and the part each plays in a simple skiascopic
examination. Each factor possesses certain fea-
tures it will be necessary to take into account.
The order in which we have named them is
probably not the natural order, although it is
the physical order. If vision were a physical
phenomenon, then the order would naturally be
physical. But as vision is really mental, the
objective world, regarded visually, is a mere
projection of a mental impression or phenome-
non ; and yet we are so material in our aspect
toward this mentally created world of ours that
we have no language in which to state the case
from any -other than a material standpoint.

I. THE LUMINOUS AREA

Adopting, then, the physical basis of treat-
ing the subject, we begin with the luminous
area. This we must regard as the basic element,
the preceding cause, the foundation of all that
is to follow. The luminous area in skiascopy
should be bright, but not too bright or dazzling.
It should be of sufficient extent, neither too
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large nor too small. It should be a colorless
light. It should have a definite form, but might
embrace different forms, as the circle, the square
and the triangle. A dark central area sur-
rounded by a ring of light is good form.

An argand burner is the most available of
skiascopic lights—that is, of lights of the first
order. It can be procured almost anywhere in
the country and is fed by kerosene, also pro-
curable in any place that would maintain an
optician. Gas or electric light are preferable in
the city, because of their convenience and clean-
liness, but they are little, if any, better for their
light than a good argand burner. The Wels-
bach and similar lights are usually regarded as
too brilliant, and tend to neutralize the effect of
the dark room in dilating the pupil. A skillful
operator will be very little handicapped with any
sort of luminous area, however, and cases may
be worked out accurately by skiascopy with a
tallow-candle flame.

To give form to the luminous area and
eliminate general light, it is customary to use a
skiascopic chimney. This is a hollow cylinder
of asbestos, usually, sufficiently large to go over
a gas or student lamp chimney, but with an
opening in it opposite the flame. There are
various forms of these chimneys upon the mar-
ket, some of which are shown in the figure or
illustration (Fig. 33). The size of the opening

Fig. 33A rig. :rill

in A is controlled by revolving disks, which
bring differently formed openings in the disks
before the opening in the standard chimney.
The extent and form of the luminous area
depends, of course, upon the extent and form
of the opening in these opaque revolving disks,
which can be set at any figure required. In B
the opening is practically circular, and its size
is regulated by the little lever which causes
expansion or contraction of the " iris diaphragm"
over the opening.

The purposes of the skiascopic chimney
are, then, (I) to give the observed eye a small
area to focus upon its retina, producing a small
image ; (2) to confine the illumination so that
there will be little general light in the room ;
(3) to control the form of the luminous area,
for, whatever its form, that will be the general
form of the image upon the retina of the
observed eye, although in unsymmetrical ame-
tropia, astigmatism, the form of the image will
not correspond exactly to the luminous area, on
account of greater diffusion in one meridian
than that at right angles to it. But symmetrical
ametropia, or even emmetropia, with the area
of light at a finite distance during passive
accommodation, gives diffusion ; but if the eye
is symmetrically ametropic—that is, myopic to
the degree required to focus the luminous area
at a finite distance, even though accommodation
is passive, upon the retina—there will be no
diffusion upon the retina of the observed eye,
but such ametropia will more than neutralize the
emergent pencils and produce diffusion at the
retina of the observing emmetropic eye, which
will project such diffusion into the observed eye,
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causing the image to appear to be diffuse there,
although it really is not. If, with a plane mirror,
the light from a lamp flame is reflected to a plus
lens in such position that it focuses the reflected
pencils upon a screen, producing a clear and
exact definition of the flame upon the screen,
that image, as seen through the lens from the
peep-hole of the mirror, would not seem to be
clear, for the lens which focuses the reflected
pencils from the flame transposes the pencils
coming from the image back to the eye, and
would focus them at the same distance as the
flame. The eye at the peep-hole intercepting
these pencils on their way to their foci, receives
concave waves or converging rays, which, if it
is emmetropic, it cannot focus upon the retina,
and diffusion is unavoidable.

The extent of the luminous area should be
controllable, for it may be necessary to shift the
distance of the lamp or light so as to get pencils
whose waves have a greater curvature, as in
bringing out the banded appearance in astig-
matism ; and it should be possible to do this
without changing the extent of the retinal image,
as it would be if the distance were changed
without increasing or decreasing the luminous
area. The use of translucent disks has an effect
upon the interval rather than the area of light,
and will be considered under that head.

2. THE MIRROR

The mirror is the skiascope. Originally
the concave mirror was thought to be the only
serviceable form of mirror to be used for this
purpose, but the evolution of skiascopy has
brought the plane mirror more and more into
favor. The trained skiascopist will, however,
use both. Aside from the confusion that might
result to beginners by the opposite action of the
plane and concave mirrors, the chief advantage
of using both is this, that with the plane mirror
the immediate source of light is farther away,
necessarily, than the observing eye, but with the
concave mirror the immediate source of the
incident pencils of light is the image anterior to
the mirror and nearer the observed eye than the
observing eye. In astigmatism the banded
appearance may be brought out with the concave
mirror by having the more distant area of rever-
sal at the observing eye, while the area of rever-
sal of the opposite-meridian is in front of it and
near the immediate source of light or image.
The plane mirror is better for regular work, and,
for beginners particularly, it will prove more
acceptable.

The circular mirror is the usual form,
because of having equal diameters in all direc-
tions, and the virtual image therefore has equal
spaces in which to move when the mirror is
tilted. The two-inch mirror is preferable for
work at one meter, although that is a matter of
choice, as much a matter of choice as the stand-
ard distance at which to work. Some of the
forms of the skiascope, as it appears in the
market, will be illustrated in the continuation
of this article in our next issue. The
small mirror with a dark marginal area is a
favorite mirror with many skiascopists. It nar-
rows the area of the major pencils and produces
a smaller area of " light on the face." This is
a decided advantage in doing close work within
one meter of the observed eye, for the red reflex
will be seen if the major pencils cover the eye,
even at the margin. In a larger mirror the iris
may wholly conceal the retinal reflex. How-
ever, the question of size is a good deal a mat-
ter of individual preference. It is not unlike
the preference people have for different kinds of
steel pens to do their writing with. One does
better work with the instrument that suits him
best.

(TO DE CONTINUED)

" I consider Tscherning's one of the greatest and
mos/ thorough work on Physiologic Optics ; it is popu-
lar and highly entertaining throug-hout, and noljnaof
technicalities and obtuse mathematical formula' like
most other works on that subject. It is a grand work
and no mistake."—Gustavus Kahn, Winneconne, Wis.
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A "TAIL" OF MURINE
kc•tounk-40,i-Al ,ctoif,ctiAtf

Hearken to the " tail " we tell—
A moral is here, so mark it well ;
"Ns of a youth, who by the name
Of Jacob Keen is known to fame.

Now Jacob studied Optics new
In which he heard that money grew;
He bought all tests one ever sees,
And flung his shingle to the breeze.

The first to him, with eyes inflamed—
She could not read the lines he named ;
The next, a case of spasm true,
Which aught he did, failed to subdue.

" He's no good "—remarks they made;
The people all refused his aid
His patients gone—his patience, too,
He now began his " trade " to rue.

One day a traveler said to Keen :
" My boy, why don't you use Murine?
The greatest help and quickest cure—
'Twill bring you patients by the score."

Keen in thought, as well as name,
Jacob said he'd do that same;
And to his joy, he straightway found,
Murine did to his fame redound.

For people to his office came—
Attratied by his skill and name.
Now he's known as Doctor Keen,
While Jacob bows and says—" MURINE."
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Success in any calling, be it in business, the trades or the professions, depends much upon the start. Start right and you
end right ; start wrong and you are handicapped throughout life.

What its students do—how they succeed—how they utilize knowledge after they step into the world of action and practice,
is the true criterion by which to judge any college, school or institution of learning.

The Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology, Chicago, stands in a position to help its students, not only
to gain a complete knowledge of optics, for the least money, in the shortest time, but how to profitably utilize its teachings.

It not only keeps in touch with its students, but aids them in a practical way, and to-day has more successful graduates
in successful practice, making better reputations and more money, than any or all other schools combined.

Begin study any day, at home
or In the College. Secretary

For further Information, write Masonic Temple, Chicago

G. W. McFATRICI-I, M. D.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians

A. JAY CROSS, President, New York City.
J. H. ELLis, Secretary, South Bend, Ind.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Chicago,
In 1901.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

THE HT. HON. SIR WM. HART DYKE, Bart., M. P., Master.
Cot,. T. I/Avis:8 SEWELL, F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association

.1.,1 I N BROWNING, F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S., MRI., etc., Pre,sideut.

.1. II. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., Secretary, 17 Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians

E. CULVERHOUSE, President, Toronto.
AMMON DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer, 176 Queen Street

East, Toronto, Out,

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians

C. N. QUIMBY, President, Boston, Mass.
W. IL DONOVAN, Secretary, 4 Province Court, Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

•

New York State Association of Opticians

JAMES HOLDEN, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. W. Goba Fnn, Secretary, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York State Optical Society

F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
F. B. MARCHANT, Seciy, 56 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila.,

Meets in January, Mare)), May and November.

Indiana Optical Society

E. SHIPLEY, President, Greencastle, Ind.
G. M. C. BA RIM ESS, Secret a ry, Clinton, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANT/ART, President, Detroit, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society

H. P. lioLsocs, President., Des Moines, Iowa.
J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown Block, Sioux City, lowa.

Illinois Optical Society

WALTER WYATT, President, Peoria, Ill.
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 1011 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. MCALLISTER, BaltillIorC, Md.
W. H. KETTLER, Sec., 109 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

Meets at rooms of Photographic Assn., Baltimore, Md.

California Optical Association

E. M. ACKLEY, President, San Francisco, Cal.
G. L. SCHNEIDER, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.

Next meeting, April 15, 1901.

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. G. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon,
C. L. HAvNEs, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. L. Kirin, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association

GEO. H. BROIVN, President, Manchester, N. H.
J. A. CAOUETTE, Seciy, 940 Elm 'MStreet, anchester, N. H.

Meets second Tuesday of January, March, June, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, WIS.
WALTER H. GRUNERT, Secretary, Greell Bay, Wis.

Meets semi-annually.

North Carolina Optical Society

S. R. PEett, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. IL LEONARD, Secretary, Winston, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. 111tm.aan, President Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Seciy, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians

II. E. Munoocx, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society

H. W. LIGGETTE, PreSidPIlt, M(4110118, Tenn.
E. D. MEYER, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn.

Annual meeting, May 29, 1901.

Colorado Optical Association

J. II. GALLUP, President.
R. H. Bitsiont„ Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.

Next meeting, April 10th, at Denver.
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Kansas Association of Opticians

A. E. EDISON, President, Topeka, KillIS.
J. E. LiTirt.EFtEt.n, Secretary and Treasurer, Lock Box 63,

Topeka, Kans.
Next meeting, May 1,1901.

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society

II. IV. APPLETON, President.
H. H. HARRIS, Rec, Sec., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.

Meets second Wednesday of each month at Fifth Avenue
llotel.

Rochester Optical Club

H. It. BAUSCH, President.
It. E. SWEETING, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce Build-

ing, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT SCITDDER, President.
F. M. Tayi,int, Secretary, Si,,, Diego, Cal.

javal on the Refractionist's Future

T N an introduction specially written by Dr. E.
Javal, of Paris, for the second edition of Dr.

George J. Bull's work, entitled " Lunettes et
Pince-nez " (spectacles and eyeglasses), the
veteran ophthalmologist manifests the width of
vision characteristic of those deprived of sight.
Thoroughly posted on the latest developments
in ophthalmology, he sees a future for the opti-
cian which his more narrow-minded brother

oculists refuse to recognize. In the introduc-

tion referred to, Dr. loyal says :

Ten years have elapsed since this book appeared.
The present edition, long desired, shows the progress
which has been made in that period, and which, for
the most part, has come to us from America. I would
call attention particularly to the use of the spherome-
ter and to the great perfection attained in the fitting of
nose glasses. From America also we learn of an
evolution in medical optics, which, having become one
of the spheres of action of the oculist, now tends to
return to the hands of the optician. It is evident, in-
deed, that in order to prescribe glasses one need not

have had a general medical education. Thus, what-

ever %•alid objection may be urged against it, the evolu-

tion that I speak of is designed rapidly to gain ground.

In America, to my knowledge, there exist already tun
schools in IVIlIC11 opticians' apprentices learn the prac-

tice of ophthalmometry, of optometry and of skias-

copy. This example surely will be followed in Europe,

and if, some years hence, Dr. Bull issues a third edition

of this book, circumstances will oblige him to adapt

it for the use of opticians.

Coining from the most honored living.

oculist—the inventor of the loyal ophthal-

mometer—opticians will find limitless hope and

encouragement in this prediction. The pro-

gress made in the science of refraction in

America is recognized by loyal with all the

candor of genius, and it is to be regretted that

his brother oculists here are much less magnani-

mous in their recognition of what is due to

the American optician. It means much to the

refractionist to have Javal's authority for the

truism that " in order to prescribe glasses one

need not have a general medical education."

The Medical School and Eye Refraction

IN these days when so much expert skill 
and

knowledge in eye refraction is claimed for

the general medical practitioner, it is interesting

to be furnished cx-cathca'ra information as to

the amount of knowledge on the subject the

modern medical school considers itself obligated

to impart. The February issue of The ,4meri-

can Journal qf Ophthalmology contains an article

on " Ophthalmology in the Modern Medical

School " by no less an authority than Swan M.

Burnett, M, D., Ph. ID., professor of ophthal-
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mology in the medical school of the Georgetown
University. In this comprehensive article the
eminent oculist dismisses the matter of the study
of eye refraction by students of medicine in the
following suggestive paragraph :

As much practical experience should be given in
examining the refraction of the eye by means of test-
glasses, the shadow test and the oplithalmometer as
possible, but not at the expense of a thorough study
of the commoner external inflammatory diseases. A
good working knowledge of the ophthalmoscope is
very desirable for any practitioner, but in these days
when a specialist is within easy call it is by no means
essential. Ophthalmoscopy is not an art easy to learn,
and to become proficient in it to the extent of relying
upon one's own observation requires much time and
no limited experience. It is impossible for the average
student with the abundance of work he is compelled
to do in the other departments to give the amount of
time necessary to get a command over the instrument
that shall enable him to bring it with any profit into
his practice. An attempt to teach it to the general
student is, except in rare cases, a waste of time.

This paragraph conveys an idea of the
amount of knowledge of refraction which the
" modern medical school " demands of the
student of medicine, and it may be safely in-
ferred that in most cases the acquirements of
the students do not exceed what is demanded
by the examiners. In face of this it takes much
courage to maintain that the general medical
practitioner is equal to the vast and varied re-
fraction needs of the American public.

To Charge or Not to Charge for
Examination

WHETHER the optician should or should
not charge for examination of the eyes

apart from the charge which he makes for
furnishing glasses, was the interesting subject
intelligently discussed at the recent semi-annual
meeting of the Pennsylvania Optical Society.
The deep interest manifested in the debate by
the members of this progressive society as well
as the views expressed, are suggestive of the
present hopeful conditions surrounding the
refractionist, and of the accelerated evolution of
his vocation towards a legalized professional
status. Indeed the question of charge or no
charge for examination has resolved itself into
one of expediency, for the principle of charging
seems to be universally endorsed. Those who
have put the principle in practice are
pleased with results, and this fact should have
much veight with the many who lack the re-
quisite courage to adopt the innovation. The
evolution of the refractionist's calling has at least
reached a point Ivhen it would seem to be ad-
visable to dispense as much as business consider-
ations will permit with the phrase " Eyes ex-
amined free," " Eyes tested free," etc. The
optician could then use his discretion in the
matter of charging in instances when he suspects
that his client wants knowledge rather than
glasses, and is simply taking advantage of the
" Eyes-examined-free " privilege. This ques-
tion of charging for examination, which elicited

so many interesting views from the members of
the Pennsylvania organization, would be an
excellent subject of debate for sister societies all

over the country. Such discussion would cer-

tainly give an impetus to the movement, which
has thus far made slower progress than the
situation Nvould lead one to hope for.
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Doings of the Optical Societies

Pennsylvania Optical Society
The members of the Pennsylvania Optical Society

held the semi-annual meeting of the organization in
Parlor B of the Lafayette Hotel, Philadelphia, on
March 12th. The programme of the proceedings was
divided into two sections, the morning being devoted
to the examination of candidates for the society's
dioptrician certificate and the evening to business and
discussion. The examination was oral and written,
and while the questions were not too testy they were
of such a general practical character as called for a
sound knowledge of the principles and practice of
refraction. The examinations of the society are con-
ducted on a common sense basis, the encouragement
of the ambitious student and the advancement of the
profession being always kept in view. The questions
are not such as display the knowledge of the exam-
iners, but such as test the acquirements of the candi-
date. The public have the assurance that the society's
diploma means competency.

President Martin opened the evening meeting by
relating briefly and entertainingly. his experience in
Albany, N. Y., during the fight against the Bell bill
which, if passed in its original form, would have
legislated the opticians of New York State out of busi-
ness. The opposition of the opticians brought its
reward in the shape of a clause exempting refractionists
from the restrictions prescribed in the bill. Mr. Martin's
interest in the measure arose from the fact that he has
optical parlors in Brooklyn and Buffalo, as well as in
Philadelphia.

The feature-in-chief of the evening session was a
debate and informal discussion on the following
important subject.

Resolved, That a regular stated charge should be
made by the refracting optician for the examination of
the eyes.

President Martin opened the debate for the affirm-
ative and delivered a vigorous and logical address in
favor of charging for examination. He treated the
subject from the practical standpoint of self-interest,
and the well-known fact that the system has been quite
successful in his own case gave force to his arguments.
He contrasted results in the case of his own business
before and after he adopted the system of charging
for examination, and such has been the progress made
under the latter plan that, making all due allowance
for other factors ii the attraction of increased patron-
age, he expressed his belief that the charge for exam-
ination was, at least to a considerable extent, respon-
sible for his later success.

Mr. Martin said that at no time during his pro-
fessional career did he use in connection with his
business the phrase " Eyes examined free." He
considered the phrase at once unprofessional and
impolitic, because the public, he said, are prone to
rate lowly and lack appreciation of anything offered
them free. He paid tribute to the advancement made
in recent years by the optical profession, and considered
that the time had come when the plan of charging for
examination should be more generally adopted. He
said that in his experience he had yet to meet the man
who refused to pay a fair price for examination of his
eyes, adding that having been paid such price he made
no extra charge for the glasses. A charge for exam-
ination Mr. Martin considers a professional right, and
he said he looked hopefully forward to the time when
any prominent optician would readily be paid five or
ten dollars for examination.
a' Charles A. Longstreth ably upheld the negative
end of the debated resolution, and from the practical
standpoint of self-interest he vigorously combatted the
advisability of charging for examination. Certain
well-known opticians, Mr. Martin among the number,
were in .a position to charge and were justified in
doing so, but most opticians, he said, are store-keepers
and regarded as such by the public. The physician's
patrons came to him for advice, the_opticians not for
advice but for relief. Many absolutely refused to have
their eyes examined, and it would not be business to
miss a sale by refusing to sell them glasses. He argued

that the examination was an excellent opportunity for
impressing patrons with the ability of the optician, and

his experience was that after such examination people
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were quite willing to pay a good price for the glasses,
being then convinced that they were getting full value
for their expenditure. Hence, he said, when anyone
asked him how much glasses would cost Ile replied
that he did not know until he made an examination,
and he found that this plan worked very satisfactorily.
Mr. Longstreth did not oppose, but rather commended,
charging for examination when it was to the interest of
the optician to do so, but he thought that, as a rule, in
the optician's present dual capacity of store-keeper
and quasi-professional man, the stage of development
had not reached the point at which a charge for
examination could advantageously be made.

H. M. Patterson, Salem, N. J., commended the
principle of charging for examination, but thought
that its advisability depended much on locality and
circumstances, a view that seemed to appeal to the
meeting generally.

A. N. Peoples, of Chester, said he never charged
for examination except in the case of those who
already had glasses and desired advice as to why they
did not feel comfortable.

G. W. Weber, of Lancaster, also endorsed the
principle of charging for examination, and hoped that
some day he would be in a position to adopt it.

J. Lee Martin, Bloomsburg, Pa., explained the
plan pursued by him and it seemed to meet with
general approval. Those who do not desire to have
their eyes examined can purchase glasses at the counter
from one of his clerks, but those who desire to be
taken in charge by Mr. Martin personally have to pay
for examination, a highly commendable modus ofter-
andi from a business standpoint. Mr. Martin believes
that the charge for examination has benefited his
professional reputation.

Robert W. Burns and W. F. McCaffrey thought
the charge-for-examination question depended much
On location and circumstances. The discussion all
through was deeply interesting, and all who attended
the meeting expressed themselves as pleased and
benefited.

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the New York

City Optical Society was held at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, on the evening of March 13th. As usual, the
session was opened by an hour's lecture by Prof. Fox.
This was followed by a business session, the main
feature of which was a very thorough discussion on the
suject of legislation and educational matters. Several
of the members expressed themselves strongly in
favor of starting an optical college in New York City
that would give a thorough course in optometry, simi-
lar to the New England Optical Institute. Secretary
Harris stated that he had been working on a plan of
this kind for a year or so back and expected to have
it in shape to submit to the society soon. Mr. Cross
also stated that he had an educational plan along
national lines which he expected to submit to the

National Association in the near future. Mr. Fergu-

son, early in the session, also outlined a plan of State
legislative action and announced that he would have

full developments of the plan to report at a later
meeting.

The application of one new member, Mr. Barker,

was received, and the usual bilk were passed. Sec-

retary Harris also submitted new copies of the con-
stitution and by-laws that he had printed, but as there
were some errors in it, the matter was again referred
to Mr. Harris for adjustment, after which the meeting
adjourned.

Maine Association of Opticians

The meeting of the Maine Association of Opticians
was held at the Congress Square Hotel, Portland, on
March 6th. After the banquet the meeting was called
to order by the president and a paper was read by
George H. Brown, president of the Granite State
Association, on the subject " Refraction, and How

Best to Remove the Motive for Accommodation in

Latent Hyperopia."
A. G. Barber, of the Globe Optical Co., Boston,

Mass., was present and addressed the association, as

did Mr. Drisko also. The meeting was largely

attended, twenty-one being present, and it was voted

by all a success. .1

4 2 5

Optical Society of the State of New York

The executive committee of the New York State
Optical Society have arranged for the annual meeting
to be held at Buffalo, the last week in June. The
officers of the society are making arrangements to make
this meeting one of the finest that the society has ever
held. There will be papers read by some of the best
opticians in the State, and these will be followed by
discussions to be participated in by all present. The
meeting will be of enough importance to -pay every
optician for his time in attending. A committee will
go to Buffalo the early part of April to make all neces-
sary arrangements for the meeting. The date, pro-
gramme and other details will be published in our
May issue.

Minnesota Optical Society

The regular quarterly meeting of the Minnesota
State Optical Association was held at the West Hotel,
Minneapolis, on March 14th, at 8 P. m. The meeting
was called to order by President Millard. George J.
Preston, Minneapolis, was elected a member of the
association. A. Swenningsen, Moorhead ; C. Arveson,
Sleepy Eye, and G. Goodman, Hallock, Minn., were
proposed as members and applications laid over to the
next meeting.

Secretary Such read his report of the finances of
the association, showing a good cash balance on hand.
The by-laws were amended making it the duty of the
secretary to send out notices of meetings fifteen days
before meeting is to be held instead of thirty days.
A motion was made and seconded that a fund be set
aside as a defense fund to be used in defense of any
member unjustly prosecuted, but was laid on the table
for further consideration. The secretary advised that
new certificates of membership be issued as the old

ones did not seem to satisfy members, but, after dis-
cussion, this matter was also laid over for future
consideration.

Dr. A. H. Muedeking, of Owatonna, read a paper
on " Confidence," which was well received. The
secretary then read a copy of a bill presented to the
legislature by the oculists. This bill would legislate

the optician out of business. After discussion it was
decided that the bill did not hurl the optician but just
killed him, and that the committee in charge of the
opticians' bill now before the legislature should use all
possible means to kill the oculists' bill as an act of
self-preservation.

The following members from outside the Twin

Cities were present : S. B. Millard, Litchfield ; A. M.

Fargeman, Fergus Falls ; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood

Falls ; L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota ; F. W. Harper, Ren-

ville ; Andrew M. Wilton, Alexandria ; G. Goodman,

Hallock ; J. C. Herdliska, Princeton ; A. H. Muede-

king, Owatonna ; Christ. H. Nerbovig, Mapleton,

H. T. Holverson, Alexandria ; C. Arveson, Sleepy

Eye ; C. H. Todd, New Richmond, Wis.; which, with

the strong local contingent, made quite an enthusiastic

meeting.
The Minnesota optical bill passed the Senate

March r6th by a vote of thirty-five to two. A hard

fight will be made on it in the House, but hopes are

held out of its success there also. •
President Millard was working under a heavy hand-

icap, not having fully recovered from a very severe

attack of la grippe. He lost the -ornament he usually

carries on his upper lip in the struggle, but thinks by

coaxing to soon replace it. Secretary Snell has proved

a good man for the position, as the work before the

legislature has been done mostly by him and Director

Upham, another hard worker. If any one thinks the

association is not advancing and making itself heard,

he should attend one of the meetings and he will be

F. A. Upham, St. Paul, was missed at the meeting.

Inquiry revealed the sad fact that he had buried his

mother the day before—a very real excuse. It was

known at once that there must be something serious

to keep Frank from a meeting. We extend our sincere

condolences.
A few of the city members seem to have an idea

that the country members are trying to run things.

The sooner this idea is dispensed with, and all sides

get together and work for one cause, the better it will

be for the association. Personal differences should

not be carried into the association.
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Columbian Optical Company
ESTABLISHED IN

Denver, 1892 Omaha, 1894
Kansas City, 1896

Des Moines, 1899 Salt Lake City, 1900

To-day the LEADING OPTICAL HOUSE
of the Middle West

Cause of this Remarkable Growth: SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

Our shops are equipped with the latest improved machinery, we employ expert workmen
only and spare no expense in perfecting our service.

Faultless R Work is our aim
Try our nearest house and see how near we accomplish it.

LEMAIRE Field, Marine andOpera Glasses

Largest Stock
in the

United States

toslkotf E CE rA 
BRIQut

Double Draw Extension
Patented Jan. 1, 1895

MOST COMPACT FORM

None genuine without
trade-mark stamped
under top cross-bar

Ask Your

JOBBER
For This Line

MAXIMUM POWER

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
37-39 Maiden Lane, New York

PARIS: 21 Rue de L'Echiguier

Like Hot Cakes
is the way they go.

Our 1381 Aluminum Frames

Fine quality and finish, 0, 1 and 2 Eye sizes, ring handle, per dozen, $2.00
If with 1st quality, 1 or 2 Eye Lenses, add per dozen, • 1.25
If with 1st " 0
If with 2nd " 1 or 2 " 11 I

If with 2nd " 0 1 I 1 11

$2.00 each
$15.00 per doz.

Geo. Mayer & Co.
Wholesale Opticians

134 South Eighth Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1.40
1.00
1.15

$2.00 each
$15.00 per doz.

A pril, on

Colorado Optical Society
The next meeting of the above society will be

held in Denver on April loth, when officers to hold
office for one year will be elected. All opticians in
Colorado are invited to join the association. The
dues are two dollars a year and two dollars initiation
fee. All desired information may be obtained from
Secretary R. H. Biegel, 636 Sixteenth Street, Denver.
There is abundant material in Colorado for a good,
live society, and it is to be hoped that the forthcoming
meeting will be largely attended.

The Granite State Optical Society
Regular hi-monthly meeting of the Granite State

Optical Society was held at the parlors of Brown &
Burpee, Manchester, on March 12th. After consider-
able routine business it was decided to hold a banquet
at the annual meeting in May.

A paper was read by the president, Geo. H.
Brown, entitled " The Kind of Accommodation Pro-
vided Our Dumb Animals." The discussion which
followed was participated in by nearly all present, and
proved to be a very interesting and instructive feature
of the meeting.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. McAlister, president of the Maryland Opti-
cal Society, informs us that the organization continues

in active existence, and that monthly meetings are
held regularly. " The society is on a firm basis,"
writes Mr. Alister, " and we contemplate • keeping up
the good work. We have, however, done very little
except routine business, but we are very well pleased
with the friendly feeling that exists among members."

Michigan Optical Society

The following opticians recently filed applications

and joined the Michigan Optical Society : George H.

Chapel, Howell ; Charles E. Hight, Mt. Pleasant ;

and A. N. Sumerlin, Grand Rapids. The society is
now issuing a very handsome certificate of membership

to all of its members. This certificate, when framed,

makes a very neat addition to any optical parlor.

New York State Association of Opticians

An interesting and well-attended meeting of the
New York State Association of Opticians was held at
Bagg's Hotel, Utica, on March t3th. The afternoon
session convened at three o'clock, with President
James Holden, of Syracuse, in the chair. After the

reading by SecretaryA. W. Golder, of Seneca Falls,

of the minutes of the special .meeting held in Syracuse

in January, several bills were presented and ordered

paid.
The withdrawal, owing to removal from. the State,

of Mrs. Viola Allen Follett, formerly financial secretary

of the association, was duly accepted. The application

of S. F. Dye, of Geneva, was received and referred to

the committee on membership. The committee re-

ported favorably on the application of F. Wm. Reed,

of Syracuse, and Mr. Reed was elected a member of

the association.
The committee appointed to attend the hearings

On the Bell bill at Albany reported the bill as dead so

far as the association was concerned. The resolution

offered by F. L. Swart at the January meeting was

next given consideration, and the following amend:

ment to Article 2, Section 2, of the by-laws was

adopted:

The dues of this association shall be three
dollars per annum, payable quarterly in advance, one
dollar of which shall be paid to the Optical Society of
the State of New York at their annual meeting.

It was moved and carried that the treasurer be

instructed to notify all members in arrears that those

whose dues are not paid by the annual meeting in

May next will be dropped from membership. It was

voted to pay thirty dollars to the Optical Society of the

State of New York to assist in paying the expenses
incurred by that society in amending the Bell bill.

THE KII(STONe

The following resolutions amending the by-laws
were offered by H. C. Watts:

Resolved, That the time for paying semi-annual
dues be limited to thirty days. That notice of this be
sent to each member with annual notice of dues. At
expiration of thirty days, if payment is not made, said
member be dropped from membership.

Resolved, That members who have been dropped
for non-payment may be reinstated by payment of
back dues on vote of majority of members present.

Wm. D. Oertel moved that Article a of the con-
stitution be amended to read as follows:

This association shall be known as the " Central
New York Association of Opticians."

These amendments will be voted on at the annual
meeting in May. At 4.30 o'clock a recess was taken,
and at six o'clock a dinner was served to the opticians
at Bagg's Hotel.

At the evening session an interesting paper on
" Organization," showing the value of organization
during recent legislation against opticians, was read
by F. L. Swart, of Auburn.

Wm. D. Oertel, of Syracuse, gave a profitable
talk on " Legislation so far as it Affects Opticians,"
and spoke of the feasibility of introducing a bill in the
legislature favorable to the craft.

B. F. Clark, of Utica, next addressed the asso-
ciation in an entertaining and informal manner.
Herbert C. Watts, of Syracuse, followed with an
interesting and instructive paper on " The Adapting of
Prisms," which closed a most profitable and enjoyable
session. With a vote of thanks to the committee on
arrangements the opticians then adjourned until their
annual meeting in May.

New England Association of Opticians

The regular meeting of the New England Asso-
ciation of Opticians was held at Young's Hotel, Boston,
on the evening of March 19th. 0. J. Taylor having
passed an excellent examination, as reported by the
committee, was elected to membership. The following
applications were received and referred to the exam-
ining committee : H. NV. Holden, Stoneham ; S. C.
Hewitt, Salem ; E. J. Dunphy, Cambridgeport, and
H. W. Thompson, Palmer.

The chair appointed Messrs. Palmer, Thomas and
Corelle as a committee to arrange for the annual
banquet to be held in May ; and as a nominating com-
mittee, Messrs. Barber, Klein, Donovan, Ward and
Parks.

A discussion followed as to the best means to
induce out-of-town members to join and, on motion,
the chair named Messrs. Barber, Ward and Lunt
a committee to consider and report on the best method,
also to recommend such changes in the by-laws as

might be made necessary by any new plan adopted,
not only in making arrangements for outside members
but also for the granting of certificates of membership

to all members of the association.
At the conclusion of the business session, W. R.

Mills, for many years connected with American Wal-
tham watch factory but now a lapidist and watchmaker

of Boston, gave an interesting talk on " The Diamond

as Used in Optical Work."
He said a lapidary needs only a few tools where

diamonds are concerned. There are three essential
ones, the truing tool, the diamond drill and the lens

cutter, but these call for the most careful manufacture,
the difficulty lying in making and adjusting the edge.

Advice was given about caring for the edge, once a

good one was secured, and some elementary directions

about the use of the tools.
The differences between the Brazilian black dia-

mond, the hardest substance known, and the ordinary

white diamond was shown, the former being used only

as a tool, and never as a gem, he said, though it was

very rare and expensive.
By far the most interesting feature was an exhi-

bition of work on some of the harder stones, princi-

pally quartz crystal and agate, with smaller examples

in the more expensive sort. One was a crystal watch,

in which all the parts but the working train were of
transparent crystal. Parts of a train now in process of

construction by Mr. Mills were shown in which the

gears are of stone, the balance wheel being of sapphire
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with ruby escapement stops on the rim, each of which
was a small screw with zoo threads to the inch.

A watch with agate bearing parts, such as are
made of brass in ordinary watches, was shown as
among the possibilities at the disposal of the worker
with the diamond.

The discourse was most interesting, and the
speaker was accorded the hearty thanks of the society.

An Improvised Tool
MEMPHIS, TENN., March 14, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE 1—To the opticians who use the
Ajax mountings the little tool here illustrated will be

a great help.
It can be made
out of the ordi-
nary Birch key.
The bench size
is the best. File
off on each side
of the lugs about
I's inch,as shown
in the cut. You
will then have
one of the best
s p a niters for
Ajax mountings
ever invented.
This little tool
NV i I I hold the
nut and prevent
it from falling. If this invention Nv 1 I be any benefit
to my brother opticians they are welcome to use it.

E. B. MEYER.

CY3

'The excellence of The Keystone is beyond criti-
cism. As a trade journal, we can offer no suggestions
for improvement. Its optical matter,.workshop notes,
correspondents' letters and advertisement, are indis-
pensable to Me jeweler and optician."—Boughton
Bros., jewelers and opticians, North Fairfield, Ohio.

The Mechanical Control of Accom-
modation

Experience has taught that the " Fogging " method
of inducing relaxation of the ciliary muscles, though
often of assistance, is by no means reliable. Now
comes forward the Cross " Dynamic " method, which
is quite opposite in principle, as it consists in esti-
mating the refraction of an eye while its accommoda-
tion is being exerted, instead of while it is at rest.

This method has, comparatively, few faults and is
of the utmost value to optometricians in its practical
application. The following illustrates the manner of
placing the brow-card and of holding the mirror when
using this method in connection with that wonderful
little instrument, the Cross Retino-Skiameter :

The manufacturers of this instrument, the A. Jay
Cross Optical Co., of 20 East Twenty-third Street,
New York, will gladly send interesting printed matter
regarding this new method to any one writing for same.
They also manufacture a very complete line of low-
priced, but high-power, lamps for " dark-room " work,
and the latest and best skiascopic mirrors. —Adv.
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EIGHT POWER. ONE-HALF SIZE.

" UNIVERSAL."
PRICE, $45.00.

WARNER C SWASEY
PRISM FIELD GLASSES

(Powerful as a Telescope.
Small as an Opera-Glass.

THESE INSTRUMENTS REPRESENT

1—GREATEST POSSIBLE OPTICAL EFFICIENCY.
0—HIGHEST POSSIBLE MECHANICAL PERFECTION.

3—MOST SCIENTIFIC AND ELEGANT DESIGN.

4 —LEAST NUMBER OF PARTS.
5—LIGHTEST WEIGHT.

6—UTMOST CONVENIENCE IN USE.

SEND FOR 1901 BOOKLET.

THE WARNER 0 SWASEY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

E GHT POWER. OE-HALF SIZE.

" INDIVIDUAL."
PRICE, $40.00.

We have received Two Medals " For Superiority of Optical Goods" at the Paris Exposition

AUDEMAIR TEST CASES
IS RECOGNIZED AS THE STANDARD. FINEST MADE

Made in 30 styles, from $10.00 te $100.00

OUR ALLUMINO SPECTACLES AND EYEGLASSSES
are guaranteed not to tarnish. Highly Polished. Well Tempered.

sa.so tosa.00 "
Dozen 

GOLD FILLED"
10 

According to 
K. Stock. Guaranteed.

quality The equal to gold in Style, Finish
and Wearing Qualities.

Our GOLD SPECTACLES are made with the Improved Double Swell
Reinforcement that insures them against breakage. Standard weights and qualities

Ve DEPARTMENT. Send for our New Reduced Prescription List of Lenses
and Frames. WORK RETURNED SAME DAY RECEIVED.

If you use Cylinders or Compounds in quantities. would be pleased to
quote prices on your stock orders.

All Styles.

SPECTACLES AND EYEGLASS

CASES All Qualities
No. 323, Eyeglass ).
No. 324, Riding Bow J 

Tempered Steel

Leather-Covered

SENO FOR CATALOGUE

INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES we make and carry in stock
a full assortment of First and Second Quality, in No. 1, 0, 00 Eye, in white,
blue or sapphire, ruby or rose, smoke—in dull edge or polished.

SKELETON LENSES I are symmetrical in form. Carried in stock in 0 and 00 Eye,
Automatically Ground Pcx and Pcc, I hole, 2 hole, 3 hole, 4 hole, at minimum prices.

SPENCER OPTICAL INSTITUTE The Oldest School.
The Recognized Optical School for business men.

Our Diploma is worth $1000 to you—costs you nothing.
Comse Classes commence first Tuesday each month. Send for prospectus.

SPENCER OPTICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 15 Maiden Lane, New York

Two Dials and one Chart united into one
instrument make the astigmatic test

easy, rapid and accurate.

The S.& C. Astigmometer
saves operator's time and patient's temper, and
gives absolutely the correct amount of astigmatism.

6 REASONS why Every Optician should have one
I. Determines axis, lenticular and corneal astigmatism.
II. Spasm of accommodation does not affect the results.

I II. Much quicker and more accurate than the trial case.
IV. Shows all astigmatism from diopter up.
V. It is easy to manipulate it.
IV. Price only $11,15.

to WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
This is to certify that I have studied and used the Astigmometer invented by H. T.

Schlegel, of Peoria, and am prepared to say that it is constructed upon scientific principles, is
ingeniously devised and finely executed, and in a marked degree gives accurate results in
actual practice. I most heartily recommend it to students of optical laws and to opticians
generally as a quick and accurate means of determining, astigmatism.

B. T. ALLEN, A. M., M. D., Ph. D.,
Chicago, Ill.

If your jobber does not handle it

send $1.75 to

H. T. Schlegel 0 Co.
406 Hamlin Building, Peoria, Ill.

If personal checks are sent, is cents must be added for exchange.

The Northwestern
College of Optometry

A THOROUGH COURSE ON THE USE OF THE RETINOSCOPE.

NEW IDEAS. Can save you time and money. UP TO DATE.

Do you use

THE GREAT FRENCH EYE WATERT
Sold by all jobber,,,

P. A. Upham
ill HEAst Severitli St.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

tit 
To Pesponsible Parties
That you may see what they are, I
shall be pleased to send my booklet

"52
OPTICAL
ADS."

You may A DOLLARthen send
if you like them, or return them»
if you do not.

mistom-bringers, every one.

R. A. DAVIS
Springfield, Tennessee

$15 GETS A COMPLETE
Thorough, Practical, Up-

to-date Correspondence Course in
Optics. writ' its for Prospectus.

Kalamazoo School of Optics
Kalamazoo, Mich., Box 146

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION
is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons have
been fitted to glasses at my
office and school. Special
instruction i n OPHTHAL-
MOSCOPY. RETIN 0-
SCOPY and HIGHER
PRISMS. Address

L. L. FERGUSON
155 Broadway, NEW YORK

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM to all subscribing to the

" Canadian Optician"
1.—A set of nine Window Cards, Ox A, in black

and gold, on embossed bristol board—rich and
attractive.

2.—Another one of nine Window Cards, 9x 7.
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3.-5ixtrthree Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectacle-selling talks.

4.—A cony of an Advertising Booklet, explain-
ing the iinportanee of viSi011, phenomena of
sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told in
plain language.

All the above, together with the Canadian Opti-
cian" for one year, sent on receipt of $1.00.
Address " Canadian Optician,"m 

Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Kgstone

RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
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The unprecedented sale of our self-closing Standard, extra size, and

riding-bow eyeglass cases tell the story.

Being made of best of steel, metal hinge, invisible spring, dust proof,

and outwearing three cases of any other make, are the principal causes for

their supersedure over all others. All jobbers have them

ORIENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
31 Hartford Street, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

I LARGE SALESOur Motto SMALL PROFITS

SNAP No. 20

10 K. Gold Filled Frames
$3.50 per Dozen, Net Cash

t-it.1 35 h) r u mplss Fritiii

The above can be had in Riding Bow, Straight Bow, Offset, Adjustable or 
Regular Clip. 1, o, or oo Eye.

Our immense stock enables us to fill orders same day received.

THE TORIC OPTICAL CO., Ei Kornfdd mgt.
32 East Twenty-third Street, New York

Do not neglect to send for our new style Prescription Book.
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We were Granted the
HIGHEST AWARD at the
Paris Exposition

e give an absolute guarantee with our goods
and will willingly replace without charge any of our make

of goods that do not come up fully to the guarantee. The
wholesale and retail trade can therefore sell B. S. 0. goods
with perfect confidence of their giving the fullest satisfaction.
More than this cannot be offered or expected.

Our line of Ideal Goods are admitted by the trade to
be the Best Goods for the Money on the market

MACE B. SHORT, Pres.
GEO. W. PEARCE, See)'. INCORPORATED 1900

Medal awarded to the B. S. 0. Gold Filled Optical Goods
exhibited at the Paris Exposition. This was the HIGHEST
AWARD to any optical house in the world.

Our New Catalogue is ready for distribu-
tion. It is double the size Of our last one.
It shows a complete line of our well-known
and popular

GOLD FILLED,
SILVERINE and 0J0

FRAMES
Also Springs, Guards, Temples and other
Optical Goods.

We will send it FREE, on application, to dealers

OUR GOODS CAN BE HAD OF
ALL LEADING JOBBERS

PETER NICENE; Trea&
S. J. CLut.gg, Supt.

BAY STATE OPTICAL COMPANY
Manufacturers of Optical Goods ATTLEBORO, MASS.

KELLAM anD MOORE
Manufacturing and Wholesale

OPTICIANS
42 N. Broad St. Atlanta, Ga.

A person may delay months before having glasses
fitted, but when he does he wants them right away.
That is human nature—to wait provokes him.

We know this, and a point upon which we lay
great stress in our Prescription Department is

PROMPT RETURNS
Every optical improvement has been introduced

(even to the automatic machines for the grinding of
lens edges) ; a large and complete stock, five times
that of any other Southern optical house, from which
to fill orders quickly—even to the stamping of eye-
glass and spectacle cases, for which we have the
most improved stamping machines.

A postal card will bring you a sample of
our eyeglass case stamping, or our last
catalogue, or both, free of charge.
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PRESCRIPTION WORK

Your goods go where you cannot.
They advertise you as a supplier of

A-1 goods or otherwise. Do not permit a
doubt to arise.   Send your 13 work to

KIRSTEIN
where it will be done accurately, tastefully,

and in the most approved style

KIRSTEIN, Rochester, N. Y.

USE OUR CATALOG

The American Optical College
BEAR IN MIND

DIPLOMA

OUR FEE

DETROIT

that leaders always have followers, so if you are thinking
of taking a Correspondence Course, don't for a moment
imagine you can get it anywhere. There is but one ex-
clusive Correspondence College, and that is OURS. A
word or two in regard to our
The Graduate in our Correspondence Course receives a
handsome, engraved Diploma, signed, sealed and en-
grossed with degree, and there is nothing about it to indi-
cate that it was gained through a Correspondence Course.
for the full Course, including Diploma and Degree, is
$8.00 ; payable two dollars in advance, and the balance
in weekly payments of one dollar. The knowledge gained
by this Course is worth ten times the money invested.

The American Optical College
BOX 77 DETROIT, MICH.
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Concerning the Action of the Oblique
Muscles in Oblique Astigmatism

Below we publish a letter from an esteemed
correspondent, in which he endeavors to defend
Savage in regard to the action of the oblique
muscles in oblique astigmatism. Now, first of
all, it must be noted that in our first article we
did not deny the theoretical correctness of
Savage's proposition. It was written mainly to
show that the medical profession by no means
accepted the theory of that author without con-
siderable limitation. It was only stated there
that the importance of this doctrine was much
overrated ; for it must first be proved that the
slight difference in the direction of correspond-
ing lines of the object produced by the cylinders,
requires a delicate correction by means of tor-
sion, or, in other words, that the slight torsional
diplopia is observed in ordinary vision. Le
Conte has shown that in ordinary binocular
vision those parts of the object that are not
directly fixed are in reality double for our eyes.
Still, in the usual act of vision this is observed
as little as in the experiment of the correspond-
ent when he holds a + o.50 D. cylinder axes
535° and 45°, respectively, 8 inches in front of
the right and left eye, and then views the hori-
zontal edge of the building as an unbroken
straight line. In ordinary vision, like reading,
our attention is confined too much to the par-
ticular point or letter looked at, and these are so
small that the difference in the position of the
short composing lines is unobserved.

Although, therefore, we must maintain the
correctness of our position, we nevertheless
cheerfully acknowledge that our correspondent is
also correct from his standpoint and advise our
readers to carefully read this interesting letter.

A Defense of Savage

ED. KEYSTONE your issue for March I notice
the theory of Dr. Savage in regard to the action of
obliques in oblique astigmatism is called into question.
A serial of mine just completed in another magazine
is based in part on these theories, and naturally I feel
like attempting a word in their defense. Although a
warm friend of THE KEYSTONE, I do not think doubt
should be cast over the theories of Savage, for, in my
limited experience, I have obtained gratifying results
from work based on his teachings.

In the first counter-point you state that the harmo-
nious symmetrical action of the oblique muscles in ob-
lique astigmatism is much overrated.

Granted that the subject may be rated too highly,
yet the fact remains that asthenopic cases are on record
which indicated weakness of the obliques, but were
permanently relieved by rhythmic exercise obtained
through oblique astirnalism simulated with oblique
cylinders. In applying the exercise with a pair of

1.50 cylinders one has to use great care at first, or
the patient will suffer acute pain in the region of the
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acting obliques. It is doubtless true, as you intimate,
II lat the action of these muscles in correcting obliquity
is small ; but the result on the patient is none the less
considerable. The office of the obliques, as every
One knows, is to prevent erratic rotation of the eye-
balls and from a mechanical standpoint this power
need not be great. If the total power is small it
naturally follows that the movements in question re-
quire almost infinitesmal effort, but nevertheless of
grave importance. I believe no one has devised a
means of determining the inherent power of the ob-
liques, but we know that the greater the power of a
muscle the greater the defect that may be borne. As
the amount of imbalance in these cases is small, it
may be safely assumed that the inherent power is
probably less than any of the extra-ocular muscles.

After giving the experiment with a 3 D. cylin-
der you state, in accordance with Dr. Eaton, that it is
made with the cylinder held at i 2 inches while review-
ing a square 20 inches from the eye. The claim is
made, further, that the distortion produced by torsion
can be observed only with the greatest difficulty when
the cylinder is brought close to the eye.

An analysis of this experiment will result in sup-
porting the theory of Savage. The closer the cylinder
is brought to the eye the weaker it becomes, hence the
distortion is greatly lessened by approximating it ; but
did the experimenter cover the other eye, and did he
realize that the obliques were a party to the partial
correction of the distortion, so long as binocular
vision was mentioned ? I have no difficulty in plainly
detecting distortion at 20 inches with monocular vision
through a I D. cylinder held against my lashes.
Those who rotate a lens while observing a square at
only 20 inches to detect the presence of a cylinder, can
be more accurate by having the object at infinity. My
favorite test is a 12 x 12 foot sign painted on a building
150 feet from my window. At this distance distortion
may be detected in monocular vision with either a
+ .25 or .50 D. cylinder ; but with the other eye
uncovered it is impossible. The following experiment
will convince any one that oblique distortion is created
by the weaker powers: Take a .50 I). cylinder and
hold it in front of the right eye with its axis at i35° (as
per trial frame), the left being covered. A long line
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like the distant edge of a roof will appear as in Fig. I.
Turn the cylinder to 45° and it will be like Fig. 2.

Even when the lens is close to the eye you can ob-
serve the line, first at one edge of the cylinder and
then at the other, and it will be disconnected in an
opposite manner, as shown in the diagram at A and B.
Please bear in mind I am not explaining the well-known
distortion by oblique cylinders ; but am attempting to
show that even a moderate amount of oblique astig-
matism must affect the obliques and that the general
estimate of its importance is not overrated.

Dr. Savage makes his experiment by looking at
an arrow through cylinders with axes diverging or
converging above, which makes it appear, at first, to
be crossed, but finally the ends will merge into one.
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Strictly speaking, the term diplopia cannot apply to
the point where the arrows cross, and the fact that
the doubled ends can be seen to pivot around a
common center till they merge, is a positive proof of
torsion.

Another experiment which I wish to submit is
certainly mysterious, unless it can be accounted for
by compensatory binocular torsion. Hold a + o.so I).
cylinder axis 135° eight inches from the right eye, the
left being covered, the horizontal edge of the building
will be broken as in Fig. 1. Take another + 0.50 I).
cylinder and hold it eight inches from the left eye with
axis at 45°, the axes will then diverge above. As long
as binocular vision is maintained through the lenses,
the line will appear continuous as in Fig. 3.

LtFT R./GcHT
AX 15
0
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The communication from Colorado appended to
to the article, also calls into question the harmonious
symmetrical action of the obliques in oblique astig-
matism in a case where there is oblique hypermetro-
pic astigmatism in the right eye with the meridian of
greatest curvature at 135° ; and vertical hypermetropic
astigmatism in the left, the meridian of greatest curva-
ture being vertical.

I believe there may be more to this correspondent's
question than at first appears. In his diagram (the
obliquity of the arrow is greatly exaggerated) there is
the greatest need for torsion in the right eye, but, ac-
cording to the theory of Savage (see New Truths,
Fig. 3, page 8), each eye rotates 5°. As most of the
muscles are capable of some independent action
might it not be possible one oblique may act more
than its fellow? If the right should rotate the eye 7°
and the left 3° the image would fall on the 177th
meridian in each eye and diplopia could not exist.
Even if this is the case the terms " harmonious sym-
metrical action " as defined by Webster and employed
by Savage would still stand, and describe an action
capable of correcting distortion in many cases of non-
symmetrical astigmatism.

H. G. PATTON,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

E. 13. Meyrowitz will open on May ist a new
uptown optical store at 650 Madison Avenue, corner
Sixtieth Street, New York City. The new place is be.
ing handsomely fitted up and equipped with all the
latest appliances for conducting a thoroughly up-
to-date optical and photographic business.

je The Julius King Optical Co. has leased the
premises at 4 Maiden Lane, New York City, which had
been occupied by J. T. Scott & Co., who went into
bankruptcy recently. The King Optical Co. will take
possession on May ist, when they will have to give
up possession of their present quarters. They will
have the entire ground floor for their salesroom and
offices, the basement for storage purposes and a large
up-stairs room for a workshop.

B. MAYER

The Great Money-Saver for You

offers the best goods in the market for the
lowest prices. Write for samples before
you buy elsewhere, and you can be sure
you will be pleased in every way.

B. MAYER
Manufacturer, importer and Jobbing Optician

550 N. Gay St., Baltimore, Md.

a WORK filled and mailed same day as received.
Mayer's Great German Eye Water, $1.20 per

dozen betties.
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Monarch
The Watchmakers' and

Jewelers'

Cement
STRONGEST AND BEST
Cement in use. Try it and
you will um. no other. The
trade supplied by

Benjamin Allen & Co.
Chicago

Bauman•Massa Jewelry Co.
St. Louis

Norton-Paulson JewoiryCo.
Kansas City

ELY ouARDs
They Cling I They Cling!

Vit them for Comfort Lind Trude thsy Brim>

W. H. ELY 0 CO., Middletown, Conn.Samples a id Information, 25c.

Last Course before graduation begins April 1st. SPECIAL COURSES hi Geometry, Algebra,
nmTrigooetry and Physiological Optics will be arrauged by the instructor, Miss Annie E. Maomaster,

at her office, 185 Summer Street, room 305, front 9 A. IC to 5 P. M.

Klein Achool of Optics
2 RUTLAND STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Knowledge, Application, Practice arc the fundamental principles upon which
this School is founded.

It employs the best scientific and mechanical
instructors.

It gives more real practical experience than
any other similar school.

It limits the number of students.

It does not give correspondent courses.
It charges more than any other school, but is

the cheapest in the end.
If you wish to become a REAL OPTICIAN,

this is the school for you.

Address KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS, 2 Rutland Street, Boston, Mass.

Rose Diamonds
Opals
Pearls
Turquoise
Carnets
Doublets

MAX R. GREEN & CO.
Importers of

Precious at Imitation Stones
301 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

(ilvire,si p i:erc;:mai!t y pt aisttejonbulotg ystoonue .rsordI ,nii
orders solicited.

 workdr.

Whitestones
Moonstones
Onyx
Cameos
Etc.
Etc.
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Kellam 0 Moore's

COLLEGE OF OPTICS

• 

is a School of Theoretical and
Applied Optics for physicians,
opticians and others who desire
LII optical education. There are
TWO COURSES—Attendance rig

d Correspondence. The 
confers

Col-

• 

lgooriiy   dl ssergere es by State ati-

td1 Kellam & Moore's College of ti
Optics .4 Atlanta, Georgia w
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J. J. DONNELLY

GT d ad SiT\eer
Electro.,pTater

73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ZIIITABLISHILD 1911111.
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illonogoi H. Revolt & Co.
431 to 437 Fifth Ave., Chicago

NEW YORK OFFICE-253 Broadway

Manufacturers of

STRICTLY HIGH—GRADE

JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

Our No. ió Case.

Made of very best seasoned oak and well finished throughout. Made in 6, 8and to ft. lengths, and fitted x‘ith latest device for electric lighting, if so desired.

PRICE VERY LOW. WRITE TO-DAY.

No middleman will handle goods without a profit, there-
fore buy direct from factory and save all you can.

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.,
Factory-431 Fifth Ave., CHICAUO.Write for our No. 10 Catalogue.

The New

20th Centurg
"Leaders"

are from the g■CEW DESIGNS made by Heimberger
& Lind, the leading makers of JEWELERS' FIND-
INGS, OWNAMEWTS, GALLETIES, Etc.

"By Using Our Goods Your Goods Will Sell,"
is a trite motto with a world of meaning to wide-awake
dealers.

Among the H. & L. latest new goods are a handsome
line of Bodice Buckles, Ebony Mounts, Buckles, Brooch,
Hat and Scarf Pins, Metal Ornaments, Etc.

Heimberger @ Lind
158 Pine Street

PROVIDENCE, W. L

employ only Expert Watch makers
All Jobs promptly executed
We can save you money on your

Repair Work

4.i:4.*44514.1;*!'e .14,Aii4A4,0*/40-•

21 NEW e72(TALOGUE
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PIVOTjiPOLISHEF?
iZ SIZE

A complete description of our PIVOT POL-
ISHER furnished to any one. It is endorsed byall users. Fitted to any lathe for 830.00.

describing and illustrating a
number of new and useful tools
will be sent to you upon appli-
.cation.

NEW ROLLER REMOVER
FOR STAKING TOOL

Made for any staking tool. Send size of part"A" when ordering Price, 81.00 each.

HARDINGE BROS., 1036 Lincoln Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

"The School"
to attend is the one which offers the greatest advantages in aneducational way. After everything is said and done we have thatschool. This is conceded by every former pupil of others whoattends it, by every expert workman we ever met or of whom weheard on the subject. Money alone don't do it, but the hard work-ing and most capable expert watchmaker at the head of this school
entirely accounts for it.

Send for circulars.

Canadian Horological Institute
115 to 121 kIng t root Elcust

TORONTO, ONT.

Physiologic Optics (New)
This is a translation of the famous French work " Optique Physioloifique," by Dr. M. Tscherning, of Paris. It isconceded to be the crowning work of the century on physiologic optics, and will mark a new era in optical study.Its distinguished author is recognized in the world of science as the greatest living authority on this subject, and hisbook embodies not only his own researches, but those of the several hundred eminent investigators who in tile pasthundred years made the eye their specialty and life study. It is handsomely bound in cloth, and contains 380 pagesand 212 illustrations.

Sent postpaid to all parts of the world on receipt of $3.50 (14s. 7d.)
Published by THE EYSTONIE

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, U. S. A.

If you want A First-Clanoi

CUCKOO CLOCK
write to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
Infmnfacturers

1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
fur Catalogue.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.
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Optical Notes

.0 L. R. Gerald, optician, luis
the Savings Bank Building, Natick,

• 

N. G. Smith, Dunkirk, N.
tensive improvements in his store.
dark-room for eye examination to
ment.

opened rooms in
Mass.

Y., has made ex-
He has added a

his optical depart-

.0 W. Wallace, Uniontown, Pa., recently took a
course in optics in Pittsburg, Pa. He will take charge
of the optical department in the store of his brother,
J. W. Wallace.

• 

The Vanss Optical Co., of New York, has
been incorporated, with a capital of $501.52. The
directors are E. A. Chapman, Sophia Chapman and
W. F. Yanss, New York.

▪ 

We regret to have to record the sudden death
in San Francisco of Miss Frances Wilzinski, Seattle,
Wash. Deceased was one of the best known lady
opticians in the Northwest.

The Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester,
N. Y., have presented two fine microscopes, with
fittings complete, to the New England Optical Insti-
tute for use in the school work.

.4 Wyatt & Dewein, is the title of a new whole-
sale optical. concern in Peoria, Ill. Walter Wyatt, the
head of the firm, is president of the Illinois Optical
Society, and a practical refractionist.

.4 The firm of Rees Bros. Optical Co., San
Antonio, Texas, has dissolved, Charles S. Rees with-
drawing. Mr. Rees will open an optical parlor, which
will be furnished with up-to-date fixtures and a com-
plete plant for grinding lenses.

ist E. J. Kornfeld, manager of the Toric Optical
Co., is now making a tour of the New England States,
visiting his old friends in the interest of his company.
While East, he will spend a day at the factory of the
American.Optical Co., at Southbridge, Miss.

31 E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y., are
sending gratis to the opticians who handle their " Shur-
on" mounting, a very handsome photo. of their
Shur-on girl for window display. The size of the
photo. mounted on card is 14 x 17, and it is very
attractive.

The G. E. Jacobs Optical Co., Denver, Colo.,

have filed articles of incorporation, with a capital stock

of $1o,000. G. E. Jacobs is president ; F. F. Hibbard,

late of Fitchburg, Mass., and formerly with the Amen -

can Optical Co., of Southbridge, Mass., is secretary

and will have charge of the mechanical part of the

business.

..se J. B. White, optician, Columbus, Ohio, will,

on April 1st, move from his present premises at 11u

North High Street, to the Dispatch Building, where

he has leased a large room. The new location will be

entirely remodeled and will be equipped with all

modern conveniences, including a new double front

and a tile floor.

ji A. C. Kintner, optician with Walter Powell,

the jeweler, Cumberland, Md., has invented a valuable

device for retinoscopes or ophthalmoscopes. This

device is designed to cut off rays of light falling on

the " peephole " of a retinoscope mirror used in the

examination of eyes. Mr. Kintner has sold the right

to manufacture the device to one of the largest optical

firms in the United States.

.0 E. H. Flitton, optician, Wyandotte, Mich.,

recently examined the eyes of the pupils of the local
• schools and submitted a report of same. The total

number of pupils examined was 700. Between the

ages of 7 and 19 years, To per cent. have normal

vision ; 65 per cent. are hypermetropic ; 5 per cent.

myopic ; 85 per cent. astigmatic ; ro per cent. asthen-

opic, and 1.5 per cent were troubled with diplopia.

The greatest number of defects were found between

the ages of 8 and 14 years, and 16 and 19 years.

Seventy-five per cent of the number that complained

of their eyes were troubled with headache. Inability

to see written work on the blackboard was the general

complaint.
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Illinois Optical Society
Through the initiative and influence of the Illinois

Optical Society a bill was last month introduced into
the House of Representatives, at Springfield, which is
entitled "An act to insure the better education of
opticians, to regulate the practice of opticians in the
State of Illinois and to create a State Board of Opti-
cians." The bill provides for a State Board of Opti-
cians as follows :

I. A State Board of Opticians, to consist of five
practicing opticians of recognized standing and ability,
each of whom shall have practiced his profession for
at least five years in the State of Illinois, is hereby
created, and the Governor, with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, shall, within thirty days after the
passage of this act, appoint the members of the said
board of opticians. The persons so appointed shall
hold their offices for five years."

Section i of the bill provides that after six months
from the passage of the act it shall be unlawful for any
person not a registered (or licensed) optician to prac-
tice as an optician under penalty of a heavy fine. The
bill is very comprehensive in its provisions, and the
Illinois Optical Society is using all its influence to get
it on the statute books. Individual members brought
all possible pressure to bear on their representatives,
and a deputation visited Springfield in its favor. At
this writing the fate of the bill is still undecided.

Hair as a Test for Eye Defects

C. R. Pearsall, secretary and treasurer of the J. H.
Leyson Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, sends us the follow-
ing amusing item descriptive of an experience in his
store unique in the history of eye tests :

A lady visited our optical department to-day and
complained to the optician that she derived very little
benefit from the glasses she wore. questioned as to
where she purchased them, she replied that she had
sent East for them.

Said the optician : " How could you expect,
madam, to have your eyes properly fitted without an
examination."
" Oh," said the patient, " I senta lock of my hair."

In this age of marvelous scientific development
we have learned to withstand all sorts and conditions
of shocks caused by recent discovery, but when a lock
of hair comes to he the criterion 'for fitting glasses we
hope that we will not be pursued by unfriendly critics
with the accusation of cowardice if we set about
strengthening our defences.

Ophthalmic Lenses
ED. KEYSTONE :—Your latest work on "Ophthal-

mic Lenses " is a vast storehouse of original knowl-
edge in regard to lenses, not found in any other book.
The name of the author alone is a sufficient guarantee
of its scientific value and mathematical accuracy.
The great number of diagrams brings it within the
comprehension of the average optician, who is not
always a mathematician. The chapters on " Prisms"
contain a large fund of practical information, based on
a scientific consideration of the subject. The paper
on " The Iris as Diaphragm and Photostat " presents
some thoughts that may be new to many readers, and
that will prove of practical value in the management
of asthenopia. On the whole, the book is one of in-
estimable worth, and in publishing it you have placed
the profession in your debt.

Yours very truly,
C. H. BROWN, M. D.,

President Philadelphia Optical College.

Be Judiciously Afraid

Better for a man to be afraid than to be too com-

fortable in mind. To be satisfied is to go backward.

It is a great danger point in all business conditions.
The comfortable-looking individual, who lets his busi-

ness slide on without keenly. watching every point, is

in dire danger. It would be much better for a man to

be really pessimistic, as far as his own conditions are
concerned, to guard every item of expense as if it

would cost him his fortune. Better let him stand over

the work of every employee and the making of every

sale as if the life of the business depended upon it,

than to relapse into that comfortable state of imbe-
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cility which belongs to the man who is never ready.
Be afraid that you will miss something. Be afraid
that you won't get the bargains that are coming, and
that when they do come you won't be able to take
advantage of them. Be afraid that your salespeople
have good ideas that you ought to take advantage of,
and that they won't tell you about them. Be afraid
that you are not treating some of your people quite
right, and that it would be better to conciliate them a
trifle. Be afraid that your customers do not think
quite as well of your store appointments as they might.

Be afraid that your fixtures, cash system, etc., are
not quite as well up as they might be, and do not pre-
sent as attractive an appearance as those of others.

The wise merchant should never be afraid of
others, and at the same time should never cease to be
afraid of them. This is a curious statement, but is
the fact in a nutshell. The merchant should always
respect his competitors, and never cease to regard
their efforts with watchfulness :nut with a full determi-
nation to overcome and defeat them, not by the slash-
ing of prices or other feeble work that any fool can
do, but by the employment of superior brains, greater
energy and more ingenuity. In this way he should
never fear, yet should always fear—never be afraid to
outdo, but always be afraid that they will outdo.

Death of Henry Gooding Reed
Henry Gooding Reed, founder of the silverware

manufacturing business of Reed & Barton, Taunton,
MISS., died on March ist at his home in that city at
the advanced age of ninety-one years. With Charles
E. Barton Mr. Reed founded the business of the firm
in 1835. The story of the growth and the success of
the concern is well known to the trade. The deceased
was an enterprising and accomplished business man,
and watched the industry grow with paternal pride and
solicitude. He was a prominent figure in the business
life of Taunton. He was one of the charter members
of the Taunton Savings Bank, organized in r869, and
one of the founders of the Winslow church, of which
he has always been u devoted attendant.

ARE YOU

A BUFFALO?
The new order of the Buffaloes is spread-

ing like wild fire throughout the country. No
doubt, Mr. Jeweler, many of your customers are

ready enrolled and you
should keep prominently
before them what is en-
joined in Rule 12 of the
order, viz: " Each Buffalo
must wear on his left hand
a Buffalo Ring." To meet
this popular demand we
have made a Buffalo Ring
that will sell for the low
511111 of

PATENTED

$1.25 Eucl,
TO THE TRADE.

It is of sterling silver,
heavily gilded, a n d is
fitted with imitation cats-
eye, ruby, emerald,

turquoise matrix or opal. It is a great seller.

If your jobber can't supply it write us and we

will advise you where you can get them.

Manufactured by

C. P. GOLDSMITH & CO.

33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK

Send for our special circular, giving origin and

ritual of the new order of the Buffaloes. —Adv
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A Warning to The Trade
J ewelers are no longer safe in hiring an auctioneer

solely on his own representations, as there are a great
many unprincipled, unqualified men in the business who
will present letters and references by the wholesale in
their favor, but if you will take time to investigate these
references you will find that a great many of them are
fictitious and unauthorized. Therefore, no matter who you
hire, take time to investigate the work he has done for
others—this is the way to best judge what he can do for you.

I have just closed four very successful sales, how much
so I \V ill leave you to judge by the answers you may receive
from the following people for whom the sales were con-
ducted, and you will do me a favor if you will write them.

F. OLNHAUSEN & CO., Celina, Ohio ; R. W. WHEELER, Penn Yan, N. Y. ; R. C. BERNAL', Abbeville, S. C. ; Louis I. STEPHENS,
Jacksonville, Fla., the oldest jeweler in the South. You will find these men glad to answer your letter and tell you what I have
done for them. A post card will bring you a booklet on Auctions and Auctioneers.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer
Home address—Fond=du=Lac, Wis. Room 702 Stewart Building, CHICAGO

Gioalosi of Impoitance

A. L. Gottlieb

JEWELERS, do you desire
to realize Good Profits?
Or will you have an
Auction Sale, only for
the benefit of Some
Auctioneer, an d you
Lose Money? Be Very
Careful—Investigate.

SENT FREE.

WRITE US FOR IT. (

A very Valuable Book,
giving some very Im-
portant Information to
every jeweler.

LARGE PROFITS GUARANTEED.
14/. A. Stanley

Hundreds of the very best references and press notices given in correspondence.
The trade obtains the services of two experienced men at the cost of one.

1882. TE,"'L,PHONLE.4.,, 1915 MAIN..

GOTTLIEB 0 STANLEY, Auctioneers203 S. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

oss 0' THc

Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co , St. Louis, Mo.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Threadwell, Ft. Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, ic7.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

J. W. Hcr:/ard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnet' Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
F. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
K. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.

Miggs & Dodg 334 Dearborn Street,

, 11 901 CHICAGO, ILL.
The Greatest List of Successful Jewelry Auctions Ever Published.

Every Firm's Name Given Repiesents a Successful Sale. Write them.

REFERENCES:
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., PlIttsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos. W. Field, Galveston, Tex., 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Oregon.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze. Quincy Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E Kern, El Paso, Tex.
J. P Stevens tk Bro., Atlanta. Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Oregon.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. K Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminski, St. Louis and Galveston,
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Montana.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Enlisting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Washington.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Oho.
Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.

Woodward, Smith & Randall,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Wilbur, Lamphere & Co , Galesburg, ill.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. I,ippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjiman, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sal.s.
King Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co.. Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Washington.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield. Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Montana.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati. Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.
Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.

More than too others and the Jobbers from

Maine to California.

THE TRADE
will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two EXPERIENCED men at the cost of one. The audience never gets tired ;

each has his own methods. There is a change of voice and manner ; also in case of sickness, it is an lnvincible argument. We work in perfect
harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved it is the greatest combination of talent ever available.

Raven s plan must be good
for it pleases every
jeweler and will please
you. Its the best and
only proposition for

you to consider if you

are contemplating
holding a sale ; it fully
protects you against

loss, positively assures

you a good profit at

close of each day's

business and does not

injure your future business in any way.

Whether you desire to go out of business

or not, under Raven's guaranteed system it

will pay you to hold a sale. There is money

in it. Can we arrange the date to-day?

JOHN H. RAVEN
Holland, Mich.

jewelry 
Auctioneer

E. R. TYLER
Room 306-103 State Street

CHICAGO

I am a practical auctioneer of ex-
perience a n d honest methods.
All my sales are conducted on
purely business principles. I
treat all correspondence confiden-
tially, and promptly answer all
letters. I shall be pleased to have
you drop me a line if this inter-
ests you.

EARNINGS on
ENGRAVING

are an important part of the jeweler's in-
come. If you do not engrave there are
dollars for you in every page of the

Hand-Book of Letter and Ornamental
Engraving on Metal and Wood, by
CelIlni,Jr., and Pivots and Pivoting, by
The Lightning Pivoter.

Both in one volume, which contains 104 pages, giving practical instructions in the art of
metal and wood engraving and pivoting. It also colilitiawts oititisusef tiefultfo7outlaids.for the watch-
maker. Price, postpaid, 50 Cents,

o a

THE KEYSTONE PORTFOLIO OF MONOGRAMS
is especially compiled for Engravers. It contains 121 coml )ination designs.
Price, postpaid, 50 Cents, to all parts of the world.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.



per dozen
including nickel display stand.

Extra Batteries, Dsc.
Sample to Jewelers, prepaid, on

receipt of $2.00

Si Z .
8Y2x1Y2

ALL BRAS? N 74E10

CONIEAD SEARCH LICHT.
You can pick It up at any time and by

almply pressing the button light up any ob.
feet within fifty feet. Lech battery can be
used several hundred times. New batteries
35c. Easily In5erted. If your dealer does not 1
carry It, tierk1 $3.00 to

COMAE/ MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf PIns,Studs and Lace Pins.
The most practical and only adjustableona
invented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For sale by all
wholesale jewelers and material houses. Sample by
mail, 25c. ; in to K. gold, 75c ; t4 K., $Loo,
M.CROHN, mkr.eisdr.,48&50 Malden Lane, N.Y.

CUCKOO
CLOCKS
ARE

PROFIT
MAKERS

There's something about our Cuckoo Clocks that
" catches on" with your customers. Whether it's their
uniqueness, or the beautiful ha nd-carv ing,or the cuckoo
that pipes the time o' day—anyway, a Cuckoo Clock
is "something different" from the ordinary run of clocks
and your customers like that " something different."

Will you give yourself a chance to make some
new profits?

The first step is to send for our catalogue—then
make up a trial order.

,ILMERICAN C.UCFCCIPO CLOCK CO.
31 and 39 North Ninth St, Philadelphia

IV!! malie

Hair Chains
to order. Send for
price-list. Estab-
lished 1886
F'. J. LOEPER
325 R opt STREET
LANSFOR13, PA.

N EW IN-KNIVES.
mith's Pat Blade is made of german silver,when 10Abe

plated wears indefinitely and the thin strip of 11,R,IZ
inaertecl is ALWAYS SHA1RP...>

.............................
.. 4.A

AlliM101111 '...................... ,:44 op
Send 39 two-cent stamps to E. 11. H. SMITH, 38 Murray St., New

for a Beautiful Sample Knife
York

ALUMINUM Perpetual Date
CALENDAR

1,7E147E11/4AI Irou

Vest pocket size; beautiful design ; Em-
bossed Figures, Letters, etc., with any ad.
stamped in metal On back, and depression on
front for pictures, ads., etc. Finest Adeertisina
Novelly on Earth; good to use at auy season or
all the time. Agents Wanted.

Sample and Special Prices by sealed mail,
10 eents.

CALENDAR WATCH CO.,
GLASGOW, KY.

Engraving • o 
and Etchi 'ng, f every description UPON ALL SURFACES

Including Spoons, Prize Cups and Presentation Pieces

Miniature Portraits on WATCHES, DIALS,BROOCHES. Etc.
HAND-PAINTED MINIATURES copied from any photo. a

Specialty. Perfect likeness guaranteed

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
ENGRAVERS and ETCHERS AS Maiden Lane, New Yorkto thc Jcwclry and Silvcr Tradcs

Send Your Repairing to Headquarters
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing
We employ none but skilled workint.n, and hate had 24 years'
experience in this line.

Estimates Given
Also carry in stock a complete line of Materials and Findings.
Orders filled from any catalogue.

J. R. STADLINGER, 617 Main St., BUFFALO, N. Y.
Send for Repairing Price-List.

WE ARE NOT
JOBBERS, BUT
MANUFACTURERS

KEY LOCK
$1.50 dozen, $15.00 gross

PAT. LOCK
$1.20 dozen, $12.00 gross

Profit
Is what you
are looking
for, and this

Bracelet
is what you
can make it on

Try a

sample
dozen and

prove it

E. A. FARGO 0 CO., Attleboro, Mass.

Indestructible
Metal Ring Tag

72 IN 56
How often do you polish your rings?
How often do you wash them?
How often do you re-tag them?
How can you sell without doing these things?
How much time do you spend in such work?
How much is your time worth?
How would you like to have an apprentice do

this work for you as well as you can do it
yourself

No removal of tags while cleaning stock.
72 Fancy Rin s, marked with our tags,

have been polished, washed, dried and re-
placed in stock, in 56 minutes, at an actual
cost of 9 cents for labor.

How does this saying of time strike you?

" IT INCREASES YOUR SALES"

PATENTED OCTOBER 13, 1505

Send $1.00 for Sornple Etox
of 200 Toge4

The Diamond Tag Co., 5 South Main Street,DAYTO1V, OHIO

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

Maker or Fine Tools and Dies rof the Dan
Lion Building, Filth and Elm StreetsHigh-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

Foot-Power Lathes.
Correct in principle.

{High grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.
This cut represents our NO. 4 Lathe, which isadmirably adapted for the heavier work ol watchmakersand jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.
We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for

Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes CO.,
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
F

MASON IC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RINGS, BADGES

5'IA AN
4.1. 801"

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS
00 AND Nefl

4bOL. pekt,./DIP.

CHAS.G.BRAXMAR
MFG.JEWELER

N910 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES 84 MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
oF

MILITARY
G. A. R.

ATHLETIC, _
‘s,„AsH ooTING

'91?1Q 740 v..

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0 AND Co*
ots OTHER ell/

'C/AL erkvi

10 i [(LION ST..N.Y.

DIPLOM.A-f

FORJOLNITIFICAIIONKIIANAIII)'
AND.FIHJT PRIZIr:f

We are Hearkillariels for OrderWork
such n CLASS PINS, BADGES, RING MOUNT-

INGS and GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
Doubtless ours is the place you have been looking fol.

We solicit a trial order.

J. F. Plimley, Manufacturing Jeweler.Repairer to the Trade
34 Bennett Bu !ding, DETROIT, MICH.

Send for JewelryOrder Work Repair Price-List

and Repairing
My Specialty

Zeitner, 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

Souvenir
Spoons
of any locality.

Chas.A.Stahl,Jr.
Providence, R. I.

Souvenir
Friendship Hearts
of anv locality. Send photo.
or prints with orders.

Chas. A. Stahl, Jr.
Providence, R. I.

1111111114,4,111111
-•
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-• LEARN
--•
--•
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ENGRAVING•-•
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from us and learn it
--4, correctly. We will
--• receive applications
--• now for space corn-
.--• mencing Feb. i, tam
—*
---•

--•
—.01

---*

--40

.--0

-4

---*

---•

GLOW BROS.
--• so. E. (1,11w St ..... sor,

Room 1303
Columbus Memorial Building

CHICAGO.

I

/. , ttt/tittilft\ttt'ttt

See our ad. in Oct.
Keystone.

THE BEST is
THE CHEAPEST after all.
The Only secure

and simple arrange-

ment for Inter-

changeable Stone

Initial and Emblem

Rings. Made in

all desirable styles.

Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

Post can be attaches!
to any buuon

"It has no peer"

Write for new catalogue, now ready.

J. BULOVA,
ST MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

iotot...hst• i.d!sinlasint.**.t.sbsinfot.ds4td!.4.stoi4Ask.

EASY-FLOWING

GOLD 

SOLDER

• a.

Best Earth

a.
a.

a.
5.•

itsi•stissi”in14.1,4”i!!1”1”1•1..1.11.+YTtl'i'.1-1'fh.I.I'q"rtis

NIANUFACTURID Be

F. H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago, III.
For Sale by all Jobbers.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

WWtchmaaker
to the %trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close, personal attention
to repairs sent me. Prompt-
ness my motto. GIVE ME
A TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.
CHICAGO

Photographs Oil Watch Dials
and Caps.
Price,
75 cents.

Single or group
pict tires.

Sample Dial,

25 Cents.

THE ELMORE CO.,
115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

MATERIAL,
FINDINGS,
STONES.

ANYTHING YOU WANT IN THESE LINES
Let us serve you. The price will be all
right, and the goods, too.

WE WORK FOR THE TRADE, TOO.
Repairing, Making Special Rings, Med-
als, Emblems, or anything you want in
Jewelry. We invite a trial.

SILVERS & WOODS
Manufacturing jewelers and

Jobbers in Material and Findings

3% Whitehall Street, ATLANTA, GA.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806

Col. Meml. Bldg.

Chicago

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

by

H. 0. JOHNSON
EXPERT WATCHMAKER

ROOM 1339 UNITY BUILDING

79 DEARBORN STREET

CH ICAGO

For 15 years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing their finest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
Diploma by the Swedish
Watchmakers' Society,
April 28, 1900, for excel.
IM10E in workmanship.

(6C29)
ESTABLISHED 1877  

hi2Gi ST MIR 01 HAIPSPPINGSIN lJ S
TI1E 171.0(!li REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET,

110.1tiin 50 or IOU !thicken hnirepringe eomplete. n11 tile,
and make, enrefolly nrronned, t,tIi llreellont. Citlithel of

is, $1.00 i 100,111.70, to !Bone cprinpi, Roy .1ze 411.

oink., 50 et, per don., 'JO els. per listlf doz. Steno, thilioe

Ithirspringe or r•ery decerlptIon. Pho■phor Bronze Hair-
•priniel for illeelrienl Itettronicotc. rte.

A. your Jobber for them. Colilnel,

F. N. MANPOSS, Forestville, Conn.

MCMINN
ARE RICAN

HOROLOGICAL
SoCIE TV

ENTABLISBILD 40 YEA rtel

46 4o*O-141Vie

ExPERT
W.A•rcHMANE

to the 'Trade

103 STA rill STREET

CHICAGO

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

Estimates furnished before commencing
strictly first-class work.

Special attention given to Demagnetizing

Polishing
Lallo

RUN WITH
OUR NEW FOOT
MOTOR.

Considered by
users to be
A VERY GOOD
MACHINE.

PRICE LOW

C. H. FIELD
Providence, R.I.

G. F. Wadsworth,
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer.

Everything its
the line of•

Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and Silver
Plating,

Satin Finish,
Engraving

and

Engine Turning

Changing Old Enst•
Ilkh and Salm
to take American
S. TE. Movements

.petialty.
01,gA  CASES1w

Silversmiths'
Building,
131.137 Wabash
Ave., CHICAGO.

4,,,........---N
LEARN MORE
EARN MORE

A large salary goes to the workman
who is thorough in all branches.
We teach every branch of the jew-
elry business thoroughly and prac-
tically, Watchmaking, Engraving,

Jewelry Work and Optics.

See advertisement on page 38/I, this
issue ; then write for our prospectus ;
it will give you full intbrination.

The Philadelphia College of Horologg
1213-15 Filbert Street,

F.W . ScriuLax, Prin. Philadelphia, Pa.

1111 #

The increasing demand for a better article its

""r SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to make a higher grade. We have
decided to put 25 cents a dozen more gold (not
work) on them. That amount of gold per dozen
will make them worth double the value of the
present standard R. P. buttons. We also pro-
pose to continue the present standard grade at
the regular price cf $1.25 per dozen.

The new button will be carded on celluloid,
which will enable the dealer to keep thesis in a

more presentable shape, no matter how long

you keep them in the show case or window.
In addition to this every button will be espe-

pecially examined by an expert, and we guar-

asenitieteed.each and every button to be as repre-

Price to Trade. $1.60 per dozen.

Our GOLD AND SILVER (MOOS are

of Excellent Quality and Finish.
ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

0 .W.YOUNG & CO„ (qtrs., 1213 State St.,Chicago

Lon Barnhart
Manufacturer of Fine

WaICI1 and Spectacle

,-;7
624 W. Madison St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

IGNS
Mammoth, medium and small size. Illuminated and
non-illuminated. Durable, elegant and attractive.
PEST SIGNS ON EARTH. Send for catalogue

Louis J. MEYER
GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

our ) (Ebtabbsited )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING its any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.
Ake Prompt attention given to Mall and

Express Orders.

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

team
Itapidarg.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

Expert WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

Estimates sent same
day work is received.
None but experts em-

ployed. Send us your
work.

Dept. R

Columbus Jewelry Co.
47 to 69 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers.
CitioAtio, 1593 Paolo. 1889 BERNE. 1859

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to

new for rent or for sale at
moderate prices. Re-
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing forthe trade.

C. A. GEISSLER,
Bueeesser 10 11. II. Iworids,

26 South Street,

Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK
Charts, etc

THE

emington
Standard Typewriter

Wgckoff, Seamans & Benedict
144 Madison Street

Chicago, Ill.
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Small Advertisements
No advertisesnent inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT in•r word for first tiventy-tive
words. AIIIIIiii01151.1 nod ad ve Misc.
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except " Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials Ii aid abbrevia-
tions C t as words, and are charged for
as part of the advertisement. No display
other than two-line initial letter.

If answers are to be forwarded, post-
age stamps must be enelosed 

To insure insertion  my must ac-
 tually ali orders for advertisements,
anti copy •t reach us not later than the
23t Ii Of each  th for insertion in the
following month's issue.

The real IMMO and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents if they desire a copy
of the paper In which their advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under thls hemline, ONE CENT per word, for aro

lwenty•Ilve worde. AdialIone1 wo,ih rowl odeertleeinents,
THREE C0515 per word. No atIverthement I d for
le...11mo 25 cools.

fly letter and monogram engraver. Address,LI W. L. Combs, Pulaski, N. Y.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, salesman and mfg.
Li jeweler wants a position with an Al house.
Can give satisfactory refs. Ad., "John Williams,"
room 811 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago. 
AT OIOR`, by an expert watchmaker and engraver
a capable of taking charge of business. Chas.
E. Gaskill, care Mawhinney & Holliday, Omaha,
Nebraska,
al single man of 5 years' exp. as salesman and
it assistant watchmaker. Can do plain engraving.
Best of refs. Address, C. E. Canna, 3241 Indiana
Ave., Chicago.
aY young saleslady. Some knowledge of optics,
U 5 years' exp. Ad. "T 72," care Keystone. 
AS assistant with good workman. Age 20, 4 years'
11 exp. Do plain watch work, clock mut jewelry
repairing ; good salesman. Want to finish trade.
Best refs. Address, " B 89," care Keystone. 
A GOOD watchmaker, optician and fair plain mi-
n graver wants position in New England. Best
refs. 818 per week. Ad.," II 104," care Keystone.
A SITUATION for 1 married and 1 single man

•it and 1 lady watchmaker. All good workmen
anal with good sets of tools. Prefer West or far
West. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.
VOUNG man wishes position as clock and second
I watchmaker, 2 years' exp. at the bench. Also
exp. in wholesafe 'muse Best refs. E. W. Welch,
261 East Ontario hi ra•ct,

PXPE1tIENC131) 1,111 rat grad unto (McCormick
LI Optical hunt ii le :eel bider° Ophthalmic
College), young, single maii, g. sal auldres,r; desires
to make change. Edward ileilbron, 57 E. Wash-
ington, Chicago.
V4 iNG man, age 21, watchmaker, jeweler, opti-

Man, t1C8Irem position with good house. 5 years'
exe. Nerali pref. Address, L. C. Leary, care
Thc "'boiling Co., cliester, S.

optiehm, doing fair (nag! aving
IJ DWI iortli nary watch \volt, WIIIII8 pOSiliolt with
reliable }nap, iV ii Ii chance to perfect himself in
filler path., 1■1 :tell work. Samuel 1'. Learned,
Fort Allairasnal,

81N(1.1, watchmaker, course in optics, engraver—plain. 1111 est 8500 to 81000 if business 0. K.
IVerk reasonable. Start business with Al work-
Ma II. E. i I a le, Rugby, N. flak.
A'ATCII MAKE it anti engraver, young man, 22,
" wants steady position, Has own tools, Al
refs. " A. M. P.," 712 Monroe St., La Porte, Ind.
PY competent watchmaker

' 
jeweler, plain en-

graver, some exp. in opties. Ref. exchanged.
Ad., " Watchmaker," box 170," Augusta, W18.
pOSITION by Al watchmaker end fine engraver,

35 years old and single, with 20 years' practical
exp. desires permanent position in Ilexes or
Okla:home. Have own tools. Sample of engraving,
photo. and refs. in first letter. When writing,
please state wages. Address, " F. A. IV.," P. 0.
box 152, lirairie City, III. 
pIRST-CLASS watch repairer, 25 years' exp.

Competent regulating, adjust ins and repairing
railroad watches 

' 
• good engraver, jeweler. Steady

job only ; no low wages ; part tenlarm in first letter.
Soul h pref. Refs. Conrail K 01, 1,,r, 1.01111C1111t, Ohio.
I, RA DU A TE optician, 11 rst •-a• lass watchmaker,
LI plain engraver, 12 years' exp. Tools. Salary,
$20 per week. S. itoselield, 144,1o4sil, N. Y.
plIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler sed emn 14•1 a II,
I 15 years' exp. Salad', from sl . I ii s211 pm.
week. Address, II. N. 11111, Bel ttttt nd, Iowa.
DY watch, clock, jewelry repairer and salesman-,
1.1 with tools and 10 years' exp. Have 'u our'
optical knowledge. South pref. Box 194, Lum-
berton, N. c.

A N. In, 2 years' exp. on watches, clocks, jewelry,
All engraN ing and optics. Best ref. 810. Lock
Box Ni, ',write:, N. Y.
HY single num as watch repairer, 6 years exp.;

graduate of Hutchinson 's school. Gilt-edge
refs. as to character, etc. Geo. A. Parkins, Elgin,
Nebraska.
A WATCHMAKER and engraver of 9 years' exp.,
in also graduate optician, desires position. Can
give best of refs. Address, "John Simpson,"
room 811 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
DESIGNER anti engraver ; can net 118 salesman if

necessary. City exp. Solrer and industrious.
Wages moderate. Samples and refs. Chu.
Collett, Ansonia, Ohio. 
YOUNG nian, 20, to finish trade, 1% years' exp.
I Do plain clock repairing, soft soldering and
considerable work on watches. Best refs. Walter
A. Coffman, Warsaw, Ohio.
Dar young man, 4 years' exp. at the bench, like to
v finish trade with good man. Moderate wages.
Michigan pref. Address, Box 167, Clio, Mich.

'YOUNG man wants position as assistant watch-
1 maker, jeweler anti plain engraver ; know
something about optics, good salesman. Wages
reasonable. "I 77," care Keystone.

•

SITUATIONS WANTED.
AS watchmaker, salesman or 'manager in a city ofin 4000, or upwards. 20 years' exp. in retail
jewelry business. Northern Illinois, Indiana,
Southern Wisconsin or Michigan pref. M. F.
}inkier, Streator, Ill.
HY practical watchmaker and jeweler, 12 years'
11 exp. Good salesman, speak English and
German ; married, age 30. Want steady position
at once. Will Thinimig, Sheboygan, Who.
pIRST-CLASS all-around engraver wishes steadyI petunia:4n. Can give first-class refs.; 4 years'
exp. 20 years' old, no bad habits. Address,
" Engraver," 40 Elizabeth St , Derby, Conn.
AS assistant with expert watchmaker. Do plain
It watch and clock repairing. New England
States iref. State wages. Address, " W.," 493 E.
Main Street, Norfolk, Va.
WATCIIMAKER and jeweler wants a steady
" plaice. Exp. in drug store. Best of ref.
Lock box 35, Grover 11111, Ohio.
Dy competent watchmaker, jeweler, plain en-
" graver and graduate optician, fair salesman.
Desires to change position by May lat. Want to
get in with good hrm. Own tools and trial case.
.Age 23, single and hustler. Wages, $15 per week.
Al ref. Address, J. E. Kessler, Hawk, Ohio.
PI RST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, engraver andI salesman. Several years' exp.; age 2a ; single
and temperate in every respect. Best refs. Ad.,
S. J. 1'. Lowe, South Union, Ky.
WATCHMAKER, first-class watch, clock and
" jewelry repairer wants position. Steady.
Understanding of Optics. New England hirer.
Address, G. F. Lowell, Kingfield, Maine.
pIRST-CLASS letter and monogram engraverI wishes position as engraver and saleslady.
Samples. Address, Box 15-1, Alden, Iowa.
pIRST-C LASS watchmaker, Jeweler, refractionist,
I gold soldering and engraving, with tools, lathe,
trial case and instruments. Best diplomas in all
branches, including Philadelphia Optical College.
Can take charge of retail jewelry business. Good
ref. Young man, American ; will go anywhere
at once. C. R. Slimier, Knox, Pri.
TO learn the jewelry trade. Am strictly sober.
I Would play lib elarionet in a band. Chas. E.
Beck, Knox, Pa.
DY young man first-class watchmaker, jeweler,
" optician and plain engraver. Own tools and
trial case. Best refit. Address, " Watchmaker,"
137 E. Fourteenth St., Minneapolis, Minn.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler arid salesman, 10 years
hh at bench 

' 
• age 25. Crum of change, employer

going out of business. Ref. furnialred. Have
tools. A. C. Erdice, Ainsworth, Iowa.
par a sober, industrious, all-around workman—
') watchmaker, jeweler and engraver. Have
tools and can furnish fine refs. Box 34, Pine
Grove, Pa.
DY Al watchmaker, jeweler and plain engraver.
U No bad habits, best of ref. Address, Chas.
Reed, Mt. Carmel, Ill.
DY first-class watchmaker with Al firm. Good
" appearance

' 
capable of waiting on trade. Full

set tools, best ref. Address, G. W. Hyde, 27
Boudoir' Street, Boston, Mass.
WATCHMAKER, 25 years' exp., with refs. from
" firma doing railroad inspection work. Correct
in every detail at watch work. Can do other
work in trade. Address, "S 200," care Keystone.
V. A. TOMLINSON, lied Key, Ind., wants posi-
r tion as watchmaker, jeweler and engraver
somewhere in Ohio, Indiana or Illinois. Can give
the best of ref.
PRACTICAL watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and

graduate optician. Age 23 ; married ; own
tools. Refs. furnished. Exp. on railroad watches.
Address, Win. C. Morgan, Dexter, N. Y.
WATCHMAKER,. first-class ; age 41, wants per-
" nianent peahen'. Salesman, speak English
and German. West pref. Address, " E 40," care
Keystone.
YOUNG man as assistant watchmaker and Jew-
' eler, 2,34 years' exp. at bench ; graduate
optician. Own tools and trial case. Address,
L. W. Harder, Pittsfield, In.
goon man wants situation May 1st ; watchmaker,
31 jeweler, optician. Lathe, tools, trial case. 25
years' exp. Strictly temperate. A. L. (lark,
Yale, Mich.
PRACTICAL watchmaker, jeweler and clock
I repairer. Own tools and regulator. Gilt-edge
rent. .Age 24, married ; temperate habits. Ad.,
Box 14, Woodland, Mich.

BY single man , 28, ordinary watch and jewelryrepairer and engraver, as assistant to good
watchmaker. 9 years' exp. Ohio, New York or
Michigan pref. Address, " B 90," care Keystone.
CIPEN for position May 1st. Manager or assistant 1
V manager in retail jewelry store ; watchmaker, 1
jeweler and optician. Fine tools and testing
outfit ; also Al salesman. Best refaa. Only those ,
who can pay _good salary need apply. Address, I
" B 94," care Keystone. 

]
DY competent engraver, jeweler and salesman,
Ii age 27, permanent position. New York State ;
pref. Address, " H 166," care Keystone.

I
fly watchmaker and jewelet, 8 years' exp.; some y
I' knowledge of optics. With ref. Address, 1
" T 73," care Keystone. I
fil'TICIAN, who understands prescription and f
ki general optical work thoroughly, desires a (
position. Address.," F 78," care Keystone. 7
yoRTHWEST. Thorough, watch, clock, jewelry rl
rh repairer and letter engraver wants position in 1
Northwestern States. Can furnish best of ref. ,
Address, " X 55," care Keystone. I
pOSITION by first-class all-around man about 4
I- May 1st, as watchmaker and engraver, optician N
and satleionan, jeweler and engraver, or to take a
charge of store. 17 years' store exp.; age 34, 1
married and temperate. Only those having per- y
manent position and willing to pay liberal wages a
need answer. " 13 92," care Keystone. n
WATCHMAKICR, engraver and optician, mar- e
" ried, would like steady position with good 11
house. Missouri pref. " W 109," care Keystone. (

('00D, all-around man, 12 years' exp. with first- I
u class retail 110104C8, wishes to make change A
between now and fall. Rocky Mountable or Pad- n
fic States pref. Now have charge of watch work at
for a leading railroad time inspector and have had h
it for three years. Only reason for changing don't tt
like country. Best ref. Good salesman. watch- fl
maker ammd engraver. 81 years old. Addis,
" K 56," care Keystone.

IX'ATCHMA K ER anti jeweler viatica permanent
" position. Age 23 ; single. Gilt-edge ref.; 7
years' exp. In city store. Address, P. H. Holt-
berger, 517 Locust St., Des Monies, Iowa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

GOOD, all-around Mali Wallt8 situation by May.Railroad work, jewelry and badge work ;
capable elect ro-plater. Samples of engraving and
ref. to Jeweler with lots of work and god pity.
New England pref. Address, " ii 167," care
Keystone.
Dy young lady to finish trade, 2 years' exp. in
U Jewelry store. Can do clock work and 801110
watch work. Have had Mama entire management
of business for year. Good ref. "S 201," care
Keystone.
IIPTICIAN will take charge of optical depart-
u ment. Late in bushman in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Expert fitter and refractionist. Understands
manufacturing. State salary in first letter. Ad.,
" W 110," care Keystone office. 
fly watchmaker, optician and engraver, at once,
U in Illinois or nearby. Ref. from last employer;
sample of engraving. C. C. be Moure. Piper
City, tn.
ICY a find-class watchmaker, good jeweler and

optician. Own tools ; 10 years' exp.; gilt-edge
refs. Address, " Watchmaker," P. O. box 1394,
Butte, Mont.
fly an all-around optical workman with long
11 years' of exp. A retail house pref. Can
furnish best ref. "J. A. L.," 17 Sibley Street,
Cleveland, Ohio. 
WATCHMAKER, engraver and graduate opti-
" clan, strictly first-class man, wants permanent
position. Address, " L 98," care Keystone. 
POSITION wanted at once by firsteciasa watch-
" maker with complete set of tools • Al ref.
The West pref. Address, " E 41," care keystone.
WITH first-class house in or between New York
" and Chicago as optician. June 1st. Best of
ability and refs. Address, " S 202," care Key-
stone.
YOUNG lady would like position as saleslady in
I jewelry store or wholesale store. Have had
5 years' exp. Can give beat refs. " S 204," care
Keystone.
PXPERT refractionist and frame fitter, 15 years'
rI exp. Good manager. First-class refs. Ad.,
" L 99," care Keystone.
WY young man of 7 years' exp.; married. Am

all-around man. Best of refs. furnished.
L. Johnson, 304 Oak Street, Atlantic, Iowa. 
I1PTICIAN of practical exp. wishes a position, or

will rent part of a jewelry store for optical
department. Southern California pref. Address,
" IV 112," care Keystone. 
AT liberty April 7th. Watchmaker, 25 years at
to the bench. Goad ref. I. H. Burgess, Harlan,
Iowa.
VITUATION wanted by practical, trustworthy
41 lady engraver of general lettering and mono-
grams. 1Villing to sell iToods and look after stock
II. desired. Refs. For particulars address,
Richard O. Kandler, 126 State Street, Chicago.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING tttt CENTS Pen WORD.

WATCHMAKER, who can also do engraving.
u Must be sober, diligent and not unsaid to
work. Being railroad watch inspector he 'mist
understand railroad watch repairing. Permanent
situation for competent anti reliable man. Send
refit. Joe Keen, Austin, Texas. 
A EIRST-CLASS watch case repairer, one who
11 can engine-turn pref. Will give good salary
and permanent position. Murat be sober, honest
and give good refs. State wages expected in first
letter. H. Schmidt, electric watch case repair
works, 130 Exchange Place, New Orleans, La.
VOUNG man wanting to learn the jewelry bud-
" ness thoroughly can have an opportunity with
a first-class all-around workman. Address, Lock
box 94, Spring Valley, Minn. 
DOOD watchmaker, engraver and jewelry repairer.
U Prefer one who is a practical optician. Must
be strictly sober. Permanent position May 1st.
Send refs. and sample engraving. State wages
expected. W. H. Sorv, Jacksonville, Texas.
ACTIVE young man, watchmaker and salesman,

of gotsi. address. Photo. and full ref. $12 to
15. Ch. E. Snyder, 3711 Butler St., Pittsburg, Pa.
TOUNG man able to do soft and hard soldering,
a repair clocint, fair engraver. Good chance to
(Wane° in watch work. II. 0. Earley, North-

N. Y.
CUM/ man to do clock end jewelry repairing
and engraving. Ad., " G 59," care Keystone.

A YOUNG optician familiar with the watch and
Is jewelry business, for New York City. Must
ave best refs. Address, with particulars, " L 96,"
re Keystone.
IIIST-CLASS refracting optician to take charge
of department. Spandau Bros., Pittsburg, Pa.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and sales-ro man. Ref. required as to ability and character.
ermanent positaon to a good man. J. D. Taylor,
Logansport,

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver. One
of good habits, who can wait on trade if neces-

ary. Send photo., refs, and wages expected in
rot letter. Sidney II. Hart, Houston, Texas.
P-TO-DATE mfg. jeweler and engraver of good

habits. Good at cluster work amid engraving.
hop up to date. Send photo., refs. and wages
xpected in first letter. Sidney H. hart, Houston,
exas.
HOROUGH watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and
salesman ; graduate optician pref. !Bust lie a

ood man, not afraid of work. Permanent posi-
ion to right num. Send Al ref., age, photo. and
ridiculers in first letter. J. T. Field, Caruthers-
file, Mu.
ANTED, an all-around num—watchmaker, en-
graver, jeweler and sideman. Must be sober,

iduatrioratt amid be a general helper in store.
federate wages. Permanent position to right
tan. Address, " P 71," care Keystone.
PTICIAN. First-class all-around grinder and

bifocal man. Must be thorough and active.
ood place for a good man. Wholesale—New
ork. Address, " F 79," care Keystone office. 
TRAVELING salesman. A man with ability,

I Wil0 CRTI make and hold trade and earn large
lary. Tide is mint a bid for the ordinary traveler,
ut for a superior man. For much a man, familiar
'Rh watches, diamonds and jewelry, there is a
nit-clams place. Ad., " W Ill," care Keystone. 

frOMPETENT watchmaker and plain engraver;
V single man pref. First-clam refs. required as to
charaeter and ability. No others need apply.
Desirable, permanent pomition in Texas. State
salary, send reP., sample of engraving and photo.
first letter, Address, " P 72," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
MEN wanted—thorough refractionists, lens and
1,1 frame workers. State age, exp., ref. anti
salary. Columbian Optical Co., 211 S. Sixteenth
Street, Omaha, Nebr.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician, engraver and
" salesman to take charge jewelry department.
Single man pref. A permanent position for right
man. Give refs. and salary exp., with photo., in
first letter. C. A. McGregor, Pontiac, Ill. 
thOR Texas, a first-class jeweler ; one who ean do
I all kind") of new work, is good at repairs—aim
engraver pref. Steady job to right party. " L 97,"
care Keystone.
PHIST-CLASS optical gold worker. Steady job

for the right man. J. M. & A. C. Johnston,
84 Wabash Ave., Chicago. 
IURST-CLASS gold workmen wanted. Address,
I Geneva Optical Co., Chicago.
WATCHMAKER, who is engraver, jeweler, Jam-
" man. Good town in New York State. Send
sample of engraving and full particulars. Ad.,
" B 95," care Keystone.
PIRST-CLASS optician. Must come well recom-
r mended and have exp. Address, " B 96," care
Keystone.

Al WATCHMAKER and engraver, $15 per week,for Nebraska. Ref. required. Address,
" II 169," care Keystone.

WANTED.
CODE, THIS HE•DING THREE CENTS PEN WORD.

TO correspond with jewelry firm wanting en-
I graver for Pan-American Exposition. A. hi.
Kohler, 220 Mecca Building, Thirty-fourth and
State Streets, Chicago.

ASECOND-HAND test case. Write me. C. G.
Mugg, Minneapolis, Minn.

TO buy a medium-sized jeweler's safe, burglar-.
I proof pref. II. W. Wyman, Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
HALF interest in good business with Al work-
II man ; good town. Put in 8500 and increase
afterward. Box 103, Rugby, N. Dak.
DOOD regulator, comfort crystal case and crystals.
I1 C. M. Payne, Corinth, Miss. 
VOR cash, a good second-hand optician's trial set.
I E. F. 'Vest, Plymouth, Ill. 
VECOND-HAND trial case ; good condition.
U M. E. Stern, 36 John Street, New York. 
TO purchase retail optical business. New York
A or Boston pref. Ad., " H 165," care Keystone.
RECORD-HAND A. 0. Co. surface grinding
U machine, with complete set of tools. Address,
" H 93," care Keystone.
A PRACTICAL partner with $8000 or $10,000 toIt extend good-paying, established jewelry busi-
ness in the liveliest and beet town on Puget Sound.
Present stock invoices $7000; net gain of 30 per
cent. for the year. Don't answer unless you have
the money and mean business. " E 43," care
Keystone.
PVICRY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
" watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfue-
tory, I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsrnelter of gold and silver
(established 1870), 727 Sansom St., Ph itself.' pl i a.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING ttttt CENTS PER WORD

WATCII, jewelry and optical business established
u 16 years. Good chance for one who has about
nine hundred dollars (iIOO) and wants to do busi-
ness from the start. Retiring, the cause. None
but those who have the cash and mean business
need appls7. Call or 'address, James Serrill, 1806
S. Ninth treet, Philadelphia, Pat.
IEWELRY store ; stock and fixtures $1000.
U Healthy climate ; lumber industry ; pop. 1500.
No competition. J. P. Arnolds, Flagstaff, .Arizona.
RP:ENCER Audemair test case, complete, 38 pair

each ,• 19 prisms. Cost $90, net. For best
offer. " F. H. H.," 148S. Main St.,Waehington, Pa.
DARGAIN on Pacific coast. Vell established
" retail optical business. Excellent location,
high-class patronage, constantly increasing busi-
ness ; best reputation. Net profits over $200 per
month. Illness forces selling. Address, "S 198,"
care Keystone.
JEWELRY stock and fixtures, paying business,U invoice $3500; repair work $85 per month. No
competition to speak of. Must sell by May lat.
We are going into the wholesale business. CR811
required, 82000. Seaman & Morris, ()desalt, Mo.
AN up-to-date jewelry business paying profit of
Li $11000 a year. Will sell for cash at 75 cents on
the dollar. This is an opportunity of a lifetime.
D. A. Tobias, Charlottesville, Va. 
fiNLY jewelry store in town of 800 in Northwest
V Iowa. Fine repair trade ; good opening. Ad.,
"Jeweler," lock box 51, Sloan, Iowa.
pLEAN stock ofjewelry and stationery, heat town
V in Wyoming. Owner's health broken down.
Fine chance for someone. Railroad inspectors.
Murchison Jewelry Co., Rawlins, Wyo. 
A MECHANICAL tower bell striker in complete
/1 and perfect condition. Made to strike a 2000
pound bell, or less, for fire alarm and time signatla.
Cost, $450 ,• will sell for %. Address, F. W.
Hayden, Middleboro, Mass.
A RARE chance for man with limited means and
21 ability. County seat of 1000 ; CORI develop-
mein. No competition ; low rent. Invoice 83500 ;
can reduce. $2000 required to close deal. Good
reasons for selling. Box 261, Kingwood, W. Va.

SECOND-HAND walnut wall cases, largest
being 92 inches long, with 3 eliding doors ;

the others are 72 inches long. These cases are in
good condition and will be sold cheap. Address,
Mrs. Mary F. Buck, 5217 Kinibark Ave., Chicago.

efi-YEARS' established jewelry store, county
wu seat, good-paying business. Stock and fix-
tures about $1500 to $1800, cash. Reamer for selling,
death of the proprietor. Mrs. J. A. hart, Oska-
loosa, Kane.

TRIAL case, Audemair, complete ; almost new,
I in perfect order ; 35 pairs spliericals, 20 pairs
cylinders, prisms 1° to 10°, 11 disks ; improved 3-
lens trial frame. Regular price, 860; will sell for
845, cash. I'. Dreher, 42 Church Street, New
Ilaven, Conn.

('OLDEN opportunity. $mo buys leading andU finest jewelry store in Michigan town of 5000.
Low rent, good location, little opposition. Fix-
tures included. Most sell. For particulars
address, D. A. Koch, Grand Haven, Mich.

FOR SALE
$4000BUYS fixtures and new stock large watchdepartment ; optical room. Balance if
stock left on memorandum. 0. box 590,
Buffalo, N. Y.

$31in CASH, only store; quit business. Pop.
VV 600. L. Votroubek, Solon, Iowa.

VET of $150 worth moat necessary watchmakers'

• 

tools ; new. Sell for 8100. F. P. Boyd, Lewis-
ton, Minn.

$1500 WILL buy stock and fixtures of the long-established jewelry store belonging to
the late Eugene Kraemer, 3117 Germantown Ave.,
Philadelphia. Call or write for further inform-
ation. Good location for repairing.

IEWELRY stock and fixtures, college town of
u 10,000; established 25 years. Reason for
selling, am in the tower dock business which
requires all my time. Address at once, Joseph
Barborka, Iowa City, Iowa.

iTtivElay and optical business. Good trade
and location. F. M. Doan, Eima, Iowa.

PSTABLISHED optical business. A bargain for
LI cash. Box 195, Spencer, Iowa.

fiNLY regular jewelry store In town of 3000.

• 

Address, J. P. Murphy, Whitelield, N.

1:ENEVA retinoscope, practically new bought
U January. Gustav Vasen, Quincy, Ill.

V ( MOSELEY lathe outfit, foot-wheel and

▪ 

Jul countershaft. A M Keck, Odon, Ind 

1EWELRY business, well located in St. Louis;tine class of trade. Repair work pays expenses
and good living. First-class fixtures, including
2 8-foot show cases, wall case 27 feet, Hail's bur-
glar-proof safe, rosewood plate glass watch repair
case, walnut work bench, spectacle cabinet, regu-
lator, other necessary, store fixtures ; small, neat
stock. Business has increased fifty per cent. last
nine months. Rare opportunity. W.W. Scudder,
905 N. Vandeventer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

flOOD assortment watch glasses at The. on the $1.
U Also optician's test case and other testing
apparatus cheap. S. M. Strain, Irving, Ill. 

PRANCIS engraving machine, new model •, good
I order, $35 It. B. Wegner Co., St. Paul, Minn.

(IN account of wholesale business, may retail jew-
U elry business at Wheaton, Minn. Stock invoices
about $2000. Can show an overage business of
$5000 for past 5 years. It. B. Wegner Co., whole-
sale jewelers, Ryan Building, St. Paul, Minn.

IEWELRY business established and located 011
U inost prominent corner in Seattle, Wash. Give
your banker's ref. to show your good faith and
ability to pay spot cash. Mrs. Louis Klodt,
executrix.
IEWELRY and fancy goods store, or will take
us good all-around man as partner to manage
the business, which I am unable to attend to on
account of a recent accident. Stock, fixtures,
tools and material, about $7000 ; nearly new'
business started fall of 1898. Parties without
means and Al refs. need not answer. State full
particulars in first letter—typewritten pref. Ad.,
M. Hertzstein, Crete, Nebr. 

wE have a large lot of first-class clean, new,jobbing stones which you can have for about
% their real value. Write for list and prices.
Mit)tbrietvicilioes, 

La.
out. Crescent Jewelry Store,A 

wELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business, modernimprovements. A bargain. For particulars
ad., "Jeweler," 344 Jennings, Cleveland, Ohio. 

MISSOURI town, 1500 ; good location. Stock and

• 

fixtures about $500. Repair work, $50 per
month. " W 108," care Keystone. 

DINE time-lock Hull burglar-proof safe. Cost
F $1500 ; will sell for $550. Address, " S 199,"
care Keystone. 

0LD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store for sale inPhiladelphia. Stock, fixtures and tools invoice
about $1000 ; will sell for 8750. Bench work last
year, 81100 ; sales, 8800. Opportunity for a watch-
maker. Owner will go to Europe. Address,
" B 93," care Keystone. 

SICYCLE and general repair shop and sportinggoods store. Lathes with power. Established
14 years, in central New England village of 5000.
Work all the year. Write for particulars. Ad.,
" M 92," care Keystone.

AN established jewelry and optical business of 20
41, years, in fine Illinois town of 1800. Must sell
quick. Stock, tools and fixtures. Little money
will buy. Poor health. Ad.," B 91," care Keystone.

NOD-PAYING jewelry business in nice Massa-
u chusetts town ; clean stock and fixtures.
About 81200. Nice run of repair work. Address,
" 168," care Keystone. 
PSTABLISHED jewelry and watchmaking bred-

" nem in town of 2000. Good repair trade ; new
stock. Proprietor dead. Only those meaning
business need apply. Full particulars by muff
Address, Mrs. Ada Esterle, Bardstown, Ky. 

IEWELRY and optical store established 20 years.
III count seat, imp . 2500; light competition. Ad.,
Peter Miller,. K "Titian, Kans.

IEWELER'S fixtures and tools. Best located
U town in Kansas ; pop. 800. No competition.

F. L. Fetty, Mt. Hope, Kans. 

fiNLY jewelry store in town of 2500. For cash

• 

only. A snap. J. A. Buckmaster, Rolla, Mo. 

DARGAIN, $700 for jewelry store. Good location

U on Main Street, Springfield, Mass. " C 93,"

care Keystone.
FOR only jewelry and music store in city
of 1500, Minnesota. 51odern fixtures

and safe. Average repairs about $1430 per month.

Address, H. S. Mims, Kenyon, Minn. 

$6000 CASH will buy the stock and 
fixtures of a

well-established money-making jewelry

store in the most flourishing mfg. city on Puget

Sound ; county seat. A snap for one to step right

Into a good-paying business. Inventory shows it

gain of 30 per cent, over last year. Or will take a

practical partner. Reasons, ill health. Don't

answer tiniest; you mean business. Address,

" E 42," care Keystone.

PINE hall clock. For particulars, address, with

• 

stamp, Ellis, jeweler, Washington C. II., Ohl,.

P LEG ANT jewelry store. Finest furniture, stock,

I1 trade and location. Best of reasons for desiring

to dispose of this paying store. C. A. Rigdon,

Warsaw, Ind.

$5500

/WIN jewelry store in Southern Minnesota town

u of 900 inhabitants. Good run of bench work.

Cash only. Address, "S 203," care Keystone,

(.100D opportunity for a reliable jeweler to buy
U an old-established jewelry store of 25 yearn'

!trending. The only one in a good county seat

town In central Kansas. For particulars address,

" 5 196," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

QTOCK, safe and fixtures. Good reasons. Com-
u petition poor. Chance for good man. 8500 to
11800. Address, Lock box 586, Wellsburg, W. Va.

violins and curios. One Stradivarius violin,
to one lioff violin and old Indian relics, Southern
colonial fin•triture, dishes, etc. Dr. E. L. P. Ecton,
Guilford College, N. C. 

JEWELRY and optical badness. One of the bad
U locations in Des Moines, Iowa. Established
1883. "A 56," care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING HHHHH CENTS PER WORD.

(INE 4-string bass fiddle, 1 snare drum, 1 lib and
U C cornet, all nearly new, first-class condition.
Want good engraving machine, or what have you.
G. B. Tilghman, Cape Charles, Va.

WATCH tools, watches, material and jewelry for
mu anything I can sell in second-hand store.
John Pruett, Rockville, Ind.
'DOUBLE barrel breech-loading shotgun ; 22 rifle,
U never used. N018011, Wapello, Iowa.
fIRAPHOPHONE grand, phonograph picture
U machine, steam engine, optical grindstone,
uncut lenses, valuable patents, new Moseley lathe,
with attachments •, printing outfit, jobbing stones,
etc. Address, "M 91," care Keystone office.

IEWELRY store or location. Box 552, Gmyville,
Illinois.

MOSELEY No. 2 lathe, nearly new 30 chuck
no combination. S. I/. Thompson, East Liver-
pool, Ohio.
WORM index, most accurate index made ; tits
iv W. W. or 1y, IVIiitcomb. Easily fitted to any
lathe. Want lathe. Box 133, Pulteney, N. Y.

GRANDF ATHER clock, wooden movement;
u Howard regulator, advertising clock, Seth
Thomas marble clock, 6 latest incandescent gaso-
lene lamps, polishing lathe, wood-turning lathe,
with scroll saw attached •, plasting, furnished with
bellows ; the latest '' History of the World," 32
volumes ; spring motor Ibr lathe. What have you?
II. Hauser, Wilmington, N. C.

WANT to exchange fine trial case (cost 8100),
" with complete set of lenses, for Geneva
retinoscope, De Zeng's refractometer or a first-
class standard-made typewriter. E. G. Kay,
Quincy, Ill.
LOT eyeglasses nnd KEYSTONES from 1894 to 1900.
u Want second-hand watch movements. Address,
Box 36, Carlton, Kans.
pou,s, fiat, 334-inch, without gear. Want Whit-
'', comb sliderest, trial case. 0. II. Pitkin,
Princeton, Ill. 
VIMBALL piano and °polio piano player. Will
It accept In part payment modern watches, chains,
bench tools, etc. T. F. Wheeler, Waukegan, ill.

fiOOD watch material, all kinds. What have you?
11 R. Fenton, lock box 6, Tonica, Ill. 

VET of watchmaker's and jeweler's tools and
" materials for optical goods. Would pnler
Geneva retinoscope, ophthalmometer, ophthal-
moscope, or what else have you? Arntz Jewelry
Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

(1001) opening for watchnisiker, jeweler, engraver
U and optician, pop. 150e ; wealthy farming
country on all sides, Only 1 workman here now.
Man with small capital can make money. Address,
J. H. Weber, druggist, Cascade, Iowa.

A GOOD opportunity for a competent watchmaker
It to locate on one of time largest division points
on the Northern Pacific system. Best refs. re-
quired. Address for particulars, General Watch
Inspector, Grand Forks, N. DA. 

(1001) opening. Brick jewelry store and dwelling
U combined. Rent, $15 per month. D. Watts,
Meredosia, Ill. 
DIG lot jobbing stones, meet be sold. Write for
LI list and prices. Crescent Jewelry Store, Abbe-
ville, La.

S c REWARD for 18 size lag., solid, diamond-
tu., set case, with lhoward 15-jewel movement,

chain and stone-set K. '1'. charm. Cap engraved
"T. C. Yantis, Brownwood, Texas ;" front, mono-
gram " T. C. Y." Same on charm. Ragsdale dt
Ford, Brownwood, Texas.

AM still teaching fine watch and chronometer
work, clock work, jewelry jobbing, optics, en-

graving, plate, train, motion, escapement, pivot-
mg, jeweling, springing, making new parts and
general repairing in a first-class manner, quickly
and reasonably. School established 1887. Hun-
dreds of successful graduates in vedette parts of
the world. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
Cone,. TO,. HEAD I  WORD.

fiPTICS by correspondence. Tuition payable
u weekly ; including diploma. Marion Optical
College, room 517, Glass Block, Marion, laid. 

DAVE you an old English watch case you want
U changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has sonic

• 

special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low terms. Address, for information, the
Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of

sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, everything
containing gold and silver. Fine gold, silver,
copper for sale. .1. L. Clark (established 1870),

727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by

mail or express ; prompt attention given.

VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
I your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.

Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbite
Memorial Building, Chicago.

VEND your work to John Woollett, expert watch-
maker for the trade ; fine watch repairing, de-

magnetizing, etc. Mail orders promptly attended

to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-

" pairing? Can replace any part of a ease.

G. F.Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

THE Elgin ilorological School is the oldest and

I most reliable school for watchmakers In the

country. We teach watch repairing, engraving

nnd optics In a thoroughly practical manner.

Write for catalogue. Elgiu, Ill,

BUSINESS NOTICES.

VEND $1 for 10 (blank aluminum) door plates, ,,c),
31 inches thick. Charles A. Stahl, Jr., Pine Street,
Providence, R. I. 
DALANCE staffs fitted, 50 cents. D. H. l'rewitr,

U Danville, Ky.
(JOLD and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,
U engine-turning, everything in the line of

watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-

smiths' Building, Chicago,

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute desire to present to the
public the merits of their college and the tx•erless

course of instructions, and to impress upon your

mind the fact that it ha one of the most thorough

and practical horological schools of this age. We
take a limited number of students and give each
of them our personal admit eon, atiel hiy this
method we can teach you thoroughly and In as
short at space of time as passible. There conies an
opportunity in every man's life to WM 811Ce088,
but if lie is not prepared to grasp it, it passes
away forever. This may be your opportunity ;
can you afford to let It pass ?• Whether you decide
to take up the work just now or not, at least keep
your finger on the pulse of improvement and
know what is possible in the way of an tip-to-date
horological school. Write for prosia•ctits. Dr.
Tarbox it Gordon.

PEARLS BOUGHTFOR CASH

We are dealers in American Pearls and Slugs,
and are always ready to make Cash Offers ou
large and small lots. Bank and trade references.
  Established 1880. 

CHAS. S. CROSS/SIAN dik CO.

3 Malden Lane. New York

FINISHING UP after hard-soldering rings
Is an easy task if you use

"JEWELER'S FRIEND P9

It removes the scratches and file-marks and
puts on a good finish. If your jobber does not sell
it, I will give you address of others that do.

A. W. Thome., Manufacturer,
Mineral Point,

& HIM Com
Pine
Complicated REPAIRING

For the Trade

If you desire to gain a
reputation in your town,send
US your Old Watches and
Jewelry for Repair, also your
Engraving.

ROOM 309
CHAMPLAIN BUILDING CHICAGO
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0 WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF IT
ANYWAY?

Don't you think that the parties who ordered
our machines a few months ago and then captured
the prizes mentioned on opposite page, made a good
investment ?

Don't you think one of our Machines is a good
investment anyhow, when you can please your cus-
tomers, attract new trade, and by its means stamp
yourself as the leading Jeweler in your town ?

Don't you think that our claims for the machine are well backed by
the beautiful samples here shown ?

NOW REALLY, don't you think you are making a mistake in not
getting into line and buying an EATON-ENGLE ENGRAVING
MACHINE? Jewelers all around you are doing it.

Don't you know how easily you can get one.?
Well, here's one way: Send us $ o.00 now and then pay $1o.00

per month for seven months. Or
Send us $1o.00 now and pay $5.00 per month till the balance is

settled. This latter way makes it cost you about 16 cents a day to have
an up-to-date Engraving Machine in your store.

Just think this thing over.
We couldn't make a fairer or more liberal offer you know that.
Only our large capital and our high standing in the trade enables us

to do this.
We make Engraving Machines, and only Engraving Machines and

that's why we make the hest. When you deal with us you deal with a
res,onsible house. That's a thing for you to bear in mind.

NVell ! you've been thinking about this for a long time. You have
had about all the thinks that you are entitled to. It's now time for you
to act. THE WAY TO ACT IS TO SLIP A CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER FOR $10.00 INTO A LETTER TO-DAY
AND TELL US TO SHIP YOU AT ONCE THE COMPLETE
JEWELERS' OUTFIT, then you're doing something, and there'll be
something doing, for the machinc will be coming your way on the double
quick.

ORDER NOW AND ENTER OUR NEXT PRIZE CONTEST

The Eaton Ci Glover Company
87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

WINNERS

JULIUS E. GERHARDT,
Pittsfield, Mass.

of
Abtalptrn ((molt!!

67//i/e. pc/,/7)(CyMilikw/mi ,/a 

WINNER OF FIRST PRIZE OF $100 IN GOLD

Our second prize contest just closed has again proved the supremacy of the EATON-ENGLE
ENGRAVING MACHINE and upholds its claim as the WINNER over all machines. Some of the
beautiful sample' of engraving submitted are here reproduced. They give an idea of the general design
and appearance but they of course can give no idea of the brilliancy of the cuts and the exquisite smooth-
ness of each engraved line.

FRED. E. WILLIAMS,
Augusta, Wis.

Awarded Second Prize,
$50.00 IN GOLD.

F. J. COLLING WOOD,
Norwalk, Ohio.

Awarded Third Prize,

$30.00 IN GOLD.

JOHN H. HARVEY,
Portsmouth, N. H.

Awarded Fourth Prize,
$20.00 IN GOLD.

In addition to the above nearly twenty special prizes in gold, and attachments to ot:r machine were
given to contributors who sent in meritorious samples.

DO SAMPLES PROVE ANYTHING?
They prove that those who buy EATON-ENGLE ENGRAVING MACHINES can do

beautiful engraving—in many respects surpassing line hand work.
They prove that Eaton-Engle Engraving Machines are profitable investments.
They prove that all claims made by us are backed up, not by us alone but by the multitude of

bright jewelers who use them.

The Eaton 0 Glover Company
87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK



tAreYou Aware
that some of the 18 size 20-
year screw cases now being
offered to the trade below
the prices of Boss cases are
actually sold by the maker
as low as $2.50?

Think of it—realize what it means!
This $2.50 covers the cost of material
including the gold, cost of making and
engraving, cost of marketing and a profit
to the manufacturer. In the name of
common honesty, how much gold would
you expect to find in these screw cases?
Rather, how little would you expect to
find ? Is it not an insult to your intelli-
gence to have them described as " filled
cases of standard make guaranteed for
zo years " ?

While the jobber is responsible to
some extent for the marketing of such
goods, it is not fair to put all the blame
on him. He is a nondescript as far as
responsibility for the case is concerned.
He is not responsible for the guarantee,
nor is he responsible to the person buy-
ing the case from you. He simply buys
at the best price he can, and gets the best
price he can.

It is the jobber's business to get busi-
ness from you. If he finds that he can
get your business only by offering cut
rates, he will find goods on which he can
offer cut rates—and at the cut rate make
more profit than on the regular goods.
By insisting on cut rates you justify him
—nay, bribe him—into doing this. It's
the trade weakness for cut rates that
is really responsible for the $2.50 screw
case.

Nor is this $2.50 case an exceptional
illustration of the true inwardness of price-
cutting. Every offer to you of lower than
regular rates means the same thing—qual-
ity recklessly cut by the manufacturer,
job-lot rates with the opportunity for
profit to the jobber, a slightly cut rate to
you on a recklessly cut quality.

NO/CC, INC.

PD. BOX 33

COLUMBIA, PA. 
17512

Which Is
The Victim
— the manufacturer,
the jobber or the re-
tailer ? The answer
is self-evident.

Gold is not a bargain-counter commo-
dity. Less price always means less gold
in the case and poorer service. Jobbers
and manufacturers are business men—not
philanthropists. They have to live—pay
rent, pay help and make money if possi-
ble. Rest assured that they make their
profit, whatever price they offer you, and
in this instance their profit must come out
of the quality.

While some manufacturers have been
cutting quality to the $2.50 limit, we have
increased the thickness of gold in the
BOSS screw case, and advanced the
price accordingly. We did this because
the situation justified it. We know and
you know that most screw case purchasers
would willingly pay more for a good, reli-
able, life-time case in which they can have
implicit confidence.

Most jewelers prefer to sell such cases.
It is to their interest to do so, and it is to
their interest to support and tie to those
who maintain quality. Handling. such
goods protects prestige and reputation,
and these, with personality and technical
knowledge, are the bulwarks of the jewelry
trade. Would you be just to yourself,
your business and your brethren in encour-
aging the deterioration of quality and
" cheap John " methods exemplified in
the $2.50 case?

The Keystone Watch Case Company
I 51th and Bron Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

•
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OUR NEW ISSUE
plovemools Special! Coostruolog for Exacting Ilailwag Service

NOW IN THE HANDS OF THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

New (1901) Model.

18 Size. TIIREE=QUARTER PLATE.
Named OPEN-FACE.

Stem-Wind Movements.

LEVER-SET.

VERITAS—No. 214 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and 
positions;

quick train with gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape 
wheel; poised

pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pal
lets, compen-

sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring 
box rigidly

mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work; patent 
recoiling

click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial; dust ring, plates 
beautifully

damaskeened, carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

2 1 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion

cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric

regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work ;

patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ;

damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating

balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted

on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent

self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully

timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size.

Named

FATHER TIME:

FULL PLATE.

(Htg., Lever Set.)
(0. F„ Lever Set.)

Stem-Wind Movements.

Nickel.

HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

21 fine ruby jewels (gilded settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train ;

straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hair-

spring ; micrometric regulator ; open face with patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ;

dainaskeened plates, carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

eSfin atationd avetao co
GENERAL OFFICES,

76 Monroe St., CHICAGO,

Factories, ELGIN, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
SAW FRAWCISCO OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street. JI John Street.
8■CEW YORK OFFICE,

.SEti JOHHERS' L.jT POR PRICES, OR WRITE THE COMPANY
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GOObS OF HIGH QUALITY
are the only kind to be found in our stock.

Everything from a neat and inexpensive Birthday re-
membrance to a fine and elaborate Sterling Silver Wedding
Gift.

Our high-grade ROLLED=GOLD PLATED goods
should not be confounded with the great mass of so-called
"plated (roods " that is on the market, and stamped
"gold filled."

Our goods are made on honor, and we guar-
antee them in every way ; and the guarantee from
a reputable house is good.

Our trade jr &B on goods, card or
tag is the sign of our guarantee.

Fob Chains and Charms
Hair Chain Mountings
Lorgnette Chains
Dickens Chains
Vest Chains
Heart Charms
Lockets, for I and 2 Pictures
Link Buttons
Chain Bracelets
Padlocks
Barrette Pins
Brooches
Earrings

From such large lines

of each you cannot

fail to find an assort-

ment to please

you.

TRASE MARS

441

In
Sterling
Silver

Toilet Sets
Desk Sets

Manicure Sets
Ladies' Sewing Sets

Cigarette Sets
Gentlemen's Shaving Sets

Brush Sets
Cut Glass

and an almost endless variety of useful
and ornamental articles, suitable for either

a Lady or Gentleman.
We shall have our Fall Catalogue out

early this season, and we want your name on
our files so that we can send you one.

Did you ever receive a set of sheets showing
a few of our new Chains? If not, send for a

set at once, as there has been a large demand for
them and we have only a few sets left.
We are adding to our line every week.

Insist upon it that your Jobber furnishes you with
reliable goods made by

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

Successors to

FOSTER & BAILEY 100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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OUR NEW ISSUE
Movements Specially Coustruclog for Exacting Remo Service

NOW IN THE HANDS OF THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

18 Size.

New (Igo!) Model.

TN REE=QUARTER PLATE.
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Stem=Wind Movements.

Named OPEN-FACE.

VERITAS—No. 214 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and 
positions;

quick train with gold wheels; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape 
wheel; poised

pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed 
pallets, compen-

sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box 
rigidly

mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent 
recoiling

click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring, plates 
beautifully

damaskeened, carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

LEVER-SET.

VERITAS—No. 239: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion

cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric

regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work ;

patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ;

damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating

balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted

on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent

self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully

timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size.
Named

FATHER TIME:

FULL PLATE.

(tag., Lever Set.)
(0. F., Lever Set.)

Stern=Wind Movements.

Nickel.
HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

21 fine ruby jewels (gilded settings); :idjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train ;

straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hair-

spring ; micrometric regulator ; open face with patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring;

damaskeened plates, carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

EMANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

Ptfioncif gcla0 Co
Factories, ELGIN, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

GENERAL OFFICES, SAW FRAWCISCO OFFICE, WEW YORK OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street. II John Street.76 Monroe St., CHICAGO. ILL.

SEE JOBBE;RS' LIST FOR 131.2.1C174.-S, OR. WRITE 1 'THU, COMPANY
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GOOM OF HIGH QUALITY
are the only kind to be found in our stock.

Everything from a neat and inexpensive Birthday re-
membrance to a fine and elaborate Sterling Silver Wedding
Gift.

Our high-grade ROLLED=GOLD PLATED goods
should not be confounded with the great mass of so-called
plated goods " that is on the market, and stamped4 6

"gold filled.
Our goods are made on honor, and we guar-

antee them in every way ; and the guarantee from
a reputable house is good.

Our trade jr&B mark on goods, card or
tag is the sign of our guarantee.

Fob Chains and Charms
Hair Chain Mountings
Lorgnette Chains
Dickens Chains
Vest Chains
Heart Charms
Lockets, for I and 2 Pictures
Link Buttons
Chain Bracelets
Padlocks
Barrette Pins
Brooches
Earrings

From such large lines

of each you cannot
fail to find an assort-
ment to please

you.

Td34

In
Sterling
Silver

Toilet Sets
Desk Sets

Manicure Sets
Ladies' Sewing Sets

Cigarette Sets
Gentlemen's Shaving Sets

Brush Sets
Cut Glass

and an almost endless variety of useful
and ornamental articles, suitable for either

a Lady or Gentleman.
We shall have our Fall Catalogue out

early this season, and we want your name on
our files so that we can send you one.

Did you ever recuive a set of sheets showing
a few of our new Chains ? If not, send for a

set at once, as there has been a large demand for
them and we have only a few sets left.
We are adding to our line every week.

Insist upon it that your Jobber furnishes you with
reliable goods made by

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Manufacturing Jewekrs and Silversmiths

100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.Successors to

FOSTER & BAILEY



COME ! COME ! • COME!
to Buffalo and see the Exhibit of the

[ RIVETT LATHE 
You will find it at the head, as usual.

Location, near the Main Entrance,

Machinery Building, Block 42.

The Exhibit will surpass anything ever shown before.

We are the largest manufacturers of Lathes an 
Staking Tools

in the world, and if you are looking for the BEST and the
cheapest for the money, you will find it in the RIVETT•

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Brighton, Boston,

Mass., U. S. A.

NEW BEDFORD
OIL CO.'S OILS

FOR PURITY ARE
UNSURPASSED

HIGHEST AWARD, GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

( )it. WATCH and CLOCK OILS stand unrivaled in the fie
ld of

1,,r()logical Oils, iind a comparative test under all conditions will

aivince the most skeptical of their superiority.

Absolutely Pure Jaw Oils. Positively Uniform Quality.
Unaffected by Temperature.

Hammel, Riglander & Co.
Boston, Mass.

Ask your jobber
for this new applicant for your favor

35 Maiden Lane, New York, Selling Agents

Samples Free. Write to-day and convince
yourself that above claim is no exaggeration

•wPm f#Ft w,f

RAILROAD WATCHES

We

Make

a

Specialty

of
Them

The New

ELGIN

WALTHAM

HAMILTON

VERITAS . . . 3 1' Plate, 18 size, 0. F., Lever Set, 23 Jewels
VERITAS . . . .4 21

B. W. RAYMOND, 4 
19

FATHER TIME, Full Plate, 21

VANGUARD, 18 size, 0.F., Lever Set (new),
VANGUARD, "
CRESCENT ST.,"
APPI-ETON, TRACY & CO., 18

No. 942 O. F., )
No. 943 Hunting,
No. 94o O. F.,
No. 941 Hunting,
No. 936 0. F., 1
No. 937 Hunting,

l•

4 t 21 "

size, 0. F., Lever Set, 17 Jewels

44

44

41

23 Diamond lenwdeRi.uby

21 Jewels

18 size, Lever Set, 21 Jewels

21

17 LI

We havv in stock at ,ill times a full line of cases suitable for above movements, in 14 K., Filled, Silver and Nickel, including the
Strew Bezel, Solid Back, Swing Ring Cases.

The demand for Railroad Watches is increasing, and the movements are scarce. We advise placing orders at once so that you vill

have them \Olen you need them. Prices and discounts on application.

The Non-Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches an Chains

LANCASTER, PA.

•

443
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Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the different Exhibitions of the world
da11834

1820 1830.

The only Medal at the World's Fair for Watch Glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

WATCH GLASSES

TheW B&C
are known to be the BEST.

Glasses

Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market.
Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price.
Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to buy a cheaper grade of
goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the
W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in exist-
ence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never heard from afterwards.

It is a good and reliable glass you want, which is the W B & C
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SUCCESSFUL JEWELERS
find profit and customers in keeping a stock of the specialties 

we list on this page. We ask a trial

of our methods of treating our customers and the care
ful attention we give their orders. Every

order, no matter how small, has consideration and the best care
 we can give it.

SIZE AND PRICES OF

Gummed Paper Clock Dials

Size.

2 - inch

3 "

"

"

3Ys "

4 I'

4i"

4X "

43( "

5 "

5g "

Each.

$ .05

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

.10

.10

.10

.10

Per doz.

$ .25

.40

.40

.45

.45

.5o

.5o

.6o

.6o

.75

.75

Size.

53 -inch
41

53(
6

di6X
11

7

8
it

9
10

II

12

Each.

$.10

.10

.10

.10

.10

.10

.15

.15

.15

.20

.25

Per doz.

$ .85

.85

.90

.90

1.10

1.10

1.25

1.35

1.50

1.75

2.25

Assorted Dozen, 3 to To-inch, 75 cents.

Second Bits, I or IN-inch, per dozen, io cents.

Calendar Dials, Jo or 12-inch, each, 25 cents ; per dozen, 
$2.25.

Prices include two keyhole washers with each dial.

CUT SHOWS 4-INCH GUMMED DIAL,

These Dials have long since passed the stage of
 experiment and are now included in the material 

assortment for the clock bench by

all progressive jewelers. They are cheap, sell readily, and the satisfaction they
 give your customers counts for as much as the direct

 profit

you make in using them. The large variety we now furnish makes it possible to 
replace nearly every style of dial which looks unsight

ly.

Many an old " shopkeeper " can be made 
salable by putting on a clean, bright face. ORDER OF US OR YOUR JOBBER.

No. 15. Per dozen, 35 cents. Per dozen, by mail, 42 cents.

No. 17. Per dozen, 50 cents. Per dozen, by mail, 57 cents.

No. 22. Per dozen, 60 cents. Per dozen, by mail, 67 cents.

NOVELTY LEATHER VEST CHAINS

Our Novelty Leather Vest Chains are now in active demand for 
men and women bicycle riders, motormen, train-

men, drivers, and the many pursuits where a safe, strong, neat watch gu
ard is needed. They come on showy, attractive

cards, holding one dozen chains, and are quick sellers as well as profitable. 
We sell the best quality only, our chains

being made from selected quality and colors of leather.

Our Catalogue of TOOLS, MATERIAL an OPTICAL GOOD
S, for rcoi. is sent to the trade free

of charge, on receipt of business card. We also issue a SPECIAL 
OPTICAL CATALOGUE for Opticians,

and Catalogue of ENGRAVERS' SUPPLIES for Engravers. 
Ask us for any of these lists, with card, and

they will be forwarded at once.

Spectacle Lens Washers.

For tightening lenses in frames
when they are a trifle small.
Does the work in a neat man-
ner, and is just the material for
the purpose. They are made
in three sizes, which will fit any
style of frame. Try a sample
package. Put up three dozen,
assorted, in a package.

Price, 15 cents per package.

E. is SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

"MORE THAN
EXPECTED"

%D.

"Irieege5i'qe
C-eciP 
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Just any number of jewelers are continually telling us that the returns we make for plated ware, scraps,
filings and sweepings are much " more than expected."

They are well pleased because in the past when they sold to other smelters they did not receive full returns.
We pay

THE HIGHEST
PRICES FOR SWEEPINGS
because we get every cent out of them that is possible. After we smelt there is nothing left of value. We have
extracted every trace of precious metal.

Then our superior facilities enable us to smelt each and every barrel of sweeps at from $5.00 to $15.00 less
than any one else. We buy immense quantities, and by keeping our smelters busy operate on the most economi-
cal basis.

Our promptness in remitting will please you. We smelt your sweeps and mail you check within five days
after receipt of your consignment. We also buy

PLATED JEWELRY,
SCRAPS, FILINGS, •
old pieces of gold and silver-anything, in fact, containing gold or silver.

We estimate their value correctly and promptly. Your consignment is kept apart by itself until you accept
our offer. If for any reason whatsoever you should possibly not accept our proposition, we immediately return
consignment in just the shape you sent it to us. And pay all transportation charges.

Thousands of jewelers find our way of doing business most agreeable.
A letter from you on this subject would interest us a great deal. And a consignment for smelting would

interest us still more.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners an Assayers

OFFICE, 63-65 Washington St.
WORKS, 58th 0 Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

445



S. MARTIN
jewelers' Auctioneer

Lung Distance Telephone
Number 3234 Null II

784 First Street

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

4

Are you overstocked ? Are you having a dull season?
Are you tied up financially ? Is your business .unsatisfactory
in any way ? The sovereign remedy is a properly conducted.
auction sale. It will give you a new start, new capital, new
stock and the good terms that cash-buying ensures. As
conducted by me, it will be besides an invaluable advertise-
ment for your store.

YOU RUN NO RISK WHATEVER

in engaging my services. I guarantee a successful sale and a
good profit on all the stock sold. In over a score of years I
have not made a single failure, and numbers of jewelers have
engaged me again and again year after year. The " Martin
Sale " is a boon to the jewelry trade. Write me in regard to it.

irlir■■■■■■■•■■■■■■nr■lIV"1/1/11/

MAIN SPRING
GUARANTEE.

Each Genuine PENN
MAINSPRING

is marked

66 T

• LPJ
rt ipp
B.

and is guaranteed against
breakage for a reasonable
time. If spring breaks, re-
turn tip for duplicate.

TIME.
DESCRIPTION.

Each Genuine PENN
MAINSPRING
is far the best combination
of elasticity, correct gaug-
ing, even temper and high-
est finish on t h e market
to-day.

The PENN comes
for all makes of

AMERICAN
WATCHES.

PRICE, PER DOZEN, SI.25; PER GROSS, $15.00
10 per cent. cash discount

JOS. B. BECHTEL C CO.
719 Sansom Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NOW IS THE TIME TO LEARN ENGRAVING

Price, Complete,

'10.00
Net Cash.

Outfit consists of

the following:

1 Wiggins' hand-
engraved copper
transfer plate.

1 Copper plate for
engraving.

I National book of
designs.

1 Eye shade.

I Eyeglass stand.

1 King Bee engrav-
ing block.

1 Cake Chinese
white.

1 Patent graver
sharpener. '

1 Engravers' eye-
glass.

1 Set of 12 gravers,
assorted, in box.

1 Oil stone.

1 Rubber marker.

6 Engravers' prac-
tice rings.

1 Box transfer wax.

1 Transfer roll.

Price, Complete,

'10.00
Net Cash.

BUY AN OUTFIT AND PRACTICE DURING THE DULL SEASON

- yk 
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WIGGINS' HAND ENGRAVED COPY PLATE
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ENGRAVERS

CHICAGO.

OIL STONE IN BOB.

Price, Complete,

'10.00
Net Cash.

Outfit consists of

the following:

I Wiggins' hand-
engraved copper
transfer plate.

1 Copper plate for
engraving.

1 National book of

1 Eye signs.shade.

1 Eyeglass stand.

1 Oil stone.

1 Rubber marker.

6 Engravers' prac-
tice rings.

1 Box transfer wax.

I Transfer roll.

I King Bee engrav-
ing block.

1 Cake Chinese

1 Patent graver
sharpener.

1 Engravers' eye-

1 Set of 12 gravers,
assorted, in box.

Price, Complete,

'10.00

SOMETHING NEW IN A LATHE OUTFIT FOR BEGINNERS

mASSACHIJStTTS TOOL COMPANY,
criEF:NFILLD, MASS„U.S.A.

1 Sa.w Arbor,
wit limn saw

Twelve-inch Bed. Five-inch Swing.

Net Cash.

Step Chuck, 14 diameter.

I Wire Chuck, ?a in.

di Countershaft. Price, $1.50.

The PRECISION LATHE. Thoroughly practical for Watchmakers, Electricians, Camera Repairers, Amateurs and Trade
Schools, warranted true and substantially made

With Tail Stock, T Rest, 'fable Rest, Saw Arbor, Step Chuck and 4 Wire Chucks, as above, in nicely finished wooden box,
less 6 per cent. for cash.

1 ', without Countershaft, $16 50complete,with Countershaft, 
$ 8 • 00 

B. F. NORRIS, ALISTER & CO., 
VVI-101,ESAL,E, JEVVP-L,IERS,

101-103-105407 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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KENDRICK&DAVIS
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K.& D. 
Perfection
Staking 
Tools
are 

the best

More sold than all other makes combined, including
foreign and American.

We manufacture eight different kinds.
Our low-priced tools are guaranteed to be equal in

quality and accuracy to any make of Staking Tool.

KENDRICK & DAVIS
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS

LEBANON, N. H.

A Word to the Wise is Sufficient
BRAND If you are not satisfied with your Material House, send us

a trial order, as we have had twenty years' experience
in filling Material orders.

Our motto is, "A pleased customer is our best advertise-
ment." Remember, orders filled from any catalogue •
published. A few of our leaders are:

* STAR" Brand American Mainsprings, extra
quality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rust
tin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen ; $9.25 per gross.

Balance-Staffs made for American Movements, and American-made Cock
and Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. If not
satisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.

Waltham, 0, I, 6, 16 and IS sizes,
Elgin, 0, 5, 16 and 18

NNW

Hampden, 6, 16 and IS
Illinois, 6, 16 and 18
Columbus, 18
Rockford, 18
Trenton, 18
N. Y. Standard, IS
Seth Thomas, 6 and IS
Atlas and Sun Dial, 6 and IS"

14

11

11

11

1(

*,. STAR " Brand American Roller-
Jewels, one gross (12 dozen) nicely
assorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles, for
the leading makes of American watches,
perfect fit. Special price, complete,$2.75,
or 25 cents per dozen.

Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,
75 cents and $1.25 per gross.

Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per
gross, 25 cents.

* " STAR " Brand American Long
Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12
doze'), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,
12 bottles % for the leading makes. Price
complete,Special, $1.75 (dozemzo cents).

Cierman Silver Bows, first quality,
American sizes, 2, 3, 4 oz., assorted, one
dozen on card, 25 cents.

Roiled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round
twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cents;
square, per dozen, oo cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 30 cents.

Gilt Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,
per dozen, so cents.

65 cents dozen.
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "

American Pendant Screws, a very
handy screw for holding in stem, per
gross, well assorted, so cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass
Screws, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.

rlascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 cts.
* " STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,
in box, per gross, 75 cents.

Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch
Bows,O, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, round, assorted
on card, per dozen, $1.75; antique, per
dozen, $2.00.

Gold Solder (N) Brand, low karat, very
easy flowing, per d wt.. 2o cts.; 6 d wt. , I oo

Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,
in 14 oz. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.

Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen
nicely assorted on card. Per card, go cts.

Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars
and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,
$1.15.

American Winding Stem Combina-
tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keys
of all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,
Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, complete
outfit ; per box, $1.00.

Moo All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., Bir7o7aCilw7y, New York

For the Railway Service

LIQUID AMBER
,

Cempcalliene- JIemwpuelisse.
And

BRUCE MURPHY. •••.,
()BIWA, CANADA.

The genuine always

has this label on the

bottle (printed in red
ink). Don't accept
substitutes.

lit fitting a glass in an open-face
watch, it often happens that the largest
size that will go into the bezel is loose
after it is in, because the two angles
are not alike. This is where dirt works
its way into the watch. When you
sell or repair a watch for a railroad man,
where exacting service is required, fill
this space with LIQUID AMBER,
by dipping a match splint or wooden
toothpick into the cement and drawing
it around the joint, filling the space
between the glass and bezel. It is not
necessary to heat the amber in this job ;
it will take care of itself. Next clay
that glass will be as solid as if it grew

there, and will be perfectly dust and
waterproof.

There is no other cement so good
as LIQUID AMBER, and it
doesn't cost any more to get theb 

Sold by every material dealer in
America. Price, 25 cents.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.

37 Maiden Lane

NEV YORK

Wholesale Distributing Agents

P.525252525E525-25252.52.525-252525252525a525252.52.5

°"BRILLIANTsx.1-er.„.g GAS LAMPS
ARE GOOD AND SAFE LAMPS.

They Always Have Been and Always Will Be

A ,1
SIMPLE

CI '71)mAKE5
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NINE 1-111_11JR5
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which is evidenced by
100,000 in daily use in
nearly every county in
the United States with
the undisputed record
of always giving satis-
faction and doing as re-
presented. A poor or
"cheap" gasoline lamp
is worse than no lamp
at all, better stick to
the old kerosene lamp
or gas than hazard the
"cheap" gasoline
lamps that are unsafe
and unreliable, more
of them have been
thrown away than are
being used. Get the
BRILLIANT and you
will always be satis-
fied. They are used for

Homes,
Stores,
Churches,
Streets,
Lawns,
Schools,

any place, public or
private, wherever good
light is wanted and can
be run for

20 CENTS
A MONTH

L

•

Brilliant Street Lamp,
100 Candle-Power.

Our street lamp is just as
good as the house lamp and
is the most practical and only
reliable lamp for all kinds of
wind and weather.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.George Bohner.

•

THESE LOW-PRICED STYLES
ARE

ALWAYS IN DEMAND

No. 5003. Plano Convex. Nickel-plated Frame.
Large-sized lenses. True Focus Numbers. Made in
solid dozens, and in assorted dozens, 48,
(We make a small extra charge for Nos. 5, 6, 7 and
assortment f.):

The best spectacle in the world for the money.

No. 40734. Plano Convex. Nickel-plated Frame.
Large-sized lenses. A neat riding bow spectacle at
a low price.

N 0. 134 Eye Protector. Nickel-plated steel frame
with riding bow teniples. Clear white lenses 1/7,, in.
in diameter, slightly hollow on the side toward the
eyes.

SEND TO US FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS
AND ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR GOODS

MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

READING, PA.
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66 EUREMA"
works like a

Trick!

Et-Vt 1i -111:S11 ed 1 8 70
1(101 4 5 1

swARTcHILD ComPANY  Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Supply House

131 to 137 Wabash Ave., Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

An unquestioned SUCCESS.
Testimonies of its excellency are the

numerous imitations which competition
is offering as substitute.

No better testimonials have we ever
expected.

There is NOTHING LIKE "Eurema," and
"BEWARE OF IMITATIONS"

Cannot be too thoroughly emphasized.

• •OOOOOOO ••

One P oze.n •

;•••

An Anti-OxIdizer
A Hard-Soldering
Flux

A Pickle

Directions for using
" Eurema."
Parts to be sol-

dered need not
be cleaned. Apply
fluid freely to
break Immerse
solderin flluidalso.
Molder in usual
way. For small
articles, such RS
spectacle frames,
baby rings, etc.

Price, $1.00

For sale by

Swartchlid & Co.,
Silversmiths' Bldg.
131 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago.

A SOLUTION
which is An Anti-Oxidizer Firstly!

A Soldering Flux Secondly !
A Pickle Thirdly!

ALL IN ONE!!

No more burning or melting of low karat
gold articles!

No cleaning or filing required!
Hard soldering made as easy as soft

soldering!

This magic solution makes 14 karat solder flow on 8 karat
gold. It will solder articles of gold, silver, gold filled, plated,
nickel, brass, steel, etc., without the use of borax, nor special
preparation, and requires very little heat.

Endorsed by all who ever tried it !
We back these statements with our reputation, and guar-

antee absolute satisfaction.

Price, 4 oz. Bottle, $1.00
per Callon, $24.00

Directions for using "Eurema."
Parts to be soldered need not be cleaned. Apply fluid freely to break. Immerse solder in fluid

also. Solder in usual way. For small articles, such as spectacle frames, baby rings, etc., the heat of an
alcohol flame is sufficient. For larger or heavier work use blow-pipe. Gold solder will flow as easily
as soft solder, using any quality of solder. After soldering, drop article in solution which will restore
original color. Use same fluid as anti-oxidizer on your work, if necessary, by lightly heating and
dipping, while hot, into " Eurema." •

Swartchild & Company
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply House

tts 1, 1 i shed 1870

Silversmiths' Building, 131-137 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.
Our 700-page Catalogue and " Something About " Staffs, Jewels and

Stones sent prepaid upon application. •

( ''i'. p111111 
iiiJlI l!hhhD nollomoomimmo iiI

kv-v MERV
P

131 to 137 Wabash Ave., r
Silversmiths' Building, H !GAG°.

• • • • S. • S. • • OOO • O • O

Swartchild 0 Co. Celebrated Resilient Mainsprings.
Aiv y■ ni in ne(!(I ;L lirst-class spring? TIL(.11 hay

SWARTCHILD'S RESILIENT SPRING.
During our business career of over a quarter of a century, xve have found no one article giving better satisfac-

tiOn than our Famous Resilient Mainspring. We carry in stock a complete assortment for all American-made
movements, and guarantee every mainspring we sell. Price, per dozen, $1.25. Price, per gross, $13.50. Price,
including our Indispensable Mainspring Cabinet, $15.00.

U. S. Robert imported Mainsprings to fit all American-made movements. Price, per dozen, $1.25. Price
including our Mainspring Cabinet, per gross, $15.00.

Roller Remover for
Staking Tool.

This tool is made for any
staking tool, and is very desir-
able for the purpose. Send size
of part A when ordering.

Price, each . . . $i.00

Swartchild 0 Co. Indispensable Mainspring Cabinet.

Made in quarter-sawed oak, highly polished, brass trimmings, each 
drawer with label,

mainsprings in their original boxes as shown to the right.

Dimensions of Cabinet :

Length, 13 inches ; height, 5.;‘ inches ; depth, 7 inches, with 15 drawers.

Price, for Cabinet 
$2  so

dozen

New Steel Ring Mandrils with grooves.

1\111111 1 111 sizcs, 12 111111 1 1 inclws long.

Price, 12 inches    $0.75 14 inches  $1.00

Square Mandrils for Pipe Ferrules, etc.

Any size front i inch down, soft steel only, price
Oval Mandrils, price  

$2  00

3.50

Swartchild & Co. Calumet Main-
springs.

To fit all American-made Movements.

In offering " Calumet " springs to the trade

we endeavor to supply the best mainspring that

can be had for the money.
They are put up in a neat metal enameled

box containing one dozen and are guaranteed

against breakages.

Price, per gross, including our Indispensable
Mainspring Cabinet   $12.00

Price, per gross, without cabinet .   10.50
Price, per dozen   1.0o

NEW RING CONTRACTOR

for reducing the size of plain rings in a few minutes' time

without cutting.

A represents the punch, tempered iii lower end.

RB " ring off and in position.
" tempered shell, with a taper hole.

I " ring to be made a smaller size.
" guide pin.
" base made of cast iron.

This .tool is furnished with 3 rings " B " and 2 shells

"C," which will contract any plain ring from No. 4 to

No. 13. It is made strictly first-class.

Price, complete $6  50
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be francis Engraver
"Your own craftsmen, nearly fifty, tell what they know about

machines. A trade document such as seldom appears. If you
intend to buy a machine within the next ten years, it is a debt
you owe yourself to write for my booklet, just out."

The above appeared in my advertisement in the JEWELERS' CIRCULAR,
February 20, 1 90 I.

It was plagiarized, appearing nine days later in the advertisement of others
on the inside back cover of the March KEYSTONE, as follows:

If=you=wish=to=know=what=your=own=craftsmen—nearly-one
=hundred-and=fifty—have=to=say-about= mach i nes, -write=for=our
-new-booklet,=such=a=trade-docu men t-seldom =appears.— It-is=a=
debt-you -owe=yourself = to =write- for-it,= even = though =you = may-
not-buy=a-machine=within-the=next=fifty=years.

"Wherefore, by their fruits ye shall know them."

A local press says that 15,000 persons
paid twenty-five cents each to get into the
Pan-American Exposition grounds the Sun-

day before the installation commenced, to
view the grounds and empty buildings.

Fifteen thousand Jewelers live within

a day's ride of the Exposition, Niagara Falls
and Chautauqua. How many expect to

miss such an opportunity foran instructive

outing ? If you do not, and are in any way
interested in Engraving Machines, I wish to

call your attention to the accompanying cut.

The quinquangular black space shown in

the northwest corner of the Installation

Plan of the Graphic Arts Building is occu-

pied by Francis Engravers.

No better opportunity could be afforded

to learn of the great improvements that

have been made in them, than to examine

them here. General ideas concerning them are

who see it must acknowledge the fact that the

Don't forget the NORTHWEST CORNER of the

For further information, address

.

1.•
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crude indeed. This exhibit will enlighten many. All

Francis has advanced as rapidly as anything else.

GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING.

A. E. FRANCIS
780 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

No. 2 Power Shear.
1-24th size.

No. 5 Plain Drop Press.
1-54th size.

No. 2 t Press.
1-28th size.

No. I A Foot Press.
1-29111 size.

No. 1 Screw Press.
1-35t1 size.

No. 2 C Power Press.
1-33d size.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS'

[Send us samples of the
work which you with to
make, with production
desired.]

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
1-45th size.

No. 3 D Power Press.
1-32d size.

MACHINERY
MOSSBERG GRANVILLE MFG. CO.

150 Nassau St., NEW YORK

No. 9 Rolling Mill.
1-150th size.

Red X Cross
Mainsprings

Out of over 36,000 of Our Red X
Cross Mainsprings sold last year,
just 57 broke and had to be replaced
—which was done free. These
mainsprings are the acme of main-
spring perfection. They are made
from drawn wire—have no flaws, as
do ordinary rolled springs—will not
set in the barrel—and are tempered
and finished in the most skillful man-
ner. Every dozen guaranteed, and
broken springs replaced free. $1.00
per dozen; $11.00 per gross.
Satisfaction or money back. May
we have your trial order ?

Our American - made Balance
Staffs are the best tempered, most
perfect fitting on the market. Our
finely finished Cock and Foot
Jewels are made of sapphire and
ruby, stripped with sapphire tool,
mounted perfectly true. Made for
all sizes of all American watches.
$1.25 per dozen. Satisfaction or
money refunded.

Tidd & Co.
Columbiana, Ohio

No. 2 Draw Bench.
1-1251h size.

_..../•■••■•3

No. 2 B Power Press.
1-28th size.

.1.1■1•■•

-No. 5Automatic Drop Press.
1-59th size.

No. 6 B Power Press, Geared.
1-43d size.

TO THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

Something New!

Perfection
Chamois
Watch Bag

Oil tanned, non-tarnishable.
Overstitched in assorted colors.
To be had in o, 6, 12, 16 and

18 size.
The construction of this bag is

such that when taking your watch
from vest pocket it will remain in
the bag.

Fleming's
Patent
Corrugated
Universal
Case Springs

Sole Agents,

Henry Zimmern & Co., and Jewelers' Supplies,
of Watchmakers'Imp 

47 Malden Lane, NEW YORK,
Sole Depot for the superior and well-known U.S. American Mainsprings.Headquarters for Ajax Insulators.



MORE
CASH
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND
SILVER

WHY WE CAN GIVE IT
Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.

We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silver

consigned to us.
If we were in the smelting and refining business exclusively, our expenses and refin-

ing costs would be 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of other

refiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY

consignments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay).

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID

in exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD

24c. per dwt. for 6-karat 40c. per dwt. for 10-karat

28c. " " " 7 " 44c. " " " 11 "
32c. " IS 41 8 44 48c. " " " 12 "
36c. " " " 9 " 52c. " " " 13 "

Highest Market Price for Old Silver

56c. per dwt. for 14-karat
60c. " " " 15 "
64c. " 16 "
68c. " " 17 "
72c. " " 18 "66

Send us your large consignments
Send us your small consignments

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

93, 95 an 97 William Street
Near Maiden Lane

New York Established 19 Years

57 Washington Street
(New Location)

Chicago

SOME NEW REGENT Specialties
, ONE GROSS

ade expressly for
CROSS & BEGUELIN, NEW YORK

Price, 85e. per Gross.

Either in Gilt or German Silver.

Discount, 6 per cent. off for cash.

Price, 8 .75 Dozen.
4 4 7.50 Gross.

Price, S .75 Dozen.
7.50 Gross.

"rt7'.

ItCY1hiligq

- -

Price, 6 .10 Dozen.
LOU Gross.

CROSS & BEGUELIN
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Price, 81.33 per Gross.

This handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE with
your first order for ode gross Mainsprings.

Price, 1.00 per Dozen.
0 • 10.50 per Gross.

60 Metal-Top Vials, 81.50 extra.

Price, 8 .20 Dozen.
2.00 Gross.

- 
,N101901111181.66

l'rice, S .15 Pozen.
1.50 Gross.
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ossiv,WAMIANI.
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Price, 1.00 Dozen.
" 10.50 Gross.

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,
WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, 17 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORKI SILVER-PLATED WARE, ETC.

L.Leiong &Brother
Gold and Silver Refiners,

Assayers and

SWEEP 
MELTERS

BULLION SOLICITED SMELTING FOR THE TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold and Silver forwarded
to us by mail or express.

Southwest Corner Halsey and Marshall Streets

Newark, N. J.

Sii• SWEEPINGS OUR SPECIALTY 8f

Some Facts About Our Watch School
which we will gladly prove to any one interested:

FOUNDED at La Porte, Indiana, in 1880, by J. 15. rarsorm, as " Parsons' Horologic's! Institute,"
the Pioneer Watch School.

REMOVED to Peoria, Illinois, in 1892.
Because liorological Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute in 1897.

Nearly 1800 STUDENTS have gone mit from our school, and are now at work i It -I.) Stales and
Territories and I1 foreign count rivs,

OUR BOROLOGICAL BUILDING 1,1.Ni, page 278, March ICHYS10N10 Is not equaled hy any other
in the world for space, light, ventilation and perfect fitness for the purpose.

OUR EQUIPMENT is the largest and best in Ameriva.

OUR INSTRUCTORS are experts and specialists, and 1.1111 give you all that is worth knowing in
various branches. We have the largest horological family in America,

THE DEMAND ON US FOR WORKMEN has been greater, I he last year, 'than ever before, show-
log that students from a good school are thoroughly alpreciated by the wide-awake jeweler.
Our graduates never fail to find good plaices.

OUR STUDENTS say they can learn more with us In one year than in it store in seven years ; and
further, that they learn things better than they ever could in a store.

We teach WATCH WORK, ENGRAVING, JEWELRY and OPTICS.

ARE YOU INTERESTED? Send for our catalogue, and ask us all the questions you like; we'll
tell you the truth, and let you judge for yourselves.

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT

Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Illinois.
JIMMIE

U./

TAKING WILLIAM F. NYE'S WATCH AND CLOCK OILS IN MID-OCEAN
"We use Nye's Oil and can use no other at this altitude," says Mr. S. Meyer, of Leadville, Colorado, (the highest town in the world,

10,400 feet above the sea), " all other oils dry off in a few months, while Nye's will stand a year."
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Fifty
Years Ago

when a woman shopped for
silverware, there was no
difficulty in getting the
genuine forks and spoons
made by Rogers Bros. To-
day there are so many imi-
tations of the famous

, Rogers goods that unless
you remember and in-
sist on getting

"1847
Rogers
Bros."

Sliver Plate that TVears"

you may find one of these
cheap imitations substituted.

Remember the number "1817"—
the year Rogers Bros. first made sliver plated
ware—if you want the genuine.

Sold by leading dealers. Send for booklet NO.61
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., SUCCeBROr IO

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY, Meriden, Conn.

THE DEMAND FOR

"1847
Rogers Bros."

Goods

is steadily increasing, and Deal-

ers should be able to satisfy

the demand, by always having

in stock a fair representation of

this standard brand.

,.."Clegmaglaigor. ,Ismombi,„„e947,,,,,
.,.;

- -Ye Serving Maide ;1
ot 1847

knew the satisfaction that

came with the care of
Rogers Bros. silver plate.
To-day some of the same

silver is being looked
after by a new generation

of maids and giving equal

S41..cio satisfaction.

"1847
Rogers Bros.

\ ".S'ilPer Plate lhal Wears."

famous the world over for
its wearing quality. It is
better to-day than ever.
Refuse substitutes.

Sold by leading dealers.

Send for booklet No.61.

International Silver Co.,
Successor to

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO„ 
Wit1.

W
? „ar  Conn. *

..iiiiiiiiii11111111111111101111/1/11111111111111110 .

Meriden,

N.

FAC-SIMILE OF EACH BOX CONTAINING THE GENUINE 1847 RooLRs BRos. a GOODS
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How To ,Ser
Table

To do it
effectively, you must
have pretty silver. To keep the table beau-
tiful year after year with the same silver, you
must have good silver. In

"1847 Rogers Bros."
Spoons, Forks, Knives, etc., are combined the
finest exam plesof design,with a degree of quality
attained in none of the many imitations. To get
the genuine, "Silver Plate that Wears,"  remem-ber the number-6.1847'1—as well as the name
—“Rogers

Sold by leading dealers. Send for Booklet No, 61
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor ICI

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY, Meriden, Conn.

'mayor

I
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Fictitious Brands of Rogers Goods are
being introduced nearly every year, and
as the Trade only have the reputation of
the manufacturer as a guarantee, we
caution those who desire the original and
guaranteed Rogers Goods to see that all
Spoons, Forks, etc., purchased by them
are Stamped with the above Trade-Mark.

1847
INSURES GENUINE "ROGERS" GOODS

The trade supplied by leading jobbers
and our various branches. Send for
catalogues and discounts.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
SUCCESSOR TO

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
MERIDEN, CONN.

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
HAMILTON, CANADA

Buyers Should
Remember

that the maker's mark on silver plated ware
is the only means by which theycan identify
the best. Bear in mind that there is no
higher quality forks, spoons, knives, etc.,
made than those stamped "1847 Rogers
Bros.," and if they bear that mark you
can buy as safely as any expert. There is no
second quality of "1847 Rogers Bros. " ware.
This stamp is a warrant that every piece that
bearsit is perfect mechanically and artistically.

Sold by leading dealers everywhere.
Before you buy write for Catalogue No. 61

International Silver Co., Summer to
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.,

Meriden, Conn.

go ,4qeirs 
Oros.
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

B. THORPE, Publisher.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts of
the limited States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines, (Mani,

s of Samoa, Cuba, :Nlexico anti Canada (except
New too nil 'mid); single copies, regular issues, 15 cents;
special issw.s, 25 cents. To Foreign Countries 10 Shillings
(82..1,1) per year: Single 4..1)100, 1 Shilling (35 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should
be made by a Post-Mike Alouey Order, Itank Check or Draft,
or an Express Money Order. %Viten neither 411 th.,t call be

procured, send the money in it Begistered Letter. Ail
Remittances should be made payable to THE

KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address changed,
should give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising rates furnished on application.
No advertisements but those of a reputable character will he
inserted.

To Advertisers—Cory :or advert ketnents reach its ti II,

11th of (.:teli wont to insure insertion in the
of changes in advertisements should

reach its not later than the 211th of the previous month.

Correspondence—Ive i if cortespondence on all matters or
lotorost to the trade. Correspondents lutist invariably give
I heir 1111111C and address. We do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents.

All communications should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1011 STATE ST. 
19TH & BROWN STREETS,

PH I LA DE LPH IA, PA.

AUSTRALIA, BOSCH, BARTHEL & CO., 198 PITT STREET, STONEY, N. S. W.

GREAT BRITAIN, ANGLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 04 HATTON GARDEN, Lonoon, E.G.
J. RAPHAEL & CO., Si CLERNENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E. C.
BOTWRIGHT & GREY, 13 SPENCER ST., CLESKENWELL, Lonoon, E. C.

TO UNWRAP YOUR KEYSTONE, SIMPLY PULL THE STRING
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Responsibility for Goods Lost in Transit

ON page 481 of this issue will be found the
v icws of leading wholesalers in regard to

the question of the shipment of goods, and the

suggestions are such as the retailers, in their

own interests, should not fail to act upon. Our

interviews elicited the fact that there is much

carelessness on the part of some of the trade in

the shipment of packages to the jobbers, and

the risk involved is so great that the recommen-

dations merit the immediate attention of those

who have been negligent in the matter.

The First Exposition of the Century

THE Pan-American Exposition is now open,
and during the next six months the millions

of visitors will feast their eyes on a spectacle
that equals in magnitude and magnificence any-
thing humanity has yet seen. The twentieth
century has thus far furnished no more impres-
sive revelation of the seemingly limitless possi-
bilities of human genius than the transformation

of a barren waste into the fairyland of colored

palaces, esplanades, lakes, grottoes, and many-

tinted fountains that constitute the finished ex-

position of to-day. The imposing splendor of

the execution is, indeed, its most impressive

feature. From the various points of vantage

throughout the grounds the delighted visitor

looks down on a scene of bewildering grandeur

—on mighty temples of industry, vast in dimen-

sions and classic in design ; on blue lagoons and

vivacious rivers breaking into sparkling foun-

tains ; on wooded islands and fairy grottoes that

outvie the home of the seductive Calypso ; on

myriads of beautiful and heroic statues rising

from land and water, welcoming, as it were, the

arriving multitudes ; on waving flags of the

many republics of the great Western hemisphere

—in short, on all that twentieth-century inge-

nuity and the evolved talent of all ages could con-

trive to astound and enchant the beholder.

BRILLIANT by day, the marvelous electric

display makes the scene by night a verita-

ble celestial dream. The roofs and domes are

outlined with myriad lights ; foamy, illuminated

fountains dash gorgeous colors into the heavens ;

long lagoons reflect the artificial illumination

and innumerable glittering towers and turrets

eclipse the constellations in the canopy above.

And yet this indescribable external beauty pales

before the industrial wonderland within. When

thought succeeds to wonder, we began to realize

our country's growth and greatness as repre-

sented in this exposition. In the first year of

the new century it is pleasant to think that

practically within the past hundred years our

country has stepped to the front in the vanguard

of nations, and is now foremost in wealth and

intelligence ; in all that ennobles life and man-

hood ; in all that gives strength and security to

the great fabric of society. And when we look

from the exposition to thundering Niagara the

thought involuntarily turns to the Providence

who has been so partial to us. To miss the twin

attractions now at Buffalo—the awe-inspiring

natural one and the marvelous artificial one—is

to miss one of the opportunities of earthly

existence.

United States Wealth the Wonder of
the World

THE measure of prosperity which our country
has enjoyed uninterruptedly for some years

past, has been so productive of national wealth
that the nations of the Old World have come to

regard us with commingled wonder, misgiving
and fear. The invasion of their most valued

markets, the triumph of our manufactures, the
magnitude and comparative cheapness of our

production, the formation of enormous industrial
combinations which threaten their very indus-

trial existence, the apparently limitless wealth

at our command, our irresistible enterprise and

audacity in investment—all these things are just

now the admiration, envy and nightmare of our

commercial rivals across the herring pond.

England's present financial troubles have but

emphasized the enormous national wealth of

the United States. We have just loaned her
$50,000,000, and would possibly make it $500,-
000,000 if she were willing and the security

were sufficiently attractive. No wonder we are
suspected by Europeans of having designs on
the planet.

OUR country is, in truth, at the present
time enjoying a measure of prosperity

unprecedented and unparalleled in the history
of nations. All divisions of industry, all
lines of trade, with unimportant exceptions, are
to-day beneficiaries of a business boom such
as the fondest adherent of optimism never
dreamed of. In the stock 'exchange, the factory,
the farm, the workshop ; in fact, every vocation
in which energy and intelligence go together in
the march for the goal of success, there is heard
no croaking or grumbling. Business enter-

old and new, have prospered beyond the
fondest hopes of those who direct. A study of
the statistics of the past few months reveals
healthy increases so pronounced and so enor-
mous that the average reader stands almost
aghast at their immensities. The stock market
has shown the greatest stride, but if we disregard
entirely speculative investment, we are no less
impressed by the story told by the national
banks, the present condition of the United



States Treasury and the figures embodied in the
tables of exports. Foreign countries must re-
gard with astonishment the following figures :
Increase of Gold Reserve in U. S. Trea-

sury in five months  
Increase of U. S. Exports in five months
Increase of General Stock of Money in

five months  
Increase in Circulation in five months  
I ncrease in number of National Banks

from March 14, 1900, to March 13, 19ot 503I ncrease in the Capital of new National
Banks   $12,940,000Increase in individual deposits in National
Banks from April 26, 1900, to Feb-
ruary 5, 1901   

$304;757,064

$43,551,679
po,000,000

$44,130,290
$37,753,821

THE phenomenal increase in the export trade
is one of the most gratifying features of

the situation. Never has there been such a
stride in foreign trade in a like period as in the
past five months, when our exports exceeded
those of the same months a year ago by over
$40,000,000, as stated above. And especially
noteworthy is the phenomenal jump of agricul-
cural products. It is these products that tell
plainly whether the great farming class is enjoy-
ing prosperity, and in the light of the returns
there appears no question as to their happy con-
dition. In the four months since November 1st
the exports of these articles have overtopped
those in the same period of the preceding year
by almost $60,000,000. In this increase almost
every branch of the agricultural industry has
shared. To every corner of the globe have the
fruits of American soil been borne in larger and
still larger quantities.

LABOR, too, is getting its share. Wages
throughout the United States have been

found, after a careful investigation, to have risen
several per cent. above what they were one year
ago. More men are working at better wages
and shorter hours in most of the trades. The
settlement of the troubles in the coal-mining
and the steel industries was in each instance a
victory for labor. In certain industries, notably
the building trades, there has been an increase
in wages, a decrease in hours and an increase
in the amount of work to be done. In many
parts of the country the International Associa-
tion of Machinists has reduced the length of its
week's work from sixty to fifty-seven hours,
without a reduction in wages. Miners have
been very fortunate for the past few years.
Their most notable success has been in the
anthracite fields, where 14o,000 of them secured
a ten per cent. increase in wages. Even the
labor leaders, who are prone to be pessimistic
on principle, concede that present conditions
are very favorable and the outlook for the wage-
earner most promising.

THE United States Treasury and the national
banks tell the same story of national wealth.

Since November 1st of last year the gold reserve
in the Treasury has increased at an everage rate
of more than $8,000,000 a month. At this
writing, April 22nd, the amount of gold in the
Treasury is $510,817,822. On November 1,
1900, it was $458,266,143, thus showing in less
than five months an increase of $43,551,679.
The healthy growth of the money in circulation
is another sure indication of the prosperous
condition of the country. The amount of this
on April 1, 1900, was, in gold coin, $612,202,-
698, and in gold certificates, $173, 642, 851,
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making a total of $785,845,549. In six months,
on November 1st, this amount has jumped to
$837,357,232, an increase of $51,517,683.

There has been a very exceptional increase
in the number of national banks, and the growth
of the individual deposits in national banks is
best told by the official figures. On April 26,
1900, they amounted to $2,449, 212, 656. 69 ;
June 29th, $2,458,092,757.67 ; September 5th,
$2,508,248,557.53 ; December 13th, $2,623,-
997,521.88, and on February 5, 1901, when the
last statement was compiled, $2,753,969,721. 62.

AN unmistakable indication of the remarkable
activity of general business is afforded by

post office figures of the issues . of stamps,
postal cards and other forms of postage during
the quarter ending March 3 t, 1901. The Sep-
tember quarter of last year showed a falling off
of about $750,000, but the last two quarters
have shown an advance never before reached in
the history of the postal service. The Decem-
ber quarter showed issues which increased from
$24,297,646 for 1899 to $27,097,416 for 1900,
and the March quarter shows an advance from
$26,680,767 for 1900 to $28,183,133 for 1901.
This is at the rate, for the last two quarters, of
postal issues of more than $110,000,000 per
year. The fluctuations in postal issues have long
been in harmony with conditions of general
business. This accounts for the fact that issues
now running at the rate of about $1o6,000,000
for the current fiscal year rank 50 per cent.
above the issues of 1894, although population
in the meantime has only increased about 15 per
cent. The issues as recently as 1881 were only
$34,483,503, which has now been multiplied by
three. Half of the increase has come within
the seven years since 1894, when the issues
were $70, 239, 910.

the manifestations, in fact, that are made
to do service as business barometers tell

the same story. April was a most unfavorable
month for merchandise distribution, and yet the
bank clearings and railroad earnings reflected
exceptional activity. In one week last month
bank clearings for New York City alone ex-
ceeded the aggregate for the whole country for
the corresponding week of Iwo. This, of
course, was largely due to the enormous busi-
ness in the stock market, but increases over the
same week of last year of 73 per cent. in the
clearings at Boston and New Orleans, 56 per
cent. at Pittsburg, 44 per cent. at St. Louis,
and 30 per cent. at Baltimore, Philadelphia and
San Francisco, indicated an unusual commercial
activity not of any city or section but of the
entire country. Then the situation has all the
essentials of stability and permanency. There
is no booming of prices, but on the contrary
caution, conservatism and judgment are mani-
fested to an unusual degree.

THERE is evidently good foundation for
Europe's idea of our vast wealth and for

her fear of our commercial and industrial
supremacy. In a notable address the late Bishop
of London said :

"Modern nations depend for their greatness on
their power of producing wealth. Do not say that
this is a sordid and unworthy view. It is nobler than
the view which it has superseded, of military ascend-

ency and increase of territory. No nation can live on
its assumed capacity for governing other peoples. It
must live on its power of supplying human needs, of
improving the conditions of life, of liberating the ener-
gies of a constantly increasing number of intelligent
men to work for the common good. Wealth is the
outward measure of success in this process. The
country that is most productive of commodities which
all may enjoy is conferring the • greatest benefit upon
the world.

This is unquestionably the best definition
of national greatness, and applying the defini-
tion it is easy to tell the world's greatest nation.

Unreliable Fire Insurance Companies

IT would seem from recent developments thatjewelers should have a care as to the com-
panies in which they take insurance. Many of
these concerns now in existence are said to be
utterly unreliable, and are likely to prove a
broken reed in the event of a large loss. The
Coast Reviee), an insurance paper published in
San Francisco since 1871, gives in a recent issue
a list of twenty-three " unauthorized and more
or less irresponsible companies," on which a
big department-store firm in Minneapolis had
" rested the security of themselves and their
creditors." The names were obtainable owing
to the occurrence of a fire on the premises of
the concern, resulting in a slight loss. It is a
paradoxical truism that cheap insurance is the
most expensive kind, and jewelers should take
care that the bait of cheap rates do not allure
them into buying gold-brick insurance in wild-
cat companies. The Minneapolis incident has
put many athinking.

THERE are a few matters which we would
impress on all who contemplate investment

in fire insurance. First, before taking out a
policy the capital of the company, and still
more the character of the men who control it,
should be scrutinized ; and this is not always an
easy matter to accomplish. As a rule, it is
better to pay a higher rate to a safe company
than a lower one to a poor one, for the best of
all reasons, that one is insurance and the other
isn't ; or at least you don't know that it is when
you pay your money in return for the risk.

Another point to be considered is the
method of doing business, which varies even
with companies of equal standing as to solvency.
Some make it a cardinal point to take all they
can get from policy holders and give as little as
possible in return. It often happens that with-
out refusing payment altogether the insurer will
shave the loss down to the lowest notch ; and
the losses thus sustained by the insured are often
ten times more than the highest rates charged
by companies of the very highest standing.

Before paying out money for insurance the
policy should be carefully read and studied from
end to end. Insurance papers, it should be
noted, are always drafted by lawyers, and are
often difficult of comprehension by the ordinary
run of people. If you do not understand them
you are signing a contract without knowing
what you or they agree to do ; and this is not a
safe way of doing any business, much less than
that on which everything you own in the world
may be at stake. Better study your policies in
the office of the company that issues them, or,
what is still better, at your own desk, than seek
light among burning embers or crumbling walls.
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Our Army Small by Comparison

IN recent times a section of the press has
treated the reading public to occasional

burning disquisitions on "the spirit of milita-
rism " which was supposed to have taken
possession of Uncle Sam. Fact is, the distin-
guished and now world-famed old gentleman
who symbolizes our country seems to have
developed no more of the spirit of militarism
than is essential to the safeguarding and protec-
tion of his growing and now more scattered
interests. We learn from Washington that an
army of 76,000 men has been decided upon,
and while this is nearly three times as large as
our army before the war with Spain, considera-
tion of the new conditions ought to convince the
reasonable-minded that it is not excessive, if
our country, our people and our interests are to
enjoy the sense of security necessary to legiti-
mate and untrammeled development. The
comparative littleness of our army is shown
most effectively by the following table, which
gives the standing armies of Europe on a peace
footing, and the ratio of the soldiers to the
population :

Sollloiez per

Inhuhilants.
Great Britain   56
France   

52A5to5r:, nci ))
138

Germany  492,000 102

Russia  too
Austria   

800,000
323,000 8o

Italy  85255,000

Main 
  145,000 76

United State  76,000 to
26,000Portugal   6o

Belgium   48,000 85
Holland   29,000 70
D 17,000 enmark   90
Sweden   57.000 90

The American army as it is to be reorgan-
ized will be greater than that of Portugal,
Belgium, Holland, Denmark and Sweden, but
there will be only ten soldiers to every 10,000
of the population, and an allotment which is
little over one-sixth of that of the lowest of the
European Powers. On the ratio that prevails
in France we should have a permanent peace
force of about i ,000,000 men. An army of
75,000, however, is quite sufficient, for Uncle
Sam can always rely on his millions of dutiful
children, engaged in the pursuits of peace, to
protect him in time of trouble. We believe,
with all true Americans, that the smaller the
army the better, so long as national security is
safeguarded.

The Need of Practical Men

" IF you should take twelve prize medal menfrom Harvard and put them in a sinking
ship they would all drown through inability to
construct a raft." Such is the forceful way in
which Edward Everett Hale points out the most
deplorable defect in our educational system. In
this superlatively practical age the defect is
especially vexatious. The twentieth century
has, indeed, little use for the mere man of books,
the theorist or the visionary, and it greatly dis-
counts the education that does not enable its
possessor to accomplish something of practical
worth. Young Cornelius Vanderbilt gained
more glory and applause from his construction
of a locomotive improvement, than if he trans-
lated Omar Khayyam or Virgil. As a translator
he could scarcely outdo Fitzgerald or Dryden,
but his fire box seems to be a distinct improve-
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ment. In the estimation of posterity his machine-
shop career will far outshine his career at Yale,
and his patent would be infinitely more service-
able in procuring him a job than his graduation
diploma.

HE great trouble with the young man of
the time is his lack of thoroughness. He

knows a little of many things, but he is master
of none. It is said that a New York millionaire
pays his cook $10,000 a year, while there are.
college professors who are glad to get half as
much. He gets $10,000 a • year because he is
" a cook as is a cook," and -is a master of the
culinary art from alpha to omega. He may
think the earth is flat, that Richard Harding
Davis is a horse jockey or that Modjeska is a
tooth-powder, but this does not take one dollar
from his salary for, voluminous as may be his
ignorance of things in general, he can cook any-

• •
'thing and everything. If this man could do
just plain cooking, keep books fairly well, write
a little short-hand, translate " easy " French ;
or if he had worked for months in a bank, a
year in a press-room, ten months in a machine
shop, a short period with a watchmaker and a
shorter period with an optician-what think you
would be his salary ? He would be oppressively
versatile, but he would in all likelihood be sub-
sisting on twelve or fifteen dollars a week.

The managers of rival base-ball teams in
this city figured in court last month, both claim-
ing the services of one particular player. This
individual, he who so often put a match to the
pent-up enthusiasm of Young America, receives
$4000 for his season's work. " Is he not particu-
larly effective in some one position ?" the lawyer
asked the afflicted manager whom the redoubt-
able " Larry" deserted. " That may be," the
complainant responded pathetically, " but you
can't hook him up wrong anywhere." There's
a ball-player for you. Monsieur Lajoie does
not paint Madonnas, compose sonnets or lecture
on sociology, but he plays ball. That's why he
will receive $4000 this summer and more ap-
plause than Chauncey M. Depew or Buffalo Bill,
while the half-cooked artist, the would-be poet
and impractical sociologist will have a struggle
to keep the wolf from the door of their altitu-
dinous attic.

" yOU can't hook him up wrong anywhere."
The phrase should live. It explains why

Schwab, president of the steel trust, gets a mil-
lion a year. It's a long way from stake driver
at six dollars a week to president of the " great-
est yet" with a million a year, but the man who
traveled the journey has not yet celebrated his
fortieth birthday. The secret of it was that
you couldn't hook him up wrong anywhere in
the steel business. And you, young man of
slender means, harken to what he has to say to
you:

The rich man's son enters life's race with a handi-
cap. Not only the handicap which a fortune is, because
it deprives him of the necessity to progress and
expand ; but the handicap of never being able to
appreciate what he's got. For everything in life that's
worth while is ten times more worth while when we
yearn and work and climb for it. The first great
blessing of my life was being born poor. The funda-
mental principles that founded my character were the
lessons wrung out of early hardships and privations
and self-denials. I would not give up the experience
of a boyhood barren of luxuries and paved with ob-
stacles for any amount of money. It would be like
pulling the foundation out of a building. At an age
when boys of to-day are petted and pampered I learned
the size and value of a dollar. I learned all that it
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stood for in comforts and in working principle, and I
learned all the labor it stood for.

The rich youth does not need to read this;
the poor one should read, swallow and digest it.
It will be encouragement, inspiration, life to him.

HOROUGHNESS, grasp, practicability-
these are the qualities that will make the

Napoleons and Grants of 'industrial generalship
in the new century. There are great men and
brilliant minds connected with the Steel Trust.
There are among- the employees of that immense
corporation men of the highest education and
culture, men fitted for any position in life from
book reviewer or art critic to university pro-
fessor or statesman, but in the opinion of the
trust financiers the peculiar combination of
qualities and qualifications necessary to safe-
guarding the, monster enterprise and making it
profitable to its owners were found in Charles
M. Schwab. Suppose- the most influential man
in the United States, or coterie of men, went
to the managers of the Steel Trust and said,
" Make this man head of the concern, and it
won't cost you a cent. He will consider the
honor a 'sufficient reward." Would they for a
moment entertain such a proposition ? There
are positions which. influence May procure, but
merit alone can secure a position of such re-
sponsibility. There is certainly nothing discour-
aging to youth in the contemplation of Schwab
and his million-dollar salary.

Art, Morality and the Show Window

" IT'S a difference of opinion," said Mark
Twain, " that makes horse-racing." And

a difference of opinion sometimes makes adver-
tising. Such was recently the case in Anaconda,
Montana, where the jewelers seem to have taken
the advice of THE KEYSTONE in regard to
making art • objects a side-line. Like wide-
awake, up-to-date merchants, the jewelers ap-
preciated the beautifying capability of pretty
statuary as a .feature of a window trim, and
some of the art objects were effectively used for
this purpose. Now it is not the custom of the
artists to over-dress their creations ; they are
attiSts, not dress-makers. This is, no doubt,
why two of the jewelers received one morning
the following epistle :

ANACONDA, MONTANA, April 8, 1901.
DEAR SIR :-Believing that the nude statuary you

have shown in your window and on your counter is
unfit for exhibition and a detriment to public morals,
%ve do most respectfully request that you remove such
statuary from public view.

Respectfully yours,
THE WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION.

The difference of opinion resulted in making
the jeweler's window display locally famous.
Which was at fault-the art of the moralists or
the morality of the artists ? It was a pretty as
well as a delicate subject for disputation, and
press and people entered heartily into the de-
bate. The window became temporarily the
attraction of the city. The visitors who came
to criticize stayed to admire, and the protesting
ladies found no endorsement of their hyper-
critical fault-finding. The jewelers and artists
triumphed, and the people celebrated the tri-
umph by purchases. As one W. Shakespeare
remarked, " all's well that ends well." The
name " Anaconda" has a classic flavor, and
its vindication of the artistic is creditable to it.
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The Correspondence of Graybeard
and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions
for Jewelers. Young and Old

DEAR GRAYBEARD

How much insurance ought I carry on my

stock.? I write in haste, to catch a closing Mail.

THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

You don't mean to say, I hope, that you

have been without insurance up to this time !

That would be quite too reckless in you, and

I prefer to believe that you simply are doubtful

whether you have enough insurance. As you

have invested all of your money in your stock,

and owe $5oo additional, you owe it not only to

yourself but to your creditors to secure your-

self and them from all possible. risk.

Now, as to the amount of insurance you

should carry : If I am right (and I have been

following your progress pretty closely), your

fixtures and safe cost you, to date, about $700,

and your stock is worth about $4300, with the

increase of your profits on your original invest-

ment. The greater part of your stock, in

point of value, is in watches and chains, which

is stored in the safe at night, and can be quickly

put there in daytime ; and it is a good safe. I

suppose that part of your stock that can be put

into your safe is worth $3500, leaving $800 ex-

posed outside. Therefore, you have in fixtures,

goods outside the safe (at night) and the safe

itself, about $15oo in 'value.

You may count the safe as insurance on its

contents, night and day—for the probabilities

are that in case of fire you would be able to

throw into the safe the goods which go there at

night, and lock it, before having to quit the store.

Allow $t000 for the risk of your not being able

to do so, or for possible injury to the goods in

the safe, in case of fire. I conclude, therefore,

that insurance of $2500 would be ample for your

protection of $5000 worth of property, with

$35oo of that amount presumably safe-guarded.

But there is another kind of insurance

you should secure, and that is protection against

thieves. Membership in the Jewelers' Security

Alliance is the best possible protection in this

direction. You pay the modest sum of ten

dollars as an initiation fee on joining, and the

only further expense is the annual dues of five

dollars per year. This small outlay gives you

the right, in case your safe is robbed, to simply

notify the Alliance by telegraph and they will

take entire charge of the case, " hustling " the

Pinkerton detectives after the thieves and keep-

ing everlastingly at it until they are caught and

punished. Incidentally they usually recover the

goods also, and it is a very important part of

the protection that professional safebreakers,

and to a large extent other thieves also, steer

clear of stores where they see the signs showing

that the owner is a member of the Jewelers'

Security Alliance. They do not want to rouse

the wrath of that particular watch dog of the

trade, knowing full well that he bites hard and

never lets go.
Do you keep an accurate and complete

system of stock and repair records ? It is very

important that you do. GRAYBEARD.

THE KEYSTONE

DEAR GRAYBEARD:

Yes, my system of records would please

you, I think, for somewhat of a crank on

statistics and suchlike tabulations. My stock

record is possibly a little too cumbersome to be

practicable when my business gets bi;g--maybe

will then take more time to keep up than the

protection which it affords will justify, and con-

sequently will have to be abbreviated in time ;

but I mean to keep it up on the present plan as

long as I can. The whole history of a watch is

told, from the date I. bought it until it is sold,

and even after. My record states when I bought

it, from whom, at what price ; its trade-name or

number (which explains size) ; kind of case

(gold, filled, silver, etc.), quality, shape, deco-

ration, number, and any special features ; when

it was sold, to whom, at what price ; if guaran-

teed, for how long time ; if it comes back with

complaint, or for repair, the circumstance goes

into the record. And I let my watchmaker

see that I am thus careful in keeping a detailed

record of stock, and that thereby I have on

hand at any moment a perfect inventory, so that

I may discover loss, or recover by identification,

without any doubt at all. I think the moral

effect of this system of record upon subordi-

nates, in eliminating the element of temptation

\vhich goes with lax methods, is worth in itself

the cost of time in keeping the system going.

I am equally specific in my repair record,

and I let customers look over my shoulder at

the book ; it results in giving them confidence

in me by establishing a certain sense of my

efficiency and care-taking concern. I thus fix

their minds, at the same time that I fix their

watches.
I have had a bit of embarrassing experience

to-day. Among my first purchases was a pad

of one dozen gentlemen's vest chains, which

were tagged, " Warranted Five Years." I paid

$7.00 for the dozen, and sold them for one

dollar each. To-day one came back with appa-

rently no gold on it whatever—it was brassy all

over. The customer was not well pleased,

until I gave him one in exchange that cost me

$1.35. I an now in doubt as to how long I

should guarantee my goods, in the different

grades. What do you advise?

THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

You've struck a very serious problem—the

question of guaranties on goods. Depending

upon how you meet that question hangs im-

portant consequences in your future of business.

Make it an invariable rule to never definitely

guarantee the length of time any piece of rolled-

plate jewelry of the cheap and medium grades

will wear, and you will save yourself a lot of

future trouble. The " cheek " of some manu-

facturers is beyond all bounds ; and I am sur-

prised that you (lid not stop to reason with

yourself in passing to your customer the tag-

guarantee of the manufacturer of the chain

which cost you fifty-eight cents, promising a

wear of five years—or even five months. The

cost of the base-metal itself, and the cost of

fashioning it into a chain, would leave very little

for gold, and the gold would have to be spread

over it mighty thin, to afford two profits (the

manufacturer's and the jobber's) before it came

to you at fifty-eight cents. The safe rule is to
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say to your customer, " It will wear as long as

it ought to, for the price ; and the length of

wear will largely depend upon the vocation of

the wearer." You might also say, " The manu-

facturer says, on this tag, Warranted for five

years,' but that is an absurd promise. A chain

of that pattern, to justify a guaranty of five

years, will cost you six dollars "—and show him

om of the best quality, at that price. Above

all things, don't accept the guaranty of a manu-

facturer to you as sufficient to pass to your cus-

tomer on your own responsibility, when that

guaranty does not stand on ground of reason-

able probability ; as, for instance, in the chain

at $7.00 per dozen, guaranteed for five years,

or in electro-gilded watch cases, or in single-

plate silverware, or all suchlike goods, when

any definite guaranty would be a preposterous

proposition.
The danger to you is that the customer

forgets, after the purchase, that it was the

manufacturer who said " Five years," and

when it fails to wear five months he associates

only you with his disappointment. You have

to bear the odium of his displeasure, and it is

you who will suffer in consequence. Don't

allow yourself to be made the victim of ill-con-

sidered guaranties.
GRAYBEARD.

" Trading In"

HE jewelry business is one of the few

(happily for the universal merchant) in

which an old article is often required to be taken

in part payment for the new. This is true espe-

cially of watch sales. In almost every other

business, if the price of an article is ten dollars,

the customer expects to pay that amount in

cash ; the old thing which the new replaces is

put aside, or given away, or in other ways dis-

appears from the owner's use as something

unworthy. Not so when the same customer

goes to buy a new watch ; he takes it with him,

and asks the jeweler how much he can ''allow''

for it in the " deal." In the majority of in-

stances the old watch cost its wearer much more

than a new one of the same grade could now

be bought by him ; and it has some sentimental

association, possibly, which exaggerates its

value to the owner ; and it " keeps good time,"

he says ; and consequently he is shocked when

he hears the jeweler's offer for it in the " trade."

He thinks Ile is being swindled, declares that

the jeweler who originally sold him the watch

was " square," and wouldn't have charged him

so much more than it was worth, if it was now

worth only the little figure which the present

jeweler offered ; and in the end the jeweler likely

compromises by increasing his offer, with the

result that he has on his hands a second-hand

watch which he will have to sell at such a loss

that the profit on the new watch is completely

absorbed.
It requires a good deal of tact to make a

" deal " with such a customer that will entirely

satisfy him and yet leave an adequate profit on

the transaction to the jeweler. It is necessary

to explain to the customer the difficulty in re-

selling a second-hand watch at any price ; and if

the case is much worn, he must explain that its

value is only its melting value, and the move-

ment will have to be thoroughly overhauled

(Continued on page 463)
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JUNE WEDDINGS
ARE YOU READY?

Remember Our Strong Points

Quality The Highest
Designs The Best

Prices Right

3 NEW UNIQUE PATTERNS
Prices Subject to Cash Discount Only

BOWLS, 8-in.,
" 0-In.," In-in.,

NAPPY, 7-in.,  
.' 8-in. ,  
" ,

CARAFE CILOBE, .  'I UMBLER, 1/, pt., ...
SUGAR and CREAM, CELERY TRAY,  

. .OIL, . . . . . . ... .FANCY BONBON, 6 & 7 in.,SAUCERS, 6-in.,

Monterey Orient
$6  on $7.00
8o 6 so
II  00 13.50
4.25 5.00
S.00 6.00
0  so 7.50

• 4.50 6.00
15.00 18.00
5.50 6.so
5.25 6.00

. 3.00 4.00. 2.75 3.25
2  50 2.75

Moselle
$12.00
10.5o
20.00
7.50
10.00
13.50

May, 1901

"Trading In"
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before it can be sold at even less than it is intrin-
sically worth ; that what the customer paid for
his old watch is therefore not an index of what
the jeweler can get for it in a re-sale, etc. The
jeweler must have good judgment in forecasting
the price he can probably secure on the second-
hand watch ; then his offer should be a little
under that figure, to pay for cleaning (repairs
must be estimated before) and carrying in
stock ; then he must stick to his offer, even if he
loses the sale. Otherwise, he will put himself
in the position of trying to " do " the customer
to the amount of the difference between his first
and last offer.

The jeweler must further remember this :
The price charged for the new watch should not
be a fraction of a cent more than if it was sold
for all cask, if the "trade" is cash. For the
same customer, or a friend, may afterwards
price the same watch in your store, for all-cash ;
and if you charged more for it in the " trade,."
he will ever after question your integrity. Any
other practice is sure to result disastrously.

Some Answers to Correspondents: The
Emptying of a Pigeon-Hole of

Accumulations

THE yawning pigeon-hole in the editorial
desk, which is the onzniuni gatherum of

sundry letters of correspondents, waiting the
time when THE KEYSTONE columns can give
space for reply thereto, needs to be emptied, to
make room for the constant arrival of similar
inquiries ; and our correspondents will please
accept our regret that it was impossible to de-
vote space to their inquiries until now.

Many of these letters make the same general
inquiry, differing only in form and detail, so can
be grouped for general reply. For instance,
the following query is the gist of five of these
communications:

ED. KEYSTONE :—Please give sUgges-
tions as to the best way to take account of
stock and the right time of year to take it.

Reversing the order of the questions, the
"right time'' to take the inventory is at the
end of your fiscal year, whenever that may be.
For instance, if you started in business on the
first of last May, the inventory should be taken
on the first of this May, if you wish .to measure
your gains at yearly periods. Otherwise, take
the inventory when trade is dullest, so that there
will be less danger of errors from sales while the
work is going on ; and also for the reason that
the stock is then usually lightest. A certain
sentiment argues in favor of taking account of
stock at the beginning of the .new calendar year,
on Jan. x ; but it has nothing but sentiment to
recommend it.

As for the modus operandi, simply bear in
mind that an inventory is an itemized list of
your possessions in stock, with the values affixed
thereto ; and it will occur to you that all that is
necessary is to see that each item is put under its
appropiate heading (" Watches," or Jewelry,"
or " Silverware," etc.), fully described, so that
it can be identified by comparison with your
regular stock record, and nothing overlooked
in the enumeration. The values to be fixed are
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a most important part ; and you can cheat your-
self tremendously, here, by not being holiest
with yourself and putting values higher than is
fair. Staple goods should be taken at the price
they can be duplicated now, and unstaple .or
shopworn goods must be scaled down to the
figure at which they will likely be sold, if ever
sold. The difference in the total of the inven-
tory and the total of the preceding inventory,
less your debts at the two periods, will be your
gain or loss for the year.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I Cl() not owe more than
I can easily pay. I can get straight tips on
sure things in stock speculations. A friend of
mine trade $6000 last month in buying and
selling stocks on margin. I mu told I will be
criticized by my customers and the public if
I speculate ; but would I not be justified in
speculating, because of my inside knowledge
of movements in stocks ?

Every man has a right to do as he pleases
with his own money, if he owes no one, and
no one has any moral ground for complaining.
of him, however he may spend it, as long as
his manner of spending does not harm the
general good ; but our correspondent cannot
justify himself to himself, in dealing in stocks on
margin with " straight tips on sure things."
For the reason that only a very few very big
financiers can give " straight tips ;" and that
sort will not. More millions have been lost in
speculations on " straight tips" than would pay
the national debt. And even the " sure things "
which the great operators have in mind often
go wrong because they are crossed by the plans
of other great operators. The little fellows on
the outside cannot get a " straight tip," and
their " sure things " are accidents. Besides, the
man who made $6000 last month may have lost
$6000 the previous month, or may lose $6000
this month. Better stick to jewelry, which is
sure, though it may be slow.

ED. KEYSTONE the second floor on
the principal business block, in a town of
42,000 population, a better location than the
ground floor on a side street a half block off
from the main street?

No. The largest number of jewelry shop-
pers is feminine ; the average woman would
rather walk half a block than climb a stair.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I low 1011g WOnld
have to be under instructions to become an
expert engraver?

Possibly three months ; possibly a thousand
years. The writer could not become expert in
engraving, he verily believes, after an eternity
of instruction. It isn't in him—just as it isn't
in some people to become expert in violin-play-
ing, while an untrained shaver, with genius in
his elbow and fingers, will make the instrument
talk and laugh and wail at nearly the first
attempt. Before you can become expert in
engraving, or in any of the arts, you must have
been provided NVitil a natural facility in that
direction. But the average man can become a
good engraver, mechanically, in from four to
eight months.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have a young man
in my employ who is an excellent salesman,
and his family is influential ; but he only de-
votes his best efforts to the " exclusive "
circle of customers, is indifferent to what he
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calls the "common herd," and positively
scornful with country customers. I have held
on to him because of his influence with the
best families, but he is driving away the other
class of customers. Please advise.

Can't you find another young man who has
" influence with the best families," and yet will
treat the " common herd " with decency? Don't
keep the "scornful'' chap, for you need the
business of all classes in a country town, and
you ought to be able to keep the " exclusive "
trade, now with you, on. your own personality
and the merits of your goods and methods.
Your young man is an element of weakness,
instead of strength, in your business.

Ea KEYSTONE :—Some of my bills are
overdue, and one jobber has asked me to send
notes for the account ; but I am under the im-
pression that to give notes would affect my
credit more than to let the account stand open

. until I can pay it, because the notes would go
into other hands and eventually to my home
bank, thus advertising my hard-up condition,
while no one but the jobber himself would
know of it if the overdue remained in the
open account. Am I right?

No, you are wrong. If the hills are due,
and the jobber asks for notes, he is entitled to
your prompt compliance, if you will not send
him a check after making a loan at home. It is
with kim that your credit will suffer, otherwise ;
your credit at your home bank will not be
affected if you pay the 'notes ; the " other hands"
through whom the notes will go are unconcerned.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am afflicted about
every other day with a visit from a young
woman, of one of our best families, who
spends about an hour looking over the stock,
raving over this or that beautiful piece, talk-
ing all the while a steady stream—and never
buying a single thing ! I think she must have
made by this time at least thirty visits, and I
have not as yet sold her thirty cents' worth.
I can't afford to be rude to her, or inattentive,
or neglectful, because she belongs to a wealthy
and influential circle ; but she takes up too
much of my time, and gives me the fidgets so
that I am not worth much for an hour after
she leaves. What am I to do?

Cut off your moustache, or go lame ; if
that don't discourage her we see no peace for
you until you marry her !

En. KEYSTONE :—I find my business in
such condition that I must either reduce the
wages of my help or else discharge my present
help and get cheaper. This last I know I can
do, but it is an unpleasant alternative. What
would you advise?

Your predicament is an awkward one, and
we regret the condition of affairs indicated by
it. In such times as we now enjoy, however,
we cannot entertain the necessity of either of
the alternatives you suggest. Why not take
your help into your confidence, and all make
a united effort to get the business in such shape
that the reductions will be unnecessary. The
possibility of a reduction would be a tonic to
their energy, and your confidence and desire
to be fair would appeal to their sympathy. Your
present dilemma implies something wrong, for
your town is a good one and enjoying its share
of the prevailing prosperity. Some of your
employees may suggest the weakness in the
business, and a way out of your dilemma. We
may be able to do so if you give us more par-
ticulars. Face the situation with more con-
fidence, study this issue of THE KEYSTONE, act
on its suggestions, and let us hear from you.



We Stake Our Reputation
on the quality and value of the Cut Glass on which we are
making some special offers at this time. Many dealers, and
some big cut glass makers, are wondering how we can do it.
But that's our affair and to your advantage. There is, how-
ever, a time limit to our special assortment offer of these

goods, and this time limit we make May 31st. We have led in watches for
a long time past, and if we now lead in big values and low prices in cut glass
it is just what you have a right to expect of us. We have booked a large num=
ber of orders on our special lots offered in the April Keystone; but of course
we want more orders. Again please note the terms on these special offers:
"WE PAY THE FREIGHT" both ways,if need be.We make these unusual
terms because we know the goods will never come back when you see them.

One thing more worth remembering: namely, that there is a big
margin of profit for you on these goods if you act quickly.

Assortment "A,"
If Pieces $26.68

1402.

1492.

1496.

1535.

8-inch Bowl, " Pekin "  

5 " Bon-Bon, Style 15 (with handle)

6 " „ „F.&

12 " Celery, " Brilliant"  

$3.40

1.40

  1.88

3.00
1550.
1550.

Sugar " Princesse "  Cream 4.25

1556. 10-inch Vase, " Milton "  2.50
1609. Caraffe, " Nassau "  2.50
1621. Vinegar Bottle, " Carlton "  1.75
1624. Olive Dish, Style No. 9, No. 535 . 2.00
1605, Quart Decanter, " Viola "  4.00

No. 1574. Claret Pitcher,
" Phillis," $7.25.

New bull's eye cutting.

No. 1402. 8-inch Bowl,
" Pekin," $3.40.

Very attractive and a great " seller."

Assortment "B,"
23 Pieces $54.48

1401. 7-inch Bowl, " Pekin " $2  75
1417. 9 " " " Hudson " 5  00
1494. 4 " Bon-Bon, " Alva," special . . . 1.00
1532, 8 " " " Leader " 325
1496. 6 " " " F. & L.," with handle 1.88
1539. 11 " Celery, " Luzon " 3  25
1550. Cream „ •
1550. Sugar f Pnncesse "   4.25

1559. 12-inch Vase, " B. A."   3.00
1572. Claret Pitcher, " Nassau "   7.25
1576. 6-oz. Cologne Bottle, Style No. 9 . 2.60
1585. Pint Decanter, "S. & S . "   3.25
1606. Quart Decanter, " Viola "   4.00
1612, Water Bottle, " Viola "   3.00
1634. 34 dozen Tumblers, " Viola "   4.50
1621, Oil Bottle, " Carlton " 1  75
1621, Vinegar Bottle, " Carlton " 1  75
1624. Olive Dish, Style No. 9, No. 555 . 2.00

On an initial order under this broad-gauge proposi-
tion we will make a special price for Assortment'A" 
of S25.00, or for Assortment B of $50.00, subject to
usual terms, 6 per cent. ten days or net four months.
Subsequent orders will be tilled at regular prices, subject
to same terms.

Our illustrated Cut Glass Catalogue, from advance
sheets of which these cuts were taken, will be ready for
mailing April i st. If not on our mailing list, a postal
card will bring you one. Orders should be sent in at
once to insure prompt deliveries.

C. G. ALFORD & CO.
May, , 901 192 Broadway, New York
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Omaha and Vicinity

The past month has been remarkable, climatically,

and were it not for the magnificent prospects held out

to jobbers and retailers of this territory, blueness

would have tinctured the atmosphere. As it is, there

has always been a roseate lining to the clouds which

existing weather conditions cast over the jewelry trade,

and this has buoyed the spirits of all members of the

craft. Far into the month of April, usually the first

month of summer here, cold rains and several heavy

snowstorms prevailed, and it appeared as though the
hitherto ever-present sun would never again show its

face. While traffic on railroads was not seriously de-

layed, wagon transportation from the farming and
cattle districts, which furnish the greatest percentage
of the business of the interior towns, has been sadly
demoralized, and jobbers have suffered in the lessen-
ing of orders naturally to be expected at this season.
However, the close of the month witnessed a conclu-

sion of this disturbing condition and business began

to resume its normal proportions.
One of the best indications of a splendid summer

trade is in the vast amount of building construction in
sight. Never in the history of the country were the
well-paid building trades so generously employed, and

as no falling off has been apparent in railroad work
these two trades, which form the most lavishly pur-

chasing classes in cities in this portion of the country,
are again responding to the clamor of well-filled purses

to be emptied of their contents.
Of the construction of most interest to the jewelry

trade is that about to be commenced by the Reichen-
berg-Smith Co., wholesalers at Omaha. Plans have
been completed and work will be immediately com-
menced on a building which is to be used exclusively
as a wholesale jewelry establishment by this company.
It is to be located on Harney Street, adjoining the
Creighton-Orpheutn Theater on the west and will con-
form in architecture to the style of the theater, although
independent of that building. The company's struc-
ture will be three stories and basement in height, and
will be of buff pressed brick; with plate glass front the
entire height. It will be equipped with every fixture
capable of making the best show of the stock and the
office floor, the main floor, will be finished in richly
carved and highly polished hard woods. Plate, sanded,
ground and frosted glass will be everywhere used
where it will add to the beauty of the interior. The
first floor will be used for the display of diamonds
and jewelry and the offices ; the second, for silver-
ware and cut-glass ; the third, for packing purposes,
and the basement for similar purposes in addition to
the glass-cutting plant. The building will be Z6 by 176
feet and will cost approximately 455o,000. It will be
the first building to be erected in the West to be used
as an exclusively wholesale jewelry house. This, with
three other buildings to be erected in the same and
the adjoining block, will fill an unsightly vacancy
which has existed for years in the busiest portion of
the city of Omaha. One of these buildings is to be
an immense six-story structure, to be occupied as a
department store, which will make of the street on
which the Reichenberg-Smith Co.'s building is to face
a thoroughfare second to none in its possibilities for
display of a jeweler's wares. The erection of the
building is simply an outgrowth of the expansion of
trade which has marked the progress of this region.
Others of the jewelry trade are exhibiting evidences
of prosperity in the enlargement of stores, the employ-
ment of additional assistants and the greater and more
variegated display of 'goods. Fred. Brodegaard, a
South Tenth Street retailer, is one of those who are
showing marked advancement. He has recently had
his store entirely refitted with fixtures, finished in
cherry and plate glass from floor to ceiling. He has
added to his stock until his place presents as' hand-
some an appearance as that of any store in the State.
In addition he is building a neat residence for himself
in the southern portion of the city. His place is fortu-
nately so situated that he catches a great share of the
railroad business.

Other instances are the Mawhinney & Ryan Co.,
recently incorporated, at Fifteenth and Doug-las Streets,
Albert Edholm, on North Sixteenth Street ; T. L.
Coombs & Co., Douglas Street, incorporated during

the past month ; A. Mendelberg, Farnam Street ; John
Baumer, who has recently moved his Farnam Street
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store to more commodious quarters on North Sixteenth
Street, and Lindsay, the Douglas Street jeweler ; all
these have expanded by enlarging stocks, increasing
floor space and in the character of methods for display
of their goods.

In this latter particular the Western jewelers are
becoming more interested. It cannot be said that
much attention liits been made to show-window dis-
plays in the past, and they are but beginning to put
Western ingenuity and designing ability into play in
this form of attraction to customers. The Mawhinney
& Ryan Co. and A. Mandelberg started the style and
the result has been far more of attractiveness of win-
dow display than heretofore witnessed. It is quite
noticeable that those pawnbrokers who have not been
placed in the category of jewelers were really the first
to inaugurate striking window exhibits, though the
pioneers in the exclusive jewelry line were sharp upon
the heels of the innovation.

That the expansion extends outside the city is
evidenced by Nv at purchases were made here from
the jobbers, notwithstanding the unfavorable weather
conditions. L. S. Robinson, of Glenwood, Iowa, is
one man who bought a large line of goods ; E. F.
Griffin, of Tekamah, Nebr., was another ; E. E. Mack
bought a handsome opening stock to put in a new
store at Logan, Iowa. Local conditions there necessi-
tated haste in selection and delivery, and as fixtures
were unobtainable at the required time he gave evidence
of " hustling " ability by making the Reichenberg-
Smith Co. such a flattering offer for a portion of their
wall cases of exquisite design that the company, ex-
pecting to move into its new quarters in a compara-
tively short time, accepted. Then 'Western economy
was made apparent. It was found that the expense of
taking apart the cases and boxing them for railroad
shipment was so great that wagon transportation
proved practically insignificant, and the cases were
hauled forty miles by team to Logan.

In the wholesale trade the Shook Manufacturing
Co., J. L. Jacobson and E. A. Dayton & Co., have
shown growth by additions to their forces of employees.
Griffith & Hall added a member to the firm, C. A.
Williams, formerly traveling for the Reichenberg-
Smith Co.

Of the class work which comes to the jewelry
trade, John Rudd, a North Sixteenth Street jeweler,
has obtained probably the greatest share the past
month. He was given the contract for the post office
and federal building clocks, the clocks of the twenty-
eight school houses and the high school in the city,
and is appointed watch inspector for the F. E & M. V.
Railroad.

Wallace Godfrey, of Omaha, furnished the $3oo
diamond ring given by citizens of that city to Lieu-
tenant-Governor E. P. Savage, of Nebraska, who will
become the Governor of the State on the retirement
of United States Senator-elect Dietrich from the guber-
natorial chair.

Owing to the weather conditions, personal items
have been few and far between the past month. The
following were obtained during THE KEYSTONE cor-
respondent's calls upon the trade :

George Stennick, who has had charge of the
jewelry stock in the W. R. Bennett Co.'s department
store, has quit the department-store business forever
and will enter the employ of Otto Young & Co.,
Chicago. • No successor to him has as yet been ap-
pointed.

M. C. Peterson made his monthly trip from his
place at Dannebrog, Nebr., where the Swedish popu-
lation predominates notwithstanding the town's Mile-
sian name.

A. B. Cohen, of Windom, Minn., stopped in
Omaha for a brief visit while en route to Hot Springs,
Ark., where he goes for health and recreation.

S. R. King, traveling for E. A. Dayton & Co., has
returned from an extended trip through Iowa. He
reports excellent business notwithstanding cloudy
weather.

E. A. Dayton, of E. A. Dayton & Co., is in West-
ern Nebraska stirring up the trade.

J. M. Beeman, traveling for E. A. Dayton & Co.,
has returned from Southern Nebraska and Northern
Kansas, where he did well in a business way.

P. J. Slider, of Lake Crystal, Minn., who did busi-
ness with the Omaha wholesale trade, died recently.

J. E. Tucker, of Coon Rapids, Iowa, is in Omaha
for surgical attendance. His ailment is not serious.
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S. Mott, a veteran jeweler, at Auburn, Iowa, was

reported as somewhat ill the early part of the month,

but later reports indicated nothing more serious than

the mumps.
Albert Edholm is rapidly completing the hand-

some residence he is constructing for himself in the

most fashionable district of the city.
C. L. Shook, of the Shook Manufacturing Co.,

has been on a business trip to the West.

J. L. Jacobson, vhose manufacturing plant in the

Arlington Block was scorched by a fire in the building

below his establishment, has replaced his machinery

and his eight employees are again at work.

A. A. Harms, of Hooper, Nebr., was an Omaha

buyer recently.
Fred. Holstein, of Alliance, Nebr., was a purchaser

in the Omaha market.
S. E. Thomas, of Tabor, Iowa, renewed acquaint-

ances in this city last month.
Mr. Saunders, of Saunders Bros., Manilla, lova,

was one of the Iowa list of Omaha buyers during the

past month.
L. P. Judd, of Cedar Rapids, Nebr., has earned a

much needed rest and will take it. He has therefore

sold out his jewelry business and vill shortly go to
Salt Lake City, Utah, for recuperation.

M. C. Peterson, of Dannebrog, Nebr., who has
been ill with smallpox, is entirely recovered.

L. W. Kaas, the old and well-known craftsman
employed by Albert Edholm, who has been very sick
for a month, has again resumed his duties.

H. A. Hansen, formerly with N. H. Andrews, a
jeweler at Cheyenne, Wyo., has accepted a position

with Sol Levinson at Deadwood, S. Dak.
No solution of the problem how to make the clock

on the Omaha post office " tell time " has yet been
found. The coloring of the hands and face operates
both in daylight and at night, when the clock is lighted,
to prevent the hour being learned by persons more
than a block away.

A Handsomely Designed Loving Cup
P. C. Krouse & Co., Columbus, Ohio, were the

makers of the handsome loving cup recently presented
to Vice-President J. F. Miller by the employees of the
Indianapolis division of the Pennsylvania lines. The
cup is of solid silver inlaid with gold, and has three
heavily embossed handles. On one side is an exact
representation of bridge No. 6, which spans the Cone-
maugh River above Johnstown, Pa., embossed in solid
gold. This bridge was carried away by the Johnstown
flood in 1888, stopping all traffic to the East and West
on the Pennsylvania lines. Mr. Miller took charge of
the work and in forty-eight hours had the bridge, which
is 66o feet long aid 50 feet high, rebuilt, an engineering
feat that has never been equaled. On the other side
of the cup, are two flags, a lantern, two switch keys
and links and pins, representing Mr. Miler's first rail-
road service as a brakeman with the old Bee line, now
a division of the Big Four. Untler these flags is the
following inscription : " To him all wordly joys are
less than that one joy of doing kindnesses. Presented
by the employees of the Indianapolis division to J. F.
Miller, April 8, 1901." On the other side of the cup
is an exact representation of Mr. Miller's private car,
No. 38, which was used by him while superintendent
of the Southwest system. The cup is a highly credit-

able piece of work.

Good Aluminum at Last
It is possible that a new era has opened in the use

of aluminum-at all events for fittings. " Magnalium "
is the name given to an alloy of aluminum and magne-
sium invented by a continental scientist, and the re-
ports upon it are of the most encouraging nature. It
is lighter than pure aluminum, it can be worked and
turned like brass or copper, and it is stronger than
brass. It is stated that it does not oxidize at all,
fumes of ammonia and sulphuric acid not damaging
it. It can be turned, bored, drilled, milled, filed,
ground and polished easily. Tubes working- one
within the other slide without the slightest fretting.
Screws made of it are very strong, with clean-cut
threads and durable. The metal is patented and
manufactured by the Magnalium Co., of Berlin.

-The Yachtsman.



NOTICE TO THE TRADE
Our New Carmen Adjustable Bracelet is fully covered by patents No. 428,447, dated May 20, 1890,and No. 34,019, dated February 5, 1901, controlled by us, and other applications pending. The trade is hereby notified andwarned that we shall hold responsible for damages all who make, use or vend any bracelets similar to above infringing on saidpatents, and that no expense will be spared to protect our interests and enforce our rights.

THE NEW CARMEN ADJUSTABLE BRACELET CAN BE HAD FROM ALL, LEADING JOBBERS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Manufactured 

only

THE BRIGGS CO.
CHICAGO OFFICE,

Columbus Memorial Building Factory and Ma.in Office, Attleboro, Mass. NEW YORK OFFICE,
200 Broadway

Our New Fall Line is now ready for inspection. It will be the most comprehensive 'we have ever shown,comprising many new and elegant designs of Vest Chains, Gold Filled Bracelets, Lorgnettes, Gold Filled Rings, Neck Chains, Etc. Don't placeyour fall orders before inspecting this popular line of up-to-date goods and ready sellers.

May, 19oj

Columbus and Central Ohio

There has been no decided rush in business in this
section of the State, and yet the dealers are very well
satisfied. Since the holidays the trade has increased
steadily, if somewhat slowly, up to the present time,
and possibly NVIII continue to do so until the hot
weather approaches. The redeeming feature of the
whole matter is that the quality of the goods sold is
very much superior to that which has prevailed in
former years. While last year was a good one and
standard articles took the place of silver novelties,
which were all the rage a few years ago, there can he
lio question that the present one has been better in
many-ways. Very little business has been carried on
the books. Even with the best trade, winch is often
the greatest book trade, there have been few favors
asked in this way—more than can be Eaid in many
other lines of business, but possibly because others
have permitted it and even encourtiged It in many
cases.

The jewelry business in Columbus has improved,
if we are to make up our minds from the extra expen-
ditures that have been made and are being made from
day to day. It has been said that almost every store
in the city has had a new front, new furnishings or
something else to make ir look better within the past
year or two, and in this the jewelry stores are not fall-
ing behind. Main/ of them have made improvements
of this k:nd ,Ind others will do so, as the opportunity
;Ind int*:1,1t:on presents itself. A fine new room is
(10-.V tc.tug prepared for Harrington & Nonnemacher

ale west side of High Street, just north of Gay
.e•tteet. It Vill have a fine plate-glass front, with
t.eavy oak trimmings and doors. The floor is in tile
of handsome patterns and the ceiling of steel in fancy
designs. It is well lighted and ventilated and will
make one of the finest rooms in the city. The Har-
rington store has occupied the same location for many
years, but the proprietors decided upon moving to
secure a room which they could have for their own
exclusive use and for other reasons sufficient to make
the change a good one.

The Hofman Supply Co. has made several im-
provements both in the jewelry and optical depart-
ments. The new front in handsome plate glass, with
colored panels at the top, adds greatly to the appear-
ance of the establishment. The optical department
has been almost entirely separated from the other
portion of the store, and a greater degree of privacy
can be obtained, a very necessary condition in the
optical business in Columbus.

The settlement of the minor details of the coal
troubles in this State will ease the minds of a great
many business men in the districts covered by coal
works. While the scale was settled some time ago,
there have been local matters which have caused quite
a little trouble, and in the neighborhood of Massillon
and some other towns in the State there were strikes
of several weeks' duration. As to crops, nothing can
be said with the exception that wheat is improving

will make a fair yield, if nothing bothers it from
this time on.

The Thomas Stationery Manufacturing Co., which
recently moved from the East to Springfield, this
State, has the new plant yell under way and will be in
operation before long. The company will manufac-
ture cards, labels and tags, with other things, for the
jewelry and other branches of the trade.

The White-Haines Optical Co., Columbus, has
now in operation its new plant in the Dispatch Build-
ing. It is one of the largest and best of the kind in
the State. The company will do a manufacturing and
jobbing business, and N'ill also do a local business in
Columbus. J. B. White and C. 0. Haines, both well
ktiown in the optical business in Columbus and Cen-
tral Ohio, will have the active management of the
business, although there are others interested as stock-
holders. Both will spend a portion of their time on
the road. They expect to cover quite a territory in
the Central States.

The Columbus Pharmacal Co., manufacturing
and jobbing druggists, have operated an optical de-
partment in connection with their other business for
the past year or more and have made a great success
of it. Their ti.ade is altogether with physicians, and
their fourteen traveling salesmen have placed the
optical department in direct communication with all
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the best physicians in the different States in which
they operate. As a result they have a fine prescription
business. Dr. C. L. Harrod is in charge of this
department.

Joseph Goodman, of Goodman Bros., has recently
returned from the East, where he purchased goods for
the spring trade, much of it being imported.

News from the Northwest

The robins and the bluebirds are with us again,
and so is the farmer with his smile of expectancy.
Moisture has fallen in Plenty and seeding is progressing
nicely, which, with the naturally-to-be-expected cool
weather, will give the seed plenty of time to " stool "
in place of being rushed forward without the necessary
strength to hold the heavy heads later in the season.
Business is reported decidedly better than last month
by the retailer as well as the jobber. Collections are
reported not only fair but well up to the average.
Travelers report the trade feeling better than a year
ago and, having decidedly brighter hopes, are going
at spring house-cleaning with a vengeance. New
paint, paper and new fixtures seem to have the call at
the present time. They all say spring is here and we
must help brighten up things.

A. L. Smitten, a7 graduate in optics, with F. A.
Upham, St. Paul, has opened an optical parlor in the
Elliott House, Stillwater, Minn.

Theo..G. Mahler and wife, Le Sueur, Minn., spent
a few days last month visiting friends in the Twin Cities.

Henry Sauer, the young jeweler who recently
returned from El Paso, Texas, was taken to the
Rochester Asylum, at Hastings, Minn., April 9th, by
Deputy Sheriff P. J. Steffen, upon a commitment
issued by Judge T. P. Moran. His mind became
deranged on account of despondency.

Henry J. Hansen, one of the oldest jewelers at
St. Paul, Minn., died April 7th. Mr. Hansen came to
St. Paul in 1869, and had resided there since, with the
exception of two years spent in Wisconsin. He was
fifty-two years of, age and leaves a wife and seven
children—four boys and three girls.

Edward A. Arhart, for several years with 0. C.
Hustad, Tower City, N. Dak., has bought the fixtures
and part of the stock of M. H. Call, Lisbon, N. Dak.,
and will continue the business. Eddie should make a
success of it, as he is an energetic and up-to-date
young man.

Frank Follrath, Young America, Minn., has moved
to Arlington, Minn.

J. J. Zimmerman, Jr., Minnewaukon, N. Dak.,
passed through the Twin Cities last month on his re-
turn from a ten-days' visit to his old home, Nelson,Wis.

Leo H. Deeny, of Fagerstrom & Deeny, St. Paul,
was married April 15th to Miss Ada Stoltz. THE
KEYSTONE'S congratulations are extended.

Samuel Willson. Mantorville, Minn., is taking a
course in optics with Frank A. Upham, St. Paul.

Abraham Cohen, St. Paul, has settled his financial
troubles and is again in business at the old stand.

Will. C. Kayser, Marshall, Minn., was elected city
clerk at the late election.

George H. Spielman, Henning, Minn., has quit
business.

Chas. Heidbrink, for a number of years with
Schuneman & Evans, St. Paul, is now at the bench
with J. L. Moody & Co., Ellsworth, Wis.

E. E. Wheeler, formerly at Paullina, Iowa, has
begun business at Cando, N. Dak.

R. D. Trowbridge succeeds T. I. Lewis, at Moor-
head, Minn.

Henry Jacke, St. Paul, surprised his friends by
appearing minus his mustache. Henry says a few of
his friends have been mistaking him for President
McKinley, but a second glance soon convinces them
of their error.

Chas. F. Winter, River Falls, Wis., was re-elected
alderman at the recent election. Charlie's neighbors
seem to know a good thing, as this is his third term.

Ned Keating has opened a rapair shop at Sioux
Falls, S. Dak.

H. J. Robertson & Co. succeed H. J. Robertson
at Wyndmere, S. Dak. They will increase the stock
and work for increased business.

A. L. Thompson, Mayville, N. Dak., has returned
after a four-weeks' absence in Minnesota,
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While cleaning shells, April 15th, Mrs. John Lowe,

of Lansing, Mich., found a beautiful pearl. It is

double saucer shape, weighs sixty-four grains and is

perfect in every respect. The pearl was purchased by

P. 0. Heide, Lansing, for $t000. It measures three-

fourths of an inch in diameter, and is the finest gem

taken from the river up to date.
F. A. Austin, formerly at St. Paul, is now in

charge of the bench for C. J. NVimer, Minneota, Minn.

B. J. Westinghouse & Co., Morgan, Minn., have

moved into their new store rootn.
George R. Holmes, St. 'Paul, has improved the

looks of his store by new paper and paint.

The A. H. Simon stock of jewelry in the Ryan

Building has been sold by the trustees to C. S. Sutter,

his former head watchmaker.
C. E. Davidson, Grantsberg, Wis., had his store

damaged by fire April i7th.
M. C. Alford, Huron, S. Dak., and R. Branchand,

Cavalier, N. Dak., are the latest students in engraving

and optics with S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.
Burglars entered the store of Geo. L. Lull, Owa-

tonna, Wm., April 8th, and secured about Poo worth

of jewelry..
The Minnesota legislature, in its recent session,

made standard time the legal time of the State.

F. E. Elliott, of J. L. Moody & Co., Ellsworth,

Wis., has returned from St. Paul, Minn., where he

took a course in optics with F. A. Upham. He says

the neighborhood of Ellsworth will not need traveling

opticians any more, as he will take care of that section.

Edmund H. Abbott, Owatonna, Minn., has moved

into his new store. It is a big improvement, as it gives

him more room and nicer quarters.

G. W. Ridley has left the employ of John C. Marx,
Shakopee, Mimi.

George W. Staacke, succeeds Lange & Staacke,

St. Peter, Minn.
M. H. Call, Lisbon, N. Dak., has moved to Fergus

Falls, Minn.
J.. P. Roerig has began business at 'Wilmont, Minn.

J. J. Donohue, Faribault, Minn., has just been

elected city clock tender. Faribault clocks should

now have no excuse for not being on time.

Emil Geist, St. Paul, was elected treasurer of the

White Bear Lake Improvement Association. Mr.

Geist has a summer residence at the Lake, hence his

interest in these matters.
Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn., had one of the

most attractive Easter windows we have seen. " Very

metropolitan " and shows progressiveness and push.

E. H. Treiber, Parkhurst, S. Dak., has moved to

Sutton, Nebr.
Fagerstrom & Deeny have begun business as trade

watchmakers and engravers at 403 Baltimore Block,

St. Paul.
H. P. Anderson, Erwin, S. D., has moved to

Volga, S. Dak..
Hubert P. Marx, Shakopee, Minn., was elected

alderman at the April election.
Paul J. Slider, Lake Crystal, Minn., died March

29th, of la grippe. Mr. Slider was forty-five years old ;

had been in business at Lake Crystal sixteen years,

and was a member of the Knights Templar and

A. 0. U. W. societies. lie leaves a wife and daughter

to mourn his loss.
A. A. Wendell, Aitkin, Minn., owing to ill health,

has sold his business to F. f. Bailey.
Fred. P. Remer, of Wooley & Remer, manu-

facturing jewelers, St. Paul, has been sent to the

Rochester, Minn., asylum for the insane. It is hoped

he will soon be out again, as his friends think it is only

temporary troubles that have unsettled his mind.

Geo. W. Turton, Alma, Wis., has been selling his

stock at auction.
John C. Leavitt, of Mowrey, Murray & Leavitt,

St. Paul, spent the past month in Virginia.

Visitors to the Twin City jobbers noticed the past

month were : Theo. G. Mahler, Le Sueur, Minn.;

F. E. Elliott, Ellsworth, Wis.; John C. Marx, Shakopee,

Minn.; J. J. Zimmerman, Jr., Minnewaukon, N. Dak.;

Frank L. Grace, Stillwater, Minn.; Edward A. Arhart,

Tower City, N. Dak.; Samuel Willson, Mantoryille,

Minn.; L. H. Brunns, Anoka, Minn.; J. L. Moody,

Ellsworth, Wis.; John Martinson, Stillwater, Mimi.;

A. L. Mealey, Delano, Minn.; Sam B. Millard, Litch-

field, Minn.; Ed. H. Gross, Osceola, Wis.; F. F.

Nelson, Willmar, Minn.; Fred. Willman, Stillwater,

Minn.; and A. Ross, Webster, S. Dak.
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1??e Successful Jeweler

Of To-Day

S eminently progressive. He does not follow in a
rut ; he worships no ideals of the past ; he is of
the times and with the times ; he seeks constantly

to advance, to improve, to give broad-minded and
skillful service ; he not only buys early, but he studies
his business minutely ; he recognizes the important fact
that his stock should consist of goods that are as widely
different from " the other fellow's " as can be secured.

He picks out lines that are progressive, up-to-date
and superior as to special features, style and finish, then
gets his goods in early, is not afraid to liberally display a
complete assortment of his various lines so as to impress
his trade with the confidence he possesses. He familiarizes
himself with every detail as to quality and manufacture
of his goods, sets a good fair price on them and sticks to
it ; proclaims quality, perfection, long wear so hard both
in the store and in the papers that he neither lacks for
customers or profits.

We have several hundred Jewelers on our ledger
who are successful along the above lines. Many of them
have bought their watches from us since we began business
seventeen years ago. We would like you for a customer.
You are cordially invited to inspect our line either by
selection package, mail order or by a personal call at our
salesroom. We have the goods that will make you friends
and money.

M. A. Mead 0 Company
Watch Jobbers

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO
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Good Outlook

St. Louis Letter

There is a feeling in St. Louis trade

circles that the spring and summer

for Trade business in this market will be

good in all lines. All interests

agree that present conditions warrant the expectation.

The output in all lines is in large volume, particularly

in apparel and furnishing lines. Farm machinery is

also being shipped in much larger quantities than at

this time a year ago. Collections are prompt in all

sections. General business conditions remain healthy

and show the same gradual and steady improvement

which has characterized the tone of the trade since

the year began. It is the soundness of this business

basis that contributes, together with the many railroad

deals of importance being developed, to the high

prices of securities on the stock achanges. Real

estate, which is always the last to respond to the

influences of prosperity, is beginning now to show a

decided change. It is not to be compared with boom

times, but is improving. Conditions are much better

than a few months ago. The last week was signalized

by several important transactions. In the railroad

field some of the traffic officials are beginning to re-

port a falling off in business. Western and South-

western railroads, however, are showing evidences of

continued prosperity. The crop outlook continues

favorable and business along the lines of the Western

and Southern roads is developing in the shape of new

and enlarged industries.
Skilled labor will find active em-

Demand for ployment in St. Louis for the next

two years in helping forward the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition. It

has been intimated that it will be difficult to obtain a

sufficient number of experienced workmen to com-

plete all the necessary buildings in time, but there does

not seem to be any good reasons for this fear, if such

it is. It is true that building operations will probably be

active in all the surrounding country, and that this

may keep many workers actively employed at other

points than St. Louis, but the prospects of steady work

during the greater part of the next two years will most

likely prove more attractive than less prolonged or

only occasional employment elsewhere. There is

sufficient confidence in St. Louis possibilities to warrant

the prediction that there will be no scarcity of labor,

and that the work of erecting the buildings will not be

delayed so as to prevent the opening of the Exposition

at the appointed time.
Missouri's exhibit at the Buffalo

Missouri at the Exposition will undoubtedly be a

credit to the State. In products

of the mines, farms and orchards,

Missouri will surprise the country. The State has not

taken at former great exhibitions the position to which

it is entitled. But that mistaken policy, it may be

assumed, is a thing of the past. In its varied forms of

wealth, those bestowed by nature and those developed

by skill, Missouri is second to no region of similar size

on the earth. The Legislature has appropriated $50,-

000 for the representation of the State at Buffalo, and

the commissioners have secured the room desired. It

is now for exhibitors to do their part promptly. The

Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo will be the chief

event of the kind during the present year. It will

draw enormous crowds and be a remarkable show.

Missouri should and will welcome the opportunity to

make its treasures better known to the people of

the East.

Skilled Labor

Buffalo Exposition

St. Louis has just broken another

Another Record record in bank clearances. Shortly

after the election last November,

or for the week ending November

17, 1900, the clearings of the banks of St. Louis

crossed the $4o,000,000 mark for the first time, the ex-

act amount in that week being $41,575,689. The

$40,000,000 line has often been passed since then.

The record for the week ending November 17, 1900,

has been broken three times before the week which has

just ended, .the highest mark touched at one of those

times being reached in the week ending February 2,

1901, which was $43,608,423. That record has itself

been broken now, for the clearings in the week which

ended April i3th, amounted to $44,662,958. The pre-

ceeding week's were $39,847,516, and those of the

,corresponding week in 19oo were $35,9o8,233. It is

Broken
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plain that the St. Louis clearance record for Pao' will

go far ahead of that for 19oo, which itself was a long

lead over that of any previous year.
George J. Gould, the railway. Mag-

The South and nate, in a recent interview, said that

greater industrial and railroad com-

bines were yet to come. In speak-

ing of his recent trip he said " All through the South

and West I found an enormous increase of wealth.

In the South the good prices obtained for cotton and

breadstuffs have resulted in giving all classes greater

sums of money. Similar conditions prevail in the

Western States. A circumstance that surprised me

was the fact that one bank in Sf. Louis had deposits of

over $33,000,000, and many other banks in that city

have very large deposits. I found many of the smaller

banks in Texas carrying deposits of from three to five

and six million dollars. This, Of itself, is first-class

evidence of the prosperity of the country."
The World's Fair being assured, the

effect upon St. Louis is very noticeable

in the building line. Quite a number

of contracts were made for new build-

ings, and from now on very few, if any buildings will

be vacant. From Fourth Street to Twelfth Street,

on Washington Avenue, " the jobbing district," only

one building of any size is vacant, and it was only

recently built. There is only about sixty feet in that

whole district that has not a building suitable for

jobbing and manufacturing purposes. Any new firm,

or any houses having to expand, will have to go

beyond Twelfth Street to find more room, and then

will have to build. The building operations will cer-

tainly help the retail market here for the next two

years, and that means the jewelers and opticians will

share in this prosperity along with other tradesmen.

It is justice to say that.our World's

Fair, which has now become cer-

Credit is Due tam n to be a splendid success, owes

its origin chiefly to a well-known

journalist of this city. Charles M. Harvey, one of the

editors of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, started this

project ten . years ago, and steadily held to it there-

after. James G. Blaine had previously told the people

of St. Louis that they ought to erect a monument to

Jefferson, under whose presidency the Missouri pur-

chase was made. There were several plans offered

for celebrating its centennial. Mr. Harvey for a long

time stood alone in advocating the world's fair com-

memoration. Not until 1898 did he find any substan-

tial aid for his scheme. At that time Congressman

Bartholdt was the first man to second his efforts, which

he did by introducing the bill in Congress that was

adopted at the late session. The measure then drag-

ged along for some time, but the citizens of St. Louis

took it up at last, and showed great earnestness in

their action to promote the fair. Mr. Harvey, who is

a veteran and a highly accomplished newspaper

man, constantly kept the subject before the people.

He is to be congratulated upon his signal achieve-

ment in seeing the fair provided for in magnificent

proportions.
The candidacy of Morris Eisenstadt, of the Eisen-

stadt Co., for a world's fair director is being pushed in

every way possible by his friends in the trade. Some

of the officers of the Retail Jewelers' Association have

written a circular letter to all members of the associa-

tion, as well as to others among their list of personal

friends, requesting them to aid in every possible way

the candidacy of Mr. Eisenstadt. The hearty response

to the announcement and the many good wishes

already expressed for Mr. Eisenstadt's election, go to

show his popularity as a candidate, and the outlook

for his receiving an unusually heavy vote is quite

promising.
We were a bit previous in announcing the opening

of the St. Louis branch of the Geneva Optical Co. for

April 1st, in last month's issue of THE KEYSTONE.

We should have said May ist. By the time this item

is read the Geneva Co.'s St. Louis branch will be in

full operation and ready to take care of whatever busi-

ness comes their way. Manager McKee arrived in

town the middle of last month and has been superin-

tending the putting in of the plant. Several work-

men from the Geneva Co.'s factory in Chicago are

here also, and the new establishment is now fully

arranged and running smoothly. This new St. Louis

enterprise is already doing a nice business and starts

out under most favorable auspices.

West Prosperous

The Building
Boom

Credit where
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Samuel H. Bauman, head of the Bauman-Massa

Jewelry Co., sailed for Europe April 3oth, on the

Kaiser Wilhehn der Grosse, to be absent until the

nUddle of July. Mr. Bauman will combine business

with pleasure in his trip, visiting his i31d German home

as well as the larger European capitals, like London,

Paris and Berlin. However, he expects to spend a

larger portion of his time while away visiting the

diamond and precious stone marts of Europe, where

he will select the fall stock for his firm.

Joe McKinna, manager of the material department

at the Bauman-Massa Co., has just returned from a

pleasant fortnight's outing spent at San Antonia,Texas.

The freight bill which has passed the lower bratich

of our State legislature at Jefferson City is now before

the upper house. It would lower freight rates, saving

the shippers of Missouri $i,000,000 a year. It is con-

ceded that it will not become a law, although business

men have been using their influence to get the bill

through both houses.
St. Louis architects report that they are over-

whelmed with work since the World's Fair became a •

certainty, and the building already projected for the

next two years is enormous. As soon as the location

of the grounds is known there will be a great rush to

put up hotels and boarding houses.

St. Louis jobbers are making strong efforts to

capture the trade of Cuba, Porto Rico and Mexico.

Local manufacturers and jobbers are engaging and

looking out for good men to represent them in the

above territories. Quite a large trade is now done

with the West Indies and Mexico.
Sidney Bauman, of the L. Bauman Co., has just

returned from an extended Western trip and reports

the jewelers in the Rocky Mountain country as feeling

good over business conditions in that country and

buying fairly well.
John Gibbon has recently embarked in the retail

jewelry business in East St. Louis.
D. C. Ferguson, son of Jeweler John J. Ferguson,

of Alexandria, La., has just recently embarked in the

jewelry business at Crowley, the same State. He

bought his opening stock in this market.
J. Lieberstein has just opened up a retail jewelry

store in East St. Louis.
L. C. Welch, of Ozark, Mo., was a recent visiting

buyer in this market.
J. A. Bainbridge, of Marion, Ill„ was in this

market last month on a purchasing expedition.

D. Lerner has recently opened up a retail jewelry

store at 800 Franklin Avenue, this city.
W. L. Derleth, a well-known buyer in this market,

has recently succeeded to the bUsiness of Derleth &

Co., at Centralia, Ill.
President Alvin L. Bauman, of the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co., sails from New York, May 4th, on the

North German Lloyd steamer Werra for Europe,

going first to the Mediterranean ports, where he will

look through the marts of Southern Europe for pearls

and colored stones. His next point of interest will be

the diamond markets. of Amsterdam, where Mr. Bau-

man will select his firm's fall stock in this line. Mr.

Bauman will combine some travel and sight-seeing on

the continent with his buying, and does not expect to

return to St. Louis much before August 1st.
L. E. Smith, head of the T. K. Smith Jewelry

House, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, was among the large

number of Western dealers who visited St. Louis last

month. Mr. Smith is one of the bright and successful

young jewelers of the Hawkeye State, and always

receives a warm welcome when he visits this market.
Amos Plank, the veteran Western jeweler, for a

number of years located at Hutchinson, Kans., was a

trade visitor here last month.
Fred. G. White is a new jeweler at Aurora, Mo.,

who has just opened a new store at that point. Mr.

White was in this mark& last month selecting his

opening stock.
Ed. Vail, of Edward Vail & Co., the well-known

jewelers of Wichita, Kans., was in St. Louis a few

days last month, combining business with pleasure. •

Mr. Vail reports trade conditions unusually good for

the season and that the outlook for a fine spring and

surnmer business in Southern Kansas is unusually good.
M. G. Wolf, of Chester, Ill., was a recent trade

visitor in this Market.
Samuel Eisenstadt and J. M. Friede, of the Eisen-

stadt Manufacturing Co., left the middle of last month
for a short business trip over the Southwestern territory.
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WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE
TO THE TRADE thaa we
will hereafter use as an em-
blem or trade-mark of our
business

AN OAK TREE
(Registered)

and shall affix to our goods
duly copyrighted and appro-
priate tags and labels as ap-
pew below:

0

Sturdy's ) 
Extra Gold Filled

Seamless Wire Gold Soldered.

Swivel stamped J F. S. S. '

STURDY'S
Standard Quality. 

Swivel Stamped J. F. S. S.

"Tall Oaks from Little Acorns Grow"

This Tag will be
used on our Gold
Filled Chains

This Tag will be used
on our Regular Stan-
dard Chains

This Label will be used on all
Paper Pads for Guard, Neck,
Seal,Vest an Dickens Chains

6 Facts Concerning Our Recent Fire
I—On the morning of the fire, March 26th, we promised our trade

that we would fill orders inside of three weeks.

2- -We commenced filling
orders on April 15th.

We have not lost an
order.

4 May I5th you will notfind a weak place in our
stock.

5_ We shall make our usual
trips on time.

6—We consider the
fire incident closed.

Passed into History. March 26, 1901
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Providence and Attleboro

The past month has been given over to the final

touches on the new sample lines. The exodus of the

travelers will now begin. As usual some will go early

in May, others later and some few not till June. The

salesmen are on their male, and find it hard to hold

back, for each hopes to beat out some other fellow and

get the first chance at the jobber's buyer. As the

spring trade was a very ordinary one, as a rule, all are

hoping for a good fall trade to pull up the year's

average. At present there is no one fad or novelty

that is creating any furor, though several articles have

been selling fairly %veil.
E. A. Fargo & Co., makers of aluminum novelties

at Attleboro, report an unusually good spring business,

just closed. In speaking of the business prospects for

next season, Mr. Fargo stated that it promises well, if

the spring trade can be taken as a guide. Much de-

pends on the attractiveness of the new things shown,

of course, but as these are deemed to be enticing, he

anticipates a good season.
Although they have lost several of their most

valuable players, who have signed with the big

leagues, the North Attleboro folks are figuring On

having a fairly strong ball team. A benefit was given

for the team on the evening of April 17th, and all

hands are hustling to give the Attleboro team a battle

royal for the honors.
Arnold & Steere, makers of gold jewelry at 94 Point

Street, Providence, have dissolved partnership by mut-

ual consent. Mr. Arnold has withdrawn from the firm

and sold his interest to his late partner, Mr. Steere,

and William F. Grafton. The business will be con-

tinued as before at the same location and under the

same firm-name, Arnold & Steere.
Bloom Bros. is the name of a new firm composed

of John and Joseph Bloom, who have started in the

basement of the Bigney Building, Attleboro. They

will manufacture pearl goods of all kinds.
Greenwood & Co., 9 Calendar Street, Providence,

have begun the manufacture of seamless wire rings

and a general line of white stone goods. Thomas F.
Greenwood is a thoroughly expert mechanic and

master of the practical part of the business.
Captain Ralph S. Hamilton, of Hamilton &

Hamilton, Jr., Providence, recently resigned his posi-

tion as adjutant of the First Regiment, Rhode Island

militia, his business duties requiring his undivided

attention.
William C. Tappan, of the D. F. Briggs Co.,

Attleboro, accompanied by Mrs. Tappan, returned

last month from his. trip to the Pacific coast, Mexico

and the Southern States.
David E. Makepeace, of Attleboro, is erecting a

jewelry factory building close to his present shop.

The new factory %ill have two main sections, each

153 x 40 feet and three stories high. They will run

parallel and at a distance of ninety-two feet from each
other. At the end of each will be an eighty-foot ell.

The structure will be furnished with all the latest

improvements.
Charles E. Bliss, for twenty-seven years at the

head of the Attleboro firm of Bliss Bros., has retired

from active conduct of the affairs of the firm. His

sons, Herbert C. and Ernest M. Bliss, run the
business hereafter, associated as The Bliss Bros. Co.,
incorporated under Rhode Island law with $6o,000

capital. The articles of association were filed last
month, the incorporators being Herbert C. Bliss,

Ernest M. Bliss and E. P. Jastram, a Providence
lawyer. The articles stated that the corporation is

formed for the purpose of engaging in the business of

manufacturing, selling and otherwise disposing of

jewelry, plated ware, etc. The plant is located in the

Simmons Building on North Main Street, Attleboro.

The Hayden Novelty Co., Attleboro, has made

several improvements in their plant and added another

large safe.
Thomas W. Lind, Providence, has enlarged his

plant for the manufacture of jewelers' findings. He

will occupy the entire floor on which his present shop

is situated at 67 Friendship Street, and have greatly

increased facilities.
The destructive fire in North Attleboro, which

destroyed the Daggett Building, demolished the

jewelry manufacturing plants of J. F. Sturdy's Sons,

W. N. Fisher & Co. and E. E. Thomas, Jr., & Co.
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The burnt-out firms at once secured quarters in the

vacant shops in Robinsonville, and moved thereto

%v hat was saved from the fire. The fitting up progressed

rapidly, and all three firms have their plants again in

active operation. The loss by the big fire is estimated

at $95,000, mostly insured. The day after the fire,

J. F. Sturdy's' Sons sent out a notice to the trade that

they %voulcl have their new line of fall samples ready

to show May 15th. To do this meant breaking the

records in the way of setting up a new plant in this

line. Some remarkably quick work was done in this

direction after the Attleboro fire by S. 0. Bigney & Co.,

and one or two other concerns that were burnt out at

that time. The Messrs. Sturdy take connnendable

pride in the fact that thL.y Nv 1 I be able to keep their

promise to the trade, and display their fall line in the

middle of May. Their line is an extensive one, and

to complete it in that time will require some hustling

in the way of getting new machinery and setting up a

new plant, but this has now progressed far enough to

be able to state that their samples will be ready at the

time promised.
Leo A. Heilborn, the retiring High Priest of King

Hiram, Royal Arch Chapter, Attleboro, was pre-

sented with a paq high priest's jewel at the annual

installation of officers, April 11 th. The jewel is very

beautiful ancl made of solid gold.
Henry C. Tilden, of the Tilden-Thurber Co.,

Providence, delivered a lecture on " Stained Glass"

before St. Augustine's Guild of St. Stephen's parish

in the Webster Guild House. The subject was admi-

rably treated, and the lecture was instructive and

entertaining.
Arthur C. Stone, traveling representative for Geo.

W. Dover, of Providence, sailed from New York,

April 27th, for a visit to England, France and Germany.

He will combine business with pleasure.
At a meeting of the Jewelers' Base Ball League,

held in Providence last month, the draft of the consti-

tution, by-laws and special rules for the government of

the league, reported by the committee, were adopted.

The season will open this month.
The Stafford & Russell Mfg. Co. have been incor-

porated in Maine to manufacture finger rings and
jewelry. The president is Chas. F. Irons, Providence,

and the treasurer, Chas. A,. Russell, of Providence.

The funeral of Albert F. Smith, of Providence,

who was for twenty-five years employed by Foster &

Bailey and the Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co., was

held in the Congregational Church in Barrington

Sunday afternoon, April 14th. There were many

beautiful floral tributes, among them a handsome set

piece from the employees of Theodore W. Foster &

Bro. Co.
Lange & Fischer have taken another room in the

factory building at 67 Friendship Street, Providence,

thus increasing their facilities considerably.
Samuel C. Wolf & Co., 46 Clifford Street, Provi-

dence, formerly doing business under the style of the

Rhode Island Jewelry Co., have gone out of business.

The wedding of Albert A. Remington, of the

Horace Remington & Son Co., Providence, and Miss

Anna R. Fowler took place last month, and was one

of the most interesting of recent social functions.

Chas. H. Tappan, of the D. F. Briggs Co., has

purchased the home place of George H. Randall, of

Randall & Ackerman, and has broken ground for what

is expected to be the most modern residence in

Attleboro.
The D. F. Briggs Co., of Attleboro, performed an

act of generosity last month that has still further

cemented the good relations that exist between the

company and its employees. The results of their

inventory of stock showed an exceptionally prosperous

year, and to those who were especially devoted to their

interests and instrumental in making the most of the

good times the company gave a generous percentage

of the profits made. It is said that the sum distributed

amounted to about $25oo.
NVord has been received here that the accident

which befell E. C. Ostby, of the Ostby & Barton Co.,

Providence, at Monterey, Cal., was quite serious.

While riding, Mr. Ostby was thrown from his horse

and had his thigh broken. It is expected that it will

be two or three months before he is able to return

East. Fortunately his son is with him, and Mr. Ostby

is thus assured that everything that can possibly be

done will be attended to. He is under treatment at

the Hotel Del Monte, Monterey.
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Henry F. Barrows, Sr., and Henry F. Barrows

Jr., of H. F. Barrows & Co., have been elected presi-

dent and secretary of the North Attleboro Branch

Railroad Corpuraticm.
William Nerney and C. Sidney Smith, manufac-

turers of jewelry and silver novelties in Attleboro,

under the name of William Nerney & Co., have dis-

solved partnership. William Nerney will continue the

business under the old firm-name.
James E. Blake and Mrs. Blake have returned

from a two-months' trip through the South, West and

North. Their journey was through the South to

New Orleans and thence through Texas and Southern

California. They rethrned through Salt Lake City,

Denver and Chicago, and thence through Canada.

Geo. W. Dover, the Providence manufacturer of

jewelers' ornaments and findings, celebrated the thirty-

seventh anniversary of his birth out the evening of

April 15th. He entertained a number of his friends at

his home on Shaw Avenue. The house was hand-

somely decorated, and liberal provision had been

made for the entertainment of the invited guests in the

Way of songs, music, recitations, etc. Mrs. Dover,

assisted by Mrs. Possmer, attired as German girl

waitresses, looked after the refreshments. Harry May,

u.ho is the managerof Mr. Dover's business, assisted

the host in entertaining his guests ; also contributed

quite a little to the entertainment in the way of singing

iuid xvhistling.

Annual Banquet of the Manufacturing
Jewelers' Salesmen's Association

The annual banquet and reunion of the Manufac-

turing Jewelers' Salesmen's Association was held

April 13th, in Providence, R. I. It was a purely infor-

mal affair and the best of good-fellowship existed

throughout the evening. The reunion proved to be

one of the most successful ever held. In point of

attendance the function was a record breaker, and as

to speechmaking and humor, there was an abundance

of both. The two prime objects for Avhich, the ban-

quet was given, viz., to promote acquaintance among

jewelry salesmen and to discuss conditions on the road

as they exist at the present day, were fully and satis-

factorily accomplished.
President J. Thomas Inman spoke briefly when he

arose to introduce the first after-dinner speaker. He

said that the idea of the organization was not to have

a great number of members, but to have those mem-

bers sincere in the principles of the association, which

were the mutual help and sustenance of the members.

The first speaker was A. B. Lewis, a Providence

newspaper man, who set the example of the evening

by going no deeper than the lightest of humor.
In the course of a short address John F. Fleming,

representative of John T. Cuddy & Co., said that he

had been one of the first to consider the organization

of the Manufacturing. Jewelers' Salemen's Association

for the purpose of furthering the interests of the sales-

men on the road. He spoke of the difficult conditions

under which representatives of the local manufacturers

struggled in trying to sell their wares at the hotels in

Providence. He believed the time was not far off

when the manufacturers as well as the drummers

would realize the need of some sort of an exchange

where the salesmen could meet their customers and

display their goods to the best advantage. This, Mr.

Fleming declared, was one of the purposes of the

organization, and he thought that by all working

together the feat could be accomplished. The other

speakers were : Sidney 0. Bigney, W. F. Maintien,

A. W. Strandberg, Capt. Geo. H. Sykes, C. T. Bar-

bour and Alfred Meyer.
During-the evening excellent music %'as furnished

by A. C. Moore's orchestra, and some excellent vocal

selections were rendered by George W. Dover.
Much credit is due the committee on arrange-

ments for the smooth %'ay in which the programme

was gone through. The committee consisted of J.

Thomas Inman, chairman ; A. E. Donley, secretary ;

E. W. MacAllister, treasurer ; A. W. Strandberg, John

Fleming and Joseph Catlow.

" It heals ine how The Keystone can give so much
for one' dollar. I wonder if the one dollar pays for
the covers of it for one year. J. Brotherton,
jeweler, Regina, Northwest Territoty, Canada.
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The Giant
of

( ill Quality
in 

Collar Buttons 
Sales

WHY?

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUAL-
ITY, BEST CONSTRUCTION, GIVING
THE MOST WEAR, AND GREATEST
COMFORT and their IRON=CLAD
GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The
Story of a Collar Button, with Illus-
trations," which may be had FREE for the asking.,
and to try the experiment suggested on page 5 of that
booklet.

Extract front " Printers' Ink,-
Nov. 23.1898.

tittle Self...dm:I-ler now
suggests, to e,ery popil in hi
,lass, ...lel
1,,

Nesvark, N..I., and :of
to be favored with a copy ot
their leaflet, "The Story of a
Collar !Sutton." Allt,rward, it
any pupil will tottul to l'r inters'
I 'eh' leaflet, new or old.
that is half as gouda:, this tote,
W. Unit appr011ehl'S II ill

filo ileSPIWillg A111411,1
Will bit rewarded with one ol
Printers' Inks souvenir SIO 11,1 I,
as an acknosvledgment of his
olliscovery and contribution.
"'flieStory oftt ('ollat• liutton"
is the best piece I' advert
went construction that has
colite tol.rinlers' Ink's at
in the year or litir I.ord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACKS

Patent sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made our reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.,
in their Factory

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.
PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,

20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

NOW
is the best season to attend.
To enter, write us at once

for terms and make advance
engagement, as we only accept
a LIMITED number of pupils
at one time.
We devote our entire time to

their Instruction and Advance-
ment.
When desired, we get posi-

tions torahl Graduates, as there
is a great demand for our pupils.
We have a Special Short

Course for advanced engravers.
Correspondence Solicited.

M. L. LANDis,
94-96 Miami Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Send for list of Fine tiravers,
or seepage 112, February Keystone. M. L. LANDIS, PROPRIETOR AND INSTRUCTOR.

Seeing Suggests
BUT

Using Convinces
that this INDEPENDENT,
REVERSIBLE, FOUR
JAWED CHUCK is the most
useful tool of its kind manu-
factured. It is fitted to any
lathe.

Price of 2i4" Chuck, mounted,
" " 21e " not mounted,

2// " mounted,14 41 2/1 
" not mounted,

$12.00
io.00
so no
8.00

Write for our new catalogue.

HARDINGE BROS., 1036 Lincoln Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Mene, Mene
tekel upharsin

was " the handwriting on the wall " seen by a king in ancient times,foretelling his end. It is seen to-day by jobbers, who are chargingexorbitant prices for their rings. Competition lowers prices, and" we have helped to lower them." There is no string to the privi-lege we give to our customers to exchange any of our rings whichhave proven unsalable for other stone-set rings at any time. Wealso size and keep our rings in repair free of charge for two years.If our representative in your State has failed to call on you, drop usa postal. A trial is solicited by

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
31 Builders' Exchange, BUFFALO, N. Y.

WE ARE NOT
JOBBERS, BUT

MANUFACTURERS

KEY LOCK
$1.50 dozen, $15.00 gross

PAT. LOCK
$1.20 dozen, $12.00 gross

Profit
Is what you
are looking
for, and this

Bracelet
Is what you
can make it on

Try a

sample
dozen and

prove it

E. A. FARGO CO., Attleboro, Mass.

May, 190!

Atlanta, Ga., Letter

Reports from all sources indicate a healthy trade
condition with bOth jobber and retailer. All lines
of business were dull during the early months of the
year, owing chiefly to the very %yam weather, which
endangered the fruit crop and caused the buyers to
hold off until more settled conditions prevailed.
Then when the cold did come in the middle of
March and early April, it saved the fruit ; but be-
ing accompanied by rain and snow, it kept the shop-
ping public at home, so that it was not until April
that the retail trade recovered. The Easter season
brought forth a large number of shoppers, and the
trade was very satisfactory.

A notable feature of Atlanta's progress is the
wonderful building boom she has been having for the
past twelve months and which bids fair to continue for
some time to come. There are at the present time a
half dozen large buildings under course of construc-
tion in the business district ; notably a magnificent
fourteen-story office building, the Empire, at Monett°
and Broad Streets ; the beautiful Carnegie Library, for
which Mr. Carnegie gave $25,000, and a new ten-story
hotel, which, when completed, will be the finest in
the South. Contracts have been let for the construc-
tion of an immense viaduct over the NYhitehall and
Peachtree Streets railroad crossing. This viaduct will
occupy two of the busiest blocks in the heart of the
retail district and while the closing up of this section
f. a- six or eight months will occasion more or less
hardship on the merchants occupying stores thereon, it
is unquestionably one of the greatest and most benefi-
cent public improvements ever attempted in Atlanta.
Incidental to this work will be the erection of four
or five modern houses in the place of the old buildings
now standing ; also the pavement of both Whitehall
and Peachtree Streets with asphalt instead of the
torturing stone pavements now on them.

Those of the jewelers and kindred trades who
will have to remove on account of the viaduct are:
A. K. Hawkes, optician ; Silvers & Woods, manufac-
turers and jobbers ; C. W. Crankshaw, the Pickett
Jewelry Co. and Abe Fry, retail jewelers. Silvers &
Woods have not yet fixed on a location to move to;
when they do move they contemplate enlarging their
plant. The .new store to which Mr. Crankshaw will
move was formerly occupied by F. J. Stilson.
, The factor of immediate interest to the Southern
trade is the fruit crop. Reports from all sections of
tile " belt " are of the rosiest hue. A crop of immense
size is now a certainty. The growers are jubilant over
the prospects, and in the Georgia peach belt especially
not only a large crop is promised, but a better quality
of fruit than ever before produced. The Southern
fruit crop is next in importance to the cotton crop,
and a large yield means easy money and good trade
conditions.

King Cotton is attracting his usual amount of at-
tention, and is at the present moment a subject of
much speculation. Prices quoted now are much lower
than they were last fall, and the indications are that
they will go lower still. The extent of this decrease
in fruit is a matter of speculation as yet. Several fac-
tors are to be considered, not the least among these is
the financial condition of the planters. They are gene-
rally in a better condition to handle their own crop
than they have been in some years, and will be able to
market it to a better advantage to themselves. This
is due largely to the fact that more attention is being
given to the production of edibles on the farm. The
white staple, while still king, is by no means the only
factor in the Southern farmer's economy. The wheat
and corn acreage is growing rapidly in all the cotton
growing States, while the erection of flour mills is
keeping a proportionate pace with the wonderful
growth of cotton manufacturing. So with home-made
flour and cane syrup and home-raised beef and pork,
the farmer is in a position to keep his cotton out of the
hands of the commission mil and hold it for his
own :price.

.A well-posted cotton man says in regard to trade
conditions and the relation cotton bears to it, " It is
my opinion that manufacturing will be dull during the
summer months, owing to the uncertainty of prices
which are likely to prevail in the fall. Everything
points to ,a large acreage, and, if a good season ensues,
large crop of raw materials. I expect lower -prices
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for the raw material in October than are now quoted
in the market reports for that month, future delivery at
that thne. Upon the appearance of the new crop, and
the steadying of prices of same, I anticipate an increased
demand for goods and a very prosperous year."

A rich gold find is reported from Dahlonga, Ga.
The discovery is in the celebrated Finley mine, from
which over $300,000 worth of ore was taken up to
the time the vein was lost, some years ago. This
vein was lost at a depth of • 150 feet, and recently the
workmen again blasted into it and rich samples of ore
were taken out. These samples range in value from
$too to over p000 per toil.

G. 'I'. McVey, the genial manager of the Southern
branch of F. A. Hardy & Co., of Chicago, reports
large and increasing business ; it being necessary to
run his force overtime to keep up with orders. Since
the establishment of this branch house in July of last
year its force has been greatly increased. They have
handsome apartments on the fourth floor of the
Prudential Building.

Maier & Berkele are busy receiving and arranging
new stock purchased in New York by Mr. Maier, who
has just returned from that market. Their Easter
trade was excellent, and their attractive store is a
source of constant delight to the shopping public.

Davis & Freeman have just completed a hand-
some new front and are putting in new fixtures that will
greatly add to their already attractive store. They are
among the most popular jewelers in Atlanta, and well
deserving of the large trade they command.

C. W. Crankshaw, the Whitehall Street jeweler,
is having an auction to reduce his stock preparatory to
moving into new quarters at 33 Whitehall Street. J. H.
French, of New York, is conducting the sale.

Kellam & Moore, opticians, in the Prudential
Building, report good and increasing trade. They
have recently introduced an innovation in the shape of
a stamping outfit for stamping names of customers on
leather cases. The firm also conducts a school of optics.

F. L. Williams & Co., the popular Decatur Street
jewelers, have renovated and enlarged their store.
It now presents a handsome appearance, and an
increasing trade speaks well for this popular firm.

The Pickett Jewelry Co. are reducing their stock
preparatory to removing on account of the construction
of the viaduct.

Julius R. Watts & Co., Alabama Street, are among
the fortunate ones not affected by the new viaduct.
They are just off the line, and are in a position to reap
the benefit of the closing of 'Whitehall Street.

A. K. Hawkes, the Whitehall Street optician,
reports a good trade. He is preparing to move,
expecting to get. into new quarters about May 1st.
He has not yet decided on a location.

A. L. Delkin, having spent the winter in Atlanta,
is preparing to return to Cape Nome where he has
extensive claims. Mr. Delkin expects to leave Atlanta
about May 15th, going by way of Seattle—from which
port he will sail for Nome about June 1st. He will
spend the summer in the Bluestone district looking
after his claims.

Ire E. Teagle, the popular Ashburn jeweler,
announces his engagement to Miss Willie M'Lendon ;
the wedding to take place May 8th, Mr. Teagle is
one of the best known young jewelers in Georgia, and
his bride-to-be is the beautiful daughter of J. T.
M'Lendon, one of Georgia's most successful planters.
THE KEYSTONE joins their many friends in wishing
them all possible success and many years of happiness.

0. K. Alcorn, formerly with F. J. Stilson, is now
with C. W. Crankshaw. Mr. Alcorn is a valuable man
to any house fortunate enough to secure his services,
and his many friends wish him continued success.

Eugene Lewis, formerly with Kellam & Moore
and the Hawkes Optical Co., and recently of Toledo,
Ohio, has resigned his position in that city and returned
to Atlanta.

E. A. Maumenee, formerly watchmaker for F. J.
Stilson, now with C. W. Crankshaw, expects to quit the
bench at an early date and take up the study of medicine.

H. S. Banta, of Newman, Ga., was in the city a
few days this month.

C. A. Green, of West Point, Ga., was a buyer in
town just before Easter.

W. W. St. John, of Roswell, Ga.; W. A. Perry,
of Canton, Ga.; J. A. Humphries, of Earley, Ala.;
T. E. Epting, of Columbia, S. C., and Ire E. Teagle,
'of- Ashburn, Ga., were among the recent Nisi tors.
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Chas. L. Trout & Co.

Sterling Silver Hearts. Your choice. $1.25 doz.
Heavy, well made, l'or engraving.

•

Sterling Silver Serpent Rings.

Serpent Bracelets.
Late,1 Novelties.

Turquoise Sash Brooches
are big twIlers now.

Walnut Toilet Cases.
Walnut Coin Holders.

Send for select ion.

Chas.L.Trout & Co.
5 & 7 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Whether Loose
or mounted every diamond we send out is marked with a grade
number or letter to indicate the quality, and, remember, we
guarantee them to be exactly as represented.

A feature of our Grading System is that it tells without ex-
amination whether a stone is perfect or not. This is an aid to
even those who are well posted in the different qualities.

Dealers who do not feel competent to rely entirely on their
own judgment will find our System a great help, both in order-
ing and selling.

Our Guarantee, in addition to yours, makes easier selling
and satisfied customers, and the additional satisfaction of having
dealt fairly with them.

We carry a large assortment of

Single Stone Diamond Rings, $5.00 and upwards
Diamond and Fancy Stone Rings, 5.00 " i 6

6 6 Brooches . . . 5 oo " 6 6

Studs . . . 3.00 " . I
6 6 Scarf Pins . . 3.00 " 6 6

Ear Screws, Ear Drops, Link Buttons,
Lockets, Etc.

Our prices, you will find, will compare favorably with any in
the market. When you have a prospective sale for something
not in stock, a trial order will convince you.

S. C. Scott Mfg. Co.
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, New York

OMEGA WATCHES
Over 1,000,000 in use None better made

All the Leading Jewelers Sell the OM EGAS 
No stock Con-iplete without them

Made in io and II Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size Six different grades—from 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, adjusted
Fitting Regular American Cases

No Prices Adverti.sed in any Journal
Fair profit can be made

Sold to LEOlTlMATE± JVVI__,ERS only

Send for Price-List

EDMOND E. ROBERT
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

- SELLING AGENTS - - { CROSS C./ BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

b6ot,tpro6.64 0-3 IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

Diamonds NEW YORK

Watches
62-64 State St.Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.
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The Large
Diamond
Importations

New York Letter

The New York Sun, commenting
on the unusually large importations
of diamonds since .the beginning of
the year, said : " America is now
ahead of all other countries in the

amount of diamonds imported. Formerly England was
the largest importer of diamonds, but according to im-
porters here she no longer holds that place and has not
for the last three years. Next after this country now
conies England and then Germany, France and Italy
in the order named. Ten years ago this country was
behind France, and it was only, according to diamond
merchants, within the past four years, after the pros-
perity which followed the.first election of President
McKinley that the increase in the importations began
to be remarkable. It has always been an axiom in the
diamond trade and the jewelry business generally that
it was the first to feel the bad times and the last to feel
the good. An interesting thing to note in connection
%vith the importation of diamonds is the steady growth
here of the industry of cutting diamondg. It is one of
this country's newest industries. Not so long ago
there was not a diamond-cutting establishment in the
country. Now there are five, with the result that the
proportion of uncut to cut stones imported is growing
larger every year. Where seven years ago hardly any
rough stones came over here, the figures given out at
the public stores show that a little over one-third of
the entire amount imported last year were uncut.
Nearly all of the workmen now engaged at the indus-
try where brought over from Amsterdam, where most
of the diamonds of the world are still cut, and where
all of the cut stones brought here are now purchased.
London, of course, is the market for rough stones, as
they are all consigned there by the syndicate from
South Africa."

A report on this subject from the
second division of his office, re-
ceived by Appraiser Wilbor F.
Wakeman, said : " The precious
stones received and passed during

the month of March show an increase of about 25

P' cent. over 1899, the heaviest year of importation on
record, and of 220 per cent. over last year. Keeping
in view the fact that Kimberly, South Africa, is the
mining and distributing district for all rough dia-
monds, and that it was besieged in two, thus shutting
off temporarily the diamond supply of the world, the
figures show a large increase in the importations of the
year over the preceding years and in the face of
constantly advancing prices. Precious stones are the
height of luxury, and the large importations show that
America not only leads the world in the purchase and
sale, but that the general prosperity of our people
enables them to invest in this luxury in ever-increasing
quantity and value. More than one-third of all the
importations consist of diamonds in the rough-
2,218,395.75 for the present quarter—thus showing
a decided increase in the diamond-cutting business of
our country, which is an industry established almost
altogether since the passage of the present tariff."

Tiffany & Co. recently completed
for presentation to Her Majesty

Holland's Queen Queen Wilhelmina by the St. Nicho-
las Society, of this city, as a mar-

riage gift, a beautiful example of American art in the
form of a silver cup, decorated with American pearls.
It is a fine piece of repousse and modeled work, and
stands with base about twenty inches in height. It is
after the old Dutch school in shape, with a cover
surmounted by the Royal Arms of Holland. Around
the cup are medallions, one showing the " Half Moon,"
the ship which brought over Hendrick Hudson, sail-
ing up the Hudson river ; another, an old view of
Manhattan Island, showing the fort of New Amster.

Progress of the
Diamond-Cutting
Industry

A Cup for

t- YORK t"CLIE,R 5 EY COT'

dam, the seal of New Netherlands, and the St. Nicholas
Society seal. Running around the cup back of these
are the ivy leaves of friendship ; above, are the heais
of American eagles with American pearls pendai.t
from their beaks. Below the medallions, festoons of
roses encircle the cup. At the base are modeled in
full relief the figures of St. Nicholas, Hendrick Hud-
son, Peter Stuyvesant and Admiral Everzoon. The
base is made of wood taken from the old Middle
Dutch church of New York, which stood upon the
present site of the Mutual Life Building on Nassau
Street. The base bears a plate with the following
inscription ; " To Her Gracious Majesty Queen 1,111-
helmina. A marriage gift from the St. Nicholas
Society of New York, i901."

At the last regular and special

The Jewelers' meeting of the executive commit-
League tee of the Jewelers' League, the

following applicants were admit-
ted to membership : F. B. Ruler, New York City,
recommended by F. Mauser and L. A. Miller ; J. B.
Gibson, Lancaster, Pa., recommended by J. C. Perry
and W. H. Welchans ; W. M. Cole, Jr., Brooklyn,
N. Y., recommended by David Marx and L. A.
Miller ; W. H. B. Dumont, Brooklyn, N. Y., recom-
mended by G. M. VanDeventer and A. McLeod ;
M. Bernheim, New York City, recommended by H.
Untermeyer and I.. A. Miller ; B. S. Samuels, New
York City, 'recommended by H. LTntermeyer and L.
A. Miller. The next meeting will be held May 3,
1901. With the object of creating a more social feel-
ing among the memlers of the League, and increas-
ing the membership, an informal dinner was given at
Moquins, 549 Fulton Street and 20 Ann Street, on
April 25th. The function was well attended and
proved most enjoyable.

Some ingenious swindler has gone
to much trouble to counterfeit

Swindle an. envelope that is used by M.
Straus, the manufacturing jeweler,

of 409 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. The envelope is one
that is given with purchases made in Mr. Straus' store
and with articles that have been left for repair. The
other day a woman entered the store with a gold
watch in one of the firm's envelopes. She lives in
Flatbush, and she said that she had purchased the
watch from one of the agents of the concern. It
happens that Mr. Straus has no agents out peddling
either watches or jewelry, and it was seen that the
watch, which was a shocking misfit in every respect,
had never been sold by the firm. But the envelope
in which the woman brought it was an exact fac simile
of those used by the jeweler. The watch of which
the woman complained was a key-winder set in a
stem-winding case. When she was told that she had
been swindled, she was very indignant. It is said thLt
since the discovery the jeweler has heard of other
persons who have been victimized in a similar way.

Jewels and jewelry dating from the
fourteenth century to the last cen-

Jewelry Curios tury, comprising the collection made
by W. Lewis Fraser, who was for

so long %Veil known as the head of the Century Co.'s
art department, were sold at auction last month. The
249 catalogue lots were sold for $4215. The articles
went to a comparatively large number of buyers, but
they got their purchases at low figures, owing, appar-

ently to the comparatively small number of collectors
here who are acquiring these objects. A Cinque-cento
ring with a pink diamond sold for $122.50, a Hindu
ring with an engraved white sapphire for $120, and an
eighteenth century English scarf pin with a rose dia-
mond for $80. A Louis XIII necklet with rose
diamonds sold at $57.50. A seventeenth century
English parure in aqua-marines, consisting of a neck-

lace, pin, brooch, a pair of bracelets and two pair of
earrings sold for Pp, and another parure with rose

New Form of

A Sale of

diamonds, comprising only a necklace, a cross, pin and

earrings, which was valued at $1500, sold for $45o.

Among the watches, of which there were more than

fifty, one of Paris make and 1720 date sold for $31.
Another with an 18OO date for $45, and an oval watch
with enamel case, of eighteen century French make,
for $37. A verge watch, bearing the name of Etidnne
Lenoir, Paris, of the time of Louis XV, a repeater
made for a deaf man, brought the highest price among
the watches, $125. It is a watch that strikes the hours
and quarters on the case, so that a deaf person may
feel the concussion.

The regular monthly meeting of
the executive committee of the

Alliance Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on Friday, April 12th, the

following members being present : Chairman Butts,
President Sloan, Treasurer Karsh, Secretary Noyes,
and Messrs. Alford, Stern, Abbott, Champenois,
Kroeber and Brown of the committee. The following
new members were admitted : F. M. Reiche, Los
Angeles, Cal.; Nathan Phillips, Seattle, Wash.; A.
I.. Ott, San Francisco, Cal.; Isaac Lurie, Seattle,
Wash.; S. A. Andrews, Tacoma, Wash.; Taylor &
Berlovitz, Newburgh, N. Y.; Parritt Jewelry Co.,
Blooming-ton, Ill.; Geo. W. Hoyt, New York City; J.
Forester, Billings, Mont.; F. C. Ewert, Woodland,
Cal.; John A. Brightman, Southbridge, Mass.; Harry
Silver, Seattle, Wash.; S. Robinson & Co., Boston,
Mass.; G. L. McCloskey, Renova, Pa.; J. L. Duke
Jewelry Co., Fayetteville, Ark.; E. C. Rogg, Jr., Ho-
boken, N. J.; D. P. Paul, Norfolk, Va.; Chas. G.
Hamelin, Tacoma, Wash.; Sam'l Friedlander, Mem-
phis, Tenn.; R. C. Bernau, Abbeville, S. C.; G. S.
Bauder, Elburn, Ill.; V. Schopperle, Oil City, Pa.;
J. R. McCrary, Farnhamville, Iowa ; 0. R. King, Lex-
ington, Ky.; A. B. Jones, Stuart, Iowa ; F. K. Bair,
Salina, Kans.; A. NI. Felson, Gouverneur, ;Ye. A;The.
UnderwOod Jewelry Co., Kansas City, 

A 

Swanson & Co., West Superior, Wis.; John M. Clower,
Clarendon, Tex., Mawhinney & Ryan Co., Omaha,
Nel ; Ralph Wickliffe, Arkansas City, Kans. ; Jewett
& Co., Houlton, Me.; Huber Bros., Dillon, Mont.;
Curran Bros., Zanesville, Ohio ; J. B. Whitlock,
Eufaula, Ala.; Norton-Paulson Jewelry Co., Kansas
City, Mo.; Mrs. H. F. Steck, Washington, Iowa ;
Averbeck Company, Clarksville, Tenn.

The Jewelers' Association and
Board of Trade .believes that its

Association action in the case of Samuel Baern-
copf, of Philadelphia, will be of

great benefit to the trade. On December 26th, Baern-
copf sold his entire business to one Alexander Simp-
son, a pawnbroker, for $8400, leaving merchandise
debts of about $20,000 unprovided for. On January
3rd, Mr. Safford, after investigation, swore out a war-
rant for Baerncopf 's arrest under the Act of June. 23,
1885, Section 1, as follows :

Any person * * * who shall secrete, assign, trans-
fer or convey or otherwise dispose of any of his prop-
erty * * * with intent to defraud any creditor or to
prevent such property from being levied upon by any
execution, or to prevent such property from being
made liable for the payment of his debts * * * shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and be sentenced to pay a
sum not exceeding the value of his property or effects
so secreted, assigned, conveyed or otherwise con-
cealed * * * and undergo an inprisonment not to ex-
ceed one year.

After vainly seeking his release on a writ of
habeas corpus, he was finally indicted by the grand
jury, and on March 29th was tried before a jury which
returned a verdict of guilty. Bail being refused by
the court, he is now in jail pending an appeal. The
work of the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade
is of great benefit to the jobbers and worthy the support
of the wholesale (bcroant snchueod i fragfothejeunr )jewelry industry.

Jewelers' security

The Jewelers'
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NOW is the BEST time to sell them.
We have them in Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases, costing from $50

Prices for DIAMONDS are still going up. When present stocks are gone you'll
have to pay more. Why not buy now, and pay next fall, and save money by
the deal? Let us send an assortment for inspection. If quality and prices are
not right, send them back at our expense.

May, 1901
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Wood Engraving

REQUENT requests come to us from

subscribers in regard to the art of wood

engraving or some detail in connection

with it. In view of the interest in the subject

evidenced in these questions and by way of

answer to several recent inquiries, we republish

the following article on the subject, taken from

our book entitled " Handbook of Letter and

Ornamental Engraving on Metal and Wood " :

We think it was Philip Gilbert Hammerton who
so well expressed the pith of the artistic expression of
wood engraving by calling it " the art of the white
line." In the early days of wood engraving, the
engraver sought to copy the methods of the copper-
plate engraver, and at the expense of great pains-
taking labor, produced cross-hatched lines, in exact
imitation of the work of the copper-plate engraver.
This method prevailed until an artist by the name of
Bewick introduced the white-line method, and since
then wood engraving has made rapid advances as a
true art. One additional explanation, to make clear
the distinction between the black and white line,
and we will take up the consideration of the technical
details of wood engraving. With the plate—generally
called the copper or steel-plate engraver—the line
most readily produced is a black one, which simply
represents an incision in the plate. With the wood
engraver an incision in the wood block produces a
white line in the print. With these obvious facts
in view, it would seem but natural that the plate
engraver would express his pictorial ideas with the
black, and the wood engraver the white line ; but, as
stated above, the white line was not understood until
Bewick gave wood engrav.ing its proper place in the
graphic arts.

The material used by the wood engraver for work-
ing upon., is a block of wood cut across the grain. The
size of the block being proportionate to the size of cut
he wishes to make. We show a perspective view of
such a block at Fig. r,
the grain of the wood
running in the direction
of the double-headed
arrow z. The thick-
ness, or as printers speak
of such blocks, " the
height," is about AN.
The wood par excel-
len' for the wood en-
graver is Turkey box-
wood. Such wood can be had, prepared ready for use,
from men who make it their business, the price ranging
from one and a half to five cents per square inch. In
Philadelphia, Pa., such wood can be had of V. Gro-
tenthaler, 621 Commerce Street. Cheap wood should
never be purchased for the beginner, the best to be
had being none too good. Still, wood costing from
three and a half to four cents will answer, after one
gets skill to manage it. Cheap wood is always more
or less cross-grained, and frequently incipient rot has
set in. There is no economy in trying to prepare wood
for ourselves, as there is sure to be a failure some-
where. At any rate, when you start get the best wood
you can, and prepared ready for the engraver by a
man who perfectly understands his business. After
you know how to engrave a good wood cut, and also
know what the proper qualities of good wood for en-
graving should consist of, then you can try other
woods than boxwood, and can also make such blocks
yourself, or have them made for you by some local
carpenter. The surface of the block on which the en-
graving is to be made is whitened by rubbing it with a
rag wet with a mixture of white lead and gum water.
This coating of white is not heavy, in fact, there is
about as small a quantity of it as can be applied and
have the color of the surface of the wood a good, fair
white, after it dries. The design for the wood engraver
is drawn directly on the block with a very hard lead-
pencil, those known as H H H being the kind used ;
the draughtsman producing the lines on the wood the
engraver is to follow. This sentence is not be under-
stood exactly in its literal sense—it might be better to
say the artist with his pencil suggests the lines in the
shadows as to spacing and direction, and any little
inequalities are to be remedied by the engraver. All
outlines, as made by the draughtsman, are to be care-
fully followed by the engraver, but even here there is a
little discretion allowed the engraver. As, for instance,
the artist who made the design found it necessary to
swell or diminish an outline, and would make the line
double or perhaps too thick. Under such circum-
stances the engraver should have art culture enough
to understand what the designer's idea was, and carry
it out in cutting the line. One of the great advances
made in designing for the wood engraver was the in-
troduction of India ink wash drawings. Such draw-
ings are made directly on the face of the block, giving
all the light and shadow effects, and to aid the en-
graver, the designer goes over such wash drawing
with.a keenly-pointed, hard lead-pencil, indicating the
spacing and direction of the lines.

THE KEYSTONE

We have now given, in a brief way, the preliminary
preparations of a block for the wood engraver, and will
next take up the technical details of wood engraving.

The pupil who aspires to become a self-taught
wood engraver, .after providing himself with a few
blocks of wood for practicing upon, must also supply
himself with the necessary tools and appliances. These
are : a sand-bag made of strong leather and tilled with
sand. Such bag should be about 6 " in diameter, by
2" thick. We show an edge-view of such a sand-bag

at B, Fig. 2. The next acces-

Fiy2 5017 is a magnifying glass,
which should be about 2"

''''' 
diameter and 3%" focus. Ex-
perienced engravers usually
hold such glass in their left
hand, and at the same time
hold the wood block steady

such an eyeglass at , Fig.
on 3t1.1e sand-bag B. We show

C 
best of these glasses have two
lenses. Stands for holding such
eyeglasses can be bought, but they
are also readily made. We show
such an eyeglass holder at Fig. 4.
The next requisites are gravers.
The first of these are " tint tools."

show
We

o  n he nlstuchiyaeti7 
at Fig. 

at Fig. 5, also a transverse
section Fig. 6. The idea of these tint

tools is, they cut a white
line of constant width;
the depth of the incision
can be varied to some
extent, but the pictorial
value of the white line
will remain about the
same. Such tools come
in sets, gradually getting
thicker on the lower
edge, as shown at w',
diagram E'. Round-

bottom gravers, as shown at E", come in all thick-
nesses, and are used for cutting out broad, white

.AY a. 3
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lights. About three widths of tint tools will do to start
with. The experienced workman will soon learn
to modify his lines very much with
only a few tools. A rather thick
tint tool, whetted to a more obtuse
angle than when new, soon becomes
a necessity to the practical work-
man. We show a transverse section
of such a graver at diagram E"1
Fig. 6. Of course the reader un-
derstands that any design made on
the wood block must be reversed in
ill order that it may print cor-
rectly. For acquiring skill in
using a graver, there is no prac-
tice which equals cutting script letters. It is not
necessary for practice to design such letters backward,
or reversed, except to acquire skill in such work.

Write a name, as shown
at Fig. 7, and then go

Fig. 7 at it to engrave it so as
to print black lines. To
do this, we must go all
around each letter with
a tint tool, leaving the
faces of the letters to

print from. The next operation is to cut away all the
surrounding wood. The experienced wood engraver
would not do this. He would have the skill of hand
to cut away on all sides, leaving the letters to stand,
but for the beginner this would not do ; he would be
sure to do mischief. We show at Fig. 7 A the method

6[E •

Fig. 7 A

we have described carried out. The word John being
merely outlined, and the word Smith partially "cleared
up." In large towns where such wood engraving is
clone, there are people who make a business of " rout-
ing out " blank spaces. That is, the engraver would
only partially cut away with his tools and leave the
letters as shown in the latter part of the word Smith.
Fig 7 A, and the man with his routing machine would
cut away the wood surrounding the letters to the depth
of io". The next practice the wood engraver should
devote himself to is learning to cut tint. We show at
Fig. 8 a very good specimen of tint work. The wood

•177

Fig. 8.

engraver seldom has any guide for such lines except
his eye, the design on the block being a washdrawing
in India ink, with suggestive pencil lines, and it is his
business to produce Imes which will have the same
light and shade values as the India ink wash drawing.
As a guide for tint lining, take a thin piece of sheet
silver, and with a screw-head file cut equally spaced
teeth, as shown at Fig. 9. Such silver teeth drawn
over the whitened surface of
the block will leave distinct
lines the same as a lead-pencil.
The learner can resort to such
a device as we are talking
about, but the ambitious pupil
should practice until he can
cut tint lines of equal spaces without any other guide
than the eye. Ruling machines are much used for
making cuts of machinery, but such machines are very
expensive, and not to be thought of except by the pro-
fessional engraver. Frequently it is desired to copy a
print from a wood engraving, line for line ; to do this
a transfer is made of the print to the face of the block.
To make such a transfer, place a stick of caustic pot-
ash in a small bottle of alcohol, and soak the print in
such alcohol. After a few minutes, blot off the alcohol
and lay the print, face side down, on the whitened
block. Over the print place a piece of bristol board,
and then go over the back of the cut with a burnish.
On pulling off the paper, a perfectly distinct transfer
to the block will be found, and the engraver can go on
and make an exact duplicate. After the artist has his
cut made, he desires a proof. To obtain such proof
the cut should be inked with the finest " proof ink,"
such ink being made especially for the purpose. But
any fine printer's black ink will answer. The ink is
applied by means of an inking cushion. • A cushion of
this kind can be made by cutting out a disk of heavy
card board, about the size of a half dollar. A lock of
cotton wool is placed on one side of this disk, and the
combination tied up in a piece of fine silk cloth, as
shown at N, Fig. pp ; the dotted lines o o indicating

the position of the card board.

Pk:f. 
Some good quality of printer's
ink is spread on window glass,
and the inking cushion is dab-
bed into it until a thin, even
coating is distributed on the
glass and also on the cushion.
This inking cushion is then
patted on cut until the ink is
perfectly distributed on the
engraved surface. A piece of

proof paper—usually a glazed kind, having a coating
of china white upon it—is laid on the cut, and a piece
of smooth card board on this, then the card board is
gone over with a flat burnish, somewhat as described
for getting a transfer. The very best paper for proofs
is known as " India paper," and comes from China.
It is made from a species of bamboo, and from its ap-
pearance would not promise much. But still, the facts
remain the same, it yields the most perfect prints from
wood cuts, and also from steel plates, known to art.
The best burnish for rubbing off a proof is the end of an
ivory paper knife, turned down flat. A more perfect
proof can be got from a wood cut with a burnish than it
is possible 

some
letot 

choice
akewith apress. [In the book mentionedme

specimens of wood engraving,
chiefly to illustrate what we said regarding the white and
black line. These specimens of wood engraving were
selected quite as much to illustrate what the aspirant
in the art of wood engraving should not do, as to give
him insight as to what he should do to obtain the best
artistic results. As for instance, in the cut of Boaz
and Ruth ; here we have an imitation of plate-line
engraving, which, under the best conditions of paper
and printing, would never equal a print from a well-
engraved plate printed by the plate-printing process,
and still we have in the cut about as good results as
could be obtained by the black line, as treated by the
wood engraver. In the cut of Diana we have the white
line used to its full power, and it would be extremely
difficult for the plate engraver to equal in brilliance the
sharp, clean effects realized by the skillful wood en-
graver with his white lines.] 'With the instructions we
have given, and careful examination of good wood
cuts, a man can soon acquire, by well-directed prac-
tice, the skill to do a very creditable job of wood
engraving, especially if he has had some experience
with a graver on metal.

The " Handbook of Letter and Ornamental Engraving on
Metal and AVisal," which also contains " Pivots and l'ivoting"
und ninny useful formula., will be sent front this office postpaid on
receipt of price, 50 cents.
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GOOD THINGS
ARE OFTEN IMITATED.

The Later Shirt Stud
is no exception to this rule, for
it is flattered by numerous imita-
tions, some good, some not so good.

But in the field of shirt studs there is only

ONE BEST,
THAT'S

THE

LARTER STUD
Absolutely filling every require-
ment of a shirt stud. tg t4

Thoroughly protected against infringe-
ment by U.S. Government Patents,

December 13, 1898.
Dated December 18, 1900.

( Februosy 5, 1901.

Customers also protected from these
imitations by our trade-mark, which is
stamped on the barrel of every stud.

Why Buy any Other?

MADE BY

LARTER, ELCOX Cs Co.
21 & 23 Maiden Lane

New York

•

THE LEADER
in High=Grade Watches is thc

Y1101101011&CONSTilliT11
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

41).014 E R okar

On * ■44
'4VSTA141

TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in

Quality,
Adjustment,
Durability,
Style.

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases.

New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements.

Special Grades for Railroad Men.

EDMOND E. ROBERT,
SOLE AGENT,

3 Maiden Lane,

New York.

Purchase Chains from your jobber that gre
made from Seamless Filled Wire, exactly as represented, 
by the well-k flown and reliable Chain house of

C. A. MARSH & CO.
FINE FINISHED GOODS
SELL THEMSELVES

LORGNETTES

NECK CHAINS

BRACELETS

PADLOCKS

Attleboro, Mass.

VEST CHAINS
GRAND VIZIERS
WELLINGTONS

FOBS and SEALS
TRADE-MARK

20th CENTURY EXTENSION LORGNETTES

frguiches We are always prepared to fill orders
for American movements of any grade,
and the newest and prettiest designs
in Gold,Silver,Filled and Metal Cases.

Diamonds loose and mounted—in choicest
plain or elaborate settings, are
always to be had from us at the
most reasonable prices.

Have you tried any of our "Success" material for American Watches?

ROSENZWEIG BROS.
52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Headquarters for Jewelers' Entire Requirements

May, '9°'

New York Letter

The Merchant?

(Continued from page )

President William F. King, of the
Merchants' Association, early in

Association April appointed a committee of
that organization to visit Texas in

response to the invitation tendered by the State of

Texas through a resolution passed by both houses of

the Legislature, inviting the Chamber of Commerce

and The Merchants' Association to send committees

to that State for the purpose of inspecting its re-

sources and conferring with its business men and

officers as to the best means of developing those
resources. The combined committees, which started

April 20th, are said to have constituted the most influ-

ential body of business men that ever left New York

on such a mission, and much benefit to the South and

this city is certain to result from the trip. Thanks

are due the Texans for the whole-hearted welcome
accorded the New Yorkers.

Some of the jobbers complain that
some jewelers deduct the full ten

Complaint days' discount, though the bill is
not paid within the ten days. A

A case in point is stated by a well-known firm as fol-

lows : " AVe received a few days ago a check for an

account off which the extreme ten days' discount was
taken, but thirteen days after the ten days had ex-

pired ; in other words, the ten days' discount taken
off in twenty-three days. The check being returned

by us, a somewhat indignant letter comes back, stating

that of . a very large number of checks sent out at

about the same time as ours it was the only one re-

turned, and that they did not care to deal with such a

particular house. Now, this letter came from an

eminently respectable firm, in good credit, whose last

thought, doubtless, would be to take anything dis-

honestly ; and yet they take a discount to which they

are not entitled and feel annoyed because we ask an

adherence to the contract, we having delivered the

goods as sold, given our best terms and in every way

kept our part of it." The jeweler who does this is

not strictly abiding by his contract. It is a little mat-

ter, of course, but there is about it a flavor of sharp

practice and " smallness " that leaves an unfavorable

impression. It is safe to say that the retailer loses

more in the estimation of the wholesaler than he makes

by the unjustly retained discount. And on second

thought, is not the jobber who acted' as stated above

more wprthy of the admiration than of the censure

of the retail jeweler ? His very insistence on the ful-

fillment of the contract to the letter is an evidence of

square-dealing methods that should impress the re-

tailer, for the inevitable inference is that he has been

strictly just to his customer and expects to he

treated in kind. From any point of view the with-

holding of the ten days' discount after the expiration

of the ten-day period would seem to be unwise and

impolitic as well as unjustifiable.
Fred. G. Gruen, of D. Gruen, Sons & Co.,

Glashigte, Germany, and Cincinnati, Ohio, spent a

few days at the New York office of the firm, 65

Nassau Street, last month. Later he sailed for Europe

on the Auguste- Victoria.
Lindo Bros., retail jewelers, now at 1205 Broadway,

will remove about May 1st to 1157 Broadway.

The Regina Music Box Co. will soon remove from

Twenty-second Street and Broadway to the new Regina

Building, It East Twenty-second Street.
L. Adler & Son, late of 49 Maiden Lane, are now

occupying the entire seventh floor of 87 Maiden Lane.

The watchmaker's society of this city, known as

the New Yorker Uhrmacher Verein, elected the fol-

lowing officers at their annual meeting held April znd ,

Honorary president, George Schmidt ; president:

George Reindel ; recording secretary, Emil F. Urigerer ;

treasurer, Valentine Gehrig, and trustee, Alois .Platt.

Tiffany & Co. had on exhibition for a few days a

model in color of the beautiful Pan-American Electric

Tower. This was the first accurate representation

seen in this city of the masterpiece of the Buffalo

Exposition. The model is made of staff, stands seven

feet high and cost Woo.
David Mayer, diamond dealer, has moved from

the seventh floor of 14 Maiden Lane to the fourth floor

of the same building, where he has larger and better

equipped quarters.

A Reasonable

Tile KEYSTONE,

The engrossed copy of the resolutions passed by
The Jewelers' McKinley and Roosevelt Club on the
death of their late president, Joseph B. Bowden, to be
presented to Mrs. Bowden, was exhibited in the
window of the Gorham Mfg. Co.'s branch store at
21-23 Maiden Lane. The resolutions are in a little
volume bound in black seal leather. On the cover is
Mr. Bowden's signature cut from solid fourteen karat
gold. The book is in a fine case of seal leather.

H. S. Kramer, dealer in jewelers' tools and
material, 82 Nassau Street, has removed to 51 Maiden
Lane.

Henry Ginnel & Co. have made a number of
changes in their offices and salesroom at 31 Maiden
Lane, and given the whole place a general overhauling.
The bookkeeper's desk has been moved to the rear of
the room, allowing space for the construction of a
private office. The material department has been
rearranged, also the shipping department. These
changes, with the labor of painters and decorators,
give the place an entirely new and different appear-
ance, as well as tending to the convenience of the
entire force from the members of the firm down to

shipping clerk.
J. Warren Alford, of C. G. Alford & Co., accom-

panied by his wife, is spending a two-weeks' vacation
at Muscatine, Iowa, the homestead of Mrs. Alford.

Hugo Sussfeld, of the firm of Sussfeld, Lorsch
& Co., is here on a two-weeks' visit from the Paris
headquarters. The visitor is the oldest son of the

senior member of the firm, and his present Visit is one
of business and pleasure combined. He will probably
remain in this city during his entire visit and return to
Paris direct.

Miss Brady, formerly connected with Solomon

Bros., has succeeded E. G. Stein as bookkeeper for

L. Witsenhausep, the Maiden Lane jobber.
The Eaton & Glover Co., of this city, will have an

unusual. advertisement at the Pan-American Exposi-

tion. As an exhibitor they secured the Privilege of
decorating the entire inner side of one end of the

Graphic Art Building, in which their exhibit is located.

The decoration is in the form of tapestry painting and

was executed by the official decorators of the exposi-

tion, at a cost of $500. The building is ninety feet

wide and above the entrance arches perhaps thirty or

forty feet high, and the entire space is handsomely

decorated. Over the corner arches are painted fac

similies of the Eaton & Glover Co.'s well-known

engraving machine, the rest of the space being appro-

priately lettered and decorated. The company's ex-
hibit will be in charge of Fred. W. Lowe, and souvenir

samples cut at the exposition will be distributed to

visiting jewelers, free of charge.
Another large office building, specially designed

for the accommodation of the jewelry trade, has just

been completed and is already filling up. It is located

at 5! and 53 Maiden Lane and is to be known as

the Jewelers' Court. Some of the former tenants of

the buildings on the corner of Maiden Lane and

Broadway, now to be torn down to make room for

a big modern building, have secured quarters in the

Jewelers' Court and have .already moved in. Thus

the appearance of the famous Lane is continually

undergoing a change.
Louis Lehr, manufacturing jeweler, 1611 soon

move from 41 Maiden Lane to 48 Maiden Lane.
George A. Rainess has succeeded to.the business

formerly carried on by Rainess Bros., 82 Nassau Street.

Abraham J. Corn has succeeded Corn & Weichel,

jobbers in jewelry, 506 Broadway.
Mahltneister & Teitelbaum now have the business

of M. Spindler & Co., manufacturing jewelers, 82

Nassau Street.

Death of John Wesley Steele

Word was received in this city on April i9th of

the death of John AV. Steele, the Southern representa-

tive of C. G. Alford & Co., which occurred while Ile

was taking a Turkish bath in the St. Charles Hotel,

New Orleans, on the evening of the 18th. Mr. Alford

wired at once to have his body sent North, and also

notified his son, J. W., Jr., who was traveling in North

Carolina at the time for C. G. Alford & Co.

" Uncle John," as the deceased was generally

known, had the longest continuous career of any

traveler in the jewelry business, having been en-
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gaged on the road for over fifty years. He was born

September 13, 1832. At the age of fourteen he was

apprenticed to the well-known firm of Carter, Pierson

& Hale, of New York. He soon attracted the atten-

tion of Mr. Hale, who took quite a fancy to the young

apprentice and, convinced that he had the proper

qualifications for a successful career, he gave him an

early opportunity to display them. At the age of

seventeen, when most lads are still kept at minor

duties, the firm sent young Steele on a short trip to

nearby territory. He did so well in his new capacity

as salesman that a year later the firm gave him a regu-

lar territory in the South, and from that time till his

death he has traveled in that section.
In 1859, the young traveler decided to embark in

business for himself and became a partner in the firm

of Douglas & Steele. Like many another Northern

firm whose trade interests lay chiefly in the Southern

States, the War of the Rebellion naturally wiped out

their business. Soon after, Mr. Steele became a

partner in the new firm of Brainerd, Goddard '8z

Steele. Later, Mr. Goddard withdrew and the firm

became Brainerd & Steele, the latter traveling in the

Southern States in the interests of the several firms he

was interested in. In the early eighties Mr. Brainerd

died and Mr. Steele carried on business under his

own name till 1886, when he becomes the Southern

representative of C. G. Alford & Co. At that time

and for years after he covered the entire Southern tier

of States ; but in recent years he had built up such a

large trade that it was impossible for him to cover the

entire territory and the firm gave him the assistance of

his son, J. W., Jr., who for the past few years has

looked after the northern section of the territory.

Like most big men physically, Mr. Steele was

tenderhearted and sympathetic and especially noted,

for the strength of his friendship. He would go to

any length to favor or render service to a friend, and

the result is that the Southern States are full of men

who will long mourn the loss of their true and staunch

friend, " Uncle John." He was a very domestic man

and very affectionate to his family of three boys and

four girls, all now grown tip. Besides these, all living,

his widow survives him. He was a member of the

Masonic fraternity. Probably no nobler tribute was

ever paid to employe than the following from Mr.

Alford : " Mr. Steele had the largest trade of any man

ever in our employ. His hold and connection on the

trade was the finest in the country. There is little

doubt but that he was an important factor in building

Ill) our business. He was deeply loved by us all and
it will be next to impossible to fill his place."

The tribute from his employer was well deserved.
Mr. Steele enjoyed the reputation of being one of the
most successful salesmen that has traveled in the
jewelry trade. 1-lis success was largely attributed to
his fidelity to duty and hard work. Speaking
about the latter trait, Mr. Andress, secretary of
C. G. Alford & Co., relates a report of a day's
work turned in by " Uncle John." The day was
spent in one of the cities of the South, where the firm
had five customers. " Uncle John " visited all five in
a single day, selling each man a general bill of goods;
to do this necessitated each man looking over his
entire line, and as three trunks were required to carry
the line, this meant that in one day these three trunks
were gone over five times each.
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The Real Rogers.

Not in the Trust.
Look for the Maltese Cross Trade-Marks

S L.& G.H. Rogers Co.

The Equal of Any Brand on the Market
new patterns 

:Beautiful in Desion 
prices illat are fliitI 

WE GUARA\TEE OUR GOODS TO STRIP
AS MUCH SILVER AS A\Y ROGERS

BRA\D 0\ THE MARKET
OUR No. 77 LINE, MADE IN SIX PATTERNS, WARRANTED FULL PLATEOF SILVER ON LIGHT WEIGHT 18 0/0 NICKEL SILVER BLANKS

The Simeon L & Geo. H. Rogers Co., Hartford, Conn.
P. 0. Box 1205

FACTORIES : Hartford, Conn.; Wallingford, Conn.
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No. 1794. Comport. Burnished Repousse.
Length, 12 inches.

Made of good weight, extra hard white metal, full quadruple plate well finished.For dealers who desire to handle a high-grade article these hand-chased dishes are exceptionally attractive, possessing, as they do,
an individuality not to be found in stamped work, and retailing at prices which make them ready sellers.Furnished also Plain, 13urnished and Pierced.

Taunton, Mass.
F. B. ROGERS BRAND OF SILVER-PLATED WARE

NEW YORK, 8o Chambers Street
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trade that we have been obliged to increase our output L4,So great has been the demand for the Easter and Wedding.

say, conli.s In,111 ()1(lcustunn.rs who evidently realize that

very materially. This incrcased demand, ‘re are glad to

BERGEN CUT GLASS 
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Electros furnished free for advertising. R
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That Will Rant Attention and Brillq Customers to You.
That kind can be seen at our Showroom, or we would bepleased to send you catalogue " Water or Lemonade Set. " GLENWOOD" Pattern.

This pattern is also wade in all entire general line.

UR MR. C. II. KNIGHTS will sail for Europe, May 22d, on a purchasing trip in
the interests of our Diamond Department. While absent he will visit the European
Diatnond marts and personally select our stock for the fall trade. Our steadily
increasing business in Diamonds makes this trip necessary. We are anticipating a
lively demand for fine goods this fall, and propose to come into the market with every
facility to take care of our old customers as well as any new ones who may favor
us with their patronage.

Diamond Merchants an Columbus Memorial BuildingV

Wholesale Jewelers Chicago



A FEW SAMPLES OF THE FASCINATING
NEW PATTERNS OF JAS. BOSS 14 K. CASES

is a great selling factor with Watch Cases Lj
as with all other goods of a jewelry store : Even the
plainest of Jas. Boss Gold Filled Cases are eloquently
beautiful: They are as perfect in shape as the best
modeling can make them : No awkward edges but
every feature faultless : And the engraver's tool in
chaste, exquisite designing adds the touch of perfection!
This ideal beauty in design and

Honesty
of Guarantee makes the Jas. Boss Gold Filled Cases

the most satisfactory goods a dealer can sell. He has
the two prime factors Beauty and Honesty—to make
him an eloquent salesman. There is no attempt at
"hedging" in the Jas. Boss Guarantee, the words
have hut one meaning:

That a new case of same grade will be given free of
charge in exchange for any case that fails to wear
the specified time.

F 244
12 size 111g., $15.50
12 Size O. Jtd., 14.00

F P 611
Diamond Set

0 Size lltg., $16.50

F 715

0 Size Mg., $12.50

I., 14
0 Size Mg., $i2.50

When Buying Filled Cases
Remember that BOSS cases at the list, subject to 6 per cent. only,
cost no more and, in some instances, less than other filled cases
claimed to be of equal merit. Others may be listed higher, so when
you are offered cases at a greater discount than 6 per cent. examine
the list and calculate what the net cost is.

The long list has a double advantage for the jobber. If the
retailer does not know that the list is " long " the jobber may secure
the full long-list price, and thus make so much extra profit ; while if
the retailer insists on more than 6 per cent. the jobber can give him
a fictitious discount in addition to the 6 per cent. and still the
jeweler would be paying as much or more for the cases as for the
Boss cases at 6 per cent. only.

F 773
0 Size Mg., :$12.50

F 808
0 Size Mg., 812.50

R 1569
Raised Solid Gold C/rnanients

0 Size Iltg., $17.50

and the largest and best-equipped watch case factory
in the world is back of this Guarantee.

Don't let a customer leave your store because
you haven't the Jas. Boss Case of the size

and style he may want. He is likely to
find it at a comiDetitor's.

•
The Keystone Watch Case Company

Igth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

I,. 774
6 Size Iltg., $13.50

F 257
6 Size Iltg., $13.50

Prices according to Keystone Key le 0505
16 Size tug., $17.00
16 Size 0.1% Jtd., 15.50

The Keystone Watch Case Company
igth and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.



G 440
() Size

G

0 Size
oei 15

Size

G 429

0 Size 11 Size
R 1513

Size

I; 250

10 Size

1; 291

II; Size

I; 102

12 Size

Samples of th ew Patterns of

KEYSTON OLID GOLD CASES

These cases represent the acme GIFt, intrinsic worth and constructive
perfection in watch case manufactunThey are made almost entirely by
hand, and in shape, ornamentation anhnish they evidence the manual deft-
ness of the skilled artisan. The jointand springs are small, and all the detail
exquisitely worked out. The richnesof the color is a specially impressive
feature. They are made for and to bhandled by the jewelry trade only.

The Keystone Watc
G 488
12 Size

ase Company

00100

12 Size

19th and Brown Stree
G (5

12 Size

G 00113

16 Size
R 1519

0 Size
I) 702

0 Size. Nine Brillianis
( 251

() Size

I) 746 I) 7111)
0 Size. Thirty-seven Brilliants 0 Size. Eleven Itrilliall(s 0 size

Ii I500 G 07

10 Size



Bowl 327-127. " Kenilworth"

American
Cut Glass

The kind which we manufacture
represents the highest standard. Every
piece is a genuine and fit specimen of
the Glass Cutters' Art

Trade

Dish 556-140. " Octavus"

Carafe 429-99
"Antoinette "

Mark

Original Designs Whiskey Jug 596-127
" Kenilworth "

Perfect Workmanship

Brilliant Finish

Our assortment is always complete

NO

FANCY

PRICES

Bowl 354-132. " Supreme"

L. STRAUS 6 SONS
Manufacturers

42, 44 anD 46 Warren Street, NEW YORK

Factory —59th Street an North River, New York

May, 90 THE KEYSTONE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR GOODS LOST
IN TRANSIT

The following letter from a subscriber raises a question of interest

to our readers generally :

"I sent a diamond ring to a jobbing house, instructing
them to set the stone in new setting and return to me. I
gave no instructions in regard to insuring or shipping.
The ring was shipped to me by express, without valuing or
insuring, and was lost. The express company held them-
selves responsible to the value of fifty dollars. Who is
responsible for the balance of the loss above the fifty dollars
paid by the express company? Is the express company or
the jobbing house responsible?"

It will be noticed that in our subscriber's statement of the case

there is one important omission. He does not say whether he himself

insured the ring when sending it to the jobber. In the business ethics

surrounding the question this is a matter of moment, as is evidenced

in the opinions on the subject which were obtained from jobbing firms

of national repute. These opinions form the most satisfactory answer

which we could give to our subscriber's query, and the information

embodied in them is such as will be useful to every jeweler :

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.: " Our rule is to return express packages in
the same way they come to us, except when the value of the goods amounts to
much over fifty dollars, the amount the express companies are liable for on
unvalued packages. When much over fifty dollars in value we use our judg-
ment in each case, but very generally place a fair valuation on the package for
the protection of our customers. With the package we enclose a slip bearing
the following notice:

As our insurance covers only our own
goods while in lransii, we have thought it wise
to place an approximate value on your package,
thereby securing you against possible loss, at a
very small increase of expense.

Unless directed otherwise, we will con-
tinue the above practice.

" We believe an understanding of the limited responsibility of the express
company will result in jewelers exercising more care in valuing the packages they
send to their jobber or manufacturer. In case the unvalued package gets lost

they can only recover fifty dollars, while the jeweler would be responsible to his
customer for the full value of the goods lost. Many dealers take chances on
their shipments, but a big loss of this kind many years ago lead us to establish

a rule of valuing packages, and thus safeguard ourselves and customers against

loss and the unpleasant controversies that arise from such occurrences."

Ira Goddard, secretary of the Jewelers' Safety Fund Society : " In the

case submitted, the jeweler must bear the loss. One important fact is missing

in the case. Did he value the ring when he shipped it to the jobber ? If not,

the latter was not obligated to value it on its return. If it came with a value

on and was returned without any valuation, then the jobber would be in a

measure responsible from negligence. The highest courts in New York State

have decided that the express companies are only liable to the extent of fifty

dollars on lost shipments when no valuation was placed on them, and goods

shipped from this State to another would come under this ruling. The rule

appears to be in the New York market to return packages the same way they

come, and if no valuation is placed in sending them, to return the same way."

C. G. Alford & Co.: " We return packages the way they come to us. If

there is no valuation on them, we put none on. For greater security, however,

we often return goods by express that come to us by mail, and we are con-

tinually impressing upon our customers the risk incurred in sending articles of

value by mail."

J. R. Wood & Sons : " Our rule is to value all goods, in shipping goods

belonging to our customers, where the value is over fifty dollars. Sometimes'

we have objections to the extra charges the valuing adds to the cost of

shipment, but we consider it the only safe plan. A loss which we had some

years back led us to establish this rule."

L. & M. Kahn : " Our rule is to return goods the way they come to us.

If valued, we make a record of it and place the same valuation on when

returning them. If the shipper does not attach enough importance to the

shipment to incur the extra expense in sending, we take for granted he

wishes us to send them back the same way."

, S. C. Scott Manufacturing Co.: " When goods come to us valued, we

carefully note the fact and also the amount, and return them with the same

valuation. VVhere they have not been valued the custom is to return them

unvalued. However, this case shows that perhaps it would be best to place a

valuation on all packages of much value. In doing this, however, you are

liable too meet objections from the retailer, who may not wish to incur even

the small additional expense that this involves. It would be much more

satisfactory if the retailer would send instructions. However, when he sends

goods unvalued the usual interpretation is that he is willing to assume the risk

and the jobber is justified in returning them the same way."

Henry Ginnel & Co.: "We return goods by express without valuation unless

we receive instructions to do otherwise, or unless they come to us valued.
We are rather surprised that any express company would refuse a reasonable

claim over the fifty-dollar limit as a matter of policy."
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Cross & Beguelin " Our rule is to return packages containing 
goods

belonging to our customers by express, unvalued, when they come to
 us that

way, unless the goods are worth several hundred dollars, in which c
ase our

judgment dictates that the risk is too much to take, and, as a matter of

business prudence, we place a valuation on the package. Doing this, our

customers might be inclined to kick at the small additional expense, but we

think it is easter to adjust a little matter of this kind than it would be t
o satisfy

our customers that we were guiltless of all responsibility, if the package was

lost. Where goods are valued at less than Poo, and we receive no Instructions,

we send them without valuation." •

Mount & Woodhull : " We return packages the same way they come fp

us. We always note carefully when they come to us valued, and we
 returp

them the same way and valued at the same amount. When they come to 
118

unvalued, we do not know but what the parties that ship them are insure
kt

as we have all our shipments insured in the Jewelers' Safety Co. If ott

customer is a member of the Safety Fund the latter insures his shipment, and
it

is not necessary for them to place a valuation on their express packages. T144
makes it more puzzling for the wholesaler to know what to do in returni

ng

packages. Where goods come to us of great value, and no value is placeld

on them, we usually value them in returning rather than ship them at ott).

customer's risk, as we know that if the goods are not insured and we do ncit

place a value on the package, our customer can only recover fifty dollars. . We,

members of the Safety Fund here, cannot insure our customer's goods as the

society does not permit it. It does permit us, however, to insure goods that we

ship that we have received from another house on consignment, because we are

responsible for the goods. When we return goods to our customer we are not

responsible, where we comply with the regular trade usages in the shipment."

Stein & Ellbogen Co.: " We give this matter of shipping goods to otir

customers careful and strict attention, as experience has taught us that it is the

wise thing to do both for our customer and ourselves. We insure our valuable

packages, both by express and by mail, and use all reasonable precaution in this

part of our business. It is a fact that our customers are sometimes careless in

sending valuable goods to us ; that is, they take too many chances. Though 
we

have had but few losses in this particular, we are constrained to say that retail

jewelers cannot be too careful in this matter of shipping valuable packages." -

Otto Young & Co.: " We insure our packages, both mail and express, that

have value enough to warrant it. Our losses have been mainly through the

mail, and we frequently find that our merchandise packages of too small value

to send by express or registered mail go astray and we never can hear anythi
ng

more from them after they get into the mails, but, generally speaking, valuable

packages from retail dealers come to us in pretty good order. However, there

are exceptions to this rule and some of our valuable packages from 
country

jewelers come to us in an exceedingly careless manner. We believe there

should be a reform in this matter and that the retail dealers should exercise

more care in shipping valuable goods to their jobbers."

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., by C. H. Spencer, manager ; "We find that

dealers are more or less careless in shipping goods of value, and though w
e

have experienced no serious losses from this cause, we believe that it is 
not the

fault of some of our customers, as they are careless often in their ship
ments to

us. We, ourselves, use all precautions we can, as we insure all packages 
of

any value at all that we send out, either by mail or express. This is certainly

,live and burning issue for THE KEYSTONE to agitate, and now that you have
taken it up we trust that there will be fewer lapses in the matter in future

.

Care in such things always leaves a good impression, and negligence just t
he

opposite ; so you see there's a certain amount of prestige as well as security 
in

being particular. Of course, carelessness can only be charged to a small

minority, but the right rule is one to which there should be no exceptions. 
In

the jewelry line the smallest packages are often the most valuable."

C. H. Knights & Co.: " This matter of the retail dealer not using proper

caution in shipping valuable packages is important and we are glad to see that

THE KEYSTONE is airing it. We, ourselves, take every precaution in shipping

packages to our customers that is afforded us, as we carry insurance on o
ur

packages sent out both by mail and express. But with our customers it is

different. Not long ago we had returned to us by a customer, whom we had

sent a memorandum package of loose diamonds, nearly $200 worth of diamonds
by open mail, the package not even being sealed. Of course, we got our goods

back all right, but it seems to us it was a mighty careless piece of business o
n

the part of our customer in taking chances like he did in this instance. We

believe that when you call the attention of the retail jewelers to this matter they

will see the importance of using more care than they have been doing in t
he

past, and that there will be fewer losses from this cause to the trade in the future."

A. C. Becken " We find in our business that the jewelers are careles
s ifi

more ways than one in sending or returning goods to us. Like most wholesale

firms, we have had some losses on this account, and we feel that we
 should

speak out on this matter and ask the retail trade to be more ca
reful in their

shipments. We frequently receive valuable packages with no instructions what-

ever and nothing to show whom the goods are from. Eventually, we are able

to straighten out matters like this, but it takes a lot of unnecess
ary time and

labor to do it. We, ourselves, take every precaution in shipping our goods as

we carry insurance on all of our packages except those whose va
lue we think

will not warrant the extra expense. For the protection offered we think no

dealer should object to the extra expense for valuation of package
s, and we do

not just understand why they are not willing to pay it. 
A little care on the part

of the retailer in these matters of detail will lighten the expe
nse of doing busi-

ness and make the doing of business more pleasant all arou
nd."

J. W. Forsinger : " We do not take any more chances in sending 
out pack-

ages than we have to, as we carry insurance on all our package
s with value

enough to warrant it, whether sent by mail or express. But we find our custo

mers are often not near as particular as ourselves in this matter, 
but rather are

inclined to take chances—big chances sometimes—in sending in valuable pac
k-

ages. It is our opinion that the jewelers cannot be too particular in this matter

and we will hail a reform in present methods of retu
rning goods. It would,

indeed, be to the benefit of the entire trade, and greatly convenience the whol
e-

saler, if the retailers, especially those who have heretofore been careless .in
their methods of sending us packages, would take to heart the good 

counsel

you contemplate giving them. The new century finds busine
ss-doing practically 

ian exact science, and carelessness in any detail s to be deprecate
d. The slip,

shod ways of the olden-time are, or ought to be, a thing of the past, especial
ly

in business doing."
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MAGNET WINDOW EASELS
Upon the condition of your show window depends much.A neat artistic array of goods placed there serves as a magnet topassers-by and very often makes a customer of a disinterested per-son. We know of nothing that will show your goods so neatlyand artistically as the Magnet Window Easels the effect isactually surprising. Read the prices and descriptions below.

Made of Silk Velvet in three colors, Royal Purple, Green and Ruby.When ordering, please mention KEYSTONE.Magnet No. I for Rings, size 8< x 9 inches, . . ." No. 2 for 0, 6 and 12 size Watch Cases, size 8Y3 xNo. 3 " 16 " 18 "
No. 4 " Spectacles or Spoons,
No. 5 " Eyeglasses,
No. 6 " Vest Chains ( cut not shown ), "

6/

7
7
7
7

X 13

X 13

X 13

X 15

inches,

6

6 per cent. discount for cash. Manufactured and sold only by

each, $1.50
" 1.00

I.Io
1.25
1.25
1.25

/6

4/

64

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO.
131-137 Wabash Avenue 
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The State of The volume of general business
Trade continues large and generally satis-

factory throughout the West. The
year thus far is making a gratifying record. In most
lines enormous quantities of goods are going out, and
new territory is daily being opened up to the Chicago
jobber and manufacturer. The Western country is in
excellent condition financially and industrially, and
could not very well be improved upon. Conditions
underlying the present situation appear to be of the
most substantial kind, and the outlook is very promis-
ing, with the position becoming intrinsically stronger
as the spring season advances. The prospects for a
heavy yield of wheat have seldom been better.. It is
anticipated that the year will prove a most profitable
one to agricultural interests in respect to crops of all
kinds. Turning to our own trade, the unusually quiet
time among the country dealers is passing over and
the sales of traveling men are beginning to improve
and there is less complaint than there was a fortnight
ago. The month of April with most of our jobbers
is better than it was a year ago.

One of the many evidences of
Western Industries a healthy growth in Western
Growing industries, says a good Chicago

authority, is the uniformly goad
reports made by the industrial agents of the large
Western railway systems. They say inquiries come
from Eastern manufacturers who recognize that the
West is rapidly becoming the seat of industrial power,
and are now active in removing their plants or estab-
lishing branch factories in this prosperous region.
Population, like prosperity, grows by what it feeds
upon, and the accession of these plants gives rapid
development and increased influence to the West and
Northwest. A large expenditure will be made this
spring and summer in the industrial development,
which is wide reaching in its scope, taking in all manner
of plant growth. The representatives of several
roads say they have already secured for location on
their respective lines more industries than were
obtained all of last spring, and they regard the work
as scarcely more than begun. The six States, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri,
are reaping a vast and permanent good to themselves
through the large proportions of this movement for
new and aggessive manufacturing occupation.

It is estimated that within the next
two years more railroad mileage
will be constructed in the territory
west of the Mississippi and South
of the Missouri and Kansas Rivers

than in all of the other Western and Northern States
combined. More than 5000 miles of railroad are
planned to be constructed in Texas, Oklahoma, the
Indian Territory, Arkansas, Louisiana and Mexico.

Where Railroad
Construction
is Greatest

THE KEEY8TONIE

The Santa Fe & Rock Island railroads are building
extensions which will shorten their routes to the
Pacific Coast, and their total new construction will
amount in the aggregate to 800 miles. The Choctaw,
Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad will build 400 miles of
extension southwest from Oklahoma into Texas and
the International & Great Northern will build zoo
miles of new road to give it a line from Houston into
Northern Texas. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is
building a fifty-mile extension to San Antonio, Tex.,
and the 'Frisco has just completed an extension to
Denison, Tex., through Oklahoma. The Gulf, Colo-
rado & Santa Fe is to build to Eastern Texas ; a new
line is building •from Arkansas to Sabine Pass ; the
Illinois Central will build a ma-mile east and west line
in Louisiana, and the Memphis will build an extension
from Miami to 'Wyandotte, I. T., to connect with the
'Frisco system. There is also the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient Railway-, A. E. Stillwell's proposed short
line from Kansas City through Kansas, cflathoma,
Texas and Old Mexico to Topolobampo, on the Pacific
Coast. These railroad extensions in the Southwest
are needed to develop and keep pace with the timber,
mineral, oil, live stock. and agricultural resources of
that territory which, to a considerable extent, is tribu-
tary to Chicago.

We last month commented on
Building Opera. the activity in building over the

Western country. As the season
advances the indications for active

building operations are becoming more pronounced.
The truth of the matter is that more buildings are
needed in nearly all localities, as through various
causes necessary operations have been delayed from
time to time and can be deferred no longer. Added
to this is the fact that the country is rich and can
afford to spend money on new buildings.

The prospects for the winter wheat
crop are reported as being above the
average at this season. This is espe-
cially , the case in Missouri, Kansas,

Oklahoma, Nebraska, Iowa and Illinois, in all of
which States a larger acreage than that of the last
crop year was planted. Climatic conditions are such
that if winter wheat makes a good yield, other crops
are also large under ordinary conditions, so that by the
first harvest this year we shall have a means of deter-
mining, at least approximately, the value of nearly all
agricultural products for the year. It is reported that
manufacturers of farming implements have made
preparations for an active season. In most cases this
fact would be regarded as of no special importance,
but the implement makers are thoroughly well posted
as regards growing crops and prospects, and their
expectation of heavy yield in all grains this year is
apparently well based.

In many respects Texas is the most
A Great State remarkable State in the Union..

With an area greater than all New
England, having almost boundless resources and a
citizenship standing high in intelligence, education and
thrift, this State has lately become a center of interest
as having the largest oil well in the country, if not in
the world. It is now proposed to develop the iron
mines of the State and to erect furnaces and mills.
When this is done and the-venture proves successful,
Texas will have the distinction of •being second only
to Pennsylvania in the variety of her products and
may even take first place in time.. The South needs
new industries and more varied • employment for its
citizens, and in this respect Texas seems to be taking
the lead.

tions More Active

Wheat Crop
Prospects

Personal Mention

Ferd. J. Wirtz, until recently a member of the
traveling force of F. A. I lardy & Co., is now with the
Geneva Optical Co., of Chicago, as traveler and city
salesman. He will cover his old territory mostly and
look after the Chicago trade in his new position.
Fred. Dunn and L. W: Melchor will look after Mr.
Wirtz's former territory for F. A. Hardy & Co.

M. N. Coe, who formerly . traveled for C. H.
Knights & Co., but who went with the J. T. Scott Co.,
of New York, the first of the year, is now holding a
position in the New York office of the Waltham
Watch Co.

The L. Manasse Co., Chicago's pioneer and well-
known optical house, will remove the present week
their wholesale department from 88 Madison Street,
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where they have been located for over a quarter of a
century, to to5 Madison Street, second floor, and their
retail department to 46 Madison Street on the ground
floor. This removal is made necessary by the tearing
'down of the present Tribune Building and the building
of a splendid twelve-story structure in its place, all
within a year from May 1st. The Manasse Co. expect
to return to their old location as soon as the new
Tribune Building is completed.

J. H. Mather, Chicago manager for the Geo. H.
Fuller & Son Co., is now in the East on a visit to the
firm's factory.

Frank Barger, head of the wholesale firm of M. F.
Barger & Co., left the first of the week for a three-
weeks' trip among the trade in Southern Iowa, North
Missouri and Eastern Kansas.

R. A. Kettle, Chicago manager for the Waltham
Watch Co., is in the East on a short visit to the
company's headquarters.

C. F. Harrington, who has been office man in the
Chicago store of the Ansonia Clock Co. for a number
of years past, is now hustling the city trade a greater
part of his time.

A. C. Bard, for several years past in charge of the
diamond department at Otto Young 8z Co.'s, has
severed his connection with this well-known house and
will embark in the diamond importing business, with an
office in room 704 Columbus Memorial Building, under
the firm-name of A. C. Bard & Co. The new firm will
be ready for business by May 1st and will do a general
wholesale business in diamonds and precious stones.

H. F. Hahn, head of the house of H. F. Hahn &
Co., who has been sojourning in Southern California
the past three months for the benefit of Mas. Hahn's
health, is expected to return to Chicago early in May.

John H. Hardin, vice-president and manager of
F. A. Hardy & Co., returns next week from a month's
stay on the Pacific coast whither he went seeking rest,
recreation and health, while combining business with
it all by talking up the firm's optical specialties among
the trade in that section of the country.

Percy M. Smith, manager of the Geneva Optical
Co.'s Des Moines branch, paid this company's Chicago
headquarters a visit the early part of the month and
reports business in the establishment as most flourish-
ing and ahead of expectation. He expressed himself
as well pleased with Des Moines and believes he will
like it as a place of residence.

One of the real pretty weddings of the season, in
Chicago, occurred at the Englewood home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Knights on the evening of April isth, the
bidders for lifelong happiness being their oldest
daughter, Minnie Belle, and George Archibald Ellaire,
a promising young business man of this city, who is
the Chicago agent of the Detroit Copper and Brass
Co. Miss Jeannette Knights was her sister's maid of
honor and Charles Arthur Bray, of Detroit, was the
best man. A few guests besides the immediate fami-
lies of the contracting parties witnessed the ceremony,
which was performed at six o'clock by the Rev. H.
Francis Perry. Over 300 guests attended the reception
which was held at eight o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Ellaire
will be at home after June ist at 6617 Harvard Avenue.

J. G. Swartchild and Eugene Tewels, of Swart-
child & Co., will sail, May 23d, on the Hamburg.
American liner Auguste Victoria, for Europe. Although
this journey was originally planned as a recreation
and sight-seeing trip, these gentlemen have been
entrusted, since Mr. Swartchild's return from his
extended Western trip, with enough purchases to be
effected in European manufacturing centers to call
their trip one of business and pleasure combined.
Their tour will extend through France, Switzerland,
Germany, Belgium and England, and will comprise
short sojourns in Geneva, Le Lode, St. Imiers and
Chaux-de-Fonds with the view of placing their orders
and gathering any suitable novelties in the tool and
material line. Towns like Esslingen and Frankfort
are also on their list for the same purpose. We have
their promise that they will give us by letter some
noteworthy descriptions of the sights and scenes and
the experiences they met with, which will doubtless
prove of more than passing interest to our readers.
After visiting Mr. Tewels' parents in Belgium they will
make a week's stay in London, from whence they
will sail July path to New York, expecting to return
to Chicago the latter part of July. We wish our young
friends bon voyage and a safe return.

(Continued on page go
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ilUPPV-1.111 JEWELERS
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Class Pins Class Rings
Medals of all kinds

'HUMPY-UP PEOPLE

Designs furnished on application

MEYER dIEWELEIEV1016 L1/4-10I8 MAIN ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.

569
Set with Carbuncle or

()pals, $3.25
With Doublet, $3.00

Our New Patent Interchangeable
INITIAL AND EMBLEM RING

May, 1901 THE KLEEYTONE

64;44

577
Set with Carbuncle
or Doublets, $2.75

500
Set with Turquoise or

Doublet; $5.00

581
Very Showy, Extra
Heavy, Set with Car-
Mande, $8,00

527
Signet Rand, Carved,

Interchange-
able Initial,

OPEN
CLOSEDThe stone is released by the pressure of a in point. It springs securely and firmly into place

by slight pressure on spring. THE BES1 INTERCHANGEABLE RING MADE.

Jules Asclieim, Manufacturer
41-43 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

We can supply any of the Rings illustrated here with Opals at additional charge
according to size of Opal. Rings furnished in Roman, Bright or Rose Color.

TERMS : 6 PER CENT. 10 DAYS, 5 PER CENT. 30 DAYS

513
Set with Turquoise or

Doublets, $4,00

575
set with Carbuncle or

Opals, $4.25
Willi Doublet, $3.50

630
Very Showy, 3-Stone,
Block Setting, $4.00

• e'.e "/"./e . tee /4 ele (-///./itiVe //eel

A J.CLow

WHY NOT BE IN LINE for the Fall trade, in this important matter of engraving? Why not start HON and learn the art of Monogram and Letter Engraving? You will
those who desire to learn this interesting and profitable kind of work.

be surprised at what you can learn from us in our three months' course. The Illinois College of Engraving is offering special inducements to
8 x12 inches, of which the above is a reduced copy. It is printed on plate paper and is suitable for framing. Vott need it.

We will be glad to have you write us for particulars of our school, its course and terms.

On receipt of postal card we will send price-list of work shown on our plate in our advertisement in both the April and May KEYSTONE. Send 30c. in stamps for our beautiful style sheet,A. J. CLOW, Proprietor,
ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILL.

Chicago News

(Continued from page 183)

jeweler A. Vander Zee, of Pella, Iowa, has gone

on a trip to Europe. He will visit his old home in
Leeuwarden, Holland, his native home, and will be

absent two months.
President • W. T. Woodruff, of the Seth Thomas

Clock Co., who has been enjoying an outing in Cali-

fornia with his wife and niece since January, stopped

off in Chicago a few days early in the month on a visit

to the local office of the company.
Charles Adams, for several years past house sales-

man for Lapp & Flershem, has accepted a position

with J. P. Trafton, the Los Angeles, California, jobber.

Mr. Adams and family left for their new home the

early part Of the month. His old firm were loth to

give him up, but the condition of his wife's health

made the removal to a warmer climate advisable.

H. E. Cobb, Chicago and Western agent for the
Daggett & Clap Co., left the early part of the week

for factory headquarters, to be absent a month. He

will return with his new fall lines about May 15th.

Harry M. Carle, Chicago agent for the Keystone

Watch Case Co., and Mrs. Carle, sailed from New

York to-day on the Oceanic for an extended tour of

Great Britain and the continent. Mr. and Mrs. Carle

expect to be absent ten weeks, which will bring them

back in Chicago in time to celebrate the Glorious

Fourth with their home friends. Their trip is purely

one of travel, sightseeing and recreation, and has

been in contemplation for some time. Their party is

made up of Charles H. Fuller, of the C. H. Fuller

Advertising Agency, and Airs. Fuller, Mrs. Allen C.

Fuller and Mr. Colby Davies.
C. W. Carman, formerly with the Elmore Co., at 115

Dearborn Street, has embarked in trade for himself

under the firm-name of the Carman Art Co., at room

814, 115 Dearborn Street, in the business of transfer-

ring miniature portraits to watch dials and watch

cases. He is the son of N. C. Carman, optician, at 86

State Street, and is well known in the trade.

C. A. Willi.ams & Co.; room 1313 Columbus

Memorial Building, wholesale, have sold out their

business to J. A. Schoenthaler, of the sixth floor in

the same building. Mr. Williams will remove to

Omaha, Nebr., where he will enter the firm of Griffith

& Hall, wholesale jewelers and materials, which will

be Griffith, Hall & Williams after May 1st.

Lapp & Flershem opened up for business late in

March, 1876, and have been celebrating their twenty-

fifth anniversary the past month in consequence.

Their first store was at so Madison Street, room size

17x50 feet. They did business from the start, their

sales the first year running over ittoo,000. They have

moved four times since, each removal to larger quar-

ters, indicating a steady growth. The firm are to be

congratulated upon their success, and we can but wish

them a continuation of the same success in the future

that they have enjoyed in the past.

C. H. Knights, who sails for Europe May 22d,

will be accompanied by his youngest daughter,

Jeannette. They expect to be away ten weeks and

will do the continent very thoroughly, after Mr.

Knights looks thoroughly over the diamond marts.

Jeweler B. Ringold, of Sioux City, Iowa, has

recently refitted his store entire throughout. New

paper, new painting and new linoleum carpet are the

leading improvements.
John R. Lilja, manager of the diamond depart-

ment of Benj. Allen & Co., leaves to-morrow for

New York. He will sail from this point Saturday,

April 27th, on the Cunarder Umbria for Europe on

his regular annual diamond purchasing trip for his

house. Mr. Lilja will be absent six weeks and will

put in the greater part of his time while away looking

over the European diamond and precious stone marts,

selecting his firm's fall stock in these lines. He be-

lieves that the coming fall season will witness a good

demand for the better qualities in diamonds, and will

buy accordingly.
F. R. Sheridan, Western representative for the

Horton-Angell Co., left Chicago headquarters April

xth for Greenville, S. C., to join his family, who are

sojourning there for the benefit of their health. Mr.

Sheridan will go direct from the South to his factory

headquarters, returning to the Western field with his

fall line about June 1st,

Frederick H. Smith, of the Geneva Optical Co.,
is spending a fortnight in St. Louis overseeing the in-
stalling of their new branch plant at that point. Ed.
McKee, who will manage the new branch, accompa-
nied him and hereafter will make his home in the city
at the other end of the bridge.

E. L. Mumford, the well and favorably known
manufacturers' agent, who has for the past twelve or
more years represented the Waite-Thresher Co., of
Providence, R. I., among the wholesale trade in the
West, has resigned his position and will hereafter
handle the chain line of W. H. Bell & Co., of Attle-
boro Falls, Mass., over his old territory. Willliam
B. Peck, who has been handling the Eastern trade for
the Waite-Thresher Co., succeeds Mr. Mumford and
is now in Chicago on his first trip. Mr. Mumford had
Mr. Peck in hand yesterday and was showing him
around among the Chicago trade, as only the genial
and hustling Mumford can. We wish both gentlemen
abundant success in their new positions.

William M. Alister, head of the house of B. F.
Norris, Alister & Co., whose illness was mentioned in
our last issue, is still confined to his home, and it is
now over seven weeks since he has been down to
business. We are glad to state, however, that the
last news from his sickroom WaS that he was improv-
ing rapidly and that he was expected to be at busi-
ness again by the first of May.

Gossip Among the Trade

Our friend Tom Hollister, of the firm of Hollister
& Fargher, Freeport, Ill., was the nominee Of his party
for assistant supervisor of his toWn in the April election
and was duly elected by a nice majority. Tom is
popular and made a most successful candidate.

C. B. Sweet, of the firm of C. B. Sweet & Co.,
Freeport, Ill., spent the greater portion of the month
of April in Oklahoma on a pleasure trip which he
devoted to rest and recreation.

H. P. Holmes, jeweler-optician, Des Moines,
Iowa, has recently been appointed one of the directors
in the Des Moines School Board. Mr. Holmes takes
great interest in educational matters and assumes this
public duty with great pleasure.

Jeweler S. Joseph, of Des Moines, Iowa, has
enlarged his store nearly one-half. He has also put in
new tiling, new decorations and an entirely new outfit
of fixtures, made in rich mahogany and plate glass—
in fact, everything about his establishment is thor-
oughly modern and up to date. Travelers tell us that
there are few more dainty stores in the country than his.

News has been received by the trade here that
K. K. Keith, of Eagle Grove, Iowa, is now in a new
location with new fixtures, and that his new store is

much improved over the old one.
A. W. Miller, formerly of the firm of Marsh &

Miller, of Fort Dodge Iowa, has recently opened up a

new business for himself at Fort Dodge. He has
fixed his store up very nicely and in very good taste,

and travelers who have visited that town recently say

the new establishment looks well.
C. D. McElvaine, of Red Oak, Iowa, has recently

repapered and repainted his entire establishment. The

store looks very neat and pretty and very much

improved. Jeweler McElvaine believes in keeping

everything about his store bright and fresh.
E. Hallett, of Lincoln, Nebr., has just repapered,

repainted and repaired his store entire throughout, im-

proving its appearance very materially. It now looks

bright, invititing and pretty so we are told by travelers

who have recently made the capital of Nebraska.

The firm of O'Neill & Gardner, of Lincoln, Nebr.,

has been.dissolved. Mr. Gardner continues alone.

J. E. Carmichael, of Corning, Iowa, has purchased

the business of Jeweler 0. A. Pease. He has made

handsome improvements and it now looks bright and

pleasant.
Oscar Hoberg, of the firm of Hoberg & Thorpe,

jewelers, Sioux City, Iowa, has recently returned from

a hunting trip out in Northwestern Nebraska, where he

found duck shooting excellent and where he enjoyed

some fine sport.
Frank Six, who for a number of years previous to

something over a year ago, carried on a retail jewelry

business at Wellington, Kans., but who sold out at

that time and went West for the benefit of his health,

has returned to Wellington and again embarked in the

jewelry business in that town.

C. D. Peacock and son, Robert, have been enjoy-
ing the sunshine, flowers and fruits of Southern Cali-
fornia for some weeks past.

R. Deshauer, the pioneer jeweler of Maryville,
Mo., has recently remodeled his store entire, put in a
new steel ceiling, added a dark room for optical work,
cut in a new skylight, double decked the back portion
of the store for office purposes, repapered and repainted.
it, making his store one of the most attractive in
Northwest Missouri.

R. Fechtner, retail, at 4836 South Ashland Avenue,
has recently bought property at 5053 Ashland Avenue
and has removed his business to that location.

Jeweler C. S. Poole, of Joplin, Mo., was re-elected
a member of the Board of Education of that thriving
young city, the metropolis of the lead-producing dis-
trict of Missouri, at the April election, though his
candidacy met with strong opposition from certain
quarters. Mr. Poole is a man of considerable civic
pride and, as a matter of course, feels much gratified
over his election. He writes under recent date that
general trade is hardly as favorable in their section as
a year ago, but that they had no reason to complain.
Mining prospects, however, have improved of late,
owing to the increased prices for lead ore, and that
they were looking for an improvement in business
from this on.

W. J. Keating, the well and favorably known
jeweler of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., will have the sincere
sympathy of the entire trade in the recent loss of his
oldest daughter from pneumonia.

News has just reached us of the death of Mrs.
Richard O'Neill, wife of Jeweler O'Neill, until recently
a member of the firm of O'Neill & Gardner, Lincoln,
Nebr. She died at the family home in Lincoln, April
19, 1901, and was buried the Sunday following. We
have no particulars of Mrs. O'Neill's death, but we
know Mr. O'Neill will have the sincere and heartfelt
sympathy of his many friends in the trade.

0. A. Pease, formerly in the jewelry business at
Corning, Iowa, is now interested in the electric light.
plant of that town and is at the head of the organization
as its manager.

News has reached the Chicago trade that Vining
& Recht have succeeded to the jewelry business of
H. C. Kelly, at Norton, Kans.

Roser & Co., the well-known retailers of Wel-
lington, Kans., have lately enlarged their business by
adding a manufacturing plant in which they propose,
to do work for the trade in Southern Kansas, Okla-
homa and Texas.

H. P. Hall, of Carthage, Mo., a well-known
jeweler in this market, was recently entirely burned
out. Edward Baumgarten, traveler for M. F. Barger
& Co., of this city, was in Carthage the morning of
the fire and informs us that Mr. Hall was fairly well
insured and that his loss will be comparatively small.

News has reached the Chicago trade that Smith &
Flynn has succeeded to the business of Jeweler D. A.
Hank, at Logansport, Ind.

W. H. Habbeler & Co., for a number of years at
78-80 Dearborn Street, have removed their stock and
business to Sheffield, Ala., where they will conduct a
wholesale jewelry business, the same as they have
done for the Past fourteen years in Chicago. Mr.
Habbeler makes this move so that he may devote a
part of Ilk time to looking after his father's interests
at that point.

The Chicago office of Stern Bros. & Co., on the
fourth floor at 149-151 State Street, have been enlarged
and refittecl in quarter-sawed oak and much improved
generally, with handsome private offices and increased
space for sales department.

Jeweler A. W. Thom, of Mineral Point, Wis.,
visited the Chicago trade, April 12th, on his return
from the funeral of his father at Kalamazoo, Mich.
Five brothers in the jewelry business attended the
funeral and acted as pall-bearers—A. W. Thoma, of
Mineral Point, Wis.; C. C. Thoma, of Battle Creek,
Mich.; G. H. Thoma, of Three Rivers, Mich.; J. E.
Thoma, of Manistique, Mich., and W. E. Thoma, of
Kalamazoo.

The annual exhibition and ball of the Swedish
Watchmakers' Society of Chicago, occurs on the
evening of April 28th, at I.inne Hall, 1416 Montana
Avenue, Northwest Side. A large attendance is anti-
cipated, and the occasion is expected to be one of
pleasure and profit to all those who attend..

(Continued on page 187)
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WATCH JOBBER
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We want to emphasize the fact that we make
a specialty of watches ad wholesale. Every
jeweler who sees our large and comprehensive
stock is at once interested. We show ak particu-
larly strong line of goods, including all makes of
American Watches.

But what we are most particularly interested
in at the present moment is b. share of your
mail orders. We want the mail order trade
of the jewelers that our salesmen do not reach.
We promise there shall be absolute satisfac-
tion on your part, or we will not try to win
your trade. The same care is given to small
orders as to large ones particular care is given
to all. The confidence that you have in us,
our goods and our mail order service shall not
be misplaced we promise it. And we promise
only what we can fulfill.

J. W. FORSINGER
WHOLESALE WATCHES

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO
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Chicago News

(Continued from page 485)

Out-of-town Visitors

A. H. Pike, of Rockford, lft,was making purchases

in this market last week. He was accompanied by

Mrs. Pike.
C. B. Tousley, of Fort Atkinson, Wis., was in

Chicago last week on a business trip.

F. E. Mills, of Mills & Haupt, Streator, Ill., was

a welcome visitor in this market last week.

Jeweler A. Michaals, of Green Bay, Wis., was in

the city for a few days last week making a selection of

spring novelties for the home store.

C. I. Josephson, the well-known and successful

jeweler of Moline, Ill., was among the visiting buyers

in this market last week. Mrs. Josephson accom-

panied him.
Hall, Sayles & Fifield, of Janesville, Wis., one of

the leading retail jewelry houses of the Badger State,

were represented in this market last week by Mr. Hall,

head of the firm, who was scanning the market for

late spring novelties.
K. C. Pedersen, of Warsaw, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in this market recently.
William Schmidt, of the well-known Milwaukee

retail jewelry firm of W. & E. Schmidt, was in town

last week on a business trip.
Louis Ratzesberger, of Milford, Ill., was among

the Western jewelers who visited this market last

week on a purchasing trip.
Jeweler C. F. Graff, of Elkhorn, Wis., was met in

one of our wholesale houses recently where he was

making purchases for his home store. Mr. Graff

remarked that he had found trade unusually good so

far this year with excellent prospects for the future.

Ed. P. Sundberg, a leading and well-known jeweler

of the Northwest, for a number of years located at

Fargo, N. Dak., was in Chicago last week en route

home from a six-weeks' stay on his Florida fruit farm.

Mrs. Sunberg accompanied him.

A. A. Burbank, of Rochelle, Ill., was a visiting

buyer here recently.
A. W. Brookman, of Rock Island, Ill., was a

trade caller in this market recently.

Mrs. N. E. Bowley, wife of Jeweler Bowley, of

Belvidere, Ill., accompanied by their daughter, was in

the city last week calling on the trade.

Jeweler A. J. Reinhart, of Lincoln, Ill., was a

welcome trade visitor in this market last week.

Sims & Elrick is a new jewelry firm just opening

UI) in the retail business at Waco, Texas. Both mem-

bers of the firm spent several weeks in Chicago,

selecting their opening stock and overseeing the manu-

facture of their fixtures, leaving here last week for

Texas. They propose to open up a handsome modern

store in every particular. Mr. Sims, the head of the

firm, has recently bought a store building on the most

prominent corner in Waco which he is fitting up in

up-to-date style. Their fixtures were made from fine,

rich mahogany and were furnished by Alexander H.

Revell & Co., the well-known makers of store fixtures,

of this city. Both Messrs. Sims and Elrick have been

spending the past several years in Australia and India,

including a year in South Africa, gaining experience in

the jewelry business, and have now decided to settle

down in God's own country. Mr. Elrick is a hand-

some and stalwart Iowan and Mr. Sims is also a

Western man. Both were mighty pleasant gentlemen

to meet and were congenial callers at KEYSTONE

headquarters during their stay in town. We wish

them every success in their new venture.

Fred. W. Heinrich, formerly connected with his

brother, Jeweler August Heinrich, of Clinton, Iowa,

but laterly watchmaker and salesman for Pyle &

Wyckle, of Kalamazoo, Mich., was in town the first

part of April selecting an opening stock for the new

store he has just opened in Kalamazoo.

E. J. Ingersoll, the veteran jeweler of Carbondale,

Ill., was in town the early part of the week combining

business with pleasure.
M. L. Bowen, of Fort Madison, Iowa, was in

Chicago on a purchasing trip last week.

Jeweler H. A. Hamilton, of St. Joseph, Mich.,

has been in town some little time pursuing a course in

optics at one of our optical schools.

Tom Adamson, of Adamson Brothers, Tecumseh,

Mich., was a trade caller in Chicago last week.

T H E K YST ONE

Frank S. Fisher, jeweler-optician, Tuscola, Ill.,

was a visiting buyer in this market the early part of

the month.
E. H. DeSelms, manager for the George Hay

Co., Attica, Ind., is in town pursuing a post-graduate

course in optics at one of our optical colleges.

John Becks, of Michigan City, Ind., a well-known

buyer in this market, was seen in one of our whole-

sale markets this morning making purchases for the

home store.

Obituary

There died, at Pleasant
Hill, Mo., April 13th, a
man who dearly loved the
art of watchmaking, which
he followed long and faith-
fully. He was a true horol-
ogist—gentle, quiet and
painstaking—who followed
his calling because he loved
it. His name was Olavus
Kolstad, and he had been
in the jewelry business in
Pleasant Hill for the past
thirty-five years. Mr. Kol-

stad was born in Norway, in 1831, and began to learn

his art at the age of thirteen, under the well-known

chronometer maker, M. Paulsed, in the city of Chris-

tiana. Later, he served a number of years with the

world-renowned Jorgensen, of Copenhagen. Before

settling in Pleasant Hill, Mr. Kolstad worked in New

York, Chicago and New Orleans. For a while he was

in business at Tyler, Texas, moving from there to

St. Louis, Mo., where he was located until settling at

Pleasant Hill, in 1866. Mr. Kolstad had an extensive

acquaintance in the trade and as a watch and clock-

maker was rated high in his profession. A monu-

ment of his own art stands in his store in the shape of

a clock, made of black walnut, nine feet high, a mag-

nificent piece of work. It is an exact counterpart of

one made by Jules Jorgensen, which sold for St000.

Those who knew Mr. Kolstad in life will miss the

genial, dignified gentleman watchmaker of Pleasant

Hill when they visit that town, and his many friends

in the trade will regret to hear of his passing away.

lilav 1:olshul

Back from an Interesting Trip

Samuel Swartchild, of
Swartchild & Co., arrived

home early in the month from

an extended Southern and

Western trip. He was accom-

panied by Mrs. Swartchild

and they were absent from

Chicago a little over ten

weeks. Most of their time

was spent in traveling by

easy stages, as they made

many stops en route. They

spent very little time in one

place and were on the go almost constantly, though

at several points they reached they made lengthy

stops. Both Mr. and Mrs. Swartchild look benefited

by the trip and say that they profited greatly in

health by their journey. Mr. Swartchild tells us

that they were most kindly received by the trade

everywhere and that he found old friends and trade

acquaintances at every town they visited, and that

though their trip was a sort of combination of busi-

ness and pleasure it turned out to be mostly pleasure,

as he found the Southern and Western jewelers so

cordial and pleasant in their business transactions

that the business he did proved to be a real pleasure.

They left Chicago early in January, going direct

through to Dallas, Texas, before making a stop.

Here they remained three weeks, making their head-

quarters at Dallas and taking in the larger towns of

Northern Texas by short and easy trips out from this

point. Mr. Swartchild thinks Texas is a great State

with a great future, and remarked that there seemed

to be more prosperity in that country than in any

country he had ever visited. All classes of people

have money there and are spending it freely, ten-cent

cotton having given them the wealth which they are so

free with. From Dallas they journeyed to El Paso,

where he found the jewelry trade just as prosperous

Samuel Swartchild
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as elsewhere in the Lone Star State and just as

hospitable. Here they spent several days delightfully,

when they again took up their journey towards the

setting sun, stopping at Tucson and Phcenix by the

way, where several days were spent with the trade

and seeing the sights of that country. At Phenix

they met Bert. Crawford, formerly with G. W. Mar-

quardt & Sons, of Chicago, who is now a member of

the firm of Geo. H. Cook & Co., who have stores at

Phenix, Prescott, Tucson and Jerome, Arizona, and

are doing well at each point.
From Phenix, Mr. and Mrs. Swartchild went to

Los Angeles, where they made their headquarters for

a fortnight, taking in the various points of interest in

that locality and enjoying the delightful climate and

weather which Southern California is famous for.

Mr. Swartchild tells us that he found the jewelers of

Southern California doing well, and feeling well over

the future. The large tourist travel that country has

enjoyed, beginning with last fall, has made good busi-

ness for the jewelers ; but he got the impression that

trade in this line, like every other line, was somewhat

overdone in that country. But as a country to go to

for a winter outing, he believed there was nothing to

surpass it in the world. The scenery is grand, the

hotels are the finest he ever met with and the fruits,

the flowers and the sunshine are pleasing to the eye and

invigorating to the body. From Los Angeles, Mr. and

Airs. Swartchild journeyed to San Francisco, where

they settled down to see that city and surrounding

towns in two weeks' time. Mr. Swartchild thinks

that San Francisco is a wonderful town, and that it is

clearly marked by the events of the past few years to

be the metropolis of a coming empire and that no

city in the world is more favorably situated for such a

position : planted on more than seven hills, facing

the broad Pacific, which here breaks its shore line for

a magnificent bay, forming one of the best and most

spacious harbors of the world. Nature has greatly

favored her ; and art, taking advantage of a marvelous

climate, has made for the city a setting at once mag-

nificent and picturesque. Here they saw Golden Gate

Park, the Cliff House and Seal Rock, the old Spanish

Alission Dolores, Chinatown and other attractive points

to interest and occupy visitors.
After a delightful fortnight in 'Frisco Mr. and Mrs.

Swartchild continued their journey to the Pacific

Northwest, taking in Tacoma, Seattle, Portland and

Spokane. Mr. Swartchild is of the opinion that there

is no more interesting section of our wide domain

than the far Northwest. He found the Northern Cali-

fornia, Oregon and Washington country a wonderful

land. They met with a most cordial welcome from the

trade at all of the points visited in the far Northwest.

Portland is a thriving, substantial and most prosperous

city and has a great future before it, and Seattle is

simply a wonder and is bound to be one of the great

cities of America before many years. The jewelers

generally of these towns are making money and are

certainly doing a great business. Spokane is a fine

young city and right up to the times in every particu-

lar. Like Seattle and Portland, it is also enjoying a

season of great prosperity. From Spokane they went

to Butte, Montana, where they were the guests of J.

H. Leyson, head of the firm of J. H. Leyson & Co.,

the widely known jewelers of Butte and Salt Lake

City. They spent several days here and were much

interested in the sights and scenes about this, the

greatest milling town in the world. After leaving

Butte, Denver was their next stopping place, where they

remained several days looking over the sights and

scenes in the gem of the Rockies. Colorado is pros-

perous, so is Denver. The trade there say they are

doing a fairly good business right along, and are

expecting the best business this year in their history.

At Denver our winter-touring friends turned their faces

homeward and came directly through to Chicago. Mr.
Swartchild tells us that he would like the best in the

world to mention all the people that they met on their

trip, but that the list would be so large and the inci-

dents were so many that should be mentioned that he

fears it would take more space than THE KEYSTONE

could spare, so he has not attempted it. But he does

want to say that both Mrs. Swartchild and himself wish

to acknowledge that they enjoyed the trip of their

lives—a wonderful trip, the grandest trip imaginable,
and that much of the pleasure and enjoyment of their

tour is due to the kind and cordial friends that they

met in the trade by the way,
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Diamonds and All Precious Stones
This is to remind you that we are in the Diamond and PreciousStone business.
We are Cutters of Diamonds and Importers of all Precious Stones,and when you buy of us you are buying direct from First Hands.
When you need mounted Diamond Pieces, large or small, if you will

order of us, stating what you want and about the price you want to pay,we will convince you that our stock, both in variety and range of prices,is adequate to supply your wants.

Diamond Rings, $ 5.00 to $ 500.00
Diamond Pendants, 15.00 to 1500.00
Diamond Scarf Pins, 2.50 to too.00

Hayden W Wheeler & Co.
15 Maiden Lane, New rorkTelephone, 8 Cortlandt
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A Jeweler's Winter Outing

" The California tourist business during the past

three months has wholly outgrown the capacity of

the railroad companies to handle it without ceasing to

handle freight traffic. It was the talk everywhere we

went, that California was enjoying the greatest tourist

season of its history—estimated at over 5o,000. For
this reason the rail-
roads have not the
power to move the
orange crop of that
State, and we found
the fruit growers fran-
tic, as their crop is
without question the
finest ever grown, and
for which there is an
unprecedented de-
mand in the markets
of the Easy said
Frederick G. Thearle,
junior partner in the
firm of C. H. Knights
& Co., who returned

early in April from seven weeks of travel, rest and

recreation spent mostly in Southern California. He

was accompanied on the trip by Mrs. Thearle. Con-

tinuing about his trip Mr. Thearle said, " It was our

first real pleasure trip, and Mrs. Thearle and myself

decided before starting that we would make the most

we could out of it. When we think of the fact that

less than a generation ago, it took six months to make

such a trip that now takes but three days on a palatial

Pullman train, with dining and library car, affording

you all the comforts of a home, you cannot help wond-

ering what is in store for the coming generation in

travel. After being whirled from the snows of mid-

winter, and ever-changing climate of Chicago, to the

sunshine, the flowers, the fruit and the singing birds of

Southern California, we made Redlands our first stop-

ping place. It is a city of seven thousand to eight

thousand people—ten years ago it was only a mile

post. To-day it is a modern city in every respect, and

we found it a most convenient and delightful resting

place. We saw quite a number of fine residences

surrounding this town all owned and occupied by

Eastern people. The jewelry business is well repre-

sented at Redlands—there are four or five good stores

all apparently doing well. From this point we journey-

ed to Riverside, which is noted among other things

for being the birthplace of the naval orange. Here

it was the government brought three . trees from

Japan twelve to fifteen years ago, and set them out.

All died but one, and from that one has come the

hundreds of orange groves throughout the State. It

is a progressive city with beautiful surroundings. Our

next point was San Diego, the most southern city of

California. Here the climate is warmer and more

agreeable. San Diego is rather dull just now and has

been since the boom of ten years ago. The jewelers

there have very attractive stores, and just at the

tourist season are busy in a small way, with souvenirs

and the like. Through a lovely country of mountain

scenery, ocean views and fruit orchards we journeyed
to Los Angeles, often called The City of Angels.'

It is the metropolis of Southern California, and South-

ern California is ' The Italy of America.' In 188o

the city had a population of if ,000, in 1890 of 50,000,

and in 19oo of 103,000. Its growth, therefore, has

been phenomenal, and in all probability will continue.

We heard it said that this city has never had more

building going on than at the present time, and houses

for rent were never more difficult to secure, save in

its unhealthful boom days, to which the present pros-

perity bears no resemblance. It has never had so

many tourists as during the present winter. It is the

mecca to which they come, attracted by its marvelous

beauty and the salubrity of its climate, which is equally

delightful in summer and winter. Widely traveled

people declare it to be ̀  one of the handsomest cities

on earth.' Its own denizens are enthusiastic over its

attractions, and not many of them would prefer a

residence elsewhere. Its public buildings and private

residences are a credit to the city. It is well supplied

with churches and schools, with banks and stores. It

has wide and beautiful streets, many of them well

paved. Its street car lines, in equipment and service,

are almost unequaled. Its parks are beautiful. Its

Frederick G. Thearle.
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bananas and olives, its palm and pepper trees, its

hedges of eallas, and its roses, many of which climb

up the sides of the houses and over the roofs, with its

old plaza and abode houses, give the city an oriental

aspect especially attractive to strangers. Jewelers

here report a good trade, but like in all other lines in

California, trading seems to be overdone—while

money-making in business is confined to the very few,

as so many go to that country for their health, and are
satisfied with small returns just so they are kept busy.

Between the leisure class who do not have to work,

but work for a pastime, the invalids who must go to

the climate and the Chinese who work cheap and

spend nothing, the opportunities are apparently

not good for the trader. The fruit grower, however, is

needed and with the discovery and development of the

fuel oil wells, manufacturing will necessarily follow.

One of the most interesting side trips from Los Angeles

is to the Santa Cataline Islands—where the Tuna fish-

ing, so well written up in February McClure' s, is

found. The ocean gardens, as seen through the glass

bottom boats, are worth all of the expense of the trip.

Pasadena, whose beautiful Orange Grove Avenue

rivals any residence street on the American continent,

is within easy electric car ride of Los Angeles. South-

ern California where we spent most of our time while

away, is a great country for the winter tourist, and we

do not wonder .at people flocking there as they do.
Think of it, seven weeks in California warm and con-

tinual sunshine without a drop of rain, while our

friends at home were having a schedule of regular old-

time winter weather. Is it necessary to ask us if we

enjoyed our outing—rather ask how could we help

enjoying it?"

San Francisco Letter

The business record of San Francisco for the three

months ending March 31st has been marked by a

steady improvement over the corresponding three

months of last year. The trade possibilities of the

future are developing so rapidly that there is a gradual

unfolding of enterprise, so to speak, which requires

new ideas and new methods constantly on the part of

jewelers, watchmakers and opticians generally.

San Francisco has entered upon a new era of ex-

istence, and while the traffic of the century just closed

has been enormous and done much to establish the

present prestige of the city and port, the new century

is bound to do more than the old. Judging from the

first three months of this year the awakening has

already commenced, and will lead on until the busi-

ness of the Pacific Slope in general becomes truly

great in every sense of the word. The Golden Gate

is the Western portal for the American continent, and

it destined to be the Eastern portal for the broad

Pacific Ocean.
The statistics of San Francisco's manufacturing

establishments, as compiled by the assessor for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1901, are bound to make a

most excellent showing. Space prevents our giving

the figures, which, if published, would surprise many

of our readers with the magnitude and variety of

manufactures here on the Pacific Slope. Jewelry and

silverware almost employ two hundred people, while

the value of the goods manufactured form an aggre-

gate close on to one million of dollars.

Everyone living in California will rejoice with

those living in Coast towns over the fact that the

Southern, Pacific has at last closed the gap between

Lampoc and Santa Barbara, so opening Up to tourists

and residents alike that beautiful country, to see

which subjected one to long tiresome stage rides or

trips by sea.
Miss Amy F. Shussler, only child of the late

Michael Shussler, who founded the wholesale jewelry

house of that name, was married on April nth to

Jesse H. Waterman, who is connected with the busi-

ness which the bride and her mother inherited on the

death of the founder, two years ago. The happy

couple have the good wishes of a host of friends.

Mrs. Fred. Levy (wife of Fred. Levy, of M.

Schussler & Co.) was in the train wreck of the South-

ern Pacific this month on her way home from New

York City, but fortunately was not injured. Fred.

Roth, well-known diamond merchant of New York

City, was also a passenger on the same train and like-

wise escaped without injury.
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Mrs. A. T. I fall, of Visalia, was a visitor in

'Frisco this month.
Amongst the out-of-town visitors to the city of

the Golden Gate this month, was that very popular

Marysville jeweler, Peter Engle.

A. Patterson has accepted a position with Collins

& Co., the well-known Kearny Street jewelers.

H. Floberg, of Klune & Floberg, Sacramento,

was shaking hands with numerous acquaintances in

San Francisco recently.
Charles Hadenfeldt, of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt,

being somewhat under the weather, due, no doubt, to

overwork, hied himself away to Healdsburg, Califor-

nia, where, at last accounts, he was taking life easy

and incidentally defeating everybody who dared to

cross hands with him at whist. No place like that

country of fruit and flowers to get fit again in, and so

his many friends in San Francisco expect Mr. Haden-

feldt back again with them in a short time.

Harold Forbes is increasing his circle of friends

on the road. As one of the younger generation of

travelers, Harold is making a name for himself.

Peter Hoy, well-known jeweler of Jamestown,

California, was buying goods in San Francisco recently

to delight the hearts of the Jimtown girls.

Mr. Harry Hall, of A. I. Hall & Son, returned

from Honolulu with his wife on the 8th of. April, after

a delightful trip to the Islands.

The jewelers of San Francisco are more than

delighted with the Saturday early closing movement.

Very few, if any, of the wholesalers do business after

one o'cloCk.
Sam. Hammond, traveler for Antler & Weinshenk,

had a very successful trip amongst the near-by towns

recently. Sam. is quite a hustler when out on the

war path.
Charles Leggett, formerly of Merced, California,

has opened up a. new jewelry store at Madera, Cali-

fornia.
Bert R. Condy, of Wadsworth, Nevada, was in

San Francisco recently replenishing his depleted stock.

The San Francisco Jewelers' Baseball Club have

put on war paint and gone into practice to be in readi-

ness when the Eastern travelers' organization of mis-

fits get to the coast for their annual game. Joe Lewis

has been elected captain of the San Francisco outfit.

As an umpire, I would perfer not calling Lewis out

on strikes.
Will. Wallace, the Moscow, Idaho jeweler, has

been putting in new fixtures, repapering, regilding

and redecorating his store to such an extent that his

old friends hardly know it when they enter.

Paul D. Walsh, of Armer & Weinshenk, has been

having a rattling good business up North.

W. D. Cliffton, formerly with P. Poisy, Wallace,

Idaho, has gone into business for himself at Pocatello,

same State.
M. Morgen, of Sacramento, paid a visit to San

Francisco this month, delighting his many friends in

town, who are always glad to see him.

Palmer Brothers of Baker City, Oregon, have

purchased the adjoining corner property, and are
building a handsome new store.

James R. Smith, formerly with J. H. Peare, La

Grande, has opened up a fine new jewelry store.

Charles P. Martin has moved into the store

formerly occupied by A. Goodman, at Walla Walla,

Washington.
M. Sobol has taken a store in a very prominent

location at Spokane, Washington. He is now right

amongst the other jewelers.

H. P. Oberlin, formerly with M. Saler, of Fresno,

has gone into business for himself in the same city.

Louis C. Koberg, of Healdsburg, paid a visit to

'Frisco this month, where it is needless to say his many

friends were glad to see him.

Bernard Rhine, son of J. B. Klune, Sacramento,

has accepted a position with Britton & Co., the well-

known Geary Street jewelers.

M. Hansel!, well-known jeweler of Stockton, Cal.,

is in 'Frisco for a short stay.

A. Schohay & Son, the Hayes Street, San Fran-

cisco jewelers, have been making a number of wove-

ments in their store.

A. N. Wright, 293 Morrison Street, Portland,

Oregon, stopped over in San Francisco to pay his

respects to THE KEYSTONE on his way East, where he

will visit the principal factories and place a number of

orders for the fall trade.
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TRADE-MARK

Our first offering through The Keystone

WATCH BAGS, all sizes, from 00 to 20
inclusive, neatly printed, at $2.00 per gross.
Put up in any assortment of sizes desired.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY Co.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established 1900 JOHNSTOVVN, N. Y.

The same bags, not printed, at
$1.80 per gross. Write for our
booklet "About Chamois Goods"

From May to November
OUR FULL LINE OF MACHINERY will be on Exhibition AT SECTION 33, MACHINERY BUILDING

Pan=Arnerican Exposition

No. I. 20th Century

The

We make a large linu of
Polishing Machinery,
and its quality and perfection
leads other makers to imitate
our (roods To guard the
user against inferior tools, we
have cast in the foot treadle
of our Nos. i and 2 Polishing
Lathes our

In buying through the jobber
carefully make note of this.

No. 2. 20th Century

W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Send for our catalogue and circulars

HEINTz BROS. 
RING MAKERS 

BUFFALO, N. V.
If you are coming to the

PAN-cigMERICAN EXPOSITION
this summer, we extend a cordial invitation to you to7,isit our factory and make our office your headquarters.Any information be can give you regarding the
Exposition 1Di1l be gladly furnished, and 21,e bill
esteem it a favor to have you call on us.

vs7 I-Tiliktt the large.st line of Solid Gold Set

1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Ri rig.s

_ . 
•■■•,+■■■■••■■■■■•■•••.......

in Arneric:a to tIitj Retail Trade

THE KEYSTONE

PAN-AMERICAN

EXPOSITION

O 
N May ist the Pan-American Exposition was thrown open
to the public, and for the next six months all roads vill
lead to Buffalo. The location of the exposition is indeed
an ideal one, as well from the standpoint of scenic beauty
as from the standpoint of accessibility. Buffalo, which
has recently become known as the " Power City of

America," because of the partial transformation of the

Falls into electricity, is a city of 400,000 persons, the eastern port of

the Great Lakes, the head of navigation on the Erie Canal. Twelve

steamboat lines and twenty-six railways with two hundred and fifty

passenger trains entering the city daily, makes Buffalo easily acces-

sible to half the population of the
United States, 4,000,000 people
living within five hundred miles of
the city. It is in every respect
a model, up-to-date city, beauti-
fully situated on an inland sea
within ear shot of Niagara, the
world's most stupendous wonder.

The railroads, we understand,
have arranged low rates from differ-
ent points to the exposition, and
facilities for the proper accommo-
dation of passengers and handling
of baggage.• The general baggage
agents, who met in Buffalo recently,
decided upon a plan which they
consider as near to perfection as
possible. Their system compre-
hends the checking, carrying and
delivery of baggage to its proper
addresses by each line direct.

The people of Buffalo have
prepared in the most ample way to
entertain ten millions of guests
during the exposition season.• They
point to their abundant facilities for
the accommodation of great crowds
with no little pride. • The electric
car service has been extended in

every necessary way, hundreds of
new buildings have been erected for
the special purpose of accommo-

dating visitors, many finely ap-
pointed hotels have been erected
having large capacity, apartment

houses have, for the time being,

been transformed into hotels ; rest-
aurants are everywhere in abun-

dance, and reasonable rates are advertised by nearl
y everyone who

has entered into the business of caring for the e
xposition traffic. In

response to a call from Mayor Diehl, the householder
s throughout the

city have prepared to receive into their homes the 
visitors from other

States and cities.

WONDERFUL
ELECTRICAL
DISPLAY

The exposition was in a creditable state of 
com-

pletion on opening day, and the sight was ver
y

impressive. When the button that started the

machinery was pressed, the master triumph o
f

the nineteenth century was brought home t
o the

assembled multitude, for it meant a harnessed Ni
agara. Transmitted

Niagara energy is used on the grounds for 
light, heat and power

'purposes. The amount of electric power contracted for is 
s000 horse

power. This is generated in the station of the Niag
ara Falls Power

Company at Niagara Falls at a voltage of 2200, 
and passes to the

transformer station adjoining the power ho
use, where the voltage is

raised to 22,000 for transmission to Buffalo. 
In the terminal station

on Niagara Street, Buffalo, the voltage of the 
transmitted current is

reduced to i r,000, at which it passes over 
the special transmission

line to the exposition grounds. At the grounds the cables drop into

a rheostat for dimming purposes and then 
go underground to the

Electricity Building. In passing to underground the cables co
nverge

to three instead of six, and from 
underground connection is made

with the transformer service station in the 
General Electric Company's

exhibit, where the voltage is still further 
reduced to 1800, at which

pressure the current is distributed to the many distributing trans-

formers which still further reduce the press
ure to 104 volts for use

at the lamps.
Electricity is known to be marvelous, but the 

Pan-American Ex-

position is known to be an evcnt that will 
demonstrate more fully than

before just how wonderful it is. Men and women, youth and age, will

find electrical features at the exposition that 
will command their atten-

tion and win their admiration.

The exposition authorities claim that the number of 
lights and the

quantity of light exceed that of any other *equal are
a ever artificially

illuminated. The unusual spectacular effects are produced by ma
ny

combinations of light and water, and these combinations a
re so graded

as to climax in keeping with the decorative lights 
at the Electric

Tower. The Electric Tower basin is the stage of the displ
ay of a

combination of 1,500,000 gallons of water per hour in 
fountains with

the light of ioo large-sized searchlights—a scene which 
is most beau-

tiful and impressive.

The manner of opening the exposition was charac-

teristic of this age of wonders. The special train

carrying the President of the United States and

his cabinet from Washington to the Pacific Coast

was connected by telegraph with electrical appa-

ratus in the Music Temple, and this apparatus was connec
ted with the

great electric generator in the electricity building. Direct telegraphic

communication was made at the same moment between the 
executive

offices of the presidents of all the republics of the 
hemisphere, and

THE MANNER
OF OPENING

Midway—Bird's-eye View.

the Governor General of Canada, and this electrical appa
ratus in the

Music Temple. At two o'clock, Buffalo time, by arrangement with

the cable companies leading to South America, and with 
the tele-

graphic companies, the presidents and rulers of all the 
countries of

the Western Hemisphere touched an electric button in 
their office

which started a piece of machinery of the exposition.

The exposition, even as it appeared on opening day, is well e
nti-

tled to the distinction of being the "greatest show on ea
rth." It is

truly a pocket edition of this hemisphere. The surface of the earth,

the bowels of the earth, the vasty deep—all have been 
ransacked for

anything and everything, animate and inanimate, that could 
excite a

feeling of pleasure or wonder in the beholder. Even the riotous

imagination of Jules Verne could not bring a favored hero more
 quickly

around the world than the same feat can be performed in 
the exposi-

tion grounds. We can vary in a few minutes the society
 of an Irish

dairy maid on her transported native heath, with the bewit
ching sweet-

ness of the modest Japanese maiden in her native vill
age, or the sullen

familiarity of an Esquimo in polar surroundings. We can 
live in a

few hours in all ages and all lands. And then there is one exhibit

which no other exposition ever had or ever will have, the 
thundering

Niagara Falls, to overshadow with awe and impressiveness th
e varied

scene.
The degree of interest in the Pan-American Exposition de

veloped

in the different States and Territories has been up to the highest

expectations. It has resulted in adequate representation of the

integral parts of the Union, and in conjunction with government

action a complete and comprehensive display of the diversified

resources of Uncle Sam's broad domain. Official recognition of the

Exposition has been given in all the States, and in most of them la
rge

appropriations for State displays were made.

There is every reason to believe that this, the first big exposition

of the century, will be a success. We trust that at least all our readers

in the East will visit it. Such an opportunity must not be missed.



488d THE OLD STYLE LOOKS 
LIKE THIRTY CENTS 

The New eeVictorian"
THE OLD

The OLD style, that
soon loses its form (see
Illustration). You've
seen it so a thousand
times.

The NEW " Victor-
ian " Bell Spiral can
never lose its form.
The illustration shows
the extreme tension it
may be put to. When
released it will spring
back to its proper erect
form.

VIBRATING

Bell Spiral Hat Pin
Graceful an symmetrical
able, and costs no more
its imperfections in form

In form. Strong and dur-
than the old style with all
and wearing qualities.

A FEW PATTERNS OF THE NEW
BELL

SP IRA.
- 

PATENTED
UGISTCPr°

THE NEW

The new a Victor-
ian" Bell Spiral, show-
ing the spiral extended.
The chain in center
makes it practically
unbreakable, but per-
mits the greatest flex-
ibility—notice the cut
Opposite.

'VICTORIAN" BELL SPIRAL HAT PIN

Arum 2, li101

Made in a thousand styles—plain and mounted Usith all kinds of stones

Manufactured by

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

MeRRE & KEELER
NEW YORK OFFICE-396 Broadway

Represented by Wm. Lauder
CHICAGO OFFICE -x26 State St., Champlain Building

Represented by B. S. Sandfelder
ST. LOUIS OFFICE—Mermod-Jaccard Building

Represented by S. Sandfelder

Factory and Main Office

1L1TTLE130RO, MASS.
We have arranged with the following Ivell-known manufacturers to make the New " Victorian"Bell Spiral Hat Pin in their grades:

WATSON-NEWELL CO., Attleboro, Mass. ESSER 0 BARRY, Providence, R. I.DOLAN 0 CO., Attleboro, Mass. S. K. GROVER 0 CO., Providence, R.RILEY, FRENCH 0 HEFFRON, North Attleboro, Mass. 
I.
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The Show Window

row

Suggestion for a Decoration Day Window
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FIE proposed window gets away from the sorrowful suggestions of the

conventional Decoration Day window, and comes into line with the

prevailing optimistic spirit, while sacrificing none of the sentimental

side of the occasion. Borrow two " dummy " figures from the clothing

store. Hive one of these dressed in the blue uniform of a private of the

Northern army, the other dressed in Confederate gray. If a gray suit cannot

be procured, sufficient historical accuracy will be obtained by dr
essing the one

" dummy " in any gray sack suit with a cartridge belt, a soft ha
t and a chevron

basted on to the sleeve, etc.

The figures will stand with their backs to the window, in the attit
ude of

shaking hands, and the Northerner's left hand to be on the other's 
shoulder.

This position (with reference to the observer) obviates the necessi
ty of providing

a fine face for each figure, and bearded masks and wigs will answ
er the purpose.

The front of the window will be festooned with American flags ; a 
stand of

guns in one corner, a drum nearby, with minor reminders 
of the war period

scattered here and there, will emphazize the window scheme.

From the attitude of the two hand-clasped soldiers they will seem 
to be

looking to the back of the window at a flower-framed placard on whi
ch will be

inscribed, under two parallel columns, headed, respectively, " In /861"
 and

"In 190 the various startling contrasts in the status of this country in the two

several periods. For instance,

A Divided Peofile  
A Limited Influence 
A Borrowing Nation-

Importers 
Followers 

A United Nation
A World Power
A Creditor Nation
Exfiorters
Creators

and then follow with some figures of growth in population, 
wealth, etc.

Under this placard drape an American flag, thus placarded : "
 In 186r this

Flag was respected in only a part of our own count
ry ; in 1901 it is loved in

every corner of the United States, honored throughout our 
domain from Porto

Rico to the shores of Asia, and respected in all parts of the 
world where human

wants have need of the resources of the granary and treasury 
of the world.

Other Memorial Day Ideas
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

m EMORIAL Day is, indeed, fruitful of suggestion to the win
dow dresser.

He can make free use of all symbols of patriotism, and 
all mementoes

and relics of the great civil strife of the sixties. Large-sized framed

pictures of some of the great generals are much used 
as center

pieces, and when appropriately draped and displayed they neve
r fail to attract

attention. Flags and bunting may also figure prominently. We will here 
recall

for the benefit of our readers some designs much used in 
past and to good

purpose:
Cover the floor of the window with grass sods, in the middl

e of which make

a mound to represent the end of a grave. On it place 
an old tottering sign,

with the half obliterated date '63. Over the grave place an old cannon, which

can be made from wagon wheels and stovepipe, partially 
covering both with

moss and weeds. Have the mouth of the cannon point towards the street, an
d

in it place a bird's nest, with the parent bird sitting in sam
e, and on top of the

mouth of the cannon the male bird should be perched. A sign 
with the single

word " peace " should be placed over all.

A much used display consists of a shaft, which can be 
easily made of wood,

with the inscription, " G. A. R.," on the pedestal. This shaft should be placed

at the head of a grave, the floor of the window being covered 
with grassy sod.

Perched somewhere on the monument should be a dove. On 
the grave place a

wreath, or have a large doll dressed in white kneeling b
eside the grave and

holding the wreath in readiness. Behind all place a rough picket fence, against

which a few old guns may be carelessly rested.

A

A Decoration with the National Colors

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

WINDOW dressing which could be copied to good 
purpose at any

time when the national colors are to the fore was used 
by a ‘Vashington

jeweler during inauguration week. The floor of o
ne window was

covered with crumpled red, white and blue satin ribb
on. In the back-

ground were raised three pillars, each covered with 
the same ribbons. The

outer columns had each a shelf half way up covered 
with white satin ; front

these shelves hung a very few silver novelties, and f
rom the top all the way

around hung short strands of ribbon on each of which 
was tied a silver spoon.
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On the center column hung the spoons also. On top 
of each column was a

vase. The floor of the window held a very few choice 
specimens of cut glass

and some silver dishes.
The other window was the usual series of steps covered wit

h the red, white

and blue satin ribbon put on plain. On these rested little 
fleur de lis of black

velvet, each holding a perfect specimen of jewelry. Nothing was crowded and

one's eyes could take in one perfect gem without being distracted
 by the one next

to it. The design is appropriate for Decoration Day or other patriotic 
occasion.

Appropriate Sentiments
* * * * * * * * * * * * *

N the appropriate dressing consist-

ing of two soldiers, one in blue and

one in gray, shaking hands under

the stars and stripes, the following

sentiments suitable to the occasion might be appropriately displayed :

And the flag they are marching under
In my flag and your flag to-day—

The stripes and the stars oif old tilory
The flag of the B ahue and the C Iray 

Another sentiment appropriate for the occasion, especially where fl
owers

figure prominently, is

The North and the South march together,
They are under one banner to-day,

And they pluck the white rose of remembrance
Alike or the Blue and the Gray !

If a grave with wreaths is shown an appropriate sentiment is the 
following :

Where the dead unknown are lying,
Northern blue and Southern gray,

Birds are singing, flowers springing:
Nature holds Memorial Day.

Columbia, in an attitude of sorrow, placing a wreath on a grave, is always

effective, and equally so are the figures of a man and woman, ad
vanced in

years, sorrowfully placing a wreath on the framed and draped picture of
 a soldier.

An impressive war picture may be made of the colored " paper 
soldiers"

sold at any stationer's. Half the window is devoted to various formations of

cavalry, infantry, artillery, etc., the intention being to represent a field 
of battle.

The other half of the window represents a cemetery with two ag
ed people

placing a wreath on a grave. An appropriate centerpiece would be a 
picture of

General Sherman with his historic saying:

"War is Hell."

A simple and effective trim that lacks the gruesome features consists of a

tablet in the center of thb window, made from a block of wood covered
 with

Onyx paper. The face of the tablet is lettered " In Memoriam," and 
an Amer-

ican flag is draped loosely around it. Just before it lies a naked sword with a

cluster of roses upon it. A bust and one or two statuettes are pla
ced at the

sides to balance the subject of the display.

A
142JA

A Seaside Resort in Miniature
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

WINDOW dressing devised by A. M. Felson, Gouverneur, N. Y.,

recently attracted much attention. It represents a summer resort in

full operation—with hotel, street car, boats, real water, etc. The hotel

is thirty inches long, fourteen inches wide and has twenty-four windows

ancl two doors. It has a flag at the top with the inscription, " Made by A. M.

Felson." Below this is a watch set from the inside. Next is a fine movement

in running order. Next below is a pair of doors which open once every minute,

when a lady comes out. On the same floor are two ladies, one located 
at each

end of the hotel. They are in the act of bowing to each other. On the next

floor below a lady opens a pair of doors every ten seconds, and there 
are others

looking out from the windows. There is also a lady standing near the
 steps and

turning from side to side looking over what is going on. On the left 
hand side

there is a watchmaker in one window at a bench, with a set of tools. He
 is at

work on a gold watch and hammers at it every two seconds. In another 
window

a child looks out and hides every fifteen seconds. In another window there is a

dentist who does a tooth-pulling act every eight seconds. At times he breaks

off a piece and immediately tries again. He puts his right foot against the 
man's

stomach and pulls the tooth out with such force that he topples back 
out of

sight. Next comes the street car passing by the door at a good speed on a

straight track. When it comes to the other end of the track it enters a car 
house,

stops for one second and comes back on the same track. When it g
ets to the

other end it enters a car house but does not stop, and returns at once. 
Then

there is a tank of real water, fifty inches long by twenty inches wide. Just in

front of the track are two sailboats and one rowboat, with men
 in both. One

sailboat is filled with jewelry. They float in a straight direction and turn

around when they reach the end of the tank. While two are going in one

direction, the third one is coming facing them, but they do not touch or collide.

They go at a very good speed, and the public can't see what makes
 them go.

In the evening the hotel is lit with electric lights, and it adds greatly to the

attractiveness of the edifice. Many are the comments on the ingenuity of the

jeweler, and all doubt as to his mechanical genius is at once dispelled. Clock

movements furnish the mysterious motive power. Jewelers do not use these

attractive mechanical displays to the extent that their talent in this direction

would seem to warrant.
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The National Self-Winding Clock

WINDS .ITSELF
STRIKES, TOO 
Our LEVER
MOVEMENT

is in the 20th Century Striking
Self-Winding Mantel Clock—
A Lever Clock that KEEPS
ACCURATE TIME

Has a balance set in jewels (like a watch)
Does NOT have to " set level " to keep going

Is finished also in Office Clock Styles with 12-inch Dial

Is ALL inside of the case—No outside wires necessary

Our PENDULUM
MOVEMENT

REGULATOR,
SYNCHRONIZER
AND

MASTER
CLOCK

is in the 20th Century
Wall Clock

A most reliable and perfect
Clock

Used for a Circuit of Clocks
in Factories, Schools, Public
Buildings, Railroads and on
Telephone and Telegraph
Wires

Should any part of the movement,Ulith ordi-
nary usage, become disabled or worn out within
two years, the Company will, on application and
return of the part, send duplicate 74,1thout ex-
pense to the owner.

Copy of a Monthly Report on one
of a, circuit of our Synchronizing
Clocks used by C. B. ei Q. Railway
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REMARKS

Booklet and full particulars will be forwarded on request

National Self-Winding Clock Co.

Address Dept. 1

1,7

Manufacturers of

Self-Winding and Synchronizing Clocks

Bristol, Conn.
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Great Need of Irrigation

Broad Acres Reclaimable by the Proper Manipulation
 of

the 'Big Rivers

HE recent rainy season has proved a blessing to some of t
he

Central Western States whose prosperity was threatened b
y

the inadequate fall of rain and snow earlier in the winter.

  In this matter Providence was much more conside
rate than

Congress, which has so far refused to treat the question of irri-

gation with the broad-mindedness its importance to the country

calls for. There should be no sectional feeling in the treatment o
f this

question, for the prosperity of the West is essential to t
he prosperity

of the East, and Eastern Congressmen owe it
 to themselves and the

Eastern section to agree to and further liberal appro
priations for so

excellent and patriotic a purpose.

The new homes of the future will be found on

irrigated lands. Irrigation is not an experiment in

the United States, and there is no question rai
sed

as to the feasibility of this reclamation, but irri
ga-

tion development in a private way has reached 
its limits. But since,

under irrigation, yields are very large, a few ac
res of this land would

generously support a family, so that with the 
lands irrigated rural

homes would be provided for millions of citizen
s, waiting and anxious

to go upon them.
The advocates of the national irrigation policy 

urge that the gov-

ernment should, where possible, build storage 
reservoirs to catch the

flood waters of the western streams and thus provi
de for the reclama-

tion of these lands.. The Newlands bill, in the 
House, and its coun-

terpart, the Hansbrough bill, on the Senate side, 
provide for the setting

aside of the proceeds from the sale of public lands in
 the arid States and

Territories as an " arid land reclamation fund," to be 
used for building

such reservoirs, and that the cost of such constru
ction shall be put

upon the land reclaimed by them, and the land t
hen offered for sale

by the government in small tracts to bona fide settle
rs upon easy terms.

Who would come to the support of such a polic
y ? More per-

sons and a greater diversity of interests than

supported the homestead act, and such legis-

lation would be even more popular than the

free home enactments. What other proposi-

tion is before the country upon which labor

and capital can better unite and which they

can support, hand in hand, without clash or

jealousy?
Every labor union in the United States

which has discussed the question has unani-

mously supported it ; every combination of

capital, of whatever sort, which has con-

sidered it, has given it unqualified endorse-

ment.
The opening of the NATIONAL

BENEFITS OF
vast area of Western lands IRRIGATION
by irrigation would pro-
vide cheap homes, certain
of returning the owners a comfortable liveli-

hood. It would create a valuable and grow-

ing market for every kind and description

of manufactured product, and would thus

be favored by all classes of manufacturing

and commercial interests in the country. It

would insure cheaper living in the West,

which would result in the opening of num-

berless mining properties whose grade of ore is not sufficientl
y high

to warrant development under present conditions. It would create a

demand for transportation which would bring to its support ever
y rail-

road interest.
Can any proposition ever before the American people claim 

the

support of a greater diversity of interests than the irrigation and

reclamation of the vast and waste areas of arid land under an 
honest

policy which would insure their settlement in small tracts by ge
nuine

home builders?
The wealth of history made during the past few years has done

much to eliminate sectionalism and bring to light the interdependen
ce

of East and West, North and South. It is now universally recognized

that the interest of one section is the interest of all, and that the

development of any is for the good of the whole. Expansion within

our own boundaries is to be desired by all, and this is what irr
igation

of desert lands mean. It means more opportunities, more people and

more wealth.
The illustrations shown are copyrighted by Doubleday, Page & C

o., and

used by courtesy of The World's Work.

IRRIGATION AS
A NATIONAL
POLICY

Canal of Pecos Irrigation Company, New 
Mexico—Showing the barrenness of the s011 when the 

channel was first cut

WHAT
IRRIGATION
CAN ACCOMPLISH

It is a misfortune that the importance of this

question of irrigation is not realized as it should

be by the people of the East. A few figures

may help in the realization. The United States

still owns 600,000,000 acres of vacant public 
land, of which 375,000,-

000 are good for grazing, 96,000,000 will yiel
d fuel and fence timber,

and 70,000,000 timber of commercial value, 
and 6o,000,000 are yet

desert. These are the facts officially given out at the 
meeting of the

National Irrigation Association, in Chicago, in 
November. There is

water enough to turn between 75,000,000 and
 Ioo,000,000 acres of

grazing land into farm land, if this water can b
e properly distributed.

The average size of an irrigated farm is forty 
acres. The arid States

alone, then, have room (five persons to a farm) f
or an increase of more

than io,000,000 to the agricultural populat
ion. The reclamation of

this arid land, it is estimated, would give 
a livelihood to 50,000,000

more persons than the United States can 
accommodate comfortably

under present conditions. In view of these figures, the problem of

irrigation is surely a national rather than
 a sectional one. Its Western

advocates, regardless of political affiliati
ons, declare that it is the most

important national question to-day. The East

regards this view of it as an exaggeration
, but if

the internal history of the American 
republic is

studied carefully, however, the conclusion
 will be

reached that national irrigation, properly 
wrought

out, is likely to shortly come to the fron
t as one

of the leading national questions. It embodies,

in its truest sense, the question of home 
build-

ing, and the American people have been
, up to

the present time, essentially a nation 
of home

builders. In no country in the world is the

desire for home building so strong. 
The wish

to own and have and live upon hom
es has led

thousands of Americans to endure 
trials and

hardships and to brave dangers almo
st beyond

conception. This controlling wish of the Ameri-

can people has conquered a continent
. The

hardy pioneer, with his family and his 
earthly

belongings stowed in his wagon, looking for a

home, has accomplished this. The locomotive

has only followed the prairie schooner.
 And the

rate of development and progress in
 this great

country is being continually accele
rated, and will

continue to increase as the years come 
and go. Another Canal in the Same District—Showi

ng the spnatanentim growth after a few years
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40 YEAR j

CHAINS
Havegiven entire

satisfaction
for more than

S.

"TIME TELLS THE STORY"
ESTABLISHED 1856.

INCORPORATED 1900.

jor G. A. D. CO.
CHAINS,s, Havegiveu entire

satisfaction
for more than
40 YEARS.

For more than FORTY YEARS the goods of G. A. DEAN CO. have been made onHONOR and sold on MERIT.
Our line to=day is larger and better than ever before. Our quality the BESTROLLED-PLATE and GOLD FILLED. Our specialty Chain, in Ladies' and Gents'Fobs, Vest Chain, Dickens, Lorgnettes, Bracelets, Etc.
Sold to the Jobbing Trade Only, many of \\Thom havehandled our goods for 20 years or more with entire satisfaction. LOOK AT OUR LINE FOR THE FALL TRADE. 

NEW YORK SAMPLE OFFICE

9 MAIDEN LANE G. A. DEAN CO., Zft•itcoer d Attleboro, Mass.
g, 

THE 'RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PENl'Al RN11.1, N.111WARY 14, 1893.Is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.Special No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $8.00 per dozen, net cash
We make twenty-five different styles of Holders, handsomely chased andornamented with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.

Our PENS have also been a great success.Send for catalogue. Export trade solicited.
Ask your jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen.

AwARos FoR
II. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers,

CHICAGO. 1893 PAF116, 1889 Ettionc. 1850

A large stock of new
CFIRONOMETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing,springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing for the tmde.

C. A. GEISSLER,
Ruccresor to H. II. Heinrich,
26 South Street,Nautical Instruments, NEW YORKCharts, etc.

G. F. WHSWOf
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer.
Everything in
tie line of

Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and Silver
Plating,

Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine Turning

Changing Old Eng.
Ma and Salve enmol
to take American
S. W. Movements
nay hpeelnlly.

OFR CASES
MADE AIM.

Silversmiths'
Building,
131-13 7Wabash
Ave., CHICAGO.

No. 1, Plain. 5‘i actual size.
•

N. 2. Wide, Gold Mounted.

D. W. BEAUMEL d CO., Office and Factory, 45 John St., New York City.All pens are 14 K. gold. ]very pen guaranteed. AU makes of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired.

actual size.

F.B.BOOSEIlllfavingSOI1001
Steele Memorial Building

ELMIRA, N.Y.

Has been known to the trade for
past ten years as a high-grade school in
which general letter and monogram
engraving and die cutting of the highest
class is taught in the most thorough and
practical manner.
We will be pleased to forward you

our new prospectus and samples of
students' work.
"Modern Letter Engraving," $1.5o.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
ON

WATCH
DIALS,
CAPS,
CHINA,
IVORY,
GOLD
AND

SILVER

Send two it stamp, for sample dial and
price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
ns Dearborn street CHICAGO

Louis J. MEYER
GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor.) (Established 1892.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish ofWATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CBAINS,OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of everydescription a specialty.

kitty- Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

For Length and QUALITY
of

SER-
VICE

the

Rem i ngton
STANDARD TYPEWRITER

defies competition.

Vyckoff, Seamans cS Benedict,105 S. Ninth St, Philadelphia.
Si nil for Catalogue.

An Open Letter to The Trade: IMPORTANT!
DEAR MR. JEWELER: When times are dull, the skies chock full of gloom,.A rid all your trade seems going " up the flume," 

KANSAN (Try, Mo., Alay, 1801.
When there's no refuge left to ivitich to lice,Do not despair, but Me thee unto me,and Pll show you how to take the kinks out of your luck, turn on the stream of prosperity full tilt and make radiant with rose and roseata hues ymir Lhfinge4

horizon.
Ito you ask " how 7 "—Why, by an AUCTION! Conducted by mc, an Auction means:

Quick, Cash Returns in Large Amounts,Out-of-date Goods cleared off at 1-zull-eurrent Values,A Vuir !Profit on Everything Sold,
NCI Inquiry to Credit or Reputation, (and last but riot least),A Mourning, Big, Etusiness—Euilding Ad.I am a poor advertiser—my best friends say so, and I admit it, but see what else they any of me:

The greatest price-getter in the business. Cleared us over 35 per cent. on
entire stock, in the dullest times our section ever saw. Glad to recommendlihn to tile trade. M. A. KiNnfo, Winfield, Kansas.

I tried other auctioneers, but found none equal to Mr. Triplett. I attribute
his better prices and larger sales to the superiority of Ills descriptions and his
ability to attract and hold, in a dignified manner, the best people of a corn-

We employed four auctioneers, at different times, n11 rated no high-grade111011. Our experience convinces us that to be effective, an auctioneer shouldbe large, dignified in manner, of pleasing appearance,. should possess a Hell,full voice, the ability to convince individuals and aufficient education, tact andoratory to entertain high-grade audiences. All of these qualities Mr. Tripletthas and we found him immeasurably supeHor to the other auctioneers. Nonehad over been able to hold crowds over a week, he kept our big store crowdedwith the elite of our city, at two sales daily, for thirty days. Ile not only soldmore goods than all of the others, but got better prices for them.J. L. SIEVERT, Springfield, Mo.
(See also the March number of Ilte KEYSTONE. In that Issue the address of Henry Lorbaeli is given as Cinderalla, Ohio. It should be Circleville. Ohio.)

I. STEIN & Co., Austin, Texas.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS

COPYRIGHTS &C.Anyone sending a sketch and description mayquickly ascertain our opinion free whether anInvention Is probably patentable. Collan11111ea-tione strictly confid ential. Handbook on Patentssent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.Patents taken through Munn & Co. receiveSpecial notice, Without charge, in tho

Scientific Rineriran•A handsomely illustrated weekly. largest clr-ciliation Of fitly Seiellti HO journal. Terms. $3 ayear four Intim 115, $1. Sold by all newtalealers.

MUNN & Co 361Broadway, New York
Branch Office, t25 IP St.. IVashIngton. 1). C.

Expert WATCH REPAIRING

FRANK TRIPLETT, The 20th Century Auctioneer,

FOR THE TRADE

Estimates sent same
day work is received.
None but experts em-

ployed. Send us your
work.

Dept. R

Columbus Jewelry Co.
47 to 59 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

8o9 Park Avenue,
KANSAS CITY, MO.

May, 1901 THEE KEYSTONE

Beautiful American Pottery

THE FAMOUS ROOKWOOD WARE ORIGIN OF THE INDUSTRY.

ITS HISTORY AND TRIUMPH

Visitors to the Pan-American Exposition will find

among the myriad displays few more impressive evidences

of the development of industrial art in this country than

the unique exhibit of the now world-famed Rookwood

pottery. Fresh from its victory at the Paris Exposition,

N'here it obtained the highest honors in a competition that

embraced all the great national factories :Ind famous

potteries of Europe and Japan, this beautiful ware is

assured a like distinCtion at Buffalo. It will, consequently,

interest our readers to learn sotnething of the origin of the industry and of the

early effort which led in later years to such magnificent triumphs hi the 
exclu-

sive field of art pottery.

Rookwood virtually owes its existence to Mrs. Bellamy

ORIGIN OF THE Storer, a woman of wealth in Cincinnati, who . was

prompted to take up the work, of which the present

plant is the outgrowth, by the Japanese ceramic display

at the Philadelphia' Centennial in 8876. Previous to that time she had painted

on china and was especially interested in Japanese designs. It was the enthu-

siasm which she felt upon visiting the Japanese display, however, which

determined her to make an effort to found a pottery in which 
experiments in

native clays by native workers could be carried on with a view to 
the develop-

ment of a distinctively American ware. This pioneer feminine

worker and several other Cincinnati women who were associated

with her to some extent had done more or less work in over-glaze

porcelain decoration ; but with a plan for new work laid out, they

soon tried other processes of decoration under the glaze. Mrs.

Storer's individual experiments in painting the unbaked clay were

carried on originally in a pottery where granite was made. As

the scope of the work gradually broadened, tests were made with

all sorts of native clays found in Ohio and Indiana, which de-

monstrated many of these to be of excellent quality.

The investigators eventually discovered that the heat at the

graniteware factory was too intense for firing under glaze ; and

realizing the disadvantage under which Mrs. Storer was working,

her father came forward and offered her the use of a building

which he owned and which, after having been suitably refitted,

became the original Rookwood pottery. For the past eleven

years, however, Mrs. Storer has had no interest in the industry

other than maternal solicitude for its welfare. All effort from the

start was in the direction of artistic achievement and no thought

was taken of financial considerations. One important line of ex-

periments in 1877 and 1878 was in the application of color to the

wet clay body. The color, diluted with slip—clay thinned with

water—was applied with paint brushes as a decoration on the raw

clay vase. The idea was to produce a new pottery of native

American clays by applying color decoration in the material itself before 
firing,

to make body and decoration a homogeneous mass in the first firing, and
 then

to protect and enrich this biscuit with a glaze.

It may be of interest to note at this point that the name

Rookwood which was given to the new pottery was that

of a country place in the suburbs of Cincinnati, which

was so designated because of the great number of

crows which frequented the woods in the vicinity. The first kiln of ware was

fired late in i88o ; and while attention was given principally to the 
manufacture

of household and table ware from material possessing some of t
he best charac-

teristics of both the cream-colored and white granite wares, th
ere was always

kept in view the ideal of a ware which should possess 
individuality and be as

dissimilar to all existing pottery as possible. For a time breakfast and dinner

services, and every imaginable class of ware, from placques to
 water bucketr,

were produced ; but as an increasing degree of attention was 
given to the artistic

development of the enterprise, the printing processes were 
abandoned, and the

table wares were succeeded by the elaborate decorative forms. 
For air that, it

was not until i8Sg, or nine years after the establishment of the 
works, that the

Rookwood pottery became self-supporting, a circumstance that 
came simulta-

neously with the award of a gold medal at the Paris Exposition he
ld in that year.

The present Rookwood pottery was built less than ten 
years ago, and it is

quite as picturesque as the ware produced there. The 
building, which is

perched on a hill that overlooks a goodly portion of the city 
of Cincinnati, is a

large rambling structure in the early English style of arc
hitecture. It is of frame

construction with tiled roof, and so arranged that the employee
s may gain the

benefit of a maximum amount of light. The equipment of the plant is

thoroughly modern in every respect, the kilns being fired with 
crude petroleum,

which insures more satisfactory results. Special machinery is provided for

mixing the clay, and there is kept on .hand a vast 
assortment of molds of all

kinds ; although many of the most beautiful pieces of Rookw
ood are modeled

by hand, the potter throwing up the clay by means of the 
old-fashioned wheel.

Practically no machinery, save the primitive potter's w
heel, is used at the

Rookwood plant ill the actual work of manufacture, 
although, as has been

stated, mechanical appliances are relied upon for the 
preparation of the clays.

The men and women whose genius has been responsib
le for the achievements

at Rookwood have always contended that the wholly 
mechanical processes in

INDUSTRY

molding restricted the variety of outlines in vessels;

and, inasmuch as it is desired to have Rookwood pieces

in the main variations of classic forms, and to further-

more have each distinguished by individuality of treat-

ment, adherence has been held to the old method of

manufacture.

PROCESSES OF'
Although but one thrower is eni-

MANUFACTURE 
ployed at the Rookwood works,

Ile is not only able to work with

wonderful rapidity, but he en-

joys wonderful creative tl)ility. He passes a piece of

ware, when he has completed it to his satisfaction, to

a turner, who employs a lathe operated by hand power

to carefully trim off the surfaces. The casting method

is employed only in the case of certain pieces, such as jars and 
pitchers which

are of standard form, and which must be produced in considerable 
quantities.

Even in this part of the work a method of ancient origin is utilized. The liquid

clay is poured into a hollow mold and allowed to stand until the 
plaster has

absorbed the superabundant moisture from the parts in contact. A thin
 shell

of uniform thickness is thus formed and adheres to the mold when the 
more

liquid portion is poured off. \Vhen the shell has remained in the mold a short

time, it may be removed with safety.

After a piece of ware has been shaped by the potter, or cast in the mold, 
it

is, while still wet, painted with the mixture known as " slip," and then 
follows

a light firing. The pottery specimen, which at this stage is known as " 
biscuit,"

has a soft, dull surface. The ware is then subjected to successive firing
s, and

these may radically change its appearance. The workers know that, as a
 result

of this fiery baptism, dull blue may change to gray, and certain

shades of green may emerge as pink ; but there is always the

chance that a wholly unanticipated transformation will take

place as the result of some peculiar combination of the metals i
n

glaze and clay effected during the firing. Following the applica-

tion of the decoration, the piece is clipped in white glaze and 
sent

to the kiln. The firing is, of course, a sort of crucial test, for a

running of the colors or a defect in the glaze may play havoc wit
h

a specimen which is the potter's especial pride ; moreo
ver, there

is the danger of breakage always to be considered. 
From the

mixing of the clay to the withdrawal of the completed piece 
of

ware from the kiln, a Rookwood specimen passes through 
the

hands of twenty-one operatives.

The great proportion of the clays used at

the Rookwood pottery are found in the

Ohio Valley, notably at Buena Vista, Ohio,

and Hanging Rock, Ohio, and the predomi-

nant shades are red, brown and yellow. Of late the institution

has also made use of mixtures from more southerly fiel
ds, includ-

ing a white or cream colored clay from Ch
attanooga, Tenn.,

and a clay from Virginia, which, when combined 
with artificially .

tinted bodies, gives the wonderful sea-green tint found
 in much

of the Rookwood ware of more recent manufa
cture.

It would be an error to infer that Roo
kwood is limited to a warm yellow or

red tone, for even dark pieces have often bee
n relieved with deep rich greens

and blues, and there has been latterly develo
ped an important series of light

arrangements in pale blue, translucent greens, and even
 some fiery single-color

reds. In all of these, however, are found the Mell
ow tone and brilliant glaze

characteristic of the ware. The Rook wood products 
might be divided into

three general classes : the cameo, or shell-tinted 
ware ; the dull-finished ware,

characterized by the same dainty pink shading into white, but apparently

unglazed ; and, finally, the richly glazed ware. 
The distinguishing character-

istics of these respective classes are found in 
the tinting and the blending of

colors—effects made possible by the heavy, transparent,
 colored glazes. Of the

various bodies employed, one might be 
described as genuine earthenware.

The principal body in use combines the pro
perties of stoneware and semi-

porcelain, a valuable quality, since the object of the 
artisan is to approach as

near as may be to the point of perfect 
vitrification without endangering the

underglaze colors. A piece of Rookwood " 
biscuit," if well fired, possesses a

vitreous ring, infinitely superior to that of 
earthenware, and will to all intents

and purposes hold water, although absorbing the 
liquid to some extent.

The men and women who have directed the 
destinies of the Rookwood

institution have endeavored in every way possible to 
cultivate individual artistic

feeling on the part of employees. No mechanical 
means has been employed in

the production of designs, printing patterns

being barred absolutely, and no two pieces of

ware are alike. All the artists of the Rook-

wood corps, with the exception of a Japanese,

are natives of this country, and most of them

have received their art education in Cincinnati.

In pursuit of the policy of liberality heretofore

mentioned, the conductors of the pottery have

at various times sent their decorators to Europe

and Japan, and the Rookwood artists are

also permitted to initiate every piece of work

turned out. Fully equal to the opportunities

afforded the artists are those presented to the

practical potters for the preparation of im-

proved clay for the body, for beautifying the

forms and studying the glazes.
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ORIGIN OF THE
NAME ROOKWOOD

CLAYS USED
AT ROOKWOOD
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L. W. RUBENSTEIN

No. 303, cost $3.75 each

No. 304, cost $3.75 each

No. 305 cost $3.37 each

No. 308, cost $3.37 each

No. 307, cost $3.37 each

1
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i

sav . 1,0•

No. 308, cost $3.37 each

Manufacturer of

1 1 Solid Gold
Emblem Rings

The jeweler who has been in the habit of
buying his rings of a wholesaler is apt to shy a
little when we talk to him about Emblem kings
at prices we quote. These ring are made up
in every popular society order ; quality being.
10 K. guaranteed and fine workmanship,
highly enameled in appropriate colors, and
beautifully engraved. Most of these rings have
a raised center emblem which, if desired, can
be changed to represent two or more societies.

No jeweler's line of rings complete without
some of these goods 

Not Keystone List. Less 6 per cent. 10 days

L. W. Rubenstein
P. S.—Our Emblem Ring Catalogues will be ready shortly. Send us yourbusiness card if one of these is desired. Electro. cuts furnished foradvertising to customers only.

No. 309, cost $3.37 each

No. 310, cost $3.37 each

No. 312, cost $3.37 each

No. 313, cost $3.37 each

Ma■

No. 314, cost $3.37 each

Manufacturer of GOLD RINGS
54 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Ube

fiellr-oe-ii$

You Need It In
Your Business

LOOK FOR THIS TIRADE-MARK. Every
chain that bears it will give perfect satisfac-

TRADE MARK tion to the wearer. We have doubled our
business twice in the past year.

Why?
Well, there are several good reasons.

We knew that to build up a trade quickly, we must name the)%v(st prices on earth for first-class lines of goods.That to hold that trade, the goods themselves must have merit.Our styles are catchy and sell on sight. We make one of thehandsomest lines of slides in the business.
The finish is perfect on every chain we sell.
We are putting the results of thirty years' experience into ourgoods.

Why shouldn't they win?

VEST CHAINS, DICKENS, PONIES, LORGNETTES
and CURB-CHAIN BRACELETS

FONTNEAU 0 COOK
Attleboro Falls, Mass.

(to 

•

Coz„

Ready now for orders for
the NEW LINE of the

WAVE
QpST

Hair Receiver 323—Ifs.

A ■•■•'"- NOVELTIES
The most original and

advanced line on the market.

CUT GLASS DEPARTMENT
is out with a large and complete line of rich goods.
Grades and prices to satisfy all.

THE C. F. MONROE CO.
Manufncturors of

VVeckling and Holiday Novelties

Factory, MERIDEN, CONN.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS. 28 Barclay Street

Kindly mention TUE KEYSTONE.

May, tgot THE KEYSTONE 
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New Goods an Inventions

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a pPrmanent
feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler thoroughly posted
on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally well posted on the new

est

inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the bench. For the benefit of the optician,

we also illustrate and describe new opt teal goods and instruments in this department.l

New Locket Patterns

The locket-wearing fad is responsible for the devising of

many new styles in lockets. That shown in our illustration is

one of a hundred or more made by C. H. Allen & Co., Attle-

boro, Mass., in embossed, engraved and gem-set designs, and

finished in Roman, 14 K., green and rose gold, French gray,

gun metal and all the latest shades. They are known as the

" Gainsborough " lockets, and in each one is a reproduction of

the famous Gainsborough portrait of the Duchess of Devonshire.

Jena Special Glass Field and Opera Glasses

In November, 1900, we published an account of the world-famed glass works

at Jena, Germany, where the lens glass for the very finest optical ins
truments is

manufactured. Renewed interest is given to the article by the announcement of

the " Jena Special Glass " opera and fiKd glasses, imported only by Suss
feld,

Lorsch & Co., New York. These glasses excel in power and definition. They

are made in black morocco only, heavy (brass-japanned) and light (alumi
num-

japanned).

A New Trade-Mark

J. F. Sturdy & Sons, Attleboro, Mass., have adopted

as their registered trade-mark the words "An Oak Tree,"

and the oak will in future be the emblem of their busi-

ness—an excellent emblem, by the way, and suggestive

both of the name of the firm and its industrial solidity.

Tree-shaped tags will be attached to their chains, and

their label will show an oak tree. Our illustration shows the tag attached to their

regular standard chains.

A New Binocular

As the summer sunshine will soon find the world a
field, the advent of the

new Geneva superior binocular, furnished by the Geneva
 Optical Co., Geneva,

N. Y., is temptingly seasonable. The glass stock for the 
lenses in the new binocu-

lar was made especially for this purpose at the Jena glass 
works in Germany. The

lenses are perfectly achromatic, mathematically correct in 
curvature and focus and

of a pure, brilliant white. They are especially large objective lenses, being t5i

inches clear aperture, ikith a power of four diameters on a 
surface magnification of

16 times, an object four miles distant appearing only 
about one mile away. The

glass is simple in construction, easy of adjustment, sma
ll in size and very light.

Roller Remover for Staking Tool

We show in our illustration a roller remover for use in
 connec-

tion with any staking tool. It is made of the best tool steel,

properly tempered, and can be fitted to any staking
 tool on the

market. The device, which is manufactured by Hardi
nge Bros., of

Chicago, has been highly commended by those who 
have used it.

New Eton Jacket or Blouse Button

Among the spring novelties that will appeal to 
feminine fancy is the " Eton

set," a new and very attractive button for Eton 
jackets and blouses, made by

Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass. Th
e button is connected by a

chain, and comes in sets of four. Among the o
ther novelties just placed on the

market by this concern, is an appropriately-designe
d pin for the now famous

Order of Buffaloes.

Ring with Changeable Setting

Our illustration shows a new ring, for which Ju
les Ascheim, 41 Maiden Lane,

New York City, has applied for a patent. The 
purpose of the new ring is to per-

mit the changing of stones in the ring with great
 readiness and in a simple manner.

In the cut, the oval at the side of the ring represents

the back of the stone. Across the center, verti-

cally, is a tube with a small bar in it, which pro-

jects out from each end. One end is stationery

and is slipped into an aperture made for it in the

ring setting ; the other end of the projecting bar

works on a spring. When pushed in, the stone

can be readily slipped into the ring setting and also 
taken out in an instant by push-

ing the bar in with a pin and giving it a slight 
upward twist.

New Focusing Attachment for Binoculars

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y., 
have added a valuable improve-

ment to their well-known binoculars in the 
shape of a one-hand focusing attach-

ment, which, while retaining all the excellent 
features of separate adjustment for

either eye, permits the user to readily obtain 
what little adjustment he may need

and to pass the glass to friends for their us
e in the ordinary way.

A Big Jewelry Deal in St. Louis

A very large deal in the jewelry business was complet
ed in St. Louis, April

20th, when the Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Company purchased 
the stock and good

will of the Merrick, Walsh & Phelps Jewelry Compa
ny, both of whom were

large retail houses. None of the parties to the transaction would state the pur-

chase price, but it was currently reported that it was 
$297,000. With the sale

was an agreement upon the part of the selling firm to 
retire from the jewelry

business in St. Louis. The Mermod-Jaccard Company will carry on a three

months' sale in the rooms of the Merrick, Walsh & Phelps 
Company, Sixth and

Olive Street, after which what stock there is remaining will b
e transferred to the

Mermod-Jaccard store at Broadway and Locust Street. The pres
ent capital of

the Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Company is $500,000. This will immediately be

increased to $800,000, of which $5o,000 is to be distributed amon
g the clerks,

placing the business upon a co-operative basis. As a result of the sale the

Mermod-Jaccard Company secure the assets of both the Merri
ck, Walsh &

Phelps and the E. Jaccard Jewelry Companies. The E. Jaccard 
Company was

organized in 1829, the Mermod-Jaccard in 1864, and the Merri
ck, Walsh &

Phelps in 1878. The officers of the Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry 
Company are : A.

S. Mermod, president ; Goodman King, vice-president, sec
retary and general

manager, and C. F. Mathey, treasurer. These gentlemen, with E. A. Jaccard

and R. 0. Bolt, form the board of directors. Mr. Mermod came to St. Louis in

1845 and associated himself with E. Jaccard. Goodman King 
has been connected

with the firm since youth. The Merrick, Walsh & Phelps 
Jewelry Company

purchased the stock of the E. Jaccard Company ,last fall. The officers of the

Merrick, Walsh & Phelps Company are : H. H. Merrick, pre
sident, and Eugene

R. Cuendet, secretary.

A Decision as to the Liability of Express Companies

Justice Joseph in the Seventh District Municipal Court, New .Y
ork City,

recently handed down a decision of much importance to 
manufacturing and

jobbing jewelers. It seems that action was brought by Fishel, Nessler & Co.

against the Adams Express Co. to recover $241.26 damages 
for a package of

silverware, and when the case was given its preliminary hearing 
the facts were

given an airing.
From the statement submitted to Justice Joseph by Fishel, N

essler & Co.'s

attorney, Jacob Marks, the following facts were gleaned : On 
November 15,

1899, the plaintiffs sent by Adams Express Co. a box of sil
verware to a firm in

Des Moines, Iowa. For some reason the Des Moines people refused to accept.

The express company notified Fishel, Nessler & Co., but the 
latter did not wish

to relieve the consignee of his liability and so took no actio
n. Eleven months

after they made inquiry only to find that the goods had been 
sold by the express

company in July, 1900, for $19.75. Suit was then commenced by the plaintiffs.

The express company, through their attorneys, claimed that
 under the laws

of the State of Iowa they could sell unclaimed packages tha
t had been in their

possession for three months, and that they were not liable to m
ore than fifty

dollars under their receipt, in any case. Justice Joseph gave judgment in favor

of Fishel, Nessler & Co. for the full amount. He said in 
his opinion that the

laws of the place where the contract was made must govern in 
its construction,

and not the place where the goods were to be delivered or 
sold. The express

company intends carrying the case to the higher courts.

A Pernicious Silver Bill

A pernicious measure which has come to be known as the D
e Graw Silver

Bill was introduced and passed the house at Albany l
ast month. The bill was

sent to the Senate after passage in the Assembly, and was t
here referred to the

committee on miscellaneous corporations.

The bill is entitled " An Act to Prevent Deception in the 
Manufacture of

Certain Articles of Merchandise by Associations, Corporations an
d Co-partner-

ships," but the jewelers claim that its object is to permit 
the use of the word

" sterling" on fraudulent goods, which is now prohibi
ted by law. The facts of

the case were very clearly stated in a letter to the New 
York Tribune by G. H.

Robinson, vice-president of the Gorham Mfg. Co. Mr. Robinson said :

" In 1894 the New York legislature passed ' An Act to Regu
late the Sale of

Goods Marked Sterling or Sterling Silver, or Coin ,3r Coin 
Silver,' and known

as Sections 364A and 36413 of the Penal Code, 
and since that time the word

' sterling,' when applied to silverware, has meant 
that the article bearing such

mark should be l'etl'a parts pure silver.
" Because the word sterling ' was being improperly used this law was

passed in New York State, and as a result we believe it 
would be impossible to

find on sale in New York City to-day any articles 
stamped ' sterling ' that were

not Ph% fine, or approximately that ; in other words, th
e law is so plain and so

respected that no manufacturer or seller willingly infringes it
.

"The present efforts are to enact a law which shall relieve
 the seller from

all responsibility. The seller can offer for sale any goods, no matter how

debased, bearing the mark ' sterling,' provided only that th
ey are not made in

New York State. Inasmuch as a very small percentage of the manufacturers

are in New York State, it gives an open door 
for any foreign manufacturer

wishing to place on the market debased goods with th
is stamp to sell the same

in New York State.
" The title of the act referred to was carefully draw

n, that it should not

attract attention. It has no reference to the end sought, and, if it becomes a

law, would be extremely unfortunate to every honest me
rchant and to the public

at large. The public is fully protected by the present law. The surest way
 to

stop fraud is to stop it where it exists. New York cannot legislate for other

States, and if she offers inducements for dishonesty she will 
find plenty of people

that will supply her demands."

That the measure is not in the interest of honest manufacture, o
r such as

would benefit the jewelry trade is evident front Mr. Robins
on's statement.



Gainsborough Lockets
In Embossed, Engraved and Gem Set Designs—a hundred or more of them.

FINISHED in ROMAN,
14 K., Green and Rose Gold, French Gray, Gun Metal and all the latest shades.A reproduction of the famous Gainsborough Portrait of the Duchess of Devonshire, in every locket.The toniest thing out in LOCKETS.

Tire "Collar Collar Button
SUPERIOR QUALITY. HIGHEST GRADE.

As strong as any button made, whether of one pieceor a dozen. It can't be stronger.
FINE FINISH. PERFECTION.

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.
A IICW button for every one proving in any way

unsatisfactory to the wearer.

"Bay State" Collar Button
A Inudium-priced high-grade Collar But

" The Attleboro9 9

The finest low-priced Collar Button made.

Al! Collar Buttons, cheapest as well as dearest,
made of ROLLED-GOLD PLATE.

Allen's Pat. Lock Button
We are distinctively a BUTTON house, and are constantly showing new things in greatvariety, and everything THAT'S NEW.Invite special attention to our Patent Bar, which locks the button in cuff so that it cannotturn ; also places the button over the buttonhole, which the ordinary button does not.The Patent Bar can be used with either a lever as shown in cut, or a ball end link.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THESE DESIRABLE GOODS 

C. H. ALLEN & CO., Attleboro,

, .4*
—

HAND-CARVED RINGS
Send for Catalogue

A ko

Opal
Turquoise
Rose Diamond
Pearl

We are now showing our
new line of

Diamond

Mounted 

Goods 

SET
RINGS

in new and ready-selling artistic designs, pro-
nounced by.the New York Jobbers as the most
attractive line ever shown at prices unequaled.

C. P. Goldsmith & Co.
I%'li, ufactu rems

31=43 Gold Street, NEW YORK

WbAch School Fo.cts
PRACTICAL WORK of our students won all prizes in Faneuil Watch Tool Co.'scompetition at Philadelphia, Pa., itto7.
FOUR PRIZES awarded them for essays in the American Jeweler, Chicago, Ill.STUDENTS IN ATTENDANCE from all parts of North America, and offers of tengood situations for each one we can fill.
THE HIGHEST TEACHING ABILITY—which stands above money or size ofschool—MAKES IT THE BEST.
THE HONESTY to say that we cannot turn out a good workman in less than twoyears, instead of quibbling or claiming sometimes to do it in six months or aiyear, s a prominent characteristic only to be expected from so reliable a school,the "ONE HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL IN AMERICA." Send for circulars.

Canadian Horological Institute
115 to 121 King Stret, Lat

H. R. PLAYTNER, Director. 'T'ORONTO, ONT.

WE WILL FIT BALANCE STAFF
III any American watch up to and including B. W. Raymond or Cres-cent Street Grades, true balance in flat and round and carefully poise,for 60 cents. Will fit any Cylinder, not smaller than eleven ligne,for 60 cents. Any American cock or foot jewel, high-grade ruby orsapphire, duplicated for 17 cents, cash with ordvr. Send broken sample.

ALL ABOVE STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS AND EQUAL TO NEW WORK.

THE J. B. FAIRBURN CO. 54 Meaden Lo,ne,NEW YORK.
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Items of Interest

J. Ehrlich & Sons, NewYork City, request us to state

that Louis E. Hulbert is no longer in their employ.

E. 0. Harvey, of Brancroft, Nebr., has bought

out all other interests in the firm of Phillips & Harvey

and is now sole owner.

Bygate & Co., of Scottdale, Pa., have been suc-

ceeded by Bygate & Son, and the business has been

moved to Wilkinsburg, Pa.

The firm of John W. Scott's Sons, Cadiz, Ohio,

was established in 1819 by the great grandfather of the

present owners. Who can beat this record ?

Albert Pfeifer, Little Rock, Ark., has obtained

a patent on a new jewelry design and a copyright on

the words " Proposal Bone," which explains the

design.

THE KEYSTONE

The announcement in our last issue that S. L.

Marks, of Kansas City, would sell out and locate in

Pittsburg, Kans., was erroneous. It should have been

Pittsburg, Pa.

H. L. Bancroft, of Ballard, Ore., has purchased

the store and stock of Joseph Sutcliffe, of Woodburn.

The new firm will do business under the title of Ban-

croft & Bancroft.

Auburn, N. Y., now boasts one of the most artistic

stores between New York City and Buffalo. W. A.

Tice and F. A. Benson, comprising the C. A. Bannis-

ter Co., are the proud owners.

Jacob M. Shrock, the veteran jeweler of Newark,

Ohio, died at his late home in Clinton Street, April

5th, at the age of seventy-five years. Heart disease

was given as the cause. Mr. Shrock leaves eight chil-

dren to mourn his loss. His seal, Frank Shrock, will

carry on the business.

The Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass., has

furnished one of its celebrated precision lathe outfits

to Nathaniel G. Herreshoff, the world-famed yacht

builder, who is now engaged on the new yacht, the

Constitution, which is expected to keep the America

cup in this country. The Faneuil Co. has also on hand

several foreign orders for lathes and grinding machines.

The plant of the Howard Sterling Co., Providence,

R. 1., who recently made an assignment, was sold on

April 20th for $87,000. There were only two bidders,

both lawyers, and the names of the capitalists they

represented were not announced. Attorney F. M.

Tyler, the highest bidder, was said to represent Col.

F. M. Edwards, of Boston. As to the future of the

enterprise, no definite information could be obtained.

The annual meeting of the Trenton Watch Co.,

Trenton, N. J., was held last month, and the report

showed the last fiscal year to be an unusually pros-

perous one. The stockholders approved a proposition

of the directors to enlarge the plant at a cost of about

$10,000. The following directors were elected : John

Moses, Barclay I... Stokes, Lawrence Farrel, James

Moses, 0. 0. Bowman, R. White, Jr., and A. G. Moses.

The Tower Jewelry Co., of Springfield, Mo. have

gone into the jobbing business. They will carry a

general line of watches, clocks, jewelry and jewelers'

findings. Mr. W. E. Tower, who is manager and

buyer for the firm, is a gentleman full of det
ermination

and energy, with years of experience on the 
road,

well-known and popular among the trade, a good

buyer and a good salesman. We predict for them

success in their new enterprise. Mr. Tower will be in

Chicag 
lines.

The 

month looking over Eastern manufac-

turers'

The recently organized American Silver C
o., of

Bristol, Conn., has been incorporated under the laws

of the State of Connecticut. The capital is 
poo,000,

of which $40,000 has been paid in cash and 
$t6o,000

in property. The Bristol Brass and Clock Co. 
take

7993 shares and seven persons—J. H. Welch, 
G. S.

Brown, H. F. English, P. N. Welch, G. W. 
Mitchell,

C. S. Treadway and J. R. Holley—take one s
hare each.

Henry F. English is a New Haven millionaire, a

director and large owner in the New Haven Clock 
Co.;

Pierce N. Welch is also a New Haven mill
ionaire and

director and large owner in the New Haven Clock Co.

The others named are leading Bristol men.

James H. James, father of the James Bros., the

popular jewelers of Columbia, Tenn., was married

February loth, to Mrs. M. M. Harris, of Henderson,

Texas. Mr. James is seventy-eight years of age, has

been in the jewelry business since he was thirteen

years okl, and at one. time was a member of the

firm of Gillette & James, of Richmond, Va. Mr.

James and his bride are now touring on the Pacific

coast, and will in the future make their home in

Henderson. THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

J. E. Sherman, watchmaker, who served his

country for a year or so, fighting as a volunteer in a

Pennsylvania regiment in the Philippines, was a caller

at THE KEYSTONE office last month. Mr. Sherman

was taken with typhoid fever while on duty and was

sent back to his country to recover, and received his

honorable discharge at San Francisco on his recovery.

In talking business possibilities on the island, he stated

that he thought they were very bright, and certainly

would have remained there had he not been taken sick

and sent home. He did not think that business would

start in good shape for some time yet until the fighting

was over at Gorrilla and the country quiet. He stated

that in his opinion a great many of the volunteer

soldiers would remain in the Philippines after their

discharge. Mr. Sherman stated that he was inclined

to return himself in the course of a year or so.

The Largest Article of Cut-Glass

The accompanying illustration shows the largest

article of rich and deep cut-glass ever produced. The

glass in this electrolabrum is the finest crystal, and

the workmanship is of the high character that charac-

terizes all the wares of the manufacturers, L. Straus

& Sons, of New York. The magnitude of the work

necessary to produce such a magnificent piece can be

best comprehended when the following facts are con-

sidered : The height of the electrolabrum is i i feet,

8 inches. The diameter at the base is 2 feet, 9 inches.

' The electrolabrum has 30 arms for electric lights and

12 arms for ornamental purposes. The base and
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trunk consist of 39 large pieces of cut-glass, held to-

gether by a metal framework, which, however, is not

visible. The ornamental parts, such as chains, pen-

dants, rosettes, etc., consist of 1329 separate pieces of

cut-glass of many sizes and shapes. Twelve glass

cutters worked over 45 days on this electrolabrum,

which would be equal to 540 days if only one artisan

had to complete the task. It is valued at $5000, and

has recently been sold to a Philadelphia concern.

Philadelphia Letter

Here, as elsewhere throughout the country, the

persistent rainy and unseasonable weather greatly in-

terfered with business, and the month as a whole was

far from fleeting expectations. We trust it won't be

a story of " winter lingering in the lap of May " as

well as in April, and that a brisk spring trade this

month will reward the waiting. As yet the prevailing

jewelry-wearing craze has had little chance to develop,

but May sunshine and feminine vanity will furnish the

desired opportunity.
Local conditions warrant the expectations of a

good trade. The industries are in good shape with

the single exception of the textile industry, which is

very dull. President Cramp, of the shipbuilding con-

cern, said recently : " One year ago I predicted a great

boom in United States ship building, and the same has

come to pass even sooner than I expected. Although

the output from local yards last year reached 77 ves-

sels with a total valuation of at least $15,000,000,

conditions at present point even to this great record

being surpassed."
The firm of J. E. Caldwell & Co. has been

changed to a limited partnership. Joseph H. Brazier,

formerly an active partner in the business, has become

a special partner.
One of the most-admired Easter windows in the

city was that of Walter M. Engle, of 4233 Lancaster

Avenue. There were ingenuity, art, good taste and

appropriateness in the design, and it was greatly

admired.
The annual banquet of the Philadelphia branch of

the Jewelers' League of New York was held on the
night of April 13th at Tagg's Mennerchor Hall. It

was a most enjoyable evening, and the local members

turned out in force. After doing full justice to an ex-

cellent repast the members settled themselves com-

fortably to enjoy the speech making. Addresses were

made .by C. B. Bishop, of the National Optical Co.;

T. B. Hagstoz, A. Sickles, W. F. Harper, B. H. Lyon

and W. Mayhew. At a short business meeting held

previous to the banquet it was decided to repeat the

dinner each year on March 21st.

At the monthly meeting of the board of directors

of the Jewelers' Club, held April ifith, the date for the

annual shad dinner was fixed for April 30th.

A beautiful loving cup, designed and made by

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., was presented to J. B.

Hutchinson, general manager of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, on the occasion of his marriage last month.

The cup stands about fifteen inches in height and is

tell inches in diameter across the top. Between the

handles are panels, in one of which is the inscription ;

" From the Freight Department." Beneath this are

fac-simile signatures of the donors.

Simons, Bro. & Co. received contracts for some

of the trophies and prizes to be distributed at the

annual relay races of the University of Pennsylvania.

William Linker, of Davis & Galt, is convalescing

from a severe illness.
One of the contracts soon to be placed will be for

handsome souvenir badges, to be distributed by the

Knights Templar during the conclave to be held in

this city in September.
The three robbers who burglarized the store of S.

Desio, 1,Vashington, D. C., were arrested in this city,

held in $1200 bail and later taken to Washington.

They are said to be notorious thieves, and gave the

names Albert Hart, Frank Allen and Charles B. Lynch.

J. Harry Holt, formerly of this city, and now a

prosperous jeweler of Mount Holly, N. J., was married

to Miss Mary Emma Tomes, a highly accomplished

and popular young lady of that town. THE KEYSTONE

extends congratulations. Mr. Ilolt served ten years

with Jeweler Herbein, Sixteenth and Market Streets,

this city.
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Send Your Repairing to Headquarters
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing
VVe employ none Ina sk I lk1 vorkmen, mid have had 2.1 years'
experience in this line.

Estimates Given
.Ako carry in stock a complete line of Materials and Findings.
(Orders filled from any catalogue.

J. R. STADLINGER, 617 Main St.. BUFFALO, N. Y.
Send for Repairing Price-List.

make

Half Cilaill3
to order. Send for
price-list. Estab-
lished 188e.
F. J. LOEPER
326 RIDGE STREET
LANSFORD, PA.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

maker of Fine Tools and Dies for the Trade
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm Streets

High-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, OHIO Monarch Engraving Blocks

The Meak of Quzdity
This mark stands for
Pretty strong statetiiii
up. You might just
you're about it—thev
a case of doting out; t
Cuckoo Clocks. Si wei
Clocks, and to keep
because we've nothing

Suppose you send

tIII hest Cuckoo Clocks made in the world.
that, but the Clocks are here to back it.

is well have the best Cuckoo Clocks while
boil. cost, any isore. Why? Well, it's just
hung and doing that well. Nothing but
:distil enables is to make better Cuckoo
irices right down to where they belong,
else to think about,
fur a catalogue and price-list.

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK CO.
37 and 39 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

sof...1E1-1-11NC NEW IN  KNIVES

Cmith's Pat Blade is made of german silverwhen IRAN.

plated wears indefinitely and the thin strip of
inserted Aii."----- 7-,,, is ALWAYS SHARP. ' 

Send 32 two-cent stamps to E. 11. H. SNIITI-1,
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, New 'York, for a Beautiful Sample Knife

Engraving and Etching °L;70erriy ii.VJicitriFAC ES
including Spoons. Prize Cups and Presentation Pieces

DIALS,Miniature Portraits on WATCHES,BROOCHES, Etc.
HAND-PAINTED MINIATURFS copied from any photo..a

Specialty. Perfect likeness guaranteed

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
ENGRAVERS and ETCHERS 4; Maiden Lane, New Yorkto the Jewelry and Silver Trades

evg APARgANIV8ohi4q
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and buffing
wheels up in 6 inches in diameter, and with perfect ease
speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to the minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

w. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

ALL ALIVE. We have opened the eyes of all jewelers
as to prices for new goods and desirable
patterns.

1.3;1N1BL,UNI CiOODS A SPIE-CIAL,TY.
Send for selection packages.

Harris, Schuster 0 Co 9-1143 Maiden Lane., NEW YORK

Rose Diamonds
Opals
Pearls
Turquoise
Carnets
Doublets

MAX R. GREEN & CO.
Importers of

Precious Imitation Stones
301 r Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

Our specialty is jobbing stones Lapidary wink
given prompt attention. Your orders solicited.

Whitestones
Moonstones
Onyx

Cameos
Etc.
Etc.

St. Louis
Watchmaking School
2308 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED 1686

This School is endorsed by all
manufacturers and first-class watch-
makers and jewelers, ancl teaches
everything needed in a first-class
jewelry store. Send for circular.

Summertield, Kans., April II, 1901.
St. Louis Watchmaking School.

(len/Mien :—In regard to your School,
I can say with pleasure that after five months
Icing spent with you I can handle anything.
in the line of IVatchinaking„lewelry %York,
Engraving and Optics with 'ease, and think
that any one desiring to learn the above-
mentioned branches right, should take a
course at " The St. Louis Watchmaking
School." I remain,

Yours very respectfully,
E. IL Luex

We have hundred, of vimlinr testimonial!.
on Mein our °lire. R. JAEGERMANN, MANAGER

Will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If interested, will he pleased to hear from you. All
business and correspondence strictly confidential.
Address WM. 111. DAVIS,

12 Warren Street, New York.

The Crohn Patent Safety Cuard.

le -
For Scarf Pins,Studs • and Lace Pins.
The most practical and only adjustableone
invented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For sale by all
wh,lesale jewelers and material houses. Sample by
mail, age. ; in To K. gold, 7Sc. ; 74 K., P.m
M.CROHN, lasr.sio.tr.,48& 50 Malden Lane, N.Y.

The increasing demand for a better article in
our

SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to make a higher grade. We have
decided to put 25 cents a dozen more gold (not
work) on them. That amount of gold per dozen
will make them worth double the value of the
present standard E. P. buttons. We also pro-
pose to continue the present standard grade at
the regular price of $1.25 per dozen.

The new button will be carded on celluloid,
which will enable the dealer to keep them in a
more presentable shape, no matter how long
you keep them in the show case or window.
In addition to this every button will be espe-
pecially examined by an expert, and we guar-
antee each and every 'Milton to be as repre-
sented. Price to Trade, $1.50 per dozen.
Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS are

of Excellent Quality and Finish.

0.W.YOUNG & CO.,

OR DER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

AlfES.,126 State St.,Chicago

When writing. to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.

Sre sorrlol adv. on prig° 1121, Novemlorr, 1900, issue.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
Wells'Perfeet Self-Conform-
ing and Ventilating Ring
Adjuster is the result of many
years experience. It can be fated
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of price.

Painnted 

I doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.75, or V. doz., assorted

and Canada. 
sizes. for $2.00 ; 1 doz., metal,
assorted sizes, 85c. (Sc. extra if

registered.) For samples, a small size gold and
medium size metal will be sent for 40cts., or a medium
large siie gold and large size metal for 50 cts. Address,
CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver for
English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price -List.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RINGS, BADGES
‘41,,,, AN 

el. evil' C
SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS
0 AND el0 A Ne

+001. fAc:01°.

CHAS.G.BRAiMAR
MFG.J EW ELER

N9I0 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES& MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MI LITA RY
G. A. R.
AT

l,05HOOTING N7

4°4'77;1/41;1 tAt''DP.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF'

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0 AND vy

AN,t% OTHER elte

"C/AL

r_ 
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New Goods and Inventions

A New Separable Collar-Button
But few things of every-day use have monopoli-

much inventive talent as the collar-button.
One of the latest re-
sults of this stirring
after the ideal button
is shown in our illus-
trations. It is the
patent of E. J. Haver-

ty, of Sayre, Pa., and
Fig. 2 possesses qualifica-

tions that seem to
merit the attention of
manufacturers. Our
illustrations explain
the mechanism. As
shown in Fig. I, the
button consists of two
parts. The stem of

the head is inserted

ill the hollow stem of

the base, the groove at the end of the former being

caught by the spring of the latter and thus held in

place. To remove the head, it has simply to be given

is half turn as shown in Fig. 2. This releases it from

the hold on the spring, and the separation is effected

without effort. Few things are in more universal use

in modern civilization than the collar-button, and any

improvement on it is always a matter of interest.

Fig. 3

THIE K.EYSTONE,

A Novel Alarm Clock
Many persons, to N1110111 till' 1/1(1 room candle is

still a familiar article of use, must have noticed how
apt the flickering of a candle at the point of extinction
is to awaken it light sleeper. Acting upon the same
principle is an alarm that has been suggested, consist-
ing of a small electric lamp occluded rhythmically by
a sectoral shutter, constituting the balance wheel of
an ordinary alarm clock. This lamp automatically
switching on at the predetermined hour, is focused on
the head of the bed, and thus it silently, but (so the
inventor declares) none the less surely, awakens the
sleeper.

An Optician's Advertising

In our February issue Optician T. B. Stanley, of

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, told of the success of his offer of

prizes to those who wrote his name and the phrase,

" Eyes Tested Free," the greatest number of times on

a postal card. We find the following account in regard

to Mr. Stanley's advertising methods in a recent issue

of Printer's Ink:

" Advertising is the science of making people
want things," was the definition given by Dr. Stanley,.

an optician of this city, when asked for a few minutes

of his time for the Li/lie Schoolmaster. "The profes-
sions are way behind the times in advertising," he
continued, " but they are waking up to the fact that

a man can't rent a room on the fourth floor, sneak up

the back stairs and expect the people to hunt him out.

They must make their business known and tell where

they are. I have a three-inch space in one paper and

two inches in the other. I use these every day and
change the matter twice a week. I always use original

matter and ant now running a series of parodies of
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poems. Here is one I will run to-night and to-morrow

morning," and the doctor showed your correspondent

Maud Muller Revised,' the purport of which was, 
if

the judge had had his glasses fitted by Dr. Stanley 
he

would have had no opportunity to lament ' It might

have been.' " I have used Mother Goose rhymes in

the same way. I use theater programmes, blotters

and nearly every paper in the city and spend lots of

money on it, but my business is booming and I get

splendid interest on the money put into advertising.

" The parodies used are clever. Following is one

he used recently:

How dear to,:titlyd heart are my grandmother's goggles,

When fond recollection presents their bright hue ;

The straight bridge, the bent frame, the deep-tangled

And es' ry greased spot that hindered the 
view.

The contrast hoW great with Or. Stanley', line 
glasses,

NVith no moss on the lens and Mktg,. Ono is swell;

The gidd-rimmed glasses, the silver-11.wc11 r lasses,

The guaranteed glasses that all love se well.

" The doctor made use of a novel scheme about a

month ago which is still bringing in customers. He

used his space to tell the people that he would give a

seven-dollar pair of glasses to the person who could

write Eyes tested free by Dr. Stanley, i to Masonic

Temple, on a postal card the greatest number of

times. Two smaller prizes were also offered._ A

goodly number entered the contest and the prize was

captured by a boy who wrote the sentence 390 times.

Dr. Stanley does not believe in display ads. for

professional men, but uses the same type that the body

of the paper is set in. In his estimation the evening

papers are the best for advertisers.

" I would rather be without a shirt than without

The Keystone."—W. J. Wcz•ille, jeweler, Onancock,

Virginia.

The 'Jap 91 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front) Put it

Sterling Silver and tiold-Plated

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side) Pard

Sterling Silver and
I ;■ill I- Pin

-1
'VOA-

TIGER CLAW RING

Solid I lild Pat'd

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are 
attractive goods and

quick sellers. • I would be pleased to submit designs and estimate on 
new work

for the trade. Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms I, 2 and 3, 17'i S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

The La Porte Watch School
offers through its Summer Course, an opportunity

to learn in a short tulle

BALANCE STAFF MAKING

PIVOTING, JEWELING

HAIRSPRING WORK

Class Limited.

Special Low Tuition Rate.

Get particulars at once.

and all Fine Adjustments

J. L. HUTCHINSON, Prop.,
LA PORTE, IND.

‘0°‘ 

#:01 f 

13th

;CeSSIlli Year

eQ.4%,

Established 1889

Suite 1012-1013

STATE AND MADISON
STREETS,

Over 900
ter/ )c Ge2'

at End of Term

Champlain Bldg.

Chicago, U.S.A.

Graduates

LEADING JEWELERS and JOURNEYMEN 
endorse this school on account

of its practical and thorough system of 
instruction. This is proven by ninny

testimonials, and the fact that students or graduates of 
the jewelers' School

of Engraving have and always will be in 
demand. Solid silver itt shape ot

plates, spoons, etc., furnished free for practice. 
Good positions to all faith-

ful students. Terms by the day, week, mouth or full 
course on application.

Correspondence solicited.

Proprietor and Chief Instructor.

SOLID GOLD
SIGNET RING
ENGRAVING

is a

SPECIALTY of mine.

ADAM PIETZ,
Seal Enevesre nod

11 A. Ii o kr,

1530 CHESTNUT ST•

PHILADELPHIA, PI,

12.0°
per dozen

including nickel display stand..

Extra Batteries, 25c.

Sample lo Jo, olors, prepaid, on
reecipt or .;l2.00

'r
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28
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COMEAD SEARCH LICHT
You can pick it up at any time, and by simply

pressing button, light up any object within
fifty feet. Retells at $3.0o. New batteries
zsc. Can be fAsIly inserted. Each batted,

IMP can be usol severel hundred times. Santple
sent prepaid on receipt ol $2.00. COMEAD ,
MEG. CO., Buffalo. N.V.



ASK FOR AND INSIST ON GETTING THE

"PERFECTION" CHAMOIS WATCH BAG
Used by All the Leading Jewelers and Watch Case Manufacturers

Do not let your jobber sell you inferior Bags by telling you theyare "just as good "--there are none JUST AS GOOD

Made in All Sizes
0, 6, 12, 16, 18
Edges
Stitched in
Blue,
Green and
Yellow

Because they are

I—Absolutely n o n -
tarnishable.

2-Made of best oil-
tanned chamois.

JUST READ WHAT SOME
OF THE LARGEST CASE
MANUFACTURERS SAY:

JOSEPH FAHYS & CO.,
Manufacturers of Watch Cases.

New York, April 20, 1901.
Mxssits. M. SICKLES & SONS.
Gentlemen :—It affords U8 great

pleasure to say that the Per.
&Trion Chamois Bags that
you have been making for us
arc the best Watch Bags that
we have ever seen, and we
therefore expect to continue
using them on all our (told and
Silver Cases. Very truly yours,

JOSEP/I FAHYS & Co.

THE CRESCENT WATCH
CASE CO.

NoW York, April 22, 1901.
mEss M. s S■,NS.

the
Perfection Chamois Bag t he best
we have ever used and will
continue to use them on °lir best
quality eases. Very truly yours,

TIIE CRESCENT
WATCH CASE CO.

ROY WATCH CASE CO.
MESSRS. M. SICKLES & SONS. New York, April 23, 

1901..

Dear .Niroi:—We appreciate very much your new style of chamois begs, their elasticity and shape,holding the watch secure, arc practical features that will make them popular,
Yours very truly, . ROY WATCH CASE Co.

—The
edges are

stitched in
different
colorsonak_
ing them the
handsom es t
and most
attractive.

—The shape of the bag keeps the
watch case from coming out of the
bag in the pocket of the wearer, and
so keeps the case from getting scratch-
ed, and the case will last much longer.

Last, but not least, the price is as low as
the inferior bags which are on the market.

We print your name and address on each and every bag. It makes the best advertisement any jeweler can have.Every man or woman that gets one will keep it, and it keeps your name constantly before the people.

Write us for samples and prices or any other information you desire.
We shall be pleased to hear from you.

M. SICKLES & SONS, mz,a,ncubmeszurter,s,-., Philadelphia

May, lyol

Some Curious Possessions of King
Edward VII

BY JOHN TWEEZER

English royalty has come to be largely a

matter of gold lace and feathers. Monarchy

tinder a constitution is shorn of much of the

privileges of initiative, and is restricted mainly

to social power, however it may assume the

fiction of political power. It is true that the

tremendous force of tradition gives to the kingly

office a large measure of political influence

through the peculiar hereditary superstition con-

cerning the " divinity which cloth hedge about

a king," and when the office is occupied by

such a ruler as the late Queen, whose domestic

virtues and large humanity elevated her per-

sonality above the office, the royal influence was

potent in shaping legislation through the univer-

sal respect accorded to matured judgment and

the universal affection lavished upon " the

mother of her people." But whatever his

capacity, his virtues or his good intent, the

ruling King cannot hope to have transmitted

to him the exceptional influence which went out

from the person of Victoria ; and while England

will maintain the " pride, pomp and circum-

stance " of the kingly office, with its peculiar

hereditary gewgaws and frippery, the office

itself will be more and more shorn of its politi-

cal power, and the King will become more and

more a figurehead, a mere mouthpiece of the

dominant political party. In point of fact, the

English King has less actual governmental

authority than the American President. He

must accept the conclusions of the Parliament

without recourse, whatever his personal dissent;

whereas the President may interpose his ob-

jection to any law passed by the Congress, and

thus require a two-thirds vote of the legislative'

body before that objection can be overruled.

The President also exercises a much more direct

and potent influence in affairs, through his

.Cabinet and numerous appointees, than the

King.
But the King enjoys many privileges, and

possessions, through the long descent of tradi-

tion and prerogative, that are unknown to a

democracy ; and some of these seem very

curious, at the end of a thousand years of

hereditary rights. For instance, the King is

the sole proprietor of the beds of all British

tidal rivers, such as the Thames, the Mersey,

and many others ; and also of all that part of

• the sea-shore which lies between high-water

mark and low-water mark. If any of his sub-

jects find new lands they belong to the King

personally ; if an island should suddenly rise

in the sea, and an Englishman first see it,

it would become the individual property of

Edward VII.
It is an old saying that " the king can do

no wrong" ; but it may not be generally known

that this is actually and literally true, in the

sight of the law, as far as the King of England

is concerned. He could not be held personally

responsible for any crime he would commit upon

a subject ; the law holds that any such injury

must be ascribed to a mistake of the King's

advisers/ He cannot be arrested under any pre-

tense whatever, nor can his goods be taken in

execution in case he failed to meet his liabilities.
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He is exempt from taxation—by a process

of reasoning that as the revenue of the entire

realm is his (theoretical) prerogative, it would

be absurd for him to tax himself. This exemp-

tion, however, does not apply to things which

he buys privately, in his personal family name.

Even the royal residence would not protect him

from search for him through its innermost re-

cesses, if his dog license remained unpaid.

The King may demand the immediate re-

turn to England of any of his subjects, no mat-

ter where they may be at the time, and he may

require that any subject stay in England, no

matter how urgent his need elsewhere. He has

the power of remission of punishment, because

he himself is always the offended party when

" the King's peace " is broken. He is . the

nominal guardian of all infants, idiots and

lunatics in the empire. Nobody may sue the

King, but the King can sue anybody. He

has the sole right to print the Bible in the

United Kingdom, and if he choose he could

forbid the printing of the Bible in any part of

the British possessions.
He has the power to make war or conclude

peace entirely on his own initiative. He could

declare war against the whole of Europe to-mor-

row, and make peace with Kruger at the same

time on any conditions.
The King, in the law, is an extraordinary

person, possessing really supernatural capabili-

ties. Thus, for instance, he never dies and it is

impossible for him to die. It is useless to argue

th1t his predecessors are not now actually present

in the flesh, and that Victoria was laid in a tomb.

She did not legally " die "—it is impossible for

the ruler to die, in monarchial law. There was a

" demise of the crown "—and that is the utmost

that the law will concede , for a " demise " is. a

transfer of the royal authority from one person

to another. So, also, the King is always of

age. If the kingly baby is only six months old

by the common measurement of time, the law

of the land insists that he is over 21, and you

have to believe it, however it strains the imagina-

tion. Likewise, the King can be in two places

at the same time. If he is visiting the Ger-

man Emperor on the Continent, he is always

" present " at every sitting of the law courts ;

consequently he can never be non-suited as

plaintiff if he does not put in a physical appear-

ance, because the law distinctly states that his

Magisty is there. He is always " present " in

Parliament, though he be a thousand miles

away.
A very remarkable gentleman is Edward VII,

from a legal standpoint, and he possesses very

remarkable privileges as the heir of mouldy tra-

ditional rights—and rites.

Channing's Fine -Thought

" To live content with small means ; to
seek elegance rather than luxury, and refine-
ment rather than fashion ; to be worthy, not
respectable, and wealthy, not rich ; to listen
to stars and birds, to babes and sages, with
open heart ; to study hard ; to think quietly,
act frankly, talk gently, await occasions, hurry
never ; in a word, to let the spiritual, unbid-
den and unconscious grow up through the
common—this is my symphony."

Thus spoke, on one occasion, William

Henry Channing, who died some sixteen years

ago—a man who looked on the world through

charitable eyes, and was as sincere a friend of
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humanity as ever lived. He was personally as

tine as the fine things he said and wrote ; he

was worthy of his own best thoughts. Would

that were more in the world of the quality of

this enthusiast and optimist !

In the quotation he has given us a recipe

for wise living. It is packed full of digestible

and nourishing morality. " To live content on

small means " means absence of worry, devo-

tion of the energies to that which is worth

while, the peaceful, unenvious, rational life.

" To seek elegance rather than luxury "—to

browse with the deer on the scanty but sufficient

forest pasturage, rather than revel with swine in

plentiful garbage ; " and refinement " of the

thought of a Darwin or Robert Burns " rather

than fashion ", of a gaudily-decked intellectual

carcass. " To be worthy " is mountain-high

above the aspiration to be merely " respectable " ;

and he who ‘,` lives content .on small means " is

proud of his " wealth " in wife and children,

and can afford to smile at the " rich " pauper

whose soul is ltrunken into his bank account.

" To listen to stars and birds, babes and

sages, with Oen heart " ; that is, to be sensible

to the influences of nature, and willing .to be

taught by all who teach, which means, by all

who live. Happy is he who finds pleasure in

the sight of t flower, or a star-lit sky, or a

meadow of green grass ; happier, far, than that

poor rich man/whose joys are only in things ma-

terial and grois, and based on their money-cost.
" To study hard ; to think quietly, act

frankly, talk.. gently, await occasions, hurry

never "—this is the philosophy of true living,

the exemplification of a life of self-control, the

index of the gentleman in the right meaning- of

the word, the promise and potency of a life that

is worth while.
" This is my symphony," says Channing :

" To let the spiritual, unbidden and unconscious

grow up through the common." It must be

the song and. undersong of all who think, who

revere, who aspire ; for only in proportion as

the fine, unbidden thoughts lift themselves

above the muck and squalor of the common

and unworthy, only to such extent do we de-

clare our growth and development, our fitness

for place with those who have discovered the

real purpose of life, our realization of our oppor-

tunities, privileges and high delights.

Signs of Spring

Now comes the merry springtime when

buds begin to blow, and grass is green where

late was seeri the winter's drifted snow ; now

fills the ear with melody from every blossoming

tree, where singing birds are breakfasting upon

the busy bee. The farmer's boy is plowing,

and the farmer's boy's best girl is chirruping a

coon song while she puts her hair in curl.

From meadow, field and woodland leaps forth

the fragrant spring, and beast and bird and

earth and man rejoice like anything. All na-

ture is exultant, the winds are out at play, the
ground is thrilled with sense of birth, the buds

beg no delay, the seeds are bursting in their
shells, the heifer's " gettin' gay," the cackling

hen resumes her lay, the pig goes on his weigh,

the horse replies with yea and neigh unto the
donkey's bray, and other thousand witnesses
announce The First of May !

J. T.
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Cleaning and Restoring
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(CONTINUED)

II

Practical Details

OR washing the plates and parts of

watches with warm water, we need

a small wash basin, some castile

soap and a bone-handle wash brush.

Some workmen add about a tea-

spoonful of ammonia to a quart of water, and

use it as hot as can be comfortably employed.

The parts are to be scrubbed carefully with the

brush after rubbing on the soap and then dip-

ping it into the water in the basin. If the

plates or wheels are badly stained, they should

be dipped in a solution of cyanide of potassium,

made by dissolving one ounce of the cyanide in

a quart of water. Brass which is not gilded,

stains and blackens with ammonia, and it is well

to bear this fact in mind, especially when clean-

ing watches with polished wheels.

Usually movement plates and other parts

with stains on them, if the gilding is sound,

will come out with a good color and like new,

if washed with the ammoniated soap and water;

but where the gilding is much worn and the

plates stained and blackened, dip them in the

cyanide solution, rinse in water, wipe dry with

a soft towel, then throw into alcohol, and finally

place in the sawdust to dry. We would say

here to all workmen, have a gilding solution

always ready, together with a constant battery,

and if a movement needs it badly, gild it, even

if you can only get half paid for the work ; for

the reason that it will add to your reputation.

It is not necessary to speak of it to your

customer as " gilding " ; call notice to it as if

your method of cleaning was better, giving the

work a superior brilliancy and also keeping

bright longer. Half an hour extra time and five

cents' worth of gold solution will do the job.

It is very seldom, however, that a little manage-

ment will not secure pay for the extra material.

For convenience, a little sieve

should be employed for small

parts, like wheels and cocks to

Swiss watches. Such a sieve

is shown at Figs. to and ii.

It consists of a box about 3" square and z

deep, the wood being about thick.

A piece of open wire cloth or good plain

mesh lace forms a bottom.

The sieve A is placed in a

small tray, as shown at .B,

and half filled with saw-

dust and the small pieces

of watches as they come

from the alcohol are

thrown in and covered

with sawdust. The sieve

and tray are placed in g
Fig. 6, and the sawdust

sifted into H; the sifting allows a change of hot

sawdust and the parts are dried almost instantly.

A very little brushing with

a soft brush and the fine

particles of dust are re-

moved. A gloss can be

given to gilded work by

brushing with a half-worn brush and chalk.

The brush for chalk brushing should not be too

soft and tine, but, as stated above, a medi
um-

How to Dry
Small Parts
in Sawdust

FT. 10

21 

,---------
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hard brush half worn. This condition can be

given to new brushes by wrapping .No. o sand-

paper around a cylinder of any kind about 2"

in diameter and brushing the sandpaper with

the brush, bearing down forcibly to spring the

bristles so as to thin and also point them.

Many workmen use a burnt bone or a dry

bread crust to rub their brushes on to clean

them. Such appliances are not always at hand,

and the writer has found that yellow straw

paper, such as butchers use to wrap meat in,

answers nicely after giving the brush a thorough

chalking and then brushing on the straw paper

vigorously to remove all the loose dust. By

care and using straw paper as described, it is

seldom necessary to wash a brush. When brush-

ing watch plates, a circular motion of the brush

should be employed and not a straight-across

motion, holding the plate with the hand and

protecting it from finger stains with fine manila

tissue paper. The kind known as Hoyt's toilet

paper is all right, both for size and quality. The

whole length of the brush should be brought

into service, so as to wear it equally ; and

the circular strokes prevent the brush marks

from showing in fine lines across the work,

and giving it a sort of satiny look, which

should never be seen.
We will now consider some of

the accessories and materials

employed in cleaning watches.

Alcohol or spirits of wine is

used in many processes ; mithyl

or wood alcohol can be substituted for it

for most purposes and costs only about half as

much. Benzine benzole and coal nafitha are

among the names given to a highly volatile and

inflammable liquid substance obtained by distil-

lation from native petroleum. The French call

it huile peirole ; the Germons, sleinol. This

substance has been both lauded and denounced

by watchmakers as a cleaning medium. The

more highly refined varieties are very useful,

but the commoner kinds should only be em-

ployed for clock work. The kind known as

benzole is the substance for watchmakers to use,

and it cost about $1.23 per gallon. Chloroform

is a very useful cleaning material in watch work,

but its cost debars its -use to any great extent ;

still, for fine watches, it can be employed to

advantage. Sulphuric ether is also employed,

but the odor is repulsive to most people, espe-

cially ladies, and for this reason should never

be made use of in a store.

For the benefit of such workmen as cannot

conveniently use warm water and soap, the

following process can be employed : Procure

five glass alcohol cups with ground covers. Fill

one cup about one-third full of benzoic and in

this place, say, the lower plate. Now to use

benzole or any costly cleaning material with

economy and advantage, take a swan-quill

camel's-hair brush and cut it back so the hairs

will only protrude about Yi." from the quill.

Such a brush is

shown in Fig. 12,

where C repre-

sents the quill, 
[

and D the hairs

of the brush, which

should be cut off

.on the line a a. It is a little difficult to cut

them off nice and even with the shears 
; but if

the brush is frozen into ice, they can 
be readily

Accessories
and Materials
Employed
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shaved off with a knife. In summer a mixture

of salt and tine ice will freeze the brush in a

small dish of water in a few minutes.

To use such a brush, hold the plate Fdown

with the piece of pegwood Gin the glass cup E

of benzole, as shown in Fig. 13. The benzoic

is supposed to be up

to the dotted line 6 b,

and the plate is well

scrubbed with the

stubbed brush H un-

til all the old oil is

removed. After both sides are scrubbed the

plate is removed, wiped dry on a soft towel and

the plate thrown into alcohol, when it should be

scrubbed a second time with a similar brush.

From the alcohol the plate can be dried on a

soft towel or thrown into sawdust ; the plate is

then dry-brushed, to give brilliancy. Stained

plates and parts should be treated in a cyanide

dip and rinsed in clean water as before.

(To BE CONTINUED)

Fig. /3

F.

The Boy's Idea of It

A down-town merchant, finding himself in need

of the services of a boy in his establishment, put a

card in his window bearing the usual inscription, and

though many had called in response to it, none had

been chosen up to 3 o'clock in the afternoon. At that

hour a little wiry chap of twelve summers, with sharp

eyes, a foxy nose with freckles on it, and a sandy suit

of hair came in and asked about the sign in the window.

He was taken to the manager of the boy department.

" We want a boy," said the manager, looking

him over critically.
" I'm a boy," the youngster explained, briefly.

" What can you do ? " inquired the manager.

" Most anything, I guess, that a boy can do around.

I have been working for more than a year now."

" Where "
"In Mr. Blank's place; you know he's broke up."

" Well, we want a boy, but so far we havn' t been

able to find what we are looking for."

" What is it you are looking for ? "

" We want a boy that is honest, industrious and

diligent. He must always be on time and must not

run on the streets, nor play marbles for keeps, nor te
ll

stories, nor smoke cigarettes, nor fight other boys, nor

play ball on Sunday, nor use bad language, nor play

tricks on the other boys in the store, nor get into any

kind of mischief during business hours. He must b
e

neat in his appearance, his clothes must be kept tidy

at all times, his face and hands be clean, and hi
s

shoes be well skilled. In addition—"

" Hold on, mister," interrupted the youthful

applicant, " you ain't lookin' for a boy, your lookin'

for a Sunday school song, and I guess I won't suit
.

So long !" And the boy went out whistling " Brea
k

the News to Mother."

Canton's Water-Clock

The famous clepsydra, or water-clock, of Canton,

is housed in a temple on the city walls. In " China :

the Long-Lived Empire," Miss Scidmore tells us of 
a

visit paid to this famous temple. " We went into 
a

sort of rubbish-room and sat down to wait until th
e

expected bargaining should be concluded and we wer
e

free to enter some further hall, the supposed splendi
d

Temple of Time. ' Lady jump down. Lady sitting

ancient water-clock,' said Ah Poll, our swaggerin
g

parrot of a guide ; for three big earthen jars on suc
-

cessive shelves beside us, a fourth and lowest one wit
h

a wooden cover, constituted the whole clepsydra, an
d

we had unwittingly sat down upon a quarter-se
ction

of all time. The water descended by slow drops fro
m

one jar to another, the brass scale on a float in th
e last

crock telling the hours as it rises. Every afternoon at

five o'clock since 1321 A. D. the lowest jar has been

emptied, the upper one filled, and the clock thus wound

up for the day. Boards with the number of the hour

are displayed on the outside wall, that the city ma
y

know the time."
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New Up-to-Date
Jewelry Cases

RICH

DELICATE

EFFECTIVE

A new line of Jewelry
Cases made in three
colors

Cream—Red—Green
ith

Gold hair-line border
on top.

PRICES
19 P. Single Stud
21 P L. Link Button
21 P D. D. B. "
24 P. Small Brooch
25 P. Med. "
26 P. Large "
27 P.

29 P.

31 P.
50 P.

52 P.
70 P.

97 P.
98 P.

Per Doz.
$2  75
3  75
3.75
2.75
3.00
3.25

Extra Large Brooch 3.50
Lace Brooch • 3.00
Screw Earrings 3.25
Ring 2  75
Watch, Ladies &Gents 3.50
Hat Pin 4.00
Scarf Pin, Small 2.50

" Large 2.75

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY
This new line of JEWELRY CASES is Dennison's latest creation, and cannot be excelled for beautyof design and finish.
Note the styles and prices given herein.All orders should be mailed to our nearest store.We manufacture the most complete line of Jewelry Cases. Silverware Cases, Paper Boxes. Trays.Display Cards, Mats, Jewelry Trays, Labels, Etc., in the Nvorld.If you have not received our 112-page catalogue, write for it.

tautieolianfaclurin9/Sce
Boston New York Philadelphia Chicago Cincinnati St. Louis

MONEY-MAKERS FOR JEWELERS
Our 20th Century Ideas

Derby Pins
The latest for ladies' or gent's ties.

A good assortment.
Retail for 5o cents up.

Fish Scale Bagsan Purses
The only correct style.

We make them in large variety.
Sterling or Plate.

Hat Pins
for Summer.

A complete line, including Truscan,
Turquoise Matrix, Amethyst and

all the latest styles.

BACCHANALIAN HERD OF

Buffaloes
Official mark.

We have it. Retails for it cents.
Everybody wants it.

Souvenir Spoons
FOR ALL LOCALITIES.

Staple goods. Always in demand.
You want them.

Get our Pan-American. It is a beauty.

Sash Brooches an
Bodice Pins

Turquoise and Pearl effects.
Most popular for Summer.

We have good things for you and want your trade. Watch for our line.

Codding & Heilborn Co., NORTH ATTLEBORO MASS.
Jewelers to Her Majesty, " The American Lady,"

Dip Buckles
The only buckle for summer.

All styles.
Retail 25 cents to $5.00.

All prices.

Eton Jacket Sets
Something new and nobby.

Better send for a few of these and be
up to date.

Fob Chains
for ladies and gents.

Sterling or Gold Plate.
Stylish and pretty.

A postal brings samples.

NEW YORK OFFICE –
Chas. Van Ness, xi Maiden Lan

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE -
Geo. Greenzweig & Co., 2o5 Kearny St
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A BORROWER AS A
BANKER SEES HIM

49:1

" Did I understand you to say P000?" asked

John Smith, catching his breath.

" You did," said the banker.

" Then I have undervalued my property,"

said Mr7Smith, half to himself.

" You have not," said the

president. "On the other hand

your estimate was remark-

ably accurate." He swung

around in his chair, and speak-

ing more familiarly, continued:

" Mr. Smith, I think it is only

right that you should under-

stand the reasons we make

terms with you which apparently surprise you. I wish every one who does

business with banks could know about them, even in a general way:"

An Experience Illustrating a Modern Development of
Business Methods which Reasserts that a Good Name

Is Rather to be Chosen Than Gilt-Edged Collateral

you will appoint a time to walk with me to a certain corner on Eighth

Avenue in New York, I will show you a 1Thill who has within this last

fortnight turned optimist. The change has been made in him by the

suddenly acquired knowledge that, demagogues and ne'er-do-wells to

the contrary notwithstanding, money is not everything in the business world,

and character is something more than a matter for personal pride and self-con-

gratulation and obituary notices ; that character has a cash value in business

transactions. There are a great many of us who need the lesson which this

newly informed man has learned, and it is worth while for us to go over the

ground Nvhich he has just traversed. He is a small grocer, with a corner store.

Inasmuch as we are going rather more closely into his affairs than is perhaps

permissible except for scientific purposes, \ye will follow the example of the

surgeons in discussing their cases, and mis-name him John Smith.

John Smith has an equity in the store in which he sells

JOHN SMITH'S groceries which is worth, conservatively speaking, about

goo°. This property represents his savings through many

years of the simplest and most straightforward dealings

with his customers. Three weeks ago he was confronted with what seemed to

him a difficult problem. Carpenters began to work in an abandoned saloon

across the street and began to alter it to make a grocery of it, Mr. Smith

learned that it was being prepared for occupancy by a man who was going to fit

it up most elaborately and was going to carry a much broader variety of stock

than was to be found on the Smith shelves. Mr. Smith knew the neighborhood

well enough to understand that unless he could make his store much more

attractive and his stock more comprehensive, the competitor would soon drive

him out of business. He figured carefully and made up his mind that to meet

the competitor on even terms he must lay hands on p000 ready money at once.

Such was the situation which appalled Mr. Smith. With a property of but

p000 he could not possibly hope to secure more than iSs000 at six per cent.

Though .$5000 was not nearly enough, it was better than nothing, and he went

to the bank. On the way there he pondered bitterly on his own business ex-

perience. He thought of the hundreds of times when he might have had the

best of his customers and his wholesalers, generally without their realizing it.

He thought of one instance, specifically, where he might have retrieved a mis-

taken purchase by the simplest sort of a misrepresentation about the way in

which the goods were received. He made up his mind that if he had conducted

himself as he had known many of his competitors to do he would have had

M000 more in property on which to borrow. Honesty had not paid him ; for

was not one who had doubtless grown fat on petty dishonesties in anothe
r

neighborhood coming now into this neighborhood to drive him out of business?

In his bitterness, Mr. Smith recalled the %%,ords of the cynic : " It is cheaper t
o

move than pay rent," and nodded savage approval of them.

PREDICAMENT

At the bank he was referred to the president, and the

GROCER AND president was busy. Waiting outside the president's

door, Mr. Smith could hear the conversation within.

He could not help hearing it. A man was pleading

with the president for a loan of $8000 on a property which he represented wa
s

worth $16,000. The cold tone in which the banker responded to the appea
l

chilled Mr. Smith. It frightened him. If the bank was not anxious to lend

P000 on $16,000 security, with what scorn would it reject his own little 
plea for

$5000 on IS6000 ! He determined to throw himself on the mercy of the 
bank,—

he laughed at himself sourly as the idea came to him,—and to ask for all the
y

would give him, and to be thankful if they gave him but p000.

His turn with the president came. He told his story and made his 
plea.

The banker smiled.
" The man whose competition you fear," he said, " has just this 

minute

left the chair in which you are now sitting." John Smith's heart sank again.

His rival had a capital of $16,000 ! "And," continued the banker, " I will sa
y

to you just NVIIiit I said to him ; that we have money to loan and are 
glad to loan

it ; but that %ve must make our preliminary investigations in our own way befor
e

we can talk of amounts or terms. Would you object to letting us go over your

books?"
" No," said Mr. Smith. He was puzzled. He hardly saw what 

his books

laid to do with his real estate qualifications to secure a loan. But the bank had

the whip hand ; it was not for him to raise obstacles. He was still more 
puzzled

when the. bank's accountant, in going over the books, made copious extracts

from his records of purchases. He was almost suspicious as to the 
good faith

of such a proceeding.
In three weeks he sat again by the bank president's chair.

" The loan committee met yesterday," the president said, " and took
 up your

application. They authorized me to say to you that we will be very glad of the

opportunity to lend you p000 on a six per cent. second mortgage on your 
store."

BANK PRESIDENT

(The publication of this story is partly the result of

the banker's desire to make those principles better HOW THE CREDIT

known.)
" You came to us with p000 security at about the

same time another man came to us with ftx6,000. You needed Poo° or some

part of it. He needed Poo°. You get a loan that practically leaves us without

a protecting margin. He got no loan at all. According to the uninformed

conception of the way loans are made nowadays, matters should have gone ju
st

the other way. Most people think that the Bradstreet or Dun commercial 
rating

of a 'nail comprises nearly all a bank wants to know about him. Few peopl
e

ever heard of the ' Credit Clearing House.' It is a concern down on Broadway

to which we are subscribers, which has nothing to do with the amount 
of a man's

property ; it is altogether concerned with his business integrity. In subscribing

to the Clearing House ' we undertake not only the payment of their fee of fifty

dollars a year ; we promise to furnish them with any information we may have

about the business habits of any of our clients concerning whom any 
other

subscriber may ask the clearing house.

"We asked them for a report on John Smith, grocer, and we 
furnished

them with the names of many persons, taken from your own books, with 
whom

you had business dealings. Some of these persons and firms were 
also mem-

bers of the clearing house." The banker picked up a bunch of papers fro
m

his desk and consulted them as he continued : "We learned that 
you usually

paid cash for your rtock, and that when you bought on time you were 
always

prompt with your payments ; we learned that you always kept your promises t
o

pay whether they were made to the Standard Oil Co. or to the man 
up in

Connecticut of whom you buy your vinegar. We found that the interest o
n

your first mortgage has never been overdue, and has once or twice been pai
d

ahead of time. We find that your fire and life insurance are always kept up

scrupulously. We find that you once had a fire in the back of the store and

based such modest demands upon it that your name is the synonym for honest
y

in the offices of the insurance company. We know that your wife has a 
running

account at that department store over the way, and that her bills have alway
s

been paid by check within twenty-four hours after they have been 
rendered,

except once."
" That," interrupted Mr. Smith, " was when she was out of town and 

I

waited for her to check up the bill."

" It is so stated here," commented the president of the bank, " and 
indicates

that you are not only prompt but careful. We find finally that you once refus
ed

payment of a bill and there were some litigation over it ; but we learn, also, that th
e

man with whom you had that trouble was a notorious cheat and double 
dealer.

MAN REASONS

" Now, Mr. Smith, on the credit clearing-house

system you are rated ' B.' That means that whatever

is lent to you will be repaid within the limits of human

certainty. Your Bradstreet rating is too inconsiderable

to mention. You would have to have many, many thou-

sands where you now have but a few before you could approach a rating of ' B'

on their books. But the time has gone by when banks and trust companies are

guided in making their loans by the amount of money or property a man has or

is said to have. That may help us determine the amount we lend him ; but

what we want to know before we lend him a cent—no matter what security he

may offer—is what his business character amounts to. If he has a record for

trickery, procrastination, carelessness, and large or petty dishonesties, we will

not lend him money under any circumstances.

" I told you that we rejected the application of the man who wants to com-

pete with you, though on the surface his application was a much better one for

us than yours. He .would not let us see his books. And the first thing we

learned about him was that Ile had told the owner of the store which he intends

to occupy, that he had already negotiated the loan with which he was to fit

out and stock the store ; in other words, he persuaded the landlord, through a

lie, to invest a large amount of money in improvements. Our investigation

ended there. We have not time to do business with a liar. In lending to you

without a margin we are simply banking on your honesty, of which we are

satisfied. That is all. Good morning, Mr. Smith." * * * *
—Lindsay Denison, in The World's Work.

THE RECORD OF
THE CLEARING
HOUSE

The writer of the above article was so struck by the episode

above related that he interviewed other prominent bankers on the

subject. He found all in agreement as to the paramount importance

of the integrity of the applicant in the extension of credit, and that

the same policy was pursued in financial establishments where business

is done by the million as well as by thousands.



494Something Every Jeweler Needs in His Business

Preserving the Color and Polish
of Gold, Silver, Nickel and all
other polished metals while
passing through the fire

in act of soldering.

DIRECTIONS.
Warm article and drop in Anti-Oxidizerfrom two to three times before soldering;see that the article is well coated over.No need of cleaning Anti-Oxidizer outof joint before soldering.

L. GUTMANN & SONS,
Sole Agents,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
—   --

Every Bottle Guaranteed.
Caveat filed Nov. 17, 1900.

Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer leaves no scales,
crusts or lumps after using, like all others
on the market do, as it contains no Borax ;
no boiling in acid pickle as the Oxidizer
preserves the color.

Price, 35 cents par bottle.

ED- 3 gAaMO:0010
CYCL4ON

STEEljOgRING

BRAZING STEEL
and Nickel. Plated Articles with.
out Bluing or Destroying Nickel.

DIRECTIONS.
Coat over article to be soldered withthe flux ; take small parcel of speltor andwet freely with Flux. Place the piecesto be soldered in position for soldering,put speltor on joint, then fire.

L. GUTMANN & SONS,
Sole Agents,

CINCINNATI, 01110.

Every Bottle Guaranteed. Price of
Flux and Box of Solder 50 Cents. 

Caveat Bled Boy. 17, 1900.

ablTranearcla
With this Flux you can Braze Malleable

Iron, Brass and Steel and leave no enamel
crust or lump, as this Flux contains no
Borax. No u s e of cleaning or scraping
article to be brazed as this Flux will cause
Solder to flow freely and leaves article
brazed tougher than before broken.

The fac-simile labels shown above are three-fourths the size of the originals on the packages.

Give the above FLUXES a trial, and you will find them everythingwe claim for them. Order through your material house or from us.

1-01MN 

CYCLONES

HARD SOLDERING
FLUX
...+FORK-+•••

SOLDERING GOLD,
Silver and Roll-Plate Goods.

DIRECTIONS.
Coat article to be soldered over with

Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer. W e t solder
and joint with Flux. Hold article over
alcohol lamp. After solder flows drop
article in Soldering Flux while warm.
Rinse in water. For larger articles
use blow pipe.

L. GUTMANN & SONS,
Sole Agents,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Price, 60 cents.
Caveat filed Nov. 17, 1900.

fP..51g.10-N_PLIPIOM

This is what Cyclone Hard Soldering
Flux will do

Will cause Solder to flow with less heat ;
can solder 8 karat gold goods with 18 karat
Gold Solder. No danger of melting articleyou are soldering. No use of cleaning
article and joint to be soldered as solder
will flow freely. You can also solder all
grades of plated Jewelry and not destroyplate. After solde.ing you will find article
to be much tougher than before broken.

GuTmANN soNsp Wh o51 els aElae sDte aFloe rusritnh Dsi at rnico icitd:C, 

NCI,

at hNeNsAa nTdi  eowHe liroy

MAIL, ORDERS SOLICITED Pow ANY-11-11NC; IN ()UR L.IN1

SILVER POLISH
IS THE BEST

mellif

This cut represents the
new-style jar package which
we put before the trade last
year, and which met with
instant approval, the con-
tents of the package being
so easy of access. The
25c. size is packed in three-
dozen cases, with an equal
number of sample bottles,
and costs $18.00 per gross.

PAUL, MPG. CO.
Boston, MaNs.

IN THE RACE 
FOR WEALTH 

it's the man who knows how that wins.
To win success at watchmaking the workman
must be thorough master of his art and equal
to the most complicated job that comes his way.
Such a one is every graduate of the

Waltham
Horological School

Which is the Oldest and has the Best Equip=
ment and Instructors

Thorough instruction given in

HOROLOGY, ENGRAVING AND 

OPHTHALMOLOGY

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while
here, and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

E. H. SWAIN, Proprietor,
WALTHAM, MASS.Write for our New Prospectus.

May, 1901

Electro-Metallurgy
(Co:: TI N 1 ED)

XXXIX

Electric Reduction of Metals

ANY of the processes for the reduc-

tion of copper ores are now con-

ducted by electro-deposition. Why

not, we ask, let this deposit be to

carry out some work of art? Sup-

pose, instead of sending ingots to market, and

the capitalist waiting for a sale of commercial

copper to take place, the copper was in the first

instance deposited in a form ready for use in the

arts. Copper tile for fire fronts would, accord-

ing to our convictions, find as ready sale as

builders' hardware. Cornices, ceilings and

dados for halls and other places would follow.

Such metal work could be furnished at a

slight advance on the price per pound of ingot

copper. The possibilities of wax modeling are

much more than one would imagine if they had

never tried the process ; perhaps we should add,

had the possibilities been explained and dilated

upon. By pouring melted wax on the piece. of

board we have already described, we can build

up our model to near the perfect form.

We can also remove an excess

More About of wax from any portion of our
Artistic
Art Modeling 

work, by the little instrument

shown at Fig. 1. It consists

of the glass pipette A, and rubber bulb C, as

we would buy it at the druggist's.

To adapt it for our use, we add

the copper—or what is more easily

worked, red brass nose B; this

nose is shaped as shown and should

be as heavy as can conveniently

be worked, in order to hold heat.

To work this instrument we

heat the nose B in a Bunsen gas

jet or alcohol flame, up to about

3000 F., and apply it to the wax

we wish to remove, until a portion

becomes fluid. We then remove

the nose B and press the bulb C between the

thumb and finger to exhaust the air, after which

the tip d, of the nose 13, is again inserted in

the melted wax and the pressure on the bulb C,

gradually relaxed, which will cause the fluid

wax to be drawn up into the tube A.

Before the wax so drawn up hardens the

pipette is removed and the bulb C pressed and

the melted wax ejected, after which the nose B

is again heated and the operation repeated if

there should be any more wax to remove. A

very convenient filling up device

2„, where we wish to add wax to any

portion of the work, is shown at

Fig. 2 ; it consists of a copper

reservoir D, of such size as the

work in hand demands. The

upper end has a tube, preferably

of glass on account of the heat

of the reservoir D, which is

filled with melted wax. Bone,

ivory or hard rubber will answer

very well, as the heat should not exceed 
212°F.

A wood casing should surround the reser
voir

D, as shown at the dotted outline bb, so 
that

the device can comfortably be held by the

fingers. The lower end of D is provided with

a tube like the discharge pipe to a syringe. Th
e

idea is, as long as the finger is held on F
 so

THE KEYSTONE

that no air can enter D through the opening g,

the melted wax in the reservoir D will be held

in place, but on lifting the finger shown at G

the melted wax in D will flow through the hole

C and can be used to form pools of wax, or con-

tinuous lines and ridges of the material.

In fact, such modeling depends quite as

much on the manner in which the wax is first

applied, as on subsequent finishing. Of course

a carefully made drawing should, in every in-

stance, precede any attempt at modeling. We

are speaking now of such work as would lay

claim to being specimens of art. We would

add as an argument in support of such model-

ing, that metal castings in perfect /ac simile can

be multiplied to any number and all equally meri-

torious, in fact, exact duplicates of each other.

Fine marble bas reliefs cannot

High Art Works now be duplicated except at
Produced at
Slight Cost an enormous cost. Not so

with art work modeled in wax

for electro reproduction ; fac simile reproduc-

tions can be made at but a slight cost above

that of the downright value of the material,

and when they are done, time has but small

effect upon them. And by means of surface coat-

ing with such metals as resist oxidation, a great

number of even color effects can be realized.

Wax models of this kind on completion

can be bronzed by means of bronze powders, to

look precisely as the final electrotype copies will

appear. Bronzing or coating the wax model

with metallic powder should not be done until

we are quite positive no corrections or altera-

tions will be required. For rendering the wax

surface conductive we know of nothing which

will insure an even depoSit equal to plumbago.

This material.mixed with alcohol gives a secure

coating, brushing away the surplus plumbago

after the alcohol has evaporated. The copper

sulphate solution into which the wax model is

placed should be rendered slightly acid by the

addition of free sulphuric acid. The wax model

should be kept in constant motion.

(TO 11/1 CONTINUED)

The Great Watch for the St. Louis
Exposition

We have received a number of letters from the

trade requesting information as to the authenticity of

the following, which is going the rounds of the daily

press :

There is now in course of construction the largest

watch that the world has ever held. So enormous will

this timepiece be that room will he found within it for

spacious galleries, wherin a number of people will be

able to perambulate at ease, and it is further stated

that a small restaurant, equipped with waiters, cooks

and other paraphernalia will form one of the at
trac-

tions of the watch's interior. The diameter of this

gigantic article will be nearly 75 feet, while its height

xvill exceed 40 feet. Tiny staircases will he scattered

throughout the watch, and the wheels will be so pro-

tected that no person can be injured thereby, or e
ven

sustain damage or soil his clothing. The wheel kn
own

as the " balance wheel " will actually weigh a 
ton,

while the so-called " hairspring " will be consider
ably

thicker than a rolling-pin. Approximately two min-

utes will be consumed by the swinging backward 
and

forward of the wheel aforementioned, which will be

pivoted On two huge agate blocks. Needless to say,

the tnainspring of this extraordinary watch will be

enormous. Three hundred feet will hardly cover its

length, and it will be made of to spring steel ba
nds,

two inches thick, bound together, as it would be
 im-

possible to roll so large a piece, either in thickness 
or

length. Finally, it may be said that the watch when

concluded will recline on its back and will possess a

polished metal case similar to ordinary watche
s of

smaller dimensions. Pele will be able to walk 
be-

tween the moving wheels, and thus enjoy an 
en-

tirely novel sensation. This attraction, certainly uni
que

in the world's history, will form one of the
 principal

495

side-shows at the St. Louis exhibition in 1903. 
The

watch will be wound by steam regularly at a 
certain

hour during the day.

We requested our St. Louis correspondent to

make inquiries in regard to this monster watch, a
nd a

communication sent by him to the World's Fair

authorities brought the following somewhat indefinite

reply:

DEAR SIR :—Replying to your favor, would say

that I think there is no doubt of the bona fides of 
this

watch proposition. The original paragraph emana
ted

from this office, and has been copied all over the coun-

try. The enclosed clipping covers all the information

at hand, and I ant unable to find out the name of 
the

patentee or inventor. • Yours truly,
JAMES Cox, Secretary.

A New Rotary Engine

Cyrus F.. Kochendarfer and Ralph D. Hunter, of

H ol 1 idaysbu rg, Pa., have just patented a rotary eng
ine.

The patents were taken out on March 5th, in 
this

country, Canada, England, France and Germany.

Ed. W. Drury, the well-known representative of 
the

Non-Retailing Co., Lancaster, Pa., has been assigned

a third interest. The sample engine demonstrates a

1083 pound lift as compared with a 600 pound lift of

the reciprocating engine of the same size. The new

engine makes 40043 revolutions per minute, and saves

about one-third in steam consumption. In other

words, with the rotary engine, a steamer can accom-

plish in four days a voyage which hitherto took six

days, and it is claimed by the patentees that the new

arrangement will forever do away with the nerve-

jangling, shaking and whirring that up to this seemed

a necessary concomitent to even the smoothest sea

trip. The engines can be made in any size. Capital

is now being invited for the purpose of manufacturing

the engines, and the investment is said to be a promi-

sing one.

" Don't stop sending me The Keystone until you

have notice to stop. See? I expert to take it as long
as I can see to read it ; have taken it for fourteen

years. In /888 I subscribed for it eight years in ad-

vance ; wish it had been eighteen."—Edw. Stocker,

jeweler, Macomb, Illinois.

Professional Retail Store Accountants

A real twentieth century departure is announced

in the following letter to the Bookkeeper: "I am re-

siding in a town which Uncle Sam recently announced

has some to,000 odd inhabitants, and am a book-

keeper with some few years of experience, from which

I have gained considerable amount of system, and,

possessing some hustle, I am establishing the business

of thorough, systematic bookkeeping for smaller firms

whose business would not justify the salary of a per-

manent bookkeeper, though the needs of such is none

the less imperative.

" Upon approaching a prospective client, I ex-

plain the object of my visit and point out the value

and importance of a thorough system of accounts. I

soon gain sufficient data upon which to base the remu-

neration problem. This settled, I make a complete

inventory of assets and liabilities, make the proper

opening entries upon a new set of books ; then, accord-

ing to the exigencies of each case, I visit the business

at regular periodical times, Whether it be half a day, a

day or two days a week, and from the entries on their

day-book I evolve a complete system of bookkeeping

and give the firm a statistical comparative balance

record of their business at the end of each month.

In this way they get the same effective service as the

largest firms and only pay for the actual time occu-

pied. I have now on my list a stove and furniture

firm, a laundry, a livery stable, a retail grocer and a

butcher, with more to come. This gives me a com-

fortable living. One of the strongest arguments that

can be used to induce a merchant or manufacturer to

have the work done is to ask the question, ' If a fire

overtook you to-night, are you in a position to inform

the insurance company what amount of loss you have

sustained?' "
Judging from the slip-shod methods of keeping

books now in vogue among many retailers, there

would seem to be a good field and lots of work for

such a handy man as the above.
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ARE YOU SATISFIED
With your present position ? Don't you think you could earn a larger salary if you were a thorough workman ?

THOROUGH WORKMEN ARE IN GREAT DEMAND
Come to us and we will make one of you.
Our instructions in WATCHMAKING are thorough and practical and are taught by practical work.Our ENCIRAVINO instruction cannot be equaled in this country, because students are given all kinds of articles to engrave.
Our ...11VVIELRY department comprises the making and repairing of all kinds of jewelry, also stone setting in all its branches.
Our OPTICAL course is as thorough as can he obtained at any optical institution. We issue separate diplomas for Optics. So you can

see by this that we are prepared to give you thorough and practical instructions in all branches of the Jewelry business, and

WE WANT YOU AS ONE OF OUR STUDENTS
and we will guarantee to make a thorough workman of you in as short a space of time as possible.Now is the time to make application for a bench during the summer months, as we have no vacations.Write for our prospectus, it will give you full information.

The Philadelphia College of Horology, 1213-15 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA.
V. W. SCHULER, VrinQiPal.

BEST PRICES
for OLD GOLD and SILVER
HONEST

AND

PROMPT \!
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
-„OLDGOLD,
JILVER,FILINGS,
SWEEPINGS

IT WILL PAY YOU
to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER,FILINGS, POLISHINGS, SWEEPS,HAND-WASHINGS, ETC.

IT PAYS US
to make Prompt and Honest Returns.We want your trade and wish to keep it.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
22 K., 88e. per dwt. 12 K., 48c. per dwt.I20 K., 80c. " " 10 K., 40c. " "18 K., 72e. " " 8 K., 32c. " "16 K., 64e. " " 6 K., 24c. " "14 K., 56c. " " 4 K., 16c. " "

Silver and Platinum at market rates.
FINE GOLD AND SILVER FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED OR GRANULATED.

T. B. IIAGSTOZ COMPANY, ',hintedSMELTERS, REFINERS
AND ASSAYERS 709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia

WORKS: RIVERSIDE, BURLINGTON CO., N. J.

BRUSHES •
NEWARK, N.

12 CREEN 
STREET 

POLISHING SET COMPLETE, $2.00, 
PREPAID

GOTTOR• ORIVIA 
WATC.t 

. , •

A. COT...RI. 
our"

DRIVLIt WA. A.

MT ARO COT 
r0R ••■•• 

•

RRI•71.1

sotscAcnoN .t.it:ANANMED Olt
.MONEY

• *Ns_

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

Take Advantage of the General Prosperity Now Assured
by always keeping- a g-ood variety 0i

Tliey best meet the general desire for something good and handsome at a price
( QUALITY,

Mark guarantees STYLE and
( FINISH.

Our Trade

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN
AMERICA

-
ry4 Nngs. ?si

that affords the RETAILER a good profit.
We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinementfor more than fifty years.

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES.
bon 't wait for our travelers, but order direct from

7
M. B. BRYANT & CO. Maiden LaneNew York

May, 1901

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department must
send name and address—not for publication, hilt as an evidence of
good faith. No attention will be paid to anonymous communica-
tions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are
received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions, to refer to them, its similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on Which the information may be found.

" Vibrations. "—I have taken great interest in
your articles on adjusting watches—but one thing is
lacking to make them complete, and that is, how to
make the long vibrations of a watch the slowest. I
have exhausted my knowledge and failed.—We would
suggest that you read over the articles on adjusting,
which you will find in the December, 1899, KEYSTONE,
on page 1259 ; also January, 19oo, KEYSTONE, on page
49. It will give you full instructions to make the long
vibrations the slowest.

"Pendulum Swing. "—I have a regulator, weight
time, with Graham escapement, 72 beat. The pendu-
lum swings about an inch, very often it does not swing
more than half this distance. Sometimes it will run
two or three days, and again the arc of pendulum will
change two or three times a day. Whenever I move
the hands either way it will cause it ; and when I do
not touch it, it will do the same. I think the move-
ment is in good condition. It has solid steel pinions
and the movement is hung on brass brackets.—From
the information you give us we feel positive that the
clock is not in good order. It seems to us there is a
binding somewhere in the train, as it acts as if there is
more power on the train at one time than at another.
You will do well to take the clock apart and examine
it thoroughly and make sure you have no bent pivots,
also try each wheel separately and each wheel that
gears into one another. The most particular thing
you want to examine is the escape wheel and escape-
wheel teeth. See that the wheel is absolutely true in
the round and flat and that there are no teeth bent.
We feel sure, if you follow out this method of examin-
ing the clock, you will find the source of the trouble.

" Swiss Spring."—I have an eight-day watch,

Swiss, with a mainspring nearly 4 feet long. Alain-

spring broke 4 inches from the end inside. I relocked

11, and now the watch loses so to 12 minutes a day.

The rnovement is in perfect condition. Do you think

it can be the fault of the mainspring P—We presume

you mean by relocking mainspring that you put a new

hole in the center, but if you mean that you riveted or

hooked together the broken pieces, we would say it is

very bad policy. A new mainspring should have been

used. When a mainspring breaks near the outer end

you can always put a new hole in it, but when it breaks

near the center a new spring should be used and in

no case should two pieces be riveted together. If you

have riveted the pieces together or hooked them

together, the chances are the watch will never keep

correct time with that spring in it ; but if you only put

a hole in it, we do not believe the fault lies there.

Do you know whether the watch kept good time

before? You should examine the watch again care-

fully and, no doubt, you will find the cannon pinion

or center post loose or the hands binding. There

must be some trouble with these parts that makes it

run slow, providing the watch kept correct time

before.

"Timers."—Why is it that when new American

movements of all grades that are sent out from the

factories and are supposed to be perfect in their time-

keeping qualities, have the regulators in the center of

index and the movement will never keep time with the

regulator in that position, and sometimes has to be

moved, so that in some cases the hairspring has to be

taken ifp or let out? Why should not the movement

run with the regulator in center of index ? If a

movement will not keep time, why don' t the factory

People leave the regulator where the movement will

run correctly, instead of placing it in the center of

Index P—We do not believe that any American watch

factory moves the regulator to bring the watch to

time. In many of the American factories workmen

work on " piece work." By this we mean they re-

ceive so much for doing a certain thing to a movement.

Most all factories have what they call " timers," whose

duty it is to bring watches to time. Each factory has

a different.method of doing this, but the one we now

speak of does not vibrate the balance as in former

years, but brings the watch to time by changing a pair

of balance screws. For example, let us take a watch

that runs five minutes fast in twenty-four hours. The

timer will take out one pair of screws and weigh them

on a fine scale. He then selects a pair of screws that

experience has taught him to be sufficiently heavy to

make the watch run five minutes slower. These

timers do nothing but this and become so expert that

with one changing, as a rule, they bring the watch to
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time. They have rules at the factory that allow the
timers a certain variation in a certain grade of watch.
The finer the movement, the closer it must run. A
7-jewel movement must run within one minute fast or
slow in twenty-four hours with the regulator in the
center. This would pass inspection. Of course, the
finer grades must be better ; but as the timer works
on piece work, he is very anxious to turn out as many
movements in a day as possible, and no doubt quite
frequently movements pass inspection that do not run
as close as they should. We would suggest and rec-
ommend that all new movements should be taken
apart, cleaned, oiled and regulated before giving them
to customers, because you cannot tell how long they
have been made before you receive them, and perhaps
they have been carried around by a salesman for six
months or more.

"Thermometer."—Can you furnish me a work on
thermometers, expansion of metals, etc Y—If not, can
you give me some information on the subject? Would
appreciate anything- on the history of thermometers.—
We know of no book on this subject that we can
recommend. The name of the inventor of the ther-
mometer has never been determined, though all
claimants of the honor and various authorities agree
that the instrument was invented in the early part of
the seventeenth century. In the old thermometers the
scale was quite arbitrary, so that it was impossible to
take comparable readings. Even in modern instru-
ments the scale is arbitrary—it is engraved on the tube
during the process of calibration. However, by careful
observation, certain definite temperatures are measured
in terms of this arbitrary scale, so that the values of a
degree and the position of some definite zero point are
determined for it, and the scale thus engraved. Such
numbers will enable us by easy calculations to reduce
the observed reading to its equivalent in some of the
standard scales. In the arrangement of these scales,
a great deal of trouble was met with, as the freezing
and boiling points of water were taken as the standard,
and though the freezing point is almost absolutely
fixed, whether subjected to pressure or not, the boiling
point of water is raised considerably by increased
pressure. The fault was overcome by using a baro-
meter at a fixed standard (usually 30u) for determining
these points.

"Press."—( r) Are cups for stone settings struck
up with one stroke of the press P—As a rule, such work
is performed at one..operation. The subject will be
comprehensively covered in the serial " Gold Working, "
now running in our columns.

(2) nuld a drop, screw or foot press be the best
for such work ?—The foot press is generally held to
be the most desirable, inasmuch as it leaves both
hands free for the manipulation of the work. While
the claim is often advanced that the screw press is
most powerful, it is conceded that by adding weight to
the pendulum lever of a foot press its efficiency can be
greatly increased, even to the point of surpassing the
force realized by the screw hand-press.

(3) I have seen silver on glass, wood, etc., in
floral and scroll designs, that looks as though it were
done by electro-deposition. W hat is the method em-
ployed r—Silver can be deposited on glass and wood
by first depositing a slight coating of copper. The
process is as follows : The letter or ornaments are
first painted on the glass with gliders' size or coach-
painters' japan diluted with turpentine and some oil
color that will make the design distinctly visible.
When dry, brush carefully with plumbago (the kind
used by electrotypers). The parts of the surface so
treated are now conductive .of electricity, though not
nearly so conductive as a metal surface, and to achieve
good results each letter and portion of any design
must have a fine copper wire touching it, leading to
the cathode pole. A piece of electric light carbon,
ground to the finest possible powder, makes even a
better conductor than the plumbago. The wires
leading to the design, etc., should be coated with
asphaltum varnish and allowed to dry before being
placed in the coppering solution, which is composed
of a saturated solution of copper sulphate in distilled
water (water from melted ice will answer) to which is
added one-third its volume of water with an admixture
of water containing one-tenth its volume of sulphuric
acid. Only a very slight coating of copper is neces-
sary, and then we can deposit the silver on it. The
only technical skill necessary to be acquired is to get a
copper deposit on a plumbagoed surface.

"Gold Ring."—Can you tell me why a gold ring
sometimes turns black while being worn, especially
after it has been heated for soldering Y—When the
skin blackens it ring it is caused by the sulphur thrown
off in the insensible perspiration. The subject of gold
rings blackening the finger is one which, we-think, has
interested the human family about as long as gold
rings have been worn. The belief usually held by
people is, that a gold ring will not blacken the finger,
while a brass ring will. The facts are, gold rings will

in some instances blacken the finger. There is always
a distinguishing feature between the blackening pro-
duced by gold and that produced by brass ,• the black

from gold is a true black or gray, while the black from

•
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brass is a green-black. The explanation of a gold
ring blackening the finger is, the gold is soft and the
skin of the finger wears away gold enough to give a

black color, not a stain but an absolute painting of the
finger with a black pigment, which really is gold in a
very fine state of division. In proof of this, write
your name on a piece of enamel cardboard with a five-
dollar gold piece. The board used must be enameled
to remove enough gold to give a color. A better
medium or substance to use is a thin kind of hard
white leather druggists use for tying over the corks of
bottles. A piece of such leather glued to a bit of
board and used like a buff will show a black streak
after a few rubs on the edge of a gold coin. Another
proof that fine gold appears black can be shown
by chemical action. Alloy some pure gold with
three times its weight of silver. Roll out the alloy
extremely thin, then cut into small bits and dissolve
them in pure nitric acid diluted one-half with water.
After the metal is apparently all dissolved there will
remain in the bottom of the vessel a black powder,
which is nothing more nor less than the gold which
was alloyed with the silver, which can be proved by
fusing the black powder to a yellow button of pure
gold of the same weight as was alloyed with the silver.
It follows, as a natural sequence, that the softer the
gold the more easily it will wear away and blacken
the finger. To those who are incredulous about the
human skin being rough enough to perceptibly wear
away gold, we suggest consulting a barber who straps
his razor on the palm of his hand. There is much
difference in persons in regard to the abrasive proper-
ties of their skin, and we presume that with the same
person a dry, rough condition of the skin would tend
more toward blackening than would a soft, moist
condition. Much more could be said on the subject
of gold blackening the skin, but we think we have
sufficiently explained the matter.

"Amber. "—Please give a test for distinguishing
amber from celluloid imitations.—Owing to the variety
of the color and quality of this substance, the eye
cannot be relied on to detect the imitation unless the
person making the examination has had considerable
experience with it. While generally of a pale yellow
color, it is sometimes reddish or brown. Take the
piece in doubt, and rub it briskly on a piece of soft
cloth or rag until it becomes warm from the friction
generated, when, if it is amber, it will give forth a
pleasant odor. If it is not amber, it will be odorless.
Such friction causes amber to become negatively
electric in a high degree. In fact, the term " electricity "
is derived from elekfron, the Greek name of amber.

"Dial Photo."—Kindly let me know the process
used for putting photographs on watch dials, etc ?—
There are quite a number of processes for doing this
kind of work. One of the first to be used was con-
ducted by taking a positive picture on a collodion film,
the film resting on an albumen or gelatin coating on
glass. The collodion film (after " fixing ") was
loosened by soaking from the glass, and then floated
on the dial, where it was allowed to dry. Another
process, the paper for which, with full directions, can
be procured from any large photographers' supply
house, is Eastman's transferrotype. A third process,
which, no doubt, will prove an easy one to a workman
who has had experience at enameling, is that known
among photographers as the " dusting-in " process.
This is conducted as follows ; First, take a good
negative of the actual size of the picture desired ; then
procure a piece of plate glass of suitable size and,
after carefully cleaning it, rub the surface with powdered
talc, but do not leave any of the dust on the plate.
Now prepare a solution as follows : Select, pure clean
bits of gum arabic to weigh 60 grains ; glucose 45
grains ; glycerine lo minims ; bichromate of potash 30
grains ; distilled water 2 ounces. Mix these ingredients,
warm, and filter through clean muslin. Flow a film of
this mixture on the plate glass and allow it to dry in
the dark. This surface is now exposed under the
negative previously mentioned, for the proper length
of time, which, as a rule, is only to be arrived at by
experiment, after wbich the coated glass is taken into
the cellar or some such place where the air is moist,
(meanwhile insuring that it is carefully preserved from
the action of light) under which conditions it absorbs
moisture proportionate to the action of the light. The
portions screened from the light receive the most
moisture, and are consequently the best fitted to take
and hold any dry powder brushed over the surface.
The parts of the surface where the light has had full
force will not hold any dust. For the purpose we are
considering, the best dust is dial-painters' black, a
species of intensely black glass ground to an impalpable
powder and used dry. This substance is carefully
brushed over the face of the print with a soft camels-
hair brush, and all particles except those held by the
" tacky" surface carefully removed. In transferring
the picture, we flow over it a coating of tough collodion
and allow it to dry, then separate the collodion film
from the glass and wash away the coat of gum, etc.
We now pike the positive picture where we desire it,
with the collodion side out (if it is a watch cap, the
cap is first coated with transparent enamel). On
heating in a muffle the collodion burns away, and the
black enamel pigment fuses and incorporates itself
with the transparent glaze on the cap.
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are from the cNEW DESIGNS made by Heimberger& Lind, the leading makers of JEWELERS' FIND-
INGS, OcRNAMEATS, GALLETIES, Etc.

"13y Using Our Goods Your Goods Will Sell,"is a trite motto with a world of meaning to wide-awake
dealers.

Among the 11. & L. latest new goods are a handsomeline of Bodice Buckles, Ebony Mounts, Buckles, Brooch,Hat and Scarf Pins, Metal Ornaments, Etc.

Heimberger Lind
158 Pine Street

PROVIDENCE, W. L

A Statement of Interest to Jewelers
We want you to know that it will be to your advantage to send us yourconsignments of OLD GOLD and SILVER. We give full valuation andquick returns. Old Silver (fluctuating) Market Price.We pay for 

Platinum  
Old Cold— 8 Karat 

80 cents per dwt.

10 Karat 
32 cents per dwt.Send us your
40 cents per dwt.SWEEPS, on which

12 Karatwe will give you 48 cents per dwt.returns within 14 Karat 
18 Karat 

56 cents per dwt.three to five days. 72 cents per dwt.Plated Scraps . 20 to 35 cents per oz.

Thomas J. Dee & Co., Refiners and Smelters
67 and 69 Washington St., CHICAGO

HALF. TONE ELECTROTYPES
A SPECIALTY

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO. .
Electrotypers

62! Commerce St., Philadelphia

WOOD AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TONE AN":3FI NE COLOR WORK
JEWEL UTS

A SPECIALTY
((„ ELEPHONE CONNECIT -

We Make Wall Cases and Show Cases

Fig. 55. Show Case. Fig. lob. Table,

.sannoislek 

of the Latest Designs
If you are in need of

SliOW CASES,
WALL CASES,
TABLES, ETC.

write us for prices and designs, saying what you are
Particularly interested in, and we will send you cuts
accordingly.

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.
Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Ont.

Makers of the ri4,4,ma Show Cases

May, tool
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VII

About Dies and Die Work

FTER the female die is finished the

male die is made. For cutting out

a star or any similar piece of metal

work it is usual to attach the die to

a flat plate of metal, which is

secured by bolts to the bed of the press. We

have, in arranging these instructions, kept in

mind such workmen as have but limited means,

and still would like to manufacture some specialty

in a small way, and can ill afford to pay several

hundred dollars for a punching press. We would

further add for the benefit of such parties that

we intend to give full detailed instructions for

constructing a hand-power punching press which

will punch out dies or other shapes from sheet

metal. Such a press will be amply powerful

for bangles or most badge work.

To give a definite idea of the power of such

a press, we would say it will punch out disks

2" in diameter from No. 16 hard brass. We

will now about finishing our male die and

then take up the press. For dies of all kinds

the best tool steel should he employed.

For holding a male die in the

press a steel casting is as good

as one can desire. The size

of the plate will depend much

on the press, but for the press

which we propose to describe let the plate be

2%" by 4" and %" thick. Such a plate of

metal is shown at A, Figs.

and 2, Fig. 2 being an edge

view of Fig. i seen in the

direction of the arrow b. The

square shown at B is to repre-

sent a hole to receive the

blank for the male die. This

arrangement admits .of using steel castings for

the plate A and best tool steel for the cutt
ing

die .B. Cast iron plates can

be employed for the plates

A, but they must be used

more carefully to avoid

breaking. It will be no-

ticed that the plate has dotted parallel lines

across the face, these lines represent ridges

across the back of the plate A to 
facilitate the

operation of fitting it to the follower of the

press. Let us suppose these ridges are

wide and 5 of them. Now it is easy to under-

stand that to face off these 5 ridges is 
compara-

tively a slight task in comparison t
o facing off

the entire surface, and still the plate A will sit

just as steady and firm as if it had a full flat

surface.
We would not propose these ridges if

writing for the benefit of a machine 
shop where

a workman had recourse to shapers 
and planers.

A plug of tool steel is fitted to the 
hole B, so it

will protrude as shown at B', Fig. 
2. The

surfaces d e are fitted and ground par
allel, and

On the end d the star to match the 
female die is

outlined. It is hardly necessary to dwell on

the details of how the die B is brough
t to shape

by the means of drilling and filing, 
further than

to say the die is left a little large
 and after it is

supposed to have the correct form, 
it is placed

in the press and forced into the f
emale die about

one-fiftieth of an inch. We would 
say. that it is

How a Male
Die is Held
In the Press

Iv. I

b

Fig. 2
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to be understood that the female die should be

hardened and tempered before the male die is

forced into it.

Finishing a
Male Die

The female die should in all

cases be left harder than the

male die, so that in case the

dies come in contact the male .

die will be the one to suffer by it After the

dies have been forced together the excess of

metal on the male die can be worked off with

proper shaped files, and in case some portion

does not fill out the female die; such parts can

b3 forced outward with a punch.

After the dies perfectly match the male

die is again faced off to remove punch or ham-

mer marks, and is then driven out of the plate A,

to he hardened and tempered. Among artisans

who have had but limited experience in punch-

ing-press work there seems to be a general

impression that the male die must, when in ac-

tion, pass into the female die. As a rule, this

is not the case. Let us suppose we are cutting

out a star with our dies from sheet metal .03"

thick. In the process of punching out pieces

of metal there is a time when the metal " breaks

through ;" that is the piece to be cut is really

sundered from the sheet, but it is still mechani-

cally held in place.

Perhaps this will he better understood by

inspecting Fig. 3, which represents a vertical

section of a male

and female die. In

this figure B rep-

resents the male

die and D D the

female die. Here

the sheet of metal

being punched is

shown at n and the piece that has been cut

out at It will be noticed that about 3% of

the thickness of the sheet is in the female die,

and the face of the male die is represented by

the dotted line f f, and, as will be seen, the

faces of the two dies are not in contact. If now we

should retract the male it would be a question

of friction whether the cut out piece n' went up

with B or was held by the female die. It is a

matter of great importance to look well to this sort

of thing, because if the two dies do not touch

each other they certainly cannot cut each other,

and the term of their service is much prolonged.

From this and many othet

reasons the rigidity of a press

should be duly considered. Let

us imagine a punching press

under the tension of 5 tons yielded .oi of an

inch, and further the breaking through of the

piece 71' occurred when the punch or die B

was two-thirds through the metal. At the in-

stant the sheet metal breaks through the male

die flies forward, because the greatest resistance

ceases at this time, and very likely the cutting

edges of. the male and female dies do come in

actual contact, and for this reason are rapidly

dulled and deteriorated, and the dies instead of

cutting out 5000 clean smooth-edged pieces

only produce 500 before the dies have to be

sharpened.
This • contact and consequent detrition can

be avoided by two means : (I) By constructing

the press very strong and rigid. (2) By a suit-

ably arranged stop which arrests the downward

thrust of the plunger, or follower just at the in-

stant the cut out piece is secure in the female

Fig. 3
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die. A stripper is arranged to catch the sheet

n when the male die rises at the line g and pulls

the male die out of the sheet. A fresh portion

of the sheet is now placed between the two 
dies

when the male die passes down, and its firs
t,

effort is to push the cut out piece n' down. The

idea is, if a press is properly worked the male and

female dies need never come in actual contact.

(To HE CONTINUED)

Tesla's Predictions

In a recent number of Success, Nikola Testa dips

into the future as to what science has in store for 
man-

kind. Some of his predictions are as follows :

A system of wireless telegraphy by which a 
mes-

sage can be sent clear around the world.

Electrical production of ozone for sterilizing water,

to rid it of its many impurities.

The manufacture, of artificial food by oxidized

hydrogen.
The flying machine will be a fact. It vill not

bring universal peace, as some suppose. Some n
ation

will rule the air as well as the sea.

Future developments will tend to diminish th
e

number of individuals engaged in battle. This will

bring into use a machine which can be operated by th
e

fewest possible individuals.

Perfection of the telautomaton, a machine having

all its bodily movements controlled from a dist
ance,

without wires. Telautomatics are applicable to any

machine that moves on the land, in ‘vater or in the air
.

The transmission of electrical energy through the

earth without a wire.

The electrolytic process of extracting iron from

ore, and moulding it into required forms without fue
l

consumption.
The electrolytic manufacture of aluminum and its

gradual extermination of copper and, possibly, iron.

" I think it would be a difficult matter to improve

The Keystone. it's a splendid book."—j. Fe/re/h,

jeweler, Mobile, ,4labama.

Write Promptly

It has been well said that punctuality is the very

life of the universe, all the planets revolving around

the center of the solar system at the very moment

when they are due. It is the same in business. It is

the very soul of industry, without which all its machin
-

ery gets out of gear. A successful business man is

always noted for his keen sense of the value of time

and considers it not only an act of courtesy but one of

duty to answer all letters on the day on which they ar
e

received. This rule is golden and should be strictly

adhered to even at the risk of some inconvenience. It

is one of the most trying situations in business life for

a man who is in earnest in anything he does to have

his natural promptness and temper strained by those

who are in the habit of neglecting to answer corres-

pondence till the last moment, and yet it is a very

common defect in all departments of business life.

Those of our readers whose experience has

brought them in contact with such characters need not

be told how aggravating it is to wait in vain for letters

on important business matters that have not been

written and may have been even forgotten altogether.

It may be, and often is, that the party written to does

not consider the subject matter one that calls for a•

reply, but even in most of such cases a courteous

return may be called for, and should be made.

Another matter of importance in relation to busi-

ness correspondence should be also noted, and that

is that the answer should cover all the points at issue

and be couched in concise and legible form. Of late

years it has become a very general practice to carry on

business correspondence by means of the typewriter,

but this is a matter of convenience rather than of

necessity. The main point is to convey your thoughts

in a way that will obviate the danger of misunder-

standing, whether the letter be typewritten or by the

pen. Brevity, they say is the soul of wit, and brevity and

clearness are the essentials of a good business letter.

Say what is to be said in the fewest words. You know

how " please remit " has taken the place of the ram-

bling apologetic request of former days.
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The R. F. Simmons Company are the only makers of gold filledchains who make their own seamless gold filled wire.
They buy gold bullion of the U. S. Government and make the ingotsfrom which, with the aid of the most improved machinery (covered by theirown patents), they draw the highest grade and most uniform gold filledwire that can be made. This process, by economizing time and labor, en-ables them to use in the Simmons Watch Chains a finer quality of stock thancan be produced by any other maker of seamless wire at the same cost.
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The careful attention given to every detail in the process ofmaking Simmons' Chains has produced the standard gold filledchains of the world.
The trade-mark " R. F. S. 0 CO." is stamped on the insideof the swivel bow of every genuine Simmons' Chain.

NEW YORK
9 Maiden Lane

The Ezra F. BOWIllall
Technical School

For the

Thorough

Teaching of

Watchmaking
Engraving
Optics
Jewelry Repairing

The substantial growth of this school illustratesthe fact that merit will be rewarded sooner or later.
We knew long ago that our methods, our disci-

pline and the abilities of our instructors were superior
to those of some other schools. Our records show
students from Alaska on the NORTH, the Carolinason the SOUTH, Connecticut on the EAST and
California on the WEST; and inquiries from jewelersat one time (in excess of our ability to supply) from
eleven different States, in addition to Mexico and
India, for our finished students. We therefore con-
clude that our abilities are being generally recognized.

Write for Prospectus, etc., giving all information.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
Lancaster, Pa.

R. F. Simmons Co.
Attleboro, Mass.
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WE WANT YOUR SPECIAL ORDERS

Try us on your Repairs

JOBS RETURNED SAME DAY
AS RECEIVED
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No jewelry store
Is complete
without one.
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THE " SOUTH BEND " WATCH 
DEMAGNETIZERFor Alternating Current.Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. lies many points of merit over all others.Will remove all magnetism. Order from your Jobber or tromfl

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department must

send name and address—not for publication, but as an evidence of

good faith. No attention will be paid to anonymous c lllll nionlea-

Hons. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are

received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Sellings."— Will you tell me how to remove

stones from settings without danger of breaking the

claws P—The expert workman uses few tools other than

a flat-bottom graver. The subject of stone setting has

been covered in this department quite fully, as you

will see by referring to the index which accompanied

the December issue.

"Sulphur Stone. "—How can we drill pyrites of
iron f—About the only way the drilling of a hole in

pyrites of iron can be accomplished is by using a

diamond drill. Owing to the brittle nature of pyrites

such drilling is very difficult, and a considerable

element of risk enters into the operation, inasmuch

as the stone breaks very easily, and is almost invari-

ably spoiled.

"Flying. "—Can you tell us where we can obtain

a clock in the shape of a frying pan P—We are unable

to give the name of any manufacturer of such clocks.

However, it should not prove to be a difficult matter

to make one, nor would it be expensive. You could

purchase the clock movement , and the making

of the case (pan) is so easily carried out that an

extended description of the method would seem

superfluous—simply purchase a frying pan and have a

hole drilled in it to fit the movement.

"Spoon Bowl."—Please advise me how to fasten

a cleat on a brick wall to wind awning rope on. It

was originally drilled, a wooden plug put in and the

screws turned into the plug, but the whole //zing soon

pulled out.—It would seem that the cleat must have

been subjected to a very heavy strain if " the whole

thing soon pulled out." If such is the case, you will

probably find it to be a better plan to fasten the cleat to a

board about 3" wide and long enough to exten
d 6# on

each end of the cleat, and secure such board to the

wall after first drilling out the mortar and inserting

good wooden plugs. The extra length of the board

will serve to relieve a great deal of the strain from the

cleat itself, and thus prove to be more lasting.

"Extinguisher."—(1) How is the liquid fire ex-

tinguisher made that you see in bottles P—There are

many formula employed in getting up such e
xtin-

guishers. The idea seems to be prevalent that
 it is

the liquid that acts on the fire, but this is not the c
ase,

as the real value of these extinguishers lies in 
the gas

generated by the contained solution. Sal ammoniac

is the chemical generally employed in mak
ing the

solution.
(2) How can you make 'Iowa/ire polish to po

lish

wood clock cases and store fixtures P—See our 
reply

to " Clock Polish," page 149, February, r9or, 
issue.

(3) How is shellac preparedf—Shellac is a 
pro-

duct of lac-resin. It is prepared by melting and

straining.

"Verge."—(1) How do you make verges for these

old-time wooden clocks, and how do you gel th
e proper

depativP The new ones we buy of jobbers do
 not suit.

—Old-time clocks are not the only kind you ca
nnot buy

a verge to fit, but we must take the best 
we can get

and make it do. The best plan is to get a 
verge from

a material house, that fits your escape 
wheel, or the

nearest they have. If you find the verge you get lets

the escape wheel have too much drop 
inside or out-

side you can alter this by drawing the 
temper of the

verge and bending it until it suits. After altering the

verge until the drop is equal it should be 
retelnpered,

polished and left hard, but if the verge you 
receive or

have is too long you can grind it off with
 a carborun-

thou wheel to the desired size. Every watchmaker

should have several wheels of different shapes and

sizes mounted on cement brasses that will
 fit the screw

chuck of his lathe, as they come in good for 
such work

very often. To give you thorough 
instructions as to

how to make a verge would occupy 
quite a number.

of pages, and is too long for this 
department.

(2) How do you select and put verges in 
old Eng-

lish and Swiss watches? Sometimes we
 get hold of

one handed down for many generations
, the owner

wishiv it repaired for a keepsake. Also how do you

put it in beat P—To pick out a verge for 
an old English

or Swiss watch the most important part is
 to select one

that has the flanges or lips far enough apa
rt so that the

escape wheel will strike in the center of 
the flange
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and at the same time he sure that the brass hub on

the verge is the right height to allow you to put on the

balance and hairspring. To turn the pivots on, you

must put it up in a wax chuck, the same as you would

put a balance staff up. It is always best to put the

bottom pivot on first, so that you can make the lips

come the right height. Care Must be taken in staking

on the balance wheel, because the wheel contains a

small banking pin and must be put at right angles to

the lips, so as to allow the balance to vibrate as far

one way as the other. The depth in a verge watch

can be altered at will. You will find on the bottom of

the upper plate a small slide that contains one of the

escape-wheel pivots, that you can slide in or out to

make the teeth deeper or shallower, but if you find

the escapement is deep when you have made it as

shallow as possible with the slide you can take a small

oil stone slip and shorten the flanges or lips until it has

the proper depth. To put a verge watch in beat you

must have the verge standing at right angles to the

escape wheel when it is at rest. By this we mean that

each flange must be the same angle from the escape-

wheel pivot hole when the hairspring is on the balance

and the balance standing still.
(3) How can I jewel a rotary alarm clock ?—

Your question is not very explicit. You do not say

whether you wish to jewel all the pivots or simply

jewel the escapement, but in either case, we do not

think it will pay to attempt the jeweling of such

movements.

"Bronze."—Kindly tell me how I can refinish

bronze figures (cast of soft metal and given a copper-

bronze finish). Is there any method by which I can

do this work without plating facilities Y—The deposi-

tion of brass or bronze by contact or immersion has

been experimented upon by many of the leading expo-

nents of the art, but, we regret to say, with little or

no success. Some of these experimenters have pro-

duced very good results at times, but the element of

nncertainty in the operation is so great that we are

impelled to say that satisfactory work cannot be done

in this way, and that an electric current is a requisite for

good brassing or bronzing. Copper can, however, be

deposited on such articles by immersion in contact

with zinc. A solution that is said to be very good for

this kind of coppering is made as follows : Heat to

quarts of water to 1400 F., add 2 lbs. cream of tartar
,

free from lime, and io34 ozs. of carbonate of copper.

Keep this solution at about 140° F. until the decompo-

sition of the carbonate of copper, as evidenced by the

evolution of gas, ceases, and then add pure whiting in

small quantities, while constantly stirring, until 
no

sign of effervescence presents itself. Filter off the

fluid from the tartrate of lime, separate and wash the

precipitate so that the filtrate, inclusive of the wash

water, amounts to to or 12 quarts.

"Inside Sellinp."—How do the factories put such

a high polish inside fancy ring and stud settings."—

Polishing of this kind is done by workmen who have

had years of experience on the work, and they 
are

materially aided by specially devised buffs and brus
hes.

It should be apparent to any workman who has
 had

experience in the line of polishing that one who has

worked at some one article (for instance, fancy 
set

rings) for any length of time will be able to produce a

much nicer effect than one who undertakes to po
lish

such rings but once in a great while, and again
, the

experienced workman has a set of buffs and bru
shes

from which he can select in a moment one 
that is

especially suited to the ring in hand, while the ch
oice

of the workman in the ordinary workshop is 
confined

to the regular " stock " brushes and buffs. These re-

marks should not discourage you, but rather 
should

stimulate you to further effort to produce good w
ork,

and, taking the new articles from the factory 
as a

standard, strive to equal their acknowledged fine
ness

of finish.

" Spoon Handle. "—Please give instructions
 for

making an adjustable tool for marking parallel 
lines

on the inside of finger rings, through a grease 
coating,

for engraving.—There are many devices res
orted to

by engravers for this purpose. Some use p
ieces of

wire bent into the proper shape, others have
 several

wood gauges of different sizes, but these

are stationary. A simple and effective

marker can be made by taking a piece of

brass rod about Al" diameter and i" long,

as shown at A, Fig. r, and drill a hole

through it about a quarter inch from the

top. Through this hole we run a piece of

steel filed up to the proper shape, as

shown at B. Now get a narrow machine

screw, C, about W/ long and tap out the

bar A• to receive it. The head of the

screw can be milled so that there will be

no occasion to resort to the use of a screw 
driver, as

it will not be found necessary to clamp 
the piece B

very tight, there being no strain whatever 
on the tool

when used for this purpose. Many engravers use a

piece of wire bent into shape and held by 
the thumb

and forefinger, using the thumb nail for a
 gauge. A

little practice on this line might make 
resource to a

tool unnecessary.
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"Etc/zing."—How is etching &mein spoon bowls,

etc.—Etching on silver is accomplished by means
 of

dilute nitric acid (commercial nitric acid re
duced by

adding three volumes of water). Such acid will do

the work required without the aid of a 
battery, but

the use of an electric current will greatly 
expedite the

process, and at the same time will give much 
better

results. The operation is conducted as follo
ws : The

spoon (or other article) is given a coating of "
 etching

ground," and the design traced on it with a 
graver,

exercising care that the tool goes all the way 
through

the ground and exposes the metal, after wh
ich it is

subjected to the action of the solution abo
ve men-

tioned. If you use an electric current, the article is

connected with the positive pole and suspended 
in the

bath, and a plate of similar metal is connecte
d to the

negative pole. While the solution mentioned 
above is

a good one for the purpose, better results wi
ll be ob-

tained if the electric current is employed, by 
using a

bath containing the same metal that is to be etched
 in

solution—if it is silver, use a solution of nitra
te of

silver. There are a great many compositions used

for the etching ground. Among the best is 
that ob-

tained by melting together 4 parts of yellow wax, 4

parts Syrian asphalt, i part black pitch, and 
r part

white Burgundy pitch. Boil the mixture and add

another 4 parts of pulverized Syrian asphalt, 
while

constantly stirring the mixture. After the mixture is

thoroughly boiled, it is poured into cold water
 and

made into small balls, which are dissolved 
in oil of

turpentine as required for use. If you desire to have

some of the lines deeper than others, you can e
ffect this

end by removing the article from the solu
tion, wash it

thoroughly in water, and after drying, " stop out "
 the

lines you desire to be lightest either with a 
little of the

etching ground or lacquer, then reimmerse the 
plate

again. When the etching is sufficiently deep, the

etching ground is removed with benzine and
 the arti-

cles washed clean. In etching, as in engraving, the

skill and artistic instinct of the workman figur
e largely

in the beauty of the finished article.

" Fork and Roller."— I have a very high 
grade

lever escapement ; power on the train; lever
 wedged

so it moves stiffly; roller jewel out of fork. 
Now, if

.1 bring the roller jewel into the notch it 
unlocks the

pallet, but what I want to know is, what distance
 over

the impulse plane of the pallet should the esca
pe wheel

tooth travel before the roller jewel-fork action 
contact

ceases. Should (A) the roller jewel-fork action cease

when then the escape wheel tooth has well entered 
on to

the pallet' s impulse face, or should (B) the roll
er jewel-

fork action contact be sufficient to just carry 
the tooth

of the escape wheel off and clear of the impul
se plane

of the pal/ell—The escapement of a watch, 
which also

consists of the roller and fork action, is a part 
of the

watch that workmen cannot know too much 
about, if

they want to get a good action. To explain t
he action

Of the roller jewel and fork we would say t
he roller

jewel has just entered the slot in the fork an
d moves

the fork over towards the other banking pin
. If the

action is correct the roller jewel will not start
 to leave

the slot in the fork until the escape-wheel 
tooth has

left the impulse face of the pallet stone 
and dropped

on the locking face of the next pallet. It is very hard

to see in most watches whether it acts this 
way or not.

A very good plan to tell when the roll
er and fork

action is correct is to take a small piece of 
paper and

place it between the fork and watch plate so 
that the

fork will not move unless you move it, then 
place the

balance in the watch without the hairspring, 
but before

placing the balance in you should bend the 
guard pin

away so that it will not interfere with the rol
ler table.

After doing this you move the balance until t
he roller

jewel enters the fork, and continue moving it
 until the

roller jewel has left the fork. If the roller action is

correct the fork will move far enough to let t
he teeth

escape and rest on the locking face of the pa
llet, but

it should not quite touch the banking 
pin, because

when the roller jewel left the fork it scr
aped its way

out and the fork should move just a very 
little farther,

so that there is no danger of the roller je
wel scraping

on the horn of the fork when going in or 
out. After

doing this on both sides you should st
raighten the

guard pin and have it as close to the roller 
pin as pos-

sible without touching, while the fork is 
against the

banking pin. There are several reasons why 
the above

rule will not hold good, especially when 
the pallet

action is not perfect. Suppose some workman has

pulled out the pallet stones—in this case the
 escape-

wheel tooth would not leave the impulse fac
e of the

pallet when the roller jewel left the fork, ther
efore the

pallet stone should be moved back. Then, again,

supposing the roller jewel should not fit the s
lot in the

fork (too smUll), in this case the roller 
jewel would

not move the fork far enough and it should 
be changed

to one that fits the slot properly. Another case is

in some old-style American watches—they have a

roller table that has the hole for the jewel 
pin twice

the size it should be, and if the jewel should 
be set as

far back in the hole as possible it would 
act as if the

roller table was too small and would not 
move the

fork far enough. In this case the jewel must be set

farther front until it moves the fork so that 
the tooth

escapes, no matter what the conditions may be fo
r the

fork and roller action. To be correct the rol
ler jewel

should not leave the fork until the tooth has 
left the

impulse face of the pallet stone and dropped 
on the

locking face.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this Case
Proves its Usefulness.

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once the Iteauty,
Utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished shelves or
same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six inches high, and
doors run on steel tracks.

Dimensions :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf 12 inches
wide, lower shelf16inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamented
with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL, cAsa
MADE

'Wall Cases. Solid Oak. A feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high,
I foot .1 inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains
and weights. Inside of case and shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship
in the knock down.

Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00:

'BY UNION SHOW CASE CO.
FACTORY 541-545 W. Taylor Street,

Cor. Loomis Street. 167 Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL,

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.,
MANUFACTURERS OF B/CYCLE STAMP/NGS,

CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.

CLARKS' CELEBRATED LOOP WATCH KEYS.

STR to-Ft.'s/

Our endeavor to make our
Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc-
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for our
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and Key Rings
Iii variety.

Order Keys through your jobber,who will furnish them at one price.J. H. Walbridge & Co., Box 1895,New York, are our agents for Tweezers.Key Rings and Manicures.

We do

RELIABLE
Silver  Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing Can this be Repaired? Yes t.

We Repair 
match the old ones, broken or melted off, the same as new.

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze,Brass, Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze,and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. L. Sercomb Co

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

State & Adams Sts.
• CHICAGO

THE BEST OIL is an ESSENTIAL of the best watches and the best watch work ;
poor oil is injurious to both.

EZRA iKELLEY'S 
tii

WATCH
CLOCK an

CHRONOMETER

Kg ----z--..,.--,-,

-Elk t.L. 
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OIL
Standard of the World for over 70 Years

All horologists concede its superiority ; the best horologists use no other.All who pride tip miselves in their repair work or the timepieces they sell should tie to it.It's best for the timepieces, for your reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel 0 eneral Selling AgentsCo— • 9 United States and Canada

31 Maiden Lane, New York
Grimshaw 0 Baxter, Sole European Agents

35 Goswell Street, London

May, 5901

Personal Hygiene and Health Pre-

servation for Watchmakers

and Jewelers
(CONTINUE)))
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E
w E said in a previous article that the

sedentary character of a watch-

maker's occupation makes it espe-

1 
chilly imperative that he should be

said

as to his dietary. . We will

here give a few ' don'ts " in the matter of

eating and drinking, attention to which would

go far to prevent the very prevalent and annoy-

ing ailment, dyspepsia.

Eating
Don't eat fast. Every minute

saved at your meals is a dollar

in the pocket of your phy-

sician later on in life.

Don't swallow food before it is properly

chewed. Man's chewing was meant to be done

in his mouth. If we had a gizzard instead of

a stomach we might swallow pebbles with our

meals and have the stomach do the work of

crushing the food, as the chicken does.

Don't eat just after severe exercise, espe-

cially if it is unusual. The blood is mainly out

in the muscles and skin during muscular exer-

cise. Before it can return to the stomach in

proper amount to control digestion, fermenta-

tive processes may be set up and consequent

gastritis.
Don't eat a large meal when tired and

hungry. Digestion is a chemical process that

requires the expenditure of considerable energy.

When the system is exhausted it cannot supply

this energy.
Don't eat when not hungry if your health is

good. Hunger is nature's call for more nour-

ishment. Its absence means that the body

needs nothing.

Don't eat oftener than once in five hours.

At least three hours are needed for the diges-

tion of a meal, and the stomach should have a

couple of hours of rest.

Don't eat fat-soaked food. Toast may be

spread with butter and then heated in the oven

until it is as fat-soaked as cabbage boiled with

bacon. The toast is thus made quite as indi-

gestible as the cabbage.

Don't take exercise after a heavy meal.

The movements of the abdominal muscles

interfere with the churning movements of the

stomach. This churning, peristalsis as it is

called scientifically, is necessary for the proper

mixture of the food and the digestive juices.

Don't take other people's advice as to

what you may or may not eat. Stomachs are

at least as individual as their owners. No one,

not even your doctor, can dictate an iron-clad

list to you. He can help you to find out what

your diet should be.

Don't take • any one's advice as to the

amount you should eat. Appetite depends on

your size and build, but there is a large in-

dividual element in it that varies most arbitra-

rily. Metabolism and heat regulation differ

even in individuals of the same size, and on

these depend the amount of nutrition needed.

Don't fast to cure indigestion. As the body

gets weaker its functions also weaken, and

digestion will not improve.
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Drinking
Don't drink cold liquids immc-

(timely before eating; they drive

the blood from the stomach

walls and so prevent the normal secretion of

.gastric juice. If this is not mixed with the

food as it enters the stomach digestion proceeds

slowly and imperfectly.

Don't drink any considerable amount of

liquid (half a pint or more) immediately before

eating. It hampers digestion by diluting the

the gastric secretions.

Don't drink too much liquid during meals

—never more than half a pint, usually less.

The dilution of the gastric juice impairs its

efficacy, and the stomach is not able to accom-

plish its digestive churning movements when

filled with a large amount of fluid.

Don't drink too much just after eating.

Some people faithfully deny themselves liquid

during a meal, and take a quantity of it just

after.
Don't drink too little during and just after

a meal. About half a pint of water or some

other simple liquid should be taken, most of it

near the end of the meal.

Don't drink spiritous liquors at meals, or

only in very small quantity. Alcohol prevents

the ferments from acting and so delays digestion.

Don't drink a large cup of strong coffee

after a hearty meal. Coffee also paralyzes the

stomach ferments. On the other hand, in people

not inclined to nervousness, a small amount of

coffee or alcohol stimulates the action and secre-

tion of digestive ferments.

Don't drink too little water between meals.

This is a very common fault among city folk.

At least four to five pints of liquid, tea, coffee,

water and milk, should be taken during the

day. Most of this should be taken several

hours before and after meals, some on rising

and going to bed.
Of smoking, more than of any

other habit or practice, it is

true that no general rule can

be laid down and no advice can be given which

will fit all cases. Of course, the safe thing to

say to smokers is, don't smoke. And yet there

are many individuals who can smoke without

injury and in some cases the practice is unques-

tionably beneficial.

Inhalation of the fumes of tobacco is the

most injurious habit of.stnokers. This practice

must be avoided at all times. The mucous

membrane is an absorbent, and for this reason

nicotine very easily produces its effects upon

the constitution. Nicotine also acts as a corro-

sive; cauterizing the membrane and inducing

chronic inflammation.

No person who inherits any constitutional

weaknesses of the air passages or heart should,

under any consideration, adopt the habit of

smoking, as the conditions produced by smoking

are the corner-stones, so to speak, for serious

lung troubles. Among these, tuberculosis being

the most frequent.

Then there is danger of what is known

as " smoker's tongue," first made famous 
by

General Grant's affliction. By the name of

" smoker's tongue " is understood an 
altered

condition of epithelium of the upper surface 
of

the tongue, due to smoking. The diseased

patch upon the tongue appears just where 
the

end of the pipe or cigar rests—where the stre
am

of smoke impinges on the surface of the to
ngue.

Smoking
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The inside of the cheeks is liable to become

similarly diseased, particularly along the line

where the teeth meet.

In general, only these rules can be laid

down:
Smoke moderately.

Smoke the best cigars.

Don't smoke cigarettes.

Don't smoke at all if you arc inherently

disposed to consumption or any lung, throat or

nose trouble.
Take advantage of the first warning that

smoking is injuring you and quit.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Testing Precious Stones

Consul-General Guenther, of Frankfort, under

date of February is, 19ca, writes as follows:

In a lecture on precious stones, recently delive
red

before the industrial association of Berlin, Dr. Im-

manuel FriedIvender said that the testing of dia
monds

is comparatively simple. The common test fo
r hard-

ness suffices. If the stone resists strong attacks, it is

certain to be genuine ; if it does not, the damage
 is

insignificant, as only an imitation has been destroyed.

This test, however, is doubtful with rubies. If a ruby

can be affected by a steel file or by quartz, it is 
surely

not genuine ; but such a test with a topaz is liable 
to

injure a valuable stone. The test for hardness is of 
no

avail with emeralds, as this stone is not much 
harder

than quartz, and in addition possesses the qua
lity of

cracking easily.
For examining rubies and emeralds, the opti

cal

test is best. A glass magnifying about one h
undred

times suffices. Every expert knows that almost all

precious stones have little flaws. Nearly every ruby

and all emeralds have many defects, which 
are so

characteristic that the genuineness of the stones 
is

readily established. Such a test is very necessarY

with rubies, because the imitations are very deceivin
g.

Their color is absolutely durable, and often much fi
ner

than that of the genuine, although it may be 
stated

that a somewhat yellowish tint is always suspici
ous.

The only reliable way in which genuine rubies can

be told from imitations is by the minute air bubbles
 of

the latter, which become clearly visible under 
the

magnifying glass. These are not to be found in the

natural gem ; on the other hand, the imitations 
lack

certain defects characteristic of genuine rubies—c
ertain

vacuums, whose outlines are much more indisti
nct

than those of the air bubbles in imitations. 
True

emeralds have similar characteristic defects, such 
as

enclosures of liquids, and curious dendrites. Sapphires

also show peculiar net-like formations.

Pillsbury's Pointers

john S. Pillsbury, flour manufacturer and former

Governor of Minnesota, recently gave the following

suggestions for young men :

5. Have a definite object in view. Having this

object, study it closely and continuously on all side
s.

Day by day enlarge your own horizon by reading.

2. Good judgment is imperative ; study men's

failures no less than their successes.
3. Be polite to all men, no matter how great the

provocation to be otherwise ; good manners are i
n-

dispensable.
4. Earn your money before you spend it ; success

cannot come to the man who does not live within h
is

means.
5. Turn your glass down at the banquet ; drink

Iso intoxicating liquors of any kind as a beverage.

6. Keep your personal habits pure 
' 
• keep good

company and see that the company is good before y
ou

keep it.
7. Avoid temptation ; if you see it coining don

't

invite it on, but run from it.

8. Be kind to those in trouble ; if you can't help

them with money, give them a helpful word, anywa
y.

9. Never speak evil of any one.

to. Save when you are young and spend when

you are old.
Ii. Duty, truth and honor yield the greatest satis-

faction ; be absolutely honest in your dealings with all

men.
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A Great Step Forward
Recent developments in the art of record-making

enable us to put upon the market

A PERFECTED RECORD 
for use on all talking-machines using cylinders

AT RU.
pOIN TS')
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LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE
WRITE TO OUR NEAREST OFFICE FOR CATALOGUE 21

NEW YORK, 143-145 Broadway
CHICAGO, 88 Wabash Ave.
PITTSBURG, 615 Penn Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St.
BALTIMORE, 110 East Baltimore St.
BUFFALO, 645 Main St.
BOSTON, 164 Tremont St.

ST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive St.

WASHINGTON, 919 Pennsylvania Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, 125 Geary St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 306 Nicollet Ave.

LONDON, 122 Oxford Street, W.
BERLIN, 65-A Friedrichstrasse.
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May, 1901

Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication

any new ideas they may have on any subject,

technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

The South Wants More Factories

ED. KEYSTONE :—Our town is making a special

effort to induce manufacturing interests to locate here.

We have already succeeded in bringing several, and

as I belong to the Business League the thought oc-

curred to me to try to secure a factory or factories in

the jewelry and allied trades. I think a manufacturer

(4 sterling silver table articles and novelties could do

%ve II here.
Our town is healthy. Living is very cheap. The

climate is delightful. We are on the L. & N. R. R.,

fifty miles from Memphis. The L. & N. R. R. is will-

ing to help us out, and the citizens of the town are

ready to do anything to accelerate the progress of

the new concerns. The South is waking up to the

necessity of securing more manufacturing enter-

prises, and her prosperity has been and is phe-

nomenal. I can give many good reasons why it

would pay to move to this section.
Yours truly,

Brownsville, Tenn. CHAS. R. HOTCHKISS.

[We commend the efforts of our subscriber and
his brother merchants in the interests of their town
and will do what we can to further the worthy project.
It is such united effort that is largely responsible for
the present prosperity Of the South.—Ea]

An Easy System of Bookkeeping

ED. KEYSTONE have read with interest the

articles you have recently published. on bookkeeping,

and herewith submit a system which I believe to be

simpler and more practical for the average " small "

jeweler. My day book is long and narrow (about

13 x 5 ) and in it I enter each sale and also the cost,

like this:

Cost of Goods WEEK COMMENCING MARCH 1, 1901

M
a
r
k
 c
os
t 
in
 p
ri
va
te
 c
os
t-
m
a
r
k
 

$10

.

00
40

60

Watch
Brooch
Repairs
spoon

$14

2
1

00
75
00
00
— $17 75

Job 25

4 00 Ring 7 00

1 25 Spectacles, etc. 3 00
— 10 25

$16 25 , —
28(Extend each day's sales 00

and foot up columns at 16 25

end of week—Balance —
$11equals gross profit ) 1 75

In the back of this book I enter all sundry ex-

penses; such as rent, fuel, help, etc., extending each

day's expenses in the same manner as I extended the

receipt column in front of book. By starting at both

ends of the book, working towards the center, the

whole of the book is used and none wasted. I carry

each day's cash business forward to my cash-book,

which is ruled in this way :

March
18th On Hand $500 00 March Sundries

Receipts 17 75 18th (Taken from
back of Day-
book $ 4 oo517 75

Paid Jones &
Co. note 57 00

Balance 456 75

517 75

19th On Hand 456 75 Sundries 40

Receipts 10 25 Balance 466 60

467 oo 467 00

20th On 1-land 466 60

This gives me a cash-balance sheet every night

and shows any errors that may have occurred duri
ng

the day.
All changes are directly transferred to the ledger,

the cost of each article being entered at the same

THE KEYSTONE

time. When money is paid on account, it is entered

in the day book as a cash sale.

The first one hundred pages of my ledger are re-

served for accounts with the firms from whom I buy

goods, and an account is kept on the debtor side of

how much I save on each payment in cash discounts.

At the end of each week I carry the totals forward

from the day book into another book, ruled as follows:

RECEIPTS, 1901
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taught in he had disposed of seven in one term and at

good prices, too ! Now the question is, who supplies

him ? perhaps the very firm who sold the retail jeweler

in that section, and then that firm wonders why the

retailer is slow in meeting his obligations. Now this

is a matter which gravely affects every retail jeweler.

Is it not high time to take prompt action ? Could not

each Province and State have its own association to

EXPENDITURES, 1901

Week Ending Work

Jan'y

etc.,

5th

etc.

$20 00

Optics

$30 00

Sales

$150 00

Total

$200 00

Cost
of Goods

$100 oo

IX)

This sums up the year's business and puts it into

a small space, and as items are first added crossways

at end of each week and then up at the end of the

year, they check each other and show any error.

In this book I also keep my inventory, and by

adding to it the goods I have bought and deducting

amount shown in column marked (X), I can tell

amount of stock on hand at any time with a few min-

utes' work. This also acts. as a check when stock

taking, as totals shQuld

By dividing receipts and putting them with differ-

ent departments, such as work, optics, etc., it shows

which branch is paying best, and at the end of the

year it is easy to find the net profit by deducting total

expenditures from total receipts.

I have tried this plan for several years and find

that it works well, and is an incentive to renewed

efforts, as one soon gets into the way of comparing

amounts each week with the corresponding amounts

of that week a year ago.
Yours truly,

Sherlamoke, Quebec. A. C. SKINNER.

A Novel Watch Chain

ED. KEYSTONE :—As you are interested in all

novel mechanical curios made by your readers, I de-

sire to inform you that I have just completed a double

watch chain composed of thirty-six watch wheels

(6 size gold center wheels), eighteen on each side a
nd

one larger clock wheel for a charm. The wheels are

linked togeher by a silver jump ring. In the center

of each wheel a ruby is burnished into a silver settin
g,

and the silver setting burnished into the wheel. There

are eleven settings in the large wheel or charm, viz
.,

five pearls, five turquoises and one ruby. In the cent
er

is the large ruby, and on each of the five arms 
of

wheels is set a pearl, half way down the arm. On en
d

of each arm, at the rim, a turquoise is set. A pers
on

other than a watchmaker cannot appreciate the wor
k

on such a chain, the value of which I estimate 
at

$35.00. The silver connecting rings and silver settings

and the gold wheels make a nice contrast.

Yours truly,
H. MEHMERT.Olney, Ill.

A Suggestion from a Canada Jeweler

ED. K ENSTONE :—There is a subject which I would

like to bring before my brother jewelers which, I think,

should commend itself to every jeweler in the land.

It is the forming of a jewelers' protective association

for the protection of our interests against the inroads

being made upon it by the wholesale trade. It can be

proved beyond the shadow of doubt that the consumer

is being supplied direct by some wholesale concern
s.

A few weeks ago a school teacher came into my store

and asked to be shown some watches. I quoted him

what I considered reasonable prices—from thirty-five

to fifty per cent. advance on cost. Imagine my s
urprise

when he told me he had been getting them for so 
and

so—quoting lowest wholesale price—and that he was

handling watches himself, and that the last section 
he

A dvts' ng Store Ex. Help

$10 
I 00 $20 100

Private Total

820 00 6160 00

Meet, lei US say, twice a year, and let the association

appoint special committees to inquire into all griev-

ances of the trade. A small tax might be imposed to

meet necessary expenses—it would he as nothing when

compared with the benefits to be derived from such a

system. Truly yours,

Stirling, Ontario. W. IL CALDER.

The Postal-Card Contest Again

ED. KEvsToNi., :—I herewith enclose you it bill

announcing a postal-card contest that I have just closed,

the same as was mentioned in THE KEYSTONE of

November, Iwo, and February, 1901. As you will

see, the sentence to be written was, " Stephens, the

jeweler, guarantees his work." The winning card

contained this sentence jot t times and was written by

Morton Barber, a tailor of this place. This figures

out about 38,322 letters and figures, besides the con-

testant's name and address. The second winning card

contained 925 sentences ancl was written by a lad of

fifteen years. Cards came in from twelve different

towns, two from as far as Kansas.

I am displaying some of the highest cards in the

window, and they are proving a great attraction. '

also have a card in the window stating that the two

winning cards are displayed inside. (These two I

have framed, with the sender's name and number of

sentences below each.) This brings many into the

store, which .gives me a chance to speak a pleasant

word to them and make them feel that they are always

welcome, which is a matter of importance.

This has been one of nty most profitable adver-

tisements, and is only one of the many good pointers

I get from THE KEYSTONE, which is to the jewelry and

optical business what water is to a fish.

Yours very truly,

Carthage, Ind. C. V. STEPHENS.'

[The postal-card contest has aroused such wide-

spread interest and has elicited so many marvelous

feats of microscopic chirography that it will interest the

contestants to learn through the jewelers the greatest

recorded achievements of this character. Since the

beginning of the present year the champion microsco-

pic writer, Rila Kittredge, of Belfast, Me., has retired

from the field, leaving his record of 46,000 words

written with a common steel pen on an ordinary postal

card for ambitious microscopic penman to equal Or

beat. He is now ninety years old. Mr. Kittredge's

first serious competitve effort was made in 1887, When

some one sent to the Belfast Journal a postal card

upon which 600 words had been crowded and defied

any one to beat it. A few days afterward Kittredge

handed ill a postal card upon which he had written moo

words, and this being beaten he produced one with

3000 words.
The 3000-word postal card ended the competition,

but Mr. Kittredge kept on crowding his letters and

words into still smaller space, turning out in succes-

sion cards bearing 6000, 10,000 and 20,000 words. H
is

finest work was done in 1889, when he wrote 46,0
00

words upon an ordinary postal card, and the entire

text of the New Testament, about 181,000 words,

upon four postal cards.
He has written several Presidential inaugural ad-

dresses upon postal cards, and has always considered

it easy to write the Lord's Prayer eight times within

the space covered by a five-cent piece.—ED.]
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CZontrolHrig The Mt. Washington Glass Co.

38 Murray Street, NEW YORK CITY
Temple Building, MONTREAL, P. Q.
220 Sutter Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

No. 6148. CANDELABRA
Made also in Three and One Light

eyed

Cca

ctcwo

Factories, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

It Says
You ought to sell a package of

SILVER CREAM
with every piece of silverware. For your own protection you should have it instock. Your customer will buy some kind of polish. It may be a cheap, dangerouskind that will ruin the silver and your reputation, too.SILVER CREAM comes in powder, paste or liquid form—free from grit and alldangerous chemicals. It was the first silver polish to be sold in

SCREW TOP BOTTLES.A bright record of twenty-eight years is astern of our goods.From the first step to the sealing of the package, every process is conducted inour own factory, under our own supervision.There are dangerous imitations of SILVER CREAM—beware of them. We wantto send you price-lists, etc., of the real thing.

J. A. WRIGHT & CO.,NEW YORK OFFICE,a MAIDEN LANE. KEENE, N. H.

All Up-to-Date Jobbers sell SILVER CREAM.
livery jobber selling our polish has our authority to offer the retail dealer the following proposition :

TO START THE RETAILER. 
J. A. Waif IIT & CO., Keene, N. Ir., will agree to spend "OneDollar " for postage alone to send "advertising " matter withJeweler's mune printed thereon, to every Jeweler who willsend 30 11111111.K Of his customers who are good housekeepers,with an order for two or more dozen half-pint bottles ofSILVER, CREAM."

Silver Cream Pint size costs the Retailer $1.50 per doz. or 12%c.per bottle. Nearly 100 per cent. profit for the Jeweler.
Simply send a list of fifty housekeepers, with an order for two dozen of the half-pint size to yourjobber. We w II see that your customers get the advertising flatter, and it is bound to sell the polishfor you and yo i will make a profit of $3.00 on the deal. re's a good bargain.If a retailer wishes to order direct front us, in nothing less than one full gross lots, which willcost StS.00 net, or 2214c. per bottle. we will give absolutely free one gross of sample bottles, with hisname and address on the labels of both the stock and sample bottles.

1\ lay, Tom

Pittsburg Letter

The past month has been a very quiet one, owing
mainly to the Lenten season, and then the miserable
weather with its continual downpour of rain. With a
great many dealers, wholesale and retail, so much
time has been occupied with changing quarters that
the month of April has been practically an " off "
month. The removal of a jeweler's stock and effects,
especially his huge safes, is no trifling matter, and
work night and day is a grim necessity. In every case
of removal, however, the change of locality is regarded
as a good one. Graf & Niemann removed from the
East End to Sixth Street and have more favorable
quarters. L. W. Vilsack and Hardy & Hayes removed
to nearby stores on Fifth Avenue and have reason to
congratulate themselves on the change. Both stores
have been an attraction to the passers-by in exception-
ally fine window displays. A. E. Siedle, in his removal
to Penn Avenue, East End, spared no expense in
remodeling the new store and, with his new center
cases and fine stock, has one of the finest stores in the
East End. West, White & Hartman ancl A. E. Siviter
& Co., wholesalers, removed respectively to the Bijou
Building and to 237 Fifth Avenue. The jeweler in the
city who did not sieze the opportunity to remodel and
generally improve his store was the exception. Several
new firms, as noted below, have started up and there
are rumors of others in the field. In summarizing, it
is safe to say that the Pittsburg end of the jewelry
trade will hold its own. The recent floods did not
injure any of the stock carried, but Heeren Bros. &
Co.'s, and M. Bonn's employees were kept busy for a
couple of evenings keeping out the waters of the
Allegheny.

A. A. Weisser, of Penn Avenue, sold out to go
into other business.

The jewelry store of F. A. Spies, on Main Street,
Monongahela City, Pa., was robbed about two o'clock
on the morning of March 26th of several hundred
dollars' worth of watches and rings. The goods were
taken from a show window which had been broken by
a large stone. About forty gold and silver watches
and a great number of stick pins, brooches and rings
were taken.

The opening of Robert XV. Brady's new store at
III South Main Street, Washington, Pa., during the
week of April 15th was attended by a great number of
visitors. The store room is one of the most elegant
in that town and everything connected is of the most
up-to-date style. Mr. Brady was formerly with Heeren
Bros. & Co.

Studer & Gaus, of 215 Federal Street, Allegheny,

were cleverly victimized by two flim-flammers recently,
and in consequence, are out a twenty-five dollar pair

of earrings. There is no clue to the " ffirnmers," but
the firm is thankful that the loss is no more.

Another small jewelry robbery occurred on Friday,
April 5th, when two well-known newsies of the down-
town district broke into the store of B. Schulgold, 901
Wylie Avenue, and took therefrom a dozen silver
watches. The stuff was restored and the boys arrested.

Nathan Rosenfield has opened a wholesale estab-

lishment at 929 Fifth Avenue, the recent store of Henry

C. Berger.
James J. Corbett is now with L. Vilsack as watch-

maker. Mr. Corbett is one of the most expert watch-
makers in the city.

P. A. Goodnough, of Union City, Pa., sold out to

Palmer & Borst, from Northeast, Pa. Mr. Goodnough

will go in business in Erie.
Philip Ruprecht has removed to his new store on

Main Street, Sharpsburg, Pa.
J. H. Bee, of New Kensington, held an auction to

dispose of old stock. D. E. Baker, of Washington,

Pa., had an auction sale to quit the business.
Spandau Brothers, of Smithfield Street, have

enlarged their store rooms, and have taken the entire

building. They are thinking seriously of going into

the wholesale business.
Emil Bieler, of the one-time firm of Heckel, Bieler

& Co., has gone into the manufacturing business for
himself at 237 Fifth Avenue.

Robert Wolf, of Biggard & Wolf, Smithfield Street,
has gone to Europe on a business trip.

E. P. Roberts & Son, have repainted the outtide
of their store. Mr. Murray, formerly with W. W.
Wattles & Sons, is now with this firm.

THIE KEYSTONE

The Pittsburg Diamond Cutting Co., is a new
firm which has opened up at 239 Fifth Avenue. The
firm is composed of Frank Klein, of the late firm of
Klein, Kraus & Co., and a well-known jeweler. J. B.
Janssens is the other partner and is an expert diamond
cutter, the only one in the city. The firm will make a
specialty of precious stone cutting, and every month
will issue a neat brochure to the trade relative to the
methods employed in cutting.

Jacob Grafner, of Grafner Brothers, is very ill at
his home in Allegheny with typhoid fever.

Emil Geilfuss, city salesman for Heeren Bros. &
Co., and Miss Clara Heeren, recently bookkeeper for
the firm, gave their many friends the slip and were
quietly married on Thursday, April 18th, dispensed
with a wedding trip and are now living in Knoxville
borough. THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations
and best wishes.

The matrimonial engagement of Emanuel Grainer,
of the wholesale firm of Grainer Bros., and Miss
Jennie Rodelheim, of 4212 Park Side, Philadelphia, is
announced.. The wedding will take place in June.

Goddard, Hill & Co. have improved their store-
rooms, at 237 Fifth Avenue, and now occupy 140 feet
of floor space on the first floor and the same amount
on the second.

West, White & Hartman have removed to rooms
204-205 of the Bijou Building, Penn Avenue. Accom-
panying them were L. 0. C. Mehaffey, material;
R. M. H. Jantzen, engraver ; C. C. Wagner, watch-
maker, and Frank Land, manufacturer.

Miss Grace Miller, formerly with Alex. Munn, and
Miss Boyd have charge of the art and silver department
of Hardy & Hayes.

The W. J. Johnston Co. is rapidly getting its
establishment in thorough order. The manufacturing
department is in operation and very busy.

Among the visitors from nearby towns were:
T.W. Gurley, Meyersdale, Pa.; A.V. Johnson, Apollo,
Pa.; C. M. Wilson, Salem, Ohio ; L. C. Brehm, West
Newton, Pa.; M. J. Scudder, St. Marys, W. Va.; H. R.
Brown, New Brighton, Pa.; E. M. Bloser, New Ken-
sington, Pa.; William Hunt, Uniontown, Pa.; Ed.
Kennerdell, Tarentum, Pa.; F. F. Robinson, Vande-
grift, Pa.; J. C. Sharer, Alliance, Ohio ; C. F. Kessel-
mire, Salem, Ohio ; Gus Zahringer, Ford City, Pa.;
J. F. Murphy, Dawson, Pa.; W. E. Curran, Zanesville,
Ohio ; E. S. McLeod, Washington, Pa.; J. Z. Simpson,
Blairsville, Pa.; E. F. Preiss, Homestead, Pa.; D. L.
Cleland, Butler, Pa.; John Linnenbrink, Rochester,
Pa.; A. McFarland, Burgettstown, Pa.

" I cannot be without The Keystone. It is to the
trade what the Bible is to the church. "—D. B. Shiffer,
jeweler, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

Character, Capacity and Capital
The three component parts of credit are charac-

ter, capacity and capital—these three, but the greatest
of these is character.

Character is the fine tone of your heartstrings, or
else it is the dull thud of life which seems to chill you
through and through. Character is that something
which points you onward and upward in life's work,
or else drags you down to lower and lower depths as
it becomes foul with the heavier material of life's
dregs. Some one has well said that " Character is not
something that is added to your life, but it is life
itself."

Phillips Brooks said : " Sad will be the day for
any man when he becomes absolutely contented with
the life he is living, with the thoughts he is thinking,
and the deeds he is doing ; when there is not forever
beating at the doors of his soul some great desire to
do something larger which he knows that he was
meant and made to do, because he is a child of God."

Whatever your vocation, resolve that under no
circumstances will you ever give your life a downward
trend, but that you will look upward and struggle up-
ward, whatever your environment.

You can never build up your own character by
tearing down that of others. You cannot make friends
by attempting to destroy the character of others. It
shows a narrow spirit and betrays an envious nature.
Jealousy is accepted as the inspiration, and jealousy
is not a quality that excites admiration. —Ex.

5, .7

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The past month has been 'a comparatively quiet
one in this section. The weather was unfavorable for
retail trade, and lingering winter effectively checked
the expected spring selling. There was no urgency
atnong the feminine public for the jewelry that is to be
the crowning feature of their spring costumes, and
sales of sunshine specialties were quiet. There is no
lack of confidence in the situation, however, and it is
expected that May will make up for its predecessor's
shortcomings. Large and tempting stocks are seen
everywhere, and the better grades of goods predomi-
nate. The local wholesale trade give a favorable
report of conditions, and announce especially liberal
buying by the out-of-town trade. A goodly number
have come here in person to make purchases.

Capt. R. E. Burdick is preparing to leave for
Europe for his annual buying. The captain departs
this year several months earlier than is his usual cus-
tom. In anticipation of a further increase in price in
the diamond market, large orders will be placed for
cut goods. H. W. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick
Co., has just returned from an extended trip through
the Eastern Coast and Southern cities. Mr. Burdick
has been introducing to the trade their special 400-day
clock, and the results of the trip were more than satis-
factory. After a brief stay here, Mr. Burdick left for
the Pacific Coast, and a short run to Honolulu will
be taken.

NV. W. Alderdyce, oculist for the Cowell & Hub-
bard Co., has returned from taking a post-graduate
course in the New York Eye and Ear Dispensary.

G. W. Reichard, for some time past with E. M.
Wilsdorf, has opened up a small store on Superior
Street, near Dunham Avenue.

The T. M. Heard Optical Co. have removed from
381 Bond Street to 230 Euclid Avenue, the fourth floor
of the Wedge Building.

Geo. W. Scribner, of the wholesale firm of Scrib-
ner & Loehr, was in New York last month to meet
Mrs. Scribner, who spent the past winter in the
Bermudas.

Grant Whittlesey, of the Whittlesey Optical Co.,
left recently on a pleasure trip through the West. Mr.
Whittlesey will visit Chicago, Omaha and Kansas City,
while en route.

F. X. Dietz, manager of the material department
of the Bowler & Burdick Co., is receiving congratu-
lations on the arrival of an heir. It is a young lady.

J. P. Johnston, the optician in the Colonial Arcade,
has opened up another branch office in Wellington,
Ohio. He reports a good business.

Mr. Schroeder, watchmaker for F. H. Kramer,
Y. M. C. A. Building, has resigned and entered the
employ of Sigler Bros.

L. M. Sigler is constructing a large building
on St. Clair Street which, when completed, will be
used for hotel purposes. Mr. Sigler has much faith in
Cleveland real estate, of which he is a very large
holder.

Chas. Keim, bookkeeper for Scribner & Loehr,
has returned from a trip to the Bermudas.

Carl Einig, son of the well-known watchmaker, is
now city salesman for the material department of the
Bowler & Burdick Co. Carl has been very successful
in his new position.

Chas. Boyer, for many years with Arnstein Bros.
& Mier, has resigned and taken the management of the
jewelry department of the Solomonson Optical Co.

Fred. Reiff, a former Cleveland jeweler lately
in Cincinnati, was in town recently on his way to
Michigan, where he has accepted a position with
Wagner Bros., Monroe, Mich.

E. E. Critz, Elyria, Ohio, is receiving the con-
gratulations of his friends over the announcement of
his engagement to one of the popular young ladies of
this city.

Otto Heeren, of Heeren Bros., Pittsburg, Pa.,
spent the day with Cleveland jewelers recently. Mr.
Heeren was out on a pleasure trip.

The following out-of-town buyers were here re-
cently : I). Leonheiser, Huron, Ohio ; Ed. Nolf, of
Nolf Bros., Wadsworth, Ohio ; J. Neilson, Lorain,
Ohio ; W. P. Croothers, Oberlin, Ohio ; George and
Walter Deuble, Canton, Ohio ; J. 0. Adams, Milan,
Ohio ; Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio ; A. E. Kintner,
Painesville, Ohio.
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After Inventory
we find. a larger stock on hand of some staple
goods than we wish to carry; some of them we
have discontinued manufacturing. The new sam-
ples crowd out the old, so we have marked
down, to prices that will prove attractive to close
buyers, many of them, consisting of Gold Pens
and Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils, Tooth-
picks, Glove Buttoners, etc., in silver, rolled-
plate, agate, pearl, etc. We will take pleasure in
quoting prices and furnishing samples for inspec-
tion on application.

Mercantile  Fountain Pens 
in new styles, in Cabinet and Show-Case
assortments. Nlacie and fully warranted by

...rurrTetel

sporo i
No. 3, Chased Barrel, (Mid Bands. 5,;i size.

AIKIN. LAMBERT & CO.
19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

This Elegant Show Case FREE with our $12.00 assortment.
Contains for 3 dozen pens and

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro..
Proprietors.

wrinht Fountain Pens They

IlYll Gold Pens Write
Right

xtrirCOMPARE OUR PRICES.
CONSIDER OUR OFFER.

The Wright. Jr. NEW—Just Out.
$6.00 per doz. Retail $1.00 each,

Fitted with good 11 K. solid gold pen.
Unquestionably the best value on the
market.
Our Leader Assortment. $7.50 per doz.

Retail at $1.25 to $2.00 each.
Consists of 1 dozen assorted WHO'

Fountain Pens, plain, chased, mottled
and black holders, heavy 14 K. pen.
Our Fine Assortment.$12.00,ShowCaseFree. contains I dozen assorted plain,
chased,black, molt led lind gold-mounted
holders, tined with heavy 14 K. gold
pens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each.

Above SENT ON APPROVAL.
All Wright Pens are warranted per-
fect. Will exchange or looney refund-
ed if it Nalishle11,Ty
MITI MIT. 111■111C1 I'S, I y et-tier •

SEND US YOUR JOBS.

WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis.

CaZIESIIAIII3R Fountain Pen:

Something for Nothing
HERE IT IS IN THE SHAPE OF AN OUTFIT
THAT WILL HELP YOU TO SELL FOUNTAIN PENS

With each two-dozen assortment of Fountain Pens, I give, free,
Show Case, Half Dozen Bottles of Ink with rubber stoppers and
fillers, and Half Dozen Safety Pen and Pencil Pockets.

9 No. 2 Gents'. 3 No. 3 Gents'.
Contents: j 3 No. 2 Ladies'. 2 No. 3 Gold Band

I. 1 No. 4 Gents' Plain, Ex. Large.

These Pens are warranted " THE BEST " in every particular.

2 No. 2 Ladles' Gold Band
4 No.2 Gents' " "

Price of 2-Dozen Assortment,$21
less 5 per cent. cash.

B. Grieshaber, 84-90 State St., CHICAGO
Manufacturer of FOUNTAIN PENS, GOLD PENS, PENHOLDERS.

PENCILS, PICKS, CASES AND NOVELTIES.

Catalogue furnished upon application. Repairing Pens a Specialty.

'

We manufacture and repair GOLD and FOUNTAIN PENS. We are the oldest firmin Chicago in this line of businf,s, and guarantee satisfaction. Send us your work.
S. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO. .s-end us your orders.

Room 802, COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALUMINUM Perpetual Date
CALENDAR

PATENTED MAY I, 1E00
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CALENDAR WATCH CO.,
GLASGOW, KY.

for School anDCollege
Commencement

Exercises

showing Class Pins and
Emblems, embellished in
their proper MOM.

(Sample sets now ready.
Write for tnforma(ion.)

Wm.Freund &Sons
174-176 State St.,Chicago

Spring Weddings,
Calling Cards,

Liabossed Stationery, Me
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Stationery

Wedding Stationery

tOV

M going to be

married in June "

is, at this time, the

uppermost thought with

a host of happy lovers,

and the matrimonial

month has bright pros-

pects for those who han-

dle stationery. There is

nothing very noticeably

new in wedding stationery this year, the old

...onventional styles being still in high favor.

The line of wedding invitations placed o
n the

market by one of the leading manufacturers

comprises several colors and tints, including

royal white, regular white, gray-white and 
royal

gray. The paper is seventy and eighty pound,

principally the heavier weight. The styles of

envelopes range from the conventional p
ointed

variety to the long, deep flap and rounded

corners. Everything sent out this year is kid

finish. The styles in most common use are

embraced in the technical numbers 71-3 31,

71-9, 71-8, 71-I0, 71-II, 71-11%

styles are long and narrow, with

These sizes are 71-754, 71-8% ,

deep round-cornered flaps are 35

35-I I. These are the leading siz

. The fancier

square sheets.

71-9%. The

-34, 35-9 and

es.

FASHIONABLE
WRITING PAPER

The quality of writing paper

favored of fashion this year

is described as a gray-white

vellum finish. Duly impressed at the head of

each sheet is the writer's monogr
am—not the

old-fashioned stiff, conventional or intricately

complex monogram with a hard 
surrounding

band, circular or oval, but one in wh
ich each

letter is stamped in a different color, 
with a rich

metallic lustre, while the separate letters are

easily distinguishable one from the oth
er. For

instance, supposing the initials to be 
A, B, C,

the A is stamped in silver, the B 
in gold and

the C in vermilion. There are also bronze

letters, steel-blue, red-copper, vivid 
blues—in

fact, all the colors of the rainbow—fr
om which

to effect harmonious combinations.

Note paper constitutes, of course, 
but one

branch of this artistic display, besides which

may be seen beautiful and exclusiv
e designs in

dinner cards, armorial bearings, book plates,

visiting and invitation cards and other 
classes of

high-grade stationery.

Among the new varieties of paper 
meriting

special mention is one appropriately named

" Carrara Marmor," a novelty w
hich originated

from the popularity of the exquisite
 Carrara art

pieces, and shows the same dainty v
ein tracings.

Nothing more appropriate for this 
season could

be desired, the texture suggesting
 the velvet

surface of lily petals, and the whiteness 
and

purity of this flower being a 
characteristic of

its very characteristic coloring.

The Columbus egg aluminum

safety inkwell has the very de-

sirable qualification that it can-

not be tipped over. This novel well is about

2% inches high and 13A inche
s in diameter.

The outside is made of aluminum. 
It is divided

at about the middle and inside is a 
rubber inkwell,

THE KEYSTONE

NEW IDEAS
IN INKWELLS

reached through a glass tube which projects up

and stops just underneath an opening in the

point of the egg into which the pen may be

thrust. The peculiar feature of the inkwell is

that it cannot be tipped over. If it is tipped

over by any accident, or for any other reason,

it immediately rights itself. In fact, it is impos-

sible to make it lie on its side, because no matter

how hard it is thrown down it comes up again

instantly. It becomes in this way absolutely

non-spillable. The rubber inkwell inside acts

on the automatic principle, and is full until the

supply is exhausted. It is peculiarly adapted

for the use of traveling men.

Another new inkwell on which a patent has

been granted consists of a glass reservoir, the

top of which forms a rest for two pens and a

dip cup extending forward from same ; the

narrow neck joining these parts insures a uniform

depth of ink in the dip cup at all times, never

too much, always enough ; while the opening 
of

the dip cup being in a vertical plane, preve
nts

dust or dirt from falling into the ink. As only

a few drops of ink are exposed to the air, th
ere

is practically no evaporation, and as only t
hc

pen and not the holder enters the well, inky

penholders and soiled fingers are obviated.

An ingenious method of print-

ing without the use of ink has

been patented recently, tl.e

printing being accomplished by the employment

of a peculiar sensitized paper. Colorless at

first, the paper turns brown or black whe
re

touched by the metal type, and in this way 
the

effect is produced, a chemical change taking

place in the specially-prepared surface coat.

The beginning of this idea took shape in

little notebooks composed of ordinary paper,

the surface of which was covered with bari
um

sulphate. This chemical salt is very sensitive

to the action of copper, turning dark when

brought into contact with it, and so a mark

made with a stylus of that metal on one of t
he

leaves prepared in the manner described wou
ld

instantly become visible, with some degree 
of

permanence. Such a stylus being furnished

with each notebook, one could write NVith it as

long as the pages lasted without being bot
hered

with the necessity of sharpening the in
strument

at intervals, as with an ordinary pencil. 
The

tool used was a copper point stuck in the 
end of

a wooden handle.

Inasmuch as the sensitized paper is neces-

sarily more expensive than the common 
kind,

it is not to be expected that it will take 
the place

of the latter for books and newspapers, bu
t the

notion of printing without ink is a pleasing

twentieth century novelty—one of those ac
hieve-

ments which would have been put dow n in the

list of hopeless impossibilities a few years 
ago.

PRINTING
WITHOUT INK

SCHOOL
COMMENCE-
MENTS

School commencement time is

now at hand, and with it comes

another opportunity for the

jeweler-stationer. Much trade

comes to the jeweler from the schools i
n the

line of pins, emblems, rings, etc., and also in

stationery. Commencement is one of the in-

stances when good prices can be charge
d and

good profit assured. In a previous article we

covered very thoroughly this matter of
 com-

mencement stationery, and a ce-perusal of t
he

article will be beneficial.
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Sample Stationery Advertisements

Few articles of merchandise are advertised so

little or so poorly as stationery. A go
od stationery

advertisement is, even in the large cities, a rarity.

This accounts, probably, for the co
mparatively little

interest the public takes in the subject.
 The young

lady who wants the latest in shirt-waists, 
buckles, hair

ornaments, bracelets, etc., will use the 
oldest and

poorest stationery without fralizing that it
 hurts her

prestige more than almost any other lapse
 from the

fashionable. The jeweler can often effecti
vely incor-

porate a stationery ad. with a jewelry 
announcement,

for instance :

\ \\

Wedding Rings
We are

the supply

Wedding Invitations 
house fo r
happy lov-
e r s a n d

Wedding Presents their admi-
ringfriends

We ha, th, la I.:a-4 .elao ion or Wedding Rings,

Ow nn,I ,-“Ielo14.1.•11,iVt• SI40.k froin which to select

Wedding Presents. mid we engrave and furn
ish

hut' late,' and 11141,1 -I ■ li,I, %I:v.1,11'1g IliVitall10118.

I',,Ilsillt , 011 US il, ■•■0,1i.lt•II■ 0 if i WI are solicitous

:Wool do. detail,. I., r■ thing high-grade except
the pi i, -..

Such an advertisement as the above may be 
given

many attractive forms. Following are some sugges-

tions for stationery ads.:

Letters to loved Ones
should be written on good, tasteful sta-

tionery. II adds immeasurably to the

acceptability of lhe mis.sive, is a compli-

ment to The recipient and a credit to the

sender. Cheap, trashy letter paper is

inexcusable in This age, and be/rays

slope/illness and lack of taste in the per-

son usini; it. Pretty and stylish papers,

a,hite and in tints, at very low prices.

All desk utensils at popular rates.

Visiting Cards

Engraved
to Order

Most everybody uses visiting cards nowada
ys.

are ttlways it convenience, often it necessity.

1 ,e■I to be considered snobbish—now they ar
e

everyday essentials. We do the best engraving

and use the 'best card material. We know the

fashionable sizes and understand stylishness. 
Our

charges are very moderate. Give us a trial order

or call and see samples.
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Is the same watch
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Waterbury, Conn.37 6 39 Maiden Lane, New York
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How to Construct a Simple Copper-

plate Press

One of the many jewelers who have lately be-

come interested in the possibilities of stationer
y as a

side line, sends us the following queries:

How is card engraving done? What kind of a

press is used and how is It made ? How is th
e ink

put on the plate so as not to smear the card?

The subject of plate engraving, making of ink f
or

plate printing, etc., was covered in a serial on "
 Plate

Engraving," which appeared in THE KEYSTONE
 from

February, 1899, to September, 1899, inclusive
. At

the present time there are improved presses of
 won-

derful efficacy and, great -mechanical perfection, but

they cost too much to • be worth the in
vestment to

those who do copperplate printing only t
o a limited

extent. For the benefit of such, we will describe the

construction. of -a very cheap and simple, 
yet very

efficacious, press, of which we give views i
n Figs.

and 2. This press

has an upper roller

A, 4" in diameter

and 12" long, with

a steel axle through

its center with bear-

ings 1" in diameter.

Also a lower roller

C, 7" in diameter ;

but this roller is

not solid, but has

flanges cast on it,

as shown at b, Fig.

2, which is a view

of Fig. I seen in

the direction of the arrow a. Between the rollers

A C lies a bed-plate of cast iron I" 
thick. The

rollers A and C have their bearings in tw
o uprights

D D, Fig. I and 2.

The bearings for the

lower roller Care

fixed in the uprights

D D, while the

bearings for the up-

per roller A are

movable, the ob-

ject of which will

be explained further

on. Attached to the

arbor of the upper

roller A is a socket

F, secured by a

strong set-screw.

This socket F radiates outward into four ar
ms, shown

at f, Figs. I and 2. Beneath the bed-plate B are two

small rollers G G, the object of which is t
o hold it

steady. These can be of wood, as there is no stress

on them, except to keep the bed-plate from 
tilting.

The principal idea with a plate press is to 
have it

elastic, so that any little inequality in a pl
ate will not

tell against the impressions. We can readi
ly see, if

every part was perfect, that two or three 
thicknesses

of woolen cloth interposed between the r
oller A and

the paper, which is placed on the engraved p
late, and

we would get a nice impression ; but it is 
impossible

to hope for this, consequently we must see
k to make

the pressure on the roller as elastic and 
constant as

possible. To: secure -this condition, we mo
unt the

bearings (d d)..of the upper roller in mova
ble boxes.

An enlarged view of one of these

bearings is shown in Fig. 3. As

there. is a constant pressure on

the box K, it only needs to be

a half-bearing box, as shown.

Above these bearings K are

placed several thicknesses of

felt, shown at 1,, and above the

felt is placed a follower J, and

acting against the follower J is

a screw I
For printing small jobs it is

usual. to wrap around the upper

roller A three or four thicknesses of fine
 woolen cloth,

and stitch the edges together—in fa
ct, cover this roller

with an elastic material. This plan will work all right

for plates less than twelve inches
 in length ; but, of

course,_ it would not answer to let th
e joining of the
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cloth come over a portion of the plate from which 
we

expect to print. At Figs. 4 and 5 are shown tran
sverse

sections of Fig. 3 on the lines e g. Fig. 4 shows K

with the flanges h on the inside of

Jr* 4. D D; and Fig. 5 shows the fol-

lower J with flanges i i on both

sides of D to hold it in place. It

is important that the rollers A and

C should have their axes in the

same vertical plane, otherwise a sliding of t
he paper

on the plate will follow, and produce a b
lurred im-

pression. It seems. hardly neces-

sary to speak further of the rollers

G G. The frame E is made of

some hard wood, and is best con-

structed so as to be joined at the

corners by iron bolts. A good

size of wood for such a frame is 2" by 3". 
We will

now imagine our press is in order and we hav
e a plate

we wish to print from. In doing copperplate work,

the wide, black lines are not cut very deep,
 but are

incised so one fine line merges into anothe
r. This

course is pursued so as not to have deep 
incisions

which would fill with ink and produce a gout 
of ink,

which would be slow to dry, and, worse than 
all, look

very inartistic. Let us suppose, for illustration, that

we have a card plate, and engrave

on it the letter F, as shown at Fig. 6.

The way to go about engraving it, is

J to first outline the letter and then fill

in the face as shown, only one line

should cut into another. The method w
ill be under-

stood by inspecting Fig. 7, where a magn
ified vertical

section of a copperplate is shown

at P, and the engraved lines at k.

After a plate is engraved, there

remains a bur on each side of the

lines. This must be removed by a scraper shape
d as

shown at Figs. 8 and 9 ; Fig. 8 being a sid
e view, and

Fig. 9 a transverse section

on the line I. If proper

care is used in cutting, only

a little bur will be produced.

Such a scraper is to be kept

sharpened and polished to

perfection, because, with a bad scrap
er, it is easy to

get a surface full of small lines whi
ch the burnish will

not easily remove. It may be well to say, the burnish

employed for copperplate work is th
e ordinary spear-

shaped burnish of the jewelers. 
After

the plate is engraved, all bur is ca
refully

scraped off and the surface of the 
plate

gone over with a piece of charcoal 
and

oil. There is a great difference in charcoal ; 
it should

be of some fine-grained wood like w
illow, maple or

gum tree. It is not always the same kind of w
ood

will produce good coal. After " coaling " the plate

should be burnished, going carefully ove
r the plate to

remove all the fine lines left by the 
coal. A small

piece of cotton-flannel cloth is folded i
nto three or four

thicknesses and wet with alcohol, and a
 little Vienna

lime sprinkled on it produces a b
eautiful polish in a

few seconds. Vienna lime is the perfec
tion of polishing

material if it is only kept from " air s
lacking " by the

action of the air and light.

Carefully ground ink is rolled over the 
surface of

the plate by a roller made of wood a
nd covered with

three or four thicknesses of chamoi
s skin. Enough

ink is applied to perfectly fill the engr
aved lines, when

it is wiped off. Exactly how much ink to apply

to the plate is a matter best deter
mined by practice.

The plate should be as hot as can be held in

the hand when inked and wiped. T
o wipe a plate,

use soft, old, clean, cotton rags, rubbing lightly,

so as to leave the lines full of in
k ; also letting the

motion of wiping be as much across
 the lines as pos-

sible. After the plate is wiped, it still presents a

smeary look. To remove this smea
r, the palm of the

hand is rubbed on a ball of whiting,
 but the precaution

must be observed to rub off as m
uch of the whiting

from the hand as can be done 
conveniently. A few

light rubs with the hand, and the 
surface of the plate

is bright and clean as a mirror.

_Fz:f

A ...774.

"I could not get along without T
he Keystone, and

I do not feel up to date without 
it, for there are so

many good thoughts in it. S. Lidstone, jeweler,

Dearborn, Missouri.
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Another Way to Prepare Borax

WARREN, VT., April 4, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I see in your journal 
several

ways described for preparing borax for hard
 soldering.

It seems to me that a slate slab is a nui
sance. I take

a watch glass, mi-concave preferred, and grin
d the in-

side on an emery wheel and I have a first-r
ate tool for

grinding borax in hard soldering purposes. This is the

best tool for this purpose that ever come to my n
otice,

and you can make a box to fit same if so desire
d. This

tool costs nothing, as every watch repairer has ch
ipped

glasses that are useless, and almost every watch
 repairer

has an emery wheel that he can grind the ins
ide of

same with. Yours truly,
W. A. BLAIR.

Sale-making Value of Odd Prices

Asked as to the sale-making value of odd pric
es

such as 49 cents, 99 cents, $2.90, etc., our est
eemed

contemporary Brains says:

The odd price is a good thing, because it leads

the general public to believe that the price is rea
lly

lower than it is. For instance, a customer sees an

article advertised for $1.98. If this same article had

been advertised for $2.10, the customer would look
 at

the price as a great deal more than 12 cents higher

than the first price. People seem to take $1.00 for the

unit. When they see a thing for $1.98 they do not

seem to consider that this is so close to $2.00. While

they would think $2.00 to be a fair price for the

article, they would think $1.98 extremely low.

There is another side to this question. If a mer-

chant quotes these odd prices, it is likely to impr
ess

his customers with the fact that he adds a certain 
per-

centage to the cost price of all his goods. This is

undoubtedly true unless the merchant quotes too ma
ny

prices which end in nine. If he uses the other odd

figures—that is, those besides the 5 and the o—peo
ple

will unconsciously come to the conclusion that inst
ead

of marking the selling price in a hap-hazard
 way,

being sure to make it large enough, that he ha
s a

percentage system which he follows out in ma
rking

the prices on all the goods he sells.

Sometimes merchants stick to the round numbers,

but give an odd number of articles for the ro
und

figures. For instance, one merchant will sell 4

pounds of sugar for 25 cents, another one will sel
l 3

neck scarfs for $1.00 and so on. This also gives the

impression that the merchant is selling at a low fig
ure.

Both ways are good, but neither must be overwo
rked,

or else the buying public will smell a mouse an
d lose

confidence in the.store.

May be the Smallest Engine

A. G. Root, of Danbury, Conn., has completed

what is undoubtedly the smallest engine ever mad
e.

It is a horizontal engine and stands on a piece of
 metal

exactly the size of a ten-cent piece. Mr. Root has b
een

working at this minute piece of mechanism during 
his

leisure time for several months. The quality of 
the

workmanship on the tiny machine is indicated b
y the

fact that when completed and put together, and c
on-

. nected with the power, it started off as nicel
y as the

most 'accurately-adjusted engine that was ever 
built.

The materials of which the engine is built are 
gold,

silver, copper and steel. The band of the fly wh
eel is

solid gold. It will be interesting to note some of the

dimensions of the parts of this very small Mac
hine.

The measurements are all made in sixty-fourths, 
thirty- .

seconds and sixteenths of an inch. The steam ch
est

measures 6-32 x 3-32 ; the cylinder 8-32 x 9-32. The

stroke is 6-64 and the extreme length of the main
 shaft,

which is of steel, is 5-16. The diameter of the fly

wheel is 7-16, and the width of the fly-wheel ba
nd is

7-64. The diameter of the main shaft at its largest

point is 3-64. The extreme length of the crank
 shaft

is 4-16, and the diameter of the crank wheel is
 6-32.

The extreme outside diameter of the cylinder is
 3-16;

the bore of the cylinder is 5-64. The diameter of the

feed pipe is 2-32 ; that of the valve rod is 1-64, 
and

that of the piston rod is less than 2-64. Complete, the

engine weighs three pennyweights.

Mr. Root built his engine entirely by hand. The

power used to run it is compressed air, of which only

an infinitesimal amount is needed.



512Aikin-Lambert Jewelry Co.
19 Maiden Lane, New York,

ARE FULLY PREPARED TO FILL YOUR ORDERS
FOR

WriTeRES

DIAMONDS
JEWELRYSelection packages when requested. We only ask for a trial.

Novelties in GOLD, SILVER and PLATE

SOW goWS0641
The RELIEF

A Good Button to Sell
Guaranteed—A Relief for the Jewelerand Wearer. No Levers to Break.No Springs to Play Out. Made toWear and Give Satisfaction.
Order of your jobber. If he does nothave them write for sample and addressof jobber %%oho can supply you,
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Reid 0 Orr Co.
Mtgs. and Sole Agents

Rochester, Minn.
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The W. Castrucci Co. beg to notify the trade that th ey are the original makers of the castsbe procured only from them.
formerly furnished by an agency in Cincinnati, G., and hereafter genuine Castrucci casts can
by ordering direct from us.

A8 Our goods are on ask at a large number of places, middlemen's profits can only be saved

631-2 Nymph . . French Bronze 17 i. . . n. 691-1 Nubian Girl,
. .

671-1 Atala . . . . Terra Cotta Colored, 19 in. 701-1 " Man,681-1 Daisy . . " . " 14 in. 321-2 La Cigale . .771-1 Indian Bust, Natural Colors . . . 18 in. 581-2 Circe . . . .601-2 Janagara . . French Bronze . . . 17 in. 331-2 La Foutom.76-1 No Man, Oriental Colors . . . 13 in. 791-1 Indian Chief,86-1 " Girl, " o . . . 12 in.

French Bronze and Oriental Coloring. Beware of Imitations. Alanufaetured on

Rich Oriental Coloring 20 in.
French Bronze . . . 12 in.
Rich Oriental Coloring 12 in.
French Bronze . . . 12 In.
Natural Colors . . 12 in• • •

For $10 Cash with the order we will send the above 13 hand-painted sample pieces,
by

ieces, finished itr
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THEE W. CASTRUCCI CO.,
318 E. Fifth St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
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Silverware
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Alabama

N. W. Lickford has opened a store at Gadsden.

California

M. Morgen, Sacramento, has enlarged and greatly
improved his store.

P. S. Seamons, Palo Alto, has opened a branch
establishment in Redwood City.

J. Jessop & Sons, of San Diego, have just re-
ceived a fine large safe from the East. They firmly
believe that "an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure." This makes their third large safe.
J. Jessop, who has been under the weather, is reviving
rapidly with the aid of a little rest, sunshine and—as
he acknowledges—THE KEYSTONE'S health column.

C. AV. Wickersham, for several years watch in-
spector for the Southern Pacific Railroad, has opened
a jewelry store at Bakersfield.

Geo. A. Sparks has opened a watchmaking and
repair shop in Redding.

Colorada

M. F. Warren, of Colorado Springs, has been
appointed official watch inspector of the Colorado
Springs and Cripple Creek District Railroad.

Connecticut

Sometime during the day of April iith nineteen
watches disappeared from the show windows of the
Lake & Strobel Co., at Waterbury. The police were
immediately notified, but no trace of thieves could be
found. Subsequently the watches were found. They
had been carried a distance of fifteen or twenty feet
by rats and hidden beneath the window display board.
The parchment tags attached to the watches are
classed as gastronomic luxuries by the rodent popula-
tion of Exchange Place, and that fact solves the
mystery: The watches were unharmed, but the tags
had vanished.

District of Columbia

On April 1 5th, at an early hour in the morning,
the show window of S. Desio, a jeweler, at 1012 F
Street, Washington, was broken by thieves and watches
and jewelry, valued at $3oo, stolen. Mr. Desio discov-
ered the robbery about nine o'clock and made a re-
port, on which the police are working.

Florida

H. N. Sweeting, Tallahassee, has purchased the
stock of jewelry of Max Flatauer, of the same place.
Mr. Flatauer will retire from business.

Idaho

Charles A. Norton, formerly of Salamanca, N. Y.,
and lately of Butte, Mont., has opened a store in
Salmon, this State.

Illinois

D. C. Ackerman, Prairie City, died on March 14th,
heart failure being the immediate cause of death.
The deceased was much respected as a man, a mer-
chant and a citizen. He was genial and kind in social
life honorable in business, much beloved in his family
and by a wide circle of friends.

Indiana

Simon L. Kiser has left the Indianapolis Jewelry
Co., of Indianapolis, and will soon start in business
for himself under the firm-name of Simon L. Kiser &
Co. The business of the Indianapolis Jewelry Co.
will be continued by Isidore Grohs.

Iowa

E. C. Flinn has sold his jewelry business in Carroll
to Cleaver Bros. & McIntosh.

Guy Little, of Des Moines, made a business trip
to Berwick the first of the month.

Among the out-Of-town visitors to Des Moines
lately were E. M. Behner, Newton, Iowa ; B. Roy
Emms, Perry, Iowa ; Wise & Son, St. Charles, Iowa;
W. H. Ware, Boone, Iowa ; F. L. Butter, Parano,
Iowa, and W. C. Burrichter, Panora, Iowa.

Herman Idzal, of Des Moines, has made extensive
alterations to his Court Avenue store. Additional
wall cases make quite an up-to-date establishment.

Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Lombard and daughter have
returned to Des Moines from a two-months' visit to
Florida.

E. L. Marsh has opened a jewelry store in Em-
mettsburg.

A. Miller, formerly of Marsh & Miller, located at
ort Dodge, has started in business for himself.
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C. V. Mount, of Shenandoah, has sailed for
Manila, where he will engage in the jewelry business.
He served in the Fifty-first Iowa Regiment, U. S. V.,
in the Philippines, and despite his sixty years is well
and happy.

Rollin Austin, of Onawa, has purchased a build-
ing lot on which he intends to erect a new jewelry
store.

Mr. and Mrs. Lu Arntz, of Des Moines, spent a
few days of last month in Slater, lova, Mr. Arntz's
boyhood home.

S. Joseph, of Fourth and Walnut Streets, Des
Moines, has enlarged his floor space by adding an
additional room, fitted throughout with mahogany
fixtures, which give it an attractive appearance. This
is now one of the finest stores in the Middle West.

Kansas

J. J. Brown has established a new jewelry business
in Nickerson.

Maryland

F. E. Alder, Brunswick, has been appointed
watch inspector at Brunswick for the B. & 0. R. R.

Massachusetts

L. M. Barnes, of North Adams, is now in his
thirty-fifth year of continuous business in one store in
that city. He began with a tiny shop and now has
one of the finest jewelry stores in the town.

R. H. Houghton, connected with Everett Lane,
Gloucester, had a novel, up-to-date Easter window
display arranged in Mr. Lane's window. It consisted
of the word " Easter " arranged in crepe paper on a
frame cross covered with cheesecloth. Jewelry was
displayed on the ever-appropriate broken egg shell.

Michigan

Anthony Thoma, one of the best known charac-
ters in Southern Michigan, died at Three Rivers the
first of last month, aged seventy years. He was the
father of five sons, all of whom are in the jewelry
business. Mr. Thoma had not been in business for
himself for over fifteen years. His sons acted as pall
bearers. °

Minnesota

Charles Johnson, of Alarshall, arranged an Easter
window display that was greatly admired. A large
broken Easter egg formed the center piece. The
broken pieces were covered with various small articles
of jewelry. The egg was made of copper plate, fifteen
inches in diameter and painted white.

Mississippi

Carl J. On Seutter succeeds Elisaeus von Seutter,
who recently died at Jackson.

Missouri

C. F. jennish, Tarkio, is mourning the loss of his
wife, who died March 21st, consumption being the
fatal malady. The deceased was a model wife and
mother and great sympathy is felt for the bereaved
husband and family.

Geo. Buhn, for many years watchmaker for M. E.
Leavan, of Jefferson City, will go to Redland, Cal.,
where he intends to open a jewelry store.

Nebraska

E. H. Trilber has opened a new stock of jewelry
and optical goods in Sutton.

Owen & Clark have begun business at York.

New York

George H. Prescott, formerly of Keesville, has
opened a jewelry and repair shop at Champlain.

NV. E. Mack has opened a store at Oswego.
Fred. Benedict, formerly with Calvin Du Bois, of

'Walton, this State, and lately with Jeweler Wilson, of
Meadville, Pa., died last month of typhoid fever. The
deceased took a course at the Waltham Horological
School some months ago, and the future seemed very
promising when death overtook him.

E. I,. Heinrich has succeeded Green & Heinrich,
at Watertown.

F. C. Smith, of Watertown, has made extensive
improvements in his jewelry store.

Chas. A. Thorpe, of Olean, has purchased the
business of John Joy, at Potsdam.

I. J. McConnell, of Hancock, has moved into a
much larger store, which he has furnished with new
counters, fixtures and stock. In addition to this he
has added an optical department. Mr. McConnell says
that it was under the inspiration of THE KEYSTONE
that he embarked in the optical business.

North Dakota

H. J. Robertson & Co. have opened a jewelry
store in Wyndmere.
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Ohio

Joshua Hyde, Mt. Vernon, died recently. He was
highly esteemed as a mechanic, merchant and citizen.

F. FL Seashols, St. Mary's, has sold his brick
building, stock and store fixtures to F. D. Ausman.

Oklahoma

P. A. Fischer has opened a new jewelry and
musical instrument business in Pawnee.

Pennsylvania

G. A. Schlechter, of Reading, secured a contract
for 7000 Pan-American Exposition badges.

E. L. Rinkenbach, of Harrisburg, is fixing up a
new and larger store, into which he will move about
June 1st.

F. G. Stark, senior member of the firm of F. G.
Stark & Son, Hanover, died April MIL Mr. Stark
was one of the most widely-known jewelers in Eastern
Pennsylvania and until a short time before his demise
was actively interested in the business of his firm. As
an expert Nvatchmaker he held a very high reputation.
In his early manhood he went to Europe, and in the
cities of Switzerland and Germany gained considerable
horological knowledge. He was sixty-six years of age
and his taking off was caused by paralysis. His son,
George, vi ll continue the business.

J. A. Lewis, practical watchmaker and jeweler,
has opened a store in Pittston. Mr. Lewis' knowledge
of the business and long experience should insure him
a good trade.

South Dakota

Fred. Terhune, Groton, has moved his jewelry
business to the new Brunswick Building.

Mr. Reynolds has succeeded to the business of
Reynolds & Hills, at Armour.

Tennessee

E. E. Taliaferro, Jackson, was married on April
16th, to Miss Harriet De Lana, of the same place.
THE KEYSTONE extends congratnlations.

M. Loeffler, Chattanooga, has had his store com-
pletely renovated. A new front, new fixtures and
much new stock are among the improvements. ,

• Hope Bros., of Knoxville, have a reputation for
tasteful window dressing. Their Easter window dis-
play was a marvel of neatness and attractiveness. The
display was arranged to symbolize the advent of the
Easter season. The central piece was a large Easter
bell literally covered with white flowers. Extending
from the bell to the lower corners of the windows were
four beautifully twisted ropes of smilax. Fastened to
and hanging from the smilax were twelve smaller
bells, also covered with flowers. In the center of each
bell gleamed a tiny incandescent lamp. Beneath the
bell arose a cross, constructed of a wire framework,
On which were twisted pink roses and buds. In the
front of the window, displayed on a silver-framed
heavy mirror, was a collection of diamonds, in the
rough, in the first process of cutting, half cut and per-
fectly cut. The mirror was surrounded with an irregu-
lar wreath of xsollite roses. Around the crest of the
%vindows were arranged a magnificent collection of
mounted gems. Altogether the window was most
attractive.

Texas

Sims & Elrick, jewelers and opticians, have opened
a store in Waco.

L. L. Freeman, formerly of Chicago, has opened
it jewelry and optical establishment at San Antonio.
Mr. Freeman had to leave Chicago on account of fail-
ing health.

J. Rosenblum has opened with a new stock of
jewelry in Sherman.

Washington

Chas. W. Goodman, Chehalis, recently sold the
greater part of his stock to Burnett Bros. Mr. Good-
man will remove to Portland, Ore.

Graham & Moore, 705 Second Avenue, Seattle,
dissolved partnership on March 28th by mutual consent,
A. B. Graham, retiring. A new firm named the
Lawrence L. Moore Co. vill continue the business at
the same location.

"P. G. Johnson has opened a jewelry store at
Toledo.

West Virginia

W. G. Austin, Martinslwrg, has moved to new and
more desirable quarters.

Wisconsin

G. F. Duncan, Eau Claire, has moved his jewelry
business to a new location.

Henry C. Bott, jeweler, Sr Jefferson Street, Mil-
waukee, has retired from business in that city, and
moved to St. Paul, Minn.

John VanEps, Plainfield, N. J., has moved to
Somerville, N. J., where Ile will continue in business.

C. A. Estberg, of Waukesha, who has been in
business at that place for over thirty years, died on
April loth, at 6 o'clock A. M. Two sons survive him,
Nvho have been associated with him in business under
the name of C. I' . Estberg & Sons.
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Hamlin I). Brown, the Western salesman of the

Paul Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass., has started

on his spring trip through New York and the West.

The railroad commission of Texas recently rend-

ered its decision on the application of the Travelers'

Protective Association for lower rates on excess bag-

gage. The commission ordered that the rates for the

transportation of excess baggage by railroads between

points in Texas shall be for a distance of thirty-eight

miles and less 15 cents per TOO pounds, and for distan-

ces exceeding thirty-eight miles, 15 per cent of the

regular first-class ticket rates, provided that the rate

so made shall not exceed $2.50 per 'co pounds, and

that the charges on any shipment shall not be less than

25 cents. The baggage of theatrical companies will

not be subject to these rates, rules and regulations.

E. A. Kelly, junior member of the new Chicago

wholesale firm of L. H. Schafer & Co., left headquarters

April 17th, for an extended trip over Indiana and

Illinois territory. The trade will find Mr. Kelly a

pleasing and clever salesman as well as an up-to-date

business man, and THE KEYSTONE takes pleasure in

bespeaking a kind reception for Mr. Kelly among the

jewelers. .
J. H. Mulhatipt, traveling for the Reichenberg-

Smith Co., the Omaha, Nebr., wholesalers, took a

three-weeks' vacation ending with April, going to

Memphis, Tenn., to visit his mother.

Charles A. Walz, formerly connected with his

brother, Jeweler John Walz, of Boonville, Mo., has

accepted a road position with William Weidlich & Bro.,

of St. Louis, and is now out on his first trip.

Mark Eiseman is making a special trip in the

South this month for his house, the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co., of St. Louis.
Mike Lampert, the well-known representative of

Henry Zimmern & Co., New York, was relieved of

his traveling case at the Palmer House, Chicago, on

Easter morning last. He had stepped out of his room

for an hour or two, and upon his return found it miss-

ing. The hotel people have been making every effort

to recover Mr. Lampert's case, but at last accounts

had not run down the thief or recovered any of its

contents. The loss, though not a really serious one,

was most annoying. to Mr. Lampert, as the case con-

tained besides his wearing apparel some material

samples.
Ed. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., Chicago,

returned to headquarters the middle of last month,

fresh from a successful trip through Texas and the

great Southwest. He reports business booming in

that section of the country as never before. Mr.

Swartchild left for Michigan territory the last of April,

and will spend the month of May in that State.

Robert J. Wilson, a graduate of several Chicago

wholesale houses, is now on the road for J. Ziegler &

Co., manufacturing jewelers, also of Chicago.

Harry Phillips is covering the Northwest territory

for the new Chicago wholesale house of Recob, Ziegler

& Co., and meeting with fairly good success. Mr.

Phillips' is a worthy and pleasing young man of busi-

ness, and will make a success in his new field.

Fred. J. Longdon is a new man on the traveling

force of Albert Bros., the well-known Cincinnati job-

bers, and is now making the rounds of his territory

for the first time. Mr. Longdon is a young man of

energy and good social qualities and hails from Meri-

den, Conn., where he was for a number of years in the

employ of the International Silver Co.

William Pflueger, Western and Southern traveler

for Jos. Noterman & Co., Cincinnati, whom everybody

knows as " Billy," is making his Illinois trip this

month, and doing a good business, as he always does.
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J. W; Forsinger, the Chicago watch jobber, has in

Ed. K. Jamison a thorough-going all-around represen-

tative. As often as this genial road-man appears on

the grounds he and all he represents are made right

welcome.
J. P. Ryan ably represents the Stein & Ellbogen

Co. in Northern Illinois, Northern Iowa and Wiscon-
sin territory. He was seen in Chicago headquarters
the middle of April and reports business good and
fine prospects ahead.

John C. Dullam, of Flint, Mich., traveling repre-
sentative of the Rockford Silver Plate Co., Rockford,
Ill., died suddenly last month at Cleveland, Ohio. A

host of friends deeply regret his unexpected demise
and extend sympathy to his bereaved family.

N. R. Fuller traveling representative of the Ed-

wards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo., spent
portion of last month at headquarters in Kansas City
assorting samples for another order-taking campaign.

New Fields for the American Drummer

There are new world-wide fields opening up for

traveling men every day. The Chicago Tribune

makes the following timely editorial remarks in regard

to these new conditions : " When the trust movement

was at its height there was much despondent talk

about the passing of the commercial traveler. The

consolidation. of rival companies in some cases was

avowedly made with a view to reducing the number

of traveling salesmen, and hundreds have undoubtedly

been taken off the road in the United States in the

last few years. But the American commercial traveler

has recently appeared in a new and larger field. He

is busily at work in England, France, Germany, South

Africa, South America,Asia and other foreign markets.

Apparently, the consolidation of American industries,

instead of throwing the traveling salesman out of

employment, has given him a wider and more lucrative

field in many departments of trade.
European correspondents report complaints from

all quarters regarding the energy with which American

agents are hustling about on that side of the Atlantic

and selling our manufactures in competition with those

of European make. The advent of these Yankee

salesmen is resented by the leisurely rivals whose

markets they are invading, but consumers are buying

the American goods whenever these are better or

cheaper. American enterprise is making itself felt
in Europe as never before. Hardly a day passes in

London without the appearance of a new group of

engineers and mercantile agents from the United

States. These salesmen are skilled in their business

and receive good salaries.
Young men intending to enter commercial life

will do well to realize the significance of this change.

Heretofore, the market for our manufactures has been

chiefly domestic, and the commercial salesman had to

deal only with Americans. Now our industries have

taken possession of many foreign markets, and manu-

facturers will pay liberal salaries to agents who can

help to hold and enlarge this new field. To be a

successful salesman in a foreign country requires a
knowledge of the language and customs of the people.

To sell goods in continental Europe an agent should

be able to talk French, German, Russian, Norwegian

or Italian, according to the country in which he is to

work. There will be an increasing demand for good

salesmen with a knowledge of Spanish, who can push

American trade in South America and in our new

island possessions. Modern languages will be more

useful than before to practical Americans.
But a mere knowledge of a foreign language is

not enough to insure success abroad, even for those

who have been good salesmen at home. Americans

will have to learn to adapt themselves to. the customs

and business methods of other nations. In Latin

countries, for instance, they must pay more attention

to politeness and be less abrupt and hasty in their

methods. Our Consuls frequently complain of the

unwillingness of American manufacturers and salesmen

to try to please foreign customers on small but essential

points. When our commercial travelers shall have

fitted themselves thoroughly for their new field they

are likely to become still more important members of

the trade world than they were under the old order of

things.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

. The work of remodeling the store of J. R. Mercer

is nearing completion, and Mr. Mercer can now boast

of one of the prettiest and best-fitted little stores in

the West. The room has been enlarged considerably,

and new fixtures of the latest and handsomest kind

have been installed. The frescoing is especially artistic

and the store, as a whole, is a worthy setting for the
many pretty things on display.

J. J. Stott, a well-known jeweler of Paola, Kans.,

died recently at a sanitarium in Ossawatomie, Kans.,

Samuel Eisenstadt and J. M. Friede, of the Eisen-

stadt Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, were calling on

the trade here last month.
C. H. Bard, of Sedalia, was a purchaser at seve-

ral of the wholesale houses here recently.
Dr. J. Will. Terry and bride passed through Kan-

sas City last month on their way East. Dr. Terry is

associated with the Columbian Optical Co.'s Omaha

branch. His bride is a society young woman of El

Dorado Springs, Mo.
Deardurff, the young man who confessed

to the theft of a tray of diamonds from Edwards

& Sloane Co., pleaded guilty in the criminal court re-

cently and was sentenced by Judge Wofford to two

years in the State prison. The scene in the court-

room has been described as very pathetic. Deardurff,

who is only twenty years old, was accompanied by his

father and sister. He was not taken to the peniten-

tiary, but remained in the county jail. A strong effort

was made to secure his release on parole, and on the

morning of April x6th the effort proved successful, as

Judge Wofford paroled him. The story of the robbery

was told in last month's KEYSTONE.
The Hirsch Optical Institute has recently filed

articles of incorporation under the laws of the State

of Missouri. The principal stockholders are Dr. H.

A. Hirsch, Dr. E. W. Slusher and M. E. Lobenstien,

of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
E. Riggs, manager of the local branch of the

Columbian Optical Co., has returned from a few days'

visit to the Omaha headquarters of his firm.
Two of the handsomest medals which will pro-

bably be given to aspiring graduates were ordered
here lately through Jeweler S. J. Huey, of Excelsior

Springs. They are to be presented to Haynes Academy
graduates by ex-Governor Lou V. Stevens and E. F.

Swinney, of this city. The work is remarkably beau-
tiful and the designs very artistic. The medals were
made by the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., of this
city.

Harry B. Carswell, at present at iris Walnut
Street, will move his jewelry stock into the store room
to be vacated by C. H. Harsch.

G. E. Gilmore has recently opened a new jewelry
store at Paola, Kans.

L. S. Grimm, of Jewell, Kans., passed through
Kansas City last week, en route East.

E. L. Donaldson, of the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry
Co., is convalescing from a several weeks' siege of
pneumonia. He is at Mr. Edwards' home on Park

Avenue.
S. Swarts, formerly with C. I. Lee & Co., Kansas

City, Kans., has established a jewelry store of his own

at Colgate, I. T.
F. 0. Parker, head of the material department of

Norton-Paulson Jewelry Co., is spending a brief
vacation at Topeka, Kans.

L. Marks will soon give up his location here and
establish a new store in Pittsburg, Pa. Mr. Marks is
one of the oldest of the Kansas City jewelers.

J. R. Mercer has been going about on crutches for
two weeks as a result of a fall in which his ankle was
severely wrenched.

Isaac Leb Henlein came all the way from Cuba to
buy jewelry in Kansas City lately. At least, he bought
at this market and local jewelers take some pride in
drawing trade from distant points.

The Meyer Jewelry Co. is breaking all records in
the manufacture of class pins and medals. Mr. Meyer,
who had much success with his Carrie Nation hatchets,
is now putting out a novelty in the form of a very pretty
buffalo button. . New machinery and fixtures are being
constantly added to the plant, a fresh installment
having been put in last month.

(Continued on page 517)
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The State of

Cincinnati Letter

Trade continues fairly good with
the wholesale jewelers of Chichi-

Trade nati with fine prospects for the
largest year's business they have

ever had. Collections are good, better than usual at
this season. Locally, retail trade the past month
seems to have been halting somewhat. We speak of
retail trade generally. This condition is laid at the
door of the unfavorable weather we have been having,
but with the coming of warm weather the retail busi-
ness is expected to brighten up. There are good
reasons on every hand for this expectation, for every
man who wants to work has a job, and there are many
improvements projected which should and will make
prosperous times in this city. Visiting jewelers in this
market were rather scarce all through April, the bad
weather undoubtedly having its effect in keeping them
at home.

The general situation is encouraging. The signs
of prosperity which the country is enjoying are visible
on all sides. There are no idle hands. The banks
are filled with money and the air resounds with the
hum of industry. Bounteous crops bless the farm,
and the whirr of machinery is never silent in the mill
and the mine. All over the land, and especially in
the South, West and Southwest, the beneficent influ-
ences of an unprecedented era of prosperity are being
felt and enjoyed. As stated by George Gould, who
was here last week, the interests of the railroads and
the public go hand in hand. In times of depression
the wheels of transportation move slowly, but when
plenty abounds the iron pulse of commerce is the first
to feel the stimulus of good times. The producers of
the South and West are clamoring for cars to haul
to market their cotton, their live stock, their lumber,
their coal, their grain, and other products of the soil.
The East is demanding more cars to transport its
manufactured products, and California is crying for
cars for its big crop of oranges, lemons and other
fruits. There is a healthy condition in all lines of
business, and producer and consumer are alike reap-
ing advantage from the desirable condition of affairs.
The West and Southwest are rapidly filling up with
homebuilders. In no manner is the evidence of pros-
perity better demonstrated than by the financial inde-
pendence achieved by the \Vest. The banks in even
the smallest towns of the West are filled with money
seeking favorable investment at low rates of interest.
The farmer and merchant need no longer look to the

East to negotiate loans at heavy rates of interest.
Their nearest banker will supply their wants, and so

it happens that the coffers of Eastarn banks are over-

flowing with capital that seeks investment.
In buying spring and summer lines for this season

jewelers should bear in mind the fact that there never

has been a time in this western country when condi-

tions were as prosperous as. they are at the present

time. People have more money, and for that reason

will not only buy more of the necessities of life, but

will also dip more freely in what are called luxuries.

In times of business depression many things are put
into the list of luxuries that become necessities when
times are prosperous. The list of necessities is un-

doubtedly larger now than ever before, and the dealer
who does not bear that fact in mind when he is buying

his goods will discover that his stock does not meet
with the requirements of the times, which means that

his competitors will have a great advantage over him.
That does not mean that reckless buying should be
indulged in, but simply that a larger assortment must

be carried and also a better class of goods than were

demanded a few years ago or even last season. The
successful dealer reads the signs of the times and

keeps up to date.
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Southern
Progress

" Prosperity is smiling upon the
South as never before in the history
of that region," said Mr. Dave
Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons.

" The higher prices for cotton, which many years has

formed the most important source of revenue to the
Southern States, have added millions of dollars to

the wealth of the people in the past twelve months.

The crop now being marketed will, it as estimated,

yield in the raw state about $5oo,000,000, and with the

large increase which is taking place in the manufacture

of cotton in the South, much additional revenue will
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accrue this season from that source. The rapidly

growing importance of the cotton manufacturing in-

dustry is one of the most marked developments of

this section. Ten years ago there was less than one

million spindles in the entire South ; now the number

is close upon seven millions, and preparations are on

foot to increase the number of cotton mills materially

during the present year. The iron and steel industry

of the South has increased enormously in the past few

years, and the probabilities of its future growth are

almost unlimited. And the same may be said of coal.

In both these departments a large export trade is a

feature of recent and promising development. The

lumber industries of the South have also grown to

enormous proportions, and, aside from the heavy pro-

duction of rough lumber, quantities are being worked

up into finished material in the shape of doors, sashes,

furniture, etc., and exported or sent into domestic use.

Accompanying these leading industries there has been

a corresponding advance in the establishment of manu-

facturing, agricultural and commercial enterprises of

every description, while improved transportation and

shipping facilites all along the Southern coasts are at-

tracting export business in increasing volume to the

ports. With its phenomenal natural resources and

advantages only beginning to be recognized and de-

veloped, everything points to continued progress and

prosperity in the South."
Regnier & Wittleg have succeeded D. B. Ander-

son, the old established and pioneer jeweler at Mari-

etta, Ohio.
Miss J. J. Nixon has just embarked in the retail

jewelry and optical business at Marietta, Ohio. Miss

Nixon was formerly in the employ of Jeweler D. B.

Anderson.
The Traveling Men's Association, which promises

to be the strongest association in the city, is preparing

to take a prominent part in the fall festival. This

association is composed of the traveling men going

out of Cincinnati. The object of the organization is

for mutual benefit, and among the mutual benefits will

be to sing the praises of Cincinnati all over the terri-

tory covered by them.
In spite of the talk six months ago of a shortage

in the cotton crop it is now reported by the New Or-

leans Exchange that the visible supply is 8,74o,000

bales more than what was on hand a year ago.

\\Inter wheat is said to be in excellent condition

in nearly all sections of the country. This is a good

starter for a bumper crop for 19ol, and if other grains

come out as well farmers will have more money than

they will know how to spend.
The general prosperity existing throughout the

country is well shown by the reports made dy the dif-

ferent railroads to the effect that freight business is

unusually heavy for this time of year. The activity

is not limited to any one line of merchandise, but is

general and includes all kinds of food products as well

as manufactured goods.
A collection of the various styles of wares they

manufacture has been completed by the Rookwood

Pottery Co. for exhibition at the Pan-American Exhi-

bition. The exhibit will be placed in the Court of

Honor in the Manufactures Building, and Mr. Taylor,

president of the company, promises that the wares

will rival those sent to the Paris Exhibition of last

year.
Constant Van Reeth, the well-known diamond

cutter of Cincinnati, has moved his cutting plant to

the Noterman Building and will occupy a part of the

third floor with Jos. Noterman & Co., manufacturing

jewelers. I le has a finely equipped plant and has

already built up a fine business.

Sol. Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., left the middle of

last month for a two-months' trip to Europe. He will

visit the European diamond and precious stone marts

in the interests of his house, and will also combine

some sight-seeing and recreation with his diamond

purchasing.
The Florentine Statuary and Importing Co., Cin-

cinnati, have been incorporated with a capital stock of

po,000. The incorporators were Edward Cline, Ed.

Oetting, Henry Kranning, Alexina Emery and Albert

Andrews.
Frank K. Herschede, the well-known Fourth

Street retailer, returned the early part of last month

from an extended Western trip, which included a

pleasant stay in California. Mrs. I lerschede accom-

panied him.
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Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

(Continued from page 3/5)

Herbert Koppel, who travels for the Meyer Jewelry

Co., is only eighteen years old and the youngest trav-

eling man who goes out of Kansas City. At present

he is making a very successful trip through Missouri.

Earl Underwood has returned from New York

and will open.a new jewelry store at IS East Eleventh

Street, the stand formerly occupied by C. S. Raymond's

Sons. Mr. Underwood has until recently been engaged

in the retail jewelry business at Arkansas City, Kans.

C. H. Harsch, for many years a jeweler here, will

soon open a new store in Armourdale,near Kansas City.

L. V. Deardorff has moved his store from Osage

City, Kans., to Colona, Iowa.
Fred. Neyman, a traveling man for Norton-Paulson

Co., was married Tuesday, April 16th, to Miss Delia

Berlin, of Atchinson, Kans. THE KEYSTONE extends

congratulations.
The optical store of G. B. Lichtenberg, on East

Eleventh Street, has been closed and most of the

fixtures bought by the Columbian Optical Co.

0. H. Gary, who travels for the Merry Optical Co.

through Arizona, Mexico and Colorado, is in from a

very successful trip.
W. H. C. Rudd is enlarging his store in Westport.

John J. Brawls, traveling for the Merry Optical Co.,

is in, after a satisfactory trip.
R. D. Hubbard, manager of the Des Moines

branch of the Columbian Optical Co., visited the

Kansas City office before going to Olathe, Kans., to

spend some time with his parents.
Mr. Rankin, formerly with G. B. Lichtenberg, has

accepted a position in the manufacturing department

of the C. L. Merry Optical Co.
Among the out-of-town visitors to the Kansas City

wholesale houses recently were C. W. Nelson, Granite,

Oklahoma ; C. A. Wolf, Topeka, Kans.; Frank An-

shutz, Shenandoah, Iowa ; Morris Goldstein, Mar-

shall, Mo.; J. S. Reed, Milan, Nlo.; H. C. Schultz,

Hays City, Kans.; L. C. Kisling, Osborne, Kans.;

Jim. Rupp, Atchison, Kans.; A. A. Cox, Mt. Vernon,

Mo.; A. J. Carruth, Herington, Kans.; W. T. Brown,

Sterling, Kans.; S. J. Strickler, Salina, Kans.; Geo.

E. McCoy, Polo, Mo.; C. A. Clement, Springfield,

Mo.; M. C. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.; L.

Megede, Richmond, Mo.; J. It. Hayden, Topeka,

Kans.; F. M. Dillon, Bonner Springs, Kans.; N. A.

Heath, Jr., Hebron, Nebr.; Jno. H. Leroy, Fairbury,

Nebr.; Mr. Wagner, Summerville, Kans.; J. H. Kitt-

redge, Chillicothe, Mo.; Otto Burklund, Ossawato-

mie, Kans.; Geo. Killam, Pittsburg, Kans.; A.

Muhlheim, Ellis, Kans.; C. D. Calhoun, Kingfisher,

Okla. Ter.; H. W. Starcke, Junction City, Kans.; C.

H. Paxton, Richmond, Mo.; E. D. Squibb, Bois d'Arc,

Mo.; M. T. Mills, Joplin, Mo.; George Bedell, Iola,

Kans.; NI. B. Gordon, Braymer, Mo.; Wesley I'Vhite,

Lees Summit, Mo.; J. W. Schmandt, Holden, Mo.;

J. A. Schmidt, Leavenworth, Kans.; George A. Young,

Moberly, Mo.; S. M. Kaufman, Braymer, Mo.; G.

Wollman, Lawrence, Kans.; G. A. Hayes, Effingham,

Kans.; A. Muhlhehn, Ellis, Kans.; L. D. Everhardt,

Warrensburg, Mo.

Maxims of a Self-Made Millionaire

11. H. Vreeland, president of the Metropolitan

Railway of New York, in a recent speech gave the

following maxims :

There are no elevators in the house of success.

The " bad boy " often makes the best man.

A man can be too confiding in others, but never
too confident in himself.

A college education is a good thing, but many a
graduate finds himself over-trained.

Clothes don't make the man, but good clothes
have got many a man a good job.

A bad man with good manners often outdoes a

good man with bad manners.

Many a hero of the world sees a " no-account"
every time he looks in the mirror.

The man who talks business at home is in danger
of getting well-meant, but risky, advice.

No man can stand on top because he is put there.
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Enameling

A Brief History of the Art. the Processes Involved
and its Applicability

RILE it is advisable that members of the14/ craft should have a knowledge of the art
A' 

of enameling, there are but few in these
' days of prosperity who have time to seek for

it through the voluminous literature published on this
subject. The following extract from the " Goldsmith
and Jeweler" will, we trust, furnish the medium de-
sired for such knowledge :

The art of enameling is of great
antiquity. Lieut.-Colonel S. S.
Jacob, R. E., in his work on the

Jeypore enamels, states "that while enameling on
metal is most successfully practiced in many parts of
India, it is carried to its highest perfection in the
enameling on gold produced at Jeypore in Rajputana.
The colors employed rival the tints of the rainbow in
purity and brilliancy, and are laid on the gold by
the Jeypore artists with such exquisite taste, and in
such perfect harmony, that the enamels of Europe
and Persia are poor and lustreless in comparison.

Labarte, in his " Hand-book of Arts of the Middle
Ages," endeavors to prove that the art of enameling
originated in Phoenicia, and thence found its way into
Persia, where it was known in the reign of Chosroes
(A. D. 531 to 579). It is supposed that the Greeks
and Indians in their turn acquired the art from the
Persians. He, however, mentions that Mons. Pauthier,
in " Histoire de la Chine," quotes a document, in
which it is stated that a merchant of Yoiietchi, or
Scythia, introduced the art of making glass of dif-
ferent colors in China, in the reign of Thaiwonti
(A. D. 422 to 45r). We have, therefore, reasons for
believing that enameling, which is only a branch of
the art of vitrification, was known at a very early
period, if it did not originate, in Scythia, the home of
the Turanians.

It is further stated that in the Boulak Museum, at
Cairo, may be seen some of the jewels of the Queen
Aahhotep (mother of Aahmes I. of the 18th Dynasty),
who lived about B. C. 1500, which are ornamented with
blue glass, a species of Cloisonne enamel. These
facts seem Iö indicate a Turanian origin of the art.

The most ancient specimen of Indian enamel now
in existence is probably the crutch staff of Maharaja
Man-Singh, of. Jeypore, one of the great chiefs in the
Court of Akbar at the close of the sixteenth century.

This staff, upon which the Maharaja leaned when
standing before the throne of the emperor, is fifty-
two inches in length and is composed of thirty-three
cylinders of gold arranged on a strong central core of
copper, the whole being surmounted by a crutch of
light green jade set with gems. Each of the thirty-
two upper cylinders are painted in enamel with figures
of animals, landscapes and flowers, all of which are
carefully drawn by one who had evidently studied in
the school of nature.

But when we are told that the owner of this mag-
nificent piece of enamel workmanship was one of the
pillars of the throne of a true Turanian sovereign—a
most munificent patron of the arts, alike of his new
home in India and of his ancestral dominions in Cen-
tral Asia—that he himself governed the kingdom of
Cabul, and that he is said to have brought with him
from the north several works of art decidedly Turanian
in design, it is evident that at this early date Turanian
art was in the ascendant.

The various methods and processes of enameling
carried on at the present time will alone be de-
scribed, as the object is to make the subject as useful
as possible to the craft.

History of the Art

Enamels
The basis of all enamels is a silicate
of tin, the coloring-matters being
gold and metallic oxides ; gold

furnishes red and purple ; oxide of iron, red ; oxide
of antimony or lead with lead and sal ammoniac,
yellow ; peroxide of copper, green ; cobalt oxide, blue,
and oxide of manganese, violet. The invention of
enamels is, no doubt, due to the discovery that melted
glass adheres to metallic surfaces. The beautiful
effects of color so much admired in mosaic designs
are produced by enamels.

Enamels are either opaque or transparent and
must have certain special properties. Their fusing
point must be lower than that of the article to which
they are applied ; they must have a glassy appearance
after fusion ; and they must be unalterable by ordinary
acids. Their production forms a special industry in
France and Switzerland, so that manufacturers in this
country find it cheaper to purchase them than to make
them. Even the Jeypore enamelers do not make their
own enamels, but obtain them from Lahore. Enamels
may be thus classified:

{ 
Cloisonné.

I. Enclosed Enamel* Cliamp-levk.
Taille d'epergne.
Glaze (or earthenware). On
Painters' enamel, or Metal.
Email de Limoges.

Emaux en basse-taille.
2. Surface Enamels,
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Enclosed Enamel The ancient method of enamel-
ing is the " cloisonné " (from the
French cloison, a partition) ; it is

practiced mostly by the Japanese and the Chinese with
exquisite taste, both in workmanship and design.

If the article to be enameled is a plaque, the pro-
cess adopted is as follows : A carefully-finished colored
drawing is made of the design ; then the thin metal,
which is to serve as the base for the enamel, is selected
and the design carefully drawn on it or lightly traced
with the graver. This done, a fine rectangular-shaped
wire is made of gold, silver or other metal, which
should not be more than one line deep and as thin as
the design will allow. This wire is then manipulated
with pliers into the desired shape, or, for some parts,
it is wound on steel spits having the shapes required,
and then cut off into ornaments ; the separate portions
are called " cloisons " or cells, the walls of which
serve to keep each color distinct ; hence, the term
" walled enamel " is sometimes used for this process.
The cells are now fixed upon the plaque with a special
kind of gum, not soldered, as some persons have sug-
gested. The Japanese and the Chinese, who are the
masters of this class of work, are said to cover the
surface with a mucilage (made by letting the tips of
the quince simmer in water) which is strong enough
to hold the wires in position until the article is ready
to receive the enamel paste. This paste is made by
pulverizing pieces of enamel with water in a porcelain
mortar, using a porcelain pestle. When the enamel
has been ground sufficiently fine the water is carefully
poured off and the paste left clear and free from dirt;
If there should be any dirt in, it must be removed by
adding more water and again pouring off. When
quite clear the paste is poured into a small dish and is
kept therein ready for the filling process. Each color
enamel must be ground separately and be kept in a
separate dish (which may be obtained in sets of six,
each forming a cover for the other). When a small
quantity only of an enamel is needed, a small mortar
and pestle made of agate is generally used. The
cells are filled with the vitreous paste by means of a
spatula formed of a piece of metal wire flattened at
the ends, and the moisture absorbed by holding a
piece of linen against the side of the enamel. The
article is then fired in an intensely-heated muffle,
which process requires great care and skillful manipu-
lation, for, should the article be exposed too long in
the muffle, the coloring is spoiled and possibly the
original form lost. When the enamel has properly
melted, the article is carefully withdrawn from the
muffle and allowed to cool. It will then be seen that
the enamel has shrunk in passing from the powdery
form to the compact state. The cells are again re-
plenished with enamel and fired ; and this is repeated
until the cells are what is termed "full," which gener-
ally requires four or five operations. The. back or the
inside, as the case may be, of every article must be
covered with enamel, in order to equalize the expan-
sion and contraction. After firing, the surface is
ground to a perfect level with an emery stick and
water, polished first on a quickly-revolving felt bob sup-
plied with a little powdered pumice-stone and water,
and then on a wooden disk supplied with rotten-stone
and water, thus making the surface smooth and glassy.

By another method of finishing, Emaux affleures,
or " levelled enamels," are produced, in which the
surface has a soft, dull, but beautiful appearance,
something resembling that of stones in mosaic work.
Many fine examples of cloisonne enamels may be seen,
which manifest great manipulative skill and a unique
arrangement of design, the details of which are, as a
rule, minute and intricate.

The processes connected with the
Champ-leve champ-leve enamels are different
Enamels from those of cloisonne in many

respects. As before, the design,
say, for example, the " arms " of a city, is carefully
drawn and colored and a sheet of thick metal is
selected. The metal sheet, shaped as required, is
cemented to a wooden chuck, which is screwed on a
bullet resting in a leather pad, such as is used by en-
gravers ; the design is accurately traced or drawn on
the metal, which is then cut away with gravers or
scorpers of different sizes, so as to form a sunk sur-
face for the reception of the enamel ; hence, the term
champ-leve, which means " surface raised," or the
field " lifted up." The ground work is finished dif-
ferently for a transparent than for an opaque enamel;

in the former case it is prepared by flinking—that is,

by first cutting out the metal to the required design
with the flat scorpers and then cutting a pattern like
engine-turning or chequering with a narrow half-round
scorper, which increases the brilliancy of the transpa-

rent enamel and also the finish of the article. .Fine

silver, or a special gold alloy with an excess of silver,

is generally, used as the background for transparent
enamels ; for red enamel, the best material is either

18 or 22 karat gold. When the cutting has been done
the plate is taken off the chuck, annealed, boiled out

in a solution of nitric acid and water, brushed with a

little common salt and water to remove stains or

grease and dried in boxdt.ist.
The filling is effected in the same way as described

for cloisonne enamels, as also the firing, but In .this

case two or three operations usually suffice. Vigilant

care must be taken to exclude every particle of dust

or dirt from the surface, as any such will necessitate

its removal and the renewal of the processes.
The grinding off and polishing is performed in a

similar way to that described for cloisonne enamels.
This kind of enamel generally consists largely of
metal ornamentation, which is much improved by
careful engraving, and adds richness to the design.

Taille de epergne enameling is the reverse of
champ-leve, as the ornamentation is simply engraved
and then filled with enamel, the color of which is
generally blue or black. It is mostly used for mourn-
ing rings, band bracelets, charms and similar jewelry,
and also for watch cases. The designs are generally
fine scroll ornaments, or interlaced lines, the metal
parts being afterwards lightly engraved in order to
give a finish to the design. The methods of filling
and firing are done in the same way as already de-
scribed, but as the cavities are small a single opera-
tion is generally sufficient.

Surface enamels are represented
by the email-des peintres of the
French and by similar styles in Eng-

land. They consist of a thin layer of enamel fused
over .the surface of metal, which is decorated with
colors in a style similar to that of porcelain painting.
The processes used are less complicated than those
eniployed for the enclosed enamels, but greater artistic
skill is required ; the French have named it " painters'
enamel." This method of enameling originated with
the Italian Renaissance school, Nordon Penicault, of
Limoges, who lived in the early part of the fifteenth
century, being the first promoter. The Limoges
workmen of the sixteenth century painted in their
shadowing, or " modeling " of the figure, as it is
termed, with white enamel paint on a dark enameled
background, and reversed the coloring till the end of
the process.

A plate of sheet metal (copper, silver or gold)
having been selected, it is raised lightly by hammering
until it is concave on one side and convex on the
other, in order to prevent the plate from warping when
fired. It is then thoroughly cleaned by immersion
in a solution of nitric acid and water ; after cleaning,
the convex part is carefully covered with a dark
enamel and the concave part backed with a coarse
enamel, in order to protect the metal from the action of
the fire. The processes of absorbing the moisture
of the enamel and of firing are exactly the same as
before described, but great care must be exercised
that the enamels cool gradually after the withdrawal
from the muffle, as too rapid a change of temperature
causes the enamel to chip (or " fly," as it is termed).
The design is then carefully drawn on the surface of
the enamel and the entire outline of the design filled
with white enamel paint, which is followed by a firing;
this causes the white and dark enamel to fuse together,
which, in cooling, becomes gray ; on this the artist
paints another layer of white, but avoids touching the
parts where the shadows are. After the second firing
the repainted parts will be much whiter than the other
parts. This process is repeated until the light parts
are in sufficient relief, when the somewhat dull effect
is brightened up by the addition of color or gold,
either to the drapery or ground work.

This method of working from the shadow to the
light, which is quite the reverse of painting upon
canvas, gives a softness and effect which cannot be
produced in any other way. The name of Email de
Limoges, or Email-Limousin, is generally applied to
these enamels, which are sometimes enriched by what
is termed Email a pail/on or " stencil enamel." This
is done by placing on the parts to be brilliantly colored
a piece of fine gold or silver foil, which is fixed by
placing the article in the fire ; when cool, the stencil
parts are flunked or cut bright with a scorper, then
covered with a transparent enamel and the design en-
riched by ornamenting parts of the surface with gold.

Enamel painting is said to have
been discovered by a French gold-
smith, Jean Toutin, and is now

practiced on the Continent, in London and in Birming-
ham. Many. fine examples have been produced to
adorn caskets, civic ornaments, cigarette cases, match
boxes and articles of jewelry. The mode of applica-
tion resembles that of water-color painting on ivory.
In this process opaque vitrified colors are fixed on any
enamel base. The colors are mixed with a little
spirits of tar (not with water) and are fixed by passing
the article through the fire, when the tar burns away
and leaves the enamel colors on the surface, with a
slight change in their tints.

Russian enamels are rare and, at
the same time, very difficult to
produce. They consist of a frame-

work, or network, of gold or other metal wire, with
transparent enamel fluxed between the meshes, the
wires imitating the settings of stones or stained-glass
windows. Old examples of this kind are very rare.
The museums on the Continent, in London and in
Birmingham have fine examples of enamels made by
all the processes described in this chapter. A visit
to any of these museums will afford valuable lessons.

In the year 1896 the author paid a special visit to
London, Paris and Switzerland, for the purpose of
gathering facts concerning the manipulation of the
precious metal. The examples of goldsmiths' work
and enamels produced on the Continent are admirable.
At the Geneva Exposition there were shown, in the
section set apart for exhibits of jewelry and watches,
some most exquisite examples of transparent enamel-
ing upon watch-backs and watch-brooches.

Surface Enamels

Enamel Painting

Russian Enamels
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Trade Amouncement
Our new branch house which we have just opened at St. Louis, Mo.,for the benefit and convenience of the Southern and Southwestern tradewho appreciate quick service and skilled work in filling. their PrescriptionOrders, is already doing a fine business, and we take pleasure in announc-ing to the trade that we are ready for any demands they may make uponUS at the above point. It is thoroughly equipped with the most modernmachinery and appliances for filling Prescription Work promptly and withcare. Our St. Louis branch is in charge of a competent force, sent fromour Chicago establishment.

Geneva Optical Company
Oriel Building, St. Louis, Mo.

Main Office and Factory

63 & 65 Washington Street, CHICAGO Branches DES MOINES, IOWA
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Stereoscopic Pictures for the Use of
Squint-Eyed People

That stereoscopic exercises are of great
benefit in all cases of heterophoria and in all
those cases of heterotropia, where the deviating
eye is not yet too amblyopic, is admitted by all
who have tried this method. Much used for
this purpose are Kroll' s stereoscopic pictures, a
fifth improved edition of which has just appeared
by Leopold Voss, Hamburg, Germany. Lately
the collection of 28 plates with explanatory
text, by Dr. C. Dahlfeld, has also appeared in
a new edition by Ferdinand Enke, Stuttgart,
Germany. Both collections can be recom-
mended to our readers.

On Accommodation In Aphakic Eyes

That in the normal eye accommodation is
due to a change in the form of the crystalline
lens has been proved over and over again. But
there are a few cases on record where even in
eyes, the lens of which had been removed, some
accommodation still seemed to exist, and the
question therefore arises : By what means may
the lenticular accommodation be replaced in
these cases, at least to some extent ? This
question Dr. 0. Walther, of Odessa, endeavors
to answer in the Archives of Ophthalmology.
He dismisses the possibility of an increase of
the optical axis, which would have to be about
three millimeters, in order to explain accommo-
dation for a point thirty-three millimeters distant.
He further shows that an increase in the corneal
curvature cannot be called upon for an explana-
tion, and he finally concludes that the cause of
accommodation may be found in the vitreous,
which in some cases may have a higher index
of refraction than in others and which by an in-
creased curvature of its anterior surface may
produce a greater refraction of the eye. He
expresses himself about this point as follows :

If the accommodation of the aphakic eyes de-
pends upon an increased refraction due to an altered
form of the anterior surface of the vitreous, it can only
take place when there is a marked difference in refrac-
tive index between aqueous and vitreous. Accommo-
dation would then be favored by a round and narrow
pupil, and would be in inverse relation to the thickness
and rigidity of the remaining posterior capsule of
hyaloid membrane. From the fact that the condition
of the vitreous may be widely different in different
eyes, we are also justified in believing that its refrac-
tive index may vary greatly, for the presence of even
a greater or less quantity of salt in a liquid is sufficient
to alter its refractive index. With the assistance of this
theory we are enabled to explain satisfactorily the dif-
ference in function in the otherwise similar eyes of our
patient. A discission of the secondary contract was
made in the right eye, the vitreous could communicate
with the anterior chamber through this opening, and,
under the pressure of the ciliary muscle, could pro-
trude unchecked into the anterior chamber. In the
left eye, on the contrary, the hyaloid membrane
remained intact, and there was a slight secondary
cataract, two conditions which must greatly diminish
any such play of the vitreous.

I am fully aware that there are many gaps in my
argument and I do not wish to draw positive oonclu-

sions from a single observation and theoretical argu-
ments, but I shall consider my purpose accomplished
if others will test my observations' and conclusions,
and undertake an experimental study of the matter.
The latter would include not only careful clinical
examination of myopes and others that are aphakic,
but the determination of the refractive indices of the
media in a large series of cases. The vitreotis should
receive special attention, since. it is to be considered
not as a homogeneous mass, and it should be studied
entire. The conditions are now such. that I cannot
undertake such studies myself.

The Jeweler's Loupe for Examination
of the Eye and a Skiascopic Mirror
Monocle for the Same Purpose

In the March issue of the Ophthalmic
Record, Dr. George F. Keiper, of La Fayette,
Ind., calls attention to the usefulness of the
jeweler's loupe and a smaller skiascopic mirror
in order to examine the eye for the presence
of foreign bodies in the cornea. He describes
the use as follows :

Dr. R. B. Wetherill, of our city, some time since
showed the writer the use of the ordinary jeweler's
loupe in examining the front portion . of the eye. Be-
lieving that it should have wide use, the writer takes
great pleasure in submitting to the profession Dr.
Wetherill's idea. The simplicity and small cost of

the instrument commends it to all. It can be bought
for twenty-five cents. The magnification secured by
its use is very helpful in locating very small foreign
bodies embedded in the cornea. In using the loupe
both hands are left perfectly free, the one to open the
eyelids and fix the eyeball, the other to handle the

spud. By its use details of the conjunctiva, cornea,
iris and lens are made out, which could not be seen
with the naked eye.

The following is submitted as a help in removing
foreign bodies which cannot be seen, by having the
retinal reflex as a background after dilating the pupil
with a weak solution of homatropine. The patient
is taken into the dark room and the mirror is worn
just as the Englishman wears his monocle. It is one
and one-half inches in diameter with a hole through the
center through which the operator looks. Again both
hands are free, the one to use the spud, the other to
hold the eyelids open and to fix the eyeball. The mirror
is a plane one and can also be used for retinoscopy.

Optical Tables and Data for the Use of
Opticians

It is not very often that we see a compi-
lation that is put together by one of the foremost
men of his science. And yet it is just these
men that ought to perform this labor, because
such tables and data give the very essence, and
such superior men are best able to judge about
the essential parts of their profession. A work
of this kind lies now before us in the " Optical
Tables and Data for the Use of Opticians," by
Dr. Silvanus P. Thompson, of England. It gives
in a short and concise form all the facts of optics
that ought to be known by the practical optician
in the wider sense of the word, that is, by the
man who not only sells lenses but also makes
them, with the full understanding of the why
and wherefore. The field covered is very
extensive, among the more important tables and
matter treated being squares, cubes, roots,
logarithms, sines, cosines, tangents, inches to
millimeters and millimeters to inches, units, wave
lengths, refractive indices, power and focal
lengths, neutralization, transpositions and com-
binations of lenses, prism fonnul, metre-angles,
aberration, constants of the eye, amplitude of
accommodation, numerical aperture, view angles
for camera, etc., etc., etc.—a very gold mine
of mathematical and optical data.

It is needless to say that the tables have
been compiled with' great care, and that the text
given here and there is beyond criticism. Only
two points would seem to need modification.
Dr. Thompson (pp. 79) says : " Prisms are
used in spectacles to correct the tendency for
the eye to look in a wrong direction. In extreme
cases this tendency is called squinting or stra-
bismus ; but where the tendency is slight—some
weakness of the side muscles of the eyeballs
being the cause—the defect is called dip/opia
(double vision)." It is obvious that not diplopia
but helerophoria is the condition that is here
referred to. In another place ( pp. 64) reference
is made to the well-known experiment of covering
the cylinder with m opaque screen Nl'ith a
narrow slit, by which it can be shown that there
is no refraction of light in the axis and the
greatest possible refraction in the meridian at
right angles to the axis. But he then goes on
to say that the cylinder has intermediate refract-
ing powers at intermediate angles so that, as he
states himself, a + 6 I). cylindrical lens will
have a power of + 3 D. in a meridian at 45° to
the axis. But this latter statement is not correct,
because with the slit in this meridian the cylinder
will not give a focus at all, but only a more or
less indistinct line that changes its direction at
every distance from the lens. A simple expe-
riment here will convince our reader. But these
little lapsus calami are of no significance con-
sidering the great amount of matter given in
this book. Dr. Thompson has adopted the
spelling diopries instead of diopters.

"Optical Tables and Data for the I's, of Opt iciattim," will be
furnished by Tut: KEYSTONE On reccipt 1.1' publi,liers' price, $2.50.

A Case of Double Refraction in an Eye

In the Centrabl. f Prakt. Aug/ilk., Dr. E.
Guttman gives the report of a case in which
objects appeared smeared over and indistinct,
and a light looked like a bright circle surrounded
by a number of little flames. The man was sixty-
two years of age and had been a railroad con-
ductor, after successfully passing the examination
for that position. Examination with the ophthal-
moscope and the retinoscope proved the case to
be one in which there was a marked difference be-
tween the central and peripheral parts of the crys-
talline lens, due to a hardening of the lens fibers.

(Continued on page 523)
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THESE, ARE

LENS LOCK
EYE GLASSES !!!

" They have been worn a long time, and have not
worked loose a bit. Any other kind would have gone
to pieces long ago. Besides, they have no protruding
screw heads to irritate the skin."

It doesn't require a Sherlock Holmes to discover all this. Any
one wearing them will tell you the same thing. Letter "
on the posts. Old rimless Eyeglasses (nickel) can be made
Lens Lock for so cents. If your optician does not have them,
send to

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washington Street, Boston.
Our booklet, telling how Eyeglass troubles may be avoided, sent for the asking.

This and similar advertisements appeared in the leading maga-
zines and weeklies, such as Munsey's, McClure's, Cosmopolitan,
Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, Puck, Judge, World's Work,
Pearson's, Scribner's, etc.

Opticians can get the benefit of this advertising by pushing
Lens Lock Eyeglasses locally. Our Sherlock Holmes poster, also
electrotypes and advertising matter, will be sent free, on applica-
tion, to Opticians.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washington Street, Boston.
Sole Agents for Great Britain and Colonies, Anglo-American Optical Co., 94 Hatton Garden, London,

May, '9°'

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

(Continued from page 521)

Causation of Lamellar Cataract
Lamellar or zonular cataract is that peculiar

congenital form of cataract in which only certain
well defined layers of the crystalline lens are
more or less opaque, whilst the adjacent parts
are clear. Two forms of such cataract are indi-
cated in the figure below in cross-sections.

This cataract after having reached a certain
degree in early childhood does not usually
enlarge later in life, though the affected layers
may acquire a greater opacity. It has been
known for a long time that the zonular opacities
depend upon constitutional causes, and that
these children are usually affected with scrofula
or rickets, or some hereditary disease of the
blood. Arlt first called attention to the fact
that these children frequently had suffered from
convulsions, for he found that among twenty-
nine cases no less than twenty-five had been
thus affected. This celebrated ophthalmologist
thought the lamelke of lenticular opacity were
caused by the violent disturbance of the lens
during the convulsions, while its growth was
incomplete. This theory finds support in the
recent measurements of such lenses made by
Bernard Duband and Treacher Collins, either
ophthalmoscopically during life or after removal
of the lens. They demonstrate that the diame-
ter of the opaque zone is never larger than that
of the lens at birth. Lately in the Lance/ Dr.
N. G. Bennett treats again of the same subject.
He there comes to the conclusion that lamellar
cataract is a disease of early infantile life, occa-
sioned by some general derangement of health,
the most frequent being errors of diet and
nutrition, and that it might be the result of con-
traction of the nucleus of the lens some time
after birth.

A New Spectacle Frame
Dr. L. Sarason, of Berlin, Germany, in

the Berliner Klin. Wock., describes a new
frame which obviates for myopic children the
use of the distance glasses for near work, as a
simple mechanism removes them automatically
from the visual line the moment the head is
bent forward for reading or writing. This is
possibly because the upper periphery of the
glasses is fastened loosely to the upper rim of
the frame, like a pendulum, which swings for-
ward when the head is inclined. An arrange-
ment prevents disturbing oscillations and an
other means permits of the fixation of the
glasses for running, playing and other exercises.
These glasses are made by Lucke & Andre, at
Rathenow, Germany.

The Optic Constants in Eyes of Different
Refraction

Years ago Reuss, of Germany, demon-
strated that even eyes that have the same
refraction may be built quite differently as far
as the curvatures of the refracting surfaces and
their distances from each other are concerned.
Lately, in an elaborate thesis, Auerbach, of
Moscow, has taken up the subject anew. He
determined the optic constants of 86 eyes, in
order to decide upon their influence on the dif-
ferent states of refraction. The measurements
of the corneal surface were made with Javal's

TNE K EYSTON1E

ophthalmometer, whilst those of the other re-
fracting surfaces were done with Tscherning's
ophthalmophakometer.

Only two out of the 86 eyes examined
were found to be perfectly centered ; that is,
only in two eyes were the centers of curvature
of corneal and crystalline surfaces on the same
straight line, the optic axis of the eye. In all
the others there was an angle between the line
of vision and that part of the optic axis which
joins the center of the cornea to the center of
the anterior surface of the lens. This angle,
which is called alpha, varied from 3° to 7° 36'
in emmetropia, the average being 5° 22' 12",
and from 3° 48' to to° o6' in hypermetropia, the
average in the latter condition being 6° 24' 48".

The author found that the depth of the
anterior chamber of the eye, the radii of curva-
ture of the refracting surfaces and the thickness
of the lens varied very much in different indi-
viduals. There was no strict relation between
the refraction of the eye and the single optic
constants, but in general he found that a myopic
eye corresponded to a deeper chamber, a thinner
crystalline and a greater radius of curvature of
the posterior lenticular surface. In eyes with
high myopia the lens generally had a smaller
radius of curvature of its anterior and a greater
radius of the posterior surface, it also had a
smaller thickness. The astigmatism of the cornea
varied from 1.8 D. to 5.7 D., and that of the
lens from o.5 D. to 2. 1 D. In four cases the
effect of the crystalline astigmatism was to be
added to that of the corneal astigmatism, in five
cases to be subtracted from it. The astigmatism
of the anterior surface of the lens was usually
of the same kind as that of the cornea, that of
the posterior surface usually of the opposite
kind.

In the following table we give a few of his
measurements:
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that is a full correction or a little more than a full cor-
rection. To test the strength of the cylinder I use the
plus cyl. (.25 D. effect) on all eyes that have 11 vision
or better, and in those eyes that have less than 18 vision
I use the minus cyl. (.5o D. effect), and if in doubt I
often use the one and then the other, by holding the
lens so to increase the strength of the cylinder in the
trial frame and then decrease it by reversing the axes,
either by quickly turning over the cross cyl. or by
turning the lens 9o°. Of course we can use the plane
plus or minus cylinder in the same manner and get the
same cylindrical effect as far as increasing and dimin-
ishing by .25 D. and .50 D. are concerned, but with
those we are bound to increase the total plus effect in
hypermetropia if we use the plus cyl. and diminish it
if we use the minus one and vice versa in myopia. In
mixed astigmatism the effect would be the same by
calling the cases hyperopic where the hyperopia ex-
ceeds the myopia, and myopic where the myopia
exceeds the hyperopia.

It seems to be almost axiomatic to say that the
change of the strength of the cylinder without changing
the strength of the sph. would be a better test for the
proper strength of the cyl. than to change both the
cyl. and sph., which must be the case when the Cross
cylinder is used. By using the plus and then the minus
cyls. with their axes same as the one in the trial frame
you would increase and diminish the strength of the
cylinder without changing the sphere, but in the latter
case if the patient be looking at the test type (and I
do not consider that a cylinder which will cause the
radiating lines to all appear the same, is as important
a test as to determine what cylinder will give best dis-
tance reading vision) he will almost invariably decide
that he can see better with the minus lens and will
read more letters with that lens, even though the plus
lens would make a correction nearer the actual amount
of astigmatism. I think that is true because the total
effect with one lens is plus and the other minus, and.
the eye will accommodate more readily than it will

relax accommodation in or-
der to give sharper vision,
and the optician should re-
lax accommodation as much
as possible.

Again, if the plus or
minus cylinder be used first
xvith the axis same as axis
of the lens in the trial frame
and then at right angles to
it, you do not change total
effect by changing axis, but
you do change the sphere
either to increase or to
diminish it, causing a change
in the accommodat ion, which
is not made with the cross

Enimetropia Myopia Hyperopia

Radius of curvature of ante-
nor surface of cornea . .

7.50 - 1.43 min
Average 7.91

7.19 -8.51 nom
7.87

6.80 -8.49 Innt
7.99

Radius of anterior surface
of Lens  

9.0544 - 12.3623
Average 10.47

S.7952 - 12.4155
10.44

8.5100- 11.9559
10.37

Radius of posterior surface
of Lens  

5.1985 - 7.0521
Average 6.02

5.2595 - 7.4535
6.15

5.3153 - 7.1491
6.04

Thickness of Lens . . . . 3.2735-4.4675
Average 3.89

3.3561 - 5.0780
3.88

3.2507 -4.7836
3.94

Depth of anterior chamber 2.79-3.97
Average 3.4

2.87-4.81
3.6

2.86-4.23
3.5

The Value of the Cross Cylinder
JACKSON, TENN., March 23, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE :-In the March KEYSTONE I notice

an article from R. J. Peare on "The Value of the
Cross Cylinder in Refraction Work " and your answer

to the same. Now, Mr. Editor, I use the cross cylin-

der for a purpose different from that explained by you,

and think that the results from its use are more certain

than those obtained by the use of the plain cylinders,

even when both plus and minus cylinders are used,

and it is more convenient. My trial case had both

plus and minus cylinders of .12 D. for which I had no

use. I sent them to manufacturing opticians and in

the plus I had placed - .12 S. C + .25 cyl. axis set

same as the regular plane cylinder, which equals the

cross cyl. .12 cyl. with axis set same as indicated

by mark on rim and ground sides and C - .12 cyl.

axis at right angles to the plus cyl., and in the minus

rim I had + .25 S. 0 - .5o cyl., which equals the

cross cyl. - .25 cyl. axis as indicated C 4- .25 cyl.
axis at right angles to that of the minus cyl. In the

nickeled rims we have a cylindrical effect of .25 D., and

in the gilded rim we have a cylindrical effect of .50 D.,

with axes of plus cyl. in nickel and minus cyl. in gilt,

indicated.
In testing I locate the position of the axis of the

cylinder by the astigmatic chart and with a cylinder

cylinder.
I have used the cross

cylinders and would not do without them. In the
examples given by you and Mr. Peare, I notice that
you seem to think it desirable to change the sphere
to the proper strength at the same time that you
improve the cylinder. I do not make any attempt
to decide upon the exact strength of the sphere until
I have decided upon the strength of the cylinder,

and then with the proper cylinder in the trial
frame I test for the strongest plus or the weakest
minus sphere and still give the. best or good vision (if
good vision be possible.) The muscle condition being

an important factor in determining the strength of the
sphere to be given, especially the condition of the
interni and externi rectus muscles.

Yours truly,
R. GEORGE WELLS.

Like Sunshine
DEFIANCE, 10%VA, April 2, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE :-Enclosed find one dollar, for
which please send me the journal of all journals-THE
KEYSTONE. To take your journal from our store is
like taking the sunshine from our door. I want
more of your sunshine. Let THE KEYSTONE shine
for another year.

Yours courteously,

DR. WILL. J. BERRINGER,
Optician and Jeweler.
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wHoLESAL OPTICIANS

CRYSTALLINE LENSES
MARK

TRADE

This brand of lenses is ground in our own factory, and we guarantee them to be perfect
in every respect.

ACCURATELY CENTERED, FOCUSED AND LABELED

‘4**

/11_,L1tsiE CV.1.4

PRItZES, ONE EYE
DEAID OR 11.0L,181-1E0 EDGES

Per gross.
PERISCOPIC CONVEX, St6.00

CONCAVE, 17.5o
DOUBLE CONVEX, 13.50

CONCAVE, 15.00

Per dozen.
$1.50
1.65

1.25

1.35

THE BEST ARE THE CHEAPEST °

send for Our CHICAGO,•-■--

/ v• uN_cENI1A

Catalogue

WE SAVE: You NIONF417

Cash Bums, Million
We are now prepared to fill your orders for

frames and lenses at prices that will surprise
you.

We have a complete stock of the finest goods
made, and a trial order will convince you. As a
special inducement, we will give you

FREE OF CHARGE
with your first order to the amount of $5.00 the
book of instruction, "New Methods in the Science
of Fitting Glasses."

If you want low prices, the best goods and fair
dealing, send us your order to-day.

Send for our catalogue of optical instruments,
free.

We have a large list of second-hand optical
instruments which we will sell at half price. Write
us at once and let us know what you are inter-
ested in.

The W. G. Fay Mfg. Co.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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PRACTICAI4ts,
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•

C. H. BROWN, M. D.,
( Univensily of Penn'a, 'IS)

PRESIDENT AND PRiNriO.1

ir41NNoc.ne, ullrgeTI0

Established 1889.

Incorporated 1892.

Houus 8.30 A. M. TO 5 P. M.

1022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Attendant Courses
We have made great preparations

for our Attendant Students, and have
built these Courses along original lines.
An experience of thirteen years' contin-
uous work in the training of Opticians
has made us familiar with their needs,
and has placed us in position to supply
them in the most practical manner. Our
Courses have gradually developed into
their present state of perfection, as we
have each year revised them, adding at
some places and changing at others,
and thus rounding the Instruction into
a symmetrical system.

Our Monthly Course still retains its
popularity. Students may enter at any
time and the work is completed in four
to five weeks. This Course has been
so systematized that the ground covered
is almost incredible, surprising as well
to the students themselves as to their
patients and friends. It is comprehen-
sive without being tedious, and com-
pact without suffering in completeness.

For the young man just entering
on the work, who has lofty ideas of his
chosen profession, we have a Three
Months' and a Six Months' Course.
which represent the acme of Optical
Instruction.

Correspondence System
We were the pioneers in the

Correspondence methods of teaching
Optics, dating from 1889. Our Course
proved such an instantaneous success,
that others tried to follow and gradually
a number of so-called Correspondence
Courses were launched upon the Optical
ocean ; some have been shipwrecked ;
others are trying to keep afloat by bar-
gain prices, thus belittling the profession
In the eyes of the public and bringing
correspondence into disrepute.

We did not attempt to patent our
ideas and we ought to feel proud that
they have been thus widely imitated.
But a copy is only a copy and never
approaches in value the work of the
master genius who creates the original,
because there is a something (call it the
spirit of the system if you will) that can
not be imitated.

The statement that a Correspon-
dence Course is of no benefit may be
true of the cheap courses, but when
applied to us is actuated either by
jealousy, prejudice or ignorance, and is
disproved by more than a thousand
men who have passed through ours and
by over a hundred men now at work on
it, all of WhOM are surprised and pleased
beyond expression.

If this strikes a responsive chord, write us and enclose Sc for "The Key to Success in optics."

May, 1901

The Optician's Manual

A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting fo
r the Use of

Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published a
re as follows:

I.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

IL—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.

III.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR,
 THE PHYSIOLOOY

IV.—OPTICS. 
[OF VISION.

V.—LENSES.

VI.—NUMBERING OF LENSES.

VIL—THE USE AND VALUE OF G
LASSES.

VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.

IX.—METHOD OF EXAMINATION
.

X.—PRESBYOPIA.

XL—HYPERMETROPIA.

XII.—MYOPIA.

X 111.—ASTIUMATISM.

The first ten chapters have been
republished in book form with

additional matter, illustrations and

colored plates, price $2.00. Chap-

ters XI and XII have also be
en

published in book form under the

Ill le " Supplement to the Optician
's

Manual," price 81.00. These books

will be sent postpaid, to all part
m 

s

of the world, fro this office, on

receipt of price. Or can be had

from the leading wholesale opti-

cal houses of Great Britain, an
d

Bosch, Barthel & Co., Sydney,

N. S. W., for 8s. 4d. for the Op-
tician's Manual, and 4s. 2d. for the
Supplement.

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER

CHAPTER XIV

(Part II )

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULA
R MUSCLES.

The ocular muscles as a whole,
 with the

single exception of the inferior 
oblique, form an

irregularly-shaped cone, correspondin
g to the

shape of the orbit, the muscles 
diverging from

the apex of the orbit and p
roceeding to their

insertions on the anterior portion of t
he eyeball.

The divergence of the axes of the
 orbits, deter-

mines the direction of the muscula
r cone as well

as of the optic axes, and this 
bears an important

relation to the function of conve
rgence, because

the greater the divergence the 
more the internal

recti muscles are put upon a st
rain to maintain

binocular vision.
The orbit was evidently made of 

a conical

shape in order to accommoda
te the cone of

muscles, and of sufficient size t
o allow of it

being padded with soft cushion
s of oily fat for

the better protection of the eye. The ball,

therefore, does not come in c
ontact with the

walls of the orbit, but is really
 enclosed in the

capsule of Tenon, which is a 
cone of fascia,

enclosing a cone of muscles, and 
contained within

a cone of bone. This membrane, covering as it

does everything within the 
orbit except the

cornea, necessarily modifies the act
ions of the

ocular muscles and goes to form 
the check liga-

ments, which serve to prevent 
excessive rotation

of the eyeball in either direct
ion.

THE K1EY8TONE

MOVEMENTS OF THE EYES
.

The movements of the eye are
 quick, and

the popular estimation of the 
rapidity of these

movements is shown in the 
expression " the

twinkling of an eye," which is 
regarded as the

shortest space of time that ca
n be measured.

Yet they are no less swift than 
they are precise;

there is no wobbling as the 
vision is changed

from one object to another, b
ut the line of vision

of each eye is kept steadily 
fixed on an object

which may be in constant motio
n, without ever

losing its distinctiveness or its 
singleness.

By the movements of the e
yes is under-

stood the various rotations o
f the organ in

different directions. Some of the lower animals

possess a muscle by which the
y are enabled to

draw the eye deeper into the 
orbit ; but man is

not thus endowed, doubtless 
because there is no

necessity for it, and when the eye
 protrudes or

recedes some abnormal conditi
on is suspected.

In the primary position the 
head is held

erect and the eyes are directed 
straight forwards

towards the horizon, the musc
les are all bal-

anced, being passive or at rest.

Motion of the eyeball directly 
outward is

accomplished by the external rectus 
alone, and

directly inward by the internal r
ectus alone.

Motion directly upward and dire
ctly down-

ward is effected chiefly by the superior and

inferior recti. But these muscles also rotate th
e

eyeball slightly inward, giving an inclination

to the vertical meridian which should be
 upright.

Therefore if a motion directly upward is

desired, how can it be obtained ? Dependence

cannot be placed entirely upon the superior

rectus, because this muscle if left alone wil
l also

rotate the ball slightly inward. In the produc-

tion of this movement the inferior oblique is

associated with the superior rectus. The f
ormer

assists the latter in the upper movement
, and

the outward tendency of the one neutra
lizes the

inward tendency of the other, thus mai
ntaining

the ball in the upright vertical position.

In rotation of the ball directly downward
,

the inferior rectus alone will not accomplis
h the

purpose on account of its inward tendency
, but

the superior oblique must be associated
 with it.

Both muscles act in unison in the 
downward

movement, while the inward tendency o
f the

rectus is counteracted by the outward 
tendency

of the oblique, thus preventing any 
undesired

twisting of the eyeball on its axis.

Rotation of the ball upward and outw
ard

is effected chiefly by the action of the 
superior

and external recti, assisted by the i
nferior ob-

lique. The external rectus draws it outward,

the superior rectus upward and inwa
rd, the

latter motion being more than count
erbalanced

by the inferior oblique which draws it
 upward

and strongly outward.
Rotation upward and inward is effected

chiefly by the superior and internal recti
, assisted

Diagram showing the i tusc es concerned 
in the act of

moving the eye in differen directions. This is a view of

the right eye front behind, or as it w
ould appear to the per-

son who was snaking the movements. As this 
diagrammatic

form shows at a glance the muscles 
required to produce the

various movements, it may serve to 
supplement the descrip-

tive text, in fixing this somewhat 
complicated subject in

the student's mind clearly and defin
itely.

by the inferior oblique. The latter not only

helps in the upward movement, but 
also coun-

teracts the inward twisting produced by the

superior rectus, which would otherwise
 destroy

the parallelism of the vertical mer
idians of the

two eyes, because that of the other ey
e could not

be inclined outward to a correspondi
ng degree.

Rotation downward and outward is 
effected

chiefly by the action of the inferior and 
external

recti, supplemented by the action of the 
superior

oblique. The external rectus draws the ball

outward, the inferior rectus downward 
and in-

ward, but this latter motion is more 
than coun-

terbalanced by the superior oblique, whi
ch while

drawing it downwards also turns it strongly

outward.
Rotation downward and inward is ac-

complished chiefly by the action of the
 inferior

and internal recti, supplemented by 
the superior

oblique. The internal rectus draws the ball

inward, the inferior rectus downwar
d and in-

ward, while the superior oblique 
muscle assists

in the depression.
The eyeball may be moved in any 

direc-

tion desired by the combined act
ion of two or

more of its muscles. In oblique movements up

or down, three muscles are alwa
ys called into

action, two recti and an oblique, or 
in other

words of expression the two e
levators or the

two depressors combined with 
either the inter-

nal or external rectus. It should be remem-

bered that the superior oblique is 
a depressor

muscle, as much so as the inferior 
rectus ; and

the inferior oblique an elevator, as
 much so as

the superior rectus. But these differences are

to be noted : when the gaze is 
upward and in-

ward, the action of the superior rectus will

predominate ; when upward and 
outward, the
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inferior oblique ; when downward and outwa
rd,

the superior oblique ; when downward and 
in-

ward, the inferior rectus.
When the sight is turned upward and

inward, the upper part of the vertical meridian

inclines towards the nose ; when upwards a
nd

outwards, towards the temple ; when the gaze

is directed downward and inward, it is the lower

portion of the vertical meridian that is inclined

nasalwards ; when downward and outwards,

templewards. An analysis of these movements

will show that the inclination of the vertical

meridian is the same when we look up and in as

when we look down and out, viz., tilting towards

the nose ; and the same when we look up and ou
t

as when we look down and in, viz. , tilting towa
rds

the temple. When we look straight up or down,

in or out, there is no rotation because the tiltin
g

action of the oblique and of the recti muscles

neutralize each other, the one tending to turn

out and the other in.

FIELD OF VISION OR FIELD OF 
FIXATION.

In passing from the primary to all the vaH-

ous secondary positions that are possible, 
the

eye is able to see a great number of objects
 by

causing the images of these objects to fall s
uc-

cessively upon the yellow spot. The portion o
f

space within which objects can be seen by 
the

various movements of the eye, while the head

remains stationary, is known as the field of vision

or field of fixation. The boundaries of this f
ield

represent the extreme limits of movement
 of

which the.eye is capable.
Various methods of determining the limits

of the field of vision have been employed, 
the

most satisfactory of which is the perimeter.

The limits of the field have been variously

stated by different observers, the average 
being

somewhat as follows :

Upward  
Upward and outward  
Outward  
Downward and outward
Downward  
Downward and inward
Inward  
Upward and inward

47°
65°
90°

  9o°
65°
500
550

  ,.600

All the movements of the eye start from

the primary position, which is the position o
f

rest. In this position the muscles are all bal-

anced, and if all of them contracted simulta-

neously to an equal extent, the antagonistic

actions of the various muscles would prevent 
a

turning of the eye in any direction. In all the

secondary positions of the eye, one muscle o
r

set of muscles exerts greater power than it
s

antagonistic muscle or set, thus drawing the

eye in the direction of the more active muscle
.

When any tests are to be made to determine the

muscular equilibrium, the eyes should always be

placed in the primary position, that is, straigh
t

ahead.
INNERVATION.

The third, fourth and sixth cranial nerves,

known as the oculo-motor, pathetic and abdu
-

cens nerves, supply the external ocular muscles
.

In considering the innervation of these muscles
,

two facts are to be taken for granted :

I. Every contraction of a muscle or set of

muscles to produce ocular movement in a given

direction, is accompanied by a corresponding

relaxation of the antagonistic muscle or set of

muscles.
2. The nervous impulse is sent to the

muscles in pairs ; it seems impossible to separate

them and innervate one muscle without affect
ing

the corresponding muscle of the other eye.
 As

a consequence the two eyes work togethe
r as a

single organ. Every movement of one eye is

accompanied by a corresponding movement of

the other. It is not possible for us to turn one

eye to the right and the other to the le
ft, or

one eye up and the other down, but each mus
cle

has a fellow associated with it in the other eye.

The superior rectus of one eye is associated

with the inferior oblique of the other ; and th
e

inferior rectus of one with the superior obliqu
e

of the other. (TO BE CONTINUED)
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing Inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address-not for publication, but as an evi-
dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order in
which they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymous
communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give proper
advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it is essential
that we be furnished with a complete history of each case and
accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with them).
6. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"E. F. S."-(r) III have a crossed cylinder, axis
not at right angles, or, in other words, the follow-
ing prescription: + .75 cyl. ax. 25° C; + 1.25 cyl.
ax. 1300, and I wanted to transpose it to a sphe-
rical cylinder, how should I go about finding the
proper axis for the sphere P

(2) How can I find the radius of curvature
of a lens of a given number?

(I) The most practical way is to place these two
cylinders in the trial frame with their axes in the posi-
tions indicated and then, looking through them at a
straight line, rotate the frame until the position is
found where there is no break in the line. This will
give the location of one of the principal meridians,
and the other will of course be at right angles to it.
The next step is to determine the refraction of each
meridian, which can be easily done by neutralizing the
motion by lenses from the test case. The lesser me-
ridian will represent the number of the spherical lens,
and the difference between the two the number of the
cylinder, the axis of which is placed in the meridian
of least refraction. This matter was described at some
length in the chapter on Astigmatism of The Optician's

Manual in that portion published in the issue of June,

'9001n place of this practical method, which can be
done by any optician who possesses a trial case, the
problem can be worked out by mathematical formula,

according to the laws of algebra and geometry, as

explained in great detail in the classical work on

" Ophthalmic Lenses," by Prentice.
(2) In order to determine the radius of curvature

of a lens, it is necessary to know not only its focal

length (or number), but also its index of refraction, in

which case the problem
would be stated some-
what as follows : Multiply 2 (1.6 less I)   1.2

the focal length by twice
the index of refraction
less one. For instance,
if the focal length is ten inches and the index of re-

fraction 1.6, the radius of curvature would be twelve

inches, as shown by the sum worked out, in case the

lens is a double one, that is, has the same radius of

curvature on both surfaces.

Focal length in inches . . 10.0

Radius of curvature . 12.00

" S. C. F."-Gentleman, aged thirty-three years. Uses

occasionally for reading, R. E. + .5o cyl. ax.

go° • L. E. ± .25 cyl. ax. go°. These blur at

distance. R. V. = 18, with - .5o cyl. ax. 1800 =
#8; L. V. = 18, with - .25 cyl. ax. /80

0 =

With Maddox rod it requires a 7° prism base in
to fuse line and light. With Maddox rod in

R. E. it takes 6° prism base up in left to fuse.

Suffers no inconvenience from his eyes, except

when sick or tired. Should he wear prisms as

well as cylinders? What glasses would you

recommend?

Very often concave cylinders are accepted when

ithe case s really one of hypermetropic astigmatism.

The reason is that the accommodation being brought

into play to overcome the hypermetropic meridian, at

the same time transforms the emmetropic meridian

into a myopic one. Just as we may have false or

accommodative myopia, which is really not myopia

at all, but apparently myopic on account of the spasm

of accommodation. Therefore, in a case of apparent

myopic astigmatism, the question should at once

occur as to whether it is real or only apparent from

accommodative effort. Of course, as a person grows

older there is less likelihood of this error being made,

because there is less tendency to ciliary contraction.

But this man has not yet passed beyond the 
age

when this condition may be suspected and, hence,

we will have to leave this feature of the case an 
open

question.
In addition to the astigmatism, there is a compli-

cated muscular insufficiency, a combination of 
exo-

phoria and hyperphoria. In the management of such

cases it is not possible to lay down a hard and fast 
rule

that can be strictly followed. Many persons have a l
arge

amount of muscular insufficiency who never know 
it,

because there are no symptoms produced by it;

while many other persons suffer considerably fro
m a

slight defect. Therefore, it is customary in cases 
where

no inconvenience is suffered to ignore any 
muscular

imbalance that may be found to be present. This rule
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can be applied to the case under consideration. We
are told that he suffers only when sick or tired, but we
have no means of knowing how often that may be.
However, it would not be improper to give some
attention to these muscular anomalies, and we think
that the hyperphoria should be corrected first. We
take it for granted that these muscle tests were made
at a distance, in which case they should be repeated,
to note whether the hyperphoria at the reading dis-
tance corresponds to that shown at twenty (20) feet.
We would suggest that a prism of perhaps 2° or 3°
with its base vertical (up on left, or down on right) be
combined with his cylinders, and the progress of the
case kept under observation.

There is a reason for giving preference to the
hyperphoria, and that is because a vertical deviation
is apt to cause more trouble than a horizontal one, as
nature can do but little to correct it, on account of the
slight power of the vertical muscles ; whereas, an exo-
phoria places the burden on the internal recti muscles,
which are decidedly the strongest of all the ocular
muscles and, besides, they are assisted greatly by the
accommodation. It is a well-known fact that convex
glasses tend to increase an exophoria ; but in spite of
this, we think the vertical muscles should have the
first attention, and oftentimes after they are corrected
the exophoria disappears. If not, that can be cor-
rected later.

To sum up then, we would advise these convex
cylinders combined with the vertical prism for reading,
and hold the correction of the exophoria in reserve in
case relief was not otherwise obtained.

In order that a correct and definite un-

derstanding may be had of each case sub-

mitted, it is necessary that correspondents

should give ALL the particulars asked for

at the head of this page.

" G. H D."-Young lady, twenty-nine years. Eyes
always troubled her considerably ; frequently sees
double. Has worn glasses, but did not have them,
so could not tell what they were. Examina-
tion by retinoscope : 0. D. - .50 0 - 8 cyl. ax.

15° ; 0. S. - i C - 5 cyl. ax. 150°. Vision
without lenses .. no o,pe could be seen at 2o feet.
Subjective examination : 0. D. .50 C - 6 cyl.
ax. 45° ; 0. S. - C-5 cyl. ax. rso = 1.
I found that the - 6 cyl. was strongest I had,
and as the trial frame had only two cells I had to
leave off the extra - 2 cyl., which, however,
patient said made the type look clearer. Made
test: 28° esophoria ; %° right hyperphoria. Now
it seems to me the cylinder being so strong and at
an oblique angle, that it would be quite impossi-
ble for patient to wear full correction at first, so
I prescribed, 0. D. - .50 C.; - 5 cyl. ax. ;
0. S. - i Cs.-- 5 cyl. ax. 150°, requesting patient
to wear them all the time and to return in a couple
of weeks and report. I thought after she had
got accustomed to the lenses I would increase the
powerof the right lens and also add about 3° prisms
base in over each eye. I think that an operation
would be the most proper course, as the right
eye seems strained and looks as though it re-
quired considerable nerve force to keep the
optic axis parallel. Do you think I took the
right course f

The astigmatism in this case is of unusually high
degree, and in its correction there are two " don'ts"

that we would insist upon:
I. Don't prescribe glasses without having had an

opportunity of bcamining those previously worn. The
importance of this advice is shown by the fact that our
correspondent considered it unsafe to give the full cor-
reection at first and, hence, ordered a weaker pair.

Perhaps the patient may have worn glasses quite as

strong as this ; hence, time is being lost and the patient

done an injustice, by repeating the prescription for

weaker lenses. At any rate, it is evident that the

optician is working in the dark in giving new lenses

without seeing the old ones.
2. Don't prescribe lenses in astigmatism on a

single examination. This is safe advice to follow in

any case of astigmatism, but it is particularly neces-

sary when the defect is of high degree.
This case is quite a serious one and imposes grave

responsibility upon the optician who attempts to cor-

rect it. On account of the oblique nature of the de-

fect and of its high degree, it is scarcely possible to

expect the acuteness of vision to be raised to normal,

and yet it would seem as if a higher degree of vision

should be secured in the right eye, unless there be

some amblyopia present, which appears quite prob-

able on account of the high degree of muscular

insufficiency.
Twenty-eight degrees of esophoria is quite a

large amount. Now this condition usually occurs in

connection with a hypermetropic refraction, although

it is not impossible for it to exist in a myopic case.

But we thought perhaps our correspondent may have

become confused on the terms, and especially so when

he suggests using a prism base in for the correction of

the defect, in face of the fact that the prism is placed

base out in esophoria.
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In view of the great amount of heterophoria and

of the further fact that she frequently sees double,
some attention should be given to the muscular insuf-

ficiency. A tenotomy would seem to be the proper

thing ; but if for any reason there should be objection

to an operation, then prisms may be combined with

the correcting lenses. We are not told whether the
muscle test was made with the naked eye or with the

proper lenses, but it is a well-known fact that concave

lenses tend to increase an esophoria and decrease an
exophoria.

" R. D. M"-Young man, aged twenty-five years.
Healthy and rugged. Occupation, electrician.
Two years ago I examined his eyes and found
them for reading, R. E. + .50 0 + .25 cyl. ax.
z8o°, vision II; L. E. .50, vision Ii. I then
advised him not to wear glasses. Now he returns
and I find R. E. same as previous test, but L. E
at 8 feel ltle, and nothing I can do helps any, as I
can see. With a small opera glass he can see-th
poorly. About two years ago he commenced to
work in an electric light station, tending lights.
The room was copper lined and very light, as
mak), as thirty 32-candle power lights all lighted
at once in a small room. He noticed his eyes
were bad about six months ago. Both eyes look
alike and are not iullamed. Pupil No. 3 Mil.
both eyes, of Queen' s test. Please explain, if
possible, and advise treatment.

This is a very surprising change to find in the con-
dition of an eye in the short space of two years, and
especially in one so young and healthy. The im-

pairment of vision is certainly not due to any error of

refraction, but is most likely dependent upon some
change, either organic or functional, in the refracting
media or percipient layers of the eye. Without any
detailed information in regard to the case, we would

infer that the condition was one of amblyopia due to

an impaired sensibility of the retina. The cause of

this retinal deterioration is an open question, but it

would not be at all unreasonable to think that it

might have been caused by exposure to the excessive
glare of the strong electric lights. And yet if this

were the cause, why should one eye be so greatly

affected, while the other remains in as good condition

as before ? Inasmuch as no improvement is afforded

by glasses, the trouble is dependent upon some

organic change, and hence beyond the proper sphere

of the optician. In order to protect his own reputa-

tion, as well as in justice to the patient, we think our
correspondent should refer this case to an oculist.

An ophthalmoscopic examination will be necessary to

a correct diagnosis of the disease, besides which

medical treatment may be indicated.

" II. B. M."-Genlleman, aged thirty. Has never

worn glasses. Range of accommodation, about

14 inches. Not much evidence of astigmatism.

No test for muscular insufficiency. Eyes feel

slugesh and tired. Not vely often, upon looking.

at light, arc lamps, etc., at a distance of four

rods, or so, a circle of yellow, green and red is

seen ; red is around the light nearest to carbon

or wires. Upon seeing an incandescent light at
night, after being asleep, light at a short distance
looks red. Watery substance in corners next to
nose after rising in morning ; also feel bad and

tired for some thirty minutes or so, then feel all

right. Fine work, such as pivoting, tires them

very much. Have worked at bench about fifteen
or sixteen years ; watch factoty work about five

years. Always used electric 'lights. Eyes look
perfectly healthy, only a little yellowish next to

nose on the white of the eye-ball. Have had poor

light to work with for about seven years. Have
used alcoholic spirits and smoked for several

years, not lavishly nor moderately.

Our correspondent has failed to give us informa-

tion on two of the most important points, viz. : the

acuteness of vision and the refraction of the eyes.

Without these it is impossible to form any satisfactory

idea or mental picture of the eyes under consideration

and, hence, we are unable to make any suggestions as

to the nature of the trouble, or the best means of

treating the eyes.
A halo seen around lights, at once raises the sus-

picion of glaucoma, and this is a point that might be

looked into. The chief diagnostic point on which the

existence of this disease is based is an increase of the

intra-ocular tension, as evidenced by a stony hardness

of the ball.
The red appearance may possibly be due to an

error of refraction. It should be remembered that

the primary colors of which light is composed have

differing degrees of refrangibility ; and of them all,

red is refracted the least and, hence, would come to a

later focus. Therefore, if the retina were farther back

than normal, as in myopia, it would approach the

position of the focus of the red rays, and thus intensify

the red appearance of lights.
But before anything can be done, the first step

taken should be to ascertain the acuteness of vision

and determine the refraction.
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Fatigue from the Effort to Maintain
Binocular Single Vision

ffti

By George J. Bull, M. D., Paris.

HEN we consider the various symptoms of
which our patients complain, and endeavor
to attribute each of them to its proper cause,
we are obliged to admit that much of

the fatigue of the eyes and much of the gen-
eral disturbance of the nervous system is in many
cases due to the difficulty of maintaining binocular
single vision. The patient, however, seldom recog-
nizes that he has a difficulty in using the eyes together
until with the help of his physician he learns to observe
carefully and to analyze his symptoms. The physician,
on the other hand, finding that the correction of re-
fractive errors relieves his patients, often fails to ap-
predate the fact that the difficulty has been one of
maintaining binocular single vision, and that the glasses
have given relief chiefly by making it easy for the
eyes to work together.

The first cause of the difficulty is often a difference
in the form and size of the images perceived by the
two eyes, the consequence it may be of ulcers which
have deformed the cornea or of other forms of refrac-
tive error. When this difference is great and insuper-
able the patient is apt to allow one of the eyes to de-
viate. He thus enters the class of strabismus cases,
ignores, it may be, the image received by the deviat-
ing eye, and having renounced all effort to see bi-
nocularly, ceases to feel fatigue. But in other cases,
and it is to these that I venture to call the attention of
the Congress, binocular single vision is habitually
maintained, but at the expense of a fatiguing effort and
not with the ease characteristic of eyes which are
normal.

When the Eyes Have Different Refractive Error

A difference in the refractive error of the two eyes
uncorrected by glasses often leads to a difficulty of ac-
commodation, for the focusing effort most suitable for
one of the eyes will not be precisely that required for
the other. As a consequence of this we might expect
to find an unequal distribution of energy in the external
ocular muscles which commonly act in harmony with
the muscles of accommodation. It is a matter of
common observation that when the refractive error is
different in the two eyes, there is also some anomaly
of the ocular muscles. It is in these cases that the
phorometer, the Maddox rods and other tests made,
while the patient looks at two images of a distant
object without the aid of his natural impulse to single
vision, show that one eye tends to take a position
higher than its fellow or to deviate to one side.

It is true that a tendency to deviation, or, in other
words, a heterophoria, may exist in eyes which are not
subject to fatigue, but the tests for heterophoria are
nevertheless of great value, especially when we have
other evidence of muscular inefficiency.

In my opinion it is not enough to consider care-
fully the nature of the patient's symptoms and the de-
gree of heterophoria ; it is even more important to
determine his power of binocular fixation, and the
facility with which under varying circumstances he can
maintain it. For this purpose I know of n instru-
ment so useful as the stereoscope. In a paper read
before the French Society of Ophthalmology in 1898,
and also in a paper read at the meeting of the British
Medical Association in 1899, I described a ready
method of measuring the amplitude of convergence
with the Holmes stereoscope and with a stereoscope
of my own design, and I pointed out the fact that with
these instruments we may not only determine the ten-
dency to deviation, but demonstrate that there some-
times exists an incoordiation of the ocular muscles.

Value of the Patient's Statements

On the present occasion I do not propose to dis-
cuss the importance of the various tests by which we
determine the degree and kind of muscular ineffici-
ency, but rather to consider what statements on the
part of the patient may be useful in the diagnosis of
the real nature of the difficulty.

It may be remarked at the outset that patients are
not. apt to make clear statements of their case without
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the help of a physician familiar with the subject who
encourages them by careful questioning.

For the sake of clearness I will speak of the case
of one of my patients, a woman of over thirty years
of age, who had been troubled all her life with pain
about the eyes and distressing headache.

The patient had binocular single vision habitually.
She was not conscious that she had ever seen double,
but on various occasions mentioned certain phenomena
which indicated that there had been irritating diplopia,
although she did not recognize it. For instance, she
told me that for years the altar lights in Catholic
churches had annoyed her very much ; they confused
her, they seemed to be unsteady, to waver and to
change position laterally.

It was not until after she had made experiments
in my consulting-room in seeing candle lights, single
and double, that she recognized that her confused sen-
sations while looking at the altar lights were simply
the result of diplopia and of the effort to correct it.

If she looked for any length of time steadily at the
face of a person, or at any object, she had what she
called a "cross-eyed feeling" or confusion, which
later examination showed to be the consequence of
crossed diplopia.

noil-5,0240,40,4-6-40it-f •
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Sudden changes of light were exceedingly disa-
greeable to the patient, because the change of illumi-
nation increases the difficulty of fusing images. The
sudden inrush of daylight when the curtains are opened
in the morning is as provoking in this respect as going
from the light into a darkened room.

The imperfection of binocular single vision was
shown also in the occasional loss of the perception of
the third dimension. At the head of a staircase all the
steps seemed to extend in the same plane as the land-
ing, and the patient had the habit of never descending
a staircase without first feeling for the top step with
her foot or with her parasol.

She would never look closely at any object, or
allow a person to come very near her, but would draw
back, for she felt that her eyes " would become
crossed" (that is, would deviate outwards) if she
looked at anything too near her.

This brings us naturally to speak of such occu-
pations as reading, writing and sewing. The patient
could hardly thread a needle, for whenever she winked
she lost sight of the eye of the needle and passed the
thread to one side of it. She had to give up sewing
altogether, because she had, as she expressed it, " to
set the eyes to make them come into place and see the
stitch." The effort this called for caused general un-
easiness and great irritability.

Maintaining Binocular Single Vision

There is no doubt that in such cases systematic
efforts are made to maintain binocular single vision,
and that many devices are resorted to of which the
patient may be quite unconscious. For instance, while
reading or writing my patient felt every few minutes as
if the eyes crossed and then went back instantly to the
proper position. She would feel that she lost a word
and would find it by looking at another part of the
page, and then back to the place where the word
ought to be. This is undoubtedly an example of the
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recovery of binocular fixation by the device of .stimu-
hating the fixation muscles, by momentarily changing
the direction of the eyes. The change was made so
rapidly that if she were reading aloud no one would
observe an interruption in the reading. As another
example, I may mention that when the patient was
speaking to anyone she never looked steadily at their
eyes, but glanced very quickly from one eye to the
other, then to the forehead, then to the mouth, and
finally would glance downward and up again at the
eyes. She was sometimes dimly conscious that it
would give her still greater relief to rest the eyes on a
distant object, but feared to do this lest she should be
thought inattentive.

In looking from an object before her to another
far to the right or left, she was careful to turn her head
slowly, fixing one or more objects as they passed the
median line, until the desired object was reached. If
she failed to take these precautions, it was difficult to
see the object when she came to it, and she had to re-
sort to a further artifice to remove the confusion. This
way of turning the head and not the eyes was a habit
from childhood, and there can be no doubt that the
difficulty of seeing and the confusion she spoke of had
to do with diplopia ; for subsequent experiments
showed that troublesome diplopia was apt to occur
when she looked far to the right or left. These ex-
amples are sufficient to show that great efforts were
made to maintain binocular single vision, and efforts
made so continuously must necessarily be the cause of
serious fatigue to the patient. For years she was
scarcely ever free from a slight pain over one of the
eyes and at the back of the head. Reading increased
these pains and brought on a sense of tension in the
eyes and head. In order to understand better the
patient's difficulty, it may be well to consider her own
words : " No matter how deeply interested I am," she
says, " at the end of half an hour's reading, and fre-
quently sooner, I am disturbed by increased pain in
the eyes and at the back of the head. I usually ignore
this, however, and continue reading. But in a few
minutes, oppressed by a slight sense of suffocation, I
raise my head quickly, feeling I must take a deep in-
spiration because there is smoke in the room, and on
looking around there seems really to be smoke all
about me. Distant objects are dim, and I cannot dis-
tinguish the hands of the clock directly in front of me.
If I go on reading after this, these symptoms increase,
and are accompanied by slight nausea. If, however,
I stop reading about this time, the symptoms quickly
disappear ; but if I continue, on the contrary, for a
length of time, a violent headache will be the conse-
quence and the pain will extend down the back on
both sides of the spine."

Manifestations of Ocular Distress

When the pain at the back of the neck was trouble-
some, examination showed that the muscles passing
from the shoulders and spine to the occiput were rigid
and swollen, and showed tenderness upon pressure.
The same was found to be the case in other painful
parts when the size and position of the muscles per-
mitted their examination. When the pain was not too
severe, gentle massage relieved it ; more violent move-
ments tended, on the contrary, to increase it. The
electric current also often relieved the lesser pain in a
few minutes. Taking all her statements together, I
am inclined to infer that the ocular distress was accom-
panied by manifold symptoms of the nature of tension
or spasm. She noted, for example, that she frequently
held her teeth clenched and drew her toes up in her
shoes when the eyes were troubling her most.

The sense of slight suffocation, oppression and
general distress could be attributed to rigidity of the
muscles of the chest, for it was best relieved by mas-
sage of that region.

The patient said that after reading for some min-
utes, or when trying to see in a relatively dim light,
she felt as if somebody had clutched her by the throat,
by which I understood her to indicate a muscular spasm
in that region.

The sensation led the patient to stretch the neck
in various ways and to yawn, and it passed off quickly
when the ocular irritation was removed.

All the organs of the body being in a healty state,
there could be no doubt that the irritation which

(Continued on page 53t)
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Fatigue from the Effort to Maintain
Binocular Single Vision

(Continued from page 529)

brought on and increased the general muscular spasm
was propagated from a central source of irritation in
or around the eyes, and the question naturally suggests
itself whether the ocular pain was not also produced

by spasm.
The dimness of vision observed by the patient on

looking up from her book might have been attributed
to the distubance caused by lid pressure on the cornea,
but it was noticed that she always held her book in a

good position while reading, so that the lids did not
rest on the cornea over the pupillary area. This cause
of dimness of vision being excluded, I am led to con-
sider whether the trouble may not have been the sign
of ciliary spasm or cramp.

A Curious Phenomenon

Another phenomenon noticed in this case may
help to elucidate the subject. The patient often ob-

served in the theater when the lights were lowered
that she suffered from pain in the eye and at the back

of the head, that she was oppressed by a slight sense

of suffocation, and that objects were seen as if through

smoke. The same thing happened on entering a

darkened room or church, but the most interesting

fact observed at these moments of oppression, while

the pain lasted and the vision was dim, is that her

glasses, which under ordinary circumstances improved

her distant vision, now seemed to obscure it, and she

saw much better when she took them off. This would

make it almost certain that at these times there was

spasm of the accommodation, for no other condition

that I know of could momentarily increase the refrac-

tion and render the convex glasses de trap. This

opinion is further strengthened by the fact that other

patients complain sometimes of not being able to see

with their glasses in the evening or when the light is

dim, and that the glasses thus complained of are con-

vex glasses used to correct manifest hypermetropia.

I suspect that cramp of the muscles of accommo-

dation sufficient to give a sense of tension and pain in

and around the eye may occur without making a very

noticeable change in the refraction. The physician is

careful to conduct his examination of refractive errors

in such a way as to avoid everything that may provoke

spasm or hypertension of the ciliary muscles, but in

spite of his precautions he often gets the complaint of

a sense of tension, and evidence of other disturbances

which to my mind may be best explained by the as-

sumption that ciliary spasm has not been altogether

avoided.
It may be remarked with regard to the disturbing

effect of a darkened room, that the insufficient illumi-

nation adds to the difficulty of fixation, causes frown-

ing and increase of tension in the external ocular

muscles, and the stimulus thus sent through the third

nerve may set up spasm of accommodation. • Disturb-

ance of the muscle of accommodation is often asso-

ciated with disturbance of the muscles of fixation.

We have an example of this in the confusion and

diplopia which not infrequently occur when we call

upon the two eyes to work together after an examina-

tion which has fatigued the accommodation of the eyes

examined separately.

, What Tests Showed

To return to my patient : Tests with the Maddox

rods while she looked at a candle placed five meters

distant showed crossed diplopia, the eyes diverging

about 3°, and the left eye becoming the lower of the

two. The cover-test also showed inefficiency of the

interni. Upon the principle already indicated I then

proceeded to use the stereoscope for the purpose of

determining the degree of ease or difficulty with which

the patient could use the eyes together.

My test cards used with the steroscope have each

two circular disks, one for the right eye and one for

the left, and a scale enables me immediately to deter-

mine the degree of convergence when the disks are

properly fused at any distance. By these tests I

learned that the patient had a singular difficulty in

keeping the disks fused, and that she was unable to

fuse them except under low degrees of convergence.
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The terms ordinarily applied to such cases, namely,
insufficiency of the interni, exophoria or exotropia,

latent divergent squint, etc., seem to express inade-
quately the patient's condition, for the stereoscope
showed it was difficult for the eyes to work together

in any position. There appeared to be, in fact, a veri-

table incoordination of the ocular muscles. Moreover,
when test cards were used with disks more widely

separated, requiring a slight degree of divergence in

the eyes in order that the disks should be fused, fusion
was again maintained but for an instant, and the eyes
would converge too much, and then go off in a spasm
of divergence. It was noticeable, also, that when the

eyes diverged most the left eye became lower than

the right.
It would appear, therefore, most probable that

there was hypertension of the ocular muscles, and it
was shown beyond the possibility of doubt that when
the externi were called upon to make an effort they

went into a state of spasm.
The stereoscopic exercises affected her in exactly

the same way as reading, but more quickly and more

disagreeably. She frequently felt as if the left eye
were doing all the work. If she persisted in trying to
fuse the disks of the stereoscopic cards, her spirits
became depressed, and she looked haggard and

miserable.
The use of glasses which corrected the difference

in the refractive error of the two eyes, the use at
other times of stronger convex glasses to relieve the
strain of accommodation and the use of prisms to

correct hyperphoria seemed to have no effect in making

stereoscopic exercises easier.
The difficulty of fusing the cards was the same

with or without glasses ; and it appeared, also, that

when cards were used which called for no effort of

fusion, but only one of observation as to the relative
position of the images perceived by the two eyes, the

confusing and exhausting effect was equally great.
When, however, I placed the two small disks, not

on a plain white card, but upon two photographs

representing the stereoscopic view of a distant land-

scape, the two dots having the same interspace as that

between the chief objects in the two photographs, it was

remarked that it was easier to maintain binocular

fixation on such a stereoscopic card while letting the

eyes wander from one part of the picture to another

than it was to keep up fixation on the small black disks

on a white ground.
The patient told me she had never even in her

early childhood been able to look with comfort at

stereoscopic views. It was noticeable, however, that

when I gave her a stereoscope free from optical error,

and views taken with that admirable instrument, the

verascope, she was able to look at them with pleasure

and without fatigue.

What the Stereoscopic Tests Showed

To sum up, the stereoscopic tests showed that it

was the effort to fix and maintain fixation which gave

trouble, and that efforts to fix with optic axes parallel

or slightly divergent were quite as perplexing as those

made when the eyes were converging. The tests

showed, also, that imperfections in the instruments

used, quite imperceptible to the casual observer, added

notably to the difficulty of keeping the eyes together.

This leads me naturally to consider the nature of

the relief afforded this patient by the glasses which

fully corrected her refractive error, namely, a myopic

astigmia in the right eye and a hyperopic astigmia in

the left. Without these glasses the images perceived

by the two eyes were of different size and shape ; with

them the images were approximately equal, and there-

fore more easily fused. With the glasses the eyes

required equal efforts of accommodation, and therefore

acted more in harmony one with the other.

The glasses were a great comfort to the patient,

and seemed, as she stated it, to make things steady

and keep them from slipping. They made distant

lights much less perplexing, and lessened the difliculty

of looking from omnibuses and railway carriages, and

in general in looking at passing objects.

On several occasions, after doing exercises which

called for strong action of the external recti muscles,

the patient suffered . for twenty or thirty minutes from

crossed diplopia. It is remarkable on these occasions

how the double images were instantly fused when the

patient put on her glasses. The diplopia would return
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when she took them off and again disappear when she
put them on. By bringing about harmony in the
accommodation of the two eyes, the glasses seemed to

act as a stimulas so as to mask the inefficiency of the

internal recti. The patient's power of overcoming

abducting and adducting prisms while maintaining

binocular single vision of a distant candle-flame was

notably better with the glasses than without them.
The patient often complained of a "cross-eyed

feeling " when she took off the glasses, and at such

times the eyes were apt to deviate outward if she
looked at anything very long.

The glasses relieved the constant pain in the back
of the head and gave considerable freedom from head-
ache, but the pain returned whenever the eyes were
used in sterescopic exercises or in reading or writing.

It was most remarkable that although the glasses
made the patient comparatively comfortable in looking
at distant objects, they gave her hardly any relief in
using her eyes upon objects near or distant which
required her to maintain the act of fixation.

Tonic treatment, the rest cure, douches, massage
and electricity had all failed to enable the patient to
use her eyes as other people use theirs. Neither
stronger convex glasses nor prismatic glasses lessened
the difficulty of reading.

Under these circumstances, the exophoria, the
lower position of the left eye, the spasm of the externi
and the inefficiency of the interni, led me to make a
tenotomy of the external rectus, and a partial advance-
ment of the capsule over the internal rectus of the
left eye. The operation was followed within a few
days by remarkable improvement in the symptoms.

One of the first changes that the patient noted
was that when she closed her eyes to go to sleep they
seemed at perfect rest, whereas for many years before
they had felt as if they were constantly crossing and
rolling about. It had been her habit from childhood
to try to quiet the eyes by pressing the lids with the
fingers, and, in fact, it had never been possible to
obtain relief from the ocular spasm by closing the
eyes, inasmuch as the efforts of fixation appeared to
go on uninterruptedly.

A day or two after the operation she found she
had to make no effort to pull the eyes in, or to keep
them from diverging. She had no trouble in looking
quickly from one object to another in any position
whatever. Distant lights appeared now to be perfectly
steady. Stereoscopic exercises were done with perfect
ease, and showed a normal amplitude of convergence.

Results of the Operation

Within a month after the operation the patient
could read or sew for several hours at a time without
fatigue, and there was no blurring of the sight upon
looking up afterward. Traveling in railway carriages
and looking at moving lights ceased to make her
nervous and irritable.

Sudden changes of light, such as those noticed
upon entering a darkened room, or when the curtains
are first opened in the morning, no longer caused any
confusion of the sight.

Sixteen months have passed since the operation,
and none of the old difficulties has returned. There
has been no sense of tension or pain in and around
the eyes or at the back of the head. The muscles all
over the body have regained their normal tone, and

the glasses which formally seemed indispensable have
been altogether laid aside.

What happened, in my opinion, was simply this :
the history of the patient shows that the external recti

so overbalanced the internal recti that a constant and
fatiguing effort was required to keep the eyes from
turning outward. This led to momentary incoordination
of the ocular muscles and cramp-like contractions,
which set up irregular muscular and nervous action in
other parts of the body and brought on a general neu-
rasthenia. The essential part of the operation, a
tenotomy of the external rectus muscle which was
chiefly at fault, corrected its overbalancing action, thus
relieving the strain of the internal recti and the accom-
panying disturbance of the muscle of accommodation.
The source of irritation in the ocular muscles being
removed, harmony of the ocular movements was
restored; and the symptoms depending upon the
propagation of the irritation to other parts of the body
were relieved.
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CHAPTER V. ( Continued)

Static Factors of Skiascopy-The Four Areas-The 'Three Inter-
vals--Subsidiary Areas and Intervals-Analysis

of Static Factors-Static Effects,

The perforation in the mirror seems also to
be a matter of preference, both as to size and
kind. In the market skiascopes these vary
from I to 3 or 4 millemeters. The perfora-
tion should be a clean one, leaving no jagged
edges to reflect the light that falls upon the sur-
faces and confuse the observer. The surface
should be darkened also. Mirrors are made
with no perforation, the substitute being the
removal of a small area of the amalgam from
the back of the mirror, giving the emitted pen-
cils the thickness of the glass to pass through
on their way to the observing eye. This feature
is an improvement in one respect and a disad-
vantage in another. The reflection of the glass
answers the purpose of a mirror in completing
the retinal image-eliminating the dark area in
it where the perforation stands, though not
completely. But the reflections at the surfaces
of the glass tend to obscure the view of the
observing eye by interfering with or reducing
the intensity of the waves of emergent pencils
when the area of reversal or any of the waves
of emergent pencils cover the perforation.

A debatable question is the question whether
the observing eye can see the red reflex except
when the virtual image covers the perforation.
It is interesting to note the points in the ques-
tion : The virtual image, so called, in the mirror
is but a projection of the real image upon the
retina of the observed eye. It has no existence
except to the eye that sees it, and to that eye it
has no objective existence. Projection is a
mental, not a physical act, and, speaking physi-
cally, the projection of the retinal image and the
image are one and the same thing. But if the
virtual image has no physical existence it can
have no physical location, considered apart from
the retinal image. It cannot be said to be in
the mirror. The image of the flame or luminous
area is simply in the retinal image of the mirror.
But there is a physical image as well as a retinal
image of the mirror, neither of which are merely
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mental. There is also a physical luminous area,
although, as we have seen, the virtual image
has no physical existence, except as an image
at the retina of the observed eye. But although
there is no virtual image anterior to the observed
eye, either in the mirror or elsewhere, but the
virtual image is a mental creation with a real
retinal image for a foundation, although such
image may be imperfect on account of diffusion,
there is a real image of the retinal image ante-
rior to an eye that is, either naturally or arti-
ficially, myopic.

From the real, though imperfect, image
upon the retina of the observed eye pencils of
light pass, by way of the pupil, out into space.
If the observed eye is myopic all the pencils
focus forward of the eye, forming a real image
of the retinal image, or of the retina with the
image upon it, true to life-clear and sharp if it
is sharp, or diffuse and imperfect if it is imper-
fect-anterior to the eye. This is no mental
creation, at least not of the one whose eye is
under observation, for he has no cognizance of
it. This anterior physical image must be in a
position from which it can remit pencils of light
transposed at it on to
the perforation in the
mirror and the observ-
ing eye back of it, for
otherwise no reflex will
be seen. Now, the ques-
tion is : Does the posi-
tion of this physical
image coincide with a
mentally created, non-
physical, virtual image
supposed to be in or
back of the mirror or
some other impossible
place? The question
brings us face to face
with the problem of
visual projection-the
attempt to draw a line
from a mental point to
a point in the world
corresponding to the aforesaid mental point of .
which it is a projection. The philosopher who
desires to puzzle his brains over this question
may do so. There is as much diversion in it,
and prospects of eventual success, as there is
for the little poodle who chases his own tail.

When we say that the emergent pencils
pursue a path corresponding closely to the path
of the incident pencils, though not coincident
with it, we are probably coming as close to
answering the question as we can. That the
emergent pencils do follow such a path is indis-
putable. But that they do not coincide with
them is indisputable also, for incident pencils
are always composed of convex waves or diverg-
ing rays, while emergent pencils may be com-
posed of convex or concave waves, or of diverg-
ing or converging rays. Convex emergent
waves cannot coincide with convex incident
waves, for they are convex in opposite direc-
tions. But neither can concave emergent waves

coincide with convex incident waves,
unless their curvature is the same,
which can only happen when the eye is
accommodated for the luminous area
or object, which it is not supposed to be
during a skiascopic examination. If all
the incident pencils were made neutral on
their way to the observed eye, so that
the eye, if emmetropic, would focus
them with passive accommodation, or
the lens that enabled the dioptric media
to focus them upon the retina would
cause the emergent pencils to become
neutral, there would then be coinci-
dence, for the lens that focused the
incident pencils would neutralize the
emergent pencils. The emergent pen-
cils reach the mirror about the same
area as that from which minor incident
pencils that enter the pupil come. They
may cover more or less ground. We
cannot say, however, that the area from
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which the incident pencils come is the location
of the virtual image, which has no objective
location because it is not physical, but it is un-
doubtedly the area to which we assign the
mentally projected virtual image ; for if the
mirror is tilted, to the one under examination
the virtual image diappears at the margin of the
mirror just as the last point in the area of "light
on the face" passes off the pupil. This, how-
ever, is not a solution of the problem of projec-
tion, for the mirror, visually considered, is just
as much a projection of a retinal image as the
virtual image of the luminous area projected to
it. We have simply harmonized two projections,
or the projection of a smaller area vyith the pro-
jection of a larger area of which it is a part.

A skiascope has a handle. To facilitate the
tilting of the mirror upon its horizontal axis, it
is customary to let the handle rest between the
third and fourth fingers, while holding the metal
butt of the handle between the tips of the
thumb and forefinger. This enables the ob-
server to tilt the mirror in the vertical, or upon
its horizontal axis, very slightly and quickly.
Fig. 35 represents a back and front view of the

Fig. 34B

Fig. 35

mirror being thus held. To tilt the mirror in
the horizontal, or upon its vertical axis, the
handle should project downward and be grasped
lower down. Some operators prefer to rest the
tips of the thumb and fingers upon the edge of
the disk in which the mirror is set in tilting it
upon its horizontal axis, but either or any way
of holding the mirror suitable to the operator is
quite proper if he prefers it. The mirror is
necessarily inclined at an angle to both the
luminous area and the observed eye to give
effect to the law of incidence and reflection.
This inclination to the observed eye gives a
slight obliquity to the perforation. It must be
slight or the observed eye would be obscured.
All parts of the skiascope, except the mirror
and handle, should be dark colored, so as to
absorb and neutralize all light falling upon
them, especially the inner surface of the small
cylindrical perforation.

3. THE OBSERVED EVE

If the interior of the eye were illuminated
the observer would be able to see but a small
area of the retina, much smaller than an area
equal to the pupillary space, although it would
be magnified to that space. This fact is due to
the magnifying effect of the dioptric media of
the observed eye, which, in emmetropia, with
passive accommodation, acts as a correctly
focused positive lens. In ametropia, or with
active accommodation in emmetropia, the diop-
tric media are not, from the standpoint of the
observer, focused to the retina.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

"The Keystone is the best book ever published for
the money. As for the Optician's Manual, it is easily
worth five dollars. All the articles regarding optics
are very interesting."-M H. McLean, jeweler and
optician, Chicago, Illinois.
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COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO. I
ESTABLISHED IN

Denver Omaha
Kansas City

Des Moines Salt Lake City

qbe Leading Optical House Qf the Middle West

FAULTLESS J. WORK OUR Aim
AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL FROM A LEADING OCULIST

'I am pleased to say that your 1 Work in accuracy, quality and promptness
has given me excellent satisfaction. It is a source of satisfaction to the oculist in
finding a job extremely exact in all measurements as ordered, instead of ' near
enough ' as is usually the case, and you have my best wishes in a growing and
prosperous business.'

PLACE YOUR ORDERS WITH OUR NEAREST HOUSE
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Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
Now I know just what you are;
For when I see you in the sky,
I my spectroscope apply.

This version is up to date. And
so is the Ophthalmic Cabinet. The
ability to do accurate subjective op-
tometry with it is multiplied many
times. Eight Special Charts, better
than any others, are operated with
one cord. It is a marvel of elegance
and convenience.

Price reduced to $12

Anglo-American Optical Co.
94 Hatton Garden

are our London Agents

BROWN & BURPEE
Manchester, N. H., U. S. A.

Antiphlogistine
If your patient's eyes smart and ache, he %% ill say that it is your glasses. Don't

give him the chance. .ANTIPHLOGISTINE will cure them. Price, 35 cents.

"The Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South"

KELLAManDMOORE
Manufacturing and Wholesale

OPTICIANS
42 N. Broad St. Atlanta, Ga.

PRESCRIPTION WORK
Skilled workmen, the latest optical improvements, a complete

stock of optical goods, years of experience—that's the story of our
Prescription Department. We were the first to do surface grinding
in the South, and have maintained this lead by the introduction
into our Prescription Department, of every device designed to
produce quick and accurate work.

THAT IS ALWAYS
Our optical stock is complete, covering a range five times that

of any other house in the South. This assures prompt order-filling
on regular goods, while our perfect facilities for grinding give
prompt returns on special- work. Our grinding plant is equipped
with automatic edge-grinding machines.

PERFECT WORK
We are equipped with presses for stamping eyeglass and

spectacle cases, which enables us to fill orders without delay.
Sample of work sent upon request.

May, r9or

Optical Business from the Manu-
factory Standpoint

A T the April meeting-of the New Eng-
land Association of Opticians, Channing
M. Wells, of the American Optical Co.,

Southbridge, Mass., delivered a very interest-

ing address on " The Optical Business from the

Manufactory Standpoint." After a brief intro-

duction he said in part :

Previous to 1870 silver was very largely used in

the. manufacture of spectacles and eyeglasses. Gold

frames were used in small quantities. Most of the

steel goods sold in this country were imported, the in-

ferior goods being imported from Germany and the

more expensive lines from England and France.
From France were imported the original riding temple

goods—some of the early goods that they sent to this

country were Of very fine workmanship, being ex-

tremely light and well finished. The goods imported

from England were mostly the heavy, stiff, straight

temple frames, hand made, the temples being forged

and showing evidence of a great deal of labor. Single

temples, band slide, loop slide and turnpin temples

were in general use. The common- " C " bridge in

practically one size was the only dimension demanded

by the trade.. The No. 3 size. of eye was the standard

oval eye always supplied. The dimensions of this

size are 34x25 mm. Both oblong and octagon shape

eyes were largely used,the oblong eye being in great de-

mand during those years, previous to 1870, in Philadel-

phia and Boston. The oval eye gradually took the place

of the other shapes. As other sizes began to be de-

manded, the need of adopting numbers designating the

size was found,and the No. 2 and No. i were established

by our company. The No. i eye size was considered to

be a very large size in those days, and no one ever

anticipated that there would be a demand for any size

of eye larger than the No. s size. These standard sizes

established by our company have since become univer-

sally adopted by the manufacturers in this country,

and within the last few years the foreign manufacturers

have also commenced to adopt the same. As larger

sizes were demanded from time to time, the sizes o,

oo, 000, jumbo, etc., were established.

In the early days the idea of interchangeability of

frames and lenses was unknown. It was the practice

to supply frames complete with lenses, and each work-

man after completing his frames would fit the lenses

to the same. This fitting was done as follows : The

uncut lenses were cut to size by hand, using a three-

cornered file, which was broken off and the three sides

sharpened to a point. The lenses were then edged by

treadle-power on the old-style rough grindstone,

Craigleith grindstones not being in use until some

years later.
The simple spherical + and — lenses were practi-

cally the only kinds in use, and these were imported

principally from France and England. These lenses

were ground in the inch system and the foci ran from 5,

I, 6, 7, 8, 9, etc., up to 6o. As there were no half, quarter

or eighth numbers, those of you who are familiar with

the inch system will remember that there was a very

large jump in the stronger numbers and a very slight

difference in the weaker numbers. This was corrected

by the adoption of the clioptral system, which has

been a great improvement, and which is universally

used to-day. Rimless spectacles and eyeglasses first

began to be used about 1872, always being supplied

complete with periscopic convex or periscopic concave

lenses, no dealer ever ordering mountings and lenses

separately.
What would our fathers have said in the early

seventies to an order like this?
1-12 dozen No. 716 special, to K., 000 eye,

angular end pieces, No. 47 style, S. S. bridge dimen-

sions, 61 mm., P. D. 3 mm. high, soldered i nun.

below center, 2 mm. inset, base 20 mm., crest of the

bridge at an angle of 55°, angle of shank 15°, tem-

ple, regular gauge, 5W1 to turn, 53‘u between temples,
right eye, + 2.62 C 1.37, axis 72° CD 434° prism,

base in ; left eye, ± 3.12 C + 1.37, axis 87° C 3°

prism, base in.
For that matter, can anyone predict how our
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orders will read twenty or thirty years hence ? In 1877
modern methods were fairly under way.

In 1883 the present system of numbering goods
was established, i. e.:

Steel frames No i to No. 500
Silver frames No 600 to No. 699
Gold frames No 700 to No. goo
German silver frames. No. moo to No. 1(399
Roman alloy frames . . No. i too to No. 1199

Previously there had been very little system used
in connection with numbering goods.

Previous to the nineties it was the custom to order
in large quantities and most of the goods were ordered

complete with lenses, there being little special detail in

connection with the making of the goods so far as the
variety of sizes of eyes, dimensions of bridge, styles

of guards, etc., are concerned. How different these

orders read from those we make out and receive to-day.

Conditions To-Day

While it is interesting to review the changes that

have taken place in the manufacturing business, I pre-
sume they are no greater than the changes that have

taken place in the retail and jobbing businesses. The

changes have been for the greater part improvements

over the old methods and the public have been greatly

benefitted thereby. A few years ago the optical busi-

ness was comparatively unknown ; the optician was

compelled to be satisfied with a small, out-of-the-way

location for. his place of business, or a back corner in

a jewelry store. To-day our opticians are noted for

their beautiful stores, situated in the choicest locations

of our business and shopping districts. The advance

has been slow but steady and we have come to stay,

and by continued effort to perform our work carefully,

watching constantly and thoughtfully for opportunities

of improvement, there should be no reason why

our business should not rank among the first in im-

portance to our fellow men. It is of passing interest

to note that in this business we have left far behind our

friends in the optical business on the other side. For-

merly a large proportion of spectacle and eyeglass
frames, all test cases, spectacle and eyeglass cases and

virtually all of the lenses used in this country were

imported. To-day the leading houses on the other

side say themselves that they are twenty-five years be-

hind the United States on these lines. American made

goods have been in increasing demand in Europe dur-

ing the last seven or eight years and marked advances

are being made by our English cousins, more so than

in Germany and France. American goods are also

being used in steadily-increasing quantities in South

America, India, japan, South Africa and Australia.

The manufacturing of spectacle and eyeglass

lenses in this country is of comparatively recent date,

but the American-made article is such an improvement

over the European lens that there are comparatively

few imported lenses sold to the regular trade. In fact,

we are exporting large quantities of interchangeable

lenses to the other side, the demand seeming to be on

the increase.
Who would have predicted ten or fifteen years ago

that trial sets would be made in the United States and

exported by the dozen to England and France ? Or

that spectacle and eyeglass cases would be furnished

in fifty gross lots to London houses?
I have a few optical figures that may be of interest

to some of you which will give you an idea of the

amount of certain lines of optical goods used by the

trade during last year. These figures, of course,

include only the goods sold by the America Optical Co.

Sold in the year 19oo :

190,000 dozen or 2,275,524 pairs of spectacles and
eyeglasses.

7,585 pairs per day.
632 dozen per day.
13 pairs per minute.
3,496,220 pairs of spectacles and eyeglass lenses.
11,654 pairs per day.
971 dozen per day.
1934 pairs per minute.
983,496 pairs of spectacle and eyeglass cases.
3278 pairs per day.
273 dozen per day.
5 per minute.

Our case department is a new industry with us,

started about three years ago, and now employing one

hundred and fifty hands.
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The above figures do not include the large amount

of material sold, neither does it include the optical

machinery, tools, trial sets, etc., sold.

Amount of gold and silver used, .  $512,000
Amount of pay roll,   488,602
Amount of lens stock for spectacles

and eyeglasses used,   Ito tons
Number of hands employed about . . 1200

Very few can appreciate the conditions of the

lens business seventeen years ago as compared with

to-day. At that time it was impossible to get our

import orders filled, and it often took a year to have

an order completed. The European manufacturer

would not meet the demand, saying no house could

possibly use a t000 gross order of lenses. This

impossibility to get the goods, together with the poor

quality and mixed foci received, compelled our com-

pany to take up the manufacturing of our own lenses.

The manufacturing of lenses in this country has been
of great benefit to the dealer as well as to the manu-

facturer, as they get much better goods, get them

niore promptly and at nnich lower prices.

This was not accomplished without great opposition

from foreign manufacturers with large reductions in

prices. The one thousand gross orders that the foreign

manufacturers claimed were absurd and could not be

wanted, have been met and exceeded many times

over, our concern alone turning out a monthly pro-

duction of over twenty-five hundred gross pairs, partof

which, as has been previously stated, are sent back to

the old country.
How long a time is required to fill orders at the

factory is a question often asked. It is a very difficult

one to answer definitely, owing to the great variety of

styles ordered. Opticians are strong-minded people

and each one has his own ideas, and it seems to us

sometimes that there cannot be two alike among them

all. The manufacturer must supply the demands of

all, and only by careful attention, assisted by records

kept each year, can he tell what goods to make up for

stock. We have given this subject a great deal of at-

tention in our factory, and have for years kept records

of all goods ordered ; from these records we deter-

mine what styles and quantities to make up ahead in

anticipation of orders. Owing to the great variety

ordered this stock is very large. As fast as goods are

taken from this stock, new stock orders are at once sent

into the works to replace the same. Our stock depart-

ments are in charge of competent clerks, who are in-

structed in regard to the amount of each item they are

supposed to carry in stock.
The amounts of some of the principal items are

as follows :

Gold frames and mountings   5500 doz.
Steel frames and mountings   9300 "
German silver frames and mountings i too "
Roman alloy frames and mountings 3600 "
Alumnico frames and mountings . 2600 "
Gold filled frames and mountings   4100 "
Trial frames   ig6 4 4

Trial sets   310 singles
Lenses   19,000 gross
Spectacle and eyeglass cases 140° "

This does not include the very large amount of

goods in process all of the time. For example, in our

gold department the average quantity of goods in pro-

cess amounts to over three thousand dozen, and

including the different qualities we have always on

hand over five thousand different parts in our gold

stock department. Even with this large stock, in fill-

ing our orders last year, only thirty per cent. of the

total could be filled from stock, the balance having to

be made to order.
At the same time the figures show that we are

filling nearly a third of our orders for frames and

mountings in the first package going to our customers

after the order was received, and it is well for the

dealer to remember that when in a special hurry for

goods, by ordering the regular staple lines he can get

them from his jobber immediately.
On lenses the percentage of orders filled from

stock in two was about seventy-five per cent. On the

regular styles of lenses we can supply as large as

ninety per cent., usually, directly from our stock, but

the prevailing custom is to have lens orders shipped

complete. It would be well for the dealer to bear in

mind this fact when placing his orders, so that in case

(Continued on page 537)
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$21 00 Per er Dozen 10k
$ 2 7" Per Dozen 1 4 k

Send for samples at these prices
Made in Gold only

Shur-On Eyeglass
IF IT'S A SHUR-ON
IT'S ON FOR SHUR

Did you ever think
that it's your fault if your
competitor sells the Shur-On
eyeglass to your customer?
Every Shur-On eyeglass sold means a new customer.
It's the handsomest eyeglass ever made, and so different from anyother.
The lenses are always straight.

TRY IT.

With our sample set of four, almost any nose on which an eyeglass can beworn may be properly fitted.
Our new catalogue sent upon application to anyone furnishing satisfactoryreferences.

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO.
204 COURT ST. ROCHESTER, N.Y.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,
PRUDENTIAL BUILDING, Atlanta, Ga.

w We have the largest and most complete line of
optical goods carried by any house in the entire
South.

gilir We are the only strictly Wholesale optical house
in the entire South.

We have the only complete lens.grinding outfit in
the entire South. 

We have a competent corps of employees that
devote all of their time to the optical business and
are thus able to do PROMPT, ACCURATE _lje xvork.

TRY US OUR WORK WILL PLEASE YOU

BEAUTY
always appreciated for itself alone is doubly

prized when combined with other sterling qualities.
All are combined in the following offer :

1348 Aluminum

Best quality, extra finish, nickel-
plated frames 00, 0 and I eye,war-
ranted not to change color.

$ 50
Ii with first quality periscopic I eye lenses, add per dozen, $1.25
at 61 11 

0 "
I•40

41 00 a 1111 11 41

11

11 11 11

14 11

" second "

Special
Prices
to Jobbers

I 14 11

o "
oo "

44

4;

it

14

GEO. NIAYER & CO.
Manufacturing opticians

134 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I.55
1.00
1.15
1.30

Net
Per
Dozen

Artificial
Eyes
A Specialty
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Optical Business from the Manufactory
Standpoint

(Continued from page 535)

his stock is very low, instructions could be given the
factory to send all that were ready in first shipment,
the balance to follow later.

Orders for goods that cannot be filled from stock
are for special goods which have to be made up from
the beginning after the order is received. To fill these
orders in the shortest possible length of time is the
first aim of the manufacturer, and some of you who
are present will bear me out in the statement that
great advances have been made in the last five or six
years in the time required to fill orders. Few people
realize how many operations are required in the manu-
facturing of a pair of spectacles. The number of
operations in making a No. 716% gold frame is 210,
passing through over sixty hands. On steel and other
metals the average number of operations is 115, pass-
ing through over fifty hands. In the manufacturing
of lenses over 300 kinds of grinding laps are required,
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gets to be a habit with some of our friends and an in-
curable one, too. The manufacturer tries to fill every
order just as soon as he can, taking each order in its
turn ; in the event of a special emergency we can put
an order ahead, but it is self-evident that when ninety
per cent of the orders are emergency orders, there is
very little chance left for the manufacturer to save any
time. I wish to be understood by this, do not say " at
once " unless it is necessary. When it is necessary the
factory will then be in better shape to help you.

I appreciate I am not talking to many who send
their orders direct to the factory, but am satisfied that
when orders come in proper shape to the jobber they
are apt to get to us in proper form ; the natural tempta-
tion is for the jobber to pass the orders along about as
received, and if there are any questions to be asked
leave it to the manufacturer to ask them.

General Remarks

As a manufacturer I am in the market to make
whatever goods may be called for in my line of busi-
ness, at the same time the manufacturer always prefers

The New Case Factory of the .Americaa ``1■11i11111iligl.,

there being over 6o,000 different kinds, varieties and
qualities of lenses called for.

I cannot recommend too strongly the necessity of
care being used in the making out of orders, both by
the retailer and jobber, as every day's delay necessi-
tated by the omission of some detail from an order is
a day's delay in filling the order, to say nothing of the
liability of mistakes, if not made out carefully. In the
actual entering of our orders but two clerks are re-
quired in our factory, but it takes four additional
clerks all of their time to attend to the detail of the
same, necessitated by our being required to get the
orders ready to enter, corresponding regarding omis-
sions from the order and correcting orders already
entered upon the receipt of replies from our customers.
To make this clearer I will take a few examples.
Here is an order for " three dozen No. 798)4, io K.
mountings, made like the last lot, or like the lot you
made for C. B. Shaw last fall." As no order number
was given for us to refer to in looking up the old
orders this order has to be turned over to a clerk to
find the goods previously made for Mr. Shaw, the
chances are that he does not find it, and the order has

to be held until a reply with further directions can be
received from our customers.

Here is an order for a single pair written out very
crrefully, " must have by Wednesday morning, sure,
as customer is leaving for the South," and, lo and be-
hold, no size of eye is given. There are scores of such
omissions and they are generally simple points in them-
selves, but sufficient to hold up the order several days.

Last week we entered five hundred and ninety-
seven orders. One hundred and forty letters were
written from our order department asking questions
about the orders ; therefore, one hundred and forty
different items or orders had to be held for further
information, oftentimes delaying the whole order any
time from three days to two weeks.

Another point which confronts the manufacturer

is the great number of " At once " orders. " Please
send this order by next mail." " By first express."
" As soon as possible." We feel sometimes that this

to make the better grades of goods. I know of no
business where this is the case any more so than in
the optical business. People are becoming better edu-

cated every day to expect good work on their spectacles

and eyeglasses, and only those who furnish good work
and first-class goods can hope to build up and main-
tain the reputation it is the desire of us all to obtain.

Study the requirements of your trade, adopt the
best quality of goods and insist on having them, get
good prices and sell for cash. Keep copies of your
orders and order the same way every time ; if special
goods are desired, make out your orders carefully to
omit no detail and if possible send a sample with such
orders. I would suggest each dealer keeping a record
of the quantity and dimensions of the principal styles
he used during the season. This will be found of
great assistance in placing orders the next time to know
what goods to order and how many. This is equally
true of frames, lenses, cases, chains, material, etc., etc.

If you do your own prescription work get the best
tools on the market, and they will be the cheapest in
the end, engage competent workmen and insist on
first-class work.

In closing will say I have touched very briefly on
some of the leading points of mutual interest as they
seemed to me. Considerable time could be spent on
any one of the headings that has been discussed.

Instructors in Skiascopy

The A. jay Cross Optical Co., of 20 East
Twenty-third Street, New York, have recently
completed arrangements with a number of well-
known oculists and opticians, in various parts of
the country, whereby purchasers of the Cross
Retino-Skiameter can obtain not only fiersonal
instruction in the use of this marvelous little
instrument, but can also receive instruction in
the theory and practice of " Static " and " Dy-
namic " Skiascopy. Terms and further partic-
ulars will be furnished upon application. —Adv.
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Stereoscopic Binocular Range Finder

The stereoscopic binocular range tinder is the

latest and—for its destined purpose—the most com-

plete and adequate device yet invented. The germinal

idea of the apparatus was given to the Carl Zeiss firm,

of Jena, by the late Engineer Hector de Grousilliers,

of Charlottenberg Without. As M. de Grousilliers

commnumicated no details as to the carrying out of

his idea, Carl Zeiss & Co. had a free hand in all

matters regarding technical details and, after many
elaborate experiments and the construction of several

working models, succeeded in surmounting the num-

berless difficulties attendant on the evolution of such a

delicate piece of optical work. The net result is that

the stereoscopic binocular range finder is now in prac-

tical use. The stereoscopic range finder is distinguished

from all previously invented similar instruments by its

being based upon vision with both eyes, thereby taking

full advantage of the power conferred by nature on

the human being to see " stereoscopically," i. e., with

both eyes simultaneously and acting in parallel lines.

This advantage has been further augmented by the

employment of the so-called " telestereoscope " of
Helmholtz, by means of which one is enabled to ex-

tend at will the limited vision of the naked eyes in

proportion to the base selected and the magnifying

power of the lenses employed. The stereoscopic

range finder makes direct use of a double telescope,

in whose image planes certain marks with accompany-

ing figures (first produced by drawing, then photo-

graphically reduced) are set. On looking with both

eyes, these artificial auxiliary marks appear balanced

in space above the landscape, as shown in the illustra-

tration, and enable the observer to read off them, at a

glance, the distance of any object which it is desired

to ascertain. The line, or lines, of marks stereosco-

pically projecting into space may therefore be corn-

pared to a rod actually extended on the ground for

the purpose of making measurements. The range

finder consists of two telescopes rigidly connected

with one another. Adjustment to the width of the

space between the eyes of the observer is effected

from outside the instrument proper, by altering the

distance between the eye pieces. This obviates, while

in regular use, the possibility of derangement in the

optical effect which would occur if the relative posi-

tion of the two telescopes were liable to variation.

The possibility of the twisting of the telescopes as the

result of the unequal distribution of temperature over

the surfaces induced by the heat of the hand, sun-

rays, wind, etc., is guarded against by encasing the

instrument in a specially prepared and specially ad-

justed case or sheath of felt and leather, which are so

attached to the center piece as not to come in contact

with the telescopes themselves.
The bending of the telescopes by their own

weight, with the consequent variation of the angle of

elevation and the adverse influence thus exercised on

the result of the range-taking, had to be carefully

provided against ; and this is accomplished by a judi-

cious selection of materials, and the choice of a suita-

ble diameter for the tubes. These precautions reduce

the chances of error from such causes to a minimum

in instruments employing bases not exceeding 51
centimeters.

The range finder is also provided with accessories

which facilitate its employment for purposes of obser-

vation by night and for taking the range of distant

lights during twilight. The new instrument will be

exhibited by the Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co., of

New York, at the Buffalo Exposition.
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HOT TIME
of year begins, you'll be overrun with customers calling

for smoked goods.

Our Gold Filled Goods

Frame and Frameless,

Spectacles and Eyeglasses

are more in demand

than ever.

Everybody carries

them.
Write for prices.

The new SMOKED FRAMELESS EYEGLASS
is exactly what you have been looking for to meet

this demand.

Nickel or yellow metal, . . $1.75 dozen.

The same thing in FOCUSED WHITE LENSES, 2.25 "

The New Ornamental Charts
we have published, illustrating the
fitting of Spectacles and Eyeglasses,
and Defects of Vision,
are selling right and left.
The handsomest and most original
Charts ever gotten up.
Printed in colors.
$1.00 per set of two.

We are introducing a new book:

"  flllatomll Phllsiologil of the
13

This book is concise, written in

contains lots of real information.

cially for this work. A most useful

R THE
BEST

All kinds of Spectacle

and Eyeglass Cases in stock,

from the cheapest to the

most elaborate.

ALL CASE ORDERS

lettered and returned the

same day they are received.

Elle, with jitiliS for the Preservation of the Euosight,"
3. FREDERICK HERBERT, M. D.

plain English, with as few technicalities as possible, and

The illustrations are from new drawings made espe-

treatise. Price, in paper, 75 cents ; in cloth, $1.00.

D. V. BROWN
Wholesale, Importing, Manufacturing Optician

738, 740, 742 Sansom Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

May, 1901

Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians

A. JAY Cnoss, President, New York City.
J. H. MIAs, Secretary, South Bend, Ind.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Chicago,
August 13th, 14th and 15th.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle 
Makers (England)

THE RT. How. SIR WM. HART DyKE, Bart., M. P., Mast
er.

COL. T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. R. A. S., Clerk, Guildha
ll,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association

JOHN BROWNING, E.Tt.A.S., F.R.M.S., M.R.T., etc., Pr
esident.

J. H. SUTCLIFFE, It.S.L., Secretary, 17 Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, 'W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians

E. CULVERHOUSE, President, Toronto.
AMMON DAwa, Secretary and Treasurer, 176 Queen Street

East, Toronto, Out.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians

C. N. QUIMBY, President, Boston, Mass.
W. R. DowovAN, Secretary, 4 Province Court, Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Association of Opticians

JAMES HOLDEN, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. W. GOLDER, Secretary, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York State Optical Society

F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
F. B. MARCHANT, Sec'y, 56 Minim:sit Ave., Brooklyn, N.

 Y.
Next meeting, June 25th, 26th and 27th, at Buffalo.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa

.
Meets in January, March, May and November.

Indiana Optical Society

E. SHIPLEY, President, Greencastle, Ind.
G. M. C. BARTMESS, Secretary, Clinton, Ind.

Next meeting, June 4th and tli, at Elwood.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANDART, President, I a•Indt, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, IO 5 Western Av

enue,
Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society

H. P. HotmEs, President, Des Moines, Iowa,
J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown Block, Sioux City

, Iowa.
Next meeting, June 12th and 13th, at Des Moines.

Illinois Optical Society

WALTER WYATT, President, Peoria, Ill.
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, I

ll.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. MCALLISTER, President, Baltimore, Md.
W. H. KETTLER, Sec., 109 W. Lexington St., Baltimor

e, Md.

Meets at rooms of Photographic Assn., Baltimore, M
d.

California Optical Association

E. M. AcittEy, President, San Francisco, Cal.
L. SCHNEIDER, Secretary, Stockton, (2:11.

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. G. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticia
ns

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. L. Kuvo, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association

GEO. H. BROWN, President, Manchester N. H.
J. A. CA OUETTE, Sec'y, 940 Elm Street, Manchester, N. II.

Meets second Tuesday of January, March, June, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
WALTER H. GRUNERT, Secretary, U

reell Bay, WIS.
Meets semi-annually.

North Carolina Optical Society

S. It. PECK, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. II. LEONARD, Secretary, Winston, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. MILLARD, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Sec'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapoli

s, Minn.

Next meeting, June 4th, at St. Paul.

Maine Association of Opticians

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. Sw IF; Secretary, Portland, Alaitte.

Tennessee Optical Society

H. W. LIOOETTE, President, Men
liddS, Tenn.

E. D. MEYER, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn.
Annual meeting, May 29, 1901.

Colorado Optical Association

J. H. GALLUP, President.
R. H. BtEnEr., Secretary, 630 Sixteenth St, Denve

r, Colo,

THE KEYSTON

Kansas Association of Opticians
A. E. EDISON, President, Topeka, Kans.
J. E. LITTLEFIELD, Secretary and Treasurer, Look Box 63,

Topeka, Kans.

LOCAL •

New York City Optical Society
B. W. APPLETON, President.
M. H. HARRIS, Ree. Sec., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.

Meets second Wednesday of each month at Fifth Avenue
Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club

G. R. BAUSCH, President.
R. E. SWF.ETINO, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce Build-

ing, Rochester, N. Y.
San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT
IF, H. TAy Lon, ..■.',It'1;11'y, tIi Diego, Cal.

Optical Practice a Legalized Profession

in Minnesota

TO Minnesota belongs the distinction of

being the first State of the Union in which

has been passed a law regulating optical prac-

tice. This means that in the Gopher State at

least the refractionist will henceforth have a

legalized professional status, and THE KEY-

STONE hastens to extend him congratulations

on his new dignity. The law itself, as printed

in full in our February issue, though new as a

law, will be recognized by KEYSTONE readers

as the measure drafted by Chas. F. Prentice

and introduced in the New York State legis-

lature several years ago. As a whole, it is a very

admirable measure, well adapted to conditions

as they now exist, and seems to answer fairly

well the purposes which the refractionists have

in view, viz., the elevation of the profession,

the adoption of a standard of qualification and

the elimination of the incompetent. As to its

working, it is too early to offer an opinion, but

there appears to be no reason for misgiving.

Harmonious, intelligent and thoughtful action

by the State society is the first requisite towards

its smooth and successful operation.

Kansas Opticians and the New Medical

Practice Law

A CURIOUS instance of legislative bungling,

where intention seems to have been good

but knowledge of the facts defective, was t
he

clause in relation to opticians inserted in 
the

medical practice law recently passed by the

Kansas legislature. The death-warrant-like

clause which created temporary consternation

among the Sunflower opticians reads as fol
lows :

Provided, any person holding a diplo
ma issued

by an optical college and who has studied
 the anatomy

of the eye and contiguous parts, huma
n physiology

and natural philosophy for at least six mo
nths under a

competent teacher and who shall pass examination

satisfactory to the State board of med
ical registra-

tion and examination, shall be eligibl
e to register

as an " optician " or "doctor of opti
cs" and shall

be otherwise governed by this act so far
 as the same

is applicable.

The circumstances connected with the

insertion of this clause are another evidence 
of

the necessity for live optical societies and 
the

advisability of such societies keeping the me
m-

bers of the State legislature correctly inf
ormed

on matters pertaining to the profession. It

appears that the objectionable clause was i
ncor-

porated in the bill at the suggestion of a 
friendly

representative who feared that unless some
 pro-

vision of this kind was inserted the 
opticians

would be prevented from doing busin
ess in the

State. The author of the medical practice 
bill

objected to the clause being inserted
, claiming
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that the measure affected only oculists and not

opticians. The friend of the opticians could

not see the difference, and to save the bill from

defeat the anthor of it was forced to accept the

amendment.

THE above facts put the matter in a much

pleasanter light than the opticians had

hoped for, and it is gratifying to know that the

insertion of the clause is in no way due to any

anti-optician animus on the part of the framers

of the bill. In fact, even as the law stands, the

opticians have the assurance of Dr. W. B. Swan,

secretary of the State Board of Health, that they

have no cause for fear. Speaking of the matter,

Dr. Swan said :

The clause was inserted in the bill by a friend of

the opticians. So they have no one to blame 
but

themselves. I think the board will not make them

any trouble. If I were to make the policy of the

board, I would ignore that section entirely. I have

an idea the board will do so anyhow. The int
ent of

the law is to regulate the practice of medicin
e and

surgery and not to govern the fitting of glasses.

We could not convince the representative wh
o

desired to safeguard the interests of the opti
cians of

the difference between an oculist and an optic
ian. He

was afraid the opticians would be hurt an
d had the

clause inserted for their protection, whereas, if i
t were

followed, it might instead prove a hardshi
p. An

oculist is a specialist who makes a practice of
 treating

an organ of the body with other remedies th
an mere

spectacles. It is right he should be included.

We protested against the inclusion of opt
icians.

The idea of making a six months' study
 of the

anatomy of the eye and contiguous parts is 
amusing.

Besides, the clause being inserted as it was, 
there

is no mention of opticians in the title and t
hat part of

the law would be invalid in the courts. Th
e law says

opticians will be "eligible " to register. 
I do not

think they will be compelled to do so. There is no

fee stated for them to pay.

The opinion that the bill is inoperative as

far as the opticians are concerned, is sa
id to

be held by a number of lawyers ; and, 
apart

from this, there is no reason to believe, a
s far as

we have been able to discover, that the med
ical

board will compel the enforcement of the 
clause

regulating the practice of optics. As the clause

stands, however, it is a threat to the op
ticians

and furnishes a forceful reason for streng
thening

the State Optical Society, for while the 
neces-

sity of fighting the law may never be forc
ed on

the opticians, it is the part of wisdom t
o be

prepared for any emergency that may arise
.

Twentieth-Century Faith and Credulity

WE published in our April issue an item

relating how a lady who visited the

optical department of the J. H. Leyso
n Co.,

Salt Lake City, Utah, complained that a
 pair of

glasses which she had ordered and 
procured

from New York gave her very little 
benefit.

" How," asked the optician, " coul
d you ex-

pect to have your eyes properly fitte
d without

an examination ? " " Why," repli
ed the lady,

" I sent a lock of my hair." H. H. Spencer

& Co., Laurens, Iowa, referring to 
the " hair

test," informs us that there is a 
man named

Poole, in Chicago, who furnishes glasses for

many people living at a distance
. All the

patient has to do is to write the Chicago

" optician " a letter telling him that he, the

patient, requires glasses. Mr. Poole simply

holds up the letter befoie his spiritual vision

" until the spirit moves him and t
hen he sees

just the kind of glasses the pati
ent needs."

" There was a man in our store t
o-day," add

Spencer & Co., " who said he was going
 to send

for a pair." Is the fool-killer on a vacation?



The University of Chicago
Says of Teaching by
Correspondence

" Experience has shown that such directions
may he given a student by correspondence as
will 0'181,14 him to accomplish work of a high
order. The plan has been practically tested in
nearly every department of study. The results
have been entirely satisfactory. It is, after all,
the work Willa the student himself does that
accomplishes the object he has in view. The
instructor may not do the work for him. That
which he receives from the instructor is guid-
ance, and guidance may be given by written as
well us by spoken word. In work carried on
with guidance by correspondence, the student
acts independently and for himself ; hut, at the
Milne time, being in contact with the teacher,
he is also enabled to secure special help for
every diffleultv, and, what is even of greater
value, suggestions and criticisms touching the
work he has already done. Repeated 1(.515 Of
work carried On in this way ilaVe 5110511 be-
yond a doubt the great possibilities of such
work. And while in no as, should it he re-
garded as a substitute for class-room work, it
may be well used to supplement it, at least by
those who, fflr one reaseo or another, are pre-
vented for a time from enjoying class-room
privileges of instruction,"

The Northern Illinois
College of Ophthalmology
Gives ATTENDANT and Chicago
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

and is the only Eye College having a full faculty of lecturers
and instructors on optical subjects, and the only College
having an EYE CLINIC where students can have actual
practice in glass fitting.

One Fee, $25.00, includes either or both Courses
No Limit to TitriQ

GEO. W. McFATRICH, M. D., Secretary
1015 Masonic Temple, Chicago

Rapidly reduces an inflamed eye to its normal

condition preparatory to its proper measurement

for glasses, hence its value to the optical pro-

fossion.

Murine Makes Weak Eyes Strong
and Cures all Inflamed Conditions

Two Sizes, 50c. end $1.25

BANENE Tianene has won a strong place with physicians, opticians and the
people. It is taken internally, 8 drops three times daily. Balletic

stimulates the circulation in and about the eve, thus making it possible for glasses to
be worn with comfort, when in many cases such results would not be attained.

BANENE will remove Floating Spots, relieves a heavy feeling in the eyes,
clears the retina of congestion.

BANENE with MURINE %yin absorb any cataract that will yield to absorption,
and, while results are not 4r/ways positive, the treatment is so pleasant and inex-
pensive that a trial should be given; the afflicted eye will in every case be greatly
benefitted. Price, per bottle, $1.25

UNGUENTUM HYDRO-MURINE Murine Forms

A REMEDY FOR DISEASED EYE-LIDS
Stops the growth of a pterygium, and removes little pimples, lumps, styes and cysts
that form on the lids. Unguentum Hydro-Murine removes scales from eye-lids, is
a most successful remedy for LOSS OF EVE-LASHES. Unguentum Hydro-Murine
should be rubbed freely on the eye-lids at night upon retiring. 'The results of this
treatment are always prompt and positive. This remedy is most potent in all forms of
Conjunctivitis, and in fact embodies all the curative qualities of MURINE.

Price, per package, $1.00

SULPHO-FERRINE CONCErhtfwgytil TONIC
IN EYE CASES

Is a general tonic of the very highest character. It improves the appetite, assists In
digestion, enriches the blood, and should be taken in all cases where a DEBILITATED
or NERVOUS CONDITION exists, and continued during the local treatment.
SVLPHO-FERKINE is highly appreciated both by the medical profession and

the people, as a safe and effective tonic for professional men, students, and all brain
workers. Per bottle, $1.00

OLINS RED CLOVER COMPOUND
PINK TABLETS

For Sore Eyes Resulting From Blood Disorders
We prepare this remedy in tablets for diseased conditions of the blood. It should be
used ill all affections of the eye and ear, where a blood disorder is present, and
together with MURINE is acknowledged as the best treatment for sore eyes resulting
from blood disorders. Price, $1.50

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS

Prepared in Laboratory of MURINE EYE REMEDY CO
ENTIRE TENTH FLOOR MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO

Geneva 15.0o

Superior
Binocular

The most successful combination field and theater
glass ever placed on the market.

The equal in magnifying power, field view and
clearness of definition to other binoculars costing twice
as much.

Extensively advertised in the leading magazines and having a phenomenal sale. Every optical dealer should
have the " Geneva Superior " in stock. Send for terms and discounts and for sample copy of our beautiful booklet,
" The Near Distance," which we give to our sales agents for distribution among their customers.

Geneva Optical Co., Geneva, N.Y.
N. B. Geneva R Work is accurate. Try it.

THE MOST POPULAR OPTICAL WORK If= THE OPTICIAN'S MANUAL
This book is universally recognized as the most practical work on optical science and the most reliable guide in optical

practice. It is commended by optical teachers, used as a class book in optical schools, and consulted as an authority of
absolute trustworthiness by practicing opticians. It is teacher, text-book and consulting optician, all in one—a necessity
to the student and indispensable to the practitioner.

The new edition, just issued, is hound in silk cloth and printed on heavy
paper-422 pages, colored plates and numerous illustrations.

PRICE, postpaid to all parts of the world, $2.00 (Bs. 4d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE
leth and Brown Sta., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

We were Granted the
HIGHEST AWARD at the
Paris Exposition

e give an absolute guarantee with our goods
and Nvi I willingly replace without charge any of our make

of goods that do not come up fully to the guarantee. The
wholesale and retail trade can therefore sell B. S. 0. goods
with perfect confidence of their giving the fullest satisfaction.
More than this cannot be offered or expected.

Our line of Ideal Goods are admitted by the trade to
be the Best Goods for the Money on the market

MACE B. SHORT, Pres.
GE°, W. PEARCE, secy.

INCORPORATED 1900

Medal awarded to the B. S. 0. Gold Filled Optical Goods
exhibited at the Paris Exposition. This was the HIGHEST
AWARD to any optical house in the world.

Our New Catalogue is ready for distribu-
tion. It is double the size of our last one.
It shows a complete line of our well-known
and popular

GOLD FILLED,
SILVERINE and 0J0

FRAMES
Also Springs, Guards, Temples and other
Optical Goods.

We will send it FREE, on application, to dealers

OUR GOODS CAN BE HAD OF
ALL LEADING JOBBERS

PINTER NERNEV, Treas.
S. J. CLumm, Sum.

'BAY STATE OPTICAL COMPANY
Manufacturers of  Optical Goods ATTLEBORO, MASS.

L. MANASSE CO.
Importers, Manufacturers
and Jobbers in

105 Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Optical, Mathematical and

Meteorological Instruments

embracing Spectacles, Eye-Glasses and Materials
Trial Cases and Optical Machinery
Opera, Field and Spy Glasses
Microscopes, Magnifying Glasses
Magnetic Compasses
Drawing Tools and Supplies and
Engineering Instruments
Barometers, Thermometers
Stereopticons, Magic Lanterns and Views

and many other Novelties contained in our various Catalogues, which
we issue as follows and which will be sent on application:

CATALOGUE PART 2—Mathematical Instruments
CATALOGUE PART 3—Barometers, Thermometers, etc.
CATALOGUE PART 4—Magic Lanterns, Stereopticons and Views
CATALOGUE PART 5-Trade Catalogue of Spectacles, Eye-Glasses,

Trial Cases and all Optical Instruments

PARIS OFFICB: 24 & 26 Rue dcs Petitis.11otels, Place La Fayette, Paris, Francc

LONDON OFFICE: 40 Hatton Garden, London, England
GERMAN OFFICB: Furth, Bavaria, Germany

"When you think of Cases
Think of Koenen"

Why? Because our cases are neat and stylish. They are made to fit the
glasses and they fulfill their mission. They will give satisfaction
in every detail, PRICE and DURABILITY included,

NILILLIe Ill Steel alla
A I u i rn Moulds

No. 836. Closed,

No. 836. Open.

The above style made in three
sizes, as follows :

No. 836 for Frameless Eye-
glasses.

No. 876 for Eyeglasses or
Riding Bows.

No. 926 for large Riding Bows.

The Clam-Shell Style
is made in two sizes for offset
eyeglasses ; also with a high
dome for long studs or tilted
springs.

_

No. 816 for Frameless Eyeglasses.
No. 820 for Laren Eyeglasses.

:Medium, NO, 676, Largo, No. 926,

Manufactured and patented
by

A.Koenen& Bro.
81 Nassau Street

New York, U. S. A.



We Have Received the Only Medals Given at the Paris
Exposition to the United States for Trial Cases and

Superiority of Spectacles and Eyeglasses

Makers d TRIAL CASES. Complete Line
From Ilio.00 to $100.00

For office or traveling, in Quartered Oak, Mahogany, Cherry or with Bevel Plate
Top, also in Morocco and Seal Leather. Finest cases made.

Send for Catalogue of Illustrations.

INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES• We make and carry in
stock a full assortment of First and Second Quality, in No. 1, 0, 00 eye,
in white, blue or sapphire, ruby or rose, smoke—in dull edge or polished.

SKELETON LENSES are symmetrical in form. Carried in stock in 0 and
Automatically Ground 00 eye, Pcx. and Pcc., 2 holes, 3 holes, 4 holes, at

medium prices.

DEPARTMENT.—Send for
r New Reduced Prescription List

of Lenses and Frames. Work returned same day received.

If you use Cylinders or Compounds in quantities, would
be pleased to quote prices on your stock orders.

SPENCER OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO., 15 Maiden Lane, New York, N.Y.

WARNER 6 SWASEY
PRISM FIELD GLASSES

EIGHT PO...a P. ONE-HALF SIZE.

" UNIVERSAL."
PRICE, $45.00.

14//

FPowerful as a Telescope.
Small as an Opera-Glass.

THESE INSTRUMENTS REPRESENT
1—GREATEST POSSIBLE OPTICAL EFFICIENCY.

)—HIGHEST POSSIBLE MECHANICAL PERFECTION.
3—MOST SCIENTIFIC AND ELEGANT DESIGN.4-LEAST NUMBER OF PARTS.5-LIGHTEST WEIGHT.

6—UTMOST CONVENIENCE IN USE.

SEND FOR 1901 BOOKLET.

THE WARNER 0 SWASEY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

E GHT POWER. ONE4IA1F SIZE.

"INDIVIDUAL."
PRICE, &moo.

"%eft

 *r..1111 rANT4
40-4
4leVe

LARGe SALESOur Motto
SMALL PROFITS

SNAP No. 20

10 K. Gold Filled Frames
$r4

per Dozen, Net Cash

Send 35 Cents for Sample Prf■rn

The above can be had in Riding Bow, Straight Bow, Offset, Adjustable or Regular Clip. 1, 6,•or oo Eye.
Our immense stock enables us to fill orders same day received.

THE TORIC OPTICAL CO., Ei Kornfdd mgr
32 East Twenty-third Street, New York

Do not neglect to send for our new style Prescription Book.

At ea%
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DOINGS OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETIES

American Association

ED. KEYSTONE:—The dates for holding the annual

meeting of the American Association of Opticians, at

Chicago, have been set for Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday, August 13, 14, 15 and 16, foot.

On account of the many important subjects that will be

presented to the society at this meeting, the executive

committee has decided to hold a four-days' session,

instead of three, as heretofore.
The following-named opticians have been accepted

as members of the association : J. L. Hunker, Asper,

Cal.; Max Stern, Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. M. U. Cousin

De Le Mar, Detroit, Mich.; Dr. V. B. Thayer, Mem-

phis, Tenn.; J. Valaras Bonnette, M.D., Pollock, La.;

Walter Wyatt, Peoria, Ill.; J. M. Johnston, Chicago,

Ill. ; J. T. Brayton, Chicago, Ill. ; Frank Davis Osmond,

Sedalia, Mo.; James Littlefield, Topeka, Kans.; J. C.

Gibson, Northport, N.Y.; Samuel Wood, White City,

Kans.; James P. MaLin, San Diego, Cal.; H. E.

Tuttle, Jefferson, Ohio ; Morris Cheska, Dayton, Ohio;

Gertrude Ayers, Glencoe, Minn.; Dr. C. M. Stanton,

Minneapolis,Minn.; E. S. Bugbee, Minneapolis, Minn.;

Mark Walzinski, Vancouver, British Columbia ; Pearl

L. Sagebiel, Dayton, Ohio ; J. H. Arnold, Columbus,

Ind.; Dr. Horace I-ichty, Easton, Pa.; H. C. Lederer,

Springfield, Tenn.; Geo. M. C. Bartmess, Clinton,

Ind. ; A. Smith, Wellsburg, W. Va.

JOHN H. ELLIS, Secretary.

Minnesota Leads

The next meeting of the Minnesota Optical Asso-

ciation will be held at St. Paul, June 4th. It will

probably be a gala meeting, as it is the first anniversary

of its organization and at the same time plans will be

laid for future action. A number of applications for

membership are already in the hands of the secretary,

but still more are wanted. The expense is so small no

one can say they cannot afford it, and it must be

remembered that " in union there is strength " and if

the good work, just commenced, is to be kept up all

should join together and not leave it for the few to

bear the brunt of the battle. The larger the member-

ship, the better and more effective will be the work.

The Minnesota State Optical Association has

proved itself an extraordinary good hustler by being

the first to succeed in passing a law through its State

legislature regulating the practice of optometry.

Organized last June, it is proving by its work that

Western hustle and hard work is a good thing. While

the law is possibly not all that could be desired, it is

certainly a great advancement over no law at all. The

argument was used that a half loaf is better than none,

and the Minnesota opticians are very thankful for the

half loaf. Much of the credit for the success of the

bill is due particulary to four members, Frank Heitz-

man and Frank A. Upham, of St. Paul ; Secretary

C. A. Snell, Minneapolis, and S. B. Millard, Litchfield,

who spent a great deal of time working with legisla-

tors. This, without disparaging the work done by

other members, which was not a little. Each one

seemed to take the right interest and to call on their

local representative for help. The crowning point of

all is the fact that the cry started when the law was

first suggested that " it will take money " has been

proven not to be a fact.
Minnesota lawmakers proved not to be boodlers,

as there was not one cent spent in this manner. Using

this as an example, it can safely be said to sister asso-

ciations, don't by it. By careful wording, not antago-

nizing the M. D.'s and others, there was no fight with

them ; it being recognized than an M. D. was entitled

to his rights as well as everyone else. Now we opti-

cians have been recognized as a profession and placed

on equal footing with others, which is victory enough.

It now lies with the governor to name his board

of examiners, and with them to make a success of it.

At this writing this board has not been named, but the

appointments are expected daily. The governor has

been given a list of members of the State Association,

to assist him in his selections, and probably will make

his appointments from this list. With this in effect the
necessity of the association being active is just begin-
ning, and it is hoped that by the June meeting the

membership list will be at least doubled, and it is
hoped every optician in the State will make it his

personal business to see his name entered on the rolls.

New England Association of Opticians

The monthly meeting of the New England Asso-

ciation of Opticians was held at Young's Hotel,

Boston, April 16th. The two applicants, S. C. Hewett

and H. W. Thompson, having passed a satisfactory

examination, were elected to membership. The corn-

mittee on constitution and by-laws recommended a

number of changes. They were deemed advisable

and were laid over for future action. The banquet

committee reported that the Hotel Brunswick had

been selected for the annual banquet, and that it had

been decided to invite the ladies to attend as the inno-

vation proved so successful a year ago.
The nominating committee made the following

nominations for officers of the association : President,

C. N. Quimby ; first vice-president, C. D. Tucker;

second vice-president, J. Smith, Jr.; secretary, G. A.

Barron ; treasurer, W. L. Thomas. Executive com-

mittee : F. E. Margot, C. S. Hart, E. P. Wells, W. R.

Donovan, E. M. Parks. Trustees of Defence Fund:

B. S. Palmer, W. D. Ward, H. L. Klein, C. H. Bennett.

The report was accepted and these names will

appear on printed ballot, with space for others if any

care to vote for names not in the list.
At the conclusion of the executive session Chan-

ning M. Wells, of the American Optical Co., was intro-

duced by Edwin P. Wells, and addressed the meeting

on " The Optical Business Viewed from a Manufactory

Standpoint."

Opticians at the Buffalo Exposition

Buffalo, New York, will be the mecca of all opti-

cians on June 25th, 26th and 27th, these dates having

been fixed for the holding of the fifth annual meeting

of the Optical Society of the State of New York.

The committee of arrangements were in Buffalo

last week and perfected the details for holding this

meeting. They secured the parlors of the Y. M. C. A.,

ro West Mohawk Street, as the place for holding the

meeting, and the association will give the society, free,

the benefit of its bureau of information, that has been

opened and will be maintained during the Pan-Ameri-

can Exposition, that is to be held in that city during

the next six months.
The bureau will be prepared to answer questions

and give information regarding boarding places, hotels,

rates, special attractions at the exposition, places of

interest in and around Buffalo and any general infor-

mation that will add to the comfort and pleasure of

the visitor. The State society may consider itself

fortunate in having the assistance of this association.

Any opticians who have not already found places

to stay while in Buffalo, can correspond directly with

the chairman of the executive committee, W. D. Oertel,

600 North Salina Street, Syracuse, N. Y., who has

charge of these details, and who through the associa-

tion, will be able to find them suitable lodging places

at rates ranging from 50 cents to $2.00 per night. The

association has on its list about thirty of the most

desirable places to be found in Buffalo. The earlier

the arrangements the better the accommodations. If

the members are to be accompanied by ladies or de-

sire to be accommodated at private houses or hotels,

the association will be pleased to furnish information

or secure desirable places for them.

It has been arranged to hold the meetings of the

optical society in the evening, thus giving the visitors

a chance to attend the Exposition during the day.

The Failing Optical Co., 455 Main Street, has very

kindly offered the State Society the use of their

spacious store as headquarters for opticians during

the meeting.
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The principal feature of the meeting will be the
delivery of a number of scientific essays by the most

prominent men in the profession. It is expected to
have papers from such prominent men as C. F. Pren-
tice, L. L. Ferguson, A. Jay Cross and about fifteen
other opticians of prominence.

The officers of the society expect to make this
meeting the largest and most interesting of any ever
held in New York State. All opticians, whether mem-
bers of the society or not, are most cordially invited
to attend this meeting and are also invited to become
members. The committee having this matter in charge
is desirous of knowing how many to provide for, and
the opticians expecting to attend will confer a favor
upon the chairman of committee by informing him of
their intentions, as early as the first of June. A com-
plete programme of this meeting will be published in
the June KEYSTONE. The society is getting out a
souvenir programme, which will be mailed to all
opticians in New York State on or before June 1st.

The New York Society has sent the following
invitation to all other optical societies :

A very cordial invitation is hereby extended to the
officers and members of your society to attend the Fifth
Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of the State of
New York, to be held in the parlors of the Y. M. C. A.,
19 West Mohawk Street, Buffalo, N. Y., on the even-
ings of June 25th, 26th and 27th.

The officers of the society will endeavor to make
this meeting the most successful of any ever held in
this State. At this time the Pan-American Exposition
will be in full swing, and will be an extra incentive for
opticians to attend.

Arrangements have been made to take care of all
opticians who come, providing they will write to the

chairman of the executive committee, W. D. Oertel,
600 North Salina Street, Syracuse, of their intentions,
before June ist.

F. L. Sl1.1RT, Pres.

Canadian Association of Opticians

A meeting of the Canadian Association of Opti-

cians was held April 5th, at Toronto, with a fair
attendance. The first paper on the programme was
by Mr. Maybee, of St. Catherines, entitled " The
Financial Side of Refraction." This was followed by
a paper on " Frame Fitting," by Jerry Britton, of
Montreal. In the absence of Mr. Britton the paper
wss read by President Culverhouse. At the conclu-
sion of this paper an.adjournment was had for lunch,
and the members present were the guests of Mr.
Culverhouse at lunch at Thomas' Cafe. The meeting
was resumed at 2 P. M. and was opened by a paper
by L. G. Amsden, of Toronto, entitled " Some Things

We Can Do." In his paper Mr. Amsden recom-
mended the society to make provisions for official
oversight over one of the Canadian optical institutes;
also to take charge of a department, in the associa-

tion's interest, in the Canadian Ofilician. He ex-
pressed the belief that Canadian opticians needed

improvement along the line of education, which could

not be accomplished unless the association, or a

similar organization, would unite in assisting the opti-

cal schools. Speaking for the institution he is con-

nected with, he 'stated that they would welcome such
assistance from the association and would be glad to
have the association supervise the instructions of the

school. As to the length of the course, he stated this
should not take less than one month's instruction. A
committee was later appointed to consider the recom-

mendations made in this paper, and it is expected
they will present a report at the next meeting.
" Anisometropia " was the subject of the next

paper, which was presented by its author, E. A.

Lewis, and was followed by a discussion which
brought out many new ideas in connection with the
subject. H. L. Batting followed with a description of

the " Cross Retino-Skiameter." After a vote of
thanks had been passed to the Canadian Ophthalmic
College for the use of the lecture room for the sessions,
the meeting adjourned.



ECLIPSE CASES
The Standard of the Optical World

ECLIPSE R. B. NUMBER 8
A LONG=FELT WANT

Preserves adjustment of temples. " Easy to insert or remove"
glasses. Always in sight.

ECLIPSE NUMBER 1, For Frameless Glasses. Solid steel
body, reinforced hinge, leather or metal flap.

ECLIPSE NUMBER 6. For Frameless. Combination steel
back and sides, papier mache top.

ECLIPSE NUMBER 2. Steel body and lid.

ECLIPSE NUMBER 4. High guard and handles.
ECLIPSE NUMBER 7. Take in any guard. Block in. high

For sale by All Leading Jobbers

Win. Birmingham & Co.
Manufacturers

4054 & 4056 Haverford Ave., PHILADELPHIA

PEERLESS

A Production of the 20th Century

A

PERFECT

EYE-

GLASS

FOR

WEARER

AND

FITTER.

WHY?
Because it is one piece, therefore perfectly adjustable, same

as a saddle bridge, to the correct pp. distance, position of lenses nearer
or farther from the eye, and position of guards to secure greatest
amount of ease and security.

Also not a screw in the entire eyeglass, consequently no wabbling
eyeglasses.

Pat'd April 22, '99; Aug. 25, '99;
Nov. 3, '96 ; Dee. 1, '06.

STAMPED OUT IN ONE PIECE AND THEN BENT INTO SHAPE.

We will send on application, free, a three-color poster design, same
:Lbove illustration, lox 15, and can supply advertising electros as

wiow, price, 35 cents single column ; 6o cents two-column width.

J. M. 0 A. C. JOHNSTON
84 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

SEND FOR SAMPLE SET IN NICKEL

You get a $25.00 Optical Course

for $8.00
when you enroll with the American Optical College,
Detroit, Mich. This is what you get for your money—we
have had many a student tell us so.

OUR DIPLOMA gives prestige. For why ? We will
never sell one, we will never date one back.

OUR FEE for the full course, including Diploma, is $8.00,
payable two dollars in advance and the balance in weekly pay-
ments of one dollar.

American Optical College
Box 77 DETROIT, MICH.

An Invaluable Eye Remedy 

The Great GOMM Ego Water
From the Original Prescription

of the late Dr. Agnew

A harmless preparation with
wonderful curative properties. Its
immediate effect in cases of chronic
or acute conjunctivitis, bletharitis
or scaly eyelids, burning, smarting
or itching of the eyes or inflamma-
tion from any cause is phenomenal.

Twenty-five years on the market. Sold by thousands of jewelers
and opticians, with great satisfaction.

This formula IS NOT the product °Cony optician or eye special-
ist, BUT IS from one of America's greatest ophthalmic surgeons.

Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box.
Price. 816.50 per gross. 81.63 per dozen. Customer's
business card on each bottle if 6 dozen or more are ordered.

Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor,

W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Tire"Ideal" Post Screw Lock
PATENTED DEC. II, 1900

di 
ECREw UNLOCKED SCREW LOCKED

The simplest device for preventing the post screws in eyeglasses of any kind from loosening.
The post screw has a polygonal head of five sides, giving ten points of contact. The sides of box
are deep enough in the center to hold the screw firmly, the screwdriver easily removing the screw
when necessary. After setting the screw, press side of post against the flat side of the screw (seeillustration). No extra part, inexpensive, neater appearance, quickly adjusted. Manufactured in
all styles of frames and mountings, by AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.,
For sale by all Jobbers In Optical Goods. Southbridge, Mass.
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TRADE 0. Co. MARK

Ask your jobber for our

Warranted 5 Years

Gold Filled Spectacle
Number

66
Said to be the best for the money. No doubt about it.

All exposed parts covered with Rolled Gold—NOT
ELECTRO=PLATED.

Sample sent by mail on receipt of so cents.

NATIONAL OPTICAL CO.
11th & Mifflin Streets,

PHILADELPHIA

One Dollar to Me
Means many to you.

The Optician who ,,se s my

"52 OPTICAL ADS."
will soon have his customers
remarking : " I saw your ad."

Until they DO say that,
his advertising is not as effec-
tive as it should be.

Do yours say that?
My ads. will make them do it.

Your dollar back it they don't.

R. A. DAVIS
Springfield, Tennessee

$15 GETS A COMPLETEThorough, Practical, Up-
to-date Correspondence Course In
Optics. Write us for Prospectus.

Kalamazoo School of Optics
Kalamazoo, Mich., Box 146

Elll Paint Elloglass Cuter
A special creation.
Unlike all others.
A clinging beauty.
Gold filled 'with life.
30 cents spot cash.
Either part, 15 cents.
If returned, money sent back.

W.H.ELY &CO. Middletown, Conn.

Kellam 0 Moore's
COLLEGE Q./ OPTICS
(1,,,,•,pontie(I) Atlanta, Ga.
Two Courses—ATTENDANCE and

CORRESPONDENCE

The demand of the hour is for scientific
opticians, not for mere dealers in glasses.
special education is required, and olir Col-
lege Is practical, scientific and progres,i,■•
in its methods. 110-011r diploma i ilSti 1.1,
thorough qualification.

Address Kellam ec Moore's College
of Optics, Atlanta, 0a.

[Or The Northwestern
College of Optometry

A THOROUGH COURSE ON THE USE OF THE RETINOSCOPE.

NEW IDEAS. Can save you time and money. UP TO DATE.

Do you lo-io

THE GREAT FRENCH EYE WATER?

Sold by all jobbara

P. A. Upham
Ill Er.,nst Scverstli St.

ST. PAUL" MINN.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

/ The

WHIM
Eye

A Twenty-first Century
Advertising Device

Not only up to date, but a little ahead.
New, novel and attractive—creates talk, and comment,

and business. Lifelike in appearance and action.
Eye, two feet. Made of aluminum and papier-mache.

Operated by spring power—can be used and moved
any place.

An investment—not an expense as in most adver-
tising. Nothing like it on the market.

To but one man in each town. Write to-day for
descriptive matter.

Dr. T. P. Thompson
Cor. State and Monroe Sts.

CHICAGO
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Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss STEREO Binocular with Focusing Attachment
The only glass having full stereoscopic power

Bausch & Lomb Binocular with Focusing Attachment

TRADE WINNERS
Ever since their first introduction into the market our

" Bausch & Lomb—Zeiss STEREO " and " Bausch & Lomb"
Binoculars have been accorded a welcome by the public and
by the trade which has amply demonstrated the superiority of
this type of glass, the excellence of our workmanship and the
popular desire for " the best of its kind." We are now able
to still further popularize these glasses by the addition of our

ONE HAND FOCUSING
Attachment, which, while retaining all the excellent features
of separate adjustment for either eye, permits the user to
readily obtain what little adjustment he may need and to
pass the glass to friends for their use in the ordinary way.
The focusing attachment adds but a trifle to the weight,
and its mechanical accuracy and freedom of movement can
be relied upon as the best which can be produced. Ask your
jobber for them and for descriptive booklets.

Bausch CI Lomb Optical Co.
New York ROCHESTER, N. Y. Chicago

Astigmatism Made Easy
with the

S. f3 C. Astigmometer
An Invention Based on Optic-al Principles

A Few Reasons Why Every Optician
Should Procure One

I.

11 1.

IV.
V.

VI.

Determines axis, lenticular and corneal astigmatism.
Spasm of accommodation does not affect the result.
Much quicker and more accurate than the trial-case
test, thus saving operator's time and patient's temper.
Shows all astigmatism, from a quarter D. up.
A child could operate it.

Price, only SI.75

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
This is to certify that I have studied and used the Astigmometer invented by H. T.

Schlegel, of Peoria, and am prepared to say that it la constructed upon scientific prin-
ciples, is Ingeniously devised and finely executed, and in a marked degree gives accu-
rate results in actual practice. I most heartily recommend it to students of optical laws
and to opticians generally as a quick and accurate means of determining astigmatism.

B. T. ALLEN, A. M., M. D., Ph. D.,
Chicago, Ill.

S°1"Y H. T. SCHLEGEL CO.
406 Hamlin Building, Peoria, Ill.

If personal checks are sent, 15 cents must be added for exchange.

Last Course before graduation begins April 1st. SPECIAL COURSES in Geometry, Algebra,
Trigonometry anti Physiological Optics will he arranged by the instructor, MISS Annie E. Maculaster,
at her office, 185 Summer Street, room ;IOC, front 9 A. 51. to by. M.

Klein Achool of Optics
2 RUTLAND STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Knowledge, Application, Practice are the fundamental principles upon which
this School is founded.

It employs the best scientific and mechanical
instructors.

It gives more real practical experience than
any other similar school.

It limits the number of students.

It does not give correspondent courses.
It charges more than any other school, but is

the cheapest in the end.
If you wish to become a REAL OPTICIAN,

this is the school for you.

Address KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS, 2 Rutland Street, Boston, Mass.

None "Betterffmetal thitaindinougr
Bow ow Case

COMPACT AND
HANDY

Made of the best steel,
and so arranged as to keep
the glasses in place when
opening the case. Has an
adjustable fastener, which
also prevents the case from
crushing. The hinge is
stayed with muslin, to make
it strong and durable.

The Best Case for
Rimless Spectacles

Will take extra long shank.

Manufactured and Patented by SIMPLEX "HUB" No. 180

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.
SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS. 77 Chelsea St., East Boston, Mass.Send for Catalogue.

Skiascopy and the Use of the Retinoscope
is the most complete and practical work ever written on

the Shadow Test, a knowledge of which is
necessary to every optician.

It contains 230 pages, with copious illustra- Published by THE KEYSTONE,
nous and colored plates. PRICE, 111.50. , 19th be Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Doings of the Optical Societies

New York City Optical Society
The monthly meeting of the Optical Society of

the City of New York was htld at the Fffth Avenue
Hotel, on the evening of April loth. After the regular
course lecture by Prof. Fox, and the reading of the
minutes, applications for membership were received
from J. H. Valentine, of Brooklyn, and P. W. Hoff-
man, of New York. The balance of the session was
devoted to a discussion on education and legislation.
L. L. Ferguson proposed a plan of much importance
to the opticians of the whole State, and after a full
and free discussion his recommendations were adopted
and will be duly laid before the State and other local
societies in the State for their consideration. The
work done by Mr. Ferguson in the matter was warmly
commended by several of the speakers, and if carried
to a successful issue will mean much to the well being
of New York opticians.

Iowa Optical Society
DES -MOINES, IOWA, April 20, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Let me urge every optician in
Iowa to meet with the Iowa Association of Opticians
in Des Moines, June 12th and 13th, next. It is a grati-
fying fact that all who attend one of our meetings
make it a point to attend every year. Last year's
meeting was unusually interesting and instructive.
We are now too strong, with good prospects for more
than doubling our membership this year. At this
writing the Minnesota Optical Association's bill has
passed the Senate with only two or three dissenting
votes. Meet with us and help us decide what is best
in the matter of legislation in Iowa. Do we want it or
do we not? If we do, what shall be its nature?

The committee on legislation will report something
that will bring out discussion of deepest interest to all.

Among other attractions procured by the enter-
tainment committee there will be an interesting and
helpful talk by Walter Wyatt, president of the Illinois
Association of Opticians. HARRY P. HOLMES,

President of the Iowa Association I ,f Opticians.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
The Pennsylvania Optical Society will hold a

special meeting and smoker at the office of C. A.
Longstreth, 228 Market Street, Philadelphia, on Tues-
day evening, May 14, 1901, at eight o'clock.

The exercises will consist of a quiz class. Every
member of the association is requested to send to the
secretary between now and May loth two questions
relating to some branch of optics, eye testing, the
fitting of frames, or anything else in which you are
interested or about which you wish to be informed.
At the meeting each question will be read in turn by
the chairman and, as no name will be given with the
question, it will be strictly impersonal, and the members
will give their ideas as to the correctness of the
answers given by the chairman, or express their views
on the subject.

This will produce a discussion on various practical
topics, and will be advantageous to every one of us.
Each member of the association will have the privilege
of bringing one friend with him.

D. V. BROWN,
Chairman of committee on special meetings.

THEE KEYSTONE

Indiana Optical Society
The next meeting of the above society will be held

on June 4th and 5111 at Elwood. As important busi-
ness will come up at the meeting, it is desirable that
the attendance be as large as possible.

Tennessee Optical Society
The first annual meeting of the Tennessee Optical

Society will be held in Memphis on May 29th. We are
safe in anticipating that there will be a good attend-
ance, as the meeting is to be held at the same time
and in the same city as the Confederate Reunion, and
there is a railroad rate of one cent a mile from all
points of the State.

California Optical Association
The California Association of Opticians at its

ninth quarterly meeting, on April 15th, in the city of
San Francisco, formally changed its title to the Cali-
fornia State Association of Opticians. The discussion
incidental to the change of name, and the rewording
of the constitution and by-laws, together with the
election of a San Francisco resident corresponding
and recording secretary, precluded all other business
and incidentally disappointed the out-of-town mem-
bers, who had attended the .meeting solely to hear and
discuss a lecture by Optician Anson P. Hall, of Visa-
lia, Cal., on glaucoma and trachoma.

Albert J. Schollay, of San Francisco, was unani-
mously elected to succeed Secretary G. L. Schneider,
of Stockton. The next meeting, the third Monday in
July, will possess unusually strong attractions, em-
bracing a variety of instrumental demonstrations. Dr.
Hall's postponed lecture on glaucoma and trachoma
will be delivered then.

Colorado Optical Association
The annual meeting of the Colorado Optical

Association was held, April Toth, at the residence of
Vice-President R. B. Finch, at No. 1406 Humboldt
Street, Denver. The place of meeting offered advan-
tages in It social way not obtainable in a public hall,
and owing to the liberal provision made by the host
for the entertainment of those who attended, the
meeting was a most pleasing one. After music by
Paul Weiss the business of the evening was transacted.
The election of officers for ensuing year resulted as
follows : President, Robt. Brooks Finch ; vice-presi-
dent, J. C. Bloom ; secretary and treasurer, Robt. H.
Biegel ; corresponding secretary, E. H. Chapman;
directors, long term, G. E. Jacobs and W. S. Trow-
bridge ; short term, S. G. Lippencott and J. H. Gallup.

Eight new members were enrolled at the meeting
and a number of new applications received. The
treasurer's report showed the association in good
financial condition, while the committee reports dis-
played a good working organization that means much
for the safety and well-being of the opticians of Colo-
rado. At the close of the business session W. S.
Trowbridge read an interesting paper on " The Aim
of Optical Societies," after which a social hour was
spent on a vocal and instrumental programme fur-
nished by the members. Refreshments followed, and
the evening's enjoyment ended in a new " Prismatic"
march composed by the talented president, Robt.
Brooks Finch. The march was executed by Messrs.
Range, Green, Miller and Wigton.
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Optical Notes

os C. H. Jaquette, of Scotsdale, Pa., has added
an optical department to his jewelry store.

,ot The plant of the Stevens' Optical Co., which
was absorbed by the American Optical Co., has been
removed from Providence, R. I., to Southbridge, Mass.

„K John Einclin, optician, at Utica, N. Y., re-
moved to the Gardner Building from 56 Franklin
Square, where he had been located twenty-four years.

The Michigan Optical Co., of Detroit, Mich.,
recently increased their capital stock from $15,000 to
1F5o,000. A large addition to their factory is con-
templated.

.51 The Southwestern Optical Co., Kansas City,
Mo., has applied for a pro forma decree of incorpora-
tion. The incorporators are S. \Y. Lane, I. R. Lane
and E. A. Lane.

41 Julius King, of the Julius King Optical Co.,
of New York, who built a handsome cottage at the
Chatauqua Assembly last season, has been elected a
trustee of the assembly.

JA The Solomonson Optical Co., of Cleveland,
Ohio, celebrated their removal to 88 Euclid Avenue
with a public reception. The new store was crowded
with visitors both day and night.

ot Mrs. L. L. Freeman, a graduate of the North-
ern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology, at
Chicago, is now ill charge of her husband's business,
recently established at San Antonio, Tex.

,„it C. K. Haynes, of Jamestown, who has been
optician to the Chautauqua Assembly for the past two
years, declined the appointment for the coming season
that he may give his entire time to his practice.

Carl B. Rickarts, a son of Jeweler Charles
W. Rickarts, Rochester, N. Y., who served in the
army in Cuba and the Philippines, and who only re-
turned from the latter place in the early part of April,
is at present at the Philadelphia Optical College taking
their three months' attendant course.

,,ot P. Hermont and W. Levi have opened a
wholesale jobbing and manufacturing optical com-
pany in Toronto. G. W. Box, formerly foreman of
the frame department of Cohen Bros., has taken the
same position under the new firm, and H. H. Scar-
borough is in charge of the lens department.

41 Many of our optical readers will regret to hear
of the death of Stephen Marx, of Detroit, Mich.,
president of the Michigan Optical Co., who died at his
home April 4th, aged seventy-eight years. His death
was due to old age and a recent attack of the grip.
Mr. Marx was born in Germany, but emigrated to
America in 1846. He settled in Wisconsin, but later
moved to Detroit. He was a prominent figure in
German orders and societies, and bore quite a reputa-
tion as a poet and author.

The members of the Minnesota Optical So-
ciety, who engineered the passage of the law regulating
optical practice in that State, are enthusiastic over the
splendid work of Senator Sweningsen in taking up the
bill, fathering it and following it through the Senate
and House, steering it clear of all obstacles and
cleverly avoiding opposition. Such excellent service
merits the recognition and gratitude of the opticians.
The singular action of two members of the society in
opposing the bill created much adverse criticism,
which was not lessened by the subsequent efforts of
the opposing members to secure appointments on the
board.
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on Watch Dials
anti Gaps.

e'r Price,
. 75 Cents.

Singleorgnmp
pictures.

.
Sample Dial,
26 Cents.

ELMORE CO. ,
115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

B. MAYER

The Great Money-Saver for You

otters the best goods in the market for the
lowest prices. Write for samples before
you huy elsewhere, and you can be sure
you will be pleased in every way.

B. MAYER
Manufacturer, importer and Jobbing Optician

550 N. Gay St., Baltimore, Md.

U. WORK tilled and mailed same day as received.
Mayer's Great German Eye Water, 81.20 per

dozen Wales,

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM to all subscribing to the

" Canadian Optician "
set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 5, in black
and gold, on embossed bristol board—rich and

1.—Aaii.the.

2.—Another one or nine Window Cards, 9 x 7,
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3.—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustration, t ype-setting, etc. They ate
spectacle-selling talks.

4,—A copy of an Advertising Booklet, explain-
leg the importance of vision, phenomena of
sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told in
plain language.

cAiallnth,e, above, together with the a' Canadian Opti-
for one year, sent on receipt of $1.00.

Address " Canadian Optician,"
24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.
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R. M. HARDING
One of the Well-Known and Popular Auctioneers

who has made large and profitable sales throughout the United States and
Canada. No stock too large or too fine for me to handle.. I guarantee success.
I fulfill all engagements that I make. Correspondence confidential. Write me
for terms, references and full particulars.

Room 306 Columbus Memorial Building

CHICAGO

Jewelers' Realizer

D. 0. Herndon,

AUCTIONS
PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED
FOR
ESTABLISHED
JEWELERS
ONLY.

References from
jewelers all over
the United States
on application, or
write any whole-
sale jewelry house
in Kansas City, as
all of them know
me and my ability
well. If thinking
of a sale, drop me
a line.

Jewelers'
Realizer

Office, 505 New York Life Building

TELEPHON E 2341. KANSAS CITY, MO.

jewelry 
Auctioneer

E. R. TYLER
Room 306-103 State Street

CHICAGO

I am a practical auctioneer of ex-
perience a n d honest methods.
All my sales are conducted on
purely business principles. I
treat all correspondence confiden-
tially, and promptly answer all
letters. 1 shall be pleased to have
you drop me a line if this inter-
ests you.

A Rightly-Run Repair Department
requires that you keep a record of and guarantee all watch repairs. These
requisites mean a systematized business and satisfied customers.

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
has space for 160o entries of repairs with printed headings. It is made of
pure linen ledger paper, has 120 pages measuring 9 x I I inches and is bound
in cloth with leather back and corners.

The Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
contains 200 printed guarantee forms with stubs. Each stub is 3% x 74
inches and is very carefully worded. The book is bound in cloth and is
the cheapest of its kind procurable.

Either book will be sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of One Dollar (4:2).

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

NEW YORK and CHICAGO
I chef:rig° any man in the world to show a better record of successful sales than I can chow. I have made the best sales ever made in New YorkCity and Chicago. I sold January and February in New York City, March and part of April in Chicago, whn e my sales run from $200 to 81000 per dayat a profit of 10 to 25 per cent, over cost, and I sold 110 cheap goods—nothing but fine goods, such as Music Boxes, Solid Gold and Solid Silver, Cut Glass

and Diamonds. No salesman has ever showed such a record in such flue stocks as I have. I am now making my second sale inside of two years for the
Washburn Jewelry Co., of Anderson, Ind., who had tried three different men before me, but all fell down. My sales for them have averaged $300 per day
at 25 per cent. net profit over cost. Now read the clipping of the National Auctioneer, April Ist, 1901, printed in the interests of the auction business at
Chicago, Ill., by M. Comings. Read the press notices of leading papers of America, and I offer 81000 to any one who will find any of the notices or my
references in any way to be false stories. Now, if you are RR up-to-date business man, write inc. My terms are the same as a cheap skate who kills your
business by his foul words on the stand or his ignorance of how to conduct a refined and successful sale. Then write use to my old address,

3 Maiden Lane, Room 61, NEW YORK, or 126 State Street, Room 602, CHICAGO, ILL.
DAN. I. MURRAY,America's Leading Art

an Jewelry Auctioneer.
Dan. I. Murray, the jewelry auctioneer, appears to be forging ahead at a great rate. Ile had a large and successful sale of music boxes in New York

City in February, which had been tried by others, who failed. lie then had a 820,000 sale of rugs, draperies and objects of art at Wilkesbarre, Pa., afterwhich he returned to New York City and had a great sale on Broadway, of tine art goods, bric-a-brac etc., for some large importing houses. Daniel hailsfrom the Great West, but seems to be setting a somewhat rapid pace for those Eastern Knights of the hammer. lie also does a large business as a diamond
broker, at cut rates, and has offices at 126 State St., Chicago, and 3 Maiden Lane, New York --The National Auctioneer.

A ciENTLEmAN AUCTIONeER.
If you have not yet heard the auctioneer now closing out. the stock of the French and Oriental Art Rooms, 55 West Market St., you have certainlymissed hearing a gentlemanly auctioneer. His description of the objects sold is artistic and unique and he is without doubt the finest salesman that hasever visited the city, in fact an artist in his line. On inquiry it was learned his name is Dan. I. Murray, a noted art salesman of New York City. It is

worth a visit to this store to see and hear Mr. Murray.—Wilkesbarre (Pa.) Leader.
A great auctioneer—the gentleman now closing out the fine jewelry stock of Chas. II. Harsch, 1005 Walnut St., is the finest salesman ever heard ofIn this city. His name is Dan. I. Murray, of Chicago.—The Kansas City Star, Kansas City, life., December 14, 1900.
The gentleman now conducting the sale of the Shuster Jewelry stock is the finest salesman ever heard in this city. We learn his name is Dan. I.

Murray, of Chicago.— IVashinyton (D. C.) Morning Times, May 12, 1900.
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We are Headquarters for Order Work
such as CLASS PINS, BADGES. RING MOUNT-

INGS and GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
Doubtless ours is the place you have been looking for.

We solicit a trial order.

J. F. Plimley Manufacturing Jeweler,
9 Repairer to the Trade

34 Bennett Building, DETROIT, MICH.

eSnd f) ie Jewelry
Order Work Price-Lit

and Repairing
My Specialty

Zeiincrp 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

Souvenir
Spoons
of any locality

Chas.A.Stahl,Jr.
Providence, R. I.

Souvenir
Friendship Hearts
of any locality. Send photo.
or prints with orders.

1.1cre., R. I.
Chas. A. iSrtoavhidll 
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Best Earth

MANUFACTURED BY

F. H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago, III.
For Sale by all Jobbers.
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w. E. CLO1Y Surre.•or,

Room 130 3 
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Columbus Memorial Building
CHICAGO.
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LEARN

ENGRAVING

from us and learn it
correctly. We will
receive applications
now for space corn-
mencing Feb. I, igoi.

See our ad. in Oct.
Keystone.

EI
THE

emington
Standard Typewriter

Mckof Boom & BeRedici
144 Madison Street

Chicago, Ill.

Lou Barnhart 624 W. Madison St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

SItlanufacturer of Fine

Watch and Spectacle
Mammoth, medium and small size. illuminated and
non-illuminated. Durable, elegant and attractive.
BEST SIGNS ON EARTH. Send for catalogue.

Ilusloll & HileR Compaq
Finelot ted REPAIRING

For the Trade

If you desire to gain a
reputation in your town, send
us your Old Watches and
Jewelry for Repair, also your
Engraving.

ROOM 509
CHAMPLAIN BUILDING CHICAGO

LEARN MORE
EARN MORE

A large salary goes to the workman
who is thorough in all branches.
We teach every branch of the jew-
elry business thoroughly and prac-
tically, Watchmaking, Engraving,
jewelry Work and Optics.

See advertisement on page 496. this
issue ; then write for our prospectus ;
it vill give you full information.

The Philadelphia College of llorologg
1 2 1 3-15 Filbert Street,

F.W. Prin. Fhiladelphia, Pe.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetiziog.

Room 806

Col. Meml. Bldg.

Chicago

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

H. 0. JOHNSON
EXPERT WATCHMAKER

ROOM 1339 UNITY BUILDING

79 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO

For 15 years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing their fittest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
nploma by the Swedish
Watchmakers' Society,
April 28, 1900, for excel-
lence in workmanship.

(LOCK HAI DSPRINCS
0

MANROSS
ESTABLISHED lEI77.

LARGI-SIMYR 01 I1A I P.SPRI NGS IN U.S.
Tile CLOCK REPAIRER'S ASSORTZINT CABINET

contain 59 or 100 finished hoIrsprlogs complete. ii site
1011I rnretoill■ orranord, filtI derrelloos. Coldoet

$1,0111 100.10.75, Ii,IIIII II. tillIsle springs, •ety nice or

make, 311 et, per dos., 20 els. per knit it,,,. Strom (loose
IldrsprIngs of every deseriplIon. Phosphor Bronze link.
Rpeloo. for klerlrlenl Instruments, elr.

Ask !our Jobber for 11,0•1‘ tsbloels.

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

SAVE, MONE,Y
IIY USING

LEWIS' CAR-MU-CHA
For saving I Iold Leaf, (Pad and Silver Filings.

Smelts inoily. send for sample pound.

FRANK H. LEWIS, mrn.
1375 CHAPELST. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

- - - —
JEWELRY ENGRAVING TAUGHT BY MAIL

Watchmakers, increase
your salary by learning
this kindred trade. We
guarantee to teach you.
Jewelry jobbing houses
i [Morse II II r method.
WI its lot iii r plan and
terms. Chicago Corre-
spondence School of
Engraving, 625 Sixty-
Fi li II Stieet, Chicago.

Constant Van Real'

RECUTTINti,
REPAIRINt ;

AND
MATCHING
A SPEcIALTY

IMPORTER an
CUTTER Qf
ROUGH
DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

509, 511 an 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

MEMBER

AMERICAN

HOROLOGICAL

SOCIETY

ENTABEISIIFO .10 A' i.:.sRS

.
EXPER.a-

WA.TC1-11\elA KER.

to the 'Trade

103 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

Estimates furnished before commencing
strictly first-class work.

Special attention given to Demagnetizing

J. J. DONNELLY

GT d aid Vier

ETectloo.,PTativ
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 15815.

PolisDiog

RUN WITH
OUR NEW FOOT
MOTOR.

Considered by
users to be
A VERY GOOD
MACHINE.

PRICE LOW

C. H. FIELD
Providence, R.I.

Removed to Jewelers' Court

Building,51&53 Maiden Lane

Tlie only secure

and simple arrange-
ment for Inter-
changeable Stone
Initial and Emblem
Rings. Made in
all desirable styles.

Globe Lever

BUTTON BACK.

Post can be attached
to any button.

“It has no peer"

Write for new catalogue, now ready.

Send us your special orders.

. BULOVA,
61 AN D 53 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under head luu g •• Sit oat ions Want ed,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-tive
words. Additi )))) al words anti advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
AVanted," TunEE cENTS per word.

Name, 1 I I I I 1.MNS, initials and a IOU, -

t" s  t as {101 (IS, and are charged for
:15 part of the advertisement. No display
other than two-line initial let t or.

If answers are to be forwarded, post-
age stamps t. be enclosed.

To insure insertion money must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
ittld copy t rettell us not later titan the
25th of each month for insertion ha the
following  t it's issue.

The real name and adth•ests of every
advertiser must ace patty the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
most send 15 CM 1 Its if they desire a copy
I a the paper in AVIIIICII their advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th A Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Ender lisle brain/to, ONE (TNT prr word, for first

ternt)-fler words. A ddltIonol wor.ls nod advertisements,
1111tElt lute 'i per word. No advertisement Inserted for

thitli 25 CEEB.

POSITION to; watchmaker. Have fools, also test
case. State salary. Address, "6 205," care

Keystone.

1,`XPERT optician open for engagement June 1st.
IJ Rare opportunity to secure a thoroughly caps-
Ile man. Has but one course lectures to finish

course. Nothing but first-class place
en,iilerini. Salary, $25 per week. E. It. Crossley,

.Jies

man I Mr, 2 rears' exp. Keep neat set of
I books. Employei to be good engraver and
optician. Wages reasonable. Address, R. Simpson,
Searcy, Ark.
I 1- letter and monogram engraver. Address,
" W. L. Combs, Pulaski, N. Y.

t SITUATION for 1 married and 1 single man
and 1 lady watchmaker. All good workmen

and with good sets of tools. Prefer %Vest or far
West. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

single man, 28, ordinary watch and jewelry
II repairer and engraver, RS assistant to good
watchmaker. 9 years' exp. Ohio, New York or
\liIiigan pref. Address, " B 90," care Keystone.

.1TCHISIAKER, optician, jeweler, salesman and
" plain engraver. Sober, good address and
appearance. All tools, trial case, etc. Refs.
" Watchmaker," box 8, Verona, Pa.

.an all-around first-class man as watchmaker,
jewelry repairer, monogram, letter and raised

work engraver, wants steady position with good
house. Al refs., sober. State salary in first letter.
Can come at once. Prefer South or North. Ad.,
%Yin. Lambert, box 736, Augusta, Ga.

HY watchmaker ; can do plain engraving. 1-lave
" tools. 13 years' exp.; best refs. Moderate
wages. Address, " Watchmaker," lock box 22,
Canal Winchester, Ohio.

HOOD watch and clockmaker, jewelry repairer,
" wants permanent position with good man.
Sober, industrious; own tools. Address, (30 days)
Box 385, Princeton, Ind. 

HY all-around jeweler and stone-setter in small
Western town, Montana or Minnesota pref.

14 years' exp., with ref. Married. "D 62," care
Keystone. 
ABOUT June 1st, by good watchmaker, jeweler
JI and engraver ; optics. Good refs.; 8 veers'
exp.; good habits. 815. " Jeweler," 380 North
Street, Elgin, Ill. 
HPENING by thoroughly experienced corre-

spondent and general office man, optical 111 II 11 II-,
factoring and wholesale business. Highest refs.
furnished. " B 99," care Keystone.

it FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver, optician
it and experienced salesman. 5 months' course
watchmaking Bradley Horological Institute, 3
years' exp. in store. Refs. on application. "R 62,"
care Keystone.

HT good, all-around man for retail jewelry store.
Address," Engraver," 18 Cottage Place, Water-

Conn.
It V watchmaker and graduate optician ; has own

tmds. Address, "D 63," care Keystone.

I/ watchmaker, jeweler and engraver., Good
refs.; own tools. Completed 8 months course

:0 Bradley Horological Institute, Peoria, Ill.
optical knowledge. Wages moderate. Ad.,

I Millhouse, Bradley Horo Inst., Peoria, Ill

To work in a jewelry store to finish learning
I trade of watch and clock repairing and en-
graving. Had 3 years' exp. in clock factory on
jeweled escapements. Willing to work, quick to
learn ; industrious ; age 20. Address, John Youug,
Fair Haven, Vt,

tS assistant with ex I rent watchmaker. Do plain
it watch work, clock and jewelry repairing ;
:sliitct;ltio(ultegronitIttionr.y,lIliaLve tools. Address, " W," box

posITION for my brother, with good watch-
' maker in Philadelphia, to finish trade. Does
some engraving. German, 1 year in America.
Cad Hoerz, Dodgeville, N. Y.

pomPETENT watchmaker, engraver, Jeweler,
I/ salesman, II years' exp.; '7 years with present
firm to whoin I can refer. Speak English and
German. Want permanent position with good,
reliable house. Joseph 11. &holler, with Hall,
Sayles &  :Janesville, Wis.

HY first-class watchmaker, engraver, optician,
salesman • all-around man. Have managed

510,000 stock 'for past 5 years. Gilt-edge refs,
Have exceptional success with refraction work.
I wn trial case, Geneva retinoseope, De Zeng
refractometer, ophthalmoscope, Wilson phoro-
meter, etc.• complete set tools. Can do ribbon
and block' monograms, plain and ornamental
letters, etc., 16 years' exp. Single, age 34. State
salary in first letter. "S 206," care Keystone.

VOUNG man, letter and monogram engraver,
I offers services at reasonable salary for the
opportunity of learning fine watch work, 3 years'
exp. Good salesman. Iowa or Illinois pref.
Best refs. Address, " A 56," care Keystone.

(Continued on page ico)
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SITUATIONS WANTED.

(Continued from page 549)

BY practical watchmaker ; can do some jewelryrepairing and engraving. Ref. Ad., "Jew-
eler," No. 110 Columbia St., Elmira, N. Y.

BRY young man of good character, steady habits;4 years at jewelry bench. Can do plain
engraving. Jim. Herold, 615 N. Sixth Street,
Richmond, Va. 
WATCHMAKER, experienced on high-grade
" railroad work, good salesman, graduate opti-
cian. Can take charge of store. Good ref.
Salary, $18 to $20. " D 65," care Keystone.
Ai JEWELER, having 10 years' factory exp. on
111 all kinds of badge work and fine repairing,
desires position. Al ref. " A 58," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, general workman ; also plain
" engraver ; 12 years' exp. Young, single.
Large city in Eastern States pref. Best refs.
" B 101," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and
I salesman, several years' exp. Age 25, single ;
no bad habits of any kind. Fine set of tools, best
refs. Texas. Georgia or West pref. S. J. T.
Lowe, South Uoiou, Ky.
PERMANENT position by Al watchmaker, fine

• 

engraver and designer, with 20 years' practical
exp. The South or West pref. Refs., photo. and
sample of engraving in first letter. When writing
please state wages. Address, " Watchmaker,"
P. 0. box 152, Prairie City, Ill, 
AN Al watchmaker, good engraver, also has di-
n ploma as an optician, wants position with a
first-class firm at once. Address, "J," 1739 Park
Avenue, Omaha, Nebr.
ALL-AROUND watchmaker, jeweler and clock
31 repairer, also plain engraver. Good tools, best
of ref. Chas. Reed, 806 Commercial Ave., Cain:Oil.
RY competent watchmaker, jeweler and engraver;

some exp. in optics. Have tools. Ref. ex-
changed. Wisconsin or nearby States pref.
Address, Box 252, Marshall, Wis.
VOUNG lady wants position as watchmaker in

• 

good establishment. Own tools, good ref.
Address, Fannie H. Barron, box 247, Mantua
Station, Ohio.

YYOUNG man desires position to learn watch-& making with one who has a large run of watch.
work or one who does watchmaking for the trade.
Have been doing clock work for 134" years. Salary
no object. Ref. furn. " H 173," care Keystone. 
WATCHIll A K ER, engraver, optician and jeweler.
" Own complete set of tools ; all-around man.
Good refs. " E 44," care Keystone.
YOUNG lady optician, familiar with watch and
1 jewelry business. Best ref.; East pref. Ad.,
'T 74," care Keystone.
AS assistant with good workman. Age 23 ; 4
It years' ext Do plain watch work, engraving,
clock and jewelry repairing ; good salesman.
Want to finish sh trade. Best refs. " W 115," care
Keystone.
A GOOD, reliable man wants permanent position
n with first-class house. Speaks English, German,
Spanish and French. 12 years' exp. as salesman
and window dresser. Can take charge of book-
keeping, management,eorrespondence or traveling
salesman. Best refs. " D 69," care Keystone.
VOUNG man to finish trade, 1 year exp., can do

jewelry repairing, with a good watch repairer.
Willing to help in store. " H 171," care Keystone. 
RY young man, 4 years' exp. at the bench, wants
11 position with good man. Moderate wages;
Michigan pref. Address, Box 167, Clio, Mich. 
AN expert refractionist, age 29, good salesman,
11 would like to take charge of optical depart-
ment, wholesale or retail. Robert Well, 1037
Lig' t Street, Baltimore, Md.
VOUNG man to finish trade. Understand jewelry
& repairing, has done some watch work. 1 year
exp. 'Willing to wait on trade. " P 73," care
Keystone.
RY single man, age 22, 5 years' exp., do watch,

• 

clock and jewelry repairing and engraving.
Good ref. " T 76," care Keystone.
AS watchmaker, jeweler and optician, also Al
n salesman. One used to waiting on fine trade,
up-to-date all-around man. Gilt-edge refs.
'• B104," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver, 16 years' exp.;
TI also salesman. Can handle chronograph and
railroad watches ; capable taking fall charge.
Best of refs. Address, stating salary, " W. M. B.,"
201 North Cox Avenue, Joplin, Mo.
QITUATION desired by first-class lady engraver,
U having had plenty of exp. on all work which
Is required in a jewelry establishment. Moderate
salary. Good refs. For particulars address,
Richard 0. Kandler, 126 State Street., Chicago.
Ry practical watchmaker and jeweler, 12 years'
I) exp., 4 as pawnbroker. Good refs. German
and English. .Do bard soldering. Ad., "K 58,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and clock repairer, single man,
" 12 years' exp.; no engraver. Moderate salary.
Ohio or Michigan pref. " S 209," care Keystone. 
FXPERT refractionist and frame-fitter desires
I. position. 5 years' exp. Understands repairs
and good salesman. Ref. " B 103," care Keystone.
AS traveling salesman for first-class house in
A jewelry or kindred trades. 20 years' exp. In
retail store and at the bench. " W 116," care
Keystone.
RY druggist and jeweler. Registered druggist
I, and fine watchmaker, 9 years' exp. Good
refs., single ; own tools. " T 75," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and optican, all-around man,
" 20 years' exp. Own lathe and tents. Do re-
fraction and _prescript ion work. stone cutter
drill. Good salary expected. '• M 97," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watch repairer, 25 years' exp.
✓ Repair all high and low class watches ; fine
on railroad watches. Engraver, jeweler ; all tool..
No had habits. South or southwest pref. Conrad
Kohler, Conneaut, Ohio.

(100D jewelry salesman, (.ierman, 30 years, mar-
l& ried, epeaking English, French, German and
Spanish, 12 years exp., wants permanent position
as manager, salesman, hook-keeper, etc., with
first-class house. Write for photograph and refs.
" I) 68," care Keystone.

(IPTICIAN, expert retinoscopist. Have ophthal-
u mometer, refractomer (De Zeng's) and test
case. Salary or commission. Eastern States pref.
" R 69," care Kestone. 

RI' young man of 7 years' exp.; married. Am

• 

all-aroend man. Best of refs. furnished.
L. Johnson, 304 Oak Street, Atlantic, Iowa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

AS watchmaker, salesman or manager ill a city of
It 4000 or upwards. 20 years' exp. in retail
jewelry business. Northern Illinois, Indiana,
Southern Wisconsin or Michigan prof. M. F.
Finkler, Streator, Ill.
flPTICIAN of practical exp. wishes a position or

• 

will rent part of a jewelry store for optical
department. Southern California pref. Address,
" IV 112," care Keystone. 
REFRACTIONIST, accustomed to doing accurate

• 

high-grade work, desires a position with a
reliable house ,• Eastern States pref. B. S. K, 263
Crown Street, New Haven, Conn.

RIC young man as watchmaker and clock repairer;
U is good, all-around man. Will work cheap;
Lisa his own tools. Best ref. A. L. Spalding,
4807 South Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.
'WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician, mar-
" ried, would like steady position with good
house. Missouri pref. " W 109," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS •Eil WORD.

TRAVELING salesman for Western Pennsy1-
1 vania, West Viginia, Ohio and Michigan. This
is a good opening for a first-class man with an
established trade in that territory ; no others need
apply. If necessary, will wait until July lot for
the right man. All applications will be considered
confidential. Address, with refs. and full partic-
ulars, N. H. White & Company, 21 Maiden Lane,
New York.
A N expert up-to-date refractionist. Refs. required.
IL " B 97," care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS lean who is capable of taking
/1 charge of a wholesale material house. None
need apply except those having had exp. and fully
competent. Salary, $15 per week—with chance for
advancement. Address, " C 95," care Keystone. 
A YOUNG man as assistant watchmaker, jeweler
11 and engraver. Must be honest, sober and
have good habits. Address, A. R. Grove, jeweler,
Bluffton, Ind.
PRACTICAL watchmaker to take chargeof branch
I store. Must be up on railroad watches. Ad.,
giving ref., exp. and salary expected. Would
take good man to work for interest in business.
C. G. Theiling & Co., Laurens, S. C.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, unmarried. Sal-
" ary, $100 per month, Mexican currency.
Answer with photo., sample of plain and mono-
gram engraving and refs. Steady employment to
good man. San Lids Potosi Opt. Co., an Luis
Potosi, Mex.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver, jeweler,
It and salesman. Must be a good stock-keeper
and all-around man. Single man pref. Address,
with refs. and samples of engraving, J. Lowinsohn,
Birmingham, Ala.
WILL pay good wages for watchmaker, engraver,
" and optician. Steady !dace. Enclose photo.
and sample engraving in first letter. Best of ref.
required. Chas. Price,218 E.State, Jacksonville,I11. 
A GENERAL, all-around optical workman ; young
/1 man pref. Ad., " A 59," care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS mfg. jeweler and engraver, or
/I watchmaker and engraver. Must also be a
good salesman. Good wages and steady employ-
ment. Must be temperate. Address, E. P. Sund-
berg, Fargo, N. Dak.
ALESMA N to represent silver-plated ware menu-

,' facturor in the Middle West and Northwest
States. One with established trade and who can
furnish good recommendations. All commum-
catious treated as confidential. Address," W 114,"
care Keystone.
VOUNG man who thoroughly understands the
I adjusting and fittiug of spectacle and eyeglass
frames. One with a knowledge of the photo.
department pref. E. B. Meyrowitz, St. Paul, Minn.

WANTED, good workman and salesman to takecharge of a $2000 jewelry stock. Will give
25 per cent. on sales and all he can make at the
bench. Missouri town. " W 113," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler ; practical, all-
" around man. One who can wait on drug
trade pref. Permanent situation to the right man.
State salary and ref. J. B. Hampton, Colby, Kans.
A GOOD watchmaker, jeweler and engraver.
Li Good salary to the proper man. ' Must furnish
good ref. Steady employment. Must have his
own tools and work at Galveston, Texas. " 31 95,"
care Keystone.
RY a large first-class house, a traveler who has an
Ii established acquaintance with the trade in the
States of Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
Mississippi and Louisiana. Only an experienced
man wanted. " A 60,". care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS workmen, prescription department
I wholesale optical establishment. " H 175,"
care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker for railroad work;
L steady place. State exp. and salary. Wilbur
Lanphear Co., Galesburg, Ill.
A THOROUGH jewelry and clock repairer. Pleas-
It place. Wilbur Limphear Co.,Galesburg,
RY June 1st, Al watchmaker, clock and jewelry
1-1 repairer, also engraver. Permanent position
to good man. Send ref., photo. and sample cog.
S. B. Frank & Co., Box 123, Helena, Ark. 
FIRST-CLASS watch case repairer. Will give
-1! good salary and permanent position. Shop up
to date. Must be sober, honest and give refs.
State wages expected in first letter. IL Schmidt,
Electric Watch Case Repair Works, 130 Exchange
Place, New Orleans, La.

THREE experienced traveling salesmen for the
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coining fall season, to sell jewelry and novel-
ties to the dry goods, gents' furnishing goods and
general store trade. A good salary or commission
to parties who have a trade in either Georgia,
South Carolina, Alabama, Kansas, Nebraska or
Iowa. Address Rudolf Jacobs & Co., 516 Race
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

VOUNG man to repair clocks, clean stock, etc.

• 

Chance to advance. State wages and part icu-
lars. Address only, Archard, 950 Columbus Ave.,
New 'York.

FIRST-CLAS14 watchmaker who can engrave, re-
✓ pair jewelry, salesman, etc. Steady job. Send
sample engraving and full particulars. J. F.
Butler, Potsdiub, N. Y.

A GOOD watch and clock repairer, 0110 who Wi-
n derstands a little about optics. W. H. Long,
1627 South Street, Philadelphia.

MAN to take charge of optical shop of wholesale
In store. Must he an all-around experienced
man. " B 105," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

(IPTICIAN, jeweler and plain engraver ; must be
good salesman and come well recommended.

Single man preferred. Chas. H. Banks, Wilming-
ton, Del.
e99 Ul PER week for manufacturing jeweler
PLILaut, and stone-setter in one of the largest
houses in Southwest. Address " C 99," care
Keystone.
IEWELER and engraver in Western Peonsylva-
u nia city of 30,000. Must be able to make dia-
mond mounting and do stone-setting. Give refs.
and state salary welded. Address M 96," care
Keystone.

Al WATCHMAKER, single, good engraver.
Send refs. of former employers, sample of

engraving and photo. in first letter. Give exp.
and age. Salary, $15 per week. F. Hoefer,
Aurora, Nebr.

WANTED.
THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

FVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
I, watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfac-
tory, I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter of gold and silver
(established 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

IIENEVA trial case, also small jewelry store InNorth or West. Give particulars and lowest
price in first letter. Box 87, Deedsville, Ind.
ADY, just graduated in optics, with means,

LI wishes the acquaintance of an expert optician
at once. Address, Golden Cross Clinic, 257 West
Madison Street, Chicago. 
1VEBSTER-WHITCOMB 3-sliderest for No, 2
" lathe. State condition, number of tools and
price. Combs Jewelry and Optical Co., Billings,
Christian Co., Mo.
TO buy a good, second-hand, adjustable gas stand.
I E. S. Lichtenberger, optician, care Schlechter,
428 Penn Street, Reading, Pa. 
flOOD lathe, with chucks ; cash. J. Dennistou,
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Puiteney, N. Y. 
INFORMATION of watch described or person

• 

who stole it. Mg., silver case 489425 ; move-
ment, Waltham steel balance, Home key-wind.
Stamp x z 106. William F. King, box 510, Franklin,
Mass.
WANT ring bender. Frank C. Field, Toledo,
tv Ohio. 
('00D, second-hand trial case. Describe fully,
U stating lowest price. Address, Rickert, 28
High Street, Waltham, Mass.
aENEVA retinoscope, with duplex base. Must
U be in good condition. " R 66," care Keystone. 
VECOND-HAND movements at bargain prices.
0 Address, " C 96," care Keystone.
IA SIZE Htg. high-grade Waltham. Juergeusen
17 chronometer movement, key-wind. " 13 100,"
care Keystone.
VAIALL stock and fixtures, or fixtures only, in
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Western mining or railroad town, 5000 pop. or
over. Must be in good condition and cheap
Give description, original cost and price asked.
" A 57," care Keystone.
TEWELRY business, $1000 cash ; hslanee secured.

• u Wisconsin pref. State last year's business first
letter. 9 Central Ave., Rhinelander, Wis.
VECOND-HAND test. case, Comfort crystal case.
Li Cheap. C. A. Rieder, Allegheny, Pa.
TEST case in good condition. Describe. Price?
I " R 68," care Keystone.
A MERICAN lathe wanted with a few split chucks.
IL To be used only for drilling. Cheap for cash.
C. S. Crossman & to., 3 Maiden Lane, New York. 
PARTNER with $2500 cash to invest ill jewelry
I business ; young man pref. Can monopolize
trade in good Ohio town by increasing stock.
"S 208," cure Keystone.
AMERICAN lathe, good condition and cheap for
11 cash. E. B. Rodgers, box 250, Osmond, Nebr.

TO exchange $1000 in Chicago real estate, balance
L cash, for $2000 stock of jewelry in good Colo-
rado town. Must be good, clean stock and good
town. Address, Reynolds, '759 Sheffield Ave., first
flat, Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

VET of $150 worth most necessary watchmakers'
u tools; new. Sell for $100. F. P. Boyd, Lewis-
ton, Minn.
FSTABLISHED optical business. A bargain for
" cash. Box 195, Spencer, Iowa.
IEIVELRY and optical store established 20 years.
u county Seat, pop. 2500 ; light competition. Ad.,
Peter Miller, Kingman, Kans.
GENEVA retinoscope, 045 ; 1 Be Zoog refracto-

I meter, $35 ; 1 Culbertson's prisoptometer, $15;
and Satterlees's oplithalinometer, $35. Some
frames and lenses at reduced prices. Address,
" 1' 80," care Keystone. 

QTEEL dies for quick lettering of flatware ; pretty
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old English letters. Bargains. A. G. Bedford,
Ionia, Mich. 

poLLER jewels, 25 cents a dozen (quality fair).
IL W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

FXCELLENT opportunity for young titan with a
" few thousands capital to step into an established
jewelry business in a prosperous Illinois town of
2000. Reason for selling, eye and nervous trou-
bles. Confidential ; quick. " 94," care Keystone. 

(INF: of the largest and oldest jewelry stores in
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Central Illinois, owing to death of late owner.
Will sell stock and building together, or will lease
building to buyer of stock. Established 4 years;
reputation the very best. Stock will invoice
$15,000. Address, " G 60," care Keystone.

$55/A CASH will buv the stock and fixture» ofuu a well-established, splendid-paying and
leading jewelry store in a flourishing agricultural
town of 4500 inhabitant:: in central California.
Best location in town, Don't investigate unless
you can pay, and the above price. $1400 diamonds
were bought before the raise. Reason for selling,
made enough—will retire. " ROI," care Keystone.

ROSEWOOD show cases, second-hand, wIth
.1 rosewood tables to match. Cases are 10 feet
long, 32 Inches wide and 16% inches high inside.
2 of them with drop sliding doors and 2 with
hinged doors fitted with plate glass mirrors.
French plate glass used in all of them. Tables
have fancy turned legs. Price each, including
table, $40 net cash, delivered F. 0. B., Chicago.
Benj. Allen & Co., 131-137 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

FOR SALE

A PAYING optical business on the principal
a retail business street of Louisville, Ky. Same
was established over 20 years. Will sell cheap.
For particulars and reason for selling address,
Granville Goldstein, 544 Fourth Avenue. 
JEWELRY store ; stock and fixtures $1000.
U Healthy climate ; lumber industry ; pop. 1500.
No competition. J. P. Arnolds, Flagstaff, Arizona.

$1500. Bvia,j130wwealry store. Box 722, Knox-
(WE No. 1 lathe, with sliderest, 20 chucks, 10
Iv cutters, universal head and other attachments;
$10. Warranted true. 0. H. Olson, 251 East Ohio
Street, Chicago, Ill.
RECORD-HAND Swiss regulator ; Promo " A"
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825 camera ; " Peek-a-Boo" $18 camera. Roy
Harris, Hamburg, Iowa.
A FULL set of watchmaker's, jeweler's and en-
Li graver's tools, including a Rivett lathe and
attachments, all nearly nearly new, at a sacrifice.
Mrs. Julia Wilson, Savannah, Mo.
(uuliAr, 3000-pound jeweler's safe good as new,
U double doors inside and out. Reason for selling,
have 2 and only need one. Address, Harper &
Taylor, Salisbury, Md.
(IPTICIAN'S trial ease—Julius King's Specialist
u No. 4018. Only used 2 months • guaranteed
good as new. Price very reasonable. Address,
J. E. Woodbury, Richmond, Ind. 
4 YEAR old jewelry business, booming town;
I 1 best business town in Michigan of size. Large
factory, elevator and 10 to 20 buildings under
construction. C. A. Mann, Capac, Mich.
WELL-ESTABLISHED store, large New England
" city ; fine fixtures, nice room on main thor-
oughfare, low running expenses. Repairs alone
average over $200 a month. Clean, well assorted
stock bought for cash ; inventory $5000. Splendid
chance for watchmaker and optician. Don't
write unless you have 84000 cash to invest. Ad.,
" E 45," care Keystone.
VTOCK of jewelry invoice about $1500. New
U stock, bought in the last 8 months. Only one
other small stock here. Town 9000 ; county seat,
2 railroads and machine shops. Terms cash.
Address, Lock box 203, Paris, Tenn.
fiNLY regular jewelry store, county seat of 1800;
U thriving Minnesota town. Invoice $1200;
year's sales $3000. Cush buyers only. Poor
health. " C 97," care Keystone.
RARGAIN, established jewelry business ; best
11 location in Wisconsin town, 2000. Beat of
farming districts. "J 43," care Keystone office. 
AMERICAN-made balance staffs, 7 jewel grade,
11 $1.00 ; 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per dozen. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
(IRANI) opportunity for an all-around optician,
u watchmaker and jeweler. g750 buys a well-
established,progressive optical and repair business
that averages paving between $5 and $6 per day,
net. Reputation,location and patronage excellent.
Rent, including light and heat, $12 per month.
Best reasons for disposing of this constantly in-
creasing business. W. B. Hart, No. 340 Seventh
Ave., Brooklyn, N Y.
IEWELRY and stationery stock, railroad inspec-
t; tion. Best Wyoming town, pop. 3000. Fine
chance. Owner's health broken down. Murchison
Jewelry Co., Rawlins, Wyo.

AT once, jewelry stock and fixtures in good
11 Minnesota farming country ; town of 2500.
Invoice about $2500 ; can reduce. Reason for
selling, poor health. " 13 98," care Keystone. 
IEWELRY and optical business, about $1800.
I, Established 18 years. D. L. Nielsen, Vermil-
lion, Ohio.
IlE ZENG'S refractometer, $20 ; Prentice retitle-
," scope, duplex base, $138 ; Meyrowitz perimeter,
810. All perfect condition. " Mc 4," care
Keystone.

FINE, growing jewelry and music business, cen-tral Iowa town 4000 pop. Clean, up-to-date
stock and fixtures—stock, $5500 ; fixtures, 81000.
Will sell stock without fixtures if desired. Watch
inspector ; established 15 years. This will stand
investigation. " I) 64," care Keystone. 

tSill/V 1000. Profit 1900 over $1500. No old stock;
WWI BUYS stock and fixtures, best Iowa town of

rent, cheap, good location, town growing, rich
country. This is a good thing. Address, N. R.
Heath, Winfield, Iowa.
HOLE jewels, 75 cents a dozen ; American-made.
II Can follow any instruction on your part as to
the size of holes. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa. 
pLEAN stock of jewelry in county seat town of
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3000. Stock and fixtures invoice 1000; will
sell right. Good location Box 566, Bedford, Iowa.
VINE turquoise mine. Address, Box 59, East
L Las Vegas, N. M.
VOLID leather traveling test ease with 228 testers
I) in nickel rims, plush-lined. Cost $58 ; take
$40. Used 0 mouths. One of Queen's best, 226
testers in nickle rims, velvet-lined. Cost $75, used
3 years ; take 835. P. 0. box 342, Hampton, Va.
A COMPLETE surface and edge-grinding Outfit,
LI with all necessary tools and machinery, inclu-
ding motor, located in Kansas City, Mo. Address,
James & Co., room 811 Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago.

A NICE little jewelry store in one of the prettiest
IL little towns in Northern Ohio. Established
over 20 years. Pop. 1700. Stock and fixtures
invoice $1500. Brick block, plate glass front t low
rent. Splendid chance for young man. Failing
health. For cash only. Address, " H. T. S.," P.O.
box 18, Willoughby, Ohio.

An BUYS an established watch repairing trade,
uuiuu including a walnut roll-top desk, foot-
wheel, regulator and watch sign at Mackinac

Mich. A great chance for watchmaker
with small kit of tools to make a nice little bunch
of money and spend the summer months in the
nicest summer resort in the world. Address,
G. Dale Gardner, Petoskey, Mich.

A HALL fire and burglar-proof lined jeweler's
31 safe, 73 x 96 x 34 inches ; nice as new. Also 18
watch trays, best silk plush lining. Address,
J G. Wirt, 1721 Carson Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

'NEATEST jewelry store in Southern Michigan ;
about 900 inhahitants. No competition within

10 miles. Age and failing sight, reason fol. Belling.
Going to California. About $2900 stock ; will
reduce to $1000. Don't write unless you have the
cash. S. B. Emmons, Menden, Mich.

$200 3-STEEL slide rested compound rounding
• up lathe complete. Cutters and spindles

with five guides for $15. New phorometer, retino-
scope, ophthalmometer, $25 each. Genuine staffs
85c.; imitation, 55e. Genuine Elgin sapphire
jewels, $2. Shelberg, Eagle Pass, Texas.

5.

FOR SALE

FATON-ENGLE engraving machine, new model.
" "R 63," care Keystone.

DR. CULBERTSON prisoptometer in good order,
I) with table. " ft 64," care Keystone.

IIHARDY oplithalmometer ; price very low. " It 65,"care Keystone.
A COMPLETE set of watchniaker's tools and
It bench, including lathe. Chins. Weingarten,
West Salem, Wis.
REST located jewelry store in city of 30,000.
" Cleared last year above expenses, $2400. In-
voice about 82500. Expenses light. Good reasons
for selling. Address, " II 170," care Keystone.

IEWELRY stock and fixtures new and up to date,
U invoice 1200. Good business in thriving Southern
Minnesota town. Pop. 1200. little opposition.
"S 207," care Keystone. 
NEIV—Universal engraving machine, with type,
i‘ complete. J. S. Tilden, Garrettsville, Ohio.
aOOD jewelry and 5 and 10c. business. Town of
U 3000 ; best 'menet', good trade. Poor health
and other business, cause for selling. Whitten &
Co., Barre, Mass.
A JEWELRY store in a thriviug manufacturing
It town in Massachusetts having a500 inhabitants.
Stock and fixtures amount to about 81000. " I' 74,"
care Keystone.
TEIVELRY, optical and wall paper store in South-
u ern Minnesota. Stock, fixtures, etc., invoice
about $1800. Will pay about $1000 per year over
expenses. A reasonable cash proposition will be
accepted. " F 81," care Keystone.
(100D-PAYING jewelry business in Eastern
U Kansas. " I) 67," care Keystone.
JEWELRY business for sale, In a nice manufac-
0 hiring town in Maine. Fixturea new and up
to date. For further information address "0 10,"
care Keystone.
IEWELR1 department, large store, $2200. Net
U profits last year, $1800. " C 98," care Keystone.

BUYS store worth $1500 ; income last year
over $3000, repairs $1500. Old stand,

near Boston. Owner going to Europe. Will take
half cash. " II 176," care Keystone.

$1200

VNAP—good-paying, only jewelry store in Mien
I& of 1800, county seat. Large territory ; no op-
position. Stock, tools and fixtures invoice $1400;
sell cheap for cash. Good Texas town. Address
W. C. Hilburn, Jacksboro, Texas.
FOR rent, fine established jewelry stand in a good
a' Western New York city ; population 25,0110,
manufacturing ; only two other stores. Also can
sell entire set of fixtures if required, anal some
stock, at a bargain. Rent reasonable, $500. "II 07,"
care Keystone.

'11"N gross first quality ruby and emerald doub-lets as follows, per dozen : sizes 5-10, 35 cents;
11-15, 52 cents ; 16-20, 65 cents; 21-25, 90 mitts;
26-30, 15 cents each. Finest imitation half pearls,
sizes 5-15, 38 cents 100, by mail, postpaid. Send
P. 0. order, etampe not accepted. Crewcut
Jewelry Store, Abbeville, La.

$1000 BUYS well-established jewelry Mirthless ;balance, terms to suit. Or rent new brick
building. Stock and fixtures invoice, with dis-
count, $1000. "J 42," care Keystone.

REST located jewelry stem in Cass Lake. Bund-
y Ing 18 x 50. Large safe, fine fixtures, small
stock. $1000 buys the complete outfit. Bargain.
Box 40, Cass Lake, Minn.
FIXTURES, nice wall case, safe, tables and cases,
I bench guards, jeweler's rolls, watch sign, work
benches, etc. Hale & Co., Lima, Ohio.

17 YEARS' established jewelry store, good-pay-
ing business. Stock and fixtures, $1100 to

$1800 cash. Reason for selling, death of the pro-
prietor. Mrs. J. H. Slider, Lake Crystal, Minn.

pAYING jewelry business, Massachusetts town.
I $1200. For particulars, address " H 174," care
Keystone.

IX hundred cash buys jewelry store, manufac-
u tering town, no opposition, New York State.
" B 102," care Keystone.

VTOCK a id fixtures, comprising modern wall
U and show cases, burglar-proof safe and up-to-
date stock of watches, clocks, solid gold and lulled
jewelry. Complete selected stock of high-grade
goods. Invoice about 83700 ; will take $2500 front
a quick buyer. Owner is not a Jeweler, therefore
this sacrifice. " D 60," care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED Jewelry business,modern
✓ improvements. A bargain. For particulars
ad., " Jeweler," 344 Jennings, Cleveland, Ohio.

fiLD violins and curios. One Stradivarius violin,
U one Hoff violin and old Indian relics Southern
colonial furniture, dishes, etc. Dr. E. L. P. Beton,
Guilford College, N. C.

WATCH, jewelry and optical business established
vv 16 years. Good chance for one who has about
nine hundred dollars ($900) and wants to do busi-
ness from the start. Retiring, the cause. None
but. those who have the cash and mean business
need apply. Call or address, James Serrill, 1806
S. Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A MECHANICAL tower bell etriker in complete
II and perfect condition. Made to strike a '2000
pound bell, or less, for tire alarm and time signals.
Cost, 0450; will sell for %. Address, F. W.
Hayden, Middleboro, Mass.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

A $1200 JEWELRY store for property in or near
n Indiana. J. H. Boyer, Frankfort, Ind.

pHRONOMET ER in first-class condition, accurate
U timekeeper, cheap, for cash. Will trade for
Geneva retinoscope. ' K 57," care Keystone.

MOSELEY 1% sliderest ; 835 slot graphophone.
m Want large watch sign for one. C. A. Ball,
Hennessey, 0. 'I'.

11.0NN E Hat cornet, silver-plated, gold hell, leather
✓ case, both good condition. Want lathe or
optical instruments. What have you ? C. E. Van
Voorhis, Yates Center, Kans.

$1 C CASH takes complete KEYSTONES from Jan.,
au 1891, to Dec., 1900, or will take Elgin or

Waltham 7-Jewel movements. G. J. Daum,
Augusta, Ky.

FOR sale or trade for anything I can use ; 2 mite-
✓ graphic registers same as new. Cost $30. I3ox
248, Lanesboro, Minn.

OE Kingsbury oak piano, 8152, cash. 0. C.
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graelinter, Galena, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
(INE $115 Fay's refractometer, new. One $50
au Washburn mandolin used 6 months. Want
good chronometer or 15 keyed, 4 ring, Bb or C
elarionet. Box 396, Wellsville, N. Y.
NEW Angelus piano player. Si. T. Bremer,
13 Attica, N. Y.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PEN WORD.

flOOD opening. lirick jewelry store and dwelling
U combined. Rent, $15 per mouth. D. IVatts,
Meredosia, Ill. •
HO you use jewels? Does price and quality cut
I, any figure? If so, write to W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa.
AM still teaching fine watch and chronometer

• 

work, clock work, Jewelry jobbing, optics, en-
graving, plate, train, motion, escapement, pivot-
ing, jeweling, springing, making IleW parts and
general repairing in a first-class manner, quickly
and reasonably. School established 1887. Hun-
dreds or successful graduates in various parts of
the world. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.
PLATES for engraving. Write for my price-list
I on finished zinc, copper and aluminum plates
in all sizes for engraving purposes. Ernest E.
Wright, Smith Center, Kans.
CAN turn your Swiss stairs cheaper in my shop

1 that you can in yours, say from 25c. up. Send
old staff for sample. W. C. Bentley, Keokuk, Iowa.
PP-TO-DATE jewelers use Piccard's perfection
U hard soldering fluid. Solder flows smoothly
and preserves polish. Once tried, always used.
25e. a bottle—jobbers or Piceard, 705 Fulton
Street, Brooklyn.
VTOCKS of diamonds, watches and jewelry bought
U for cash. W. II. Brokaw, 52 Maiden Lane,
New York.
no you want a mainspring that never sets, that

Seldoln le•eaks and at a reasonable price? That
is what you get when you buy Triple Alliance
springs, 81.17 a dozen. W. C. Flonney,Keokiik , lo wa.
'ISE Sigler's anti-oxidizer on your bard solder
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jobs, and save time and labor. Trial size, 10c.;
full size, 25c., postpaid. Charles B. Sigler, Fair-
mount, Ind.
THE lineal engraving method will interest you.

It. tells how to make your own advertising
cuts. liow to get tine relief and cut-in effect
upon metal. How to trans63r designs, etc. Write
for particulars and samples of work. Eruest E.
Wright, Smith Center, hams.

IT is one thing to buy Jewels at. a cheap price, butis
another thing to buy good ones at a cheap

price. Try mine. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE EEEEE PER WORD.

HO you wish to become an iaxpert optician '? We
I, have a complete correspondence course. Special
inducements this month. Prospectus and further
particulars. Address, Golden Cross Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat Clinic, 257 W. Madison St.,

I1ALANC
ii 

iiii•es, 
icy.

stall's fitted, 50 cents. I). II. Prewitt,

(IOW and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,
u engine-turning, everyt hug in the I tile of
watch case repairing. 0. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago, Ill

VEND your jewelry repairs to H. Pear, mfg. jew-
u eler and diamond setter. Lowest prices for
good work. 407 Felix Street, St. Joseph, Mo. 

THE Elgin Horological School is the oldest and

• 

most reliable school for vvatchinakers in the
country. We teach watch repairing, engraving
and optics in a thoroughly practical manner.
Write for catalogue. Elgiu,

VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do

• 

your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of

sweeps, Wings, brushings, polishings, everything
containing gold and silver. Fine gold, silver,
copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established 1870),
727 Sansoin Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by
mail or express ; prompt attention given.

VEND your work to John Woollen, expert watch-
maker for the trade ; tine watch repairing, de-

magnetizing, etc. Mail orders promptly attended
to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

HY not send me your watch cases that need re-
pairing? Can replace any part of a case.

G. F.IVadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

VEND 81 for 10 (blank aluminum) door plates,
0 inches thick. Charles A. Stahl, Jr., Pine Street,
Providence, It. I.

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some
I special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low terms. Address, for information, the
Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
II changed into American stein-wind? if so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Wedsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical institute is better equipped than
most institutes for instructing. Why learn this
trade? Bemuse it makes 0110 who is qualified
independent. They can always secure good posi-
tions orstart in business with very limited manila].
Repair work alone should insure them excellent
wages. Optics and engraving is an aid to Sileeetiai-
fill business. We teach them all timroughiv. No
one I know of lias regretted learning this business
well. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

Display advers., 82.50 per inch per column
Smallest adver. inserted, one inch.

PEARLS BOUGHTFOR CASH

We are dealers in Aineriean Pearls and Slugs,
and are always ready to make Cash Offers on
large and small lots. Bank and trade references.
  Established 1880. 

CHAS. S. CROSSMAIN .Sk CO.
.3 Maldon Lang Now York

Jewelers Wonder
How they got along without

'JEWELER'S FRIEND."
They use it ever after, when once tried. It removes
file marks. Jobbers sell it everywhere at It quarter.

Manufactured by A. W. Thomas',
Mineral Point, Wis.

If you want A First-Class

CUCKOO CLOCK
write to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
Menu ttttt ren

1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
for Catalogue.

F. C. KLEIN ENID at FIN.

F. C. KLEIN SE BRO.
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Very Important

A. L. Go//lie!'

As a profit realizer,

we have no equal. We

guarantee large profits.

As an entertainer, it is

laugh, laugh, laugh and

at the same time buy,

buy, buy.

We positively dem-

onstrate what we here-

in state are facts.

I: ENGLE ,
, ENGRAVING
MACHINES

‘11

IF'. A. Stank))

FREE We send you a neat booklet, giving you some very important in=
formation, also hundreds of press notices and references from the leading
Jewelers throughout the United States and Canada.

Jewelers, be very careful in making a selection investigate.

GOTTLIEB & STANLEY, Auctioneers
Telephone 19115 Main

If your busi-

ness is not

up to expec-

tations you

need an

Auction

sale, and you

need D'Arcy

to make a

success of it.

203 South Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

I can get you from two
hundred to five hun-
dred a day out of
your stock with an
Auction sale.

DO YOU NEED
THE MONEY?
I will guarantee
you a good profit
over all expenses,
and ioo cents on
the dollar. Let me
hear from you to-day

F. P. D'Any
3513 Calumet Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.

This beautiful

space, covering

the entire end wall of

the Graphic Arts Build-

ing, was generously

offered to The Eaton &

Glover Company by the

Exposition Management,

on condition that the

decorations should be

executed in a manner

reflecting credit on the

artistic character of the

building.

0111

Buffalo
Exhibit

Appreciating
the marked con-

sideration of the man-
agement for our Com-
pany, we accepted the
proposition, and have
spent many hundreds
of dollars that the
work might be done by

the best artists. We
are well satisfied with

the result, and we think
that all visiting Jewel-

ers at the Exposition

will agree with us that
the whole subject, both
in design and execution,
is a most creditable
work of art.

We will show a large number of our machines of different models, in practical operation, and every Jeweler visiting the

Graphic Arts Building will be able to satisfy himself as to the usefulness of the Eaton-Engle Engraving Machine and their just

title as

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD
Samples:

We shall avail ourselves of the opportunity afforded by this Exposition to give a practical demonstration to every

Jeweler. We purpose engraving samples precisely the same as those we have been sending out for years past. We shall

clearly show to the world if there is any " trick " in sample cutting. 'There will be " no bottle of squegee solution, no paraffine

cut in gasolene, no swab, no washing tray, no special adjustments of the machine, no specially prepared type or metal," or any

similar nonsense. These facts, when taken in connection with an advertisement which appeared in the January KEYSTONE,

will afford a convincing object lesson to every fair-minded Jeweler.

The NEW CENTURY, No. 4 Model, will be shown at the opening, but deliveries cannot be made until about
June 1st.

Eaton-Engle Engraving Machines are sold all over the world,
for the reason that they are well built, thoroughly guaranteed and the guarantee backed by a responsible company with a

capital of $75,000.
This large capital, the excellence of the machine, our liberal methods of dealing with our patrons and our broad

guarantee have inspired a confidence in the trade which has never been abused.

The great advantage of having a simple and practical engraving machine must long ago have impressed itself upon you.

If you want a machine that is up-to-date and precisely as represented, let us hear from you at once. A convincing catalogue

and beautiful samples of engraving sent free on request.

TERMS FOR COMPLETE No. 2 JEWELER'S OUTFIT:

$10.00 cash with order and the balance payable $10.00 per month. Or,
$10.00 cash with order and the balance payable $5.00 per month.

Let us hear from you to-day, with check or money order for ten dollars. The machine will then be coming your way

at once.

The Eaton 0 Glover Company
87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
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Very Important

A. L. Gottlieb

As a profit realizer,

we have no equal. We

guarantee large profits.

As an entertainer, it is

laugh, laugh, laugh and

at the same time buy,

buy, buy.

We positively dem-

onstrate what we here-

in state are facts.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

14/. A. Stanley

FREE We send you a neat booklet, giving you some very important in=
formation, also hundreds of press notices and references from the leading
Jewelers throughout the Unitcd States and Canada.

Jewelers, be very careful in making a selection---investigate.

GOTTLIEB & STANLEY, Auctioneers
Telephone 1915 Vlniii 203 South Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

If your busi-

ness is not

up to expec-

tations you

need an

Auction

sale, and you

need D'Arcy

to make a

success of it.

I can get you from two
hundred to five hun-
dred a day out of
your stock with an
Auction sale.

DO YOU NEED
THE MONEY?
I will guarantee
you a good profit
over all expenses,
and ioo cents on
the dollar. Let me
hear from you to-day

F. P. D'Any
3513 Calumet Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.

This beautiful

space, covering

the entire end wall of

the Graphic Arts Build-

ing, was generously

offered to The Eaton &

Glover Company by the

Exposition Management,

on condition that the

decorations should be

executed in a manner

reflecting credit on the

artistic character of the

building.

0111

Buffalo
Exhibit

Appreciating
the marked con-

sideration of the man-
agement for our Com-

pany, we accepted the

proposition, and have

spent many hundreds

of dollars that the

work might be done by

the best artists. We

are well satisfied with

the result, and we think

that all visiting Jewel-

ers at the Exposition

will agree with us that

the whole subject, both

in design and execution,

is a most creditable

work of art.

We will show a large number of our machines of different models, in practi,:al operation, and every Jeweler visiting the

Graphic Arts Building will be able to satisfy himself as to the usefulness of the Eaton-Engle Engraving Machine and their just

title as

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD
Sampks :

We shall avail ourselves of the opportunity afforded by this Exposition to give a practical demonstration to every

Jeweler. We purpose engraving samples precisely the same as those we have been sending out for years past. We shall

clearly show to the world if there is any " trick " in sample cutting. There will be " no bottle of squegee solution, no paraffine

cut in gasolene, no swab, no washing tray, no special adjustments of the machine, no specially prepared type or 
metal," or any

similar nonsense. These facts, when taken in connection with an advertisement which appeared in the January KEYSTONE,

will afford a convincing object lesson to every fair-minded Jeweler.

The NEW CENTURY, No. 4 Model, will be shown at the opening, but deliveries cannot be made until about
June ist.

Eaton-Engle Engraving Machines are sold all over the world
for the reason that they are \veil built, thoroughly guaranteed and the guarantee backed by a responsible 

company with a

capital of $75,000.
This large capital, the excellence of the machine, our liberal methods of dealing with our patrons and our broad

guarantee have inspired a confidence in the trade which has never been abused.

The great advantage of having a simple and practical engraving machine must long ago have impressed 
itself upon you.

If you want a machine that is up-to-date and precisely as represented, let us hear from you
 at once. A convincing catalogue

and beautiful samples of engraving sent free on request.

TERMS FOR COMPLETE No. 2 JEWELER'S OUTFIT:

$10.00 cash with order and the balance payable $10.00 per month. Or,

$10.00 cash with order and the balance payable $5.00 per month.

Let us hear from you to-day, with check or money order for ten dollars. The machine will then be coming your way

at once.

The Eaton 0 Glover Company
87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
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ARE YOU AWARE that some of the 18 size 20-year screw
cases now.being offered the trade below the price of BOSS cases are
actuadly sold by the maker as low as $2.00. A month ago these cases
were sold for $2.50 they have since been sold for $2.00 next month
—well, wadt and see.

In an article in
A Pointer the Du -Goods

from Economist, of

"The Enemy' April 20th, W.
H. Cox, buyer for
H. O'Neill & Co.,
the big NewYork

City department store, says : The de=

partment store jewelry section has for

some time been rather under a cloud

of disparagement on account of the

active opposition of the regular line

jewelry retailers."

To raise the department store jewelry
section to a level with the regular jewelry
store, Mr. Cox advises as follows:

" Keep up the quality of your

goods ; keep it away up to the top

notch ; do not for a minute fear that

you can keep it a bit too high.

Shun cheap, tawdry imitations as

you would prussic acid ; they are

trade=killers, confidence destroyers.

" A well=earned reputation for

honest goods and faithful dealing can

be rendered nil in less than a month

of. selling such worthless articles.

If there is one thing above all others

that your department must possess

it is a reputation for honesty. No

jewelry section can, for a moment,

hope to succeed without this."

A Menace
to

The Jewelers

This dry-goods-
man's advice to
his brethren
should impress
on the jewelers
the suicidal policy
of handling such

(roods as the screw cases mentioned above.
Indeed, such a lapse by the jeweler is just
what the department store man wants.
Here's a case in point :

A few weeks ago the proprietor of a
department store in a prosperous town in
Eastern New York made this proposition to
a traveler who was soliciting an order for a
line of low-grade filled cases :
" I will give you an order for 200 of these

cases if you first secure orders for some of
the goods from the two jewelers on this
street. You see, it would help me greatly
if I could say that   and   are
selling these same cases. A little induce-
ment in price would do the rest."

This department store man realized after
a brief experience that his bargain counter
would not prevail against the two reputable
jewelers in his vicinity. The visit of the sales-
man with the bargain cases suggested a way
of leveling matters with such formidable com-
petitors. " Go across the street," he could
then say to his doubting customer, " and find
out what Mr.  will sell you the case for.
He has quite a lot of them in stock."

A shrewd scheme, but it did not work.
The two jewelers in question have for years
staked their reputation on the JAS. BOSS
cases, and the bargain counter butted in vain
against the stone wall of confidence with which
public faith in the Boss surrounded them.

While some manufacturers have been cutting quality to the $2 limit, we have ipereased the thickness of gold in
the BOSS screw case, and advanced the price accordingly. We did this because' the situation justified it. Most
screw case purchasers willingly pay more for a good, reliable, life-time case. Mot jewelers prefer to sell such cases,
and it is to their interest to support and tie to those who maintain quality

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

—

• • •
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Movements Specially Constructed for
61.41Exacting Railway Service P*Ng OUR STANDARD

SUPPLIED BY THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

18 Size.

New (19°I) Model.

THREE=QUARTER PLATE.

v1,111, erltoilq 11.1"=•5/,' -

Name ti

VERITAS—No. 214:

OPEN-FACE.

0. F., Lever Set.

Stem-Wind Movements.

LEVER-SET.

Nickel.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, iso
chronism and positions ;

quick train with gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement \vith ste
el escape wheel ; poised

pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; 
exposed pallets, compen-

sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barre
l with spring box rigidly

mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding
 work ; patent recoiling

click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust
 ring ; plates beautifully

damaskeened ; carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, 
isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; palle
t arbor and escape pinion

cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Br
eguet hairspring ; micrometric

regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ;
 display winding work ;

patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk g
lass-enamel dial ; dust ring ;

damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature,
 isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold vheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape whee
l ; exposed pallets ; compensating

balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barr
el with spring box rigidly mounted

on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding 
work ; patent recoiling click ;

self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring 
; damaskeened plates ; carefully

timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size.
Nanied
FATHER TIME : 

Htg., Lever Set. Nickel.
O. F., Lever Set.

2I fine ruby jewels (gilded settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism 
and positions ; quick train ;

straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensatin
g balance ; lireguet hair-

spring ; micrometric regulator ; optn-face with patent recoiling click ; double
 sunk dial ; dust ring ;

damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

FULL PLATE. Stem-Wind Movements.
HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

18 Size.

Named
FULL PLATE. Stem-Wind Movements.

Htg., Lever Set.

B. W. RAYMOND r " " Nickel., 
O. F., Pend.

17 ruby jewels (gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism a
nd positions ; quick train, straight

line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensa
ting balance ; Breguet hairspring ;

micrometric regulator ; patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dus
t ring ; damaskeened plates ; care-

fully timed, and finely finished throughout.

HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

GENERAL OFFICES,

76 Monroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories, ELGIN, ILLIWOIS, U. S. A.
SAe■CFRAWCISCO OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street. II John Street.
WEW YORK OFFICE,

SEE JOBBERS' LIST FOR PRICES, OR WRITE THE 
COMPANY

PAIRISAWMffiji gittMi.ft#0 4.64SRat• ftle
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rilriK GOODS
The selection of a line of goods to be sold during the season is an important matter,

and should not be made haphazard. We do not attempt to compete either in quality

or price with some so-called " gold filled " lines that are being offered ; but we are

producing a line of goods of the highest grade, thoroughly reliable, and you can so guar-

antee them to your customers. We will stand by you with our guarantee, in which you

can place entire confidence. The prices are low considering quality.

`11•1 lt

1299. Vest Chain.
Full length.

1870.
1871.

2 Pictures.

Gold plate polished.
" " satin.
Large opal set.

1837. Engraved.

Gold front.

Our new line of CHAINS Is now ready, and for

beautiful patterns and fine finish cannot be equaled by any

other line on the market to-day. The wearing quality is

guaranteed by us.

LOCKETS are having our especial attention. Every
gentleman wants a Locket or other ornament to attach to the

Chain. See our line and you cannot fail to be pleased with it.

The quality is guaranteed by us.

2903. Turquoise Matrix.
Sterling Silver Mounting.

Rose finish.

2902. Turquoise Matrix.
Sterling Silver Mounting.

Rose finish.

PINS, BROOCHES and BELT
PINS are good sellers if the pattern, finish and price
arc right. Ours are all right in every respect, and you

will find them desirable goods in your stock.

We have also Link Buttons, Chain Bracelets, with Padlocks in Rolled-gold

Plate and Sterling Silver, Earrings and Hair Chain Mountings. All guaranteed.

4=4170
%5N--zged

110

SCALE:

1281. Cut Glass
Violet Holder.

Sterling Silver top and
base.

•

A pretty Violet-Holder makes a very appropriate gift at this season.
We have this and other patterns.

We are making a new pattern in Toilet goods. It excels in beauty

anything we have heretofore undertaken and will be illustrated soon. Our

salesmen will show it to you, and it will be illustrated in our annual cata-

logue to be issued shortly. This will tell you all about our lines of Sterling

Silver Toilet, Manicure and Desk Goods and 
many useful and ornamental Novelties. 

Sets, besides a great

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

Successors to

FOSTER 0 BAILEY 100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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OUR STANDARD Movements Specially Constructed for
Exacting Railway Service

SUPPLIED BY THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

18 Size.

,d3.00

g
\t'

New (19oll Model.

TH REE=QUARTER PLATE.
AiiiiiJ OPEN-FACE.

VERITAS—No. 214: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

Stem=Wind Movements.

LEVER=SET.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, iso
chronism and positions ;

quick train Ntrith gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape wh
eel ; poised

pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; e
xposed pallets, compen-

sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barre
l with spring box rigidly

mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding
 work ; patent recoiling

click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust
 ring ; plates beautifully

damaskeened ; carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

2 1 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism
 and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; 
pallet arbor and escape pinion

cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Br
eguet hairspring ; micrometric

regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bri
dge ; display winding work ;

patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk g
lass-enamel dial ; dust ring ;

damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 24o: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature,
 isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; e
xposed pallets ; compensating

balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micronr,2tric regulator ; patent safety barr
el with spring box rigidly mounted

on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jols ; display winding 
‘vork ; patent recoiling click ;

self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust rin
g ; damaskeened plates ; carefully

timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size.
/V /Mt

FATHER TIME:

FULL PLATE.
Htg., Lever Set.
0. F., Lever Set.

Stem=Wincl Movements.
HUNTING OR OPEN=FACE.

Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (gilded settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronis
m and positions ; quick train ;

straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compens
ating balance ; Breguet hair-

spring ; micrometric regulator ; open-face with patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ;

damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size.

Named
FULL PLATE.

Mg., Lever Set.

B. W. RAYMOND 0. F., Nickel.
o. F,, Pend.

17 ruby jewels (gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and 
positions ; quick train, straight

line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating
 balance ; Breguet hairspring ;

microtnetric regulator ; patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust rin
g ; damaskeened plates ; care-

fully timed, and finely finished throughout.

Stern=Wind Movements.

HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
Factories, ELGIN, ILLIWOIS, U. S. A.

SEE

GENERAL OFFICES,
76 Monroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

JOBBER' LIST

SAY' FRANCISCO OFFICE,
206 Kearny Street.

WEW YORK OFFICE,
II John Street.

F'OR PR,iCES, OR WRITE COMPANY
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ABOUT GOODS "
The selection of a line of goods to be sold during the season is ;tn important mattyr,

and should not be made haphazard. We do not attempt to compete either in quality

or price with some so-called "gold filled " lines that are being offered ; but we are

producing a line of goods of the highest grade, thoroughly reliable, and you can so guar-

antee them to your customers. We will stand by you with our guarantee, in which you

can place entire confidence. The prices are low considering quality.

. a4)
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1299. Vest Chain.
Full length.

2 Pictures,

1870. Gold plate polished.
1871. " " satin.

Large opal set.

1837. Engraved.

Gold front.

Our new line of CHAINS is now ready, and for

beautiful patterns and fine finish cannot be equaled by any

other line on the market to-day. The wearing quality is

guaranteed by us.

LOCKETS (try having our especial attention. Every
gentleman wants a Locket or other ornament to attach to the

Chain. See our line and you cannot fail to be pleased with it.

The quality is guaranteed by us.

2903. Turquoise Matrix.
Sterling Silver Mounting.

Rose finish.

2902. Turquoise Matrix.
Sterling Silver :\

Bose

PINS, BROOCHES and BELT
PINS are good sellers if the pattern, finish and price
are right. Ours are all right in every respect, and you

will find them desirable goods in your stock.

We have also Link Buttons, Chain Bracelets, with Padlocks in Rolled-gold

Plate and Sterling Silver, Earrings 111(1 Hair Chain Mountings. All guaranteed.

A pretty Violet-Holder makes a very appropriate gift at this season.
We have this and other patterns.

We are making a new pattern in Toilet goods. It excels in beauty

anything we have heretofore undertaken and will be illustrated soon. Our

salesmen will show it to you, and it will be illustrated in our annual cata-

logue to be issued shortly. This will tell you all about our lines of Sterling

Silver Toilet, Manicure and Desk Goods and Sets, besides a great

many useful and ornamental Novelties.

..=" SCALE:

1281. Cut Glass
Violet Holder.

Sterling Silver top and
base.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
Successors to

Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
FOSTER C.1 BAILEY



No. 2 Power Shear.
1-24th size.

No. 5 Plain Drop Press.
1-54th size.

No. 2 B Foot Press.
1-28th size.

No. 1 A Foot Press.
1-29th size.

No. I Screw Press.
1-35th size.

No. 2 C Power Press.
1-33d size.

HEADQUARTERS
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS'

[Send us samples of the
work which you wish to
make, with production
desired.]

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
1-95th size.

FOR

No. 3 P )wer Press.
1-32d •dze.

MACHINERY
MIOSSBERG si GRANVILLE MFG. CO.

150 Nassau St., NEW YORK

No. 9 Rolling Mill.
1-150th size.

No. 2 Draw Bench.
1-125th size.

No. 2 B Power Press.
1-28th size.

No. b'Automatic Drop Press.
1-501h size.

No. 6 B Power Press, Geared.
1-43d size.

NEW BEDFORD
OIL CO.' OILS

FOR PURITY ARE
UNSURPASSED

HIGHEST AWARD, GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

Our WATCH and CLOCK OILS stand unrivaled in the field of
Horological Oils, and a comparative test under all conditions will
convince the most skeptical of their superiority.

Absolutely Pure Jaw Oils. Positively Uniform Quality.
Unaffected by Temperature.

Boston, Mass.

Ask your jobber
for this new applicant for your favor

Samples Free. Write to=day and convince
yourself that above claim is no exaggeration

MAY 1s-r, 1901 4`'44b
We have just wound up the most successful year in the

history of our business, and we wish to take this opportunity of

thanking our customers for their very liberal patronage during the year.

The beginning of this, our New Year, finds us with a larger and better
assorted stock of Watches and Chains than we have ever had, and in
consequence we are in better shape than ever before to satisfy the wants of

the Retail Trade.

Oeff,
v?to

We solicit your valued orders.

The Non-Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches anD Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

ge‘e

it'()

On September 2d next, the 12th year and new term begins at

THE CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
when all students should make it a point to be present.

ATTEND THE RIGHT SCHOOL and save disappointment. We receive many inquiriesfrom parties who attended elsewhere and now fincl

they require additional instructions and information, all of which could have been acquired here in the first place

without extra expense. A number of these attended our school in the past, and still more will do so in the future.

Experts maintain that ours alone passes muster as a " School of Horology." We hold a record of seven

prizes in the United States. Our students have completed masterpieces in tourbillon and karrusel pocket chro-

nometers, five-minute repeaters and the finest of lever watches. Their services are in such demand that we

receive ten calls for every workman we can supply.

THIS SCHOOL is exactly as represented. The sole direction of it rests in the hands of a practical and

scientific mechanic. No trustee board to hamper him in his endeavors to maintain a

reliable school into which he can put his whole heart. The best school tells the truth, here it is : " Give us the

best of students and we cannot possibly turn them out good workmen—watchmakers only,

remember—in less than two years."
Attend the school which is straight up and up, and which tells the truth, come what will.

Circulars free of charge on application.

CANADIAN 110ROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
115 to 121 King St. East, TORONTO, ONT.i-i. W. 1-)L.AY1'NUR, 1)irc-,4--tor
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For Quality and Price, That's Where the Materials We Name Below BelongThey are continually finding new consumers and making new friends.Our guarantee as to the quality makes it perfectly safe to give us a trial order, and the satisfaction the trial order
gives you will make you a permanent customer.Bear in mind that these are but very few items from our very large assortment of Tools and Material.

We are especially a Material concern, and conduct our business to merit our customers' confidence by giving their
orders prompt, accurate and intelligent attention.

E. C/ 1. S. MAINSPRINGS—We have sold them for a number of years with sales constantly increasing in vol-
ume. They are finely tempered, coiled and packed 34 dozen in anti-rust paper. We keep practically all styles in use for American
Watches. Price, $1.28 per dozen or $14.25 Per gross—$16.00 per gross, including solid oak 20-drawer mainspring cabinet.

SUPERIOR MAINSPRINGS—Without question the best $1.00 Mainspring offered to the trade. They are
of good temper, have plenty of life to give motion to a watch, and positively will not "set " in the barrel. We have all sizes
for American Watches. Price, $1.00 per dozen or $11.28 per gross-010o per gross with fine solid oak 20-drawer cabinet.

HERCULES MAINSPRINGS—A good spring which we sell at a price much below its value. They are
well finished, accurately gauged, and the tips are finished ready for use. We keep a large variety of styles and sizes for
American Watches. Price, 75 cents per dozen or $8.78 per gross. A handsome 20-drawer oak cabinet, including one
gross springs, $10.80.

E. & J. S. grade. Eagle grade. K & J. S. grade. Eagle grade.
AMERICAN-MADE Balance StalR Balance StatfiL Balance Jewels. Balance Jewels.l'er dozen. Per dozen. Per dozen.

Waltham 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, $1.00 $ .75 
Per dozen.BALANCE STAFFS $1.50 $ 45an Elgin 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, 1.00 .75Illinois 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75BALANCE JEWELS Hampden 18 and 6 size, 1.00 .75Rockford 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75Columbus 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75AB of the above prices subject to discount of 6 per cent. for cash.We cannot too strongly recommend the above brands to such of the trade as are looking for reliable material at the lowest

possible price, quality considered. We especially solicit trial orders, having every confidence that they will lead to others.
Ask for our 1901 catalogue of Tools, Material and Optical Goods, if a copy has not reached you. We send it free of

charge on request with business card. We also issue a special CATALOGUE OF OPTICAL GOODS for Opticians, and
one of Engravers' Supplies for Engravers, which we send free on request.

1.50 .751.50 .75
1.50 .75

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

"MORE THAN
EXPECTED"

eva • a•'''
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Just any number of jewelers are continually telling us that the returns we make for plated ware, scraps,
filings and sweepings are much " more than expected."

They are well pleased because in the past when they sold to other smelters they did not receive full returns.
We pay

THE HIGHEST
PRICES FOR SWEEPINGS
because we get every cent out of them that is possible. After we smelt there is nothing left of value. We have
extracted every trace of precious metal.

Then our superior facilities enable us to smelt each and every barrel of sweeps at from $5.00 to $15.00 less

than any one else. We buy immense quantities, and by keeping our smelters busy operate on the most economi-

cal basis.
Our promptness in remitting will please you. We smelt your sweeps and mail you check within five days

after receipt of your consignment. We also buy

PLATED JEWELRY,
SCRAPS, FILINGS,
old pieces of gold and silver—anything, in fact, containing gold or silver.

We estimate their value correctly and promptly. Your consignment is kept apart by itself until you accept

our offer. If for any reason whatsoever you should possibly not accept our proposition, we immediately return
consignment in just the shape you sent it to us. And pay all transportation charges.

Thousands of jewelers find our way of doing business most agreeable.
A letter from you on this subject would interest us a great deal. And a consignment for smelting would

interest us still more.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners an Assayers

OFFICE, 63-65 Washington St.
WORKS, 58th 0 Throop Sts.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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We have succeeded to satisfy the strong
demand for a better solder and can fully
guarantee the

ARISTON
not only to be easy flowing, but to standacid test.

Price per dwt.
L. K., 20 cents 10 K., 60 cents
6K., 40 12 K., 70
8K., 50 " 14 K., 80

18 K., $1.00

Jos.B.Bechtel &Co. Philaaelphia.

We wish to thank our patrons for the kind wordsof praise about the

PENN MAINSPRINGS
and will publish their opinions at some future time toconvince the trade of the superiority of this Spring.

. Per Gross, $15.00Price Per Dozen, 1.25

eAdiktktkie.Se,..4.00e.0.14.4.4,,se ,,Nkte.stOe,,,e0t,,StdeOe,,-4

A

AAAAAA.ttAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

ARISTON Polish 
will polish all kinds of metal, gold, silver,copper, nickel, brass or steel, quickly andwell.

Will take scratches out of jewelry andwatch cases, and remove soft solder fromgold.

Price, 25 Cents per Cake

otAA,AAA,A,AAAA,A,AAAAA,A,A,AAAAAA

ARISTON Enamel,AS

For repairing jewelry, will flow with little ,s4.4 heat.
ji 
 ,A1

Colors, white, black, sapphire blue,ji pink, ruby red, coral red, amethyst. topaz,emerald green, turquoise blue, garnet,aquamarine. Transparent or Opaque.

og Price per box, 1 Dozen, 50 cts.
AAAAA,,,KAAA.seA.secktilAAAAAAAAAAA

CASH DISCOUNT, 10 PER CENT.

JOS. B. BECHTEL 0 CO.,
719 Sansom Street

JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

5
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for the. Fall trade In the important matter of engraving? Start. now and learn the art of letter aml monogram engraving. You will he surprised at what you can

learn from us in our three-months' course. We are IMIling this inonth, a style plate of copper, 234 x 4y, inches, all hand engraved, complete with the script, old

English and block alphabets. This Jilate mailed to your address is 85 cents. With this plate every curve and cut of the graver can be distinctly seen, so to a person who would be an engraver, this plate is indispensable ;

it is also of great use il.`il a transfer plate, It heing a simple matter to transfer any letter or figure on the plate to any surface. For illustration of this plate, see page 661, of this number of TIIE IC ICYSTONIC. Send 30 cents

In stamps for one of our style sheets, or which the above Is a reduced copy. Or we will mall you our copper style plate above mentioned and the style sheet also mentioned above, together for 81.00. You need both of the

above, as you will lin(' them of daily use to you in your business. IVe take pleasure in answering correspondence about our school and its work and our terms.ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, Imo Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.
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A i CLOW
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A. J. CLOW, Proprietor,

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

Come!
and see the

RIVETT 
Tools 

at the

Pan-American
Exposition
Buffalo, N. Y.
Machinery Building
Block 42
Near the
Main Entrance.

Best exhibit of
Watchmakers' Lathes
and Staking Tools
ever shown.

FEE WO Tool Go.
BRIGHTON, BOSTON

MASS., U. S. A.

sow so E4f so sof sol
The RELIEF

A Good Button to Sell

Guaranteed—A Relief for the Jeweler
and Wearer. No Levers to Break.
No Springs to Play Out. Made to
Wear and Give Satisfaction.

Order of your jobber. If he does not
have them write for sample and address

of jobber who can supply you.

Reid CI Orr Co.
Mfgs. and Sole Agents

Rochester, Minn.

E41905~641505050

Mene, Mene
tekel upharsin

was " the handwriting on the wall " seen by a king in ancient times,
foretelling his end. It is seen to-day by jobbers, who are charging
exorbitant prices for their rings. Competition lowers prices, and
"we have helped to lower them." There is no string to the privi-
lege we give to our customers to exchange any of our rings which
have proven unsalable for other stone-set rings at any time. We
also size and keep our rings in repair free of charge for two years.
If our representative in your State has failed to call on you, drop us
a postal. A trial is solicited by

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
31 Builders' Exchange, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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We have succeeded to satisfy the strong
demand for a better solder and can fullyguarantee the

ARISTON
not only to be easy flowing, but to standacid test.

Price per dwt.
L. K., 20 cents 10 K., 60 cents
6K., 40 " 12 K., 70 "
8K., 50 " 14 K., 8o

18 K., $1.00

Jos.B.Bechtel&Co.

We wish to thank our patrons for the kind wordsof praise about the

PENN MAINSPRINGS
and will publish their opinions at some future time toconvince the trade of the superiority of this Spring.

Per Gross, $15.00Price Per Dozen, 1.25

AA.4.4.11.4.4.4.4,A.31.4AAA.4.4.4,AAAAAAA

„4 ARISTON Polish 
\, ill polish all kinds of metal, gold. silver,copper, nickel, brass or steel, quickly andwell.

Will take scratches out of jewelry andwatch cases, and remove soft solder fromgold.

Price, 25 Cents per Cake

„stoCA„4„sk,401,,..1,4,4,4,4,4,4,40.101.40C,,,SCA,Stokseje

„se

,se
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04.. For repairing jewelry, will flow with littleheat.

• 

Colors, white, black, sapphire blue,

• 

pink, ruby red, coral red, amethyst, topaz.

• 

emerald green, turquoise blue, garnet,aquamarine. Transparent or Opaque.

ARISTON Enamel A

A

Price per box, I Dozen, 50 cts. A

CASH DISCOUNT, 10 PER CENT.

JOS. B. BECHTEL 0 CO., JEWELERS' SUPPLIES719 Sansom Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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It is also of great use its a transfer plate, it being a simple matter to transfer any letter or figure 011 the plate to any snrface. For Illustration of this plate, see page 661, of this number of TEE KEYSTONE. Send 30 cents

in shunt" for one of our style sheels, of which the above is a reduced copy. Or WC will mail you our copper style plate above mentioned and the style sheet also mentioned above, together for $1.00. You need both of the

above, as you will find them of daily use to you in your business. We take pleasure in answering correspondence about our school and its work mid our terms.ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, Iwo Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

A. J. CLOW, Proprietor.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

Come
and see the

RIVETT 
Tools 

at the

Pan-American
Exposition
Buffalo, N. Y.
Machinery Building
Block 42
Near the
Main Entrance.

Best exhibit of
Watchmakers' Lathes
and Staking Tools
cver shown.

Nail Watch Tool Co.
BRIGHTON, BOSTON

MASS., U. S. A.

50 SO 90 SW SO NT NW NW

The RELIEF
A Good Button to Sell

Guaranteed—A Relief for the Jeweler
and Wearer. No Levers to Break.
No Springs to Play Out. Made to
Wear and Give Satisfaction.

Order of your jobber. If he does not
have them write for sample and address

of jobber who can supply you.

Reid & Orr Co.
:gigs. a nd Solc Agcnts

Rochester, Minn.

50 50' 501 561 50

Mene, Mene
tekel upharsin

was " the handwriting on the wall " seen by a king in ancient times,
foretelling his end. It is seen to-day by jobbers, who are charging
exorbitant prices for their rings. Competition lowers prices, and
" we have helped to lower them." There is no string to the privi-
lege we give to our customers to exchange any of our rings which
have proven unsalable for other stone-set rings at any time. We
also size and keep our rings in repair free of charge for two years.
If our representative in your State has failed to call on you, drop us
a postal. A trial is solicited by

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
31 Builders' Exchange, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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This Oil is just what you are looking for.
THE FINEST IN THE WORLD.

4gg
CHRONOrnritit OIL
**Bea NagEolunk
Mg se. nouR,

U.S.A. so fa•-• -
I,PWL

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.,

TAKING WILLIAM F. NYE'S WATCH AND CLOCK OILS IN MID-OCEAN"We use Nye's Oil and can use no other at this altitude," says Mr. S. Meyer, of Leadville, Colorado, (the highest town in the world,
10,400 feet above the sea), "all other oils dry off in a few months, while Nye's will stand a year."

SPECIAL NOTICE
We have purchased the entire plant
and stock of Mr. Joseph Houghton,
Manchester, N. H., and are prepared
to supply the trade with the Houghton
Face-Plate, at the usual price.
It will be known as the Houghton
Face=Plate, manufactured by

Hardinge Bros.
1036 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

9111 YEAR

FRONT WINDOW OF SCHOOL ROOM

0 Modern Letter Engraving"
81.50, by mail

Our Students Earn
Good Salaries

We just secured a position for one
student at $30.00 PER WEEK.

INatchmakers find it profitable to be
good engravers. Better your position—
earn more money both for yourself and
employer. NVe have successfully in-
structed hundreds of young men and
ladies, and can do as \'ell by you.
Write us for prospectus and we willsend you large sample sheets showingwhat our students are accomplishing.

llogs Engraving School
Steele Memorial Building

Elmira, N. Y.

L. LELONG eic BROTHER
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
:,3"..-,-----011..-1 
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BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

Newark, N. J.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
Every good thing is followed by hosts of worthless imitations. We shall fully protect

our rights and prosecute all infringements. Remember—if it is not the GENUINE
"PERFECTION" Chamois Watch Bag, do not use it. Besides, the "PER-
FECTION" is all its name implies—is the best watch bag ever made—none can
equal it.

The Makers of the Best Watch Cases the World Has Ever Produced
Should Certainly be the Best Judges. Read what

THE CRESCENT
WATCH CASE CO.

New York, April 27, 1901.

Messrs. M. Sickles & Sons.

Gentlemen :—We consider the Per
fection Chamois Bag the best we have
ever used and will continue to use
them on our best quality cases.

Very truly yours,

The Crescent Watch Case Co.

It Travels
on its
Shape
and
Quality

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.

Messrs. M. Sickles & Sons. 
Philadelphia, May 27, 1901.

Gentlemen :—We have had most satisfactory results from
the Perfection" Chamois Bags which we have purchased
from you. They are without doubt the handsomest Chamois
Bags that we have ever seen, and are in other respects all
that their name implies. We shall use them exclusively on
our highest grades of cases. Very truly yours,

The Keystone Watch Case Company.

They Say:

JOSEPH FAHYS & CO.
New York, April 20, 1901.

Messrs. M. Sickles & Sons.
Gentlemen :—It affords us great

pleasure to say that the Perfection
Chamois Bags that you have been
making for us are the best Watch
Bags we have ever seen, and we
therefore expect to continue using
them on all our gold and filled cases.

Very truly yours,
Joseph Fahys 4fc Co.

ROY WATCH CASE CO.
New York, April 23, moi.

Messrs. M. Sickles fit Sons.
Dear Sirs:—We appreciate very

much your new style of Chamois
Bags, their elasticity and shape,
holding the watch secure, are prac-
tical features that will make them
popular. Yours very truly,

Roy Watch Case Co.

Write
for
Samples
and
Prices
Printed or
Unprinted

Are Better
and

Cost Less
than

Inferior Bags

Made in All Sizes

From 00 or Jewel Size to 18 Size

M. Sickles Sons 726 Chestnut Street

- ,
MANUFACTURERS 

Philadelphia
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Jas. E. Blake Co.
Manufacturing Silversmiths

Factory and Main Office

Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 37-39 Maiden Lane

Our New Fall Line, now
being shown, comprises
Many New and Elegant
Designs in

Chatelaine Bags
and Purses

These are made in the popular Fish
Scale Mesh, in many sizes and shapes.
The mesh is the heaviest and strong-
est made, and smoother and of better
color. We offer the finest variety in
the market.

These Bags and Purses are
made in both Sterling Silver
and Heavy Silver Plate.

We also wish to call special
attention to our lines of

Manicure Sets
Toilet Sets
Match Boxes, etc.
as it includes a number of
patterns in heavy and spe-
cial designs that are sure to
be very popular and ready
sellers. Many desirable
additions have also been
made to our line of

Hollowware
in Tete-a-Tete Sets, Dishes
and Fancy Silver Spoons.
We are also making the popular FLEX-
IBLE SNAKE BRACELETS, which will
lead the market both in finish and price.

4t.

A NEW COMBINATION OF INITIAL LE, EMBM Ai PHOTO. R1N6
(Patented 1■1(wernbc.tr 27, 1900)

An UP-TO-DATE Interchangeable Initial Ring. The result of 14 years' experience
in mmulacturing rings.

No. 856 N. 868 No. ria) N. 85f;

Initials. and Emblems are INCRUSTED in Brown Surd Stone

No. 875

Patent Bezel showing the
Vertical Flange which

fits into the Ring

No. 873

Reverse View of
Bezel and

Retaining Pin

Gent's Photo. Ring
No. 857

Ladies' Photo. Ring
No. 876

Photo. Bezel Tops have Hard Crystals under
which any Miniature can be placed

Protection
I will sell my new patent rings to one jeweler
ONLY in each town of to,000 inhabitants or
less.

Parties who may be interested will please
communicate at once, and samples will be sent
on receipt of satisfactory references.

Charles M. Levy
Manufacturer of

FINE GOLD RINGS anD DIAMOND LOCKETS

52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WE OFFER ANY YOUNG MAN
A

Minute of
Your
Time,
Please!

who will place himself unreservedly in our hands, a chance to step directly from his sc;it in
our College to a position paying him probably twice as much as he would ever get with it the
training this College gives him.

Isn't that proposition worth sixty seconds' consideration?

We are Dot a School of Unfathomable Theories
but a College where students are taught practical work Nvhich makes them the most successful

Watchmakers, Engravers, Yequelers and Opticians in the World.
We want you as one of our students. We will guarantee to make a thorough and

practical workman of you.
We teach all branches thoroughly.
SEND FOR OUR PROSPECTUS TO-DAY. It will give you full information.
We take but a limited number of students.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal 1213-15 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

High-Grade Ruby and Sapphire
American-Made

Cock and
Foot Jewels

For all makes and sizes of American Movements

These jewels are cemented and trued, stripiwd
with sapphire tool, backs polished on jasper stone

plates and certainly present a very nice appearance. Holes are not unduly thick,
but " just right " to give watch a good rate in positions.

We put these up in a neat box of four compartments, giving you four sizes of
holes in each dozen.

You have the Jewel Hole to fit your pivot and do not have to make the pivot
fit the jewel hole. Siunple box mailed to any address on receipt of Si.00.

Money returned if not satisfactory.

Staffs to fit above jewels, $1.00 per dozen.

THE J. 13. PAIRBURN CO.
1VIcticlen Lane NEW YORK

M. L. Landis School of Engraving
Special

Summer Course
To enter, write us at

once for terms and make
advance engagements, as
we only accept a Limited
number of pupils at one
time.

We devote our entire
time to their Instruction
and Advancement.

When desired, we get MI

positions for all Gradu-
ates, as there is a great Numbers " Plain " "Reversible " Per set.
demand for our pupils. Special Script . . 1, 2, 3   .40   .60   81.75

We have a Special Spoon Bowl . , "A, II"   61  8'i 1  70
Short Course for advanced Ring Graver . . Ring   61  81  .85
engravers. Correspondence Seal Graver . . . 65   41  45
Sotirited. ALL.LANDIS, I.iners   8, 10  14-5  .60     1.75
94-96 Miami Avenue, Flat Gravers . . 36 to 42   .40     2.50
Detroit, itIlelt.

You C1111 order atty one graver at the above prices. The Full Set of seventeen Gravers mounted
In eleven ' Plain " and six " Reversible " handles, in perfect order for engraving, c plate, 88.50.
All Gravers are tested and guaranteed. Orders promptly _attended Is on receipt of cash or money
order for S(1111,. A SET of our LETTER and MONOGRAM CHARTS, 81.50.

A Fine and Complete Set of Gravers, Perfect ly Handled,

t
Sharpened, Polished, Ready for Engraving. .11ow

REVERSIBLE

Afig.2,k)

M . L. LA N D IS; 94-96 Miami Ave., DETROIT, MICH.
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You Need It In

Your Business
LOOK FOR THIS TRADE-MARK. Every
chain that bears it will give perfect satisfac-

TRADE MARK tion to the wearer. We have doubled our
business twice in the past year.

Why?
Well, there are several good reasons.

We knew that to had 1113 a trade quickly, we must name the1‘)west prices on earth for first-class lines of gads.
That to hold that trade, the goods themselves must have merit.Our styles are catchy and sell on sight. ‘N'e make one of the

11 a 1 ids()mest lines of slides in the business.
The finish is perfect on every chain we sell.
We are putting the results of thirty years' experience into ourgoods.

Why shouldn't they win?

VEST CHAINS, DICKENS, PONIES, LORGNETTES
and CURB-CHAIN BRACELETS

FONTNEAU 0 COOK
Attleboro Falls, Mass.

More
Dollars and
Sense

For

American
) Watchmakers

Would you not, if you had the chance by legiti-
mate means, double your wages?
Would you not rather be the foreman instead of
the underling, the man who sweeps up, "does
the clocks " and " the easy " jobs?

You can be the Foreman 
We've been making foremen for ten )ears past.
Our Correspondence Course of Instruc-
tion on the American Lever Watch is
designed for the men who do not know how to
properly adjust the lever escapement.
How many watchmakers do?

Write for Prospectus 8■Co Books to Buy
Address

The U.S. School of Horology
T. J. WILKINSON,

Principal

2258 North Front Street

PHILADELPHIA S.J. LYONS,
Secretary

The It of the Proposition
How we do it for others
How we can do it
for YOU

.0 
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Plan

Prices
Paid

Old Silver (fluctuating), 52 cts. per oz.
Platinum   75 cts. per dwt.
Old Gold— 8 Karat 32 cts per dwt.
" 10 Karat . 40 cts. per dwt.

12 Karat . 48 cts. per dwt.
14 Karat . . 66 cts. per dwt.

" 18 Karat . 72 cts. per dwt.
Plated Scraps, 20 to 36 cts. per oz.

SWEEP SMELTERS
an ASSAYERS

We pay expressage on all shipments
of Gold and Silver sent us, and should

our offer not prove satisfactory we will
return the consignment intact. 'Returns made

on all consignments of Old Gold and Silver the
same day as received; returns on sweeps as

promptly as is consistent with accurate results.

CINCINNATI GOLD an
SILVER REFINING CO.

523 Elm Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

222
10 K., very heavy, finely chased

Human, I >outdo and
8 lireen Eyes,
$6.00 NET.

Hirsch & Oppenheimer
702 Nla.sonic Temple, CHICAGO

SPECIAL ORDER AND REPAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
High Quality, Promptrie.s.s, Low Pri4.;4..:

Our Price-List of Repairs for the asking

220
10 K., heavy, large

$3.88 NET.

For Bashful Beaux A Paradoxical, Pithy, Palpitation Producer.
A Serious Fun-glahing 8■Covelty.

THE PROPOSAL BONE

This New
Novelty
will not be delivered
until June 15th.
Send in your order

at once, so as to insure
its delivery with our
first shipment.

Don't delay — this
novelty will be in de-
mand.

Made in
BROOCHES
CUFF BUTTONS
STICK PINS
HAT PINS
LAPEL BUTTONS
an CHARMS

Send for circular

A Rejuvenated Custom. Bound to be the Rage

E
.019390 '

the tom tndurt :
of thee mut they revere:

this charm call a woman propose.
A privile0 shc newl. hA, sharcd.

'owl thus is film A life of inaitable voes
f.r a lit i; of felicity spared.

The verse will tell you all about it

Prices on Brooches
No. 350
No. 375
No. 225
No. 250
No. 275

Sterling Silver, Roman per don., 4114.50
', Satin •' " 4.50

Roll Plate, Bright Gal " " 2.00
" " Roman Gold " " 2.00
" " Satin Silver " " 2.00

We Warn
The Trade
that this novelty is
fully protected by
patent copyright.
Any person at-
tempting infringe-
ment will be prose-
cuted to the fullest
extent of the law.

Proposal Bone
Mfg. Co.

ASK YOUR. JOBBER FOR THEM, or write us and we will see that you obtain them.

Proposal Bone Manufacturing Co.
68 Nassau Street, NINAT YORK

woowmwmisr■k:

BEST PRICES
for OLD GOLD and SILVER

IT WILL PAY YOU—HONEST
AND

PROMPT \

RETURNS FOR
YOUR

OLD GOLD,
SILVER,FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

c--

to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER,
FILINGS, POLISHINGS, SWEEPS,
HAND-WASHINGS, ETC.

IT PAYS US
to make Prompt and Honest Returns.
We want your trade and wish to keep it.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
22 K., 88c. per dwt.
20 K., 80c.
18 K., 72c.
16 K., 64e.
14 K., 66c. "

Silver and Platinum at market rates.

12 K., 48c. per dwt.
10 K., 400.
8 K., 32c. "
6 K., 24c. " "
4 K., 16c. " "

FINE GOLD AND SILVER FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED OR GRANULATED.

T. B. HAGSTO7 COMPANY Limited

SMELTERS, REFINERS

AND ASSAYERS 709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia
WORKS: RIVERSIDE, BURLINGTON CO., N. J.

12 GREEN 
STREET

POLISIONC SET COMPLETE, 
11.00, PREPAID
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When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone



HEINTZ BROS. 
RING MAKERS 

BUFFALO, N.Y.
If you re coming to the

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION 
this summer, we extend a cordial invitation to you tobisit our factory and make our office your headquarters.Any information Woe can give you regarding theExposition 27,111 be gladly furnished, and 22)eesteem it a favor to have you call on us.

We make the largest line of Solid Gold Set Rings in America to the Retail Trade

From May to NovemberOUR FULL LINE OF MACHINERY will be on Exhibition AT SECTION 33, MACHINERY BUILDINGPa n=American Exposition

No. I. 20th Century

Send for our

We make a lame line of
Polishing Machinery,
and its quality and perfection
leads other makers to imitate
our (-roods. To guard the
user against inferior tools, we
have cast in the foot treadle
of our Nos. i and 2 Polishing
Lathes our

IPA°,

In buying through the jobber
carefully make note of this.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
catalogue and circulars 1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

TRADE-MARK

Our first offering through The Keystone

WATCH BAGS, all sizes, from oo to 20inclusive, neatly printed, at $2.00 per gross.Put up in any assortment of sizes desired.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,
INt Et 111 Lstli I cX ) JOHNSTOVVN, N. Y.

The same bags, not printed, at
$1.80 per gross. Write for ourbooklet "About Chamois Goods"

4

 
WAs

Honest Goods at Honest Prices
Our New Line is now ready. It is impssible to describe the additions to our line of Vests,

Ladies' Operas, Bracelets, etc. Our lines of Lockets are beautiful  and serviceable. Ask any
jobbing .jeweler in any part of the United States or Canada. They will be able tofu any order

in our line.

P.): CUMMINGS 0 CO.
Factory, Attleboro, Mass.New York Office-3 Maiden Lane

San Francisco Office-806 Market Street
London Office-3 Bradford Ave., Red Cross Si., E. C.
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The Real Rogers.
Not in the Trust.

Look for the initial Trade-Marks

.01$Ro6"ins V$ROGiiiS BROS.
To distinguish our superior line from other " Rogers "
we use our initials in monogram as our trade-mark

Our Blanks are Very Heavy

Our Patterns New and Beautiful in Design
The Prices are Right 

and we guarantee our goods to strip as much
silver as any brand on the market

Send for our New Catalogue Send for our latest circular onNo. 2. • 

Rogers' Trade-Marks.

The Simeon Le/George H. Rogers Co.
P. 0. Box 1205, HARTFORD, CONN.

FACTORIES—Hartford, Conn., and Wallingford, Conn.

ASK YOUR JOBBER

FOR OUR

Low-PRICED COOU I LLE
AND MI-COQUILLE STYLES

BEST IN THE WORLD FOR THE MONEY

No. 402

No. 713

No. 703
s111:,

SEND TO US FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS

Manufacturing Opticians,

ESTABLISHED 1870
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the :rands 'Engraver
The Francis Exhibit is installed in the " RainbowCity " occupying good space, as indicated in the cut, insection 7, on the floor of the Graphic Arts Building.It was assigned in the regular order of business, nocalliope or brass band being thrown in. The exhibitis ready to back up every word I have ever saidconcerning engraving machines. You will knowwhen in the Graphic Arts Building for one sign standsout conspicuously as a mark of alertness on the part ofthe management to every opportunity. If they shouldtry to make the mullein bloom as the rose, and fail,they have not failed in making the follies of men glowas the worm, in a light bringing out all that could beutilized to make the Exposition unique and interesting.It is very satisfactory to me to be able to say thatin this building you will find decorations attractingattention to Engraving Machines. They are installedin the northwest corner of the building where a pro-spective purchaser can get a true conception of thestate of the art producing them. None can denythat the cheapest modern Francis is far superiorto any other machine not shown in the Francisexhibit. To always cut with the cutting edge of atool is as essential in cutting metal as in wood carving.In the May KEYSTONE, on the inside back cover,my January advertisement is strongly referred to,advantage being taken of progress to try to set mystatement at variance with the truth. At the time itwas written squeegee solution was universally used incutting aluminum. Other things are successfully usednow. Unprepared aluminum cannot be smoothly cut with atool that is not in some way lubricated. A very thin coatingof a soft varnish being sufficient.

Long ago I said that

"SAMPLES PROVE NOTHING."
Since then the reader knows that every effort has been madeto prove that it is not true and to impress investigators withthe value of samples as evidence of merit in the machine thatcut them.

During the past two or three years I have had severalbarrels standing around into which the dismembered parts ofold machines were thrown. The barrels were full of thebones of dead machines. I directed that from these relicsa machine be resurrected and assembled, and parts weretaken of machines made twenty-one years ago. The intrinsicvalue of this machine when set up, as measured by the actualloss to the old iron and brass heap, represented the sum of

THIRTY-SEVEN CENTS.
This machine is a part of my exhibit, and with it I will cutflat samples as good as any that I have seen.

It is for the man who sees me produce samples on thismachine to imagine what his feelings would have been if thesample had been accepted at home as evidence of the merit itindicates and he had planked down $75.00, with an order for themachine that cut it. The sale would be valid, the thirty-seven-cent machine well sold, and the man who contends with othersthat Samples Prove Something would not need an expert,when he opened the case, to figure out what they had provedin his transaction. •

Remember that this Thirty-Seven-Cent machine will beused with gravers made exactly as they were made 22years ago; being

Stationary and Rotary Adjustable
capable of being ground to any angle, giving just as valuableservice as the latest stationary, rotary adjustable graver made.You must not be led to believe that a Rotary-Adjust-able graver is a rotary graver. " Rotary-Adjustable " meanssimply that the graver can be turned in the stock and set right

11.•
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or wrong just as a sewing machine needle can be, it being ofno advantage whatever except in sound of the name. TheRotary Graver is a distinctive feature of the modern Francis.It turns to the touch of the operator, being as much underhis control, in this respect, as a burin is in the hand of anengraver.
It sounds nice to say ' Rotary-Adjustable Graver," andthis old poverty stricken veteran, reduced by many years ofservice and improvements of the times to almost worthlessness,if never good, would kick up and act bad at the Exposition,finding others on dress parade dubbed with a title properly itsown from birth, but never having been applied by me becauseI believe in " Calling A Spade a Spade," instead of a Rectan-gular blade having a handle " rotary adjustable " to the hand;used in cutting turf on mundane spheres. That would soundbig and give an old spade dignity in the minds of those whoread it, but the spade would act exactly the same in the handsof a grave-digger as if called a spade.
1 am here to show what machines can and what theycannot do, and invite the severest tests. To simply engraveflat samples such as have been practiced on fcr years is no test.The real test is : First, in adjustment to variously formedarticles and holding them securely in the right position to beengraved as requirements demand in the shops. Second, inengraving such articles as are brought to the Jeweler toengrave, having all of the irregular surfaces he encounters inhis daily experience, with a machine he bought expecting it todo such work. Third, in the smoothness of all cuts whenmade in hair lines or heavy shades. Fourth, in cutting heavyshades uninterruptedly in all directions.
My exhibit will carry conviction to an eye witness thatthe Francis has no peer. I wish that every jeweler interestedin engraving machines could examine it, and I hope that manyof those who cannot come will have some friend see it and report.For further information address,

A. E. FRANCIS
Pan=American Exposition,

Buffalo, N. Y.,
or 78o Cedar Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
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1/2Doz For Waltham 18•0M.
. 18' NM.

"2 • . 16'
Ye • - IV
Y2 . . . 6'
1/2 . . . 0'
1/2 . . -Hampden 18'
11/2 . . . 61
e . . Illinois 18'
1/2 . . 6'
a • . SethThomas18"

1 Doz For ELGIN 18'
Y2 . . 16'
/2 . • .
Ye . • . 6'
Ye . 0'
12 , . Columb us 18'
Ye . • 6'
Y. . . Rockford 18'
Ye .

' 
8'

1/2 . , SYStandard18'
Ye , . Trenton 18'

nice, $1.23 per Gross.
22 Varieties, Assorted. Made to tit all American Watches.

'Maga.

SOME NEW GOODS FOR DAILY USE

—

Set of 5 Nickel-Plated Screwdrivers. Similar to illustration.
40 cents per Set.

IDEAL
Rivet Remover

A IleW
that you CAN
REMOVE the
TIGHTEST
RIVET in a
brooch, etc.,
with ease. It
only needs a
trial to be ap-
preciated by the
trade. The tool
is held in the
vise when in
use

Each, $1.25

CROSS & BEGUELI

Cut is sizesize

ade expressly for
CROSS & BEGUELIN, NEW YORK.

Gilt Bearing, Regular Joint, assorted ;4; to ly,i‘o M

Gilt Spring, . . 66 44 41 61 16

G. S. " id id 46 di 11 44 0  

Gilt Nos.10% and 26, Fiat Joint, ", " " " ••(,)„ S. 0 66 66 10 . I 0 64 64 0  

Gilt Joints for Non. 1O and 25 Pin Stems  
0. S. 46 46 46 66 ••66 46 64

Gilt Skeleton Pin Stems, assorted  

. . $ .85 Gross
.85 "
.85 "
.85 "
1.00 "
1.00 "
.75 "
.10 "

ao "

Discount, 6 per cent. off for cash.

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,N WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JBW,,qLRY, 17.1 SILVER-PLATED WARE, B7c. MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Something New andVery Useful
The advantages and uses uf the Patent

Balance and Jewel Pliers are:
Firstly—The pliers are held in the left

hand and the arm of the balance wheel is
firmly grasped by the small recess or
groove near the ends of the jaws. In the
right hand is held a pair of short, blunt
tweezers, by which the balance rim can
be manipulated up or down, according to
the requirements of the case.

Secondly—If the balance rim is out of
its true circumference, it can be readjusted
by the extreme points of the pliers' jaws,
which are sufficiently narrow to pass be-
tween any two adjacent screws on the
balLcerdiryit.

The balance wheel may be
held vertically by the jaws of the pliers
grasping t e

t
balance a r m

and in this po.

second 

sition the bal-
ance rim can
be trued. The

og=
balance u 

Keystone Ring Clamp

This convenient little tool for jewelers

will hold any size ring from the smallest

to the largest, and is indispensable in

handling rings. Once used, it will never

be discarded. Nickel-plated-25 cents

postpaid.

Tidd's
Spectacle
Clamp

The only perfect or practical clamp for holding
spectacles in any position. Simple in construction
and operation. No screws to get hot and stick.
Nickel-plated-25c. postpaid. Send us a trial order.

TIDD CO . , COLUMBIANA, OHIO

is to allow the rim c,f any
Fourthly—The two circular recesses

on each side of the pliers are used to hold
roller-tables while enlarging the holes in
same, screw heads while shortening the
thread ; and the two smaller recesses are
also used to hold 18 size set jewels while
cleaning same.

Any watchmaker can readily use these
pliers to great advantage

SOLE AGENTS

Henry Zimmern & Co.rporters of Watchmakers,
and Jewelers' Supplies

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Sole depot for the superior and well-known U. S. American 
Mainsprings.

Headquarters for Ajax Insulators.



MORE
CASH
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND

SILVER

WHY WE CAN GIVE IT
Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silverconsigned to us.
If we were in the smelting and refining business exclusively, our expenses and refin-ing- costs would be is to zo per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of otherrefiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY
consignments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay).

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID
in exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

24c. per dwt. for 6-karat
28c. " 411 41 7
32c. " 44 8 ..
36c. " 44 41 9 46

Highest

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
40c. per dwt. for 10-karat
44c. " " " 11 "
48c. " " " 12
52c. " " " 13

Market Price for Old Silver

id

56c. per dwt. for 14-karat
60c. " " " 15 "
64c. " " " 16
68c. " 44 

" Z

72c. " " 18

Send us your large consignments
Send us your small consignments

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention

WENDELL & COMPANY

46

66

Smelters, Refiners and Assayers
93, 95 an 97 William Street 57 Washington StreetNear Maiden Lane (New Location)

New York Established 19 Years 

Chicago

1870

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
1011111111111111

)11 4)11111So,

11111111110111
:111111111111111111111111111

" Perfect" Electric Polishing Lathe.
Weight, 35 pounds. For direct current.

( Base of motor, WA inches x inches.
SIZE fsigahnt ecif rl nocmh ee

I. sn'd to end of mandrels, io inches.

In ordering, please state name of electric system and number of voltage.

Price, $30.00, less 6 per cent. for cash.

114-101 5,65

Silversmiths' Building

131=137 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

OUR UP=TO=DATE-i

"NMI" Electric Polishing Lathe
The motor is so constructed that the speed is under perfect control ; can be

started and stopped instantly ; is perfectly true ; is almost noiseless in operation,

and is entirely enclosed, thus preventing injury from grit and dust.

It requires very little attention ; an occasional renewal of the brushes, which

cost 25c. per pair, is all that is necessary. One set of brushes will last about

three months.
The " Perfect " Electric Lathe is horse-power, and is sufficient for

all ordinary grinding and polishing.
The speed controlling lever is directly on top of motor, and an attachment

P1' g is furnished so that all that is necessary to start it up is to screw plug into

an ordinary lamp socket. The lathe does not have to be fastened clown, its own

weight being sufficient to hold it in place.

It uses no more current than an ordinary fan motor.

An Anti-Oxidizer
A Hard-Soldering
Flux

A Pickle

Directions for using
" Eurema."
Parts to be sol-

dered need not
be cleaned. Apply
fluid freely to
break Immerse
solderin 111oi d also.
Solder in usual
way. For small
articles, such as
spectacle frames,
baby rings, etc.

Price, $1.00

For sale by

Swartchild & Co.,
Silversmiths Bldg.
131 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago.

"EUREMA"
A REVOLUTION IN HARD SOLDERING

ONCE TRIED, FOREVER USED!

Is the only article on the market that COMBINES the 'THREE QUALITIES uf

Hard Soldering Flux ALL IN ONE
Anti=Oxidizer

and Pickle

Will allow to solder any metallic article, however frail, with high-grade solder, without the least danger of burning or
melting the same. No preparation or cleaning or filing necessary. Solder never balls, but flows through break like lead.
We guarantee satisfaction.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING "EUREMA."

Parts to be soldered need not be cleaned. Apply fluid freely to break. Immerse solder in fluid also. Solder in usual
way. For small articles, such as spectacle frames, baby rings, etc., the heat of an alcohol flame is sufficient. For larger or
heavier work use blow-pipe. Gold solder will flow as easily as soft solder, using any quality of solder. After soldering, drop
article in solution which \VIII restore original color. Use same fluid as anti-oxidizer on your work, if necessary, by lightly
heating and clipping, xvhile 11,)1, into " Eurema."

$Price, 4 oz. Bottle, $1 00. Price, per Gallon, 24 00

H1101111 THE"PERFECT"FAMOUS
Saves Time and

ENGLISH STONE SETTING GEMENT oi Does Good Work

THE GREATEST CEMENT FOR HALF PEARLS, OPALS, TURQUOISE AND ALL KINDS OF FLAT BOTTOM STONES.

Will NOT dissolve in Water, Alcohol or Heat. Will dry in less than one minute.

DIFICTIONS POR USING.—Use the point of piece of pegwood, applying the cement to setting ; place stone in cement and hold six inches above

the flame. Satisfactory results in every case guaranteed.

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS PER BOTTLE.

FOR SALE BYSWARTCHILD & COMPANY
WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLY HOUSE

Silversmiths' Building, 131-137 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.Our 7o0-page Catalogue and " Something About" Staffs,
Jewels and Stones sent prepaid upon application.
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144

SEWING SHIELD

108

113 155

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYE-GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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619
Very Showy 3-Stone

$3.50

602
hand Carved, $4.26

569
Set with Carbuncle or

Opals, 23.25
With Doublet, $3.00

3111)
Set with Turquoise tIr
Doublet; $6.00

581
Very Showy, Extra
Heavy, Set with Car-
buncle, $8.00

527
Signet Band, Carved,
liaised t erch n ge-
able Initial, $6.00

Our New Patent Interchangeable
INITIAL AND EMBLEM RING

OPEN 
CLOSED

The Ai000 is released by the pressure of a pin point. It springs securely and firmly into placeby slight pressure on spring. THE BEST INTERCHANGEABLE RING MADE.

Jules A.scheim, Manufacturer
41-43 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

We can supply any of the Rings illustrated here with Opals at additional chargeaccording to size of Opal. Rings furnished in Roman, Bright or Rose Color.
TERMS : 6 PER CENT. 10 DAYS, 5 PER CENT. 30 DAYS

577
Set with Carbuncle
or Doublets, $2.75

600
Set with Doublets Set with Turquoise or

$3.00 Doublets, 101.00

800
8-Stone Gypsy, $2.15

518

575
sI with Carbuncle or

li,n1s, $4.25
w I II I muldet, $3.50

630
Very Showy, 3-Stone,
Block Setting, $4.00

A Word to the Wise is Sufficient
BRAND If you are not satisfied with your Material House, send usa trial order, Its we have had twenty years' experienceIll filling Material orders.

Our motto is, "A pleased customer is our best advertise-ment." Remember, orders filled from any cataloguepublished. A few of our leaders are:
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings, extraquality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rusttin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen I $9.25 per gross.

Balance-Staffs made for American Movements, and American-made Cockand Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. If notsatisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.
Waltham, 0, 1, 6, 16 and 19 sizes, 65 cents dozen.Elgin, 0, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "Hampden, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "Illinois, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "

a,Columbus, 18 a,
Rockford, 18 14

Trenton, 18 "
N. Y. Standard, 18
Seth Thomas, 6 and 18 "
Atlas and Sun Dial, 0 and 18"

*" STAR" Brand American Roller-Jewels, one gross (12 dozen) nicelyassorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles. forthe leading makes of American watches,perfect fit. Special price, complete,$2.75,or 25 cents per dozen.
Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,75 cents and $1.25 per gross.
Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per

gross, 25 cents.
* " STAR " Brand American Long

Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12dozen), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,12 bottles, for the leading makes. Price
complete,Special,$1.75 (dozen,ao cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,
American sizes, 21 1 4 oz., assorted, onedozen on card, 23 cents.

Rolled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round
twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cents;Square, per dozen, 6o cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 3o cents.

ant Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,per dozen, to cents.

65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents

11

American Pendant Screws, it very
handy screw for holding in stem, pergross, well assorted, so cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass
Screws, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.

Ilascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 cts.
* " STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,in box, per gross, 75 cents.
Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch

Bows,O, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, round, assortedon card, per dozen, $1.75 ; antique, perdozen, $2.00.
Gold Solder (N) Brand, low karat, very

easy flowing.per dwt.,ao cts.; 6 dwt ,S .00
Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,

ill %' oz. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.
Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen

nicely assorted on card. Per card, no co.
Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars

and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,
$1.15.

American Winding Stem Combina-
tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keysof all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, complete
outfit ; per box, $1.00.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., B1r7o;d1;:y, New York

The La Porte Watch School
offers through its Summer Course, an opportunity

to learn in a short time

BALANCE STAFF MAKING 

PIVOTING, JEWELING 

HAIRSPRING WORK

and all Fine Adjustments
Class Limitcd.

Special Low Tuition Rate.

Get particulars at once.

J. L. HUTCHINSON, Prop.,
LA PORTE, IND.

No jewelry store
Is complete
without one.

Retail Price,

$5.00

Patented Jan. zo, 190i

THE " SOUTH BEND " WATCH DEMAGNETIZER
For Alternating Current.

Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. lins many points of merit over all others.Will remove all magnetism. Order front your jobber or from
THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFU. CO., South Bend, Ind.

The Giant in Quality
of

Collar Buttons 
in Sales

WRY?

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUAL-
ITY, BEST CONSTRUCTION, GIVING
THE MOST WEAR, AND GREATEST
COMFORT and their IRON=CLAD
GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The
Story of a Collar Button, with Illus-
trations," which may be had FREE for the asking,
and to try the experiment suggested on page 5 of that
booklet.

Extract from "Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with it copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any ptipil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar But ton"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPriatera' Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this

booklet to increase your collar

button business, we will, on

receipt of your order, print your

card upon and send you a quan-

tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACKS

Patent sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made our reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ &, CO.,
in their Factory

49 Chestnut Street,
NEWARK, N. J.

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

No Matter if You Do Live in the Country

100 Candlc Psw,r

YOU CAN STAVE JUST AS

GOOD GAS LIGHT FOR
20 CENTS A MONTH

as can he had in the city at any price,
wherever you are, if pm will gel the

Brilliantung
Gas Lamp

for your HOME, STORE. HOTEL,
CHURCH, SCHOOL, LAWN, PIER,
or wherever you want a good light.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Company
OBORGE BOHNER 42 State St., Chicago

567

100 Candle Power
Street Lamp

Our outdoor and street
lamps are so perfect and
superior that they will
surely supereede gas
and electric light for
park and street lighting
purposes.

The t'Jap 91 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front) Pat'd

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side 1 Pat'd

Sterling Silver and
(Mid-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Solid iold PM'S

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and
quick sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimate on new work
for the trade. Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms I, 2 and 3, 1'7 .; S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

pc.CtLfigi.P29'?KENDRICK6DAVIS
LEBANON 5"

K. & 1). 
Perfection
Staking 
Tools
are 

the best

More sold than all other makes combined, including
foreign and American.

We manufacture eight different kinds.
Our low-priced tools are guaranteed to be equal in

quality and accuracy to any make of Staking Tool.

KENDRICK & DAVIS
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS

LEBANON, N. H.



For the June Wedding Trade
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MADE IN A FULL LINE
OF

SPOONS, FORKS AND
HOLLOW- HANDLED
CUTLERY
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A BEAUTIFUL STERLING SILVER PATTERN, FINELY FINISHED, AT A MODERATE PRICE
WRITE FOR LISTS

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor to

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
WALLINGFORD, CONN.

VoI. 22 Philadelphia, June, 1901 No. 6

THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted, to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

B. THORPE, Publisher.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts of
the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines, (Mum,
U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, Nies ie. and Canada (except
Newfoundland); single copies, regular istilles, 15 cents;
special issues, 2.1 cents. To Foreign Countries 10 Shillings
(61?..11I per year ; single copies, 1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE. when sent by mail, should
be made by a Post-Othee Money ( nder, Bank Check or Draft,
or an Express Money Order. When neither of these can be

('l••'• II red, send the money in a Registered Letter. All
Remit I t nO08 should be made payable to THE
KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Suhscribers desiring their address changed,
should give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising rates furnished on application.
;NII,; ;;(i ; i:ii yr mrtiseents but those of a reputable character will be

To Advertisers—copy for advertisements must reach us by the
25t1, of each month to insure Insertion in the issue of the fol-
lowing month. Notices of changes in advertisements should

corrreeasephounsdntotot later tIlli,ean the 20( Ii of the previous month.

invite correspondence on all matters of
interest to the trade. Correspondents must Invariably give
their name and address. 1Ve do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents.

All communications should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE,
19TH • BROWN STREETS,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 108 STATE ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AUSTRALIA, BOSCH, BARTHEL A CO„ 198 PITT STREET, SYDNEY, N. 8. W.

GREAT BRITAIN. ANGLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 94 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E. C.

J. RAPHAEL • CO., 51 CLERKENWELL ROAD, toftoon, E. C.

BOTWRIGHT 86 GREY, IA SPENCER BY., CLERKENWELL, LONDON, E. C.

TO UNWRAP YOUR KEYSTONE, SIMPLY PULL THE STRING

Index to Advertisers on page 663
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Fighting the Mail-Order Houses

TI IE encroachment of the mail-order houses
on the business of the local trader has

reached a point where it merits the serious con-

sideration of all retailers. As the condition is

a progressive one which will, no doubt, be

aggravated by free rural delivery and other

postal improvements, it behooves local mer-

chants to take such steps to counteract its

competitive potentiality as developments may

suggest. As the basis of the mail-order busi-

ness is the inculcation of the belief among the

public that they get better rates by patronizing

the mail-order houses, so the logical way to

counteract their influence is to convince the

public of the fallacy of this claim. Many mer-

chants are doing this very effectively. As ex-

ample is always more forceful than precept we

give here the substance of a full-page display

advertisement of a Morris, Ill., merchant, which

appeared in a journal of that town. There are

points in the announcement that may serve

many of our readers:

We propose to meet the prices of the department
stores or catalogue houses.

All we ask is that you deal with us on the same
basis that you deal with catalogue houses, and give us
the same amount of time to get the goods which it
would require to get them from them.

Plank your money down when you order the
goods and we will meet each and every price they
make and furnish you the same goods at the same
prices they offer you.

We will go further.
We don't ask you to take any goods where mis-

takes are made in ordering.
We'll shoulder the mistakes.
If any of you have ever had anything come wrong

you know what a nice little job it is to have it cor-
rected, no matter how willing the firm is to do so.

It takes correspondence ; stamps and freight on
the goods to get them exchanged, to say nothing of
the loss of time.

Some people prefer to buy away from home be-
cause it sounds big to be able to say they ordered from
Chicago, etc.

We know of one party who is actually paying
more for goods bought away from Morris than he
could buy them of his dealer here.

This kind of people we can do nothing for, but
the kind who are making the dollar go just as far as
they can, we can and will do something for.

Give us a trial on the proposition we make, if you
are one of those who are buying away from home.

Bring your catalogue with you.
If we fail to furnish the goods without a reason-

able excuse don't give us your confidence again.
Try us once.
We don't fear the result.
We are residents of Morris.
We are your home merchants.
We help pay taxes.

product.
We have to live and consume some of your

Is our proposition wrong?
The whole trouble about our people about Morris

is the same with which so many communities are
suffering.

That old slow-coach, credit.
Some of it so slow we never get it.
No merchant can sell goods cheap on that plan.
The dollar invested in goods to-day and sold for

cash to-morrow can be invested in more goods the fol-
lowing day and the same process of sale may be repea-
ted, but the dollar invested in goods to-day and sold on
credit to-morrow is tied up just so long as you don't
get it back, and its earning capacity is stopped for the
merchant until he gets it back again.

Can you wonder why the catalogue house has the
advantage in price over most of your home merchants?

The catalogue house won't trust you ; even de-
mand the money in advance with no goods in sight.

So ran the argument, and an excellent

argument, too, either to publish or to use across
the counter. Indeed, any merchant who adver-
tises liberally should be able to influence his
local paper to publish such matter free, for the
local paper is as much interested as the local
merchant.

The Anti-Department Store Law in
Germany

IN our issue of October, 1900, we gave thechief provisions of an anti-department store

law passed by the Prussian Diet and which went

into effect in Germany on January 1, 1901.

Briefly, the statute divides the merchandise to

be sold into four groups, relatively food pro-

ducts, drugs, etc.; dry goods, clothing, house

furnishings, etc. ; crockery, implements and

utensils, etc.; and jewelry, books, sporting

goods, toys, musical instruments, etc. Every

store which sells articles included in more than

one of the four groups, and the aggregate sales

amount to $95,2oo per annum, will pay a

graduated tax accordingly. A store doing a

$3,000,000 business, for instance, would pay

under the law a special annual tax of about

$70,000.
As this is the first measure restricting the

department store that has ever been put to the

test, an official report as to its working has been

eagerly awaited in this country. A Missouri

subscriber writes : " As an effort is likely to be

made to draw up an anti-department store

measure for this State, which will be without the

unconstitutional features of the law passed some

time ago, it might be of advantage to know

how the German law mentioned in a recent

issue of THE KEYSTONE has worked." The

German law has scarcely been in operation long

enough to justify a final judgment, but it would

seem that results so far are not encouraging to

anti-department store legislation. It was ex-

pected, of course, that the law would result in

dividing up the big concerns and thus work to

the advantage of the middle class and single

line merchants. Not only has no such tendency

been so far observed, but many of the middle

class merchants complain that they are rather

injured than benefited.

AN official report received at the State De-

partment at Washington, from Consul

Frank H. Mason, at Berlin, offers some explana-

tion of this. He says, in the first place, that

many of the smaller firms do a yearly business
exceeding the taxable limit and sell articles

which, under the law, are grouped in separate
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categories. One example given is that of a
leading manufacturer of lamps and lighting
apparatus who makes a speciality of high-class
lamps. In order to secure the success of its
lamps the firm sold the best high-grade petro-
leum, distributed through the city by uniformed
employees with handsomely painted wagons and
all the paraphernalia of a select and exclusive
trade. But petroleum and lamps are in separate
groups according to the law, and the house was
forced to discontinue its oil department or sub-
mit to an annual tax of about 5 per cent. on the
total sales of the other departments. Other
examples are given, and it is said that the list of
such surprises as to the actual effect of the
statute in Berlin might be extended almost
indefinitely.

The big concerns, on the other hand, went
to work systematically to meet the new con-
ditions. In contracting for their merchandise
stocks they secured extra discounts, using the
plea of special taxation with potent effect, so
that the burden for the most part was trans-
ferred to the manufacturers, who were afraid of
losing such good customers. So, far from dis-
couraging the department-store enterprises, it is
stated that a large and superbly appointed new
department store was opened in December,
equipped and managed in American style, also
that the original and principal establishment of
that class in Berlin, against which the new law
was specially aimed, has doubled its capacity
and put forth greatly increased efforts and at-
tractions during the past winter. Consul Mason
concludes that it is too soon to estimate accu-
rately and conclusively as to the ultimate effects
of the law, but that it is impossible not to admit
that in so far as the effects of the law have yet
been developed it is fulfilling the predictions of
its enemies rather than the hopes of its friends.

The Factor of Credit in Business

THE annual convention of the National
Association of Credit Men, which takes

place in Cleveland this month, directs attention
to the growing importance of the credit factor in
modern business. It is only within the past ten
years or so that credit management has been
reduced to the science it now is, and that the
credit man has attained such a position of emi-
nence in the mercantile world. The evolution
of the credit man to his present autocratic
capacity is one of the developments that have
elevated modern merchandizing almost to the
status of a profession, and that must ultimately
achieve this admirable purpose. The National
Association of Credit Men has been a powerful
agent in perfecting the credit system as it now
exists, and its work has been an incalculable
benefit to the business world.

NOT. all jewelers have as yet a correct idea
of the searching system that surrounds

modern credit giving. Character is more than
ever before the basis of credit. There was a
time when a man might gamble, drink to excess
and indulge in riotous living without suffering
much, if any, loss of prestige in the business
world. This is no longer the case. The modern
credit man, besides ascertaining the strength of
a merchant's business, the amount of his assets
and liabilities, also takes note of his personal
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character. Said a leading credit man recently :
" Many men who are living double lives, and
who suppose that no one is. the wiser, would be
surprised to learn that the truth is known to
more than one credit man. Locked up in the
latter's safe is information that would cause a
dozen divorce cases and widespread scandal if
made public. More than one person who has
been refused a loan by the bank, and has won-
dered at it, would not be surprised if he knew
how much of his manner of life was written
down in the records of the credit man."

This shows how erroneous is the belief that
modern business is a species of sharp practice.
Character, integrity and honor are yearly be-
coming greater essentials in business doing, and
necessarily so, for credit is an important factor
in modern merchandizing.

The Execution of Our Cover Design

MANY of our readers manifest a curiosity to
know how the cover design of THE KEY-

STONE is executed. As this artistic and expen-
sive class of work is now much in vogue, the
method of execution may be of interest to our
readers generally. In the first place, the artist
makes a rough pencil sketch of the idea for the
design furnished by this journal. After the
pencil sketch is approved the design is worked
out in a clay or wax model. This model is
made about four feet in height, and its proper
execution calls for the highest skill of the artist-
sculptor. It is needless to say that this part of
the work is very expensive. After the clay or
wax model is approved, a photograph is taken
of it—the photograph being about half the size
of the model, or about two feet high. From
this photograph a half-tone cut is made, fifteen
inches high, and from this the cover is printed.
The wax model work is a comparatively recent
development and greatly admired, but the cost
is a bar to its general use. THE KEYSTONE'S
ambition to give the trade the newest, best and
handsomest entails exceptional expense, but we
find our reward in the unstinted appreciation of
the trade at large.

The Question of Good Roads

IN view of the fact that THE KEYSTONE hasdevoted much thought and space to the road
reform agitation, the following letter from Jeweler
R. Brandt, Chester, S. C., is somewhat of a
surprise :

In your very excellent May number I read with
much interest an article on irrigation as a benefit to
the United States. Have you studied the good-roads
question from the standpoint of national worth ? We
are officially informed that while the cost of hauling
over our present dirt roads is about $1,000,0000poo
per year, that by grading, draining and macadamizing
them, the cost would be reduced just one-third of that
enormous sum. What national economical question
could save our people $600,000,000 a year? European
countries give a great deal of importance to highways,
and while we are beginning to surpass them in many
ways, we are sadly behind on the road question.

THE KEYSTONE has thoroughly exploited
the good roads question. We have published
statistics showing the worth of good highways
to the locality and the nation, and we have even
explained with illustrations the construction of a
modern roadway in the hope that our readers
would use the information in removing the pre-
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judice, or in influencing or instructing those
whom they met in a business or social way.
Much missionary work in the interest of good
roads can be done by the jewelers and retail mer-
chants generally, but there seems to be deplorable
apathy in the matter. Indeed, the short-sighted
policy of merchants in small communities and
of farmers is often astounding. The farmer stays
at home rather than journey three or four miles
through impassable mud, and the merchant
wonders why trade is dull. The farmer reads
of prices given for produce and complains bit-
terly because he cannot haul his stuff to market
owing to the weather, and yet both farmer and
merchant will very decidedly kick against the
payment of taxes necessary to secure good
roads.

HEpI  San Francisco Call recently compiled
very interesting data on the subject of the

length of hauls and cost of hauling in different
sections. The haul is in the

Miles
Eastern States  
Northern Sates  

5.9
69

Southern States  8.8
Cotton States  12.6
Prairie States  88
Pacific States  23.3

To get a ton of freight to
road or boat by wagon costs
in the

Eastern States
Northern States
Southern States
Cotton States  
Prairie States  
Pacific States  

market, to rail-
on the average

$1. 8o
I  86
2  72

3.05

I .94
5.12

The difference in cost per ton per mile is
due to the difference in the quality of the roads,
and, therefore, in the hauling power of the
horse. The cost in the Pacific States, for in-
stance, is 21 cents per ton per mile, while the
railroad charge is less than one-half cent per ton

Pa'. mile.
From the above figures it will be seen that

the South, in which our coriespondent is located,
is greatly disadvantaged in the matter of road-
ways, but the agitation there is being conducted
with great vigor. The New Orleans Times-
Dell/0(1'W recently printed a series of interviews
with representative citizens in various parts of
Mississippi and Lousiana—municipal officers,
hank presidents, clergymen, wholesale and retail
merchants, farmers and others, and all are of
one mind as to the necessity of immediate road
improvement. Sentiment in that section has
been greatly stimulated by the recent under-
taking on the part of the National Good Roads
Association and the Illinois Central Railroad, to
run a train, specially equipped for practical road
making, from New Orleans to Chicago. The
" Good Roads Special," as it is called, has
already given demonstrations in road building
at New Orleans, Natchez and Vicksburg. It is
now proceeding northward and is scheduled to
stop at a number of places before it reaches
Chicago. At each place a specimen road at
least a mile long will be constructed and left as
an object lesson to people who would like to
have open highways twelve months in the year.

The bicycle did much for the cause of good
roads ; the automobile will do more. The in-
tensifying national predilection for out-door
sports is also materially assisting, but an awak-
ened public sentiment is the primary essential
to material progress,
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The Supreme Court and Expansion

HEpI  Supreme Court of the United States
has pronounced valid the Porto Rican tariff

under the Foraker act. This decision, whether

for good or evil (some think one way, some

the other), removes the only effectual block to

territorial expansion. In effect it implies the

following:

The Constitution does not extend itself by its
own force into all territory acquired and held by this
Government.

The Constitution does not follow the flag, until
such time as Congress sends the Constitution after the
flag.

Territory may be a part of the United States in
the geographical sense without being an integral part
of the United States in the Constitutional sense.

The area covered by the flag of the United States
may consist of States, organized territories on the
way to Statehood, and other territory subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States.

Citizenship in American possessions is not neces-
sarily citizenship of the United States.

Notwithstanding constitutional requirements as to
uniformity of legislation, Congress can legislate for
different territories according to their varying condi-
tions and requirements.

Tell-Tale Clocks of the New Century

HEpI  function of the clock in the twentieth
century is two fold—to " keep tab " as

well as to keep time. The clocks which record

the time made by employees are now familiar to

all, but improvemements are being added con-

tinually. The remarkable perfection of the

workshop clock was told in a recent speech

made by Isaac Cowan before the Central Fede-

rated Labor Union dealing with the great steel

works at Homestead, Pa. Said Mr. Cowan :

They have got things down so fine now that a
Voss might go to Europe and stay six months and
when he came back tell you just what you had been
doing during every hour of every work day.

They have a clock that tells it all. One is attached
to every machine tool. The clock has three hands.
The first hand tells just how long the machine has
been run and the hour and minute when it was started
or stopped.

The second hand tells the depth of the tool cut.
When I used to work at the trade we had a way some-
times of letting a machine run and not have the tool
cutting. We used to call that " cutting wind." The
clock tells when a man has been " cutting wind."

The third hand tells the speed at which the
machine has been run.

The boss has only to look at the clocks to tell
just what each man has been doing.

The conscientious worker would seem to

have nothing to fear from the modern tell-tale

clock, but the fascinating occupation of killing

time is probably very much a thing of the past.

Edison's Latest Achievement

WI ZARD EDISON is now credited with

another great inventive triumph in the

construction of a practicable light-weight storage

battery. Heretofore the extension of the use

of the storage-battery system was greatly im-

peded by the weight and rapid deterioration of

the cells. Edison is now credited with having

reduced the weight of batteries from .18o to 55

pounds per horse power hour, reduced the time

of charging one-half and obviated deterioration

by substituting iron and nickel-oxide plates for

lead cells. The new battery with one charge

will propel an automobile one hundred miles

instead of thirty, and make practicable the use

of electric vehicles for heavy trucking in cities.

It is easy, too, to look forward to the time when

trolley poles and wires will be banished from

street and highway, to the improvement of
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transportation and the greater security of the

public.
The new battery is even said to point to

the possibility of harnesssing- the ocean. Mr.

Edison himself suggests that it may be employed

to accumulate tidal power. The old lead-cell

battery, he points out, did not accumulate

power quickly enough from the rise and fall of

the tides to come within the commercial limits

of tidal power, but the rapidity with which the

new battery can be charged may overcome this

drawback. Electrical experts are, indeed, enthu-

siastic over the possibility of the new invention.

The Electrical Engineer says : " Mr. Edison

has produced no invention of broader utility in

the electrical field since incandescent lighting

was evolved from the busy brain of the same

pioneer of industry. It is hard to foresee all

the meaning- of this improvement. But we may

look a little way and see the noiseless city., the

suppressiOn of the horse, and the automobile

a factor of economic importance in general

transportation. Electric tugboats will give new

life to- our canals, and with electric ferryboats

will revolutionize our harbors. Electric torpedo

boats of swiftness and secrecy will make present

naval armamonts Of doubtful protection. The

invention gives electricity a new foothold in its

career of industrial conquest."

Rats as Jewelry Thieves

DURI NG the past month two novel robberies

of jewelry stores were announced in the

daily press. One occurred in Pittsburg and

the other in Chicago, and in both instances after

much surmise, suspicion and search, it was dis-

covered that rats were the robbers. The rob-

beries were committed with great cunning -and

ingenuity, and detection was purely accidental.

In the instance of the Chicago jewelry store an

early morning- pedestrian, on looking into the

window saw an able-bodied rodent, tail fore-
most, tugging a watch towards his hole. As

the watch was of masculine size and taxing the

prehensile potentiality of the rat's maxillaries,

a brother or sister rodent rushed to the rescue

and taking his brother in distress by the tail

tugged to such good purpose that the time-

piece was finally successfully purloined. There's

nothing but his suspicious diplopia to indicate

that the early-morning pedestrian was not re-

turning from a meeting of the Sons of Tem-

perance, and the fact that he did not see a

monocled rodent examining the guarantee stamp

on the case is also in his favor, so there is no

apparent reason to doubt the story or the tug-

of-war esbellishment ; for the watches and jewelry

were actually found in the rats' storeroom. The

intelligence of rats is well known, and their pre-

dilection for dollar bills is also a matter of record,

but their weakness for jewelry is a new develop-

ment and probably due to the prevailing pros-

perity. A few more such robberies, and the

Jewelers' Security Alliance will have a new foe.

Changes in the War Tax Law which go
into Effect on July 1st

DURING the last session of Congress the

war tax law was revised and many changes

made in its taxing provisions. Some of these

changes are such as all business men should

know of, and for the inforniation of our readers
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we publish here below in convenient, tabulated

form the taxes repealed, modified and retained:

Present Law Repealed

( These items have been repealed outright)

Bank checks, 2 cents.
Bills of lading for export, to cents.
Bonds of indemnity and bonds not otherwise

specified, 50 cents. (Repealed except as to
bonds of indemnity.)

Certificate of damage, 25 cents.
Certificates of deposit, 2 cents.
Certificates not otherwise specified, to cents.
Charter party, $3 to $10.
Chewing gum, 4 cents each $1.
Commercial brokers, $20.
Express receipts, I cent.
Insurance—Life, 8 cents on each igloo ; marine,

inland, fire, cent on each $1 ; casualty,
fidelity and guaranty, 34 cent on each $1.

Lease, 25 cents to $1.
Manifest for Custom house entry, $1 to $5.
Money orders, 2 cents for each poo.
Mortgage or conveyance in trust, 25 cents for each

$15oo.
Perfumery and cosmetics, cent for each 5 cents.
Power of attorney to vote, lo cents.
Power of attorney to sell, 25 cents.
Promissory notes, 2 cents for each $roo.
Proprietary medicines, one-eighth cent for each 5

cents.
Protest, 25 cents.
Telegraph messages, I cent.
Telephone messages; I cent.
Warehouse receipts, 25 cents.

Present Law Modified

(These items have been modified)

Beer, $2 per barrel and 734 per cent. discount,
changed to $1.60 per barrel, and 74 per cent.
discount repealed.

Bills of exchange, foreign, 4 cents for each $too ;
changed to 2 cents for each poo.

Cigars weighing more than 3 pounds per too°,
$3.60 per moo ; changed to $3 per moo.

Cigarettes weighing not more than 3 pounds per
Iwo, $1.50 per row ; changed to, valued at not
more than $2 per woo, 18 cents per pound ;
valued at more than $2 per woo, 36 cents per
pound.

Cigars weighing not more than 3 pounds per moo,
$1 per loco ; changed to 18 cents per pound.

Conveyance, 50 cents for each $500 ; now ex-
empted below $25ou ; above $25oo, 25 cents
for each $5oo.

Legacies—Law modified so as to exclude from
taxation legacies of charitable, religious, lite-
rary or educational character.

Passage ticket, $1 to $5 ; now exempted below $5o
in value.

Sales of products at exchanges : I cent for each
$too retained, but sales of merchandise in
actual course of transportation exempted from
tax.

Tobacco and snuff, 12 cents per pound ; now, dis-
count of 20 per cent.

Present Law Retained

(These items have not been -hang-ed)

Bankers' capital and surplus, $50 for $25,000, and
$2 for each additional pow.

Bonds, debentures, certificates of indebtedness,
etc., 5 cents for each poo.

Broker's contract, to cents.
Certificates of profits, 2 cents for each Stoo.
Certificates of stock, original issue, 5 cents for

CerteifiaccahteS.msoi stuck, transfers, 2 cents for each
$10o. (Amended to include bucket shops.)

Cigarettes weighing more than 3 pounds per moo,
$3.60 per too°.

Custom House brokers, $ro.
Dealers in leaf tobacco, $6 to $24.

D 
tobacco, xe$1 c2

flange, inland, 2 cents for
each $too.

goods at Custom House for consump-

Diertarfity esr s o of 
in

Ela

non, 25 cents to $1.
Entry for withdrawal, so cents.
Freight receipts Or domestic bills of lading, I cent.
Manufacturers of cigars, $6 to $24.
Manufacturers of mixed flour, $12 per annum.
Manufacturers of tobacco, $6 to $24.
Mixed flour, 4 cents per barrel.
Pawnbrokers, $20.
Petroleum and sugar refineries, one-fourth per

cent. gross receipts in excess of $25o,000.
Proprietors of bowling alleys or billiard rooms,

$5 for each alley or table.
Proprietors of circuses, poo.
Proprietors of other public exhibitions, $10.
Proprietors of theaters, museums and concert

$ 
Sleeping and parlor car tickets, I cent.
Sparkling iia-c)°C)ther wines, i pint, i cent ; more

than 1 pint, 2 cents.

of to cents per pound.
TS teoac, kebursot ok rss , dt5toy.



IC RE this is read the head of our firm tvill be in Europe, where he will incidentally enjoy
a few weeks of rest, travel and recreation, but his trip is mainly in the interests of our
Diamond Department. Our Mr. Knights, while abroad, will personally select as com-
plete, comprehensive and choice an assortment of Diamonds and Precious Stones for

the coming fall trade as can be found in the European marts. These goods will please
the Western buyer, for there are few men better acquainted with the needs and wants of the retail
dealer in the Diamond line than Mr. Knights. Take our word for it that it will pay you to see
our stock before you buy your Diamonds for the fall trade, as we propose to come into the market
by August 1st with a stock in this line that will merit the attention of the closest buyers.

C. H. KNIGHTS Ci COMPANY
DIAMOND IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Columbus Memorial Building JR? JR? CHICAGO
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The Correspondence of Graybeard

and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions

for Jewelers. Young and Old

V I

DEAR GRAY BEARD :

The expected has come to pass. This town

has been growing considerably in the past two

years, and I began to fear that Mr. Hairspring

and myself would not go much longer without

other competition ; but I never looked forward

to the kind of competition which has just de-

clared itself.
The new jeweler has located himself directly

opposite me. His store is filled with showy

stuff, most of it cheap and of inferior quality,

but mixed with some really fine goods, which

I think must be consigned to him. He is a

stranger in the town, and has no personal

following, as have both Mr. Hairspring and

myself, .and I would have no anxieties if I could

meet him on even ground ; but to do so would

ruin me, as he has either bought his goods for

much less than I have, or he does not intend to

pay for them. He is offering goods for only

about ten per cent. above my cost ; and the

manner of his offer is what gives me most con-

cern. He takes up a big space in the newspaper

and says, in bold type, " Don't continue to be

swindled by jewelers who ask exorbitant profits.

See my goods and compare prices with what

you have been paying. I sell watches for $8.35

that you pay $12 for, elsewhere ; chains for 90

cents that are better than those sold by the

sharks here for $1.50. Watches cleaned, 50

cents ; repaired, less than half the amount you

have been paying to robbers," etc., etc. Some

of my intimate friends are chaffing me about

being a " robber," a " shark " and a " swindler,"

and I fear that the public, outside of these inti-

mates, may take the newcomer's advertise-

ments as stating a fact, and thus reflect on my

honesty and fairness. I am bothered. How

shall I meet this kind of competition?

THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAY YOUNGSTER:

You ask my suggestions as to "how to

meet this kind of competition." Here is my

answer : Don't try to meet it at all !

I know it is hard to sit quiet under such

provocation, but it is the wise thing to do. Bide

your time. If the fellow is selling at a profit of

only ten per cent. he cannot last, and you will

be vindicated in the final outcome of events.

You, and Mr. Hairspring, are favorably known

in the town. Count on that reputation to hold

your solid trade to you. The floating trade

may temporarily drift into the " cutter's " store,

but it will drift out again, and back to you,

when the fellow is revealed in his true character.

For it is found to be almost an invariable fact

that the merchant whose whole policy of busi-

ness is to impugn the honesty and fairness of

his competitors is himself " crooked " in essence,

and his cry of " stop thief ! " is to cover his own

escape from the charge of thieving. Watch

him. Send a few confidential friends on

" pricing " visits to his store, and some day

he will surely misrepresent a quality in order to

make a sale at his " low " prices. Then let

your friend " go for " him on false pretences, if
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the circumstances warrant an arrest. But don't

" talk back " at him in your advertisements, or

criticise him over your counter. Don't let him

draw your fire. Ignore him as unworthy your

consideration. " Say nothing, and saw wood."

He will leave the town as suddenly as he came,

when he has shot his bolt. If you attempt to

meet him on the price question, you will never

be able to restore the legitimate prices ; and the

fact that you reduce your prices, under pres-

sure, would establish his claim that you were a

" robber " before. Lei him alone, hold to your

prices against him, and you will be surprised

how little actual trade leaves you for good. The

only thing he has to offer is the bargain price ;

you have reputation behind you, and the capital

of character ; and you will win out.

GRAYBEARD.

DEAR GRAYBEARD:

I have waited to answer your letter so as

to be able to report the progress of the new-

comer; and I am glad to say that my fears seem

to have been unduly magnified, as your com-

forting letter predicted. The fellow does not

seem to have set the town on fire with anxiety

to buy his goods, and his fierce personalities

have not won any sympathy to him among the

better class of citizens ; while among the others

he seems to have raised a doubt as to the quality

of his goods, since his prices are so very much

below Mr. Hairspring's and mine, on what

appear to be the same goods. The people sus-

pect that they are not the same goods, and his

" boom " has collapsed.
Now, another matter. My business is

increasing daily, and a surprising • number of

customers ask for things I don't have—things

outside of my " special lines." It seems to me

that the time is ripe for me to put in the whole

range of goods found in a complete jewelry

store, so that I can supply anything called for

in the regular jeweler's line. But to do this at

once requires more money than I can command;

so it would seem (if we grant that it would now

be expedient for me to add the other lines to

my present stock) that the only thing to do is to

take a partner with the necessary capital. I do

not have any one in mind, as I first want your

opinion on the general proposition, before going

further with my thought.
THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

I cannot agree with you that the time has

come as yet when you should break away from

the " special lines " idea, and go into the com-

prehensive variety of lines of the full-rigged

:jewelry store ; but I will not argue that ques-

tion at present, and will reply to your inquiry

as to the partnership idea.

The only reasons for your taking a partner

would be, first, the physical necessity for help

in conducting the details of the business ;

second, the financial necessity of more money

in the business. Of course, the first reason is

not the case ; and even if your business ex-

pands further, as long as you can hire compe-

tent.help do so, as there will be more profit to

you in paying wages than in dividing earnings.

The only ground for taking a partner, from the

" help " point of view, would be to secure to

the business the continuing services of an inVal-
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liable man in your employ ; as a superior watch-

maker, or a salesman with a large following.

If you need more money in the business,

and have exhausted your borrowing capacity,

and d'o not need more help, try to get a partner

who will not require you to take his service at

the same time ; for the probabilities are that he

will expect to put his service against yours, with

an equal division of the profits (assuming that

he puts into the business the same amount of

cash as yourself). This would not be a fair

division ; for your training, experience and

technical knowledge entitle you to the larger

share. He will bring to the business only

money, and such personal service as you could

easily hire. Therefore, if your investments of

money are equal, you should either have a

larger share of the profits, or a salary in addi-

tion to your equal sharing of the net profits. If

he goes into partnership without giving service,

then you should receive a proper salary, after

which the profits should be divided equally.
An agreeable partnership multiplies the

joys and divides the sorrows of business ; is a

source of comfort in the mutual sharing of

responsibilities, and in the thought that " two

heads are wiser than one." But the other kind !

There is no torment keener than to be yoked to

an uncongenial partner, or one whom you can-

not trust with absolute confidence. The success

of your partnership, and your happiness in it,

all depends upon the kind of partner with

whom you join. If you go into a partnership

consider the matter as carefully as if you were

going into matrimony ; for your partner is the

wife of your office, who comes into your life

almost as nearly as the wife of your house.

Don't be in a hurry to take a partner into your

business ; and be sure he's the right sort before

you are joined " for better, for worse, for richer,

for poorer." GRAYBEARD.

Out-Door Advertising: Bill-Boards,
Fence and Rock Painting,

Street Cars, Etc.

THE newspaper press is practically unanimous

in maintaining the argument that newspaper

advertising is the only kind worth while. Allow-

ance must be made for the fact that this

verdict comes from a "packed" jury, since the

jurors are directly interested in establishing such

a conviction in the public mind ; and as news-

papers have monopoly of the means of creating

public opinion, they will always " have the last

say" in any discussion as to the efficacy of the

various mediums of publicity. It is our opinion

that of all the means employed to reach the

public eye and convince the public mind, in the

whole range of advertising project, the news-
paper is the best for most—but not all—busi-

nesses; but it is no/ "the only kind worth while. "

Any kind of publicity which attracts favor-

able attention to the thing or the business ad-

vertised is " worth while ;" and the variety of

kinds is very great. Herewith we present for

the consideration of our readers some of the

various forms of Out-Door Advertising which

are more or less available to jewelers.

Fence-Painting

This form of advertising flourishes on

country roads approaching the town, and it is

(Continued on page 575)



INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

RE this is read the head of our firm n \vill be in Europe, where he NViii incidentally enjoy
a few weeks of rest, travel and recreation, but his trip is mainly in the interests of our

4 - 4-v441:44, Diamond Department. Our Mr. Knights, while abroad, will personally select as com-
`q2LED  plete, comprehensive and choice an assortment of Diamonds and Precious Stones for

the coining fall trade as can be found in the European marts. These goods will please
the Western buyer, for there are few men better acquainted with the needs and wants of the retail
dealer in the Diamond line than Mr. Knights. Take our word for it that it will pay you to see
our stock before you buy your Diamonds for the fall trade, as we propose to come into the market
by August 1st with a stock in this line that will merit the attention of the closest buyers.

C. II. KNIGHTS 0 COMPANY
DIAMOND IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Columbus Memorial Building .0 ..k2 CHICAGO

june, 1 90 t

The Correspondence of Graybeard

and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions

for Jewelers. Young and Old

VI

DEAR GRAY M.:\ I o

The expected has come ti I pass. This town

has been growing considerably in the past two

years, and I began to fear that Mr. Hairspring

and myself would not go much longer without

other competition ; but I never looked forward

to the kind of competition which has just de-

clared itself.
The new jeweler has located himself directly

opposite Inc. His store is filled with showy

stuff, most of it cheap and Of inferior quality,

but mixed with some really fine goods, which

I think must be consigned to him. He is a

stranger in the town, and has no personal

as have both Mr. Hairspring and

myself, .and I would have no anxieties if I could

meet him on even ground ; but to do so would

ruin me, as he has either bought his goods for

much less than I have, or he does not intend to

pay for them. He is offering goods for only

about ten per cent. above my cost ; and the

manner of his offer is what gives me most con-

cern. He takes up a big space in the newspaper

and says, in bold type, " Don't continue to be

swindled by jewelers who ask exorbitant profits.

See my goods and compare prices with what

you have been paying. I sell watches for titi. 35

that you pay $1 2 for, elsewhere ; chains for 90

cents that are better than those sold by the

sharks here for $1.50. Watches cleaned, so

cents ; repaired, less than half the amount you

have been paying to robbers," etc., etc. Some

of my intimate friends are chaffing me about

being a " robber," a " shark " and a " swindler,"

and I fear that the public, outside of these inti-

mates, inay take the newcomer's advertise-

ments as stating a fact, and thus reflect on my

honesty and fairness. I am bothered. How

shall I meet this kind of competition?

THE YOUNGSTER.

THE K EYSTONE

DEAY YOUNGSTER:

You ask my suggestions as to " how to

meet this kind of competition." Here is my

answer : Don't try to meet it at all !

I know it is hard to sit quiet under such

provocation, but it is the wise thing to do. Bide

your time. If the fellow is selling at a profit of

only ten per cent. he cannot last, and you will

be vindicated in the final outcome of events.

You, and Mr. Hairspring, are favorably known

in the town. Count on that reputation to hold

your solid trade to you. The floating trade

may temporarily drift into the "enact's" store,

but it will drift out again, and back to you,

when the fellow is revealed in his true character.

For it is found to be almost an invariable fact

that the merchant whose whole policy of busi-

ness is to impugn the honesty and fairness of

his competitors is himself " crooked " in essence,

and his cry of " stop thief !" is to cover his own

escape from the charge of thieving. Watch

him. Send a few confidential friends on

" pricing" visits to his store, and some day

he will surely misrepresent a quality in order to

make a sale at his " low " prices. Then let

your friend " go for " him on false pretences, if

the circumstances warrant an arrest. But don't

" talk back " at him in pow ;tdvertisements, or

criticise him over your counter. I )( t let him

draw your tire. Ignore him as unworthy your

consideration. '' Say nothing, :.tnd saw wood.''

I le will leave the to‘vn as suddenly as he came,

when he has shot his bolt. If you attempt to

meet him on the price question, you will never

be able to restore the legitimate prices ; find the

fact that you reduce your prices, under pres-

sure, would establish his claim that yf ii were a

" robber " before. Let him alone, hold to your

prices against him, and you will be surprised

how little actual trade leaves you for good. The

only thing he has to offer is the bargain f

you have reputation) behind von, and the :t ill)

of character ; and you win out.

GRAYBEARD.

DEAR GRAYBF.A RD :

I have waited to answer your letter so as

to be able to report the progress of the new-

comer; and I am glad to say that my fears seem

to have been unduly magnified, as your com-

forting letter predicted. The fellow does not

seem to have set the town on fire with anxiety

to buy his goods, and his fierce personalities

have not won any sympathy to him aMong the

better class of citizens ; while among the others

he seems to have raised a doubt as to the quality

of his goods, since his prices are so very much

below Mr. Hairspring's and mine, on) what

appear to be the same goods. The people sus-

pect that they are not the same goods, and his

" boom " has collapsed.

Now, ttnother matter. AI), business is

increasing daily, and a surprising number of

customers ask for things I don't have—things

outside of my " special lines." It seems to me

that the time is ripe for me to put in the whole

range of goods found in a complete jewelry

store, so that I can supply anything called for

in the regular jeweler's line. But to do this at

once requires more money than I can command;

so it would seem (if we grant that it would now

be expedient for me to add the other lines to

my present stock) that the only thing to do is to

take a partner with the necessary capital. I do

not have any one in mind, as I first want your

opinion on the general proposition, before going

further with my thought.
THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

I cannot agree with you that the time has

conic as yet when you should break away from

the " special lilies " idea, and go into the com-

prehensive variety of lines of the full-rigged

'jewelry store ; but I vill not argue that ques-

tion at present, and will reply to your inquiry

as to the partnership idea.

The only reasons for your taking a partner

would be, first, the physical necessity for help

in conducting the details of the business ;

second, the financial necessity of more money

in the business, Of course, the first reason is

not the case ; and even if your business ex-

pands further, as long as you can hire compe-

tent help do so, as there will be more profit to

YOU in paying wages than in dividing earnings.

The only ground for taking a partner, from the

" help " point of view, would be to secure to

the business the continuing services of an inval-
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liable man in your employ as 1 superi(ir watch-

maker, or a salesman NVith It large following%
If vou need more mono. ill the business,

and haze exhausted your borro;ying

and d'o not need nu we help, try to get a partner

who will not require you to take his service at

the same time ; for the probabilities arc that he

vihl CNIA.q.st to put his seri ice rigainst yours, with

an equal division of the profits (assuming. that

he puts into the business the same amount of

cash as yourself ). This would not be a fair

division ; for your training, experience and

technical knowledge entitle you to the larger

share. //e will bring to the business only

money, :Ind such personal service as you could

easily hire. Therefore, if your investments of

II oney are equ:tl, you slunild either have a

larger share of the profits, or a salary in addi-

tion to your equal sharing of the net profits. If

he goes into partnership Nvithout giving service,

then you should receive a proper salary, after

which the profits should be divided equally.

An agreeable partnership multiplies the

joys and divides the sorrows of business ; is a

SI urce of comfort in the mutual sharing of

respomsibilities, an&l in the thot,44.1n, that "two

heads :tn.! wiser than one.'' But the other kind !

There is no torment keener than to) be yoked to

an uncongenial partner, or 011e W110111 you can-

not trust with absolute ccinfidence. The success

of y' air partnership, and your happiness in it,

all depends upon the kind of partner with

whom you join. If you g() into a partnership

consider the matter as carefully as if you were

going into) matrimony ; for your partner is the

wife of your office, who comes into your life

almost as nearly as the wife of your house.

Don't Ile in a hurry to take a partner into your

business ; and be sure he's the right sort before

you are joined "for better, for worse, for richer,

for poorer." GRAVBEARD.

Out-Door Advert:sing: BEI-Boards,
Fence and Rock Painting,

Street Cars, Etc.

HE newspaper I iress is practically unanimous
in maintaining the argument that newspaper

advertising is the only kind Nvorth while. Allow-

ance must be made for the fact that this

verdict conies from a "packed" jury, since the
jurors are directly interested in establishing such

a conviction in the public mind ; and as news-
have monopoly of the means of creating

public opinion, they vill always " have the last
say " in any discussion as to the efficacy of the
various mediums of publicity. It is our opinion

that of all the means employed to reach the
public eye and convince the public mind, in the
whole range of advertising project, the news-
paper is the best for most—but not all—busi-

nesses; but it is not "the only kind worth xi-line.' '
Any kind of publicity \ditch attracts favor-

able attention to the thing or the business ad-
vertised is "worth while ;" and the variety of
kinds is very great. Herewith we present for

the consideration of our readers some of the

various forms of Out-Door Advertising which

are more or less available to jewelers.

Fence-Paintiz

This form of advertising flourishes on

country roads approaching the town, and it is

(Conl(nurd on page 575)
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Out-Door Advertising

(Continued from page 573)

questionable whether it is of any value at all to

the jewelry business—or, at least, whether the

returns from it leave any margin of profit over

its cost. The cost is not much, to be sure, for

the work is " cheap and nasty " ; for which

very reason it is not available to the jeweler,

whose wares are presumably not cheap and

nasty, and who needs to present their merits in

a way better befitting their comparative dignity

in the world of merchandise.

Rock-Painting

Is a little less valuable, even, than fence-paint-

ing ; for while the work is generally a bit more

artistic in execution than the daubs on the rail

fence, an increasing public sense of the vandal-

ism that is in evidence, in disfiguring the face

of nature for mercenary purposes, will react
against the advertiser who makes use of such
backgrounds ; and this feeling of resentment,
in the refined and sensitive element in the
public body (which is presumably the special
patron of the jeweler) is growing keener every

year, as the general public advances in intelli-

gence and culture.

Kite Placards

Late last summer, in the larger cities, the

man on the street saw the beginnings of what

will likely develop into " kite-spangled skies"

this season. The anchored tandem " box" of

kites, which maintains its place high in the air,

supports a streamer at a lower point on which

is blazoned a big-lettered word or two, above

the house tops where all can see. The ad-

vantages of this form of advertisement lie in its

uniqueness and sensational novelty ; its disad-

vantage is in the fact that the streamer cannot

display more than three or four words at the

utmost ; and, of course, the novelty and conse-

quent effectiveness of the advertisement will

rapidly diminish when the method is availed of

by an increasing number of advertisers.

"Sandwich" Men

The placard borne on a frame strapped to

the shoulders of a " sandwich" man is un-

doubtedly one of the most insistent forms of

publicity, as it is impossible to avoid glancing at

it as it is borne through the crowd on the side-

walk, above the multitudinous heads ; but the

sense of the man's humiliation, which is empha-

sized by the always woe-begone expression of

these human bill-boards, is so constantly present

to the observer's mind that the moral effect of

the advertisement is generally conceded to be

adverse to the advertiser. The merchant who

studies human nature to its final analysis will

not employ this form of publicity.

Bill Boards

The bill board offers legitimate and excel-

lent advertising. Its extent of surface offers

opportunity for attractive " display." It is ob-

served and read, by the very force of its insistent

presence, by thousands who never glance at the

advertising columns of the newspaper. Conse-

quently, it has a more varied audience than the

newspaper, and reaches elements of the commu-

nity which would otherwise escape the adver-

THE KEYSTONE

tiser's proselyting effort. If the typographical
work, or (in case of boardings set in fields
along railroad or turnpike lines) the painting,
is of " fetching " character, the bill board or
highway sign is of positive value as an adver-
tising medium, for the jewelry business and
almost every other.

Street-Car Advertising

Of all forms of out-door advertising we
are inclined to give the palm to the street-car
advertisement.

The reason is not far to seek. Such an

advertisement finds the observer in exactly the
right mood to take its message into his reason-
ing faculties. He does not want to persistently

stare at his vis-a-vis, on the opposite side ; he
does not want to dislocate his neck by looking
out of the window ; the cards on the opposite
side just fill his need for temporary entertain-
ment. If what they say is well said, and at-
tractively printed, he reads them, and has time
to ponder them. One exactly Meets his present

necessity, and the street car takes him to the
merchant's door ; another gives • him food for
thought (and he has time to think—nothing
else to do), and he discusses the matter with his
wife on his arrival home. Another, and another,

observer takes his place every few minutes, and

to each the advertisement states its convincing
argument to the receptive mind. Each person
who reads it is a possible buyer, for he has the
wherewith to buy—else he could not afford to
ride in a street car ; he is at least not desperately
poor, as many who see the stationery bill-board.
From every point of view the street-car is
theoretically nearly perfect as a medium of pub-
licity. Everybody rides in it, everybody reads
the advertising cards as a pleasant break in the

monotony of staring at his neighbors, and it
lodges its message in the observer's mind at the
receptive moment, and while he is near the
advertiser's neighborhood.

The theory is borne out by the facts at
hand, in numberless authenticated examples.
A certain Western manufacturer went to New
York, a year ago, with a new breakfast cereal.

He decided to try the experiment of adver-
tising only in the surface cars of the Broadway
system—which includes several of the principal
residence streets and avenues, but very far fromn

the entire surface traffic. He did not put a line

in the newspapers, used no circulars, nothing

whatever was offered to the public concerning

his cereal except in these street-cars. He paid

$7000 to have his card displayed for one year.

His new thing was " up against " a dozen—ten

dozen—brands well known and well thought of;

and he offered no price-inducement. But he

knew how to write a snappy, convincing adver-

tisement ; he understood human nature, had a

right knowledge of English words, had an

artistic sense that enabled him to instruct his

printer in the " way how." At the end of the

year his $7000 earned him a net profit of

$23,240. He is now rather a vigorous advocate

of street-car advertising—and small wonder.

Of course, in any form of out-door adver-

tising, as in newspaper advertising, the mer-

chant must really advertise to get results. It

doesn't do merely to assemble words and fill

the space—that is not advertising ; it is simply

spending money extravagantly. But the mer-

chant who makes intelligent and judicious use
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of the bill-board and street-car will be convinced

that the contention of the newspaper-man is not
well-grounded, and that newspaper advertising
is not "the only kind worth while."

Cost Price, Expense, Profit

RETAIL business in its highest modern de-
velopment may be regarded almost as an

exact science. It is only the few and the very

largest among the retailers, however, who have

yet reached this degree of mercantile perfection ;

the majority, especially the smaller ones, still

running their business on the old plan, in which

detail is deplorably lost sight of and guesswork

largely rules. For instance, THE KEYSTONE is

often asked the question, " What would be a

fair profit? What does 'a profit' mean?"

Many a retailer, who regards himself as quite

an accomplished business man, will add, say, 35

per cent. to the cost price and proceed to sell

the goods in the belief that he is making 35 per

cent. profit. This, of course, is all a delusion.

Cost price, expense, profit are the main

items that enter into every commercial calcula-

tion. Without accurate knowledge of the

amount of each of the two first items, the third,

and the most important, will always be an un-

known and uncertain quantity. The failure of

many merchants is traceable to the fact, that

they operate without a thorough and compre-

hensive method or system for ascertaining the

relative percentage of expense incidental to con-

ducting their business. As a consequence they

either sell their goods too low, thereby incurring

direct loss, because they realize insufficient, if

any profit ; or they place too high a value on

their goods, resulting in loss of sales.
As necessary a part of merchandising as

buying or selling goods is to ascertain the ex-
pense connected with handling them ; then the
cost price and this expense should be summed
up before the jeweler adds the profit he wishes
to realize. In calculating expense the merchant
should include all items of expense which do not
add anything to the value of the .Aroducl, but
necessarily arise from and are incidental to con-
ducting the business, such as store rent, in-

surance of stock, taxes, bookkeeping, postage,
stationery, and last, but by no means least, the
cost of advertising and salaries of salespeople,
and a sum sufficient to cover the time and labor

which the proprietor will find it necessary to
devote to handling the goods. When the rela-

tive percentage of expense to the amount of

goods purchased has been ascertained and due
allowance has been made for the same as well as
for probable 'losses on bad debts and possible
shrinkage in value, the business man is in proper
position to fix the percentage of profit to be

added to his goods.
Now, as the question of profit depends not

only on the actual cost of the goods, but also

on so many items of expense we, of course, are
not in a position to say how much the jeweler

should add to the cost to make a " fair profit."

This is a question for his own careful calcula-

tion, and failure to make it accounts for the fact

that sometimes merchants go along in business

and think they are making money until the first
inventory is taken, when to their amazement

they find that they have made little gain or that
they have actually lost money.
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FEW SPECIMENS of a line of high-grade Souvenirs that may interest you.
We put on any Name or View that may be desired, without extra charge.
Fine artistic work, reasonable in price. Send for samples and prices.

'The JEWELRY MFG. COMPANY, Lakewood, N. J.

The JEWELRY MFG. COMPANY, Lakewood, N. J.

Wightman & Hough Co.
W. S. HOUGH

ESTABLISHED 1856

New York Office:
3 Maiden Lane

TRADE-MARK
E. B. HOUGH

INCORPORATED 1893

Factory:
Providence, R. I.

Largest and Oldest Makers of Fine

LOCKETS
In America

Solid Gold
Gold Filled
Rolled-Plate 3000 Patterns
Sterling Silver in all sizes, shapes and designs

Finest Finish

No. 6220

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfactory wear

Jobbing Trade Only We make a large line of MEDALLIONS and
FRAMES for Miniatures

Our facilities are un-

limited for the manu-

facture of boxes and

cases for flat ware, hol-

low ware, carver sets,

jewelry, toilet sets ; all

notions and novelties.

tool> 0

Artistic
Boxes Ef Cases

Special designs copy-

righted and confined.

The latest effects in

linings, trimmings and

covers. Prompt deliv-

ery and perfect goods

guaranteed.

New and Elective Designs
Constantly Produced.

Our representatives will call by request and submit designs and quotations.

The WARNER BROTHERS CO.
BR IDGEPOR7', CONN.
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Providence and Attleboro

With music, marching and general jollification

the Jewelers' Baseball League, of Providence, opened

the season on May t i th. The half dozen clubs that

form the league comprise the Dovers, Griffiths, Ostby

& Bartons, Waite-Threshers, Clark & Coombs and

Ballous. George W. Dover, president of the league,

headed the parade, and the van -colored costumes of

the players lent an air of gaiety to the procession.

After the parade the six teams in pairs proceeded to

the respective fields of battle, where the partisans of

each made a goodly crowd. The Dovers, Ostby &

Bartons and Clark & Coombs were the victors.

Greenwood & Chase have succeeded Greenwood

& Co., 9 Calender Street, Providence. The new

member of the firm is Howard P. Chase, of Cranston,

Rhode Island.
Charles P. Duckworth, formerly in the retail

jewelry business in Pawtucket, has opened a store in

Providence. He will make a specialty of diamonds

and diamond jewelry.
William R. Brown, manufacturer of society em-

blems and badges, with a shop at 33 Eddy Street,

Providence, died last month. The deceased is said to

have been a member of sixty-two different organiza-

tions, probably the record, and has had a varied

career. He is credited with being the first to conduct

successfully a " prize-baby " show, and had both

talent and experience in the show line.
William W. Fisher, formerly of the firm of S. E.

Fisher & Co., died at his home in Attleboro, on May

13th. The deceased was widely known and highly

respected. During the civil war he was lieutenant

of Company L, Seventh Massachusetts Volunteers,

and served with distinction. In 1877 he became a

member of the firm of S. E. Fisher & Co., with whom

he was associated until the termination of the busi-

ness in 1897. Since that time he has acted as local

agent for the Benedict & Burnham Manufacturing Co.,

Waterbury, Conn.
Henry C. Whittier, Providence, has removed his

diamond office to the Lederer Building, 139 Mathew-

son Street, Room 402.
W. G. Clark & Co., North Attleboro, announce

that Charles H. Clark and E. Foster Clark have

acquired an interest in the firm.
The Ostby & Barton Co. installed a new boiler in

their factory on Richmond Street, Providence.
Goodfriend Bros., tlealers in precious and imita-

tion stones, have removed from the Hodges Building,

Weybosset Street, to offices at 256 Westminster Street,

Providence.
J. C. Wolstenholme, manufacturer of jewelry,

144 Pine Street, Providence, has been succeeded by

the Wolstenholme Manufacturing Co., recently incor-

porated with a capital stock of $2o,000. The incor-

porators are John C. Wolstenholme and Annie Wol-

stenholme, of Providence, and Milton R. Joseph, of

Chicago.
C. Ray Randall, Alton H. Riley and Frederick D.

Heffron, of North Attleboro, recently filed articles

with the secretary of state, in Providence, for incor-

poration under the title of C. Ray Randall & Co.,

Incorporated. Mr. Riley is a son of W. H. Riley, of

Riley, French & Heffron, North Attleboro, and Mr.

Heffron is a member of the same firm.
Martin, Lowe & Taussig, stone dealers, New York

and Paris, have opened a branch office in Providence

at 152 Weybosset Street.
Bloom Bros., manufacturers of pearl goods in the

Bigney Building, Attleboro, have installed their plant

and are now busy filling orders.
Recent developments indicate that the Loring

interests in the Howard Sterling Co., which recently

assigned, and whose property was subsequently sold

at auction, have been purchased by John J. Banigan,

manager of the estate of the late Joseph Banigan, the

millionaire rubber manufacturer. The reorganization

of the company is indicated in the filing of articles at

the office of the Secretary of State for the incorpora-

tion of the Howard Sterling Silver Co., with a capital

stock of $125,000. The names appearing on the arti-

cles as incorporators were W. Howard Ellis, Walter

H. Barney and Francis J. McCanna. Mr. Ellis was for

some time bookkeeper in the office of the Howard

Sterling Co. Mr. Barney is a prominent attorney of

Providence, and Mr. McCanna is also an attorney with
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offices with Mr. Barney, who is said to be counsel for
John J. Banigan, who now seems to have sole control
of the company.

The Charles M. Robbins Co., Attleboro, made
extensive additions to their machinery last month.

Charles D. Heaton has withdrawn from A. N.
lerrick & Co., manufacturing jewelers, 158 Pine

Street, Providence. Adolph Schweitzer has become a
partner in the firm and with Alvin N. Herrick will
continue the business as before.

The big race meet of the Attleboro Driving Asso-
ciation was scheduled for Memorial Day. The follow-
ing jewelers entered horses in the four events:
William C. qppan and Charles H. Tappan, of the D.
F. Briggs Co • Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney &
Co.; Alton H. Riley, of the C. Ray Randall Co.; Her-
bert M. Williams, of the Williams Seamless Wire Co.

F. Sturdy, of J. F. Sturdy's Sons, Attleboro Falls,
spent several weeks last month recuperating at Rains-
ley Lakes, Me. The trying labors in establishing a
new plant to take the place of their factory destroyed
by fire, severely taxed Mr. Sturdy's strength and made
it imperative that he seek recreation. The remarkably
short time in which the firm got their new plant in
operation is a splendid tribute to Mr. Sturdy's ability
as an organizer.

San Francisco Letter

The big event here last month was the visit of
President McKinley, and whether the reception was or
was not the most magnificent ever accorded him, it
certainly was the most unique. The preparations
made were thorough and the decorations were on a
scale of lavish magnificence. For one day at least the
people took leave of their daily occupations and turned
out in a mighty, enthusiastic multitude to do honor to
the chief executive of the nation. And well they
might, for since the last presidential visit events of
vast importance to the Western doorway of the United
States have taken place, events that will ultimately
make this city the rival in size and commercial impor-
tance of the great metropolis of the East. Patriotism,
the consciousness of a great destiny, personal admira-
tion and gratitude for services rendered, all conspired
to fire enthusiasm to ebullition, and the resulting recep-
tion will continue during his life to be one of the
President's pleasantest memories. The land of sun-
shine, fruit and flowers rose nobly to the dignity of the
occasion, and most of the time the distinguished visitors
were made to revel in a floral dreamland. It was cer-
tainly a unique spectacle and celebration, an honor no
less to the city and its people than to Mr. McKinley.
There was universal sorrow over the serious indispo-
sition of Mrs. McKinley, and at this writing there is
equally universal joy over her convalescence.

The jewelers took a leading part in the celebra-
tion, and their stores were handsomely decorated.
Business advantage was also taken of the occasion,
and beautiful displays attracted the visitors with profit-
able results.

In other parts of the State the President's recep-
tion was equally enthusiastic, the grand carnival at

Sacramento deserving special mention.
Mr. Hadenfeldt, of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, has

returned from his short vacation, and his host of

friends are pleased to see the physical improvement
which resulted. Work and play are a winning com-

bination.
Louis Freund, of Henry Freund & Bro., of New

York, is making his regular spring visit to the trade on

the coast. His friends delight to see his smiling face

as well as to buy from him. Mr. Freund finds busi-

ness all over the Middle West and the slope very

good.
Adolph Huguenin, formerly with Shreve & Co.,

of San Francisco, has opened a fine new store at 824

Market Street, this city. We are sure his ten years'

experience with Shreve & Co. will stand him in good

stead. The store is finely furnished.
Nathaniel Raphael, who succeeded Nathan Josephs,

has moved the " old curiosity shop " into fine new

quarters on Geary Street, where he will continue to

cater to his growing trade.
John Hammersmith, of Hammersmith & Fields,

San Francisco, was on one of the presidential reception

committees, and he did yoeman's work in his position.

•
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Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, of San Francisco, have
installed a new powerful electric dynamo and several
improved automatic machines. They found it neces-
sary to enlarge their plant to keel) up with their
increasing business.

J. A. Rittigstein, watchmaker for Ed. Praet, of
Woodland, Cal., was in San Francisco during the
l'resident's visit and called to pay his respects to his
old friend, THE KEYSTONE.

H. C. Warner, of Fresno, was up visiting the
trade in San Francisco last month and reports busi-
ness very good through his section of the San Jaquin
Valley, and he is laying in a large new stock so as to
get his share of it.

Jos. Nordman, of Nordman Bros., and Alphonse
Judis, both of San Francisco, are on a trip to the East
together. They will stop off a short time in Chicago
and then proceed to New York. Two such boon com-
panions are sure to enjoy their trip together.

M. L. Levy, of M. L. Levy & Co., San Francisco,
is paying his annual visit to the East, where he is
selecting the newest patterns and styles of jewelry for
his fall trade. His customers will later reap the
benefit of Mr. Levy's good taste.

We regret to hear that Lance Smith, traveler for
A. I. Hall & Son, San Francisco, was suddenly called
home from the road on account of the sudden death
of his father. THE KEYSTONE tenders to Mr. Smith
its sincere sympathy in his sudden bereavement.

Harry Frutig, of Gilroy, was visiting his friends
in the trade ill San Francisco recently, laying in a new
stock of goods. Mr. Frutig reports business very good
in his section and he expects it to be still better.

Emile Hirschfeld, San Francisco, has been con-
fined to the house for four or five weeks, but we take
pleasure in announcing that the doctors say he'll be
able to be up and around in a very short while.

Burglars entered the jewelry store of A. Strauss,
at 353 Grant Avenue, at an early hour on May 3d, and
succeeded in getting away with a number of watch
chains, society badges and gold pins of small value.

C. E. Sturgis, of Hess & Sturgis, Boise City, Idaho,
accompanied by his wife, has been spending a very
pleasant week in San Francisco with A. Eisenberg.

L. Katz, of Sutter Creek, Cal., was visiting the
trade in San Francisco, laying in a stock to meet the
growing demands of his customers.

Peter Johnson, of Angels Camp and Sonora, spent
a very pleasant week in San Francisco during Presi-
dent McKinley's visit last month.

F. F. I3arss, of Barss & Son, the well-known
jewelers of Placerville, Cal., was around visiting the
trade in San Francisco during the President's jubilee
week.

Armin Keshishyan, the popular jeweler of Val-
lejo, was one of the committee of arrangements for
the reception to President McKinley and his party
when he visited Vallejo.

An Interesting Old Clock

Jacob G. Apple, of Saegertown, Pa., has a rare
curiosity in the shape of a musical grandfather's clock,
which has been in the family for nearly a hundred
years. The case is mahogany veneer, nine feet high,
two feet wide and fifteen inches deep. The dial plate
is about 25. feet by 18 inches ; the dial proper is 12
inches in diameter. Above the dial on the plate is an
oil painting of a stag apparently attacking or being
attacked by ants. On the four corners of the plate
around the dial are groups of guns, game pouches,
etc. The movement is 8-day, with wooden plates,
cast brass wheels and lantern pinions. The hours
strike on a wire gong and half hours on a bell. The
space above and back and on the side of this time
movement is occupied by a musical movement. The
bellows lie back of and are operated by a train of wheels
situated at the side of the time movement. The pipes
which produce the music are situated above the time
movement, are of wood and are 44 in all ; 22 are

pitched one octave higher than the others. It plays

every hour one tune, and repeats just two minutes
before striking. Eight different tunes comprise its

variations. The clock, as far as we can learn, was
imported from Germany early in the century just
closed by Rev. Jacob Geiger, who, though not a
regular watchmaker, was the son of Jacob Geiger, who
learned his trade in Geneva, Switzerland.
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JUNE WEDDINGS
ARE YOU READY?

Remember Our Strong Points

Quality The Highest
Designs The Best

Prices Right

3 NEW UNIQUE PATTERNS
Prices Subject to Cath Discount Only

BOWLS, 8-In.,
"
"NAPPY. 7-in•.  
" 8-In.,  
"

CARAFE GLOBE, 
UMBLER, 1 1, pt.,  

SUOAR and CREAM,
CELERY TRAY, . . . . .
OIL, . . . .. .. • •FANCY liONBON, 6 & 7 in., .
SAUCERS, 6-In.,

...

Monterey
SO  oo
8  so
11  no
4.25
5.00
6  so
.4.50
15.00

  5.50 
 5.25
. 3.00
• 2.75

2  50

Orient
$7.00

so
13 50
5.00
6.00
7.50
6.00
18.00
6.5o
6.00
4.00
.3.23
2.75

Moscl/e
$12.00

16.50

20.00

7.50
10.00

13.50

1 . 8 o
12.00

3.00

c
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Pittsburg Letter

Trade has picked up wonderfully during the month
of May and jobbers and retailers report a lively busi-
ness. Money is in active circulation and collections
are improving. A great many new stores have opened
up, much to the satisfaction of wholesale dealers.
Travelers from Eastern houses came in large numbers
and their sales were surprisingly good. High-priced
goods were purchased and are much sought after.
The weather has been propitious and has aided con-
siderably in the improvement of business.

W. W. Brillhart has recently opened a new store
in Indiana, Pa.

A retail store has been opened by S. Auslander at
44 Washington Avenue, South Side. Mr. Auslan-
der was recently with Kingsbacher Bros.

The W. J. Johnston Co. are having a busy time
in their factory. Sixteen men are engaged in this de-
partment and it is the intention of the firm to put on a
force of about thirty men. Charles La Secle is now
superintendent of the factory. Mr. La Secle has an
excellent standing among Eastern gold factories and
recently held a responsible position with Hayes Bros.
Under his supervision the Johnston factory is expected
to engage most extensively in manufacturing.

The Pennsylvania Trust Co., of this city, which
was appointed receiver for Robert G. Laughlin, bank-
rupt, of 339 Sixth Avenue, held an auction sale on
Monday, May 20th. Aaron B. West, the well-known
local jeweler, purchased the stock for $3150, and it is
expected that Mr. West will dispose of this stock,
which is quite new, at auction sale. A great many
prominent jewelers were present at the sale and some
lively bids were indulged in. Mr. Laughlin's liabilities
are given as $21,457.

Otto Heeren sailed on May 4th on a business trip
which includes France, Italy, Austria and Germany,
where he expects to pick up some choice art goods
and jewelry.

An interesting addition to the jobbing firms of this
city is the new firm of Marsh & Brown, who have
opened up in the new Bijou Building, Room 202.
James R. Brown, better known as " Jimmie " Brown,
who was connected with Geo. B. Barrett & Co. for
many years and more recently with Riley, French &
Heffron as traveler, and C. C. Marsh, lately of the
firm of the Miller Jewelry Co., of Cincinnati, are the
two members of the firm. Both men enjoy a wide-
spread acquaintance and an A i reputation among the
trade. They will carry an extensive stock.

Quite a shock to the trade was the sudden death
of Harry B. Heisley, on May 8th. Mr. Heisley had
been with E. P. Roberts & Sons since early boyhood
and had become a valued member of the firm's staff.
His death was due to heart failure and was instanta-
neous. He was forty-two years old and is survived by
his wife and young son.

George B. Barrett is spending a few weeks at
Cambridge Springs, Pa., for a needed rest.

The Rodney Pierce Optical Co. are now estab-
lished on the third floor of 237 Fifth Avenue, to which
building an elevator has been added.

Miss Maud Beacomb, entry clerk and a most
popular member of the clerical force of the G. B.
Barrett Co., is spending several weeks in St. Paul,
Minnesota.

Jacob Grafner, of Granter Bros., who has been a
victim of typhoid fever, has recovered sufficiently to
be at the store.

George Biggs, well known among jewelers, has
accepted a position with the Barrios Diamond Co., of
Fifth Avenue.

A new store in the East End district is that of
\V. W. Warrick, who will open by June 1st at 6107
Penn Avenue. Mr. Warrick was with Graf & Nie-
mann for a great many years while this firm was en-
gaged in business in the East End, and has a large
following in this busy section of the city.

The store of J. W. Hoy, of Du Bois, Pa., was
robbed of jewelry and silverware, and two colored
men were arrested. The entire lot of plunder secured
at the store was found on them, and as this amounted
to but $60 there was no loss. They were bound over
to court under $800 bail and taken to the Clearfield
County jail.
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Sol. Cerf, of S. Cerf & Co., sailed on the Deutsch-
land on an extensive tour of European art markets.

The Rosenthal Jewelry Co. has opened up at 1403
Fifth Avenue, near Stevenson Street.

Quite a novel burglary occurred one night lately
in the store of Charles Stewart, of Sixth Street.
While the night policeman was going his rounds he
observed a huge rat in the show window of the store
making repeated trips into the window and appropri-
ting the brightest pieces of jewelry on display. Early
the next morning the officer appraised Mr. Stewart of
his midnight visitor, and upon investigation the lot of
stolen goods was found at the.entrance of the rodent's
abiding place. Although a trap was laid to ensnare
the four-footed burglar, he remains at large.

William Regel, one of the prominent South Side
jewelers, has removed to 1819 Carson Street.

Among the out-of-town visitors during May were:
J. W. McKean, Charleroi, Pa.; J. V. Rosendahl, Irwin,
Pa.; H. C. Morrison, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.; W. E. Curran,
Zanesville, Ohio ; A. Thorn, Burgettstown, Pa.;
Robert Wolf, Smithton, Pa.; H. H. Weylman, Kit-
tanning, Pa.; E. H. Kennerdell, Tarentum, Pa.; Asa
Joseph, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.; D. L. Cleland, Butler, Pa.;
J. W. Caler, Beaver, Pa.; J. F. Murphy, Dawson, Pa.;
William Fisher, Greensburg, Pa.; C. J. Nichols,
Kecksburg, Pa.; W. F. Eyles, Dayton, Ohio ; George
W. Pipes, Cameron, W. Va.; F. H. Kuhns, Sharps-
burg, Pa.; J. Q. Barnes, Duquesne, Pa.; F. D. Skiff,
Verona, Pa.; John F. Zugschwert, Carnegie, Pa.; Abe
Teplitz, McKeLsport, Pa.; E. F. Preiss, Homestead,
Pa.; John C. Dwyer, New Castle, Pa.; Edward Koess-
ler, New Kensington, Pa.; W. J. McKinney, East
Liverpool, Ohio ; I. N. Smith, Morgantown, W. Va.;
A. Schmidt, 13raddock, Pa.; S. Maltinsky, Braddock;
F. F. Robinson, Vandegrift, Pa.; L. C. Brehm, West
Newton, Pa.; C. M. Wilson, Salem, Ohio ; J. Z.
Simpson, Blairsville, Pa.

Another Swindling Scheme
SAGINAW, MICH., May 23, 5901.

PD. KEYSTONE :-I feel it is my duty to inform
the readers of THE KEYSTONE about the unprincipled
operations of a man by the name of V. Crozier.
V. Crozier is going from city to city, remaining a
short time in each place, putting in automatic feed
boxes for horses. This automatic box requires an
alarm clock. For the alarm clock he goes to the
jeweler and represents that lie will want from one to
two hundred and asks for a low price. If the jewelet
has but few in stock he wants him to order fifty or a
hundred, as he will require that many, and more, too.
He will not buy that many at once, preferring to get
one, two or three at a time. He will pay for the first
few that he gets ; then he will 'phone that he is send-
ing a man in for one or two and will call and pay the
next day. Next day he may call when the head of the
business is out and obtain more, saying he did get
some yesterday and that he will call the following day
and pay for all. In the mean time he is running a
livery bill, a board bill and no knowing what else, all
of which he fails to call and pay for before he leaves
the city. I know by letter from the leading jeweler
of Grand Rapids that V. Crozier worked him in a
similar manner. Through travelers I am told he has
operated in a like manner in Indiana and Illinois
cities. In Saginaw I know he owes a large livery bill.

My motive is to place all jewelers on their guard
against his operations. His description is as follows:
Weight, about 190 pounds ; height, about 5 feet 9
inches ; has red mustache, is good looking and has a
pleasant address.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM STOLZ.

Etiquette in Wedding Presents
A note of thanks must be written to everyone who

sends a wedding present. A bride must be most
particular in acknowledging gifts and write kind notes
to her friends and relatives, and to her husband's
friends and to people whom she does not know, and
who may be her parents' acquaintances or friends of
the bridegroom's family. When a gift is received
from a married couple a note is sent to the wife.
It is not good form to write on cards. Note paper
must be used, and cards are not enclosed in the notes.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The condition of the jewelry business has not been
very satisfactory during the past month. Local con-
ditions have been the direct cause of this, even the
weddings being exceptionally few, and the matrimo-
nial outlook not very encouraging. To approach the
month of June with no wedding season in sight is very
apt to give the retail jeweler a case of the blues.

L. M. Sigler, of Sigler Bros. Co., has sailed for
Europe. Mrs. Sigler accompanied him. An ex-
tended trip through the continent will be taken in
search of new and novel merchandise and art goods
for the fall season.

Capt. R. E. Burdick was recently elected to the
office of treasurer of the wholesale board of the
Chamber of Commerce. He will assume the office
upon his return from Europe.

A. T. Hubbard has been tempting the finny tribe
at Middle Bass Island. The fishing is reported as
being very good this year.

E. C. Staley, for the past two years manager of
the stationery department of the Cowell .& Hubbard
Co., has resigned and will be superseded by Robt.
Martin. Chas. F. Laughlin, for ten years past with
this company, will resign his position June tst and
enter the banking business. Mr. Laughlin has been
in charge of the order department and leaves the firm
to take up a work that offers a larger field than the
jewelry business.

J. P. Johnston, the optician, has opened another
branch optical store at Oberlin, Ohio, and reports it
as successful.

The firm of Arnstein Bros. & Mier were robbed of
several hundred dollars worth of jewelry. For some
time past the firm have made use of a small upright
show-case outside the door leading up to their store-
room, in which to exhibit jewelry. One day last month,
about 4 P. M., while the street was full of people, the
thieves pried open the door and, taking the goods,
made their escape. So far no clue has been found to
the thieves or the goods.

The bankrupt stock of E. L. Wilsdorf, is now being
sold by auction on Ontario Street.

Miss Blanch V. Swartz, cashier for Sigler Bros.
Co., has left on a visit to Pittsburg and will be absent
for several weeks.

C. K. Merrill, the well-known traveler for Scribner
& Loehr, is out on the Chamber of Commerce trade
excursion with five hundred other business men.

Allen Leonard, engraver for Webb C. Ball Co.,
has resigned and gone into the manufacturing of laun-
dry machinery. In a few weeks Mr. Leonard will take
unto himself a bride, a Miss Swaney, of Findley, Ohio.

Last month Sol. M. Nusbaum, buyer for the Sigler
Bros. Co., completed a quarter of a century in the
service of the firm, and in recognition of the same the
firm presented him with a gold watch chain. His asso-
ciates in the business office remembered him by giving
a beautifully engraved solid gold watch, and the fac-
tory employees presented him with a solid silver
match safe. Mr. Nusbaum's friends are legion, and
his long association with the Sigler Bros. Co. demon-
strates that he is held in high regard by the members
of the firm and his associates in business. An elegant
banquet followed the presentation.

M. Ginsberg has opened a new jewelry store on
Woodland, near Perry. He will occupy one of the
storerooms in a new block recently erected.

Dr. D. D. Clark, optician, Norwalk, Ohio, was in
town last month renewing old acquaintances. The
doctor says the spectacle business is very good in his
town.

E. T. Smith, Glenville, Ohio, will restart in the
optical and jewelry business in the near future. The
jewelry business has a strange fascination to men
when once they embark in it.

The Lowenberg Jewelry Co. have opened a new
store at 1485 Lorain Street and have got an up-to-date
stock of goods. They were formerly in the New Eng-
land Building handling silver novelties.

Among the out-of-town buyers last month were
H. S. Sumner, Akron, Ohio ; Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio;
A. H. Rogers, Chagrin Falls, Ohio ; J. W. Helfrich,
Carrollton, Ohio ; Benedict Yebley, Delaware, Ohio;
C. I). Brooke, Coschocton, Ohio ; W. C. Fisher, Lo-
rain, Ohio ; Gott Bros., La Grange, Ohio ; W. P.
Croothers, Oberlin, Ohio.
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News from the Northwest

" May business a decided improvement over

April," is the general report. The advent of warm

spring weather seems to have had the effect of bright-

ening things up. The farmer has his seeding done,

and has time to visit his town dealers and buy a few

things needed in the cities. Every laboring man is at

work and more money is getting into circulation than

for some years at this season. Summer trade is setting

in in earnest and seasonable novelties will undoubtedly

have a good sale.
Crane Bros., Lake City, Minn., have dissolved

partnership. Charles E. Crane will continue at the old

stand.
Gene H. Goodwin, Tracy, Minn., was married

May 15th to Miss Margaret Evlyn Currie, at Currie,

Minn. Gene's friends had put him down as doomed

to bachelorhood, but this fools them. Here's to his

long-continued happiness.

Thomas Gaskell, St. Paul, has moved from 52 to

39 West Fourth Street.

E. B. Meyrowitz, St. Paul, has just put in place

an entire new set of fixtures and new floor which, with

new paper and paint, makes it one of the prettiest

optical parlors in the Northwest.

A. L. Binford, Brookins, S. Dak., has returned

from a two-weeks' visit East.

M. S. Dead, Marine Mills, Minn., has sold out to

Andrew Nelson and is looking for a new location.

Lundvall & Eberslee's store, at Sioux .Rapids,

Iowa, was entered by thieves, May 13th, who secured

small booty for their pains.
Charles Miles was sentenced to five years at Still-

water and Albert Bahe given a reformatory sentence

for the burglary of Sherwood's jewelry store, at

Faribault, Minn.
L. H. Deeny has withdrawn from the firm of

Fagerstrom & Deeny, St. Paul, and gone to work at

the bench for M. L. Finkelstein.

Charles Heidbrink, of J. L. Moody & Co., Ells-

worth, Wis., spent a few days in St. Paul last month

visiting his parents and old acquaintances.

J. Magnuson, of R. B. Ackerman & Co., Minne-

apolis, died May 8th after two weeks' illness.

C. F. Vallenberg, lately with C. E. Davidson,

Grantsburg, Wis., has opened a repair shop at Butter-

nut, Wis.
Louis P. Mahler succeeds Mahler Bros., at Olivia,

Minn.
A. W. Blakely, of Blakely Bros., Minto, N. Dak.,

passed through the Twin Cities on his way to Canada

to visit his old home and take in the Pan-American

Exposition on the way. He expects to remain until
•

R. Branchard, Cavalier, N. Dak., visited the Twin

Cities last month—" his first transgression," he says.

Mr. Branchard has just completed a course in optics

and engraving with S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.,

and returns home better prepared than ever to make a

"sure thing " of his business venture.

A. Baettig, of C. W. Seng & Co., St. Paul, is

again at the bench after ten days' illness.

Bernard Rydburg, Red Lodge, Mont., May 15th,

swallowed a large dose of morphine, lighted a cigar

and calmly awaited death. An unsuccessful love

affair was the cause. A hurried call for a doctor, a

stomach pump, and his life was saved.

S. Jacobs & Co., Minneapolis; announce a reduc-

tion sale preparatory to moving into their new store,

518-520 Nicollet Avenue, about June 20th.

M. L. Finkelstein, St. Paul, has improved his

store by new paint and very conspicuous signs.

Lonergan & Burgan, Grantsburg, Wis., will start

a branch store at Luck, Wis.

Wm. F. Baler, formerly with Wm. M. Dreskell,

Brainerd, has started in business at Jordan, Minn.

Fiske & Co., Minneapolis, have moved to 17

Washington Avenue, South.

F. A. Upson, lately watchmaker for M. L. Finkel-

stein, St. Paul, is now with Mowrey & Leavitt Co.

Fred. 13. Stark, for sonic time watchmaker for

S. E. Oleson & Co., Minneapolis, has gone to Fargo,

N. Dak., where 11:. enters the employ of J. E. Smith.

Johnson & Walters succeed S. S. Johnson at

Carlton, Min.
Zimmerman & Huffman succeed J. J. Zimmerman,

Jr., at Minnewaukon, N Dak.
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0. B. Wedell, formerly with E. P. Sandberg,

Fargo, N. Dak., is now with White & Co., Minne-

apolis.
Guy W..Gazely, Arlington, S. Dak., has returned

from a short Visit to his old home, Durand, Wis. He

is having a new. front put in and otherwise improving

his store.
C. S. Sutter, for past ten years head watchmaker

for A. H. Simon, has temporarily located at 403 Balti-

more Block, St. Paul, until he can find a suitable

location to start in business.
All of the leading wholesale and manufacturing

jewelers of St: Paul began, May 1st, to close Saturdays

at one o'clock Until September ist. The Ryan Building

has organized a baseball team and has challenged the

rest of the city for a game for Decoration Day, which

challenge was accepted so quick they are wondering

where they aie at. It is probable several games will

be played during the season.
Weld & Son, Minneapolis, are now nicely located

in their new store, 524 Nicollet Avenue.

Califon :Herrick, for the past eighteen months

watchmaker for, B. Schuette & Co., Minneapolis, has

gone to Little Falls, Minn., to work for F. Shapera.

Abe Cohen, St. Paul, has just placed in position

a mammoth' watch and spectacle sign. Abe says

people must be able to find his store without injuring

their eyesight.
F. A. Defiy, St. Paul, has just completed his

spring house-cleaning—new paper and paint make his

store very bright and cozy. As an extra inducement

to make people look into his show window he last

month exhibited a fine, large, live Minnesota yellow

rattlesnake.
J. C. Hamil, formerly in business at Farmington,

Minn., is now located at Willola, Mont.

W. W. DeVer, Detroit, Minn., died April 220(1.

The business islo: eing continued by J. V. Dexter, with

W. J. Flack as manager.
James M. Nelson, Ellsworth, Wis., is taking a

course in optics with Frank A. Upham, St. Paul.

Mark P. Lokren, for some time with Hauenstein

Bros., Red Wing, Minn., has bought the stock of R. B.

Wegner, at Wheaton, Minn.
J. J. Clemmer, Cresco, Iowa, died suddenly April

23d.
August Gfrerer, Stillwater, Minn., exhibited in his

show window last month a clock made by Bonner &

Scovel, Oswego, I. Y., in 1798, belonging to M. H.

Gleason, Stillwater, in whose family it has been since

1834. It is a rdgular weight striking clock with alarm.

Simon Nelson, St. Paul, greatly improved the

looks of his store by putting up new paper.

Fritz Saliek, Osceola, Wis., was in a railroad

accident May t3th. Fortunately, only a good shake-up

resulted.
John Berres, Lakeville, Minn., came to St. Paul

by the bicycle path last month. He says he has to

have a little exercise occasionally.
John J. Uhlir, Lowry, Minn., has moved to St. Paul.

E. Wahlin, for the past three years with A. H.

Simon, St. Paul, is now on the road for R. B. Wegner

Co. Enoch should make a success of it ; his good

nature is bound to make friends.

W. B. Murray has retired from the firm of Mowrey,

Murray & Leavitt, St. Paul. He will rest up a few

months, going to his old home in Michigan, take in

the Buffalo show and by fall make up his mind as to

his future intentions.
Roy Forde, for the past eighteen months Western

traveler for Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, has left their

employ and gone to his old love, the piano business.

Sam. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn., is again on the

sick list ; too close confinement to business. He will

rest up a while before taking active hold ;• in the mean-

time he has an able lieutenant in Mrs. Millard, who is

competent to take charge anytime.

Trade visitors t.) Twin City jobbers noticed were :

James M. Nelson, Ellsworth, Wis.; Edw. A. Arhart,

Lisbon, N. Dak.; Albert J. Krueger, North Branch,

Mimi.; John J. Uhlir, Lowry, Minn.; Thos. Yates,

West Bend, Iowa ; John Berres, Lakeville, Minn.;

Guy M. Gazeley, Arlington, S. Dak.; Theo. Schaal,

Hastings, Minn.; John Tholen, Cologne, Minn.; Albert

Mellin, Jr., Stillwater, Minn ; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth,

W is. ; James Willson, Mantorv I le, Minn. ; Fred Klass,

Hibbing, Minn.; T. J. Thompson, Cameron, Wis.;

Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn. ; R. Branchard,

Cavalier, N. Dak.; A. W. Blakely, Minto, N. Dak.;
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J. • C. Herdliska, Princeton, Minn.; A. L. Mealy,

Delano, Minn.; Will Van Dervoort, Duluth, Minn.;

Alexander Sweningsen, Moorhead, Mimi.; H. M.

Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn.; J. W. Grainger,

Rochester, Minn.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Disaster

All the World has heard of the terrible catastrophe

that swept over the city of Jacksonville, Fla., on the

afternoon of the third of May. The bright May sun

rose over a happy and prosperous city, whose twenty-

five thousand inhabitants went about their daily task

with no thought of the calamity hanging over them,

and ere that same sun had sat, more than half of their

number were homeless, penniless and hungry. In

the place of the beautiful city, with its great modern

buildings, its handsome homes and its gorgeous

tropical verdure, was a black, smouldering waste—

ruin, desolation, all the horrors of utter destruction,

visible on every hand. The bare statement of the

facts will give some idea of the awfulness of the fire.

About noon on the clay of the disaster a negro

shanty adjacent to the plant of the Cleveland Fiber

Co. was discovered on fire. Almost before the alarm

could be sent in to headquarters the sparks had com-

municated to the masses of drying moss on the plat-

form of the company, and from this to the dry pine

buildings themselves. A high %%,ind aided the flames

and by the time the fire department reached the scene

the sparks had ignited the roofs of half a dozen

houses and the dry moss was a mass of whirling

flames, spreading destruction broadcast. As the

flames caught house after house, the wind reveling

in its mad fury swelled to a gale and swept the fire

across the doomed city and beyond the control of

mortal hands. By nightfall the fire had swept a path

through the city two miles long and nearly a mile

\ vide, utterly wiping out one hundred and forty-eight

blocks of buildings. The city tax collector estimates

the loss to be over ten and a half millions of dollars.

Nearly all the jewelers in town were burned out

and much stock destroyed. The Greenleaf & Crosby

Co.'s store was burned to the ground ; but as it Was

rented by the firm, they suffered no loss on real estate.

A large portion of the stock, consisting of diamonds

watches, jewelry, fine bronzes and some fine bric-a-

brac, were in their :'.fireproof vault and were subse-

quently taken out tukjured ; but a large quantity of

goods of many kinds was destroyed. The loss is only

Partially covered by insurance. J. H. Crosby lost, be-

sides, his fine residence on Ashley Street, valued at

$18,000.
R. J. Riles' store escaped, but his residence was

destroyed.
D. A. Cooke & Son estimate their loss at $20oo,

with no insurance. They have leased part of a store

on West Bay Street.
E. H. Armstrong, optician, lost his entire stock,

valued at $1400. He had no insurance. He has since

received a new supply of tools and goods and has re-

sumed business in the H. B. Lord store, 235 West

Bay Street.
L. I. Stephens lost his stock and his home with

its contents.
H. P. Fridenberg & Son lost their stock and resi-

dence with its contents. They have temporarily gone

into the business of buying and selling old iron, and

will resume their jewelry business as soon as a build-

ing can be put up for their occupancy.

W. G. Parsons, xvatchmaker and jeweler with

J. Osky, lost his furniture, household effects and

clothing. Mr. Osky escaped without loss.

A. J. Gardner, Laura Street, saved his place of

business, but lost his household effects and clothing.

M. I. Cohen's store was uninjured, but he lost

considerable personal effects.
Isaac Johnson's store was unaffected, but he lost

his house, household effects and clothing.

V. E. Jacobs & Co., had no loss, and neither had

Jacob Gumbinger.
The Jacksonville disaster sent a thrill of horror

through our people, and their charitable instincts were

at once aroused. Numerous funds were started and

a large amount of money has already been collected,

but much more is needed. It will be long before the

evidences of the disaster disappear, but all can look

forward to beholding a resurrected and more beauti-

ful Jacksonville in the near future.
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Profitable Novelty
Sold by all

First-Class Jobbers

S. K. GROVER & CO.
Manufacturers of Fine Jewelry and Sterling Silver Novelties PROVIDENCE, R.

Our new line of Mounted Garters, Suspenders and Buckles in Sterling Silver and Gold, is now ready for inspection

I.
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ur 1901 Fall Lane is unexcelled, and covers
everything in FINE QUALITY PLATED CHAINS,
also all styles of Ornaments to trim them with.
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ur New Samples were on the market May loth,
diit and wholesale houses are putting in large stocks, ready for

early fall delivery.

f you are looking- for Beautiful Goods
ask for those with this tradc-mark
and see that " C. A. M. & Co." is stamped on the
swivel of the chains you buy.

LORGNETTES
NECK CHAINS
BRACELETS
PADLOCKS

Fine Finished
Goods
Sell Themselves

Purchase Chains from your jobber that are
made from SEAMLESS FILLED WIRE, EXACTLY
AS REPRESENTED, by the well-known and reliable
Chain house of

TRADE-MARK

VEST CHAINS
GRAND VIZIERS
WELLINGTONS

FOBS and SEALS

C. A. MARSH Ci CO.
Attleboro, Mass.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Alabama

Chrisman & Co., Anniston, who occupy the Secu-

rity Bank Building, not having been satisfied with the

best location and finest-looking building on the out-

side, have just finished decorating the interior. The
fixtures are very beautiful, and the general store plan
very attractive.

Arkansas

A. E. Colburn, of Argenta, whose store was

burned last month, has recently sold his residence and
business lot for $65oo and is soon to start on a pros-
pecting tour westward, investigating several points
en route with a view of locating.

Jeweler R. G. Northrum, " Bob," as he was
familiarly called, died last month at his home in Tex-
arkana, of small-pox. •

The Bayless Jewelry Co., wholesale jewelers,
Little Rock, formerly occupying rooms in the Kahn
Building, removed May 1st to the Masonic Temple,
where they will have four times the floor space and
more accessible and central location. When they get
their new fixtures in they will have model headquar-
ters for their fast increasing business. Mr. Bayless
goes East soon for their fall stock.

S. A. Rudisill & Co., Arkadelphia, well-known
jewelers of that place, are the inventors of a superior
fishing tackle which, when there's a bite, jerks the line,
securely hooks the fish and rings a bell for the fisher-
man so he can pull out the catch. They claim one
man can, with several of these outfits, do as much
successful fishing as a half dozen fishermen. Their
repairer is North now having it patented and manu-
factured.

Blake Jewelry Co., Hot Springs, have been run-
ning an auction sale for some time, and evidently have
been doing a prosperous business in that way.

Jas. Glass, dealer in curios and jewelry, Hot
Springs, reports a good business this season.

R. L. Clemons, formerly watchmaker with J. V.
Zimmerman, of Little Rock, has accepted a position
with Joe. Koehn, jeweler, Austin, Texas.

Jeweler Alexander, of Alexander & Davidson,
Batesville, was in Little Rock attending the grand
lodge of the Knights of Pythias. He reports a good
all-around business this spring, and says repairing is
still quite brisk with them.

C. H. Robinette, jeweler, at Conway, is building
a one-story brick store on Front Street and intends
enlarging his business. Mr. Robinette reports repairs
are all he can do.
" Prof." Harris, formerly watchmaker for J. E.

Ketchem, and later for Dan. Mason, Morrillton, has
opened in business for himself in the front of Milker-
son's drug store, that place.

California

W. T. Griswold breathed his last in Los Angeles
on April 29th at the age of sixty-five. He worked at
the trade of jeweler and watchmaker, but afterwards
learned hat finishing. He belonged to the Massachu-
setts militia and enlisted at the outbreak of the civil war.
He was discharged with honor after three years' service.

The funeral of Solomon Lewis, a leading jeweler,
who died suddenly on May 3d, took place from his
residence at Oakland on May 7th. The services were
largely attended by a vast concourse of friends and
relatives.

H. 0. Kipp, of Riverside, is going out of the
jewelry business to become an oil magnate. He re-
cently struck a good flowing well.

Colorad a

Victor Mazzone, recently a student at the Bradley
Horological School, Peoria, Ill., has moved to Wal-
senburg, this State.

A store has been opened at 908 N. Fifteenth
Street, Denver, by F. L. Charleston, formerly of
Bloomfield, Ill.

Connecticut

Parker & Story, Middleton, have dissolved. Mr.

tSteorsymnreetirpelacsaend Mr. Parker continues the business inh 
•

Florida
•

H. L. Ernest, Tampa, has been appointed inspec-
tor of watches and clocks for the Plant system.

Illinois

G. W. Giles, Kewanee, has made some improve-
ments in his store, including a maple floor and steel

ceiling.
F. & L. E. Schario, have moved into their re-

modeled store, which is equipped in modern style.
John T. Baker, Rockford, is retiring from the

jewelry business and will be succeeded by Adam, H.
Bolender.

H. Joseph, Mattoon, has purchased the quarters

next to his store and intends making extensive im-
provements.
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Indiana

William G. Conn, of Charleston, is rejoicing over
the arrival of a nine-pound boy at his home.

THE KEYSTONE has received a beautiful souvenir
of Greensburg, the home of James Whitcomb Riley,
from Joseph Drake, jeweler, of that town. The views
of the town are interesting, especially one showing the
stone court house. From the walls of the building
trees are growing, and it makes a peculiar sight when
the trees are in foliage.

W. Hirsch, formerly at Union City, has removed
to Winchester.

C. C. Faris, Marion, is making elaborate improve-
ments in his store.

Iowa

Charles Peck, South Ottumwa, has had an auction
sale and will temporarily discontinue business. He
will take a course in watchmaking, engraving and
optics at the Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill.

B. F. Humphries has sold his sewing machine
business and now devotes his time to the jewelry busi-
ness exclusively.

Thorpe & Hoberg, Sioux City, gave a musical
reception on their first business anniversary, May 15th.
The store was elaborately decorated, and the show
windows were specially arranged for the occasion.

W. K. Martin, Dallas Center, has been succeeded
in the jewelry business by Repass & Martin.

The jewelers of Des Moines are up in protesta-
tion against itinerant jewelers who rent a vacant store-
room in their city and auction off a lot of goods. The
jewelers contend that this is unfair to local tax-paying
dealers and have asked the City Council to fix a license
of $75 a day for traveling jewelry auctioneers.

Lucas & Dixon, Rockwell, have dissolved part-
nership.

Kansas

G. E. Gilmore has established a fine jewelry busi-
ness in Paola. He opened with a large and carefully
selected stock and handsome fixtures. He is up-to-
date and energetic ; in fact, rejoices in all the qualifi-
cations that make for success.

Louisiana

L. Jansen, the junior member of the firm of
Frantz Bros. & Co., New Orleans, was married on
June 19th to Mrs. Elise Santana. Immediately after
the ceremony the happy couple started on a trip
to the North and East. THE KEYSTONE extends
congratulations.

Massachusetts

A. B. Pulsifer & Co., Fitchburg, have discontinued
business.

Michigan

Albert E. Charlesworth, Detroit, has removed his
optical business round the corner to Girard River
Avenue

Missouri

R. Grammer & Son, Verona, have sold out their
business to Briggs & Wilks, and the junior member of
the firm C. K. Grammer, will go to Elsberry, where
he has accepted a position with T. L. Foley as watch-
maker and jeweler. The senior member of the firm,
R. Grammer, will retire from the jewelry business.

D. C. Slusher, formerly at Odessa, has removed
to Buckner.

C. C. Hayes, Columbia, has accepted a partner, the
firm now being Hayes & Shaefer. •

Montana

Articles of incorporation of the Tuttlo-Greene
Jewelry Co., Butte, Mont., have been filed. The com-
pany have purchased the business of Simon Bank and
will curry on business at his store with new stock.

New Jersey

Jeweler Fry, Burlington, had recently on exhibi-
tion in his window a curio watch, which was left to be
-repaired by an old sea captain, who bought it in a
Chinese pawn shop, in the Island of Sumatra. The
watch was made in 1826 by Richard Webster, of Ex-
change Alley, London, on a special order for a Battak
chief, and was used as a bribe by the East India Com-
pany in order to gain concessions from a very power-
ful tribe of Battaks in the north of the Island of Suma-
tra. How it passed from the p9werful chief to the
Chinese pawn shop is a mystery. 111Wrin4ement of
the watch is a rare specimen of te ancient erge. It
strikes each hour on a tine-toned bell, which is cleverly
concealed in a Very fine filagree cage: ' The dial was

made by Prof. George Prior, of London, In place of

the regular figures it has the Battak numerals.

New York

Walter C. Cornell, Newber , ho for the past

thirteen years acted as a bus( o the late W. H.
4 iv

Lyon, has opened a jewelry at..19 Water Street.AL-
His stock is comprehensive is fixtures are very
attractive.
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E. L. Heinrich has succeeded Green & I leinrich,

Watertown.
Herman F. Lape, jeweler, of Holland Patent, has

gone out of business there and has moved to Es-

perance.
Mrs. Jasper A. Schrom, Cooperstown, requests us

to state that Sam. White is not manager of the business

as erroneously reported.
H. D. Fisher, formerly with AV. S. Quencer,

Watertown, has opened a jewelry and optical store
in Oswego.

Thos. J. Routledge, Elmira, is passing the cigars

over the arrival of a nine-pound miss at his home.

THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

North Dakota

Olaf Bang has taken a position in the jewelry store
of his cousin, A. 0. Wold, Langdon.

Ohio

W. 0. McMahan, formerly at 611 Madison Street,
Toledo, has closed out his stock, with a view to re-
tiring from the jewelry business.

Harrington & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, have
erected a street clock at their new location.

P. C. Krouse & Co., Columbus, have added two
large safes to their store equipment.

Hamilton & Merriman, Hamilton, have dissolved
partnership. L. G. Hamilton is continuing the
business.

Oregon

H. J. Peterson, formerly at Albany, has removed
to Portland.

E. D. Elwood, Medford, is occupying part of his
new brick building, the whole of which will shortly be
completed.

The G. Heitkemper Co., Portland, have a fine
silver cup exhibed in their window. It is to be com-
peted for by several Portland baseball teams. Mr. and
Mrs. Heitkemper are at their old home in Ohio and
will visit the Pan-American Exposition, New York,
Chicago, etc., ere they return.

Pennsylvania

A jewelry repair shop has been opened in the
store occupied by Alfred Nanfield on Market Street,
Kingston. The proprietor, Frank Clark, of Olyphant,
will also be -watch inspector on the Bloomsburg
division of the D. L. & W. R. R.

Edward G. Fies has opened a jewelry and watch-
maker's shop at 925 Walnut Street, Reading.

F. T. Plack has removed to 1328 N. Sixth Street,
Harrisburg, where improvements have been made.

E. L. Rinkenback, Harrisburg, expects to remove
to his new store this month.

W. F. Sellers & Co., Altoona, have made some
modern improvements in their store.

Tennessee

George R. Calhoun, Nashville, will open a branch
store in Birmingham, Ala. The Calhoun Jewelry Co.
will conduct the business.

Texas

G. P. Whiteside, formerly of New Albany, Miss.,
has removed to Stamford, this State.

Louis Heilborn, Texarkana, lately removed his
jewelry store across Broad Street from his former
location.

S. H. Hart, Houston; has admitted a partner, the
firm now being Hart & Sturgis. '

West Virginia

Shell Bros., of Wheel i lig, desire to contradict the
report that any change has recently taken place in
their business. A. J. Sheff, who was on the road for
the firm, has left, and that most probably gave color
to the report. Henry Sheff is sole proprietor of the
business.

Wisconsin

Just about the time THE KEYSTONE was going to
press last month Benno Krieg and Miss Caroline Cull-
derman were married in Brookfield. The happy
couple have made their home in Gettysburg, S. Dak.

1. R. Schneider, Burlington, has retired from
business.

C. A. Larson, West Superior, has moved to 1509
E. Fifth Street.

Otto Mueller, Wausau, has moved into his new
place in the Kargar

J. Segerstrom, Rhinelander, has made improve-
ments in his store.

J. 13. Ingalls, Galesville, has removed to Trem-
pealeau.

B. Schneider, Iron River, has enlarged his store
and has added some handsome fittings thereto.

A. H. Furstnow & Co., Fond du Lac, Wis., have
installed gasoline lighting apparatus in their store.
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"'Hurry-Up Polishing Lathe
should find a place in every jewelry store in the land just upon its merits. It is
a twentieth century apparatus, and its SUPERIOR POINTS over the average
polishing lathe offered the jewelry trade are its

The " Hurry-Up " Polishing Lathe
will make ten revolutions while the aver-
age lathe makes one, and that with one-
tenth the effort from the operator. The
split drill chuck is also an advantage, and
the position of the treadle on the outside, allowing the operator to avoid the
grease from the running gear of the machine, are advantages which no jeweler
who has ever used a polishing lathe of the old style can overlook. Cannot we
have your order for one to-day?

Price of Lathe, $8.00. With Polishing Fixtures Complete, $9.50

Double Speed
Split Drill Chuck
Position of Treadle
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In this connection we want to emphasize the
fact that we are the Largest Manufacturing
Jewelry and Material House in the West.

We do all kinds of work that you have not time to do, such as Watch-
work, Jewelry Repairing, Engraving and Diamond Setting, Gold, Silver and
Nickel Plating.

The Meyer Jewelry Company
KANSAS CITY, MO.

lune, 1961

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

The improved financial condition of the farmers

is reflected in the increased sales this spring of farm

implements. Indications are that farmers are preparing

not only to provide themselves with better implements

with which to work, but that an increased acreage

will be planted. The soil is in prime condition and

every indication points to a prosperous season.

There are great crop prospects down in Oklahoma

about this time. C. T. Prouty, of Kingfisher, Okla.,

territorial grain inspector, in a recent interview, said :

" I have been traveling all over the territory, also have

reports from my deputies, and the condition of wheat

is the finest since the opening of the territory to settle-

ment."
In the recent death of Jeweler John James Stott,

of Paola, Kans., the trade of the Sunflower State, as

well as the trade at large, has lost a most worthy

representative. He was a familiar figure in this

market and his quiet, genial disposition had won him

many friends in the wholesale and manufacturing trade

of Kansas City.
E. P. Campbell, retail, at 1127 Walnut Street, has

added an addition to his store, put in a new front, and

is devoting a new room entirely to the workshop. He

has papered and painted and beautified his establish-

ment beyond all recognition. A very pretty store.

jeweler A. J. Baum, 1303 Grand Avenue, has re-

modeled his store, making more room and brightened

it up with new fixtures, paper and paint, making his

establishment more attractive than heretofore.

J. A. Royer has opened a new jewelry store on

East Twelfth Street. It certainly is a very pretty store,

complete in every detail, and success is sure to come

his way if indications are any criterion.

A. S. Carpenter, 1706 Holly Street, has recently

purchased a piece of property adjacent to his place of

business and will build a new store thereon. He hopes

to have it ready for occupancy in the fall.

Jeweler F. A. Schaak, of Kansas City, Kans., has

repapered and repainted his store generally, which

makes it look much brighter and better.

The wholesale opticians seem to be very much

rushed to fill their orders, a gratifying state of affairs

when the time of year is considered. C. L. Merry has

put several new hands to work, including three in the

manufacturing department. The manufacturing jewel-

ers are also very busy filling orders for class pins and

medals. The Meyer Jewelry Co., especially, is work-

ing to its fullest capacity.

Mrs. S. E. Woodstock, wife of the head of the

firm of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., was recently made

president of the Atheneaum—a leading woman's club

of Kansas City.
E. Riggs, manager of the Columbian Optical Co.,

has returned from attending the meeting of Kansas

opticians in Topeka. He also attended the meeting

of the Kansas Medical Society, at Pittsburg, Kans.,

last month.
C. A. Kiger has gone East, and will visit New

York, Philadelphia and other jewelry centers, return-

ing about June 1st.
W. H. Fitzsimmons, engraver for Cady & Olm-

stead, has returned to work after an absence of two

months in Pottstown, Pa., where he acted as executor

of the estate of his late father-in-law, W. H. Gabel.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lawrence Merry have an-

nounced the engagement of their daughter, Bertha

Louise, to Harry Llewellyn Goodwin. The wedding

will take place June i Ith.
Harry A. Hirsch, president of the Hirsch Optical

Institute, is in St. Louis for a three-months' stay. Mr.

Hirsch is en route home from Memphis.

Thomas F. Gordon, of Cameron, Mo., was a

buyer at the Kansas City jewelry market recently.

John 0. Chase, formerly of Buffalo, N. Y., has

accepted a position as traveling salesman with the

Columbian Optical Co.
Miss Bessie Marshall, of the Woodstock, Hoefer

office force, has returned to her work after a three-

weeks' visit with friends in Sedalia.

Miss Ida Shanklin has accepted a position as book-

keeper with the C. L. Merry Optical Co.

C. H. Harsch has disposed of his stock by auction,

and has established a new store at 318 Kansas

Avenue, Argentine, Kans.
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The store of C. A. Davis, Fairmont, Nebr., was

very badly damaged by fire last week.

The jewelry store of C. II. Seiler, Galena, Kans.,

suffered the depredations of a robber recently. The

robbery occurred during the noon hour, and the thief

fairly took everything that wasn't nailed down.

C. L. Merry and Charles Sheldon attended the

meeting of Kansas opticians at Topeka recently.

The Syrian Band, which will be the musical feature

of Ararat Temple during the Imperial Council, A. A.

0. U. M. S., which meets here in June, will be under

the direction of Harry B. Carswell. Mr. Carswell has

been conspicuous in musical circles here for many

years, and was the organizer of the Third Regiment

Band in 1877. He is still principal musician of that

organization.
S. M. Moorhouse, a well-known jeweler of Em-

poria, Kans., came in with the Emporia chorus to

attend the May Musical Festival, May 1,5th and 16th.

R. S. Hickman, of the firm of Eyssell & Hick-

man, the Union Avenue jewelers, has returned from a

stay of ten days in Chicago.
E. L. Donaldson, of the Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Co., has entirely recovered from a serious

attack of pneumonia.
L. S. Grimm, of Jewell. City, Kans., called on

Kansas City friends, en route home from Pennsylvania

last month.
Cady & Olmstead are doing their share of the

work of producing class pins and medals for the

sweet girl graduates. They have turned out some of

unique and beautiful design.

Joseph Rosenthal has accepted a position in the

material department of the Meyer Jewelry Co.

The Underwood Jewelry Co., has opened a new

store at 18 East Eleventh Street. Mr. Underwood has

a tastefully-selected stock which is judiciously dis-

played, and as his location is good, he should figure ex-

tensively in the retail trade of Kansas City.

C. A. Thomas, a jeweler of Norborne, Mo., was

married May 15th at Grace Church to Miss Leta Fowle,

of this city.
Frank J. Nevin, manager of the Meyer Jewelry

Co.'s material department, is recovering from a siege

of scarlet fever.
A. P. Hallar, of Cady & Olmstead, will leave

shortly to spend the summer in Cripple Creek, Colo.,

looking after his mining interests.

Benj. T. Popenoe, formerly of this city but now of

Omaha, will visit here next week, during his vacation,

Mrs. J. R. Mercer, Mrs. J. J. Heim and Miss

Krauthoff sailed from New York, May 25th, on the

steamship Pretoria, for Hamburg. They will spend

the summer abroad. Mr. Mercer will join them in

August and the party will return to Kansas City in

October.
The firm of Gurney & Ware has recently been

appointed watch inspectors for the Kansas City, Fort

Scott and Memphis railroad and the Great Rock Island

route. This firm were already inspectors for the

Milwaukee.
H. Carleton Edwards has returned to his work

with the Edwards & Sloane Co. after a vacation of two

weeks.
The recent improvements in J. R. Mercer's store

have been more extensive and complete than a passing

glance would indicate. Up stairs and down stairs, in

the store proper and down in the basement, every-

where there has been rearrangement, improvement

and change for the better and more systematic hand-

ling of the business. Mr. Mercer has shown himself

a genius in store arrangement, a master of detail and

an economizer of store space whose like is seldom

met with in the trade. The store has been refitted

with new solid mahogany fixtures throughout, made

in Kansas City directly under Mr. Mercer's supervision.

They are tasteful, really handsome, and are the most

practical and effective fixtures for the display and

handling of goods we have yet come across.

George H. Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane

Co., has returned from his trip to Chicago and St. Louis.

G. Halleur, a famous watchmaker of Minneapolis,

has been secured by the Jaccard Jewelry Co. for th
eir

watchmaking department.

E. Freeman, of Paola, Kans., was a purchaser at

Kansas City wholesale houses last month.

H. P. Hall, of Carthage, and E. R. Hoot, of

Warrensburg, were two Missourians who visited the

wholesale houses late in May,.
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The Jaccard Jewelry Co. has been getting its full

share of the business of engraving class invitations

and the making of class and fraternity pins. Among

the commencement invitations designed and made by

this firm were those of the Central High School, the

Manual Training High School, the Independence High

School and Woodland College at Independence.

This firm has also turned out some remarkably pretty

class and fraternity pins, including those of the

Argonia Society, of Lexington, and the Sigma Xi

fraternity of the Kansas State University.

H. A. Tibbals, of Oskaloosa, Kans., and R. C.

Libbey, of Weir City, Kans., purchased goods at the

Kansas City markets late in May.

Elbes Morrow, traveling salesman for C. A. Niger

& Co., is in from a successful trip.

While Kansas City's showing as a manufacturing

town is not such as to make some of the older and

larger cities jealous of it, it is nevertheless developing

quite rapidly in that direction. A recent report shows

that in the past six months there has been an increase

of 42 factories and 1564 factory employees, making a

total of 346 factories and 15,976 employee.

C. C. Hoefer, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., spent

a few days in Chicago the latter part of May, combining

business with pleasure.
Both wholesale and retail merchants of Kansas

City say that trade is unusually active for this season

of the year. General prosperity is no doubt in a

measure responsible for this, but many merchants are

inclined to think that the crowd-drawing attractions in

the way of conventions are also a prominent factor in

bringing in purchasers. The Odd Fellows' convention

brought much trade to Kansas City, and the recent

May musical festival also attracted crowds who mingled

business with pleasure. Early in June visitors will

come from all over the United States to attend the

Imperial Council, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, and

their coming will probably make trade busier in nearly

every wholesale line.
Jeweler C. H. Bauer has moved his store from

Concordia, Mo., to Sweet Springs, Mo.

Among the out-of-town buyers in Kansas City

during May were : L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.; Mr.

Powell, Fort Scott, Kans.; L. D. Everhardt, Warrens-

burg, Mo.; Dr. Dollinger, of Stuck & Dollinger,

Richmond, Mo.; Dick Kolstad, Pleasant Hill, Mo.;

E. Hostetler, East Lynne, Mo.; T. L. Basket, Union-

ville, Mo.; J. H. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; Dan Sar-

gent, Falls City, Nebr.; 0. M. Atwood, Clifton, Kans.;

Horace Shadel, Rogers, Ark.; Mr. Rankin, Hiawatha,

Kans.; Otto Burklund, Osawatomie, Kans.; H. E.

Conklin, Chanute, Nuns.; M. C. Rosenfield, Leaven-

worth, Kans.; I. Kolstad, Pleasant Hill, Mo.;

Mr. Bass, of Bass jewelry Co., Huntsville, Mo.; Am-

brose Melluish, Ottawa, Kans.; A. L. Laport, New-

kirk, Okla.; Walter Sperling, Seneca, Kans.; H. W.

Starcke, Junction City, Kans.; Geo. F. Powell, Mena,

Ark.; Ira Stutzman, Garden City, Mo.; A. F. Gantz,

Stewartsville, Mo.; G. E. Gilmore, Paola, Kans.;

W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; Grace Fagin, Lathrop,

Mo.; C. H. Brown, Sweet Springs, Mo.; C. H. Paxton,

Richmond, Mo.; L. S. Grimm, Jewell, Kans.; W. W.

Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; Mr. Graves, Memphis, Tenn.;

H. E. Rekman, Paola, Kans.; B. Sturges, Indepen-

dence, Mo.; C. A. Ward, Laharpe, Kans.; Geo. Porth,

Jefferson City, Mo.; J. M. Earp, Lamar, Mo.; A. R.

Peters, Eureka, Kans.; Chas. Van Voorhis, Yates

Center, Kans.; Wm. Kassel], Olathe, Kans.; W. C.

Sellers, Medicine Lodge, Kans.; Dr. J. D. Pifer,

Joplin, Mo.; Charles M. Gleason, 14(31ton, Kans.; Dr.

R. R. Smith, Webb City, Mo.; Dr. F. C. La Grange,

Washington, Iowa ; F. W. Bartlett, Leavenworth,

Kans.; Horace Shodel, Rogers, Ark.; W. E. Wells,

Vernon, Texas ; J. L.Botz, Maitland, Mo.; J. F. Ham-

mond, Montevallo, Mo.; F. S. Herter, Lawrence,

Kans.; Le Roy Van Tehn, Stafford, Kans.; C. A.

Ward, La Harpe, Kans.; A. W. Pettis, Bonner Springs,

Mo.; S. M. Coffman, Braymer, Mo.; S. A. Pence,

Kearney, Mo.; E. J. Hayes, Wellington, Mo.; N. G.

Dake, Olathe, Kans.; C. W. Nelson, Odessa, Mo.;

A. L. Laport, Newkirk, Okla. Ter.; H. Fields, Lowry

City, Mo.; C. D. Hunt, Garnett, Kans.; W. S. Taylor,

Ludlow, Mo.; Lee Hawkins, Pleasant Hill, Mo.; J. V.

Van Voorhees, Osawatomie, Kans.; J. A. Schmidt,

Leavenworth, Kans.; J. M. Earp, Lamar, Mo.; Gale B.

Douglas, Bosworth, Mo.; Mrs. S. J. Huey, Excelsior

Springs, Mo.; J. W. Talbot, Nevada, Mo.; Dr. A.

Leigh, Hiawatha, Kans.
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Att

A Trial Order
will convince you of the merit of our system of grading diamonds,
and that it is much easier to sell and satisfy your customer when
diamonds are carefully graded.

When a customer sees the difference between several qual-
ities as shown by our grading system he can readily select the
quality desired. This is an aid even to those who are well posted
in the different qualities.

Every diamond we sell, whether loose or mounted, is marked
with a letter or number to indicate the quality, and remember,
we guarantee them to be exactly as represented.

The season of

JUNE WEDDINGS
is here, which creates increased demands upon jewelers. We
carry a large assortment of

Single Stone Diamond Rings,
Diamond and Fancy Stone Rings,

Brooches . •
Studs •
Scarf Pins
Ear Screws, Ear Drops,
Lockets, Etc.

When you have a prospective sale for anything in the above
line, please favor us with a trial order.

$5.00 and upwards
5.00 " I

500
3.00 "
3.00 "
Link Buttons,

61

S. C. Scott Mfg. Co.
Makers of Diamond Jewelry

9=11=13 Maiden Lane New York

OMEGA WATCHES
Over 1,000,000 in u.se None better made

All the Leading Jewelers Sell the OMEGAS

Made in io and II Ligne,

No stock Complete without them

0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size Six different grades—from 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, adjusted
Fitting Regular American Cases

No Prices Advertised in any Journal
Fair profit can be made

Sold to IL,C1ITIMATE JVVEL,1:Z.S only

EDmoND E. ROBERT
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Send for Price-List

--SELLING AGENTS { CROSS & BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

tiasso9r0640,3 IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds
Watches

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

62-64 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

New York Letter

Many May
Removals

The number of jewelry concerns

which changed quarters last month

was quite large, and it is suggestive

of the prosperous conditions now

prevailing that the removals were almost invariably to

larger and better quarters. Quite a number of the

removals have been necessitated by building opera-

tions on " The Lane," which bids fair to soon be

made up of an aggregation of altitudinous jewelry

palaces. In regard to May moving it is a fact, not

generally known, that by statute, adopted by the

Legislature in 1896, ratifying the usage of more than

half a century, " when an agreement for the occupa-

tion of real property in the city of New York does not

particularly specify the. duration of the occupation it

is deemed to continue until the first day of May next

after the possession commences under the agree-

ment." This provision, however, applies only to the

city and is based not only on almost inveterate custom

but upon the fact that May ist is accepted as occurring

at a season when house moving may be made with

least inconvenience from weather conditions, and

when the damage from moving is likely to be least

serious.
Writing to the New York Sun,

\ Villiam Copley Winslow, vice-

In the World president of the Egypt Exploration

Fund, says : " The remarkable dis-

coveries of Petrie, our chief explorer in Egypt, at

Abydos, are fresh to every one who read of them. I

questioned the assertion made that the jeweled brace-

lets of the Queen of Zer, second king of the first

dynasty, were the oldest jewelry extant, certainly not

by 2000 years. I instanced the Abbott collection

which Miss Amelia B. Edwards inspected in 1890 and

dwelt upon to me, who also examined it with Dr.

Charles E. Moldenke, the Egyptologist, that year. A

letter just received from Dr. Moldenke says of the

collection : Among a large number of gold rings and

gold ornaments found at Saccarah, which, though un-

inscribed, certainly belonged to the first four dynas-

ties, there is a gold signet ring of Cheops (fourth

dynasty) with beautiful inscription, and also the

famous gold necklace and two earrings inscribed with

the name of Mena (first dynasty), all wonderfully well

executed. I congratulate New York upon having the

oldest extant jewelry since Mother Eve decorated her-

self (after Paradise).' "

A jobber of this city, who received

an inquiry from a quite small dealer

Oldest Jewelry

A Varied
Proposition for a Howard watch, and who

offered one of the poo old discon-

tinued Howard movements in a silver case for $50, re-

ceived the following reply:

Dear Sir:—For $50 a watch works or move-
ment worth a $too is worth buying. Now, I will
take four of the same. Mind, of best grade of How-
ard watches, if you will take a mortgage of $7oo, well
invested. Interest at 5 per cent. sure always on day
and date when due. Or I will take one of the same
by saving money up for it in five pay days, as I am a
pensioner of the late civil war and receive $24 every
three months ; if you will take my charger, a fine race
horse, is worth more, as he is as gentle as a kitten,
not shy of anything, R. R. cars, street cars, horse-
less wagons, or bicycles. Has brought me home
safely in the darkest night when I could not see road
or horse before me, or hand before my eyes ; not only
on good roads but on bad wagon path through the
woods, full of stumps and stones. I guess we can
make a bargain in some way. Would have had the
money, but we lost the oldest of °in! !household,
funeral last Thursday, and coffin had to be paid for.
Please inform me of your conclusion by return mail.

Importations of

Appraiser Wakeman received from

Jewelry Examiner George W. Min-

Precious Stones dil the following interesting report

of precious stones and pearls for

the first four months of the present year : " I have the

honor to report that the merchandise received and

passed in this room during the month of April

amounted to $2,538,33 r.34, thus exceeding the figures

of the best month on record. The business for the

first four months of the present calendar year amounted

to $9,114,874.40, exceeding by nearly so per cent. the

figures of the best year on record (1899) when the

figures were $6,209,702.33. In diamonds and precious

stones and pearls there were passed $2,298,036.85

worth, of which $1,579,491.72 were cut and $718,545.13

uncut. This is 600 per cent. over April, 19oo, and 130

per cent. more than April, 1899. These figures and

comparisons proclaim beyond all other arguments the

prosperity of the country. More than one-half of the

precious-stone supply of the world is now marketed in

the United States, and of this amount more than one-

third consists of ' rough ' showing the great progress

made in diamond cutting in our land. By reason of

the precious-stone schedule in the present tariff, par-

ticularly in connection with the impetus given to all

industries by its wholeseome legislation generally, this

new industry of diamond cutting, which came into

being with the advent of the Dingley bill, has come to

stay, to increase and to prove profitable.
In defining the meaning of a scien-

tific instrument, such as is entitled

ment Defined to free entry under paragraph 638,

of the tariff act of 1897, a recent

decision of the Board of United States General

Apprasers said : " The only approach to a definition

of a scientific instrument is found in re Massachusetts

General Hospital (95 Fed. Rep. affirmed in too Fed.

Rep., 932) as follows : Scientific instruments may be

said to be such as are specially designed for use, and

principally employed in any branch of science ; such

use may be for the purpose of observation, experiment

or instruction, or it may be a use in connection with

the professional practice of a science.' The instru-

ments under consideration are especially designed for

use,' and not only ' principally ' but entirely and

solely ' employed in a branch of science,' to wit,

mathematics. And the use is for the purpose of

observation, experiment and instruction ' therein, and

these solely. They differ from a model of a human

eye (held not scientific in T. D. 21974) in that the

latter illustrated a material substance rather than a

scientific postulate."
George H. Daniels, of the New

York Central Railroad, sent to a

of Postage number of his friends some of the

first of the Pan-American issue of

postage stamps. In a statement accompanying the

stamps he gave a comparison of the rates of postage

of 1835 and 1901, and says that " if in 1835 a letter,

with enclosures similar to that which this contains,

had been sent from New York to Buffalo, the postal

charges upon it would have been $1.25. Now the

charge is only 2 cents."
The regular monthly meeting of

May Meeting the executive committee of the

of
t  League h e 

Jewelers' League was held at the
Jewelers' League office on May 3rd. There

were present President Hayes,Vice-

Presidents Greason and Karsch, Chairman Van Deven-

ter, Messrs. Street, Lissauer, Wormser and Secretary

L. Stevens, Jr. After the minutes of the previous

meeting were read and approved, and the report of

the treasurer was presented, five requests for change

of beneficiary were granted, and the following appli-

cants were admitted to membership : Thos. L. Brown,

Englewood, N. J., recommended by Z. M. Vineburg

Scientific Instru-

The Cheapening

and L. A. Miller ; Albert H. Schutrum, New York City,

recommended by David Marx and L. A. Miller ; Percy

Chamberlin, New York City, recommended by Z. M.

Vineburg and L. A. Miller ; Herbert W. Spink, Brook-

lyn, recommended by J. C. Proudman and L. A. Miller.

The French Government has conferred the deco-

ration " Officier Instruction Publique " upon George

Frederick Kunz, of Tiffany & Co. This entitles the con-

feree to wear the purple button in France,and is the high-

est decoration of the " Palm d'Academie." The first

grade of the purple ribbon, " Officier d'Academie,"

was conferred on Mr. Kunz in 1889, in connection with

his services as special agent in charge of the United

States Mineralogical and Metallurgical Survey.

Harris, Schuster & Co., 9-13 Maiden Lane, have

been succeeded by Harris & Schuster. Mr. Goldstein

has retired from the firm.
R. A. Breidenbach, formerly of 45 Maiden Lane,

has removed to the Jeweler's Court Building.

The Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Benevolent

Association, No. r, held an open meeting and enter-

tainment on May 5th. The entertainment was given

to celebrate the removal to new quarters, 235-41 East

Fifty-seventh Street. The attendance hovered around

the 200 point.
A. Anzelewitz & Co., ri Canal Street, announce

that Ph. Zeitlen has withdrawn from that firm.

Jacob Strauss, of J. Strauss & Sons, 14 Maiden

Lane, sailed for Europe last month on the Kaiser

Wilhelm der Grosse. He will visit London, Antwerp,

Amsterdam and Paris, and will make extensive pur-

chases for fall trade.
Aaron Lauterbach, diamond and precious stone

dealer, formerly at 41 Maiden Lane, has moved to

new offices at 14 Maiden Lane.
The prosperity of the city is well evidenced in the

buildings operations now in progress. For the first

three months of 1901, building operations provided

for by plans for new buildings were to the amount of

$36,000,000, as against $16,000,000 for the correspond-

ing period of 1900, in the five boroughs of this city.

New York City will pay $5.22 each minute for its

street lighting this year, which means 78 cents for each

inhabitant, or $2,745,000 in all. A big bill, the largest

of its sort in the country, but not the largest in pro-

portion to population.
A. Newburger, retail jeweler, formerly at 1317

Broadway, will move to 1361 Broadway.

M. Adler, formerly at 65 Nassau Street, has

moved to 30 Maiden Lane.
M. J. Averbeck, accompanied by his family, is

touring in the West. The extensive outing will occupy

a month, and the many points of interest will be

covered.
The Mercantile Watch Co. was recently incor-

porated in New Jersey, with a capital of $3oo,000.

The incorporators are Melanctlion J. Briggs, of Jersey

City ; Henry W. Runyon, attorney, Jersey City.

The New York Clock Co., of this city, was re-

cently incorporated with a capital of po,000. William

Lesser and Benjamin Lesser, New York, and Louis

Ottensoser, Ocala, Fla., are the directors.

At the regular monthly meeting meeting of the

board of directors of the Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade, held May 9th, at the offices of the

organization, 54 Maiden Lane, the following firms

were unanimously elected members of the association :

T. W. Adams & Co., Newark, N. J.; A. C. Bard &

Co., Chicago ; H. Gattle, New York ; Charles E. Han-

cock Co., Providence, R. I.; Handy & Harman, New

York.
The C. G. Braxmar Co. was recently incorporated

in New Jersey to manufacture jewelry, with a capital

of itioo,000. The incorporators are Charles G. Brax-

mar, George M. DeWaters and K. K. McLaren.

(Continued on page ,591)



ABOUT
TRADE=MARKS

Have you, the Retail Jeweler,
ever stopped to think why
reputable gold jewelry manu=
facturers go to the expense
and trouble to stamp a Trade=
Mark on all their goods? It
is not that the manufacturers
can readily recognize their
own output, but to help you,
the buyer, from being imposed
upon and persuaded to buy
goods sailing under false
colors regarding quality and
construction.

TRADE-MARK ON LARTER SHIRT STUDS
STAMPED THUS.

Upon the barrel of every Larter
Shirt Stud is stamped a fac=
simile of the stud itself, which
is our Trade=Mark, and will
prevent you from being per=
suaded into buying shirt studs
under the term "Just as good."
There is no Just As Good; the
Larter Stud is in a class by
itself. Fitting either button=
hole, eyelet hole, or a combi=
nation of the two.
We carry the largest stock of
shirt studs in the United States.

LARTER, ELCOX & CO.
21 & 23 Maiden Lane

New York

64
6'1 Ezra F. Bowman's Sons

"I
tE Ezra F. Bowman's Sons

qt
LANCASTER. PA. successors to Ezra F. Bowman, Manager

ANNOUNCEMENT
THE business of the late Ezra F. Bowman, Manager, who died

May 7th, will be continued by his sons, John J. and Chas.
Ezra Bowman, under the firm-name of

His successors have been actively associated with the business
heretofore, in management of details and general superintendence.
All the heads of departments will continue in their respective charges,
and the entire organization will remain intact.

The service will be improved wherever it is possible, and the
increased favor of the trade will be invited by the increased effort
to deserve it.
Our 24-page Price-List of Watch and Jewelry Repairing and Engraving for
the Trade is now ready for distribution, and will be mailed on request.

WI-FA

Quality
Consideredand

Price

We can interest any buyer of

Plated Hollowware

Queen City Silver Co.
Makers of a complete line

Nem, York Salesroom
64-66 Murray St.

Factory
Cincinnati, Ohio

frfiitches We are always prepared to fill orders
for American movements of any grade,
and the newest and prettiest designs
in Gold,Silver,Filled and Metal Cases.

ii::iaMOn loose and mounted—in choicest
plain or elaborate settings, are
always to be had from us at the
most reasonable prices.

Have you tried any of our "Success" material for American Watches?

ROSENZWEIG BROS.
52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Headquarters for Jewelers' Entire Requirements

.11111e, 1901

„,dillia9cei
a " aagedStates.

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' Security

Alliance was held at their office, 14 Maiden Lane, on

May 7th, President A. K. Sloan in the chair.

The reports of the treasurer and auditing com-

mittee were read, showing the finances of the organi-

zation to be in excellent condition and, on motion,

they were received and ordered placed on file.

H. H. Butts, chairman of the executive committee,

then presented his annual report as follows:

Report of the Executive Committee

Your executive committee in making their eigh-

teenth annual report wish to congratulate you on the

fact that not a member has had a safe robbed during

the past year, nor has a member been robbed since

1896.
We have held ten regular and two special meetings,

at which we have admitted 332 new members, while

39 members have dropped out during the year, making

a net increase of 293, and our present membership

2028.
We should feel grateful for the continual growth

of the Alliance and because no member has suffered

loss, especially as safe burglars are actively at work ;

the record showing that 318 jewelry stores were

burglarized last year and thirty-five safes were attacked.

One of the greatest dangers to which a jeweler is

exposed is from sneak thieves, who always come

unexpectedly and often get away with thousands of

dollars' worth of goods.
Only the greatest care can prevent losses of this

kind, and we respectfully suggest to our members that

they keep a watchful eye upon customers with whom

they are not personally acquainted, and give them no

opportunity to take advantage, no matter how well

dressed they are or respectable in appearance.

XVe also wish to repeat our warning against leaving

valuable goods in show windows at night, fifty-five

jewelers having suffered losses of this kind during the

Past year, and several of our members were among

this number.
The Alliance is constantly working to prevent

robbery, and several instances has been able to advise

dealers who were not members that a plan was on

foot to plunder their stores and thus save them from

probable loss.

On motion,. the report was received and ordered

placed on file. The president then delivered his

annual address as follows:

The President's Address

Gentlemen :—Your worthy president, Joseph II.

Bowden, who has served you so faithfully for many

years, having been removed by death on February 2,

1901, I was chosen by the executive committee, as

provided by the constitution, to fill out the balance of

his term of office.
I truly appreciate this honor, for one may well be

proud to be at the head of a solid and growing

organization of this kind.
During the year our first vice-president, David

Untermeyer, who has been an officer of the Alliance

from the very beginning, has also died ; and shortly

before the beginning of the year Wm. H. Ball, a faith-

ful member of the executive committee, passed away.

To the families of each of these deceased officers

suitable resolutions of sympathy were engrossed and

sent, in recognition of the valuable services which they

freely gave to the Alliance.
It is a matter of congratulation for us all that since

the last annual meeting we have added 332 new mem-

bers to our roll, which is the largest increase we have

had in any year since-our organization, and we have

now passed the 2000 mark.
There have been thirty-five safe burglaries among

the jewelers of the United States 'during the past year,

but our certificate and door plate have become so well

known and so thoroughly respected by professional

burglars that not one of our members has been

" touched" by them.

THE KEYSTONE

It astonishes me that after the strenuous efforts
made by the officers of the Alliance during the past
eighteen years to show the jewelers throughout the

country what a great benefit we can be to them at a

trifling cost, that there are still so many who have
failed to protect their valuable stocks of goods by

joining our ranks, and are thus running the risk every
night of losing the savings of years of hard work at a

single blow.
Now, gentlemen, I want to impress upon each

member the neccessity of assisting the officers in
making the organization more powerful by sending us

new members. Call on your neighbor and invite him

to join us and he will never regret it, for beside the

great satisfaction of knowing that in case his safe is

robbed the Jewelers' Security Alliance will never rest
until the thieves are captured and punished, and, if

possible the goods recovered, that there is the fact that

all professional burglars know it as well as he does,

and therefore he is almost certain to be let severely

alone by them.
I wish to thank the officers for the good work they

have done during the past year, and also the trade

journals for the liberal notices and attention we have

received from them.

The meeting then proceeded to the election of

officers, and the following were elected unanimously:

President, A. K. Sloan ; first vice-president, Leopold

Stern ; second vice-president, F. Kroeber ; third vice-

president, H. H. Butts ; treasurer, Bernard Karsch.

Members of the executive committee for two years,

H. H. Butts, C. C. Champenois, A. L. Brown.

Member of the executive committee for one year,

C. G. Alford. Messrs. Ed. S. Smith and Henry Unter-

meyer were reappointed the auditing committee for

the ensuing year. The meeting then passed a vote of

thanks to the trade journals for their generous

assistance to the Alliance.
A special meeting of the executive committee was

held at the close of the annual meeting, at which H. H.

Butts was re-elected chairman and the following new

members were admitted : Geo. XV. Fischer, Sharon,

Pa.; A. W. Le Bron, Montgomery, Ala.; John Maurer,

Lake City, Colo.; L. G. Sefing, Jr., Allentown, Pa.;

Albert T. Brady, Sharon, Pa.; T. F. Kohlhousen, East

Radford, Va.; XValter Powell, Cumberland, Md.;

Henderson & Winter, New York City ; Russell E.

Brigham, Schuylerville, N. Y.; Geo. H. Striker & 8on,
Buffalo, N. Y.; Zimmer Bros.; Poughkeepsie, N. Y.;

Herman S. Hewett, Brockton, Mass.; E. H. Hufnagel,

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; J. Wilbur Jones, Ligonier, Pa.;

Phillip B. Levy, New York City ; T. B. Hagstoz Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.; Fred. J. Essig, Chicago, Ill.; Aaron

E. Sipe, Buffalo, N. Y.; E. F. Norton, Salamanca,

N. Y.; Wade 0. Crane, Carrington, N. D.; Julius

Dryfoose, Toledo, Ohio ; Robert Leding, Washington,

D. C.; J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala.

An Example Made of a Fraudulent
Debtor

As an illustration of how much can be accom-

plished towards the punishment of fraudulent debtors,

when the creditors are united, the recent case of

Samuel Baerncopf, of Philadelphia, is not without

interest.
Baerncopf had been engaged in the jewelry busi-

ness in the city of Philadelphia for a number of years

prior to December 26th last. His credit was good and

in the two stores conducted by him he carried stocks

whose aggregate value was estimated to be from

$15,000 to $20,000. On the date named, without any

warning to his creditors, he sold both stocks to a

pawnbroker for about $8400. The stock in one of the

stores was removed to the other and the store vacated.

Baerncopf's rather sudden sale only became known by

the salesman for one of the creditors passing the

empty store which only a few days before had con-

tained a large and valuable stock of jewelry and dia-

monds. This discovery caused some of the creditors

to request Baerncopf to make an explanation and the

only satisfaction given by him was that he was com-

pelled to sell the stocks in the two stores for about

$8400 because of the importunities of a New York

creditor whom he alleged had loaned him money and

sold him some merchandise. Baerncopf claimed that
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he had paid this creditor $5000 and that he had paid

$900 to a Philadelphia creditor, but could not, or would

not, tell to whom the balance of the proceeds of the

sale was paid.
The Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade,

of which organization a large majority of the creditors

were members, was somewhat incredulous, particularly

when, after making a very careful investigation, it

found that Baerncopf owed about $2o,000 to merchan-

dise creditors, practically all of which matured on

January Ise The Jewelers' Association and Board of

Trade believing that this was a cleverly devised

scheme to evade the provisions of the bankruptcy act,

determined that Baerncopf should not enjoy the fruits

of his fraudulent conduct and instructed its Philadelphia
counsel, Messrs. Carr & Franciscus, to begin a prose-

cution under the Pennsylvania statute of June 23, 1895,

which, in substance, provides that " any person who

shall secrete, assign, convey or otherwise dispose of

his property with intent to defraud the creditors or to

prevent such property being made liable for the pay-

ment of his debts, shall be guilty of misdemeanor and,

upon conviction, shall be sentenced to pay a sum not

exceeding the value of the property so secreted,

assigned, conveyed or disposed of, and to undergo an
imprisonment not exceeding one year."

Baerncopf was arrested, and although he employed

able counsel he was held by the magistrate to await

the action of the Grand Jury. He then retained the

Honorable George S. Graham, who had been district

attorney of Philadelphia County for eighteen years, as

his senior counsel. Everything was done to secure
Baerncopf's release on some technicality or another.

Baerncopf applied for a writ of habeas corpus, but the

writ was dismissed and subsequently an indictment
found and a few weeks ago Baerncopf was tried. At

the trial the reason for Baerncopf's reticence as to the
names of the creditors other than the New York and

Philadelphia creditors was revealed. He claimed that

he had paid from the proceeds of the sale p000 to his

son on account of wages which had been allowed to

accumulate and $1500 to his brother for money which
the latter alleged to have loaned to him.

The jury returned a verdict of guilty and a

motion was made for a new trial, which motion the

Court dismissed and sentenced Baerncopf to an impris-
onment in the Philadelphia County prison for a period

of four months and to pay a fine of p000.
Baerncopf's comparatively light sentence was

probably due to the fact that this is the first known con-
viction under the act of 1885 or any of its predecessors
the first of which was passed nearly a century ago.

The members of the Jewelers' Association and
Board of Trade naturally feel very much gratified at

this, the first prosecution brought since the amalga-
mation of the New York Jewelers' Board of Trade

with the Jewelers' Association, and we understand
that it is the intention of the association in the future

to prosecute the persons defrauding its members
wherever the circumstances of the case warrant a

criminal prosecution.
If merchants generally would follow the good

example set by the association in this case, instead of
being only too willing to accept any proposition made
by a fraudulent debtor, crooked failure would become
less popular than at present.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance Thanks
The Keystone

14 Maiden Lane, May 7, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE :-111 accordance with the reso-

lution passed at the annual meeting of the Alliance, I

write to express the appreciation of the executive
committee of the many courtesies extended to us

during the past year in printing notices of our meetings
and other matters pertaining to the Alliance which we
feel have been very helpful to us in drawing the atten-
tion of the trade to our work and showing them its value.

We feel that your assistance in this direction
should not only be appreciated by members of the
Alliance but by the whole trade, as the organization is

one of great benefit to jewelers, and in some ways this
benefit extends far beyond its membership.

Again thanking you for your courtesies, I remain

Yours truly,
Jas. H. NOYES, Sec'y.
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DIAMONDS

RUBIES

SAPPHIRES

EMERALDS

PEARLS

Diamonds and all Precious Stones

This is to remind you that we are in the Diamond and
Precious Stone Business.
We are cutters of Diamonds and importers of all Precious

Stones, so when you buy of us, you are buying from first hands.
When you need mounted Diamond pieces, large or small,

if you will order of us, stating what you want, and about the
price you want to pay, we will convince you that our stock both
in variety and range of prices is adequate to supply your wants.

Diamond Rings, $5 to $500. Diamond Pendants, $15 to $1,5oo.
Diamond Scarf Pins, $2.50 to Poo.

Hayden frrheeler & Co.

Telephone, 8 Cortlandt

Cutters and Importers

15 Maiden Lane, New York

Centennial

Timers anZ
split Seconds

aqcknowledged by the Trade generally
to be the I C76e4runlaCt4, s"

CROSS 0 BEGUELIN
Manufacturers

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
AGENTS for the

OMEGA, HAMILTON, ELGIN, WALTHAM and
ALL MAKES OF CASES—Gold, Silver, Gold Filled

THE LEADER
in 1-ligh=Grade Watches is the

NEON & CONSTIINTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

oli E R04,

A<
cc'ss ravo*

iRADL-MARK.

THE LEADER in

Quality,
Adjustment,
Durability,
Style.

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases.
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements.

Special Grades for Railroad Men.

EDMOND E. ROBERT,
SOLE AGE NT,

3 Maiden Lane,

New York.

June, 1901

New York Letter

(Coniinued from page 587)

With the same promptness and
liberality that • characterized its ac-

Disaster tion after the Galveston disaster,
the Jewelers' Association and Board

of Trade took steps to help the afflicted citizens of
Jacksonville after the destructive conflagration in that
city. At the regular monthly meeting of the board of
directors it was resolved that the members be asked to
contribute to a relief fund for the benefit of the suffer-
ers. Up to this date, May 21st, the following amounts
have been subscribed : C. G. Alford & Co., $25;
Keller & Untermeyer Manufacturing Co., $25 ; L. &
M. Kahn & Co., $25 ; Julius King Optical Co., $25;
Day, Clark & Co., $25 ; Eisenmann Bros., $25 ; J. R.
Wood 8z Sons, $25 ; Enos Richardson & Co., $25;
Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith, $25; George 0. Street
& Sons, $25 ; C. F. Wood & Co., $25 ; J. B. Bowden
& Co., $25 ; M. B. Bryant & Co., $25 ; Klein Bros.,
$25 ; Goodfriend Bros., $25 ; A. Wittnauer & Co.,
$25; American Watch Case Co., $25 ; C. Sydney
Smith, po ; A. Roseman, po ; L. Strasburger's Son
& Co., $25 ; Chester Billings & Son, $25 ; Carter,
Hastings & Howe, $too ; C. L. Power & Co., po ;
Eliassof Bros. & Co., $to ; Mount & Woodhull, po ;
H. C. Hardy & Co., $w ; Smith & North, po ; M.
Prager & Co., po ; NVm. Smith & Co., Po ; Aikin
Lambert & Co., Po ; Seth E. Thomas, $25 ; Z. A.
Oppenheimer, po ; Avery & Brown, po ; Gattle,
Ettinger & Hammel, Po ; Bruhl Bros., po ; H. Hen-
rich, $5 ; Ketcham & McDougall, $25 ; N. J. Weil,
$5 ; H. F. Barrows & Co., Po ; Albert Lorsch & Co.,
$10 ; L. Rosenberger, $5 ; Rothschild Bros., Po ; L.
Heller & Son, $5 ; Wendell & Co., $5 ; William B.
Durgin Co., Po ; Mathey Bros., Mathez & Co.,
po ; Sloan & Co., Po ; The Keystone Watch Case Co.,
$25 ; M. P. Bagg, Po ; Roy Watch Case Co., po ;
Cross & Beguelin, $25 ; Spencer Optical Manufac-
turing Co., po ; Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., $25;
Tarrant & Gismond, $to ; Cooper & Forman, $5 ; E.
E. Robert, $5 ; Ira Goddard, po ; Kent & Woodland,
$5 ; A. Koenen & Bro., $to; Fink, Bodenheimer &
Co., Po ; R. Buhler, po ; Freudenheim Bros. & Levy,
$5 ; I. 011endorf, $5 ; H. Z. & H. Oppenheimer, po ;
J. Bulova, $5 ; L. Adler & Son, $5 ; A. Goldsmith &
Son, $5 ; H. Froehlich & Co., $5 ; J. F. Saunders, $5;
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., $5 ; J. Racine & Co., $5;
Peckham Seamless Ring Co., $5 ; Eisler & Laubheim,
$5 ; Ingomar Goldsmith & Co., po ; Hirsch, Flashner
& Robbins, $5 ; C. P. Goldsmith & Co., $5 ; E. Ira
Richards & Co., po ; Stern Bros. & Co., $25 ; Allsopp
Bros., $5 ; Snow & Westcott, po ; F. Bing & Co.'s
Successors, $to ; Glaenzer Freres & Rheinboldt, po ;
J. F. Fradley & Co., $5 ; Mauser Manufacturing Co.,
Po; Reed & Barton, po ; William B. Kerr & Co.,
$10 ; S. Cottle & Co., $5 ; Howard & Cockshaw, $25;
Jacot Music Box Co., $5 ; Graff, Washbourne & Dunn,
Po ; Powers & Mayer, $15 ; Globe Optical Co., po ;
Shafer & Douglas, $5o ; G. K. Webster, po ; Larter,
Elcox & Co., $15 ; Malliet, Maxwell & Ross, po ; S.
Lindenborn, po ; Waterbury Clock Co., $20 ; Jung,
Staiger & Klitz, $5 ; Fred. W. Lewis & Co., Po ; H.
Freund & Bro., po ; NV. I. Rosenfeld, $10 ; J. Fried-
lander & Bro., $5 ; Eichberg & Co., po ; Arnstein
Bros. & Co., $to ; Schulz & Rudolph, po ; J. Heil-
bronn & S. Marchand, po ; Marsellus & Pitt, po ;
Hodenpyl & Sons, po ; Whiting Manufacturing
Co., $5o.

The total amount received through the association
is $1520, and the same has been transmitted to the
Mayor of Jacksonville, as the following copy of the
letter will demonstrate :

The Jacksonville

NEW YORK, May 21, 1301.
To the HON. J. E. T. BOWDEN,

Mayor of the City of Jacksonville, Fla.
ESTEEMED SIR :—It affords me sincere gratification

to enclose to you the certified check of our association
for fifteen hundred and twenty dollars ($1520) this
amount representing the aggregation of subscriptions
received from our membership in behalf of our fellow
citizens in your unfortunate city.

We all deeply regret that there was the occasion
that necessitated this demand, but, as it does exist to
a very large degree, it gives us pleasure to be privi-
leged to respond to your needs.

We place this check in your hands to do with as
you may deem best towards alleviating the distress
existing amongst you, and we desire also to convey to
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you and to your people the best wishes of our mem-
bership, that you may speedily arise, Plwenix-like,
from your ashes, and in the near future the present
fact of your disaster may become simply a memory.
With best wishes,

Respectfully yours,
C. G. ALFORD,

Pres. Jewelers' Assn. and Board of Trade.

Other commercial bodies besides the Jewelers'
Association and Board of Trade also took prompt
action to raise funds for the Jacksonville sufferers.
Some of the leading members of the Chamber of Com-
merce agreed to co-operate with William F. King,
president of the Merchants' Association, to form a
committee for the purpose of raising funds, soliciting
supplies and aiding the sufferers of the burned city.
Among the subscribers to this fund from the jewelry
and kindred trades were the following : Tiffany & Co.,
$2oo ; Black, Starr & Frost, $too ; Bawo & Dotter,
Poo ; Robbins & Appleton, poo ; William Demuth,
poo ; Bippart, Griscom & Osborn, po ; Samstag &
Hilder Bros., $25 ; A. Frankfield & Co., po; C. Bruno
& Son, poo ; A. A. Vantine & Co., poo ; E. P. Reich-
helm & Co., Po ; George Borgfeldt & Co., Poo;
Haviland & Co., $35 ; S. Sternau & Co., po.

The jobbing houses will deal leniently with their
Jacksonville customers and assist them in every way
possible to make a fresh start.

M. Mannist & Co. are a new firm of ring makers,
at 57 Maiden Lane. Mr. Mannist has been connected
with Jules Ascheim, of this city. The rew firm will
canvass the Eastern States and show a general line of
rings.

Geo. A. Griffin is a new addition to the force of
the Toric Optical Co. and will canvass the local trade
and vicinity. George is well known to the optical
trade from his long connection with the Julius King
Optical Co., whom he formerly represented in New
England, and later the local trade.

Geo. M. Joyce, who conducts one of the oldest-
established jewelry stores in this city, has opened a
fine new place at 123 Nassau Street. The old store
at the corner of Fulton and Water Streets was one of
the landmarks of the city, as the firm have occupied
this same corner for the past sixty years. In connec-
tion with the jewelry business the firm have fitted up
a complete dark room, full twenty feet long, and this
part of the business has been placed in charge of
H. W. Appleton, president of the Optical Society of
the City of New York, one of the most skillful of the
local refractionists.

H. A. Bliss, of the Gorham Manufacturing Co.,
was recently elected a member of the executive com-
mittee of the Jewelers' League.

B. A. Ballou & Co., of Providence, R. I., have
removed their New York office from to Maiden Lane
to the Gill Building, 9-13 Maiden Lane.

The Standard Time Stamp Co. has been incorpo-
rated in this city with a capital of $2oo,000. J. S. Mac-
Coy, New York, and F. A. Marsh and F. H. Marsh,
of Newark, N. J., are the directors.

Stern Bros. & Co., diamond cutters and importers,
68 Nassau Street, have a very beautiful and interesting
exhibit at the Pan-American Exposition. They are
showing in their booth a complete diamond-cutting
plant, and visitors can observe the various processes
in cutting and polishing. -

Henry Kahn & Co., dealers in optical and photo.
goods, 189 Broadway, was incorporated in this State
last month with a capital of $3o,000. The officers are
H. Esaac, president ; Henry Kahn, vice-president,
and A. E. Kahn, secretary.

C. G. Alford, of C. G. Alford 8t Co., has been
spending a few weeks' vacation at Saranac Lake, his
favorite resting place. Fishing, of which Mr. Alford
is very fond, is the principal attraction of the place.

Bernheim, Cohen & Beer, wholesale jewelers,
have dissolved partnership—Louis Bernheim and
David Beer retiring. James M. Cohen with G. Abra-
hams is continuing the business under the firm-name of
James M. Cohen & Co., at 51 Maiden Lane. The
retiring partners have formed a partnership under the
name Bernheim & Beer, and will continue in the
wholesale jewelry business, with offices also at 51
Maiden Lane.

The Benedict Building, at the southwest corner of
Broadway and Cortlandt Street, which has been the
home of Benedict Bros., retail jewelers, for so many
years, and also of several wholesale and tnanufac-
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turing jewelry concerns, has been leased by a promi-
nent clothing house. The lease will begin May 1, 1902,
until which time Benedict Bros.' lease still runs.

Chas. Van Ness, New York representative of the
Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass., re-
ports a very busy season. He recently received from
the factory a large line of summer specialties.

Tiffany & Co. surpassed themselves in the beauti-
ful and appropriate silver salver made for this year's
Belmont Stakes. The decorations on the waiter are
all carved and chased in high relief and consist of
race-horse trappings—stirrups, bits, racing plates,
straps, etc. The main feature of the design is a
pleasing arrangement of the palms of victory, caught
together in the center by a cluster composed of stir-
rups and straps, and at either side are seen horses'
heads peering through the palms. Racing straps are
cleverly employed to serve as handles for the waiter.
The waiter is 31 inches long, 24 inches wide and
weighs about 340 ounces.

Origin of Time Division
It is well known that the use of the numbers 5, 12

and 60 in preference to other numbers is a heritage
from the old Babylonians. The origin of this peculiar
division of time has long been a mystery. Lately,
thanks to the researches of the great German Orien-
talist, Hugo Winckler, this mystery has been in great
measure cleared up, and with some very surprising
results.

In exatnining some old Mesopotamian inscriptions
the explorer came several times upon the hitherto un-
explained word " chamuschtu," which in any case must
have had the meaning of a period of time less than a
month. Winckler has now discovered, with a great
degree of certainty, that the word signifies a period of
five days, and this period stands in relation to the
division of the day which we now employ. It is true
that the day of the ancient people was never divided
into twelve day and twelve night hours, but into
twelve double hours, as " twelve, next to five, was the
holy number of the Babylonians."

The multiplication of these two numbers gave the
third important number of their system, twelve ; sixty
of these double hours gave the now-explained unit of
five days, the " chamuschtu."

In the consequent carrying out of this calculation
the next higher period of time should have comprised
twelve " chamuschtu," or five times twelve days,
which would be a double month of sixty days. But
this would have been opposed to the usual month of
about thirty days, which the Babylonians, well expe-
rienced in astronomical calculations, had established
in accordance with the phases of the moon. -

This difference of the ordinary month was taken
into consideration in the division of the day, and so
besides the double hour there was the single hour, and
besides the double minute the single minute, so that
the two pointers 9f our clock were already indicated.
As besides this the disivion of the hours into day and
night, as well as of the year into summer and winter
(see Genesis, viii, 22 ; Psalms, lxxiv., 16, 17), had been
in use since the earliest times, it was convenient to
divide the twice twelve hours into day and night, so
that the old unit twelve might be retained.

Another singular discovery has also been made by
Winckler. In explaining the word " chamuschtu " an
explanation which seems satisfactory is given of the
origin of the mythical Septuagint, the Greek transla-
tion of the Old Testament. It is popularly believed
that by order of Ptolemy it was translated from the
Hebrew by seventy-two Jews, each of whom in a
separate cell made a complete translation of the entire
Old Testament, and when compared these seventy-
two copies were found to be so completely identical
that they were deemed to be inspired. This myth is
now to be understood by an old error in the calcula-
tion of the length of the year, which was supposed to
contain seventy-two times five days, or seventy-two
" chamuschtu." So it is not to be understood that
there were seventy-two translators, but five, who
finished their work in seventy-two days, just as the
year contained seventy-two " chamuschtu," and, in
fact, there is a Jewish tradition by which the Old Testa-
ment is declared to have been translated by five elders
of the people. In this way the legend is satisfactorily
explained.



We have them in Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases, costing from $50 up.

Prices for DIAMONDS are still going up. When present stocks are gone you'll

have to pay more. Why not buy now, and pay next fall, and save money by

the deal ? Let us send an assortment for inspection. If quality and prices are

not right, send them back at our expense.
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Nobleman an Watchmaker
Thrilling Career of Edmund Heinecke—Nobleman, Soldier, Exile,

Dishwasher and Watchmaker

ON the window of the little jewelry store on Houston

Street, New York City, still appears the announcement

" Edmund Heinecke, watchmaker and jeweler," but the

owner of the name is no longer there. He sailed for Ger-

many on May 22nd to take possession of the ancestral

castle and estates, conservatively valued at over $5,000,000,

and after June 14th he will resume his place among the

nobility of Europe as Count Edmund Heinecke von Larisch.

The story of the count's life is, indeed, a thrilling one,

and is best told in his own unboastful words : For

forty-five years I have known what it is to be an expa-

triate—known what it is to feel that there is one

broad spot on the globe where to set foot means

imprisonment and perhaps death. For these two

score of years I have been a soldier of fortune amid

surroundings as far at variance with my early condition as it is possible for
 a

man to be, to bear a name which my mother never gave me, and to 
lock in my

heart the secret of my family, my early career and the tragedy which chang
ed

the whole course of my life in the twinkling of an eye—or rather, with a sin
gle

thrust of a sword.
But now that the seal of nearly half a century's expatriation is broken, and

within a few weeks I shall stand at the frontier of my native land, aw
aiting the

stroke of noon when I shall cross the border and claim my own, which 
has so

long been kept from me, I feel free to speak out of the fulness of a vari
ed

experience, and the world may judge as it may.

A ROMANCE IN

HIGH LIFE

If the love of money is the root of all evil, it is woman

that is at the bottom of half the tragedy. I was twenty-

two when the first great episode of my life changed the

whole course of my destiny—that age of dangerous sus-

ceptibility which Byron longed to perpetuate into eternity. Nobly born in a

country where the nobility were fairly worshipped, impetuous, ambitious a
nd

courting danger so long as it led to glory, I was reared in Castle Dernb
ach, in

Thuringia, destined to filfil a high estate. My father was Count William Charles

von Larisch, my mother a famous beauty of her time, Countess Antoinet
te von

Heinecke, who became heiress of vast mining properties in Silesia.

When I was a lad of seventeen years my mother died, and from that time

the direction of my education devolved upon my mother's most intimate
 friend,

the Grand Duchess Sophie of Weimar. It was under her tutelage that I was

permitted to enjoy more than glimpses of the grand world into which m
y title

exalted me, and it was under her benign roof that I acquired the 
graces and

chivalrous sentiments which characterized the proud bearers of a feudal

escutcheon—that chivalry soon to be my ruin.

After several years at both the universities of Heidelberg and Bonn I beca
me

an officer in one of the finest regiments of the land, the Fourth Uhl
ans, all the

officers of which were, like myself, noblemen. After a year's service I was

promoted to first lieutenant and stationed at Salzwedel, in the p
rovince of

Magdeburg. The commander of the garrison was Major Count von Po
nita, a

man of great force of character, but selfish, domineering and headstrong.
 The

Major lived in the neighborhood, and his estates adjoined those of
 the noble

family of the Von Armin-Boitzenburgs, with whose daughter and h
eiress—one

of the most beautiful women I ever beheld—half the garrison was in love,
 and

none more, I dare say, than the commander and myself.

The officers were in the habit of frequenting a certain casino at 
Salzwedel

and exchanging pleasantries, garrison chatter and theories about war
, for which

we were ever eager. On one of these occasions, May 22, 1856, 
Major von

Ponita, evidently in a spirit of pique to goad into a quarrel his
 most pro-

mising rival, uttered a remark reflecting upon the fair Countess—an o
bservation

so brutal and uncalled for that my young blood warmed to the boi
ling point.

Although doubtless I should have called the officer to account then
 and there,

had not others of my fellows 'restrained me, ignoring the unifor
m of a superior

in my sudden hatred for the man who wore it, matters did-not rea
ch a climax

until the following day at drill.
After a sleepless night, filled with righteous revenge, I resolved to

 make

Count Von Ponita eat his words, if it took half a lifetime, but I 
little expected

that he would follow the indignity cast upon a stainless name by di
rect attack

upon the man who felt bound to preserve it from such villany at 
all hazard.

The drill was long and severe, my commanding officer const
antly goading,

reproving and harassing me to a point where human forbearance ceas
ed to be a

virtue. But when it came to an actual blow with the flat of his sword
, rank

was thrown aside, and, facing each other only as man to man, I swep
t my glove

across his face with a curse of challenge.

A DUEL
TO THE DEATH

Both were mounted, and both were expert horsemen and

good swordsmen, and it was but the twist of a wrist to

bring us into fighting proximity on the field. Instantly

swords struck fire, and although it was my intention only

to disable my adversary, I saw in his livid countenance and 
green light of his

eye that the major meant to kill me then and there, and that
 it was a duel to the

death. His first terrific lunge was parried, although the point of the swor
d

struck me in the left temple, all but gouging out my eye. His second, aimed

for the throat, struck high, passing through both my cheeks and 
cutting away
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part of the lower jaw. With my adversary's bosom thus exposed, like a flash

of lightning I drove my sword clean through him just 
below the heart, where-

upon he lunged forward Ivithout a groan, falling head 
foremost heavily to the

ground, the point of my broken sword gleaming red th
rough his back.

A frightful, yet triumphant, sense of tragedy overcame 
me. Blood spurted

from my mouth and blinded my left eye from the wou
nd at my temple, giving

me a sort of vertigo, so that I reeled in the saddle and saw
 things in a hideous

red maze. Then a rallying came and there shot into my 
heart a realization of

my deed and of its direful consequences. In the twinkling of an eye I saw

visions of chains in the guard house, the court martial, th
e sentence and the

execution according to the military code, and then came a 
mad resolve to fly—

whither I did not know nor cared—anywhere out of the worl
d. Turning swiftly

I put the spurs to my horse and sent a cloud of dust behi
nd me, disappearing

down the long road at top speed in the direction of a fr
iend's castle, which

stood far toward the frontier.
It was a terrible ride for life. No sooner had I reached the outer gates of

my refuge when the foam-mantled mare I rode at such a ki
lling pace dropped

dead, and I entered my friend's domain on foot. It goes without saying that

my reception was none too warm, but I was fed, eating as best
 I could with a

lacerated mouth ; was given a little money and another horse, 
and then shown

the way to the French frontier, for my friend was in as g
reat terror of my

apprehension for his own sake as for my own. Off I galloped again in full

flight, keeping up the pace to the very limits of Prussia. I had no more than

touched alien soil when thy second faithful deliverer fell under m
e and expired.

Little by little, then, comparatively safe for the time at least, I m
ade my way to

Calais. There, after a season of hiding, I embarked on the sailing
 vessel

Theckla, bound for New Orleans.

I think that there was never a more forlorn and abject

wanderer on the face of the earth than Count von Larisch as

he walked into the market place of New Orleans one autumn

day, penniless and a stranger, in a land of whose customs

and language he knew nothing. The long voyage and the food to which I had

never been accustomed left me weak and despondent, and I found 
myself face

to face with a new condition more terrible than any I had ever
 dreamed of or

even read about in the wildest fiction. For many hours I sat there staring into

space and wondering whither to turn, and finally, from sheer exhau
stion and a

biting hunger such as I had never known, I directed my steps across the 
way to

a little French restaurant. There I offered my services to the owner—a very

kind-hearted Alsatian, whom I shall ever hold in grateful memory
—and was

given food and work. It was the most menial work in the world, but it was

better than starvation in exile, and I entered upon my new career 
with a will,

taking the name of Edmund Heinecke.
Eagerly I scanned the foreign news of the New Orleans papers, and at 

last

one day I read an account of the tragedy of Salzwedel and of the court 
martial

which sentenced me to forty-five years of exile, my inheritance in the 
meanwhile

denied me. But even that was preferable to standing up before a platoon of

bad marksmen and getting more or less mutilated in the cause of mi
staken

justice, and I schooled myself to content as best I could.

A HOMELESS

WANDERER

Among the customers was a certain watchmaker

whose shop stood across the way, and, finding that I was

a man of station far beyond that of a menial, when I

pressed him to teach me his trade he consented. For

several years I remained with him, and at his sudden demise distributed
 to his

heirs some $3o,000, reserving the business for myself. But then the war broke

out and all business was at a standstill. Not the least acquainted with the civil

controversy, and wishing to avoid war, I resolved to go North. In this project

I was quickly blocked, for although I had closed up my business and pla
ced my

little effects in the hold of a Mississippi steamer, myself stowed away in
 hiding

there as well, the provost marshal made a thorough search of the vesse
l, with

the result that I was arrested and returned to New Orleans, thrown into a

calaboose, there to take my choice between service in the Confederate
 army,

which was much in need of men, or go to prison. Naturally, I chose the former.

In the second year of the war General Beauregard gave me a position 
on

his staff, and after the disaster at Chattanooga, for which I paid the pen
alty of

several months in the hospital, the General placed me in command 
of the

" Louisiana Tigers," a small but savage regiment which prided itself
 that it

never gave or accepted quarter. Then came the famous " death ride " of

Donellsonville, where the " Tigers " met their Waterloo, and their h
umble

captain lay in the valley of death, unconscious for hours with a dead ho
rse on

top of him.

HE BECOMES A
WATCHMAKER

Coming to, as from the grave itself, I was cared for

kindly by Federal soldiers and after two months or more

of convalescence was sent to Fort Delaware. General

Scheff, commanding the garrison, interested himself in

my behalf, had me transferred to Washington, with the privilege of bei
ng

exchanged if I chose to return South. But I had had enough of a strife in

which I had little heart, since I had entered it by coercion, and immed
iately

took oath of allegiance to the Union. Thence I was permitted to make my way

to New York.
Here again, in the metropolis, I was face to face with somewhat the sa

me

condition as that on my arrival at New Orleans. I had not a dollar, and all my

papers and valuables had been dispersed and lost in the civil struggl
e. As

before, I directed my steps to the place where food was to be had for m
oney,

and perhaps for the asking, and again I offered my services in the most 
menial

capacity. The restaurant was kept by a kind-natured man named Henry H
umes,

at 233 Broadway, and, securing work, I was found faithful, as I had b
een in

greater things. Humes took an interest in the melancholy exile, even as the o
ld

Alsatian of New Orleans had done and finding out my trade, which had
 been

well taught me, the restaurateur started me in business in Houston Street,

where I have remained for thirty-five years since.
I have married since coming to the metropolis, too, and wife and children

have been a great solace to me, though even these never dreamed of my
 origin

or true history. It was only upon receiving some photographs from home that

my relation awakened in my wife a curiosity which resulted in her discovering

herself to be the Countess von Larisch.

A CONFEDERATE

PRISONER
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DIAMONDS
Our Mr. Lilja has just returned from his annual trip
abroad, where, at Amsterdam, he made liberal pur=
chases of Diamonds. It is plain that the direct
importation of loose stones assures our customers
nicer goods and a better selection than would other=
wise be possible. This is one of the principal factors
in our ability to furnish Diamonds at a great advan-
tage to you. When you want Diamonds, write
us, we'll be glad to submit estimates and answer
questions.

Department Talks
with Jewelers

J. B. ORMOLU CLOCKS
are the gold=plated clocks that sell, wear and are
satisfactory timekeepers. They are plated with pure
gold, 24 Karat fine, a guarantee tag accompanies
each clock, and each is handsomely finished in an
artistic and unique design. We have the exclusive
agency for the J. B. Ormolu clocks in Chicago, and
always carry a full stock on hand. For other Clocks,
SiIvo-Plated Ware and Cut Glass for June Weddings,
etc., see our 1901 Catalogue, pages 357 to 668.

OPTICAL GOODS
can be bought of us as cheaply as of any exclusive
Optical House in America. We have a large optical
department, carry a big stock and can furnish any-
thing in the Optical line whether listed in our Cata-
logue or not, and at satisfactory prices. We make a
specialty of filling Prescriptions and guarantee their
accuracy. Send for our illustrated Optical Catalogue
listing Optical Goods, also Cameras and Supplies,
mentioning The Keystone when doing so.

Benj. Allen & Co.
131-137 Wabash Ave., Chicago

MAGNET WINDOW EASELS
as advertised in our Spring Circular issued recently,and on page 482, May Keystone, are our own original
production—designed and manufactured only by us.As with many other meritorious articles that havemet with success, there.are already imitators in thefield, the " idea pirates " who are always abroadwhen a good thing crops up, and we desire to say toour patrons that the only genuine Magnet WindowEasels cannot be bought except of us. All othersare imitations and inferior in both quality and
appearance.

1901
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A review of the wholesale trade

The Condition shows that conditions are not
materially changed from those that
have been ruling for two months

past. There has been about the same volume of out-

going business shipped to the regular sections supplied

by this market during May as there was in April.

Generally speaking, however, retail trade is quiet

throughout the West and Northwest this spring, likely

more so than at this time a year ago. Just why this is

so it is hard to explain, as all conditions certainly

favor a lively business. It is true that weather condi-

tions have been anything but favorable for eight weeks

past—country roads have been worse than usual and

the season has been backward, so much so that it is

three weeks behind its usual schedule. This has made

the farmer more busy than ever at this season of the

year, and travelers tell us that most towns are entirely

, deserted by the farming population. In all parts of

the country tributary to this market general conditions

still indicate exceptional prosperity. Everything looks

bright and prosperous.

Chicago's 
The greatest boom in building since

Building Boom 
the days of the World's Fair is
now on in Chicago. This is the
report from our city building depart-

ment, with indications that the high-water mark then

set will be exceeded before the summer is over. In

April 659 building permits were issued, covering a

frontage of 18,611,feet, the buildings to cost $2,992,640.

Last year, in the same period, the cost of buildings

for which permits were then issued was $60o,000.

May ist, of this year, passed off without any labor

troubles, being the first experience of the kind in

many years. Since the great building-trades strike of

last year was settled Chicago has developed an

increasing demand for skilled labor, and contractors

report that where five or six men should be employed

it is difficult to obtain two. This sort of a condition

of things should help out retail trade in general in

Chicago, and it undoubtedly will.
The remarkable operations in Wall

The West is the Street the past few weeks point
conclusively to the fact that the

West is the center of the great pro-

gressive movement which is now attracting the attention

of the world. It is significant that the features of the

market for this period have been the dealings in

Western specialties. Northern Pacific, Union Pacific,

Burlington, Colorado and Southern, Denver and Rio

Grande and Rio Grande Western among the railroads,

and Colorado Fuel and Iron and American Smelting

among other industrials have been the center of the

operations. There can be no doubt that the center of

activity in business and financial affairs is moving
westward at a rate more rapid and sure than ever

of Trade

Center

THE KEYSTONE

before. The Eastern investors who, until a few years
ago, were deluded by the belief that there was nothing
west of the Mississippi River worth holding, have at
last been brought to a realization of the now patent
truth that nowhere in the United States is there such
splendid opportunities for operations in various lines
than in the great field of the Central West and the
Rocky Mountain region. The radical change in the
minds of the moneyed interests of the East is, to-day,
one of the most significant events in the business
world. It means that the Central West is destined at no
distant day to be the real center of activity of the nation.

The live stock interest has grown
Growing wonderfully in the Northwestern
Wonderfully States during the past five years,

and the experience of last fall, when
a shortage of feed was threatened, has had a tendency
to rouse the farmers to a realization of the necessity of
raising a crop which can be fed. As a result, there
will be a much greater acreage of corn than ever
before. Agricultural experts state that by growing
wheat for a series of years the soil is relieved of certain
elements detrimental to corn, and it has been the
history of the West that her wheat fields have gradually
turned into corn fields.

It is said that Kansas will need at
least 20,000 men from outside the
State to cut, stack and thresh the
season's wheat. Last year about
15,000 men were imported, and the

demand will be far greater this year. A delegation
from the wheat belt was at Topeka last week in con-
sultation with railroad officials to ask the companies
to give a special rate for the purpose of encouraging
men to come into the State to help harvest the grain.
Railroad officials are sending out to all station agents
directions to ascertain as nearly as possible the number
of men needed in their localities. Where none is
needed, of course none will be sent. An authority
says 20,000 outside men can be given employment for
ninety days from June Toth. The railroads are
proceeding on the theory that many thousand men
will be needed.

Kansas Needs
20,000
Harvest Hands

Montana
Prosperous

The annual report of the Montana
State Board of Sheep Commission-
ers, which is virtually completed,
shows an increase of half a million

in the number of sheep in Montana, as compared with
the preceding year. The total number of sheep in
Montana on hand March Ist was, in round numbers,
3,700,000. Of these 1,615,000 were lambs. The lamb
crop was unprecedentedly large, owing to the ex-
tremely mild winter. The report also shows an in-
crease in the number of pounds of wool clipped over
the previous year, there being 27,000,000 pounds in
1901, against 23,500,000 in two. There were shipped
into the State during the year 144,800 sheep, and the
number sold for slaughter or shipment was 600,000.

The demand for farm lands in the
Farm Lands in Western States is unprecedented.

From Oklahoma up through Kan-
sas and Nebraska and through the

Dakotas and Minnesota to the Manitoba boundary,
farm lands are selling at a rate never before known,
and at a heavy advance in price over two years ago.
One of the strong features of the situation is the fact
that farmers themselves are adding to their holdings,
which shows their confidence in the land situation.

It is an interesting trade fact to
Where the Corn know that America produces ninety

per cent. of all the Indian corn
raised in the world. Most of this

corn is produced in Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa

and Illinois, with Ohio, Indiana and Wisconsin as
contributors. This territory constitutes the great corn
belt, possessing for all time an almost absolute
monopoly in the production of one of the world's
greatest cereal crops. Where corn grows there will

be produced meat foods, and where meat is cheaply

produced there must and will be wealth.
The reports from different points in
the Michigan fruit belt promise one
of the largest crops of fruit this
season in the history of the State.
The past winter was favorable to

all kinds of fruit from peaches to strawberries. Not

once did the temperature reach the danger point and

the steady weather, deep snow and easy break up

were all good for the fruit. Barring late frosts, which

Great Demand

Comes From

Michigan Fruit
Prospects
Excellent
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are now about passed, the crop will be immense. An
important factor in the fruit business this season will
be electric railroads, which will soon be in operation.
Two lines are under construction—one from Grand
Rapids to Holland and the other from Grand Rapids
to Grand Haven. These lines, it is expected, will be
completed in July, and both, traversing rich fruit dis-
tricts, will be used extensively in marketing the crops.
The interurbans will connect with the city lines and
the fruit cars will be taken direct to the city market.
This x'ill materially increase the quantity of fruit
handled here. When the peaches begin coming in
August, daily peach trains out of Grand Rapids will
be put on most of the roads. A large sorting and
packing house may also be established here.

We note that the post office depart-
ment has made a sensible ruling of
late. It is that letters and circulars
sent through the mails and ad-

dressed to the " best" merchant in any particular line
shall not be delivered to anyone. It seems rather
nonsensical, but it is nevertheless a fact that circulars
and even catalogues are occasionally addressed to the
" best jeweler " and the " most progressive jeweler"
in such and such a town. The postmaster is compelled
to exercise his discretion in these cases, and as a con-
sequence the mail matter may fall into hands for which
it was not intended and may possibly cause an injury
to the regular trade. The department's ruling is sup-
ported by the doctrine of common sense. Manu-
facturers and jobbers who do not, or cannot, obtain
the names of those for whom their trade literature is
intended are simply wasting expense in an effort to
obtain orders from merchants of whose existence even
they are merely making- a guess.

The statistician of the agricultural
department has lately given out the
following, which will prove most
interesting to the student of Western

business conditions : " The average prices of all the
eight crops reported upon were higher on December
ist last than on December r, 1899. The average farm
price of wheat was 3.5 cents per bushel higher, with
the result that a crop less by 25,000,000 bushels than
that of the preceding year was worth nearly $4,000,00o
more. Corn was worth 5.4 cents per bushel more
than at the corresponding date in 1899, and estimated
on this basis, tile total crop, although but little larger
than that of the preceeding year, was worth $122,000,000
more. The average price of hay was $8.99 per ton,
as compared with $7.27 per ton on December 1st of
the preceding year, and, accordingly, a crop of
6,5oo,000 tons less was worth $33,600,000 more. The
corn crop of 1900 was one of the four largest ever
gathered, while the oat crop has only once been
exceeded. On the other hand, the barley and rye
crops are the smallest, with one exception in each
case, since 1887, the buckwheat crop is the smallest,
with one exception, since 1883.

Here is another interesting item to
At the Head in the student of commercial affairs.

The suspension of mining in the
Transvaal on account of the South

African war placed the United States last year at the
head of all gold-producing countries. In 1899 it was
outranked by Australasia, which had an output of
$79,206,130, the United States having produced only
$70,096,021. In i9oo the gold output of Australasia
seems to have declined, amounting only to $75,283,215.
The United States thus leads the latter by $3,400,000.
It will be a long time before the Transvaal mines will
again reach their maximum output. Until they do the
United States will probably hold first place as a gold
producer. In fact, it may be held permanently, as the
possibilities of future development in this branch of
the mining industry in Alaska and throughout the
VVestern mineral belts are nearly unlimited.

During the month of April the Railroad Gazelle
noted in its news columns orders for 11,915 cars and
286 locomotives, which may be compared with 3580
cars and 161 locomotives ordered in the corresponding
month last year. So far, each month this year has
shown a big increase over the orders placed in the
same time last year. The April car orders are divided
as follows : Box, stock and refrigerator cars, 6673;
coal and ore cars, 4636 ; flat cars, 395 ; tank cars, 13;
and passenger cars, 198. These figures show how pros-
perous the manufacturers of railway equipments are.

(Continued on page so?)

A Sensible
Ruling

Interesting
Statistics

Gold Producing
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E are HEADQUARTERS for

DIAMONDS and other
PRECIOUS STONES

E carry a large stock.
We buy direct from the cutters and pay spot cash.
We sell on a small margin of profit, as our expenses are light.
Consequently but few of our competitors can compete with us, quality considered.

All weights guaranteed exactly as billed. Watch this feature, as every fraction of a carat counts.When in need of anything in this line, IT WILL PAY YOU to compare our goods and prices with those ofothers before buying elsewhere.
Comparison of prices alone is no guide to value—the goods should be seen to determine their relative worth.Selection packages sent to any responsible dealer wishing to purchase or having a prospective customer.We guarantee our poorest quality to be better than many of the so-called first quality, fine white, medium white, etc.

IAMONDS have advanced fully 15 per cent. since January 1st last and the indications are that there willbe a further advance in the near future.
The Diamonds quoted below were purchased previous to this year.

WE OFFER THEM TO YOU AT THE OLD PRICES.
Anticipate your wants—it will be money in your pocket.

List Price of Loose Diamonds per Carat and per Stone_ -
Size Per Carat Per Stone Size Per Carat Per Stone Size Per Carat Per Stone Size Per Carat Per Stone Size Per Carat Per Stone

1-64 c
1-64
1-32
1-32
1-32
1-32
1-16
1-16
1-16
148
143
N3
148
$-16
3-16
3-16
1/4

//4
1/4

1/4

125
163
110
114
125
160
114
125
160
110
128
130
138
110
130
138
110
128
140
156

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1
2
3
3
3
5
7
7
10
13
16
16
17
20
24
25
27
32
35
39

95
5$
44
56
91
00
13
81
( 0
75
00
25
25
63
38
88
50
00
00
00

% c
343
%8/8

34s
ais
844

N2
1/2
1.44
1A2
1/2
142
1A2
1A2

1/2

543

%
544

128
133
143
160
185
188
190
110
133
144
150
158
166
178
188
195
133
148
158
166

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

48
49
53
60
69
70
71
55
66
72
75
79
83
89
94
97
83
92
98
103

00
88
63
00
38
50
25
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
13
50
75
75

% c
%
az,
az,
az,
azi

%
%
az,

3/4
az,
'143
TB
7/8
7/8
Ts
1
1
1
1

178
210
136
165
176
178
206
212
220
230
235
170
175
212
230
255
148
175
220
230

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

111
131
102
123
132
133
154
159
165
172
176
148
153
185
201
223
148
175
220
230

25
25
00
75
00
50
50
00
00
50
25
75
13
50
25
13
00
00
00
00

1 c
11748
11,■8
11/8
11/8
1 lis
11/4
11/4
11/4
11/4
114
11/4
11/4
11/4
11/4
1%
1%
1%
11s2
1142

255
147
175
178
230
256
147
1.65
170
175
178
207
228
232
266
178
230
275
185
200

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

255
165
196
200
258
286
183
206
212
218
222
258
285
290
332
244
316
378
277
300

00
38
88
25
75
88
75
25
50
75
50
75
00
00
50
75
25
13
50
00

1¼c
114
1%
1%
2
2
2
2
21/4
2%
2142
214
216
2%
2%
2%
3
3
3%
4142

228
275
200
228
186
207
216
228
215
230
215
225
230
215
225
230
225
230
225
225

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

342
412
350
399
372
414
432
456
483
517
537
562
575
591
618
632
675
690
731
1012

00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
75
50
50
50
00
25
75
50
00
00
25
50

All of Above Prices Subject to our loos Catalogue Trade and Cash Discounts

M-4

For mounted Goods, see our 1901 Book, 85 to 93.
All mountings warranted full quality as represented.

Special Designs made to order.
Estimates furnished on application, at rock-bottom prices.

E are also HEADQUARTERS for Watches, Jewelry, Chains,
Novelties, Silverware, Clocks, Optical Goods an
Tools and Material

Send us your orders—we will try to please you.

SEE OUR NEW

TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE

OTTO YOUNG & CO.
149 to 153 State Street Chicago, 111.
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Chicago News

(Continued from page 593)

Personal Mention

We are glad to note that our old friend, William

J. Lewis, optician for Jeweler James B. Hayden, of

Topeka, Kans., has recently been elected president of

the Kansas Association of Opticians. He is a bright

man and we believe will prove the man for the place.

S. S. Dodge, the pioneer jeweler of Dixon, Ill.,

well known in this market, has sold out his business

to Mr. Kling, a former partner. The latter has been

abroad for a year and only arrived home from his trip

May Toth, and was not long in getting into harness.

Jeweler Harry Dixon, of North Platte, Nebr., is

making extensive improvements in his store which,

when completed, will give him one of the really tasty

and modern stores of the Western country. These

improvements will include new solid mahogany fixtures

made 
Richard 
a olardl ocaNfierimll:

who recently sold out his interest

in the firm of O'Neill & Gardner, at Lincoln, Nebr.,

to his partner, is now making preparations to again

embark in the retail jewelry business in Nebraska's

capital city at an early date. Fred. Gardner, who con-

tinues business at the old stand, has made consider-

able substantial and attractive improvements.

W. E. Higley, well and favorably known in the

trade from his long connection with leading Chicago

retail jewelry houses, is in charge of the Goodrich &

Potter Co.'s store since the death of Mr. Goodrich.

Recent letters from Harry M. Carle, who is abroad

with Mrs. Carle, report that they had a pleasant ocean

voyage and that they are finding life in London and

Paris quite enjoyable.
Byron L. Strasburger, the well-known New York

Swiss watch importer, has been in town for a week

calling on the wholesale trade.
Geo. D. Lunt, of the Towle Manufacturing Co.,

is leaving to-day for a short trip to the factory of his

firm at Newburyport, Mass.
F. E. Jack, general manager of the Queen City

Silver Co., Cincinnati, who spent last week in town

introducing their new Chicago and Western agent,

Louis D. Gradolph, around among the trade, was

sadly and unexpectedly called home last Sunday by

the sudden death of a six months' old son.

H. D. Cohn Jewelry Co. is a newly incorporated

and recently organized firm at Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

who propose to furnish that town with a modern and

up-to-date store.
John R. Lilja, head of the diamond department at

Benj. Allen & Co.'s, is expected home from his

European diamond purchasing trip early in June.

Mr. Lilja will stop over at Buffalo a few days and

investigate the Pall-American Exposition en route

home.
Burr Weaver, the well-known Chicago optician,

has bought out the testing and fitting department of

the Geneva Optical Co., at 65 Washington Street, and

has removed same to 85 Washington Street, second

floor, where he has opened up a most completely

equipped and modern suite of optical parlors for the

practice of his profession. The Geneva Co. will here-

after not test or examine eyes, but continue strictly

in the wholesale and manufacturing business at their

old stand.
Dr. John H. Ellis, the well-known practicing

optician of South Bend, Ind., and secretary of the

American Association of Opticians, was in town for a

couple of days early in the month looking after the

arrangements for the annual meeting of the American

Association, which convenes at the Sherman House

August i3th, 14th, 15th and 16th.

B. R. Fischer, retail jeweler in room 812 Columbus

Memorial Building, leaves for a three-months' trip to

Europe early in June. Mr. Fischer makes the trip

principally in the interests of a West Side manufacturing

concern with the idea of placing their products in the

English, French and German markets. While away

GMer.rmFaisnchheormweill spend a few weeks visiting his old

Jeweler Edward Reinel, of Streator, Ill., has

recently moved into a new store which he has fitted up

with new fixtures. Travelers who have lately called

on Mr. Keinel tell us that his new establishment is a

credittothoetnoe.wrn of Streator as well as to its

enterprising 
w 
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Rovelstad Bros., the well-known and successful
retail jewelry firm of Elgin, are now comfortably
located in their handsome new store. Their opening
occurred last week and proved to be quite a swell
affair. They now have one of the most modern and
really elegant retail jewelry establishments in the
State, a credit in every way to its owners as well as to
the beautiful young city in which it is located. Their
fixtures are new throughout, made in solid mahogany,
and furnished by the Union Show Case Co., of this
city.

C. H. Knights sailed for Europe, Wednesday,
May 22d, on his diamond-purchasing trip. His daugh-
ter, Miss Jeannette, and her friend, Miss Wills, together
with J. R. Embree, a prominent business man of
Englewood, made up the party. Mr. Knights has
promised THE KEYSTONE some notes and observations
on his travels, which will appear in a subsequent issue.

President Lloyd Milnor, of Spaulding & Co., retail,
will sail for Europe May 29th, accompanied by his
family. They will remain abroad two months, spending
most of their time in Paris.

President Walter Wyatt, of the Illinois Optical
Society, is spending the spring and summer in Chicago
pursuing a course in medicine and surgery at the
Illinois Medical College. He is a mighty busy man
these days, as he has taken up his new work with all
the energy and enthusiasm of his nature. Mrs. Wyatt
and the children will join him here next month and
the family will spend the heated term in Chicago
together. The Peoria end of the business is being
taken care of by his partner.

J. T. Brayton, manager of the Chicago branch of
the Julius King Optical Co., who has been abroad the
past two months, is expected home early in June.
Mr. Brayton, while away, has spent most of his time

in London looking after business for his firm. He
writes that he enjoys excellent health and that the

London climate is most agreeable at this time of the

year.
C. C. Hoefer, of the wholesale firm of Woodstock,

Hoefer 8/ Co., Kansas City, spent the first two days of
the week interviewing his friends among the manu-
facturers. Mr. Hoefer is an old Chicagoan and always
receives a right royal welcome from his old-time

friends in the trade.
J. M. Bigwood, the well and favorably known

jeweler of Terre Haute, Ind., has recently returned
from an Eastern trip in which he combined business

and pleasure.
George H. Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo., was in Chicago for a

few days recently combining business with pleasure.

Mr. Edwards reports trade just a bit quiet at present,

but remarked that the outlook for summer and fall

business was never better for his part of the country.
R. D. Hubbard, manager of the Des Moines

branch of the Columbian Optical Co., was in the city

last week on business, but found time to make a

pleasant call at THE KEYSTONE headquarters.

Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen Co., sails

early in June for Europe to be absent about two months.

Mr. Ellbogen goes abroad on one of his regular trips

to the European diamond marts. While away he will

select his firm's fall stock of diamonds and precious

stones, and incidentally enjoy some travel, rest and

recreation.
B. T. Roberts, for several years salesman in the

optical department at Otto Young & Co.'s, is now

with B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. in the same department.

E. K. MacGillivray, the well and favorably known

traveler for J. W. Forsinger, was confined to his home

in this city the first two weeks in May suffering from a

painful case of erysipelas. We are glad to say, how-

ever, that Mr. MacGillivray has recovered sufficiently

to again take up his duties on the road and is now out

on one of his regular trips.
Frank E. Behrendt, manager of the material

department at B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.'s, has been

made manager of the optical department of this firm

also, his added duties making him a very busy man

these times.
H. P. Hansel!, formerly well known in the Chicago

trade from his long connection with the house of

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. in their sales department,

but latterly a salesman in the jewelry department at

John Wanamaker's, in Philadelphia, is now lying very

low at his home in the latter city suffering from a cancer

on his jaw,
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Adolphe Schwob, the well-known Swiss watch

importer of New York, spent several days in town the

early part of the month, looking over the business of

his Chicago branch.
Clinton Collier has succeeded G. J. M. Porter as

general manager of the American Clock Co. , successors

to the Automatic Electric Clock Co., at 385 Wabash

Avenue, this city. Mr. Collier, though a new man in

the clock trade, is a well-known Chicago business man

of experience and energy. Mr. Porter will enter other
fields.

Jensen Bros., the well-known and successful Mil-

waukee Avenue retailers, have moved several doors
west from their old location and are now nicely fixed

up in handsome new store room at the corner of Robey

Street and Milwaukee Avenue, where they have one of

the most prominent locations in that part of Chicago.

Hipp. Didisheim, head of the firm of Hipp. Didi-

sheim & Bro., watch importers, New York, visited the

local office of the firm recently, looking over their

Western business.
J. Cheney Wells, of the American Optical Co.,

Southbridge, Mass., spent a fortnight in Chicago

recently in the interests of this well-known manu-

facturing firm.
C. L. Watson, of the Watson & Newell Co., the

widely known manufacturing jewelry firm of Attleboro

Mass., was in Chicago for several days during the early

part of the month on business connected with his

house.
D. V. Brown, the widely-known wholesale optician

of Philadelphia, spent a week in Chicago the early

part of the month combining business with pleasure.

He was a guest at the Auditorium Hotel during his

stay in town.
Dr. T. P. Thompson, the well-known optician, for

a number of years located on the second floor of the

old Inter-Ocean Building, has removed to the north-

west corner of State and Monroe Streets, where he has

fitted up a suite of handsome optical parlors.
Grant Whittlesey. well known in the optical trade

as the head of the Whittlesey Optical Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, was in Chicago for a few days the early part of

the month, calling on our wholesale and manufacturing

houses.
T. J. Bristol, the old-time traveler, widely known

among the trade in the Northwest, but at present on

the retired list and living at Ashland, Wis., where he

is a partner in the jewelry business of E. J. Born &

Co., was seen in Chicago recently en route home from
Florida, where he had been enjoying an outing.

"Toni," as everybody calls him, seems to be enjoy-

ing life and is looking well.
Max Gluck, Iowa and Nebraska traveler for Otto

Young & Co., was taken ill at Omaha in February

and confined to a hospital at that point for six weeks.
We are glad, however, to say that Mr. Gluck is now

fully recovered, and is out on one of his regular
trips, all of which will be pleasant news to hi.3 many
friends in the trade.

Herbert IV. Allen, of the Rich & Allen Co., has

just returned from an extended Western trip, going as

far as Salt Lake City. He reports general business as
prosperous in the Rocky Mountain country, and that

the jewelers are getting their full share of the pros-
perity that is abroad in that country.

William M. Alister, of B. F. Norris, Alister &

Co., is again at his desk after twelve weeks of con-
finement at his home, as a sufferer from sciatic rheu-
matism.

Gossip Among the Trade

The Elgin National Watch Co. have given notice
that their six per cent. certificates of indebtedness, or
bonds, now outstanding to the amount of $5oo,000,

will be paid principal and interest July r, 1901.
The r9o1 catalogue of Hardinge Bros., the well-

known tool makers, Chicago, is a valuable book to all
who have anything to do with watchmaking or jewelry
manufacturing, or are the least interested in tools. It
illustrates and describes their full line of watchmakers'

tools and a great many new articles which they have

not heretofore placed before the trade. Watchmakers

and jewelers will find this well printed and profusely
illustrated seventy-two-page catalogue a valuable hand-

book in their business, and if they have not already
received one they should write and ask the above firm

for a copy. It is mailed free.
(Costissoed ON past 599)
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ORS INGER
WATCH JOBBER

CHICAGO

We are pre-eminently a, watch house aa we
particularly want your mail-order business in
watches, but please understand that while we
give particular at.ttention to mail orders for
watches, that is but ONE department of our
business. We do not confine ourselves exclu-
sively to mail orders for watches, but fill your
orders from b.ny catalogue issued from Chicago
for everything needed by the Retail Jeweler.

Our lines in Diamonds, Fine Jewelry aa Nov-
elties, like our watch lines, are standard in quality
and unsurpassed in style aa selling qualities.
And, too, prices are all in your favor as much
so as high quality will permit. There shall be
a mutual helpfulness in prices here. Quality
shall not be lowered to make prices "cheap."
There shall be absolute satisfaction on your part,
or we will not try to win your trade. We would
like to have you put us to the test in this matter.

J. W. FORSINGER
Jobber in Watches aa Wholesale Jeweler

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO

June, 1901

Chicago News

(Continued from page 597)

F. A. Hardy & Co. have just sent out to the trade
a sixteen-page booklet illustrating and describing their
new twentieth century model Hardy ophthalmometer.

It is an interesting catalogue and is practically and fully
illustrated. It combines the art of placing before the
optician the merits of their new aud improved ophthal-
mometer and giving interesting optical information at
the same time. The new instrument is fully described
and its utility clearly explained. This valuable
catalogue is mailed free to the trade.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving, in the Cham-
plain Building, is constantly receiving additions to its
list of students and is generally in a flourishing condi-
tion. Among the late arrivals are : Miss Alma Rich-
ards, of Huron, S. Dak.; C. K. Shortiss, son of Jeweler
F. E. Shortiss, Traer, Iowa ; Charles A. Jackson,
formerly with Jeweler Howard Williams, Delevan,
Wis.; L. F. Falkins, San Jose, Ill.; J. L. Jones, of
Belmont, Wis., and Ned Fulton, Newark, Ohio.

Nordahl & Olson, 449
Milwaukee Avenue, this
city, request us to warn
the trade against an individ-
ual named Edward Ander-
son, whose portrait is here
shown. For several years
past and up to March 25th
of this year, Anderson was
employed by this firm. They
had been missing goods for
sometime previous to above

Edward Anderson date, but did not suspect
Anderson, as he had gained

their confidence and they trusted him implicitly.

However, shortly before the date mentioned, they be-

came convinced that Anderson was robbing them, and
began to watch him. They caught him in the act and

his arrest followed. He confessed his guilt and re-
turned about $500 worth of stolen goods. He was

bound over to the Grand Jury and sent to jail. Ander-

son was soon bailed out. As soon as he got his liberty

he left Chicago for parts unknown, " jumping " his
bail. It is to be hoped that he will not get the oppor-

tunity to impose on any other member of the trade.

He is a Norwegian, forty years old and unmarried. He

has the polished manner that impresses and disarms
suspicion.

Complaints of delay in the delivery of foreign
parcels fast mail made by the large mercantile houses

of Chicago have resulted in orders which will bring

about an improvement in the service in this city.

Instead of being sent to the appraiser's office in New

York to determine the value of the duty to be paid,
this mail will be sent to Chicago from the steamer.
On the way across the ocean this mail destined for

Chicago will be put in separate sacks. When it reaches
Chicago it will be appraised at the custom house and

delivered at once. It is believed that this change in

the arrangement will facilitate the delivery of the

parcels at least three or four days. This plan will

no doubt prove satisfactory.
The following list of students have recently finished

a course in engraving, at the Illinois School of
Engraving, in the Masonic Temple : W. E. Wallace,
Moscow, Idaho ; Henry Fischer, Jr., Jefferson, Wis.;

S. M. Joel, Luddington, Mich.; H. H. Kruse, Fort

Dodge, Iowa ; Jorgen Jorgenson, Burns, Oregon;
Andrew Fischer, Chicago ; W. H. Herring, Easton,
Minn.; John Strage, Chicago ; H. C. Pitz, Chicago;
E. E. Henry, Zanesville, Ohio ; H. F. Alden, Sauk
Centre, Minn.; M. Honnica, Chicago ; P. C. Kennedy,
Joplin, Mo. The new arrivals at this school are :
F. A. Fowler, Dubuque, Iowa ; L. E. DeLanty, Chi-
cago ; P. C. Curtis, Waverly, Iowa ; A. S. Cone,
Linden, Ind.; S. J. Van Sipmia, Chicago ; C. T. Fly,
Mangum, Okla.; H. Hess, Pullman, Ill.; Miss H. S.
Lua, Chicago.

The L. Manasse Co. are now nicely located in
their new quarters on the second floor at to5—to9
Madison Street. They have double the space they
formerly occupied in the old Tribune Building and
have largely increased their factory facilities, as well
as their store room and office. We are glad to note
this evidence of business expansion on the part of this
old and reliable house.
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The spring and summer announcement of the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology is just
being sent out among the trade. It is embellished
with a handsome and artistic clay model frontispiece
by Artist Littlejohn, which is a most clever and
attractive piece of work. The booklet is well printed
and profusely illustrated and will be sent free upon
application.

Out-of-town Visitors

Ira T. Gabert, jeweler-druggist, Caldwell, Kans.,
is represented in the market to-day by Mr. Conners,
his manager, who is buying goods for the home
market.

C. J. Dunbar, head of the well-known house of C.
J. Dunbar & Co., Princeton, Ill , was a trade caller in
this market the early part of the month.

Martin & Hoerr, of Mankato, Minn., were repre-
sented in this market early in the month by Mr.
Hoerr, who was in the city on a purchasing trip.

W. P. Ballou, of DeKalb, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market recently.

C. C. Chase, of Elroy, Wis., was in Chicago for a
few days recently, making purchases for the home store.

Jeweler T. H. Anderson, of Bedford, Incl., was in
this market last week on a business trip.

C. D. White & Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., were
represented in Chicago last week by Mr. White, the
head of the firm, who was scanning the market for the
latest spring novelties.

Phil. H. Spohn, of Greensburg, Ind., spent a
week in Chicago recently, combining business with
pleasure.

J. W. VanDoren, of Minonk, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market last week.

Jeweler N. V. Cole, of Michigan City, Ind., a
well-known and familiar figure in this market, was
here last week on a buying trip.

C. I. Josephson, of Moline, Ill., was in town re-
cently, combining business with pleasure.

Huber Bros., of Dillon, Mont., one of the best
known jewelry firms of the far Western country, were
represented in this market for several days recently by
Mr. Huber, the younger, who was making liberal
purchases for the home market.

Robert Slidel, the well and favorably known
jeweler, of Milwaukee, paid the Chicago market a
visit last week, and was warmly greeted by his many
friends in the trade.

R. N. Hendrick, the well-known and prosperous
jeweler of St. Joseph, Mo., spent a couple of days in
Chicago this week, looking over the market and see-
ing the sights of the Western metropolis.

G. T. Marsh, of Atlantic, Iowa, has been a visit-
ing buyer in this market this week.

Jeweler George L. Goodale, of Lenox, Iowa, is in
the Chicago market to-day buying new goods for the
home store.

W. E. Hess, a leading retail optician of San Fran-
cisco, Cal., stopped off in Chicago recently for a few
days, buying liberally from our wholesale and manu-
facturing optical houses. Mr. Hess was on an extended
Eastern trip, which will include the larger cities of the
Atlantic sea coast.

John P. Hess, jeweler-optician, Fond du Lac,
Wis., was met in one of our wholesale stores early in
the month selecting goods for the home store. Mr.
Hess reports trade good in his section and his town
enjoying the same good prosperity as other parts of
the country.

Jeweler William E. Wallace, of Moscow, Idaho,
was a welcome visitor in the Chicago market early in
the month. Mr. Wallace was combining business with
pleasure in this trip. He found time to drop in at
KEYSTONE headquarters,. and reports that business
was excellent in the far West, with the finest kind of
prospects for a prosperous fall trade.

C. C. Burkhart, a successful and prosperous
jeweler of Dixon, Ill., was in town for a few days the
early part of this week buying goods for the music
department of his store, a recent addition to his busi-
ness, which he reports as doing nicely.

J. R. Hemple, with Jeweler R. T. Crawford,
Temple, Tex., has been in town a good part of the
month pursuing a course of optics at one of our optical
colleges.

G. R. Strickland, of Fond du Lac, Wis., was
combining business with pleasure in Chicago the early
part of this week.
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H. S. Tuttle, head of the Tuttle-Greene Co., a
new jewelry firm recently organized at Butte, Montana,
spent a week in town the early part of the month
purchasing fixtures and goods for a new store. The
new firm has the financial backing of young Clark, son
of IV. A. Clark, the millionaire Senator from Montana.
They recently filed articles of incorporation at Butte.
The directors are H. S. Tuttle, W. B. Hamilton and
Charles P. Greene. The capital stock is $3o,000, in
3,000 shares of the value of $lo each. It is stated that
the stock to the amount of $23,000 has been subscribed
for, as follows : W. A. Clark, Jr., $9,9oo ; Charles P.
Greene, $3,500 ; Alex. J. Johnson, $2,5oo ; H. I. Wilson,
$5,500 ; D. B. Gillies, $3,56o ; Mrs. W. B. Hamilton,
$1,500 ; W. B. Hamilton, $1,000, and H. S. Tuttle,
$10. Mr. Tuttle and Mr. Greene, who will manage
the business, have been with J. H. Leyson, the well-
known jeweler of Butte, for several years. The com-
pany have purchased the stock of Simon Bank and
will do business at his location with a new stock.
Before leaving town, Mr. Tuttle gave Alexander H.
Revell & Co., manufacturers of store fixtures, an
order for a handsome outfit of fixtures for the new store.

H. B. Clark, of Rantone, Ill., was a visiting buyer
in this market the early part of the week.

W. S. Still, of Delavan, Ill., was in the city this
week, making purchases for the home store.

The firm of Hirsch & Kyser, retail opticians, of
San Francisco, Cal., was represented in this market
recently by Mr. Kyser, who was on his way East.

Jeweler L. Sheridan, of St. Charles, Minn., has
been in Chicago the past few days on a purchasing
trip. Mr. Sheridan was a caller at THE KEYSTONE
headquarters during his stay in town, reporting
present trade conditions as excellent, with the most
encouraging outlook for the future.

. M. Joseph, son of Jeweler Joseph of Des Moines,
Iowa, was in Chicago last week for a day or two, look-
ing over the market for late spring novelties.

Miss Margaret J. Erisman, sister of Mr. Erisman
of the firm of Ankeny & Erisman, jewelers and
opticians, Lafayette, Ind., was in Chicago for several
days early in the month, selecting an opening stock of
optical goods for the optical parlors she is just opening
up in the live young city of Lafayette. Miss Erisman
is a practicing optician of some years' standing, a
graduate of two of our optical colleges and we predict
that she will make a success of her new undertaking.

0. C. Lamphear, of the Wilbur-Lamphear Co., of
Galesburg, III., was in Chicago Wednesday on a pur-
chasing trip. Mr. Lamphear reports that the spring
just closing has been an unusually quiet one with re-
tailers in general in his section of the country. He
said that he could give no other reason for this dull-
ness than the fact that the weather all through the
present spring season had been the most unseasona-
ble and therefore unfavorable to trade that he had
ever known. Mr. Lamphear reports dull business is
not only the cry among jewelers, but all classes of
tradesmen are complaining that their spring trade will
not figure up nearly so good as it did last season.
However, he is of the opinion that when the weather
once gets to be seasonable that trade will have more
life, as all conditions are certainly favorable to it.

Fred. \V. Drosten, a well-known and prosperous
St. Louis retailer, was in town a day or two last week
combining business with pleasure.

Jeweler Max Nassau, of East Chicago, Ind., was
in market last week and reports that though he has
been established in his present location only a little
over a year, he is doing finely with good prospects for
the future.

W. W. Hendricks, of Crystal Falls, Mich., was a
trade caller in Chicago last week.

Jeweler H. Goldman, of Milwaukee, was here
this week making purchases for his home store.

William H. Carew, of Streator, Ill., was in the
city the early part of the week on a purchasing trip.

E. A. Neubauer, of Iron Mountain, Mich, was in
Chicago the early part of the week on a business trip.

The retail house of Howes Bros., Clinton, Iowa,
were represented in this market last week by Ed. M.
Howes, a member of the firm, who was here scanning
the market for late spring novelties.

0. M. Atwood, of Clifton, Kans., was in Chicago
last week combining business with pleasure.

Leo Hollander, of Leadville, Colo., was in the
city last week calling on our wholesale trade.

(Continued on page too a)
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/low to Sell More Watches

Most jewelers sell watches at a profit. It does not require a philo-
sopher, however, to discover that the paramount issue in the business is
how can the legitimate retail jeweler sell more watches than he does?

We hear a great deal said about the stress of competition from the
department store, the catalogue house, and what not, but do you know,
Mr. Jeweler, that above this all the fact remains that there are twenty-
five fine, high-grade watches sold to-day where one was sold seven years
ago ! And as for competition, like the poor it will always be with you,
and there is no money in paying any attention to it. What then is
the trouble?

The great trouble with the retail dealers in past years was their
backwardness in grasping new ideas abnd conforming to new conditions.
But the successful jewelers who to-day are getting their full share of the
largely increased trade in fine watches, are out of the ruts in which
many so-called successful dealers have, during the past years, been
traveling. They have fully realized that the strictly up-to-date jewelry
store must be managed on an entirely new line in this Twentieth Century.
That no matter whether it be large or small it must be up-to-the-minute
in everything.

Are there many such stores ? Yes. You will know them when you
get to them, for you can't go into this kind of a store without getting up
against something new. It may be a new way of arranging goods, or as
new specialty, or a new side line, or a new kind of a watch—always
something new. Not alone do you find something new there, but you
find that quality stands for everything in that store. This up-to-the-
minute jeweler has learned the lesson that quality remains long after
price is forgotten. He well knows that a good article sold at a fair
price is always more satisfactory than a. poor article sold at a. cheap
price. He also knows that good trade results from good goods and the
assurance that you can buy right from a. house of standing, experience
and intimate knowledge of the business. We have many up-to-the-minute
jewelers on our books whom we have served as their watch jobbers for
years, but we want more of them. We would suggest that you not only
read our philosophy, but that you try our treatment and our merchan-
dise. We want you for a customer, and feel sure that you will
appreciate us.

M. A. Mead 0 Company
Watch Jobbers

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO

LIM', 1901
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OBITUARY

Thomas M. Avery

On the morning of Sunday, May 26th, at 10.30

o'clock, Thomas M. Avery, for over a quarter of a

century one of the foremost men in the watch industry

in America and long a prominent factor in the 
com-

mercial life in Chicago, died at his home in this city.

t 'nconsciously to any member of his family hou
sehold

and even possibly to himself, he quietly passed awa
y.

His death was not unexpected, as his health had been

broken for a year or more ; but it was not until the

Thursday before his death that his condition became

alarming. On that day he suffered a stroke of

paralysis. His age told heavily against him and he

rapidly grew worse, lingering in an unconscious con-

dition until his death.

Since Mr. Avery located in Chicago, in 1851, he

has been prothinent in business circles. He was born

in Perryville, Madison County, N. Y., October 12,

1819, where his parents were among the oldest settlers.

He attended the Polytechnic Academy in Chittenango

and afterward studied for three years at .Cazenovia

Academy. His father's death occurred when he was

but fifteen years old, and the boy went out into the

world to make his own way. His first efforts were

not crowned with much success, but the boy was

energetic and had turned his face firmly against even

the thought of failure, and his success. in after life was

the fruition of his early determination to win. After

shifting his employment several times, he found him-

self, at the age of seventeen, a clerk in the general

store of his uncle, Harvey Morris, in New Woodstock,

N. Y. It was here that his innate business ability

forced its way to the surface, and his close attention

to his work resulted in his being taken in as a full

partner two years after. In 1851 his uncle died and

the business was sold out. Mr. Avery had long be-

lieved that the Western country afforded the wide
st

opportunities for successful ventures, and he was

specially impressed with the then young city of

Chicago. After winding up his business affairs in

the East, he came to this city and embarked in the

lumber business with Reed A. Williams, under the

firm-name of Williams & Avery. The yards were in

Canal Street, opposite Munn's old elevator. In the

lumber business he was successful beyond his fondest

hopes, and after conducting it for sixteen years found

himself the possessor of a fortune.

In 1875 Mr. Avery sold the lumber interests that

had made him a fortune, and for the remainder of his

active life, until a little over two years ago, he devoted

his entire time to the interests of the watch company.

In 1867, when the Elgin National Watch Co. was still

an uncertain business venture, B. W. Raymond retired

from the presidency and Mr. Avery took up the duties

of that office. In 1873 he severed his connection with

the lumber firm for the purpose of giving his entire

attention to the affairs of the watch company. He

continued at the head of this concern until his failing

health compelled him to give up the position. His

presidency had confined over a period of more than

thirty years, and during that time he had seen the

company pass the experimental stage, become a suc-

cessful business institution and finally take first rank

with the watch manufacturing companies of the world.

It was due in a large degree to Mr. Avery's inde-

fatigable zeal and his wonderful ability as an organizer

and director that the company grew to its enormous

proportions. When the watch company was formed

there was a capital stock of $too,000. Under the

direction of Mr. Avery the business of the factory

increased so steadily that in 1884 the stock was made

$2,000,000. In 1890 this was doubled.

As president of the company, Mr. Avery was a

prime favorite with the employees and enjoyed their

confidence and respect to the fullest extent. His

interest in them and their welfare was nearly if not as

great as his interest in the success of the business, and

he lost no opportunity to make their employment as

pleasant as possible and to.provide for their comfort.

It was owing to this interest on his part in the affairs

of the men and women employees that the company

erected the big hotel a short distance from the

works, which has all the conveniences of the best-
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equipped hostelries and in which the employees live at

a minimum expense. At the time he retired from the

presidency the company had 2400 employees on its pay

rolls. Mr. Avery organized and was president of the

Chicago Brass Co., which operates extensive mills at

Kenosha, Wis. Mr. Avery's son, the late Frank M.

Avery, was general manager of this concern until his

death a year ago. On December t, 1899, Mr. Avery's

physician persuaded him to retire from all active

business, and he followed his advice, Charles H.

Hulburd succeeding him as president of the watch

company.
In 1847 Mr. Avery was married to Miss Margaret

E. Morris, in New Woodstock, N. Y. To them were

born two sons, Frank M. and Charles 0., both of whom

are now dead. Mr. Avery's only direct heirs were two

grandchildren, Margaret E. Avery, daughter of Charles

Avery, and Thomas M. Avery, Jr., son of Frank M.

Avery. Mrs. Avery died several years ago. For

many years Mr. Avery was a leading member of the

First Congregational Church. In politics he was a

Republican, although he never took any active part in

campaign work. He was for a time a member of the

Board of Education, and also was an officer in the

Young Men's Christian Association. He was at

Thomas M. Avery -

another time a director of the Board of Trade. Mr.

Avery was one of the first to attempt a reorganization

of the Relief and Aid Society at the time of the Chi-

cago fire, and was one of those who were actively in-

terested in relieving distress and afterwards rebuilding

the burned city. During the last year Mr. Avery had

been in such a feeble condition that a physician wa
s

in almost constant attendance.

Mr. Hulburd, now president of the Elgin Company,

was intimately associated with Mr. Avery in the bus
i-

ness of the concern. In an interview, Ile said : •" Be-

cause of the condition of Mr. Avery's health, the

announcement of his death did not come with the

shock that might have been expected. He had been

ill for some months. Except for his vigorous constitu-

tion he could not have survived so long. The growth

of the company of which he was the head so many

years, was directly the result of his efforts. His

administrative ability was of such a high order th
at

the position %'as almost forced upon him by the

directors of the company at the time that it was

organized. He was always interested in the men

who were employed by the company and did
 much

to help them. The announcement of his 
death will

be heard with sorrow by them."

Benjamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., in speaking

of his long acquaintance with Mr. Avery and 
his

passing away, said : " He served his day and g
enera-

tion well, and while essentially a business 
man, was

not a narrow and grasping one ; but, to the 
contrary,

was broad in his methods, was liberal, and valued

money for what Ile could do with it. Mr. Avery was

above all an honorable and upright man, full of

energy and was a strong man in every way,
 highly

esteemed and respected by all who knew him."

H. F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co., speaking 
of

Mr. Avery, said : " During the life of the Jobbers'

Association I think I was as near to Mr. Avery as 
any

man in the trade. I believe I speak the truth when I

say he was the most conspicuous figure in
 that body.

He was always an unflinching friend of the
 jobber. A
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man of magnetic presence he had great power over

men. Firm in his convictions and sound in his judg-

ment he exercised a commanding influence at all

times and in all places. He was regarded as the soul

of honor, and even those who differed with him most

widely always respected him."

A dispatch from Elgin, dated May 26th, says :

" The employees of the Elgin National Watch Factory

were grieved to hear to-day of the death of Thomas

M. Avery.. Superintendent Hunter, who has been his

life-long friend, was particularly distressed. Those

associated with Mr. Avery here pay the highest tribute

to his memory. They considered him as a friend of

even the humblest employee of the factory, and as

one of the ablest financiers and managers in the coun-

try. The 3000 employees will arrange to send a large

delegation of representatives to the funeral, and many

of the business men of the city will join with them."

The interment took place on May 28th.

David Manheimer

The recent death of David Manheimer recalls a

life of usefulness and activity. Mr. Manheimer was

seventy-seven years old at the time of his death and

was well and favorably known in the jobbing and

manufacturing trade. He was born in Bavaria and

came to this country fifty-five years ago, settling at

Cincinnati. From there he drifted into the country

and at the beginning of the civil war was located at

Indianapolis, where, for many years, he was engaged

in the jewelry jobbing trade. Later, Louis Manheimer,

the second eldest son, entered the business with his

father, who gradually relinquished his interest in the

business. They came to Chicago in 1881. David

Manheimer was a man of unimpeachable integrity and

of quiet disposition—one who did not seek publicity

and was decidedly a home-loving man. He spent the

larger part of his last years at the office of his son.

Everyday at ten o'clock he could be found at the

office, remaining until five o'clock r. m. Deceased

leaves five sons—J. C., Louis, Samuel, E. A. and W.

S. Manheimer, all engaged in the jewelry business ;

E. A. as a watch jobber in New York, and the other

three are associated with Louis Manheimer in the

wholesale watch business which bears his name at 103

State State. Mr. Manheimer's death, which occurred

Friday, May 3d, at the Palmer House, was sudden

and unexpected and came as a great shock. He had

visited the office of his son, Louis Manheimer, in the

Columbus Memorial Building, as was his wont, and

had gone to the Palmer for a short walk. He con-

versed pleasantly with some friends in the rotunda

and stepped into the lavatory. A few minutes later

he was discovered by an attendant of the hotel dead

in one of the lavatory chairs. The house physician

stated that death had been instantaneous and had been

caused by heart failure. The sons at Louis Man-

heimer's were immediately notified. The funeral was

held from the residence of a son, J. C. Manheimer,

3405 Calumet Avenue, Sunday, May 5th. Interment

was at Rosehill by the side of his wife, who passed

away in 1893.

Edson H. Goodrich

Edson H. Goodrich, senior member of the retail

jewelry house of the Goodrich & Potter Co., and one

of the best known retailers in Chicago, died April

3oth, at his home in this city, after a brief illness, from

pneumonia. Mr. Goodrich was born in Buffalo, N.

Y., in 1840, spent his boyhood there and on coming of

age entered the jewelry business in that city as suc-

cessor to his father. Thirty-eight years ago he came

to Chicago and engaged in the same line under the

firm-name of E. H. Goodrich. In 1890 the firm was

incorporated as the E. H. Goodrich Co., and in 1896,

on the death of Mr. Potter, who occupied one-half

the space rented by Mr. Goodrich in the Tribune

Building, the latter purchased the good-will and busi-

ness of the former and consolidated the two under the

name of the Goodrich & Potter Co., now being con-

ducted by the widow. Mrs. Goodrich and one daughter

survive him. The funeral was held Thursday, May

2d, at the family home, and interment was at Oak-

woods.
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Complete stocks carried and goods shipped
from both factory and Chicago salesroonz.

Write for 275-page Catalogue.

SALESROOMS
109-I I I Wabash Avenue, Chicago

409 Broadway, New York

Our New Catalogue will be out June 5th. The

same comprises about ioo pages, illustrating a full, new line of Gold

Silver Plated Toilet Sets, Sterling Silver Toilet Sets and Mani-

cure Goods; a full line of Sterling Silver Mounted Genuine Ebony

and Ebonized Toilet Goods; entirely new patterns of Ormolu Gold-
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Items of Interest

0. F. Loyer, formerly of St. Joseph, Mo.
, has

Bessemer, Ala., has opened
remopv.ed LetwoisCefdoarmr Ferallylso, floBwesas.

a jewelry store in Andalusia, Ala.

Harry Davis, formerly at 226 S. Union Avenue,

Pueblo, Colo., has removed to Canon City, Colo
.

The B. C. Wells Manufacturing Co., Fresno, Cal.,

have established a manufacturing 
and repair establish-

ment in connection with their business.

Joe U. Ruetsch, Dallas, Tex., has secured t
he

services of A. F. Veullemot, an expert watchma
ker of

Chicago, and will do repair work for the trade.

A. P. Honer, Cincinnati, Ohio, has repapered, 
re-

painted and otherwise improved his store. A bu
rglar-

proof safe is a valuable addition to his equipmen
t.

Tidd & Co., Columbiana, Ohio, have moved into

their new building, which is 22 X too feet and 
elegantly

equipped. They have now ample facilities for atte
nd-

ing promptly to their extensive trade.

D. W. Barnum, of Adrian, Mich., died May loth.

The deceased was a thirty-second degree Mason,

Scottish Rite and Shriner, and was buried under the

auspices of the Knights Templar Lodge of Adrian.

Wm. H. Crisp, who has a jewelry store in Jeffer-

son, Ohio, has sent us a sample of oil that was str
uck

in that locality. The local merchants are hopeful that

the oil may come in quantity, and THE KEYSTO
NE

joins in the hope.

Clement H. Davison, for many years the popular

buyer with the Goodrich & Potter Co., of Chica
go,

will during the coming season represent the Coddi
ng

& Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass. Mr. Davison

has just left the factory for a Western trip, with a 
full

line of the firm's popular goods.

Walter Pfefferle, of Sidney, Ohio, and Ed. Glaze,

of Circleville, have just completed a course of engr
av-

ing at the M. L. Landis School of Engraving in Detro
it,

Mich. Geo. S. Vander Muellen,. of Grand Rapids,

Mich., and F. C. Marshall, of Saginaw, Mich., are

among the new arrivals at the school.

The recent graduates of the St. Louis Watchmak-

ing School, St. Louis, Mo., were : E. H. Locke, Hom
e,

Kans.; J. S. Byrd, Reardon, Washington ; Chas. Hau-

tow, Lincoln, Ill.; E. W. Moehle, Burlington, Iowa ;

A. 0. Duncan, Cleburne, Tex.; E. Johnson, S
t. Jo,

Tex., and W. P. Thurmon, Ruston, La. Graduates

in the optical department were : P. E. Rigdon, E. 
H.

Locke, J. S. Byrd, E. W. Moehle, 0. Stegmaie
r,

W. P. Thurmon and D. Hearn.

E. 0. Sisson, director of Bradley Polytechnic In-

stitute, sailed April 27th for a four-months' trip to

Europe, where he will visit the horological schools
 of

Geneva, Switzerland, Glashutte, Saxony, Chaux 
de

Fonds, Switzerland, and possibly others, for the pu
r-

pose of studying their methods, and if anything new

or better is found than those now employed in the

horological department of Bradley Institute they wi
ll

be incorporated in that school for the benefit of those

wishing to learn watchwork and its kindred trades.

John J. Bowman and Chas. Ezra Bowman, sons of

Ezra F. Bowman, of Lancaster, Pa., whose death is

recorded in another column, will continue their father's

business and assume joint management of the Ezra F.

Bowman Technical School, under the firm-name of

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons. The sons are expert mechan-

ics and fully equal to the responsibility. The same

athire‘rads of departments will be retained. They are now

distributing a 24-page price-list of watch and jewelry

repairing and engraving for the trade. It is an attrac

e ati 

-

little bookthe kanpdrielelsa.s a novel and convenient

Theodore F. Breese, president of the Parker

Clock Co., Meriden, Conn., died at his residence in

that city on May 1st. The deceased had reached the

patriarchal age of seventy-three, but had always

enjoyed good health, and kept in harness to the last.

His sudden taking off was due to internal hemorrhages.

Mr. Breese was born in Dover, N. Y., in 1828. About

forty years ago he became connected with the New

York office of the Charles Parker Co., of Meriden,

Conn., and subsequently took up his residence in

Meriden. Soon after locating there he took a respon-

sible position with the Parker and Whipple Clock Co.,

and under his management the business was built up

until it became one of the most important of its kind.

Later the company's name was changed to the Parker

Clock Co., which name it still bears. Mr. Breese be-

came active manager, and later president and trea-

surer, which offices he held at the time of his death.

He was an accomplished and enterprising business

man of strictest integrity, and was highly respected

by all who knew him.

A very handsome piece of jewelry has just been

made on special order by Chas. P. Goldsmith & Co.,

ring and jewelry manufacturers, of New York City, in

the form of a solid gold cross for the Roman Catholic

bishop of Newark, N. J. On the front, at the intersec-

tion of the cross bars, a large and very fine emerald

was set, surrounded with a cluster of diamonds. The

back of the cross was made to open with a secret

spring, and a hollow space left in the interior, to hold

some sacred relics, the property of the bishop. The

same firm have also just finished a seal ring of special

design, made for the Chinese minister. Encircling the

ring, in raised work, is a reproduction of the imperial

Chinese dragon. The ring is a dull finished in rose

gold, and is a very unique piece of jewelry.

The Times and the Young Man

Whenever a rich man dies, a man who has risen

from obscure poverty to great wealth ; it is a common

thing for young men to say : " Oh, yes, he started

when there were lots of chances. But a man can't do

that sort of thing now." In 1840 the discontented

said that the halcyon days were in 1812, when a man

could get a fat contract in the war. In 1870 the rich

man had the chance of the gold fever of 1849. In

1900 we say that it was easy enough for a man to get a

start during the war of 1865. And so it goes. In 193o

it will no doubt be said : " Oh, yes, a man had a chance

in two when all was prosperity, and America was just

developing her new territories." Yet thousands of

young men to-day are saying that " there are no

chances for a poor young man." They say this glibly:

they argue so plausibly about the crushing influence
 of

trusts and the combination of capital, that many

mothers have written to this magazine asking : "I
s

this true ? Has my boy no chance because he is poor ?
 "

When a young man sits down and belittles the

times in which he lives, and wails about " the good 
old

times when a man had a chance," it is a pretty
 good

indication not that the times are wrong, but that 
the

young man is either incompetent or indolent. 
The

fact that a young man is poor is not a hindrance
, and

never was. On the contrary, poverty is the 
finest

iuheritance a young man can have. No combin
ation

can be better than poverty and good health to a 
young

man who wants to carve his way in the worl
d. The

young man to be pitied is he of means who k
nows no

no stimulus to the best endeavor. But the young

fellow who inherits poverty is to be co
ngratulated.

He has what all men who have risen in the 
world had

to push them on : to make them mighty. 
The finest

process of character-building through which
 a man

can pass is that of poverty. It is a priceless stimulus.

Such conditions as hard work and an education

obtained with difficulty breed men, and men
 so bred

have the best training to conquer obsta
cles. A young

man does not start with nothing whe
n he has good

health, and believes in frugality and ho
nesty. He

has everything that has made thousands 
of men use-

ful, honored and happy.

There is no condition of mind so fatal to 
a young

man as that which puts him out of sort
s with the times

in which he lives. The most useless men in the world

to-day are the unsuccessful loafers who 
regard the riches

of others as an insult to themselves. 
The young fellow

who has anything in him never 
stops to regard other

people except as he can learn from them.
 He has no

time to abuse the methods of other
s. This is a prac-

tice he leaves to the loungers who
 kick their heels at

station platforms, or rural groceries, 
or corner grog-

genies. It is the chief greatness of Ameri
ca that a

young man can make of hims
elf what he chooses.

No man, business house nor 
corporation keeps a young

man down because he is poor. Th
e demand for

brains to-day is too g:eat. A young man of capacity,

industry and integrity has a field for individual effort

such as has never before existed in this country. And

success is neither harder nor easier than it ever was.

Success never yet came to the laggard, and it never

will. Let a young man be capable : have enterprise,

be willing to work, and carry himself like a man, and

he goes where he will. His success depends upon

himself. No times, no conditions, no combinations of

capital can stop a young man who has a determination

to honorably succeed, and who is willing to work

according to the very utmost of his capacity and

sinews of strength.

The real trouble is that the average young man

won't work. He has gotten the insane notion into 
his

head that success comes by luck : that men are 
made

by opportunities which either come to them or a
re

thrust upon them. And he waits for luck or a chance

to come along and find him. Or he dissipates 
his

energies in profitless channels. Instead of using every

moment of his time he wastes hours in sensual

pleasures, for which a young fellow with the right

stuff in him has no time. Instead of defying and dis-

missing temptation he courts it, winks at it, plays

with it. Instead of placing dress and amusements in

their proper relative position he takes them out
 of

their places and lets them hold a wrong value in 
his

life. Instead of using his time in learning from other

men he wastes his breath in idle lamentations. Inste
ad

of taking a sane view of conditions, and seeing wit
h a

clear mind that as trade widens, opportunies increase,

he takes the mistaken view that the rich are getting

richer and the poor poorer. These are the conditions

of mind and life which are keeping thousands of young

men down, and will keep them down.

The times are all right. It is the young man who

finds fault with them who is not.
—Ladies' Home Journal.

Mulcahy's Logic

" Full minny a flower is boom n t' bloosh unsane,

'nd washte its shwateness on tit' dissert air." " Thim

is foine wurrds, Mulcahy," remarked Rafferty, as he

laid down a volume entitled, "Gems of Poetry."

" Thim is foine wurrds, t' washte its shwateness on

th' dissert air.' How thrue it is."

" Phwat does it mane, onnyhow, Raff. ? Oi don't

see onny sinse in thim," said Mulcahy.

" That may be so, Misther Mulcahy. There are

thim who don't see onny sinse in onnything ixcept

poundin' iron oll day, 'nd gout' round t' th' saaloon

in th' avenin' nd chookin' doice f'r th' dhrinks, '
nd

goin' t' bid ivery noight wid a jag on. Thin, agin,

th'r are those who live in a higher atmoshpheer w
ho

have sintiment in th'r sowls. Sintiment, Mr. Mulcah
y,

is az necessary 't . some paaple az poor whisky i
s 't

others. Illivated thoughts 'nd intillecchual rayquire-

mints or issinshul t' some nachurs, while soom can
't

rise aboov a dog fight."

" Will, Rafferty, ye're so intillecchual, perhaps

ye'd come doon 't earth f'r a few minits 'nd tell m
e

phwat it manes."
" It manes, Mulcahy, th't th'rs lots o' good things

layin' around th't nobody knows onnything about;

th't th'rs lots o' shnaps th't nobody gits onto ; th't

th'r's piles of shwateness th't nobody gets a shniff 
of.

Th' wurrld is full o' min 'nd wimmen who are huntin'

ate hours a day, 'nd soom o' thim a-wurrkin' over-

time, thryin' t' foind jist sooch corn-be-na-shuns."

" Will, Misther Rafferty," said Mulcahy, " it sarves

thim flowers 'rid things joost roight. Oi may not have

sinse anuff t' thravil in your class. I may not live in

your higher atmospheer, but I have intellecchual ray-

quirements anuff t' till thim wan thing. Inshtead o'

washtin' th'r shwateniss on th' dissert air, they moight

be playin' t' full houses. Th'r's lots o' th' byes a-

payin' twinty-foive chits a boonch f'r violits t' sind th'r

girris—'nd not very big boonches ather—who'd be

moighty glad t' go 'nd gather thim, if they only knew

where they were. Why don't they thry soom firsht-

class advertisin'—'11d inshtead o' waistin' th'r pachuly

'nd blooshin' unsane, they'd be restin' on th' boosum

o' some fair damsel in a rayserved sate at th' opperay."

There's a moral 'for many a jeweler in Mulcahy's

logic. There's lots of good salable jewelry in the

same category as the neglected flower, and a little ad-

vertising would be very much to the purpose.
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This is recognized as one of the finest spoons on the market. A suit-
able souvenir of any locality. We engrave any local view, building or
point of interest. Send a photo. or cut and we will make a sample.

The Golf Spoon
Handsome incl attractive. Made in Tea or Coffee size. Suitablefor prizes or souvenirs.

The Caddie Bag cNovelty
Contains two or three Sterling stick pins. Makes a neat prize,

present or favor.
Send for our latest Golf Hat Pin. The best yet. Sells at sight.
Fish Scale Bags anD Purses for Summer wear. No costume com-

plete without them. Styles correct. Prices popular.

ARTISTIC DIP BUCKLES
GRADUATION BUCKLES SASH BROOCHES

Everything for Summer. New and novel, up-to-date 20th Century ideas. Can you letthese pass ? Ic. brings samples. Just a postal—that is all. WRITE IT NOW.
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Philadelphia Letter

The almost continuous rainy weather of the past

month greatly interfered with shopping and all branches

of retail trade suffered. It is to be hoped, however,

that the business was postponed rather than lost a
nd

that brisk June selling will compensate for the dr
aw-

backs of the almost sunless May. All the conditions

are favorable, and sunshine only is needed t
o infuse

life into the dormant situation.

A window display, beautiful and novel alike in

design and in the character of the goods shown, was

that by which J. E. Caldwell & Co. heralded th
e advent

of horse show week last month. The display, as sho
wn

Il the accompanying illustration, comprised the 
prizes

for the principal events at the Horse Show, and
 all

were designed and made by Caldwell' & Co
. The

center cup is the challenge cup of the Philadelp
hia

Horse Show Association. The cups at each side 
are

champion cups offered by W. L. Elkins and P. A. B.

Widener. The cups on the right and left of the

horse's head are for

the jumping classes,

hunters, etc., pre-

sented by the Rad-

on tohr e rsHunt.    TCh el ur deb and

also three cups for

ladies' driving and

jumping classes.

The detail of the

window design was

appropriate, and the

whole was exqui-

sitely beautiful.

Continuous admir-

ing crowds viewed

the display during

the entire period of

exhibition. The

framed pictures of

equine beauties on

either side the win-

dow, emphasized

the motif of the en-

tire display.
The store of

Benjamin Bernstein

was burglarized on

the morning of May

24th, and some $800

worth of goods were

CODD1NG & NEWBORN CO.
FASHION LEA/DE:R

Nicw Yoax—rhan. Van Ness, 11 Maiden Lane.
SAN Flt A NC 03(.0—(leo. Greenzweig & .2111; K■qiniy
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NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

taken. The robbers

entered the store by

a rear door and had
little difficulty in

securing the plunder, all the jewelry being in show

cases.
Thomas Maddock, the popular Southern repre-

sentative of Simons, Bro. & Co., celebrated the golden

anniversary of his marriage at his home in Tioga on

May eve. Congratulations from his friends in the

city and in the South poured in on him on the happy

occasion, and flowers by the fifties came to evidence

the good wishes of business associates.

Chas. B. Lynch, Sixteenth and Market Streets,

will close his store on Monday and Tuesday evenings

at six o'clock and on other evenings at nine o'clock,

from June 15th to September 15th. Mr. Lynch's

family will spend the summer at Sea Isle City, N. J.

Frederick Sauter, 2713 Girard Avenue, died on

April 22d. The deceased was an expert horologist

ttnd complete master of every detail of the watch-

maker's art. He was born in Germany in 1833 and

learned his trade after the thorough fashion of his

country. He came to America in 1854, and did busi-

ness at the above location since 1887. Mr. Sauter was

equally esteemed as a man and a merchant, being alike

conscientious in his work and his methods. A watch

of very unique design and complicated construction is

one of the family's cherished souvenirs of his skill.

His son, Albert Sauter, and his daughter will continue

the business at the same stand.

Louis Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, will sail for

Europe on June nth on the North German Lloyd

Steamer Kaiserin Marie Theresa. He will combine

business with pleasure.'

TH KE,YS1'ONE

J. R. Hamer, 2323 Frankford Avenue, sailed for

Europe last month. Mr. Hamer makes an annual

trip across the Atlantic, his son, Charles Hamer, con-

ducting the business in his absence.

L. P. White has moved into his handsome new

quarters at 706 Chestnut Street.

C. A. Kortenhaus, 53 North Sixth Street, was

recently the victim of a sneak thief. While sweeping

the pavement in front of his store, the thief entered

and stole four valuable watches. He succeeded in

making his escape.
William P. Sackett donated the large silver loving

cup awarded the winner of the shuffleboard contest

between members of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club.

A new institution for the perfection of the watch-

maker and repairer is the U. S. School of Horology,

2258 North Front Street, which makes a specialty of a

correspondence course on escapement work, a most im-

portant branch of practical horology. The secretary

of the school is Samuel M. Lyon and the principal,

Thomas Wilkinson, an expert horologist of long

experience.
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Cooking Watches

Most of our readers have heard at one time or

other of the celebrated Kew observatory, winch falcg

its name from the village of Kew, situated on the right

banks of the river Thantes in England. We are in-

formed by the London Dady /1/all that the observatory

has lately been much in the public mind consequent

upon the threatened derangement of its delicately

made instruments by the installation of electric tram-

ways at Hamtnersmith, some miles distant.

The very position of the observatory says the

luau is ample testimony to the sensitiveness of the

wonderful machines it contains. Situated about two

miles from Richmond, the solitary building stands like

a beacon in the midst of a far-stretching sea of meadow

land. But the observatory is more than a home mag-

netic mystery.- They cook watches there !

If you contemplate buying an expensive watch

you can have it sent to the observatory, where for

forty-five days it will undergo an ordeal that will test

its time-keeping capabilities to the utmost.
The branch of

the observatory
where this interest-

The Beautiful nurse Show Window Display of J. E. 
Caldwell & Co.

H. Griffith is a recent addition to the traveling

force of D. V. Brown, wholesale and manufacturing

optician, 738 Sansom Street.

Transparent Mirrors

Mirrors that one can see through are a new in-

vention already coming into use. They are of so-

called " platinized glass," being backed with a co
m-

pound made of ninety-five per cent. silver and f
ive

per cent. platinum, and, optically speaking, they 
are

exceedingly curious and interesting. Looking into a

glass of this kind, one finds a first-rate reflection ; 
it is

a mirror and nothing more. At the same 
time, a

person on the other side can see directly through it
.

For example, a glass of this sort placed in front of

the prescription desk in an apothecary shop p
erfectly

conceals the prescription clerk and his apparatus.

Thus the privacy of that department is secured, 
while

on his part the clerk is able to survey the shop and 
see

everybody who comes in just as if the mirror 
were

ordinary glass. It is easily seen that glass of this kind

is likely to be very useful. It can be put in the doors

of any rooms where privacy is desirable and
 light is

wanted. Anybody who has observed his reflection in

the windows of shops will understand t
he principle.

The effect is enhanced by a thin coat of platinu
m-silver,

which allows light to pass through, and yet 
furnishes an

excellent looking-glass. The process consists 
in pour-

ing over plate-glass nitrate of silver and p
latinum, and

then applying Rochelle salts.

ing operation is car-

ried on is known as

the rating depart-
ment of the national

physical laboratory.
The observer, E. G.
Constable, explained
that about five hun-

dred watches are

tested yearly, and

10,400 have passed

through their hands

since the department

was opened.

• On this particu-

lar day forty watches

were under observa-
tion. An ambitious

watch in pursuit of a

first-class certificate

commences its

career at Kew by

standing upright for

five days in an ordi-

nary safe. It spends

a similar period in

three other posi-

tions, and is then

placed on its back in

a refrigerator. After

five days of that icy

abode it is removed

to an oven kept at a temperature of 
900 Fahrenheit,

and is at last restored to a normal temperature. All

this time the watchful eye of the observer has been

upon it, and the performance of the watch duly noted

in books.
Every variation of a second the watch makes in

the different positions and temperatures is carefully

entered, and certain marks for or against are given it.

What this means will be the better appreciated when

it is explained that Key possesses instruments capable

of indicating the hundredth part of a second.

The highest marks awarded to a watch are too,

and if it gains over 8o the words " especially good"

are written on its certificate when the watch leaves the

observatory. Last year the lowest marks received by

a watch were 44 and the highest 90.T. The latter was

English made.
Quite a number of watches were in the oven stage.

The oven is an ordinary safe, heated with a tubular

boiler, and over it a constant supply of hot wther is

kept. The refrigerator is of the ordinary kind.

All kinds of watches were there. There was an

explorer's watch, so watertight, that it would keep on

ticking merrily at the bottom of the sea. There was

the watch of an important official of the National

Cyclists' Union, which splits seconds to infinitesmal

degrees, and comes to Kew every year. In racing

time is not accepted as official unless the watch has

gained a Kew certificate. Then there were watches

destined to accompany an expedition to the South pole

probably to tick where watches never ticked 'before.
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Years ago watches
were made key-winder an
clumsy, and besides did not
keep very good time; but to-day
the new AGASSIZ is thin, beauti-
fully finished an unsurpassed for time-
keeping qualities. The leading stores
keep them. Have you seen them ? Do

you want to see them ? Write us. We
will send you samples.

A. WITTNAUER
MANUFACTURER

9 Maiden Lane

New York

,r4.k9v*„
,triAN';" ROeKFORD

SILVER
PLPiTE ee.

AP,

--41*."4,1eit

dt_02009.

No. 2403, DARING DISH

Branch Offices (46 W. Broadway, New York
(220 Sutter St., San Francisco

Best
Quality 

"20-YEAR GUARANTEE" with each
piece—a strong point with the pur-
chasing chasing public.verware Orders and correspondence solicitedS 
from Jewelers only.

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department must

send name and address—not for publication, but as an evidence of

good faith. No attention will be paid to anonymous eonnuttniea-

tions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are
received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questions inay have

been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be !Mind.

'Line Cuts."—Will you kindly inform vie of the
best and easiest method to make zinc etchings for
printing P—The art of making process cuts is one in
which the novice but seldom meets with success, and
to the great majority who are unsuccessful the expen-
sive character of the experiment adds a somewhat
bitter sting. There are many methods for doing this
work, the inventors of which advertise the secret of
the process for sale, some of them being well adapted
to the needs of a dealer in a small town at a distance
from a photo-engraving house, but it would seem that
members of our craft, with their mechanical and tech-
nical knowledge, would achieve better success from
wood cuts, if they will practice diligently along the
lines laid down on page 477, of our May, 1901, issue.
However, if you desire to experiment with etchings,
we will give an outline of. one of the many methods
now in use:

All transfer processes will give the novice no end
of bother, and often fail in the hands of an expert.
Pen drawings on zinc (made reverse, so as to print
right) can be etched into cuts for advertising and other
purposes. The zinc to employ is such as the photo-
engravers use ; it is about IV thick, perfectly flat, and
polished on one Side. The drawing is made with
asphaltum varnish' thinned with turpentine, so as to
work free with a quill pen. As fast as the drawing is
made, the lines are dusted with a fine rosin dust or
powdered dragons-blood. When the drawing is corn-
plete, the plate is heated, to fuse the powder Into the
asphaltum varnish. The back and well up the sides
of the zinc plate are now painted over with thick
asphaltum varnish or shellac dissolved in alcohol, to
protect these surfaces from the etching acid. The zinc
plate is now placed in a glass or earthen vessel of
dilute nitric acid (nitric acid, I part, water 12 parts),
and the acid allowed to act until all exposed surface is
" bitten " to the depth of about Aft. The plate is now
removed, rinsed with water, and " flirted," that is, the
plate is given a quick flirt through the air to throw off
all excess of water. The zinc is now fanned with a
fan, to dry the surface. We must next " reinforce"
the parts protected, by more resist. To do this we
prepare an " inking cushing," made by tying a bit of
stiff cardboard the size of a silver dollar in the back of
an old kid glove. The kid leather should be perfectly
smooth and without threads or holes left from stitches.
Between the kid and cardboard should be placed a
layer of cotton wool, to give convexity and elasticity
to the cushion. The kid leather is now tied in a bunch
at the back, which both serves to hold the parts in
place and also furnishes a handle. Some printer's
good job ink is spread on a pane of glass, and the ink-
ing cushion patted into it until an even coat of printer's
ink can be given by dabbing or. patting the surface of
the zinc. The asphaltum lines take the ink, while the
etched and still wet surface refuses to do so. Here a
situation obtains which demands the employment of
good sense. In etching zinc or any other metal, the
protected metal grows narrower as the action of the
acid proceeds, that is, the acid gradually undermines,
so to speak, the protecting coating. For this reason
the printer's ink should be applied in such a manner
as to not only cover the face of the lines coated with
asphaltum, but also to extend to the vertical sides of
the lines. Such heavy inking will necessarily coat
some of the wide surfaces on which the acid has acted;
where such action takes place, the ink coating should
be scraped away. The applied printer's ink should be
dusted with rosin and heated, as before. The zinc
plate is again immersed in the mixture of nitric acid
and water, but there should be now an extra percent-
age of acid added, making the mixture about twice
the strength used in the first instance. The second
etching is carried nearly twice as deep as on the first
occasion, in order to produce a strong relief. To bet-
ter understand the process, let us make a condensed
resume of the process we have described for drawing
directly on zinc for producing relief plates for letter-
press printing. The zinc plate is made perfectly flat
and then highly polished. On this surface a line draw-
ing is made with a quill pen and asphaltum varnish
thinned with turpentine. On the line drawing so made
is dusted fine resin, dragons-blood or powdered gum
mastic. The zinc plate is now heated, to incorporate
the asphaltum and resin powder. The back of the zinc
is coated with shellac or asphaltum varnish, to prevent
the acid from acting except on such parts of the zinc
as are intentionally left bare. Dilute nitric acid is
placed in a glass or earthen vessel, and the zinc plate
immersed. Rock the plate, to disengage gas bubbles.
Continue etching until the plate is bitten about 16" deep,
at which time remove from bath, rinse well, and rein-
force with printer's ink as directed. There will still be
some portions of the plate not deep enough to pre-
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vent the wide white spaces from taking ink from the
inking roller. The professional engraver employs,
for reducing such surfaces, a device called a routing
machine, which is a sort of flat-faced rose drill which
only cuts to a certain depth. For the amateur and ex-
perimenter such tool is not available, and recourse
must be had to a third etching, which is conducted as
follows : All the surfaces which are etched deep enough
are gone over with asphaltum or shellac varnish and a
brush. This coating should be perfectly dried, when
the zinc plate is put into a dish of stronger acid—nitric
acid one part, water six parts. The vessel containing
such mixture should be quite large, in order to hold
sufficient fluid to prevent the zinc plate from heating
during the process of etching. The process we have
described is probably one of the easiest to operate—it is
for this reason we have selected it for publication.
The tip-to-date photo-engraver has many facilities and
devices that are denied the amateur or experimenter
in this line, and even with all his advantages, his
efforts are not at all times successful.

" Cracking. "—Please lel me know how to prevent
A". gold cracking ? Other grades seem to be

right. Want the yellow color, like old English.—
I t is generally conceded by workers in the precious
metals that 18 K. is the most difficult to alloy so that
it will not " crack " when rolling. If it is alloyed
solely with silver it will work very well, but the color
of this alloy is green, and of such a tinge that it is not
desirable in the arts, but by adding a percentage of
copper (which must be absolutely pure) the desired
color can be obtained. Using about 3 parts of copper
to I of silver in the alloying will give a good color.
The pure copper is easily obtainable nowadays, owing
to the fact that it is requisite for electrical purposes.
The silver used should also be pure—not old scrap,
contaminated more or less with tin and lead. The
gold for this alloy will be best taken from gold coin,
leaving scrap gold and gold assayed from scrap for
the other alloys, such as 14 K., 12 K., etc., where the
liability to crack is much less marked. Many English
makers use zinc (spelter) in their alloys for improving
the color, and while the desired effect is obtained with
regard to color, the addition of the zinc tends to make
the alloy harder to work than the silver-copper form.
Where zinc is employed it should be pure and alloyed
with one-half silver. In making rings, the use of the
smaller special ring rolls does much to obviate the
tendency to crack.

" Chloride"—(1) How to make chloride of gold
from old scrap goid?—Chloride of gold can only be
made of what is generally called pure gold. In the
sciences, gold and silver are never spoken of as
" pure," as was formerly the case ; these metals are
now spoken of as Ma fine, and briefly called " fine
gold" and "fine silver." To make chloride of gold,
you must first have fine gold. To get this out of old
scrap gold we must first refine it, and for ordinary job
shop purposes this is best accomplished by the wet
assay process. To accomplish this, we must have at
least twice as much silver as gold in the alloy of gold.
More silver than this proportion will do no harm. In
making the alloy for parting, the mixture should be
made in a crucible with some flux, stirring the mixture
well tvith a rod of iron heated red hot, or, better, with
it clay pipestem stuck in a wooden handle. The
melted metals should be heated to a white heat. After
thorough mixture is effected, the alloy can be cast into
an ingot and rolled out very thin, to allow the acid to
act on the metals. Another way to proceed is to pour
the melted metal into a bucket of cold water. The
details of the operation are as follows : Heat the
alloyed gold up to white heat. Have a bucket of cold
water, which an assistant stirs round and round with
a stick until the water is revolving rapidly. Take the
white-hot crucible and, standing on a chair, so as to
do the pouring from a high point, pour the melted
metal into the rapidly-revolving water. On pouring
the water out of the bucket the alloyed gold will be
found in a state of minute division. For each ounce
of granulated alloy take one ounce of chemically pure
nitric acid mixed with half an ounce of pure water.
Place these in a Bologna flask and set in a sand bath.
Such sandbath can be made out of any of the small
tinned iron vessels which have no joints held together
with solder. Such iron dish is filled two-thirds full

with fine sand, and an arrangement made for heating,

so the dish and sand can be heated. The sand need
not be hot enough to boil water, but hot enough to
heat the contents of the flask up to about 18o° F.
The Bologna flask is next set in the hot sand until
violent chemical action sets in. A box containing
wheat bran is a desirable adjunct to the operation, be-
cause by setting the flask in such a box of bran sud-

den cooling of the contents of the flask is prevented,

as such cooling would abate the chemical action. The
bran dish and flask should be set of doors, to get rid

of the corrosive nitrous acid fumes given off by the
chemical action. If the acid placed on the granulated

alloy does not entirely dissolve it, add more acid
diluted as before, stimulating chemical action by
heating in the sand bath. A black sediment will re-
main in the bottom of the flask, which sediment is

pure gold. The great thing to guard against in the
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process is to not allow any undissolved grains of the
alloy to remain. The acid solution of the alloy, con-
sisting cif silver, copper and any other metals the gold
scrap might contain, is poured off into a glass vessel,
the brown-black sediment of gold being allowed to
remain in the flask. A little pure water is added and
the flask shaken, to dilute and wash away the acid
from the gold sediment, repeating the operation three
or four times. This rinsing water is added to the acid
poured off the sediment. The black sediment, which
is in fact pure gold, can be melted into a button in a
black-lead crucible, with sal tartar for a flux ; or it
can be made into gold chloride. To do this, prepare a
mixture of chemically pure nitric and hydrochloric
acids, in the proportions of one of the former to two
of the latter, slowly adding the mixed acids until all
the gold is dissolved. The weight of combined acids
needed, as compared to the gold, is as three to one.
In dissolving the gold, heating in the sand bath should
be employed as before, to stimulate chemical action.
The di§solved gold and acids should now be poured
into a porcelain capsule. These capsules are shaped
like a tea saucer, and can be had of any chemical
supply house. Capsules are also called " evaporating
dishes," and if desired they can be procured with
wooden handles, but the ordinary capsule answers
every purpose and is much cheaper. The next part
of the operation is to drive off the excess of acid by
heat. This operation is best conducted over a Bunsen
gas furnace or a coal oil stove. Whatever heating
apparatus is used, it should be such as to heat the
capsule evenly throughout. In heating, the capsule
is rocked and moved in a circle, to cause the dissolved
gold to flow over as much surface as possible to ex-
pedite evaporation. As the evaporation of acid con-
tinues, the solution becomes thicker, until finally a
red-brown mass remains, which is neutral chloride of
gold, the heat having driven off the excess of acid.
If too much heat is employed, the chloride is de-
composed and only gold remains. This condition
can be determined by some of the chloride assuming
a metallic golan hue. The only remedy for this is to
add more of the combined acids and redissolve the
gold, and repeat the driving off of the free acids.
This driving off any excess of acid by heat is simply
heating the chloride of gold until such acids as are
not chemically combined with the gold are evaporated
by heat.

(2) How to polish glass in windows, show cases,
etc. P—Putty powder and water. See our reply to
" Polisher,' page 399, April, 1901, issue.

"Balance."—MW hat more can Ido to a watch in
making it keep perfect time ? The movement in ques-
tion is a Swiss, about 18 size, hunting case, well pre-
served. After rejeweling both balance pivots, trued
and poised the balance wheel. Hairspring seems 0. K.,
makes a nice motion. Have put in the correct Swiss
mainspring and removed an American spring some
jeweler had put in, but cannot gel the watch to keep
time. Said watch gains 25 seconds in one hour when
lying dial up, and will lose zo seconds in an hour
when hanging in repair case. Bankings, guard pin,
pallet stones and jewel pin, are all 0. K —See if
watch is magnetized, also if balance is poised and that
the balance has not too much end shake. If you ex-
amine the watch again carefully you may find some
trouble about the balance. It may be that the pivots
are too small for the jewels. This is one of those
cases where we would have to see the watch to tell
the exact cause.

(2) liou, will I remove the coaling of pearl knife
handle which was left in sawdust accidentally over
night, which sawdust, contained some acid dampers.
being used in diyingpome silverware which had been
dipped in cyanide of potassium ?—About the only way
to make the knife presentable will be to first grind off
the discoloration with some fine abrasive and then
re pol ish.

" Variation."—I have an old style key-wind move-
ment that keeps veiy good time from day to day, but
varies in rate, gaining several seconds, say, in two
hours' time, then losing in the next two hours, and so
on. The watch seems to be in good condition. Is
the trouble with the pallet jewels .9 I have noticed
such a variation in other watches and would be pleased
to have it explained Y—If the watch takes a good
action we do not think the trouble lies in the pallet
jewels, although you should examine them carefully
and see that they are npt chipped and that each has
the same amount of lock ; also that your guard-pin is
not too close. In short, if you follow out the instruc-
tions given to "Fork and Roller," in May, 19or,
KEYSTONE, on page 501, it will give you full informa-
tion, so that you can examine your escapement and
see that it is correct. By the way the watch acts, it
seems to bind somewhere in the train every hour or
SO. This would make it vary. You should examine
the center wheel and barrel and see that each is free
and that the barrel contains no bent teeth, also try
and see if it is magnetized.

" I could not run my business without The Key-
stone."— C. P Turner, jeweler, W hi tesboro, Texas.



Come to Buffalo
Visit the
Visit the
Visit our

most

Pan-American Exhibition
Great Cataract of Niagara
Factory the largest and
modern in the country

We extend to all JaPelers
who come to the Pan-American Exhibition a

cordial idbitation to make their headquarters at our
office and depend on us for such information as de-
sired. If you wish us to secure you accommoda-
tions, write in advance and we Tbill gladly do so.

REMEMBER, we are

Ring Manufacturers
Importers of Diamonds
Jobbers in American Watches

and American Cases
Clocks and Silverware
Cut Glass

" low evir b
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NIAGARA FALLS

KING & ESELE
Offices: 14-20 N. Division Street

Factory : 342-344 Washington Street
We occupy the whole building BUFFALO, N. Y.

June, 190! THE KEYSTONE

THE PAN-AMERICAN
EXPOSITION

From the Special Representative of TIIV: KEYSTONE

WING to the incompleteness of the Exposition on opening day, the

history of the great show may be said to date from Dedication D:tY,

May 20th. The vast crowds that took part in the ceremonial on that

day saw the great undertaking in finished form, and the sight equaled

in impressiveness anything the human eye has yet seen. It is sufficient for

THE KEYSTONE to assure its readers that the exposition in its completeness is

fully worthy of the eulogies that have been passed on it, and that none who can

at all efford it should miss seeing the magnificent spectacle.
Railway, steamship and steamboat companies have

TRANSPORTATION co-operated to an extent never before attempted,

FACILITIES their efforts to provide suitable adequate accommod::-

tion for the millions of people who will travel to and

from Buffalo this summer.
Rates have been made from New York and contingent points to Buffalo and

return, good until November 1st, of from $16 to $17, including sleeper each way.

Tickets limited to ten days will be sold at $12 to $13.75, and for five-day coach

excursion tickets $9. There is also a fifteen-day ticket at $14.75. In addition to

this, all through tickets to the West via Buffalo, permit a stop-over at that point

of ten days' duration. Season rates from Boston to Buffalo and return have

been fixed at $19 to $21, according to the route ; with a fifteen-day ticket, at

from $15 to $18 ; with a still further reduction to $12 or $13 with an eight-day

limit.
A good and liberal arrangement is made for parties of one hundred or more

at a fare of one and one-fifth for ten days, while parties of two hundred or more

will be provided with a special train service at one cent per mile per capita,

counting each way.
Rates from Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Louisville and intermediate

points have been fixed at one and one-third fare for fifteen days with one-fare

rate plus $1, which is good for five days.

From the West special accommodation will be made at one cent per mile

per capita in each direction. Rates from Canadian points are fixed at a fare and

one-third with especial accommodation grading as low as one fare for the round

trip, according to the time-limit of tickets. Canadian roads offer a choice of

accommodation and rates to suit conditions, clubs, societies and individuals.

All Buffalo terminal railway lines will make very low rates for short distances

to accommodate people living nearby or those attending the Exposition who

wish to go to nearby towns or villages to spend the night or to visit friends or

relatives. This also applies to people residing near enough to go home every

night or for others, who for different reasons prefer not to remain in the city

from one day to the next. This train service will run late enough at night to

accommodate those who wish to remain for the electric display at the Exposition.

Steamship lines running to the West Indies, Mexico, Central and South.

America are making unusually low rates in connection with railways in the

United States having a terminus at the Exposition. Steamboat lines of the Great

Lakes and navigable rivers are also making low rates and giving especial at-

tention to be t t e r
and increased ac-
co m m od a t ions.
M a 11 y additonal
boats will be added
to the regular ser-
vice.

HOTEL
RATES

As far as your
correspondent has
been able to dis-
cover, visitors need
have no fear of ex-
orbitant charges. In
the first place there
gre listed more than
two hundred hotels
which will gi ve
Iccommodation to
thirty thousand
People ; there are
six hundred and
fifty boarding and
rooming houses af-
fording accommo-
dation for eighteen
thousand five hun-
dred, while seven
thousand owners of
house s, most of
whom never before
hung out their latch
string for a consid-
eration, have signi-

600

"Gay Music "—Temple of Music.

fled their intention of opening their houses for the accommodation of visitors to

Buffalo this summer. These seven thousand homes will accommodate at least

one hundred thousand visitors.
The Exposition Company has arranged to furnish tent accommodation on

the exposition grounds for two hundred and fifty uniformed men. There are

also two companies arranging tent systems which will afford additional accom-

modation outside of the grounds to fifteen hundred or so.

In addition to all this there are a large number of buildings throughout the

city now being remodeled and converted into hotels, the plans of which are not

far enough along to afford an accurate description or to estimate accommodation

at the present time. It is safe to estimate the present capacity of the city of

Buffalo to accommodate one hundred and fifty thousand strangers. To this may

be added accommodations for at least fifty thousand in the surrounding towns

such as Tonawanda, La Salle, Niagara Falls, Lockport, Williamsville, Garden-
ville, Depew and
Lancaster, all with-

One of the Marvels of the Midway,

ill a short troll( y
ride of the city.

Rates in hotels
range from $1 per
day upward. As
ridiculous stories
have been circu-
lated in regard to
exorbitant hotel
rates, it is well to
note the rates that
have been estab-
lished at the Iro-
quois, the most ex-
p2nsive hotel in the
city. These are, for
one in a room, with-
out bath, $3 and up-
ward ; for two in a
room, without bath,
$5 and upward ;
thus making the
minimum rate $2.50
per individual. The
rates for a room
with bath for one
person, $5, or for
two in a room $7.50.
This is on the Euro-
pean plan. Of
course there are
room and suites of
rooms for much
higher rates.



B. F. Norris, Mister & Co.
103 State St.

Chicago,

LA CORSICA-i0 LA DROME-Two Styles
Eight-day ; -hour strike on gong. Height, 12 inches ; width, 13Yt inches. Visible

escapement, French sash and dial. Fine Decorated (in colors) Porcelain Cases,
Royal Bonn manufacture. Regular list price on either clock is $16.50,

Reduced Price, net cash, $5.90
Can also furnish two very elegant China Clocks, little smaller than above, with

Am. sash and dial, for $3.60, net cash, reduced from $9.00 list price.

START A MUSIC DEPARTMENT
trunar.
„ Autoharp

or Ztther

PICKS

Mandolin
 Ks

Violin Violin' Violin

Bridges Rosin

$9.30 Worth of Strings and Trimmings for $1.88
no: cash.

No. 10 Trial Outfit of Steel Strings and Trimmings Contains:
1 Dozen Guitar Strings, Steel,

g

14 0 Mauldin "I 14 41

" " Rosin
Best Eliuliv Violin Pegs

10110 Bridges, 14

" Tortoise Sh Mell andolin Picks,
" Buitar Picks,

11

11

11

1

11

1st ,ells 6'6 Sc. each
12d " Sc. "
.1( 1 " Sc.
41 h " 10e.
" 10e.

6t h " 10e.
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241 " Se.
:ii " Se.
411, " 6,
1st " .
2,1 " Se.
3t1 " op Se.
4th " 10c.
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a SC.
0.4 Sc.

NetPrice Complete,  

For quick attention
we suggest a trial
order to the

If  60

.30

.30 
30

 30 
60

 60 
30
.30
.60
.60
.30
.30
.30
.60
1.20
.60
.60

$9.30
Cash, 51.88

with a Trial
Musical Supply

Outfit
Just what every Jeweler
wants. A unique outfit of

Musical Instrument
Strings and
Trimmings

at a nominal cost, giving you what
the popular demand calls for, in
quantities large enough to supply
daily wants.

Every article is plainly marked
as shown in the cut, which makes
it possible for any one to sell the
goods, aside from the fact that
each outfit is put up in an attrac-
tive display carton, which is sure
to catch the eye of the customer.

Increase Your Business
by Selling

Profitable Goods

No. 14. TILTING WATER BOTTLE
A unique and ornamental novelty ; bottle has

detachable neck, is easily cleansed and economizes
ice. The standard is best quality silver plate, and
substantial. Price, complete, Ai op

4.oa, net cash.

;1111111, 11,11111,,.

Another Money-Maker, and all you need invest is $3.28
$12.75 Worth of Strings and Trimmings for $3.28, Ho
No. 12 Complete Outfit contains a full assortment of both

Gut and Steel Strings, together with a
complete Line of trimmings.

Doen Guitar She] Stipp, 1st sells 66 Sc. each . .
2t1 " 66 Sc. "
.id '' tie.
4111 " 10e.
5th " ono°.
611, '' 5u 10c.
181 " 10c.
2d " IS.
lid " Sc 15e.
4th " 6, 10e.
1st " s, Sc.
2d " tie.
3d " o, Sc.
411,1:1t 1 05ce..

24 "

14

11

11

11

11 11 44

11 11 14

" or Violin Gut,
oo

" " G
Violin Steel Strings,

Maudolin Steel Strings,

Best Violin Rosin,
" " Bridges,

" Ebony Pegs,
Tortoise Shell Mandolin Picks,
Guitar or Autoharp 14

" Bridge Plus,

4th "

SI

11

Oe.

54 :Ie.

5/ IS.

■11.

6, loc.
(ri' 5e
So 5e.
(6 be.

Price Complete,  

16

11

14

14

14 .

14

61

61

..8  60
 60
 30
 80
 30

30
1 50
60

 45
 80

60
CO

 10
 30 
60
 60 

80
 30 

60
1  20
 60
 60
 60
 30

Net Cash, $3.28

Restless and 103 State Street

Sleepless B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. Chicago, Ill.
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Valuable Gems Found in the Gulf of California-Pearl Fisheries
Which Have Been Carried on for Centuries-Hardships of

the Pearl Diver's Life-Artificial Pearls

11

RANK H. BOURNE, of La Paz, Mexico, has been a pearl fisher

for thirty years, and has handled more than $8,400,0oo worth of

pearls. For sixteen years he has been manager of the largest pearl-

fishing institution in the world, the Lower Calfornia Pearl Company.

Mr. Bourne was recently in California, and favored the Los Angeles corre-

spondent of the New York Sun with the following interesting information on

parls and pearl-fishing : La Paz is many centuries old. When Fortuno

Ximines, a lieutenant of Cortez, discovered the town in 1535 there were some

400 or 500 red-skinned people living there, and Ximines believed the spot had

been inhabited for at least 700 years before that.

There are no accurate records of the pearls taken out by the enslaved fishers

in and about La Paz for the Spanish down to 1821, when Mexico won her

freedom from Spain, but there can be little doubt that in the 270 years of Spanish

oppression fully $60,000,000 worth of pearls were sent from La Paz to Spain.

The magnificent•pearls which ornament the crown of Spain were found in oyster

shells in the Gulf of California. They used to find a pearl of a soft delicate

bluish tinge in the waters of the gulf about Hermosillo, Mexico, and these are

the rarest pearls ever known. There were a few of these in the diadems of the

kingdom of France, and the royal jewels of Spain include a dozen. The diver

who found two or three of these bluish pearls, weighing forty or more carats,

nowadays would get a bonus of say $1o,000 from our company, and we should

make a fortune besides.
A few years ago the value of pearls taken in at La Paz caused

a rush to the ground equalling that to the gold fields. One

pearl weighed seventy-five Carats and was sold for $14,000;

another, perfect in shape and finely tinted, weighing forty-seven

carats, brought Mom One of the largest pearls found here in

the last century brought $50,000. One of the best years for pearls in modern

times was 1881, in which a black pearl was found of twenty7eight carats weight

which brought $1o,000 in Paris. In 1882 two were found, weighing thirty-one

and forty-five carats, which realized $11,600. In 1883 a light brown pearl was

found which weighed sixty-five carats and sold for Poo°, while a pear-shaped

spotted pearl brought $7500.

To illustrate how the natives are cheated even to-day, one man found in

Guatemala a pear-shaped white pearl of great lustre which he sold for ten dollars

to a merchant, who in turn sold it in Paris for $5500. Last June an ignorant

Mexican who had been diving on his own account brought two rough pearls to

a clerk in, a general merchandise store. The clerk gave groceries and fabrics to

the value of sixteen dollars for the pearls, and a week later sold them to our

company for poo. The gems are now in London, where they are easily worth

$3000 Or $3500.

On the other hand, in the spring of 1896, a boy fifteen years old found an

oyster that concealed a jewel. now offered for sale in Paris for $10,000.

received Acco for it from a negro speculator named Justiana, at Guaymas. The

later took it to Panama and sold it to Felix Ehnnan, the banker, for a consider-

able advance on that price.

One of the best pearls of late years has been called the Cleopatra. It was

perfect, weighed thirty-six carats and sold for $10,000. The pearls are divided

into eight or nine classes, the lowest grade being imperfect and rough pieces ;

the highest are large and symmetrical,. and range in price from $350 to $1
000 ;

and from pure white with a rich lustre to black and metallic hues and pink.

Formerly, we sent pearls to London and Germany, as

THE PEARLS 
well as to Paris, but now the demand seems to be greatest

at Paris and, altogether, we can do better there than any-

where else. The strange thing to me is that Americans

place a higher value on the pearls after they have been to Paris. They could

really buy them.cheaper at home, if they only choose to.

' .A teacupful of pearls and about 3500 tons of shells is a profitable year for

us. The shells are sold to buyers who come from French, Dutch and New

England button factories. One firm at Brussels has a standing order with us

for 2000 tons of mollusk shells of certain variety each year. A teacupful of

pearls of the average size, color and shape is worth nowadays from $140,000 to

$rgo,000. But in such a quantity of gems there will very likely be a dozen or

twenty pearls of extra fine color and rare size, so that the value of the season's

work is enhanced $20,000 Or $30,000.

The colors of the pearls found in the Gulf of California are white, blu
e

black and green, and the best are worth from p000 to Woo each. The finest

pearl found is a black pearl of seventeen carats weight. The green and blue

pearls are not found anywhere except along the lower California shores. 
The

black and white pearls are found in all the fisheries of the world.

A black pearl in the Napoleonic regalia came from La Paz, and its history

may be traced back to the day when a Mexican peon brought it in a shell t
o the

Spanish military authorities at La Paz. It was valued at Madrid at a sum equal

in our money to $25,000, and was presented to the French government 
in 1863,

along with other jewels. The Gulf of California is noted for its fanc
y pearls-

that is, the colored, and especially the black ones. There is a collection of

Pearls in this State that shows them of all colors from pure 
white to peacock-

green, and from perfect spheres to pear and other shapes.

SOME
VALUABLE
PEARLS

MARKETS FOR

600

One of tht• finest pearl necklaces ever seen was owned by the 
Empress

Eugenie. It was composed of 3.4o pearls of the first quality. At that time it

was valued at $15o,000.
The pearl-fishing season along the inner shore of Lower

California usually lasts through July, August, September and

October. The season on the Pacific coast side of Mexico

and Central America usually begins in March and closes.

‘'lien the season of 511(1(1011 whirlwinds and hurricanes, SO

C0111111011 in the tropics, beg-ins in June. A pearl hunter goes through each

oyster carefully, feeling for the precious pearl, which is a great rarity, as in

opening a ton of shells he will find only about one hundred seed pearls, and

seldom one as large as a pea. The pearl is formed either by the intrusion of

some particle that irritates the oyster, causing it to cover the irritant with a coat

of nacre, which, \Olen hardened, becomes the pearl, or as many divers believe,

by a pan:site, for it has been found that old shells bored throughout by these

parasites contain the largest and finest pearls. The Pearl is found embedded in

the oyster, and not, as many suppose, attached to the shell.

Yankee invention and the introduction of business methods have very much

altered the life and ways of pearl fishers in the Gulf of California and along the

Mexican Cost. Formerly, it was a haphazard occupation. The divers could

work in shallt tty water only. Now all is changed. The 675 men employed by

our company ai-e divided into gangs and move about in four or five schooners

of too tons burden. About seventy modern diving suits are employed and each

gang has one. The diver remains down an hour or more, gathering the shells

and loading the wire basket that is lowered to him.

However safe we try to make the occupation of pearl-

diving it always will be a very dangerous and debilitating

Nvork. The average American would be a nervous wreck

after one or two seasons of pearl-diving. Nearly all

divers are partly, if not totally, deaf. Incipient paralysis is another affliction.

I know some Indians who were fine specimens of humanity a few years ago,

and who, now less than thirty-five years old, are' hopelessly paralyzed from too

much pearl-diving during a few seasons.

The effects of diving on the nervous system are very apparent. The more

educated and thoughtful the diver, so much the worse for him. While he is at

work he is usually in a bad temper and irritable. About eighteen fathoms, or

ro8 feet, is the deepest safe depth. A diver. can remain only about ten minutes

in this depth, while in five fathoms he can work for two hours or more.

Our company has strict orders that no diver shall descend if he has had

more than a light meal of toast and coffee. Heavy eating, and particularly

meats, tends to make respiration difficult, but, strange as. it may seem, we have

to keep close watch • on our men to force them to obey this rule for their own

safety. While walking- over the sea bottom the'diver adopts a swinging, rapid

gait, 1001 his cyt-s scan as much ai possible of the ground. Even experienced

divers are nervous while under water. A strange object, such as a rock, looming

suddenly in sight, a strange fish, or an unusual growth, will make the heart beat

more rapidly and a feeling of uneasiness prevail.

The pearl oysters are not found in beds, like our edible oysters, but are

scattered singly ovcr a large area, the diver sometimes having to walk many

milewbefore filling. his bag. The shells are about the size of small soup plates

weighing about a pound each, and shaped much like our oyster shell, only more

round. Sometitnes in grasping a shell the hand comes in contact with a stone

fish, so named by the divers, a venomous little fish hiding under rocks and

shells, and secreting poison. This fish punctures the skin of the hand, causing

the entire arm to vell with great pain. The 'remedy is to remain below and

suffer, for the pressure of the water causes the wound to bleed freely and the

poison thus escapes.
The Chinese were the first to make .artificial pearls. They

were at it centuries ago. • Some of the Chinese artificial

pearls used to be very deceiving. The French caught the

idea from the Chinese, and now:Ldays they make a wonderfully

fine imitation of the genuine article. Pearl-making in China is confined to two

villages in the northern part of the province of Chih-Kiang. In the months of

May and June large quantities of mussels are brought in baskets from a lake

thirty miles distant, and the biggest of them are selected for the operation that

is to be performed. -Into the shell-of each mollusk are introduced small objects

which it is intended the bivalve shall coat with the pearly substance it secretes.

Sometimes little balls of earth are used. Such pellets are made of mud from

the bottom of water courses, dried and powdered with the juice of the seeds of

the camphor tree. •

To place these nuclei inside of the mussels is a process of no little difficulty.

The shell is opened with a small instrument of mother-of-pearl, the mantle of

the animal is gently lifted and the pellets are laid beneath the mantle. The shell

is then permitted to close. Finally, the mollusks are deposited in canals or

Pools. They are placed five or six inches apart, at depths of from two to five

feet, in lots of from 5000 to 50,000.

In November they are lifted and opened. The animals are removed from

the shells and the pellets are detached with a sharp knife. By this time they are

fastened tightly to the inner surface of the shells and have become covered with

a coating of nacre. Next, a little hole is cut in each pearl at the point where it

has been attached to the shell of the mussel. Through this opening the earth

which composed the nucleus is removed. The hollow pearl is then filled with

melted yellow rosin, and the orifice is artfully covered with a piece of mother-of-

pearl. The pearls thus formed are flat on the bottom, and in shape are some-

what more than hemispheres. They have much of the lustre and beauty of the

real gems, and are sold so cheaply as to be procurable by all who care to possess

them. They are employed to a considerable extent by jewelers, who set

them in tiaras and ornaments for women, and they make very handsome pieces

of jewelry.

THE PEARL-
FISHING
SEASON

DANGERS OF
PEARL-DIVING

ARTIFICIAL
PEARLS
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DO YOU KNOW
We Manufacture

The Only Line of
Silver-Aluminum Novelties

Adapted to the jewelry trade, and if you are not already on our list
of customers

You're Missing the Best PROFIT-MAKERS
in the Market?

Our little sellers are the kind that boom your business, brighten
your show case, pay a good margin and please your customer.

All carefully lacquered, they positively will not finger mark or tarnish, and can be handled conveniently and
profitably by any jeweler. Send 11.r a cAtalogue, then let us fill a sample order, and you are our customer
for good.

E. A. FARGO & COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.

YOU, of course, have our No. 6 catalogue.
WRITE for NEW ILLUSTRATED SUPPLEMENT for same.
It will explain everything, and bound to interest you.
It shows many changes and additions in the

and our latest
addition of

WAVE CREST WARE
Novelties

Cut
Glass

Various shapes, designs and prices that will please you.
All goods of our make are particularly adapted for

Wedding Gifts, Prizes and General Holiday Trade.

THE C. F. MONROE CO•
Manufacturers of

VASES, BRIC-A-BRAC, CUT BLASS, Etc.

New York Salesrooms
28 Barclay St.

Kindly mention THE KEYSTONE

Factory, Meriden, Conn.
Communication, Factory, Meriden

MANUFACTURERS OF

J EWELRY& SILVERWARE CASES
PAPER BOXES. TRAYS, CHESTS,

LEATHER GOODS,

329-335 BROADWAY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

New Goods an Inventions

(The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunde
r is a permanent

feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the 
merchant jeweler thoroughly posted

On the very latest and most salable goods, anti the pra
ctical jeweler equally well posted on the newest

inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the be
nch. For the benefit of the optician,

we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and 
instruments in this department.'

Adjustable Ajax Wrench

Our illustration shows a new tool for jewelers and opticians for Ajax mountings.

It is made by Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H. The too
l will remove and hold

'41141115.17ZEllt -

PAVO
the nut until ready to replace. It is also a handy tool for holding screws while

finishing the ends. This little tool fills a want in work-bench equipment. It has

the excellence of construction and attractive finish characteristic of all the Kendrick

& Davis product.

Phoenix Jewelry Company
Manufacturing Jewelers

High-Grade
Gold Filled •

CHAINS
a Specialty

A TEN YEAR
Guarantee
Attached

to
Every Chain

LATEST PATTERNS FROM $9.00 PER DOZEN UP

GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER

90 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

St. Louis
Watchmaking School
2308 Locust St.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED 1688

This School is endorsed by all
manufacturers and first-class watch-
makers and Jewelers, and teaches
everything needed in a first-class
jewelry store. Sendfor circular.

Eureka, Kan., May 16, 1901.
St. Louis Watchmaking School.

Gentlemen :—I desire to express my thanks
for the valuable Instructions I have received
in your school, and wish to add that I had
no trouble in finding a position after leaving
your school. I have held my present posi-
tion over three years, and never had any
work which I could not do. I therefore ad-
vise any young man desirous of learning the
jewelry trade, to attend the St. Louis Watch-
making School, as this school will turn out
only first-class workmen.

Yours tru l V 'VD. m. HAMILTON.
We ham headreds nrshselar testimonials

on Ole In Dor °Mr,

Special Low Rates During Summer Months.

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

A New Photo. Ring

A novelty in rings is a photo. ring in which the picture

is covered and protected. In this ring, which is manufac-

tured by Charles M. Levy, 52 Maiden Lane, New York,

instead of the picture, initial or emblem being set on the

top of the stone, a crystal is set in the ring and the minia-

ture photo. or emblem placed under it.

The advantages of this improvement are

evident, both from the point of view of

appearance and economy.

Balance and Jewel Pliers

We show its our illustration the new

patent balance and jewel pliers which are

furnished to the trade by Henry Zimmem

& Co., New York. When used, the pliers

are held in the left hand and the arm of

the balance wheel is grasped by the

groove near the ends of the jaws. In the

right hand is held a pair of short, blunt

tweezers by which the balance rim can be

manipulated up or down. If the balance

rim is out of its true circumference, it can

be readjusted by the extreme points of

the pliers' jaws. The several other uses

of these desirable pliers will at once sug-

gest themselves to the watch repairer.

The balance wheel may be held vertically

by the jaws of the pliers grasping the

balance arm, and in this position the balance rim can be trued

recesses on each of the pliers are used to hold roller tables

holes in same, and screw heads while shortening the thread.

recesses are also used to hold 18 size set jewels while cleaning

Relation of the Jobber to the Retailer

The relation of the jobber to the retailer is influenced 
in two ways:

first, through the " Credit Department," which 
determines the desira-

bility of opening an account, and, second, through the 
sales department

and the salesman, which makes the opening of an account
 possible. The

relations which exist between the customer and the credit
 man should be

of the most friendly and confidential character. The greater the degree

of such relations the more helpful the credit man can be t
o the customer.

No doubt every merchant, large and small, knows that 
his name appears

in one or more of the commercial agency reference 
books, which are

issued at stated periods, and that a rating is assigned to 
him, based upon

his stated or supposed capital, his method of doing b
usiness and paying

debts, his character, habits, honesty and ability. All may not know that

the jobber and manufacturer of whom he seeks credi
t, in addition to the

reference book, has his complete history so far as it is po
ssible to obtain

it in the form of special reports issued by the commercial 
agencies, replies

to inquiries from bankers, attorneys, salesmen, nei
ghbors, enemies as

well as friends, and trade reports through the medium of
 credit clearing

houses and through interchanges of inquiries between cred
itors. Changes

of rating, unbusinesslike transactions, items of public 
record, reports of

claims in hands of attorneys or collection agencies, failure to 
pay notes at

maturity or drafts unpaid, in fact all unfavorable report
s are carefully

recorded on forms prepared for the purpose.

Credit Value
of a
True Statement

fl

. The two circular

while enlarging the
The two smaller

same.

An Adhesive Eyeglass Pencil

All who handle optical goods are interested in the little art
icle of utility here

illustrated. Dr. Corthell's adhesive eyeglass pencil is said to pre
vent eyeglasses

P11,, Co , L
'YE -GLAS-5 ADHEt(VE P.ENCIL

.ANTISLIP f_snij I_SEP — ANT_TILIGH

If you visit the

R. JAEGERMANN, MANACI[Ft

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

Pan-American Exposition
Give US A Call and Inspect our Plant bond Fakcilities

Lowaresimeir-wasomsa■
from slipping. When applied to cork or shell guards it 

makes them cling, and is

claimed to be antiseptic and healing. M. E. Stern, 36 and 38 John Street, New

York, is agent for the pencil.

Emblem Rings

In this age of universal organization—clubs, societies, 
fraternities, etc.—the

emblem business is especially fruitful for the trade. In fact, the emblem fad has

reached a point which makes it a

valuable source of revenue for

many jewelers. Typical goods

of this character are a line of solid iP
gold emblem rings made by L. W.

Rubenstein, 54 Maiden Lane, New
York. A sample of these rings is shown in our illustratio

n. The engraved em-

blem of his order, society or club seems to have an ir
resistible fascination for the

average individual, and herein lies the jeweler's oppo
rtunity. The emblem ring

is the most popular of all emblem goods.

A true statement, based upon actual inventory, made 
by

the customer is regarded by the credit man as of infi-

nitely more value ; he places more dependence upon it

and it influences his judgment to a greater extent than

all other information combined. The importance to the merchant of

making a true, correct and intelligent financial statemen
t, based upon

actual inventory at the close of each year's business, to 
the commercial

agencies and to such of his creditors as may request it, 
cannot be over-

estimated.
It is of great value to him as indicating a correct basis

 for credit,

and as a means of his determining whether he is wasting 
his time as well

as his capital in unprofitable business, or whether he i
s making such

advancement as his capital and ability warrants. In addition to the im-

portance of an exact inventory, there are the questio
ns of adequate

insurance, care in extending credit, promptness in making 
collections,

prompt payment of bills when not discounted, keeping b
ooks that will

show the status of the business at all times, the injury d
one to a credit

standing by making unjust claims. The advisability of having as few

creditors as possible, and especially the importance of 
avoiding those

houses known to be arbitrary in matters of settlement w
ith unfortunate

debtors, or such houses as induce undue expansion by pr
omises of large

lines of credit and leniency as to payments. Many an honest merchant

has been led to ruin by undue leniency on the part 
of his principal

creditors. Many a failure has occurred as a result of bad advice. Many

a failure could have been prevented had creditors been 
consulted and a

true and honest showing made them instead of a resort to
 an assignment

or transfer of property. Experience leads us to believe that an exact

and truthful statement made to creditors will also produce
 the best results

in case of embarrassment, and that a resort to the p
rocesses of law for

the settlement of estates of those in embarrassing ci
rcumstances proves

disastrous to both debtor and creditor. It leaves the debtor with the

stigma of failure published broadcast, while a settlemen
t quietly made

upon the basis of an honest showing will be known to but 
few, if any,

but those interested.

The Credit Man The credit man if given an opportunity will, as a rule,

ES Advisor prove the best friend a merchant can have. He is in a

position to give valuable advice. He is more or less

familiar with the laws of all the States in which his house 
transacts busi-

ness, and has at his disposal the services of the best att
orneys in every

town in every State.
The merchant who keeps in closest touch with him and 

heeds his

advice is the one who can count on being of the fittest who 
survive.

The prosperity of the retail merchant is essential to the 
prosperity

of the jobber. Their interests, to a great extent, are mutual and their

relations with each other should be of such a nature as 
to produce the

greatest good to each.
It is important to both that their business relations always be

pleasant. They can be best maintained by meeting all perplexing 
ques-

tions which may arise, in a spirit of fairness, and adjustin
g all differences

on a basis of equity and with a due regard for the rights 
of each.

Next to the interest the customer has in his affairs comes the 
interest

of the jobber who extends him credit.
Credit-giving in the past decade has been reduced to a scienc

e, and

the retailer must realize that character is the basis of 
it. Such is the

edict that will go out from the National Association of 
Credit Men, which

holds its annual meeting this month.
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The Bigiley Vest Fob
for Ladies an Gents
is all the rage this season

HESE chains are fully covered by letters patent
633,092, dated September 2 I , 1899, and letters
patent 32,246, dated February 20, 1900. Therefore,

we warn all manufacturers against infringement or meddling
with our business. Furthermore, we wish to say to the
jobbing trade "Don't make any mistake and catalogue any
of these chains made by houses who are infringers on these
patents, as we propose to protect our interests fully."

Our line this year
have ever produced.
over are well aware 14 K

: \ere', of the fact that Our
Line is noted for

Finish, Quality

surpasses anything we
The trade the country

its Originality,
and Durability.

S. 0. BIGNEY 0 CO.
Wk. High-Grade Cha,in Ma‘kers

NEW YORK OFFICE
3 Maiden Lame

Factory anD
Main Office, Attleboro, Mass.

Manning, Bowman & Company, Connereicdteic%
NEW YORK OFFICE: 25 West Broadway, Room 37, Crockery Exchange Building

NICKEL AND
Chafing Dishes

Table Kettles
Soda Fountain

Accessories, etc.

MUG (Glass Bottom). N. 274.

Send for
Special Catalogue of

SILVER PLATED WARES

!int LOVE CUP (Three Handles). No. 118. 5 Pints

Tankards, Placques, etc.
Hotel Ware
Bar Goods

Bath Room Furnishings

" English Pewter Prize Trophies
MUGS, TANKARDS, ETC.

Vrve.,•••••■,.vol.,,

LOVE CUP (Three Handles)
No. 1233. Pints
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Industrial Consolidation and
the Young Man

The Other Side of the Question—" More Work and Better Chances,"
says this Authority—Is Higher Education a Hindrance?

Some Good Advice

It:;19.5

ERBERT M. YREELAND, president of the Metropolitan

Street Railway Co., of New York, who began his railroad

career " shoveling gravel on the night gravel train," contri-

butes his views on the young man's opportunity in the new

business order to the Saturday Evening Post. As there are two sides

to every question, and as an intelligent conception of both is necessary

to an impartial judgment, our readers cannot fail to find interesting

the following extracts from the article referred to :

WAGES RAISED BY

INDUSTRIAL

CONSOLIDATIONS

It is much the fashion, nowadays, to decry consoli-
dations of capital and enterprise. These consoli-
dations, it is freely alleged, destroy competition,
oppress the citizen, reduce the number of workmen,
and deprive the young man of a legitimate oppor-

tunity of rising in the world. I know of nothing that shows up the absurdity of

these claims so thoroughly as does the street railway business. In every city of

any size, we now have the very highest type of consolidation exemplified in this

industry. Under the new system it has been found imperative to merge many

roads into one, in order that the best results may be obtained ; and what has

been the effect ? Let us take New York as a fair example—and it is only a fair

example, for what has been done here has been done on a greater or lesser

scale in every city in America.

Instead of reducing the number of employees, the street railway consoli-

dation has had exactly the contrary effect, and on a scale that will amaze the

outsider. The Metropolitan Street Railway system embraces what were formerly

eighteen distinct roads, all under separate management, yet our pay-roll to-day

is five times as large as was the combined pay-roll of these eighteen properties

that we took over ; that is, we employ five times as many men as were employed

in street railroading in New York ten years ago.

One of our lines—the Fourth Avenue—will serve as an illustration of the

changed condition that has come over the whole. On that line, under the horse-

car system, there were formerly run 120 cars a day. At present we run 265 cars,

and this in spite of the fact that the cars are run more than twice as rapidly as

they were with horses. The average rate of wages in the lower ranks ran from

fifty cents a day to the switchman, up to $1.75 for drivers. To-day, as I have

already stated, the switchman gets $2.00 and the motorman gets $2.25. The

gross earnings of this road in horse-cars were $750,000 a year. The gross earn-

ings under electricity last year were $2,3oo,000. The skilled electrician has

supplanted the hostler ; the skilled mechanic the barn laborer. The superin-

tendent is a high-grade, highly-paid, professional man. He has under him

assistants who, both in pay and standing, far outrank the superintendents of

old days.
The only people who were displaced were the eighteen presidents, whose

Powe r I now represent. Surely, consolidation has done no harm there, for these

eighteen men were capitalists who could well afford to retire, and who in wider

spheres have done much more good in the world than they could possibly have

accomplished in the narrow, circumscribed position of head of a horse-car line.

There have grown up great and important departments that were formerly

as unknown and as undreamed of as they were unnecessary. There is a

Maintenance of Way Department that looks after roadbeds. There is a Main-

tenance of Equipment Department. There are Engineering and Motive Power

Departments, a Financial and Accounting Deparment, and others. At the head

of these departments are expert and high-priced men. They have under them

expert and high-priced assistants. In all these departments there is constantly

a sharp lookout for bright and capable young men. Such young men, when

found, are greedily snapped up, and given every opportunity to get to the top.

MEN FROM
THE RANKS AT
THE TOP

Now it is the man from the ranks, the man who has gained

his knowledge through hard experience and through active

participation in the work of the road, who is put into the

presidency. Subordinate positions are similarly filled.

The stock is owned, not by one man, nor even by one

family, but by half a dozen or a dozen men, or a dozen families. The stock-

holders will not tolerate nepotism. The son of the stockholder, instead of

being benefited by the fact that his father owns a share in the capital is handi-

capped by this fact, so far as it creates for him an opportunity to get into an

important place. If the son of a rich father gets into such a place, his success

is not due to his wealth, but is won in spite of it. He must demonstrate very

clearly to the other owners of the property that he is the right man for the right

place, and they will scrutinize his abilities much more closely, and exact of him

much more pronouced results, than they will of a man who has worked his w
ay

from the bottom, and who has nothing except his brains and his demonst
rated

willingness to work.
A glance at the great interests of the country proves this conclusively. 

In

the so-called Vanderbilt roads, is there a single Vanderbilt in an ex
ecutive or

controlling position? Not one. The president of the New York Central is 
a
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man who was formerly a freight clerk. The president of the great Huntington
road, the Southern Pacific, was formerly a clerk in a ,railroad office. And so it

is in every other pursuit or industry where capital has been combined. Family

influence and pull count for nothing. The president of the Carnegie Steel Co.

is a young man who began, a few years ago, as a laborer. The president of 
the

New York Life Insurance Co. was not so very long ago a clerk. The highest-

salaried bank president in America started in as a messenger boy. Can any

one ask fairer conditions than these?

No man can get too much education. Especially

no man can get too much technical education ; but the

absence of a higher educational equipment at the start

is no barrier to success. The explanation is simple.

The boy who starts in at fifteen or sixteen with a com-

mon-school education is content to accept a nominal wage. He is worth

nothing to us practically at the outset, and he understands this if he is the right

kind of a boy. We start him at $3.5o. If he applies himself, and takes advan-

tage of the opportunities for advancement that constantly offer, he will, at the

end of six or seven years, be worth a good deal to us. He will be an important

cog in the wheel, and will be earning a very good salary.

About that time the college man comes along at the same age. He starts

in at once with the assumption that he must capitalize his education. He has

spent five or six years in accumulating a large store of knowledge, and puts

that in as a distinct asset when he offers his services. He comes to me for a

position, and, equipped as he is, he is worth about five dollars a week. Nine

times out of ten he turns up his nose at what he considers an absurd proposition,

and goes his way. He will hunt around until finally he conies across a man

who, having only one or two employees, has work of a character that enables

him to take advantage of the peculiar mental equipment possessed by the

college graduate ; therefore, he is in a position to offer him a much better salary

than the Metropolitan Street Railway could. This tempts the young man to

accept service with this class of employer. He ties his whole future and fortune

to one man. If anything happens to this man, the college graduate at the end

of five or six or eight years is no better off than he was at the beginning. It is

for this reason that so few college graduates are to be found in the upper

places in the service of great corporations.

A COLLEGE

EDUCATION NOT

A HELP

Then, too, the college graduate has other handicaps.

He has social ties and connections. He is interested in the

college football team and in the college eight. He asks a
day or two days off to attend a foot-ball match or a rowing

contest. " All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy,"

is one of the numerous old saws that have brought untold mischief, and that are

founded entirely on fiction. Work, even unremitting, continuous work, never

yet harmed any young man, or if it did, the exceptions are so few that they

don't count.
Why is it that ninety-five per cent. of the men who achieve the great

successes in our city are country boys—young chaps fresh from the farm or the

little country town ? It is because they have no opportunity for social relaxation

when they get to the big city. They have no social ties. Nobody cares for

them. They strike the big town, get a job somewhere at any figure, and settle

down to solitary life in a boarding house. Their income will warrant only the

renting of a small, cheerless room, generally a hall-room without any fire and

precious little light. Existence in this sort of a room is not very rosy, and the

young fellow is only too glad to spend his evenings in the well-warmed, well-

lighted office, if he is employed in an office, or in the library, lecture or reading

room if he is employed in a shop that closes down at six. So he puts every

Spare moment that lie has into work. After a while there grows out of this

necessity a habit, and when better times come and he can afford a brighter and

cheerier room, the habit of work is so thoroughly formed in him that he perse-

veres in it, after the immediate necessity is past. He has formed no taste for

parties that keep him out until two or three or four o'clock in the morning, and

which unfit him for business next day. If he goes to the theater now and then,

his life has been formed on such regular lines that he goes to bed immediately

after, and get's a good night's rest. He has formed no connections that take

him out to late suppers afterward, and keep him out until all hours.

Another thing that in some cases helps the country boy is his freedom from

home influences. In my own -career there was a time when a mother's pity

might have proved my undoing. I came to the city and fell upon hard times.

I could get nothing to do except the most severe manual labor. My hands were

blistered and my back was almost broken. Month after month and year after

year this went on. My job was shoveling gravel on the night gravel train.

I was fearfully discouraged and almost ready to give up. Had my mother

given me the least encouragement to throw up my job and go back home I

should have done so. Fortunately, she was an exceptional woman. She was

more concerned in the kind of life that I led after working hours, and what my

surroundings were in the place I called home, than she was in the class of work

I was doing. Thanks to the knowledge that she had that hard work hurts

nobody, I kept on.

SOCIAL
RELAXATIONS

A HANDICAP

•



(Treatment of
Employees

•

(c op

" It was only a glad good morning
.\s she passed almig the wa),

Bill it Spread the in.rning's glory
Over the live bug day."

While the foregoing quotation takes in the senti-
mental side, from the unknown author's view of it,
nevertheless it might be made with equal force to a
good many employers in their relation to their
employees, and aptly enough in my mind to suit all
cases. The happiest, best tempered and successful
employers and employees are those .who do not fail to
observe the nice little formalities of every-day life in
their intercourse with each other in business, whether
in the work room, store or office, and especially is that
true in regard to the store.

How can an employer expect politeness from an
employee behind the counter %viten he does not show
that he himself possesses the very quality he requires
in his employee, and if the employee did possess these
qualities that go far to make success, the employer is
likely to spoil a good clerk by his own actions.

Don't A case of this kind came under my
Reprimand notice sometime ago in which a
Publically young lady clerk was involved, and

she certainly had my sympathy in
the matter. She had sold an article to a good customer
at a lower price than the employer had intended it
should be sold, but at the same time a good profit had
been realized. In place of waiting until the customer
had gone, as he should have done out of consideration
for the young lady's feelings, he brought her to task
at once, and roundly scored her in front of all the
people in the place. If the young lady had made a
clerical blunder, he certainly could not lay claim to a
vast amount of tact on his own part, for he not only
made a spectacle of the clerk, but at the same time
possibly spoiled a good customer, who was not likely
to say why he had stopped buying goods of " Tactless
& Co." On the other hand, the young lady had no
excuse for making such a blunder, as the good clerk
never makes mistakes of that kind. I talked with her
afterward, and she said she did not mind it very much,
although it soured her at the time it occurred, and she
said the reason she did not mind it was because it was
his way and he could not be polite if he tried. The
wonder is that such a man is as successful as he is in
business.

Speaking of clerks, and leaving the employers
alone for awhile, it is wonderful what a difference is
noted even in the same store, and the home influences
surrounding the clerk can generally be gauged by their
actions in the store. Dress, manners, speech and
general deportment should at all times be cultivated
by the clerk who wishes to be successful, and when
the time comes that they can have charge of other
employees or of a store of their own, these habits will
not leave them but will tend to make them as successful
employers as they were employees. Cultivation will
not detract from their character one iota, and they do
not need to be afraid that there are many employers
like one I heard of the °the? day, who noticed that a
new man in his employ was forging to the front, and
always found something to do while the other clerks
stood around when not engaged with customers, or in
conversation. So the employer said to the new
clerk :—

"You always find something to do. How is
that?"
" Well, I am anxious to learn the business thor-

oughly."
"And you work after hours for the same purpose ? "
" Yes, sir."
" Well, that is remarkable as far as a clerk of

mine is concerned," and he discharged the clerk the
next week because be was afraid of his going in the
same business, making the remark that there were
enough in the business already.

But such an employer is rare, and he could no
more keep that clerk out of business than fly.

THE KEYSTONE

What Clerks Every clerk's aim should be to
Should Try For make himself so valuable a man to

his employer that an interest in the
business would be given him to retain his services, or
he would go into business for himself, and successful
clerks are not made from poor material any more than
successful merchants.

The well-known journal Success prints in the May
issue a little story, apropos, as follows :—

A shabbily dressed fellow applied to the manager
of a big department store for employment.
" What can you clO ?" asked the manager.
" Most anything," answered the applicant.
" Can you dust ? "
" Yes, indeed."
"Then why don't you begin on your hat?"
The fellow had not thought of that.
" Can you clean leather goods ?"
"Oh, yes!"
" Then it is carelessness on your part that your

shoes are not clean."
The fellow had not thought of that, either.
" Well, can you scrub?''
" Yes, indeed," was the reply.
" Then I can give you something to do. Go out

and try your strength on that collar you have on, but
don't come back." •

This is given as a true story, and so it is certainly
applicable to every person applying for a position
where cleanliness is a requisite characteristic.

You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's ear
any more than you can make a successful clerk from
poor material.

Carelessness in dress on the part of a clerk is no
more excusable than carelessness on the part of the
merchant who conducts business on the " good
enough " principle.

From behind the counter oftentimes come sug-
gestions of such merit in regard to the general make-
up of the goods and decorations in the store from a
bright employee, that the employer cannot hide the
fact that the suggesting employee has his confidence,
because he takes sufficient interest in the business to
train his ideas upon the subject, although no profit
accrues to him directly in the suggestion.

There are too many clerks who are simply time
servers, and as a consequence the market is full of
such and they are lost in the whirlpool of business;
lost because of their inability to grasp the fact that the
battle is to the swift, and the more erratic the employer
oftentimes it is only a cloak to hide his real feelings,
especially in the presence of employees. Some
employers, in fact, do not want their employees to
know too much of the business as far as the pur-
chasing price is concerned, but are pleased to know
the same employee can get the outside price when
selling the goods retail. I know a man who would be
greatly offended if a traveling man should inadver-
tently leave his copy of an order in a place where an
employee could see it, and he has a private price mark
for purchases, only allowing the clerk to know the
selling price. —Ex.

Rights of Employees in ,America to
Their Inventions

In view of the recent decision by a court in
Germany that an employee in that country has abso-
lutely no right to any invention he may make so long
as he remains an employee, our readers may be inte-
rested in the following clear and accurate statement of
the relations between employers and men in America
as regards inventions made by the latter. We quote
from an article by Dr. Walter Brown, in Power:

"In general, the law secures to every man the
ownership of his OWIl inventions and of the patents
granted therefor. But this general principle is much
modified by the special relations existing between the
employee and his employer in particular cases. A wide
distinction is made between the person who is employed
merely as a skilled workman and the person who is
employed as an inventor.

"As to the former : If a skilled workman, while
in the employ of another, but in his own time or after
hours, conceives an invention and constructs it at his
own expense, using his own tools and materials, and
doing the work after hours or in time his employer does
not pay for, then the invention, as well as the patent
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granted therefor, is the exclusive property of the.
workman. The employer has no rights in it, nor any
right to use it in his business, even though it is adapted
to that business. The employer in this case can obtain
the right to use the invention only by contracting with
the workman for it and paying the price agreed upon.
But if the workman conceives the invention in the
time his employer pays for, and constructs it with his
employer's tools and materials and in the employer's
time, then the employer obtains certain rights in the
invention and patent granted therefor.
" If the invention is a machine, then the machine

belongs to the employer, and he has a license to use it
in his business and to keep it in repair, and without
paying any royalty to the workman therefor. If the
employee obtains a patent for the invention and sells
it, that sale will be subject to the license to the em-
ployer, and the purchaser of the patent cannot prevent
the employer from continuing to use the machine.
" If the invention is not a machine, but is an

article of manufacture, as a tool in which the employer
.deals, then, in the circumstances supposed, the em-
ployer has a license to make and sell such tools with-
out paying royalty, even after the patent is granted;
and neither the inventor nor the purchaser of the
patent can stop him from continuing to do so. In
each case the employer's license continues over to
any corporation into which the employer's business is
converted.
" If the invention is a process, then the employer,

or the corporation which continues his business, has a
license to use that process without paying royalty,
even after the patent is granted to the workman.
" In these cases, however, the license to make

and sell the machine or the article and to operate the
process is not exclusive—that is, it does not give the
sole right to the employer—it only secures to him a
right to the invention in connection with his particular
business ; and the inventor, or those to whom he sells
the patent, can make, use and sell the invention, and
license others to do so, without let or hindrance from
the employer.
" As to persons employed to invent:
" If a person is employed by another to make

inventions to be used in the employer's business, and
is paid salary or wages on the understauding that his
services are to be those of an inventor in improving
the machines, tools or processes which relate to the
employer's business, then the inventions which the
employee makes relating to that business and the
patents granted therefor are the exclusive property of
the employer. In such cases the court says that the
employee, in making and perfecting inventions, is
merely doing what he was hired to do.

"Should the employee leave that employ, he
cannot use, or make, or sell the invention, or convey
any rights to others under it, except with the consent
of the employer."

To Encourage Thrift Among Clerks
" I always have confidence in people who save a

little money out of their salaries," said a prominent
Western merchant, " and I do what I can to encourage
habits of thrift. I employ about seventy-five clerks in
my establishment, to whom I pay weekly salaries
ranging from Po to $4o. Naturally enough, more of
them get the former than the latter amount, but they
are none the less worthy on that account. In the
beginning, when I employed only two people, I
lived pretty close to them and I knew how thriftless
they could be when they were not encouraged to do
otherwise. I have discharged more clerks for that
sort of thing than for any other cause. They spent
their salaries, large or small, as might be, in a reckless
fashion and let debt accumulate quite regardless of the
rights of creditors. As my business increased, and
with it my profits and my force of people, I began to
give the matter more study, and in the end, when I
felt able to be of material assistance in encouraging
thrift and honesty, I proposed a yearly recognition to
those who would save something out of their salaries.
It was small at first, but was so successful that to-day
I haven't a clerk who has not some kind of a bank
account, and not one who willfully refuses to pay his
debts. When we get a new one who refuses to take
advantage of the opportunities afforded, we let him
go at the end of the first year."

Four Things to Guard Against
in the Watch Case Situation

It would startle you to know how little gold there is in some
of the so-called filled cases now on the market. The very
extreme of depreciation has been reached in certain makes of
screw cases. Some of these 18-size twenty-year cases are

actually sold by the makers as low as $2.00. Every one of them handled
is a nail in the ,coffin of the jeweler's business.

STARTLING
DEPRECIATION

There's gnashing of teeth among some of the trade over the
discovery that the guarantees given with certain filled cases
are practically worthless. When the worthlessness of the cases
becomes apparent and angry customers importune the jeweler,

he finds himself absolutely without redress. The response from the makers
is practically a repudiation of the guarantee.

WORTHLESS
GUARANTEES

THE CUT-PRICE
FALLACY

and their

The fascination of cut rates blinds many jewelers to their
best interests. They do not realize that when they insist on
buying at cut rates the jobber simply finds goods on which
he can offer such rates. Cut prices always mean cut quality,

sale means dissatisfied customers. The jeweler is the victim
in the end. It is, of course, ridiculous to expect that the guarantees
with such cases are reliable.

Some few of the trade still seem to be unaware that the long list is
simply an instrument of imposition. You see it has a double advan-
tage for the jobber. If the retailer does not know that the list is
" long" the jobber may secure the full long-list price, and thus make

so much extra profit ; while if the retailer insists on more than 6 per cent. the
jobber can give him a fictitious io per cent. in addition to the 6 per cent.,
and still the jeweler would be paying as much or more for the cases as for

the Boss cases, which are sold at a net list subject to 6 per cent. only.

LONG-LIST
CAJOLERY

The Keystone Watch Case Company
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.



New Patterns of Jas. BOSS 14 K. Filled Cases
with Screw Back and Bezel

New Patterns of Jas. BOSS 10 K. Filled Cases
with Screw Back and Bezel

HE BOSS Screw cases are
the recognized stalwarts in
filled case stock. Perfect in
construction and standard in

quality, they represent the maximum
of beauty and merit in filled goods.
Unlike competing screw cases, they
never come back to plague the
jeweler, but the satisfaction they give
returns to him in enhanced reputa-
tion and increased business. The
merit of our goods 18 the jeweler's
best advertisement, just as low-grade
cases are his greatest danger. In
screw cases there 's absolute safety in
the BOSS alone.

T is a mystery why some
makers of filled cases actually
put less gold in their screw
cases than in their 'other

tilled cases. As screw cases, as a
rule, are worn by people who subject
their cases to especially hard wear,

• onewould think these cases should
have the maximum and not the mini-
mum of gold. So they should. In
the BOSS Screw cases the extra
hard wear is compensated for by
extra gold and enhanced quality, so
that the trade • can vouch for their
giving satisfaction and full wear
under any circumstances.

F 365
IS Size S15 :■0

It 132
IS Size ,i10.00



A New Line of

Swing Ring, Screw Bezel Cases
in Jas. BOSS 14 K. Filled, Jas. BOSS 10 K. Filled,

KEYSTONE Silver an? SILVEROID
sS

These cases represent
the highest degree of
constructive perfection
yet reached in watch
cases.

They are absolutely
dust and damp proof,
and the possibility of in-
jury to the movement is
reduced to a minimum.

They are close-fitting
to a degree never be-
fore reached, and yet
are easy of manipulation
by the jeweler.

In fact, their peculiar-
ities of construction and
points of merit appeal
as favorably to the
watchmaker as to the
watchwearer.

The Swing Ring,
Screw Bezel improve-
ment attains the ideal in
watch cases for me-
chanics, railroaders and
such as work in a dust-
laden atmosphere.

You can procure

samples

from any jobber

Jas. BOSS 14 K. Filled

18 Size
16 Size

F 04
Case only, $16.00

61 61 15m

c(CLON.

950
15 Size lItg., $8.00
10 Size 0. K., „ltd., 7.50

Random Selections from our

Comprehensive New Line of

CYCLONE
Rolled-Plate Cases

Guaranteed for 10 Years

laohr4.

KEYSTONE
Sterling Silver

Jas. BOSS 10 K. Filled 957
0 Size Mg., $7.00

958
0 Size 111g., $7.00

954
12 x 6 Size Iltg., $8.00
12 x Ii Size O. F., Jtd., 7.50

952
12 Size lltg., $8.00
12 Size 0. F., Jtd., 7.50

0 Size 111g., 07.50)
956

6 Size 111g., $7.50

18 Size
16 Size

B 08
Case only, $12.00

11 14 11.50

LEP in mind that a CYCLONE
case is not a mere catch-penny

semblance of a gold case like

many so-called " gold " cases sold at

like prices. On the contrary, it is a

case of measured merit and fixed stand-

ard quality, and its capability to outlast

the to-year guarantee period has been

proved by actual wear. It is just as

reliable in its grade as is a Boss case,

and its degree of merit is as accurately

known. It is in every sense a jeweler's

case—beautiful, reliable, low-priced and

quick-selling.

SO4
3 oz. 18 Size Case only, $8.00 D 04

8 oz. 18 Size Case only, $2.00

The Keystone Watch Case Company
PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY

947
18 Size Iltg., $8.00
18 Size 0, F., Jtd., 7.50

948
18 Size Iltg., $8.00
18 Size O. F., .Tld., 7.50

loth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Keystone Watch Case Company
i9th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY



N 050
12 Size Tug., $10.50 0.F., Jtd., $9.50

O. F., Screw B. & B.,

N 004
16 Size Htg., $11.20 0. F., Jtd., $10.20

KEYSTONE
Sterling Silver Cases

N 553
12 Size

iii '%• B.& B.,

with NIELLO Ornamentation
are the most popular novelty in new century case stock.
A number of new and very beautiful patterns are now at
the service of the trade.

NIELLO  is a jet black, lustrous compound. The
ornamentation is produced by cutting an

artistic design into the silver on backs and centers, and fill-
ing in the space where the silver is removed with NIELLO.
NIELLO is flexible and won't crack like enamel in case of
denting, it is as durable as silver, and being surrounded and
protected by the silver it can't rub off.

These cases appeal strongly to popular predilection for
novelty, and are proving quick and profitable sellers. They
are made in 16, 12, 6 and 0 sizes and with a great number
of different designs.

N 061
12 Size Dig $10.50 0. F., Jtd., $9.00

0. 1.,Screw B. & B., $9.50

A Few of Many
New Patterns of KEYSTONE Sterling Silver Cases

0 07
0 Size Mg., $4,90OF. or Sky, .T. B.,

S. Bez., $3.00
G OD

12 Size, or 12 x 6 Size Mg., $6.00
0.1•'., Jtd., $5.50

12 Size only, OF., Screw B. & B., $5.50
1900

3 oz., 18 Size Mg., $9.00 OF., Jtd., $8.20OF., Screw B, & B., $8.20

8817
3 oz., 18 Size 111g., $9.00 (1. F., ltd., $8.20

The Keystone Watch Case Company
PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY

8984
°Size OF., J. B., S. Bee., 0.50

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SILVEROID Cases
in Great Variety

SILVPROID

1202
18 Size OF., Jt(l. or S. B. S: B.

Case only, $1.30

I) 02,/,
3 oz. OF., Jtd. or S. B. & B. Case only, $1.30

D 03
S. B. St, B., 81.30

720
3 oz. 0. F., Std. or S. B. & 13., $1.30

418
3 oz. 0. F., Jtd, or S. B. & B., 81.30

I) 0209 D 0105

12 Size litg., $2.20 0. F., Jtd., $1.30 16 Size Mg., $2.20 0. F., Jtd., $1.30

ILVEROID cases are the recognized standard in
nickel goods. In construction they are equal to

the highest-priced cases, and the similarity in shape

is also remarkable. They have a lasting silver color

and attractiveness of finish that place •them in a class by

is expressed by the
EThRraOseID,, ncicakseelscianseeast.i„much more thanthemselves.

i■ oil
12 Size o.y., Jtd. or S. Ii. & B. Case only, $1.30

719
3 oz. 0. F., Jtd. or S. B. St 13,, $1.30

1203
18 Size 111g., $2.20 2. F.„Ttd.,

The Keystone Watch Case Company
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY



KEYSTONE Solid Gold Cases

Quality of Gold
The reliability of the manufacturer is really more
of a.consideration in solid gold cases than in any
others. As you know, anything may be described
as "solid gold " from 4 K. up. There are cases
on the market described as " 14 K. solid gold "
that wouldn't assay 8 K. The Keystone Watch
Case Company's methods and status in the trade
permit of no such double dealing. The Keystone
solid gold cases are exactly as represented.

G 130

G 74

are made for and
to be handled by

The
Jewelry Trade
Only

Hand-Made
The striking beauty of shape is due to the fact
that the cases are largely hand-made, being
fashioned by the skilled fingers of the best case
designers in the world. The remarkable grace
of outline is specially impressive when the cases
are compared with other makes. Their century-
wearing substantiality is in especial contrast with
the flimsy, dentable shells misleadingly described
as " solid gold cases."

Dainty Springs an Joints
Its the details that count in such goods as solid
gold cases. Every detail in the Keystone solid
case is worked out to emphasize the beauty of
the whole. The small springs and joints are an
instance of this. The skilled human hand is
especially manifest in the exquisite rounding out
of the complete case, which is always remarkable
for its grace of form and outline.

11011

Color an Finish
You are probably familiar, or ought to be, with
the peculiar richness of color of Keystone solid
gold cases. They are alone and unapproached
in this regard. The color is, indeed, one of their
most distinctive features, and gives them an indi-
viduality and exclusiveness that differentiate them
from other makes. It emphasizes their beauty and
eliminates identity with lower grade cases.

The Keystone Watch Case Company
loth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

June, 1901

The Fetching Power of Mere Bigness
— -

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

What is the peculiar weakness in human

character by which the mind is attracted to the

merely big, when that bigness is not associated

especially with quality, or merit, or specific

virtue of any sort ? Why are people drawn to

the big thing, when the big thing cannot appeal

to their judgment on the score of superiority

over the little thing ? We may speculate as to

the impulse, but we cannot dispute the fact.

This peculiar discrimination in favor of the

merely big is one of the phenomena of the

mind which must be interesting to any student

of human nature, and to none more than the

small merchant.
Possibly the sentiment of respect—a minor

element of awe—lies behind the impelling at-

traction of bigness. We may have ground for

a personal dislike to the big thing, and are

satisfied in our own mind that it is faulty in its

elements and flawed all through with inherent

defects ; but its bulk establishes a certain respect

for it that overmasters our intimate knowledge

of its deficiencies. A great mountain lifts itself

above the plain ;. nearby is a small hill. The

mountain may be jagged in outline, uncouth in

form, barren and profitless ; the small hill may

have the loveliest contour possible, be clothed

in softest colors, and yield rich harvests from its

vines and orchards and fields ; but it is the

mountain which will hold the eye and charm the

imagination and engage the constant interest of .

the mind. Bulk triumphs over beauty ; the

unprofitable big dwarfs the meritorious little ;

" virtue is its own reward," but alas ! is without

fetching power in the presence of the hugely vile.

The mountains in human society exercise

the same attraction, irrespective of their weak-

ness of claim upon the dispassionate approval

of men. The crowd hurries to deposit its

money in the bank which makes the greatest

showing in its office building, or in its statement

totals, though a smaller bank may easily be able

to show greater net resources, relatively ; we

insure our lives in the company which argues

bigness in its prospectus ; we doff our hats to

the combinations of capital which represent

most millions of dollars on paper, and most

millions of " water" in fact ; we don't stop to

analyze our processes of admiration, but the

truth is that we do admire the big thing simply

because it is big—and it has become so much a

habit of the mind to so admire that we have not

yet acquired the grace to blush at our unreason-

ing discrimination.

This peculiar weakness in human character

is one of the mainstays of the hopes of the

department store. A few years ago a Western

house built and opened a store in one of the

great Eastern cities. Was its principal argu-

ment to its new public quality of goods? or price

of goods? or efficiency of service? Not at all.

It blazoned the newspapers and bill-boards with,

"The Big Store," "Biggest Store on Earth,"

"A City in Itself." It relied upon mere big-

ness as its first drawing card, in confidence of

its judgment in the fetching power of that

slogan. A few weeks ago another big department

store announced a stock of fifteen thousand brass

beds. A smaller competitor offered to donate

one thousand dollars to any charity which might

THE KEYSTONE

be designated if the big store would prove that

it had the fifteen thousand brass beds on hand,

or on the way to it, at the time it printed the

advertisement. The big store likely had a

thousand brass beds, possibly five thousand ;

but it counted on the greater fetching power, on

the individual buyer, of fifteen thousand beds, as

against five thousand, though the smaller quantity

would have been enough for his selection and as

cheap in price. It understood the compelling

claim of mere bigness—or pretence of bigness.

Did you ever observe the influence which

avoirdupois and inches exert, in one man over

another, or over a crowd? I know a big

hulk of a fellow who is a gcoundrel and fraud

all through ; and everybody that knows

him measures him at his true value ; yet that

elephantine iniquity breaks down the contumely

of small men by the sole force of physical big-

ness. Girth counts for more than goodness,

often ; six feet of sin more easily wins respect,

sometimes, than four feet of virtue. The small

man is handicapped by Nature in the race to suc-

cess, if he must meet people in person to make

that success. The little fellow who impresses

himself upon the world, when he must achieve

success by :physical presence in the world, de-

serves especial acclaim ; there are not many

great publicists and heroes in history who did

not tower above their fellows. Napoleon, with

his scant five feet, was one of the exceptions ;

and Frederick the Great another ; and the Duke

of Wellington still another. But look at the

multitude of tall men who have achieved fame

in the human contact—William Pitt and Car-

dinal Mazarin, and George Washington, and

Abraham Lincoln, and Charles Kingsley—one

might fill the column with the long list. • Every

reader can verify the statement by looking

around him. Dr. Johnson said, " 'Tis not the

bulk that makes the man—it is the mind ;"

which is true of the closet and study, but is not

true when it concerns men in personal contact

with their fellows. Bulk—mere bigness—has

" made" many a man who otherwise would be

" to fortune and to fame unknown."

No, one cannot .easily point the finger to

that point of human nature from which springs

the universal impulse of attraction to the merely

big, and say, specifically, " There it is ;" but it

is there, somewhere ; and it is an interesting

fact in the constitution of " the childish, oddish,

topsy-turvish thing called Man."

Who Said It First?

Some years ago I presented on this page

the result of my inquiry into the origin of some

familiar phrases. The article was widely quoted,

indicating a popular interest in the subject ; and

I now refer to my note-book to add a few which

have come to my notice in the interim.

" He's a brick " dates from the fourth cen-

tury B. C., and originated with a king of Sparta,

Agesilaus. Some one strolled into the Lacedae-

monian capital and expressed surprise to find

the city without the usual brick walls or other

means of defence. " What would you do in

case of invasion by an enemy ?" " Do ?" an-

swered the heroic old king, " why, Sparta has

fifty thousand soldiers, and every soldier is a

brick."
" Deadhead," as describing a man who has

free entrance to a place of amusement, comes

6ot

from Pompeii, where the checks for free entrance

were small ivory death's heads. I saw one of

these ancient " deadhead tickets " in the museum

at Naples.
" Blackguard " originated in St. James'

Park, London, where there are boys to black

the boots of the Horse Guards, on their return

from parade, " The black guards" were so

called in derision, at the mounting of the

gorgeous Horse Guards ; and the resulting fist

fights gave birth to the name as a generic

description.
" Apple-pie order" dates back to the Puri-

tan times, in New England, and a certain

Hepzibah Merton. This methodical housewife

baked two dozen apple pies each Saturday,

which were to last her family through the fol-

lowing week. They were carefully placed on

the pantry shelves, and each one was labelled

for a day in the week, so that Tuesday's pies

might not be confused with Thursday's, nor the

large ones intended for washing-day eaten when

the lighter labors of sweeping-day made less

nutriment necessary. Aunt Hepzibah's " apple-

pie order" was quoted in the pulpits as an ex-

ample of careful and thriftful provision, and she

was extolled throughout the entire settlement.

At a certain chateau in France, when a

guest had outstayed his welcome, he was given

a cold shoulder of mutton for dinner instead of

a hot roast. He understood the hint, and we

now understand whence came the phrase, "To

give the cold shoulder."

"A feather in his cap " is Hungarian. An

old observance among that people, at the time

of their war with the Turks, was, " None shall

wear a feather but he who has killed a Turk."

The number of feathers a soldier wore indicated

the number of his Turkish victims.

In Queen Elizabeth's time a shoemaker

named Hawkins committed suicide by mounting

a bucket placed on a table, from which he

reached a rafter which had a rope suspended

from it. He knotted the rope around his neck,

then kicked the bucket from under him. Hence

the inelegant phrase, " To kick the bucket," as

stating the fact of a death.

June
Howdy', June—
Mighty'glad to see you.
Seems too long
Between Junes.
Now,
If they'd drop
November, March and April,
With all their moist unpleasantnesses,
Clean out of the calendar,
And give us
Three more Junes
Instead,
Life would be
Better worth the living.
That's what!
Hope you're going to be
A nice, June-ish sort of June,
Not given to
Northern Pacific " corners,"
And such like hysterics,
But just
Thirty amiable days
Of sunshine, and green things,
And every agreeable variety
Of mellow joyfulness.
Say, does that go, plus?
Then you're the month
For our money,
Every time !
Step right in, and sit down
In the best chair in the bunch ;
Stay all summer, if you like ;
For you're IT,
In the month line,
Sure I J. T.
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TRUE ECONOMY

,
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rue economy dictates the use of tlie finest
jewelry boxes as accomplishing- that Ivhich is most
desired, namely, a good impression on your
customer as to your methods of doing business.

A moment's thought will convince any one that a hand-
some box will be kept and thus be a constant reminder
as well as a splendid advertisement, while a cheap box
will be cast aside unnoticed. A poorly-made, cheap
box naturally gives the customer an impression that the
article purchased is cheap and inferior, while a box
perfectly made and attractively finished gives added
value to the article enclosed therein. For this reason
" Dennison's " jewelry boxes should always be used.
They represent the finished product of fifty-seven years'
experience.

...'t 'WON •
Snillimn, Ca)

BOSTON • NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA• CHICAGO • T:LOUIS

DENNISON'S
PAPER JEWELRY BOXES

covered with finest imported paper,
white or colored

539X0 Dome Top and 539 Flat Top
in nest, sizes I to 9 inclusive

represent
the art of box-making brought to the

highest point of perfection

Plain or printed Also steel die printed
in any design

Prices sent on application to
our nearest store

See our
I I2-page Catalogue of Jewelers' Supplies

of every description

IN,

.11111111.'

Don't Miss A Good Thing It is Useful
CYCLONE

HIE-OXIDIZER
Preserving the Color and Polish
of Gold, Silver, Nickel and all
other polished metals while
passing through the fire

in act of soldering.

DIRECTIONS.
Warm article and drop in Anti-Oxidizer
from two to three times before soldering;
see that the article is well coated over.
No need of cleaning Anti-Oxidizer out
of joint before soldering.

L. GUTMANN ec SONS,
Sole Agents,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Every Bottle Guaranteed.
I's...1111.1 Nor. 17,1000.

Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer leaves no scales,
crusts or lumps after using, like all others
on the market do, as it contains no Borax ;
no boiling in acid pickle as the Oxidizer
preserves the color.

Pricer 35 cents per bottle.

t) 01 c:PC Q00
CYCLONES

STEELFSSilllING

BRAZING STEEL
and Nickel-Plated Articles with.
out Bluing or Destroying Nickel.

DIRECTIONS.
Coat over article to be soldered with

the flux ; take small parcel of speltor and
wet freely with Flux. Place the pieces
to be soldered in position for soldering,
put speltor on joint, then fire.

L. GUTMANN & SONS,
Sole Agents,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Every Bottle Guaranteed. Price of
Flux and Box of Solder 50 Cents.

Caveat filed Nev. 17,1000.

merecomproo
With this Flux you can Braze Malleab

Iron, Brass and Steel and leave no enamel
crust or lump, as this Flux contains t
Borax. No u se of cleaning or seraph g
article to be brazed as this Flux will cause
Solder to flow freely and leaves artic
brazed tougher than before broken.

The fac-simile labels shown above are three-fourths the size of the originals on the packages.

Give the above FLUXES a trial, and you will find them everything
we claim for them. Order through your material house or from us.

oNiTio

CYCLONES

HARD SOLDERING
FLUX
•••-o--POR -x-...

SOLDERING GOLD,
Silver and Roll-Plate Goods.

DIRECTIONS.
Coat article to be soldered over with

Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer. W et solder
and joint with Flux. Hold article over
alcohol lamp. After solder flows drop
article in Soldering Flux while warm
Rinse in water. For larger articles
use blow pipe.

L. GUTMANN ec SONS,
Sole Agents,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
•

Price, 50 cents.
(7...., filed Not. 17,1000.

URIOINMIgnriPM0

This Is what Cyclone Hard Soldering
}lux will do:

Will cause Solder to flow with less heat ;
can solder 8 karat gold goods with 18 karat
Gold Solder. No danger of melting article
you are soldering. No use of cleating
article and joint to be soldered as solder
will flow freely. You can also solder all
grades of plated jewelry and not destroy
plate. After soldering you will find article
to be much tougher than before broken.

L. GUTMANN & SONS,Wholesale Dealers in Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

51 East Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
MAIL, ORDIE,11-2,.S SOILICIT'L.T) 11.-01,2 ANY-1-1-11NO IN OUR, 'JIVE.'
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Cleaning and Restoring
(cos
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Where More than Cleaning is Required

E do not suppose one watch ill ten is

received in a repair shop for a

simple cleaning, but will require

more or less " done to it " as the

phrase goes. Very few watches

which have been in use for ten years that will

not bear some trace of the " watch killer''

upon them.. We mean by this remark some

place where the unskillful workman has left his

mark, and the most common footprint in the

American watch is to be found on the setting to

the end stone. This can be attributed to several

causes ; one among them is the setting to this

jewel generally goes into place pretty tight, and

your novice in watch work invariably mars, if

he disturbs them ; and for this reason he usually

leaves the end stone alone, pegging out the hole

the best way he can.
Soaking the cock in cheap ben-

zine is the panacea usually

adopted ; and if the watch

comes back in a month or two

with the complaint that it " has a poor motion

and stops," he attributes the trouble to bad oil.

We will give a method the writer has for

removing and inserting end stones, and also

describe how to restore them to passable shape

if not too badly marred. Three sizes of punches

should be provided for pushing out the settings

for both cock and foot jewels ; they are very

simply made ; a hard rubber top A,

a boxwood punch B, as shown in

Fig. 14. Ordinary pegwood will

answer for this punch. It is as well

to make heads A to them all. Hard

rubber in rods for such purposes can be

had of Goodyear Rubber Belting Co.,

724 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. At

Fig. 16 is shown a disk of sheet brass

about 3/t" in diameter, with six recesses turned

in the face as shown ; these recesses are to

receive the jewels as they are pushed

IVA 16 out. The mode of using the device

0
0 0 is to select a punch which is a trifle

Z' 0 smaller than the jewel setting, and

0 0 placing the cock over a recess in E,

push the jewels out as shown in

Fig. 15, where D represents a stake or pounding

block ; C, a cock ; B, a wooden punch ; and

E, the brass disk shown

separate at Fig. 16. After Fig4/5

the jewels are out the hole

jewel is held in a pair of

special tweezers and

scrubbed with the stumpy

brush illustrated at Fig. 12 in former article.

Tweezers for this purpose can be bought of

any material house. The jewel is placed in the

benzole and thoroughly scrubbed and then

thrown into alcohol ; and if the process

of scrubbing was repeated with another

brush in the alcohol, it would

add to the efficiency of the job.

Such tweezers can be made by

cutting recesses in the blades of

ordinary bronze (some call them

anti-magnetic) tweezers, as shown in

Figs. 17 and 18, where 1' represents a

How to Remove
End Stones

70.14
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tweezer blade and c the recess. The recess

shown at C, Figs. 17 and 18, can be cut with

a flat bottom graver, or they can be milled out

with a mill shaped as shown in Fig. 19. To

make one, take a piece of steel wire which fits a

No. 40 Whitcomb chuck and

turn it to the mushroom shape

shown at G, Fig. 19. Dia-

gram G' is a view of G seen in

the direction of the arrow c, Fig. 19. The

edge of d is cut into tine teeth., after which the

device is hardened. Slight recesses are cut in

the blades F F', Fig. 20, " to start " the cutter

d, after which a recess is milled in

each blade after the manner indi-

cated in Fig. 20. The recesses c

are cut to receive the jewel while

being scrubbed. About three sizes of recesses

will hold any jewel, and it is better to employ

three pairs of tweezers, that is, have a pair for

each size of recess.

A small tasteful stand to hold the punches

A B, disk E and the three pairs of tweezers is

a good way to have them handy and still keep

them out of the way. Two more very con-

venient punches can be added to the set ; we

mean punches for pushing out Swiss hairspring

studs. The form of the punch and method of

using will be understood by inspecting

Fig. 21, where I represents a punch ;

H, the handle ; C, a balance cock ; s,

the stud and balance spring ; D, a bench

stake. It is an excellent idea to make

the several punch handles of different

colors. An old ivory tooth-brush handle

will make several. To color them, turn

the handles to the proper form, smooth

with pumice stone (not polish). If black is

desired, boil the handle in a solution of extract

of logwood for some time and then steep in a

solution of blue vitriol. For blue, keep the

ivory to soak in a dilute solution of sulphate of

indigo rendered almost neutral with potash.

For yellow, steep for twenty-four hours in a

solution of bichromate of potash, and then boil

in a solution of acetate of lead. For red, boil

first in muriate of tin and then in a bath of

cochineal.

Fig.19 e a.
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Repolishing
Jewel Settings

To resume our jewel setting ;

if the end stone setting is bruised

and scratched, we should place

it in the proper step on one of

the American lathe chucks and repolish the

sink. Fig. 22 illustrates the idea.

This can be done with a peg-

wood and Vienna lime wet with

alcohol ; or by first using rotten

stone and oil and following with

rouge.

Pis 23

Fig.22

For the flat. surface shown at i'

in Fig. 23, on top, there is nothing

so cheap, so effective for the job

shop, as a blue-stone properly

prepared. To prepare one, procure a blue-

stone slip about 34" square and 5" long. With

a ground glass slab of plate glass and fine

emery, grind the blue-stone slip flat on four

sides. After the blue-stone is flat and smooth,

wash both it and the slab with clean water until

all the particles of emery are removed ; then

rub the blue-stone on glass slab, employing only

pure water. The stone will soon wear very

smooth, the particles ground from the stone by

the roughened glass 'serving to produce a very
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fine surface on the blue-stone. The extreme

angles of the stone should be ground to a slight

bevel to make a nice job.

As soon as the finished blue-stone is per-

fectly dry, it should be liberally oiled with clock

oil and the oil allowed to soak into the stone for

forty-eight hours, renewing the oil as often as it

soaks into the stone. As soon as the stone is

thoroughly saturated u;ith oil it should be wiped

dry, and the two sides burnished N6t11 a piece of

half polished sapphire. The sapphire is placed

on the blue stone as shown

in Fig. 24, vhere in repre-

sents the sapphire ; L, the

blue stone ; and N the fore-

finger pressing the sapphire

down on the face of the

stone. A considerable

pressure should be applied to the sapphire at

first, but as the sapphire becomes smooth the

pressure can be abated so that at the finish the

sapphire is rubbed over rapidly and lightly.

The blue-stone when burnished presents a

smooth, half polished look. If the setting to

an end stone is only slightly marred, the face of

the setting can be rubbed in the same manner

as the sapphire in Fig. 24 on the blue-stone,

starting on one of the sides which is not burn-

ished and finishing on the burnished surface. If

the stone is rightly prepared and used, the sur-

face i will be as bright as a mirror, showing no

scratches. If the sinks for the screw threads

are cut and bruised, about the only way to

manage it is to enlarge them a little with a rose

drill, before polishing on the blue stone and

substituting screws with larger heads ; although

if the sink is smooth around the screw head, a

side shake of TD4,ID" or quo" will not be noticed.

The most frequent source of the settings of

end stones becoming marred comes from putting

them back in place, and the screw sinks not

corning to exactly match the sinks in the cock.

The punches shown at Fig. i4 are intended for

workmen having no staking tool. For such as

have staking tools we shall describe a similar

arrangement to be used with a tool of this kind

in our next contribution under the same title as

this article. To replace a set cap jewel or end

stone, place the setting as near right as regards

screw sinks as it can be judged ; then lay the

cock on a stake as shown in Fig. 25,

where C represents the cock and D

the stake ; the jewel setting is

pressed down with the flat end of a

pair of tweezers. The setting is

not pushed entirely down, but only inserted in

the sink enough to hold. If the setting needs

a little turning in the cock or potence, clasp the

setting with a pair of hand-removing tweezers

close to the cock, and turn the setting until

screw sinks come right ; if the setting turns too

hard, or is gone too deep in the sink, place the

cock on one of the sinks in E and, as we noticed,

these are of different depths, the jewel setting

can be inserted just deep enough to hold and

yet turn easily with the hand-removing tweezers.

As soon as the screw sinks are in the right posi-

tion, the end stone setting is pushed down home

with the punch B and the screws inserted.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

"Could not gel along without The Keystone each
month ; might as well be dead."—William N. Bur-
nite, jeweler, Yonkers, New York.
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The New England Watch Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

ktl
AMETRHEICUS

is still the most popular
18 size watch on the mar-
ket. There have been more
Americus watches sold than
any other 18 size watches in
the world, and they arc still in
demand. Those who still pre-
fer an i 8-size watch appreciate
at once the attractive character-
istics of this watch. Thin model,
graceful in shape, accurate as a
timekeeper, jeweled the equal
of a seven-jeweled lever move-
ment and with independent
bridge. The cases are Juergen-
sen in style, of gold filled, ster-
ling silver, nickel or gun metal,
open-face or hunting. No better
watch is sold for the price.
With its faithful performance
as a timekeeper and its sub-
stantial character throughout
it wins friends at once.

WE ARE MAILING TO The TRADE
THIS MONTH OUR NEW PRICE-
LIST. c LET US KNOW
IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ONE

OFFICES
37 & 39 Maiden Lane, New York City 149 State Street, Chicago, III.

Claus Spreckels Building, San Francisco, Cal.
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The Show Window

T may be true that you " cannot tell the
book by the cover," yet a handsome
cover unquestionably gives one a rather
favorable impression of the volume. It
may at least get one sufficiently inter-
ested to examine the contents, an import-
ant matter from a sale-making point of

view. Who is there who has not at times been impressed with the
external appearance of some one particular house in a street of resi-

dences ? All the residences may have been built on the same plan,

but this particular one has curtains that are especially tasteful and im-

maculate, the windows are clean to invisibility, there are healthy potted

plants which evidence attention and refinement—in short, good taste

has given the house an individuality that leaves the inevitable impres-

sion that it is a thing of beauty within.
It is so with your store, Mr. Jeweler. The window is the index

to your whole establishment, and without a handsome window you

miss a grand opportunity to make a favorable first impression, and

first impressions are often decisive. It is especially imperative that

the jeweler's window be such as would favorably impress the public,

for a dusty, shop-Worn, careless display would almost certainly repel

possible jewelry purchasers. It is said to be the part of an advertise-

ment to bring people to the store ; it is the salesman's part to sell

goods. But the people will be brought to the store in vain if the

window belies or does not bear out the expectations aroused by the

advertisement.

UNE is especially identified with matrimonial

ventures,and this will be the keynote to window

trims during this month. Wedding rings,goods

especially suited for wedding presents, wedding

stationery, etc., should be features of the displays,

more especially when weddings are announced in the

town or vicinity. A little cupid with his bow and

arrow would make an appropriate center piece, and a

few pretty cards should also convey the idea intended. If the jeweler

is a liberal advertiser he can easily induce a local reporter to give his

display a good send-off, or he could get considerable advertising out

of an interview as to the latest in wedding rings, presents, etc. It is

surprising how much publicity a jeweler can get for nothing if he just

sets about it in the right way. An inexpensive June display could be

made up of a profusion of paper hearts, such as we described in our

February issue as suitable for a St. Valentine's Day display.

Suggestions for Fourth of July Windows

ROBABLY the best day in the year for a specially designed

window is the glorious Fourth. Memorial Day has its

political limitations, as Easter has its spiritual limitations,

but Independence Day is of the whole country and people. As our

July issue will not reach our readers in time to make ideas for window

displays for " The Fourth " serviceable, we will give some hints in

this issue. Following is an appropriate sheme which will work out

attractively, combining the patriotic and business ideas in an agreeable

form :
Borrow two heavy wheels, not too large in size—say, size used

on front truck of express wagon. Join these by a roughly-made axle

(a piece of broomstick will answer), so that they stand about two

feet apart.
Construct a cylinder of black pasteboard, three feet long, four

inches in diameter at largest part, tapering to three inches. The

wheels and the cylinder (which will be mounted on a built-up frame-

work on the axle) will simulate a small cannon. The breech, the

roughly built-up part, and the axle, will be draped by an American

flag and will not be seen, so no expense and little time need be
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expended in elaborating that part of the " cannon." About two feet

of the muzzle of the cannon, and the wheels, are all that will be ex-

posed to view.
Cover this exposed part of the cannon with a continuous winding

of chains, chain bracelets and lorgnettes, by tying the swivel of one to

the bar of the next one, etc., and then wrapping them closely around

the cylinder. The result will be a cannon made of chains.

Against the spokes of the wheel nearest the observer fasten silver-

plated knives with red, white and blue ribbon—one knife on each

spoke, lying lengthwise. Around the side of the rim similarily fasten

teaspoons, in a continuous row. On other parts of the wheel (around

the hub, at the point of entrance of the spoke into the rim, and in all un-

occupied spaces), small pieces of jewelry ; ladies' watches, etc., can

be added with excellent artistic effect.
A little to one side of the mouth of the cannon anchor a flag-pole

with a large flag, which is to be extended by catching its upper edge
in small hooks, from the ceiling.

Have a placard placed against the foot of the flag-staff, inscribed,
" Our salute to The Flag, on The Day We Celebrate.' "

In the corners of the window place a small group of your wares,

each arranged on a flag as a mat.
Against the inside of the front window-glass, about its center,

glue small fire-crackers, spelling the legend, " July 4th." The letters

should be about ten inches in height.
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OR those who have exhausted the old-time Independence Day
ideas, something new will, of course, be desirable. Funston's
now world-famed capture of Aguinaldo may furnish the basis

for one such idea. The rebel chief taking the oath of allegiance is also

a suggestion that might be attractively worked out.
Here is another not inappropriate now that peace reigns in all

Uncle Sam's possessions and lasting amity is established. Procure five
dummies, one to represent a full grown-man, the others children of

various ages. For three of them procure three wide brimmed hats,
straw or felt will do, and on the back of each separate rim print the
words " Philippines," then " Porto Rico," and " Cuba." Dress these
three figures to represent the accepted national dress of each of these
countries. Tie a fancy van -colored sash around the waist of Porto
Rico. The Philippino and Cuban can be dressed in plain white duck

or other material. The fourth figure, which would represent Hawaii,
should, if only for variety sake, represent a girl in oriental costume.
The adult figure is to represent Uncle Sam. Clothe him in the familiar

high white hat with the starry band, the evening coat. The high
striped collar and the red, white and blue necktie, shirt and cuffs.
Any vest of low cut will do. His hair and goatee should be white.
His trousers should be of red, white and blue, with the familiar straps
at the bottom passing under his shoes. Arrange the small figures in
a row, class-like, with their backs to the window. Have them minus
stockings and shoes if possible. Fix Uncle Sam, teacher-like, with
his side to the window, his left hand resting affectionately on the
shoulder of Cuba. His right arm must be upraised, pointing to a
large American flag at the back of the window, which, if you have an
electric fan, you can make flutter in the breeze. A sign in front of
the flag might read :

This flag means protection for
you and progress for your country.
Be loyal to it ; it will over be loyal
to you.

Some •jewelry might be displayed on the figures as well as in the
window. Should no dummies be procurable, the little figures could
easily be improvised, as only the backs with the large wide-awake
hats will be seen.

Uncle Sam introducing the quartette to George Washington, is
another modification of the same idea. We recently saw a pretty
window dressing in which Uncle Sam was the only figure. He was
holding an open watch in his left hand and pointing at it with the
index finger of the right hand. He seemed to be pleasantly addressing
the passers-by, and the tenor of his remarks appeared on a card
hanging from the hand in which he was holding the watch.
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Artistic Hollowware Produced by Electro-Deposition

I I E production of hollowware by

electro-deposition we do not think

has ever secured the attention which

the subject demands at the hands of

the artisan. Vases, cups, pitchers,

and similar articles can readily be made by

electro-deposition. As a specimen, let us carry

the process of manufacture of a copper vase

shaped as shown at Fig. 1,

through the entire pro- ,e't, ./

cess of modeling and con-

struction. We will com-

mence by having a block

of some well seasoned

hard wood turned to the

form shown at full outline

in Fig. I. On this we

lay carefully a coating of

shellac dissolved in alco-

hol. In the next few coats we can, to advantage,

add a very little carefully sifted pulverized chalk

or lampblack.
In some instances a pigment

Coating the Model known as rose pink can be

employed when largely mixed

with whiting. After each

successive coat, the surface of the wood is care-

fully rubbed with fine sandpaper. As soon as

the entire surface of the wood model is as smooth

as porcelain, a coating of shellac and the finest

ground plumbago is applied with a soft lacquering

brush, care being taken to avoid streaks and

waves. To perfectly smooth the surface of the

shellac the finest pulverized pumice stone is

employed, using a soft flannel rag and water.

Successive coats of shellac and plumbago

are continued, followed by rubbing with pul-

verized pumice stone and water until the plum-

bago coat is perfect both as regards covering

the wood model and also smoothness of surface.

To give additional smoothness, the finest ground

tripoli with a piece of chamois skin and water is

rubbed over the surface until every discernable

scratch is removed. It is to be borne in mind

this surface we have taken so much pains with

is to represent the main metal surface of our

finished vase. Such ornamentation as we desire

can now be added precisely as with the flat

surface of the medal already described.

The same precautions as regards under-

cutting must also be observed. White wax

melted, and plumbago added, forms the body

of what we use for producing relief work,

making use of all the methods of applying the

wax pointed out previously in these articles.

Small fillets and bands can be added in wax, and,

if desired, these can be turned off by placing

the wood model again in the lathe. For this,

metal centers to remain in the wood would be

desirable. Bands of beads, as

shown at Fig. 3, can be employed

to excellent effect. To produce

such bands will require a good

deal of labor, because to have such beads

perfect the heads should be turned in th
e lathe.

This, at first thought, would seem like

wasting a great deal of labor, but 
when we

reflect that many hundreds of vases can
 be cast

from this one model, the cost. to each 
one would

with Plumbago
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be but trifling. Carefully made tacks with

round heads could be made use of and employed

over and over again by using the precaution to

drive them into the model with a wooden or

rawhide mallet, after boring small holes at

regular intervals to receive the bead or wire

which holds the head.
It is to be understood that

when our model is complete

ill every detail, a thick de-

posit of copper is to be made

over its outer surface, said deposit to serve

subsequently as a mold for producing hollow

vases which are exact duplicates in externa
l

appearance of the model shown at Fig. 1. The

scheme is, the copper mold is sawed apart in

quarters so as to be readily detached after a

second electric deposit is made on the inside,

said second deposit being the true vase.

To aid in carrying out the plan, before the

shellac coating is applied as described at the

commencement of this article, four partings of

the wood block are made as

shown at a, Fig. 2, which is

an end view of Fig. I, seen

in the direction of the arrow

6, Fig. I. These partings

do not extend entirely to the

center, but leave a core as

shown at c, Fig. 2, which holds the parts in

place. These partings are simply slots with the

thinnest saw obtainable which will stand to saw

the copper deposit apart.

The shellac coatings will temporarily close

the outer edges of these slots until the copper

deposit is made, when the saw kerfs a can be

felt for and a .saw introduced to separate the

copper coating into four equal parts, which are

joined and serve as a mold. The details of this

will be further considered in our next article.

Coating the Model
with Copper

(TO BE CONTINUT,D)

"The Keystone worth its 7ceht in gold.''—

.A'. nick, jeweler, Port Colborne, Ontario.

jewels on the Forehead

News comes from Paris to the effect that the

fervoniere is undoubtedly coming back to favor.

Forty years ago no one would have needed to be told

what a fervoniere was, and many of the ornaments are

in the possession of women lucky enough to hav
e

inherited jewels.
The old-fashioned fervoniere was a forehead jewel,

usually a large uncut gem set in heavy gold work.

It was worn in the center of the forehead attached 
to

a gold fillet, or more often a band of black v
elvet,

which passed around the head.

The ornament was marvelously becoming to a

certain classical type of face, but lamentably disfiguri
ng

to the ordinary woman. The Empress Josephine wa
s

particularly fond of the fervoniere, which became her

although her face was far from classic.

The uncovered foreheads of recent seasons opened

the way for a revival of this old fashion, and th
e

jeweled stars and crescents which were worn low

against the forehead with the parted fringe of 
hair

hinted at the fervoniere ; but now a number of Pa
risian

beauties have taken up the old mode in earnest an
d

have appeared with splendid jewels gleaming 
upon

their white foreheads just above their brow.

The velvet band and fillet have not appeared, the

modern fervoniere being, as nearly as possible, d
evoid

of visible setting and held in its place by the 
finest

thread of gold or a string of small pearls. The f
ashion

is, of course, extreme, but it has appealed t
o the

Parisians' love of novelty and the French jewele
rs

have innumerable orders for the new orname
nt.
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End of the Counterfeits

When almost a wagon load of valuable steel

plates and engraving tools were seized 
by the Secret

Service detectives in Brooklyn, recently, 
many people

wondered what would become of them. 
The tools

and the plates were the finest of their ki
nd and in the

wrong hands might inflict further loss on
 the corn-

munity.
The Federal authorities take very good car

e that

neither the tools nor the plates so seized ev
er do get

into the wrong hands again. Every piece of counter-

feit money and all counterfeit plates, dies 
and tools

seized anywhere in the country, are shipped
 to Wash-

ington as soon as they have served their 
purpose as

evidence. Then they are taken to the Tre
asury and

carefully guarded till the time comes for their

destruction.
About every two years the counterfeit storage 

room

in the Treasury becomes congested with the 
stuff cap-

tured from the bogus money makers and it is 
necessary

to clean house. The Secretary of the 
Treasury then

appoints three employees to inventory this stuf
f and

oversee its destruction.

All the counterfeiting property received is ac-

counted for and packed into strong boxes and 
these

are carried to a blast furnace. There the whole is

melted into a conglomerate mass, thus effectually

destroying it.
From the careful manner in which these cases 

of

contraband property are handled and guarded on 
the

way from the Treasury to the furnace it might be 
sup-

posed that Uncle Sam was shipping away part 
of his

gold. In some hands the stuff would be almost as

valuable as gold, for apart from the tools and 
plates

the money packages contain everything from a 
copper

cent to spurious $500 gold notes.

Some of the tools destroyed are most ingenious

in construction and no one but an expert would s
uspect

to what uses they are put. In one instance, in the last

batch of stuff destroyed, an ordinary lemon squ
eezer

had been employed to hold the clay molds for c
asting

counterfeit quarters. In another, an ordinary clothes-

wringer had been very successfully used as a printi
ng

press.
The average amount of counterfeit money seized

yearly by the Secret Service men is $40,000 in 
paper

and $20,000 in coin. The quantity seized has increas
ed

in the last few years. The last destruction, whi
ch

occurred only a few weeks ago, was one of the large
st

in the history of the Service.

In this batch counterfeit notes of all denominations,

aggregating nearly oo,000, were destroyed ; several

hundredweight of flash notes and advertising novelties

resembling currency were burned ; almost 700 plaster-

of-paris molds were broken into small bits and $45,6
00

in counterfeit gold, silver, nickel and copper coin
s ;

fifty metal molds ; more than 300 steel plates and dies

and several tons of miscellaneous tools and apparat
us

were melted up in the furnace.

The Keynote of Success

The keynote to the success of the late Senator

Davis is undoubtedly found in these sentences from

his own lips :
" I believe in superflous knowledge. I have little

faith in the the thing called genius. I think any young

man can attain success, and great success, by good,

hard, studious labor, not intermittent labor, but con-

scientious, constant effort. The men who have

achieved success are the men who have worked, read,

thought more than %'as absolutely necessary, who have

not been content with knowledge sufficient for th
e

present need, int ho have sought additional knowl-

edge and stored it away for the emergency reserve.

It is the superfluous labor that equips a man for every-

thing that counts most in life."

He himself began life first as a farm boy and then

as a telegraph operator. Of this latter occupation

he said:
" I believe I was proficient in my line of work, but

I was not content with being merely a good telegraph

operator. I wanted to be a good citizen, and I quali-

fied myself for that position by doing what I have

called superfluous work. There is no such thing as

making an opportunity—circumstances make the

opportunity."
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart
ment must

send name and address—not for publication,
 but as au evidence of

good faith. No attention will be paid 
to anonymous communica-

tions. Questions will be answered in the order in which 
they are

received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each D
ecember number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, 
and, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar qu
estions may have

been answered in previous issues. Tlw indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in eac
h answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information 
way be found.

" Duplex. "—Please inform me how you would

calculate lhe vibrations of a balance for a New E
ng-

land watch, duplex escapement, and also figure
 the

train of the same watch. Mainspring barrel, 72 teeth,

first wheel, lo-leaf pinion, 52-teeth wheel ; se
cond

wheel, 9-leaf pinion, 52-teeth wheel; third wh
eel,

9-leaf pinion, 6o-teeth wheel ; escape wheel, 17 
long

teeth, 17 short teeth, 7-leaf pinion.—It would be
 im-

possible to get the number of vibrations of the bal
ance

for a New England watch unless we knew how lo
ng it

took the barrel to make one revolution. This you

will find by counting the number of teeth 
in the

cannon pillion and the number of teeth in the w
heel

fastened to the barrel lid, which you will probably

find in the watch you speak of as 14 teeth 
in the

cannon pinion and 56 teeth in the wheel on the 
barrel

lid. Therefore, as the cannon pinion makes one revo-

lution in one hour, the barrel would revolve onc
e in

four hours and, of course, the 72 teeth in the 
barrel

proper go round once in four hours ; or, in o
ther

words; it takes 18 teeth of the barrel proper to run
 the

watch one hour. Now we are ready to proceed t
o

find the number of vibrations per hour, which is f
ound

the same way as you find that in a Swiss or Ameri
can

watch. Take a watch having center wheel of 64

teeth, third wheel 6o teeth and 8-leaf pinion, fo
urth

wheel 6o teeth and 8-leaf pinion, escape wheel 15

teeth and 6-leaf pinion. We put them down
 in this

64 x 6o x 6o x 15
way : — — 

8 x 8 x 6 
and cancel what pinion

x 
leaves will cancel into the teeth evenly. After doing

this the figures are reduced to 1, to, 6o, 
15, which

we now proceed to multiply, with the follow
ing result:

X to x 60 x 15 _=. 9000. You multiply this answ
er

by 2, because there are two beats to each to
oth, which

will give you 18,000 beats per hour. If, in canceling,

you find that any pinion will not cancel and is 
left over,

then what pinions remain must be multipli
ed together

and divide the pinions into the teeth and mult
iply the

answer by 2, which will always give you the 
number

Of beats per hour. There is a simpler way of doing

this in American and Swiss watches, but we 
have done

it this way to explain the train of the 
New England

movement, or make it plainer to you. Now,
 for the

New England train, as we stated above,
 you did not

tell us how many teeth were in the cann
on pinion or

in the wheel of the barrel lid. As we already stated,

it has 14 teeth in the cannon pinion and 
56 in the

wheel of the barrel lid ; therefore the barre
l revolves

once in four hours. If the barrel revolves once in four

hours, it takes 18 teeth of the barrel (72) 
to make the

watch run one hour ; therefore, we use 18 
teeth in find-

ing the number of beats, and set all wheels a
nd pinions

18 x 52 x 52 X 6o x 17
down as follows : — — — — x 

Cancel
to x 9 x 9 7 •

all pinions into the teeth that will cancel 
evenly, same

as before, which reduces the figures to 2, 52
, 52, 6, 17.

Then multiply all teeth together that remain 
as follows:

2 X 52 X 52 X 6 x 17 551616, and again multiply

what leaves remain, which are 9 and 7, 
which gives us

X 7 r 63, and we now proceed to divide the pini
ons

into the teeth : 551616 ± 63-= 875511. This answer

you multiply by 2, because there are two be
ats to the

escape of one long tooth, which will giv
e you the

answer of 175111t, which is the number of
 vibrations

per hour for the above train. To find all 
vibrations

for any New England watch you must al
ways first find

out how many teeth of the barrel it requires 
to make

the watch run one hour. That number of teeth you

use in all cases to find the number of beats
 and pro-

ceed the same as in the above example.

" Barrel Arbor."—(1) What is the 
advantage of

jeweling the barrel arbor pivots? 
The arbor, as I

understand it, only /urns when the watch 
is wound.—

If the barrel arbor only revolves when 
you wind the

movement there is no advantage in ha
ving jeweled

bearings, but the time is coming when all 
watch facto-

ries will have a barrel that will contain a
n arbor or

staff that will revolve while the watch 
is going. In

this case, the pivots being jeweled will 
reduce the

friction at that point.
(2) I have a watch that one week wil

l twn voy

close and the next will show quite a v
ariation, in both

cases hanging on rack—a 17 jewel adju
sted and new.

What conditions mak a watch act that wa
y P—There is

certainly something wrong with the 
watch you speak

of. Try and see if it is magnetized. Magnetism will

affect a watch in this way. Then, ag
ain, if you have

not already done so, a new movement 
should be taken

apart, examined, cleaned and oiled. We 
have known

watches which were in good order and w
hen hung on

the watch rack would run within a few 
seconds in
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twelve hours one day and the next be out over a min-

ute for the same length of time, for no other reason

than that one day the watch, when hung on the rack,

will set solid against the board and another time i
t

will hang loose and move back and forth like a pen-

dulum. Care should be taken in hanging up watches

to see that they lay against the board and do not swing.

(3) Can you tell me how to harden clock pallets

hard enough so that they won't pit? I can' t make a

pair that will wear eight months.—There is no way

you can harden clock pallets so that they will not pit

in time, but if you harden another pair we would sug-

gest hardening them in mercury. That will leave them

as hard as it is possible to get a piece of steel, and

they will not pit as quickly as if you used oil or water.

If the pallets you speak of belong to a French cloc
k

a good plan is to shift the pallets so that the tooth will

strike oira place where it is not pitted.
(1) Please advise me how to remove a cannon

pinion from a /7-jeweled watch. Where the pinion

slips on center arbor it is easy enough, but where the

arbor slips in center wheel and pinion is driven on, a
s

in Swiss and a few American, if is different—a pointe
r

here would help me.—In most Swiss and America
n

movements that have a hollow center wheel pinion

and contain a center pin and a center jewel, you will

find that the small knob or button on the end of th
e

center pin is small enough to go through the jewe
l

hole. In this case the best way to remove the cannon

pinion is to take the bridge or plate off that contains

center-wheel jewel. You can then remove the canno
n

pinion by tapping center pin, just the same as you

would remove any ordinary pillion, but if the watch

has a center jewel in the lower plate you should then,

after removing the plate or bridge, rest the cente
r

wheel on a hollow flat-faced punch, putting the punch

in the staking tool upside down, allowing the cente
r

wheel pivot to rest on the punch, and then tap th
e

center same as before. When you have a movem
ent

that contains center jewels, and the small knob or but
-

ton on the end of the center pin is too large to g
o

through the jewel hole, the best plan is to grab 
the

button in a wire chuck in the lathe, taking hold of th
e

cannon pinion with a pair of pliers. With a little care

you will have no trouble to remove the pinion this w
ay.

(s) Please give me a good recipe for typewri
ter

ink.—This is a rather indefinite question. We pre
-

sume you mean a printing ink to imitate typewr
iter

effect, as the ink used on the typewriter is in the rib
-

bon, and after the ribbon is once used, it is not i
n fit

conditon to be again saturated and used. If you mean

the printing ink, the easiest plan to pursue is to
 use

ordinary " purple printers ink," reducing it by add
ing

glycerine. The glycerine will cause the ink to " spre
ad "

after printing, and thus simulate the ribbon e
ffect of

the typewriter.

'Johnny Bull."—Can you give me any ins/rite-

lions for dra2ving the temper in English lever 
balance

staffs? I find that sometimes I have to prac
tically

burn them before I can make a drill cut, and 
then I

find my balance is very much out of true an
d round.—

English staffs are a little harder to drill than 
Swiss,

but we do not see why a workman should have 
trouble

in drilling them if he goes about it in the rig
ht way.

The first thing you should have is a good-mad
e drill,

and you should be sure that your drill is hard a
nd has

a good cutting edge. The staff or pinion to
 be drilled

should be drawn to a good dark blue. There is no

need of drawing it any further. Several devices for

drawing the temper have been repeatedly de
scribed in

THE KEYSTONE. After putting your staff in the

lathe it should be centered with a good sharpened

graver. The center you make should be at lea
st one-

half the width of the drill, so that the drill c
an take a

good hold, using turpentine on the drill instead
 of oil,

if you have drawn the staff to a good blue 
and have

centered it with a good sharp graver and have 
a good

hard,' sharp drill. The drill should not have too long

a point—a flat-faced drill cuts steel better. 
You will

have no trouble to drill a hole in any Engli
sh pinion

or staff, but the trouble with most workme
n is that

they use a poor graver to center with—th
is leaves

the center more or less burnished or bright, 
then when

you use the drill it will not take a hold and i
t dulls the

drill. Then, again, if you use a good sharp g
raver and

get it centered good and have a poorly
-sharpened

drill it will not cut in the same time ; it b
urnishes the

center so that when you resharpen the 
drill it will

not take hold, because the center is burn
ished, and it

being so dulls the drill again. But what you must

have is a good center cut with a good 
sharp graver

and a good hard, sharpened drill, and yo
u can drill a

hole every time without any trouble.

" Amber."—I have an amber pipe stem 
so broken

that it cannot be rivited or banded to m
ake it hold.

Can you give me a formula for a ceme
nt that will

join it/—A very satisfactory cement fo
r such work

can be produced by mixing the white of
 an egg with

finely-powdered quicklime. The mixtu
re should be

of about the consistency of thick 'cre
am, and can be

applied with a camel's-hair brush. It is allowed to

dry very slowly, and after thoroughl
y dry the excess

of cement is scraped off. " Liquid 
amber " is also a

good cement for such jobs, and can be procured

through your jobber.
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" Platinum."— Will you please tell me how
 to cut

platinum bright? I have tried several things,
 but

have not met with much success.—The difficu
lty that

you encounter is one that is met by every 
workman

who undertakes to bright cut this metal. The " 
gray "

platinum especially is extremely difficult to cut, and
 it

is seldom that a decided success is achieved in e
ngrav-

ing it. Various methods are resorted to by workmen

ill this metal, and one that does successful work
 for

one man will not do for another. One plan is to k
eep

the graver moist with saliva by constantly placing 
it in

the mouth. Another workman will use nothing but

an ordinary black polishing stone to rub his gra
ver on.

You might try some of the mineral lubricants, as 
sug-

gested in our reply to " Bright Cut," on page 
399,

April, 1901, issue.

" Oil."—What effect does light and age have
 on

watch or clock oaf—The oils furnished the tr
ade by

American manufacturers, as you are probably aw
are,

are as a rule made of the mass taken from parts of
 the

head of the blackfish (porpoise), and the actio
n of

light will not appreciably change the quality of oi
ls of

this kind. It is generally conceded, however, that

such oils are improved by age. The process of tryin
g

and refining blackfish oils extends over a consider
able

length of time in itself, and even after being bot
tled

may be kept by the manufacturer for same time.
 It

then goes to the jobber, who may also have it in s
tock

for several months, and through him to the retai
ler ;

so it is presumably yell aged by the time it reaches

the workman, and he need feel no doubt about
 its

fitness for immediate use.

" Silvering. "—I can gel a latge lot of sil
ver-

plated articles to engrave, if I can finish them so t
he

metal (copper) will not show through after engraving
.

As they are voy large articles (waiters tea kettles,

etc.), I cannot profitably " cover up" by electro-de-
posit. Can you give me a recipe to so finish them ?

It need not be vety serviceable.—On page 285, Mar
ch,

19ot, issue of THE KEYSTONE, we gave formula
 for

silvering by immersion in our reply to " Plater." 
But,

inasmuch as the size of these articles seem to prec
lude

the use of this formula, we give herewith a form
ula

for a paste that can be applied and finished by r
ubbing

with a piece of soft leather. Take of pearl-ash 3 parts,

whiting I part, common salt i parts and chloride of

silver I part, and mix with enough water to fo
rm a

paste. This mixture is applied to the articles and is

then finished by rubbing briskly with the piece of sof
t

leather mentioned above, after which they are was
hed

off in water. As we have frequently stated, the
 re-

sultant deposit of silver from such operations as t
hese

is not a very desirable one, but, inasmuch as you sa
y

" it need not be very serviceable," it will prob
ably

answer your purpose. In the process described it is

well to add a little washing soda to the water for
 the

final washing.

" Diamond."—I have read in some publication

that a diamond can be tested with aluminum, as
 fol-

lows 1,Yrst dampen the aluminum and then rub th
e

stone. If it is diamond it will have no effect, but if

an imitation it will blacken it, and will not rub of
f

easily. Is this a sure testf—Aluminum will act as

you suggest, that is, make a mark on glass, but not on

a genuine stone, though we have always heard of a

point of that metal being used, on much the same pla
n

as you would use a pencil. As we have frequentl
y

stated, however, we cannot recommend anything as 
a

" sure" test for a diamond other than the good j
udg-

ment of the eye aided by experience, for, even admit-

ting that a stone under examination is genuine, it may

be worth $20 a carat or $200 a carat, according t
o

color and freedom from flaws, etc.

" Toronto."—(I) I notice your reply to " Rheo-

stat" in April keystone and would like to know if
an alternating current can be used for the same pur-

pose.—No ; you cannot use an alternating current for

electro-deposition in it general way. The alternatin
g

current might, however, be employed to run a motor,

which, in turn, would drive a direct current dynamo.

(2) Would it not be better to runt/ie wires to some

good metal rheostat, instead of in the solution ?
—As

long as the desired result is obtained, it would see
m

that one way is as good as another. Our idea in pub-

lishing the reply you refer to was to show that 
it is

Possible to " harness " the power of a light line 
and

adapt it to the needs of the electroplater. You can

procure a rheostat of any electrical supply house
, or

if you desire to employ coils of iron or German si
lver

wire for the purpose, you will find data for such c
oils

in our reply to " Incandescent," on page 729, 
July,

1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE, where the subjec
t of

transforming the current from a light line was taken

up and considered in detail, and several methods

enumerated for effecting the desired end.

(3) What kind of rheostat can I buy that wil
l

answer for iio volt alternating current to bring i
t

down to requisite 2 or volts ?—As stated above, you

cannot employ this current for gilding.



A Statement of Interest to JewelersWe want you to know that it will be to your u! vantage to send us yourconsignments of OLD GOLD and SILVER. We give full valuation and
Old Silver (fluctuating) • Market Price.Platinum   80 cents per dwt.Old Cold - 8 Karat • 32 cents per dwt.10 Karat 40 cents per dwt.12 Karat • 48 cents per dwt.14 Karat • 56 cents per dwt.18 Karat • 72 cents per dwt.Plated Scraps 20 to 35 cents per oz.

Thomas J. Dee & Co., Refiners and Smelters
67 and 69 Washington St., CHICAGO

quick returns.
We pay for

Send us your
SWEEPS, on which
we will give you
returns within
three to five days.

MANUFACTURERS BICYCLE STAMPINGS,
CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.

CLARKS' CELEBRATED LOOP WATCH KEYS.

4A.

Order Keys through your jobber,.
.,Iw

V— V
who will furnish them at one price.' J. H. Walbridge & Co., Box 1895.New York, are our agents for Tweezers,Key Rings and Manicures.

Our endeavor to make our
Celebrated Loop Watch Keythe best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc-cess, as thousands of watchmakerswill testify. We solicit the con-tinued sale of these keys for our
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and KeyRingsin variety.

We do

RELIABLE

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired?

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to
We Repair 

match the old ones, broken or melted off, the same as new.We Repl ate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze,Brass, Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze,and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Repla ted A. L. Sercomb Co

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

State & Adams Sts.
• CHICAGO

The Phenomenal Sale of this Case
Proves its Usefulness.

Jewelers with a keen eye in every ease relating to their business, saw at once the beauty,utility and cheapness of our
•It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished shelves ofsame wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six inches high, anddoors run on steel tracks.

Dimensions :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf 12 incheswide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamentedwith egg and dart.

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long., 8 feet 5 inches high,1 foot 4 inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chainsand weights. Inside of case and shelves lined with black felt. Made to shipin the knock down.

Net price, $54.00.

MADE AND SOLD BY

UNION SHOW CASE CO.FACTORY f 341-545 W. Taylor Street,
Cor. Loomis Street.

June, 1901
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Gold Working
(CONTINUED)

VIII

Practical Die Work

T the close of our last article we
were considering the wear of dies as
influenced by practical service, and
by practical service we mean not
only the deterioration which such

dies suffer by work performed but also the
deterioration arising from imperfect construction
and methods. One grave error committed by
nine-tenths of experimenters in punching ma-
chinery is they build their presses too light.
Such presses may stand the stress and do the
work, but they yield to much and allow the dies
to come in contact. To illustrate we will go
back to the conditions shown at Fig. 3 in our
last article. Suppose we slowly applied the
necessary force to the male die B, and we
watched carefully to hear the noise made by the
piece n' breaking through, that is, when the
piece we are cutting out really separated from
the sheet of metal.

If now we allow the male punch to rise,
the friction of the punched-out piece n' holds it
in the female die D. The sheet of metal n n
rises with the male punch from the hold of the
punch in the sheet ; and if we should look
across the face of the female die we should see
the piece cut out presenting its upfier surface
actually above the face of the female die. Now
if this condition exists the dies B and D cannot
injure each other, but each die will do its fullest
possible amount of service. If, on the other
hand, the male die on breaking through was
forced forward so the cut out piece is below the
surface of the female die, it will indicate that the
rigidity of the press was insufficient and allowed

the spring of the press to force the male die
forward until the cutting edges of the two dies
were brought in contact.

In die work all these factors

Giving Thought should be taken into consider-
to the Work tion, and every effort made to

have the result the highest
attainable. We can readily see that if we are

manufacturing an article which is produced by

dies and presses that profit or loss depends on

our ability to produce the greatest number of

articles at the smallest cost. Before we describe

a cheap press we will say a few words more

about dies. In the kind of dies we have been

considering the piece cut out is supposed to pass

through the lower die.
We will next take up a class of dies in

which the piece cut but remains in the die.

Perhaps these can be somewhat better under-

stood by an illustration ; suppose we wish to

produce silver letters for attaching to leather

goods. We take a soft die blank and, after laying

out the desired letter, say an A, Fig. s, sink

the letter into the face of the steel die bed or

blank. Now if we were going
to punch out such a letter with

a die which would allow the
letter to pass entirely through,

we could not produce the open

space at a, nor would the space

at d be easy to form, as the

die would spring in hardening

and be liable to break. But if we simply

sink the letter so as to produce a recess, we can
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by drilling holes as shown at b have an arrange-
ment passing upward through said holes drilled

in the die bed which will throw out the piece
forced into the recess by the male die fashioned

to mate with it.
The gist of the above plan is,

Automatic Dies the female die is only recessed
to such a depth as will receive
the cut out piece, which instead

of passing through the die is thrown back out

of the recess by the proper wires passing upward
through the holes shown at b. Automatic

presses of this kind have compound motions by

which several operations are performed succes-

sively to avoid handling. Such automatic

motions depend partially on the requirements

of the job, but in a much greater degree on the

skill and ingenuity of the workman devising the

automatic machinery. Of course, the reader

will understand that letters can be punched

as well from rolled-plate stock as from solid

metal.
We can readily see that in compound

punching presses they can be arranged to per-

form several operations at nearly the same

instant, but we will defer the consideration of

such minor details until we have arranged our

simple press. In getting up a hand press we

should first take into consideration the work we

do and then make an estimate of the power

required. For stamping out small articles a

kicking press is about the most available. By

a kicking press we mean one operated by the

foot. For many purposes such a source of

power is to be preferred to a fly press requiring

the use of one hand, because by using the leg

we not only employ the strongest muscles of

the body, but also have both hands at liberty to

manipulate the work.
Such presses are of great

Small Die Presses value for the production of
comparatively small pieces

from thinnish sheet metal ; as they are rapid in

their action and require but little experience to

work them. Disks or other pieces of sheet

metal as large as a quarter of a dollar can be

punched from No. 24 brass at the rate of 1800

or 2000 per hour. Disks of the size of a half

dollar from sheets of No. 30 brass. For larger

pieces of metal a fly wheel mounted so as to be

given a good speed by hand can be employed,

as will be explained later on. It requires more

force to cut out pieces of sheet metal than most

workmen imagine, as for instance a punch t"

square on the face will require a force of 35,000

pounds to punch out a blank from hard brass
.05" thick.

• But, of course, this force has only to be

exerted for a short space, say ilg", counting

the spring of the press and thickness of the

sheet metal ; consequently, a weight of too

pounds falling through of space would effect

the operation. Or, in other words, if the

effective force of a weight of too pounds falling

through 3' of space was concentrated so as to be

effective through only T16", it would represent a

force of 36,000 pounds in that space e.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

and Foot Presses

"I would say that T he Keystone is the best
instructive paper of all the books and journals I have

ever taken. I would not be without it for ,five fintes

the price. Questions and answers pertaining. to the

trade are especially interesting. "—I. Ryburg, jeweler,

Seneca. Kansas.

6

Thomas Jefferson as an Inventor

10 THE KEYSTONE of November, 1899, We pub-
lished a fac-simile of a letter from Thomas Jefferson

an intelligent grasp of mechanical optics, and was
This letter showedto an optician ordering glasses.

especially interesting in that it referred to Dr. Frank-

lin's invention of bifocals. Jefferson's knowledge of

mechanical optics was not surprising, for he was both

a mechanic and inventor as well as a statesman.

His first original device was a folding chair, which

he used to carry to church in early days, when services

were held in the court house at Charlottesville and the

seating conveniences were insufficient. His grandson

tells us how he would "mount his horse early in the

morning during the later years of his life, canter down

the mountain and across the country to the site of the

university and spend a long day there, directing the

work, carrying with him a walking stick of his own

invention, now familiar to all, composed of three

sticks, which, being spread out and covered with a

piece of cloth, made a tolerable seat." Mr. Bacon,

his overseer, in his reminiscences says : " His servants

came with him and brought a
seat, a kind of camp stool of
his own invention. After Mr.
Jefferson got old and feeble a
servant used to go with him
and carry that stool so that he
could sit down while he was
waiting for anybody or attend-
ing to any work that was going
on. He invented the rovolving
chair, now a familiar and nec-
essary article of furniture in
all offices and counting rooms.
The Federalist newspapers
used to call it " Mr. Jefferson's whirl-i-gig," and de-

clared that he had devised it " so as to look all ways

at once." He also designed a light wagon, or sulky,

with a comfortable seat and two wheels, with which he

drove around the country when he was too feeble to

ride horseback.
Mr. Jefferson invented the copying press. He

writes to Mr. Madison in 1787 : " Having a great

desire to have a portable copying machine, and having

studied over some experiments with the principle of

large machines made to apply in the smaller one, I

planned one in England and had it made. It answers

perfectly. I have set a workman to making them, and

they are of such demand that lie has his hands full.

I send you one. You may expect to make many

essays before you succeed perfectly. A soft brush,

like a shaving brush, is more successful than a sponge."

He invented a pedometer to measure the distance

he walked. He sent one to James Madison, with the

following explanatory letter : " To the loop at the

bottom of it you must sew a tape, and at the other

end of the tape a small hook. Cut a little hole in the

bottom of your left watch pocket, pass the hook and

tape through it, and down between the breeches and

drawers, and fix the hook on the edge of your knee

band, :in inch from the knee buckle ; then hook the

instrument itself by its swivel hook, on the upper edge

of your watch pocket. Your tape being adjusted in

length, your steps will be exactly measured by the

instrHumiseti nnc.I''st
portant invention was a plough. Mr.

Bacon, his overseer, says : " He was very ingenious.

I le invented a plow that was considered h great

improvement on any that had ever been used. He

got a great many premiums and medals for it.

He planned his own carriage, buildings, garden and

fences, and many other things. He was nearly always

busy upon some plan or model."
Jefferson's plough received a gold medal in France

in 1790. During his European tours he had been

struck with the waste of power caused by the had con-

struction of the ploughs in common use. The part of

the plough called the " mouldboard," which is above

the share and turns over the earth, seemed to him the

chief seat of error, and he spent many of the leisure

hours of his last two years in France in evolving a

mouldboard which should offer the minimum of resis-

tance. He sent the original design to the Royal

Agricultural Society of the Seine. The medal which

they awarded for it followed the inventor to New

York, and eighteen years afterward the society sent

hint a superb plough containing his improvement.

Thomas Jefferson
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They best meet the general desire for something good and handsome at a price that affords the RETAILER a good profit.
We have enjoyed the fitvor of people of taste and refinementfor more than fifty years.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department must
send name and address—not for publication, but as an evidence of
good faith. No attention will he paid to anonymous communica-
tions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are
received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.
Subseribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
ten the issue and page on which the information may be found.

" IV hick is the better grade, coin silver or
sterling silver Y—Coin silver is .9cx) fine, sterling silver
is .925 fine, consequently sterling silver is the better
grade.

"Howard."—Will you kindly inform me of the
different adjustments of Howard movements, and how
designated on the plate P They have the hound, deer,
etc.—The various adjustments of Howard movements
are designated as follows : Those having the dog are
not adjusted ; those having the horse are adjusted to
heat and cold ; those 'having the deer are fully ad-
justed, on old model movements, and the new models
are all adjusted and so marked on the balance bridge.

"Belcher."—I have trouble in mounting large
rings in pressing down the claws. It requires great
pressure to press them down. Is there not a better
way or what do the more experienced mounters use?
—An expert stone setter used but few tools ; in fact,
if the setting is well adapted to the stone, about the
only tool he will use is a flat-bottom graver. We would
suggest that you read our reply to " Stone Setting,"
page 53, January, two, and " Stone Setting No. 2,"
page 159, February, 1900, issue, of THE KEYSTONE.

" Ferrule."—(1) Will you please tell me how to
bend amber P—Amber, when boiled in turpentine, can
be reduced to a paste and moulded into any desired
shape. This substance is a fossil resin or gum, de-
rived from an extinct species of pine and other plants.
The fact that insects and plants are found imprisoned
in amber proves conclusively that it was at one time
a viscous fluid.

(2) How can I make and fit pipe ferrules 7—
The great variety and cheapness of such ferrules in
the market would seem to lead to the conclusion that
the installation of machinery for making them would be
an unnecessary expenditure of time, money and space.

" Illagnetism."—(1) Will you please tell me how
a watch gels magnetized if there is no dynamo or tele-
phone close to the owner y—There are many ways in
which a watch can become magnetized other than
those you mention. For instance, we should never
allow any magnet or magnetized piece, electric ma-
chine of any kind, galvanic battery, conducting wires,
loadstone, etc., near a fine watch or carried in the
pocket with it. It is even held by some that mag-
netism can be imparted to a watch from the person of
the wearer, but this is very doubtful.

(2) If a watch is mag-neti.:-.ed is it the pallets and
lever or roller and hairspring that causes Me trouble?
—The disturbing element lies in the parts you enu-
merate. If the balance, balance spring and lever with
its pallets are made of non-magnetic metal, it is of
little consequence if the rest of the watch is mag-
netized. Even if the balance is of gold or brass, the
magnet may attract the lever so strongly as to seriously
disturb the rate. A magnetized lever or balance
spring is very injurious •, a magnetized balance is
incompatible with good time-keeping. It is well to
remember that a powerful electric machine of any
kind will magnetize a watch several feet distant from it.

"Scratches."— Will you please give me some ad-
vice regarding coffin plates? I have trouble with them
in that they are full of scratches after engraving.
Please tell me of some preparation to cover them with
and how to remove it after it is engraved.—You
should not experience further trouble in this line if you
will give such plates a coating of gamboge before en-
graving. This substance comes in cylindrical sticks,
from ys, to i5i" in diameter. Procure a piece of one
of these sticks, about i" in diameter and 1" or 2"
long ; wet the end of the middle finger with water and
rub on the end of the gamboge stick until you have
a yellow paste, with which you carefully " pat " the
surface of the plate. Do not attempt to rub the gam-
boge paste on, as by so doing you will impart scratches
to the plate—just the thing you are trying to avoid.
By patting, we mean that you simply press the finger
to the surface of the plate without any sliding motion,
and thus avoid all tendency to scratch it. Such a coat-
ing will in no way interfere with the operation of
engraving ; in fact, it is a help, for after it is dry you
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can outline the desired inscription with a lead pencil.
After the engraving is finished the plate is soaked in
water and washed without rubbing. If you cannot
procure the gamboge in sticks, the pulverized form will
answer. This form can be prepared by placing it in a
a homeopathic bottle and adding water. The bottle is
then shaken until the proper consistency is arrived at,
when it is applied by patting, in the same manner as
described for using that which comes in sticks.

" Olive."—(1) ii druggist told me that if I
would hang strips of zinc in olive oil it would never
gum, and said that was the way they made watch oil
years ago. Is this true l—The claim is frequently
advanced that olive oil will not gum if certain sub-
stances are placed in it, and it seems that each
claimant has a new substance. We have not expe-
rimented with zinc in this line, and would not like to
say that it will not act as a preventive, although we
think the claim n that it will never gum is most too
radical. The best • grade of olive oil, known as
" Virgin Oil," is obtained from the fruit of the
Olea Europea, which is carefully hand-picked and
after going through several processes for the re-
moval of acids, coloring matter and other injurious
substances, comes forth almost as white as water.
We do not think the introduction of zinc would tend
to change the color, but among other metals that have
been recommended to be placed in it, we cannot say
as much. For instance, brass or copper would alter
the color to green, and the longer it stays in the oil,
the deeper would be the color. While olive oil was
in much favor with our craft years ago, the fish head
oils now on the market have almost entirely super-
seded it as lubricants.

(2) (timid olive oil kept in Me way suggested do
to oil mainsprings with Y—The best grade might
answer, but this is not always obtainable. We cannot
recommend it. Use your regular watch oil on watch
mainsprings and vaseline on clock mainsprings, and
we do not think you will experience any trouble.

(3) Please give me a recipe for a rich gill solu-
tion—not a gold solution.—Your question is incon-
gruent. A gilt or gilding solution naturally implies a
solution for the deposition of gold. If you mean that
you desire to give a gilt appearance to work without
employing a solution containing gold, would say that
it would be a difficult operation, but might be accom-
plished by depositing an alloy of brass that would
resemble gold and then lacquering the deposit so that
it would hold its color for a time. The solution for
brassing is composed of cyanides of copper and zinc
with cyanide of potassium, but the proper proportion
of such cyanides to get the color you desire could
only be arrived at by experiment.

" Gill Figures. "—How can we gild hard card-
board or papier ,,:ac/ie, representing some figures,
something that would last for some time and look
well ? it would require a press, please advise us
of some manufacturer of same, also manufacturer of
papier mache fancy goods.—Your question is not very
explicit—it might mean the reproduction of some form
or it might mean a lot of numerals. Our correspon-
dents cannot be too explicit in asking questions, for,
while it may seem very plain to the writer, who knows
all the attendant circumstances, the meaning may be
quite obscure to the recipient. We will, however,
endeavor to so answer as to adapt the process in either
case. As the nature of the materials places them
out of. the class to be finished by electro-deposition,
Oil account of the necessity of immersion in the plating
solution, it will be necessary to resort to some plan
that will only act on the parts we desire gilded. For
this kind of work we can use the ordinary gold paint,
such as that handled by your local druggist or paint
dealer, or we can use a mixture of bronze powder and
gum arabic water or thin mucilage. We have seen
very neat price cards of this description, which were
made of square pieces of black and gray cardboard,
on which the figures were first drawn, then gone over
with plaster of paris to " raise " them, and simply
gilded with the paint. The plaster can be mixed up
thin with water, and is then applied to the card
through a small-nosed funnel, in much the same
manner as the confectioners write names on chocolate
eggs at Eastertide.

"Ilfotor."—(1) Can a small motor on a dirert
current of 104 volts be used as a dynamo and how 7—
Yes ; remove starting box from line, and run wires
direct from dynamo to lamps, etc. Connect resistance
box on wires to regulate voltage.

(2) Can the above current be employed for gilding
purposes, and would it be practical.? How should I
regulate Me current for different solutions, such as
copper and silver P—Such a line could be used for
plating, and would be practical. We have described
several methods for cutting down the voltage, at vari-
ous times, in our journal. See our reply to " Incan-
descent," page 729, July, 7900, and " Rheostat," page
385, April, 19ot.
( ?) Would a watch placed in a hard rubber case

be affected by magnetism P—Theoretically, it would
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not, but magnetism is a decidedly dangerous com-
panion for a watch, and we would not advise you to
conduct any experiments along this line, especially if
the movement is a valuable one. Electricity is so
startlingly assertive, that about the only way to avoid
magnetism in a watch is to keep the watch away from
the influence of any machine, etc., that is liable to
impart magnetism, even though it is supposed to be
perfectly insulated.

(4) Please describe with what and how agates are
cut, ground and polished ?—The cutting, or, as lapid-
ists term it, " slicing," is done with a dish of soft
sheet iron, the edge of which is charged with diamond
dust. The iron disk is made a little concave to insure
its running true, and runs in a trough of oil or a mix-
ture of oil and turpentine. The diamond particles,
Avhich should be about .the size of extremely fine sand,
are hammered into the edge of the iron. You could
also use such an iron disk, without the diamond dust,
by applying emery and water or carborundum and
water to the edge, but the process is not near as
quickly completed as when the diamond dust is em-
ployed. The ordinary tools of the lapidist are used
for grinding and polishing—for grinding, lead wheels
employing emery (or carborundum) and water can be
used for the grinding, while the polishing can be done
by means of wooden wheels, cut so the end of the
grain is brought into action. The materials to be used
for the polishing are tripoli, or putty powder and
water. For polishing the softer grade of stones, the
lapidist will employ laps of tin and lead with good
results.

" Colored.!'—(r) How do you obtain green gold
and 'Tr/go/WY—High-colored gold is usually of 18 K.
alloy, prepared as follows : Red gold, pure gold 18
parts, pure copper 6 parts ; green gold, pure gold, 18
parts, pure silver 6 parts ; white gold, pure gold 12
parts, pure silver 12 parts.

(2) How is gold extracted from rock quartz 7—
Tile quartz is mechanically treated by crushing, stamp-
ing and washing, and the gold is amalgamated with
mercury. The mercury is then distilled off in a retort,
leaving the gold nearly pure.

(3) How to color jewelry P—Refer to the index
which accompanied our December, Iwo, issue. You
will there find references for processes, solutions, etc.,
for this purpose.

" Radio."—(1) I have a railroad lantern and
tried to burn winter strained lard oil in it, but it only
burns a little while before a coal burns on the wick
and then goes out. How can I prepare this oil to
burn in the lantem or where can I procure it P—Most
of the railroad companies have the oil they use in
lanterns and for signaling purposes specially prepared,
according to a standard they furnish the refiner, which
standard varies a great deal with the various corn-
panies, but in most cases is simply a mixture of coal
oil and lard oil in varying proportions. If you will
use about half of each of these oils, we do not think
you will experience any further trouble.

(2) I recently saw a little glass stand about 12
inches high, made in the shape of two bulbs, one above
the other, with a wheel in each bulb revolving in
opposite directions. The wheels were mounted on
staffs standing perpendicular. The stand seemed to
be hermetically sealed and Mere was no visible force
to run the wheels. The proprietor claims it would
run perpetually. Can you tell me what it was and
how it is made and run f—The instrument you de-
scribe is probably a radiometer, which instrument is
constructed as follows : To a vertical arbor, turning
on its axis with the least possible friction, are attached
four horizontal arms at equal angular intervals. At
the outer ends of these arms are four thin plates of
mica set in a plane with the axis of the vertical arbor.
One face of these mica plates is blackened and the
other is usually coated with silver to whiten it. Now,
it is a well-known physical fact that a blackened sur-
face rapidly absorbs heat, and if placed in the sun's
rays will very soon become much heated. The same
result occurs when a blackened surface is exposed to
heat rays of less energy. Such is the source of power
of the radiometer. The air being almost completely
exhausted from the glass bulb enclosing the vanes of
the instrument as described above, leaves the few
molecules of air remaining in the bulb flying about in
all conceivable directions, and the velocity with which
these molecules move and fly about depends entirely
on the heat imparted to them. The blackened side
of one of the vanes having absorbed heat, imparts it
to the air molecule which strikes it, and hence leaves
the surface of the vane moving with a greater velocity
than when it struck it. Figuratively speaking, it kicks
the vane forward. Of course, the power so produced
is but very slight, still we must remember that although
we are working on an almost perfect vacuum there
are many thousands of the air molecules left in the
enclosed space. The above description applies to a
single instrument, but, of course, if the mica vanes
were painted black the right side of one instrument
and the left side of another, the vanes would move in
opposite directions. The mysterious motive power of
these little devices is of the kind that will almost cer-
tainly create interest, and they should prove good
attractions for show window purposes.
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Personal Hygiene and Health Pre-
servation for Watchmakers

and Jewelers

V

N the watchmaker's vocation itself
there is little that is unhealthy other
than the sitting position and possi-
ble eye strain it necessitates ; that
is, provided the room-space, seat,

bench ventilation are such as hygienic
considerations call for. In the more varied
mechanical functions of the modern Aratchmaker,

however, certain duties may devolve upon him

which might prove injurious to health if the

proper precautions be not taken. For instance,
the Bunsen elements, much used for electro-de-
position, evolve vapors of hyponitrous acid, which

are decidedly injurious to health. Wherever
possible these elements should be placed in a
box at such a height that they may be readily
manipulated. The box should have means of

ventilation in such a way that the air coming in

at the lower part will escape at the top through

a flue, and carry away with it the acid fumes

disengaged. In all such cases as this the proper

precautions vill present themselves to the intel-

ligent workman.

The Dangers
Of Dust

If there be running machinery
in the workshop the dust may
become a source of danger to
health. Coal dust and vege-

table dust are the least harmful to the lungs.

The dust of metals and minerals, if inhaled long

enough, may produce fibroid phthisis, although

there is little danger of such an eventuality in a

well-cared-for watchmaker's shop. Nature tries

to make the air dust-free before it reaches the

finer bronchial tubes. In addition to the upper

air-passages, which arrest most of the dust, the

bronchial tubes, branching angularly, catch

nearly all that remains before it enters.the finer

bronchioles and air-cells. The dust so caught

is moved into the outer world again by the

ciliated epithelium of the bronchi. Excessive

amounts of dust irritate the larynx and trachea,

and cause coughing-fits which expel the noxious

particles. Then, again, the moist mucous mem-

brane of the nose also catches almost all of the

dust that escapes the many hairs, or vibrissa,

as they are called, which are placed at the

entrance to the nostrils. Whatever dust lodges

on the mucous surface is pushed toward the

outer orifice by the minute cilia, which are in

constant outward motion. With the dust, of

course, any microbes entering the nose are also

expelled.
In addition to this mechanic expulsion,

however, the nose probably possesses the power

of destroying the bacteria by means of its

mucus, which is germicidal, so that only a

very short distance within the nostrils the

mucous membrane is found comparatively free

from microbes.
This suggests the necessity of healthy nose-

breathing, and indicates the greater danger that

lies in mouth-breathing solely. Notwithstanding

Nature's precautions, however, a dust-laden at-

mosphere is one of the greatest menaces to

health, and every precauticm against the invisi-

ble foe should be promptly taken.

THE KEYSTOINEE

There are no statistics compiled

Health Statistics in this country which would con-
vey an idea of the healthfulness
or otherwise of the watchmak-

er's calling, but our German cousins supply the
deficiency. A recent issue of the Goldschmicde
Zell ung published a table giving the average
cases of sickness per loo persons under obser-
vation, irrespective of sex :

Of Watchmakers

General average of persons observed 30.31
Jewelers 18 09
Engravers 25.69
Mechanicians, etc. 17 or
Watch and clockmaker 17 56
Gilders, etc.   18.13

We learn from our contemporary that the
most frequent maladies with jewelers are : Dis-

eases of the respiratory organs (18 per cent.)

and diseases of the digestive organs (15 per
cent.). The conditions in the case of engravers,

etc., are : Respiratory organs, 21 per cent. ;
digestive organs, 17 per cent. With mechani-

cians, opticians, etc., the diseases of the respira-

tory organs also head the list. Next follow the

cascI resulting from outside actions (burns,

cuts, etc.), 20.58 per cent., and only in the

third place the diseases of the digestive organs,
16.54 per cent. With horologists the dis-

eases of the respiratory organs are likewise

most numerous (23.93 per cent.), followed by

diseases of the nervous system (15.81 per cent.)

and after that by diseases of the digestive organs

(14.53 per cent.). Finally, the gilders and

members of allied trades, like all other crafts

enumerated, suffer pre-eminently from diseases

of the respiratory organs (26 per cent.). Next

in prevalence are diseases of the bones and joints

(14 per cent. ), and thirdly, diseases of the

digestive organs (12 per cent.).

The Question
Of Exercise

We now come to the very im-
portant question of exercise,
the one thing needful to coun-
teract the evils of the watch-

maker's continuous sitting. Alens sana in cor-

pore Sano. "A sound mind in a sound body''
is an aphorism that should never be lost sight

of. The saying of Montaigne that " we have

not to train up a soul nor yet a body, but a man

and we cannot divide him," expresses a truth

which lies at the basis of rational training. It

is, indeed, the strongest plea for systematic

training of the body that it helps in the harmo-

nious development of the whole man. Muscular

agility is also nervous agility, and a func-

tionally perfect body means a functionally

healthy brain.
According to Parkes, the amount of exercise

which an ordinary man, who does no regular

manual labor, should take is equivalent to about

150 foot-tons, that is, the amount of work

necessary to raise 150 tons to the height of one

foot. This is very much the same as walking

about 9 miles on a good, level road, or cycling

about 18 miles at a moderate pace, say 9 miles an
hour.

In the first place exercise, like everything

else, should be taken in moderation. Violent

exercise is not to be thought of by a person

at Nvhose hands such a delicate touch is required

as for watchmaking. Let the exercise be mode-

rate and protracted rather than fitful and violent.

Walking is probably the best of all exercises for

the watchmaker, and walking for health should
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not be spasmodic or hurried, butt such as allows

respiration to be normal, free and full. A short

run at a comfortable pace is to be commended

if it does not conduce to hand-tremble, which

the watchmaker must especially avoid.

A Nvatchmaker or jeweler should walk at

least six miles, never less than four, every day

of his life. About three or three and a-half

miles an hour is the proper pace. It is de-

sirable, if possible, to have a companion on

such a walk, both by way of stimulus and for

mental diversion.
Exercise in a gymnasium is not to be com-

mended for a watchmaker, as the stimulus to

undue exertion is very great, and too violent

exercise, whether from love of it, force of

example or vanity, is as undesirable as too

little.
If the weather be unfavorable for walking

or other out-of-door exercise, the use of Indian

clUbs and various other substitutes may be
resorted to with benefit. The club should not

weigh more than a pound or a pound and a half.
(TO BE MNTIN

The Philosophy of Simon Frost

Ye can't jedge a man by the size o' his hat.

There's many a slip 'twixt the cup an' the lip, but

most people I know 'iv does the slippin' after \VIEWS

in the cup gits past their lips.
Don't never trust a feller that's always suspectin'

somebody else.
Don't borrow money, an' you won't hey to cross

the street so often.
Some o' the worst cigars I know uv has the pur-

tiest picture on the box.
A stingin' bee's like a sarcastic man ; he can't use

his we' P011 without hurtin' hisself.
Most everybody stands a chance o' leavin' his

name fer the world to look at—on his grave stone.
When the axe's begin to squeak it's time to grease

the wheels.
Even a hoss knows it's easier to climb a steep hill

by takin' a zig-zag path.
One balky' mule 'II block up the hull road ; he

won't neither go forwards, nor backwards, nor git to

one side an' let the willin' ones pass, nor lay down an'
let 'em walk over him.

Meetin' death's an invitation ye can't git out o'

acceptin'.
Them that sows the seed won't reap the harvest,

without they hoe the corn while it's growin'.
A feller can't cut much wood with a dull saw.
Shaller water's always the roughest ; it's the deep

spots that are most always smooth.
Men ain't never satisfied. When they climb to

the top o' a mountain they build a tower, so's to git

the view from the roof.
A team o' flosses is only as fast as the slowest one

o' the pair.
I'd ruther own an acre lot, that won't grow

nothin' but weeds and taxes an' a mortgage, than the
han'somest graveyard in the world ef I had to live in it.

The rooster that does the loudest crowin's most

always the one first caught by the hawk.
Lightnin' gen'rally strikes the highest trees.

Where Diamonds Originate

The belief that the diamond is produced in the
" blue ground" rock of South Africa is probably a
mistaken one, according to Professor Bonney. He has

carefully examined some blue-ground boulders con-
taining diamonds and found them water-worn and

composed of garnetiferous rock. Two of the speci-

mens showed the diamond apparently embedded in

the garnet, which leads the professor to call attention
to the very close relation that evidently exists between

the two stones. The professor concludes that the
diamond does not originate in the blue ground, but is
there as a derivative of older rocks.
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Death of Ezra F. Bowman

A prominent figure in the trade passed away on
May 7th in the death, at Lancaster, Pa., of Ezra F.
Bowman.

Born near Lancaster on February 24, 1847, his bent
from boyhood was towards mechanics. After securing
a primary education at the district school, he resolved
to learn the trade of watchmaking ; but even at that
early day he recognized the waste of time and effort
in the then universal apprenticeship system, and
arranged for a paid course of instruction under an
expert watchmaker.

On completing the course he entered the employ
of H. Z. Rhoads & Bro., of Lancaster, where he ac-
quired a wide reputation through his mechanical skill;
later he held a position in the model department of
the Lancaster (now the Hamilton) watch factory. A
year after he started in business for himself in a small
way, in the same town, in 1877 ; confining his atten-
tion entirely to watches, clocks and repairing. He
was a liberal advertiser from the start ; was methodical
in details, industrious even to excess, and was at once
distinguished for the conscience which he put into his
business and for the practice of a strict sense of justice,
fairness and right.

The universal confidence of the community in his
sterling integrity of character, joined to his pre-emi-
nent mechanical skill, brought about a development of
his business that surprised no one so much as himself.
In consequence of his increased facilities for disposing
of large quantities of goods, nearby jewelers began to
call on him for their wants, instead of sending to dis-
tant jobbers, as his purchases by this time secured to
him the jobber's discount. This accidental wholesale
part of his business grew to a large feature. Acting
on a strong conviction of duty, he heroically resolved
to drop the extensive retail part of his business, in
vindication of the principle that the retail jeweler de-
served the fullest protection of his interests by the

jobber ; and on May to, 1882, on moving to larger

quarters, he burned his bridges behind him and an-
nounced that thenceforth he would adhere to these*

cardinal rules of business : " Positively no goods sold

at retail ; no goods sold to peddlers ; price-lists sent

to regular jewelers only."
Mr. Bowman thus became the pioneer in practices

of protection of the interests of the retailer, and his
pre-eminent claim to the lasting regard of the trade

lies in his consistent observance of the rules which he

formulated, and which subsequently influenced the

general solution of the ethical question of trade

abuses.
The business went forward by leaps add bounds;

and additional capital and personal interest being de-

sirable, a partnership was effected with Willis B.

Musser, and the firm of Bowman & Musser was

announced January r, 1883. On May r, 1891, this

partnership was dissolved by the withdrawal of Mr.

Musser, who moved to New York to take a responsible

position in the management of the New York Standard

Watch Co.; the Non-Retailing Co. was organized and

bought the watch and chain departments of the busi-

ness ; and Mr. Bowman continued the tool, material

and trade repairing departments under the name of

Ezra F. Bowman & Co.
His later business reverses are fresh in the memory

of our readers, and the heartbreaking disappointment

to him in the subsequent miscarriage of his confidence

and trust was no doubt the real cause of his untimely

taking off. Commenting on his death, a local news-

ripper says:

" This successful craftsman and business man one

day assigned his business because it seems to have

occurred to him that he might have overreached him-

self so that he would be eventually unable to fully

meet his debts. In a sudden anxiety for creditors who

do not seem to have been really imperilled, he handled

over all that he had and stepped out into the world in

the noonday of his life a poor but undaunted man.

He had won general confidence in his strict integrity,

while every department of his business was directed

with thrift, economy and enterprise. After the wreck

of his great business he began again at the bottom.

With a very little money loaned to him by his mother

he started a watch-repairing and engraving establish-

ment, and opened a technical school for watchmakers.

This school was remarkably successful, drawing pupils
from all over the country. In short, he was again
putting his head above water, when death ended his
truly notilble career."

Mr. Bowman left a wife and six children. It will
be very gratifying to all his friends in the trade to
know that his business will go on without interruption,
conducted by the two sons who have grown to man-
hood, who have been associated with the father for
some years, and who have had the responsible man-
agement of details of the business heretofore. Mr.
Bowman repeatedly said of one of these sturdy sons,
" He is a far better watchmaker than ever was I " ;
and the competency of both, from the business as well
as the technical point of view, promises a continuance
and an increase of a success whose foundations were
laid by their distinguished father.

Atlanta, Ga., Letter

The retailers generally report a
Trade Conditions quiet month. Outside of some few

%vedding sales, and the usual spring
medal work, business was dull. The sudden transition
in this .section from the cold weather of April to un-
usually hot weather cut the spring season short, and
the days were too warm for comfortable shopping.
Unusual efforts have been made to enliven trade by
especially tasteful window dressing and attractive ad-
vertising, and while there resulted no great rush, the
efforts were not unrewarded. With the local jobbers
trade is fair and collections generally good, although
there is much complaint of the scarcity of money.
Notwithstanding this scarcity, however, clearing-house
reports continue to be record-breakers.

The traveling representatives of Eastern houses
report business in the South generally as dull, though
the outlook would seem to be excellent.

Geo. W. Blabon, a prominent Philadelphian and
a large investor in Atlanta, while on a recent visit here,
said : " Atlanta is the keystone of the entire Southern
country, and is one of the best cities in the United
States. There are many cities much larger than this
that are not nearly so enterprising or so tempting to
investors, I have been over a considerable section of
the country in recent years and I can say with pleasure
that I believe that Atlanta and the South are making
greater strides, comparatively speaking, than any other
section."

The last week of April brought a
Crop Conditions spell of weather that caused the

farmer, the planter and fruit grower
to tremble for the safety of their crops. The fruit and

. truck crop of Georgia, and in fact all the Southern
States, had an extremely narrow escape. It was a
close call, but a benevolent Providence stood by us
and saved us from a tremendous loss, a very serious
calamity. As it was, many of the tender plants were
nipped, the melon crop seriously hurt and hundreds of
acres of young cotton killed. Only the high winds
that prevailed saved the fruit, cotton and truck crops
from complete annihilation. At the present writing
all crops are suffering for want of rain. The ground
is parched and showers are needed to soften the earth
and germinate the late planted corn and cotton. Corn
generally is poor, and only good heavy rains will save
the crop. Weather indications at present indicate rain
at an early date, and if it comes large crops can be
confidently expected. Early vegetables from Florida
are coming in rapidly ; the market is overstocked with
both Florida and Georgia strawberries, and the black-
berry crop is beginning to be marketed. The first lots
brought fancy prices. The prediction of our last letter
relative to fruit is being realized. Reports from all

sections of the belt are of the most optimistic hue.
The necessity of replanting a large

Cotton area has created a scarcity of cotton
seed. The outlook for the crop in

the Southwest, where it is planted earliest, was at first
fine ; but floods and cold weather have upset the
general calculations, and the farmers find that they
must do much replanting. They have had plenty of
time to do so, but for several reasons they may not

fully restore the damaged acreage. In many localities
seed is hard to get and is held at high prices. The
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apprehension of a very large crop has increased con-
siderably of late, and this may deter many farmers
from raising as much cotton as they had intended.

The New Orleans Picayune, however, fears that
there will still be a dangerously large crop. On in-
formation from its correspondents in the Mississippi
valley and Texas, that excellent authority on cotton
projects says : " Despite all drawbacks there can be
no doubt at all that a strong desire exists to increase
acreage, and this desire is being carried into effect
wherever possible. With such a predisposition it is
impossible that there should be any other result than
a considerable increase in acreage." Of course, the
mere size of the acreage does not imply a large crop,
or too many precarious elements must not enter into
the calculations to render the realization of a single
one conclusive. While a large acreage is the first
essential to a large crop, it is possible that unfavorable
weather may effectually offset any gain that may be
due to larger acreage.

That the cotton producers have the desire and
purpose to plant a large crop, there seems to be no
reason to doubt ; hence, it would be absurd for per-
sons interested in the cotton trade to overlook that
fact. Even assuming that the producers will be handi-
capped by the scarcity of seed for replanting and the
lateness of the season, the increase in acreage will be
large enough to warrant the expectation of an in-
creased yield with anything like average weather.
There are few well-informed persons who no not ex-
pect that the cotton crop of 1901 will be at least as
large as that of last year.

Personals

A. K. Hawker, optician, is installed in handsome
new quarters at to8 Peachtree Street.

Dr. E. T. Douglass, optician with Kellam &
Moore, is spending a month's vacation at Troy, Ala.
B. W. Bullard, with the same firm, has just returned
from a very enjoyable hunting and fishing trip in
North Georgia.

J. T. Ketchem, the Decanter Street jeweler, re-
cently suffered the loss of his country home by fire.
There was no one at the house at the tune of the fire,
Mr. Ketchem and family being in the city, and the
belief is that the fire was of incendiary origin. The
loss was only partially covered by insurance.

Robert Hickok, with Silver & Woods, has just
returned from a vacation at Chattanooga, Tenn. Mr.
Hickok's frequent visits to the Tennessee city lead his
friends to suspect there is an attraction for him there
of the feminine gender.

J. C. Mace, optician, of Marion, S. C., is in the city
attending a course of lectures at the Kellam & Moore
School of Optics. Dr. Mace, besides being an opti-
cian of ability, is prominent in journalistic circles,
being the editor of the IllaHon Star.

G. T. McVey, manager of the southern branch of
F. A. Hardy & Co., kindly gives us the following
relative to his business and the trade in general : " The
advent of the heated term has not caused depression
in trade. On the contrary, business has, so to speak,
warmed up with the weather. We have just added
more machinery to our already well-equipped plant,
and also found it necessary to increase our other facili-
ties for the handling of orders."

C. W. Crankshaw has just returned from a trip to
the Buffalo Exposition.

Ire F. Teagle and wife passed through the city
some days since on their wedding tour.

Mr. Bryan, watchmaker with Jeweler Kelly, is at
Blue Ridge, Ga., setting up a new tower clock.

We regret to chronicle the death of Airs. C. Kel-
lam McCash, only daughter of Mr. Kellam, the well-
known optician. Mrs. McCash's death occurred on
May ifith. She is survived by her husband and one
child, a little boy. THE KEYSTONE joins with the
many friends of the family ill extending condolence in
their sad bereavement.

Among the out-of-town visitors during the month
were J. J. lookout and M. C. Roberts, Greenville,
Ga.; W. T. Knox, Social Circle, Ga.; H. S. Banta,

Newnan, Ga.; II. McConnaghy, Roanoke, Ala.; F. J.
Dodd, Fairlawn, Ga., and W. W. St. John, Roswell,
Georgia.

"The Riyslone is my second Bible."—J. C. Dan-
kert, jeweler, Peoria, Illinois.
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Some Facts About Our Watch School

which we will gladly prove to any one interested:

Founded ,it La Porte, Indiana, in 1886, by j. R. Parsons,as " Parsons' Horological Institute," the Pioneer WatchSchool.

Removed to Peoria, Illinois, in 1892.
Became Horological Department of Bradley PolytechnicInstitute in 1897. •

Nearly 1500 students have gone out from our school, and areIlOW at work in 44 States and Territories and 6 foreigncountries.

Our Horological Building (see cut) is not equaled byany other in the world for space, light, ventilation and per-fect fitness for the purpose.
Our Equipment is the largest and best in America.
Our Instructors are experts and specialists, and can giveyou all that is worth knowing in various branches. We havethe largest horological faculty in America.
The Demand on us for Workmen has been greater,the last year, than ever before, showing that students from agood school are thoroughly appreciated by the wide-awakejeweler. Our graduates never fail to find good places.
Our Students say they can learn more with us in a yearthan in a store in seven years ; and further, that they learnthings better than they ever coukl in a store.
We teach Watch Work, Engraving, Jewelry and

Optics.
Are You Interested ? Send for our catalogue, and askus all the questions you like ; we'll tell you the truth, and letyou judge for yourselves.

To those wishing to improve themselves in the art of watchwork so that they will be able to command very much larger salary for positions offered at the openingof the fall season, this is the time for entering this School, as it will give you a three or four months' course, sufficient to post you in all points on which you are weak.

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, Peoria, Illinois

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THE NEW

American 0 Size Movement
Made by the Suffolk Watch Co.

Nickel, Damaskeened,
7 Jewel, Straight Line
Lever Movement,
Stem-Wind and Set,
Cut Expansion Balance

Price, $5.00 Movements Fully Guaranteed

SUFFOLK WATCH CO.
(Room 1), 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication

any new ideas they may have on any subject,
technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

Deadening the Beat of Clocks
ED. KEYSTONE :—In a recent issue of your jour-

nal I noticed a communication from a subscriber who
desired to deaden the beat of a clock in a church.
Would say that I once had occasion to deaden the beat
of a clock and as it was so successful that the clock
can scarcely be heard to tick in a living room, it seems
that it might accomplish the result desired in this
man's case.

The movement I fixed was in an ordinary black-
wood case, mantel clock. The escape tooth had a
great deal of drop, and the case being of wood acted
like a sounding board to magnify whatever sound
there was.

Since the noise of ticking is made almost wholly
by the drop of thd escape tooth on the pallet, I cut
away the plate around the 'scape and pallet holes about
one-third of an inch, then turned up some boxes
which fitted the pivots nicely and about one-eighth
inch diameter. These boxes were placed inside a
bushing of rubber cut from a roll of an old clothes-
wringer, that being the most elastic rubber available.
The rubber bushings were forced into the large holes
in the plates, care being taken as to depthing of
escapement.

In screwing movement to case I used rubber
washers above and below the supporting clip of
movement plate.

When the the job was finished it was placed be-
side a similar clock but not thus treated, and the re-
sults surprised me very much.

Yours truly,
Granville, N. Y. " EXCELSIOR."

Is this the Record?
ED. KEYSTONE :—We saw the article in THE

KEYSTONE some time ago referring to the method of
advertising by means of a postal-card contest. We
tried the scheme, the words which were to be written
on the card being as follows : " James Pequegnat,
optician, eyes tested free, opposite post office, Strat-
ford." We. offered two prizes. The winner of the
first prize, a girl of sixteen years of age, succeeded
in putting the above sentence on a card 810 times,
thus making 8100 words or 51,030 letters. The second
had 5200 words, or 32,760 letters. Cards were re-
ceived from as great a distance as Gladstone, Manitoba.
What we would like to know through your paper is,
has this record of 51,030 letters been beaten?

Yours respectfully,
Stratford, Ontario. JAMES PEQUEGNAT.

Information About Patents and the
Patent System

ED. KEYSTONE :—I think I have succeeded in de-
vising a little article of everyday utility to the trade.
How would I find out whether any such article has,
up to the present time, been patented ? What is the
usual way of setting about taking out a patent? If the
ever-faithful KEYSTONE can guide me in this matter I
shall feel deeply grateful.

Truly yours,
nahah, mina. J. McC.

[We so often receive a request of this character
that it may serve many of our readers to know just
what the Patent Office at Washington, D. C., does in
regard to furnishing such information. In the first
place it has put the whole method of proceeding to
obtain a patent into a set of printed rules, instructions
and suggestions, and sends a copy, without charge or
postage, to anybody in the United States who writes
for one. In this pamphlet is folded a full-sized sheet
of specimen pen drawings of a machine, with a de-
scription of them, and these anyone with a taste for
mechanics or mechanical drawing would prize. There
is a weekly gazette, containing a picture and a
short account of each patent granted since the last
issue, besides much other information, and this
gazette the Patent Office mails at the rate of five
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dollars a year, or ten cents a single copy. It mails for
ten cents a full-sized printed and engraved copy of the
drawings and description of any patent, new or old.
Bound volumes of these copies may be examined in
nearly every public library in the United States. Sup-
pose, for instance, that a person is interested in that
class of machine known as a typewriter. He may de-
posit five dollars at the Patent Office and receive by
mail a printed and engraved copy of every new patent
in that class, at the cost of ten cents each, so long as
Isis deposit lasts or is renewed. This he may do with
any of the 4loo or more sub-classes into which inven-
tions are divided, and a list 'of these sub-classes will
be sent for ten cents. Lastly, for two dollars the
Patent Office will send him twenty tickets, each repre-
senting ten cents, and on each of these he can at any
time put his name and address, and the particulars of
any patent or issue of the weekly gazette he desires,
and mail it to the office, instead of sending a full
written letter with a dime inside.—ED.]

Remarkable Numbers
ED. KEYSTONE :—Noting your article on " Two

Series of Remarkable Numbers," which interested me,
I take the liberty of sending you another remarkable
series of similar character, which is not generally
known. It is a multiplication of the numerals by the
figure 9 and its multiples, as follows:

I 2 34 56 7 9
9

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 q
8 9 X 2)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 34 56 7 9 23 45 67 9
27

,
(-=9x3) 36(=9x4)

3 33 33 33 3 3 44 44 44 44 4

Multiplication by the
show similar remarkable re

Truly
El Dorado, Kans.

remaining multiples will
sults.

yours,
J. A. WIEDEMANN.

Relative Size of Texas Cities
ED. KEVSTON :—My attention has been called to

an article you published in your March number,
headed " Dallas and the Lone Star State." The first
lines of it are calculated to create a wrong impression,
and are entirely incorrect and unfair to us. I would
like to ask you to correct them.

Dallas is not the largest city in Texas, but the
third largest. According to the Federal census of
1900, San Antonio has a population of 53,321, and in
addition has three populous suburbs and the Govern-
ment Post, which are not included in the census
at all, and these suburbs are larger than those of any
other city in Texas which are not counted in the census.

San Antonio has nine banks, five of which are
national and two trust companies, with an aggregate
capital of $3,000,000. Without going into further de-
tails, I take the liberty of enclosing you a little book
which gives a number of facts and figures about San
Antonio that may be interesting to you. But the
statement that we see thrown broadcast in many
places, that " Dallas is the largest city in Texas," is
incorrect, not only according to the United States
census, but also according to the school census, the
registration of voters and every other means that can
possibly be used to tell, San Antonio stands first, and
Dallas third.

San Antonio manufactures and ships more goods
than any two other cities in Texas. San Antonio has
nine large jewelry stores and five smaller ones, as well
as several watchmakers only, and unquestionably leads
in the retail output of jewelry amongst the cities of the
Southwest. We now have two jobbing houses, and
their trade has so increased from the stwt that it
promises to lead in that direction as well as in others.

When you are writing up Texas, do not leave
out San Antonio, as it has the people and does the
business. Very truly yours,
San Antonio, Texas. BEN. M. HAMMOND.

[These are booming days in gushing Texas, and
an abundance of civic pride and civic rivalry are to be
expected. San Antonio, Houston and Dallas are all
big growing cities, and a little healthy jealousy may
only accelerate the rate of progress. There's oil
enough in the Lone Srar State just now to prevent
inter-city friction, and all should be able to read the
United States census reports with complacency. San
Antonio is certainly setting a rapid lace.—Eo.)

)

Mysterious Stopping of Watches

ED. KEYSTONE the Workshop Notes," of
the April KEYSTONE, I find a query in regard to the
stopping of several watches for which there was no
evident cause.

Would say in regard to the same that I think the
mainspring is a trifle too narrow for the barrel and it
may chance that after certain winding the mainspring
will come to rest against one side of the barrel when
the hook on the end of the mainspring will project
outside slightly, thus coming in contact with the
balance wheel, or it may rest over against the other
side when the hook on that side will project and come
against the center wheel. After putting the cap on
the barrel the hooks may not project, but by putting
a pointed tool against one hook and pushing slightly,
the other can he seen to project. This should be
carefully filed off level with the surface of the barrel,
and this operation then repeated with the other hook.
The best plan would be to put in a new mainspring of
proper width and to ascertain that the hooks could
not be pushed out on either side, and the watch will
surely not stop.

Yours truly
Keyport, N. J. D. URBACH.

[The above answer is quite true and it happens
quite frequently that workmen put mainsprings in
barrels that do not fit, and again you will find that
most of the springs have the T-end and brace so long
that they will interfere in the way our correspondent
mentions ; and you will also find with some old-style,
i6-size American movements, that when the brace is
too long it will rub on the click and we have known it
to push the click away from the ratchet wheel, allow-
ing the mainspring to unwind.—ED.]

A Perpetual Motion Clock
At the Paris Exposition there was exhibited a

clock which ran for two months without having to be
wound up, therefore the makers were somewhat justi-
fied in calling it a "perpetual motion clock." The
inventor obtained his result by combining a system of
jointed levers or armatures with permanent magnets
in order to permit the wheel to revolve indefinitely
around its axis to coil a spring. The principle is based

upon the fact that poles of the same name repel, while
those of opposite names attract. Two series of mova-
ble levers are placed upon the faces of the rim of a
large wheel. The two arms of such levers form be-
tween them an angle of forty-five degrees ; the shorter
one is provided at its extremity with a weight which
acts as a counterpoise. The counterpoise most distant
from the center has a preponderating action upon the
side of the wheel. - It makes four revolutions a minute,
and actuates a regulating flywheel through the medium
of an endless chain. The frame of the apparatus is
constructed of magnetized steel. It supports the axle
of the wheel and is surmounted by a roller that consti-
tutes a pole. ‘Vhen in its motion the wheel brings
the short arm of one of the levers opposite the roller,
the phenomenon of repulsion is produced. NVe are
indebted to the Scientific American for the illustration
here shown.

•



L. BAUMAN JEWELRY COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER 
CLOCK AND ORNAMENT AT $4.50 NET

Ii-'i lots of six, $4.35 each, net

This Clock is warranted in
every particular. Brass plate
movement, extra long pendu-
lum staff. Finished in
handsome marbleized
patterns in three colors,
Red, Brown and
Green. Will not crack
or peel.

In lots of six, $4.35 each, net

Stands 22 inches in height
(including ornament). Measures
18 inches at the base. The

ornament is called
"The Rough Rider."
We guarantee this to
be the most complete
clock ever shown at
the price.

_-4./l J•'-

The combination of
4 Clocks illustrated
on this page

NET CASH

This is an oppor-
tunity that does not
often present itself.
Buy and make the
best of it while you
can.

Ansonia Porcelain
Royal Bonn Case
Rich Colors, Red,
Blue, Green, etc.
Only $4.25 NET.

We have everything in the
Diamond, Watch, Jewelry,
Clock and Material lines.

n...
ml■ 1 '

Orli!
Ansonia Porcelain
Royal Bonn Case
Porcelain Dial
Rich Colors

$4.70 NET.
We make a specialty of the
Mail Order business, which
receives our prompt atten—
tion.

SETH THOMAS ADAMANTINE WOOD CLOCK. A BARGAIN AT $4.00 NET.

June, 190/

The State of

St. Louis Letter

General business conditions in St.
Louis are improving right along.

Trade .Some of our wholesale people say
• that their business for May is only

slightly • ahead of their business for the same month
of last year, while others report to us that their busi-
ness is far in excess of May a year ago. The outlook
for a continuation of this good business was never
better. Collections are excellent and there is a general
good feeling. These are memorable times in the way
of business expansion in St. Louis. All records in our
bank clearings are being left far behind. Each week
seems to give us a new record. The clearings for the
six days ending May rith were $53,828,966. Those
for the corresponding week of 190o were $31,947,982.
Last year's clearing, however, were diminished by the
street-car strike, which started on May 8th. The
clearings for many weeks of this year have exceeded
all those of any past time, but those of the week just
ended are far in advance. The clearings for six days
in St. Louis never went above the $4o,000,000 mark
until the week ending November 17, 1900. They never
went up as high as $45,000,000 until the week ending
May 4, 1901, when they were, as already mentioned,
$46,964,985. The volume of the bank clearings is an
evidence of the condition of general trade. Another
index of the same sort is the postal receipts, which
'also show a large gain. A dispatch from Washington
states that the income from the post office in St. Louis,
which was $157,475 in April, 1900, was $176,805 in
April, 190r, a gain of more than $19,000 in the month.
Probably the coming World's Fair has much to do
with the increase in both particulars. It has certainly
contributed toward the activity in the real estate
market, and has probably done something toward the
increase in the receipts of the railroads centering in
this city.

There can be no doubt concerning the business
movement in St. Louis for the year to date. From
December to May each succeeding month has shown a
gain, and as indicated by the bank clearances the
amount of business for the first four months made an
increase of 27.71 per cent. as compared with the same
time a year ago. All previous records were broken
in 1900, and are being broken in a manner and with
a persistency which induces the belief that 1901 will be
the banner commercial year for St. Louis. The corn-
ing world's fair has undoubtedly had some influence
upon our commerce, but by far the greater part of the
gain has come from other sources.

The Globe-Democrat makes the
following timely remarks on the
railroad situation in the territory
tributary to St. Louis, and we
agree with this splendid news-

paper, when it says that our city must be more alert

in extending its railway system to every nook and

corner of the trade territory that rightfully belongs to

her. This paper argues thus : The great increase

within the last ten years in the population of Texas,

Oklahoma and Indian Territory, has given a southerly

pull to the national center of population, though the

center has moved a shorter distance than in any former

decade. It is still near the town of Columbus, Ind.,

south of Indianapolis, having moved westward four-

teen miles and southward two and one-half miles since

1890. The great Southwest has bent the line of pro-

gress toward itself. Territory intimately connected

with St. Louis has caused this change in the line of

direction, and the pull will be stronger than ever in the

next ten years. It is a region suited to both Southern

and Northern productions. Cotton is one of its most

promising staples. Wheat and fruit can be raised

there in abundance. In cattle it is making itself

famous. Nowhere on earth have industrious men of

small means ever carved out comfortable homes for

themselves in a briefer space of time. Though the

great Southwest is nearer St. Louis than to any other

important city a glance of the map reveals the fact

that our railway system in that direction is far from

complete. Population is flowing in and railway build-

ers have noted its rapid increase. St. Louis is not

keeping up with transportation demands of the South-

west. Other centers are reaching for the trade. The

race does not belong to the nearest city without a

strenuous effort on its part. Wherever a railroad

The Railway
Situation in
St. Louis Territory
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spoke can be inserted for the benefit of St. Louis it
ought to be supplied promptly. The railway extension
needed will richly repay its builders. St. Louis must
not be cut out of its natural field of business. The
Oklahoma situation in particular needs action.

The St. Louis and San Francisco
Railway Railway announces the establish-
Extension ment of a regular train service on

the new Blackwell, Enid and South-
western Railway. The new towns on the line are Eddy,
Lamont, Hunter and Breckinridge, each of which is
rapidly developing, and is in a section of Oklahoma
which has excited especial comment on account of the
abundance and excellence of its crops. The 'Frisco
line is strictly a St. Louis road, and we are glad to see
that it is proving a noteworthy factor in the develop-
ment and prosperity of the great new Southwest.

The early part of the month wit-
nessed the completion of the organi-
zation of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition Company by the elec-
tion of the following permanent

officers : .President, Ex-Governor David R. Francis;
first vice-president, Corwin H. Spencer ; second vice-
president, Samuel M. Kennard ; third vice-president,
Daniel M. Houser ; fourth vice-president, Cyrus B.
Waldridge ; fifth vice-president, Seth W. Cobb ; sixth
vice-president, Charles H. Huttig ; seventh vice-presi-
dent, Pierre Chouteau ; treasurer, William H. Thomp-
son ; secretary, Walter B. Stephens. Secretary Steph-
ens is well known to public men, and the public at
large, as the Washington correspondent of the St. Louis
Globe-Do/rot-rat, and we believe is the right man in
the right place. The executive staff are representative
business men of St. Louis, and in their hands the ex-
position will, no doubt, be a reality on the opening
day set and prove itself a worthy illustration of Western
energy and ability.

Kansas City is already beginning to
Preparing for take steps to prepare its exhibit for
the World's Fair the St. Louis world's fair. Word

to the same effect comes from
Chicago. These enterprising and alert cities under-
stand the value of international expositions as a means
for the advertisement of the resources and capabilities
of communities, and they are going to take early and
ample advantage of them. Chicago has .had a world's
fair of her own, and knows the benefits which they
bring, both to the city in which they are held and to
the communities which make a creditable exhibit in
them. Kansas City undoubtedly hopes to get an in-
ternational exposition herself some day, and in the
meantime she is going to make a good display in the
one which is soon to be held in St. Louis.

Illinois has appropriated $250,000 for its exhibit at
the St. Louis world's fair, and this act undoubtedly
will be applauded by the whole people of that State.
Governor Yates all along favored a liberal appropria-
tion, and his influence was exerted in favor of this
measure from the beginning. Illinois will be benefited
by the fair almost, if not quite, as much as Missouri
will, and it will have a representation in it second only
to that of Missouri among the States.

It is pleasant to note that Missouri, as well as
Texas, has an oil sensation. These small discoveries
of underground treasures show how little compara-
tively is known of the mineral resources of two great
States. Neither has been prospected beyond a limited
extent. Both have been so busy with agriculture that
they have scarcely looked below the furrow turned by
the plow. Missouri's zinc, lead, coal, iron and build-
ing stone are appreciated, but it undoubtedly has a
large number of other mineral possessions as yet un-
developed or unknown. A petroleum field is quite as
valuable as gold mines, and the geology of Missouri
warrants the belief that its oil production will grow in
importance.

We are glad to see that Arkansas has already

made an appropriation of $30,000 for a State building
at the St. Louis world's fair, and as one branch of the
Legislature was in favor of $4o,000, the increase will
doubtless be approved at the next session. Arkansas,

like Missouri, has not taken the place in former great

expositions to which it is entitled. Its mineral wealth

alone would justify it in asking for a large space in

every important industrial exposition. As for agricul-
tural productions, Arkansas can raise all that are com-

mon in both North and South, so varied are its surface
soils and range of climate. Arkansas will find its

The World's Fair
Permanently
Organized
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investment in the international exposition of 1903 one
of the best to which it has ever given its legislative
and popular support.

Simon Linz, of Joseph Linz & Bro., the widely-
known jewelry house of Dallas, Texas, was met in
one of our wholesale houses by THE KEYSTONE repre-
sentative early in last month. He was accompanied
by his brother, Albert Linz, and they were on their
way East on a two-months' business and pleasure trip.
Mr. Linz spoke highly of trade conditions in the Lone
Star State, and said that the prospects for the advance-
ment and growth of that great commonwealth were
never more encouraging than at present.

Cris. Keyler, of Nashville, ill., was in the city
recently combining business with pleasure. He made
extensive purchases.

S. Birger, of Glen Carbon, Ill., visited St. Louis last
month on the lookout for late spring novelties for his
home store.

C. H. Witherspoon, of Hillsboro, Ill., was here
for a day or two last month interviewing our wholesale
firms.

J. Harvell, of Litchfield, Ill., was in St. Louis last
month on a business and pleasure trip combined.

Mrs. John F. Zeitler, wife of Jeweler Zeitler, retail
of 2013 Salisbury Street, has gone to Europe to be
absent until September. Their young son, who ac-
companied her, will remain abroad for a year or two
to complete his musical education.

Samuel and Morris Eisenstadt, of the Eisenstadt
Manufacturing Co., have just returned from a fort-
night's trip among the larger Eastern cities, wherein
they combined business and pleasure. They stopped
off at Buffalo to see the Pan-American Exposition,
and pronounce the show an unqualified and splendid
success from every point of view.

Max L. Weiss, of the Weiss Jewelry Manufac-
turing Co., in the Globe-Democrat Building, has
recently taken out a patent on a new style initial ring,
on which they already are having a good sale.

Geo. H. Edwards, head of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., of Kansas City, spent a day in town early
in May, and the day was made pleasant for him by our
wholesale people.

Joe. Cohn, of Leadville, Colo., has been a wel-
come, and liberal buyer in our wholesale houses the
past month.

D. A. Hay, of Fulton, Ky., visited St. Louis the
middle of last month on a purchasing trip.

Charles Mauch, of Marshall, Mo., was a visiting
buyer in this market for a few days in May selecting
goods for the home market.

Frank Ricketts, of Charleston, Ill., was a buyer in
this market last month.

Morris Goldstein, for a number of years past
watchmaker for Mauch & Adams, of Marshall, Mo.,
has bought an interest in the firm of Steadley Brothers,
at Carthage, Mo. The firm will hereafter do business
under the name of Steadley & Goldstein.

J. Reed Elliott, the well-known traveler for the
Eisenstadt Co., was off May ifith for a two-weeks'
pleasure trip through the East. He accompanied
Samuel and Morris Eisenstadt. This is the first time
in twenty years that the Messrs. Eisenstadt have found
it convenient to travel together.

John Roark, of Winchester, Ill., was a visiting
buyer here last month.

The employees of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing
Co., have organized a baseball nine, and are challeng-
ing all corners. They have already achieved two or
three signal victories. The nine is made up of the
following : Legs Farrall, left field ; H. F. Doty,
second base ; J. Wilkinson, short stop ; W. E. Barker,
third base ; A. F. Beiss, right field ; F. Bradford,
catcher ; J. Zeller, Center field ; W. Tozier, first base;
L. Nelson, pitcher.

Commendation from the South

TARBORO, N. C., May r, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Would not do without THE
KEYSTONE for many times its price. I value it most
of all my trade papers. Have been a constant sub-
scriber from its first issue. Can't particularize as to
its merits, for the journal is good all through.

Yours respectfully,

JAMES H. BELL.

1



THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN June, 901
PATENTED FEERUARY 14, IhUi

Is the Best Value for the Money that has Ever Been Offered to the Public

we find a larger stock on hand of some staple
goods than we wish to carry; some of them we
have discontinued manufacturing. The new sam-
ples crowd out the old, so we have marked
down, to prices that will prove attractive to close
buyers, many of them, consisting of Gold Pens
and Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils, Tooth-
picks, Glove Buttoners, etc., in silver, rolled-
plate, agate, pearl, etc. We will take pleasure in
quoting prices and furnishing samples for inspec-
tion on application.

Mercantile Fountain Pens

No. I. Plain. %actual size.

No. 2. Wide, ;o1.I-Mounted. actual size.

Special No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $8.00 per dozen, net cash
We make t wenty-tive different styles of Holders, handsomely chased and ornamentedwith gold mountings. Send for prices anti discount to the trade.

our STYLO PENS
have also been a great success.
Send for catalogue.
Export trade solicited. Officc and Factury, 40 John St., New York City
Ask your Jobber for the " RIVAL" Pen. All pens are 14 K. gold. Every pen guaranteed

All makes of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired

in new styles, in Cabinet and Show-Case
assortments. Made and fully warranted by

_

No. :3, Chased Barrel, iold Bands. dze.

NGRAVED
NVITATIONS

for

School an College
Commencement Exercises

showing Class Pins embellished in their proper colors.

' SAMPLE SETS NOW READY

19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

Latest styles of invitations, ,I1nnouncements for Spring Weddings,
Calling Cards, Embossed Stationery, etc.

No. 326. Plain or Chased, Black or Mottled Rubber Holder, No. 2, 14 K. Pen, Fountain. Price each, 75 cents.

No. 320. Extra Large Plain or Chased Case, No. 4, 14 Karat Pen, fine, medium or stub, Fountain Pen,

No. 233. Gold Pens in Seamless Gold-plated, Fancy Cut Gold Ball and Wire Pearl Desk Holder, No. 2. Price each, $1.62.

Fountain Pens and Gold Pens and Assorted Holders put up in assortments of one dozen and upwards atSpecial Low Prices. Send for Catalogue and Price-List.

B. GRIESHABER, GoldManufacturer

11.,..s and Fountain Pens, 84-90 State Street, CHICAGO

We manufacture and repair GOLD and FOUNTAIN PENS. We are the oldest firmin Chicago in this line of business, and guarantee satisfaction, Send us your work.S. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO. Send us your orders.ROOM 802, COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

So, .tonrInl nil, on pasp• sosenthsr, 1900, issue.
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

1Ve11s'Pecfect Self-Conform-
ing and Ventilating Ring
Adjuster is the result of many
years experience. It can be fitted
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of price.
1 doz.. assorted slzes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.76, or 4 doz., assorted
sizes. for $2.00 ; 1 doz., metal,
assorted sizes, 86e. (Sc. extra if

registered.) For sample..., a small size gold and
medium size metal will be sent for 40cts., or a medium
large size gold and large size metal for 50 cts. Address,
CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

Whet: writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

*4.44,4. f“1,444,44.4.4.1,d.c44.dsolssta.d.4.Y-b._.*
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MANUFACTURED BY

F. H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago, Ill.
For Sale by all Jobbers.

,-COMPARE OUR PRICES.
CONSIDER OUR OFFER.

The Wright, Jr. NEW—Jest Out.
$6.00 per doz. Retail $1.00 each.

Fitted with good 14 K. solid gold pen.
Unquestionably the best value on the
market.
Our Leader Assortment, $7.60 per doz.

Retail at $1.26 to $2.00 each.
Consists of 1 dozen assorted Wright

Fountain Pens, plain, chased, mottled
and black holders, heavy 14 K. pen.
Our Fine Assortment.$12.00,ShowCase
Free. Contains 1 dozen assorted plain,
chased,blackonottled find mgold-ounted
holders, tilted Wit II heavy 14 K. gold
pens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each.

Above SENT ON APPROVAL.
All Wright Pens are warranted per-
fect. Will exchange or money refund-This Elegant Show Case FREE with our $12.00 assortment. ed if not satisfactory. Signs, cartons,Contaills Npace for 3 dozen pens and lows vv. and adv. matter with every order.

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS. SEND US YOUR JOBS.
Wm. Weidlich & Bro.,

Proprietors.

Stationery

UNE finds the jeweler and stationer in
the month of weddings, and our readers
should make the most of the business

opportunity thus afforded. Both by advertise-
ment and appropriate window display, attention
should be directed to such goods as are best
adapted for wedding presents and to the latest
styles in wedding stationery. The heralding of
local weddings, especially in the smaller towns
where the inhabitants are known to one another,
should be followed immediately by advertising
and display suited to the occasion. In this age
of small profits and rampant competition, spas-
modic efforts at Easter and Christmas are not
enough. Every festival, fair, convention or
occasion out of the ordinary must be used to
the fullest extent for business propagation, and
even in the intervals between such the merchant
must manufacture opportunities. Eternal vigi-
lance is the price of business success, as well as
of liberty. There is no place in the commercial
world to-day for the fogey, the easy-going or
the incompetent.

A new golf calendar that should sell well
with the growing order of golfers, is now on the
market. The background is grass green, with
a Scotch plaid border. The calendar pad is an
imitation leather score book, and it is hung by
a leather thong matching in color the score
book. A golf " putter " so real as to seem to
belong to a pigmy race of golfers, is hung
against the face of the card, and a diminutive
white golf ball appears at the feet of a raised
figure of, in one case a man in full golf costume,
colored to life, in the other of a maiden so
charming as to tempt a veritable St. Anthony
to leave all and golf with her. Across the top
of the calender is a torn scrap of music, as in
the bachelor calendar, although in this case it
reads, I don't know why I love you, but
I do-o-o."

THE KEYSTONE.

Electric typewriters are expected to mak&
their appearance on the market this year. A
number of them have been patented, and there
will be some rivalry. They will cost about
$200. The electric typewriter is a power
machine, all the work of the moving parts being
done by an electric motor, while the operator
simply indicates the characters. It looks like

an ordinary typewriter, and the key-board is the
same. The printing is accomplished by mere
contact of the finger. No pressure being re-

quired, there is no fatigue. Another advantage

is that speed is practically unlimited. The

work is done as fast as the keys can be touched.

Consul Hughes writes from Coburg, Ger-

many, under recent date, as follows : " The

lead pencil industry in Germany is at present
suffering from American competition. It is

alleged that our success in this branch of industry

is mostly due to the perfection of the machinery.

Another important point is the fact that we

have the best cedar wood, which is particularly

suitable for the manufacture of lead pencils, while

the Germans are compelled to import it and can-

not get it in such good quality. Numerous

trials have been made to find another material

which could take the place of wood in the

manufacture of lead pencils ; metal tubes,
coverings made from rolled, compressed paper,
etc., have been used, but none have met with
success."

A new post card now being sold in the
streets of Paris, is more ingenious than practical.
At the first glance it seems only to represent
the figure of a girl " in silhouette "—cut out on
black paper—pasted on the back of a thin,
rather transparent card. Turning the card,
and holding it up to a lamp or candle, it will be
seen that the black shadow of the figure shows
through, and on moving about either the light
or the card, the body of the young woman
writhes about in contortions.

A new series of euchre prizes has just been
put out. It consists of a series of porcelain
bottles, possibly a foot to fifteen inches high, in
form of men and geese and animals dressed as
men. The coloring varies, but in the main
closely follows the figure imitated. The cork is
fitted into the neck and removing the head
opens the bottle.

George B. Hurd & Co. have brought out
a new-size wedding invitation which promises to
be very popular this season. It is an addition
to the well-know square shape, emphasizing the
desirable points of the most popular sizes. It
is sig x 73% inches.

A pen which will hold, without danger of
blotting, a much larger amount of ink than the
ordinary pen, and which can be used in any
holder, has been invented by Clarence E.
Fowler, Washington, D. C. The invention
seeks to provide a pen having an integral under-
lying reservoir, so formed and arranged that it
will in no wise interfere with the desired flexi-
bility of the pen. In the Fowler invention this
object seems to be attained.

D. W. Beaumel & Co. New York, manu-
facturers of fountain pens, have completed the
rearrangement of their offices and the shops are
now running full time, with increased machinery.
The offices are larger and arrangement has been
made for taking care of customers in a much
more expeditious manner. Mr. Beaumel re-
ports a good business.

The L. E. Waterman Co. prides itself on
the possession of an unusually large number of
medals and awards at different expositions and
fairs where exhibits have been made. These
medals include those awarded at the largest ex-
positions and fairs of the past quarter century.
The list includes the medal from the Paris Expo-
sition of 1899, the World's Fair in Chicago
in 1893 and the Paris Exposition of 19oo.
The company has an elaborate exhibit at the
Glasgow (Scotland) Exposition and one at the
Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo.

Crane Brothers, Westfield, Mass., have a
display at the Pan-American Exposition in
Buffalo, in charge of Charles M. Barden. This
company is famous for its linen ledger and
record papers, which were awarded a gold
medal at the late Paris Exposition. The mills
were established in 1867, and since that time
there have been nineteen awards and medals
granted at different expositions and fairs.
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Pan-American postage stamps were placed
on sale last month. They are in 1, 2, 4, 5, 8
and 10-cent denominations, and will be sold
only when specially called for. The stamps are
respectively green, with device showing lake
navigation ; salmon-pink, with device showing
fast express ; chocolate, with automobile ; ultra-
marine, with the suspension bridge at Niagara
Falls ; mauve, with the canal locks at Sault Ste
Marie ; and seal-brown, showing fast ocean
navigation of to-day.

The American News Co. is showing a new
idea in visiting cards for dealers. They are the
fashionable kid finish stock, cut in all the latest
shapes and sizes, put up twenty assorted packs
in it handsome display box.

Death of Lewis E. Waterman
Lewis Edson Waterman, inventor of the fountain

pen which bears his name and the most widely known
fountain-pen manufacturer in this country, died on
May 1st at his home in Brooklyn, N. Y. The deceased
was born in Decatur, N. Y., in 1837. In his boyhood
he was a most diligent student, and became a teacher
at the early age of fifteen years. He was subsequently
connected for some years with a prominent insurance
company. It was not till 188o that he began to make
experiments for the purpose of improving fountain
pens. In 1883 he applied for his first patents (which
were granted in 1884), under which he began the
manufacture of the Waterman ideal fountain pen, now
widely and favorably known.

The first instrument for
writing with colored fluids is
believed to be the split reed
used by the Egyptians more
than 5000 years ago. The
simple split in this reed has
been the essential feature of
every style of dip pen from
that day to this. Mr. Water-
man utilized the germ con-
tained in this split, and de-
veloped from it the feeding
device for fountain pens,
which automatically regu-
lated and controlled the flow from the fountain to
the nibs of the writing pen through continuous and
uniform splits or fissures in a feed bar.

Briefly, it may be said that previous to Mr. Water-
man's invention of this feeding device, inventors had
found as much difficulty in getting the air into the
reservoir to take the place of ink drawn out as to get
the ink out ; that the air pressure stopped the flow of
ink from the reservoir and the flow of ink stopped the
movement of the air into the reservoir, and conse-
quently there was a blockade of the ink and air chan-
nels so that the pen would not write at all for the lack
of ink, or else the ink would not come out in a flood.

Mr. Waterman conceived the idea that if he could
draw the ink out of the fountain to the nibs of the
writing pen through narrow capillary channels, with
the proper space for the passage of air into the reser-
voir, it would attain a uniform and automatical supply
of ink for the writing pen, reasoning with himself that
if he could obtain the means of regularly and continu-
ously drawing the ink (which was the thing he wanted
to use) out that the air movement would take care of
itself.

Mr. Waterman has been continuously occupied in
the manufacture and sale of the Waterman ideal foun-
tain pen since '1883. He did business for some years
as the head of the Ideal Pen Co., and in 1887 the
L. E. Waterman Co. was incorporated to succeed to
the business and his patents, he becoming its president
and remaining so up to his death.

He has for years been a recognized authority on
all matters pertaining to the principles and construc-
tion of fountain pens, and has made many other im-
provements and taken out numerous patents. He also
has had much to do in making gold pens more satis-
factory for use in fountain holders.

Lewis E. Waterman
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--.. 431 to 43' Fifth Ave., Chicago
MANUFACTURERS OF

STRICTLY HIGH-GRADE

Jewelry Fixtures

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit write us, as we may be able
to interest you. Or, if you expect to remodel your store, we would be pleased
to submit estimate.

We make a specialty of manufacturing strictly high-grade jewelry fixtures
of the most modern type in design and construction with latest improvements
for electric lighting, if so desired, and ask that you correspond with us if in
need of anything in our line. We manufacture an all-glass show case,
the latest and best on the market.

For further particulars, please address our factory direct, 431 Fifth Ave.
Write for our No. io Catalogue.

THIS IS OUR SMALL MOULDING STEEL-LINED SHOW CASE

WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD TO PRODUCE ITS EQUAL.

Send flour plan with particulars.
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NEW YORK.
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Hand-Carved pings

NEW AND UNIQUE DESIGNS
FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

in a profusion of Beautiful Studies, Figures,
Faces, Masks, Animals, Scroll and Renais-
sance Pierced Work.

Mounted Diamond Goods
are Unsurpassed in Style, Quality and Price

Over Z000 Original Designs S f
ill Ruse Diamond and Pearl

and Opal and other e "ins
now being shown to the JOBBING TRADE

CHAS. P. GOLDSMITH
MANUFACTURERS 35 Gold Street, New York ut
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POINTS ABOUT
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N. R. Fuller, traveling salesman for Edwards &
Sloane, Kansas City, Mo., was in last month from an
extended trip.

Joe Beach, Derby Silver Co., spent a few days at
the salesrooms of the International Silver Co., Chicago,
last month.

A. J. Perry, of Lapp & Flershem, Chicago, arrived
home last month from his Northwestern trip. He
started out again, after a few days' stay, with refilled
trunks.

Don Dix, who formerly traveled for C. A. Kiger
& Co., Kansas City, Mo., has resigned his position on
account of ill health and will probably go to Colorado.

At a special meeting of the Jewelry Travelers'
Association of New England, held in Boston on
May 17th, Frank H. Elliott, the president, being in
the chair, a number of changes were made in the con-
stitution and by-laws, the most important of which
was the increasing of the annual clues from $1 to $5,
and the initiation fee from $r to $2. It was also voted
to change the name of the association from the Jewelry
Travelers' Association of New England to the Travel-
ers' and Jewelers' Association of New England.
After some discussion it was decided that the summer
outing would be held in Providence, R. I., the date
and details to be published later. An extra effort is to
be made to increase the membership of the associa-
tion, place it on a firmer basis and increase its useful-
ness to the members. Secretary W. E. Clement is
revising the constitution and by-laws, and members
will .be supplied with copies as soon as his work is
completed.

E. H. Snow, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., Kan-

sas City, Mo., is in the city stocking up his trunks

preparatory to making another extended trip in his

territory.
I... H. Ludwig, of the material department of the

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo., re-

turned last month from a trip through Kansas.

The So-Called " Fun of Traveling"

An exchange gives this sensible talk about the

modern commercial traveler and his life : " A corn-

mercial traveler's life is not to be gone into for the

' fun of traveling.' Travel very soon loses its fun

when one must catch trains at all hours of the night

and morning, wait for hours at stations for belated

trains, ride in cold and ill-ventilated cars, snatch a bite

of food at such eating places as present themselves,

and often sleep sitting up in a ' day coach.' Yet all

these discomforts enter into the life, particularly when

a ' drummer ' is given the small towns.
" And even after he is years ' on the road,' and

his route covers only the large cities, the life is full of

hardships. The life makes one keen—sharpens a

man's wits ; it develops what there is in him, and

gives him experiences without number. No class of

men are more interesting than commercial travelers,

for their experiences are varied and innumerable ; they

run up against all kinds and conditions of people.

Each customer is an individual problem to be handled

and solved in a way best suited to the individual.

The life makes one a keen judge of men ; it gives one

a knowledge of the country and its people which no

other life does in the same period of time.
" Traveling, as a commercial traveler must travel,

is work, and the hardest kind of work. The life is

only to be commended to one with special adaptability

for it. It takes a keen-minded, a quick-thinking

even-tempered man, a man, too, of robust health and

capable of easy adjustment to all kinds of conditions

and inconveniences, to make a successful ' drummer.'"

THU KEYSTONU

Omaha and Vicinity

The past month has been one of trade excursions,
booming of local projects of a public nature and
preparations for a season of unexampled activity in
business circles. The first matter to occupy the atten-
tion of the merchants of Omaha, including a large
number of the jewelry jobbers and retailers, has been
the building of an auditorium. Public subscriptions
were received and aggregated $150,000. A block on
Howard Street, between Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Streets, has been purchased and the balance of the
month has been spent in raising additional means with
which to construct a building of such magnificence
that Omaha may be proud of it. One plan now being
put into force is the sale of auditorium " bricks,"
consisting of a small brick of terra cotta, about one
inch in length and correspondingly wide and deep,
suspended from a button or bar on which is engraved
a number and the words " I Own a Brick in the Omaha
Auditorium." On the brick is indented the legend,
" One Share of Stock." These bricks are sold for $1
each and represent one share of stock in the audito-
rium. Twenty thousand of them have been issued,
special numbers being put up at auction. Number I
brought $2000, and other numbers, supposed to pos-
sess peculiar attractions, have brought varying prices
down to $2.50. Some of the bricks have been given
a history. Number 39 was purchased by the local
lodge of Elks for $100. The lodge then engaged
Jeweler Albert Edhohn, on North Sixteenth Street, to
make a brick of the same size as the terra cotta bricks,
but of solid gold, pendant from an elk's head. Above
the head is a large diamond and the eyes are of chip
diamonds. The lodge paid Mr. Edholm $100 for his
work and material. This brick will be raffled by the
lodge and the proceeds will also be placed in the
auditorium fund.

Another brick of unusual interest is number 13.
Little Frances Keppler, " the dancing wonder," who
is an Omaha girl, wired from New York that she de-
sired this number because " 13," although usually
considered unlucky, is by her considered her lucky
number. She was born on October 13, 1888 (October
being considered an unlucky month) and all material
phases of her career have been connected in some
way with this supposedly fatal number. Being an
Omaha girl she desired to exhibit her patriotism and
offered $15 for the brick, her uncle acting as her
bidder. However, it was sold for $65 to an Omaha
wholesale house. Learning of Miss Keppler's wishes,
the house turned over the brick to her at her bid and
paid $50 for another brick. Miss Keppler has given
Jeweler M. Wollman, of Council Bluffs, Iowa, an order
for a special brick, to bear the number she now pos-
sesses. It will be surrounded with a. carved band,
containing thirteen opals (representing the October
stone and likewise considered unlucky) and will be a
handsome pendant.

The contract for brick number i has not yet been
let at this writing. It is to cost $300, that being a con-
dition of the sale, and will be of solid gold, set with
diamonds. The Auditorium Company, Board of Trade
Building, has the letting of the contract.

Interest of jewelers is centering in the effect which
the construction of an immense department store, on
which work is now being actively pushed, will have
upon their trade. The store is being built by the W.
R. Bennett Co., which already occupies a large estab-
lishment and which is hastening the completion of its
new building, because of the expiring lease of its
present place. It is reported that an immense stock
of jewelry and silverware will be installed, much
larger than the stock carried at the present store.
Omaha retail jewelers are therefore growing anxious

over the outlook. Considerable talk of the formation
of a jewelers' association, of which none exists in this
State, is being indulged in, but no one of the jewelers
appears willing to make the first move. THE KEY-

STONE correspondent has inquired of nearly every
jeweler in Omaha as to his opinion for the necessity
for an association, and each is emphatic in his state-
ments that the necessity exists. It is believed that
during the coming month some energetic member of

the trade will start the ball rolling towards the desired

goal.
Another movement of merchants in this vicinity

is in progress. It is one of considerable interest to the
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Eastern manufacturer and jobber, particularly to the
class known as " catalogue houses." Country mer-
chants are discussing a plan to prevent too great an
invasion of these houses. They are passing the word
along in some such way as the following : " The coun-
try merchant can always win against the big city
establishments. One of their methods is to have a
leader ' in each line, which they offer at an ex-

tremely low price, while for the relt they charge prices
which are oftentimes higher than the local merchant's.
Let the merchant meet them on their own ground
here. The mail order houses must always add the
cost of expressage, and the merchant can usually
undersell they for this reason. Show your customers
by the catalogue that you are ready to meet any price
in the book. If the mail order house is selling a few
goods at cost it will be best for you to do the same,
rather than have the customergo away thinking they can
get better bargains in anything at a city house. Every
merchant must advertise some way, and a few cents
lost in this way will probably pay as well in the end as
any other kind of advertising. If you have once con-
vinced the community that your prices are as low as
those of any mail order house, you may be pretty sure
you have killed that kind of competition. The big
city establishments are forcing the country merchants
to the point where it almost becomes necessary to
handle everything. In any case it is desirable to let
your customer know you will order anything for them
which you do not keep in stock, no matter how small
or large the order may be. The mail order houses
make a great showing with their extensive catalogues,
but in many cases they depend upon their jobbers to
fill an order after they get it. The country merchant
can do the same. He can draw on his jobber's stock
by making arrangements for the prompt filling of
orders of all sizes. By the adoption of the modern
method of quick sales and small profits he can com-
pete with any mail order house."

This movement is reported to be quite extensive,
and, judging from the statements made by visiting
buyers at Omaha, the reports have a justification.

The month has been freakish from a weather
standpoint, but notwithstanding, business has been
fairly good and jobbers and retailers are feeling happy
over the outlook. The immense crops in prospect,
the slight winter losses in the cattle and sheep raising
districts, and the exceptionally heavy wool clip, even
though the prices are not satisfactory, have giyen con-
fidence which extends itself to the trade and is con-
ducive to enlargements of stock and extqiiions of
operations. •

Dr. I. D. Wood and wife, of Logan, Iowa, who
recently embarked in the jewelry business there, visited
Omaha a few days ago.

Conrad Thielen, of Shelby, Nebr., and John Ring,
of Hooper, Nebr., were in Omaha, en route to
Nebraska City to attend the meeting of the A. 0. U. W.
Grand Lodge.

C. A. Davis, of Fairmont, Nebr., was burned
out May I3th. Loss covered by insurance. He was
robbed of $1500 worth of goods some time ago. He
will reopen his store.

C. Tetwell, formerly with Hugh Oppenheim, at
Kansas City, has entered the employ of the Reichen-
berg-Smith Co., wholesalers, at Omaha.

Herman Ackerman, of Maryville, Kans., is erect-
ing a two-story brick store, the upper portion of which
will be used as a jewelry factory and repair plant.

J. G. Beste, of Hartington, Nebr., called recently

on the Omaha trade.
Jeweler Owens, of York, Nebr., has secured a

patent on a new binder, a money-saving device for the
agriculturalist.

F. M. Barney, of Elm Creek, Nebr., has put in a

large acreage of alfalfa on his ranch.
F. W. Harris, of San Felipe, Mex., is in Omaha

visiting his sister, Mrs. C. L. Shook, of the Shook
Manufacturing Co.

Geoge S. Duby, of Ashland, Nebr., was in Omaha
the middle of the month. He :s a traveling optician
during the dull days between seasons.

J. E. Tucker, of Coon Rapids, Ia., who submitted

to an operation at St. Joseph's Hospital, Omaha,
during the month, has returned home, nearly restored

to health.
E. 0. Harvey, Decatur, Nebr., made business

calls on the trade recently.

(continued on page 64)
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F. B. ROGERS SILVER CO.

No. 1268. Hotel Set
A full line of staple pieces of White Metal Hollowware suitable for Hotel and Restaurant trade in stock.This ware is made from heavy weight extra hard white metal heavily plated and hand burnished.Orders tilled at short notice.

THE WEST SILVER CO., Taunton, Mass.
MANUFACTURERS OF THE F. B. ROGERS BRAND OF SILVER-PLATED WARE

NEW YORK, 8o Chambers Street

L. W. RUBENSTEIN

No. 303, cost $3.75 each

No. 304, cost $3.75 each

No. 305, cost $3.37 each
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No. 300, cost $3.37 each

No. 307, cost $3.37 each

No. 308, coat 83.37 each

Manufacturer of

Solid Gold
Emblem Rings

The jeweler who has been in the habit of
buying his rings of a wholesaler is apt to shy a
little when we talk to him about Emblem kings
at prices we quote. These rings are made up
in every popular society order ; quality being
10 K. guaranteed and fine workmanship,
highly enameled in appropriate colors, and
beautifully engraved. Most of these rings have
a raised center emblem which, if desired, can
be changed to represent two or more societies.

No jeweler's line of rings complete without
some of these goods 

Not Keystone List. Less 6 per cent. 10 days

L. W. Rubenstein
Manufacturer of GOLD RINGS

54 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
P. S.—Our Emblem Ring Catalogues will be ready shortly. Send us yourbusiness card if one of these is desired. Electro, cuts furnished foradvertising to customers only.

No. 309, cost $3.37 each

_

°
No. 310, cost $3.37 each

No. 311, cost $3.37 each

No. 312, cost $3.37 each

No. 313, cost $3.37 each

No. 314, cost 83.37 each
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Omaha and Vicinity

The Western farmers are putting in a larger acre-
age than ever before of alfalfa, and base hopes of the
greatest prosperity upon the attempt. Alfalfa raises a
crop which can be cut from three to four times a
season, and at each cutting yields a34 to 3 tons to
the acre. After the ground is once seeded it does not
require any further attention, other than the cutting, for
fifteen years or more.

A. H. Hansen, formerly with N. H. Andrews, at
Cheyenne, Wyo., has taken charge of the stock of
the Murchison Jewelry Co., at Rawlins, Wyoming.

Bentley & Craig, of Boulder, Colo., will add a
piano and music department to their stock. Mr. Craig
went East the latter part of the month to make his
purchase of the new line.

Beechler & Sons, of Cheyenne, Wyo., have added
fine new wall cases to their fixtures and have other-
wise brightened up their store.

J. F. Kenley, Caldwell, Idaho, moved into his
new store building the latter part of the month.

Charles Sturgis and wife, of Hess & Sturgis,
Boise City, Idaho, have gone
to California on a thirty-days'
pleasure trip. It is the first
vacation Mr. Sturgis has
taken during the six years
he has been in business in
Boise City.

J. R. Laughlin, of Boise
City, Idaho, has moved into
his new building adjoining
the handsome new hotel, the
Idanha.

The demand for dia-
monds appears to be grow-
ing in the West, all dealers
reporting better sales and
higher prices than ever be-
fore attained.

Albert Wipperman, of
Rock Springs, Wyo., in ad-
dition to carrying the largest

stock in the State, is heavily
engaged in the raising of

sheep for wool purposes.

He reports the clip this sea-
son as remakably heavy,
though prices are not up to expectations.

sheep growers are less fortunate, great storms occur-

ring after the sheep had been sheared and causing

large losses.
S. E. Thomas, of Tabor, Iowa, has again sold out

and gone South for his health.

A. B. Hubertnann, a jeweler at Thirteenth and

Douglas Streets, has had the value of his estate near

Hamburg, Germany, increased greatly because the

Singer Sewing Machine Co. has just begun the con-

struction of a sewing machine and typewriter factory

to employ 2000 hands in the town immediately adjoin-

ing. The factory will increase the population of the

town from 4000 to something like 9000 or 10,000.

Albert Edholm made the brick numbered 39 in

the Auditorium Building Association, bought by the

Elks' lodge of that number. The Elks paid $100 for

the brick at auction. It represents $1 in stock. The

ordinary bricks are made of terra cotta, but the Elks

wanted a gold brick and had Mr. Edholm make one at

a cost of an additional poo. The Elks' badge from

which the brick hangs is diamond-studded. Another

brick, numbered r, bought at the auction by C. N.

Dietz, a lumberman, for $2000 is to also be made of

gold and to cost $300.
C. L. Shook, of the Shook Manufacturing Co.,

who is leader of a military band at Omaha, furnished

the music for the Shriners' big initiation meeting at

Omaha, May loth.
Rains continued up to the middle of the month,

insuring an enormous crop in all the Western agricul-

tural States, making the merchants as well as farmers

exceedingly happy.

THIE KEYS-TOINE

Not only the tremendous increase in production of gold
which has occurred during the past five or six years,
but the prospects for a still more startling increase
under operations conducted by means of recently dis-
covered processes of treatment of the low-grade ores,
are exciting Western jewelry circles because of the
effect this increased production will have in stimulating
trade by a still broader use of gold in the arts.

THE KEYSTONE'S Omaha correspondent makes
frequent trips to the mining localities of the Black
Hills, and in his latest visit acquired information which
should interest the jewelry trade in general.

The operations of the Great Homestake Mining
Co., of Lead City, are on the greatest scale of any con-
ducted in the Hills, and when it is stated that these
operations, which have permitted of the distribution
of the largest dividends made by any company in the
world, will be doubled by the processes put into use
within the past sixty days, some intimation can be
obtained as to the importance of the Black Hills dis-
trict as a gold-producing center.

The Homestake Co., in declaring its dividend for
the first quarter of the present year, ending March
31st, gave other companies a shock by distributing
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the Black Hills during the past year, ending January
ist, was less than that of the previous year, due to the
scarcity of water for the stamp mills, but even under
this hampering condition the product reached to a few
dollars less than $1o,000,000. When water was plentiful
it approximated $2o,000,000 annually, when the cyanide
process was unknown and the low-grade ores were not
treated. It is estimated that in the case of the
Homestake Co. alone the product will be increased
$40,000 per week, while the aggregate of the forty-five
or forty-eight cyanide plants now beginning operations,
or which will shortly begin work, will probably more
than quadruple this amount. These are the most con-
servative figures, which range as high as $1o,000,000.

The gold-bearing district of the Black Hills covers
the greater portion of three counties, forming a strip
of ground thirty miles wide by ninety miles in length.
Hardly a foot of ground is to be found in this district
which is not capable of profitable development. Over
too stamp mills are in operation, and as the mines are
worked deeper and leads are followed up, the capacity
of these mills is being proportionately increased. It
has been the experience that the deeper the shafts are
sunk, the better is the gold ore, The Homestake Co.

has enough ore in sight to
keep its plant in operation
for twenty years at the same
capacity at which it is now
being worked, using three
shifts of workmen and run-
ning its machinery night and
day. The other mines in the
district show the same forma-
tions, the same productivity
and to all appearances will be
equally expansive as is the
Homestake lead, when they
have reached the same levels
and possess the same facili-
ties for handling the ores
with !dispatch possessed by
the Homestake Co.

The Homestake mine is
being. worked now from nine
levels, each too feet beneath
the one above it, the richest
ore being taken from the 900-
foot level. Nearly 4000 men
are employed by the com-
pany in mining and pros-

pecting. Its leads, which undermine the city of
Lead, have an aggregate distance of over forty miles.

Other companies taking out large amounts of ore
are the Great Coronado, at Terra ; the Ragged Top;
the Keystone (located at Keystone, a new, lively and
prosperous town) ; the mines: at Custer, and a large
number sprinkled between Deadwood, Lead, Central,
Terra and Terraville. The Holy Terror, from which
Otto Th. Grantz took his world-famed carload of ore
from which he derived $85,000, is also in this district.

Colorado capital has been recently invading this
district, many owners of .Cripple Creek mines having
but lately bought largely in the Hills, and they are
preparing to erect concentrating plants and stamp
mills upon their properties. Their purchases and the
development work they propose to do will add to the
product of the Hills, and conservative engineers
estimate that within the next two years the production
will reach $5o,000,000 or $6o,000,000 a year.

The gold is of a peculiar color, rather dark and
possessing a more solid appearance than the lighter
shades found in Colorado and elsewhere. It is also
peculiarly malleable, yielding to the treatment of
manufacture readily, and it possesses excellent wear-
ing qualities.

Water is one thing essential to a continuance of
gold production in this district, which bids fair to be-
come a second Johannesburg region, and to obtain a
supply appeals have been made to Congress for the
construction of storage reservoirs. They have, like
other appeals from the West for similar construction
and for irrigation of arid lands, met with no response.
The next session of Congress, however, will be so
pressed for action and such an extended and consoli-
dated movement will come from the West, that it is
believed that Congress will see the necessity for aiding
the West in the development of its magnificent re-
sources and appropriate a sufficient sum to at least
build up some one section.

HOMESTAKE GOLD MINE, LEAD, SOUTH DAKOTA

1—A mountain of gold. 2 and 3—Stamp mills. 4—Shaft house and hoisting plant. 5—Low-grade ore.
6—Tramway to 400-11. level.

The Utah

Gold Mining in the Northwest

The interest of the jewelers of the Central North-

west is centering in the remarkable development work

now being done in the Black Hills mining district.

$315,000, notwithstanding the fact that during the
year ending with the same date it had expended over
$1,500,000 in improvements to its plant.

The greatest undertaking accomplished by any
individual corporation in the Central West has just
been completed. This is the construction of a reser-
voir of immense proportions and the laying of con-
duits over the mountain intervening to the city of
Lead and the works of the Homestake Co. The
water thus acquired will now supply not only the
Homestake mills and furnish water for its new cyanide
plants, but will also be sufficient as a reserve supply
for the city of Lead. This construction alone cost the
company nearly $1,000,000. During the same period
it has constructed two immense cyanide plants, one of
600 tons, the other of 400 tons capacity per day, for
handling the low-grade ores which, during all the
twenty years or more the company's mines have been
operated, have been thrown aside as worthless.

It was known that that these ores contained gold
ranging in value from $3.50 to $to per ton, but no
process was known by which the metal could be ex-
tracted, and the ores were thrown aside as worthless.
Recently, however, a Hills' miner discovered a pro-
cess by which these ores could be treated at a cost not
exceeding $1.50 per ton. The Homestake and other
companies immediately seized upon the opportunity
and began the construction of cyanide mills to handle
these and other low grade ores. Buildings rose in
rapid succession and are now being constructed, and
at the present time not less than thirty of these mills,

having a capacity of from 30 to 600 tons daily, are in
operation, while more than twenty are now in course

of construction.
The enormous amount of metal which will be

produced as the result of the construction of these
cyanide plants, when added to the world's present

production of gold, will have an appreciable effect

upon the supply of the yellow metal. The product of



Our New Carmen Adjustable Bracelet is fully covered by patents No. 428447. dated May 20, 1890,and No. 34,019, dated February 5, 1901, controlled by us, and other applications pending. The trade is hereby notified and
warned that we shall hold responsible for damages all who make, use or vend any bracelets similar to above infringing on said
patents, and that no expense will be spared to protect our interests and enforce our rights.

THE NEW CARMEN ADJUSTABLE BRACELET CAN BE HAD FROM ALL LEADING JOBBERS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

CHICAGO OFFICE,

Columbus Memorial Building Factory and Main Office, Attleboro, Mass.

Our New Fall Line is now ready for inspection. it w be the most comprehensive we have ever shown,
comprising many neqv and elegant designs of Vest Chains, Gold Filled Bracelets, Lorgnettes, Gold Filled Rings, Neck Chains, Etc. Don't placeyour fall orders before inspecting this popular line of up-to-date goods and ready sellers.
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Trade
Conditions

Cincinnati Letter

Labor has been well employed and very
content apparently with conditions in
this section, but the partial strike of
the machinists is a disturbing factor at

this writing. An early adjustment of the differences
is hoped for. The farming population have except-
ional reasons to be satisfied. Nearly everything that the
farmer or planter grows is bringing better returns than a
year ago. The prices received from the principal crops,
such as corn,wheat and cotton, show a marked advance,
while some of the less important productions of the soil
have nearly doubled in their value to the producer. In
numberless other ways the earning capacity of a good
farm or plantation has been greatly increased. For
example, better transportation is enabling producers
to ship vegetables and small fruits long distances and
give thousands a market for what was previously a
waste commodity.

Mr. Schaefer, of the Traveling
Men's Association, has let the con-

Fall Festival tract for uniforms to be worn by
the association in their parade

during the Cincinnati Fall Festival next September.
Mr. Carson, the chairman of the decorating committee,
has let the contract for flowers and Captain Taylor has
let the contract for horses and carriages. Uniforms will
cost two thousand dollars, flowers one thousand and
five hundred, and horses and carriages about one
thousand dollars. There are many prominent features
kept a secret, but enough is known at present to justify

the assertion that it will be the most gorgeous sight

ever witnessed in Cincinnati.
Business failures for the first three
months of 1901 were smaller in
number than for any corresponding
period for nineteen years. They
were somewhat larger than during

1899 and 1900 for the same time, the business move-

ment then being on such a favorable basis that

failures were comparatively few, but the liabilities in

both years were considerably heavier than was shown

by the three months ending with March 31st. A com-

parison of the banking clearances for the last-named

period with those for the same months in 1899 and

1900 shows that a substantial gain has been made this

year, a condition which is doubly satisfactory when

considered with the relatively small proportion of

liabilities in cases of failure.
There seems to be no abatement in

The Texas the oil fever in Texas. Uninfluenced
OB Boom by corn deals in Chicago or stockI 

manipulations in New York, it is

steadily increasing. The Galveston News prints a list

of no less than 224 oil companies which have filed

charters at Austin since January ist and up to Sunday,

May 5th. The smallest capitalization is $s000 and the

largest $5,000,000, the larger number being capitalized

at from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000. One company, the

Hoo-Hoo of Houston, has a capital of $99,999.99, and

another Houston company, with a capital of $1,000,000,

offrrs a limited amount of stock for development at

six per cent. per share, par value ten cents. Purchasers

of foil stock will have no difficulty in finding accom-

modations at prices to suit themselves, and as new

" gushers " are announced almost daily sellers have no

difficulty in finding purchasers. Of course, some day

there will be a crash, but those who got in on the

ground floor will probably be out by that time.
All who have visited the Pan-

The Pan-American American Exposition in Buffalo
are warm in declaring that nothing
hitherto produced in the way of

electrical Illumination can compare with the display

made at the Pan-American, with the aid of the elec-

tricity generated at Niagara Falls. The electrical

tower itself is described as something absolutely unique,

resembling a great pillar of flame from the ground to

the golden figure which surmounts it. Every building

of the Exposition glisten at night with thousands of

incandescent lamps, imparting a fairy-like and, at the

same time, magnificent aspect to the whole surround-

ings. Electricity is probably the strongest point about

the present show, although it is said to be remarkably

strong in every department... _

Arrangements have been completed for a large

delegation of manufacturers of Cincinnati to attend

The Coming

Business Failures
During the
Last Quarter

Exposition

THE KEYSTON

the meeting of fhe National Association, which meets
in Detroit, June 4th. The Manufacturers' Club will go
in a body by special tram and may be joined by the
Business Men's Club, Chamber of Commerce and
Industrial Bureau.

The Business Men's Club has arranged to make a
trip through the South and West in the near future.
The object of their pilgrimage is to sing the praises of
beautiful Cincinnati.

The fiscal year Igor seems likely to exceed any
preceding year in its record of exports from the United
States. The steady growth of our exports from
$392,000,000 in 187o to $835,000,000 in 188o, $1,030,-
000,000 in 1892, and $1,394,000,000 in 1900, has been a
subject of much attention and much favorable com-
ment, but it seems that Igor is to pass the record of
the year 1900 and bring the export figure nearly if not
quite to the billion and a half mark.

Richard G. Taffel, of Louisville, Ky., has recently
moved to a new location between First and Second
Streets on West Market. He has put in new fixtures
and new outfit all through and now has a moderg and
handsome establishment.

H. Joseph, the veteran jeweler of Mattoon, Ill., a
well-known dealer in this market, has purchased the
store building next to his present location where he
has done business for thirty years past, and is fitting it
up in modern style.

Mrs. Christian Van Reeth, wife of the diamond
cutter, has gone to Europe to spend the summer.
She will spend most of her time while away visiting
her old home in the Fatherland.

Sol. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, has just
returned from an Eastern trip. He was combining
business with pleasure.

J. Schwarz, of the Cincinnati Gold and Silver
Refining Co., is home from Asheville, N. C., where
he spent the winter, much improved in health.

Albert Zoellner, of Portsmouth, Ohio, a well-
known buyer in this market, was in town early in May

on a purchasing trip.
Wallace L. Miller, for several years past a traveler

for the H. Keck Manufacturing Co., has resigned his

position with this firm and accepted another with the

Miller Jewelry Co., of .Cincinnati, and will cover his

old territory for them.
Jeweler A. K. Lyon, of Lexington, Ky., has

recently made some extensive improvements in his

store which have added. much to its attractiveness.

New paper, painting and general improvements through

the store has done it all.
Rudolph Baude is a new jeweler in our neighboring

city of Louisville. He has recently opened up a new

store in a good location with new stock and new fix-

tures throughout. Travelers who have called on him

tell us that Mr. Baude's establishment is right up to

date and quite attractive.
Edward Olker, the Arcade retailer, has just

finished repapering and repainting and making other

general improvements in his store, thus adding much

to its attractiveness.
A change will occur in the old-established whole-

sale house of L. Gutmann & Sons the first of the

present month, but the firm-name will remain the same.

H. Jacobs, a son-in-law of the late Louis Gutmann,

will be admitted to the firm. They have just finished

their annual inventory and D. J. Gutmann is now in

the East on business and pleasure combined.

S. E. Ledman, the old-time jeweler of Louisville,

Ky., has recently returned from an extended trip to

the Pacific coast, spending the spring and early summer

in California, the land of sunshine, flowers and fruit,

enjoying life as only an old veteran business man like

himself can. This was his first vacation in years, and

has proved most beneficial to him in every way.

During his absence young Mr. Ledman, Jr., looked

after the business.
A. G. Schwab was recently a visitor to and an ex-

tensive purchaser in the Eastern markets. The firm

anticipates big trade demands for fall business and are

making early preparations for same.
E. G. Lohmyer, Newport, Ky., has made the

city hall clock of that city strictly truthful, much to

the convenience of the citizens.
Simon Fox, father of the Fox brothers, of Fox

Bros. & Co., and formerly a member of the firm, died

recently. The deceased was eighty-six years old and

retired from active business ten years ago. A widow

and nine children survive him.
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Birmingham, Ala., Letter

In the progress that has marked the advancement
of this section the past twenty-five years, no class of
business men have been more up to date than the
jewelers, and the members of the craft in this city have
been especially enterprising and progressive.

F. W. Bromberg, who succeeded to the business
of E. Gluck, deceased, is a new corner, having been
for a long time a member of the Zailek Jewelry Co. in
Mobile. He is doing well, however, having succeeded
to practically all of the Gluck trade. Mr. Bromberg
has just turned out from his own shop a beautiful
piece of work in a handsome Elk's charm, presented
to General Manager C. E. Meglemry, of the recent
Street Fair. He also prepared three first prizes for
the recent Floral Parade.

The State Retail Jewelers' Association is not very
active just now, though it has often been said that the
organization was a good thing for the business of the
State. William Rosenstihl, of this city, is secretary,
and an enthusiastic believer in organization.

A signal honor has been conferred on one of the
most popular jewelers of the State, Mr. John Rosen-
stihl of Union Springs. He has been named as assis-
tant-Adjutant-General, by the Governor, of all the State
troops. Mr. Rosenstihl is very popular all over the
State, and hundreds of friends sympathize with him
in the loss a short time ago of his wife.

A couple of new stores are promised for Birming-
ham before the last of June. One will be a branch of
Calhoun & Co., of Nashville, who have already rented
a store, and the other, it is reported, an Atlanta con-
cern. Both will put in big stocks and conduct up-to-
date stores.

Birmingham dealers are talking of an agreement
to close stores at six o'clock during the hot season.
It is understood, however, that the idea is not generally
endorsed, and does not seem to possess very flattering
chances of success.

W. A. Parrish, who was at one time on Second
Avenue in this city, has opened a stock at Ensley,
a suburb which spent last year $6,000,000 for new
industries alone.

E. Lowinsohn has greatly improved his store,
arranging the stock so as to give more room. He has
taken in more space.

After several years of service, C. L. Ruth, of the
big jewelry firm of C. L. Ruth & Co., at Montgomery,
has retired from the city council, having refused to
accept office at the late primaries. Mr. Ruth served
on the most important committees of the board.

R. Heine, jeweler, is now a member of the city
council of Talladega. On the occasion of the presen-

tation of Crosses of Honor to old Confederate soldiers
recently, Mr. Heine engraved the crosses free of
charge.

The Confederate Veterans at Vicksburg, Miss.,

presented Mrs. McKinley a handsome souvenir spoon

on her trip through the town last month. The spoon

was made by Jeweler Yost. In the bowl were the

words " Vicksburg, Miss." A Confederate and Union

flag blended were engraved on the handle, and on the

back of the bowl " To Mrs. McKinley, from Camp 32,

U. C. V."
Marked indications of oil are found on the place

of R. U. Lyons, near Laurel, Miss., and a company
with $2oo,000 capital has been formed to develop it.

Mr. Lyons is a jeweler at Laurel.

Latest Souvenir Spoon

The latest souvenir spoon comes from London,
and is designed to commemorate the accession of

King Edward VII. The London shop windows are

filled with these spoons at the present time in plated
ware, sterling silver and gold.

The central decoration of the upper part of the
handle is a medallion of the king, which really is
very much like him. Above is a winged figure of
Britannia, with laurel and palm branch. Below the
medallion are the royal arms and a shield, on which
is the date, 1901. Surmounting the whole is the im-
perial crown. The decorative part of the handle is

also offered as a pendant for a neck or watch chain.
These two pretty mementos of their most recent

national event have found great favor in England.
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of this section the past twenty-five years, no class of
business men have been more up to date than the
jewelers, and the 'Itemisers of the craft in this city have
been especially enterprising and progressive.

F. W. Bromberg, who succeeded to the business
of E Gluck, deceased, is a new comer, having been
for a long time a member of the Zailek Jewelry Co. in
Mobile. I le is doing well, however, having succeeded
to practically all of the Cluck trade. Mr. Bromberg
has just turned out from Isis own shop a beautiful
piece of work in a handsome Elk's charm, presented
to General Manager C. E. Meglemry, of the recent
Street Fair. He also prepared three first prizes for
the recent Floral l'arade.

The State Retail Jewelers' Association is not very

active just now, though it has often been said that the
organization was a good thing for the business of the

State. William Rosenstffil, of this city, is secretary,
and an enthusiastic believer in organization.

A signal honor has been conferred on one of the
most popular jewelers of the State, Mr. John Rosen-
st ihl of I 'Ilion Springs. I le has been named as assis-
tant-AdjuLmt-General, by the Governor, of all the State
troops. Mr. Rosenstild is very popular all over the
State, and hundreds of friends sympathize with him
in the loss a short time ago of his wife.

A couple of new stores are promised for Birming-
ham before the last of June. One will be a branch of
Calhoun & Co., of Nashville, who have already rented
a store, and the other, it is reported, an Atlanta con-
cern. Both will put in big stocks and conduct up-to-

date stores.
Birmingham dealers are talking of an agreement

to close stores at six o'clock during the hut season.

It is understood, however, that the idea is not generally
rwd, and does not seem to possess very flattering

chanct•s of success.
\V. \ . Parrish, who was at one time on Second

Avenu,• in this city, has opened a stock at Ensley,

a suburb which spent last year $6,000,000 for new

industries alone.
E. Lowinsohn has greatly improved his store,

arranging the stock so as to give more room. He has

taken in more spice.
After several years of service, C. L. Ruth, of the

big jewelry firm of C. L. Ruth & Co., at Montgomery,

has retired from the city council, having refused to

accept office at the late primaries. Mr. Ruth served
on the most important committees of the board.

R. I Leine, jeweler, is now a member of the city

council of Talladega. On the occasion of the presen-

tation of Crosses of Honor to old Confederate soldiers

recently, Mr. Heine engraved the crosses free of

charge.
The Confederate Veterans at Vicksburg, Miss.,

presented Mrs. McKinley a handsome souvenir spoon

on her trip through the town last month. The spoon

was made by Jeweler Yost. In the bowl were the

words " Vicksburg, Miss." A Confederate and Union

flag blended were engtaved on the handle, and on the

back of the bowl " To Mrs. McKinley, from Camp 32,

U. C. V."
Marked indications of oil are found on the place

of R. U. Lyons, near Laurel, Miss., and a company

with Poo,000 capital has been formed to develop it.

Mr. Lyons is a jeweler at Laurel.

Latest Souvenir Spoon

The latest souvenir spoon comes from London,

and is designed to commemorate the accession of

King Edward VII. The London shop windows are

filled with these spoons at the present time in plated

ware, sterling silver and gold.

The central decoration of the upper part of the
handle is a medallion of the king, which really is
very much like him. Above is a winged figure of
Britannia, with laurel and palm branch. Below the
medallion are the royal arms and a shield, on which

is the date, 190i. Surmounting the whole is the im-

perial cn nen. The decorative part of the handle is

also offered as a pendant for a neck or watch chain.
These two pretty mementos of their most recent

tuitional event have found great favor in England.
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Trade
Conditions

Cincinnati Letter

Labor has been well employed and very
content apparently with conditions in
this section, but the partial strike of
the machinists is a disturbing factor at

this writing. An early adjustment of the differences

is hoped for. The farming population have except-
ional reasons to be satisfied. Nearly everything that the

farmer or planter grows is bringing better returns than a

year ago. The prices received from the principal crops,

such as corn, wheat and cotton, show a marked advance,

while some of the less important productions of the soil

have nearly doubled in their value to the producer. In

numberless other ways the earning capacity of a good

farm or plantation has been greatly increased. For

example, better transportation is enabling producers

to ship vegetables and small fruits long distances and

give thousands a market for what was previously a

waste commodity.
Mr. Schaefer, of the Traveling
Men's Association, has let the con-

Fall Festival tract for uniforms to be worn by
the l5SOCiilhiOfl in their parade

during the Cincinnati Fall Festival next September.

Mr. Carson, the chairman of the kc )rating committee,

has let the contract for flowers and Captain Taylor has

let the contract for horses and carriages. f 'niforms %HI

cost two thousand dollars, flowers one thousand and

five hundred, and horses and carriages about one

thousand dollars. There are many prominent features

kept a secret, but enough is known at present to justify

the assertion that it will be the most gorgeous sight

ever witnessed in Cincinnati.
Business failures for the first three
months of 1901 Were smaller in
number than for any corresponding

period for nineteen years. They
Were SOttieWilat larger than during

1899 and 1900 for the same time, the business move-

ment then being on such a favoralsle basis that

failures were comparatively few, hut the liabilities in

both years were considerably heavier than was shown

I , the three months ending with Nlarch 31st. A com-_

parison of the banking clearances for the last-named

period with those for the same months in t899 and

I9oo Shows that a substantial gain lets been made this

year, a condition which is doubly satisfactory when

considered with the relatively small proportion of

liabilities in cases of failure.
There seems to be no abatement in

the oil fever in Texas. Uninfluenced

by corn deals in Chicago or stock
manipulations in Nev York, it is

steadily increasing. The Gareth», News prints a list

of no less than 224 oil companies which have filed

charters at Austin since January 1st and up to Sunday,

May 5111. The smallest capitalization is $5000 and the

largest $5,000,000, the larger number being capitalized

at from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000. One company, the

Hoo-Hoo of Houston, has a capital of $99,999.99, and

another Houston company, with a capital of $1,000,000,

offers a limited amount of stock for development at

six: ler cent. per share, par value ten cents. Purchasers

of oil stock will have no difficulty in finding accom-

modations at prices to suit themselves, and as new

" gushers " are announced almost daily sellers have no

difficulty in finding purchasers. Of course, some day

there will be a crash, but those who got ill on the

ground floor will probably be out by that time.

All who have visited the Pan-

The Pan-American American Exposition in Buffalo
Exposition are warns in declaring that nothing

hitherto produced in the Nvay of

electrical illumination can compare with the display

made at the Pan-American, with the aid of the elec-

tricity generated at Niagara Falls. The electrical

tower itself is described as something absolutely unique,

resembling a great pillar of flame from the ground to

the golden figure which surmounts it. Every building

of the Exposition glisten at night with thousands of

incandescent lamps, imparting a fairy-like and, at the

sante time, magnificent aspect to the whole surround-

ings. Electricity is probably the strongest point about

the present show, although it is said to be remarkably

strong in every department.
Arrangements have been completed for a large

delegation of manufacturers of Cincinnati to attend

The Coming

Business Failures
During the
Last Quarter

The Texas
Oil Boom
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the meeting of the National Association, which meets

in Detroit, June 4th. The Manufacturers' Club will go

in it Im nly by special train and may be joined by the

Business Men's Club, Chamber of Commerce and

Industrial Bureau.
The Business Men's Club has arranged to make a

trip through the South zind West in the near future.

The object of their pilgrimage is to sing the praises of

beautiful Cincinnati.
The fiscal year Igor seems likely to exceed any

preceding year in its record of exports from the United

States. The steady growth of our exports from
$392,000,000 in 1870 to $835,000,000 in 188o, $1,030,-

000,000 in 1892, and $1,39.1,000,000 in two, has been a

subject of much attention and much favorable com-

ment, but it seems that 1901 is to pass the record of

the year 19oo and bring the export figure nearly if not
quite to the billion and a half mark.

Richard G. Taffel, of Louisville, Ky., has recently

moved to a new location between First and Second

Streets on West Market. He has put in new fixtures

and new outfit all through and now has a modem and

handsome establishment.
H. Joseph, the veteran jeweler of Mattoon, Ill., a

well-known dealer in this market, has purchased the

store building next to his present location where he

has done business for thirty years past, and is fitting it

up in modern style.
Mrs. Christian Van Reeds, %vile of the diamond

cutter, has gone to Europe to spend the summer.

She will spend most of her time while away visiting

her old home in the Fatherland.
Sol. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, has just

returned from an Eastern trip. He was combining

business %vitt' pleasure.
J. Schwarz, of the Cincinnati Gold and Silver

Refining Co., is home from Asheville, N. C., where

he spent the winter, much improved in health.
Albert Zoellner, of Portsmouth, Ohio, a \veil-

kiniwn buyer in this market, wtis in town early in Mav

on a purchasing trip.
‘Vallace L. Miller, for several years past a traveler

for the H. Keck Manufacturing Co., has resigned his

position with this firm and accepted another with the

Miller Jewelry Co., of .Cincinnati, and %ill cover his

old territory for them.
Jeweler A. K. Lyon, of Lexington, Ky., has

recently made sonic eXtensive imp( entents i ii his

sit we which have added much to its attractiveness.

New paper, painting indgeneral improvements through

the store has done it all.
Ruch I I ii i Biaide iS a 11M jeweler in our neighboring

city of Louisville. He has recently opened up a new

store in a good location Nvitil IleW stock and new fix-

tures throughout. Travelers who have called on him

tell us that Mr. Baudy's establishment is right up to

date and quite attractive.
Edward Olker, the Arcade retailer, has just

finished repapering and repainting and making other

general improvements in his store, thus adding much

to its attractiveness.
A change will occur in the old-established whole-

sale house of L. Gutmann & Sons the first of the

present month, but the firm-name will remain the same.

H. Jacobs, a son-in-law of the late Louis Gutmann,

will be admitted to the firm. They have just finished

their annual inventory and I). J. Gutmann is now in

the East on business and pleasure combined.

S. E. Ledman, the old-time jeweler of Louisville,

Ky., has recently returned front an extended trip to

the Pacific coast, spending the spring and early summer

in California, the land of sunshine, flowers and fm it,

enjoying- life as only an old veteran business man like

himself can. This was his first vacation in years, and

has proved most beneficial to hint in every way.

During Isis absence young Mr. Ledman, Jr., looked

after the business.
A. G. Schwab was recently a visitor to and an ex-

tensive purchaser in the Eastern markets. The firm

anticipates big trade demands for fall business and are

making early preparations for same.

E. G. Lohmyer, Newport, Ky., has made the

city hall clock of that city strictly truthful, much to

the convenience of the citizens.

Simon Fox, father of the Fox brothers, of Vox

Bros. & Co., and formerly a member of the firm, died

recently. The deceased was eighty-six years old and

retired from active business ten years ago. A widow

and nine children survive him.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

An Interesting Discussion About the
Accommodation of the Eye

At the last International Medical Congress
the accommodation of the eye was discussed by
Hess, the most ardent defender of the Helmholtz
theory, and by Tscherning, the promoter of a
new theory of accommodation, which we pub-
lished in THE KEYSTONE a few months ago.
Hess referred to his investigations which tended
to show that the zonula was relaxed during
accommodation and mentioned the fact that
after the instillation of eserine a slight trembling
of the lens was observed when the eye was
moved. Hess also expressed his belief that
there was no such thing as lenticular astigmatism
in consequence of an unequal contraction of
the fibres of the muscle of accommodation.
Tscherning remarked that there was one fact
that could never be reconciled with the theory
of Helmholtz. This was the fact that the form
of the crystalline lens at rest did not correspond
to that of the lens in accommodation as it should
do, according to the theory of that scientist.
On the contrary, without the traction of the
zonula the lens had the form which it possessed
in the non-accommodated eye.

A Peculiar Case of Congenital Absence
of an Ocular Muscle

At the seventy-second meeting of the society
of German Naturalists and Physicians, Dr. Axen-
feld reported a case in which with complete ab-
sence of mobility outward there still was binocu-
lar vision in the middle line and in the opposite
field of fixation. After the death of the patient
it was found that in place of the external rectus
muscle there was only an elastic band which had
prevented the convergent squint, but yet had
been flexible enough to allow the eye to move
inward freely.

A New Skiascopic Mirror

Dr. W. E. Baxter, in the Ophthalmic Record,
describes a new skiascopic mirror which was made
for him by Queen & Co. , and which seems to have
many advantages. He says there:

The mirror about to be described has been in use

by the writer for several years, with so much satisfac-

tion that its lightness and elegance merits a descrip-

tion. The mirror is constructed of two thin circular

plates of glass 36 m.m. in diameter—the size to fit into

the -inch trial lens ring—one of these plates is sil-

vered in the center, making a mirror 20 M. in. in
diameter ; the sight hole being formed by removing
the silvering for the space of 2 mm. in the center.

The plate is then painted black over the whole extent,
with the exception of the sight hole, thus rendering
the glass external to the mirror opaque. The other
plate of glass, which may be plane or may be the cor-
recting glass of the user, is placed over the first plate,
forming a backing to it, and also protecting the sight
hole from dust, as suggested by Dr. Edward Jackson.
The two plates are fastened together by means of a
light nickeled ring, such as is used on trial lenses, and

the ring fastened into a small octagon metal handle.
It is suggested by Dr. C. W. Prentice that on ac-
count of its lightness this mirror could be mounted in
a spectacle frame and motion imparted to the shadow
by the well-known method of slightly moving the
body or head.

Artificial Eyes
A correspondent asks, " Is any particular

knowledge or skill required in fitting glass eyes?
What is the usual method of procedure ?"

In simple and uncomplicated cases, when
there is no irritation present in the conjunctiva,
there is no great difficulty in fitting a glass eye.
After the proper color of the iris has been found
great care must be taken to select an eye that

Fig. 1
Cross Section of the Eye Shell

Fig. 2 Fig. 3
et ion of the Double- Cross Section of Artificial

walled Artificial Eye Eye-bulb

fits easily and is not too large. When an eye
fits well the patient should not be conscious of
its presence. But the eye must be kept in good
condition. It should be taken out before the
patient goes to bed, put into water and washed
with soap ; from time to time it must also be
put into alcohol. If it excites much discharge
from the conjunctiva the shell must be examined
very carefully for loss of smoothness on its
edges or surface, and must be replaced by a
new one if it is worn out. The conjunctival sac
should be kept clean . with a saturated solution
of boric acid. If the usual shells will not fit
well and give too much of a sunken appearance,
one ought to try the improved artificial eyes of
Snellen (Figs. 2 and 3), of which this celebrated
ophthalmologist says that they were much praised
by his patients, as they caused much less irrita-
tion than the old forms ( Fig. i), and had been
worn even during the night without inconve-
nience. These new eyes are made by Muller
Bros., in Wiesbaden, Germany, and the R.
Hoehn Co., of New York.

In this connection it may be of benefit to
our readers to know the following good rules
which are given to patients of the Moorsfield
Hospital, London, for the insertion and extrac-
tion of artificial eyes:

To take the eye out : The lower lid must be drawn
downward with the middle finger of the left hand ; and
then, with the right hand, the end of a small bodkin
must be put beneath the lower edge of the artificial
eye, which must be raised gently forward over the
lower eyelid, when it will drop out readily. At this
time care must be taken that the eye does not fall on
the ground or other hard place, as it is very brittle,
and may easily be broken by a fall.

To put the eye in : Place the left hand flat on the
forehead, and with the two middle fingers raise the
upper eyelid toward the eyebrow ; then, with the right
hand, push the upper edge of the artificial eye beneath
the upper lid, which may be allowed to drop upon the
eye. The eye must then be supported with the middle
fingers of the left hand, whilst the lower eyelid is raised
over its lower edge with the right hand.

Blindness Caused by Wood Alcohol

The poisonous action of wood alcohol or
methyl alcohol in recent times has attracted
much attention. Especially its influence upon
the eye and its power to produce blindness
has been reported in many papers. In 1897,
Dr. A. G. Thomson, of Philadelphia, gave the
history of a case of complete blindness due to
the drinking of essence. of ginger that had been
adulterated with wood alcohol. Dr. H. Woods
reported six similar cases in 1899. Lately, Dr.
H. Harlan, of Baltimore, reported two other
cases in the Ophthalmic Record. It was shown
by chemical analysis that wood alcohol had
been used in manufacturing the essence of
ginger and the essence of peppermint which
had been imbibed by the patients. The two
cases are reported as follows :

Case I.—On March 6, 1900, 0. 0., aet. 28, from
Crisfield, Maryland, was admitted to the Presbyterian
Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital. The history was that
on election day the previous November he had drunk
seven bottles of Jamaca ginger, and was made drunk
by it. He was, however, able to walk home in the
evening, a distance of two miles. The family state
that he drank seven more bottles and then went to
bed. He was very sick and knew nothing till three
clays later, when he woke to find that he was almost
blind, but could, see to get about. His vision slowly
decreased till about February 1. Since which time it
had been stationary.

On admission he could see light and large objects
in an uncertain way. The ophthalmoscope showed
optic nerve atrophy. The treatment was sfrychnia
and pilocarpin sweats each night. March r9th, he
counted fingers at three feet. But, as is usual in these
cases, there was a good deal of variation in his vision
from day to day. He left the hospital March 27th,
and the note on that day is, " little if any improve-
ment in vision." I wrote to Dr. G. T. Simonson, of
Crisfield, and he very kindly obtained for me a sample
of the same package of Jamaica ginger from which
0.'s supply had come. Dr. S. writes me further that
0. later became entirely blind. The ginger was made
by a well-known wholesale drug house of Baltimore.

Case II.—N. B. D., act. 30, American, single, of
Circleville, W. Va., came to the same hosptial April
19, 1900. He gave a history of going on about six
sprees a year. When he could not get whisky or
brandy he drank drugs—as essence of cinnamon, of
peppermint, of lemon, or " hot drops."

Sometimes he would go for a month without
drinking. Then he would drink for a week at a time.
He had used tobacco continuously for last seven years,
by chewing, snuffing and smoking. His present trouble
began in May, 1899. On a Saturday he drank three
bottle of ess. peppermint and part of a bottle of ess.
of lemon. The next day he felt "unnerved," sick
and stupid, and his eyesight began to grow dim.
The dimness increased, and by Wednesday he could
only distinguish light from darkness. Under the
treatment of a local physician his sight grew better.

Examination showed both nerves to be atropic.
The fields were small and irregular. The central

vision was 4 in each eye. His treatment was

pilocarpin, strychnia and later Kal. rod. His fields
improved materially and the central vision a little,

being when he left the hospital on June 6th, in the

right and -Z in the left eye.

He brought with him to the hospital about half of
one of the bottles of, peppermint. It was put up by
the same firm as the ginger bought in Crisfield.

Even the fumes of this wood alcohol have
been shown to be dangerous by Dr. Patillo,
Dr. Casey Wood and Dr. de Schweinitz. One
man lost his vision who for months had been

(Continued on rage 630
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constantly employed in shellacing and had
been obliged to mix the shellac with wood
alcohol and who, furthermore, had been in the
habit at the close of the day's work of washing
the stains of the shellac from his hands, fore-
arms and face with wood spirits. Thus the note
of warning lately given by an editorial in Ameri-
can Medicine appears quite justified. It reads:

It would seem, therefore,. that varnishers %vim use
wood alcohol should be warned of the grave risks
which they run, which are simirar to those which are
encountered by workers in lead, in carbon bisulfid in
the caoutchouc manufactories, and in dinitrobenzol in
the roburite works. The special precautions which
the workmen are obliged to employ in these three
trades are well known—care in washing the hands,
frequent changing of occupation, and, during the
period of handling, particularly carbon bisulfid and
dinitrobenzol, the use of masks to prevent the noxious
fumes from entering the pulmonary tract. In all proba-
bility the knowledge of the danger of methyl alcohol
is not nearly so widespread among workers and em-
ployers as is the knowledge of the danger.of lead,
dinitrobenzol and carbon bisulfid, but evidently no

time should be lost in making them aware of the
serious risks which careless use of this liquid entail.

Some Interesting Results of the Exami-
nation of the Sight of School

Children in Chicago

During the past year the Department of Child-
Study of the Chicago Public Schools has begun
its investigation of the problem of " The Physi-
cal Basis of Dullness.' Statistic work, how-
ever, so far has been clone only in the lines of
sight and hearing. The results to be culled
from an investigation of the sense of sight are
now reported in the Ophthalmic Record by
Charles C. Krauskopf. The work appears to
have been clone with great care as far as the
selection of children is concerned, but it would
seem strange that in an examination of such an
ambitious character " the only test of sight
regularly applied in these tests was the determi-
nation of the visual acuity by the use of Snellen's
test types, this being the test recommended by
Dr. F. Allport, consulting oculist and aurist to
the department." Apart from the fact that
disturbances in the balance of the external
ocular muscles may play an important part in
the function of vision, it must be remembered
that the simple observation of the fact that the
visual acuity has fallen to gg or more does not
allow us to judge of the visual difficulty with
which the pupil performs his work. A vision,
for example, of §,(4 may be due to hypermetropia,
astigmatism or simple myopia ; but whilst the
hypermetrope has greater and greater difficulty
the nearer the work is to his eyes, this difficulty
diminishes in myopia where the sight for reading
may be better and easier than in an emmetrope.
Furthermore, there is made no distinction be-
tween the cases where the vision is defective in
one eye and where it is defective in both eyes,
although it makes quite a difference for the child
whether one or both eyes are defective.

The department thus far has had time for
the partial study of but three problems. (
The determination of the percentage of pupils
having defective sight from year to year through-
out school life, thus showing the defect of school
work and life upon sight. (2) The effect of
defective vision upon the mental capacity of the
pupil as measured by his school standing. (3)
The relation between the general physical con-
dition of the individual and sight. As to thc first
point : the relation between school life and sight
the following conclusions were reached :

The slighter eye defects are found to increase

rapidly during the first three or four years of school
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life, and of this increase school conditions and work
seem to be in some degree the cause. Following these
years is a period when natural conditions of growth
and development overcome all unfavorable forces both

in and out of school, resulting in a rapid improvement
in the eyesight ; while later through high school life
no material increase or decrease can be detected. The
more serious cases seem also to show the effects of
early school work and to continue to increase steadily
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would tend to have the poorest sight. Before eight
years old a large majority of the pupils are in the first

grade, and there is no group " below grade."

In the lower classes many of the pupils marked

below grade are there because they have not entered

school until somewhat past legal age, but in the middle

and upper grades most of those marked below grade

have been unable to keep pace with their classes.

The reason for this difference is that in the
lower grades advance-
ment in class is much
more a matter of the
length of time the
pupil has attended
school than in the
upper grades, both on
account of the greater
difficulty of testing and
grading younger chil-
dren and because the
cumulative effects of
the slighter drawbacks
had not had time to
show themselves. The
better eyesight of those
below grade up to age
ten (as shown by the
curves) is probably
due to the fact that they
have been in school a
shorter time. This is in

its turn a proof that the school work or conditions
during these years are hurtful to the eyesight. By the
tenth year the bad effects of this early strain have
spent themselves, and the sifting process has also
begun to make an impression, and those below grade
lose their advantage, and from this age on show a
greater per cent. of defectives at each age. It would
seem, then, that those having made the most advance
in school have suffered less on the average from eye
defects ; or, reversing the statement, those with the
best eyes have, other things being equal, a better
chance in school work.

TABLE H.

Giving comparison between bright and dull pupils as to number of pupils defective in eyesight per
hundred. Also boys of the prison (John Worthy) school-. See Chart II.

Age 8 9 10 11 12 1 13 14 15 16 17

Number examined  206 245 220 172 185 206 321 85 256 178

Per cent. found defective among
pupils at or above grade . .  40 47 39 39 34 27 32 32 31 30

Number examined  65 98 144 213 179 167 129 436 219 161

_

Per cent. found defective among
pupils below grade 32 34 48 43 40 33 33 34 32 33

Number examined  2 10 10 54 47 65 51 24 7

Per cent. found defective among
boys of prison school  0 80 50 46 55 52 30 54 29

throughout school life, but for this, especially when

the visual acuity is exceptionally low, it does not seem

just to hold the schools responsible.

With regard to the second question, viz.,
the effect of defective vision upon the pupils'
mental capacity, the report reads as follows:

This question is but one phase of the subject of

the physical baseness of dullness. In the investigation

of this broader problem it was found that not only

was Porter right in his statement that the dull and

backward pupils averaged smaller and lighter than

their brighter and more advanced companions, but

that the children who were mentally superior, on the

average, showed physical superiority also in every test

and measurement taken, including the sensory tests.

This means, in the case of sight, not that there are no

bright children ahead of their grades with poor eye-

sight, but that on the average defective eyes hinder the

advancement of the pupils. The most convenient and

active measure for a pupil's mental capacity was found

to be the school standing as shown by his age in com-

parison with his grade. The pupils were divided into

two groups. Those in or above the proper grade for

their respective ages were placed in one group, while

those below grade formed the second division. The

percentage of pupils subnormal in vision was calcu-
lated for each age in each group (see Table II). The

curve formed by the solid line on Chart No. 2 shows

those at and above grade, and the curve formed by the

dotted line those below grade.
Those above grade at eight years old average

more eye defects than those below, but as pro-

gress is made in school

the relative position of
the groups change until
the difference is in favor

of those at and above
grade. It is to be borne
in mind that it is the rela-

tive and not the absolute
position of these curves
that is significant. At
first those below grade
have better eyesight,while
beyond age ten the more
advanced have the better
vision. Why the change?
On chart No. t it was
seen that during the early
years of school there is

an increase in the number

of defective pupils. It

would follow, then, that
during these first years

those pupils who had been

in school the longest 0
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As to the third problem : the relation be-
tween the general physical condition of the
individual and sight, the conclusion is reached
that good general health appears to have a good
effect on the eyesight, whilst an examination of
the 248 inmates of the Bridewell School of
Chicago (for boys under sixteen, convicted of
petty crimes) seems to show that the high visual
discrepancy found there is to be considered as a
direct result of bad physical condition.

This latter proposition, as the report con-
cludes, " is equally important, as many nervous
troubles, headaches and even more serious affec-
tions are caused, or at least greatly aggravated,
by the strains coming from the use of defective
eyes. It is entirely possible that some of the
boys of the prison school were there on the
account of eye strains. The unaccustomed
application to books and school work made
disagreeable, if not actually painful, by poor

(Continued on page 635)
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BIRD GLASSES
YOU WILL NEED A GOOD STOCK of Bird Glasses this season, as the study of
Birds and their habits is becoming very popular. HAVE YOU SEEN OUR LINE?
Below we quote prices on a few styles. Before placing your orders, write us. It will pay you.

No. 2000.
.

14 2100.
" .
2200 .

3000 . .
41 3100 .
11 3200 . .
64 3300.
it 3400 . .

1900 .

15 L.  
. 17"  
15"

, 17"
, 15"
, 17"
. 19"  
19"  

. 24"  

. 19"

. 19"  

. 19 "  

83.40
3.80
5.40
5 70
6 60
7.30

•5 50
7 20
8 50
9.50
9.50
4.00

Prices Subject to Keystone Discount

No. 4200

No. 3500 . .
" 4000 . .

4100
“

4200:
4

4300 .
5000 .

41

61

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .
.

19L.
15"
17"
19"  

812.00

9.00

9.90

11.30

17" m80
19" 12.50

15" 12.50

17" 14.00

19" 25.20

15" 8.26

17" 9.30
19 " 10.50
24 "  17.00

Prices Subject to Keystone Discount

BEAR IN MIND that we carry a full line of FIELD GLASSES, TELESCOPES and PORRO PRISM
BINOCULARS. Prices and discounts on application. We carry the most complete stock in the East, and our prices are tlIc
lowest possible consistent with good goods.

GLOBE OPTICAL CO.
Boston, Mass.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,
PRUDENTIAL BUILDING, Atlanta, Ga.

ler
We have the largest and most complete line of
optical goods carried by any house in the entire
South.

Mir We are the only strictly Wholesale optical house
in the entire South.

We have the only complete lens-grinding outfit in
the entire South.

We have a competent corps of employees that
devote all of their time to the optical business and
are thus able to do PROMPT, ACCURATE It work.

TRY US OUR WORK WILL PLEASE YOU

6l111 UPON

[1111111[A
01101 IIAI

EYES'

An Invaluable Eye Remedy

The Groat Gelman EgeWater
From the Original Prescription

of the late Dr. Agnew

A harmless preparation with
wonderful curative properties. Its
immediate effect in cases of chronic
or acute conjunctivitis, bletharitis
or scaly eyelids, burning, smarting
or itching of the eyes or inflamma-
tion from any cause is phenomenal.

Twenty-five years on the market. Sold by thousands of jewelers
and opticians, with great satisfaction.

This formula IS NOT the product of any optician or eye special-
ist, BUT IS from one of America's greatest ophthalmic surgeons.

Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box.

Price, 819.50 per gross. 81.63 per dozen. Customer's
business curd on each bottle if 6 dozen or more are ordered.

Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor,

W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. •

ghe"Ideal" Post Screw Lock
PATENTED DEC. 11, 1900

SCREW UNLOCKED SCREW LOCKED

The simplest device for preventing the post screws in eyeglasses oi any kind from loosening.
The post screw has a polygonal head of five sides, giving ten points of contact. The sides of box
are deep enough in the center to hold the screw firmly, the screwdriver easily removing the screw
when necessary After setting the screw, press side of post against the flat side of the screw (see
illustration ). NO extra part, inexpensive, neater appearance, quickly adjusted. Manufactured in
all styles of frames and mountings, by AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.,
For sale by an Jobbers In Optical Goode. Southbridge, Mass.

June, 1,,()

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

(Continued from page eu)

eyesight, makes a discomfort that the child can-
not define, and shows itself in lack of attention
and finally in ill temper. Punishment following,
the boy, unrestrained at home, leaves school for
the street, and idleness and bad company do the
rest.

"An interesting case showing the effects of
these eyestrains is that of a son of one of the
principals of the Chicago schools. In kinder-
garten and first grade he was restless, easily
tired, and so irritable by the close of the day
that parents and teachers were annoyed and
puzzled. Though naturally a nervous child, he
had never shown chronic ill-icinper before. His
mother had her eyes exam ilied and glasses fitted,
and experienced so much relief that merely as
an experiment the boy was taken to an oculist.
Glasses correcting the marked astigmatism in
otherwise normal eyes solved the difficulty.
What would have been the result had he been
the child of poor and heedless parents?

"Sight is not some mechanical device that
can be studied by itself. It is a part or function
of a delicately adjusted organism, and to be
understood must be seen in its life relations. So
complicated are these relations even in the life
of a child that it often seems impossible to trace
them. The subject has barely been opened.
" In order to make the statements in this

paper as clear and concise as possible, they
have been made as if the work had been con-
clusive and final, a bit of affectation and conceit
of which Chicago's Child Study Department
hopes never to be accused. Many of the con-
clusions are tentative, but are given for what
they may be worth as suggestions. The facts
here presented are based on careful work, and it
is asked only that they be given due weight.
They will have to stand for the truth, as we see
it, until disproved or materially modified by
some more extended investigations."

It is certain that this careful work deserves
full attention, but the reviewer believes that on
account of the above-mentioned shortcomings
of the method employed some of the conclu-
sions will have to be more or less modified by
later researches.

A Case of False Maculae

At a meeting of the Will's Hospital Oph-
thalmic Society, of Philadelphia, Dr. G. C.
Harlan presented a case of false maculae or
false points of preferred vision.

The patient, a white man of twenty-three years of

age, whose family and personal histories were nega-

tive, had squinted since childhood. He could use

either eye. On the twenty-third of February, i9oo, he

was admitted to the hospital with an esotropia of forty

degrees preferably fixing with the left eye. A tenotomy

of the right internal rectus muscle with an advancement

of the corresponding external rectus was done, leaving

a residual squint of about ten degrees. Two weeks later

similar operations were performed on the left eye,

with the result of an over-correction of ten degrees.

On the twenty-third of January of this year the perime-

ter showed ten degrees of esotropia. Maddox rod

gave twenty degrees of crossed diplopia. At this

time a tenotomy of the right external rectus muscle

was done, allowing both eyes to fix centrally, but the

crossed diplopia remained the same. One week later

it was found that the esotropia of ten. degrees still per-

sisted. There was not any monocular polyopia.

During fixation with both eyes a crossed diplopia of

between eight and sixteen degrees with a hypophoria of

one-half to ten degrees could be determined.
—Ophikal. Record.

Now, how can we explain such cases ? It
would seem that in a squinting person the de-
viating eye does not altogether 'suppress its
image, but that it projects it differently from the

THIEE KEE.YSTONE

normally-directed eye. If, for example, a per-
son with squint ill this left eye, looks at a candle
it sees only one candle, because the image of
the candle in the deviating eye is projected
from this eye, not according to the laws of the
fixing eye, but according to experience, which
has taught the man that the candle must be felt
for in a certain direction. Nevertheless, if he
fixes now Ivith his left eye, this same eye pro-
jects the images outward, according to the laws
of normally fixing eyes. In such cases, there-
fore, it would seem that each eye has two
systems of projection, one for the condition of
fixation and the other for the condition of devia-
tion. If, now, the eyes " are straightened"
diplopia must result, because, in reality, such
patients fix mentally only with one eye, as be-
fore the correction of the squint, and the image
of the formerly deviating eye falls now on a
retinal area different from before and therefore
is differently projected. This diplopia may be-
come so annoying that the operator may have
to undo the whole operation, as in a case re-
ported by Dr. °HY' er at the same meeting.
This was a case of marked convergent squint
in early life with want of binocular fusion, that
through operative interference and want of
proper correcting lenses, was changed in early
adult life into a case of pronounced though
comfortable divergence with good vision in each
eye. Recently, for cosmetic purpose, an oculist
had so successfully attempted to bring about
a parallelism of the two organs that a most
troublesome diplopia appeared, necessitating an
operation to restore the originally-induced con-
dition of comfortable divergence.

Premature Presbyopia or Accommoda-
tion Paresis

Under this heading an editorial of American
Medicine calls attention to the fact that severe
eyestrain and troublesome reflex symptoms of
the nervous system are sometimes caused by
premature weakness in the accommodative ap-
paratus of the eye. This is frequently over-
looked by refractionists, and may be the cause
of an annoying failure in the treatment of the
patient. Of course, it is a bad mistake to over-
correct the eye and give convex help at the
near point if the accommodation is normally
active and powerful. But this mistake is not as
great as not giving the help when it is really
needed. It will always pay the time and trouble
to not only determine the near point of the eye
most carefully, but also to observe the severity
of the symptoms \when thus testing the eye at
the near point and making it read there for a
little while.

Blindness from the Solar Eclipse

It IS NMI known that it is very dangerous
to look at the sun with the naked eye. Instinc-
tively we avoid it under ordinary circumstances;
but there are times when the sun excites unusual
interest, as in a solar eclipse, and it is then that
some people disregard the usual caution and
look at the sun without protecting the eye by.
dark or smoked 'glasses. At the last meeting
of tile Ophthalmological Society of the United
Kingdom several cases were reported in which
the eyes bad been injured more or less by look-
ing at the eclipse with the naked or unsufficiently
protected eye. Dr. R. D. Batten read a paper
on this eclipse blindness and reported the 'fol-
lowing case :

The patient was a woman, aged twenty-eight, who

watched the solar eclipse on May 28, 1900, without

any protection than that offered by screwing up the

eyes and looking between her fingers held close

together. Immediately afterwards she noticed that

things looked black, and the next morning she found

she could only see " portions of things." She was

first seen on June 6th, and was found to have lost the

lower half of the field of vision in the left eye.

635

The vision was l. Above the optic disk a white,
p:ttch was seen, possibly an absorbing hemorrhage,
Vi ole the hazy and cedematotfS retina obscured the
view of the disk and retinal vessels.

The ("Aetna increased until June. 2011 and then
rapidly cleared, ultimately leaving a patch of choroido-
retinitis above the disk.

One of .the upper retinal arteries ..was. occluded
and the others reduced in size. The vitreous Opacities
cleared and the macula ,was unaffected. The viiion
improved to In2 in the injured eye.

In the right it W'iiS L The patient was in good
health and no other cause could be -found for the
injury except exposure to direct sunlight, .

A Comprehensive Programme

The coining convention of the New York
State Optical Society, to be held at Buffalo,
June 25th, 26th and 27th, promises to be, well
attended and full of promise to the future well
being of the opticians of the State. In this
connection the following programme outlined
by L. L. Ferguson, in The Reideiii, will bear
keeping in mind, and if enacted will, in con-
nection with the sights of the exposition, make
the three days of the session exceedingly busy
ones:

I. The appointment of a Legislative COmMittee.
of three, to draft a bill regulating opticians' practices in'
the State of New York (not the practice of optoinetry
in the State of New York, but optometry only: as it
appertains to opticians' practices).

2. The setting aside yearly of a certain percentage
of the funds qf tile State Society to form a nucleus for
a fund, the objeet Of which being the ultimate forma-
tion of a " State Optical College."

3. The appointment of a Board of 'Education.
empowered to hold semi-annual examinations in the
. .
cities of New York, Syracuse. and Rochester, success-
ful candidates of which to receive a license (not a
certificate or a diploma) stating their proficiency, said
license not to exceed the size of over 5 x 7 inches
The reason for this should be obvious to those who
have seen gorgeous diplomas issued by wholesale
optical houses and seven dollar and forty-nine cent
cut 'rate "optical colleges."

4. The appointment of a State Lecturer who shall.
alsd perform, when possible; the duties of a State
organizer ; to create, where the prospects are encoura-.
ging., sister societies in localities where none exist.

5. A code of ethics, similar to that which governs.
the • American Medical Association" in so far • as 'it is.
apOicable to opticians' needs, and if such be 'deemed
expedient and is favorably acted upon and embodied
in the constitution of the State Society, to -make every
candidate for admission subscribe to its tenets by
affirmation or otherwise. Expulsion being the Pbnalty
for non-fulfilment of its articles.

6. The adoption of an advisory resolution regard-
ing the value, comniercially and professionally, of
charging a fee for the examination of eyes.

A $3 Outfit for Practicing the
• " Shadow Test"

Many KEYSTONE readers. question their own
ability to learn skiascopy. The A. Jay Cross Optical
Co., of 20 East Twenty-third Street, New York, have
recently devised an inexpensive outfit which is very
attractive indeed. It consists of a Cross ophthalmic
lamp chimney, a Cross skiascopic mirror and a Cross
modification of a, Queen schematic eye. The instruc-
tions which accompany this outfit enable an operator
to produce artificial .inyopia, hypermetropia or astig-

matism, mixed and compound.
The schematic eye is the only one of the three

articles that is likely to prove useless when the student
abandons the arkficial for the real. Those interested
are requested to send for circulars descriptive of the
"shadow test" specialties, made by the above-
mentioned house, including that standard little instru-
ment the Cross Retino-Skiameter. —Adv.



jileurowili Ophibalmomoier (Patented
Apr. 24, 1001.)

THE UP-TO-DATE INSTRUMENT.
No untried new experiment, but the optical principles, which have established thereputation of the instrument, carried to perfection.
The mechanical parts are made like a microscope.
Trans-illuminated double movable mires.
Automatic Register of reading ; Artificial Cornea, and all mechanical adjustments.This is the style of Ophthalmometer recommended by Tscherning, in " Physio-logic Optics."
Descriptive circular sent on request. TRADE

THE MEYROWITZ MFG. CO., Incorporated,
Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians,

MARK
Optical Proscription Work a Specialty. 104 EAST 23o STREET,manifold Prescription Book sent free upon request. 
O N EW YORK, U. S. A.ur new illustrated Catalogue of Ophthalmological Appa-

ratus sent upon application. Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe

CONFIDENCE
is the proper basis of business relations.
It will NOT be ABUSED by the fol-
lowing offer of these well-known goods:

1348 Aluminum
Best quality, extra finish, nickel-
plated frames 00, 0 and I eye,war-
ranted not to change color.

$2.50Net
Per
Dozen

If with first quality periscopic i eye lenses, add per dozen, $1.2511 11 11 11 0 11 11

11

11

11

11

Special
Prices
to Jobbers

It 11

" second "
11 II

co It

11

. . 1.40

11

11 11

GEO. MAYER & CO.
Manufacturing Opticians

134 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1.55
Lc*
1.15
1.30

Artificial
Eyes
A Specialty

Pan-American Exposition
You are invited to call at our exhibit of Ophthalmological and

Electro-Medical Apparatus in the Liberal Arts Building at the Pan-
American Exposition at Buffalo.

Special features of our exhibit are HAAB'S GIANT MAGNET,
SECTIONAL MODELS showing the mechanical and optical construc-
tion of the SKEEL PERIMETER and the MEYROWITZ MODEL
JAVAL-SCI IOTZ OPHTHALMOMETER, also the detailed process
of the grinding of lenses and the manufacture of EYEGLASSES and
SPECTACLES, from the rough material to the finished product.

The Meyrowitz Manufacturing Company
Inc,rp.rate■i I

Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians, Makers of Ophthalmological Apparatus

104 East 23d Street, NEW YORK
Foreign Branch—PARIS, 3 Rue Scribe

Telescopes
Field Glasses
Magnifiers
Compasses

Have you seen the new Eye Charts?
These charts are ornamental as well as useful.
14 X 22 inches. 50 cents each.

McIntire, Magee 0 Brown
Wholesale, Manufacturing anD jobbing Opticians
723 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Send

for

Price-

List

6..M.M.MIIIMII=1■1■1110

rviife!1,013,1114„„„1:lesi
C. H. BROWN, M. D.,

(1"nicerNity y Penn' , '75)
PRESIDENT AND PRINCIPAL

Established 1889.

Incorporated 18 9 2.

HouRs : 8 30 A. M. To 5 P. M.

I 022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Few Words to Opticians
Let us call your attention to

two facts, and if you will remem-
ber, believe and follow them, you
cannot go astray.

I. That it is impossible to build up
a large optical business unless you can
show some ground for claiming public
confidence, such as a diploma from a
high-grade Optical College.

2. That since you are scarcely likely
to take more than one Course, you
should be careful to select an Institu-
tion like The Philadelphia Optical Col-
lege, which is one of the oldest and
foremost. The age of our College
stands for its Excellence and Relia-
bility, while our various courses repre-
sent the march of optical progress in
the new century.

Think over these things, and just
as soon as you understand and grasp
them, we will be likely to know of it,
because then you will ‘'ant to Matri-
culate with us, ill order to reap from
the field of optical knowledge we have
sowed, and share the pre-eminent repu-
Lai( All of this old-established Optical
College.

What We Offer
Six Months

Attendant Three Months
MonthCourses One Mon 

Special an Post Graduate

Our Monthly Course appeals par-
ticularly to the Optician who is already
established in business, and who there-
fore can leave home only for a limited
time.

For the younger men just entering
the profession and who desire to meas-
ure up to the demands of the times,
we have prepared a Three Months' and
a Six Months' Course.

In addition WC furnish Post-Grad-
uate and Special Courses as desired.

Correspondence System
The first Correspondence Course

in Optics was ours, and although our
methods have been widely imitated,
yet by frequent revision, enlargement
and improvement, we have easily main-
tained the lead. For this reason, as
well as because we conduct our College
as a high-grade Institution, this System
has gained the full confidence of the
Optical world, notwithstanding the
bargains offered by cheap colleges tend
to make it ri(iiculous.

It this strikes a responsive chord, Write us and enclose 5c for " The Key to Success in Optics."

JIM(' , 11)1)1

The Optician's Manual
(CONTINUED)

A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows :
CHAPTER L—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
CHAPTER IL—Tnr. EYE ANATOMICALLY.
CHAPTER I I I.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE PHYSIOLOGY
CHAPTER I V.—OPTICS.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VI—NUMBERING OF LENSES. 

LOP VISION.

CI R/IAAII:TTEER. VIL HE L—T USE AND VALUE OP GLASSES.CI 

VII1.—01'TFIT REQUIRED.
CHAPTER IX.—MET 110D OF EXAMINATION.
CHAPTER X.—PRESBYOPIA.
CHAPTER XL—II YPERMETROPIA.
CHAPTER YOPIA.
CHAPTER XIII.—ASTIGMATISM.

The first ten chapters have been
republished in book form with
additional matter, illustrations and
colored plates, price 82.18). Chap-
ters XI and XII have also been
published in book form under the
I it h " Supplement to the Optician's
Manual," price $1.00. These books
NV) ll he sent postpaid, to all partA
or ow world, from this office, on
roccipt of price. Or can be 1110
from the leading wholesale opti-
cal houses of Great Britain, and
Bosch, Barthel & Co., Sydney,
N. S. W for 8s. 4d. for the Op-
tician's Ittlittal, and 4s. 2d. for the
Supplement.

CHAPTER XIV
(Part III)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

The associated movements of the eyes are
five in number, as follows :

I. The two sets of elevating muscles acting
together turn both eyes upward.

2. The two sets of depressing muscles
acting together turn both eyes downward.

3. The right external rectus and the left
internal rectus acting together turn both eyes
to the right.

4. The left external rectus and the right
internal rectus acting together turn both eyes to
the left.

In all four of the movements just mentioned
the axes of vision continue parallel.

5. The two internal recti acting together
turn both eyes inward, constituting the function
of convergence, and destroying the parallel con-
dition which otherwise naturally exists.

The association between accommodation
and convergence is a well-established fact. The
nervous impulse is sent to the two ciliary muscles
just as to the two internal recti. At a distance
these two functions are at rest, and they increase
in equll proportion as the object to which the
sight is directed approaches the eyes. The
muscles concerned in - the act of convergence
are chiefly the internal recti, supplemented by
the inferior and superior recti, rotating the eye-
ball inward, while the function of accommodation
is controlled by the ciliary muscle increasing
the convexity of the crystalline lens. All of
these muscles (the former being extra-ocular and
the latter intra-ocular) are supplied by the third
nerve, which when called into action can make
no discrimination, but must carry the nervous
impression to all its terminations, and thus cause
a contraction of the accommodation and con-
vergence muscles in equal proportion, as well
as of the sphincter muscle of the pupil.

CONVERGENCE

When a distant object is viewed, the visual
axes of the two eyes are parallel. In this con-
dition C (the letter used to represent the power
of convergence) = 0. When an object at a
distance of one meter in the median line is
fixed, the two internal recti contract and the
eyes converge to that point, and then C -= i.
This meter angle is the unit of convergence.
If the eyes be fixed on an object at a distance
of half a meter (or so cm. ) the angle of con-
vergence must be correspondingly increased,
and then C = 2. If the object approaches to
33 cm., C = 3 ; and to 25 cm. C = 4.

The amplitude of convergence is the amount
or power of convergence required to change the
visual axes from a condition of parallelism and
direct them simultaneously to the punctum
proximum of convergence.

THE KEYSTONE

The punctum remotum of convergence is
the expression of the condition of the eyes
when at rest, that is, when the impulse for
fusion as required by binocular vision is re-
moved ; just as the punctum remotum of accom-
modation is the expression of the refraction of
the eye when completely at rest. In order to
determine the punctum remotum, we test the
muscular equilibrium at a distance, and if there
is no deviation, the convergence is at rest, cor-
responding to the refraction of the emmetropic
eye at a distance. If there is a divergence, the
punctum remotum of convergence is negative,
corresponding to the hypermetropic condition
of the refraction ; whereas, if there is con-
vergence at a distance, the punctum remotum
is positive, corresponding to the myopic condi-
dition of refraction.

In order to determine the punctum proxi-
mum of convergence, a small test object is held
at reading distance, in the median line in front
of the eyes and on a horizontal plane with
them. The best test object is a hair or fine
wire stretched vertically in a frame, which is
gradually approached to the eyes until it appears
double, when the distance can be read off in
inches or centimeters. If the latter is used, it can
be divided into too in order to find the number
of meter-angles. For instance, if the punctum
proximum was to cm. , then C = to (J/P0°- = to).

This test can be used to determine both the
punctum proximum of convergence and of
accommodation, but the two should not be
confused. When the hair or wire becomes
hazy or indistinct, it is closer than the point
from which the accommodation is able to
focus the rays. When it becomes double, it is
within the person's near point of convergence.
Usually the object becomes blurred before ap-
pearing double, showing that the punctum
proximum of convergence is apt to be closer
than that of accommodation.

This principle is made use of in the ophthal-
dynameter devised by Dr. C. H. Brown, which
has two test objects : a card of small block
letters and a hair dynameter. The latter con-
sists of a metal frame on which are stretched
two hairs, two millimeters apart, which is placed
in the carrier traveling along a horizontal spiral
rod, the movements of which are controlled by
a milled head at the far end. As this is turned
the hairs are caused to approach the eye, and
the punctum proximum of accommodation and
of convergence can be read off the scale.

Although accommodation and convergence
are so intimately yoked together, yet the con-
nection is not absolute. Using both eyes
together and looking through weak convex
or weak concave lenses, the accommodation
is thereby lessened or increased without any
change of convergence. In like manner a
weak prism can be held before the eye, with
its base in or out, and the convergence be
lessened or increased slightly without modifying
the accommodation.

The extent of this variation is limited and
differs with the individual, but it can be increased
by practice. This is a most fortunate condition
for ametropes ; as, otherwise, a hypermetrope
would always use his convergence to excess,
and convergent strabismus would be the unavoid-
able accompaniment of hypermetropia.

In an emmetrope looking at an object 13
inches away, the acconimodation and conver-
gence are used in equal proportion, viz., 3 D.
of accommodation and 3 in. a. of convergence.
A hypermetrope of 2 D. looking at the same
distance would need 5 D. of accommodation,
because he must use the additional accommoda-
tion to overcome his hypermetropia. If the
association between accommodation and con-
vergence were absolute, one of two things would
necessarily happen : either he would have to
increase his convergence to 5 in. a., which is
more than is necessary and would destroy
binocular vision and produce strabismus ; or
he would reduce his accommodation to 3 D.,
which is not sufficient for clear sight, but would
permit binocular vision to be retained. His
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two alternatives would be clear vision and
squint, or blurred letters with binocular vision.
The former is what occurs in certain cases of
hypermetropia, as has already been explained
in the chapter on hypermetropia.

But, fortunately, there is more or less
flexibility in the association between these two
functions, and the person learns to dissociate
them by practice and by nerve education. Many
hypermetropes are endowed by nature with the
faculty of increasing their accommodation with-
out changing their convergence, this power of
course being limited. Such a condition calls for
an increased nervous supply and symptoms of
eye strain are apt to result, because the two
functions are not working in harmony; whereas,
in the emmetropic eye a minimum amount of
effort is required, since they act together and
one assists and supports the other.

Those hypermetropes who do not acquire
this faculty of using their accommodation in
excess of their convergence, are not so likely to
suffer from strain, but a no less evil befalls them
—they become strabismic.

BINOCULAR VISION AND DIPLOPIA

Binocular vision may be briefly defined as
" single vision with two eyes." The placing of
the two eyes in such a position that the image
of the object looked at shall fall upon the yel-
low spot of each, is as involuntary as the adjust-
ment of the accommodation. Vision is single,
because the image impresses corresponding por-
tions of the two retinm and is received by the
brain as-one.

When the image is focused upon portions
of the retinze that do not correspond, the brain
is unable to fuse them, and two objects are seen,
a condition known as diplopia. In some cases
where the two eyes fail to fix the object simulta-
neously, diplopia does not occur, because nature,
desiring to avoid such a condition, allows the
one image to be ignored or suppressed.

Diplopia may be removed by placing a
prism before the eye and thus causing the rays
that pass through it to deflect to such an extent
as to fall upon the yellow spot of this eye, which
then corresponds to the other eye and two ob-
jects are no longer seen. On the other hand,
an artificial diplopia may be produced by placing
a prism before the eye, which deflects the rays
ill such a way as to prevent them from falling
upon the yellow spot. In this case if the prism
is not too strong, the eye may turn and over-
come it, thus keeping the image upon the yellow
spot and maintaining single vision.

FORMS OF DIPLOPIA

There are two varieties of diplopia : homo-
nymous and heteronymous or crossed.

In homonymous difiloAia the right image
belongs to the right eye, aud the left image to
the left eye. It is caused by an inward deviation
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Homonymous

of the eye, as in esophoria. On first thought
it would seem as if the appearance of the object
would be in the same direction as the deviation,
and that therefore in esophoria the diplopia
would be crossed. This is a matter concerning
which many opticians are confused, and over
which the optical student ponders long and hard
before it becomes clear to him.

(TO BB CONTINUBD)
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Patent applied for.

Made only by

Opticians ep Oculists
in examining eyes for mus-

cular imbalance, should try a
CONE PRISM. It is
used like an ordinary spherical
test lens and shows any existing
errors immediately upon being
placed to the eye. Price, $2.00
each.
Description sent upon request.

M. E. STERN,
P. O. BOX 2262

Manufacturing and
Jobbing Optician

36 & 38 John Street, NEW YORK

A Valuable Discovery

g

PR. GORTHELLS
-GLASS ADHESIV L
NTI ALI ANTIA111.1 0 ANTI 1 011_

Pat. applied for.

Dr. Corthell's Adhesive Eyeglass Pencil
When applied to cork or shell guards, makes them cling, is antiseptic
and healing. Prevents eyeglasses slipping in warm weather and does
away with patent guards. Price, $2.00 (8/4) per dozen.

For sale by all jobbers.

M. E. STERN, Sole 'Agent'
Manufacturing and Jobbing Optician

36 er 38 John St., NEW YORK
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ONE MOMENT OF YOUR TIME
The Orient Eyeglass Case having now become universally adopted

by all jewelers and opticians, we desire to call your undivided attention
to our New Improved Standard Offset Eyeglass Case now in
the market. Will hold any and all sizes and styles of eyeglasses. All
jobbers have them. Also Extra Size Offset Eyeglass Case and the
Riding-Bow Eyeglass Case.

Orient Manufacturing Company
31 Hartford Street, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

PRICES
Ilium Wars : x 3, $38.00 (9, $54.00

x6. 46.00 x 12, 62.00

Mono( ulars : x3, $15.50 x9, $21.50
x6, 18.50 x 12, 25.00

The accompanying Goerz Trieder Binocular Telescope
One of the advantages of this glass over all other Porro prism glasses is the rack and pinion adjustments

for the vision and width between eyes. It has also separate adjustment on
right eye piece for compensation of unequal sight.

cut illustrates the

The various systems heretofore in use each had their
good points and their faults.

The Astronomical ( Kepler) ; extended field of view
and great brightness of image shown ; great power, but
the image was shown upside down.

The Terrestrial ; reinverted image, great power, but
a longer focal length necessary, ordinarily impracticable
for hand use ; then the field narrows also in this system,
and lastly less lighting of image.

Finally the Galilean type, used in all field, marine
and opera glasses ,• its advantage is its compact form,
making it applicable for use with - two eyes ; but it, too,
had its great disadvantages, narrow held of view, its
small limit of power, + 6 being its limit and this only
obtainable with extreme length and loss of light.

The good points of the various systems are combined

in the Goerz Trieder Binocular Telescope, while avoiding
all their deficiencies. This is obtained by the Porro prism
system. The prisms of themselves, as placed, remvert
the image—thus give the principle of the terrestrial tele-
scope, without adding, but greatly shortening the length.
This being obtained without the use of extra lenses in
the tube, retains the brightness of illumination and the
extended field of view of the Astronomical system. The
good points of the Galilean type, its compact form and
its utility for use with two eyes, is known. Of equal
power, the Trieder Binocular is one-fourth the size of the
Galilean glass and has four times wider field.

The word binocular has always been considered to
refer to a telescope for use with two eyes, and should not
be confounded to refer to an opera glass more than to an
eyeglass. Binocular ; 'means for Iwo (yes.

C. P. Goerz Optical Works, 52 East Union Square, New York City
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Pagenstecher—A World-Famed Oculist
and His Methods

HERE lives a man in Wiesbaden whom
every blind man and every man whose
sight is bad would wish to visit, for he
has made the blind to see. His name

is Dr. Pagenstecher.
I sat the other evening under the shaded

lamps—they are shaded by the doctor's wish—
of the Hotel Rose. And these people, wearing
darkened glasses, were telling each other tales
of the miracles he has done—how kind he is to
the poor and how gentle with children, this man
who never despairs and who never ceases his
work of making the blind to see. And one
strange thing they told me, and I found it to
be true. There was an Englishman who had
been eight years completely blind ; he went to
Dr. Pagenstecher, who used his knife, and sight
came back to the blind man. And when he
stumbled from Dr. Pagenstecher's room from
his eight years' darkness into the light of day,
and saw the street and the trees and the shops, he
sat down in the gutter and wept like a little child.

So, having a little weakness of the eyes in
the morning from much reading in the night, I
went myself to see the doctor.

His house, for that of so great a man, is
very humble. It is square-built, two stories
high, and painted white. Its number is 59, in
the Taunus-strasse, and it stands a little back
from the road.

A flight of steps, at the top of which a door
with glass panels bearing a notice of the doctor's
hours printed upon cardboard, led me, not into
a passage, but direct into a sombre room of no
great size, with sombre walls hung with sombre
pictures. And in the semi-darkness men and
women with half-blind eyes set about talking in
low whispers—it was as though they would not
hurt each other's pain with noise. A serving-
maid gowned in black, who walked softly and
had a quiet voice, took my card. Time passed,
and every now and then the door which led into
the doctor's room would open, and some one
would pass in. And when they came out those
who waited turned anxious faces toward them,
and noted with a rising or a sinking heart
whether they looked sad or smiled. My turn
came after long waiting, and though I knew my
eyes were fairly good, the darkness and the
whispered talk and the half-blind people had so
upset me that my hands shook.

THE I went into a room that was
CONSULTATION full of light. There were cases

around about the walls, and
little tables holding many glasses and strange
instruments.

In a corner of the room a man sat writing,
but the man that I had come to see sat before
the window. He bowed and drew me to him
with a glance and stood me up before him with
the light full upon my face. I saw that he was
below the middle height and of smallish make,
but upon his slight shoulders was a leonine head
of great beauty. His forehead is very high, and
broad, and white ; above it the gray hair is
plentiful and long ; below it shine a pair of eyes
of the liveliest and the kindest blue. His face
is pale, and a lovely white beard falls upon his
chest. For the rest, he was dressed in black
and wore a black bow loosely tied upon his white
shirt-front like a dissenting minister.

He looked into my eyes long and search
ingly ; then he lifted his hand and I saw that on
the back it was white as a fashionable woman's,
while the palm was pink as a young girl's. The
nails were pink, too, and finely polished. His
fingers fell upon my lower eyelid with the light-
ness of a feather, and his touch was like the
finest silk. He drew the lid gently down, nod-
ded once, and turning to the man sitting in the
corner said something in a tongue which I had
never heard—they say that he knows ten lan-
guages—and the man began to write upon a
.slip of 'paper.

TH1E KEYSTONE

So softly had the doctor's hand fallen on
my face that my heart leapt within me when a
moment later his fingers closed upon my arm
with a grasp of steel.

He pushed me down into a big chair, and
I began to read letters on a card. After that he
led me down the room into an alcove, and bid-
ding me sit again, drew together the curtains so
that it was quite dark.

FOR THE He took a brilliant light and
POOR looked through an instrument

into my eyes, first the right and
then the left. This, I know, was to see the optic
nerve, which lies stretched like tape across the
retina at the back of the eye, and should be
bright red in a healthy man. [?]

This I presume it was, for he led me out
into the light again, and I saw that a smile of
uncommon width and kindliness and fun lurked
behind his bei-d.

"All that is the matter," he said, " is a
very slight catarrh which makes your eyes water,
and for this you must use these drops." He
handed me the slip of paper upon which I had
seen the man in the corner write.

I went out and climbed the steps behind the
doctor's house which led to his Armenheilanstalt
(hospital for the poor). This is a hospital for
the eyes where the doctor's word is law, but
where the Government in some degree helps the
doctor's purse. The building is square-built,
like the doctor's, only larger and three stories
high. Inside there are long, dusky passages
with bees-waxed floors, and in these passages
and on the stair men and women with bandaged
eyes loiter and talk together. Some of them
are workmen, some of them peasants—uncouth,
lumbering fellows of the soil—and the patois
of every part of Germany echoes on those
stairs.

The rooms are of a medium size, and the
walls are painted green. No pictures may hang
on them. The furniture is simple, and just
sufficient. There is all one needs, but nothing
to tire the eye. Those rooms are very restful.

THERE IS In one of these you can live,
ALWAYS HOPE eat three square meals a day,

see the doctor every noon-
time, and enjoy all the treatment he may order ;
and for this two marks a day. But if you hap-
pen to be very poor he does not press the mat-
ter. Should an operation be needful to give
you sight he will take you into the plain bare
bedroom set apart for this, and with his swift
and cunning- hands do for love and the joy of
working that which would cost a richer man a
hundred pounds or more.

In many cases blindness is merely an affec-
tion of the nerves, and for them the doctor uses
mercury, which binds up the nerves as nothing
else can do. At night you see the patients sit-
ting in their rooms naked to the waist, holding
a little globule of mercury in one band while
they pass it swiftly down the other arm from its
shoulder to the wrist. This they must do eigh-
teen hundred times in half an hour, and always
downwards, as one grooms a horse. The arms
and legs are alternated day by days

It is very seldom that the doctor is baffled
altogether. There was a peasant the other day
whose blindness was beyond all hope,. so the
attendants led him whimpering down the stairs.
He was blind, he said, and could not work ; and
his wife was old, and she, too, could not work.
His house was very small, and there was much
snow upon the ground, and it was very cold,
and fuel was very dear.

It is very pitiful, but there were other men
whose blindness might be turned to sight wait-
ing for a place, and so he had to go.

But nearly always the doctor will bid you
hope. I was told of the case of a young man
whose sight suddenly failed him so that he could
scarcely see at all. The doctor looked into his
eyes for a little while, and then in his calm, even

way, said that he might be able to preserve
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what sight he had, but he feared that he could
never altogether recover his sight.

The blow was so great that the young man
fell into a faint, and when he recovered he saw
the kindly face of the doctor looking down
upon him.
" There is always hope," he said, and there

was hope, for that young man is rapidly grow-
ing better.
life 

and work. 
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" The Keystone is the mosl complete optician's
and jeweler's compendium on earth. "—H. P Lewis,
optician and jeweler, GI-ovate, Arkansas.

A New Astigmatic Chart

A new chart called the S. & C. astigmo-
meter which, according to the inventor, will not
only detect astigmatism but also allow us to de-
termine the amount of astigmatic defect, is
being offered by H. T. Schlegel & Co., of
Peoria, Ill. It consists of a quadratic chart
with the hours of . the clock on it. The radia-
ting lines, however, are on a separate circular
disk, which has a slit to allow the lines of a
third second disk to be seen. This second cir-
cular disk, which lies between the first chart and
the front disk, has on it radiating lines of differ-
ent blackness. This latter varies from the in-
tense black of the front disk, indicating no astig-
matism, to a less intense black, or gray, corres-
ponding- to an astigmatism of 3.25 D. Full
directions for its use accompany each chart.

This is certainly a very ingenious device.
It must, however, be used with caution, as the
patient must confine his attention only to the
blackness of the lines, as the white spaces can
never look alike in cases of astigmatism. In
the dim meridian the white cannot appear quite
clear, while it is perfectly clear in the clear
meridian. This, by contrast, may interfere with
the judgment of the patient as to the blackness
of the lines.

" Diseases of the Eye," by Nettleship

The position occupied among works on
ophthalmology by Nettieship's " Diseases of
the Eye," is evidenced in the recent publication
of the sixth edition ifs this country following the
publication of the sixth edition in England.% In
certain points the views and practice of Ameri-
can ophthalmologists differ from those prevail-
ing in Great Britain ;.-and hence the American
publishers, Lea Brothers & Co., have taken ad-
vantage of the publication of a new edition to
have the entire work revised and adapted to the
needs of American students and practitioners.
The revision and addition were entrusted to the
eminent Philadelphia ophthalmic surgeon, Wm.
Campbell Posey, A. B., M. D. In the revision
particular attention is given to the methods of
examination usually followed in this country,
and a number of therapeutic measures have
been added which have recently been much used
by American ophthalmologists. There is a
supplement on examinations for color blindness
and acuity of vision and hearing, by William
Thonison, M.D., a recognized authority on this
subject. The book has 560 pages, 5 colored
plates and 192 engravings, and is handsomely
bound in cloth. A considerable portion of the
book deals with. refraction, and will be specially
interesting and instructive to opticians. In the
matter of eye diseases it is comprehensive and
thorough, and will be a valuable addition to
ophthalmological literature. Interesting por-
tions of the appendix are the laws governing
the visual tests for admission into the public
services of the United States, and the methods
employed in examining- the eyes of school chil-
dren in certain American cities.

A copy of " Diseases of the Eyp" will he sent from TIM KEY-
STONE °ISM Oil receipt of the publisher's price, $2.25.
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CAN YOU AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

SHOWING

Method of Illumination
from behind the Mires
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The Adjustable Attachment
by the use of which both meridians
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The Ophthalmometer gives the absolute axis
of the corneal astigmatism without asking your
patient a question
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Electric Only Plain—No Lights
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Adjustable Chin Rest

The Ophthalmometer simplifies the work
of refraction and saves time and trouble
for both operator and patient
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this departmentmust send name and address—not for publication, but as an evi-dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order inwhich they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymouscommunications.
To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give properadvice in the management of cases submitted to us, it is essentialthat we be furnished with a complete history of each case andaccurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. MVO glasses been previously worn? now long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

" w J. B. "—Man, aged thirly-one years. Filled ten
years ago with 0. U. 4. prism base in, total 8°. I
have dested several times and find total error 12°.
He is now suffering from Bright' s disease, and
his eyes are giving him a lot of trouble. There
is no refractive error. Would it help him to give
0. U. 6°, total 12°, up to full correction ?

In making the statement that this patient is suffer-
ing from Bright's disease, we presume our correspon-
dent knows whereof he speaks. Such a diagnosis
may be made with certainty by means of the ophthal-
moscope and by careful examination of the urine.
Unfortunately, we are not given any very definite
information about the patient or about his disease.
We are told there is no refractive error, but we are
not given the acuteness of vision. Possibly our cor-
respondent meant to imply that the absence of refrac-
tive error would indicate a normal acuteness of vision,
but this does not by any means follow. The eye may
be emmetropic as far as its dioptric apparatus is con-
cerned, and a perfect image be formed on the retina;
and yet if the latter be seriously diseased, the impres-
sion carried to the brain cannot be satisfactory. We
are not told anything as to what stage of Bright's
disease this man is suffering from ; ordinarily, if the
disease has advanced far enough to produce eye symp-
toms, the vision becomes markedly impaired and, in
advanced cases, may even be reduced to perception
of light.

If this patient's vision is normal, as perhaps our
correspondent intends to imply, the question occurs
on what the diagnosis of Bright's disease depends,
and this is the point on which we should have infor-
mation. There are notable changes in the appearance
of the retina all through the course of the disease,
and if the ophthalmoscope has been used in this case
it would be no less interesting than important to know
the result of such an examination. To simply rely on
the patient's " say so," that he has Bright's disease is
not sufficient for an accurate diagnosis. The physician
would frequently be misled if he depended on the
patient's statements instead of making examination
for himself to determine the physical condition of his
patient. Therefore, our correspondent must use his
ophthalmoscope for making his diagnosis in this case;
we are thus particular on this point, because we can
scarcely reconcile the existence of Bright's disease of
such gravity as to give him a " lot of trouble " with
his eyes, with a normal vision (presuming that is
what is meant by no refractive error).

In making a positive answer to the direct question
as to the expediency of increasing the degree of prism,
we would advise against it. If the total amount of
error is 52°, we think a correction of two-thirds is
sufficient ; and if the trouble with his eyes is due to
the disease of the kidney, then the optician had better
wash his hands of further responsibility and refer the
case to a physician, where it belongs. The failure of
our correspondent to give us the acuteness of vision,
the evidence on which the diagnosis of Bright's disease
is based, and the character and extent of the eye
symptoms, ha handicapped us in attempting to give
an intelligent answer and one with which we can feel
satisfied. However, as the case is such a grave one,
and the prognosis both as regards the patient's vision
and also his life, is so unpromising, we have attempted
to give such suggestions as will be of value in the
management of the case.

" F."—Gentleman, aged between fifty and fifty-
five years. Wore + z C .25 ax. 1800 R. E.,
± 1.25 C + .25 ax. go° L. E., for three years, but
did not seem to give any relief Subject to a great
deal of headache and pain in eyes and head ; his
eyes seem at certain times to turn in. Visual
acuteness both eyes, ig ; each eye alone, H. ('an-
not see to read without glasses without holding
the paper about an arm's length away. With
± 2 both eyes, can read 18 and hold paper about
15 inches and read comfortably. They seem to
rest his eyes and he does not have as much head-
ache as usual. I thought maybe he might need
a weak prism, but wasn' t sure what in the way of
a prism to give him. With the Maddox rod test
shows 3° esophoria. The highest degree prism
base in he will accept, without seeing double, is a
four degree prism, and a thirteen degree Pl. SM
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base out. There seems to be no heterophoria. A
three degree prism base up in left eye or down in
right eye, will see single ; with higher, will see
dquble. What prism do you think will give him
relief? He has no astigmatism, even of low
degree.

In regard to the history of this case, the impres-
sion conveyed is that one pair of glasses is made to
answer both for distance and near ; at this patient's
age this is a great mistake. Ordinarily, young people
can see at all points with one pair of glasses ; but
when the patient reaches. the presbyopic period of
life, a different glass is required for close use, be-
cause the senile changes are no respector of persons,
and hence there is no escape from the rule that the
crystalline lens hardens and the ciliary muscle weakens
as the person approaches middle life. If this patient
has a vision of It with + 2 D., he has hypermetropia
to that extent and such glasses restore his distant
vision only. Now, as he is past fifty years of age, he
is necessarily presbyopic in addition to the hyperme-
tropia. Under such circumstances the hypermetropic
correction of 2 D. will not suffice for reading ; but
he needs, in addition, another glass to supplement the
failing accommodation, which at this age would ordi-
narily call for about + 2 D. Therefore, in order to
obtain relief, this patient should wear + 2 D. con-
stantly and + 4 I). for reading. This can be arranged
in two different pairs of glasses or in bifocals, if that
form seems desirable.

The information as to the condition of the muscu-
lar system is scarcely explicit enough to enable us to
express a definite opinion. We are told that there are
three degrees of esophoria, which is a condition that
usually accompanies hypermetropia. The tests given
us of the strength of the external and internal recti
would indicate that both muscles are weak. On the
whole, however, we think the better plan would be
to ignore any possible muscular insufficiency at the
present time and confine attention to the correction of
the refractive error, which would most likely suffice to
afford relief. If not, then the muscular equilibrium
should be carefully determined later.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

'F. C. B."—Young man, good health, thirty-five
years of age. Has been fitted with glasses four
different times, and those which seemed most sat-
isfactory were furnished by a leading firm in the
city of some importance, but patient refuses them
and says they do not remedy the trouble. Has
severe headaches and pain over eyes if he persists
in using for reading. These glasses were : R. E.
— .25 C — .25 cyl. ax. nearly vertical; sees fairly
well at distance. L. E. — .25 sph. Visual acute-
ness only a little below normal; reads No. 3 type
in Hartridge' s Treatise ; reads all the usual
small type with above glasses, but soon suffers.
Accommodation about normal. Cylinders do not
make all radiating lines clear ; as the lenses are
moved in trial frames the position of indistinct
lines is also changed with them ; ± lenses are
refused. Tried No. 2 prisms base up and in, and
— .25 sph. for R. E., with best results yet attained
and sees at distance equally with the best he has
had. lawait a little advice before furnishing the
prisms. Patient uses tobacco a good deal. I have
no distance chart at present for regular 2o-foot
test. I have not the means for thoroughly testing
for muscular insufficiency.

We must again repeat the request which we have
frequently made before, that exact information be
given as to the details of the cases on which we are
asked to pass an opinion. In this case we are told
that the visual acuteness is only a little below normal,
but unfortunately this statement does not convey any
exact information. He might be able to read some of
the letters on No. zo line, or perhaps only the No. 30
or go line is readable ; and some observers might even
think the vision a little below normal if the No. 6o
line could be read. Whereas, if we are told that
vision equals H partly, or IS, or Ili, then we have
definite knowledge of the patient's vision. In the
same way we are told the accommodation is about
normal ; this is also an indefinite statement and does
not convey any exact information. We know that at
this age the patient should have a certain near point
which would represent a definite amount of accommo-
dation ; now if we were given the near point and
accommodation of this patient, we would have some-
thing to compare with the normal standard and would
then be in a position to judge whether it was too
much or too little, or just right.

We are inclined to look upon the case as one of
astigmatism, with the chances more in favor of the
hypermetropic than the myopic form. If the acute-
ness of vision is only slightly impaired, we would the
more readily suspect hypermetropic astigmatism, be-
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cause the myopic form interferes more seriously with
the distant vision ; and, besides, inasmuch as the con-
cave glasses which have been prescribed cause severe
headaches and pain over eyes if persisted in reading,
we would regard this as another indication that the
trouble is hypermetropic rather than myopic. As
frequently explained on these pages, this is not an
uncommon error ; but even if the astigmatism was
myopic, a patient of this age would be likely to derive
more satisfaction for reacting and close work from
convex cylinders. For these reasons we would advise
convex cylinders with their axes at right angles to the
concave for this purpose.

In regard to any possible muscular insufficiency,
we have nothing given us on which we can base an
Opinion. The usual tests for this condition should be
made use of, which have been described from time to
time on these pages and which are given somewhat in
detail in the chapter on Method of Examination, in
the "Optician's Manual." Our correspondent says he
has not the means for thoroughly testing for these
anomalies, and perhaps for this reason it would be
wise for him not to attempt to correct it. Although
really if he possesses a trial case he has all that is
necessary for the detection and correction of muscular
imbalance. At the same time he should have a clear
understanding of how the tests should be made, and
how the correcting prisms should be placed. Im-
proper prisms may do a great deal of harm, and
therefore they should be prescribed only when the
indications for them are direct and definite.

" C. H. G."—Gentleman, aged fifty years. In good
health. Wore the following correction for about
eight years constantly : R. E. + z ax.
120° ; presbyopia z . L. E. C I- ax. JO,.
presbyopia z. Complained of blurred vision,
both for distant and near point. Eyes begin to
quiver and vision fails after using them ten or
_fifteen minutes for near point. Vision with above
correction H. With R. E. + .75 C. + .50 ax.
120° = 13; L. E. + z C + .75 ax. 900 =
Worked out exophoria, P. R. zo°, P. P. 1 4° . Gave
visual correction and 6° prism base in for distant.
Added + 2 presbyopia correction for reading.
Reported after two weeks' use. Distant vision
very much improved. Can read for hours without
feeling fatigued. Spasmodic condition veiy much
improved. Two weeks later complained of dizzi-
ness and burning sensation in eyes when walking
or driving in the sunlight. Claims he is unable
to wear distant glasses. Reading glasses are
0. K. Kindly advise where to find the cause of
the trouble.

This is a case of compound hypermetropic astig-
matism, in addition to presbyopia, and complicated
with a marked exophoria. In such a case it is not
advisable to prescribe glasses on a single examination;
and after the glasses are prescribed, no matter how
carefully fitted, it can scarcely, be expected that the
eyes will take kindly to them and that they will be
entirely comfortable from the start.

The fact that the formula mentioned affords a
vision of only 18, at once raises a doubt as to whether
they represent the exact correction of the refraction;
so that this part of the examination should be repeated
several times, in order to determine beyond a doubt
the sphero-cylinder that raises vision to normal, or
as nearly normal as possible. It may be that the com-
bination mentioned is all right ; but we are told that
with his old glasses his vision is H, while in the new
glasses for the left eye there is a difference of .25 D.
in the cylinder with which the vision is raised to H.
The greater care should be given to the correction of
the refraction, because the presbyopic addition will
depend on it.

In regard to the muscular insufficiency, we are
told that a six-degree prism base in was given for dis-
tant vision, without specifying whether this prism was
placed over each eye, or whether it was equally divided
between the two. Leaving this point undecided, it is
a question in our mind whether any prism should be
combined with the formula for the correction of refrac-
tion ; but if so, certainly not more than 2° over each
eye. In regard to the reading glasses, there are evi-
dent indications for the need of prisms, from 3° to 4°
being allowable over each eye. In a case of this kind
bifocals would be inadvisable ; but two pairs of glasses
are distinctly called for. The first pair should be
sphero-cylinders for general wear, and the second pair
a sphero-cylindro-prismatic combination for close use.
The history of the case leads us to infer that the same
degree of prism was used for both distance and near;
this is an error, as there is, undoubtedly, more need of
prism assistance in close use ; and, besides, they are
less likely to disturb vision when one is quiet, than
when combined with glasses that are used for walking
around. So that in our opinion the cause of the
trouble lies in the improper use of the prisms.

" 1am reading The Keystone for many years and
Mink it is the best optical and jewelry trade paper in

existence. "—John Stuetzer, optician and jeweler,
Sebewaing, Michigan.
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UR contemporaries may conclude, as we
have no occasion to talk about objective
methods in optometry, that we do not use
them. On the contrary, no one uses and
believes in these more than we. Many of
the instruments calculated for optometrical
measurements are. good ; and we advise
every ambitious refractionist to buy as many
of the best of these as he can use to ad-
vantage.

• We only say that many rely on subjec-
tive methods entirely, and all must have
charts for verification. The Cabinet.contains
those that cover this work from A to Z.
Aside from the trial case, you can afford to
go without any other instrument better than •
the Cabinet.

Price reduced to $12.00
With Improved Elevator

The Anglo-American Optical Co.
94 Hatton Garden

are our London Agents

Brown & Burpee
Manchester, N. H., U. S. A.

Antiphlogistine
If your• patient's eyes smart and ache, he will say that it is your glasses. Don't

give him the chance.. ANTI PHLOOISTINE• _will cure therr.i..
Price, 35 cents. Send 10 cents for sample bottle,

The Pacific Coast Trade
We wish to call special attention to the fact that The

Standard Optical Co., of San Francisco, Cal., are
our agents alld have on display in the,ir salesrooms a _pill

qf our instruments. Don't- tail to see them when you are
in San Francisco.
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Automatic
Trial Set anD
Retinoscope
enables you to make the trial case test with
great ease and rapidity. It does away with
the cumbersome trial frame, and all your
customers will praise the instrument.

It makes the retinoscopic test accurate.
With little practice you can correct astig-

matism at the X of a dioptry.
It enables you to fit children, amblyopic

eyes and all other difficult cases quickly,
while the same case would be very tedious
with only the trial case.

Have you read " New Methods in the Science of Fitting
Glasses"? Only 25 cents.
We have a large list of second-hand instruments.
What are you interested in?
Our Catalogue of Optical Instruments for the asking.

The W. G. Fay glfg. Co.
Springfield, Ohio
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Hydrochinon and Allied Developers

T HE alkaline developers are not alike in
their manner of action, but may be

REzi divided into classes of compounds more
or less alike in their way of working.

One of these classes is composed of the long-
known hydrochinon and the later-discovered
adurol and ortol. These developers possess
properties which have caused them to attain a
a considerable use, and deservedly. These
properties accordingly appear to be worthy of
considerable study, that we may use them to
the best advantage. -

Hydrochinon is, as may be inferred from
the name, a derivative of, chinon„and is obtained
by the reduction of this substance, usually by
means of a sulphurous acid at a moderately
elevated temperature. It is prepared commer-
cially by the oxidation of aniline sulphate with
a bichromate and subsequeet reduction by means
of sulphurous acid. Since it is made by reduc-
tion, it should be easily oxidized, and tence be an
; active reducing agent. This is so, else it would
not be a developer, and in reducing the silver salts
of the dry plate it is changed again to chinon.

Solutions of hydrochinon in water are
unstable by themselves, and even the dry sub-
stance deteriorates under the influence of light.
This may be avoided in two ways : either by
using, as a solvent, alcohol (a process not to be
recommended to the photographer, both on
account of the expense and because the alcoholic
solution does not lend itself to photographic
purposes), or by employing a preservative
agent. Principal among these, and almost
exclusively used, are the salts of sulphurous acid,
as sodium sulphite and potassium metabisulphite.
These seem to be effective in preventing the
oxidation of the solution, because they give up
sulphurous acid ; and as this effects the change
from chinon to hydrochinon, so it is effectual in
preventing the reverse change. The presence
of alkali in the solution hastens the change, so
that, the sulphite should be neutral or slightly
acid. As practically all commercial sulphite
contains free alkali, this should be carefully
attended to.

A NECESSARY ADDITION

Although hydrochinon combines with
bromine, it does not develop in aqueous solution,
alone or with sulphite only. The addition of an
alkali is necessary, and as the alkali is changed,
so changes the character of the negative, and
by suitably varying the alkali, we may obtain a
negative of any desired character. With normal
lighting and a solution of carbonate of soda as
the alkali, we obtain a weak picture, which may
be quickly developed to the point where the
plate is sufficiently covered. With caustic soda,
on the other hand, we get a negative which is
full of detail, but very contrasty, and which may
easily be over-exposed. It appears from this
that the caustic soda increases the capacity of
the hydrochinon for reducing silver salts very
much. Hence care is necessary in its use.

If we take a solution of about to g. hydro-
chinon and 50 g. sodium sulphite in moo cc.
water and add to it an equal amount of a solu-
tion of 80 g. soda crystals in moo cc. water,
and develop a properly exposed plate, we
will get a negative of a most beautiful appear-
ance, but one which will not print nearly as
well as it looks ; the color of the deposit is
not sufficiently ,non-actinic, and the prints will
be flat. If we use caustic solution instead, and
make the exposure somewhat shorter on account
of the greater activity of the developer, we will
get a much more powerful and contrasty nega-
tive. If we over-develop we will probably get
fog, more or less, according to the make of
plate. The second plate in the same developer,
however, will be fully as strong and will have no
fog. This is due to the bromide which is
introduced into the developer by the reduction
of the silver bromide of the plate. From this. .
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we may conclude that if we desire to get the
first plate free from fog, we must introduce some
bromide at the start. A more economical
method is to use half fresh developer and half old.

• - " In developing with hydrochinon we find
that the image does not appear rapidly or all at
once, but the lights come first, then half-tones,
and finally the detail in the deep shadows
becomes visible. As soon as the picture is all
out, the adding of density proceeds rapidly, and
the complete time of development is no longer
than in the use of the other developers where
the image begins to show sooner. If the density
does not increase rapidly enough, the quantity
of alkali is insufficient ; if the half-tones are
lacking, the exposure was not long enough.

REACTION TO BROMIDE

Hydrochinon responds well to the addition
of bromide, although it does not equal pyro-
gallol in this respect. The cautious addition of
this.substance causes the development to become
slower, and the negative is stronger and clearer.
For process work, and in other cases where
very great density and absolute clearness are
desired, a developer is used which contains
very large proportions of both alkali and bromide,
and no other substance can be used in place of
hydrochinon for this purpose.

The less sensitive the plate, the weaker
acting should the developer be. This is espe-
cially necessary in the making of lantern slides
and transparencies. According to a writer in
Das Atelier des Photographen, the ordinary
alkalies can properly be replaced by lime-water
for this purpose.

Other substances than bromide may be
used as restrainers. The yellow prussiate of
potash is especially good for this. Henderson
proposed this for the pyro-ammonia developer,
and Miethe and Lainer have used it for the
so-called " Rapid Developer," for which
formula follows :

I. Water . . .
Sodium sulphite . .
Potassium ferrocyanide
Hydrochinon .

2. Water . . . •
Potassium hydroxide

(Caustic potash) .

. 900 CC

g•
120 g
log

D:s3 CC

50 g
For use : to loo cc. of (1) add Jo cc. of (2).

Although caustic alkalies make much
stronger negatives, their use is attended with
the disadvantage that the gelatine is softened
and the plate is consequently especially liable to
frilling or scratching, especially in hot weather
or where it is necessary to use warm water for
washing. Therefore, efforts have been made to
find a suitable substitute for them, and this is
accomplished by the use of tribasic sodium
phosphate.

This alkali is so effective in its working,
that with double the usual quantity of a car-
bonate we obtain a picture only as strong as
may be obtained with one-sixth the quantity of
phosphate. Although tribasic sodium phosphate
is used with other developers, hydrochinon is
far and away the best for this alkali. Lumiere's
formula is :

I. Water . .
Dry sodium sulphite
Hydrochinon

2. Water .
Tribasic sodium phospim mte .

For use mix equal parts.

400 CC

20 g
g

200 g
40 g

The developer may also be made with the
addition of acetone in place of an alkali. This
substance cannot replace alkalies in all developers,
but only in those derived from phenols, to which
class belongs hydrochinon. This process is
not to be recommended in ordinary cases, and
is rather a chemical curiosity than an effective
process ; but Lumiere Brothers have elaborated
a formula which uses formalin, a substance some-
what allied to acetone as an alkali. This sub-
stance possesses the property of hardening
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gelatine, so that the developer is very useful for
hot weather. The formula :

Water. . . .
' Dry sodium sulphite .
Hydrochinon . . .
40 per cent. formalin solution

• 480 cc
70 g
7g
32 cc

This developer keeps exceedingly well, in
spite of the fact that it is in one solution, develops
quickly, and possesses very great covering
power, so that it may be used in photo-mechan-
ical work.

In the working of hydrochinon, as of all
developers, the temperature at which the action
takes place is very important. A normal
developer, which will give a good, dense nega-
tive at 600 F. , will give only a thin, weak picture
at 500, and at 700 or above, the development is
far too rapid, and fog is almost sure to result. If
it is necessary to develop in such circumstances,
it is advisable to use citric acid as a retainer.

For lantern slides on chloral-bromide or
pure chloride plates, hydrochinon has no supe-
rior. There is no danger of fog, on account of
the small sensitiveness of the plates, even if
normal developer be used, although, as said
before, a weak alkali, such as lime water is to be
recommended.

IN VARIOUS COMBINATIONS

On account of its great covering power,
hydrochinon is much used in combination with
other developers. Of course, it can be used
only with those that require alkali, for it is
absolutely inert alone. It combines well with
those substances which give weak images, and
then gives a well-balanced negative with good
density. Eikonogen was, until recently, the
usual companion in such a combination, and
this is probably to-day the most popular pre-
pared developer sold in America, but the mixture
of metol with hydrochinon is rapidly displacing
it in popular favor. This is (Inc partly to the
merit of the combination, which gives most
beautiful negatives of excellent printing quality,
and partly also to its extensive use for developing
" gaslight " papers, which have become so
widely used of recent years. The Velox formula
is the best yet devised.

Unfortunately, metol-quinol is poisonous to
about one person in twenty, the symptoms
being usually the formation of itching water-
pustules on the fingers and hands, and the
subsequent drying and peeling of the skin of
the affected parts. The later developer, ortol,
which is a combination of hydrochinon with a
compound very nearly related to metol, differing
in fact only in the position of one group of
atoms, is, strange to say, not at all poisonous
even to those who are most susceptible to metol
poisoning. Ortol gives on Velox and other
similar papers results superior to those obtained
by the use of metol-quinol, appears to be less
liable to stain the prints and is more equable in
its action. For plates, it gives harmonious
negatives, which are, however, not as dense as
those obtained by hydrochinon alone. It also
does not respond very readily to the action of
bromide, the result of this addition being slower
development without much increase in clearness.

The useful action of bromide on hydro-
chinon led to experiments on the direct addition
of bromine to hydrochinon in manufacture by
different chemists, and the result is adurol.
The substances sold under this name are two, of
very similar properties. Hauff's salt is chlor-
hydrochinon and Schering's is brom-hydro-
chinon, but the properties of the two are so
similar that there is little difference in their
action. The exposure for equally strong solu-
tions may be one-third shorter for adurol than
for hydrochinon, and it is consequently better
adapted for instantaneous exposures. The
image appears much more quickly than with
hydrochinon, but the time of development is
essentially the same. Fresh solutions work
without fog, and it is therefore unnecessary to
add bromide. --F. R. Fraprie, in Ike Photo Era.
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far excels in comprehensiveness
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work of refraction
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CHAPTER V. ( Continued)
Static Factors of Sklascopy—The Four Areas—The Three Inter-vals—Subsidiary -Areas and Intervals—Analysts

of Static Factors--Static Effects.

In myopia and emmetropia with active
accommodation, the retina is back of the focal
position, while in hypermetropia it is forward of
it. In the latter position the dioptric media
have a magnifying effect, the same as a positive
lens held nearer the object under examination
than the power of the lens permits. Magnifica-
tion results, but the lens is not at the point or in
the position of maximum magnification, for the
pencils of light are not fully neutralized. But
in the former position all pencils from the retina
are transposed, giving the observing eye, within
the anterior focal distance, pencils consisting of
concave waves, or, beyond it, retransposed and
inverted pencils of convex waves. If it were
not for the dioptric media of the observed eye,
the observer would see an area of the retina a
trifle larger than the pupillary space directly
back of it. The extent of such space, in com-
parison with the pupil, would depend upon
nearness. A dilated pupil would increase the
area within view proportionately to dilation.
But the view of the retina and the image upon
it through the dioptric media does not follow
this simple rule, either as to direction or loca-
tion or extent, for magnification causes a very
small area of the retina to fill the pupillary
space—not a point to be sure, but an area in-
versely proportional to the distance of the retina
and observing eye from the principal plane of
the eye, according to the law of images. But
the dioptric media of the observed eye, unless
its visual axis is directed straight into the ob-
serving eye, deflects the pencils of light emerg-
ing from it. The observer may thus see an
area of the retina and the image upon it that is
actually behind the iris, and an area of the
retina: in direct line of vision through the pupil,
in a homogeneous medium, may be obscured by
the iris. This is due to the deflection of oblique
pencils by the dioptric media, or to the pris-
matic effect corresponding to that of a decen-
tered lens.

In making skiascopic examinations the
observed eye is always directed to a point in
space to one side of the observing eye, to avoid
stimulus to the accommodation. The pencils
that reach the observing eye are therefore de-
flected. Such deflection brings areas of the
retina into view that could not otherwise be
seen—areas near or including the macula itself.
But the macula would be to one side of the area
brought under observation, which side would
depend upon the direction of the observed eye
and which eye (right or left) were under ob-
servation. But in skiascopy no attempt is made
to perceive the macula or optic disk, or to locate
them in the pupillary display. The observer
concerns himself only with the reflex as a whole
and the dark areas that border it. He soon
learns the appearance of emmetropia and how,
with lenses, to bring about the emmetropic
appearances. Appearances do not reveal to
him the conditions that prevail back of the
dioptric media, nor is he anxious to ascertain
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what they are by this method. They do reveal
conditions anterior to the dioptric media which
are produced by the dioptric media. If these
conditions are not normal, by correcting them
he corrects whatever dioptric fault there may be
back of them, for the fault is really neither pos-
terior nor anterior to the dioptric mcdia, but in
them. When the pupil is "lighted up" as with
an internal light, and a "glow" rather than a
perceptible image is seen, and motion across the
pupillary space is a mere " flash " having no
apparent direction of motion, either with or
against the mirror, the anterior image of the
retinal image in the observed eye is at the pupil
of the observing eye, and if the observing eye
is one meter in front of it, this shows one diop-
ter of myopia in the observed eye.

The image or reflex, as seen from the
standpoint of the observer, takes on a bright
red color, due to the multiplicity of minute
blood-vessels in the vascular layers of the pos-
terior inner surfaces. It is less red than blood,
because the capillaries are spaced by intervening
distances forming a meshwork of blood-vessels.
The retina itself is transparent, and its back-
ground is the pigment layer of the choroid coat.
It is really upon this layer, rather than upon the
retina, the rods and cones of which are imbedded
in it, that the image is displayed. A dark ab-
sorbing surface gives a brighter display and
higher effect because of the contrast it presents
to other areas. The areas of the retina not
displaying the image of the luminous area are
dark, both from the effect of the pigment and
the absence of light.

The reaction of the pigment layer of the
choroid is slight, as most of the energy is, as it
were, transmuted from the physical into nervous
energy, which is equivalent to absorption by
non-sensitive dark surfaces when a real image is
cast upon it. But reaction is sufficient, never-
theless, to provide a system of emergent pencils
by which the skiascopist determines.the dioptric
error. The reaction of this surface is analogous
to reflection, but as each pencil's energy is con-
fined to a limited area—the area of the diffusion
circle produced by it—there is not that d.isocia-
don of impulses from many pencils and reasso-
ciation such as we have from rough surfaces,
and which make the surface or object visible.
Each circle of diffusion contains the energy of a
limited area of the light and gives back energy
of the same identity. At least it is only mixed
to the extent of the overlapping of diffusion
circles. The case is different if a screen is re-
quired through which the image may be seen
from the opposite side, as the ground glass field
used in the artist's camera. There a surface is
required that will transmit the energy, but react
sufficiently to display the image.

4. THE OBSERVING EYE.

This is the subjective area—objective, how-
ever, to the observer's higher intellectual facul-
ties. It is the area at which is revealed the
condition of the dioptric media of the observed eye
—the "x" or unknown quantity in an algebraic
equation, all of whose other terms are known.
The observer formulates the equation in his ex-
amination, and then he has but to reduce, sim-
plify, transpose, eliminate and divide by the
coefficient of "x" to determine its value and
solve the problem. The observing eye occupies
the same relation to the retinal reflex as R and
R' in Fig. 23, Chapter III, has to the arrow
C D, whose virtual image appears in the con-
cave mirror. The questions that present them-
selves successively to the skiascopist in an
examination with a plane mirror are as follows:

I. What is the character of the pencils of
light emitted by the observed eye from the
image upon its retina ? Are they positive,
consisting of convex waves ; are they neutral,
consisting of plane waves, or are they negative,
consisting of concave waves?

2. If they are positive or negative they can
be neutralized, a positive lens neutralizing posi-
tive pencils, and a negative lens neutralizing
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negative pencils ; but the first work is not to
neutralize them, but make them of a fixed con-
cave curvature-1 Cm.—or to focus them at
one meter. It may require a plus lens to do
this, or it may require a minus lens.

3. The skiascopist determines at the first
glance which sort of lens, plus or minus, is
required by noting whether the retinal reflex or
image moves wills or against the mirror or
"light on the face." If it moves with the mir-
ror a plus lens is required ; if against it, a minus
lens is necessary.

4. The power of the lens is determined by
trial, but the power is indicated by the raftidity
of motion of the reflex. If it moves very
rapidly, but a slight increase of power is called
for—the more rapidly it moves, short of rever-
sal, the nearer the approach to the point desired.
Complete elimination of motion, or motion so
rapid or instantaneous that direction of motion
cannot be told, completes the primary correction.

5. The above brings the image or area of
reversal to the eye of the observer. The waves
of the emitted pencils are — I Cm., for they
focus at one meter. It is only necessary to add
— I D. to the primary correction to neutralize
the emergent pencils. If, with this full correc-
tion, the eye, with passive accommodation,
emits neutral pencils of light from an image
upon its retina, it will focus neutral pencils or
pencils from the distant object at the retina.

6. If different meridians of the eye are dif-
ferent, it is only necessary to find the correction
for each of the principal meridians and prescribe
a compound lens having the requisite power in
each meridian.

It would seem, from the above, as though
area 4 had little to do with the examination,
except as it revealed the condition of area 3 ;
but let us see. When a lens is put in front of
the observed eye, or the power of such a lens is
changed, the waves of the incident pencils from
the luminous area undergo modification. The
lens either assists the eye in doing its work or
increases the work it has to do. This affects
the retinal image—increasing or decreasing dif-
fusion—but it does not reverse the motion of
the image on area 3. • That is always the same
way—with the mirror. The rapidity of motion
at area 3 is not materially affected, whatever the
lens before the eye. Reversal of motion and
rapidity of motion, or change of rapidity of
motion, are phenomena that pertain to area 4
exclusively. The appearance of reversal and
change of motion in the pupil of the observed
eye is due to the principle of projection. Re-
versal of motion is an " optical illusion," so-
called, and like all optical illusions, it is explain-
able on simple optical principles. Reversal of
motion on area 4 is clue to transposition of the
emergent pencils from the observed eye anterior
to the observing eye or anterior to a fixed plane
in the observing eye, at which the transformation
occurs, and which we have assigned as the plane
of the pupil. If the real image anterior to the
observed eye is anterior to this fixed plane in
the observing eye, inversion and reversal of
motion at area 4 result. If it is posterior to
this fixed plane, neither inversion nor reversal
of motion occur. If it is at this fixed plane the
image is lost, and motion or the direction of
motion is indeterminate. It does not matter so
much where that fixed plane in the observing
eye may be, but the phenomena of reversal and
inversion, which appear at the retina and are
sensatory, are the important elements.

(TO UE CONTINUED)

Homatropin as a Cycloplegic
E. Jackson (Annals of Ophthalmology) has found

homatropin to be a satisfactory and reliable cycloplegic,
both for children and those who have reached the age
of forty years. He recommends a 24 or 3 per cent
solution. Of this a small drop is to be instilled at the
upper corneal margin every five minutes until 4 or 5
drops have been introduced. Homatropin, according
to the author, far more rarely induces intoxication than
any other cycloplegics.
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2 RUTLAND STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL
American Association of Opticians

A. JAY CROSS, PreSilletlI, New York City.J. H. ELLIS, Secretary, South Bend, Ind.Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Chicago,August 13th, 1411, and 15th.
Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)THE Er. Hon. SIR Wm. II A RT Dram, Bart., M. P., Master.Cob. T. DAVIES SEWEI.1„ F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,London, K C., England.

British Optical Association
JOHN BROWNING, KR. A.S., F.R.M.S., MR. I., etc., President.J. If. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., Secretary, 17 Shaftesbury Avenue,London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians
K CULVERHOUSE, President, Toronto.AMMON DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer, 176 Queen StreetEast, Toronto, Ont.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians

C. N. QUIAIBY, President, Boston, Mass.G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July andAugust.

STATE
New York State Association of Opticians

.A. W. GOLDER, President, Seneca Falls, N. Y.II. C. WATTS, Secretary, Syracuse, N. 1 .Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,September and November.
New York State Optical Society

F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.F. B. MARCHANT, Se&y, 56 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.Next meeting, Juno 25th, 26th and 27th, at Buffalo.
Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.C. A. LoNosTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.Meets in January, March, May and November.

Indiana Optical Society
E. SHIPLEY, President, Greencastle, Ind.G. M. C. BARTMESS, Secretary, Clinton, Ind.

Next meeting, June 4th and 5th, at Elwood.

Michigan Optical Society
NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit, Mich.E. EIMF.R, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,Muskegon, Mich.

lowa Optical Society
H. P. liotxtEs, President, Des Moines, Iowa,J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown Block, Sioux City, Iowa.Next meeting, June 12th and 13th, at Des Moines.

Illinois Optical Society
WALTER WYATT, President, Peoria, Ill.LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Maryland Optical Society
F. AV. MCALLISTER, President, Baltimore, Md.W. H. KETTLER, see., 109 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.Meets at rooms of Photographic Assn., Baltimore, Md.

California Optical Association,
E. M. ACKLEY, President, San Francisco, Cal.G. L. SERNEIDER, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians
J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.C. L. HAYNEs, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians
H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.H. L. KING, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association
GEO. II. BROWN, President, Manchester., N. H.J. A. CAOUETTE, See'y, 940 Elm Street, Manchester, N. IL

Meets second Tuesday of January, March, June, Sep-tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society
ALVA SNIDER, President., Beloit, Wis.WALTER H. GRUNERT, Secretary, Green Bay, Wis.

Meets semi-annually.
North Carolina Optical Society

S. R. PECK, President, Charlotte, N. C.W. H. LEONARD, SeereLary, Will:GOD, N. C.
Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. BIIII.T.ARD, President, Litchfield, Minn.C. A. SNELL, Sec', 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Next meeting; June 411,, at St. Paul.

Maine Association of Opticians
H. E. Munnock, Preffident, Portland, Maine.ROBERT 13. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society
H. W. LIOCIETTE, President, Memphis, Tenn.E. D. MEYER, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association
It. B. Firm'', President, Denver, Colo.It. II. BIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.Mnia..E..11..DILAPMAN.Cor..8Ver.,-10158 Welton.St., Umwer,Colo.Next meeting, June 12th, at Denver.

THE K Il7STONe

Kansas Association of Opticians
W. J. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kaus.WALTER STARCKE, Seey. and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Missouri Optical Society
J. W. TALBOT, President, Nevada, Mo.JOHN Trrus, JR., Secretary, Kallella City, Mo.

LOCAL
New York City Optical Society

H. W. A PPLETI)N, President.
N. 11. HARRIS, nee. see., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.Meets second Wednesday of each month at Fifth AvenueHotel.

Rochester Optical Club
0. R. %tram, President.It. E. SWEETIE°, Secretary, Chantber of Commerce Build-ing, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society
HEWLETT SCUDDER, President.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

The Medical School and Eye Refraction

vvE are in receipt of the following interest-
ing letter from an esteemed subscriber :

ED. KEYSTONE :—Under the heading " The Medi-cal School and Eye Refraction " in THE KEYSTONEfor April, some comments are made along with aquotation from Dr. Burnett to show that the medicalstudent is but poorly prepared for refraction work bythe instruction received in his medical course. Ibelieve it is generally understood that the making ofspecialists in any department of medicine is not attemp-
ted in the regular course of instruction given in medi-cal colleges. It is equally as well known that special-ties are studied at post-graduate schools, at hospitalsdevoted to special diseases and under private tuition.It is therefore true that the ordinary graduate in medi-cine is not a specialist in any sense; neither the schoolnor the graduate endeavors to make such an impres-sion. And so far as my reading enables me to judge,there is nothing to justify the statement that " in these
days much expert skill and knowledge in eye refrac-
tion is claimed for the general medical practitioner."
Such a claim is only justified or-conceded by reputable
men in the profession after due preparation has been
made and many general practitioners are entitled tothis claim on these grounds.

But the quotation from Dr. Burnett is capable of
another application. He clearly conveys the idea that
the study of errors of refraction and their correction
is not to be accomplished in a short time or by super-
ficial methods, and the tone of his remarks does not
lead one to think that he would be likely to sanction
the impression sought to be made by optical colleges
that the work of acquiring proficiency in the science
and art of fitting glasses can be accomplished in from
eight to thirty days. When a fair comparison is made
it seems not improbable that physicians who have
learned what is taught on the subject of refraction in
their regular medical course are quite as equal to the
vast and varied refraction needs of the American
public as these eight to thirty-day products of optical
schools.

Incompetency is always.to be condemned, but an
optical journal need not spend time to point out the
defects in any respects of physicians, while so much
that needs to be remedied lies nearer its doors.
Canon City, Colo. R. J. PEARE, M. D.

We are in perfect agreement with every
statement made by our correspondent in the
above letter, even with the .polite intimation that
those dwelling in glass mansions should refrain
from stone-throwing. We maintain, however,
that the medical journals and practitioners, who
occupy equally fragile structures as Dr. Peare
admits, indulge in the stone-throwing practice
much more recklessly than do the opticians or
THE KEYSTONE, and this probably explains the
tu quoque tenor of the editorial in our April
issue. The opticians have no quarrel whatever
with the doctors. What their course of study
is or whether they are professionally competent
or otherwise is the public's affair, not ours.
But the opticians have a legitimate and honor-
able airibition; arid they deeih oppoSitlo-rf to.its-

achievement vexatious and unjustifiable. Legis-'
lation has been attempted in many states, one.
manifest object of which has been the extinction
of the optician ; and are not the qualifications
as refractionists of those who would extinguish
him a very pertinent subject for discussion under
the circumstances ? Our correspondent is mani-
festly not an admirer of the short-term optical
course, and neither is THE KEYSTONE, but
when an effort was made recently in New Eng-
land to establish on a legal foundation a three-
year course, the doctors so rallied in opposition
that the project was defeated, temporarily at
least. . Can our correspondent suggest any
reasonable grounds for the opposition in thil
case ? The opticians yield to none in their re-i
gard for the " noble profession," but unreasoni
able opposition to measures that imply educa-
tional progress and public good will certainly
not enhance its nobility nor its claim to 0ur4
esteem.

We notice that oculists as a rule,,Dr. Peare
included, are unnecessarily severe on the gen
eral practitioner. They concede, in fact, his
incompetency as a refractionist. " Specialties,"
our correspondent states, " are studied at post-
graduate school's, at hospitals devoted to special
diseases and under private tuition." It would
be interesting to know what proportion of the
doctors are ophthalmologic specialists as thus
defined. A startlingly small proportion, we
fear. In fact, no branch of specialism seemed
.to be more lost sight of in the medical course
than refraction. In an article in the March
number of The American Journal of Ofilithal
mology, F. L. Henderson, M. D., professor of,
ophthalmology in the Barnes Medical College,!
says:

The line of demarcation between the ophthalmo;logy of the 'general practitioner and that of the specialist should be distinctly drawn. Time spent in teach;ing a student even a little about the ophthalmoscope;
the fitting of glasses, skiascopy, eye surgery, etc., is
wasted, as he does not learn enough along these linedto make. use of his knowledge. There is also the
danger of impressing him with the idea that he is al
oculist, and we know the incalculable harm whiat isbeing (Rate by the general practitioner who thinks he
has fitted himself for refractive work when he- hag
purchased a set of trial lenses. Microscopic anatomy
of the eye, " methods of triginometrical construction;''
testing for glasses, all except the simplest features of
eye physiology, ophthalmoscopy, skiascopy and eye
surgery belong to the post-graduate instruction and to
the specialist. Any student who learns the layers of
the retina consumes time which could be spent more
profitably in a dozen other ways. When I open one
of the- seven-hundred page text-books " for studenti
and practitioners " and see the formula for calcula,
ting the index of refraction of a transparent medium,
I am lead to wonder what kind of a book the author
would write for specialists. Leave skiascopy and such
to post-graduate schools.

THE KEYSTONE reprobates incompetency
among opticians as much as our correspondent
does, and is doing its best to remedy it. The
effort is worthy, and we are pleased to knoW
that it has the admiration and encouragement of
a large proportion of the medical profession.
It is very far from our intention to cast any. . •
reflection on the education or professional quali-
fication of the general practitioner. To master
everything during his student course would be
an impossibility, but the conceded meagerness
of his knowledge of the refracting optician's
specialty should make him more tolerant of
AbOSe luirfibly-s-e-ekiiig—sucti knowledge.--
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Doings of the Optical Societies

Colorado Optical Association
The Colorado State Optical Association held itsregular monthly meeting Wednesday, May 8th, at thebeautiful house of the out-going president, J. H. Gal-lup. After routine business, discussions followed onthe physicians' bill in the Senate (which, by the way,did not pass), on appointments of members to readessays, on standard prices for prescription work, weretaken Up. After the business of the meeting was dis-posed of Mr. and Mrs. Gallup furnished a most de-lightful musical and literary programnie (contributionsto same being from members of the society). Re-freshments wound up a very pleasant evening witha vote of thanks to the hospitality of the retiringpresident and his estimable wife.
The next regular monthly meeting will be held atthe palatial store of Vice-

President J. C. Bloom, in
Denver, on June 12th.

Miss Eva Hortense Chap-
man, the new corresponding
secretary, was born in St. Louis
and educated in Milwaukee.
She has, however, spent the
greater part of her life in
Denver. About three years
ago she entered the employ
of the Geneva Optical Co.,
of Denver, as stenographer,
bookkeeper, correspondent,
etc. Becoming interested in
optics, Miss Chapman de-
cided to take it up as a
study, and her subsequent
studies, in connection with
her practical experience, soon
gave her a good insight into
both the theory and practical
parts of the business. Last
August Miss Chapman started
in business for herself under
the name of the Western
Optical Co., at 1655 Wel-
ton Street, Denver. As she
modestly puts it, " I'm only
a tiny speck on Denver's
map ; my aspirations are to
grow, whether the 'specks
will materialize into a ' big'
speck I do not know. I can
only try for the goal." From
its organization she has taken an active interest inthe work of the Colorado Society, and her selectionas corresponding secretary is a just tribute, not only toher high ability as a correspondent, but the intelligentand faithful service she has rendered to the organi-zation.

THE KEYSTONE

the chair appointed Messrs. Wilcox and Luckey astellers. The election resulted in the selection of thefollowing officers for the ensuing year : President, A.W. Golder, Seneca Falls ; vice-president, Olin H.Wright, Batavia ; secretary, H. C. Watts, Syracuse;treasurer, C. B. Hibbard, Pulaski ; librarian, JamesHolden, Syracuse ; board of directors, Edwin Wilcox,Fulton ; W. H. S. Weatherby, Clyde, and W. P. Hil-lick, Fulton. A vote of thanks was then given theretiring officers for their faithful service. Adjourn-ment was then taken to a private dining-room of TheYates, where an elaborate menu was served.
At the evening session G. N. Luckey, of Baldwins-ville, read an interesting paper which he said he hadnot had time to name. After an amusing preliminaryMr. Luckey spoke of what the optician needs andwhat he wants. He said, in part : " The optician needsknowledge and wants money. Equipped with a gilt-edge diploma, perhaps a " doctor's " degree, and therequisite office furniture, we are ready for business;
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Oertel, of Syracuse, is chairman, have arranged to ac-commodate about three hundred people. A generaldiscussion and interchange of ideas followed, afterwhich, with a vote of thanks to Mr. Wohl and Mr.Luckey the association adjourned until July loth.Among those in attendance were James Holden, H.C. Watts, G. M. Babbitt, Wm. D. Oertel, D. W.Beadel, L. L. Copeland, and F. W. Reed, of Syra-cuse ; W. H. S. Weatherby, of Clyde ; Edwin Wilcoxand W. P. Hillick, of Fulton ; C. B. Hibbard, ofPulaski ; G. N. Luckey, of Baldwinsville ; A. W.Golder, of Seneca Falls ; F. L. Swart, of Auburn ; 0.H. Wright, of Batavia ; Mr. Rice, of Shortsville ; F.A. Wohl, of New York, and Wm. B. Gorham, ofCamillus.

An Optical Smoker
The Pennsylvania Optical Society held theirsmoker and quiz at 228 Market Street, Philadelphia,

on Tuesday evening, May
14th, 19or, and it was a very
great success. The atten-
dance was larger than any we
have ever had before at such
meetings.

After a short meeting of
the executive committee, at
which A. D. McClenaghen,
of Philadelphia, was elected
a member and some other
routine business transacted,
D. V. Brown, chairman of
the committee on special
meetings, presiding, the ques-
tions which had been for-
warded by different mem-
bers were read and then sepa-
rately discussed, a great pro-
portion of the members taking
part.

Below are some of the
questions that aroused
greatest interest :

How would you correct
spa sm of accommodation
without the use of a mydriatic?

What are the advantages
of a toric lens over the regu-
lar way of grinding?

In case of incipient cata-
ract, where the vision at 20
feet is decidedly improved by
a concave lens, say — a diop-
ter, will it hasten the growth
such a concave lens for dis-

ROBERT BROOKS FiweirPresident of the Colorado Optical Society
Was born in 1871, at North Wales, Pa. Hisfirst association in optics was with Ivan Fox,of Philadelphia. He spent four ,years with thisfirm. Compelled to leave the East on accountof lung trouble, he went to Colorado, in 1890,and after roughing it for a year, accepted aposition with the Henevit Optical Co., remainingwith this company for six years. September, 1897,Mr. Finch started in business for himself.

ROBERT It BTROEIGSecretary of the Colorado Optical Society
Was born in 1868, on a Minnesota farm. Hemoved to Denver in 1873, and started in theoptical business at the early age of eleven years.His first position was held for twelve years. Hethen took charge of the manufacturing depart-ment of the Geneva Optical Co.'s Denver branch.In May, 1897, he started in business for himself.At the present time he is located at 636 Sixteenth,Street, Denver.

New York State Association of Opticians
The annual meeting of the New York State Asso-ciation of Opticians was held May 8th, at the YatesHotel, Syracuse. Sessions were held in the afternoonand evening. After the minutes had been read andapproved the committee on membership reported. favorably on the application of Stewart F. Dey, ofGeneva, and he was elected to membership. Appli-cations were received from Wm. B. Gorham, of Camil-lus ; Dana L. Shaw, of Alfred ; Araunah W. Hyde, ofGowanda, and were referred to the committee. Thefollowing amendments to the by-laws, were next con-sidered : Article Ill, Section IV, of by-laws—That thetime of paying semi-annual dues be limited to thirtydays. That notice of this be sent to each memberwith semi-annual notice of dues. At expiration ofthirty days, if payment is not made, said member bedropped from membership. Article III, Section V.—That members who have been dropped for non-pay-ment may be reinstated by payment of back dues onvote of majority of members present. Mr. Watts de-sired to change Section IV to read "annual " instead of"semi-annual " dues, and the amendments as atnendedwere then unanimously adopted. The resolution toamend Article I of the constitution was next taken up,but was withdrawn before being voted upon.

The annual election of officers being next in order

but pretty soon we run against snags, conditions un-expected arise, and we find that there is still a littlethat we have not got in the way of knowledge. It isnot simply an education that opticians want, butknowledge. Something acquired by exercising andexerting our own powers of thought ; bringing outnew ideas, trying to improve on what we know bystudy, not by books entirely, but of the mind. Inde-pendent thinking is the only thing that has brought allscience, art, literature and enlightenment up to its pre-sent state. From our standpoint as opticians I feel thatwe should know just what to do to correct refractiveerrors, and when that is accomplished stop short.You all know what I mean by an optician, as I havetalked this so much. As opticians, I claim we haveonly to do in application with the four ametropias ofthe eye in the matter of introducing such a mediumbetween the eye and object to be viewed as will changethe course of light rays to counteract physical malfor-mations existing in the eye. We cannot change theshape of the eye, neither can we change the law oflight, but we can use one of its laws to our advantage—the bending of rays with a medium. This appearsto me to be a mechanical piece of work, and if westick to our text we will not have that antagonismfrom the doctors that we do. We should aim to ac-quire all possible knowledge regarding the organ ofvision, and apply only as we ought along the line be-longing to us as opticians."
Following Mr. Luckey's paper, F. A. Wohl,of New York, gave an interesting demonstrationof the retino-skiameter. Mr. Swart spoke of the

meeting of the State Optical Society in Buffalo, onJune 26th and 27th, which will be held in the Y. M. C.A. Building. The committee, of which Wm. D.

of the cataract to wear
tance only?

Suppose with the shadow test there is apparently no
astigmatism present and none with the ophthalmome-
ter, but with the subjective test with the fan there is
plainly hyperopic astigmatism + .75 axis o, although
vision is H without glasses, what would you infer and
what would you do?

Suppose the ophthalmometer shows corneal astig-
matism + 1.50 axis 175°, and subjective test with
fan shows — 2 axis 5 what would you do, and how
would your prescription read?

If a patient found himself unable to count the
steps on the stairs, but with one eye closed he could
do so readily, the same applied to railings, or lines
either perpendicular or horizontal, what would you
suspect the trouble here, and how would you correct it?

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Optical So-

ciety of the City of New York was held on the
evening of May 8th, at the Fifth Avenue Hotel.

Prof. Fox delivered an interesting lecture on
" Problems in Spheres, Cylinders and Cross-Cylin-
drical Lenses."

After the lecture and the transaction of routinebusiness, the question of legislation was taken up.
Final action was deferred until the next meeting,
which will be held just previous to the convention
of the State Society at Buffalo. Then instructions
will be given to the local society's delegates to guide
them in the discussion of the matter at the Buffaloconvention.
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"Minnesota State Board of Optometry"
The members of the new Board of Examiners

appointed by the Governor, J. W. Grainger, Roches-
ter ; Alexander Sweningsen, Moorhead ; H. M. Hitch-
cock, Redwood Falls ; C. A. Snell, Minneapolis, and
Frank A. Upham, St. Paul, met at the Hotel Ryan,
St. Paul, and organized as a board, May 1st, by elect-

A LEX A N DER SWENINOSEN

The first president of the Minnesota State Board ofOptometry, was born July 21, 1855, at Durand, Wis.After a good common-school education he clerked in aclothing store, afterwards entering into partnershipwith his brother, S. Sweningsen (at present member ofthe Minnesota State Senate and the one who 80 success-fully fathered the optical bill through the legislature)at Austin, Minn., in the jewelry business. In May,1890, he entered the employ of E. Goldberg ec Co., asmanager of their store at Escanaba, Mich. Shortly after-wards they sold this store and sent Mr. Sweningsen toTwo Harbors, Minn., to manage their store there. Inthe spring of 1851 he purchased this store. In 1890 hemoved to Moorhead, Minn., where he is now located.Mr. Sweningsen is a graduate of two optical collegesand a member of the Minnesota State Optical Associa-tion and was one of the quiet but hard workers forthe optical bill.

ing Mr. Sweningsen president, and Mr. Snell secre-
tary. The. board will hold its next meeting June toth,
at St. Paul, for the transaction of such business as will
come before it, holding its meeting at this time in
order ; to accommodate visiting opticians attending
the quarterly meeting of the Minnesota State Optical
Association. The directors of the latter have decided
to hold their meeting June tith, to enable members to
take advantage of excursion rates to the Woodmen's
convention held at St. Paul at the same time. A good
attendance is expected. In view of the unusual in-

FRANK A. UPHAM

Was born at St. Cloud, Minn., in 1860. He began the
optical business in St. Paul, in 1886. Ho is a graduate
of the McCormick Optical College and L. L. Ferguson.
Mr. Upham Is the founder of the Northwestern College
of Optometry, at St. Paul, and has graduated a number
of students who have proven themselves very capable
opticians. He was one of the originators of the Minne-
sota State Optical Association and is a member of their
board of directors. He is also a member of the Ameri-
can Association of Opticians. Mn. Upham was one of
the hardest workers in the interests of the optical bill,
under which he received his appointment.

terest manifested in the success of the Minnesota
opticians in having this board created by an act of the
Legislature, a sketch of the members of this first
board of optometry will likewise prove of interest. In
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addition to those whose portraits are shown, the follow-
ing complete the board :

C. A. Snell was born at Southbridge, Mass., in1854. He began work for the American Optical Co.in 1885 ; later he attended Dr. Bucklin's optical school-in New York City, and graduated from this, the firstoptical school in this country, in 1888. He then workedfor a Boston optician until the fall of 1889, when hewent West, and was employed by F. A. Hardy & Co.,of Chicago, and Wright, Kay & Co., of Detroit, until1891, when he took charge of the Minneapolis branchof E. B. Meyrowitz. In 1895 Ile opened his presentbusiness, to which he has given his exclusive attentionever since. Mr. Snell is a thorough optician, both re-fracting and dispensing, and, besides this, has taughta large number of students both the theoretical andpractical parts of the optical business.
H. M. Hitchcock was born in 1839 at Waterville,Minn. He started to learn the drug business in Red-wood Falls, in 1865, and has lived at that place con-tinuously ever since. He is a graduate of the ChicagoOphthalmic College, class of 1893, and is stated tohave been the first resident graduate optician in South-west Minnesota.
J. W. Grainger, of Rochester, the remaining mem-ber of the board, is one of the charter members of theMinnesota Association of Opticians, and is said to bethe oldest practicing optician in the State. He has athorough knowledge of optometry, and has a verylarge and lucrative practice at his Rochester establish-ment. His long experience and extensive knowledgeof the business will make him a valuable addition tothe board.

Iowa Optical Society
The fourth annual meeting of the above society

will be held in the Savery House Club Rooms, Des
Moines, on June 12th and 13th. The officers expect
that this will be the banner meeting of the society, and
all the opticians in the State are earnestly urged to
make a special effort to attend. The programme as
outlined up to date is as follows:

June 12th, A. m.—Registration and payment of dues.
June 12th, P. M.—President's address. Reading of

minutes of last meetinig. Correspondence. Re-
ports of officers, special committees, etc. De-
monstration of optical instruments and apparatus
by representatives of various optical houses and
interchange of opinions upon same by opticians
who have used them. Interchange of ideas in re-
gard to advertising and the most efficient methods
of conducting the business of the refractionist.

June 13th, A. m.—Submission of the proposed legisla-
tive measure by the committee and general con-
sideration of same. Election of officers. Address
by Walter Wyatt, president of the Illinois Op-
tical Society. Paper by G. E. Boyce, of Water-
loo. Paper by H. P. Holmes, of Des Moines.

It is also desired that those coming to the meeting
bring with them, if possible, kodak views of their
optical rooms, equipment, etc., so as to facilitate the
comparing of notes and interchange of ideas. It is no
exaggeration to say that attendance at the meeting will
repay manifold the time and expense involved, and
every progressive optician in the State should be
present at roll call.

Missouri Optical Society
A meeting of the opticians of Missouri was held in

Arlington Hall, Kansas City, on May 16th, and effected
a permanent organization. It was the first meeting of
the kind that has ever been held in the State, and not-
withstanding the fact that it was an impromptu affair,
it was successful.

The call for the meeting was issued but a short
time ago, but there were responses from all parts of
the State. The following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, J. W. Talbot, Nevada ; first vice-president, H. H.
Watts, Kansas City ; second vice-president, L. Megede,
Richmond ; secretary, John Titus, Jr., Kansas City;
treasurer, E. E. Lawrence, of Stanberry.

The next regular meeting will be held in this city,
June t9th. The following are the members of the
board of directors : J. W. Talbot, H. H. Watts,
L. Megede, John Titus, Jr., E. E. Lawrence, L. D.
Everhart, Warrensburg ; J. W. Tyrrell, Kansas City;
A. C. Dollinger, Richmond ; Leon Baer, Kansas City.

Those present at the meeting were : C. W. Fuchs,
Independence ; E. E. Lawrence, Stanberry ; C. W.
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Frodsham, Savanna ; A. Hunter, Ridgeley ; T. L.
Basket, Unionville ; L. D. Everhart, Warrensburg;
A. C. Dollinger, Richmond ; L. Megede, Richmond;
J. W. Talbot, Nevada ; T. Kalsted, Pleasant Hill;
A. J. Steveson, Princeton ; Ward Comb, Billings ;
A. K. Philleo, St. Joseph ; E. P. Campbell, H. N.
King, M. Rupell, M. J. Gavin, 0. P. Bourbon, James
Scott, J. W. Tyrrell, A. J. Baum, Leon Baer, F. C.
Wahlmaier, H. H. Watts, J. C. Diss, John Titus, Jr.,
Edward L. Chamberlain, Cora E. Averill, all of
Kansas City.

New Officers for Kansas Association
The Kansas Association of Opticians met in

Topeka, May 1st. President Eidson had secured the
handsome Senate chamber of the State House for the
meeting—typical of how they do things in Kansas!
Mr. Eidson called the meeting to order at I.30
with an attendance of about fifty members. Secretary
Littlefield made his report of the work done in organ-
izing and building up the association. His report
showed a membership of eighty-six, an excellent
showing for such a young society. Eight new mem-
bers were added during the meeting.

The election of officers to serve for a year was
then taken up, and resulted in the selection of the
following : W. J. Lewis, Topeka, president ; Geo. N.
Rankin, Olathe, first vice-president ; J. C. Shomo,
Ottawa, second vice-president ; Walter Starcke, Junc-
tion City, secretary-treasurer. Executive committee—

W. J. Lswis

The new president of Kansas Association, claims Ohioas his birthplace. Ile was born in 1858 and spent hisboyhood days on a farm. Beaching manhood, he wentwith G. Ryder, of Delaware, Ohio, to learn watch-making. He soon became interested in optics and per-suaded his employer to get a trial case and give moreattention to the optical part of the business. Eager toacquire more knowledge, Mr. Lewis attended the Phila-delphia Optical College and after graduation he gavehis time to optics, and has acquired quite a reputationas a skilled refractionist.

Otto Burkland, Osawatomie ; Charles Mosbacher,
Wichita ; Walter Sperling, Seneca ; J. A. Mosher,
Burlington. The retiring treasurer reported a balance
on hand of $103.95, and an auditing committee was
appointed to audit the accounts of the secretary and
treasurer.

An elaborate programme had been prepared, but
the newly-elected officers decided to set this aside and
discuss the bill recently passed by the Legislature,
and how it would affect the opticians of the State.
It was agreed that the association should bind itself
for the protection of its members and the betterment of
the condition of the opticians in general. It was de-
cided that at the next annual meeting, which will be
held at the call of the executive committee, a series of
lectures on refraction will be given by a man high in
the profession. The president was instructed to ap-
point the membership committee.

At an informal meeting held during the evening
at the National Hotel the following resolution was
adopted:

RESOLVED, That the Kansas Association of Opti-
cians appreciates the arduous labors and earnest efforts
of our temporary secretary, J. E. Littlefield, of To-peka, and that the secretary be instructed to present a
copy of this resolution to Dr. Littlefield, and that thesame be spread upon the minutes.
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IL A. DAVIS, Springfield, Tenn.

Dear Sir :—Received your
" 52 Optical Ads." a few days
ago. They are " dandies." We
need more such advertising for
the optical trade.

Very truly,
F. S. LAMB.

I receive scores of such
letters. My " 52 Optical
Ads." will doyourbusiness
good. Your Dollar back
if they don't.

R. A. DAVIS,
Springfield, Tenn.
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GUSTAVUS KAHN,
Winneconne, Wis.
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Annual Banquet of New Englanders
The seventh annual meeting and banquet of the

New England Association of Opticians was held at the
Hotel Brunswick, on the evening of May 21st. The
members, accompanied by their ladies, assembled in
the handsome parlors at seven o'clock and spent an
enjoyable half hour in social intercourse. During the
reception and while the banquet was in progress the
company were entertained with music by an orchestra
of lady musicians. The banquet tables were arranged
in the form of a double L, with provision for the
officers and invited guests at the head. The following
menu, well served, was thoroughly enjoyed:

Little Neck Clams
Cream of Chicken Consomme, Printaniere

Boiled Fresh Salmon, Hollandaise Sauce
Parisienne Potatoes Cucumbers

Fillet of Beef, aux Olives Spring Lamb, Mint Sauce
Asparagus on Toast Delmonico Potatoes

Montrose Punch
Sweetbread Cutlets with Peas

Peach Fritters, Glace, au Cognac
Frozen Pudding. Biscuit Glace Assorted Cake

Strawberries and Cream
Cheese

Coffee being served, President
Business Session Quimby rapped for order and a

very brief business session was
held. Mr. Wells feelingly referred to the long illness
of J. W. Sanborn, one of the charter members who
has taken such an active and continued interest in the
work of the association, and later of the New Eng-
land Optical Institute. Mr. Sanborn was the first
president of the association, as well as the head of the
institute on its organization. Mr. Wells then offered
the following resolution, which was unanimously
adopted and the secretary was directed to forward a
copy to Mr. Sanborn:

The New England Association in annual meetingassembled learn with deep regret that the continuedillness of John W. Sanborn prevents his meeting withus and participating in our festivities. We miss himexceedingly, and wish to express our sorrow at thecontinued misfortune which has overtaken him. andalso to extend to him our fullest sympathy and ourbest wishes for his speedy recovery.

The chair then asked for the report of Secretary
Donovan, who had been appointed special teller for
receiving the ballots for new officers. Mr. Donovan
announced the unanimous selection of the following
officers, to serve for the ensuing year : President,
C. N. Quimby, Boston, Mass.; first vice-president, Chas.
D. Tucker, Medford, Mass.; second vice-president,
Joseph Smith, Jr., Taunton, Mass.; treasurer, Wm. L.
Thomas, Boston, Mass.; secretary, Geo. A. Barron,
Boston, Mass. Executive committee, F. E. Margot,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.; C. S. Hart, Lynn, Mass.; E. P.
Wells, Boston, Mass.; W. R. Donovan, Boston, Mass.;
E. M. Parks, Boston, Mass. Trustees of fund, B. S.
Palmer, Boston, Mass.; W. D. Ward, Hyde Park,
Mass.; H. L. Klein, Boston, Mass.; C. H. Bennett,
Malden, Mass. Following the teller's announcement
the business session adjourned.

President Quimby then reviewed
the work of the past year. Eight

Reviewed new members had been elected.
Instead of the unknown system of

examining applicants for membership, a new one had
been inaugurated, which included a published list of
questions from which the examining committee
selected a suitable number. As the list included
about everything a refracting optician should know,
the applicant who could answer the required propor-
tion of questions propounded, was necessarily consid-
sidered as competent, judged by present standards.

Year's Work
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Mr. Quimby stated that the plan had been a success
and consequently would be continued. He then
referred gratefully to the speakers who had addressed
the association during the year and told of several
addresses arranged for the coming term. These
include lectures by Drs. Tenney, Wells and Earle, of
Boston. Mr. Quimby also referred to plans for adding
associate members recruited from out-of-town opticians
to the roll, likewise to the granting of certificates to
the members of the association. Referring to the
financial affairs of the association, he stated that there
was over three hundred dollars on hand, and the
amount was steadily increasing.

Mr. Quimby then introduced Briggs S. Palmer,
chairman of the banquet committee, as the toast-
master of the evening. The latter responded biiefly
and presented as the first speaker President H. E.
Murdock, who spoke for the recently-organized
Maine Society. Mr. Murdock told of the formation
and work of the Maine Society and the inspiration
and help they had received from the New England
Association.

Wm. A. Earle, M. D., president of
the New England Optical Institute,

Institute was the next speaker and was
asked to speak of the work of the

Institute. The hard and consistent labors of the
doctor in behalf of the association, as well as the
Institute, have made him a welcome guest at these

The Work of the

President C. N. Quimby

annual gatherings and his remarks were made with
the grace and ease for which he is noted. He said
in part :

I suppose it is allowable for me to congratulatethe association upon this fleeting and upon the factof its having established an annual gathering that isgraced by the presence of the ladies.
I do not know of anything that is more helpful toan association than to have the tidies of the membersof the association meet with them on these occasionsand become acquainted with one another. There isalways help in union, and certainly if we can get theladies to join with us, we will get so much more help;not only their present help, but the encouragement andinspiration which it will give to. us. during the rest ofthe year. And in this connection I would like to re-call a little of the experience through which we havelately passed. I refer to the New England OpticalInstitute. We looked forward to getting a bill throughthe legislature. We knew we were going to have afight. And we did have a fight, and we met with amost glorious defeat. I say a glorious defeat, becauseit has been a help to us. It has taught us wherewe were weak, and it has also taught us where tostrengthen ourselves for the next attack—for therewill certainly be another attack. We were • defeatedbecause there was prejudice and bigotry combinedagainst us. You know almost any one can be preju-diced. I had a patient for whom I had occasion toprescribe an emetic. He became prejudiced. Thosewho opposed us at the hearing were prejudiced. Theythought they would like to keep the field to them-selves. They have always been jealous lest thereshould be interlopers coming in who were not thor-oughly and eminently qualified for the work, and, aswe could not prove to them that we were qualified, weshall continue the struggle and try to reach such ahigh standard of education and proficiency that theirprejudice will be removed. And when we can prove

to our opponents and the medical profession that we
are giving our students a thorough and complete
course, we will find that friendliness will take the
place of their opposition.

We had an opposition even among the opticians,
certainly from some of them, which seemed hard to
explain. I could not think that their opposition to
us could be explained upon any other theory than
that of the Irishman, who having been shipwrecked and
cast upon an unknown shore, said to himself : " I don't
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know what form of government they have here, but,whatever it is, I'm ferninst it." Not knowing what wewere about, and not knowing anything about us, theyopposed us.

In the absence of A. Jay Cross, his assistant, T.
A. Woll, spoke on " Education," and described in
detail Mr. Cross' proposed plan for examining the
educational qualifications of the members of the
American Association of Opticians.

W. J. Benn, of THE KEYSTONE,
was next called upon, and devoted

Refractionist his remarks to the evolution of the
refractionist. He recalled how J. J.

Bausch, of Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., when he went
to Rochester, in the early fifties, started out to seek
work with an optician, and could not find an optician
in the whole city ; how he journeyed to Buffalo on
the same mission with equally unsuccessful results
and how he finally learned that the nearest optician
was located in New York City, four hundred miles
away! Finally he found work with a man who
handled some optical goods as he did other mer-
chandise, but who was far from being what we know as
an optician to-day. And Mr. Bausch tells us that his
labors took in every sort of work, not only about the
place of business, but the residence of his employer.
Indeed, the labors of the pioneer optician were so
menial that he threw up the job, badly as he needed
employment, and went to work at wood-turning.
Later, when a loss of two fingers prevented his
further labors as a turner, he opened up as the first
optician in Rochester, and had a hand-to-mouth
struggle for ten years to make a bare livlihood, and
tells how a whole week's receipts would often amount
to no more than five dollars. Later, came the merited
fruits of his labors and perseverence, when his atten-
tion had been turned to the manufacturing branch of
the budding industry, beginning with the lucky dis-
covery from a piece of rubber picked up from a
discarded corset, that rubber made an excellent
material for making eyeglass frames. " This picture
is drawn to point to the advancement of the optician in
America in the past forty years." " Where now,"
asked the speaker, " is the locality where the nearest
competitor is four hundred miles away ? In that
stretch of four hundred miles, referred to by Mr.
Bausch, barren of opticians forty years ago, are now
located hundreds, and those of you who will be present
at Buffalo a month hence will meet them in a gathering
like this ; not only notable in the increase in their
numbers, but in their scientific and professional attain-
ments."

Evolution of the

Development of

Mr. Benn then recalled the fact that
it has only been about a dozen years

Optical Schools since regularly-conducted schools
for the opticians came into existence.

The wholesale houses seemed to have early recognized
the growing desire for knowledge demanded by the ex-
pansion of the trade, and many of them provided
short elementary courses of instruction to be given to
their own customers. As the optical schools de-
veloped, these private courses were discontinued.
Later, came the corresponding courses, the extreme
modern plan of acquiring knowledge. Commenting
on the relative value of the various means of acquir-
ing an optical education, he said " that while there are
shortcomings and grievances connected with these
corresponding and short-term courses, we feel they
will correct themselves in time. It is pleasant to note
that the tendency is toward a longer and more thorough
course of instruction. This tendency is well typified
by the New England Optical Institute, of which the
only serious criticism offered is that it is ahead of the
times and represents a sort of optometric millennium."

Referring to the growth of optical organizations,
Mr. Bean said that in the seven years since the New
England Association of Opticians was incorporated
twenty state organizations (all of which are now in
existence except one) and one national and three
local societies have been formed—at the rate of over
three a year. At the present time there are probably
over 1500 names enrolled in these twenty-three
societies. It was unnecessary, the speaker said, to
point out the beneficent results of such organizations.
" What an educational impetus they have given. How
they have raised the optician in his own and in public
esteem. How, quite recently, one of them has been

(Continued on page 655)
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Annual Banquet of New Englanders

(Conttnued from page 65)

the means of having statutes enacted into a law in

one of our great commonwealths, that for the first

time-specifically and legally gives the optician in that

State something like the status that all hcipe to acquire

in the near future. How these societies are working

out a proper code of ethics and overcoming out-of-date

trade rivalries. How, in fact, they have bettered and

broadened their members in every way their influence

touches."
He would be a rash man, said the speaker, who

would attempt to picture the optician of the future, if

the same rapid growth of the past decade is continued

for one or two more. In that time there will prob-

ably be laws in the statute books of all our States de-

fining the qualifications and protecting the rights of

the optician ; colleges in our leading cities giving a

proper and thorough course in ophthalmology ; more

opticians as the authors of our text books, and the

public will be blessed with a profession ennobled

above all others by the very nature of its duties, for

is not vision the greatest and most indispensable of

human faculties ? Such is the self-appointed destiny

of the refractionist of to-day. To attain it, said Mr.

Benn, will call for unity of purpose and action, per-

sistent effort and tireless self-improvement ; in other

words, it will call for the adoption on a national scale

of the policy and methods of the New England Asso-

.ciation of Opticians, who, despite temporary set-backs,

can look forward confidently to the early achievement

of their noble ambition.

President Geo. H. Brown, of the Granite State

Optical Society, spoke of " Air Castles" speaking

especially on whether the effort of the past and

present to establish the practice of optometry as a

'profession, was or was not building an air castle.

Mr. Brown referred to his experiences of thirty-eight

years in optics and made the assertion that none of the

recognized professions could show the same advance-

ment in the past five years as had the New England

opticians. Their Institute was the direct outcome of

their desire to make their calling a profession, and he

felt sure this air castle at least would not fall to the

ground or be destroyed.

Alfred Meyer, of the Jewelers' Review, was the

last speaker and spoke briefly on " The Commercial

Side of the Optician." He referred to the serious

opposition that threatened the optician's business from

department stores and mail-order houses, and stated

that he was sure that by the time of the next annual

meeting means would be provided to check and re-

strict this troublesome and serious opposition, and

that by these means the optician would be in a better

commercial position then he is now.

Between the speeches the company were delight-

fully entertained by select readings and songs by Fred.

I. Brown, who repeated the successes of the year pre-

vious and received much applause for his clever imper-

sonations. The guests departed heartily agreeing with

the statement of President Quimby, that the banquet

committee, composed of Messrs. Palmer, Thomas and

Covelle, deserved the thanks of all for the successful

manner in which they had planned and executed the

events of the evening.

George A. Barron, the newly-elected secretary of

the New England Association of Opticians, was born

in Boston, in 1857. He was apprenticed under D. D.

Palmer, of Waltham, after which he accepted a posi-

tion in the hospital department of the American

Waltham Watch Co. Later he went to the Howard

Watch and Clock Co., in the escapement department,

and later to the office of the company as a watch-

maker in general repairing. From 1887 to 1895 Mr.

Barron was in charge of the watch and clock repairing

department of A. Stowell & Co., and during this time

the working force was increased from three to nine.

He left A. Stowell & Co. to enter business for himself.

In 1893 he became interested in optics and has been a

constant student since, receiving instruction from

three doctors, serving time at a Boston hospital, and

later was one of the founders of the New England

Optical Institute, and has always served as one of its

directors. Mr. Barron is most enthusiastic for higher

education of opticians and believes the day is not far

distant when educational qualifications must be re-

quired for opticians to practice optometry.
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Preliminary Arrangements for the next
Annual Meeting of the American

Association

Agreeable to the call of Secretary J. H. Ellis, of

the American Association of Opticians, a number of

representatives of the wholesale, manufacturing and

retail optical interests of Chicago gathered at the

Palmer House, Tuesday evening, May 14, 1901, to

devise ways and means for the entertaiment of the

American Association of Opticians, which is to convene

in Chicago August 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1901, for their

regular annual convention.
The meeting was called to order by William C.

Sommer, the well-known retail optician, who is chair-

man of the exhibit committee of the American Asso-

ciation. Mr. Sommer stated that the object of the

gathering was to organize the local optical interests

for the entertainment of the American Association

next August and that the first thing in order was the

election of a permanent chairman.

Mr. Sommer was nominated and unanimously

elected to the position. Upon taking the chair, the

chairman announced that the next thing in order was

the election of a permanent secretary. Loren L. Boyle

was placed in nomination and his election fol-

lowed.
After an informal talk, participated in by the

majority of those present, it was the sense of the

meeting that the next matter to take up would be the

nomination and election of a committee to select and

decide upon a meeting place for the convention. The

following gentlemen were named for this committee

and were duly elected to serve : Messrs. Sommer,

Boyle, Borsch, Johnston and Brown. They were

asked to make a report by noon the next day so that

an early announcement could be made in the various

trade journals.
After considerable discussion it was next decided

that there should be a general committee to be called

the " Committee on Finance and Entertainment," who

would have charge of the raising of funds for the

expenses of the entertainment of the convention that

generally falls to the city where the meeting is held.

Jahn 14. Hardin, Loren L. Boyle, A. C. Johnston,

George A. Rogers and Burr Weaver were named

as the committee with Chairman \V. C. Som-

mer as ex-officio member and chairman of the corn-

mittee.
Walter Wyatt, president of the Illinois Optical

Society, Peoria, and A. W. Gore, of Chicago, were

next elected to act in conjunction with the programme

committee of the National Association as repre-

sentatives of the local interests.

The meeting then adjourned to meet again Tues-

day evening, June 4th, 7.30 P. M. sharp, at the optical

parlors of Henry Borsch, 103 Adams Street.

On the morning of the next day the committee on

meeting place for the convention made a thorough

canvass of this matter, making the rounds of the

different hotels of the city. Arrangements were made

with the Sherman House for convention and exhibition

rooms, and the next annual meeting of the American

Association of Opticians will be held at this well-

known hotel.
The Sherman House is centrally located on the

corner of Randolph and Clark Streets, and is especially

adapted for the entertainment of large conventions.

The managers of the hotel place at the disposal of the

association one of its large dining rooms as a conven-

tion hall, and the club room and balcony as an exhibi-

tion hall. The hotel has accommodation for one

thousand guests, and is run on the European plan,

with prices of rooms ranging from one dollar a

day up.
Excursion rates have been allowed by the Central

Passenger Association, over all lines in their territory,

upon the certificate plan. Providing that one hundred

or more certificates are presented to their representa-

tive at the convention. Negotiations are under way

for the excursion rates over the lines of the Western

Passenger Association.

Chairman Geo. H. Brown, of the membership

committee, sends us the following : " Every optician

who has an interest in making optometry a recognized

profession, and has not joined the American Associa-

tion, should do so at once. We expect great things

for the meeting in Chicago in August. Don't delay,

but send your application to the secretary at once."
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Annual Meeting of the Optical Society
of the State of New York

As announced in our last issue the fifth annual

meeting of the Optical Society of the State of New

York will be held in Buffalo, the Exposition City, on

June 25th, 26th and 27th. Many factors—the attrac-

tions of the exposition and favorable railroad rates

among the number—will aid in making this the banner

meeting of opticians. The Failing Optical Co., of 455

Main Street, Buffalo, have tendered their store' as

headquarters for the opticians during the convention.

The programme is as follows:

TUESDAY EVENING, JUNE 25, 1901, 8 O'CLOCK,

Opening Address, President F. L. Swart.
Reading of Minutes, Secretary F. B. Marchant.
Financial Report, Treasurer F. E. Robbins.
Report of Executive Committee, Chairman W. D.

Oertel.
" Legislative Recognition, The Way and The

Means," L. L. Ferguson, New York:: • '
This paper will be along the line of optical legislation proposed

for this year ; it is intended to have full and free discussion of this

subject, and all present are Invited to take part.

General Business.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, JUNE 26, 1901.

" The Grinding of Ophthalmic Lenses," W. C.
Wideman, Rochester.

" The Refracting Optician's Sphere and its Com-
pensation," B. B. Clark, Rochester.

"Little Details of the Refracting ROom," F. E.
Roobins, Elmira.

" Optical Advertising," H. C. Watts, Syracuse.
" Optometrical Dark Room Work," A. Jay Cross,

New York.

THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 27, 1901.

" Muscular Insufficiencies and Mal-adjustments,"
F. B. Marchant, Brooklyn.

"Anisometropia," B. T. Clark, Utica.
Paper (subject to be announced), G. N. Luckey,

Baldwinsville.
" An Ideal Optical Office," A. W. Golder, Seneca

Falls.
Paper (subject to be announced), Geo. R. Bausch,

Rochester.
Paper (subject to be announced), W. H. Bissell,

Rochester.
" Progress of the Manufacturer of Optical Goods

in the United States," LeRoy Ryer, New York.
Election of Officers and General Business.

The programme is a most attractive one, and

means both entertainment and invaluable instruction

for all who attend. The opportunity with its sight-

seeing and intellectual inducements is one that no

optician in the State can afford to miss.

The Granite State Optical Society

The annual meeting of the Granite State Optical

Association was a very pleasant and well attended

meeting. The participants at the post-prandial talk

were A. S. Barber and C. N. Quimby, of Boston;

Senator James F. Safford, Farmington, N. H.; Chas.

F. Hussey, Portsmouth, N. H.; A. C. Lord and Guy

M. Lord, Tilton, N. H.; Geo. L. Whitehouse, Dover,

N. H.; E. W. Folsom, Somersworth, N. H.; A. F.

Grimes, Peterboro, N. H.; W. E. Wright, Keene, N.

H.; Fred. C. Sanborn, Wilton, N. H. ' - - --

The president, Geo. H. Brown, of Manchester,

spoke in the highest praise of the support he had re-

ceived from the members, and the work that the

association had done since its organization. It will

be remembered that this association has had an exist-

ence of less than two years ; but during that time the

association has been put on a solid and enduring

foundation. The following officers were elected:

President, Geo. H. Brown, Manchester ; first vice-

president, Albert Lord, Tilton ; second vice-president,

F. Safford, Farmington ; treasurer, W. L. Fickett,

Concord ; secretary, W. E. Burpee, Manchester.

Executive committee : Chas. F. Hussey, Portsmouth;

J. Geoffrion, Manchester ; Arthur E. Dumas, Man-

chester ; J. L. Child, Tilton ; N. D. Sawyer, Laconia.

The principle feature of the June meeting will be

a paper on " Hyperphoria," by H. E. Murdock, of

Portland, Maine, president of the Maine Association.

This will incidentally cover the whole range of mus-

cular imbalance, and cannot fail to be of great interest

to the meeting.
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his satisfaction as he slips in his glasses and without trouble drops it
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Manufacturing and Wholesale

OPTICIANS
42 N. Broad St. Atlanta, Ga.

A Few Facts
Briefly Told

We are the pioneer surface grinders of the South. Our Prescrip-
tion Department is fitted with every time-saving and error-eliminating
device known to up-to-date opticians, even to automatic machines
for grinding lens edges. We carry a complete optical stock—a stock
five times that of any other Southern house. hi special work or filling
orders from stock we spare no pains in looking after even the small-
est detail.

And What They
Mean to You

First of all, dealing with Kellam & Moore means the satisfaction
of doing business with an old and reliable house. It means orders
promptly filled with just what you ask for. It means prescriptions
quickly executed, and above all it means perfect work.

We are equipped with the most
improved eyeglass case stamping
machines—samples sent free.

PHYSIOLOGIC OPTICS

T). M.. TSCHERNING

Ocular Dioptrics—
Functions of the Retina—
Ocular Movements an
Binocular Vision

By DR. M. TSCHERNING
Adjunct-Director of the Laboratory of Ophthal-

mology at the Sorbonne, Paris.

AUTHORIZI2O TRANSLATION

By CARL WEILAND, M. D.
Former Chief of 'link in the Eye Department of the

Jefferson College Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.

This is the crowning work of the cen-
tury on physiologic optics, and will mark
a new era in optical study. Its distin-
guished author is recognized in the world
of science as the greatest living authority
on this subject, and his book embodies
not only his own researches, but those of
the several hundred investigators who. in
the past hundred years, made the eye their
specialty and life study.

Tscherning has sifted the gold ot all optical research from the dross, and
his book, as now published in English .with many additions, is the most valuable
mine of reliable optical knowledge within reach of ophthalmologists. Its refer-
ence list comprises the entire galaxy of scientists who have made the century
famous in the world of optics.
" Tscherning's researches into purely op-

tomet Heal questions produced in hint a knowl-
edge that lie has happily suceeeded in impart-
ing in a more brief and lucid manner tinni the
subjects would seemingly permit. Each and
everyone of IIi, wenty-tive chapters portrays
vital poi nts,in part len lar branches. The trans-
lator's style is terse and easy. The optical
public should feel grateful to both Tscherning
nad Weiland." L. L. FERGUSON, New York.
" I have devoured your work, ' Physiologic

Optics,' as a hungry hound takes his slipper,
It is a work that no one having a regard for
the right. relations of visual functions can af-
ford to do without."
CHAS. F. TORRANCE, Forest Grove, Ore.

" This book contains the cream of optical
subjects up to date. It is t he best work on the
subject up to the present time. We can consci-
entiously recommend this work to every stu-
dent and practitioner of ophthalmic refrac-
tion." J. S. OIVEN, M.D.,

Pres. Detroit Optical College.
"It (Physiologic Optics) is of exception-

able merit to those engaged in refraction work,
'wing, without doubt, the most valuable con-
tribution to the science published in English
wit hin recent years. Tscherning's work am-
plifies on r k nowledge to a considerable extent
and opens up new fields of thought and sup-
plies fresh aspects to subjects we have already
mentally discussed."

LIONEL LAWRENCE, London.

Bound in Cloth. 380 Pages, 212 Illustrations.
Price, postpaid, to all parts of the world, $3.50 ( 145. 7d.)

1-lulblimhed by Tht Keystone
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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American Gold Filled Frames Abroad
From time to time THE KEYSTONE has gratify-

ingly referred to the growing popularity and demand
for gold filled frames in this country, and we note
with pleasure that these desirable goods appeal with
equal favor to our British cousins. In an editorial,
inspired by the recent London display made by the
Julius King Optical Co., the London Optician says:

Among the spectacles frames on view, our atten-
tion was particularly taken by the gold filled goods.
These have certain well marked advantages over solid
gold frames, on which we need not dwell just now,
except to say that we believe the prejudice against
gold plate is destined to a rapid disappearance in this
country. It is a prejudice that has been very well
founded in times past, owing to the fraudulent preten-
sions so commonly made with respect to articles
merely electro-plated with gold. But there is no limit,
except that of economy in manufacture, to the wear-
ing capacity of the new style of " Sheffield plate "—
alloy drawn out or stamped up within a shell of " real
gold ;" and it is certain that those makes which prove
uniformly reliable will achieve great popularity in the
trade and among the public. The combination of
delicacy and strength with fineness of finish in these
American filled goods is most striking, the cable sides,
of uniformly tapered substance and graduated stiffness
towards their thickest part, being triumphs of con-
structive ingenuity.

The merit of any manufactured product is its own
best advertisement ; and the American gold filled
frames need only to be known to be appreciated.

" Physiologic Optics" Eulogized by the
Medical Press

Never probably was any work received with such
a chorus of praise by the medical press of the English-
speaking world as Tscherning's " Physiologic Optics."
And it is a most suggestive fact that the more accom-
plished the critic the higher the praise. Knapp, Gould,
Jackson, Wurdemann, Melville, Black, Alt—in fact the
whole galaxy of celebrities in contemporary medical
literature have extended unstinted praise to this mas-
terful treatise. In a recent issue the Medical News,
of New York City, says :

An essential feature of a complete work of this
kind is the opening chapter on optic principles ; but
the interest and helpfulness of the book are not found
here. It is to be found in the subsequent chapters,
especially those dealing with anomalies of refraction,
spherical aberration, entoptic phenomena, accommo-
dation, color sense and ocular movements. Especially
valuable is the chapter on accommodation, in which a
new putting of things and new illustrations make the
subject matter very helpful to the understanding.
Indeed, there is none of the book superfluous. There
is special need for it, because ordinary treatises can-
not in the nature of things go into full consideration
of each of these subjects. Here they receive a scien-
tific and full treatment up to date, which makes the
book an authority for students and specialists. None
could more suitably give us the translation of this
valuable work than could the distinguished gentleman
whose own name is associated with much work of the
same character.

In the journal of the Eye, Ear and Throat an
eminent reviewer says of " Physiologic Optics" :

This book fills a long-felt want of many, especially
of the younger men ; and particularly so inasmuch as
Helmholtz's work is out of print. The book is neither
a compilation of old facts simply, nor is it too deep to
be followed by the average practitioner or the one who
has had no especial advantages. The work contains
much of the original research of Dr. Tscherning,
especially ophthalmometry of the crystalline lens of
the eye, upon astigmatism and spherical aberration.
His theory of accommodation, at variance with the
usual accepted theory of Young-Helmholtz, is well set
forth. Every student of ophthalmology should have
the book, as even those who do not agree with the
author in all points, will find the study of the book of
interest as well as profit.

Wisconsin Optical Society
The annual meeting of the Wisconsin Optical

Society will be held at Milwaukee on Monday and
Tuesday, July 22d and 23d. As it takes place during
the week of the Elk's Carnival, members may make
use of the reduced rates of one fare for the round trip,
which will be in effect from July 21st until July 27th.
Full particulars will be published in the July KEY-
STONE. In the meantime we would suggest the advi-
sability of all the progressive opticians of Wisconsin
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becoming members of the society and attending the
annual meeting.

A good service already rendered to the opticians
of the State by the society, through its energetic and
wide-awake president, was forcing the doctors to sub-
stitute a harmless medical-practice act for one with the
now familiar clause : "Any person shall be regarded as
practicing medicine within the meaning of this and the
six preceding sections, who shall   or in any way
alleviate human ailments." The substitute measure,
which has passed into law, has no such menacing pro-
vision as this. As soon as the society acquires suffi-
cient strength an effort will be made to pass a law
regulating optical practice similar to the recent enact-
ment in Minnesota.

A New Instrument for Testing Vision
Our illustration shows a new instrument for test-

ing vision, invented and patented by Dr. Benj. H.
Bledsoe, Rock Island, Ill. The instrument is called
the optriameter (eye trial measure). It consists of a
vertical plate, four inches wide and about seven inches
long, slightly turned at the ends towards the temples.
It has two eye holes, the centers of which are about
average pupillary distance, with nose openings in

center, mounted on a pivot. On this plate is a wheel,
as shown in the illustration, having five eye holes and
five nose openings, these openings to correspond with
those in the plate. The eye holes in the wheel are
fittted with lenses, and the wheel is revolved in making
tests. Two graduated bars extend about 15 to 16
inches in front of the vertical plate, with slides
arranged to carry small test type and trial lenses, as
the case may require. The instrument is to be used
with or without trial case, and requires no trial frame
on the face nor the use of atropine. The inventor
claims that the optriameter is easy of use, effective,
cheap and convenient to carry.

The Optical Jobbers' Association
The annual meeting of the Optical Jobbers' Asso-

ciation was held at the Astor House, New York, May
22d. The election for officers for the coming year
resulted in the following selections : President, Walter
G. King, of the Julius King Optical Co.; vice-president,
Jas. E. Brown, of the Geneva Optical Co., Geneva,
N. Y.; secretary and treasurer, A. G. Barber, of the
Globe Optical Co.; executive committee, Mr. Cham-
bers, of Chambers, Inskeep & Co.; A. Reed McIntire,
of McIntire, Magee & Brown ; E. B. Meyrowitz, of
the Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co., and Edwin P. Wells,
of the Globe Optical Co. The other business trans-
acted was of a strictly executive character. L. W.
Bugbee & Co., of Boston, the new. wholesale optical
firm, was admitted to membership, and Chicago was
selected for the next meeting place.

In the evening the members attending the session
held an informal banquet at the Victoria Hotel. The
newly-elected president presided, and in addition to
his spicy talk, in which he hit the tender spots of many
of the diners, there were several other responses in a
similar vein. J. E. Brown, of the Geneva Optical Co.,
spoke on " What I Know of Wall Street and Northern

Pacific ; " E. B. Meyrowitz on " How an Optical Jobber
Should Get a Three-Months' Vacation ;" Edwin P.
Wells was called upon to speak of the virtues of
" Boston Baked Beans ;" Eddie Kornfeld was asked

to talk on " Selling Goods at List ;" A. Reed McIntire,
as the only single man present, was singled out to
respond to the toast " The Ladies."
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Optical Notes

oe R. H. Cubberly, of Newburg, N. Y., has
opened an optical department in the store of the
Arrowsmith Co., Newark, N. J.

ot J. C. Foust, Wexford, Mich., and Philip A.
Wolfe, Cadillac, Mich., have applied for membership
in the Michigan Optical Society.

og Peter Miller, optician and jeweler, of Kingman,
Kans., has sold out his business to the Talbert Jewelry
Co., and expects to leave soon for the Philippines to
engage in the optical business.

48 E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y., ex-
tend to the visitors to the Pan-American Exposition a
cordial invitation to inspect their establishment at
Rochester, where a full line of their optical specialties
will be shown.

Mr.Warren, junior member of the firm of Goff
& Warren, Iola, Kans., is taking a special course in
optical instruction. Mr. Warren has also bought goods
with which to fit up a new optical department to be
run in conjunction with the jewelry store.

ot Louis E. Kirstein, of the firm of Andrew
J. Lloyd & Co., Boston, Mass., has started on his
annual trip to Europe in the interests of the firm. He
will visit during his trip the plants of all the leading
optical instrument manufacturers in Great Britain and
on the continent and make extensive purchases.

.4 L. D. Meader, formerly with the C. L. Merry
Optical Co., is now in the office of the Columbian
Optical Co. Waitman Morgan, formerly with the
Kansas City Optical Co., is now in the manufacturing
department of the Columbian Optical Co. H. C.
Pratt, formerly in Jaccard's optical department, has
accepted a position in the Omaha office of the same
company. W. G. Riggs is acting manager of the
Omaha branch during the absence of the manager,
A, I. Agnew.

,31 The plant of Alvan Clark & Son, at Cam-
bridge, Mass., famous for the many large and notable
lenses and telescopes turned out, has recently been
sold to a corporation. Carl A. Lundin, who was
superintendent of the factory for thirty years and
worked with Alvan Clark on all the famous telescopes
and lenses turned out, has been placed in charge of
the manufacturing department of the business. The
company are now making a specialty of a new three-
inch telescope, with patent tripod and mounting.
Andrew J. Lloyd & Co., of Boston, have been
appointed general selling agents for the new concern,
and will be pleased to furnish any additional information
that may be desired regarding this interesting plant or
its product.

01 Owing to the rush of work recently the Bay
State Optical Co. find themselves overcrowded for
room in their factory at Attleboro, Mass., so much SQ
that they are contemplating- building a new factory in
the near future. At the time of the big Attleboro fire
several years ago, in which the company's plant was
entirely wiped out, they hurriedly secured their present
quarters, the only available building vacant at that
time. By making a number of improvements and
changes it was fitted out to meet their needs at that
time and was expected to serve their purposes for a
number of years to come, but it now appears that the
growth of their business makes it necessary to seek
larger quarters. Hedged in between the forks of two
railroads, it is not expedient to build an addition to
the present factory, especially as there are prospects
that the railroad companies will need the property in
carrying out plans contemplated for several years past
in connection with the Attleboro crossing.

Tuition in Skiascopy at Buffalo
Mr. A. Jay Cross, of New York, has arranged to

remain a few days at Buffalo after the close of the
annual meeting of the Optical Society of the State of
New York on the 25th, 26th and 27th of this month.

Mr. Cross will be prepared to give personal
instructions in the theory and practice of " static " and
" dynamic " skiascopy to those who are interested in
these most valuable tests. He will also teach the
use of the Cross Retino-Skiameter. —Adv.
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offers the best goods in the market for the
lowest prices. Write for samples before
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you will be pleased in every way.
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Manufacturer, Importer and Jobbing Optician

550 N. Gay St., Baltimore, Md.
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Mayer's Great German Eye Water, $1.20 per
dozen bottles.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION
is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons have
been fated to glasses at my
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L. L. FERGUSON
155 Broadway. NEW YORK

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR

A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM to all subscribing to the
" Canadian Optician"

1,—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x A, in black
and gold, on embossed bristol board—rich and
attractive.

2,—Another one of nine Window Cards, 9 x 7,
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3,—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectacle-selling talks.

4.—A copy of an Advertising Booklet, explain-
ing the Importance of vision, phenomena of
sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told in
plain language.

All the above, together with the " Canadian Opti.
clan " for one year, sent on receipt of $1.00.
Address " Canadian Optician,"

24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.

[A THOROUGH COURSE ON THE USE OF THE RETINOSCOPE.

NEW IDEAS. Can save you time and money. UP TO DATE.

Mr The Northwestern •
College of Optometry

Do you use

THE GREAT FRENCH EYE WATER

Sold by all jobbers.

F. A. Upham
Ill East Scvet-ttli St.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

System in Repair Work
is as necessary as in buying

and selling goods. It is

even more necessary to

keep a record of repair

work than a record of

sales—e very up-to-date

jeweler keeps both. In

fact, to keep both is an es-

sential to success in these

days of competition and

method. The cheapest,

best-arranged and mo s t

convenient record book to

use is

RECORD
OP

WATCHES REPAIRED

PUBLISHED BY

THE KEYSTONE

OAT /A
JEWELRY ANO OPTICALTRADES

The Keystone Record Book of
Watch Repairs

which has space for 1600 entries of repairs with printed headings

Bound in cloth. Sent postpaid to any part of

the world on receipt of $1.00 (4/2)

The Best Workmanship Fails

GUARANTEES
FOR

WATCH REPAIRS

PlIBLISBLO FIT

THE KEYSTONE
Ise ORGAN
OP 7.

JEWELRY AND OPTICAL
TRADES

from a business
standpoint, if you do

not convince your

customers that it is

the best. The one

effective way to do

this is to give a
guarantee with it.

The cheapest and

best form of guar-

antee is found in

The Keystone Book of
Repair Guarantees

which contains over 200 guarantee forms with stubs.

Bound in cloth. Sent postpaid to any part of

the world on receipt of $1.00 (4/2)
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The Keystone
lath and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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The Relationship Between Accom-
modation and Convergence in

Ametropia

A paper read by LIONEL LAURANCE before the London Optical
Society.

Emmetropia is the condition of an eye in which,
when accommodation is at rest, parallel rays come to
a focus at the retina. Thus for vision at infinity in

emmetropia no accommodation is exerted, yet this is,
indeed, not strictly true, since a typical emmetropic
eye when thoroughly atroPinized usually exhibits
about one diopter of hypermetropia.

The condition of orthophoria is one which obtains

when the eyes in their primary position—that is, with
the motor muscles at rest—have their visual axes
parallel to each other. As a fact, it is rather an
unusual condition for such to be the case, generally
there is slight divergence or convergence of the visual
axes, if no effort is made to maintain binocular single

vision, but we take it that in a pair of orthophoric

emmetropic eyes neither accommodation nor conver-
gence is exerted when the eyes are adjusted for vision
at infinity.

When the eyes are accommodated for some near
point, if the one eye is occluded there is usually diver-

gence of the visual lines, for, although the accom-
modation is accompanied by convergence, yet the

latter does not correspond in quantity to the former

unless fixation of the visual lines takes place. Such

deviation is a physiological condition.

So it appears, as has just been
Convergence has 
Three Components 

mentioned, that convergence has
three different component s,
namely (a) the initial or primary

convergence—positive or negative—which results from

the latent divergence or convergence of the visual

lines when the motor muscles are at rest, and which

comes into force when the eyes are adjusted for infinity;

(b) the convergence which accompanies and is deter-

mined by accommodation, and (c) the supplementary

convergence which must be exerted also in near vision,

so that fusion of the two retinal images may be made.

It is, however, not my intention to discuss to-night

these various components of the convergence function,

but to take it as a single action.
Accommodation and convergence accompany each

other, that is to say, in ordinary eyes the one function

cannot be exerted without the other. At the same

time they can be disassociated more or less completely,

as is shown by the fact that if accommodation be para-

lyzed by a cycloplegic, convergence is not appreciably

interfered with, and this is so, although to a less

extent, if accommodation is rendered useless by the

interposition of positive lenses before the eyes. If

convergence is prevented by prisms base in, accom-

modation can still be exerted ; or if the eyes observe

an object at a distance, when convergence is unnec-

essary, the object can still be seen through concave

lenses, by means of accommodation. In fact, we have

special terms—namely, the relative amplitude of accom-

, modarion and convergence, to express the amount that

either function can be made to exceed or fall short of

the other when a given quantity of that other is

exerted.
When the eyes are adjusted for some point nearer

than infinity, both accommodation and convergence

are brought into action, because more refractive power

is needed and because the two visual lines meet on the

median line .at the point of vision. We express the

amount of accommodation that is exerted for vision at

the given point as so many diopters, the number of

diopters being equal to the power of a cx. lens whose

focal distance is the same as the distance of the object

viewed ; the amount of convergence exerted is ex-

pressed as so many meter angles, the number of which

is the same as the number of diopters of accommo-

dation. Thus, at 33 cm. there is exerted 3 D.

accommodation and 3 M. A. convergence. We can

say thus, that the amount of accommodation and the

amount of convergence that is exerted by a pair of

emmetropic 'eyes is the same and is governed solely by

the nearness of the object viewed, and we may also

presume that, the eyes being orthophoric, the amount

of the efforts that are made to produce the two func-

tions are similar and equal—at least we may take this
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presumption as a starting point for our consideration
of the relationship existing between these two muscular
systems of the eye.

What Governs
Accommodation and
Convergence

Let us see what governs the
exertion of accommodation and
convergence, that is to say, what
governs the amount of these

functions produced by a given effort. As regards the
accommodation it depends chiefly on two things—one
is the flexibility and resiliency of the crystalline lens,
and the other is the effective power of the ciliary
muscle. When a. person is young I can understand
that for a given contraction of the ciliary muscle, a
greater amount of accommodation results ; when a
person is older there is less response on the part of the
lens, and a smaller amount of accommodation results
from a certain effort. Again, if the ciliary muscle is
strong, or its fibres are numerous, less effort is needed
for producing a certain amount of contraction and
more is needed if the muscle is weak. Thus, although
the amount of accommodation exerted may corresPond
with that of convergence, yet the effort of the former
may be greater or smaller than that of the latter, owing
to conditions connected with the accommodative
apparatus of the eye. Concerning this I shall have a
little more to say later on.

The meter angle is rather a vague term, since the
exact amount of. convergence expressed in degrees,
exerted wheti the eyes are converged, say one meter
angle, varies- with the inter-pupillary distance, the
meter angle being that angle whose sine is measured
by half the inter-pupillary distance ; and the sine, of
course, varies with the angle itself.

The farther apart the eyes the more actual conver-
gence is exerted when the eyes are converged for a
certain distance ; if the inter-pupillary distance is 64

mm., the M. A. = 10 — 5o/ for each eye, if the inter-

pupillary distance is 58 mm., the M. A. .= — 4c/.
Thus, we see that apart from all other consider-

ations, the greater the inter-pupillary distance the

greater must be effort of convergence made, that is,

while the angular deviation from parallelism may be

the same, the amount of convergence, expressed in

terms of the M. A., varies for a given effort. We may,

however, disregard the small differences resulting from

variations in the inter-pupillary distances, and consider

that with eyes which are orthophoric, emmetropic and

not presbyopic, the efforts of accommodation and con-

vergence made for vision at a given distance are equal

and also harmonious in effect.

Primary Position
of Visual Axes

If the primary position of the visual
axes is that of divergence, effort
on the part of the internal recti is
needed for fixation at infinity, if it

is that of convergence the external recti act so that

vision at infinity may be single, so in the first case it is

probable that a greater, and in the second case a

smaller effort of convergence for near vision is needed,

although the motor muscular system may still be

considered orthophoric.
But should there be any insufficiency of their

internal recti (exophoria), while the amount of con-

vergence that is required for fixation at a distance of

33 cm. is three meter angles, the same as if there were

no such insufficiency, obviously the amount of effort

which is needed in order to produce these three meter

angles is greater than if the internal recti were normal

as to their power.
Similarly, if there be insufficiency of the external

recti (esophoria), although for 33 cm. three meter

angles of convergence must be exerted, yet the effort

needed is clearly less than if the internal recti were not

stronger than the external, thus we see that in emme-

tropic eyes there can be want of harmony between

accommodation and convergence ; there can be con-

ditions of the motor muscles which involve treatment

in some way—by relieving prisms, by training or by

operation ; there can be the conditions where, with

corresponding efforts, the accommodation produced

is not sufficient. Here a greater effort of accommo-

dation than of convergence is required, this, of course,

is the condition of presbyopia.

Hypermetropia is the condition of
the eye in which parallel rays tend
to focus behind the retina, owing

to one of two conditions : either

the globe is too short, relatively, to the focal length,

Hypermetropia
and Myopia
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or the refractive power is deficient in respect to the
axial length of the globe.

The two conditions are, of course, precisely the -
same in effect, and although the general cause of
hypermetropia is the fact that the globe of the eye is
abnormally short as compared with the average eye,
yet it does not follow that the eye is hypermetropic on
account of this deficiency of length. For were the
refractive power in proportion, the length of the eye
could be indefinitely short or indefinitely long, and
yet be emmetropic, in consequence of parallel rays
coming to a focus at the retina when accommodation
is at rest.

It is the fact that the retina is situated at the
principal focal distance of the eye which constitutes
the condition of emmetropia.

Similarly, the condition of myopia is that of an
eye in which the globe is too long in relation to the
focal length, or the refractive power is too great for
the axial length of the globe. Here again, we see
that the two conditions are precisely the same, in
effect, although it is recognized that myopia is princi-
pally due to the fact that the eye is abnormally
increased in length.

We can, therefore, disregard the anatomical con-
ditions and regard hypermetropia and myopia as purely
refractive conditions, in which, in the first case, the
static refractive power is deficient, and in the second
case, it is in excess of what is required for focussing at
the retina parallel rays of light. In hypermetropia,
owing to the deficiency, and in myopia, owing to the
excessive quantity of refractive power, parallel rays
focus in the first case behind, and in the second case
in front of the retina.

When the eyes are adjusted for a near point in H.,
there is exerted as many more diopters of accommo-
dation than in emmetropia, as there are diopters of
hypermetropia, provided always that such exertion is
possible ; while in myopia there is exerted as many
diopters less, provided that clear vision is possible—
that is to say, if the positions of the object is not
beyond the far point of the myope. At the same time
the amount of convergence needed—expressed in
terms of the meter angle is the same as in emmetropia.

Now let us consider the case
In Cases of Ame- where there -is ametropia and
tropia with Muscular •insufficiency of the horizontal
Insufficiency

muscles. Suppose a person
were hypermetropic two diop-

ters, he would, when reading without glasses at a dis-

tance of 33 cm., exert accommodation to the extent of

2 D. more than would the emmetrope ; he would need

to exert 5 D. while at the same time the amount of

convergence would be three meter angles.
Here the amount of accommodation demanded is

in excess of that of convergence ; and this is usually

the case, in hypermetropia. We consider that asthen-

opia results from this fact, we say that accommodative
asthenopia is the result of ihe demand for accommo-
dation in excess of that for convergence ; and as a

result of the excessive demand we find, usually asso-

ciated with H., relative insufficiency of the external
recti (esophoria) which is brought about by over

development of the internal or perhaps actual weak-

ness of the external recti owing to their being con-

stantly brought into play in order to restrain or prevent

the eyes from converging to an extent equal to that of

accommodation.
Were convergence exerted equally with accom-

modation in hypermetropia of 2 13., we should find

the eyes accommodated for 33 cm. while converged

for 20 cm., so that there would be strabismus or squint.

I presume that every hypermetropic child elects

between monocular and binocular vision, and so to

speak, decides on the binocular if it is sufficiently

clear and painless, and on the monocular if it is either

clearer than the binocular or less painful, or because

he. cannot dissociate the linked functions of accom-

modation and convergence.
Thus, in the typical case of hypermetropia we find

that there is easy convergence and difficult accommo-

dation (because so much of it is required).

It is difficult enough for the eyes to accommodate

in excess of convergence even when the horizontal

muscles are in perfect equilibrium, and it is still more

so when convergence is relatively easy.

(TO BE CONTINUED)



Something to clean your jewelry with which has become tarnished and shop worn.
You don't have to use a lathe, for this takes the dirt out and brings on a high polish with
one operation. Can clean dozens of articles at one time, such as rings, brooches, scarf
pins, sleeve buttons, chains, etc., and it is perfectly harmless to the goods.

IT HAS NO EQUAL

Send Your Repairing to Headquarters
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing

Send 25 cents for sample jug and be convinced that STEIN'S MAGIC JEWELRY
CLEANSER IS WHAT YOU NEED.

Address 
STEIN, j. Li Woodland Ct., Cleveland, Ohio.

MR. J. 0. STEIN. Cleveland, Ohio, February 18, 1901.
Dear Sir :-Deliver to me at once one gallon of your Jewelry Cleanser. I have been using same

for cleaning watch movements. Have found It an excellent t,bing ; don't wish anything better.
Respectfully, J. G. KREBS.

We employ none but skilled workmen, and have had 24 years'

experience in this line.

Estimates Given

„._...., __,,.6..._.,....,:___iit#.t/,__x . 1,
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WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

Watchmaker to the Trade
Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close, personal al bon to repairs sent me.
Frounpiness my motto. tit VE ME A TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO.

Also carry in stock a complete line of Materials and Findings.

Orders tilled from any catalogue.

J. R. STADLINGER, 617 Main St., BUFFALO, N.Y.
Send for Repairing Price-List.

Send for .Tewelry
Order Work Repair Price-List

and Repairing
My Specialty

-mith's Pat Blade is made of german silvetwhen laao,

plated wears indefinitely and the thin strip of 1.a
inserted _.,-.3-1:;a1'N ts ALWAYS SHARP.

Photographs on Watch Mals
and Caps.

Send 32 two-cent stamps to E. II. H. SMITH,
9-11-13 Mak-Jets I,rine, New York, for a Beautiful Sample Knife

ALL
A handy tool for many
purposes.

Noiseless. Speed of
an electric motor. Easy-
running as a sewing ma-
chine. ForGrinding,Pol-
ishing, Drilling, etc.

$6
Can you beat it?

We have opened the eyes of all jewelers
as to prices for new goods and desirable
patterns.

UMIESLEM GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Send for selection packages.

Price,
75 Cents.

Single or group
pictures.

Sample Dial,
25 Cents.

Fine and
Complicated REPAIRING

For the Trade(row
If you desire to gain a

(1 11. reputation in your town,send;
AO it
4 er US your Old Watches and
13...110: Jewelry for Repair, also your

Engraving.
Room 509
CHAMPLAIN BUILDING CHICAGO

II. Zeigler, 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK
RECUTTING,
REPAIRING

AND
5IATCHING
A SPECIALTY

509, 511 anD 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers,
CHICAGO, 1E403 PARIS, 1889 Bennie, 1889

Chas. H. Field
234 Chestnut St.

Providence, R. I.
U. S. A.

Send for circulars.

Foreign Agents:

American Mill Supplies
Co., Londou,England.

Schuchardt & Schutt°,
Berlin, Cologne,Vien-
na, Brussels, Stock-
hohn, St. Petersburg.

If you want A First-Class

CUCKOO CLOCK
‘vrite to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
Moon torturers

1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
for Catalogue.

Lon Barnhart 624 W. Madison St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

SM.inolThoorer of Hoe

atch and SpectacleWatch and Spectacle
Alammoth, mediutn and small size. Illuminated and
non-illuminated. Durable, elegant and attractive.
BEST SIGNS ON EARTH. Send for catalogue.

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

by

I MPORTERs or PRECIOUS AN o IMITATION STONES

ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS
OPALS WHITE STONES

PEARLS . TURQUOISE
GARNETS Send for Prce- Li,t ETC.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 1E108.

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing for the trade.

' C. A. GEISSLER,rl"' Successor to 11.11. HolnrIch,

26 South Street,

NEW YORKNautical Instruments,
Charts, etc.

We are Heaanearrera for Order Work
such , CLASS PINS, BADGES. RING MOUNT-

INGS and GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
I /oubtless ours is the place you have been looking for.

We solicit a trial order.

J.F.Plimle Manufacturing Jeweler.

34 Bennett Bu ding, DETROIT, MICH.
9 Repairer to the Trade

l 

Will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If interested, will be pleased to hear from you. All
business and correspondence strictly confidential.
Address WM. M. DAVIS,

12 Warren Street, New York.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

Maker or Fine Tools and Dies tor the Tf3t18
Lion Building, Filth and Elm Streets

High-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, OHIO Monarch Engraving Blocks

0 , ',•:,-,,:c„-: Helping gou Sell Cuckoo Clocks. .

11 4 Ili

iii4
;•;.,, , ..,,,,

,

Perhaps you haven't bought our Cuckoo Clocks through lack of wall space.
That needn't stop you any longer from handling one of 1 he best sellers in
your chielt department. (0 Display stands solve the difficulty. NVe made
thellIjUnt to help you sell °Ili I Meklio Clocks. 1,10 They'll hold fluor, eight

_d1 110 line at a glance. 'lakes up vvry little room and shows off your (leeks to
or twelve clocks. By revolving flit, top your Me:tomer van see your whole

I'' II , 1:11svt"ililltuTiet „'.'lli';'‘i.twill'IP,Z ,..i: .t 1„1,"'i „'tii"Jil.t-t-•.1"iiruLl\i'ii.'," !:1■■•iiilt(o)"u.r Ats„lliTy"1.'sifsatiftlis.
WIII`11 you stilt for our nesI ■ ol (down( of Cuckoo o loi•ks.

D Arri11111

.__ _ AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK CO.-. - , ',.. F.. ,.,_ 
,,,,,......... , 37-39 North Ninth Street PHILADELPHIA

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert

i1111- Watchmaker
to the Trade

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem. Wind
Movements.

Special Cases made to order in t :old and Silver for
English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price. List.

H. 0. JOHNSON
EXPERT WATCHMAKER

Expert WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

For 15 years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing their finest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
Diploma by the Swedbh
Watchmakers Society,
April 28, 1900, for excel-
lence in workmanship.

Estimates sent same
day work is received.
None but experts em-

ployed. Send us your
work.

When wrttnig to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.

Dept. R

Columbus Jewelry Co.
47 to 59 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

ESTABLISHED1877.-----

LARGEST VTR OF HAIRSPRINGS IN U.S.
E 11,015 REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CA lit NET',

ennfilIn 50 Or 100 1100.0 hulreprIng. enin sell sIken
41111 makes. carefully nerongell, Cnillnet of
SIt,$1.110; 100. $1.75, by moll. Some xprIng e., .y elan or
.14,30 rte. dox„ 20 els. per knIE 110, Steam (hinge
IlnireprInge or every ilrerrIptIon. Phunphor Bronze Hal,
spring. for Eleetrleal I .01 rionentn, etc.

Aek your Jobber for them- Cabinet..
F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

Remington
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Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806

Col. Meml. Bldg.

Chicago

No advertisement inserted for less
than 25 cents.

Under heading n Situations Wont ed,"
ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and adverthie-
meats, THREE CENTS per word.

Under al! headings except "Situations
Wanted." THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbrevia-
tions count as words, and are charged for
its part of the advertisement. No display
other than two-line initial letter.

Jr answers are to be forwarded, post-
age Mallows must he enclosed 

To ille411141 1118ertion  y must ac-
e patty all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach us not later than the
25th of each  th for insertion in the
following th's issue.

The real mune and address of every
advertiser must acc pany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents if they desire a copy
of the paper in which their advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Souvenir
VA Spoons

!,...opl■-----ofan5 locality.

Chas.A.stabi,jr.
Providence, R. I.

Send 85 cents to Illinois College of Engraving, 1010 Masonic Temple, Chicago, for

this hand-engraved Transfer and Copy Plate n copper, size 4 5-8 x 2 5-8 inches. It shows

every turn and cut of graver, and is indispensable to those who do engraving, or those learning

engraving. For further particulars see our advertisement on page 558, this issue of THE KEYSTONE.

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor. ) (Established 1892.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
DPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
lescription a specialty.

Afgr Prompt attention given to Mai: and
Express Orders.

of any locality. Send photo.
or prints with orders.

Chas. A. Stahl, Jr.
Providence, R. I.

Removed to Jewelers' Court
Building, 51& 53 Maiden Lane
The only secure

and simple arrange-

ment for Inter-

changeable Stone

Initial and Emblem

Rings. Made in

all desirable styles.

STANDARD TYPEWRITER
defies competition.

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict,
105 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

Send for Catalogue.

Watch Case
Manufacturer

Engraving and Etching UPON ALL SURFACESfo every description

including Spoons. Prize Cups and Presentation Pieces

Miniature Portraits on WATCHES, DI
ALS,

BROOCHES. Etc.

HAND-PAINTED MINIATURES copied from any photo. a
Specialty. Perfect likeness guaranteed

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
ENGRAVERS and ETCHERS As Maiden Lane, New York

to the Jewelry and Silver Trades -

1. Correct in principle.
High grade tools Elegant in design.

Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.

This cut represents our NO. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watchmakers
and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. eic John Barnes CO.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, HI.

and

Repairer.

10);!
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Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

l'ost can to:attached

to any button.

"It has no peer"

Write for new catalogue, now ready.
Send us your special orders.

J. BULOVA,
51 AND 53 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

ON[ MINUT[
is all it will take to look at the adv

m 
er-

tiseent on page 56oc, this issue.

READ IT
then write for our prospectus ; then
make up your mind to attend our Col-
lege. We will make a thorough and
practical Watchmaker, Engraver, Jew-
elry Repairer and Optician of you In a
short space of time.

WRITE TO=DAY!

The Philadelphia College of Horologg
1213-15 Filbert Street,

IT.W. SCHULER, Prin. Philadelphimpa.
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Send two 2-cent stamps for sample dial and
price -lisL CARMAN ART CO.

113 Dearborn Street GHICAGO

to ti-ie Trade

MEMBER
103 AMERICAN STATE STREET

HOROLOGICAL CHICAGO
SOCIETY

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

Estimates furnished lw fore commencing
strictly first-class work.

Special attention given to Demagnetizing

Under this heading, ONE CENT per word, for first
twenty•Ove words. Additional words And odeerti.ement.,
THREE CENTS per word. No advertisement Inverled for
less than 55 cents.

POSITION by first-class watchmaker, engraver
I and optician, 14 years' exp. Single, best of
ref. " II 179," care Keystone.
YOUNG man, 18 years old, will graduate in
1 English and commercial course of Christian
Brothers' College, St. Louis, Mo., latter part
of June, would like place about 1st of July where
he can learn watchmaking anti jewelry business
In all its branches. Refs. exchanged. Address,
Telephone Exchange, Columbia, Mo.

FXPERT watchmaker and clock repairer. Will
'I only work where best of work is required.
No bad habits, 27 years old, best ref. Must be
west of Ohio. "B 109," care Keystone.

ROOD watchmaker, optician and salesman, expe-
" rienced in each brauch-8 years in all-would
like to make change. Good ref.; Canadian.
" 1) 70," care Keystone.
REPAIRING, adjusting and rating to Ii seconds
11 in position. 1;:xamining of railway time ser-
vice system watches a specialty. Address, " It
70," care Keystone.
THOROUGHLY competent watchmaker who can
I do all kinds of watch repairing ; accustomed
to trade work. Address, 1V. B. Murray, box 24,
Leoni, Mich.
AS second place in jewelry store. Good ivoter
ft and all-around man. Highest refs. Strictly
temperate. " Haldeman," care Ezra F. Bowman's
Sons, Lancaster, Pa.

IN retail store as salesman, jewelry repairer, mi-
1 graver. Can do all kinds of clock work and
sonic watch work. Had 7 yearn' exp. in retail
business. " B 106," care Keystone office.

WANTING a position or location by first-class
TI watchmaker, 10 years' exp. Single, sober.
Lathe and own tools. Good ref. Ad., " Jeweler,"
No. 214 E. Fifth Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

AS watchmaker, jeweler and engraver. Have my
TT own tools and can give the best of refs. F. A.
Tomlinson, Danville, Ind.
TO take part or entire charge of Pan-American

exhibit. Young man of good address and
well known in the trade with Al ref. Photo. on
request. "S 210," care Keystone.
AS assistant watchmaker, engraver and clock
LI repairer ; know little about jewelry. OWII
engraving and watch tools. Honest and sober.
Address, " T 77," care Keystone.
POSITION as engraver and saleslady by young
I lady. Exp. Address, " P 77," care Keystone.

I/Y first-class watchmaker and graduate optician
I, and engraver, also a long exp. in watch factory.
Would form a partnership or buy a small place.
Speak German and English. Age 33, single ; can
give first-class recommendations. "L 100," care
Keystone.
pY young man, about July 1st, good watchmaker
n and engraver, fair jeweler. 2 years' exp. In
retail store and have completed a 5-mouths' course
at. Brad:0y Horolt gloat Institute, Peoria, Ill, ;
have charge of jewelry lousiness at present thee.
Town not lass than 4000 pop. terms, 815 per week.
Ref., Bradley H Iorological nstitute, Peoria, Ill.
C. H. Yanson, Sikeston, Mo.

WATCHMAKER, 16 years' exp., competent onhigh-grade work. Chronographs and chrono-
meters; diamond-setter, engraver, graduate opti-
cian,good salesman. J.D.Quick,Bitighandon,N.Y.

WY young man of good habits as clock and jewelry
1-) repairer, with opportunity to finish watch
work. 3,4 years' exp. Ref. Fred. Whearley,
511 Lake Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

AS 
plain engraver and assistant watchmaker.

Ii Own tools. Know a little about jewelry and
clock work. " T 78," care Keystone.

W ATT; it MAKER, experienced on high-grade
n railroad Work, gradttate optician, plain PH-
graver, good salesman. Indiana, Ohio, Illinois
or vicinity Prof. " D 72," care Keystone.

RI' young man as first-class letter and monogram
1' engraver. Ref. given. " H 184," care Keystone.

MANUFACTURING jeweler with net of tools,
Im plat trig outfit, models, etc.; can also do plain
watch work. In the business for 10 years. Will
give right parties use of tools and muchhwry for a
good, liernument job. " E 47," care Keystone.

Br young man, 26 years old, as watchmaker andjeweler. Best of ref. Address, Box 52, Militia-
burg, Pa.
pOSITION wanted by first-class watchmaker, en-
I graver and graduate optician. State salary.
" 1, 102," care Keystone.
AM competent and acprtical wah sinker,tc jewelry

salesman anti jobber. Age 20, single ; best
refs. Desire position, 1 or all bratiches-or whole-
sale house-in California, I 'olorado, West or Soul h.
$13 to 816. No tools. " L.," 1'. 0. box 1080,
Los Angeles, Cal.

pRACTICAL, all-around watchmaker and Jew-
5 eler, do plain engraving. Good tools. Ref.
Ad., "Jeweler," 110 Colombia St., Elmira, N. Y.

(Continued on page 644
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
onlinued finm page Mr)

Al IVATCHMA KIM, graduate experienced opti-cian, engraver ; 17 years' exp.—used to rail-road watches. American, good appearance ; nobad habits ; own tools. Photo., sample engraving,Al refs. Town 10,000 to 80,000. $18 per week.Illinois or adjoining States. E. II. Austin, 22Hamilton Ave., Chicago, III. 
YOUNG lady wants position as watchmaker inI good establishment Own tools. aloderatesalary. Address, bliss Fannie IL Ilarron, box 247,Mantua Station, Ohio.
ijit-FELHE.—TV—Ium)7,----,,,,li,„ig 'PP-Woman, with tradeLi in Iowa, Missouri and Kansas, wishes to makea change with watch house, or watches and jew-elry. " N 28," care Keystone. 
posInoN as manager, buyer and salesmen:I Familiar with all lines in the jewelry trade.19 years' retail and wholesale exp. Refs Address," I 83," care Keystone. 
WANTED, first-class position in retail jewelry" store as watchmaker, jeweler and optician ;Al salesman. Gilt-edge refs. New ork orPennsylvania pref. Ad., " B 114," care Keystone.A REFRACTIONIST, expert in doing careffil,Li accurate work, desires a position with a reliablefirm. Have own instruments. " E 46," careKeystone.

WATCHMAKER, optician and good salesman ;" own tools. Also understand telephone busiLnews. Will work reasonable. Address, "maker," lock box 23, Ketewlek, Iowa. 
IMGRAVER, salesman and second watchmakerLi desires position near central Ohio. Age 21 ;reliable and industrious. Write further to M. L.Landis, Detroit., Mich. 
AS assistant with expert watchmaker. Do plain/I watch work, clock and jewelry repairing.Speak German ; have tools. Address, " IV," box31, Montgomery, Ill.
-1-/Y all-around watchmaker, jeweler, clock re-a, pairer, optician and plain engraver. Wainsteady position with good house. Address, HenryN. Marx, 1522 Racine St., Racine, Wis. 
IF you want a strictly up-to-date refractionist,1 using all standard methods, who is quick,accurate, has all needed instrumento, is first-classsalesman in jewelry depart mega. Draws salaryof $25 per week. Address, " .1. II. I,.," care KingOptical Co., 126 State Strem, 91ielogo.
AS traveling salesman to represent first-classa house in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa andWest. Best of refs. Address, J. ii, Lepper, 380Lafayette Place, Milwaukee, Wis. 
VTEADY position wanted at once by practicalI) watchmaker and jeweler, good salesman. Ago30 ; good habits ; 12 years' exp. W. 11. Thinning,Sheboygan, Wis. 
'WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver desiresposition, 5 years' exp. Own tools and canfurnish gilt-edge refs. Box 6, Pine Grove, Pa. 
WATCHMAKER -dud jeweler, 9 years' exp. at" bench—ail-around workman. Beat of ref.;exp. In drugstore. lock  bux 35, Grover Hill, Ohio.

firot-class waiclimaker, engraver and graduateoptician. Best of refs. Address, " Watch-- maker," 755 Sheffield Ave., Chicago. 
Ry experienced refractionist, graduate 2 colleges,11 good jewelry salesman ; also understandsphotography. Have own instruments. Address,"G," 18 Village Street, Reading, Masa. 
1M a thorough and practical watchmaker, plainengraver and jewelry repairer. To thosehaving suitable position open, will send sampleof engraving, refs, and full particulars. Statesalary. " C 100," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and all-around mien ; do plainI/ engraving, jewelry and clock repairing, 17years' exp. Good ref. New England pref. Box492, Haverhill, Mass.
HY young, single man as Al watchmaker andI-, 

engraver—jeweler if necessary. Sober, steadyand fast workman. Own tools. Box 92, NewBrighton, Pa.
ROOD watch and elockmaker, jewelry repairerU wants permanent position with good man.Sober, industrious ; own tools. Address, Box 57,Frankfort, Kans.
AS watchmaker and salesman, calmble of doinr/I fine work. Feill set of tools, Al refs. Address,G. V. Hyde, 27 Boudoin St., Boston, Mass._ _ _RY thoroughly competent watchmaker with goodset of tools, first-clans ref. Pennsylvania, (Mhoor New York State pref. Ad., " Watchinatker,"box 17, Puiteney, N. Y. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician will ac-cept a position. Own tools and trial case.$15. "Jeweler," 1009 Mt. Vernon Ave., ColumbusOhio._
RY first-class watchmaker, graduate optician ; do1, plain engraving. Own tools 14 years' exp.State salary. P. 0. box 976, Port' Jervis, N. Y. Y watchmaker and jeweler • a nice engraver;graduate optician. Best of 'refs. "J 44," careKeystone.
IsMIST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver, withI complete set of tools desires a position withgood house in California ; city pref. 12 years'actual exp. with leading firms) sober and reliable;best of refs. " H 181," care keystone. 

prexpert watchmaker, graduate optician, good,plain eugraver, 11 years' exp. Age 29. Fullset fine tools ; best refs. $18 week. " S 213," careKeystone.
AS oalesinan and second watchmaker, it years'is exp. Do jewelry work and plain engraving.Single, age 28. Best of refs. as to ability, char-acter, etc. Address, "Jeweler," Box 31, DeepRiver, Ind.
raltioltAVER, expert on monograms and lettering.14 A180 set stones. Long exp. with best limners.Best refs. and habits. Steady, sober, 26, flurried." P 78," care Keystone. 

Sy ATC II MA K ER, engraver, salesman, lint-class.I age 30, nice appearance, married, desires posi-tion with reliable house. Best refs. Address,Clint L. Snyder, Salem, Ohio. 

WATCHMAKER and (optician, all-around nine," 20 years' exp. Own lathe and tools. IM re-fraction and prescription work. Own stone cutterdrill. Good salary expected. " AI 97," careKeystone.

an all-around first-class watchmaker, clockand jewelry repairer, wants a steady positionwith good house. Have no bad habits, AI ref.; 10years' exp.; can speak German ; good at clerkingand own tools. Age 22. State salary in first letter;will go any place and any time. " Watchmaker,"P. a. box 1195, Galena, Ill.

SITUATIONS WANTED
RY good, all-aronnd watch and clock repairer of16 yearS' practical exp.; past 4 years on FUJI roadwork. Complete set of tools. Present employ-ment. unsatisfactory. " H 183," care Keystone._ 
M'ATCIIM A K ER and optician, very careful and" thorough man, over 20 years' exp. wantsposition with first-class house. For parlictilarsand refs. address, " W. & 0.," care Win. II. Moor,13 and 14 Hartford Block, Toledo, Ohio.

HELP WANTED.
LINDEN THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

A FiritsT-cLAss engraver. One a l,, can do11 plain watch and clock work: A good placefor the right man. Address, P. 0. box 881, NewYork City.
WE want a first-elites jeweler who can do fineengraving and general repairing. A goodsalesman pref. Must know how to repair watches.In writing, state exp., whether you have yourown tools and sal try wanted. Permanent situ-ation for tho right man. Bakrl Bros. Drug Co.,Rock Rapids, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver or watch-" maker-jeweler. Single nuin pref. Must ownlathe. Refs. required. State salary with board.W. Crago, 1619 Dryades, New Orleans.
A THOROUGHLY competent refractionist andLi edge-grinder who can be advertised as doctorof refraction Must have years of exp. and havehad the advantage of a clinic. Has a chance towork up as a partner. " II 177," care Keystone. $9; A week, permanent position to right man.Ju Al watchmaker and engraver, monogram ;sober • rapid workman ; must have worked in largeestablishments lin. years. None but competentmen need apply. Good refs. "II 178," careKeystone.
PRACTICAL watchmaker and druggist. Address,L W. S. Hullbrd, Deo Moines, Iowa. 
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, optician and (m-a graver and of good address ; unmarried.JMurphy's ewelry Store, Erie, Pa.
YOUNG man, from 16 to 18 years old, with hisI own tools to finish trade, from 1 to 2 years'exp., and to be able to engrave inief. Address," W 117," care Keystone.
IIIIRST-CLASH watch, maker who understandsI optics. Southern city ; good salary, permanentposition. "S 215," care Keystone. •
FIRST-CLAk-S-jeweler and diamond-setter to/I take charge of shop and do repairing. Perma-nent position to good man. Send photo., refs. andsalary wanted. Geo. T. Brodnax, Memphis, Tenn. AN experienced traveling salesman for the Statesof Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,Kentucky and Tennessee. Only one who hasworked in this territory and has a favorableacquaintance with the jewelers is desired. Ad.,with particulars, Benj. .Allen & Co., Chicago, Ill. yOUNG man of good character, who has hadI some exp. In all-around work in jewelry,watch and optical work and engraving, who wishesto grow. Must be gentlemanly and know how towait on customers. A good position. "B 110,"care Keystone.

-JEWELER, engraver and optician. Single manpref. Chas. AL Banks, 615 Market Street,Wilmington, Del.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, refraction.

• 

" 1st at once. Reply, with photo. and salary toS. G. Ruth, Royersford, Pa. 5000, and 30 milesfrom Philadelphia. Tools,and trial case.
A TRAVELING salesman to carry a line of opti-ii cal goods. Must be steady and one who wantsa good-paying position. D. V. Brown, 740 SansomSI., Philadelphia, Pa. 
IN South. Competent watchmaker, engraver and1 jeweler. Permanent position ; wages, $18." I. 103," care Keystone.
VCR the Southwest,. Thorough watchmaker, ea-u graver and graduate optician. Must have first-class refs, as to honesty, character and workman-ship. Permanent posit ion. S 216," care Keystone. 
AN experieneed man who is thoroughly compe-11 tent to take charge of wholesale jewelrydepartment, Dallas, Texas. Al ref. required.Apply Simon Linz, room 87, 51 Maiden Lane,New York.

WANTED, an experienced retail jewelry sales-" man to go to Dallas, Texas. AI ref. required.Apply Simon Linz, room 87, 51 Maiden Lane,New York.

rXPERIENCED watchmaker Must give ref.,12 state salary wanted. Address, Lockwood &Son, Chariton, Iowa.

VALESMAN for Western Pennsylvania, West1' Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, also salesman forNew England States, to handle on commission afine line of gold jewelry. Must be thoroughlyacquainted. " K 60," care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS inscription and monogram ce-ll graver, who can also refract and has someknowledge of t he optical business. First-classrefs. required. Permanent position. Address,Fred. Allen & Co., thalveston; Texas. 

rIRST-CLASS material clerk who thoroughlyiinderstands the ,,election of American watchmaterials. Must be up to date ; 110 °therm needapply. All correspondence will be held strictlyconfidential. Green Bros., 6 Malden Lane, NewYork.

RURFACE grinder, who can also do edging.Must be thorough in both brandies. Good,steady place for competent man—no other needapply. Wholesale house, New York City. " U 84,"care Keystone.
A COMPETENT man to take charge of jewelryII business during ounitner months ; centralIllinois. Unquestionable refs. required. " Si! 119,"care Keystone. 

iiN experienced and competent man for bendingand adjusting spectacle and eyeglass framesaccording to prescription dimensions. Also, aman for mounting rimless work. None Ind first-class workmen need apply. Address, with fullpartieulare, Merry Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo. 
ROOD, all-around watch makerand plain engraver.U Wages moderate ; permanent pooh ion ; married
--
man pref. Lock Box No. 5, Crewe, Va. 
WA TCIIMA K ER, engraver and salesman. Sendphoto., sample engraving and refs.; also wagesexpected. L. A. Ott, Mansfield, Ohio.

HELP WANTED.
; EXPERIENCED traveling jewelry salesmen byI, July 1st, with established trade in Louisiana,Texas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Missouri,Tennessee, Mississippi or Arkansas. Good salaryand expenses for capable men. Correspondenceconfidential ; write immediately. Bayless JewelryCo. (wholesale only), Masonic Temple, LittleReek, Ark.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en-II graver. Permanent situation to the right man.State salary and refs. in first letter. 11. 1'. Whaler,Miami, Fla. 
A iemsT-cLAss watchmaker, jeweler, engraver,and optician. Middle-aged man of goodappearance pref. Good habits and Al refs. Per-manent position to right party. Address, J. L.Cohen, 618 Penn Street, Reading,  Pa. 
MANUFACTURING jeweler and engraver about111. Oct. 1st. Must be first-class In every respect.Jessop & Sons, San Diego, Cal.
TRAVELING salesman for 1%;i8C0118111 to sell line1 of jewelry for Milwaukee house. Start August1st. Must furnish bond. Address, Room 07,Builders' Exchange, Milwaukee,  Wis. 
rIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engr2r-frjeweler8ndI optician. Must be iip oil railrond watches.Permanent position for right num ; good salary.Georgia. " W 118," care Keystone. 
RTEADY and easy job for good watchmeker 111111Li salesman in Northern Minnesota. Scandinavianthat understands optics and engraving pref." II 182," care Keystone. 
INSTRUCTOR. A No. 1 watchmaker to teach Inhorological school. One with exp. pref. Statesalary and all particulars in first letter. "S 211,"care Keystone. 
A PRACTICAL, experienced watchmaker andIn jeweler. Oue who understands engravingpref. Ad., H. N. Bolte & Son, Atlantic City, N. J.A FIRST-CLASS rimless man for optleal shop inII wholesale store. Only first-class man needapply. " IV 121," care Keystone. 
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver ; preferI optician and good salesman. Single man, withtools. 0. C. Zinn, Hastings,Nebr. 
A JEWELER to take charge of our jewelry de-11 pertinent. Henry Landoberg, New Bruns-wick, N. J. 
THOROUGH watchmaker and engraver to take1 charge of this department only. German ;age 30 or over. Oshkosh Jewelry Mfg. Co.,Oshkosh, Wis. 
RALESMEN to handle a fine line of gold jewelryI) on commlosion. Must be thoroughly acquaintedin territory covered. State age, giro refs. andparticulars. "K 61," care Keystone. 
A FIRST-CLASS watch case and fine jewelryIt polisher wanted at once. Only good man needapply. State wages. " T 80," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver, unmarried. Sal-" ary $100 per month, Mexican currency.Answer wills photo., sample of plain and 1110110-gram engraving and refs. Steady employment. togood man. San Lula Potosi Opt. Co., San LuisPotosi, Mex.
rXPERIENCED watchmaker and jeweler, un-1" doubted refs.; Catholic pref. 00od wage,;steady position to the right man. " M 100," careKeystone. 

WANTED at once, a good watchmaker, jewelerand fair engraver. Must be sober, reliableand a good, all-around man. Send refs. and statesalary expected. Address, "XXX," care carrierNo. 1, Atlanta, Ga.

WANTED.
UNDER , HIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

RECOND-IIAND lathe in good order. S.U Halsted, Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. V
WE want your old gold, silver and plated scraps.11 Highest price paid. Meyer Jewelry Co., 1010Main Street, Kansas City, Mo. 
ARGE Western jobber wants to add materialLI department. If interested, write. " R 73,"care Keystone. 

WE want pearls of all kinds, also elk teeth,11 Highest price paid. • Meyer Jewelry Co.,Kansas City, Mo. 

1\10. 2 Rivett sliderest. lutist be in good eon-dition. Box 212, Johnstown, Pa. 
IEWELRY business ; yearly sales  t averageI, at least $4500. " Jeweler," care Julius KingOptical Co., 126 State St., Chicago. 
RECOND-ITAND trial case ; Geneva pref. I). L.Jenkinson, 3finocqua, Wis. 
gECOND-HAND Eaton-Glover engraving ma-u chine. Must be in Al condition, cheap forcash. Write particulars. Neathery & Bumpass,Farmersville, Texas.
I ARGE Western jobber wenn mfg. jeweler's de-l-, pertinent. If interested, write. " It 72," careKeystone.

pvERy kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,1.1 watches, platinum. Market. value paid. Meetby express or registered mail. Price not satisfac-tory, I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,refiner and sweepsnielter of gold and sliver(established 1870), 727 Stumm St., Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.
THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PEN WORD

WATCH', jewelry and 1)Inical Intsllips, establishedIT 16 years. Good chance for mal W1111111131 about,nine hundred dollars ($900) and Wallis I,, di) busi-ness from the start. Retiring, the cause. Nonebut those who have the mob alai mean Imoinenneed apply. Call or address, James Serrill, 1806S. Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
VET of $150 worth most necessary watchmaker('u tools ; new. Sell for $100. F. 1'. Boyd, Lewis-ton, Minn. 

rSTABLISHED optical business. A bargain for" cash. Box 195, Spencer, lows. 
JEWELRY stock and tools—about $450. GoodU location for jeweler and optician. Justice ofthe Peace, lairchwood, Iowa.
RMALL stock of jewelry for sale cheap for cash."N 27," care Keystone. 

A GOOD jewelry store for sale on easy termsLargest trade and largest stock in the town of8000 Inhabitants. " P 75," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
JEWELRY stoek and fixtures of the late II. H.11 Holmes, Iowa Falls Iowa. Everything new ;Stock invoices about 0'1000. Address, Mrs. CoraHolmes, Iowa  Falls, Iowa. 
IEWELRY store in second city in Wisconsin-.11 Price, $9000 to $10,000 ; good business. Poorhealth!, reason for selling. Address, "L 101,"care Keystone. 
PINE stock jewelry, optical goods, music, in fineI town, Indiana, 70t10. No opposition ; only 2repair benches. 10 glass factories. Don't replyunless you have $3000. Eyesight failing. " 13111,"care Keystone.
pRANCIS engraving machine, new ; fedi sets ofI type and attachments complete. B. It. Jacobs,Atchison, Kans.
A DESIRABLE opportunity For a good, all-11 around watch and clock maker and jeweler,with a few hundred dollars' capital, to establishhimself in business in a new, handsome andmodern small store at a low rental in a prosperousSouthern city and winter and summer resort of2500 inhabitants with no competition and goodopportunities for side lines, can be found byaddressing for particulars, Geo. 11. Taylor, PassChristian, Miss. 

$201111 
CASH will buy my jewelry Bad optical1, store. Net profits last year per month,taking out rent, taxes and insurance, $104.60. Ahustler can double this. Loren Russell, Carthage,Illinois.

NEARLY new 4500 pounds 2 in. steel-lined jaw-II elm's' safe, 1 12-foot walfcase. Must be sold atonce. Clyde M. Secor, Dowaglac, Mich 
IIIIRST-CLASS jewelry store for sale ; location,Sixth Ave., l'sTew York City. Established 25years. Good reason for selling. " B 112," careKeystone.
Ili:WE:Lily business in Wisconsin city over 5000U inhabitants. Invoice about $2500 ; good dis-count. Will reduce if necessary. First-class open-ing. Good reason for selling. Don't answerunless you mean busilleSS. "Aid," care Keystone.gREAT opportunity. Established jewelry andLI watch busluess of Goodrich & Potter Co., Chi-cago, together with fixtures, lease, goodwill, etc.,owing to the death of Edson If. Goodrich. Inven-toried at $85,000. Address, Brode B. Davis,attorney, 184 La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill. 

$1 600 WILL buy jewelry store in best town inS. Dak.• county seat, pop. 2700. NewII x t res ; stock in 'fine shape. Only 1 other jeweler.Good trade established. I am going to start aranch. " B 107," catc Keystone.
A SMALL store, with establiahed repair trade onLi the South Side in Chicago. Stock and fixture('invoke about $600. Address, "Jansen & Co.,"room 811, Colunibusliernorial Building, Chicago.IEIVELRY store and news depot. No other prae--11 Uml workman within 18 miles. Will invoice$1200 to $1500 ; can reduce or take out stock. Pop.1000 ; several small towns near. Cash only.Arthur Burdett', Preeport, Ohio. 
AT once, jewelry and optical business in Iowaa town, 4000 county seat. Invoice about $1800." 98," care keystone.
VMALL, but prosperous, jewelry and repairingU business. Livest town In Georgia ; 1500all modern enterprises and backed by 8 best coun-ties in State. No competition of consequenceiti 40 miles; very little in 100. $300, possibly less,will buy. Full particulars to those who request,with stamped, self-addressed envelope. J81111Harris, Box 80, Thomson, Ga. 
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business. (Modbench work and optical trade. Locationamong the best ; low rent. Price about $2600.Failing health the cause. Address to S. Meyer,414 E Twelfth St Los Angeles; Cal.
I A RGEST and beat located jewelry store in Wis-u consin city of :too. Opportunity must be seento be fully appreciated. About. 42500 required.Address, " F 82," care Keystone. 
NEW stoek of jewelry, stationery, news, etc., in11 the best city of its diZO in the State of Wisconsin—about 3000 pop. Fine farming community.Will inventory about $1500 to $2000. Terms cash." P 76," care Keystone.

BUYS well-ntablisbed jewelry and opticalbusiness. Pop. 2700. Rent cheap. Goodreason for selling. A ddress," State Street Jeweler,"Pox 30, Henkel), Ohio. 
VFOCK and ft xtures of an old-established jewelrystore. Clean stock, good rim of repairing.heath,reason for selling. For part hailers address,Mrs. Ada Esterie, Bardstowu, Ky.
A LOT of watchmakers' tools, including lathe.11 Send 2-cent stamp for photo. of lot and takeyour pick. Clay Henry, Portsmouth, Ohio.
TRIAL case, Audomair, almost 110W, 35 pairs1 ophericals ; all conipiete. Cost $60; sell at$42.50. Dreher, 42 Church St., New Haven, Conn.VINE jewelry and stationery busiumess. Best townC in Wyoming. Big business last year. Inspec-ion. " H 99," care Keystone.
RENEVA Optical Co.'s trial case used 2 months,Cost$65; sell for$25. Schou! & May, Atlanta, Ga.EWELRY stock and fixtures. Only stock intown of 1000 pop., surrounded by best farmingcountry. neaten' for selling, poor health. H. A.iron, Syracuse, Nebr.
ARLIE watch sign, 36 inches diameter, wood ; 46.Heisterman & &oilman, Germantown, Ohio.

$1000

I ARGE Swiss regulator, glass front watch rack,Li watchmaker's bench, treadle wheel, chest of 6drawers, Columbia graphoplione, with records.Cheap for cash or diamond. "Jeweler," 72 NorthMain Street, Providence, It. I. 
pAYING jewelry stand, 30 years old, iii Wash-1 ington, D. C. Will sell at bargain. We have2 stores. Address, " F. & C.," 406% Ninth Street,N. W., Washington, D. C. 

$5000 BUYS jewelry business, stock, fixtures,material. Mostly new stock, alone worthmuch more. Repairing department pays expenses.Reason, sickness. Ad., P. 0. box 590, Buffalo, N.Y.'I1RUG and jewelry store in good seashore town—" the only one in town. " 11 113," care Keystone.
flPIITHALMOMETER, Satterlee model, good as1/ new ; $3.5. $600 worth of up-to-date jewelers'tools and material for 6300. " W 120," careKeystone.

PROSS retino-okiarecter, $25 ; good as new.U Thorington sklascopo included. " II ma,"care Keystone. 

RAYING jewelry business, established 80 years,I in good city In Michigan. Stock clean and onechance in a lifetime for practical man. City 5000anti no competition. " L 104," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
A GOOD investment. An opportunity in now
Li offered to buy a well advertised and paying
jewelry business in the best and most prosperous
mfg. city in Michigan. Location fine and rent
reasonable. Business established 10 years. Books
are open to show what we are doing. Invoices
$7200. Address, "S 217," care Keystone.

fiNE hanging Waterbury regulator with sweep
u second hand ; 1 Cary tire-proof safe ; 1 outside
standing show case, with motor table inside 2
angle lamps ; 1 Morgan & Wright vulcanizer, with
single tube attachment. W. S. Warner, Austin, Pa.

IEWELRY and optical business about $1800.
" Established 18 years. D. L. Nielsen, Ver-
million, Ohio.

fiLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical store.
U County seat, with golf grounds and race track
adjacent. Pop. 3000. Fine run of bench work
—repairing pays all expenses. Fine chance for
good man. Good reason for selling. R. 0. Hesse,
Wheaton, III.

RARE chance. Established business. A fine,
II selected stock of jewelry and latest up-to-date
fixtures in a live Western town of 8000 inhabitants.
IVill invoice about $3700. Other business, reason
for selling. Full particulars given on application.
Don't fail to investigate. " H 180," care Keystone.

AMERICAN-MADE balanoe staffil, 7 jewel grade,
It $1.00 ; 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per dozen. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
DIVETT lathe, steel bed, 10-chuck combination,
11 new, never been placed on the bench. Price,
$25, C. 0. D. with privilege of examination.
Clarence H. Brown, jeweler, 270 Middle Street,
Portland, Me. 
IEWELRY store, carrying cigars, confectionery,
u periodicals, school supplies, sporting goods,
toys and fancy goods. Located 13 years. Receipts,
last year, $6000. Reason, want to retire. Invoice
from $1500 to $2000. Address, J. T. Welton,
Evanston, Ill. 
rXCELLENT opportunity to buy out a 20 years'
V established jewelry store in suburbs of Phila-
delphia with 9000 inhabitants. Good chance.
Bench work $25 week. No other optical store in
town. Will reduce stock to snit. Good reason
for selling Answer at once. "G 61," care Keystone.
RIG-PAYING jewelry store in booming town
LI over 2000. Invoice about $900. Can reduce
to suit purchaser. Low rent, in fine store room.
Very opposition. Nelson & Wynn, Wapello,Io 

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store. Best
" location in this mfg. city of 30,000. Reason
for selling, ill health. Write for particulars.
C. H. Helvey, Hamilton, Ohio. 
TEWELRY and optical business, $1500. Pop.

1500; one other store. If you want a bargain
investigate. " Jeweler," box 18, Metropolis, Ill 
A PAYING retail jewelry business ; everything
11 new. Reason for selling, failing health.
Address, William Doering, Syracuse, Ind.
RPPORTUNITY. Well-established jewelry bust-
y ness, modern fixtures, 2-story brick building.
Slight opposition. Good reason for disposing. A
bargain and terms. Chr. Jensen, Beresford,
GOOD, clean stock of jewelry, musical inane-
menta and stationery, located in the best town

in Western Colorado. Pop. 5000. Stock will
invoice between $5000 and $6000. A good thing
for the right man. Only cash will be considered.
Address, Box 96, Grand Junction, Colo.
rSTABLISHED jewelry business. Finest fitted
u up store in best of locations in one of the best
Western New York cities, 23,000 pop. Stock and
fixtures staple and new, will invoice $5500, for
$2750 cash. Don't write unless you mean business
and have the ready cash. Will reduce if neces-
sary. " R 71," care Keystone. 
jEWELRY store in Maryland town, 3500 inhab-
u Rants. Business pays well—repair work alone
$1000 per year. Invoice $2500. This will bear
investigation. No run down stock. Plenty fish,
oysters, crabs and fruit. " B 115," care Keystone,
rSTABLISHED 40 years. Complete stock of
X, jewelry, material, etc. A good, clean stock
about $2000. Regulator, test case, bench and
some tools. Reason for selling, proprietor just
died. Town 3000, Address, 1'. A. Clemmer,
administrator, Cresco, Iowa.
RRANDFATHER clocks. Few very fine speci-
u mens in original state ; few old English bracket
clocks ; old silver and plateau guaranteed genuine.
Particulars photo., with London refs. from R. F.
Mason (certificated watchmaker B. H. I., London),
4 Queen Street, )3arnoley, Yorkshire, England. 

ROLE jewels, 75c. a dozen ; American-made.
11 Can follow any instruction on you part as to
the size of holes. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BAYING jewelry business in New England Illfg.
1 town. Fine location, clean stock-; bench work
will more than pay all expenses. Competition
light. Poor health. " S 214," care Keystone.
PHEAP, 1x2 Moseley caliper rest; good condition.
✓ J. R. Hauschildt, Eskridge, Kane 

$55fin CASH will buy the stock and fixtures ofuu a well-established, splendid-paying and
leading jewelry store in a flourishing agricultural
town of 4500 inhabitants in central California.
Best location in town. Don't investigate unless
you can pay, and the above price. $1400 diamonds
were bought before the raise. Reason for Belling,
made enough will retire " R 61," care Keystone.

AT once, jewelry stock and fixtures in good
It Minnesota farming country ; towg of 2500.
Invoice about $2500 ; can reduce. Reason for
selling, poor health. " B 98," care Keystone. 
STABLISHED jewelry business in a booming

✓ Illinois town of 5500 pop.; steadily growing.
Stock will invoice $1500; elegant fixtures ; good
location. Cause of selling, other business. Not
a dollar's worth of old stock. "D 71," care
Keystone. 
rATON-GLOVER engraving machine, with Jew-
11 eters' outfit, cheap. Hartman & Correll, 103
N. Seventh St., Allentown, Pa. 

poLLER. jewels, 25 cents a dozen (quality fair).
ur W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
THIS HEADS  PER WORD.

AN Orient quadricycle, 214 horse-power gasoline,
11 perfect condition, ensmel first-class. Will sell
for $400 cash, or trade for diamonds, plain gold
rings or watches. Address, Burns & Chooser,
Coshocton, Ohio. 
VECOND-HAND trial case. Want bicycle.

• 

A. M. Grinnell, Black Earth, Wis.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 
ACRE farm in exchange for stock of jewelry.

uu M. Cramer, Effingham, Ill.

(NE Mosier safe, good condition ; size 46 x 36.
U 1 watchmakers' bench for 2 workmen. What
have you? J. A. Barr, Logan, Iowa.

PAIR English beagle hounds for shotgun or
a repeating rifle. S. 0. Spence, Madrid, Iowa.

IOHNSTON dioptric eyemeter. Andrew Wilson,
Onaga, Kans.

TWO fine Swiss regulators ; movements are Jew-eled. Cost. $250. (Inc Moseley lathe No. 2 in
good shape ; countershaft ; grandfather clock,
good order. Will trade for anything opt Mal or
good shotgun. " A. It. P.," No. 3 McDermott St.,
Torrington, Conn.

No. 2 caligmph typewriter, good condition ; 125copies of KEYSTONE; 9-inch screw-cutting
Star lathe, perfect order. C. D. Quisenberry,
Orange, Va.

cl ACRE fruit and chicken farm near Buffalo.
Ili Good market, Pan-American. For general
Jewelry stock. Box 61, Derby, N. Y.

ROOD sliderest, bezel chuck and universal face
U plate for No. 2 Moseley. Lee Tiusley, Harlan,
Iowa.

IN prosperous Kansas, nice city residence sur-
I rounded. by 6 acres, grass, garden, trees, adja-
cent to fine fishing and hunting grounds—an
Ideal chicken ranch—for a complete jewelry store.
Peter Miller, Kingman, Kans.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

AT Defiance, Ohio, ((Id jewelry stand for rent in
/I a brick block, rented to express office.
Town of 10,000; only 2 jewelers. Rent, $10 per
month. Address, A. D. Schlientz.

PO you want a mainspring that never sets, that
Ii seldom breaks and at a reasonable price? That
Is what you get when you buy Triple Alliance
springs,$1.17 a dozen. W.C. Bonney, K coke k, Iowa.

PESIRABLE jewelry store room for rent in town
if of 15,000. Only 1 other first-class jeweler in
the city. My building occupied by jeweler for 6
years past. Location unexcelled. Rental, 8420
per year. Apply to R. W. Cash, Hannibal, Mo. 

11NE, 2 or 3 State Street windows, upper floor.
1' Watchmaker pref. Address, Charles T. Cuuy,
78 State Street, Chicago.

WANTED, to correspond with a man experienced
11 in the manufacture of collar buttons. C. E.
Bell, Terra Alta, W. Va.

I CAN turn your Swiss staffs cheaper in my shop

• 

than you can in yours
' 
say from 25e. up. Send

old stafifor sample. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

THE alternate double winking eye ; the wonder
1 of the century for octtlist or optician. You
never saw one like it ; illuminates at night beau-
tifully ; only 1 for every town ; half price to all
our graduates. It is to your interest to write at
once. Our correspondence course is well known.
Address, Golden Cross Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Clinic, 257 W. Madison Street, Chicago.

PO you use jewels? Does price and quality cut
U any figure? If so, write to W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VEND your jewelry repairs to II. Parr, mfg. jew-
eler and diamond setter. Lowest prices for

good work. 407 Felix Street, St. Joseph, mo.

TILE Elgin Watch Repairing School has sonic
1 special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low terms. Address, for information, the
Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do

• 

your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-
" pairing? Can replace any part of a case,
G. F.Wadoworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

RALANCE staffs fitted, 50 cents. D. H. Prevent,
✓ Danville, Ky.

PO you wish to become an expert optician I We
I) have a complete correspondence course. Special
inducements this month. Prospectus and further
particulars. Ad., Golden Cross Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat Clinic, 257 W. Madison St , Chicago.

('OLD and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,
11 engine-turning, everything in the lino of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
(smiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.

VEND $1 for 10 (blank aluminum) door plates,
U inches thick. Charles A. Stahl, Jr., Pine Street,
Providence, R. I.

A PROMINENT Chicago engraver will, in con-
!" nection with his regular engraving business,
devote proper time and attention to 1 or 2 scholars.
Better inducements and more practical training
than regular engraving schools. Ad.," X. Y. Z.,"
room 811 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

VEND your work to John Woollen, expert watch-
u maker for the trade ; fine watch repairing, de-
magnetizing, etc. Mall orders promptly attended
to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago. 

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
11 every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, everything
containing gold and silver. Fine gold, silver,
copper for sale. .1. L. Clark (established 187(i),
727 Sammie Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by
mail or express ; prompt attention given.

RAVE you an old English watch case you want
11 changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

THE Elgin Horological School is the oldest andmost reliable school for watchmakers in the
country. We teach watch repairing, engraving
and optics in a thoroughly practical manner.
Write for catalogue. Elgin, Ill.

--•-•--

Display advers.,1112.60 per Inch per column
Smallest Myer. Inserted, one inch.

COATS of ARMS
ENGRAVED IN THE MOST
ARTISTIC AND CORRECT
WAY ONLY
FOR SIGNET RINGS

ADAM PI ETZ
1530 CiirsTslirr ST

PHILADELPHIA

PEARLS BFGORUGCHATSH

We are dealers in A inerieati l'earls and Slugs,
and are always ready to make Cash Oftil's in

large and small lots. Bank and trade references.
  Established 1880. 

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN de CO.
3 Maiden Lattio . Now York

Kingman, Kans., May 9, tem,

As an advertising medium THE
KEYSTONE can't be beat, and I have
had a hundred letters of inquiry as ii
result of my small notice in your
paper.

PETER MILLER.

It is easy if you
use

JEWELERS'
FRIEND.

File marks re-
MoVed from Gold
Band Itings,Silver
Watch (ases,
Spoons, etc., in
less than half the
time usually em-
ployed.
Just what is

needed after hard
soldering. Ready
prepared, price,
25 Cts. Sold by
Jobbers.

A. W. THOMA,
311r.,

311iieral

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.
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$12.00
per iy„, dozen

including nickel display stand
Extra Batteries, 25c.

Sample to Jewelers, prepaid, on
receipt of $2.00 ALL BRASS NICKELED 1%-.j.,

r̀COIV1EAD SEA,?CH LIC4-111*'
You cart pick It up at any time, and by simply

pressing button, light up any object within ..
fitty feet. Petalls at $3.00. New batteries ,•.,25c. Can be sexily inserted. Each buttery ,
can be uto..il several hundred times. Samplu
bent prepaid on receipt of ba.00. COMEAU '
MFG. CO., Buffalo. N.Y.

ELK TEETH
at wholesale prices to Manufacturing Jewelers. Sent on selection, 10 to 300 as wanted, to responsibleparties. Gathered of the I odious. Becoming scarce. Will buy quantities also.

INDIAN BEAD WORK AND WEAPONSat wholesale to Curio Dealers, Sim's, Apaelies, A rapaluie, Cress, rhippewas, ries Mexican Drawtt work,Leather (loads and Indian Baskets, Minerals, Fossils and Shells. Wholesale price.lists free :Retail Catalogue 5 cents.
L. W. STILLWELL, Deadwood, S. Dak.

Earnings on
Engraving

are an important part of the jeweler's in-
come. If you do not engrave there are
dollars for you in every page of the

Hand-Book of
Letter and Ornamental
Engraving on Metal and Wood

by Cellini, Jr., and

Pivots and Pivoting
by The Lightning Pivoter

Both in one volume, which contains 104 pages,
giving practical instructions in the art of metal
and wood engraving and pivoting. It also con-
tains useful formulas for the watchmaker. Price,
postpaid,
the world.

50 Cents ( 2s. 1d.), to all parts of

THE KEYSTONE
19th & Brown Streets

Philadelphia, U.S.A.

The increasing demand for a better article in
our SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to make a higher grade. We have
decided to put 2 5 cents a dozen more gold (not
work) on them. That amount of gold per dozen
will make them worth double the value of the
present standard R. P. buttons. We also pro-
pose to continue the present standard grade at
the regular price cf $1.24 per dozen.

The new button will be carded on celluloid,
which will enable the dealer to keep them in a
more presentable shape, no matter how long
you keep them in the show case or window.
In addition to this every button will be espe-
pecially examined by an expert, and we guar-
antee each and every button to be as repre-
sented. Price to Trade. $1.50 per dozen.
Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS are

of Excellent Quality and Finish.
ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

0.W.YOUNG & CO., Mfrs., 128 State SLChicago

PUBLIC SALE—
ON THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1901,

at the Cooper House, West King Street,
Lancaster, Pa., will be offered at public
sale, about 8 tons of printed stock, and
about 123 electro plates, size fixiW, for
a watch and watchmakers' tool, material
and findings catalogue, printed and pub-
lished for the late assigned firm of Ezra
F. Bowman & Co. The property con-
sists of printed and illustrated matter of
a high character, but the publication is
incomplete. This matter was prepared
especially for a watchmakers' material,
tool and findings catalogue, and it will
be offered as a whole or in part to suit
purchasers. Any further Information
can be had by applying to the under-
signed assignee, or to his attorney.
The above will be sold to the highest

and best bidder. Samples of the printed
matter can be had on application and an
inspection of the material is invited.
Sale to commence at 2 P. at., on Thurs-

day, June no, 1901, when attendance will
be given and terms made known by

L. C. REISNER,
Assignee of Uzra F. Bowman & co.

W. U. HENSEL, Attorney.
SAMM MATT FRIDAY, Auct.

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F.C.KLEIN & BRO.
State Street, CHICAGO.

Ateam
Lapidary.

blAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

OPHTHALMIC LENSES, By Charles F. Prentice, M.E.
This book contains a revised edition of all of the original papers of this noted investigator.

In their revised form, with the addition of recent research, these standard papers are of increased
value. Combined for the first time in one volume, they are the greatest compilation 011 t 110 subject
of lenses extant. Bound in cloth and contains over 200 pages, with 110 original diagrams.

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of 51.50 (es. 3d.)
Published by THE KEYSTONE, loth & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Jewelry 
Auctioneer

E. R. TYLER
Room 306-103 State Street

CHICAGO

I am a practical auctioneer of ex-
perience a n d honest methods.
All my sales are conducted on
purely business principles.
treat all correspondence confiden-
tially, and promptly answer all
letters. I shall be pleased to have
you drop me a line if this inter-
ests you.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf Pins,Studs and lace Pins.
The most practical and only adjustable one
Invented. Price, $11.50 per doz. For sale by all
wholesale jewelers and material houses. Sample by
mail, 25c. ; In so K. gold, 75c. ; 14 K., $1.00.
M.CROHN, mk....tin.ir., 48 & 50 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

The Watch 
Adjuster's 
Manual

A Complete and Practical Guide for Watchmakers
in Adjusting Watches and Chronometers for
lsochronism, Position, Heat and Cold
By CHARLES EDGAR FRITTS (" Excelsior ") author of " Practical Hints onWatch Repairing ; " " Practical Treatise on Balance Spring ; "

" Electricity and Magnetism for Watchmakers ;" etc., etc.

HIS well-known work is now recognized as the standard au-
thority on the adjustments and kindred subjects, both here and
in England. It contains an exhaustive consideration of the
various theories proposed, the mechanical principles on which

the adjustments are based, and the different methods followed in actual
practice, giving all that is publicly known in the trade, with a large
amount of entirely new practical matter not to be found elsewhere,
obtained from the best manufacturers and workmen, as well as from
the author's own studies and experiences. Former price, $3.50.

Sent, postpaid, to all parts of the world
on receipt of $2.50 (10/5)

The Keystone, (Sole Agent)
19th it Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Jewelers' Realizer
AUCTIONS
PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED
FOR
ESTABLISHED
JEWELERS
ONLY.

References from
jewelers all over
the United States
on application, or
write any whole-
sale jewelryhouse
in Kansas City, as
all of them know
me and my ability
well. If thinking
of a sale, drop me
a line.

D. 0. Herndon Jewelers'R Iiea zer
Office, 505 New York Life Building

TELEPHONE 2341. KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE NEW CENTURY No. 4
EATONINGLE ENGRAVING MACHINE

'Which is shown for the first time at our Pan-American Exhibit, has more points of superiority

than can be enumerated here, but we mention a few of them.

The Graver has
Stationary,
Rotary and
Angular Adjustments
Features not possessed by any other
machine ever made.

A New Cane and Umbrella
Holder, with entirely new and
rapid adjustments.

New Hollowware Holder

Work Always in Sight

Easy and Quick Adjust=
mentforChanging Size
of Letters

Superb Finish, as follows:
Style A—Half Nickel and Enamel,

on Iron Stand.

Style B—Full Polished Nickel ; Gol-
den Oak Cabinet with type slides
and Drawer for Attachments.

Style C—Same Cabinet as B, but
entire machine is Antique Cop=
per finish, very rich and beautiful.

This Machine cannot be equaled. It is the finest and best Engraving

Machine ever presented to the trade. It will be sold on our usual easy monthly payment plan of

$5.00 or $1o.00 per month, the first payment being $io.00 in either case. For style B and C the

first payment will be a little higher.
Of course you would like to see samples of the work the machine can 

produce, before placing

your order—everyone does. We take pleasure in doing this for all who 
request it.

Don't forget that we are at the PAN-AMERICA EXPOSITION, 
Graphic Arts Building,

Section 8, NORTHWEST CORNER.
Cut out this announcement and present it to our attendants and you 

will receive a handsome

souvenir engraved especially for you.

The Eaton 0 Glover Company
87 Nassau Street, NEW YORKLONDON ADDRESS

5 Bradford Ave., Red Cross St.,
London, E. C.



12-00
per dozen

oi.1,1 display S1:111.1
tra Batteries, 25c.
i...1.•,.•h•r., prepaid, iii

fl.".11,1 .-12.011

sIze
as.% x IA"

ALL BRASS NICKELED

CONIEAD SEAPCH LICHT
You can pick R up at my time, and by simply

pressing button, light up any object within
flay feet. Retails at $3.00. New batteries
2,5c. Can be cagily Inserted. Bach battery
can be Lind several hundred times. Sample
sent prepaid on receipt of $2.00. COMEAD
MFO. CO., Buffalo, N.V.

ELK TEETH
lirii.i.s tii Nlantifacturing Jewelers. Sitit ii lo to :MO as wattled, to responsiblei l l .1 .,r ll ie Indians. Becoming ,rarre. 11 ill hily UIuIljIi. also.

INDIAN BEAD WORK AND WEAPONS
A i. h.-. 11.,i1'1111 1/111W11 Work,1..m1114.1. :111,1 Indian Ititskets, )1 mi., aT, IHissits and :shells, Wholesale price-lists free:Retail Catalogue 5 cents.

L. W. Sl'ILLWELL, Deadwood, S. Oak.

Earnings on
Engraving

are an important part of the jeweler's in-
come. If you do not engrave there are
dollars for you in every page of the

Hand-Book of
Letter and Ornamental
Engraving on Metal and Wood

by Cellini, Jr., and

Pivots and Pivoting
by The Lightning Pivoter

11.01 ill N'.0111 111e, Which .41111:1111S 101 pages,
gii ing praetical instructions in t art Of metal
awl engraving :mil piveting. It al.,.
tains useful formulas for the watchmaker ,

50 Cents (25.1d.), to all 1,1 i 4
I he

THE KEYSTONE
Brown Streets

Philadelphia, U.S.A.

The increasing demand for a better article in
our SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to make a higher grade. We have
decided to put 25 cents a dozen more gold (not
work) on them. That amount of gold per dozen
will niake them worth double the value of the
present standard K. P. buttons. We also pro-
pose to continue the present standard grade at
the regular price cf $1.25 per dozen.

The new button will be carded on celluloid,
which will enable the dealer to keep them in a
more presentable shape, no matter how long
you keep them in the show case or window.
In addition to this every button will be cape-
pecially examined by an expert, and we guar-
antee each and every button to be as repre-
sented. Price to Trade. $1.50 per dozen.
Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS ore

of Excellent Quality and Finish.
ORDER FROM YOTiR J011111:11

0.W.YOUNG & CO., Mfrs., 126 State St. Chicago

pUBL1C SALE—

ON THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1901,

at the Cooper House, West King Street,
Lancaster, Pa., will be offered at public
sale, about 8 tons of printed stock, and
about 023 electro plates, size 8xio%,, for
a watch and watchmakers' tool, material
and findings catalogue, printed and pub-
lished for the late assigned firm of Ezra
1. Bowman & Co. The property con-
sists of printed and illustrated matter of
a high character, but the publication is
incomplete. This matter was prepared
especially for a watchmakers' material,
tool and findings catalogue, and it will
be offered as a whole or in part to suit
Purchasers. Any further information
can be had by applying to the under-
signed assignee, or to his attorney.
The above will be sold to the highest

and best bidder. Samples of the printed
matter can be had on application and an
inspection of the material is invited.
Sale to commence at 2 P. 111., on Thurs-

day, June 20, 0901, when attendance will
be given and terms made known by

L. C. REISNER,
Assignee of gzra F. Bowman & Co.

W 1. limIsEL, Attorney.
:LN 'I 'I MATT FRIDAY, Amt.

F. C. KLLIN EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
State Street, CHICAGO.

:Ream
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

OPHTHALMIC LENSES, By Charles F. Prentice, M.E.
This revi,i1 iit zill ■.r tile iiriginal papers id. I hi,

In their no form, 'oh In additio. ;■.,
value. 1 'mil bitted fiir the first 111111 III 1/111. viilutne, they are tile greatest IIIII(IiIIII.II iit [lie snider'
of lenses, 1'). hint. hound in cloth and emit:tins over 200 pages, will' I In original diagrams.

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of $1.50 (6s. 3d.)
Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Jewelry 
Auctioneer

E. R. TYLER
Room 306-103 State Street

CHICAGO

I am a practical auctioneer of ex-
perience a n d honest methods.
All my sales are conducted on
purely business principles. I
treat all correspondence confiden-
tially, and promptly answer all
letters. I shall be pleased to have
you drop me a line if this inter-
ests you.

The Crohn Patent Safety Cuard.

For Scarf Pins,Studs and lace Pins.The most pi:laical and only adjustable one
invented. Price, $1.5o per doz. For sale by all
wholesale jewelers and material houses. Sample bymail, 25C, ; in zo K. gold, 75c. ; 74 K., $1.0o.
M.cROHN, mkr.Ain.tr.,48& 50 Malden Lane, N.Y.

The Watch 
Adjuster's 
Manual

A Complete and Practical Guide for Watchmakers
in Adjusting Watches and Chronometers for
Isochronism, Position, Heat and Cold
By CHARLES EDGAR FRITTS (" Excelsior ") author of " Practical Hints on

Watch Repairing ; " " Practical Treatise on Balance Spring;"
" Electricity and Magnetism for Watchmakers ;" etc., etc.

Ti-Z.(fL;1■

I ITS well-known work is now recognized as the standard au-
thority on the adjustments and kindred subjects, both here and
in England. It contains an exhaustive consideration of the
various theories proposed, the mechanical principles on which

the adjustments are based, and the different methods followed in actual
practice, giving all that is publicly known in the trade, with a large
amount of entirely new practical matter not to be found elsewhere,
obtained from the best manufacturers and workmen, as well as from
the author's own studies and experiences. 1,-(Q-tiler price, $3.50.

Sent, postpaid, to all parts of the world
on receipt of $2.50 (10/5)

The Keystone, (Sole Agent)
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Jewelers' Realizer

D. 0. Herndon,

AUCTIONS
PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED
FOR
ESTABLISHED
JEWELERS
ONLY.

References from
jewelers all over
the United States
on application, or
write any whole-
sale jewelry house
in Kansas City, as
all of them know
me and my ability
well. If thinking
of a sale, drop me
a line.

Jewelers'
Realizer

Office, 505 New York Life Building

TELEPHONE 2341., KANSAS CITY, MO.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

THE NEW CENTURY No. 4
EATONINGLI ENGRAVING MACHINE

Which is shown for the first time at our Pan-American Exhibit, has more points of superiority

than can be enumerated here, but we mention a few of them.

The Graver has
Stationary,
Rotary and
Angular Adjustments
Features not possessed by any other
machine ever made.

A New Cane and Umbrella
Holder, with entirely new and

rapid adjustments.

New Hollowware Holder

Work Always in Sight

Easy and Quick Adjust-
ment for Changing Size
of Letters

Superb Finish, as follows:
Style A—Half Nickel and Enamel,

on Iron Stand.

Style B—Full Polished Nickel ; Gol-
den Oak Cabinet with type slides •
and Drawer for Attachments.

Style C—Same Cabinct a!-; 11, but
entire machine is Antique Cop=
per finish, very rich and beautiful.

This Machine cannot be equaled. It is the finest and best Engravino-

Machine ever presented to the trade. It will be sold on our usual easy monthly payment plan of

$5.00 or $to.00 per month, the first payment being $to.00 in either case. 
For style B and C the

first payment will be a little higher.
Of course you would like to see samples of the work the machine can 

produce, before placing

your order—everyone does. We take pleasure in doing this for all who 
request it.

Don't forget that we :ire at the PAN-AMERICAN 
EXPOSITION, (;raphic Arts Building,

Section 8, NORTHWEST CORNER.
Cut out this announcement and present it to our attendants and you 

will receive a handsome

souvenir engraved especially for you.

The Eaton 0 Glover Company
LONDON ADDRESS 87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

5 Bradford Ave., Red Cross St.,
London, E. C.



A Newspaperman's Tribute to the Honesty of
the Jas. BOSS Guarantee

In the Windom, Minn., " Reporter " of May 9, 1901, appeared the following from a member
of the staff of that journal:

During my life I have heard of a good
many corporitions giving. a warranty xvith
their goods, but Imve never until recently
known of one coming up to the scratch,
admitting the corn and making-good their
agreement when it cost them anything to
do it. Usually they vi1l sell their goods
on time and give a warranty, but when
the collecticm of the note comes they find
themselves up against a row with some
body for a defective machine or instru-
ment. When these big concerns have to
make a warranty good they generally do
so ;titer the Supreme Court says they
must, and then do so with a sigh of in-
justice.

S7:11:411.61/A71 /eY, t: .STOCK $,7,300, 000.

But that isn't the way with The Key-
stone Watch Case Company, of Philadel-

t 
plda. Some fifteen years ago I bought of

! .C. A. Ludden, when C. J. Odell was his
je\\,.ler, a Boss filled watch case with a I,
i v.,•I a y-year warranty, relying on the Nvar--
3-;inty the company put in the case that
the gold would not wear off in twenty
years. Time trotted along at its usualr
speed and I thought nothing of it. It .
passed this mile post and that at such
speed that I hardly could count the posts,
and had it not been for a reminder Odell
put inside the case I should have forgot-
ten when I bought it and should probably
have let the years run along and never
have known that I was entitled to a new •
watch.

OFFICIAL DECLARATION OF \111 A little while ago, while comparing OF S BOSS CA4-TS MFANS
timepieces with a friend at the depot, I
discovered that the gold was wearing off
land that the metal. began to show under-

, if I . jpeath, ancl just for the fun of the thing—
. Q.11 t IS 1 0 tL. just to see if there was anything in the

warranty, I wrote to the company asking
• them what they would do in the matter,
//a (Palrail '"/expecting, of course, that I Nvould get a

bluff and that would be the end of it. But
//, air,' in due course of mail a reply came back
, / with a statement of identity to be signed

//by myself and Odell, and a request to
//O., //(2i.)/(1.//' f//send the case back to Philadelphia for

adjudication. Wherefore Clarence put my

21111 ftlitne!iti hi.l)et watch in another man's case and we fired
, .the old friend back to its daddy. After a

/7/k//////,.. •week had passed Clarence received a
• brand new case from the company to take

the place of the old one, and now I carry
the old works in a new twenty-year case,

^ "of modern make and as beautiful as the
----, yellow metal can make it.

. Now, perhaps you may think I\
that this is an advertisement, but

if so, so be it. It was such a refreshing
thing in this world of get all you can mid
keep all you get that I thought a company
that would make good its warranty with-
out a kick was entitled to a place in my
column, and so have given it.

4
ort// 1.

///,{7)/,/' (-1,7 //-1/ //`f"

/,. .

1/Pf'11/0///' pwir K:Irbai/iplwov/1/

'//1//7' 
'i 

74',/(//iir///fr.

/7i/// 01// :1 / V///. // t /VW /// /rrq

Do you, Mr. Jeweler, realize the business value to you of handling goods with so reliable a guarantee?

There's not only profit, but business-building prestige and publicity in tying to the BOSS cases.

COPYRIGHT 1901
by B THORPE PUBLISHER 19'."8, BROWN ST.5 PHIL'!

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.



Newspapermen's Tribute to the Honesty of
the Jas. BOSS Guarantee
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Do you, Mr. Jeweler, realize the business value to you of handling goods with so reliable a guarantee?

There's not only profit, but business-building prestige and publicity in tying to the BOSS cases.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

COPYRIGHT 1901
BY B. THORPE PUBLISHER 19 .̀."2, BROWN ST:5 PHIL
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SUPPLIED BY THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

New (1901) Model.

THREE=QUARTER PLATE. Stem=Wind Movements.

Named OPEN-FACE. LEVER=SET.

VERITAS—No. 214: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions;
quick train with gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape wheel ; poised
pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets, compen-
sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly
mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling
click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; plates beautifully
damaskeened ; carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby. jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train with.gold-wheels,; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion
cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric
regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work;
patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring;
damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
traidwith gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating
balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted
on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent
self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully
timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size. FULL PLATE. Stem-Wind Movements.
Named HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.
FATHER TIME : oritrgl: Lever Set .

Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (gilded settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train ;
straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-
jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; open-face
with -,,pAtetritrecoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and
finely finished throughout.

18 Size.

Name,/
FULL PLATE. Stem=Wind Movements.

HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.
B. W. RAYMOND -{ 

Htg., Lever Set. 
O. F.,
0. F., Pend. ..

} Nickel.

17 ruby jewels (gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train, straight
line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring;
micrometric regulator ; patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; care-
fully timed, and finely finished throughout.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

GENERAL OFFICES,
76 glonroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories, ELGIN, ILLIWOIS, U. S. A.
SAgCFRACISCO OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street.
(KEW YORK OFFICE,

II John Street.

SEE JOBBE,'RS' LIST FOR PRICES, OR vvRrnE, THE', COMPANY
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[ of Perfect ? Reliable Goods
THE SIGN

665

Theodore W. Foster Ic Bro. Co.
are makers of goods which are sold under this trade-mark,
and they fully guarantee all goods made by them, with a
guarantee which means that any goods not giving perfect
satisfaction will be replaced by new goods at no expense
to you.

Insist upon having goods bearing this trade-mark. It
means an increase of trade for you. Your jobber will
supply you.

LIII

1299. Vest Chain.
Full length.

2 PRIiiies

1870. Gold plate polished.
1871. " satin

large opal set.

1886. Sterling Turquoise.

1837. Engraved.
Gold front.

2903. 2902.
Turquoise Matrix Belt Pins.

Sterling Silver Mountings.
Rose finish.

Chains, Lockets, Brooches and Pins

Link Buttons, Chain Bracelets, Earrings an Hair Chain Mountings.
The patterns are new and beautiful, and the finish is bright and
snappy. All are guaranteed.

Our new pattern in Sterling Silver Toilet Goods is called the
NIGHTINGALE PATTERN, and is by far the most beautiful
pattern ever placed on the market.

Send for a catalogue illustrating this and other goods in Sterling
Silver, also new Silver Novelties.

S U 4.; 4.; 01.:4 to

FOSTE2R 46,e 100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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"17161461Movements Specially Constructed for
Exacting Railway Service

SUPPLIED BY THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

18 Size.

New 09011 Model.

THREE=QUARTER PLATE.

VERITAS—No. 214:

Stem=Wind Movements.
OPEN=FACE. LEVER-SET.

0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions;
quick train with gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape wheel ; poised
pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets, compen-
sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly
mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling
click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; plates beautifully
damaskeened ; carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train with,gpld-wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion
cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric
regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work ;
patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring;
damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating
balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted
on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent
self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully
timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size.
Nime,t
FATHER TIME:

FULL PLATE. Stem-Wind Movements.
HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.{ Mg., Lever Set.

0.F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (gilded settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train ;
straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-
jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; open-face
with otent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and
finely finished throughout.

18 Size. FULL PLATE. stem=Wind Movements.
Named 

Htg-., Lever Set. HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.
B. W. RAYMOND , 0. F., Nickel.

-( 0. F., Pend.
17 ruby jewels (gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train, straight
line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring;
micrometric regulator ; patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; care-
fully timed, and finely finished throughout.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
GENERAL OFFICES,

76 Monroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories, ELGIN, ILLIWOIS, U. S. A.
SAgsFRAWCISCO OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street.
WEW YORK OFFICE,

I John Street.

EE JOBBERS' LIST FOR PRICUS-, OR WRITE THE COMPANY

tgAlift A).06SISAVII0 NW) S Viiij t "VA eSPAINV*I
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Theodore W. Foster Ic Bro. Co.
are makers of goods which are sold under this trade-mark,
and they fully guarantee all goods made by them, with a
guarantee which means that any goods not giving perfect
satisfaction will be replaced by new goods at no expense
to you.

Insist upon having goods bearing this trade-mark. It
means an increase of trade for you. Your jobber will
supply you.
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1299. Vest Chain.
I,

2 Pictures.

1870. Gold plate polished.
1871. " " satin

Large opal set.

1886. Sterling Turquoise.

1837. Engraved.
Gold front.

2903. 2902.
Turquoise Matrix Belt Pins.

Sterling Silver Mountings.
hose finish.

Chains, Lockets, Brooches and Pins

Link Buttons, Chain Bracelets, Earrings an Hair Chain Mountings.
The patterns are new and beautiful, and the finish is bright and
snappy. All are guaranteed.

Our new pattern in Sterling Silver Toilet Goods is called the
NIGHTINGALE PATTERN, and is by far the most beautiful
pattern ever placed on the market.

Send for a catalogue illustrating this and other goods in Sterling
Silver, also new Silver Novelties.

t()

FOSTER cSe BAILEY loo Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.



No. 2 P., II
1-24th

No, Plain Drop Press.
1-54th size.

No. 2 11 Foot Press.
1-28th size.

No. 1 A Foot Press.
1-29th size.

No. 1 Screw Press.
1-35th size.

No. 2 C Power Press.
1-33d size,

HEADQUARTERS
JEWELERS' AND SILVERSMITHS'

[Send us samples of the
work which you wish to
make, with production
desired.j

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
1-4511i size.

FOR

' _

No. 8 D Power Press. No. 2 B Power Press.
1-32d size. 1-28th size.

MACHINERY
MOSSBERG ei GRANVILLE MFG. CO.

150 Nassau St., NEW YORK

No. 9 Rolling Mill.
1-150th size.

No. 2 Draw Bench.
1-125th size.

No. 5- Automatic Drop Press.
1-59th size.

No. 6 Ii Power Press, Geared.
1-43d size.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the different Exhibitions of the world

1820
1839.,

TRO
The only Medal at the World's Fair for Watch Glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

WATCH GLASSES
TheWB&C

are known to be the BEST.

Glasses

Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market.Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price.Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to buy a cheaper grade ofgoods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try theB & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The WElike glasses are in exist-ence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never heard from afterwards.
It is a good and reliable glass you want, which is the 'VT B & C

Watches and Chains Only
GOLD CASES FILLED CASES
SILVER CASES NICKEL CASES

In all the various sizes and qualities, from the smallest Jewel size to the
clumsy 18 size, in Reliable makes.

MOVEMENTS Elgin, Waltham, Hamilton and New York
Standard, in all the various grades.

CHAINS We make a Specialty of the celebrated R. F.
Simmons' Chains.

We solicit orders from the Retail Jewelry Trade.

The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches and Chains. Lancaster, Pa.
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Precision Lever. Tourbilliou Chronometer, Plain Chronometer. Karrusel Chronometer.

THEIR WORK shows 
what our students can do. These 16 size movements of the highest type . were

calculated, designed and made by them from the solid metals.
Here is expert evidence as to the character of their work:

9
MR. H. R. PLAVTNER, Director Canadian Horological Institute, Toronto, Ontario. 

PHILADELPHIA, October , 1897.

Dear Sir :—I take much pleasure, I assure you, in complimenting you on the work done by students at your Institute and submitted

in the Faneuil Watch Tool Company's Prize Competition, in which The Philadelphia Horological Society acted as judges, at its regular

monthly meeting on the 7th inst. Your pupils have been awarded first, second and third prizes, and their work is highly creditable to their

instructor in the science and art of horology. Respectfully yours, WILLIAM T. LEWIS,
President The Philadelphia Horological Society.

and the clinching evidence as to the kind of situations they hold :

MR. H. R. PLAVTNER. Dear Sir :—I have realized, after serving three years as an apprentice with a first-class house, that systematic

instruction was necessary if I hoped to become a thoroughly proficient watchmaker within a reasonable length of time, time otherwise

being sacrificed, as the modern apprenticeship is of little value when considered from a Horological standpoint.

I was convinced, after careful investigation and comparison, that the Canadian Horological Institute was far in advance of any on this

continent, and therefore I took a one-year " Improver's Course" under your instruction, and am now putting what you taught me to

practicatuse at a bench where only the finest work is required.
• I cannot speak too highly of your instruction and methods, for they have certainly proved to be of the utmost value to me.

With J. E. Caldwell A Co., Philadelphia, Pa. , Yours very respectfully, ARTI IUR K. CHATTAWAY.

THE NEW TERM BEGINS ON SEPTEMBER 2o. WRITE TO-DAY FOR CIRCULARS.

Canadian Horological Institute, 115 to 121 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.
AISC 3(z tliis page in Jut-ie IKEN8TOINI-3%



in the way of buying and selling Tools and Materials. There never was the time when it required so much per-

sistent care to detail, nor the variety and quantity of stock to conduct a successful jewelers' supply business, as at

present, and the detail is constantly increasing. Surely if we devote all of our thought and effort to one line, we

should be able to give our customer better service than houses making it a side issue only. We undoubtedly have

the largest assortment of small watch material and stock of tools in the United States, and have competent men to

fill orders from it. Promptness and fair treatment is one of our first principles.

SIZE AND PRICES OF

Gummed Paper Clock Dials

2 - inch

.40

.45

.45

.50

.50

.6o

.60

.75

.75

Assorted Dozen, 3 to To-inch, 75 cents.

Second Bits, i or per dozen, lo cents.

Calendar Dials, io or 12-inch, each, 25 cents ; per dozen, $2.25.

Prices include two keyhole washers with each dial.

Gummed Paper Clock Dials are always in demand and always ready for use.
They are a source of a neat profit to the jeweler and a pleasure to your customer when he is handed his clock
with a bright, clean dial. They are so cheap that no jeweler can afford to be without them. Order of us or your
jobber.

Novelty Leather Chain No. 15. Per dozen, 35 cents. Per dozen, by mail, 42 cents.

Novelty Leather Chain No. 17. Per dozen, so cents. Per dozen, by mail, 57 cents.

Novelty Leather
Vest Chains.
A good article that sells

at a moderate price. They
are universally worn, and
supply the want for a
cheap, safe, watch guard.
Our chains are of the best
quality, made from selec-
ted stock, and come in
assorted colors, x dozen
on an attractive advertis-
ing card.

Our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue is an immense aid to making
up orders for such goods—it is well arranged, quotes a mass of prices, and illustrates practically everything in
supplies. We send it free of charge on receipt of business card.

E. & J. SW1GART, Cincinnati, Ohio

may be a good occupation, but if you can sweep dollars into your pockets by sending your Sweeps to
us, you certainly will have a more remunerative one.

We can safely assure you better returns for your Sweeps, and submit a few reasons why you
should give us a trial:

Because—we have an up-to-date plant where every metal contained in the Sweeps is utilized.
Because—we do our own smelting under our own supervision, thereby minimizing loss and

leakage.
Because—we have satisfied hundreds of others and we know we can satisfy YOU.

Why not—send us your old gold and silver? You run no chances ; your shipment back in same
condition as received, at our expense, if our offer should not prove satisfactory.

Send us a trial shipment and be convinced.

SWEEP SMELTERS, REFINERS, ASSAYERS

OFFICE-63-65 Washington St.
WORKS-58th and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.
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ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYE-GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

'!"(MitiV(11g11 191) the Leading Features of our

569
Set with Carbuncle or

Opals, $3.25
With Doublet, $3.00

Our New Patent Interchangeable
INITIAL AND EMBLEM RING

Our entire force are skilled workmen—practical watchmakers—enabling a quick and comprehensive under-

standing of your orders insuring your receiving "just what you want,"—not "something you can make do." •

Vour Mail Orders given prompt and careful attention. The completeness of our stock, covering

all the necessities of the Watchmaker, Jeweler and Engraver, insuring promptness in filling orders. No wait-

ing until "we can get it for you."
Being practical workmen, we appreciate the fact that when you want a piece of material you want it

at once, and you want it just like the sample old piece.
If you have had trouble to get just what you want, and quickly--let us have your future orders, awl It

us show you " how to do it."

577
)4,d with Carbuncle
or I mublets, $2.75

500
Set with Turquoke

Doublets, $5.00

OPEN • CLOSED
The stone is released by the pressure of a pin point. It springs securely and firmly into placeby slight pressure on spring. THE BEST IN TERCHANGEABLE RING MADE.

581
Very Showy, Extra
Heavy, Set with 1'ar-
buncle, 88.00

527
Signet Band, Carved,
Raised Interchange-
able Initial, $5.00

Jules A.scheirn, Manufacturer
41-43 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

513
Set with Turquoise or

Doublets, $4.00

We can supply any of the Rings illustrated here with Opals at additional chargeaccording to size of Opal. Rings furnished in Roman, Bright or Rose Color.
TERMS: 6 PER CENT. 10 DAYS, 5 PER CENT. 30 DAYS

575
Set with Carbuncle or

Opals, $4.25
With Doublet, $3.50

630
Very Showy, 3-Stone,
Block Setting, $4.00

For Webster-Whitcomb or Moseley No. 2 Lathe

Prompt .ittention given to Old Gold and Silver forwarded
to us by mail or express.

Southwest Corner Halsey and Marshall Streets

Newark, N. J.

13(. SWEEPINGS OUR SPECIALTY

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts toWe Repair 
match the old ones, broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze,
Brass, Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze,
and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

A. L. Sercomb Co

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.,
ANUFACTVRER8 OF BICYCLE STAMPINGS,

CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.

Wheel turned, grooved and finished, reversible

frame, one-piece crank shaft, noiseless running fibre

roller.
Diameter of wheel, zo inches.
Weight of wheel, 40 pounds.

Total weight, 68 pounds.

New Sawdust Shaker.
You'll apprec ate this for its com-

pactness and tit lity.
By mail, 25 cents each.

•

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

Regular Bearings, .

Ball Bearings, . .

Our endeavor to make our
Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the hest key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc-
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for out
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and KeyRings
III variety.

Order Keys through your jobber,
who will furnish them at one price.

J. H. Wallnidge & Co., Box 1895.
New York, are our agents for tweezers,
Key Rings and Manicures.

This School is endorsed by all
manufacturers and first-class watch-
makers and jewelers, and teaches
everything needed in a first-class
jewelry store. Send for circular.

Eureka, Kan., May 16, 1901.
St. Louis Watchmaking School.

Gentlemen :—I.desi re toles press my thanks
for the valuable lust III ions t have recei ved
in your school, and wish 1,1 add that I had
no trouble in finding a position after lea vim;
your seli”"1. I have held lily III...Sell( po,i-
Lion over litre° 3.CarS, 1111VIT 111111 any
work which I could not ,lo. I therefore ad-
vise any young limo desirous 111 learning Hie
jewelry Iriolt, to :if fend I he SI. Louis %Vitleh-
making School, IIS his school will turn oul
only first-class workmen.

Tours 1). E. ItAm ILTON.
We boom bandrrole eltnibor lentlrounlools

Oh Illo in our °Mr,

Special Low Rotes During Summer Months.

Spectacle Miller,
with 3 cutters.

A handy t. ii ii for cutting out sur-
plus solder al hr repairing.
By mail, 50 cents each.

The unequaled success of our Perfection Chamois Watch Bag has led us to offer the

Perfection Diamond Bag. Made of fine quality, non-tarnishing chamois, silk ribbon hanger and

stitching, two pockets. Neat, durable, and valuable protection for jewels. Thousands sold. Retails at

25 cents. Write us for prices.

M. SICKLES & SONS
Manufacturers and Dealers in Everything for the Trade

726 Chestnut Street 
PHILADELPHIA



MORE
CASH
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND

SILVER

One of our Smelting and Refining Rooms

WHY WE CAN GIVE IT
Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silverconsigned to us.
If we were in the smelting and refining business exclusively, our expenses and refin-ing costs would be 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of otherrefiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY
consignments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay).

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID
in exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
24c. per dwt. for 6-karat 40c. per dwt. for 10-karat
28c. " " " 7 " 44c. " " " 11 "
32C. " " " 8 " 48c. " it 

" 12
36c. " " " 9 " 52C. " id 

" 13

Highest Market Price for Old Silver

44

56c. per dwt.
60c. "
64c. "
68c. "
72c. "

44

di

44

Send us your large consignments
Send us your small consignments

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention

for 14-karat
" 15 "
" 16
" 17
" 18

WENDELL & COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

93, 95 an 97 William Street
Near Maiden Lane

New York Established 19 Years

57 Washington Street
(New Location)

Chicago

4
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SILVER CREAM
is an honest polish. Some polishes are not.
We have been engaged in the manufacture of clean-

ing powders or nearly thirty years.
To-day we make and sell more polishes than an'

other concern in the trade.
There must be a reason for this growth, and there is.

SILVER CREAM is a preparation for cleaning silver
which is acknowledged to be the best liquid silver polish
ever produced.

People who are able to have silver want the best
polish for it.

If you are not selling SILVER CREAM, you are
not selling the best.

You cannot afford to jeopardize your silver trade by
supplying it with an inferior or injurious polish.

Write for catalogue and price-list.

J. A. WRIGHT & COMPANY
KEENE, N. H.

NEW YORK OFFICE-3 MAIDEN LANE

(.(7-
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A J CLOW

WHY NOT BB IN LINB for the Fall trade, In this Important matter of engraving? Why not start now and learn the art of Monogram and T.etter Engraving? You will be
surprised at what you ean learn from us in our three mouths' course. The Illinois college of Engraving is otrering special inducements to those who

desire to learn thls interesting and profitable kind of work.
On receipt of postal card we will send price-list of work shown on our plate in our advertisement in both the April and May KavsToN8. Send 30e. in stamps for our beautiful style sheet, 8 x 12 inches, of

which the above is a reduced copy. It is printed on plate paper and is suitable for framing. You i,epcI it.
Wo.eati also supply It complete out of ni r perfiscl cutting gravers, handled and sharpened ready to use, for 55.00. TIIPSe tools will be a revelation to you. '[hey are tempered to our order auttl s c eau

guarantee them to .nar patrons. We also put your gravers in order at 25 cents each. Cash must accompany order for both of above.
We will be glad to have you Write us fur particulars of our school, its course and terms. WE ARE °WINO SPECIAL RATES FOR MIDSUMMER COURSE IN ENGRAVING.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILLA. J. CLOW, Proprietor.
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A New Graphophone
USING ON ONE MACHINE

BOTH LARGE [GLCDYLINDERS

SMALL [P] CYLINDERS

AB Graphophone arranged for G Cylinder.

SPEED INDICATOR.

$25
This new instrument has been provided to supply

a demand which has manifested itself ever since the
large cylinder appeared. Its possessor, while having
only one instrument, costing considerably less than
any previous machine capable of using the large cylin-
der, may now enjoy a large variety of selections at the
small cost of P records, and is also enabled to avail
himself of the great volume and superior reproduction
of the Grand record, whenever desired, at no addi-
tional cost other than that of the records themselves.

Besides its other advantages, this instrument is provided with an entirely NEW featurewhich has never before appeared on any Graphophone. 'This is a dial speed indicator,which, by the position of a pointer, enables the operator to tell at a glance the speed at which the machine is running, and to adjust the speedas desired by merely moving the pointer.

This Beautiful Instrument
will be known as TYPE AB and will be equipped with a very handsome CABINET, as illustrated,

a REPRODUCER, a RECORDER. and a Price, $25.14-INCH ALUMINUM HORN.

ENTIRELY NEW STYLE
This Oraphophone is equipped with a REPRODUCER,
a 10=INCH NICKELED HORN, and a RECORDER

with which the user call make records. Power is furnished by a
spring motor, which occupies the lower part of the cabinet NVithill
vhich it is entirely hidden. The motor winds with a crank, instead
of \vith a key, as in the case of the lower-priced machines. The
main machine gear wheels are sunk into the frame, presenting a
very neat appearance.

Graphophones in all styles, from

$5 to $150.
RECORDS and all other Talking Machine

Supplies in endless variety.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST OFFICE FOR CATALOGUE 21

Columbia Phonograph Company
NEW YORK, 93 Chambers
CHICAGO, 88 Wabash Ave.
PITTSBURG, 615 Penn Ave.

LONDON, 122 Oxford Street, W.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St.
BALTIMORE, 110 East Baltimore St.
BUFFALO. 645 Main St.
BOSTON, 164 Tremont St.

PARIS, 34 Boulevard des Italiens.

ST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive St.
WASHINGTON, 919 Pennsylvania Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, 125 Geary St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 306 Nicollet Ave.

BERLIN, 65-A Friedrichstrasse.

Ask your jobber for
this label-

67 2 e
'The Trite Blue

Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass

and
beware of
imitations.

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD,
LORSCH & CO.

Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane.

PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier.

The Phenomenal Sale of this Case
Proves its Usefulness.

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once the beauty,

"IDEAL" CASE.
, It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished shelves os

same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six inches high, 
and

doors run on steel tracks.
Dimensions :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf 12 inches

wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamented

with egg and dart.

utility and cheapness of our

A BEAUTIFUL, CASE.

MADE AND SOLD BY

'Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high,
1 foot 4 inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains

and weights. Inside of case and shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship

in the knock down.

Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00:

UNION SHOW CASE CO.
FACTORY 541-545 W. Taylor Street,

Cor. Loomis Street.
167 Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Don' t
Fail
to see the

RIVETT
Tools 
at the

Pan-American
Exposition
Buffalo, N. Y.
Machinery Building
Block 42
Near the
Main Entrance

The best Tools in
the World 
Judge for yourself

fallellil Watch Tool Co.
BRIGHTON, BOSTON

MASS., U. S. A.

The New

zoth cerviturg

"L 
are 

Leaders"
from the cNEW DESIGNS made by Heimberger

‘

& Lind, the leading makers of JEWELERS' FIND-INGS, OWNAME8CTS, GALLEWIES, Etc.

" By Using Our Goods Your Goods Will Sell,"is a trite motto \ Vitil a world of meaning to wide-awakedealers.

Among the H. St L. latest new goods are a handsolneline of Bodice Buckles, Ebony Mounts, Buckles, Brooch,Hat and Scarf Pins, Metal Ornaments, Etc.

Heimberger Lind
158 Pine Street

PROVIDENCE, W. L

•

Take Advantage of the General Prosperity Now Assured
by always keeping a good variety of 

They best meet the general desire for something good and handsome at a
Our Trade

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN
AMERICA

Mark guarantees
QUALITY,
STYLE and
FINISH.

price that affords the RETAILER a good profit.
We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinementfor more than fifty years.

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES.Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from

7
M. B. BRYANT & CO' ew Y k

Maiden 
o
L
r
ane

TH E BEST Ol L is an ESSENTIAL of the best watches and the best watch work ;poor oil is injurious to both.

EZRA KELLEY'S
Ihtitst beers the

WATCH

CHRONOMETER 011CLOCK an

Standard of the World for over 70 YearsAll horologists concede its superiority ; the best horologists use no other.
All who pride themselves in their repair work or the timepieces they sell should tie to it.
It's best for the timepieces, for your reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel 0 Co., united States and Canada
General Selling Agents

31 Maiden Lane, New York
Grimshaw 0 Baxter, Sole European Agents

35 Goswell Street, London

1

222
10 K. very heavy, finely chased

Roman, Doublet and
8 Green Eyes,

$6.00 NET.

Hirsch & Oppenheimer
702 Ma.sonic 'Temple, CHICAGO

Manufacturing Jcvvelers

SPECIAL ORDER AND REPAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
Our Price-List of Repairs for the asking High Quality, Promptness, Low Price

'221;

liI ,1 ).
1,111.10,

$3.88 NET.

"Ilurry-Up Polishing Lathe
should find a place in every jewelry store in the land just upon its merits. It is
a twentieth century apparatus, and its SUPERIOR POINTS over the average
polishing lathe offered the jewelry trade are its

The " Hurry-Up Polishing Lathe
will make ten revolutions while the aver-
age lathe makes one, and that with one-
tenth the effort from the operator. The
split drill chuck is also an advantage, and
the position of the treadle on the outside, allowing the operator to avoid the
grease from the running gear of the machine, are advantages which no jeweler
who has ever used a polishing lathe of the old style can overlook. Cannot we
have your order for one to-day?

Price of Lathe, $8.00. With Polishing Fixtures Complete, $9.50

Double Speed
Split Drill Chuck
Position of Treadle

In this connection we want to emphasize the
fact that we are the Largest Manufacturing
Jewelry and Material House in the West.

We do all kinds of work that you have not time to do, such as Watch-work, Jewelry Repairing, Engraving and Diamond Setting. Gold, Silver andNickel Plating.

The 1Vleyer Jewelry Company
KANSAS CITY, MO.



l'72f

12.00
per 4 dozen

including nickel display $tand.
Extra Batteries, 25c.

Sample to .Tewelers, prepaid, on
receipt of 82.00

•0.01x,
•

ALL BRASS NICKELED

CONIEAD SEARCH LIGHT
You can pick It up at any time, and by simply spressing button, light up any object withinfifty feet. Retails at $3.00. New batteriesasc. Can be cosily Inserted. Eticli battery /can be ustd several hundred times. Samplesent prepaid on receipt of 52.00. COMEAD 'MFG. CO., Buffalo, N.Y.

JOHN WOOLLETT
Expert

Watchmaker
to the Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806

Col. Meml. Bldg.

Chicago

Constant Van Reeth
IMPORTER an

REcuTTTNG, CUTTER dREPAIRING
AND

MATCHIND
A SPECIALTY DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

509, 511 an 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

ROUGH

Send Your Repairing to Headquarters
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing
We employ none but skilled workmen, and have had 24 years'experience in this line.

Estimates Given
Also carry in stock a complete line of Materials and Findings.Orders filled from any catalogue.

J. R. STADLINGER, 617 Main St., BUFFALO, N. Y.Send for Repairing Price-List.

The Brooklyn School Qf EngravingPrepares pupils for prael b•al positions. Branches taught are Lettering and ?nEotiiigiaiii ii f illkinds on (Mid and Silverware, Copper Plate, 'Allotiograin and Address Dies. T. I Ito., IN 1101'1111 not attend the Selmol, ii.e have the most cemplete practical method kilOWn it lili ig byman. sueevss is the ri.warii to any who follow instructions gi \ 011.
William Woolsey, Principal, 431 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ALL ALeve. We have opened the eyes of all jewelersas to prices fOr new goods and desirablepatterns.
1M13L,LiAll. GOODS A SPECIALTY.

Send for selections packages.

Harris & Schuster, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane, New York

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scar ins,Stials and Lace Pins.The most practical and only adjustableoneInvented. Price, $1.o per doz. For sale by allwhnlesale jewelers and material houses. Sample bymail, 25c. ; In so K. gold, 75c. ; 14 K., P.m,
M.OROHN,lno.abotr.,48& 50 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Huston & HRH Compang
Fine and
Complicated REPAIRING

For the Trade
If you desire to gain a

reputation in your town,send
us your Old Watches and
Jewelry for Repair, also your
Engraving.

ROOM 5(19
CHAMPLAIN BUILDING CHICAGO

Photographs on Watch Dials
and Caps.
Price,
75 Cents.

Single or group
pictures.

Sample Dial,
25 Cents.

THE ELMORE CO.,
Its Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

They are taking it to the

New Rockford Watch Case Co.
Manufacturers and Refinishers of

Watch Cases, Movements and Jewelry.
NO JOB TOO HARD FOR US.

Gold, Silver and Nickel-Plating, Satin Finish-ing, Engraving and Engine-Turning.
Old English and Swiss Oases changed to fitAmerican Stem-Wind Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

The New Rockford Watch Case Co.,
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS.

jOOT.1407171i,-,

Clnpn.5t1,110
-"PftanDEnft

-

Jiere
IS a
New
Thing II

A handy tool for many
purposes.

Noiseless. Speed id
an electric motor. Easy-
roll Ii i nig as a sewing ma-
. h n. ForGrintling,Pol-
ish i lig, Drilling, etc.

$6
Can yen heat it?

Chas. H. Field
234 Chestnut St.

Providence, R. I.
U. S. A.

'send for circulars.

Foreign Agents:
American Mill Supplies
re., Lotalon,England.

Sehitehardt & Schtitte,
Cologne,Vien-

nit, Brussels, Stock-
holm, St. Petersburg.

301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO.
IMPORTERS OF PRECIOUS AND IMITATION STONES

ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS
OPALS WHITE STONESPEARLS TURQUOISEGARNETS Send for Price-List ETC.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

glaker of Fine Tools and Dies for the Trade
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm StreetsNigh-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, OHIO Monarch Engraving Blocks

OW Pfiglill and Ofiligli___Machine
This machine is designed especially to meet thedemands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and buffingwheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with perfect easespeeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economu of space reduced to the minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes forheavy jewelry work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

The increasing demand for a better article inour SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTONcaused its to make a higher grade. We havedecided to put ::5 cents a dozen more gold (notwork) on them. That amount of gold per dozenwill make them worth double the value of thepresent standard R. P. buttons. We also pro-pose to continue the present standard grade atthe regular price cf $1.25 per dozen.The new button will be carded on celluloid,which will enable the dealer to keep them in amore presentable shape, no matter how longyou keep them in the show case or window.In additions to this every button will be espe-pecially examined by an expert, and we guar-netee each and every button to be as repre-
se"ted• Price to Trade. $1.50 per dozen.Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS areof Excellent Quality and Finish.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.
0.W.YOUNG & CO., Mfrs., 128 State St.,Chleage

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
105 South Ninth Street

PHILADELPHIA

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

-

416

TI is easy if you
use

JEWELERS'
FRIEND.

File marks re-
moved from Gold
Rand Rings,Silver
Watch Cases,
Spoons, etc., In
less than half the
time usually em-
ployed.
Just what is

needed after hard
soldering. Ready
prepared, price,
25 CIIS. Sold by
jobbers.

A. W. THOMA,
Mfr.,

Mineral Point, WI,

(10(K HAIRSPRINGS

ei1111■01ROSS
ESTABLISHED1877

LARGEST HYR Of HAIRSPRINGS IN U.S.
THE CLOCK REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET,eouliOn 50 or 100 linikldol halrupringu complete, all it,,and makes. carefully arranged, full directIonv. OthInet of50,81.00; IOU. MI .'15, by mall. Same springs, nny t.iye ormake. RO ctu. per dot., 20 clo. per half 110, !item (imageIlalraprIngm of every dto.criptIon. Plsovphor Denim Hair-springs for Electrical 1 nut ru men tv, etc.Mk your Jobber for them, Cabinet...

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements.

Special (755e5 made to order in Gold and Silver for
English, Swiss anti American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-List.

Read the Price 
and then you

16 Size Hampden.
Old Model.

Nickel, 17 fine ruby jewels, in gold sett inFs,
ruby pallets, gilt beveled head screws, magnifi-
cent gilt dattnaskeeneil, Itreguet hairspring,
highly finished steel work, polished train. inter,.
meter regulator, double sunk glass ell:1111H di:11,
.i.sqtrately adjusted to temperature, isoeliimit,to
Itiol position, first quality "Dimple!' " main-
spring.

No. log. 17 jewels, Hunting or
Open-Face.

Regular Price,
Cut Price, . .

$30.00
15.00

18 Size Columbus King.
Nickel, 17 ruby ji il.i Sid in red :wind gold

raised settings, adjusted to 11,11111er:it are and,
positions, liregiiet hai rspri lig, patent center
pinion, 1/1111•11t 1,•14111111 111., lilIliiii 1111,11 InInd and
!dein-Wind 11,1111.1 1 Haft,. Iii ii ii 11i11. 11:1111111111.111-

1•11,11 11,111,1c ,11111: 1.1 VOICII 1•dnid, 1,11 marginal
r:ut , kolitaii or .1rabie, nicely llamas-

in nickel, in elegant design, Iteii I. de his
heavy hands. .\ strictly lirst-class railroad

Mailing or Dpeit-Fnee.

(.iiiiiNt1:iebbao,,t‘TlatttetitIll the Railway Kings which the

Co. put on I he market recently

for railroad two. On account of the word

" Railway " being copyrighted and in use now

b) another watch company, we bought them all

at a big sacrifice. We have changed the name

Ott the barrel bridge plate to Columbus King,
The dials will eolie in fancy eolors, plain,

double sunk or with the locomotive printed on

them.
In order to naive them gulekly, we wiil

Close them out at a snap bargain.

The regular selling price is
$
- 189..0705 not cash.Cut Price,

Read the Description
will know what to do

PRICES QUOTED ARE NET CASH

16 Size Hampden.
Old Model.

N i 1,117 line rul.y jewels, in gold settings,
ruby pallets, gilt be% it head screws, Breguet
liairspi ing, double sunk glass enamel dial,
micrometer regulator, accurately adjusted to
temperature, isochronism and position, tirst
(pant y " Hampden " maiuspring.

No. to5. 17 jewels, Hunting or
Open-Face.

$20 .0 0Regular Price, . .
Cut Price, 0.00

CLOSING OUT.
Howard, 1895, New Model, 16 and 18
Size, Open-Face, 18 Size, Hunting.

WRITE FOR CUT PRICES.
No.10 Ni,10,1, divided three-quarter plate,

17 line ruby jewels, raised gold settings, patent
regulator, i.iiiii1ii.IiSiljiilt balance, adjusted to
temperature, isoehronisin and position, poisisl
pallet, patent cannon pinion and eviller arbor
hard and tempered Itreguet hairspring, hard
and tempered steel barrel, Iliiily lti iiIiskiiIill,
double sunk dial, roller action sight cid.

We have on hand Solid Gold or Gold
Filled Cases to fit.

6 Size Columbus.
Nickel, 11 jewels, set. in red settings, patent

center pinion, line white hard enameled, black
marginal figured dial and nicely damaskeencd.

No. tot. Lever Set.
Cut Price, • • • • $4.60

Patented.

18 Size Hampden No. 47.
Hunting only.

Nickel, 17 jewels in composition settings,
Bregeut hairspring adjusted, gilded patent reg-
ulator, gilt screws, clouble sunk dial with red
marginal figures, patent venter pinion, elegant-
ly engraved and daniaskeencil, iii in hands.
Specially guaranteed to he the 1..-t timekeeper
in the world for the price.

Regular Price, • • $15. 0 0
Special Cut Price, . 9.25

18 Size Century.
Hunting and Open-Vace, made by Seth

Thomas, lever setting, 7 lowel, quick
stem-winding and set (Mg, nickel finish,

daniaskeimed, hard enameled dial, with de-
pressed seconds, lit all makes of ea,s.
latest and best .1merienii low-prieed watch
Ii ovement mad,

The New
Expanding

Bracelets.
Samples on approval by re-
tori mail.

Price, $1.88

6 Size Seth Thomas.
Nickel, 7 ,jewels, gilt and nickel damns-

keened, expansien balance, lever set. 'Made by
the Seth Thema": I', The best American-made
low-priced watch im.venielit.

No. 35. Hunting, . $3.29

6 7 2 g

18 Size Rockford.
Nickel, 15 jewels in settings, fine tempered

hairspring, Adjusted, patent center pinion,
patent regulator, compensation balance, tine
glass enameled den t& sunk dial. Mangitiitt
figured. Opeu-Face 1ffily.

No. 87. Cut Price, • $6.50

18 Size Rockford.
Gilt, 15 jewels in settings, fine tempered

hairspring, compensation balance, patent reg-
ulator, tine glass enameled sunk second dial.
Open-face only.

No. 89. Cut Price, . $4.60

16 Size Advance.
New Model.

7,jew•els, compensation balance, Breguel
hairspring, lever set, .\ mericati make.

Price,   $3.00

6 Size Hampden.
Nickel, 17 line ruby jewels, raised gold

center and i iiilI s,•It iligi, highly polished center
and 1,11.11110 ni II and eickel datintskeened.
i. 't•le• Hampden " hack action mainspring,
lines( grade hid r,pring, gilt bevel screws
threnglienit, line gilt spade bands, glass enamel
or fancy dial, adjusted to five positions and
very ;wet; ntlely timed. The best 6 SIZO watch
1/11 the market.

No. 220. Hunting.
Regular Price, . . . $15.00
Cut Price, . . • • 10.00

Patented.

-a circlet for any and all wrists.
Adjuslioile I., lit firm and ,Oilfortahle to any and all w-ristrs.31e1:11tacilde in geld, colored gold, gold tilled and silver. They will
The Carmen Adjustable Bracelet

please all ladies, misses and i hi en ; an very ornamental, and as they lit like a glove can be worn on 
all occasions. There is Inc

solder used in the coustreet ion of this bracelet, are 
very strong, and will wear longer thiattlitearnesyt (t)otlioejd• obrraacsezl,ent Jet. the market.

As it is imp o ; • this bricelet jest ice by any write up, it would be to all 
jewelers'

No. F.-291. Heavy rolled gold plate, all links 
engraved

No. E-292. Ileavy riillill gold plate, every other link 
engraved .

No. 1.-293. Heavy roiled gold plate, plain links  
140. E-294. Silver, all links engraved  
No. E-295. Silver, every other link engraved  
No. E-296. Silver, plain polished link4

No. E-297. Solid Gold, polished 
links, beaded edge 

82.82
2.82
2.82
2.82
2.82
2.82
15.98

A. C. BECKEN, 103 State St., Chicago, ill.



"800" Grade
Combining excellent quality and low price

No. I84 Eye Protector. Nickel-plated frame. Clear

white mi-coquille lenses, VA_ in. in diameter. This

new style will protect the eyes thoroughly, 
because

of size of glass and shape of nose bridge.

Ask your jobber to quote price.

T. A. WILLSON 0 CO.
114a.nufa,cturing Opticia.ns

READING, PA.

672/i

New
Up-to-Date

Tools

Patented March 26, 1901

Kreider's One-Hand Pin Vise. No. 230

No. 441

Spectacle Stake

Adjustable Ajax
Wrench

(For eyeglass
mountings)

Kendrick & Davis
LEBANON, N. H.

Pat applied for

No. 228

Jeweling and
Turning Tool

Furnished with standard
tapers

New Bedford Oil Co.'s Oils

ktikikatat

WOO.°

ABSOLarti'

For Purity
Are Unsurpassed

HIGHEST AWARD. GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

Our WATC I I and CLOCK OILS stand unrivaled in thefield of Hon Il(gical Oils, and a comparative test underall conditions will convince the most skeptical of theirsuperiority.
Absolutely Pure Jaw Oils. Positively Uniform Quality.

Unaffected by Temperature.

NEW BEDFORD OIL CO.
Boston, Mass.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
35 Maiden Lane, New York, Selling Agents

Mr. Jeweler
Our show cases are the

most attractive, most con-
venient,most durable show
case for the jeweler.
We make glass shelves,

stands, etc., too.
Write us for catalog.

HUGH LYONS
CO.

Chicago Salesroom:

238 E. Madison St.
LANSING, New York Salesroom:

MICH. 679 Broadway.

Z.L.CLINE.4I.'.

SPECIAL NOTICE
We have purchased the entire plant
and stock of Mr. Joseph Houghton,
Manchester, N. H., and are prepared
to supply the trade with the Houghton
Face-Plate, at the usual price, namely,
$8.00.
It will be known as the Houghton
Face=Plate, manufactured by

tiardinge Bros.
1036 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for our New, Complete Catalogue No. 4.

Our second offering through The Keystone

Ricketts Diamond Ba

TRADL-MARK

go as per this cut,
made with silk and has one yard of ribbon attached, also
inside pocket, and is without doubt the best Diamond and
Jewel Bag on the market.

Price, per thousand, 900, or per gross, $16.50

The RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World

JOHNSTOVVN, N. Y.Ustublishcr.c.1 1900

A New Eye Protector
READY FOR DELIVERY JULY 

FIRST



62'4

Cut Prices
on

Jewels and
Balance Staffs

for JULY ONLY

1000 dozen American-made Staffs.
1000 dozen Garnet, Sapphire and

Ruby Cock and Foot Jewels.
Our regular $1.25 per dozen quality
will be sold, during July only, at

$1.00 per dozen
No order accepted for less than one
dozen. Cash must accompany all
orders.

Your money back if not satisfied.

TIDD 0 CO.
COLUMBIANA, OHIO

Often Imitated,
Never Equaled.

Our Illuminated Silent Salesman is just thecase for displaying Sterling Silver Novelties. Ithelps sell 'em, too.
Our Show Cases, Wall Cases and Jewelers'Fittings are the best your money can buy.We have made high grade goods 37 years—don't know how to make any other kind.
Attractive, convenient, durable fixtures are anecessity to successful shopkeeping. Why notbuy the best. Can't we figure with you?

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO. L't'd

BEST IT WILL PAY YOU
PRICES
FOR
OLD
COLD
AND

SILVER

„._ 

Cl/NE ATeiv, ;;;•;,"

to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER, FILINGS,INGS, SWEEPS, HAND-WASHINGS, ETC.

IT PAYS US
to make Prompt and Honest Returns.We want your trade and wish to keep it.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
66

66

FINE GOLD AND SILVER FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED OR GRANULATED

T. B. HACSTOZ COMPANY
SMELTERS, REFINERS

AND ASSAYERS 709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia
WORKS : Riverside, Burlington Co., N. J.

22 K., 88c. per dwt.
20 K., 80c. " "
18 K., 72c. "
16 K., 64c. "
14 K., 56c. "

16

if

1,

12 K., 48c. per dwt.
10 K., 40c. "
8 K., 32c. "
6 K., 24c. "
4 K., 16c. "

Silver and Platinum at market rates.

POLISH. 

PROMPT
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD

SILVER, FILING`
SWEEPINGS

c

Limited

Cut is % size

- ,- ONE GROSS

tit

Made expressly for
CROSS & BEGUELIN, NEW YORK.

Regular assorted 1.,. to l,7,./H it,  $Gilt Bearing, ,Joint,

Gilt Spring, di 61 II 11 61 14 11

G. S. " 1.1 61 dd. 11 46 14 44

Gilt Nos.161/, and 25, Flat Joint," " " " "

G. S. 6d 1.1.' 16 61 66 46 11 11 11 11 46

Gilt Joints for Nos. 161. and 25 l'in Stems
G. s. 4 6 66 44 66 61 16 4 fi 44

Gilt Skeleton Pin Stems, a,sorted  

Discount, 6 per cent. off for cash.

e

C•1

.85 Gross
85

 85
 145

1  00
1  00
'75
75
50

"

66

16

16

41,

dd

66

N Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,
WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY,
SILVER-PLATED WARE, ETC. 17 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

.. : 
I GRO

..
,),NY Oortifre„v A SST i?l
0 R.t■NS

1/2 Doz ForWaltham 18° Oki. 1 Doz For ELGIN .18'
. ' .18' NM Y2 . . 16'

Yg . . .16* At . • . 12'

Yg . - . 12' Ye . . . 6'
i,,, . . Os

. 0' le . . Coru mbus 18'

'1/2 , . 'Hampden 18' Ye , 6`

'Ai . . . 6' Ye . ; Rockford 18'

'1/2 . . Illinois 18' 'le .
e 

6'

1/2 . . 6'
1/2 . . Seth7homas 18 '

1/2
'A

. ,
, .

HYStrindard18'
Trenton 18*

Price, $1.25 per Gross.
22 Varieties, Assorted. Made to lit all American Watches.

Set of 5 Nickel-Plated Screwdrivers. Similar to illustration.
40 cents per Set.

OME NEW GOODS FOR DAILY USE

IDEAL
Rivet Remover

A new tool,
that you CAN
REMOVE the
TIGHTEST
RIVET in a
brooch, etc.,
with ease. It
only needs a
trial to be ap-
preciated by the
trade. The tool
is held in the
vise when in
use.

Each, $1.25

CROSS & BEGUELI

The e'Jap 91 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front) ntFil

Sterling Silver and I iold-Plated

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side) Pat'd

Sterling Silver and
Gold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Solid Ckrld Pat'd

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and
quick sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimate on new work

for the trade. Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto, Manufacturing Jeweler
Rooms 1, 2 and 3, i7,V S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

=11=11■■••■•=1.6

No jewelry store
is complete
without one.

Retail Price,

$5.00

Patented Jan. 29, 1901

THE " SOUTH BEND " WATCH DEMAGNETIZER
For Alternating Current.

Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. Ilas many points of merit over all others.

Will remove all magnetism. Order from your jobber or irons

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFO. CO., South Bend, Ind.

Something NewandVery Useful

7,4a.

The advantages and uses of the Patent

Balance and Jewel Pliers arc:
Firstly—The pliers are held in the left

hand and the arm of the balance wheel is
firmly grasped by the small recess or
groove near the ends of the jaws. In the
right hand is held a pair of short, blunt
tweezers, by which the balance rim can
be manipulated up or down, according to
the requirements of the case. .

Secondly—If the balance rim is out of

its true circumference, it can be readjusted
by the extreme points of the pliers' jaws,
which are sufficiently narrow to pass be-
tween any two adjacent screws on the
balance rim.

Thirdly—The balance wheel may be
held vertically by the jaws of the pliers
grasping- the
balance a r m

thus tilo
and in this po-
sition the bal-
ance rim can
be trued. The
second go s ■ve

is to allow the rim cf any balance wheel to pAss.

Fourthly—The two circular recesses
on each side of the pliers are used to hold
roller-tables while enlarging the holes in
same, screw heads while shortening the
thread ; and the two smaller recesses are
also used to hold 18 size set jewels while
cleaning same.

Any watchmaker can readily use these
pliers to great advantage

SOLE AGENTS

Importers of Watchmakers,Henry Zimmern Si: Co., and Jewelers' Supplies

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Sole depot for the superior and well-known U.S. American 
Mainsprings.

Headquarters for Ajax Insulators.



AN ABSOLUTELY NEW IDEA FOR WATCHMAKERS
This is done by using " Our Perfect " American-made Material as shown in the Cabinet below.

55 different kinds of Balance Staffs for American-made Movements. 29 different kinds of Balance Jewels for American-made Movements.
12 different kinds of Roller Jewels.

is\p-TcH 40,
TEPOE MAF K

-6 _--e_e,HteAeo_w--_--
"OUR PERFECT  --   -

BALLANe,E STAFF PUNCHE

Our ZOO-page

Catalogue,

just out,

will be sent free

upon

application.

IN ORDERING, STATE WHAT STAKING TOOL

YOU HAVE, OR SEND PUNCH FOR SAMPLE.

Our 1901-2 703-page Catalogue, just out, will be sent free
upon application.

No Watchmaker can do work Quick and Perfect
without a set of these Punches.

Our new and complete set of Balance Staff and Pinion Punches
to fit all sizes of staffs from 000 size to 18 size. Graduated from
74 mm. to iifa mm.; corresponding to holes in Punches same as
split chucks of American lathes. Using them it is impossible to
fail. Every staff is true on balance wheel and no calliper is neces-
sary. They are made in set of to, in round and flat ; face highly
finished and finely tempered. The set also contains i Roller-Closing
Hole Punch, all put UP in neat case. .Can be furnished to fit the
following makes of staking tools : Hall's, Rivett, Kendrick & Davis
and Boley.

Price per set, as Illustrated,

Our 1901-2
700-page
Illustrated
Catalogue,
just out,
will be sent free
upon
application.

Thousands of Jewelers are using it, and no Repair
Shop is complete without it.

II Ii JI1I!I!
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HARD SOLDERING
* SOLUTION :lc
AN ANTI OXIDIZER, A PICKLE.

No. 1000.

Our Cabinet complete contains 96 bottles, all filled and labeled of—
dozen Polished American-made " Perfect " Balance Staffs,

634 " Gray finish " .4
" Ruby and Sapphire First Quality American-made " Perfect"

12 " Our " Perfect ' Roller Jewels-
33 dozen in all.

Balance Staff, High Grade, Polished, for all American Movements per dozen, $1.50" Gray finish, 41 41

Cock and Foot Jewels, It

Roller Jewels,

Cabinet shown above is made of Solid Oak, highly polished ; has 2 trays holding 96 bottles;A very fine Cabinet to hold all material of any kind.

1.25
" 1.50

.30
gross, 3.00

Price of Cabinet, with 96 bottles, $4.00

-„-.
Win Solder Gold, Gold Filled
Silver, Brass, Iron. Steel.

Nickel, Aiumnleo or
Plated articles without the

Aid of Borax.
EUREMA will Flow Gold Solder

over an Alcohol Flame.
Can use 14 k. Solder on 8 IC:

goods.
As a Pickle It will restore to

Original Color.
No Pouching Required,

PRICE, $1.00 PBR BOTTLE.
824.00 PER GRUM

For sale by

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
Silversmiths' Bldg.,

131 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

An Anti-Oxidizer Firstly
A Soldering Flux Secondly
A Pickle Thirdly!

ALL IN ONE!!

This magic solution makes
14 karat solder flow on 8 karat
gold. It will solder articles of
gold, silver, gold filled, plated,
nickel, brass, steel, etc., without
the use of borax, nor special
preparation, and requires very
little heat.
Endorsed by all who ever

tried it !
We back these statements with

our reputation, and guarantee
absolute satisfaction.

Directions for Using EUREMA.
Pour part of fluid front bottle in a

porcelain or glass jar large enough to
bold your work. heat your article
slightly and dip in solution. The coat-
ing there formed is the ANTI-OXI-

ZEIL Parts to be soldered need not
be cleaned. Apply Eurema freely to
break. Immerse solder in fluid also.
Solder in usual way. For small articles
such as spectacle frames, rings and
jewelry the heat of an alcohol flame is
sufficient. For larger and heavier work
use blowpipe. Gold solder will flow as
easily as soft solder. Can use 14 K.
solder on 8 K. goods. After soldering
drop articles in same solut lint, let it not
remain there but remove at once, rinse
in water and dry in sawdust. The
original color (ili your work will thereby
be restored and no polishing be required.

Notice these 4 Points.
1. Use plenty of fluid on your work.
2. Use little heat as possible.
3. Remove your work when soldered

from solution at once.
4. Rinse thoroughly in water.
After using EUREMA once you will

not return to the old way of soldering.

Patent applied for.

SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR ABOVE DIRECT TO

"Our Perfect" Jewelry an Diamond Cleaning Outfit
FOR YOUR RETAIL CUSTOMERS

:ilh buy one. Directions how to clean Diamonds and Jewelry accompany each outfit.

1 Sawdust Drier
The Jewelry 

• 

1 Bone Handle Brush
Outfit contains 1 Jewelry Soap

1 Chamois
Sawdust
Neat Case as per illustration.

This article will retail at from 75c. to $1.00, and will prove a good seller in any jeweler's stock.

SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR ABOVE DIRECT TOswARTcHILD 8( COMPANY 
Supply House

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO, ILL. 131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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JEWELERS CEMENT
COLORLESS-TRANSPARENT

LIQUID
AMBER

The stress of competition and the gradual
narrowing of the margin of profits is the
disturbing feature of present-day business.
Only the occasional man much more than

holds his own.
The " occasional man " is the one who

neglects no trifling detail ; who keeps an
eye open for time-saving devices.
One of these is LIQUID AMBER.
Once used, Liquid Amber is considered

indispensable on the jewelers' bench.
The cost is not worth mentioning.
Put a bottle of this cement on your next

order.
Sold by every material dealer in America.
Price, 25C.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.,
37 Maiden Lane, New York.

W holes.cale L3itributing Agents.

A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES
Your stock of Materials and Tools is probably low—neg-
lected during the rush of the busy season. We would
like the opportunity of filling a sample order from you, and
call your attention to a few of our specialties listed below.
NVe guarantee prompt service and first-class goods. We
have had twenty years'experience in filling material orders.
* "STAR" Brand American Mainsprings, extra

quality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rusttin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen ; $9.25 per gross.
Balance-Staffs made for American Movements, and American-made Cockand Foot Jewels, in settings. to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. If notsatisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.

Waltham, 0, 1, 6, 16 and 18 sizes,
mon, a, 6, 16 and 18 "
Hampden, 6, 16 and 18 "
Illinois, 6, 16 and 18 "
Columbus, 18 "
Rockford, IS "
Trenton, IS "
N. Y. Standard, 18 "
Seth Thomas, 6 and 18 "
Atlas and Sun Dial, 6 and IS

*I. STAR " Brand American Roller-
Jewels, one gross (12 dozen) nicely
assorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles, forthe leading makes of American watches.
perfect tit. Special price, complete,$2.75,or 25 cents per dozen.

Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,
75 cents and $1.25 per gross.

Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per
gross, 25 cents.

* " STAR " Brand American Long
Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12
(lozen), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,
12 bottles. for the leading makes. Price
complete,Special,$1.75 (doze11,2o cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,
American sizes, 2, 3, 4 oz., assorted, one
dozen on card, 25 cents.

Rolled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round
twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cents;
square, per dozen, 60 cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 3o cents.

Gilt Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,
per dozen, it:, cents.

65 cents dozen.
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents

American Pendant Screws, a very
handy screw for holding in stein, per
gross, well assorted, so cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass
Screws, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.

Ilascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 cts.
* STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,
in box, per gross, 75 cents.

Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch
Bows,O, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, round, assorted
on card, per dozen, $1.75 ; antique, per
dozen, $3.00.

Gold Solder (N) Brand, low karat, very
easy nowing„per dwt.,20ct5.; 6 dwt.,$1.00

Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,
in oz. sheets, per sheet. 35 cents.

Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen
nicely assorted 011 card. Per card, 90 cts.

Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars
and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,
$1. :5.

American Winding Stem Combina-
tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keys
of all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,
Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, complete
outfit ; per box, $1.00.

NW All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., Dir7o7ad1;:y, New York

Trbe

fteur-be-tie Zinc
You Need It In

Your Business

TRADE . MARK

LOOK FOR THIS TRADE-MARK. Every
chain that bears it will give perfect satisfac-
tion to the wearer. We have doubled our
business twice in the past year.

Why?
Well, there are several good reasons.

We knew that to build Up a trade quickly, we must name the
lowest prices on earth for first-class lines of goods.

That to hold that trade, the goods themselves must have merit.
Our styles are catchy and sell on sight. We make one of the

handsomest lines of slides in the business.
The finish is perfect on every chain we sell.
We are putting the results of thirty years' experience into our

goods.

Why shouldn't they win?

VEST CHAINS, DICKENS, PONIES, LORGNETTES
and CURB-CHAIN BRACELETS

FONTNEAU 0 COOK
Attleboro Falls, Mass.

$20 A Week
Watchmakers
Are Scarce

when compared with the " army " that get from
$10 to $12.
The $20 man has no troubles—no stickers or stop-
pers that come back to worry bins ; while the $so
man has troubles all the time (that's the reason he
isn't the $20 man) and in nine cases out of ten the
troubles are in the escapement.

You can be the $20 man

Our Correspondence Course will put you in
position to correct the Wi est errors possible in any
lever escapement, whether single or double roller.
The complete course, $15.
No books to buy.
Prospectus for the asking.

The U. S. School of Horology
T. J. WILKINSON

Principal

2258 North Front Street

PHILADELPHIA S. 1. LYONS
Secretary

THE W. J. JOHNSTON COMPANY
Fifth Ave. and Market St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Manufacturing Jewelers Diamond  Importers Watch Jobbers 

The extent, variety and value of the stock we carry is well known to those we do

business with, but we want it known generally. As

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS 

we have facilities and economical methods of making gold goods second to none.

In the making of Rim-Ts and fine Diamond Mountings we excel, and produce the

latest designs in all styles of. Diamond Jewelry, which in style and finish will satisfy the

most critical judge. Special designs made to order, and all work to order done quickly

and at moderate prices.
We maintain a Jewelry Repair Department in which good work rules.

DIAMOND IMPORTERS 

Notwithstanding the very extensive increase in the value of Diamonds, our business

in this line is continually increasing. Why ? Our prices on Diamonds are very much

lower than the present market rates; owing to our anticipation of the advances in prices

on Diamonds, that led us to make very extensive purchases early in the year. Our cus-

tomers will get the benefit of this advantage, with only a small profit for us.

AMERICAN WATCHES

No more complete stock of American Watches exists than what we have. We are

Wholesale Agents for Elgin and Waltham Watches and all the leading and desir-

able makes of Gold and Gold Filled Cases. We have for the coming season 
prepared

one of the most extensive lines of 14 Karat and IS Karat Cases, and Diamond 
Inlaid

Cases ever produced. Particular attention is called to our stock of New England Watches.

We are the only Selling Agents for the New England Watch Co. between Philadel-

phia in the East and Cincinnati and Chicago West. Whatever is wanted in New 
England

Watches we have.
You will profit by sending your watch orders to us. Our stock is

unequaled. Send us a trial order. If you want goods quickly, you will get them. If

you need watches that are scarce and hard to get, see if we can supply them.

MEMORANDUM PACKAGES SENT TO RESPONSIBLE
DEALERS
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INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
SUCCESSOR TO

NEW YORK

T HERE is a river of rhythm in the very sound of that magic word.
Avalon ! The island of apples—" apples of gold in pictures of silver."

The island of enchantment—the home of the fairies—the dwelling-place of the
blest—the land where King Arthur sleeps—the hallowed and beautiful spot

"Where falls not hail, or rain, or any snow,
Nor any wind blows loudly ; but it lies
Deep-meadowed, happy, fair with orchard-lawns
And bowery hollows crowned with summer sea."

The ancient town of Glastonbury, in Somersetshire, England, was once encircled bythe arms of the Brue, which formed the Isle of Avalon, the apple-island. As the geo-graphical Olympus passed into mythology as the home of the Grecian deities, so theAvalon formed by the English river became the soul-kingdom of the Celts. The magicisle was associated with the life and " passing " of King Arthur, leader of the Knights ofthe Round Table. It was in the fairyland of Avalon that his famous sword Excalibur was
"Wrought by the lonely maiden of the Lake.
Nine years she wrought it, sitting in the deeps
Upon the hidden bases of the hills."

This was the brand that the king took from the samite-clothed arm raised above thewaters of the lake—a sword well meet for such a king.
And when, after many years of valiant deeds, the Round Table Knights, man by man,had fallen in the great battle, it was towards Avalon that the wounded king was carried by" the last of all his knights," the bold Sir Bedivere. Loath indeed was the knight to obeythe dying king's command to return the treasure " of subtlest jewelry " to the waters whenceit came. . Twice he told the king he had done so, and twice the king knew he spoke nottruth, for he told of no sign. But at the third command the sword was thrown into the lake,whereupon the arm came from the water, brandished the sword thrice, and drew it intothe mere.
Then came the barge bearing the three queens who were to take the king to the island-valley of Avalon to be healed of his wound. There on the morrow Arthur died, or elsethere, as the ancient inscription declared, he but rests, " king once, and king to be," untilthe time comes when he shall once more rule. If Arthur comes back, it is, Ho, for the daysof chivalry again !
It is said that Joseph of Arimathea, who placed the Saviour in his own tomb, found aresting-place for his own body on the Isle of Avalon.
Avalon was the home of Oberon and Titania, king and queen of the fairies, and it issaid by the wise women that " the little folk " hold court there to this day.
Avalon, island no more, has always been said to be a fortunate place for a child to beborn ; for the good fairies bring to him the gift of good luck. The quaint English phrase," He was born with a silver spoon in his mouth," was first said of the Avalon children.
This is a more prosaic age than the Arthurian Epoch, and yet the love of the beautifuland the links that hold us to the mighty past still prevail. And thus the association of thename of Avalon, so full of poetic lilt and memory, with the most exquisite silverwaredesigned for those who sit at the Round Tables of to-day, is especially fitting. The graceand beauty of these designs, like that of the name and the fame of the wonderful island,have an all-pervading charm. And may this silver convey to its owners the luck of thechildren of Avalon !

0
 UR latest Sterling Silver pattern—the " Avalon "—is now completed, and the linefully illustrated and presented for your consideration in a catalogue which will beready for distribution July loth.

Nothing need be said of the graceful beauty of the design—the illustrations,which are photographic reproductions of the actual articles, will clearly exemplify the fact.It is not out of place, however, to state that the die work is very deeply and carefullyexecuted, with the result that the pattern is brought out full, round and perfect in everydetail.
In doing this it has become necessary to make all of the articles very much heavierthan pieces of like size in some other patterns. In comparing the " Avalon " with others,it would, therefore, be well to not alone take into consideration the style and character ofthe design, but also the workmanship and weight of silver used in the formation of thearticle examined.
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Changes in the War Revenue Law

THE Act of Congress of March 2, 1901,

which repeals and modifies many items in

the War Revenue law 1898, went into effect on

July 1st. We published in our June issue, page

571, the classified schedule of the changes in

order that our readers would be fully apprised

of some. In this schedule the items that re-

main unchanged, as well as the taxes that have

been repealed and modified, were published.

Under the amended Act the vexatious stamp

taxes on bank checks, express receipts, tele-

grams, money orders, leases, mortgages, notes

and other items have been entirely repealed,

while substantial reductions have been made in

others. We would advise those of our readers

who have not already made particular note of

the changes in the schedule to reperuse the list

as published in the June KEYSTONE.

New Series of Articles on the Cylinder
Escapement

IN our next issue we begin the 
publication of

a series of articles on the cylinder escape-

ment. It is unnecessary to tell our readers that

this is the escapement which they meet with in

cheap imported watches, and which often gives

great trouble to repairers. In this series the

subject is thoroughly covered, the principles

that underlie the escapement being clearly ex-

pounded, and the construction explained in

minutest detail. The text is enriched by nume-

rous illustrations.

The Three-Fold Glory of the Pan-
American Exposition

AN interesting feature of this issue of THE

KEYSTONE is a brief illustrated description

of the first comprehensive, twentieth-century

showing of the world's progress—the Pan-

American Expostion. It has been our good

fortune to visit the beautiful exposition in

person, and we hasten to take this, the earliest

opportunity, to eliminate from the minds of our

readers the possible idea that this marvelous

display is in any sense a modified reproduction

of other expositions. In the individual exhibits,

of course, all expositions have much in common ;

but in design, physical make-up, construction,

color effect, illumination and general character,

the Pan-American is original and unique and

presents a fascinating and thrilling individuality,

which history for all time will credit it with.

T N the first place the style of architecture,

although by no means original, is different

from that utilized in any previous exposition.

Appropriateness demanded that the style be

American. With this limitation those who

planned the exposition prosecuted their quest.

They found the bark or hide tepee of the Indian,

the cave of the cliff-dweller, and the snow hut

of the Esquimaux—all native architecture, but

all open to objections. Then there was the

modern but inartistic fifteen or twenty-story

building of steel construction. After much dis-

couragement the light • broke. There is an

architecture which, though not primitive, is in a

sense indigenous to both North and South

America, and symbolizes the European conquest

of the greater part of the Western Hemisphere.

It is familiar in all Latin-America, and in the

United States is best known in the fine old mis-

sion buildings of the Southwest. The difficulty

was solved. " Find your motif," said the inves-

tigators to the architects, " in the cool corridors

and red roofs of the Spanish American mission

buildings." The mandate was followed to the

letter, and the result is the most beautiful city of

palaces ever beheld.

THE individualty of the exposition is due

quite as much to the color scheme as to

the style of architecture. And in the disposi-

tion of the colors there is beauty as well as

sentiment. The restful green that one sees in

the swirling waters below Niagara Falls is the

dominant color ill the whole arrangement. No

building is without some touches of it, and the

Electric Tower, the highest expression of beauty

in the whole exposition, has the greatest amount

and richest shade of this color, mingled with

ivory and gold. To the various other buildings

colors have been assigned which seem appro-

priate. The Horticultural Building is splendid

with orange, its minor details showing blue,

green, gold and rose. The Music Hall is rich

in red. The buildings on the outer edge of the

grounds are the deepest in color, paling till they

reach the heart of the exposition, crowned by

the Electric Tower and its plashing fountains.

This bewitching manipulation of tints is one of

the chief glories of the exposition and belongs

to it alone.

BUT the crowning glory of this beautiful

exposition is the dazzling and bewildering

splendor of the illumination. There are from

300,000 to 500,000 incandescent lights burning

when the full illumination is on the grounds and

the buildings. No doubt this is the largest

number of incandescent lamps ever lighted at

one time before in the history of the world.

Not only are the effects on the buildings and

about the grounds of the Pan-American Expo-

sition wonderful, but the manner in which they

are obtained is also wonderful. The current is

generated twenty-five miles away, transmitted
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over cables at a voltage of 22,000 to Buffalo,
where the pressure is reduced to i i,000 volts,
at which potential it passes over a private trans-
mission line to the exposition grounds.

From Chicago to Liverpool by Water

AN important development in this age of
rapid and economic transportation is the

fact that ships of moderate dimensions are loaded
at Chicago and proceed to European ports direct,
thus saving the expense of time, labor and pos-
sible damage of reshipping the cargo. The
first Chicago-Liverpool vessel had quite an
eventful trip. What with canals, locks, chan-
nels and shallows the crew began to despair
even before the Atlantic was reached, but the
good ship made the voyage nevertheless, and
the removal of the obstacles that beset this first
trip to the ocean is only a matter of time. The
important point is that Chicago is now a seaport
and that ocean-going vessels can come to the
edge of the prairies and take on their product.
The greatest difficulty at present is the small
size of the locks through which the vessels must
pass while making their way through the St.
Lawrence system. They can hold vessels about
250 feet long and about 14 feet draft. They
prevent the use, therefore, of vessels of over
3500 tons. Consequently, the Chicago-Euro-
pean direct traffic will be necessarily limited
until the Georgian Bay canal is built. The
building of this canal system would cost, it is
estimated, about $67,000,000 ; but the locks,
according to the plans, would admit vessels 500
feet long and 20 feet deep in the water.

THE results of the building of this canal,
should Canada undertake and complete the

work, would be far-reaching. It would bring
Chicago, " the grocery store and meat shop of
the world," 900 miles nearer to Liverpool on the
through trip than it is now. That nearness
would mean reduced freight charges, quicker
delivery, and a dozen other obvious things.
And the through trip would mean, in addition,
on the return voyage, the uninterrupted trans-
mission of all breakable goods to the Chicago
market.

The aggregate burden of American vessels
is more than 5,000,000 tons, and more than
1,500,000 tons of this on the Great Lakes.
This large proportion would advance by leaps
and bounds if the canal were cut. Eastern rail-
ways and seaports would apparently suffer from
the competition of such a canal ; but the traffic
of the future will be great enough to keep rails
and water routes both busy. The new canal
would mean wonderful things for Chicago and
the great Northwest.

The Hunt for the Poles

TT is now pretty certain that one of the early
A achievements of this new century will be

the discovery of both the North and South

Poles. It would not, in fact, be surprising if

the North Pole is reached within the next two

years. If fortune has smiled on Lieutenant

Peary he may have already planted his flag

there. A ship goes to his rescue this month,

and her return will certainly bring us much in-

formation of the frozen North. Ever since
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Nansen stood as near the Pole as New York is
from Boston, no Arctic authority has doubted
that the long-sought prize is attainable.

There is at present a great revival of interest
in polar research, both North and South. Four
Arctic expeditions are now in the field, or will
soon reach it ; one or two more will follow next
season. The carefully planned British and Ger-
man expeditions to Antarctic waters, fitted out
at an expense of $700,000, will soon be on their
way and will reach their destination late next
fall, when the Antarctic summer begins. Two
more expeditions are preparing to take part in
south polar work, but it is uncertain if they will
be ready to enter the field this season. The
most interesting of the discoveries to be made
around the South Pole will be the determination
of the question whether there is really a large
continent at the southern apex of the world.
Some of the leading authorities believe there is.
Dr. John Murray, among others, has expressed
the view that the area of the Antarctic continent
is about 4,000,000 square miles, or, in other
words, as large as Europe ; or a third larger
than the United States, exclusive of Alaska.
The explorers of a century hence will, for a
certainty, have to " take to the stars."

America Leads the World in Gold
Production

I I E Engineering and Ali ning Journal has
issued its usual reliable summary of the

gold production of the world, and the most
gratifying fact in connection with it is that the
United States ranks first with an output of
$118,435,562 compared with the total of $255,-
924,654 for all other countries. Special interest
attaches to the figures for i9oo, owing to the
fact that the South African gold mines were
closed. The Anglo-Transvaal war broke out in
October, 1899, and the production of gold in the
Transvaal in that year was $72,961,501. The
yield expected for 1899 was $95,000,000, and
for 1900 it had been estimated at $110,000,000.
About seven and a quarter millions of dollars'
worth was taken from a few Rand mines operated
by the Transvaal Government during the early
months of 1900 ; with the British occupation of
Johannesburg and for the rest of the year mining
was completely suspended. Of course, had the
mines been open the output might have exceeded
the estimated $110,000,000, but not likely to
such an extent as to reach the enormous output
of the United States, which is pretty certain
henceforth to lead the gold-producing countries.

National Association of Credit Men

AN organization destined to play a prominent
part in the business world of the future is

the National Association of Credit Men, which
held its sixth annual convention in Cleveland,
Ohio, during the past month. This influential
body has now a membership of 3572, represent-
ing 3300 firms engaged in all the different
branches of financial and commercial activity,
with an estimated aggregate capital of $1,500,-
000,000. The president's address told of the
good work accomplished by the organization.
Through its agency there had been effected re-
forms in the collection laws of Ohio, Alabama
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and Wisconsin, and had obtained the passage of
laws in Louisiana, Oregon, Minnesota, Mary-
land, Indiana, Washington, Tennessee and
Wisconsin regulating the sale of ' stocks of
.goods in bulk without notice and protection to
creditors. As a result of the amended laws
dishonest merchants are deterred from selling
out their stocks at a sacrifice to some willing
purchaser, and then leaving for parts unknown.

THE KEYSTONE is pleased to note that the
association had a good word to say for

the national bankruptcy law, imperfect though
the measure is. Amendments to the law were
urged, especially in regard to the section which
the courts have recently construed as providing
that payments on account, made within four
months of the actual occasion in bankruptcy,
are preferences, which, unless surrendered, bar
the creditor from participation in the assets.
While the association, through its legislative
committee, advances the desirability of this and
one or two other amendments, they express the
conviction that matured experience with this
measure on the part of the business interests of
the country will solidify public sentiment in its
behalf.

AN important branch of the work of the
organization devolves on the committee

of investigation and prosecution, which has ill
charge the establishing of a bureau to investi-
gate fraudulent failures and to prosecute parties
guilty of such acts. A member of the com-
mittee stated that subscriptions received toward
a fund to support a bureau of this kind amounted
on June 7th to $6o6o, representing subscriptions
from 518 members. He expressed the belief
that with a little more effort the full sum needed
—namely, $io,000—would be secured. This
bureau is not unlikely to prove a prohibitive
terror to dishonest parasites who, in the past,
preyed on the wholesaler and prospered on their
dishonesty. THE KEYSTONE wishes continued
success to the credit men's worthy organization.

Immigration Pouring Into the Northwest

0 NE of the encouraging signs of the times
is the way immigration is pouring into the

Northwest from Minneapolis and St. Paul to
the Pacific Coast. The railroads are carrying
trainloads of emigrants who are bound for a
new country. Many of these people are old
farmers, who have sold their high-priced lands
in the older States and with the cash in their
pockets are moving to new fields in the West,
where their money will go much farther. The
farm-land movement is large all over the West.
Even in the States where land is selling for $50
to $75 an acre there is good demand. It is
from these farms that sellers are moving into the
new country, north and west. Others take
their places in the old States. There are boys
who grow up in every neighborhood who want
to settle near home. They buy the high-priced
lands, because they are pretty sure payers even
at the high prices. Those from whom they buy
reason the matter differently and they move out
to new lands. These conditions indicate a re-
vival of interest and faith in Western farm lands
on the part of investors. The panic of '93,
with its resultant repudiation of debts, bursting
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of investment bubbles and consequent losses,

which though by no means confined to Western

localities, were charged up against Western in-

vestments and put a temporary check upon

speculation in Western enterprises, have been

in a large measure forgotten, and if the innu-

merable inquiries being received by North-

western land agents from all parts of the country

are any indication of future trade, the present

year will be a boom year for Western lands.

The Northwestern railroads, especially

those with granted lands still for sale, have

been conducting landseekers' excursions into

their territory ever since the first of the year,

and the number of people taking advantage of

these is greater than at any previous time in

railroad history. The States most favored arc

Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Washing-

ton and Oklahoma. Many of the seekers come

from the older agricultural States, where land is

too high for profitable investment. They see a

deeidedly favorable opportunity in the North-

western States, of which they are not slow to

take advantage.

THIS has the appearance and encourages the

hope of a revival of the immigration so

plentiful during the decade from 1880 to 1890,

at which time the Northwest received the bulk

of its present population. During the last

decade—from 1890 9oo—this immigration has

been for some reason, directed toward the cen-

tral and Southwest, with the result that the

territory of Oklahoma, with no better agricul-

tural opportunities than the Northwestern

States, has a population practically equal to

that of North Dakota or South Dakota, while

but about one-third the size of either. It is by

immigration that a new country is populated, and

business men, of all others, are interested in the

continual influx of new settlers. The tide is

apparently flowing northwestward this year,

and if like conditions prevail for a few succeed-

ing years the growth of the Northwest will once

more be the wonder of the country. It is said

that over 1,200,000 acres of land have changed

hands during the past year through one agency

alone. The activity was started by the North-

ern Pacific Railway, which sold several big

tracts in North Dakota, thus attracting attention

to the large acreage of desirable lands still re-

maining untenanted. Much of this land has

passed into the hands of speculators, but such

investors have bought only for the purpose of

turning the property over by dividing it into

small holdings and selling to settlers. Those

best acquainted with the situation predict a

phenomenal growth of population and agricul-

tural and industrial development during the

next five years.

The Recent Trouble in Dayton's Utopia

THE unpretentious but prosperous town of

Dayton, Ohio, has been much in the public

eye in recent times. One reason for this is that

it is the home of the National Cash Register

factory, where an industrial millennium was sup-

posed to exist. Recently, however, the people

were shocked to learn that the famous factory

with its libraries, reading rooms, lounging

rooms, gymnasia and all its other annexes, for

the comfort and betterment of its host of em-
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ployees was tightly closed, and that silence and

desolation reigned in the far-famed model in-

dustrial institution of the world. Happily, the

wheels of the factory are again whirring and the

thousands of employees are back in their Utopia,
but the evolution of the temporary trouble is a

story that merits its widespread publication, if
only as a warning to the millions of workers

who are so easily misled by irresponsible
leaders.

For the information of our readers we will

explain that Mr. Patterson, the president of the

Cash Register Company, has had two purposes

in life, both of which he labored hard to realize.

He wanted to manufacture cash registers at a

profit, and to make his employees healthy,

happy and prosperous. With this object he

worked up an ideal establishment, where every-

body seemed to get satisfactory wages, and

where the health and comfort of the employees

received lavish and intelligent attention. Dayton

came to be a sort of labor Utopia, which inves-

tigators from Europe and elsewhere came to see,

and saw, and went away amazed. " The great

problem has been solved at last," they said,

and notwithanding the recent trouble, perhaps

it has.
Sympathizers with labor learned with regret

that the deplorable condition that for a time pre-

vailed in Dayton was due to mismanaged labor

unionism, and it is well that the attendant

circumstances should be known, if only as a

warning to trades unions generally to act with

greater discretion, for such high-handed action

must always bring similar results. It appears

that a union existed in the Dayton works, and

the first outrage that its leaders discovered was

that the towels provided (gratis) in the elabo-

rate wash-rooms of the factory were washed by

impecunious old women instead of being sent to

a union laundry. They put a stop to that at

once, and the company submissively ceased to

provide clean towels for the use of the work-

people. The next discovery was that the auto-

matic springs in the self-closing doors of the

factory had been made by non-union labor.

The springs were denounced. The company

conferred and submitted. The springs were

removed and thrown away, and the doors ceased

to be self-closing.
Then followed a series of minute grievances

about pay and employment, none of them of

consequence, except as they increased the diffi-

culty of running the factory. The company

met them patiently and did its best to satisfy

the union chiefs. Two drunken workmen were

discharged. The union objected. The com-

pany would not reinstate them, but for three

months they paid them full wages for doing

nothing. The company's foundry became a

union foundry. Skilled foundrymen had made

from five to eight dollars a day. The union

ordered that no man should earn more than

$4.50 a day, but that more men should be

employed. Work got slack in the foundry in

January, and three men were laid off. There

was trouble. Two more were laid off in March

for lack of work, and one in April for other

reasons. One got work elsewhere. The union

demanded that the other .five .should be rein-

stated. The company refused on the ground

that there was no work for them to do. On

April 29th the moulders quit work. A few

days later the polishers' committee demanded
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the reinstatement of the five moulders, which

being refused, the polishers quit work. Then

the whole factory had to shut down, and 2300

people were thrown out of employment. Later

on a number of other Dayton factories were

shut down, one after another ; the unions were

having things all their own way, and thousands

of men were out of work.
Happily the trouble is' over, and it is to be

hoped it was an evil from which good will come.

Trades unions are an admirable thing in them-

selves and a great power for good, but only
friction, confusion and ruin can result of such

arbitrary, imperious and near-sighted action as
characterized the conduct of the labor leaders

in Dayton.

Visit the Big Markets
HE merchants' associations in several of
the large cities have secured reduced rail-

road rates, and it will well pay the retail jewelers

at a distance to take advantage of the opportu-

nity to visit the big markets. A leading jobber

said, recently :
" Every country merchant ought to make

the rounds of the big stores once or twice a
year. If his business isn't big enough to war-
rant the expenditure, there is something the

matter with his business, and that is all the

more reason why he ought to make the trip.

Almost every successful idea adopted by the

large city merchants can be used in some shape

by the country merchants. It is all well enough

to invent original ideas to push business, but

the average mind isn't much of an inventor in

that direction. Then he basil' t time to originate

new ideas. It is better for one to adopt a good

idea which isn't original with himself than to

put in force a poor original one.

" A man to be successful to-day has got to

look about hull, and in order to do that he has

got to have time to occasionally raise his head.

As the old saying goes, the man who has to

keep his nose to the grindstone all the time isn't

likely to learn much from observation. The

business man who has to look over details so

constantly that he hasn't time to see what others

are doing and to think about the adoption of

methods to improve his business ought to em-

ploy more help. If he isn't going to furnish

the brains himself to improve his business, who

will ?"
The methods of former years are all played

out, and the man who doesn't recognize it is

very apt to be run over by the engine of progress.

Keep abreast of the times !
Apart from the reduced rates, the Mer-

chants' Associations are in themselves an induce-

ment to visitors. All buyers are made welcome,

have handsome quarters free to attend to busi-

ness and correspondence and are pleasantly

entertained and reliably posted on any points

on which they desire information. Then the

comprehensive stocks, multitude of patterns,

wealth of new styles and accommodating va-

riety of qualities and prices enable the visiting

merchant to make much better selections and

frequently to secure much better prices than

be can do through a traveling salesman. The

advantages of visiting the big market are so

great, indeed, as not only to cover the expense,

but to be a very decided business advantage.
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Now—Just Now

There never was a better time for
you to begin to send us your mail orders
for watches. We may have what you
have failed to get elsewhere, and you
know there is no argument so powerful
in winning trade as "the goods."

You do not care fora firm's argument
so long as you can get what you want
when you want it. Possibly we may
have just what you want to give your
watch business an extra push in July.

Our Every Department has its good
things which we will share with you
if you will make known your wants.
You will find us alive to your interests.

M. A. Mead & Company
Watch Jobbers

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO
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The Correspondence of Graybeard
and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions
for Jewelers. Young and Old

VII

DEAR GRAYBEARD:

A delicate matter has arisen—or is about to

arise—between Mr. Hairspring and myself ; and

I want to submit it to you, for your judgment,

before I "spring" it on Mr. Hairspring. It is

a question of fairness.

To-day a regular customer of mine—at

least a customer in the sense that I have done

repairing for him, and sold his daughter small

pieces of silverware and jewelry—called to look

at filled-case watches. He finally settled on a

top-and-bottom engraved 25-year case and a

full-jeweled, unadjusted movement, on which I

named the price at a profit agreed upon by Mr.

Hairspring and myself, in a pleasant interview

we had some time ago. The customer said he

" would think it over until later in the day."

It appears that after he left me he walked

past Mr. Hairspring's window and there saw

exactly the same pattern of case, but in 20-year

quality. Entering, he asked the price, fitted

with a full-jeweled movement, not adjusted ;

and when he found the price quoted was several

dollars less than /quoted he bought the watch.

He made no inquiry as to the quality of the

case, assuming that it was the same as mine, as

the fiat/ern was the same.

Now, I feel that I have permanently lost

that buyer's confidence, and, of course, his

trade ; yet I have no doubt that my competitor

made no misrepresentation of the quality of the

case. In justice to myself, I feel that the cus-

tomer ought to know that he bought a cheaper

grade of case than I offered him ; yet I don't

want to go behind Mr. Hairspring's back to

explain to the man, for it might lead to recrimi-

nations from the customer to Mr. Hairspring,

and consequent ill-feeling between Mr. Flair-

spring and myself.

Can you suggest a way out that will vindi-

cate me, yet leave no ground for disturbance of

the pleasant competitive relations?

THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

You ask an easy one, though it looks diffi-

cult at first sight ; but that is because you are

too near to it to view it in its right proportions.

Go straight to Mr. Hairspring and tell him

the situation. He probably does not even know

that the buyer had been at your store, or looked

at a watch ; and as you say that your relations

with him have been very agreeable, and that

YOU have some understanding between you as

to the scale of profits on watches, he will surely

be willing to help put yourself right with the

buyer, in so far as a question of your integrity

is concerned ; because his own integrity will be

concerned, otherwise. I confidently expect he

will promptly say, " I'll see the man and ex-

plain to him that I did not sell him the same

grade of case as the one on which you quoted

a price ; and will tell him if he wants a 25-year

case, of same make, my price would be same as

yours." Should he be unwilling to see the

man, then you may yourself, with perfect pro-
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priety ; and you ought to, in justice to yourself,

whatever the• consequences to your relations

with Mr. Hairspring.
Your recent experience ought to teach you

this lesson : When you talk filled cases to a

buyer who is " looking around," show him the

stamped guaranty in the case, or explain to him

the different trade-marks indicating different

qualities. Don't let him go out of the store, if

he does not close the purchase with you, until

you have impressed the fact upon him that the

same patterns are made in different grades ; and

show him how to distinguish the grades.

And your experience emphasizes this con-

viction with me that every guaranteed filled

case should be stamfied with the promised length

of wear, not paper-labeled ; and that the public

needs be educated on quality trade-marks.

An old friend of mine in your town writes

me that you are agent for some Texas oil com-

pany ! What are the facts ? Write me imme-

diately on this subject, and please take no

other •steps in the oil business until you hear

from me.
GRAYBEARD.

DEAR GRAYBEAD :

As you urgently request, I am answering

your inquiry immediately after its receipt.

I imagine that the reason you write me so

urgently is because of your fear that I am

speculating in Texas oil stock—buying it, and

so taking chances of impairing my capital. You

will be relieved, in that case, to learn that such

is not the fact.
What I am doing is this : Two weeks ago

I received a letter from a Texas oil company,

stating that if I would act as their agent in my

town they would give me a commission of 25

cents per share on all shares of stock sub-

scribed through me. The shares are $1 each,

and I was to deduct the 25 cents when remitting

the subscriptions. They sent me a sample

circular of the kind I was to distribute, and

wrote that if I mailed any to my friends out of

town they would allow me the postage, also ; so

that I would be under no expense. As there is

at present quite a speculative fever here, it

looked like " a good thing" for me ; and my

commissions so far this week have been over

$35, without any expense, and without inter-

fering with my business at all. It pays even

better than jewelry, for I have no investment ;

and I know you will be pleased to hear that I

am not speculating in the stock myself.

THE YOUNGSTER.

(Telegram)

THE YOUNGSTER,

Don't take another subscription to oil stock

until you get my letter. Have written.

GRAYBEARD.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

For heaven's sake, dear boy, have you

lost your wits ? If you were here I think I

would lay you over my knee and give you the

good spanking that you deserve !

Your " good thing " is probably about as

bad a thing as you could find. You are not

risking your own money-capital, it is true ; but

you are surely risking your reputation-capital.
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Suppose that the Texas oil concern proves to

be simply a mad speculation, or (as is more

likely) an out-an-out swindle ; what will you

have to say, on the day of reckoning, when

your deluded friends rail at you ? Don't you

think that your " 25 cents a share, commis-

sion," will be dearly earned, when a hundred or

two hundred of your fellow-citizens have lost

confidence in your judgment, or lost faith in

your integrity ? Do you think it will help your

future watch business ? It is the Texas oil con-

cern that has the "good thing," in inducing a

man of good standing and reputation to give

his moral endorsement to their scheme, by his

taking their agency ; but as for the agent—well,

the quicker you drop this mad business the

better for your easy-going hereafter. You

ought to be spanked, and I'm worked up to the

point of doing the spanking most cheerfully !

GRAYBEARD.

DEAR GRAYBEARD:

Your telegram and letter at hand. I now

realize that I've been a fool, though an honest

fool ; and I have made up my mind to correct

my mistake, though it may cost me $150 to

correct it.
I am sending out a circular to all who sub-

scribed for stock in the oil concern through me.

In it I say that I now realize that I do not know

anything about the concern beyond what their

own advertisements claim ; that their promises

may be realized in profits, or may not, as far as

my personal knowledge goes ; that under the

circumstances I feel that I acted in haste in ac-

cepting the agency, and now regret that I did

so ; that I have thrown up the agency ; that

inasmuch as some of my friends and the public

may have subscribed to the stock, because of

the fact that my own personality was related to

the enterprise, I want now to divorce myself

from responsibility for their possible disappoint-

ment in the outcome ; consequently, I will re-

fund to all that subscribed on the strength of

my relation as agent the full amount they paid

me, taking a transfer of their subscriptions to

me, for my own risk, for the returned money ;

and that all who wish to "stay on " must now

do so on their own judgment, and I shall not be

held by them in any way morally responsible

for the result of their investment.

As I say, I have received about $15o and

may have to pay back this sum, making me a

loser to the amount of about $112, in case the

oil concern proves a fraud ; but I know you will

agree that I had best take this loss, to " square"

myself with the community. And I'll know

better next time !
THE YOUNGSTER.

THE fear of being charged with fickleness often

leads us into the mistake of not " changing

our mind." The balance scale fluctuates under

the pressure of a grain of sand ; and the truer

the balance, the readier the fluctuation. We

should always keep ourselves sensitive to con-

victions, both from without and from within.

The successful man correctly gauges and meas-

ures the value of these impressions, and acts

promptly on the convictions which are grounded

on essential logic.
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When to "Give It Up"

THE following lamentation, from a discour-

aged " small jeweler," will doubtless find

echo in the minds of many similarly disheart-

ened merchants ; and we think it worth while,

therefore, to answer his inquiry in the columns

of THE KEYSTONE, instead of by personal

reply, in a confidence of belief that the answer

may fit an unexpressed concern in many another

anxious mind:

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am a small jeweler in a strug-
gling way, in a big city. I have been in business

about a year, previously having been head watch-

maker and occasional salesman in one of the famous

jewelry stores here on a salary of $1500 per year. My

savings and a little inheritance amounted to about

$3300 one year ago ; and I decided to start in business

for myself. Of course, I could not start near the big

store, as the rents were prohibitive ; so I located nearly

two miles from it, in a thickly-populated section, in-

habited by people of moderate means. My acquaint-

ance with the store's patrons went for nothing here, of

course.
At the end of a year I find I have " gone back"

a little—my profit and loss account is on the wrong

side of the ledger. The people of this section appear

to do most of their buying at the big department

stores, and prices of repairing have been cut by my

competitors (small dealers like myself) to the point of

no profit. There does not seem to be any local pride,

or any spirit of loyalty to a local enterprise ; my capi-

tal is dwindling month by month, and I am literally

eating up my stock. I fear if I do not stop short I

will have nothing left, by and by, but experience and

permanent " blues." I think the time has come when

I should give up the attempt to start in business for

myself, and go back to the bench again on wages ; but

before taking this step I shall ask the valuable opinion

of THE KEYSTONE, as " one speaking with authority."
STRUGGLER.

We can imagine the "state of mind" of

our correspondent, and we sympathize with him

most deeply. There is no more acute distress

than that which comes of failure to realize one's

expectations in one's first essay at business. In

these first attempts, one's hopes are so much

more sanguine, because one's ignorance of ways

and means and one's lack of experience, pre-

vents a fair discounting of the chances- against

success. Consequently, when the seamy side

comes in view, the disappointment is all the

keener because the expectation was so great.

" Struggler " started wrong—not with refer-

ence to starting on too small a capital, for he

had enough to justify the starting, if he had put

it into the right kind of goods ; not with refer-

ence to location, for as to that we cannot say

without more detailed account of his environ-

ment and the conditions of local competition.

His error, as we see it, was in meeting the cut

price on repairing. There were doubtless other

mistakes, as inadequate local advertising, etc. ;

but we can only go so far, in comment, as his

letter reveals the facts.

He had been " head watchmaker in one of

the famous jewelry stores." That fact was his

most valuable capital, when he started for him-

self ; he squandered it when he met the cut

prices for repairing. He should have blazoned

the fact of his former connection on his show-

window ; sent circulars announcing the fact to

all the neighborhood ; should have stood on his

reputation for repairing, even though work

came at first at long intervals. It would have

come in the end. In any " thickly-populated

section" where live people of even " moderate

incomes," there are enough good watches to

maintain an expert workman who charges a fair

—not a low—price. And if he had secured

this fine repair trade, the confidence in him

which would have grown out of his skill would

have given him a market for his better class of
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goods ; not because of " loyalty to local enter-

prise" (which is a slender reed to lean on,

always), but because of confidence and conve-

nience. It is the " cut-price" dealers who

would have suffered from the department-store

competition, thereafter ; " Struggler " would

have held his own trade by the personal equa-

tion. It looks to us as though " Struggler"

had made a fundamental mistake in meeting

cut prices on repairing.
No, it is too soon as yet to "give it up and

start again at the bench on wages." He cannot

raise his repairing prices where he is, and he

must raise them to succeed, as we have shown ;

so he must move to another part of the city and

start again, with the warnings of experience to

guide him hereafter. Success depends, of

course, upon the business capacity of the man

himself, and we cannot forecast his future with-

out knowledge of the man's personality ; but if

he has only average wit and capacity, reads

THE KEYSTONE, and follows its suggestions as

to store methods, advertising, financial and

general management, the chances are more than

even that he will yet succeed.

The time to "give it up " is only when

some physical or mental infirmity stands in the

way of success, or when, unhappily, the be-

ginner is deprived of the mercantile instinct in

lobo and cannot acquire the routine of even

commonplace conventions which make for a

slow progress. Exceptional conditions may

arise : a fire may wipe out the principal industry

of a town—in which case, move to a better-

favored town ; or a partner may be a hopeless

incompetent—get rid of him, by dissolution of

the firm, or by going into the hands of a re-

teiver, and start again on a reduced scale ; or

any of a variety of accidents may interfere with

the smooth-going, and the resultant disappoint-

ment may be near heart-breaking. But don't

" give it up " until the future shows absolutely

no hope ; persevere, and persevere, and perse-

vere ; after each disappointment you will be

stronger from experience, if you do not let the

iron sink too deeply into your soul ; and your

final success will bring you all the greater joy

for the incidental obstacles on your way to it.

No Charge for this Prescription

ET a half-gallon bottle from the druggist,

and four juicy lemons from the grocer ;

squeeze the lemons into the bottle, fill it with

water, and stand it in your cooler. When you

are thirsty, first gargle your mouth with a little of

the contents of the bottle, and then sip about half

a glassful slowly. Put no sugar into Me bottle,

but see that it is good and strong ' ' with lemon.

Your thirst will be as fully satisfied as if

you drank four times the quantity of plain

water, or twice the quantity of lemonade, and

though your doctor will have been discouraged

you can go about putting in the next hairspring

with a clear conscience and a quiet mind.

DON'T look longingly over your back fence

at the successful shoemaker and wish you

" had gone into something else than jewelry." As

soon as you conclude that every other business is

superior to your own, you establish the evidence

that your own business is superior to yourself.
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Store Comforts in Summer

TT is a rare occurrence to find winter lingering
in the lap of June, but there is no accounting

for climatic perversity. With July, however,

comes the other extreme, and the enervating

heat of the next few months will make shopping

decidedly unpleasant. Jewelers, like all other

merchants, must remember that the advent of

the sweltering season imposes on them certain

duties. There is no better advertisement for a

store at this time than a reputation for comfort.

If a lady has walked a certain distance in a

broiling sun, her arrival at the store does not

find her in the best buying humor ; but if she

finds a nice cool corner, a comfortable seat, a

fan, a glass of ice water and a pleasant greeting,

an immediate change takes place, much to the

benefit of the jeweler. Such personal comforts

for customers cost practically nothing, but their

business value is very considerable. To many

the presentation of a little fan would be very

acceptable, and these may be had very cheaply

with your advertisement printed upon them.

The department stores use these fans to good

purpose. They know the little inexpensive

favor is appreciated by patrons, and the life of a

fan and its advertisement is pretty certain to last.

None of us are too young to remember the

old fogey merchants who were prone to regard

the faded and sun-burnt summer window drapery

as an emblem of respectability, and who looked

upon summer dust as a necessary evil rather to

be tolerated than gotten rid of. But these

merchants of the past are gone and their

methods have died with them. The new century

inaugurated a new era, and the mere buying

and selling of goods does not constitute modern

merchandizing. One important branch of it is

the attractiveness, coolness and comfort of the

store in these summer days. The jeweler who

is blessed with a wife or daughter of resource

and good taste will find her help valuable in a

matter of this kind. The hand of woman is

deft and cunning, and her instinct cleanly and

artistic. A pretty arrangement of cool colors,

a bunch of flowers, a healthy potted plant, a

few gold fishes in their crystal receptacle, and a

thousand and one inexpensive things of feminine

contrivance would add greatly to the attractive-

ness of both store and stock. Such small things

count in these days. Business considerations

make them desirable ; competition makes them

necessary.

Take a Vacation

THE vacation season is now here, and every

jeweler should make such arrangements as

will permit him to take a brief rest from busi-

ness care and worry. Incessant drudgery at

the same occupation is wearing to brain and

body and is calculated to cramp the intellect

and sour the temperament. Time is money, of

course, but there are things to be considered

which are quite as important as money, and

health and mental serenity are among them.

The time taken for a brief relaxation from busi-

ness cares is not lost. The recreation will repay

you physically and commercially, for you will

return with sharpened wits and suppler joints.

Our people are noted for their incessant energy,

but ambition should be tempered with wisdom.

What will millions avail the man who has sacri-

ficed his health to their making?
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1'H the oratorical din and juvenile thunder of the " Glorious Fourth ''
still in our ears, there are lessons to be learned from the celebration
and the memories it recalls that have inspiration for our youth from
the practical as well as the patriotic standpoint. It has been said that

" the history of the world is the biography of great men," and there is certainly
Ito more inspiring events recorded than the early struggles and defeats of those
who subsequently achieved greatness. "Some are born great, some achieve
greatness and some have greatness thrust upon them," said Shakespeare; but
the number of the last-mentioned is so small, we fear, that it scarcely merits
cinsideration. As a rule, the prize is not inherited, nor is it presented on a
silver salver, but is rather the well-earned reward of effort, courage, perse-
verance and character. Anyhow, the success that is inherited or a mere lucky
acquisition is not the kind most admired. Finding a pot of money, winning in
a lottery, or making a lucky stock speculation, does not excite admiration. It
is the struggle that appeals to us. It is the danger risked that makes the hero,
not the ease of victory or the amount of the prize money.

'Tis not the grapes of Cana that repay,
But the high faith that failed not by the way.

A writer in the Saturday Evening- Post recently gave an interesting list of
great men who encountered early and discouraging failures. Among the num-
ber were the names of Washington, Franklin, Lincoln and Grant.

Washington's military career was a series of failures. He shared in Brad-
dock's defeat at Fort Duquesne. He was beaten at Long Island, driven from
New York and forced to retreat through New Jersey and across the Delaware,
when he suddenly turned like a lion at bay, recrossed the icy stream and over-
whelmed the Hessians at Trenton. This rapid movement and his attack at
Germantown first led observers like Frederick the Great to recognize his mili-
tary genius.

Franklin landed in Philadelphia with all his belongings in a handkerchief, and
walked up the street, past his future wife's house, eating a penny loaf. It required
many years of hard struggle and frequent disappointment before he acquired a
competency. Abraham Lincoln, in his address to the voters of Sangamon County
asking to be chosen to the Legislature, said, with a pathetic reference to his past
struggles : " But if the good people in their wisdom shall see fit to keep me in
the background, I have been too familiar with disappointments to be very much
chagrined."

General Grant resigned from the regular army at the close of the war with
Mexico because his pay was insufficient to support even his small family. He
says in his Memoirs : " I was now to commence at the age of thirty-two a new
struggle for our support." Through lack of means and sickness he failed first
as a farmer and then in the real estate business, and he could not even secure
an appointment as county engineer. In 1860 he became clerk in his father's
store at Galena, Illinois, but, as he remarks, " I was no clerk, nor had I any
capacity to become one. The only place I ever found in my life to put a paper
so as to find it again was either a side coat pocket or the hand of a clerk or
secretary more careful than myself." Had not the rebellion broken out Grant
would probably have died obscure.

It would seem, in fact, that the only unadulterated variety of greatness is
that which is purified by trial and defeat. When Mr. Choate, United States
Ambassador to England, was questioned regarding the secret of success, he
turned upon his interviewer and asked him to "define success." The latter
answered, " The acquisiton of wealth, ease, comfort and reputation." But Mr.
Choate replied, " Many men succeed without winning any one of these, and
character is the vital thing, after all." Otherwise, there is nothing to choose
between honorable fame and mere notoriety, and Benedict Arnold would rank
on a par with Washington, or Jeffries with Chief Justice Marshall.

These remarks indicate the danger that lies in too early and rapid achieve-
ment. Prosperity has a chilling effect, but adversity quickens the mind. Natu-
ralists tell us that every animal's term of life is proportionate to the time it takes
to develop. The creature of the hour lives but an hour. The elephant lasts
almost a century because he matures slowly. It is the same with mental growth.
The brain which ripens quickly, declines just as rapidly. Many object to school
prizes because " the reward is too immediate," and success in life does not
usually come promptly. Boys who gain honors at school and college do not
necessarily succeed in life. Robert E. Lee was the only great general who
graduated at the head of his class at West Point ; Grant, Sherman, Sheridan
and the others ranked quite low down.

FEW MEN UNSPOILED BY EARLY SUCCESS

The younger I 'itt and Alexander Hamilton are almost the sole examples which
can be cited of men of extraordinary ability who were not spoiled by early
success. William Pitt's early isolation made him cold and self-contained, but
as Walter Bagehot remarks, he was thereby prepared for the tremendous task
of directing the destinies of Europe and combating Napoleon, which demanded
the very highest self-reliance and independence Even the brilliant genius, who,
like Lord Byron, wakes to find himself famous, has had his period of plod-
ding and waiting. As in Bunyan's immortal allegory, every num must first pass
through the Slough of Despond and climb the Hill of Difficulty before he
reaches the Delectable City.

The time of preparation in the professions is steadily lengthening. The
doctor, lawyer or engineer who seeks thorough training hardly gets started in
practice much before twenty-five. If he can pay his way by the time he is thirty
he is considered lucky. The twenty-sixth year is the turning point in most
men's lives, when they obtain their first opportunity to show what they can
really do.

Many notable men have had to struggle all their lives against physical in-
firmity. Prescott, the historian, was blinded in a college fracas. Francis
Parkman often could only work for a few minutes at a time. Robert Louis
Stevenson developed consumption early in life, and in consequence became an
exile from his native land. Samuel J. Tilden, though a chronic invalid, rose to
the highest position as a lawyer and statesman. Every reader of David Copper-
field, which is mainly an autobiography, will recall Dickens' early struggles as a
clerk in a blacking manufactory, and as a shorthand writer before he ventured
to send the first of the " Sketches by Boz " to a magazine.

No class of young men need more to be taught the value of disappoint-
ment and the discipline of failure than the sons of prosperous men. It is far
harder to overcome the insidious influence of luxury than to endure poverty
and privation. One can fight the Gorgon and slay the dragon, but who can
resist the sirens' voices? For one Theodore Roosevelt who rises to eminence
despite the trammels of wealth, ease and luxury, there are thousands who fail
because they have not the power to resist and rise above temptation. This is
why country boys take the lead in every city. It is so in Berlin, Paris, London,
just as in New York and Chicago.

P. T. Barnum met with repeated failures in early life and remarkable catas-
trophies. Four times he was burned out. Once after he had become rich he
lost his whole fortune and was saddled with debt. When he bought the Ameri-
can Muslim he made a vow not to eat a hot luncheon until he had entirely paid
for it, and this circumstance won for him his best backer.

WHEN HAWTHORNE, BOOTH AND LINCOLN WERE FAILURES

When a man is pushed, defeated, tormented, his best qualities are brought
out. Josh Billings was past forty-five before he discovered his vocation. He
failed three times as a lecturer before he finally succeeded. Bill Nye hardly
earned his salt at law and journalism when he suddenly jumped into an
income up in the thousands. Nathaniel Hawthorne sat long in the Old Manse
at Concord " waiting patiently for the world to know me."

James Russell Lowell was rusticated while at Harvard, and his poetic
aspirations were nipped in the bud by the caustic criticism of Margaret Fuller.
As Mrs. Browning says in her letters to her husband, " he was poetical rather
than a poet." But after patient waiting the anti-slavery contest gave fire to his
muse, and the " Biglow Papers " made him famous. Blackmore's " Lorna
Doone," one of the finest novels of the century, was not appreciated for many
years.

Napoleon fretted for weary months in Paris during the early days of the
French Revolution, an obscure poverty-stricken lieutenant of engineers, hoping
for an opportunity to show his mettle.

Emerson, in his " English Traits," tells of his visit to Carlyle at Craigen-
puttoch, a lonesome Scotch hamlet, miles front a post office, where he found
the brave scholar " nourishing his mighty heart " and glad to welcome an ap-
preciative visitor from across the ocean. Every one will recall Carlyle's later
struggles to find a publisher for " Sartor Resartus," and of his loss of the
manuscript of the first volume of his " History of the French Revolution''
through a careless servant of John Stuart Mill using it to kindle a fire.

Daniel Webster's failure to achieve his highest ambition may be traced to
his easy acceptance of personal sacrifice by others to help him through life. If
he had more discipline in youth and a few disappointments he might not have
sacrificed principle to policy in the vain attempt to win the Presidency.
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he Recognized Stalwarts in filled case stock are the BOSS Screw Cases. Perfectin construction and standard in quality, they represent the maximum of beauty and merit in filled goods. They nevercome back to plague the jeweler, but the satisfaction they give returns to him in enhanced reputation and increasedbusiness. The merit of our goods is the jeweler's best advertisement, just as low-grade cases are his greatest danger.In screw cases there's absolute safety in the BOSS alone.

Guaranteed for 25 Years

New Patterns of Jas. Boss 14 K. Filled Cases
with Screw Back and Bezel

Every Jas. BOSS H K. Case has this trade-mark

Experience Has Proved that the BOSS Screw Cases are better adapted than any
others to the wants of the large class of watch wearers who use this class of case. 

Screw cases are, as a rule, subjected

to harder wear than other kinds of filled cases, and in the BOSS Screw Cases the 
extra hard wear is compensated

for by extra gold and enhanced quality, so that the trade can vouch for their giving 
satisfaction and full wear under any

circumstances. The BOSS Screw is the ideal for those who prefer this class of case.

Guaranteed for 20 Years

New Patterns of Jas. Boss 10 K. Filled Cases
with Screw Back and Bezel

55-1
Every Jas. BOSS 10 K. Case has this trade-mark

I.' 91;9
16 Size $15.00
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1.. 065
12 Size sl3 rdi F 964

12 Size $13.50
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12 Size S9.00
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12 Size $9.00

. 1, 0125
16 Size $14.00 1326

16 Size $15.00 F0401
1 8 Size 51.1.50

13 817
16 Size 0.50

11 813
16 Size $9.10 154

10 Size ;i10.00
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F 1390
18 Size $15.50 F 1338

18 Size $15.50

The Keystone Watch Case Company
PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY

.11

F' 1395
18 Size $15.50

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Keystone Watch Case Company

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY

B 802
18 Size 810.00

loth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.



OUR MR. KNIGHTS is at present in Amsterdam where he is
selecting our Fall stock of Diamonds. The advantage we will

enjoy from his visit to the greatest diamond mart in the world must
be apparent to the most critical and closest buyers, and it gives us
pleasure to say that before another month rolls around we will be
able to display to the trade the results of Mr. Knights' European trip.
Your inspection is cordially invited.

C. H. KNIGHTS 0 COMPANY
DIAMOND IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS
Columbus Memorial Building iv CHICAGO

+

+

+ .4-*.t.*-1,4,-

A. G. semwm3 BRO.
Importers of

CINCINNATI

Diamonds
A complete 'assortment of LOOSE

Jiso MOUNTED GOODS
ill Lin the LATEST DESIGNS

A SPECIALTY—Pearl an Diamond an All-Diamond Brooches

anV Pendants, ranging in price from $7.50 to $500.00 each

A full line of ELGIN and WALTHAM MOVEMENTS

A most complete and comprehensive line of Standard makes of Gold Filled Cases

Also

All the leading makes of SOLID GOLD CASES
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VAN BERGH SILVER PLATE CO.
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No. 480 Tea Set

We also make Coffee Urn, Butter and Syrup to match

OFFICES 
r 822 Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO

Chronicle Building, SAN FRANCISCO

eftse

Fuctclry, RocriesTeR, N. Y.
SENO FOR CATALOGUE,'



PROFITS rulr INSERTED STEEL EDGE KNIVES
as on our 1S■ brand of Flatware, is at least 75 per cent.; as we place our

goods only with dealers who maintain our standard prices.

E. H. 1-1. SMITH, Manufacturer
9=11=13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

0

0

0
Cl)

YORK ROSE YORK ROSE
OYSTER FORK. BERRY SPOON.

YORK ROSE VERDI VERDI
TEA SPOON. DESSERT ro pyc TEA SPOON.

YORK ROSE YORK ROSE
G R ANY LADLE. SAL AD OR PASTRY FORK.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS CARRYING OUR COMPLETE LINE

N. H. White & Co.
New York City

Smith, Patterson & Co.
Boston, Mass.

King & Eisele
Buffalo, N. Y.

H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons
Philadelphia, Pa.

Goddard, Hill & Co.
G. B. Barrett & Co.

Pittsburg, Pa,

Benj. Allen & Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.
Clemens Oskamp

Cincinnati, Ohio

Joseph Linz 8c Bro.
Dallas, Texas

Noack & Gorenflo
Detroit, Mich.

Baldwin, Miller & Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co.
A. J. Jordan Cutlery Co.

St. Louis, Mo.

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

Leonard Krower
New Orleans, La.

Lehman & Hamilton
Denver, Colo.

J. P. Trafton Los Angeles, Cal.

Morgan Jewelry Co.
Des Moines, Iowa

July, 19O1

Omaha and Vicinity

August and September are usually the banner

months for business in the jewelry line in this vicinity,

as it is during those months that the public festivit
ies

are usually held. This year, however, the entire

Northwest is celebrating not only earlier than is the

custom, but for more extensive periods and, in the

cases of many cities, for more than a single week. In

addition to the events arranged for June and July,

several cities have also arranged for a period of

rejoicing—and business—during later months.

THE KEYSTONE'S Omaha correspondent has

returned from a trip through Nebraska, Colorado,

Wyoming and South Dakota and it may be freely said

that, with the exception of one small district, prospects

for a magnificent business during the coming month

and the few succeeding months were never brighter.

The district mentioned is Cache Boudre Valley of

Colorado, on the line of the Union Pacific between

Denver and Cheyenne. This valley presented on

one day the appearance of wealth and prosperity,

its crops rising rapidly and bounteously, and the next

day a strip of many miles in length was laid waste by

a hail storm of barely 1 1 minutes in duration. As a

consequence traveling men are avoiding the district

until a second crop of alfalfa will be about ready for

harvesting. The storm occurred about June ixth.

At Denver seventeen days of racing were inaugu-

rated, closing with the end of the month, and the ' City

of Silence " was thronged with thousands of people

from surrounding cities and agricultural and mining

districts ; many of them purchasing novelties and

general supplies, making a harvest for the merchants.

In styling Denver the " City of Silence " a compliment

only is intended. Owing to the smooth asphalt paving

of its broad, elegant streets, the noiseless running of

its excellent motor system, the almost universal use of

rubber-tired animal-propelled vehicles and automo-

biles none of the disturbing conflicts of sound usually

found in cities of the size of the Colorado metropolis

are to be heard.
The jewelry stores are apparently doing excellent

business, stimulated for the time being by the racing

crowds. Nearly all of the Colorado towns of import-

ance are either already holding, or are preparing to

hold, the annual festivities which are a characteristic of

Western cities, and merchants are consequently antici-

pating a recovery from the dullness of May and June.

In Wyoming all the towns of importance are pre-

paring their fall pageant or programme of festivities,

and at Cheyenne especially will revelry and business

hold sway in September when Frontier Day is properly

and joyously celebrated.

In the Black Hills country, South Dakota, activity

in business is accentuated by the vast amount of mining

construction which is in progress all through the Hills

mining district. The announcement of the establish-

ment of a 500-ton smelter at Rapid City has created

excitement in that city. At Deadwood early in July

will be celebrated the quarto-centennial of the location

of the mining camp which has grown into a thriving

city, and as great preparations have been made, it is

safe to predict that the trade will immensely benefit

from the crowds which will gather at the Dakota

metropolis.
In Northern Nebraska, following down the Elkhorn

road, the agricultural communities were never in better

condition and with the assurances of large crops, with

excellent pasturage for the 2,000,000 head of cattle

now feeding upon the prairies, no doubt is entertained

that the coming fall will be a banner season for trade

in all branches.
In Central Nebraska, along the Union Pacific, a

country which bears the local designation of " God's

country," agriculturalists are awakening the most

enthusiastic hopes of their local merchants by the

brilliancy of prospects for an enormous crop. In

Buffalo County especially has a metamorphosis

occurred. Through the interposition of F. M. Barney,

a well-known jeweler at Elm Creek, in that county,

the Business Men's Association of Kearney, the

county seat, took your correspondent in charge and

drove about the points of interest, explaining where

and how the spirit of manufacture died and the angel

of agriculture implanted a new source of wealth, the

seed of a never-failing, always profitable crop—alfalfa.

Thirty thousand acres of this forage plant are now
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producing three cuttings annually in Buffalo County,

averaging five tons to the acre as a total crop, and

bringing from five dollars to eight dollars per ton to

the farmer who has profited by the experience of

others and placed a portion of his acreage in this pro-

duct. It is interesting to note that a large number of

jewelers in the Central Western States have been

enabled to take from the profits of their business large

enough sums to acquire agricultural properties suffi-

cient to raise farm products or to be used for grazing

purposes. In Nebraska such properties are either

seeded to alfalfa or corn, or are stocked with cattle.

In Wyoming where the owners formerly ranged their

cattle they are now herding sheep. In each case the

road to wealth has been found from the jewelry busi-

ness as a starting point. Mr. Barney is one of these,

finding that he can profitably employ men to work his

ranch while he, himself, attends to his jewelry business.

The amount of money sunk in the Kearney power

canal, originally intended for manufacturing purposes,

is not lost, but the canal has proven a host of genii in

transforming the country by its irrigating powers into

a garden of agriculture where but a few years ago was

a barren, sandy plain—a portion of the Great American

Desert described in the geographies.
With these conditions existing it is

apparent that a business is being

born which will fatten the pockets

of the Eastern factories, who need

only use judgment in the character

of goods they send to the West to secure the. profits.

The time has passed when cheap, gawdy, gimcrack

jewelry can attract the Western buyer. More sub-

stantial material and more attention to detail of

artificing are required than in past years. It is only a

few weeks ago thtt an Eastern manufacturer lost a

valuable customer who made a large purchase of Elks'

badges. Upon their arrival he found that instead of

an elk head a moose head been sent him, the eyes of

which were set exactly at the root of the horns. Some

of the work presented an impossible animal, the horns

rising perpendicularly, Nv t h the branches at exact right

angles to the stock, the eyes being entirely out of

proportion ; while in others of the lot an alleged

genius had twisted the horns into the letters" 13. P.O.E."

The jeweler still has his stock on hand, and is likely

to keep it until in sheer disgust he dumps it into the

melting pot.
In cut glassware not sufficient diversity of style is

displayed, and, as a consequence, sales are not rapid

in this line of goods. Being essentially individual in

their nature, the \Yestern people dislike similarity in

articles for use in their homes, and especially do they

dislike unanimity of style with the articles possessed

by their neighbors. An interesting incident, which

shows the trend of sentiment, is the following : A

certain jeweler displayed a line of cut drinking glasses,

two rows of exactly similar pattern being displayed

prominently for several months. No sales were made

whatever. Upon receiving a suggestion from one

more accustomed to the characteristics of Western

people, he replaced the two rows with a similar mim-

ber of glasses cut in different styles, and immediately

began selling them, in many cases making sales to

persons who had turned up their noses at the dupli-

cated styles.
While on this subject, the possibilities of cut glass-

ware have been exhibited during the past month by

the change made by the Mawhinney & Ryan Co.,

Fifteenth and Douglas Streets, Omaha, in their stock

of cut glassware. A large room in the basement has

been fitted up, the entire area of side walls and ceiling

being set with plate-glass mirrors and plate-glass

shelving. Electric lights in profusion are distributed

at points where the greatest variety of reflections can

be obtained and the shelving, as well as several plate-

glass stands and counters, are tastefully, artistically

and ingeniously set with as handsome a stock of cu
t

glassware as has ever been seen in the West. Such 
is

the arrangement that a person standing in the cente
r

of the room may look, to all appearances, through 
a

succession of similar rooms, until the view is inter-

cepted by distance. It is a veritable mystic maze of

mirrors and scintillating glassware.

Variety and
Novelty of
Patterns Desired

Personal Mention

J. C. Huteson, of J. C. Huteson & Co., who re-

turned from New York the middle of the m
onth,

having been in the East six weeks, went again to th
e
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East in pursuance of his plans for the enlargement of

his wholesale business. THE KEYSTONE correspon-

dent recently visited one of the six large ranches

owned by Mr. Huteson and his brothers near Central

City, Nebr., and was more than ever impressed with

the truthfulness of the assertion that this district,

which nearly adjoins the Kearney district, is a portion

of " God's country." The ranch visited was pur-

chased about two months ago for $19,000.

S. E. Thomas, of Tabor, Iowa, has gone to

Chicago to take a course in an optical college.

Dr. Zenner, an optician and jeweler of Hooper,

Nebr., was one of the few visitors.to the city.

Purdy & Mitchell, of Neola, Iowa, and A. Morton,

of Geneva, Nebr., were represented in the city.

F. M. Barney, of Elm Creek, Nebr., made some

good purchases.
E. A. Dayton, of E. A. Dayton & Co., whole-

salers, at Omaha, returned from a buying trip to

Chicago.
L. F. Andrews, traveling for E. A. Dayton & Co.,

returned from a trip through Iowa and Missouri, re-

porting prospects in both States excellent.

Prof. J. S. Keemn, of Blanchard, Iowa, has be-

come entered at the Omaha Optical Institute.

John A. Peterson, a student at the Omaha Watch

Repairing and Engraving Institute, has located him-

self in business at Elkhorn, Iowa.

F. C. Calhoun, another student at the watch

repairing institute, has obtained a position at Trayer,

Iowa.
Mr. Holliday, of the Mawhinney & Ryan Co., has

returned from a Minnesota fishing trip. H. J. Pen-

fold, of the H. J. Penfold Co., wholesalers of optical

and surgical goods, has also returned with a wet skin,

having nearly lost his life by the overturning of a boat

on the lake near Alexander, Minn.

Robinson & Flateau, 1520 Dodge Street, Omaha,

have announced their departure from an exclusive

pawnbroking business to the jewelry business by the

establishment of a huge clock in front of their store.

Sol. Bergman, a wholesale jeweler at Omaha, went

to New York the last week in June.

J. P. Frenzer, Fifteenth and Dodge Streets, who

has been the leader in diamond sales, disposed of a

very fine pair of gems a few days ago for $600, a sale

not frequently made in this vicinity.

Morris Brodkey, of Fourteenth and Douglas

Streets, who has been in Hot Springs, Ark., for about

six weeks for his health, has gone thence to Fort

Worth, Tex., to visit a brother, after which he will re-

turn home.
Sol. Frank, aged forty-one years, who has been

conducting the exclusive jewelry department of P.

Sonnenberg's pawnbroking establishment, died very

suddenly at i A. H., Sunday, June 16th. His funeral

occurred June 19th, from the Harney Street Syna-

gogue, Rabbi Simon officiating. The funeral pageant

included uniformed and non-uniformed lodges of the

B'Nai B'Rith, Odd Fellows, Royal Arcanum, Frater-

nal Order of Eagles and Modern Woodmen of

America.
Mr. Griffith of Griffith & Hall, wholesalers at

Omaha, has returned from an Eastern trip.

A. F. Smith, of the Reichenberg–Smith Co.,

wholesalers, goes East the first part of July.

Lindsay, the Douglas Street jeweler, has com-

pleted the repairs to his store, which have enabled him

to put in quite an extensive plant for small manufac-

turing and repair work.

Business Activity in St. Louis

St. Louis bank clearings are showing a grati-

fying increase. In the week ending with June 8,

1901, the bank clearances of St. Louis reached

$51,006,o3o, a gain of fifty-four per cent. over those of

the corresponding week in 19oo. Only once—in the

week ending May 190t, when they were $53,828,966

—did the clearings in St. Louis go as high as they did

in the week mentioned. In the five weeks previous

the bank clearings of the city have gone above the

$50,000,000 mark three times. These three weeks

were the ones which ended with May nth, May t8th

and June 8th, respectively. In no other week in the

city's history has the $5o,000,000 clearance line been

touched. These totals tell an eloquent story of the

business activity and prosperity of St. Louis.
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AUTOMATIC
ACTION

is a term that applies to the

Larter Shirt Stud
After inserting it in a buttonhole or eyelet

hole of any style of shirt, the strong spring
coiled inside of the pin or piston (not around
it) causes this same pin or piston to fly back
to its proper position, thus bringing the post
in the center of the back.

The spring does not lose
its tension.

The back does not have to
be pushed in its place.

Nothing to be attached
after being inserted.

Easily put in
Cannot work out of itself.
Readily removed.

HENCE THE TERM—"AUTOMATIC."

We carry the largest stock of studs ever
presented to the Jewelry Trade of the United
States

in 18 K. gold,
14 K. gold, or

10 K. gold and t To be had through
Extra quality 14 K. Plate. J Progressive Jobbers.

LARTER, ELCOX C Co.
21 & 23 Maiden Lane

New York

Our trade-mark is a fac-simile of the stud
itself, and is stamped upon the barrel of every
Larter stud.

East Syracuse, N.Y Y.
Complete stocks carried and goods shipped
from both factory and Chicago salesroom.

Write for 275-page Catalogue.

SALESROOMS;

109-111 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

409 Broadway, New York

HALF-TONE ELECTROTYPES
A SPECIALTY

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO.
Electrotypers

621 Commerce St., Philadelphia
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Send 85 cents to Illinois College of Engraving, 1010 Masonic Temple, Chicago, for
this hand-engraved Transfer and Copy Plate in copper, size 4 5-8 x 2 58 Inches. It shows
every turn and cut of graver, and is indispensable to those who do engraving, or thorm learning
engraving. We can also supply a complete outfit of our perfect. cutting gravers, handled and
sharpened ready to use, for $5.00. Toese tools will be a revelation to you. They are tempered to
our order and we Can guarantee them to our patrons. We also put your gravers in order al 25 cents
each. Cash must accompany order for both of above. For further particulars see our advertise-
ment on page 672a, this Issue of TI.u.t KEY sToN
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Pittsburg Letter

The June trade has been very brisk, owing princi-

pally to the unprecedented number of large June

weddings and commencements. The exceptionally

cold weather has kept people in the city, and by so

doing helped trade. The mills are all busy, and there

is evident a gratifying prosperity. Building is exceed-

ing all records, a sure sign that there is money, especi-

ally when the building is of the most costly kind. The

bank clearances of the week of June 6th rushed Pitts-

burg up to fifth place, .to say nothing about the

" Pirates " occupying first place, at present writing, in

the League. The city has reason to be proud of its

industries, its wealth and its baseball team.

A. W. Grant, a prominent jeweler of Huntington,

W. Va., and Miss Zella Alderson, of Nicholas County,

attending college at Huntington, went to Ironton,

Ohio, on June nth, and were married. Miss Alderson

is a cousin of Congressman J. D. Alderson and is con-

sidered one of the most beautiful girls in the State.

THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

A. M. De Winters opened up a store at Wood

Street and South Avenue, Wilkinsburg, some time

ago. During the week of June nth his jewelry store

was attached by Constable H. W. McKalip for F. M.

Hugus & Co., for Poo rent. Other citizens of Wil-

kinsburg are said to be looking for him. Several

weeks ago he reached Wilkinsburg and attended the

M. E. Church. He formed the friendship of E. M.

Brintner and A. E. Siviter, the jewelry jobber, of 237

Fifth Avenue. Mr. Siviter advanced De Winters con-

siderable stock, in the neighborhood of $15oo worth,

and Mr. Brintner loaned him money. Shortly after

De Winters disappeared and his whereabouts are un-

known. The jewelry stock, now in legal hands, has

not been disturbed.
The bail of Lewis Mintz, the New York jeweler,

who was brought to Pittsburg on a charge of having

received stolen goods from the jewelry store of Philip

Ruprecht, Sharpsburg, Pa., was reduced to $500, the

Court being satisfied that Mintz was an innocent pur-

chaser of the stolen goods.
Carl H. Leighner, the prominent young jeweler of

Butler, Pa., was married on June 5th to Miss Bertha

Brown, daughter of ex-Postmaster John W. Brown.

The ceremony was performed by the Rev. Edwin S.

Worrell, of the Second Presbyterian Church, at the

bride's home in Brown Avenue. After a wedding trip

to Buffalo and Toronto, Can., Mr. and Mrs. Leighner

will make their home in Butler. THE KEYSTONE and

trade in Pittsburg, where Mr. Leighner is well known,

extend best wishes.
McFarland & Thorn, of Burgettstown, Pa., and

Cumberland, Md., dissolved partnership June ist,

A. Thorn retiring and Albert McFarland continuing

the Burgettstown store. A. Thorn is now with J. R.

Reed & Co., Market Street, Pittsburg.
The retail jewelry clerks baseball team and the

crack team, No. 1, Holy Ghost College, had a 'friendly

game on June 4th on the college grounds, in which the

clerks were defeated, 13 to 5. The jewelers' team in-

cluded the following well-known men : R. M. H.

Jantzen, center field ; Alex. Munn, right field ; Theo-

dore Weber, left field ; Charles Holyland, first base ;

Albert Thorn, second base ; J. R. Allison, Jr., third

base ; Mr. Wirt, catcher ; Jack Allison, pitcher, and

Joseph Weckerle.
A. P. Reynolds, formerly with E. Gooder, Rey-

noldsville, Pa., has gone into business for himself at

Elenora, Pa.
The Keystone Jewelry Co., ot Fifth Avenue, held

an auction sale of goods last month, preparatory to

removing to 318-320 Fifth Avenue, to the old Com-

mercial Gazette Building, which has been leased by

them at a rental of $i2,5oo per annum. The company

secured $1o,000 for their present quarters from some

local real estate dealers.
John M. Schaefer, who has been in the manufac-

turing business in the Standard Building, Wood Street,

sold out and has entered the employ of the W. J.
Johnston Jewelry Co.

'J. Harvey Wattles, of W. W. Wattles & Sons,

leaves this month on his fifteenth annual tour to Euro-

pean art centers.
JOhn Palm, a former engraver with Tiffany & Co.,

has opened up as engraver and designer in Room 708,
Bijou Building, Penn Avenue.
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Charles C. Wagner, watchmaker, of the Verner

Building, has removed to the third floor.

J. 13enninghof has opened a new store at Green-

ville, Pa.
The marriage of Emanuel Grafner, of Grafner

Brother, Fifth Avenue, and Miss Jennie Roedelheim,

of Philadelphia, took place Monday, June 17th, at the

bride's home.
Jeweler Freeman has opened up a watchmaking

and repair establishment at 5440 Second Avenue.
E. P. Roberts & Sons, besides donating a gold

medal in the vocal contest of Beaver College, and

making the Bishop Simpson medal, also had the honor

of making the gold trowel with which H. C. Frick laid

the first granite stone in his new skyscraper, now being

erected at Fifth Avenue and Grant street.

Otto Heeren is now in Leipsic, Germany, where

he is buying art goods.
Emil Geilfuss, with Heeren Bros. & Co., and Mrs.

Geilfuss and H. A. Yester, of McKeesport, and his

family, spent a couple of weeks in June doing the Pan-

American Exposition at Buffalo.
Hertrick & Wilkerson, opticians, of the Park

Building, dissolved partnership, Mr. Wilkerson con-

tinuing. Mr. Hertrick returned to Heeren Bros. & Co.

Marsh & Brown, of the Bijou Building, put in two

large and handsome safes this month. The firm ex-

themselves pleased with the volume of business

done so far.
Dealers from near-by towns who visited Pittsburg

trade during June were : John F. Zugschwert, Car-

negie, Pa.; S. H. Schmidt, Turtle Creek, Pa.; C. R.

Long, Ligonier, Pa.; D. L. Cleland, Butler, Pa.; W.

R. Brown, New Brighton, Pa.; W. J. McKinney, East

Liverpool, Ohio ; Edward Koessler, New Kensington,

Pa.; Adam Fisher, Greensburg, Pa.; A. P. Reynolds,

Reynoldsville, Pa.; A. Meyer, Uniontown, Pa.; C. J.

Nichols, Kecksburg, Pa.; J. D. McAnlis, Beaver Falls,

Pa.; C. A. Godwin, Butler, Pa.; J. W. Jones, Ligonier,

Pd.; F. D. Skiff, Verona, Pa.; Thomas Maher, Clarks-

ville, Pa.; William Hunt, Uniontown, Pa.; J. Frank

Murphy, Dawson, Pa., Mr. Lijedahl, Braddock, Pa.;

Frank H. Hayes, Washington, Pa.; J. Z. Simpson,

Blairsville, Pa.; P. Ruprecht, Sharpsburg, Pa.; R. W.

Brady, Washington, Pa.; F. Murdock, Ligonier, Pa.;

E. H. Kennerdell, Tarentum, Pa.; F. F. Robinson,

Vandegrift, Pa.; H. C. Morrison, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.;

H. H. Weylman, Kittanning, Pa.; H. A. Reineman,

McKeesport, Pa.; J. W. McKean, Charleroi, Pa.; H.

Perel, Salem, W. Va.; W. W. Brillhart, Indiana, Pa.;

F. H. Kuhns, Sharpsburg, Pa.; George W. Pipes,

Cameron, W. Va.; L. C. Roessler, Cumberland, Md.;

Leroy Swan, New Castle, Pa.; Mrs. E. C. Ruple, Lis-

bon, Ohio ; T. J. Jacobs, Summerfield, Pa.; J. Long-

necker, Few Brighton, Pa.; H. E. Boehne, Elizabeth,

Pa.; Bert Thorn, Burgettstown, Pa.; I. H. Wilson,

Niles, Ohio ; Sam. Maltinsky, Braddock, Pa.

Strange Story of a Watch

A magnificent jeweled watch, said to have been

stolen in Tien-Tsin, China, several months ago,

has just come to light in Woodlawn, Ala. The watch,

which is valued at several thousand dollars, is the

property of an English officer stationed at Tien-Tsin,

and a former Birmingham boy is alleged to have made

way with it. The timepiece is treasured very highly

by the English officer because of the fact that it was

presented to him by an English society for distin-

guished gallantry. Since its disappearance the search

for it has been carried on in all parts of the earth.

The Birmingham man was a watchmaker by trade

and while in Tien-Tsin with little to do in the way

of military duty, he turned his attention to doing odd

j.,bs in the way of watch repairing. The officers, as

well as others, soon began giving their work to him.

In this way the timepiece of the English officer came

into his hands. Al), alt the same time two other

watches of unusual value were given into his hands.

One of these, a dainty timepiece all covered with

jewels, also disappeared, as did another fine gold

watch, the owner of which is unknown.

It is charged that upon getting three very valuable

watches in his hands,. the young soldier deserted and

took the watches with him. His disappearance caused

a general commotion, and all sorts of agencies were

put in motion in order to apprehend him, but he is

said to have made good his escape.
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San Francisco Letter

We regret to announce the death of Mr. Brown,

father of George A. Brown, with A. I. Hall & Son.

THE KEYSTONE tenders to Mr. Brown its heartfelt

sympathy in his bereavement.
C. H. Wright, the popular jeweler of Eureka,

Cal., was around calling on the trade in San Francisco

recently. Mr. Wright looks forward to a very good

business this fall, as everything in his section is

booming.
M. Schussler & Co. have moved into their new

commodious quarters in the Call Annex Building,

and 713 Market Street, where they occupy the

entire fifth floor, which will give them ten times the

floor space that they occupied in their old quarters.

The office is finished in oak and it will compare favor-

ably with any jobbing house in America.

M. L. Levy, of M. L. Levy & Co., San Francisco,

Cal., has returned from New York, and he looks as

though his vacation has done him good.

A. Cantor, who travels for Nordman Bros., San

Francisco, is out among the trade getting his share of

the orders.
Secret Service Agent George W. Hazen recently

seized in a local jewelry manufactory a number of

spoons and other articles which were composed wholly

or in part of Hawaiian coins, contrary to an act of

Congress. For some time past firms have been turn-

ing out spoons with fac-similes of the coins of this and

other countries. The Secret Service Officers have

taken steps to prevent the production of such goods

and have full power to prevent the counterfeiting of

coins and to prosecute people who mutilate them.

THE KEYSTONE has frequently published the United

States law against the mutilation of coins.

H. Hauschildt, the popular jeweler of Haywards,

Cal., was married to Miss Lillie W. Hemnann on June

loth, and the couple are now spending their honey-

moon in the East. They will visit the Pan-American

Exposition and other Eastern resorts while there.

Alonzo De Jessop, of J. Jessop & Sons, San

Diego, Cal., called recently at THE KEYSTONE office

in this city on his way home from the Yosemite Valley,

where he has been enjoying a short vacation camping

out. We have his promise that the next time he

makes this trip we will be, to some extent, the bene-

ficiaries of his shooting, as he has been quite fortunate

in his hunting.
A. Hansen, of Hansen Bros., Seattle, Wash.,

stopped off at San Francisco on his way home from

New York, to purchase a few more needed novelties

to meet the expected demands of the returning Klon-

dikers in July. The gold output this season will be

the largest in the history of the New Eldorado.

Messrs. Schew, Parker and Scholte, formerly with

William Glindemann, corner of Market and Third

Streets, San Francisco, have opened a new jewelry

store in the Call Annex Building, 711 and 713 Market

Street. The fixtures are made of the celebrated curly

California red wood and are very pretty. THE

KEYSTONE wishes the boys every success in their new

venture.
K. F. M. Schwartze is installed in his new store at

30 East Street, San Francisco, and is ready to cater to

the wants of his friends.
Alexander V. Friedberger, jeweler, of Lodi, Cal.,

was married recently to Miss Flora Torbriner, of San

Francisco. A large number of friends and relatives

witnessed the ceremony. THE KEYSTONE extends

congratulations.
J. C. Gigon, one of The Keystone Watch Case

Co.'s missionaries, arrived in San Francisco on June

i9th, where he proceeded to become acquainted with

the retail and wholesale jewelers, preparatory to

starting on a Northern trip. Mr. Gigon expressed

himself as delighted with the reception accorded him
all through Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and the

Black Hills, and is looking forward with much pleasure

to making more friends for his company and himself

in the Northern part of California, Oregon and

Washington.
C. Muller, optician, who carried on business in

the Phelan Building, dropped dead on June 14th.

He had been at a theater, and was on his way home

when the sad event took place. Death is believed to

have been due to heart disease. Deceased was sixty

years old and was married.
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NECK CHAINS
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St. Louis Letter

June has fulfilled its early promises,

The State of and the month closes with about

the heaviest business of any month

so far in this year. This is true

both among the wholesale and retail houses, not in

every case, but most of our jewelry and optical people

make this claim. Especially is trade much ahead of

June last year, when the street car strike was in full

swing. Our wholesalers generally remark that their

city trade is far in excess of their business for the same

month last year, and that their country trade is holding

its own. All crop prospects throughout the territory

tributary to this market are fine. There appears to be

plenty of money in circulation, and as the general

prosperity has brought about a large expansion in the

consuming power of the masses, the retail jewelry and

optical trades of this vast Western and Southern terri-

tory has received its full share of the benefits, all of

which foreshadows a good summer and fall trade.

We clip the following sensible re-

marks from the Globe-Democrat:

"St. Louis is getting a good deal

of outside advice to have its fair

ready on the day set apart for the opening. The fair

will be ready. The time is far shorter than either

Philadelphia or Chicago had in which to prepare, but

it will be utilized to the utmost, and it will prove to

be sufficient in this case. The money and the ability

are here, and the work will be done on time. Let

nobody in the United States be in any doubt on this

point. The biggest and greatest of world's fairs will

be thrown open to the earth's 1,500,000,000 of people

in the opening days of May, 1903, and every exhibit

will be in place at that date."

We agree with the Globe-Democrat, that St. Louis

should be more alert in extending its railway system

in Oklahoma. The trade of the splendid territory,

destined soon to be a prosperous and populous State,

can be secured by this city unless it permits other

business centers to anticipate it by railway enterprise.

An extension of the Frisco road from Sapulpa or

Tulsa into Northern Oklahoma would put one of the

richest regions of the territory into close communication

with St. Louis.

Trade

Will Open
on Time

Especially

These are significant figures. The

banking clearances in May for St.

Significant Figures Louis, Kansas City, St. Joseph,

Forth Worth, Topeka, Wichita,

Houston and Galveston, representing the Southwest-

ern group of States as they are given in the reports,

aggregated $336,515,980, the highest figures ever re-

corded. For ,the five months ending with May, the

same cities reported clearances of $1,446, 567, 121, as

compared with $1,122,760,498 for a similar period in

1900. St. Louis clearances last month amounted to

$211,687,602, a gain of 52 per cent. in 12 months time,

and other cities made correspondingly large increases.

These figures indicate the expansion of business in a

more certain way than is obtainable from other sources,

as they are based on actual transactions and reflect

existing conditions. Those for May are especially sig-

nificant, as the Southwestern group made a gain of

40.1 per cent., while the totals for the entire country

outside of New York are given at but 23.3 per cent.

The real estate sales in St. Louis for May were

the largest for any month in the history of the city,

and this happened in advance of the selection of the

world's fair site. The boom ahead may be judged

from this preliminary item.
The matter of a commercial museum

for Missouri is being agitated in

the papers. We believe that St.

Louis, from its central position and

relations with all forms of industry,

is the best place in the United States for a commercial

museum. The Kansas City Times suggests that it

would be well to extend all or a considerable portion

of the $t,000,000 world's fair appropriation by

Missouri for permanent buildings and continuity in

exhibits. One plan advanced is to erect a state build-

ing out of Missouri materials, to be used during the

fair for a display of Missouri products, and to serve

afterwards as a commercial museum for the State and

city. " It is an established fact," says the Times,

" that Philadelphia has considerably improved her

trade by means of her commercial museum, and there

Commercial
Museum
for Missouri

THE KEYSTONE

seems no good reason why a similar project, cast on

broader lines and embracing the industries of an entire

State, should not prove successful and a source of

profit." Here is matter for earnest thought. Missouri's

natural wealth is so diversified, its mineral and other

resources so remarkable, that a commercial museum

in this city would be of the highest value.

Indian Territory, which increased in population

from 180,00o in 1890 to 391,000 in 1900, is an aspirant

for the same territorial representation in Congress as

is now given to its neighbor, Oklahoma, formerly a

part of it. The white population of the Indian

Territory is largely increasing.

" The St. Louis World's Fair will cost three times

as much as the Buffalo Pan-American Exposition,"

says the Springfield, (Mo.) Republican," and, what is

more, it will be worth every cent of it to St. Louis and

the State of Missouri." "To Arkansas it will be

worth millions also," says the Little Rock Gazette.

"It will show," continues this journal, " that the State

of Arkansas has measureless resources, many of which

are unknown to the world. Displayed at St. Louis,

the world will soon discover that Arkansas is the

greatest State in the Union."
We are glad to see that the mineral

Mineral Wealth wealth of the Ozarks is beginning

to attract the attention that it de-

serves. The following, as told in a

press dispatch from Washington, will doubtless be

interesting to our readers : The report on the lead

and zinc deposits in the Ozarks has been completed

and will be sent to the printer shortly. The report

will not be made a part of the annual report of the

survey. The field work in the investigation was under

the direction of C. R. Van Hise and F. S. Emmons.

Much of the work was done by George I. Adams and

H. F. Bain. They were in all of the principal mining

camps of Missouri and Northern Arkansas. The

report will go quite extensively into the geological

problem of lead and zinc. It will show the conditions

surrounding ore deposits, and take up extensively the

geological formations as a guide to future prospectors

in showing the indications of ore. Included in the

report will be a valuable map, which has been prepared

at great pains and expense, and which will show every

detail of the lead and zinc fields in the Ozark Mountains,

each section being a tenth of an inch square on the

map. The map will include all of the territory from

St. Louis and Kansas City down to Fort Smith, Ark.,

It will take in a large part of Missouri, the northern

part of Arkansas and the northern part of Indian

Territory. The investigation is one of the most

exhaustive ever attempted by the survey and is

expected to be a hand-book for those interested in the

development of the mineral resources of the section.

The Inter-State Merchants' Association of St.

Louis has requested the following dates for its sum—

mer excursions of country dealers to this city : First

meeting July 20-3r, inclusive ; tickets good returning

until August loth. Second meeting, August 3-14,

good returning until August 24th. Third meeting,

August 17-28, good returning until September 7th.

Fourth meeting, August 31-September 13th, good

returning until September 23d.

The stockholders of the Mermod & Jaccard Co.

will soon vote on a proposition to increase the capital

stock of the company. The present capital is $500,000

and it will be increased to 00,000. The voting will

be done July 3rd. The recent absorption of the

Merrick, Walsh & Phelps jewelry firm is the cause of

the increase.
President Otto Pfeffer, of the St. Louis Clock and

Silverware Co., has just returned from a two-weeks'

trip through the East, where he was selecting lines

of goods for his firm's fall trade.

Sidney L. Bauman, for years with the L. Bauman

Co., who is well and favorably known in the trade

here as an energetic and promising young man of

business, has embarked in the wholesale diamond

business and has just opened a handsome office on the

fifth floor of the Commercial Building. Mr. Bauman

will do an exclusively jobbing business in the diamo
nd

line and enjoys the distinction of being the first one to

engage in the strictly wholesale diamond field in the

St. Louis market.

The St. Louis Manufacturers' Association has de-

cided to establish four river steamers on the Missis-

sippi to ply between St. Louis and New Orleans.

Four boats will be built at once and will be the means

of the Ozarks
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of bringing a great deal of river trade to St. Louis

from towns not touched by railroads that has hereto-

fore gone elsewhere.
Samuel Heffern, well-known in the trade from his

long connection with the John Boland Jewelry Co.,

retail, was married June r8th to Miss Alderman, of

this city. The young couple will make their future

home in St. Louis.
Oklahoma leads the whole list in the percentage

of increased population, and Texas has the biggest oil

boom of the present year. It gives us particular

pleasure to say that all of this region of rapid

development is tributary to St. Louis, the central city

of the United States.
The great Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo is

said by St. Louis people who have seen it to be a fine

show, and an unqualified success from an artistic

standpoint, and that through the economy and honesty

of its management is likely to be a financial success.

J. M. Cook, of the Cook Jewelry Co., Fayetteville,

Ark., was a welcome buyer in this market for several

days last month.
Will. Shuttles, of the W. E. Shuttles Co., Dallas,

Tex., spent a day or two last month, visiting the trade

in St. Louis.
G. W. Borden, of Jonesburg, Mo., was a visiting

buyer in this market last month.

S. H. Bauman, of the Bauman-Massa Co., has

just returned from a ten-weeks' trip abroad, looking

splendid. He reports a most enjoyable trip, and says

that he made large purchases of diamonds in the

European markets for his firm's fall trade.

The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co.

have recently repainted and renovated their salesrooms

throughout, improving the appearance greatly.

H. D. McCorkle, of California, Mo., was in town

recently on a purchasing trip.

Vincent Gorley, of Grimm & Gorley, retail, was

married June 12th to a St. Louis young lady.

John Koetting, of St. Genevieve, Mo., was a visit-

ing buyer in this market last month.

August Kurtzburn, Jr., of A. Kurtzburn & Sons,

retail, sailed for Europe the middle of last month, to

be absent ten or twelve weeks. The trip is one of

recreation, travel and sight-seeing entirely.

N. Roitman, retail, now on Broadway, between

Olive and Pine Streets, will soon remove to 505 Olive

Street.
B. H. Blank, representing the optical department

of Hammel, R iglander & Co., New York, was in St.

Louis recently calling on our wholesale trade.

Miss E. A. Morris, one of the office force of the

Eisenstadt Company, is on her vacation and is visiting

Washington, Philadelphia, New York and other cities

in the East, and will be absent about a month.

A. F. Eisenbeiss will enjoy an outing up among

the Northern lakes the present month, leaving town

early in July.
F. A. Reyer & Co., are a new retail jewelry firm

in Kansas City. Their establishment is at 212 East

Twelfth Street.
I). A. Hay, of Fulton, Ky., was in St. Louis for a

few days last month, combining business with pleasure.

Louis J. Wick, of Highland, Ky., was a trade

visitor in this market last month. Mr. Wick reports

prosperous times in his section.

H. W. Foerste, of Okawville, Ill., was doing this

market last month making selections of goods for the

home store.
E. J. Bauman, of St. Genevieve, Mo., was in St.

Louis recently on a purchasing trip.

D. A. Davidson, the genial and clever diamond

salesman, was in St. Louis a day or two recently

looking after the interests of Wallach & Schiele, of

New York. -
The Hirsch Optical Institute is a chartered optical

college recently established in Suite 607 Oriel Building,

this city, by Dr. H. A. Hirsch, formerly of Kansas

City.
Hay Bros. is the style of a new retail jewelry firm

just opened up for business in St. Joseph, Mo. They

hail from Fulton, Ky., and enjoy a reputation for enter-

prise and reliability. The new store is handsome and

modern and is a creditable addition to the jewelry

interests of that thriving and prosperous city.

W. J. Graber, of Brenham, Texas, was one of the

welcome trade visitors in this market for several days

last month. Mr. Graber bought liberally for the home

market while here.
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Do You Know a good thing when you see it?
Well, here's a chance for you. The famousSIR KNIGHT pattern at HALF PRICE!

Any of the illustrated articles, Gilt or Plain Bowl, at $6.00 PER DOZEN, net cash !

No. 3026. Cream Ladle

No. 3045. Sardine Fork

No. 3044. Sugar Sifter

No. 3028. Sugar Shell

No. 3023. Cream Ladle

Below we quote a few of the larger pieces in SIR KNIGHT pattern at

ridiculously low prices!

No. 3006. Gravy Ladle, Gilt
No. 3007. " " Plain
No. 3010. Berry Spoon, Gilt, 9-inch
No. 3011. " " Plain, 9-inch
No. 3014. " " Gilt, 8-inch
No. 3015. " " Plain, 8-inch
No. 3036. " " Gilt, 6 -inch  
No. 3052. Toast Fork, Plain, 8-inch  
No. 3053. Fish Fork, Gilt, 9-inch

$2  75 each, net cash.
250

350
325
3  00
2  75
I 75
2 75
3  50

" 44 44

"
" 14

11

11 44

11

41.

14 14

Give us a trial. We carry an up-to-date line of DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE,
CLOCKS, TOOLS and MATERIAL. Send your orders to

NOACK & GORENFLO, Wholesale Jewelers, Detroit, Mich,
WRITE US POR OUR 1901 CATAL,CIOUE

r‘aL

 0

July, !gel

Philadelphia Letter

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. were awarded the

contract to make the silver trophies and prizes for the

Pennsylvania State championship tennis tournament.

Peter Lindenstruth, jeweler, Pensacola, Fla., who

was a delegate to the Southern Industrial Convention,

held recently in this city, placed some extensive orders

with local jobbers. He was a welcome visitor to

THE KEYSTONE office during his stay in the city.
The factory and office of the lately chartered cor-

poration, J. E. Limeburner & Co., wholesale opti-

cians, 1702 Chestnut Street, have undergone extensive

alterations and improvements. The company has re-

cently patented an aerated suction guard for nos
e

glasses.
Richard Stoetzner has removed his stock from

2236 to 2128 Ridge Avenue.

William Ryan, Sr., an optician of long standing

in Philadelphia, passed away on Sunday, June 2d, a
t

the age of fifty-seven years. He was born and edu-

cated in Philadelphia. and learned his business from

Henry Staples, at Second and New Streets. He was

a veteran of the Civil War, in which he earned a repu-

tation for valor. The business will be carried on at

124 South Seventh Street by his son, William Ryan.

G. K. Ware, with Jos. B. Bechtel & Co.,

719 Sansom Street, is spending a few weeks at
the Buffalo Exposition and visiting other points

of interest.
The 1901 summer function of the Philadel-

phia Jewelers' Club, which took place on June

28th, consisted of a 'field da),) at the " Orchard,"

the Philadelphia Athletic Club's country house,

Essington on the Delaware, and an evening per-

formance at the South Broad Street Theater.

It was a day of unlimited enjoyment and healthful

relaxation.
J. Gordon Gray, president of Queen & Co.,

Inc., tow Chestnut Street, was recently elected

vice-president of the Manufacturers' Club.

H. B. 14Vuston, of J. E. Caldwell & Co., is

on his annual tour in Europe to purchase paint-

ings and art goods for the Caldwell galleries.

Charles Fichte', Sr., who carried on a jew-

elry business at 516 South Second Street, this

city, passed away on June t3th, at the age of

seventy-one years. He was born in Germany,

where he learned the trade of mathematical in-

strument maker. He is survived by a widow, three

daughters and one son. The business is at present

being carried on by Charles Fichte'.

On June 13th the United States

Where Government was given formal pos-

United States session of the magnificent new mint

Money is Coined building in Philadelphia. This is

the largest, handsomest and best

equipped structure of its kind in the world. In round

numbers it cost the country about $3,000,000, of which

a little more than $2,000,000 have been put into the

building. The rest has been expended for new ma-

chinery, which will nearly treble the producing ca-

pacity. A vast amount of new coining apparatus has

been specially constructed by experts in this class of

work. All the new coining presses will be separately

run by electricity. There will be no chance for a

general break-down. As hand-presses gave way to

steam about the time the Government moved into the

present mint, so soon to be deserted, so steam will be

displaced by electricity in the new building. One of

the most interesting features of the new mint is the

frankness with which the Government intends to take

the people into its confidence. A chain of galleries

extending through the building will permit visitors to

see every process of coinage from the time the metal is

received until it is in the finished coin stored away in

the huge vaults. In the old building visitors have

necessarily been somewhat restricted, although more

than a million visitors go through it each year. The

vast amount of precious metal always in course of

transition makes the most watchful care necessary,

and at present excludes the public from some of the

departments altogether. In the new mint all this will

be changed.
The daily sweepings of the mint are suggestive of

Dickens' " Golden Dustman." They average $5o,000

a year. The floors in the milling room are made of

honeycombed iron divided into small sections, so that

THE KEYSTOINJE

they can be readily taken up to save the dust. Their

roughness acts as a scraper and prevents any metallic

particles from clinging to the soles of the shoes of per-

sons passing through the department.

The illustration shown on this page is a reproduc-

tion of a photograph of the new mint which was taken

at the moment Mayor Ashbridge of Philadelphia was

receiving Secretary Gage, who represented the United

States government on the occasion of the transfer.

Importance of Irrigation
Professor Elwood Mead, former State engineer of

irrigation of Wyoming, and now expert on irrigation

of the Department of Agriculture, testified before the

Industrial Commission in Washington on June 12th,

concerning irrigation and its relation to Western farm-

ing. Professor Mead believed that irrigation was des-

tined to one day play a leading part in national affairs

in the United States. He called attention to the enor-

mous added value that would be given the arid lands

of the West by an extensive system of irrigation

canals. Until very recently, he said, irrigation had

been considered purely sectional, but the experience

of the past fifteen years had shown this was a mis-

taken idea. In southern Louisiana and southeastern
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The past month has been one of the best Junes

the retail trade has had in years. Last month there

was no indication that there would be such a volume

of business. There was a grand revival of the giving

of graduation presents of articles procurable in jew-

elry stores. The dealers report a good diamond

trade. In fact, with two firms known to the writer, it

was the greatest month of June in diamond goods that

these houses ever had. Watches sold well, too, also

novelties generally.
The usual Saturday afternoon closing during the

months of July and August has been inaugurated

among the retail and wholesale houses. This year the

following firms signed the agreement : The Cowell &

Hubbard Co., the Bowler & Burdick Co., Sigler

Bros. Co., Scribner & Loehr.

A. T. Hubbard and family left last month for a

five-weeks' outing on the St. Lawrence. Mr. Hub-

bard has an island about two miles below Alexandria

Bay, and will entertain a congenial party of friends

there this year.
George Scribner, of Scribner 8z Loehr, 143 Euclid

Avenue, has left for Georgian Bay on his usual fishing

tour. Mr. Scribner, with other local gentlemen, are

the owners of a yacht, upon which this party

will spend their outing. Mr. Otto Loehr, of same

firm, is now at the Pan-American Exposition.

Mr Loehr is accompanied by his family.

At the recent national convention of the

National Credit Men's Association, a unique

badge was distributed to members and received

very favorable comment. The badge was the

work of the Cowell & Hubbard Co., and de-

signed by their designer, Mr. Farrow.

Webb C. Ball has been appointed chairman

of the committee on badges, etc., for the G. A. R.

Encampment, which meets here in September.

An invitation to all local talent has been put out

asking for designs. Here is a chance for some

of our art-loving jewelers to show what they can

do in designing.
Charles F. Keim, one of the firm of Scrib-

ner & Loehr, was married last month to an

estimable lady from this city. Mr. Keim is in

charge of the office work for his firm.

Warner & Swasey, manufacturers of the

Porro prism field glass, bearing their name, made

a special display of their work last month in the

show windows of the Cowell & Hubbard Co. The

display attracted a great deal of attention, and a

record for the number sold in a given time was

established.
Hamilton & Merriam, Fremont, Ohio, have dis-

solved partnership. The business will be continued by

L. G. Hamilton in the old store. It is rumored that

Mr. Merriam will start a new store in the near future

in the same city.
W. J. Eroe, of Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.,

was in town, and reports business as very good in his

section.
J. C. Sharer, Alliance, Ohio, was in town last

month, principally on pleasure. He made social calls

on the different jewelers.

Mr. Zang, of J. A. Zang & Son, was in the city

last month on business tor his firm. Local jobbers

had reason to be pleased with his visit.

A. H. Coleman, Massillon, Ohio, was a recent

buyer in the wholesale district.

George A. Clark, Lorain, Ohio, was here last

month buying the necessary stock to meet the de-

mands of his customers,

C. E. Ennes, Wakeman, Ohio, was in town last

month buying goods to replenish his stock.

A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio, was a recent

trade caller.

The New Mint at Philadelphia

Texas, an area larger than several of the Eastern

States, had been increased in value from $2.50 or $5.00

an acre to $50, and even Poo an acre by means of irri-

gation. These results indicated that in the course of

another decade this country would export instead of

import rice. All along the Atlantic seaboard irriga-

tion was becoming an essential factor in market gar-

dening, the regulated application of moisture having

been found to be of as much benefit as the use of

fertilizer.
In two-fifths of the United States, exclusive of

Alaska, the ability to grow crops was dependent upon

irrigation. And this was not because the land was

arid and devoid of fertility, but solely becaus
e of

lacked moisture. As soon as water had been applied

by irrigation this same land had become exceedingly

productive. Denver, Salt Lake, Los Angeles and

many other towns of lesser importance, Professor

Mead said, were the creation of the irrigation 
system.

Without the winter forage, which was grown on the

irrigated sections of the stock ranges of the West, the

losses of range cattle and sheep would every year be

enormous. Owing to the lack of accurate records 
it

was impossible to determine the number of 
miles of

irrigation canals and the area of the tracts watered 
by

them.
There were in Colorado alone to,000 irrigation

ditches and in Wyoming 6,000, and Prof. Mead thought

that there were at least 75,000 all told in the United
States, representing an outlay of at least 

$2oo,000,000

besides an additional $5oo,000,000 expended in 
prepar-

ing the land for irrigation, in building fences and 
erect-

ing dwellings and farm buildings. Land thus 
improved

in Southern California had increased in va
lue from $20

to $18m an acre. A right to fifty inches of 
water in

California was recently sold for $5o,000. The 
value of

water rights in Colorado he estimated at 
$9o,000,000.

The arid land that had been reclaimed was va
stly less

than that which remained arid.

A Good Investment

EFFINGHAM, KANS., Julie 6, 19or.

Ell. KEYSTONE :—I have been anxious for a long

time to part with this dollar, but could not find a good

place to let it go and as a result I have gone hungry

for THE KEYSTONE, which I hope I shall not be

obliged to do again.
Yours truly,

G. A. HAVES.



OUR TRAVELERS will be out early and will show
the largest line of new goods in WATCHES, DIAMONDS
and JEWELRY we have ever carried. It will pay you to com-

pare our prices on WATCHES and RINGS before you place
your orders.

Edwards Sc Sloane Jewelry Co.
Manufacturers, Repairers and Wholesale Dealers in Watches, Jewelry, Tools and Material

KANSAS CITY, MO.

610=618 Keith (So Perry Building

THE NEW GOLCONDA GEM
An Important Advance in the White Stone

FINISHED THE NEW GOLCONDA
404

THE OLD GOLCONDA
and other white stones

SIZE VIEW FRONT VIEW

Notice the depth below the girdle, producing the greatest
fire and brilliancy, and makes the NEW GOLCONDA the
nearest imitation of real diamonds ever produced.

IN THE ROUGH

Only about a half of the whole depth is below the girdle,
which cutting does not permit as great brilliancy as when
the stone is deeper below the girdle, as in the NEW
GOLCONDA.

The NEW GOLCONDA GEM is mounted in Seamless Gold Shell Rings, in great variety of designs, also in Scarfs, Studs,
Ear Drops and Screws, in both Solid Gold and Rolled-Plate.

The NEW GOLCONDA GEM (of which we are the Sole Importers), is as far superior to the Old Golconda, which had
such phenomenal sales, as that was superior to the ordinary Rhine Stone.

WE WILL MAKE NO RAISE IN PRICE notwithstanding the fact that the new stones cost more to import than the old.

THE R. L. GRIFFITH & SON CO.
All leading Jobbers carry the NEW GOLCONDA 144 to 158 Pine St., (Metcalf Building) PROVIDENCE, R. I.

luly, low

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Both wholesale and retail jewelers and opticians

are expressing surprise and gratification at the way in

which trade has continued into the season usually re-

garded as dull. The wholesale houses are very busy

filling orders ; the manufacturing jewelers are putting

extra forces to work all the time, the retail stores are

doing a brisk business and the large optical establish-

ments are constantly putting new hands to work instead

of indulging in the usual cutting down of help that is

supposed to go with the approach of summer. This

condition of affairs, though extremely gratifying, is

one that the dealers do not attempt to explain, but it

is unique at this time of year. All report collections

as being good, and returns quick. Nearly all the

wholesale houses have all their traveling men on the

road, and the office employees are deploring the fact

that business will prevent vacations for a time at least.

C. L. Merry, J. R. Mercer, Mr. Meyer, of the Meyer

Jewelry Co. and Ed. Hoefer, of Woodstock, Hoefer

& Co., all leaders in the various branches of the jew-

elry business, coincide in saying that business is better

than ever before in June, and that the prospects are

good for it to continue through the summer months.

A long dry spell, it was feared, would have its effect

on the crops, but it is thought that now there is no

danger that the great southwest will not come to the

front as usual.
The Kansas City business men have for a number

of years attracted large crowds to the city for several

days in the fall by giving pageants of different kinds,

but the novelty wore off last year, and the attendence

was somewhat slim. They have now decided to give

a regular old-fashioned fair this coming fall, and

improve it each year. This fair will last for a period

of ten days, and the change meets with general

approbation.
J. W. Talbot, jeweler-optician, Nevada, Mo., and

president of the Missouri State Optical Society, fitted

up an optical parlor in his store a few months ago and

is more than pleased with the favorable results there-

from in a business way.

M. F. Kohler, of Parsons, Kans., expects to take

a trip East during the month of August, accompanied

by his family.
Jeweler Charles Mosbacher, of Wichita, Kans.,

contemplates redecorating the interior of his store and

making other improvements before the summer is over.

H. P. Hall, of Carthage, Mo., who had the mis-

fortune to have his stock and fixtures destroyed by

fire several months ago, has reopened again at his old

location, and now has an up-to-date store in every

particular.
F. A. Ryer & Co. are a new retail jewelry firm in

town, having recently opened up a neat establishment

at 212 East Twelfth Street.

Hay Bros. are a new firm which has just opened

LII) in the retail jewelry business in St. Joseph, 
our

neighboring city up the " Big Muddy." They hail

from Fulton, Ky., and have a neat store.

The Imperial Council, Nobles of the Mystic

Shrine, met in Kansas City early in June, and at-

tracted thousands of visitors. Once more our great

Convention Hall demonstrated its beauty and practica-

bility and the Kansas City hospitality sent the visitors

away full of praise for this booming city. A feature of

the Shriners entertainments, was the grand ball given

in Convention Hall. The hall was ablaze with lights,

arranged in the form of Shrine emblems, and the

visitors were profoundly impressed with the beauty

and taste of all the details.
The firm of Gurney & Ware have recently added

another man to their watchmaking department.

Edward Heaven, formerly with the Standard

Optical Co., Geneva, N. Y., has accepted a position

with the C. L. Merry Optical Co.
R. D. Pizer, Edwards & Sloane Co.'s diamond

setter, is spending his vacation at Excelsior Springs.

Roberts & Stauffacher, of Erie, Kans., have sold

their stock of jewelry to W. P. McDonald. The former

firm is considering locating in the Indian Territory.

The engraving department of Cady & Olmstead,

has broken all its previous records for the June wed-

ding invitations and announcement cards. Weddings

have been numerous and this firm has gotten more

than the usual share.
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J. R. Mercer will sail July 27th on the Graf

Waldersee, for a trip to Europe, during which he will

lay in his accustomed stock of novelties and bric-a-brac.

Mrs. Mercer is now abroad and attended the unveiling

of the Bismarck statue in Berlin, June 16th. Mr. and

Mrs. Mercer will return together on the Pretoria, Sep-

tember 8th.
F. E. Woodington, of J. R. Mercer's store, accom-

panied by his wife and two daughters, will spend six

weeks at his old home in Philadelphia the present

month.
Sam. Fuhrman, formerly with the Jaccard Jewelry

Co., has accepted a position in the watchmaking

department of the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.

Miss Anna Collins, of the sales department of

J. R. Mercer, will leave shortly to attend the Buffalo

Exposition, stopping en route to visit her friend, Miss

Agnes Horn, at Fremont, Ohio.
F. W. Meyer is back from a trip to St. Louis.

Otto Wolf, with Gurney & Ware, has returned

from Denver. Mrs. Wolf will remain in Colorado all

summer.
J. R. Mercer prepared a novel attraction for the

visiting shriners who flocked into Kansas City during

the week of June xoth. He prepared a huge Shrine

emblem twenty-four inches long and perfect in every

detail. The visiting shriners were invited to register

for it, and were given numbered claim tickets. A

number was drawn from the lot and it was found that

the great emblem fell to Fred. A. Hines, of Los

Angeles, Cal. An idea of the size of the insignia

may be gathered from the fact that the part usually

made of tiger claws, was in this instance formed of two

polished horns. The sphinx head was accurately copied

in bronze, and the whole was an accurate copy of the

familiar shrine pin. Mr. Hines says that it will be

used to ornament the Los Angeles temple.

Miss Bertha Merry, daughter of C. L. Merry, of

the Merry Optical Co., was married June nth to

Harry Llewellyn Goodwin. The wedding was a quiet

home ceremony, but a large number of guests was

present at the reception which followed. Mr. and Mrs.

Goodwin left the same evening for a trip to the Buffalo

Exposition, after which they will be at home at 350

Garfield Avenue. THE KEYSTONE offers congratu-

lations.
James N. Scott, bookkeeper for Woodstock,

Hoefer & Co., is just back from a brief vacation spent

at Excelsior Springs.
C. A. Stevens, of Nickerson, Kans., was robbed

of about $800 worth of watches and rings, the first

week in June. The robbers blew the safe open and

succeeded in escaping with their goods.

Amos Plank, the pioneer jeweler of Hutchinson,

Kans., has lately added some new wall cases, and now

is said to have the prettiest store in Kansas, west of

Topeka.
The store of J. M. Detto, Nebraska City, was re-

cently destroyed by fire.

The Columbian Optical Co. has closed its

Des Moines office and moved the stock and fixtures to

Kansas City. The Des Moines field will be covered

from the Kansas City office. E. Riggs, .manager of

the local office and W. G. Riggs, manager of the

Omaha office, both went to Des Moines to superintend

the closing of that branch.

W. B. Crook, formerly of Lindsborg, Kans., has

sold his stock and is traveling with a line of optical

goods.
John 0. Chase, traveling salesman for the Colum-

bian Optical Co., is in from his recent trip.

J. E. Littlefield, of Topeka, Kans., was a visitor

to the local wholesale houses last month.

0. S. Olson, a well-known jeweler of Estherville,

Iowa, died June 6th. Mr. Olson had been ill some

time.
Otto Ilurklund, of Ossawatomie, Kans., is in the

city taking a supplementary course in optics.

A. Eberhardt is building a fine, new brick store at

Elkader, Iowa. It will be fitted up in the most modern

style and supplied with large plate-glass show windows.

S. T. Gilbert and family, of Colony, Kans., passed

through here recently en route to the Pan-American

Exposition at Buffalo.

E. C. Cleveland, with Woodstock, Hoefer & Co.,

is spending his vacation with relatives at Burlington,

Kansas.
Ed. Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Co., wholesale,

St. Louis, called on Kansas City friends last month.
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Master Maxwell Kennedy, the thirteen-year old

son of F. S. Kennedy, the well-known jewelers'

auctioneer, has gone to New York to secure bookings

for a vaudeville tour. Master Kennedy is a boy

soprano, with a voice of wonderful range and sweet-

ness. He has sung in church choirs here for some

time, but has recently received offers that will justify

him in taking the vaudeville stage professionally.

Mrs. Kennedy accompanied her son to New York and

will be with him on his tours.

G. 0. Kneer and wife, of Allerton, Iowa, passed

through Kansas City last month en route West.

B. B. Lane, a prominent jeweler of Genoa, Ill.,

was here last month visiting his wife and daughter.

Gus Rentz, a prominent manufacturing jeweler of

Minneapolis, was one of that city's representatives at

the Shrine Council.
Miss Mary Livers, of Edwards & Sloane's office

force, has returned from a visit to Sedalia.

E. A. Hosier, of Cady & Olmstead, retail, is

taking an extended trip through the South.

C.A. Kiger's wholesale rooms have been beautified

lately by the addition of several handsome new wall

cases. These cases are used for a new line of bric-a-

brac and cut glass which Mr. Kiger has added to his

stock.
C. H. Seiler, of Galena, Kans., was recently

robbed of $1500 worth of watches, rings and other

jewelry. The store was entered at the noon hour

when there was no one on watch.

J. L. Betz, of Macon, Mo., is taking a course in

optics at the Southwestern Optical College.

All of C. A. Kiger & Co.'s traveling men are in

from their spring trips.
Another of the many robberies that are just now

besetting the jewelers in the smaller towns was one of

which Peaslee 8z Ashbrook, Jamesport, Mo., were the

victims. The thieves secured a valuable haul of

watches, rings, etc.
C. A. Kiger has returned from his trip through

the East. He was absent four weeks.

Mrs. Ed. Dunning, wife of Ed. Dunning, the

Kansas City, Kans., jeweler, has gone to Philadelphia

for an extended stay. She will visit the Buffalo

Exposition before returning home.

A. L. Carpenter is building a new store at Seven-

teenth and Holly Streets, for the accommodation of

his jewelry stock. He expects to occupy it in the fall.

J. A. Chapard has disposed of the stock of his

East Eighth Street store, and is going out Of business.

The stock was got rid of by a large sale.

Miss Gussie Newman, of the office force of the

Columbian Optical Co., has returned from a visit in

Osceola, Mo.
Harry B. Carswell is making the badges which the

Kansas City Elks will wear to the Milwaukee conven-

tion. They are very unique and pretty in design, and

will probably win many compliments for their designer.

Irving Silverstein, formerly with the Jaccard

Jewelry Co., is now optician for the Streicher Watch

and Jewelry Co.
Frank J. Dalton, formerly with the Merry Optical

Co., is now in charge of the manufacturing department

of the Colutnbian Optical Co.

'William M. Duck, formerly of the firm of Duck

St Missman, in the Keith & Perry Building, has sold

his entire interest in the business to his partner, F. A.

Missman. The firm will hereafter be styled F. A.

Missman & Co.
Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited the

Kansas City wholesale houses recently were : H. P.

Hall, Carthage, Mo.; E. R. Hunt, Warrensburg, Mo.;

H. A. Tibbals, Oskaloosa, Kans.; E. Freeman, Paola,

Kans.; R. C. Libbey, Weir City, Kans.; J. A. Conn,

of Conn & O'Donnell, Cameron, Mo.; S. J. Huey,

Excelsior Springs, Mo.; H. W. W. Starcke, Junction

City, Kans.; Bob. Armel, Holton, Kans.; Thomas

Terry, Downs, Kans.; W. Edmonds, Topeka, Kans.;

J. A. Mosher, Burlington, Kans.; H. P. Hobbs, Des

Moines, Iowa ; Otto Burklund, Ossawatomie, Kans.;

George McCoy, Polo, Mo.; J. S. Nichols, Trenton,

Mo.; E. R. Williams, Richmond, Mo.; H. P. Apple-

baugh, Solomon City, Kans.

"Enclosed find one dolhrr for renewal of Keystone,
which I consider as important to the retailer as a safe
or to the workman as a lathe." — W N "'anion, jeweler,
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Islands, Canada.
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Chart for the
Grading of Diamonds

A. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.
C. Extra white and perfect.
D. Extra white and slightly imperfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.
1. White and perfect.
2. White and slightly imperfect.
3. White and imperfect.
4. Very good color and perfect.
5. Very good color and slightly imperfect.
6. Very good color and imperfect.
7. Good color and perfect.
8. Good color and slightly imperfect.

9. Good color and imperfect.

CopyrightmL Svpf., 1900,
I oy S. Sc"tt

It Sells Fine Stones
When your customer sees the several different

and distinct qualities of diamonds as graded by our
system, you will find, in a large percentage of cases,
that he will select the finest stone. Our many
customers testify to this.

Our system of grading diamonds enables you,
at a glance, to see the difference in the different
qualities. This saves you much time, and gives
you the benefit of our expert judgment.

Even those who are well posted, as well as those
who are not expert, will find our system a great
help in making sales.

Remember, we guarantee every dia-
mond to be exactly as represented. Our
written guarantee, in addition to yours, will satisfy
the most cautious purchaser.

You will find our prices, grade for grade, will
compare favorably with those of any importer.

We cater for special memorandum sales. When
you have a prospective sale for a fine diamond,
send to us for a selection.

We carry a choice assortment of diamond and
fancy stone rings, brooches, studs, scarf pins, ear
drops, link buttons, lockets, etc. Prices range from
$3.00 to $5.00 and upwards.

Will cheerfully send a selection of these.

S. C. Scott Mfg. Co.
9=13 Maiden Lane, New York

Watch our Watch Specials
IO-year filled, 16 size (hunting case only) with seven jeweled genuine

American Advance movements, at $11.20 each, Keystone list.

10-year filled, 0 size Hunting case, with genuine American Cam-
bridge movement, at $9.20 each, Keystone list.

Always WATCH this WATCH space for WATCH Specials.
Selection packages sent on application.

Yours for WATCHES of all makes,

Headquarters for
Watchmakers and Jewelers

Entire Requirements

Rosenzweig Bros.
52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Chronographs
Repeaters

Splits

Our watchmaker who has
charge of this department was
formerly foreman of one of
the best known factories in
Switzerland making compli-
cated watches.
Your work will be done

promptly and at very modest
prices indeed. Estimates
cheerfully furnished.
We could give a limited

number of students in Watch-
 / making unusual advantages

in Complicated Work, Staff
Making, Jeweling, Wheel-Cutting, etc., at small expense and
shortest possible ti me. Write us for particulars.

THE J. B. FAIRBURN CO.
54 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Quality
and Considered

Price

We can interest any buyer of

Plated Hollowware

ueen City Silver Co.
Makers of a complete line

New York Salesroom Factory
64-66 Murray St. Cincinnati, Ohio

New York Letter

The Merchants' Association has
Special Railroad received notice that the Trunk
Rates Line Association has granted the

application of the former body for
reduced rates for buyers to come to New York during
what is known as the "fall buying season." The
rates, as granted by the Trunk Line, are applicable to
the territory from the New England boundary line
west to Buffalo, Pittsburg and Wheeling. The rates
thus granted are one fare and one-third for the round
trip, and are subject to the conditions under which
similar rates have been heretofore granted by the
railroads to the Merchants' Association. The Central
Passenger Association has also granted the application
for reduced rates from its territory. The dates for
which the rates were asked are : August 3-7, inclusive,
August 24-28, inclusive. The rate of fare is one fare
and one-third for the round trip, the return limit being
thirty days from date of sale of ticket. The Central
Passenger Association controls the territory west of
Buffalo, N. Y., Pittsburg, Pa., and Wheeling, W. Va.,
to the Mississippi river, including the cities of Chicago
and St. Louis, and South to the Ohio river, including,
however, that portion of Northern Kentucky which is
traversed by the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad. An
application for similar rates is now before the South-
western Passenger Bureau, the headquarters of which
are in St. Louis. The last-named association has
jurisdiction over all the lines in Texas, Indian Territory
and Oklohoma. That association has been asked for
early action on the reduced rate proposition. The
Southeastern Passenger Association, which has juris-
diction over the lines east of the Mississippi River and
south of the Ohio River, has declined to grant the
rates, as is their usual action. The Western Passen-
ger Association, which operates the lines west of
Chicago and northwest of St. Louis, has also followed
its usual course in declining to grant these concessions
to New York. The New England Passenger Associa-
tion, to which an application was addressed some time
ago, has also declined to grant the rates. Circulars
announcing these reduced rates, including those from
the Southwest, if granted, will be prepared and sent
to all merchants, in series, as heretofore. No effort
will be spared by the association to make these re-
duced rates even more effective than heretofore. Each
successive time that the reduced rates have been
granted the previous record has been broken with
regard to the number of buyers who have come to this
city as the result thereof. It is hoped that this same
line of progression will be maintained.

The importation of diamonds and
Importations of other precious stones into the

United States for the month of
May, Igor, according to the official

figures, was as follows : Uncut, $1,235,877.78 ; cut,
$1, 944, 395. 37 ; total, $3,180, 2 73.15. These figures
show an enormous increase over the importations for
the same month of 1899 and 1900, being nearly two
and a half times as large as the importations of these
months, and by over half a million the largest month
of the present year.

The directors of the Merchants'
Association met June loth for the

Association , purpose of electing their officers.
The old officers held over from last

winter, it being Mr. King's determination to retire
from the presidency as soon as the work in hand was
cleaned up and the indebtedness incurred by the
Ramapo work was discharged. This indebtedness
has now been reduced to about $6000. Mr. King
made up his mind that if the public did not respond in
the payment of it that he would donate the sum,

Precious Stones

The Merchants'

together with the services he had rendered, as a con-
tribution to the work. At this meeting Mr. King
announced his conclusions in the matter, reading a
statement to the board, setting forth in full his reasons
for declining a re-election. The election resulted as
follows : President, D. Le Ow Dresser ; first vice-
president, John C. Juhring ; second vice-president,
Alvah Trowbridge ; treasurer, Charles H. Webb;
secretary, John C. Eames. These were all renomina-
tions, except that of Mr. Dresser.

The following letter was received
The Jacksonville by C. G. Alford, president of the

New York Jewelers' Association
and Board of Trade, from the

mayor of Jacksonville, Fla., in acknowledgment of
the money collected and sent by that organization for
the relief of sufferers in the recent conflagration :

C. G. ALFORD, New York.
Dear Sin—Replying to your favor of the 21st,

enclosing check for $152o, contributed by the Jewelers'
Association and Board of Trade of your city, will say
that I can hardly find words to express our gratitude
for this generous contribution on the part of yourself
and associates. In one paragraph of your letter you
place this check in my hands to do with as I may deem
best towards alleviating the distress existing among
us. I have received numerous contributions on this
line, and in all cases turned such contributions over
without individual action on my part to the Relief
Association of this city for them to dispense, making
such recommendations as I deemed proper in the
premises. It struck me upon reading your letter,
coming as it did from the Association of Jewelers, that
as a number of our small jewelers were left destitute,
I asked the authority of our relief committee to allow
me to extend to these unfortunates $500, or about one-
third of your donation, placing the balance to the
fund for general relief. No doubt when I hand these
men their small shares as I may deem best, you will
receive from them their expressions of gratitude,
which I am unable to convey. Some of them lost
everything they possessed on the face of the earth
except the clothing upon their backs.

Thanking you again for your generous contribu-
tion, I am,

Relief Fund

Yours very truly,
J. E. T. BOWDEN, Mayor.

The regular monthly meeting of
Jewelers' Security the executive committee of the

Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on Friday, June 14th, the fol-

lowing members being present : Chairman Butts,
Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs.
Champenois, Abbott, Brown, Kroeber, Alford and
Stern, of the committee. The following members
were accepted : Walter M. Engle, Philadelphia, Pa.;
T. B. Hagstoz Co., Ltd., Riverside, N. J.; Jonas
Koch, New York City ; Fred. Pieper, Covington, Ky.;
A. Dobrowsky, Redding, Cal.; Parsons & Port, Vin-
ton, Iowa ; Morgan & Hawley, Dallas, Texas ; Eras-

mus Kaiser, Brownsville, Pa.; Thos. J. Hines, Dallas,

Texas ; Jas. H. Wright, Corry, Pa.; S. W. Thompson

& Co., Salem, Oregon ; Lindahl & Gustafson, Abing-

don, Ill.; Irons & Russell, New York City ; Frank
Herschede, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Rudolph Deschauer,

Maryville, Mo.; Colyer & Fyfe, Freeport, N. Y.;

Everett S. Albee, Wolfeboro, N. H.; A. C. Guth,

Du Bois, Pa.; L. G. Hamilton, Fremont, Ohio ; E. L.

Kling, Dixon, Ill.; Bert McFarland, Burgettstown,

Pa.; The Hayes Bros. Co., Newark, N. J.; Louis

Luckhardt, Johnstown, Pa.; Kachlein & Rising Co.,

La Fayette, Ind.; Ankeny & Erisman, La Fayette,

Ind.; Ehlers & Co., New York City ; I3ippart, Gris-

com & Osborn, Newark, N. J.; Nebeling, Dischinger

& Bartens, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The regular monthly meeting of

Jewelers' League the executive committee of the
Jewelers' League was held at the

League office on June 7, 1901. There were present

Vice-presidents Fessenden, Karsch, Street, Greason,

Alliance
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Chairman Van Deventer, Messrs. Wormser, Bliss, and

Secretary L. Stevens, Jr. Four requests for change of

beneficiary were received and upon motion granted,

and the following applicants were admitted to mem-

bership : E. G. H. Schenck, West Orange, N. J.,

recommended by S. C. Scott and L. A. Miller ; A. E.

Winegard, Rutherford, N. J., recommended by Frank

M. Welch and L. A. Miller ; F. E. Spencer, Sag
Harbor, N. Y., recommended by C. W. Butts and

G. H. Gerecke ; J. L. \Varner, Roselle, N. J., recom-
mended by H. R. Benedict and L. A. Miller ; C. L.
Mann, Pensacola, Fla., recommended by Morris Lis-

saner and P. Lindenstruth ; A. Meyer, New York City,
recommended by L. Stevens, Jr., and L. A. Miller;

A. L. Kroeber, New York City, recommended by F.
Kroeber and L. A. Miller. The next meeting will be
held July 5, 1901.

Charles G. Braxmar has associated himself with
and been elected president and treasurer of the C. G.
Braxmar Co., ro Maiden Lane, New York, who will
succeed him in the business which he established in
1879. His associate members of the company are
Charles T. Olpp, vice-president ; George M. De Wa-
ters ; secretary and general manager, and Joseph G.
Hoffman, superintendent, all of whom have held re-
sponsible positions in his employment for many years.
In addition to the manufacture of emblematic jewelry
for all secret societies, badges and medals of every
description, they will hereafter handle a complete line
of jewelry, diamonds, watches, rings, lockets, brooches
chains, sterling silver and plate, artistic bronzes, rich
cut-glass, etc. They will also carry on a business in
cleaning and repairing watches and jewelry, and in
replating and refinishing silverware. Under the per-
sonal supervision of Mr. Braxmar the company bids
fair to doing an extensive and well-conducted business.

The first annual picnic of the Chas. P. Goldsmith
& Co. Benevolent Association will be held at Sturm's
Atlantic Park, Union Hill, N. J., on Saturday, July 20th.

The traveling force of Green Bros. are starting
out on their regular summer trip. It will be minus the
services of Asher Green, of the firm, who has done
little traveling this year, having taken charge of the
firm's mail order business and giving it his personal
attention. We doubt, however, if such a veteran
traveler will long be content with the confinement of
office work.

Solomon Co. is the name of a new concern of
jobbers in jewelry and novelties at 37-39 Maiden Lane.
The firm is successor to the old firm of Solomon Bros.
& Gross, formerly located at 6o5-6o9 Broadway.

Frank P. Weber, who has been connected with
the New York salesrooms of Reed & Barton, the
silversmiths, has recently left to accept a position with
his brother, Chas. A. Weber, broker in precious
stones, Broadway and Twenty-sixth Street. Mr.
Weber will canvass the local trade, and his wide
acquaintanceship should prove of value to him in his
new position.

F. R. Simmons, of Henry Ginnel & Co., will

spend the month of July enjoying the bracing air and
attractions of Moosehead Lake, Maine. He will be
accompanied by his family.

C. G. Alford spent a week at the Pan-American
Exposition last month and reports a very enjoyable
trip. He was accompanied by his wife, mother and
some friends, and was fortunate in securing most
desirable quarters, which added greatly to the corn-
fort and pleasure of the stay.

H. B. Peters, the material jobber, accompanied
by Mrs. Peters, will leave, July 3d, for a ten-days' trip
to Buffalo and Niagara Falls. The greater part of the
time will be Spent taking in the sights of the Pan-
American Exposition.

(Cosdirsued ors page 7o7)
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The Giant in Quality
of

Collar Buttons 
in Sales

WU?

One Million Five Hundred

Thousand Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made and sold within

the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUAL=
ITY, BEST CONSTRUCTION, GIVING

THE MOST WEAR, AND GREATEST

COMFORT and their IRON=CLAD

GUARANTEE.

To verily this we invite the trade to read " The
Story of a Collar Button, with Illus-
trations," which may be had FREE for the asking,
and to try the experiment suggested on page 5 of that

booklet.

Extract from " Printers Ink,-
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co.,49Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or
I hat is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one or
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" TheStory ofa Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters' Inks attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this

booklet to increase your collar

button business, we will, on

receipt of your order, print your

card upon and send you a quan-

tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACKS

W. S. HOUG

Wightman ti Hough Co.t
H 

TRADE-MARK

ESTABLISHED 1856

New York Office:
3 Maiden Lane

INCORPORATED 1193

Factory:
Providence, R. I.

Largest and Oldest Makers of Fine

LOCKETS
In America

Solid Gold
Gold Filled
Rolled-Plate 3000 Patterns
Sterling Silver in all sizes, shapes and designs

Finest Finish

No. 6220

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfactory wear

Jobbing Trade Only
We make a large line of MEDALLIONS and

FRAMES for Miniatures

JUIYI 1902
KEYSTONE

Resources of the South

Proclaimed in the North

THE SOUTHERN INDUST
RIAL CONVENTION A GREAT SUCCESS—

PHILADELPHIA'S WELCOME TO THE DELEGATES—

GREAT FUTURE OF THE SOUTH

I I ILADELPHIA has well maintained her reputation 
as the " City of

Brotherly Love " in her magnificent welcome to the distingui
shed

delegates to the Southern Industrial Convention held here last
 month.

The convention itself was a glorious success in all that the word

implies, and will mark an epoch in the
 industrial development of the new South.

Seldom, indeed, has the North witnessed so typic
al a gathering of Southern

manhood—so impressive an aggregation of th
e genius, virility, force of character

and nobility of purpose which ar
e responsible for the new glory and development

of the Southern States. It was a great pleasure to THE KEYSTONE to take part

in the ceremonies of welcome and 
we take equal pleasure in heralding to our

thousands of readers in that section the unqualif
ied success of the convention.

The present economic status and future possibilities of the

Southern States were described in glowing terms by t
he

delegates, but no prediction was made which was not fully

justified by present conditions. The facts and figures given

in the magnificent oration of Hon. Hoke Smith, Atlanta, Ga.,

will be interesting to our readers in all
 sections. In the first-place the climate

of the South is ideal. It combines the best of the temperate and the tropical

zones. It varies from the chilling heights of the loftiest mou
ntains west of the

Rockies to the cool, refreshing breezes of the Gul
f. The scientific study of soil

and climate has reclaimed vast areas of la
nd once regarded as uninhabitable for

the white man. Artesian water has driven out chills and fever, and the w
onder-

Climate, Soil
and Resources

of the South

Patent sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made our reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.,
in their Factory

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.
PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,

20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

Centennial

Timers anZ 
Split Seconds

c4cknowledged by the Trade generally
to be the aCte„

CROSS 0 BEGUELIN
Manufacturers

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
AGENTS for the

OMEGA, HAMILTON, ELGIN, WALTHAM and

ALL MAKES OF CASES—Gold, Silver, Gold Filled

The Market Place

ful increase in productiveness of the lands just north
 of the Gulf attests the

value of the policy and privilege of living at home for p
lantation farming.

The South offers to those engaged in agriculture an
 opportunity for every

variety of pursuit. The cultivation of corn, wheat,
 rye, potatoes, rice, tobacco

and fruits of all kinds gives there a reward to the 
farmer for his industry unsur-

passed in any section of the States.

Products Told 

In 1898 the South produced 55,351,246 bushel
s of wheat,

in Figures 
490,325,976 bushels of corn and 591,022,000 pounds 

of sugar.

In 1897 the South furnished forty-seven per cent.
 of the hogs

raised in the United States. In one locality in Florida the

freight upon the vegetables grown from 25,000 ac
res amounted to $585,000 in a

single year. One large county of Georgia is given 
over almost entirely to the

1 00aclotcco.ulture, and the profits from one orchard on
ly during the last year were$ 

The truck farmers around Norfolk alone ship ann
ually over $6,000,000 worth

of vegetables and fruit to New York and the East. T
he name of the Georgia

watermelon is almost as familiar as that of the negr
o who so much delights to

eat it. In 1893 a lumber company in South Georgia plan
ted in sugar cane fifteen

acres of land. The land had cost one dollar per acr
e. The land was ordinary

put land. The cane crop was gathered and ground
 into syrup. In five years

the net profit from the fifteen acres was $2700.

Between the elevations of the Piedmont region, 
furnishing a climate similar

to that of New England, and the low lands of t
he Gulf, suited to semi-tropical

and what
ns,is hfound every character of soil, and the farmer chooses his 

locality
d 

raises 
Omitting cotton, the agricultural opportunities in 

the South are unsurpassed,

and cotton belongs distinctively to the South. This wonderful crop has sold in

the last too years for fifteen billion dollars. The Un
ited States has received for

cthueitievxajt)iooritt of cotton during the same period eleven billi
on dollars. The crop of

last year alone brought to the farmers nearly five 
hundred million dollars, and

yet not more than one-third of the agricultural lands
 of the South are under

The cotton fields of the South furnish 70 per 
cent. of the lint cotton used by

the manufacturers of the world. Edward Atkinson estimated in 1895 tha
t it

would require at that time an annual crop of 42,000,000 
bales to raise the world's

consumption of manufactured goods to the highest 
standard. With thern progress

of civilization, with the development of South Amer
ica, with the opening of the

Eastern empires, the demand of the world wil
l soon call for an enormously

Increased supply of lint cotton from the South,

In 1800 we exported 36,000 bales. In 1860 the crop reached 4,824,000

bales. In 1900 a large portion of the crop of over t
o,000,000 bales sold at ten

cents a pound, and long before the middle of the 
present century 25,000,000

bales of cotton will bring to Southern farmers over $
1,000,000,000 each year.

But it is
not upon
agricultural
re s ources
that the
South is be-
ginning to
C hiefly de-
pend. The
growth in
manufactu r-
ing and min-
ing is most
marked. In
1880 there
were 180 cot-
ton factories
in the South.
In 1890 there
were 264, and
in 1900 there
were 663.
The percent-
age of in-
crease of
spindles and
looms large-
ly exceeded
that of the
number of
factories.
The number
of factories increased in the last year 113, an a

mount almost equal to the number

existing in 1880, and 135 factories have been com
pleted during the present year.

The number of spindles have more than do
ubled in the last five years. Few

Southern mills have made less than to per c
ent. profit annually for a number

of years past. The profits of many have 
been more than that amount. The

consumption of cotton by Southern mills has ex
panded from less than 20 per

cent. to more than 40 per cent. of the total cotto
n used by mills in this country.

But the total cotton used by mills in this country 
is only 38 per cent, of the South's

product. It is the 62 per cent. manufactured abroad that 
America should claim.

The strength of the South as a producer of pig i
ron has been

Production of conceded for a number of years. Carroll D. Wright has

Pig Iron shown in a statement of the comparative cost i
n districts in

the United States that there is an advantage of $
3 per ton in

favor of the South. The price of pig iron in Eur
ope and America to-day is fixed

by Southern furnaces. The production of pig iron in the South incre
ased during

the last twenty years from 397,310 tons to 
2,650,500 tons. Manufactories in

nearly every State of the South are successfully 
changing the raw material into

products of iron and steel ready for use.

Within the past four years the manufacture of s
teel by the basic principle

has made great progress. There are now a number of successful basic s
teel

plants in the South. The same conditions wh
ich have made it possible to ship

Southern pig iron throughout the world will now 
equally apply to the production

of basic steel in the South. The materials n
ecessary for its production are in

immediate proximity, and they can be assembled at
 a minimum cost.

The standing timber of the South is about equ
al in value to that of the

balance of the Union. Twenty years ago Southern made furniture was
 crude,

and scarcely a feature in the market. To-day it
 is shipped all over the country

from a number of Southern plants, and some 
manufactory for lumber, ranging

from the finest parlor suite to an axe-handle, ca
n be found nearly everywhere.

It is to the three great raw materials for man
ufacture found

ill the South that attention is especially directed—cotton,

iron and lumber. A limitless supply of w
ater and coal

are alongside them, and labor is reasonable 
and contented.

The coal fields of the South cover 6o,000 squ
are miles, seven times as large

as those of Great l3ritan ; more than those
 of Russia, Great Britain, France,

Germany and Belgium combined.

The progress made in the South from 1880 to 
1890 is indeed remarkable.

The census of 1890 showed an increase in assess
ed values during the period of

ten years of $1,815,000,000, while the increase in 
the true value was $3,893,000,000.

In ten years the value of the natural prod
ucts of the South increased from

$1,200,000,0oo to $2,000,000,000. The percenta
ge of growth during those ten

years in the Southern States was about twice th
at of the Eastern and Middle

States.
The census report of 1890 shows in the Sout

hern States an increase from

1880 to 1890 of 50.76 per cent. in the valuation 
of real and personal property;

of 108.50 per cent. in the value of manufactur
ed products ; of 40.68 per cent. in

the value of farm products, and 96.23 per ce
nt. in the expenditures for public

schools. The contemplation of these figures 
discloses at once the general

growth and healthy development not of an old, 
but of a new country.

The story of
the growth of
the South from
1880 to '890 will
not approximate

the story which

the census of

1900 must tell.
The most

marked pro-
gress of the
South in all its
history has been
that of the last
two years and it

is to-day practi-

cally out of debt

with resources of

its own for its

o w n develop-

ment. No other

part of the coun-

try furnishes

so inviting a

field for North-

ern capital.
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Going to Market

Three Great
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When flu frth

Diamonds and Other Predous Stones
we invite your attention to our stock, which
contains these goods in great variety and
from the medium to the very finest quality.
We solicit your orders.

Diamond Rings,
Diamond Pendants,
Diamond Scarf Pins,

$ 5.00

15.00

2.50

to $ 500.00
to 1500.00
to loo.00

Hayden

Telephone, 8 Cortlandt

frrheekr & Co.
CIIIItTs dill Inzporters

1 5 Maiden Lane, New York

DIAMONDS

RUBIES

SAPPHIRES

EMERALDS

PEARLS

The New Combination Qf Initial, Emblem anD Photo. Rings
An Up-to-Date Interchangeable Initial Ring

(Patented November 27, 290o)

No. 873

No, 875

Patent bczil fop
ShOWilig the

vertical flange
titling into
the ring

Reverse view of
bezel and

retaining pin

calii '01o°'

No. 856 6 Rose Diamonds

No. 870 No. KS

Initials and Emblems are
Incrusted in Brown Sard Onyx
Different from Old Styles

my newI will sellProtection patent rings to
one jeweler ONLY in each town of 10,000
inhabitants or less.

Parties who may be interested will please
communicate at once, and samples will be
sent on receipt of satisfactory references.

No. 874 No. 871

All Initial Rings can be turned into Photo. Ringsby replacing the sard onyx bezel tops with a crystalbezel top under which miniatures of paper or carbon
prints same as on watch case are placed.

Charles M. LevyManufacturer of
Fine Gold Rings and Diamond Lockets

52 Maiden Lane, New York
1188t4

MANUFACTURERS OF

J EWELRY& Si LVERWARE CASES
PAPER BOXES, TRAYS, CH ESTS1

LEATHER GOODS,

329-335 BROAD1A/Ay, BUFFALO, N. Y.

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

If you visit the

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

Pan-American Exposition
Give us b. Call and Inspect our Plant bald Fo.cilities

July, 19o/

New York Letter

Duty on Watch

(Continued Irons page 699)

A.Wittnauer, Mathey Bros., Mathez

& Co., Jules Racine and others

Movements imported watch movements in cases

which were assessed for duty under

Par. 191, Act of 1897, so as to make cases and
 move-

ments dutiable separately—the latter according
 to the

number of jewels and in addition at the rate of 25 per

cent., and the cases at 40 per cent. The protestants

make the following claims : (I) That the watches are

dutiable as entireties at 20 per cent. as unenumerated

manufactured articles under section 6, Act of 1897;

(2) That the watches in question are dutiable at
 25

per cent. ad valorem, as movements imported in cas
es

in addition to an ad valorem duty according to t
he

number of jewels. The Board of Appraisers overruled

the protests.
The retail trade are warned against an alleged

sailor, who is believed to be a crook. He called on

George J. Lippmann, retail jeweler, on Third Ave-

nue, and told him he had received prize money for

his services at Manila and other battles, and said 
he

wanted to purchase some diamonds. The sailor gave

his name as Davis, and introduced the woman who

accompanied him as his wife. Having made several

calls at the store they eventually decided on a pair of

earrings, which the jeweler offered for Moo. When

the sale had been concluded, Davis told the jeweler

that before paying for the jewels he must show them

to his uncle, who lived with him at East One Hundred

and Fifth Street. Lippmann suggested that the uncle

be brought to the store, whereupon he was told that

the old gentleman was an invalid and could not leave

the house. Lippmann's suspicions were aroused and

he refused to part with the stones until he received the

cash in payment The proposition to leave his store

in charge of the clerk and accompany his customers

to their address was also declined by him, but he

made an appointment with them for 5.30 P. M. In the

meantime the jeweler went to the police station, and

the authorities there assured him he was the intended

victim of a swindle, but told him to carry the game

out as far as possible. When " Davis " came back the

detectives were at the store, who followed the jeweler

and his customer to a house in East One Hundred and

Fifth Street, where they watched back and front doors.

Davis must have noticed the detectives, as, when in-

side the house, he said in a stupid manner that his

uncle was down town. The wife intimated their ina-

bility to pay for the earrings, several excuses were

sheepishly made and the jeweler left.

H. G. James, who covers the Middle States for

the Spencer Optical Mfg. Co., returned recently from

a three-months' trip over his territory and reports

having a record trip. The outlook in that section,

he states, is very bright for a fine fall trade.

L. W. and I. M. Rubenstein, the Maiden Lane

jobbers, were summoned to Syracuse last month to

the bedside of their dying mother. Her death occurred

on June 17th, and the funeral was held at her late

residence in Syracuse on the i9th inst. Mrs. Anna F.

Rubenstein was in her seventieth year and reared a

whole family identified with the jewelry trade—five

sons, in all, being actively engaged in the business.

Two of these, L. W. and I. M., in this city ; Lazaruz

at Schenectady, Moses at Syracuse, and George at

Williamsport ; all of this State. Deceased had been

ill for two months. Levi W. Rubenstein, her son, of

estate.
Frank 

has been selected as administrator of theat 

Foorael.ik H. Richardson, of Enos Richardson & Co.,

was a member of the grand jury of New York County,
for J 

Oliver G. Fessenden,• of Hayden W. Wheeler &

Co., was the delegate of the New York Credit Men's

Association to the annual convention of the National

Association of Credit Men, held at Cleveland, Ohio, on

June i Ith, 12th and 13th. 

o f aTv eh!: .tjua

ilier Glass Co. has been incorporated in New

Jersey with a capital of $50,000, for the manufacture

Laird, Christian Jansenas s e ahne
ditQic.osrpimorkaitnosr.s are John T.

George J. Rainess, successors to Rainess Bros.,

manufacturing jewelers, is now settled in his new

quarters, 51 Maiden Lane. 

Tt1E KeYSTON

The annual meeting of the Mutual Benefit Associa-

tion of the employees of Tiffany & Co., was held

last month at the Tentoria Assembly Rooms, 158

Third Avenue. The officers reported the organiza-

tion to be in good condition, financially and otherwise.

Pohs Manufacturing Co.,. of New York, has re-

cently been incorporated. The directors are Jacob

Pohs, of Brooklyn, A. F. Silvertone and Lewis Levy,

of New York.
James B. Beers, formerly connected with the trade,

died last month. Deceased was for many years a

manufacturer of gold pens in Maiden Lane and John

Street. He was born at Newton, Conn., in 1811, and

came to Brooklyn in 1845. He carried on a jewelry

and gold pen business until 1863, when he went into

map publishing.
Irons & Russell, of Providence, R. I., have opened

an office in this city. Richard Everett is in charge.

The Sapphire Corundum Co., has been incorpo-

rated in New Jersey, with a capital of poo,000. The

incorporators are F. W. Menge, Peter H. Walker and

Max Senger.
The Standard Fan Co., Brooklyn, has been incor-

porated. Henry Wilhelm, T. R. Wegant and B. J.

Conroy, Brooklyn, are the incorporators.

Andrew B. Davies, with Green Bros., 6 Maiden

Lane, recently left the city for his territory in the

South. He is looking forward to a most successful

trip owing to the prosperous conditions now prevail-

ing in that section.

W. A. Switzer has taken charge of the down-

town office of the Mauser Mfg Co., 13 Maiden Lane,

succeeding Louis B. Cummings.

The New York Uhrmacher Verein held a grand

family outing on Sunday, June 23d, at Mount Pleasant

Park, Carlstadt, N. J. Prize games and amusements

were among the pleasant features of the occasion.

The G. W. Drake Cut Glass Co., Corning, has

been incorporated with a capital of $15,000. Anna

T. Drake, A. M. Gaman and G. W. Drake are the

directors.
William Barthman, retail jeweler, Maiden Lane,

who was injured recently by a Brooklyn trolley, is

now well on the way to recovery.

The Tiffany & Co. baseball team played a game

of seven innings' duration with the Gorhatn Manufac-

turing Co.'s team, on June 22d. The game resulted

in a victory for the Tiffany team by 17 to 4.

Frederick Bennett, for over twenty years con-

nected with Tiffany & Co.'s watch regulating and

repairing department, died in Brooklyn of tuberculosis,

Wednesday afternoon. Mr. Bennett was born in

Brooklyn in 1864. He learned the watchmakers'

trade in Tiffany's workshops, and for the past fifteen

years was a well-known figure at the watch-repair

counter, On the first floor of the great Union Square

establishment. Last January he was taken down with

the grip, followed by pneumonia, which developed

into tuberculosis.

Practical Education

The great revolution in business methods has

given rise to a new order of things, an order that 
de-

mands special training, a practical adaptation of t
hings.

The age of the theorizer, the dreamer, is past. Th
e

world of realities, with its manifold problems, 
con-

fronts us.
Most institutions of learning have awakened to

this fact, and are fast eliminating from their cu
rricula

those studies which do not in some tangible way 
help

the student. The dead languages are giving 
way to

the modern, the theoretical training of the 
past to the

practical, which fits men and women to cope with 
the

real in life.
Many students, who stand high in school and

college, prove but sorry bunglers when they are 
called

Upon to go out in the world to earn their 
living.

Graduates who can conjugate Greek verbs glibly, 
who

write a composition ill several languages, w
ho can talk

brilliantly and theorize in a masterly way, ofttn 
fail

utterly when they attempt to reduce theorie
s to practi-

cal terms. Perfectly at home in the university or

college, they find themselves completely at sea in

actual life.
We know plenty of these brilliant impracticable

s,

who impress one as knowing a great 
deal, and yet
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never seem to accomplish much. Like a fish thrown

up by the waves on the beach, they seem to be out 
of

place in the workaday world of facts. In the world of

theory, they can swim, but on the beach their fins are

useless. A practical business man, when asked his

opinion of one of these impracticables, said : " Oh, he

is one of those men who are always soaring after the

infinite, and diving after the unfathomable, but never

pay cash."
One of the defects of a so-called liberal education

is that it does not emphasize sufficiently the fact that

the great object of life is to achieve, not merely to

theorize and study. Any course of study which tends

to paralyze the practical faculties, and to turn the

creative energies into theoretical or impractical chan-

nels, will be condemned by the better sense of this

century. —Success.

Annual Outing of New England Jewelers'

and Silversmiths' Association

The twenty-second annual outing of the above

association was held on June 21st, and although the

weather looked threatening, the reunion was one of

the most enjoyable ever held by the association. At

11.3o A. M., the party started on board the steamer

Bay Queen, which was loosed from her moorings

President F. T. Pearce

amidst the stirring strains of the Dunbar-Leach-Garner

Co. Band. The band is almost entirely composed of

members and employees of the Dunbar-Leach-Garner

Co., manufacturing jewelers, Attleboro, Mass.

At Fields' Point, the first halt was made and the

members and guests, numbering about 300, wended

their way to the dining-hall where they did full justice

to one of Col. Atwell's feasts. After dinner an hour

was spent in inspecting the grounds, and the excursion-

ists evinced a lively interest in the method of making a

clam bake, which was being prepared for the shore

dinner. At 1.30 the party re-embarked and the boat

sailed down Narragansett Bay to Newport. It was ar-

ranged that the days' outing was to have included a

trip through Bristol harbor in order to obtain a view of

the cup defender, Constitution, but it was learned

that the yacht had left Bristol for Newport. Sight-

seeing in the bay was interfered with owing to a heavy

fog, so the party found plenty of amusement in card

playing and other games, while the band rendered an

enlivening selection. When Newport was reached at

two o'clock the jewelers found a line of drays, party

and beach wagons, drawn up in waiting. They were

quickly engaged and the ten-mile ocean drive was par-

ticipated in. The procession stopped at the United

States life saving station where, through the fore-

thought of the committee, light refreshments were

waiting for the excursionists which were partaken of

amidst plenty of mirth and music. The joyful party

set out on the return trip at six o'clock, and as the fog

had cleared off, the two-hours' sail homeward, amidst

music, singing and other pleasing elements, was one

of the most enjoyable items of the day's programme.

"Nothing can improve The Keystone. It is worth

ten times the price we ivy for lt."—A. L. Bolsta,
jeweler, Ortonville, Minnesota.
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New Goods an Inventions

[The illustration and description of new goods and Inventions as hereunder is a permanent

feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merehaw jeweler thoroughly posted
on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical Jeweler equally vvI I patted on the newest

inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the bench. For the benefit of the optician,

wc also illustrate Slid describe now optical goods sail instruments in this department.]

An Improved Ophthalmometer

We show in the accompanying illustration a

Javal & Schiotz ophthalmometer with modifica-
cations by C. F. Prentice, which is furnished to

the trade by R. A. Stendicke, New York. The

salient points of advantage over the well-known

model of the ophthalmometer,which are claimed

for this form may be enumerated as follows :

An adjustable support, by means of which the

telescope and frontal rest are simultaneously

adjusted ; a frontal rest to which the patient

unavoidably adjusts the head correctly and rig-

idly during the examination of both eyes ; self-

luminary targets (mires), which afford the

greatest possible intensity of illumination ; rack

and pinion focusing adjustment directly under

telescope ; screw elevating device for telescope

with set screw ; adjustment with binding screw,

by which the teIescope is first directed to one

eye and after measurement turned to the other,

without requiring any change in position of

patient ; double movable mires with rack and

pinion on arc for adjusting.

Two New Tools

The best Horse=Timers are

WALTHAM CHRONOGRAPHS.
NOW is the BEST time to sell them.

We have them in Silver, Gold Filled and Solid Gold Cases, costing from $5o
Prices for DIAMONDS are still going up. When present stocks are gone you'llhave to pay more. Why not buy now, and pay next fall, and save money bythe deal ? Let us send an assortment for inspection. If quality and prices arenot right, send them back at our expense.

WE PAY EXPRESSAGE BOTUI WAYS.

The equipment of the work-

man has been further enriched by

the two new devices here illus-

trated, both of which are made

by Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon,

N. H. The small illustration rep-

resents a new jeweling tool for

cutting jewel sinks in either plates

or settings. For work within its

range it is said to be more con-

venient and quicker to operate

than a swing-tail stock. The

construction is such that after one

cut has been made, the tool may

be removed from the lathe and

the cut tested for both diameter

and end shake and replaced

without changing the cutter ad-

justment. After the jewel is

placed in the setting, the cutter is replaced by a

burnisher and the jewel burnished in very accurately.

The attachment will also be found very convenient for

many other operations, such as finishing the outside

of jewel settings, boring out watch wheels, barrels,

freeing, making small screws, etc. Two cutters and

burnishers are furnished with each tool.
The larger illustration represents Kreider's pat-

ented one-hand vise. This is a very quick and con-

venient operating tool and has a powerful grip. It

can be operated entirely with one hand.

A New Golf Hat Pin

Now that the votaries of
golf have become so nu-
merous, novelties . symbolic

of the game are in high fa-

vor. Our illustration shows
a hat pin made by the Cod-
ding & Heilborn Co., North
Attleboro, Mass. It is made
in two styles and is also put
up in a very pretty caddy
bag. Besides appealing to
golf enthusiasts generally, it
makes a handsome prize
or favor. Another novelty
made by the same firm is the
pretty match box here illus-
trated. It is made in ster-
ling silver, and solid and
durable.

SELL TO
SATISFY

A New Style of Ring

We show in the accompanying illustra-

tions a new style of interchangeable initial

and emblem ring, known as " The Repub-

lic." The initial or emblem is encrusted on

blood-carnelian and jade stones. These

rings are made by Louis Kaufman & Co., of

New York, in great variety of patterns.
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Pointers for Salespeople

Don't let your anxiety to make a good showing lead

you to sell goods that you know are not wanted and

that are bought reluctantly. No customer, especially

among women, will ever feel entirely satisfied with a purchase that she

feels has been rather forced upon her, and her natural tendency will be

to at least avoid the salesman from whom she made that purchase and

possibly to avoid the store altogether. The clerk should bear in mind

that his ability will not be judged by his sales for one week or month,

but by his average per week or month for the year ; and he should

strive in every way possible to secure and hold the good will of every

customer he waits upon. He should do this not only by courteous

treatment and prompt service, but should, when asked, give the best

advice he knows how, from the customer's standpoint. This will do

a great deal more to put him at the head of the class on the yearly

reckoning than could possibly come from forcing sales. That old

motto, "A pleased customer is the best advertisement," may sound a

little stale, but it is a pretty good thing to remember, just the same.

If a customer makes any request that you are obliged to refuse,

always do so pleasantly and courteously and give the reasons why you

are not allowed to do what is asked. Don't simply say it is against

the rules and let it go at that, but tell why the rule was made. Some-

times what would seem to a customer to be an arbitrary rule will be

shown, by a little explanation, to be entirely fair and perhaps actually

for the customer's own benefit and protection.

If you are a salesman don't be afraid once in a while,

DON'T FEAR when your house is especially busy, to cut short your
OVERTIME lunch hour a little. You need not make a practice of

doing so until it is expected as a matter of course ;

but do it when it really seems best for the business that employs you.

It may be some time before you see any evidence of appreciation on

the part of your employer. In fact, he may never indicate that he

knows of it ; but you may be sure somebody will notice it, if he

doesn't, and that if it does not lead to promotion it may lead to a

better position in some of the houses that are constantly on the watch

for clerks who take a real interest in their employer's business. Of

course, if you cut short your lunch hour only to come back to the

store to lie around on the counter and do nothing, you may as well

take your full time for eating. And probably this one thing would do

yOU no particular good unless you showed in other ways that you had

your employer's best interests at heart.

When the bill is handed you in payment for goods

AS TO HAND. purchased, always name the denomination of the bill
LING CASH to your customer to avoid a dispute afterward, as to

how much money was handed you. Customers who

are thoroughly honest will frequently claim that they handed you

twenty dollars when they have given you but ten, and will often

mistake a one-dollar bill for a two. If you always mention the amount

that is handed you before you have sent it to the cashier's desk, there

will be no chance for such errors.
Never notify a customer, through his servants or

children, that he has exceeded the limit of his credit,

and that you do not care to trust him further. You

should not send such a message by his wife if it can be

avoided. Most men feel that they want to take care of such matters

personally, and will count it a serious affront if they are refused credit

through somebody else. It is often possible to shut down on a credit

customer in such a pleasant, easy way that he will continue to trade

with you, paying cash and eventually pay the old account, too. It is

one of the easiest things in the world to do it so offensively that you

will not only lose all his cash trade but the old account as well. It is

often advisable in such cases to suggest to the customer that he con-

tinue to trade with you, paying cash, and pay the old account little by

little, after which you will once more extend him credit.

REFUSING
CREDIT



Large Increase

In Chicago
Post Office

Chicago has taken another long

stride toward overtaking New

York, the leading post office of

the country, so far as the receipts
are concerned. The receipts for the month of May
showed a larger actual increase than in any other
office in the country, and even the percentage of in-
crease was exceeded in only three cities, one of
which was Buffalo, and the others were Los
Angeles and Dallas. The receipts for Chicago were
$669,811, as against $555,999 in r9oo, an increase of
$113,812, or 20.4 per cent. Those for New York
were $908,413, as against $803,765, an increase of
$104,648, or 12.1 per cent. The gain at Buffalo was
37 per cent. The total of receipts at the fifty larg-
est post offices in the United States for May was
$4,334,571, as against $3,815,129, an increase of
$519,442, or 13.6 per cent. For several months past
Chicago gradually has been narrowing the distance
between it and New York, and if the present rate
is maintained it will be only a short time before
Chicago will take rank as the first post office in the
country.

A nicely dressed show window is half the battle in gaining
trade—it impresses people with your up-to-dateness. Nothing
has ever before been produced that gives a window so neat and
dressy an appearance as the Magnet Window Easels. We origi-
nated these Easels and are selling hundreds of them, which proves
their value. They are made of the best quality of silk velvet in
the following colors : Royal Purple, Green and Ruby. Prices areas follows. Please mention The Keystone when ordering.

Magnet No. I, for Rings, size 8 x 914 inches, . . . each, $1.50Magnet No. 2, for 0, 6 and 12 Size Watch Cases, size 8% x 94 inches, " 1.00Magnet No. 3, for 16 and 18 Size Watch Cases, size 7 x 13
Magnet No. 4, for Spectacles or Spoons, size 7 x 13, • •
Magnet No. 5, for Eyeglasses, size 7 x 13, . • •
Magnet No. 6, for Vest Chains, size 7 x IS, . • • •
Magnet No. 7, for Rings, size 3 x 10%,

6 per cent. discount for cash. Manufactured and sold only by

WESTERN BUREAU OF TIlE K EYSTONE

Room 811 COLUMBUS BU LD1NR

CHICAGO, June 25, 1901

Business conditions have been

ondltion favorable the past month, and
Df Trade trade has been generally satis-

factory in the jewelry and optical

trades. The June crop of weddings and commence-

ments has been unusually large to the delight of the

retail dealers. In comparison with this time a year

ago most jobbers tell us that June this year will

show an improvement over the same month last

year. Just at this writing business is beginning to

feel the effects of the summer season, which has

now set in. Travelers are beginning to come home.

The trade generally are recognizing that a quiet

time is at hand. Crop prospects are generally fine

all over the West and Northwest and the prospects

for a good fall business never were better. The

outlook for trade is on the whole excellent. The

railroads are doing a large and profitable business.

Enterprises of all kinds are being undertaken.

Building is especially active throughout the West

and South. There is employment practically for all

who care to work. Money is abundant, collections

on the whole are good, and the people are prosper-

ous. There does not appear to be reason to appre-

hend in the near future a reaction from these ex-

ceedingly favorable conditions.

Chicago has long been the lead-

Chicago Now metropolis of the West, and
a Seaport now the great inland city bids

fair to become the London of

America, the great entreport of the world's corn-

mercial activities. On April 22d the steamship

"Northwestern," carrying a cargo of McCormick

machines, cleared from the port of Chicago bound

for Liverpool, England. This vessel is the first to

go from the great manufacturing center of the West

direct to Europe. Following the steamer "North-

western" the "Northman," also carrying a cargo

of McCormick machines, cleared from the McCor-

mick docks April 24th bound for Hamburg, Ger-

many. The cargoes of the two vessels comprised

more than 144 carloads of McCormick machines,

mostly self-binders and mowers. In making this

initial shipment by an all-water route direct to

Europe the McCormick Company has made Chi-

cago a sea port and established a line of freighters

that during the six months of the year will ply

regularly between Lake City and European ports.

Thus the great McCormick Company, the largest

manufacturer of harvesting machinery, has set a

new pace in the matter of harvesting machine ship-

ments, the far reaching importance of which can

only be known when the history of the twentieth

century shall have been written.

Here is a unique business item.
Curious Kind An exchange says that pros-

)f Prosperity perous conditions are manifest-
ing themselves in curious ways.

The statement is made by a large tinware
manufacturing company in one of our Western
cities that their trade in dinner pails has for some
time been running heavily to the 5- and 6-quart
sizes, the largest made. This is distinctly a new
development. The dinner pails in ordinary use are
the 3- and 4-quart sizes. The inference seems un-
mistakable that workingmen are able to supply
themselves with more food and a greater variety of
it for their lunches.

Mrs. Philip D. Armour has
A Noble added a sum of $25o,000 to the
Benefaction $1,00o,o00 recently given by her

son and herself to the Armour
Institute of Chicago, in memory of her husband.
With the latest gift two new buildings are to be
erected. One will be the Armour Memorial School
of Engineering and the other will be occupied as a
workshop, which, according to the plans, will be
one of the finest shops in the country. The pur-
pose of Mrs. Armour and the trustees of the
Armour Institute is to make it the foremost en-
gineering college in the country.

Here is a mighty interesting
Some business item and shows that it
Interesting Facts is labor-saving machinery that

makes the United States superior
in commerce to any other nation. The United
States Labor Commissioner sets forth some very
interesting facts on this subject. Aided by machin-

ery, he says, 4,500,000 men turn out a product which

would require 40,000,000 men if produced by hand.

In America the advantage derived from machinery

is about twice as great as in Europe, so that the

actual population of the United States is equal

in productive power to 150,000,000 Europeans.

With labor-saving machinery one generation of

men can do the work of four or five generations of

or a solid procession of animals in single file reach-

ing from Milwaukee to Chicago, a distance of over

eighty miles. This array of facts t.nd comparisons

is merely indicative and suggestive. No proper

conception of the extent of this industry can be

obtained by numerical statements.

Oklahoma has just finished har-

Wheat Harvest its fifth heavy wheat crop,
in O1dahoma and it is again the largest in the

history of the territory. The

record promises to be just as good in corn, cotton

and fruit. There is every reason to believe that

trade in Oklahoma will be good this fall, as all .

indications point that way. Five successive good
crops is a wonderful record for that new country.
These conditions, with higher values for cattle, have
improved the condition of the average farmer in
that country wonderfully, and given a circulation of
money which is bound to be felt in trade with that
section. This immense grain yield of Oklahoma,
if marketed at anything like as good a price as was
done last year, will continue the boom and improve-
ment that she has enjoyed for two years past.

I In Western territory live stock
Live Stock and cereals are leading factors of
Movement Large domestic trade movements. The

live stock receipts at the five
principal markets of Chicago, Kansas City, Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Joseph during 1901 show re-
markable gains over last year, both as regards
April and the four months ending with April, the
official receipts of cattle, hogs and sheep in the
four months just ended showing an increase of
359,417 head as compared with the corresponding
four months of Igloo. The rise in the price of corn
is pointed out as being largely responsible for this
increased movement of live stock to market, it
having become more profitable to sell corn at 25 per
cent. above last year's price than to keep the stock
on such high-priced feed.

The Southwestern States and
Opportunities In Territorties are making rapid ad-
the Southwest vances in industrial and agricul-

tural development. An evidence
of this fact is found in the acreage of cotton planted
this year, Oklahoma making a larger gain than was
elsewhere reported, with a 25 per cent. increase,
while Indian Territory was second with an increase
of 20 per cent. Arkansas had a ro per cent. gain;
Texas 8 per cent. and Louisiana 7 per cent. The
conditions of the crop on June 1st averaged 81.5
per cent., while that for the States and Territories
named above was greater than this figure, with the
exception of Arkansas and Louisiana, which were
fractionally below it. Good crops, such as are now
fairly well promised, result in good business even
at times when a large but equally distributed yield
tends to lower prices. The prospects for the South-

west have never been better than at the present
time. A portion of the country is new, so far as

development is concerned, but new conditions make

room for new and added opportunities, and these

are certainly offered in the Territories of the South-

west.

On an average a round million
Great dollars' worth of live stock is sold

Business at the Chicago Stock Yards
every day. The total receipts

were 14,622,315 animals valued at $262,154,272. This

live stock was received in 227,205 cars, being an in-

crease of about 8,000 cars over the previous year.

During the thirty-five years since its establishment

this market has received 307,971,693 animals valued

at the enormous sum of $5,508,750,310. An average

busy day's receipts consists of approximately

25,000 cattle, 40,000 hogs, 25,000 sheep and 2,000

horses. The cattle would represent dressed the

enormous total of 18,000,00o pounds, or 9,000 tons

of beef; the hogs would dress 3,600 tons of pork,

and the sheep 575 tons of mutton, a grand total

of 13,175 tons of dressed meats furnished to the

world in a single day by this market. This meat

would fill a refrigerator train over ten miles long.

The animals alive would require over 2,000 cars,

which would make a solid train sixteen miles long,

Progress perity recently told us in a special
in the South dispatch that in Southern tern-

tory the cotton movement is the

most important, 9,384,947 bales having come into

sight by May r, 1901. Of this amount Texas alone

contributed 3,508,499 bales. The growth of New

Orleans as a grain port is seen in the fact that

there were exported from that city during the

four months ending May 1st, 18,022,363 bushels of

grain, as compared with 14,153,127 bushels in the

four months of 190o.
An interesting commercial item

interesting from Wyoming is the following:
from Wyoming The wool clip of that State for

this year is estimated at between

12,000,000 and 13.000,00o pounds. Nearly the en-

tire clip has been sold, it is reported, very little

having been consigned. As the market on wool

is low this year the growers are conservative, and

by selling indicate that they want to get their money

out as soon as possible. The majority of the sales

(Continued on page 709.)
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MEDALS anD
BADGES

Struck in

Gold, Silver, Gilt,
Bronze, Aluminum anD
White Metal

for

Agricultural an
Mechanical Institutes
Cattle Shows
Expositions
Centennial Anniversaries
Conventions
Business Purposes, etc.

All work—Designing, Die Cutting,
Melting, Rolling, Striking, Enameling,
Plating and Finishing, done in our
own factories at prices on which

YOU
CAN MAKE
A PROFIT.

Correspondence solicited whenever
you have a call for this class of goods

Badges
Buttons
Pins anD
Charms

Struck in

Gold
Gold Plate
Silver
German Silver
Bronze

in

Enamel or
Relief Work

for

Yacht Clubs
College Clubs
Social Clubs
Gun Clubs
Boat Clubs
Athletic Clubs
Military Companies
Fraternities
Railway Employes
Contests, etc., etc.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street
Near Maiden Lane

New York

2 Large Fetctortelz

Emtabli.shed O Vear.$)

57 Washington Street

Chicago

July, 19ot

Chicago News

(Continued from page 707.)

Interesting from Wyoming

are being made at TO to II% cents. The fleeces

are lighter this year than last and weak. The staple

is not as long as usual, v.hich is owing to the fact

that the winter was open and dry and free from

sand storms as well, which makes the wool dirty

and gritty.

Commercial En-
largement West of
the Mississippi

The financial condition of lead-
ing railway lines is usually con-
sidered as reflecting the state of
business affairs in the section of

the country through which they pass, and on this

basis of calculation the country west of the Missis-

sippi has developed a greater commercial enlarge-

ment during the past year than has been shown by

any other section. The Western railways, espe-

cially those extending to the Pacific Coast, have

had a large movement Of freight, and the values of

their securities have been materially advanced. It

is true that this gain in values has been aided by
speculation, but the upward movement has been

based on ascertained conditions and speculation is

merely an incident. Still another reason for believ-

ing that the Western railways are making money

and reflecting business increase along their routes

is shown by the fact that the officials are appar-

ently satisfied with the actual situation and the pros-

pects for a continued movement of freight. They

are not cutting rates in an effort to obtain business,

simply because a sufficient tonnage of freight is

being offered. A conference of Western railway

presidents was to have been held the second week

in June, but was adjourned to September because

there were no difficulties to adjust, which proves

that when railway officials are not quarreling over

rates they must be satisfied with the general condi-

tion of affairs.

Personal Mention

Sol Kaiser, Chicago and Western manager for

Louis Strasburger's Son & Co., leaves next week

with his family for a month's trip down the St.

Lawrence, returning home via Boston and New

the way.
in several of the seashore resorts byh 

The Chicago College of Optics, of which Prof.

Geo. A. Rogers has been president from its in-

ception, has been merged into the Northern Illi-
nois College of Ophthalmology in the Masonic

Temple, and Prof. Rogers has been given the
Chair of Optometry. This makes a strong com-
bination, as Prof. Rogers is a great teacher—one of
the natural kind—a deep thinker, and has one of the
brightest optical minds in the country. His new
field will give him ample room to display his abili-
ties, and we congratulate the Northern Illinois Col-
lege upon the acquisition to their faculty of so ablen 

instructor.
The wedding of Edward H. Bazzett, of M. Baz-

zett & Co., and Miss Hester D. Spalding is an-
nounced for July 2d, at St. Chrysostom's Episcopal
church, this city, the Rev. Mr. Snively officiating.

Will S. Manheimer, with Louis Manheimer,
watch jobber, fourth floor of the Columbus Me-
morial Building, is in the East on a four weeks'
business trip. He is introducing the new thin
model watch, the "Reliance," just being placed on
tlseinarketbyLnigon.is Manheimer, of the Columbus
Memorial 

build 
The "Reliance" is a 16-size,

nickel, 
price.
seven-jeweled guaranteed movement at aimpt 

W. J. Miller, Chicago manager for the Seth
Thomas Clock Company, returned early in the

Ex-
position 

t nfraot 
Buffalo.

tmalsor visit to the Pan-American Ex-

Benjamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., was last
week elected a member of the Board of Directors of
the Metropolitan Elevated Railway Company,
Chicago. The Metropolitan is one of the great
transportation companies of the Western metrop-
olis—at no distant day it is likely to be the greatest.
Mr. Allen is a large individual stockholder in this
Company and takes a lively interest in its affairs,

THE KEvs-roNE

so that the honor, though unexpected, is well

placed.
J. D. Packard, traveler for H. F. Hahn & Co.,

and Willard Hyde, manager for Geo. E. Marshall,

will spend a fortnight in a trip around the lakes
and doing the Exposition at Buffalo.

The annual meeting of the Board of Directors
of the Elgin National Watch Company occurred
June 13th. The only change made in the board was
the election of George T. Smith, a wealthy Chicago
capitalist and one of our best known business ram,
to the vacancy caused by the recent death of
Thomas M. Avery. The officers and directors for
the ensuing year are as follows; President, Charles
FL Hulburd; vice-president, Ernest A. Hamill;
secretary-treasurer, Wm. Geo. Prall; general man-
ager, John M. Cutter; directors, A. C. Bartlett, C.

Hulburd, E. A. IIamill, George H. Laflin, M.
A. Ryerson, C. B. Scoville and George T. Smith.
All the directors are prominent in banking and
commercial circles and the board is regarded as an
exceptionally strong one.

One of the most beautiful and unique of the
many June weddings in Chicago was that of Miss
Lillian Evans Mead, daughter of Maurice A. Mead,
head of The firm of M. A. Mead & Co., to Mr.
John Tull Montgomery, which was solemnized the
evening of June 18th, at 8 o'clock at Christ Re-
formed Episcopal Church, Michigan Avenue and
Twenty-fourth Street, Bishop Charles Edward
Cheney officiating. It was a large and brilliant
church affair, several hundred invitations having
been issued for the ceremony, but only a limited
number of guests attended the reception which was
held at the family residence, 4547 Oakenwold Ave-
nue, at 9 o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Montgomery
have gone East on their bridal trip. Upon their
return they will live at 4545 Oakenwald Avenue.

George Bichsel, of Bichsel Bros., the well-
known jewelers of Sedalia, Mo., expects to visit the
Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo in July, and
will greet his friends in the Chicago trade en route.

Miss C. B. Thompson, who has made many
friends in the trade as the confidential assistant of
J. W. Forsinger, the Chicago watch jobber, will
enjoy a well-earned rest in the East during July.
Miss Thompson will be accompanied by her father,
and they will start off with a lake trip to Buffalo
taking one of the Northern Steamship Company's
splendid boats for the trip. They expect to take
a week to do the Pan-American Exposition, when
they will go to several of the New England sea-
shore resorts to spend the remainder of the month.
Miss Thompson is one of the most capable and
hard-working women in the trade anywhere, and is
deserving of a good rest. She probably draws the
largest salary of any woman connected with the
jewelry trade.

Franklin Hardinge, of Hardinge Brothers, the
tool makers, has recently returned from an Eastern
trip calling at the Buffalo Exposition and his old
home in Canada on his way home. He reports
everything busy and flourishing in the line and
votes the Pan-American a wonderfully good show.

Miss Edith Bowyer, daughter of Jeweler E.
G. Bowyer, of Algonja, Ia., who has been a student
at the Chicago Musical College for several months
past, has gone home to spend the summer vaca-
tion. Miss Bowyer expects to return to the above
school early in September.

John M. Cutter, general manager of the Elgin

Watch Company, is enjoying an outing of a few
weeks at Alexandria Bay, N. Y. He is accom-
panied by his family.

L. B. Eaton, formerly Chicago and Western

agent for D. Wilcox & Co., manufacturers, Provi-

dence, but at present a resident of California, is in

town for a few days shaking hands with his old

friends in the trade. Mr. Eaton is very much

wrapped up in Sunny California—thinks there is no

place like it. At present he is engaged in turquoise,

minimn
gr.s. Ignatz Schwartz, wife of I. Schwartz,

president of the Imperial Manufacturing Company,

sails for Europe next Saturday on the "Lucania" of

the Cunard Line, to be absent three months.
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A wedding of interest to the jewelry trade was

that of Miss Margaret Avery and Mr. Andrew B.

MacCaughey, of St. Paul, Minn., which took place

on Wednesday, June 5th, at the summer home of the

bride's mother, Mrs. Mary B. Tuttle, in Kenosha,

Wis. The bride is well known to many in the trade

as the granddaughter of the late Thomas M. Avery,

for so many years president of the Elgin Watch
Company, and as a niece of Fred. R. Sheridan,

Chicago and Western representative of the Horton-

Angell Company. The Rev. Charles L. Mallory,

rector of St.Matthew's Episcopal Church performed
the ceremony. The wedding had been planned
to be one of the largest out-of-town weddings
of the summer, but the invitations were recalled
owing to the death of the bride's grandfather, Mr.
Thomas M. Avery. Only relatives and a few
friends were present. Mr. and Mrs. MacCaughey
went to Colorado on their bridal trip.

Dr. George W. McFatrich, secretary of the
Northern Illinois College of Opthalmology and
vice-president and treasurer of the Murine Eye
Remedy Company, was married to Miss Marguer-
ite Merkley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Merkley, of Rogers Park, on the evening of June
4th, at the home of the bride's parents. Dr. and
Mrs. McFatrich have gone to the Pacific Coast on
their bridal trip, and will not return until sometime
in July. The nuptials of Dr. McFatrich just at this
time arc especially interesting to his friends and
former pupils in view of the fact that Miss Mary E.
McFatrich, his sister, whom everyone who has ever
attended the Northern Illinois College will recol-
lect as the clever assistant of Drs. J. B. and G. W.
McFatrich in their work at the school, was wedded
the evening before to E. G. Mallon. THE KEY-
STONE extends hearty congratulations to both
sister and brother. •

Charles E. Freund, of the well-known station-
ery house of Wm. Freund & Sons, sailed for Eu-
rope, June 8th, to be absent two months. Mr.
Freund is combining business with pleasure on his
trip, and will devote a part of his time to selecting
a line of foreign novelties in stationery for his
firm's fall trade, and incidentally enjoy a few weeks
of sight-seeing and travel on the continent.

L. G. Booth, advertising manager at Benj.
Allen & Co.'s, has recently returned from his
regular annual vacation, looking well and feeling
better.

E. A. Dorrance, Chicago massager for Simons
Bro. & Co., has just returned from a two weeks'
visit to the Eastern headquarters of his firm in
Philadelphia, where he attended the annual meeting
of the corporation.

E. M. Stanton, scientific refractionist, formerly
in with Keil & Hettick, No. 94 State Street, has
opened an optical parlor in suite 8o5 Stewart
Building.

W. R. Goodfellow, well known in the trade
from his long connection with several of our
wholesale firms, is now with Otto Young & Co.

A. M. Church, chief time inspector for the
Chicago & Northwestern and Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railways, has recently returned from a
two weeks' trip to New York.

H. F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co., and family
have taken a country place at La Grange, one of
our pretty Western suburbs, for the summer.

Louis Schwartz, who has carried on a retail
business at No. 474 North Clark Street for several
years past, has moved to the South Side, and is
now located at No. 87 Randolph Street near Dear-
born.

-Charles L. Dingier, until recently engaged in
the retail jewelry business at Chester, Pa., spent
two weeks in Chicago the early part of the month,
and was a pleasant caller at the Western headquar-
ters of THE KEYSTONE. Mr. Dingler's health was
not the best in the East and he is in the West on
the lookout for a new location.

A. C. Becken expects to take in the Pan-
American Exposition at Buffalo for ten days late
ill July. He will be accompanied by his family.

(Continued on page 7n.)
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ORS INGER
WATCH JOBBER

CHICAGO

We cannot too strongly emphasize the fact that we
make a specialty of WATCHES at wholesale, and that
we particularly want your mail orders in this line, but
this is not all. We want you to call on us when you
come to Chicago whether you want to buy or not -
we shall welcome you and be glad to see you at all
times. We believe we know the kind of treatment the
retail jewelers like and we give it to them.

This is the convention season, the outing season,
the exposition season, and there will doubtless be many
dealers passing through the Western metropolis before
the Summer is over. Drop in and get acquainted—you
will find congenial people to welcome you at our store.

There will be no misrepresentation here—no promises
lightly made—no twisting of the truth to secure your
trade. You shall get your money's worth down to the
fraction of a cent every time. There shall be absolute
satisfaction on your part or we will not try to win your
trade.

J. W. FORSINGER
Jobber in Watches anZ Wholesale Jeweler

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO

July, 1901

Chicago News

(Continued from page 709.)

Gossip Among the Trade

Otto Young has leased from Samuel Crozier

Estate, of Upland, Pa., the ground under the build-

ing at 149 to 153 State Street for Ioo years f
rom

May I, 1901, at a rental of $2o,000 a year for 
nine

years and $15,000 a year for the rest of the term.

Mr. Young now owns and controls to5 feet 
extend-

ing from 145 to 153 State Street. The inc
rease in

the rental between the first and the second 
period

of $5,000 a year for nine years, amounting in al
l to

$45,000, is the consideration which M
r. Young pays

Mr. Crozier for the building, a five-story struc
ture

now occupying the site. In addition to this Mr.

Young agrees to construct by April 30, 1910, a ten-

story fireproof building to cost not less than $140,-

000. Mr. Young has for many years been a te
nant

of this property, where the business of Otto Yo
ung

& Co.. wholesale jewelers, has been conduc
ted.

The other tenants are the Towle Manufacturing

Company, New England Watch Company, New

Haven Clock Company, Stern Bros. & Co. and

several other jewelry firms. He has had a lease on

the store for many years, and by the present 
trans-

action that lease is extinguished. Acquisition of

the long-term lease on this property gives Mr.

Young a frontage of 1o5 feet on the east side of

State Street, he recently having secured a long-

term lease on the Roche property at No. 147, ad-

joining the Crozier holdings on the north. With

both properties Mr. Young has a ground area of

10,495 square feet. The Roche property has a

frontage of 30 feet and a depth of 144 feet.
For the first two weeks in June Chicago en-

joyed a great run of traveling salesmen represent-

ing Eastern manufacturing firms. The advent of

this large number of travelers brought a number of

interior jobbers to this market and the Palmer

House presented a lively scene for the jewelry

interests. The wholesalers were from Western

points mostly. anti find it advantageous to come to

Chicago at this time so that they may meet the

manufacturers thus early on their fall trips. Among

the out-of-town jobbers who were here looking

over manufacturers' fall lines were George Wctt-

stein, Cedar Rapids, Ia.: Mr. Kiger, of C. A.

Kiger & Co., Kansas City; Mr. Morgan, of the

Morgan Jewelry Company, Des Moines; Mr.

Ayres, of T. R. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk;

Mr. Huggins, of A. I. Flail & Son, San Fran-

cisco; M. A. Lombard, of the M. A. Lombard

Company, Des Moines; L. E. Griffith, of Griffith,

Hall & Williams, Omaha; Ben Marx, of D. Marx

& Sons, St. Paul: J. L. Teeters, of J. L. Teeters

& Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Mr. Dayton, of E. A. Day-

ton & Co., Omaha, and A. D. Wycoff, Valisca, Ia.

Jeweler H. B. Lund, of Morris, Minn., expects

to be in his new store early in September.
Martin A. Hagen, the well-known jeweler of

Fargo, N. D., has gone to the Pacific Coast on a

summer vacation trip. He will take in the sights

of Yellowstone Park ere he returns.
Geneva Optical Company have recently made

an improvement in the arrangement of their office

which adds to its attractiveness as well as makes

their office work easier.
Geo. Guinand, of the Guinand & Jones Com,

pany, Des Moines, Ia., was in town for a few days
in the month, combining business with pleasure.

W. H. Smith is the new manager of the

Chicago salesrooms of M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co.,

succeeding J. B. Rcnker, who will look after the
city trade hereafter. Mr. Smith comes from Syra-

cuse, N. Y., and was associated for II years with
the Syracuse Hardware and Iron Co. and their

predecessors, Bradford Kennedy Sons & McGuire.
Jeweler George Arkwright, of Beatrice, Neb.,

and family will spend the heated term in the moun-
tains of Colorado. Rather his family will remain
there through the summer and Mr. Arkwright will
make several trips back and forth.

Hardinge Brothers, the tool makers, have pur-
chased from Joseph Houghton, of Manchester, N.
H., his entire plant for the manufacture of the

now on..

face plate, also his stock on hand and
right to use his name on face plates, and they will
continue the manufacture of his face plates from

Street 
to Louis 8S7 

E. 
ipaRrtaznhdaosrhensiotvreeedt.from 474 N. Clark

The accompanying picture is that of Benjamin

Grieshaber, the Chicago gold pen maker, whose
career has been an interesting one. He came of a
race of pen makers, his father being one of the
pioneers of the trade in the West, locating at De-
troit, Mich., over a half century ago. Here the
subject of this sketch was born in 1857, and here
he learned the gold pen business from office
boy to a practical manufacturer, under his father.
After serving his apprenticeship Mr. Grieshaber
worked at his trade for three years in New York,
when he decided to come to the Western metropolis
to represent one of the Eastern pen-making houses.
1 or four years he had a steady job of hustling and

T 11

then decided to embark in business for himself.

One work bench and a set of tools made by himself

was the limit for the first year. Then from a shop

I2X20 his business has steadily grown in the last

Benjamin Grleshaber.

dozen years until Mr. Grieshaber's factory at 82

State Street is one of the largest and most complete
in the gold pen line in the country.

J. H. Lepper is a new member of the traveling

force of Benj. Allen & Co. He will travel in north-

ern Iowa and northern Nebraska territory, form-

erly looked after by Frank Murray. Mr. Lepper

left this week for his first trip.
J. A. Todd, manager of the Chicago office of

the Towle Manufacturing Company, has gone East

on a short trip to the company's factory.
John Burgess, of the Chicago office of the Gor-

ham Manufacturing Company, leaves the first week

ill July for a three weeks' outing in California.

Out of Town Visitors

Ernest Eimer, jeweler-optician, Muskegon,

Mich i., was n town last week on business connected

with the annual convention of the American Asso-

ciation of Opticians, which convenes in this city

August 13-16. Mr. Eimer was a pleasant caller at

KEYSTONE headquarters, and tells us that everything

points toward a large attendance at the forthcoming

meeting of the National Association. Delegates

are expected to be present from nearly every state

in the Union.
Lemmons & Lewis, of Washington, Ia., were

represented in this market last week by Claude

Lemmons, who was here on a purchasing trip.

P. F. O'Connell, of Atlantic, Ia., has been in

town this week and was seen in one of our whole
-

sale houses making purchases for the home st
ore.

Mr. O'Connell reports trade fairly good in his 
sec-

tion with splendid crop prospects, which means

good fall business.
Towle & Winterhaulter, the well-known jewel-

ry firm of Butte, Montana, was represented in

this market last week by Mr. Winterhaulte
r, who

was here on a purchasing trip.
C. H. Fries, of McGregor, Ia., is in town 

this

week looking over the market for new 
things for

the home store.
C. H. Coles, of Sandwich, Ill., was a 

welcome

trade caller in this market yesterday.

G. F. Schmermund, of Greenville, 0.,
 was in

the city last week combining business wi
th pleasure.

Jeweler Frank Averbeck, of Madison, 
Wis.,

was in town the early part of the mont
h scanning

the market for the latest novelties.
Ben Roling, son of jeweler G. H. Rol

ing, of

Belvidere, Ill., was in the city recently cal
ling on

the wholesale trade.
S. Pyle, of Pyle & Wykle, Kalamazoo,

 Mich.,

was in Chicago recently combining 
business with

pleasure.
C. W. Duggen, of Ames, Ia., was a 

visiting

buyer in this market the early part of the
 month.

W. E. Crellin, the well-known and we
ll-liked

jeweler of Chillicothe, Mo., spent a few 
days in the

Chicago market recently making purcha
ses for the

home store.
J. N. Boner, of Evansville, Ind., was in 

Chicago

last week selecting fixtures for his new 
store that

he will soon move into.
Amos N. Wright, a successful jeweler of 

Port-

land, Ore., was in Chicago for a few da
ys recently

calling on some of his old friends in the 
trade. Mr.

Wright was formerly a jeweler in Charit
on, Ia., and

his old friends in the Hawkeye State 
will be glad

to know that he has been prosperous
 since he went

to the Pacific northwest, and that 
he is delighted

with that country.
The firm of R. S. & J. D. Patterson, o

f Port

Huron, Mich., were represented in this 
market for

several days last week by Mr. and Mrs. 
R. S. Pat-

terson, who were combining business wi
th pleasure

in their visit to Chicago.
Herman Post & Son, the well-know j

ewelers

of Decatur, Ill., were represented in t
his market

last week by Mr. Post, Jr., who was in 
town on a

purchasing trip.
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Miss Spencer, of John Spencer & Da
ughter,

Edgerton, Wis., visited the Chicago mar
ket last

week on a purchasing trip.
F. B. Harris, of Lincoln, Neb., was among

 the

many Western jewelers who visited this market

recently combining business with pleasure.

A. C. Wortley, of Kalamazoo, Mich., was a 
wel-

come visitor in this market last week.

A. L. Howard, of Beloit, Wis., was in town
 the

early part of the week, selecting goods 
for the

home market.
E. E. Chandler, of Boone, Ia., has been 

in the

city this week looking through the market
 for the

latest novelties for summer trade.
F. C. Cook, the well-known jeweler of 

Janes-

ville, Wis., was a trade caller in the Chicago 
market

last week.

OBITUARY

Ben. K. Chase

The death of Ben. K. Chase, one of Chica
go's

oldest and most highly esteemed jewelers, o
ccurred

June 9th, from the effects of an attack of 
the grip

from which he has been suffering from t
he past

five years. Mr. Chase was born at Lempster
, N. H.,

in 1830, and spent the larger part of his y
outh at

Rutland, Vt. He started in the jewelry trad
e as

worker at the bench when less than 16 years of
 age,

and worked continuously at the trade for 
over 50

years. His first apprentice was James Rowe, now

of Rowe Bros., this city. When Mr. Chas
e came

West, 21 years ago, he entered the emplo
y of his

former apprentice—then the firm of Hamilton,

Rowe & Co. Later he opened in business 
for him-

self on the West Side, where he continued f
or eight

years, moving to 70 State Street in 1889, wher
e he

continued in business till the time of his death,

except the period during which he was incap
aci-

tated by his illness. A widow and son survive 
him.

The funeral took place from his family re
sidence,

June nth, and was attended by members of
 the

trade, among whom were Mr. Rowe, his 
first ap-

prentice, and Mr. Liston (1881) his apprentice.

Interment was at Forest Home cemetery.

Thomas M. Avery

Funeral services for Thomas M. Avery, for
mer

president of the Elgin National Watch C
ompany

and the Chicago Brass Company, were he
ld May

28th from the family residence, 2123 Prair
ie Ave-

nue. Rev. Dr. H. N. Scott read the Episcopa
l

burial service and a quartet from the Second 
Pres-

byterian Church sang. Interment was at Gr
aceland

cemetery. The funeral and interment were both

attended by many of the most prominent peopl
e of

Chicago, and many tributes were paid to the 
mem-

ory of the deceased. The keenness with 
which his

loss was felt by the community was shown
 in edi-

torials of praise for his life and character
 in the

leading daily papers and in the general co
mments

of the public. Many floral pieces were received,

one consisting of eighty American beauty roses

being sent by the Chicago Jewelers' Asso
ciation.

The active pall-bearers were: John M. Cutter
 and

William G. Prall, from the Chicago office 
of the

Elgin National Watch Company; George E.

Hunter, William Cloudman and Carlos Smith, f
rom

the factory at Elgin, and F. L. Tittsworth, of
 the

Chicago Brass Co. The honorary pall-bearers

were Luther Laflin Mills, Benjamin Allen, George

Hunter, Charles H. Hulburd, S. M. Moore, Jess
e

Spalding, George H. Laflin, Seymour Coleman, 
D.

S. Munger, R. T. Crane, Thomas Goodman, 
Wil-

liam A. Purcell and. N. B. Mills. The Chicago

Jewelers' Association were represented by 
Otto

Young, M. A. Mead, Lem W. Flershem, Max 
Ell-

bogen, Julius Schnering, H. F. Hahn, Louis Man-

heimer, A. C. Becken, R. A. Kettle, Geo. Weidi
g

and P. S. Bartlett.
The Board of Directors of the company on

hearing of Mr. Avery's death passed the followin
g

resolutions:
"In memory of Thomas M. Avery, the Board

of Directors of the Elgin National Watch Co., de
-

sire to place on record this expression of esteem

and appreciation. During a period of over thirty-

one years, extending from the ioth day of October,

1867, to the moth day of December, 1898, Mr. Avery

served as president of this company and conducted

its affairs with such courage and skill that the com-

pany grew from a very small industry to its present

great importance. This Board wishes to place on

record the fact that the success of this company and

its great development were in a large part due to

Mr. Avery's intense devotion to its interests and

to his great executive ability. This Board also de-

sires to express its appreciation of Mr. Avery's un-

failing courtesy and kindly consideration, so that

we feel in his loss a sense of personal bereavement

which permits us to extend to his family our heart-

felt sympathy. THEREFORE, BE IT RE-

SOLVED: That this memorial be placed on the

records of this company and that a copy be for-
warded to his family."
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Items of Interest

" I I. E. Adams, of Tampa, Fla., is inspector of
watches in that place for the Plant System and Sea-
board Air Line.

Fred. G. Gruen, of D. Gruen & Son, Glashutte,
Germany, arrived at New York recently on the Kaiser
Wilhelm der Grosse.

H. D. Kirmse, the pioneer jeweler of Skaguay,
Alaska, has now one of the finest stores in the Terri-
tory, and is doing a prosperous business.

Jeweler C. 0. Balliett, of Waterloo, Iowa, is
looking forward to a trip to Buffalo and the East dur-
ing- July. His family will accompany him, and they
will take in Chicago en route.

Carl Bechtol, son of Charles W. Bechtol, jeweler,
Galion,. Ohio, has gone to Colorado Springs for the
benefit of his health. He was accompanied by Joseph
Kesselmeier, who intends taking some recreation.

- Cooper & Co. have entered the manufacturing
business in North Meridian, Indianapolis, and will do
work of all kinds for the trade. Homer Cooper, who
was manager for J. C. Sipe for eight years, is head of
the firm.

William H. Hennegen, president of the Hennegen,
Roes Co., wholesale jewelers, 13 E. Baltimore Street,
Baltimore, Md., died last month. During his life he
traveled extensively in this country and in Europe,
and was widely known in the jewelry trade.

In the advertisement of Jeweler's-Auctioneer
Frank Triplett, in our May issue, there were two typo-
graphical errors. " The rose and roseate hues"
should have read " rare and roseate hues," and the
phrase " no inquiry to credit " should have read " no
injury to credit." We regret the errors which, how-
ever, were so self-evident as to be scarcely misleading.

Charles W. White, of Buffalo, N. Y., has entered
into partnership with the firm formerly organized
under the name of the Gillet Ring Co., and which will
be known hereafter as Gillet & White, situated at 38
Coal & Iron Exchange, at 257 Washington Street,
Buffalo, N. Y. Both members of the firm have had
long experiences in the jewelry business. A. A.
Gillet will continue to call on the trade as heretofore.

Leonard K rower, wholesale and manufacturing
jeweler, New Orleans, La., will remove July 1st to the
big iron building, 536-538 Canal Street, where he will
have greatly enlarged facilities. This is the fourth
time that Mr. Knower, since his start in business in
1884, has been compelled by increased patronage to
remove to larger quarters. His line has now been
increased to include all the requirements of the retail
trade.

A new firm has been formed in St. Louis, Mo., for
the manufacture of everything in the silver-plated line.
H. L. Merry is president of the new company, and
the firm is known as the Merry & Pelton Silver Co.,
who have succeeded the old firm of Pelton Bros.
Silver Plate Co., which was one of the oldest manu-
facturing plants in the \Vest in this line. The new
firm is preparing a handsome line of goods for the
fall trade.

S. J. A. Haldeman, after having taken a one year's
course in watchmaking and engraving at the Bowman
Technical School, Lancaster, Pa., has accepted a posi-
tion with H. R. Lefevre, of Kingston-on-Hudson,
N. Y. J. Walter Hersbey, of Paradise, Pa., who com-
pleted a course of watchmaking at the same school
some years ago, has accepted a position in the trade
repairing department of Ezra F. Bowman's Sons.
Another pupil of the Bowman School, Joseph F.
Harris, Shamokin, Pa., after holding a position in
Cleveland, Ohio, has returned to Shamokin, where he
has opened a jewelry store.

William F. Nye, the well-known oil mall, recently
celebrated three events of great interest, and curiously
the, anniversaries fell very nearly on the same date.
These were his seventy-seventh birthday and fifty-five
years of wedlock and Masonry. Mr. Nye hastened
home from a trip to Philadelphia to be present at the
dedication of the new Masonic Temple, presented to
the lodge at Fair Haven by Henry H. Rogers, the
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Standard Oil magnate. The lodge was formerly
known as Concordia Lodge, but changed its name at
Mr. Rogers' suggestion, to the George H. Taber
Lodge, in honor of the oldest Mason in Massachu-
setts, and a member of the Fair Haven Lodge. The
new temple cost $60,000, and is one of a series of
munificent gifts that Mr. Rogers has made to his city.
These comprise a fine school building, a library,
church, town hall, city squares, worth in all probably
a million dollars. His own residence in town cost
$2,000,000. Mr. Nye is a neighbor of Mr. Rogers, and
his son Joseph has had charge of some of Mr.
Rogers' public benefactions.

The Industrial Carnival, held recently at Pana,
Ill., for the benefit of the First M. E. Church, was one
of the most unique and successful fetes ever held
there. A galaxy of fair women, representing the
leading commercial firms, went through a number of
fancy marches, character sketches and pantomime
parts in a graceful and elegant manner. The cos-
tumes worn by the fair performers were strikingly

attractive, that of Miss Elva Morefield, who repre-
sented S. Sve, jeweler, presenting such a dazzling ap-
pearance that compliments were showered upon her.
She wore a black dress and black velvet crown, both
of which were literally studded with diamonds. Her
skirt, which was trimmed in chains, tied in lovers'
knots, presented a most artistic appearance. The
pendant at her throat contained ninety-seven dia-
monds. Miss Morefield is one of Pana's most popu-
lar young ladies.

Heintz Bros., Buffalo, have issued a pretty book-
let, which visitors to the Exposition will find useful.
It gives an entertaining account of the big show and
the sights around the Rainbow City. It is handsomely
illustrated and printed in colors.

The Queen City Material Co., of Buffalo, have
recently moved into new quarters at 327 Washington
Street, where they occupy the ground floor. This
new location is much more convenient than their old
place across the street, where they were up several
flights. Manager Van Allen has made quite a number
of improvements and added several new lines, and
extends an invitation to all his old friends and other
visiting jewelers who will take in the sights of the
Pan-American Exposition.

The jewelry store recently opened by H. D.
Dunning, at Tremont, Nebr., is one of the most
attractive in the State. Mr. Dunning has been engaged
in the jewelry business in Tremont for the past four-
teen years, and the style and appearance of his new
stare indicate that he has been successful. The floor
is of Alhambra tile, with pink and silver gray figures
on a white ground. The side walls and ceiling are
finished and ornamented in the most artistic style. An
unusually handsome feature is the entrance door,
which is of plate glass, extending downwards to a
point within some inches of the floor, a handsome
monogram of the owner being ground in the center of
the glass. Mr. Dunning is to be congratulated on the
possession of such a pleasant business home.
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A Few Don'ts for Photographers
Don't use every brand of dry-plate that is on the

market, settle on one that you consider a good plate,
and study that one alone as to exposure and developer,
and get its working down to perfection, and after
getting accustomed to it you will find that you will get
better results than if you had used first one kind and
then another, sitnply because a friend gets such nega-
tives with a certain make, while still another will seem
to have such good success with a still different brand.
Any of the standard plates on the market may .be said
to be capable of excellent results. Stick to one long
enough to understand it before you change.

Don't take a negative out of the developer too
soon, there is a great benefit to be derived if the above
be carried out. An over-developed negative can easily
be corrected, but one that is under-developed is not so
easy to correct. Amateurs are generally in such a
hurry to see the results that they hurry development,
then after it is too late they wish they had taken more
time.

The even negative must have time, at least four or
five minutes should be necessary. Quick development
generally means a forcing up of the higher lights before
the parts of the negative which are less exposed are
acted upon.

The grading of a good negative is only possible
by carefully and slowly coaxing out the detail and
making all parts of the image come up fairly together.

Don't try every new developer as fast as it is ad-
vertised. When you have a good one or one that
gives good results with the brand of plates that you
use, don't allow yourself to be talked into something
you know nothing about.

Don't be sparing in the quantity of developer.
Use plenty to cover the negative without having to
resort to violent agitation to do it. Streaks and un-
even development will be the result if too little be used.
Use fresh developer as often as you can, it is cheaper
than spoiling a negative once in a while by using old
and colored developer.

Don't give distant landscapes or hazy mountain
scenes too long an exposure, remember such scenes
require a shorter exposure than near-by objects.

Don't pull out the sides of your plate-holder with-
out shading with the focusing cloth, especially if the
sun is shining on the camera.

Everything seems to be sacrificed in the new plate
holders for lightness, and if care is not taken the plates
are often fogged at the expense of disregarding the
above suggestion.

Don't carry your camera strapped to the frame of
your bicycle. The constant jarring will in time dis-
arrange the shutter. Carry the camera strapped to
your back, if possible.

Don't expect clean negatives if you use dirty
developer or fixing bath. Keep your solutions clear—
filtering them as often as necessary.

Don't attempt to take moving objects at too short
a range. Take them far enough away to get a good
exposure, and then enlarge by one of the simple
methods that can be carried out by any amateur.

Don't throw away your spoiled negatives. Very
pretty passepartouts can be made out of them by
mounting cutouts from your prettiest negatives on
cardboard, straw paper, tailor's stiffening or crepon
tissue, and then binding on the glass with a gummed
binding, which comes especially for that purpose.

Don't think it necessary to press prints or put
them in a glycerine and water bath to keep them from
curling after they are dry. You can simply draw a
paper-cutter over the back after they are dry, laying the
print on carpet or something soft. This applies par-
ticularly to developing papers. This straightens them
out instantly and permanently.

Don't take a flash-light portrait unless you have
the room well lighted, so that the strain of the flash
is not so great on the eyes of the sitters, and not so
liable to give them a staring look, but to make them
look more natural. The lights, though, should not
come within range of the lens. In the case of a bril-
liantly-lighted room, the shutter should be opened and
closed as near before and after taking as possible. If
more than one flash, be sure and have the smoke out
of the room or use another room, as the smoke left in
the room will fog the next picture. Always have a
Window open in a room when taking a flash light, as
this helps the escape of the smoke. —The Camera.

"When You're This Way, Drop In"

View of North Wing

MAKE OUR OFFICE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
during your visit to the Pan-American 

Exposition

We will take pleasure in showing you 
Another Great Exhibit—Our Large and 

Complete Ring Factory

Heintz Bros.' Office
South Division and Ellicott Streets

and View of North Wing

A FEW VIEWS OF OUR 
FACTORY

We carry the LARGEST LINE OF 
SOLID GOLD SET RINGS

in America to the Retail Trade

View of North Wing

Established 1875

View of South Wing

View of South Wing

HEINTZ BROS., RING MAKERS, BUFFALO, N.Y.
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Wholesale

Manufacturing

Jewelers
Importers of Diamonds

Jobbers of Watches

Heart of E,xposition

SIGHT-SEEING
and

STOCK SELECTION

CLOCKS
SILVERWARE

CUT GLASS

are the twin objects of all
visiting Jewelers to the
Exposition and to Buffalo

Knowing that most visiting jewelers will combine business with pleasure, andtake advantage of their visit to this city to select and purchase Fall stock, we havemade unusually elaborate preparations to meet their requirements, and are showingassortments in CLOCKS, SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, Etc.,which cannot be excelled in magnitude, variety or attractiveness of price by anyconcern in any city in the country.
We guarantee to save you in price much more than will cover the expense ofyour visit, and to furnish you with the choicest stock procurable anywhere.A hearty welcome and a rare business opportunity are yours.

Our representatives, A. F. KING,
FRED KING, WILL KING and
WM. B. SIRRET, will call on you
some time during the season
with a complete line of new
Fall goods.

King, Raichle & King
Main and Court Street

BUFFALO, N.Y.

Should you desire us to
secure accommodations for
you, let us know date of
arrival and number of rooms
wanted.

Pan-American Exposition

A
FTER viewing this unique and magnigcent exposition and reveling

in its glories, we are only too conscious of how far even the finest

description must fall short of the reality. The pen of the most gifted

writer or the brush of the greatest painter could not do justice to the

scene presented here. Any attempt to give the reader anyt
hing like an adequate

description of the exposition would prove futile, but a few notes made in pa
ss-

ing will be of interest to all and perhaps encourage 
them to make a pilgrimage

to this now most interesting spot on earth.

The site of the Pan-American Exposition is

an ideal one. It is on high ground and includes

many acres of improved park lands. It would

be difficult, though, for a stranger to distinguish

the division line, so perfect is the blending of the

parts. There is a wealth of foliage and hundreds

of beds of lovely flowers interspersed with grassy

glades and graveled walks.
The buildings, of which there

The Picturesque are some twenty large ones for

Buildings exhibits and about one hun-

dred smaller ones, including

state and foreign buildings, midway show build-

ings, etc., are radiant with color. This is a dis-

tinct departure from the custom which obtained

with the earliest expositions and has been fol-

lowed up to this time. At nearly all the exposi-

tions the buildings have been white. The idea

of the color scheme for expositions is not a new

one. It has been attempted a number of times

and as often abandoned. It has remained for the

creators of the Pan-American Exposition to carry

out the scheme successfully.

In the midst of these buildings is the Electric

Tower, 410 feet high. From a niche in the face

of the tower pours a great volume of water,

which is broken into spray by a deflector and falls

track and an expansive field. Racing contests, baseball, polo, etc., are played.

The seating capacity is 12,000. Admission to the Stadium is free to all in

attendance at the fair. On the west is a similar entrance to the 
Midway. Here

one might spend many days pleasantly. The Midway is not 
only a place of

amusement but a great educator, affording glimpses of life in 
many foreign

lands. It is only a step from the " Streets of Mexico " to the " Hawai
ian

Village " and the " Burning Mountain of Kilaean," and across the 
street is the

" Beautiful Orient," with its camels, asses and

peculiar dances and sword contests ; while within

easy walking distance are to be found reproduc-

tions of life in the Philippines, Africa, Japan, Ger-

many, Italy and Greenland, She South before the

war, and the Klondike-. Here fine may experience

the pleasures of a " Trip to the Moon," study the

American Indian in the " Indian Congress," see

reproduced in pictures scenes in Jerusalem on

the " Day of the Crucifixion," " Battle of Mis-

sionary Ridge," " Johnstown Flood." Here also

are a glass factory, a gold mine and many other

interesting attractions.
Encircling the larger buildings

of the exposition is a grand

canal on which are always to be

seen gondolas, electric launches

and other craft. These pass under the Triumph
al

13ridge and through grottoes of great beauty.

There is a fine natural lake in the grounds. In

this lake rides at anchor the sloop Spray, in

which Capt: Joshua Slocum sailed alone around

the world. The captain and his wife and son

are on the sloop to receive and entertain visitors.

On the shore of the lake is a United States Gov-

ernment life-saving station, completely equipped

with all the latest devices for saving life along

upon broad ledges from which it flows into an im-

mense basin in which are several fountains. By

day the scene here is grand and inspiring ; by night, when thousands of

incandescent lights and a hundred searchlights illuminate the
 tower and its

surroundings, the grandeur and inspiration are increased a thous
and fold. It is

a picture that must linger forever in the memory.

Standing upon the Triumphal Bridge, which is itself an

The Grandest sight architectural masterpiece, with massive pylons and grand

sculptured groups, and looking across the broad Esplanade

to the Court of the Fountains, one gets a view the remem-

brance of which must be forever. From this viewpoint 
it would seem that the

Electric Tower bounded the glories of this central part 
of the exposition, but

such is not the fact. Beyond the tower, to the north, is one of the choicest
beauty spots ,
the Plaza. In the
center is a mag-
nificent band
stand, from
which the most
famous bands
give daily and
evening c o n -

certs. On the
north are the
Propylzea or
monumental en-
trances to t h e
Plaza from the
railway station.

On the east is the
arched and tow-

ered entrance to

the Stadium, in

which the sports

are held. This

great area is one

of the most pop-

ular features of

the fair. It has

a quarter-mile

in the World

Picturesque
Waterways

the coasts. A crew of United States life savers

give daily exhibitions of their work.

An interesting experience, and one which

visitors to the exposition generally avail themselves of, 
is at the Electric Tower.

Elevators run to a landing 270 feet above the gro
und, from which there is a

grand outlook, the visitor having a wide range for m
any miles around, sweep-

ing the entire Niagara frontier.
Visitors who have the time can put in several days 

pleasantly and profitably

viewing the exhibits in the various buildings. The display in the Electricity

Building is far ahead of anything ever seen before. The 
reader will begin to

feel something like appreciation when it is stated th
at the electrical display is

up-to-date in every particular. In the last decade there have been remarkable

strides in this important field and all the wonderful 
inventions are shown here.

The ordnance exhibit is another feature which is fa
r superior to anything

of the kind ever before provided by an exposition. 
The display of big guns by

the United States Government is commanding the 
wonder and admiration of

every visitor. Thousands are constantly lookipg at the monster w
eapons and

watching with interest the illustrations of handling them in actual warfare,

which are given
by detachments
of men from the
Government ser-
vice. The corn-
m e rc i a 1 ord-
nance exhibit in
another part of
the grounds is
also particularly
interesting. It is
contained in two
immense build-
ings and a turret.
The late wars
brought f or t h
many inventions
in this country,
all of which are
shown at this
exposition.

(Continued on next
reading page)
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EXPOSITION:BUFFALO.ist•to November-

AN EARNEST INVITATION
We are now located at 332 Washington Street, groundfloor, and we will be pleased to have you make our store your
headquarters during your visit to the Pan-American Exposition.We have ample room to accommodate you. Kindly let us know
when you expect to be in Buffalo, and we will cheerfully giveyou any information you wish. We hope we may soon have the
pleasure of a call from you.

"Have You Tried
Our Genuine Ainerican-Made Balance Staffs and Balance Jewels?

We have a complete stock for all movements and sizes.

Our Special Price, $1.00 Dozen
Equal to any made in finish. We guarantee them to fit. (Send us a trialorder. ) We fill orders promptly, no matter how small. Complete stock of
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies, Optical Goods, etc.

SEND US YOUR

THE KEYSTONE

Old Gold and Silver
GOOD AS CASH TO US IN TRADE

We quote following prices
paid by us to our
customers

Old Silver
6 K. Gold
8K.
zo K.
12 K.

14 K.
18 K.

11

14

55 cents per ounce
dwt.  28

  36 " It 14

  43 "
  52 "
  6o "
 76 "

QUEEN CITY MATERIAL COMPANY
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

PAPER BOXES
JEWELRY CASES

MANUFACTURERS OF Watchmakers' and 332 Washington Street
TRAYS, ETC. Jewelers' Supplies BUFFALO, N. Y.

1,

OUR EXHIBITTAHTE PAN-AMER1CAN EXPOSITION
at Section 33, Machinery Building

THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
Jewelers' Tools a Specialty Buffalo, N. Y., U. S. A.Our 1901 Catalogue is Ready

Pan-American Exposition

(Continued front 'preceding reading page)

One of the most picturesque parts

of the exposition is the Cour
t of State

and Foreign Buildings. Many of the

States and foreign republics have v
ery

beautiful buildings. All of them are

used as headquarters for visitor
s from

the States and conntries by which

they were erected, and a few con
tain exhibits.

Visitors to the exposition can secure ac-

commodations at hotels and private houses at

reasonable rates. As in every other city, there

are hotels in Buffalo which cha
rge high rates for

accommodations, but, of course, the visitor can

pass them by if he wants to. There are plenty of

excellent places where the stranger who is to 
remain

only a few clays can get a room for 
one dollar a

day. Those who are here for long periods get much

better rates. In and out of the grounds 
there are different

kinds of restaurants, some having high a
nd others low

prices. The visitor can make his own choi
ce. If he knows

a thing or two he can live here quite 
well at reasonable cost.

The admission to the grounds is 50 cents for

The Prices adults and 25 cents for children under twelve

years of age. One may enter the gates at

8 o'clock in the morning and remain until ix

o'clock at night, and during the 
time he can get many times his

money's worth. He can look at all the wonderful exhibits, see the

sports in the Stadium, hear concerts
 by the best bands in the world and

organ recitals by America's greatest 
organists, playing upon a magnifi-

cent organ which cost $15,000, in
 the Temple of Music which is declared

by all who have attended the world'
s great fairs to be the most beautiful

building ever erected for exposition pu
rposes ; and at night witness an

illumination the extent and beauty of which 
were never before contem-

plated. To witness this illumination
 alone is worth many times the

price of admission. Senator Chauncey M. Depew says it is the gra
ndest

sight he ever looked upon. Ex-Gov
ernor Francis of Missouri, president

of the Louisiana Purchase Expositi
on, says it is worth going a thousand

miles to see. Many others have spoken in terms fu
lly as enthusiastic.

For this grand display 5000 horse powe
r electricity is received at the exposition

by cable from the great power plant
 at Niagara Falls.

We have here mentioned only a few
 of the myriad of wonderful features of

the Pan-American Exposition. To 
say a few words about all of them would

require a great amount of space. T
o attempt to give a faithful description of

them would be to invite failure mor
e than half way. You must see this great

exposition in order to appreciate its 
beauties and grandeur.

of Admission

Acorn Corsage Pe
in Azure Mining

Exhibit.

ndant
Co.'s

Exhibits that Interest the Jewelry Tra
de

No jeweler who visits the exp
osition should fail to see the large num

-

ber of exhibits that have to do with 
his own trade. A day devoted to this 

pur-

pose would be well and profitably 
spent. The following list will give som

e

useful pointers on this subject to our
 readers:

This company has a show case in 
the aisle just off the court

nearest the Gorham Manufacturi
ng Co.'s exhibit. The same

pieces that attracted so much 
attention at Paris and Were

illus4-ated in THE KEYSTONE
, of October, 19oo, are also

,liown here, with specimens of 
finished stones and pieces of matrix jus

t as

hey are mined. The ldrgest piece 
exhibited is the waist belt of 18 karat 

gold

tac.1 turquoise. It is Of rococco pattern, 
with streamers composed of round

turquoises, with large, Pear-shape 
turquoises suspended from the ends. Th

e

belt proper contains 13 pval 
turquoises, varying in size from I93( 

mm. to 27(

mm., and aggregating iQ weight 
about 325 karats. In addition are three large,

pear-shape drops and 69 other smaller

turquoises, making a total weight of

500 karats. These are set in 13 dif-

ferent sections, each one being cut

II 
from solid metal. In all, about 2000

dwts. of gold and 136 fine, smal
l

diamonds were used in this Ornanienf,'

and twelve weeks were .consurned 
in

the manufacture of this magnifice
nt

piece of jewelry.
To the jeweler, •

Stern Bros. Co... one of the most
attractive exhibits

is the exhibit of

The Azure
Mining Co.

stone from • the time it leaves the darkness of the

, South African mine until it is a fin
ished brilliant. The

74A• firin is occupying two entire booths, where

they have established a complete diamon
d

cutting factory, which in reality is a mini
a-

ture duplicate of their own extensive

works in New York.

To what extent the interest of visitors is

manifested in this particular exhibit is

plainly shown by the large crowds con-

stantly surrounding these booths, and if

One takes into consideration the fact that 
not

one out of ten thousand has ever seen 
the

process of diamond cutting and polishing,

such a demonstration is not at all surprising
. The

firm exhibits some very interesting specim
ens of

matrix in their original forms taken from the 
mines,

wherein are embedded rough diamonds. In 
addition

thereto, any number of various sizes of rou
gh dia-

inends are displayed, one in particular weighing

over 25o karats.

The chief attraction of the exhibit is what 
is said to be

the largest finished diamond in the world, weig
hing 2o7Y.

karats. The color of this stone is of a canary ti
nt, beauti-

fully cut after the Pitt diamond (Indian fashion).
 The facets

are so arranged to show a perfect Maltese cros
s by looking

through the table of the stone. This stone when found weighed

nearly 600 karats in the rough and is probably t
he largest perfect

stone that has ever been found in the Kimberle
y mining district.

A guard of two special officers is constantly in 
attendance and in

close proximity to this valuable gem, and every 
possible precaution is

taken for its protection.

Messrs. Stern Bros. & Co. are certainly entitled to the gratitude of

the trade and the public at large for this most in
structive and valuable

exhibit. The enterprise is particularly comme
ndable when it is con-

sidered that this firm sells its product only to the 
largest importers and

wholesale dealers in diamonds throughout the co
untry, and derive no

pecuniary benefit whatever from the display, which is 
prompted solely by

a desire on the part of this firm to show the art
 of diamond cutting in a

manner never before seen in the same completene
ss at any exposition

in this country or in Europe.

Diamond cutting is practically a new industry in 
this country, having

been established on an extensive scale by Stern 
Bros. & Co. in 1892,

since which time a number of other firms have also op
ened factories.

To find this exhibit easily, start from the court whe
re the Tiffany and Gor-

ham booths are, pass out between them and go aro
und the Mexican section

and you'll find Stern Bros & Co. opposite.

This company has a fine exhibit across the court from

Gorham Manu- Tiffany & Co. It is double the size of their exhibit at the

Paris show. In beautiful white enamelled plate-glass

cases may be seen the finest examples of the sil
versmiths'

art ever produced. The " Martele " ware that won 
the Grand Prix at Paris, is

extensively shown. At the entrance stands the im
mense sterling silver loving

cup presented to Admiral Dewey by the school chil
dren of this country. In one

of the center cases is displayed a large collection of sol
id gold desk furnishings,

coffee sets, cigarette cases, match boxes, trays, etc.
 In another case is a beau-

tiful assortment of gold and silver mounted leather goo
ds, for which this house

is famous. The ecclesiastical department is a big featu
re. The finest examples

of bronze casting ever made in this country can 
be seen on the huge eagle

lecterns and a paschal candlestick, twelve feet hall, 
valued at $1600. From the

(Coittinued on next reading page)

facturing Co.

\\*.*:;‘, •\\'M A\1\10,0

,

The Largest Finished Diamond In the World,

at the exposition
Stern Bros. & Co., the well-k

nown

diamond cutters of New York. This

exhibit is to many people the 
most

interesting in the entire exposition.

It is complete in every detail, 
show-

ing the entire process of treating 
a

•ser-er.

Sample of .Martele Work, from Exhibit of Gorham Manufacturing
 Co.
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roof is suspended a $3500 lamp, decorated with jew(•k, bronze

!lyres and enamel. In the cases may be seen rare " lartele "
missal stands, ciboria, ostensoria, croziers, processional

. ,,sses, ewers and other sacred vessels. The display is not yet

mpleted in this department.

"AZURE' TURQUOISES DO NOT CHANGE COLOR EVERY 'AZURE" TURQUOISE GUARANTEED
None are genuine "Azure " Turquoises, unless they have the ring (registered trade-mark) engraved on the backThe trade is respectfully cautioned to look out for infringements against this trade-mark or for any colorable imitation of the same.
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iffany C/ Co.

As usual, this firm show a very rich and attractive exhibit in

.‘• central court of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building.

o. F. Kunz, the stone expert, is in charge. In the center, under

big blue glass dome, stands a large octagon show case filled

ith rare and costly jewels. The famous " Tiffany Canary

eiamond," weighing 125%8 carats and valued at over poo,000,

\ ()Ives at the highest point and below it may be seen a beautiful

i,,!arl necklace worth $150,000 and a coronet valued at $50,000.

There are also diamond spray ornaments, emerald and diamond

pendants, tiaras, jeweled butterflies, flying birds, lorgnette chains,

with precious stones in every link, jeweled card cases, solid gold

chatelaine bags, finger rings worth fortunes, emeralds as large as a

, I i■arter, pearls the size of a walnut and watches of all sizes in many styles.

In cases surrounding the exhibit, may be seen complete sets of sterling

;Ilver plate in different styles of finish, gold, gray, burnished and oxidized.

A huge trunk of flatware is exposed in one corner. In another is the famous

C011ection of swords loaned by the owners for this exhibition. The following

men are represented : Admirals Dewey, Philips and Evans ; Lieutenant-General

Miles, Brigadier General Funston and Commander Wainright. The St000 lace

parasol was sold the day the exposition was opened. It will remain on exhibi-

tion. In other cases are displayed Tiffany glass lamps, vases, solid gold .desk

furnishings, gold mounted and jeweled leather goods and famous medals,

badges, loving cups and trophies. Additions are made almost daily.

The L. E. Waterman Co.

"rhis company has a duplicate of their Paris show here. The most expen-

sive pens ever made are on exhibition. Some are carved rose-gold and

studded with diamonds and worth poo.00.. From this they drop gradually

down to the regular goods at popular rates.

The American Clock Co.

The American Clock Co., 385 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, have an exhibit in

the Electricity Building, opposite the Bell Telephone Exchange. They show

the workings of their pneumatic synchronous system, electric clocks, regulators

and electric time stamps. Their system can be seen in use in the leading

Chicago banks, Chamber of Commerce, newspaper offices, Woman's Temple,

etc., also Battery Park Building, New York City.

The W. W. Oliver Mfg. Co.

This firm show a fine lot of polishing and turning lathes, jewelers' rolls,

foot-wheels, etc. One new thing is the electric polishing head. It will make

Exhibit of Tiffany & Co.

3000 revolutions a minute. Can be made for any voltage. The one on exhibi-

tion was made especially for Niagara power. The speed is terrific when turned

oil full force.

The Rookwood Pottery

This exhibit is in the same court with Tiffany and Gorham. Rich tones

meet the eye on every hand. One vase alone is valued at p000, and another

large vase the firm refused to sell or place a price upon. The same pieces that

secured the Grand Prix at Paris, against all the ceramic exhibits of Europe and

Japan, may be seen here, as well as the new Mat Glaze, designed and developed

especially for the Pan-American.

New Bedford Oil Co.

The New Bedford Oil Co., of Boston, have an exhibit of horological oils,

along with the United States Government exhibit, in the Fishery Building.

The company exhibited a line of their oils with the Government exhibit at Paris

and repeat the exhibit at the Pan-American at the invitation of Uncle Sam.

will be a request for a memorandum package of our
New Fall Patterns of Io K. Stone-
Set Rings.

We pay express charges both ways and give you
January 1st terms on goods selected.

We want your business, and you can use our rings
to good advantage, because we exchange unsalable
rings for other styles of stone—set rings at any time, and
keep them in repair free for two years after you have
sold them.

We quote manufacturers' prices to all, without
distinction.

A trial is solicited by

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Manufactnrers of

Solid Gold Rings and Importers of Diamonds

31 Builders' Exchange BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co.

An exhibit that will be found interesting by all opticians, is that of the

Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co. A visit thereto will give a good idea of the

progress recently made in optical invention. Some of the instruments shown

are here seen for the first time. One of these is the Carl Zeiss stereoscopic

binocular range finder.

Engraving Machines

Jewelers and engravers who are interested in engraving machines, should

go into the Graphic Arts Building, which is a wing of the Horticultural Building

and see the rivalry between the Francis and The Eaton & Glover machines.

I3oth do wonderful work and anyone intending to purchase,

ought to avail themselves of the opportunity to study the two

machines and thus learn which of the two he can best use.

Both exhibits are a credit to the makers.

Exhibit of W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.

The Faneuil Watch Tool Co.

This well-known firm of Brighton, Boston, 14Iass., have

a good exhibit of their celebrated lathes, staking tools,

countershafts, split chucks, etc., in the Machinery Building,

southern side, wall aisle. Half the booth is used for showing

the large heavy manufacturing lathes.

The Paul E. Wirt Co.

This firm makes a fine showing of all their fountain

pens. Many are gold-mounted and arranged in very artistic

styles in the show cases. People are at liberty to examine

and try the goods at the desk within the inclosure.

The Exposition an Ideal Size

There has been a disposition in some quarters to ques-

tion the taste of the managers in using such a comparatively

small space in which to set the buildings. General effect is,

of course, a point earnestly to be considered, but the con-

venience of the public is even a more potent factor. To see

even cursorily the sights presented at a great exposition is a

pleasure necessarily attended with great fatigue. When the

buildings are separated by great distances one is often

tumpted to forego the sight of something which is really

interesting. The compactness of this exposition will prove

to its visitors one of its conspicuous merits, and they will

enjoy its beauty with comparatively little fatigue.



An Interesting Exhibit for the
Interested Visitor to Examine

the :rands Engraver
No. 3

is the climax in the art of producing engraving machines. Nothing else made can approach it in efficiency.The No. 1 Francis has a ROTARY GRAVER; not the "Stationary and Rotary Adjustablc Graver,"first applied by me in 1879 and discarded later as a perfect failure on anything but flat surfaces. The No. 1gives four-fold more for the money than can be found els9vhere. The No. 2 is a higher grade engraver, bettermade and more quickly adjusted, while the No. 3 is an ideal engraver in every respect, embodying every pointof superiority ever applied in the production of this class of implements. Buy ANY Francis and you willhave a machine that no other make can equal.
A pretty sample and what is supposed to be the smallest engraving of the Lord's Prayer ever made,was cut for a person employed in the Graphic Arts Building. It was cut on STEEL with a No. 2 Francis,and is perfectly smooth and even and easy to read under a good glass. It is ten by eleven one-hundredthsof an inch square. Sixty-five words, two hundred and fifty-six letters. Ninety Prayers, or 5,850 wordscontaining 23,040 letters to the square inch. A medium size house pin is a little over one thirty-secondpart of an inch in diameter and a little over an inch long. As engraved this Prayer would just reach aroundit; it would take ten, placed side by side, to cover the pin. This can be done on a No. I, No. 2 or a No. 3Francis.

I am with my exhibit.

A. E. FRANCIS
PAN =AMERICAN EXPO8ITION

Buffalo, N. V.

illy, 1901

The Lesson of the Legend

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The Arabs have a legend of the visit of

some Eastern kings to Solomon the Wise. They

were received with " the pride, pomp and cir-

cumstance" befitting their exalted state, and

their stay was made splendid with feastings and

celebrations. When the day of their departure

arrived, Solomon distributed among them, ac-

cording to the fashion of the time, jeweled gifts,

precious vestments, and ointments. But one,

who acted as spokesman for the other visiting

kings, said : " 0 greatest of rulers and wisest

of men, keep to thyself thy priceless treasures,

and give us instead one word of thy precious wis-

dom, that we may carry it away in our hearts to

bless us and guide us through our lives."

" Hear, then," answered Solomon : " This shall

pass away. The bitterest hour of grief will dis-

appear ; and so, too, the pride and glory of

success, and power and happiness, will fade."

Solomon's one word of eternal wisdom

needs to be softly spoken to-day, even at this

flood-tide of national prosperity. In a time,

ages ago, Persia stood supreme in the world ;

her triremes covered the Mediterranean, and

the glittering host embarked proudly and confi-

dently for Salamis. The Persian king would

have laughed to scorn the suggestion that this

glory " shall pass away." Behold Persia to-day

—the Niobe of nations ! Only six years ago

England stood at the zenith of national glory,

her iron mills and cotton factories vibrant with

the exultant hum of prosperty, her Kaffir shares

in the London Stock Exchange advancing by

leaps and bounds ; to-day she is witnessing the

greatest indukrial stress since the days of

Napoleon, and her proud financial supremacy

has passed forever into the hands of the Young

Giant of the West. What scornful answer

would have been England's, in that short time

ago, if some incredulous pessimist had preached

the text of Solomon to the jubilant crowd that

was revelling in the prosperous conditions !

Here is the United States of America to-

day, beyond all question the richest, the most

powerful and the most prosperous nation on the

globe. The pockets of her people, no less than

the purse of the nation, are full to overflowing;

and so far as human wit can fathom, or human

eyes discern, the promise of the future is as

radiant as the fulfilment of the past. It is a

commonplace of thought that we have become

the workshop, no less than the granary, of the

world ; daring and sanguine enterprise has un-

locked Pactolian treasures in mine and forest

and stream and sea ; no project seems too vast to

undertake, no promise seems impossible of per-

formance. In a swift year the dominance of the

financial world has passed into our hands, and

every foreign power counts on us to furnish the

sinews which are needed to support its commer-

cial, military and executive fabric. The face of

international commerce lifted alarmed brows at

the recent purchase of a great merchant fleet by

an American, with the indication that the scepter

wails

of sea is quickly to pass to us, in further

projected purchases of entire steamship lines.

In terror of the prospect the London Telegrafih

v 

America has superseded our agriculture, beaten
our coal output, left us far behind in the production

THE KEYSTONE

of iron and steel, and has passed us at last in the
total volume of exports. She has only commenced
her final outslaught on our carrying trade, and with
these beginnings we may wonder if such things are
done in the green tree what will be done in the dry.

And yet—and yet— ! Must he be called a

gloomy-minded man who says "and yet," in

such a bounding and tumultuous prosperity?

Does it sound like a croaking from a cave?

There is scant welcome to the skeleton which

intrudes itself at the feast ; there is no glory for

the prophet who directs the besotted eyes of

the banqueters to the handwriting on the wall.

But Solomon's words of wisdom and warning

need be spoken, if only softly, even in this

moment of riant health in the body politic and

the body commercial. "This shall "Sass away."

The whisper was heard in time in Ninevah, in

Carthage, in Alexandria, in Rome of the Cmsars,

in proud Athens, in every bustling capital from

the earliest day unto this latest. It has spoken

to powers and principalities, to emperors, kings

and presidents ; it was written across England's

joyous page six years ago ; and while it seems

impossible and incredible that serious ear should

be given to the feeble piping of a warning voice

to-day and here and now, in this sunshine-land

of ours, yet the witness of history points to the

inevitable, and the wisdom of Solomon will in

sad time be justified to this prosperous people.

We lifted grateful voices when the long period of

depression, 1893 to 1899, "passed away ;" let

us not be blind to the logic of the swinging

pendulum.

"Lost, Strayed, or Was Stolen"

Lost, strayed, or was stolen: A number of

bright prospects, belonging to young men who

believed that wealth could be gathered over

night instead of being labored for through long

years. For further particulars inquire at the

Stock Exchange.

Lost, strayed or was stolen: The fear of

"Imperialism," and the alleged anxiety for the

Republic. The missing relic may be found

secreted with the " Cmsarism " of Emperor U.

S. Grant.

Lost, strayed, or was stolen.. The sneer

that once disfigured the face of the average

foreigner of affairs, on hearing the name,

"America." The finder is requested to bury it,

as its late wearers will never have need of it

again.

Lost, strayed, or was stolen: The means of

perpetuating an autocracy. The Czar will take

the finder into partnership, " and no questions'

asked."

Lost, strayed, or was stolen: Some valua-

ble, old-fashioned ideas concerning the wisdom

of making haste slowly. It is feared they may

have dropped from the tail-board of the Car 
of

Progress, and while the load was considerably

lightened thereby, they are now needed as bal-

last, since the wagon has since been loaded wi
th

balloons. A liberal reward will be paid on their

return to the participants in the late Northe
rn

Pacific "corner."

Lost, strayed, or was stolen.. The starch

that once stiffened the Republican policy of 
pro-

tection ; the rod that heretofore bolstered 
the

back of Democracy's free trade ; and 
wanted,
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a microscope that will reveal any good reason

why these two tough old fighters shouldn't

"get together " and agree to agree on all essen-

tials hereafter, and fight the fight for comnier-

cial expansion hand in hand.

Lost, strayed, or was stolen.. The peace of

mind of the merchant who thinks that

Christmas trade is the only kind worth while.

The finder can profitably invest it in July cour-

age, August philosophy and September hustle.

Lost, strayed, or was stolen: The self-

esteem of those " smart" jewelers who, in time3

past, have bought " bargains" in Filled Cases—

" any old thing, the maker doesn't matter, so

that the piece of paper in it says it is guaran-

teed."

A Fresh Anxiety for Jewelers

Will the jeweler never reach the end

of the rocky road ? Is his way to be strewn for-

ever with snares and pitfalls? When will the

" Finis " be written in the catalogue of his

troubles ? When may it finally be said concern-

ing him that " the wicked cease from troubling,

and the weary are at rest?"

Our concern is freshly stirred by the news

item which appeared in the June number of THE

KEYSTONE, describing the purloining of watches

and jewelry from show-windows in Chicago and

Pittsburg by burglarious rats ; and our anxiety

ranges to the limit of its extent because of the

high intellectual quality displayed in the thiev-

ing. For these mid-West rats operate in tan-

dems, when the prize deserves team-work, and

hitch jaw to tail in a pulling effort that finally

" landed" recalcitrant heavy-weights in watches.

It isn't only the average pesky varmint that has

to be fought, but an inventive and scientific

genius in burglary.
Evidently, new precautions must be taken

by the jeweler, if he would safeguard his posses-

sions and insure his financial well-being. The

whole trade is hanging by its eyelids, and radi-

cal measures must be taken at once, in the face

of this new horror. The Jewelers' Security

Alliance will have to supplement its force of

Pinkerton detectives and add cats to its equip-

ment ; manufacturers will be led into making

gold cases of a minimum of ioo dwts., and the

new guaranty-stamp will say, " Warranted too

heavy for rat tandems ;" filled cases will be

" Guaranteed for twenty inches ;" trade maga-

zines will have a " Feline and Rodent Depart-

ment ;" rat-traps will form a necessary part of

window-furnishings ; and scientists will study

cross-breeding of rats, in the hope of evolving

one with an easily-detachable tail, so that the

thief cannot be assisted in the way the news

item relates.
This new threat of disaster calls for imme-

diate action. It is enough that trade is dull,

and customers are slow in paying for repairi
ng,

and competitors are strenuous, and dead sto
ck

is daily getting deader ; but, " thus far, and 
no

farther." We must take up arms—or traps, or

cats—against this latest enemy at once ; and

when the scoffing reader tries to soothe our

anxious fears by contemptuously sneering, " Oh,

rats !" we shall answer in haste and trembli
ng,

" That's just what's the matter !''
J. T.
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Special Took to Facilitate Work

S we suggested in our last article

under this heading, wood or ivory

punches and stumps can be em-

ployed with a staking tool. It is

not necessary that the entire punch

should be of wood, as only the point need be of

this material ; all that is required is to have the

points as shown at Fig. 26, where A shows the

end of one of the largest steel punches,

and B the wood tip or sub-punch.

Fig. 27 shows a stump for holding

such pieces as we fear to

mar by using steel stumps.

In cleaning—not only in

LJ cleaning, but in all opera-

tions where a movement is

to be taken apart—the skill-

ful workman observes the greatest care that the

tools he employs leave no marks.

Even screwdrivers should be

kept in order. A screwdriver

should first be properly tem-

pered ; this temper can usually

be obtained by heating to a dark cherry red,

aud plunging the acting end into beeswax. If

a water temper is used so the blade is at first

file hard, it (the blade) should then be run

down to a dark brown straw color. There is a

good test for a screwdriver, which is to see if a

good single-cut file when firmly pressed down

on it will just cut it.

What is required is a temper which will

stand the greatest stress without breaking. It

will be found that an angle of to to 12 degrees

is the proper one, as shown at Fig. 28, where we

count from the cutter d, although the

blade is blunted and cut off at the line

C. After a screwdriver blade has

been sharpened it should have the

extreme corner angles rounded a little,

to prevent its marring the work if it

should slip—but don't let it slip if you

can help it.
For rounding the points of screw-

drivers and smoothing the teeth of

steel stem-wind wheels a scratch brush can be em-

ployed. These scratch brushes can be obtained

of S. S. White Dental Co., corner Twelfth

and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. The

brushes are about I 4 or 2 inches in diameter.

They have wooden hubs, with a hole, which

can be slipped on a brass cement chuck, turned

a little taper. To use with such brushes get

some "emery cake," made by mixing flour of

emery with tallow. Such scratch brushes cost

about 75 cents each. For screw-driver points

put such a wire brush on a cement brass and

hold a piece of emery cake so the wires of the

brush will rub against it and become coated

with emery. Give the lathe very slow revolu-

tions while the emery cake is in contact, so as

not to cut the cake much, but only charge the

wires with emery. Take away the emery cake

and give the brush a rapid !notion, and hold the

screwdriver so that it will meet the brush in

such a way as to very slightly round the cor-

ners. For smoothing stem-wind wheels mount

the wheel on a peg wood and allow the wires of

the brush to pass through the teeth.

A
T
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Fig. 27
Fig. 2(

How to Keep
Tools in Order

Fig. 28
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In cleaning a watch it should be our effort

to restore it to as near the appearance of a new

watch as possible. Screws, where the heads

are badly marred and marked, should be re-

placed or the heads repolished. For repolish-

ing a screw the ordinary Screw-head tool is the

instrument to employ. These tools with laps

or "lapidaries," as some dealers term them, are

quite superfluous ; all that is required are the

simple plain holders to hold the screws to be

polished. For perfectly flat-headed screws the

triangle is the tool ; but nine out of ten screws

for the average watches have slightly convex

heads.
For finishing such screws emery buffs are

usually employed ; but the tool fiar excellence

for this purpose is a Washita oil stone, first well

oiled and then wiped dry. Such a stone cuts

rapidly and leaves the head flat or slightly con-

vex. Follow with an Arkansas stone used in

the same manner. Throw the screws into

benzine, scrub well, then place into alcohol and

finally polish with a hard wood slip and Vienna

lime wet with alcohol. The lime should be

washed from the screw before it is blued. An

assortment of screws once gotten together, it is

easy to supply deficiencies and keep up the

stock. Nicely polishing and bluing a screw

head is an operation few workmen perform as

well as they might.
To properly polish a screw

Bluing Screws head we must go about it in-

telligently and have our reasons

for adopting a 'certain course. To digress a

little, some workmen will insist they do not care

to make a screw, saying " they can buy screws

good enough for them." While this is true in

a sense, still it is a great error for a workman to

not know how to make better screw than he

can buy.
The writer, when he strikes a man who

uses the phrase quoted, generally replies by

asking "if he does not mean he can buy a bet-

ter screw than he can make?"

To make a screw, select a piece of steel

wire, a trifle larger than the head, and placing

it in a wire chuck turn a screw the proper size

to fit a given hole in our screw plate. Let us

suppose we wish to turn a screw to fit the No.

8 hole in our screw plate. Now we can cut a

blank in this hole on a turned pin .038", but it

requires care to avoid breaking it off in the hole;

whereas a pin turned .037" would cut much

easier and safer. In turning a tap to use for

this hole let it be turned of the larger size, and the

screw we intend to use, to the smaller calliper.

The length of head should be decided upon

and cut as shown at Fig. 29. Let the parts be of

the proper lengths when

turned. The screw thread

after it is cut should be

smoothed with a peg

wood and oil-stone dust

and oil ; then the channel turned at It and the

screw broken off at the line f. For cutting the

slot grasp the screw as close to the head as pos-

sible, with a pair of cutting pliers, and with a

graver start the slot. By doing this we secure

a start for the screw-head file.

(To BB CONTINUED)

.0  

if 1
Fig. 29

" The Keystone is very instructive to all, to an

apprentice as well as the full-fledged  mechanic."—

Wm. Ritz, jeweler, Medford, Massachusetts.
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Regarding Old Customers

The unambitious business man who is not anxious

to increase the volume of his sales has disappeared.

His more sturdy brethren have gradually forced him

out of the fray. It is a peculiar fact that business

diminishes when efforts are not made to expand it. A

business man possessing any of that enviable com-

modity known as grit, never rests content with the

trade he has already established and the patronage he

has already received. The sweetness of success stimu-

lates ,him to more strenuous efforts. Newly-made

customers are a sure token of expanding influence and

a guarantee of increasing demand. Itut in the enthu-

siasm of increasing trade and in the anxiety to satisfy

new customers we must not lose sight of our old and

tried patrons. It is the old customers whom the mer-

chant has to thank for the measure of success he now

enjoys, their continued patronage was the principal

means of building up his business, they gave it a name

and a character, they recommended his store to their

friends. The long-continued patronage of customers

is one of the surest indications of sound business

methods.

From the manners and requirements of the old

customers the merchant gains experience and learns

how to cater to the new. It is only rational to suppose

that the trader should treat them in such a manner as

will draw them more and more closely to himself and

his place of business. Old customers naturally expect

to receive extra consideration, and do not like to be

treated as if their patronage was a matter of course.

It will be often remarked that they prefer to be waited

on by an old employee of the store, and, if possible,

by the proprietor himself. They should not therefore

be left to the attentions of the inexperienced assistant,

who is not sufficiently acquainted Nvitlt their idiosyn-

crasies, and who does not display an adequate amount

of appreciation for their long-continued patronage.

Keen business men endeavor to

Old Friends Are Pay special attention to their old

The Best Friends customers ; they hold that the ex-

pression " old friends are the best

friends " is as appropriate in a business way as it is

socially. They wait personally on them when possible

and give them to understand that they are treated not

as ordinary customers but as old and esteemed friends.

It sometimes happens that through the ignorance of

an inexperienced salesman an old patron drops off,

and it behooves the merchant, who is not in a position

to meet his customers personally every day, to take

particular pains in finding out from his books if any

have severed their business connection with him and

discover the reason of such an estrangement. A good

idea is that of asking the opinions of customers re-

garding certain goods which may be in stock, or which

the merchant may be about to order. When this is

done in a sincere manner it tends to flatter their vanity

and shows them that their tastes and requirements are

carefully studied. An error of judgment \N liiIi we

frequently notice is that of adhering too strictly to

cold, unsentimental business principles when they can

judiciously be dispensed with. To old customers the

general rule is to address them in the most curt man-

ner possible. Now that style is quite proper in writing

to a business man or to a commercial firm, but it car-

ries with it an air of ceremony that is out of place be-

tweeni old
By 

ic friends.il
means be gentlemanly and business-like in

every detail, but it is wise to speak and write to cus-

tomers in as familiar and confidential a manner as

possible. This latter principle is illustrated in a degree

in the " ads " of some of our large department stores.

For instance, instead of giving their advertisement

the form of a general public notice, containing long

wearying catalogues of goods and prices, they gene-

rally word it in a catchy, familiar tone and make it

appear that the individual reader is the only one

addressed.
One of the principal aims of the merchant should

be to convince his customers that their interests are

his study. The more he endeavors to do so the more

attached will they become to his place of business.

Another good point in old customers is their readiness

to overlook any unavoidable drawback which may

occur at a critical time, and when they are disappointed

in any way they conclude that there must be adequate

reason for the irregularity. They readily submit %Olen

any little regulation of the store has to be enforced.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Alabama

Ed. Dilworth has closed his jewelry store at Car-
bon Hall and has gone with his brother, T. B. Dil-
worth, at Jasper.

Arizona

T. R. Jones, Phcenix, who has moved to new guar-
iers, is now devoting himself to the jewelry and opti-
cal business exclusively.

The firm of Love & Jonson, Globe, has been
dissolved. The business will be continued by Ernest
J orison.

Arkansas

R. C. Hailey, Jonesboro, has admitted a partner,

:iiid the firm is now Hailey & Thornish.
Marvin Black is now a partner in the firm of A. J.

)utton, Pocahontas, and the new title is A. J. Dutton
Co.
W. W. -Harris, Eldorado, has discontinued the

jewelry business.

California

Geo. E. Bangle, Vallejo, has moved into new and
improved quarters.

S. Samuels, Oakland, has made some store im-
provements.

R. C. Richmond recently disposed of his business

in Arcata to S. P. Anderson, and has removed to
San Diego.

Canada

Norman E. Ellis, president and manager of the

J. E. Ellis Co., of Toronto, has severed his connec-

tion with the company. He will engage in the jewelry

business on his own account at Hamilton, where he

will take possession of the store formerly occupied by

E. Davidson. The staff of the J. E. Ellis Co. recently

presented him with a handsome traveling case and

with an address wishing him success in his new under-

taking. He was presented with a gold watch and

chain by M. C. Ellis on behalf of the directors. He

has been succeeded as president and manager of the

company by J. E. Ellis.

Colorado

M. C. Gregow, lately with H. W. Wyman, Colo-

rado Springs, has opened a store in Manitou.

Connecticut

C. P. Buskirk, of Winsted, is now in his new

and commodious quarters in the Cavanjuaro Block,

on Main Street.
The store of Frank J. Carr, Sprague, was robbed

of poo worth of jewelry recently.

Illinois

E. Munson, jeweler and optician, Mendota, has

moved his stock to the opposite side of the street.

Ile was in one location for twenty years, but owing to

Increased business he was compelled to seek more

commodious quarters. The new store contains the

most modern improvements and is one of the neatest

and most up-to-date stores in that prosperous part of

the State.
John Roark, of Winchester, has considerably en-

larged his store and will have an excellent place of

business when the improvements will have been com-

pleted. He has added a line of pianos and and sew-

ing machines to his jewelry stock.
Sol. Moore, formerly a jeweler of Youngstown,

Ohio, has opened a store at Robinson, this State.

Indiana

William Hirsh has removed from Union City to

Winchester.
C. C. Faris, Marion, has made extensive improve-

ments in his store.
George Greyer's store, at Anderson, was visited

by a couple of light-fingered gentlemen on May 27th,

While one of them engaged the clerk in conversation

the other appropriated two trays of diamond rings

valued at about P000.
A new concern in Indianapolis is the Moor

head

Jewelry Co. The officers are : President and mana-

ger, Thomas W. Moorhead ; secretary and treasurer,

Robert L. Moorhead and A. G. Moorhead.
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Iowa

Nelson & Wynn have succeeded to the business
of W. A. Nelson, of Wapello.

M. E. Nabstedt & Co., Davenport, are doing an
extensive business in buying and selling fresh-water
pearls and baroque pearls, which are found in the
Mississippi.

F. A. Parsons, Dunlap, has moved to Soldier.
L. B. Moore, Sac City, has taken in a partner and

the firm-name now is Moore & Fleming.
Dingley & Pugh, Algona, have moved into a new

store. The fixtures are handsome and the general
plan of the establishment very attractive.

Kansas

J. W. & S. T. Willis recently opened a jewelry
repair establishment in Norwich.

Kentucky

G. W. Garretson and C. S. Garretson, of the firm
of Garretson Bros., Russellville, have dissolved part-
nership, G. W. Garretson having purchased the
interest of C. S. Garretson, senior member of said
firm. All the indebtedness of the firm will be assumed
and paid by G. W. Garretson.

F. N. Fugate, of Madisonville, has bought out the
business of R. M. Hall, of the same town.

Louisiana

L. Diamond's jewelry store, at Baton Rouge, was
entered by burglars on the night of June 2d and rob-

bed of considerable jewelry.

Massachusetts

George G. Osgood, Newburyport, has moved to
Milton.

Harry M. Parsons has opened a new jewelry and

optical store at Adams.
I. G. Perry has opened at jewelry store at Great

Barrington.
J. P. Shurtleff, Cambridge, has moved to a new

location at the corner of Massachusetts Avenue and

Blake Street.
Herman S. Hewitt & Co., Brockton, have reno-

vated and improved their store.

Michigan

G. G. Case, Jackson, wants information of L. N.

Case, traveling jeweler and itinerant preacher, who

was last heard from in 1897 and was then in Yuma,

Arizona.

Missouri

Woodson & Syoc, Clarence, have dissolved part-

nership. J. Robert Syoc will continue the business.

L. M. Fey has opened a jewelry and optical store

at Chamois.
Whiles & Kittredge, Chillicothe, have dissolved

partnership. Frank Whiles is continuing the business.

G. H. Stauver, La Grange, was recently victimized

by clever burglars, who entered the store by night,

opened the safe by working the combination and took

twenty-five gold watches, seven dozen rings and other

jewelry. There is no clue to the identity of the thieves.

Nevada

T. Cruse has opened a jewelry store in the Brown

Hotel Building, Eureka.
Wintermantel, of Elko, bias installed a new set

of fixtures and otherwise greatly beautified his store.

New Jersey

George E. 0. Chace, Newark, the widely-known

manufacturer of watchmaking machinery, died re-

cently at his home, 56 Park Place, after a long illness.

He was a native of New York and was born in 1
835.

Deceased was a keen sportsman and was connected

with several athletic and boating clubs.

New York

Bergman & Co. have opened a new store at the

corner of Maine and Niagara Streets, Buffalo.

E. M. Russell, formerly of Knox, N. Dak., has

moved to Sidney Center.
Chas. H. Robie, the popular Olean watchmaker,

has just been passing the cigars upon the arrival of 
a

girl baby at his home. THE KEYSTONE extends c
on-

gratulations.
G. R. Daniels, Olean, has had the first addition to

his family in the person of a young daughter. 
THE

KEYSTONE extends congratulations.
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T. C. Tanke, Buffalo, has opened a branch store

at Niagara Falls.
Tallmadge & Dalton, of Auburn, have succeeded

G. S. Tallmadge & Co. in business.

North Dakota

M. H. Call, Lisbon, will move his stock of jewelry

to Fergus Falls.
J. M. Sullivan, Wheatland, erect a new store

for his jewelry and hardware business.
The store of B. Anderson, Kindred, was one of

several business buildings recently destroyed by fire.

Ohio

G. H. Follett & Co., have opened their new store

at Jeffersonville.
Hamilton & Merriman, Fremont, have been suc-

ceeded by L. G. Hamilton.

Oklahoma

A. L. Laport, Newkirk, has moved into his new

store. It is handsomely fixtured and well stocked.

Oregon

The installation of a fine plate-glass show window

has been completed by Wm. Friedlander,
E. D. Elwood, Portland, has moved into his new

and well-equipped jewelry establishment.
Fritz Abendroth, Portland, with his father and

mother, left for Europe on June 18th. They called at

Mankato, Minn. (after an absence of twenty years).

After having visited Buffalo, they proceeded to New

York City, where they boarded the steamer for Lon-

don. They intend traveling all through Europe be-

fore returning home in November.
Charles W. Goodman, formerly of Chehalis,

Wash., has removed to Portland, this State.

Pennsylvania

C. W. Cloud, Custer City, will continue the busi-

ness of his father, who died recently.
J. Benninghof has opened his new store at

Greenville.
J. W. McKean has remodeled and otherwise im-

proved his store at Charleroi.
Joseph L. Cohen, Reading, has made general im-

provements in his store and has increased his stock.

Eli Fox, senior member of the firm of Fox &

Fulmer, jewelers, Easton, died on June 7th, at the age

of seventy years. He was prominent in local business

circles for the past thirty. years.
A. C. Guth, Du Bois, has installed a new two-tonsafe. 

Emil Beyer has opened a store at 1603 Peach

Street, Erie.
M. S. Neiman, McKeesport, will install a new

set of fixtures and make other improvements in his

store.
Samuel Landau, Wilkesbarre, paid dearly one

night last month for his neglect to put his watches and

rings in the safe, as was his custom. Robbers entered

the store and secured about $200 worth of jewelry,

which included a dozen watches and about 150 rings.

Entrance was effected through a rear window by

smashing a glass.

South Dakota

John Bouza has succeeded to the business of

Krause & Bouza, of Tyndall.
Gilbert & Thompson have opened a jewelry and

musical instrument store at G arretson.

Tennessee

On Friday evening, June 7th, the entire stock of

E. E. Taliaferro, of 205 Main Street, Jackson, was

badly damaged by fire, which originated in the third

story of the building occupied by him. He is now

temporarily located at 109 Market Street, at which

place he will remain until a settlement can be made

with the insurance companies and his house put in

order. He will probably return to his store in about

a month's time.

Texas

Levi E. Kerr, of Itasca, has succeeded Kerr &

White in business.

Wisconsin

Richard Weitlich bias succeeded to the jewelry

business of Louis Reichel, of Sturgeon Bay.
The largest pearl ever found in this country is said

to have been discovered in a Mississippi clam by a

Prairie du Chien clam fisher. It is said to be over

three-quarters of an inch in length and five-eighths of

an inch in diameter. It is of pink hue and very

lustrous.
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Electro-Metallurgy
(CONTINUED)

XLI

A Great Variety of Ornamentation Admissible in
 Art

Work Produced by Electro Deposition

W

E can add to the methods already

pointed out for ornamenting various

articles produced by electro deposit,

that of repousse and chased effects,

and we will now describe how such

effects can be obtained. To better understand

the method of procedure we will take the wood

model shown at Fig. 1, of our last issue, after

the surface is smooth and ready for the electro

deposit as there described, and proceed with

our work ; but in the present instance we add

no ornament, but simply have the prepared

surface of the wood model smooth and conduc-

tive, and a plain copper electro deposit is made

upon the wood model ; no ornament of any

kind being as yet introduced. This deposit is

of soft copper and only about ea of an inch

thick.
The condition of the situation now is, we

have a thin copper vase mounted on a wood

support and we proceed to ornament this cop-

per surface instead .of the wood model with

shellac surface as before. It is, of course,

understood that we can build up wax ornaments

in relief as before, and we have the additional

advantage that we can chase or produce refiousse

figures on the soft copper deposit on the wood

model. Before any work is done on the copper

surface it should be made perfectly smooth,

because any scratch or blemish or irregularity

of surface will be reproduced in all the subse-

quent copies. We might here add that in

preparing the wood model and smoothing the

shellac coating, we need not take as much pains

in finish as we recommended when the shellac

surface formed the surface of the matrix.

To explain, in the process described in our

last preceding article, the copper coifing to

serve as a matrix was deposited on the shellac

surface, while in the present method the matrix

is deposited on the copper coating we have just

put on. For this reason we should carefully.

smooth the surface of the copper deposit on the

wood. The perfection of this smoothing will

depend a good deal on what kind of subsequent

work is to be done. Such parts of the finished

vase as are to remain smooth should be brought

to as near a polish as possible, and not shine,

and free from waves and scratches—about what

is known as a Scotch stone finish.

It is to be further understood

that we have decided on the

kind of ornamentation to be

used on every part of our vase.

Such parts as are to be chased or given robousse

effects, have such effects outlined upon them by

hand tracing or transfer. We suppose it is

hardly necessary to say much about chasing or

its ally, repousse work, as the principles on

which such work is done are generally pretty

well known, and we have also considered the

possibilities of such work for jewelers' purposes

in our serial, "Gold Working." We venture

to say, however, that the artisan who will follow

and develop our suggestions, will find a very

gratifying satisfaction in the results.

The ruling ideas are, that by combining

the effects produced by the properly-shaped

Chased and
Repousse Effects

THE KEYSTONE

punches applied to the thin copper shell we pro-

duce about all the richness attainable in chased

work, in combination with broader effects of the

art known as repousse. We are aware that in

true refiousse the artist can get to both sides of

his sheet metal, but as an off-set to this de-

ficiency we can resort to medallion effects in

wax, which are far more desirable than anything

which can be produced by punches. The reader

will see that we have combined the best effects

of both chasing and wax modeling.

The Highest Art 

Any artisan with the proper

Is Attainable 

artistic training will see that here

is a new field opened for high

art, which can be disposed of as

a commercial product, because after original work

is done any number of copies can be made at a

comparatively small cost. It must further be

borne in mind that not only vases, but cups,

plates and many other articles can be produced

by the processes we are describing. We selected

a vase, because it is usually held to be about the

most difficult shape to manage. All wax reliefs,

like groups of figures and medallion heads, are

put on after the chasing and repousse work is

done. Handles and other accessories would

also best be added after the body of the vase

was done.
There is no reason why such vessels could

not he made of solid silver, as this metal is

readily deposited by electricity. The chief ob-

jection urged by the trade against them, being

that they are " dumb ;" that is, they do not

ring like silver articles produced by striking up.

We think the market for such goods will have

to be made ; the grounds to base their claims

upon should be chiefly on their artistic merits.

Once let the fashion sanction such goods, and

there will be an eager demand for them. We

do not mean such a demand as now exists for

nickel clocks, but a demand from those of

esthetic culture, who are ever on the lookout

for works of a true artistic nature. And such

goods could be produced by electro deposit at

such cost as to place them at the disposal of all

who desire to possess them.

ITU Bli, CONTINUED)

" The Keys/one is an all-right, up-to-date, newsy,

instructive journal. No jeweler can be withou
t it

and expeci to be a success in this advanced age. 
We

assure you we have received great benefit _f
rom it."

E. R. Moses Mercantile Co., Great Bend, 
Kansas.

How Gold Slips Away

The annual loss of gold is very great. The

amount of gold currency lost annually by wear
 and tear

alone is considerable—an accomplished statistician

on this subject estimates it at i per cent. of the

total amount in circulation, or $36,000,000 
for gold and

silver combined. On this basis it may b
e calculated

that the annual loss which actually takes 
place in gold

alone by wear and tear is about $20,000,0
00. Gold is

lost in many other ways, vast quantities 
are hoarded

and a large proportion of this is subs
equently lost, as

shown by the quantity of treasure trove 
which comes

to the surface every year, though it 
probably repre-

sents but a small part of that which has
 been concealed,

and every ship which founders at sea 
takes a certain

amount of gold with it, which may amou
nt anywhere

from a few pounds to millions, if i
t happens to be

laden with the precious metal. The
 amount of gold

required annually in the arts is estimated
 at $8o,000,-

000, and as this calculation was made a fe
w years ago,

when the annual production was abou
t $120,000,000, it

follows that the amount used in this 
way is about

double that which i4 used as currency.
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Integrity in Business

A distinguished young clergyman recently re-

marked in the presence of a large and enlightened

company that not ten per cent. of the business trans
-

actions of our great cities could be called honest.

Such a statement could, of course, be dismissed as

being too ridiculous to be worthy of consideration were

it not that it was made with such sincerity as was

culculated to excite misgiving in the minds of the

audience as to the integrity of the commercial world.

Needless to state, the individual who made the asser-

tion is not a business man in any sense ; he is possessed

of ability to a very remarkable degree, but he belongs

to that dreamy class of mortals who are ever in quest

of some classic quotation in order to justify their

prejudice against legitimate trading. Would it not. be

capping the climax of distressing ignorance to say that

over ninety per cent. of our American business men

are fools ? yet such a statement would be exactly syn-

onymous with the allegation impeaching their honor

and integrity.
Current talk is fraught with the most absurd

generalities concerning corrupt and deceitful methods

in the management of commercial affairs. The

acceptance of such a superficial and exaggerated view

entails the belief that unscrupulous politicians, stock

gamblers, oppressors of labor and other unscrupulous

individuals constitute the bulk of our business circles.

The existing amount of dishonesty and hypocrisy in

the business world is quite sufficient, we will admit, to

indicate the distance of the millennium from present

conditions, but to concede the almost universal

demoralization of the business conscience is wrong.

The causes for much of this mis-

The Mischievous understanding are self-evident. The

Feeling of Distrust spirit of self-righteousness is as

rampant to-day as it was when the

two men went into the temple. "God I thank The
e

that I am not as other men are I" Thus the Pharisee

flattered his vanity. The " mote in our neighbor's

eye " seems to be ever conspicuous. This is the spirit

which underlies a great deal of present day self-love.

It 'would be imprudent to give positive expression to

such a feeling, but the frequent censure of others is

the negative form of that fruitless prayer.

Materials for discussion and criticism are readily

furnished by present commercial expansion and exam-

ples of fortunes rapidly accumulated. Careless speech

and a distortion of facts have created an atmosphere

of cynicism in which there exists an unfounded assump-

tion of such widespread dishonesty and financial

intrigue as would argue the disappearance of con-

science from the commercial world. This superficial

treatment of the question overlooks the fact that

dishonesty in business is most disastrous folly.

It can be safely said that the dogma " Honesty is

the best policy" is generally adhered to as a sound

business maxim. But mere policy is by no means a

loftly inspiration and it exists under the control of

higher ethical standards. From such an allegation of

business decadence the logical conclusion would be

that all hope of human progress, mental, moral and

material, has departed from the hearts of commercial

men. The average American business man is certainly

alive to his own interests, even upon the low level of

expediency. He knows that success is the reward of

honest industry and vell-directed energy, and that a

successful reversal of this state of things is practically

unknown. The American business conscience is not,

as a whole, degenerate ; it would be an insult to

ordinary intelligence to argue such a proposition.

Where are the men who have won

The Lesson of success by doubtful methods?

Verily, they are few and far between.

If any such there be, they deserve

our commiseration rather than our envy. It is an

undeniable fact that within the sphere of retail trading

prosperity is invariably the result of strict and

unswerving honesty. Public opinion should be based,

not on the exceptionally bad, but on the generall
y

good, and conditions should be judged by their

excellencies rather than by their subordinate defects.

A study of history shows us that commerce and civili
-

zation have gone hand in hand ; anything that has a

civilizing influence cannot have a corrupt foundation.

We therefore contend that, taken as a whole, the busi
-

ness community is made up of men who can in almost

every case claim records of commercial integrity.

Experience
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"Roller Table."— In a fine watch, when out of

beat, which is the proper thing to do—move the roller

table or the hairspring- ?—lt is always advisable to

move the hairspring in putting a watch in beat for no

other reason than it is easier to move than the roller

table, but it makes no difference which you move as

you can get the same results by moving either one.

"Positions."-1 have a sixteen size eleven-jewel

movement which runs all right with a good ,no/ion in

the horizontal position, that is, with the dial down
-

ward. It is apparent that the escapement is in good

condition. If the above movement does not run as

good in vertical position as it does in the horizontal,

evidently the fault must be attributed to the hairspring,

although the hairspring does not touch on the arm of

wheel or bridge, and the top pivot extends far enough

through the top jewel. I have put a new factory staff

and lop and bottom jewel in same, and it seems to run

with a good motion in horizontal position. Am I

right in my opinion of the escapement? I have studied

your article . in a recent issue on "fork and roller

action" but do not find any of these faults. Do you

think the fault lies in the escapement P—No doubt you

understand that we must guess what the trouble is

with the watch from the description that we receive,

but we generally guess correctly. Now take the watch

you speak about ; we do not believe the fault lies in

the hairspring, because you say that the hairsprin
g

does not touch anywhere ; consequently, the faul
t

cannot lie there. We think you will find the fault i
n

some part of the repair work you did. Are you sure

that both pivots go through the hole jewels far enough

to rest on the cap jewels ? Look and see if the jewel
s

are tight in the settings, also that the settings are tigh
t

in their respective places. Did you examine the

balance to see that it was in poise after putting on the

staff ? A watch will not take as good an action in a

vertical position as it will in a horizontal position, if

the balance is out of poise. Then again, your trouble

May lie in the pivots being too small for the jewel
s

and when the watch is held in a position so tha
t the

balance will drop towards the fork, chances are 
that

the guard pin will rub on the roller table. Of course,

this would make the watch take a sluggish action 
in

that position. The whole trouble must lie somew
here

about the balance wheel. If you put a new staff in a

watch you should try the balance alone and see that i
t

is free in all positions, also notice the balance care
fully

when it stops running to see that it does not come 
to

a sudden stop, and that it gradually runs slower
 and

slower until it barely moves. No matter what ki
nd of

work you do to a watch you should always try
 that

piece in the movement alone to see that your wor
k is

correct. We think if you do this you will find the

trouble.
(2) Kindly give me some information regar

ding

the truing up of the balance wheel in the round. I have
used the calipers but do not seem to get the best result

.

The latter is all right in truing up same in 
the flat.

Is there any good tool made for lids purpose and 
where

can it be obtained and what price P—Every 
balance

wheel that goes into a watch in all factories 
must be

trued to round and flat, and all truers in American

watch factories use nothing but a pair of Fig. 8 
calipers

or a tool built on the same principle. There i
s nothing

better for the workshop than the Fig. 8 calipers, 
but it

takes time and patience to true a wheel—e
specially in

the round. If you have a wheel that is badly out of

round the best way is to remove the screws on
 one

side of the wheel at a time and place the screws 
on a

piece of paper, marking the paper so that you
 can tell

where to put them back. You can then p
lace the

index finger of the calipers on the outside of
 the rim,

and can then see just where your wheel is out. A 
little

care and practice will get you so that you could 
true a

wheel in this way very quickly.

" Banking."—Will you tell me how to set 
pallets

so that they will lock properly and not fly back? 
For

instance, I have my pallet stones set, the wat
ch has a

fizz,- motion, but the fork does not seem to rest fir
m on

the banking pins ; it will gel away front the 
pins, not

to fly away back, but enough to interfere with 
the

roller table in certain positions. Is it because I

haven't them set in the right angle, or what? 
Strikes

the pin in 'Sallee, leaves tooth and locks 0. K, bu
t will

Jyy back just a trifle, not back to other pin. In spread-

ing my banking pins they are properly set, but sti
ll the

fork will gel away just a trifle and does not 
rest on

them the way it should. Have fried to explain to 
you

as near as I can what I am Keeling at and sh
all be

vety thankful to you if you will answer in your 
next

issue.—There is no doubt but what we could fill a
 half
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dozen pages of THE KEYSTONE on the pallet and fork

action and still have something more to say. But you

will find that the main trouble with your work is in the

escapement. The first thing to do is to examine the

escape wheel, pallet and balance pivots ; also the

pint l, holes,to see if they fit properly and are not toos
especially the pallet pivots, where the trouble

seems to be. If they are in good condition and not

too small for the holes, the trouble then lies in the

pallets not having enough draw. You should then
examine the pallet stones and see that they are not

chipped and that they do not contain any dirt or

shellac. It you find that they are perfectly clean and

in good ccondition, you should then try to see if they

11:tve sufficient draw. If everything is in good con-

dition and your fork does not stay over to the banking

pm—jumps away, as you state—then the trouble lies

in the pallets not having enough draw. By " draw "

we mean that if you move the fork just a little it,vay

from the banking pin but not far enough to allow the

tooth to leave the locking face, the pallet should draw

back to the banking pin. If it does not do this, then

You must change the angle of the stone until it does

draw back. You will find in any number of watches

that the slot where the pallet stone sets is too large for

the stone ; consequently, when the stone is set, it is

not set at the right angle to have draw. If such is

the case with this pallet, you can heat the pidlet and

change the angle of the stone without very much

trouble ; but if the stone should fit the slot snugly,

then you must change the angle of the slot by filing

it, as shown by the dotted line at Fig. t, with a thin,
narrow file. It takes
but very little filing to
change the angle of the
slot, so that the stone
will have draw. The

Fig. 1 main object in doing
this is to keep the lever

over to the banking pin while the roller jewel is not

engaged with the fork. A great many watches have

this fault, although it is not so had that it stops the

watch, but bad enough to make the watch keep irregu-

lar time and take a bad action. Now that you know

that everything is in good condition, you are ready to

adjust the roller action. It is usual with writers on

this subject to commence with the escape wheel and

fit the pallets to match it. Now we propose to go

about our explanation of the lever escapement by

commencing at the fork and roller action first and

after establishing the proper relation of these parts to

then proceed to the pallet action. We do not pursue

this course for the sake of oddity or to be diff
erent

from others who have considered this subject, but be-

cause it seems to be the true course to pursue. Let

any person at all conversant with the lever escapement

give the matter thought and it will be apparent that

we can safely change any portion ; or perhaps it would

be better to say we can tamper with any of the actions

with less detriment to fine results than to change the

relations of the fork and jewel pin. We hold that

changes have been made in the relation of the fork to

the roller action in many instances without prop
erly

considering the consequence of such changes. Now,

if the functions and requirements of these parts
 are

perfectly understood, errors of the manufacturer 
and

repairer will in a great measure be avoided. 
We

would, before proceeding any further, warn all wo
rk-

men against trying to remedy faults of pallet 
action

by changing or modifying the roller and l fork 
action.

This will be evident as soon as we call to m
ind

the fact that every change in the action of the 
pallets

is magnified three times at the end of the fork.

By proper relation we mean that the roller 
jewels

should enter and leave the slot of the fork 
properly.

A very good plan to tell when the roller 
and fork

action is correct is to take a small piece of pa
per and

place it between the fork and watch plate so 
that the

fork will not move unless you move it, then place
 the

balance in the watch without the hairspring, but
 be-

fore placing the balance in you should ben
d the guard

pin away so that it will not interfere with th
e roller

table. After doing this you move the balance unti
l

the roller jewel enters the fork, and conti
nue moving

it until the roller jewel has left the fork, but 
it should

not quite touch the banking pin, because 
when the

roller jewel left the fork it scraped its way out
 and the

fork should move just a very little farther, so 
that there

is no danger of the roller jewel scraping on 
the horn

of the fork when going in or out. After doing this on

both sides you should straighten the gu
ard pin and .

have it as close to the roller as possible without

touching, while the fork is against the bank
ing pin.

After having done this on both sides you ar
e ready

to adjust the pallet again. You do this by putting a

little power on the train, but keep the sm
all piece of

paper between the plate and fork, so that 
the fork will

not move only when you move It. You th
en move the

balance while the roller jewel is in the for
k, and move

it slowly, at the same time keep looking 
through the

peep hole and watch very closely whe
n the tooth

leaves the impulse face of the pallet. Now, when It

does leave the impulse face of the pall
et the other

tooth should drop on the locking face 
far enough up

to be secured. You try this on both s
tones, and when

the tooth does leave on both sides the 
lever should

not quite touch the banking pin. Now
 comes the ad-

vantage of the draw. If there is draw on the pallets,

which there should be, as we explained
 above, the

draw will pull the lever over to the 
banking pin and

keep it there, while the balance is takin
g its action
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and the roller jewel is out of the fork. If the escape-

ment acts this way it is correct, but suppose when you

try the pallet action you find that the tooth drops on

the impulse face instead of the locking face. Of

course, in that case you must pull out the pallet stone

until the tooth drops on the locking face. You must

bear one thing in mind, and that is in all lever escape-

ments the tooth, on leaving one pallet stone, must in

all cases drop on the locking face of the other stone,

but supposing that when you move the lever over to

the banking pin the tooth will not escape. In this

case you must push in the stones ; the banking pins

should not be changed after they are once set prop-

erly, as explained above. There are several reasons

why the above rule will not hold good, for no other

reason than some one may have changed the roller

jewel and put one in that is too small, or may have

put a pallet stone in that is too narrow. Then, again,

your escape wheel may not be round or the teeth bent.

Workmen must examine all things and work accord-

ingly, but if you will take a watch that has not had

any of the jewels, roller or pallet changed for smaller

ones and the escape wheel is true, and if you will

adjust the escapement as explained above, it will be in

as perfect a condition, if not better, than when it left

the factory.

it Dial Up."—Will you please lel vie know why

most walches run slower in the pendant up position

than they do dial up or down ? What is best to do to

correct the error? I have reference to high-grade

watches, new and also those in service. We do not

think you will find most watches lose in the vertical

position for no other reason than in most cases, except

fine watches, there is more friction on the balance in

the vertical position than in the horizontal position,

therefore when there is more friction to the balance

the balance will take a shorter arc, consequently the

watch will gain. But there are exceptions to this, and

in cases where you find that watches will lose in the

vertical position, pendant up, we would stiggest that

you examine the balance carefully and see if it is in

poise and also that you have no bent pivots and that

they are highly polished. See that your balance jewel

holes are not rough. If you find everything in good

order, then the best thing you can do is to make the

watch run slowly in the horizontal position by reducing

the friction. You can do this by rounding the pivot

ends ; that is, instead of having the pivot ends flat,

round the corners. This will make less friction on

the end of the pivots or while the watch is running

dial up or down, the balance will take a longer arc and

run slower. The above work comes under adjusting,

and we would suggest that you read over and study

the articles that have been published in THE KEYSTONE

on adjusting to positions.

"Fly Rack."— I have a Swiss chronograph that

the fly-back second hand gains five seconds each minute

on the regular second hand. The regular second

hand keeps accurate time—so does the watch. From

the third wheel runs the Iwo pinions of eight leaves

each ; that is, the regular second pinion and the fly-

back pinion. The fly-back second is a Mlle smaller

Man the regular second, but both have the same number

of leaves. Will a fly back run faster than a regular

by being- smaller or having same amount of leaves?

I do not see how it can. Neither hands slip or fall

ahead. I have put just these three parts in the watch,

and fly bacde gains on regular any way. What can I

do to correct it ? —Y our description of the chronograph

is not plain enough for us to tell just where the trouble

lies. Now, if we understand your explanation, that is,

the third wheel gears into the fourth wheel pinion, •

which has eight leaves, and this same third wheel also

gears into another eight leaf pinion. The first eight

leaf pinion, or fourth wheel, contains the small second

hand and the other pinion contains the longer or sweep

second hand. If this is the case both second hands

must go around together, neither one losing or gaining

On the other. For this stands to reason : that no

matter how many pinions you would gear into any

wheel, if all the pinions had the same number of leaves

then they must go around in the same space of time

unless one or the other would slip. This would be

caused by the depthing being' too shallow or the pinion

being out of true in the round. If the chronograph you

refer to is constructed as stated above, you must look

for some trouble in the gear of the wheel and pillion,

then, again, most chronographs have two third wheels,

one between the upper and lower plates, which gears

into the fourth wheel pinion, and one on the top plate

which gears into the sweep-second-hand pinion. Now,

if this is the kind of gearing you have in your watch,

the chances are that the trouble lies in the third wheel

On the top plate. This wheel must have the same

number of teeth as the lower one and we would advise

counting- the number of teeth in both third wheels,

when, no doubt, you vill find that the lower one has

sixty teeth and the upper one should have the same.

If it has not, it should be changed to one that has.

The sweep-second-hand pinion even if it was a size

smaller, but contains the same number of leaves

(eight) that the fourth wheel pinion contains and

geared into the same wheel, would not cause the one

pillion to go faster or slower than the other unless it

slipped or skipped some teeth.
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More About Die Making

N sharpening dies seldom more is
done than to grind off the face of

the two dies and set them a little

closer together. Such grinding is

usually done with emery wheels,

cutting away no more than just enough to re-

store the cutting angles. Much ingenuity of

late years has been bestowed upon die making,

and work is now turned out which is produced

entirely by machinery, which a decade ago

would have been deemed impossible. Not only

have improvements been made in cutting dies,

but also folding and swaging dies. As an illus-

tration, take the process of watch case making,

in which almost every detail of construction in

the cheaper grades is the result of the operation

of dies, except soldering on the joints.

Mechanical cutting of dies is every clay

advancing. Many dies are cut by machines

operating somewhat on the principle of the pro-

filing machine. In these machines a pattern

larger than the die to be cut guides the cutter

to the proper form. Many of these devices are

patented, and at best we can only give a general

idea of their construction and operations. In

such illustrations as we shall select we shall

follow no machine in use in detail, but rather

seek to convey ideas illustrating the mechanical

principles involved.

Let us suppose we desire to

make a die, mechanically, to

cut a heart-shaped piece of

sheet metal, as shown at A,

Fig. 1. We first cut a sheet metal the form of

the heart, and three or four times

the size. That is we make a

hole in the sheet metal, shaped

precisely as we desire the heart

to be, except say three times the

size. We next turn our atten-

tion to the machine .for cutting

the die. A simple form of such profiling

machine is shown at Fig. 2. It consists of a

frame work of iron tubing,

• composed of six pieces, D

• D' D" D" and E E'. It is

important such frame should

be rigid and unyielding, ex-

cept at the joints. The

frame D, E', the reader will

notice, is only a very com-

mon form of pantograph, and arranged, as

shown in Fig. 2, will reduce to one-third the

size ; that is, the die will be produced one-third

the size of the brass model C. Our space will

not permit a minute description of all the minute

details of such a machine, but would say, it is

better to adopt some given scale of reduction

than to attempt to make the machine adjustable.

The cutting tool is located at e and consists of a

spindle mounted so its axis is concentric 
with

the point at e.
This spindle is rotated by a system of pul-

leys located at a f e—the one at a
being mounted on the spindle

which carries the rotary cutting

mill. The lower end of this

rotary spindle is shown at P,

Die-Making
Machinery
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4. The rotary cutting mill is also shown in

this Fig. at G—it is made of steel and hard-

ened. The cutting is done by

fluted edges, running parallel to its

axis. It will be noticed the shape

of the mill, too, is slightly conical ;

G the apex being upward. The object

Fig. 4 of this form is to produce dies

slightly undercut. In constructing

such a pantograph shaper it is important the

joints at d c (and others) should work as light

and easy as possible. To ensure this a joint of

the kind shown at Fig. 5 is recommended.

This figure is supposed to be seen in

the direction of the arrow i, Fig. 2.

The set screws h h are tapped into

the fork on the end of D', and work

into sinks drilled into the fork of

D". To ensure regularity of the

screws g ii, which are not shown in the cut,

jam nuts are provided.

Hardened screws with pointed tips are now

to be found in stock of any of our hardware

men, who deal largely in machinists supplies.

It will be remembered that driving pulleys are

placed at a f e, and arranged so the driving

cords will not be loosened by moving the guide

roller situated at b. One difficulty has always

been experienced in practically working such a

machine, and this lies in moving the guide

roller, so there was an equal and constant pres-

sure on the cutter G.

If the diameter of the cutter G is one-

quarter of an inch the copying roller at b should

be three-quarters. It may be well here to say that

it is desirable to have the cutting mill of as small

diameter as possible and have it efficient in ac-

tion. Now the problem which has always at-

tended such machines has been to have the

guide roller B creep along the form of the pat-

tern and automatically press the cutter G against

the work. This will be understood by inspect-

ing Fig. 6, where G represents the cutter and

H the die. Here the arrow k

A 
represents the rotary motion of

(...24)1 , the cutter, and the arrow 1 the

Fig. 6 direction in which it is advancing.

It will not do to let the cutter

draw by its cutting action toward the work—it is

imperatively decided by experience that such

policy will end in failure.

About the best device experimented with

so far (to our knowledge) is illustrated in prin-

ciple at Fig. 7. It consists of two forks K I.

grasping the guide roller B, as

shown ; these forks are actuated

by two hand screws, moving at

right angles to each other, or

in the directions of the arrows

o ft. In practically working

such a machine there is a screw

for each hand, and by properly manipulating

these the roller B can be made to keep firm

contact with the pattern C, and also press the

cutter G firmly against the work. The details

for such a guiding device can readily be imag-

ined from the double motion of a slide rest to a

lathe.
It is not to be understood such a milling

device is intended to remove large quantities of

metal, but rather to perfectly shape a die already

near to the proper form. In fact, do the work

of a " very expensive man," as the phrase 
goes.

To explain just what we mean, say we de
sired

Fig 7
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to make a die several of which would be em-

ployed. We make a pattern in wood of the

proper form, except it would need dressing up.

From this pattern we have a number cast in

steel, and such cast dies need but smoothing up

with such an automatic shaper to be ready for

hardening and put into service.

We shall describe later on a two-motion

slide, which can be applied to moving the guide

roller b around the model A, Fig. 3 ; such

movement, of course, causing the cutter 6 to

perfectly shape the inside of the die C, Fig. t.

(TO Bit CONTINUILD)

Profit—A Natural Right
No person endowed with reasonable common

sense will deny that a man in trade—be his dealings

limited or extensive—is entitled to a fair and just

margin of profit. Without striving for exact defini-

tions it may be said in general that a safe margin

should cover the following items, or their equivalents :

I. A fair remuneration to himself for his own

services rendered in the transaction of the business.

Such services are certainly entitled to the same

rewards as would be his were he manager of the same

concern, but in the employ of others.

2. An additional amount sufficient to cover an

average rate of interest upon the capital invested in

the business.
3. The means wherewith to cover all reasonable

expenses of carrying on his enterprise.

4. He should also realize enough to provide for

tmcalculated expenses, such as may be occasioned by

flood or fire, by unavoidable bad debts or depreciation

of values.
5. He is furthermore entitled in equity, to an

extra amount from year to year enabling him, after

years of hard and efficient service, to enjoy • in con-

fidence the fruit of his labor.

The oft-heard expression of the merchant to the

effect that he is " making a living " is without excuse.

The necessity for its utterance indexes a condition in

itself an injustice to the man himself, to his family and

dependents, and especially to the industry he repre-

sents.

" There will be inventions and improvements

during Me twentieth century, but future publishers

will have to get up early to make :the lieystone jour-
nal more valuable than under the present manage-

ment."—W. E. Counter, jeweler, Detroit, Michigan.

Common-Sense Store Rules

Among a number of rules instituted by a Spring-

field, Ohio, store for the guidance of the clerks are

the following, which admit of general application :

Promptness in business and politeness to custo-

mers cost but little but accomplish much.

Every employee must be in the store on time and

in his respective position.

All salespeople, when not waiting on customers

or working on stock, will be required to remain at or

near their departments.

Congregating, loud talking or reading vill not be

permitted.

A clerk will not be expected to be idle while

goods are down and out of place.

Swearing, smoking, chewing gum or loafing

around the doors in business hours is not allowed.

Discussions and arguments on any subject must

not be participated in during business hours. Busi-

ness is duty.

No one should leave the store during business

hours without permission and leaving notice at the

desk as to length of absence.

Industry, promptness and fidelity are essential to

success, just as much to the boy and successful sales-

man as to the proprietor.

These rules, cheerfully and honestly complied

with, will be a benefit ancl help to everyone.
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Some Facts in Regard to Our Watch School,\.(. will give you an education along the lines of Watchworkand its kindred trades so complete that you can hold a position afterit is secured for you. We do not offer a lot of impossibilities. We
cannot teach you all there is in the several escapements in two
hours, nor can we teach you Eng-raving and Jewelrywork in three
days or less, but if you want to get a good, thorough knowledge inthese different branches, we can give it to you from foundation to
pinnacle. We do not require you to make a watch, but that you
should be able to make one there is not the least question, for if
you cannot make the several parts .how are you going to supplythose parts when missing ? Rely on someone else ? That won't do,for half the people you rely on will not or cannot give you the cor-rect solution. There is only one royal road to the top, in any trade,and that is to put yourself in possession of all the points pertainingto that trade, so that you do not have to rely on others. There isa certain class of people who will always ignore theory for the
simple reason that they know nothing of it themselves, yet in thisday and age we know that the man with the technical knowledge
accompanied with practical work, is the one who gets the high
positions. This is the kind of workmen we turn out. We giveyou a course of lectures in theory, that you may know and canfigure every part of a watch, and thoroughly understand the actionof these parts, else you are not the man to repair these same partswhen out of order. These lectures consume no part of your timein school hours, as they are given at night sessions. Eight hoursevery day we require you to give your attention to practical work,doing everything required in a•jewelry store, but not as some ofthese workmen do it in some of these stores. We require that itshall be executed in a workmanlike manner, and will see that youcan do it that way before you are permitted to leave it.

ll down ?

Now which do you choose, just a smattering, just a dabble, here and there, in Watchwork, Jewelrywork, Engraving, etc., or a good, thorough knowledge, from
start to finish, so that there is not the least possible chance to fa 

When you go out of our institution with a recommendation YOU ARE POSTED, andof our students can testify. Now is the time for you to consider and decide.
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE, which we will gladly furnish.

•

\
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cannot only get a job, but can hold it, as nearly two thousand

,,,,,, BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Horological Department Peoria, Illinois.

SELLERS FOR SUMMER TRADE
,. Seasonable Goods Our Specialty

Here are a few that sell NOW: DIP BUCKLES, SASH BROOCHES, GOLF and FANCY HATPINS, SOUVENIR SPOONS, CHATELAINE BAGS in FISH SCALE MESH, BROOCHES, SEA-SHORE NOVELTIES, MOUNTAIN SOUVENIRS, GOLF STICK PINS in CADDY BAGS, LAKESOUVENIRS, Etc. NIG
\ ...,

sum
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or_
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The best Summer
Hat Pin made.

Retails for $1.00.
Made in Sterling Silver.

Our BUCKLES are unsurpassed and selling like the proverbial hot cakes.We always lead in buckles. Our 50c. line is a leader. We make buckles to retailfrom 25c. to $5.00 each. All the latest styles.
Our new INDIAN MATCH BOX is a work of Art; nicely and well made. Goodweight. Retails for $2.50. Watch for our line or send a postal for samples.

CODDING & HEILBORN CO.
FASHION LEADERS

Naw Vona-- ( 'has. Van Ness, 11 Malden Lane.s ts FRAN, i,1 -(4.0. Oreenxweig & Co., 206 Kearny St. NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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Workshop Notes ,

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department 
must

,A name and address—not for publication, but as an 
evidence of

faith. No attention will be paid to anonymous communi
ca-

.018. Questions will be.answered in the order in which they ar
e

ved.
An /NDEX to the questions answered in Worksho

p Notes
partment for each year accompanies each Decembe

r number.

i•scribers are requested to preserve these indexes, a
nd, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questio
ns may have

bum answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged

:ilphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer,
 and

tell the issue and page on a hich the information m
ay be found.

"Tanglefool."—I have a marble clock that h
as

,,orked loose at the base. What kind of cement is

.wd for this kind of work P—Plaster of par
is mixed

with water is frequently used for cemen
ting marble,

but better results can probably be attained
 by using

the white of an egg mixed with freshly
-slacked lime.

Both of these cements set very quickly, 
and in using

them the parts should be so arranged tha
t you will

lose no time in getting them in place. The
 plaster is

sometimes mixed with dry color to obtain
 the shade

desired, but the better plan would seem to be
 to permit

the cement to dry, and after all excess
 has been

scraped off to color the joint with water 
colors and a

I ,rush.

'Oregon Plater."—(I) For a small shop wha
t do

you think is best for plating operations a
nd removal of

fire gill—a small hand or fool-power dyn
amo or batter-

ies P—A good dynamo is undoubtedly the
 best source of

power for such operations, but for a small 
shop where

but little work is done, economical considerations

strongly favor the use of batteries. If the batteries

and connections are all kept in first-c
lass condition,

equally good results can be obtained on 
the class of

work the jeweler is called on to handle.

(2) Some time ago we saw in THE 
KEYSTONE an

advertisement of a concern dealing in suc
h dynamos

—are they still in existence? If not
, please give

name of firm where we can get dynamo
s —We think

you refer to either the Ben Franklin 
Electrical Co. or

M. Mackellar—both of these firms are
 now out of

business. The Hanson & Van Winkle 
Co., Newark,

N. J., manufacture such machines.

'Pyrites."—(I) Can you please mention a 
substi-

tute for alcohol for dissolving en
gravers' cement? I

have tried rain water, soda and lime,
 but it works very

slowly—requiring several days' soaking. 
I use it to

cement stones to sticks, for grindi
ng, and find that

alcohol is quite expensive, as I somet
imes have soo or

woo stones to remove. —As a genera
l rule the manu-

facturer uses nothing but a boiling 
hot solution of

ordinary washing soda in water. As 
you state, how-

ever, this substance will take som
e time to do the

work unless expedited in some manne
r. To overcome

this fault it is customary to remove t
he greater part of

the cement—,-in fact, almost all of 
it, by heat, before

placing the articles in the soda wat
er. In this way,

the time required for removing the
 cement is greatly

reduced, as it requires but a few min
utes in the soda

solution to remove the small quanti
ty of cement that

is left.
(2) How are slate pencils cut r

ound? How are

lead pencils cut round, three-sides, si
x-sides, etc. How

are small wooden shipping boxes 
made Y—Such work

as this is all done by patented 
machinery, and we do

not think a description of it could be made compre-

hensive enough to convey a very 
clear idea of the

operation and machine to a reader. 
About the best

way to acquire the knowledge you d
esire would be to

visit the plant of some manufacturin
g concern in this

line, for instance, Joseph Dixon 
Crucible Co., Jersey

City, N. J.

"Acid Color."—(I) Will you 
kindly give recipe

for acid coloring on Li K. wor
k f—The process of

acid coloring on such goods is as 
follows : Take salt-

peter 14 parts, common salt 7 p
arts, muriatic acid 5

parts. The above salts are carefully 
pulverized in a

porcelain. mortar and then mixed 
thoroughly. If the

proportions above given are made i
n ounces, we will

require a black lead color pot 6" 
deep and 6" across

the top. The mixed ingredients
—that is, the saltpeter

and common salt—are placed in 
this color pot, set

Over a fire and carefully dried, st
irring with a wooden

paddle until you are assured they 
are well dried and

hot. The pot is now ready for the 
muriatic acid, on

the addition of which the ingredients
 will boil up and

the color pot is ready for use. 
The articles to be

colored are strung on fine silver 
wire and hung in the

Pot for three minutes, keeping them 
slowly moving

UI) and down. On removing from 
the color pot plunge

the articles in boiling water and rinse 
well ; then plunge

them into another vessel of boiling 
water and, rinse

again. Add to the color pot two 
ounces of boiling

water, and when it boils up immerse
 the articles again

for one minute, and again rinse i
n two vessels of

boiling water as before. Dry work in hot boxwood

sawdust. While the process appears 
quite easy it

requires a great deal of practice 
before satisfactory

results are obtained. Exercise the greatest of care to
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preserve the most scrupulous cleanliness from grease

and the contamination of any iron or salt of iron.

There are several reasons for the fact that electro-

deposition has almost entirely superseded acid coloring.

The attempt to recolor any article by the acid-coloring

process is apt to result disastrously—sometimes the

article will fall to pieces in the color pot. This is

caused by the acid salts, which dissolve out the alloy

of the gold and often leave it a mere shell. By electro-

deposition this fault is overcome, and the articles are

strengthened instead of weakened.
(2) What stones will safely withstand the heat

necessary in hard soldering ? I want to know on

account of soldering set rings. Will the size of stone

make any difference P—Our advice in this matter is to

always remove the setting before soldering. There

are many workmen who will always leave some sets in

a ring when soldering it, but invariably there comes a

time when the wail goes up, "There, I've spoiled a

fine diamond." This is not to be wondered at when

we take into consideration the fact that the diamond

is nothing but a piece of pure carbon. There are

some stones that stand the heat very well. The ruby,

for instance, if Perfect, can be subjected to the flame

of a blowpipe, but if it is cracked or has a bad imper-

fection it is decidedly risky ; when a perfect ruby is

heated it will turn green, but resumes its original color

on cooling off. The sapphire will stand heat much the

same as a ruby, but should never be subjected to heat

if imperfect or cracked. Spinels and turquoises act in

much the same way. On the other hand, there are

some stones that will not stand heat in any shape.

The opal will crack and lose its translucency. The

emerald is another stone that is very easily affected by

heat—a strong heat will crack it. The pearl is very

easily discolored by exposure to heat of any kind. 
In

view of these facts, we feel that we are justified 
in

saying never attempt to solder a ring or piece of 
set

jewelry without first removing all settings.

'Connections."—Will you kindly tell us what is

the matter with our small hand-power plating 
dynamo,'

For some time past it has been working poorly—
would

give a good current for a little while and the
n stop.

Al .present, will give no current at would be

difficult for us to say just what is the matter wit
h your

dynamo without making an examination. To asc
ertain

where the fault lies, we would suggest that 
you give

the Machine a thorough overhauling and cle
aning, and

while doing so pay particular attention to the 
brushes,

connections and commutator. If those who use such

machines would exercise a little extra care with
 them,

we are under the impression they would achieve
 much

better results, and at the same time greatly 
lengthen

the life of the dynamo. The commutator 
should be

wiped free of dust every day, and if it exhibits a

tendency to wear unevenly should be smo
othed up

with a file. The inductor ring should be frequently

cleaned, using a small bellows. One great 
fault with

the majority of workmen results from 
the fact that

they find a source of amusement in lifting off the

brushes, thereby casing large sparks—these s
parks are

very detrimental to both the brushes and th
e commu-

tator, and the practice should not be tolerated.
 Another

source of trouble lies in insufficient oili
ng ; we do not

mean by this that the machine should be 
flooded with

oil, but that sufficient oil should be used to 
absorb the

friction when the machine is running at 
the limit, and

ill this connection do not exceed the 
stated number of

revolutions. Self-feeding oil cups should be used

when possible. If you cannot ascertain where the

fault lies after overhauling the machine, 
probably you.:

best plan will be to consult an experienc
ed electrician.

"Luminous."—Will you kindly inform me how
 to

restore the illuminating qualities of a 
luminous dial?

I have several clocks, by a good 
manufacturer, which

have become dim and do not illuminate at
 night. Have

written the company, but they say they 
cannot give me

the information as the dials are impor
ted, and they do

not know the formula. Can you help me out ?—Such

dials as you mention are rendered 
luminous in the

dark by means of luminous paint and,
 if the power

wanes, it becomes necessary to re
paint them. Of

course, in doing this, it is necessary to 
block out the

figures—that is, paint the entire dial with the
 exception

of the figures. You can, no doubt, purchase such

paints, and we would advise you to do s
o, if possible,

but for the benefit of those who cann
ot procure them,

we give the following somewhat 
condensed expose of

the materials employed and manne
r of combining

them in preparation of luminous pain
ts. The property

of absorbing and afterwards emitting 
light is possessed

by many substances, like the mono
-sulphide of calcium,

barium, strontium, uranium, magne
sium, aluminum

and several others, which, after bei
ng exposed to a

strong light for some time, have the 
property of giving

off or emitting the light absorbed. 
Phosphorus is also

sometimes added as an ingredient, wh
ich both intensi-

fies and prolongs the luminosity. 
The ashes of sea-

weed are used to supply the phosp
horus ; also calcined

marine shells. The preparation of 
the materials for

luminous paints generally involves processes of a

complicated chemical nature, which, in 
many instances,

are not easily explained, but st
ill essential to satis-

factory results. Balmain's process of preparing lumi-
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nous paints, as set forth in the specification of his

patent, is as follows : " The phosphorescent sub
stance

employed is a compound obtained by simply h
eating

together a mixture of lime and sulphur, or subs
tances

containing- lime and sulphur, such as alabaster, gy
psum,

etc., with carbon or other agents, to remove a 
portion

of the oxygen present ; or by heating lime in a
 vapor

containing sulphur. This phosphorescent powder can

be employed as a paint by adding a mixture o
f gum

mastic and turpentine, or drying oils such as are

employed for the preparation of ordinary paints."

The next advance in the preparation of luminous
 paints

was a French compound, which incorporated 
phos-

phorus as above-mentioned. The method of prepa
ration

was as follows : too pounds of a carbonate of lime

and phosphate of lime, produced by the calcina
tion of

sea-shells, and especially those of the genus Fri
dacna,

and the cuttle-fish bone, intimately mixed wi
th too

pounds of lime rendered chemically pure by calci
nation,

25 pounds of calcined sea-salt, 25 to 50 per cent. of 
the

whole mass of sulphur (incorporated by sublima
tion),

and 3 to 7 per cent. of coloring matter in the f
orm of

powder, composed of mono-sulphide of calcium,

barium, etc., which possess the properties of s
hining

in the dark. We have now stated the basis 
of the

composition of all luminous paints. In the practical

use of these paints there was a disagreeable fea
ture to

overcome : the paint seen by day or artificial light 
was

not the same tint as was emitted when the paint 
became

luminous and shone by itself. We have all seen

luminous watch dials which, when seen by ordin
ary .

daylight, had a sort of creamy look, and in the 
dark

shone with an uncanny lilac tint. We give below a

list of colors and the mode of preparation, whic
h show

the same color either by daylight or when 
emitting

absorbed light. These colors are usually mixed with

a certain varnish known as " lake varnish," 
prepared

as follows : Zanzibar copal is melted over a 
charcoal

fire, and 15 parts of this substance is dissolved
 in 6o

parts spirits of turpentine. After thorough incorpo-

ration of these substances the mixture is filtered 
and

25 parts of pure boiled linseed oil added ; the resulting

varnish is employed for mixing the luminous pain
ts,

which are ground in a paint mill, employing g
ranite

rollers, as iron or steel rollers would affect the
 paint.

Pure White Luminous Paint—Mix 40 parts 
of the

above lake varnish with 6 parts of prepared baric 
sul-

phate, 6 parts of prepared calcic carbonate, 12 part
s of

prepared zinc sulphide (white) and 36 parts of cal
cic

sulphide in a luminous condition. Work these ing
re-

dients into a coarse emulsion and grind betwe
en the

granite rollers, as described. Red Luminous Paint
.-

50 parts of lake varnish, 8 parts of prepared
 baric

sulphate, 2 parts of prepared madder-lake, 6 
.parts of

prepared realgar (diarsenious di-sulphide) and 3
4 parts

of calcic sulphide in a luminous condition, 
and the

mixture worked the same as for white. Yellow

Luminous Paint.-48 parts varnish, to parts pr
epared

barium sulphate, 8 parts barium chromate and 34 
parts

luminous calcium sulphide. Blue Luminous Paint.—

42 parts varnish, 10.2 parts prepared barium su
lphate,

6.4 parts ultramarine blue, 5.4 parts cobalt b
lue, 46

parts luminous calcium sulphide. Luminous paints

for artists' use can be prepared by substit
uting pure

East India poppy oil for the lake varnish. Luminous

paints can also be mixed with wax or collod
ion.

"Straightening."— Will you be kind enough 
to

give me a few good hints on straightening 
hairsprings?

—It does not pay to attempt to straighten a s
pring that

has been bent. As a rule, a spring cannot
 be made

perfectly true in the coils after it has been badly 
dis-

torted, though it may be probably made- true
 in the

flat, and it generally pays to fit a new spring, 
especially

if the movement be of a high grade. Even 
though it

should prove possible to restore a spring to pr
ecisely

its former shape by means of the tweezers, it 
will be

found that wherever it has been bent it will b
e of a

different stiffness than in the original, and will n
ot give

the same results, as the manipulations it 
has been

subjected to make a uniform action impossib
le. A

novice will often cause a hairspring to become
 abso-

lutely worthless, as far as good timekeeping 
is con-

cerned, by bending and rebending till he gets it
 to the

shape he desires. It is an unwritten law among

adjusters that the hairspring should be bent but
 a little

at a time, rather than to overbend and the
n be com-

pelled to bend part way back. Another rule is that it

should not be altered any more than is absolutely

necessary to achieve the desired result. In regard to

straightening- a spring that has been warped o
r bent

out of flat, " Excelsior " gives the following 
practical

process in the " Watch Adjuster's Manual " : 
" If a

spring has been warped or bent out of flat,
 it may be

flattened by fastening it tightly between two steel

plates, so as to prevent expansion, and 
heat very

slowly and evenly till the top plate becomes 
blue, then

let it cool, which will cause the spring to set
 ' perfectly

fiat. In such cases great care must be taken no
t to

exceed the bluing heat or, if the spring is of an
y other

color, not to carry the color of the hardened
 color

piece beyond the shade of the spring. W
hen the

spring has never been hardened and temp
ered, but

merely rolled hard, it will open out too far and bec
ome

too large when so treated. To prevent this
, it should

be wound up and the coils made closer an
d smaller,

before heating. This can be done by aid of the

winding tool used in making hairsprings or by 
similar

means."
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Established
1858

No. 126 Steel Hat-Pin Stems- one dozen in a bunch

No. 128 Plated Spring Hat-Pin Stems

Incorporated
1898

No. 25(3
R. P. Dumb-Bell Back

No. 257
N. P. Dumb-Bell Back

No. 246 Open
Clasp for String Beads

No. 251

No. 254

No. 108 No. 109'
Plated Joints foe One-Piece Seamless Pintongues

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufitcturers only. Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO.Chicago Office: 103 State Street

Pawtucket, Rhode Island
Columbus Memorial Building

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC 
AND OTH ER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS
RINGS, BADGES 9
<

4-1. aull°

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE The C.G.Braxmar Ca.
Manufacturing Jewelers

N9I0 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES & MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

July. luol

Personal Hygiene and Health Pre-
servation for Watchmakers

and Jewelers
(CONTINUED)

VI

N the five preceding articles we

covered the daily life of the watch-

maker from his waking to his reti-

ring hour, and little remains to be

said. We cannot refrain, however,

from devoting some space in this final article to

a few miscellaneous matters in personal hygiene,

the importance of which from the standpoint of

health preservation is not as fully realized as it

should be, and more especially by the artisan

class. One of these is that great invigorator

and health preserver, the cold bath, which is at

once a boon, a blessing and a luxury to humanity.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

M I LI TA RY
G. A.R.

ATHLETIC,
tiN,,5SHOOTING,c0.
Op, -AND 00'

,

977/VG 141°'

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE

a 0
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This cut represents the new-
style jar package which we
put before the trade last year,
and which met with instant
approval, the contents of the
package being so easy of
access. On an order for a
gross of the half-pint size,
which retails for 25 cents,
we will print your name on
all labels in place of ours,
give you a gross of trial size
bottles free, and furnish you
with a neat display stand for
counter use.

is what all are after—
as well in a horological
school as in store or
market. To become
a thorough watchmaker, to master every detail of the art andto be equal to the most difficult repair work costs less, returnsconsidered, at the

than any other. This School is the Oldest andhas the Best Equipment and Instructors.
Thorough instruction given in

HOROLOGY, ENGRAVING and
OPHTHALMOLOGY.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here,and Owning it when finished, without extra cost.

Write for our New Prospectus.

E. H. SWAIN, Proprietor,
WALTHAM, MASS.

Virtues of the
Cold Bath

The cold bath is intended to

act as a stimulant and give

strength, as opposed to the

warm bath, which has a sooth-

ing action, or technically speaking, is sedative.

The proper time to take a cold bath is before

breakfast and as soon after rising as convenient.

A simple and by no means ineffective way of

taking the morning bath is with the sponge, for

the conveniences of a shower bath or tub are

not always at hand. Everyone, however, may

possess a sponge and a bowl of cold water, and

will derive health and enjoyment from their

daily use.
Considering the fact that cold baths are so

beneficial, as those who take them regularly

will affirm, it seems strange that such a small

number of persons indulge in them. Many say

that they cannot take the cold bath, as it gives

them too great a shock, or is too weakening, or

is not followed by a proper reaction. On the

contrary, however, most persons can take a

cold bath every morning if they will only make

up their minds to do so and go about it properly.

It would not, of course, be advisable for one

advanced in years, when the blood vessels are

naturally weak, to risk apoplexy by plunging

into a cold bath without being properly trained

to it by gradual stages.
The cold bath immediately and very power-

fully stimulates the nervous system, and espe-

cially the mental faculties, and on emerging

from it the bather very quickly experiences a

sensation of warmth and general well-being.

This reaction is the test of prime importance as

to whether or not the bath is well borne. With

practiced bathers it will take place very speedily,

and a delightful feeling of warmth will very

soon be the reward of having for a moment

braved the cold water. After leaving the bath,

in order to aid the reaction, the bather should

rub the body from head to foot with a rough

towel till the skin fairly glows, and when entirely

dry the clothing may be Put on without delay.

While most persons are able to take cold

baths, they should become accustomed to them

gradually. Not only will those who are well

maintain their health, but many in poor health,

and especially those of a nervous temperament,

will derive much good from the daily cold bath.

The best time to begin systematic cold bathing

is in the warmer months and by the time winter

arrives they can be kept up with very little

trouble or discomfort. If the bather has not
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the conveniences of a tub, or fears such a

decided change as a tub bath, it is well to begin

with a cold sponge bath. The sponge should

be saturated with cold water and squeezed over

the arms, then over the chest and back, and

finally over the legs, after which a vigorous

rubbing should be taken. The temperature of

the water should not be so extremly low, how-

ever, as to interfere with a thorough and speedy

reaction. A very beneficial way of taking the

morning bath is by means of the shower, which

is stimulating through the impact of the water

against the skin as well as through its temper-

ature. Nothing quite equals the full tub bath,

however, if the bather will begin with water

only moderately cold, or will first become

accustomed to the sponge bath, and then change

to tub baths. One of the most beneficial results

of cold baths is the almost universal immunity

to catching cold, as everyone who takes a cold

bath daily will declare.

It is almost unnecessary to

impress on watchmakers and

jewelers who generally perform

their duties bareheaded and

sometimes in a dusty atmosphere, that the scalp

merits uninterrupted attention. It is highly

important to keep it perfectly clean and free

from dandruff, and to attain this end daily

brushing of the hair and frequent shampooing

are necessary. The hair should be brushed

morning and night for several minutes until

there is a feeling of warmth in the scalp, and all

particles of dandruff removed. As to shampoo-

ing there is little danger of shampooing the

healthy scalp too frequently. A monthly sham-

poo may be sufficient for some, while a weekly

one will suffice for most people, unless much

exposed to dirt and dust. There are many

shampooing preparations, but probably the most

satisfactory is the soft-soap liniment of the

pharmacopeia, which consists of 50 parts of soft

soap, 2 parts of oil of lavendar, and 33 parts of

alcohol. Of course, any good toilet soap will

serve the purpose.

A very important part of their

Care of the anatomy which many workmen
Teeth shamelessly neglect is the teeth.

The consequence is repulsive-

ness of appearance if the teeth show prominently,

foul breath, disordered stomach, impaired

digestion, etc. No individual who expects to

preserve his health can afford to neglect the

cleansing of the teeth. For this purpose the

frequent use of the tooth-brush is indispensable.

The ordinary bristle brush has been opposed on

the ground that it is too hard and is liable to

injure the gums, particularly when stray bristles

are thrust into soft parts around the teeth.

Brushes of badger's hair, of felt, and of various

other substitutes, have been recommended.

Most of these contrivances, however, are lacking

in the essential resistance and elasticity so

important in the thorough dislodgement of

foreign matter. The bristle brush in which the

bristles are not too closely placed together, thus

admitting of their passage between the teeth, is

the most practical instrument. Great care

should be taken not to allow the bristles to

spread, and the brush should be discarded

before it is soft or ragged from long use. The

brush should not be too broad, and the handle

should be bent in the direction of the tuft on

Care of the
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the brush so as to admit more easily the reaching

of the various curved surfaces of the teeth.

The brushing should be practiced after each

meal and before going to bed, and once daily

should be accompanied by the use of a tooth-

powder sufficiently coarse to produce some grind-

ing and polishing effect. A powder that is too

soft or too fine is of little avail. Powdered

chalk and orris root are common bases for tooth-

powder. Some harmless antiseptic such as

borax, oil of wintergreen or tincture of myrrh

should be incorporated with the powder to help

destroy any colonies of bacteria that may be

reached.

The Care of
the Ear

The ear is another organ that
calls for very tender handling.
Often persons in perfect health
are troubled with accumulations

of wax, a condition which must be carefully

guarded against. Tradition is responsible for

the habit of dropping oil or other fluids into the

ear as a preliminary " to soften the wax " ; but

this rather tends to swell the mass and increase

the pressure without any compensating advantage

in facilitating its removal, while it is utterly

reprehensible as a supposed substitute. Careful,

vigorous syringing with hot water (105° to I it 5°

F.) is the proper procedure for removing the

wax ; no better solvent than hot water is obtain-

able. Ear-scoops or mops are permissible only

in the hands of a skilled aurist, and he will use

them but little. An ear that has been syringed

and freed from obstructive material should gener-

ally be dried as thoroughly as possible and pro-

tected from air for the rest of the day by a flake

of cotton. On the other hand, any habit of

wearing cotton is to be condemned as useless,

uncleanly, and prone to interfere with the proper

exit of wax. Often a forgotten plug is the basis

of a wax collection obstructing the canal.

The feet are another part of
Care of the Feet the body which need constant

attention if health and comfort

are to be considered. The odor of the perspi-

ration of the foot is especially offensive, and

this alone makes rigorous cleanliness imperative.

Strong, firm, well-fitting, but not tight-fitting,

shoes are the most hygienic. There are many

improvements now-a-days—felt soles, cork soles,

ventilated soles, etc.—all steps towards the

perfect foot-gear. Low shoes are a hygienic

form of footwear, since they allow excellent

ventilation of the foot, and are especially desir-

able for use during the warmer months. Patent

leather shoes are not advisable for continued

wear, since, being impermeable to ah', they do

not allow proper evaporation of the perspiration

from the feet. Socks and stockings should

often be changed, the frequency depending on

the amount of perspiration of the wearer's feet.

In the case of those who suffer from excessive

perspiration of the feet, at times of a bad odor,

the socks or stockings should be changed daily.

The feet should be washed and dried without

friction, and over the feet and in the fresh socks

may be dusted the following powder : Salicylic

acid one part, starch four parts.
In drawing this series of articles to a close

we would say, that all the advice imparted is

such as medical practice has proved to be the
best ; and, if followed faithfully, it will prevent

much ill-health.
[VIE END]
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication

any new ideas they may have on any subject,
technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

A Successful Grab Sale
ED. KEVSTolsiF. :—We have just got through N%.11at

is known as a grab sale, and it proved remarkalily
successful in clearing our stock of such articles as we
could not otherwise have disposed of to advantage.
Having duly advertised in the daily and weekly papers
that a twenty-five-cent grab sale would be opened by
us on May 24th and 25th, we went over our stock and
picked out all the shop-worn articles, some of them
having been in stock for over twenty years. We also
put in a number of nice, desirable articles as an addi-
tional attraction. We tied them in different sizes,
wrapped them in various colored papers and placed
the entire lot in one of our front windows. Every
package contained some article of jewelry or silver,
and among the rest were one gents' gold filled watch
guaranteed twenty years, one lady's gold watch guar-
anteed ten years, twelve solid gold rings, twelve studs,
twenty-four stick-pins, twelve pair cuff-buttons, sterling
silver mounted combs, chain bracelets, sterling silver
hearts, belt buckles, ebony brushes and other articles
in great variety. As early as 6.30 on the morning of
the 24th a crowd had assembled at the door, and by
8 P. M. every package had found a purchaser. Through
the medium of a placard in the window we announced
that the grab sale would begin on Saturday morning
at ten o'clock. Of course, we had to get up a new
lot of goods, so we selected such articles as we could
let go for twenty-cents, costing from two dollars to
three dollars per dozen, and put in one nickel and
one gold filled watch and a nine-dollar cut glass dish
as prizes for the second day. We disposed of the
entire lot of 468 packages by 7.30 P. m., which, with
the sales of the previous day, made an aggregate of
1(68 packages. Every purchaser went away thoroughly
satisfied, and the fad that some of them drove twenty
miles to attend the sale goes to prove that this is a
most efficacious means of clearing out an old stock of
jnvelry. Except in the case of larger pieces I think it
is a better plan than to resort to an auction. I shall be
pleased to give you any further particulars and hope
your readers will benefit by this information.

Yours respectfully,
E. H. DE SELMS (GEO. HAY CO.).Attica, Ina.

A Plan of " Trading In"
ED. KEYSTONE :—After reading your article on

" Trading In " I thought that the plan which I pursue
and have found to work well would interest my brother
jewelers. When a man comes to price a watch I ask
him what kind of a watch he is thinking of buying.
After getting a general idea of what he requires, I
show him something of a much higher grade than the
one he intends to buy. I avoid giving him prices on
what he wants, as much as possible, until he produces
the watch which he intends to trade in. After exam-
ining the latter I do not tell him how much I will
allow for it, but I say, " We shall see just what you want
and I will tell you how we will trade." After selecting
a watch that pleases him I tell him I will trade for
 . If he asks how much I am allowing for the

old watch I merely avoid answering the question by
some strategy or other. The first time I tried this it
worked surprisingly well, and ever since I have posi-
tively declined to say how much I allow for the old
watch. I never tell a man that his watch is of little
value and that I cannot allow much for it. I usually
leave him to fancy it worth what he gave for it, minus
the depreciation incurred during the time he wore it.
In this way I have traded for watches that were not
worth more than a dollar or possibly two, and got
them at what I could afford to sell them for. By
offering to allow a given price in trade for an old
watch I have lost the sale of the new one on the
ground that the customer would not let the old one go
at so low a figure. Under my new system I never lose
a sale when my terms are cash and the customer has
the cash to pay the difference. The first question I
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ask the customer is, " Do you want the watch for
yourself?" If he says yes, I observe whether he is
carrying one ; if so, I conclude he wishes to trade it in
on tile new one. On the other hand, if he says he wishes
it for his boy, I learn the age of the boy and whether he
has ever carried a watch, and if he has done so, I take
it for granted that he will want to trade one in. I com-
mend a trial of this plan to my brother jewelers.

Truly yours,
Oregon, 111. W. KAY DEE.

A Horological Curiosity
ED. KEvsToNE:-1 send you by express an old

watch, and would like to know its age. It was pur-
chased by Sylvanus Ferris, of Greenwich, Conn., about
1754, and was then an old watch. Since then it has had
a most interesting history. Mr. Ferris carried it through
many battles of the French and Indian wars of Ticon-

deroga and Crown Point, in 1759 ; also through the
battles of the Revolution. His house was several
times ransacked by the tories and on these occasions,
under pretence of lighting the candle, he would bury
it in the ashes of the fire-place. Since the time of its
purchase by Sylvanus Ferris it has been carefully pre-
served in the family. The outer case, as you will
notice, has a patch on it—this was there when pur-
chased in 1754.

Yours truly,
Reinsen, N. Y. C. CLARK JONES.

[The watch referred to by our correspondent
was made by John Andrews, who was in business in
Leadenhall Street, London, from 1688 to 1710, and is
a very good specimen of English watchmaking of that
period. The patch mentioned is indeed a curiosity,
and in order that our readers may understand the
modus oficrandi of the craft when strength and
durability were more sought after than beauty, in
repairing, we illustrate the outer case above. As will
be noticed, the patch is riveted on, no attempt being
made at soldering.—Eo.]

The Postal Card Contest Again
ED. KEYSTONE :—We have just finished a postal

card contest similar to the one which you described in
the February and May numbers of THE KEYSTONE.
It has been attended with such success that we wish to
write you about it. Our contest closed on June ist
and we received nearly 700 postals. We awarded
three prizes : First prize, solid gold spectacles. Second
prize, gold filled spectacles. Third prize, aluminum
spectacles. The inscription to be written was " Eyes
tested free at the New Haven Optical Co., 8or Chapel
Street." The three winning postals contained the
above inscription 178, 170 and 143 times, respectively.
Thirty-one postals came in after the contest had closed,
the three best containing the sentence zoo, 181 and 176
times, respectively, showing a state of excellence which
we believed worthy ot. recognition. We therefore
awarded three more prizes, the same as we had given
the first three winners. We enclose three different
ads.—first, where we offered the prizes ; second,
announcement of winners, and third, extra awards.

We regard this suggestion as a valuable one. We
are close readers of THE KEYSTONE and find that it is
essential for the success of every optician or jeweler.

Yours very truly,
New Haven, Conn. NEW HAVEN OPTICAL CO.

July, rgoi

A Handy Tool for Ring Mounting
FD. KEYSTONE :—In the June issue of THE KEY-

STONE " Belcher" inquires for some way for mounting
stones in rings having large claws. I used to have a
great deal of trouble with these jobs until I contrived
a tool which makes it quite easy. I got the idea from
seeing a dentist use one to fill teeth with gold.

The tool consists of a brass tube 53 inches long
and 34 inch inside diameter. A solid brass plug N
of an inch long fits neatly into this tube, so it will
slide back and forth easily. In the end of this plug a
hole is drilled about g of an inch in diameter and
of an inch deep, and a small spiral spring is soft
soldered ill. This is to lessen the force of the blow
when the plug comes' in contact with the closed end of
tube. At the closed end of the tube a No. 22 car-
tridge shell is soft soldered, slanting downward. A
hole is drilled through the end of the cartridge and
into the side of the tube. The other end of the tube
has a punch-holder fitted to it in such a way that it
(the punch-holder) may slide in and out a little, and
be returned to its place by a spring. The punches are
simply stubbs wire, with various shaped ends, and are
held in the holder by a screw that is tapped through
the side. About 5 feet of ?a inch rubber tubing is at-
tached to the cartridge shell and the other end is pro-
vided with a stiff rubber bulb about 334 inches long
by 134 inches in diameter. By placing the bulb on the
floor and alternately pressing and releasing it with the
foot a series of light or heavy blows may be applied to
the punch and allow the right hand to apply the punch
and regulate the direction of the blow.

After the setting has been prepared to receive the
stone it is an easy matter to bend the prongs down
until they just rest on the stone ; if an eyeglass is used
and light is reflected so as to enter the eye between •
the prong and the stone.

It is a useful tool for other purposes as well.
Sometimes joint pins in watch caps are very stubborn,
and as it is necessary to remove them to do a good
job of engraving, it will be found of great use to
engravers. It is also of use for applying beading
punches to old work and for a great many other
purposes

The ring being operated upon should be held on
something as solid as possible. Several holes are
drilled in the tube just above the punch-holder to
allow air to enter and escape freely. If the rubber
tube kinks where it is attached to the cartridge, a
small coiled spring may be inserted to keep it out
round and full. I hope this will prove to be as great
a help to " Belcher " and the rest of the craft as it has
been to me.

Yours truly,
Burlingame, Kans. F. W. HUNT.

Going After a Position
' James A. Shaw, in the Chicago Times-Herald,
talking to boys who want positions, says:

" Put an ad. in some good paper, stating in clear-
cut language your age, qualifications and that you are
willing and ambitious. Look through the best news-
papers and pick out the ads. that seem attractive and
write a letter to each one. Call personally on the
firms you would like to be with, carrying a letter of
application composed and written by yourself. Try
to impress upon those to whom you go the fact that
you are just the boy they want, and yet don't make
yourself obnoxious. Take any position you can get,
just so it is an honorable one, for the possession of a
position is the best recommendation you can have for
securing another, should you wish to.
" If you are out of a position when you apply, the

person applied to may think that it is through your
own fault. Take your hat off when you approach any
one for a position so that he can see that you know
what politeness is, and can also see your head at the
same time. The shape of your head may get you the
position. Perhaps your head may not be exactly the
right shape ; but if you have poorly shaped head and
no politeness you are worse off than with politeness
and poor head. Men judge a good deal by the face
and shape of the head. Dress as neatly but quietly
as possible. If you can get letters of introduction
it will enable you to get a hearing, which you might
not be able to do if you didn't have them."

The Keystone Watch Case Co.'s

Bulletin Qf Watch Cases
For Fall Trade

Reduction in
Price of
Sterling Silver
Cases

Reduction in
Price of
Swing Ring
Silveroid
Cases

Owing to an increase in output and

a corresponding increase in productive

facilities, we are enabled to announce a

reduction averaging about 10 per cent. in

the prices of Keystone Sterling Silver
Cases. As these cases are the recognized
standard in their grade, and easily salable

by the retailer at highest rates, the reduc-

tion may be regarded as a substantial ad-

dition to your profit. The new patterns

will be a further impetus to sales.

We arc also
enabled for simi-
lar reasons to an-
nounce a material
reduction in the
price of Swing
RingSilveroid

wTihlleCases. re-
duction    
crease the profit
to the retailer and
at the same time
very largely in-
crease sales.

D 04%

IS oz. IS Size. Case only, $1.50
18 Size. o o 1.50
le Size. " " 1.50

Prices according to Keystone Key

The Keystone Watch Case 
Company

igth and Brown Streets, 
Philadelphia, Pa.



The Long Period of Prosperity promises to reach itsclimax this Fall. Never in all history did so tempting an opportunity confrontthe retail jeweler. Not in your lifetime may its like recur. It is your business tomake the most of it ; it is ours to aid you to do so, and to that end we have placedon the market the most beautiful, comprehensive and varied line of watch cases inall grades ever shown in a single season.

2,J

A Few

New Patterns of

Keystone Solid Gold
Cases

001

The Fall of 1901 will be pre-eminently a jeweler's season—a season
of indulgence in luxuries, of liberal spending and discriminating 

buying. It will

be, first of all, a solid gold case season, and in no class of gods 
does the name

of the maker count for so much. This trade-mark which is stamped in every

Keystone Solid Gold case, clinches the customer's confidence and dispels 
suspicion.

It symbolizes the watch case standard of worth, workmanship and 
beauty.

Additional

New Patterns of Keystone Solid Gold Cases

292

G 0013
G 243 E 683

G 143

G 484
I 41;:i 17

The Keystone Watch Case Company
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

G .11 732
E 671

G 147

The Keystone Watch Case Company

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, 
Pa.



The Supremacy of the Jas. BOSS case is well
maintained in the wealth of new styles and patterns for Fall trade. Our annual
task is a trying one. The jewelers are wont to look to us each succeeding year
for an improvement on all that has gone before, and we take pride in our record
of never disappointing them. All pronounce the new line by far the handsomest
and most complete yet produced.

F 1328
16 Site I11g., $18.50 0. F., Jid.,

F 01
18 Size Mg., $17.50 0. F., Old., $10.00

1.:811
18 Size 11tg., $10.00 0. F., Jtd., $17.00

A Few

New Patterns of

Jas. Boss 14 K. Filled
Cases

Guaranteed for 25 Years

Every Jas. BOSS 14 K. Case has this trade-mark

F 0105
16 Size litg., $17.00 0. F., Jtd., $10.50

F 743
18 Size 111g., $19.00 a F., Jtd., $17.00

The Great Beauty an Individuality'of the engravings
is one of the remarkable features of our new Fall line. 

They arc a triumph

of the designer's and engraver's art, and there is variety to 
suit all tastes. The

best talent naturally gravitates to the most reputable 
concern, and the master

hand is evidenced in the workmanship on the new cases.

Additional

New Patterns of Jas. Boss 14 K. Filled Cases
Guaranteeed for 25 Years

Every Jas. BOSS 14 K. Case has this trade-mark

1,05S-/.1

K. 1078
Yellow Colored Ornamentation

16 Size Mg., $18.50 0. F., Jtd., $16.50

F 1303

0 Size Mg., $12.50

F 837

0 Size 111g., $12.50
0. F. or Sky., J. it., S. Bez., $10.00

F 254

0 Size 111g., $12.50

K 1021

Yellow Colored Ornamentation
0 size II tg., $12.50

U. V. or Sky., J. IL, 8. Ben., $10.01)

10 1501
16 Size Mg., $18.50 0. F., Jtd., 816.50

918

6 Size Mg., $13.50

F 0233

a size I I lg., $12,t59

F 1357

6 Size Htg., $13.50

F 1359

6 Size 111g., 513,69

•

F 1393
18 Size IItg., $19.00 0. F., Jtd., $17.00

The Keystone Watch Case Company
PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY

F612

12 Size, or 12 x 6 Size Htg., $15.50
0. F., Jtd., $14.00

loth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

F 029

12 Size, or 12 x 6 Size 111g., $14.00
0. F., Jtd., $13.00

IC 1092

Yellow Colored Ornamentation

12 Size, or 12 x 6 Size 111g., $15.50
U. F., Jtd., $14.00

K 100

Yellow Colored uniamelltai loll

1.2 ,izt,, or 12 x 6 Size 111g.,
U. F., Jtd., $14.00

The Keystone Watch Case Company
loth and Brown Streets, 

Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY
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Price, Quality and Beauty are the three great factors insales. If you were asked to name the watch case that best combines these threewhat would you answer? Most jewelers would undoubtedly say the Jas. BOSS10 K. case. And perhaps justly so. Solid gold richness of appearance andornamentation, practically a life-time of wear and a price within reach of all-this, indeed, is the retailer's ideal.

A Few

New Patterns of

Jas. Boss Jo K. Filled
Cases

B 771
6 Size Htg., $11.00

Guaranteed for 20 Years

Every Jas. BOSS 10 K. Case has this trade-mark

055-10 9S-7

Popular Jewelry Trade Specialties are the Cyclone
Rolled-Plate cases. They are, in fact, the only ten-year cases that a jeweler can

handle with perfect safety to his reputation. They contain more gold and will

wear longer than most so-called filled cases, and time has proved the 
reliability

of the guarantee.

Some New Patterns of Cyclone Rolled-Plate Cases
Guaranteed for 10 Years Every Cyclone Case has this trade-Mark

13 783
6 Size 111g., $11.00

M1042 6 Size Htg., $7.501039 0 Size $7.00
0 Size g., $7.00

1040

6 Size Iltg., $7.50

CL OA k,

B 808
16 Size Htg., $13.00 0. F., Jtd., $11.50

B 776
0 Size Htg., $10.00

0. F. or Sky., J. 13., 8. Bez., $7.50

B 786
0 Size Htg., $10.00

0. F. or Sky., J. B., S. Bez., $7.50

B 801
16 Size wig., $13.00 0. F., Jtd., $11.50

1071
12 x 6 Size 111g., S.00 0. F., dtd., $7.50

919
16 Size 111g., $8.00 U. F., ltd., $7.50

B 80!I
18 Size Mg., $13.50 O. F., Jtd., $12.00

B 755
12 Size, or 12 x 6 Size Htg., $12.50

0. F., Jtd., $11.50

B 750
12 Size, or 12 x 6 Size Htg., $12.50

B 821
18 Size Htg., $13.50 0. F., Jtd., $12.00

The Keystone Watch Case Company
PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY

18 Size 111g., $8.00 0. F., Jtd., $7.50

1075
18 Size Mg., $8.00 0. F., Jtd., $7.50

loth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Keystone Watch Case Company'
loth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE 
KEY



N 561
12 Size Ing., $10.50 0. F., Jtd., $9.50

0. F., Screw B. & B., $9.50

1st 553
12 Size frig., $10.50 1.., ,F9.5o

Screw B. & E.,

The Most Popular Novelty
in watch cases is the Keystone Sterling Silver case
with NIELLO ornamentation. The cuts give a hint
of the pattern, but in showing the beauty of the case
they are a ridiculous failure. You must see to
admire. They can be had in all sizes.

NIELLO is a jet black, lustrous compound. The ornamentationis produced by cutting an artistic design into the silver on
backs and centers, and filling with NIELLO the space wherethe silver is removed. NIELLO is flexible and won't cracklike enamel in case of denting; it is as durable as silver, and
being surrounded and protected by the silver it can't rub off.

N 55U
12 Size Mg., $10.50 0, F., Jtd., $9.50

0. F., Screw B. & B., $9.50

N 502
12 Size Htg., $10.50 0. F., Jtd., $9.50

0. F., Screw B. & B., $9.50

N 505
0 Size Htg., $9.40

0. F., Jtd. Back, S. Buz., $7.50

N 504
16 Size Htg., $11.20 0. F., Jtd., $10.20

COMPLETE LINE OF

SILVEROID
CASES

We are the only concern that makes a
full line of cases in this grade. There's the
same variety in size, same daintiness of form,
same prettiness of ornamentation as in higher
grade cases. SILVEROM cases are a
much nearer approach to silver cases in color
and richness than the ordinary nickel cases.

418
3 oz. 18 Size 0. F., Jtd. or Screw B. 6t B., $1, 3o

$W4 ER00

D 153
6 Size Mg., $2.20
0. F., Jtd.,

D 955
6 Size Iltg., $2.20 0. F. Jtd., $1.30

D 01
18 Size Htg., $2.20 0. F., Jtd., $1.30

I) 010
Case only

12 Size Htg., 82.20 o. F., Jtd., $1.30

D 0205
16 Size Htg., $2.20 0. F., Jtd., $1.30

The Keystone Watch Case Company
PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY loth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The
Show Window

Suggestions for a Hot-Weather Window

NE of the strongest ways of stating a fact is by showing the

absurdity of the ofifiosile of the fact. The mind enjoys being

led by indirection. The best story is that in which the climax

is reached by collapse of the apparently logical " working out " of the

plot, and some sudden surprise in the last page changes the whole

aspect of the plot. Some peculiar contradiction in human nature

makes it prefer to have the gee rein pulled, when it is to be driven to

the haw side. That which most pleases is the conviction by contra-

ries. Hence, the justification for the following suggestion for a Hot-

Weather Window :
Lay a mirror in the center of the floor of the window. Cover all

the remaining portion of the floor with cotton, arranged " lumpily
''

in some places and " smooth" in others. Let this cotton cover the

edges of the mirror, which is to simulate an ice-covered lake sur-

rounded by snow. The cotton must be sprinkled with " diamond"

powder, to give it the necessary sparkling effect.

In one corner in the snow, near the lake, stand a small evergreen

tree ; its branches flecked with the powdered cotton, and its base 
high-

piled with the same " snow."

Get little figures of men and women, a few inches high, from the

toy store-or cut them yourself out of raw potatoes ; and dress 
them,

to indicate cold weather, with ulsters, mufflers, etc. Put some of these

on the " ice" mirror, in the position of skating ; place a group 
under

the tree, crouching over a fire of red mica, or tinsel, and little 
sticks;

arrange others in characteristic wintry employments. A house o
r two

(toy store again), covered with the " snow," should stand 
in the dis-

tance ; and a winding road (the snow on it lined in 
semblance of

tracks) should lead to it.

The general effect can be improved by getting the confection
er to

to make you some icicles of " clear " candy, to hang from the
 branches

of the tree-attaching them by small binding-wire. Break up some

glass into small pieces, to indicate broken ice, and place th
ese pieces

at one corner of the lake ; stick a splinter of wood in th
is broken ice,

with a cord attached, marked " Danger." On one edge of the lake

pile, irregularly, some small jewelry boxes, all snow-co
vered except

one side, on which have painted " Buy Boss Cases," or 
" John Smith,

Best Repairing," and similar legends, in accordance wi
th the adver-

tising practice of defacing rocks for mercantile glory.

In the foreground place a large thermometer. The mercury will,

of course, stand somewhere around " blood heat ;" but 
stick to the

thermometer a 1167° pointing to zero, and on this ha
nd inscribe,

" In the sweet By-and-By !"

P-T4
LiTA

An Appropriate Window Display

HE meeting of the Odd Fellows and Daughters of 
Rebeccah

t- Grand Lodge of O
regon, recently held at Baker City, was

utilized to advantage by Carl Adler, jeweler, whose 
unique

window display attracted much attention. The subject of the display

was the parting of " Ruth and Naomi," who were r
epresented by two

wax figures, appropriately posed, between two ta
stefully decorated

Pillars. At the top of each of the pillars was placed a f
loral wreath,

beneath which the electric lights lent their brilliancy to 
the touching and

imposing scene. The attitudes of the figures and all other features

evidenced a rare degree of cleverness and advertising 
genius.

••••■••••■••
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Incomplete Window Displays

FLY will merchants insist on exhibiting goods in their windows

without the price tag?
If there is one thing more than another that will draw a

customer into a store it is a desirable article well displayed, bearing

the price in plain, unmistakable figures.

One-half of the people who buy anything buy out of the show

window. But a large part of that one-half will not enter a store,

even though they see just what they want from the sidewalk, unless

they are assured, in plain figures, that • the price of the desired article

is not beyond their reach.

There are lots of people who are unnecessarily timid. There are

many who cannot muster up courage enough to walk into a store and

ask the price of something in the window.

Take, for instance, an individual of this kind and start him down

a business street. He is all alone. He has not even the courage that

comes with numbers. He is thinking of buying a bathing suit. He

sees one in the window that he really wants. It is just the kind of

bathing suit he has had in mind. It strikes him just right. He

wonders how much it costs. He twists himself all out of shape

trying to gather this important bit of information from the price ta
g

which has been maliciously turned face downward or tucked away in 
a

fold of the garment.
He is afraid to walk inside and ask the price. It might be out of

all proportion with what he expected to pay. He would then either

have to admit that he could not afford it, or invent some other less

embarrassing excuse for getting out of the store. Finally, he moves

along down the street, still thinking about this particular bathing
 suit.

The price of this suit might have been just about what he wa
s

willing to pay. If so, and it had been displayed, the suit would have

been sold. It is a common belief that if a price mark is left off of an

exhibited article, the price is so high the merchant is afraid to 
quote

it lest he scare away business ; that he prefers to draw peopl
e into his .

store by virtue of the article itself and leave it to the hypno
tic power

of his clerks to close the sale.

The truth of the matter is, however, that some merchants h
ave a

high-toned notion that it detracts from the standing of their sto
re to

exhibit the prices of their goods. They feel that they are catering to

a trade with whom the price is a secondary matter, if
, indeed, it is

worthy of consideration at all. This is a mistake. The wealthy class

are just as much interested in prices as their less favored 
fellow men.

That is why they are wealthy. It is a fact that the number of people

who will walk into a store and buy things right and left 
without a

thought as to the cost would not fill a large room.

That window display which leaves no room for guessing 
will bring

the most trade, no matter what the goods may be or whom 
they were

intended to attract. -Prinkrf Ink.

Instruction in Selling

HE curriculum of our schools and colleges and of most 
courses

of instruction in theory and practice, says the Show 
Window,

are based principally on the idea that acquirement is 
the prime

,essential in all study, and, of course, it is, because one must p
ossess

before he can dispose ; but we would suggest that in t
he process of

acquiring knowledge, it is just as essential to instruct ho
w to dispense

knowledge to best advantage. We are discussing the 
idea in relation

to the practical value of knowledge and its bearin
g on commercial

affairs. We take a young man in our counting-room an
d our course

of instruction starts from the point that he must first a
cquire knowledge

how to buy before he will be fit to sell goods. But the point appears

as an interrogation here : Should not the course 
be reversed and the

effort be directed to qualifying the young man to 
sell goods ? Surely

the call is greater now in commercial affairs for men 
who can sell

goods'than for competent men to buy them.
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Diamonds
The most noticeable result of the recent

trip abroad of our diamond buyer, is the
remarkable increase in our diamond sales,
showing that our policy of going direct to
Amsterdam for our supply, is appreciated
by the trade.

It has always been our aim to place
before our customers the right kind of a
stock and the proper assortment at reason-
able prices. How well we have .succeeded
is attested by the generous patronage ac-
corded us. It would be a hard matter to
find a stock better adapted to all require=
ments—in fact, most any kind of a stone
desired can be found in it.

Send us your Diamond and other
precious stone orders—we will surely fill
them to your satisfaction.

Optics
Many jewelers either are graduate

opticians or retain one to care for their
trade in this line. But whether you are
an optician, keep one or merely handle a
few optical goods, we want your business
and submit the following facts.

No exclusive optical house can give you
any better service, goods or prices than we,
no matter how large your business or
whether you are an exclusive optician or
not, because this line is a very important
part of our business, and we give it just
as much thought and study as though we
did nothing else. We import optical goods
direct as well as other goods. Prescriptions
filled by us are guaranteed to be absolutely
accurate—in fact, we handle the entire
prescription business of some of the best
opticians in the country. Write for special
optical catalogue, it will interest you.

Watches
We presume you have found the great

difficulty in buying watches is the fact that
you cannot always get what you want
when you want it. Send us your orders
and you obviate that difficulty to a great
extent. We'll tell you why.

Our Watch Department is very large
and perfectly equipped, and handles a great
volume of business each year. This in itself
is one important reason for our leadership
in the watch line, but there are others,
namely : watchfulness of our customer's
interests and uniformly low prices.

Our success in attending to patron's
wants in Elgin, Hamilton and Waltham
movements in gold, gold filled and silver
cases, we would gladly extend to you if
you'll allow us. Try it.

Material
that is cheap, regardless of quality, is the
most expensive in the long run. We don't
handle that kind, but we do handle such
as will give perfect satisfaction both in
quality and price.

Take our " Diamond Brand " main-
springs for example. There is no more
important part of a movement than a
mainspring, and the necessity of a good
one is very apparent. When one breaks
within a reasonable length of time you are
expected to replace it free of charge. Now,
unless that spring be a " Diamond Brand"
it costs you money to replace it, but if it
is you send us the outer end, which has
" B. A. & Co." scratched on it, and we will
send you a new one free of charge. In
other words, we guarantee this brand to
give satisfaction. Nothing could be fairer
than this, and you'll find it a principle prom-
inent in every department of our business.

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO.
Wholesale Jewelers

131-137 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO
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THE KEYSTONES

Retailers, when they are visited by sale
smen,

should make it a point to give the knights o
f the grip

a hearing with the least delay possible. 
While sales-

men are at all times willing to abide the t
ime of the

retailer when he will look over samples, 
nevertheless

the retailer should bear in mind that the
 salesmen

have to arrange their time to the best a
dvantage, and

unnecessary .delay on the part of the retailer 
means

much to the salesman. If a dealer does not wish to

look at samples then tell the salesmen in as
 few words

as possible. If you look at samples do so without

taking up too much time, as time is money to the

salesman. There are some dealers who will not tell a

salesman that they do not want to look at 
samples, but

will keep him waiting around for hours, 
and at last

condescend to see him, and inform him th
at they do

not care to see the goods. Now, this is not business

and is certainly no gentlemanly way in 
which to treat

a knight of the grip.

Ed. Fry, Northwestern traveler for the St
ein &

Ellbogen Co., Chicago, has been getting h
is share of

the business in that territory. He is one 
of the hard-

working and proficient men of the professio
n.

One of the standbys of the trade is Jack 
Adler,

who handles the ring line of J. S. Adler &
 Co., New

York. He is popular with the jewelers, a
nd deservedly

so. Mr. Adler just finished an extended trip
 through

the Middle West the middle of last mont
h, and is now

enjoying his usual summer vacation.

George M. Landon, for eight years past 
Chicago

and Western representative for D. S. Spaulding,

manufacturer, Mansfield, Mass., goes with 
Fred. Fuchs

& Bros., manufacturers of sterling s
ilver hollowware,

New York, August 1st. Mr. Landon will cover his

old territory in his new position.

John 13raude, of the traveling force of 
the M. S.

Fleishman Co., is a wide-awake young m
an, well liked

by the trade. With the end of June he finished up his

most successful spring season.

C. W. Thomas, who formerly re
presented M. B.

Bryant and Co., New York, in the Sout
h and Middle

West, will hereafter cover the same 
territory for All-

sopp Bros., Newark, N. J.

J. T. Thornton, of the traveling staf
f of Hayden

W. Wheeler & Co., New York, 
returned to head-

quarters last month. He will again l
eave for his terri-

tory with replenished sample cases on 
July 20th.

Ben. M. Henchel, the popular 
representative of

Heintz Bros., Buffalo, is wearing a 
broad smile and

passing Havanas on account of the ar
rival at his home

of a bouncing boy. THE KEYSTO
NE extends con-

gratulations.
J. G. Schwab, son of the head of 

the house of

A. G. Schwab & Bro., Cincinnati, wi
ll go on the road

regularly this fall for this firm. Louis Lang, a mem-

ber of the traveling force of the ab
ove firm for the

past eight years, and one of the bri
ght and successful

men of the traveling profession, has
 recently been ad-

mitted to an interest in the business.

Mark Eiseman, Southern traveler fo
r the L. Bau-

man Jewelry Co., St. Louis, starts o
ut the middle of

the present month on his early fall
 trip with his rich

and handsome line.

Julius Newman, the well-known Western and

Southern traveler, has returned to th
e L. Bauman

Jewelry Company, St. Louis, and will 
hereafter repre-

sent them in Missouri, Oklahoma and
 Kansas territory.

John T. Sluggett has taken a road 
position with

Wm. Weidlich & Bro., manufacturer
s agents and gold

pen makers, St. Louis; he will cov
er Southern territory.

Eugene Frommeyer, Ohio, Indiana 
and Illinois

representative for L. Gutmann & Sons, 
Cincinnati, will

start out with his new fall line early t
he present month.

I. T. Pierce, traveler for the Edwards & 
Sloane

Co., Kansas City, is enjoying a month's vacatio
n with

his parents at his old home, Wichita, Kans.

I... W. Brims, Western traveler for the Ju
ergens &

Andersen Co., Chicago, is enjoying a month
's outing

among the Eastern pleasure resorts.

M. R. Peck, who represents M. A. Mead &
 Co.,

Chicago, in Western and Southern terri
tory, is enjoy-

ing his summer vacation this month at his ol
d home in

Michigan.
Joe S. Ritch, well known to the Southern 

trade, is

now representing Sproehnle & Co., Chicago, in

watches, and the Geneva Optical Co., of the 
same city,

in optical goods—covering Texas, Louisiana and

Arkansas territory. Mr. Ritch has just closed a most

successful spring season, and will start out 
soon \\Alt

his new fall lines.

W. M. Davidson, who represents the 
railway

time service department for J. W. Forsinger, of

Chicago, is a man ()I many territories. I\ Ir. Davidson

is found wherever the time service calls
 him, and that

means from one end of the country to 
the other, so

that within the course of a year he 
travels about as

many miles as any salesman in the jewelr
y trade.

C. A. Whiting, of Alice Neilson 
bracelet fame,

and head of the manufacturing firm of 'Whiting 
&

Davis, takes in the jobbing trade fr
ont New York to

San Francisco, and is one of the mos
t popular men on

the road, as well as one of the best 
salesmen.

J. S. Frank, who represents Sus
sfeld, Lorsch &

Co., from New York to San Francisc
o, is enjoying his

usual summer vacation during the pre
sent month away

down among the fishing haunts of Ma
ine.

Charles F. Wood & Co., the well-knomi
 diamond

house of New York, announce the 
engagement of

Charles A. Garlick, who is one of the
 best known

Western travelers, to represent them 
among the trade

in the larger cities, from Pittsburg to Sa
n Francisco. Mi.

Garlick will have his headquarters in C
hicago, as usual.

Emil Despres, Western and Northwe
stern repre-

sentative for H. F. Hahn & Co., Chicag
o, is enjoying

his summer outing this month amo
ng the Eastern

pleasure resorts. He will spend ten 
days of his vaca-

tion taking in the Pan-American E
xposition at Buffalo.

Frank Strayer, Iowa and Nebraska 
representative

for the C. F. Happel Co., Chicago
, is enjoying his

vacation this month on his " farm " 
at Cedar Falls,

Iowa. Some people may not know 
it, but Frank is

something of a farmer as well as a good
 salesman.

Steve Bridges has a way which is 
pleasing to his

customers and profitable to his firm, 
H. F. Hahn &

Co., of Chicago. Mr. Bridges is s
pending a few weeks

with his family at their summer home
 in Cedar Lodge,

Mich., where he is enjoying a muc
h-needed rest.

Another of the " boys" to whom th
e latch string

is always out is that " thin" you
ng man, Max Noel,

who, whether he comes in a ballon 
or in an automo-

bile, is always welcome among the
 Western trade.

He is still doing good work for t
he Stein & Ellbogen

Co., Chicago.

N. R. Fuller, traveling salesman 
for the Edwards

& Sloane Co., Kansas City, was 
married Wednesday,

June 5th, to Miss Laura Ward, of 
that city. Mr. and

Mrs. Fuller have been doing th
e Eastern pleasure

resorts on their wedding journey. 
They expect to

return to Kansas City early in the 
present month and

settle down to old-fashioned marr
ied life. THE K EV-

STONE, along with the rest of 
Mr. Fuller's many

friends in the trade, desires to 
extend its congratula-

tions to himself and bride and 
wishes them a happy

and prosperous journey through l
ife.

Will. H. Wagner, the popular an
d accomplished

gentleman who represents the Sigl
er Bros. Co., of

Cleveland, in the West and Northwe
st, is one of the

best known men in the trade. 
" Willie " has sold

jewelry for several days and is 
over seven. He is a

great believer in expansion and 
the Sigler line in par-

ticular. He can sell jewelry, tell a 
story, make a

speech, sing a song, play golf a
nd make a beautiful

bluff at playing baseball. Will. always looks like

ready money.

E. C. Mench, who travels in 
Wisconsin, Minne-

sota, Upper Michigan, and North
 and South Dakota

territory for the Rockford Silver 
Plate Co., will start

out during the present month 
with this firm's hand-

some fall line. Likewise will C. J.
 Taggart, who covers

Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska for 
this company, and C.

C. Coulter, who represents t
hem in Missouri, Illinois

and Indiana. W. C. Anton is a 
new man on the force,
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who will take the territory in Ohio, West 
Virginia and

Michigan, formerly covered by J. C. Dullam,
 lately

deceased. I. Soverign will, as usual, take care of New

York and Pennsylvania, and likewise W. 
H. Grenfel

xvill cover the Canadian provinces for the 
Rockford

Co. All the above travelers expect to start ou
t on

their early fall trips sometime during the prese
nt month.

J. 1). Hamilton is a new member of the tra
veling

force of the Schrader-Wittstein Co., Chicago
, and will

cover the territory heretofore looked after by
 C. A.

Garlick. Mr. Hamilton is well-known to the Western

trade fr( an his long connection with the New En
gland

Watch Co., New Haven Clock Co., and the old 
Rock-

ford Watch Co., as traveling representative, and
 brings

a large road experience to his new. position. 
He will

start out on his first road trip for his new house 
some-

time during the present month.

C. Dominick, who travels in the Northwest for 
C.

I I. Knights & Cu., left Chicago the last of 
June for

New York City, his old home, where he will enj
oy his

summer outing.

B. F. Simpson, Northwestern traveler for Ot
to

Young & Co., left Chicago headquarters the last we
ek

of June for a month's vacation, to be spent tr
aveling

through the East and doing the Pan-American 
Expo-

sition at Buffalo. He was accompanied by his
 friend

With customer, Jeweler A. R. Huebsch, of St. Ch
arles,

:\ I inn., who will make the trip with Mr. Simpson.

They 1611 spend the first days of their outing
 at Mr.

Simpson's old home in Canada ; from there they go
 to

Buffalo for a week, after which they will see B
oston,

the Attleboros, New York, Philadelphia, and then

'Washington, when they will turn their faces hom
eward.

Carl Weibezahn, the Northwestern hustler for 
A.

C. Becket), left Chicago headquarters the l
ast of June

for an extended Western trip, which will i
nclude the

Pacific Northwest. C. E. Roy, who represents the

same house in Kansas, Nebraska and 
Colorado, left

Chicago headquarters the middle of June f
or an ex-

tended trip over his territory.

A. H. Vivian, the hustling representative for
 Benj.

Allen & Co., Chicago, in Kansas, Nebraska and
 Colo-

rado territory, is spending his summer N'aca
tion on his

old stamping ground in Detroit. E. I). Gallagher,

representative of this firm in Indiana and Illinoi
s terri-

tory, will spend his vacation at his home in Fort

Wayne, Ind., during the present month.

A Jewelry Drummer's Disappointment

One of the stories told around Atlanta, Ga
., last

month, concerned a diamond drummer f
rom New

York and an Atlanta firm of jewelers. The 
firm raffled

off a $1200 diamond ring. The drummer was in their

shop a few days before the raffle. He wa
s not particu-

larly popular with the members of the fi
rm, so he

bought a chance on the ring, just to square
 himself in

a measure and at the same time, he t
hought, he might

get the diamond.

After he paid for the chance Ile stepped 
around

the corner to another jeweler's shop and 
called one of

the clerks aside.
" I've got a chance on that ring around t

he cor-

ner," he explained to the clerk. " I must
 leave the

city to-day and I ■'ant you to throw my chance for me
.

If you win the ring 1 will give a fine suit
 of clothes."

" Good enough," the clerk respond
ed. "I have

never yet lost at a raffle. The ring is just the same as

yours right now."

After the drummer left town, the clerk 
dropped in

at the shop where the ring was and 
told of the deal he

had made with the drummer.

"Alla !" one of firm exclaimed. " Here's a 
chance

to even up with that fresh drumm
er. I'll just fix him

right now."
With the clerk's help they made up a 

telegram

which they sent him, signed by the clerk
. It got away

Friday morning, the day of the raffle. It 
was as follows :

" What shall I do with the diamond ring
? Answer

quick."
About noon the reply came :

" Express ring to me fully insured, coll
ect at this

end. Get finest suit of clothes in town and 
charge to

me. Great work."winele t 
he felt that afternoon when this

or ca 

answer to his happy message reached him?

" Raffle at 7 to-night. If I win will send as you

direct."



After Inventory
we find a larger stock on hand of some staplegoods than we wish to carry; some of them wehave discontinued manufacturing. The new sam-ples crowd out the old, so we have markeddown, to prices that will prove attractive to closebuyers, many of them, consisting of Gold Pensand Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils, Tooth-picks, Glove I3uttoners, etc., in silver, rolled-plate, agate, pearl, etc. We will take pleasure inquoting prices and furnishing samples for inspec-tion on application.

Mercantile Fountain Pens
in new styles, in Cabinet and Show-Case
assortments. Made and fully warranted by

Al WW1
Q. 3. Chased Barrel, Gold Bands. %size.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.
19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties
GENERAL AGENTS FOR PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

%tationerp Engraving
Why not cater for this work, Mr. Jeweler, as an adjunct to your regular business?There is money in it.

Our prices are the lowest, consistent with good work.
We furnish the trade a 5-quire •
box of afONOGRA MMED
Paper of the latest size, finest
quality, with envelopes to
match, complete for $1.75 to
$2.00, prepaid, to any city in the United States.Also put up in 2-quire boxes, at 75 to 85 cents,prepaid.

Must he seen to be eppreelated. Circulars and sentriesfor the asking. Send for it t rie I rder us 111/011), and we willinclude folders for taking ord.•1,.

WM. FREUND & SONS,
Ikadquarters for { Wedding Invitations

and Announccrnents

174-176 STATE STREET,
CHICAGO.

Embossed Stationery,
Letter Hcads, Etc.

Largest Plant, assuring prompt service. Best work and lowest prices.

Calling Cards

41-r..,:.0A.11(5''M"g*:•••
This Elegant Show Case FREE with our $10.00 assortment.ContMns space fur 2 dozen pens and boxes.

Fountain Pens They
lynt Gold Pens Z1e,t

The Wright, Jr. NEW—Just Out.
$6.00 per doz.

Fitted with good 14 K. solid gold pen.
Unquestionably the beat value on themarket.

Our Fine Assortment.$10.00,Sh0wC55eFree. COLItIlills 1 dozen assorted plain,
eltased,blitek,mot t led IIII(1 gold-mountedholders, fitted with heavy 14 K. goldpens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each.

Above SENT ON APPROVAL.
All Wright Pens are warranted per-fect. Will exchange or money refund-ed if not satisfactory. Signs, cartons,and adv. matter with every order.

.grolou ■•■4-16■:1--f
- WRITEI_RIGHT

•

The above in assorted styles at $ 7,5 0 per dozen, Gold inount,l, ,it $13,50 per dozen.WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS. SEND US YOUR JOBS.Wm. Weidlich ec Bro.,
Proprietors. WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis.

No. 326. Plain or Chased, Black or Mottled Rubber _Holder, No. 2, 14 K. Pen, Fountain. Price each, 75 cents.

No. 320. Extra Large Plain or Chased Case, No. 4, 14 Karat Pen, line, medium or stub, Fountain Pen. Price each, $Loo.

No. 233. Gold Pens in Seamless Gold-plated, Fancy Cut Gold Ball and \Vire Pearl Desk holder, No, 2. Price each, $1.62.Fountain Pens and Gold Pens and Assorted Holders put up in assortments of one dozen and upwards at
Special Low Prices. Send for Catalogue and Price-List.

B. GRIESHABER,I`clancicbuf71-21u: ....I's and Fountain Pens, 84-90 State Street, CHICAGO

JUNIVER5ITY
We manufacture and repair GOLD and FOUNTAIN PE N S. We are the oldest firmin Chicago in this line of business, and guarantee satisfaction.

l yourS. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO. Semi us your orders.

le et e  Work.

ROOM 802, COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.
1.111,01nd, on pogo 1121, November, 1900, Inoue.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
Well e'Perfeet Self-Conform-ing and Ventilating RingAdjuster is the result of manyyear. experience. It can be fittedby ajeweler in five minutes. Askyour jobber for it, or I will sendprepaid at once on receipt of price.1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.

Pntrnlerl gold. $3.75, or 5 doz., assorted
nod ranuda. sizes. for $2.00 ; I doz., metal,assorted sizes, 85c. (Sc. extra ifregiuered.) For samples, a small size gold andmedium size metal will be sent for 40cts., or a mediumlug, size gold and large size metal for SO cts. Address,

CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.
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Stationery
Good Form in Letter Paper

I AV is the time when the smart woman—
and man as well—is laying in a stock of
writing paper for the summer. It is not

necessary to have a special die giving the sum-
mer residence, but it is one of the small things
which tend to individuality. There is common
sense even in this, for in the case of summer
stationery the address is put not only on the
stationery, but on the flap of the envelope. It
is never certain in summer, when the people are
traveling, that a letter will reach its destination
and this insures its return. The address is given
more in detail, possibly, on the inside, with the
name of the cottage, while on the envelope will
be only the town and State address. Be-
sides these addresses the writer will have her—
or his—monogram or crest on the inside.

For this lettering the coloring will probably
be that of the paper, but a shade darker. Or it
may be maroon, or a dark shade of brown,
which is difficult to obtain in exactly the right
tone, and is therefore particularly desirable.
Whatever the color of the initials on white
paper, if they are in good form, they will be of
only one color, and neither bronze nor gold.
The illuminated letters are not to be seen on the
most up-to-date writing paper.

The style of lettering will vary according
to the taste of the writer, who may have a die
made from an individual design, or in accord-
ance with a few good styles. These cannot be
called popular, for, as the man who knows letter
paper says, when anything is popular it is no

longer desirable. One of the styles which is in
good form 'low is to have the linked initials
simply outlined and lined across the inside.
There are a simplicity and elegance to this style
which is good. With it, as with monogram or

crest, the address may be used below in simple
block initials. The fanciful little frames, which
have contained the initials in the paper for

some time, are no longer used.
A unique and attractive design for the

initials is a tiny diamond, hardly a quarter of an

inch in diameter, into which the three initials

are placed in the simplest of letters. This little

design is placed at the left-hand side of the

paper on the fourth page of the sheet, in one

set of smart writing paper, and the writer begins

the letter on that sheet, turns then to the one

which would be ordinarily the first, and then to

the inside. Another diamond containing three

initials is larger. Neither will take in all letters
satisfactorily, and in the larger diamond the

initials have the appearance of Chinese charac-

ters, from their peculiar up-and-down style. A

neat little style, in which three initials are placed

on a gray mourning paper, is in a small oblong

box, just large enough to contain three Roman

characters. This is set at the side, and is in

black, to match the narrow black border of the

paper.
A handsome die shows an oblong square,

the long way of the die going with the long way

of the paper. In each corner of this is a little

square billet, and the single initial in the center

is a single Roman letter. The Duke of New-

castle's paper, made up over here, has this de-

sign, with the address in block letters below.

Another similar design is going to Newport. A
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large bold design like this is more appropriate
for a man than for a woman. A man may use
any design that would be suitable for a woman,
but the designs which might be used for a man
would be too large and masculine for a woman's
use.

While gold and bronze are not used for
initials or crests, there is a design in coins which
appears in these tints—a Roman coin, with a
Roman head. The initials of the letter-paper
owner in the inside of the circle of the coin will
come in bronze, or there may be a Greek head
on the coin, and then the lettering for the initials
will be Greek. A design which is sometimes
used has the effect of a seal, with initials or a
monogram in the center. This is used in differ-
ent ways, the monogram being on the inside of
the paper and the heavy sealing-wax effect only
on the envelope.

The oblong paper is rather more used now
than the square. The octavo is the proper size
in this paper when used by women. Commercial
is the size for men. One of the most elegant
papers that can be used is a heavy white seventy-
pound variety—a dead white, which does not
conic in the ordinary papers. It has a mill
finish, and nothing can be better or more digni-
fied. The use of fancy colored paper is always
more or less of a fad, and is never taken into
consideration in speaking of good form. There
is always more or less of the tinted papers
used.

Cards are used more or less for summer,
and have the monograms, initials or crests in
the same styles as the letter paper. For notes
and informal invitations note cards form a valua-
ble addition to the summer stationery, owing to
the fact that as a rule they are not always pro-
curable when needed, at the various resorts.

A FOUNTAIN- The jeweler-stationers who visit
PEN EXHIBIT the Pan-American Exposition

will be interested in the follow-
invitation : The Paul E. Wirt Fountain Pen
cordially extends an invitation to the trade and
all who visit the Pan-American Exposition to
call at their booth, where they will find a com-
fortable resting place, pens, writing material,
etc., to do corresponding. Any mail matter
may be directed in care of the Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen Exhibit, Section N, Manufactures
and Liberal Arts Building. The company's
representative will be on hand at all times to
take care of you and attend to all your wants.
The above company has placed on exhibition a
most elaborate line of fountain pens, and it will
be worth your while to drop in, if only for a
moment, to look over the new line of goods for
the fall's business.

FOUNTAIN- The L. E. Waterman Co. has
a pen filler which affords a safe
method of carrying the ink re-

quired to fill a fountain pen. The filler consists

of a bottle with filler attached to the cork. This
is inclosed in a handsome wood case with screw
top, which can be tossed into the grip, trunk,

or suit case, or carried in the pocket, with the
assurance that the ink will be in the bottle and
not distributed over the traveler's belongings
when wanted. The case is of polished wood.
The special advantage to travelers or vacation-
ists is that a supply of the proper ink for their
fountain pen can be carried with them.

PEN FILLER
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KING EDWARD'S King Edward, says the Lon-
NOTE PAPER d011 Free Lance, has a pretty

taste in notepaper. The
monogram, which appears in the left-hand
corner of the new stationery, consists of an Old
English E. In the top portion of the E the
crown is worked in, and in the lower part are
the Roman figures VII. The E is silver in
color, with a black line outside, and both the
crown and the figure VII in black. " Windsor
Castle" is stamped ill black at the head of the
paper. King Edward's favorite paper is hand-
made azure laid, post size, with a slight black
border. Queen Alexandra, up to the present,
has not selected her official monogram. The
late Queen's choice in notepaper, by the way,
was silver gray.

The fashionable color in notepaper in Paris
is mauve in shades or tints, but darker than the
mauve paper of previous years. Some of the
papers are plain, others have a pale border a
quarter of an inch wide, with a thin imitation
cord inside of it.

A Pleasant Smile as a Sale-Maker
A Traverse City, Mich., clerk, in a communica-

tion to Brains, relating a personal experience, says:
" What a blessing it is to have an employee do,

' with a pleasant smile,' without asking questions, that
which is asked of him."

I tell you that " pleasant smile " is the winner
every time. More clerks should cultivate it. They
don't have to put it on like a mask in the morning and
wear it as such. They should be in love with their
work. Then when the hard customer comes in, and
some one calls out " low bridge," and the clerks all
appear to be so busy, some clerk can step up to the
hard customer, and in the most winning manner
ask after her wants. Such a clerk will win that
customer for life, and he himself will feel like a
victor.

I know it, for I tried it one day in particular. The
lady was the hardest customer in the whole city, and
everyone " ducked " when she came in, but I said
to myself that I would win that lady, and I did. She
wasn't hard to get along with, if you just stopped and
studied her little peculiarities. We all have them, and
she, poor woman, didn't know what she wanted, and
she knew the clerks did not like to wait on her. She
felt it, even if she did not show it. Such a woman
has a soft place in her heart, and it can be reached
every time, if you only go at it in the right way.

Before this lady had been in the store ten minutes, I
had her laughing and telling me some funny things
that had happened to her by reason of the clerks
avoiding her. Then she told me that everything had
gone wrong with her, she was sick, her home wasn't
happy that day. I sympathized with her, showed her
some new goods that had just been unpacked, told her
a funny little squib that I had read that morning, got
her mind off herself, and then turned around and sold
her just what she wanted—a good big bill, too, and
sent her home, I think, happy for the first time in
many days. Did I feel any the worse for it ? Not in
the least, for several days after that the wife of the
manager came in and said, " Did you sell So-and-So
anything the other day ?" " Why, how do you know
I had her to wait on?" I asked. "Why, I was here
and heard you talk with her, and saw the way you
treated her." " Well," I said, " I not only sold her the
goods she wanted, but she is coming to-morrow and I

am to sell her some of those new goods." " Well,
you're a good one."

That same clay the manager took occasion to
speak about it, in a laughing, yet in a very pleased
way. That didn't hurt me, either. Everyone likes to
have the clerk with a happy disposition and a pleasant
smile wait on him. He's welcome everywhere.

Laugh and the world laughs with you,
Weep and you weep alone.
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DO YOU KNOW
We Manufacture

The Only Line of
Silver-Aluminum Novelties

Adapted to the jewelry trade, and if you are not already on our listof customers

You're Missing the Best PROFIT-MAKERSin the Market?
Our little sellers are the kind that boom your business, brightenyour show case, pay a good margin and please your customer.

All carefully lacquered, they positively will not finger-mark or tarnish, and can be handled conveniently andfor good.
profitably by any jeweler. Send for a c Italogue, then let us fill a sample order, and you are our customer

E. A. FARGO ci COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.

:tivktejiws'i{t*e#04104.**404r.5.;'We employ only Expert WatchmakersAll Jobs promptly executed
We can save you money on your

Repair Work

Established 1891

IT HAS NO EQUAL
The

to.

A Large Variety
to Select From

"Rival" Loop Spiral Hat Pin

Warranted to
Retain its Shape

Warranted not to
Lose its Brilliancy
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Profitable Novelty
Sold by all

First-Class Jobbers

S. K. GROVER crsz. CO.
Manufacturers of Fine Jewelry and Sterling Silver Novelties

PROVIDNC, R. I.Our new line of Mounted Garters, Suspenders and Buckles in Sterling Silver and Gold, is now ready for inspection

J1.11)', 1

Providence and Attleboro

A bulletin showing the growth of the manufactur-
ing industries of the State of Rhode Island has been
published by the census office. The figures we re-
print below show that the State of Rhode Island is
enjoying its share of the commercial prosperity.

Total number of establish- 1890 1900

intuits in the State . . 3,377 4,190
Capital 8126,483,4(J1 $184,899,485
Wage earners 81,111 96,949
Wages paid S33,239,313 041,252,614
Miscellaneous expenses . $8,825,407 $12,227,664
Cost of material $76,253,023 896,586,653
Value of products . . . 8142,500,625 $184,498,000

The following table shows the value of the pro-
ducts of the cities of Providence, Pawtucket and
Woonsocket respectively for 1890 and 19oo

Providence   

1890
$88, 

• 

1178,897
Pawtucket  
Woonsocket  

871:4;6137:226843
16,303,72!) 1254;ov:532238

The most interesting event at the recent race
meeting of the Attleboro Driving
Association was the match between

Tiney B, a speedy mare owned by

William C. Tappan, of the I). F.

Briggs Co., chain manufacturers, and

William Carpenter's Maud Mace. Mr.

Tappan's mare landed the $roo purse

in hollow fashion, and so impressed

was her owner by the victory that he

issued a challenge to his brother for

a race with Minnie Russell on the

Fourth of July. Charles H. Tappan,

the owner of Minnie Russell, has
accepted the gauntlet. Tiney B. is
considered the best mare that has
ever covered the Attleboro Falls
track, while Minnie Russell has been
the possessor of the same proud
record. The racing fraternity are
anticipating a very sensational con-
test. The noted Tiney B. is shown
ill our illustration.

S. B. Champlin & Co.'s exten-
sion on Chestnut Street, Providence,

will be ready for occupancy in

August. The building will be equip-

ped with elevators and all modern

accessories.
The Rhode Island School of

-Design has grown to such elaborate
proportions that at the recent meeting of the institu-
tion it was deemed advisable to secure the services
of a general director so that the work of the several
deparments may be unified and mutually beneficial.

S. 0. Bigney can now add another title to his long

list and be rightfully termed an " oil magnate." He
owns two full sections of land in Texas and has lately
received word that one of them is situated right in the
heart of the oil district, where some big "gushers"
have recently been struck. Many years ago, when the

old firm of Marsh & Bigney were in existence, they

took these two sections of land for a bad debt. At

that time the land was regarded as of very little value

and very much in the form of a " white elephant,"

with the sole mission of eating up taxes. When the

firm of Marsh & Bigney dissolved, the latter took

over the land with the other assets of the firm. Since

• the oil excitement Mr. Bigney has been overwhelmed

. with offers for the two sections, especially the one

located in the heart of the oil district, but he proposes

to hold on to them and if there is any oil under the

. land to obtain the full benefit therefrom. He recently

sent an attorney to look up the titles and see that

everything was properly protected, and the attorney

'has reported that the titles are all right. It is likely

that Mr. Bigney will take a trip to Texas in the near

future and personally look after his now valuable land.

Work is progressing favorably at the new jewelry

factory of David E. Makepeace, Attleboro.

M. F. Higgins has succeeded to the enamel busi-

ness of F. F. Higgins, and has removed the plant from

Dorrance Street to 19 Page Street, Providence.

William Norton has 'removed into more commo-

dious quarters at 38 Friendship Street, Providence.

Fred. H. Hill, of Frederick H. Hill & Co., Attle-

boro, is in the West, making the maiden display of his

new line of samples.
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In the hope of inducing more of the Western
jobbers' buyers to visit Attleboro the hotels of the
town have undergone elaborate improvements.

Newton A. Wing, tool maker and manufacturer of
jewelers' findings, 11118 removed from 102 Friendship
Street to 25 Calender Street, Providence.

J. Wheelwright, manufacturer of rings and pins,
has removed from 180 Mathewson Street to 215 Wey-
bosset Street, Providence.

Albert XV. BabCock, silversmith, Providence, has
been appointed foreman of the factor), of the Hayden
Manufacturing Co., Newark, N. J.

The Gorham Manufacturing Co., have cast and
finished at their works at Providence the memorial
font presented to the city by Paul Bagnotti, which has
been placed in the City Hall Park.

William Loeb, of William Loeb & Co., Provi-
dence, has devised a safety ring tray, calculated to in-
sure the interests of the jeweler against the dangers of
dishonest customers. Such a device will 'come as a
boon and a blessing" to the jewelry fraternity.
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Cincinnati Letter

Business ill Cincinnati, both among

Trade Conditions the wholesale and retail branches,

for June has been an improvement

over May. The June crop of weddings has been

large, and then the commencement season has helped

out the jewelers wonderfully. In its general features

this market presents no change of importance. The

weather has had an unfavorable influence on distri-

bution at retail, but the reports from dealers are said

to be of a very favorable character, nevertheless. The

outlook for the summer and fall trade is regarded as

promising, inquiries for fall goods being a special

feature of the present situation. Collections are

generally good and there are comparatively few slow

remittances. The outlook for the crops, on which the

fall trade largely depends, was never better. From all

sections of the West and South comes the most

encouraging reports as to the state of grain. Rains

came most opportunely recently and gave the soil a
good soaking. Cool weather has pre-
vailed sufficiently to enable the grain
to become well rooted, and, in fact,
all indications are of the best.

The latest returns from Europe
appear to mean that there will be as
great a demand for American wheat
abroad for the next twelve months
as there has been in recent years.
America's crop stands a chance to be
above the average of the past five or
six years, and a good market awaits
all of it. This is an encouraging
trade item.

W. C. Tappan and his Bay Stare, Tiney B.

E. W. Mauz & Son, enamelers, have removed

from 95 Pine Street to 99 Richmond Street, Providence.

The Roger Williams Silver Co. will continue the

manufacture of sterling silver goods formerly carried

on by the Howard Sterling Co., of Providence. The

change is simply one of name, as the officers of the

new company are identical with those of the recently

organized Howard Sterling Silver Co. John J. Banigan

is president and W. Howard Ellis, secretary and

treasurer.
Articles of incorporation have been filed with

Secretary of State Bennett, at Providence, incorporating

the W. & S. Blackinton Co. The newly-formed com-

pany will carry on a business in manufacturing, buying,

selling and dealing in jewelry and plated ware, with

headquarters in Providence. The company is capital-

ized for $150,000. The incorporators are \V. Sumner

Blackinton, of New York ; Louis A. Blackinton, of

Providence ; and Alton H. Riley, George Herbert

French and Frederick D. Heffron, of North Attleboro.

Those gentlemen are widely known in jewelry circles.

The new corporation will continue the business carried

on heretofore by W. & S. Blackinton.

Baseball is in truth the national game of the

United States, but the jewelers of Providence seem to

be having an athletic fever. Spirited contests have

been taking place there during the past month, be-

tween the employees of the various jewelry concerns.

The sport is alike interesting to other citizens, a fact

which is proven by the large crowds who witness the

play. Outdoor exercise plays an important part ill

building up both the mental and the physical constitu-

tion, and the manner in which Providence jewelers

adhere to the adage, " all work and no play makes

Jack a dull boy," is to be commended. The seden-

tary character of the jewelers' occupation %varrants

them in partaking liberally of athletic sports.

Cincinnati
Business Men's
Club

The Cincinnati Busi-
ness Men's Club
spent a day in Lex-
ington, Kentucky, re-

cently. The object of the trip was
to cultivate closer business relations
with that old and beautiful city. The
members of the club were royally
received and entertained. The day
was given over entirely to the enter-
tainment of the visitors, and may
truly be said to have been Cincinnati
Day at Lexington. The city was
beautifully decorated and street car
transportation was free to the visitors,
which afforded an ample opportunity

to see every nook and corner of that beautiful
Southern city. Carriages were furnished and a trip
of several miles was taken to the country and an
opportunity was given to see some of the large Ken-
tucky stock farms. Returning, the visitors were taken
to the fair grounds where an old-time barbecue was
waiting, which had been in course of preparation
several days, and the burgoo was, with many other
old-time delicacies, then indulged in by the millionaire,
banker, merchant and manufacturer with a relish
which revived the memories of their boyhood days.

An exchange has compiled this
encouraging bunch of figures, pre-
sumably authentic, certainly inte-
resting : Industrial reports from

every section of the country up to May r, 1901, show

there are 537,000 more workingmen employed than

on the same date one year ago. The same reports
state that 3,135,000 more males and 9,458,800 more
females are now employed than were on January
1895. Wages average 121% per cent. higher among

5,500,000 workingmen in this country than they were
on May r, 1899, and 61ti per cent. higher than on
November rst, last year.

The South has shared to a large
The South's extent in the revival of prosperity
Prosperity ill this country. Its manufacturing

interests have increased to a won-
derful degree during the past five years. Nothing,
perhaps, better illustrates the industrial development
of the South than the increase in its banking facilities.
In twelve Southern states, since March, too, there
have been 133 new banks established, representing a
capital of $7,248,000, and $1,834,9oo deposited in
United States bonds to secure their circulation. As a
consequence of the changes that have been in progress

(Cooslinued os page 719)

Encouraging
Figures



The Bigney Vest Fob
for Ladies an Gents
is all the rage this season

HESE chains are fully covered by letters patent
633,092, dated September 21, 1899, and letters
patent 32,246, dated February 20, I9oo. Therefore,we warn all manufacturers against infringement or meddlingwith our business. Furthermore, we wish to say to thejobbing trade " Don't make any mistake and catalogue anyof these chains made by houses who are infringers on thesepatents, as we propose to protect our interests fully."

Our line this year
have ever produced.
over are well aware
Line is noted for
Finish, Quality

surpasses anything we
The trade the country
of the fact that Our

its Originality,
and Durability.

WARRANTED

The High-Grade Chain Makers
NEW YORK OFFICE Factory anD 

Attleboro, Mass.3 Maiden Lane Main Office,

L. W. RUBENSTEIN
Manufacturer of

No. 303, cost $4.00 each

No. 300, cost $3.37 each

No. 305, cost $3.37 each
ommisiw

No. 307, cost $3.37 each

The jeweler who has been in the habit ofbuying his rings of a wholesaler is apt to shy alittle when we talk to him about Emblem Ringsat prices we quote. These rings are made upin every popular society order ; quality being10 K. guaranteed and fine workmanship,highly enameled in appropriate colors, andbeautifully engraved. Most of these rings havea raised center emblem which, if desired, canbe changed to represent two or more societies.
No jeweler's line of rings complete without

some of these goods

Not Keystone List. Less 6 per cent. 10 days

No. 310, cost $3.37 each

No. 313, cost $3.37 each

•SONI, IOW

No. 308, cost $3.37 each

L. W. Rubenstein
P. S.-Otir Emblem Ring Catalogues will be ready shortly. Send us yourbusiness card if one of these is desired. Electro. cuts furnished foradvertising to customers only.

No. 314, cost $3.37 each

manufacturer of GOLD RINGS
54 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Trade
Conditions

Atlanta, Ga., Letter

During the past month trade has
been quiet, especially with the re-
tailers. This, however, is a nor-
ma! condition for June, when the

hot weather begins to have its effect. The indications
point to a normally quiet summer and a good busi-
ness in the fall. In regard to the latter, while crop
reports are not of the rosiest hue, a careful review of
the situation indicates that money will be plentiful
and that the prosperous period is by no means nearing
its end. The South to-day is in a better condition
commercially than it has ever been before, and the
enormous strides being made in all lines are sure
signs of both local and national prosperity.

Many of our retailers are making plans for big
fall openings, and the sultry days of the next three
months will be largely devoted to making prepara-
tions for that time. With the jobber, trade is fair and
collections generally good. Talks with the leading
local jobbers reveal the fact that they are optimistic
in their views of the future. This is especially true
with the optical trade. Many are enlarging their
capacity in anticipation of an increased demand, and
there is no apparent reason to believe that their hopes
will not be realized.

One of the most gratifying reports
Postal Business that has come under our notice

lately is the report of receipts of
the Atlanta post office for the fiscal

year ending June 1st. According to the report, the
receipts will be larger than those of any other city of
125,000 inhabitants in the United States. The growth
of Atlanta's postal business has been phenomenal and
is a reliable indication of the increase of the city's
general business. The figures for the first eleven
months of the fiscal year and the rate of increase up
to June 1st make the total for the year more than
$360,000. The average receipts for the past eleven
months have been nearly Poo° a day, and it is safe to
predict that the receipts for the fiscal year will exceed
by over $41,000 those of the last fiscal year.

Bank clearings are still showing a phenomenal
increase, the clearing-house report for May showing an
increase over May of last year of nearly a million and
a half. This is in line with the report for every month
of the year so far and is another evidence of the pros-
perity the South is enjoying.

Southern food crops are in fairly
good condition, but hardly up to
the average. The report on acre-
age and conditions of the various

Georgia food crops, issued by Commissioner 0. B.
Stevens, shows that there has been cause for com-
plaint among the Georgia farmers regarding the gen-
eral condition of their crops. The crops are from
fourteen to nineteen clays late all over the State, which
is probably caused by the necessity for replanting.
The figures from all over the State show the following
averages for grain and other crops:

Corn-acreage compared to last year, 100.5 ; con-
dition and prospects compared to last year, 89.7.

Oats-acreage, 98.5 ; condition, Too ; percentage
of crop sown in the fall still standing, 55.7.

Wheat-acreage, 95.3 ; condition, 97.7.
Sugar cane-acreage, 94 ; condition, 91.5.
Rice-acreage in Southern Georgia, lowland, 95;

upland, 96 ; condition, 0.
Sorghum-acreage, 96 ; condition, 84.
Clover and grasses-acreage, 82.8 ; condition, 85.
Condition of sheep as compared to last year, 78.9;

work stock, 95.7 ; hogs, roc).
Regarding fruit, the report gives the following

figures : The percentage of a full peach crop through
the State is put at 74 per cent.; apples, 57 per cent.,
and pears 56.7 per cent. The grape crop throughout
the State, as compared to last year, is 87.7 per cent.
The condition and prospects of the fruit crop are 73.8
per cent., an outlook much better than was expected,
in view of the many setbacks with which fruit has had
to contend. While the above figures apply to the
Georgia crops specifically, a careful review of reports
from all the Southern States show that practically the
same conditions prevail through the South. In the
local market peaches are beginning to be plentiful,
berries are in abundance and grapes, canteloupes and
even watermelons are seen.

of Atlanta

Condition
of the Crops

THEE KEYSTONE

The Cotton
Crop

The prediction in our last. letter
that rain would come at an early
date was verified ; and that with a
vengeance. For several weeks past

there has been an excess of rain nearly all over the
South. It has covered almost the entire cotton area,
and has undoubtedly damaged the crop very much.
In some parts this damage has been especially severe
and fields of cotton which had promised a full yield
will produce hardly anything. The grass has gotten a
big start and it will require several days of dry weather
and much hard work to clean out the crop.

It would be well, however, to take the reports of
great crop damage now being received with a grain of
salt. That there has been damage is likely enough,
and that the crop has been retarded seems well estab-
lished ; but even these conditions do not make a short
crop by any means certain. Weather conditions in
July and August will be much better guides. Yet it
would be foolish to entirely disregard existing weather
conditions, as there can be no denying that the de-
ficiencies and defects of one portion of the growing
season can only be made good by uncommonly favor-
able conditions later on.

Turning to the United States cotton report, we
find these interesting figures : Increased acreage
planted over last year of 8.3 per cent. Average con-
dition of growing crop 81.5 compared to 82.5 for June
1st, last year ; 85.7 for corresponding date of 1899 and
86.4 the mean June average for the past ten years.
In summing up, we find that drouth and wet weather
each in turn, and low temperature all through the
planting season has hindered work and delayed germi-
nation. Taken all together, conditions are below the
average for a full yield, and the general opinion is that
the marketed crop will be little, if any larger than that
of last year. This being true, good prices are bound
to prevail, and it would not be surprising to see cotton
go to ten cents or even higher.

The window display of jewels by
Personal Schaul & May, the Decatur Street
Mention jewelers, is one of the most attract-

ive ever shown in Atlanta. On a
revolving pedestal of many shelves, diamonds, set in
all manner of beautiful forms, sparkle in a most allur-
ing manner. To add to the beauty of the diamonds,
rubies, opals, pearls and other stones are tastefully
arranged. A plate full of silver, $5oo in all, rests on
one side of the window ; on the other, rows of gems
and handsome watches are strewn. The window pre-
sents a particularly attractive appearance at night.
Scores of tiny incandescent bulbs glow among the
jewels and add to the luster of the display. The
window, including the electrical apparatus and the
arrangement of the display, is the work of Martin
May, one of the proprietors.

Messrs. A. L. Delkin and F. J. Stilson, both prom-
inent jewelers of Atlanta, left for Cape Nome on May
23d. Mr. Delkin goes to look after his claims in the
Bluestone district and will spend the summer develop-
ing them. Mr. Stilson's trip is for pleasure.

V. Pickett, son of U. F. Pickett, also went to the
frozen North, leaving Atlanta on May 25th. Mr.
Pickett expects to spend the summer prospecting at
Cape Nome.

J. W. Boone has added ,two watchmakers to his
force. Lem Clark, formerly of the Harris Loan Co.,
is now with Mr. Boone.

F. A. Hardy & Co., Kellam & Moore and
A. K. Hawker report splendid business. Collections
are good with them and they anticipate very little
shrinkage in their business as a result of the hot
weather.

H. D. Bolles, optician with Kellam & Moore, is
off on his summer vacation to Tululah Falls, Ga.
J. C. Bridger, also with this firm, has just returned
from a trip to Milledgeville, Ga., where he attended
the closing exercises of the Georgia Normal School.

Silvers & Woods have just moved to ir34 South
Broad Street, where they have commodious quarters.
They are enlarging their business, putting in new
machinery and adding to their stock.

Fred. Gresham, Cartersville, Ga., was in the city
recently. Mr. Gresham had just returned from a visit
to the Pan-American Exposition.

H. T. Daniels, of Huntsville, Ala., lost his stock
and fixtures by fire on the night of June 9th.

Sam Orr, formerly with Silvers & Woods, is now
with L. 0. Stevens, Macon, Ga.
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D. E. Kennedy, Cordele, Ga., was recently vic-
timized to the extent of $75, by accepting a worthless
check.

Among the recent visitors to Atlanta, were J. J.
lookout, Greeneville, Ga. ; Ire E. Teagle, Ashburn,
Ga. ; W. W. St. John, Roswell, Ga. ; W. T. Knox,
Social Circle, Ga. and Mr. Rothschilds, Brunswick, Ga.

How Artificial Gems are Made
The demand for jewelry says the London Tid-Bils,

has of late years increased to such an extent that it has
been found necessary to cope with it by artificial means.
Quite recently, M. Moisson, a French scientist, has dis-
covered how to make real diamonds out of sugar with
the aid of electricity, and other savants have been
equally successful with carbon, but the stones are
small, and do not meet the requirements of the million,
which prefers large jewels at a low price.

It is at Clerkenwell that the artificial gem fraternity
gather, and more " diamonds " emanate from that
prosaic neighborhood in the course of the year than from
Kimberley, although their respective values cannot
be compared. Every precious stone is now success-
fully imitated, and sold from ten cents to as much as
$25, according to size and quality.

Artificial diamonds have been made for more than
a hundred years, the process being first discovered by
a German named Strass, and the peculiar kind of
glass that bears his name exactly resembles the dia-
mond when cut. Strass is nothing more than rock
crystal, to which borax, arsenic, potash and other
chemicals have been added. The ingredients when
thoroughly pulverized and sifted are placed in a cruci-
ble and subjected to enormous heat in a furnace. The
melting occupies from twenty to thirty-five hours, and
skill is needed to see that the proper temperature is
maintained or the strass comes out cloudy and utterly
useless.

At the expiration of that time the crucible is re-
removed and placed in another chamber where the
heated atmosphere is permitted to gradually cool and
solidify the mass, which is then ready to be cut as re-
quired. Exactly the same process is followed in
making emeralds, except that large proportions of fine
white sand and green oxide of chrome are melted into
the strass. Opals are by far the most difficult stones
to imitate, indeed, it is only within the last decade that
they have been successfully copied with the aid of
electricity and solution of silicates.

So far the work has been practically easy, but it
now becomes difficult in the extreme and only the
most skillful workmen are engaged in the depart-
ment through which the strass next passes. The
" diamonds " that are sold for a few cents each are
merely pieces of white strass cut by machinery, and a
yellow tint can be detected in them. But the more
costly gems, though made of the same material, are
subjected to a delicate process known as " facing-up."

Every one is aware that when real diamonds are
cut a quantity of fine dust is given off which is appa-
rently vulueless. But lapidaries collect the sweepings
from the tables and sell them to the makers of artificial
gems at $20 per pound, who purify them with acid
that destroys everything but the pure diamond dust.
This is mixed with another acid and placed under
enormous pressure, which results in sheets of diamond
dust as thin as paper being given off.

The facets of the sham stone are then covered
with transparent cement and a layer of diamond paper
laid upon them. When dry, the false jewels, veneered
with the real dust, are so similar to the genuine stones
that they are often set in pure gold, for no one but an
expert can detect the difference and then only with the
aid of a powerful magnifying glass. This is, of course,
the most expensive artificial gem made, inasmuch as
one that has been properly veneered cannot be pur-
chased for less than $2.50.

Thus it vill be seen that no small amount of skill
is required to make imitation stones, and the work-
men in the cutting, polishing and facing-up depart-
ments can command high N'ages. In the first-named,
$12.50 to $25.00 per week is the average salary, while
those who undertake the delicate task of veneering
are by no means too highly remunerated at the rate of
from $15 to $30 per week. No metal work is done at
the factories where these stones are made, the setting
being left to other firms.
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News from the Northwest

Can you gee us smile ? Well, our good humor is
justified. Northwestern crops were just beginning to

cry so hard for rain that predictions of failure were
made. When, presto ! forth comes a downpour just

at the right time. The ground is now so thoroughly
soaked that there is very little danger of its getting too
dry again. The cool weather was certainly in our
favor, as it forced the grain to root deep and so prevent
top-heaviness. Have we not just cause for smiling?

Business is very satisfactory and both retailers and

jobbers are contented. The vacation season is now

on, and many of the steady faces are missed from

their usual haunts—only to bob up again later looking

pleasanter then ever. Travelers are mostly all in

getting ready for fall trips, which all expect to be

record-breakers.
At no time since the national G. A. R. convention

have so many visitors been in the Twin Cities as during

the past month, which has been a series of conventions

from beginning to end, and dealers have profited by

the extra business, one retail house reporting them-

selves ten days behind in their regular work.
Henry Meier, for several years watchmaker for

C. C. Berg, St. Paul, has opened a repair shop at ft I

East Seventh Street, St. Paul.
Cards have been received announcing the marriage

of William B. Murray, lately of the Mowrey 8z Murray

Co., St. Paul, to Miss Louise Oakes, at East 'Fawns,

Mich. Our heartiest congratulations are extended.

M. L. Finkelstein, St. Paul, leaves July 1st for an

extended visit through Europe.
Carl Slocum, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, has

returned from his long Northeastern trip. He reports

business very good in that section.
I. R. Bunker and Frank Newcomb, of S. H.

Clausin & Co., Minneapolis, are off on their vacations

enjoying themselves—a deserved rest.
Will H. Booth, Sioux Falls, S. Dak., attended the

Shriners' Convention at Kansas City last month.

L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine, Minn., has installed

an engraving machine and now " cuts them out while

you wait."
C. C. Berg, St. Paul, has closed his store. He

will attempt to sell the stock in bulk as he has

determined to quit the jewelry business.

William C. Haubrich, New Ulm, Minn., was mar-

ried June 4th, at Des Moines, Iowa, to Miss Mary

Hughes. THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Harry E. Schloss, until lately manager of the

Minneapolis branch of B. Schuette, Chicago, was

married June I ith to Miss Estelle Leon, at Topeka,

Kans. May all kinds of good luck be your share, old

boy—you deserve it.
George H. Rentz, of Rentz Bros., Minneapolis,

attended the Shriners' convention at Kansas City.

M. S. Denel, lately in business at Marine, has

opened a store at Eden Valley, Minn.

Harry Rogers, St. Paul,'has gone to West Superior,

Wis., to work for Gust. Huber.

Ben Anderson, Kindred, N. Dak., was burned out

May 28th. Ben says you can't down him by anything

like that. He ordered a fresh supply at once and can

now say " he never touched me."

H. W. Anderson, for the past year watchmaker

for Lonergan & Burgan, Grantsberg, Wis., has gone

to Red Lake Falls, Minn., where he has bought the

business of J. Q. Adams.
Arrangements were made last month for a series

of three ball games between St. Paul and Minneapolis

jobbers and manufacturers. The first game was played

June 55th and resulted in a victory for Minneapolis by

a score of 19 to 14. The playing of Bert Clausin,

Harry McCollum and " Unser" Louie Gans, of the

Minneapolis team was the feature. The game proved

very enjoyable and all are anxiously waiting for the

next game. J. M. Bennett, of the Reed-Bennett Co.,

Minneapolis, has invited the boys to play one of the

games at his summer home, Spring Park Lake.

J. C. Herdliska, Princeton, was a delegate to the

State I. 0. 0. F. convention, which was held at St. Paul

last month.
Ben Marx, of D. Marx Sons, has returned from a

buying trip to Eastern markets.

Roy Forde is out on his first trip for R. B. Wegner

Co., St. Paul. Roy says he's got the goods and the

people want them.
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A. L. Severin, Corwith, Iowa, has moved to Rock
Rapids, Iowa.

M. J. Lindahl has begun business at Hendrum,
Minnesota.

H. Jorgenson, West Superior, Wis., has moved
into his new store.

Will S. Dippo, St. Paul, Minn., has quit business
and gone to work at the bench for Geo. R. Holmes.

Otto Schleuder, New Whatcom, Wash., paid his
old Minnesota friends a visit last month while on his
way to Chicago to take a post-graduate course in optics.

I. M. Radabaugh, Janesville, Minn., has just com-
pleted a gravity escapement clock made after Tim
KEYSTONE'S directions. It is a regulator, standing
nine feet high, and being his own hand work, case and

all, he feels very proud of it. It surely stamps him as

a good workman, as it is a handsome piece of work.

Nels Peterson, for the past year with Gust. Huber,

West Superior, Wis., has started in business for him-

self at 619 Tower Avenue.
The Decoration Day ball game at St. Paul, Minn.,

between a team composed of Ryan Building jewelers

and one picked from metnbers of the trade from the

rest of the city, was a very enjoyable affair, the Ryan

boys winning by a score of 24 to to. The Ryan Build-

ing team was composed of employees of Sischo &

Beard and Mowrey & Leavitt.
L. P. Roerig's jewelry store, Adrian, Minn., was

damaged by the cyclone which struck that town June

1th. The front was blown in and stock stirred up

and damaged by the ivind and rain.

J. H. Meisen, formerly located at icio7 Main Street,

N. E., Minneapolis, has gone to Benson, Minn., and

located in the store formerly owned by E. Lueck.

M. L. Finkelstein, St. Paul, had a narrow escape

from a fire June 54th. Electric wires got crossed and

started a fire in bis show window, doing about $200

worth of damage.
A. E. Pittenger, of the Kansas City Horological

School, was a visitor to the Twin Cities during the

M. W. A. Convention.
Henry C. Bott, formerly at Milwaukee, Wis., has

taken the place of A. Vankatnan with Geo. R. Holmes,

St. Paul. Mr. Vankaman has entered the employ of

E. P. Sundberg, Fargo, N. Dak.
Emil Huhner, Stillwater, Minn., will move July

loth, to 211 Chestnut Street, where he ‘'ill have a

much nicer store.
I.,. J. Korstad, Zumbrota, Minn., passed through

the Twin Cities last month on his way to Crookston,

Minn., where he attended the State Firemen's Con-

vention as a delegate and incidentally to shake hands

with his old friend, Tom Morris.
D. W. Martin has left Havre, Mont.

W. H. Brunns has moved from Mellen to Ashland,

NVisconsin.
The low railroad rates to the Twin Cities the past

month, brought in a more than usual number of

visitors and some good large bills were sold. Among

those noticed were M. E. Brown, Graceville, Minn. ;

W. W. McGuire, Northfield, Minn. ; M. S. Dead,

Eden Valley, Minn.; Sam B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.;

F. M. Harper, Renville, Minn. ; J. L. Moody, Ells-

worth, Wis. ; J. A. Cain, Estherville, Iowa ; Olof

Peterson, Hudson, Wis.; C. H. Todd, New Richmond,

Wis. ; J. C. Herdliska, Princeton, Minn. ; Chas. C.

Staacke, Duluth, Minn. ; L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota,

Minn. ; N. C. Clemenson, Long Prairie, Minn. ; John

Lifquist, Bemidji, Minn. ; H. W. Anderson, Grants-

berg, Wis. ; Nets S. Nelson, Hutchinson, Minn. ;

W. G. Swain, Everly, Iowa ; John C. Marx, Shakopee,

Minn. ; V. Stonedale, Waseca, Minn. ; J. Pottratz,

Bellview, Minn. ; M. N. Berg, Duluth, Minn. ; I. M.

Radabaugh, Janesville, Minn. ; J. W. Grainger,

Rochester, Minn. ; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls,

Minn. ; Alexander Sweningsen, Moorhead, Minn. ;

A. E. Pittenger, Kansas City, Mo. ; Wm. Moore,

Montgomery, Minn. ; Christ. Nerbovig, Mapleton,

Minn. ; J. L. Williams, Zumbrota, Minn. ; E. E. Finch,

River Falls, Wis. ; S. Rubenstein, Eveleth, Minn. ;

Geo. Kehrer, Lakeville, Minn. ; Merrill C. Meeker,

Farmington, Minn. ; Flo. B. Sweet, St. Cloud, Minn. ;

Theo. Schaal, Hastings, Minn. ; J. M. Chalmers, Lake

City, Minn. ; S. C. Hone, Barron, Wis. ; Geo. L.

Rochat, Ada, Minn. ; F. Shapera, Little Falls, Mimi.;

L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine, Minn. ; John Saxine, Pres-

cott, Wis. ; E. B. Nelson, Worthington, Minn. ; Hal

H. Nerbovig, Sheldon, Iowa ; E. C. Bennett, Zum-

brota, Minn.
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in its industrial conditions the South is more in accord

with the North, for its interests are now soon to be in

the same direction.
Henry Hahn & Co., wholesale jewelers, have

removed from 23 and 25 Arcade to 59 Arcade, where

they have larger and more commodious quarters.

Constant Van Reeth, diamond cutter for the trade,

made a successful trip to Buffalo last month. He

interviewed the jewelers of that city, made some new

customers and disposed of the greater part of his

diamond stock.
The Financial Chronicle's estimate of the cotton

acreage for the present year has just been published.

An increase of 5.05 per cent. for the whole country is

reported. The Chronicle's compilation shows that

with a net increase of 5.05, the total acreage reaches

25,868,605 acres in 1901, against 24,625,944 acres

in Iwo.
A wail conies from Jonesboro, Tenn., that the

new system of rural free delivery has proven very

detrimental to the business of that town. It is claimed

that this facilitates mail ordering and the delivery of

goods by mail which would otherwise be sold by the

local merchants.
Within ten years the number of cotton mills in

the South has increased from 239 to 500. It is non-
sense to say that a wider market for American cotton

goods is not wanted by that section.
At a recent meeting of the Cincinnati Wholesale

Jewelers' Association, in conjunction with the retail

jewelers, the subject of taking some part in the fall

festival parade in September was discussed. The

wholesale people decided to have a suitable float, and

the retail men decided to assist in the matter. At a

later meeting a committee to get the sentiment of the

trade was appointed. Joseph Becker, for the whole-

sale, and Frank Herschede, for the retail men, will

assist in the work.
The marriage of Miss Ruble Schwab, youngest

daughter of A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Bro.,

to Louis Lange, son of Herman Lange, the Vine

Street jeweler, for ten years past traveler for this firm

and recently admitted to an interest in the business,

was celebrated on the evening of June 5th at the

Standard Club in this city before 250 invited guests, a

number of whom were from abroad. Among them

ivere Mr. and Mrs. James B. Carr, of Nashville, Tenn.,

and Frank R. Cross, of Columbus, Ohio. The recep-

tion which followed was a brilliant affair and thoroughly

enjoyable. The young couple left immediately after

for a bridal trip to the Pacific coast. THE KEYSTONS

joins with the host of friends of the contracting parties

among the trade in wishing them all kinds of good

luck.
Jeweler G. A. Pfaffle, of Greenville, Texas,

brother of Ed. C. Pfaffle, traveler for L. Gutmann &

Sons, spent a few days in town the middle of last

month combining business with pleasure. Mr. Pfaffk:

reports prosperous times in the Lone Star State, and

was of the opinion that the jewelry business wouk: bo

good in the Southwest for the coming fall.

Ike Adler, buyer for the vell-known retail jewe:rj

firm of B. Adler & Son, Lexington, Ky., was in town

recently on a buying trip.
Oskamp, Notting & Co. are hard at work on their

new catalogue, which they intend to make larger and
more attractive than any previous issue.

David J. Gutmann has just returned from a buying

trip to New York and other Eastern manufacturing
centers. Mr. Gutmann made large purchases for their

fall trade, as their firm is anticipating an extra good
business front this time until the close of the present

year.
William Phielen, for several years past stock-

keeper for Bene, Lindenberg & Co., has accepted a
traveling position with Rauch & Goldsmith.

W. Pfleuger, the well-known member of the
traveling force of Joseph Noterman & Co., is proud

of the fact that his oldest son graduated last month

with honor front the high school in Covington, Ky.,
where Mr. Pfleuger resides.

Ives L. Lake, sales agent for the Western office 01
Robbins & Appleton, agents for the American Waltham
Watch Co., was interviewing the wholesale trade in

Cincinnati for several days the middle of last month.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Regarding the Accommodation of the
Human Eye

The theory of Helmholtz according to
which the act of accommodation is established
by a relaxation of the suspensory ligament of
the lens and a consequent bulging of the crys-
talline due to its own elasticity, has been attacked
lately again by Dr. W. Schoen in the Archives
d' Ophtalmologie. He endeavors to show in
detail that this theory is incorrect from an
anatomic, physiologic and pathologic point of
view. According to the theory of Professor
Schoen the zonula of Zinn represents a prolon-
gation of the retina, and he believes that the
external capsule of the crystalline, the zonula
and the retina constitute the envelope of a ball
in which is contained the vitreous body and the
crystalline. The meshes of the zonula are
closed by the hyaloid membrane. This ball—
which he compares to a rubber ball filled with a
liquid—is surrounded by the fibers of the ciliary
muscle and the ciliary processes, except at the
anterior part. The contraction of the circular
fibers presses the ciliary processes against the
circumference of the ball, the zonula, which
makes the free part project—that is to say, the
anterior capsule against which the crystalline is
situated. The meridional fibers of the ciliary
mnscle prevent the ciliary processes from gliding
on in advance.

We see, therefore, that the theory of
Schoen makes the change in the shape of the
lens during accommodation an active one. The
same is done by the theory of Tscherning,
although this latter author has quite a different
theory about the mechanism which produces
this change. In as far as many competent ob-
servers, like Dessauer, Czermak and Topolanski,
deny the anatomic correctness of Schoen's
theory, it cannot be said that Schoen's theory
of accommodation has settled the vexed ques-
tion beyoud doubt or even defeated the theory
of Tscherning. We still seem to be off a long.
way from an undisputable theory, because all
experimentation on the mechanism of accom-
modation is extremely difficult and more or
less ambiguous with our present means of
investigation.

The Fiftieth Anniversary of the Inven-
tion of the Ophthalmoscope

No instrument has been of greater value
for the rational treatment of the human eye
than that which was invented by Helmholtz
fifty years ago. Up to that time nobody had
been able to look at the living human retina,
and nobody could have clear ideas about the
internal diseases of the eye. We must say the
ophthalmoscope has revolutionized the treat-
ment of the eye, and it would appear. appro-
priate to devote a few lines to the history of
this invention at a time when fifty years have
rolled by.

At first it must appear strange that it took
thousands of years of civilization to find means
to view the interior of the eye. But it is a
well-known fact that people accept every-day
things as they appear without further thought.

The pupil of the eye always appeared black
and nobody could see anything in it, even if he
tried to illuminate it. That was the fact, and
here the case rested. It is true, at times the
pupil of the human eye had been seen luminous
by good observers; there had even been attempts
to explain the luminosity. In 1847, indeed,
Bruecke gave a reSume- of the glowing of the
eye and he even furnished a correct explanation
of the optic principles underlying the phe-
nomenon. But a complete theory of the light
rays, entering and coming from the eye, was
first given by Helmholtz, in 1851. This theory
enabled him at the same time to construct an
instrument by which he could catch the rays
emanating from the retina. He used several
plates of glass held obliquely before the ob-
served eye, so that the glass could act as a
mirror for rays from a light near by and at the
same time allow the rays from the retina of the
observed eye to pass through it into the eye of
the observer. This ophthalmoscope was soon
modified by Ruete, who for the plane glass
plates substituted a concave mirror with a hole

Prof. Herman von Helmholtz

drilled through a center, and it was further im-
proved by the Rekoss disk, which held the
different lenses. In this form, which is prac-
tically the same as we employ to-day, it was
used by Stellwag von Cation and found great
favor.

In this connection we must mention that
some have tried to belittle the invention of
Helmholtz. Among them is Professor Jones,
who, in 1854, reported in a French journal of
medicine that " Mr. Babbage had showed him
seven years ago—i. e., in 1847—an ophthalmo-
scope which consisted of a plain mirror with
the silvering scraped off at one or two small
spots in the middle. This mirror was fixed in
a tube at such an angle that the rays of light
falling on it through an opening in the side of
the tube were reflected into the eye to be ob-
served, and to which one end of the tube was
directed. The observer looked through the
clear spots of the mirror from the other end of
the tube." But, as this announcement was
made as long as three years after the publication
of Helmholtz and, furthermore, as Babbage
seems to have used no lenses to obtain a dis-
tinct image of the fundus, it is evident that he
cannot claim priority to Helmholtz. "

Helmholtz undoubtedly was the first who
had a perfect and comprehensive knowledge of
the optic principles involved, and it is to him
that we must give the great honor of this inven-
tion which makes him one of the greatest bene-
factors of mankind. Yet it was only one of
the many triumphs of this eminent scientist,
whose researches are among the most glorious
achievements of the last century.

The New Artificial Eye
We have several times called attention to

the new artificial eyes which are not a hollow
shell, like the old ones, but closed behind. We
called them an invention of Dr. Snellen, as this
renowned ophthalmologist, in 1898, at the
Holland Ophthalmological Society, at Rotter-
dam, had stated that they had been made at
his suggestion by Mr. Muller, of Wiesbaden,
Germany. Dr. Snellen had also referred to
them before the International Ophthalmological
Congress at Utrecht, in August of 1899, and
had praised their great advantage over the old
ones. But we now see from an article of Dr.
J. L. Borsch, of Philadelphia, published in the
Ophthalmic Record, that Dr. Snellen has not
been the first one who told Mr. Muller, of Wies-
baden, to construct such closed glass eyes.
Dr. Borsch gives the history of the invention as
follows :

The fitting of artificial eyes has occupied our
attention for some time, and the number of cases in
which we were obliged to be contented with a result
that left much to be desired, not only as regards a
perfect mask of the deformity resulting from enuclea-
tion, but also the discomfort of the patient, decided us
to seek for a remedy.

We accordingly commenced a series of experi-
ments, first trying an eye to which was attached a
gold spiral spring, connected Nv ith a gold plate, which
in turn was intended to rest on the stump.

We soon abandoned this idea on account of the
secretion excited by the spring, which was quite
difficult to cleanse.

In 1894, after a number of experiments with dif-
ferent forms of artificial eyes, in cases where the ordi-
nary ones failed to give satisfaction (deep socket, con-
junctival inflammation caused by the sharp edges of
the ordinary prothesis, etc.), we finally conceived the
idea of trying a solid half eye, which we manufactured
in a very crude manner, i. e., by filling the cavity of an
ordinary .artificial eye with wax in such a way as to
avoid a sharp edge and give the eye greater bulk.

The result of this experiment was so satisfactory
in the cases in which we tried it that we decided to
have artificial eyes constructed on the same lines.

Having occasion, in July, 1894, to visit Wiesbaden,
Mr. J. L. Borsch, of Philadelphia, had Mr. Muller, the
celebrated maker of artificial eyes, construct some
eyes like our model, which he did in our presence.

Mr. Muller, after several trials, succeeded in
making some eyes, but they were heavy and almost
solid, and, at our suggestion, he made us several
others, hollow and closed, that met with our approval.

These eyes, in .spite of their seeming heaviness,
were light and readily floated on the surface of water.

In August, 1894, we presented these closed eyes
at the de Wecker clinic in Paris, where they were
tried, and we can report results that induce us to
recommend them to the profession.

Later on, in Philadelphia, they were also tried on
several patients with most satisfactory results.

In 1897 Dr. Schwenk, of Philadelphia, pleased
with the good results obtained with these eyes, pre-
sented them in the College of Physicians to the section
of ophthalmology.

In 1898 Professor Snellen, of Utrecht, presented
the closed artificial eyes at the Holland Ophthalmo-
logical Society at Rotterdam, stating that they had
been made at his suggestion by Mr. Muller, of Wies-
baden ; and later they were shown in the exhibit made
before the International Ophthalmological Congress at
Utrecht, in August, 1899.

Professor Snellen, evidently, was not aware of the
existence of these eyes since 1894, or of Dr. Schwenk's
article in 1897.

It is but simple justice that Mr. Borsch receive
the credit of this improvement. While we do not

(Continued on page up
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doubt that Prof. Snellen may have had the same idea
of making closed eyes, but it was four years after we
had introduced them.

At the close of his article Dr. Borsch gives
a practical hint how to discover the smallest
roughness on a glass eye. It will interest
many of our readers. He says there (loc. cit. ):

When an artificial eye irritates, even though we
cannot feel any roughness when passing the finger
over it, we can readily detect the slightest loss of
smoothness by wetting a piece of absorbent cotton in
a boracic acid solution ( to per cent.) and passing it
over the surface of the eye. If there be the slightest
roughness we will feel a distinct resistance on passing
the cotton gently over the surface ; if the eye be per-
fectly smooth the cotton will encounter no resistance,
but will glide smoothly over the surface without
interruption.

The Changes in the Retina Under the
Influence of Light, Colors and Other

Physical and Chemical Agents

On several occasions we have called atten-
tion in these columns to the changes that occur
in the retina under the influence of light. It
was stated that in the rods of the retina there is
a visual substance called the retinal purple which
changes and becomes quickly discolored under
the influence of light, that the pigment of the
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wheel with five lenses : a + 2 D., a + 4 D. for
use in the indirect method, a + 8 D. for use in
examination of parts anterior to the retina, a
— 3 D. for the unskilled observer who accom-
modates when making direct examinations, and a
— xo D. for the examination of myopes. There
is also one empty hole in the wheel, and besides
there is attached a plane mirror for skiascopy.
The instrument weighs a little less than two
ounces and is one-fourth of an inch thick and
two and one-half inches long. It is a sub-
stantial instrument, which is being made by
Chambers, Inskeep & Co., who promise to
have it on the market very soon.

Some Optic Ideas of the Old Greeks

It must always be interesting for the man
of modern optics to 'listen to the first stammer-
ing of that science which in its complete de-
velopment has given us the microscope, the
telescope, the ophthalmoscope and the ophthal-
mometer. As the first purely optic writings
we may regard those of the great geometrician,
Euclid, who lived about 300 13. c., at Alex-
andria in Egypt. He thought that from the
human eye there emanated visual rays which
alone allowed us to perceive external objects.
He knew already about the difference of cen-
tral and peripheral sight, for he says : " No
visible object is seen all at once. There re-
main gaps upon which no visual rays are
falling. We believe, however, to see the whole
at once, because the visual rays are moved to
the side very rapidly." He also called atten-
tion to the fact that of a whole page only a few

A

Section of the retina of a frog. After Van Genderen Stort. A, in darkness ; B, in light

retina is displaced forward at the same time
and that the cones become shortened, as is
illustrated in the above figure. That vision
does not directly depend upon the visual purple
is evident from the fact that there is no purple
present in the fovea, the most sensitive part of
the retina. This is demonstrated again by the
recent investigations of Sodato, who also could
find no connection between the retinal reactions
and the visual purple. Sodato showed, how-
ever, that the retina gives a distinctly alkaline
reaction during the resting condition of rod and
cones, but that the reaction is acid when the
rods and cones are in a state of contraction.

A New Ophthalmoscope

This instrument, which is not intended to
be used as a complete refracting ophthalmo-
scope, was presented by Dr. Brown Pusey in
the Chicago Ophthalmological and Otological
Society in last March. It is made to supply the
demand for a small, light and compact instru-
ment that may be easily carried in the pocket.
In the main, it consists of a concave mirror with
a hole in the silvering and the attachment of a
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letters can be seen simultaneously. He knew
already the main facts about the reflection of
light, but he was unable to determine the posi-
tion of the focus of a concave mirror. Euclid
does not treat of the refractian of light, although
the fact was known to the old Greeks, as is
evident from a spurious passage in Euclid's
book on catoptrics, which reads : " When an
object is put into a vessel and placed just be-
yond sight it will be seen again from the same
distance as soon as the vessel is filled with
water." The old Greeks also know the burning
glass, for it is mentioned by Aristophanes about
400 B. C. ; but they had no idea that this effect of
burning depended upon the refraction of light.

This latter subject we find first treated by
Ptolemmus, who lived about x 50 A. D., at
Alexandria. This celebrated astronomer, whose
ideas about the movement of the earth and
heavenly bodies have been accepted for almost
so° years, up to Copernicus, also believed

that the act of vision took place by means of
visual rays, emanating from the eye and falling
upon the different points of the object ; although
he also mentions rays that go out from a lumi-
nous body. He first measured the angle of
refraction for each angle of incidence and ob-
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tamed pretty accurate results, as is shown in
the follow table:

PASSAGE OF LIGHT FROM AIR INTO WATER

Angle
of Incidence

Angle of Refraction
Measured by Ptoleinteus

Angle of Refraction aa
Calculated for n-1.3335

0°
—

10°

0° 0°
—

go 7°29'

200 15° 30' 149 Si'

300 • 22030, 22° 1'

400 290 280 49'

50° 350 35° 3'

600 40° 30' 40° 30'

70° 45° 30' 44° 48'

800 50. 47° 36'

In spite, however, of these accurate observa-
tions, Ptolemzeus could not find the law which
binds together the angle of incidence with that
of refraction. This law was derived much later
(in 1620) by Snellius. Ptolemxus was also
unable to give a general and correct solution
of the problem of images formed by spheric
mirrors. But there can be no doubt that
Ptolemwus made the greatest advances in the
science of optics. Almost a thousand years had
to pass until the Arabs began to take it up again
and until they succeeded in improving upon the
teachings of the great Alexadrian thinker.

A New Clinometer

At the third Pan-American Medical Con-
gress in Havana, this year, Dr. A. Duane had
a paper of his read, in which he describes a new
clinometer for measuring torsional deviations of
the eye, for estimating the degree of torsion
produced by cylindrical glasses and for detect-
ing paracentral scotomata and metamorphopsia.
This instrument, in reality, is nothing more than
a combination of a double Maddox rod (one for
each eye) with Stevens' phorometer. Dr.
Duane first measures for each eye separately
the torsional deviation necessary to make the
light line vertical, afterwards testing both eyes
simultaneously. He then measures in the same
manner the deviation of the horizontal lines.
Thus he is enabled to determine when different
lines are vertical or horizontal to the eye of the
patient and whether two intersecting lines form
right angles. He can also show how the pa-
tient's estimates in this regard are affected by
the addition of glasses. To obtain accuracy in
the determination of the right angles, he places
a Maddox rod of different color before each eye
and rotates each rod until the patient finds both
lines perpendicular to each other. The devia-
tion is then read ; when in a normal case, the
deviation of both lines should read the same.
The apparatus, of course, may also be used for
testing ordinary heterophoria. Dr. Duane has
also employed his clinometer to detect scoto-
mata (the line of light then appearing broken)
and retinal metamorphopsia (the line appearing
distorted). For this purpose the rod must be
turned in different meridians.

Effect of Color on the Nerves
Experiments on the nervous system show that the

red end of the spectrum is exciting to the nerves, while

violet, blue and green are calming. It is well known
that turkeys and bulls are excited by red ; on the other
hand, blue glasses are often used to quiet horses. In

the photographic establishment of the Messrs. Lumiere,
Lyons, France, sensitive plates are prepared in a large

room by green light. Formerly, when red light was
used, the workmen sang or gesticulated at their work.

Now they are calm, never speak and less tired at night.

It has been suggested that the green of vegetation, the

blue sky and the blue-green of the ocean, may thus
have a powerful influence in calming the spirits.
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The Relationship Between Accom-
modation and Convergence in

Ametropia
(CONTINUED)

A paper read by Liottm. LAURANCE, before the London Optical
Society.

If the external recti were not relatively weaker,
and we designated the amount of effort needed for
convergence at three meter angles by the letter x,
then if the internal recti are comparatively very strong
the effort must be less than x. Again, if the effort
made for 3 D. of accommodation be designated by the
letter y, then the 5 D. needed in hypermetropia of
2 D. is more than y.

On the other hand, habit has caused the accommo-
dative power to become very responsive, so that a
large amount of accommodation results from a given
effort. Thus it is that the disproportion between the
accommodation and convergence in hypermetropia
is not solely and really represented by the num-
ber of diopters of error, but may be much greater
on account of the relative muscular weakness engen-
clewed by the error itself, or much less owing to
facile accommodation.

The Cure for Now, the cure for asthenopia, which
Asthenopia is brought about by inequality of

effort between accommodation and
convergence, must be to equalize these efforts, and
this we can do by giving a cx. lens, which possesses
the property of increasing the refractive power of the
eye, so that the amount of accommodation which is
needed for vision at any given point is as many diop-
ters less than would otherwise be the case as equals
the number of diopters in the lens.

By means of the cx. lens we reduce the effort of
accommodation to the same scale as that of conver-
gence, and so restore what is called " harmony " be-
tween the two functions ; and since there is so great a
difference between the two efforts, it is necessary in
selecting the corrective lens for a case of hyperme-
tropia associated with esophoria, to give the strongest

sph. with which distant vision is clear ; as a rule
this lens is that one which fully corrects the manifest
error (except perhaps in young people), later in life,
the amount of accommodation that is produced by a
given effort being smaller than in youth we find that
a stronger + lens is needed, the proportion of the
total hypermetropia which is then manifest being
also greater.

The cause of asthenopia is not, in my opinion,
that unequal quantities of accommodation and diver-
gence are demanded in ametropia, but because the
efforts that are made in order to see clearly and singly
are unequal, and perfect comfort results from the
lenses selected only when the efforts are equalized
and nOt necessarily when the amounts produced of
each function are the same.

We often hear that cx. lenses fitted under the
influence of atropine are not comfortable when the
effects of the drug have passed away. Whereas, pre-
viously the effort of accommodation was necessarily
greater than that of convergence, with the glasses the
effort of accommodation has to be smaller, with the
result that the eyes are as painful as, or even more so,
than before. By persistent wearing of the glasses the
subject manages to be able to use them, that is to say,
the muscles become trained to act in accordance with
the glasses, but perhaps better results would have
ensued had the glasses originally given not been so
full of power.

It is frequently found that a certain + lens is the
strongest accepted by each eye separately, but that
the two eyes, acting together, accept still stronger
ones. The cause of this, I take it, is that when one
eye is occluded convergence to a nearer point is pos-
sible without diplopia ensuing, and this convergence
to a nearer point than cc results from the relatively
great strength of the internal recti. When the two
eyes are fixed at infinity (6 meters) convergence to a
nearer point is no longer possible ; therefore, accom-
modation is not so actively exerted, and the degree of
manifest hypermetropia is greater. This is the true
measure, i. e., the strongest + sph. with which vision
is the best possible, that is accepted by each eye when
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both are engaged on the act of vision. Any difference
between the two eyes having, of course, been rectified
during the monocular test.

In Cases of
Hypermetropia
with Exophoria

If the condition of exophoria (insuf-
ficiency of the internal recti) is
associated with hypermetropia, we
find that not only is accommoda-

tion difficult but convergence is also, so that it may
well happen that the efforts for seeing singly and
clearly at any given point are the same, and no asthe-
nopia results. Such eyes require no cx. lenses ; the
hypermetrope is perfectly happy without any artificial
aids to vision, until he arrives at that time of life,
when an effort of accommodation equal to that of con-
vergence, when made does not produce a sufficiency
of accommodation for good vision at the point of fixa-
tion, and one of two things must result : either he sees
indistinctly or he has to make a greater effort of
accommodation than convergence, and asthenopia
results. In testing such a person—each eye separately
—we find that a certain + sph. is the strongest lens
accepted, and with this the vision of each eye is made
quite clear ; but when the two are used together,
vision at once becomes exceedingly confused, because
the eyes are accommodated for a point nearer than
that for which they are converged, or the vision is
very uncomfortable, for the reason that the effort
of accommodation now demanded is smaller than
that of convergence—previously the effort of accom-
modation was greater than that of convergence.
Good and comfortable vision results if the correct-
ing lenses are reduced in strength.

In Cases of
Hypermetropia
with Esophoria

Then, we can apply certain rules to
the correction of hypermetropia,
when esophoria is associated with
it, we must give the strongest +

sph. lenses, and even then I believe rather in under-
correcting than in over-correcting ; I would, when in
doubt, prefer to give something stronger, for at most
this only means that a rather stronger lens must be
given a little later on, say, in a year or two's time, and
I think that it is quite unnecessary to put customers
through a period of transition from discomfort to
comfort, which in plain words means making a person
learn to adapt his eyes to suit the lenses. When
there is exophoria we should give the weaker
lenses, and may be very considerably weaker lenses,
than those whose power represents all the manifest
error.

These rules apply especially to adults, or, let us
say, to people over sixteen years of age. Under that
age, I think, opticians would do well to consider that
thorough paralysis of the accommodation is necessary
in order to ascertain and measure the refractive condi-
tion, not necessarily in order to correct the total re-
fractive error (except any existing astigmatism), but
so as to be able to more exactly ascertain the exact
power of the lenses from which will result good and
painless sight.

So far as I know we have no means of learning how
much of a function results from a given.effort ; we can
only guess at or instinctively gauge it. In order to
find those lenses which will cause the effort of accom-
modation to be similar to that of convergence, we
have laid down the rules that strong ones should be
given in esophoric hypertnetropia, and weak ones
in exophoric, and practice and experience—almost
instinct—only can help us to decide as to the exact
power of the lenses, which should be given in any
particular case ; and even then they may or may not

be the most suitable ones.
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which results therefrom, as well as on account of the
actual weakness of the internal recti, divergent stra-
bismus often results.

In cases where strabismus does not result, in the
typical case of myopia we find insufficiency of the
internal recti (exophoria) with asthenopia, on account
of the unequal efforts of accommodation and conver-
gence. We correct such cases by giving certain cc.
lenses which makes distant vision clear, and certain
other cc. lenses for reading or constant wear, the
power of the latter being somewhat weaker than
those for distance. We do this because we find that
the accommodation itself is deficient in myopia, so
that less of it results from a given effort. Were the
accommodative power equal to that of the emmetropic
or hypermetropic eyes, we should give as strong
glasses for reading as for distance. For instance, in
a case of myopia 4 D., the internal recti being weak,
the effort made for convergence at 33 cm. is a certain
amount which is greater than if the internal recti were
normal, a similar effort of accommodation produces
not more than 3 D., as would occur if the accommo-
dative power were normal, and most likely not even
3 D., but, say, 2 D., so that the power of the glasses
required for reading or constant wear should be i D.
less than that for distance.

Then in exophoric myopia the proper glasses for
close work and constant wear should be those which
are as nearly as possible of the strength of those
which are a measure of the myopia as indicated
by the distance test. In short, we must encourage
the use of accommodation so as to equalize the
efforts of accommodation and convergence, but the
glasses must not be too strong.

In Cases of Myopia
where there is
Esophoria

In cases of myopia where there is
esophoria (insufficiency of the
external recti), convergence be-
ing easy, and little effort needed,

if we were to give, so to speak, strong cc. glasses for
reading purposes, we should cause the effort of accom-
modation to be greater than that of convergence, and
the eyes would be painful, so that it is advisable to re-
duce the glasses needed for reading at 33 cm., 3 diop-
ters below what is used for distance. Thus no accom-
modation is demanded for reading purposes ; and the
effort more nearly corresponds to that of convergence.
Generally in this condition the myope prefers to use no
lenses constantly, if he does he complains of pain, and
dazzling if they are at all nearly a full correction.
The rule then that can be applied to myopia is, when
there is exophoria, permit accommodation to be used
for close work, and, when there is esophoria, do not
allow it to be used.

Most of us have had the experience of meeting
with, or reading about, hypermetropes who had been
using cc. lenses and myopes using glasses very much
too strong, and this apparently with comfort. The
reason seems clear enough—with them in front of the
eyes, the effort of accommodation made was equal to
the effort of convergence. I do not pretend to say that
the use of such cc. glasses is proper or should be per-
mitted, but I certainly do know that very frequently cc.
cylindricals give greater comfort than cx., or a simple
+ cylindrical is more satisfactory than a -I- sphero-
cylindrical, the extra accommodation then exerted
rendering the efforts of the two functions more equal.
In such cases frequently it is possible to suppress
accommodative action, and we might be told that
such should be done, as although perhaps uncom-
fortable at first the additional + power would
ultimately prove beneficial, but I am exceedingly
doubtful about this point.

Accommodation
and Convergence

Coming to the condition of myopia
we find a somewhat similar state

Anomalies of
Accommodation

Whether, on testing the muscles,
we find them apparently ortho-

in Myopia of affairs. Owing to the nearness and Convergence phoric, esophoric or exophoric,
of the point at which, in myopia of

fairly high degree, objects must be viewed, the amount

of convergence demanded is great in quantity, and the

effort is relatively still greater, owing to the peculiar

shape of the globe and to the weakness of the internal

recti, so commonly associated with myopia ; this weak-

ness being the result of over-action. At the same time

the amount of accommodation demanded is nil, as the

myope quite commonly reads at his far point, so that

the disproportion between the efforts of the two func-

tions is very marked. So great, indeed, is the dispro-

portion between them that, to relieve the asthenopia

we do not know how much of the
function results from a given effort ; we can only con-
clude that less results if the internal recti are weak,
and more if they are strong ; nor do we know how
much accommodation results from a given effort of
that function ; only we know that in hypermetropia
the amount produced is large and that in myopia it is
small, owing to the respective conditions of the ciliary
muscles. It is this which enables the typical hyperme-
trope to be comfortable with a partial correction of the
total error, notwithstanding his esophoria. And this

(Continued on page 747)
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The Relationship Between Accommoda-
tion and Convergence in Ametropia

(Continued from page 745)

same thing causes the typical myope of high degree to
be unable to use any accommodation when reading,
notwithstanding his exophoria—no amount of effort
seems to produce any accommodation in the very
highly myopic eye—the functions seem to be almost
entirely lost, owing no doubt to the fact that it has
been not exerted for so long a time. Also the amount
of accommodation produced in youth is very much
greater for a given effort than it is later in life, owing
to the flexibility of the lens in youth and its hardness
later on. It is this latter fact which enables the young
hypennetrope to do very well without cx. lenses,
while later in life he requires them, and this is true, no
matter what may be the condition of the motor
muscles. In youth he makes, for reading at 33 cm., a
certain effort of convergence, which is accompanied
by a similar effort of accommodation, and the amount
of each function produced causes vision to be clear
and single, so that he is quite comfortable ; later in
life the amount of accommodation produced by the
same effort is not so great, and he has to make a
supplementary effort of accommodation in order to
obtain clear vision, so that pain results. He then re-
quires cx. lenses, whereas he did not need these when
he was younger, notwithstanding the fact that it is
possible that the amount of hypermetropia was then
greater than it is at the time when he resorts to lenses.
Similarly in myopia, later in life concave glasses pre-
viously used for near vision, and which caused accom-
modation to be exerted, must be reduced in power.

In emmetropia, too, a similar condition results,
the emmetrope at 40, when he makes an effort which
results in three meter angles of convergence obtains
with a similar effort of accommodation three diopters
of additional refractive power, and sight is clear and
painless. At 45, with the same efforts convergence is
as it was at 40, but the amount of accommodation
produced is less, owing to the hardening of the crys-
talline lens. From the supplementary effort of accom-
modation, by means of which he is enabled to see,
results the asthenopia complained of in incipient pres-
byopia. Later on he cannot even see to read at all,
because he cannot, try as he may, produce sufficient
accommodation. The true correction for presbyopia
is that dioptral lens which represents the difference
between the amount of accommodation which is
needed for vision at the reading place, and that which
is produced by effort of accommodation equal to the
effort of convergence.

The theory that we must, in presbyopia, decenter
cx. lenses inwards, or give prisms bases in, so as to
relieve convergence equally with accommodation is,
in my opinion, quite erroneous ; the glasses should be
centered exactly to the visual axes when they are
directed to the reading place.

Harmony Between
Accommodation
and Convergence

recti are not necessarily weak—as
wcIl as reducing the amount of accommodation de-
manded, but by restoring harmony between the neces-
sary efforts of the two functions ; and on the same
principle, I do not think that we need usually decenter
cx. and cc. lenses in order to relieve the muscles in
hypermetropia and myopia. We obtain comfort in
the manner I have indicated, by means of sphericals
which cause the efforts of the two functions to be
similar.

Only, indeed, prismatic power .may be indicated
when, by means of sphericals, in any case of refractive
error or of depleted accommodation due to age,
harmony between the efforts cannot be produced,
since we are limited on the one side by the point of
no correction, and on the other by full correction.

We cannot do more in esophoric hypermetropia
and exophoric myopia than give an absolutely full
correction ; if then vision is painful, prisms must be
combined with the sphericals.

Again, in the exophoric hypermetropia and eso-
phoric myopia, conditions extremely difficult to treat
satisfactorily, we cannot go beyond giving no correc-
tion, and if vision is not then possible sphericals must

Relief is not obtained by reducing
the amount of convergence that
need be exerted—the internal
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be applied and supplemented with prisms. Such
cases are, however, rare.

If in presbyopia with latent convergence we give
+ 3 D. lenses for reading at 33 cm., and asthenopia
still obtains, the external recti must be aided ; if there
is latent divergence and with no lenses, print at 33 C.
cannot be read, + sphericals must be supplied, in
order that vision may be possible ; and if they aggra-
vate the muscular trouble, prisms bases in must be
combined therewith.

Prisms bases out, weaker concaves and stronger
convexes relieve insufficiency of the external recti.
Prisms bases in, stronger concaves and weaker con-
vexes relieve insufficiency of the internal recti.

In the discussion, the chairman,
Criticisms W. A. Dixey, said he had made
and Suggestions a note of one or two things as to

which he would like Mr. Laurance
to reply. First, presbyopia had been represented as
occurring at a definite time, whereas the condition
that developed eventually in presbyopia, namely,
inability to accommodate comfortably inside a given
distance, was a condition that gradually grew from
the time a child was born. The effort necessary
to produce a given amount of accommodation was
subject to a continual variation in amount from child-
hood to old age. As Mr. Laurance pointed out, it
was affected by the growth of the ciliary muscles and
by the elasticity of the lens, which were both varying
quantities. In view of this he would like Mr. Lau-
rance to define exactly what he meant by the balance
of effort, by the equalization of the two efforts, the
effort of convergence and the effort of accommoda-
tion. It seemed to him (the chairman) that a large
part of Mr. Laurance's theory for the treatment of
defective sight was based upon this : that the aim
should be to equalize the effort of accommodation
and the effort of convergence. This, the chairman
said he thought was a weak premise to base treatment
upon, for the reason stated, that the effort of accom-
modation varied practically from day to day and year
to year with the growth of the individual. He would,
therefore, like Mr. Laurance to say exactly what he
meant by effort, and to consider exactly what the
ciliary muscle was, and what the recti muscles were;
and that the dynamic value of the former was entirely
different to the dynamic value of the muscles that
controlled convergence.

He thought Mr. Laurance's point in regard to the
presbyope of forty and the presbyope of forty-five was
a very good one, and he was of opinion that on the
whole it was the better point of view to take, better
than that mentioned by the speaker in a paper he read
some time ago, which view, however, had the support
of Scheffler, a very good authority on the relations of
accommodation and convergence. One thing which
had to be considered and which Mr. Laurance had not
sufficiently taken into account in his paper was, to put
it quite shortly, the influence of habit ; this was a
most important consideration ; a man might become
habituated to a certain relation between his accommo-
dation and his convergence, and might wear his
spectacles with or without occasional asthenopia, but
the mere fact of his spectacles being comfortable was
not sufficient, and something more than that was
needed to base treatment on. If habit was not taken
into consideration a course would frequently be taken
which was not quite the best.

Mr. Selfe wished to ask one question concern-
ing accommodation : why people who were given
glasses for myopia of low degree, say, about two
diopters, were instructed never to wear them except
for distance. Why should not such persons be told
to wear those glasses, providing accommodation
is good—to use them for reading, and so keep
the accommodation exercised, which would be of
use to them in old age?

Mr. Laurance's Mr. Laurance replied as follows :
Interesting Reply In reference to Mr. Dixey's remark

about comfort being considered in
relation to spectacles, and to what he (Mr. Lau-
rance) said, that those glasses should be given
which made the efforts of accommodation and
convergence equal, so as to produce comfort, he
believed that the majority of people who went for
glasses did so in order to obtain comfort and not so
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much to improve their sight. The majority of people
had sufficiently good sight for distance and for seeing
near by, but could not do so with comfort—neuralgia,
headaches and other troubles being produced. Of
course, in cases of myopia and presbyopia the sight
must be improved by wearing glasses, but in the
majority of cases glasses were only worn to produce
comfort. He could not see why a customer should be
put through a period of discomfort ; therefore, he
thought that in some cases the tendency was to over-
correct in cases of hypermetropia and perhaps to
under-correct in cases of myopia. He believed that
better results would be produced in some instances of
myopia if one were to fully correct, but he did not
mean by this, over-correction, which would increase
the defect. Myopia was produced by certain actions
on the globe by the muscles, compression and so forth,
and of course if too much action were called into play
then there was very likely to be produced an increase
of myopia.

Great care must be taken, said the speaker,
in not over-correcting. Those members who had
attended his classes would remember that he had
taken the weakest concaves as the measure of the
myopia, but for constant wear he thought the correc-
tion should generally be as nearly as possible the
measure of the defect. The question had been raised
as to why it was that people who were given glasses
for myopia were told never to wear them except for
distance. There was no reason why they should not
wear them constantly. He believed in putting, con-
cave glasses on the young myope, and, providing they
are not too strong and that they mean really not more
than the measure of the error, they should be worn
constantly. Anyhow, they should be worn constantly
where the eyes are orthophoric or in exophoria, and
more often than not in the case of adults. Mr. Lau-
rance said that without any glasses his own sight was
equal to ua or something like that, and with glasses he
had a visual acuity of nearly I, yet having insufficiency
of the external recti he was more comfortable without
them, although he had some 4 diopters more accom-
modation than that which is taken as the minimum
amount for age.

In reference to decentering, in his (Mr. Lau-
rance's) opinion it was not necessary that lenses
should be decentered in the majority of cases for
refractive errors or presbyopia, as a prismatic effect
was thus given and a squint was produced. If a
prism was in front of the eye the vision must be taken
over towards the edge of the prism. He did not
believe in giving relief by means of prisms if it could
be obtained by means of sphericals. One of the
first principles in optics should be that sphericals
should not be decentered nor combined with prisms ;
but, of course, there were cases ill which sphericals
alone would not give comfort.

In reference to the point raised by Mr. Dixey, as to
an elucidation of what he meant by effort, this was a
very difficult question. Was it stimulus, was it inner-
vation ? He could not say. He would take an example:
If a strong man attempted to lift a hundred pounds he
might do it very easily, and if a weak woman attempted
to lift a hundred pounds she might also succeed in
doing it, but she would have to make a considerably
greater effort. What was that effort ? As stated in
his paper, said Mr. Laurance, we had no means of
knowing how much of a function results from a
given effort. As far as the eye was concerned, it
could only be estimated. We knew that, under cer-
tain conditions, there were more results, and under
others less ; but it was impossible to express it in
quantity. Mr. Dixey concurred with him in that we
never knew what glass was the proper one, and very
aptly mentioned the fact that when prescriptions were
seen people were apt to condemn them because they
were capable of being read so Very differently, accord-
ing to the circumstances under which the eyes were
tested ; at that time the correction might have been
perfectly right, whereas, a year later, it might not be
right, at any rate it might not be the best. Apart
from these extreme conditions, one never knew the
condition of the eyes when the glasses were supplied.
He commonly said in such a case : " I have no doubt
that the glasses were perfectly right at the time they
were fitted, but the conditions of your eyes are not
the same to-day ; therefore, you might be better off
with something else." The less said on these occa-
sions the better the customer takes it.
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CHAPTER XIV
(Part IV)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

When an image is formed upon the retina
at either side of the yellow spot, it is referred
outward in the opposite direction. An object
situated in the outer portion of the field of
vision impresses its image upon the inner portion
of the retina ; an object situated below impresses
the upper portion of the retina, and so on.
Therefore, when an impression is received upon
a portion of the retina inside of the yellow spot,
it is referred by the brain to the outer part of
the field ; when received above the yellow spot,
it is referred below. This is the law of projection,
by which is explained the fact that our vision is
erect in spite of the fact the retinal image is
inverted. The brain sees not this retinal image
but its projection outward, and as the inner
portion of the retina carries to the brain the
impression of the outer part of the object, and
the upper portion of the retina the lower part of
the object, the latter is in this way righted and
appears as erect.

In convergent strabismus, and sometimes in
esophoria, one eye fixes the object and the
other eye turns in. In the first eye the rays of
light from a candle strike the retina at the yellow
spot and are reflected back to the source of
light, which appears in its proper position. In
the squinting eye which turns inward the fundus
with the yellow spot is at the same time neces-
sarily moved outward, and the ray of light
strikes the retina inside the yellow spot, when,
according to the law of projection, it is referred

Our Prescription Department is equipped with everymodern optical improvement, even to the automatic machinesfor grinding edges.
To facilitate the prompt filling of orders, this departmentis supplemented by a stock of optical goods five times that ofany other Southern house.

The Clam-Shell Style
is made in two sizes for offset
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by
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Nu. s'.26 tel Largu Eyeglatise,

Ifeteronymous.

outward in a straight line. Diplopia is produced,
the two images being seen side by side, and
since the right image belongs to the right eye,
it is known as homonymous diplopia.

In divergent strabismus, and sometimes in
exophoria, one eye fixes the object and the other
turns out. In the first eye the rays of light are
referred back to the candle, which therefore
appears in its proper place. The other eye,
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since its visual line is turned outwards, has its
fundus moved inward, and therefore the ray of
light entering • the eye strikes the retina outside
of the yellow spot, when, according to the law
Of projection, it is referred nasalward in a straight
line. The diplopia produced is of the heterony-
mous kind, because of the two images seen side
by side it is the left one that belongs to the
right eye.

Binocular vision depends upon the blending
or fusion of the image formed in each eye, and
the natural desire to preserve it is the origin of
the impulse which directs the movements of the
eyes and keeps them in association in the same
direction.

POINT OF FIXATION

The object of all ocular movements is to
place the eyes in such a position that the rays
from an object will fall upon the best part of the
retina, viz. : the yellow spot, in order that the
clearest vision may be obtained of whatever
object engages the attention at that particular
moment. When attention is directed to any
point, the eyes unconsciously and simultaneously
follow, and as we glance from point to point a
series of pictures is formed, from which is gained
a conception of the shape, size, solidity and
position of objects. At times the eyes may
wander aitnlessly, without the attention being
called to any particular object.

The " point of fixation " is the point which
for the moment engages the eye. In the dark
the eyes are apt to be in constant motion, while
blind eyes are scarcely ever quiet in one position.
The object of fixation is to retain the image
upon the yellow spot, thus affording a small area
of acute vision, which constitutes direct vision.

Immediately outside of this spot indirect
vision is located, in which the perception of
light and motion is but little lessened ; the former
serves the astronomer in good stead by enabling
him to see a star better by looking a little to one
side of it ; and the latter opens an avenue of
escape from danger under many circumstances.

PARALYSES OF OCULAR MUSCLES

The term paralysis is used to indicate a
loss of power in one or more of the orbital
muscles, and should be regarded not as a dis-
ease of itself but rather as a symptom. The
lesion producing this. symptom may be located
either in the orbit or in some portion of the brain.

The spnploms produced by ocular paralyses
may be mentioned as follows :

I. Diplopia.  This is usually the first
symptom of which the patient is conscious, and
is apt to be the most constant, persistent and
annoying. Two objects are seen because the
image cannot be formed upon identical portions
of the retina of each eye. One image is true
and the other false ; some patients in the course
of time learn to ignore the latter; resulting in
monocular vision and the disappearance of the
diplopia.

2. Impaired Vision. If the paralysis be slight
there may be no real diplopia, but an overlap-
ping of the two images causing indistinct vision.

3. Dizziness. This symptom is the result
of the foregoing and is also partly due to faulty
projection, and the result is an uncertain gait.
It is most noticeable in cases Where the depressor
muscles are affected, because these are the ones
most used for work, for reading and for walking.

4. Impaired Afovement. There is a notice-
able inability of the eye to move in the direction
of the paralyzed muscle as shown when a test
object is moved towards this side. The normal
eye easily follows the movement, while the
affected eye cannot turn beyond the median
line. The " primary " deviation is that shown
in the affected eye when the normal eye is open
and fixing an object. The " secondary " devi-
ation is produced when the working eye is
covered, thus compelling the paralyzed eye, if
possible, to take up fixation. The deviation is
now in the good eye, and if it be examined
under the cover, it will be seen to be much more
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pronounced than the primary, since the effort to
cause the paralyzed muscle to contract requires
such a strong innervation, which also goes tq
the normal muscle where it produces an excessive
action.

5. Vicarious inclination of the head. 41
order to avoid the annoyance of the diplopia,
the head may be turned in such a way as to
cause the true and false image to fuse into one.
When the eyes turn in the direction of the para-
lyzed muscle, diplopia manifests itself, to avoid
which the individual turns his head in the same
direction. In paralysis of the right external or
left internal rectus, the face turns to the right ;
if the right internal or the left external be
affected, to the left ; if the depressor muscles,
down ; and if the elevator muscles, the face is
turned up. These compensatory movements
furnish valuable (but not infallible) indications
in determining the muscle affected, it being
necessary to remember only that the patient's
face turns in the direction of the paralyzed
muscle.

STRABISMUS

Strabismus is a departure from the normal
parallel condition of the eyes, and may be
defined as that condition in which the two eyes
do not both fix the same object, or in other
words, in which there is a deviation of one
fixation line from the other. In regard to the
nature of the strabismus, it may be said to be
either paralytic or concomitant. When the
deviation is in or out, it is known as convergent
or divergent strabismus, which are the two most
common forms. In addition to which there
may be a vertical squint, one eye turning above
or below its fellow. Strabismus may be either
fixed, intermittent or alternating, terms which
are sufficiently descriptive of the conditions they
are intended to represent.

PARALYTIC STRABISMUS

This form of strabismus being due to a
palsy of one or more of the muscles, occurs
only when the affected muscle is called upon to
perform its function, that is, when an attempt is
made to look in this direction, in which there is
an actual limitation of movement.

The characteristic of this form of strabismus
is that when the eyes are in certain positions, no
deviation is noticeable. This is in the direction
of the normal muscle ; but when the effort is
made to turn them in the other direction, one
eye moves normally while the other is unable to
turn at all. This inability to follow the move-
ments of the other eye constitutes a deviation
from the normal position.

Any one of the six ocular muscles may be
paralyzed by itself and give rise to its own form
of diplopia. Or two or more of the muscles
may be paralyzed at the same time. 'Paralysis
of all the rotary muscles of the eye is known as
ofihthahnoplegia externa.

The causes of paralytic strabismus may be
located in the muscles themselves, in the nerves
that supply the muscles, or in the brain. These
may occur from wounds, suppuration, tumors,
hemorrhage, or from constitutional disorders,
such as syphilis, diseases of kidneys, etc. Alco-
hol and tobacco may produce degeneration of
the nerves leading to strabismus of the paralytic
variety.

Paralysis of the third or oculo-motor nerve
will affect the superior, inferior and internal
recti and the inferior oblique.

Paralysis of the fourth or pathetic nerve
affects only the superior oblique muscle.

Paralysis of the sixth 'or abducens nerve
affects only the external rectus muscle.

Paralytic strabismus may occur suddenly,
sometimes coming on during the night. More
frequently it is a gradual process, the patient
being conscious of some difficulty in using the
eyes, with occasional appearance of double
images, the trouble increasing from week to week,
until the condition becomes fully established.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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A LONG FELT WANT

Up-to-date Opticians have been looking for a

Riding Bow Spectacle Case
that will really protect the nose piece, insure the
particular curve of Temple required for the patient's
or wearer's use, thereby affording better satisfaction
to the Optician, and more comfort and pleasure to
your Customer, thus materially increasing your
business.
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An Invaluable Eye Remedy

The Great G01111811 Eye Water
From the Original Prescription

of the late Dr. Agnew

A harmless preparation with
wonderful curative properties. Its
immediate effect in cases of chronic
or acute conjunctivitis, bletharitis
or scaly eyelids, burning, smarting
or itching of the eyes or inflamma-
tion from tiny cause is phenomenal.

Twenty-five years on the market. Sold by thousands of jewelers
and opticians, with great satisfaction.

This formula IS NOT the product of any optician or eye special-
ist, BUT IS from one of America's greatest ophthalmic surgeons.

Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box.
Price, 819.50 per gross. 1111.63 per dozen. Customer's
business card on each bottle if 6 dozen or more are ordered.

Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor,

W. F. CUSIIMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston Mass.

The"Ideal" Post Screw Lock
PATENTED DEC. II, 1900

SCREW UNLOCKED SCREW LOCKED

The simplest device for preventing the post screws in eyeglasses or any kind from loosening.The post screw has a polygonal head of five sides, giving ten points of contact. The sides of boxare deep enough in the center to hold the screw firmly, the screwdriver easily removing the screwwhen necessary. After setting the screw, press side of post against the flat side of the screw (seeillustration). No extra part, inexpensive, neater appearance, quickly adjusted. Manufactured inall styles of frames and mountings, by AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.,For sale by all Jobbers In Optical Goods. Southbridge, Mass.
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Adjusting of Spectacles and
Eyeglasses

The adjusting of spectacles and eyeglasses is a
subject the discussion of which will bear much repeti-
tion, for though each writer may present many ideas
that are well-known and in common usage, yet each
also presents some new ideas, which, small though
they seem, serve in the aggregate to make for greater
perfection.

In the proper fitting of spectacles and eyeglasses,
either framed or frameless, there are five main points to
be considered : to wit, pupillary distance (P. D.) ;
second, base of bridge (B. B. ); third, height of bridge;
fourth, crest of bridge ; fifth, size of lens to be
used. We will deal with these five points
in order, as briefly as possible to be definite,
and yet endeavor to make each point clear
to our readers.

To Find the Pupillary distance is ob-
tained with the eyes in three
different positions. Assum-

ing that patient and operator are seated, face
to face, which places both on more equality for
height, the patient is directed to look forward,
straight over the forehead of the operator, while
the operator measures the P. D. in millimeters from
the outer edge of the pupil of one eye, say the right,
to the inner edge of the left pupil.

For these measurements for all the points herein
considered, except the second, the writer prefers a
small ivory pocket rule, known as Ferguson's optical
rule, illustrated in Fig. 1. It is a six-inch rule with
inch measure on the one side and with the millime-
ter on the reverse side. How to use this rule will be
described later in this article. To return to the
measurement of the P. D., the distance as found with
the eyes in the first position, will be the correct P. D.
for myopes, also for distant vision of hyperopes.

The second position is obtained by directing the
patient to look down and forward to a point about the
center of the chest of the operator. The operator will

note that there is a decrease in P. D., varying from
mm. to 3 mm. This second position will give the

correct P. D. for near vision of hyperopes, also of
presbyopes.

The third position is obtained by taking a half way
point between the amount of distant P. D. and the

near P. D. This last and third position should be used

for all glasses that are given for constant use, especially

in the use of plus cylinders, when the cylinders are in

the vertical or oblique axis, if you would have the

Pupillary Distance

THIE KEY8TONEE

The points of this instrument are applied at an angle
of about forty-five degrees, with the inner points well
down to the face, or about the . depth of the long
shanks as used on spectacles and the B. B. measure
noted. In fitting frameless eyeglasses, this instrument
is also used to ascertain the distance between lenses to
determine the size of lens to be used. When fitting
frameless eyeglasses, the mountings should be selected
and fitted before proceeding to make up the glasses.
Sizing the lens is described farther on in this article.

The third point, height of bridge, is obtained by
using the Ferguson rule with the opening B over the
nose, at an angle of about forty-five degrees, sighting
an imaginary line on P. D. and noting the point where
such a line would bisect the scale on the rule. We can
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plaining of a sore nose, from the cutting in of the crest
of the bridge.

A small amount of change in the angle of the
crest may be made by bending the temple joints, so as
to raise or lower the temple, but almost every pair of
spectacles should be bent at an angle of about fifteen
degrees, to place the lenses in a position to conform to
the plane in which the sight is most used, and as this
is best done at the temple joints, any change for the
crest is best obtained by bending the shank at the
bridge juncture with the frame. To do this, a special
pair of pliers are required, with a transverse section on
one jaw of the pliers, that is shaped and proportionate
in size to the inside groove of the frames, the other jaw
being half round. But for general use, a pair of pliers
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cylindrical correction comfortably accepted, for cyl-

inders produce a decided prismatic effect on the eyes,

increasing in proportion to the strength of the cylinder.

Any deviation from the foregoing principles made

necessary by muscular errors is governed by the degree

of the error, and is corrected by either decentering of

the lens or imposing of prisms.

To Find the Bridge The second point, that of base
Measurements of bridge, is too often least con-

sidered, but should not be so, for a

spectacle frame to be comfortable to the wearer must

have a saddle well shaped to the nose, so that the

weight will be evenly distributed and the glasses be

maintained in correct position. For measuring the

base of the bridge, the
most satisfactory in-
strument when once
tried and its use under- I 0 2

stood, is called a mil-
limeter caliper, which
has a sliding scale, with
two projecting points,
one of which is at-
tached to the sliding
scale, which is spaced
in mm, on a bright
polished surface ; the
other point is a part of
the base, which is dead
black in color, so that
the contrast is very
marked and the scale
easily read (see Fig.2).

II 111111

Fig. 1

A for P. D. measure. B for H. of Bridge. r for Crest. D for Temple Length

then read off from the scale the correct height of the
bridge. The scale being made in both inch and metric
system, and to read downward from the arch, the
correct height is easily obtained. Observe, however,
in taking the measurement, to request the patient
to direct his eyes to the position stated, according to
the point for which glasses are to be used, viz. : Distant
or near vision. This will not apply in fitting bifocals,
but will vary on each patient tried. However, the
correct position or height of bridge is easily obtained
by trying the patient at the distant and near point and
then at the point where sight will be most used.
Usually an imaginary line drawn across the gauge
from the lower edge of the pupils at the latter position
will be the correct height in fitting bifocals.

To Determine the The fourth point, crest of bridge, is
Crest of the Bridge very essential, as lenses should be

placed as close to the eye as possi-
ble, without allowing the lashes to touch ; as the
placing of the glasses farther from the eye increases
the strength of a plus lens and decreases the strength
of a minus lens. It is not unusual to meet with patients

on whom the lashes must be clipped at the time of
fitting the glasses and at regular periods thereafter.

Using the Ferguson rule again, this time flat with

the edge next to the face, on which the short scale is
found, we note just the position of the lashes to the
edge of the rule. If the lashes appear almost in con-

tact, we call the crest of bridge on line ; if the lashes
overlap the edge, we call the crest in, to the amount

of the overlapping ; and should the lashes be some
distance back from the edge, we call the crest out, to

the amount of distance indicated. The lids about half

open are in the best position for this measurement.

Some account of the form of the lens to be used, must

be taken into consideration, as if periscopics are to be
used, the measurement for the crest may be snug, but

if double convex or compounds are to be used, an
allowance must be made for the increased curvature.
In the crest of the bridge, broad showy ones are prefer-

used in frameless work called stud pliers, will do fairly
well, but most accurate results can be obtained by
using a pair of good-size, half-round pliers, with a
brass section soldered to the oval jaw and filed to fit

the groove in the frames. To have the necessary pliers

for frame bending is absolutely essential, and the best

is the cheapest in the end. As in all skilled work this
changing of the angle of the crest requires some
practice to do it nicely and quickly and not destroy

the position of the crest in relation to the original
shape, in or out. However, a few trials will convince
anyone of the practical utility of this mode of frame
adjustment and start the earnest seeker on the way to
greater skill and efficiency. The fifth point is one
wholly evolved by the writer, and while of decided
advantage in fitting lenses that conform to the facial
contour of each individual wearer, it presents a greater
claim for the consideration of opticians as a means of
placing a stamp of individuality on each man's work
as well as retaining more certainly the continued
patronage of the patient.

Frameless versus In prescribing glasses the writer
never fails to recommend frame-
less as being the best; first, because

glasses thus used are less conspicuous on the wearer,
enhance as a rule the general appearance and admit
of making an exact fit to the face in relation to the
siae and shape of the individual which cannot be had
in using frames, thus greatly pleasing the patient and
overcoming to a great extent the objections most
people have to the use of glasses. Last of all, and
not the least to be considered by the optician for his
own good, frameless lenses mean increased repair
trade and better prices, with more chances for the
optician with genuine ability to win and retain the
best trade.

Standard sizes of lenses such as are used to-day,
are suited to those who are satisfied with present con-
ditions, but to those who are constalitly seeking higher
knowledge and proficiency in all thingsti  optical,leidea

ideas herein
trustlereiil

presented will merit
approval and prac-
tical use. All have
been thoroughly
tried, and are in
daily practical use
with an increasing
patronage, which is
the best evidence of
ability to serve and

please. For the opticians who do their own grinding
this final factor will be the more readily acquired and
greater results achieved in the shortest time.

To the mind of the writer the standard size of.
lenses now used are too narrow in width. A graded
width in proportion to the length of lens is much
neater in appearance and more satisfactory to the

(Continued on page zss)

Framed Glasses
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Black Dots at 30 and 90 are Raised Knobs to Work Sliding Scale

able as giving best satisfaction. But few really good,

able opticians know just how to adjust the crest of the

bridge to the proper position for the nose that is not

just on the same angle of forty-five degrees on which

most, if not all, .spectacle frames are bent. Some

noses are flat and others are almost vertical, hence the

angle of the crest must be changed for such special

cases, or the optician will soon have a patient corn-
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an evi-
dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order in
which they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymoua
communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give proper
advice in the management of canes submitted to us, it is essential
that we be furnished with a complete history of catch case and
accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. Have glasses been previously worn ? How long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with them).
5. Evidence of antigniatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"R. P. 0."—Gentleman, presbyope of + 1.75 ; vision
otherwise good. Is bothered with a drawing up
of the right upper eyelid. Can shut both eyes,
and when shut both look natural ; but when open,
the right eyeball seems to protrude on account of
lid falling back. He has never received any
injuty to that eye, neither does it hart him in the
least. The trouble started about six months ago,
and although not painful is embarrassing. Can
you enlighten me of the cause of this? Customer
is a carriage painter by trade and a man of good
habits.

This correspondent has failed to give us the infor-
mation asked for at the top of this page, which is
always necessary in order to arrive at an intelligent
opinion of any case. He says the patient's vision is
good, but this is an adjective of only comparative
value and does not convey any definite information.
If he had said vision equals IR, then we would have
had exact knowledge of this feature of the case. Such
a condition as that described might possibly be due
to an uncorrected refractive error, but we have no
data on which to form an opinion in this direction.
We are not even told the age, which would be of
assistance in judging whether the amount of pres-
byopia present was normal or not.

The drawing up of the upper eyelid of which this
patient complains, is rather an unusual condition and
is directly the opposite of ptosis. This latter is a
drooping of the upper lid or an inability to raise it,
the cause of which may be hysterical or it may be de-
pendent upon a paralysis of the levator muscle. Con-
trarywise, our patient's condition may also be due to
some hysterical element or to a spasm of the levator
muscle, depending upon some irritation in the brain or
central nervous system. The remedy would naturally
be the removal of the cause, and the first step, there-
fore, is to search after this. If it arises from any error
of the refractive or muscular system, it can be cor-
rected by a skillful optician ; in regard to this point,
the history given us is not sufficient to enable us to
decide. Otherwise, it lies outside the domain of the
optician, and if of sufficient gravity to justify, should
be referred to a medical man.

"J. F. S."—Boy, aged thirteen years. Jill/ed with
the following correction R. E., — 1.50 C 62
cyl. ax. 135° ; L. E., — 6 ̂  75 cyl. ax. 3o0.
With these he sees well at a distance and near for
a few minutes at a time, then things (as in read-
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ing) become dim. Without glasses he cannot
recognize anyone lo feet distant. With these
glasses he can see at 6o feet distant and everything
looks plain. He can read the smallest print at
10 inches. He has always had headache until these
glasses were fitted, and the combination has re-
//eyed same. Without the cyl., R. E.,— 33 sph.;
L. E., — 4.5o. With these he can see vet,/ well,
and has constant headache. He says the correc-
tion I gave makes his eyes feel good ; but why the
reading should become dim is what puzzles me.

Once again we must find fault with our correspon-
dent for not giving us the details asked for at the head
of this page. In this boy's case we are not given any
information as to his acuity of vision without glasses
or with them. In regard to the first, no mention at all
is made, except that he cannot recognize any one at
Jo feet distant ; and in regard to the second, we are
told that he sees well at a distance and that at 6o feet
everything looks plain. There is no definiteness about
statements of this kind and they convey absolutely
no information as to the amount of vision. We do
not know why the statement is made that the glasses
afford vision at 6o feet, because it is not customary to
make these tests at a greater distance than 20 feet. If
we had been told at what distance the test card was
hanging and which line of letters the boy was able to
read, we would have known exactly the degree of
acuteness of vision. Possibly he might not have been
able to see even the largest letters at the usual dis-
tance, in which case he should be allowed to approach
the card until they become legible. Knowing this
and also the line of letters which become visible by
means of the correcting lenses, we are then in a posi-
tion to form some intelligent opinion in regard to
the case.

Another point on which we desire information is
as to whether this boy had ever worn glasses before,
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and if so, what number ? Presumably the case is one
of myopia, and yet in such a condition it is not custo-
mary to suffer with constant headache, and therefore
it is possible that there may be some element of astig-
matism in the case, or a muscular insufficiency, or
even that it may be one of high hypermetropia, which
has on more than one occasion been mistaken for
myopia.

In the absence of the information on all these
necessary points, and with the scant history of the
case at our command, there are two conclusions to be
arrived at:

First.—That the concave glasses fitted are too
strong, as is so apt to be the case in myopia.

Seconcl.—Even if the glasses represent the exact
degree of defect, still, if the patient has never before
worn glasses, there will be some difficulty in reading
at first or until he becomes accustomed to them. The
reason for this is that in a myope the vision is naturally
adapted for close objects, and therefore reading and
writing is accomplished without any necessity for
accommodative effort. As soon as concave glasses
are put on, however, the accommodation is then
brought actively into play, in order to maintain clear
vision for close objects. It can readily be understood
that a muscle that has been comparatively passive for
years and is then suddenly called upon for active use,
will be unable to at once fulfill its new requirements,
which even though natural are quite different from
what it has been accustomed to.

We would, therefore, advise a careful re-examina-
tion of this case, and if found beyond a doubt to be
myopic, the adjustment of the very weakest concave
glasses that afford satisfactory distant vision. Under
ordinary circumstances these will also prove in a short
time just as comfortable for near vision ; although it
is well to know that in some cases it is necessary to
prescribe a weaker glass for reading. These may be
only temporary and it may be possible to return to the
full correction after a time ; in exceptional cases it may
be necessary to continue the two pairs of glasses
indefinitely.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

" H. W D."— Regarding no) question in May Key-
stone, I am afraid I led you a little astray say-
ing the patient had esophoria, for it was exo-
phoria, and of course this was determined with
all correction on. I have fitted hundreds of
cases of astigmatism, but never one of such high
degree at an oblique angle ; that is the reason I
wished your expert's opinion. I did not give the
All correction of cylinder, as the extra — 2 D.
was not a vet), marked improvement in vision
and would only add to the metamorphosis, which
would be in my estimation had enough as it was.
In regard to not seeing as well with poorer (?)
eye, there's no doubt in my mind but the vision
will improve under proper correction. I have
had several cases as such. As an illustration, I
will give this from my record book Young lady,
aged iwenlyfour years ; shoe operator. Eyes
always ached; wore 0. D. ; 0. — 3,75.
This was filled by an eminent oculist, so she said.
Retinoscope showed 0. I). — 2.50 ; 0. S. — 2.75
C — .25 ax. 00, which sit/Yee-live verified. Vision
before, 0. D. Pa, — 2.50 ; after, I. Vision be-
fore, 0. S. A, — 2.75 C — .25 ax. 00; after, C.
No combination of lenses would improve right
eye. Thinking these lenses might be too strong
and only accepted through a spasmodic ciliary, I
requested patient to return in ten days, which she
did, and at which time both eyes were normal
vision and no weaker lens would be accepted.
Now, to return to our subject, I might say the
lady had been to several oculists and to the eye
and ear infirmary, with no better results, and was
sent to me by one of my patients. Now, as it
says, I take a grave responsibility upon myself
I would like to ask this question: If I prescribe
a pair of glasses and the lenses correct the refrac-
tive error (lake this case, for instance) right,
what can they hold me responsible for here in
Massachusetts?

This second letter from our correspondent shows
that we were right in our supposition that there might
have been a confusion of terms, and that the muscular
condition was really an exophoria. In the light of this
correction we have but little to add to our former
answer ; the muscular condition calls for attention
either by prisms or by an operation, as seems most
suitable. Perhaps the prisms might be tried first, com-
mencing with 3° over each eye and gradually increas-
ing as necessary, holding the operation in reserve in
case the desired relief is not obtained in this way.

When we said that this case is a serious one and
imposes grave responsibility upon the optician, we
did not mean to intimate that he would render him-
self liable to a prosecution for malpractice ; but our
idea was that the gravity of the case itself and with-
out any reference to a legal aspect of the question,
imposed great responsibility upon the man who cor-
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rects it. There is a certain amount of responsibility
involved in the correction of any case of defective
vision, and naturally this responsibility increases with
the gravity of the case.

" N Z L."—Girl, ten years old, complained of being
nearsighted ever since a small child, yet never
wore glasses. Examination shows no astig-
matism. Muscular balance normal. Eyes look
healthy. ll'ith naked eyes, vision, Ma. P P., 2
inches ; P R., 5 inches. Reads comfortably at
334 inches for a while, but has to stop reading
after using her eyes a while. Concave lenses re-
jected. + 2.50 D. brings vision it and reading
comfortable at 8 inches, and makes I'. P. 5 inches
and P. R. 12 inches, and no other lens or combi-
nation of lenses will better it. I have prescribed
+ 2.50 D. for constant use. Please explain how
such myopic symptoms can appear in such high
degree of hypermetropia and advise if it is pos-
sible to bring vision (Maw to IS and if such lenses
should be worn constantly for a child of that age.
In high degrees of hypermetropia the vision is

very much impaired, because the rays of light strike
the retina before they have come to a focus and be-
cause the retinal image is smaller than in the normal
eye, on account of the deficiency of refractive power.
In order to compensate for this the patient falls into
the habit of holding objects very close, as he finds he
can thus see better, the reason being that the closeness
of the object forms a larger retinal image. This often
leads to high hypermetropia being mistaken for
myopia, an error which is inexcusable for a well-
educated optician. The writer has more than once
had patients come to him with the statement that they
were near-sighted, when an examination showed them
to be hypermetropic ; and in The Optician's Manual
attention is called to the danger of making such an
error and several illustrative cases are described.
This case is a similar one, and it is more than likely
that there is a greater amount of hypermetropia than
the + 2.50 D. lenses would indicate. In cases of this
kind there is always more or less amblyopia, or at
least a dullness of the sensibility of the retina, and
therefore it is not possible to raise the vision to nor-
mal by any glass. The strongest lenses the patient

accept should be prescribed with the directions
that they be worn constantly, and it is not unlikely by
keeping the refraction carefully corrected that the
acuteness of vision will gradually improve as the
patient grows older.

There is one safeguard about this case which is
not always found in similar cases, and that is that
concave glasses were rejected. Very often, when the
distant vision is impaired and objects are held close to
the eyes, the optician is led to try concave lenses ;
and if accepted, as they often are, he goes no further,
but regards the case as one of myopia and prescribes
the concave glasses. This is the point which must be
guarded against, and therefore if dependence is placed
upon the trial case, convex lenses must be used first,
even in the face of such apparent symptoms of myopia;
and in case they are accepted, concave lenses must not
be thought of. Otherwise, if the latter are tried and
accepted, the diagnosis is in doubt and the optician is
liable to error.

" S. 111."—Hid physician administer atropine, girl
twelve years old. The child became delirious.
Physician put atropine in each eye, a,ifh dropper,
twice, at about four hours interval. An hour
after second application she was quite delirious.
I took her home and told her mother to bring her
back next day. She was all right then, only the
pupils remained dilated. Test showed best °b-
tamable vision then R., + 1.75 Cy/. ax. go° =
ig ; L., — .75 S. CD + 2.75 cyl. ax. zoo° = II
Pin-hole test before showed same improvement.
Vision before atropine used and without glasses
was about II in each eye. Why did she become de-
lirious? Kindly give correct formula for atro-
pine, how often it should be applied, and at what
intervals of time, and how soon eyes are ready
for testing.

There is a great difference in the susceptibility of
patients to various drugs, and this is especially notice-
able with belladonna, or its active alkaloid, atropine.
Some patients will bear quite large amounts of the
drug without discomfort, while others will show its
physiological effects after very slight doses. When a
solution of atropine is dropped into the conjunctival
sac, it is of course absorbed and there is more or less
a general as well as local action. This girl seems to
be one of those who have an idiosyncrasy for the drug
and possibly it may have been used in very strong solu-
tion; at any rate she showed the physiological action of
the drug, a prominent symptom of which is delirium.

Atropine is seldom used in the eye stronger than
four grains to the ounce, and one drop of this solution
is placed in each eye. The custom of the writer is to
make three instillations, as follows : at bedtime, on
arising and one hour before examination. This usually
results in placing the accommodation sufficiently in
abeyance for all refractive purposes, although it is
possible there may be exceptional cases in which there
is spasm of accommodation so marked as to call for a
continuance of the atropine for two or three days.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
It is a trite saying that " nothing succeeds like success." While the managementof this School has every reason to feel gratified over the success it has attained in the past,we are always looking to the future and studying means for making our course of instruc-tion, both theoretically and practically, of surpassing excellence.
Our latest concrete effort in this direction has been the merging of the ChicagoCollege of Optics, conducted by Prof. Geo. A. Rogers, into this School. By this stroke wehave added to the faculty of the Northern Illinois College one of the most advancedthinkers and practical instructors in the science of optometry, and he will be one of ourregular lecturers and instructors for the future. His special field will be what may betermed Dioptrics, and no student of this School will be able to escape his simple but force-ful elucidation of that subject, including all manner of lens actions and mathematicalnotations of optical phenomena of every description.
Prospective students of optics will do well to bear in mind, in connection with the above, that the Northern Illinois College has

The largest bona fide faculty of competent instructors of any optical school, East or West.The finest clinical facilities of any School of its kind in the world.The most scientifically arranged and equipped model testing rooms.The most practical and complete system of imparting instruction.And that it offers to its students higher privileges and to its graduates greater advantages than any School in America.For Complete Course, with all privileges, by any and all methods and for any time, Write for our latest (June) Announcement.

The Fee is $25.00

PROF. GEO. A. ROGERS

GEO. W. McFATRICI-I, M. D., Secy.,

lois Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.
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A REMEDY.FORJTHE
PEOPII4SAff'& PLEASANT
IN.ITS'APPLICATION 3'4454'4'Where the .N" '
dimnosis discloses l,
lb A -vtunonlalu Of refractiOn Ns1
the refracting oculist or optician often finds it convenientto have at hand a szArn and SINDLE 12L-NEDY For unuIrritation or affection manife,st.
The lURIN rYl PENr.DIES ore most highlu recom-mended as both safe and simple, being widely used byPhysicians and Opticians.

OPTICIANS SAY:
"WE HAVE LONG NEEDED THESE REMEDIES"

MURINE RETAILS, 50 Cents; Wholesale, $4.00 per Dozen
PACKED IN ORNAMENTAL BOXES FOR YOUR SHOW CASE

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER. send for List of Eye Remedies 
THE MURINE COMPANY 

MASONIC TEMPLE  
  CHICAGO, ILL.

urine
Tones the eyes.

Cures red eyes.
Cures red eyelids.

Cures overworked eyes.
Cures children's eyes.
Cures inflamed eyes.
Cures scales on eyelids.
Cures itching and burning
Cures discharging eyes.
Cures ulcers on eyes.
Cures conjested eyes.
Cures blurring eyes.
Cures roughness of lids.
Relieves eye pain.
Is an eye food.
Cures granulations.
Restores eyelashes.

$55.00 $Z0.00 $85.00

The trade demands them, and we have met the demand
with success. We now make our automatic instruments in
THREE STYLES:

Style ''A"—Four •wheels, containing spher-
icals and cylinders, is a
complete trial set and reti-
noscope. The only instru-
ment that enables you to
make the subjective and
objective tests without
moving the patient's head.
Price, $85.

Style e, B "—Four
wheels, containing plus
and nUrnis sphericals, to be used as a
retinoscope only. A great time-saver.
Aprillcep,1181snand minus defects up to 14 I).

Style 'IC"—Two wheels, contain-
ing plus spli(•ricals. Minus corrections
made by reducing strong minus test lenses
which accompany this style. Price. 855.

Write for our special cash
discounts.

Standard Optical Co., of San Francisco, our agents forthe Pacific Coast.
Have you seen our No. 1900 Rimless E. G. Cases?Very handsome. Only $14.00 per gross.

Address

July, toot

Adjusting of Spectacles and Eyeglasses

(Continued from page 751)

wearer. Some time ago the writer evolved the
following sizes as being the most satisfactory to him in
prescription work, viz : 30 x 36, 30 x 37, 32 x 37, 32 x 38,
32 x 39, 32 x 4o, 33 x 41.

Determining the exact size to be used is as easy
and exact as making any article from correct measure-
ment. Having obtained the P. D. and B. B. in spec-
tacle fitting, add 3 mm, to the B. B. to allow for
increase of slant of nose. Say that the P. D. is 62 and
the B. B. is 18 mm., as obtained in the manner pre-
viously described ; add 3 mm. to B. B. makes the B. B.
to read 21 mm. Subtracting this amount from the
P. D. of 62, leaves 41 as the proper length of lens to
use, which indicates the size of 45 by 33, which will be
found to be of the size that will conform in size and
shape to the orbital cavity of the features.

Fitting Frameless In fitting frameless eyeglasses,
Eyeglasses instead of using B. B. the mount-

ings to be used are fitted and the
distance between studs at the strap edge corresponds
to the B. B., but no allowance is made for deviations.
For instance if, as in the case just used, the P. D. is
62, and the distance between stud straps is 18 mm.
with the B. stud, which is regular length, the difference
will be 44 mm. which is out of the question for length,
so we rightly conclude that a longer stud must be used.
Studs are styled A, B, C, D, E, F and so on, which
increase in length by 2 mm. each or 4 mm. per pair.
In this particular case as there is just 4 mm. too much
in P. D., C. studs will make the right proportion and
indicate the size of the lens as 40 x 32. Supposing
the P. D. to be 6o mm. and the distance between stud
straps to be 24 mm., would indicate the size of lens to
be out of proportion to the P. D., as there is a differ-
ence of 36 mm., so we rightly conclude that a shorter
stud is required.

A studs being next size shorter, we place them on
the mountings and measuring find the P. D. to be 6o
and the distance between stud straps to be 20 mm.
indicating the size of the lens as 40 x 32, which are
drilled as found to be required. Invariably better sat-
isfaction and results are obtained when all eyeglass
lenses are drilled one-sixteenth above for distant vision
and one-eighth above for close work. To be sure there
are some cases that will be best fitted by drilling on
line, but they are in the least number. The position

of the lens with regard to the lashes is thus best made
much neater in drilling above center and using guards
at angles of 5, 6 and 7, as required. If the lenses
are drilled above the center a larger size of lens is used
with more advantage with the same P. D., one-eighth
above being equal to 2 mm. in length of increase per-
missible. Glasses drilled above center, thus lowering

the position of the lenses, are more easily adjusted and
more satisfactory than glasses adjusted with guards of
various height.

The correct amount to drill above is easily ob-
tained by measuring the position of the studs of the
mountings, with relation to the center line of P. D.,
with the eyes in position for distant or near vision. A
majority of cases will call for the size of the lens as
39 x 32, one-eighth above center, while some features
are improved by using a 39 x 39, round lens. Few
patients will object to this 32 width of lens, as it is
practically impossible to see over or under them when
they are properly fitted.

Advantages of Again, using a specific size for each
Specific Sizes patient obviates the replacing of

the lens by Tom, Dick and Harry,

and so long as the lens must be ground to order,

the patient will return to the original adjuster, even

if out of his or her way, whereby a better price

can be maintained and more time be had for the re-

pair, all of which serve to preserve a more conserva-

tive business and add to the optician's reputation for
competence and thoroughness.

This using a specific size of lens makes a new

demand upon the optician, viz. : to have the requisite
knowledge to lay out and accurately work out any form

and size of lens pattern as required and have each

form present a symmetrical oval. It can be done,

however, as the writer knows by his own experience,

but it required a great deal of knocking and perseve-
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rance to master all the points. Any size of eye can be
had, but they are all cut out by a machine and most
shops charge fifty cents extra for the odd sizes. But
having this knowledge as to laying out and working
out any size or shape of form, places the optician
above the demand of his jobber and advances his own
ability. Practical knowledge of the mode of measure-
ment as described in the foregoing article, obviates the
using of trial frames for sizes, and lessens the amount
of time in fitting and adjusting—the two rules taking
place of perhaps a dozen or more frames as used by
many opticians for the same result.

Great Activity in Optical Invention

A convincing evidence of the great progress being
made in the science of applied refraction is the follow-
ing list of patents granted by the Patent Office within
a few weeks. The list, with descriptions, was specially
prepared for our columns by William F. Hall, attorney-
at-law, Equitable Building, 5003 F Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

674,051.—Eyeglasses. George F. Applegate, patentee.
Granted May 14, 5901.

The invention is a clamp stamped out of sheet metal
for connecting the lens to
the nose bridge and guard,

d

1

comprising a strap end d

ill f /',.: , bolt, the top of the clamp
secured to the lens A by a

being bent to form the

4 0 gs shank d3 and seat to re-
ceive the end of the bridge

1 
d1 secured in place by a bolt E

piece and guard, which are

674,203.—Spectacle. Nerner R. Gates, patentee.
Granted May 14, 1901.

The object of the
invention is to provide
slip lenses 8 adapted to
fold up against the in-
ner side of the main
lenses when the wearer
is using the spectacle for near work, and to be turned
down out of the line of vision when the wearer de-
sires to see a distance.

II

—Eyeglasses. Paul Moews,patentee. Assigned674,488.—Eyeglasses.
Michigan Optical Co. Granted May 21, 1901.

The invention consists in
the peculiar construction of the
fitting C, in which one of the
ears for embracing the lens is
attached to the body of the
fitting by a connection, which,
in turn, forms an edge brace
for the lens ; the fitting prefer-

ably being formed in one piece of sheet metal.

674,527.—Spectacles. John Wagner, patentee. Gran-
ted May 21, 1901.

This invention includes an ordinary or improved
form of spectacle, having a supplemental frame se-
cured thereto by ball and socket connections carrying

supplemental lenses. The supplemental lenses may
be thrown into position so that both are in the line of
vision, or the supplemental lenses may be thrown out
of the line of vision. In addition, with bifocal lenses
as the supplemental lenses, they can be reversed so
that the available half of the lens, which is the one
used, may be brought into use to suit the convenience
of the user.
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eg la 8s s2es; o9 pla. v d H. Ludlow, patentee.
674'9 ji4E(.ranted May

The object of

clutch thereof, and also to secur3e-:-: 

z-.
crease

perfect dis-
tribution 

invention is to
secure greater ad- 1
justability of the
nose rest and in-
crease the effec-
tiveness of the

of the pressure. The bridge b is adapted to
be bent at the point j to change its relation to the
nose rest.

675,055.—Lens grinding machine. Joseph C. Du-
rouaux, patentee. Granted May 28, Igor.

The invention consists in the combination with two
co-operating grinding tools, /6 and /8, of driving gear,
engaging the tool AS at a plurality of points to impart
to the tool a translatory motion. As in this circular

translatory motion every line on the grinding remains
parallel with itself, toric as well as spherical and cylin-
drical lenses can be ground.

675,092.—Fastening for Eyeglasses. August Grunne,
patentee. Granted May 28, 5905.

The invention is a device for
fastening the bow and guard or nose
piece to the post of the lens so that
they will not come loose, and it com-
prises a box having the end of the

bow and the shank of the guard arranged therein, and
threaded rods for holding the parts together having
angular heads ; a locking plate being held in place by
the head.

wkscar

675,595.—Eyeglasses. David P. Geh-
ring, patentee. Granted June 4,
1901.

The invention comprises suction
pads secured to the glasses by studs ;
the pads serving to securely retain the
glasses on the nose of the wearer.

675,739.—Device for testing eyes. Christian F. Kant-
leliner, patentee. Granted June 4, 1901.

The invention relates to optometers having single

rotary lens holders adapted to be used for testing
either eye. It further includes the peculiar construc-
tion of a detachable trial frame and the structure of a
folding standard.

" I consider The Keystone as near a perti,c1 trade'
paper as one can be made. It covers all branches in
its scope: The most interesting feature to me is the
optical department."—F. L. Swart, optician and
jeweler, Auburn, New York.
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WHAT'S THE USE?

 May 7, 1901.
Gentlemen:

I had the misfortune to break my glasses which I purchased
from you in the summer of 1899. They are the kind you advertised
so much,--Lens Lock, I think, is the name. Anyway, they have the
letter "L" on the pieces that hold the glass,--gold mounted rim-
less. I had them fixed at a local Optician's, and wanted him to
make me another pair just like them; but he didn't have the same
thing, but wanted to sell me something just as good. Please make
me a duplicate pair and forward by mail as,quickly as possible. I
have worn Eyeglasses for years, and these are the only ones that
have not annoyed me about all the time by coming loose.

Very truly yours,

The above letter received by us needs

no comment except to say that it pays

to have what the people want.

They know the letter "L" on the posts.

To Lens Lock Opticians we supply

various sorts of advertising matter free.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washington Street, Boston.

Sole Agents for Great Britain and Colonies,

Anglo-American Optical Company, 94, Hatton Garden, London.

July, 1901

Skiascopy
(CON TIN UED)

Our work on Sklascopy, of which
this serial is a reprint, contains over
200 pages, with numerous illustra-
tions and several colored plates. No
practicing optician can afford to be
without a copy of this treatise which
far excels In comprehensiveness
and practical value any work here.
tofore published on the subject. it
not only explains the shadow test
in its practical application to the
work of refraction, but expminds
fully and explicitly the optical prin-
ciples underlying U. In depth of
research, Wealth of illustration and
oteutittc aompleteneee the work is
unique. The price of the book Is
81.10 and it will be sent postpaid to
all parts of' the world on receipt of
Lu tamount ; Oi It can lie had from
the leading wholesale optical housee
of Great Britain, of Botch, Barthel
& Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for bus

The work will continue to appear in serial form, as hereunder,
In this journal. The first installment was published In the Sep-
tember,1809, issue.

CHAPTER V. ( Continual)
Static Factors of Skiascopy—The Four Areas—The Three Inter-

vals—Subsidiary Areas and Intervals—Analysis
of Static Factors—Static Effects.

Our reason for assigning the location of the
fixed plane of reversal in the observing eye at
the pupil is this : The pupil is the gateway
separating the outer eye and the world from the
inner eye, through which all pencils pass. It is
similar to the door of a church through which
people are passing in or out, and the foci of the
pencils are crowded more closely together there
than at any other point—not because of the ac-
tion of the cornea, but because of the lens action
of the observed eye in focusing the pencils at
the pupil. From this plane the pencils expand
on. either side, the same as the people within or
without the church doorway, and diffusion at
the retina is then at the maximum, the lens
having little effect in condensing or focusing the
pencils from a point so near its anterior surface,
especially since the cornea, at this point, gives
it no assistance.

When the image is at the fixed plane of
reversal in the observing eye, no image appears
on the retina. All is lost in diffusion at area 4.
But on account of aberration, certain areas of
the pupil will appear illuminated and others less
so, because the area of reversal is not quite the
same for different pupillary spaces. But at the
slightest motion or quiver of the band these
illuminated spaces vanish, though in what direc-
tion cannot be told. They appear to consume
themselves, or the darker areas to consume the
areas of light. A slight change in the power of
the lens or position of the observing eye brings
up the illumination and motion again. In bring-
ing the area of reversal to the fixed plane of
reversal, the area of reversal in the observing
eye, and not the exterior aerial image or area
of reversal, is considered. When the aerial or
potential image is posterior to the observing
eye, the area of reversal or image in the eye is
anterior to the retina but posterior to the fixed
plane of reversal. As the area of reversal
within the observing eye is brought forward
toward the fixed plane of reversal by a stronger
plus lens or the area of reversal or image ante-
rior to the observing eye is brought back by a
stronger minus lens, motion becomes more
rapid. As the area of reversal approaches the
fixed plane the image grows less and less dis-
tinct, although illumination increases, on account
of increasing diffusion ; but such imperfect
image, with the slightest motion of the mirror,
sweeps across the entire retinal field or field of
vision on which it is displayed. To reverse
motion it is necessary that the area of reversal
cross the fixed plane of reversal of the observ-
ing eye.

The effect at area 4 depends upon the sort
of waves of which the emitted pencils are com-
posed ; and what those waves are depends upon
the dioptric power of the observed eye com-
pared with the distance of its retina from the
dioptric media. If the emitted pencils consist
of convex waves, they have no anterior foci, nor
is there an anterior image. The dioptric media
has not sufficient power and requires a positive
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lens to supplement it. But the observing em-
metropic eye is able to focus • these convex
waves by the use of a sufficient degree of its
accommodation. If the emitted pencils are
neutral or consist of plane waves, the eye's ac-
commodation being passive, its dioptric media
is exactly adapted to the distance of the retina
from which the pencils come. It will not focus
pencils from a finite distance upon the retina,
for an emmetropic eye with passive accommoda-
tion is not supposed to do that ; it would not be
emmetropic if it did. The emitted neural pen-
cils have no anterior focus, but the observing
ernmetropic eye will focus them without the use
of its accommodation. If the emitted pencils
Are composed of concave waves, then each pen-
cil has a potential or actual focus anterior to the
eye—a center of curvature for these negative
waves. Together these foci make the anterior
image or area of reversal. The aerial image or
area of reversal may be posterior to the observ-
ing eye, but the area of reversal within the
observing eye, in that case, is anterior to the
retina, but posterior to the fixed plane of rever-
sal. If the area of reversal is anterior to the
fixed plane of reversal, which it would, of course,
be if anterior to the cornea, and might be if
slightly posterior to it, motion against the
mirror results.

The observing eye may thus receive either
of three kinds of waves : (I) convex waves,
(2) neutral waves, or (3) concave waves. The
first class may be those evolved at area 3, which
the dioptric media of the observed eye has been
unable to transpose, or it may be the convex
waves evolved at an area of reversal anterior to
the observing eye, which would invert the entire
group of pencils and each individual pencil of
the group. If the waves are of the former
class—convex waves evolved at area 3 and un-
neutralized by the dioptric media of the observed
eye—their curvature will be comparatively slight
and the dioptric media of the observing eye,
with slight use of its dynamic power, will be
able to focus them upon the retina. It will also
focus neutral waves without the use of its ac-
commodation. This leaves the two important
classes of waves in skiascopy yet to be disposed
of : (I) convex waves that are evolved at an
area of reversal between the observed and ob-
serving eye, and (2) concave waves.

If the waves are concave their potential
foci are posterior to the observing eye, and the
area of reversal in the observing eye will be for-
ward of the retina, and there will be diffusion at
the retina. The emmotropic observing eye can-
not focus these pencils, either with or with-
out its accommodation. The farther forward
such area of reversal is from the retina, up to
the fixed place of reversal, the greater its inca-
pacity to focus the pencils and the greater the
diffusion at the retina. But when the area of
reversal has crossed the fixed plane, then the
eye has reached and passed the fullness of its
incapacity, and the farther forward the area of
reversal moves the more potent the observing
eye becomes. In passing out of the eye and
into space between the two eyes the waves at the
cornea become convex, for the centers of curva-
ture of all pencils are anterior to it. But the
group of pencils, and each pencil, is inverted,
and there is a real image in front of the cornea
of the observing eye. Whether the observing
eye can focus these transposed and inverted
pencils depends upon the convexity of the waves
or the nearness of the aerial image. It cannot
focus them if such image is nearer than its
punctum proximum, although it will obtain an
imperfect or diffuse image—a sufficiently clear
image to see motion—very soon after the area
of reversal emerges from the eye.

Whatever the class of waves that come to
the observing eye, it cannot escape diffusion at
the retina, even when it focuses the emitted
pencils exactly, for there is, in that case diffusion
at area 3, and the observing eye focuses accu-
rately the pencils emitted from this diffuse
image. The picture on area 4 is not a good
one, not because the emitted pencils are not all
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right, nor because the observing eye cannot
focus them, but because the observed eye, which
emits these acceptable pencils, has a diffuse
image at its retina, and the image at area 4 can-
not be better than its original. But if the image
at area 3 is exact for a luminous object at a
finite distance, it is transposing positive into
negative waves—does anterior and posterior
work at the same time. The emitted pencils
will therefore consist of concave waves, and
these the emmetropic observing eye canot focus
at the retina, hence diffusion at area 4 in spite of
the clear image at area 3. Diffusion at area 4
is unavoidable, unless the incident and emergent
pencils are reduced to one kind. This could be
done only by neutralizing the incident pencils
before they should reach the observed eye by a
neutralizing lens in the skiascopic chimney or
otherwise. If that were done the same lens
that neutralized the emergent pencils from the
retina would focus the neutral incident pencils
upon the retina.

The distinct skiascopic phenomena at area
4 are inversion and reversal of motion. Inver-
sion is the static and reversal of motion the
dynamic phenomenon. Reversal is due to in-
version, for inversion makes the retinal images
the same in both observed and observing eyes,
and projection of the image at area 4 is the in-
verse of the image at area 3, although the two
images are the same—the inverse of the object.
But the static effect is not easily seen on account
of diffusion. Even if the figure of the luminous
area were distinctive, as that of a triangle, apex
upward, diffusion would tend to obliterate its
form. But motion in an opposite direction from
the motion of the mirror, or with it, is not easily
mistaken. These reverse motions may be ob-
tained by a difference of .25 D. in the lens
power, showing that the area of reversal has
crossed the fixed plane, giving these opposite
effects at area 4.

SUBSIDIARY AREAS.

We have noted some of the subsidiary
areas, as : (I) the area of reversal or focal area,
(2) the fixed plane of reversal in the observing
eye, (3) the focal area in the observed eye or
posterior to it. If a concave mirror is used
there is (4) a focal area between the mirror and
observed eye, which is an area of reversal or
inversion, or transposition of the incident pen-
cils. It reverses all of the phenomena pertain-
ing to the skiascopic tests with a plane mirror.
If the concave mirror of + 4 D. or focal length
of to in. or 25 centimeters—the usual power of
a concave skiascopic mirror—is used and the
luminous area is one meter from the mirror,
I D. of its power is required to neutralize the
pencils, leaving + 3 D. for focal purposes,
which places the image 13 in. or 33 centimeters
from the mirror. If the examination distance is
one meter, the immediate source of the pencils
of light that reach the observed eye will be I
;peter — 13 in. = 27 in. or 67 centimeters from
The observed eye. At 1M. meters the immedi-
ate source of light is nearly x meter from the
observed eye.

THE INTERVALS.

The intervals between the areas are impor-
tant static factors, because they are the evolu-
tionary spaces—the spaces in which the waves
evolve a curvature different than that with which
they start.

(TO on CONTINUED)

Worth its Weight in Gold
ED. KEYSTONE :—Regarding THE KEYSTONE, it

is worth its weight in gold, and particularly so to those
who want to keep advancing in the study of the eye.
In these days I consider that the optician has got to do
considerable collateral reading, and I consider that in
no other place can he find practical optometry, such as
he can use in his office work, as in THE KEYSTONe.

FRED. W. DERBY,

Arlington, Mass.
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He gave us the grandest country on earth, and enabled the Columbian Optical Co. to start
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Progress of Manufacture of Optical
Goods in the United States

Address at the annual meeting of the Optical Society of the State
of New York, by E. LE Roy BYER, representing the

Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co.

In a brief introduction Mr. Ryer told the
earlier history of the manufacture of optical
goods. Coming to the period when the United
States entered the field, he said :

For years after we began to make our goods hand
labor was chiefly employed, and as late as 1865 a work-
man received twelve dollars for his labor only in
making one dozen gold frames, whereas, to-day, a
dozen low karat gold frames, including material, labor,
lenses and profit can be bought for about the same sum.

This at once suggests improvement, and well may
we be proud of the American manufacturer who, in a
brief period of thirty-five years, has reached that
height from which he looks to see himself feared
commercially throughout the world. Wherein lies the
cause of this rapid and well-founded advancement?
It seems to me that it may be attributed principally to
labor-saving machinery, systematized operations, and
that no less important factor (if I may use the term),
characteristic Americanism.

A Pioneer Optical Concern

In order that I may show the progress made by
the American manufacturer in a concise yet compre-
hensive manner, it will be necessary for me to confine
myself more or less to some one of the manufacturers,
and being more familiar with the history of the Spen-
cer Optical Manufacturing Co. than with any other,
and inasmuch as they were among the first to enter the
field, some forty-three years ago, I will select this
company's record as being representative.

They started at New Haven in 1858 on a very
small scale, but in three years time were obliged to
remove to considerably larger quarters. At that time
some ten or twelve hands were employed, this number
gradually increased to one hundred, which was then
considered uncommon ; but this was far from a limit,
for at the present day there are employed in their
works between five and six hundred hands. At that
time the floor space did not exceed two thousand
square feet, whereas now the area occupied is nearly
forty thousand square feet.

During the first few years they confined themselves
entirely to the manufacture of gold and silver specta-
cles, and to an up-to-date manufacturer of the present
day the methods used at that time would seem
amusing, if not ludicrous, for scarcely is one single
process, of those so highly valued then, used to-day.

Hand Work versus Machinery

In the early days each workman made the entire
spectacle from beginning to end, even to the setting
of the lenses into the frames, while now, in a modern
factory, there is scarcely a man, perhaps, who might be
termed, strictly speaking, a spectacle-maker, for each
workman has one particular part to make which he
works at from morning until night and, thus special-
izing, becomes expert, rapid and almost automatic in
his operation.

To-day, most spectacles pass through from thirty
to fifty hands, according to their quality, before being
completed ; yet there are others, fair grades, too, that
never come in contact with a file or polishing wheel.
Many there are, perhaps, who would hardly credit this,
and had anyone suggested it twenty years ago he
would have been considered a suitable candidate for
the Ananias Society.

As I have stated, gold and silver were the only
metals used here to any extent a few years ago, while
now gold, gold filled, altimino, aluminum alloy, plat-
inum, nickel, silver, steel and silveroici goods are as
familiar as were, and still are, the other two ; and
besides metallic frames we now have also those of
celluloid and rubber.

At the present time, gold goods are made in large
quantities. The process used differs only slightly
from that used in making the better grades of other
goods ; greater care being exercised to prevent loss of
waste. All sweepings, polishings, ashes, and even
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the sediment from the wash waters are retained and
delivered to the smelter in order to regain the appa-
rently lost material.

Popularity of Gold Goods

Perhaps the manufacturing optician takes more
pride in his gold filled goods than in aught else, and
surely he is justified in doing so. Of course, the new
combinations of metals and alloys such as aluminum
alloy, alumino, platinoin and others (some secret
formulas) show decided advancement ; first, in the
metals themselves, inasmuch as they will not rust nor
corrode as will steel and silver ; and secondly, in the
working of these same metals into spectacles and eye-
glasses, for in doing so the makers obtain a temper
almost equal to blued steel. But, after all, the gold
filled goods show the greatest and most noteworthy
progress. Ten years ago scarcely any of these were
used by, or even known to the trade ; while now large
and ever-increasing quantities are consumed.

Stopping for a moment's reflection one can readily
perceive that in order to retain the gold on the outside
of the base metal, the most perfect machines must be
used in the manufacture. To obtain the proper dies,
punches, swedges, etc., has tasked severely the ambi-
tion of our most expert tool-makers. Again, the use
of the file and the grinding machine, so often used in
making other goods, has to be dispensed with. But the
difficulties have been grappled with and overcome,
and we now possess tools of the highest order, burn-
ished to such a degree that they will not in any way
deface metal so highly lustered as to require but a
soft cotton buff to bring it up to the standard brightness.

American Manufacturers of Optical Goods

It has been estimated that the product of the
American manufacturers combined exceeds yearly
6,000,000 pairs of spectacles and eyeglasses. The
question has often arisen as to where they all go.
Consider that our United States contain some 8o,000,000
of people, and that about one out of every five should
wear glasses. Yet not all of our product is consumed
by the American people, and this brings us to our
foreign relations and accounts for the disposal of much
of the goods.

Owing to the high standards of uniformity, accu-
racy, quality, durability and workmanship in general,
the American products are now being exported, with
but few exceptions, to every civilized country on the
globe.

It has been stated on fair grounds that during the
year two, one-fifth, or twenty per cent., of the pro-
duction of this country was exported. This makes
the 'figures of twenty years ago, when hardly one per
cent. was exported, look meagre. It goes to show,
however, that the American system of division of
labor and the ingenuity so apparent in the labor-saving
devices are unequaled, and through these means also
the American manufacturer is able to place his wares
Upon all markets at prices so low, when the quality is
considered, as to defy competition.

Nor is the progress of the American manufacturer
shown only in the frame department. This country is
not behind in the manufacture of lenses. Only ten or
fifteen years ago it was considered of small moment
by both maker and consumer whether or not lenses
were centered. Since that time, however, the standard
has been raised to such a height that all dealers
require their first quality lenses perfectly centered, and
expect that the cheaper grades will be also, and in
many instances object when they are not—a most
unnatural thing—for who ever heard of an optician
" kicking?''

The Origin of Cylinder Lenses

For years and years the world was confined to the
use of sphericals lenses, some double, some piano-
convex or concave, and with a very limited range of
foci in these. In 1827 Airy, the renowned astronomer,
discovered, explained and corrected the first case of
astigmatism on record. It was through his own eye
being thus affected that he made the discovery. Still,
though it were of much value, it was not made general
use of until many years after, nor is this to be won-
dered at when we consider the poor facilities possessed
at that time for grinding cylinders, whose application
was, of course, required in the correction of astigmatism.
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In time, however, the Americans desisted from the
importation of large quantities of lenses (so large, in
truth, as to paralyze, as it were, the foreign makers)
and began themselves to make them, after which
means were soon devised whereby were produced
lenses of the highest grade, which at once took the
lead in all marts.

Soon the system of interchangeability was intro-
duced, which proved a success. The fondest hopes
held forth for it were realized, even surpassed, and its
ever-increasing value is estimable. 'What a contrast
between this and our former systems, and those even
now employed in other countries ! No two lenses
were ground alike, or if so, accidentally ; each being
fitted to its special frame and fitting no other. Whereas
now the accuracy under this, our present system, is
such that any one pair of a thousand pairs of one-eye
interchangeable lenses will fit any one or all of a
thousand one-eye frames.

Labeling of American Lenses

Our lenses, too, are labeled, denoting their powers,
by both the French or dioptric and English or inch
systems. Enlarging upon this, each can see for him-
self the great convenience offered and part played by
the interchangeable system is establishing and main-
taining the American manufacturers' supremacy com-
mercially. Still how strange it seems at first thought
that, while we surpass all others in this direction, we
can point to only a few, perhaps no more than three or
four, who manufacture lenses on an extensive scale.
I can account for this in no wise other than that the
facilities possessed by these firms must be but little
short of perfection.

This statement or theory is further corroborated
by the fact that there is over five times the amount of
capital invested here in machinery, etc., for the manu-
facture of spectacles and eyeglasses, as in all the other
countries combined. With so high a percentage, as
statistics evince, of the people affected to a greater or
less degree with astigmatism, it is easily conceived
how in a surprisingly short space of time the lens
department developed into one of importance.

Soon we had issuing from our few factories vast
quantities of spherical, cylindrical and compound or
sphero-cylindrical lenses. Our small dealer began to
carry full stocks of all the various combinations, and
the foreign demand was also great. Then apparently
without difficulty cross-cylindrical and prismatic com-
binations of all sorts were turned out to meet the
demand.

Periscopic lenses, introduced by Dr. W. H. Wol-
laston were also called for, but no sooner so than
applied. These benefitted the wearer greatly by al-
lowing a much larger field to be viewed. Then again
the manufacturer agreed to place one standard focus
upon the concave side of all such lenses, thus making
the cemented bifocal a practical and permanent crea-
tion, and as the demand for frameless goods increased,
so did the demand for cemented bifocals, inasmuch as
they are the only bifocal lenses of practical value that
can be used in skeleton mountings.

The periscopic formation, proving to be of such
value in widening the field by bringing the lens so
much closer to the eye, yet allowing the lashes perfect
freedom, soon created a further demand for a lens that
will allow the combination of this valuable feature with
all lenses, instead of confining it to the spherical alone.
Again was our manufacturer equal to the occasion and
he is now turning out a lens which has any desired
amount, Avithin reasonable limits, of concavity upon
the inner side, while on the other is ground both the
spherical and cylindrical curves, and thus the toric lens
although still rather expensive, is gradually coming
into quite general use. Time though has not as yet
given it his test, and what the future has in hand for it
would be difficult to say, but that machinery has been
devised by means of which the toric can be made, is
in itself most gratifying, without regard as to whether
or not the demand for it will be great.

The optical test instruments from the trial set to
the latest forms of objective means for testing, show
also gratifying progressive endeavor, but with these
two you are or should be familiar. Still, if there are
any who are not, let me say to them that they will be
amply repaid should they trouble themselves to ex-
amine and understand those new instruments from
both a mechanical and theoretical standpoint.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians
A. JAY CROSS, l'resident, New York city.
J. H. Ews, Secretary, South Bend, Ind.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held In Chicago,
August 13th, 14th and 15th.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
THE RT. How. Sot Wm. HART DYKE, Hart., M. P., Master.Cox. T. DAVIES SEWF.I.I., F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, K C., England.

British Optical Association
JOHN BROWNING, F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S., MR.!. etc., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., Secretary, 17 Shaftesbury Avenue,London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians
E. CULVERHOUSE, President, Toronto.
AMMON DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer, 176 Queen Street

East, Toronto, Out.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians
C. N. QtriMBY, Presidente lloston, Mass.G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Association of Opticians
A. IV. GOLDER, President, Seneca Fall!, N. Y.H. C. WATTS, Sei.retary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday ofJanuary, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York State Optical Society
F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
F. B. MARCHANT, Secy, 56 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

Meets In January, March, May and November.

Indiana Optical Society
E. Stumm-, President, Greencastle, Ind.
G. B. C. BARTMESS, Secretary, Clinton, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit, Mich.
E. EIM WER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 estern Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.
Iowa Optical Society

H. P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown Block, Sioux City, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society

WALTER WYATT, President, Peoria, III
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. McATTisynn, President, Baltimore, Md.
W. H. KETTLER,Sec.,109 W. Lexington St.-, Baltimore, Md.

Meets at rooms of Photographic Assn., Baltimore, Md.

California Optical Association

E. M. ACKLEY, President, Si,,, Frandsen, Cal.
G. L. SCHNEIDER, Secretary, Stockton, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. L. Koto, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association

Otto. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. II.
EE, Secretary, Manchester, N.W. E. BURP H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
WALTER H. GRIINERT, Secretary, Green Bay, Wis.

Next meeting, July 22d and 23d, at Milwaukee.
North Carolina Optical Society

S. R. PECK, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. H. LEONARD, Secretary, Winston, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. MILLARD, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, See')', 608 Ntcollet Ave., Itlinneapnlis, Minn.

Next meeting, September 3d, at Minneapolis.
Maine Association of Opticians

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT R. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society
H. C. LEDERER, President, Springfield, Tenn.
E. B. MEYER, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association

R. R. FiNctt, President, Denver, Coln.
R. H. HIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo,
Miss E. H. CHAPMAN, Cor. Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians
W. J. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, sevy. and Treas., Junction City, Kans.
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Missouri Association of Opticians
,T. W. TALBOT, President, Nevada, Mo.
JOHN TITUS, JR., Secretary, Kansas City, Mo.

Missouri Optical Society
3. H. VINSON, President, Carrollton, Mo.
S. H. COFFMAN, Secretary, Bray mer, Mo.

LOCAL
New York City Optical Society

H. W. APPLETON, President.
N. H. HARRIS, Rec. See., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.

Meets second Wednesday of each month at. Fifth AvenueHotel,
Rochester Optical Club

G. R. BAuseft, President.
limutx H. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT SCUDDER, President.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club

A. NI. Kali:rimy, President.
K D. KENNEY, Secretary, 243 Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y.

_•-

Activity in the Optical World

THE number and character of the reports of
optical societies published in this issue fur-

nish impressive evidence of the spirit of progress
and self-advancement which actuates the refrac-
tionist of the time. It is, indeed, a striking
demonstration of what may be accomplished by
individual ambition, organization and well-
directed effort. But a few years have passed
since the campaign for professional recognition
was aggressively begun, and while the goal has
not yet been attained, except in Minnesota, its
attainment in the early future is as certain as
anything mundane can be. Although the delay
has been vexatious in some instances, it has had
its advantages for the opticians as a body. One
gratifying result of it will be that when profes-
sional recognition on a national scale.does come,
the refractionist will have such educational ac-
quirements as will make the distinction a well.
deserved and honorable one, and entitle him to
his share of the popular respect that is accorded
to the learned professions generally. It is to
the credit of the opticians that they realized
early the fundamental essential of professional
standing and proceeded to acquire the educa-
tional sine qua non with an earnestness and
persistency quite exceptional among men who
have already passed the student age. Their
success in this regard has been, indeed, remark-
able, and one need only peruse the optical
department in this or any issue of THE KEY-
STONE to realize that the time has come when
they can justly claim the prestige and privileges
that go with professional recognition. The
success of the Minnesota opticians in securing
legislation has been an inspiration to their breth-
ren in other States, and it appears as if a
supreme effort to the same end will soon be
made in the great Empire State. This accom-
plished, victory in other States would be only a
matter of time.

THE opticians so far have not figured very
prominently in optical literature, but they

have achieved much in the practical application
of the science and in the field of invention. On
page 755 of this issue we publish a list of optical
patents granted in Washington within a few
weeks recently, and the formidable list is sug-
gestive of the activity in the optical field and
the great value of combining mechanical knowl-
edge with abstract science. We are pleased to
see so many of our subscribers among the
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patentees, and trust that their genius and indus-
try will meet its full reward. The big meetings
last month gave a fresh impetus to optical or-
ganization, education, research. The monster
convention in Buffalo was especially influential
in this regard, and the national meeting in
Chicago next month will serve a like worthy
purpose.

Colorado Optical Association
The Colorado State Optical Association held its

regular monthly meeting on June 12th, at the store of
Vice-President Bloom, Denver. Of the association's
thirty-seven members eleven were present.

Business of importance occupied the time until
10.30, when an adjournment was taken until October
9th, it being deemed advisable to abandon the regular
meetings through the warm months. The board of
directors will, during the summer recess, name mem-
bers who will prepare papers on optics for instruction
and discussion.

The members are desirous of promoting interest
in the society, not only among Denver opticians, but
with their brethren throughout the State of Colorado,
and believe that a goodly number will be drawn to the
meetings, with a promise of good, practical papers on
the various branches of refraction. The greater the
membership the more beneficial will be the 'social side
of the organization. In this latter phase, the society
is justly proud of the abundance of musical talent
among the members. The president, Robt. Brooks
Finch, is not only an accomplished musician, but a
composer of exceptional ability. Then, too, there are
Claude E. Range, Aaron Green and Louis D. Green,
whose musical talent is always at the disposal of the
association. While Mr. Finch is devoted to the piano,
the Messrs. Range and Green are equally interesting
with the mandolin and guitar.

The society has the promise from one of Denver's
most eminent oculists of a lecture in the early fall,
and hope to follow that pleasant event with others of
like character.

Granite State Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Granite State

Optical Association was held on the evening of June
nth, at the optical parlors of Brown & Burpee, in
Manchester, N. H. It was a very enthusiastic meet-
ing. The principal paper of the evening was on
" Heterophoria," by H. E. Murdock, of Portland,
Me., president of the Maine Association. This paper
was of a high order and greatly appreciated by the
members. It provoked much favorable comment and
discussion, which was participated in by Ex-Senator
Safford, of Rochester ; W. E. Wright, of Keene, and
others.

F. A. Waugh, of New York City, representative.
of A. Jay Cross Optical Co., gave a very interesting talk
on up-to-date methods in skiascopy.

New Hampshire members should take notice that
the date for regular meetings was changed from the
second Tuesday to the third Wednesday in Septem-
ber, November, January, March and May. This
change being made to accommodate some members
that found it difficult to attend on Tuesday evenings.

Missouri Optical Society
ED. KEYSTONE :

Please announce in the July KEYSTONE the en-
closed list of officers of the Missouri Optical Society,
and oblige. President, J. H. Vinson, Carrollton, Mo.;
First Vice-President, Geo. Kelley, Carrollton, Mo. ;
Second Vice-President, T. A. Haney, Springfield, Mo.;
Secretary, S. M. Coffman, Braymer, Mo. ; Treasurer,
E. B. Dabney, Laplata, Mo. ; Board of Directors,
A. L. Ligget, Slater, Mo. ; C. S. Jonson, Bosworth,
Mo. ; F. D. Ormond, Sedalia, Mo. ; D. J. McKelvey,
St. Joseph, Mo.

Very truly,

S. M. COFFMAN, Secretary.
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Boston, Mass.
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Tennessee Optical Society
The first annual meeting of the Tennessee Optical

Society was held in the rooms of the Meyer Optical
Co., 341 Main Street, Memphis, on May 29th. There
was a good attendance and much enthusiasm. H. E.
Liggette, president of the temporary organization,
occupied the chair and briefly stated what was accom-
plished by the members since its organization, referring
especially to the killing of the Wickham bill, which
would have legislated the opticians out of business.

After a general discussion by the members, the
election of officers of the permanent organization was
proceeded with. Dr. H. C. Lederer, of Springfield,
was nominated and elected president by acclamation;

President II. C. Lederer

H. E. Liggette, vice-president ; E. B. Meyer, secre-
tary ; Prof. Herman Lauffer, treasurer, all of Memphis;
J. B. Meyers, of Nashville ; A. H. Wenning, of Nash-
ville and W. 0. Homer, of Cleveland, were elected
executive committee.

After the election of officers the regular routine of
business was attended to, Dr. Lederer occupying the
president's chair. The question of constitution and
by-laws was disposed of by the president appointing a
committee to draft same. A committee was also ap-
pointed to get out a certificate of membership. Messrs,
W. 0. Potter, H. E. Liggette, Prof. Herman Lauffer
were appointed on this committee. It was decided
that the dues be $2 per year, payable in advance when
the certificate is issued.

J. B. Meyers, .of Nashville, was appointed a com-
mittee of one, to see to securing a charter from the
State for incorporating the society. The president
read a paper on the " Optician and Optical Colleges,"
which was well received. After discussions on various
topics relating to optics, it was agreed to adjourn to
meet next year in Nashville.

Dr. H. C. Lederer, the newly-elected president of
the Tennessee Optical Society, was born in Erie
County, New York, in 1867. After graduating from
the public school, and later from the Fayette Univer-
sity, he entered the Polyclinic College of New York.
He is also a graduate of the American Ophthalmic
Institute and a member of the American Association
of Opticians. He is an enthusiast on the matter of
organization, and his election to the presidency fore-
bodes a prosperous year for the society.

New England Association of Opticians
The monthly meeting of the New England Asso-

ciation of Opticians was held at Young's Hotel, on the
evening of June 18th. After reading the minutes of
the previous meeting and the report of the executive
committee, Secretary Barron reported that in answer
to a written request a majority of the members had ex-
pressed a desire to continue the meetings on the same
date as now held, consequently no change was made.

On motion of Edwin P. Wells, the chair appointed
Mr. Wells and Briggs S. Palmer, a committee to draw
up suitable resolutions on the death of the late John
W. Sanborn, the first president of the association and
its leading member.

The committee on constitution and by-laws then
made its report and offered a number of important
changes, which were taken up separately and discussed.
Most of the recommendations were adopted, while
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several were referred back to the committee for further
consideration. The most important changes provide
for accepting associate members into the association.
These would include wholesalers and their agents,
manufacturers and others connected with the optical
trade, but who could perhaps not qualify under their
examination and become active members. It was
arranged that such members will be admitted at a less
cost than active members as the benefits would not be
so great. It was also arranged that certificates should
be issued to active members, and the chair was autho-
rized to appoint a committee to prepare such certifi-
cates, which are to revert to the association should
the membership of those who receive them lapse or
be cancelled under the provisions of the constitution
and by-laws.

A recommendation of the committee regarding
the use of titles by opticians led to a discussion of this
subject, and the committee were sustained in urging
that the members be prohibited from using any
assumed title. It was also agreed to print the names
of new applicants for membership in the notices of the
meetings, so that all should know of those seeking
admission.

The lecture of the evening was delivered by
William A. Earle, M. D., on " How and What to Do
in Making an Examination of the Eye." It was given
quite informally, but being of an important and prac-
tical character was closely followed and, if the applause
at its close was any indication, it was much appreciated.
The speaker began by referring to the prejudice that
existed among oculists generally against opticians
correcting errors of refraction, and said this was largely
due to the known inexperience or, rather, lack of
knowledge of a great number of those who called
themselves opticians. He stated that the only sure
way of overcoming this prejudice was for the real
optician to make himself more and more proficient so
that he would not be open to the charge of inefficiency.
He then proceeded to outline what he considered to
be the best method of procedure in making an exam-
ination, and stated that if. some such system was care-
fully carried out in each case it would soon come
intuitively and would result in the best possible results.

First, he advised seating the patient in a good,
strong light and examining the face, noting whether
the skin had any eruptions ; also if the eyes were of
the same size and shape, the motion of the pupils and
other characteristics ; all of which had some bearing
on the conclusions of the examiner. Any redness or
swimming of the eyes were to be noted ; also squint
and the condition of the lids. The examiner should
pull down the lower lid and note whether the color is
the normal pink or whether there is any swelling or
redness from undue amount of blood. Then the
edges of the lids should be examined for any deformity
or disease, or lashes growing clown in the lids.

After this general examination the visual acuity of
each eye should be taken separately and noted in the
record. Next, the patient should be taken into the
dark room and, in the speaker's opinion, thoroughly
good work could not be done without the disclosures
only possible in the dark room. The dark room
examination will simplify the rest of the examination.
This will soon disclose just the character of the error,
and the examiner can at once proceed with the needed
correction, and it will also indicate the amount of this
correction. In the dark room the outer parts of the
eye should first be examined with an oblique light,
with a strong convex lens, and the condition of the
cornea, anterior chamber and iris noted. After this
the ophthalmoscope should be brought into use and
used in every case. This will disclose the condition
of the lens and the whole interior of the eye, and
likely disclose whether the eye is hypermetropic,
myopic or astigmatic ; also the amount of the error.
The examiner should note whether there is any adhe-

sion to the cornea or lens, and examine likewise the

blood vessels, nerve, retina, choroid and the whole
interior for the presence of any abnormal condition.

After the examination by the ophthalmoscope, the

retinoscope should be used, if only to confirm the

findings of the ophthalmoscope and to obtain more

definitely the exact amount of refractive error. After

the retinoscope take the ophthalmometer to again con-

firm and define the amount of astigmatism already

found, and after the use of these instruments the

examiner will go to his trial case with every assurance

of knowing just what error he has to correct and very
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nearly the amount of correction needed. This brings
the patient out of the dark room to the trial case and
the examiner proceeds to bring the vision as near
normal as possible. After this is obtained, an exam-
ination of the muscles should be made, if the patient's
eyes are not too tired. If so, it should be deferred to
another examination. In extreme cases of muscular
imbalance either prism exercises may tried or, if ten-
otomy is deemed necessary, the patient should be
referred to an oculist. In carrying out suet) a pro-
cedure as outlined, the speaker said the optician
would have the assurance that he had clone full justice
to his patient and his own reputation, and the results
would fully justify it.

Wisconsin State Optical Society
The program me for the annual meeting of the

above society, which will be held in Milwaukee this
month, is as follows:

MONDAY, JULY 220
IC A. m.—Opening address. Distribution of badges.

Business meeting until noon.
3 P. m.—Adjourned meeting. Address by a well-

known authority. Reading of papers by Gustavus
Kahn and others. Exhibits of optical instruments.

7.30 P. M.—Informal social gathering.

TUESDAY, JULY 231)
9 A. M.—Election of officers and other business.
3 P. M.—Excursion to Whitefish Bay.

Owing to the Elks' carnival it has been impossible
to secure the accustomed meeting place at the Plank-
inton House club rooms, but the committee has
secured a pleasant room at the Y. M. C. A. Building,
145-147 Fourth Street, just south of Grand Avenue.

Utica Optical Club
The opticians of Utica, N. Y., have formed a per-

manent local organization, under the name of the
Utica Optical Club. At a meeting held May 27 the
following officers were elected : A. M. Kenney, pres-
ident ; B. Thomas Clark, vice-president ; E. D.
Kenney, secretary ; Charles T. Evans, treasurer.
The above, with Richard Perlen, compose the execu-
tive committee. The organization started with sixteen
members. Meetings will be held every two months,
and the annnal meetings will take place in May.
Members joining the society will also become mem-
bers of the New York State Optical Society.

Arthur M. Kenney, president of the Utica Optical
Club, received his education at the Advanced Gram-

President A. M, Kenney

mar School, and Utica Free Academy, Utica, N. Y.
On leaving school he began his optical career in his
father's optical store, and traveled for a year meeting
the wholesale trade. In 1893 he graduated from the
Chicago Ophthalmic College, Chicago, Ill. In 1895 he
was admitted as the junior member of the firm of M.
E. & A. M. Kenney, wholesale and retail opticians.
In January, 1899, he took charge of the business,
owing to the ill health of M. E. Kenney, who, the past
year, has been doing refraction work in a branch office
at Corning, Cal. Mr. Kenney is a charter member of
the New York State Optical Society and of the
American Association of Opticians, and originator of
the Utica Optical Club.
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Maine Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Maine Asso-

siation of Opticians was held in Waterville on June 5th.
An interesting and instructive paper was read by
George McL. Presson, of Farmington, the subject
being " The Ophthalmoscope and its Use from an
Optician's Standpoint." Mr. Presson in substance
stated that the ophthalmoscope, which was formerly
looked upon as an instrument for the use of medical
men alone, has now a place in every up-to-date optical
outfit. It is the ultimate aim of the opticians to be
able to recognize and correct all refractive errors and
also to be able to detect those diseases which are so
important to the welfare of the human eye, hence the
selection of that subject for his paper.

Mr. Presson then went on to give a minute descrip-
tion of the differences detected in the study of the
healthy and diseased fundus in persons of different
ages and conditions and the proper diagnosis to be
derived from the study. Mr. Presson cited a large
number of cases and discussed each case carefully and
fully, and was listened to with the closestattention by
the members present.

Following the paper, the opticians present asked
numerous questions, which Mr. Presson responded to
quickly, accurately and scientifically, and showed him-
self a thorough student of his chosen profession.

Albert M. Wentworth, of Portland, then read a
pleasing paper on " Optical Organization," explaining
the best methods of advancing the profession and
placing it on a higher plane. Mr. Wentworth stated
that the optician that wished to prove worthy of his
profession must be a constant and systematic reader,
and must become thoroughly acquainted with his
calling, and that eventually the work of the estab-
lished opticians would thoroughly break down the ill
repute that spectacle canvassers and peddlers have
cast upon the calling. The time would come when
the people would recognize that there was no more
propriety in associating the established optician with
these quacks of the profession than in associating the
medical quack with the medical profession. In clos-
ing, Mr. Wentworth made a strong plea for an increase
in the ranks of membership and gave some good
advice to the young optician.

The opticians present were : President H. E.
Murdock, of Portland ; First Vice-President Arthur
P. Allen, of Bangor ; Second Vice-President Oril E.
Davies, of Rockland ; Treasurer A. M. Wentworth,
of Portland ; Secretary R. B. Swift, of Portland ; E.
F. Beaman, of Waterville ; A. H. Barnes, of West
Buxton ; H. J. Coville, of Bangor ; F. A. Harriman,
of Waterville : Herbert W. Jones, of Madison ; E. S.
Pendexter, of Portland ; George McL. Presson, of
Farmington ; E. W. Palmer, of Rockland ; Edward E.
'Futile, of Portland ; F. M. Drisko, of Boston, and J.
H. Philbrick, of Skowhegan.

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the New York

City Optical Society was held at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel on Wednesday, June 12th. The minutes of the
previous meeting were read and confirmed.

A lecture on the " Spectrum, as Produced Through
the Agencies of Different Sources of Light," was de-
livered by Prof. Wm. Fox, and a vote of thanks was
extended to the professor for the pleasure and instruc-
tion afforded the society by his learned and interesting
lectures.

W. Curtis, 824 Manhattan Avenue, Brooklyn, was
admitted to membership.

A resolution of condolence was unanimously
passed to the widow of the late John W. Sanborn, of
Boston.

Applications for membership were read from
Fred. Hamilton, Otto Offenhouser, C. H. Waelde and
W. R. Washburne. Mr. Ferguson was appointed a
delegate to the annual meeting of the State Society,
and Mr. Dilworth was named as alternate. Mr. Fer-
guson spoke on the subject of legislation, and through
the privilege of the chair received the signature of the
members present promising their financial support
when the proposed bill will be introduced into the
Legislature. Motion of adjournment was made and
carried, and the meeting concluded.
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Iowa Optical Society
The fourth annual meeting (if the Iowa State

Association of Opticians was held at the Savoy House,
Des Moines, on June- 12th and 13th. After the minutes
had been read and confirmed, the reports of the sec-
retary and the treasurer were submitted and adopted.
A report of the committee upon a code of ethics
having been read, a vote of thanks was tendered to
J. Allen, of Marshalltown, for his efficient services in
behalf of the association, and instructions were given
that he be notified that they as an association had
concluded to adopt no code of ethics.

The committee appointed to consider the matter,
reported that in their judgment it was not advisable
to join the American Association of Opticians as a
body. The report was adopted.

Correspondence was read which included an invi-
tation to attend the annual meeting of the New York
Society, to be held at Buffalo. A letter was read from
F. H. Bishop and regret was expressed at his inability
to attend the convention.

An interchange of ideas in regard to conducting a
refracting optical business was freely indulged in. A
learned and interesting lecture on the eye, with stere-
opticon illustrations, was given by Dr. E. J. Brown, of

President II. 1'. Holmes

the Geneva Optical Co., of Chicago. The De Zeng
refractometer and the Cross retino-skiameter were
exhibited by T. W. Stewart, of the Julius King Optical
Co., of Chicago. Dr. Reed, of F. A. Hardy & Co,,
Chicago, exhibited the Hardy ophthalmometer, and
F. J. Wirtz, of the Geneva Optical Co., of Chicago,
exhibited the Geneva retinoscope. A pleasant discus-
sion of the merits of the instruments followed, and
the meeting adjourned.

At the second session of the society the report of
the legislative committee was adopted and the presi-
dent, together with a committee of two members,
were appointed to present the bill to the State Legis-
lature during the coming session. The badge com-
mittee reported that 1). A. Curtis, of Knoxville,
would procure the badges for the association at $r.so
each, made up in solid gold. The report having been
accepted, the election of officers was proceeded with.
The existing examining board was unanimously re-
elected. A point raised concerning the use of non-
professional methods of advertising by a member, was
left in the hands of W. B. Ankeny, chairman of the
examining committee.

An instructive lecture .was given by Walter Wyatt,
president of the Illinois Optical Association, the sub-
ject of which was, " Education, Organization and Leg-
islation." The question, " Physician vs. Optician,"
was adequately dealt with in a paper read by H. P.
Holmes. Legislative and entertainment committees
were appointed.

The result of the election was as follows : Presi-
dent, H. P. Holmes, Des Moines ; vice-president,
W. B. Ankeny, Corning ; secretary, J. C. Clark, Sioux
City ; treasurer, Ezra Nuckolls, Eldora. Directors :—
H. P. Holmes, Des Moines ; J. C. Clark, Sioux City;
W. F. Laraway, Glen Wood ; W. B. Ankeny, Corning;
G. E. Sibert, Reinbeck ; R. F. Renaud, Keokuk.
Examining Board :—W. B. Ankeny, Corning ; F. I-I.
Bishop, Murray ; R. W. Chamberlain, Marshalltown.

The report of secretary, at conclusion of meeting,
showed a membership of ninety-seven. The report
of treasurer showed a cash balance of over one hun-
dred dollars.

In the evening after close of meeting the jewelers
and opticians of Des Moines extended an invitation to
all opticians present to accompany a trolley party,
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which they did, and all had a very enjoyable time.
Refreshments of fruit, ices and cigars were served,
H. P. Holmes acting as host: - All present, numbering
about sixty, declared themselves well repaid for their
trouble in coming to the meeting.

Minnesota State Optical Association
The regular meeting of the Minnesota State Opti-

cal Association was held at the Ryan Hotel, St. Paul,
June loth, with an exceptionally good attendance—
about one-half the membership being present. The
meeting was called to order by President Millard.
Three applications for membership laid over from last
meeting—C. Arveson, Sleepy Eye ; G. Goodman,
Hallock, and A. Sweningsen, Moorhead—were bal-
loted on and elected. Ten applications were pre..
sented : Henry Jacke, St. Paul ; Frank L. Willson,
Mantonville ; Abe L. Smitten, St. Cloud ; Albert
Asleson, Dawson ; Alexander F. Robertson, St.
Cloud ; Hugo 0. Schleuder, Springfield ; Frank L.
Grace, Stillwater ; C. H. Todd, New Richmond,
Wis. ; J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn. ; Flo. B.
Sweet, St. Cloud. On motion the rules were sus-
pended and applicants elected at this meeting.

A motion %vas made and carried that a " defence
fund" be created by taking from the general fund
$1.00 annually for each member, until a fund of $5oo
has been created, to be used for the defence of any
optician where, in judgment of the board of directors,
said optician is assailed in a manner prejudicial to the
optical profession generally.

A committee of three members—Heitztnan, St.
Paul, and Best and Martin, of Minneapolis—were ap-
pointed to get up a " certificate of membership " and
report at the next meeting.

Secretary Snell read a report showing a good
working balance of cash on hand. Some discussion
was caused by a member who raised the question
of allowing members to use the heading used on the
official correspondence stationery in their advertise-
ments. This was quickly settled by a vote being
taken on a motion that " no one but officials be allowed
to use the heading and then only in matters pertain-
ing to the association."

President Millard then read an excellent paper
on " Muscular Insufficiency." Mr. Millard invited a
general discussion on the subject of his paper, in
which Messrs. Snell and Hitchcock took the lead, after
which " Latent Hypermetropia " was discussed by
Messrs. Sweningsen, Chalmers, Todd, Hitchcock and
Snell.

During the meeting a recess of fifteen minutes
was taken to allow members present to register with
the State Board of Optometry, which met the next
day.

It was one of the most interesting and most in-
structive meetings yet held. All petty jealousies were
dropped and everyone was ready to work in harmony
with everybody else. The presence of two lady mem-
bers was a very agreeable addition to the meeting.

Those present were S. B. Millard, Litchfield ; F.
M. Harper, Renville ; J. C. Herdliska, Princeton ; C.
C. Staake, Duluth ; L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota ; J. W.
Grainger, Rochester ; A. Sweningsen, Moorhead ; J. M.
Chalmers, Lake City.; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood
Falls ; C. A. Hoffmann, C. A. Snell, W. P. Knauer,
F. C. Worell, Nathan Gumbiner and F. A. Estabrook,
Minneapolis ; Frank A. Upham, G. P. Tuthill, C. H.
Lasky, Frank Heitzman and Geo. J. Preston, St. Paul;
Dr. C. M. Stanton, Mrs. Mary Fargeman and Miss
Gertrude Ayers, C. H. Todd, New Richmond, Wis.,
and a few others who got out too quick to be caught
by THE KEYSTONE representative.

At the meeting of the Minnesota State Board of
Optometry at the State Capital, St. Paul, Minn., June
ith, there were seventy-nine applicants for registry.

All but four were registered. Minnesota opticians
should bear in mind the fact, that unless they are regis-
tered by November 1st they wave all rights of previous
practice, and can then only practice in the State by
passing an examination at a cost of $15. We would
not like to see any of the old members of the profes-
sion guilty of negligence in this matter without re-
minding them. So don't put it off, but send in your
registry at once. The next meeting of the Minnesota
Optical Association will be held in Minneapolis, Sep-
tember 3d.
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Optical Legislation

Address by L. L. FERGUSON at, the annual meeting of the Optical
Society of the State of Now York.

After recounting the various efforts to pass legis-
lation regulating the practice of optometry, and force-
fully deprecating the present nondescript status of
the refractionist, Mr. Ferguson said:

For sake of argument, grant that
we need legislative regulation (and
no one will deny it unless their per-
sonal interest outweigh their altru-

ism), how can we best obtain it ? By a process of
elimination, discarding that by which others have
failed.

Two States have, for the past four years or more,
paid especial attention to the educational side of op-
tometry, 1. e., Pennsylvania and Massachusetts, the
latter even going so far as to have an institute for the
teaching of optometry, conducted by able instructors.

Their application or bill before the Massachusetts
Assembly was " withdrawn" in the face of insur-
mountable opposition. The lesson to be learned from

How to Pass
Legislation

L. L. Ferguson

this is that right does not make might in politics, and
that a college as an educational trump card to force
the passage of an opticians' bill, can be overtrumped
by any number of political jokers.

In this State, we opticians, with a faith at once
childlike and sublime, thought that a bill could be
gotten through Albany on its merits, and after being
disillusioned cast about in an aimless sort of way for
influence to assist us. It is needless to state that the
" merit " scheme proved unmeritorious and that the
" influence " was not sufficiently influential.

In contradistinction to the drifting
Minnesota Leads policy that the State of New York

underwent for several years, and
the educational schemes of Massa-

chusetts, it remained for Minnesota to pass a bill em-
bodying their ideas. In true Western style they took up
the cause and pushed it to its completion. They did not
illusion themselves as to " merits " or " colleges,"
but used nothing more nor less than potent influences.

At present it seems to be the concensus of opinion
here that this is the time and place to take the initiative
looking toward the passage of an optician's bill at
Albany next January, and of the different methods
used in Minnesota, New York or Massachusetts, it
requires no great acumen to determine which is the
most sensible.

Granting that influence is necessary, care must be
exercised ; therefore, the next consideration is, where
can the proper influences be found and obtained?

Those that are only partially familiar with the
machinery of legislatures, know that every State is
politically divided into two parties, and that each of
these parties are represented in the variaus legisla-
tures by what are known as leaders.

These individuals map out the legislative plan for
each legislative year, and it is but few bills that become
laws that do not receive their approbation ; conse-
quently, we, desirous of having a bill passed, shott!d
ally ourselves with the leaders of the dominant politi-
cal party of the State.

The next question is to provide for
How to Cover the legitimate expenses entailed.

When we consider the amount ex-
pended by others in the legitima-

tizing of their vocations, three thousand dollars is not

the Way

the Expense
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an inordinate sum. This I deem, from counsel, to be
amply sufficient, and if the scheme which I now broach
to you be considered expedient by the executive com-
mittee of the State Society, it will be necessary to raise
this sum in subscriptions of twenty-five dollars or more
each, to be paid up in full at the drafting of the bill, to
be expended at the discretion of the executive com-
mittee.

To explain to those who are not fully conversant
with this scheme and the rectitude of our purpose, I
would say that the moneys raised are for purely legal
purposes, i. e., for a retainer, and the balance as a
complete settlement when the bill is passed ; not a
penny of which shall be disbursed for corrupt intent,
and if merit plus potential influence cannot win, then
we will not win at all.

Legislative work mainly consists in the swapping
of votes. The generally prevalent idea that legisla-
tive votes are purchasable is grossly incorrect and
should not be entertained for an instant. A bill's suc-
cess is obtained by a coalition of voting units ; retain the
power that can make them coalesce and the results will
be ours. •

In conclusion, I would say a word as to the pur-
port of this bill which is to be, that it should be ori the
broadest of lines. Let every one who has practiced
optometry within the State for the past two years be
exempted. Let a board of examiners be appointed
by the State Regents or Governor, consisting of five
members, whose duties shall be to see that candidates
shall pass the examination prescribed by said board.

As an encouragement the Optical Society of the
City of New York have voted to encourage the scheme
herein outlined by action, influence and purse. All
that now remains to do is for the State society to do
the necessary funding.

The Refracting Room

Address delivered by F. E. ROBBINS at the annual meeting of the
Optical Society of the State of New York.

In equipping a refracting room for practical work,
and to make success as a refractionist, there are many
major and minor points that are essential. The first
thing in our equipment should be knowledge, and in
it should be embodied the following : An understand-
ing of the eye and its functions, the theory and action
of light, lenses and their mechanical principles. At
least two methods of refracting should be employed;
first, the test case ; second, retinoscopy. The oph-
thalmometer is, in many cases, of great assistance,
and there are many other instruments of greater or
less benefit.

The second important branch of knowledge is to
become familiar with the diseases of the eyes and of
the nervous system and their causes. The ophthal-
moscope here becomes a necessity, for without it we
would hardly be able to diagnose intra-ocular diseases.

As the room is a most important
An Ideal consideration, I will describe my

own room, which is very near my
ideal : The length of the room is

21 feet 6 inches and 6 feet wide, a space at one end of
5 feet is partitioned off, leaving an opening 2 feet 9
inches wide. This small room is painted a dead
black. On the inside of the partition, on either side,
is placed a 16-candle power electric light, with a re-
flector behind each, throwing the light on the test
cards, which are placed opposite the opening.

Underneath the test cards is a small box, light
tight, containing another 16-candle power lamp. In
the front of this box is a hole 4 inches in diameter,
and this is covered with a white porcelain glass, dense
enough to reduce the light down to the point where a
sensitive eye can look steadily at it without squinting.
In front of the box is arranged a disk containing three
round holes, 2, 3 and 4 inches in diameter. The 2-inch
opening is used over the light for muscle testing and
exercising, and the 3 and 4-inch over the light for rail-
road men, in testing them on switch target lights and
color blindness. The color test is a second disk ar-
ranged over the other one, carrying six glasses of
different colors, and arranged to rotate before the
light, giving any color at the operator's will, and
having the same appearance as a genuine switch
target.

Optical Room
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The larger, or main part of the refracting room, is
finished in dark green ingrain paper. The woodwork
and ceiling are painted to match. The room is quite
dark, so it is difficult to read the degrees on the trial
frame without extra light.

The chair for the patient is of Morris pattern, and
the back is arranged to drop back to almost a reclin-
ing posture for use when removing foreign bodies
from the eye. A stool adjustable for height is placed
on the left of the patient for use of the refractionist.
Just in front of the stool, and within easy reach, is a
bracket carrying the trial case, and above the trial
case a small shelf for retinoscope, ophthalmoscope
and other accessories.

Six inches in the rear of the patient's chair is a
16-candle power incandescent lamp, with a revolving
reflector, carried on a swinging arm sliding in a double
friction sleeve and with a ball joint, making it adjust-
able to either side of patient and from the floor to the
ceiling. This light is used for the ophthalmoscope
and retinoscope and for general use. It is also con-
nected with the switchboard and a reducing coil, so
by turning a button you can get 2, 4, 6, to, 12 or i6-
candle power. This is necessary for intra-ocular work.

At the right hand of the operator, and about even
with his waist when seated, is the switchboard, from
which all the lights in the room are controlled. At
the side of the switchboard are the cords and weights
for working the test cards and colored lights. Unless
the ophthalmometer is to be used, it is not necessary
for either the patient or operator to move during the
examination.

All lights in the refracting room are under ground
glass, giving a soft light so that the eyes do not tire so
easily as under the ordinary unground lamp. There is
one point in this room that I would like to change, if
the room were longer or wider. I would put the
ophthalmometer at the right side, or back of patient,
so it could be used by merely turning the patient
around instead of having to take him across the room
as is now necessary.

Meet your patient with a neat ap-
Treatment of pearance and pleasing manner.

Here is where a student of human
nature has an advantage. He un-

derstands how best to approach the different individ-
uals who come to him, which is almost a necessity to
successful business. If our patient is very nervous
we should endeavor to make him feel at ease. Our
easy chair is here of some assistance, as by placing a
person in an easy position and making him comforta-
ble, the muscular system is relaxed, which must have
more or less bearing on the eye muscles.

In making an examination try to impress your
patron with your knowledge ; not by telling him how
much you know, but by, w‘erking smoothly, quickly
and carefully. As a rule it is better not to have a
third party in the refracting room while making an ex-
amination, excepting in very young and timid children.

At least two methods of testing the ocular mus-
cles should be employed, including the duction as one
of them. The duction test, being to determine the
strength of the muscles, should be made by beginning
with one degree prism, and increasing one degree at a
time until diplopia is produced, and the patient is
unable to bring the double image into one. The in-
stant diplopia is obtained and the muscles can no
longer overcome the amount of prism, have the
patient close the eyes for rest, and until you have
removed the prisms from the eyes, so as not to cause
more fatigue than is necessary. A prism bar is of
great assistance in this test ; with it the amount of
prism can be increased to cause diplopia without re-
moving the prism from before the eyes. This is very
essential. Test each set of muscles for their strength,
which should be, approximately, internals, three times
the strength of the externals. And sursumduction
shouldA  

complete
b et h e same r

record 
righter,1   oaf s el evfet.

ry case prescribed for
is another feature of importance. It makes a refer-
ence book for future use, not alone for duplicating
glasses but to the student an invaluable book for
studying symptomology. The record should contain
the date, name, age, occupation, residence, visual
acuity of each eye without and with glasses, condi-
tion of the muscles, abnormal symptoms which ac-
company the case, lenses and frame prescribed, the
findings of each instrument used in the examination,
and a place for remarks.

Patients
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Annual Meeting of the New York
State Optical Society

" Put me off at Buffalo," was the slogan of the
New York opticians June 25th, 26th and 27th, as they
assembled at that hustling city, now justly swelling in
pride over the magnificent success of their grand Pan-
American Exposition. The meeting was the sixth
annual meeting of the New York State Optical Society.
The sessions were held in the evenings of the first two
days and the morning of the third, ending with a most
enjoyable, if somewhat impromptu and informal,
banquet. The attendance represented a good propor-
tion of the membership and embraced members from
neighboring organizations, including the Canadian
Optical Society, the New England Association of Op-
ticians and the Pennsylvania Optical Society. Quite a
number of the members were accompanied by their
wives, who thoroughly enjoyed the great exposition,

President F. L. Smart

the visit to Niagara Falls and the numerous other local
attractions, not to mention the closing social event.

President Swart opened the sessions with an
address, in which he said, in part :

President Swart's Address

The past year has been one of special interest to
opticians, principally along the line of optical legisla-
tion ; several societies have taken this matter up in
their various States by having an optical bill intro-
duced in their legislatures, and the State society of
Minnesota has succeeded in getting their bill passed,
and are the first to gain optical legislation ; their vic-
tory should be an incentive for us to do likewise.

New York State opticians succeeded in getting an
amendment to a bill that was aimed at their interests;
Massachusetts made a good fight for an optical bill at
the last session of their legislature, and I believe they
will succeed in getting it passed at the next session.

The opticians of New York State were again
called upon to defend their just rights before the legis-
lature last January, and the amendment given us
proves that the society can protect the legal rights of
opticians in the pursuit of their ancient and honorable
calling.

This is the first time the opticians of this State
have ever been able to get recognition in any way
before our legislative body, and this only goes to
show what can be done by thorough organization and
persistent effort combined.

It seems to be the opinion of many of our mem-
bers that the time is now ripe for us to try and get a
mild optical bill passed by the legislature at its session
next winter, the plans, etc., of which will be brought
to your attention at the proper time.

During my visits to the assembly last winter I was
told by several members of that body that opticians
should have a bill passed beneficial to their profession,
and that they thought now was the time to have it
done, and all that I talked with promised their sup-
port to such a measure, and I found that we have a
good many friends among the Senators and Assembly-
men at Albany.

If it should be decided to try and introduce an
optical bill at the coming session of the legislature, I
would advise the appointing of a committee of three
of our members, to be known as the legislative com-
mittee, and they to have full power to act upon all
matters pertaining to legislation, and also havepower
to call on any other members they may see fit for as-
sistance in the way of appearing before committee at
Albany. I am positive that we will soon be called
upon to again defend ourselves against some such a
bill as the last referred to that will include us in its
scope, for I have positive information that the medical
fraternity are at work along this line.
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At the last annual meeting of this society a reso-
lution was passed allowing the local societies to join
the State society in a body by paying one dollar per
year for each active member of the local societies;
they all voted to join under these terms, so it will be
necessary for us to take some action on this matter, in
order to get it established on the right business prin-
ciple ; some means must be devised to avoid confusion
in collecting these dues, and also another resolution
was introduced making the dues of the State society
one dollar per year, payable at the annual meeting,
and before taking action on this amendment, I think
some difference should be made in the amount of dues
between the members of the local bodies who join
with us, and those who are not members of those
societies.

I am in favor of making the dues as low as possi-
ble, but I think they should be collected every year,
even though we do not have immediate use for the
funds, it is always advisable to have a little money in
reserve, and I trust the officers elected for the next
year will see to it that the dues are kept collected, and
then if we have need for funds it will not be necessary
to ask for contributions.

It behooves us to put forth every possible effort to
keep the society in as vigorous a condition as possible,
and as we are practically a protective organization let
us work for and accomplish something along this line.

Closing, Mr. Swart referred to the death of John
W. Sanborn, one of the organizers of the pioneer
optical association ; also of E. Cordeau, of New York
City, of their own society. On motion, Messrs. Fergu-
son, Cross and Kenney were appointed to draft reso-
lutions on the death of Mr. Sanborn, and Oertel,
Watts and Wright, on Mr. Cordeau. Secretary Mar-
chant then read the minutes of the last meeting, and
letters of regret from several prominent members who
were unable to attend, and greetings from various
other State societies. The financial report was read
by F. E. Robbins, and the report of the executive
committee by Chairman Oertel.

The report of the executive committee, through
William D. Oertel, chairman of the committee, dealt
principally with the fight against the Bell bill and the
triumph of the refractionists. The report stated :

Early last fall this committee deemed it advisable
to send a circular letter to the opticians of this State,
in which was clearly stated what had been and was
being done for the optical profession, and at the same
time urging all to become members of this society.
This letter was the means of awakening interest
among opticians, and many joined our ranks. We
also stated that if a measure was introduced in our
legislature at Albany, detrimental to opticians, that
protests against the same would be heard from all
sections of this State through the influence of this
society until the measure was defeated. This promise
has been fulfilled beyond the expectations of the most
sanguine member.

On January 14, 1901, there was introduced in our
assembly a measure known as Bell bill No. 167, which,

William D. Oertel
Chairman of Executive Committee

if enacted a law in its original form, would have legis-
lated all refracting opticians out of business. Our
representative, Mr. B. V. Smith, immediately notified
the officers of this society and steps were taken at
once to defeat this measure.

This bill was referred to the assembly committee
on public health, Dr. Henry, of New York, chairman,
and we asked for a public hearing on the same, which
was granted. On January 3oth, the time set for the
first hearing, the State Medical Society had its session
in Albany, and a very large representation of the
medical profession attended this hearing. Opticians
were also well represented by many of the officers of
this society and others. Owing to the large gathering
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of interested people the committee room was not
large enough to accommodate all, and the hearing
was held in the spacious assembly chamber. Opti-
cians were assured by the framers of this bill that it
was not their intention of affecting them, but we soon
changed our minds when they had Dr. Howe, of
Buffalo, N. Y., an oculist, speak, condemning opti-
cians in general. We then, through our spokesman,
Ex-President Cross, asked the committee to amend
the bill in our favor, and suggested the amendment to
read as follows : "Or any optician engaged in adapting
glasses to the sight."

On the whole, this hearing was not at all satisfac-
tory to us, and we concluded to again present our-
selves at the next hearing, which was set for February
6th. On that date President Swart, H. C. Watts, B.
V. Smith and myself were present and were offered
an amendment by the attorney for the medical society,
which we believed exempted opticians, and Presi-
dent Swart withdrew all objections to this measure
from opticians. The amendment read : "Or any
manufacturer or constructor of optical instruments in
fitting such instruments on persons in need thereof."

As the optical profession was not united in its
opinion of this amendment, President Swart and my-
self again made the journey to Albany for the third
time, on February 20th, and this time met with such
success that none could complain. We first had a
talk with some of the members of the committee, and
then I appeared before them and carefully explained
our position and asked them to grant us the amend-
ment agreed upon : " Or any optician engaged in
adapting glasses to the sight." The committee not
only granted this amendment but all others suggested
in our favor.

The report stated that forty-eight new members
were admitted during the year.

The most important work of the
session followed in the reading and
discussion of a paper on "Legisla-
tive Recognition, the Ways and

and Means," by L. L. Ferguson. This paper will be
found in part on page 767 of this issue. The discus-
sion that followed on the subject, which all realize
as of vital importance, was strikingly earnest and har-
monious. Messrs. Cross, Oertel, President Swart,
Vice-President Clark, Watts, Kenney, Shaw and
others spoke in favor of introducing an equitable bill
in the next legislature, and all were hopeful and confi-
dent that a properly drawn bill would meet the ap-
proval of the law-makers and Governor. Only one
speaker urged further effort along educational lines
before attempting to secure legislation, but it seemed
the prevailing opinion that the opticians of the State
had already acquired the requisite educational qualifi-
cations, and further that the facilities, such as a high-
grade optical college would afford, would be sooner
obtained after the passage of a proper bill giving a
statutory standing to the optical profession, than with-
out it. After the discussion Mr. Ferguson offered a
resolution that it was the sense of the society that a
bill be introduced at the next Session of the Legisla-
ture and a committee be appointed with full power to
act on behalf of the society in securing its passage.
This resolution was adopted, and L. L. Ferguson, B.
V. Smith, of Albany, and W. I). Oertel, of Syracuse,
were named as the committee. The names guarantee
diligent and effective work.

The question of changing the by-laws relating to
the amount of the annual dues, was taken up from the
last meeting, and the amendment offered making the
dues one dollar per annum was adopted. The ques-
tion was raised regarding payment from members who
are also members of local societies who have joined
the State Society as bodies, and it was decided that
such members should pay their dues to the local
bodies and they in turn could pay over the total to the
treasurer of the State society.

President Swart stated that it had been suggested
and wisely, he thought, that one of the sessions arran-
ged for the evening should be held during the day, to
give the members an opportunity of visiting the expo-
sition during the evening, and it was decided to hold
the last session Thursday morning instead of evening,
and at the conclusion of the session, to hold an informal
banquet. Mr. Oertel then moved as a recognition of
his labors on behalf of the society and its interests,
that Wm. J. Berm, of THE KEYSTONE, be made an
honorary member of the society. President Swart
spoke of the assistance Mr. Benn had rendered him in
his work of the past year and the motion prevailed.
Mr. Beim briefly thanked the society for the honor,
coming so unexpectedly, as any assistance he had been
able to render, was not only in the line of duty, but a
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pleasure, owing to his interest in the welfare of all
optical organizations. The session then adjourned.

THE SECOND SESSION.

The Wednesday evening session was given over to
the reading and discussion of papers and several very
practical and interesting topics were handled. The
first paper read was on " The Grinding of Ophthalmic
Lenses," by W. C. Wideman, one of the experts of
the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. The speaker traced
minutely the many operations in grinding and polishing
ophthalmic lenses, and described the workings of the
machine made by the Bausch & Lomb Company for
this purpose. He was followed by B. B. Clark, of
Rochester, who outlined " The Refractive Opticians'
Sphere and its Compensation."

Mr. Clark advocated opticians
Fees for charging a fee for examinations.

He had adopted this plan several
years ago and it has worked excel-

lently. It did away with misunderstandings in charges
for repairs, and what was more important, helped more
than anything else could do, to raise the vocation of
the optician in the estimation of the public. He said :

Examinations

The term, " Eyes examined free," has had its
day, and I hope the refracting opticians of this State
will discontinue its use in advertising and in practice.
As a matter of fact, if a pair of glasses are sold at the
regular price, you are paid for the examination ; if the
glasses are not furnished, you are spending time for
which your remuneration is doubtful. Instead of
charging $3.50 for a pair of glasses, would it not be
better and more professional to charge $1.50 for the
examination and $2.00 for the glasses? Another point
is this : for instance, you charge $3.50 for a pair of
glasses and claim that your time is not worth anything
and that you charge simply for the lenses, etc., and in
a week's time that person calls with the lenses broken,
it is impossible to charge and get the same pro rata
price. There is another feature that is against the
free examination of the eyes, and that is the idea that
is prevalent that you will advise glasses whether they
are necessary or not. On the other hand, if you
charge for the examination, a person will reason that
if you are being paid for your time you will not have
any or as much incentive to distort the facts.

This paper received the closest attention of those
present, and its discussion was animated and showed
great interest in the topic. Mr. Clark's attitude was
supported by Messrs. Ferguson, Bissell and Cross,
who have within the past years adopted the system of
making a known and definite charge where a real ex-
amination was made, and each stated that he had
found it profitable and thoroughly satisfactory. Each
acknowledged having received their inspiration from
the practice of Chas. F. Prentice, who was the first
optician of prominence to make a separate charge for
examinations. While Mr. Prentice is enabled by his
reputation to charge three dollars, the speakers had
found it expedient to generally make a charge of one
dollar, and in some cases more. One or two others
who discussed the subject, doubted if they could hold
their trade by making a separate charge for examina-
tions, though attracted by, and rather in favor of, the
principle of doing so.

Answering a question regarding
An Optical Club local competition, Mr. Clark had

occasion to refer to the great ad-
vantages of a local society, such as

they had at Rochester, and urged that the local dealers
should organize forthwith. The proposition met with
instant and hearty support and in a few minutes a
dozen or more of the local dealers present signed
their names to a call for a meeting to establish a local
society. As each dealer came forward to sign the call,
he was greeted with applause, displaying the gratifying
interest that the meeting at large took in this unex-
pected turn of events.

The next paper read was by E. Leroy Ryer, on
the " Progress of the Manufacture of Optical Goods
in the United States." This paper will be found on
page 759 of this issue.

The last speaker of the evening was A. Jay Cross,
on the "Optometrical Dark Room Work." Mr.
Cross' views on this subject are quite well known, as
he has been a persistent advocate of the importance of

for Buffalo
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adequate examination work in the dark room, for sev-
eral years, and has handled the topic on previous
occasions in many places. His paper was closely
followed and the applause that greeted the speaker
at its close showed that the views expressed met the
approval of his hearers. He outlined the proper
equipment of the dark room and paid special atten-
tion to the importance of skiascopy in the dark room
examination. At the close of his remarks the meet-
ing adjourned.

Election of
Officers

THIRD SESSION

The first business of the session
was the election of officers. After
discussing the best means of con-
ducting this proceeding, it was de-

cided to name a nominating committee consisting of
Messrs. Cross, Ferguson and Oertel. On motion of
L. L. Ferguson, Thomas Jacobs, of The Review and
Fred. Boger, of the Optical Journal, were elected
honorary members. The meeting then listened to an
interesting and practical paper on " Optical Adver-
tising," by H. C. Watts, one of Syracuse's bright
young opticians. Mr. Watts reviewed the different
forms of advertising that opticians could use to advan-
tage and their relative value from his experience. Mr.
Watts is a believer in good forms of advertising, prefer-
ably of the best character and a high plane. In re-
gard to newspaper advertising, he said :

Change your advertisement—daily if you can, but
at least twice a week. Make the matter interesting
and instructive. The public will watch your adver-
tisement and never forget you. An advertisement
with one insertion is very seldom profitable. Keep
your space, contract for a year. Any less time is a
waste of money. Use cuts freely—something to call
attention to the space—an eye, a face, a pair of glasses,
or any other good cut. The reading matter make
brief but plain, and never make a statement that you
cannot fulfill to the letter. Don't cheapen your
knowledge by advertising " Examination Free."

His paper was discussed by several members and
an interesting exchange of experiences resulted. The
next paper was read by B. T. Clark, of Utica, on
"Anisometropia." Mr. Clark has made quite a study
of this subject and his paper was followed with close
interest.

The nominating committee reported as the result
of their deliberations the following suggeStions : For
president, F. L. Swart, Auburn, the present incumbent;
vice-president, Geo. R. Bausch, Rochester ; secretary,
F. B. Marchant, Brooklyn ; treasurer, F. E. Robbins,
Elmira ; executive committee, B. B. Clark, Rochester;
M. L. Failing, Buffalo ; B. T. Clark, Utica ; P. A.
Dilworth, New York City ; A.W. Golder, Seneca Falls;
James Holden, Syracuse. These nominations were
subsequently taken up and unanimously confirmed.

The committee on resolutions on the death of
John W. Sanborn and E. Cordeau, then reported and
the resolutions were adopted. A. W. Golder, of
Seneca Falls, next addressed the meeting on " An
Ideal Optical Office," and outlined what he considered
the best equipment to be attractive, convenient and
suitable for obtaining the best results. He was followed
by F. E. Robbins, of Elmira, who read a paper on
" Little Details of the Refracting Room," which
appears in part on page 767 of this issue. The
speaker referred to the value of paying attention to
many of the details that some opticians regarded more
or less lightly and urged thoroughness as the only
means of success.
. Geo. R. Bausch next spoke on " Legislation," and

favored the effort to have a bill passed by the Legisla-
ture that would give opticians a proper and legal
standing as a profession. He laid special stress on
the necessity of education, and in a vigorous perora-
tion, said:

Opticians, in the past, have not come up to the
standard of knowledge which should have been their
highest aim. Their work was mechanical, and the
idea of making any progress in the science was en-
tirely foreign to them. Knowledge must ever be the
foundation of success. Some opticians fail to recog-
nize this ; to them optics means the more pairs of
glasses sold the better, no matter about the proper
fitting or adjusting of them.

The new century must witness a complete uplift-
ing of the profession. Every person in it must exert
every energy in him to place the optician where he
belongs,viz.,on a sound footing, supported by constant
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and thorough research into the science of optics
and an ever present desire to keep in touch with the
latest discoveries and improvements that are being
made from time to time.

Can we hold our own with oculists, while really
ignorant of what constitutes our profession ? Can we
have only a taste of the required knowledge and no
desire to improve? If we do these things, is it neces-
sary to ask what the result will be?

Let us, by a study of the science under discussion,
in its every branch, and an untiring application to the
same, attain the standard by which we can defy legis-
lation which supports only oculists and their interests.

Our demands are just and that which we ask for
we should have. If every member and every person
interested will do his duty and make the fight upon
proper lines, I am sure and satisfied we'll win and ob-
tain that which we have needed so long, at the same
time do away with the trouble and annoyance we have
had in years past.

F. F. Robbins, of Elmira, next spoke about
opticians taking cinders from the eye, and saw no
reason why they should not do so. When called
upon B. B. Clark disagreed with this view and advised
that such cases should be sent to the oculist. L. L.
Swart agreed with Mr. Clark, as did Mr. Wright, who
who had gotten into trouble in a case of this kind
several years ago, and urged great caution in handling
such cases. A. Jay Cross next spoke of the proposed
educational scheme of the American Association, out-
lining the plan and its advantages. M. Vandervelde,
of Dunkirk, expressed himself in favor of any plans
for the higher education of opticians. The next paper
was read by F. B. Marchant on " Muscular Insuf-
ficiencies and Mal-Adjustments." The speaker has
been a deep student of this subject and his address
was followed with close interest.

On motion, a vote of thanks was then extended to
the opticians of Buffalo for the courtesies extended in
preparation for and during the convention. The min-
utes of the meetings were then read and approved.
The chair called upon Mr. Culverhouse, one of the
Canadian visitors, who extended greetings from the
Canadian Optical Society, and expressed the pleasure
of the Canadian delegates at the progress and work
accomplished at the present convention. G. A. Bahn,
of Austin, Texas, was then invited to speak, and ex-
pressed the belief that an optical society would soon
be formed in his State, which now had an organization
of jewelers. He had been disappointed at not finding
any exhibits of the large optical manufacturers at the
Pan-American Exposition, and made quite a hit
vhen lie referred to the optical fakirs who had secured
privileges Lt the fair as " Accidents of Nature."
The convention then adjourned and those present,
with their ladies, who had meanwhile assembled in the
parlors of the Y. M. C. A. building, where the sessions
were held, went in a body to the Raleigh House and
partook of a most enjoyable informal banquet. At
the conclusion of the repast a visit was made to the
exposition, and thus ended what President Swart
characterized as the most successful gathering of the
New York Optical Society.

The Buffalo Optical Society
During the convention of the New York Optical

Society held at Buffalo on June 26th, steps were taken
to form a local organization of the opticians of Buffalo
and the following names were subscribed to a call for
Ibis purpose : M. L. Failing and A. J. Gray, of the
Failing Optical Co.; T. C. Tanke, E. M. Barringer,
Best & Co., E. V. Syrcher, H. B. Wickins, W. H.
Doleman, W. H. Barrett, E. F. Smith, of Lockport,
Swartz Optical Co.; Geo. Christ, of King & Eisele;
Wm. L. Auld, A. Martin, F. B. Marchant and Roger
F. winiams.

Three Buffalo Exhibits
Mr.T. E.M ills, demonstrator, Manufacturers Build-

ing, Pan-American Exposition ; Mr. It B. Wickens,
instructor, with A. E. Sipe, 276 Main Street, and
Messrs. King & Eisele, jobbers, 14 North Division
Street, all exhibit the Cross Retino-Skiameter in
Buffalo. Opticians visiting the " Pan " must not miss
seeing this popular little " shadow test " instrument
which is calling forth such unstinted praise from lead-
ing refractionists. —Adv.
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We solicit your consignments of

We pay for,

Old Silver inuctustinsi . Market Price. -
Platinum • • • • • • 80 cents per dwt.
Old Cold– 8 Karat • 32 cents per dwt.

10 Karat 40 cents per dwt.
12 Karat 48 cents per dwt.
14 Karat 86 cents per dwt.
18 Karat ' 72 cents per dwt.

Plated Scraps 20 to 35 cents per oz. '

Our returns are always prompt and eminently satis-
factory. We realize that it is to our best interests to
please you. In sending your consignments to us you
are dealing with a firm with a reputation to maintain—
a firm that realizes that in order to maintain that repu-
tation its returns must always be prompt and equitable.
We never disappoint those who place their confidence
in us. That is the secret of our good reputation.

We make returns on Sweeps within three to
five days.

If you think the returns you have been getting
elsewhere are large—try us.

CC'
ReeKFORD
SILVER

PLATE CO.

No. 2403, BAKING DISH

Branch Offices 546 W. Broadway, New York
(220 Sutter St., San Francisco

Best
Quality
Silverware

"20-YEAR GUARANTEE " with each
piece—a strong point IN'ith the pur-
chasing public.
Orders and correspondence solicited
from Jewelers only.

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Trio Jewelers' Scoot of Engraving 2.
Established in 1889

13th Successful Year i000 Graduates
`4.
0
0.

0

0.

,ctrio

Suite 1012-13, 126 State Street, CHICAGO

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Proprietor and Chief instructor

Since its organization
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Situations guaranteed to all faithful students.
Gold Medal presented to Graduates.

Testimonials from leading firms and jewelers of the United
States and foreign countries always at your disposal.

P. S.—SAVE CUTS AND SEND FOR OTHERS.

June, 19o1

The American Medical Association
At the meeting of the American Medical Associa-

tion, held at St. Paul, Minn., June 3d to 8th, Chicago
optical houses were well represented. The Geneva
Optical Co.'s booth was in charge of Fred. J. Wirtz,
John G. Hodgins and, Earl G. Brown, showing the
Geneva specialties. Chambers, Inskeep & Co. dis-
played a line of surgical instruments, as well as their
ophthalmometer. The exhibit was under the personal
charge of D. Chambers. F. A. Hardy & Co. showed
two of their twentieth century ophthalmometers and
trial cases. The exhibit was in charge of Dr. T. M.
Redd.

Before the ophthalmological division Dr. G. C.
Savage, Nashville, Tenn., explained the purpose and
use of a cyclo-phorometer, of his invention (made by
F. A. Hardy & Co.). Dr. Mitchell, of Vicksburg,
Tenn., introducing a laryngeal mirror of his own de-
vising (also made by F. A. Hardy & Co.).

Among other papers read before the section on
ophthalmology was one entitled "A Case of Blindness
Due to Drinking Bay Rum," by Dr. H. Moulton, of
Fort Smith, Ark. It was the case of a cowboy, who,
with three other cowboy friends, drank a large bottle
of bay rum. He took violent exercise during the day
in the form of hard range riding, and that night was
taken very ill. At the same time his vision began to
fail, and for two days he remained very ill. At the
end of two days he was again feeling as well as usual,
but he was totally blind. He had since remained
blind.

Adeline Partman, of Washington, D. C., read
a paper, in which she told how she placed a glass ball
into a man's eye that would move the same as the
other eye.

New England Optical Institute
At the annual meeting of the New England Opti-

cal Institute held in Boston, June 24th, Chas. D.
Tucker, was re-elected secretary and Jos. Smith, of
Taunton, Mass., was elected a member of the corpo-
ration. A. G. Barber, Geo. H. Brown, and Jos. Smith
were elected members of the board of directors.
D. C. Percival, C. S. Cook, A. E. Frye, L. B. Rollins
and the Hon. W. W. Dallinger, were elected additional
directors. The election of treasurer and other busi-
ness was postponed until next meeting.

The Missouri Association of Opticians

The Missouri Association of Opticians held a
meeting in Kansas City, on June 19th, It was voted
that members in good standing at the time of that
meeting should be recorded as charter members, and
that a charter should be applied for. Secretary John
Titus, Jr., was instructed to take the necessary steps
to secure the charter. It was also voted to send a
delegation to the National Convention of Opticians at
Chicago, in August. President J. W. Talbot, of
Nevada, was chosen as chairman of the delegation,

with power to name the other members.

Annual Meeting of the American Asso-
ciation of Opticians

The fourth annual convention of the American

Association of Opticians will be held in the club-room

of the Sherman House, Chicago, on August i3th,

14th, 15th and 16th. All necessary preparations are

being made, and reduced railroad rates have been

secured for opticians who come from a distance to the

meeting. The programme of the convention will be

published in our next issue.

Rochester Optical Club

The annual election of officers for the Rochester

(N. Y. ) Optical Club, was held on Friday evening,

May 31 st, in the office of B. B. Clark, and the follow-

ing officers were elected : President, G. R. Bausch ;

vice-president, B. B. Clark ; secretary, Harry M.

Bestor ; treasurer, W. W. Bissell ; executive com-

mittee, Rudolf Schmidt, Henry C. Mielke, Parry

Newman, L. L. Mincer and W. J. Morse.

THE KEYSTONE

Death of John W. Sanborn

Mr. John W. Sanborn, who died in Sharon, June
uth, was born in Boston, August 28, 186o. He was
educated in the public schools of Boston, and gradu-
ated from the English High School in 1878. Shortly
after leaving school he moved with his parents to
Quincy, Mass., where he continued to reside until the
fall of 1900, when he moved to Sharon for the benefit
of his health. Mr. Sanborn first engaged in business
with Johnson & Shaw, manufacturing chemists, where
he remained until he was obliged to relinquish busi-
ness on account of his health. After some two years
he entered the employ of John H. Ailman, retail opti-
cian, on Bromfield Street, Boston. After a thorough
apprenticeship here, he started in the retail optical
business in partnership with W. R. Donovan, who was
a thoroughly practical manufacturing optician. The
business of Sanborn & Donovan was established in
1886, at 3 Winter Street, Boston, where it has contin-

tied ever since. After one year Mr. Sanborn bought
out Mr. Donovan's interest, and has since continued
the business alone under the name of John W. San-
born & Co.

In 1889 Mr. Sanborn, with A. G. Barber, started a
wholesale optical business at 403 Washington Street,
under the name of John W. Sanborn & Co. In 1894
the wholesale business was incorporated, and the
name changed to the Globe Optical Co. Mr. Sanborn
was elected treasurer of this company and held this
office until failing health caused him to resign at the
last annual meeting.

Mr. Sanborn has been an enthusiastic worker in

his chosen profession, and on account of his intimate
knowledge of the human eye, and its defects, and by
attending closely to business, he had built up a very

large refracting business, and was generally recog-

nized as the leading refracting optician in New Eng-

land. He was principally instrumental in organizing

the New England Association of Opticians, and was

its first president, resigning after serving one year on

account of his health, which has always been

delicate.
Having always been interested in the education of

the optician he, with a few other members of the New

England Association of Opticians, secured a charter

for the New England Optical Institute, which is well

known as an optical school of higher requirements

than any other school in the country devoted exclu-

sively to optics as a profession. Mr. Sanborn was the

first president of the institute, serving two years, then
resigning on account of the state of his health. He

was also a charter member of the American Associa-

tion of Opticians, serving in an official capacity in this
organization. His last active service with this associa-

tion being chairman of the committee of education.

Mr. Sanborn had always worked unselfishly for the

interests of opticians at large, trying to elevate the

calling of the optician to that of a recognized pro-

fession, and was widely known for his writings and

addresses on optical subjects. He was also an enthu-

siastic yachtman, having served as commodore of the

Quincy Yacht Club, of which he had been a member

for many years.
The funeral was held June 13th, from his house in

Sharon, Mass. There were floral tributes from the

optical societies, optical institute and the optical

trade. The burial, which was private, was in Quincy.

He leaves a widow.
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Optical Notes

.,te W. E. Easton has opened optical parlors at
Portland, Me.

') E 
Allen. has opened an optical business at

PortII■Agin., 
N. B

,A4 The Plautt-Cadden Co., jewelers, Norwich,
Conn., have opened optical parlors.

.4 W. H. Leighton, of Bedford, Va., has opened
an optical department in •connection with his jewelry
store.

Wallace B. Easton has opened a new optical
e 

store in Mechanics' Building, 519 Congress Street,
Portland, Me.

ot A. A. Kilton, formerly with the Rodney-Pierce
Optical Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., will engage in the re-
tail optical business at Toledo, Ohio.

.0 Frank C. Fox, optician, formerly with R. A.
Dixon & Co., Montreal, Canada, has embarked in
business for himself at 2297 St. Catharine Street, in
that city.

41 E. A. Ludwigs has been appointed to the
managership of the new optical department at
Knowles & Yardners, 563 and 565 Main Street, and
546 and 55o Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

G. E. Shoemaker has started in the optical busi-
ness at Middleburgh, N. Y. He is a graduate of the
Philadelphia Optical College, and is a member of the
New York Optical Society.

.4 Owing to an increase of orders for their patent
metal cases, the Hub Optical Case Co., Chelsea Street,
East Boston, Mass., have found it necessary to consider-
ably augment their working staff.

.4 Frederick Pell and Frank Diddea, of the
Eureka Jewelry Co., Eureka Springs, Ark., have dis-
solved by mutual consent. The firm are responsible
for all outside debts. Both parties will remain in the
jewelry business in Eureka Springs.

ot The American Optical Co., of Southbridge,
Mass., has contracted for the erection of a separate
brick factory to be built near their main works. The
rapidity with which their business in gold-filled goods
has increased necessitated the putting up of a building
to be used solely for the manufacture of gold filled
spectacles and eyeglasses.

ot The graduating exercises of the Klein School
of Optics took place June 17th at 2 Rutland Street,
Boston, Mass. Dr. Klein delivered an address and
Leslie Underwood distributed the diplomas. George
F. Beane was valedictorian. The following students
graduated : George F. Beane, Olneysville, R. I.; Ray-
mond Bullard, Spencer, Mass.; J. Fraser Cameron,
Halifax, N. S.; F. E. Hanson, Portland, Maine ; S. C.
Horn, Lowell, Mass.; H. C. Laughlin, New • Bruns-
wick ; Herbert A. Moody, E. Jefferson, Maine ; A.
W. Nystrom, Worcester, Mass.; Roscoe M. Sawyer,
Brockton, Mass. ; Ferd. A. Walker, Bradford, Vt. ;
H. J. Whitcomb, Lancaster, N. H.; Albert White,
Lowell, Mass.; George Quinn, Boston, Mass.; H.
MacNamara, Boston, Mass. Operative Courses :—
Arthur H. Bowen, M. D., Columbus, Ohio ; Charles
C. Morrison, M. D., Bar Harbor, Maine ; Simeon 0.
Pillings, M. D., Newburyport, Mass.

The Cross Bracket
Mirror.

As the illustration here
shows, this is a new style
mirror for use in connec-
tion with " Dynamic "
Skiascopy ; the test which has done so

much toward perfecting " Shadow"

work. Write the manufacturers for
descriptive circulars of this and other,
advanced, eye-measuring devices,
Including the wonderful little instru-

ment ; the Cross Retino-Skiameter,

which up-to-date opticians are so
enthusiastically praising. Also " Our
$3 outfit for practicing the shadow
test," and " Ophthalmic lamps," etc,

Address A. Jay Cross Optical Co.,
20 Fast 23d Street, New York. —Adv.
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Price, $2.
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Cling with Comfort
Comfort with Cling

Ely Guards
Ely Spring

Sample Eyeglass,
complete, G. F., 50c.

W. It ELY & CO., Mfrs.
Middletown, Conn.

" I have used R. A. Davis' 52 Op-President H. C. Lederer, tical Ads. with gratifying results.
of the Tennessee Optical Society, They have greatly increased my

says: business. Almost any one of them
is worth the price of the ' 52. ' "

Isn't That Convincing ? #

Doesn't YOUR Business Need Increasing?

My 't 52 Optical Ads" will do it.
Your money back if they don't please.

Anywhere for $1.00. R. A. DAVIS. Springfield, Tenn.
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When writing to advertisers, kindp mention The Keystone

Astigmatism
Made Easy

T. ScHLRORL & CO.
I have tested your Astigtnometer in numer-

ous mums and take great pleasure in assuring
you that It has proved very accurate, and I
resort to it in every ease of aatigniatisin that
presents. It surely is a very valuable addi-
tion to the annamentarium of the Oculist and
the (Iptician. It saves much thne and much
trouble. 1 congratulate you upon originating
an Instrument so simple, no cheap, yet so
valuable to us all. Yours most kindly,

CHAs. 1). THOMAS, M. D.
Oculist for the C. It. I. and P. It. R.

Can be used by any oculist, optician or jeweler
who tits glasiles. Price, 81.75. Send for descrip-
tive circular. H. T. SCHLEGEL & CO.,
406 Hamlin Building, Peoria, Ill.

Watch Adjuster's Manual
By "Excelsior." A complete and practical

guide for watchmakers iii adjusting watches and
chronometers for isochronism, positions and heat
and cold. Needed by every watchmaker and
retail dealer. Contains 375 pages, 789 sections or
subjects, 50 cuts. Strongly bound. Sent postpaid
for 82.50. Address all orders to THE KEY-
STONE, loth & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Engraver's Art
is valuable in any jewelry store.
Good engraving is a big adver-
tisement. Good engravers are
in demand. We have instructed
hundreds of students. We have

The Finest School Room
in the country, with every mod-
em convenience, ground floor,
electric fans, electric power and
light, private tables for students,
all furniture solid oak, steel
ceiling, hard-wood floors, new
building everything the best.
Established 1891. Write for
particulars and samples.
"Modern Letter Engraving "

by mail, $1.50

F. H. Rees Engraving School
Steele Memorial Building, ELMIRA, N.Y.

The Jewelers' Auctioneer
ESTABLISHED 1880.

•

Fifth Floor
Silversmiths' Building,

CHICAGO.
COL. J. H. HAVILL., St. Louis, Mo. CHICAGO, 4-17-1901.

Dear Sin—Replying to your letter of the 15th, I con truthfully say that you have just
concluded the most successful auction sale for me ever held in chieago. Considering my location
and stock, no man could have done better I Wil8 especially pleased with the good prices you re-
ceived, and the good impression you made on your audiences. I want you to reserve me another
date for two weeks this coining tall. Kindly let me know as soon as possible just when you eau
come, so I may be able to make may arraugenients accordingly.

Very truly yours, LOUIS SCHWARTZ.

Mn. J. II. ITavrtt, Chicago,T11. St. Louis, May 7, 1901.
Dear Stri—We take great pleasure in stating that the red.til sale yen conducted Iiir us, in dos-

ing out the stock we purchased from the Broadway Jewelry co., ii i. 1101111 1 1111111•1y satisfactory and
has fully come up to our entire expectations. If at tiny future time we desiro to el..! out other
stocks at auction, we shall certainly bear you in mind. Anyone desiring the serviees of an auction-
eer should certainly consider themselves fortunate in securing your valuable serv

Yours very truly, E. 11. KORTKAMP JEWELRY CO.

J. 11. ITAVILL, ESQ. ST. LOUIS, May 9, 1901.
Dear Sin—We wish to thank you for your effective assistance in the opening of our auction

sale, and heartily wish you every success in the sale which you are about, to undertake, and prior
to which your assistance was so kindly given to us.

Yours very truly, MERMOD & JACCARD JEWELRY Co.
Per Goodman King.

Just closed a successfutsale for E. Davidson, of Hamilton, Out. Total agate in three weeks, $12.000.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or silverware house of Chicago.

•
• • 4,j ".....

This cut is printed on the cover in three colors.

The most attractive and effective optical advertising booklet
ever compiled is

GOGGLE GIGGLES
an illustrated eight-page brochure printed in three colors. It con-
sists of a series of original rhymes on the " Mother Goose " order,
advertising the optician's business. The illustrations are especially
apt and effective, conveying humorously and impressively the spirit
of the rhymes.

Our other 8-page Optical Advertising Booklets still
retain their popularity. Send for samples and prices of both.
Only your name will appear on the booklets.

The Keystone, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

•
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0 FULTON ST.. NX. i Olit II N lowfacmArvin
A1\1)4110'1. PlilZhf

ELK TEETH
at wholesale prices to Monti filet tiring Jen..
parties. (lathered of the I 'Miami. Be. oe

INDIAN BEAD
at wholesale to Curio Dealers, Sioux, Aloud
Leather tioods null Indian Baskets, 711
Retail Catalogue 5 cents.

icrs. Sent on seleetion, 10 to 300 as wanted, to responsible
Seill.C1`. Will btly 1uiahut it ion also.

WORK AND WEAPONS
\ raintlim., Cress, Chippewas, Alexiean Drawn worlc,

'lends, Fossils and Shells. Wholesale price-lists free:

L. W. STILLWELL, Deadwood, S. Dak.

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Secuil Fluor ) (Established 1892 )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

rjta Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

G.F.Wadsworth,
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer.
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing.

Gold and Silver
Plating.

Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine Turning
elumgebur Old Eng-
MS And Sobs CAA..
to take Awaits..
S. W. Morcluents
tay specially.

01,5) CASES
HAVE NEW.

Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137Wabash
Ave., CHICAGO

F. C. KLEIN Emit KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
State Street, CHICAGO.

team
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones,

I_ Semi for JewelryOrder WorK Repair Price-List

and Repairing
My Specialty

Zeitner, 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

by

H. 0. JOHNSON
EX PERT WATCHMAKER

ROOM 1339 UNITY BUILDING

79 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO

For 15 years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing their finest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
I hploma by the Swedish
Watchmakers Society,
April 2S, 1900, for excel-
lence in workmanship.

J. J. DONNELLY

GT c1 artd SITVer

ETectro..plater
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
yott our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 1888.

Removed to Jewelers' Court
Building, 51 & 53 Maiden Lane
The Only secure

and simple arrange-

ment for Inter-

changeable Stone

Initial and Emblem

Rings. Made in

all desirable styles.

Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

Post can be attached
to any button.

"II has no peer"

Write for new catalogue, now ready.
Send us your special orders.

BULOVA,
51 AND 53 MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK.

Our Watch Repair Department

Ezra F.
Bowman's Sons

Lancaster, Pa.

Watch Repairing
Jewelry Repairing
Engraving

For the Trade
Send for 24-page price-list

Plain and complicated loork.

Old Gold and Silver bought.

We are Headquarters for OrderWork
such as CLASS PINS, BADGES, RING MOUNT-

INGS and GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
Doubtless ours is the pl.ice you have been looking for.

NVe solicit a trial older.

J. F. Plimley, Manufacturing Jeweler,Repairer to the Trade
34 Bennett Building, DETROIT, MICH.

Will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If lion i ested, will be pleased to hear from you. All
business and correspondence strictly confidential.
Addiess WM. M. DAVIS,

12 Warren Street, New York.

Our Cuckoo Clocks
give your customer
more for his money
than he can get in
any other clock.
Our new catalogue tells you why.
Send for it—Now, when you 've
the time to read it.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
37-39 N. Ninth St., Philadelphia

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROLOGICAL
SOCIETY

• --

ESTA PO 40 1CFA Fer)

66 • • 6110+,

EXPEn-r

WA.TCHMA.KEN.
to tho Trude

103 STATE Slat EMT

C I-1 I CA.G0

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

Estimates furnished before commencing
strictly first-class work.

Special attention given to Demagnetizing

TWO COURSES
Watchmaking, Engraving, Jewelry
Work and Optics we teach at our College
thoroughly and practically.

By Correspondence
we teach you the Lever. Cylinder and
Chronometer Escapements, so that you
will understand the escapement of any
watch thoroughly.

See Ad. on Page 720
this issue. Write for our ptospectus.

The Philadelphia College of Horologg
1213-15 Filbert Street,

F.W. SCIttiLEH, Priu.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
WATCH
DIALS,
CAPS,
CHINA,
IVORY,
GOLD
AND
SILVER

Send two 2-cent stamps for sample dial and
price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
Ks Dearborn Street CHICAGO

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers.
EmicAno, 1893 PARIS, 1889 BARNA, 1859

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing for the tmde.

C. A. GEISSLER,
thiccessor to H. It. Heinrich,

20 South Street,
Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK

Charts, etc.

If you want A First-Class 773

CUCKOO CLOCK
write to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
mmfaeturen

1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
for Catalogue.

100 00n American 
Abbott's 

 pviaattecnntesstheamve

U Wind ing Attachment
A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.

Send them to us and MAKE A FEW
DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

1 give dose, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. 1111'1.: ME A TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO.

The La Porte Watch School
offers through its Summer Course,
an opportunity to learn in a short time

BALANCE STAFF MAKING
PIVOTING, JEWELING
HAIRSPRING WORK
and all Fine Adjustments

Class limited. Special low tuition rate.
Get particulars at once.

J. L. HUTCHINSON, Prop.,

La Porte, Ind.

Expert WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

Estimates sent same
day work is received.
None but experts em-

ployed. Send us your
work.

Dept. R

Columbus Jewelry Co.
47 to 59 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

of any locality
Allunintim Door Plates in

regular sizes, with or without
marking. Also made in any special sizes.

CHAS. A. STAHL, Jr., Providence, R. I.

A IC1;11;1111:I

PATENT No. 654,124. Can be cheaply manu-
factured. Sets ruby tins without removing roller
or hairspring. It' interested, address

C. J. ADAMS, Patentee, Milton, Fla.

Phoenix Jewelry Co.
90 Nassau St., NEW YORK

Gi irtgadhe- CHAINS
Warranted
to give satisfaction or a new one furnished.

Our Swivels stamped P. J. Co.

LATEST PATTERNS,
from $9.00 per dozen up.

Write for seleethai package.



7'S'mall Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading o Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except Situations
Wanted," 'numb; CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbrevia-
tions count as words, and are charged for
as part of the advertisement. No display
other than two-line initial letter.

If answers are to be forwarded, post-
age stamps must be enclosed.

To insure insertion money must ac-
e pany all m•ders for ad vertisementm,
and copy  t reach us not later than the
25th of each n lllll th for insertion In the
following  th's issue.

The reed name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents if they desire a copy
of the paper in which their advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
rniler MI. hemline, ONE CENT per worn], for first

twenty•Ilve Addilionol words and nthertliniments,
THREE CENTS per word. No advertisement lemma tor
In, than 25 emits.

110SITION as engraver and saleslady by young
I lady. Exp. Address, " I' 77," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED traveling salesman, with tradein Iowa, Missouri and Kansas, wishes to make
a change with watch house, or watches and jew-
elry. " N 28," care Keystone.
ABOUT Aug. 1st, by tirst-class all-around man,
Li 16 years exp.; own tools. Age 32. Corre-
spondence solicited. Address, "A.," care Clary,
907 E. Division St., Chicago.
YOUNG lady wishes position as watchmaker or
I assistant in good, reliable establishment..
Moderate salary. Address, Miss Fannie Barron,
Mantua Station, Ohio.
VXPERT refractionist, with best ref., desires a
V, position with reliable firm. Have own optioal
instruments ; competent to take entire charge of
business. " E 48," care Keystone.
A POSITION as refractionist by a graduate from
/1 Klein School of Optics, Boston, Mass. Please
address G. Fred. Beane, 435 Plainfield Street,
Olneyville, R. I.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and graduate optician,
" 10 years' exp. Have tools and test case.
L. D. Stevens, Hillsdale, Mich.
DIM RACTIONIST, edge-grinder, surface-grinder
11. and prescription optician would like position
in some other city. Can take entire charge of
opt iiial &lin 0111,10 ; has diploma from the Phila-
delphia ()pi ieal cffilege, with degree of Doctor of
Retract hut A Iso trial case, tools, etc. Ad., Dr.
Lewis A. II i 62 T St., N. W., NVashington, D.C. 
THOROUGH LY competent watchmaker, who can
1 do all kinds of watch repairing-accustomed
to trade work. Address, W. B. Murray, box 24,
Leoni, Mich.
ROOD watchmaker and jeweler wishes to hear
U from some good, reliable firm. Have had 15
years' exp. in retail store. Can give fine ref.
•0 11," care Keystone.
yOUNG man, 4 years' exp. at the bench. Good
I salesman ; can do plain engraving. Best of
refs. Ad., F. B. Johnston, Pittsfield, Ill.
AS second place in jewelry store. Good pivoter
21 and all-around man. Highest refs., strictly
temp. Haldeman, 15 Broadway, Rondout, N. Y. 
PERMANENT position. Watch and clock re-
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pairer, optician. Ago 40 ,married ; own tools,
instruments. $15. Wm. E Newell, Schuyler
Lake, N. Y.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler anti optician, plain

✓ engraving, hard soldering ; 4 years' exp.
Good salesman. Own tools and trial case. Best
ref. B. J. Westinghouse, Springfield, Minn. 

HAVE a pleasant, permanent position with goodpay, on account of malarial climate desire
change. 15 years' exp. Do difficult chronograph,
repeater and railroad watch repairing and adjus-
ting. Scientific optician. Own fine set watch
tools, retinoscope, test case. Commendation of
last 2 employers : Best man we ever had. If you
need high-class workman anytime within the
next few mouths write me. Guarantee satisfactory
work. South or Middle States pref. Salary, $25
per week. " P 218," care Keystone.
fly young man as Al watchmaker, jeweler and
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engraver. Sober, steady and fast workman.
Own tools ; speak English and German. Illinois
or surrounding States pref. State salary. " J 46,"
care Keystone office.
AS assistant with expert workman. Age 26 ; 4
J1 years' exp. Do plain watch, clock and jewelry
repairing, plain engraving. Want to finish trade.
Address, " U 9," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, optician, salesman, first-class ;
!, 20 years' exp.; 35 years old ; German-Amer-
ican. Lathe and tools complete. Best New York
ref. Dreher, 205 Goffe St., New Haven, Conn.
WATalMAKER and optician, all-around man,
" 20 years' exp. Own lathe and tools. Do re-
fraction and prescription work. Own stone cutter
drill. Good salary expected. " M 97," care
Keystone.

TULY 20, with reliable house as watchmaker,
,1 jeweler, optician, stone-setter and plain en-
graver ; also Al salesman. $20 per week. 20 years'
exp.; best of refs., fine set of tools and testing
outfit. Address, Lock box 19, Canisteo, N. Y.
VIRST-CLASS refractionist, Al salesman and
L good repairer, with wide exp., desires position
in toe West-Pacific coast pref. Disengaged after
Aug. 1st. " B 124," care Keystone.

ROOD watchmaker, engraver and salesman do-
u sires to make a change. Permanent position
desired. " 11 119," care Keystone.

VOTING man having same exp. at clock and
watch work and optical business, desires to

finish trade with an established house. " 1) 73,"
care Keystone.

Al WATCHMAKERJeweler and engraver. Goodappearance, no bad habits and speak German.
Can take position after July 15th. Reasonable
wages expected, " J 43," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

YOUNG lady engraver desires position in a good
I store. Competent latter engraver. Willing to
keep stock and sell goods. " 0 12," care Keystone.
A POSITION by a young, married man as watch-
(' maker. Am competent take charge retail
jewelry store. Own tools ; best ref. Address,
Box 133, Neoga, Ill.
POSITION by married man, 28 years old, in Jew-
1 Wry and music store, or exclusive jewelry
store. 10 years' exp. at bench •, have tools. Play
and understand all musical instruments. Am
good salesman, used to handling stock of goods
and waiting on trade, or will take charge of stock
of goods. I want good, steady position. Ant
good, all-around man ; no bad habits. Can give
Al refs. Write at once, "T 81," care Keystone.
RY first-class watchmaker, jeweler and engraver.
" Instructor in horological school for 2 years
and am capable of teaching anyone trade in thor-
ough manner. Have tine set tools and can give
best refs. F. C. Rockwell, 315 East State Street,
Rockford, Ill.
YOUNG lady optician, familiar with watch and
I jewelry business. Best ref.; East pref. Ad.,
" T 82," care Keystone.
Hy strictly, first-class watchmaker, plain en-
') graver and jeweler. Will semi sample of
engraving, photo., refs. and full particulars to
those haying position open. "C102," care Keystone,
PRACTICAL watchmaker, clock and jewelry
I repairer. Age 22. Good tools. Can furnish
best of refs. Herbert L. Sargent, North Dauville,
New Hampshire.
WATCHMAKER, good workman, wishes position
u as watch and clock repairer only. Western
States ; ref. furnished. " 11 121," care Keystone. 
THOROUGH, practical watchmaker, jeweler, do
I some engraving, desires position with good
engraver. Own tools. West or South pref. Best
ref. $15 week. " S 222," care Keystone.
Y a graduate optician and M. D., aged 45; 20
years' exp. as M. D. Examination of eye

both objective and subjective. Permanent place
desired, but will come 30 or 60 days and boom
your optical trade. Dr. W. II. Lopp, 322 Ellis
treet, San Francisco, Cal.
POSITION as salesman in jewelry store. Want
& good salary-can give the kind of service that
commands it. Expert watchmaker. Refs. ex-
changed. Ad., " Jeweler 509," 131 Ashland Boule-
vard, Chicago.
A REFINED well-dressed graduate optician de-
n sires position as assistant, or will take charge
of optical parlors. Used to dealing with people of
refinement. Refs. Address, Edward Johnston,
room 811, Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago. 
WATCHMAKER, graduate optician and good,
vu plait .engraver, married, 25, wants steady
position with good firm. "S 223," care Keystone. 
AS traveling salesman for first-class house in
LI jewelry or kindred trades. 20 years' exp. in
retail store and at the bench. " W 116," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, graduate opti-
151 18 years' exp. American, good appear-
ance, temperate ; own best tools. Experienced on
railroad watches. City 10,000 to 200,000 ; $18.50
Per week. Al refs.; Illinois or nearby States.
A. L. Hamlin, 512 Griesheim Building, Blooming-
ton, Ill.
Hy young man, 4 years' exp. at the bench, wants

position with good man. Moderate wages;
Michigan pref. Chas. C. Rice, Clio, Mich. 
A 1 WATCHMAKER, graduate experienced opti-
n1 clan, engraver ; 17 years' exp.-used to rail-
road watches. American, good appearance ; no
bad habits ; own tools. Photo., sample engraving,
Al refs. Town 10,000 to 80,000. $18 or week.
Illinois or adjoining States. E. II. Austin, 22
Hamilton Ave., Chicago, Ill.
DT a young lady as clerk in jewelry store. Had
1-, 5 years' exp.; can give best refs. Miss Evelyn
Sigler, Lake View, Mich.
RY young man, about July 1st, good watchmaker
I, and engraver, fair jeweler. 2 years' exp. in
retail store and have completed a 5-months' course
at Bradley Horological Institute, Peoria, III.;
have charge of jewelry business at present time ;
have own tools. Terms, $15 per week. Ref.
Bradley Horological Institute, Peoria, Ill. C. H.
Yanson, Sikeston, Mo.
Hy young man, 26 years old, as watchmaker and

jeweler. Best of ref. Address, Box 152,
Mifflininirg, Pa.
WINDOW trimmer and salesman. Satisfactory
!I gilt-edge refs. and do fair engraving. "J 47,"
care Keystone.
Hy young man. Good watchmaker, jeweler and

Plain engraver ; good salesman. 8 years' exp.
at bench. Not afraid of work. Address P.O. Box
87, Harper, Hans.
POSITION as engraver, watchmaker and sales-
1 man. 7 years' exp.,' age 22 ; salary $15. Al
refs. Howard M. Wood, 120 North Water Street,
Decatur, III.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING lllll CENTS PER WORD.

WATCHNIA K ER, and engraver, unmarried. Sal-
" ary $100 per month, Mexican currency.
Answer with photo., sample of plain and mono-
gram engraving and refs. Steady employment to
good man. San Luis Potosi Opt. Co., San Luis
l'otosi, Mex.
YOUNG man, fair engraver ; 3 or 4 years' exp. in
I job and watch repairing. Ref. and salary
wanted first letter. B. E. Cloyd, Decatur, Ill. 

PIRST-CLASS refracting optician. State age,
I exp., refs. and salary. P. 0. box 272, Spring-
field, Mass.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and salesman, with
Tr exp.; neat appearance. Steady place; $10 a
week. Ref. required ; no others need apply.
Ross Haseltine Co., Kokoma, Ind. 

PIRST-CLASS mfg. jeweler, engraver and stone-
r setter. Send sample of engraving. Blake
Jewelry Co., Hot Springs, Ark.

EXPERIENCED salesman for a retail jewelry
I' store. We want an energetic, ambitious suc-
cessful man, under 40, whose character, ability
and honesty are beyond question. One who is
thoroughly posted in watches, gold jewelry anti
sterling silver wares. In our diamond depart-
ment we are now well suited. Must be able to
maintain a good record in his sales account. For
such a man we have an opening at a progremsive
salary according to results. Address, Montgomery
Bros., jewelers, Dotaglass Building, Spring and
Third Streets, Los Angeles, Cal,

HELP WANTED.

(1001) retail jewelry salesman. Other accoun-
t plishinents not necessary, but not objection-
able. Position permanent. Character and refs.
must be the best. State age, married or unmar-
ried. Crescent Jewelry Store, Memphis, Tenn. 
RT111(tLY first-class watchmaker for railroad
U watch work. None need apply who do not
understand adjusting thoroughly. Salary, $25
week to begin with. Chris. 13ernloehr & Bro.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
WANTED, at once, a good watchmaker, jeweler
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and fair engraver. Must be sober, reliable
and a good, all-around man. Send ref. and state
salary expected. Permanent position for the
right party. Address, Louis Hansen, Devils
Lake, N. Dak.
WANTED, watchmaker capable of repairing
rr jewelry. Lock box 12, Jamesburg, N. J. 
IIIRST-CLASS mfg. jeweler, engraver and stone-
✓ setter. Send sample of engraving and state
salary wanted in first letter. Address, Cooper &
Co., 18% N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.
REASONABLY good jeweler and engraver. Ad.,
IL giving full particulars. State ,wages expected.
All applicants auswerd. E. H. Schaefer, Beaver
Falls, Pa,
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver, jeweler,
It and salesman ; unmarried pref. Steady posi-
tion , good salary. Apply with ref. and photo.
Perkins Bros., Nacogdoches, Texas.
PIRST-CLASS• watchmaker, jeweler, engraver
1' and optician. Must own tools and test case ;
married. German pref. " T 79," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and engraver. Good place for
" good man ; fashionable seaside resort. Ad.,
C. F. Sulzner, Narragansett Pier, It. I.
A PRACTICAL watchmaker and jeweler. One
LI who can engrave pref. Address, H. N. Bette,
Atlantic City, N. J.
A GOOD watchmaker, one who is capable of re-
Ill pairing and adjusting railroad watches. Must
be steady habits with good refs. Will jay $20 a
week to start on. Permanent position. Address,
" W. D.," care Driscol Hotel, Austin, Texas.
AT once, young man, good jeweler and clock re-
it pairer, experienced in plain watch work, also
to assist generally in store. Must be steady, good
appearance and single. Excellent chance and
permanent position. Suburb of Pittsburg. State
salary, exp. and refs. first letter. " II 187," care
Keystone.
VIRST-C LASS watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and
I salesman, with own lathe and tools. Good
habits and Al refs. $15 week. Send photo., sam-
ple engraving, refs. and full particulars in first
letter. G. II. McKelvey, St. Joseph, Mo. 
RPTICAL surface grinder, permanent situation.
✓ Good pay for Al man. Address, with ref., etc.,
George Mayer & Co., 134 S. Eighth St., Phila., Pa. 
,( YOUNG num for retail jewelry store. One who
A can engrave and has a little knowledge of
optical business. Apply, De Roys, 222 Fifth Ave.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
THOROUGHLY posted salesman and window-
'. dresser • exp. and good address. Pay according
to worth. J. H. Leyson Co., Salt Lake City, Utah,
fiPTICIAN, first-class surface grinder and bifocal
v workman. Franklin Optical Co., 818 Arch St.,
Philadelphia.
WANTED at once, watchmaker and jeweler to
m, take charge of the store for the repair work
in flue town of 1800 ; county seat. A good watch-
maker can build up a tine trade-no opposition.
Fine location and the town is booming ; soon to
have electric light plant, peanut factory and spin-
ning mill. This is a fine chance for the right
man. Address, Lock box 44, Windsor, N. C. 
RALESMAN for New York and New England
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States to handle on commission a fine line of
gold jewelry. No objections to parties handling
additioval line besides. Must be thoroughly
acquainted. Address, Keller & Hennerlau Co.,
359 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.
A MAN to repair jewelry, hard solder and recolor,
II who is also a good engraver and fair (2nd)
watchmaker. If you drink (at all) don't write.
State wages expected and write fully. S. T. Little
& Sons, Cumberland, Md.
VXPERIENCED watchmaker and jeweler, un-
1, doubted refs.; Catholic pref. Good wages;
steady position to the right luau. "M 100," care
Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS engraver, one that can do jewelry
L work. Single man pref. Send sample of engrav-
ing, also refs. C. A. Clement, Springfield, Mo.
A GOOD workman, watches, clocks, jewelry and
n engraving. By the year. Healthy place, living
cheap. Salary depends on ability. Begin now.
Must be straight on all points. It's a "good thing"
and "on the square." " W 124," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, engraver-one that takes pride
I, in doing work well rather than swiftness. Good
permanent position to one who can give good ref.
as to character and ability, New York State. Can
wait until Sept. or Oct. " 13 123," care Keystone. 
FIRST-CLASS monogram engraver and optician.
A None but a first-class man wanted. Salary $100
per month. " A 63," care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS jeweler and designer, who can
n design and make cluster work. " A 64," care
Keystone.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

140. 2 Moseley sliderest. Must be in good condi-
11 tion. " B 122," care Keystone.
flNE medium-sized printing press and 1 optical
✓ trial set. Theo. Merkle, Golden, Colo.
RENEVA lathe and tools, cheap. Geo. Wood,
U Anderson, Ind.
THE address of the firm that received silver
I watch enclosed in bracelet for repairs. " V 14,"
care Keystone.
PVERY jeweler to know that we can help to in-
Si crease his jewelry repairs. You can have the
secret for the asking. Others have tried it and
are pleased. Crescent, Jewelry Store, A bbevi I le, La.
rPRAVELING trial case. Box 194, Lumberton,
I North Carolina,
1111 BUSY jewelers to take our mail course, which
uu is optics boiled down and easy to compre-

hend. $10, including diploma. The Kansas
School of Optics, Inc., Topeka, Kans. 
VVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
V, watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfac-
tory, I will return all articles. J. L. (lark,
refiner and sweepenielter of gold and silver
(established 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

WANTED

RECOND-H AN I) engraving block , good condition
U and cheap. Address, " Jutimon," room 811,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
ROOD eliderest, bezel chuck and universal face-
t' plate for No. 2 Moseley. Leo Tinsley, Harlan,
Iowa.

LADY partner with some ready cash to take 14'interest in my jewelry business, or one who is
established in this line of business. Ani pract teal
Jeweler, iniddle-aged, single. " H 188," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

A PAYING retail jewelry business ; evervth I
it new. Reason for selling, failing health.
Address, William Doering, Syracuse, Ind. 
VSTABLISI11•11) 40 years. Complete stock of
VI jewelry, material, etc. A good, clean stock
about $2000. Regulator, test case, bench and
some tools. Iteasou for selling, proprietor just
died. Town 3000. Address, P. A. Milliner,
administrator, Cresco, Iowa.
TEWELRY and optical stook at Marathon, New
uJ York, hustling mfg. town of 1200 ; water
works, electric lights. Stock includes all xt ures,
good safe and regulator ; very complete optical
stock, optical room and instruments. Large run
of repair work ; good town for sales. Practically
no competition. This is a bargain and a good
business for the man that has $1300. This stock
must be sold for cash. Address, Walter A. Ford,
trustee, Whitney Point, N. Y.
PATENT on keyless padlock for bracelets. Good
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thing. " W 123," care Keystone.
TEWELRY stock and fixtures in Colorado gold
0 camp, 3500 pop. Good trade, fine location.
Receipts last year, $8500 ; invoice $1500 to $2000.
Good reason for selling. " S '221," care Keystone.
PIRST-CLASS jewelry store for sale, established
✓ 25 years. Location, Sixth Avenue, New York
City. Good reason for selling. " B 120," care
Keystone.
A FINE, well-established, exclusive optical busi-
ni ness in a central Wisconsin city. Office fix-
tures, instruments and goodwill cheap for cash.
" A 62," care Keystone.
PINE jewelry business ; best town in Wyoming.
I Inspection. For particulars, " M 101," care
Keystone.

$19pp BUYS jewelry business in Jersey town of&mu 5000. Repairs alone $1500 a year. " Cr 85,"
care Keystone.
VXCELLENT opportunity for young man speak-
" lug German to step into established jewelry
business, Stock $3500 ; can reduce. Established
1882. J. II. Stouthamer, Milwaukee, Wis.
AT a bargain, jewelry store ; choice location.
11 Invoice $2000. A. G. Perham, 353 S. Spring
Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
1ARGAIN.-1 Rived lathe and 35 chucks ; 1
LI rounding-up tool ; 1 jeweling • caliper with 2
extra spindles •, 1 pivot head ; 1 sliderest with 21
cutting tools ; 1 tip-over '1-test ; 1 universal head ;
1 revolving tailstock with 12 index plates ; 1 1%
nickel Prentice vice ; 1 Logan dial purge. These
tools are in first-class condition-the property of
the late T. H. Winn. J. H. l'iner, administrator,
720 The Cuyahoga, Cleveland, Ohio.
RTOCK and fixtures in one of the best cities of
Li North Dakota. Established 18 years. Failing
health. Address, " C. H. P.," care G. W. Newton,
Fargo, N. Dak.
MONTHS' tuition Philadelphia College of

I) Horology, $35. Value $50. " C 103," care
Keystone.

150 MUSICAL clocks, in oak and electro cases,playing automatically for 20 minutes.
G. Tainton, 366 Union Street, Allentown, Pa.
MY place of business and goodwill ; the leading
LL1 watchmaker in city. .A rare chance for a
young man or a young, married luau. Will stay
for awhile, help_ you and make you acquainted.
Address, D. B. Van Filet, Garrett City, Ind.
A WELL-PAYING jewelry store in Denver, Colo.,
11 established 22 years. Located in fh•st-class
location on principal business street. A well-
paying optical department connected with it.
Stock will amount to about $15,000 ; can be run
down to $10,000. Reason for selling, wish to

m bretire frousiness. Only party that means
business and can pay cash need apply. " W 122,"
care Keystone.

$550 BUYS old-established jewelry store, com-bined with cigar, tobacco business. No
competition. Good stock, fine fixtures. 4348
State Street, Chicago, Ill.
RECOND-HAND jewelry trunks anti telescopes,
U good make and in tair condition. Will sell
cheap. Benj. Allen & Co.:131-137 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.
YEARS' established jewelry business ; grand-

() father clock, 400-day clock, Howard & Davis'
regulator, Mosier safe, 6 x 33/i feet ; 50 plush trays,
sign clock, with iron post ; plasting furnished
complete ; fine 16-ounce scale in glass case ; good
jewelry of every description cheap. Reason for
sale, family trouble. Address, H. Hauser, 1141-
mington, N. C.
A BARGLIN, jewelry and optical business estab-
11 lished 6 years in town of 10,000 in one of rich-
est farming districts in Pennsylvania. Modern
oak fixtures, stock of watches, diamonds, jewelry,
silverware and clocks new and up-to-date. Repair
work pays all expenses. Fine optical trade-good
prices. Invoice $3000 ; can reduce. Best reasons
for selling. " R 74," care Keystone.
TEWELRY and optical business, or will sell fix-
", tures alone. Town of 20,000. Bargain, if sold
at once. " V 12," caro Keystone.
NEW Eaton-Engle engraving machine at a bar-
n gain. Geo. W. Ryan & Co., Omaha, Nebr.

()NE Eaton engraving machine just as good as
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new-only been used a few months. Have
gone in the pool hall business and the first man
with $50 cash takes it. W. II. Evans, Bayard,Nebr.

fiNTLY jewelry store in town of 900 inhabitants ;
U good county. Buyer may take stock if desired,
or only fixtures. Good bench trade. Address,
N. C. Martin, Granville, Iowa.

fiLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store, $2000 ; good
I, town, 1300 pop.; no opposition. Sell cheap at
once. Box 266, Dallas City, Ill.

IREATEST jewelry More in Southern Michigan ;
11 about 900 inhabitants. No competition within
10 miles. Age and failing sight, reason for selling.
Going to California. About $2900 stock ; will
reduce to $1000. Don't write unlesm you have the
cash. 5, D. Emulous, Menden, Mich.

FOR SALE
RARE chaince if taken at once. A jewelry basi-
1, ness  that will pay all money invested and ex-
penses the first year. Good reason for selling.
Will invoice $1600 to 01800, not including tools
and material. Pop. 3000. Address, Lock box 50,
What Cheer, Iowa.
No. 2 Webster-Whitcomb lathe, 15 chucks, and
Li $4; foot-wheel for $20. Used 1 year. Address,
IL W. Hawkinson, 1010 N. Grand Ave., Spring-
field, III.

$250 CASH, only jewelry store in city over
10,000 , no competition. BORCII work, $85

per month ; rent, $10. Golden opportunity for
watchmaker. Reason, poor health. Jos. Astrachan,
Rensselaer, N. Y.
A BARGAIN. In one of the very best towns in
n Western Oregon, jewelry store established 17
years. Business good, splendid run of bench
work ; fine store room, rent low, long lease. Only
reason for selling, poor health. Lock box 130,
Eugene, Oregon.
A RARE opportunity. For sale, the leading
11 pawnbroker's establishment in a city of 100,1100,
loaning between $12,000 and $15,000 per annum,
with between $5000 and $6000 in sales. Established
9 years. Have made enough. Don't write unless
you are sincere. This ad. will appear in this
edition only. " B 118," care Keystone.
AT bargain in Eastern Iowa, jewelry, stationery
n and optical stock, etc. "S 219," care Keystone.

KEYSTONES from Oct., '85, to date. What cashoffer? 609 Girard Ave., Philadelphia. 
11 ENE Y A optician's trial case, practically new ;
‘A excellent condition. 035, cheap. Blaine S.
Smith, 554 Montrose Boulevard, Chicago.
RMALL stock jewelry ; only jeweler. Good leen-
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tion. Address, Lock box 25, Strang, Nebr.
TEWELRY stock and fixtures. Only stock in
U town of 1200 pop.; surrounded by best farming
country. E. I), Frantz, Clayton, Ill.
$7; LADIES' chainloss Spaulding wheal-a beau-

ty $25 cash, or for retina-stria:miter or
Hardy oplithalmometer. W. le. Stricker, Raleigh,
North Caroliiia.
VATON-ENGLE engraving machine. Improved
" 1900 model ; practically new. All attachments,
type, etc. Price $50, delivered. Archard, 950
Columbus Ave., New York.
A GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in prosperous
LI Texas town of 12,000 inhabitants. Invoices
$1500. Netted an income of over 100 per cent.
Met year on capital. Must be sold at once for
cash only. " 11 117," care Keystone.

$400 BUYS tools, material and stock. Rent, $5.
Fine prospects in country just coining to

the front.. A. E. Grimes, Sapulpa, Ind. Ter.
RARE chance in New Mexico. Established bust-
"( Bess. A Site, selected stock of jewelry and
latest up-to-date fixtures in a live Western town of
8000 inhabitants. Will invoice about$3700. Other
business, reason for selling. Full particulars given
on application. Don't fail to investigate. " 11 180,"
care Keystone.
RARE opportunity to purchase tine established
IL jewelry business iu mfg. city of 30,000 on a
beautiful stuntner lake resort in New York State.
Finest equipped store in city. Clean) up-to-date
stock. Have other business. " h. 63," care
Keystone.
A DESIRABLE opportunity for good watchmaker
Li and jeweler. Everything new and a fine
stock, in a town of 1800 pop.; county seat. No
opposition. 'Cowl' is booming-soon to have an
electric light plant, spinning mill and peanut
factory. Watch, work comes from all over the
county and adjoining county. Will sell half in-
terest or the whole business. Low rents. Good
reasons for selling. Ad., Koch & Dail, Windsor,
N. C.
I INUSUAL opportunity to buy jewelry business
r in booming Indianapolis. Fine store room,
prominent location, up-to-date stock, fixtures ;
invoice $3500. Chance like this seldoms occurs.
" I) 74," care Keystone.

PAYING and well-established jewelry businessin a bright town of 30,000 ; New York State.
Bench averaging $175 per month. Reasons for
selling, ill health. " L 105," care Keystone.
MALL stock of jewelry, show cases, regulator,
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etc. Address, " K 62, care Keystone.
I $25 COURSE of optical instructions and diploma
II for $10, for the next 30 days. The Kansas
School of Optics, Inc., Topeka, Kans.

HAVE for sale, and will sacrifice, the oldest
I optical store in Denver, Colo. Good reasons
given for selling. For particulars address, E. C.
Neumeister, investments, 643 Equitable Building,
Denver, Colo.
MEYROWITZ perimeter, used very little. Por-
n,- feet condition, $10. New York. "Mc 5,"
care Keystone.
TEWELRY stook for sale ; must sell at once.

Positively the best location in the city. Have
been in this one place for 18 years. Will also sell
fixtures and safes. Cash talks. Mrs. Chas. Lasky,
1027 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.
EADING jewelry business in one of the big

IA cities in Kansas ; established 6 years. Owner
started with nothing, has made $5000 in that
time. Stock now about $3500. Family difficulties
the trouble. Price will be made right. "S 224,"
care Keystone.

s ro K, x t it res, safe, etc., of established,
well-paying jewelry store in southern sec-

tion of Philadelphia. Good location; no opposition.
Al reasons for selling. "S 1 0," care Keystone. 

ONE pair heavy ring and flat rolls, foot blowerand benzine furnace, good order, at a bargain.
" N 30," care Keystone.

$1600

fiPPORTUNITY. llave sold my house and store;
" will sell my stock and fixtures at a bargain.
16 years' well-established jewelry business. Slight
opposition. Rent half store, only $10. I want to go
to Pacific coast. ('hr. Jensen Beresford, S. Dalt.

$500 BUYS optical business in Boston. Goodlocation ; established 5 years. " D 75,"
care Keystone.

$5750 BUYS a jewelry and optical business,
Southern Wisconsin, 2500 inhabitants.

Invoice on watelles,111200; J. R.Wood pl. and etigr.
rings, 81000 stone rings, $600 ; sundries, $2200,
fixtures, safe, etc., $750. Last year's net sales,
$4000. No auctioneer need apply. Ono other jew-
elry stock in town, of like invoice. " 13 125," care
Keystone.

MODERN fixtures, tools, lease and good will of

• 

paying jewelry business doing $500 to $1500
per month in New England. Invoice $1700 ; big
discount. We wish to move our stock to Pacific
coast. " It 75," care Keystone. •

FOR SALE.

nit. CULBERTSON'S prisoplonteler eatalogued
" $21 ; almost new, $15. Hopkins No. 3 lathe, 9
wire chucks, full set, in good ortier, $20. Foot-
wheel, $2.50 ,• hull's staking tool, 50 punches, best
stand and glass, $7.50. Address, H. F. Doan, 836
Third Ave., Detroit, Mich.

$2000 CASH will buy my jewelry and opticalstore. Net profits last year per month,
taking out rent, tuxes and insurance, $104.60. A
hustler can double this. Loren Russell, Cartilage,
Illinois.
AT once, jewelry and optical business in Iowa
II town, 4000 ; county seat. Invoice about $1800.
"4)1 98," care Keystone.
A GOOD investment. An opportunity is now
Al offered to buy a well advertised and paying
Jewelry business in the best and Most prosperous
mfg. city in Michigan. Location fine and rent
reasonable. Business established 10 years. Books
are open to show what we are doing. Invoices
$7200. Address, " 5 217," care Keystone.
CHEAP, if sold at once, good-paying jewelry
U store in good manufacturing town in Indiana.
Address, 0L 106," care Keystone.
A STOCK of jewelry, etc., invoicing about $2700
Li with fixtures. Will sell fixtures separate for
$500 ; cost $800. The best town in Southern Ne-
braska. Ad., J. L. Teeters & Co., Lincoln, Nebr.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

CHEAP, hand-made, 16 size chronometer and

• 

1 x 2 Moseley sliderest. J. Hauschildt, Esk-
ridge, Kans.
ARGE 12-tune music-box for shotgun. Bryon

Li Churchill, Oneida, N. Y.
HORSE-POWER engine, plating outfit, electric

I turntable. Box 220, Rio, Wis.
PRANCIS engraving machine, good as new. Will
I sell or exchange for watches or gold rings.
Price, $35. Ad., 35 S. Jefferson St., Dayton, Ohio.

I OLL-top bench, Itivett staking tool, con ntersha ftL and foot-wheel. Cash or offer. J. II. Eita-
pence, Rutland, Vt.
1 ALTO saxophone, silver-plated, with case ; 1 E
1 that. Conn cornet ; 1 Lafcever hammerless shot-
gun, 12 gauge, highest grade, leather case. All in
good condition. Want Geneva retinoscope, or
what have you ? Correspondence answered. C. E.
Van Voorhis, Yates Center, Kans.

WHITCOMB lathe used 12 months; bench, wheel,
mm Monarch engraving block, cabinet of crystals
and materials. I want traveling trial case. Box
194, Luniberton, N. C.

VEYSTONE typewriter, first quality, good as
It new. Exchange for test case or fine regulator.
Charles Metz, Danville, Ohio.

THREE-QUAR.TER horse-power steam engine.
I Want Swiss rounding-up tool or wheel cutter.
C. S. Apple, Charlottesville, Va.

PLAIN case grandfather clock, good order, for
1 optical instruments. Edw. Smoring, Box 10,
Chester, S. C.

A COMPLETE course of optical instructions in
Li exchange for second-hand optical instruments.
The Kansas School of Optics, Inc., Topeka, Kans.
Catalogue free.

IN prosperous Kansas, nice city residence ser-
a rounded by 6 acres, grass, garden, trees, adja-
cent to tine fishing and hunting grounds-au
ideal chicken ranch-for a complete jewelry store.
Peter Miller, Kingman, Knits.

160 ACRES Nebraska land in exchange for stockof jewelry. J. C. Myers, Marysville, Kans,

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

RAVING is making money. We will SIIOW you

• 

both for a postal with your name and address.
Crescent Jewelry Store, Abbeville, La.

(TUR $25 course, including diploma, for $10 for a
u short thno. The Kansas School of Optics,
Inc., Topeka, Kans. Catalogue free.

THE alternate double winking eye ; the wonder
1 of the century for oculist or optician. You
never saw one like it ; illuminates at night beau-
tifully ; only 1 for every town ; half price to all
our graduates. It is to your interest to write at
once. Our correspondence course is well known.
Address, Golden Cross Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Clinic, 257 W. Madison Street, Chicago.

YOU would increase your earnings if you could-
' then ask us for the way. Crescent Jewelry
Store, Abbeville, La.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some
I special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low term:. Address, for information, the
Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do

• 

your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

IVHY not send me your watch cases that need re-pairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G. F. Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

no you wish to become an expert optician ? We
1. have a complete correspondence course. Special
inducements this month. Prospectus and further
particulars. Ad., Golden Cross Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat Clinic, 257 W. Madison St., Chicago.

(TOLD and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,
11 engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. 0. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.

OENI) your work to John Woollett, expert watch-
u maker for the trade ; fine watch repairing, de-
magnetizing, etc. Mall orders promptly attended
to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

WIIERE to receive the highest cash price for
every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of

sweeps, filings, brushings, 1:onside:Ts, everything
containing gold and silver. Fine gold, silver,
'Nipper for sale. J. I, Clark (established 1870),
727 Sansoin Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by
mail or express ; prompt attention given.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

IIAVE you au old English watch ease you wantchanged into AillierieliN stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

110 you wish to become a registered doctor of
optics? We have the course you are looking

for. The Kansas School of Optics, Inc., Topeka,
Kansas.

THE Elgin H dHorological School is the oldest an 
most reliable school for watchmakers imu the

country. We teach watch repairing, engraving
and optics in a thoroughly practical manner.
Write for catalogue. Elgin, Ill.

RON'T epoil your chance to make a good customer!
11 Don't disappoint your best customer by giving
them any old tiling ! but write us, we can show
you the way to please both. Crescent Jewelry
Store, Abbeville, La.

FRESII water pearls and all precious stones boughtand sold. Reinhardt, mfg. jeweler, Lincoln, Ill.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute desires to present to you
the merits of tht•ir college and the special induce-
ments offered to those who contemplate taking a
emirs° in fine watch repairing. This institute has
always enjoyed a good reputation for turning out
workmen who are able to hold first-class positions
and command good salaries. A course in our
institute is a valuable aid to the student who is
deterndued to become a proficient workman. We
cannot make a workman of ability of the student
who does not apply himself, or has no desire to
become master of the work. Our optical course
is as thorough as is given by any optical college,
and we issue separate diplomas for the same.
Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

THADE.MAFIK

COATS of ARMS
ENGRAVED IN THE MOST

ARTISTIC AND CORRECT

WAY ON LY
FOR SIGNET R!NGS

ADAM PIETZ
1530 GrorsYNur ST.

PHILADELPHIA

PEARLS BOUGHTFOR CASH

We are dealers in American Pearls and Slugs,
and are always ready to make Cash Offers on
large and small lots. Bank and trade references.

Established 1880. 
CHAS. S. CROSSMAN & CO.
3 Maiden Lane New Vci.t-lc
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"Perhaps"
You are one of the merchants coming to market this summer (en route to thc Pan-American,
perhaps). You are coming for new goods. If you arc one of our customers we shall sec
you, for you know the commercial strength of the M. J. Averbeck Line.
If not, we cordially invite you to call, for the best the market affords ought to appeal as
favorably to your interests as ours.

If it is not your intention to leave home at this ,time, we earnestly request that you
drop a postal to headquarters, Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York, and one of our six
travelers will call upon you at an early date with a complete line of all the newest goods.

Yours for more business,

M. J. Averbeck
Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York.

I ['a can advise you co/trend/1,4r hotels, moderate in price. 11?e have a list of first-class boarding houses.
Make our office "Headquarters" while in the city. Have your mad addressed in our care

it G. A. D. (70.
CHAINS

• Have given entire
satisfaction

--\\ for more than
40 YEARS.

"TIME TELLS THE STORY"
ESTABLISHED 1856. INCORPORATED 1900.

jle G. A. D. CO.
CHAINS

H a Let ti iyaecnt jeonnt I re

—\\
for more than
40 YEA RS.

For more than FORTY MARS the goods of G. A. DEAN CO. have been made on
HONOR and sold on MERIT.

Our line to-day is larger and better than ever before. Our quality the BEST
ROLLED-PLATE and GOLD FILLED. Our specialty Chain, in Ladies' and Gents'Fobs, Vest Chain, Dickens, Lorgnettes, Bracelets, Etc.

Sold to the Jobbing Trade Only, many of whom have
handled our goods for 20 years or more with entire satisfaction.

NEW YORK SAMPLE OFFICE

9 MAIDEN LANE

LOOK AT OUR LINE FOR THE FALL TRADE.

G. A. DEAN CO., Attleboro, Mass.
Office and

GASOLINE GAS LAMPS
100 TO 400 CANDLE POWER

Strnn Lamp

Especially adapted for

SUMMER RESORTS, GARDENS, LAWNS,
CAMP-MEETINGS, ENCAMPMENTS,
TENTS, COTTAGES; can be Ming to a
limb of a tree or pole. WIND and STORM
PROOF. If you want a good light, no mat-
ter where or lor what purpose, we can supply
you.

HOME, STORE, CHURCH,
STREET, SCHOOL, TENT,
BOAT or WHARF.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State Street,

GEORGE BOHNER. CHICAGO. Pm Candle Power

Books for the Bench
The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs

has space for sixteen hundred entries of repairs, with printed headings.
It is made of pure linen ledger paper, has 120 pages measuring 9 x ii
inches, and is bound in cloth with leather back and corners.

The Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
which contains two hundred printed forms 1Nith stubs. Each guarantee is

x inches, and very carefully worded. Bound in cloth.

Each book will be sent prepaid to any part of the
world on receipt of ONE DOLLAR (48.2d.)

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

The New Century
Engraving Machine

has more points of merit than any machine ever put

on the market.

All the good things developed in 20 years engrav-
ing machine building boiled down and incorporated in
this tool.

Some new features, too, that make operation rapid
and easy.

A ROTARY GRAVER has been added that is absolutely
faultless ; all gears eliminated; turns on cone bearings, which do
away with "lost motion" and is rotated from the GRAVER HEAD.

The ANGULAR adjustment is still with us and continues
to be the essential feature in making broad shades or BRIGHT
CUTS.

The graver may therefore be used either vertical and rotary;
angular and stationary; vertical and stationary, or ANGULAR and
ROTARY in COMBINATION. The bringing together of the
angular and rotary adjustments in one machine is EXCLUSIVE in the NEW CENTURY.

RANGE OF WORK. From the pattern type sizes from one-half the original to a
letter so small as to be imfterceAtible to the naked eye, may be made. These extremes in adjustment
are the greatest ever attained.

WH I LE ENGRAVING the work is in sight, so close to the eye that it may be done
under a glass.

The COMPOUND SLIDE has an adjustment for tilting either forward or backward,
thus maintaining the article at the correct angle to the tool.

Outfits are furnished comfilete with tyfie and attachments, and the prices and terms are so liberal
that you can afford to have one right away.

New Century No. 4—Models B and C.

TERMS
MODEL A—IRON STAND, MACHINE HALF NICKELED and ENAMEL,

$10.00, cash with order. Balance $10.00 or $5.00 per
month, as desired.

MODELS B and C—ON CABINETS are FULL NICKELED and ANTIQUE
COPPER finish. First payment a little higher.

Our Supplementary Catalogue is now ready and will be mailed free on request.
Samples of work cheerfully furnished.

'The Eaton 0 Glover Company
87 Nassau Street, NEW YORKLONDON, E. C.

5, bradford Avenue
Redcross Street
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"Perhaps"
Vou arc one of the merchants coming to market this summer (en route to the Pan-American,
perhaps). You arc coming for new goods. If you are one of our customers we shall see
you, for you know the commercial strenth of the Averbeck Line.
If not, we cordially invite you to call, for the best the market affords ought to appeal as
favorably to your interests as ours.

If it is not your intention to leave home at this .time, we earnestly request that you
drop a postal to headquarters, Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York, and one of our six
travelers will call upon you at an early date with a complete line of all the newest goods.

Yours for more business,

M. J. Averbeck
Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York.

We can advise you concerning- hotels, moderate in price. We have a list of first-class boarding houses.
Hake our office "Headquarters" while in the (lir. /lave your mail addressed in our care

A. I).
CHAINS

Havc givvil °Win
sat isractimi

for in■Iro than
40 YEA fiti.

"TIME TELLS THE STORY"
ESTABLISHED 1856 INCORPORATED 1900.

jG. A, D. CO.
CHAINS

• Have given entire
satisfaction

-AN, for more than
40 YEARS.

For more than FORTY YEARS the goods of G. A. DEAN CO. have been made on
HONOR and sold on MERIT.

Our line to=day k larger and better than ever before. Our quality the BEST
ROLLED=PLATE and GOLD FILLED. Our specialty Chain, in Ladies' and Gents'
Fobs, Vest Chain, Dickens, Lorgnettes, Bracelets, Etc.

Sold to the Jobbing Trade Only, many of whom have
handled our goods for 20 years or more with entire satisfaction.

NEW YORK SAMPLE OFFICE

9 MAIDEN LANE

LOOK AT OUR LINE FOR THE FALL TRADE.

G. A. DEAN CO., =-71d Attleboro, I'lass.

GASOLINE GAS LAMPS Books for the Bench
100 TO 400 CANDLE POWER

Storm Lamp

Especially adapted for

SUMMER RESORTS, GARDENS, LAWNS,
CAMP-MEETINGS, ENCAMPMENTS,
TENTS, COTTAGES; can be hung to a
limb of a tree or pole. WIND and STORM
PROOF. If you want a good light, no mat-
ter where or for what purpose, we can supply
you.

HOME, STORE, CHURCH,
STREET, SCHOOL, TENT,
BOAT or WHARF.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State Street,

GEORGE, BOHNER. CBICA60. 100 Candle Power

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
has space for sixteen hundred entries of repairs, with printed headings.
It is made of pure linen ledger paper, has 120 pages measuring 9 x 11

00(1 is bound in cloth with leather back and corners.

The Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
which contains two hundred printed forms with stubs. Each guarantee is
33 x 7j inches, and very carefully worded. Bound in cloth.

Each book will be sent prepaid to any part of the
world on receipt of ONE DOLLAR (4s.2d.)

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

The New Century
Engraving Machine

has more points of merit than any machine ever put

on the market.

All the good things developed in 20 years engrav-
ing machine building boiled down and incorporated in
this tool.

Some new features, too, that make operation rapid
and easy.

A ROTARY GRAVER has been added that is absolutely
faultless ; all gears eliminated; turns on cone bearings, which do
away with "lost motion" and is rotated from the GRAVER HEAD.

The ANGULAR adjustment is still with us and continues
to be the essential feature in making broad shades or BRIGHT
CUTS.hTe

graver may therefore be used either vertical and rotary;
angular and stationary; vertical and stationary, or ANGULAR and
ROTARY in COMBINATION. The bringing together of the
angular and rotary adjustments in one machine is EXCLUSIVE in the NEW CENTURY.

RANGE OF WORK. From the pattern type sizes from one-half the original to a
letter so small as to be imfierceibtible to the naked eye, may be made. These extremes in adjustment
are the greatest ever attained.

W H I LE ENGRAVING the work is in sight, so close to the eye that it may be done
under a glass.

The COMPOUND SLIDE has an adjustment for tilting either forward or backward,
thus maintaining_ the article at the correct angle to the tool.

Outfits are furnished co/Vide wait tyfie and attachments, and the prices and terms are so liberal
that you can afford to have one right away.

New Century No. 4—Models B and C.

/.9

TERMS
MODEL A—IRON STAND, MACHINE HALF NICKELED and ENAMEL,

$10.00, cash with order. Balance $10.00 or $5.00 per
month, as desired.

MODELS B and C—ON CABINETS are FULL NICKELED and ANTIQUE
COPPER finish. First payment a little higher.

Our Supplementary Catalogue is now ready and will be mailed free on request.
Samples of work cheerfully furnished.

The Eaton 0 Glover Company
LONDON, E. C.

5, bradford Avenue
Redcross Street

87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK



An Industrial Lesson for the

te Glorious Fourth"

Opportunity, honesty and enterprise
are the secrets of American progress.
Our industrial history teems in illustra-
tions of this—none more impressive to
the jewelry trade than the story of the
now world-famed Jas. BOSS case.
Well nigh half a century ago the
need of a watch case which would
be equal to solid gold in all
but price, gave Jas. Boss the
desired opportunity ; his in-
ventive and mechanical skill
furnished the needed require-
ment in the celebrated Jas.
BOSS case, while the enter-
prise of his successors, The
Keystone Watch Case Co.,
and their rigid maintenance of
his high standard made his in-
vention the foundation of the greatest
industry of its kind in the world. The
BOSS case is found to-day wherever
civilization has reached, and is the
recognized standard the world over.

UNCLE SAM'S
POINTER
To His
NEW WARDS
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An Industrial Lesson for the

Opportunity, honesty and enterprise
are the secrets of American progress.
Our industrial history teems in illustra-
tions of this—none more impressive to
the jewelry trade than the story of the
now world-famed jrz..,,s. BOSS case.
Well nigh half a century ago the
need of a watch case which would
be equal to solid gold in all
but price, gave Jas. Boss the
desired opportunity ; his in-
ventive and mechanical skill
furnished the needed require-
ment in the celebrated Jas.
BOSS case, while the enter-
prise of his successors, The
Keystone Watch Case Co.,
and their rigid maintenance of
his high standard made his in-
vention the foundation of the greatest
industry of its kind ii1 the world. The
BOSS case is found to-day wherever
civilization has reached, and is the
recognized standard the world over.
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OUR STANDARD Movements Specially Constructed for
Exacting Railway Service

SUPPLIED BY THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

New (19°0 Model.

TH REE=QUARTER PLATE.
Nameti

Stem=Wind Movements.
OPEN-FACE. LEVER-SET.

VERITAS—No. 214 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions;
quick train with gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape wheel ; poised
pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets, compen-
sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly
mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling
click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; plates beautifully
damaskeened ; carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion
cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric
regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work;
patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring;
damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick
train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating
balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted
on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent
self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully
timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size. FULL PLATE.
Named 

HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

Stem-Wind Movements.

FATHER TIME • 
{ 

Mg., Lever Set.
o. P., Lever Set. } Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (gilded settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train;
• straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-
jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; open-face
with patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and
finely finished throughout.

18 Size. FULL PLATE. Stem-Wind Movements.
Nall1C,1 HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.
B. W. RAYMOND -{ 

Htg., Lever Set. 

O 
0. F., " " Nickel.
. F., Pend. "

1 

Ti ruby jewels (gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train, straight
line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring;
micrometric regulator ; patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; care-
fully timed, and finely finished throughout.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
GENERAL OFFICES,

76 O'Pronroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories, ELGIN, ILLIWOIS, U. S. A.
SA FRANCISCO OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street. II John Street.

SE JOBBERS' LIST FOR FIRICS, OR WRIT. THE COMPANY

tse3YAMIEVAYAISAAle MCArfal7444 IPaKtit WatedripX1Ciptee .1 Itts kft, itts t4,„) suis ‘41, Ste trio 1..4.

THIS FLAG
11/

is our Trade-Mark, and when its imprint is found upon an article of Sterling Silverware it stands for all that
is best in its line.

It will be found on our new NIGHTINGALE pattern illustrated below. The die work on this
pattern is the most beautiful we have ever seen ; and in the Gray finish it has been pronounced by competent
judges the finest to be found to-day.

17( y

1904. MILITARY BRUSH.

1377. INK.
scale.

While we are makers
of the largest line of
Sterling Silver Toilet
and Manicure Goods,
we still have aJewelry
department that is
second to none.

•■•:1 I e 1”115.

These two departments are dis-
tinctly separate, and under charge
of different foremen, each skilled in
his line.

Our jewelry is all the highest
grade of gold filled, and as it all
bears our trade-mark it is fully
guaranteed by us, with a guarantee
that means if goods are not satis-
factory they will be replaced by
new ones.

Ask your Jobber for Fral3 goods.

1905. CLOTH BRUSH, 7 inches.
xgo6. " 5 ••
1799. VELVET " 5 

•

296. SHAVING SET. Lincoln pattern,
in Watered Silk Case.

297. Same in Bead pattern.

1903. BRUSH
scale.

We make the largest
line of Toilet, glani-
cure and Desk Sets to
be found in America.

These goods, like our other patterns,
Nvill be put up in various sets, and the
dealer who is looking for all that is best
and desirable cannot afford to enter upon
the coming season without these goods
in his stock. It will be profitable to
carry them.

They are made for JEWELERS
exclusively, and are not to be found
elsewhere.

Our little catalogue will tell you all
about these and other goods. Send for
one.

Chains, Bracelets, Lockets, Charms, Fobs, Pins,
Link Buttons, Hair Chain Mountings and Earrings.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
Successors to

FOSTER 0 BAILEY

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS anD SILVERSMITHS

Ioo Richmond Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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FAC-SIMILE OF WRAPPER

SWISS SPRINGS
are put up

half dozen in a
package

t MAIL ORDERS we care for promptly, and get them 0
to you according to order. Orders filled from any catalogue.
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OUR 48T" ANNIVERSARY
AS SOLE AGENTS

FOR THE
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1853 1901

Send for a List of Styles, Sizes, Width and Strength by Dennison's Gauge.
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FAC-SIMILE OF WRAPPER

FREE OF CHARGE
THIS HANDSOME CABINET

with three drawers and a series of twenty-six handsomely
decorated tin boxes, marked with sizes, grades, class, num-
ber, width and strength by Dennison's gauge. These boxes
are fitted to the Cabinet, and are specially intended for the
loose mainsprings which naturally accumulate in every
watchmaker's stock. We will send one of these Cabinetsfree with the first order for one gross of
American or Swiss Mainsprings.

Size, 15 inches long. 10 inches high and 914 Inches deep.
Capacity, 10 Gross ,04019*, American and Swiss Springs.

L. H. KELLER & CO.
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

Fine Watch Materials, Tools, Files, Supplies
and Optical Goods 64 Nassau St., New York

779

( Watches and Chains Only
) 

GOLD CASES FILLED CASES
SILVER CASES NICKEL CASES (

( 

In all the various sizes and qualities, from
clumsy 18 size, in Reliable makes. )

MOVEMENTS Elgin, Waltham, Hamilton and New York

i

We solicit orders from the Retail Jewelry 

Standard, in all the various grades.

CHAINS We make a Specialty Of

Trade.t  he 

celebrated R. F.
Simmons' Chains.

(

( The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches and Chains. Lancaster, Pa.

)
i0i1) 12117-efWP R

4,1‘

the smallest Jewel size to the

We Teach Watch Repairing as follows:
(a) Repairing watches of all kinds, styles and grades,

from barrel hook to hairspring stud.

(b) Repairing worn, damaged and imperfect parts when
practicable.

(c) Replacing worn, damaged and imperfect parts by
making new pieces of correct form, dimensions and
finish.

(d) Calculating dimensions and designing the form of
lost parts, making them from the solid stock and of
uniform finish with rest of movement.

(e) Designing watches of highest grade, accurately
and finely finishing the same from the raw
punchings.

( J.) Calculating and designin;, all kinds of watches of
the highest class and making the same outright
from the solid metals, including balances and all
escapement parts on watch repairers' tools, and
finishing them superbly.

-) The practical adjustment of watches to heat, cold,
isochronism and position.

We guarantee our instructions to be the best obtainable in America, to be
thoroughly practical and in strict accordance with the best up-to-date
workshop practice. We turn out the best workmen and receive ten

calls for each one we can supply.
Our new term begins September 2d. Circulars free on application.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
115 TO 121 KING STREET EAST

TORONTO, ONT.H. R. PLAYTNER, DIRECTOR

Ala() &ICC thlea pug 111 June. nuid July KEIVS-I'ClINILiS
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AN EVERWIDININe CIRCLE
of new customers—thoroughly pleased and satisfied customers—is the hest and most positive proof of our facilities
for giving the promptest and most satisfactory and economical service.

We are wide-awake and alive to the needs of the trade, which we endeavor to meet in a manner which
pleases the most exacting.

E. C./ J. S. MAINSPRINGS—a first-class, well-tempered, finely-finished mainspring. The edges
are rounded and the spring has a smooth, even temper which gives excellent results. They are coiled and each
spring is wrapped in anti-rust paper. They are packed 34 dozen in a package.

Price, per dozen, $1.25. Per gross, $14.25. 6 per cent. discount for cash.
SUPERIOR MAINSPRINGS—a fine spring with life and temper and splendid finish, The

best dollar spring offered to the trade. All styles for American watches.
Price, per dozen, $1.00. Per Gross, $11.25. 6 per cent. discount for cash.

HERCULES MAINSPRINGS—a good, dependable spring, suitable for the regular grades of
American watches. It is in very general use and gives good satisfaction.

Price, per dozen, $ .75. Per gross, $8.75. 6 per cent. discount for cash.

AMERICAN-MADE c
BALANCE STAFFS

an

BALANCE JEWELS
D

E. & J. S. grade. Eagle grade.
Balance Staffs. Balance Staffs.
Per dozen. Per dozen.

Waltham 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, $1.00 S .75
Elgin 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, 1.00 .75
Illinois 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75
Hampden 18 and 6 size, 1.00 .75
Rockford 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75
Columbus 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75

All of the above prices subject to discount of 6 per cent. for cash.

E. St J. S. grade. Eagle grade.
Balance Jewels. Balance Jewels.

Per dozen. Per dozen.
$1.50 $ .75
1.50 .75
1.50 .75
1.50 .75

The quality of these materials is always kept at the highest standard possible. Order a sample lot and note
the finish, how well they fit and you will use them again. We keep a very large assortment for all makes of
American watches.

WE ARE NEVER TOO BUSY
to take care of small material orders. They are never pushed aside for the large wants,

but have inumdiate and proper attention.

Our New Illustrated Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue is sent free on request with
business card, If you have not received it, ask for a copy.

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio.

'Sweeping
The Cobwebs from the Sky"
may be a good occupation, but if you can sweep dollars into your pockets by sending your Sweeps to

us, you certainly will have a more remunerative one.
'We can safely assure you better returns for your Sweeps, and submit a few reasons why you

should give us a trial :

Because—we have an up-to-date plant where every metal contained in the Sweeps is utilized.

Because—we do our own smelting under our own supervision, thereby minimizing loss and

leakage.
Because—we have satisfied hundreds of others and we know we can satisfy YOU.

Why not—send us your old gold and silver? You run no chances ; your shipment back in same

condition as received, at our expense, if our offer should not prove satisfactory.
Send us a trial shipment and be convinced.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
SWEEP SMELTERS, REFINERS, ASSAYERS

OFFICE-63-65 Washington St.
WORKS-58th and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.



Fee-Simile of No. 2203 Imperial American Springs, Coiled and Tagged.

• None Genuine unless marked " imperial " and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark

.N.19_ _P.)1

I 

The following list shows the CORRECT STYLES, WIDTH and STRENGTH lby DENNISON'S STANDARII
Mainspring (lenge and the proper NUMBERS and NAMES for ordering the

-

are the best, the most reliable, have

quality, finish, strength and durability,

are coiled and tagged, put up in
the most convenient manner, and are

" Guaranteed for One Year."

Registeted Trade Mark and Facsimile
of Wrapper on the Impeital
American Mainsprings Gr

#113rigffla

Tote Inriserial Mainsprings are ruaranteedfor ene year.
F.ach Spring Lears Me word “IMPERIAL."

Each Spring II tagged with the Name and Site; for FINISH, TEMPER. ELASTICITY and DURABILITY they have no mat

eatt wear le filling order. Waltham. Price $12.00 Per Gross.NOTE -By 61 hag the member No mletale

NO. Size Nam Description of Barrel 
DetcrIptiOn 01 I Style Width 

Overage
Movement Shin% 

2201 15 Old Style  Gilt Barrel.   Full Plate 11,11:Z=1 19 3 to 4.

P200 18 Pew Style ----------------------e  Gilt Barrel  Full Plate ., .0,Ar.e. tout 19 3 to 4

1203 15 Pew Model k..111Ickel and Gilt Barrel, uSliderr  Full Plate 2eI7reU 20 21.4 ro 34

2204 IS New Model 0. F.  t..NIckel wd Gilt Barrel.uNarrowo Full Plate NOM= 10 2 a 3 '
2205 15 Pendt. and Lever Set  Nickel and Gilt Barrel Full Plate •rt - Jaw vrat 21 I. to I

2100 IS Crescent St.  7 Gilt Barrel, . Narrow". Full pint« iwrr•-nr,1 14 134 W 25
.11.1

< Gilt Barrel, "Wide"  FulI Plate rilZ=ZOI JO 25 te 351207 is Crescent Su 

2222 IS Vanruard Movement-------' Ater] Barrel  Full Plate garigit= 23 35 to 434

2205- 10 Lever Set  %...NIckel and GIB Barrel  Oi Plate ae..euvel 14 25 a 35

eels In Penal •nd Lever Set. 1988 Model ..4 Steel Barrel %Plate CairjZi= ID 4 to 3

2227 10 Pendant Set, 1899 Model  2 St6e1 Barrel  y, Plate Cifial= 11) 4 to 6

2225 14 Pendant Set, 1896 Model 73 Steel Barrel  h Plate commin to 6 to I

2209 14 Adam St. and fres Gerd. LW.... 11; Gilt Barrel  %Plate IMIKEIZZOI 14 3 to 45

2210 14 Old Style  .Nickel sod Gilt Harrel, orlarrose• N, Mate BMIEMAI 12 2 to 3

2211 14 New Style ,0. .Nickel and Gllt Barrel, oWlde"..- • N Plate 111.111111.11111 10 216 to 35

2223 14 Pendant cud Lever Set  iii Swel Barrel  641'110e CEMICEME 10 3 to I
02224 12 Pendant HO 
Cle 

steel unreel .......... ....... %Piste IMMIE=1Min 12 tni to 716
2214 10 Her Wind MI  .1311. Harrel  SI [q.t. IIIMMES=18 14 3 to 4.
2'21$ 9 and 0 Lever Pet  ›...eracitel end Gilt Darrel  /4 Pints Pffiiiiiriffaffil 

10 3 . to 4

2217 0 Pendant and Lever Set   Li-I-Nickel and Gilt Barrel  %Plate iffiiiitiZirenl 10 3 . 0 .
Ltvl

.._e< 
SteM Barrel  %Plate DZNIEZZ=1 IL 7 . W S2019 0 Pendant Set 

2210 1.040 Old Style V.-Nickel and Gilt Barrel  %Plato ENNIMFAZIN=d 8 I -1° 7

2226  Pendant Set
i  

Steel Hemel   k Plate CIESMEMNSB331 7 8109  

2010 0 Pendart Set Steel Barrel  %Plata 61111MMXIMEa 7 7 t'd 8

2201 00 Pendant Set  Nickel Barrel  l'i met. feleintra=lln 7 75 to SY.

GREEN BROS., 6 Maiden Lane, New York

Lancaster or Keystone.
makes the largest letters cut by any machine and it cuts
them brilliantly with looking-glass cuts. In operating the
Francis the movements are simply tracing and manipulating
the point. It is all done by the hands, and so easily that it
is acquired by anyone in a very short time ; a few minutes
sufficing to convince that all that is needed is a little practice,
and in most cases hardly that. If the graver was brought
in contact with the work by the foot, through the medium of
a treadle, it would greatly complicate the matter and that
treadle would be shown in all of my cuts. One can quickly
learn to manipulate anything with the fingers, but not with
the feet. In writing, one hand is busily employed. In
engraving with the Francis both hands are employed, but
one has the type to guide it and that guides the other.
If a treadle was used on a Francis the machine could not be
shown or used as a bench machine. I have two cabinets
here at the Exposition in which are conveniently placed
twenty-seven fonts of type, each font is of a different design
or kind, making a larger assortment to choose from than all
other engraving machine type ever made for all other
machines combined. On these cabinets the bench machines
are used. If the Francis had a treadle the cabinet would
not prevent showing it and its connections above, but it would
preclude all claims to simplicity. The fact is becoming more
and more apparent to those interested, every clay, that the
Francis is just what I have always claimed : the only
engraving machine that really engraves. It cuts letters as
smooth as the hand engraver, but of course not to equal

the work of the expert engraver in character ; yet it is far
better than ninety-nine in a hundred who call themselves
engravers can do. "'fhe Francis is all right." " It is a
dandy:' " Received 0. K.," and " I am glad I wrote you"
are sequels to every shipment.

In making note in my July advertisement of putting the
Lord's Prayer so small on Steel that ten prayers would go
on an ordinary house pin I did not state that the notice was
not copyrighted, but it was not, and anyone who chooses
may use the comparison and split it in two without demon-
strating if so inclined. It was only mentioned because of its
novelty from being done on steel, not to prove anything in
the way of accuracy for the machine. Any good mechanic
knows that the same can be done on pearl with a wooden
pantograph, stuck together with house pins, if provided with
a point fine enough to scratch the letters on without running
them together. My 37-cent machine can produce the Lord's
Prayer inside of one-eighth inch square, requiring a very
good glass to read it. Such scratching is of no use beyond
a point of novelty. This old machine is a ramshackled
concern, having neither accuracy in movement or part, but it
can cut letters too small to read with the naked eye and
make them as good as any machine but a modern Francis.

I would not dare record a reduction of this prayer on
steel without copyrighting, fearing that the Lord's Prayer
would " wink out " entirely.

My exhibit is located in Northwest corner of Graphic
Arts Building.

The Cabinet Itself is worth $6.00
and is far superior in appearance
than is represented by the cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
With a first order of one gross of the " Imperial " American or Swiss

Mainsprings, we send gratis our improved handsome polished Solid Black

Walnut, Oak or Cherry 'Mainspring Cabinet, shown a cut. It is well made,
cabinet finished and dovetailed throughout, and the cover closes with a patent
snap lock, nickel-plated. It is the only cabinet made that will properly system-
atize and keep in thorough order the many American and Swiss mainsprIngs
necessary at the present time, and will be greatly appreciated by all watch-
makers. Besides being very useful, it makes a very handsome appearance. It

has twenty drawers, with fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the top is arranged

in grooves for thirty-six screw-top bottles for watch and jobbing materials. It

will hold 6 GROSS •• imperial " American or Swiss Springs. We also in-
clude two sets of perforated gummed labels, with nat»e, number and size of the

Springs, so the drawers can be numbered as desired. These munbers correspond

to a directory of all American springs which is printed on the inside cover,

showing the correct style, width and strength by Dennison's Standard
Mainspring Gauge, and the proper numbers and names for ordering.

NOTE.-The Doable Braced Spring0 are non being sled indeed or Single
Braced. They ran be teted In Welahes hawing the 014 Style Single Braced

Bainvpring, by Sling off one side. II y giving the emotter, . aletake
ran nectar In Milne order,

No. Size Name

5041 18 Double Braced

5042 18 Double Itrneed

5043 18 Double Braced

5044 IS Double Braced

5045 16 Double Braced

5040 16 Double Ilrrored

5047 16 Double Itraeed

5048 0 tud 8 Double Braced

5049 6 ell ft Double Braced

5050 0 and 8 Double Braced

5051 0 Double Braced

5052 0 Double rrrrrrrr

5053 0 Double Braced

5130 12 Steel Barrel

5131 12 Steel Barrel

5132 12 Steel  Barrel

5133 0 Steel Barrel

5134 0 Steel Barrel

5136 0 Steel Barrel

5130 18 Tongued

5137 16 Tongued

Name Style Width

20

20

16

18

18

to

10

10

Seth Thomas

Trenton

71

N.. Style b51AIMEDRISIII
°' 8163° I AM MA

United States Waltham
New Style Am, ,laZ

N6Trbtll° INCIMESEM

Neer Style 16B6011111.=ii

Average
Strength a,

_

Importers, Exporters, Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Fine Grade Watch Material, Tools, Optical
Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies.

I CUT THIS OUT and keep it for reference.

ItailWay

New Style

New Style

Newittyle

New Style

Near Style

New Style

Thin Model

Neu Style

New Style

25 to 35

to 3

35 to 45

35 to 45

5 . to 6

Fac-simile of an assortment of "Imperial" Swiss Mainsprings coiled and tagged

Rockford.
New Style, II. C.

Near Sty le, O. F

New Style

New Style

cin0 5109 E. Boiled Eityi,

sue ti SIipSIyle

CO Sill I. Plain Style

5112 .1. Plain Style

5113 R. Plain St3le

(14 5114 L. Slip Style

Cu 5115 N. Slip Style

CV 5110 I'. Shp Style

C6.5 5117 It, Slip Style

5116 S. Slip Style

5119 T. Slip Style

5120 IV. Shp Style

5121 CT Slip Style

8122 Z Slip Style

Atlas and Columbia.
6140 0100 New Style I IIMMEEENIZEGN 6

Hamilton

A. E. FRANCIS
None Genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark. 

A.T.- by Grew Woe, Pm York.

Orders accurately filled from any Catalogue



Albert Bros.
Cincinnati

for

Reliable
Movements and Cases

One of our Smelting and Refining Rooms

Every indication points to a
larger and more active demand
this fall and winter for substantial
lines of goods standard makes
reliable qualities and latest
designs. They are the chief ele-
ments which will make the stock
of the Retail Jeweler stand the
test and critical inspection of his
C ustomer.

Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silverconsigned to us.
If we were in the smelting and refining business exclusively, our expenses and refin-ing costs would be 15 to zo per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of otherrefiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

signments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID
exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
40c. per dwt. for 10-karat
44c. " " " 11
48c. " " " 12
52c. " " " 13

24c. per dwt. for 6-karat
28c. " "
32c. " 8
36c. " 44 9

56c. per dwt. for 14-karat
60c. " " " 15 "
64c. " " 16
68c. " " 17
72c. " 18

Send us your large consignments
Send us your small consignments

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

93, 95 an 97 William Street
Near Maiden Lane

beg to announce to their patrons
and the trade in general, that they
are now thoroughly equipped to
meet every possible demand for
all reliable grades of watches—
Gold—Gold Filled—Silver—Nickel,
In every instance the prices to the
trade will be the lowest possible
at which the leading makes can
be sold anywhere.

Our Traveling Representatives
are now on the road--and will
doubtless see you in due course.
They carry complete lines of
Watches, Movements, etc.

Our Fine Illustrated Catalogue
will be ready to mail about the latter part
of September—meanwhile send us your

name and address and we'll see that you
get a copy in ample time. The slogan
this year will be : " The best values
and styles for the least possible
cost."

57 Washington Street
(New Location)

New York Established 20 Yeari 
Chicago for Best Styles, Qualities and Lowest Prices

Wholesale Dealers and Importers of Jewelry

Distributing Agents for New England Watches
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A GOOD SHOW CASE

rRAOL" MARK

'Mere are all kinds of show cases—good, bad and indifferent.Cheap, shoddy show cases are a poor investment.

The Phillips Illuminated
,W4itt a4sma7 Show Case has a house tvith 37 years'enviable reputation behind it.

Each and every case is as good as man can make, or yourmoney can buy.
Isn't it tibout time you were writing us about them ? Floware you fixed for Wall Cases ? We make good ones.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO. L't'd
CANADIAN BRANCH
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

When
you want a First Ouality
Tool look for the stamp

KAD. 
In appearance others imitate.

1K-9

No. 137
Improved Stem-Wind

Sleeve Wrench
Solid Interchangeable Bits

"U
18 Size 0 Size

No. 52
Improved Roller Remover

18 and 0 Size

5 zI;lzIzIIz

No. 26

Adjustable Ajax Wrench
For Frameless Spectacle and Eyeglass Mountings.

No. 228

Jeweling and
Turning Tool

All tapers

Made by KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H.

Something NewalldVery Useful
The advantages and uses of the Patent
Balance and Jewel Pliers are:

Firstly—The pliers are held in the lefthand and the arm of the balance wheel isfirmly grasped by the small recess orgroove near the ends of the jaws. In theright hand is held a pair of short, blunttweezers, by which the balance rim canbe manipulated up or down, according tothe requirements of the case.
Secondly—If the balance rim is out ofits true circumference, it can be readjustedby the extreme points of the pliers' jaws,which are sufficiently narrow to pass be-tween any two adjacent screws on thebalance rim.
Thirdly—The balance wheel may be

held vertically by the jaws of the pliersgrasping t h e
tbaulasncer mh 

and in this po-
sition the bal-
ance rim can
be trued. The

e
is to allow the rim of any balance wshecer 

groove
rpoaosvse.

Fourthly—The two circular recesseson each side of the pliers are used to holdroller-tables while enlarging the holes insame, screw heads while shortening thethread ; and the two smaller recesses arealso used to hold 18 size set jewels whilecleaning same.

Any watchmaker can readily use these
pliers to great advantage

SOLE AGENTS

Henry Zimmern & Co,tImpoarnte ofdje
Jewelers' e I cr s' 

Watchmakers,
uppl es 

47 Malden Lane, NEW YORK
Sole depot for the superior and well-known U. S. American Mainsprings.Headquarters for Ajax Insulators.

Sole Eastern Agents for Hardinge Bros. tools, etc. We carry a complete stock of same.

St. Louis
Watchmaking School
2308 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED x888

This School is endorsed by allmanufacturers and first-class watch-makers and jewelers, and teacheseverything needed in a first-classjewelry store. Send for circular.

Boise, Idaho, June 17, 1501.ST. Louis W.vrcnmAKING
,laegerniann, Mgr.

It gives Mr much pleasure to :old it wordto the inany testimonials in hellalf of theSchool. I attended this hist kid hol abouteighteen mouths, anti while there receivedthe most faithful attention itul instructionin all the branches needed in any jewelrystore. Any young man or WO111:111, \wishingto learn the trade NVoll, cottlil /MI tl Niteranywhere, it, my honest opinion. %Visitingyou much success, 1 am, Very truly,
MRS. CLEO SNIITII CATE.

He have hundreds of similar testimonialsOtt file I, our other.
Special Low Rates During Summer Months.

R. JAEGERNIANN, MANA0.11

You Have Been Waiting For It—

"Ever Ready" 011 Cup
An Oil Cup in which are combined thefollowing points of excellence :
Valve control simple and natural.
Low center of gravity.
Non-corrosive metal.
Special design, pleasing to the eye

and adapted to bench work.
MRECTIONS.—First fill tank with oil ; open val vi. by turning indicator to the front ; when asufficient amount of oil has flowed into the dip, close valve by turning indicator to the inside.

Manufactured only by
Sent on receipt of price, 51.50.

P. II. STEVENS, Bristol, Connecticut.
ORLIE,14 U.41:20M 'YOUR JOIE11312.

'intm
ROGRESSIVE BUSINESS MEN DEMAND

GOODS THAT ARE HIGH IN QUALITY

AND LOW IN PRICE. THESE REQUISITES

ARE STRIKINGLY COMBINED IN ALL OF

THE FOLLOWING STYLES:

800 " Grade.

( I Eye Size. Interchangeable.)

No. 8001:2. Plano. Nickel-Plated Frame.
No. 814.o. Double Cx.
No. 8252. Periscopic Cx.

No. 807142. Plano. Riding Bow. Nickel-Plated.
No. 8171A2. Double Cx. 64 44 

" "

No. 827',(2. Periscopic Cx. "

SEND TO US FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCU-

LARS, BUT ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR

GOODS. IF YOU CANNOT OBTAIN OUR

STYLES FROM YOUR JOBBER, WE WILL

SEND YOU THE NAME OF THE NEAREST

DEALER WHO CAN FILL YOUR ORDERS.

T. A. WILLSON 0 CO.
Manufacturing Opticians,

READING, PA.

•-•<-Q,00
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A New Graphophone
USING ON ONE MACHINE

LARGE [G] CYLINDERS
AND

SMALL [P] CYLINDERS

Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS

AB Graphophone arranged for G Cylinder.

This new instrument has been provided to supply

II demand which hits manifested itself ever since the

large cylinder Ippeared. Its possessor, \011ie having

■aily one instrument, costing considerably less than
any previous machine capable of using the large cylin-

(ler, may now elljuy a large variety of selections at the

small cost of I) records, and is also enabled to avail

himself of the great volume and superior reproduction

I f the Gr:ttal record, whenever desired, at no addi-

tional cost other than that of the records themselves.

SPEED INDICATOR. 8'81:11111i1s 
II llIll 

\i\mtratttiorr,

which, by the position ot a pointei , enables the operator to tell at a 0■111Ct• the speL4d it \\ hich tiic machine is running, and to adjust the speed

as desired by merely moving the pointer.

This Beautiful Instrument TYPE AB and will be equipped with a very handsome CABINET, as illustrated,,will be known as a REPRODUCER. a RECORDER. and a Price, $25.
lit-INCH ALUMINUM HORN.

BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

This Oraphophone is equipped with a REPRODUCER,

a 10-INCH NICKELED HORN, and a RECORDER

the user can make records. l()\VCI IS nuatished bv

spring motor, which occupies the lower part of the c:11)ine1 within

NVIIICII IL is entirely hidden. The motor winds with 1 crank, instead

If with a key, Os in the case of the Imver-priced machines. The

main machine gear wheels are sunk Mtn the frame, presenting a

very neitt appearance.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYE-GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE u E"

01111 1)

I 2)

Graphophones in all styles, from

$5 to $150.

RECORDS and all other Talking Machine
Supplies in endless variety.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST OFFICE FOR CATALOGUE 21

Hirsch & Oppenheimer

222

IO K., v■Ty livavy, finely chatted
Homan, Doublet and

8 (liven Eyes,

$6.00 NET.

702 Masonic 'Temple, CHICAGO
Mansafa.cturing Jovvelems

NEW YORK, 93 Chambers St.

CHICAGO, 88 Wabash Ave.

PITTSBURG, 615 Penn Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St.

BALTIMORE, 110 East Baltimore St.

BUFFALO, 645 Main St.

BOSTON, 164 Tremont St.

ST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive St.

WASHINGTON, 919 Pennsylvania Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO. 125 Geary St.

MINNEAPOLIS, 306 Nicollet Ave.

SPECIAL ORDER AND REPAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
Our Price-List of Repairs for the asking High Quality, Promptness, Low Price

III I. heavy, large
Doublet,

$3.88 NET.
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N. 2 l'o‘ver Shear.

1-2Ith size.

No. 5 Plain Drop Press.
1-54th size.

No. 2 B Foot Press.
1-28th size.

No. I A Foot Press.
1-29th size.

No. I Screw Press.
1-35th size.

No. 2 C Power PreNs.
143d size.

HEADQUARTERS
JEWELERS' AND SILVERSMITHS'

[Send us samples of the
work which you wish to
make, with production
desired.]

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
145th size.

FOR

No. 3 D Power Press.
1-32d size.

MACHINERY
MOSSBERG "7 GRANVILLE MFG. CO.

150 Nassau St., NEW YORK

No. 9 Rolling Mill.
1-150111 size.

No. 2 Draw Bench.
1-125th size.

No. 2 B Power Press.
1-28th size.

No. 5 Automatic Drop Press.
1-59th size.

No. 6 B Power Press, Geared.
1-43d size.

Some Facts in Regard to Our Watch School
We will give you an education along the lines of Watchworkand its kindred trades so complete that you can hold a position afterit is secured for you. We do not offer a lot of impossibilities. Wecannot teach you all there is in the several escapements in twohours, nor can we teach you Engraving and Jewelrywork in threedays or less, but if you want to get a good, thorough knowledge inthese different branches, we can give it to you from foundation topinnacle. We do not require you to make a watch, but that youshould be able to make one there is not the least question, for ifyou cannot make the several parts how are you going to supplythose parts when missing ? Rely on someone else ? That won't do,for half the people you rely on will not or cannot give you the cor-rect solution. There is only one royal road to the top, in any trade,and that is to put yourself in possession of all the points pertainingto that trade, so that you do not have to rely on others. There isa certain class of people who will always ignore theory for thesimple reason that they know nothing of it themselves, yet in thisday and age we know that the man with the technical knowledgeaccompanied with practical work, is the one who gets the highpositions. This is the kind of workmen we turn out. We giveyou a course of lectures in theory, that you may know and canfigure every part of a watch, and thoroughly understand the actionof these parts, else you are not the man to repair these same partswhen out of order. These lectures consume no part of your timein school hours, as they are given at night sessions. Eight hoursevery day we require you to give your attention to practical work,doing everything required in a jewelry store, but not as some ofthese workmen do it in some of these stores. We require that itshall be executed in a workmanlike manner. and will see that youcan do it that way before you are permitted to leave it.

Now which do you choose, just a smattering, just a dabble, here and there, in Watchwork,start to finish, so that there is not the least possible chance to fall clown ?
When you go out of our institution with a recommendation YOU ARE POSTED,of our students can testify. Now is the time for you to consider and decide.
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE, which we will gladly furnish.

Jewelrywork, Engraving, etc., or a good, thorough knowledge, from

and cannot only get a job, but can hold it, as nearly two thousand

BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Horological Department Peoria, Illinois.

BEST IT WILL PAY YOU
to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER, FILINGS, POLISH-
INGS, SWEEPS, HAND -WASHINGS, ETC.

PRICES IT PAYS US
FOR to make Prompt and Honest Returns.

We want your trade and wish to keep

OLD
GOLD

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
22 K., 88c. per dwt.
20 K., 80c. " "
18 K., 72c.
16 K., 64c.
14 K., 56c. 6 6

4'

64

8 K., 32C. "
11206 KKK 442840 c 

per dwt.

cc "
4 K., 16c. "

Silver and Platinum at market rates.

46

44

64

46

FINE GOLD AND SILVER FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED

it.

—HONEST
AND

PROMPT \
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,

SILVER,FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

ac

OR GRANULATED

AND T.B.HAGSTOZ COMPANY,

SILVER
Limited

SMEALNTDERIRAEYFIERS 709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia

WORKS : Riverside, Burlington Co., N. J.
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An All Plate-Glass Case on the Kade Knock-Down System
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The Most Practical, the Most Artistic
and the Best Case Made

For the Jewelry Trade.

THIS IS NOT A CHEAP ONE.

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD
is what you ought to consider when buying Fixtures.

ALSO, DON'T LET THE FREIGHT SCARE 
YOU—freight is just RS high on cheap

Fixtures as on good Fixtures. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY 
on the Fixtures if it's

good Fixtures you want, and on the freight by our " 
Kade Knock-Down System." So get in

line, fit up your store and get your share of trade. 
Now is the time to begin remodeling.

WRITE US, STATING YOUR WANTS.

ENCYCLOP/EDIA AMERICANA OF MODERN FIXTURES"

is our New Twentieth Century Catalogue of 
Store Fixtures—a book that should be in the

possession of every jeweler. 272 pages, size, VA x 11 inches. Sent only on 
receipt of 25 cents.

Worth that many dollars to you, even if you don't need 
Fixtures at present. In fact, a book

of valuable information.

If its from WINTER, then it's right. LET US HEAR FROM YOU.

Kade Safety Adjustable Brackets are the best. 
Write for circulars and prices.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Sheboygan, Wis., U. S. A.Established 1865

Cut Prices
on

Jewels and
Balance Staffs

for JULY ONLY

1000 dozen American-made Staffs.

1000 dozen Garnet, Sapphire and
Ruby Cock and Foot Jewels.

Our regular $1.25 per dozen quality
will be sold, during July only, at

$1.00 per dozen

No order accepted for less than one
dozen. Cash must accompany all
orders.

Your money back if not satisfied.

TIDD & CO.
COLUMBIANA, OHIO



Ask your jobber for
this label-

TheTrue Blue The Best is the Cheapest! 
Beaded Label

Frencb
Watch
Glass

Note the

and
beware of
imitations.

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINIS

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

R A TIE.7-,

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them
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If you have not laid in a stock of some of our ebony, 
we want you to

give it a trial. Its superior quality and finish is what makes it sell,

and when sold it gives such good satisfaction that it 
draws trade to

your store.

REAL GENUINE BLACK EBONY TOILET ARTICLES

Solid Backs and Handles (not split), first quality Bristles, 
Sterling Silver Ornaments. None better in the market. The quality and prices of these

goods are absolutely guaranteed. PRICES QUOTED ARE N
ET CASH.

HAIR BRUSH. (Oval Back.)

Full length 8% inches, width 2% inches, 9-row extra fine quality 
bristles, sterling silver mountings.

No. 103. Each  
66c.

HAIR BRUSH. (Oval Back.)

Full length 8,4 inches, width 234 inches, 0-row extra fine quality 
bristles, heavy sterling silver mounting.

No. 104. Each   
83e.

HAIR BRUSH. (Oval Back.)

Full length 9 inches, width 2% inches, 11-row extra line quality 
bristles, heavy sterling silver mounting.

No. 106. Each  
81.03

SUSSFELD,
LORSCH & CO.

Finest

(ioods

Made.

All have

Solid

Back.

The
Real"

Article.

None
better.

Our
prices
are right,
quality
considered.

Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane.
PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier.

CLOTH BRUSH.

Concave back, length 6% inches, width 1% inches, 8-row extra fine quality
bristles, sterling silver mounting. /45c.

No. 109. Each  

CLOTH BRUSH.

Concave back, length 7 inches, width 17/,', inches 9-row extr
a fine quality

selected long bristles, heavy sterling silver mounting.

No. 112. Each  
81.32

RING HANDLE ROUND MIRROR.

Diameter 5)4 inches, full length 8 inches, extra quality 
fine beveled

edge glass, heavy sterling silver mounting.

No, 101. Each 81  10

LONG HANDLE ROUND MIRROR

Diameter 51% inches, full length 9% inches, extra quality 
fine beveled

edge glass, heavy sterling silver mounting.

No. 100. Each.   81.10

HAT BRUSH.

Length 6 inches, width 1% inches, concave back, 5-r
ow extra fine quality

bristles, sterling silver mounting.

No. 114. Each  
06a.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case ri:lating- to Hick- hitsitiess, saw at once the

'IDEAL" CASE.
It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled

plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six
inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DimENsioNs :--Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamented
with egg and dart.

beauty, utility and cheapness of our

A BEAUTIFUL CASE. •

HAT BRUSH. (Crescent shape, long handle.)

Full length 8% inches, 3-row extra fine quality long
 bristles, sterling silver mounting.

No. 118, Each  
 56c.

All have solid

backs (not split)

and the finest

quality long

selected bristles
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111L 1.1111101000111110

THREE-PIECE TOILET SET

Containing one ring handle round mirror, diameter 51/4' inches,

length 8 inches, fine quality beveled edge glass, 1 11-row 
extra fine

quality bristle hair brush, 9 inches long ; and 1 7% inch heavy 
ladies'

dressing comb. All pieces heavy sterling silver mounted. Put up in a

satin-lined fancy paper box.
No. 139. Price per set complete   83.23

Same as above with long handle mirror.

No. 138. Price per set complete   83.23

-

Made and sold

Wall Cases• Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high,
I foot 4 inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel
chains and weights. Inside of case and shelves lined with black felt.
Made to ship in the knock down.

by

Net price, $54•00. worth $70.00.

Union Show Case Co.  167 Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.FACTORY -541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cor. Loomis Street

NAIL SCRUB BRUSH

Concave back, length 4 inches, width 1% inches,
6-row extra fine quality bristles, heavy sterling
silver mounting.
No. 121, Each  33o.

MILITARY BRUSHES.

Convex (Roach style), oval backs, length 
44 inches, width

23/„ inches, 9-row extra fine quality 
bristles, sterling silver

mounting.
No.. 125. Per pair  

MILITARY BRUSHES.

Concave oval backs, length 4% inches, widt
h VA i:1 0c113cs,

12-row extra fine quality bristles, sterli
ng silver mountings.

No. 127. l'er pair  
81.03

MILITARY BRUSHES.

Concave oval backs, length 5 inches, width 27/, inches, h4
row extra fine quality bristles, heavy st

erling silver mountings.

No. 129. Per pair   82.35

A. C. BECKEN
TWO-PIECE TOILET SET

Brush and Comb. 0-row extra quality bristle hair brush, length

8% inches ; ladies' dressing comb 6% inches long. Both pieces sterling

silver mounted. Put up in a satin-lined fancy paper box.

No. 136. Price per set complete   00c.

TWO-PIECE TOILET SET

Brush and Comb. 9-row extra quality bristle large size hair brush,

length 8% inches. Ladies' heavy dressing comb 73. inches long. Both

pieces heavy sterling silver mounted ; put up in a satin-lined fancy
Japer box.

No. 137. Price per set complete 8117
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Come to Chicago, 
Fall 

 ise Realfiuging Center
to 

REDUCED FARES during the months of August, September and October
to the Great Western Metropolis and return

in connection with the

FALL MEETINGS, 1901
of the

National Association of Merchants and Travelers
AT CHICAGO Divisions A, B, C and D

One and One=Fifth Fare
Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western Passenger Association, including the following States : Iowa, Wisconsin,Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado (from Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Points East only), New Mexico and Arizona, on thesanta Fe System, Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the OreatNorthern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest points on otherlines, Northern Peninsula of Michigan on the C., M. & St. P. and C. & N. W. Ry. lines ; Illinois in Western Passsenger Association territory.Also for Texas and Oklahoma and Indian Territories ; on the following routes only : The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ; Chicago,Rock Island and Pacific, the St. Louis Southwestern (Cotton Belt Route), and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry.

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING

FOURTH MEETING

FIFTH MEETING

Dates for buying tickets, August 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Dates for returning home, August 7, 8, 9, io, II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
Dates for buying tickets, August 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
Dates for returning home, August 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and
Dates for buying tickets, August 31 and September I, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Dates for returning home, September 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, to, 11, 12, 13 and
Dates for buying tickets, September 14, 15, i6, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
Dates for returning home, September 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 56, 27 and 28.
Dates for buying tickets, October 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and November 1.
Dates for returning home, October 30, 31, and November i, 29 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

14.

31-

CENTRAL PASSENGER ASSOCIATION TERRITORY

One and One=Third Fare
Including Ohio,

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING

Michigan (except Northern Peninsula) and Indiana, and part of Illinois in the
Central Passenger Association Territory

Dates for buying tickets, August 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
Dates for returning home, August 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31.
Dates for buying tickets, September 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
Dates for returning home, September 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.
Dates for buying tickets, October 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and November 1.
Dates for returning home, October 30, 31, and November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

\\Trite us for additional particulars. Make our stores your headquarters. We are at your service.

Stein & Ellbogen Co.
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers,

103 State Street.

C. H. Knights & Co.
Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Otto Young & Co.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

149-153 State Street,

H. F. Hahn & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Champlain Building.

Towle Manufacturing Co.
Silversmiths,

I49-153 State Street.

Benj. Allen & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Silversmiths' Building.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Columbus Memorial Building.

ROYAL FLUSH
miDIAMONDS

Can't Be Beat
Our 30 years' personal trading connection in the Dia-

mond markets of Europe has given us a position where we

are considered a factor in the adjusting of values and the

making of prices. To our Trade, who get the direct benefit

of our advantages in purchasing Diamonds, we beg to an-

nounce that our MR. ALVIN BAUMAN has just returned

after a three months' stay in the Diamond markets of

Europe, and his extensive purchases are now offered to the

Trade with our guarantee that our prices, considering quality,

Can't Be Beat

EZJIUMANgEWEIRYo
617WASHINGTON,AVE. SAINT LOUIS
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Special Offer of Gessoart Statuary Sold only in full barrel lots. On single barrels cash should

accompany order. zoo other styles up to $20.00 each.Busts, Figures, Cosy Corner Masks, Pipe Racks, Etc., Etc.

IlarVester,

II inches.
Orient,

I I in...lies.

Agents for GESSOAR r STATUARY CO.
Agents for ART CHINA DECORATING CO.
(Popular-priced Hand-Painted Novelties.)

Agents for GERMAN BEER STEINS.

Illonde,
II inches.

Cherry I iirl, Diana,
14 inches. 14 inches.

308 Bronze Finish, 8 Busts in a barrel,
308c Oriental Coloring, 8 " " "

Spring,
14 inches.

Atala,
14 inches.

Nymph,
16.% inches.

Price of 8 complete $5.00, net cash.
a. 8 8.80,

, 
Al la

L. W. LEVY & CO. 194 Broadway, New York

,i 1 //-III' se •
ci - _

-

Tcto Jewelers' Solo of Engraving
Established in 1889

13th Successful Year i000 Graduates

‘t-410-su

Suite 1012-13, 126 State Street, CHICAGO
RICHARD 0. KANDLER

Proprietor and Chief Instructor
Since Its organization

Situations guaranteed to all faithful students.
Gold Medal presented to Graduates.

Testimonials from leading firms and jewelers of the United
States and foreign countries always at your disposal.

P. S.—SAVE CUTS AND SEND FOR OTHERS.
R. 0. K.

The Watch 
Adjuster's 
Manual

A Complete and Practical Guide for Watchmakers
in Adjusting Watches and Chronometers for
Isochronism, Position, Heat and Cold

By CHARLES EDGAR FRITTS (" Excelsior ") author of " Practical Hint, onWatch Repairing ; " " Practical Treatise on Balance Spring ; "
" Electricity and Magnetism for Watchmakers ;" etc., etc.

HIS well-known work is now recognized as the standard au-
thority on the adjustments and kindred subjects, both here and
in England. It contains an exhaustive consideration of the
various theories proposed, the mechanical principles on which

the adjustments are based, and the different methods followed in actual
practice, giving all that is publicly known in the trade, with a large
amount of entirely new practical matter not to be found elsewhere,
obtained from the best manufacturers and workmen, as well as from
the author's own studies and experiences. Former price, $3.50.

Sent, postpaid, to all parts of the world
on receipt of $2.50 (10/5)

The Keystone, (Sole Agent)
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Earnings on
Engraving

are an important part of the jeweler's in-
come. If you do not engrave there are
dollars for you in every page of the

Hand-Book of Letter and Ornamental
Engraving on Metal and Wood, by
Cellini. Jr., and Pivots and Pivoting, by
The Lightning Pivoter.

Both in one volume, which contains 104 pages, giving practical instructions in the art of
metal and wood engraving and pivoting. It also contains useful formulas for the watch-
maker. Price, postpaid, 50 Cents, to an parts of the world.

THE KEYSTONE PORTFOLIO OF MONOGRAMS
is especially compiled for Engravers. It contains 121 combination designs.
l'rice, postpaid, 50 Cents, to all parts of the world.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

A Rightly-Run Repair Department
requires that you keep a record of and guarantee all watch repairs. These
requisites mean a systematized business and satisfied customers.

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
has space for 1600 entries of repairs with printed headings. It is made of
P°' e linen ledger paper, has 120 pages measuring 9 x. II inches and is bound
in cloth with leather back and corners.

The Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
ColnaillS 200 printed guarantee forms with stubs. Each stub is 344. 3c 7,14
inches and is 1.,ery carefully worded. The book is bound in cloth and is
the cheapest of its kind procurable.

Either book will be sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of One Dollar (4/2).

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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Now is the Time to Think
About the Fall Trade

We think we can help
you to find the new things
you want for the fall trade.
We claim a good deal in
the way of quick-selling
novelties, and believe our
stock is worthy of your
careful investigation.

In anticipating the wants
of the retail trade for this
fall, our purchases have
been larger than ever
before, and we are pre-
pared to prove our claims
that we have made extra-
ordinary preparations to
take care of the retail
jewelers' wants this season.

Our salesmen are now
out on the road, and we
would ask our customers
to wait for them, and the
trade in general to look
them over when they call.
When you come to Chicago
we invite you to call—we
will make you welcome
whether you buy or not.

EVERY MAN wants all he can get for his
money. Its human nature. We want to help you out

in that respect in our Material Department by offering

MORE FOR THE MONEY in the mainspring line

than you can get elsewhere. Carefully note the offer

below and see for yourself.

OUR "EXCELLO" MAINSPRING

A NEW SPRING WILL BE

GI V EN FOR EVERY ONE THAT

BREAKS ON RECEIPT OF THE TIPS

"2205" WALTHAM
_

7-'2- \I•1
s, •  „

—FOR—

Elgin
Waltham
Hampden
Hamilton
Illinois
Rockford
Howard
Seth Thomas
Columbus
N. Y. Standard

Watches
PRICE

$ 1.25 Etdozen.
15 00 ! .,)err.,

including Cabinet
offered below.

Less 6 per cent.
for cash.

We have added this brand of springs to our stock 
with the confidence

that we are placing on the market the best 
imported article that it is

possible to obtain.
Note the guarantee on each spring.

TO INTRODUCE, we offer this handsome
30=DRAWER oak mainspring cabinet, bottles and all

FREE with every first order for one gross, at $15.00,
less 6 per cent. for cash.

3o-Drawer Oak Mainspring Cabinet. Size, 2O X9 X4041, Wall 44 metal

screw-top bottles, for holding material.

Do not confuse this spring with our "C. IL K. Special" 
American-made

spring, which we still sell. It is the best spring $r no will buy.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
DIAMOND IMPORTERS AND 

WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO
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J. B. Ormolu Gold
Trucic-MarlIcsa

J. B. Ormolu Gold Clocks,
Candelabra ana
Novelties excel in
grace and popularity
of design, beauty and
durability of finish.
Each piece bears J. B.

J. B. Bronze
a new and beautiful
finish, more closely re-
sembling the fine im-
ported bronzes than
any bronze finish pre-
%/Rusty offered. It will
be especially appreci-
ated by those of con-
servative taste. Each
piece bears J. B.

J. B. Bronze

No. 807
111; in. high $16.50 dozen

No. 802
43% in. high $13.50 dozen

No. 948
634 in. high $24.00 dozen

No. 918
7411 in. high $24.00 dozen

1111211111111

No. 912
634 In. high $15.00 dozen No. 7671868. 8-Day, 3-Piece Set. $14.50 each

11%1n. high

Ni,. 927. Onyx Base
173 in. high 8-Day

$10.50 each

No. 890. Pendulum, 8-Day
13% by 734 wide $10.80 each No. 904. 8-Day

Design patented 10 in. high $5.50 each
Design Patented

OUR CATALOGUE will tell you what some of the leading jewelers think of our goods as compared with othersthey have handled. Letters are printed over their respective signatures.

Every piece of
J. B. Ormolu Gold and
J. B. Bronze is accom-
panied with our Spe-
cial Guarantee.

Our goods can be
obtained from the fac-
tory direct or from the
leading jobbers. Re-
fuse imitations.

Our New Cat-
alogue, illustrating
J. B. Ormolu Gold and
J. B. Bronze ready
August 25th.
Every jeweler

should have our Cata-
logue. Write for it at
once. More new and
exclusive designs than
offered by any other
manufacturer. 0 u r
finish excels all others.
Is the best too good?

No. 903. Cut Glass.
834 in. high $24.00 dozen

No. 866. 8-Day
1334 in. high

Onyx Base
$9.00 each

THE JENNINGS BROS. MFG. CO.
Manufactured exclusively by

New York Office, 387 Broadway Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.
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1901 "ALL READY" 1901

Our fall line is complete and we are prepared

for either immediate or delayed shipments.

It comprises all that is new and good, for

your fall or holiday stock.
We respectfully invite your inspection of our

line before making your fall purchases.

Fine Gold Jewelry -Solid Gold Rings -Silverware
SOLID COLD FANCY STONE SET RINCS.

NEW ARTISTIC DESIGNS. WORKMANSHIP AND STONE SETTING 
FIRST-CLASS. SET WITH GENUINE OPALS, PE

ARLS, AND DOUBLETS.

THESE RINGS ARE WELL MADE AND INTENDED FOR HIGH CLASS 
TRADE. ILLUSTRATIONS FULL SIZE.

It SS R

1

It 1142

2 EINE OPALS, PEARLS
2 RUBY, EMERALD, OR

2 FINE OPALS, • PEARLS. a FINE OPALS, 2 PEARLS. SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR
1MT. TURKS. $5 EACH.•• EACH. $3.50 EACH.

R 151

6 RU. EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR
IMT. TURKS. $3.25 EACH.

R 129

4 FINE OPALS, 3/3 PEARLS.
07.50 EACH.

R.10 •

2 EINE OPALS.
35 EACH.

TI 193

f77,441•4- .

5 FINE OPALS.
SE EACH.

5 FINE OPALS.
57 EACH.

It 94 It 17s 
I.

.11 119.

REAL OPAL, 14 PEARLS.
$31.75 EACH.

R 134

RUBY, EMERALD; OR SAP-.
POISE DOUBLET, OR 1MY.
TURK. CENTER. IC PEARLS

32.50 EACH.

5 RUBY, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR
IMT. TURKS, I PEARLS.

$7.50 EACH.

a 1:15

311.101`0.. EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR
1MT. TURKS, 13 PEARLS

$5.25 EACH.

II 121

4
3 RUBY, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOU•LETS, OR
TURKS, 6 PEARLS.
$5.50 EACH.

ic 123

3 RUST, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR
IMT. TURKS, 12 PEARLS.

$7.50 EACH.

It 154 •

*310b*,
3 RUST, EMERALD; OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR
IMT. TURKS, • PEARLS.

33.25 EACH,

It 150 •

2 RUBY, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR
IMT. TURKS, 2 PEARLS.

$3 EACH.

2 RUBY, EMERALD, OR
 IRE DOWILETS, OR
IMT TURKS/ • PEARLS.

$5 EACH.

2 RUHY, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR
IMT, TURKS. 3 PEARLS.

$2.75 EACH.

It IA

•

a PINS OPALS.
Se EACH.

1111'

V

1•04'.-441116

It IOS

3 FINE OPALS.
53 EACH.

R

1 FINE OPAL; 2 PEARLS

• 33.50 EACH.

RUBY, EMERALD, OR SAP-
PHIRE DOUBLET, OR
IMT. TURK. CENTER.

14 PEARLS. 33.75 EACH.

It 130

IS RUBY. EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

INIT. TURKS, 12 PEARLS

$T EACH.

RUBY, EMERALD. OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

IMT. TURKS, 10 PEARLS.

54. EACH.

41 153.

2 PINE OPALS.
2 RUST. EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR
IMI. TURKS, PEARLS.

$1,50 EACH.

it ,S9.1/4.

a RUBY, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOU•LETE, OR
1547, TURKS, II PEARLS.

$3.75 EACH

II ISO

2 RUNT. EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR
1MY. TURKS, IN. PEARLS.

137.50 EACH.

it 164

RUBY, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR
1MT. TURKS, RPEAflLS.

SC EACH.

It 152.

(4410e°

U RUBY, EMESALD, PR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR 3 RUBY. EMERALD. OR

133T. TURKS, • PEARLS. SA/11111Ra DOUBLETS, OR

517 EACH IMT. TURKS. 32.75 EACH.

R 1S7 • R. 120

RUBY, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE 001.1•LETS. OR

I MT. TURKS. a PEARLS.
$3 EACH.

2 RUBY, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOU•LETS, OR

IMT. TURK, PEARL C•121,1

$2 EACH.

041*.0
3 RUBY, EMIIPIALD, OR

SArPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

NIT. TURKS. 12 EACH.

1: 15o I I 1.7

77-

3 Fl N6 OPALS. .1 PEARLS. 5 FINE OPALS, 4 PEARL,

56 EACH. 35 EACH.

II :3,

746410

1 FINE OPAL.. PEARLS.

5 RUBY, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OS

17°T. TURKS. 54.50 EACH.

a 196

RUBY. EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLET, OR

114T. TURK. CENTER.
PEARLS. $3.7s EACH.

12 132

4 RUBY, EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OS
INIT. TURKS, B PEARLS.

311 EACH.

3 RUBY. EMERALD, OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

im7. TURKS. 4 PEARLS.
34.75 EACH.

It 1 lo

II 119

FINE OPALS
PEARL CENTER

$5.25 EACH.

It 107

RUBY, EMERALD. OR
SAPPHIRE DOUBLET. OR
IMT TURK CENT211.

e PEARLS. 33.75 EACH

11 137

-41■?*

4 RUBY, IIII).L..RALP.
SAPPHIRE DOUBLLT,, OR

11137. TURKS. le Pa.maLs
$7.50 EACH.

•,1440.4111

4 RUBY. EMERALD. Of;
SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR
IMT. TURKS. SO EACH

FINE•OPAL CENTER,
2 RUBY. EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR
IMT. TURKS. 32.25 EACH.

CHIP DIAMOND CENTER,

WWI MOUNTING.
SA EACH.

THE ABOVE ARE WHOLESALE LIST PRICES, 
SUBJECT TO KEYSTONE KEY DISCOUNT

/IL J. A VERBECK
Nineteen Maiden Lane

Manufacturer-Importer

• • • • NEW YORK
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J. B. Ormolu Gold
Trattit..:-Marics,

J. B. Ormolu Gold Clocks,
Candelabra an
Novelties excel in
grace and popularity
of design, beauty and
durability of finis h.
Each piece bears J. B.

J. B. Bronze
a new and beautiful
finish, more closely re-
sembling the fine im-
ported bronzes than
any bronze finish pre-
vi, usly offered. It will
be especially appreci-
ated by those of con-
servative taste. Each
piece bears J. B.

J. B. Bronze

No. 807
hiu,h ;7=1i...10 dozen No. 948

in. high $24.00 dozen

_

No. 918
7' , ill. high $24.00 dozen

33303_

B20234/••••ef

N.

C in. high t,15.00 dozen No, 767 . 968. 8-Day, 11-Piece Set. 814.50 each
11‘,L1 in. high

N... \

I7'.. i LI, • •-ktv
y Mi Pendulutn, R-Day

:;1, hy 7' „ wide $10.80 (4(41
I /esign patented

Every piece of
J. B. Ormolu ;old and
J. B. Ilronze is accom-
panied with our Spe-
cial Guarantee.

Our goods can be
tibtained from the fac-
tory direct or from the
leading jobbers. Re-
fuse imitations.

Our New Cat-
alogue, illustrating
J. B. Ormolu Gold and
J. B. Bronze ready
August 15111.
Every jeweler

should have our Cata-
logue. Write for it at
once. Afore new and
exclusive designs than
offered by any other
manufacturer. 0 u r
nish excels all others.

Is the best too good?

No. NM, Cut Glass.
In. 1;401 834.00 dozen

No. 904. 8-Day
10 In. high $6.50 each

Design patented

N. sf16. 8-Day ( 'sex Base
13'2 in. high 511.06 each

OUR CATALOGUE will tell you what some of the leading jewelers think of our goods as compared with othersthey have handled. Letters are printed over their respective signatures.

Manufactured exclusively by THE JENNINGS BROS. MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.

New York Office, 387 Broadway

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

1901 "ALL READY" 1962i.

Our fall line is complete and we are prepared

for either immediate or delayed shipments.

It comprises all that is new and good, for

your fall or holiday stock.
We respectfully invite your inspection of our

line before making your fall purchases.

Fine Gold Jewelry -Solid Gold Rings Silverware

Ii 0

SOLID COLD FANCY STONE SET RINCS.

NEW ARTISTIC DESIGNS. WORKMANSHIP AND STONE 
SETTING FIRST-CLASS. SET WITH GENUINE 

OPALS, PEARLS, AND DOUBLETS.

THESE RINGS ARE WELL MADE AND INTENDED FOR HI
GH CLASS TRADE. ILLUSTRATIONS FULL 

SIZE.

11 t•

2 FINE OPALS. el PEARLS.

S5 EACH.

2 FINE OPALS. 2 PEARLS.

$3.50 EACH.

3 FINK OPALS, S PEARLS,

$5.25 EACH.

• FINE OPALS. as PEARLS.

$7.50 EACH.

It 47 It 142 • 
It ISO It 19).;

2 FINE OPALS. s PEARLS

2 RUDY, EMERALD. 011

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

iMT. TURKS. SE EACH.

ir f7A-.

5 FINE OPALS.

SE EACH.

,e511'4141.

FINE OPALS.

35 EACH.

It P.E1

I. . A ,

5 FINE OPALS.

$7 EACH.

• I.' •

t*At. *

3 FINE OPALS.

Sc EACH.

It 110

t;

5 !IN! OPALS.

$5.25 EACH.

„.; t

3 FINE OPALS.

S3 EACH.

LatikjA..41.

3 FIN2t OPALS. 3 rEAnLs

Ss EACH.

It ,7 It :lc.

.."..

•

1 FINE OPAL; 2 PEARLS.

53.50 EACH.

FINE OPAL CENTER,

1E  

SIR EACH 

lt 191

5 RUBY, MMMMM LD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOU•LETS, OR

1MT. TURKS. $3.25 EACH.

REAL OPAL, 14 PEARLS.

$9.7. EACH.

R 134

S RUBY, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

IMT. TURKS. 13 PEARLS.

57.50 EACH.

•
14. 135

3 RUST, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOURLETS. OR

IMT. TURKS, E PEARLS.

55.25 EACH.

Ii 121

•

2 RUNT, IMItEALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

IMT. TURKS, 2 PEARLS.

$3 EACH.

a RUBY, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE Dou•Lars. OR
IMT. TURKS, S PEARLS.

$5.50 EACH.

11 123

2 RUST, EMERALD. OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

INIT. TURKS, • PEARLS.

$A EACH.

RUBY, EMERALD. OR SAP-.

PH1RE DOUBLET. OR 1MY.

TURK. CENTER. to PEARLS

$2.E0 EACH.

3 RUBY. EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

IMT. TURKS.. PEARLS

$7.50 EACH.

R 154

3 RUST, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

TURKS. • PEARLS.

$3.25 EACH.

150

2 RUBY, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

ImT. TURKS. 3 PEARLS.

$2.75 EACH.

RUBY, EMERALD, OR SAP-

PHIRE DOUBLET, on

IMP. TURK, CENTER.

Ia PEARLS. 53.75 EACH.

It
WAIL

2 FINE OPALS,

2 RUST, EMERALD. OR ' 3 RUBY. EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

,my. TURKS. E PEARLS, IMT. TURKS, 8 PEARLS.

55.50 EACH. 23.75 EACH.

13 RU13Y. EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

IMT. TUP.1KS, 12 PEARLS.

37 EACH.

It 1:11

2 RUST, EMERALD. OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

(MT. TURKS, IM. PEARLS.

$7.00 EACH.

It l(11

2 RUST. EMERALD. OR

SAPPHIRE 001J•LETS, OR

INT. TURKS, B PEARLS,

S3 EACH.

A Rowe, MM .00

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETs, OR

IMT. TURKS, • PEAR LS.

87 EACH.

2 RUST, EMERALD, OR

.SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

IMP. TURK. PEARL C•NT.
11

52 EACH.

ruler, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

1MT. TURKS, 10 PEARLS.

wit 1:•3

I FINE OPAL. 10 PEARLS.

5 RUBY. EMERALD. OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

I'MY. TURKS. $4.50 EACH.

It

RUBY, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLET, OR

INIT. TURK. CENTER.

B PEARLS. $3.7E EACH.

It 132

5 RUST. EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

1MT. TURKS, B PEARLS.

SE EACH.

It 1:•2

3 RUBY. EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

IMP. TURKS. 52.75 EACH.

14 1'20

ealniritki, •

3 RUST,. EMiRALD. oR

S A.p 

RP. 

u ,t0.0 L. BBL: T. SA.c ORR

a

4 RUBY, EMERALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS, OR

IMT. TURKS, e PEARLS.

Se EACH.

It 15")

3 RUSY,BM ERALD. OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. OR

IMP. TURKS. 4 PEARLS.

$4.75 EACH.

431,
FIN E'OPAL. CENTER.

2 KURT, EMIERALO. OR

SAPPHIRE DOURI,TS. OR

IN.. TURKS. $2.2; EACH

3 FINE OPALS. 4 reAnt...

SR EACH.

.13,44.04

,• 

233,

E FINE OPAL:

PEARL CENTEP

35.25 EACH

It 1:17

-.Lae( '1
• -..

•

•

RUBY, EMERALD. on

SAPPHIRE DOUBLET. OR

IMT. TURK crnr-n

S PEARLS. 53.75 EACH

It 1:13
-44

N.:fa

4 RUBY, HNHALD, OR

SAPPHIRE DOUBLETS. ow

1MT. TURKS, Is PEARLS

37.50 EACH.

04114))
4 Rt.... EMERALD. Op

SAPPHIRE DOUBLE'S, OP

IMT. TURKS. $4 EACH

Ii 37

CHIP DIAMOND CENTER.

13,a1 MOUNTING.

Ba EACH,

THE ABOVE ARE WHOLESALE LIST PRI
CES, SUBJECT TO KEYSTONE KEY DISCOUNT

M. J. AVERBECK
Nineteen Maiden Lane

Manufacturer-Importer

•
NEW YORK



Honest Goods at Honest Prices

There are only two precious metals. This fact

would seem to limit greatly the field for novelty in watch cases, but genius

recognizes no limitations. A most striking evidence of what ingenuity and

skill can accomplish in the creation of novelty is the

KEYSTONE STERLING SILVER CASES
WITH NIELLO ORNAMENTATION

NIELLO is really an artificial metal. It is a jet black, lustrous compound, with metallic properties

of strength and flexibility. In appearance it is the very antithesis of silver, and the contrast between the

lustrous blackness and the silver brilliancy is very beautiful.

NIELLO ornamentation is produced by cutting an artistic design into the silver on the backs

and centers, and filling in the space where the silver is removed with Niello. t'Being flexible, the Niello won't

crack like enamel in case of denting, and it won't wear or rub off, being as durable as the silver itself. It is

embedded in and surrounded by the silver, and not merely applied to the surface.

Our New Line is now ready. It is iniAossible to describe the additions to our line qf Vests,Ladies' G*ras, Bracelets, etc. Our lines if Lockets are beautiful and serviceable. Ask anyjobbing jeweler in any .tart of the United Slates or Canada. They will be able tojill any orderin our line.

There is no guesswork as to the properties or durability

Both have been tested by actual service.

Many new patterns of the Niello Cases are now ready.

New York Office-3 Maiden Lane
San Francisco Office-806 Market Street
London Office-3 Bradford Ave., Red Cross St„ E. C.

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.



AN ABSOLUTELY NEW IDEA FOR WATCHMAKERS
This is done by using " Our Perfect American-made Material as shown hi the Cabinet below.

55 different kinds of Balance Staffs for American-made Movements. 29 different kinds of Balance Jewels for American-made Movements.12 different kinds of Roller Jewels.

SWARICHILD ComPANY Watchmakers' and
Supply House

Jewelers'

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue--CHICAGO Silversmiths' Building

Our 700-page

Catalogue,

just out,

will be sent free

Our

700-page

1901-2

Catalogue,

just out,

will

be sent

KENEF

No. 1001

Our " Perfect " Gold Test Outfit
as follows :

Acid Bottle, with ACID to test 4 to 14 K. gold

Our 1901-2

700-page

Illustrated

Catalogue,

just out,

will be sent free

upon

application.

I Set Gold Testing Needles, from 4 to 20 "

1 Gold Test Stone

1 Oak Cabinet.

Price Complete, $3.25

containing the lotion :

I Acid Bottle, with ACID for Testing 4 to 14 K. gold

I Oak Cabinet, as shown in Cut.

Price Complete, 75c.
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SWARTCHILD & CO. Z.4

,SC2 
4- V atchmakers' and

..... Jewelers Supplies

Silversmiths' Bldg., 131-137 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

IA •

II OUR "PERFECT" ASSORTMENT 0F12 DOZ.

GENUINE AMERICAN HANDS.

No. 1000.
,.11)1,1ete contains 96 bottles, all tilled and labeled of-

73-4 dozen Polished American-made " Perfect " Balance Staffs,634' " Gray finish "
73 " Ruby and Sapphire First Quality American-made " Perfect " Balance Jewels,12 " Our ' Perfect Roller Jewels-

33 dozen in all. D6•-• • es •-• ft* A A A

doz. 1 Hour awl ir.1.• II

11
" ..■•■ "

Iss " K.NV. " "
" 1ss " Secluul Hands

"

"

12.10z. Price, Cabinet Complete, 82.00

No., 1004

Put up in neat box, 4 x 3 inches,
and ready for use.

" ()ur Perfect" Balance Staff, Iligh Grade, Polished, for all American Movements „ , • ,-   per dozen, P.50" ;ray lin1511, 
41 It

14 Cock and Foot Jewels,
Roller Jewels,

41 41 1.25
14 41

1.50
41 44 .30

  " gross, 3.00Cabinet shown above is made of Solid Oak, highly polished ; has 2 trays holding 96 bottles ; grooved so bottles lay firm. Price of Cabinet, with 96 bottles,A very fine Cabinet to hold all inaterial of any kind. $4.00

SEND YOUR ORDERS POR ABOVE DIRECT TO

1:g .,,% ' SWARTCHILD & CO.
Watchmakers' and

l'- ''1.- 1 Jewelers' Supplies A■ li-,
....-.....-

Silversmiths' Bldg.. 131-137 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

OUR " PERFECT" ASSORTMENT OF 6 DOZ.

LOUIS XV. AMERICAN GOLD HANDS

Supply House

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

1,mlis Ele1,11our awl 11a

12s " "
6, 0 11

OS

18a " "

16s " "
12s "
Gs 44

Oa " "

7.4,...:St Wa:--- - — — -- lAevse.nue, *V
 
-6.\\L.\ Silversmiths

clSaWkBeAri dRsq,TaCn1Hd311lD37& 
Jewelers

Cbsoau.,)hp

. 

" PERFECT"
OUR

ASSORTMENT " Il s " " " " " "

OF 12 Doz.
GENUINE

HOUR AN

MINUTE " 1k " " '' " " *

HANDS.

12(1.z Price, Cabinet. (1 plc1,•,

11.7„ ISs 1V:inn:Liu s . II..r aiol Minnie Ham1.7"""

,

" IS, " N. IV. " "
" is, Elgin S. W. " " 
'' VI:: "

•

016111Z§P414 011E 

Din6ZVIRs 01.110aZ-PjiRs 0X 0116Z.sPAIR otif PonZs-P111iR OE DEAIRS 1

WALTHAM WALTHAM WALTHAM WALTHAM WALTHAM WALTHAM
S.W. SW. S.W. S.W. S.W. K.W. .

• HOUR&MIN. HOUR -&M1N. HOUR & MIN. HOUR &MIN. HOUR g MIN. HOUR& MIN.

- HAND HANDS HAMA 4ANDS HANOS HANO9

. . •_
di 00Z.PAID,, ,0110Z.PAIRt., 4 OILIPAIRD no poz.plot, 4eoz.pqipt, nopoZ.PAIRc,.

im 18S 441) 16S. 4 0 'as. u 6 S. 'l u os. Q u I8s. ".
ELGIN ELGIN ELGIN ELGIN ELGIN ELGIN

. S.W. S.W. S.W. 5.W• S.W. K.W
HOUR &MIN. NUR &MIN. HOUR &MIN. HOUR & MIN. HOUR &MIN. HOUR &MIN.

. l'1A-.N-D3 NA-NTOS HAWDS HANDS HA"i4rDS 11 ii-N. DS

 _      — -,_-- 
 - -,-- _------ - - - ------_  

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Watchmakers' and

Jewelers' Supplies 41......rrA,
Silversmiths' Bldg.. 131-137 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

OUR " PERFECT" ASSORTMENT 0F12 DOZ.

GENUINE AMERICAN HANDS

ISs \Vanhani S. \V. Iluur awl Nlinute hands

IIIti "

II 

II
19:4 " 

. . .
"

" " "
,

" 
44

I -- K. W. 
" $eeouil Hands

iyy, Cabinet Complete, 62.00

SWARTCHILD & CO. 71,e y
4 Watchmakers' and '

Silversmiths• 131(11..131-13 7 Wabash Ave.
Jewelers' Supplies ,

CHICAGO

OUR " PERFECT" ASSORTMENT OF 6 DOZ.

LOUIS XV. AMERICAN GOLD HANDS

Louis X V. Wailliam 11.ur and Minute 'Hands
41 II

44 II 14

It 14 14

" Second Hands

6 doz.

Our " Perfect " 5 Different Assortments of

Genuine American Watch Hands

put up in boxes as illustrated above. ilv having his Watch

Hands put up in this ‘vay, any watchmaker is enabled to fit any

American watch made in an instant. Each style of hand is put

in separate box, thus saving a great de,d of time in selecting- the

hand needed.

11 41.

PI lee, Callinet (•otrirlyie, 65.00



71,6
Next to a diamond ring, what can you offer to a gentleman of taste?My new INTERCHANGEABLE INITIAL, EMBLEM or PHOTO. RINGSare incrusted with 22 K. gold in brown sard onyx, and are the " right thing."

FOR OTHER STYLES OF RINGS, WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

N. S75
No. 856

PROTECTION
I 1611 sell my new patent rings to
one jeweler ONLY in each town
of io,000 inhabitants or less.

Parties who may be interested
will please communicate at once,
and samples will be sent on receipt
of satisfactory references.

Patented Bezel
Nhowinl the

Nw'tifitcihealfits,laittlitte

the Ring

Reverse View
of Bezel and
Retaining Pill

No. 856

All initial Rings can be turned into Photo. Rings by replacingthe sard onyx bezel tops with a crystal bezel top under whichminiatures of paper or carbon prints same as on watch cases areplaced.

•
No. No. 857 N. 871

N. 870

Charles M. Levy
Manufacturer of

FINE GOLD RINGS an
DIAMOND LOCKETS

52 Maiden Lane

Established 1888 New York

OUR TRAVELERS
Look for them

ELI GUTMANN, in the South.
STEVE LEUBUSHER, in the Northwest.EUGENE FROMMEYER, in Ohio, Indianaand Illinois.
ED. C. PFAFFLE, in the Southwest. The Fall Season Is Upon Us

And the live jeweler who will take full advantage of our complete lines by a careful inspectionof our traveling representative's stock, or by a personal visit to our store and making hisselections for the fall trade from either one of the above, will be better prepared for the extragood trade that is bound to come to him this fall. If sonic one of our travelers have not asyet called on you, a request from you will bring one of our bright young salesmen to any pointwithin our territory, and when he arrives you will find him alive to your interests.
Need we assure you that our fall stock is as full of good things as a cocoanut is of milk ?Hardly! But it is a fact that we show the most complete general line of DIAMONDSWATCHES AND JEWELRY—all at prices which cannot fail to interest you.
We shall at any and all times be pleased to send out selection packages to responsibledealers, assuring them promptness and liberal selections.

OUR SPECIALTIES Price
Cyclone Hard-Soldering Flux, . soc.
Cyclone Steel-Soldering Flux, soc.
Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer, . . 35c.

Are Just what you need In your
business. TRY THEM.

Yours to please,

L. GUTMANN 0 SONS
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Merchants
SI East Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

XigrilgArll419 

DIPLOMAJ

FORAILNTIII(AllORKMAN.f111P
AND.rIIUT. PRI

ALL ALIVE. We have opened the eyes of all jewelersas to prices for new goods and desirablepatterns.
E,IVIBL,E,-/VI GOODS A SPECIAL,TY.

Send for selection packages.

Harris 0 Schuster, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane, New York
WI-ten writing to advertisers kindly rnention The Keyestone.

Special Mid-Summer Offering
During the month of August we offer at an exceptionally low price

797

Slide Rest 
Face Plate aa

Foot WheelLathe Countershaft

as described. Every article high-grade and absolutely guaranteed.
practical watchmaker that cannot be excelled.

40-POUND FOOT-WHEEL, swing treadle,
wheel turned and grooved

FACE PLATE. Improved pattern,
precision taper center,

guaranteed.

Complete Outfit, $46—.75 Net 
Cash

Write us for prices on any of the above separately.

An outfit for the

LESS THAN HALF SIZE

BOLEY LATHE, W.-W. or Moseley No. 2 p;tttern, 10 Chucks, Cement Brasses, Taper Centers, 
Chuck

Block and Cover. Hardened bearings, finely nickeled. Quality and accuracy guaranteed.

SLIDE REST. The newest pattern, square and
round tool-holders, and 8 cutters.

SPEED WHEEL COUNTERSHAFT. Adjustable
ill all directions. Well nickeled and finished.

M. Sickles Cs Sons
726 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Dealers in Everything for the Trade



G. :1. D. CO.
CHAINS
. 'lure given i•lilin

satisfaction
for mon. than

-

"TIME TELLS THE STORY"
ESTAELISHED 1856

U. A. 8. CO.
CHAINS

it Have given entire
satisfaction

for more than
40 YEA Its.

Hand-
Carved

INCORPORATED 1900.

HONOR m-kl sold on /HER/ T.

I1. more than FORTY YEARS the goods of G. A. DEAN CO. have been made on r Rings
Our line to=day is larger and better than ever before. Our quality the BESTROLLED=PLATE and GOLD FILLED. Our specialty Chain, in Ladies' and Gents'Fobs, Vest Chain, Dickens, Lorgnettes, Bracelets, Etc.
Sold to the Jobbing Trade Only, many of whom havehandled our goods for 20 years or more with entire satisfaction.

NEW YORK SAMPLE OFFICE
9 MAIDEN LANE

LOOK AT OUR LINE FOR THE FALL TRADE.

G. A. DEAN CO., =teoci-7/ Attleboro, Mass.

Don't
T: Fall

to see the

RIVETT
Tools 
at the

Pan-American
Exposition
Buffalo, N. Y.
Machinery Building
Block 42
Near the
Main Entrance

The best Tools in
the World 

Judge for yourself

BRIGHTON, BOSTON
MASS., U. S. A.

THE FIRST MESSAGE 
FROM MARS 

will be a request for a memorandum package of our
New Fall Patterns of 10 K. Stone-
Set Rings.

We pay express charges both ways and give you
January 1st terms on goods selected.

We want your business, and you can use our rings
to good advantage, because we exchange unsalable
rings for other styles of stone—set rings at any time, and
keep them in repair free for two years after you have
sold them.

We quote manufacturers' prices to all, without
distinction.

A trial is solicited by

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Man ufact u rers of

Solid Gold Rings and Importers of Diamonds

31 Builders' Exchange

Our second offering _through The Keystone

Ricketts Diamond B

TRAD:-MARK

ag, as per this cut,made with silk and has one yard of ribbon attached, alsoinside pocket, and is without doubt the best Diamond and-Jewel Bag on the market.

Price, per thousand, 900, or per gross, 96.50

The RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World

Liettablieshcacl 1900 JOHNSTOVVN, N. Y.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

NEW AND UNIQUE

DESIGNS FOR LADIES

AND GENTLEMEN

in a profusion of Beautiful

Studies, Figures, Faces,

Masks, Animals, Scroll and

Renaissance Pierced Work.

799

3 416
BEAST Lk BEAUTY

OUR MOUNTED DIAMOND GOODS are Unsurpassed in Style, Quality and Price

Over 7000 Original Designs

in Rose Diamond and Pearl and Opal and other SET RINGS now being shown to the JOBBING TRADE

Chas. P. Goldsmith & Co., Manufacturers, 33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK

A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES
BRAND Your stock of Materials and Tools is probably low—neg-

lected during the rush of the busy season. We would
like the opportunity of filling a sample order from you, and

call your attention to a few of our specialties listed below.

MARK 
We guarantee prompt service and first-class goods. We

have had twenty years'experience in filling material orders.

* " STAR " Brand American 
Mainsprings, extra

quality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rust

tin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen; $9.25 per gross.

Balance-Staffs made for Ameri
can Movements, and American-made Cock

and Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the 
following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. If not

satisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.
Waltham, 0, 1, 6, it and 18 sizes, 65 cents dozen.
Elgin, 0, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "
lianiRden, 6, 10 and IS " 65 cents "

Illinois 6 16 and 18 " 65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "
65 cents "

Columbus, 18
Rockford, 18
Trenton, IS
N. Y. Standard, 18
Seth Thomas, 6 and 18
Atlas and Sun Dial, 8 and 18"

1,

*,, STAR " Brand American Roller-

Jewels, one gross (12 dozen) nicely
assorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles, for
tinespheerfleecatdfi t.gstpneacki por cA oe rmi t‘elt2c .h7e5s

or 25 cents per dozen.

Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,

75 cents and $1.25 per gross.

Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per

gross, 25 cents.

* " STAR" Brand American Long

Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12

dozen), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,

12 bottles, for the leading makes. l'rice
complete,Special,S1.75 (dozen,20 cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,

American nd, 5 
cents.

  o  c a r sizes, 2 2,364s o. z., assorted, one

dozen 

Rolled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round

twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cents;

square, per dozen, 66 cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,

assorted, per dozen, 30 cents.

Gilt SeCradrofzep to in Backs, round, assorted,p 

American Pendant Screws, a very

handy screw for holding in stem, per

gross, well assorted, 50 cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass

Screws, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.

rlascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 cts.

* " STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, 
extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,

in box, per gross, 75 cents.

Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch

Bows,O, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, round, assorted

on card, per dozen, $1.75 ; antique, per

dozen, $2.00.

Gold Solder (N) Brand, low karat
, very

easy flowing,per dwt..26 cts.; 6 dwt.,5i.00

Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,

ill Y, oz. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.

Silver Crowns and Stems, one 
dozen

nicely assorted on card. l'er card, oo cts.

Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set 
Bars

and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in 
box,

$1.15.
4tmerican Winding Stem Combina-

tion, containing 4 dozen stems and key
s

of all sizes suitable for Waltham, El
gin,

Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, complet
e

outfit ; per box, $1.0o.

NW All the above prices are 
strictly NET CASH.

Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., B'r707aaZ, New York

301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO.

I MPORTERS or PRECIOUS ARO I MITATION 
STONES

ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES

PEARLS
TURQUOISE

GARNETS Send for Price-List ETC.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

maker of Fine Tools and Dies for the Dade
Lion Building, Filth and Elm 

Streets

ItIgh•Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

Wightmall & Hough Co:.w. S. HOUGH
ESTABLISHED 1856

New York Office:
3 Maiden Lane

TRADE-MARK

INCORPORATED 1893

Factory:
Providence, R. I.

Largest and Oldest Makers of Fine

LOCKETS 
in America

Solid Gold
Gold Filled
Rolled-Plate 3000 Patterns
Sterling Silver in all sizes, anhd designs

No. 6220

All our goods are guaranteed to give 
satisfactory wear

Jobbing Trade Only
We make a large line of MEDALLIONS and

FRAMES for Miniatures

Foot=Power Lathes.
Correct in principle.

High grade tools Elegant in design.

. Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is

admirably adapted for the heavier work of watchmakers

and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw•Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.
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THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.,
FAcrony A,

Sterling and Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY
FAcrony E.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware.
Sterling and Plated Flatware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO.,
FACTORY C.

Sterling Inlaid, Plated and Unplated
Flatware.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE DERBY SILVER CO.,
FACTORY B,

Plated Hollowware.

DERBY, CONN.

THE MERIDEN SILVER CO.,
FACTORY F,

Plated Hollowware,

MERIDEN, CONN.

NEW
AND

SEASONABLE GOODS
IN OUt

RELIABLE BRANDS

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.,
FACTORY H,

Plated Flatware.

HARTFORD, CONN

are now on exhibition at our various
salesrooms, and are being shown
by our Travelers.

If you are not being properly
supplied, write to the factory mak-
ing the goods you require and new
sheets of illustrations will be mailed
you.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
GENERAL OFFICE, = = = = MERIDEN, CONN.

CHICAGO

ROGERS & BROTHER,
FACTORY J,

Plated and Unplated Flatware.
WATERBURY, CONN.

NEW YORK CITY : 9.11-t3 Maiden Lane, 1128 Broadway

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.,
FACTORY C.

Plated Hollowware and Flatware.
MERIDEN, CONN.

HAMILTON, ONT.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY N,

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,

MERIDEN, CONN.
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

B. THORPE, Publisher.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts of
the United States, Ilawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines, Guam,
U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, Mexico and Canada (except
Newfoundland); single copies, regular issues, 15 cents;
special issues, T F25 cents. To Foreign Countries 10 Shillings
(02.44) per year ; single copies, 1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mall, should
be made by a Post-thliee Money ttrder, Bank Check or Draft,

or an Express NIoney Order. When neither of these cat be

procured, send the money in a Registered Letter. All
Remittances should he made payable to THE
KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address changed,
should give the old as well as the IWW address.

Advertisements—Advertisiug rail, furnished on application.

No advertisements but those of a reputable character will be
inserted.

To Advertisers—copy for advertisements must reach us by the
25th of each month to insure insertion in the issue of the t01-
lowing month. Notices of changes in advertisement, should

later tIlyutenitnhveit2e0t,1„1,,of the previous moot h.

COrrreeasephOunsdneont respondenee CH all staffers of

interest to the trade. Correspondents must invariably give

their name and address. 1Ve do sot, however, hold ourselves

responsible for the opinions of mar correspondents.
All communications should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE,
19TH & BROWN STREETS,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 105 STATE 8T. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AUSTRALIA, 808CH, BARTHEL & CO., 190 PITT STREET, Sri:my', N. 8. W.

GREAT BRITAIN, ANGLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 94 NATION GARDEN, Lorloos, E. C.

J. RAPHAEL et CO., 51 CLERNENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E. C.
130TWRIGHT A GREY, 13 SPENCER ST., CLERKENWELL, LONDON, E. C.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO., SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
FACTORY K,

Plated Flatware,
WATERBURY, CONN.

FACTORY L.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
Sterling and Plated Flatware.

WALLINGFORD, CONN.

THE WATROUS MFG. CO.,
FACTORY P.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
and Sterling Flatware.

WALLINGFORD, CONN.

TO UNWRAP YOUR KEYSTONE, SIMPLY PULL THE STRING
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Enormous Diamond Importations

HERE is probably no better evidence of

the prosperity of the country than the

importations of diamonds. A despatch from

Washington, D. C., states that a report received

at the Treasury Department from George W.

Mindil, the Government expert on precious

stones at the New York Custom House, shows

that during the fiscal ended June 3oth last, the

aggregate value of precious stones and pearls

passed through his office was $21,919,053.

This amount largely exceeds the total of any

other year in the history of the country, and

exceeds by over $3,000,000 the entire importa-

tions of the four years ended in March, 1896.

It is $6,924,943 more than for the fiscal year

ending jUlle 30, 1900, and $3,283,251 more

than for 1899. Mr. Mindil states that the placing

of precious stones in their rough or native state

upon the free list has established a new mechani-

cal industry' in America, and now nearly one-half

of the precious stones sold in this country are

cut and polished here.
Commenting on the record-breaking im-

portations of precious stones a metropolitan

journal says editorially : "As an index to the

tidal wave of prosperity on which the American

people are now riding, this large importation of

purely luxurious articles is interesting. That

prevailing conditions, however, developed this

big business in diamonds and other precious

stones is not astonishing. Human nature does

not change much, and all that we know of old

Egypt and Persia and Babylon, and of later

Rome and Greece, warrant us in believing that

when their dinner-pails were at their fullest they

largely invested their surplus prosperity, as

Americans are doing, in the sparkling wonders

of the mine. Human nature seems indeed

immutable in its love of gems, a fortunate thing

for the jewelers.

The Hot-Spell and the Crops

855 

THE phenomenal heat which has afflicted

the entire expanse of country east of the

875 Rockies during the last six weeks has not only

entailed vast human suffering, but also con-

siderable loss. At this writing the corn crop

seems to have suffered most, the loss in some

districts being estimated at from 25 to 30 per

cent. of the entire crop. In many sections,. on

the other hand, it would appear that the crop has

been but slightly injured. The wonder, indeed,

is that the damage is so little. For nearly two

entire months the Middle West, chiefly that por-

tion of it known as the corn belt, has been sizzling

ill an atmosphere which has repeatedly sent the

temperature record above the century mark.

Official records of over too degrees in the shade

871
881

867, 86g
873

86z, 863
877

865, 869879, 88i
Ens
1331
859
853
821

• 835839
• 847
• 843
• 841,845

833

have been made in Missouri, Wisconsin, Kansas,

Nebraska, Minnesota, and in Illinois and Ohio.

Dry timber and parched outdoor woodwork

have been set on fire by the direct heat of the

sun, and in some localities railway tracks have

been so expanded by heat that they have been

rendered temporarily useless. Hundreds of

deaths are attributed to the intolerable heat,

and live stock suffered severely.

TT is doubtful, however, whether the damage

has been so serious as to cause any material

curtailment of the voluminous prosperity prom-

ised for this fall. Before the advent of the blight-

ing heat the corn crop was estimated at fully

2,000,000,000, not all unusual crop in recent

years. There has been no light corn crop since

1894, when the figures touched the low-water

mark during twenty years past of i , 2 I 2, 000, 000

bushels. In 1895 the crop exceeded 2,000,-

000,000 bushels, and in 1896 the maximum of

2, 383, 000, 000 bushels was reached. Last year's

crop was 2,105,000,00o bushels ; and until the

unfavorable Western weather conditions became

chronic during- so many weeks, it had been

hoped that this large volume of production

might be realized this year, but present indica-

tions are that the harvested crop will be much

below this figure.

TT is fortunate that as an offset to the damage
1- to the corn crop the country has been blessed

with a bumper wheat crop. The Government

estimate of the average condition of spring and

winter wheat on July 1st was 91. I per cent., as

compared with 69.8 per cent at the correspond-

ing date last year and 76.2 per cent. on July I,

1899. Experts differ widely in their calculations

of the probable yield, and estimates vary from

700,000,000 to 770,000,000 bushels. It seems

probable that the minimum estimate will be

somewhat exceeded by the result of the harvest,

tricl that upward of 400,000,000 bushels of win-

ter wheat and 300,000,000 bushels of spring

wheat may be the wheat product of 1901. In

that event, with carried-over supplies conserva-

tively estimated at 75,000,000 bushels, the

country would have an aggregate supply of at

least 775,000,000 bushels to meet requirements

for the twelve months to July 31, 1902. These

requirements call for 65,000,000 bushels for

spring and fall seeding, and on a basis of 40

bushels per capita, about 350,000,000 bushels

for food, which would leave a surplus for ex-

portation and reserve of 360,000,000 bushels.

The effect of the drouth on the spring wheat

may lessen somewhat, but not very materially,

the above estimates. It will thus be seen that

the grain situation is not so unfavorable as some

of the scare reports from the West indicate. A
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conservative authority states that " the situation
is favorable for larger returns to American pro-
ducers of the bumper wheat crop of 1901 than
they could have expected if the corn crop
should have matured without accident ; and
farmers in the drouth-stricken sections who
shall be fortunate enough to save half of their
expected yield of corn may possibly realize as
much for it as they would have otherwise ob-
tained for an average harvest." But, on the
other hand, the small crop will mean corres-
pondingly diminished exports and must seri-
ously affect the meat products, of which it is
the food basis.

THE newspapers of the West are much more
pessimistic than the people themselves.

Kansas is the State which has suffered most,
yet Kansans, by no means, regard the situation
as calamitous. Governor Stanley, of that State,
says : "With the corn crop wholly eliminated,
Kansas is in better shape this year than in many
past years, and while the comparison affords no
particular cause for encouragement, it affords
no ground for discouragement. The value of
our wheat this year will be equal to or greater
than that of last year, which in round numbers
was $42,000,000. Our live stock products will
be at least $6o,000,000, alfalfa and other forage
crops $5,000,000, hay and grasses $2,000,000.
This makes a total of $107,000,000 for farm
products, not counting corn, oats, potatoes,
fruit and many other things, of which con-
siderable quantities will be produced. The
year 1901 will mark the close of a five-
year period the most successful that Kansas
has ever enjoyed. With 75,000,000 bushels
of the best wheat that was ever raised in her
graneries, with $7o,000,000 deposited in her
banks, with 40,000,000 bushels of old corn on
hand, with larger herds than ever in her pas-
tures and forage plants necessary to carry them
through the coming winter, with a people less
elated by success and less discouraged by ad-
versity than ever before, Kansas is all right."

Record-Breaking Ocean Trip

GOING to Europe has become so fashionable
a pastime with twentieth-century Ameri-

cans that a shortening of the time necessary to
cross the ocean in a matter of sentimental interest
to all and of business interest to many. It is
consequently worth recording that the " five-
day boat " is to-day in actual existence, though
she has not yet performed the trans-atlantic
journey in five days. The steamship Deutch-
land, which left New York July i ith, arrived
at Plymouth, England, early in the morning of
July 17th, having made the voyage of 3082
knots in 5 days, r r hours and 5 minutes. This
is at an average speed of 23.51 knots an hour
for the whole voyage, or an average of 29
geographical miles an hour, or nearly 700 miles
for each full day of 24 hours. If the shorter
course of 2980 knots had been taken and the
same speed maintained the voyage to Plymouth
could have been made in about 5 days and 3

• hours, and to Queenstown in 4 days and 18
hours. It will thus be seen that the DeuIckland
is capable of crossing the ocean well within five
days, and she well merited the enthusiastic
congratulation on her recent performance.
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Report of the Commissioner of Patents is the practice of holding applications in the
patent office on different pretexts and thus un-
duly extending the life of the patent. The
remedy suggested is an amendment to the law
to the effect that unless an application becomes
involved in an interference it should not be per-
mitted to remain in the Patent Office more than
three years without abridging its life of seven-
teen years. At present about 75 per cent. of
the patents are issued within one year after the
application is filed, but it is possible by making
repeated amendments to the claims or by pro-
longed interference proceedings to delay the
issue of the patent indefinitely, and in the mean-
time the inventor, or rather the wealthy owner,
has full protection in his monopoly and the
benefit of the seventeen years after the patent is
finally issued. The recommendation of the
Commissioner in this regard is reasonable and
just.

AN official document that is always interesting
to our readers is the annual report of the

Commissioner of Patents. The report for 1900,
just issued, shows a list of 24,660 patents
granted, being the largest total in the records
of the office. The report for 1900 is especially
interesting in that it gives a brief history of the
American patent system from the recommenda-
tion of President Washington in his first annual
message to Congress in 1790, through the vari-
ous changes in the laws down to the present.
The American patent system is known as the
" examination system," in contradistinction
from the English system, which has been mainly
followed by other nations. The aim in this
country is to make such an examination of pre-
vious patents as will ensure to the applicant the
originality and validity of the patent issued.
Other countries issue patents mostly as a matter
of form to any applicant, leaving the latter to
fight out his claims in the courts, and it is for
this reason that a United States patent has a
value not possessed by those 'issued in countries
where the examination system is not adopted.

Considering the enormous labor of search
entailed by the examination system and the
nnmber of patents issued we can readily under-
stand, as pointed out by the Commissioner, that
each year finds a vast increase in the work.
As it is all-important, however, that the exami-
tion be made with sufficient care to minimize
the likelihood of the issue of patents for inven-
tions not of a patentable nature, such increased
appropriations are necessary, as will ensure that
the extra work be properly and promptly per-
formed. It seems unreasonable, therefore, that
there is always a tendency to limit the appro-
priations for the expenses of the Patent Office,
although it is more than self-supporting. The
Commissioner tells us that the receipts from fees
last year covered all the expenses and left a
balance of over $90,000. The total balance to
the credit of the Patent Office in the Treasury
of the United States on January r, 1901, was
over $5,000,000. A niggardly policy which
compels an insufficient number and a poorly-
paid class of examiners, or insufficient quarters,
is therefore an outrage on the inventors, who
pay well for the best service.

HE Commissioner concludes his most in-
teresting report as follows :

It should continue to be the policy of the govern-
ment of a nation whose inventors have given to the
world the cotton gin and the reaper, the sewing
machine and the typewriter, the electric telegraph and
telephone, the rotary web-perfecting printing press
and the linotype, the incandescent lamp and the phono-
graph, and thousands of other inventions that have
revolutionized every industrial art to encourage inven-
tion in every lawful way and to provide that, so far as
may be necessary, the money paid to the Government
by inventors be used for their benefit. The wisdom
of this policy has been demonstrated.

The world owes as much to its inventors as to
statesmen or warriors. To them the United States is
the greatest debtor, so much have they advanced
American manufactures. Their labor-saving machinery
does work that it would take millions of men using
hand implements to perform. In this century the debt
will be piled still higher, for inventors will never rest.

Every word of this meets with a hearty
endorsement from THE KEYSTONE, and we
trust that Congress will be quick to correct the
evils or defects that now exist. One crying evil
is pointed out by the Commissioner, which
seems to call for immediate attention. This

Trade Conditions and Prospects

IN this month of August which opens the
buying season and leaves us on the threshold

of the fall, it is customary to briefly review trade
conditions in order to give our readers an idea
of the business prospects in the country at large.
Broadly speaking, it may be truthfully said
that practically all those things that serve as
business barometers give favorable indications,
with the single exception of the corn crop situa-
tion, which is dealt with in a previous article.
But for this factor it would be entirely safe
to predict a fall trade of unprecedented dimen-
sions. As it is, prediction is difficult, but con-
fidence continues unshaken, and the enthusiasm
and magnitude of correct preparation evince a
universal belief in a good fall trade. The
mercantile pulse is strong and rhythmic, and
the body commercial is in such a condition of
robustness as will be proof alike against the
vigor of the summer and the temporary turmoil
in the labor world.

Statistics are proverbially dry
reading, but those dealing with
the past fiscal year tell such a

story of prosperity as must needs be a beneficient
business tonic to the average merchant. As to
the foreign commerce of our country all former
records have been surpassed for the fiscal year,
which ended June 3oth last. The figures in
detail are not yet at hand, but a preliminary
statement, prepared by the Bureau of Statistics,
shows that the combined value of imports and
exports for the fiscal year amounted to $2,310,-
413,077, against $2,244,424,266 for the year
ending June 30, 1900, the highest previous
record. Imports for the year amounted to
$822,756,533, a decrease of $27,184,651, in
comparison with the imports for the previous
year. Exports amounted to $1,487,656,544,
an increase of $93,173,462, in comparison with
the previous year, making the balance of trade
in favor of the United States $664,9oo,01 I, or
an increase of $120,358, I13 over the balance of
trade for the previous year. In addition to this
there was an excess of $17,901,139 in the value
of silver bullion exported over the value of that
metal imported. Notwithstanding this large
balance of trade in favor • of the United States,
imports of gold during the year exceeded the
exports of that metal by only $11,342,332. The
explanation would seem to be that American

Foreign
Commerce
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capitalists are allowing much of their money to

remain in Europe for investment, and the sales

of bonds by foreign governments in the United

States have probably gone far toward settling

the balance of trade,
Another remarkable showing is

made in the annual report of

Superintendent Elliott, of the

money order department of the general post

office. This report tells us that the total num-

ber of transactions for the year ending June

3oth last, was 4,980,099, amounting to $r,-

940,681. For the year ending June 30, 1900,

the number of transactions was 4,310,435,

amounting to $149,254,375, showing an increase

in the number of transactions of 699,664, or

per cent., and in amount'of $10,685,706,

or ,754 per cent. The total number of domestic

money orders paid was 3,317,810, aggregating

$19,388,332, as compared with 2,816,221 orders,

amounting to $15,513,698, for the previous

year, showing an increase in the number of

orders paid of 502,589, or 18 per cent., and in

amount of $4,368,634, or 28 per cent. The

number of orders certified to and from foreign

countries amounted to 1, 293, 381, aggregating

$21,648,578, Showing an increase of 156,054, or

14 per cent. in the number of orders issued, and

an amount of $3,399,737, or 18R per cent., as

compared with the year ending June 30, 1900,

when 1,137,327 orders, amounting to $18,248,-

840, were certified. As a proof of an increase

in the volume of business in money handled these

figures are conclusive.
In stamps the showing is even

more remarkable. The direc-

tor of the Bureau of Engraving

and Printing at Washington has just issued his

report, from which it appears that the number

of postage stamps sent out for use during the

current fiscal year comprised 1,300,000,000

one-cent stamps, 3,500,000,000 two-cent stamps

and 309,236,000 of higher denominations. The

total, including special delivery ten-cent stamps,

was 5,116,236,000 against 4,377,727,000 for

the previous fiscal year, an increase of over

one and a half billion stamps. The number is,

indeed, too vast for conception. It means that

sufficient stamps were issued during. the last

fiscal year to supply every man, woman and

child in the United States with at least sixty

stamps each. Distributed among- the popula-

tion of the entire globe they would supply each

person with postage for not less than three

letters. It was Edward Everett Hale, we be-

lieve, who said that the United States postal

system is the greatest of popular educators. If

this be so the figures give a flattering idea of

Uncle Sam's importance as a schoolmaster.

Summaries of the thirteenth sta-

tistical report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission show

that in the year ending June 30, 1901, the gross

earnings of railways in the United States, cover-

ing an operated mileage of 192,556 miles, were

$1,487,044,814 being $173,434,696, 
more than

for the preceding fiscal year, or an increase of

$717 per mile of line operated. The net earn-

ings were $525,616,303, an increase of $68,975,-

184, or $294 per mile of line. The number of

passengers carried during the year was 576,865-

230, an increase of 53,688,722, and the number

of tons of freight carried was 1,101,680,238, an

increase of 41, 916,655.

Business in
Money Orders
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Consumption
of Stamps

Prosperity of
the Railroads

During the year 1,017,653 employees of the

railways received $577,264,841 in wages or sal-

aries, representing 6o per cent. of the operating

expenses of the roads and 39 per cent. of their

gross earnings. Compared with the fiscal year

1895 the amount paid in wages and salaries

showed an increase of $131,756,580. The sta-

tistics of killed and injured are a tribute to the

careful management of the roads. The number

of passengers killed during the year was 249 or

one passenger for each 2,316,643 carried. One

passenger was injured for every 139,740 carried,

and the casualities, both fatalities and injuries,

show a substantial comparative reduction over

those of the previous year..
The record of failures that has

Failures in
Six Months 

been compiled by the commer-

cial agencies is one cf the

time-honored commercial barometers by which

the condition of business is judged. Statistics

of failures for the first six months of 1901 have

just been published, and the analysis of the

figures by Erad siren's furnishes some interesting

comparisons. There were in the first half of the

present year 5465 business embarrassments with

aggregated liablilities of $66,138,362. This

shows an increase of 12 per cent. over the first

half of 1900 and of 8 per cent. over 1899, but

there is a decrease of fully 15 per cent. from the

same period of 1898 and of 22 per cent. from

the first half of 1897. As regards liabilities,

there is a corresponding movement shown.

They prove to be to per cent, larger than in

the first half of a year ago and 31 per cent.

heavier than in I899,. but 8 per cent. smaller

than 1898 and 29 per cent. less than in 1897.

Summed up briefly, in fact, failures, while ex-

ceeding those of two or of 1899, are smaller

in number than in any preceding year since

1892, and liabilities, while likewise larger than

one or two years ago, are smaller than in any

corresponding period since the same year.

Assets, which aggregate $32,435,338, are a

trifle less than one-half the liabilities. In other

words, the salvage from the liabilities of the

current year proves to have been about 49 per

cent. This is a slightly larger percentage than

was reported one or two years ago, when the

proportion was in the neighborhood of 45 per

cent. With these exceptions, however, the

percentage of assets to liabilities this year is the

smallest since 1890.

Commendable Postal Reform

THE correction of abuses in the classification

and mailing of second-class postal matter

by Postmaster-General Smith is justified alike

by considerations of right and economy and has

met with the hearty approval not only of the

tax-paying public, but of all legitimate publi-

cists. The loose construction of the law regu-

lating second-class matter became in recent

years such an expense to the Government that

forbearance ceased to be a virtue, mid corrective

action became a duty. The reforms effected by

the Postmaster-General are not intended to

affect any legitimate publications which have the

right to be carried in the mails as second-class

matter. They will interfere only with fake pub-

lications which have thrived at the expense of

the Government. The new regulations are

carefully drawn, so that no legitimate interests

will suffer. The saving which will be effected
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by the reform will be at least sufficient to cover

the difference which now exists between the

receipts and expenditures of the Post Office

Department, and perhaps so far exceeds it as to

help to make penny postage possible.

Postmaster-General Smith, in treating the

abuses of second-class mail matter in his latest

annual report, said : " The subject is one which

should not be permitted to drop until the vital

reform is accomplished. There should be no

abatement of the protest or effort against the

perpetuation of evils which have insidiously

grown up through the ingenious perversions of

the law's intent in furthering private interests

and which now have become a heavy burden.

Their elimination, while doing no injustice in

any quarter, would effect a saving ranging from

$12,000,000 to $20,000,000 a year, and would

relieve the way for legitimate postal advances in

every direction." It is to check the abuses and

aid in the advances that the recent orders were

issued.

ANOTHER recent order of the Postmaster

General will tppeal to the small traders.

Complaints were recently made as to depart-

ment stores and other business houses employ-

ing. carriers in the rural free delivery service to

solicit business. The firms specially complained

of were large mail-order houses, which were

reported to have made extensive plans for utiliz-

ing the rural delivery throughout the West and

South. The Postmaster-General's order .pro-

hibits carriers from becoming the representa-

tives, agents or drummers of manufacturers,

merchants or other parties desiring to sell goods,

or from engaging in any business which will

interfere with their work as carriers, or in Nvhich

they utilize the regular trips made on their

routes for any purpose ()tiler than Government

business.

TT is to be greatly regretted that Congress
failed to furnish funds to support the pneu-

matic tube postal service in New York City and

Philadelphia. This service worked admirably

and had the approval of the Post Office Depart-

ment. Its discontinuance is a retrograde step

that will cost busine:..s dearly. The Merchants'

Association of New York City and the Trades'

League .of Philadelphia have inaugurated an

agitation in the matter that is likely to result in

it renewal of the titpropriations during the next

session of Congress. It may not be generally

known, but a letter mailed in the New York

post office after 10.3o ill the morning will not

be delivered to a Philadelphia address until the

following day, t11(1 the same conditions pertain

to a letter mailed in Philadelphia for New York.

This fact is humiliating to the postal officials,

and could be obviated only with the proper in-

stallation of the tube service generally, or some

equally practical :md expeditious a system. It

is quite incongruous that mail should be rushed

from city to city at great expense on fast trains,

to be met at the depots by wagons barely capa-

ble of going five miles an hour. We are assured

that the postal service in New York and Phila-

delphia Vill now be handicapped by hundreds

of thousands of belated letters per day which

reach their destination from one to twelve hours

4ater than with the tube service. This, we

repeat, is not the fault of the Post Office Depart-

ment, but of Congress.
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The Correspondence of Graybeard
and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions
for Jewelers, Young and Old

VIII

DEAR GRAYBEARD:

I am completely " run down " in health ;

have lost about ten pounds, cannot sleep, am

nervous and fidgety, " clean tuckered out."

For the past six months I have been putting in

about fifteen hours a day at the store, have

not been absent a single business day, and now

the hot weather is gloating over a victim. My

friends say I must go away for a little vacation ;

but " there's the rub." I have no one to leave

in charge in my absence. My watchmaker can

take care of the repair end all right ; but my

clerk, though perfectly honest and conscientious,

has never been thrown on his own resources,

and I am afraid things wouldn't go right, after

a day or two. He seems to feel that he can run

the business for a week, and is eager to try ;

but he had no business training before coming

to me, and though he is a good salesman I feel

doubtful as to his rising to the emergencies

which are bound to crop up in my absence. Of

course he will not have to buy any goods unless

it be sOme single items specially wanted by cus-

tomers ; and there will not be much corre-

spondence for him, as I could inform the houses

with whom I deal that I shall be absent for a

week ; and I could postpone my going until

after the monthly statements to my customers

are made out, so that there would not be much

book-keeping to do ; and he knows how to

keep the cash account ; but nevertheless, I feel

as though my hand ought to be on the lever

all the time, and I shall surely worry with anxiety

if I go away. I feel that my business is not yet

strong enough on its infant legs to permit the

absence of its nurse, and am fretful at the

thought that some of my hard work might be

neutralized by an injudicious thing done in my

absence. Please tell me what I ought to do—

for I'm so " broken up " at present that I am

unable to think for myself in a logical way, I fear.

THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

Here is my advice, without a moment's

hesitation : Get off soon as possible, and on

your return congratulate your clerk ; for I fancy

you'll be surprised to find how fully Ile rose to

the occasion, and how needless were your

worries. You say he is " honest and conscien-

tious, and eager to run the business for a week."

That has the right ring to it : depend upon it,

you will realize, on your return, that your busi-

ness would not have suffered had you stayed

away a week longer.
He is " a good salesman," you say ; and

as you will have eliminated much of the respon-

sible routine operations in the business before

you go, and leave for him no buying to do, no

Nrital correspondence, and little bookkeeping,

his work will largely lie in the line in which he

is admittedly competent—selling goods. Your

health is in peril : a week's vacation, now, may

mend it, when otherwise you may have to spend

a much longer time aWay from your store, in

bed ; so that simply as a business proposition it

T 1-1 KEYSTONE:

is wise to take the smaller risk. Besides, your

customers will make allowances for the con-

scientious clerk, and their sympathy and good

will vill help him over the bumpy places.

You need to learn what many another man

was surprised to learn, before your time—that

your presence is not necessarily essential to the

success of your business. If you died suddenly,

your widow would likely be able to conduct it

prosperously, after a few months of troubled

experience ; or the clerk whose capacity you

now question would probably rise to the

supreme occasion. It is not flattering to you,

but it is a fact that the business would not long.

miss your directing hand, however supreme tint

hand now is in pulling the strings.

Go away at once, for a week at least, and

don't worry about the store in your absence.

There may be a trifling mistake made here and

there, possibly a blunder or two : but what's

the odds ? When these are charged off against

your gains in health, the balance will be big in

your favor. I say nothing here as to the bene-

tits of the vacation in other ways—the mental

rest and moral uplifting, the broadened vision of

life, the larger apprehension of purpose and

duty—these benefits have been discussed before,

and you may refresh your memory of the argu-

ments by referring to your files of THE KEY-

STONE. But considering your questions merely

as a practical business proposition, I answer—

get away at once, leave all thought of the store

behind you ; and may health come quickly to

you and stay !
GRAYBEARD.

(Letter of Graybeard to 7he Clerk„ rent on the

day The Youngster staried on his vacation.)

DEAR SIR :

Your employer starts to-day on his vaca-

tion ; and as an old fellow who rejoices in seeing

young men make the most of their opportunities,

I am going to proffer you some unasked sug-

gestions, in the hope that they rill be taken in

the spirit of goodwill with which they are given.

My hearty interest in your employer's success

extends to those associated with him ; so please

don' t regard this letter as coming from a meddler,

but from a sincere well-wisher.

You now have the opportunity to show the

stuff you are made of. For a week the store

NVill be in your hands. What you will have to

show as the result of your stewardship will

either strengthen or weaken your claims upon

the respect of your employer, and may improve

your position with respect to present salary and

future prospects. But, aside from these material

advantages, if you succeed to your own and

your employer's satisfaction you will gain confi-

dence in yourself-and will thus advance a step in

the progress of your ambition.

You can well afford, for this one week, to

" work overtime," for the sake of demonstrating

your capacity. For this one week let every

outside interest go by, and devote your days,

and half the hot nights, to the store and the

business exclusively. Of course, you have per-

sonal friends. Go to these, one after another, •

after the store has closed, and tell them you are

ambitious to make a good showing for the week;

ask each one to now make his deferred purchase

of the watch, or the piece of jewelry, as a per-

sonal favor to yourself ; and similarly appeal for
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repairing to these personal friends. You cannot

go further, to the general public, for it is not

specially interested in seeing you make a record

" hot weather week ; " and likely you have no

authority to do any special advertising, or make

any speculative expenditure for publicity ; but

you can " throw " yourself in a window-dress-

ing scheme, and possibly secure a notice of it

from the local newspaper to proudly show to

your employer on his return. And you can

" clean house " on the night before the

" boss " returns, after the store is closed ; get a

scrub-woman to wash up the floor, and wipe off

all the wood work, and clean the windows and

show cases ; you will " shine up " all the mer-

chandise and put it in the pink of condition ;

possibly you may feel justified in attempting a

rearrangement of the stock, after much experi-

ment at improvement in display. Then you can

profitably spend a couple of hours of each

evening to devising newspaper advertisements,

the models to be submitted for commendation

or criticism to your employer on his return ;

and he will likely highly appreciate any specially

happy hit in this direction, as I happen to know

he gives much thought to the big problem of

effective advertising. So, too, he will welcome

any suggestions that you may shake out of your

brain-pan, in the studious hours of the week,

looking to ways of approaching a certain slow

debtor, or a tasteful improvement in the store's

stationery ; or a better way to do this, that or

the other thing of small details.

If you fully realize the scope of your pres-

ent opportunity, you will take a long step

forward on this occasion ; will get, and hold,

your employer's increased respect—which may

mean increased salary now, and securer footing

later ; will strengthen your self-confidence and

foster your intellectual growth. I sincerely

hope 37011 Vill make the most of the advantages

which NVIIit at your hand on this occasion of

opportunity.
GRAYBEARD.

Move Things Around

THE wife of a certain small-salaried clerk had
the happy faculty of making the most of

her meagre house-furnishings. Her furniture

was old-fashioned, .and she could not afford new;

it was very rarely that she allowed herself the

luxury of a new picture on the wall, or a new rug

on the carpet ; yet somehow she conveyed to her

callers an impression that she was adding new

things to her furnishings from time to time ;

and a certain piquancy in the setting of things

gave an interest to her surroundings. Yet what

callers saw were the same old things—the in-

genious wife simply " moved things around."

She understood the secret of optical enter-

tainment, and that pleasant flattering of the

perceptive faculties which comes of re-discov-

ering a familiar object. After a little, the eye

grows accustomed to seeing the sideboard in its

habitual place, the pictures where they have

always hung, and the small tables and chairs

are taken as a matter of course in their long-

anchored spots ; they figure in the conscious-

ness with the expressionless vacancy of a white

wall. But when they are moved out of their

anchorage and newly placed, the eye is pleas-

antly attracted to the change, and their good
(Continued on page 807)
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Move Things Around

(Continued from page 803)

points, so long lost sight of, are renewed to the

appreciation. Their familiar lineaments take on

new expression ; their inertness changes to a

certain individuality ; they project themselves

upon the attention to ask credit for the best that

is in them.
The jeweler may pleasantly relieve the eye

and engage the attention of his regular cus-

tomer in the way pointed out by the ingenious

housekeeper. If his wall cases are built into

the wall, they cannot be moved, of course ; but

their contents can be radically changed. In nine

stores out of ten the same wall case has held the

same kind of goods in the same place for year

after year ; cake-baskets here, castors there,

vegetable dishes on this side, small pieces on

the other ; watches always in this show case,

jewelry always in that ; the cane-stand here, the

upright case there, the clocks yonder. Change

things around and you will be surprised to find

how many people will believe certain things to

be new when they find them in other than their

habitual places. The change in the relative

position of this thing to that renews the youth

of both, in the hasty view of the unanalytic eye.

A certain physical satisfaction comes to the

observer, even in studying an old and recog-

nized article, when he sees it from a new point

of view ; and he sees it, when it is this changed

about, while otherwise his consciousness would

only vaguely take it for granted and pass over

it indifferently.

You change the window continually —

should the store tell its monotonous story without

ever a change in the inflection of its voice, and

never a gesture to enforce its appeal ? Make

the store talk, as well as the window. The store

should bear out the promise of the window, as

changes of costume add interest to the beauty

of a pretty face. Your store-beauty should

smile from the window, but her "store clothes"

must not be the same everlasting old gown, if

you would do the smiling window-face justice

and preserve the fitness of things. Move things

around!

The Passing of the Panic

T N the July number of THE, KEYSTONE "John
Tweezer" .sounded a note of warning, anent

the bounding prosperity of this country. He

instanced the examples of history to establish

his argument, that the prevailing prosperous

conditions cannot continue indefinitely ; said

that the words of Solomon, " This shall pass

away," will in sad time be justified to the people

of this country ; and he cautioned us to note the

logic of the swinging pendulum.

The warning was opportune ; for without

doubt there is need to keep in mind the constant

possibilities of retroaction in the movement of

affairs, since trade is So sensitive, both to the

real and the rumored calamity. Prosperity is

cumulative only to a certain point ; and it is a

question whether, even if the phenomenal pro-

gress of the past two years could be fully main-

tained for another two years, we should ourselves

have developed the fit comprehension and

appreciation of such a marvelous developme
nt,

so that the national body would have been able

to digest the huge over-rich pabulum.

THE KEYSTONE:

A general failure of crops, or a general

strike on the great railway systems, would jar

the present structure of prosperity to such a

degree that while it may not topple it over, it

would at least drive away the builders who are

now hurrying story on high-piled story below

the cloud-line. Then would come hesitation ;

then contraction ; then the slow, slow recovery.

But Mere would be no panic the day of the

panic—at least the long-continued panic—has

passed.
Since 1837 there has existed a common

:iliperstition that panics were regularly bound to

appear in ten or twenty-year cycles, like baleful

comets in the industrial sky ; and superstition

associated these panics with years ending in 7.

The coincidence of panic-recurrence, on the

" 7 " years, was merely an accident ; but the

fad is accounted for by the ill-regulated rela-

tions of production and consiimption. Depression

was bound to occur when the moment arrived

that supply exceeded demand.; there was inevi-

table stagnation until consumption caught up

with Output. But the clay, when " panic "

comes from such conditions is past.

In the first place, the recent tremendous

unifying of competing interests, in all lines of

manufactures, removes the uncertain factor of

the individual whim of the small unit as to

amount of output, and enables the great pro-

ducers to accurately measure demand and regu-

late supply, so that the danger of over-produc-

tion is thenceforth removed from the equation.

Secondly, the increasing wealth of financial

institutions has brought with it increasing wis-

dom, and co-operation among the great credit

institutions will prevent any serious outbreak in

the financial world. Suspensions will be nar-

rowed to actual insolvents, and thus the greatest

element of fear and panic will be removed.

There will never again be a Jay Cooke failure,

in respect to the feature of a single insolvency

pulling down the whole financial fabric ; for

Clearing Houses will hereafter issue their own

certificates in liquidation of indebtedness, and

within a few years we will witness a great con-

solidation of banks, as now of industries, organ-

ized somewhat on the general scheme of the

Bank of England, but without its drawbacks

and cumbrous inefficiencies.

Those living to-day have witnessed the

passing of the long-continued panic. There

will be chill times, and stagnant movements in

trade, and conditions of depression, without

doubt ; but there will never again be " panics "

like in 1837, 1857, 1873, 1881 and 1893, which

swept the country like- the hot breath of a

sirocco, withering everything in its path. Trade

no longer balances on the apex of its pyramid,

but rests on its broad base ; finance no longer

crosses the giddy height on a rope's slender

footing, but treads confidently on a solid path-

way. Vale the " panic " !

Plain Figures or Cipher-Marking

pUT the cost in cipher, of course ; but mark
the selling price in plain figures, so that

" he that runs may read."

The cipher, in the selling price, is the relic

of .'a worn-out system. When merchants were

given to " jockeying " in sales—asking a price

higher than they were willing to sell for, in order

to " come down," and so appear to be offer
ing
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a " bargain " to the buyer—the cipher was, of

course, necessary to conceal the lowest figure at

xvhich the article could be sold. But such sell-

ing methods are now used only by the shallow-

est intellects in trade—the second-hand ch )thing

merchants, the Orientals who sell rugs, and

the " fakirs " who never expect a customer to

make a second purchase. The coming mer-

chant vill sell on the terms, " One price to all "

—or he will keep his goods.

If, then, the " one price " practice is main-

tained, why should the cipher be used in mark-

ing- that price ! The cipher creates a suspicion

in the mind of the public that it is best for Me

men-hair/ to so mark his goods ; and the corol-

lary of that suspicion is that the price does

fluctuate, according to circumstances—the so-

cial influence of the buyer, the apparent igno-

rance or gullibility of the customer, and other

factors not pre-determined in the marking of

the goods.
On the other hand, the plain-figure price-

mark immediately establishes, in the mind of

the customer, a comfortable sense of security in

making the purchase. It looks honest—seems

" fair and square." The customer doesn't have

to ask an interpreter to translate the hierogly-

phic cipher-mark ; and retains a certain modi-

cum Of vanity in that freedom from dependence.

The general advantage, in the strengthened

confidence of timid or skeptical buyers, is

altogether with the plain-figure marking.

pUT aside doubt when you make your ven-

ture in business. The man who fears he

will not succeed deserves to fail. He lacks a

needful inspiration. He turns off the steam

before the wheels have begun to go round. A

gloomy questioning of results takes all the sap

out of the enterprise. Grin with prospective

triumph, and Fortune will be kind, sympathizing

with your pleasant countenance. Cackle cheer-

fully, vhen you are hatching out the eggs of

promise, and make believe the brood will be

ostriches, not pheasants. And if they turn tip

pheasants, rejoice that they are not humming-

birds—and hope to find better eggs for the next

" setting."

ON'T drag your office cares into your

, sitting-room. Don't stir your financial

anxieties into your coffee, with the cream and

sugar. Lock your worries into the store, when

you turn your key on leaving. Don't go to.

sleep with Care on the same pillow. To be

sure, a very successful merchant of the old

times, Stephen Girard, declared that he suc-

ceeded because he " took his business to bed

with him ;" but not even a bachelor merchant

should be guilty of such a gross impropriety.

The rational life finds time • to forget money-

making, for two-thirds of its time. That man

is not living a wholesome existence whose exist-

ence is entirely bound up in his store.

CAPITAL, and labor are partners ; capitalists

and laborers are not. Capital is under no

moral obligation to labor when agreed wages

have been paid ; beyond that point one enters

merely the domain of private conscience, in-

dividual sympathy, personal generosity.
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A Dream of Color
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Atlanta, Ga., Letter

For the first two weeks of July

Trade Conditions trade was unusually brisk, but the
scorching hot weather of the middle

of the month put a quietus on shopping, and since

that time the retailers have had a quiet time. The

large number of people who are out of town for the

summer has also had a very noticeable effect on the

retailers, especially the larger stores, whose customers

are among the wealthier class. With the small retailers

business continues fairly good, especially in the repair

department, several of them reporting an inability to

keep up with work. None of the trade shops are

decreasing their force, and vacations are being cut

short. The jobbers are having fair out of town busi-

ness, but city trade is dull.

In the optical line, business is above the average

for July. All the jobbers are rushed %vith orders, and

their prescription departments have to run overtime

to keep up.
On the whole, conditions are normal. Even those

who are having dull business are not wasting the hot

months, but are busy preparing for the fall trade,

which, unless all signs fail, will be a record breaker.
This is Chautauqua season in Geor-

Chautauqua gia. No less than fourteen Chau-
Season tauquas have been, or will be held

III the State during July, as many as

four being held at the same time. Marietta, Barnes-

ville, Jackson, Valdosta, Indian Springs and Al-

bany are the most prominent Chautauqua towns, and

in spite of the number, each has a most excellent

programme, and the attendance is immense. Every

one is paying for itself, and is proving a great benefit

to the section in which it is being held, as vell as to

the State at large. The Chautauqua is a great

agency for the educational and social advancement

of the people.
The terrible wave of heat that

The Hot Wave swept over the North, East and
Middle West during the early days

of July, struck the Southern States

with full force. Such high temperature combined with

such excessive humidity has rarely visited any part of

the country and never in the South. *When we read

of a temperature of 980, roo° and over in other

cities, the mean temperature in Atlanta was only

78°, the highest only 86°, and the lowest 700. The

greatest heat at Macon was 880, at Augusta 900,

and in hardly any locality in Georgia did it rise above

that point.
Then later in the month the temperature rose to

considerable extent. In Atlanta it went as high as 99°,

in Macon to 98° and at Augusta to too°. July 13th was

pronounced the hottest 13th of July in Georgia in

twenty years. Yet what a different tale was told of

the heat here, and the torrid wave of the North.

There the terrible humidity struck down men and

women by the dozen ; here, with a dry atmosphere

and cooling breezes tempering the hot rays, only one

prostration was reported in the entire city of Atlanta,

and not over half a dozen in the whole State.

The past few weeks have generally

Crop Prospects shown some improvement in fruit

and produce. PeaChes of various

varieties are plentiful, and satisfactory prices are pre-

vailing. The famous "Albertie " begins to move in

earnest this week, and the trading in this variety will

be something enormous during the next month. The

yield is not as large as was expected early in the

season, but the quality is unsurpassed, and the price is

well up to the average. Watermelons are abundant,

with prices fair. Cantaloupes scarce, berries almost

gone, and grapes just appearing.
Cereals are generally in good condition except

corn, which latter is suffering very much from drouth.

At this writing every one is anxiously hoping for

copious rains. From many parts of the South come

complaints of a scarcity of farm labor, which is inter-

fering seriously with the plans of the farmers.

There has been very little change

Cotton Crop in the material condition of the

cotton crop since our last letter.

July weather has been favorable to some extent to

the staple, and another six weeks of good weather

will do much to atone for the past unfavorable con-

ditions.

in Atlanta

THE KEVSTON

With the exception of Mississippi and Oklahoma,
where the acreage is much larger, the conditions
compare unfavorably with the past ten years'averages,
Texas and Tennessee being 1, Louisiana 3, Arkansas

4, Alabama 6, Florida 8, North Carolina to, Georgia
13 and South Carolina 17 points below their respective
ten-year averages. Not only are the conditions re-
corded the lowest, with the exception of last year, for
the cotton region as a whole at this season, but in
Georgia and South Carolina it is the lowest during the
period of thirty-five years, for which records are avail-

able, while in North Carolina it is the lowest, with

one exception, during the same period.
The gravity of the situation is greatly increased in

North and South Carolina and Georgia, and to some

extent in other States by scarcity of labor. On the
whole, present conditions point to a short crop,

although, as said above, the next six weeks will be
largely instrumental in deciding the yield.

Personal Mention

George J. Mylins, of the F. L. Williams Jewelry

Co., is laid up with a fractured ankle bone. The acci-

dent occurred while he was making a short cut across

an open field to catch a car. He stepped into an
unseen hole, \vas thrown violently to the ground,

and had his right ankle bone broken. THE KEY-

STONE joins his many friends in wishing him a rapid

recovery.
G. 'I'. McVey, manager of the southern branch of

F. A. Hardy & Co., is spending some time in

Chicago. • He combines pleasure with business on his

trip. H. R. Goodell; of the American Optical Co.,

Spartansburg, S. C., is in charge here during Mr.

McVey's absence. Mr. Goodell, besides being a first-

class Optician, is a good business man and a thorough

gentleman. He has many friends in Atlanta, who are

glad to welcome him among them.
E. J. Kelley is off on an extended trip to the East

and the Northwest. He will visit Canton, Ohio ; Phila-

delphia, New York, Boston, Attleboro. Vill spend

several weeks at the Buffalo Exposition, and will run

over to Chicago before returning home.

C. W. Crankshaw has consolidated his two stores,

and is now at 55 Whitehall Street. This is the old F.

J. Stilson stand which Mr. Crankshaw has been occu-

pying since he bought the Stilson stock at bankruptcy

sale several months ago.
Abe Fry has moved from his old stand on Peach-

tree Street to No. 48 Whitehall Street.

Maier & Berkele are preparing to make extensive

vacation at Tybee Island during July.

S. C., was burnt out recently. He lost his entire stock

and fixtures, besides a number of valuable instruments.

The loss was partially covered by insurance.

seven years, and later with C. W. Crankshaw, has

improvements to their store during the next month.

ment on Marietta Street.

resigned his position with that firm, and is now with

E. J.L.i‘rKelley.

J. W. Boone is improving and enlarging his estab-

W. R. Hale, jeweler and optician, of Greenville,

I. K. Alcorn, who was with F. J. Stilson for

Max Wilk, of Silvers & Woods, spent a pleasant

;idly, optician with Kellam & Moore,

and lieutenant in the Fifth Regiment, Georgia State

Troop, is at the annual State encampment at Dalton.

F. C. Heap, also with Kellam & Moore, has just

returned from an extensive trip through Texas and the

Southwest. He reports a splendid trip and says trade

conditions in Texas are away above the average, with

money plentiful.
Mr. Maier, of Maier & Edleman, is spending some

time out of the city on a vacation.

Francis Huff, of the Davis & Freeman Co., has

just returned from a pleasant visit to ‘Vrightsville, Ga.

Will Nolan, with Silvers & Woods, is passing his

V a ca tion in the country.

Henry Schaub of School & May, leaves shortly

for a trip to the East. He will visit the Buffalo Expo-

sition before returnimy, South.

Among the visitors noted during the past month

were : Milton FL Hightower, of Hogansville, Ga.;

W. M. Meyers, of Birmingham, Ala.; T. W. Dorsett,
of Douglassville, Ga.; J. A. Stanton, of Savannah,

Ga.; Mr. Redd, of Louisville, Ky.; J. E. Kennedy, of

Athens, Ga.; C. F. Toole, of La Grange, Ga., and J.

J. Bookout, of Greenville, Ga.
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The miners and other laborers of the district have

signed with the corporations the labor scales for the

labor year, beginning July ist, and work has been re-

sumed in all lines of effort. This has had a very

beneficial effect on the trade of the jewelers as well

as that of every other line of business.

The branch house of the Calhoun Jewelry Co., of

Nashville, was opened last month at a beautiful stand

on Nineteenth Street, in the busiest section of the city.

William Rosenstihl, former member of the firm of

Rosenstihl Bros. and secretary of the Alabama Retail

Jewelers' Association, will be with the new concern.

F. W. Bromberg, who bought out the Gluck busi-

ness on Twentieth Street, is doing much handsome

work. He is making a specialty of fine engraving and

manufacturing. The most beautiful thing he has done

for some time was a charm given H. C. Bingham by

his associates in the Southern Railway shops. It was

14 K. fac-simile of a locomotive with a large diamond

and was elaborately engraved. Mr. Bromberg has

also added an optical department under a competent

optician.
Jewelers are throwing bouquets at their fellow-

dealer, P. Fl. Linnehan, on his election to the City

Council, to fill a vacancy in Ward 2. There was so

warm a fight between Mr. Linnehan and his one oppo-

nent that the council advised a white primary to de-

cide between them. As soon as this was ordered

others entered the race, and so warm did things

promise to become that the Council " took the bull

by the horns " and chose Mr. Linnehan, as it had

every right to do, without waiting the result.

John Rosenstihl, jeweler for Abbott & Bro., was

one of the proudest men in the city last month. His

little daughter, Gertrude, won the gold medal for

general efficiency in her music class.
Henry J. Rosenstihl is Assistant Adjutant-General,

with rank of lieutenant-governor, on the staff of Gov-

ernor W. D. Jelks. He held the same place with the

preceding chief executive, the late Hon. W. J. Sam-

ford. Mr. Rosenstihl is a leading jeweler of Union

Springs.
F. S. Jobson, who has conducted a jewelry store

in Birmingham since 1878 and who some time ago

moved from a rather obscure location on the South-

side to a splendid up-town stand, pays special atten-

tion to the plating business. Mr. Jobson has also put

in an outfit some time since for hollow grinding razors

and fixing up other tools.
The jewelers of Birmingham, always alive and

progressive, did a very pretty thing one day recently.

The Daughters of the Confederacy gave a card party

to raise funds for some of the many objects they are

fostering, and the jewelers asked permission to fur-

nish gratis the prizes.
H. T. Daniel, whose jewelry store at Huntsville

was destroyed by fire some time ago, at a loss of

$1500, has gone back to business with a newer and

better stock. He carried about $600 in insurance.

A. S. Smith has moved all his stock to his store

on Nineteenth Street, closing up the stand formerly

conducted on Twentieth Street.

H. L. Montgomery, who conducts a jewelry store

at Oakman, has the sympathy of friends in the loss of

his daughter, Maggie, who died last month.

P. E. Godefroy, optician of the E. O. Zadek

Jewelry Co., at Mobile, is out again, after a serious

illness. This firm now conducts first-class engraving

and optical departments.
R. Heine, jeweler at Talladega, is county coroner

and member of the city council. He is also very

active in all other lines of public enterprise.

Abbott, the optician, has fitted up handsome

rooms on Nineteenth Street, having vacated his old

stand on Twentieth Street.
At Columbus, Miss., Mrs. A. M. Jobe and Buder

Bros., jewelers, have joined in a movement to secure

6 o'clock closing of stores, especially in the summer.

M. F. Deering, the oldest jeweler of Anniston,

has been elected esteemed leading knight of the Annis-

ton Lodge of Elks.
J. J. Langdon has opened a jewelry store at

Reform.
E. Lowinsohn %%111 leave in a few days for market.

He will visit several Northern and Eastern cities and

the Buffalo Exposition before he returns.
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TO THE TRADE
We announce that we issued August ist, 1901,

A NEW CATALOGUE
BERGEN CUT GLASS
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Philadelphia Letter

As in New York the discontinuance

Pneumatic Tube of the pneumatic tube service at
Service the Philadelphia post office has

proved a distinctive step backward

in the local mail service. By the business community

the result is 'felt most seriously, for the handling of the

mails now by the old system of wagon transportation to

the railway stations means a difference of many hours

I er day in the aggregate in the transmission of mail.

Since the tube has been abandoned the mails at the post

office have had to close just twenty minutes earlier than

when it was in service, in order to catch the trains.

The pneumatic tube carriers have a capacity of 500
letters each, and even at an average of 250 letters per

carrier, the tube could carry to the stations 20,000

letters in the twenty minutes that the wagons consume

in transporting the mail from the central post office to

the railway stations. At the present time this accumu-

lation of 20,000 or more letters, which formerly caught

the first outgoing trains, now has to await the following

train. In this way the service is now handicapped

with at least 200,000 belated letters per day, which

reach their destination from one to twelve hours later

than with the tube service. All these disadvantages

have cut the expense down just $20,806 per year, a

small recompense for the great deterioration in the

expedition of the mails. The discontinuance of the

pneumatic service is due to the refusal of Congress to

sanction the necessary appropriation. It is to be

hoped that the blunder will be corrected next session.
The Trades League has again

Special Railroad secured stop-over privileges from
the railroads for out-of-town buyers
who pass through this city. In

accordance with this arrangement business men coming

from distant places on excursions to the seashore, will

be permitted to stop off here five, ten or fifteen days to

combine work with pleasure. All that is necessary for

the excursionist to do is to have his ticket endorsed on

the back by the train conductor and, upon reaching the

city, deposit it at the railroad office to be taken up again

upon continuing his journey. Every first-class ticket

sold in New York for Baltimore,Washington, and points

south of Washington and west of Pittsburg, Wheeling

and Parkersburg will be good for a stop-over in this

city. Several commercial bodies have already taken

advantage of these privileges, but the more important

ones are yet to come, and on some dates, notably

August 8th and 22(1, as many as seven excursions each

day, en route to Atlantic City, Cape May, Sea Isle

City, Ocean City, Avalon and other popular resorts on

the coast, will pass through our gates. Thousands of

these men, who come from active business centers,

will tarry a while to place their orders with local

manufacturers and jobbers, thus indirectly enriching

the city and directly contributing business to the

railroads by swelling freight and express receipts.

The Board of Revision of Taxes transmitted to

the City Controller and to City Councils last month

the annual statement of the assessed valuation of real

and personal property in Philadelphia, subject to tax-

ation for next year. It shows a total valuation of the

real and personal property assessed of $894,628,974, as

compared with $88o,935,265, in the year 19oo, an in-

crease of $13,693,709.
William Idler, Philadelphia's oldest jeweler and a

famous authority on antiques, died July t6th, at his

home, iii South Eleventh Street, which for 41 years he

had occupied as store and dvirelling, He was 93 years

old, and quite widely known, his collection of colonial

money, stamps and signatures being admittedly one of

the very best in the United States, while his advice was

much in demand by collectors of curios and antiques,

in which he dealt largely. Mr. Idler was a son of Jacob

Idler, a famous merchant, who died early in the last

century and was an ardent admirer of General Bolivar,

the " Liberator of Venezuela, " for whom he equip-

ped three warships at his own expense.
At the trotting competition held on July t8th, at

the Belmont Driving Club, in the interests of the free

ice fund, the following firms presented loving cups :

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., H. Mulles Sons, J. E.

Caldwell & Co. and Weinmann & Co.
The final report of the Public Buildings Commis-

sion, r279e6notly dissolved, states that the tower clock
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Thomas Moore, of H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, is

sojourning at Atlantic City with his family.
Samuel Kind, of S. Kind & Son, was one of the

vice-presidents of the meeting recently held in this

city, at which P. F. Rothermel was renominated for

the position of district attorney.
James H. Kelly, with Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.,

returned recently from his annual European tour.

Thomas D. Pearce, of Pearce & Feraille, is sojourn-

ing at the Berkshire Hills, Mass., for the summer.

The State
of Trade

Cincinnati Letter

Business is experiencing the usual
dullness that always comes at this
time. The chief topic of interest

the past fortnight has been the ex-

cessively hot weather. But Cincinnati has been fairly

fortunate in this matter, as it has not been as hot and

dry here as farther west. Six months of the first year

of the new century have passed and most of our whole-

salers feel that they have done an increasing business

over that done in the same period last year. The

outlook for a good fall trade in Cincinnati's territory

is certainly encouraging. Cincinnati jobbers have but

little trade in Kansas, where the drouth has burnt up

her corn, so that they will suffer but little from the

great misfortune that has overcome the Sunflower

State. A large trade is predicted for the fall, and all

our wholesale firms have made full preparations for

it by laying in the largest stocks they have ever

bought. Everything now looks bright for this market.

In speaking of what the South

most needs the Baltimore Sun says:

South " What the South needs is immi-
gration, and that it will receive in

time. In the course of the next few years its industrial

population must be greatly increased in order to sup-

ply labor for the new enterprises that are constantly

being created. It is no secret that skilled labor is not

as plentiful in the South as it might be, in view of the

opportunities which are afforded for its employment.

The cotton mills are not always able to obtain operatives

needed in such enterprises. In due season, however,

as manufacturing enterprises continue to multiply

there will be large additions to the industrial popula-

tion of the South, while immigration from the North

and West will add materially to the number of farmers.

Land is cheap and abundant in the South.

The committee appointed to represent the whole-

sale and retail jewelers have selected a design for their

float for the industrial parade during the Fall Festival

in September. A number of designs were presented,

and the honor was conferred upon Theodore Neuhaus.

The name is "The Origin of the Pearl." It is to be

a magnificent piece of work, and if carried out as

represented in the design it will doubtless carry off the

prize for the finest display float.

Richter & Phillips, the Race Street wholesale

firm, have leased and will occupy about August 1st

the entire second floor of the Seasongood Building, at

the southeast corner of Fourth and Vine Streets.

Their new quarters will be 30 by too feet, and will give

the firm one of the largest exclusively wholesale estab-

lishments in this market.

The Homan Silver Plate Co. are constantly making

improvements and extensions in their plant on East

Seventh Street. Some little time ago they built an im-

portant addition to their buildings and are now making

another extension, by the construction of another story

on the top of their large three-story factory building.

C. A. Nolting, of Oskamp, Nolting & Co., has

recently returned from a pleasant trip to the East, the

second vacation that he has enjoyed in twenty years.

Ed. C. Pfaffle, Southern traveler for L. Gutmann

& Sons, spent his vacation up on the lakes last month.

David Schroder, of the Schroder Clock Co., vis-

ited the Eastern manufacturing centers last month on

a purchasing trip.
S. Lindenberg, of Bene, Lindenberg & Co., has

just returned from an Eastern trip, which included a

few days at each of the manufacturing centers and a

visit to Princeton, N. J., where he went to make

arrangements for his son to enter Princeton College.

Steve Leubusher, the well-known Western trav-

eler, has gone with L. Gutmann & Sons, and will

cover the Northwest territory for them.

Needs of the

81t

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The Lake towns are having their full share of the

heated period which we are now going through, and

it is having a detrimental effect on trade. However,

the July business is better than previous years. Ameri-

can watches are selling well, and diamond goods are

also having a fair sale. The enhanced value of these

goods does not seem to have retarded their sale, for

more diamonds have been sold in this city the past

year than ever before.
In view of the fact that this city is soon to have a

cruiser launched bearing its name, it seems at this

time apropos that local jewelers should take steps to

prepare designs for the silver service which is custo-

mory to present to such a war vessel.

A. T. Hubbard and family have returned from

their summer cottage on the St. Lawrence. Mr. Hub-

bard reports the fishing very good on the river this

year.
Capt. R. E. Burdick returns in a few days from

his European trip. The captain sends word that his

visit to the European markets this year was especially

successful.
The Cowell & Hubbard Co. are showing a special

design in the way of a medal, to be awarded to the

winner of the State championship tennis contest.

This concern has during the past year turned out

of their work rooms some very artistic work in

this line.
Joseph Schauweker, of Schauweker Bros. Co.,

was recently elected secretary of the Bankers' Surety

Co., a new concern recently incorporated in this

city with a capital stock of half a million dollars.

Mr. Schauweker was instrumental in organizing this

company.
The Webb C. Ball Co. furnished the beautiful

watch, recently given to P. S. Blodgett, the retiring

superintendent of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern Railroad. Cleveland friends were the donors.

Geo. Lee, for several years past with the Webb

C. Ball Co. as expert watchmaker, has resigned to

accept a similar position with the Cowell & Hub-

bard Co.
Fred. Van Buskirk, one of the best known sales-

man in this city, is mourning the death of his only

surviving brother, J. M. Van Buskirk, who died last

month in Harrisburg, Pa. The deceased had in times

past been connected with local jewelry firms.

A former prominent jeweler of this city, John

Goodman, died last month in a private sanitarium in

Philadelphia. Fifteen to twenty years ago Mr. Good-

man was one of the landmarks of this city, his place

of business being on the Public Square and Ontario

Street, the busiest corner in the city. He was a self-
made man and by strict application to business amassed

a large fortune. In his later years, the loss of half his

family by death affected his brain, and for a number

of years he lived in a private sanitarium in the Quaker

City.
J. P. Johnston, optician, Colonial Arcade, spent

the past week in Chicago and La Porte, Ind., renew-

ing old acquaintances and friendships.

C. A. Savage, Elyria, Ohio, was in town recently

and placed an order for new fixtures for his store. The

Cleveland Store Fixture Co. will do the work.

An attempted burglary was tried on the Dueble

Bros. store, Canton, Ohio, last month, and but by the

accidental arrival of a neighboring merchant, the plan

would have succeeded. Three men were in the job.

Two took up the attention of the store people, while

a third crawled over to the safe. No clue was left as

to the crooks, . who fled when their game was frus-

trated.
S. Moers, jeweler, Youngstown, Ohio, has re-

moved to Robinson, Ill., where he will start anew in

the trade.
N. Haynes, of Haynes Bro., Newark, Ohio, spent

a few weeks at the Pan-American Exposition.

Dr. H. W. Thompson, Salem, Ohio, was in town

last month on business. He called on the local jobbers

in optical goods.
Wright & Sons, Wellington, Ohio, were trade

visitors to our market last month.

A. E. Kintner, Painvesville, Ohio ; Geo. Clark,

Lorain, Ohio, and W. P. Croothers, Oberlin, were in

town last month, buying the necessary stock to carry

them ever till fall. •
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Diamonds
The keenest Diamond buyers are among the

people to whom our lines appeal most strongly.
First, because of the large and carefully-selected
stock that we carry at all times, and secondly,
because our prices and very liberal treatment are
elements that do not enter into the composition
of every firm. Another fact that we pride our-
selves upon is our readiness and promptness in
filling memorandum orders. Whether you want
loose or mounted goods, we are just as well pre-
pared to fill one as the other—or both.

Be your order small or large, you need not
hesitate about sending it or leaving it with one
of our travelers.

Watches
Waltham, Elgin and New England Watches

are in demand wherever watches are sold.
That's one of the reasons why we keep them—.
and keep them, too, in good large quantities,
ready to fill all orders at a moment's notice.
Besides, we are selling agents for the finest line
of hand-made Gold Cases, as handsome art crea-
tions as you would want to see—ornamented in
Applique, Bas Relief, High Relief and Carved and
Chased Designs.

Don't you think your watch business would
be safe in our hands?

When you come to New York remember there's a comfortably furnished office
awaiting you here, where, without charge, or any obligation to us whatever,
you may conduct your business free from intrusion.

\ utit I OO I

Omaha and Vicinity

The congratulatory remarks made

Effects of the last month in the Omaha columns

Drouth of THE KEYSTONE must be modi-

fied somewhat. Nearly a month

of what almost approached a drouth has inter
vened,

and crop conditions, upon which the busin
ess pros-

perity of the entire West is based, cannot now be sa
id

to be so favorable. The Eastern trade may t
ake a hint

from the statement by jobbers in this vicinity, tha
t they

are deferring sending out their traveling m
en until

more positive information has been obtained fro
m the

various districts as to actual conditions. In one State

alone are the Western traveling men working, a
nd

even in this State hesitancy exists. Trade is markedly

dull, and prospects but little more flattering than in

other States. Iowa, never hitherto in doubt about

her crops, is, at the time this correspondence 
is for-

warded, experiencing a hiatus in its exuberancy and

beginning to look askance at its remarks of years

agone when Nebraska, in 1893, had its cele
brated

drouth.
While up to July 22d, corn, the principal crop of

the territory usually covered in the Omaha ar
ticles,

was still only partially destroyed, the indications 
of

what is usually designated a half crop were still prev
a-

lent, except in Kansas, where conditions are 
really

appalling. If a half crop is garnered, however, busi-

ness will not be very largely affected, because a 
half

crop still means an enormous yield, and wit
h the

advanced prices naturally obtainable under half-cr
op

conditions, the farmers will still be in a position to n
ot

only pay up the summer's debts but have somethi
ng

besides. While the trade is, theretore, somewhat

doubtful about the outcome, despondency does n
ot

exist. Only the expectation of a banner year for sales

has disappeared and business %k-ill continue mere
ly at

its normal stage.

Building
Operations

The only other feature which affects

trade in this vicinity is building

construction. This is maintaining

the enormous proportions which

marked the opening of the building season the 
latter

part of February. Every city of importance in this

territory is engaged in the construction of costly
 gov-

ernment buildings, while each has its grist of 
private

structures, or buildings reared by societies, su
ch as

church and fraternal. In Cheyenne a Carnegie 
Library,

a public school and a handsome Masonic 
fraternity

building are in course of construction, besides 
a large

number of dwellings and stores. In Lead City the

fire of a year ago has proven of the same bene
fit to the

city as the great fire at Chicago. The city 
is rapidly

replacing its old tumble-down shanties with h
andsome

modern buildings, while Deadwood, its sister
 city, has

reared a magnificent hotel, besides numerous 
other

buildings of public and private character. Rapid City

is rejoicing at the rising walls of its new
 500-ton

smelter, now being built by Boston capitali
sts, while

all the towns along the Elkhorn road are sho
wing evi-

dences of building prosperity. Over fifty cyanide

plants have been constructed in the Hills s
o far this

year, and more are now in course of erection.

In Nebraska, Kearney is showing a lively pa
ce to

its neighbors, while Long Pine, O'Neill, 
Holdrege,

Beatrice, Columbus and Nebraska City are mai
ntain-

ing high positions in the construction line. 
At Blair

and Hastings new post offices are under 
construction.

At Omaha, the metropolis of the State, a 
building

boom such as is now in progress has not bee
n exper-

ienced since the " boom " days of 1884 to 1890.
 The

size of the post office is being doubled, three
 immense

business blocks are now under construction 
in a square

of as many blocks, rows of flats are bein
g reared

all over the city, while the construction of 
detached

dwelling houses does not nearly equal the 
demand for

rental properties of a good grade. It is estimated

that over $2,000,000 of buildings are now in 
course of

erection, while nearly as much more is in sigh
t. With

the amount of construction work going on in the
 State,

Nebraska does not look with fear upon a 
half-crop of

corn as it did in 1893, when building was almost

absolutely prohibited by prevailing financial 
conditions

in the country at large.

Excessive heat during the past month has not
 been

conducive to trade among the retailers, yet it 
has given

an opportunity for an extension of acquaintace 
between

THE KEYSTONE

the jobbers and their customers than would have bee
n

afforded under better weather conditions. While

%vaiting the passage of the dry season, outside de
alers

have filled in the time flocking to the large trade

centers, and consequent buying has been the result.

With wares exposed as they are now in Omaha, in

larger quantities and in better quality than ever here-

tofore exhibited, that man has indeed a harilened heart

who has been able to escape the attractiveness of the

goods offered by the jobbers. Jobbers have not hesi-

tated to sell through fear of failure in collections, be-

cause while they realize collections %%111 likely be slow

during the coming fall, they know they will be safe.

Every farmer whose crop has been depleted by the

relentless sunshine, will hold %vhat he does possess for

the highest price obtainable, which will hardly be

reached before late in December or possibly January.

Inasmuch as the retailers cannot afford to lose good

customers by pressing demands during the one short

crop year the West has experienced in seven years, he

cannot proceed with his collections rapidly and the

same position must be assumed by the jobber towards

his retail customer. Somewhat late, but yet absolutely

certain, returns must be expected.

Such conditions as at present pre-

Points for vail will prove a test to the Eastern

manufacturer, and it might not be

out of place for a statement to be

made which may prevent difficulties in the future. 
It

has heretofore been noted in THE KEYSTONE that a

spirit of manufacture is obtaining in the Central West.

It is fostered by almost every citizen, yet the old habit

of relying upon the East to supply the manufactur
ed

products of the raw materials furnished by the West,

is slow to yield to the home industry cry. An). undue

distress forced upon the West by the East under exis-

ting conditions,would do more to give force to the home

manufacture movement than any other occurrence

which might arise. The Eastern manufacturer might

profit by taking into consideration that fifty millions 
of

the gold and $15o,000,000 of the silver, at the very lea
st

estimate, used in the arts are produced in the \Ves
t,

and should the \Vest come to a conclusion to make 
its

own jewelry, it would prove a serious competitor 
to

the East. A sample of what the \Vest might do ma
y

be found in Omaha, ‘vhere the smelting works
 turn

out annually $22,000,000 of refined gold. THE 
KEY-

STONE correspondent is informed that one jobbi
ng

firm in this city is seeking to introduce a je
welry

manufacturer, with capital sufficient to employ any-

where from eight to fifty men to locate here, and the
re

is no question that an excellent field exists for such
 a

concern. Suitable locations for retailers are also

eagerly sought, over a dozen applications of perso
ns

Nvith reasonable capital, seeking information 
as to

favorable places to establish stores being now in

possession of THE KEYSTONE correspondent. Under

the condition just stated, it can readily be seen th
at

the 1Vestern States form a field for developme
nt of

the jewelry business which should be gratifying t
o the

manufacturer, as assuring a permanently growing
 trade

on staple articles, while increasing the marke
t for

novelties.
Harry Harmon, of Afton, Iowa, came to Omaha

to meet his wife on her return from a visit to Colo
rado.

E. E. Mack, of Logan, Iowa, and A. I). Clinton
,

of North Platte, Nebr., dropped into Omaha an
d

could not resist buying bills of goods before leav
ing.

J. M. Ditto, of Nebraska City, whose name per
-

mits him to perpetrate many jokes, pulled off 
some of

them in Omaha. One that was serious, howev
er, is

that having burned out at Nebraska City, he 
intends

to rustle a new location in Kansas.

B. F. Griffen, of Tekamali, Nebr., and L. S
.

Robinson, of Glenwood, Iowa, were visitors and

buyers here last month.

D. \V. Smith, of Pipeston, Minn., heralded hi
s

visitation to Omaha by a letter giving his rou
te as

follows : By the Great Lakes to Buffalo, via 
rail to

New York, then by steamer around to New 
Orleans,

and by the same conveyance up the Missis
sippi to St.

Louis, and possibly by water to Omaha.

Ed. A. Polley., of Seward, Nebr., tried to emulat
e

the ranchmen near his town and attempted
 to break

a bucking broncho. He broke his arm 
instead.

F. C. Calhoun, a student at the Omaha 
Institute,

will work hereafter at Trayer, Iowa.

John A. Peterson, a student at the Omaha 
Insti-

tute, has located himself at Elkhorn, Iowa
.

Manufacturers

8 I3

Ernest Dayton, a son of E. A. Dayton, head o
f

the wholesale firm of that name, has been t
aken into

the firm because of expanding business.

Mr. Marks, formerly a watchmaker for A. M. 
Moles-

worth, Blanchard, Iowa, has bought out a je
welry

store at Coin, Iowa.

A. M. Molesworth, Blanchard, Iowa, took his

va:ation in a fishing trip among the northern lak
es.

Brodegaard & Langtree is the firm-name noW

over the door, where the single name, Fred. 
Brock-

gaard, formerly hung.

J. F. Minteer, a missionary for The Keystone

Watch Case Co., was here during the month.

Charles Hite, of Charter Oak, Iowa, was an

Omaha visitor last month.

Harry Dixon, of North Platte, proudly told th
e

Omaha trade about his handsome new wall cases.

W. L. Smith, of Malvern, Iowa, 0. H. Snyder, of

Plattsmouth, Nebr., and F. A. Hannis, of York, Nebr
.,

were Omaha buyers the past month.

Gus. Catchadel, of Superior, Nebr., was the victor

in a show window display contest, but the O
maha

trade is paying tribute to his handsome wife, who
se

portrait and the story of her work in dressing t
he

window have appeared in an Omaha daily.

J. S. Keeran, of Blanchard, and Purdy & Mitchel,

of Neola, were Iowa visitors to Omaha the past

month.
The Shook Manfacturing Co., wholesalers at

Omaha, have laid in their new stock of silverware.

The members of the firm of Griffith, Hall &

Williams, which has recently been increased in mem
-

bership, as reported in the last issue of THE KE
Y-

STONE, have been covering the territory the past

month with good success.

Sol. Bergman was in New York for a couple of

weeks, buying for his wholesale house, the Bergm
an

Jewelry Co.
The Reichenberg-Smith Co., wholesalers, are en-

gaged in arranging their new catalogue, which 
will

exceed in size and number of illustrations anythi
ng

they have hitherto put out.

During the street fair at South Omaha, Jeweler

Arch L. Coleman was robbed of some trinkets 
by

three men, who worked the usual game, two of th
em

engaging him in conversation, while the third looted

a small tray. The loss was slight.

Albert E. Dingier, an employee of A. B. Huber-

mann, a Douglas street jeweler, drowned himself 
in

the Missouri River early in last month, being de-

spondent because of ill health. He had been with

Mr. Hubermann only a short time and was not kno
wn

to the trade.

Testing Silver Coins

Under the law a silver dollar may be a grain and

a half over %'eight, or a grain and a half under weight,

and this " limit of tolerance " applies to all of o
ur

silver coins. In other words, they are not allowed to

vary more than that much from standard. In the case

of gold pieces the limit is half a grain either way 
up

to the eagle, a variation of as much as one grain bei
ng

permissible in the ten and twenty dollar pieces.

Whenever a fresh batch of dollars is turned out

at the mint, samples are forwarded to the Treas
ury at

Washington, where they are put through a very curious

process. Each dollar is first weighed on exquisitely

delicate scales, to make sure that it is heavy en
ough

and yet not too heavy. Then it is passed bet
ween two

steel rollers again and again, until it is flatten
ed out

and transformed into a thin strip of silver—a 
sort of

ribbon—a foot and a half in length. Then it is 
put .

beneath a little machine provided with several sma
ll

punches, by which hundreds of tiny disks are pun
ched

out of the metal strip.

Now, the object of the performance is to obtai
n

samples of metal from all parts of the dollar, inasmu
ch

as it is conceivable that one portion might be
 richer in

silver than another. The little disks are shuffled

together, and a few of them, taken at random
 from

the lot, are subjected to an assay. Thus the fineness

of the material of the dollar is ascertained with abs
o-

lute accuracy, and, the weight having been al
ready

determined, the value and correctness of the coins a
re

perfectly known. The sample pieces having been

found correct, it is inferred that the entire bat
ch of

dollars is all right.



OUR EXHIBIT TAHTE PAN-AMER1CAN EXPOSITION

On your arrival
make an appoint-
ment with us by

telephone.

Call up either our
factory number,

"Amherst 65"
or our exhibit tele-
phone at Machinery

Building,

" Pan-American
194 R"

at Section 33, Machinery Building

Our line covers

Rolling Mills
(Hand and Power)

Polishing Lathes
Speed Lathes
Ring Benders
Ring Stretchers
Draw Benches
Drop Presses
Foot-Wheels
Etc., Etc.

THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
Buffalo, N. Y., U. S. A.

Jewelers' Tools a Specialty Our 1901 Catalogue is Ready

PAN=AMERICAN SPECIALS
Prices quoted on following articles subject to our regular cash discount.

Best Plated Hat Pins, . . .
Best Plated Scarf Pins, Round Wire,
Stull's Watch Oil, best made, . .
" Admiral " Mainsprings, guaranteed,
One-Day Clock Springs, . . .
Leather Watch Chains, .

Manufacturers of

. 20 cts. doz.

▪ 

15 cts.

▪ 

20 cts. bottle.

▪ 

80 cts. doz.

▪ 

60 cts. "
. 35 cts. "

41
Gold Filled R. B. Frames, guaranteed 15 years, $5.75 doz.Best R. P. Swivels, any size, . . • . 1.50 "Best R. P. Bars, any size, . . . . 1.50
American-made Balance Jewels, . • . 1.00
American-made Balance Staffs, . . . 1.00
American-made Roller Jewels, guaranteed to fit, .25

QUEEN CITY MATERIAL COMPANY
Jmportcrs and Jhbcrs of Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

Paper- Box, Jewelry Cuu-le.s, Traysi, etc.

44

••
44

332 Washington Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

HEINTZ BROS. 
RING MAKRS

BUFFALO, N. Y.
If you .,re coming to the

PAN-ciqMERICAN EXPOSITION
this summer, we extend a cordial invitation to you to7,isit our factory and make our office your headquarters.Any information Woe can give you regarding theExposition 2b1l1 be gladly furnished, and 21)eesteem it a favor to have you call on us.

NV 44 make the larkge.st line of Solid Gold Set Ring.; ii-i A rneri ft to tit., (J l'rade
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Pan-American Sculpture
Elaborate and The sculpture of the Pan-American Exposition at

Beautiful Decorations Buffalo is upon a most elaborate scale. There are

some 125 original groups and many other pieces of

statuary, numbering in all about zoo. The buildings and grounds are so

profusely adorned as to constitute in themselves a vast art gallery. The

sculpture is used chiefly about the fountains, in the courts, at the en
trances

to the principal buildings, upon the Triumphal Bridge, the Ele
ctric Tower,

Plaza, Propylxa, and along the main thoroughfare called The Mall
, which runs

between several of the principal buildings.

A harmonious and poetic sculptural scheme, carrying out many alle-

gorical ideas, was admirably devised by Karl Bitter, director of sculpture.

The Government Buildings represent the idea of

man and his institutions, social progress, and the

struggle of the race upward from a lower to a higher

condition, and the sculpture in their vicinity illustrates

this general theme. Opposite the Government Build-

ings, across the Esplanade, are the Horticulture and

Mines Buildings, in which nature and her works are

the predominant ideas. This scheme is carried out in

many ways by the sculptors of the statuary in this

portion of the grounds.

In the portion of the Esplanade nearest the Gov-

ernment Buildings is a sunken garden, with fountains

artistically arranged in connection with it ; and sculp-

tural groups carrying out the symbolic ideas associated

with man and his institutions are used here, both for

purposes of ornamentation and to express to the

millions visiting the exposition the poetic side of the

buildings and their exhibits, and indeed the poetic

aspect of the whole grand purpose of the exposition.

At the west of the Esplanade and in other por-

tions of the grounds are other gardens and sculptural

groups, similarly arranged. •

There are two groups illustrating

mineral wealth, which are placed

in the east wing of the Esplanade

in front of the Mines Building. One tells the " Story

of Gold " and the other the " Story of Light," inter-

preting respectively, solid and fluid mineralogy.

In the " Story of Gold " the genius of opportu-

nity is seen signaling through her fingers to awaken

the world to its waiting possibilities. One man is

carrying a wand of witch hazel, which he stretches out

searchingly for magnetic responses, indicating the

location of the gold. Another is digging for the ore,

while still another is washing it in the stream. In the

" Story of Light " the genius of inspiration is holding

aloft a torch to show the source of enlightenment.

She points to the earth as the source of this element of
progress.
One man
is drilling for gas, another is standing

beside a tripod, and still another is

blowing glass, the various figures

illustrating some phase of industry

in fluid or gaseous mineralogy.

At the end of the Esplanade, in

front of the three buildings of the

United States Government, the

theme of the sculpture is the pro-

gress of man, his institutions and

his development from the savage

state up to the age of enlighten-

ment. The various phases of this

progress are represented by a num-

ber of groups of sculpture, by

sculptors of national repute. The

central fountain is the Fountain of

Man. The fountain is composed of

a number of groups of figures sur-

mounted by " Man the Mysterious,"

who is portrayed as having two

faces, typifying the two natures of

man. He is partly veiled, and the

whole figure gives the idea of mys-

tery and dignity. This figure stands

upon a pedestal borne by figures

Beautiful Groups

ORIGINAL
COPYRIGHTED
1400 BY
PAN -AMERICAN
EXPOSITION(

r-IGURE IN THE G Hour

'MINERAL WEALTH"
B.1 CHAS H.NIEHAUS.

PAN-AMERI(AN EVPfITlOHfr

typifying the " Five Senses." Under

this group is a huge lower basin,

and outlined against its cavernous

shadows may be discerned through

the dripping waters the writhing

forms of the virtues struggling with

the vices, and other figures repre-

senting " sympathy " and subjects

of a similar character. The whole

rises to a height of thirty-three feet.

A favorite and very apt group

consists of two large buffaloes. In

compliment to the City of Buffalo,

these figures by the well-known

sculptor of animals, Frederic G.

Roth, have been placed at the be-

ginning of the approach by which

the visitor enters the main court of

the exposition. The same groups

are used in other parts of the

grounds, at the entrances to the

Machinery and Transportation Build-

ing, the Agriculture Building and the
Electricity
Building.
The Buf-
falo group
represents " Peace in Nature." They are the " Idyls

of the Prairie." One group shows the bull in the

characteristic pose of the bovian race, the picture of

rest and comfort, while the cow in perfect sympathy

with her companion rubs her neck on his mighty

shoulders.

MICHAE.L ANGELL),
B4 PAUL W.

PAN-AMERICAN EXPO

BARTLETT,

SITION CO
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Attractions in and Around the Rainbow
City

In the July issue of THE KEYSTONE we devoted

considerable space to a description of the Pan-Ameri-

can Exposition and its myriad beauties. We owe it

to our readers, however, to inform them that the most

will not be made of the visit to Buffalo if the entire

time is spent on the Exposition grounds. It was our

good fortune to be able to devote a day to sight-seeing

in the picturesque country surrounding the Rainbow

City, and the clay thus spent was one of the most

pleasurable and profitable of our trip.

To many people a visit to Niagara

Niagara and Its Falls will prove as much of a treat

as the exposition itself, and the

marvelous rides on each side of the

Gorge to Lewiston and Queenstown are not easily

crowded from the memory. Clinging to the very edge

of the cliff you creep down the rocky sides, past the

boiling Whirlpool Rapids, Devil's Hole and the ruins of

Fort Gray. You may study Old Fort Niagara with its

early historic associations, or the site of Fort Little

Niagara, built by the French 175o. In fact, all this his-

toric and beautiful region, is alone worth a trip of many

hundred miles, and in planning the length of time

to be given to the exposition, a couple of days should

be added for Niagara Falls. The trolley lines by which

all these trips may be accomplished make it possibl
e to go over the ground

rapidly and at a comparatively small expense. The city of Buffalo
 also contains

many points of historic interest, and a report of these has been 
prepared by the

patriotic and historical societies of Buffalo. In fact, the people of Buffalo seem

to have thought and prepared for the pleasure of their guests in 
every direction,

and it is only necessary to state one's tastes in order to have them
 gratified.

Only a stone's throw from Buffalo is Chautauqua—the first

The Celebrated and greatest people's college in the woods, alongside a won-

derful lake high up in the hills. Of its class, Chautauqua is

the biggest and best thing, and it is practically a suburb of

Buffalo. One can eat breakfast in Buffalo and attend a lecture on Sa
nskrit, or the

higher kindergarten, or take a stroll through Palestine at 
Chautauqua, before

the lunch hour. One can spend his nights in Buffalo and 
his days at Chau-

tauqua, or he can reverse the schedule, as taste suggests. It is worth while

coming from Maine, Montana or Mississippi to spend a few 
days or weeks

at Chautauqua ; and at Chautauqua one is virtually at Buffal
o.

The nearby shores of Lake Erie, and the south shore o
f Ontario, are

thickly sprinkled with pleasant resorts. Central and Western New York are

strewn with lakes, each a center of resort and inexpensive pleasur
es.

In a broader sense, the visitor who comes to Buffalo from

The Great remote States or foreign countries will find himself there

ushered into the most celebrated routes for travel, reaching

the most famous American resorts. Saratoga Springs, for a

century. the most fashionable summer resort on the continent, is 
but five hours

from Buffalo, by luxurious trains ; while just beyond are all the 
allurements of

the Adirondacks, the Catskills and the glories of the Hudson.

Wonders

" Chautauqua"

Summer Resorts
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The Giant)
of 

ill Quality
in SalesCollar Buttons

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUAL-wily? THE MOST WEAR, AND GREATESTITY, BEST CONSTRUCTION GIVING, 

OMFORT  and their IRON-CLAD
GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The
Story of a Collar Button, with Illus-
trations," which may be had FREE for the asking,
and to try the experiment suggested on page 5 of that
booklet.

Extract from " Printers'
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolloaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & CO., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N..1., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
I ollar Button." Afterward, if
:toy pupil will send to Printers'
_Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that Is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deservinft student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n cont ri hut ion.
The Story of a Collar But ton"

is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACKS:

Patent sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made our reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ be CO.,
in their Factory

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

M. S. BENEDICT MFG. CO.
Works : East Syracuse, N. Y.

Complete stocks carried and goods shipped SALESROOMS;frorn both factory and Chicago salesroom. 109-111 Wabash Avenue, ChicagoWrite for 275-page Catalogue. 409 Broadway, New York

YOU, of course, have our No. 6 catalogue.
WRITE for NEW ILLUSTRATED SUPPLEMENT for same.It will explain everything, and bound to interest you.
It shows many changes and additions in the

and our latest
addition of

WAVE CREST WARE
Novelties

Cut
Glass

Various shapes, designs and prices that will please you.All goods of our make are particularly adapted for

Wedding Gifts, Prizes and General Holiday Trade.

THE C. F. MONROE CO•
Manufacturers of

VASES, BRIC-A-BRAC, CUT GLASS, Etc.

New York Salesrooms
28 Barclay St.

Kindly 111111th/11 THE KFYSTONE

Factory, Meriden, Conn.
Communication, Factory, Meriden

A thgtt I Qo t

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

The protracted season of drouth

Trade Conditions has had a telling effect on trade the
past three weeks. The continued

dry weather and hot winds have in-

jured the growing corn crop in a large portion of the

Kansas City territory to such an extent that in many

places it is irreparable, no matter how much it may

rain later. As usual, a long continued dry spell has

had a depressing effect on the farmers, Nvho not only

cease making purchases of anything beyond absolute

necessities, but ill nearly all cases overestimate their

losses. Where the principal crop is wheat there is

little cause for complaint, as the crop was good and

the dry weather has permitted it to be harvested

without damage, the only serious losses occurring

fromitihrleits.
the prevailing conditions vill restrict trade

somewhat in the jewelry and optical trades in thi; part

of the country there can be no doubt, but it is the

tendency of humanity to overestimate, and the chances

are that the real damage done to crops in Missouri

and Kansas has been overestimated. It is the opinion

of most of our jobbers that while the present indica-

tions point to a chill trade in August, that business will

revive later even if rains come too late to revive the

growing crops, and that there will be a good fall trade

late in the season, for the reason that the farmers in

both Kansas and Missouri, as a rule, are in excellent

financial condition.
\Veil-informed men in Kansas City

The Corn Crop trade say that the failure of the corn

crop, if such it should be, could

not come at a better time in Kansas ; for the farmers,

as a rule, are in excellent financial condition, with a

bountiful wheat crop added to millions of bushels still

held over front last year. They think Missouri would

suffer more from a corn failure than Kansas, but Mis-

souri has more widely diversified crops and other re-

sources to fall back upon that will stand her in good

stead. The Oklahoma farmers have plenty of good

wheat and bright prospects for a cotton crop. How

things will turn out in Nebraska and Iowa yet remains

to be seen. At this writing the drouth is already

getting in its work ill those States. But there is one

thing that all the leading people in both the jewelry

and optical trades in Kansas City concede. That is,

that the average Westerner who loses his corn crop this

year will not be an object of charity, neither will he

stop buying jewelry and optical goods. Conditions in

the West are far different now than they were ten years

ago, and there is no cause for any calamity howling at

the present time.

in the Southwest

The ifrrehantsyoupwal, of Topeka,

The Bright Side looks on the blight side of the crop

situation in Kansas and thinks

there is plenty to be thankful for yet. In a recent

issue it gave a review of the adverse conditions then

prevailing in that State, and then in a parallel column

it illustrated the bright side of the picture, all of which

forcibly indicates that business v ill continue good in

Kansas in spite of the drouth. Speaking of the favor-

able conditions, the Journal says :

Kansas has just harvested a 75-million bushel

wheat crop that will sell at good prices. The farmers

of Kansas are very generally out of debt. The banks

are full of money. On May 31, 1901, the State banks

had deposits of $37,612,693. Because the farmers

may possibly lose most of this year's corn crop it

does not follow that there will be hard times in Kansas

this year—not by any means.

No part of the country East of the

The Heated Term Rocky Mountains has been ex-

in Kansas City erupt from abnormal hot waves this

season, so Kansas Cityans should

ilot think they are worse off than the people living

North and East. It was cold enough for grate fires on

the Eastern shore of Lake Michigan one day last

month, but within thirty-six hours thereafter the heat

was almost intolerable despite the lake breezes. Life

on the seashore this season has been anything but

pleasant, and even ill Colorado the heat has been very

oppressive. It may be perpetually cool on the sum-

mit of Pike's Peak, but the hills of Kansas City afford

about as much comfort as any other spots away from

the mountains. The cool breezes that blow up from

THE KIEEY8TONEE

the South every evening, make Kansas City a pretty

comfortable place to sleep in even in July, and with the

proper amount of sleep people are enabled to endure

the heat of the day. The humidity that kills in the

• East and about the Lakes is seldom felt here.

The annual report of the State

labor bureau, just published, giv-

Missouri big the aggregate shipment in 1900

of the productions from every

county in the State, Makes a very gratifying showing.

.The shipments aggregated $147,595,000, an increase of

' over $t2,500,000, as compared xvith the previous year.

There was a very material increase in the shipments of

cattle, hogs, horses and mules and sheep. Wheat,

oats, hay and flour show a large increase. While the

shipments of poultry remain about the same, there

was a large increase in the shipment of eggs.
There has been an immense rush

Rush for Land in through Kansas City to the new
Indian reservations in Oklahoma,

which are to be thrown open to

settlyment August 6th. Many persons will neces-

sarily be disappointed in getting land. These, how-

ever, need not be inconsolable. Millions of acres of

government land are still to be had in the West,

and some of this is as good as any which is to be

found in Oklahoma. Missouri is rich enough in

vacant lands to give thousands of persons farms.

Kansas is ill the same condition, and so are most of

the other Western States. The time is a long distance

in the future when all the vacant places in the agricul-

tural regions of the country will be filled up.

Here is a pleasing item to read from drought-rid-

den Kansas. The more one looks at the wheat crop

just harvested the more it shows up as something

almost phenomenal. Residents for thirty years here

say that they haven't seen such a crop, acreage and

yield considered. One of the best indices, perhaps, is

the continued demand for threshing machinery.

Thresher companies considered that they are doing a

x.ery good season's business when they are taking

orders, and 110W find that every man who gave an

order wants a machine xvithout the usual percentage of

failures along that line. They find that not only are

they not able to deliver machinery to fill all the orders

on time, but cannot supply the demand for more

machines from parties who had not given orders.

Oklahoma has harvested its wheat crop of 30,000,-

000 bushels. That cash article is secure. There has

been suffering from the drouth ill a general way the past .

month in that territory, but with their splendid crop

of wheat and the good condition of kaffir, cotton, cane

and alfalfa the farmers of Oklahoma will have ample

resources, though their corn is cut short by the drouth.

Kansas City has a city forester, whose duty is to

plant and protect trees on all streets except business

thorougfares. And in this provision Kansas City shows

an intelligence beyond the municipal average.

Kansas is the kingdom of 1'heat. No other State

approaches it. This year it will lead out with too,-

000,000 bushels of spring and winter wheat, the climax

even in Kansas.
We hear the opinion often expressed that the

business of farming is not what it used to be, and that

fewer people are engaged in it now than formerly.

The statistics do not bear out this assertion. During

the last ten years that total number of farms in this

country increased from 4,500,000 to 5,700,000, or a

little over 26 per cent., which is about in proportion

with the general increase in population. The number

of farms worked by their owners is 5oo,000 more than

was worked in 1890. The number of farms worked

by tenants has increased even more rapidly. In many

cases the owners of farms have Moved into nearby

villages and cities, while their former employees,

classed under the general term of farm laborers, have

hired the land and are working it either on an annual

rental or on shares. It is a step forward for a farm

laborer to be a tenant farmer, and the tenant may one

day own the land. Apparently the farming- business

keeps pace with all the others.

It is an interesting fact for Missouri that $4 r,000,000

worth of building stone was sold in the United States

last year. This State is unequaled in its varied supply

of minerals for building purposes.

Last year much wheat was damaged in the stack

by the wet weather. This year the damage is from

fire, numerous disastrous fires having already been

reported from Western wheat fields.

Production in

Oklahoma
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Last year Missouri shipped $497,000 Is,orth of

apples and $325,000 worth of strawberries.. But ex-

ports of only $18,000 worth of peaches suggest that
this fruit is not receiving as much attention as it ought.

Exports of horses and mules in Missouri last year

brought a return of $9,000,000, and a great deal of

the money came from foreign countries. The only

danger of a " horseless era " in this State is from the

active demand.
The Missouri hen last year laid eggs enough for

shipment to bring in a cash return of $5,375,000, and

her progeny formed a large portion of the poultry

Nvhich sold for $7,185,o0o more. The hen is simply

great as a practical expositor of political economy.

Missouri cattle and hogs shipped last year yielded

the cash item of $56,000,000. This great industry is

one of the most expansive in the State.

Henry Williams, of the watch department of the

Jaccard Jewelry Co., has recently returned from a ten-

days' enjoyable fishing trip.
Frank Green, with the Edwards & Sloane Co.,

has just returned from a visit to the Eastern manu-

facturing centers and a call at Buffalo, where he spent

it few days looking over the Pan-American Exposition.

Charles John, of the Meyer Jewelry Co., has

recently returned from an outing spent in Colorado.

D. B. Ward, so Nvell and favorably-known to the -

Western trade from his long connection with the house

of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., is at his post again after

a several weeks' outing spent on a farm near Baxter

Springs, Kansas.
M. A. Lumbard, the well-known wholesale

jeweler of Des Moines, Iowa, accompanied by his wife

and daughter, stopped a few days in Kansas City last

month en route to San Jose, Cal.
Henry B. Carswell supplied the badges for the

Kansas City Elks on the occasion of their visit to the

convention at Milwaukee, Wis.
Elmer Motts, a driver of a United States mail

wagon ill Topeka, was arrested recently on the charge

of stealing a package from the post office. It appears

that he had been pilfering from the post office at

Topeka for some time and appropriated jewelry

packages on different occasions.
Dr. F. B. Tiffany, our TH-known oculist, spent

several weeks last month down in the new Oklahoma

land district.
- N. R. Fuller, traveler for the Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Co., has returned from his wedding trip and

is now out on one of his regular trips on the road.

L.- Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Co., spent several

days last month at Chanute, Kans.

Bert. Chapman, head watchmaker for J. R.

Mercer, " The Petticoat Lane " jeweler, spent three

weeks at Colorado points last month.

J. R. Mercer sailed July 25th on the Columbia for

Hamburg, accompanied by his neice, Mrs. Surface.

They will join Mrs. Mercer at Berlin.

Fred. Ruppert, of the mannfacturing department of

the Columbian Optical Co., was in camp with the

Third Regiment of Missouri one week during July at

Nevada, Mo.
D. H. Abney has returned from rest and recreation

at various points ill Southern Missouri.

Otto \Volf, of Gurney & Ware, has recently re-

turned from an outing spent at Colorado points.

Jeweler Will. Fairfield, of Parsons, Kans., has

moved into a itc.xv and larger store room.

A. J. Baum, the Grand Avenue jeweler, made a

voluntary assignment July 6th.

O. P. Bourdon has purchased the business of the

Kansas Optical Co., at iou Walnut Street, and will

continue in the same location. Dr. C. W Ayres,

formerly manager of this concern, has gone to Bir-

mingham, Ala., to open a new optical store.

Howard B. Vining, the Eleventh Street optician,

is spending a month of rest and recreation down on

the Massachusetts coast.
W. F. Innis of the Columbian Optical Co.'s

Omaha office, has been transferred to the Kansas City

office ill a similar position he held in Omaha.

Wm. Smith, optician for Cady & Olmstead, en-

joyed his vacation during the month of July.

Recent visitors to the city and buyers in the

market were : Dr. J. E. Littlefield, Topeka, Kans.;

Chas. H. Trapp, Topeka, Kans.; R. H. Wiles, Lyn-

don, Kans.; W. A. Crawford, Argentine, Kans.; I..

Hoffman, Leawnworth, Kans.., and J. I I. Schinandt,

Holden, Mo.
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Look at the Diamond
Look at the Chart,

Then you know just
what you're getting

The S. C. Scott Manufacturing Company sells you Diamonds ona guarantee that they are exactly as they are represented to be.
We cater to the dealer who doesn't carry a stock.Our system of grading greatly improves your chancesin competition with the large dealer who carries a stock.
If you have a customer for a Diamond, let us knowthe size, quality and price desired, and we will send

you what you want.
The chart we send with each assort-

ment makes an expert of you.
You can represent a stone
after we have graded it to
be exactly what we claim
for it.

Our prices, quality con-
sidered, are as low as those
quoted by any firm in the
market.

Write to us for further
particulars. Send to us for the
next stone you need to sell.

9-13 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

OMEGA WATCHES
Over 1,000,000 in use None better made

the Leading Jewelers Sell the OMEGASAll 

No stock Complete without them

Made in io and ii Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size Six different grades—from 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, adjusted
Fitting Regular American Cases

No Prices Advertised in any Journal
Fair profit can be made

Sold to LEGIT1MAj .M.VVRS only

Send for Price-List

EDmoND E. ROBERT
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

----SELLING AGENTS--

11466o9ro6.4
IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

{ CROSS Ct BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

62-64 State St.

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

New York Letter

As is usual at this vacation time, business during

the past month, has been without any stir. Most of

the travelers have been in enjoying their vaca
tion and

many of them are away again with fresh new samp
les,

confident of getting an unusually heavy fall trade.

Indeed, the prospects are so good that many of th
e

wholesale houses are greatly restricting their lin
es of

credit, so confident are they that they will have 
suffi-

cient business from retailers that are good risks 
and

prompt payers. As early as it now is, orders are

being turned down that would be filled in other
 and

duller years—a good illustration of why it pay
s to

keep one's credit good.
The pneumatic tube postal service

in this city was discontinued on

June 3oth, Congress having refused

the appropriation required for its

support. The discontinuance of

the service is greatly deplored by the mercantile 
inter-

ests of the city. During its four years of operation the

service proved of great value by permitting earl
y de-

livery of incoming mails and continuous dispat
ch of

outgoing mails up to nearly the actual leaving time 
of

trains. Its retention has been urged upon Congress

by the Post Office Department. The workings o
f the

system have been thoroughly studied and 
unquali-

fiedly endorsed by an official government commis
sion

of experts, engineers and business men. The 
local

postal officials declare that the suspension of the

service will much impede prompt delivery and dis
patch

of mails and make the local postal service much
 less

efficient than at present. The Merchants' Associa
tion,

having made inquiry into all the conditions and 
noted

the operations and results of the system, vouches f
or its

great usefulness, and believes that its discon
tinuance

will be a serious injury to business interests. It pur-

poses to show to Congress the actual results cause
d by

the suspension of this service ; by showing the
 present

time of delivery of the principal daily mail
s in the

city and the time of delivery of the corres
ponding

mails after the suspension of the pneumatic tube

service. It therefore requests that in case your daily

mails are delivered at later hours since June 3
oth than

before, you ask the postmaster to explain the 
cause of

the delay and forward his reply to the association
.

Town and Country puts into pic-

turesque expression an event in the

life of this city which, though in-

deed remarkable, passed almost

without notice :

Under the Broadway pavement, a few inches
 be-

neath the hoofs of horses, the whirling wheels of t
raffic

and the ponderous cable cars, a miracle has 
been

enacted, a miracle of induStry and ingenuity, a
 miracle

slowly, laboriously evolved, unseen by the c
ountless

thousands on our streets, almost unnoted, sa
ve for a

grimy figure now and then crawling up through a 
man-

hole, a momentary stoppage of traffic, or a scar 
here

and there in the smooth asphalt. Then, for a 
day, one

of the great city lines of rapid transit is strangely 
silent

and dead. Broadway seems deserted, the giant cable,

drawing hundreds of cars up and down the 
city, lies

limp and still, and then, like a monster serpent 
dead,

its coils are withdrawn from its long bed. Suddenly a

new power flashes through this long culvert 
under the

pave, where the grimy workmen have been 
crawling.

Electricity ! Presto ! The cars suddenly appea
r again,

fleeing swiftly from the Battery to Harlem an
d back !

The motive power of a great city traction line changed
ill t wenty-two hours and forty minutes!

According to a statement issued

by the Post Office Department the

gross receipts of fifty of the largest

Post Offices in the United States

for June were $3,905,433, as com-

pared with $3,695,647 for June of last year, a 
net in-

crease of $209,786, or 5.6 per cent. The 
receipts at

the New York Post Office were $836,253, as 
compared

The Pneumatic
Tube Service
Discontinued

The
Underground
Miracle

Increased
Post Office
Receipts
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with $780,019 for June of last year, an increa
se of

$56,234, or 7.2 per cent. This was the largest inc
rease

and percentage of increase in any single city.

Many of the local trade are inter-

Failure of the ested in the Seventh National

Seventh National Bank, which failed last month. 
It

Dank would appear now as if the failure

would prove much less disastrous

than the sensational collapse led the public to 
expect.

The receiver estimates that the amount whi
ch will

finally be received for the depositors from the 
assets,

including the stockholders' assessment, will be 
about

eighty cents on the dollar. The Comptroller
 of the

Currency says that all transactions connected 
with the

advance of cash to the bank, just prior to its 
failure,

are being carefully investigated by competent 
counsel,

and that all legal rights of the depositors will 
be pro-

tected. Comptroller Dawes ordered an assessment of

Rio per cent. on the $500,000 capital stock of th
e bank.

The regular monthly meeting of

The Jewelers' the Jewelers' Security Alliance was

Security Alliance held on July 12th. The following

members were present : Chairman

Butts, Vice-President Kroeber, Treasurer Karsch,

Secretary Noyes, and Messrs. Champenoi
s, Alford,

Wood and Stern, of the committee. The following

new members were accepted : Lindahl & Gustafson,

Abingdon, Ill.; Turner Bros., Chicago, Ill.; Gus

Erikson, Chicago, Ill.; Culman & Bode, 
St. Louis,

Mo.; Calhoun Jewelry Co., Birmingham 
Ala.; Grant

W. Shuman, Chicago, Ill.; Radke & C
o., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.; C. E. Haukwitz, Chicago, 
Ill.; A. H.

Grenell, Bakersfield, Cal.; Harry Engel, 
Jamesport,

Mo.; Cole & Young, Chicago, Ill.; James
 M. Clark,

Forest City, lowa ; George N. Joyce, New
 York, N.

Y.; A. K. Jobe, Water Valley, Miss.; 
The H. D.

Cone Jewelry Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa ; F
. W. Mer-

riam, Fremont, Ohio; Smith, Patterson & 
Co., Boston;'•

Mass.; Olof Pearson, Chicago, Ill.; Robert
 M. Paley,

Marshalltown, Iowa ; Hussey, Hyde & C
o., Salem,

Mass.; Bayless Jewelry Co., Little Rock
, Ark.; J. W.

Sanders, Schenectady, N. Y.; Carl J. 
von Seutter,

Jackson, Miss.; Bronson & Curtis, Chicago
, Ill.

The extraordinary value of ground in 
this city is

well evidenced by the fact that nearly 
$325 a square

foot was the price paid for the north
west corner of

Broadway and Thirty-fourth street. A t
welve-story

building will be erected on the site.

L. W. Rubenstein, the Maiden Lane 
jobber, is

one of the organizers of the New Con
sumers' National

Bank, at Broadway and Forty-second 
Street. The

new institution is capitalized at $1,000,0
00. A feature

of the bank will be an automobile 
service, that will

call on down-town customers daily for
 their deposits,

a new departure in the banking busin
ess. The officers

are well-known financiers, and the 
new bank starts

out with prospects of being unusuall
y successful.

Frackman Bros., 41-43 Maiden Lane, 
have dis-

solved partnership. Louis Frackman continues the

manufacture of diamond mountings at th
e old address,

while Isaac Frackman has opened 
a retail jewelry

store at 12 Stanton Street.

Victor D. Brenner, who formerly carrie
d on busi-

ness as a medalist in Fulton Street, h
as returned from

l'aris, where he had been studying
 under Roty, the

celebrated medalist. Mr. Brenner is in business at

125 E. Twenty-third Street.

Dominick & Haff, 86o Broadway, have 
added to

their staff of designers F. Graham 
Holmes, who was

for several years in the employ of the
 Howard Sterling

Co., Providence, R. I.

The offices of E. & J. Bass, 614 
Broadway, have

undergone extensive improvements.

E. H. H. Smith, manufacturer of 
silverware and

the patented steel knife-edge appl
ied to silver knives,

13 Maiden Lane, has been elected 
a member of the

Jewelers' Association and Board of 
Trade.

The Tiffany & Co. baseball team gav
e another

display of their prowess by their victory o
ver the for-

midable team of the Allied Arts Co., forme
rly Tiffany

Glass & Decorating Co., New York. The
 game took

place in Claremont Park in the presence
 of a large

number of the employees of both establishments.

Although the Tiffany players held a comfortable

advantage up to the sixth inning, their 
opponents

managed to square matters by scoring eight r
uns, and

at this stage the play assumed a rather crit
ical aspect.

The clever tactics of Peley, however, gave a 
decided

advantage to the Tiffany team, who added one 
more

to their series of victories by a score of 31 to 
21.

Max U. Weinstraub, 4I0 West Forty-second 
Street,

reported to the police authorities that on July
 7th, his

store was robbed of $20 in cash and jewe
lry valued

at $5000.
One of the out-of-town visitors last month 

was

Alex. Bayley, jeweler, of Barbados, West Indies.

During his stay Mr. Bayley took a short cour
se in

optics, and laid in ,a general supply of optical go
ods,

as it is his purpose to pay more attention to thi
s branch

of the business hereafter. While in town he made his

headquarters with the Julius King Optical Co.

Chas. F. Prentice, the well-known opticist, is

away enjoying his six-weeks' vacation, dividin
g among

the resorts of Maine, the Adirondacks and t
he Pan-

American Exposition. During his absence the re-

fractive work of the office is looked after by 
W. H.

Holzapfel, M. D., who was formerly connected 
with

the Bellevue and New York Eye and Ear Hosp
ital.

M. A. Mead, head of the big Chicago watch 
firm

of M. A. Mead & Co., was a rather unexpecte
d visitor

to this city last month. Mr. Mead, accompanied by

his wife, left Chicago for a few days on the La
kes.

Mile near Buffalo, they concluded to pay a 
flying

visit to the Pan-American, principally to view
 the

grand electric display. It then occurred to Mr. Mead

that being half-way, they might as well extend the
ir

tour and visit his sister, who resides at Madison, 
N. J.,

near this city. And this is why his many friends here

had the pleasure of greeting him. Mr. Mead returned

home by way of Philadelphia, and spent a few days 
at

Atlantic City, N. J., the well-known summer reso
rt.

A. W. Magerhans, of the firm of Magerhans 8/

Brokaw, 19 John Street, retired from business on Ju
ly

1st. D. D. Brokaw will continue the business.

Ludwig Brenner, representing the firm of Fried-

erick & Co., of Pforzheim, London and Mancheste
r,

has been staying at the Belvedere Hotel recently.
 He

has been purchasing goods for the German, 
English

and Russian markets. Mr. Brenner went to l'rovi-

deuce and Attleboro, and had a week's sojourn a
t the

Narragansett Hotel.

President Frederick Drissler and Secretary Charles

Herwig, of the Jewelry Worker's Union, attende
d

the annual convention of that organization, rec
ently

held in Buffalo.
Miss Kathryn Brady, of the office of L. Witsen-

hausen, 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, was married recent
ly

to R. Kearney, of Montreal, Canada, where the h
appy

couple will make their future home.

The J. D. Bergen Co., 38 Murray Street, manu-

facturers of the popular Bergen cut glass, have been

obliged to add some very handsome fixtures to accom-

modate their unusually comprehensive line for the fa
ll

trade. Specially attractive among the vast stock are

carafes, the shape of which is patented, footed fru
it

and salad bowls, whipped cream bowls in various

shapes and designs ; decanters and innumerable vases,

a special line of which are of the shape so much in

favor with the ancient Egyptians. These vases are ex-

ceptionally beautiful, and the design is so applied as to

catch the light and reflect the prismatic colors like

hundreds of little stars. The company will pilblish

their new catalogue on August ist, and all dealers will

find a copy useful for reference and instruction.
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Manhattan Beach Hotel
by Night

Reduced
Railroad
Rates to
New York

For Retail Jewelers

p.
. • .......

American Roof Garden

The Merchants' Association of New York has again secured reductions inrailroad rates for Retail Jewelers and other merchants at a distance whodesire to visit the metropolis on business or pleasure, or both.As New York is the great Jewelry and Diamond market of the country,it will pay you well to take advantage of this opportunity. You will get ahearty welcome and make many friends. It stands to reason that a better selection ofstock can be made and more favorable prices secured BY A PERSONAL VISIT. Advanta-geous buying during the day can be followed by sight-seeing, pleasure or recreation in theevening, at any of the innumerable health-giving resorts in the picturesque environs of thecity. A visit will be an education, a pleasure and a profit.

For

DATES AND TERRITORY FOR REDUCED FARES
August 3 to 7, inclusive
August 24 to 28, 64

Territory of Central Passenger Association : Pointswest of but not including Suspension Bridge,Niagara Falls, Buffalo, Erie, Pittsburg andWheeling, W. Va., north of the Ohio and east ofthe Mississippi, and south of a line from St. Louisto Chicago, including the cities of Louisville, St.Louis and Chicago.

Tickets good for 30 Days from date of sale

The Rate for These Excursions

August 24 to 28, inclusive
Sept. i to 4,

Territory of Trunk Line Association includes the fol-lowing points and lines east thereof to New Englandline : Suspension Bridge, Niagara Falls, Buffalo,
Dunkirk, Erie, Pittsburg, Bellaire, 0., Wheeling,
Parkersburg, Huntington, W. Va. (N. Y. ttFiarlem R. R. not included). Reduction not givento points less than roo miles from New York.

Tickets good for 15 Days from date of sale

64

is One and One-Third Fare

full particulars and application blanks, address THE MERCHANTS'346 Broadway, corner Leonard Street, or any of the
GORHAM MFG. CO.

Silversmiths
Broadway and 19th Street

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
Watches and Diamonds
15 Maiden Lane

J. B. BOWDEN & CO
Ring Manufacturers
I Maiden Lane

C. G. ALFORD & CO.
Watches and Jewelry
192 Broadway

ALFRED H. SMITH & CO.
Diamonds, Pearls and Precious Stones

182 Broadway

OPPENHEIMER BROS. & VEITH
Importers and Cutters of Diamonds
Nassau and John Streets

MOUNT & WOODHULL
Diamonds and Precious Stones

26 Maiden Lane

ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK,
following members: •

N. H. WHIR & CO.
Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry

21 Maiden Lane

HARRIS & HARRINGTON
Importers of Clocks, Bronzes and Art Goods

32 ec 34 Vesey Street

L. STRAUS & SONS
Pottery, Marble Statuary, Cut Glass, Etc.

42=46 Warren Street

BAWO & DOTTER
China, Pottery, Clocks and Bronzes
26 to 32 Barclay Street

August, tgot T1-IE KlYSTONIE,

The Watch in Smuggling

I had not served an apprenticeship with t a

jeweler," said a man who was once con-

nected with the Government's Secret Ser-

vice and now manages his own detective

bureau, " I probably would have missed what I con-

sider was the best stroke of business I ever did. It

only goes to proe the old saying that there is no such

thing as useless knowledge.

" I had been in the Secret Service about two

years, grubbing arcamd on unimportant jobs, because

I was only a youngster, when it was discovered that

large quantities of diamonds were being smuggled

into the country. The reputable diamond dealers in

New York gave the first information. That was in the

fall of 1879. Some of the best detectives in the busi-

ness had been assigned to this job, and it was well

understood that the man Who succeeded in running it

down would find his reputation made. in the middle

of November the chief of our department sent for me

and said :

" Charlie, I think you arc just the man I want to

work out my theory of the diamond smuggling. From

my investigations I have reached the conclusion that

the stones are brought into this country by way of

Canada. I want you to go up to Rouse's Point on

Lake Champlain and see if you can get any clue to

this business there. Don't let even the Custom House

officers in that country know what you are and draw

on me for expenses.'
"That struck me as being a pretty blind sort of a

commission, but I was young and full of confidence

in myself. I was thin Os 0 rail in those days, and I wtt

together a hunter's outfit and arrived at Rouses Point

after a week in the Adirondacks.

" In those days the through trains from Montreal

to New York all stopped for breakfast or dinisc-r

Rouse's Point. Having to to do I made the

the station my lounging place. I cultiv:Ited the ac-

quaintance of the newsboys On the train and I kept

close tab on all the passengers. My month length-

ened into two and at the end of that time I telegraphed

my chief that I had a suspicion and to verify it I. was

going to Montreal.
" I wanted to learn more of a certain Julius Kahn.

He made regular trips between Montreal and New

York, ostensibly as an agent for a tire insurance com-

pany. He was one of those boisterous, hail-fellow

sort of chaps who knew all of the trainmen by name.

He tipped liberally. I had made some second-hand

inquiries about his insurance business, with the result

that I doubted his connection with any insurance com-

pany. I learned that he stayed, when in Montreal, in

a quiet little third-rate hotel on Notre Dame Street.

The best hotels in Canada in those days were none too

good, and that a man of Kahn's generous tastes

should stay in such a hotel was another suspicious

circumstance.
" Kahn did not know use by sight, so that I felt

myself safe in going to his hotel: People who come to

such places from the States without any explanation

are at once classed with the men for whom the law

has punishment in store. I fostered this idea about

myself, and two days after I was established in this

hotel it was assumed by the other patrons of the place

that I was a fugitive front the States. I had been there

nearly a week when Kahn arrived. He was greeted

as an old friend by the landlord and in due course of

time I was introduced to him.

" Kahn sized me up in accordance with the land-

lord's suspicions and we became very friendly. I

discovered that he seldom left the hotel, and that Ise

had no definite date for returning to New York. One

evening as we were smoking together the landlord

came over to us and told Kahn that some friends of

his were waiting for him in his room. Kahn left me

and the next day I learned that he had gone to New

York.
"Acting by my instructions one of the men in the

New York office shadowed Kahn on his arrival and

until he left town. Kahn stayed at an old hotel that

stood near what is now the New York end of the

Brooklyn Bridge. None of the

men who visited him was iden-

tified with the sellers of cheap

diamonds, and if my tilltipICIOIN

Mere correct I knew that I had a

clever mats to deal with.
" Kahn came back to the

Notre DaTe' Street hotel a week later. TI7e next

time he went to New York I was on the train with

him and I was as indignant as he wizen custom

officers came aboard as we crossed the line and "
made a very thorough search of the baggage and

clothes of every passenger.
" ' Don't kick,' said Kahn to me, ' it won't do any

good. Let them go through yuti. If you make a fuss

they may identify you.'
" This remark, of course, referred to his suspicion

that I was it fugitive from justice. I watched Kahn's

examination closely and when it ended, without the

finding of lily dutiable goods in his possessi1M, I con-

cluded that I had made It mistake. Kahn might be

engaged in some sort of crooked business, but it was

not smuggling diamonds.
'After the examination we went into the smoker.

Kahn Nvas in good humor. lie twitted me on my

nervousness and told use to put tip a bold front, and if

I got into difficulties to let him know. He advise('

me to stay at his hotel. I accepted his suggestion, for

we were now on friendly terms. We reached New

York early in the morning, and an hour after our

arrival a man came into the dining-room where we

were itt breakfast and greeted Kahn as an old friend.

" ' Well, how's business?' he asked.

" ' I'm not complaining,' said Kahn. My com-

missions are good.'
" It was evident from the subsequent conversa-

tion that Kahn's friend vanted to get rid of me, but I

stuck like a brother. Finally lie said to Kahn :

" Got a watch to swap?'

" ' Yes,' 'said Kahn ; an old-fashi(med bullseye,

with about half a pound of silver in the case and no

works to speak of.'

" Let's see it said the friend.

" Kahn pulled *out a watch of a pattern that I

knew from my experience ill a jewelry store was very

rare. It was an unusually big watch and the works

within were so loose that they rattled. The friend

brought ()Ilt a neat little silver watch and . after some

bantering the two men exchanged watches. I hIWW

that KAM'S watch WaS 110t Sifter alld his friend hod

given hint it very good silver watch in exchange

for it.
" Kahn left for Montreal the next day and I stayed

at his hotel in New York.

" The more I thought about the watch trade the

more suspicious I was. When Kahn returned to the

New York hotel It week later I was prepared for him.

He greeted me cheerfully, and in the evening his

friend came to call on him. Again I stuck close to

Kahn. Filially Isis friend said :

" ' Got any more bullseye watches to swap?'

" ' Yes,' said Kahn, ' I've got another big fellow

that I picked up its Montreal,' and Ise pulled out a

watch that my experienced eye told me Nvas the same

one he had swapped before. I expected something of

this sort. In fact if it had not occurred I had made a

fool of myself.
" After the usual bantering on a trade another

exchange of watches was made, ancl I suggested that

we go into the bar and have a drink on it. No sooner

was the drink served than two of our special men,

\vim had been leaning- againat the liar, pounced on

Kahn and his friend. There was no light. The officers

showed their shields and their revolvers.

" What's the charge ?' asked Kahn.

" 'Smuggling,' said I, and turning to Kahn's

friend I said : " I will trouble you for that bullseye

watch. It has served in this business long enough."

" They saw that the goose was up. There were

no works in the watch, and the case was filled with as

fine a collection of diamonds as you ever saw. Kahn

turned State's evidence, and several small jewelers

went out of business.

" My reputation was made. Had not my service

and experience in a jewelry shop trained my eye for

Nvatches I would never have discovered the fraud. It's

the little things that count its my business."
/
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The Ministry of Failure

" You may do this errand for use, if you %OIL Go
down to the front of the store. Near the entrance you

will lind a box with a cover. Open the box, and bring

tile what you tind itr

" Yes, sir," came back the ready answer front the

boy addressed. He had applied to the gentleman xvho

had sent bins on this errand. Shortly the lad came

hopefully back. He had not expected to be given

work so soon.
The gentleman took the package the youth handed

to him and sat at his desk for a moment. Then he

turned to the young man and said :

" I am sorry to tell you that I fear your you are

not quite the boy we need. You wonder why. Let

me tell you. It may help you. When on the way

down to the box you stooped to stroke the kitten's

back. That told that you have a kind heart, and that

you are in the habit of going about whatever you have

in hand promptly, for you did not stop while you

touched the kitten. You came back quickly. That

was good, but do you see that you did not close the

box after you left it ? There it is, wide open. The

cover was down. You may think it a simple matter,

but we are obliged in this world to pay all possible

attention to little things. No, do not go back now.

The time has gone by. Try to think that this is said

to hell) you another time." The great mais. turned

away, and that was the end of the interview.

" That boy \yin win," the gentleman said, %viten

the door had closed between the two. " He is in

earnest, he is ready, he has a good heart. His failure

to shut that box was due to his desire to do promptly

‘vhat I asked. But just there he failed. Had he closed

the box, I would have given him a place in this store.

I am not troubled to find plenty of young men who are

good and kind and ambitious, but I do meet with

difficuly in getting those ‘vho will do their duty clear

through to the end. Stopping halfway is not the key

to success. Many youths are in a hurry to get their

work done and be off. The next thing—always the

next thing—Iills the mind of many. There is a lack

of deliberate, persistent following to the last detail.

" I might have lectured that ho y for Isalf an hour

on the importance of these things. I he might have

forgotten it all the next day. I le will remember the

cause of his failure here. It will minister to his success

elsewhere. To such a boy, failure cuts deep. He will

work hard to keep from doing a thing like that again."

A Tip to Salesmen
If you are a salesman don't be afraid once in a

while, \\lien your house is especially busy, to cut short

your lunch hour a little. You need not make a prac-

tice of doing so until it is expected as a matter of

course ; but do it when it really reems best for the

business that employs you. It may be some time be-

fore you will see any evidence of appreciation on the

part of your employer. In fact, Ise may never indicate

that he knows of it ; but you may be sure that some-

body vill notice it, if he doesn't, and that if it does

not lead to promotion it may lead to a better pcsition

in some of the houses that are constantly on the watch

for clerks Nvho take a real in their employer's business.

Of course, if you cut short your lunch hour only to

come back to the store to lie around on the counter

and do nothing, you may as well take your full time

for eating. And probably this one thing would do you

no particular good unless you showed in other ways

that you had your employer's best interests at heart.
—Printers' Ink.

New Electric Clock

An electric signal clock has been invented by

Harry B. Vaughan, Little Rock, Ark. It is of that

form in which the hands are made to touch contact

points on the face of the dial, and, by closing an

electric circuit at any particular point or hour or

number of points, to ring at that hour any particular

bell or number of bells. The present invention con-

sists in the peculiar arrangement of such devices

whereby any number of guests in a hotel can be

automatically called at any particular hour, and by

which all the guests of the hotel can be alarmed in the

case of tire.
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Our representatives are now in their respective ter-
ritories, with stocks more complete than ever before.

In good times there is a demand for the finer
goods, and our aim is to meet your every want in
this direction.

If our traveler does not call why not try us by
mail ? Our MAIL ORDER business is large
because we give special attention to each order and
send liberal selections.

Hayden
Telephone, 8 Cortlandt

Centennial

Timers an

Split Seconds
alIcknowledged by the Trade generally

to be the ceri5e4t 111C4,42,4

CROSS 0 BEGUELIN

AGENTS for the

Manufacturers
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

OMEGA, HAMILTON, ELGIN, WALTHAM and
ALL MAKES OF CASES—Gold, Silver, Gold Filled

frPheeler & CO.
15 Maiden Lane, New York

Watch our Watch specials
0 size solid 14 K. Gold, engraved or engine-turned, with genuineWaltham or Elgin movements, at $26.10, Keystone list.
0 size solid Silver, open-face, plain polished, with genuine AmericanCornell movement, with second hand, at $8.10, Keystone list.

Always WATCH this WATCH space for WATCH Specials.
Selection packages sent on application.

Yours for WATCHES of all makes,

Headquarters for
Watchmakers and Jewelers

Entire Requirements
Rosenzweig Bros.

52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

10 K. MOUNTINGS
Fine Quality Opals, $16._§_g net

doz.,719 0 
per
assorted.

1'
v.4or

Turquoise, • • 13.50
per doz.,
net

719 T
assorted.

Our new catalogue, the most complete everpublished, will be ready shortly.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1629 Masonic Temple.
(Samples only.)

FACTORY. 52 Maiden Lane.
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Pittsburg Letter

Business during the past month has been note-

worthy, considering that this is the season o
f the year

when all trades are supposed to have a quiet 
spell. A

big wedding, that of J. I. Buchanan 
and Miss MacFar-

lane, augumented business receipts mo
re than any

other large event in years past.. Four thousa
nd invita-

tions were issued, and, owing to th
e wealth and posi-

tion of the contracting parties, the presents were

superb. The silver and bric-a-bric were 
appraised by

a leading jeweler at $35,000, an
d, as a great deal of

these goods were purchased in this cit
y, local trade

profited considerably. A Sr000 tubular chi
me clock,

from the store of E. P. Roberts & Sons,
 was given by

the Pittsburg Consistory.

The steel strike now in progress, unless soon se
t-

tled, will have an effect and a serious one 
on all fall

trade. No immediate effect from this agitation is

apparent just now, although it is generally looked f
or

in the autumn. Many of the city travelers will start

out between August 1st and 15th on thei
r fall trips.

Geo. B. Barrett and family are spending July and

August at Atlantic City.

William E. Weber, of 1714.Carson Street, South

Side, received most painful and serious in
juries on

July 4th. He was examining a " flovier pot" 
which

had hung fire, when it suddenly exploded, th
e full

charge striking him in the face, resulting in the 
total

loss of one eye and probably the loss of the 
other.

He was also badly scorched in the face.

The George B. Barrett Co. spent the last week of

July in stock-taking. Henry Barrett reported one of

the most prosperous years in the history of t
he house.

Frank Klein, of the Pittsburg Diamond Cutting

Co., spent a week in July on a business and pl
easure

trip to New York.
Calvin 0. Dice has opened a new store in Canal

Dover, Ohio, purchasing his stock in this city.

John Zugschwert, of Carnegie, spent a few weeks

at Conneaut Lake.
H. E. Shutterly, of Joseph De Roy & Sons, leav

es

their employ August 1st to engage with Sheafer 
&

Lloyd.
Chester Hall and Sam. Hall, who represent

A. H. Gerwig on the road, leave on August 1st 
on a

two weeks' trip to Atlantic City, New York and

Philadelphia.
Charles La Seckle, manager of the factory of the

W. J. Johnston Jewelry Co., went East on f
actory

business. This department, under Mr. La Secle's

guidance, has proven most successful. It has been

kept very busy and the force has been enlarged. 
W.

J. Johnston and family, D. H. Smith and fa
mily, and

H. H. Reineman, of McKeesport, Pa., were tog
ether

at Cambridge Springs for several weeks.

Frank D. Ausman has removed to new quarters

in St. Marys, Ohio. J. B. Haverbeck started up in

business in the quarters vacated by Mr Ausman, 
which

he has greatly improved.

C. H. Curl has opened a new jewelry store in

Vandegrift, Pa.
C. F. Kesselmire, of Salem, Ohio, sold out t

o

Jacob Barber and contemplates starting up in 
Pitts-

burg or vicinity.
George W. Biggs, the well-known pioneer jewele

r,

formerly of Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Smithfield S
treet,

is now with L. J. Marks, who has lately started
 up in

the wholesale and retail business at 545 Smithfield

Street. Mr. Marks was formerly in business in Kans
as

City, Mo. Mr. Briggs is attending to the city trade.

Sam. F. Sipe sailed for Europe last month 
to

purchase diamonds.
Robert Hunt, of Uniontown, Pa., passed throug

h

the city lately en route to Mount Clemens, Mic
h., on

a vacation trip.
William R. Siedle, senior member of the firm 

of

R. Siedle & Sons, 254 Fifth Avenue, died at an 
early

hour on Thursday, June 20th, in the Medico-Chiru
r-

gical Hospital, Philadelphia. He had been 
gradually

failing in health since May, 19oo, but only within 
the

past few months was his illness thought to be da
nger-

ous. Early in May, with his wife and child, he went

to Atlantic City, thinking that the change would
 be

beneficial. A decided change for the worse 
hastened

his removal to Philadelphia. Death was due to a

general breaking down of health. Mr. Siedle was 
born

in Pittsburg May 16, 1864, attended the city s
chools
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and finished his education at the High School, Potts-

town. Immediately following his graduation, he be-

came a member of the firm of R. Siedle & Sons,
which, since the death of his lather in December, 19oo,

has been conducted by him and his brother, 0. C.

Siedle, under the old firm-name. The firm is one of

the oldest in the city, and has been located on Fifth

Avenue for the past fifty-two years. Since boyhood

Mr. Siedle had been a member of the Grace Reformed

Church, for the past few years serving in the capacity

of deacon. He was a member of St. John's Lodge,

F. and A. M., and a member of the Chamber of Corn-

merce, exhibiting at all times a lively interest in the

prosperity and advancement of the city. In 1890 he

was married to Miss Louisa H. Schultz, one child

being born of the union. He is survived by the widow

and child, and three brothers, Messrs. Charles A.

Siedle, Albert R. Siedle and 0. C. Siedle. THE KEY-

STONE extends condolences to the bereaved family.

Among the out-of-town visitors last month were:

D. L. Cleeland, Butler, Pa.; S. Maltinsky, Braddock
,

Pa.; John F. Zugschwert, Carnegie, Pa.; J. W. Mc-

Kean, Charleroi, Pa.; J. M. McKinney, East Liver
-

pool, Ohio; C. F. Kesselmire, Salem, Ohio ; Mr. Lang-

necker, New Brighton, Pa.; Mr. Metzgar, of Metzgar

Bros., Aliquippa, Pa.; G. A. Spies, Monongahela

City, Pa.; John Z. Simpson, Blairsville, Pa.; Mrs. 
J.

N. Hoffer, Homestead, Pa.; Philip Ruprecht, Sharps
-

burg, Pa.; Mrs. C. H. Rufle, Lisbon, Ohio ; W. F
.

Hasinger, Blairsville, Pa.; F. F. Robinson, Vande-

grift, Pa.; R. A. Noble, Wellsville, Ohio ; E. A
.

Bloser, New Kensington, Pa.; William Hunt, Union-

town, Pa.; H. H. Weylman, Kittanning, Pa.; Ada
m

Fisher, Greensburg, Pa.; Alf. Watson, Monongahela,

Pa.; E. F. Preiss, Homestead, Pa.; F. B. McKinley
,

Washington, Pa.; C. A. Loughman, McKees Rocks,

Pa.; A. W. Bishop, Connellsville, Pa.; F. H. Mar
-

shall, Derry, Pa.; J. C. Dwyer, New Castle, Pa.; 
J.

Frank Murphy, Dawson, Pa.; Henry Klemmer,

Bridgeport, Ohio.

Well-Kept Secrets

Worth Millions to the Metal Trades, but Withheld
from Them

The tenacity with which Dawson, the famous Des

Moines inventor, now serving a term in the Iowa pen
-

itentiary for the killing of his son-in-law, has held h
is

secret process of hardening copper and making Da
-

mascus steel makes the case of Col. Larkin L. Ford
,

who has just died in Denver, of particular interest say
s

the Iowa State Register. The head chemist from th
e

great Carnegie steel plant remained night and day 
at

the man's bedside during his dying days, and stoo
d

ready to give him millions of dollars for his secret
s,

but Ford died without speaking, and the world 
may

never gain the knowledge that was his. Ford had

worked for twelve years on a process for treating 
ore

of a smelting grade without smelting it, and he had

achieved a marked success, being able by the, use of
 a

few inexpensive chemicals to extract the gold o
re of

any richness without smelting it. He guarded his

secret process with great care and jealousy, conducting

all of his experiments in his own room, and 
making

a confidant of nobody. When certain he had 
mastered

the process Ford wrote to the great Eastern 
manufact-

urers, and as a result the head chemist of the 
great

Carnegie plant hurried westward prepared to offer mi
l-

lions if necessary to buy the secret. Ford would not

allow the method of treatment to become know
n, but

permitted the experts to watch the results. Hundreds

of pounds of ore were taken to his room a
nd he

quickly extracted the gold ore as well as 
smelting

could do it and at a cost comparatively nothi
ng. The

Carnegie chemist saw the secret was worth million
s, and

hurriedly drew up a contract which would have 
made

Ford an annual income of V000,000, but on the 
eve of

the day upon which he was to have made his 
secret

known his brain broke down under twelve years' 
strain,

and he had a stroke of apoplexy which end
ed a few

days later in his death. Dawson, the Des Moines in-

ventor, has his secret recipes written on 
paper and

locked in a safety deposit vault in that ci
ty but he

refuses to yield the key and the courts hav
e decreed

that he cannot be forced by the compan
y, formed to

promote his invention, to give up his secrets. 
Will

Dawson's secrets die as did those of Ford ?
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Chas. L. Trout & Co.

Our Ebony Display

at 5 til(1 7 Alaiden Lane, N. V.,

is now Complete.

Your inspection is solicited.

Our 6 years of experience in

importing genuine French Ebony has

enabled us this year to present for your

consideration the best values from three

of the largest French factories.

Sterling mounted and unmounted

Genuine French Ebony BRUSHES

in Hair, Cloth, Military, Bonnet, Hat,

Tooth, Nail, Mustache and Manicure Pieces,

Mirrors and Combs.

EBONY TOILET SETS

3 to 16 piece combinations.

EBONY MANICURE SETS

3 to 15 piece combinations.

Ebony-filled Walrus

TRAVELING ROLLS for MEN

TRAVELING ROLLS for WOMEN

in large and small combinations. Ele-

gantly and compactly fitted.

Our better quality goods arc of

finest finish and best white stiff bristles

obtainable.

In medium and low-priced goods, we

quote prices for quantities on Military

Brushes, Hair Brushes, Hair Brush and

Comb in paper box ; Hair Brush, Comb

and Mirror in paper box ; Mirrors and

Manicure Pieces, which will be of

ADVANTAGE TO YOU

to investigate.

Full sample lines at our show rooms,

S and 7 Malden Lane

NEW YORK

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
IMPORTERS OF EBONY
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Our facilities are un-
limited for the manu-
facture of boxes and
cases for fiat ware, hol-
low ware, carver sets,
jewelry, toilet sets; all
notions and novelties.

Special designs copy-
righted and confined.
The latest effects in
linings, trimmings and
covers. Prompt deliv-

New and Affective Designs
Constantly Produced.

Our representatives ‘vill call by request and submit designs and quotations.

The Alice Nielsen
Bracelet and Necklace

The WARNER BROTHERS CO.
A R ID G EPO R'I', (X)iVN.

FINISHED

THE NEW GOLCONDA GEM
An Important Advance in the White Stone

THE NEW GOLCONDA

SIZE VIEW FRONT VIEW

Notice the depth below the girdle, producing the greatestfire and brilliancy, and makes the NEW GOLCONDA thenearest imitation of real diamonds ever produced.

As worn by Miss Nielsen in " The Fortune Teller"

(Name "Alice Nielsen" is covered by Trade-Mark Patent)

MADE IN STERLING SILVER ONLY 

825

soo STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

In Sterling Silver an German Silver

THE OLD GOLCONDA
and other white stones

• .•

IN THE ROUGH

Only about a half of the whole depth is below the girdle,which cutting does not permit as great brilliancy as I'lienthe stone is deeper below the girdle, as in the NEWGOLCONDA.

The NEW GOLCONDA GEM is mounted in Seamless Gold Shell Rings, in great variety of designs, also in Searfs, Studs,
Ear Drops and Screws, in both Solid Gold and Rolled -Plate.The NEW GOLCONDA GEM (of which we are the Sole Importers), is as far superior to the Old Golconda, which had
such phenomenal sales, as that was superior to the ordinary Rhine Stone.WE WILL MAKE NO RAISE IN PRICE notwithstanding the fact that the new stones cost more to import than the old.

THE R. L. GRIFFITH et SON CO.
All leading Jobbers carry the NEW GOLCONDA 144 to 158 Pine St., (Metcalf' Building) PROVIDENCE, R. I.

We are the Sole Manufacturers of the Original Alice Nielsen 
Bracelet

For sale by the Jobbing TradeMade in 100 Styles
None genuine unless stamped W. & D.

WHITING & DAVIS
New York Office:
4 John Street

attrist!cl *ilvieronsitho

PLAINVILLE, Mass.
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Advantage You Can Prove

The more you have to do with the
Mead Watch House, the more you will
understand how the absolute successof a specialty house like it dependsupon having the right things at theright prices, and having them all thetime.

This is what has won for it a grow=ing business since our beginning eigh=teen years ago. Then our methods andour treatment of customers speakplainly for themselves as soon as you
investigate. The Mead Watch Houseis equipped to help you meet all the
requirements necessary to make yourwatch department talked about.

Make us your Chicago representa=tives in watches and let us fill yourmail orders. The responsibility is thenwith us to keep you supplied with theright things at the right time, and at theright prices.

M. A. Mead 0 Co.
Watch Jobbers

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO

August, 190

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOM 811 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

Cuicnoo, July 26, 1901

Conditions in the jewelry and opti-

State of Trade cal trades at this writing continue

practically the same as they were a

month ago. The wholesale trade are preparing for a

large business this fall. The smaller trade are gener-

erally doing a fair business. Notwithstanding the

damage caused to the crops by the drouth in the

Western corn belt, which is now broken, the crop

conditions are unquestionably on the whole favorable,

and a basis for substantial prosperity throughout the

country at large is thus laid. Altogether, the situation

continues satisfactory and the outlook promising.

There is no more reassuring evi-

The Drouth and dence of the strength of the situa-

the Situation lion in the Middle West than the

fact that notwithstanding the pro-

longed drouth, now happily over, the outlook is

viewed with little alarm by those most vitally inter-

ested. In other words, the turmoil over the drouth in

the Western corn belt seem to have been in the minds

of speculators rather than in the feelings of producers.

As a matter Of fact, the farmers of the great West were

never in so good a condition as now to stand the par-

tial loss of one crop. For the last five years they have

been blessed in every way ; have been paying off mort-

gages incurred during early struggles and have been

laying up money in the banks in which they themselves

have become the principal stockholders. Besides

there has not been anyways near a complete failure of

crops in the drouth-stricken States. There never

will be. Take for instance, the wheat crop this year

in all of the four States principally affected by the dry

weather. It has been fully up to the average and bet-

ter, and the increase on this product will largely atone

for the losses on corn. The fact seems to be that out-

side of the men directly interested in grain handling or

speculation, the people of the grain States regard the

corn shortage with equanimity. They know that top-

notch crops cannot be expected every year. They

have had a wheat yield which will probably run at

least '00,000,00o bushels over the largest hitherto har-

vested. Strong in this, and in their reserves from

prosperous years, they see that they will lose by the

drouth only some of their anticipated gains, and

philosophically wait another and better season.

Discussing the drouth and the

crop situation, the Louisville Cour-

ier Journal says : " At worst the

crop failure will be but partial. In

1881 the failure was general. Corn went down to less

than 1,200,000,000 bushels, wheat to 383,000,000 bush-

els and cotton to 5,400,000 bales. Other cereals were

reduced one-fourth. That was also the year of Gar-

field's assassination. It was, on the whole, an ex-

tremely unfavorable twelve months, and yet the people

do not remember that it was one of material calamity,"

No Cause
for Alarm

THE KEYSTONE

This is an encouraging reminiscence. But the break-

ing of the hot spell has already dispelled the tem-

porary pessimism.
It is timely and interesting to know

Not up to that the high temperature that has
Previous Records prevailed throughout the West the

past month does not come up to

previous heated terms. In 1882, from September 12th

to September 15th, Kansas and Missouri reported

temperature ranging from too degrees to i io, and in

5877 Spring Valley, Cal., reported a temperature of

122 degrees. Santa Barbara has a record of 133 de-

grees. In the heated term of 1882 the fierce, dry heat

at Lawrence, Kans., " burned the foliage of trees so

that it crumbled to powder when touched."

It seems useless to boast of great

A Great Waste advancement in the field of power

production, when we read that

Chicago is wasting 6000 tons of coal every working

day of the week. Not only wasting it, but in this

waste product,smoke, it is polluting the atmosphere that

2,000,000 people have to breathe. On almost any clear

day the smoke cloud of Chicago is visible from the

prairie country and the expanses of the lake, twenty-

five or thirty miles distant. It hangs like a pall on the

still, damp day, or else, caught in the teeth of the

wind, it is drifted in rolling billows miles away from

its source. All this smoke means unburned coal car-

ried out of the furnace and wasted.
Here is an item from a part of

Able to Stand Missouri that has probably suffered

more from the drouth than any

other section in that State. It is

encouraging surely. The Columbia (Mo.) Herald

says that region Ilas enough money to winter on in

spite of the drouth. Bank deposits in Boone county

amount to $1,500,000 ; Callaway, $780,000 ; Monroe,

$750,000 ; Audrain, $740,000 and Randolph, $817,000.

This cash surplus is the largest on record in these

counties, all of which are largely devoted to agri-

culture.

the Drouth

Where Some
of Our Wheat
Will Go

What is others' loss is our gain.

The wheat is going to be short in

Germany, Russia, Australia and

France. This is reported to be

especially the case in France, where

there was a large crop in 1899, a shorter crop in 19oo,

and is running very short by the prospect of 0901.

The amount of wheat required in that country each

year for home consumption is 340,000,000 bushels.

There is a prospective shortage now of about 6o,000,000

bushels, which must be supplied by the United States.

That all the world has been inter-

All the World ested in rain in the corn belt for

the past few weeks is not at all to

wondered at, when one reads over

the figures in the case. The corn crop of the world in

l900 was 2,631,378,145 bushels. Of this the United States

produced four-fifths, or 2,105,102,516 bushels, Austria-

Hungary 142,000,000 bushels, Mexico 111,704,938

bushels, Roumania 8o,000,000 bushels, Italy 6o,000,000

bushels, Argentina 480000,000 bushels, Bulgaria 34,-

000,000 bushels, Russia 30,000,000 bushels, Canada

20,003,000 bushels and Egypt 20,000,000 bushels. All

the world outside of the United States did not produce

in Iwo as much corn as Iowa and Illinois and only a

little more than Iowa and Nebraska. Austria-Hungary,

standing second in the list of corn-growing countries,

did not produce in 0900 as much corn as Indiana, and

Mexico only a little more than Ohio. Texas grew

more corn than Roumania, Kentucky more than Italy,

and Michigan more than all of Russia. As the case

stands, the United States is the greatest producer and

the greatest consumer of corn, but it is the only coun-

try growing corn in any considerable quantities for

export. England bought 143,000,000 bushels of our

corn between July i, 1899, and April 30, 1901. In the

same time Germany bought 70,500,000 bushels, and

Mexico 1,600,000 bushels.
The story of the American farm is

An Interesting a most interesting one.. The chief

Story statistician of the agricultural sec-

tion of the twelfth census says :

" The increased wealth of our farmers, as the result of

their last ten years' labor, equals the farm wealth of

the nation reported as the outcome of their toil and

economics from the settlement at Jamestown to the

middle of the nineteenth century." Advances on the

stock exchange fade into a small affair beside a cobs-

Interested
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sal increment like that. In the United States to-day

there are at least 5,700,000 farmers, or about one to

every thirteen inhabitants. In 1850 the number was

1,149,073. In ten years the number has increased

1, 150,000, and in the same time farm wealth has ex-

panded by not less than $6,500,000,000. In the twelve

adjacent States of Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, Indiana,

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota,

South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas, the number

of farms has increased since 1890 from 0,923,882 to

2,220,00o. These States added $2,500,000,000 to 'their

farm wealth between 1880 and 1890 and a still larger

sum in the last ten years.
Another commercial item of interest

Let the Good is the following : Last year 65 per

cent., or 1416,900,000, of Canadian

imports came from the United

States. Only 24.7 per cent. came from Great Britain,

ill spite of the discriminations in duties in favor of

that country. Canada is, in proportion to population,

the best customer the United States has anywhere.

This country can about monopolize that trade if it

chooses by a slight rearrangetnent of tariffs.

It will be of interest to our Western

readers to know that Secretary of

West the Interior Hitchcock, who has

developed a strong interest in irri-

gation, is stated to be preparing a report to the Presi-

dent, endorsiong a system of irrigation dams for the

arid lands of the West and recommending legislation

by Congress along this line. The Western trip made

by the Presidential party graphically demonstrated to

the members the great need of irrigation dams, and

showed the benefits derived from the work already

accomplished. It has been further intimated at Wash-

ington that in his forthcoming message to Congress

the President will recommend an appropriation for

the construction of storage reservoirs in the arid West.

Secretary Hitchcock is now preparing a lengthy brief

on the subject of irrigation legislation, and will, it is

stated, recommend a first appropriation for the Gila

River darn in Arizona. He is basing his report on the

surveys and recommendations of the geological survey

of his department.
Here are some mighty interesting

figures for the student of com-

merce : The mineral output of the

United States is another billion

dollar item. The total metal and mineral output of

this country for 7900 was $1,365,000,000, an increase

for the year of $147,000,000. Last year silver was

produced in the United States to the value of $36,000,-

000. Like other metals it sells at the market rate, and

is able to hold its legitimate place. The American

copper mined last year amounted to $97,000,000,

taking the lead of gold mined, which was $78,000,000.

An electric age calls for copper in enormous quantities.

An interesting trade item is that

the population of Mexico is a little

above thirteen and a half millions.

Sixty-three per cent. can neither

read -nor write. But they are waking up there. The

farmers of Mexico bought over a million dollars worth

of American agricultural implements last year, a large

share of them coming from Chicago. Their old iron-

tipped plow is disappearing. Nearly every paying

enterprise in Mexico is now in the hands of Americans.

We take this interesting item from

Very Suggestive the report of the United States

mint. Last year there were nearly

25,000,000 dimes minted by the Government. There

were nearly 28,000,000 nickels manufactured by the

same party and about 77,000,000 pennies. These

added to a great many millions already in circulation

are very suggestive. There were ro,000,000 half dol-

lars and over 15,000,000 quarter dollars.

In these days of hot winds and

A Great Industry drouth it is encouraging to read

about one great industry that is

not affected much by either of the above. We 
refer

to the American hen. Great is the hen. She adds

more to the wealth of the nation by $90,00o,000 than

do all the coal mines of the country. Cotton, corn

and vheat are only farm staples which exceed in value

her output. Read the figures. While the Census

Bureau has not attempted to collect poultry statistics

as thoroughly as it might, and while the statist
ical

bureau of the national agricultural department has not

(Continued on page 829)

Work Go On

Irrigation in the

Our Mineral
Output

They are
Waking Up
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Magnet Window Easels
Prepare for more business. Get your windows in shape. Displayyour goods in the neatest and most artistic manner possible, by use of ourMagnet Window Easels. Their richness of design and color make themvery attractive to the eye. Made in the best quality of silk velvet, inthree colors : Royal Purple, Green and Ruby.

Magnet No. I.
Magnet No. 2.
Magnet No. 3.
Magnet No. 4.
Magnet No. 5.
Magnet No. 6.
Magnet No. 7.

Please Mention The Keystone When Ordering
For Rings. Size, sq x 9j4 inches. . . .For 0. 6 and 12 Size Watch Cases. Size, 8% x 9 4. inches.

.
For 16 and 18 Size Watch Cases. Size, 7 x 13 inches.For Spectacles and Spoons. Size, 7 x 13 inches.For Eyeglasses. Size, 7 x 13 inches. .For Vest Chains. Size, 7 x 15 inches. .For Rings. Size, 3 i_ x 10% inches.

6 per cent. discount for cash

Each, $1.50
" 1.00

1.10
1.25
I.2S
I.25
1.10

46

44

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO.
Wholesale Jewelers

131-137 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

aratamsuuser.mopit.,..

August, 1901

Chicago News

(Continued from page 8271

attached the importance to the industry which those

most interested in it think it deserves, still there is

sufficient reliable data.at hand to show that the poultry

products of the United States reach very nearly the

$300,000,000 mark annually. Every year the sitting

hen and the busy incubator, between them, turn out

3,500,000,000 chicks, which live long enough to reach

the market in one form or another, while the annual

egg crop is fully 13,000,000,000 dozen.
The Chicago Jewelers' Protective

Association has been organized.
The following are the officers:
Herman Stern, president ; George

Newmister, Secretary, and Charles Huber, treasurer.

The total membership is 300. This body is strictly a

local one, and is not affiliated with the International

Jewelry Workers' Union of America. The objects of

the association are to assist its members in obtaining

suitable employment and to create harmony and good-

fellowship among the different branches of the trade.

In accordance with a request from the union all em-

ployers agreed to operate their factories nine hours a

day without a reduction in wages. Heretofore one-

half of the shops worked nine hours per day while the

other half operated nine and a half hours, but the

shops are all running nine hours per day at present.

Governor Stanley places the wheat crop of Kansas

at a higher value than that of last year, which was an

unusually large crop, and says the crops and products

that are safe are worth Po9,000,000, without counting

corn, oats, potatoes or fruit. The situation in Kansas

is very far from being as bad as it was recently

painted.

jewelers' Protec-
tive Union

Personal Mention

Will. Thorsen, cashier at M. A. Mead & Co.'s,

has just returned from his annual outing, most of his

time while away having been spent at Buffalo doing

the exposition. Mr. Thorsen is pretty well freighted

with " rainbow city " enthusiasm, and avers that the

Buffalo show is a pretty good one—only one that has

ever exceeded it and that our own World's Fair.

John C. Perry, general manager of the Hamilton

Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa., was in town a day or two

the early part of the month calling on his friends in

the trade.
Samuel Swartchild, accompanied by Mrs. Swart-

child, will enjoy an outing in August at the Eastern

seashore. They will leave for the East soon after the

return of their son, 3. G. Swartchild from Europe.

Charles Goplen, of the Juergens & Andersen Co.'s

office force, has just returned from a two-weeks' out-

ing, delightfully spent at his old home in Newark, Ohio.

Louis Kruger, of the general office of the Elgin

Watch Co., is at his post again after a pleasant vaca-

tion spent up among the Wisconsin lakes.

Harry W. Phillips, traveler for Recob, Zeigler &

Co., was married to Miss Heineman, of this city, on

July 3d. Mr. and Mrs. Phillips spent their honey-

moon up among the Wisconsin lakes. Their future

home will be in Chicago.
Ed. B. Hoffman, buyer for the Stein & Ellbogen

Co., has gone to Barnesville, Ohio, where his family are

spending the summer. He will remain there through

his vacation, returning to Chicago early in August.

John T. Dalton, well-known here from his former

connection with several of our wholesale houses, but

at present occupying a responsible position with the

Homan Silver Plate Co. in their main office in Cincin-

nati, has been spending his vacation in Chicago among

his old friends and familiar scenes. Mr. Dalton tells

us that Chicago is unquestionably the greatest summer

resort of them all, so came here for his outing.

John A. Cox, head salesman at Benj. Allen &

Co.'s, left last week for the far Northwest up in Mani-

toba, where his family are spending the summer with

relatives. Mr. Cox will spend his regular summer

vacation among the Kanucks in the far Northwest, and

return to business early in August.

E. W. Reynolds, material jobber of San Fran-

cisco, Cal., was in town for a day or two early in the

month en route East.
C. H. Knights is expected home from his Euro-

pean jaunt August 12th.

T1-1E KlYSTON

M. M. Cloudman, Canadian missionary for the

Elgin Watch Co., was here early in the month, spend-

a fortnight with his family at Elgin.
Dr. J. B. McFatrich, president of the Northern

Illinois College of Ophthalmology, has just returned

from a pleasant outing spent among the Eastern resorts.

Kent Clark, the well-known traveler for the Towle

Manufacturing Co., who has been making his home

at St. Joseph, Mo., for a number of years, last week

moved his family to Chicago, where they will reside
ill the future.

R. E. Hawkins, of Lehman, Hamilton & Co.,

jobbers, Denver, is expected in town early in next

week, en route East.
J. A. Patterson, the well-known Western traveler,

who carries the Geneva Optical Co.'s line, as well as

several other manufacturers' lines, in the country west

of the Mississippi, has been in town the past few days.

He left yesterday for an extended Western trip, going

right through to Denver for his first stop.
Thos. Y. Midlen, well-

known in the Western trade
as the former manager of
the Gorham Manufacturing

Co.'s Chicago office, died
at Hartford, Conn., July
15th. His age was forty-

two years, and he had been
ill for several months. Mr.
Midlen had charge of the
Chicago branch of the Gor-
ham Co. until February,
1899, when he went East to
take charge of the manage-
ment of the distribution of

the Company's product from their main office in New

York. While he resided in the Western metropolis, he

was a prominent member of the Chicago Jewelers' Asso-

ciation. He was a genial, pleasant gentleman, an inde-

fatigable worker, whose future at one time seemed a

bright one. He leaves a widow.
Francis Lotz, in charge of the country business at

the Juergens & Andersen Co.'s office, is enjoying a

two-weeks' outing at Spring Lake, Mich.

J. G. Swartchild and Eugene Tewels, of Swart-

child & Co., who have been touring Europe for two

months past on business and pleasure bent, are ex-

pected to arrive in Chicago August 1st.

James A. Todd, Chicago manager for the Towle

Manufacturing Co., has the sympathy of his many

friends in the trade in his recent bereavement, the

loss of his respected mother, whose death at Wallcott,

Mass., recently occurred.
0.. F. Dinsmore, who succeeds George M. Lan-

don as Western representative of D. S. Spaulding,

manufacturer, Mansfield, Mass., arrived in town last

week, and is being shown around among the trade by

Mr. Landon. Mr. Dinsmore has been the Eastern

representative of Mr. Spaulding for a number of years,

but will hereafter make his headquarters in Chicago.

Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen Company,

returns next week from his European diamond-pur-

chasing trip.
The family of William M. Alister, of B. F. Norris,

Alister & Co., are spending the summer at Ocono-

mowoc. Mr. Alister spends from two to three days

each week with them, and is much improved in health

these days.
F. A. hardy, of F. A. Hardy & Co., is spending

the summer with his family at Mackinaw. He sends

back word that the weather is delightfully cool at this

resort, and that he is enjoying it greatly.

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., returned the

early part of the week from a fortnight's trip among

the Eastern manufacturing centers.

E. H. Allen & Co. have succeeded the Huston &

Allen Co. as manufacturing jewelers and watch re-

pairers to the trade on the fifth floor of the Champlain

Building, J. N. Wolf buying out the interest of S. K.

H uston.
H. Blaurock, manufacturing jeweler, Denver,

Colo., spent several days in Chicago, combining busi-

ness with pleasure.
Max Roy, the well-known jeweler of Gainesville,

Texas, was a congenial caller at Western headquarters

of THE KEYSTONE to-day. He is accompanied by his

wife and daughter on their Northern trip, in which

they a,re combining business with pleasure. Mr. Roy

Thos. Y. Midlen
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tells us that the drouth has been a great injury to

their small grain, but that cotton, their leading crop, is

most promising.

Gossip Among the Trade

The Supreme Court of Illinois has just recently

handed down an important decision that should serve

as a deterrent to anyone who may be tempted to make

a false statement concerning his financial condition in

order to obtain credit. It seems that Samuel Levy

and Isidor Berkenfield, composing the firm of S. Levy

& Co., cloak makers, 240 Market Street, Chicago,

made an assignment in May, 1898. In the following

January, Berkenfield was indicted by the grand jury

for making a false statement in order to obtain credit.

During the year he was tried before Judge Waterman,

of the criminal court, and sentenced to serve one year

in the county jail, besides paying a fine of p000 and

cost of the suit. The Appellate Court, which was

called upon to review to case, affirmed the decision of

the lower court, and the case was then taken to the

Supreme Court, which fully sustains law and the in-

dictment under which Berkenfield was prosecuted.

The firm obtained $29,000 from the Continental

National Bank, besides a large amount of credit for

merchandise, by means of false statements. Samuel

Levy is now under indictment for conspiracy, and

several other suits are likely to arise before matters

growing out of the failure are finally settled. Credi-

tors feel that in the Supreme Court's decision they

have won an important victory.
Pitkin & Brooks, Chicago's well-known and

prominent jobbers in cut glass, rich china and pottery,

whose stores were burnt out January 26th, and who

for several months' afterward occupied temporary

quarters at 151-153 Michigan Avenue, have moved
back to their old quarters at State and Lake Streets,

which have been rebuilt in modern style, and the new

arrangement and display of their new stock is in every

way an improvement over the old store, which was

one of the land-marks of the Western metropolis.

This is a remarkable achievement when it is remem-

bered that nothing was left after their fire of the five-

story building except the outside walls.
The Elmore Co. and Rogers, Thurman & Co.,

who have been located at 115 Deaborn Street, seventh

floor, for several years past, have removed to 125 Dea-

born Street, third floor, where they have more than

doubled their room, which was necessitated by in-

creasing business.
1\1. Lippet, of the firm of M. Lippet & Co., Col-

umbus Memorial Building, returned early in the month

from an Eastern beying trip, and is now out on the

road among his customers.
The annual meeting of the American Horological

Society, postponed from June 20th, was held July ilth,

at the Columbus Memorial Building, this city, and

officers to serve the ensuing year elected as follows :

President, Seth Rhodes ; vice-president, Theo. Kuehl;

second vice-president, F. H. Baum ; third vice-presi-

dent, A. W. Strickler ; treasurer, A. C. Beckett ;

secretary, Theo. Gribi ; librarian, C. L. Hoefer ; direc-

tors, Julius Schnering, B. Redepenning, Max Ellbogen,

A. C. Beckett and W. H. Galloupe.

Dr. James Madden, the well-known and successful

Western optician and special representative of the

Murine Eye Remedy Co., has returned to town

for a month's stay after a year's absence in the Pacific

Northwest country. Dr. Madden will have charge of

the Murine exhibit at the convention of the American

Association of Opticians, which convenes at the Sher-

man House, this city, August 13th, 14th, x5th and 16th.

The Francis Jewelry Manufacturing Co. is a new

firm of special manufacturers and 'repairers to the

trade at 410 Masonic Temple, under the management

of Frank Moore, formerly with Moore & Evans.

The annual convention of the American Associa-

tion of opticians, the national and leading organiza-.

tion among the retail opticians, which convenes at the

Sherman House in this city August 13th, 14th, 15th

and 16th, promises to be the largest gathering of the

kind ever held in this country. From two to three

hundred delegates are expected to attend, and a highly

interesting programme of the four days' session will

be found in the optical department of this issue.

Quite a number of practical and helpful papers will be

(Continued on page 831)
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WATCH JOBBER CHICAGO
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We want to again emphasize the
fact that our principal business is
WATCHES. Our specialty first, last
and all the time is WATCHES at whole=
sale. A leading feature of our business
is that we can give you special goods,
and that on "specials" you can make
good money. Besides, we show a
strong line, a most complete line and
a most comprehensive line of goods,
including all makes of AMERICAN
WATCHES.

What we are most particularly interested in
just now is a share of your MAIL ORDERS.
Our pocket price=list will be sent to you for the
asking, and we will promise you that the samecare is given to small orders as large ones—partic=ular care is given to all. But this is not all. Weare greatly interested in having you call when youcome to Chicago, whether you want to buy or not.We shall welcome you and be pleased to see you atall times.

J. W.. FORSINGER
WHOLESALE WATCHES

COLUMBUS AilMORIAL BUILDING CHICAGO

A ) 1st 1 9( )1

Chicago News

(Continued from page 829)

read by the brightest men of the profession. They

are along helpful and educational lines, and the opti-

cian who fails to attend will miss much that will be of

positive help to him in his work. Besides the exhibi-

tion of new instruments, new apparatus and new

helps for the practicing optician will be a leading

feature, and to many the most interesting part of the

All of our wholesale houses are makingconvention.largerepa
rations for the event, and the local enter-

tainment committee are planning some pleasant enter-

tainments for the delegates. One of our wholesale

firms, F. A. Hardy & Co., have established a bureau

of information for the benefit of those who may a
t-

tend, offering their assistance in reserving hotel accom-

modations, or in giving any desired information in

connection with the meeting. In every respect the

convention will be a representative one, from the

interest evinced in the East and the West, and in the

North and in the South. There are now twenty-one

State associations, each one of which is expected to

send delegates, so that the meeting will be national in

its scope. The retail optician who fails to be on hand

will miss a feast of good things that will help him in

his profession, as well as a large amount of good

fellowship. By all means attend the annual conven-

tion of the American Association of Opticians, and

remember the dates, August t3th, 14th, 15th and 16th,

at Chicago.
United 

T
States Watch Co., of Waltham, Mass.,

have removed their Chicago office from the Venetian

Building to the Western headquarters of the Philadel-

phia Watch Case Co., on the eighth floor of the Silver-

smiths' Building. A. E. Bentley, who has been at the

United States Watch Co.'s factory for several years,

will have charge of the Chicago business of the latter

company. The
Elgin Watch Co. continue to maintain their

reputation for liberality in furnishing the retail jewelry

trade with advertising specialties and other forms of

business reminders, their latest being in the shape of

decalcimonia or transfer pictures, the design being

that interesting urchin who says, " My Elgin's all

right." The boy is a faithful reproduction of the large

lithograph in colors. On the back of the picture the

names of local dealers in Elgin watches are printed,

together with instructions as to the transferring of the

pictures to the glass. Dealers desiring them should

address the company at once, as they will be pleased

to send a package to any regular jeweler free. The

Elgin Company also have a representative visiting

many of the larger cities placing on the jewelers' show

windows a large handsome decalcimonia of the above

design, with words, "Agency Elgin Watches ;" the

size being 25 inches high and 16 inches wide. It is the

intention of the Elgin Company to furnish these signs

to the retail jewelers all over the country, with explicit

instructions so that they may apply them themselves.

The company will send out to the trade early in

August a circular giving full particulars in regard to

this novel and unique decalcimonia sign. Any jeweler

that is the Elgin Company will be pleased to

hear 
The combined office of the Ostby & Barton Co.

and the Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co., on the six
th

floor of the Columbus Memorial Building, has been

much improved recently by the addition of new furn
i-

ture and other improvements, until it is now one of

the handsomest and best-arranged quarters for Eastern

manufacturers' agents in town.

The announcement, early in the present month,

that three of Chicago's best-known traveling men had

formed a partnership and would embark in the whole-

sale jewelry business in Chicago, about January 1,

1902, evoked considerable favorable comment in th
e

trade. The name of the new firm is Despres, Bridges

& Noel and the individual partners are Emil Des
pres,

Steve Bridges and Max Noel. The two first-named

are widely known in the Western trade as travelers f
or

H. F. Hahn & Co. for many years past, and the lat
ter

gentleman is equally as well known as a road 
repre-

sentative of many years' standing of the Stein &
 Ell-

bogen Co. The combination is conceded to be a stron
g

one, as all the partners are experienced and succ
essful

salesmen who are well acquainted with the nee
ds of

THE ICYSTONE

the Western trade. The new firm have been incor-

porated with a capital of $5o,000, paid up, and will

open on the third floor of the Venetian Building, in

January, 1902. Their orders for safes and fittings

have already been given.

Out-of-town Visitors

E. J. Price, a well-known Western jeweler, who

has recently sold out his interests in the firm of Price,

Keith & Co., of Iowa City, Iowa, which is now Keith

& McChesney, spent a week in the Chicago market the

early part of the month, selecting his opening bill for

the new store he is just opening at Clinton, Iowa. Mr.

Price, who was met in one of our jobbing houses, tells

us that he will open up with new fixtures and new

goods throughout, and that his new store will be up

to date in every particular He thinks that there is

room for just such a jewelry establishment as he is

opening in Clinton, and that he will make a success of

his venture.
E. L. Thayer, of Rockford, Ill., was in town the

early part of the month on a buying trip.

Christophersen & Amundsen, of Menominee,

Mich., were represented in this market the middle of

last week by Mr. Amundsen, who was en route to

Buffalo, where he expected to spend a week looking

over the Pan-American Exposition.

Gorton Rushmer, head of the Rushmer Jewelry

Co., Pueblo, Cola, was here a day or two last week

with his bride. They were en route to Buffalo, where

they expected to spend a week or ten days looking

through the exposition.

Dan. S. Jones, of Independence, Iowa, paid a

visit last week, en route to the northern lakes on an

outing.
L. E. Griffith, Jr., & Co., druggist-jewelers, Ter-

rell, Texas, have been represented in the Chicago

market this week by Mr. Hawley, their manager, who

has been a liberal buyer.

The well-known jewelry firm of Hall, Sayles &

Fifield, Janesville, Wis., was represented in this

market last week by Mr. Fifield, who was in the city

combining business with pleasure.

Otto Wettstein, the "liberal " jeweler of Rochelle,

Ill., and designer of the Otto Wettstein watch and the

Col. Ingersoll souvenir spoon, was seen in one of our

wholesale houses early in the month. Mr. Wettstein

is one of the pioneer jewelers of the State, and has been

a familiar figure in the Chicago market for nearly forty

years. He is well preserved and says he expects to

come to Chicago for many years to come.

Harry P. Holmes, jeweler-optician, of Des Moines,

Iowa, was a caller at the Western headquarters of

THE KEYSTONE last week. Mr. Holmes is the presi-

dent of the Iowa Association of Opticians, and is on
e

of the bright men of the West in organization and

association, as well as one of the many jewelers who

have made optics a real success in connection 
with

their jewelry business.

W. H. Gould, of LeRoy, Ill., was a trade caller

in this market last week.

H. J. Folts, of Atlanta, Ill., was in town the early

part of the week selecting goods for his home store.

August Wetteroth, the pioneer jeweler of St. Jo-

seph, Mo., accompanied by Mrs. Wetteroth, was her
e

a day or two last week, en route to Buffalo, w
here

they will spend a week or ten days looking over th
e

exposition.
0. C. Zinn., of Hastings, Nebr., is in Chicago

this week, combining business with pleasure. Mr.

Zinn tells us that the drouth, which is prevailing
 over

the great Western corn belt, has already done its

work in Southern Nebraska, and that no matter
 how

much rain falls from this time on, there will not b
e

half the usual yield of corn in that section. But he

says that the farmers in that part of the country
 have

enjoyed five splendid crop years in succession, 
and

that they are able to bear the partial loss of this y
ear's

corn crop. Mr. Zinn thinks that there will be a fairly

good business in Nebraska this fall, but that it wi
ll be

late, especially in jewelry and kindred lines.

J. P. Rouse, of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, accompanied

by his daughter, Miss Rouse, were hi the cit
y last

week, combining business with pleasure. Mr. Rouse

is well known in the trade as a member of the f
ormer

firm of Crane & Rouse, who did a successful 
busi-

ness in Mt. Pleasant for several years previous to the
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early part of the present year, when Mr. Rouse sol
d

out to his partner, who continues the old business. '

Mr. Rouse has decided to go in business again in Mt.

Pleasant, and was here selecting his opening stock.

He was a liberal buyer and will open up in moder
n

style with everything new and fresh.

D. C. McCarty, of Charleston, Ill., was in town

the early part of the month, buying new stock for the

jewelry store he has just opened at the above point.

Mr. McCarty has grown up in the jewelry business at

Charleston, having learned his trade with Jeweler J.

W. Dikob, and has more recently been connected with

Jeweler W. F. Jenkins, both of that town.

J. M. Fox, of Canton, Ill., has been a trade caller

here this week.
Dr. J. C. Owens, druggist-jeweler, of Plainfield,

Ill., was in the market yesterday selecting goods for

the home store.
Carl J. Von Seutter, of Jackson, Miss., is in Chi-

cago this week, purchasing fixtures and buying goods:

for his new store at the above point. Mr. Von Seutter

has closed out the business of his father, the late E.

Von Seutter, and is opening up a swell, new establish-

ment with everything right up to the minute. He is

buying liberally, and says he thinks well of Chicago

as a market.

One of our largest wholesale jewelry firms in the

Chicago trade desire to engage an energetic and wide-

awake young business man to act as manager. He

must understand the jewelry business in all its branches

and come well recommended. A high salary to the

right party. Address "Jones & Co," Room 8t

Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago. —Adv.

New Method of Road-Making

California has discovered a new method of making

good roads. It is in the use of hot, crude petroleum

as a cementing material.

The art of road-making is probably more impor-

tant to civilization than any other one of man's accom-

plishments. It is only in recent years that Americans,

outside of a few of the older settlements, have begun

to appreciate the full commercial and social advan-

tages, of good roads, and to encourage their building

through liberal appropriations of public money from

State, county and township treasuries.

No sooner was such work begun than there arose

serious questions in many localities as to what material

was best for the local production of good roads.

Where stone was cheap and plentiful it naturally

became the accepted road-making material, but even

in such sections a stone road is not always the most

satisfactory. Earth roads, made of sand or gravel,

which contain good cementing material, such as proper

admixtures of loam, clay or iron ores, make roads

much smoother and more pleasant to drive over,

while not so likely to be unpleasant from dust.

Such roads are much cheaper to build, for hardly

a locality can be found which does not contain some

handy bed of fair road-making material. In many

sections the natural soil is all that is needed to make

good roads for fair weather use. Such roads, how-

ever, are sure to suffer under the stress of winter rains

and frosts and summer droughts, and break up badly.

Such was the situation in Fresno when the work-

ing of California's new oil find made petroleum cheap

and suggested its use on the roads. The idea probably

came from the use of petroleum refuse on railroad

tracks to keep down dust. Using the petroleum hot is

a new idea.
The hot oil cements the sand, loam, clay and

gravel, and makes the roadbed both dustless and

waterproof. It makes the roadbed material pack

under a heavy use, and its qualities improve as the

doses of oil are repeated.

Reports from San Bernardino County say that 180

barrels of oil a year are used per mile of road, and

that even at $1.10 a barrel the oil is found cheaper

than sprinkling with water to keep down the dust,

while all its other advantages are, as it were, thrown in.

" I would as soon by to silver plate the Golden
Rule as to iVrove The Keystone. It's my daily
instructor."—C. R. Hammond, jeweler, Tunnel, New
York.
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SPECIAL LINES FOR
FINE JEWELRY TRADE

POCKET BOOKS
C. F. RUMPP & SONS

TIAUI

PHILADELPHIA

MANK

New York Salesroom : 62! Broadway

FINE LEATHER GOODS
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

ART NOUVEAU MOUNTINGS.
ALL FASHIONABLE LEATHERS.

CHUCKS THAT ARE TRUE

SOMETHING NEW
AND USEFUL
A Good Roller Remover for

Staking Tool. Price, $1.00 each

Any article well advertised willsell, but only Chucks well madewill give satisfaction. Don'twaste your money on poorchucks-

Buy the " DALE"

We are the Manufacturers of
the Celebrated Dale Chucks
and Hardinge Patent Tools.

We are also the owners and manufacturers of the well-known HoughtonFace-Plate and are prepared to supply it to the trade at its usual price, $8.00.
Write for Our New Catalogue

HARDINGE BROS•9 
1036 Lincoln Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.

To School of Watchmaking
OPEN SEPTEMBER 2, 1901

For New Beginners and
Advanced Scholars that havehad experience, who wish to take oneI,ranch or all in watchmaking

Everything Taught
Practically, Theoretically

P. S.-No branch taught by correspondence.

36 South Seventh St. (Swaim Building)

Philadelphia, Pa.

Watch Repairing
Hole Making
Jeweling
Springing
Adjusting

Write to-day for particulars.

Wm. N. Todd, Principal
45 Years at the Bench and Factories

HIGH-GRADE VELVET,VELVET 
ring square, as in cut . .  

2.50

watch (any size)  
per dozen„ 84.50

ring square, with hinge, as in cut   16 0 4.50toot, t, 5< l' 1 in, Earrings, etc., with hinge   4.50

PLUSH
I PLUSH

These Boxes are made of hest material, in three colors-Purple, Red a id Green.

ANDa PAPER BOXES
watch, as in cut (any size)  ring, square 
ring, round  
Brooch, Scarf Pin, Earrintr,s, etc.

Printing Velvet and Plush Boxes, 50L,EA'THERETTE BOXESWatch (any size), Ring (with hinge), Brooch, Scarf Pin, Earring, etc., per dozen, 83.00.

PAPER BOXESMade of highly-polished White Paper and in Imitation Green and White Kid.per gross, 1111.50 N E STs (sues 1 to 0), as in cut, green or white kidRing, small size, green or white kid  Ring, medium size, as in cut, green or white kid  Ring, large size, green or white kid  Thimble (lined), green or white kid  Scarf Pin, small, green or white kid  Scarf Pin, large, green or white kid

per dozen, 83.00
16 

1.50
0 

1.50

2.50
els. per dozen.

Printing Leatherette Boxes, 50 cents per dozen.

N ESTS (sizes 1 to (I), as in cut, white gazed  Ring, small size white glazed  Ring, medium size, as in cut, white glazedRing, large size, white glazed  Thimble (line(i), white glazed  Scarf Pin, small, white glazed  Scarf Pin, large, while glazed  Telt Spoons (% dozen in box), white glazed  

0 2.75
66 0 3.00„, o 3.2.5
61 41 3.00.„ o 2.00o i„ 2.110
61 0 4.50Printing Paper Boxes, 25 cents per gross.

JOS. B. BECHTEL & CO.,
CASH-10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

Per gross, $1.75
66 66 

3.00

.25

.50

.25
2.25
2.75

0

64 46

41 46

61 66

WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES
719 Sansom Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OUR CUSTOMERS COIN MONEY!
They buy their goods at headquarters and buy them right.
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LET US START YOU AT THE BENCH

Nos. 175, 176, 177. This Bench is
made of elm, is durable, and superior to
anything of its price on the market.
Height, 40 inches; length, 40 inches ;
width, 20 inches.
No. 175. Stained in walnut . . 88.50
No. 176. " " oak . . . . 8.50
No. 177. " " cherry . . 8.50

When the wheels
of industry are
once in motion
a steady income
is assured

IT IS A MONEY=MAKING SCHEME

No. 178. Elm Bench, finished in
natural color, which resembles oak.
It is reasonably well made and stands
on casters. Height to table, 40 incites ;
total height, 49 inches ; width, 26 inches ;
length, 44 inches.
  1114.25Price

The weights
of Plain-Top
Benches
range from
oo to
125 lbs.,
crated

BENCHES
for the

Watchmaker
NO EXTRA CHAIR() El

UTOR. CRATING
No. 170. Elm Bench, finished in

oak. Height, 40 inches; width, 20
inches ; length, 40 inches.
  $7.751' rice

The weights
of Curtain-
Top. Benches
range from
75 to

200 lbs.,
crated

Nos. 180, 181. This Bench is well
olade :old nicely finished, has t3 drawers,
U elialk hole and apron frame. Height,
40 i tubes ; width, 20 inches ; length, 40
inches.
No. 180. Solid oak .  $ 9.50
No. 181. WalUtit   10.50

No. 2876. Lathe Wheel,
$6.50.

Weight, 40 lbs.; total weight, 65 lbs.

No. 2809. Same as above, in see-
mid quality $5  00

No. 2870. Same as above, in first
qual it y,Ball Bearings, $8.50

No. 2871. Same as above, in
second quality, Ball Bear-
ings $0  25

Read these clippings
from our Tool and
Material Catalogue.

Nes. 183, 184. This Ilene i has
ten drawers, which are locked auto-
matically ; one Of them is arranged for
chucks; it has also an apron drawer
and vise rest. Height to table, 40 inches ;
total Itelght,49 inches ; width, 26 Inches ;
length, 44 inches.

No. 183. solid oak  $17.00
No. 184. " black walnut 19.00

This Bench is the latest
and best, stands on cas-
ters, is well made and full
paneled. It is finished in
oil and rubbed down, and
is,without doubt, superior
to anything in this line on
the market. Height to
table, 4o inches ; total
height, 49 inches ; width,
26 inches ; length, 44
inches.
No.172. Solid oak, $22.00
No.I73. " birch, 22.00
No.174. " black

\valuta 25  00 CURTAIN BENCH OPEN.
This illustration shows the lap-down

feature of our best grades of curtain
covered Benches, which allows ample
space for operating the lathe.

Benches Nos. 178 and 179 are advertised to supply a demand for a cheap article. We do not re-
commend them, as the doors, not being paneled, they are liable to 

warp and prove unsatisfactory.

The other Benches on this list are well made and a credit to all 
concerned.

LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

We make a specialty of Material orders and rush them out by return 
mail or express.

Take a seat and
think it over

No. 191.

Twisted Steel Wire Chair,
$4.50.

-Very strong, copper bronze
plate, polished hardwood, dark
mahogany finish seat.

We guarantee
the quality and
supply every-
thing for the
Watchmaker,
Jeweler and
Engraver from
a pintongue to a
Webster-Whit-
comb Lathe

OTTO YouNG & CO., WHOLESALE JEWELERS
1497 151 an 153 State Street, CHICAGO
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R. B. WEGNER CO. 4-111
Ryan Building ST. PAUL, MINN.

watches, Diamonds anD Jewelry
WE WANT THE TRADE d EVERY GOOD
JEWELER IN THE NORTHWEST

" Our travelers are now out, hut send
for a selection package if they are
not in your neighborhood."

The Minnesota State Fair vill be held
at St. Paul, Minn., September 2d to 7th. LOW
railroad rates. Come and make our office
your headquarters.

We Are Prompt.
We Have Good Goods.

Our Prices Are Right.
Try Us and Let Us Prove it.

Orders filled from any Catalogue

R. B. WEGNER CO.
Wholesale Jewelers to the Northwest Trade

pir Attention, Northwest!

We
Want

ION
Send us your Repairs
Send us your Old Gold
Send us your Orders for new work

Your I HONEST
Business

Work
Estimates
Prices

MO WRE Y LEAVITT
Mfg. Jewelers and Refiners

ST. PAUL, MINN.

Tire Kind d a Button
You will like to sell

IT TAKES THE PLACE OF LEVER,
VOINTER OR SEPARABLE BUTTON

WARRANTED TO WEAR AND
GIVE SATISFACTION

TheRELIEF
Collar Button

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

Reid 0 Orr Co.
Makers

Manufacturing and Wholesale Jewelers

Palenied November 1, 1898 Rochester, Minn.

The

Watchmaker's
Salary

is less (all round) than that of other mechanics.Few watchmakers (in comparison) make big wages,
and yet—every watchmaker could earn a good salaryif he understood his business.

Any one can clean a watch or polish a pivot,
but when it comes to adjusting the escapement,
how many are competent

To earn good wages, the watchmaker must
understand escapement work.

For $15 we will guarantee to teach you, by our
correspondence system, escapement work thoroughly.

Guarantee—We will refund the money to any
watchmaker who, after completing our correspondence
course, is unable to understand escapement work.

The U. S. School of Horology
NO BOOKS TO BUY

Prospectus for the Asking

2258 North Front Street

Philadelphia
T. J. WILKINSON

Principal
S. J. LYONS
Secretary

August, 1901

San Francisco Letter

Reports of the extreme heat east of the Rockies

makes the favored denizens of the Pacific slope more

contented with their lot. Some of the trade here who

have been eastward on business have returned, and

their sweltering experience has given their " happy

home " a new significance. Business is fair for this

season, and the prospects are bright for a good fall

trade.
Mr. Hadenfeldt, of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt,

the San Francisco jobbers, is on an extended trip

through the South, which will keep him away from

San Francisco for three or four months. Before re-

turning he will make his usual fall trip to Chicago,

Philadelphia and New York to select novelties for his

fall trade.
J. P. Trafton, the Los Angeles jobber, and his

wife are on a tour to NewYork and the East, where they

will spend a short vacation visiting their many friends.

They will incidentally visit the Pan-American Exposi-

tion at Buffalo. Mr. Trafton will bring back with him

some of the newest and most attractive goods for the

anticipated rush of business the coming season.

Mr. Klune, of Klune & Floberg, the Sacramento

retailers, has been operated on for appendicitis, and is

now on the road to speedy recovery. His many

friends will be pleased to see him up and doing again.

H. Richard Condy has succeeded C. W. Wicker-

sham, the jeweler, at Wadsworth, Nev. He has ren-

ovated the store and added new show cases and Wall

shelves. Mr. Condy spent a few clays in San Fran-

cisco selecting a fine new stock last. month. THE

KEYSTONE wishes him every success in his new venture.

Alphonse Judis, of San Francisco, returned from

New York and Chicago recently, looking the picture

of health. Mr. Judis was pleased to get West after

the killing heat of the East, and will now buckle down

to business with renewed energy.

R. Wickman, the Oakland jeweler, and 0. C.

Voss, of the Steffanoni jewelry and optical house, of

Oakland, have gone on a bicycle tour to Calistogo

Springs.
The store of R. Wickman, of Oakland, is being

enlarged and refurnished. This .change was necessary

as he is getting in a complete optical line.

George E. Bangle, the popular retailer of Vallejo,

Cal., is taking a much-needed rest. He will spend his

vacation visiting some of the popular seaside resorts of

this delightful State.

E. C. Klumpp has opened a new store at 5o3

Kearny Street, San Francisco, where he is showing a

fine line of watches and jewelry.

Jack Sale, the prominent jeweler of Dawson City,

arrived in San Francisco recently, after a quick voy-

age of twelve days. He came down to purchase

enough stock to meet the growing demands of a grow-

ing section. Business is on the up grade in Dawson,

and THE KEYSTONE hopes Mr. Sale will get his share

of it.
Henry Hauschildt, the Haywards retailer, is

thinking of extending his wedding trip to Europe.

We admire Mr. Hauschildt for wanting to see Europe

after doing the United States as thoroughly as he has

done it in the last month, so as to allow him to corn-

pare the old with the new. When he returns we are

satisfied he will feel contented to say with pride, "The

States are good enough for me."

H. A. Taylor, with E. W. Wright, the Bakers-

field jeweler, has been spending a few weeks in San

Diego. He returned home by the ocean route, which

landed him in San Francisco, where he paid a visit to

his friends, including THE KEYSTONE.

0. Levinson, of the California Jewelry Co.,

wholesale dealers in watches and diamonds, has re-

turned from a trip to Europe. Mr. Levinson spent

four months abroad, combining both business and

pleasure, and returns home in the very best of hea
lth,

which will enable him to stand the extra rush of busi-

ness during the balance of the year.

H. H. Manifold, of San Francisco, has moved

from his old quarters in 974 Valencia Street, to a fine

new store at 968 Valencia Street, with an entire new

stock.
C. P. Kryhl, of Santa Ana, Cal., one of the lead-

ing jewelers of Southern California, has just completed

a handsome new house, situated upon the p
rincipal

residence thoroughfare of that city.

THE KEYSTONE

Mr. Hesse, of Hesse & Sturges, of Boise City,

Idaho, accompanied by his wife, is spending a month

in San Francisco, and is making his headquarters with

A. Eisenberg & Co. Mr. Hesse is on a vacation re-

cuperating to meet the expected rush of business this

fall. There is no city in which he could spend a

pleasanter vacation than in this fair one of ours.

James Witherell, the popular retailer of San

Leandro, Cal., and Miss Ruth Cornelius, of Oakland,

were married last month, and are spending their hon-

eymoon at Capitola Beach, Cal.

Miss Thirza Hunter, of Elgin, Ill., passed through

San Francisco on her way through California. She is

making a thorough itinerary of the State. She will

call upon her sister, Mrs. C. P. Kryhl, wife of one of

the leading retailers of Santa Ana.

J. R. Jenkins, the Market Street (San Francisco),

retailer, has refitted his store. THE KEYSTONE com-

pliments Mr. Jenkins upon its appearance, as he has

utilized every inch of space at his disposal to the

utmost advantage.
J. Hassell, the San Francisco retailer, has just re-

turned from a three-weeks' vacation in the Yosemite

Valley, a delightful resort.

R. C. Matthews, the San Pablo Avenue retailer,

Oakland, Cal., was married to Miss Pauline Samuels

on July Toth. The happy couple are taking an ex-

tended trip through Southern California.

News from the Northwest

July, 1901, N'ill be remembered by all the North-

west as the hottest on record, and were it not for the

fact that the cool spring weather enabled grain to root

deep, we would probably be crying as loud as some of

our sister States. As it is we cannot complain. While

the crop may not be quite as good as were June pros-

pects, it will be a great crop. Harvesting is now

on in the southern portions, and is ahead of the aver-

age. At this writing we have just passed the hottest

day on record at the St. Paul U. S. Weather Bureau,

102° in the shade. For ten days the heat has been

steadily gaining, an ordinary day being 94°, and no

prospects of a let up for a little while. The extraor-

dinary heat has undoubtedly ripened grain faster than

usual, but still there is no alarming damage. There is

plenty of moisture. Corn is looking splendid. Hay

is a fair crop, so stock will have plenty of food, and

farmers will have no just cause for complaint. Hence

the business men feel good over the prospects.

Arvid E. Osterberg, of M. N. Berg, Duluth, spent

a ten-days' vacation visiting old friends at St. P
aul,

Minn.
Carl Slocum, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, has re-

turned from a deserved vacation, and will get ready to

again assume his regular trips on the road.

H. F. Wadel, for ten years with W. G. Gould,

Glencoe, Minn., has begun business at Stewart, Mi
nn.

Harry A. Pashly, of Mowrey & Leavitt, St. Paul,

was married July 9th to Miss Aurelia E. Smith. 
They

are now on an extended trip to the nor
thwestern

coast. I larry's old friends all join in extending con-

gratulations to the happy couple.

John G. Ferry, Eats Claire, 'Wis., has just pur-

chased a handsome home. He believes in having

things nice as long as one can afford it.

H. A. Stone has moved from Cass Lake to Clo-

quet, Minn.
Abe Cohen, St. Paul, has moved from 93 to 61

East Seventh Street.

Stephen Fellinger has returned to Baldwin, Wis.,

from Prescott, where he had charge of th
e jewelry

store of F. E. Meachem.

Reuben Nystrom, lately with George WT. Wooley,

is now with Mowrey & Leavitt, St. Paul.

\V. A. Moore, of H. Jorgenson, West 
Superior,

Wis., spent a ten-days' vacation fishing nea
r Minne-

apolis, Minn., last month.

L. F. Sears, Watertown, S. D., has left 
there and

gone to work for Lonergran & Burgan, 
Grantsberg,

Wis.
Jorgen J. Birkebak, Lester Prairie, Minn., 

was

married June i8th to Miss Ella Susana 
Barkuloo.

They will be at home after July 20th in 
their new

home, just purchased by Mr. Birkebak. 
TIIE KEY-

STONE extends heartiest congratulations.
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Rygh & Johnson, Elbow Lake, Minn., have dis-

solved partnership. Mr. Johnson continues at Elbow

Lake. Chris. Rygh has opened a store at Hertnan,

Minn.
J. J. Bruckbauer, Sleepy Eye, Minn., has the

sympathy of his many friends in the jewelry line, his

wife dying recently. Mr. Bruckbaufr has just re-

covered from an attack of small pox—sad proof that

misfortunes never come singly.

George W. Wooley has purchased the interest of

Fred. P. Remer, of the firm of Wooley & Remer, St.

Paul, and will continue the business at the old stand

alone.
Roy Forde, of R. B. Wegner Co., St. Paul, is out

on his northwestern trip. Roy believes in hustling.

R. B. Wegner will visit the upper lake regions in the

interest of his firm.
Emil F. Huhner, Stillwater, has returned from a

three-weeks' trip over the lakes to Buffalo.

Leander Schaefer, Lakota, N. D., was married at

Shakopee, Minn., June 26th, to Miss Mamie Theresa

Weiland. Lee's friends had almost given him up to

bachelordom, but this is where he fooled them. Our

heartiest congratulations are extended.

August Gfrerer, Stillwater, has just purchased a

home. August does not believe in doing things by

half.
L. R. Barnett, of Abe Cohen, St. Paul, spent a

three-weeks' vacation, going by team, to Eastern Wis-

consin, his old home.
F. H. Kohlhep, Lewiston, Minn., spent a week

visiting his parents at Alma, Wis.

Louis H. Vehon, of L. Finkelstein, St. Paul, has

returned from a ten-days' trip to the Lake Superior

trade.
Emil Koerner, of E. A. Brown, St. Paul, spent a

short vacation at Clinton, Iowa.

E. Soderlind, Cambridge, Minn., had his store

destroyed by fire July 19th ; loss, $2000.

George F. Hartmann, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

has returned from a ten-days' vacation spent in the

Lake Superior district.

Harry Schloss, formerly manager for B. Schuette,

Minneapolis, has left the employ of Mr. Schuette and

will begin business for himself about September 1st.

Cliff G. Brush, lately in the employ • of J. Wm.

Brown, Ortonville, Minn., is now with the Reed-Ben-

nett Co., Minneapolis.

Rose Marks, of Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul, will

spend a two-weeks' vacation at Little Falls, Minn.

Henry Bertossi, of Hyman Fegelson, St. Paul,

spent a week in camp with the Second Regiment,

Minnesota National Guard, at Lake City, last month.

Your correspondent spent a very pleasant day

last month with J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.

Mr. Chalmers has one of the nicest optical rooms in

the Northwest, and reports the optical business a very

successful addition to his jewelry line.

Olaf Rygh has begun business at Glenwood, Minn.

Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul, has added a fine line

of silver hollowware to his already large stock and is

now better situated than ever to take care of his

trade.
J. H. Woodstock, Clear Lake, Iowa, had his store

destroyed by fire July loth. Loss, $3500 ; insured.

E. H. Treiber, formerly at Parkston, is now at

Scotland, S. Dak.
The Twin Cities Spectacle Case Co., Minneapolis,

will remove shortly to St. Paul.

Ed. Siegfried, St. Paul, has been laid up for three

weeks with blood poisoning.

Frank A. Upham spent the past month at Yellow-

stone Park. Frank says all work and no play makes

Jack a dull boy, and he does not want to be dull.

I). Marx Sons, St. Paul, report all travelers back

from vacations and out on their territories making

things warm.
Louis Gaus, of H. E. Murdock, Minneapolis,

leaves, August 1st, on.his Western trip, after a month's

vacation.
The following visitors to Twin Cities jobbers were

noticed lately : W. A. Moore, West Superior, Wis.;

Arvid E. Osterberg, Duluth, Minn.; J. H. Bergan,

Grantsberg, Wis.; E. Julson, Lansing, Iowa ; E. E.

Finch, River Falls, Wis.; F. H. Kohlhepp, Lewiston,

Minn.; Emil Wetzell, Monticello, Minn.; Stephen Fel-

linger, Baldwin, Wis.; J. J. Bruckbauer, Sleepy Eye,

Minn.; F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.; L. Schaefer,

I.akota, N. Dak.



31 Stone kings Sold by Weight!

903
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 48 d wt.

per dozen.

908
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A Imandine.
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.

A New Method, Mr. Jeweler, that will work to youradvantage, is to buy your stone rings by weight. You havebeen buying your plain rings this way for years, and are familiarwith the benefits of the method. We now propose to extendthe principle to GYPSY RINGS, illustrated herewith.These rings are warranted to K. gold. The stones are genuineDoublets—not glass. The mountings are hand-made—notcast—are made, in fact, like the expensive Tiffany mountings.

902
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Ahnandine.
Agerage weight, 48 d

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
66.25 ring complete.

965
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquiae, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 40 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
66.2$ ring complete.

PRICE, 85 CTS. A DWT.

952
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 36 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
64.75 ring complete.

931Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 40 dwt.

per dozen.

3 per cent. off for cash or net 30 days.
TI-IESE ARE OUR ONLY TERMS.

These rings cannot be duplicated for anywhere near theprice we offer them, under our new method. We invitecomparison in Quality and Price with goods sold under theold system. ORDER AT ONCE!

L. W. RUBENSTEIN
901

Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 273

dwt. per dozen.

905
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A imandine.
A vt rage weight, 31 dwt.

per dozen.

IVItt iv fvtczt )1'

GOLD RINGS

906 •
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire anti Almandine.
Average weight, 32 dwt.

per dozen.

914
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 33 dwt.

per dozen.

832 C
CLOCKS OF MERIT

IVIcirlufficAurcl hy

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY
BRISTOL, CONN.

A FEW OF OUR LATEST DESIGNS

54 Maiden Lane

New York
907

Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A mend I ne.
Average weight, 44 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
66.00 ring complete.

909
Collies in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Ahnandine.
Average weight, 58 dwt.

per dozen.

900
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 274

dwt. per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
83.00 ring complete.

904
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Al mainline.
Average weight, 52 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals
86.60 ring complete.

951
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A linandine.
Average weight., Cl dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals
87.25 ring complete.

967
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire ana Almandine.
Average weight, 40 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
87.00 rhig complete.

Tiffi LIDOS MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of

34 & 36 Pearl St., Newark,
Watch Case Materials 4.4c/ Jewelers'

N. J., U. S. A.

Findings
Crowns, Pendants, Rows, Solder, Seamless Wire and Plate in all qualities.Gold Wire in all karats.

Walnut Crown Cabinets

954
Comes In Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Ahnandine.
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
85.00 ring complete.

!Utz,
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912
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A Iniandine.
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.

910
Comes In Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almaudine.
Average weight, 42 dwt.

per dozen.

Erna Beta Empress
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FOUR DOZEN ASSORTED
FOR

ELGIN, WALTIIA14, KEYSTONE
and DUEBER

PENDANT SET BARS
A.,^z SLEEVES.

In. 16,1?, 13 AND 0 SIZE ron AMERICAN
AND ANTIQUE WATCH CASES.

These Cabinets have 36 compartments and contain one gross 14 K. goldCrowns, American and Antique, assorted for all makes of WatchCases. Same assortment in Silver. Uet this from your jobber.

C. -"re""""""'""L"'"'"'"""

•

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR GOODS

Os

The Numa Spring.
VAT. MARCH 14, 1893.

The most perfect spring made in lockor lift. Can be used M place of a solid steelur any other spring. Presents an unbrokensurface in watch case center, making the caseabsolutely dust-proof. Every spring perfectlyfinished and guaranteed.

Itasca
Gila

Our process of finishing enameled clock cases 
produces a surface and lustre superior in appearance

and durability to the finest imported cases, and is the 
only enameling process ever developed perfectly

adapted to the purpose. Our oak cases are varnished by 
immersion, thoroughly coating the case inside

and out, which makes an extremely 
homogeneous and beautiful finish.

All our movements are made with BRASS 
PLATES, not steel. Every clock is run and thoroughly

tested before it leaves the factory, and with proper 
usage is warranted a correct time keeper.

For illustrated catalogue and price-list apply to any 
jobber.

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY
BRISTOL, CONN.
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Has decided to institute a correspondence course in letter engraving which willembrace just such work as we teach in our attendant course including Script,Old English and Block Letter Alphabets, also Monograms, Inscriptions, FancyLetters and Scrolls. We are now conducting a Correspondence Course alongthese lines in order to fill a demand which is evinced by the many inquiries thathave come to us from all parts of the United States and Canada. This coursecovers a period of three months. This work will be under the direct super-vision of Mr. A. J. Clow, President of the College, and all Lesson Plates, etc.,will be engraved by him.
Students will start at the very foundation of the work and gradually workalong (unless some advanced students desire to take special work such as Mono-grams and Inscriptions) from Script Lettering to Monograms, etc. Our com-plete beginner's outfit will consist only of just such tools as will be needed andwill not in any event cost over $5. oo. All tools will be in perfect cutting order andwill be kept in order during course or until students learn to do it themselves.Now the question naturally arises—can the art of Letter Engraving belearned in a practical way in that manner ? Let us say that if a student willfollow our instructions implicitly success will be assured. Remember, if thiswork is worth anything to you, it is worth working for. Among the manyadvantages offered to the average person in this course will be saving in trans-portation rates, living expenses, neglect of business while here.

As a special feature, students who take the three-months' course will be entitled to a full month's attendant course at any time free of cost.

Ordinarily we get $25.00 for a single month. Send for our prospectus of this course more fully explained.
We also take students attendant to learn Letter and Monogram Engraving. Prices on application. Students will do well to start now to be in

shape for the holiday trade. Special prices on midsummer course.Send 85 cents for our engraved copper copy and transfer plate containing the Script, Old English, and Block Letter Alphabets. Send for our

latest style sheet of special designs, printed from plate engraved by Mr. A. J. Clow. Our system is endorsed by all the leading jobbers. Address

for any further particulars you may desire, the

The annual outing of the Jewelers' and Travelers'

Association of New England was held at Crescent

Park, on July 20th, and was one of the most enjoyable

in the history of the association. Heretofore the pro-

granune consisted of a sail from Boston Harbor, but

this year the savory attractions of a Rhode Island

clam dinner predominated, and accordingly the jovial

crowd made Providence their rendezvous. Arrange-

ments had been made to have the steamboat Corsair

in waiting at the dock to convey the party to Crescent

Park, but owing to the monopoly of a local steamboat

company the members of the association had to jour-

ney to East Providence on trolley cars, and there they

found a boat in readiness for them. On the way to

Crescent Park the Corsair was met by a launch with

George W. Dover on board. Mr. Dover, who joined

the party, met with a rousing ovation. On arrival at

Crescent Park the members proceeded to do justice

to an inviting series of dishes, and when dinner had

been concluded speeches were made by President W.

C. Wales, Major Herbert S. Tanner and others. When

all places of interest had been visited the party set sail

by the moonlight on the homeward trip, which was

one of the most enjoyable features of the pleasant

day's outing.
The experiments of James E. Blake

New Automobile and Frank Mossberg, in the im-

Company of automobiles, have

been brought to a successful issue.

Their ideas, which have been worked into practical

form, have been submitted to the most searching tests,

and the new automobile which they have completed is

an embodiment of all the qualities which go to make

up a first-class machine. The United States Automo-

bile Co., which was formed to push forward the Moss-

berg ideas in electrical motors, will put the machines

on the market. There was an equally wide field for

the company's special working principle in gasoline

automobiles, and Messrs. Blake and Mossberg were

accordingly commissioned to proceed with their ex-

periments and slowly work out the present improved

style of carriage.
Mr. Blake took the work practically upon his own

shoulders, and the " Blake gasoline," which is now

completed, crowns the effort. At his personal ex-

pense the carriage has been built. Although this is a

little out of the line of work of the Frank Mossberg

Co., the parts were turned out in that factory, and

with considerable mechanical work at the shop of the

James E. Blake Co., the carriage has been made

without appealing to outside concerns.

The first run of almost every new automobile gen-

erally finds the machinery rather stiff and having a

tendency to cause friction, but in the trial trip to which

Mr. Blake and Mr. Mossberg subjected their machine,

this difficulty did not arise, and to the intense gratifi-

cation of its Attleboro owners the new automobile

eclipsed all the machines of the Rhode Island Auto-

mobile Club. Mr. Blake and Mr. Mossberg are en-

deavoring to have the plant, for the manufacture of

the machines, erected in Attleboro, and present indi-

cations point to the fulfillment of their expectations in

the matter.
McRae & Keeler, Attleboro, gave an enjoyable

day's outing to their employees during the past

month. Special electric cars were chartered and con-

veyed the party to Rocky Point, where a very pleasant
day was spent.

The Providence Optical Co. found it necessary to

increase their shop room, and have accordingly re-

moved their factory from the room they occupied in

the Manufacturers' Building to the shop vacated by

the Harvard Button Co.
Jeremiah Sullivan has adopted the business title

of J. Sullivan & Co. He recently succeeded to the

business of D. Costigan & Co., 220 Eddy Street,

Providence.
Robert Humes, of P. J. Cummings & Co., Attle-

boro, is enjoying a trip through Europe.

The assets of Warren C. Greene, of Providence,

were recently sold by his trustee, Adolph Lederer.

The purchaser was Walter A. Griffith, of R. L.

Griffith Son & Co.
Emmons D. Guild, of W. Fl. Wilmarth & Co.,

Attleboro, gave a reception to a number of war vete-

rans at his home recently.

William P. Stowe, of W. H. Wilmarth & Co.,

Attleboro, is receiving the sympathy of his many

friends on the demise of his wife, which sad event

took place recently.
Stevens & Co., of Bristol, have removed to 469

Hope Street.
The firm of Swartz & Horowitz, of 26 Calender

Street, Providence, has been dissolved. The business

will be continued by Fred. W. Swartz.

J. W. Fraser & Co. have removed from 129 Eddy

Street, Providence, to larger quarters at 67 Friendship

Street.
The factory and offices of Thomas W. Lind have

undergone extensive improvements. The factory is

now one of the tnost commodious in the business.

The R. F. Simmons Co., of Attleboro, are build-

ing an addition to their factory, in order. to increase

their office room.
The Employees' Mutual Relief Association of the

Ostby & Barton Co., Providence, held their fourth

annual outing on Saturday, July i3th, at Palace Gar-

dens. Athletics and dancing formed the principal

features of an enjoyable evening. Music was ren-

dered by Raymond's Orchestra.

P. J. Cummings & Co:; chain manufacturers of

Attleboro, have erected a large sign at the side of the

railroad just east of Attleboro. The sign is 30 x 5

feet and has attracted so much attention that the firm

have placed an order for ten more signs of the same

character, that will be located about Boston, New

York and Buffalo. The sign contains a reproduction

of the firm's tags and statement that these tags are on
all goods made by the firm.

This is the season of the year when

Trade the 'jewelers usually find business

Conditions dull. They expect this, and gen-

erally take their vacation during

July and the first part of August. But by about the

twentieth of the latter month the goods ordered for

the fall trade begin to arrive, and by the time the sum-

mer tourists return in September the new goods will

be well displayed.
Wholesalers find business more quiet than the

retailers, but as prospects are good there are no corn-

plaints. Detroit is an exceptionally good town for

the jewelry trade, and after the tremendous June rush

the jewelers can await with much equanimity for fall

trade. To be sure Detroit is acquiring a reputation as

a convention town, and even in these " dog days " the

streets are filled with people. But as a rule the jew-

elers do not look to transients as much of a factor in

business. In fact, some of them say that it is an open

question if they are not a detriment. They do not

buy as a rule, or at least not largely.

Just at present there is a crowd, brought here by

the blue ribbon races, to which dealers extend a wel-

come. The man who makes his money easily spends

it lavishly. One man who had evidently picked a

winner, happening to take a fancy to some articles in

gun metal, decided that one can never have too

much of a good thing, bought $95 worth of novelties

in that line.
The one thing which the average

Souvenir visitor does buy in our town is the

Spoons souvenir spoon. Traub Bros. have

gotten out a new Detroit spoon,

which is very attractive. In the bowl is a representa-

tion of the water works, power house and tower. At

the top of the handle is a most fascinatingly ugly

Indian head, supposedly Pontiac.

The bi-centennary celebration has called forth a

special Cadillac spoon from Wright, Kay & Co. The

bowl shows Detroit harbor. In the top of the handle

is a medallion likeness of Cadillac. The die is ex-

quisite. The same firm has A most attractive display

of trifles in the Mayence gun metal. All these articles

are very artistic in design and exceedingly attractive.

The firm has just completed enlarging their optical

department. The waiting, test and work rooms are

all finished handsomely, and equipped with the most

up-to-date appliances known to the optical. world.

Messrs. E. L. Truba, G. L. Gunther and R. I). Kay,

all practical opticians, are to be found in this depart-

ment. On the ground floor the store building is.being

enlarged, and when finished, which will be about the

middle of August, it will have china, silver, cut glass

and clock departments.

There is displayed in Traub Bros'. store, corner

of Grand River and Woodward Avenues, a clock

which is attracting much attention from the fact that

everything about the clock is exposed to view. This

clock is known as the anniversary clock, runs four

hundred days with one wincling and is noiseless.

Wm. A. Sturgeon & Co. are showing some exam-

ples of bead work that are truly works of art. They

are simply exquisite both in workmanship and design,

and include chatelaine bags and purses, pocket-books,

card-cases and bridal prayer-books. These latter are

to be quite the correct thing for the brides of the early

fall to carry. The covering is of white bead work,

with the symbolic letters wrought into a monogram in

gold beads. These dainty trifles are something that

are in no danger of becoming common,as their price will

prevent this. The sight of them makes one's eyes

open very wide, and their purses open wider still if

you would become a possessor of one.

The Detroit police are looking for information in

regard to the whereabouts of a young man who has

been engaged in " working " the jewelers of this city

on an old-time plan. The young man represented

himself to be August Goebel, son of a wealthy brewer,

and obtained a diamond pin worth boo. The bill

was sent to the brewer, who refused to pay it. The

police have not as yet located the man, who was

last heard from in the vicinity of Toledo.

John Kay and wife are in Europe. Mr: Kay is

purchasing goods for Wright, Kay & Co. He expects

to return to Detroit about the 1st of September. A.

E. Patterson, of the badge department of this firm, is

away on his vacation.
Hugo Stahle, with Noack & Gorenflo, spent his

vacation last month in Chicago, his old home.

C. K. McCain, jeweler-optician of Kokomo, Incl.,

was in the city last month pursuing a post-graduate

course in skiascopy under the tuition of Nelson K.

Standart, our well-known optician.

R. T. Somerville, in charge of the material de-

partment at Noack & Gorenflo's, will go to Buffalo

some time during the present month to meet his

family, who are spending the summer there, and will

view the glories of the exposition.

'W. F. Walker, of the traveling force of Noack &

Gorenflo, while off on his vacation last month visited

Buffalo and looked over the Pan-American Exposition

much to his delight and pleasure. Mr. Walker thinks

it a most creditable show.
Nelson K. Standart, Hugh Connelly and Dr. John

S. Owen expect to represent Detroit at the annual

convention of the American Association of Opticians,

which convenes at Chicago, August 13th to 16th. We

hear of quite a number of Michigan opticians who con-

template attending this convention.

The L. Black Co., wholesale opticians, are hard

at work on their new catalogue, which they expect to

send out to the trade early in September.

G. A. Seifried, with J. F. Plimley, the manufactur-

ing jeweler, has just returned from a pleasant vacation

spent at his old home in Newark, N. J.

W. G. Knapp, the new traveler with Noack &

Gorenflo, starts out on his first trip early in the present

month.
J. F. Plimley, the manufacturing jeweler, has re-

cently about doubled space, a step that was made

neecessary by increasing business. It is seven years

since Mr. Plimley opened up in Detroit, and his busi-

ness has shown a steady increase from the beginning.

Pertinent Hints to Traveling Salesmen

It is best to assume that every man you try to sell

goods to is a gentleman and treat him as such.

Selling ability depends on common sense, energy,

courtesy, patience and tact.

If there be any grand secret it will be found some-

where in that vital quality called force of character,

rather than in excellence of character.

If a salesman cannot bring himself to believe in

himself, his house and his house and his goods, he is

either very badly placed or he has mistaken his calling.

The weightiest arguments a salesman can use, In

general, are those which appeal to interested motives.
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Announcement
UR Diamond buyer has returned from the
European Diamond centers, where he securedthe choicest selection of stones the market af-fords, at prices that are absolutely right.We are now ready to offer for your considerationa most elaborate assortment of Loose Stones (rangingfrom the smallest melee to large stones), besides amagnificent stock of Mounted Goods, selected withspecial care as to design, fitness and price. We solicita personal inspection, or will send on memorandum aline to select from.
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The Compensations of the Stay-at-Home

BY JOHN TWEEZER

When all the world and his wife are read-

ing summer-resort advertisements, and studying

time-tables, and are pleasantly disturbed about

the relative advantages of sea-shore and moun-

tains, the Man Who Can't Get Away begins

to have misgivings as to whether life is quite

worth living, possibly rails profanely at the de-

crees of Fate. The sight of neighbor Hitt

heading for the train. with Mrs. Flitt and the

grinning little Flitts seems to increase the hu-

midity immediately around the Man Who Can't,

and acts perceptibly upon the mercury in hurry-

ing it to the top of the tube. The local sunshine

is more glaring from that moment ; the dust in

the street more insinuating ; the dullness of

trade more conspicuously in evidence ; the

monotony of the daily grind more aggravating

in its routine.
And yet there are compensations for the

Stay-at-Home, if he will divest himself of his

envies and assume the comfortable mental garb

of philosophy. He may not bathe in the salt

sea, but there is still a bath-tub handy, and ample

room to dress in afterward ; the view from

the mountain-top is denied him, but there are

nearby meadows where he may wander Sundays

and dream of " Sabean odors from the spicy

shore of Araby the Blest" ; and though no

hotel orchestra assists him through his dinner,

mayhap the little German band will serenade

the street, or the organ-grinder reel off a de-

lirious waltz. And he may find a grim satisfac-

tion in the thought that he need not spend pre-

posterous sums to relieve his hesitating doubt

that he is having a good time, need not be

bound by the thrall of " form," and may assume

the comfort of shirt sleeves in the privacy of the

backyard when the victim of the summer-resort

is fighting mosquitoes in a six-by-nine.

He need not lament even when he reads the

list of passengers on the outgoing European

steamers, if the Flitts' names appear therein ;

he can walk the deck of a ferry-boat as proudly,

and with less contingent liability of seasickness.

Is a knowledge of the game of shuffleboard

essential to human felicity? Is there any special

happiness in sleeping in a cubby hole ? The

foghorn cannot compare, as a musical accom-

plishment, with the sunrise-crow of the Shanghai

under the kitchen-window ; and there are as

sweet girls left on shore as the mermaids which

no one has yet seen rise from the sea. Besides,

you may dress rationally, if you stay at home,

while on shipboard you would be driven by

fashion into such caps and shoes and coverings

as, seen on your street at home, would make

the electric cars to shy and the paving stones to

rise in mutiny.
The witness to his compensations is the

returning traveler himself. Note the glad light

in his eye as he comes in sight of home again !

Hear his raptures : " Alt, this is comfort—here's

room to swing around ! My, how cool these

big, dear old rooms are ; and it's 'a blessed

relief to live outside of a trunk and dress-suit

case, sure ! Becky, where are my old slippers?

Let me get into that frowsey coat again, and

where's my pipe? Ah, this is the real thing,"

etc., etc. He stands self-convicted ; he is an

impootor who WO pa cheist hinoelf in th0
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notion that he was having a good time ; he
would confess to you, if he dared bare his heart,
that he only got about fifty cents on the dollar

out of his investment in summer pleasure. And

notice the thoughtful pull on his moustache when
you tell him of the fun you had on the fishing-

party, or the Sunday out at McGovern's, or the

delirious time camping-out for a week, with Tim

and Billy and the Shattuck boys. His conscience
is whispering to him hoarsely—" You old hum-

bug ! Thought you'd have a better time with

strangers,l„ did you ?—vmt miserable make-

believe
So that there are compensations, actual and

and tangible, for the Stay-at-Home, if he make

inventory of his possessions with a philosophic

eye. Not only is his the " calm content" which

lies at the base of all our human satisfactions,

but also belongs to him the unfettered daily life,

the unrestrained indulgence of personal whims

ill the ordering of hours and dress and comforts,

and the consistency of conduct which declares

itself in the circle of the home. No hothouse

pleasure his, no strained and forced growth, no

artificial and odorless flower of gaiety, but a

rational appreciation of the natural opportunities

in his domestic environment.

  Alas ! I may preach through a

whole KEYSTONE page, but I shall not convert

one reader to my philosophy—hecause the tone

of conviction is wanting in the preacher, and he

cannot. convert himself.' As long as Summer

swings his sun into the zenith, and curling-

waves beckon, and mountain breezes whisper

their cajolements, so long will men turn In mi

desk and counter and listen to the tempters

which point to these other scenes and argue the

wisdom of that " change of air " which means

so much to the victim of dull routine. After

all, the only compensation of the Stay-at-Home

is that in another year he may be able to break

from bondage : his comfort is not in philosophy,

but in hope.
I'm off for the mountains !

Is the World Growing Better?

Nicodemus and I came to a turn in the

road and wheeled into the grateful shade of a

spreading oak whose upper branches were

waving in the breeze. We dropped off our

bicycles, threw ourselves flat on our backs On

the shadow-speckled moss, and between the

puffs on our pipes discoursed on many things.

A teamster in the distance was objurgating a

recalcitrant off-mule with sulphurous speech ;

whereon spake Nicodemus :

" Did it ever occur to you that you don't

hear as much swearing, nowadays, as in your

boy-time ? Thirty years ago we would not have

noticed that that perspired citizen was swearing ;

now his profanity stands out from our percep-

tions like a brass button on a blue coat. The

world is certainly growing better, in spite of the

assertions of the frantic revivalist and the un-

easy reformer."
" Maybe not better, but more refined. I

don't think it fair to the ancients of our youth

to assert that they were really wickeder than

ourselves because they were ' full of great

oaths.' Swearing was the fashion, then, in

polite society, and merely habit in the hoipollol

—it did not argue wickedness of heart. It

(-'qt4iP1Y i *4 ffi e tiOioli II cw
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and the habit has been corrected in large de-

gree ; and you may go among men of all con-

ditions of life to-day and not hear any of the

terrific blasphemy which once assailed the

passer-by. And yet it isn't proof that the

whole moral level has been lifted, but rather, I

think, that swearing is simply voted coarse, and

not in keeping with the advances from stage-

coaches to trolley cars, from chromos to etch-

ings. Scratch deep enough, and the human

heart will be found just as black, in spite of its

fair veneer."
'And isn't it a curious thing that the modern

novel, which we might expect would exemplify

the cotemporary habits of speech, abounds in

damns,' when the everyday citizen is More and

more avoiding that expressive explosive ? and

still more curious that it is the women novelists

who seem to appropriate the big D as an im-

portant part Of their verbul stock-in-trade ?

There is Miss Wilkins, for instance—descendant

of Puritans, exquisitely delicate in her delinea-

tions of character, super-refined in choice of

words generally, whose damns ' in the speeches

of her heroes are thick as wild blackbetries in a

neglected fence corner. And nobody accuses

Miss Wilkins of intentional or inherent wicked-

ness—far from it. I suppose it is just a woman's

essential contrariness."
" You seem to think that to write ' damn '

argues intentional or inherent wickedness. I

don't agree with you a little bit. ' Damn,' by

itself, is simply slang—means nothing mere than

'gosh ' or ' jiminy.' It is only when it is joined

with the name of Diety that it becomes profane.

If every other man sprinkled his conversation

with unattached ' damns ' it would not affect the

question of the average morality—it would only

indicate a poverty of words, a low level of cul-

ture and refinement. It would not mean more

than if a drunken man —"
" Speaking of drunkenness, there's another

evidence of the decay of small vices. You do

not see as many drunken men as were in evidence

ill our grandfathers' day. How rarely, novi.a-

days, the reeling drunkard crosses one's path

Oil the street ! There was a time when it was

no disgrace to be seen drunk, and when the

three-bottle man ' was a credit to his kin ; to-

day the indiscreet man is scorned of his fellows

and quite outside the tolerant consideration of

Arethusa and Melinda. There is plenty of

drinking-, but it must be done under cover ;

which very fact demonstrates the vast improve-

ment in the public sense of fitness and decency.

0 I tell you the world is growing better."

More moral, possibly ; more refined,

certainly ; butt better, in the sense of spiritual

growth and appreciation of holy things—well,

I haven't seen a census of men's hearts of late,

and I am no mind-reader. But----"

" 'But me no buts '—what do you think.'"

" I think it a fine day for wheeling. Come

(m, Nicodenms, or we'll not get into Arcady by

sundown." J. T.

The greatest philanthropist is he who fur-

nishes employment to others.

It is not a crime to acquire and to own ; it

may some time be considered a crime not to
acquire and to own, if one has the ability, Ac.
viriq Invlo pt. 1,)e c0149■40e4 wich tAyArism,
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The New England Watch Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

ne outlook is brig. ht for an ex-
cellent fall trade, and it behooves every
jeweler to be looking over his stock.
Are you ready for the fall campaign?
No time like the present to prepare for
it. We cannot impress too strongly
upon you the desirability of placing
your orders with us early. Our fall line
is now complete, and we can give your
orders prompt attention. When the rush
comes later on the demand will he greater
and the supply less. We have an entirely
new line of enamel watches and brooches
which are fully described in new enamel
booklet. This booklet is now on the
press, and will be ready for distribution
before the end of the month. If you
don't receive it in due course, ask for
a copy.

I 
37 0 39 Maiden Lane, New York

Offices 149 State Street, Chicago
Spreckels Building, San Francisco

August, 1901

Cleaning and Restoring
(1,,N
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Making Old Watches Like New

FTER the slot is cut, the screw
head should have a sort of rough
polish given it by means of a fine
file, followed by an emery buff.
This rough finish is best done with

a screw-head tool, although a lathe can be

employed. These chucks should never be used

for screws, as the chuck injures the thread and

the thread, to say the least, does not benefit the

chucks. If wire chucks are to be used for

a screw-head tool, take a piece of brass wire

about in diameter and cut some bits off

from it, about %" long, and drill boles into each

end and tap them to fit the holes in your screw-

plate ; and when you wish to finish a screw run

it into one of the brass wire-holders, slip the

holder into a wire chuck and turn or otherwise

finish the head. Such a brass

wire-holder is shown at Fig. t,   A ;:illEj

where A represents the •brass

wire, a a the tapped holes to

receive screws, and B a screw head ready to be

operated upon.
To harden screws conveniently take a piece

of iron wire of about the size of pendulum wire

for a thirty-hour Yankee clock, and flatten one

end with a file, cutting about one-third away,

and filing a slight groove in the flattened wire

in the direction of its axis at c, diagram C',

which is an end view of

Fig. 2, which Fig. shows

the wire spoken of and a

screw to be hardened at-

tached with binding wire at B. We will digress

a moment to speak of how to use binding wire ;

most workmen keep it on a spool, cutting off

such lengths as are needed. In this way such

wire is always getting snarled and wasted.

Have about three sizes of such

wire, and keep it cut into

lengths of 4", 6" and 8". The

sizes should be : First, fine,

something about TD7u33." or ThD" ; second,

Tan" to Tiva5" ; third, Tau" tO  16 fl For

those who have no gauge for thousandths, we

say the finest wire should be about the size of

the top pivot to a fourth wheel of a 16 size

American watch ; the second size as large as a

No. 12 sewing needle ; the largest wire, the size

of a No. 6 sewing needle.

Bore three %" holes of different depths,

into the edge of a board, so that when a small

bundle of wire is placed in each

hole the wire will protrude about I".

In Fig. 3 we show at D such a board,

with the wire bundles at c ; the clotted

lig. 3 
lines showing the depth of the holes.

With three boards like D we will have

an assortment of wire in the most convenient

shape possible. After a screw is attached to

the wire c, as shown at .B, Fig. 2, it should be

daubed with a thick paste of Castile soap and

water, then heated red-hot and plunged into

cold water. The soap prevents scaling to a

great extent. The screw is now filed hard, and

in the process of polishing would stand a good

chance of being broken. If we take it while

still fast to C, and give it a few light rubs on the

head with an emery buff, and hold it in the

A
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Making
New Screws
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lamp blaze until it turns a straw color, we can
then safely proceed to polish it. To get a fine
even color on a screw head requires to have the
scale on the steel ground and polished off.

The most perfect method of polishing a
screw head is by the polishing frame shown in

Fig. 4. This T-shaped device
is to take the place of the old-
style triangle, but much more
readily fitted up. The bars E
E' are each about 2" long ; E
being attached to a short bar P.

Fig .4 All these bars are about 1" wide
The bar F is yt" long, and after

being drilled for the holes for the screws g.g-' is
sawed. apart on the line i. The hole h is drilled

and tapped to receive a thread to match cement

chucks for your lathe. Small notches are cut at

U to hold screws, center squares, winding

arbors, etc.
The adjusting screws G G' are provided

with jam nuts, one of which is shown at g
Fig. 5, to hold them fixed in position

when once properly set. We place

the small part of the screw in one of

the notches n and clamp it with the

screws g g. The head is now ground

flat on roughened glass slab, with oil

and oilstone dust. The grinding of

the head of the screw on the glass

slab should be carried deep enough to remove

the scale. Wash in benzine to remove the oil,

and then rub the head of the screw with soft

bread crumbs and polish on a zinc lap with

diamontine.
A block tin lap is strictly the choicest lap

we can get, but the softness of the metal renders

it difficult to keep true, except it is quite thick,

say %" for a lap 34" square. About the best

way to make a block tin lap is to make a brass

bed by first making a wood pattern, a vertical

section of which is shown at Fig. 7.

The pattern is in fact
a shallow box 3
square made of

Fig. 6 wood. The sides J'
I" are about X" deep, and thinned to

an edge on top. This wood pattern is varnished

with shellac and a casting made in red brass.

The brass box is set level and

filled with Melted grain tin up

Polishing Lap to the line K K and allowed

to cool, when it is scraped dead

flat by a comparison with the ground glass slab.

Such a lap should be carefully guarded from

grit. Screws, when polished on a tin lap, are

left in the frame shown at Fig. 4. Fine screw

heads should be slightly beveled on the outer

edge and also in the slot as shown at m m

Fig. 6, which is a magnified view of a fine
screw head.

It is not to be understood we advise pol-

ishing screw heads for ordinary cheap watches

in the manner we have described, but we should

be able to do it for a very fine watch. For all

ordinary work the screw-head tool is all that is

required, but in stoning the heads of even cheap

screws, we should be sure we stoned off enough

to go through the scale. A wide bell-metal slip

is about the best tool to employ when applying

the diamontine and alcohol to a screw head.

The slot 1 should be freed of diamontine before

bluing. The slower the process of bitting is

conducted, the brighter apd more permMilt

Fig 5

.1;1 

Fig. 7
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the color. Every trace of oil is to be removed

by brushing, first with benzine and then with

alcohol, before attempting to blue a screw.

Lard or oil can be employed instead of water for

hardening a screw when attached to the wire C.

(TO DE CONTINUED)

A New Tide-Reckoning Machine

It Will Do the Work of Thirty Expert Mathematicians

- -Only Two Like It

A machine that %al do the work of thirty expert

mathematicians is being constructed by the Govern-

ment in its scientific instrument shop on Capitol Hill

in Washington. It is to be an improvement on an
instrument in use in the bureau of the Coast Survey,

in charge of calculating the tides.
This machine will be in a class all by itself as a

mathematician. England has one which does a similar
class of work, but does not carry its calculations so

far. The British instrument was invented by Lord
Kelvin. The American instrument was contrived by
E. Terrel, an employee of the United States Coast

Survey.
The American machine now in use cost $35oo.

It stands about two feet high and is eighteen inches

across. Its half a foot of depth is a maze of wheels,

pulleys and levers. It does wonderful things. There

is a little crank on the lower left-hand side, and at a

simple turn of that crank the machine will give the

answer to a problem involving nineteen separate cal-

culations. The problems it works out are the enor-
mously complicated calculations of tidal variations.

In the year 1903 some ship Nal be in the harbor of

Karachi, India, at the head of the Arabian Sea. Sup-

pose the ship arrives at 6.30 in the morning on the

1st day of October. The captain will have a printed

table in his pilot house, and in that table he will read

that at that particular hour of that particular day of

that particular year there is seven feet of tide in the

bay. By referring to a chart showing the depth of the

bay normally he will know just how much water there

is for his vessel.
The calculation by which it is possible to predict

seven feet of tide at that place and time was made by

the United States Government's machine on May 17th

last in Washington. The machine owned by the

British Government is the only other one by which the

calculating could have been done ; but on account of

the enormous volume of such work to be done the two

Governments try to divide the territory.

Foreign Governments have frequently applied to

the United States to do some tide forecasting for har-

bors important to their commerce with the machine

invented by Mr. Terrell, which the new one is ex-

pected to supersede. They have been quite willing to

pay for such work, but as a rule the Coast Survey has

been unable to comply with such requests, owing to

the pressure of its own work.

Dr. R. A. Harris, of the Coast Survey, devised

the plans for the machine now being constructed. He

has taken suggestions from the two instrument now in

existence and hopes to produce one which which will

combine the good features of both.

The employment of mechanical apparatus for

doing work usually performed by the human mind is

more extensively seen in the government scientific

departments than any other place in the country. The

multiplying and dividing machine, for example, is a

great saver of time and mental labor—not to mention

its absolute accuracy. The machine declines to make

mistakes, and if the operator tries to make seven go.

into six, will ring a bell in protest.

Practically all the adding in the Government's

coast survey work is done by machines. Where the

column contains three-quarters of a million figures, as

frequently happens in the tide computations, the saving

in mental effort is very considerable.

"The Keystone is all right. A bright, newsy,
up-to-date magazine. The jewelees best .friend, tell-
ing him of his faults, wall recipes for improvement
and ultimate success." — A'. A', Davidson, jeweler,
/Waldo, lanneiticut
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Among Jewelry Advertisers

LOOK FOR THE INITIAL TRADE-MARKS

Goods bearing these trade-marks are warranted to strip as much silver as any Rogers Brand on the market.

NTEREST in advertising alvvays intensities as the fall season

approaches. The unusually bright prospects this year are a further

stimulus to the advertising spirit, and indications are that a vigorous

campaign of publicity will be prosecuted during the remainder of the

year. This is as it should be. The trade at large have at last come to realize

that advertising is an essential of modern business-doing. Their only concern

now is that the advertising be such as will be at once effective and economic.

THE KEYSTONE will continue to be an instructor and guide to the trade in this

regard, and to this end we will publish original sample advertisements, reprint

attractive advertisements used by the trade and give such advice in regard to

placing advertising, position, type, space, etc., as will ensure maximum returns

for the expenditure involved. In this issue we will content ourselves with giving

samples of the advertisements now being used by the jewelers. In our next issue

we will print original advertisements covering the same goods and subjects.

The comparison will be instructive. In the meantime we solicit from the jewelers

and opticians samples of their advertising for criticism or improvement.

Typographical The first essential of an effective advertisement is that it be

Appearance sufficiently attractive to catch the eye of the reader. To

this end it must have an individuality of some kind—in type,

form, illustration, matter or size. As a rule, retail merchants are so lacking in

knowledge in regard to type, etc., that they are at the mercy of the printer.

A good suggestion for merchants of this character is to look carefully through

the paper or papers in which they intend to advertise ; clip from these papers

the several types, borders and ornaments generally used, and thus get an idea

as to how their ad. will look in print. Then, when the preparation of the

imiiiimmiummimmimminimmum
" If you buy it of Bose it's all right "

• 

Fine

• 

China
I ii thiviland and other

▪ 

makes we are closing out

▪ 

at reduced prices.
The balance of our tine

• 

cut glass we are closing
out also. We wish to dis-

- pose of every article of

- 

china and cut glass, and
have made quick moving

• 

prices on everything.

CHAS. E. ROSE
" The Jeweler"

First National Bank Building
Telluride, Colo.

E.:

E
=
=

— "Always your money's worth" =
_ 

NIMIIIIIIIiiiiiiiIIIIIIiiIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiiilliig

The Simeon L. George H. Rogers Co• P. 0. Box 1205
9 

Manufacturers of High-Grade Silver-Plated WareNEW YORK OFFICE-22 John Street
PHILADELPHIA " —506 Commerce StreetBOSTON ---67 Chauncey StreetSAN FRANCISCO " —r12 Kearny Street
TORONTO, CAN., " ---570 King Street West

11.FISIFITUM-rin-r1ILR11.11.51.111

Watch 

Confidence
Makes traveling a pleasure,

when correct time is always
It necessity. Yours may be
a capable time keeper, hut
rough incompetent reps i r-

ing you have lost faith In it.

Bring it in to me. I will repair
the worst wrecked watch,and
I will do it economically.

Grandmason
Watchmaker
and Engraver

121DE.:N4ICON, N. C.

copy has been completed, paste upon the margin of the 
copy samples of the

• different faces and styles of type to be used throughout the 
ad. This plan

will entail a little extra time, but it will repay the advertiser a 
thousandfold.

Of course, if the printer is a person of skill and willing to do 
his best by his

customer, the " setting " may be left to his discretion. In justice to him, how-

ever, as well as in justice to yourself, provide the copy far e
nough ahead to give

the printer time to set it properly and to furnish you with a
 proof for your

approval before sending it to press.

Advantages of Advertisers must not underestimate the advantages of a

good position in whatever medium they use. The value of

position depends on circumstances, but in the average

newspaper the outside page, next to news matter and top of col
umn is generally

reputed the best. Not all newspapers will print advertisements on an outside

page, but on whatever page the ad. may appear, top of co
lumn, next to news

matter, is desirable. So favorable a position may cost extra, but
 the results will

generally be found to justify the extra expense. It is also advisable to alwa9s

have the same position, because then if your advertisement i
s attractive and

interesting and changed daily, the readers will become habituated 
to looking at

it and for it. Those who use little space should stipulate that their ad. be nq
t

placed besides ads. occupying large space, as the little one is likely to be

completely overshadowed by the larger unless the former is 
exceptionally

striking. Care should be taken, too, that your advertisement be not 
placed

beside or between the so-called " medical advertisements," a
s it may suffer

from the mere association. Respectable company is a good thing even for an

advertisement. These are details which it will pay you to attend to.

Position

The Old Family Clock
is probably stored away in the garret or down cellar.

Wouldn't you like to have it go again?
If you'll let us know we'll come over and get it and

make it keep time.
Our charges are always for the work we do—only.

No trimmings added.

GEORGE E. FEAGANS, Jeweler,

" Phone 1222, or drop a postal." 
JOLIET, ILL.

JACCARD Hand-Made Jewelry
is an innovation in the jewelry world

We are preparing drawings in our Designing Depart
ment and

having them executed by our expert goldsmiths for the 
most

exclusive custom in this country. These designs are copy-

righted and will not be duplicated. Your ideas will be 
adopted,

or we will submit suggestions. More durable graduation

presents could not be conceived.

Our Big Catalogue
Mailed Free

2-accci4ct 24.4.Yeln9 Co.
1032 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

Some
Jewelry Facts

It is a fact that every article in our large, n
ew stock, is thoroughly

good and reliable; just what it pretends to be.

It is a fact that our guarantee stands behind e
very article we sell.

It is a fact that, QUALITY considered, our 
prices are the lowest of

the low.
Don't these facts Interest you?
Come in ; let's have a talk about jewelry.

J. HARVIL,L, ee ON
Ill.

Silverware
for the Bride

tifir special object this week
is to interest you in the
elegant and most complete
lines of beautiful Wedding
Silver that could well be
shown in one store.
Tea Sets
After Dinner Coffee Sets
Salad Bowls
Punch Bowls
Loving Cups
Knives
Forks
Spoons
Ladles and Fancy Pieces
Carving Sets, all sizes, all
styles.

W. A. Sturgeon
C Jewelers

o. Silversmiths

237-239-241 Woodward Avenue

DETROIT, MICH.

DO YOU NEED

A CLOCK,
WATCH, RING,
WATCH CHAIN,
CHARM, SET
SILVER FORKS,
KNIVES OR
SPOONS ; OR AN
ALARM CLOCK
or anything in the
Jewelry line?
COME TO ME and I WILL
GIVE YOU THE BF,ST OF
GOODS AND PRICES.

Repairing a Specialty.

J. F. CUNNINGHAM
PEABODY, KANSAS.

irtn.n.firtruln-rumn.ru
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We pay for

Old Sliver inuctuatiniu • Market Price.
Platinum • • • • • . no cents per dwt.
Old Cold— 8 Karat • 32 cents per dwt.

10 Karat • 40 cents per dwt.
12 Karat • 48 cents per dwt.
14 Karat • 58 cents per dwt.
18 Karat • 72 cents per dwt.

Plated Scraps 20 to 36 cents per oz.

We solicit your consignments of

Our returns are always prompt and eminently satis-
factory. We realize that it is to our best interests to
please you. In sending your consignments to us you
are dealing with a firm with a reputation to maintain—
a firm that realizes that in order to maintain that repu-
tation its returns must always be prompt and equitable.
We never disappoint those who place their confidence
in us, That is the secret of our good reputation.

We make returns on Sweeps within three to
five days.

If you think the returns you have been getting
elsewhere are large—try us.

Established
1858

0310,71110

No. 250
R. P. Dumb-Bell Back

No. 240 Open
Clasp for String Beads

PYLiziei

No. 126 Steel Hat-Pin Stems - one dozen in a bunch

No. 128 Plated Spring Hat-Pin Sterna

Incorporated
1898

No, 251
No. 252 No. 253

R. P. Extra Long Post Button Backs

We manufacture all kinds of

No. 254

AC!,
No. 108 No. 109!

Plated Joints foz One-Piece Seamless Pintongues

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
to the jobbers and manufacturers only.

No. 257
R. P. Dumb-Bell Back

and sell direct

No. 55
Gold,

Gold Filled
and

Japanned

Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO.Chicago Office: 103 State Street
Columbus Memorial Building

MANUFACTURERS OF

J EWE LRY & SILVERWARE CASES
PAPER BOXES, TRAYS, CHESTS,

LEATHER GOODS.

329-335 BROADWAY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Pawtucket, Rhode Island

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

If you visit the

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

Pan-American Exposition
Give us a. Call and Inspect our Plant and Facilities

August,- 1.901

The Cylinder Escapement

g)14c;b1)).
.ms

HERE is always in mechanical mat-

ters an underlying combination of

principles and relations of parts

known as " theory." We often

a. ■l■ hear the remark made that 
such a

thing may be all right in theory, but will not

work in practice. This statement has no foun-

dation in fact. . If a given. mechanical device

accords strictly with theory, it will come out all

right practically. Mental conceptions of a ma-

chine are what we may term their theoretical

existence.
When we make drawings of a machine

mentally conceived, we commence its mechani-

cal construction, and if we make such drawings

to scale and add a specification stating the

materials to be employed, we leave only the

merest mechanical details to be

carried out ; the brain work is

done and only finger work re-

mains to be executed.

With these preliminary re-

marks we will take up the con-

sideration of the cylinder escape-

ment invented by Robert Graham

about the year 1720. It is one of

the two so-called frictional rest

dead-beat escapements which

have come into popular use, the

other being the duplex. Usage,

or to put it in other words, ex-

perience derived from the actual

manufa,cture of the cylinder es-

capement, settled the best forms

and proportions of the several

parts years ago. Still, makers

vary slightly on certain lines

which are important for a man

who repairs such watches to

know, and be able to carry out

in order to put them in a condi-

tion to perform as intended by the

turers. It is not knowing these lines which

leaves the average watchmaker so much at s
ea:

He cuts and moves and shifts parts about 
to see

if dumb luck will not supply the correction 
he

does not know how to make. This requisite

knowledge does not consist so much in knowi
ng

how to file or grind as it does in discrim
inating

where such application of manual dexterity is
 to

be applied. And right here let us make a re-

mark to which we will call attention again 
later

on. The point of this remark lies in the qu
es-

tion—How many of the so-called practical

watchmakers could tell you what proportion
 of

a cylinder should be cut away from 
the half

shell ?. How many could explain the di
fference

between the " real " and " apparent " lift?

Comparatively few and yet a knowledge of th
ese

things is as important for a watchmaker as 
it is

for a surgeon to understand the action of a

man's heart or the relations of the mus
cles to

the bones.
The cylinder escapement is made up of 

two

essential parts, viz. : the escape wheel a
nd the

cylinder. The cylinder escape wheel in all

modern watches has fifteen teeth, although

Saunier in his " Modern Horology " 
delineates

a twelve-tooth wheel for apparently 
no better

reason than because it was .more easily 
drawn.

We, in this series of articles, will consider 
both
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the theoretical action and the practical construc-

tion, but more particularly the repair of this

escapement in a thorough and complete manner.

At starting out, we will first agree on the

names of the several parts of this escapement,

and to aid us in this we will refer to the accom-

panying drawings in which Fig. i is a side ele-

vation of a cylinder complete and ready to have

a balance staked on to it. Fig. 2 shows the

cylinder removed from the balance collet. Figs.

3 and 4 show the upper and lower plugs removed

from the cylinder. Fig: 5 is a horizontal section

of Fig. I on the line i. Fig. 6 is a side view of

one tooth of a cylinder escape wheel as if seen

in the direction of the arrow f in Fig. 5. Fig. 7

is a top view of two teeth of a cylinder escape

wheel... The names of the several parts usually

employed are as follows :
A. Upper or main shell.
A/. Half shell.
Ail. Colunm.
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Fig. 5, that if the tooth C is released or escapes

front the inside of the half-shell of the cylinder

A, said cylinder must turn or revolve a little in

the direction of the arrOw j; and also that the

next succeeding tooth of the escape wheel will

engage the cylinder on the outside of the half

shell, falling on the dead or neutral portion

of said cylinder, to rest until the hairspring

causes the cylinder to turn in the opposite direc-

tion and permitting the tooth now resting on the

outside of the cylinder to assume the position

shown on the drawing.

The first problem, in our consideration of

the theoretical action of the cylinder escapement,

is to arrange the parts we have described so as

to have these two movements of the escape

wheel of like angular values. To explain what

we mean by this, we must premise by saying,

that as our escape wheel has fifteen teeth and we

make each tooth give two impulses in alternate

directions we must arrange to

have these half-tooth movements

exactly alike, or, as stated above,

of equal angular values ; and

also each impulse must convey

the same power or force to the

balance. All escape wheels of

fifteen teeth acting by half im-

pulses, must impel the balance

during twelve degrees (minus the

drop) of escape wheel action.

Or, in other words, when a tooth

passes out of the cylinder from

the position shown at Fig. 5, the

form of the impulse face of the

tooth and the shape of the exit

lip of the cylinder, must be such

during twelve degrees (less the

drop) of the angular motion of

the escape wheel. The entire

power of such an escape wheel is

devoted to giving impulse to the

balance.
The extent of angular motion

of the balance during such impulse is, as stated

above, termed the " lifting angle." This " lift-

ing angle " is by horological writers again

divided into real and apparent lifts. This last

division is only an imaginary one, as the real

lift is the one to be studied and expresses the arc

through which the impulse face of the tooth im-

pels the balance during the act of escaping, and

so as we shall subsequently show, should no

more be counted than in the detached lever

escapement where a precisely similar condition

exists, but is never considered or discussed.

We shall for the present take no note of this

lifting angle, but confine ourselves to the prob-

lem just named, of so arranging and designing

our escape wheel teeth and cylinder that each

half of the tooth space shall give equal impulses

to the balance with the minimum of drop. To

do this we will make a careful drawing of an

escape wheel tooth and cylinder on an enlarged

scale ; our method of making such drawings

will be on a new and original system, which is

very simple yet complete.

(To UK CONTINUED)

manufac- Am. Small shell.
B Bu. Balance Collet.
G. Upper plug.
H. Lower plug.
g. Entrance lip of cylinder.
h. Exit lip of cylinder.
C. Banking slot.
C. Tooth.
D. U arm.
E. Stalk or pillar.
I. U space.
1. Point of tooth.
k. Heel of tooth.

The cylinder escapement has two engage-

ments or actions, during the passage of ea
ch

tooth ; that is, one on the outside of the c
yl-

inder and one on the inside of the shell. As 
we

shall show later on, the cylinder escape
ment is

the only positively dead-beat escapement in u
se,

all others, even the duplex, having a slight 
re-

coil during the process of escaping..

When the tooth of a cylinder escape wheel

while performing its functions, strikes the 
cylin-

der shell, it rests dead on the outer or in
ner sur-

face of the. half shell until the action of the

balance spring has brought the lip of the 
cylin-

der so that the impulse face of the toot
h com-

mences to impart motion or power to the

balance.
Most writers on horological matters term

this act the " lift," which name was no 
doubt

acquired when escapements were chief
ly con-

fined to pendulum clocks. Very little thought

on the matter will show any person w
ho inspects

•

"114 enclose herewith a dollar for renewal. The

Keystone is worth far more than you ask ; in fact is

invaluable to the craft. You deserve more than dol-

lars for your truly helpful paper."—Hawley Bros.,

jewelers, Osage, Iowa.
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MOST THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL SCHOOL
IN AMERICA

FALL TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBER 2, 19 01That is the time you want to attend Our College.There is nothing pertaining to any branch of the jewelry business we do not teach thoroughly and by practical work.WE CAN MAKE AN EXPERT WORKMAN OF YOUin a short space of time. Our Watchmaking Instructions embrace the repairing of all kinds of American and Swiss
watches, also chronometers and chronographs, etc., wheel and pinion cutting, in fact, everything that an expert workman
must know.

Our Engraving Department cannot be equaled because we teach our students every style of engraving that is required
in a jewelry store, and we have the goods for you to practice upon.The making and repairing of all kinds of jewelry is taught, also stone-setting.Our Optical Course is as thorough as any optical institution gives. We issue separate diplomas for optics.WRITE FOR OUR PROSPECTUS TO-DAY ; it will give you full information ; and make application for a bench
at once, as we only take a limited number.

TO ADVANCED
WORKMEN

Our Correspondence
Course on the Lever,
Cylinder and Chrono-
meter Escapements
are thorough and
practical.

Write for informa-
tion about it.

The Philadelphia College of HorologyF. W. SCHULER, Principal 1213-15 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Pairpoint Corporation
Controlling The Mt. Washington Glass Co.
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Factories

New Bedford, Mass.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department must

send name and address—not for publication,
 but tut an evidence of

good faith. No attention will be paid to an
onymous communica-

tions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they arc

received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, a
nd, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar questions may have
been answered In previous issues. 'Ike indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the informat
ion may be found.

" Poised."—(1) I recently had a 17 jewel move-

ment brought to me and found a screw lost out of the

balance. In fitting new one found it must be consider-

ably heavier Man the opposite one to poise, and that

by removing the remaining screw and putting balance

in poising tool that balance was heavier on one side.

Now, I fitted a screw until balance was equal weight,

regardless of the slight difference in size, and watch

kept time ; but later, party took it to another man and

he condemned my work and gave the reason that screw

billed was not the same size it should be, which he

proved by gauge. Did I do right fr.—The balance

wheel should be absolutely poised, except in very

rare cases, where the balance has been put out of

poise for adjusting purposes. You did right in poising

the wheel, even if it did take a screw that was a little
larger than the one opposite, although in some cases

it takes a screw that is so much larger that it is notice-

able to any person and has the appearance of the

wheel being out of poise. No doubt, this was the
trouble in your case. When you have such a wheel it

is always best to put in a pair, or even two pairs, of

new screws and remove the objectionable ones, so as

to make the wheel look even on both sides, especially

in a good movement. In doing any work to a watch,

appearance should always be considered.
(z) Are the cheap imported mainsprings ecal or

superior to those made by our American factories?—

, As a rule, better results will be obtained by using the

spring made especially for the movement, by the

manufacturers.
(3) Is there any cement that will cement hard

rubber securely ?—The cementing of hard rubber

articles is a difficult operation. Probably about the

best cement for the purpose is made by melting

together equal parts of gutta percha and real asphal-

tum, The cement is applied hot and the broken parts

pressed together and held in place while cooling.

(.1) Should the mainsprings of common alarm

clocks be oiled?—The better plan of lubricating such

springs is to rub them with a rag saturated with

vasehne.

" Depthing."—(t) 1 have a depthing tool and

would like to know how you use it to tell how much

lock to give each pallet and the right way to set pallet

stones.—To use a depthing tool to adjust the pallet

action of a watch is not a very easy matter. There is

a great deal of guess work with such a tool. A work-

man must know just how much lock a tooth should

have and must understand the escapement thorough
ly

to use the depthing tool properly. Take the depthing-

tool and screw it open until one of the points go into the

escape-wheel pivot hole and at the same time the other

point just goes into the pallet pivot hole. This gives

what we call the depth or distance apart of the escap
e-

wheel and pallet pivot holes. We now put the esca
pe

wheel and pallet in the depthing tool in such a m
anner

that the escape-wheel teeth strike the pallet jewels.

You should have both wheel and pallet so they 
work

tight—so they will not move unless you move the
m.

You now move the escape wheel so that the t
ooth is

on the impulse face of the pallet stone. Keep moving.

It slowly until it is about ready to leave and drop off.

Before dropping off you should look carefully 
to see

just where the other tooth is going to drop. It should

and must drop on the locking face of the other
 pallet;

but in using the depthing tool you do not wa
nt the

tooth to drop up on the locking face too far, but
 should

drop up about two-thirds of the amount of lo
ck you

desire the tooth to have. You do this to allow the fork

to move the other third before touching the 
banking

pin. If you find the tooth drops up too far, the 
stone

must be moved back. If it should drop on the im-

pulse face instead of the locking face, the 
stone must

be pulled out. After altering the stones until they act

properly, you should put the wheel and p
allets back

into the watch, putting a little power on th
e train and

see if they act correctly in the watch. 
The trouble in

using the depthing tool is, it is very 
hard for the

average workman to get the exact depth, 
and if you

do not get the exact depth the pallets will 
not act the

same in the watch as they do in the tool. T
he amount

of lock a tooth should have depends 
entirely upon

the watch. A finely-made movement ca
n have as

little as of lock ; a common movement, from 
2°

to 3°. These degrees are measured from 
the pallet

center. Very few American watches have less 
than 2°

of lock, in most cases more ; but the best 
way for the

average workman to tell how much lock a 
tooth should

have is to examine new movements of 
all kinds and

become accustomed to the amount of 
lock they have.

A much better way to adjust the 
escapement of a

watch is to use a tool that is made 
especially for this

purpose, such as an escapement matching
 tool. There
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are several on the market that are good and can be
bought at any tool supply house. The advantage of
these tools is, you can place the upper or lower plate
(the plate that contains the banking pins) in the tool.
You then have two pills, sometimes three, just the
same as you have with the depthing- tool. You
then place one pin in the pallet hole and the other
in the lever hole, which gives you the depth
between the two holes as before. You place
the escapement wheel and pallet in their respec-
tive places, the watch plate holding one pivot and the
pins the other pivot. You can see this is more accu-
rate than the depthing tool, because you are more
positive to get the exact depth and you also have the
banking pin to guide you so that you can get the right
amount of lock and can also put the balance wheel,
without the hairspring on, in the plate. You will then
have the balance, pallet and escape wheel in full

view and ready to adjust the escapement. To adjust
the roller, fork and pallet action, we refer you to
July, 1201, KEYSTONE, page 721, under the name

" Banking." We think this will answer your query

in full.
(2) How can I remove screws front plates when

the heads are broken offP—There are several tools on

the market for this purpose, which you can purchase

from any tool and material house. If you wish to do

it with acid, make a tiny funnel of beeswax by work-

ing it over the end of a cone-shaped stick. Attach

this funnel to the plate so the broken screw stands at

its bottom, then place in it a few drops of sulphuric

acid, reduced by adding 4 parts of water, having the

mixture cool. A few hours will allow the acid to eat

out the screw.
(3) [that will take the rust off of hairsprings 7—

The rust itself can be removed with benzine, but the

effect remains. When you have a rusty hairspring

your better plan will be to substitute a new one if you

desire satisfactory results.

" Full Plate."—(t) How do you adjust the roller

and escapement action in straight-line full-plate move-

ments 7—You adjust the escapement of a straight-

line full-plate movement just the same as you would

any other escapement. See reply to " Banking,"

page 721, July, 1901, issue.
(2) What is wrong where pallet stones are set so

they escape, but watch has?? I full motion 7—There may

be any number of faults with the watch, either one of

which would make it take a poor action. Go over

the watch again and see if you cannot find some

trouble with the train and see if your balance is in

poise, pivots polished and not bent, also try balance

in watch alone. See that it is perfectly free, also see

if your roller jewel is tight. We have known of many

cases where a watch was in good condition in every

respect but would not take a good action because

roller jewel was loose. The fact that the pallets allow

the teeth to escape does not signify that the escape-

ment is correct. Follow out the instructions given to

the answer above referred to, and no doubt you will

find some fault with the escapement, also.

" Springing. "—I have trouble in springing the

balance wheel when I pivot watches. I take the

balance wheel off while pivoting, and I often get the

balance out of true when doing so or when pulling it

back. I wish you would give me some pointers on my

difficulty. Also is it not best to always take off the

balance when pivoting P And is there any kind of

a tool excepting the staking tools that would be better

for taking the balance off and putting it on, so there

would be no trouble in springing the balance 7—We

do not advise removing the balance from a staff in

order to put a pivot in, because it is almost impossible

to remove the balance without springing it or injuring

the hole. The best way to remove a balance from
 a

staff is to put the staff in a lathe, holding it by the

roller-table seat. Then take a graver and turn away

the part that is riveted over to hold the wheel on;

then place it in the staking tool, using a punch th
at

will set on top of the hairspring shoulder, giving it 
a

light tap with the mallet, and then your staff will come

out without hurting the wheel—but this can only 
be

done when you want to put a new staff in. In pivot-

ing, there is no occasion to remove the balance. 
You

can draw the temper of the top or bottom of the 
staff,

whichever side you desire to put the pivot in, by

taking a piece of copper wire with a hole drilled i
n,

then saw a slot in the wire so that you can squeeze t
he

wire so that it will hold the end you want to dril
l ;

then hold the other end of the staff close up to t
he

wheel with a pair of pliers. Then heat the copper

wire until the end you want to drill conies to a goo
d

dark blue. You must be careful that you do not bl
ue

the arms of the wheel. The end you are drillin
g does

not need to get blue any farther than a little 
more

than the length of the drill or as deep as you 
want to

drill it. If you are careful you will never blue the

arms nor injure the balance while drawing the 
temper

out of the staff. You should then place the staff in

the wire chuck, that is, if it will hold it true ; 
if not,

you must put it in a wax chuck. In putting it in the

wax you must be careful not to have the wax b
urned,

because if it is, the wax will be very hard to re
move;

also try not to get any wax on the balance. If you
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proceed to put a pivot in this way, there is no occasion

to put the wheel out of true. There is no better tool

for removing or putting on a wheel than a staking

tool, but a workman must use a little judgment in

doing so. In staking a wheel on, vou want to use a

ball-faced punch that contains a hole that will fit over

the hairspring shoulder with very little side shake,

and only tap the punch lightly until you find the

wheel is tight ; but if you should keep on hitting the

punch after the wheel is tight, it stands to reason that

something must give, and the consequence is that the

wheel springs and the arms spread and the wheel will

be in such a condition that it will be hard to true. A

staff should fit the wheel snugly, so that it will take

very little tapping to fasten it. The main trouble with

some workmen in staking on wheels is they use any

kind of a punch. They do not stop to think what

harm a punch with too large a hole will do. If you

use a punch with too large a hole it will surely put

your wheel out of true ; but you want to use a punch,

in all cases, that will fit your hairspring shoulder as

tight as possible without binding and just as soon as

you find your wheel has become tight, stop tapping.

" Stem-Set. "—I would like to know if there is

any quick and sure way of securing stem in 16 size

pendant-set movements which hold stem in by set

screw. I never know whether it will lake me a

minute or a half hour to do this, for the dust band

seems to interfere with the setting kver, which has a

cup-shaped hole to receive set screw—when stem goes

in it pushes set lever out of place and set screw then

refuses to find its place when run down.—This move-

ment gives all of us more or less trouble to fasten the

stem in the case. There is no sure way to put the

stem in, but the writer has been very successful by

using this method After putting the movement in the

case, hold the watch in such a position that the small

set lever drops away from the hole where the stem

goes in. While holding it in this position, put stem in

just as far as possible, then tighten the screw that

holds the set lever and at the same time give the

stem a turn or two. You will find this is one of the

quickest and surest ways.

" Block Tin."—Please give some method of

soldering block tin—for instance, connections for

soda fountains.—There are several methods for doing

this kind of work, and in all of them it will be found

that practice is essential to good work. Probably the

best plan for the novice to adopt is to use a soldering

iron with a well-tinned point. Such " irons " can be

made by taking an octagonal bar of copper, drawing

it out to a point and attaching a handle. The shape

of such irons should be adapted to the work in hand.

In tinning the point, we first file it bright and then

heat it until it will melt resin. When this point is

reached we cover the point with resin and heat it

until it will melt solder. Now put some resin and

solder together on a board and rub in it the point of

the " iron " (copper) until the solder adheres to the

copper ; during the rubbing, turn the point occa-

sionally. When an iron is prepared in this way and

heated and drawn across a piece of solder, a drop of

the solder will adhere to it and can thus be conveyed

to the point desired. Resin is the flux that is most

used in this class of work. The melting point of tin

is about 458° F., and a solder of equal parts of tin

and lead will melt at 370° F., consequently will be

about right for the work mentioned. When doing

such work, it is advisable to always keep a wet rag

near at hand, on which the soldering iron is frequently

wiped, in order to keep it clean.

"Fans."—What is Me cheapest and longest-lived

mixture for renewing my cells to run fan 7 I have

used mercuty, etc., but it will only last a few hours.

Have four cells with carbon and zinc.—If you have

the ordinary zinc-carbon battery, you will find that

salammoniac is about the best chemical for renewing,

and is also cheap. If, however, the batteries are of

the Bunsen type, they should be filled as follows : In

the porous cell, place concentrated nitric acid (36° to

40° Baume), and fill the outer vessel with dilute
sulphuric acid. (1 part of sulphuric acid, free from
arsenic, and 15 parts of water, both by weight.) The

level of both fluids should be precisely the same.

" Illeerschaum."—Kindiy give us a good recipe
for restoring the color of a meerschaum pipe after
it has become colored from use.—To restore the
original whiteness of meerschaum that has been
colored by smoking, boil it in new milk. This will
take out every trace of coloring. Of course, you
must take out the amber mouthpiece before the boil-
ing is done. From the nature of your question, we
presume the pipe has an undesirable color, which is
equivalent to saying that it has been " burnt." To
avoid this, use what the dealer terms a " tulip." This
is nothing more or less than an inside bowl of meer-
schaum or briar, in which the tobacco is placed, thus
keeping the fire away from the parts to be colored.
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MEDALS anV
BADGES

Struck in

Gold, Silver, Gilt,
Bronze, Aluminum an
White Metal

for

Agricultural anD
Mechanical Institutes
Cattle Shows
Expositions
Centennial Anniversaries
Conventions
Business Purposes, etc.

All work—Designing, Die Cutting,
Melting, Rolling, Striking, Enameling,
Plating and Finishing, done in our
own factories at prices on which

YOU
CAN MAKE
A PROFIT.
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Badges
Buttons
Pins anD
Charms

Struck in

Gold
Gold Plate
Silver
German Silver
Bronze

in

Enamel or
Relief Work

for

Yacht Clubs
College Clubs
Social Clubs
Gun Clubs
Boat Clubs
Athletic Clubs
Military Companies
Trained Nurses
Fraternities
Railway Employes
Contests, etc., etc.
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WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street
Near Maiden Lane

New York

2 L.ffirge Factorie.s

Elstablished 20 VettrIs

57 Washington Street

Chicago

Gold Working
(CONTINUED)

Mechanical Die Making

ANY Ways of making use of such

mechanical methods in die making

will present themselves to any

ingenious workman after his atten-

tion has once been called to them,

as the pantograph principle applied to profiling

machines is capable of almost unlimited appli-

cation. Even in cases where corners occur

which the round mill will not reach, it leaves

but little for hand processes to remove. Another

advantage such dies possess is, they wear longer

and produce better work for the reason " the

clearance " is more uniform. By clearance we

mean where the die is filed away on the lower

side to allow the cut-out pieces to fall freely

from the female die or, at least, only a few

accumulate in it.
Frequently, in producing pieces

Compound Dies from sheet Metal by the action

of dies, it is desirable to have

several operations effected at one time to save

handling. For illustration, suppose we wish to

produce the sides for a lock as shown in Fig. t.

Here we wish not only to cut

out the plate A of the proper

form, but we also desire to

punch holes at a b c. By the

ordinary methods we would

first punch out the blank A of

the desired shape, and then

replace the pieces one at a

time in guides and with a separate die, in which

several punches were set, punch out the holes

a b c.
To add to the difficulty let us suppose a

trade-mark of a medallion head was to be struck

up in relief on the plate as shown at d. To

.accomplish this with one handling we employ

the kind of dies recommended for producing

letters for raised gold work. The female die in

this case would only be sunk deep enough to

receive and hold the cut-out piece ; and the

punches for producing the holes would be forced

upward through the metal from below ; the

female die acting as a guide. In this case the

upper die pausing for an instant, while the

punches from below do their work. The male

die becomes, for the time being, a female die

and receives the thrust from the punches

working upward through the lower die.

One trouble to be guarded against in such

double-acting dies is, the chips or pieces punched

out. These must not be allowed to fall into the

recess in the lower die, as they would inevitably

give trouble. The best way to manage this is

to make the upper die hollow to receive the

chips, and after a certain number have accumu-

lated empty the die. Where a medal or imprint

is desired, the head or other design is sunk in

the male die and a

counter punch corre-

sponding inserted in

the lower one. For

.z adjusting the punch we

  can mortise the lower

Fig. 2 die and fit the punch

to it. To make the

matter more explicit we refer to Fig. 2 where B

represents the punch on which is fashioned in

Fig. 1
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relief a counter to the sunk design in the male

die ; and the problem on hand is, to set this die

punch so it will give a full relief at the same

time the piece A is perfectly cut out. In fact,

we wish to make the counter B adjustable ; to

accomplish this we mortise the lower die D and

insert B so it fits the mortice in .D nicely, but

still it will not require any great force to move

it up and down.
We make B so we know it to be a little

short, and place beneath it three or four thick-

nesses of stencil brass as shown at e ; or enough

to give a clean, sharp impression. The base of

the punch 13 where it rests on the bed of the

press E should have four or five times the area

of the die d, which produces the impression.

This is important, as the bed of presses is usually

of soft, gray cast iron. Such an arrangement

of press would save fully two handlings, but, at

the same time, it would require a more expensive

attendant to keep all the working parts in their

I roper relations.
We would pause here long

enough to give some sugges-

tions to such .persons as read

this article who are engaged in

manufacturing, or anticipate doing so. One of

the great secrets of successful manufacture is to

produce articles of ready sale at a small cost.

To accomplish this, advantage must be taken of

all the surrounding conditions. Articles pro-

duced by dies are eminently adapted for illu-

stration of rapid production. The problem in

such work is not to determine how quick one

piece can be produced, but how much we can

shorten the aggregate of all the processes.

True, one piece is an integral part of any

aggregate ; but these are to be considered and

treated separately after the process of manu-

facture has been considered as a whole. For

example, let us take a padlock for a bracelet—

or a padlock for anything. In hand manufacture

of the simplest and most primitive kind, the

metal for the plates like A would have to be

beat out with a hammer ; and then by means of

chisels, saws and files the plate got into shape.

After this, the holes like a c would have to be

made with drills and punches. The key hole at

b would probably require several operations.

An improved process of manufacture would be

to stamp the plates out of sheet metal, leaving

the holes to be drilled or punched. Another

advance would be to punch all the holes at once.

A still greater advance would be to have the

entire process of cutting out and punching the

holes done at one operation, as we have herein

described.
The ruling idea in all manufactures should

be to reduce the number of parts assembled in

construction as much as possible, and then seek

to produce these parts as rapidly as possible.

For rapid work with a punching press no " help"

which we can employ equals boys of from twelve

to sixteen years of age. They are rapid and

prompt in movement, and will accomplish more

than a man of mature years in a given time.

We would beg leave to add that we know of no

place where a skillful mechanic can show his

ingenuity to better advantage than in the press

department of a large manufacturing concern.

Large presses and small presses can be bought

adapted, one would think, to almost any purpose,

but still some minor part will require a special

press or machine and here is where your man of

Hints to
Would-be
Manufacturers
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many resources and ingenious devices shows 
his

superiority.

The cut at Fig. 2 perhaps needs some

further explanation : The part D represents a

portion of a lower or female die. The idea is,

the punch, or counter B, is made adjustable in

height by the thin metal pieces e,*and also so

devised that it will not pull out of the die D by

holding in the upper die, which is not shown in

the cut.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

The Symptoms of Failure

In the streets and in the stores welneet people,

daily, whose histories we do not need to know to fore-

tell their future. A physician who has been traine
d

for years to note every phase of an illness, often 
can

tell, the first time he sees a patient, by the symptom
s

which crop out here and there, just what disease he is

suffering from, and can prescribe without the least

conversation with the patient. These symptoms are

so unerring that they are like guideboards, 
which

point straight to the disease.

It does not take a very practiced eye to see that a

young man who is profane, who has rough manners,

looks untidy, slouchy and seedy, who dawdles about

the street corners or sits in the store and tells question-

able stories, is marked for failure. He has symptoms

of failure in its most chronic form, and there is really

no chance for his success without radical reform,

which, after his habits have become fixed, seems

almost impossible.

The symptoms of failure are as marked as the

symptoms of success. When you see a young man

neatly, although, perhaps, cheaply dressed, who goes

along with energy and acts with dispatch, who is poli
te

and attentive, whose words are well chosen, and wh
o

is always industrious, it is as easy to predict his su
c-

cess as it is to predict typhoid fever when a patient

manifests every symptom of that disease in its mos
t

aggravated form.

The Way to Perdition

Railroad Time Table on Which the Drunkard Rides

This time table appeared in the Star of Hope, a

weekly paper published by the convicts in Sing Sing

prison :

THE BLACK VALLEY RAILROAD.

Standard Guage. International Line.

Chartered Under the Laws of All States.
No Stop Over Checks.

No Return Trains.

STATIONS ON THE MAIN LINE.

Arrive Cigaretteville   7.30 A. M.

Leave Cigaretteville 7  35 A. M.

Leave Mild Drink Station   7.45 A. M.

Leave Moderation Falls . .   8.00 A. M.

Leave Tipplersville   9.00 A. M.

Leave Topersvale to  oo A. M.

Leave Drunkard's Curve it  no A. M.
I I  30 A. M.

Noon.Leave Rowdys' Wood
Arrive Quarrelsburg  

(110111IIIIM one hour to abuse wife and children.)

Leave Quarrelsburg 1  oo P. M.

Arrive Lusty Gulch   5.15 P. M.

Arrive Bummers' Roost  1.30 P. M.

Arrive Beggars' Town 2  no P. M.

Arrive Criminals' Rendezvous   3.00 P. M.

Arrive Deliriumville 4  00 P. M.

Arrive Rattlesnake Swamp   9.00 P. M.

Arrive Prisonburg   9.30 P. M.

Arrive Devil's Gap (brakes all off) io.00 P. M.

Arrive Dark Valley to  30 P. M.

(Passengers may feel some discomfort inhaling
 sulphurous

fumes; but never mind, there is no way to 
return.)

Arrive Demon Bend   t 5.30 P. M.

(Don't get frightened at tli- dying groans 
you may hear.)

Arrive Perdition   Midnight.

(Tickets for sale by all barkeepers.)

"Raise the price of The Keystone to two dollars,

for it is well worth it ; I wouldn't be without itfo
r

five' if I couldn' I get it cheaPer."—I. Goldstein,

jeweler, Dallas, Texas.
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Protect your Jewelry any Silvenvare from Tarnish
will

DENNISON'S EXCELSIOR This paper is manufactured expressly for silverware, and will be found invaluablefor preserving articles of this kind. Owing to its glossy surface and tendency to withstand soiling while handling,it is especially valuable for making folded papers for displaying and wrapping diamonds and gems. 
jewelry. It is also used very generally for display-ing

Sold by the ream, in full size sheets, 20 x 30 inches.

be absolutely, guaranteed to preserve

DENNISON'S AMERICAN GRASS BLEACH 
Sold by the Mn lMani, 111 full size sheets, 20 x 30 int.,

mmjewelers' general use. We recoend this as a chemically pure tissue paper.
Unquestionably the finest American-made tissue for

DENNISON'S RIBBED GRASS BLEACHED 
Sold by the ream, in full size sheets, 20 x 30 inches.

displaying jewelry. Differs materially from plain tissue.
Especially valuable for making folded papers for

Sold by the ream, in full size sheets, 20 x 30 inches.

For prices and full information, see our catalogue or write our nearest store.

DENNISON'S 39 MILL This paper hasjewelry and silverware from tarnishing.

Your Prestige
When you are open for a position, will depend upon thereputation of the school whose recommendation you hold.

Our Reputation
is based on our ability to turn out thorough workmen.You get the benefit of our good name when you hold ourCertificate of Proficiency.

Our Students are Wanted
everywhere. Applications for them come to us every day,from all over the country. The salaries offered are high.
school.
We can get good positions for our students when they leave

Take a Short Course
in advanced work during the SUMMER when your workis slack. You will be many times repaid for the expenseincurred, and your work will be a pleasure to you. Sendfor our circular on this subject. Your address on a postalcard will bring our Prospectus, etc., which will explaineverything.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

A school fOr the thorough
teaching of

WATCHMAKING
ENGRAVING
JEWELRY REPAIRING
OPTICS

Lancaster, Pa.

18-8 Crumb Set

Full Burnished Ebony Handles

Made by

Queen City Silver Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

August, T901

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart went must

send name and address—not 
for publication, but as an evidence of

good faith. No attention will be pai
d to allollylnous

Lions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are

received.
A INDEX to t he gliestiAu ons answered ill Workshop Soles

department for each year accompanies each De
reml or tot mber.

Subscribers are requested to preserve th
ese indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as similar
 questions may have

been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject. covered in e
ach answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the infor
mation may he found.

" Five .Years."—( 1) Is there 4113, gilding sari-

lion that unll last four or five years on most ar
ticles

platedr—The length of time a deposit of gold or any

other metal will last does not depend on the solutio
n,

but rather on the thickness of the deposit. Of course,

there are some solutions that will not give a 
good,

hard deposit, especially those that are employed
 with-

out the aid of an electric current, and such as 
these

cannot be recommended. The solution generally

used by gold platers is made as follows : Dis
solve

three 15-grain bottles of chloride of gold in a
 half pint

of distilled water (water from melted ice 
will answer

if the distilled article is not procurable). Take
 another

half pint of the same water and dissolve in it one

ounce of pure cyanide of potassium. The cyanide

solution Is now poured slowly and with constant

stirring into the chloride of gold solution as long
 as it

produces any precipitate. Keep on adding the cyani
de

solution, and the precipitate at first formed will 
be

redissolved. At the close of the operation, as the

last of the precipitated gold is being disso
lved, go

very slow in adding the cyanide solution, but 
do not

cease the stirring. Enough, however, of the cyanide

solution must be added to dissolve all the gold
 pre-

cipitate. Add pure water to make one pint. This

solution is for Roman color only. Many workmen

experience trouble in precipitating a chloride of
 gold

with cyanide of potassium, and use ammonia. 
If this

course is adopted, it should be borne in mind
 that

the resultant precipitate is fulminating gold 
and is a

dangerous explosive if allowed to become dry.

(2) Where can I get moulds .fin. rings and where

can I get a book giving frill instructionsfin- Me work?

—We regret to say that we know of no book
 that will

give you full information on this subject. In order to

supply this deficiency we have from time to ti
me given

instructions for doing such work, and will ag
ain give

a brief outline of the modus operandi of 
such work :

Casting in cuttlefish bone is done by 
making the

model in some hard substance, like brass, then

taking two pieces of cuttlebone, of suitable 
size, and

after rubbing them together to get two 
surfaces to

coincide, the article to be moulded is placed
 between

them and the two pieces forcibly pressed u
ntil brought

together, so as to imbed the model half in 
each. The

cellular structure of the cuttlebone permits 
any hard

substance to be forced into it, leaving a ver
y perfect

impression. While the two pieces of cuttlebone are

in contact and the model imbedded in t
hem, pills or

pieces of wire are pushed through both h
alves, to act

as guides or steady pins, to aid in joinin
g them after

the model has been removed. The cast
ing is made

by cutting a channel in one of the halv
es, to allow

melted metal to run into the opening left by 
the mould.

If a crucible is used for melting the metal
, the mould

is set in some position near the melting 
furnace and

the melted metal poured into the channel above

referred to until the mould is full. On separating the

mould, the casting will be found to perfec
tly coincide

with the form of the model. Such cast
ings, of course,

need finishing. Sand castings are made in what is

called a " flask," which can be described 
as a box of

suitable size without either top or botto
m. Further

conceive of such box as being sawed
 into equal

halves, the cutting done parallel with the
 open sides.

The two halves are united with steady 
pins. Objects

and patterns to be moulded are 
usually made. in

halves, these halves going together with 
steady pins.

Let us suppose we wish to cast a bal
l of metal : We

make a pattern of wood, metal or 
other suitable

material for our ball, making it in halves, going

together with steady pins. We separate the halves

of the ball, and taking the half of the ball
 which bears

the holes for the steady pins, and laying 
the flat side

down on a piece of board larger than 
the flask, place

one-half of the flask around it, so the 
half ball lies on

the board in the middle of the flask. 
Moulding sand,

properly prepared, is now sifted from a 
sieve over the

open box until it is full. Now, with a blunt instru-

ment, carefully pack the sand around 
the half ball.

Fill the half box or flask again with 
sand to supply

the deficiency caused by packing the 
sand as before.

Now, with a straight stick or metal edg
e, scrape off all

the sand which rises above the edges
 of the flask or

half box. It is to be understood that 
the box is

exactly level full of hard-packed 
sand. The box is

now turned over on the board and 
the other half of

the ball put in position and the other 
half of the flssk

added, joining the two halves by 
the steady pins

already mentioned. Some fine cha
rcoal, tied up in a

cheese-cloth bag, is next shaken ov
er the face of the

sand and model. The open half 
box just added is

now filled with packed sand as be
fore. On opening

the two halves of the flask and re
moving the model,

then placing them together again, 
we have a mould ;

that is, nn opening or VaCallt space in thc, 5Alld, pri
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cisely of the form and size of the ball. What remains
to be done now is to provide an opening by which the

melted metal can be run into the mould. Such open-
ing is called in foundry parlance a " gate," and can, in

the instance of our kill, be produced by thrusting a

taper wooden pin into the sand until it touches the

ball. On the withdrawal of the pin, which is done

prior to the removal of the model, an opening is

formed for pouring in the metal. We should look

out to have the hydrostatic pressure of the metal

enough to fill all parts of the mould. In casting a

ring in cuttlebone, it is easy to make the cuttlebone
of three pieces ; two uniting to form the shank and

another, the third, forming- the crown. Here, again,

you must look out to have the hydrostatic pressure

sufficient to cause the melted metal to rise and till

the mould.
(3) [there ran procure gold solder for making

invisible joints, such as suggested by The Keys/one ?—

Judicious selection of solder for repair work must be

made by the workman, and in such selection he is,

of course, aided greatly by experience. The solder

we have mentioned as being used by manufacturing

jewelers, is simply a part of the gold they are work-

ing, reduced about two karats with easy-flowing silver

solder.
( /) I desire to run a fan in the ceiling of the

store, and would like to employ an eight-day clock as

a motor by using both springs. Please give instruc-

tions and diagram fin- Me purpose.—This scheme is

not practical. If you are on an electric light line we

would suggest that you employ an electric motor. It

you cannot reach such a line, a water motor will be

about the next best arrangement. There is no spring

motor that could be recommended for this purpose--

iii fact, for any purpose requiring a tenth of the power

You would need.

'nnning."—How is tinninAr done on small arti-

cles, such as harness buckles, etc. WI' have tried to

tin some pieces in sheet steel that weigh about oz.

each, but have not had much success.—Of all the t
in-

ning solutions that have come under our notice for

work of this description we know of nothing better

than that recommended in Langbein's " Electro-

I )eposition " ( Brannt's translation ), which is as follow
s :

Crystallized ammonium-alum 7 ozs., crystallized stan-

nous chloride 2.8 drachms, fused stannous chloride 2
.8

drachms, rain water To quarts. Dissolve the ammo-

nium-alum in the hot water, and when dissolved ad
d

the tin salts. The bath is to be used boiling hot and

kept at its original strength by an occasional addition

of tin salt. The clean and pickled objects being im-

mersed in the bath become in a few seconds coat
ed

with a firmly-adhering film of tin of a dead white

color, which may be polished by scratch brushin
g.

Tinning by boiling in this bath is the most sui
table

preparation for iron and steel objects which are to 
be

provided with a heavy electro deposit of tin. To be
entirely sure of success it is recommended to tho

r-

oughly scratch brush the objects, then to return 
them

once more to the bath, and finally suspend the
m in a

bath composed as follows : Pyrophosphate of soda 
3.5

ozs., tin salt (fused) 0.35 oz., water to quarts.
 To

prepare this bath, dissolve the pyrophosphate of
 soda

iii ro quarts of rain water, bring the tin salt in 
a small

linen bag into the solution, and move the ba
g to and

fro until its contents are entirely dissolved. 
Large

cast tin anodes are used with this bath, anti it is

necessary from time to time to add tin salt.

" Nutmeg State."—(1) HOW eaii I Make 1 ga
llon

of nickel solution P—A good all-around nic
kel solu-

tion that can be worked with a single Bunsen
 battery,

can be make of 7 ozs. nickel ammonium 
sulphate ;

7 ozs. ammonium sulphate, and distilled water to

make i gallon. The salts are boiled with the 
water,

and if the solution is too acid, its neutrality is

restored by spirits of sal ammoniac. After this,

add solution of citric acid until blue litmus
 paper is

slowly reddened. In using this solution, frequently

reverse the position of the objects being p
lated, so

that the bottom parts are uppermost.

(2) What will put a green-like copper sal
ts or

verdigris on metal that will stick and have n
o gloss,

so it may be waxed or oiled f—This que
stion is one

that it is difficult to understand. We think 
you will

find the information you desire on page 
929, of our

September, 1900, issue, in the reply to " Nu
mismatist."

(3) In speaking of a rheostat as reducing /he
 voll-

age and allowing a large amperage through,
 how ran

this be explained in a simple. manner P—This
 question

implies an insufficient comprehension of the
 units of

electrical measurement. With these understo
od, there

should be no cause for misunderstanding. The
 ampere

measures the quantity of current flowing. 
The volt

measures the pressure of the current, termed
 electro-

motive force and is generally written E
.M.F. The

ohm measures the resistance of a circuit throu
gh

which a current may flow. The rheosta
t cuts down

the amperage.
(4) How viuch metallic silver does an 

ounce of

cyanide of silver contain f--One ounce (
20 dwt.) of

cyanide of silver contains 16.1 dwt. of met
allic silver.

(5) What can I put in a cyanide of 
copper solution

l'011Sr (11(' resealing deposit to (me od mo
ot!, am(
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polished—not of a velvety appearance P—Y
our trouble

probably lies in the fact that you deposi
t too much

copper on your cathode. If the articles are cleaned

and well polished before being placed 
in the bath, and

the deposit is not made too heavy, th
ey should come

out smooth and bright. If, however, too much copper

is deposited, the velvety appearance you 
complain of

will result, and the only way to remove it is to 
burnish

and polish the plated articles.
(6) How can I determine the amount 

of free

cyanide in cyanide of gold solution ?--The 
working of

the solution will generally reveal this to th
e experi-

enced plater, as will also the hydrometer. The 
amount

that should be present is largely governed by 
the pres-

sure of the current employed. High pressure 
will allow

you to work the solution with a lower p
ercentage of

free cyanide than a low pressure. About to per cent.

free cyanide will generally prove nearly th
e correct

amount.
(7) !Mat will prevent Me pitting of articles 

when

nickel-plating? I know of no one who knows the
 cause

and remedy.—Such pitting is generally the 
result of

dirty solutions. All solutions should be kept very

clean, and nickel solutions especially so. Eve
n specks

of dust floating on such solutions will infl
uence the

deposit. If there be any sediment in the bottom of

the tank, exercise care when putting the arti
cles in to

be plated that you do not stir it up.

"Power."—(1)-107/ you kindly tell me wha
t

power motor to use for polishing lathe? I 
have an

ordinary jeweler's lathe and may desire to use 
lancer

buffs and brushes.—In the selection of a motor fo
r this,

or any other purpose, there are many details that
 must

he taken into consideration. The size of motor

required for running a polishing lathe will depe
nd on

the class of work the lathe is expected to perf
orm, and

covers a great range—say from one-quarte
r to five

horse-power, and in some instances even more.
 For

the ordinary work of a jeweler, one-half horse
-power

will be found sufficient. A well-known rule in 
reference

Ii) the belting will enable you to arrive at concl
usions

in such matters ; that is, modern engineers figure
 that a

one-inch belt running loop feet in one minute 
produces

one horse-power. This rule is applicable for all

I rdinary pulley arrangements, say ratio of pulleys
 one

to four, and distance between centers of shaf
t six feet.

If the ratio is greater than above, the resulti
ng power

is lessened, owing to the diminished surface o
f contact

of the belt. Another point you must take into con-

sideration is the source of power to operate the

machine. Ascertain the kind (direct or alternating)

and voltage of the line you expect to use, as 
the motor

will have to be ordered to conform to it. The voltage

of ordinary lines in use at the present time 
are, as a

rule, 75, 110, 221), etc., which will answer your 
purpose

very well. You can obtain this information from the

local electrical company.
(2) Is it safe to use direct current for poli

shing

watches ?—Xes ; of course we presume you re
move

movement from case during the operation.. T
here are

lathes advertised at present in which a d
irect-current

motor is combined, being connected directly t
o the

spindle of the lathe itself.

" Watchmaking jeweler."—(I) Will you k
indly

It'll me the best material for casting- sma
ll articles?

Have been using cuttlebone, also sand, su
ch as brass

moulders use.—We have at various times in thi
s depart-

ment given instructions for doing such work
, and we

would suggest that you refer to the index acc
ompany-

ing each December issue of THE KEYSTONE
 and read

the various questions and answers on this
 subject.

Of course, such operations require a certain
 amount

of skill and dexterity, which can only be acq
uired by

experience and practice. For the smaller work of the

jeweler, cuttlebone is probably as good for m
oulds as

anything, where but a few casts are desire
d. Bath

brick is another substance that furnishes a qu
ick and

reliable method for casting small objects, 
and has

several advantages over the cuttlebone, one of 
which

is that the cavity can be cut or carved wit
h a tool.

Again, while cuttlebone can, as a rule, be 
used but

once, the bath brick can be used several times
. Sonic

of our subscribers seem to think they would
 achieve

excellent results from casting in steel mould
s. This

plan can hardly be recommended, for it is bu
t seldom

that good casting can be done in that manne
r. One

notable exception to this is type, in the manufact
ure of

which steel moulds are employed, the metal 
being

forced, into them by means of a pump ; but th
e expen-

sive character of such plants places them 
beyond the

reach of the jeweler who has but little use for 
them.

Perseverance and cuttlebone (or bath brick) will
 gen-

erally make a winning combination.

(2) What is the best way to hold small articl
es for

chasing—cuff buttons, etc. ?—The engraving block,

with its various attachments, furnishes an 
excellent

means for this purpose.

"111Y opinion about The Keystone is that it is

surely worth five dollars for every issue to 
every

jeweler in the United Slates,"--117, Edelman, jewel
er,

StillWater, Minnesota
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CINDO,
SILVER POLISH
IS THE BEST

This cut represents the new-
style jar package which we
put before the trade last year,
and which met with instant
approval, the contents of the
package being so easy of
access. On an order for a
gross of the half-pint size,
which retails for 25 cents,
we will print your name on
all labels in place of ours,
give you a gross of trial size
bottles free, and furnish you
with a neat display stand for
counter use.

PAUL MPG. CO.
Boston, Nlas.s.

Be Master of
Your Profession

kVe live in an age of thoroughness.
Mediocrity is little better than out
and out incompetency—and espec-
ially so in watch work. If it is your
ambition to be a thoroughly fit
watchmaker—equal to all work,
master of all difficulties, the one
school for you to attend is the

Four Leaders
in

Souvenir Coffee Spoons 

11110.Thit0o1
Ac10.11

Sterling Silver 925/1000 Fine

Plain Gold Bowls,  $3.75 dozen.
With any Name Etched in Plain Bowls, . 4.25 "
With any Name Engraved in Gold Bowls, 4.50
With any Building Engraved in Gold Bowls, 7.50
With Enameled Handles  $3.00 dozen extra.

NET CASH. NO DISCOUNT.

No.

7508

No.
7509

No.
7510

No.

73's

Simmons Paye Mfg. Co.
129 Eddy Street

Providence, R. L, U. S. A.
K-7-1-01-1T.

am llereigical School
which is the Oldest and has the
Best Equipment and Insructors.

Thorough instruction given in

HOROLOGY, ENGRAVI NG and
OPHTHA LMOLOG Y.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here,and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

E. II. SWAIN, Proprietor,
WALTHAM, MASS,Write for our New Prospectus.

A WELL DISPLAYED STOCK
is a necessity in the jewelry business.

OUR JEWELERS'
SHOW CASES

glass stands, shelves, etc.,
will display your stock
right.
Send for catalog.

LANSING, New York Salesroom:
MICH. 679 Broadway.
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Electro-Metallurgy

XLII

More About Electro Art Metal Work

E produce at Fig. i a typical vase

such as we have been considering.

It will be remembered that in the

original ' drawing of the vase we

spoke of saw kerfs being made in

the wood body parallel with the axis for 
sepa-

rating the matrix, and to these we have 
wick('

holes shown by the dotted lines

C e, Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, which

is a view of Fig. I, seen in the

direction of the arrow a, we

show the holes at the circles e.

Radially from these holes are

the saw kerfs we referred to,

made by the thinnest saw which

can be obtained. The object

of employing a very thin saw

is, that it shall remove as little

of the outer mold as possible.

We mean by the outer mold the electro deposit

made on the finished model A.
L. In Fig. 2 this is represented

by the dotted circle if. The

idea of the process we have

been describing is, that the

shell f is cut into four parts

by the thin saw We mention,

which is introduced through

the saw kerfs d and holes c.

It will be seen that if the saw kerfs d were

continued through the shell fin the direction 
of

the lines g, the shell f could be removed, 
and

if we should join the edges of f to form 
perfect

joints and then pour this shell (f) full of 
plaster

of paris wet up to a thin paste and 
allow it to

set, on taking apart and re-

moving the shell, we should

have a perfect reproduction,

as far as form was concerned,

of the original vase A. If,

instead of filling the shell (f)

with plaster, we should fill it

with a strong solution of copper

sulphate slightly acidulated with

sulphuric acid, and insert an

anode as shown at 13, Fig. 3,

after making a connection outside at i to 
the

zinc pole of a battery, we could cause a 
copper

deposit to form inside of the shell f

We should perhaps explain that A, Fig. 
3,

is supposed to be a vertical section of th
e shell

I removed from A, Fig
. 1. The obstacles to

prevent a perfectly successful working of 
this

system of casting hollow objects are purely

mechanical, and foremost among them are t
he

saw kerfs produced by sawing the shell "
 apart

at the lines g, Fig. 2. There are many ways by

which this can be obliterated by skillful 
manipu-

lations ; for instance, after

selecting such points and

positions on the vase A as

, would be least disfigured

by the separating linesg, we

can attach lugs to the shell

1,1 f as shown at in, Fig. 4.

rig. 5 , This figure represents

the shell f as seen in Fig. 2,

but the model A of the vase is not shown.

These lugs could he attached by means of

_
ilmig•■111,

Fig. I

Fig. 3

ne
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galvanic soldering so as in no way to interfere

with the delicate wax modeling on the original

vase A. After the removal of the shell f, two

of the four parts (of f) could be rejoined by

screws previously provided for clamping the

sawed apart lugs in together. Now we should

have half the shell f united with the joining

line between them, in the best possible shape

for filling up, so as to afford a clean, smooth

surface.
Of course, skill and judgment must direct

our efforts to insure success. At Fig. 5 we

show such a joint much mag-

nified, the joint at g repre-

senting the saw ken, a line not Fig. 5

more than Tbf" wide. We

can fill up the crack g by a galvanic deposit of

copper, sometimes called galvanic soldering.

In this instance, however, we do not want the

deposit to adhere to both sides, nor to coat the

surface at n n.

By slightly oiling one of the edges n, and

inner surface of in, we can prevent • a copper

deposit made in the crevice g, Fig. 5, from

adhering to both, and consequently the two

halves of the mold or shell" can readily be

separated. An exposure to the vapor of iodine

will also prevent the copper deposit from

adhering to one side. . Any little excess of

deposit rising above the surface as shown at j,

Fig, 5, could easily be removed by scraping or

other mechanical means ; and after the inner

surface is once complete and perfect, any number

of casts can be made.

It is of course understood that after any

two of the quartered segments of f have had

the joints at g, Fig: 5, made perfect, one of the

segments can be removed, and another segment

added on the opposite edge. To explain, let us

name the four segments "E" "F" "G" "H''.

We first join " E " and " F " as shown at

Fig. • S, and after perfecting this joint at g,

remove the segment " E " and join " F " and

" G," when we repeat the process of smoothing

the crevice or saw kerf g between them.

The outside of • the shell ! is rendered non-

conductive and the shell I placed in a copper

solution, when by manipulating the anode on

the inside of the shell f we can line the inside

with a heavy copper deposit. By making the

anode 13 a tube, we can cause a fresh solution

to pass constantly inside of the mold and, by

passing a glass tube over 13 down to the line h,

cause the electric current to traverse just such

portions of the electrolyte (copper solution) as

we choose.- Bottoms or other divisions in the

vase cast in the shell./ can be deposited by the

current, but we think in most cases it would be

better to attach them with solder.

-71 I 71

(10 111.: CONTINUED)

A New Ruling on Patent Rights

A recent ruling in the United States Circuit Court

makes valueless a patented device which has been

used solely in a business not recognized by law. Th
e

plaintiff lost his case " in view of the lack of legal

utility of the patented device." The case in point

was a patented bogus coin detector used in slot

machines operated for gambling purposes. The de-

cision deprives the owner of the patent of standing in

a court of equity to sue any man for alleged infringe-

ment on the device. The judge held that the patent

in this case was not useful to the world in gener
al and

that the patent rights therefore could not be protected.
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What a Carat Weighs

At a recent meeting of the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy an interesting note was furnished by W
.

E. Ridenour on the value of the carat as expressed in

the metric system. He said that some time ago he

was called upon to weigh a diamond and to state the

weight in jeweler's terms, carats and fractions. It Was

necessary to find the equivalent in the metric system,

as his weights were of the latter, and in looking the

matter up found the following clipping from the

Mining and Scientific Press, October 27, 190o : " The

weight by which diamonds and precious stones are

calculated is : 4 grains r carat ; 157 i carats =

ounce, Troy. A fine diamond, perfectly white and

pure, weighing r carat is worth $roo ; 2 carats, $400;

4 carats, $1 100 ; 5 carats, $1750."

The diamond weighed .327 gramme, and accord-

ing to the above data he reported its weight to be I

carats. His report was made in the presence of the

diamond salesman, who became indignant, as he had

declared the weight to be i carat — r`u and A. The

diamond was subsequently taken to several jewelers

ancl the weight of I carat 34 — ?it and 47 was verified

II! each case. Mr. Ridenour then weighed several I

carat weights and found them all to weigh .205

gramme, being .055 gramme lighter than stated in the

Mining and Scientific Press. This was subsequently

confirmed by Henry Troetnner,. Philadelphia ; so,

therefore, i carat .205 gramme = 3,q, grains.

Exports of Swiss Watches

The output of watches in Switzerland last year

was the largest ever recorded. According to statistics

just published, the total exports amounted to 2,366,426

nickel watches, value $4,064,000 ; 3,086,770 silver

watches, value $7,576,200 ; 800,258 gold watches,

value, $8, r44,600, and 6,769 chronographs and repeat-

ers, value $260,80o.

The Cost of Doing Business

It is surprising that many good business men

deceive themselves in regard to the cost of doing

business—that is, the total cost as compared with the

total sales. If they are making a good profit such a

mistake may do little harm, but if the profit is small

the error may be disastrous. We occasionally hear

of a retail business being done at about a cost of ro

P& cent., but if the matter was investigated it would

probably be found that several items of expense had

been omitted and that the actual cost was nearer 25

per cent.
Interest on the capital should be charged at a fair

rate, say 5 per cent. The salary of each partner should

be figured as part of the expense. All clerk hire,

commissions, rent, taxes, insurance, heating, lighting,

advertising, traveling, postage and office expense,

breakage and repairs, freight and cartage, as well as

all material used in the store, such as paper, twine,

etc., should be included ; in fact, the expense of doing

business covers every cent paid out except the invoice

cost of the goods, and no concern can live unless they

add to the invoice cost enough profit to cover all

expenses of every description. If the invoice cost of

an article is $1, and it is sold for $1.25, it is easy to say

we are making 25 per cent., but if the cost of doing

business is 25 per cent. of the sales, we are selling at a

loss of about 6 per cent., instead of a profit of 25 per

cent. It should be remembered that 33Y3 per cent.

should be added to the cost to cover the expense of

25 per cent. on the sales. It often happens that a line

of goods must be sold at an advance of 5 per cent. or

ro per cent. over invoice cost, but if $100 are sold at

5 or ro per cent. advance another $100 must be sold at

40 to 45 per cent. over invoice cost to keep the sales

on a paying basis. Jobbers often make a failure by sell-

ing goods on a margin of 24 to ro per cent., when

their expenses average ro per cent. on the total sales.

After inventory is taken it is a good plan to look

the thing squarely in the face and ascertain the total

cost of doing the year's business. If the result is unsat-

isfactory it may lead to greater care in the future.

A business which only pays expenses cannot be

called profitable ; especially as bad debts are not

figured in the regular expenses, and no allowance is

made for goods which prove to be unsalable,
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New Lands in Oklahoma

These figures are enigmatic, but they mean much to the wide-awake,
progressive jeweler. Why can you not drop us a postal to-day and receive
the key that will open to you a splendid profit-making opportunity ? Our

SILVER-ALUMINUM NOVELTIES
appeal to the very best as well as the popular trade. Get our catalogueand see our offerings,

E. A. FARGO & COMPANY, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
or

MASON IC
AND OTNER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS,
RINGS, BADGES
(./ 0,, AND

4-L euil°

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS
0 AND vs\/
d$100L.

C. G.Braxmar Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers

N9 10 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES 8( MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE

YMILITAR
OF

G.A.R.
ATHLETIC,

'0,051-100TING,C0'
Op, A o

/NG NO

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0, AND
e.A., OTHER 44/

/41/14 L BP

I I E opening, this month, of the
Comanche and Kiowa reserva-
tion in Oklahoma will be one of
the picturesque and stirring events

of the present year. Last winter Con-
gress passed a law that the Indians should
take allotments, 16o acres of farm and an
equal amount of grazing land, and that
the remainder should, on the President's
proclamation, be opened to settlement.
When the Indians received their allot-
ments and sections were reserved in each
township for school purposes, along with
480 acres for each projected town site,

there was left for the new homeseekers some 15,000 farms of 16
o

acres each. This offers to the land hunter the same opportunity that

was given when Oklahoma proper was opened e
leven years ago, and

thousands are at this writing ready to take advantage of it.

THE NEW The new land lies, all of it, west of a line drawn

SETTLEMENTS north and south a little east of the center of

Kansas and Nebraska. Now there is a pretty

well accepted sentiment in those States that this lin
e is about as far

west as successful agriculture—meaning grain-raising
 as distinguished

from stock-raising or mixed farming—can be 
carried on, one year

with another. But the rainfall seems to be better distributed and

more generous in the same longitude as one goes so
uth, so that this

section has promise of good crop returns. Then it is held by those

experienced in prospecting these new lands that the 
mountains turn

back and temper the dreaded " hot winds " which m
ake the settler's

summer anxious, and so allow the crops to come to 
fruitage in greater

protection on the prairies north of the range than 
elsewhere in the

prairie region. The lands are well watered by small streams and the

soil is very fertile along the valleys—not notably so 
elsewhere.

No. 40Ix. TOILET SET

SHELL
A New Line of Goods 

Our entire line of Ebonoid
articles made in a beautiful,
highly polished Tortoise shell
finish. These goods are fine
ill quality and very reasonable
in price.

No. 421. GENTLEMEN'S SET

Ebonoid is not a stain or polish.
It is impervious to water, and will not crack or wear off. It is odorless
and non-combustible

In our Black finish is selling

better than ever this season,
which is a positive proof that
it has given satisfaction and
that it has established itself in
the trade.

Every piece warranted. None genuine unless stamped Ebonold.
Our goods are carried in stock by all the leading jobbers in

the country.
Ask your jobber to show you his Ebonoid samples.

JOHN C. DOWD

No. 575. STATIONERY SET

OKLAHOMA'S
POPULATION

Oklahoma is an eager candidate for Statehood,

and the new acquisition to her population will

strengthen her plea for the distinction. Her

claim, in fact, is of the best. The new census shows that Oklahoma

now has a population greater than eight of the 
States of the Union,

and only a few thousand less than five others. Even should the

enabling act be passed at once and immediate 
Statehood be secured

for Oklahoma alone, it would, with its present rate 
of growth, have at

the time of securing it a greater population than
 a dozen other States,

some of which entered the Union at the Nati
on's birth. Here are

some comparisons :

for over $6,000,000 ; the wheat brought $13,000,000. Each year

the total is larger, and each year sees better farming ; for even in

the western section, as in the western parts of Kansas and Nebraska,

the lesson of the adaptability of soil and climate has been learned,

and experiments are less numerous. The people who have settled

Oklahoma have put in long, weary years experimenting with the

climate, and know what to expect from the rain-clouds. More

" experience " was brought to the conquering of the soil of the

Territory than to any other part of the West, and the advancement

made is evidence of its value.
In the towns of Oklahoma, more, perhaps, than in the country,

is seen evidence of the Territory's youth. The towns were settled on

the run. They might have for their motto, " Cities made while you

wait." In a day were erected the first structures, and in a fortnight

the town-sites presented as well developed a situation as grew up in

other communities in a dozen years. But it was all very temporary

and very rambling. The first buildings were mere shacks, sufficient

to keep out the weather. Like the cabins on the claim, they pre-

tended nothing, but accomplished their purpose, which was to hold

down the land for later improvements, and for this purpose anything

was good enough for the ambitious and enterprising settlers.

Populatiou

Oklahoma   398,245

Idaho   161,771

Montana   243,289

Delaware   184,735
Nevada   42,334

North Dakota   319,040

Utah   276,565

Vermont   343,641

Wyoming   92,531

GROWTH OF
TOWNS
AND CITIES

CROPS OF
OKLAHOMA 

And Oklahoma has prosperity and prom
ise as

well as population. In the last fall season, the

fourth of the series of good crop years, 
Oklahoma

produced 25,000,000 bushels of wheat, 15,000,000 
of oats, 70,000,000

of corn, and 140,000 bales of cotton. This, with the small fruits

and the yield of its stock interests, makes it 
remarkably prosperous.

Its property is valued for taxes at $49,3
38,000—a rather tidy sub-

stance to be gathered in a decade. The cotton crop alone sold

As the Territory gained in years, these first build-

ings gave way to brick and stone blocks, preten-

tious corner fronts, and the habiliments of civiliza-

zation. Yet some of the first corners remained,

and there is yet presented in most of the smaller towns an incongruous

comparison of the old order of things and the new. There was, too,

as in the other prairie communities, a tendency to overbuild, and the

effect was seen in empty buildings fringing the busy section of the

town. Of course, decreased revenues formed a corrective of this

tendency, and the town has waited for the country to catch up. This,

generally, has been accomplished now, and the building that has been

resumed is in accordance with the legitimate demands of the places.

The railroad towns are, for the most part, located along the two

main lines—the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, and the Chicago,

Rock Island and Pacific—which traverse the eastern portion of the

Territory from north to south. They have enjoyed a trade reaching

back into the country east and west thirty to sixty miles, and have

thrived on the business that came, not alone from the settlers directly,

but from the little settlements that made local distributing points. 
So

it often happens that the business of the towns has been out of p
ro-

portion to their size, and merchants located in unpainted frame shac
ks

have been piling up bank accounts at a rate that many a better-hous
ed

dealer might well envy.
This condition is passing away. Cross lines of railroads are

being built as rapidly as the work can be done, and along them 
are

springing up new business centers, each cutting off the trade of some

older town. It is a repetition of the history of other sections of the

West, and will continue until the town and country reach an equil
ib-

rium where further town-building becomes unprofitable.

Few more beautiful pictures can be seen on the plains than an

eastern Oklahoma landscape. The gently rolling, rich, loamy soil, or

even the reddish tinge of clay, with myriads of hay or straw 
stacks,

the green of the growing wheat, the thrifty farm-houses and the

promising orchards unite to tell of agricultural success. One could

stand on a windmill tower in Northern Oklahoma last fall and co
unt

a hundred wheat-stacks ; later the smoke of a dozen threshing-

engines blotted the horizon, and fourscore teams were turning 
brown

furrows for the new crop. It was a glorious gift of wheat that the

farmers received—some twenty-five million bushels from a million

acres. To it they added a bountiful corn product and were satisfied.

Not often may a land little more than a decade from bare prairie

present so marvelous a showing as does Oklahoma. Gifted with a

fertile soil, with varied riches beneath the surface and a 
favoring

climate above it ; touching the tropics on the one hand and th
e colder

belt on the other ; settled by people who prefer pluck to 
display and

exalt industry above heroics, how can it fail to fulfill a glorious

destiny ! That it has a marvelous future its people believe, an
d they

await in confidence the coming years. They have certainly laid good

foundations, and richly deserve all the prosperity and progress 
that

can and will come to them through their industry and ent
erprise.

JAMES H. DOWD

J. C. Dowd 0 Co.
Manufacturers and Sole Owners of

Ebonoid

475 Broadway, NEW YORK
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ALEXANDER II. REVELL & CO.
..... 

. i . 431 to 43Z Fifth Ave., Chicago
MANUFACTURERS OF

STRICTLY HIGH-GRADE

Jewelry Fixtures

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit write us, as we may be able
to interest you. Or, if you expect to remodel your store, we would be pleased
to submit estimate.

We make a specialty of manufacturing strictly high-grade jewelry fixtures
of the most modern type in design and construction with latest improvements
for electric lighting, if so desired, and ask that you correspond with us if in
need of anything in our line. We manufacture an all=glass show case,
the latest and best on the market.

For further particulars, please address our factory direct, 431 Fifth Ave.
Write for our No. io Catalogue.

THIS IS OUR SMALL MOULDING STEEL-LINED SHOW CASE

WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD TO PRODUCE ITS EQUAL.

Send floor plan with particulars.
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If You Only Knew How Strong the Imperial 14
Line is for This Fall

If we could but give you an inkling of the many Leaders it contains in Jewelry,
Sterling Silver Flatware, Novelties, etc.,

You'd Be Sure to Wait for Our Travelers, who are
now covering their respective territories.

The Next Issue of Our Monthlywill soon be out. It will show
page after page of the very latest Novelties, at prices that you know are always
the lowest.

Shall we send you a copy?

IMPERIAL IVIFG. 
CO., Manufacturing Jewelers

and Silversmiths

Masonic Temple, Chicago
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R. B. Truesdale, the veteran member of the

traveling force of Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, whom

most jewelers in Indiana and Illinois territory familiarly

call " Bob," spent his vacation last month at his home

in Effingham, Ill., where he has a farm and is known

as "Farmer Bob." It cuts little ice whether Mr.

Truesdale is on the road or on the farm, as he is a

success either place, and deservedly so, for he is a hard

and faithful worker.

C. A. Whiting, of Whiting & Davis, the well-

known manufacturers, has the sympathy of his many

friends in the trade in his recent bereavement, the loss

of his respected mother, whose death at his Massa-

chusetts home recently occurred.

0. K. Steuwer goes to Texas this month for an

extended trip in the interests of his firm, Wm. Weid-

lich Bro., of St. Louis.

J. C. Miller, who represents the Schroeder Clock

Co., of Cincinnati, started out on his first fall trip

August 1st.
W. G. Knapp is a new man on the traveling force

of Noack & Gorenflo, Detroit, who will look after

their interests in the Northwest. He is now on his

first trip.
W. H. Burton, W. S. Willis and T. G. Jewett,

who represent the Chicago branch of the Gorham

Manufacturing Co., have been in the East the past

month visiting the factory to post themselves on the

new Gorham fall lines and enjoy a short season of

rest and pleasure among the Eastern resorts. All of

these gentlemen reported at Chicago headquarters the

first of the present month, and before this item is read

will be out among the Western trade exhibiting their

new things.
John P. Ryan and Gus Weinfeld, the two lively

young boomers of the Stein & Ellbogen Co.'s force,

were at Chicago headquarters a greater part of last

month enjoying life in the Western metropolis and

getting ready for their early fall trips. Both of these

gentlemen are now out among their customers dis-

playing their new fall lines.

Monte Gluck, Southern and far Western traveler

for Otto Young & Co., came in from an extended and

successful trip early in July, and has been spending a

month's vacation in and about Chicago. He leaves

for his Western trip the first week in the present

month.
Harry Kennion, with Parks Bros. & Rogers, well

known among the Western wholesale trade as the

" hurricane button and chain salesman," was met in

St. Louis the middle of July, on his return from his

Pacific coast trip. He said the drought was some-

thing frightful in Kansas and the Southwest, but that

he thought the people were more scared than hurt

over it.
W. S. Percy, Michigan traveler for Benj. Allen &

Co., Chicago, was in at headquarters for ten days last

month stocking Up for his early fall trip. Mr. Percy,

though a new man in the above territory, is making a

record for himself by sending in good business an
d

showing himself to be a clever and deserving sales-

man.
Harry Jehlinger, of B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.'s

force, returned to Chicago headquarters early in Ju
ly

from an extended trip through the great Southwest.

He thinks Texas a great country for jewelry as well

as everything else, and that the Lone Star State is

destined to some day be the leading State of th
e

Union.
Joe Block, who has faithfully represented S

wart-

child & Co., in the West and Southwest for sever
al

years, left Chicago headquarters the middle of 
July

for an extended trip over his territory.
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The travelers of Aikin, Lambert & Co., New

York, will visit the principal points in all sections of

the States this fall, Messrs. Riley, Rolleston and

Melchor will cover their respective territories, as will

Messrs. Stites and Wakefield, in connection with

Aikin-Lambert Jewelry Co. The South will be taken

care of by their representative, N. P. Pogose, who

carries their line in Mexico, and their European trade

will be pushed by 0. Schmidt.

Austin J. Sands, formerly at Kirksville, Mo., has

accepted a position as traveling salesman for the

Tower Jewelry Co., of Springfield, Mo. His territory

will be Arkansas and Texas. The latter firm have

now two travelers on the road, who have been out

with fall goods for some weeks.

L. N. Gradolph, Western traveler of the Queen

City Silver Co., Cincinnati, with headquarters in

Chicago, starts out early in the present month on an

extended trip over the Western circuit.

N. Strassburger, Western traveler for J. M. & A. C.

Johnston, manufacturing opticians, Chicago, spent his

vacation last month in Chicago and vicinity, but is

again out among his trade with renewed vim and

enthusiasm. Mr. Strassburger is one of the earnest

men of the profession and is always sure of a welcome

by the jewelers.
Franz Eschenburg and Henry Reinhard, of the

traveling force of the Juergens & Andersen Co., spent

their vacation in Chicago, which has proven the most

enjoyable summer resort in the country the past month.

Mark Backman, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas

traveler for the M. S. Fleishman Co., was at Chicago

headquarters a greater part of July stocking up for his

fall trip. Likewise was W. I. Goodfellow, far-West

traveler for the same firm. Both gentlemen are already

out in their respective territories displaying their new

fall lines.
A. N. Brittan, of M. A. Mead & Co., Chicago,

spent his vacation with his family at Lake Geneva last

month.
Steve Leubusher, the widely and favorably-known

VVestem traveler, has recently gone with L. Guttnann

& Sons, Cincinnati, and will cover the Northwest for

this firm. Mr. Leubusher is one of the really smooth

men of the profession, and is a lively and energetic

salesman, who will make a success of his new con-

nection.
J. M. Keller, C. A. Gebhardt, John Krohne and

Fred. J. Longden who compose the traveling force for

Albert Bros., Cincinnati, were at headquarters the last

ten days of July getting their new lines ready for their

fall trips. All of these gentlemen are already out

among their customers and are sending in fairly good

business.
E. K. McGillivary, the veteran traveler who has for

a number of years past faithfully and successfully rep-

resented J. W. Forsinger, the Chicago watch jobber,

tells us that he has no time for a vacation this year.

As a consequence he has been out on the road right

through the heated term and has been doing a fairly

good business.
W. H. Squier, who looks after the interest of the

Hamilton Watch Co.in the middle west, was a welcome

caller at the Western headquarters of THE KEYSTONE

last month. Mr. Squier is an old. traveler, a practical

jeweler and a good watch man—a fine combination

in his present position and a most successful one in

his case.
R. W. Barlow, the veteran traveler for C. H.

Knights & Co., wise man that he is, spent his vacation

at his home in Chicago last month where he enjoyed

the best summer resort weather the country produced

for a solid month. The famous " Bob " says Chicago

is good enough for him any and all the time.

F. C. Strang, who has covered Ohio and Indiana

territory for B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. for several years

past, has resigned and will hereafter represent L. H.

Schafer & Co. of Chicago, in his old territory. Mr.

Strang is now out on his first trip for his new house and

is already enjoying a nice trade. E. A. Kelley, the

junior member of the last-named firm, started out on

his early fall trip in northwestern territory the latter

part of July.
The Commercial Travelers' Outing Club, of

Chicago, is one of the successful organizations of its

kind of the country. At a meeting of the organiza-

tion last month, which was the largest in attendance in

the history of the Club, fifteen new applications for

membership were favorably acted upon.
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Sig. Strauss, of Sig. Strauss & Co., Cincinnati,

was up among the Northern lakes for two weeks in

July enjoying a vacation. He is now out on the road

among his customers displaying his new fall lines.

Will A. Lamb, of the Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co.,

has been enjoying a month's outing cruising along the

Eastern seacoast in Mr. Fuller's yacht. Our friend

Lamb has a new stock of fishing stories on hand, from

which he is reciting to his customers since returning to

the road. The story of the " big fish " that broke his

line is the most interesting one he tells.

Frank L. Murray, with Recob, Zeigler & Co.,

Chicago, enjoyed an outing last month in a trip down

the St. Lawrence.
W. F. Walker, with Noack & Gorenflo, Detroit,

is back again among his customers doing an extra

amount of tall hustling after a few weeks' vacation

spent on a fishing excursion.

Tom Hoefer with M. A. Mead & Co., Chicago, has

been enjoying his summer vacation down on the east-

ern shore, making such town as Long Branch, Atlantic

City and several other electric light points not on busi-

ness but for pure, unalloyed pleasure. Tom knows

just how to enjoy this kind of life if any man does.

Commercial Travelers' Day at the

Exposition

The drummer fraternity literally took the " rain-

bow city " by storm on July jith, " Commercial Trav-

elers' Day " at the exposition. The mirthful humor

of the " knights of the grip " was everywhere in evi-

dence, and harmless jokes from all quarters of the

country were liberally interchanged ; so much so that

there was an atmosphere of merriment wherever the

jovial brethren made their appearance. Even the

Kansas farmer could vent his rustic cynicism in no

stronger form of criticism than, " Mary, they ain't

nothin' but darned old drummers. But dog my skin,

I'm glad to see 'em."
Notwithstanding the anxiety that naturally existed

among the travelers to inspect the wonders of the

great fair, they were content to be themselves objects

of observation, and, in fact, for one day at least, a

special feature of the exposition itself. Early morn

found an unusual stir at the hotels. Travelers from

Rochester, Buffalo, Baltimore, Boston, New York and

many other cities, were getting mixed up, and con-

fusion was becoming more confounded, until Grand

Marshal William A. Bean wielded his authority as a

disciplinarian and arranged the anxious visitors in

geographical order. Banners were unfurled and the

procession started for the exposition to the inspiring

strains of the " Song of the Kangaroo," "We Ain't

No Farmers," etc. At the Temple of Music they were

presented with the keys of the city, and with that

significant mechanical appliance, a corkscrew. "You

are at liberty to use the corkscrew as you like," said

the acting mayor. " Before Mayor Diehl went away

he told me to take good care of the commercial

travelers. He said the reputation of a city could be

made or unmade by a body of commercial travelers.

He also instructed me not to say much because he

said you came here to see and not to be preached to.

We give you a cordial invitation and believe that you

will give us more than you will take away."

After criticising the railroad companies for failing

to give better facilities in the way of cut rates to the

exposition, President Milburn said, "There is no

body of men who could do us greater service than you

can. Commercial travelers come in contact with

thousands of people, and what they say about ou
r

exposition will be accepted as from authority."

In the course of a humorous speech, Director-

General Buchanan said : " Several years ago I had

the misfortune of falling from grace. It was when I

left off being a commercial traveler. The traveling

man's life is full of repose. He never carps, com-

plains or criticises. Everything goes smoothly with

him." The speaker then enjoined the visitors to

have all the enjoyment possible, but to leave the

Midway where it was, as it would be needed after they

had gone.

"All I have to say, The Keystone is all right,

and hate to do without it as long as I can scratch up

a dollar."—E. H. Klahr, jeweler, Middletown, Pa.



85CUT PRICES
have been made on about 5oo patterns, nearly all
staple goods, of which we have too many, con—
sisting of Gold Pens and Holders, Pencil
Cases, Pencils, Toothpicks, Glove Buttoners,
etc., in silver, rolled—plate, agate, pearl, etc. We
will take pleasure in quoting prices and furnishing
samples for inspection on application.

Mercantile Fountain Pens 
in new styles, in Cabinet and Show-Case
Assortments. Male fully warranted by

No. 4A. Plain Barrel, Mottled or Black. size.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.
19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

Ten Years of Faithful Work
instructing students personally and depending upon merit only, has placed thisschool in a position to enjoy a reputation of the highest class. Jewelers arewriting us almost daily for our students. We secured three positions for studentslast week. We have studied for years to make this school good as money andskill can make it, we have the best of everything both for advancement andcomfort for our students. We would be pleased to send samples of students'work and booklet to any one interested in a course in the art of engraving.Hundreds of successful students for reference.

Modern Letter Engraving," Sent by mall, $1.5o

Rees Engraving School
F. II. Rees, author of “Modern Letter Engraving," “Designing, Engraving," etc.

Proprietor and Instructor
Steele Memorial Building, /1-4IVIII;ZA, N. Y.

wriffht Fountain Pens They
ligu I Gold Pons ;14;1;1

The Wright. Jr. NEW—Just Out.
$6.00 per doz.

Fitted with good 14 K. solid gold pen.
Unquestionably the best value on the
market.

Our Fine Assortment.510.00,ShowCase
Free. Contains 1 dozen assorted plain,
ehased,blaekonottled and gold-mounted
holders, fitted with heavy 14 K. gold
pens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each,

Above SENT ON APPROVAL.
.111 Wright Pens are warranted per-
fect. Will exchange or money refund-
ed if not satisfactory. Signs, cartons,
and adv. matter with every order.

This Elegant Show Case FREE with our $10.00 assortment.
Contains space for 2 dozen pens and boxes.

The above in assorted styles at $7,60 per dozen. Gold mounted, at $13.60 per dozen.
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS. SEND US YOUR JOBS.

Wm. Welditch & Bro.,
Proprietors. WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis.

No. 326. PI:1111 or Chased, Black or Mottled Rubber Holder, No. 2, 14 K. Pen', Fountain. Price each, 75 cents.

No. 32o. Extra Large Plain or Chased Case, No. 4, t4 Karat Pen, fine, medium or stub, Fountain Pen. Price each, $5.00.

tli4NWA911111111,— --
No. 233. Gold Pens in Seamless Gold-plated, Fancy Cut Gold Ball and Wire Pearl Detik II )1(kr, NI). 2. Price each, $1.62.

Fountain Pens and Gold Pens and Assorted Holders init up in assortments of one dozen and upwards atSpecial Low Prices. Send for Catalogue and Price-List.

B. GRIESHABER, and Fountain Pens, 84-90 State Street, CHICAGO
WE REPAIR all kinds of Gold anD Fountain Pens

promptly for the trade. All work guaranteed. Write us for special
prices. We return jobs the same day as received.
Send us your work. Send us your orders.

S. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Building CHICAGO, ILL.

s...peehouv...1.golim,No,mh,e,m000me.
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

Wells'Perfeet Self-Conform-
ing and Ventilating Ring
Adjuster is the result of many
years experience. It can be fitted
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of price.
1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.76, or y doz., assortedPatented U.& sizes. for $2.00 ; I doz., metal,assorted sizes, 85c. (8c. extra if

registered.) For samples, a small size gold and
medium size metal will be sent for 'Picts., or a medium
large size gold and large size metal for tin cis. Address,
CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

end Cannd..
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GOLD
EASY-FLOWING

GOLD

SOLDER

p.••• 3.

D°  Best 3 Earth 3:
aki-t4”1”I'.1.4,1,1,4,4.1”1"3"F"4, WW-f"-T7m+-"VV+4

MANUFACTURED BY

F. H. NOBLE 86 CO., Chicago,
For Sale by all Jobbers.

Ztationerp Engraving
Why not cater for this work, Mr. Jeweler, as an adjunct to your regular business?

There is money in it.
Our prices are the lowest, consistent with good work.

We furnish the trade a 5-quire
box of MONOGRAMMED
Paper of the latest size, finest
quality, with envelopes to
match, complete for $1.75 to
$2.00, prepuid, to any city in the United States
Also put up in 2-quire boxes, at 75 to 85 cents.
prepaid.

Must be seen to be appreciated Circulars and samples
for the asking. Send for a trial order a: lbove, and we will
include folders for taking orders.

WM. FREUND & SONS, 

174 - 1 STATE7C6HI  AEG SOT .RE ET,

f Headquarters Jot Wedding Invitations
1 and Announcements Calling Cards Embossed Stationery

Letter Heads, Etc.

Largest Plant, assuring prompt service. Best work and lowest prices.
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Stationery

A Summer Stationery Window Display

N an article discussing the management

of a stationery business in summer our

contempory, the American Stationer,

gives some excellent advice and suggestions as

follows :

There is a difference of opinion among

successful retailers regarding the greater attrac-

tion in summer, newspaper advertising or the

show window. Without attempting to settle

the question, except by saying that there may

be a difference in localities which will account

for the seeming difference in results, it is per-

haps wisest to talk about the show window and

its summer possibilities. The window is present

everywhere, while opportunity for effective

newspaper advertising is not always available.

Where it is there should be no hesitancy on the

part of the dealer regarding a liberal space, but

he should be careful to use it judiciously and so

arrange his matter that it will attract. In other

words, he should put sufficient study into the

problem to make his advertising investment pay

him the same as all other investments pay.

About the window there is no question.

Any attractive arrangement is bound to increase

business, regardless of the condition of the

thermometer. The display must needs be

attractive, but that need not mean that it should

be complicated. In fact, the simpler the better

for hot weather. Mental effort is quite as

exhausting during the torridity of summer as

physical exertion, and if the decorator will

realize this and build up his displays accordingly

they will be more effective and cost him less in

physical exertion, at least.

AN ATTRAC-
TIVE DISPLAY

Make up your displays of tinted

papers and papeteries which

suggest coolness. Use green

tints of crepe paper for backgrounds and f
loor

decorations, or even better than that, go into

the neighboring woods and secure a quantit
y of

the soft green moss which is so common in
 all

woodlands, and cover your floor solidly with

that. Then use potted plants, like palms, if

you have them, but if you haven't, any 
one of

the shady looking plants, which can be 
procured

everywhere in the country. Set these around

the outside of the windows so that they 
appar-

ently shade the center. Make the window look

as cool and shady as possible. You can rear-

range the plants and the backgrounds un
til you

secure just the effect you desire.

Between the plants and on the floor of the

window place such papeteries, papers or 
other

goods of that character as you wish. 
It will

spoil the effect to have too many. But there

should be enough to represent your stock 
and

be a comprehensive index of what yo
u have

inside. Pencils, pens, inkstands, and what all

stationers can make money on in summer, 
fans,

can be more or less conspicuously 
displayed,

particularly the fans. Use a few window cards,

bearing such legends as " If you wish 
to keep

cool, buy your stationery here," or 
anything

else that suggests coolness and restfulnes
s.

It has been said that a considerable 
propor-

tion of the discomfort caused by heat in 
summer

arises from suggestion, and that if it 
were pos-

sible to make people believe they were 
comfort-
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able much of the difficulty attending the summer

season would be avoided. The stationer who

arranges his windows and the interior of his

store to give the appearance of comfort will do

much toward alleviating discomfort, and will

thereby greatly increase his trade. What you

begin in the window as a sort of index of your

store you should carry out inside. Keep the

store shaded during the day. If possible use

electric fans to keep the air in circulation, but if

you are not in a town where there is electricity

you can suggest coolness by shade and by the

arrangement of the interior of the store.

Coins Mailed in Envelopes

" Every few days," said the manager of a

Washington publishing house to a reporter, " I

receive a letter like this:

" I Last week I sent you 50 cents in silver

coin for a month' s subscription to your periodi-

cal. Is it worth while to inform you that you

value my patronage so lightly that you have not

seen fit to send me even a sample copy ? Please

send your publication at once or return my so

cents. I am exceedingly provoked at your

dilatoriness.'
" Of course, we never received the money

in this and similar instances, so we write 
an

apologetic letter and wish it were in our power

to let every patron of the mails who wishes to be-

come one of our patrons know that he should not

send coin in envelopes and expect to receive in all

instances the paper or goods for which it is sent.

" In speaking to the managers of other

Washington business houses on this subject, I

was surprised to learn to what a large extent

this practice prevails. The big stores in Wash-

ington all maintain mail order departments,

which have a large number of customers in the

towns and rural districts of Virginia and Ma
ry-

land, and many thousands of dollars come into

the city annually from this source. These gen-

tlemen all stated that the letters they received

were of about the same tenor as the one I 
have

given you, and that the monetary loss, to 
say

nothing of the vexatious delay in filling the

orders, must be considerable."

" The Post Office Department receives an-

nually thousands of inquiries concerning s
uch

losses," said a postal official, who happened
 to

be present, " and there are several reasons 
other

than the commonly thought of one of th
eft why

these letters do not reach their addresses.

" Of course, everybody supposes they are

all stolen by dishonest postal employee
s, and

most of them are purloined. It is very easy for

the thief to detect the coin, even if it is so 
small

as a to-cent piece. Where there are several

coins or a quarter or 50-cent piece it is like fi
nd-

ing money to the dishonest employee into 
whose

hands it falls.
" There are several methods of sending

coin through the mails to avoid detecti
on, and

the most common is to fit the pieces into 
spaces

cut out from pasteboard. When the hand is

run over the envelope the presence of t
he coin

cannot be detected, but if the letter is bent

backward and forward the thief from his long 
ex-

perience in handling mail matter detects the 
coin

therein, and they go in his pocket fo
rthwith.

"As you stated, most of this money comes

from the rural districts, where the 
quality of
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envelopes is usually inferior. As all mail mat-

ter is more less roughly handled in transit,

especially in rubbing and coming in contact

with heavy and bulky pieces of matter in the

mail bags, the corners of the envelopes are worn

or become torn, and the coins drop out in the

mail bags, or in the post offices, and cannot, of

course, be identified. So they are sent to the

Dead Letter Office, and that is the way, no

doubt, your correspondent lost his money.

" If the managers of business houses and

the public will bear in mind that no less than

I5,000 envelopes containing money were found

loose in the mails last year, and that an approxi-

mate number are found loose every year, the

reason why I never received my paper,' or

' why didn' t those goods come ?' will be answered.

" These loose coins and envelopes pour into

the Dead Letter Office from post offices and

railway mail post office routes all over the coun-

try and aggregate a large sum. Postage stamps

by the thousand are also found loose in the mail

bags and in the mails. How they got there or

where they come from, or to whom they belong,

none can answer with positive identification,

save that they got out of letters or packages in

some manner. The Department had returned

to it last year $800 worth of these loose post-

age stamps, piecemeal, from single stamps to a

dozen or more in a lot, and there is no record

of the number that were found by postal em-

ployees and never turned in.

"At any rate, those who send money

through the mails, whether in coin or currency,

should remember that the Government does not

insure its safe delivery, except when the letter is

registered, and then up to the amount of $ro only.

" Subscribers to newspapers and store

patrons may save themselves a great amount of

annoyance and money if they will send a money

order in their letter, if it is possible to procure

A Candid Invitation

Everybody knows that an invitation to a

wedding is a gentle intimation that presents,

however small, will be gratefully received by the

bride. But it has been left to a distinguished

native of India to make open confession of this

pleasing hypocrisy. Writing to the people in

his station, asking them to his daughter's wed-

ding, this man used the following formula :

" Mr. and Mrs.  request the presents of

Col.   and the officers of the — Regi-

ment at the wedding of their daughter." The

story is true. —London Globe.

The Gold of "Dead Rivers"

Among the remarkable geological features

of California are the gravelly channels of ancient

streams, known to miners as dead rivers, which

often contain gold in pitying quantities. The

rivers ran generally from north to south and

some have left beds more than two miles in

width. Some of them, after their waters had

disappeared, served as channels for lava, which

hardened over and concealed the gold-bearing

gravel. Attention is at present being paid to

milling these deposits. " Melon-seeds " of

gold, varying in size from minute grains to par-

ticles a quarter of an inch in diameter are found.

The gold was brought down by the vanished

rivers from the mountain ledges,
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Our New Samples were on the market Mayloth, and wholesale houses are putting in large stocks,ready for early fall delivery.

If you are looking for BEAUTIFUL
GOODS, ask for those with this trade-
mark and see that "C. A. M. & Co."
is stamped on the swivel of the chains
you buy.

TRA DE-MARK

Purchase Chains from your jobber that are madefrom seamless filled wire, exactly as represented,by the well-known and reliable chain house of

C. A. MARSH & CO.FINE FINISHED GOODS
SELL THEMSELVES Attleboro, Mass.

Souvenir Spoons is only one ofthe many Popular lines we make. We have spoonsfor all parts of the country, Mountains or Seashore,Lake or River. If interested, send for our spoonbook, illustrating over 5o spoons.

Golf Novelties are popular now, par-ticularly our new Souvenir Golf Hat Pin. Sendfor a sample.

Belt Buckles.
011CS We make.

Correct styles. The only

Fish Scale Bags an Purseswill be our leading line for fall trade. Watch ourline and watch our ads. for novelties in these goods.

20th Century ideas will be evident in all our productions.Watch for our salesman, or drop us a postal for samples.

Our
Summer Seller

IT IS A DANDY.

Most serviceable pin on the market.
Comes plain or with little golf view on
the face. Can be engraved with club
name for souvenir.

Retails for 75c. to $1.00.
Made only in Sterling Silver.

JUST TRY A PeVV.

It will pay you to keep in touch with us.

CODDING & HEILBORN CO.
asCEW YORK OFFICE—Chas. Van Ness, II Maiden LaneSAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—Geo. Greenzweig (..6 Co., 206 Kearny St.

MANUF-'ACTUIRERS

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Atigust, or)

Site of the
Exposition

St. Louis Letter

The board of directors of the Lou-
isiana Purchase Exposition, June
25th, selected Forest Park site as
its choice for the location of the

World's Fair, to be held in this city in 1903. The

site selected consists of 668 acres in the western,

or unimproved portion of Forest Park, which con-

tains between 1300 and 1400 acres, and is the

second largest city park in the country. In addi-

tion, 450 acres adjoining on the south and west are

available. This makes a total of 1118 acres. One

river and ten creeks flow through the site, and there
are numerous artificial lakes. The park is said to have

the most adequate transportation facilities of any in

the world, and there are guarantees that the present

service of steam and electric railways will handle

300,000 persons a day and can readily be doubled.

Forest Park is within easy walking distance of more

than 150,000 residents. It is four miles from Union

Station and five and one-half miles west from the

Eads Bridge.
A little less than twenty-two months

Work on the now remain in which to prepare the
' Louisiana Purchase Exposition, but

it will open on schedule time. Now

that the site has been selected the work of construction

will soon begin. The hum of preparation will soon

be heard in the neighborhood of Forest Park. The

grounds will be cleared and the buildings will begin to

go up. At the same time the various railroads, elec-

tric and steam, will start to make connections with the

World's Fair grounds. Large forces of men will be

put to work. In fact, St. Louis, beginning a few weeks

hence, will, for two or three years, be the busiest place

in the United States. The World's Fair Company has

the cash, the determination and the intelligence to

push the work of preparation with speed. For any

outside talent which it will need it will have the entire

country to draw from. In two particulars the St. Louis

World's Fair of 1903 will make a new departure. The

work of preparation will be done in about half the

time consumed in getting other international exposi-

tions in shape, and everything will be ready at the

stipulated date. Much can be done in two years when

the money, the ability and the enthusiasm are present.

All three ingredients are here. One of the many re-

markable things about the St. Louis World's Fair will

be that though the time for its preparation is shorter

than was ever allowed for any other fair of the first or

the second class, this one will be opened on the day

set, with all its exhibits in place and all its machinery,

moral and physical, in perfect working order.

The coming of a World's Fair to

Benefits of the our city is beginning to be felt.

Local merchants have been wide

awake and watching for desirable

and prominent business locations, and have succeeded

in securing leases that will carry them over the period

of the holding of the fair. At present there are but

few vacant stores in the down-town district, the rentals

of which have been advanced 25 to 50 per cent. As

yet the retailers have not felt any effect of the coming

event, and are waiting patiently for the real beginning

of some of the buildings, when it is expected that St.

Louis will witness the greatest boom in its history.

Equally with St. Louis the State of Missouri is

brought to the front by the World's Fair. The fifth

State in the Union has not done much for itself in the

way of advertising, but we all know here in St. Louis

that Missouri is a magnificent State in undeveloped

natural resources, mineral and other. Recently Mis-

sourians have held some interesting reunions in differ-

ent States. The World's Fair is waking up Missouri

and its many sons who have strayed off to other sec-

tions. It is a great opportunity, and the zeal in im-

proving it is gratifying.
St. Louis has been breaking more

Bank Clearings business records. The gain of 33 per

cent. which was made in her bank

clearings in the first half of the calendar year 1901, as

compared with the corresponding time twelve months

ago, was an immense increase, which probably had

not been exceeded by any other large city in the

United States. Some of this gain was due to the

strike on the street railroads of the city, which began

early in May, 1900, and lasted into July. The serious

Exposition
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effects of the strike in general business, however, were

over before the close of the half year in June ; though,

of course, trade was deranged in some degree until

the strike was ended. But even after making this

allowance, there has been a great increase thus far in

5901 over 19oo, and the gain will undoubtedly last

throughout the calendar year. Indeed, the increase is

likely, on account of the World's Fair work, to be

greater in the closing two or three months of 19ot

than they have been thus far.
The building boom has struck our

Our Building city in earnest, as the following
Boom will show : In the first six months

of 1901 building operations in St.

Louis have gone up with a bound. The total is

$6,259,825 this year against $2,669,156 for the same

period a year ago, a gain of 121 per cent. But the

increase for May and June was far in excess of this

figure. The total for the last two months is $2,638,458

against $708,000 for the same months last year, an

increase of 272 per cent. A gain of $3,590,669 in

building operations in St. Louis in the first half of the

present year is an indication of the extent to which

the World's Fair will benefit the city. The invest-

ment of this money in private improvements is largely

due to the prospective international exposition. Should

this building boom continue, the fair will result in the

expenditure of at least $25,000,000 in new private

structures beyond the usual average.
All western railroads have agreed

Reduced Railroad upon a set of dates at which time
reduced fares will be allowed

country dealers who go to the

various trade centers for the purpose of purchasing

goods. The dates for St. Louis are, July 24 to 31,

August 7 to 14, August 21 to 28 and September 4 to II.

A rate of one and one-fifth fare will be allowed for the

round trip. The application of the Merchants Associ-

ation of New York for reduced rates on stated dates

from points in the West to New York has been refused

by the extreme Western railroads, they taking the

ground that it is their duty to stand by the Western

cities. They freely grant reduced rates to country

merchants, who desire to visit Chicago and St. Louis

for the purpose of buying goods but they " courteously

but positively " decline to offer inducements to West-

ern merchants to go to New York to buy goods. For

the first time in its history the Central Passenger Asso-

ciation, which comprises the railroads operating east of

Chicago and St. Louis and west of Buffalo and Pitts-

burg, has agreed to make a special rate of fare and a

third for the round trip between points in central pass-

enger territory and New York City. This action places

New York on a par with Chicago and St. Louis in seek-

ing the trade of the retail merchants in intermediate

territory.
The Southwestern Passenger Association, at its

meeting, refused to grant reduced rates for the buyers'

excursions of the Interstate Merchants' Association,

but the four principal St. Louis roads have announced

that the rate of one and one-fifth fare will be made,

regardless of the action of the Southwestern Passenger

Association.
Missouri shipped last year outside of manufactures

products valued at $147,000,000, an increase of $12,000,-

000 over the preceding year. The growth of shipments

of nearly 9 per cent. indicates a high degree of pros-

perity on the farms and at the mines.

In mineral products last year Missouri shipped

$3,700,000 worth of coal, $7,800000 worth of zinc ore,

$2,400,000 of lead ore, $4,700,000 of iron ore, $3, too,-

000 of pig lead and $1,830,000 of granite and stone.

There are eighteen other items in the list of minerals

exported from this richly endowed State.

New buildings to the value of $1,342,104 were

authorized in St. Louis last month, an increase of

nearly 500 per cent. over the June record last year.

That is a big jump, even allowing for the World's Fair
boom.

Every St. Louisan is a committee of one to adver-

tise the World's Fair and to advance its interests in

all directions.
The annual picnic of the Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion of Missouri will take place August s ith at the

North St. Louis Hunting and Fishing Club's grounds,

twenty miles up the Mississippi River and nearly oppo-

site the mouth of the Missouri River. It will be a

fish-fry and only the jewelers and their friends will be

present. The participants vill leave on the steamer

Rates to St.Louis
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Spread Eagle at 9 o'clock A. M. and will return about

7.30 o'clock r. M. The committees having the affair

in charge will have a lot of sports and pastimes

arranged for.
The big street clock at the corner of Sixth and

Olive Streets, Commercial Building, just above the

store formerly occupied by the Eugene Jaccard

Jewelry Co. and later by the Merrick, Walsh &

Phelps Jewelry Co., was taken down and removed

last month. It was one of the landmarks of our city

and for many years it gave the city time to passers-by

and occupants of the near-by buildings. The store

has been rented to a druggist, who will move into it

some time during the present month.
Herman Mauch, our well-known and genial

Franklin Avenue retailer, has just returned from a

fortnight's trip around the lakes to Buffalo, where he

enjoyed a week looking over the Pan-American Expo-

sition. Mr. Mauch speaks highly of the Buffalo show

and thinks its electrical display alone is worth the

journey to see.
D. Prager, and his son William Prager and wife,

and his daughter, Miss Prager, all of Fort Scott, Kansas,

were in St. Louis for a day the middle of July en route

East, where they expect to spend the summer. Mr.

Prager is the leading and pioneer jeweler of Fort

Scott, and is always a welcome visitor in this market.

He and his family went directly to Buffalo from here,

where they will tarry to do the Pan-American Expo-

sition thoroughly, when they will go to the seashore

resorts on the southeastern coast of Massachusetts to

spend a few weeks.
Percy M. Smith, manager of the Des Moines

branch of the Geneva Optical Co., spent a few days in

this city the last month, the guest of Ed. F. McKee,

the manager of the St. Louis branch of the same

house. Mr. Smith reports good business in Iowa and

says that their own business at the Capital city has

been unusually good since they opened there less than

a year ago.
J. W. Cary, head of the firm of J. W. Cary & Co.,

St. Louis' only exclusive material house, has gone

East to spend the summer at his old home in Con-

necticut.
Erwin J. Blosser, for a number of years past with

J. W. Cary & Co., has succeeded A. H. Clark as

manager of the material department at the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co. Mr. Clark returns to Kansas City to take

a position with his old firm, the Norton-Paulson Co.

Leo Bauman, the young son of President Sam. H.

Bauman, of the Bauman-Massa Co., since his return

from a year at school in Europe, has gone to work in

his father's store and will learn the wholesale business

from the bottom to the top.
Will. C. Avery, who is covering Southern territory

for the St. Louis branch of the Geneva Optical Co.,

is meeting with success, and is making friends and

customers for his house everywhere he goes.
Jeweler E. S. Smith, of Sharon, Texas, was repre-

sented in this market last month by Mr. Wardin, his

manager, who was here on a buying trip.
Nathan Stifft, connected with his brother, Jeweler

Chas. S. Stifft, of Little Rock, Ark., was in this

market for a few days last month, combining buying

with pleasure.
The famous Dan Copeland, of Marshall, Texas,

was a welcome trade visitor in the St. Louis market

last month. Mr. Copeland was here for a few days

combining business with pleasure. He reports an un-

usual heavy spring and summer trade in Texas.

T. L. Foley,.of Elsberry, Mo., was in this market

recently on a purchasing trip.
Geo. A. Pfaeffle, of Greenville, Tex., was in St.

Louis recently combining business with pleasure.

M. Ziegler, of Kimswick, Mo., was a trade visitor

in this market last month.
L. J. Wick, of Highland, Ill., was here on a pur-

chasing trip last month.
N. E. Buerk, of Paris, Mo., was in the market re-

cently purchasing supplies for the home store.
E. E. Lawrence, of Stansbury, Mo., was in St.

Louis last month combining business with pleasure.

Klein & Fink, a representative and well-known

firm of jewelers in the Southwest, for years located at

Fort Smith, Ark., were represented in this market re-

cently by John Fink, who was in St. Louis for a few

days combining business with pleasure.

Otto Rink, of Carlyle, Ill., was a recent trade

N,isitor in this market.
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Our New Patent Interchangeable
INITIAL AND EMBLEM RING

OPEN CLOSED
The stone is released by the pressure of a pin point. It springs securely and firmly into placeby slight pressure en 1,rtng. THE BEST IN TERCHANGEABLE RING MADE.

Jules A.scheim5 Manufacturer

41-43 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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20th CentLn‘g
"Leaders"

are from Me 8■CEW DESIGNS made by Heimberger
& Lind, the leading makers of JEWELERS' FIND-
INGS, ORNAME8■CTS, GALLERIES, Etc.

"By Using Our Goods Your Goods Will Sell,"is a trite motto with a world of meaning- to wide-awake
dealers.

Among the II. & L. latest new goods are a handsome
line of Bodice Buckles, Ebony Mounts, Buckles, Brooch,
Hat and Scarf Pins, Metal Ornaments, Etc.

Heimberger ó3 Lind
158 Pine Street

PROVIDENCE, W. L

THE BEST OIL

I HALF-TONE ELECTROTYPES
A SPECIALTY

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO.
Electrotypers

621 Commerce St., Philadelphia

We do

RELIABLE
Silvern:Plating
Silverware
Repairing 
We Repair 

match the old ones, broken or melted off, the same as new.

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to

'We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze,
Brass, Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze,and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. L. Sercomb Co

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

is an ESSENTIAL of the best watches and the best watch work
Pr oil is injurious to both.

EZRA KI1LSP ,L SLEY WATCH
CLOCK an

CHRONOMETER

I;

eWwrilezifizaz,

State & Adams Sts.
• CHICAGO

=WI
Watch Oil.
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OIL
Standard of the World for over 70 Years

All horologists concede its superiority ; the best horologists use no other.All who pride themselves in their repair work or the timepieces they sell should tie to it.It's best for the timepieces, for your reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel 0 eneral Selling AgentsCo.,• 9 United States and Canada

31 Maiden Lane, New York

TN, T

Grimshaw 0 Baxter, Sole European Agents
35 Goswell Sheet, London
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Arkansas

Pell & Diddea, Eureka Springs, have dissolved

partnership.

Colorado

The Thompson Jewelry and Music Co., of Grand

Junction, was recently visited by burglars, who carried

away several hundred dollars' worth of jewelry.

Delaware

Millard F. Davis, Wilmington, has purchased the

building adjoining his store in order to accommodate

his increasing business.

Georgia

S. E. Theus, of Savannah, won a gold medal at

the annual shooting contest of the Savannah 
Rifle

Association.

Illinois

0. H. Fischer, jeweler and optician, Beardstown
,

and Mrs. Fischer, intend taking a thirty-days' 
pleasure

trip to the Pacific Coast. They will visit Yellowstone

Park on their trip homeward.

Indiana

0. H. Werner, Centerville, has removed into a

larger and more commodious store.
The jewelry stock of the late H. G. Kelly

, of

Greencastle, whose death occurred recently under

tragic circumstances, has been sold by orde
r of the

Judge of Probate Court. The sale is being 
conducted

by F. P. D'Arcy, jewelry auctioneer.

Lon Chapman, jeweler and engraver, late of 
J. C.

Walk & Son, Indianapolis, has opened a 
dental office

in that city.

Iowa

P. L. Gordon, Fairfield, has had a new front
 put

ill his jewelry store and has made many other

improvements.
Jeweler Harry Tower, of Charles City, 

contem-

plates taking a trip to California during 
the present

month. His wife, mother and daughter are 
visiting

on the Pacific Slope at present and will
 remain until

Mr. Tower arrives.
Will. C. Osman, of Marshallton, has 

recently put

in new fixtures and otherwise beautified h
is store.

Jeweler A. C. Taylor, of Cedar Rapi
ds, has

recently purchased a number of dwellin
g houses in

that city as an investment. Mr. Taylor is a heavy

owner of real estate in Cedar Rapids.
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Kansas

Miss Katherine Sullivan, of W. A. 
Kirkham's

jewelry store, Leavenworth, was rec
ently voted a free

trip to the Pan-American Exposition
. A contest was

inaugurated by the Leavenworth Standa
rd to deter-

mine the most popular young lady 
employed by a

Leavenworth mercantile firm. It was announced that

a free trip to Buffalo would be given 
to the successful

candidate. The contest resulted in the election 
of

Miss Sullivan to the place of honor. 
The result must

have been very gratifying to Miss S
ullivan's employers.

Mrs. I. M. Selts and Miss Sadie Price, 
Clay Center,

are on a tour through Europe. 
They will visit Miss

Price's home in Herefordshire, Engl
and, and take in

Paris before returning to the United 
States at the close

of the summer.

Maine

Ivory H. Crabtree, who recently 
opened a jewelry

and repair shop on Water Street, 
Bangor, has installed

new fixtures and a new and attrac
tive stock.

Michigan

Brown & Grant, of Saginaw, have 
dissolved part-

nership ; D. R. Brown, the senior 
member of the firm,

having retired owing to ill-health. 
J. Will. Grant will

continue the business. He has been 
the junior mem-

ber of the firm for eighteen years.

Minnesota

Hays Bros., of Austin, conte
mplate putting new

fixtures in their store before the 
summer is over.

Mississippi

Carl T. Von Seutter has just o
pened up an elegant

new jewelry store in Jackson, in 
the same location that

his father, the late E. Von Seutter, carried on business
for over a quarter of a century. The old business has

been entirely closed out since the death of the father,

and the new establishment has new fixtures and new

stock throughout ; in fact, is thoroughly modern in

every particular and is spoken of by those who have

called on Mr. Von Seutter recently as one of the reall
y

fine stores of the South.

Missouri

J. A. Buckmaster, watchmaker and jeweler, of

Rolla, has sold his jewelry store to John Greaves,

formerly with the E. Jaccard Jewelry Co., of St. Louis.

Nebraska

J. W. Spaulding, of the firm Wills & Spaulding,

Tecumseh, and C. L. Hoar, jeweler, of Colby, Kans.
,

accompanied by Ora Mason, of Tecumseh, started

July 6th for a month's outing in Colorado, Calif
ornia

and Yellowstone Park.

New Hampshire

Joseph Houghton, a well-known watch-tool maker

of Manchester, died recently of consumption. 
He

was a native of England, and came with his paren
ts to

the United States when seven years old. He h
ad a

long experience in the trade, and up to the time o
f his

illness carried on business on Concord Street.

New Jersey

Jackson Brodbeck, watchmaker, Trenton, recently

learned that his father, whom he never saw, had 
died

and bequeathed him $6o,000. It appears that the

watchmaker's mother died thirty years ago when he

was but a few days old. His father, Thomas W.

Brodbeck, placed the baby in the keeping of fr
iends

and started West to seek his fortune. Mr. Brodbeck

succeeded, and in the course of time became w
orth

$250,000. He went in search ot his son but 
died

without having learned of the latter's whereabo
uts.

The executors of the father's will renewed the 
search

and finally discovered the missing son in Trenton.

New York

John T. Fox, jeweler, Rochester, completed 
his

sixty-third year in the jewelry business on July 2d
.

Ohio

I. E. Spring, of Sycamore, has made extensive

improvements in his store and has installed an ele
ctric

lighting apparatus.

Pennsylvania

Fred. H. Ewald was recently married to Miss
Edith E. Heidelbaugh, at Lancaster. The groom is 

a

son of Henry Ewald, Sr., a jeweler of Tidioute, a
nd is

watchmaker for H. Garman, of Coatesville. The

bride is a niece of Senator Milton Heidelbaugh
, of

Lancaster.

South Dakota

Charles Jenson, of Beresford, who established a

jewelry business in that city, has decided on 
account

of poor health to go to California. He has 
disposed

of his two-story brick building and also of his 
residence.

He has been negotiating with parties regar
ding the

purchase of his stock and fixtures.

Texas

T. D. Robertson, B. H. Hill and H. M. H
intchey

have incorporated under the title The Robertson

Co., in Dallas, to succeed to the business of 
T. D.

Robertson.
Danztler & Dorenfield, Corsicana, who have been

occupying one-half of the building in which 
their

jewelry business is situated, will, after Se
ptember 1st,

occupy the entire structure. The additional room

secured by the change will admit of many 
improve-

ments which have been impossible, owing to the

present crowded condition of the store.

Virginia

Greenleaf & Crosby's branch store at Hot Springs

was recently destroyed by a fire that broke 
out in the

Homestead Hotel, in which the store was 
situated.

R. A. Jones, manager of the store, hastene
d to the

scene of the burning on hearing the alarm 
and suc-

ceeded in securing all the gems and jewelry, 
which he

conveyed to his home. Subsequent attempts
 to enter

the store proved unavailing, and the rema
inder of the

goods, which included a large amount of 
silverware,

was destroyed. The loss is covered by 
insurance.

L. Voight, Jr., a well-known jeweler of R
oanoke,

had the misfortune to lose his mother, 
whose death

occurred on July 13th. The deepest sym
pathy is felt

for Mr. Voight among his many friends.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us fo

r publication

any new ideas they may have on any s
ubject.

technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

Another Remarkable Number

ED. KEYSTONE addition to the remarkable

numbers already mentioned in your columns, I would

Point out another peculiar series. For instance :

142,857 x 2 285,714
142,857 X 3 --, 428,571
142,857 x 4 ==. 571,428
142,857 x 5 == 714,285
142,857 x 6 == 857,142

Only six of the first ten numerals appear in all

the above numbers, and in the same order if we begi
n

at I to enumerate. Multiply the original number by

7 and we get six figures that have not appeared

before, i. e.,

Sidney, Ohio.

142,857 X 7 = 999,999

Truly yours,
E. P. ROBINSON.

An Interesting Medal

ED. KEYSTONE :—I would like to ask if any of

your readers can give me any information regarding

a medal now in my possession that was plowed up o
n

a farm in this vicinity, where some sixty years ago

was an Indian village. The medal is made of pewter

and is two and five-eighths inches in diameter and a

quarter of an inch thick. The edge is milled and ex-

tends above the body of the medal. On the front side

there is a ring one-quarter of an inch wide aroun
d

inside of milling and a little below it, on which are the

words " George Washington, the Father of our Coun
-

try," in caps. The remainder of the face is counter-

sunk below the ring, and on it in bold relief is a bus
t

of Washington, showing coat and ruffled shirt 
front

down to just below notch in the lapels of the coat
.

At bottom below bust, on the ring around the edge o
f

the face, are two stars, and between them is the dat
e

1789. On reverse side is the ring around the edg
e

with word " Friendship " at top and six stars on eac
h

side. At bottom are the words, " The Pipe of Peace.
"

On countersink, in bold relief, is a wreath of le
aves,

and at the top between the ends of the wreath is on
e

star, making thirteen on that side. Inside the wreath,

at top, is a pair of clasped hands. Just below them is

" 1789," and at bottom is crossed a pair of I
ndian

pipes. If any of your readers should know the proba-

ble history of the medal, or can tell me where I ca
n

find information on the matter, I will be obliged.

Yours truly,

Aurora, Mo. FRED. G. WHITE.

Sample Advertisements

ED. KEYSTONE :BD a firm believer in advertis-

ing and must thank THE KEYSTONE for my belief, 
for

it was through its influence that I began to advertis
e

with such satisfactory results. I have made free use

of the advertising ideas which you have published

from time to time, and often a single one of them was

worth many times the subscription price of your

journal. The series of ads. for each month which

you published some time ago I found especially

effective. It would be a great advantage, to me at

least, if you continued to publish such sample 
ads.,

as I have not the time, not to speak of the talen
t, to

plan or write them myself. You see it is a great 
ad-

vantage to be able to give the matter to the pr
inter

just in the form one wants it, and it makes it easy fo
r

him for he has then only to follow copy. I feel that 
the

ads. would be equally useful to others, who are p
ossi-

bly too bashful to ask for " more."

Yours truly,
" OLIVER TWIST."Syracuse, N. Y.

[Agreeable to a number of requests similar to the

above, we resume in this isue (page 837) the discus-

sion of the subject of advertising and the publication

of sample advertisements.—ED.]
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The
Show Window

Formal
Openings

Some of the best window displays
made by the trade are devised for
the formal openings which an.

now becoming regular store events. We have
recently been asked a number of questions in
regard to these openings, and in reply would
say that when properly conducted they seem
to be excellent advertisements. As to the
best time to hold such openings circumstances
must decide, but two opportune seasons for

such exceptional displays are at Easter when the Spring . business
begins and again close to the holidays or gift-buying season towards
the end of the year. Local events may make the holding of such
openings advisable at other times, for it is desirable that such events

should take place when

the largest crowds are
available and when the
buying spirit is most
active. Hence when a
fair or some such
crowd-drawing attrac-
tion is taking place,

would be an opportune

time for an opening.

Of course an opening

is understood by the
public to mean not

only special store at-
tractions, but a new
stock and new styles,
and this idea should be
carried out as far as
possible.

At opening time if
everything in the store

is not new, it should be

made to look new.

New stock and styles

should be much in evi-
dence, and old stock
should be so burnished

and placed as to look
quite new. A profusion of plants and flowers are customary accom-

paniments of such occasions, and not infrequently a band of music dis-

penses melody to the visitors. Cheap, but dainty souvenirs are much in

vogue, and when properly advertised are good crowd-attractors. Some-

thing for nothing has lost none of its fascination for selfish humanity.

A primary essential of a successful opening is that it be well ad-

vertised, and personal invitations sent by mail to all possible patrons.

These invitations should be of a kind that would reflect the tone of

the store, the stationery and printing being stylish and select. In all

such undertakings expected results should justify the expense, and

proper advertising is essential to this end.

In a communication enclosing one of their opening announcements,

Barnes & Foster, Spencer, Ind. , say : " We mailed the announce-

ments and published some in the newspapers, and although the day

was rainy and disagreeable we had a constant stream of visitors and

the after results were more than we anticipated. We removed all trays

from our counter and wall cases and lined same with white. We dec-

orated with flowers and living plants. Our window was arranged with

a solid background of ferns and palms with a fence in front and a gate

partly open with a figure entering. There were only two articles

shown (watches and chains) and the window was full of these goods.

No goods were shown inside except latest patterns and styles of novel

things with the staples all new."

The store display shown in our illustration was designed for an

opening by F. Melluish, Ottawa, Kansas, who has added millinery to

his stock. The addition of the new line afforded the opportunity for
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an opening, and as spring buying was at its height when the opening
took place, the time was very favorable. Naturally, results were very

satisfactory. Mr. Melluish's store is beautifully fixtured in black

walnut and plate-glass, and there was a harmonious richness in the

entire display.
We would be much pleased to have our readers send us their ex-

perience with formal openings, with such details as will be found useful
by their brother jewelers.

KAM

Money Displays

HAVE seen a good many of what we call money displays,"
said a professional window dresser, talking about queer phases
of his business, " but the majority of them were not especially

successful. A mere window full of money will draw a crowd, but
unless it has some special feature it won't make people talk and is
hardly worth the risk and trouble involved in getting it up. The
most striking and effective money decoration in my own experience
was one I arranged several years ago for a large northern dry
goods house. A good-sized, square window was placed at my

disposal, and as a be-
ginning I draped the
interior with cotton
cloth, over which I
had lightly glued one-
dollar bills, in such a
way as to cover the
entire surface. By the
time I concluded that
part of the work every
inch of the interior
surface' was hidden by
money, and the use of
the cloth enabled me
to produce a certain
effect of bulk and mass
which I could never
have accomplished if
I had simply attached
the bare bills to the
wall. The next thing I
did was to install four
powerful electric fans,
which I located just
out of sight behind
the window casing.
Two were at the bot-
tom and two were at

the top, and they were so adjusted as to create a series of violent
cross-currents of air when they were going together. All that then
remained was to dump in half a bushel or so of bank notes, shut
and lock the rear doors and turn on the current. The moment the
fans began to whirl, the window became the scene of a miniature finan-

cial snowstorm and the air was literally, thick with money. It swirled
to and fro like autumnal leaves in a gale ; it rose and fell in fantastic
eddies ; it pattered like rain against the big plate-glass in front, and
the effect was indescribably curious and fascinating."

An Opening Day Display

A

A

A Novel Window Attraction

N attractive window display is exhibited each month through-

out the year by T. W. Hamrick, an enterprising jeweler of

Shelby, N. C. The display sometimes consists of poetic

couplets and attractive questions written in large letters in the show

window. June, the matrimonial month, brought forth the following

query : "Why are Shelby girls like Hamrick's window ? " A gold

scarf pin was offered as a prize for the best answer. The replies

which were numerous and complimentary, were exhibited in the show

window according as they were received and this proved successful in

keeping the public interested in the competition. A committee of

three was selected to determine as to who was deserving of the laurels,

and the prize was awarded for the answer " Because more attractive
when looking for a marriage."
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Movements of the Eyes During
Read in

The interesting question, how the eye
moves during the act of reading, has been
raised and investigated only of late. We now
know that ordinarily the eye does not fix the
same point for any length of time, but that it is
in almost constant motion and moves by jerks.
While reading a line of an ordinary book the
eyes make about four or five jerky movements,
in that way gliding each time over a space cor-
responding to about twelve letters. Lamare
determined the number of movements of the
eye during the reading of a line by means of an
instrument which had a point resting on the
upper eyelid and was connected to his ears by
rubber tubes. With this instrument each move-
ment of the eye caused a sound to be heard.
He heard four or five slight sounds during the
reading of one line and a louder sound on be-
ginning to read a new line. Later, Erdmann and
Dodge studied this question anew and con-
firmed the conclusions of Lamare. They fur-
ther found that the act of reading is performed
exclusively during the periods of rest and not
during the movement of the eye toward the
right, the quick change of black and white
making it impossible for the eye to recognize
the letters during the movements. While look-
ing at the book only for a short time, we can
recognize simultaneously no more than four to
five letters during the period of rest, but when
we read continuously we can read four or five
times as many letters. Usually, we do not
read by letters, but by perceiving whole word-
pictures simultaneously.

Lately, in the Psychological Review, Ray-
mond Dodge and Thomas Cline went still fur-

ther in the investigation of the reading problem
and endeavored to determine the angle velocity
of eye-movements. They believe that the work
of Lamare and the more recent one of Dr.

Huey is open to criticism, as it cannot be sup-
posed that the eye, burdened with the lever,

should move exactly in the same manner as
when reading normally. They, therefore, de-

vised an instrument by means of which they

could photograph the movement of a bright

vertical line as it was reflected from the corneal

surface of the reading eye. The general plan

of the apparatus is as follows :

A sensitive film is moved evenly, in a vertical

plane, immediately behind a narrow horizontal slit in

the plate holder of a photographic camera. The sub-

ject's eye is brought into such a position before the

camera that a horizontal plane bisecting the eye

through the middle of the pupil bisects the lens of the

eye and passes through the horizontal slit. If the eye

were held immovable while the sensitive film is ex-

posed behind the slit, the negative would present a

series of parallel lines corresponding in cross section

at every point to the light and dark parts of an imagi-

nary line drawn horizontally across the eye, bisecting

the pupil. A horizontal movement of the eye, while

the sensitive film is moving behind the slit, would be

marked in the negative by oblique lines. These ob-

lique lines are the records of the eye movements, and

their time values may be read off from a time record

marked on the sensitive firm during its movement.

With this instrument Dodge and Cline

found that the eye moved each time through

an arc of 2° to 7° to the right, but through an
arc of 12° to 14° to the left when going back
to the beginning of another line. They further
determined that the average time for each read-
ing movement of 2 to 7 degrees to the right is
about Tau of a second, and for each reading
movement of 12 10 14 degrees to the left about
TTRT of a second. Those observers, however,4

who had used levers had found about double
the time for each movement, because, as the
authors believe, the weight of the lever inter-
fered with the normal movement of the eye.
The authors also express their opinion that both
eyes neither start their movements nor end them
at the same time. This last observation is very
interesting and may indicate a new source of
asthenopia, for this lack of binocular co-ordina-
tion at the same moment may be a source of
great difficulty during the act of reading in some

P'°'• This subject needs further investigation.

A New Self-Recording Perimeter

A self-registering perimeter that has many
valuable features has been brought forward by
Dr. F. D. Skeel, who had it manufactured by
the Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co., of New York
City. The following description is from the
Archives of OfthMalnzology

This perimeter is self-recording. The indices are

translucent and are illuminated by small electric lamps

placed behind them, a small battery furnishing the

current necessary. Thus the illumination is rendered

constant at all times. The indices are five in number

and are arranged on a revolving disk, one only being

visible at a time. They are square in shape and

measure TO mm. in diameter. This diameter may be

reduced to 5 min. by a small shutter attached to the

disk. In color the indices are blue, green, orange,

red and white. The stationary index or fixation point

is, of course, white. The perimeter may be used by

reflected light in the ordinary manner, colors appear-

ing the same as by the transmitted light. The disk

described is carried upon a sliding arc of metal en-

closed within the main arm common to all instru-

ments of this class. This sliding arc is actuated by a

milled head and rack and pinion, which is placed at

the back of the instrument near its axis, so that the

hand of the examiner is not seen by the patient when

moving the index along its arc. In order to make the

instrument self-recording the movement of this sliding

arc is transmitted backward through the axis of the

instrument to a finger bearing pencils, which in color

correspond to the colors of the indices borne by the

revolving disk. This finger automatically takes a

position above the chart corresponding to the position

of the index in the field of vision, and the record is

made by depressing a lever at the back of the instru-

ment. There are no graduations to read and no

mental calculations to make. The examiner's atten-

tion is free to fix itself upon the patient.

How Do Squinting People See?

In the normal act of binocular vision both
eyes are thus directed that the image of the
object looked at falls on the fovea of each eye.
Not so in squinting people. Here the fixing
eye, of course, obeys the ordinary law ; but the
squinting eye does not receive the image at the
fovea, but at a retinal area which, in convergent
squint, lies inside (or nasally) of the macula.
Why, then, is there no diplopia ? Tscherning,
in his " Physiologic Optics," gives the reason
for it and also a good exposition of the
vision of strabismic people as follows (pages
334 and 335) :

Vision of Strabismic Patients.—Except in cases of

convergent strabismus of myofies, strabismic patients

do not generally complain of diplopia ; they suppress

the image of the deviated eye, so thafthe strabismic

eye serves only to slightly increase the visual field.

We may, however, always cause diplopia by holding a

red glass in front of the good eye, by keeping this eye

dosed for some days, etc.; but then we often meet

with the singular phenomenon termed paradoxical

diplopia. This diplopia was discovered by v. Graefe.

Examining persons affected with convergent strabis-

mis, in whom he had performed a tenotomy which

partly corrected the defect, he found crossed diplopia,

although the visual lines were still convergent, and the

patient, according to the ordinary rule, should have

indicated homonymous diplopia. Javal was the first

to study this phenomenon on patients not operated on.

The explanation of this fact is that there is developed

what has been very improperly named a vicarious

fovea. The patient .has first cultivated the habit of

suppressing the image of the strabismic eye ; then

there is gradually formed an idea of the false position

of the strabismic eye ; he has learned that an object

which forms its image on the fovea of the good eye,

forms its image at a point (b) inwards from the. fovea

of the strabismic eye, and he has learned to localize

this image at the place where the object to which it

belongs is situated. If we place a prism, apex down,

in front of the good eye, the patient sometimes says

that he sees only the image of this eye, but generally

we succeed in making him see also the image of the

strabismic eye ; the patients localize it on almost the

same vertical line as the image of the good eye, in-

stead of indicating widely separate homonymous

images. It is, therefore, as if there was developed a

correspondence between the point b and the fovea of

the good eye. But the localization of the image is

always very uncertain ; the patient sometimes says that

he sees both images well, but that it is impossible to

tell which is the image of the strabismic eye.

If we perform a tenotomy which does not com-

pletely correct the deviation, the image of the point fixed

is no longer formed either on the true fovea or the

vicarious fovea, but between the two. Patients first

project the image according to the vicarious fovea : as

it is formed on a part of the retina situated outside of

the latter, the patient sees the object in crossed

images. Later, especially if we make systematic ex-

ercises in order to reach it, the true fovea comes to

exert its preponderating influence : the patient sees

the object in homonymous images. Following the

development of the change of vision of the patient,

we sometimes succeed in finding a time when the

patient projects the image of the strabismic eye ac-

cording to both fovcas at once : he sees with the

strabismic eye, at the same time, one image to the

right and another to the left of the object. This singu-
(Continued on page 863)
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(Continued from page 861)

lar form of vision has been described by Java/ under
the name binocular triplopia. I have had occasion to
study a case of this character.

From this description it will be seen that
there is never developed a real second fovea in
the squinting eye, and in so far the term ' vica-
rious fovea " must be called a misnomer: for
the fovea is a place where vision is distinct and
delicate, while this place (6) never acquires or
possesses the acuity of vision that the real fovea
of the squinting eye shows in such cases where
the squinting eye, when fixing, has good vision.
This has been demonstrated again lately in a
paper by Dr. F. H. Verhoeff (" The Theory of
the Vicarious Fovea Erroneous," Ophthalmic
Record). His patient had excellent vision,
even of Ig, in the squinting eye ; but the bar-
reading test and the stereoscope showed that
there was no binocular vision in the usual sense
of the word, and that the so-called second fovea
had not enough acuity of vision to complete the
picture in these tests. Dr. Verhoeff also gives
the following explanation of the paradoxical
diplopia (p. 304 loc. cit. ) :

The fact that in this case there is an entire absence
of stereoscopic vision and, most important of all, the

fact that it would be necessary to assume that the so-
called vicarious fovea changed its retinal situation for
different positions of the eyes, seem to prove conclu-

sively that the theory of a vicarious fovea is erroneous.

The true explanation of paradoxical diplopia seems

to me to lie in the absence of the function of binocular

vision. This would mean, of course, that, physiolo-

gically considered, the two retinae were no longer re-

lated according to the law of corresponding points.

To make this conception clear I shall assume that

normally there are three centers, almost entirely dis-

tinct from each other, namely, one for the binocular

perception of relief and two for monocular vision, one

of the latter corresponding to the right and the other

to the left eye. It will be seen that on the basis of

such an assumption it is simply necessary to assume

further that the binocular center is either congenitally

absent or that it has been retarded in its development,

not only to explain the paradoxical diplopia and the

so-called vicarious fovea, but to explain in great part

the existence of the squint itself. Thus, if we imagine

the binocular center to be out of function, the power

of fusion will necessarily be wanting, and there will be

nothing to keep the eyes in their proper relation with

each other, thereby allowing insufficiencies of the

muscles, dependent, no doubt, in this case upon

hypermetropia, to manifest themselves. The monocu-

lar centers, however, being perfectly normal, the

image pertaining to each eye will be projected in a

more or less perfect manner ; that is, there will be,

not binocuar, but double monocular localization.

Thus, in the present case, while Mr. M is fixing a
distant object with his left eye, his right eye is turned

in 25°, but this prevents him from localizing correctly

with his right eye no more than it prevents a one-eyed

man from localizing correctly when this one eye is

turned in. Since Mr. M localizes equally well with

either eye, the image pertaining to each must, under
usual conditions, always be projected to the same

place, and this is, in fact, the case. It is impossible,

however, for him to fuse the two images, because he

has no well-developed center for this purpose. And it

has already been shown that in reality he never fuses

the two images, but that in ordinary vision he sup-

presses one of them.

This explanation is only apparently dif-
ferent from that of Tscherning, for at another
place Dr. Verhoeff states that " the diplopia
which occurs after operation in these cases is
evidently due to the fact that the eye upon
which the operation has been performed no
longer localizes correctly." It would seem to
the reviewer that the squinting eye really had
two systems of projection : one in the deviating
position when it might be called an appendix
of the fixing eye, and another in the fixing po-

sition when the ordinary laws of ocular projec-
tion prevail. If, now, the eyes are straightened,
diplopia must result, because the fovea of the
formerly squinting eye is not in co-operation
With the fovea of the fixing eye. Mentally, such
patients still fix only with one eye ; but the
image, formerly received and imperfectly per-
ceived by the squinting eye, now, after the
operation, falls on a retinal area different from
that in the former condition and is therefore
projected to a different place. In this act of
vision the mind still regards the formerly deviat-
ing eye as an appendix of the fixing eye and
obtains no binocular impression, while the now
straightened eye projects its dim impressions as
if it still were in the old position with regard to
the fixing eye. The reader is here referred
to a discussion of a similar case in the June
KEYSTONE of this year.

Periscopic Lenses

Periscopic lenses, which are now used so
much for spectacles, have an outer convex and
an inner concave surface. If we call the radius
of the outer convex surface r, and that of the
inner concave surface r, , they must both be
given the same sign, as both surfaces look
towards the same side. Let us also call the
thickness of the lens at the center d and the
index of refraction ii. In this case the focal
length of the lens becomes positive, or the lens
a convex meniscus if n d — r,) is
greater than d ; and the focal length becomes
negative • and the lens a concave meniscus if n
(r. d — ri) is smaller than d. As r, d
gives the distance of the second center behind
the first surface, the expression r, d —
indicates how much the center of the second
surface lies in front or behind the center of the
first surface. If r. d — r, is negative, r,
must be greater than r, d and the lens must
become thicker towards the margin. Such a
lens must be negative in focal length, as here n
(r. d — r,) is necessarily smaller than d.
We can say, therefore, that every meniscus
has a minus dioptric value when it becomes
thicker towards the margin ; but not every
concave meniscus must become thicker towards
the margin, because n (r, d — r,) may be
smaller than d even for certain values of P.1 where
r, is smaller than r. d. In other words, a
meniscus may be of negative dioptric value
although it becomes thinner towards the margin.
On the other hand, every meniscus of positive
dioptric value must become thinner towards the
margin as (i'.+ d — ri) here must always be
positive ; but not every lens which becomes
thinner towards the margin need be of positive
dioptric value.

Now why do we prefer the meniscus lenses
in ordinary optic .■vork ? The reason for this
preference refers to the peripheral rays entering
the eye. It is well known that light-rays which
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pass rather obliquely through a spheric lens do
not come together again At the same point, but
form an astigmatic bundle which has two focal
lines. If we look, therefore, through the mar-
ginal part of our spectacle lenses the images of
objects appear distorted by aberration, and this
aberration is the stronger the more obliquely we
look through the lens. The greatest aberration
is shown by piano-convex and piano-concave
glasses, a smaller one by bi-convex and bi-concave
lenses and the smallest one by menisci, the con-
cavity of which is turned towards the eyes ; be-
cause, in the last case, the angles of incidence of
oblique rays are the smallest. As the images of
objects, when viewed through the peripheral
parts of the glass, lose least in distinctiveness,
such lenses have been called periscopic, from the
Greek word signifying to look around. The
eyes can look around to the side through these
lenses and obtain a clearer field of vision than
by the other glasses. It was Wollaston (died
1828) who first recommended these lenses
and gave them the name periscopic. Lately in
the Ophthalmological Society of the United
Kingdom, A. S. Percival showed a pair of con-
cave periscopic glasses, whose curves were so
arranged that the circle of diffusion, when look-
ing 25 degrees right or left, was not larger than
the maximum sectional area of a retinal cone,
that is 0.002 millimeter. There practically was
no distortion in reading.

A New Clinometer
In the last issue of THE KEYSTONE we de-

scribed the clinometer devised by Dr. Alexander
Duane. At that time we were unable to give
an illustration of it. We now reproduce one
from the Philadelphia  Medical journal, where
the whole article appears in full. Dr. Duane
gives the following description of his instrument :

To apply the Maddox rod to the determination of

these problems, I have had constructed for me by

Messrs. Gall and Lembke the following instrument,

which, in accordance with the appropriate nomencla-
ture of Dr. Stevens, I have denominated a clinometer.

It consists of two Maddox rods (the multiple pat-
tern), each mounted so as to revolve freely in a frame

composed of a square metal plate. Each plate has a

spring catch c, enabling it to slide freely along the

horizontal bar of a Stevens phorometer. One plate

(A) is designed for the patient's right eye, the other

(B), distinguished by being made of ruby glass, for

the left. By this arrangement a Maddox rod may be

placed before the right eye alone, the left alone, or

before each simultaneously.
That side of the plate which is turned away from

the patient bears a graduated arc, and the revolving

piece containing the Maddox rod has two indexes, so

disposed when the index marked V is at zero and the

phorometer bar is leveled, the line of light formed by

the Maddox rod is strictly vertical, and when the index

His at zero, the line of light is horizontal. The Mad-

dox rods are revolved by means of the handles, b b.

I;
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The Spring Examinations of the
British Optical Association

In view of the general interest taken in this
country in optical educational matters, the fol-
lowing examination held under the auspices of
the British Optical Association will no doubt be
read with interest by our American readers :

The spring examinations-, 1901 , were held in
Newcastle on March 26, I 9o1 ; at the Royal Salford
Technical Institute in Manchester on April 17, 1901 ;
and in London at the headquarters of the association
on May 17, 1901. For the purposes of easy reference
the questions set at the three examinations have been
collated.

THE WRITTEN PAPERS

Instructions to Candidates

I. Write on one side of the paper only.
2. Number your pages in consecutive order on

the right' hand top corner.
3. l'lace your examination number and the grade

for which you are entered on the /eft hand top corner
of each page. On no account must your name appear
on the paper, nor must it be furnished to the examiners.

4. You are not expected to answer more than
seven questions in any grade.

Time allowed for each paper-two hours.

Optic Grade

I. What is the relation between spherical and
chromatic aberration ? what connection have they with
the human eye ? and how are they corrected?

(zo marks.)
2. Give a definition of an ordinary optical lens..

(10 marks.)
3. If a convex lens be held at a certain distance

from the eye and moved up and down in its own plane,
the image of the object seen through the lens moves
in a contrary direction. Flow is this ? (5 marks.)

4. What are secondary lens axes, and of what
use are they in the construction of optical diagrams.

( to marks.)
5. What are the essential measurements to be

taken in fitting a spectacle frame ? ( ro marks.)
6. Transpose the following into as many formulm

as you can :-

2.50 cyl. ax. 170 and - 1.75 cyl. ax. 8o
" - 2.50 cyl. " 4oI.50 sph. "

- 5.50 sph. 
'‘ 3.875 

cy
l. oi' 35marks.)

7. A lens is required say, - 3.00 with IA. Make
a diagram showing how this effect could be obtained
by decentration. ( to marks.)

8. Describe (a) the method of producing lens for
spectacles.

(6) the materials of which they arend 

(c) the reasons for using the different
materials. (30 marks.)

9. How do you test a lens for correct curvature?
( to marks. )

to. What is an achromatic lens ? ( to marks.)
I. What is the refractive power of a lens and how

are different degrees of refraction indicated?
( to marks.)

12. Transform the following formulze

+ 3.25 spit.
- 4.00 cyl., ax. to° from vertical down

I. and out.
- 2.50 cyl., ax. horizontal.

3.5o cyl., ax. horizontal.
I 1.75 spit.
1. ± 2.75 cyl., ax. horizontal. ( to marks.)

13. Mention the essential points in the construction
of a spectacle frame. (lo marks.)

14. What is the property in a convex lens that
renders it useful in refraction work ? ( to marks.)

pr t5s.. Compare the three known methods of markingism 
(30 marks.)

16. What do you mean by the optic system of

the eye ? Full explanation and diagram. ( to marks.)

17. An object is placed ten inches from a piano-
convex lens of twenty-five inches radius. Where is
the image ? ( to marks.)
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18. Give an optical reason why tourmaline should
be used in pebble testing. (20 marks.)

Dioptric Grade

19. What is meant by anisometropia? In what
cases would you suggest the full correction of each eye?

(20 marks.)
20. Give a full explanation of and a diagram show-

ing the action of the ciliary body during the process of
accommodation. (30 marks.)

21. State in tabular form what conditions of imper-
fect sight come under the heading of ametropia.

(3o marks.)
22. What would be the effect of superimposing or

placing over each other the four following lenses : a, b,
c, d ? Give your reply in prescription form.

l
a) - 7.00 D. spit. - 1.25 cyl. axis horiz.

1- 3.25 cyl. vert. 4° prism base out.+ 2.25 D. sph.
d) 1° prism base in. (15 marks.)

23. How would you prove by a diagram that a
sphero-cylindrical transposition had been correctly
carried out ? ( io marks.)

24. Why should optometers relying upon the
principle of " near and far points " be unreliable in
practice ? ( to marks.)

25. Give a short essay on astigmatism, showing
the optical reasons why all lines of the fan do not
appear to be of uniform blackness. (20 marks.)

26. Having ascertained the existence of strabismus,
what are your methods of identifying the squinting
eye, as the one which is misdirected, viz., (a) con-
vergent, (b) divergent? Whether the squinting eye
crosses that of its fellow between the patient and the
object looked at or crosses beyond this object?

(15 marks.)
27. A myope aged thirty has been fitted with

- 3.00 D. sph. giving vision -=-- 6/6, but is unable to
read 12/12 or No. r Jaeger with them, what course
would you take ? (15 marks.)

28. Transpose the following into as many formulm
as you can :-

- 3.5o sph.
+ 2.75 cyl. ax. 155

3.00 cyl. ax. 125
5.00 cyl. ax. 50

with 4.00 cyl. ax. 6o°.
with - I.5o cyl. ax. 65°.
with - 5.00 cyl. ax. 35°.
with - 5.00 cyl. ax. 140°.

( to marks.)

29. In what way (if any) does acquired hyper-
metropia differ from ordinary hypermetropia.

( 15 marks.)
30. Classify, with a brief explanation of each, the

various forms of squint with which you are acquainted.
(20 marks.)

31. What is the fogging system, and what is its
optical principle ? ( to marks.)

32. What optical reason would you suggest for
the rule sometimes given that myopia should be fitted
with the weakest concave lens and hypermetropia with
the strongest convex ? ( to marks.)

33. The three lenses below given are placed with
the centers upon the top of one another, neglecting
the increased thickness, what lens would be required
to neutralize the combination ?

Plus 0.375 sph. and minus 6.875 cyl. ax. 45°
and 4 P. D. base out.

Minus 4.25 cyl. axis 135° and plus 0.125 cyl.
ax. 45°.

Minus 8.25 spit. and plus 0.125 cyl. ax. and 334
P. D. base in. (15 marks.)

34. What is the macula lutea ? Give its anatomy
and purpose. ( to marks.)

35. What is the iris-sphincter muscle, and what
purpose does it serve? ( to marks.)

36. How would you set about correcting a case of
diplopia, and by what rules would your selection of
prisms (if any) be guided ? (15 marks.)

37. Into how many optical divisions can you class
the condition known as ametropia ? Give a brief
explanation of each. ( to marks.)

38. Give the optical explanation of the fact that
with an astigmatic eye the lines of a fan are not seen
with equal clearness. ( to marks.)

39. What rules have you for the correction of
presbyopia and how is it influenced by acquired hyper-
metropia and the condition known as second sight?

(to marks.)
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40. What is meant by the term accommodative
asthenopia ? How would you diagnose it and correct it?

(15 marks.)

Ophthalmometric Grade

41. What is the conjunctiva ? To what disease is
it subject and what is the general course adopted for
treatment? (20 marks.)

42. What is the action and purpose of a cyclo-
plegic and what are the indications for its use in
refraction ? • (15 marks.)

43. Give the purpose and situation of the following :

The hyaloid membrane.
The canal of petit.
Fovea centralis.
Corneal epithelium. (15 marks.)

44. What is hemiopia and what is its cerebral
connection ? (25 marks.)

45. What conclusions can you draw from the
mobility of the pupil under the action of light or a
mydriatic ? (15 marks.)

46. How would you infer that you had in hand a
case of toxic amblyopia, and what course would you
pursue ? (zo marks.)

47. To what cause is glaucoma due, and what is
its diagnosis ? (25 marks.)

48 Give a brief description of the various forms
of cataract. (20 marks.)

49. Give the meaning of the following terms as
applied to cases of squint : Paralytic, alternating,
concomitant, intermittent and periodic. (15 marks.)

50. State what you know about staphyloma
posterior. (20 marks.)

51. What is the optic disk ? What are the infer-
ences you draw from its various appearances in
ophthalmoscopy ? (30 marks.)

REMARKS UPON THE WRITTEN QUESTIONS

Optic Grade

No. t. It is somewhat strange that only one can-
didate made any attempt to answer this question. It
is all the more to be regretted, as double marks were
allowed for a good answer. The candidate who did
answer it had evidently not read the question, and
so unfortunately received no marks.

No. 2 presented no difficulties, and was more or
less well answered by everyone. In some cases, how-
ever, the replies given, although accurate, savored so
much of the " text-book " as to leave a doubt whether
the candidate really understood his own reply.

No. 3 was pretty well answered by all except one
candidate, who hopelessly lost himself in a mass of
mathematical formulm which unfortunately did not
solve the question.

No. 4 was on the whole fairly well answered. It
is somewhat surprising that most of the candidates
went to more trouble to explain the meaning of prin-
cipal axis than that of the secondary one.

No. 5 is an old favorite, and a good reply can
only be secured by careful tabulation. It is one of
those questions wherein a practical man might hope-
lessly fail for want of a literary classification, while a
careful student with a little experience of examinations
might write an excellent reply.

No. 6 is too easy to require attention. Any mis-
takes that were made were evidently through careless-
ness and not want of knowledge.

No. 7 did not receive a single reply.
No. 8 is an old friend in a new form. Twenty

marks were given for (a) and five marks each for (b)
and (c). It is somewhat strange that but one candidate
was sufficiently practical to be able to describe the
method of producing lenses for spectacles. Why this
should be we do not know. We should certainly
recommend to the candidates who did not seem to
grasp the question to procure the book, " Lens Work
for Amateurs," published by Whittaker, price 3s.

No. 9 was not a difficult question, and was
answered by nearly all.

No. to received very few good answers, although
attempted by nearly everyone.

Nos. it and 12 are not difficult.
No. 13 is a somewhat similar question to No. 5.
No. 14 is somewhat ambiguous, but judging from

the small amount of marks given does not point to a
very full answer.

(Continued on page 869)
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Announcement

PHILIP PRESENT P. PRESENT OPTICAL CO.'VV () 1 ‘-zita le

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians
Materials and Tools

0,v11,11 t

t State Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AVING recently opened a most complete Optical Department inconjunction with our Watch, Diamond, Jewelry and Material Depart-ments, we are now in a position to execute all R work at lowest possible prices,accurately and on day of receipt of orders.

04 full line of Cut and Uncut Lenses
Gold, Gold Filled, Steel and Aluminum Eyeglass and Spectacle Frames
Reading, Opera and Field Glasses

R BLANKS AND PRICE-LIST SENT ON APPLICATION.

Constantly on hand at Lowest Prices

Full Course in Optics,
with all Privileges, $25.00

Nortliom 111111018 College of
Ophthalmology Olologll

Masonic Temple, CHICAGO
FACULTY:

JAMES BURTON 'ATUCATRICH, M. S. M. D.
l'rofessor of the Principles of Ophthalmology and Otology.

GEORGE WILBUR MCFATRICII, M. D.
Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology and Otology.

PROF. (Eo. A. RonEus,
Editor of The Focus, and Professor of Optometry.

H. S. TUCKER, A. M., M. D.
Professor of Anatomy and Physiology of Eye and Brain.

C. PORTER JOHNSON, L. B., LL. D.
Professor of Optical Jurisprudence.
J. KITTREDGE WHEELER, D. D.

Professor of Psychology.
If, F. BENNETT, M. D.

Professor of Microscopy and Histology.
E. G. TROWBRIDGE, M. D.

Professor of Optics.
HAROLD E. THOMASt 0. D.

Instructor on Anatomy and Refraction.

The evolution of the optician from what he has been to what he is, and fromwhat he is to what he will become, is mainly a question of

EDUCATION.
The influences of association, organization, co-operation and legislation canbe of no practical value or advantage to him until he has been grounded in opticsby good, hard, practical schooling at a first-class optical training school. Thatshould be his foundation.
The Northern Illinois College is not only the most thoroughlyequipped, best attended and most practical optical school in America, but thesethings are secured at a great outlay. Its running expenses, including salaries, forone month are greater than the annual expenses of most of its so-called competitors.

ITS ',ARGUER ADVANTACiES.
The fact that it is a school on a large scale is of distinct value to its students.They have associates, form acquaintances, work and study together and finallyconstitute a vast alumni. The rub, friction and fire of discussion and debate dueto numbers
' 

bring out every principle with a clearness that individual studycould never do.
Educate yourself first, and then join hands with others for general advancement.
Address all inquiries to DR. GEO. W. MCFATRICH, Secretary,

1015 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

OPTICIAN'S SOLILOQUY

,4 To adopt it or not to adopt it—that is the question.Whether it may be regarded professional to dismiss,without advice, a class of cases that lenses alone can neverreach, or to pass down to them, for a consideration--aye,there's the rub—this scientific and professional remedy,two drops of which will relieve and one bottle cure anyordinary case of inflamed eyes, and thereby make theoptician's work more certain and easy. Surely, this is nota question to give any sensible man pause. I'm doingbusiness for the money when it comes in any straight,legitimate and professional way, like MURINE."
Dr. Morris Cheska, a successful optician of Dayton, Ohio, writes ; ' I could say muchIn favor of your Valuable Murine, as it has accomplished remarkable results here ; in fact,it has been an important factor in building up a profitable optical business for me. I cannotfind words to express my high appreciation of the Murine Eye lieruedies."—Thousands ofsimilar letters on tile.

MURINE rapidly reduces an inflamed eye to its normalcondition preparatory to its proper measurement forglasses, hence its value to the optical profession.
MURINE is the Standard Eye Remedy of the day, and is recognized as an emsent i alitem in every optician's outfit. All optical and jewelry jobbers sell Murine. Two sizes,Special Optician's Size, $1.25. Regular Druggist's Size, 50 cents.

Wholesale prices quoted by your Jobber
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Optical Workshop—Equipment and
Operation

N fitting up a shop for optical work, the
first and most essential article required
will be a suitable grindstone, well selected
and properly mounted—to be run by steam

or electricity, if to be had—if not, then by foot
power. Stones used for lens-grinding are known
as Craig-Leiths, which are imported from Scotland.
These are of a peculiar fineness of grain that per-
mit of grinding glass to a flat smooth surface without
scarcely any perceptible scratches. It will be well
for purchasers to select in person when possible, and
be guided by an experienced grinder as to quality
and fitness of a grindstone. The larger size stones,
say 24-inch and above, are better and more lasting.
The cost will be a trifle more, perhaps, but will prove
money well spent. In making selection, avoid stones
having black specks and streaks, which are particles
of iron that will chip out and not only spoil the surface

of the stone, but be the cause of
How to Select spoiling many lenses at the fin-

ishing with a smooth edge. Apply
a wet sponge or flowing water to

the stone under inspection, select such as are free from
spots and streaks and are of a creamy whiteness.
Craig-Leiths can be had already mounted on frames
for foot power, which are easily changed to power by
any competent machinist.

Having selected a suitable stone, it must be trued
in- the round, for good work cannot be done on a
stone out of true. There are several ways of turning
a grindstone down, the most rapid and inexpensive
way is with gas-piping and sand. Provide a piece of
gas pipe, say about 12 or 15 inches long, and a good
size pail of white beach sand, well sifted and thor-
oughly washed, to have it free from foreign particles.

If there is not a table rest or shelf on the frame of

stone, bffild such a shelf on the frame, on a level with

the center of the stone, and fit a board on this shelf,

say about 6 inches wide and 15 inches long, with a

notch on one side about the center of the length, with

a place for the stone to pass through. Make the shelf
and support firm, but temporary. In turning down,

the stone revolves toward the operator, but in lens

grinding, just the reverse, turning away from the

operator. Add water to the sand, just enough to

make it mushy, apply the gas pipe to the stone, hold

it firmly and squarely across the stone and an inch or

so above the shelf. Cause the stone to revolve quite

rapidly toward the operator and apply the wet sand

on gas pipe, holding the pipe so that only the highest

parts touch it. Hold the pipe firm and at right angles

to the face of the stone, feed on the wet sand and

gradually press close until no bumps or uneven surface

is felt and the stone has an even flat, smooth surface.

Only a short time will be required for turning true if

power is used, but if foot power is used this part of the

work is not easy and is always a dirty job.

When the stone has been turned true it will require

polishing. This is done by using the same sand that

has passed under the pipe for a few minutes, and finish

with a piece of flint with a flat surface, or, better still,

a piece of broken Craig-Leith, if such can be had.

Polish until perfectly smooth to the touch. Try

grinding glass ; if it grinds without scratching or

chipping, it is enough. In any and all work on the

grindstone water must be freely used, which hastens

the bite, keeps down heat from friction and prevents

scratching. Having trued and polished the stone,

remove the temporary shelf and wash shelf and stone

and frame to remove all traces of the sand. Attach a

fair size sponge to the frame and close to the stone as

possible, without adding too much friction, to serve as a

moistener, also to prevent the throwing off of the

water, and to brush off the grit that accumulates in the

grinding. A good workman can and will keep a stone

with a smooth flat surface, while a poor one will cut

and mar the stone after grinding a very few lenses.

All this being overcome by the know how and prac-

tical experience. The sponge should be removed and

thoroughly washed daily, otherwise it will accumulate

much grit and mar the surface of the stone.

To do good work and rapidly the stone should be

driven at about 500 to 700 revolutions per minute.

Such stone as herein described can be had for about

$30 to $35, well mounted in either wooden or iron

Good Grindstones
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frame. Stones without frame and unmounted are to
be had as low as $15, but a cheap stone for lens grind-
ing will prove a poor investment.

How to Grind In grinding lenses, that is edge
work, the work is all the same for
either frame or frameless. For

frameless lenses the edges are ground flat, and for
frames the edges are beveled to a V shape. Some
degree of skill is required to grind a flat edge and not
chip it on the finishing touches ; both hands are
required, one to hold the lens, the other to revolve it.
Frameless lenses are best ground by holding the lens
in a line with the stone, while frame lenses are ground
by holding the lens at right angles to the stone, at an
inclination enough to put on the proper bevel. The
bevel edge should not be sharp, else it will chip and
crack out after being bound in the frame, but rather a
wide angle bevel, slightly deeper than the groove in
the frame. As a final word about using the grind-
stone, never allow it to be used for any purpose but
lens grinding. Grinding metal of any kind on a
Craig-Leith will spoil the surface for lens work.

The next essential tools required are a diamond
for lens-cutting and a good range of lens patterns, in
sizes for marking out lenses. Some workmen are
content to use a steel point for marking and cutting,
but such work in the end costs more in wasted time
and broken stock than would be the price of a good
diamond. A good diamond, properly mounted, will
cost about $6, and used with care will last for years.
Good tools must not be used indiscriminately by any
one and everybody . A good workman who possesses
good tools, knows their worth and proper use, takes
proper care of them and is sometimes dubbed a crank
for his pains.

Lenses

How to Use a. The angle or cutting point of a
diamond can be found only by try-
ing it, trying both on straight lines

and curves and following patterns. The amateur,
quite naturally, thinks the deeper the line cut the
easier it will be to break off the rough edges, when
the reverse is true. Cutting with a diamond, it is only
necessary to make a hair line, which will oftentimes
allow one-half the entire edge to be removed at one
stroke. But it is essential that the line be unbroken
around the entire pattern to make a clean cut. For
removing the surplus edge on lenses, any kind of a
flat-nose plier with parallel jaws will answer, but it is
best to have them with rough surface on the inner
jaws. The lens is held firmly in the left hand with
one or two fingers to support close to the line of cut;
with the pliers in right hand, take a firm hold of the
lens on outer edge, and with the end of the pliers
almost up to the marked line, always beginning the
break at the small end of the oval, with a peculiar
short, firm jerk, break off the edge. If the surface has
been properly cut the surplus edge will come off
clean and quite smooth with the first effort. If the cut
has been too deep and scratched the entire edge will
have to be chewed off in small bits. This last is the
way in which poor workmanship is in evidence, and
the way in which much stock is damaged or ruined.
It will be well for all who would become good lens
grinders to practice at length upon window glass, until
the desired proficiency is obtained in both marking,
cutting and grinding.

Cutting Diamond

Marking Lenses For marking out lenses, a number
of patterns will be required, such

as 1, o, oo eye for frames, and 1, o, no, 000 eye for
frameless, with a number of extras for odd sizes, such
as clericals, etc., both for frame and for frameless.
All these sizes can be had ready made, or copied from
made-up stock. The ambitious workman, however,
will wish to know how to draw and cut out any size,
shape or form in a mathematical and geometrical man-
ner. This we propose to show how to do in a subse-
quent article, for the subject is too great to be
embodied in with the present one. All lens patterns

should be in perfect ovals, with beveled edges, to
permit the diamond to cut close, also have lines well

marked on each side, in the vertical and horizontal

meridians. Also a medium size aperture in the center

to center the pattern over the center of the lens.

Spherical lenses are easily marked and cut out, but

cylinders and sphero-cylinders require close attention

to secure exactness. Plain cylinders are usually dotted
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on the primary axis. However, it will be well to form
the habit of marking both the primary and secondary
axis on all cylindrical lenses. Ordinary pen and ink
will do for this purpose. For lenses on axis 9o°, the
lens is laid on the protractor (which is one-half a circle
1800, of one degree each), with primary axis in the
vertical meridian (axis 9o°). The secondary axis will
be found in the horizontal meridian (18o°). Over this
is placed the pattern of the size desired to be cut, with
the long part of the oval in line with the horizontal
meridian. Hold the pattern firmly and with the dia-
mond mark out the pattern and remove the surplus
edges.

Plano plus cylinders are usually ground with the
plane surface next to the eye, Concave cylinders are
usually ground with the concave surfuce next to the
eye, that is when the axis is in the horizontal meridian,
otherwise, with the plane surface next to the eye. It
will be well to bear this point in mind, especially in
grinding cylinders at off or oblique axis. To mark
out cylinders at oblique axis, first locate primary and
secondary axis, mark them on the lens with ink, lay
the lens on the protractor, with the primary axis over
the meridian desired. Say that it is 45°, lay the pri-
mary axis over meridian 45, mark the line of the
horizontal meridian on lens with ink and erase all
other marks. This will avoid confusion, for the hori-
zontal meridian is the only one used to mark out the
pattern and cut by. Another way to mark out cyl-
inders is, to mark the primary axis with clots and the
secondary with a straight line, and laying the lens on
the protractor, erase the straight line and make another
straight line for the horizontal meridian. All lenses
ground must have the horizontal meridian as a base
to start from. This is to be considered in every form
of cylindrical lens in marking out the pattern.

Sphero-cylinders, which are lenses with one sur-
face spherical and with the other cylindrical, require
very close attention to obtain primary and secondary
axis to accuracy. To locate the axis in cylindrical
and sphero-cylindricals, select some object at a dis-
tance, as a window frame, pole, etc., such as has a
vertical line. Hold the lens so as to receive an image
of the object as coming direct to the eye above,
below and through the lens, when the line appears as

one and continuous, that meridian will be one of the
axes of the lens under test. Mark the lens at upper

and lower edge with ink dots and also make a line at
the center. Reverse the lens at right angles to former
position and mark as before. This will locate both
axes and also exact center of the lens. The primary
axis of either cylinder or sphero-cylinder will be the
meridian of least refraction. To mark, lay on pro-
tractor and with primary axis over the meridian

desired for axis, locate and mark the horizontal
meridian, same as for cylinders, trace the size of
pattern and cut out as on other lenses.

A lens measure is almost an indispensable tool
for rapid work at the bench. Invariably measuring

the correct curvature and approximating the axis of

cylindrical lenses. Guess work has no place in doing
prescription work. First, be certain that you are
correct, then go ahead. Grinding of prismatic and
decentered lenses, will be treated under separate head,

for while the system of decentration is simple when
understood, the subject must be explained at length

to make it clear.

The Use of
Wafers

Bifocal lenses, also called lenticu-
lars and double sights, are most
used with the best satisfaction, in

the form of cements, which are made by cementing a

thin wafer over the full size lens as may be required

for distance vision. Such wafers are cemented on

with Canada balsam, which is a very transparent and

strong cement. The wafers can be had in all strength

of spherical surfaces, both plus and plus, and plus

and minus. A good knowledge of lenses is required

to make the proper additions for adding strength to

cylinders and sphero-cylinders, such as transposition

and index of curvature. Wafers are nothing more than

round spherical lenses, similar to reading glasses, but on

a very small scale. One such lens cut in half suffices

for a pair of wafers. These are ground to size and

shape as desired, either full round, oval or angular,

and set on the lens by applying a few drops of the

Canada balsam to the lens and laying on the wafer,

hold the lens over an alcohol flame, either direct or
(continued on froze 86)
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(Continued from page 865)

No. 55 was fairly well answered all around.
No. 16 is to our mind an excellent question, for

which too few marks were given. At the same time,
it is strange that few candidates thought it worth the
trouble of answering correctly.

No. 17 is an obviously easy mathematical question.
No. 18. But two candidates considered it neces-

sary to explain what particular properties the tourmaline
possessed in contradistinction to other materials ; in
fact, most of the candidates contented themselves with
the somewhat bald reply that "a piece of pebble
appears light and a piece of glass appears dark," an
answer which, to our mind, is simply a repetition of
the question.

Dioptric Grade

No. 18. There appeared to be considerable diver-
sity of opinion as to the exact definition of aniso-
metropia. Some said that it existed only in cases
where the refraction was of a different class in each
eye, some that it existed only where discomfort was
the result of unequal vision, however slight, while
others considered all were cases where the refraction
differed in any degree. The opinions as to full cor-
rection were equally varied, and we have no doubt
that where the candidate had the courage of his
opinions due credit would be given to him.

No. 20 is always an excellent examination question,
and also a most interesting one. It is one of those
questions which do not receive satisfactory replies
unless the candidate has carefully prepared himself for
examination.

No. 21. A similar remark applies to this. Some
of the candidates had evidently read Tscherning's
classification of myopia and hypermetropia, both of
curvature and of the screen. We think that Tscher-
ning is about the best authority to consult for such a
question.

No. 22 is a new form of question at these exam-
inations, and calls for an amount of skill in transposition
much in advance of the ordinary transpositions. It
was not correctly answered by anyone.

No. 23 is an easier question than it looks, and
simply calls for the ordinary cross-bar method of
analysis.

No. 24. The examiners had evidently in view
some modern refractometer.

No. 25 is an ordinary question which was more or
less well done by all.

No. 26 was let severely alone. It is quite possible
that the way the question was put left it in doubt as to
what was really meant.

No. 27 is possible to receive two replies. Either
to reduce the distance glasses until No. i Jaeger can
be read with them, or else to try the full strength in
the hope of inducing retinal stimulation. We should
say that if the candidate had the courage of his
opinions that either answer would receive equal favor.

No. 28 is similar to No. 12.
No. 29. Very few candidates seemed to under-

stand what acquired hypermetropia really is, and
some of the vaguest notions apparently appear to exist
as to its connection with presbyopia. It is a matter
that future candidates would do well to look up. No.
30 is one of those questions which should prove most
acceptable to the candidate with a good memory and
genius for tabulation. Two candidates somewhat
strangely gave diplopia as " squint." Acquaintance
with squint, from a practical point of view, is at
present in its infancy, and may account for the rather
" text-book " answers that the question received. One
candidate said that there were two kinds, converging
and diverging, and volunteered the information that a
person with " converging squint has to look across
the top of his nose." Another candidate gave as his
total answer," strabismus, convergent and divergent,
defects due to the various muscles which control the
middle of the eyeball." It is needless to say that he
did not receive 20 marks.

No. 31. There is evidently some doubt existing as
to the exact meaning of the fogging system. It has
been described as part of the form of question put by
ruthless examiners to candidates of uncertain prepara-
tion. One candidate said that the fogging system ‘• is
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to get a person to see with the strongest plus lens
without using his latent accommodation." while an-
other gave as his total answer, " to blurr all vision,
the principle being by decreasing power of lenses to so
bring about a correction." We can imagine the reading
of this reply, for the candidate would say to himself,
" Fogging must mean blurring—blurring what ?—evi-
dently vision—and why ?—to get a correction, the
ultimate end of all fitting," and, therefore, ipso facto,
we get the above reply. A remarkable instance of an
ingenious transposition of a question into an answer.

No. 32 was not satisfactorily answered.
No. 33 received wrong answers in every case

where attempted. Evidently where the candidates
seemed to go wrong was in the last stage of the trans-
position. It is a similar question to No. 22, and simply
requires a little extra care and thought to the ordinary
transposition.

No. 35 was fairly well answered with the exception
of one candidate, who contented himself with saying,
" this muscle contracts and expands, admitting a due
quantity of light."

No. 36. Considering the little practical experience
that some of the candidates must have had in cor-
recting diplopia, it was rather creditable that such
excellent replies should have been given. We do not
quite follow one reply, however, where the direction
was given to " occlude the eyes separately." What
results he would get from plunging his patient into
Cimmerian darkness we do not know.

No. 37. Why strabismus or squint should be con-
sidered a case of ametropia, we are unaware, but it
was given in two or three instances.

No. 39 was treated by some theoretically and
some practically. One candidate, who ought to have
known better, gave the following alarming table :—

At so years add plus 2 Diopters extra to distance.
At 55 years plus 3
At 6o years plus 5 It

At 70 years add plus 7 "

How this gentleman manages to do any satisfactory
testing we do not know.

No. 40 was not very well answered. We do not
see why in one case the information should have been
volunteered that " astigmatism is generally corrected
by cylindrical lenses," nor why the same candidate
should say that " presbyopia is associated with asthen-
opia, inasmuch as it was a falling away of the lens of
the eye."

Ophthalmometrie Grade

We cannot criticise the papers of this grade on
account of the small number of candidates. We do
not think that the questions are more difficult than at
the last examination. We would rather discuss the
questions themselves and justify their existence, for
it is quite possible that at first they may seem to dive
too deeply into the depths of physiology and medicine.
As this examination is not the examination of an ordi-
nary optician, but of an individual, who devotes his
life to the acquirement of knowledge of the eye, it is
necessary that the questions put to him, although
questions upon subjects that he may not meet with in
daily practice, are yet necessary, and he should acquire
knowledge of them lest he should perchance get them.

It is also certain that in the acquirement of this
knowledge it will be requisite for him to go through
the necessary and ordinary drudgery of refraction.
The Review has been so often the medium of express-
ing the exact status of the refractionist that it will be
only treading upon beaten ground to enter upon it
here.

No. 41. Conjunctival diseases come more under
the observation of the ordinary medical practitioner
rather than that of the refractionist. As, however,
such diseases are common and often ,occur in connec-
tion with people wearing glasses, it' is necessary that
the refractionist have some knowledge of them.

No. 42. Probably if cycloplegics were really neces-
sary in refraction, it would follow as a necessary con-
sequence that refractionists would use them. 'There
are cases in which cycloplegics, however, are of un-
doubted use, hence the question.

No. 43. The replies will be found in any text-book
of anatomy.

No. 44 is an interesting question, and affords the
candidate a chance of displaying a good diagram of
the fields of vision, the optic nerve, tract and chiasma.
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No. 45 is a necessary question to every refrac-
tionist.

Nos. 46 and 47 are such important questions that
it is no wonder that the examiner had given such a
large number of marks. So much so is toxic ambly-
opia prevalent that we think the time is not far away
when every refractionist will possess a perimeter.

Nos. 48 and 49 are answered by any text-book.
No. 50. Staphyloma posterior, or the white patch

found ophthalmoscopically in myopia, is very com-
mon, and always interesting, and points out the dan-
ger of allowing myopia to go unfitted.

No. 51 is practically an essay on ophthalmoscopy,
hence large number of marks.

—The Diopiric Review

Optical Workshop—Equipment and
Operation

(Coniinued from page 867)

laid on a sheet of metal, brass or steel, until the
liquid under the wafer begins to bubble. Then set
the lens off the heat and with tweezers or small tool,
make certain that the wafer is in correct proportion to
surface as desired to cover, and allow it to cool.
After cooling, dip the lens into alcohol, to loosen the
surplus cement, remove quickly and wipe clean. If
there is a slight edge protruding over the body of the
lens, reduce it even with the lens on grindstone, so
that a smooth, even surface will be presented.

Drilling Lenses Next in order comes drilling and
mounting. For this work, a dia-

mond drill, mounted for high speed, say from 1800 to
3000 revolutions per minute, is the best. But a fair
grade of work can be done with even a steel drill. In
using a steel drill it must be sharpened very often.
For a drilling fluid for glass, a solution of equal parts
of turpentine, camphor and ether is the very best. In
drilling, as in grinding, fluids must be freely used. In
mounting frameless lenses, place the strap where de-
sired, mark a spot on the lens with a point of some
kind, remove the lens, place it under the drill, bear
lightly, but evenly and firmly, drilling about half way
through the lens ; reverse the lens and drill on line
with the hole. Standard drills have a set center for a
guide for insuring accuracy in drilling. Drill slowly
on nearing the depth of hole from the other side and
stop as soon as the point of the drill passes through,
and finish the hole with a small rat-tail file or broach,
moistening frequently with the fluid in reaming out
the hole. In assembling or putting together, it must
be borne in mind that the lenses occupy a reversed
position as seen on the face of the wearer from that of
making up by the workman, so the protractor must be
followed exact to make correct.

Small tools required on optical work are a pair
each of flat, round, half-round snips, stud, knife edge
and cutting pliers. A half dozen small rat-tail files,
one-half dozen small steel broaches, hammer, bench
ancl pin vise, large flat file, about a No. 6 cut. As
most all these are a part of the jewelers' stock in
trade, they will not make any added expense.

In filling any and all prescription work, follow
directions exact, make no deviations or substitutions.
Neutralize all lenses before marking and cutting, and
inspect and neutralize most closely before giving out
the work as finished. Do not expect that work that
does not come up to your idea of perfection will
please your customer. Find fault with your own work
at every point possible, and then make renewed effort
to improve upon it, always striving to make each suc-
ceeding job more satisfactory in work and finish than
all preceding jobs. Countenance defects in the work
of others if you must, but never any in your own if in
your ability to correct. Do not be satisfied with any-
thing short of the best, in tools, equipment and the
knowledge how to use them and the work that you
turn out.

"Shadow Test" Instruction at Chicago
F. A. Woll, representing the A. Jay Cross Optical

Co., of New York, will assist in giving instructions in
skiascopy and in demonstrating the Cross g‘etino-
Skiameter at the Chicago convention, August 13th to
r 6th next. —Adv.
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The Optician's Manual
(CONTINUED)

A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are 118 follows :
CHAPTER 1.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
CHAPTER II.—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
CHAPTER III.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, TIIE PHYSIOLOGY
CHAPTER IV.—OPTICS. [OF VISION.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VI.—NUMBERING OF LENSES.
CHAPTER VII.—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.
CHAPTER IX.—METHOD OF EXAMINATION.
CHAPTER X.—PRESBYOPIA.
CHAPTER XL—IIYPERMETROPIA.
CHAPTER XII.—MYOPIA.
CHAPTER XIII.—ASTIOMATISM.

The first ten chapters have been
republished in book form with
additional matter, illustrations and
colored plates, price $2.00. Chap-
ters XI and XII have also been
published in book form under the
title " Supplement to the Optician's
Manual," price 81.00. These books
will be sent postpaid, to all parts
of tile m e world, from this office, on
receipt of price. Or can be had
from the leading wholesale opti-
cal houses of Great Britain, and
Bosch, Barthel A Co., Sydney,
N. S. W. for Ss. 4d. for the Op-
tician's Manual, and 4s. 2d. for the
Supplement.

CHAPTER XIV
(Part V)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

The symptoms of paralytic strabismus have
already been enumerated. The patient falls
into the habit of closing one eye or turning the
head in order to prevent diplopia. After a time
the eye instead of remaining straight when at
rest turns away from the paralyzed muscle, on
account of the secondary contraction of the
opposite muscle, which can no longer be re-
strained by the affected muscle.

The diagnosis of paralytic strabismus de-
pends on the following conditions:

Limitation of the movements of the eye.
Diplopia, which is confined to one portion

of the field of vision, and which increases the
more the eyes are turned in this direction.

The secondary deviation of the sound eye
exceeding the primary deviation of the affected
eye, is a characteristic sign of paralytic stra-
bismus.

When the good eye is covered by the
hand or a screen, it becomes the squinting eye
and the uncovered eye is compelled to take up
the work of fixation ; the strabismus is thus
transferred from the affected eye to the sound
one. The displacement of the affected eye is
called the primary deviation, and of the sound
eye (when covered) the secondary deviation.
The first is the natural deviation ; and the
second the deviation that is caused artificially,
which gives place again to the primary as soon
as the cover is removed.

The amount of each deviation is a matter
of easy determination and must be carefully
noted. In concomitant strabismus the primary
and secondary deviations are equal, but in the
paralytic form of strabismus, the secondary
deviation is very much greater than the primary,
the more so as the attention is directed to the
extreme limit of the field on the side of the
paralyzed muscle. The reason for this is found
in the fact that the affected muscle is unable to
respond to the usual impulse, but is able to fix
the object only under the stimulus of an ex-
cessive nerve impulse ; and to the further fact
that the nerve supply goes to associated mus-
cles in equal proportion, and hence the muscle
of the sound eye receives such a prepondera-
ting impulse as to cause an excessive deviation.

Paralysis of the Internal Rectus limits the
inward movement of the eye and creates a
tendency for the eye to deviate outward, thus
causing a crossed diplopia.

Paralysis of the External Rectus limits
the outward movement of the eye, thus favor-
ing a convergent strabismus. The diplopia
produced in such a case is homonymous.

Paralysis of the Inferior Rectus limits the
downward movement of the eye, causing a
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vertical diplopia which increases as the gaze is
directed downwards.

Paralysis of the Superior Rectus limits
upward movement, causing a diplopia which
increases on looking up.

Paralysis of the Inferior Oblique limits
upward and outward movement, and of the
Superior Oblique, downward and outward
movement.

TREATMENT OF PARALYTIC STRABISMUS

These cases should usually be referred to a
physician as the treatment is largely medical.
After the benefit from such treatment has been
exhausted and the case becomes c,hronic, prisms
may be prescribed. The base of the prism is
always toward the paralyzed muscle, and over
the other eye in a corresponding position.
Diplopia may thus be removed and binocular
vision restored. The eyes should be examined
from time to time so that the prism can be
varied to correspond to any change in deviation.

The weakened muscle can sometimes be
strengthened by gymnastic exercises conducted
as follows : A small object is to be held in that
portion of the field of vision where there is no
diplopia, and then slowly moved towards that
portion where diplopia commences to manifest
itself, the effort being made to keep the object
single as long as possible. When diplopia
finally occurs, the effort is to be discontinued
and the eye allowed to rest for a few minutes.
In a little while the exercise may be repeated,
continuing it for only the fraction of a second.

When the diplopia is beyond the correc-
tion of a prism and becomes a source of much
annoyance to the patient, he may wear glasses
with the deviating eye covered by a ground
glass.

Paralytic strabismus when given early atten-
tion is curable in the great majority of cases,
depending of course on the cause, or there may
be a partial recovery, which enables the patient
to use his eyes without diplopia or inconvenience.
In the advanced stages an operation will be of
benefit to lessen the diplopia, and sometimes
to improve the patient's appearance.

CONCOMITANT STRABISMUS

This term is used in contradistinction to
paralytic strabismus, and implies that the squint-
ing eye accompanies the straight eye in all its
movements ; and hence there is always the
same amount of deviation no matter in which
direction the eyes are turned. Since both eyes
cannot be turned toward the same point, it is
evident that only one can fix the object while
the other must deviate. Naturally the patient
gives preference to the eye with the best vision,
which then becomes the fixing eye, and the eye
with the poorer vision the deviating eye. But
this does not actually indicate that the strabis-
mus belongs to the latter eye any more than to
the other. Either eye alone is normal as re-
gards its muscular movements ; but when the
two eyes acts together, strabismus occurs be-
cause there is not a perfect co-ordination.

Man is distinguished from the animal world
in the possession of binocular vision, which is
dependent upon the accurate co-ordination of
the movements of the eyes, or rather they are
mutually dependent one on the other. While
binocular vision is not possible in the absence of
muscular co-ordination, at the same time the
latter is most easily accomplished under the
guidance of binocular vision. The two func-
tions seem to develop together in childhood,
and it is during this period of life that they are
most easily disturbed. Hence concomitant
squint most frequently occurs among children.

When the controlling influence of binocular
vision is lost, the perfection of co-ordination of
movement is impaired. This is shown in cases
where the sight of one eye is lost, or even when
the acuteness of vision is lessened by injury or
disease of the cornea, when strabismus of the
affected eye is likely to supervene.
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CONVERGENT CONCOMITANT STRABISMUS

This is the most common form of strabis-
mus. It is the condition that is popularly
known as inward " cast" or " squint " or " cross-
eyes." There is convergence of the visual
axes at all times, which is least noticeable when
looking at a distance and most so when engaged
in close vision. ,

It makes its appearance in children when
they first begin to evince an interest in toys and
picture books, which amounts to the same thing
as saying when they begin to use their accom-
modation and convergence, which is usually
between the ages of three and six. It is under-
stood of course that both eyes do not squint at
the same time, as is so often stated by the
anxious mother.

It may be well to state here that this con-
dition is not due, as is popularly thought, to
fright, imitation, naughtiness, or by looking at
a lock of hair hanging down over one side of
the eye ,• but the fact was long ago pointed out
by Donders that it was connected with hyper-
metropia, and that in the great majority of such
cases the refraction was hypermetropic, and
therefore he arrived at the logical conclusion
that hypermetropia was the predominant cause
of convergent strabismus.

This subject has been discussed in the
chapter on Hypermetropia, where it was shown
that an intimate relation exists between accom-
modation and convergence, and that for every
effort of accommodation there was a corre-
sponding effort of convergence, and that by an
abnormal amount of the latter, a greater effort
of accommodation was possible. This physi-
ological fact is unconsciously taken advantage
of by the hyermetrope in order to overcome
his error of refraction, as Nature prefers clear
sight even at the expense of binocular vision.
The convergence is therefore brought strongly
into action which causes one eye to turn in, and
by this means an additional amount of accom-
modation is made possible in the other eye and
thus the hypermetropia is overcome and clear
vision secured. It must not be understood that
all cases of convergent strabismus are due to
hypermetropia, nor that all cases of hyperme-
tropia result in convergent strabismus. With-
out any reference to the refractive condition of
the eyes, there may be a contraction or shorten-
ing of the internal recti, or a preponderance of
power of these muscles or a lack of strength of
the external recti or a surplus of nervous supply
to the function of convergence, or an impaired
acuteness of vision in one eye.

SINGLE VISION IN CONVERGENT STRABISMUS

While diplopia usually occurs under certain
conditions in paralytic strabismus, and in fact
may be said to be the rule, in comcomitant con-
vergent strabismus on the other hand it is
seldom present, the patient enjoying single
vision although of course not binocular vision.
In both cases the image is formed in the squint-
ing eye on the retina at some distance from the
yellow spot, and on this account cannot be
fused by the brain into the impression of
a single object. The conditions then being
similar, the question naturally arises why di-
plopia should occur in one case and not in
another?

Concomitant convergent strabismus does
not seem to be so much of a pathological or
abnormal condition, as does the paralytic form,
and hence Nature's abhorrence of a diplopia
leads the mind of ,the patient to ignore. and
suppress the annoying image belonging to the
deviating eye, very much as when engaged in
an interesting conversation we become obli-
vious to all other sounds that enter the ear.
The suppression of this image is rendered all
the easier on account of its indistinctness, being
formed on a peripheral portion of the retina, as
compared with the perfect image of the fixing
eye that is formed upon the yellow spot.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address-not for publication, but as an evi-
dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order in
which they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymous
communications.‘   us

To enable to answer questions satisfactorily and give proper
advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it is essential
that we be furnished with a complete history of each case and
accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. Have glasses been previously worn? Ilow long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

Our stock of Optical
Goods, Frames, Lenses,
Cases, Opera an Field
Glasses, and all things
optical, is complete in
every respect.

With Lighting

Attachment

Less 6 per cent.
for cash.

" F. H."-Gentleznan, aged twenty-eight years.
Wears for hypermetropia + 1. Wears a stronger
glass at night. While out in the dark sees two
lights (say street lights) where there is only one.
The inferior light is circular in shape and is
situated between him and Me street light, if the
eyes are directed in line with it ; but if the eyes
are turned to one side or the other, the object
appears to move in the opposite direction, in pro-
portion to the amount that eyes are moved. The
closer he gels to the street lamp the nearer and
larger the inferior lights get. In this second
light he can see a number of patches of different
size particles floating about. If he winks, the
particles seen will multiply in number and appear
to move upward. What is the trouble?

Our correspondent has failed to give us the acute-
ness of vision, which is an unfortunate omission in
the description of any case and which in this case
would be of advantage in determining whether the
floating specks indicated a serious intra-ocular condi-
tion or not.

The first question that occurs is as to whether this
diplopia is present when he wears his glasses, or
when he is without glasses, or if it is noticeable under
both conditions ? Sometimes double lights may be
caused by reflection from the glasses one wears ; this
is a point on which we have no information, but which
is easy of determination.

The next question is whether the diplopia is mo-
nocular or binocular ; this, too, is a point that can be
easily and quickly determined. In the absence of
definite information we presume it to be binocular
diplopia. The language of our correspondent leads
us to infer that the lights are one above the other, but
whether directly above or whether there is some
lateral deviation, we are not told. At any rate, there
is a hyperphoria present, which our correspondent can
easily measure by the amount of vertical prism that is
required to bring them to the same horizontal plane.

The history of the case is scarcely complete
enough to enable us to give a definite answer ; but
with the information at hand our diagnosis of the
trouble would be a hyperphoria, as indicated above.
The second or false image is not likely to be as dis-
tinct as the true one, and the particles seen floating in
it are doubtless due to minute opacities in the vitreous
humor. The treatment of the case will depend on the
degree of heterophoria and the symptoms of which
the patient complains in the use of his eyes, irrespec-
tive of the two lights which apparently are only notice-
able in the dark.

" D. D. H."-Lady, aged forty-two years. Has
worn several pairs of glasses, the last ones being
- 3.50 sph. Without glasses her distant vision
with both eyes was Il, with right eye ill and with
left eye Tio . She complained of severe headache
and poor vision. With a - sph. her right
vision was II and her left vzszon was with a
- ro D. sph. - 2.5o cyl. ax. 1800. She had
6° of hyperphoria. I gave her The following
glasses : R. E., - 4.50 sph. C3° prism base up;
L. E., - 7 sph. - 2.50 cyl. ax. 18o0. Also
gave her a pair of + sph. in grab fronts for
reading. The glasses gave her good vision, but
she still complains of severe headaches. Please
advise.me what to do.

There are two features in this case, either one of
which, or both, may be responsible for the severe
headache of which she complains.

First.-Anisometropia. There is a very marked
difference in the visual acuity of the two eyes and in
the strength of the lenses to raise each to the normal
standard. It is quite remarkable that the left eye,
which is so defective and which requires not only a
strong sphere but also the combination of a cylinder,
should reach a vision of III ; and perhaps this is one
reason why there should be trouble following. In any
case of myopia care should be taken not to give too
strong a concave lens ; therefore, in this case, for the
right eye we would think it prudent to give a glass not
any stronger than - 4 D. When it comes to prescrib-
ing the glass for the left eye, great care and judgment
must be used. In such cases there is no rule that
can be blindly followed, but each case must be
managed on its own merits. The aim is to give as
strong a glass or as near the full correction as the eyes
will accept, and this is a matter that can be deter-
mined only by actual trial. Our correspondent has
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seen fit to prescribe for the left eye a - 7 sphere com-
bined with the required cylinder ; if this should prove
to be uncomfortable the sphere may have to be re-
duced t D., and perhaps the cylinder left off altogether.
The right eye must be the main consideration, and the
left glass reduced until it becomes comfortable.

Second.-Heterophoria. We are told that this
patient has 6° of hyperphoria. We are not informed
whether it is right or left hyperphoria ; but, inasmuch
as the correcting prism is placed over the right eye
with its base up, we are forced to conclude that the
condition is one of left hyperphoria. In making the
test we take it for granted that a prism of six degrees
was required over the right eye base up, in order to
correct the apparent insufficiency. Now, inasmuch as
the left glass must be so considerably reduced as to
afford but a fraction of vision in this eye, the burden
of work is thrown on the right eye. Such being the
case, it may be regarded almost as monocular vision,
when a prism would be of absolutely no value. This,
therefore, is the question for determination, and in the
solution of it our correspondent must take note of the
acuteness of vision afforded the left eye by the reduced
glass and then try to determine whether the addition
of a prism to the other eye proves to be of any benefit.
This is a matter that probably can be determined by a
few trials.

Similar tests should be made at the reading point,
in order to determine the value of each eye for close
vision, and then glasses must be prescribed accord-
ingly. If the burden of near vision rests on the right
eye, as it probably does in distant vision, we are
inclined to think that this patient will get along better
without any glasses at all for reading ; although, of
course, this opinion will be modified by the result of
the tests that should be made of the near vision. This
is a case that calls for patience and judgment, and it
may be necessary to change the glasses several times
before comfort is attained.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

" W. G."-Gentleman, aged forty-six years.
Vision: R. E., ?I; L. E., IL Has been wearing
the following glasses for about two years, but says
they always made his eyes ache : For distance,
R. E. - 2.25 cyl. ax. 1So° ; L. E. - 1.25 cyl. ax.
139°. For reading, R. E., + 2 ax. go;
L. E., + 1.25 ax. go°. I tested his eyes
and gave him for distance .' R. E., S. + .50
C - 2.25 cyl. ax. tho° ; L. E., - 1.12 cyl. ax.
180°. With these reads 18 and some of I-2, each
eye. I gave him, for reading, R. E., S. + 1.75
- 2.25 cyl. ax. /So° ; L. E., + .33 C 1.12

cyl. ax. go°. With these reads the finest print
with ease. Both pairs give perfect ease, and he says
he would not take anything for them. Now, this
is what the trouble is He says things don't look
level with them, such as counters and tables ; the
left-hand side looks too high. When looking at
a book, the left side looks too small-I mean the
leaves of the book ; but not as bad as with the old
glasses. I have made every change I can think
of with the trial lenses, but cannot improve it any
more. Please advise me what to do.

This is a case of myopic astigmatism ; the first
glasses were undoubtedly too strong, and we are
inclined to think that the second pair are likewise.
At any rate, the rule is to prescribe the very weakest
concave cylinders that afford satisfactory vision. For
the right eye we would be inclined to reduce the con-
cave cylinder, rather than to combine the convex
sphere, unless the latter afforded decidedly the greater
improvement of vision. The left eye would probably
bear a little reduction, perhaps at least to i D.

When presbyopia comes on in a case of this kind
the rule is to add the presbyopic correction to the
cylinders. In this case a + 1.25 D. is added to the
right eye, but only .38 D. to the left. We cannot un-
derstand why there should be this difference. If the
lenses mentioned correct the refraction, the eyes are
then placed on the same footing and should require
the same number of convex lens for the presbyopic
correction, which at this age would be from r D. to
1.50 D.

It is not unusual for astigmatic patients, when
first putting on their correcting glasses, to make just
such complaints as this gentleman does ; but usually
after the glasses have been worn a short time, perhaps
in the course of a week or two, this gradually passes
away and vision becomes quite normal. If the glasses
prescribed afford satisfactory vision and prove to be
entirely comfortable, this unnatural appearance of
objects may for the time be ignored, in the hope that
it will gradually pass away. But if it should continue
indefinitely, a re-examination of vision must be made,
in order to determine if a change in the strength or in
the location of the axes of the cylinders may not
afford more satisfaction. This failing, the muscular
equilibrium must be looked into, and if any dis-
turbance of the same be found, a trial of prisms should
be made to determine if they are of any value in re-
moving the annoying symptoms.
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" E. H. F."-Min, aged forty years. Has never
W0171 glasses. For past two weeks he has been
subject to double vision ; objects about two feet
apart. Vision 0. D., Ii ; 0. S., H. Accepts
+ 2.50 D. S., 0. U. With Maddox rod test re-
quires 12° prism, base out, on each eye, to fuse
light and line. I prescribed + 2.50 D. S., O. U.,
to be worn for one week, then report condition.
At this time he could still see double. I then
supphed 0. U. + 2.50 D. S. C 6° P, base out.
At the end of two weeks more there was no im-
provement. What would you recommend ? Was

rt;ght in what I did?

Double vision is a symptom, and in any case it
presents itself the cause should be sought out if pos-
sible. Sometimes it is a symptom of brain trouble or
of some irritation of the central nervous system ; or it
may be due to a recently-acquired strabismus, either
paralytic or concomitant ; or it may be a symptom of
exaggerated muscular insufficiency.

The measurement of the muscular deficiency is a
simple matter. In the first place, the diplopia must be
classed, as to whether it is homonymous or crossed.
This can be easily determined by having the patient
.look at a lighted candle and placing a red disk over
one eye. If the disk be placed over the right eye and
the right flame appear red, it is homonymous ; if the
left light is the colored one, it is a case of crossed
diplopia. The first condition will require a prism base
out, and the second a prism base in. The colored
glass is then removed from the eye and a prism placed
over it with its base as indicated, and noting the
weakest prism with which the patient is able to fuse
the two lights into one. This, then, will represent the
degree of prism which must be prescribed for con-
stant wear and which can be divided equally between
the two eyes. If the refraction is decidedly hyperme-
tropic, as indicated in the history given us, the neces-
sary spheres may be combined with the desired prisms.

In making his examination of this case our corres-
pondent has fallen into an error in using the Maddox
rod test. The purpose of this test is to produce an
artificial diplopia, the character of which will indicate
the defective muscle. This man having already a
double vision, the use of the Maddox rod was un-
called for ; as the double vision which he naturally
has can be made to show the character of the diplopia,
the deficient muscle, and also the degree of deficiency,
as we have outlined above.

Our advice would be that this man be subjected
to a rigid physical examination at the hands of a
competent physician, in order to determine if there
is any cause for the double vision outside of his eyes.
The writer has recently had under his care a case of
double vision which required prisms of 26° base out
to correct. An examination of the physical condition
showed that there was a constitutional cause for the
diplopia. The patient was put under treatment and the
indicated 'prisms prescribed. The treatment was con-
tinued, improvement was manifest from the start and
steadily continued, allowing a gradual reduction in the
strength of the prisms, until, in the course of three
months, every trace of diplopia had disappeared,
leaving not even the slightest muscular insufficiency.
The prisms were removed and the patient returned
to her cylindrical glasses with her eyes entirely normal
and comfortable.

"J. D."-Fresco painter, aged thirty-five. Has done
considerable work on ceilings at night. Wore +
2.75 glasses the past two and a half years (for
reading). Complains of pain over left eye and
the occasional appearance of dark spots when
looking at bright objects. R. V, without %g/asses,
il ; L. V., without glasses S. Examination with
retinoscope, + .50 R. V =13 ; + .75 L. V. =U.
With ophthalmoscope retina looks pale, there being
very Nile difference in the color of the optic disk
and the surrounding portions of the retina. Re-
tinal vessels dim and indistinct. There is appa-
rently a constant twitching and movement of the
entire retina, sometimes laterally and sometimes
vertically, although there is no noticeable move-
ment of the eyeball, and frequently little irregu-
larly-shaped black obrects and hnes will move
across the retina as though a light veil was drop-
ped in out of it and immediately lifted. I fell
the eyeball, thinking the symptoms those of glau-
coma, but did not find it unusually hard. Patient
has practically no accommodation, not being able
to read the largest reading type at one meter
without distance correction. With + 3 added to
distance correction, reads small type. I have
advised him to go to an oculist. Is this not the
proper course in such a case?

If it is impossible to find any lens or combination
of lenses that will raise the acuteness of vision higher
than 18, the cause is most likely to be found in a
diseased condition of some portion of the eye. And
this is the point that must be definitely determined,
that is, whether the defective vision is due to disease
or an error of refraction. For this purpose the pin-
hole test or the ophthalmoscope may be used, the
latter being the more scientific and preferable in the
hands of one who is expert in its use. This has already
been done in this case, with the result that the retina is
shown to be the seat of the trouble, and such being
the case, our correspondent very properly advised his
patient to consult an oculist.
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Prize Winners
We received two medals at the Paris Exposition—the only
medals awarded for Trial Cases, Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

We manufacture a complete line of TRIAL CASES
Prices range from $10.00 to Pomo°

Quartered Oak, or with Bevel-Plate Top, and in Morocco and Seal Leather.
Illustrated Catalogue sent upon application.

Superior Quality Gold Filled Spectacles anD
Eyeglasse„3 m

K. stock, 10-year guaranteed.
Send for samples and be convinced.

Interchangeable Lenses '?,;Vnee 
 onf gt'alnloZ 1=1

Quality, in No. 1, 0, 00 Eye, in White, Blue and Sapphire—also Ruby
and Smoke—in Dull Edge or polished.

Skeleton Lenses Symmetrical in form. In 0 and 00 Eye, Pcx. and Pcc.,
Automatically ground 2 holes, 3 holes, 4 holes, all at lowest minimum prices.

'`. ..... 
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Opera Glasses
IMPORT ORDERS FOR FALL

DELIVERY. Samples just arrived
from Paris. Your name engraved
on eye piece, free. Full line of
Novelties and Staple Designs. Ask
to see them.

ReadingGlasses
Celluloid, the strongest frame

made, in Shell, Onyx, Amber and
Ivory. Two qualities. Also a full
line in Nickel-Plated Rims.
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Allumino Spectacles an Eyeglasses
The best white metal frames made. Stiff, springy, stylish and guaranteed
not to tarnish.

R Department Send for our New Reduced Prescription Listof Lenses and frames. Work returned same
We are prepared to quote prices on stock orders of day received.

Cylinders and Compounds in quantities.

THE BEST KNOWN REMEDY FOR WEAK AND INFLAMED EYES

THE GREAT
GERMAN EYE WATER

From the original prescription by Dr. Agnew

Direct Importers Qf
Field, Marine and Race Glasses

in Oxidized, Enameled, Aluminum, from the
Pocket Race Glasses to the powerful Army Field.
Send for booklets illustrating the NEW "PORRO"

FIELD GLASSES

Opera Glass Holders
at greatly reduced prices. Spencer or Mack

patent. In Celluloid, Pearl, Gold Filled or Ster-
ling Silver.

WAY? Because our cases are neat and stylish. They are made to fit the
glasses and they fulfill their mission. They will give satisfaction
in every detail, PRICE and DURABILITY included.

Allude in Steel and
Alurrailnum moulds

No. 836. Closed.

Importers, Manufacturers 105 Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
and Jobbers in

Optical, Mathematical and

Meteorological Instruments

No. 836. Open.

The above style made in three
sizes, as follows :

No. 836 for Frameless Eye-
glasses.

No. 876 for Eyeglasses or
Riding Bows.

No. ex 6 for large Riding Bows.

embracing Spectacles, Eye-Glasses and Materials
Trial Cases and Optical Machinery
Opera, Field and Spy Glasses
Microscopes, Magnifying Glasses
Magnetic Compasses
Drawing Tools and Supplies and
Engineering Instruments
Barometers, Thermometers
Stereopticons, Magic Lanterns and Views

and many other Novelties contained in our various Catalogues, which
we issue as follows and which will be sent on application

CATALOGUE PART 2–Mathematical Instruments
CATALOGUE PART 3–Barometers, Thermometers, etc.
CATALOGUE PART 4–Magic Lanterns, Stereopticons and Views
CATALOGUE PART 5 - Trade Catalogue of Spectacles, Eye-Glasses,

Trial Cases and all Optical Instruments

PARIS OFFICE: 24 & 26 Rue des Petitis-llotels, Place La Fayette, Paris, France
LONDON OFFICE: 40 Hatton Garen, London, England

GERMAN OFFICE: Furth, Bavaria, Germany

The Clam-Shell Style
is made in two sizes for offset
eyeglasses ; also with a high
dome for long studs or tilted
springs.

Medium, No. 876. Large, No, 926.

Manufactured and patented
by

A.Koenen & Bro.

No. 810 for Frameless Eyeglasses.
No. 826 for Large Eyeglasses.

81 Nassau Street

New York, U. S. A.

Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians

A. JAY CROSS, President, New York City.
J. H. ELLis, Secretary, South Bend, Ind.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Chicago,
August 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th.
Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

THE RT. HON. SIR WM. IIART DYKE, Bart., M. Master.
Col.. T. Dsviss tiEwEtr., F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

Loudon, E. C., England.

British Optical Association
Joint 13nowstwo, F.R.A.S., F. R.M.S., M.R.I., etc., President.
J. 11. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., Secretary, 17 Shaftesbury Avenue,

London, W., England.
Canadian Association of Opticians

E. CULVERHOUSE, President, Toronto.
AmmoN DAvis, Secretary and Treasurer, 176 Queen Street

East, Toronto, Out.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians

C. N. QtintilY, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Association of Opticians

A. W. GoLDER, President, Seneca Falls, N. Y.
H. C. WATTS, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York State Optical Society

F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
F. B. MARCHANT, Sec'y, 56 Flatboat' Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

Meets in January, March, May and November.

Indiana Optical Society
E. StoPLEY, President, Greencastle, Ind.
G. M. C. BARTMESS, Secretary, Clinton, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit Mich.
E. EIMER W, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 estern Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.
Iowa Optical Society

H. P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown Block, Sioux City, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society
WALTER WYATT, President, Peoria, Ill.
LOREN L. }toms, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. McAttzsyER, President, Baltimore, Md.
W. II. KETTLES, Sec., 109 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

Meets at rooms of Photographic Assu., Baltimore, Md.

California Optical Association

E. 11f. ACKLEY, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCHOHAY, SCC'y, 308 nays St., San Francisco, Cal,

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. BAYNE:4, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. L. KING, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association

GEO. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, WIS.
WALTER it. GRUNERT, Secretary, Green Bay, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society
S. R. PECK, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. H. Lnoismin, Secretary, Winston, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. Mir,r,sno, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Seely, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Next meeting, September 3d, at Minneapolis.

Maine Association of Opticians

H. E. Muanoca, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SwiFY, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society

H. C. LEnEnitn, President, Springfield, Tenn.
E. 13. MEYER, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association

R. D. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo.
R. Butosr,, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E. II. CHAPMAN, Cor. Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

  Association of Opticians
W. .1. Lim's, President, Topeka, Hans.
WALTER STARCKE, Secy. and Treas., Junction City, KRIM
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Missouri Association of Opticians

J. W. TALBOT, President., Nevada, Mo.
JOHN TITUS, JR., Secretary, Kansas City, Mo.

Missouri Optical Society

J. H. Vissos, President, Carrollton, Mo.
S. M. COFFMAN, Secretary, Braymer, Mo.

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society

H. W. APPLETON, President.
M. IL HARRIS, Rec. Sec., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.

Meets second Wednesday of each month at Fifth Avenue
Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club

G. IL BAUSC,I, President.
HARRY M. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

IIRWLETT SCUDDER, I'resident.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club
A. M. KENNEY, I'resident.
E. 1). KENNEY, Secretary, 243 Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y.

A Correspondent's Suggestion

WE have received the following communi-
cation from an esteemed Western sub-

scriber, who is earnest and active in optical
organization :

ED. KEYSTONE :—Permit me to give expression
to a sentiment that I know is held by a great many
other Westerners regarding the election of officers at
the forthcoming meeting of the American Association
of Opticians. With the exception of the present sec-
retary, who, by the way, has proved a most efficient
worker, the West has not held an office of real im-
portance since the organization of the association, and
some of us fellows out here would like to see the
honors divided around a little better, and let me say
right here that the writer has no bee in his bonnet,
either. We have no criticism to make of the gentle-
men who have held the highest office in the gift of the
association for the past three years, as they have filled
the position with credit and dignity ; but we think we
have worthy talent out here, who could maintain the
same standard of dignity and whose usefulness to the
organization might be enhanced by those hustling
qualities that we Westerners pride ourselves so much
on. Being organized in the East, it was only natural
that the first presiding officer should be unanimously
selected in that section, and re-elected while the infant
association was still struggling to make a permanent
place for itself. When a year ago the West joined the
East in the selection of the present able president we
think we discharged our full duty, and it would now
seem the proper thing for the East to acknowledge
our right to the honor for one of our representative
opticians. The West has furnished a good proportion
of the membership, and this is another reason why we

should justly lay claim to recognition.
As the annual meeting is held in Chicago this

year, the attendance will largely be made up of West-
ern men, and don't you think, Mr. Editor, it would be
a graceful thing if the Eastern men would come to the

meeting prepared to recognize these facts and join us

this year, as we from the West joined them last year

at Detroit, in unanimously electing one from their sec-
tion. We have lots of good timber out here to select
from. Without wishing to make any nominations I

might refer to the very efficient, able and hard-working

presidents of the Illinois and Iowa State societies.

Then there is Upham, of Minnesota, who did so much

to effect the passage of the first law giving State recog-

nition to the opticians, and who has always been a

hard worker in the national association. And I must

not forget to mention our hustling and popular Secre-

tary Ellis, who has a host of friends and admirers in

in the East, we are sure, as well as here in the West.

I might go on and mention a dozen more, but it is

not my purpose to boom any individual, but to point

to the principle involved of a just distribution of the

honors, and to plead for such unanimous action as

will prove a source of strength to the new officers.

One word more, Mr. Editor. I think the national

officers, from whatever section they may come, should

next year devote more attention to forming societies

in States where none exist, and also in evolving some

plan to bring the various societies already formed into
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closer touch with the national body. There is a big

year's work right along this line to keep the new

president busy for a year, at least.

In regard to the proposed educational scheme,
while all must commend education on principle, I am
afarid some of us fellows in the wild and wooley are
a little rusty on some of the branches it is proposed
to put us through. Not optics, but the things we

learned years ago in school and have long since for-

gotten. Many will hardly see where they come in,
anyhow. But I'm afraid I am making this so long,
Mr. Editor, that you won't use it, so will close, hoping
that the sentiments expressed will appeal to my fellow
members from the East as we in the West see them,

and that we will be able to work out a harmonious

solution when we assemble at the big meeting we
know we are going to have at Chicago.

WESTERNER."

While our correspondent's plea for the
West is entirely logical and fair, we regret the
doubt that it implies of the magnanimity
of the East. What particular grounds there
may be for the fear which inspired the commu-
nication we know not, but we refuse to believe
that the Eastern opticians are less magnanimous
than their Western brethren, or that they will
not be perfectly willing to share the official
honors with them and insist on such rotation in
office as will satisfy all sections. As to the
qualifications of many Western opticians for any
office in the organization there are no two opin-
ions, and we would assure our correspondent
that nothing is farther from the minds of the
opticians of the East than to affect an air of
superiority, or arrogate to themselves a species
of invested right in the machinery of the organ-
ization. THE KEYSTONE is confident that the
convention will decide this and other matters to
the satisfaction of all, our correspondent in-
cluded, and to the best interest of the associ-
ation.

Is a Mydriatic an Essential?
ED. KEYSTONE :—Can glasses be properly fitted

to young people without the use of rnydriatics ? I

asked this question of an oculist, who said that eyes
cannot be tested without the use of some mydriatic,
and that opticians ought not to fit glasses only in cases
of presbyopia, then only when patient has 13 vision.

"J. C. M."

The attitude of oculists has usually been to
maintain the necessity for the use of mydriatics
in the correction of all cases of refractive error
that apply to them. The great majority of
oculists still adhere to this practice, but there
are no inconsiderable number that correct their
cases without the use of the drug. It is natural
when a question such as this is asked of an
oculist that he should reply as above ; but we
are rather surprised that any optician should
receive such answer as " gospel truth." If our
correspondent has faithfully perused this depart-
ment during the past five or ten years, he must
have noticed that the arguments therein ad-
vanced that opticians are perfectly capable of
correcting errors of refraction, and that without
the ttse of any cycloplegic. No doubt the
medical profession would like, and, indeed, they
have tried, to limit opticians to the fitting of
glasses for presbyopia alone ; with what success
is well known. Opticians all over the country
are correcting all the refractive errors and mus-
cular anomalies that are amenable to glasses,
with credit to themselves and satisfaction to their
patients, and their right to do so is being ques-
tioned less and less.
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IKLENZA EYE BATH
IKLENZA EYE BATH is by far the best eye prepa-

ration for opticians to handle. It is not intended to cure
all eye troubles, but will give relief in any case of tired,
weak or inflamed eyes, no matter from what cause. It
can be recommended and sold by the most conscientious
opticians, without violations of any medical law and without
fear of doing harm to the most delicate eye.

IKLENZA is put up in a UNIQUE and ATTRACTIVE form,
and is having a big sale. Order from your jobber, or it will be sent
direct to dealers at $4.00 per dozen. Retail price, 50 cents.

Iklenza Eye Bath Co.
Louisville, Ky.

Full Back Reform
Artificial Human Eyes

The Reform Artificial Eye has more life and motion than the ordi-
nary shell eye, and is much more comfortable to the wearer. There are
no sharp edges. The edges are beautifully rounded, and each eye is
carefully finished. The shape of this eye prevents the forming of secre-
tions in any portion. It is therefore the most aseptic eye known.

Patients who have deep orbits are most comfortably fitted with this
eye, as the orbit is filled out in a manner not possible with the ordinary
eye slic11.

We also have constantly on hand a large stock of
regular Shell Eyes of the very best quality. We send
out packages for selection to responsible parties.

When sample cannot be sent, answer the following questions and we
will forward a selection package :

State whether " Full Back Deform " or old-style shell eye is desired.
I. Slate it' natural yt s prinwill 1  

or has been rimoit

2. Has an artificial eye been worn? 

8. For right or left eye? 

4. Length of eye 

5. Width of eye 

6. Diameter of iris  

7. Diameter of pipit  

8. Color of iris  

9. White of eye clear,
yellowish or bluish ,

10. Is the areussenilis (iirclo
of old age) present ?

Send for Order Blanks and Prices.
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I 022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Professional Recognition
The struggle for recognition by

opticians has been actively waging
for a number of years, and so suc-
cessfully that its attainment seems
almost within sight. In order to
make the distinction a deserved
one, the Optometrist must possess
such educational requirements as
will entitle him to the respect that
is accorded a member of the learned
professions.

In this work of training the
optician and preparing him for evo-
lution into a professional man, our
College has taken the lead. Opti-
cians as a class have recognized
the necessity of an education as the
basis on which to claim professional
standing, and that they have appre-
ciated our efforts in this direction
is shown by the large number of
graduates we have in the field, who
are among the leading opticians of
the country.

The Necessary Steps
For the higher education of

those already engaged in the prac-
tice of Optometry :

A Monthly Course
A Post-Graduate Course
A Special Course

For the thorough technical
training and professional education
of the young and coming Opto-
metrists :

A Three Months' Course
A Six Months' Course

For the vast number of can't-
get-aways, whether experienced or
inexperienced :

A Marvelous Correspond-
ence System, covering both the
regular and Post-Graduate Courses.
In this latter field we were the
pioneers, and blazed the way to a
remarkable success, which many
others have attempted to imitate.

If interested, write us and enclose Sc for " The Key to Success in the Optical Profession"

KELLAM MOORE
Manufacturing and Wholesale

OPTICIANS
42 N. Broad St. Atlanta, Ga.

The Pioneer 
Surface Grinders
of the South

We were the first to do surface grinding in this
section. From that time to this our Prescription
Department has been equipped from time to time
with every optical improvement designed to promote
accuracy and speed. Our lenses are edged with
automatic grinding machines. This work is sup-
plemented by an optical stock complete in every
particular and five times that of any other optical
house in the South.

Our stock room is provided with the most
improved appliances for lettering eyeglasses and
spectacle cases; in short, we are always on the
watch for improvements such as will insure prompt

and Perfect Work
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Skiascopy
(ConntiatEn)

Our work on Skiascopy, of which
this serial is a reprint, contains over
200 pages, with nunwrous illustra-
tions and several colored plates. No
practicing optician can afford to be
without soupy of this treatise, which
far excels in comprehensiveness
and practical value any work here-
tofore published on the subject. It
not only explains the shadow test
in its practical applii.ation io the
work of refraction, Intl I•X pi1111113
fully and explicitly t op opt prin-
ciples underlying ii. I n di Ii of
research, wealth of illusi at iii mid
scientific completeness III, work is
unique. The price of tiw 1.4.1; is
$1.50 and it will be sent postpaid to
all parts of the world on receipt. of
this amount ; or it can be had from
the leading wholesale optical houses
of Great Britain, or Bosch, Barthel
& Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for fis

The work will continue to appear in serial form, as hereunder,
In this journal. The first installment was published in the Sep-
tember, 1899, issue.

CHAPTER V. ( Continued)

Static Factors of Skiascopy-Tho Four Areas-The Three Inter-
vals-Subsidiary -Areas and Intervals-Analysis

of Static Factors-Static Effects.

I. THE FIRST INTERVAL

This extends from the luminous area (area
I) to the mirror (area 2). If the luminous area
is a lamp or gas flame, the flame, and not the
chimney that encloses it, is the luminous area.
But if a diffusion disk is between the flame and
the mirror, the interval is the distance of such
disk from the mirror, for a diffusion disk reforms
the waves of all pencils and becomes a new
center for such pencils. The curvature evolved
by the waves in interval x depends upon its
length. If it is i meter the waves evolve a
curvature of + i Cm., if it is io in. the waves
evolve a curvature of 4 Cm. The plane
mirror does not modify such curvature, what-
ever it may be. It simply changes the direc-
tion of the waves which continue to evolve a
different curvature as before. If a neutralizing
lens is placed so as to intercept and neutralize
all pencils from the luminous area, as a + to D.
lens 4 in. from the flame, the waves of every
pencil become static in curvature, or would but
for aberration. Distance would increase aberra-
tion, but would have no effect upon neutral
waves-that is, in modifying their curvature, as
they would have no curvature to modify. A
T-chimney, with such a neutralizing lens in it
that could be accurately adjusted, would un-
doubtedly offer some new skiascopic data of
value. The lens should be less than neutral-
izing rather than more, for then evolution would
tend still further to neutralize the waves, while
if the lens transposed the waves, evolution
would increase their concavity.

2. THE SECOND INTERVAL

The second interval consists of two parts,
( i ) the distance from the mirror to the cornea
of the observed eye, and (2) the distance of
the cornea from the retina. The former is the
evolutionary space, for there only the waves are
in homogeneous air. As the evolution of the
waves in interval 2 is but a continuation of evo-
lution in interval 1, intervals i and 2 count as
one in the evolution of the waves from the
luminous area to the cornea of the observed eye.
The two intervals are taken together in deter-
mining the distance of the luminous area from
the observed eye.

3. THE THIRD INTERVAL

This is again the subjective interval-the
interval that ends at the subjective area. It is
the space between the observed and the observ-
ing eye. The evolutionary space is from cornea
to cornea, or from the glass in front of the
observed eye to the cornea of the observing eye.
The entire interval consists, then, of the space
from area 3 to the cornea of the observed eye,
the space from the cornea of the observed eye
to the cornea of the observing eye, and the space
from the cornea of the observing eye to area 4.
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The first and last of these spaces are inconsid-
erable and unimportant. The dioptric media is
supposed to take care of them, and if it does
not, there is no way of correcting its defects
except upon the outside. But interval 2 and
interval 3 are almost identical, since the observ-
ing eye is just posterior to the mirror. They
might be considered as identical if anything was
to be gained by it ; but it is really the sum of
intervals i and 2, rather than 2 alone, that is
the important incident space, and this is always
greater with a plane mirror than interval 3. It
is greater with any kind of mirror, but with a
concave mirror the sum of intervals i and 2
divides into two parts-( i ) the part from the
luminous area, by way of the mirror-, to the
focal area in front of. the mirror, and (2) the
part from the focal area in front of the mirror to
the cornea of the observed eye. The last is the
real evolutionary space, and it is necessarily less
than the interval 2 or 3.

SUBSIDIARY INTERVALS

We have already referred to the subsidiary
intervals, though not specifically. They are
( i ) the space from the luminous area to the
focal area of a concave mirror, (2) the space
from such focal area to the cornea of the observ-
ing eye, (3) the space from the cornea of the
observed eye to the area of reversal when ante-
rior to the observing eye, (4) the space from
such area of reversal to the cornea of the ob-
serving eye. In any and all of the intervals the
force of evolution alone modifies the curvature
of the waves. There are minute intervals-as
the intervals between the different dioptric sur-
faces, but these have already been considered in
the chapter on the refraction of the eye.

CHAPTER VL

Dynamic Factors of Skiascopy-Tilting Mirror and its Dynamic
Effects-Motion at Luminous Area-Changing the

Intervals-Other Dynamic Principles.

Skiascopy is essentially a dynamic method
of ocular examination. It has its static factors,
for dynamics in any department of physical
science must have a static foundation. All
natural phenomena are due to the combination
of some static element with a dynamic force. A
cannon ball, moving through space, has what is
termed a " striking force." Its striking force
is equal to its weight multiplied by the square of
its velocity. Its motion multiplied by its ve-
locity alone is called its momentum. Hence its
striking force is its momentum multiplied by its
velocity again. We have, then, in its striking
force the product of two factors : ( I ) its mo-
mentum, and (2) its velocity. Its momentum
is the static factor of striking force, and velocity
is the dynamic factor.

But momentum is itself a compound, for it
is the weight of the cannon ball multiplied by
its velocity. Momentum is the product of two
factors, ( I) weight, and (2) velocity. Its
weight is the static factor, and its velocity is the
dynamic factor. But weight, the static factor of
momentum, is a compound, the static factor of
which is its quantity of matter or mass, and the
dynamic factor of which is the force of gravity.
Can we go further ? Surely. The quantity of
matter in the cannon ball is compound, embody-
ing extension or volume, which is due to mole-
cular motion, heat, which tends to separate mole-
cules and cohesion, or the attraction between
these molecules, tending to unite them more
closely. We have gone some distance in the
study of the molecular forces, but there are
undiscovered principles as yet far beyond our
reach.

I. • TILTING THE MIRROR

A dynamic principle is a principle that
manifests itself by force, motion or action. A
dynamic effect is the effect of the operation of
force. Visually it manifests itself by motion.
We have seen, in Chapter I, how the tilting of
the mirror produces dynamic effects. It causes
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the incident pencils to reach the mirror at a
different angle, and as a result the reflected
pencils pass from the mirror at a different angle
and in a different direction. A change in the
inclination of the mirror to the incident pencils
of io° produces a change in the direction of the
reflected pencils of 200. Change of direction
of the reflected pencils is, then, a dynamic effect.
But this causes the area of light upon which the
reflected pencils fall to move, as from right to
left, upward, downward or obliquely, That is,
there is motion of the " light on the face." But
this gives rise to other dynamic effects. The
minor pencils that enter the observed eye are
changed, the former ones passing off to be suc-
ceeded by others as long as the light area covers
the pupil. But as the new minor pencils are
pursuing a different course on account of the
change in the inclination of the mirror, the
direction from which they come or reach the
eye is changed. They become more or less
oblique to the visual axis of the observed eye,
and the dioptric media focuses them at a new
area, either at the retina or anterior or posterior
to it. If either of the latter the diffusion circles
at the retina and the imperfect image they form
is upon a different retinal area. The newly
located image is projected in a different direc-
tion, and the virtual image appears, to the one
under examination, to move. Nor is this all.
The image of the luminous area having a dif-
ferent retinal position at area 3, the pencils from
this image pursue a different course on their
way out of the observed eye. If the retinal
image at area 3 has been moved to the left, the
emergent pencils must take a direction more to
the right, or they will be turned back by the
iris. This changes the direction of the emer-
gent pencils that come to the perforation in the
mirror and to the observing eye. It gets a new
set of pencils pursuing a slightly different gen-
eral direction. This places the image at area 4,
the sensatory subjective area, in a new position
on the retina. It projects the new image in a
different direction. And thus one dynamic
effect follows another. The mere tilting of the
mirror is the primary cause of all these changes.

The different dynamic effects of tilting the
mirror, all other static factors remaining sta-
tionary, may be summed up as follows:

I. Change of angle of incident pencils.
2. Change of direction of reflected pencils.
3. Motion of " light on the face."
4. Change of minor pencils entering the

pupil of the observed eye.
5. Change of direction of minor with the

major pencils.
6. Change of location of image on area 3.
7. Change of direction of projection of

image on area 3.
8. Change of direction of emergent pencils

from image on area 3.
9. Change of pencils reaching perforation

and observing eye.
to. Change of direction of such pencils.
I I. Change of position of image on area 4.
12. Change of direction of projection of

such image.

This is a list of dynamic effects that seems
out of proportion to the cause, but the history
of the world and of nations, as well as of individ-
uals, is made up of chains of dynamic causes
and effects, on the same principle. They do
not stop where we have stopped. There were
preceding dynamic causes, there will be
succeeding- dynamic effects, although these com-
prise those that are distinctively optical.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

A High-Class Instrument
The instrument which is captivating so many of

the brightest and most promising opticians of the
country, the Cross Retino-Skiameter, will be privately
demonstrated, to all who are interested, at the Chicago
convention this month. -Adv.
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DEAR SIR:
We invite your attention to the following, which,

however, is only one of many styles of Aluminum
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Weak Price
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AUTOMATIC ROLLING EYE SIGN

The Latest and Most Attractive Sign for Opticians and Jewelers.
ENTIRELY NOVEL LIFELIKE IN ACTION I RICHLY ORNAMENTAL!

i. PRICE, only $10.00.

Send for descriptive circular. Can be had from all leading optical jobbers or I 110 manufacturers,
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An Invaluable Eye Remedy 

The Great German Eye Water
From the Original Prescription

of the late Dr. Agnew

A harmless preparation with
wonderful curative properties. Its
immediate effect in cases of chronic
or acute conjunctivitis, bletharitis
or scaly eyelids, burning, smarting
or itching of the eyes or inflamma-
tion from any cause is phenomenal.

Twenty-five years on the market. Sold by thousands ofjewelers
and opticians, with great satisfaction

This formula IS NOT the product of any optician or eye special-
ist, BUT IS from one of America's greatest ophthalmic surgeons.

Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box.
Price, 819.50 per gross. 1111.63 per dozen. Customer's
business card on each bottle if 6 dozen or more are ordered.

Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor,

W. F. CUSHMAN, tit Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

The"Ideal" Post Screw Lock
PATENTED DEC. II, 900

1-21
SCREW UNLOCKED SCREW LOCKED

The simplest device for preventing the post screws in eyeglasses of any kind from loosening.
The post screw has a polygonal head of five sides, giving ten points of contact. The sides of box
are deep enough in the center to hold the screw firmly, the screwdriver easily removing the screw
when necessary. After setting the screw, press side of post against the flat side of the screw (see
illustration). No extra part, inexpensive, neater appearance, quickly adjusted. Manufactured in
all styles of frames and mountings, by AMERICAN OPTICAL Co.,
For sale by all Jobbers in Optical Goods. Southbridge, Mass.
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New England Association of Opticians

Briggs S. Palmer, William I,. Thomas and Wil-
liam J. Benn have been appointed a committee to pre-
pare a suitable certificate to be issued to the active
members of the New England Association of Opti-
cians. As this is one of the societies that requires an
examination qualification for membership, it has been
decided that it will be right and proper to issue a
certificate to the active members of good standing.
The committee has also to frame regulations under
which the certificates are to be issued, and to provide
for their recall in case the membership of those to
whom they have been issued lapses for violation of
the constitution and by-laws of the association. It is
the intention of the association to throw every possible
safeguard around the certificates so that they will not
be misused.

The American Association of Opticians
The indications for the annual convention of the

American Association of Opticians, that will be held
at the Sherman House, Chicago, August 13th, 14th,
I 5th and x6th, are that it will be the largest and most
interesting gathering of opticians ever held. The
local committee is making every effort to have this
meeting eclipse all former meetings of the association.
Those who are intending to be in attendance should
pay special attention to the instructions for the pur-
chase of railroad tickets that have been issued by the
secretary of the association and sent out with the
announcement of the meeting. No refund of money
or reduction in fare can be had unless the certificates
are obtained at the starting point and presented to the
secretary at the meeting as per the secretary's instruc-
tions. Following is the complete programme:

TUESDAY, AUGUST 13.

9 To 12 A. Bt.—Reception of visiting opticians, mem-
bers' registration and filing of railroad certificates
with clerk.

2 P. re.—Opening prayer. Address of welcome, by
Carter H. Harrison, mayor of Chicago. Response,
by Dr. J. B. McFatrich. Annual address, by Presi-
dent A. Jay Cross, of New York City. Reading
of minutes previous meeting, by Secretary J. H.
Ellis, of South Bend, Ind. Report of special
committee on constitution and by-laws, by Chair-
man F. L. Swart, of Auburn, N. Y.

7.30 P. m.—Illustrated lecture on " Anatomy, Physi-
ology, Histology, Morphology and Embryology
of the Eye," by Earl J. Brown, of the Geneva
Optical Co., Chicago. Paper—" Business Methods
as .Applicable to Opticians," by F. W. McAllister,
of Baltimore, Md. Paper—" Optical Progress,"
by Geo. F. Applegate, Trenton, N. J.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14.

8 To 9 A. m., Inspection of exhibits. Presentation of
the plan and scope of the American College of
Optometry, under the supervision of the American
Association of Opticians, by secretary. Discus-
sion, by Ernest Eimer, of Muskegon,Mich. Paper—
" Snags," by C. A. Longstreth, of Philadelphia, Pa.
Paper—" The Value of Higher Education to the
Practical Optician," by Walter Wyatt, president of
the Illinois Optical Society, Peoria, Ill.

1.30 P. M.—Paper—" Future and Possibilities of the
Optical Profession," by L. L. Ferguson, of New
York City. Paper—" The Value of the Ophthal-
mometer in Optometric Diagnosis," by John C.
Eberhardt, of Dayton, Ohio. Paper—" The Value
of Retinoscopy in Optometric Diagnosis," by L. T.
Little, Union City, Tenn. (The balance of the
afternoon and evening will be used by the Chicago
entertainment committee.)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 15.

8 TO 9 A. m., Inspection of exhibits. Paper—" Geo-
metrical Curves of Lenses and the Indices of
Refractive Media," by George A. Rogers,
A talk on " The Operation of the Optical Law in
Minnesota," by F. A. Upham, of St. Paul, Minn.
Paper—" Rules and Rehances for Opticians," by
Geo. R. Bausch, of Rochester, N. Y. Paper—
" Muscular Imbalances and their Correction by
Lenses," by Jas. K. Stebbins, of Astabula, Ohio.
Paper—" Ophthalmoscopic Methods, Old and
New," by E. LeRoy Ryer, of New York City.
Paper—'' Physical Influences as Applied to the
Practice of Optometry," by Nelson K. Standart,
of Detroit, Mich.

1.30 P. td.—Paper—" Importance of Method and Thor-
oughness in the Practice Room," by C. M. Jenkins,
of Richmond, Ind. Paper—" The People we Meet
in the Refracting Room," by C. B. Garrettson, of
Kenton, Ohio. Paper—" Habit, as it Effects
Errors of Refraction, by W. G. Fay, of Spring-
field, Ohio. Paper—" Spectacles and Eyeglasses
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in England," by L. G. Amsden, of Toronto, Can-
ada. Paper—"Why the Opticians should Ad-
vertise and How," by H. C. Lederer, president
of the Tennessee Optical Society, of Springfield,
Tenn. Paper—" Frames, their Composition and
their Proper Adjustment," by Harry Emrie, of
Cincinnati, Ohio.

THURSDAY EVENING—Banquet.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 16.

8 TO 9. A. m., Inspection of exhibits. Extra papers too
late to assign. Election of officers.

1.30 P. m.—General business.

An Interesting Optical Exhibit at the
Pan-American Exposition

All opticians who visit the Pan-American Exposi-
tion are much interested in the exhibit of E. B. Mey-
rowitz, an illustration of which is here shown. The
exhibit is alike admirable both in design and contents,
and carries out very well the Pan-American idea of
bringing together North, South, East and West.

The instruments are all made in the New York
factory, which represents the East. The floor covering
is made of grass grown in the West, and manufactured
into a carpet in Minneapolis, in which city is one of
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The complete prism and all the operations in its con-
structions from rock crystal are shown.

In a small show case is an exhibit of eyeglasses
showing what a lot of experimental work E. B. Mey-
rowitz has expended in order to perfect the mounts
that are now so noted.

There is in the case a set of tools and glass with
emery, showing how the surface is made, and a very
interesting collection of lenses of every conceivable
surface combination used in eyeglasses. These lenses
are cut across and lengthwise to show to the most
inexperienced eye the curves. Plates of gold, from
which eyeglass mounts are stamped, are shown with
the different parts in the various stages through which
they have to pass before they become part of the
dainty eyeglass.

The Late John W. Sanborn

WoRCESTEH, MASS., July 3, 1901.

ED. KEYSTONE. —In the death of John W. Sanborn,
of Boston, the opticians not only of New England but
throughout the length and breadth of our country have
sustained a very great loss. It was my pleasure of
late to have known him intimately and to become

Exhibit of E. B. Meyrowitz, at the Fan-American Exposition

Mr. Meyrowitz's successful branches. The show cases
and fixtures are of mahogany of the South.

These fixtures certainly deserve a word of com-
ment, for they are classed among the richest and
most elaborate booths of the exposition. The color
scheme is a rich though light mahogany and green,
two colors that are calculated to rest the eye and give
a sense of peace and pleasure.

The beautiful carving in greened bronze upon the
two posts at the entrance is a work of art, as is also
the arrangement of the same on the top of the show
cases. The cases themselves are large and deep and

very handsome.
The main feature of the exhibit is the magnet,

which attracts the public eye at once. This magnet,

as most opticians know, is constructed of a soft iron
core with many miles of copper wire wound around it,

thus making it an electro-magnet, that when it has a

voltage of I to passed into it by slow stages, has a tre-

mendous power to pull out pieces of iron or steel that

enter the eyes of workers in steel factories or foun-

dries.
Among the collection of instruments, which com-

prise everything that the heart of oculists or opticians

can desire, is the Meyrowitz ophthalmometer cut open

in order to show the simple though perfect working

parts. The part of this instrument that attracts the

most attention is the Wollaston bi-refringent prism,

which, according to Dr. Javal, Dr. Tscherning, Dr.

Bull and other great European scientists, is the only

prism that should be used in the ophthalmometers.

acquainted with his plans and wishes in regard to pro-
fessional recognition of the refractionist. Our ideas
having run in about the same channel, our corre-
spondence became quite extensive—especially upon the
question of the elevation of the optician by education
and the granting of a degree, the nature of which
would give a legal standing to the profession.

Without going over the ground that has been
already covered by able men, I wish to say that John
W. Sanborn was the true friend of every optician.
He had the interests of the profession at heart and he
knew the obstacles we must overcome before we
obtain the prize. He was pleased when the bill
granting the New England Optical Institute the right
to confer the legal degree " Bachelor of Optics " was
reported to House by the committee, but was greatly
grieved to see it held up by that body. In Mr. Sanborn's
death we have sustained a great loss, ancl can only
hope that someone equally enthusiastic will take up
the good work and push it to a successful issue.

Truly yours,
FRANK EDSON ADAMS.

Ambitious Opticians

Especially to the younger opticians, who must
climb high in order to make their mark, is it recom-
mended that they obtain a correct understanding of
the merits of the Cross Retino-Skiameter, which will
be exhibited at the Chicago convention on the thir-
teenth. —Adv.
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Ophilialifioifielor (Patented
Apr. 24, MB.)

THE UP=TO=DATE INSTRUMENT.
No untried new experiment, but the optical principles, N‘ Inch have established thereputation of the instrument, carried to perfection.
The mechanical parts are made like a microscope.
Trans-illuminated double movable mires.
Automatic Register of reading ; Artificial Cornea, and all mechanical adjustments.This is the style of Ophthalmometer recommended by Tscherning, in " Physio-logic Optics."
Descriptive circular sent on request. TRADE

THE MEYROWITZ MFG. CO., Incorporated,
Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians, MARK

104 EAST 23D STREET,
NEW YORK, U.S. A.

Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe

Sole Agents for Great Britain: The Anglo-American Optical Co.. 94 Hatton Garden, London, E. C.

Optical Prescription Work a Specially.
Manifold Prescription Book sent free upon request.
Our new illustrated Catalogue of Ophthalmological Appa-

ratus sent upon application.

Pan-American Exposition
You are invited to call at our exhibit of Ophthalmological and

Electro-Medical Apparatus in the Liberal Arts Building at the Pan-
American Exposition at Buffalo.

Special features of our exhibit are HAAB'S GIANT MAGNET,
SECTIONAL MODELS showing the mechanical and optical construc-
tion of the SKEEL PERIMETER and the MEYROWITZ MODEL
JAVAL-SCHIOTZ OPHTHALMOMETER, also the detailed process
of the grinding of lenses and the manufacture of EYEGLASSES and
SPECTACLES, from the rough material to the finished product.

The Meyrowitz Manufacturing Company
(Incorporated)

Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians, Makers of Ophthalmological Apparatus

104 East 231 Street, NEW YORK
Foreign Branch—PARIS, 3 Rue Scribe
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COMPACT AND
HANDY

Made of the best steel,
and so arranged as to keep
the glasses in place when
opening the case. Has an
adjustable fastener, which
also prevents the case from
crushing. The hinge is
stayed with muslin, to make
it strong and durable.

The Best Case for
Rimless Spectacles

Will take extra long shank.

Manufactured and Patented by SIMPLEX 44 mlln" No. 180

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.
SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS.
Send tor Catalogue. 77 Chylsca St., East Boston, Mass.
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RYSTALLINE  LENSE
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one of these Lens
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hold 5o dozen pairs
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Lenses
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send for Our CHICAGO,--h.-

These lenses are
accurately centered
and focused, and we
guarantee them to
be perfect in every
respect.

TRADE MARE

PRICES, I EYE
Dead or Polished Edges

Per Gross

Pc. Cx. . $16.00
Pc. Cve. . . 17.50
D. Cx. . . 13.50
D. Cve. . 15.00
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Optical Notes

A F. P. Simmons has opened an optical business
at Natick, Mass.

A E. Roy, Strayton, Oregon, has added an opti-
cal department to his store.

mis H. C. Warner, Fresno, Cal., has added a lens-
grinding plant to his establishment.

A I. Schwartz, jeweler, Denver, Colo., has added
a line of optical goods to his stock.

Joi D. R. Schwartz has opened an optical estab-
lishment at 440 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

A Otero & Co., jewelers, of Pueblo, Colo., have
established an optical department in their store.

A Alex. Ray, Belleville, Ontario, has consider-
ably enlarged and improved his optical parlors.

A A. G. Barber, Boston, Mass., and family
spent a two-weeks' vacation at Friendship, Maine.

A The Hamilton Tool and Optical Co., Hamil-
ton, Ontario, have secured a charter of incorporation.

A George Long, 1629 South Street, Philadelphia,
Pa., is enjoying a visit to the Pan-American Exposition.

A H. B. Vining, of East Eleventh Street, Kansas
City, Mo., is sojourning at Massachusetts summer
resorts.

A The Western Optical Manufacturing Co. was
recently incorporated in St. Louis, Mo., with a capital
of $15,000.

A A. E. Lewis, with 13. & H. B. Kent, Toronto,
Canada, has terminated an enjoyable vacation trip to
Atlantic City and Philadelphia.

A R. M. Paley, who recently opened a jewelry
store in Marshalltown, Iowa, intends adding an optical
department to his establishment.

A Clarence D. Stewart, manager of the optical
department of Heeren Bros. & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,
spent a few weeks at Point Pleasant, \V. Va.

ji " We will take a vacation till the temperature
becomes more respectable," quoth R. E. Sweeting,
secretary of the Rochester Optical Club, recently, and
consequently the regular monthly meeting of the club
was not held.

A Albert Wells, of the American Optical Co.,
returned recently from a tour through California, Yel-
lowstone Park and Yosemite Valley. While in Kansas
City, Mo., he was the guest of Fred. C. Merry, of the
Merry Optical Co.

di Leo Wormser, of the Julius King Optical Co.,
left on July loth for a two-months' visit to'many places
of interest in Canada, with old Quebec, with its host
of quaint and historic places of attraction, as head-
quarters. He was accompanied by his wife.

A McDonald & Wilson is tile name of a new
firm of refracting opticians at 398 Westminster Street,
Providence R. I. The members of the new firm have
been connected with E. E. Dammers, of Providence

THE KEEYSTONEE

and Worcester, for several years past, and both are
experienced and skilled refractionists. They have a
fine location on the principal business street, and a
large number of friends, so there is no reason why the
new firm should not build up a successful business.

.0 The C. I'. Goerz Optical Works, New York
City, just completed its Ioo,000th double anastigmat
lens, which happened to be a No 9, series 3, of 24
inches focus. This event was adequately remembered
by a celebration in the factory. It may certainly be
considered as a splendid record to have made and
marketed inside of eight years Too,000 anastigmat
lenses.

A A meeting of the 1Vashington Association of
Opticians was held in Seattle, Wash., on July 24th,
under the presidency of H. Clay Eversole. The meet-
ing took action in regard to the enforcement of the
new bill prohibiting the vending of optical goods
without a license. Mr. Eversole is enthusiastic re-
garding the strict enforcement of the bill, which be-
came law on June isth. The annual meeting of the
society will be held in December.

A The prospects are that there will be some
attractive and useful souvenir distributed at the
coming convention of the American Association of
Opticians to be held at Chicago. The practice of dis-
tributing souvenirs at these conventions has been
growing for years past, and considerable care is now
being taken in the selection of the souvenir. At the
recent convention of the New York State Optical
Society, held at Buffalo, the E. Kirstein Sons Co., of
Rochester, distributed a practical and useful souvenir
in the shape of a Russian leather pocket card-case,
of the firm's own manufacture. The books were
eagerly sought for and appreciated by those who
received them. . •

New York State Association
An interesting session of the New York State

Association of Opticians was held at the Yates Hotel,
Syracuse, on the afternoon of July 17th, with President
A. VV. Golder presiding. The usual routine business
was transacted and a most satisfactory report received
from Treasurer H ibbard. The membersh ip committee
reported favorably on the applications of Daniel L.
Shaw, of Alfred ; Araunah W. Hyde, of Gowanda,
and VVilliam B. Gorham, of Camillus, and they were
duly elected. G. N. Luckey of Baldwinsville, sug-
gested that a circular letter, explaining the aims and
workings of the association, and inviting all to attend,
be sent with the programme of the September meeting
to all the opticians of New York State. F. L. Swart,
of Auburn, moved that the president appoint a com-
mittee to draft such letter. The motion was carried and
a committee, consisting of Luckey, Watts and Swart,
was appointed. President Golder made a suggestion
that the association spend more money along educa-
tional lines. Mr. Luckey said he would like to have
the new inventions and improvements in the optical
field explained and discussed at the coming meetings,
and reports given of how they are accepted by the
optical world. Mr. Swart suggested the holding of
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future sessions in the evening as far as possible, as
being better calculated to accommodate the majority
of members. The name of N. W'ilson Carriere was
dropped from the list of membership. James Holden,
of Syracuse, suggested the advisability of reissuing
certificates of membership each year. After a discus-
sion of this question the meeting adjourned until
September

Meeting of the California State Associ-
ation of Opticians

The regular quarterly meeting of the above asso-
ciation was held in San Francisco on July 15th. The
gathering was both instructive and entertaining. Lec-
tures were delivered by Dr. Louis Dean, of the San
Francisco Eye and Ear Hospital, and by Dr. Anson
P. Hall. Both discourses were exhaustive and won
the appreciation of the members present. A number
of new instruments were exhibited, and the explana-
tion of their working proved very instructive. An-
other feature of the proceedings was the photograph-
ing of the assembly, also of the scientific instruments
%%Inch were on exhibit. The routine business of the
meeting was cut short in order to enable the members
to enjoy the long evening of entertainment which
brought this very interesting and successful meeting to
a close.

A New Eyeglass Case
A. J. Lloyd & Co., Boston, are preparing to place

on the market their recently patented eyeglass case.
The patent, which was granted July 2d, is for an eye-
glass, case provided with a spring hinge for the cover
or flap of the case that %vitt not interfere with the inside
velvet lining usually employed in such devices. The
spring construction also comprises two interlocking
parts, winch serve to retain the flap either in closed or
in open position.

North Carolina Optical society
The annual meeting of the above society was held

at Winston-Salem, N. C., on July 17th and 18th. The
business transacted was routine. The election of
officers resulted as follows : President, F. W. Mahler,
Raleigh ; vice-presidents, R. L. Moore, Greensboro,
and H. E. Volger, Winston-Salem ; secretary, A. P.
Staley, High Point ; treasurer, \V. It Leonard, Win-
ston-Salem. The visiting members were treated to a
trolley excursion.

A Refraction Pilot
It seems to be the universal opinion among those

Vii() are successfully using the Cross Retino-Skiameter
that it is the proper instrument to precede all others
in doing high-class work. KEYSTONE readers who
attend the Chicago convention are advised to witness
the demonstrations of this meritorious, yet simple,
mechanism. —Adv.

Walter Wyatt

H. P. Holmes

Geo. It. Bausch (

Men 'who are talked about in connection with the elect/on of new officers
of the American Association of Opticians

\
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Developing the First Photo.

OR developing the plates or films a dark
room is necessary. Not all of us have
the room to spare for a specially con-

structed dark room, and must perforce employ
some makeshift. If we can restrain our impa-
tience until nightfall, we will find that almost
any room in the house is or can be made dark
enough to allow of developing. Of course we
will, if possible, choose a room which has run-
ning water, such as the kitchen or the laundry.
It is not absolutely necessary to have running
water in the dark room, for the plates arc in-
sensitive to light when they arrive at the stage
of washing, but much water is used in photog-
raphy, and it is convenient to have it always at
hand.

The Dark
Room

The dark room must be lighted
with light of a color which will
not affect the plates, and the

.color most generally employed is red. The
cheap red lanterns which are usually sold are
all wretched in operation, and after much expe-
rience I have given them up forever. When I
have to develop where a first-class lantern is not
available, I buy a candle and a sheet or two of
postoffice paper, which is orange, and can be
obtained at any camera store. I roll this into a
cylinder about five inches in diameter, and eigh-
teen inches high, using preferably two thick-

- nesses of paper. I then light the candle, and,
setting it on the table where I am going to de-
velop, I put the roll of paper around it. By
this light I have developed many hundred
plates, and have never found it to be unsafe for
ordinary plates or films. For very rapid plates
I cover the tray until development has started,
and keep it Covered as much of the time as pos-
sible, but this should always be done with any
light. Some light shines out of the top of the
cylinder, but if the ceiling is moderately high,
and not too white, no harm results from this. If
a first-class lantern can be bought, do so ; if you
have a dark room place the light outside and
use one sheet of ruby glass and one of orange
paper.

Having settled the question of
light, we proceed to develop.
The development of plates and

films is exactly alike, except for the fact that,
on account of the flexibility of films, some
method of handling must be used, which will
permit of easy and safe manipulation. Pro-
fessional operators usually develop a strip of
film entire in a long tank, but the quantity of
developer needed is so great, and the cost of the
tank so much that few amateurs are able to
work thus. The usual practice is to cut the
film into single or double exposures and develop
singly. Unfortunately, the film, as soon as it is
wet, has a habit of curling so that it is difficult
to keep the whole of it submerged. A good
way to avoid this is to use the aluminum film
holders, which can be easily obtained. When
:he films are inserted in these, they may be
,iandled as easily as plates.

As to the developer to be used, there are
many good ones. The best plan is to use, at
first, the developer which is recommended by
the maker of the plates, the formula of which is
enclosed in the box. The maker has been at
great pains to find out the formula best adapted

Process of
Development

KEYSTONE

to his plates, and his advice is good. No de-
veloper is suitable for all plates, and if you buy
somebody's prepared developer you may get
good results, and you may not. If you have
not facilities for mixing formulas go to a drug-
gist. He will do it for you. But as soon as
you can, get a cheap balance and mix your own
solutions. You will soon save enough to pay
for the scales. If you insist on buying prepared
developer, get metol-hydrochinon, or hydro-
chinon. They are the best for the beginner.

The Mode of When ready to begin develop-
Procedure ing, see that the light is all

right, then lay your first plate
or film in its holder, after dusting it, in the
empty developing tray. Place the developer in
a measuring glass, using not less than three or
four ounces for a 4 x 5 tray, and pour the whole
over the plate with one motion. This is not
easily described, but with a.bit of practice there
will soon be no difficulty in entirely covering
the plate with one sweep of the developer. If the
plate is not all covered at once, there may be a
difference in the time of appearance of the differ-
ent parts of the image, and this will cause mark-
ings on the plate which cannot be gotten rid of,
for no amount of development will cause the
part which starts later to catch up.

It is a good plan to rub the whole surface
of the plate with a tuft of cotton immediately
after flowing, to remove air bubbles, which
would otherwise cause transparent spots in the
negative. At first the appearance of the plate
is uniformly creamy white. In a little while
you will see dark spots appear where the strong-
est lights were in the subject. Soon the out-
lines of the picture appear and then the finer
details and the half tones. Finally the detail in
the shadows becomes visible, but by this time
probably the picture is getting dim, being cov-
ered up as it were. Now take the plate from
the dish and examine the back. If the high
lights are visible the plate is developed far
enough, and after rinsing in clean water, is
ready for fixing. But before describing this, I
want to say a few words about Mr. Alfred Wat-
kins' method of time development. He has
found that under any conditions of exposure,
dilution of developer, etc., there is for every
developer a factor which multiplied by the time
it takes the image to appear, will give the cor-
rect time for development. For instance, the
factor for hydrochinon is 5 ; if you cover a
plate with hydrochinon developer made by any
formula or of any strength, and count the num-
ber of seconds which elapse before you see the
first trace of a darkening on any part of the
plate, and then multiply this number of seconds
by five, you will get the number of seconds you
must leave the plate in the solution to get the
best possible gradation in the negative. If the
image appears in 50 seconds, for example, you
must develop 250 seconds. The factor for
metol-hydroquinone is 14, for metol 28, for
ortol to, for eikonogen 9, for pyrocatechin 9.

The Process
of Fixing

After development comes fix-
ing. For this purpose we im-
merse the plate in a solution of

hyposulphite of soda, or " hypo," until all the
unchanged silver bromide, which is the yellow
part of the film, is dissolved. This will be done
in ten or fifteen minutes. It is necessary to
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leave the plate in the hypo for some minutes
after all the yellow has disappeared. The plate
is now no longer sensitive to light, and has be-
come a negative. It may be removed to a
lighted room, and washed there. The washing
must last at least an hour in running water, or
consist of fifteen complete changes of water,
each of five minutes' duration. The plate is
then carefully rubbed with a bit of wet cotton,
to remove any sediment, and stood up in a place
free from dust to dry. During the drying the
position must not be changed, or drying streaks
may appear, caused by one part drying faster
than another.

Never use an acid fixing bath, or one which
contains alum. There is no doubt that there is
grave danger of impairing the permanence of
the negative by using this sort of a bath. The
chemistry is complex, and I cannot go into it in
this place, but all good photographic chemists
are now agreed that the acid bath is dangerous.
In hot weather you may have to 'use some sub-
stance to harden the plate to prevent its frilling,
or peeling from the glass, especially if the wash
water is warm. The best way to do this is to
lay the negative, after fixing and hastily rinsing,
ill a 5 per cent. solution of formalin for a minute
or two. The plate must then be washed twice
as long as usual. It is then ready for printing.

—77re Photo Era.

Gold Blindness
Hypermetropic members of the dental profession

who are also astigmatic, are in some cases liable to
lose the power of distinguishing gold-film from the
tooth on which they are working. This form of retinal
asthenopia appears to be due to abnormally rapid ex-
haustion of the visual power, and the trouble is noticed
to occur when the eyes have been kept fixed upon a
small gold stopping for a length of time, the warm
yellow color of the metal tending to exaggerate the
pre-existing defect. In addition to inability to distin-
guish the filling from the tooth, dentists who present
this defect cannot recognize clearly the contour of the
hole they are stopping. In the Canadian Practitioner
it is pointed out that age does not predispose to
this affection, nor does youth exclude it. The pri-
mary cause of this particular form of blindness, in-
deed, is probably the excess of yellow rays from the
gold metal. After a few days' rest the sufferer is
enabled to resume work as before, but recurrence fre-
quently takes place, and the intervals during which
work can be carried on become shorter and shorter.
The treatment suggested by L. Webster Fox is first
to correct any error of refraction, to examine care-
fully into the general health of the patient and to ad-
vise that nothing tight be worn around the neck. The
last direction is necessary in consequence of so much
dental work having to be done with the head bent.
The intense white light which accompanies the fusion
of gold plates contains an excess of yellow rays, and it
is suggested that this constitutes the causative factor
in the disorder. —Medical Press and Circular

Glassblowers' Eyes Heat Proof
Three specialists from Philadelphia recently vis-

ited Clayton, N. J., to examine the eyes of several
glassblowers, in the belief that they can make a glass
that will protect the blowers' eyes from the heat of the
furnace, at the same time not interfere with the work.
After looking into several of the blowers' optics the
specialists were surprised to find so little injury from
the heat. However, they were satisfied that they can
prepare glasses beneficial to the blowers.

"The Keystone would be cheap at double the price
charged for subscription."— G. H. Aveny, optician
and jeweler, Hanover. Airnsas.



PROMOTER, it is said, is a man

who sells something that he hasn't

got to a man who doesn't want it.

We are promoters of the science of

Optometry in a sense far different

from the one quoted.

Every one who buys an Ophthalmic

You get a $25.00 Optical Course

for $8.00
when you enroll with the American Optical College,
Detroit, Mich. This is what you get for your
have had many a student tell us so.

OUR DIPLOMA gives prestige. For why ? We will
never sell one, we will never date one back,
OUR FEE for the full course, including Diploma, is $8.00,

payable two dollars in advance and the balance in weekly
payments of one dollar.

The Anglo-American Optical Co.
94 Hatton Garden

are our London Agents
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Brown & Burpee
Manchester, N. H., U.S.A.

Antiphlogistine
If your patient's eyes smart and ache, he will say that it is your glasses. I ),at't

give him the chance. ANTIPHLOGISTINE will cure them.
Price, 35 cents. Send 10 cents for sample bottle,

Astigmatism
Made Easy

The matter rewritten and strengthened. The displays
rearranged and improved.

A strong combination of optical talks and type displays
that are more effective than cuts. Any printer can set them
up if he has the examples.

" A Word to the Wise is Sufficient"

This wise old cat, being a spectacle wearer, recognizes the superiority of our Faultless R Work
and is just as enthusiastic in our support as all Columbian customers.

in doubt, send it to the Columbian { FIRST QUALITY LENSES
ACCURATE WORKMANSHIP
PROMPT SERVICE

Your money back if not pleased.

II. T. SCH L I. VI
I have r A st igninmeter in numer-

ous eases and take great pleasure in assuring
you that it has prove.] sry accurate, and I
resort. to it in every ea', or astigmatism that
presents. It surely i a very valuable addi-
tion to the armament ;trill in of the Oculist and
the Optician. It saves much time and much
trouble. I congratulate you upon originating
an instrument so simple, so cheap, yet so
valuable to us all. Yours most kindly,

CHAS. D. THOMAS, 16. D.
Oculist for the C. II. 1. and P. R. It.

Can he used by any oculist, optician or jewel..
who fits glasses. Price, $1.75. Send for descrip-
tive circular. H. T. SCHLEGEL & CO.,
406 Hatnlin Building, Peoria, III.

COLLEGE OF OPTICS

Special Courses only given during the summer months. Fall Course begins Oct. 1st.
SPECIA I. COI:INES in I:011111'4 ry, Algebra, 'frigonomet ry awl I 'hysiological /ptics be arranged by
I he lust rout or, l■hiss .k 'title E. :\Iaal,, at 11.1' office, 185 Summer Street, rmnit 308, from 9 k. Id. I 5 9. m.

(Incorporated.)

Our specialty is individual instruction,
which enables us to give each student a far
more thorough drilling in the use of the
ValiOLIS optical instruments than wottld is
possible in large classes. We are teaching
over again many graduate opticians who
were instructed in other colleges and who
lack the drilling necessarr to make them
pract ical. TWO COURSES—Attendance
and Correspondence.
Kellam & Moore's College of Optics,

Atlanta, tie.

Klein gichool of Optics
2 RUTLAND STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Knowledge, Application, Practice are the fundamental principles upon which
this School is founded.

It employs the best scientific and mechanical
instructors.

It gives more real practical experience than
any other similar school.

It limas the number of students.

It does not give correspondent courses.
It charges more than any other school, but is

the cheapest in the end.
If you wish to become a REAL OPTICIAN,

this is the school for you.

Address KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS, 2 Rutland Street, Boston, Mass.

If you do a jobbing or retailing opti-
cal business and want to buy right goods
from the right house at right prices, ask
for samples and prices. I will save you
a lot of money.

B. MAYER
Importing, Manufacturing and lobbing Optician

550 N. Gay St., Baltimore, Md.

I am importer 14 ARTIFICIAL EVES. Any eye
call he matched. Lowest prices for quantities.

estented J , 1900; spring, July 0,1001

rt Bound wire or
:6a.t.. Is in GO ILL" Motel hat springs

AND FILLED Flat only
Ouards—Short —medium—long—low loop. Small

disk is regular. Spring.-4 in., s;!.<,
in. between Ands, % in. is stundard.

Jobbers or W. 11. ELY & CO., Middletown,
Conn., will send sample for 50 cents.

Oa" WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD FOR ITS EQUAL

is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons have
been fitted to glasses at my
office and school. Special
instruction in OPHTHAL-
MOSCOPY, R ET I N O-
S C OPY and HIGHER
PRISMS. Address

L. L. FERGUSON
155 Broadway, NEW YORK

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM to all subscribing to the

" Canadian Opticians'
1,—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x Ii, in black

and gold, on embossed brawl board—rich and
attractive.

2.—Another one or nine Window Cards, 9 x 7.
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3,—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suegestions
for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectacle-selling talks.

4.—A copy of an Advertising Booklet, explain-
ing the importance of vision, phenomena of
spilingaht,leangueye defects, their remedy, etc., told in

All the above, together with the ss Canadian Opti.
clan" for one year, sent on receipt of $1.00.
Address

24 Adelaide Stre'e 
CtradiTanorOmpttoiciacn,'anas

d a.

must be filled accurately if it is to be
any better than the old " help yourself "

1 
style of fitting. HARDY, ACCURACY
and PROMPTNESS have come to be
considered synonymous terms with a
great many of the opticians and jewelers
in the South.

Do We Do Your Work For You?
If Not, Why Not?

We can do it more promptly and more
accurately than it can be done any-
where else for you.

Dioptric Formulre for Combined Cylindrical Lenses, The Prism Dioptry
and Other Original Papers

By C.:11ARL.BS F. FIRINTIC, , NI. E.

This book contains a revised edition of all the original papers of this noted investigator. In their revised form,
with the addition of recent research, these standard papers are of increased value. Combined for the first time in
()Ile volume, they are the greatest compilation on the subject of lenses extant. Bound in cloth, and contains over
200 pages, with 110 original diagrams.

Sent postpaid to all parts of the world on receipt of $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

HARDY & CO.
Let us send you
Our Catalogue and It Book

The trade demands them, and we have met the demand
with success. We now make our automatic instruments in
THREE STYLES:

Style 1'A"—Four
wheels, containing spher-
icals and cylinders, is a
complete trial set and reti-
noscope. The only instru-
ment that enables you to
make the subjective and
objective tests without
moving the patient's head.
Price, $85.

Style 
r,B "— Four

wheels, c(mtaining plus
and minus sphericals, to be used as a
retinoscope only. A great time-saver.
AllPitlsand minus defects up to 14 D.
Price, Sl70. 

Style 
r
C''—'rwo wheels, contain-

ing phis sphericals. Minus corrections
made by reducing strong minus test lenses
which accompany this style. Price. $55.

Write for our special cash
discounts.

Standard Optical Co., of San Francisco, our agents br
the Pacific Coast.

Have you seen our No. 1900 Rimless E. G. Cases?
Very handsome. Only $14.00 per gross.

Prudential Building

ATLANTA, GA.
THE I<ENT -reliN-_ 19th rind Brow is ii1nlIIBIC1011pliia, U. S. A.



Take Advantage of the General Prosperity Now Assured

by always keeping a good variety of 

They best meet the general desire for something good and handsome at a price

Our Trade

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN

AMERICA

QUALITY,

1\ Ink guarantees • STYLE and

August, 190t

that affords the RlETAILER a good profit.

We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinement
for more than fifty years.

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES.

Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from 7
M. B. BRYANT (St. CO. Maiden LaneNew York

New Bedford Oil Co.'s Oils
For Purity
Are Unsurpassed

HIGHEST AWARD, GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

Our WATCH and CLOCK OILS stand unrivaled in the
field of Horological Oils, and a comparative test under
all conditions will convince the most skeptical of their
superiority.

Absolutely Pure Jaw Oils. Positively Uniform Quality.
Unaffected by Temperature.

NEW BEDFORD OIL CO.
Boston, Mass.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
35 Maiden Lane, New York, Selling Agents

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.,
MANUFACTURERS OF BICYCLE STAMPINGS,

CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.

CLARKS' CELEBRATED LOOP WATCH KEYS.
Our endeavor to make our

Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc-
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for out
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and Key Rings
in variety.

Order Keys through your jobber,
who will furnish them at one price.

J. H. Walbridge & Co., Box 1896,
New York, are our agents for Tweezers,
Key Rings and Manicures,

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

Watchmaker to the Trade
Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close, per,onal attention to repair, sent
Promptness 111 !Rollo. GIVE ME A TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO.

II is easy if you
use

JEWELERS'
FRIEND.

File marks re-
moved front Gold
itanditings,Silver
Watch Cases,
Spoons, etc., in
less than half the
time usually mu-
pioyed.
Just what is

needed after hard
moldering. Ready
prepared, price,
25 cts. Sold by
iiibbers.

A. W. THOMA,

Mineral Point, WI..

THE KEYSTONE

New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a permanentfeature of Tim KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler thoroughly postedon the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical Jeweler equally well posted on the newestinventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the bench. For the benefit of the optician,we also illustrate cud describe new optical goods and instruments in this department}

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

steam
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

Attractive Toilet Ware
A striking exemplification of

the beauty that lies in contrast is
found in the pretty lustrous-black
ebonoid goods with polished tor-
toise shell finish ornamentation.
Our illustration shows a toilet set
of these goods, of which J. C.
Dowd & Co., New York, are sole
manufacturers. Ebonoid is es-
pecially adapted for toilet ware.
It is impervious to water and
will not crack or rub off. It is
also odorless and non-combus-
tible. The polished tortoise shell
makes a beautiful contrast with
the jet black ebonoid. The goods
iire both novel and attractive.

New Tools
The accompanying illustrations show

two newly constructed tools made by
Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H. The
improved pendant set sleeve wrench is
made with solid end, interchangeable bits.
Great care has been exercised in having
the bits made true to standard sizes.

The roller remork, while not entirely

rip iiimmosi

18 size 0 Size

An Improved Oil Cup
Part of the equipment of every jeweler

is an oil cup, hence our readers are interested
in the improved cup shown in our illustration,
which is made by P. H. Stevens, Bristol,
Conn. This cup is named the " Ever Ready"
and has a number of points of merit that
commend it. The flow of oil is regulated by
a valve which forms the dip cup, and the oil
will not flow over the edge of the dip cup.
The cup is made of non-corrosive metal,
nickel-plated on the outside.

Imiginal with this firm, is
materially improved in
several features and has an
unusually broader range.
The barrel and working
parts are made from fine
steel, hardened and fin-
ished in the best manner.

A Handless Watch
A novelty in handless watches is named the " Angelus " and made by the

Anita Watch Co., of Paterson, N. J. It consists of concentric dials rotating in
parallel planes and graduated to indicate hours, minutes, seconds and parts thereof,
and can be applied to any watch or clock without changing the mechanism thereof.
The dials are made of aluminum. The inventor hopes to make his invention to
apply to horse timers' and doctors' watches.

A Lens Label
The accompanying illustration shows a devise which

is claimed to ensure accurate work on cylinders. It is
named the L. W. B. & Co.'s lens label and can be procured
from L. W. Bugbee & Co., of Boston, who claim that by
the use of this device the axis of the cylinder must be right.
It is very simple, and convenient and expeditious to use.

No jewelry store
Is complete
without one.

Retail Price,

$5.00

Pa tente.1 jan. 29, 1901

THE " SOUTH BEND " WATCH DEMAGNETIZER
For Alternating Current.

Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. Has many points of merit over all others.
Will remove an magnetism. Order from your jobber or from

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

The "Jap 91 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front) Pat'd

Sterling Silver and I:old-Plated

ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING
(Side) Pat'd

Sterling Silver and
Gold-Plated

Solid Gold Peed

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and
quick sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimate on new work
for the trade. Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Rooms 1, 2 and 3, 17 ,.; S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

17 1s401

ROCKFORD
SILVER

PLATE CO.

No, 3403. BAKING DISH

Best
Quality
Silverware

Branch Offices ( 46 W. 
Broadway. New York

( 220 Sutter St., San Francisco

GASOLINE GAS LAMPS
100 TO 400 CANDLE POWER

Especially adapted for

SUMMER RESORTS, GARDENS, LAWNS,
CAMP-MEETINGS, ENCAMPMENTS,
TENTS, COTTAGES; can be hung to a
limb of a tree or pole. WIND and STORM
PROOF. If you want a good light, no mat-
ter where or for what purpose, we can supply
3011.

"2o-YEAR GUARANTEE" 'LL 111) (•.1(11
1)1(.Ce—a strong point v. ith thi• pur

chasing public.
Orders and correspondence solicited
from Jewelers only.

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS  Storm Lamp

HOME, STORE, CHURCH,
STREET, SCHOOL, TENT,
BOAT or WHARF.

Profits On our Inserted Sleet Ego Knives
as on our •S• brand of Flatware, is at least 75 per cent. ; as we place
our goods only with dealers who maintain our standard prices.

E. H. H. SMITH, Manufacturer
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

YORK ROBE YORK ROSE
CISFER FORK. BERRY SRLION. VARA% np2M. cs Ire .

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.

100 Caudle Power

VERDI ' 40RK ROBE YORK POSEYEA SPOON .• GRAVY LADLE SALADORPASTRYFORK

Distributing Agents Carrying Our Complete Line
N. IL White & Co., New York City
Smith, Patterson & Co., Boston, Mass.
King 6c Eisele, Buffalo, N. V.
11. 0. litirlburt & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
1:Mi.:lard, Hill Ec Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
0. B. Barrett & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Benj. Allen Ec Co., Chicago, Ill.
Oskamp, NoltIng & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clemens Oskamp, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Joseph Linz & Bro., Dallas, Texas.
Noack & Uorenflo, Detroit, Mich.

Baldwin, Miller & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
A. J. Jordan Cutlery Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.,

Kansas City, Mo.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
I.ehman & Hamilton, Denver, Colo.
J. P. Trafton, Los Angeles, Cal.
Morgan Jewelry Co., Des Moines, Iowa.



"As Good as the
Webster -Whitcomb"

is an expression frequently used to induce purchasers to take other lathes
than ours, an admission of its superiority and of its being the standard by which all
others are compared.

We continue to apply to this lathe the same care, thought and skill which has kept it in the
lead for so many years, and is still unsurpassed for accuracy, durability, convenience,
beauty of finish, and all those qualities required to make a perfect lathe, at once the
useful friend and servant, and the pride of the successful watchmaker.

The fact that our sales in the past two years have compelled us to enlarge, reorganize and
re-equip our works with the very best and most modern machinery, assures us that our efforts are
appreciated, and our purpose is to merit a continuance of same. The improved facilities will
enable us to fill orders more promptly than ever before.

Our prices are within the reach of all, and, quality considered, are as low as any. Before
buying send for price-list and investigate thoroughly; make sure you get the best.

Manufactured by

AMERICAN WATCH TOOL CO.
Waltham, Mass.

L. W. RUBENSTEIN

No. 303, cost $4.00 each

No. 304, cost $3.75 each

No. 305, cost $3.37 each

.attonfflillrnw

No. 300, cost $3.37 each

NJ. 307, cost $3.37 each

No. 308, cost $3.37 each

Manufacturer of

 I Solid Gold
Emblem Rings

The jeweler who has been in the habit of
buying his rings of a wholesaler is apt to shy a
little when we talk to him about Emblem kings
at prices we quote. These rings are made up
in every popular society order ; quality being
10 K. guaranteed and fine workmanship,
highly enameled in appropriate colors, and
beautifully engraved. Most of these rings have
a raised center emblem which, if desired, can
be changed to represent two or more societies.

No jeweler's line of rings complete without
some of these .goods 

Not Keystone List. Less 6 per cent. 10 days

L. W. Rubenstein
P. S.—Our Emblem Ring Catalogues will be ready shortly. Send us your

business card if one of these is desired. Electro. cuts furnished for
advertising to customers only.

No. 309, cost $3.37 each

No. 310, cost $3.37 each

IS

No. 311, cost $3.37 each

No. 312, cost $3.37 each

No. 313, cost $3.37 each

No. 314, cost $3.37 each

Manufacturer of GOLD RINGS
54 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Items of Interest

Jeweler N. H. Andrus, of Cheyenne, Wyo., is
closing out his business with the idea of retiring from
the jewelry business.

C. H. Chantler, of Manistique, Mich., has had an
auction sale, which was conducted by Jewelers' Auc-
tioneer F. P. D'Arcy.

Price, Keith & Co., Iowa City, Iowa, have been
succeeded by Keith & McChesney. The new concern
embraces Orr L. Keith, of the original firm, and Wil-
liam J. McChesney, of the First National Bank.

Arthur L. Webb, jeweler, at South Charleston,
Ohio, and Miss Meddie Winn, of Clarksville, Tenn.,
will be married August 7th, at Clarksville, where Mr.
Webb was formerly employed in a jewelry store.

Will Harper, son of Marion Harper, a leading
jeweler of Greenville, Ohio, has accepted a position
as engraver for a large jewelry firm at Auburn, N. Y.
He was employed for several years by Frank T. Bon-
nett, of Columbus, Ohio.

Mrs. M. Lasky, Kansas City, Mo., who has been
carrying on the business of her husband since his
death, which Occurred some three years ago, has re-
tired from business. The late Mr. Lasky was one of
the oldest jewelers in Kansas City.

H. N. Warner & Co., Toledo, Ohio, have an-
nounced that C. W. Chandler, receiver for. Farrell &
Warner, has been duly discharged, and that H. N.
Warner is to take possession under the name H. N.
Warner & Co., and pay all creditors in full.

A. E. Colborn will open a jewelry store about
August 15th, at 313 North Commercial Street, Trini-
dad, Colo., where he will carry on business in jewelry
manufacturing and lapidary work. He is having the
place fitted up with plate-glass fixtures and is putting
in a large plate-glass front.

The Jennings Bros.' Manufacturing Co., Bridge-
port, Conn., have issued a handsome new catalogue
showing a large number of new designs of their well-
known J. B. Ormolu gold clocks. The illustrations
are well executed, and the trade will find the cata-
logue convenient for reference and comparison.

J. L. Bennett, Jr., the New York agent of the
Illinois Watch Co., recently arrived in New York from
his wedding tour, which took in several Western
States and a visit to the Pan-American Expositon.
Mr. Bennett, with his wife, who was a Miss Kate
Keyes Becker, of Elgin, Ill., is now nicely located in
a flat in Harlem, New York City.

One of the plate-glass windows of Ludy & Tay-
lor's store, at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was broken one
night recently at ii r. M. by some person unknown.
The motive is supposed to have been robbery. For-
tunately two of the employees of the firm were re-
turning home at the time, and having hastened to the
scene of the occurrence the burglarious intentions of
the unknown miscreant were frustrated.

Able! Codding, pioneer jeweler of Attleboro, died
July 28th, having reached the patriarchal age of eigh-
ty-five years. Mr. Codding saw the infancy of the
now enormous jewelry manufacturing industry, and
was one of the factors in its early development. His
name is perpetuated in the jewelry industry by his
children in the Codding & Heilborn Co., of North
Attleboro. The immediate cause of death was heart
failure, brought on by the heat and old age.

The International Silver Co., successors to the
Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn., have issued
a strikingly handsome catalogue illustrating their new
and beautiful sterling silver pattern, the "Avalon." The
cuts have been executed in the most artistic style, and
are printed on high-grade coated paper. The intro-
duction to the list of articles is an exceedingly inter-
esting fragment from a literary point of view, being a
relic of the last days of the Round Table Knights.
The catalogue is beautiful in every detail and cannot
fail to prove interesting and useful to jewelers.

A new company, Sweetser & Bennett, wholesale
jewelers, has been incorporated with Fred. L. Bennett,
president, and L. E. Sweetser, treasurer and manager.
Mr. Bennett is a popular young man, with numerous
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friends in the trade. He has held the position of
traveling salesman with one house for about nineteen
years. Mr. Sweetser has held an important position
in the wholesale jewelry business with the same house
for over seventeen years, and has also had consider-
able business experience aside from this. E. A.
Whitney will be a stockholder and will have a position
as traveling salesman. His old friends in the trade,
who are numerous, will be glad to see him again.
The new company will locate at room 87 Jewelers'
Building, Boston, Mass., which was formerly occupied
by the Whitney Jewelry Co., whose entire assets
have been purchased by them, and sufficient cash cap-
ital added to conduct an enterprising business.

Among the students who have entered the Phila-
delphia College of Horology during the month of
July are : W. H. Fowlie, Erin, Ontario, Canada ; E. P.
Ballou, Newberryport, Mass.; Franklin W. Jones, Nor-
ristown, Pa.; Geo. Kiddulat, Jr., Scranton, Pa.; G. L.
Strawman, Caledonia, Ohio. George F. Michaelsen,
of Philadelphia, Pa., who has completed a course at
this college, has accepted a position with R. S. Schin-
del, Spring Lake, N. J., for the summer. B. F. Cole,
who has also just finished a course, intends to open a
store in the early part of August at Kingwood, W.Va.,
and George W. Blaker, another graduate, intends to
open a store in the early part of August at Fairview,
W. Va.

Death of Simeon L. Rogers
The death of Simeon L. Rogers, Hartford, Conn.,

occurred on July 21st. His sudden demise was occa-
sioned by an apoplectic shock, with which he was
prostrated on the day previous. Mr. Rogers and his
daughter were amongst the audience at an open-air
theatrical entertainment, and before the performance
had progressed far he suddenly fell and became un-
conscious. Medical aid was summoned with all due
haste, but all that the physician's skill could accom-
plish was unable to save the life of the patient, who
expired the following day surrounded by many friends
and relatives. Deceased was a member of the well-
known Rogers family, that has been so long connected
with the silverplate business.

He worked at the silverplating business most of
his life, and was for many years employed by the
Derby Silverplating and Cutlery Co., of Derby, Conn.;
the Rogers Manufacturing Co., and the Meriden
Britannia Co. He resided in Hartford until recently,
when he removed to Bloomfield, one of the suburbs
of that city, to live with his brother. In January last
he associated himself with the S. L. & G. H. Rogers
Co., but owing to ill-health he was more or less un-
able to take part in active business.

Mr. Rogers was sixty years old and was widely
known. He was a widower and leaves two daughters,
he is also survived by two brothers, both of whom are
well-known in business circles.

A Silent Partner
A prominent business man, whose opinion is held

in high repute, discussed the trade press with a writer
in Electricity recently, and his observations are inter-
esting and instructive.
" Trade journalism," said he, " is to the trader an

index, educator, informant, teacher, profit-gatherer,
counsel—in short, the prized silent partner. The
trade paper is an insurance against the dishonest,
tricky salesman ; is the champion of the trader against
unjust charges or rules, whether attempted by a
railway organization or an individual ; it is the advo-
cate of organization, the mouthpiece of associations ;
their champion and defender—therefore, worthy of
the support of every one interested in co-operative
effort.
" Primarily, the trade journal is for the dealer,

the man so anxious to concentrate all Isis energy upon
his business that he seeks all aids, and is willing to
pay for news or information that is calculated to push
him forward to success.
" The trade journal is a tool of business. If the

tool is poorly tempered, of weak constitution and
untidy appearance, it will exert no influence, do more
barns than good ; turn traders into blunderers and
live a short life. If, on the other hand, this tool of
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trade is swell tempered, put together in attractive style,
has force, a moral tone, and puts character first, it
will live and thrive, and as it grows older exert more
and more influence—secure respect for its opinion.
The trade journal, then, to be a power, to have merit,
to become the trader's tool, must be worth paying
for. It must have individuality of its own, for in this
world men count for more than method.
" By taking a trade paper you become an associate

worker for your own and others' benefit, and thus
carry out the highest ideals of conduct. You should
ever keep in mind the old proverb, 'A man of knowl-
edge increaseth in strength. ' "

Precious Metals
" People do not speak of iron as one of the pre-

cious metals," said a well-known metallurgist to the
reporter, " and yet all concede that it is by far the
most precious of metals. IVhile we could get along
nicely without a gold watch or chain, or pair of cuff
buttons, if forced to do so, there would be some
trouble in getting along without iron bridges, iron
structual work for houses, ships, machinery and thou-
sands of other things of iron, nails, tacks and the like.
On the standpoint of costliness, gold is by no means
the most precious metal any more, and is not even in
the precious class any more. The star metal is gal-
lium, a single grain of which costs $12. In large
quantities it can be bought for $84,000 per pound.
But there are few persons who buy it in pound. Cal-
cium, the metal of lime, is not so plentiful, either. It
costs po per gram, or about $5000 per pound. Gold
can be bought for $20 an ounce, or $320 per pound,
and silver for about one-sixteenth of that amount, or
$20 per pound. Compared with gallium, therefore,
the latter is worth about 400 times as much as gold ;
that is, weight for weight. What makes metals costly
is the difficulty and expense of reducing them to the
metallic state. Their extremely limited application is
another factor in the question of cost. The most
valuable or precious metal is the one we would find it
hardest to dispense with. The sale of the very rare
metals is so infrequent that their prices are not cata-
logued even by those who handle them, and are made
therefore the subject of special correspondence.

I am able, however, from recent inquiries on the
subject to give a general idea of the prices. Platinum,
which has gone up very recently, sells for about 8u
cents per gram (154 grains) ; palladium, $1.35 ;
iridium, with which all gold pens are pointed or tipped,
$2 ; barium, $10 ; beryllium, P r ; beron, $r.75 ; caesium,
.$2 per grain ; cerium, $4 per gram ; chromium, 75
cents ; didymium, $9 ; erbium, $7.50 ; germanium,
$67.50 ; indium, $8 ; lanthan, $9 ; lithium, $8.50;
maganese, to cents ; molybedenum, 25 cents ; osmium,
$2 ; rhodium, $8 ; rubidium, $9 ; silican, so cents ;
strontium, $4.50 to $to ; tellurium, 40 cents ; thallium,
20 cents ; thorium, P2.50; titanium, $1.75 ; tungsten,
ao cents ; uranium, $1.50 ; vanadium, $3.5o ; yrttium,
$7.50 ; zirconium, $2. Very few of these, however, are
of more than scientific interest, and probably there are
not twenty-five men in the United States who have
ever seen all of them. They are all for sale, however,
and certain chemical manufacturing houses claim to
have a supply on hand at all times. Tungsten is the
coming metal. It is found in connection with iron,
and it is claimed for it that it will produce a self-hard-
ening steel. In job lots it can be had for about one
thousand dollars per pound. The pound value can be
obtained on any of the metals quoted by multiplying
the gram price by 528. I have given the above figures,
not with the idea of soliciting business, but to illustrate
the idea that what were the precious metals in our
schoolboy days are not those of to-day ; though, for
all practical purposes, the average man or woman can
worry along very well if plentifully supplied with gold
and silver." —sew Orleans Times-Democrat.

Says It's a Great Help
CROWN POINT, IND., July 9, 1901.

THE KEYSTONE is one of my best friends and
helps me out of a great many ruts every year. Would
not miss a single number for the price of a year's
subscription. Truly yours,

E. A. SIGLER.



Ago

$12.00
per dozen

including nickel display stand.
Extra Batteries. 25c.

Sample to Jewelers, prepaid, on
receipt of fi2.00

"bet

ALL BRASS NICKELED

COMEAD SEARCH LICHT
You can pick it up et any time, and by simply

rittmleent buiremsilthtsjupooanymeebfecttawitstlesIn

asc. Can be easily Inserted. Eewich battery
can be usyd several hundred times. Sample
sent prepaid on receipt of Sa.00. COMEAD
MFG. CO., Buffalo, N.Y.

W. H. BROKAW,

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf Pins,St ads and T ace Pins.
The most practical and only adjustable one
invented. Price, $1.30 per doz. For sale by all
wholesale jewelers and material houses. Sample by
mail, z5c. : in so K. gold. 75c. ; 14 K.,

M.CROHN, ltkr.martr..48& 50 Malden Lane. N.Y.

Expert Jewelers' Auctioneer
14 l' ess-s•s' L.,7xpries14.e

An auction for reliable jewelers is a postive success if conducted by my methods, and realize

for your stock ONE HUNDRED CENTS ON THE DOLLAR, and at the same time conduct the

sale in such a way that your future business cannot be injured in the least ; on the contrary, it will

be increased. I give my personal and entire attention to the business. Many of the largest and

most successful sales in the jewelry trade have been conducted by me. Should you desire to raise

money, go out of business, reduce your stock, change your location, or should there be any reason

whatsoever for your wishing to convert your stock into cash without any loss, I can accomplish

it quickly and to your entire satisfaction.

References as to my reliability gladly furnished on application. All correspondence strictly

confidential.

W. H. BROKAW, 52 Maiden Lane, New York City

Raven's Way is Always Good
EVERYBODY SAYS SO

It fully protects you
against loss. It guarantees
you a satisfactory profit at
the close of each day's
business.
Raven never misrepre-

sents a single article, or
misleads a buyer in any
way.
There is no humiliation

in a sale conducted by
Raven—no bell ringing,
horn blowing or red flag
flying. Raven eliminates
all such objectionable fea-
tures ; he thoroughly
understands his business,

has had years of experience, is perfectly reliable, and
can furnish the very finest of references.
Engage Raven right now for your sale this fall, and

you will shake hands with yourself for doing it, for
" Raven" stands for all that is good in jewelry auction-
eering. He pays his own expenses. Address

JOHN H. RAVEN, Holland, Mich.

The increasing demand for a better article in

our SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to snake a higher grade. We have
decided to put 25 cents a dozen more gold (not
work) on them. That amount of gold per dozen
will make them worth double the value of the
present standard R. P. buttons. We also pro-
pose to continue the present standard grade at
the regular price of $1.25 per dozen.

The new button will be carded on celluloid,
which will enable the dealer to keep them in a
snore presentable shape, no matter how long
YOU keep them in the show case or window.
In addition to this every button will be espe-
pecially examined by an expert, and we guar-
antee each and every button to be as repre-
sented. Price to Trade, $1.50 per dozen.
Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS are

of Excellent Quality and Finish.
ORDER PROM YOUR JOIMHR.

0.W.YOUNG & CO., Mfrs., 126 State St.,Chicago

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
105 South Ninth Street

PHILADELPHIA

A. W. Thoma
Jewelers' Auctioneer

HOME ADDRESS,
9 West Main St.

Battle Creek, Michigan.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Room 312 Third Floor

131-13t Wabash Ave.

It is your own fault if you do not avail your-
self of the advantages I offer. The money you
think you are going to make next month or
next year is not doing you any good to-day. An

auction sale conducted by me cannot help turn your stock into cash limner. I guarantee you
against any loss whatever. In filet, a profit above expenses can be realized. I work on a com-
IlliSSioll bashi only and pay my own expenses, when mock is largo enough to warrant, it, otherwise
railroad fan, tom way. I inn a practical jeweler and know the value of any article I sell. I
furnish unquestioned references as to my honesty and ability.

I am now booking sales for the early fall and winter. Let me hear front you. Mail will
be forwarded Ili nly absence.

References by permission :
GILBERT CLOCK CO.' M. F. BARGER & CO., j Chicago, Ill.

HEINTZ BROS.,
KING & EISELE,} Buffalo, N. Y.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

wilimgemit-treo**
We employ only Expert Watchmakers
All Jobs promptly executed
We can save you money on your .

Repair Work

:;40.444,0**4-44),**64A0.44.

Short Talk on SCREW Cases

very jeweler is familiar with

the much-used phrase, " the

best on the market." The

phrase sounds well, but is mis-

leading. It may mean much or

little. It is a comparison of merit,

not a measure of it. For instance,

Jas. BOSS cases might be of
lower quality than they are and

still be truthfully described, as

" the best on the market."

We have never limited our

endeavors to producing merely

the best on the market. True,

we have a standard of quality

from which we tolerate no depre-

ciation, but we recognize no •
liini-

tation to improvement. Our limit

is not the best on the market, but

the best the market will accept--

and this holds good for nickel as

well as for gold cases.

In pursuance of this policy

We are making continual improve-

ments in styles, designs, patterns

and in quality. For instance,

Jas. BOSS filled cases,
with screw back and
bezel, have long been recognized
as " the best on the market " in

the screw case grade. Yet in

view of the exceptionally hard

usage to which screw cases are

generally subjected, and in order

that they would outwear the guar-

antee period despite the hard

usage, we raised the quality, and

are pleased to know that the

betterment of the quality, even

though it entailed a slight advance

in price, is approved and much

appreciated by the trade.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY
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n selling screw cases the

jewelers are fortunate in

having to deal with a class

who are at once intelligent and

liberal-minded. Railroader s,

mechanics and artisans generally

readily realize the mechanical

advantages for their use of the

screw back and bezel case as con-

trasted with the jointed case. A

moment's explanation makes evi-

dent to them the greater strength

of the screw case, how much

better it protects the movement,

and how much less liable it is to

get out of order. They know,

too, that their cases are subjected

to exceptionally hard usage, and

that dust and friction are severe

on gold. This is why they will

almost invariably choose the case

with sufficient extra gold to with-

stand the extra wear, even at a

slightly higher price, and it is for

this reason that jewelers find it so

easy and pleasant to handle

Jas. BOSS Filled Cases,
with Screw Back and
Bezel, the acme of excellence in
screw cases.

Screw case purchasers appre-

ciate first of all a sufficiency of

gold and constructive excellence,

though, of course, the unequaled

beauty of shape and engraving of

BOSS cases also appeals to them.
Hundreds of new patterns are

110W 111 the hands of jobbers.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

19th & Brown Streets

Philadelphia



'2 A Few of the Many Things We Do

1,i:unmet setting, mounting and clus-
ter work. Gold and silver medals and
presentation badges. Society emblem
pins, charms and rings. Colored gold
raised monogram and initial rings. En-
glish wedding rings. Flat and oval
band rings. Repairing Swiss, English
and American watches. Watch case
making, repairing and renewing. Gold
and fountain pens repointed. Pencils
repaired. Plain and artistic engraving.
Fancy color enameling. Gold, silver
Gild nickel plating. Silver hollowware
Si flat ware repaired and renewed.
optical repairing. Photographing on
watch eases. Lapidary work and stone
setting. Class this and rings. Send
for catalogue.

Our facilities for the Manu.
facture of anything and
everything in the tine of

Medals
are unrivaled by any other house in
the United States.

Our designers originate artistic spe-
cial patterns, and their ideas are carried
out by the most skillful jewelry work-
men that money eau hire.

The medal here illustrated is a fac-
simile of one made for a customer, the
only change being in the lettering. It
was worked out in a rich and harmoni-
ous color design of bright Roman and
green gold and enamel. The price was
t.;200.00.

Either the cheapest or most expensive
medals are within the scope of our fa-

i ties, and there is no doubt or our
ability to give the very highest satisfac-
tion on the most difficult Jetts.
Send for estimates and drawings ef

designs of anything wanted in this lin,
aml give US an opportunity to sle,se
a hat we can Si.

Francis Jewelry Manufacturing Co.
4th Floor, Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

BRUSHE •S
12 CREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

?HUSHING SET COMPUTE, 1,2.
.00. PUPA@

COTTON, ortini Aso rna 
v•Kvat okst our,

cu./ A.° COTTON 
AINTT MIFTS

On;101.1 KISH MO 
ENO rmusof,

T .50 coTrON 
oV1,9

WRIST, ITOLISHIND 
OPUIMM

.esa99,0
1.4444.•

OCAENiy.E.I. Ok.,■

Send Your Repairing to Headquarters
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing
We employ none but I workmen, and have had 24 years'
experience in this line.

Estimates Given 
Also carry in stock a complete line of Materials and Findings.
Orders filled from any catalogue.

J. R. STADLINGER, 617 Main St.. BUFFALO, N. Y.
Send for Repairing Price-List.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

The LA PORTE WATCH SCHOOL
wa.s the first to thoroughly teach the defects and corrections of the

LEVER ESCAPEMENT
Our Correspondence Course IS NOT AN EX- Complete Course by Mail, $8.00pizaimuNT, but the best that thirty-five years
of practical work and teaching can produce. Witte it once.

J. L. HUTCHINSON, Proprietor, LA POIZTE, IND.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
ON

WATCH
DIALS,
CAPS,
CHINA,
IVORY,
GOLD
AND
SILVER

Send two 2-cont stamps for sample dial and
price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
115 Dearborn Street CHICAGO

Here
IS a
New
Thing!!

A handy tool for many
purpose.

Noiseless. Speed of
an electric motor. Easy-
running as a sewing ma-
chine. Fort; rind ing,Pol-
ish ing, Drilling, etc.

$6
Can you beat it?

Chas. H. Field
234 Chestnut St.

Providence, R. I.
U. S. A.

Send for circulars.

Foreign Agents:
American Mill Supplies
Co., London,Epgland.

Schuchardt it Schutt°,
Berlin, Cologne,VIen-
na, Brussels, Stoek-
holm, St. Petersburg.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem•Wind
Movements.

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor ) (Established 1892

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

Ljtjy- Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

Pine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806

Col. Meml. Bldg.

Chicago

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers.
CHICAGO, 1893 PARis. 1889 BritHir. 1859

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing forthetrade.

C. A. GEISSLER,
kw,ectsor to 11. H. Heinrich.
26 South Street,

NEW YORKNautical Instruments,
Charts, etc.

S011Vellif
Spoons

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver for
English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON 81. CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our Ncw Price-List.

Souvenir jlegfiS
of any locality

Aluminum Door Plates in
regular sizes, with or without
marking. Also made in any special sizes.

CHAS. A. STAHL, Jr., Providence, R. I.

E. H. ALLEN .1. N. W.11 F

E. H. Allen & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO

HUSTON & ALLEN CO.

Fine and Complicated

Repairing
For the Trade

If you desire to gain a reputation
in your town, send us your old
Watches and Jewelry for Repair,
also your Engraving.

Room soo
Champlain Building,CHICAGO

1000
Optical Booklets

4.00
These Booklets will give you

prestige and bring you trade.
Your name only will appear on
t110111. Write for samples.

The accompanying illustration
appears on the cover page of the
it.ok lets.

The Keystone
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphla,Pa.

We are Headquarters for OrderWork
such as CLASS PINS, BADGES, RING MOUNT-

INGS and GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
I ,uhtichs uurh 1, the plave yen have been louking foi

soh,: it a I rtal order.

J. F. Plimley Manufacturing Jeweler,
9 Repairer to the Trade

34 Bennett Building, DETROIT, MICH.

G.F.Warlsworth,
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer.
Everything its
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and Silver
Plating,

Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine Turning
Changing Old Ent,
11.11 and lin its 1 a.es
I,, take A notricau
S. IV, Movement.

speelnIty.

01,D CASES
MADE NEW.

Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137Wabash
Ave.,CHICAGO.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH 8. CO FURNISFI
HENRY ZIMMERN & CO. THE
HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. JOBBERS
[vette JOBBER SELLS THEM.
EVERY JEWELER SHOUI 0 USE THE M •
A QUICK FACTORY FINISH
PERFECT-FITTING SHELLS•
A TINIE.SAViR. A CUSTOM-KEEPER.

Removed to Jewelers' Court
Building, 51 & 53 Maiden Lane

Tile Only secure

and simple arrange-

ment for Inter-

changeable Stone

Initial and Emblem

Rings. Made in

all desirable styles.

Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

l'oq can be attached
to any button.

“It has no peer"
Write for new catalogue, now ready.
Send us your special orders.

J. BULOVA,
St AND 53 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

Sena 6.r Jewel I' VOrder Work
and Repairing

My SpecialtyU Zeitner, 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

by

H. 0. JOHNSON
EXPERT WATCHMAKER

Room 1339 UNITY BUILDING

79 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO

For II years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing their finest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
Diploma by the Swedbh
Watchmakers' Society,
April 28, 1900, for excel-
lence in workmanship.

$500 REWARD
sell! he paid anyone Arlo. finds

HANDS
011

THE ANGELUS
$ HANDLESS WATCH i

i
'The greatest novelty of the 20th centiiry.
A permanent improvement for resoling
time for all time.

INEXPENSIVE. UNIQUE. ACCURATE.

The Anita Watch Company, t
ions F. KERR, PrPaiduld.

ock Box 1604. Paterson, N. „I

11,11111111N1.0111111a/IN,

J. J. DONNELLY

GT at SiTvv•

Electro..Plate?
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
yort our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 1086.

IRO HAIRSPRINGS
,

MIANROSS
ESTABLISHED1877.  

LAKES' INfR 01 HAIPSPPINGS IN U.S.
THE CLOCK REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET,

contain 5O Or 100 floloherl halroprIngo eomplele. oil 1.171,
and makes. carefully arranged, full threell01111. Cabinet or
511, $1.1101 190..1.75, ht. mall. Sono- •prInp. any ri 10'
make, 110 et, per doe., SO eto. per half dol. Steam Gauge
IldroprIngo of every tit...MO.. Phoophor Bronze
oprIneo for Rieetrimil In.lrontento, etc.

4th your Jobber for them. Cablneto.
F. N. MANEOSS, Forestville, Conn.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.

Cei)

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
Lan c aster, Pa.

WATCH REPAIRING
JEWELRY REPAIRING
an ENGRAVING

for the Trade

PLAIN AND COMPLICATED WORK

Estimates furnished frcc

Send for our 24=page price=list
la E.F.13.

7 6 5

100 oon AAbmbeor ti cra sn pWaattecnhtesstheamvi:
U Winding Attachment

A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.
Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

WM.

36 S. Seventh St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
All work equal to

the original.

N. TODD
Watch and
Chronometer
Maker IlIrtlie trade

Adjusting done. Swiss and English Pallets Re-
paireil. Pallet stones made. Angles altered to
suit. 1r, P. S.- Work when promised.

If you want .A First-Class

CUCKOO CLOCK
write to

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
Manufacturers

1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
for Catalogue.

Photographs oll Watch Dials
all Caps.
Price,
75 Cents.

Single or group
pictures.

Sample DIM,
25 Cents.

THE ELMORE CO.,
115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

This is a pretty good time
to get acquainted with
the Clocks that will make
money for you this fall—
our Cuckoo Clocks.

Send for a catalogue now, so
when ordering time comes around
you'll know all about the pro'it.
makers.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
37-39 N. Ninth St., Philadelphia

Constant Van Reeth
RECUTTINti,
REPAIRINti

AND
MATCHING
A SPECIALTY

IMPORTER anD
CUTTER d
ROUGH
DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

509, 511 anD 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

ESTA 01.1011 FIT .111 Y KA RH

4 . ZigicsLe.fe,t,

EXPERT
WATCH NIAPCER

to tho 'Trade
MEMBER

103 AMERICAN STATE STREET
HOROLOGICAL CH ICAGOSOCIETY

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

Estimates furnished before commencing
strictly first-class work.

Special attention given to Demagnetizing

Phoenix Jewelry Co.
90 Nassau St., NEW YORK

High-
GradeCHAINS
Warranted
t(I give satisfaction or a new one furnished.

Our Swivels stamped P. J. Co.

LATEST PATTERNS,
from $9.00 per dozen up.

WrilC fiir ,eb•,•t ion packago.

1

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading e sit tin I s Wanted,"

ONE CEN1' per word for first tar out y-tive
WortiN. Addlt tonal Wortia and advertiee-
meets, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except Situations
Wanted," '1111tEL FEN1'S per word.

itildre.., initial,, anti alottreldit-
t101116  f :is %%Male, and are charged for
/1/4 IllItrf uI the 41111‘'ell i sem No display
other than two-line initial letter.

If sttisn,.is re IO be tor. 11•Elit post-
age stamps t he ellt hosed.

'I'n insure ittNeriitoll     ae
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy 11111St 1.4.711•11 115 1110I lsilil than the
25111 of ea.!'   Is fol ins( ti )))) iii the
following  tit's issue.

The real name itinl address of every
advertiser JIG HSI Hes, pasty the copy of
the advertisement.

A dvertisere who are not etihmeribere
must semi 1:1 cent it if they desire a copy
of this paper 111 which their advertise-
ment appeal.S.

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
1111. hendlna, ONE CENT in, worol. for 11,1

1 nenty•111 e moult, 11,111111O11.11 Iowan otud ntherlItmaentt.
rIllt FE cESTS per, nnr4I. So alherllarMPaal luocrled for

than 55 mod,

It Y watelimakq, engraver and sateslilsIli, 7 years'
exp. Married, good habits. M mild like per-

manent position. Address, Adrian liockett,
Red Oak, Iowa.

BY 
young man as first-class letter and m nonogai 
engraver and salesman. Ref. given. Address,

"11 184," care Keystone. 
AM first-class watchmaker, jeweler and engraver,
II Al salesman. Desiree position Get. lot as
salesman or all. Age 25 ; photo. and refs. " S 226,"
care Keystone.
VOUNG man, 3 years' exp. at 110001 ; all-around
I man ; good salesman. Best of ref. Address,
Lock box 712, Nevada, Iowa.
HY good all-around men capable. of repairing

iII and adjusting tine railroad al id Swiss watches;
optician, Jeweler and plain engraver, also stone-
setter. have good tools, trial case and Geneva
retinoseope. 10 years at bench. Speak Danish ;
don't drink nor smoke ; steady. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Address, C. Christensen, room 811
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago. 
HY competent watchmaker, jeweler, plain en-
I' graver ; some exp. in optics. Ref. exchanged.
Address, " Watchmaker," box 170, Augusta, Wis. 
II V lirst-class watchmaker, graduate optician and
"' hnr engraver, 11 years' exp. Age, 29. $18
e  ilk. Full set fine tools. "S 228," Kcare eystone.
HY first-class watchmaker and jeweler, 12 years'
II exp. at bench. Can do fine end eomplicated
watch repairing, timing and adjusting ; compe-
tent to take full charge of business. Age 24; neat
appearance ; best refs., have own tools. Open for
engagement NOV. 1st, Address, 1414 Washington
Street, Kansas City, Mo. 
I PRACTICAL watchmaker, jeweler and en-
it graver, good salesman, with good knowledge
If optics, has first-class set of tools and can take
full charge of stock, wants permanent position.
Best refs.; single. "S 229," care Keystone. 
AN up-to-date.refractionist wishes position about
IL Sept. 1st. Competent to take full charge of
business. Had 14 years' jewelry and optical exp.;
graduate of 2 best optical schools in Chicago.
Best ref. " D 77," care Keystone. 
IT young lady in jewelry store. Have had 2

years' exp. at watch work and clerk ; am also
lillok keeper. Good ref. "S 230," care Keystone.
1;1 I tST-CLASS watchmaker who can do all kinds
' .f railroad work in strictly first-class manner.
N.,ru. I el t tirst-class house need apply. "S 49,"

I LI.' Keystone.
N RA V ER, first-class ; at liberty Oct. 1st.

w1, (lettere' workman. (July those requiring first-
Hass work need answer. Store or factory. "T84,"
care Keystone.
ECOND watchmaker, jeweler and clock repairer

5) would like position in good place. Age 25.
No bad habits. " I. 108," care Keystone.
l'Y watchmaker, jeweler, fair salesman, someit knowledge of optics, desires to change position
by Sept. 1st Own tools. Age 21 ; tangle and
bustler. Wages, SIO per week. Good ref. Address,
II. R. Kessler, Hawk, Oltio. 
HY excellent young man, 24, single ; 2 years' exp.
" Good watch, clock, jewelry repairing, plain
engraving. To 

it■itie
nterr ri.o.Mod ate wages.

Al) watchmaker, jeweler and first-class salesman ;
it gilt-edge refs., own tools. Have no bad habits.
State salary. 10 years' exp. Can come at once.
Illinois or nearby States pref. Would like to
manage small store ; exp. Also fine clock repairer.
Address, " Watchmaker," box 1195, Galena, Ill.
HY Al watchmaker, jeweler and engraver. Single,

age 24; no bad habits ; best of refs. Have full
set of tools. State salary in first letter. Sample
of engraving on application. C. M. }Hes,
Winantac, Ind.
BERMANENT position by first-class practical

watchmaker, jeweler ; 9 years' exp. Age 28.
I lilt-edge ref.; own tools. "Jeweler," lock box 44,
Ashland, Ky. 
IVATCHMAKER, engraver. Has lathe, tools and
o refs. Central or Middle States pref. 169 Otter
Street, Oshkosh, Wis. 
IIEFRACTING optician, graduate Philadelphia
ni Optical College, good salesman, watch, clock
(Ind jewelry, repairer, wants position. Preference
giN on to place with good engraver. "M 103,"
care Keystone.

QTEADY position wanted by middle-aged man
1" as watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and sales-
man. (lood. ref.; 20 years' exp.; own tools. 41144
Park St., Nichols, Iowa.

QEPT. 1st. An expert watchmaker and opticianI) would liken position with a good house. Expe-
rienced on high-grade railroad watches. 10 years'
bench exp. Can do all kinds of jewelry repairing.
Practical optician, 7 years' exp. Fair engraver.
Strictly sober ; don't sibject to having plenty of
work. Own tools and trial ease. "Jeweler," 611
Leman Street, Fort Sod', Kans.

(Continued on page 894
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
(Continued from page 893)

D, all-around jeweler and optician, can doA G 
ti 
oo 
de-grinding and 1r1 Ii lig, will take charge

of optical or jewelry store, or both. Have lay
own tools aud trial case. Give me a trial. Ad.,
" D. It.," 10 S. Thirteenth St., Harrisburg, Pa.
plt A "I'lt 'A I „all-around watchmaker, andjeweler,
I cut or make :my thing pertaining to the bust-
lies,;. Southeast of New York pref. " 11 190,"
care Keystone.
IN September, by good watchmaker, jeweler, en-
I graver, optics. $15. Good habits ; 7 years' exp.;
good ref. "Jeweler," 380 North St., Eight, III.
PERMANENT position as salesman, optician or
I watchmaker with responsible firm. West pref.
Refs. satisfactory ; 18 years' exp. F. B. Rowe,
Waldoboro, Me.
T 11()1101 it 1H LY competent, watchmaker who can
I do all kinds watch repairing, accustomed to
railroad and work for retail trade. W. B. Murray,
box 21, Leoni, Mich.
kA. I ti NI-class house, by watchmaker and opti-
" cian, oi er 20 years' exp. 

' 
• 8 years' head watch-

maker wit It Chicago firm.. Disengaged Sept. 1st.
" W and 0." Wm. II. Moor, 113 Madison Street,
Toledo, Ohio.
1S traveling salesman. Am partner in the retail
•I jewelry and optical business. Age 27. Moderate
salary to start. Address, 0. J. Landis, York, Pa.

I M a first-class watchmaker, plain engraver and
jeweler. t'an take position Sept. 1st. Refs.,

sample of engraving and photo., with further
I art hatlat•s sent in first letter. State salary.

Ill-I,'' oare Keystone.

w TcHNI K EN, engraver (letter and mono-
" tfram 1,ptki an of exp. and ability. Tools,
optii•id inst rumen ts, etc. First-class refs. lowa
pref. '• W ,,are Keystone.

Fuls'r-(.1.ASS watchmaker
' 
engraver and jeweler

desires position inout, Sept. 15th. 5 years'
practical exp. and can furnish fine refs. Box 1701,
Chautauqua, N. Y.
110 WT Oct. 1st, by first-class watchmaker, jew-
.1 vier, engraver and optician, 8 years' exp.
E x Teri enced on railroad a lid high-grade Swiss
watelies. Pennsylvani t or adjoining State pref.,
hilt woult.1 go West. Al ref. " S 231,"care Keystone.

MAKER, jeweler, good engraver,optician
" and salesman, age 26, desires position as all-
around man. Iowa pref. 12 years' in jewelry
business ; good refs. Chas. H. Watts, 25 Caledonia
Place, Dubuque, Iowa.
VOUNG lady optician, familiar with the jewelry

▪ 

business, good saleslady; want position bi-
September. Best ref. Ad.," T 86," care Keystone.

Ai WATCHMAKER wants position with first-
" class house. Prefer to be head workman;

will not accept position for short time. All corre-
spondence confidential. " K 65," care Keystone.
II IlE ERACTIONIST, graduate of The Northern
a Illinois College ; also practical on frames,
lenses and repairing, wishes a position. Best of
refs. " J 49," care Keystone.

Il ELIABLE house in need of an Al watchmaker,
I% engraver, salesman, can hear of one by address-
ing " B 131," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver ; school
IT graduate and 8 months' exp. Have tools;
middle-aged, good character and a worker. Wages
moderate to start. "111 107," care Keystone.
PY expert watchmaker after Sept. 1st. Railroad
B work pref. Best of refs. South pref. Only

Ifirst-class houses answer.  don't play in the
band. " B 127," care Keystone.
POSITION as assistant watchmaker, with first-
. class watchmaker, where there's a chance for
advancement ; 6 years' exp. Plain. engraver and
optician. Sample and photo. on request. Box 73,
West Unity, Ohio.
VXPERT refractionist, with best ref., desires a
IA position with reliable firm. Have own optical
Instruments •, competent to take entire charge of
business. " E 48," care Keystone.
aRADL,ATE optician, 29 years of age, 8 years ex
U perience, can furnish, satisfactory reference,
wishes position at on cc. Will start at moderate
salary to prove ability. New York and New
England States pref. " Optician," care Gamse &
Segal, 35 John St., N. Y. •

HY expert watchmaker and optician. Am desirous
I, of making a change between now and fall.
If in need of an up-to-date man in the jewelry
business, good salesman and window trimmer,
one who can take full charge, write " S 234," care
Keystone. Waut to locate with first-class firm
where services of good man are appreciated.
Salary, $22 to $25.
yOUNG man, 18 years, with some exp. in jewelry
I store and at the bench, wants position where
he can perfect himself in the business. Refs.
" C 106," care Keystone.
PY good watch, clock and jewelry repairer. Own
Ii tools. Best of refs. 7 years exp. Address,
L. G. Bolt, Greene, N. Y.
MALARIA climate necessitates change. Strictly
.01 high-class watchmaker and optician, 15 years'
exp. -Married, 31 years old. Do all kinds of fine
and complicated watch work. Use the subjective
and shadow test methods. Own fine set watch
tools, test ease and all necessary instruments.
Commendation of past and present employer,
hest man we ever had.. Gilt-edged refs.; guarantee
satisfaction. Ready Sept. 1st. $25 per week and
healthy location. Edw. Smering, Chester, S. C.

AS assistant with expert workman ; age 21, 5
(I years' exp. Do plain watch, good clock, jewelry
and stone setting. Want to finish trade. A city
pref. " 13 134," care Keystone.

IS assistant watch man ; 3 years exp. Ref.
•I given. " P 82," care Keystone.

pERMANENT position wanted by jeweler and

• 

optician. Own tools and trial case. Capable
of taking entire management of store if desired.
No had habits. Go anywhere. " It 78," care
Keystone. _ 
11 111.1A BILE and quick watchmaker and engraver,
IL adjusting for railroad use inside of 80 seconds
per week. If you cannot appreciate a man of
ability do not write. Salary not leas than $25.
" N 31," care Keystone.

Hy a graduate optician and M. D., aged 45 ; 20
II years' exp. as M. D. Examination of eye
both objective and subjective. Permanent _place
desired, but will come 30 or 60 days and boom
your optical trade. Dr. W. It. Lopp, 322 Ellis
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

'YNG-RAVER, all-around expert ,• long exp. with
Si the finest stores. Steady and reliable; best
ref
'
s. no bad habits ; not afraid of work. " P 83,"

care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED
TO finish trade. First-class engraver, assistant
I watch, clock, jewelry repairer, salesman.
Single, 21. Industrious, neat, musically inclined,
refs. Ohio or Indiana pref. W. R. Pfefferle,
Sidney, Ohio.

A GOOD watch and clockmaker wants a position;
good, all-around man. Address, F. J. Thurman,

911 Saunders and High St., Hastings, Nebr.

WATCHMAKER, graduate optician, fine en-
graver ; good, all-around man. Refs., present

employer. No bad habits. Can come any time.
Married. Want place in city of 25,000, or more.
Have all tools, trial case Geneva retinoscope, etc.
Good salary expected. M. G. Harley, Greensburg,
Ind.

HELP WANTED.
UNDCR THIS HEADING CCCCC DENTS PCS WORD•

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker ; one competent to
"1 do all kinds of watch repairing. Only first-
class men need apply. Salary, $15 a week.
.1. Lev inski, Waco, Texas.
V1RST-CLASS jeweler and good engraver. Per-
i.' matient position and good salary to right man.
Address, P. 0. box 165, Columbus, Ohio.
18 experienced and competent man for mounting
it rimless work. Must be able to do first-class
work and furnish refs. as to character and ability.
The Whittlesey Optical (2o., Cleveland, Ohio. 

WANTE-1) by Sept. let, competent watchmaker
as assistant. Wages, $12 week. Must be

thoroughly competent to do very best plain watch-
work and first-class clock work ; must understand
regulating and timing. Permanent position to
good Mau. MA be strictly sober, honest and
obliging. Don't answer unless you are willing to
come and stay on salary named above. No appli-
cation noticed unless accompanied by full refs.
" R 76," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS engraver. None but experienced
a need apply.. Stretcher's Watch and Jewelry
Co., Kansas City, Mo.

POMPETENT watchmaker and engraver. Must
u be reliable and trustworthy. Ref. required.
F. M. Powers, Youngstown, Ohio.

YINiti RAVER, must be first-class in every respect.
11 Position permanent with wholesale house in
San Francisco. Address, with refs., " II 100,"
care The Keystone, 126 Kearny Street, San
Francisco, Cal.
(1001) watchmaker and engraver, willing to work
U on shares, can obtain position ; Colorado town
5000. Refs., photo. " A 65," care Keystone.
YOUNG man with some exp. to finish trade.
I W. S. Quencer, Watertown, N Y

OFFER, at once, a permanent position to a good,
I honest, working watchmaker in city of 18,000 ;
Central Illinois. Must, be competent to take care
of railroad work courteous, good appearance;
able to take in anti let out work ; one who can do
plain engraving pref. Wait on trade if required.
$18 to begin with. Store closes at 6 e. la. all year
except Saturdays and December. Write, with
refs.; all communications answered. " F 85,"
care Keystone.
1100D watchmaker, jeweler and engraver. Give
U full particulars in first letter. "K 64," care
Keystone.
14IIRST-C LASS engraver and salesman, also under-
': stand clock work. Do not apply unless At
engraver. Send ref. and sample of engraving.
Good salary and steady position right party.
" p 80," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, who is jeweler, engraver and
VI salesman—all-around man. Nice town in New
York State. Address, " B 128," care Keystone.

VIRS1-CLASS watchmaker and optician. Prefer
I one who can engrave. Must have Al ref., good
appearance and must not drink liquor or chew
tobacco. L. Lechenger, Houston, Texas.

POMPETENT watchmaker and engraver, exile-
%) rienced in railroad watch requirements. Per-
manent position. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S.C.

A FEW good agents who are willing to carry
A optical goods as a side line. " M 105," care
Keystone.
IIIIRST-CLASS engraver at once, one who is also
I a watchmaker pref. Permanent position if
satisfactory. Address, The Davis & Hawley Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and graduate opti-
il clan. Must be strictly temperate and have
good recommendation. Permanent job for the
right luau. I will furnish all tools except trial
case, and give the right man all proceeds for the
first 3 months and a per cent. after that. L.
Porter, Morocco, Ind.
WATCHMAKER able to do trade work and se-
" loot material. Albert II. Gerwig, jewelers'
supplier, Pittsburg, Pa.

WANTED by one of the largest wholesale jewelry
33 firms in Chicago, an energetic and wide-
awake young business man ; must understand
the jewelry business in all is breeches. Come
well recommended. High salary to the right
party. Address, " Jones & Co.," room No. 811
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

YOUNG man, about 18 years of age, capable of
A making slight repairs to watch movements,
such as changing of dials, adjusting of hands,
fitting mainsprings, etc. " K 67," care Keystone.

WATCIIMAKER, jeweler and plain engraver—
" an all-around man. $15 per week. Send ref.
Deadwood Loan Office, Deadwood, S. Dak.
QALESMEN, traveling ; jewelry and stationery

• 

trade. Splendid side line ; commission basis.
L. P. Kier & Co., 115 Dearborn St., Chicago.

RTRICTLY first-class watchmaker and jewelry

• 

repairer. Pref. given to plain stone setter and
engraver. None accepted who don't understand
adjusting railway watches thoroughly. Own fine
set tools lathe. Over 28 years old and 10 years'
exp. Ref. as to ability, integrity. Pleasant,
permanent position in healthy town, 6000. By
Sept. 1st. Salary, $72 monthly. R. Brandt,
Chester, S. C.
flOMPETENT watchmaker and plain engraver.
U Desirable, permanent position to right man.
Moderate salary. Young, single man pref. who
can assist as salesman. Refs. required. Send
photo. and state salary expected first letter. In
Texas. " P 81," care Keystone?

'YOUNG man, with 2 years exp., to finish trade.
1 Willing to work. Ref. C. E. Snyder, 8711
Butler Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

IMOD, all-around, single watchmaker, jeweler
II and engraver, about Sept. 15th. Permanent
position in central Ohio city of 8000. Send refs.
and sample engraving to " C 105," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

fiPTICIAN, to be competent in refracting ; one
I, with trial case pref. Should be able to use
Hardy's oplithahnometer. Party wants a man to
stay in city office ; himself attending to trade out
of Cleveland. Has established trade. Will divide
profits with right party—none but a thorough
refractionist need apply. Al ref. and bond
required. Write at once. " S 236," care Keystone.

VXPERIENCED watchmaker and jeweler. Refs.
14 from former employers. $12 to $15. Steady
position to the right man. " K 66," care Keystone.
11001) watchmaker and jeweler. Fair wages,

• 

steady position to the right man. Catholic
pref. " D 78," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS surface and edge grinder. Steady
a position and good salary for an Al workman.
" F 87," care Keystone.

lAY a New York wholesale optical house, a first-
" class, all-around workman. Steady positIon
and good salary for a first-class man. " F 88,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and knowledge of light jewelry
" repairing. Answer, stating salary and ref.,
Bergman & Co., 848 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
ENGRAVER and jewelry repairer, who can do
11 plain watch work. Permanent position. Ref.
required. Address, Box 54, Buckhannon, W. Va.
nOOD salesman in optical house, who is familiar
U with adjusting frames and eyeglasses. State
wages, ref. John Winnuer, 16 N. Penn Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.
A COMPETENT man for retail optical house.
La Must have good ref. John Winner, Indian-
apolis, Ind. 

FIRST-CLASS refractionist, with at least 5 years'exp. Must be expert frame adjuster. Address,
Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., No. 991 Market Street,
San Franclaco, Cal.
YOUNG man as salesman, jewelry repairer, good
I engraver and clock repairer. " B 126," care
Keystone. 
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en-

• 

graver. Permanent position fer a good man.
Apply, with ref. and photo. and state salary
wanted. Keith & McChesney, Iowa City, Iowa.

IT once, a first-class watchmaker and engraver.
is Pemanent position ; salary, $20 per week.
Don't answer this unless you are an Al man.
Inquire of Mather Bros., jewelers and opticians,
New Castle, Pa.
WANTED at once, a good watchmaker, jeweler
" and fair engraver. Must be sober, reliable
and a good, all-around man. Send refs. and state
salary expected. Address, " XXX," care carrier
No. 1, Atlanta, Ga.
V1RST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and salesman,

• 

who can handle fine trade. $15. " G 88," care
Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker jeweler, engraver
11 and salesman. Steady position to right man.
Salary or commission. Must be sober and strictly
honest. Send ref. B. C. Clark, Purcell, Ind. Ter,

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver. One
" with drug exp. pref. Address, with refs.,
" K 68," care Keystone.

WANTED,
UNDER THIS HEADING CCCCC CENTS PER WORD.

yVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
IA watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfac-
tory, I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter of gold and silver
(established 1870), 727 Santutin St., Philadelphia.

HARDY ophthalmometer, or any good make;
II also engraving machine. "B 130,"care Keystone.

GOOD post watch sign. Box 94, Tecumseh, Nebr.
I °CATION for first-class watchmaker, jeweler
" and engraver. Age 25; single and temperate
in every respect. Ad., S. J. T. Lowe, Paris, Ark.

MALL pony wagon or harness for Welsh pony.
U Chas. 'B. Pike, Whitehall, N. Y.
'VERY jeweler that reads this to send 15 cents
II for box of metal polish for all metals. Best
polish made. W. H. Hines, Jr., West Salem, Ohio.
LjOewC.411TryI0fiNrmwiey aaninclilodr-oeust.bl
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glasses on percentage. Best rel. given and asked.
" 1) 76," care Keystone.
WATCH sign, demagnetizer, ring stretcher, foot
" blower for soldering. Good condition, price
low ; will pay cash. P. A. Goodnough, 812 State
Street, Erie, Pa.
NUMBER of second-hand wall cases in good

LI condition ; also counter cases. Address, giving
full dimensions of length, depth and height. If
possible, send drawing. J. Lowinaohn, Birming-
ham, Ala.
pARTNER in silverware manufacturing business
1 with $5000 to $10,000. Business is increasing
rapidly and needs more capital to meet increased
demand for goods. Want live man with best of
refs. only. This is a fine opening and will bear
closest investigation ; firm has no debts and is in
healthy condition, with bright future. I. B.
Johnson, 8107 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.

rf° get in correspondence with engraver andwatchmaker named Greer or Green, formerly
of Greensburg, Ind. L. Lechenger, Houston, Tex.
ANCASTER engraving block, also staking tool.

14 " B 133," care Keystone.
PARTNER I I have an up-to-date stock of jewelry

• 

watches and diamonds, all paid for, am At
watchmaker and jeweler ; first-class in every
way. Want to change present location for larger
town, not less than 10,000. Would like to go in
with someone who wants to enlarge his busiuess.
"8 232," care Keystone.
RTOCK of jewelry on commission. Box 146,
I) Milan, Ind. 
piNE, large, fancy second-hand sterling 5-piece
I tea set. Give weight, description and lowest
cash price. F. W. Bromberg, jeweler, Birming-
ham, Ala.
TWO 10-foot wall cases, 2 10-foot show cases and 2
I 10-foot tables ; all oak. Most be in good Con-
dition and at a bargain. F. A. Heguer, box 115,
Blue, Island, Ill.
PARTNER wanted. An optician with from $1000
I to $1500 in established wholesale and retail
Optical business in large Western town of 150,000.
Last year's sales, $14,000. 25,000 prescriptions
now on file. Best location ; rent, $50. " T 87,"
care Keystone.

aENEVA retinoscope, with duplex base. " lel,"care Keystone.

WANTED

TWO new, 8 size Elgin or Waltham stem-wind
I movements ; full jeweled pref. Jos. Whipple,
Jr., watchmaker, 99 Central St., Springfield, Mass.

1900 MODEL Hardy ophthalmometer. " It 70,"care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
THIS /CEASING CCCCC OCNTS PER WORD

VSTABL1SHED 40 years. Complete stock of
1.4 jewelry, material, etc. A good, clean stock
about $2000. Regulator, test case, bench and
some tools. Reason for selling, proprietor just
died. Town 3000. Address, P. A. Clemmer,
administrator, Cresco, Iowa.
MY place of business and goodwill ; the leading
Au watchmaker in city. A rare chance for a
young man or a young, married man. Will stay
for awhile, help you and make you acquainted.
Address, D. B. 'Van Filet, Garrett City, Ind.
THE handsomest and best equipped jewelry and
I optical stores in Virginia. Business last year
over $4000. Cheap rent. Healthiest location in
the South. $3000 cash required. "H 189," care
Keystone.
OE of our customers who has gone blind has left
V with Us on sale the following genuine fixtures
for Moseley No. 2 lathe : Wheel and pinion-
cutting fixture, style 2, 3 spindles, $35 ; pivot
polisher, with laps, $30 ; arbor-squaring fixture,
style 1, $6.50 ; Idler pulley and stand, $5 ; traverse
spindle tailstoek, E9 ; sliderest (2 slides) with cut-
ters, $27.50; 1 Hopkins pat. adj. chuck " A,"
$10. Above are good as new. Lapp & Flershem,
Chicago.
IT bargain in Eastern Iowa, jewelry, stationery
a and optical stock, etc. "S 219," care Keystone.
RARE opportunity to purchase fine established
11 jewelry business in mfg. city of 80,000 on a
beautiful summer lake resort in New York State.
Finest equipped store in city. Clean, up-to-date
stock. Have other business. "K 63," care
Keystone.
I HARDY ophthalmometer, very little used, for
a sale cheap, for cash or on time. "111 104," care
Keystone.

0 
 BUYS iewel jewelry s toei good business n$60inmssour. joox ,enchtrade.y 

jeweler in town. Reason for selling,jun no work-
man. Address, D. C. Blusher, Buckner, Mo.
OCATION for watch and jewelry repairer. $200

.0 cash buys one of the best locations In the
United States. A small stock of goods would pay.
Healthy and delightful climate all the year.
Address, "Jeweler," box 266, Kissinunee, Fla.
RARGAIN. Good jewelry business ; prosperous

• 

city Southern Wisconsin. Good reason for
selling. "J 48," care Keystone.
QMALL stock of jewelry at a big bargain. Mary

• 

Campbell, Flora, Ind.
IEWELRY and stationery business. Rich coun-
11 try ; best Wyoming town. Inspectors. " AI 102,"
care Keystone.
RARGAIN. Best established jewelry business in
U good town of 4000 pop. in Central Texas.
Stock and fixtures invoice $3500 to $4000. Have
to move on account of health. Will sell on reason-
able terms. " S 227," care Keystone.
WHOLESALE jewelry and material busiuess in

one of the best towns in New England. Stock
will invoice from $8000 to $9000. Good, established
trade. For further particulars address, " S 225,"
care Keystone.
iILDEST optical business in Providence on the

• 

busiest corner in the city. Has watch repair-
ing department included. Inventory about $2700.
Will sell for just one-half, as owner wishes to go
at once because of health. Up-to-date instruments
and stock. Rent, $25 month. This is a sure
start for one who understands the business. Spot
cash. C.W. Geer, 47 Dorrance St., Providence, ILL
HANSON Van Winkle No. 3 plating dynamo,
lu good as new. $50. W. II. Rowell, Woodbury,
Conn.
IAVAL-SCHIOTZ ophthalmometer, cautery and

• 

lamp controller (Vetter's), both manufactured
by Meyrowitz ; compressed air apparatus, phantom
face (hard rubber). All nearly new and in perfect
order. Dr. F. H. Braymer, West Pawlet, Vt.

$2000TAKES all—good-will alone worth more.Established over 20 years, Main Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Old age, failing sight. It's a
bargain. "I' 83," care Keystone.
NEW instruments as follows: Eaton & Glover

• 

latest engraving machine, $40 ; ophthalmo-
meter, $15 ; Geneva retinoscope, $15 ; steel 3-com-
pound sliderest rounding-up tool, with 5 guides
and set of cutters and rests, etc., $15 ; optometer,
$5. Anita', Vindel Company, San Antonio, Texas.
VOMPLETE line watch material, $100 • cost over
V $200. One Rivett special lathe, 10 wire chucks,
countershaft and foot-wheel, $26 ; cost $40. IV. R.
Heartsfield, Rocky Mount, N. C.
BARGAIN in watchmakers' tools and watch
LI material. Shall close out entire stock at one-
half the present market value, or will sell in
smaller lots at good discount. Cash buyers only
need apply. Address, " P 79," care Keystone.
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical bust-
" nese. Clean stock, nice fixtures. Profits,
$1600 year. Fine climate, 'Western North Carolina,
2 railroads. Low rent, no opposition ; 4 counties'
trade. $1000 takes it. Reasons, other business.
Address, J. IL Gorman, Marion, N. C.

USTABLISHED 50 years. Complete stock of

▪ 

jewelry and optical goods, invoiced July 1,
1901,82368.17, being reduced daily. Fixtures new
and up-to-date. Large amount of bench work,
practically no competition. Also railroad watch
inspection. Must be sold by Sept. 1st, on account
of other business. Dr. F. C. Taylor, Hastings, Ali n n.

IAVAL ophthalmometer, Ratterlee model, good as

• 

new. J. S. Graham, Beaver Falls, Pa.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store. Best
location in this mfg. city of 30,000. Reason

for selling, ill health. Write for particulars.
C. H. Helvey, Hamilton, Ohio.

IN splendid town of 3000, with 3 railroads, in
1 Northwestern Iowa. Jewelry and optical busi-
ness established 6 years. About $2500 will buy
stock, fixtures and good-will. Only exclusive
jewelry store in town. Will rent the building or
trade for land. Photo. gallery on second floor.
Photo. outfit for sale, or trade for watches or dia-
monds. Business pays for investment in 1 year.
I have other business to attend to. Address, Box
234, Sioux City, Iowa.

I HAVE 4 trial cases, as good as new for sale.
I Alex. Wyatt, No. 98 Madison St., Chicago.

FOR SALE
BARGAIN in Western Kentucky, only jewelry

a store in live town of 2000. Failing health,
reason selling. Must sell humediately. Small
capital required. Address, Box 14, Sturgis, Ky.

S51111 WILL buy old silver verge watch made byuu Julian LeRoy ,,who was jeweler to king of
France about 1700. 1 ormerly owned by Earl of
Seaforth. In running order. E. Lechenger,
Houston, Texas.
A MERICAN-MADE balance staffs, 7 jewel grade,
it $1.00 ; 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per dozen. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa. 
ROUND diamond-cut ruby and emerald doublets,
1, first quality. Sizes: 5-10, 35c.; 11-15, 500.4
16-20, 65e.; 21-25, 90c.; 26-30, $1.25 dozen. Round
first-class opals. Sizes: 3-10, 73c.; 12-14, $1.85
dozen • 16-18, 33c.• 20-22, 611c.•

' 
24-26, 85e. each.

Finest' imitation dalf pearls, 38c. hundred. Not
satisfied, your money back. Above prices include
postage. Remit by P. 0. order ; stamps not
accepted. Full list of other stones. Crescent
Jewelry Store, Abbeville, La.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry staud for rent,
" and fixtures for sale, in best location, at a
bargain. City 25,000 pop.; mfg. center ; only 2
others. Address, at once, Western New York,
R 77," care Keystone.

aNLY jewelry store in growing county seat of
u 1800 inhabitants, having railroad, electric
lights, telephones high school, mills etc. sur-
rounded by the dnest farm lands. Steck, 'tools,
materials and fixtures invoice about $2700 ; can
reduce sante. No other jeweler nearer titan 7
miles. Good run of bench work. Nothing but
spot cash takes it. I want to move to Colorado.
" T 85," care Keystone.
ROLLER jewels, 25 cents a dozen (quality fair).
IL W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

$5750 BUYS a jewelry and optical business,Southern Wisconsin, 2500 inhabitants.
Invoice on watches, $1200 ; J. R.Wood pl. and eugr.
rings, $1000 ; stone rings, $600; sundries, $2200;
fixtures, safe, etc., $750. Last year's net sales,
$4000. Fine chance for Catholic of German
descent. No auctioneer need apply. One other
jewelry stock to town, of like invoice. "B 125,"
care Keystone.

$2000 DeXiNnesssecAitrtTalooldirthlisi V. 
ldodje:toelLy

excellent repair departmeot, location, reputation.
Or will sell entire with 20 per cent. discount.
"D 79," care Keystone.
aENEVA retinoscope, late model, new ; $40.
NI Webster-Whitcomb sliderest and universal
head 1 x 2 lathe; $15. Good as new. " L 100,"
care keystone.
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in
II Northern Texas ; town 6000. I have made
money and my successor will, too. Would sell
fixtures only, or goods and fixtures at reduced
price. "S 233," care Keystone.

$75,1fl BUYS leading jewelry and optical bust-
y%) ness. Best established and best corner

in the city. Stock can be reduced. A bargain for
cash. " Jeweler," 219 Market St. ,Will honsport,Pa.

$200TAKES 10-year old engraving business,furnishings, tools, clientage, in city of
300,000. Snap. " J 50," care Keystone.

HOLE jewels, 75c. a dozen ; American-made.
11 Can follow any instruction on your part as to
the size of holes. NV. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

IJRAND opportunity. Business having $3000

• 

yearly repair trade, will be sold, with stock
and fixtures, for $1500. Best corner location ;
trade can be increased. Will bear investigation.
C. E. Tripp, 441 Amsterdam Ave, New York.

JEWELRY store in Western Iowa town. No
U competition. Cheap for cash. " F 86," care
Keystone.
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in New
" England mfg. town. " AI 109," care Keystone. 

S51111 BUYS jewelry business in town of 7000
uu pop. Very light competition. Sickness,

reason. C. R. Kell, Menasha, Wis. 

wt., BUYS stock, fixtures, tools, material, aunt
" good-will in healthy, growing town in
Kentucky ; 5 large tobacco factories, mines, sum-
mer resort; 1500 to 2000 pop. No competition ;
good run of work. "S 235," care Keystone. 

MALL stock of jewelry, show cases, regulator,
U etc. Address, " K 62," care Keystone.

MODERN fixtures, tools, lease and good will of
la paying jewelry business doing $5110 to $1500
per month in Now England. Invoice $1700 ; big
discount. We wish to move our stock to Pacific
coast. " R 75," care Keystone.

ISIO'
a Barnes screw-cutting lathe, cheap. W.

C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

A GOOD jewelry store for sale on easy terms.
.11 Largest trade and largest stock in the town of
8000 inhabitants. " P 75," care Keystone.

PAYING jewelry business, established 30 years

• 

in good city in Michigan. Stock clean and
one chance in a lifethne for practical man. City
6000 and no competition. " L 110," care Keystone.

CASH, only jewelry store in city over
10,000 ; no competition. Bench work, $85

per month ; rent, $10. Golden opportunity for
watchmaker. Reason, poor health. J os. Astrachan,
Rensselaer, N. Y. 
OLDEN opportunity for right luau. New store
U in best business city in State for sale. Best
location in city on n corner ; city's size, 6000; 2
adjacent villages, 2000 each. Only person with
means need apply. "3 Si," care Keystone. 

A COMPLETE jewelry store, modern, amounts
u• to $7500, in mfg. city of 5000 ; Southwest
Texas. Shipment et cotton, 15,000 to 23,000 bales.
Best stand in city—ouly 1 more jewelry store.
Good reason to sell. Watch and jewelry work
almost pays expenses. " Al 110," care Keystone.

AMERICAN-MADE case screws, 20c. a dozen,
A nice ones. NV. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

$250

PAYING jewelry business ; no opposition. In-

1 voice $1500. Failing health. ID. L. Nielsen,
Vermillion, Ohio. 

PAYING jewelry, optical and china business.

I No competition, expenses light ; city 4000. If
you mean business, write us ; $3000 will buy. Fine
prospect. " 84," care Keystone.

[WE large or one medium-sized fire and burglar-

• 

proof safe. Also several fine wall eases. Write
for prices and description. Sell cheap. C. II.
Morrison, Topeka, Kans.

IT once, splendid opportunity to get a fine ew-
Li store in good town of 12,000 in best. State
in Union. A chance of a lifetime is positively
guaranteed. Reasons given upon request. Ad.,

T. It. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.

FOR SALE
QAFE 56 x 41 x30, in good condition. II. S.
U Johnson, Apollo, Pa.

VSTABLISHED jewelry business, central I'enn-
14 ; mfg. and farming district. Pop.
within radius of 3 miles, 1000. Stoek anti fixtures
invoices $600. Good reason for selling. " G 87,"
care Keystone.
•A N old-fashioned clock, brass movement, 14 pound
Al weights, made by Azariali Prior more than 150
years ago, now in perfect running order, is offered
for sale at $100. Also, an old-fashioned clock,
wooden movement, made by It. Whitney, now in
perfect order, is offered for $75. Photographs of
either of these clocks will be mailed to interested
parties for 10 cents in stamps. Brewster-Bradford
Co., Hannibal, N. Y.
A 00011 opening for a good jeweler and watch-
11 maker. Store and stock for sale. Either store
or stock sold separately. Address, Brewster &
Hoyt, Hannibal, N. Y.
JEWELRY store for sale, Fine location on the

HudsonRiver. Selling out quick on account of
death of owner. " P 85," Keystone office.
'MICE dean Jewelry business for sale in town of
Li 1500 in Northern Vermont. Will invoice be-
tween $2000 and $3000 for stock and fixtures. A
good chance to increase. Have railroad inspec-
tion. Stock and fixtures new and clean. " SI 108,"
Keystone office.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE DCNTS PCS WORD.

COLT'S repeating ride for good cornet or trout-
u bone. " Watchmaker," drawer "5," Bastrop,
Texas.
POLUMBIA graphophone, 32 records ; reproducer,
U recorder tubes, large horn ; complete. For first-
class Bb cornet ; specify make. Phil. Ziegler,
Riverton, Nebr.
VDISON kinetoscope (moving pictures) for East-
u man pocket kodak. What have you? liannis,
York, Nebr.
()NE Be Zeng's refractometer in perfect condition.
la $35 cash, or optical goods. " Al 106," care.
Keystone.

-WINDOW chronometer, adj. by H. H. Heinrich.
" Cost $75. Trade for watches. " B 129," care
Keystone.
VINE view camera. A bargain. Box 220, Rio,
I Wisconsin.
VINE sweep second regulator for engraving ma-
✓ chine. C. 111 Wallace, Huntington, W. Va.

universal engraving machine to exchange
ii for a Webster-1Vilitcomb lathe or a moving
picture machine and lantern combined. Or what
have you ? Charles Schultze, 768 Tremont Ave.,
New York City.

160 ACRES Nebraska land in exchange for stockofjeweiry. J. C. Myers, Marysville, Kans.

TWO sets of history. No. I. " Six Thousand
I Years of History" 10 volumes, half morocco,
retail $40. No. 2. Ellis" History of Our Country,"
8 volumes, fine cloth, retail $36. Want Geneva
retinoscope, or what have you? " Jeweler,"
Kingwood, W. Va.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

$20 REWARD for 14 K. solid 0. E. ease 00272 ;Elgin " Vanguard " 21 jewel movement
6362502 small filled chain with Masonic chanri
containing lady's picture. R. Bruce, 133 Jeflerson
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
yXCELLENT opening for practical watchmaker
11 to locate on principal division of Northern
Pacific. Address, General Watch Inspector
Northern Pacific, Grand Forks, N. Dak.

WATCHMAKERS' Home for aged and crippled
" watchmakers, jewelers, engravers, opticians
and silversmiths, clerks and traveling salesmeti
that are unable to follow their occupation are
given good home at, Ventura, By the Sea. Best
climate on earth. Free medical attendance. Send
2c. stamp for circular. E. B. Melchor, secretary,
Ventura, Cal.

CAN turn your Swiss staffs cheaper in my shop
1 than you can in yours, say from 25e. up. Send
old staff for sample. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

QPECIAL notice. I have returned from Porto
Rico, on account of sickness, and am established

here in business ; any claims against me uninten-
tionally not paid will receive my attention, if sent
to S. L. Ginsburg, 1008 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic
City, N. J., formerly of Pittsburg.

IEWELER wanted. Opening forjeweler, engraver
u and optician at Cascade, Iowa, still open.
About $350 will buy complete jewelers' stock,
tools, bench, reg material, and etc., ready for
business. Established 11 years. See page 439,
April Keystone, or address, J. 11. Weber, druggist,
Cascade, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE DENTS PER WORD.

F
RESIT water pearls and all precious stones bought
and sold. Reinhardt, mfg. jeweler, Lincoln, Ill.

IF you want a complete assortment jobbing stones
I for less than you can get them elsewhere, write.
Crescent Jewelry Store, Abbeville, La.

THE Elgin Horological School is the oldest and
I most reliable school for watchmakers in the
country. We teach watch repairing, engraving
and optics in a thoroughly practical manner.
Write for catalogue. Elgin,

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
II changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

IVHERE to receive the highest cash price for
every kind of geld and. silver. Refiner of

sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, everything
containing gold and silver. Fine gold, silver,
copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established, 1870),
727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by
mail or express ; prompt attention given.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable flrm to do
I your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

('OLD and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,
aft engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch ease repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

SEND your work to John Woollett, expert watch-maker for the trade ; fine Watch repairing, de-
magnetizing, etc. Mail orders promptly attended
to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some
special inducements to offer to those who wish

to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low tern's. Address, for information, the
Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

WHY not send me your watch eases that need re-
" pairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G. F. Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute idler unequaled induce-
ments, made 80 by years of experience. Strong
persitual interest in each individual student.

Light, cool rooms for work aunt study. Paying
and responsible positions for our graduates. Be-

gin now NT11111! 010111111 SeSS011 is on and lit your-
self for a paying and permanent position when
the busy season begins. No dimies wattled. If
you do not intend to work and apply yourself,
don't. Conte. Our graduates are our best adver-
tisements. A complete emirs... in optics, with a
separate diploma front an incorporated institute,
We teach all the higher branches, so there is no
higher course than ours. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

TRADEWARK

COATS OF ARMS
CRESTS

MONOGRAMS
Engraved on Signet it itio

and Steel Dies for I I k; I--
Class stationery.

ADAM PI ETZ
Seal Cseraver and Me Sinker

1530 CHE5,10 1 ST.

PHI LA DE I. PH IA

PEARLS BOUGHTFOR CASH

We are dealers in American Pearls and Slugs,
and are always ready to make Cash oftl•rs on
large and small lots. Bank and trade references.
  Established 1880. 

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN 45k CO.

3 Maiden Luna Now Yark
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9"THE PARAGON OF AUCTIONEERS"
His Pre=Eminence Proclaimed by the Press
Over 1000 Editorial Endorsements

The press is the reflex of public
opinion- -it represents at the same time
the interests and intelligence of the
people. Every editorial eulogy of

the hundreds in my big scrap book is
the free, unsolicited and unpurchased
opinion of a reputable local newspaper
as to my merits as an auctioneer. Every
one of the hundreds of jewelers for
whom I have made sales will vouch

for the truth and bona 'fides of the

newspaper notices.
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The Paragon of Auctioneers.

Auctiuncer Sam. IVIartin, (if I\
ker., is inal:ing an emphatic hit with the
people \vim are attending the AVCrti
LtiCtR)Il tialis. lartin's is an inter-
esting personality, and what he does
not know about the jewelry business
could easily he engraved upon a gold
dollar without the aid of a magnifying
glitss. I le is an interesting- talker and
his audiences are 1:upt in constant good
humor by his wit. But I\ Ir. i■lartin also
sells goods and he does it with remark-
able rapidity ; he, too, seems to have a
faculty " sizing-up" his audiences
and knowing 'what to offer them. It is
seldom, indeed, that he fails to sell the
article he starts bidding- on. \Viten \Ir.
Martin is at the helm people know just
what they arc buying—he tells them, and
tells them honestly, so that there is no
chance for dissatisfaction later.

Admiral Dewey Loses His Bull Pup.
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THIS EDITORIAL is from
the Daily Gazette and Free Press, of
Elmira, N. Y. It is only a sample.
The "Martin sale" brings the crowd

and such a crowd as brings the
reporter. The cc Martin sale " is an
auction sale purified of all trickery and
misrepresentation. I hold my patron's
reputation sacred ; I do not need to
sacrifice it. If you do not know what
a "Martin sale" really means, write me.

S. MARTIN, Jewelers' Auctioneer
Long Distance Telephone Number 3234 North 784 First Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The New Century No. 4
WHAT DO YOU THINK of our new styles of type—

beauties, aren't they?

If you use a NEW CENTURY machine
you can do as good work as the expert who
designed these letters.

Engraving by hand requires natural
ability to draw well, and constant practice
for its application. It's the hardest work
you have to do.

With our machine the proposition is that
you reproduce what some one else has
learned for you.

Engraving is popular ; there is scarcely
any article in your stock but what should
be engraved.

6

Make your store popular by doing the
best engraving and doing it promptly.

Beside saving your time and patience, it
will save your customers' time and patience
—and by thus adding to the service of your
store increase sales.

Prompt, efficient service is what the
public want, and will have if they can get it
—isn't it so with you?

Business is what you are after
and our machine will help you get it.

The " NEW CENTURY " MA-
CHINES are fitted with both ROTARY
AND ANGULAR gravers. Our Rotary
tool turns on cone bearings, and is guar-
anteed the best made. The Angular
adjustment is the most important feature
ever put on an Engraving machine and is
exclusive in the " NEW CENTURY ".

By means of it wide cuts can be made
without materially increasing the depth, and
the work given the characteristics of the
best hand engraving. With a machine
having only the vertical graver this is an
impossibility.

The scope of this machine is greater
than any engraver made, from one-half the
size of the pattern down to microscopic
proportions. It is the simplest, strongest
and will do the best work of any machine
ever made, and is so guaranteed. It is
" the Perfect Machine."

Are these terms easy enough for you?

$25.00 cash with order and $io.00
per month, or

$10.00 down and $5.00 per month
as you prefer.

A postal card will bring you catalogue
and samples. It's up to you.

When you are at the PAN=AMERICAN call and see us.
Graphic Arts Building, Section 8.

LONDON : 87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
No. 5 Bradford Ave., Redcross St., E. C.
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KEYSTONE Sterling Silver

Swing Ring, Screw Bezel

SI LVEROID Cases

A reduction averaging about 10 per cent.
has been made in the price of KEYSTONE Sterling Silver

Cases. The reduction is announced simultaneous with a

beautiful new line for fall trade. As these cases are the

recognized standard in their grade, and easily salable by the

retailer at highest market rates, the reduction may be

regarded practically as an addition to the jeweler's profits.

Swing Ring, Screw Bezel SILVEROID
Cases have been reduced in price from $2.00 to $1.50
(Keystone Key). In these cases the back and center are in

one piece, the ring which holds the movement is jointed to

the combined back and center, and the bezel is screwed on

as shown in the illustration. There are only two pieces in

all, and these are practically one in the completed watch.

The cases are made in 3 oz. 18 size, 18 size regular and

16 size.

The Keystone Watch Case Company
9th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

COPYRIGHT 1901

BY B. THORPt BROWN S PHU!'

Vol. 22 September, i9oi
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OUR STANDARD Movements Specially Constructed for
Exacting Railway Service

SUPPLIED BY THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

New (1900 Model.

18 Size. TM REE=QUARTER PLATE.

14.1*Imitio

Stem---Wind Movements.

Named OPEN-FACE.

VERITAS—No. 214 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

LEVER=SET.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ;

quick train with gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape wheel ; poised

pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; expo:;ed pallets, compen-

sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly

mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling

click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; plates beautifully

damaskeened ; carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion

cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; .micrometric

regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work ;

patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring;

damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating

balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted

on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent

self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully

timed, and finely finished" throughout.

18 Size.
Named

FATHER TIME : 
{ oil" , vvee rr Sett: Nickel.

21 line ruby jewels (gilded settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train ;

straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-

jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; open-face

with patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and

finely finished throughout.

FULL PLATE. Stem=Wind Movements.
HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

18 Size.

Nanzed
FULL PLATE. Stem=Wind Movements.

Htg., Lever Set.

13. W. RAYMOND 0. F., 4

O. F., Pend.

4 4 } Nickel.
HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

17 ruby jewels (gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train, straight

line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring;

micrometric regulator ; patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; care-

fully timed, and finely finished throughout.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

GENERAL OFFICES,
26 Monroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories, ELGIN, ILLWOIS, U. S. A.
SAW FRANCISCO OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street.

WEW YORK OFFICE,
If John Street.

SEE JOBBERS' LIST FOR. PRICS, OR vvRITE,- TI- IE COMPANY

A Successful Harvest Ea
depends upon the SEED, SOIL and SEASON.

f&B. Chains and Lockets are the best SEED youcan buy; a SATISFIED CUSTOMER is the best kind of SOILto cultivate, and the FALL SEASON brings the HARVEST.

1870. Gold filled polished.
1871. " satin.

1.arg,

will be more

The NAIL
are samples
PATTERN.

966. Full length Vest Chain.

Sell your customers our

LOCKETS, CHAINS, SLEEVE BUTTONS,
BRACELETS, BROOCHES, EARRINGS
and HAIR CHAIN MOUNTINGS, and they

than satisfied, for we guarantee every piece of goods
FILE, POLISHER and JAR
of our NIGHTINGALE

All Toilet and Manicure articles are fur-
nished in this beautiful design.

Do not forget that we are still making
and keep in stock a full line of our WASH-
INGTON, JEFFERSON, VICTORIA,
AMERICAN BEAUTY, LINCOLN and
BEAD patterns, and can fill in sets and
match odd pieces at any time.

We make i larger line of these goods
than any other house in the country.

TAM itfostsiiik Co.
loo Richmond St.

Providence, R. I.
Successors to FOSTER & BAILEY.

1750.

We have these Lockets in
various designs and sizes,
from a quarter-dollar size up
to larger than one-dollar size

we make.

nWso I

too N 1,01 it.,

14.V

14114 targy Booljct [Joni,

Ktail

1946 Corn Koji,.

o947 Koife.

■Oib Shim

1949 Button !look.

,930 'rnoth 13,4414

10, 1,1411

1933 Letter Opener.

.03 Erasn.

.934 5.1.

1035 14o1lvo Blotter.

.00 j 1..11 Remalg 1;11■4.

,937 Curler.

'RIR at,. Somber.

't4

ILLUSTRATIONS HALF SIZE
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48T" ANNIVERSARY

AS SOLE AGENTS

FOR THE

Malospiings
1853- 1901

Send for a List of Styles, Sizes, Width and Strength by Dennison's Gauge

t MAIL ORDERS we care for promptly, and get them t

to you according to order. Orders filled from any catalogue or

Sole Ag-ents f( )L the 1 'nited States for the

Free of Charge

THIS HANDSOME CABINET

w 1ti three drawers ;mit a series of twenty-six handsomely
.1cconiteit till boxes, marked with sizes, grades, class, number,
width and strength by I/mini:woes gauge. These boxes are lilted

to the Cabinet, and are specially intended for the loose Main-
,prillgSWilich naturally accumulate in every watehmaker'sslock.
w,. w ill one of these t:ithinets FREE will, the first order for
One Gross a AMERICAN or SWISS MAINSPRINGS

Size IS inches long. 10 inches high, and 9' , inches deep.

Capacity, 10 Gross 1626e., American and Swiss Springs.

JURGENSEN RECOILING MAINSPRINGS
for I ligh-Grade Swiss and American Watches. They have no equal.

L. H. KELLER •S• CO.
64 Nassau Street, New York

L. H. K. 6 CO. SPECIAL
Genuine
American
Lathe

Every
Lathe

Guaranteed

Size of Lathe, to -incli bed ; swings ,tyii inches.
Attachments can be added at any time, as all parts are made interchange:11)1e.

For sale by

complete with 8 chuck.s.
6 cemenehrktt4ae..4, belting, $23.50, Net 4..3tit

-411

Genuine
American
Lathe

Every
Lathe

Guaranteed

L. H. KELLER & CO.
Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Fine Watch Materials, Tools, Files, Supplies and Optical Goods

SPE:CIAL ATTE,INTION GIVE,1•1 TO MAUL ORDF,RS

64 Nassau Street, New York

\6' r•?
Now is the time the Retailer is looking around, and wisely,

too, for his Fall Stock of Gold Cases. We have been getting
our Fall Line of gold cases in from the various factories for the
past month, until now our assortment is complete, containing from
the Finest, Hand=Made, Richly Carved and Diamond Set
down to the Lighter Weight and Cheaper Cases, in all the
various sizes and prices.
We would ask you to at least hold your order until you sec our

stock. If none of our travelers happen to get to your town write
in fora selection, as we send selections to responsible jewelers.

At this time we mention only one case :

14 K., 0 size, Bascine, Satin or Polished, Single Diamond.
Price, $23.40 net cash, (according to Keystone Key).

The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in American Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

899

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the different Exhibitions of the world

1820 11331).

4444 encots. root c;44$:' Ttgatt"° Vt44
The only Medal at the World's Fair for watch Glasses was awarded to the w B & C brand.

WATCH GLASSES

TheWB&C
are known to be the BEST.

Glasses

Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL. ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clear-
ness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers
are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb,
" The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and
don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during
that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never heard from afterwards. •

It is a good and reliable glass you want, which is the W B & C



-Higginsville, Mo., November to, 1900.
Gentletnen : Draft for $3.70 in payment for old gold

received. Thanks ; it is more than satisfactory. Will
send you some sweepings in a few days.

Respectfully, II. E. Tucker

Frankfort, Ind., November 27, 1900.
Gentlemen : Your check received for old silver, and

we are well pleased with your promptness.
Yours, Clinton Cycle Co.

Si. E. Shaw, Mgr.

Eau Claire, Wis., May 23, 1901.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Your check for $30.32 for old gold and
silver reached us very promptly and was entirely
satisfactory.

Yours very respectfully, Fleming Bros.

Brigham City, Utah
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Your check for $16.5o for gold and silver came to-day,
and is very satisfactory. Yours truly, J. Johansen.

Temple, Texas, July 24, 1901.
Gentlemen : Your estimate on old gold and silver is satisfactory,

and I accept your check for $55.59.
Yours truly, R. T. Crawford.

901
Leadville, Colo., Merck 18, 1901

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Received check 0. K., and pleased with the returns.

Ben. Cohen & Bro.

Goldsmith Bros.
Dear Sirs : Received check for $12.87 for old silver

and scraps, which is satisfactory. Thanking you for
your prompt return.

Yours, C. G. Lindquist.

Minneapolis, Minn., March 30, mot.

Grundy Center, Iowa, November 20, 1900.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Your remittance of $T3.T5 received to-
day and same is satisfactory. It is more than I expected.
Thanking you for your promptness, I remain

Respectfully yours, Jas, J. Dalgliesh.

Dunkirk, N. Y., January 24, 1901.
Dear Sirs : I am in receipt of the $8 on check and

the 6o cents for old gold. and wish to say that I sin well
satisfied with the amount. Please accept my thanks for
same. I am very respectfully

Yours, M. Vandevelde.

Reading, Pa., August 22, 1900.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen : Yours of the 16th containing check for

barrel of sweeps just received, as I have been out of the
city since Sunday. The same is satisfactory. Please ac-
cept my thanks for same.

Very truly, Chas. G. Willson.

Pinenix, Ariz., July to, 1901.
Goldsmith Bros , Chicago, Ill.

I have your favor of the 6th with draft enclosed for
$8.04 for old gold sent you. Same is entirely satisfactory
to me, as your dealings with me have always been.
Please acccept my thanks for your promptness in the
matter.

Yours truly, Geo. B. Pratt.

That is one reason why we
believe in testimonials

Goldsmith Bros.
Dear Sirs : Received your check for $14.50 for bench

sweeps. I will send you another box of sweeps in a
week or so.

Yours respectfully, Ed. Waldeck.

440 East Water Street.'

Milwaukee, July 9, Icor.

. We have so many com-
mending our methods that
we could publish them ad
libitum, but, as space is ex-
pensive, we must content

Akron, Ohio.
Gentlemen : Yours of the 14th inst. at hand.

check enclosed ($56.50) was highly satisfactory. The
allowance for gold case and silver was about what we
figured ; the sweeps, etc., footed up about $12 more than
we had estimated. We thank you.

Truly yours, J. B. Storer & Co.

Eustis, Fla., July 16, moi.
Goldsmith 13ros., Chicago, Ill.

Gents : Check $28.98 for last shipment of old gold,
and same is very satisfactory.

Geo. W. Church.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners
WORKS, 5826 Throop St. and AssayersOFFICE. 63 Washington St. Chicago, Ill.

is due to the fact that we are a specialty concern in the tool and material business, 
our very large and widely assorted stock

combined with the interest we take in seeing that every customer, large or small, is treated in the best 
possible manner and

his orders filled promptly and correctly.

E. & J. S. MAINSPRINGS
are always satisfactory and reliable. They are carefully tempered, well finished and correctly gauged for width and

strength. They are coiled, and each spring is wrapped in anti-rust paper. Price, $1.25 per dozen ; $14.25 per gross-

less 6 per cent. for cash.

SUPERIOR MAINSPRINGS
A splendid dollar mainspring. We keep them for all styles and grades of American watches.

$11.25 per gross-less 6 per cent. for cash.

A good-grade mainspring for watches of the cheaper class. Gives excellent satisfaction and supplies the

reliable spring at a low price. Price, 75 cents per dozen ; 0.75 per gross-less 6 per cent. for cash.

AMERICAN-MADE
BALANCE STAFFS

an

BALANCE JEWELS

E. & .T. S. grade. Eagle grade.
Balance Staffs. Balance Staffs.

l'er dozen. Per dozen.

Waltham 18, 16, 6 and 0 size, $1.00 $ .75
Elgin 18, 16. 6 and 0 size. 1.00 .75
Illinois 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75
Hampden 18 and 6 size, 1.00 .75
Rockford 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75

E. /IL J. S. grade. Eagle grade.
Balance Jewels. Balance Jewels.

Per dozen. Per dozen.
$1.50 .75
1.50 .75
1.50 .75
1.50 .75

Columbus 18, 16 and 6 size, 1.00 .75
All of the above prices subject to discount of 6 per cent. for cash.

Our list of customers using these materials is constantly increasing. We use every effort to have 
them give perfect

satisfaction, and they are guaranteed to fit. Send a sample order and give them a thorough test and you will use them again.

ORDER TOOLS AND MATERIALS OF US

We will take good care of your wants, and our prices are always right for reliable goods. Ask for our Tool and

Material Catalogue if you have not received a copy.

E. el J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

Montgomery City, Mo., June 20, 1901.

Gents. : Check for $51.30 received, and satisfactory.

Yours respectfully, Albert Vogt.

Waterloo, Wis., July io, 1901.
Gentlemen : I am in receipt of your draft for $18.6o

In payment for old gold and silver, which I accept as
satisfactory.

Yours very truly, Albert J. Vick.

It,,ekford, June 7, 1901
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Check received to-day, and same is
entirely satisfactory. Will make another shipment in a
few days. Yours very truly,

New Rockford Watch Case Co.
Per F. 0.

Keokuk, Iowa, June .29, mot.

Gentlemen : Accept thanks for your check, $24.80,
received in settlement, for plat. and filings.

Respectfully, T. R. J. Ayres & Sons.
F.

The Dalles, Oregon.

Gentlemen : Your cheek for $31 97 just received,
and is perfectly satisfactory.

Respectfully, II. C. Liebe.

Oneonta, N. Y., June 14, 1901.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, III.

Gents. • Yours of June 12th at hand, with $14 check
for old gold.. Am pleased.

Respectfully, Geo. 11. Chandler.

ourselves by publishing
only a few.
We have satisfied hun-

dreds of jewelers. WHY
can we not get your busi-
ness and HOLD IT?
You to take no chance in
the matter. If you are not
satisfied with the size of our
check, return it, and we will
return your shipment in ex-
actly the same condition as
received,and pay all charges.
Make us a trial shipment
and be convinced.

Goldsmith Bros.
Gents. : Your draft $45.88 at hand for gold and silver,

which is satisfactory.

• 
Yours respectfully, P. H. Michelson.

Grand Island, Nebr., April 5, 1901.

Macon, Ga., June 15, leo%

Gents. : Your check for $24.69 received and is
satisfactory.

Yours truly, McCrary JewelI'Co.,

Goldsmith Bros.
Gents. : Your check of the 26th for $21.15 at hand and

is entirely satisfactory.
Very truly, Elmer E. Page.

Auburn, N. Y., July 28, 1901.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.
Dear Sirs: Check for sweeps $39.45 is quite satisfac-

tory. Thanking you for prompt return and fair dealing,
we remain,

Windsor, March 28, mot.

Goldsmith Bros.
Gentlemen : Your check for $62.5o received, for

which please accept thanks.
Yours very truly, Geo. 11 Striker,

1883 Niagara Street.

Bull.do, N. Y., April 17, 1901.

Saginaw, Mich., May 17, 1901.

Gentlemen : Your check for $45.0o for old sweep-
ings received and quite satisfactory. Will send more
when have it.

Respectfully, Brown & Grant.

Baton Rouge, La., August 7, '01.

Gentlemen ; Your check for $43.35 to hand, and
accepted. Thanks for prompt attention.

Very truly, S. P. Schussler.

Wamego, Kans., June lo, 1901.
Goldsmith Bros.

Dear Sirs: Your check for 132.25 received, in payment for gold and
silver. We will send you shortly another barrel to refine.

Truly yours, H. U. Parsons.

Gladwin, Mich., June 13, 1901.

Gentlemen : Yours of the 1201 to hand, enclosing check for $14.-,s.
Same to balance shipment of old silver of moth. Your promptness is
very much ahead of what one could expect in this locality, we can
rarely get a letter back so quick as your settlement. Thanks.

Yours truly, Croskery Bros.

1,11 Cygne, Kans., July TO, 1901.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gents. : I am in receipt or your favor of the 8th with
check $23.96 for old gold and silver. It is as well if not
better than I expected. Will not forget you. Thanks.

Yours truly, H. Maurer.

Centralia, Wash., August 3, up,.
Gentlemen : Your check for old gold sent you a few

days ago received. The valuation you place on old gold
is satisfactory to us. Many thanks for your prompt re-
mittance.

Respectfully, Henderson Bros.
Per Cletton.
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Time is
Money

in a double sense to the intending pupil of watch-

making. Delay to acquire the art means great

loss in such prosperous times as these ; and to

only half acquire it means permanent loss and a

spoiled career. If you would master the art in

the quickest possible time consistent with THOR-

OUGH mastery and PRACTICAL competency

the one school for you to attend is

The Waltham
Horological School

which is the Oldest and has the

Best Equipment and Instructors.

"Fhorough instruction given in

HOROLOGY, ENGRAVING and

OPHTHALMOLOGY.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here,

and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

E. H. SWAIN, Proprietor,
WALTHAM, MASS.

Write for our New Prospectus.

rRA MARK

The Buying d Show Cases
Wall Cases, and other fixtures is serious business. There is
satisfaction, then, in dealing- with a long-established, reliable house.
When you I aly

A Phillips Illuminated
Show Case you can rest assured that it

(3%94.41-e el-fedaw" will be perfect in every detail-materials,
construction, finish.

We've been making good show cases 37 years-making them
better every year. To-day our products set the standard in point
of elegance of design, superiority of material and workmanship,
and greatest adaptability to modern store-keeping needs.

Can we mail you our catalogue?

JOHN PHILLIPS_ & CO' L't'd
CANADIAN BRANCH

WINDSOR. ONTARIO
DETROIT, MICH.

Expansion
The house that expands and reaches out for

more trade must meet its customers more than

half way. Our expansion policy is the fulfillment

of promises and the eternal giving, of unadulter-

ated bargains.

Our Cock and
Foot Jewels
are made perfect, they are centered from the

hole, the settings are true and nicely finished,

the holes are polished and the settings are made the 
exact

size to fit the movements for which they are 
intended.

They are made of Sapphire, Ruby and Garnet, and 
sell at

$1.50 for Sapphire and Ruby ; $1.25 for Garnet ; 
samples

15 ctS. each.

Tidd's American=Made
Balance Staffs
are the best on the market. They are made

of the best quality of steel, turned by the

most approved automatic machines, are

guaranteed to fit, they are of proper temper

and finely finished. No better staff made

than ours, and our prices are as low as inferior goods are

sold for. Made in two grades, gray finished, polished

pivots, for low grade movements, $1.25 per dozen; full

polished, the best staff in the world at the price, $1.50

dozen for high-grade movements.

Red X Cross Mainsprings
have stood the test for 12 years, and our constantly increas-

ing sales speak louder than words the fact that they give

perfect satisfaction. You take no chances in buying these

springs as we guarantee each one to be perfect and not to

break. We will replace all broken ones. Our price is

$1.00 per dozen, $11.00 per gross.
Your money back if you are not satisfied.

'Write for special price-list.

TIDD ei CO.
Columbiana, Ohio

Hardinge Roller and Hand
Remover

DOES THE WORK ALWAYS

Price for Roller Remover, . .
di it 

" and Hand Remover,

JEWELING CHUCKS
Price, per set of 10, in Brass, $1.50

46 It 61 
" " " Steel 2.50

Made in two sizes to fit Nos. 38 and
50 wire chucks.

Send for our new catalogue No. 4.

Hardinge Bros.
1036 Lincoln Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

$ 1.75
2.00

trattik „

"•••ir

Pac-Slmlle of No. 2203 Imperial American Springs, Coiled arid ragged.

None Genuine unless marked "Imperial" and bearing our Registered 'frade-Mark

"Impolial" plalospilalls
are the best, the most reliable, have

quality, finish, strength and durability,

are Coiled and tagged, put up in
the most convenient manner, and are
" Guaranteed for One Year."

• -

moues:

.00
Per Gross.

1.00 

Per Dozen.

• •••,•-• -••••• vv.", - -v-4-

rMIRIS

WelIF

P E R

1'3'7 _ 
_-J

--axtfa“

, os.

'11 7.!..ori,•.:

--rassarrets-

-00.31 
,v3rcr,vvtl

•

Cabinet

Sent

Gratis

with 36

screw-top

bottles.

The Cabinet itself is worth $6.00
and is far superior in appearance
than is represented by the cut,

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Mainsprings,
With a firs.,teosred,e,dr yorfartnitse 

our
ross of the " Imperial " American or Swiss
improved handsome polished Solid Black

Walnut, Oak or Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, shown in Cu,- it is well made,
cabinet finished and dovetailed throug,hout, and the cover closes with a patent
snap lock, mckel-plated. It is the only cabinet made that will properly system-
atize and keep in thorough order the many American and Swiss mainsprings
necessary at the present time, and will be greatly appreciated by all watch-
makers. Besides being very useful-, it makes a very handsome appearance. It
has twenty drawers, with fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the top is arranged
In grooves for thirty-six screw-top bottles for watch and jobbing materials. It

will hold 6 GROSS '• Imperial " American or Swiss Springs. We also in-
clude two sets of perforated gummed labels, with name, number and size of the
Springs, so the drawers can be numbered as desired. These numbers correspond
to a directory of all American springs which is printed on the inside cover,
showing the correct style, width and strength by Dennison's Standard
Mainspring Gauge, and the proper numbers and names for ordering.

GREEN BROS.
ilan' e, n New York.

Importers, Exporters, Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Fine Grade Watch Material, Tools, Optical
Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies.

CUT THIS OUT and keep it for reference.

Fac-simlle of an assortment of "Imperial" Swiss Mainsprings coiled and tagged

NOG. Genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark.

90,
Latest Mainspring Guide

The following Ilst shows the CORRECT STYLES, WIDTH and STRENGTH .by DENNISON'S STANDARD.
Mainsprias (lame and the proper islUMBERS.and NAMES for ordering the

Registered Trade Mark and FaesiraRa
Wrapper on the Imperial

Aturri,an Mainsprings Gr

rut of the Imperial %Mom
amid tagged.

far,terial Afains,tringt art ouaranteedfor one
Each ,S)wing bears the word "IMPERIAL."

Each Spring Is tarred with the Name and Size; for FINISH, TEMPER. ELASTICITY and DURABILITY they have so egoist
NoTE.-Bz oirwe t. e.nb. o Md.*

me ow., le fIllhur order. Waltham. Price $12.°° Per Gross.
No. Size Name . Description of Barrel

Description el I
Movement ,

Style

1201 IN

2202 iS

2'303 1114

2204 IS

2203 IS

2206 15

2241> IS

2222 is

2208, 10

221.44 16

2227 16

2225 14

2209 1.4

2210 i.e

2211. 14

2221 14

2224 12

2211 SO

2213 SIM°

2217 0

2219 0

2210 1.20

au-Jo 0

2221.

2226

Old Style 

New Style 

New Riedel 

New Model Or E. 

Pemdt. mad Levier Set

Crescent SU 

Crncent St.  

V

Gilt   Plate

GIG Harrel  Lull Plate

.k..Nieltel and Gilt Harrel../WIde".•. Lull Plate

,..Niekel and GlIt Hamel, //Narrow"

.311ekell Gilt Barrel.. ...... ........

 Gill HarmL Plarrovoo.

 Gilt Harrel, t/WItlei• 

Movement  .Steir1 Darrel.

.Nlekel and Gilt Harrel 

Pendt. ned ..... let, t888 Model...).  Steel Harrel 

Pendant Set, 1899 Model  C Steel Darrel 
11

Pendant Set, 1895 Model 

.  

Steed Darrel  

Ada .Ado. St. fees Gard. IL W.-. E1 GIG 'Harrel 

Old Style e
•nd Gilt Barrel. G9larraw"•

New StyTe.   . Nickel Mt Gilt Harrel, "Wide'•.....

Pendant and Lever SM. .  Steel Barrel 

Pendant Nat  Steel Darrel 

Key Wind rr.1   .GlIt Harrel 

Lever Set  end Gilt Harrel 

Pendant and Lever Set   144... Stickel end Gilt Harrel ...........

Harrel 

Darrel 

Pendant Set Steel Barrel 

Nickel Harrel 

 Steel Barrel  

Lever Set 

1.1.1Pendant Set  Steel

Old Style 0..Nlekel end Gilt

s00 11:.e.ndd. 1..t Sett
Jewel

Wall Plate

Full Plate

Lull Plate.

Eull Plate

Lull Plate

9, Plate

M Plate

5) Plate

S Plate
M Plate

1.) Plate

M Plate

M Plate

Plat•

M Plate

M Plate

%Plate

M Plate

M Plate

MP's.

,9; Plate
M Plate

411=111=111111
Imeamems

e•ae•

IMPS=

fiffig=2

C/II)=A

Issonsszaza
Effinsarmizs
Ismssmatm

IMMMONMEM

aiNWI/Mil511

SERIMMIIII=11

dlitINNEINa

Bii■tamsorma

cammamansol

GREEN BROS., 6 Maiden Lane, New York

Width A
Strength

3 to 4.

19 0 3 to •

20 25, to 35

10 11 to' J

an 1 to

14 15 2y,r,

10 25, to 35

23 35 10 15

11 25 no 35

19 4 C,3

19 4 to 6

19 6 to 6

14 3 to 4S

13 2 to 3

10 21., to 35

It/ 5 to 6

12 05t0 75

14 3 £04.

lo Imo4

10 3 io G

if. 7 to

8 6 no?

7 7 to S

7 75 to 85

S to 9

Elgin.
NOTE.-The Doable Mated Springo are now being used Instead of Steele

Brae.. They ean be wed In Walehee haring the 014 Style Steele Br..
Melnepelne, by 1111ne off nee *hie. Ill gl•Ing the amber. no labiate
ran 000,r t,, 0111.ff enter,

Na. Size Name

5041

6042

5043

5044

5045

5040

5047

5048

6049

5050

6051

6052

5053

5130

5131

5132

6133

5134

6135

5130

6137

10

18 Double 'traced

18 Dont,. Braced

18 Ilion tole Drared

10 II0111,10 liraced

16 Double Drneed

IC Double Ilraced

0 GA 8 Double Braced

0 del 0 Double Deuced

01,1 Double Braced

0 lion ble Ilrneed

0 Double Mowed

0 Double Dr...A

12 Steel 11 

12 Steel Barrel

12 Steel Darrel

0 Steel Barrel

0 Steel Darrel

0 Steel Harrel

18 Tongued

16 Tongued

Style

Mit=
MIN=

allOpm=
€11411661ZIEN
lgallatorzza

eimenntmatie
anass=smza
ISOftzmilig.
Imeinotam

emmam=cae•
eierremexam.
emeenammato
IMIEUE211112
lEliffeZZef81112

Clue

2

3

1

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

I mod

I', 3

No. Size

Hampden.

Name Style

woo

5067

5058

5059

IR

18

10

000

Hallway.

New Style

New Style

"em-Style

New Style

vt

011111:1111110
" trae

Ismzezza
MiMnilia=ata

Width

20

20

10

0

6

Width

90 4

20 3

20 2

20 1

18 4

IN 3

18 9

10 7

10 a

10 5

4 10

4 9

A 6 QJ
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SILVER CREAM is a preparation which polishes
because it cleans.

It restores the original brilliancy without marring or
scratching the silver, as it requires no hard rubbing.

It is a polish which will appeal to your best trade—
your silver-buying trade.

The dealer likes to sell an article which he can
strongly recommend. What we say to you about our
SILVER CREAM you can say to your customers.

"l here are many kinds of silver polish, but oniv one
SILVER CREAM.

.111 up-to-date jobbers sell it.

"SPECIALS"
Good until October ist ONLY

" Ain " Mainsprings, Guaranteed . $ .68 doz.
66

12 K. Gold Filled Watch Bows, Guaranteed 1.20
66Fine Silk Velvet Ring Boxes . 1.95
46" Peerless " Pivot Drills, Best Made .25

" Asst" Spectacle Screws, "That Fit" .55 gro.
Best Plated Lever Button n7Cia . .38 doz.

"Watchmakers' Supplies"
We carry complete stock. Send sample

parts of any American movement, "we'll

have it." No matter how small. Each
order carefully and promptly filled. We

make a specialty of Fine Watch Repairing

for the trade at lowest prices.
Send us a trial order.

Queen City Material Co.
332 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y.

.11/0,
..44/

ok44,9 ev‘140
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JEWELERS CEMENT
COLORLESS-TRANSPARENT

LIQUID
AMBER

From a High Authority
THE KEYSTONE'S Workshop Notes " for April,

Igo!, in the course of an interesting half column on
cementing, said:

'About the only cements
that Ire of any practical use
in the jewelry trade, where
fine work is required, are
those made from the various
gum-resins. One of the finest
articles of this kind that we
have seen is the proprietor),
cement called Liquid Amber
which is extensively used by
the jewelry trade. It is very
hard and strong."

A trial bottle will prove the justness of THE
KEYSTONE'S estimate. It will cost you only 25 cts.
Sold by every material dealer in America.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale

Agents
Distributing 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

no,

WHO FORGOT TO WIND THE CLOCK?
" Hezekiah ! this wouldn't have happened if you had bought

'the clock that winds itself,' when I told you to."

'The 20th century clock" is a self-winding,
striking mantel clock, made in many different
styles for the mantel, with pendulum or lever,
hour and half-hour striking movements.

In wall clocks we make 'the clock that winds itself,"
in 120, 80 and 60 beat, with a large variety of beautiful cases.

Our synchronizing clocks—well, if you want one, write
us, and we will tell you of the Railroads and Telephone
Companies that use them.

GUARANTEED.

You should have them in stock for your up - to - date
customers.

Progressive people put the CLOCK KEY in with the HOUR GLASS and SUN DIAL.

Should any part of the movement, with ordinary usage, become disabled or worn
out within two years, the Company will, on application and return of the part, send
duplicate without expense to the owner.

We guarantee our batteries to run the clock one year without renewal.

905

Booklet arid full particulars will be forwarded on request

National Self-Winding Clock Co.

Address Dept. 1

Manufacturers of

Self-Winding and Synchronizing Clocks

Bristol, Conn.
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WE GUARANTEE
It) give the best instructions in xvatch repairing in America.

WE STAND ALONE
in promises and their fulfillment.

Our work and reputation among American experts as " THE ONE
HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL IN AMERICA." 1901-02 term just
beginning. See page 3 of THE K EYsToN E for June, July and August.
irculars free.

Canadian Horological Institute
115 King Street, East,

H. R. PLA 1' TIVIIR, Director. TORONTO, ONT.

New Bedford Oil Co.'s Oils
FOR PURITY
ARE UNSURPASSED

HIGHEST AWARD,
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, Ism

Our WATCH and CLOCK OILS
stand unrivaled in the field of Horo-
logical Oils, and a comparative test
under all conditions will convince
the most skeptical of their superi-
ority.

Absolutely Pure Jaw Oils. Positively Uniform Quality. Unaffected by Temperature.

NEW BEDFORD OIL CO., Boston, Mass.
HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.

35 Malden Lane, New York, Selling Agents

Caution to
Watchmakers

Our " U. S." Mainsprings
are acknowledged by watch-
makers throughout the United
States to be the best springs in
point of finish and quality, for
the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain
this reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore
call your attention to the fact
that an imitation spring re-
sembling the " U. S." has been
offered for sale, and 111 some
instances, we are informed, has
even been placed in " U. S.
boxes. To guard against this
deception we would suggest that
you exercise the utmost caution
in making your purchases, and
insist that the trade-mark
" U. 5." appear engraved upon
each spring.

Ask your jobber
for them

Sole Agents for

Fleming's
Patent
Corrugated
Universal
Case Springs

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO Importers of

I Watch Material

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Gold Links at $12
the price of gold filled

Roman or polished, great variety of attrac-
tive, salable patterns.

Sent subject to return if not satisfactory .

Write for our new catalogue

CHICAGO, ILL.
16o6 Masonic Temple

FACTORY
52 Maiden Lane

net
per doz. pair
assorted patterns

35a*agait
wietatquitkeuk..Ae.
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OVER 100,000 BRILLANT GASOLINE
GAS LAMPS

100 Candle Power

Sold in the Last Four Years and

OVER

50,000 Halo Pressure
Will be sold this wear or will miss (.11II guess.
Ni, trouble to do it, there are no competitors.
Our lamps are known world wide, and are
wanted everywhere for HOMES, STORES,
STREETS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, TENTS,
GARDENS, RESORTS, MINING, FISHING,
etc. etc. We make all kinds, that are good
andpermitted by the Insurance Companies.

BEST GAS LIGHT 20c. A MONTH.
2 to 400 Candle Power

Storm Lump.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co., 42 State Street, CHICAGO
GEORGE BOHNER

Do NOT READ THIS
If You are in Love

with Miss High Price

Or Engaged
to Miss Old Style

These two ladies are not very favorably disposed towards
us, as we refused to employ them and they were forced to seek
employment with some of our competitors.

We are ready for business, and have for your inspection
woo different styles of 10 K. Solid Gold Stone Set Rings
in the latest designs. We will send you a memorandum
package to make a selection from ; we pay express charges
both ways and give you January 1st terms on goods selected.

We advance three reasons why it pays you to handle our
goods:

I. We give manufacturer's price to all without
distinction.

2. We exchange any unsalable styles for other
patterns of stone set rings at any time.

3. We size and keep our rings in repair for
two years after you have sold them.

A trial is solicited by

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
31 Builders' Exchange, BUFFALO, N. Y, •

Why Not
carry in your stock more
of our popular low-priced
styles of steel spectacles?

Our Goods
please because they are
the best low-priced spec-
tacles in the world.
They represent unequaled
value.
Every pair you sell will
bring new trade to your
store.

Ask Your Jobber
to quote prices. Send to
us for descriptive circulars.
We open no retail ac-
counts.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.
Manufacturing Opticians,

READING, PA.
Established 1870.

9( )7



The FRANCIS
Engraver

is worked with the
hands, NOT with the
feet.

It has an adjustable
graver that is NOT
provided with an
ANGULAR ADJUST-
MENT.

The Francis is made
simply with a Rotary
Graver that beats the
world for smooth action
in making bright cuts.

, Man., Can., August 1, ism.
A. E. FRANCIS, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir : Are you going to put a graver with angular adjustment
on your machine? What is its value, anyway ? I am told that it is something that no
other machine can have; that it is a great benefit in shading letters. When I buy,
I want the best. If this amounts to as much as claimed, it seems to be the only thing
that your machine lacks. Please advise.

Yours respectfully, (Signed)

N i 888 I applied the first graver with angular adjust-
ment. It was so arranged that the graver could be
set at any angle, to make broad or narrow cuts. It
was soon discarded, being considered of no value

whatever. It has never been improved upon. Like all
gravers of its class, it was movable only by adjusting to a
certain angle, and at that angle it was held stationary until
again adjusted. All gravers with angular adjustment are so
limited. A graver having operative angular adjustment has
never been produced. Such could not be applied to rotary
gravers, because the slightest angular movement would
throw them out of center and destroy their usefulness.
The angular adjustment has nothing to do with the
shading. It is always stationary when the machine is being
operated.

Shading by all machines is on the principle that a V
points, either ground or set at varying angles, are pressed
downwards into the metal ; the deeper they go the broader
the cut. When working, an angular adjustable point is always
held in a set position. Movement in this cannot be made
while cutting. The impression received 4 many, that

Addre,s A

angular adjustment means laying the graver over on its side
while cutting, as the hand engraver does it, to broaden the
shade, whether found in print or has been self-conceived
from the significant name, is untrue. Shading is in no way
benefited by it, because when once set at a certain angle it
must remain at that angle while the marking is being done.
The angle cannot be changed. The graver cannot be
changed. The job must be finished with the graver it was
started with, and with it set at the very same angle it was at
the beginning. When a machine is being operated, gravers
with angular adjustment are in this respect as stationary
as a curbstone.

The rotary graver holders now used on the Francis are
so made that any number of gravers, ground at different
angles, can be used in engraving a single fancy letter, if
desired. If judiciously used in this way fine results can be
obtained.

There is but one practical movable graver, and that is
the most important improvement ever introduced in the art
of producing engraving machines. It is the distinctive
feature of the Francis Engraver.

. E. FRANCIS
Pan-American Exposition Buffalo, N. Y.
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Price, $1.25 per Gross.
22 Varieties, Assorted. Made to fit all American Watches.

SOME NEW GOODS FOR DAILY USE
IDEAL

Rivet Remover
A new tool,

that you CAN
11E310 VE the
TIGHTEST
RIVET in a
brooch, etc.,
with ease. It
only needs a
trial to be ap-
preciated by the
trade. The tool
is held in the
vise when in
Use.

Each, $1.25

ONE GROSS

Cut is %size

Set of 5 Nickel-Plated Screwdrivers. Similar to illustration.
40 cents per Set.

Made expressly for
CROSS & BEGUELIN, NEW YORK

Gilt Bearing, Regular Joint, assorted I.: to 17, in it 81 Cross
G.$. 4' .85 *.
Gilt Spring, b. 

"

G. S. 4, o 85 4,44
Gilt Nos.16% and 25, Flat Joint," " " " " I  00 4,
G. S. 4, 44 o t, .. o ii 61 n ii II 

1  00 ..
Gilt Joints for Nos. 16% alld 25 Pill Stems 75 44
G, s, 66 /A Of " •• 66 46 66 .75 o
Gilt Skeleton Pin Stems, assorted   .50 44

Discount, 6 per cent. off for cash.

PRESCOTT'S
SCREW CASE REMOVER

Saves Time! Saves Temper

701

1111111111IY•

IT WILL MOVE A
TIGHT SCREW CASE
WITtIOUT A SCRATCH
OR MAR. Substantiallt
made and provided with
two sizes of concave nt
her Nips, this most pefeet
device is one of the handi-
est things for the wit telt-
maker's bench. W a Olt-
makers, Jewelers, case re-
pairers and dealers are
aware of the fact that
screw cases will sometimes
become set, and to start
them with the hand is
quite impossible, but with
PRESCOTT'S SCREW
CASE REMOVER they
will start at once.

" REGENT " Case springs
Tit Y THEM

and s,a• hot, ■ "ii like them.

Sofia Oak Cabinet FREE

with your FIRST order for One Gross
" Regent " Mai n.spri ng.s

60 Metal•Top Vials. 51.50 extra.

Price, prepaid by
mail, $1.00

PAT. APPLIED FOR

" REGENT BRAND"

Faded Fitting I in', Spring Mad,.
in I), 6, 16, 18 Sizes. ltot it Lilting

and I'sich.

Price, 50 cents per dozen

SEND FOR A SAMPLE

1215:01/MsemICRMSIIII

0

0
0 0---

0

0 

Price, $ 1.00 Dozen. Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 10.50 Gross. " 7.50 Gross.

Price, $ .75 Dozen. Price, $ .15 Dozen. Price, $ .10 Dozen
" 7.50 Gross. dd 1.50 Gross. 64 1.00 Gross.

CROSS & BEGUELIN

Price $ .20 Dozen.
" 2.00 Gross.

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,
WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, 11 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORKSILVER.PLATED WARE, ETC.
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"As Good as the
Webster -Whitcomb"

is ;in expression frequently used to induce purchasers to take other lathes
than ours, an admission of its superiority and of its being the standard by which all
others arc compared.

We continue to apply to this lathe the same care, thought and skill which has kept it in the
lead for so many years, and is still unsurpassed for accuracy, durability, convenience,
beauty of finish, and all those qualities required to _make a perfect lathe, at once the
useful friend and servant, and the pride of the successful watchmaker.

The fact that our sales in the past two years have compelled us to enlarge, reorganize and
re-equip our Nvorks with the very best and most modern machinery, assures us that our efforts are
appreciated, and our purpose is to merit a continuance of same. The improved facilities will
enable us to fill orders more promptly than ever before.

Our prices arc \Vithin the reach of all, and, quality considered, are as low as any. Before
buying send for price-list and investigate thoroughly; make sure you get the best.

Manufactured by

AMERICAN WATCH TOOL Ca
Waltham, Mass.

THE LIDOS MFG. CO.
34 & 36 Pearl St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

Watch Case Materials 4'i/et Jewelers' Findings
Crowns, Pendants, Rows, Solder, Seamless Wire and Plate in all qualities.

Gold Wire in all karats.

Walnut Crown Cabinets

Albert Bros.
Cincinnati, Ohio

for

First Grades  Newest Styles
Lowest Prices for Watches
Cases and Movements

A LARGE number of inquiries and many
direct orders confirm our belief that our
lines of Watches and Movements arc ex-

actly what the most exacting trade require. The
Waltham and Elgin Movements—and whether
you order one or a hundred—you can depend
upon prompt and careful service.

'111111100iiii,

ALBERT BROS.
big illustrated catalogue is now ready for distribu-
tion. If you have not already clone so—send us
your name and address so that we may forward
you a copy. Every up-to-date dealer in Jewelry,
Watches, Clocks, Silverware, ought to have this
catalogue on hand.

If your stock is selected at Albert Bros., you
are amply prepared to meet any and all honorable
competition.

The trade slogan is

"ALBERT BROS.
for

911

Albert Bros.
Cincinnati, Ohio

\ 

for

WATCHES, MOVEMENTS, CLOCKS, SILVER-
WARE, JEWELRY, Etc."

„
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FOUR DOZEN ASSORTED
FON

ELGIN, WALTHAM, ILEYSTONe
and DUEBER

PENDANT SET BARS
"ZZ? SLEEVES.

le. 16, 12. HMOD 0 SIZE ron AMERICAN
AND ANTIQUE WATCH CASES.

These Cabinets have 36 compartments and contain one gross 14 K. gold
Crowns, American and Antique, assorted for all makes of Watch
eases. Same assortment in Silver. (let this from your jobber. ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR GOODS

On

The Numa Spring.
PAT. MARCH 14, 1893. -

The most perfect spring made In lock
or lift. Can be used in place of a solid steel
or any other spring. Presents an unbroken
surface in watch case center, making the case
absolutely dust-proof. Every spring perfectly
finished and guaranteed,

Albert Bros.
Cincinnati, Ohio

for

LOWEST PRICES
FINEST GRADES

All kinds of
good

Jewelry anD Watches

Send for the large Illustrated Catalogue.
Fret. fir tht.

RIGHT STYLES

RIGHT PRICES

RIGHT TERMS

Albert Bros.
4th & num Sts., CINCINNATI, 01110

Wholesale Jewelers and Importers

Distributing Agents for New England Watches
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A GRAND GRAMOPHONE
Also using SMALL CYLINDERS

For

AB Graphophone arranged for G Cylinder.

SPEED INDICATOR. Besides its other advantages, this instrument is provided with an entirely NEW feature
which has never before appeared on any Graphophone. This is a dial speed indicator,

which, by the position of a pointer, enables the operator to tell at a glance the speed at which the machine is running, and to adjust the speed
as desired by merely moving the pointer.

This Beautiful Instrument
will be known as TYPE AB and will be equipped with a very handsome CABINET, as illustrated.

9 a REPRODUCER. a RECORDER, and a Price, $25.
14-INCH ALUMINUM HORN.

This new instrument has been provided to supply
a demand which has manifested itself ever since the
large cylinder appeared. Its possessor, while having
only one instrument, costing considerably less than
any previous machine capable of using the large cylin-
der, may now enjoy a large variety of selections at the
small cost of P records, and is also enabled to avail
himself of the great volume and superior reproduction
of the Grand record, whenever desired, at no addi-
tional cost other than that of the records themselves.

ENTIRELY NEW STYLE
This Ciraphophone is equipped with a REPRODUCER,
a 10=1NC1I NICKELED HORN, and a RECORDER

with which the user can make records. Power is furnished by a
spring motor, which occupies the lower part of the cabinet 'within
which it is entirely hidden. The motor winds with a crank, instead
of with a key, as in the case of the lowerzpriced machines. The'
main machine gear wheels are sunk into the frame, presenting a
very neat appearance.

Graphophones in all styles, from

$5 to $150.

RECORDS and all other Talking Machine
Supplies in endless variety.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST OFFICE FOR CATALOGUE 21

Columbia Phonograph Company
NEW YORK, 93 Chambers St.
CHICAGO. 88 Wabash Ave.
PITTSBURG, 615 Penn Ave.

LONDON. 122 Oxford Street. W.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St.
BALTIMORE, 110 East Baltimore St.
BUFFALO. 645 Main St.
BOSTON. 164 Tremont St.

PARIS. 34 Boulevard des Italiens.

ST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive St.
WASHINGTON. 919 Pennsylvania Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, 125 Geary St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 306 Nicollet Ave.

BERLIN. 65-A Friedrichstrasse.

•
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CLOCKS OF MERIT'

Manufactured by

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY
BRISTOL, CONN.

A FEW OF OUR LATEST DESIGNS

Erna

Gila

Beta

Falcon

Empress

Itasca

Our process of finishing enameled clock cases produces a surface and lustre superior in appearance
and durability to the finest imported cases, and is the only enameling process ever developed perfectly
adapted to the purpose. Our oak cases are varnished by immersion, thoroughly coating the case inside
and out, which makes an extremely homogeneous and beautiful finish.

All our movements are made with BRASS PLATES, not steel. Every clock is run and thoroughly
tested before it leaves the factory, and with proper usage is warranted a correct time keeper.

For illustrated catalogue and price-list apply to any jobber.

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY
BRISTOL, CONN.
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Overheard 
at the

Pan-American 
Exposition 

Buffalo

Last Week

Mr. Smith—How are you Mr. Jones—way from out West, eh? Didn't
expect to see you here. Well—How do you like the show?

Mr. Jones—Pretty well—pretty well—especially the electric show—
but really—between you and me—I was down in New York City
last week and I saw about as much show there on Broadway and
" around "—enough for me.

Mr. Smith—How long are you going to stay here?
Mr. Jones—Perhaps a few days, as I must get back to business.

went to New York first and • got what goods I wanted from
Cross & Beguelin.

Mr. Smith—Did you say Cross & Beguelin—well, " shake." Why
I have been dealing with that house for over 20 years.

Mr. Jones—Well, I. have been dealing with them some time, too.
Father dealt with them. He said they were a very reliable
house—and I find they are, too—and " up-to-date," too. You see
it is so handy to deal there. Keep your account in one house.
They keep a good stock of everything really a jeweler needs,
and then when you go to the City you don't have to " trot"
around to different places—and if I run short of any goods they
send me a big selection package—and you can look it over at
your leisure.

Mr. Smith—That's right. I hate to run around, too.
Mr. Jones—They seem to have a larger stock than usual this Fall—

especially in Boss Cases. They told me that the trade had found
out that the Boss made the most reliable cases—either gold,
filled or silver—so that they had most calls for that make. They
did admit they were a little
shy of some grades of the
Omega—but excused it say-
ing : There has been such a
demand for them that it made
their stock a little low at
present, but they expected a
big lot of the different grades
this month. You see, they
put up a full-jeweled 16 size
Omega—in a Boss Screw
Case—cost me a little over
$9.00, I get $15.00 for it—
and their 7 jewel, same case,
cost me little less than $8.00,
I get $12.00 for it—so I just
told them to send along Y,
doz. each with the other
goods.

Mr. Smith—Yes, that Omega is
a good seller—prices are not
advertised and you can make a fair profit. Why, Tom So-and-so—I VCS twenty miles below me—told me the other day that a " feller "came in with a slip cut out of some newspaper and wanted a ivatelijust like that. Tom told him he didn't have it. He said hewouldn't get it either—spend his time selling it, guaranteeingit, and then not make anything. So Toni talked him into buy-ing an Omega—made a fair profit—and that " feller " was so wellpleased with his Omega that he sent him four customers—thatmonth—for the same kind of a watch.

Mr. Jones—One of our big jewelry houses told me the other day oftheir experiences—said they had been dealing right along withCross & Beguelin until last Spring. A traveler came along—they told him they did not want any goods—but he offered thema little " extry "—told them to keep " shady " about it. Theybought all their Spring stock from him, and they found out after-wards that on goods they were not " posted on " he " tookthem in "—over $25.00 more than they could buy the same goodsof Cross & Beguelin.
Mr. Smith—That's right—a jobber has got to make a living profit ;can't sell goods at 5 per cent. profit and pay expenses. If theycan't make a profit one way—they have to make it another.
Mr. Jones—There's my wife calling me. " So long." Mebbe I willsee you again.

Omega .Irts. a re toad, in 10 and
0 Size, 12 Size, I t; Size. Six 41 i Were ot
grades—from 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, ad-
justed. Fitting Regular American Cases.

Landis School of Engraving
SPECIAL

FALL COURSE
To enter, write us at

once for terms and make
advance engagements, as
we only accept a Limited
number of pupils at one
time.

We devote our entire
I line to that r lust ruction
and Advancement.

When desired, we get
positions for all Gradtt- Numbers " Plain " " Reversible " Per set.
ates, as there is a great Special Script . . 1, 2, 3   .40   .60   $1.75demand for our pupils. SI WI I II Bowl . . "A, 11"  65 85 1  70

We have a Special Ring Graver . . Ring   65  .85  85
Short Course for advanced Seal tiraver . . . 65   .45     .45
engravers. Correspondence Liners   8, 10, 14,-5   .00  1 75
Sth'irited. Flat Gravers 36 to 42   .40  250

—89.00
lion 0111 order any one grayer at the above prices. The Full Set of seventeen Gravers mounted

in cloven " Plain " and six " Reversible " handles, in perfect order for engraving, complete, 88.50.
All Gravers are tested and guaranteed. Orders promptly attended to on receipt of cash or money
order for same. A SET of our LETTER and MONOGRAM CHARTS, 81.50.

A Fine and Complete Set of Gravers, Perfectly Handled,
Sharpened, Polished, Ready for Engraving.

REVERSIBLE

AAAAA1A1,\\\\k4
36 37 38 39 40 41 42 8-5 10-5 144 1 S 3 65 RING. A 8-A 0

M. L. LANDIS, 94-96 Miami Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

Getting
Ready for

Fall
Business

No plans that you make for your fall clock
trade are complete unless they include a line
of our Cuckoo Clocks.

There is nothing else in the world like them
—they stand out of the crowd as the " some–
thing different " that seekers after the quaint
and uncommon in clocks appreciate.

Our Cuckoo Clocks are making a country–
wide reputation as good sellers. You'll know
why when you see the splendid lot of hand-
some designs in our new catalogue.

Send for it—it ought to figure in the making
of your fall plans.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
37 and 39 North Ninth Street

Philadelphia

Photo-Miniature pORTRAITS ON
WATCHES
that will not fade or peel off

Hand-Painted

gliniatures
on IvoryFor Brooches and

For Framing

Etching and Engraving. Inscriptions, port raits
and buildings etched'Baby Spoons and Souvenir Spoons on presentation and
prize silver pieces.

'The GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK *

Engravers and Etchers to the Jewelry and Silver Trades

No. 2 Power Shear.
1-24th size.

No. 5 Plain Drop Press.
1-54th size.

No. 2 B Foot Press.
1-28th laze.

No. I A Foot Press.
1-29th size.

No. 1 Screw Press.
1-35th size.

No. 2 C Power Press.
1-33d size.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS'

[Send us samples of the
work which you wish to
make, with production
desired.]

No. 3 1) Power tress.
1-32d size.

MACHINERY
MIOSSBERG 4.9 GRANVILLE MFG. CO.

150 Nassau St., NEW YORK

.essear

No. 2 B Power Press.
1-28th size.

No. 5 Automatic Drop Press.
1-59th size.

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
1-45th size. No. 9 Rolling Mill.

1-150th size.
No. 2 Draw Beach.

1-125th size.
No. 6 B Power Press, Geared.

1-43d size.

Some Facts in Regard to Our Watch School
We will give you an education along the lines of Watchwork

and its kindred trades so complete that you can hold a position after
it is secured for you. We do not offer a lot of impossibilities. We
cannot teach you all there is in the several escapements in two
hours, nor can we teach you Engraving and Jewelrywork in three
days or less, but if you want to get a good, thorough knowledge in
these different branches, we can give it to you from foundation to
pinnacle. We do not require you to make a watch, but that you
should be able to make one there is not the least question, for if
you cannot make the several parts how are you going to supply
those parts when missing ? Rely on someone else? That won't do,
for half the people you rely on will not or cannot give you the cor-
rect solution. There is only one royal road to the top, in any trade,
and that is to put yourself in possession of all the points pertaining
to that trade, so that you do not have to rely on others. There is
a certain class of people who will always ignore theory for the
simple reason that they know nothing of it themselves, yet in this
day and age we know that the man with the technical knowledge
accompanied with practical work, is the one who gets the high
positions. This is the kind of workmen we turn out. We give
you a course of lectures in theory, that you may know and can
figure every part of a watch, and thoroughly understand the action
of these parts, else you are not the man to repair these same parts
when out of order. These lectures consume no part of your time
in school hours, as they are given at night sessions. Eight hours
every day we require you to give your attention to practical work,
doing everything required in a jewelry store, but not as some of
these workmen do it in some of these stores. We require that it
shall be executed in a workmanlike manner, and will see that you
can do it that way before you are permitted to leave it.

Now which do you choose, just a smattering, just a dabble, here
start to finish, so that there is not the least possible chance to fall down?

NVhen you go out of our institution with a recommendation YOU ARE POSTED, and cannot only get a job, but can hold it, as nearly two thousandof our students can testify. Now is the time for you to consider .ind decide.
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE, which we will gladly furnith.

and there, in Watchwork, Jewelrywork, Engraving, etc., or a good, thorough knowledge, from

BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Horological Department Peoria, Illinois.
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MORE
CASH
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND

SILVER

...

One of our Smelting and Refining Rooms

WHY WE CAN GIVE IT
Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.

We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silver
consigned to us.

If we were in the smelting and refining business exclusively, our expenses and refill-
ing costs would be 15 to zo per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of other
refiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY
consignments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay),

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID
in exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

24c. per dwt. for 6-karat
28c. " " " "
32c. " " " 8 "
36c. " " " 9 "

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
40c. per dwt. for 10-karat
44c. " 46 

" 11 "
48c. " " 12 "
52c. " 44 

" 13 "

Highest Market Price for Old Silver

56c. per dwt.
60c. "
64c. "
68c. "
72c. 14

46

46

Send us your large consignments
Send us your small consignments

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention

for 14-kara1
" 15
" 16
" 17

1864

WENDELL & COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

93, 95 an 97 William Street
Near Maiden Lane

New York Established 20 Years

66

66

46

66

57 Washington Street
(New Location)

Chicago

2 e

Th( True Blue
Beaded Label

French Watch Glass
Ask your jobber for

this label

A

Note the

and beware
of imitations

SUSSFELD,
LORSCH & CO

Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once the

et IDEAL CASEbeauty, utility and cheapness of our •
It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled

plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six
inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DimENstotsts :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
1 2 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamented
with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Wall Cases• Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high,
I foot 4 inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel
chains and weights. Inside of case and shelves lined with black felt.
Made to ship in the knock down.

Made and Sold by

Union Show Case Co.

Net price, $54•00. worth $70.00.

167 Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cor. Loomis Street
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,,With the holiday (to,
season close at hand,
you ought to look over
your chain stock. If it's
not complete, better get
your order ready.
There is no more popular

article in a jewelry store
than a chain. 10

There is no more pop-
ular chain in your store
than those that bear the
' L. S. & Co.' stamp.

Would it not be wise
to ask your jobber about
them?

(tful9

e?"1":%"■_.>"'
■.1.4'..”

,/,-;/-51:').,/ •

We make everything
ill the line of chains. Our line

includes any style or pattern you
or any customer of yours is

likely to want.
It makes no differ-

ence whether it's made
of Rolled-Plate, Gold
Filled or of Silver—
we've got it.

' L. S.
stamped on a chain means

that we fully guarantee it.

LOUIS STERN & C

than ever before in the history of our firm. Dealers have already placed large orders with our salesmen
and direct at our office. YOU KNOW the salable features in our line. We advise you to purchase a larger
stock than usual. BUY EARLY. Give this your careful attention, so that together we can avoid any delay
in the filling of your orders. Our PRICES and QUALITY are RIGHT. Don't hesitate to offer suggestions
so that we can render more perfect service. Our goods inspire confidence. You can guarantee them to
your trade. Write us at once. Yours for more business.

High Grade Cold Filled and Sterling Silver Hat Pins.
ET WITH IMITATION TURQUOISE, AMETHYSTS, RUBIES, SAPPHIRES, RHINESTONES, ETC. WARRANTED TO WEAR AND GIVE SATISFACTION.

LATEST DESIGNS. ILLUSTRATIONS FU ' qIZE.
28 NI XM 1 10

011•01t4

W•81.11t S'N) N•G NOSS , . ,

tNOLO PINYON •INAKIt. 4118‘8-

$1 75 each $2,64 each

51 M

•. • tumx*.
aoui FINISH. NOSS GIOLD

$1.5 each $1.75 each

XM 5 XM l:

-•••■••■;,7- - •

--tw. •

FANCY,

•

are no ink.va a.

t5o. each

?wITÔ ILN &ALL

  NO, Sikv• CUT •1;4111.:.1•ALL. -

$1.30 each 7tk. eadi

X M ft 6t; M

,===

Buffalo, N. Y.
Machinery Building
Block 42
Near the
Main Entrance

at the cost of a parent's or a pupil's satisfaction.

We don't want it.

We try to bring out the results in the training
of our students that will bring every watchmaker to
take a course with us.

Living results tell—and we ask
you fairly and squarely to look at the letters of satis-
faction from graduates of our correspondence course
—some of them graduates of one or two other
Horological Schools.

P. S.—We have room for three students at the
bench. We pay a percentage for the work you do
while here under instructions.

01.N.TTN,

on GOLD 

$1.25 each
•

a tow ma LSO 1•0111•itl,
00 r Nue-Nor, • 71.0••111.

8?(.. $1.50 each

Wholesale List Prices, Subject to Keystone Key Discount

FINE GOLD JEWELRY SOLID GOLD RINGS
Sterling Silverware Toilet Cases
Real Ebony Mirrors and Brushes with Best Bristles

E.PIVETT STAKING TOT-
,,75N -rEo FEErY. 189

APF. IS fallout Watch Tool Co.
BRIGHTON, BOSTON

MASS., U. S. A.

2258 North Front Street
M j A VERBECK, Maker and Importer

Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York



INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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CHAINS r*.
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With the holiday
season close it hand,
YOU ought to look over
your chain stock. It it's
not complete, better get
your order ready.
There is no more popular

article in a jewelry store
than a chain.

There is no more pop-
ular chain in your store
than those that bear the
L. S. C./ Co." stamp.
Would it not be wise

to ask your jobber al), )tit
them

We make everything
in the line of chains. Our line

includes any style or pattern you
or tri\- customer of yours is

likely to want.
It makes no differ-

ence whether it's made
of Rolled-Plate, Gold
Filled or of Silver

stamped on a chain means
that we fully guarantee it.

Chain Makers ciRd 5ilversmiths,
NewYork Office, 37 Maiden Lane Providence,U.S.A.,00.4

A. a,-
—?9)-6"" •••"-•9°'

Tools
at the

Pan-American
Exposition
Buffalo, N. Y.
Machinery Building
Block 42
Near the
Main Entrance

The best Tools in
the World

Judge for yourself

f01161111UVO1CilT00100.
BRIGHTON, BOSTON

MASS., U. S. A.

II'S a
Poor Dollar

that
gets
into

fi biological
School

hr cost of a parent's or a. pupil's satisfaction.

\Ve don't want it.

We try to bring out the results in the training
of our students that will bring every watchmaker to
take a course with us.

Living results tell---and we ask
you fairly and squarely to look at the letter.; of satis-
faction from graduates of our correspondence course
—some of them graduates of one or two other
1 lorological Schools.

p. S.—We have room for three students at the
bench. We pay a percentage for the work you do
while here under in,;tructions.

The U. S. School of Horology
No Tools to Make

Plenty of Watch work

2258 North Front Street

Philadelphia
T. J. WILKINSON s .1. I \IONS

Principal Secretary

The Business Outlook is Better
than ever before in the history of our firm. Dealers have already placed large orders with our salesmen
and direct at our office. YOU KNOW the salable features in our line. We advise you to purchase a-
stock than usual. BUY EARLY. (;i\-c thi-; your carcful attention, H) that together Wc can avoid anv delay
in the filling of vour orders. Our PRICES .Lnil QUALITY arc RIGHT. Don't hesitate to offer suim-estions
so that we can render more perfect service. Our gOOdti inspire confidence. You can guarantee them to
your trade. Write us at once. -Yours for more business.

High Crade Cold Filled and Sterling Silver Hat Pine.
SET WITH IMITATION TURQUOISE, AMETHYSTS, RUBIES, SAPPHIRES, RHINESTONES, ETC. WARRANTED TO WEAR AND GIVE SATISFACTION.

LATEST DESIGNS. ILLUSTRATIONS FU' '

A ANI¢THefil•

0 TURNS OR PlUI11,103, OR WATIF.S. 
1. .n.' ',KC 471.1•ARLII,

V•RM1GMLLI ROMAN. COLO ONLA10, ROMAN. CAIRN GOLD WNISH. SOLD ONLANS,,ROMAN.

$2.25 each $1,51 ca.-A $130 each • $2.25 each

:,' 2 NI 27 M 50M 2(M. 4(M

M 14 Ni f.9 NI

TURK Oft

NAM, SO • ORRIN • FS. AMETKYST GUNTUR, YORK MAtRiX. 1116•010

ROSS GOLD c1N15i4. GOLD OHLASs, ROMAN. ROSS COLO •INIsH. SOLI" ONT.A.1114 ROMAN. RUGS. ROS• FINISH

4 M

$2.00 each :;ii NI$1.50 h

5"I NI'21 N1

• •

RUST OlINTUR,

GOLD ONLAID.

75r.. ;Ich

; 1 M 4'5 M

a vi.latts, rum( ellelebtR.
OOLD ON LAFO, NO1NAN. 001.0 ONLAID, ROMAN.

$1 .1.•/ t-aCh $1.00 each

R3 WANT• •TON•S.

ROMAN.

$.2.(10 each

TURK MATRIX,

ntACKO LOGS.

ROSS DOLL, ....Nis,

$1 :N5 t•ach

$2 25 tAch • .$1:25 each $1 701 each

Or•L CVNTIIR,

LOSS GOLD FINISH.

$1.00 each

M INS

TURK NOMIRTItR,

ROSE GOLD FINISH. SOLD ONLAID. ROMAN.

$1 each 52c. each

XII 10

OUT SILVVR.

.74c. each •

X NI t,

aoLe r;#111..aRn. GRAN., 

  ROMAN. GOLD ON/ LID, ROMAN.

$1 10 each $1.00 each

XM t;

latatte,
'SAUL SFT WITH I

WMIT• STONES. Sella

MEADIKO ROMAN. GOLD FINISH sNAKa.

$1 eadl $1 7; each

.23 NI

NI

•M•THY NTD R.
• FSAALS,

ROSE 00%0 FINISH

• $2.50 each

N

XM 4

TW I STItOr WALL,

STORLING SILVER.

$1,111e.tch

55 NI

1,010V SALL TOP,

S 0,11005.

STIONLINGI•ILVE

tne.. each

TURK CITNTNR.

OUT 5115OR. pole. orriame. ROMAN. ROSE GOLD SNARL.

WO. eath 75c. each $1.21N each

TURr.s

Roar GO: 0 Flmiele.

XM 5

rwIsTv 0 •N•1NKL INA: I.

er•RI..NS Sit,. A

$1.3, I

CUT SILVER.

'(2c. each

TUIlf

POS• .01.0 FIll ISO.

$1. I.:I each

X I 1

•

Cul VH.VIIIR CALL.

75c. c...c11

S NAME LEO POLO VT-

E-NOT. • 7u MRS.

$ ta••11

Wholesale List Prices, Subject to Keystone Key Discount

FINE GOLD JEWELRY SOLlb GOLD RINGS
www

Sterling Silverware Toilet Cases
Real Ebony Mirrors and Brushes with Best Bristles

Yuu Ill, best in the market from

j14r 

,j AVERBECKfr Maker and Importer

Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York



BEST
PRICES
FOR
OLD
GOLD

FINE GOLD AND SILVER FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED OR GRANULATED

AND T. B. HACSTOZ COMPANY, Limited

Our third offering through The Keystone

to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER, FILINGS,
INGS, SWEEPS, HAND-WASHINGS, ETC.

,
„3

to make Prompt and Honest Returns.
We want your trade and wish to keep it.

1
PROMPT!
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GOLD,

SILVER,FILINGs
SWEEPINGS

c
22 K., 88c. per dwt.
20 K., 80c. " "
18 K., 72c. " "
16 K., 64c. "
14 K., 56c. "

12 K., 48c. per dwt.
10 K., 40c. " "
8 K., 32c.
6 K., 24c.
4 K., 16c.

Silver and Platinum at market rates.

Through our New Mail Order Department," we offer you
Warranted Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS,
all sizes, from 00 to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in
any assortment of sizes desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on
French overstitch machines.

Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

The same bags neatly printed, at SI.50
per gross. Add I0c. (ten cents) per
gross extra for orders to be mailed, :Ind
,ilways send remittance with order.

SILVER
SMELTERS, REFINERS 709 Sansom street, PhiladelphiaAND ASSAYERS

WORKS : Riverside, Burlington Co., N. J.

BULLION SOLICITED SMELTING FOR THE TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold and Silver forwarded
to us by mail or express.

Southwest Corner Halsey and Marshall Streets

Newark, N. J.
SWEEPINGS OUR SPECIALTY

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.,
or BICYCLE STAMPINGS,
CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.

E8TABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYE-GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE "

An Oil Cup in which are combined the
ing points of excellence :

Valve control simple and natural.
Low center of gravity.
Non-corrosive metal.
Special design, pleasing to the eye

and adapted to bench work.

DIREcTIoNs.—First fill tank with oil p II vAvI turning indicator to the front ; when a
slEffivicIlt al0H11111 01.011 has flowed into the dip, Hose v;the In turning indieator to the inside.

:danitt'aet tired 1)

No jewelry store
is complete
without one.

Our endeavor to make our
Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc-
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for out
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and Key Rings
in variety.

Order Keys through your jobber,
who will furnish them at one price.

J. H. Walbridge & Co., Box 1895,
New York, are our agents for Tweezers,
Key Rings and Manicures.

50111 011 a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. Ilas many points of merit over all others.

Will remove all magnetism. Order front your jobber or from

TBE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

Take Advantage of the General Prosperity Now Assured

by always keeping a good variety of

general desire for something good and handsome at that affords the RETAILER a good profit.

We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinement
for more than fifty years.

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES.

lion 't wait for our travelers, but order direct from

7nM. B. BRYANT & CO. Maide LaneNew York

A. I). CO.
CHAINS

Hare given entire
satisfaction

for more titan
40 YEA

G. A. D. CO.
CHAINS

Hare Oven entire
satisfaction

for more than
-10 YEARS.

For more than FORTY YEARS the goods of G. A. DEAN CO. have been made on
HONOR and sold on MERIT.

Our line to=day is larger and better than ever before. Our quality the BEST
ROLLED-PLATE and GOLD FILLED. Our specialty Chain, in Ladies' and Gents'
Fobs, Vest Chain, Dickens, Lorgnettes, Bracelets, Etc.

Sold to the Jobbing Trade Only, many of whom have LOOK AT OUR LINE FOR THE FALL TRADE 
handled our goods for 20 years or more with entire satisfaction.
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The cut opposite represents the actual size of ahalf-pint jar ofCANDO— which live houses to-day are hand- ling exclusively.QIN D is always put up in full measure
packages, and makes a neat andattractive counter display in its show stands.We guarantee our goods free from all injurious sub-stances, and superior to any polish upon the market.

" Imitation is the sincerest flattery."

STERLING SILVER,
925/1000 FINE

$15.00 per doz.
NET

Makers of

Jewelry and Silver cNo73elties Ask for Catalogue

They Sell at Sight

AIIiwa-Nuf -Shell
This Novelty Contains

Mirror, Vinaigrette, Photograph,
Pin-Cushion, Powder Case and
Powder Puff

STERLING SILVER,
925/1000 FINE

$15.00 per dozen
NET

E. & J. BASS
610, 612, 614 Broadway

NEW YORK

9 / 5

THE W. J. JOHNSTON COMPANY
fifth Ave. and Market St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Manufacturing Jewelers Diamond  Importers Watch Jobbers

The extent, variety and value of the stock we carry is well known to those we do
business with, but we want it known generally. As

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS 
we have facilities and economical methods of making gold goods second to none.

In the making of Rings and fine Diamond Mountings we excel, and produce the
latest designs in all styles of Diamond Jewelry, which in style and finish will satisfy the
most critical judge. Special designs made to order, and all work to order done quickly
and at moderate prices.

We maintain a Jewelry Repair Department in which good work rules.

DIAMOND IMPORTERS 
Notwithstanding the very extensive increase in the value of Diamonds, our business

in this line is continually increasing. Why ? Our prices on Diamonds are very much
lower than the present market rates; owing to our anticipation of the advances in prices
on Diamonds, that led us to make very extensive purchases early in the year. Our cus-
tomers will get the benefit of this advantage, with only a small profit for us.

AMERICAN WATCHES
No more complete stock of American Watches exists than what we have. We are

Wholesale Agents for Elgin and Waltham Watches and all the leading and desir-
able makes of Gold and Gold Filled Cases. We have for the coming season prepared
one of the most extensive lines of 14 Karat and 18 Karat Cases, and Diamond Inlaid
Cases ever produced. Particular attention is called to our stock of New England Watches.
We are the only Selling Agents for the New England Watch Co. between Philadel-
phia in the East and Cincinnati and Chicago West. Whatever is wanted in New England
Watches we have.

You will profit by sending your watch orders to us. Our stock is
unequaled. Send us a trial order. If you want goods quickly, you will get them. If
you need watches that are scarce and hard to get, see if we can supply them.

MEMORANDUM PACKAGES SENT TO RESPONSIBLE
DEALERS



916 Establlatted 1870swARTcHILD CompANy 
Supply 

rs' and Jewelers'

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue—CHICAGO Silversmiths' Building

No. 1001

Our " Perfect " Gold Test Outfit
contains as follows :

1 Acid Bottle, with ACID to test 4 to 14 K. gold
1 " " " " " " 14 to 20 "
I Set Gold Testing Needles, from 4 to 20 "
1 Gold Test Stone
I Oak Cabinet.

Price Complete, $3.25

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Watchmakers • and

Jewelers Supplies
Silversmiths' Bldg.. 131-137 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

OUR "PERFECT" ASSORTMENT OF 12 DOZ.
GENUINE AMERICAN HANDS.

1 doz. 18s Elgin, S.W. Hour and 'Al inn tc II ands1 " 16s " "o

1 " 6sI SI Os 11 It II 41
I " 18s " K.W.
2 " 188 " Second Hands
1 " lfis "
1 " 128 "
1 " Os " •

1 " Os "
12 doz. Price, Cabinet Complete, 82.00

No. 1004
Put up in neat box, 4 x 3 inches,

and ready for use.

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Watchmakers' and .114

Jewelers' Supplies .-11."
Silversmiths' Bldg„ 131-137 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

OUR "PERFECT" ASSORTMENT OF e Doz.
Louis XV. AMERICAN GOLD HANDS

y doz. Ige Louis XV., Elgin, Ilnur and Minute Hands
12,

g ‘. Os
1 " 18s
1 " 16s

3. ', 12s
OsII Os

II
II
41

14
61

41 41 11
44 II 41

41 IS II II 14
"
IS
"
41
" Second Hands

44 Id
46 44 61 61
II 46

ii;: Price, Cabinet Complete, 83.00

No. 1005

52525P__52

Our

700-page

1901-2

Catalogue,

just out,

will

be sent

FREE

11P011

application.
NO. 1002

Our " Perfect " Set of Acid Bottles, with
ACIDS

containing the following:
I Add Bottle, with ACID for Testing 4 to 14 K. goldI " 44 ''06 44

Oak Cabinet, as shown i;;Cut..‘ 
14 to 20  "

Price Complete, 75c.

" PERFECT"

..011.1as

OUR  

ASSORTMENT
OF 12 DOZ.
GENUINE

HANDS.

HOUR AND
MINUTE 

, Silversmiths' Bldg.. 131.137 Wabash Avenue,I  

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies,

12 doz.

doz. IS, Waltham S. W. Hour and Minute Hands

" las "

" 12s "0 6t5 41
" 08 "

46

" 188 ElginId

0 gs 0 0 0
0 

" Ns "
" 128 "

las " K. W. "

16s "

Os "

CHICAGO.

Price, Cabinet Complete, 82.50

K. W. "

II

II /t It id

id 44

'I:

61
11

/I 61
64 id

,
If

11
II

•

66

II
It

it
II

Id
Id

iS

11 

........

/ \

(1•

SWARTCHILD & CO.

--Ir
ONITIRs ONETP1Rs Olazlils osETP.IRs oNEVPRTONEMAIRSWALTHAM WALTHAM WALTHAM WALTHAM WALTHAM WALTHAMS.W. S W. S.W.

-MIN.
S.W. S.W. K.W.HOHH&M IN HOUR HOUR & MN. HOUR &MIN. HOUR g MIN,HOUR& MIN.

HA'(30 N GO I HANDS

-+

WITNIS It; i$ NANO

or 0108Z4AiRs00101Z6.74 or oniazipt0fs.4,Rs+0, 0.07A,Rs orlio.z.p4,4
ELGIN ELGIN ELGIN ELGIN ELGIN ELGINS.W. S.W. S.W. S.W. S.W. K.WHOUR &MIN. HOUR &MIN. HOUR &MIN. HOUR 8c MIN. HOUR &MIN. HOUR &MIN.
RANDS HANDS HANDS HANDS HANDS NANO
_ AL __A__ AL._ __As■ _...A_
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No. 1003
Our " Perfect " 5 Different Assortments of

Genuine American Watch Hands
Put up in boxes as illustrated above. By having his WatchHands put up in this way, any watchmaker is enabled to fit allyAmerican watch made in an instant. Each style of hand is putin separate box, thus saying a great deal of time in selecting thehand needed.

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Watchmakers' and

Jewelers' Supplies
Silversmiths' Bldg., 131.137 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

OUR " PERFECT" ASSORTMENT OF12 Doz.
GENUINE AMERICAN HANDS

1 doz. 18s Waltham S. W. Hour and Minute Hands1 " 16 " 64
1 " 12s "
" Os "

1 " OH
1 " 188
2 " 188
I " las
1 " 128
1 " fis
1 " Os
12 (lei.- Price, Cabinet Complete, 82.00

11

41 it 11

111. SI

1.1

K. w. 11

Second Hands

Id

id

11

11 it

No. 1004

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Watchmakers' and

Jewelers' Supplies 4.MAIM.

••■•4 14.4Silversmiths' Bldg., 131-137 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

OUR "PERFECT" ASSORTMENT OF e Doz.Louis XV. AMERICAN GOLD HANDS

3/doz. 18s Louie XV. Waltham Hour and Minute Hands3) 41 16,3 41 41e "
/ 4 Gs SI II

g " OH " "
1. " 18s " "1 44 16,4 41 41
" 12s " "44 Os II 61
46 Os 64 11

14 4t di CI 64

14 di II di 11
III II IS

,, Second liands

6 doz. Price, Cabinet Complete, 89.00

7

Temples for all American-Made Spectacles
Our perfect Cabinet of 6 dozen pairs Ailed, Alumnico, Nickel and Steel

Spectacle Temples containing exact amount of each kind as designated in illustration
below.

Watchmakers' Jewelers' or Opticians' will find this Cabinet indispensable, it is so
arranged and each kind separated that the assortment can be refilled with small cost.

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies.

Silversmiths' Building, 131-137 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO
donen pairs blue stcel, reglilar joint riding bow

" nickel plate,I steel, regular joint riding bow
<4, " " liv, I I, Oat joint riding bow
" " nickcl plated steel, flat joint riding bow

" alnionieo, regillar,joint ii,lii, bow
" flat joint riding 114■W
" Oat 110W

" regular joint riding bow
" gold tilled, flat joint r.iditig bOW

" regular joint riding bow
" " cable flat joint riding bow

id regular joint riding bow
10zen pairs blue steel, regular joint

'' nickel plated steel, regular j' 'int
" blue steel, flat. joint

nickel plated steel, fiat joint
gold filled, flat joint
" " regular joint.

Riding Bow Temples

Our

ZOO-page

1901-2

Catalogue

will

be sent

free

upon

application

,1"ivit pair,

_r6;)

REG. FLAT

7111111 1,== 1, 1 „1

- ,AA3  _ _

401114

P q ) ,041

Size of Cabinet. No. 1007 6 x IS inch, i% inches high

Cabinet, 6 dozen Spectacle Temples put up in Oak Case, two trays with divisions, as illustrated.

All complete, Price, $10.50

Vyi,"'"Ap.t

eft

Our

ZOO-page

1901-2

Catalogue

will

be sent

free

upon

application

riff,C)

swARTcHILD COMPANY Watchmakers'
Supply Housc

and Jewelers'

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue—CHICAGO Silversmiths' Building
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JOS. NOTERMAN Ci CO.
Cincinnati, OhioMOUNTED OR LOOSE 

SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE
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N New Nickel 16 Size American Movement

RELIANCE

Order sample from your jobber of the

\\\

• „.
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Learn Engraving at Your Store
or at Your Home

Script, Old English, Block Letter Alpha-
bets, Fancy Letters and Scrolls thoroughly
taught by our new clear, concise system of
correspondence instruction. Also we have a
superior attendance course. Long experience,
fine facilities for either of the above. Enroll
now. Write to=day for catalogue or
course desired. Particulars cheerfully
given.

As a special feature, students N'ho take the three-months' course \VIII be entitled to a fulltime free of cost. Ordinarily we get $25.00 for a single month.Send 85 cents for our engraved copper copy and transfer plate containing the Script,Alphabets. Send for our latest style sheet of special designs, printed from plate engraved byendorsed by all the leading jobbers. Address for any further particulars you may desire,

A. J. CLOW, President

month's attendant course at any

Old English, and Block 1,etter
Mr. A. J. Clow. Our system is

ILLINOIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

which is all that its name implies

The superexcellence of this movement will be seen upon examination.
It is made by one of the largest Movement Factories in America, by the
most improved and latest automatic machinery, insuring Accuracy and Pre-
cision, and finished by skilled labor.

Guaranteed the Equal, if not the Superior, of any 16 Size American
Movement made

'RELIANCE0

America tt Manufacture

16 Size ; Three-quarter Plate ; 7 Jewels ; Nickel Damas-
keened ; Quick Train ; Cut Expansion Balance ; Straight
Line Escapement ; Exposed Pallets ; 13reguet Hairspring.;
Safety Pinion ; Polished Steel Regulator ; Exposed Wind-
ing Wheels • Dust Band ; Stem Wind and Set ; Hard En-
ameled Dial ; Marginal Figures

Hunting, Lever Set
Open-Face, Pendant Set

Price, $3.50
Less 6 per cent for cash

Every Movement Guaranteed Fit All Thin Model 16 Size Cases

NOTE.—Accept no Gilt substitute. Only the NICKEL RELIANCE has the
Hardened and Improved Material

If YOUR jobber does not sell them, write us; we will see that you are supplied.

RELIANCE WATCH CO.
103 State Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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Improved Business Conditions

HE temporary scare created by the per-
sistent drouth and its alleged disastrous

effect on the corn crop has passed away, and it
BOW transpires that the situation was not at any
time nearly so black as it was painted. This is
the assurance of all our correspondents after
thorough personal investigation. While mate-
rial damage to the corn crop is authoritatively
reported from some sections, the aggregate loss
is not by any means such as will affect to any
appreciable extent the prosperity which the
country is now enjoying. During the past
month the situation has greatly improved.
Bradstreet' s says:

Evidence multiplies that the tide of trade has
turned and that it is now setting strongly in the direc-
tion of an enlarged business at steady or higher prices.
Crop improvement, particularly in the Central West
and the Mississippi Valley, has been the mainspring of
the more cheerful tone of advices and enlarged fall
trade operations at such cities as Chicago, St. Louis
and Kansas City. Even from the so-called drouth-
stricken corn belt come advices of a quite satisfactory
business, in some instances reports being of a larger
jobbing trade than in the corresponding period a year
ago. The notable strength of cotton, partly, however,
the result of real or assumed crop damage, has been
the active feature in the betterment of Southern trade
advices. At the great Eastern centers distribution is
going forward in as good, if not better, volume than a
year ago.

This is a most encouraging state of affairs,
and has been effective in restoring confidence.

THE latest statistics reflect the improved
conditions and continued prosperity. Rail-

way earnings are particularly suggestive. Re-
ports by 126 systems for the half year show an
aggregate of $623,853,560 in gross and Of
$195,629,942 in net, gains of respectively 50.5
and 14.9 per cent. over a year ago. This points
to steady and progressive gains yearly on net
earnings ever since 1895. Despite spring-wheat
crop damage a year ago the grangers gained
7.4 per cent. in net, while the coal roads top the
exhibit with a gain of 29.2 per cent. and the
Southwestern roads gained 26.4 per cent.

Bank clearings aggregated $1, 708, 422, 662
for the week ending August 24th ; a gain of 35
per cent. over the same week a year ago and of
to per cent. over 5899. Outside of New York
general clearings were 24 per cent. larger than
a year ago.

It would now seem as if those most energetic
in the anti-department-store crusade of four
years ago had become convinced of the futility
of the fight. We learn from Chicago that C.
F. Gillman, head of the jewelry firm of C. F.
Gillman & Co., of that city, president of the
North Side Business Men's Association and
secretary of the Cook County Retail Dealers'
Association, is at the head of a plan to combine
some thirty of , Chicago's small stores and weld
them into a big department store. Mr. Gillman
will be remembered as the chief engineer in the
crusade against the department stores, above
referred to. He and his friends have options on
three sites, and the number of the departments
carried will be from thirty to fifty, according to
the location selected. It is believed that the
company, when formed, will have a stock of
$500,000, and the effort to raise the required
capital is said to be quite successful.

HE new plan is, in truth, fighting the
department store with its own weapons,

and the experiment will be watched with interest.
One strikingly novel feature of the store, as
planned, is that it will be opened continuously,
three shifts of clerks being employed, working
eight hours each. Mr. Gillman figures that
there are about 40,000 people who work nights
downtown in Chicago and expects to get their
trade. When asked about the suspension of the
fight against the department stores, Mr. Gillman
said : " It was of • no use, people will trade at
deparment stores. The wives of dealers who
had signed pledges not to patronize the big
establishments persisted in doing so when they
saw bargain sales advertised."

One-Line Merchants Establish a Depart-
ment Store

0 UR readers will remember that one of the
most earnest and promising efforts to limit

the operations of the department stores by
some form of taxation was made in the State of
Illinois. The effort failed, as was predicted ;
the bill being successfully engineered through
the State Senate, but failing to pass the House.

Precious Stones of the United States

A VERY interesting paper on precious stones,
prepared by the well-known gem expert,

Geo. F. Kunz, has been published by the
United States Geological Survey. The bulk of
the paper is devoted to the gem production in
this country, and the authoritative character of
the work gives special interest to the compila-
tion. We are informed by Mr. Kunz that the
features of the precious-stone industry in the
United States during the last year were the de-
velopment of fine blue sapphires in Montana ;
the increased output of turquoise from New
Mexico ; the cutting and selling of North Caro-
lina emeralds ; the mining of purple pink gar-
nets in North Carolina ; the advance in the price
of diamonds ; the demand for pearls, emeralds
and rubies ; the importation of nearly four
million dollars' worth of rough diamonds to be
cut in this country ; the importation of Austra-
Han opals and their cutting in the United States.
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Mr. Kunz says diamonds are found in this

country in three distinct regions—Wisconsin,

Michigan, Indiana and Ohio ; Georgia, the

Carolinas, Tennessee and Kentucky, and in

California. Repeated reports have been made of

diamond finds in Georgia, but investigation has

failed to establish their authenticity. One

diamond weighing 4K. carats was found about

thirty miles from Birmingham, Ala. It was

found in a garden by a little girl in some loose

earth, close to a house. When cut, the diamond

made a gem of I X, carats. Two good diamonds

were found in Tennessee, and were bought and

cut by a local jeweler at Knoxville.

IN commenting on the reduction in the out-put of diamonds as a result of the Boer war,

the author refers to the annual output of the

De Beers consolidated mine. He expresses the

opinion that the falling off in the production of

diamonds in the last few years indicates dimin-

ishing richness in the mine as greater depths are

reached. The three greatest diamond mines in

the world, those owned by the De Beers Co.,

produced during 1900 diamonds to the amount

of $10,000,0oo in round numbers, and the total

expenditure was somewhat over $5,000,000.

The management of the mines claims that to

per cent. of this expense was due to the extra-

ordinary condition created by the Boer war.

For the four years previous the company paid a

dividend of 40 per cent. annually. The South

African mines are now from 1700 to Iwo feet

deep.
Mr. Kunz concludes that the finest diamond

in the world was that shown at the Paris Expo-

sition in 1900, and now known as the "Jubilee"

diamond, although it was formerly called the

" Excelsior." He says that it was cut by the

most modern and improved methods and sur-

passes any known diamond, both as to size,

color, luster and water. It weighs 239 French

international carats. He reaches his conclusion

that this is the finest diamond in existence by

giving the weights of a number of other famous

stones and explaining their points of inferiority.

He says that both the " Orloff " and the " Re-

gent" have minute flaws in them, while the

" Kohinoor" has a grayish tinge. The " Jubi-

lee" is I Y8 inches long, 10 inches wide, and

inch deep. When originally found it weighed

971 carats. It was found June 3o, 1893, by a negro

workman, who successfully secreted it, in spite

of a white overseer. It was in the Jagersfon-

taine Mine, and the negro secreted it only for

the purpose of delivering it to the manager of

the mine in person.

The World Invited to the St. Louis Fair

PRESIDENT McKINLEY has given the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition official ex-

istence by formally inviting all the nations of the

earth to take part in the great fair. The expo-

sition will be opened in St. Louis, Mo., on May

I, 1903, and the proclamation of the President

has given the vast undertaking the international

status appropriate in the commemoration of so

important an historic event as the famous

Louisiana Purchase. Congress has already set

the seal of its approval on the project by appro-

priating $5,000,000 towards the expenses and

THE KEYSTONE

$250,000 besides for the erection and care of a

Government building.
Coincident with the President's proclama-

tion a statement is made by the chairman of the

architects and director of works of the Exposi-

tion Company that the cost of the new enterprise

will exceed $30,000,000, and that without

doubt it will exceed in size, scope, beauty of

buildings and grounds any exhibition hitherto

held in any part of the world. The financial

part of the undertaking appears to be assured,

for already $16,000,000 of the sum required

are in hand. Of this, the United States con-

tributes $5, 000, coo ; St. Louis, $5, 000, 000 ;

Missouri, $1,000,000, and the subscriptions to

date exceed $5,000,000 more. Eleven hundred

acres of the most picturesque land around St.

Louis have been set apart for the exposition

grounds, and 640 acres of this are to be occu-

pied by buildings and other attractions.

These figures convey an impressive idea of

the immensity of the undertaking, which now

bids far to be, in truth, the greatest spectacle

of its kind ever witnessed. It would be well

for the manufacturers, producers and merchants

of our country to realize in time the immensity

of the opportunity and to lay their plans ac-

cordingly. THE KEYSTONE congratulates St.

Louis, and feels confident that the achievement

will fulfil the expectations her enterprise has

created.

Modern Leviathans

HE marine architects are responsible for the

latest record in bigness. Last month there

arrived in New York the largest steamship ever

built, the Celtic of the White Star line. Those

living inland and unacquainted with the modern

maritime monsters that traverse the Atlantic

will find it difficult to realize the dimensions of

this latest triumph of ship construction. The

Celtic was built in the world-famed shipyards at

Belfast, Ireland, where the big Oceanic was also

constructed. Though four feet shorter than the

latter the Celtic is in all other respects much

larger than that vessel, being seven feet wider

and five feet deeper. She is many feet longer

than was the Great Eastern, fourteen feet

longer than the Deutschland, and in the matter

of floatation could transport any two modern

battleships, with space still left for cargo. In

exact figures the Celtic is 700 feet long, 75 wide

and 49 deep. Imagine a building nine stories

high, and nearly as long as three ordinary city

blocks, and you have some idea of the dimen-

sions of the Celtic. One of the officers of the

ships has estimated that 360,000 men could

stand on her nine decks-5o lines of men and

800 in each line, or 40,000 in all, on each deck.

She has accommodations for 2859 passengers,

besides a crew of 335 ; which means that any

town with a population of 3194 could live aboard

the Celtic with almost as much comfort as in a

hotel. She will carry over 18,000 tons of actual

cargo and her displacement when loaded is

38,220 tons!

UT vast in dimensions as is the foreign-built

Celtic, she will be outdone by the gigantic

ships now being built in this country for traffic

between America and the Orient. These vessels

are being constructed for J. J. Hill, the head

and front of the Great Northern, Northern
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Pacific and Burlington group of railroads, and

will have 28,000 tons capacity. Mr. Hill says

that one of these ocean leviathans would carry the

cargo of the White Star freighter Celtic, and
lift the bulk almost equal to that of the latter

ship in addition. They will cost $2,5oo,000 each.

With the aid of the big freighters Mr. Hill

expects America to undersell all other nations

in the Orient. For instance, in the single matter

of wheat, Mr. Hill says :

It is 2700 miles from the wheat fields of Russia to
Port Arthur, and the Russian railroads would charge
probably $1.5o per moo pounds to carry the grain to
that seaport. Now with our big ships we can deliver
it for less than 30 cents per moo pounds at Port Arthur.
It is therefore plain that not much grain can reach
Port Arthur from Russia, and we will have an oppor-
tunity to put this commodity into Siberia, if we want to.

The Hill line will be supplemented by

several others for Pacific traffic. Under com-

pletion at Newport News is the Siberia, a sister

ship of the Korea, 18,600 tons, 18,000 horse

power, with a speed of twenty knots, and ac-

commodations for 1400 passengers. These

ships will ply between San Francisco and Hong

Kong. A Western syndicate is establishing a

new route to the East, by way of Manzanillo,

on the southern coast of Mexico, which will

make the route from New York to Japan or China

1200 miles shorter than by San Francisco.

Four freight ships of over 20,000 tons will be

built. In addition to this it is reported that the

Santa Fe Railroad will establish its own line to

Asia, or make arrangements with some estab-

lished line for more ships. The new Pacific

highways will mean much for the country at

large, but especially for the West.

TN our last issue we referred to the marvelous

rate of speed attained by the German-

American liner Deutschland, which completed

the journey from New York to Plymouth in the

record time of five days, eleven hours and five

minutes. At this rate of speed the journey

from New York to Queenstown, Ireland, could

be made in four days and eighteen hours. But

the possibility of accomplishing this extraordinary

feat of marine transportation has since been

made more feasible, not so much by a more

accelerated steamship speed rate as by the

establishment of a new port of call for Atlantic

liners on the Irish coast. In the British House

of Lords last month a bill granting special

powers to erect a pier and other works at Bare-

haven, on the western coast of Cork, was put

through its second reading and will be finally

passed into law during the present parliamentary

session. The liners will call at Barehaven and

this will mean a reduction of about 120 miles in

the journey across the Atlantic, as the necessity

for sailing half way around the southern coast

of Ireland to Queenstown will be obviated. The

journey will thus be accomplished in little more

than four and a half days.
It is understood that some American capital

has been guaranteed in connection with the new

trans-Atlantic company which is promoting the

scheme. The project further includes an express

train line across Southern Ireland and a channel

ferry which will connect directly with the Great

Western Railroad for London. Ship owners are

generally of opinion that turbine engines will be

used on the projected new line of steamships

and this is a matter which may have a further

revolutionary effect on speed rates.
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Splits Seconds into Ten-Thousandths

THE extraordinary perfection attained in the
manufacture of instruments of precision is

well evidenced in a despatch from Washington,
which states that the University of Indiana, at
Bloomington, Ind., has imported a graphic
chronometer " of such delicacy that it reports
variations of two to six ten-thousandths of a
second. The university asked that it be ad-
mitted free as a philosophical or scientific in-
strument, and in a letter to the collector of
customs at Chicago, Ill., Assistant Secretary of
the Treasury Spaulding takes occasion to say :
" In the opinion of the department, instruments
of such delicate construction, nicety of adjust-
ment and perfection in operation, when imported
for the purpose of psychological experiments,
scientific research, study and instruction, as in

this case, may fairly be considered philosophical
instruments." Great is the skill and cunning
of the hand of the horologist.

Foreign despatches tell of a novel clock
made by a German firm for the Royal Prussian
Geodetic Institute. The clock is used for
measuring latitude, and is operated by gravita-
tion. It is well known that the earth is not
perfectly round, the radius of the equator being
12,738 kilometers, while that of the poles is
12,712. The whole power of gravitation being
concentrated in the center of the earth, a pen-
dulum is affected in its swing according to its
distance from the earth's center. In order that
a pendulum may make an equal number of
swings in a certain time in all places it must
necessarily be made longer or shorter. On a
high mountain or on the equator, it being further

away from the center of the earth, the force of
attraction is naturally less. The further away

from the equator the attraction increases and the

pendulum must be made shorter, in order to
make its swings correspond to that on the
equator. Thus by allowing the pendulum to

be always the same length, by measuring its
variations in the different dimes, the degree of
latitude can be estimated. This is done by the

many intricate mechanisms attached to the

clock, which is also supplied with many of the

sea captain instruments, one being a fine

chronometer.

A Plethora of Labor Troubles
L.JAIMER and labor troubles are generally
cotemporaneous, and it may have been

because of the exceptionally intense heat of the

summer just ended that labor discontent was

unusually Avidespread. The list of strikes com-

prised the tailors in New York, the carpenters

in Chicago, the iron-foundry workers at Derby,

Conn. ; the machinists in half a dozen cities, the

Frazer River salmon fishers, the miners of Colo-

rado and Washington, the Troy collar makers,

the teamsters, longshoremen, packers, porters,

warehousemen and dock workers of every kind

in San Francisco, and many others. But these

miscellaneous troubles were eclipsed by the

great steel strike, which is the most notable

struggle with capital ever inaugurated by organ-

ized labor. And this greatest strike of all would

seem to be the most unreasonable. There was

no charge of any injustice to the laborers, or of

too 'long hours or too little pay. The ultimatum

of the Amalgamated Association was that a
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union scale be signed for all the mills, or they
would tie up every plant controlled by the
United States Steel Corporation. Some of these
mills are operated by non-union workmen under
special agreements between the company and
the laborers, and to unionize them would mean
the breaking of contracts and admittedly work
injustice to both employers and employed. It
was unreasonable under the circumstances that
the strike should have the popular sympathy
that goes to those with a legitimate grievance,
and this all-important element of strength is
lacking.

At this writing the strike is still on, and
there is no sign of imminent abdication on either
side. It is a steady and, in the main, a silent
struggle, with the element of lawlessness so far
eliminated. Accessions to the ranks of the
strikers have been balanced by the partial run-
ning of plants by the manufacturers, and no
strategic point is being overlooked by the con-
tending generals. But the outcome of the
struggle may be safely predicted. The in-
equality of resources will soon tell, and another
demonstration of the futility of strikes will very
likely be added to our industrial history. The
loss so far has been vast, and business interests
eagerly await the termination of the ill-advised
struggle.

Higher Education in the United States

T T is often charged against this country that
-1" in the mad rush for wealth our people
neglect the higher education. Whatever
grounds there may have been for this charge in
the past, the statistics of the time show that in the
matter of higher culture our country is fast
forging ahead. There were, during the scholas-
tic year 1898-99, some 147,164 young men and
women pursuing undergraduate and graduate
courses at our universities, colleges and schools
of technology. Of this number only 43,913
were enrolled as professional students in law,
medicine and theology, leaving 103,25 I pursuing
studies in the liberal arts and applied sciences.

To-day there are 629 universities and col-
leges and 43 schools of technology in the United
States. The total value of the property pos-
sessed by institutions for higher education
amounts to $342,888,361, a gain of about
$31,000t000 over the amount for the preced-
ing year, 1897-1898. The endowment fund
amounts to P54,120,590, and the remainder
represents the grounds, buildings, machinery,
apparatus, libraries, etc., used for instruction
and research. The total income for the year,
excluding benefactions, amounted to $27,739,-

154. The value of gifts and bequests during

the year 1898-1899 amounted to $21,925,436.

The amounts reported by some of the institu-

tions are as follows : University of California,
$757,000 ; Leland Stanford Junior, University,

$11,000,000 ; University of Chicago, $786,624 ;

Harvard University, $1,544,330 ; Columbia

University, $518,667 ; University of Pennsyl-

vania, $510,658 ; Armour Institute of Tech-

nology, $750,000.

HE progress of higher education is evi-
denced in the ratio of students to popula-

tion. In 1872 the number of students to each

1,000,000 persons was 573 ; in 1880 it had

923

increased to 770 ; in 1890, to 850 ; in 1893 it

had increased to 1037, while in 1899 the number

was 1196. These figures prove beyond a doubt

that the progress in higher education is keeping

pace with our national progress in other respects.

Half a Million Immigrants in One Year

IT is now generally conceded that somethingshould be clone to restrict the influx of un-

desirable immigration. A decade ago those

opposed to restriction were wont to predict that

the advent of the twentieth century would find
such a falling off in immigration that the ques-
tion of its regulation would disappear. But the

opposite is the case. For the fiscal year ending
June 30, 19o1, the total number of immigrants
to enter the country was 487,918, an increase of
39,346 over the preceding year. This is the
largest immigration since 1893. Only in nine
preceding years has there been a larger immi-
gration.

A serious fact in connection with the in-
creasing inflow is the undesirable character of
the majority of the newcomers. Our people
extended a welcome hand to the German and
Irish immigrants, who, in the main, have proved
an acquisition to the country, but since 1890
three has been a constant falling off of German
and Irish immigration and an enormous increase
from Italy, Poland and Austria-Hungary. Im-
migrants from the last-named countries have
not pleased this country, as a rule. They do
not assimilate with the American population as
do the Germans and Irish, and are of a very
much lower standard of humanity. Of the
487,000 immigrants of the last fiscal year, 113, -
390 were from Austro-Hungary, 135,996 were
from Italy, and 85,257 from Russia, principally
from Poland, making in all 334,643, or about
69 per cent. of the total. German immigration
numbered only 21,651, where it was in former
years as much as 200,000, and Irish immigra-
tion was 30,561, where the figures used to
range between 150,000 and 200,000.

The change in the character of immigra-
tion has, no doubt, brought about a much
stronger public opinion in favor of further re-
stricting immigration, and it is more than possi-
ble that a determined effort will be made by a
majority of the new Congress to effect some-
thing tangible in the way of restrictive legis-
lation.

THE amount of money sent out of the country
each year by these immigrants to their

friends is very considerable. In fact, the New
York post office alone does an international
banking business of no mean dimensions. To
Great Britain, but chiefly to Ireland, there was
sent through the New York post office last year
$5,385,000 from Manhattan and The Bronx ;
to Germany, $2,600,000 ; to Italy, $1,362,000 ;
to Russia, chiefly the Polish provinces, $588,-
000, and to France, $51o,000. To Sweden,
Denmark and Norway was sent $2,605,000 ; to
Austria, $1,100,000 ; to Hungary, $750,000 ;
to Belgium, $185,000, and to Holland, $62,000.
This total from the metropolis alone gives an
idea of how much the European populace is
indebted to Uncle Sam, and probably explains
the exaggerated idea they have of the wealth
that awaits all immigrants.
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The Correspondence of Graybeard
and The Youngster

Wherein may be round Some Profitable Suggestions
for Jewelers. Young and Old
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DEAR GRAYBEARD :

I have just had an experience with a cus-

tomer which was in line with several similar

experiences with other customers ; and as a
repetition of the unpleasant incident is due at
any moment, I want to submit the facts to you
for your judgment and counsel for the future.

The customer is a young married woman

with considerable social influence. She has
bought several small things of me, but I think

she gets her important purchases at Mr. Hair-

spring's store ; and I cannot say, therefore, that
she is my customer, and likely I would not lose

much directly if I had stood out against what

seems to be an imposition ; but she could hurt

me quite a little, in that case, by magnifying

her grievance against me to her friends.
About a month ago she first entered

the store to inquire the price of a lorgnette
chain which had attracted her, in my window-

display. She bought the chain. A week later

she flounced into the store and with an indig-

nant air exclaimed, " Here's the chain I bought

a week ago, which fell apart while I was wear-
ing it, without any strain being put on it. I

don't like to pay for worthless things, and must

ask you either to refund the money or give me

another chain." I apologized for the fault in

the manufacture, found another chain of the

same pattern, and she went away, apparently

perfectly satisfied with the exchange. The

same afternoon her small sister and a little

school friend Were " looking around " in the

store, when they came to a trayful of lorgnettes.

The small sister remarked to the other little girl,

" Marie had one of those—just got it last

week—but it caught on the knob of the door,

and broke, and her watch flew halfway across

the room."
It was a small matter to me, as of course

the repair of the broken chain cost me nothing

but the trouble of sending it to the factory ;

but it riled me to be lied to ; and I made up my

mind to keep an eye on this customer.

To-day she loomed again on my horizon,

bringing a small French traveling clock which I

had cleaned for her some ten days ago. " This

clock has not run at all since it came back from

you," she said. I looked it over. On the

back was a heavy dent, as would be made by its

falling from some height on another object ; one

of the pinions was bent ; the trouble was

obvious, to the trained eye—the clock had a

fall. I said, quietly but confidently, " Your

clock has had a bad fall ! " " Nothing of the

kind," she replied, flushing scarlet ; " nobody

has touched that clock but myself since you last

had it ; and if it is injured, the injury occurred

while it was in your hands." " But, madam, I

personally examined the clock just before giving

it back to you, ten days ago, and it was then in

perfect order. You will remember that I so

remarked to you." " Well, nothing has hap-

pened to it since, I' in sure." I thought hard,

for a swift second or two ; then replied, with as

much amiability as I could put into my expres-

sion, " I'm so sorry you have had the trouble of
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bringing back the clock ; and I'll have it carefully
repaired and returned to you as quickly as possi-
ble ; and I shall try to be more careful in hand-
ling it this time." She thanked me, but there
was just a suspicion of embarrassment in her
manner, as though she knew that / knew she
had lied ; so I " went the whole hog," in my
desire to conciliate her conscience with herself,
for my future profit's sake, by adding, " A
jeweler has to keep careful watch on these deli-
cate timepieces, when they are left in his care to
repair, as otherwise his awkwardness in hand-
ling them may be expensive to him." She
smiled radiantly, and said goodbye with a
cordiality that insured her continued patronage,
now that I had shouldered her sin for her.

Was I wise—or otherwise?

THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER :

You were wise. In your reply to your
customer you did not stultify the literal truth ;
you did not admit, in words, your responsibility
for her accident, but by inference she could
take that comfortable interpretation out of your
words ; and as you agreed to repair the clock
without charge, she must have been pleased
with your generosity and grateful for not recog-
nizing the untruth in her statement. I think
you may count upon her future favor.

But your inquiry, as I understand it, is not
to cover this particular case, but all similar
cases wherein the customer lies in order to get
a repair free, or an exchange of goods ; and I
do not hesitate in expressing my positive opinion
as to the best thing to do, under such circum-
stances. Submit to the imposition, every time ;

and do it with such grace as will not reveal the
fact that you know it is an imposition, and so
nullify the advantages which you would other-
wise gain. This, of course, looks at the ques-
tion from the standpoint of expediency, not of
right ; I waive the ethical consideration, on the
assumption that you are not attempting to
entirely reform the morals of your community,
or engaging in any public missionary effort.

My position on the question is based on

the broad proposition that there are more truth-
ful people than liars in the world (the apostle

says, " I said in my haste all men are liars " ) ;

and that, even including the liars, not one man
or woman in five hundred is a deliberate swindler.

Four hundred and ninety-nine, coming back to

you with the torn chain, would have told they
broke it ; and returning the clock would have

said it had a fall ; you happened on the five
hundredth, the liar and cheat.

But the liar has friends and influence ; and

if you hint to her that you know she lies she will

lie to her friends in exploding her wrath upon

you. You might eventually lose a good deal

more, through her animosity, than the cost of

the repairs on the clock. On the other hand,

the probabilities are, by shutting your eyes to

what she must feel you know is a palpable

swindle, you will shame her from many. repeti-

tions of the fraud and will win her subsequent

good will and influence. She will feel a sense
of obligation to you for protecting her in her

fraud ; you Will thenceforth hold over her a
certain moral blackmail ; or that equal power,

the sense of the fitness of things in her recog-

nizing the claims of your generosity. From

every point of view of the expediency you will be
the gainer to submit to this and similar imposi-
tions ; and as you have not asked my opinion as
to the ethical side of the question, we'll leave
that for the moralists.

GRAYBEARD.

Water-Drinking, for the Health of
Jewelers

PrHE ancient injunction, " Don't drink muchwater in hot weather," conveys had coun-
sel in every word of its deceiving thirty letters.
Drink all you can hold, and as often as you can
find room for another glass ; but don't drink it
ice-cold ; and drink pure spring water, if you
can get it. The liberal drinking of water flushes
the kidneys of impurities which would other-
wise clog the system ; dissolves the wastes
which would otherwise become actual poisons.
Humanity is habitually water-starved ; and the
headaches, the rheumatic pains, the sleepless
nights and listless days, the depressing " blues,"
and a long list of afflictions are often due solely
to the fact that the unhappy victim has not been
supplied with enough water to dissolve the
poisonous wastes, which have consequently re-
mained in the tissues or circulated in the blood.
The need of much drinking of water is patent
when one considers that water forms 72 per
cent. of the physical structure of the human
creature ; in a man weighing 1.40 pounds, ro
pounds are water ; hence the demand of nature
for an abundant supply .of- -erfor the mainte-
nance of the living frarrre - d the proper per-
formance of every vital function.

What Will-You Make of "The New Boy"?

ON you lies the responsibility, in a • large
degree, for making or marring his future ;

he is in your hands, to mould for good or ill.
What will you make of him ?

The Boy is raw, shy, awkward ; green
as the fields of his father's farm from which he
came ; but he comes to you untouched by the
temptations which the town will now crowd
upon hiny,, full of ambition and hope and earnest-
ness, and anxious above all things to please his
employer. Will you meet him half way ?

Let him see at once that he has your friend-
ship, and that he may •count on your sympathy
in the successes as well as in the discourage-
ments which he must encounter. The knowl-
edge that he enjoys your hearty sympathy will
comfort him in his despondent moments, will
inspire him to new effort with each triumph that
he enjoys. Don't be afraid that smiling- upon
him occasionally will utterly wreck the disci-
pline in your store, or involve any wasteful sacri-
fice of your dignity. A pleasant word is not
fatal to the spirit of command ; appreciative
comment is not the last ditch of incapable man-
agement. You will multiply the willingness,
nay, the actual capacity of the Boy, many fold
by the exhibition of your interest in his progress
and rejoicing with him in his development of
parts.

Do not ridicule him when he blunders, in
his first attempts. If the Boy is high-spirited,
his feelings will be cruelly hurt ; if he is dull, he
will be hopelessly discouraged. Don't chill his

(Continued on page 927)
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What Will You Make of "The New Boy"?

(Continued from page 925)

enthusiasm by a sneer, or blight his self-confi-

dence by a depreciative snarl, or cripple his

hopes by a surly scolding.

- Don't let him be imposed upon by the

older clerks ; insist on his receiving fair treat-

ment. " Petting" will spoil him, of course,

and he should not be coddled ; but neither

should he be abused. He wasn't created for

the convenience and entertainment of the senior

clerks His personality must not be ignored.

The petty tyranny of his superiors, if not dis-

couraged by the master, will arouse a spirit of

obstinacy in him, because of the evidence that

that master does not possess the sense of fair

play. It is true that certain characters are

strengthened and developed by the traditional

" hard hits " of office and factory ; but the Boy

may not be made of the stuff that " comes out

to the best " under persecution ; the employer

must take account of the differences in mental

make-ups.
Make careful, though unobserved, note of

the Boy's progress. He may have large capa-

city to absorb knowledge, so may be rapidly

advanced ; he may be found inefficient at the

bench, but have a special talent for figures, fit-

ting him for the bookkeeping instead ; he may

.4 show a particular quality as a prospective sales-

man, and you may discover in him an un-

polished gem of advertising skill. Your watch-

ful attention may lift the square peg from the

round hole, to his and your advantage.

The Boy is full of latent possibilities, and it

is your privilege and opportunity to start him in

right ways of business.

Store-Guarding During Business Hours

THE following item appeared some time ago

in an interior daily :

Wednesday evening the store of —w as entered
by three men, who asked to be shown gold watches.
Mr.  was alone at the time, and the street out-
side was deserted. With a quick blow with a billy,
one of the men knocked the jeweler insensible and he
dropped to the floor. The burglars hurriedly helped
themselves to the contents of the cash-drawer, securing
about $56.00, and gathering up the tray of watches and
some plated jewelry hurried away. It is thought they
boarded a freight train and left town at once. Thus
far they have not been caught.

This daring robbery did not occur in a

frontier town, filled with lawless and desperate

men, but in a community justly reputed as hold-

ing to the observances of law and the proprieties

of daily life. The fact adds force to the obser-

vations which now may be timely made on the

general subject of store-protection during busi-

ness hours.
No one man, whatever his courage or his

handiness with a revolver, is a match for a brace

of robbers, who have deliberately resolved on

personal violence, if necessary. If the jeweler

always had in mind the possible thief, always

kept a hand on his gun and an eye on the door,

such incidents as we have quoted as our text

might not often occur ; but the jeweler, intent

on making a sale, has other use for his hands

and eyes, and is properly inclined to welcome

strangers instead of asking them to give the
countersign before crossing the threshold. And

the jeweler is economically-minded ; " saves
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money " by dispensing with a clerk ; and some

pleasant afternoon looks up from his bench into

the barrel of a revolver, while the stranger sug-

gests a transfer of a tray of diamond jewelry

without a cash consideration ; or the stranger

hits him with a billy and helps himself, " blocks "

the door behind him, grins through the window

and speeds down the alley ; and when the

jeweler comes to he laments his " hard luck."

It was " hard luck ;" for the jeweler simply

gambled against the possibility of such an ex-

perience—and lost. But business should not be

conducted on a gambling hazard ;. " luck"

should not appear in the equation.
Next to a bank, a jewelry store offers the

greatest temptation to the " profesh," because

he can carry from it great value in small space,

which value is quickly convertible into cash

through the "fences " that thrive on such plun-

der. No banker would be guilty of the indis-

cretion of leaving his cash guarded by only one

person, during business hours. The jeweler

has possessions almost as tempting to guard ;

but too often he is inclined to " save money "

by inadequate protection.
A jewelry store should never be guarded

by less than two persons during the hours that

its door is open to the public.

If for any unavoidable reason one person is

left alone in the store, the door should be locked

and opened only to acquaintances ; or if that is

not practicable (owing ko limited acquaintance
in a new community), the valuable goods should

be kept locked in the safe, and the lone guar-

dian should keep his eye open for the stranger

—and especially for two or more strangers in

company.
The jeweler needs to study the precautions

used by the banker in his daily business ; for

his risk of loss by daylight-thieves is nearly as

great as the banker's.

"I'll Do It To-morrow--or Day After"

T F the history of proverbs could be definitely

traced to their ultimate source, we would

doubtless discover that the injunction, " Never

put off until to-morrow that which you can do

to-day," was in the mouths of the builders of the

Pyramids, spurred the procrastinating architect

of the Parthenon, and animated the throng of

workmen who set in order the thousand pillars

of Solomon's Temple. Its preachment carries

even more vigorous demand to-day than in the

early dawn of human history, inasmuch as in

the intensifying of modern life the value of time

has increased enormously over the ancient days.

We inherit or acquire such persistent

habits of procrastination that it seems next to

impossible to break through the shell. Occasion-

ally we realize the folly of our bondage, but the

truth of Young's verse holds :

At thirty man suspects himself a fool ;
Knows it at forty, and reforms his plan ;
At fifty chides his infamous delay,
Pushes his prudent purpose to resolve;
In all the magnanimity of thought
Resolves, and re-resolves : then dies the same.

No habit is so persistent in growth, if not

rooted out. It is the Old Man of the Sea of

habits, twisting its tenacious legs about our

necks and each day more confidently defying

us to throw it off. Its victim becomes its veriest

slave.
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The merchant who " puts off " must con-

stantly witness to the displeasure and aggrava-

tion of his customers. His excuses on the last

repetition fail to excuse. He is driven to un-

manly subterfuges and undignified dodging of

the aggrieved. He walks in the constant shadow

of the fear of meeting a disappointed and in-

dignant man who has trusted to his promise.

His affairs fall into confusion ; his engagements

do not dovetail. He is harassed by forebodings

of evil ; is moved hither and thither, out of the

track of routine, by this or that demand of

special urgency ; business becomes a jumble of

accidents, instead of the systematic carrying out

of a deliberate plan. His prospect is full of be-

ginnings only ; the eye cannot reach to the con-

clusion of things ; the mental vision is unable to

comprehend in its s6ope the plan, the act and
the consummation. Ambition dies, the fruitful

effort is not spurred, and life loses its joy.

Throw off your Old Man of the Sea ! Call

upon your will, summon the whole strength of

your moral nature, unload the incubus from

your shoulders, and stand erect !

DON'T spend much time in making faces at

your successful competitor, or much

breath in speaking sneers of him. Instead, go

quietly about finding out how he does the trick,

and profit thereby. Study his methods, that

you may improve on your own. Your old

lumbering wagon is jolting in a bad rut, while

his outfit is spinning along the smooth road ; it

might be well to take the first lane to the left

and strike into his tracks. It don't do to stick

to the wrong road simply because you are too

proud to follow the other team ; better take his

dust for a while, and " get there " finally, in-

stead of breaking down in the byway all alone.

WHEN the customer is in the act of buying,

price may be especially in his mind ; but

after the purchase, when the article is in his

possession, quality is his particular concern.

The buying occupies but a few minutes, or a

few hours, and price quickly passes out of the

mind. But possession is continuous ; the virtue,

or the shortcomings of the article are in per-

petual evidence ; and the quality of the article

measures the lasting praise or blame of the man

who sold it.
Always urge the best goods upon the buyer,

and argue quality before price ; and so may

your days be happy and your end peace!

WHEN the manufacturer reduces the list

price of an article, the loss on your stock

of the article occurs then—not when you sellthe

article ; because, at the moment of the reduc-

tion you could replace the article at the lower

price. Consequently, in taking an inventory,

you must not schedule the article at what it cost,

but at the new price ; the loss must appear in

the inventory, and not be postponed to the date

of the sale of the article. Some jewelers invari-

ably make the mistake of ignoring reductions in

prices, in taking their inventories, and thereby

magnify their assets in the showing. Present

cost is the only quotation which will insure an

accurate statement of worth.
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Wonder-Working Wizards of Electricity
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NUMBER of recent happenings
have again riveted attention on the
wonder-working wizards of elec-
tricity who, in the solitude of their
laboratories, are busy perfecting
the inventions which have already
startled the world. Repeatedly,

successful communication with the shore by
ocean liners, while still far out of sight of
land, has greatly strengthened hope in the
ultimate success of Marconi's wireless teleg-
raphy invention, and the efficiency of Edi-
son's new storage battery, which is to revolu-
tionize the automobile and possibly other
industries, seems to be taken for granted.
Then the erection by Tesla of experimenting

stations on the other side of the Atlantic has immensely tickled curiosity, and
Professor Pupin's new invention, which may make possible ocean telephony, is
stimulating the efforts of his industrious rivals.

Professor Pupin's invention of a new principle in the transmission of
electrical waves along metallic wires is remarkable as being the result of corn-
plicated mathematical calculations. It could never, under any imaginable con-
ditions, have been made by a so-called " practical man." It required, first of
all, the genius of an inventor ; and next, and to a no less important degree, the
training in mathematics and physics which only the greatest universities in the
world can give. The invention is explained by the following simple illustration :
If a long, thin cord, or rope, lies along a floor, one end being fastened and the
other held in the hand, mechanical waves may be sent along the rope by
moving the hand rapidly and regularly up and down. The more rapid the
vibrations of the hand, the shorter will be the wave length—that is, the distance
from crest to crest. It is seen at once that the waves do not advance very
far ; they " die down," or become " attenuated," owing to the fact that the
energy due to the work done by the hand in moving the end to and fro is all
lost in the rope. It may be seen, too, by trying the experiment, that long waves
are less affected than short ones, and so are propagated along the rope to a
greater distance than are the short ones, before they die away entirely. It is
thus easily understood that the hand is moved up and down in the most irregular
manner, yet repeating its motion at regular intervals, there will be waves of
different lengths sent along the rope ; but that as the shortest waves die down,
leaving the longer ones, the character of the disturbance seen moving along the
rope will change. This is called " distortion."

Pupin's Principle The attenuation of the waves is greatly diminished, and made
Explained nearly the same for both long and short waves, if heavier cord

is taken ; for instance, if the first is cotton rope and the other
is a flexible metal cable. Both attenuation and distortion are thus decreased.
If it be not desired to use a heavy cord, the first one may be so modified as to
have all the advantages of the former. This is done by attaching small, heavy
pieces of lead or other metal to the rope at regular intervals apart ; and the
" weighted " rope will now behave like a heavy one for waves of all wave-
lengths much greater than the distance from one load to another. Professor
Pupin showed that the proper arrangement was not to have less than fifteen or
sixteen " loads " in the distance of one wave-length. Thus, a heavy rope with
its weight distributed in beads keeps all its essential properties unaltered.

For any one feature of the propagation of mechanical waves along a rope
there is an exact analogy in the phenomena of electricity. Electrical waves in
a conducting wire are produced in many ways—each time one speaks into a
telephone, waves are produced along the wire ; whenever a telegraph-key is
depressed, there is a wave. There are the same difficulties to overcome in the

application of electrical waves
as those just described in the
illustrations of mechanical ones
—attenuation and distortion.
For instance, in order to secure
the transmission of a signal over
a •long sub-marine cable, it is
necessary to have very long
waves, and this requires a slow
rate of sending messages ; more
rapid Vibrations would die away
before reaching the farther end.
Again, when one speaks into a
telephone, there are produced
waves of many lengths, depend-
ing upon the varying notes of
the voice ; these waves die down
at different rates, and the sound
heard at the hearing instrument
is essentially different from that
spoken. Low sounds carry
farther than high ones, and
every one knows from experi-William Marconi

ence how difficult it is to hear
certain shrill sounds in a tele-
phone. In " long-distance "
lines, the only remedy in the
past has been to use larger
copper wires, and to avoid
as far as possible all disturb-
ing influences. Thus, as a
rule, long-distance wires
avoid towns or cities A'here
local electric circuits might
produce waves of their own.
Pupin has proposed abso-
lutely different modifications. When the rope in the mechanical experiment
was made heavier, its " inertia "—its opposition to the disturbing action of the
waves—was increased ; now what corresponds to this with the electrical waves
along a wire is to wind it in the form of a coil or helix ! If a wire is wound
like a thread on a spool, it offers opposition to the production of an electrical
wave exactly analogous to that offered by the heavy rope to the mechanical
wave. Similarly, if the wire runs straight for a short distance, is then coiled
up, then goes straight, is again coiled up, etc., it corresponds perfectly to the
loaded rope. Electrical waves can be sent along it to great distances with com-
paratively no attenuation and distortion. Pupin's object is, then, in short, to
modify a telephone-wire by cutting it at definite points—every few posts—and
by joining the cut ends with those of a small coil of wire wound on a spool.

Nicola 'rola

Edison's New Probably no invention of recent years is of such vast dee-
Storage Battery trical importance as the new accumulator which Thomas A.

Edison has added to our store of electrical devices. The
weight of the new battery is very little, and charging it is but the work of a
short time. It will propel with one charge an automobile one hundred miles,
and deterioration is obviated by substituting iron and nickel-oxide plates
for the lead cells.

Changes of temperature seem to have no effect upon the battery. The
electrolyte does not corrode any of the parts. The electromotive force being
below that necessary to decompose water, no local action apparently occurs.
Mr. Edison claims that a charged or discharged negative nickel plate can be
removed from the working cell and dried in the air for a week, apparently with-
out injury, and that when restored its charge seems practically undiminished.
On the other hand, the positive iron plate if subjected to similar treatment soon
loses its charge by the oxidation of the spongy iron, with a liberation of heat and
an appreciable rise in temperature. When replaced, however, in the cell, the
storage capacity of the plate is unaffected on recharge. • Marvelous possibilities
are predicted for the new battery, one being the harnessing of the ocean.

Development of Marconi is still perfecting his wireless telegraph appa-
ratus and, it is said, with very promising results. There
have been, up to the present, two difficulties which

have stood in the way of the more universal application of " wireless tele-
graphy ;" one was the impossibility of locating accurately the direction from
which a message came, the other was the fact that if several messages were
being sent at one time their effects would overlap, and the signals received at
any station would be a confused mixture. This first difficulty can be obviated
to a certain extent by using suitable mirrors, provided the ether-waves are not
too long ; and the second has been almost completely removed by the recent
work of Professor Slaby, of Berlin, using a method of resonance long since
proposed by Professor Pupin, of Columbia College, New York. Slaby has
perfected his apparatus to such a degree that he can make an oscillator which
will produce waves in the ether of a definite period of vibration, and a receiver
which will respond to waves
of a definite period, but to no
others ; so that however many
waves, of whatever period, are
passing over a receiver, it will
pay no heed to them unless
they are of the proper period.
It thus becomes possible to
transmit messages free from
the influence of other ether-
waves produced by vibrations.

Of the several world-famed
eXPerimenters with the electri-
cal fluid, Nicola Tesla is the
most spectacular. Tesla has
done so much good scientific
work and has been so skillful
in the preparation of theatrical
lecture-experiments, that he is
.not unlikely soon to make a
definite invention or perfect
some apparatus that will startle
the world.

Wireless Telegraphy
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JUSt NOW we would like to talk with you a little about

Glass—Cut Glass—of a kind that will bear inspection through a Glass.

Values good ? Yes ; even better than good.

We have introduced our Glass through hundreds of dealers thus far

this year, and are willing to introduce it through hundreds more. Thousands

of dealers know that what we say we will do, is always well done.

Our representatives will be glad to talk with you about Glass, and we
will be pleased to show it to you here in the store, promising that it will pay

you to inspect it.

This Bowl
is One of the
Bread -Winners 

Net cost to you $7.29

and to your customer

a bargain at $12.00

No. 1472. 8-Inch Bowl, " INDIANA." New Shape, New Cutting.

Right now is the time to order. Later on it might be too late to get it

when you most need it. An attractive display of Glass in your store early
in the season, sure to increase your Holiday business.

We have a Booklet—a little Catalogue, with some illustrations in it, and

prices as well, which we would be glad to mail you upon application.

Although we have not appeared in print recently as to what

we are doing or can do in Watches, we are the people to whom

you can well afford to look for American Watches.

C. G. ALFORD 6 COMPANY
Corbin Building

September, i 901
192 Broadway, New York



HE progressive business man of to-day places his orders where he considers Ile is getting
this requirement. Here is
what WE can do for you.

tiou,

most for his money. We do not, therefore, expect your business unless we can meet

The kind which we manufacture
represents the highest standard. Every
piece is a genuine and fit specimen of
the Glass Cutters' Art

Our assortment is always complete
which can be sold

No. 23. PUNCH SET, " GLENWOOD "
(We have a general line made in ' Glenwood " pattern)

At such prices that it will make your place of businessthe most talked-about store in your town
on account of the exceedingly low figure at which you will be able to sell these goods.This will enable you to dispose of your stock of CUT GLASS at a good profit, andthe same time give you an opportunity of interesting your customer in other goods.

CAN ANY ONE ELSE PUT YOU IN A POSITION TO DEFY COMPETITIONAND AT THE SAME TIME BRING YOU TRADE?

We believe not ; therefore do you not think that in view of these facts,yourself, we should receive your orders ? 
and in justice

•: ELECTROS FREE FOR ADVERTISING zio
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 25

Factory-59th Street anD North River, New York



Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen AlexandraWearing a Serpent Bracelet

The ‘i Alice Wielsen"
Serpent Bracelet

and Aecklace
Made in Sterling Silver Only

Name "Alice Nielsen "
Covered by
Trade-Mark Patent.

Beware of Imitations.
None Genuine Unless
Stamped "W. & D."

For sale by the
Jobbing Trade

RICH CUT GLASS
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Whiting & Davis
MAKERS

Plainville, Mass.

New York Office: 14 John Street
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SEVRL HAND DECORATED • CRINAat.s

44ttft4...0/1‘06.4,/

470/-,9 jtP O41,17. Md_.•

GERMAN BEER
STEINS.

Large variety.

Each—goc., 62c., 75c.,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50,

etc., etc.

TANKARDS.
$1.90 to $4.75.

All according to size and
decoration.

You may safely leave selection
I,) us.

JUDITH. 20 inches high.
Gessoart Pottery.

Handsomely ■lccorated, with exact attention to details.
Price, $4.25 Net Cash.

Order one as sample.
Made by the Gessoart Statuary Co.immense variety of Busts, Figures, Pipe Racks, WallMasks, etc.

L. W. LEVY & CO

AMERICAN HAND-DECORATED LIMOGES CHINA.Hundreds of different articles. Cracker Jars, Cups and Saucers, Claret Jugs, Lemonade Pitchers, largeand small Vases, etc., etc. Control Will be placed with one dealer in each city. Remarkably handsomedecorations at moderate prices. Correspond or call promptly, as these goods are decorated by hand. ourlate comers will find our stuck depleted, and we are the only agent of the AA China Decorating Co.

THE 44 PUSSY " BAND.
Cuts are one-lialf size.

Made of metal and appropriately decorated.
Price, per set, 75c.
Postage, . . isc.

" PUGGY " BAND same price.
More than 011P set, sent by express. Seed the moneywill, orders for sample sets toe small to charge.

Manufacturers' Agents

J
CHINA, GLASS, BRONZE. etc.. etc.

194 Broadway, Near John St., NEW YORK CITY
IFIEALERS WHO CONTEMPLATE BUYING LINES OF OUR NOVELTIES SHOULD PLACE ORDERSPROMPTLY. GOODS CAN BE SHIPPED AT ANY LATER DATE SPECIFIED.

There is a demand among
your customers for CU14
GLASS.
Why don't you supply it ?
We are manufacturing for

just this purpose; to assist you
in giving your trade the kind
of goods it wants.

T. B. CLARK & CO., Inc.
Honesdale, Pa.

Send for Catalog

NICKEL AND SILVER-PLATED

Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots, Kettles French Coffee Biggins, Etc.

Our new line of Electric
Cooking Utensils is now
C orn plete.
The Stoves have three

heats and are regulated by
the switch.

Connections can be made
with any incandescent lamp
socket.
The " ELECTRIC " Chafing

Dish is a perfect article.

Guaranteed to ;rive entire satisfaction.

NO. 2100/25. ELECTRIC CHAFING DISH

Our line comprises:

Tea Ware
Chafing Dishes
Table Kettles
Baking Dishes
Waiters
Hotel Ware
Bar Goods
English Pewter
Prize Trophies, etc.

Meriden,
Manning, Bowman & Company, Connecticut

NEW YORK OFFICE,: 25 West Broadway, Room 37, Crockery 
Exchange Building



Grand Prize

PARIS, 1878
Grand Prize

PARIS, 1889
Gold Medal

BRUSSELS, 1897

Grand Prize

PARIS, 1900

The Most Honored Watches
in the World

The AGASSIZ and LONGINES watches
are the aristocrats of watchdom. They are specially made
for select customers to whom style and accuracy are as
much of a consideration as is price. The cases represent
the highest achievement of the art metalworker, and the
movements the highest perfection in constructive horology.

The leading stores keep them the leading people buy
them. If you wish to see them, we will send you samples.

A. WITTNAUER
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER

Established 1866

9 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

September, 1901

Trade
Conditions

Atlanta, Ga., Letter

The closing days of July and the
first half of August proved dull
times for the retailers in Atlanta.
The evacuation of the city by large

numbers of pleasure-seekers gave the stay-at-homes a

vell-earned rest. At the present writing there is little

change to be noted, unless it be an increased interest

in the coming fall trade. The retailers are making

1)ig preparations, and that the fall trade will be quite

large is now a moral certainty.

The jobbers are holding their own, with trade

brisk and collections well up. They are not behind

the retailers in anticipation of and preparation for the

Se p tertalbeinrg tirnatde .o
consideration the unsettled condition

of crops, and the uneasiness caused by the great

strike, trade generally has been exceptionally good for

the summer. Everyone in this section takes a hopeful

view of conditions, a fact which is evidenced by the

flocking of buyers to the Eastern markets. This is espe-

cially true of Atlanta jewelers. They do not anticipate

that the buying power of their territory will be reduced,

but on the contrary have prepared for a very consid-

erable increase in business.
The month of July was another

Clearing House record breaker, according to the
Atlanta Clearing House Associa-
tion. Over one million dollars

more money passed through the local banks during

July than during the same period last year. The clear-

ings for July, 1900, were $6,037,616.15, while for July,

this year, they amounted to approximately, $7,100,000.

This increase, in midsummer, when business is nat-

urally supposed to fall short, speaks well for Atlanta's

growth and prosperity.
Another striking evidence of local prosperity is

the splendid showing of the city's financial condi-

tion. During 1900 Atlanta borrowed in the open

market, money to supply casual deficiencies, at 2 per

cent. interest, thus breaking all her previous records.

This year she catne to the front again by selling at a

premium an issue of water bonds, bearing 334 per

cent. interest and running thirty years. In both in-

stances the money was supplied by Atlanta citizens.

(in January t, 1902, $418,000 of bonds will fall due.

of this amount it has been decided to pay $46,o0o, and

to refund the balance, and to do this previous to the

date of maturity. The proper steps have already been

taken to bring about this result.
A petition bearing the signatures of

Local Shippers nearly 200 prominent Atlanta ship-
pers, was presented on the t6th
inst., to the Southern Weighing

and Inspection Bureau, protesting against the methods

of that organization, which, the merchants claim, are

unjust, and working a hardship upon them. The

trouble complained of is that the railroads compel the

shippers to have their draymen truck their loads to the

depot scales, and then to their destination in the depot.
'1'lle shippers do not object to having their shipments

reweighed, but protest against the trouble and ex-

pense involved after having delivered their goods to

the railroads. Several of the roads have already

taken steps to obviate the difficulty, and the result

will be watched with interest.

Labor Day 
Extensive preparations are being
made for a grand parade and car-

nival on Labor Day. Upwards of
$1500 has been subscribed by local merchants, and

nearly all the business houses of the city have pro-

claimed their intention of having one or more floats
in the parade. Judging from the styles being made at

present, many of the floats will be both handsome and
1 i ()ns  

will 
expensive.l paArtlilctilpteatelocal trade and benevolent associ-;t

The Crops 
The Georgia corn crop has re-

vived considerably with the heavy

rains of the past month. In fact,
the heavy rainfall has, in almost all cases, had a good

effect on crops in the South, and while some sections
are behind others are away ahead of all previous re-

cords. The rains have caused some damage in the

Corolinas, Georgia, Florida and Alabama, but this

damage has been compensated for by the high prices

prevailing, and the indications are that the farmers
will reap good rewards for their labor. Up to date

Reports

and the Railroads

TH8 KEYSTONE

about Isoo carloads of peaches have been shipped to

the North. This is considerably less than was shipped

up to this time a year ago. But the prices realized are

so much higher than those of last year that the actual

loss will fall but slightly on the growers.
All food crops are doing well, and in spite of

the serious danger threatened, are not far below
the average.

Cotton, on the whole, has improved

Cotton Crop during the past month. In the
central and eastern portions of the

cotton belt the improvement has been quite marked,

although rust and shedding is more or less indicated

in Georgia, Florida and some parts of Alabama, due

to heavy rainfalls. Parts of the western and upper

central belt, on the contrary, are suffering for rain,

and in the drouth sections of Texas the crop is failing

rapidly.
It is claimed, however, that notwithstanding dam-

age in some localities, the yield will equal in number

of bales that of last year. Should prices regain their

standing of a year ago, and there can be no doubt that

they will, the farmer will be well supplied with money.

The vital importance of the cotton crop to the

South is shown by a few statistics. The exports of

cotton for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1901, averaged

over $1,000,000 a day, including Sundays. The total

was $365,405,707, of which the export of raw cotton

amounted to $313,673,443, and the remaining $52,-

000,000 was made up of the by-products of cotton.
The great value of these by-products, consisting

of cotton seed oil, meal, cake, etc., is one of the most

interesting features of these figures. Inasmuch as

they form a source that now brings $52,000,000 ; only

a few years ago they were practically valueless.
In manufacturing the progress has been phenom-

enal. While numerically the spindles and looms of

the New England States far exceed those of the South,

the relative gain of the latter is far in excess. Where

the South gained in 1900 nearly 1,000,000 spindles and

18,000 looms, the gain in the East was a paltry 373,437

spindles and only 13,460 looms.

Personals

Maier & Berkele are making extensive improve-

ments in their Whitehall Street store. The improve-

ments include handsome new plate-glass windows,

mosaic floor and entire new furnishings for the interior.

When completed the store will be one of the handso-

mest in the South. Messrs. Maier & Berkele are to be

congratulated on their display of good taste and pro-

gressive ideas.
George T. McVey, of F. A. Hardy & Co. has

returned from a trip North. Mr. McVey reports

splendid business prospects, and is making arrange-

ments to handle a large fall trade.

A. S. Goodman, the Marietta Street jeweler, has

retired from business. He is succeeded by W. H.

Mallery, formerly with H. A. Boley.

A. A. Daniels, foreman for Kellam & Moore, has

just returned from a trip to the East and Northwest.

While away Mr. Daniels visited many of the leading

optical houses of the country, where he picked up

several pointers which he intends to put into opera-

tion in his place of business here.

On July 31st, at Nashville, Tenn., was solemnized

the marriage of J. N. Jobson and Miss Emma B. Gill,

both of Nashville. Mr. Jobson is a son of J. B. Job-

son, a prominent jeweler of Atlanta, and has many

friends here. The bridal offerings were numerous and

costly, among them being a handsome chest of silver,

valued at $350. THE KEYSTONE jOillS their many
friends in wishing the couple many years of happiness

and felicity.
We have also to note the wedding of A. Dixon

Williams, a prominent young jeweler of Milledgeville,

Ga., to Miss Anna Leona Ritchie, of Harmony Grove,

Ga. The ceremony was performed at the home of

bride's parents at Harmony Grove, July 17th. THE
KEYSTONE extends to the happy couple its best wishes
for a life of happiness.

J. T. Ketchem has added another watchmaker to

his force. Increasing business necessitated this addi-

tion to his staff.
L. 0. Stevens, a prominent jeweler of Macon, Ga.,

and his wife leave shortly for an extended trip to the

North and Canada. They will visit the Buffalo exposi-

tion, and Mr. Stevens will visit the Eastern markets.
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J. E. Cochran, of Tifton, Ga., has just returned

from a trip to Philadelphia and New York, where he

has been buying his fall stock.
B. S. McCash, with Kellam & Moore, is on his

vacation.
C. A. Buchanan, with Silvers & Woods, spent

several weeks during August at Ashville, North Caro-

lina.
Geo. J. Mylim, of the Williams Co., is out again

after his recent accident. His friends are congratula-

ting him on his speedy recovery.
NV. R. Hale, of Greenville, South CaroPna, who

was recently burned out, has gone on a trip to Europe.

J. H. Haler, formerly in business at Thomaston,

Ga., has closed his establishment, and is now with the

Waycross Jewelry Co., of Waycross, Ga.
Mr. Maier, of Maier & Berkele, is spending some

time in Canada and the North.
The following were noted among the recent

visitors to Atlanta : Geo. H. Temple, of Akin, S. C.;

J. C. Cochran, of Tifton, Ga.; R. A. Fincher, of

Thomaston, Ga.; W. W. St. John, of Roswell, Ga.;

J. H. Haler, of Waycross, Ga.; Joseph Goodwill, of

Albany, Ga.; F. F. Wesley, of Lithiona, Ga.; J. A.

Jackson, of Barnwell, Ga.; J. J. Bookout, of Green-

ville, Ga., and L. C. Merrill, of Tallahasse, Fla.

The Weight of Coins
The weights of American coins are important

things for anyone to know who has the handling of
any great quantity of coin, for weight is one of the

best ways to detect counterfeits. It is difficult for

counterfeiters to get the weights of the spurious coins

exactly in line with the legal weights of the genuine
coins. The weights of American coins now in circu-

lation are as follows :
Gold Coins-The $20 gold piece, or double eagle,

weighs 516 grains ; the Po gold piece, or eagle,

weighs 258 grains ; the $5 gold piece, or half-eagle,

weighs 129 grains ; the $3 gold piece (authorized Feb-

ruary 2r, 1853, and discontinued September 26, 1890),

weighed „..4 grains ; the $2.50 gold piece, or quarter-

eagle, weighs 64.5 grains, and the $r gold piece,
(authorized March 3, 1849, and discontinued Septem-

ber 26, 1890) weighed 25.8 grains.
Silver Coins-The silver dollar weighed originally

416 grains, and then it was reduced to its present
weight of 412.5 grains. The trade dollar (authorized

February 12, 1873, and discontinued February 19,

1887) weighed 420 grains. The silver half-dollar

weighs 192.9 grains : the " Columbian " silver half-

dollar weighs 192.9 grains ; the common silver quar-

ter-dollar weighs 96.45 grains ; the " Columbian"

silver quarter-dollar weighs 96.45 grains ; the silver

20-cent piece (authorized March 3, 1875, and discon-

tinued May 2, 1878) weighed 77.16 grains ; the silver

dime weighs 38.58 grains ; the silver half-dime (au-

thorized April 2, 1792, and discontinued February 12,

1873) weighed first 20.8 grains, then changed to

20.625 grains, and finally to 19.2 grains ; and the silver

three-cent piece (authorized March 3, 1851, and dis-

continued February 12, 1873) weighed first 12$

grains and then 11.52 grains.
Nickel Coins-The five-cent nickel piece (75 per

cent. copper and 25 per cent. nickel) weighs 77.16

grains ; the three-cent nickel piece (authorized March

3, 1865, and discontinued September 26, 189o)

weighed 30 grains (75 per cent. copper and 25 per

cent. nickel) ; the one-cent nickel piece (authorized

February 21, 1857, and discontinued April 22, 1864)

weighed 72 grains (88 per cent. copper and 12 per

cent. nickel).
Bronze or Copper Coins-The old-fashioned cop-

per cent (authorized April 2, 1792) weighed first 264

grains ; it was then changed to 208 grains, then to i68

grains, and its coinage was discontinued February 21,

1857. The copper (or bronze) two-cent piece (author-

ized April 22, 1864, and discontinued February 12,

1873) weighed 96 grains (95 per cent. copper

and 5 per cent. tin and zinc) ; the prsent copper

cent was authorized April 22, 1864, and weighs 48

grains, of which 95 per cent. is copper and 5 per cent.

tin and zinc ; and the copper half-cent (authorized

April 2, 1792, and discontinued February 21, 1857)

weighed originally 132 grains ; then it was changed,

first to 104 grains and finally to 84 grains.
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There Are Several a

to succeed in business. But the suc-
cessful jeweler should ever be mindfulof this fact—every line of merchandiseto be substantially profitable must
bear stronger points than the mere
question of low price.

He should handle only goods which give him acountless number of good, weighty arguments totalk about when aiming to interest some prospec-tive buyer. Then when he makes a sale he alsoknows he gains a customer.
He looks to the future of his business by sell-ing every dollar's worth of merchandise under hisguarantee of actual intrinsic value—or money re-funded. He can transact his business on such aprinciple if he deals with a house who does like-wise.
We have several hundred customers on ourbooks who have been successful along the abovelines. Many of them have bought their watchesfrom us since we began business seventeen yearsago. We want you for a customer and feel sureyou will appreciate us. You are cordially invitedto inspect our line either by selection package,mail order or by a personal call at our office.

M. A. Mead 0 Company
Watch Jobbers

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO
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Favorable
Conditions

Omaha and Vicinity

Settled conditions are once more
apparent in the territory contiguous
to Omaha. The damage by drouth
has not been nearly so great as was

first feared, and trade is as brisk as though the period

of excessive heat had not occurred. Traveling men are
sending in fat orders, and heads of jobbing houses who

have made tours through the territory covered by them

for the purpose of witnessing in person existing con-
ditions have returned, flattered by the outlook and
hopeful of an excellent fall trade. Of course they do

not expect so great sales as though a full crop had

been assured, but they have no reason to fear any
financial epidemic which will need doctoring from out-

side sources to restore the patient to a normal state.

In fact, more money is apparent than at this time last

year. This is due to the fact that a great many of the

farmers who early in the year had bought live stock

for feeding, became frightened at the continued hot
weather and disposed of their belongings. The result

is they have cash on hand, when otherwise they would

have had stock. The Western people greatly depre-

cate the reports which have been sent to the Eastern
papers by sensational correspondents, as they do not
describe the real situation with any regard to the truth

as to actual conditions. Nebraska will still have not
less than too,000,000 bushels of corn, two million head

of cattle, four million sheep, three million hogs and
two and one-half million head of horses, with upwards
of a million tons of alfalfa, six million toils of wild
hay, and a full crop of wheat, with more than a two-
thirds crop of oats. Iowa is in even better condition,
Colorado is in no worse state, Wyoming and South
Dakota cattle are prosperous, Montana and Wyoming

sheep are in greater numbers than in any previous
year—the Wyoming sheep numbering nearly twice as
many as last year, when 25,000,000 pounds of wool
were produced, while the building construction in all
the States named is proceeding upon a basis that has
not heretofore been excelled, even in the boom days of
1884 to 1890. In consequence, reports that these States
are in a frightful condition, as some papers in the East
have been informed and apparently believed, are
absolutely without foundation.

The statements just made are based upon abso-
lutely reliable reports received by THE KEYSTONE'S
correspondent from points all over the district, com-
prising the Omaha territory, and which have heretofore
been unfailing in their correctness. There exists excel-
lent reasons for believing them to be correct, aside
from personal visitations to those points which would
be most naturally affected by a continued drouth.

One marked feature of the present
Staple Goods trade is the demand for staple goods.

Retail dealers in this vicinity bought
eagerly, early in the season, of nov-

elties, which ran out of style within a short period, many
of them being told by traveling men that it would be the
last trip they would make until the late fall. Believing
they would not again have an opportunity to buy, the
retailers stocked up on the small articles intended to
attract a spasmodic trade. The consequence is an
overstock of these articles, while the supply of staple
goods, for which an actual demand exists, is rather
short. Incidentally, the retailers have learned a lesson
which they will impress upon the minds of those
traveling men who indaced them to buy largely of
novelties.

Omaha will enjoy an excellent trade during at
least ten days of September, as the annual festivities
occur from September loth to 20th. Ten days will be
devoted to rounds of pleasure and sight-seeing—and
buying from the local merchants. Upwards of $45o,000
has been expended by the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben for
the three pageants, in floats, while additional expend-
itures bring the total up to aproximately Stoo,000.
These festivities have hitherto brought an aggregate of
200,000 visitors to Omaha during the week they have
lasted. This year ten days have been set apart, a
fact which points to the confidence of the business
men in the solidity of existing business conditions.
Souvenir badges and other articles commemorative
of the event, will be largely sold.

Nearly all of the traveling men among the jewelry
trade in Omaha are out in the field, and have been
during nearly all of the past month, reaping the

in Demand

KEYSTON1

harvest which it would appear Eastern houses have
neglected, due to the misleading reports of conditions.
As a consequence, the doings of the trade in this
vicinity, outside of generalities, have not been largely
chronicled.

J. J. Krelle, watchmaker for Booze & Son, of
Tyndall, S. Dak., was in the city, having brought
his mother-in-law to St. Joseph's Hospital for the
performance of an operation. He says there is no
marked cessation of business in his district.

Among the Iowa militiamen who camped at
Council Bluffs during the greater part of the two
weeks from August nth to 24th, were Fred. Harris,
Winterset, Iowa ; Charles Weber, Rock Rapids,
Iowa, and Mr. Weber and William Anderson, Sioux
City, Iowa, all jewelers, and all having seen service in
the Philippines.

S. E. Thomas, of Tabor, Iowa, has returned,
after completing a course of optics at Chicago.

B. F. Griffen, of Tekamah, Nebr., was an Omaha
buyer last month.

A. H. Harms, of Hooper, Nebr., was also in for a
brief visit to the trade.

D. NV; Smith, of Pipestone, Minn., who is well
known to the Omaha jobbing trade, writes that while
running his lathe, a small pimple on one of his fingers
was pricked in some way. Blood-poisoning set in
and he barely escaped amputation of his hand. He
intended to take a vacation, but the accident has de-
terred, if not entirely prevented him from doing so.

Frank Hyde, of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., is now in-
stalled in his handsome new stone building adjoining
the new Cataract Hotel, and has one of the best cor-
ners in the city. •

J. M. McGee, of Cherokee Iowa, took his vaca-
tion at his old home at Winterset,Iowa. He wrote his
wife that he was hunting squirrels, had found a
squirrel hole and had been watching it for two days,
and asserted his intention of getting that squirrel if it
takes a month.

C. H. Royer has opened a new store in Orelia,
Iowa, buying his opening stock in Omaha.

R. 'F. Smith, of Lincoln, Nebr., has been added
to the traveling force of the Reichenberg-Smith Co.,
wholesalers at Omaha.

George Cunningham, of Worthington, 1\1 inn.,
writes that he will make a trip back to his old home
near Atlantic City, N. J.

Anton Engleman, of West Point, Nebr., has a new
partner. The scales tipped the beam at.twelve pounds.

Max Egge, of Grand Island, Nebr., lost fora time,
a considerable quantity of rings and other jewelry by
burglars smashing in his plate-glass window with a
rock and seizing the trays. They escaped, but their
trail was followed by bloodhounds, and three men are
now awaiting trial. The goods were largely recovered,
but $150 damage was done to the handsome mirror
background of the show window by the rock thrown
by the burglars.

Richard O'Neill, of O'Neill & Gardner, the
pioneer jewelers of Lincoln, Nebr., has sold out his
interest to Mr. Gardner and opened another store
opposite the Funke Opera House. He has an excel-
lent corner. He is prominent in Knights of Pythias
circles, and has represented the State in the Senate.

Location a Factor
There is much in the location of a business, said

a prominent merchant. Sometimes its very life de-
pends upon its location. A friend of mine, who was
doing a fairly satisfactory business on the wrong side
of the street, had an idea that it would pay him to get
on the right side, yet had his doubts. He moved to
the right side, however, and within a few weeks was
able to pay the increased rental from the profits of his
increasing trade without any special advertising effort,
and while his stock was still disarranged and not in a
condition to encourage buyers. Of course, there are
plenty of instances where a change of this sort has
worked in exactly the opposite direction ; but I think

it will generally be found that for a business with any
prospects at all, the better location is worth the addi-
tional cost. It is certainly worth more to any mer-
chant to have five hundred people pass his store every

day than to have only two hundred and fifty, because

his opportunities for selling are twice as great with the

larger number.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

There never has been as good a summer business
in years as the months of June, July and August of
this year have been. The diamond trade has been
excellent. More large pieces have been sold the past
two months than are usually sold during the height of
the wedding season. To the dealers in fine jewelry
and novelties, the summer has been much beyond
expectations.

L. M. Sigler, of Sigler Bros. Co., has just returned
from Europe on his annual buying trip. Mr. Sigler
says that the European markets never offered more
tempting wares than they do this year.

C. A. Gager, optician, Colonial Arcade, was in
Chicago last month, where he attended the annual
convention of the American Association of Opticians.
Mr. Gager believes that the opticians of this State
ought to form some sort of an organization in order
to combat possible unfavorable legislation during the
coming session of the legislature.

J. H. Danforth, secretary and treasurer of the
Cowell & Hubbard Co., spent two weeks last month
at Stag Island, St. Clair River, and came back feeling
much improved in health and spirits.

Henry Welf, of the Henry • Welf Jewelry Co.,
Rose Building, has been taking an extended trip up the
lakes. Mr. Welf has been in poor health for some time.

U. K. Sigler has just returned from a two-weeks'
trip up the lakes and through the Georgian Bay.

Frank Guyon, who several years ago severed his
connection with the Cowell & Hubbard Co. to take
the agency of the Edison Phonograph Co., has returned
to the jewelry business. He bought out the repair de-
partment of the Lewis Jewelry Co., Colonial Arcade.

Herbert Farron, designer for the Cowell & Hub-
bard Co., has resigned to accept a position with Car-
ter, Hasting & Howe, the well-known jewelry manufac-
turers of New York and Newark.

A number of our local jewelers have become
interested in the establishment of a banana plantation
in Honduras. The enterprise gives promise of being
a splendid investment. It is on the largest river in
Honduras, which is navigable for ocean vessels for
several hundred miles.

Oscar Becker, jeweler, Findlay, Ohio, was one of
the lucky ones in the recent land gamble in Oklahoma.
Mr. Becker drew a quarter section near the town of
Lawton.

John Barber, successor to C. F. Kesselmeier,
Salem, Ohio, has been in the East buying for fall trade.

Mr. Pickering, of Pickering & Jelliff, Mansfield,
Ohio, was in town last month calling on the retail
trade and renewing acquaintances. Mr. Pickering
was on his way to the Pan-American.

E. D. Grandmason, Kenton, Ohio, has moved to
a new location.

J. M. Chandler, who for the past several years has
been associated with Burt Ramsay in the Colonial
Arcade, has closed out his interests.

The Sigler Bros. Co. have been making extensive
repairs to their store-room the past month. New
hardwood floors and new decorations were added.

A. 0. Amsden, Menominee, Mich., was in town
last month looking over the market.

F. E. Williams, Cortland, Ohio, was calling on
the trade last month.

Geo. High, Medina, Ohio, was in town last month
on bAus.itlAiersass.hi

urn, Medina, Ohio, was also in the city
among the wholesale houses.

H. S. Sumner, Akron, Ohio, was a trade caller
last month.

David 2589 Broadway, was the victim
i ionh.itDwd 

of a trick by which he lost a gold watch, which had
been left with him for repairs by a customer. A man
adorned with an artificial leg entered the store and left
a small gold-filled watch for repairs. About the same
time a friend of the jeweler left a gold watch which was
also to be overhauled. The man with the artificial
appendage called soon afterwards for his timepiece,
and, her husband being out at the time, Mrs. Lightman,
by mistake, gave him the solid gold watch with which
he quickly disappeared. As there was no similarity in
the watches, it was impossible for him not to have
recognized that the watch was not his. When Mr.
Lightman returned he discovered the mistake and
immediately notified the police.
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As brought to table with boiling water
in receiver.

American inventive genius has scored another triumph I It is the KIN-HEE QUICK POT.which makes coffee by a method absolutely new. It bears the earmarks of true novelty andutility. So unique and meritorious a specialty has never appeared in silver plate within the rangeof our experience ever since 1847. It is a trade truism that novelty supported by merit has adistinct commercial value. You yourself are doubtless a lover of a cup of good coffee. Almostevery person is. Then test the KIN-HEE PROCESS with a KIN-HEE QUICK POT!The accompanying series of small illustrations outlines this new process. Every atom of theflavor and strength of the coffee is extracted and retained without acquiring any of the bitter,poisonous tannin. The result is, that 25 PER CENT. LESS COFFEE IS REQIRED to

Fill reservoir with boiling water, stirring
with the spoon.

Cover reservoir with round muslin
strainer.

make the best cup of coffee you ever tasted with the very coffee you are in the habit of using.The cup quality of the beverage need never vary, but may be kept at an even excellence from dayto day throughout the year. It is the air valve that infallibly controls the process. Investigatethis new-century specialty, which has been patented in the United States, Great Britain, Canada,Germany, France and Russia. It can be handily demonstrated to customers with water, using apot on a tray on the counter.
The KIN-HEE QUICK POT is equally adapted for making tea. It is the only pot inexistence that will separate the tea from the grounds. The value of this feature cannot be over-estimated. Our free Kin-Hee Booklet describes in detail this latest product of American ingenuity.Write us for a copy.

Business continues quiet, but, of

Condition of course, that is the usual condition

Business at this season of the year. The in-

creasing number of people seen on

the streets daily, show, however, that many are return-

ing from the sea-side, lake and mountains, to resume

with renewed vigor their daily tasks, and those who

have plodded on without the relaxation of a vacation,

have more life and interest in what is going on about

them since we have been blessed with a few cool days.
With cooler weather and rain promised by our

local forecaster, the prospects for fall business

are much brighter than the extreme weather

conditions of the past weeks had led the dealers

to hope for. Many out-of-town retailers are seen

in the wholesale houses, and the large retail stores

report their business as being quite satisfactory.

As before stated, there is a much more hopeful feeling

over the fall trade in the last few weeks, and the job-

bers report very good trade and reports from their

traveling men. A decidedly cheerful and even enthu-

siastic feeling is shown when the subject of the Fall

Festival is brought up. This is looked upon as a great

drawing card, and as the time set for the festival ap-

proaches, the interest which has been manifested all

through the year increases, and great enthusiasm pre-

vails among the promoters and those directly con-

nected with the work, while there is not a doubt but

that the public at large will respond in as generous a

manner as the directors could ask for when the de-

lights and mysteries that have been planned for their

pleasure are at last brought out into the light of day.

The jewelers are taking a special interest in the fes-

tival, and the float which will represent their industry

in the trades parade is the product of their generous

contributions as a body, while the various concerns

individually will have handsome displays at Music

Hall. We are told that the queen of the jewelers'

float will wear no less than half a million dollars'

worth of jewels.

Fit receiver over reservoir.

Reverse pot and open air valve.

SOLE MAKERS

Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.
EASTERN SALESROOM-32 Park Place, New York
WESTERN SALESROOM—The Silversmiths Building, Chicago

Josh. Mayer, of Powers & Mayer,

Effect of the Newark manufacturers, spent
the Strike several days in the city recently,

and when asked his opinion as to

the effect the strikes and shortage in crops would have

on his business, said: "The crop shortage and the

strikes have not affected the jewelry business to any

considerable extent, according to my experience.

There doesn't seem to be any great amount of anxiety

among business men, so far as I can see, about the

strikes. I was in Pittsburg the other day, and the papers

were full of strike matter. Gompers and other labor

leaders were there, still not a word was said about it

in all the stores I visited. The merchants, seemingly,

still had entire confidence that the labor troubles would

be adjusted. The jewelry business in all the great cities

of the United States has changed wonderfully in the fif-

teen years that I have been on the road. Fifteen years

ago, and less, patrons were satisfied with stars, cres-

cents and sunbursts in the way of jewelry settings.

Now they want these designs, too, but they want

others. The jeweler of standing that can say to his

customer that he has a piece of jewelry that has no

duplicate in his city, or State or country, will not be

lacking a buyer long, no matter what the price. Some

years back people used to think they could only get

the best goods by going to some big place in New

York ; now they have learned to judge the quality to

some extent themselves, and also have learned that

there are jewelers in their own city."
A unique incident was noted re-

A Penitent Thief cently of a repentant diamond thief.

Unfortunately such incidents are

rare, and not many have the good fortune that the

Indiana gentleman had. Diamonds, to the value of

$2000, were stolen from him, and while of course every

effort was made to trace them, nothing had been ac-

complished, when the owner of the gems received

word to go to Chicago and he would receive the stolen

goods. Needless to say he lost no time in covering

the distance between his home and the Windy City,

where a Catholic priest restored the diamonds to him.

The thief had become conscience stricken and con-

fessed to the priest, who arranged for the restoration

of the stones to their rightful owner without disclosing

the identity of the wrongdoer. Of forty-eight stones

taken, but three were missing, and the value of these

was to be made up by the young man as soon as he
could get the money. The affair had the ring of true

repentance, and it is hoped this first wrong step will

be the last—and may others follow in like acts of rep-

You know some people are super-

A Superstitious about the number thirteen.
Jeweler A merchant from a distance was

in the city buying on August 13th,

and after the labors of the day went to the Lagoon in

the evening. He could not resist the fascinations of

the Ferris wheel there, and the polite attendant care-

fully placed him in car No. 13, of which fact he was not

aware at the time, but before the trip was completed he

discovered it, and there was an exciting time for a few

minutes until he was transferred to car No. 12, when the

trip was finished in peace and safety. He evidently

had never indulged in a gold-mounted rabbit's foot,

nor one of the many pretty and dainty four-leaf clover

designs that could have been found at any of the

jewelers, and which, of course, would have counter-

acted the ominous spell of any number of " thirteens."

Charles Lucius has been hunting cool weather,

visiting the Pan-American Exposition, taking in the

sights at Niagara Falls and spending some time at

Manhattan Beach, N. Y.
J. S. Francis, salesman with E. & J. Swigart, re-

turned last month from an interesting and enjoyable
visit to the Pan-American Exposition. He was ac-

companied by Jeweler William Haynes, of Haynes

Bros., Newark, Ohio. These gentlemen included

Rochester in their trip, where they took a look

through the great factory of the Bausch & Lomb Co.,

which they found to be a rare treat. Both gentlemen

were highly pleased with their outing and the Buffalo

show.
J. S. Voss, of J. S. Voss & Sons, left for Europe

on August irth, on a trip which combines business

and pleasure. He expects to return in October.

Bowen & Simpson are a new firm of jewelers, who

have recently opened a modern and handsome jewelry

store at Winchester, Ky.
S. Lindenberg, of Bene, Lindenberg & Co., enter-

tained his brother, Julius Lindenberg and wife, of

Vienna, Austria, last month.

President Homan, of the Homan Silver Plate Co.,

spent last month with his family at the Eastern sea-

shore, most of the time at Cape May.

John Osthoff and " Billie" Pflueger, the genial

road representatives of Joseph Noterman & Co., left

early last month for their first fall trips. They have

been giving a good account of themselves since, and

report a specially good demand for diamonds.

Albert Bros. are hard at work on their new fall

catalogue, which will cover their full line. They ex-

pect to send it out to the trade the latter part of the

present month or early in October.

Dave Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, returned

last month from an enjoyable outing spent among the

Michigan resorts.
Harry Emrie, manager of the optical department

at Oskamp, Nolting & Co., attended the convention of

the American Association of Opticians, which con-

vened at Chicago last month. He reports an interest-

ing and profitable time.
Tony Westhoff is the king fisherman among the

jewelers. His tales of monstrous catches surpass any-

thing known in the fish line. From reports, no more

fish are to be caught in the Michigan lakes.

A. G. Schwab & Bro. report a number of their

traveling men in to replenish their stock of samples,

preparatory to going on the road again. They are

making good sales, and Mr. Schwab feels that the

outlook for fall is very satisfactory.

Gus. Frank, with Herman & Loeb, is home from

a trip, and having covered territory in the South is not

as sanguine about fall business as usual, but says if

there are rains very shortly enough of the crops can

be saved in several of the States to place the farmers

on an easy footing from the increased prices crops will

bring, and this will insure as good business for the

jobbers as they hoped for.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Mudge have gone to visit

Mr. Mudge's old home in Portsmouth, N. H. They

will spend three weeks in renewing old friendships

and reviving old memories.

John Herschede is away spending several weeks

at the Michigan resorts. -

Henry Gartman, the very popular clockmaker of

this city, is going to entertain several of his friends on

the night of the flower parade. He is an enthusiastic

worker for the Fall Festival, and if it is not a success

it will be no fault of his.
It will repay any merchant to come many miles to

see the jewelers' float in the trades' parade.

" Ido not see how The Keystone can be improved.
R is The best watchmaker's trade journal published."
— ir it Zehler, jeweler, Bennington, New York.

The practice of blending business announcements

with mortuary notices is an old one in England and

other parts of Europe. It has not yet, thank heaven,

come into vogue in this country, and we are in no hurry

to welcome it.
In Dagenham churchyard, Essex, England, the

following quatrain is cut upon a tombstone at the
entrance gate:

Here lies John Steere,
Who, when living, brewed good beere.
Turn to the right, go down the hill,
His son keeps up the business still.

In the Liverpool cemetery we are confronted by an

announcement of this character:

Sacred to the memory of John Summers,
Everywhere known as the best of plumbers.
Succeeded in business by Thomas Shaw,
Who was the deceased's son-in-law.

The " was " in the last line looks like an ante-
mortem thought, and betokens some kind of death for

poor Tommy.
Scotland is, and always was, quite prolific in

obituary literature, and the mural inscriptions over

some of the gravestones, and the odd lines on the

tombstones themselves, are frequently entertaining, and

appear to have been done for that very purpose. One

in a cemetery near Glasgow reads:

Beneath this stone lies Andrew Blair,
Of worldly goods he had his share.
To mark his grave this stone he bought
From the best sculptor, John McNaught.

We may be pardoned for harboring the suspicion

that Andrew drove a good bargain with John and got

the stone at a reduced rate, on account of McNaught's

privilege of advertising thereon.
In the Highlands of Scotland, there is said to

in a country churchyard, a tombstone bearing this iii-

scription :

Luke Hammer died in Twenty-one,
His son in 'Forty-three,
His grandson died in 'Sixty-four,
And all are here, you see.
To-day the great-grandson of Luke
To Haildon drives the stage,
The fare is sixpence either way—
At ' Lepper's ' seats engage.

The idea of having a branch " booking office " in a

churchyard is distinctly original, and, I might add,

beyond the fear of imitation. Nevertheless the grand-

son of Luke was a pretty shrewd advertiser, for it is

said that every tourist who sees that tombstone copies

the inscription, so that the stage driver may be well

known by this time throughout Great Britain, unless,

perhaps, he has been "gathered to his fathers," of

whom he seems to have been so proud.

The writer has been told by a recent tourist in Ire-

land that in a certain well-known cemetery of that

country there are to seen on almost every tombstone

and grave cards reading:

Pray for the soul of  
Who died 

Aged 

Then follows in smaller print, the sentence :

" Prayer-books, hymn-books, beads, scapulars, etc.,

at Sharragh's, 19 Quarry Road." This would seem

to imply that " Sharragh " had obtained the privilege

of putting his business advertisement on every grave

and covering it up with the pious exhortation at the top.
Not a bad scheme, but rather malapropos I should
imagine. —Fame.



The "Chief" is something entirely new in the linethe following special advantages over all others:
FIRST; its great beauty, which weconsider most important, for that is whatmakes it sell to the consumer " on sight."
SECOND ; extreme simplicity, requiringno tools of any kind to assemble it ready foryour customer to wear, this being accomplishedby merely pressing the initial on to band, justas you would snap a glove fastening, but withthis great difference, that while the initial snapson easily, it cannot come off without theproper special tool made for that purpose.
THIRD; the fact that there is no onyxto be broken the first time wearer happens tostrike it against something.
FOURTH ; no little screws to fall on thefloor and take valuable time to find, particu-larly at holiday time, when your store is full ofcustomers, and when time certainly is money.If at any time you should be out of someinitials, and have others which do not sellreadily, such as X or Z, you can send initialsto us and we will send by return mail anyletters you order without charge, except forpostage.
These rings are made of plump fo K.gold, average weight_.4 dwts. each, and areput up in an elegant silk plush case for display,six ring bands of various sizes, and the alpha-bet of initials.

Price for bands, . each, $2.50 net
Price for initials, . " 1.50 "
Initials set with rose diamonds,

$2.50 extra
Initials set with full cut diamonds,

made to order.
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Also will furnish emblems of any order tofit ring bands.

Memorandum sample sent on
application.

We also run an extensive REPAIR DEPARTMENT in connection with our factory, and a special feature
is that we always send out repairs same day as received, and it is worth something to a jeweler to be certain when
he will have his jobs returned.
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A good index of the condition of

Business Condi-. business in St. Louis is furnished
tions in St. Lotus by the receipts at the custom house

in this city. For the seven months

ending 1,Vit1i July 30, 1899, these amounted to $734,-
983.98. For the seven months of the calendar year

1900 they were $972,679.11. For the seven months

ended a week ago they were $1,071,188.12. A gain of

over 40 per cent. in the revenue of the custom house

in this city in two years shows that business has made

an immense stride in this locality in the interval. The

bank clearances and the railroad earnings here -tell

a similar story of financial and industrial expansion.

Under the stimulus of the World's Fair, of course, the

record for 1902 and 1903 will surely be still more

flattering.
We are glad to note that St. Louis has been break-

ing another record in bank clearances. Those for

July were $196,654,614, which is an increase of 50 per

cent. over the clearings of the same month of Iwo.

This is the largest July record in the history of this

city, and the largest record for any month, except that

of May, 1901. But St. Louis will do still better when

the World's Fair work gets fairly started.
The Globe-Democrat is authority

General Prosperity for the statement that during the
in St. Louis first six months of the present

year the merchants of St. Louis

received and shipped 13,884,980 tons of freight, an

increase of 16.60 per cent. over 1900, and of 27.22 per

cent. over 1899. The showing is an index to the high

general prosperity of this city.
Our big neighbor across the Missis-

Illinois and the sippi will have a noteworthy ex-

hibit at the St. Louis World's Fair.

The $250,000 appropriation which

that State has made will insure a creditable display.

Of course, Illinois, though not strictly in the Louisiana,

which was bought from France in 1803, was part of

the original French territory of that name, and is close

enough to the later Louisiana province to be physi-

cally benefited in a very high degree by the fair of two

years hence.

World's Fair

Southern
Prosperity

The Tradesman, of Chattanooga,

presents an interesting table, illus-

trating the industrial growth of the

South for the second quarter of the

year 1901. The table shows a number of new indus-

tries of all kinds established in each of the 13 Southern

States. The total of new industries for the first

quarter of the year was 923, an increase of 205 over

the first quarter of 1900. For the second quarter of

1901 a grand total of 1002 new industries is shown,

being 79 more than in the first quarter of the year.

The particular industries in which increases are most

noticeable in the first half of this year are cotton and

woolen mills, iron-working plants, natural gas and oil

companies, oil mills and refineries and compresses

and gins.
It has been found in World's Fairs

Attendance at lasting six months, that nearly

three-fourths of the attendance

occurs in the last three months. If

this percentage holds good at Buffalo, the admission

will reach 10,092,251, a figure insuring entirely satis-

factory returns. The attendance at the Paris fair in

1867 and the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition in

1876 was about to,000,o0o. In reviewing this subject,

the Philadelphia Press remarks : "The St. Louis Fair

of 1903 will probably be able to count an attendance as

large, or larger than the Chicago fair held ten years

earlier. The scope of the preparations, the ample

funds and the wide-spread interest shown, all bespeak

a large success. The attendance, in fact, may surpass

anything of the kind known in this country, and make

a record future fairs will find it difficult to break."

The world begins to see the point the St. Louis inter-

national exposition will eclipse all that have gone

before.

World's Fairs

Railways
Prosperous

Says the Globe Democrat: "The

railroads, as a whole, in all the

great sections of the country, made

gains in July as compared with the

same month in i9oo, but, as usual, those of the South-

west made the largest increase. While the general

average of the gain throughout the country in the

month was to per cent., the roads of the Southwest
made an increase of 22 per cent. These are the lines
running through the territory tributary to St. Louis.
This section of the country has experienced the gen-
eral prosperity in a particularly high degree. Of
course, the coming World's Fair will add much to the
business activity of this region and increase the re-
ceipts of the railroads. The probability is that, large
as have been the gains of the Southwestern railroads
this year, they will be still greater in 19o2 and 1903."
To show that the large, rich and resourceful State of
Missouri " carries its eggs in several baskets," we
will say that a thousand railway cars were used in
handling the peach crop in one county in Southern
Missouri."

A World's
in Action

Fair

The idea seems to be to make the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition a
world's fair in action. It is con-
tended that the still exhibits have

had their day ; they no longer appeal to popular. in-
terest to the extent they formerly did. People now
" want to see the wheels go round ;" they want to see
how things are made. There is a strong belief that
processes, rather than products of manufactures,
ought to be shown. This means a vast scene of whir-
ring machinery and life. Intending exhibitors are
already planning to carry out the actual illustration of
processes.

We are glad to see that the won-

Texas and the derful State of Texas is planning to
have a great exhibit at the St.
Louis World's Fair of 1903. This

is easy to believe, for Texas was part of the Louisiana
which Bonaparte sold to the United States, and her
people are proud of that fact. Every State and Terri-
tory in the Louisiana region, it is safe to say, will be

worthily represented at the World's Fair. Many
States outside of the Louisiana province will also
have buildings and exhibits which will be a credit to

them and to the great enterprise of which they will be

a part.
Oklahoma has passed eight States in population,

and is rapidly closing the gap with several others. St.

Louis is glad to be intimately related with so promis-

ing a youngster.
Goodman & Miller, of Navasota, Tex., were

represented in this market for several days last month

by Rudolph Miller, of the firm, who was here on a
purchasing trip as well as to enjoy a short vacation.

. C. B. Pittman, of Ennis, Tex., was in St. Louis

for a few days in August, combining business with

pleasure. He was accompanied by Mrs. Pittman.

President Samuel H. Bauman, of the Bauman-

Massa Co., in speaking of the enormous imports of

diamonds within the past sixty days, remarked that he

could only account for these large importations from

the fact that the American importers anticipate a rise

in prices within the near future.
Max Dorenfield, of Dantzler & Dorenfield, Cor-

sicanna, Texas, was in town for several days last

month. He brought the
news that his firm are en-
larging their store and
making some needed im-
provements. Mr. Doren-
field also reports trade
good in his section, with
an encouraging outlook
for fall business.

Cooke Bros., Helena,
Ark., were represented in
this market last month by
Mr. Cooke, who was se-
lecting goodsforfall trade.

I. F. Varney,Wichita,
Kans.,was a visiting buyer
in this market last month.
He says prospects are
fair for fall business in
Southern Kansas, though
the drouth will cut off
some trade.

S. T. Graham, .of Ft.
Smith, Ark., was in St.
Louis for a few days in
August, combining busi-
ness with pleasure. He
was buying liberally for
the fall trade.

World's Fair

Valuation of
Diamonds
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In one of the recent shipments of
diamonds, made through the St.
Louis Custom House by the L.
Bauman Jewelry Co., early in last

month, a controversy arose in the appraiser's office in

regard to the value of some of the diamonds as given

in the Consular's invoice, which was considered by the

board of appraisers in St. Louis as being below the

market value of such goods, he having arrived at this

conclusion after having called in several local diamond

experts. The L. Bauman Co. immediately took ex-

ception to this ruling, claiming that as the largest and

only importers of original lots in the city of St. 'Louis,

the appraiser could not get any competent, expert tes-

timony from any local diamond dealer, but appealed

the case to the New York appraiser's office, where the

board of general appraisers sustained the L. Bauman

Co. and passed the goods as per the Consular's in-

voice. Although it was very disagreeable for the L.

.Bauman Jewelry Co. to have the diamonds tied up for

several weeks, it is very flattering to that firm to know

that they purchased their goods at what was consid-

ered by the New York board of appraisers the lowest

market price in the diamond markets of the world.

" Drouths follow the destruction of forests," says

the St. Paul Pioneer Press, " as naturally as retribu-

tion follows sin." The lesson will be learned in the

hard school of experience, if no better method is

embraced.
The Bauman-Massa Co. have just recently sent

out to the trade a handsome 4o-page watch catalogue,

which shows up their watch department most credit-

ably.
Ed. McKee, manager of the St. Louis branch of

Geneva Optical Co., is the proud father of a .little

daughter, who arrived at his home August 7th.

Adolph Lehman, secretary of the L. Bauman Co.,

returned the middle of last month from a pleasant out-

ing, spent up among the Michigan resorts.

F. B. Rainey, of Tyler, Texas, was a welcome

buyer in the St. Louis market last month. He was

here several days and made liberal purchases for the

fall trade. Mr. Ramey remarked that the drouth had

temporarily affected trade by curtailing it somewhat,

but that generally speaking the Lone Star State was

quite prosperous, and that they were looking forward

to a brisk fall business
L. S. Robinson, of Glenwood, Iowa, a well and

favorably known jeweler of the Hawkeye State, spent

several days in St. Louis the early part of August,

looking over the market and making purchases for his

home store.
S. B. Frank, Helena, Ark., was here on a business

trip last month.
Fred. Simon, of Collinsville, Ill., was a trade

visitor in this market last month.
Walter & Hafner, the well-known jewelry firm of

Hillsboro, Tex., were represented in this market

several days last month by Mr. Walter, who was buy-

ing fairly liberal selections of goods for the fall trade.

We illustrate above the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co.'s ban team, which has come to the
front in great shape this season, having a record of winning seven out of ten match games
played. This is a remarkable showing, for the reason that, they have been tip against the crack
amateur teams of St. Louis, such an the Washington University nine and other nines who have
been in the field for a number of seasons past., The Eisenstadt nine is composed entirely of the
employees selected from the company's office and factory force and are a fine team of ball
players, who are iu the sport for the fun and good, healthy exercise they can get out of it.
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A Buying Reason
for the Seller

Your selling argument for the Simmons WatchChains is this: They are better than any other chains made exceptsolid gold ones. They represent more for the money than do any otherchains and are guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.

Our selling argument to you is this : There willbe more people who can afford good watch chains this fall than for along time before. There are more chain buyers who know about andwho will call for

SIMMONS
WATCH CHAINS

than ever before.
These are the best made and the best advertised gold filled chainsunder the sun. There is no questioning the fact that they will sell inlarger quantities this year, and if you want your full share of thisincreased trade, put in a liberal assortment of Simmons vest and lorg-nette chains and fobs. Your jobber has them or can get them for you.

R. F. SIMMONS CO.
Attleboro, Mass.

NEW YORK
9 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO
126 State Street 41111

September, 1901

Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for MIS department

Alabama

A change has been made in the firm doing business
under the name of C. N. Maxwell Jewelry Co., Tusca-
loosa. W. H. Raiford, for a long time the efficient
manager for the company, has become a member of
the firm, which will be known henceforth as the Max-
well-Raiford Jewelry Co. C. N. Maxwell is the
president and Mr. Raiford the vice-president of the
new company. The firm has considerably increased
its stock.

Arkansas

N. Harris has removed from Forest City to

Brink13. 
ley.
R. Mammoth Springs, has removed his
iz

stock to Guthrie, Okla.

California

Hoever & Wickles, Willows, have given notice
that the co-partnership existing between them has
been dissolved by mutual consent. The jewelry de-
partment is now conducted by Annie M. Hoever, and
the stationery and fancy goods department by C. R.

H. Porter, formerly of Willows, has removed to
Wickj.les.Hs.

Colusa.

_ Colorado

Shirkey & Co. have succeeded P. Q. Shirkey &
Son, Salida.

S. W. Daniel, Colorado City, has removed to
Colorado Springs.

J. H. Hines, of Sugar City, has removed to
Pueblo.

Connecticut
•

F. L. Wilson, of Danbury, has been appointed an
inspector of watches for the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad. The appointment dates from
September 1st.

The store in the Noxen Block, Darien, formerly
occupied by Mr. Whittemore, has been rented by
Frank Bates, who will conduct a jewelry business
therein.

Florida

T..\\-hai,r, mianii, is opening a store at Titus-
ville.

Illinois

0. K. Glimme's store, at Oregon, was destroyed
by fire on August 12th.

Jeweler Frederick Bleuer, of Rock Island, has
recently resumed his duties at his store after a pleasant
vacation spent in. Colorado. - - ••-

Indiana

A. E. Lambert, formerly at Messena, has removed
to Stilesville.

E. B. Edmunds, son-in-law of Mr. Hale, of Hale
& Co., Bluffton, accompanied by Mrs. Edmunds, is
spending a three-weeks' vacation in Michigan. Mr.
Edmunds who has been located in Lima, Ohio, will
move to Bluffton after his vacation trip is ended, and
take charge of the Hale store there, while J. W. Puetz,
of the same company departs for Lima, where he will
assume the management of the concern's principal
store, which is one of the largest in that town. It was
in this store that Mr. Puetz learned his trade, and after
being with Mr. Hale for upwards of twenty years, he
will have charge of the establishment where he was
initiated.

After a lingering illness the sad demise of Jacob
Roland, jeweler, Carrelton, occurred some weeks ago.
Deceased, who has been ailing for some time, was
fifty-five years old, and had just returned from a trip
to. the West, whither he went for the benefit of his de-
clining health. His death was due to tuberculosis of
the lungs. Deceased, who was born in Bavaria, is
survived by a widow and seven children.

Samuel Prager, Terre Haute, has presented the
fire department with a regular clock which registers
the time each fire alarm is sent in.

Iowa

W. W. Baker & Co., What Cheer, have bought
out the business of H. H. Holmes, Iowa Falls.

Death has removed the oldest jeweler in Daven-
port. On Sunday, August i ith, A. C. Billon passed
away at the patriarchal age of 86 years. A native of
Philadelphia, he went to Davenport in 1846. During
the war times he sold his business and removed to
La Salle. He returned, however, after a few years,
and continued to carry on business up to three years
ago. He was an adept in the engraving art, and up to

THE KEYSTONE

the time of his demise he continued to work at that
branch of the business.

C. W. Dudgeon, of Ames, has sold his store to
A. C. Cleaver, of Boone, whose brother, it is under-
stood, will conduct the business.

E. H. Carpenter, the well-known jeweler of Bur-
lington, spent the early part of June and July at his
summer camp in Northern Wisconsin. He will con-
tinue his vacation this month hunting and fishing in
the same locality. Mr. Carpenter is a great fisherman,
and few men enjoy this kind of sport with more zest
than he.

Kansas

G. E. Gardner, Pittsburg, this State, spent a
month at Milwaukee, Wis., recently.

Kentucky

Powers & Sturgell have succeeded to the jewelry
business of F. W. Powers, at Ashland. The optical
department of the store will continue to be conducted
by Mr. Powers, under his own name.

Louisiana

Four places of business in Donaldson were visited
by burglars on the night of August 9th. The stores
included M. M. Fineman's watchmaking shop, from
which the marauders carried of a number of watches,
valued at $300.

Maine

Horatio Johnson Locke, a well-known jeweler, of
Main Street, Belfast, died at home on Sprnig Street,
recently, at the age of sixty-four years. After having
engaged in the jewelry business in Newport News,
Va., and subsequenty at Bucksport, Me., he finally
settled down in Belfast. His only son, Samuel S.
Locke, was admitted to partnership in the business a
few years ago, when the name of the firm became H.
J. Locke & Son. Mr. Locke took an active interest
in the fire department of the city, and was at one time
a member of the Common Council.

Massachusetts

Samuel Boron has started in the jewelry business
in the store formerly occupied by Jacob Klieman on
Main Street, Chicopee.

Oran S. Rice, senior member of the firm of Oran
S. Rice & Co., jewelers, Fitchburg, died on August
6th at his residence, 170 Prichard Street, after a pro-
tracted illness. Mr. Rice, who was sixty-eight years
old, spent the greater part of his business career in
Fitchburg, where he gained the friendship and esteem
of all who came in contact with him. He was de-
barred from engaging in active business for three years
previous to his demise, owing to physical ailments,
which he bore with unusual fortitude.

A gent. of resourceful intellect and " get-rich-
quick " caliber, gathered a considerable quantity of
silverware from Cherry Valley and Leicester a short
time ago. He posed as the representative of a Wor-
cester plating firm, but subsequent revelations showed
that he assumed the role through some evil inspi-
ration.

E. D. Tisdale & Son, Taunton, are repairing and
improving their store.

Michigan

The store of S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, was
broken into by thieves on the night of August 16th, at
9 o'clock. Although the occupants of the drug store
and confectionary store, near by, were open, and their
occupants heard the noise created by the robbers in
their efforts to effect an entrance, no alarm was raised,
as it was considered unlikely that a robbery would be
attempted at such an early hour. The principal por-
tion of the stock was locked up in the safe, but some
loose stock, valued at $125, was appropriated.

Missouri

j. R. Claiborn has succeeded to the business of L.
C. Welsh & Co, Ozark.

Nebraska

A stranger entered the store of John Baumer, 307
South Sixteenth Street, Omaha, recently, and said he
wanted an old watch spring. While Mr. Baumer was
procuring the article at the rear of the store the visitor
reached over the show case and helped himself to a
$60 watch. Walking out of the store he said, "Never
mind, I've changed my mind. I don't want the
watch spring." Mr. Baumer soon discovered the
theft and reported the matter to the chief of police.
A detective discovered the missing article soon after-
wards in a pawn office and an arrest was subse-
quently made:

Max J. Egge's store, at Grand Island, was burglar-
iously entered some weeks ago and a tray of rings
valued at $6o stolen. An entrance was effected by
breaking the plate-glass window. Bloodhounds were
sent in pursuit of the criminals.
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New York

Almon Leach, one of the oldest jewelers of Utica
died recently at the age of seventy-eight. The cause
of his demise was bronchial trouble, with which he
had been affected for some three years.

A. Ahner, formerly a machinist in the employ-
ment of the Holly Manufacturing Co., has opened a
jewelry store and watch repair shop at 49 Main Street,
Lockport.

S. Orbach, of Utica, has refitted and considerably
improved his store, and has completed some very ex-
tensive improvements in the way of installing neW
cases, and the putting up of a new metal ceiling

George Plattman walked into the store of Louis
Meyers, on Main Street, Buffalo, one evening last
month and began negotiations for the purchase of a
diamond ring. After arguing with Mr. Meyers for
some time in regard to the price he departed, but inti-
mated his intention of returning later on in the hope
of completing the purchase. While he was in the
place a colored man entered and purchased a solid
gold chain at $10. According to the version given
by the police, Plattman left the store immediately after
the negro and told the latter that it was contrary to
law for any one to take jewelry out of a store after
seven o'clock in the evening. The colored individual
immediately questioned Plattman as to what authority
the latter had in the matter, whereupon Plattman
represented himself as the manager of the store. It
appears the chain was handed to Plattman, who in-
formed the credulous darkie that he could call for the
chain the following day. When the negro, whose
name is Richardson, called for the article, he learned
that Plattman was in no way connected with the store
and that he must have been duped. Strange to say,
Plattman turned up again in connection with the pur-
chase of the ring, but his time was so monopolized by
a detective the completion of the transaction has been
indefinitely postponed.

G. W.
moved to it

North Carolina

Hayes, formerly of Louisburg, has re-
East Hargett Street, Raleigh.

Oklahoma

T. C. Parker has embarked in the jewelry and
musical instrument business at Enid.

Pennsylvania

' Howard Keagy, Hollidaysburg, has made a 16-size
watch movement out of the raw material, complete in
all its parts. The intricate piece of mechanism is on
exhibition in the show window of his father's store.

P. K. Devers, of York, fills the double role of
jeweler and United States mail carrier.

Augustus Rhoads, Lancaster, has remodeled and
considerably improved his store.

Chester H. Wells, of Meshoppen, has purchased
and will soon have in operation, additional machinery
for the manufacture of his patent ring adjuster.

South Carolina

J. W. H. Meacher, is established in his new loca-
tion, 483 King Street, Charleston.

Texas

The Texas Trade Review, of August Ist, in an
article which covered the industrial, geographical and
mineral conditions of Fort Worth and the country
which surrounds it, shows a handsome illustration of
the interior of F. C. Boerner's jewelry store, the
manager of which is W. T. Camp.

The Alexander Sartor Co. has been incorporated
in San Antonio with a capital stock of $2o,000. The
company succeeds Alexander Sartor in business.

W. F. Wood opened a business in Clifton recently.

Vermont

A. J. Hubbard, of Rutland, has opened a branch
store at Castleton.

Virginia

E. L. Folk & Co., hardware dealers, Suffolk,
have opened a separate establishment in that town for
the exclusive sale of cut glass, silverware, optical
goods and jewelry.

Washington

G. A. Keogh has opened a store in Everett, for
the sale of jewelry, art goods and novelties.

Wisconsin

G. A. McHenry, formerly of \Vest Superior, has
removed to Calumet, where he will have a larger
store.

G. R. Evans, of Kendall, returned recently from
an enjoyable vacation and a pleasure trip through the
State of Colorado.

Thompson Bros., Cameron, opened a 1..nv store
at Barron recently.
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CHART FOR THE
I GRADING OF DIAMONDS
, A. Blue white and perfect.D. Blue white and imperfect.I C. Extra white and perfect., D. Extra white and slightly Im-perfect.

E. Extra white and imperfect.I. White and perfect.
2. Whife and slightly imperfect.3. White and imperfect.1 4. Very good color and perfect.5. Very good color and slightly

Imperfect.
6. Very good color and 'inner-, • • w feet.
7. Good color and perfect.8. Good color and slightly

perfect.
9. Good color and imperfect.
Copyrighted, September, 1900 by s U. Scott.

MAY THE BEST BOAT WIN strictly on itsThe "Scott" System of Grading DiamondsWe are very glad to have our system tested alongside of any.All diamonds sold by US under a guarantee that they are exactly as represented.We grade into different qualities, and designate each quality by letter or number.then at the chart, to determine the exact quality of the stone.
A trial order will convince you.

This enables you to make sales speedily and surely. Quality for quality our prices ar

merits. In the same way

wins wherever it is given a fair trial.

You have simply to look at the diamond and
e as low as any.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9-11-13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

OMEGA WATCHESOver 1,000,000 in use
None better made

l the Leading Jewelers Sell the OMEGASAl 

No stock Complete without them
Made in xo and xi Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size Six different grades—from 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, adjusted'Fitting Regular American Cases

No Prices Advertised in any Journal
Fair profit can be made

Sold to LeCIITIMATE ..IN)V1-,1RS only

Send for Price-List

EDMOND E. ROBERT }
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

—SELLING AGENTS-

1114.66o0ro6.4 IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS Op

{ CROSS el BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Diamonds
Watches

62-64 State Ct.Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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New York Letter

This budget of metropolitan notes could have no

more fitting introduction than the following extract

from a booklet distributed by the Merchants' Asso-

ciation : •

" The most expensive economy pos-
sible is to pay too little for traveling

Buyers' Market expenses, to save your time and
buy badly, to reduce expenses and

cut profits. The most unprofitable policy possible is to

buy the same things as your competitors, to offer

similarity at low prices, instead of variety and novelty,

which command high prices.

Buy novelties.
Novelty is the profit-earning element in business.

Your customers all want it, and will pay a long price

for it. Only in New York can you obtain it in its full

extent. To visit New York may cost you more for

traveling expenses, and take more time, but what it

costs is nothing compared to what you gain. You get

the new things, the salable things, the things your cus-

tomers are looking for and will pay a good price for.

Above all, you get the power to hold your trade

against competitors, and to increase it at the expense

of local merchants who buy stale styles in their second

season.
Don't save pennies and waste dollars. Don't save

$5o in traveling expenses and pay ten per cent. more

for your goods. Don't save on your railroad ticket

and lose on the selling quality of your stock.
Stay-at-home buyers never get the

The Stay-at- best selling goods, the freshest and

Home's Disad- most attractive novelties, the arti-
vantages des that carry good profits. Why?

Because the goods which the buyers

chase do not need to chase buyers. Buyers who visit

New York get the cream of a thousand stocks ; home

buyers get what remains after the choice things have

been culled.
If the catalogues and samples sent out from big

cities are more attractive than your stock, you lose

your home trade. But they will not be more attrac-

tive, if your stock is made up of the latest styles and

choicest novelties. These originate in New York. If

you go there you get them when they are fresh ; if you

wait for them to come to you, they will be stale when

they reach you.
Stay-at-home merchants are apt to lose their cus-

tomers' favor. Merchants who visit New York before

buying their stocks, secure the choicest novelties and

the latest styles—and their customers know it. Stay-

at-home buyers do not get the choice things of the

season, and inferior stocks are bound to lose trade

sooner or later. Why not visit New York this fall?

New York is the prime market

for nearly all kinds of merchants'

Other Markets stocks. By visiting New York you

get first-hand prices, immense va-

riety, latest novelty, most salable goods. Style,

variety and novelty are what your customers demand,

and if they send to distant cities to get those qualities,

it is only because you don't supply them.
The advantage is with you, if you show the right

goods, and " the right goods " are those which have

been described in the fashion papers, magazines, re-

views of decorative art, and, above all, in the cata-

logues sent out by the great city stores. The things

that your customers have read about, are what they

are looking for. Visit New York twice a year and

your stock will contain what your customers desire. .

A visit to New York will freshen your stocks and

give you new business ideas. The great bazaars of

New York are among the largest and most successful

business enterprises in the world. A week spent in

looking them over will give you many valuable hints

New York as a

New York versus

that will help you to hold your home trade, and in-

crease your business.
If you buy in an inferior market you will have

inferior assortments, and you will gradually lose the

best of your local trade, which will buy all of its fan-

cies—the profit-bearers—in the nearest city or town,

and leave you the profitless staples.
Your big competitors buy in New

Where Your York. If you buy in New York

Competitors Buy you get attractions as strong as
theirs. If you have as good things

as they have they cannot draw your customers away.

Many customers, who should be your natural cus-

tomers, send their orders by mail to different cities.

Why ? Because they do not . find in local stocks the

attractive goods described in city catalogues and

fashion papers. You cannot sell them old styles and

commonplace articles ; you can sell the fashionable

novelties. To visit New York twice a year will keep

you abreast of the fashions, secure stocks certain to

please your customers' taste, and enable you to hold

your home trade.
Trade-winners and profit-bearers are New York's

inducements to you.
We repeat, a saving on freight charges and travel-

ing expenses is relatively trivial when opposed to the

advantages of style, variety, novelty and price pre-

sented by the New York market."
The pressing need of enlarged, im-
proved and diffused postal facilities

for New York city, and especially

for the borough of Manhattan, is

sure to engage the favorable consideration of the Fifty-

seventh Congress. Postmaster-General Smith, in his

annual report for 1899, set forth the facts tersely as

follows :

There is an earnest and just demand for the en-
largement of the postal accommodations and facilities
of the city of New York. The Post Office is greatly
overcrowded, and the attempt to handle all the mail
which must now pass the central office, in quarters
which are inadequate, results in much inconvenience
and impedes an expeditious dispatch and delivery.
Some provision for relieving the conestion is impera-
tive, and the suggestion is made that in addition to the
present office, there should be another structure, cen-
trally and conveniently located, where certain classes
and division of the mail will be received and dispatched.
New York furnishes one-twelfth of the postal revenue
of the country, Its business is growing with phenome-
nal rapidity. Its immense and increasing interests have
the strongest claim to consideration, and it is entitled
to the best equipment and facilities that can be pro-
vided.

The recent increase in the postal business of New

York city has been wholly unprecedented. New York,

even under the disadvantageous conditions existing,

furnishes so large a share of the Government's revenues

that last year's receipts were more than nine and a half

million dollars, and, with expenses at $4,000,000, the

net profit was nearly $6,000,000. This is a larger sum

than the entire annual revenue from the Post Office De-

partment in the whole country in any year prior to 1850.

A comprehensive improvement in the postal facili-

ties of New York can be secured at an outlay of

only a small fraction of the present profits from its

operation here. The first year of Postmaster Van

Cott's incumbency showed receipts of $5,60o,000.

Last year they were $9,869,000.
Collector Bidwell of this city handed

Duties at to the Treasury Department on
this Port August 7th a report of the baggage

examination during the month of

July. Although the number of passengers returning

from Europe was less than in the same month of last

year, the duties collected on contents of baggage were

far greater. The number of passengers in July, 19oo,

was 13,557 and the duties collected on baggage $18,97 r.

Last July the number of passengers was 11,442 and the

duties collected amounted to $65,550. Tne number of

New York
Post Office
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dutiable articles declared last July was 8,00r, or more

than 800 less than in July, 190o. Since the new regula-

tions at the port of New York went into effect on March

last, the duties collected on passengers' baggage have

amounted to $301,648. During the same months of last

year, u ilder the old system, the duties were only $66,550.

A late sensation in this city is of in-

terest to all importers. The officials

who stand at the door of the cus-

toms became suddenly apprised of

the fact that, by means of collusion between importers

of Japanese silks and Government officials, millions of

dollars have been lost to the treasury. The silks ap-

pear to have been systematically undervalued. It

would have been bad enongh if the dames who wear

silk dresses had secured the material at decidedly

cheaper rates, but the bulk of the steal goes to the

connivers in the cheat—the dishonest importers and

the dishonest appraisers. The fraud ought to be re-

lentlessly ferreted out and the parties to it suitably

punished. No doubt honest importers in the jewelry

trade may be handicapped in the same way by contra-

band importations.
The Southern Pacific Railway has

Reduced Rates announced a merchants' reduced
from the South rate from points in Texas, on its

Atlantic system and its affiliated

lines, to New York and return, at the rate of a fare

and one-third for the round trip, tickets to be sold

at those points in Texas on August 3d to 6th inclu-

sive, with thirty-day return limit. This action on the

part of the Southern Pacific Railway will enable mer-

chants living along these lines to come to New York on

the same rechiced rate as merchants located in various

other parts of the country. The lines affiliated with the

Southern Pacific Railway in this matter are the Hous-

ton & Texas Central Railroad, Central Texas & North-

western Railroad, Fort Worth & New Orleans Railroad

and the San Antonio & Arkansas Pass Railway. The

reduced rate is based on what is known as the cer-

tificate plan. It can be utilized by merchants and

the members of their immediate families.
The regular monthly meeting of the

The Jewelers' executive committee of the Jew-

elers' League was held at the

League, on August 9th. There

were present Vice-Presidents Karsch, Greason and

Fessenden, Mr. Bliss and Secretary L. Stevens, Jr.

Two requests for change of beneficiary were received

and granted, and the following applicants were ad-

mitted to membership : Thomas E. Wilson, New

York, recommended by L. J. Mulford and L. A.

Miller ; John H. Karsch, New York, recommerded

by Bernard Karsch and L. A. Miller ; L. A. Metral,

New York, recommended by R. 0. Breidenbach and

L. A. Miller ; Robert Schuerter, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

recommended by M. J. Lampert and L. A. Miller, and

William Dietz, New York, recommended by Julius

Goldsmith and L. A. Miller.
The New York Board of Trade and Transporta-

fion, in a circular sent to commercial firms and busi-

ness men throughout the State, draw attention to the

annual State Commerce Convention to be held at

Buffalo or Niagara Falls about the middle of October.

Business men of all towns and cities, now having no

organization, are urged to form one without further

delay and send delegates to the convention. The

offices of the board are 203 Broadway, where full

particulars of all matters connected with the coming

convention can be obtained.

M. J. Strauss, of Hammel, Riglander & Co., has

recently been doing the honors on the arrival of a son.

THE KEYSTONE extends hearty congratulations.

Tiffany & Co. have been granted the royal warrant

appointing them jewelers to Her Majesty, Queen
Alexandra of England.

(Continued on page 91)
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Jewelry

Our representatives are now in their respective ter-
ritories, with stocks more complete than ever before.In good times there is a demand for the finergoods, and our aim is to meet your every want inthis direction.

If our traveler does not call why not try us bymail ? Our MAIL ORDER business is largebecause we give special attention to each order andsend liberal selections.

Hayden
Telephone, 8 Cortlandl

w Wightman & Hough Co.
TRADE MARK E. B. HOUGH

ESTABLISHED 1856

New York Office:
3 Maiden Lane

INCORPORATED 1893

Factory:
Providence, R. I.

Largest and Oldest Makers of Fine

LOCKETS
In America

Solid Gold
Gold Filled
Rolled-Plate 3000 PatternsSterling Silver fri all sizes, shapes and designs

Finest Finish

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfactory wear

No. 6220

Jobbing Trade Only We make a large line of MEDALLIONS andFRAMES for Miniatures

,Wheeler & Co.
15 Maiden Lane, New York

THE LEADER
in High-Grade Watches is the

MON & CONSTONTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

oliER0*
4%**
0 *
144411.0

TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in

Quality,
Adjustment,
Durability,
Style.

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases.
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements.

Special Grades for Railroad Men.

EDMOND E. ROBERT,
SOLE AGENT,

3 Maiden Lane,

New York.

September, 1901

New York Letter

(Continued from Page 939)

The unusual brisk demand for cut glass continues

to such an extent that it is now difficult for the manu-

facturers to get all the skilled help they require. Re-

cently, L. Straus & Sons, of this city, advertised not

only in the local papers, but also in the big Philadel-

phia dailies for expleNrLieliceHdagrrlaisssocf Huttaerrris.
Harris & Harring-

ton, importers of clocks, bronzesImported Hall
Clocks arid fancy goods, recently returned

from his semi-annual visit to the

European markets. Asked for news from the other

side of interest here, he referred to two things. One of

these was a falling off in the demand for fancy goods in

this country. This complaint Mr. Harris heard

chiefly in Paris. A year ago the United States were

big buyers of miniatures, of great variety of sizes.

Now the importation is almost nil. The same applies,

in a lesser sense, to other lines of what are known to

the fine jewelry trade as " fancy goods." In contrast,

a different story comes from London, where J. J.

Elliott, the widely-known maker of hall and fine

clocks, is about to move into a new factory, with

eight times the space and capacity of his old plant.

The change has been made necessary by the great de-

nand for hall clocks in this country. For the past

two years good hall clocks were about as scarce,

during the fall and holiday season, as seven-jeweled

watch movements, and the houses in this country

handling the Elliott clocks, which have a world-wide

reputation, have literally begged for more clocks. At

last, satisfied that this demand was not a passing fad,

but a seemingly permanent one, Mr. Elliott decided

to seek new quarters and fit it up to meet the great

demand for the line of goods he made. To illustrate

how deeply the American trade is interested in this

new London factory, Mr. Harris gave as his opinion

that four-fifths of the output of the Elliott shop came

to this country. \Ve hear a great deal these days of

the wonderful increase in American export trade, but

here is one article that it seems the American makers

either have not given serious consideration to or can't

compete with the cheaper labor of England. The

greater part of these expensive hall-clock movements

are made by hand, so that the item of labor is the

principal one in their manufacture.

George D. Fisher, of Eggert & Fisher, wholesale

opticians of St. Louis, Mo., spent a few days in this

city last month, on his way home from a trip to the

l'an-American, Niagara Falls and Canada. Mr. Fisher

was favorably impressed with the Buffalo exposition

and stated that St. Louis would have its hands full,

indeed, to match the electrical display and the artistic

features of the buildings and general plan. However,

he said it would be done, if possible, and work on the

St. Louis show had been w,ell started and was being

earnestly pushed by the able and enterprising busi-

ness men of his city.
At the corner of Broadway and

Sagging Building Maiden Lane is being erected, as

told in previous issues of THE

KEVSTONE, a big skyscraper. A large excavation has

been dug for the cellars, and caissons have been sunk.

In the rear of this, at 4 Maiden Lane, is a four-story

building owned by the same company and the wall

facing Broadway has begun to sag outward, having

been undermined by the excavation. The first floor

of the building is occupied by the Julius King Optical

Co., Alois Kohn & Co. are on the second floor and

Dattlebaum & Friedman, jewelers, have the third.

'1'lle fourth floor is used as a store-room. About I50

men were employed in the building and some one of

these observed the sagging wall and notified the build-

ing inspectors. The latter made an examination on

August 12th and found a crack all the way up the

Maiden Lane front of the building about four feet from

the side wall. The cellar wall was found to be in a

very dangerous condition. The inspectors ordered

the concerns in the building to vacate and the 150

employees thus got a vacation. The police built a

barricade in front. When the building inspectors

arrived a side-wall artist was painting a sign that was

intended to advertise a certain brand of whiskey for

the enlightenment of Broadway pedestrians. He had

pictured a " high ball " and had just finished outlining

the words " that's all " when an inspector made him

THE KEYSTONE

take his scaffold and go. The condemned building

has a frontage of 35 feet on Maiden Lane and runs

back 125 feet. Workmen braced up the sagging wall,

and Mr. Stewart, of the building company, said that

in all probability it would be torn down and an addi-

tional wing would be built to the new building. The

Julius King Optical Co. secured quarters on the second

floor front of the Jewelers' Court Building, 51 Maiden

Lane. The incident was a most serious matter to this

company, as there was no available room for rent on

the ground floor on the Lane, near the old location.

The firm only moved into No. 4 last spring, as their

old building at No. 2 was one of those torn down to

make room for the big new building. They counted

themselves c'ery fortunate at the time in securing

possession of the salesroom next door, that had been

occupied by J. T. Scott & Co., as this was next door

to their old location.
The regular monthly meeting of

the Manufacturing Jewelers' Asso-

ciation was held on Tuesday, Au-
gust 7th. An unusually quiet

gathering was anticipated, and

such it proved to be, as most of the members had left

their office cares behind them and were seeking rest

and reanimation at the seashore or in the mountains.

The volume of business transacted was small and of

an unimportant character, and the meeting conse-

quently assumed the by no means unpleasant aspect

of a social gathering. The association intend holding

an important meeting on Tuesday, September loth,

and to insure a larger representative attendance Sec-

retary Brogan has issued special invitations to all the

members, requesting their attendance, as the organiza-

tion will map out its programme of business for the

fall and winter, on the occasion.
Amongst the passengers who ar-

To and from rived from Europe on board the
newly-built sea monster, Celtic,

which arrived here last month,

after completing her maiden trip, were H. C. Hardy, of

the firm of H. C. Hardy & Co., New York, and B. F.

Griscom, of Bippart, Griscom & Osborn, of Newark,

N. J. John I). Ailing, Of the firm of Ailing & Co.,

New York, was on the Kaiser Wilhelm der. Grosse,

on its last trip to Bremen. Arthur and Nicholas Geof-

froy, of Geoffroy & Co., New York, sailed on the

St. Louis, for Southampton, at the beginning of

August ; Joseph H. Crosby, of Jacksonville, Fla., left

P' the Kaiserin Maria Theresia for the same point.

A prominent member of the jewelry

Death of trade has passed away in the person

of Henry Randel, who died recently

at his home in Tuxedo Park, N. J.

The deceased, who was eighty-four years old, was a

prominent diamond merchant, and until his retirement

from active business four years ago was head of the well-

known firm of Randel, Baremore & Billings. He

engaged in the jewelry trade when a very young man,

and got his first experience with Palmer & Clapp.

He started in business for himself in April, 1841, with

James Baremore, under the name of Randel & Bare-

more. The business was small at the outset, but grew

to large proportions in the course of a few years. In

1851 Chester Billings entered the employment of the

house and became a member of the firm nine years

after. A London (England) branch was started in

1874 and proved a success. Mr. Randel was inti-

mately connected with the New York Jewelers' Asso-

ciation, in which he held various important positions.

Deceased is survived by a widow and one married

daughter.
Leonard Krower, the New Orleans jobber, left for

home last month, after a five-weeks' stay in this city,

during which a short trip was made to the jewelry dis-

trict of the Attleboros and Providence. Asked as to

the trade outlook in the South, Mr. Krower thought it

very good. There would be a fine, big cotton crop, and

though the very largeness of the crop would " bear"

prices a little, yet it meant very much, in fact, almost

everything, ill calculating the fall and holiday pros-

pects. Corn had been injured in Northern Texas by

the severe drouth ; but, generally speaking, the pros-

pects were very bright. Mr. Krower said his business

had greatly increased since he occupied his new quar-

ters ; so he was well pleased at the change.

Francis Weber, 1114 Second Avenue, was called

on recently by a young man, who asked him to value

a ring. The jeweler recognized the article as one of
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a number which were stolen from his store in March

last. Weber contrived to delay his customer and in

the meantime summoned police, who placed the

stranger under arrest. At the station the prisoner

gave his name and address, and stated that he re-

deemed the ring from pawn through the medium of a

ticket purchased from an elevator boy. When the

latter was arrested he refused to exercise his power of

speech in any way, and was locked up as a suspicious

character. The other prisoner was released on $t000

bonds.
The recently incorporated Gem Turquoise and

Copper Co. has established a factory for cutting tur-

quoises at 51 Maiden Lane. F. J. Essig, of Chicago,

one of the incorporators, was ill this city recently

looking after the installing of the machinery. Opera-

tions are at present confined to the cutting of the

product of the mines owned by the company, but

machinery for the execution of all kinds of lapidary

work will be added immediately. The plant, which

will be independent of Mr. Essig's Chicago cutting

works, will be in charge of that gentleman's brother,

Charles Essig.
Blancke & Ording, who were at 81 Nassau Street,

have leased premises at 51 Maiden Lane.

Oscar Keck, of the Herman Keck Manufacturing

Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, was a visitor here recently, on

his way to Europe.
E. 0. Shiebler, of the firm of George \V. Shiebler

& Co., of this city, is on an extensive tour in the West,

and will pay a visit to the Pan-American Exposition.

One of the representatives of Fruedenheim Bros.

& Levy was robbed recently on the Grand Rapids &

Indiana Railroad sleeper, between Grand Rapids &

Mackinaw City. The loss sustained is estimated at $7oo

worth of diamonds and $8o in cash. The money and

valuables were the personal property of the salesman.

Among the goods stolen some weeks ago from the

Adams Express Company's Office, near the Grand

Central Station, were articles of jewelry, the property

of Rosenbaum & Adler, valued at $43 ; a brooch

owned by Wm. Scheer, worth $12oo ; a ruby of D. L.

Strasburger's Son & Co., worth $900, and a package

addressed to George 0. Street & Sons. Three arrests

have been made in connection with the robbery.

P. A. Dilworth, of this city, returned last month

from a sojourn at Lake Kiamesha, Sullivan County,

N. Y.
E. Aguinaldo, of Manila, P. I., is now a full-

fledged " Buffalo." In May last, L. Witsenhausen,

the Maiden Lane jobber, sent the ex-insurgent leader

a handsome Order of Buffalo button, with a friendly

note describing the advantages of membership in the

order and his wish that the ex-general might share in

these, along with the hundreds of thousands of good

American citizens who had joined the order in a mar-

velously short time. The button was mailed in this

city May 23d and reached Manila July 8th, where it

was receipted for in the full name and title of the

recipient, thus : " General Emilio Aguinaldo." The

registered receipt reached this city August 8th, two

months and a half being taken to make the trip out

and back.
Jas. V. Bergen, the hustling young representative

of the J. D. Bergen Co. in the South, returned to

this city last month, after an absence of ten weeks in

his territory. The Erin report his business during the

trip as being a record breaker for that territory ; cer-

tainly a fine showing ill view of this being young

Bergen's second trip to the South. He is now enjoy-

ing a well-earned vacation.
F. V. Moreau, manager of the Minneapolis branch,

and W. G. Schwenson, manager of the St. Paul branch

of the E. B. Meyrowitz optical stores, spent a part of

last month in this city at headquarters. E. C. Bull,

formerly of the Paris and New York stores and now

in charge of the Pan-American exhibit of the firm,

looked after the St. Paul and Minneapolis stores in

the absence of the managers.
A. IV . Harrington, of Harris & Harrington, hur-

ried off to Maine on the return last month of Mr.

Harris from an European trip, to take a much-needed

rest. He was accompanied by his family and will re-

main several weeks.
C. J. Mahoney, an examiner connected with the

appraiser's office at Ellis Island, discovered jewels

valued at $1500 on a steerage passenger who arrived

on the Teutonic last week.
(Continued OM tag' 940
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White Treatment
You never hear of Our customers kicking, not

much! They all get White" treatment, big and

little alike, that's why. The man we have never seen,

who sends his orders by mail is served with the same

satisfaction as the man who buys over our counters.

The " best in the house" goes out on memo if the

customer orders 64 the best in the house." We're not

afraid of 'losing outright sales between the going-out

and coming-back of the goods. You don't have to

send a dozen times before the right goods arc delivered.

Our stock of Watches and Diamonds is so large that

goods out on memo don't handicap us once in a dog's

age. Ought to be pretty good people to trade with,

don't you think ?
Elgin, Waltham and New England Watches; all

manner of Cases and Diamonds. A big, but wisely

chosen assortment and i plenty.

N. H. White & Co.
Watches and Diamonds Exclusively

k‘tiaL„t
21 Maiden Lane, New York
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White Treatment
You never hear of our customers kicking, not

much! They all get "White" treatment, big and

little alike, that's why. The man we have never seen,

who sends his orders by mail is served with the. same

satisfaction as the man who buys over our counters.

The "best in the house" goes out on 'memo if the

customer orders "the best in the house." We're not

afraid of losing outright sales between the going-out

and coming-back of the goods. You don't have to

send a dozen times before the right goods are delivered.

Our stock of Watches and Diamonds is so large that

goods out on memo don't handicap us once in a dog's

age. Ought to be pretty good people to trade with,

don't you think?
Elgin, Waltham and New England Watches; all

manner of Cases—and Diamonds. A big, but wisely

chosen assortment and a plenty.

N. H. White & Co.
Watches and Diamonds Exclusively

21 Maiden Lane, New York
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The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

You are invited to call and inspect
our Exhibit at

The Pan-American Exposition
Manufactures Building

The E. Howard Clock Co.
Makers of

E. Howard 0 Co. WATCHES an CLOCKS
403 Washington St. 

Establithed 1842 'S' Maiden LaBOSTON

Because of their HIGHEST QUAL-ITY, BEST CONSTRUCTION, GIVINGwlly? THE MOST WEAR, AND GREATESTCOMFORT  and their IRON-CLADGUARANTEE.
To verify- this we invite the trade to read " The

Story of a Collar Button, with Illus-trations," which may be had FREE for the asking,and to try the experiment suggested on page 5 of that
booklet.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut,
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to he favored with a copy of
I heir leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
tiny pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
I hat is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
IN an acknowledgment of his
discovery a u d contribution.
'' The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACKS:

A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES
STAR * BRAND Your stock of Materials and Tools is probably low—neg-lected during the rush of the busy season. We wouldlike the opportunity of filling a sample order from you, andcall your attention to a'few of our specialties listed below.

TRADE ° c' MANII We guarantee prompt service and first-class goods. Wehave had twenty years'experience in filling material orders.
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings, extraquality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rusttin boxes. Special, 8s cents per dozen ; $9.25 per gross.Balance-Staffs made for American Movements, and American-made Cockand Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. it notsatisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.
Waltham, 0, 1, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, 65 cents dozen.Elgin, 0 6 16 and 18 " 65 cents "Hampden, 6, 16 and 18
Illinois, 6, 16 and 18 

 65 cents
" 65 centsColumbus, 18 " 65 centsRockford, 18

Trenton, 18 
66 : 

cents
ce n t s

5N. Y. Standard, 18 " 6 centsSeth Thomas, 6 and 18
Atlas and Sun Dial, 6 and 18 

6655 
cents

s

AMERICAN
MAINSPRINGS

El E ST

*.. STAR " Brand American Roller-Jewels, one gross (ix dozen) nicelyassorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles, forthe leading makes of•American watches,perfect fit. Special price, complete,$2.75,or 25 cents per dozen.
Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,

75 cents and $1.25 per gro:,s.
Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per

gross, 25 cents.
* " STAR " Brand American Long

Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12dozen), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,
12 bottles, for the leading makes. Price
compiete,Special,$1.75 (dozen,ao cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,
American sizes, 21 3, 4 oz., assorted, onedozen on card, 25 cents.

Rolled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round
twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cents;,,quare, per dozen, 6o cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 3o cents.

Gilt Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,
per dozen, io cents.

Patent sustained by United States Supreme Court.

American Pendant Screws, a very
handy screw for holding in stem, pergross, well assorted, so cents.

American Spectacle and Eye-Glass
Screws, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.

Clascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 cts.
* STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra

stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,in box, per gross, 75 cents.
Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watch

Bows,O, 6, 16 and i8 sizes, round, assortedon card, per dozen, $1.75 ; antique, perdozen, $2.00.
Gold Solder (N) Brand, low karat, very

easy flowing,per dwt.,2o cts.; 6 d wt., $1.00Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,
in %" oz. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.

Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen
nicely assorted on card. Per card, goo cts.Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars
and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,$1.15.

American Winding Stem Combina-tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keysof all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, completeoutfit ; per box, $1.00.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

New York Letter

(Continued from page 941)

Resident Manager L. J. R. Hoist, of the Goerz Opti-

cal Works, recently returned from a brief visit to the

firm's headquarters, at Berlin. He reports that the

factory is unable to keep up to the demand for their

fine photographic lenses and are far behind in their

orders, although these lenses are among the most

costly on the market. They are, however, rated very

high in quality, which accounts for the great demand

for them.
Charles F. Wood, of the firm of C. F. Wood &

Co., diamond and precious stone dealers, t Maiden

Lane, has been at Avon, N. J., for the past few weeks.

Tilly Haynes, proprietor of the Broadway Central

Hotel, of this city, and the United States Hotel in

Boston, Mass., died in Boston last month. Mr. Haynes

was one of the best known hotel proprietors in this

country, and had made a special feature, during his

career as a hotel man, of catering to the k'ants of

traveling business men. The Broadway Central has

been considerably favored, particularly for several

years past, by the patronage of jewelers, and more

especially when they were traveling with their respec-

tive families. Mr. Haynes was at one time a resident

of Springfield, Mass. In fact, he resided there for

quite a number of years, being a noted hotel man in

that city. He had been engaged during his lifetime

in a number of enterprises, and, by his indomitable

energy and business capacity, he made a success of

whatever he took hold of. Mr. Haynes was much

respected by all who knew him, and will be greatly

missed by a large number of business men, both in

New York and Boston, who were accustomed to see

his familiar face in both of the hotels named. The

Broadway Central was left to Mr. Haynes' sister, Mrs.

Daniel Webb, whose husband has looked after the

active management of the hotel for the past two years,

and will continue at the head. He was formerly chief

clerk of the hotel, and has a host of friends among the

house's patrons. Under his management the Broad-

way Central is bound to continue the successful career

made under Mr. Haynes' directions.

A. H. Felix, of the watch house of A. Wittnauer,

arrived in this city last month from the headquarters

at Geneva, Switzerland, where he has been for a num-

ber of months past, and will likely remain in this

country for two or three months, assisting at the work

of the company's house in this city. He reports that

the watch trade is unusually brisk among the Swiss

factories. At their own plant he stated that they had

recently built several additions, and were aiming to

turn out 20,000 more movements this year than in

former years.

What makes the difference in the price is the dainti-

ness of the shadings. The best grade is known as the

" pale selected," a delicately tinted ware. In the

" mottled" ware the colors stand out boldly. The

shell of the larger turtles is the most valuable, as the

colors are more developed. In the young, the colors

show clearly only on the under side, as the coloring

grows outward from the inside.
The finest shell is obtained from the Eastern

Archipelago, particularly from the east coast of Cele-
bes to New Guinea, but the creature is found all

along the tropical coast. Large supplies come front

the East and West India Islands and from Brazil, and

Jamaica is now looked upon as the country furnishing
the choicest shell. An inferior article is obtained front

the loggerhead turtle (Caottana), which frequents the

Atlantic and Indian Oceans, and possesses fifteen

vertebral and costal shields.

1r7 1;:
Quality and Construction have made our reputation. 

H. B. Peters & Co., 13 o y, , New York

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.
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Tortoise Shell Treatment

Tortoise shell ranks high among the materials

used in the manufacture of articles of utility and per-

sonal adornment. In recent years the skilled tortoise-

shell workers were confronted by a fairly effective

substitute in celluloid, but the genuine tortoise shell is

now rapidly regaining its old-time popularity. As

such goods are handled extensively by the trade, a

description of the processes in tortoise-shell treatment

will be interesting.
The shell is obtained front the back of the hawks-

bill turtle (Caretta imbricata) and all of the thirteen

plates (five back and eight side pieces) are used. The

calipers (the small marginal plates) and the hoofs (the

two tail pieces) are also utilized. The plates of the

back overlap each other about one-third of their whole

size, so that on the larger turtles plates are often found

eight by thirteen inches, and weighing as much as

nine ounces.

The " amber " shell is obtained
Cost of the 
Tortoise Shell from what is technically called

" belly " shell, i. e., the under shell

of the turtle. This is of a beauti-

ful light color, and is a great deal more valuable than

the darker hued plates of the back. 'rortoise shell is

very costly, ranging in price front $6.5o to $2. per
pound. Back shell is worth from $8 to $12, the

"amber" shell ranging from $to to $20. There is no

such thing as poor tortoise shell. All is tortoise shell,

and one piece can be as readily worked as another.

• –

The finest and largest Catalogue of

Ebony ever issued ill the United States

Nvill he ready by September 15th.

Chas. L. Trout & Co., 5 & 7 Alaiclen Lane,

New York, N. Y.

The turtles are usually captured
apturing the ashore, where they gather to feed

and to lay their eggs. They are
turned over on their backs, where

they can be easily and painlessly dispatched. The

natives of Celebes make way with their victims by

blows on the head, and detach the plates by immers-

ing the shell in boiling water. It is all false about the

shell being detached front the struggling creature while

yet alive.
The shell is shipped to the factory ill thin plates as

detached from the turtle. There they are placed in

salt water heated to a certain temperature. This

tempers the shell, and renders it soft for working,

When heated to the right temperature tortoise shell

has the peculiar property of being easily bent into any

desired shape, and of retaining this shape when cooled.

After cooling it is cut by very fine saws into the re-

quired shapes. It is then carefully scraped, in order

that all cartilege or oily substances may be removed.

To make a comb or any article of
Welding the . 
Pieces 

any thickness it is necessary to
weld two or more pieces together.
This is accomplished by subjecting

the shell to a ce,rtain heat and pressure. The utmost

care is taken in this process, for if there is too much

of either one or the other, the work is a failure, and

the material destroyed. In welding the pieces are

placed together in the proper position upon several

layers of steaming canvas and covered by as many

more layers. The whole thing is then placed in a press

and subjected to the required pressure. The articles

are shaped by being fastened, while steaming, to blocks.

The scoring is done with soapstone sand on a

carpet wheel, and the shell is then carefully polished

Oil various wheels with different compositions. The

machine used for cutting the teeth to side combs

is a very ingenious contrivance. A piece of shell is

cut out so as to form the head and body of two combs,

and when placed under the machine a set of alternate

knives fall upon it, cutting the teeth so as to make two

perfect and duplicate combs. As the material is required

to be warmed, the machine is heated with steam pipes.

Among the fables that one sees front time to time

in the daily press is the statement that a hot coal is

placed on the back of the live turtle, so that the shell

may curl up in the shape desired, but this is entirely

mythical. Hot water is the medium used to remove

the shell from the tortoise, ;nal this is not applied till

after the reptile's death.

The line is complete in VARI1
and STYLE of

Traveling Rolls for t Men

Toilet Sets 14 f Men
Women

Brushes, Mirrors, Boxes, Manicures

Novelties.

Constant Application

Si) simple a thing as fidelity in little things is re-

sistless. Find a carpenter who is absolutely faithful

in every detail of his work, ancl you may guarantee

his success. Point to a clerk with a conscience that

will not permit him to shirk the most trifling minutiae

of his assigned duties, and you may promise hint a

choice of the best clerkships in his town. Discover a

professional man Nvho no more fails to be faithful in

trifling details than Ile does in the great things, and

you may write him off-hand an assurance of success.

" Genius is patience," said Buffo. " If I differ from

other men at all, it is in patient thinking," said Newton.

" The men who have most moved the world have not

been the so-called brilliant men, but the untiring

workers," wri:es another.

our entirely new fall styles of Gold and

Filled

BROOCHES
SCARFS

CUFF LINKS
LORGNETTES

RINGS
FOBS

and novelties in jewelry ?

\Vc 5(11(1 Selection Packages.

A one-cent postal brings YOU smne
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EXCURSIONS TO CHICAGO
under the auspices of the National Association of Merchants andTravelers, will be in effect off and on until the first of November.Refer to the circular we sent you for dates, or if you didn't receiveone drop us a card and we will send it by return mail.It is especially necessary that you be very particular aboutboth the date for leaving and for returning, as there are dates whenyou cannot leave, a,nd dates when you cannot return. The above-mentioned circular gives the only official information.From all indications Jewelers in general are going to patronizethese excursions very liberally this year, showing they are awaken-ing to the benefits of buying goods in the market by personalselection.

When you come we want to see you, we want you to makeyourself at home at our store. Receive your mail here. We willmake it pleasant for you.
Our stock surpasses anything

ment, and you will see many things
could not see by staying at home.

In the meantime, don't forget
purposes. Our 1902 Catalogue will

we have yet carried in point of size, style, quality and assort-in it you really ought to have for your Fall trade—which you
our 1901 Catalogue. There is nothing to equal it for mail-orderbe out about October first.

DIAMONDS
are staples, the profits upon which depend
as much on the quality sold, as the price.
Your customer will ultimately be better sat-
isfied in buying a good stone, and a satisfied
customer means more business for you,
through both him and his friends. That's
where the extra profit comes in. Cheap
Diamonds can be bought cheaply and are
by no means trade retainers.

We make a specialty of furnishing
Diamonds of Quality—Diamonds that aretrade-retainers and which it is to your in-terest to buy and sell to your customers.Of course we have cheaper ones also, buteven they have as much quality as it ispossible to crowd in for the money.

Write to us about Diamonds—we'll beglad to correspond with you on the subjectand submit estimates.

WATCHES
Whether or not your Watch orders can

be filled satisfactorily depends upon the
house from which you order—upon the size
and assortment of their stock. This is a
point every one should consider when or-
dering Watches, as it is of vital import-
ance. One of the first and most important
parts of our business is Watches. We are
especially careful in preparing our Watch
stock, first, to have it so large and compre-
hensive that most anything desired can be
furnished; and second, to have it new from
the factories—a very desirable feature from
most any point of view you may take.

Send us a few orders, if you are not al-
ready our customers, and test our Watch
facilities. It will pay you.

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO.
131-137 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO

September, t9ot

WESTERN BUREAU :OF THE KEYSTONE
Room 811 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

The State
of Trade

CHICAGO, August 20, 1901

Chicago jobbers are pretty busy
these days. Business throughout
this city's territory still holds up to
a satisfactory standard of activity,

and shows a gain over corresponding period of last

year. There can no longer be any doubt but that in a

majority of cases a great deal of exaggeration has

been indulged in by the daily papers with regard to the

crop conditions. The real situation is much better

than was at first suspected. The rains of the past

three weeks have improved things wonderfully.

Interviews with dealers in the drouth districts of the

Southwest, show how far these doleful newspaper

stories were exaggerated. Jewelers and opticians

visiting the Chicago market from Missouri, Kansas,

Oklahoma and Nebraska are in a cheerful mood, and

declare their intention of buying fully as liberally as
last year, and a better class of goods. The informa-
tion brought in by these dealers is the latest obtainable,

and is also the most reliable, for they had every reason

to inform themselves thoroughly on the crop condi-
tions before coming to the market. They report few

total failures of corn or other crops. Even in the
regions that suffered most, the loss in most cases
amounts to only half a crop. The consensus of
opinion among the wholesale houses, and the buyers
III the market, is that the season will equal last in

business, and the drouth will not have any perceptible
influence on trade.

It is pleasant news to know that
The Situation Kansas is fast recovering from the

drouth scare, and that before the
month of October rolls in, her

people will have forgotten about the drouth. A
Topeka bank makes this interesting announcement :
" The business of the State will not be seriously affec-
ted by drouth. The 75 per cent. loss on corn crop of
19or will be offset by 2Y1. times the price on the old
corn on hand, which, with the new crop, will certainly
make 8o million bushels at 2Y1. times the price ; to
which add ro cents per bushel increased value of 90
million bushels of wheat. Then can be added 50 per
cent. of the i cent per pound increase on fat cattle;
the other 50 per cent. of the i cent per pound will
more than cover loss on stock cattle, to which add 50
per cent. of the cents per pound increase in the price
of fat hogs. The other 50 per cent. of the increase
will far more than cover any loss incident to the
replacement of stock hogs. The substantial pros-
perity of the State of Kansas will not be checked."

General conditions in the North-
Conditions in west from all reports are most en-
the Northwest couraging. This is a year of good

crop production in this section, and
the production is distributed evenly over that country.
There is no part of the Northwest that is without a

in Kansas

THE KEYSTONE

crop. This much is assured. Crop failures have been
few in this fertile region, and this year there is plenty
for all. Wheat is a good yield ; the estimates agree
on this important point, though they differ as to the
amount raised. Flax is a good crop, and it will bring
many millions of dollars into the Northwest, because
the price will be high. Corn is a good crop. There
is an abundance of fodder everywhere, so that cattle
can be carried over the winter wherever it is desirable.
Then there is another favorable point about the situa-
tion besides crops. The Northwest has had fairly
good crops for years, so that the farmers of that sec-
tion are well supplied tvith money. The money real-
ized from the present harvest will in a large part go to
the profit account. This means that the people will be
in a position to buy what they think they need.
General conditions certainly warrant a good fall trade
in the Northwest.

This is the Month
to Visit the
Market

The fourth fall meeting of the
National Association of Merchants
and Travelers, at Chicago, has
arranged dates for buying railroad
tickets at reduced fare to those

holding membership cards in the association on Sep-
tember 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, r8th, 19th and 20th, in-
clusive, good returning home September 18th, 19th,
20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th,
inclusive. Members must in all cases take certificate,
not receipt, from the ticket seller at the point of start-
ing., and deposit the same with Secretary Tomlinson,
233 Fifth Avenue, upon arrival at Chicago. Several
of the leading hotels will grant reduced rates to those
holding membership cards. Jewelers desiring to be-
come members of the association, and thus be able to
take advantage of the special excursion rates offered
by the Merchants' and Travelers' Association this
month, should write either of the following wholesale
firms, who will be glad to give further particulars :

Benj. Allen & Co., B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., Otto

Young & Co., C. H. Knights & Co., H. F. Hahn
& Co., Towle Manufacturing Co. and the Stein &
Ellbogen Co.

Chicago's Present

The Chicago City Directory of
1901 is out, and contains 22,700

Population more names than its predecessor,
and according to the publisher's

estimate indicates that Chicago's population is now
2,080,000 souls.

North Dakota has produced heavy
Prosperous grain crops this year. She has just

finished harvesting an 8o,000,000
crop of wheat, which is nearly up

to Minnesota's yield. No wonder she is a prosperous

State. For two years immigration has been going into

the Northwest, and north central countries, and to-day

there is a noticeable lessening of vacant lands in those

districts. Last year, on account of an unusual drouth,

the new settlers were subjected to considerable drouth

hardship, but this year product has rolled in on them,

and one of the greatest flax and wheat crops ever

grown in this country is now being reaped from these

Northwest lands. These fine crops are about to give

that country a great start. The prospects for fall

trade in North Dakota seem most flattering.
South Dakota is harvesting good

South Dakota's crops this year, because, it is ex-
Harvest plained, moo artesian and flowing

wells have been dug in the Jim

River Valley to the Missouri River. Each well aver-

ages roo gallons a minute, giving a total of 41,000,000,-

000 a year. These wells make crops, supply live

stock, and create lakes and ponds where none

existed before.

North Dakota

We wonder if the scare-mongers,

The Mighty who were so active three and four
American Harvest weeks ago, ever think of the fact

that corn is only one item in the

mighty American harvest. An important one, to be

sure, here in the West, but there are others. Some of

the crop experts figure that the great yield of wheat

alone will counterbalance the shortage in the value of

corn. There is the big tide of fresh gold that comes

constantly from our mines, which is but one of the nu-

merous forms of mineral wealth taken steadily from

the earth. Good judges estimate that $100,000,000 in

gold from the mines will be added to the wealth of

the United States this year. By the beginning of 1902

the treasury will have on hand $550,000,000 in gold,

and the whole StoCk 'of gold in the United States will
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not be far from $1,200,000,000. These figures are cal-

culated to steady those who are nervous .over the par-

tial failure of a single crop. There are other harvests

ill this country than those of the fields. American

manufacturing industries were never in better shape,

and the business of transportation is in the same flour-

ishing condition. During the first six months of the

present year the United States sold to Great Britain
nearly $350,000,000 worth of commodities, while our

purchases from Great Britain, during the sante time,

amounted to only $35,000,000. In dealings With the

British alone the balance in our favor, for the present
year, will exceed $600,000,000. The facts in. the case

are, that there is no reason to be alarmed about the
general productiveness of this great and glorious

country this year.
Montana, with her mines, agricul-

Montana tural and grazing interests, is en-
All Right joying a prosperous year. Her

wool interests are large, • and the
shipping season has just closed. Conservative esti-
mates place the amount of wool shipped from the
State, this year, at about 30,000,000 pounds. This is

much more than for any other year. Prices ranged
from to to 16 cents, with the average about 1334 cents.
Billings marketed about 12, 000, 000 pounds, and Great

Falls came second with over 7,000,000 pounds, while

the remainder of the shipments were divided among

Big Timber, Miles City, Chinook, Fort BentOn,. Glen-
dive and other small points.

The cotton crop of Texas this year
Where Cotton is estimated at 2,600,000 bales, or

more than a fourth of the world's
total production. And the empire

State of the South is just beginning to show what it

can do.

is King

Nebraska

We are glad to see that N' ebraska
takes a business-like view of the

Business-Like drouth question. Nearly 4000 miles
of irrigating canals have been

constructed in the State, and the work of construction
has not ceased.

During the last fiscal year the

Grain Exports United States exported 176,588,000
bushels of corn, valued at $82,015,-

226 ; against 207,980,365 bushels in the preceding year,
valued at $84,663,694. Corn for export will be scarce
this year, but there is plenty of wheat to take its place.

Personal Mention

C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights & Co., arrived
home last week, after an absence of three months

spent in traveling through the countries of the old
world, in company with his daughter, Miss Nettie
Knights, and a party of friends. They spent very little

time in any one place, being on the go constantly, vis-

iting almost every country of importance or interest of

the old world. Mr. Knights is looking well, and says

he has profited greatly in health by the trip, and is

ready to settle down to hard work again. The cities

that most interested him were Berlin, Paris and Rome,
and the particular things, the museums and art gal-

leries. In that line he says they are far ahead of the

United States. Most of the famous paintings were by

the great masters of the fifteenth, sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. And he tells us most of these are of

a religious character, as the churches at that time held

most of the property, and were the only institutions

wealthy enough to purchase and preserve these great

works of art. Mr. Knights says he found the countries

of the old world generally wakening up to the im-

portance of America as a world power, but the people

dislike very much to acknowledge our superiority in

any way. His observations on his trip convinced him

that our cereals, forage and agricultural products gen-

erally will be in urgent demand this year by Europe,

and that advancing prices may be looked for. He

found the prevailing agricultural conditions of Europe,

with some minor exceptions, give startling evidence

in the support of the theory that the world's con-

sumptive power is rapidly overtaking productive

ability for the sustenance of both man and beast.

Shortages exist equally in wheat, corn, oats and hay.

In Germany he found the crop situation absolutely

disastrous. Statisticians said that they had to go back

decades to find a parallel. England is almost as bad.

None ot cOuntries affected possess a bushel of

(Continued on page 95z)



" Eternal hustle, coupled with honesty and integrity, is the just price of success"

Bigney's Chains are made to Thear ;

In style and finish they excel.

You ,will find them everyThhere,

Safe to handle, quick to sell.

now in the stock of your jobber,

the FINEST LINE of

is the usual remark our road salesmen hear from the trade.
That's what you'll say when you see it.
You can't help it. It's the line that talks for itself

No Carried-Over Patterns.
No Fancy Long-Time Prices.
But the Very Best That's Made,
In Solid Gold and Gold Filled Jewelry,
Toilet Sets, Flatware, Manicure Pieces in
Sterling Silver and Ebony, at
A saving of one=fourth.

If our Salesmen do not come your way, drop us a line for

The New Patented Bigney Fob Chain

Can be worn with outing, business

or dress suit.

Also made for Ladies.

C\( r oticred to the trade. It coin-

prist!s a great variety of Gents'

Vest Chains,Guard Chains with

Solid Gold Slides, Neck Chains,

Bracelets, Bigney Vest Fobs,

Fobs for Ladies and Gents of

every description. In fact, every-

thing that goes to make up a com-

plete chain line.

S. 0. BIGNEY 0 CO •
F"thrY anD Attleboro, Mass.I.;gl:.i I The High-Grade Chain Makers Main Office.

Headquarters for Garters Suspenders and Hat Pins

AQA\\01,
'14441,

PLACE YOUR
SAMPLE ORDER
EARLY WITH US

Or better still, write us your needs.
Selection Package.

A Large Variety of
Patterns to Select
From.

ITThri I ;

Manufacturing Jewelers un D Silversmiths,

Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

Profitable Novelties an  Quick Sellers
Every First-Class Jobber Should Carry These Three Lines :

Our "'Rival" Loop Spiral Hat Tins
\ Our Solid Gold and Sterling Silver Garters and Buckles

Our Solid Gold and Sterling Silver Suspenders and Buckles

Manufacturers of FINE JEWELRY and

STERLING SILVER NOVELTIES
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THAT'S THE POINT

We believe the Retail Jeweler is entitled to a good
Percentage of Profit.

The prevailing high prices on diamonds are now sothoroughly understood by the buying public that all youcan save in buying adds to your profit.
Our Mr. C. H. Knights having just returned from avery successful trip to the diamond centers of Europe, weare in receipt of a large original package from the customsauthorities which places us in position to help you makethis extra profit; you'll appreciate the truth of this asser-tion when you see the goods. We are now sending outselection packages to responsible parties on application.Send for one to-day and get first pick 't will pay you.

When writing ask for a sample of lotNo. 3561. There's money in this one.

C. H. KNIGHTS 6 Co.
COLUMBUS
MEMORIAL
BUILDING CHICAGO
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Chicago News

(Continued from page 947)

reserve stock. Europe is prepared to buy every sur-

plus bushel of American agricultural products and pay

the American farmer about anything he has a mind

to ask. All of which is good news to the West.

Charles L. Merry, head of the Merry Optical Co.,

wholesale, Kansas City, was in Chicago several days

during the week of the convention of the American

Association of Opticians of which he is a member.

Mr. Merry is an enthusiast in everything optical and

took a lively interest in the proceedings, besides he

found among the delegates many old friends who were

his customers when he traveled the Middle West for

the Julius King Co. fifteen and twenty years ago, and

whom he found it a real pleasure to meet again. In

reply to THE KEYSTONE representative's query as to

the trade condition in Kansas City's territory he said:

" The rains of the past three weeks have given a new

lease of life to everything in the way of vegetation that

had not been completely killed by the drouth and

you would be surprised to see how rapidly the waste

places have become green and how fine the country

looks. Late corn has been helped wonVerfully, pastures

are presenting a spring-time appearance, late vegeta-

bles are budding and blossoming, fruit is filling out

and ripening, ponds, creeks and wells are again sup-

plying water for stock and thousands and thousands of

acres of Kaffir corn, cane and millet have been sown

for feed and are doing well. This is not only true in

the neighborhood of Kansas City, but all over Missouri,

Kansas and Oklahoma. In fact the whole face of the

country has been changed, and it is needless to remark

that the face of humanity has also been changed.

Everybody is smiling once more. That much damage

was done by the drouth no one can deny, but the fact

that it might have been much worse and that relief did

finally come, and that after all it is not going to be

nearly so bad as was thought, has had a sort of rejuve-

nating effect on the people and the loss they have sus-

tained will, as a rule, be pocketed with a cheerfulness

characteristic of the Westerner and with a spirit of

thankfulness that it is no worse. The jobbers in the

jewelry and optical lines in Kansas City are doing

business, not the volume they did at this time last

year perhaps, but equal to many another year of the

past. They are looking at the matter in a philosoph-

ical manner, and there is by no means any feeling of

discouragement manifest. It is generally admitted

that the prospect is for a moderately good fall trade.

No one anticipates any great depression or any long

drawn out period of dull business. In fact, trade is

now showing considerable life. So, after all, business

is not so bad, nor is the trade outlook discouraging in

the drouth country."
Charles Beard, of the wholesale material and

optical house of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, Minn., was

in Chicago the week of the optical convention enjoy-

ing a short vacation and attending the meetings of

the association. Mr. Beard took a lively interest in

the gathering and said he was glad he came. THE

KEYSTONE man, of course, was not long in sounding

him on general business conditions in the Northwest.

Mr. Beard thought they were more hopeful than they

had been for several years past. The harvest was

about over when he left home and a fair yield is

assured in all portions of the Northwest and a

" bumper " crop in the state of North Dakota where

there was a partial failure last year. South Dakota is

also in fairly good shape and Minnesota and Wiscon-

sin are always ready to do business. It was his opinion

that dealers were inclined to look on the bright side of

the situation, so that, generally speaking, trade pros-

pects for fall were exceptionally good in the Northwest

country.
C. L. Morris is a new man on the traveling force

of Benj. Allen & Co., who is now representing them

in Wisconsin and Minnesota in the territory formerly

covered by Arthur H. Goetz.
P. W. Serwich, who represents factory "L" from

Chicago office of the International Silver Co., returned

last week from an eastern trip which included a visit

to the factory he represents.
R. R. Doescher, with the Julius King Optical Co.,

has just recently returned from a month's outing, spent

among the Ozark Mountains down in Northwestern

Arkansas, whither he went for the benefit of his health.
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F. A. Haubach, for a number of years with Ull-

rich Bros., Evanston, Ill., is opening up a new

modern jewelry establishment at 474 North Clark

Street.
A. H. Wilks, manager of the optical department

at Benj. Allen & Co., recently returned from his usual

summer vacation, which was pleasantly spent at his

old Iowa home near Des Moines.
Dr. J. B. McFatrich, president of the Northern

Illinois College of Ophthalmology, was agreeably

surprised by the members of the August class of the

college dropping in at his office on the 17th inst., and

presenting him with a handsome gilt clock as a testi-

monial of their regard and good will. A member of

the class made a happy presentation speech, to which

Dr. McFatrich replied in equally happy terms.

R. A. Kettle, Chicago manager of Robbins &

Appleton, agents for the Waltham Watch Co., and

family are summering at River Forest.

A. L. Wiffin, in charge of the traveling force at

Benj. Allen & Co.'s., is at his post again after a pleas-

ant outing of two weeks.
Al. Kunz is now working the city and nearby

towns for the L. Manasse Co.
W. J. Miller, Chicago manager for the Seth

Thomas Clock Co., returned last week from a month's

outing spent in the Adirondacks, where he and his

family were guests at the cottage of President Thomas

of the above company. Mr. Miller reports that he

never spent a more enjoyable vacation in his life,

and he looks it.
H. A. Bredel, manager of the watch department

at A. C. Becken's, has been doing the Pan-American

Exposition and the larger cities of the East the past

few weeks, taking in Buffalo, Niagara Falls, New

York City, Philadelphia and Washington, and enjoy-

ing it hugely.
News has reached the trade here that Peter Miller,

the widely-known Kansas jeweler, for years in business

at Kingman, has located at Colorado Springs, where

he has just recently opened up a new store.

Otto Young and family are summering at their

county seat at Lake Geneva. Mr. Young spends a

part of each week in the city looking after business,

but the family have been out of town since June.

G. V. Dickinson, sales-agent for the Elgin Watch

Co., returned last week from an outing at Lake

Geneva, where he and Mrs. Dickinson enjoyed a

delightful week at fishing and golf playing.

Franz Lorenz, the West Twelfth Street retailer,

has moved across the street from his old location 1106

where he has a handsome store with more room, better

light and more desirable location. Mr. Lorenz reports

a steadily increasing trade.

B. R. Fischer, retail, 812 Columbus Memorial

Building, returned last week from a three-months'

European trip. Mr. Fischer tells us that his trip was

thoroughly enjoyable and thoroughly interesting from

start to finish, but that America and Chicago is the

place for him after all.
Robert Morris, manager of the Chicago office of

the R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Co., is now on

a visit to the firm's factory, and is not expected home

before September 1st.
William C. Sommer, optician at Hymen, Berg &

Co.'s., is out of town attending the Knights Templar

annual conclave, which convenes at Louisville this

week.
V. E. Rukgaber, retail, has removed from 236

Fifty-fifth Street to 401 Sixty-third Street.

A. W. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., recently

returned from a three-weeks' outing spent at the sea-

shore resorts on the Massachusetts coast. He was

accompanied by his family and they together took in

the Buffalo Exposition for a few days on their home-

ward trip.
Charles E. Freund, of Wm. Freund & Sons.,

manufacturing stationers, is expected home the first of

September from a three-months' trip in Europe.

Mrs. Frank Barger, wife of the head of the firm of

M. F. Barger & Co., and daughter Marion, returned

last week from a delightful outing of several weeks

spent at Colorado Springs, Colorado.

W. G. Grimes, for the last fifteen years with the

Chicago office of Jules Racine & Co., has opened an

office at 711 Columbus Memorial Building, as the

Western representative of Frederick H. Hill & Co.,

Attleboro, Mass., manufacturers. Mr. Grimes will

call on the wholesale trade from Pittsburg west.
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Frank M. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., accom-

panied by his family, recently returned from a visit to

Buffalo where they did the Pan-American Exposition

much to their pleasure and satisfaction.

N. Straussburger, for several years past on the

road for J. M. & A. C. Johnston, manufacturing

opticians, has accepted a traveling position with the

L. Manasse Co. and is now out on his first trip.

John H. Mertz, of the Rich & Allen Co., returned

last week from an outing spent at Fox Lake. Mrs.

Mertz accompanied him.
C. P. Harris, manager of the Union Square Store,

New York, of Reed & Barton, was in Chicago recently

on a short visit.
Louis Manheimer and family are absent in the

East, taking in the Buffalo Exposition and the sea-

shore resorts.
Maurice Wendell, head of the firm of Wendell &

Co., left the early part of the month for a month's stay

in New York.
A. L. Sercomb, Chicago manager for the Interna-

tional Silver Co., and family, have been enjoying an

outing up in the wilds of Northern Wisconsin.

P. M. Vermass, Chicago and Western representa-

tive for the Van Bergh Silver Plate Co., Rochester, N.

Y., left early in the month for an extended Western

trip in the interest of his house.
Lloyd Milnor, president of Spaulding & Co., is at

his post again, after a three-months' absence in Europe,

most of his time while away being spent in Paris. His

family accompanied him on the trip

Gossip Among the Trade

The Elgin National Watch Co. has just issued a

very beautiful booklet—" Timemakers and Time-

keepers "—tracing in most interesting style the histor-

ical parallel in the development of the American loco-

motive and the American watch. The pages of odd

number bear photographic reproductions of drawings

of famous locomotives, beginning with the earliest

means of public travel and coming down to the latest

triple cylinder express engine. Opposite pages show

watches from the Fifteenth Century to the Twentieth

Century—some of them the rarest specimens of the

horological art held in the most famous collections of

Europe. Finally are shown the three new Elgin

watches of the Veritas model, the long-run watch

especially designed for railroad service. Twenty pages

are occupied by these very handsome. and instructive

illustrations, seven pages additional and the cover

carrying the more direct announcement of the Elgin

company. Any dealer who will write the Elgin

National Watch Co., Elgin, Ill., and ask for it, will

receive a copy of this attractive booklet free, and who-

ever receives it will not likely misplace it. It is an

educational work in the guise of fine art; certainly one

of the most valuable contributions to commercial liter-

ature.
The entire business district of Rantoul, Ill., and a

half dozen blocks of residences were destroyed by fire

August 9th. A spark from a passing railroad engine

started the fire, and a high wind, a six months'

drouth, which had left every building as dry as tinder,

and the lack of a city waterworks, were the factors

that made it so swift and fierce that it was uncon-

trollable. Over a fifth of the business and residence

houses were burned. The loss is estimated at up-

wards of $3oo,000, with insurance of less than half that

amount ; but that figure will not cover the injury to

the town, which has left only one hotel, which was

located outside the business district, and one lumber

yard. Jeweler H. B. Clark was among those burned

out, and suffered a loss of about $9200, insurance

$2300. Mr. Clark writes that he thinks that the goods

in his safe will be partially saved, but that his loss will

be quite a serious one.
Wendell & Co., 'Chicago's well-known manufac-

turing jewelers, recently completed and delivered one

of the most unique medals ever turned out in Chicago.

It was executed on the order of the Chicago fire de-

partment, as a memorial to Chief Swenie. It cost

something over Poo°. The medal is of solid gold,

84 inches long by 4 inches wide. The lettering is in

blue enameling, and the figure done in colored en-

amel. It is surmounted by a golden chief's helmet,

from which is suspended a bar bearing the inscription,

" Our Chief, Dennis J. Swenie." Below the bar is

(Continued on page oat)
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suspended the chief's emblem, five trumpets, with

tips resting on a large diamond and mouths pointing

in as many directions. Suspended by gold ladders

from the bar is the central figure in the design, the

seal of the city of Chicago, which is done in colored

enamel. From the sides of the seal protrude eagles'

heads. Altogether it was a rich and handsome affair.

The American Horological Society, at their meet-

ing last week, decided to hold a fall exhibition, Octo-

ber 26th to November 7t11, inclusive. The last exhibi-

tion given by the society was in early October, 1899,

and was remarkable not only for the size and number

ot the various horological exhibits, but also for the

keen interest taken in the exhibit by the general

public. It is expected that the coming exhibition will

be fully as interesting and successful.

Out-of-town Visitors

Davis Bros., je w clers and opticians, Galion, Ohio,

were represented in this market during optical con-

vention week by H. S. Davis, who was a delegate to

the meeting. Mr. Davis combined some buying with

his convention work, and expressed himself as much

gratified with his visit to the Western metropolis.

H. C. Lederer, optician, Springfield, Tenn., was

here the middle of August attending the optical con-

vention, before which he read a paper. Mr. Lederer

is prominent in optical circles in his home State, hav-

ing recently been elected president of the Tennessee

Optical Society.
William Haseltine, of Haseltine Bros., Kokomo,

Ind., was among the large number of jeweler-opticians

in town last week, in- attendance at the optical con-

vention.
E. L. Jones, optician with Jeweler Henry Dehnel,

Sandusky, Ohio, was in Chicago during the week of

the optical convention. Mr. Jones was honored by

the society by being elected secretary of the American

Association of Opticians for the coming year. Mr.

Jones is one of the bright and rising young opticians

of the Buckeye State, and we predict will prove the

right man in the right place.

0. N. Ridgeway, jeweler-optician of Sheridan,

Ind., was in the city last week attending the optical

convention, as well . as doing some buying for the

home store.
Robert Ernst, the well-known jeweler of Vicks-

burg, Miss., accompanied by Mrs. Ernst, was in

Chicago last week for a few days, en route home from

a month's outing spent among the resorts in Northern

Wisconsin. Mr. Ernst did some buying before he left

town, and reported that the outlook for fall trade was

most encouraging in his part of the country.

Jeweler S. Joseph, of Des Moines, Iowa, accom-

panied by his family, was in the city recently on their

return home from a pleasant summer outing spent

among the Wisconsin resorts.

Dr. M. de Hes, of Milwaukee, was among the

delegates at the convention of the American Associa-

tion of Opticians, which convened in this city last

week. Dr. de Hes is a Well-known optician of the

Badger State, and takes a live interest in everything

optical ; for this reason he was much interested in the

meeting and expressed himself as highly pleased with

the proceedings. He brought the news that he would

sail for Europe August 24th, for a three-month's

absence on the continent. On his return he expects to

open up a retail optical establishment in Milwaukee.

Jules A. Bourquin, son of Jeweler Emile Bour-

quin, Horton, Kans., was in Chicago for several days

the week of the optical convention, to which he was

here as a delegate. Mr. Bourquin is one of the rising

young jeweler-opticians of the Sunflower State, and

was much interested in the proceeding of the conven-

tion.
E. C. Raper, of Clifton, Arizona, was in Chicago

recently combining business with pleasure.

J. A. Mosher, of J. A. Mosher & Son, Burlington,

Kans., spent last week in Chicago enjoying a short

vacation from business cares and doing some fall buy-

ing for the home firna. Mr. Mosher was met in one of

our wholesale offices by THE KEYSTONE representa-
tive, and in reply to an inquiry as to how the drouth

had affected business in Kansas, he replied that the

THE KEYSTONE

effects of the drouth and hot weather in his section had

been greatly exaggerated by the newspapers. While

it was true that the corn crop had been severely dam-

aged, it would by no means be a complete failure.

Our wheat crop was an excellent one, quality A7.

We have had good rains the past few weeks and our

farmers are feeling much better, in fact everybody out

in our country is feeling encouraged. Business has

already revived and we are expecting a fair trade

this fall.
A. K. Jobe, one of Tennessee's leading and suc-

cessful jewelers, for a number of years located at

Jackson, was in Chicago for a few days the middle

week of August on a business and pleasure jaunt. He

reported the outlook for fall trade in his part of the

country as bright, and he was buying accordingly.

G. C. Schairer, manager of the optical department

for Heeren Bros. & Co., the well-known wholesale

firm of Pittsburg, Pa., was in Chicago last week

attending the annual convention of the American

Association of Opticians, in which he took a lively

interest.
Jeweler Frank Le Bron, of Keokuk, Iowa, has

been in and about Chicago for two weeks past seeking

rest and health and the benefits of this invigorating

summer resort. Mr. Le Bron tells us that the intense

heat of July was too muCh for him, and that he was

forced to seek the cooling breezes of Lake Michigan

to recuperate.
Fred. Pieper, Jr., optician-jeweler, of Covington,

Ky., spent a greater part of last week in Chicago, at-

tending the optical convention and taking in the sights

and pleasures of the Western metropolis.

James K. Stebbins, the veteran jeweler and opti-

cian, of Ashtabula, Ohio, and one of the charter

members of the American Association of Opticians,

was on hand at the optical convention last week. Mr.

Stebbins never misses a convention of the above soci-

ety and always takes an active interest in its pro-

ceedings.
R. Beskow, optician, Greenville, Texas, was in

the city convention week, attending the annual meet-

ing of the American Association of Opticians. Mr.

Beskow told THE KEYSTONE representative that

Texas had been enjoying an unusual amount of pros-

perity of late, and that though the drouth had in-

jured some of their crops, that, generally speaking,

trade conditions in the Lone Star State were excellent.

Jeweler Frank Ricketts, of Charlestown, Ill.,.was

in the city last week on a purchasing trip. Mr. Rick-

etts brings the news that he is building a new resi-

dence this season, and that trade is fairly prosperous

in his section, with a bright outlook for fall business.

A. R. Staufenbeil, of Dubuque, Iowa, was in

town last week on a purchasing trip.

J. H. Buckmaster, who has been in the city for

some weeks past, pursuing a course of optics, has

gone to Madison, Wis., where he is opening up a new

jewelry store.
James M. Crawford, optician, Dennison, Texas,

was in Chicago last week, attending the meeting of

the American Association of Opticians. Mr. Craw-

ford reports that the drouth has hit the corn pretty

hard in Northern Texas, but that otherwise crops are

fair in that section this season, cotton especially prom-

ising a fine yield.
J. W. Brown, optician and jeweler, Ortonville,

Minn., was in town last week, attending the optical

convention and doing his fall buying. He reports

crops and trade excellent in his country with a bright

outlook for fall trade.

Charles Haas, optician and jeweler, Ravenna,

Mich., was an interested delegate who attended the

optical convention which convened in this city last

week at the Sherman Houk. •

Frank L. Willson, optician, Mantorville, Minn.,

was in Chicago convention week, taking in the meet-

ing and doing some buying.

W. T. Eisenschmidt, of the firm of L. C. Eisen-

schmidt.& Bro., jewelers and opticians, Newport, Ky.,

was among the jewelers who attended the optical 
con-

vention.
Frederick Preston, optician with Traub Bros. &

Co., Detroit, Mich., was taking in the sights of the

Western metropolis and attending the optical conven-

tion here.
J. C. Pears, of Rockford, Ill., was in town last

week, making the rounds of our wholesale trade
, on

the lookout for latest fall novelties.
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S. R. Quigley, optician-jeweler, Elmwood, Ill.,

spent the middle week of August in Chicago, com-

bining business with pleasure and attending the optical

convention.
Robert L. Moore, Greensboro, N. C., spent a

week in Chicago, taking in the sights of the Western

metropolis and attending the optical convention, in

which he took a lively interest.

Park Findley, the well-known jeweler of Beloit,

Kans., was in Chicago for a few days the early part

of the month on business and pleasure, mostly the

latter, as it is his wont to buy most of his goods at

home. However, Mr. Findley always makes it a point

to visit the market at least once a year on a tour of

observation, then goes home and uses the metropoli-

tan ideas he meets with in the conduct of his store.

A. H. Kerr, the well-known jeweler of Corsicana,

Texas, was a welcome trade visitor in this market the

early part of August. This was Mr. Kerr's first visit

to the Western metropolis, and he expressed himself

as greatly pleased with Chicago as a market and as a

summer resort as well as a great city.

Lockwood & Son, of Chariton, Iowa, were repre-

sented ill this market last month by Ed. Lockwood,

junior of the firm, who was here on a purchasing trip.

Harry L. Chase, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was in

the city last week, combining business with pleasure.

Charles Altenberg, of Portage, Wis., was in the

city recently, selecting a line of fall goods for his

home market.
Bement & Smith, retail jewelers at Broadhead,

Wis., were represented in this market last week by

George B. Bement, head of the firm, who was here on

a business trip.
John Steck, of Washington, Iowa., was in the

Chicago market recently, making selections of goods

for the fall trade at the home store.

G. E. Carlson, of Ashland, Wis., was a buyer in

the Chicago market early in August.

J. F. Lindvall, the well-known jeweler of Moline,

Ill., was in Chicago for a day or two the early part of

the month, en route to the Buffalo Exposition.

J. W. Van Doren, of Minonk, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in this market recently.

N. L. Sanders, of Monon, Ind., was seen among

our wholesale houses recently, making purchases for

the home store.
Will. Hellfach, of La Crosse, Wis., was in Chi-

cago for a few days last week, seeing the sights of the

Western metropolis and making his fall purchases.

C. F. Graff, of Elkhorn, Wis., was met in one of

our wholesale houses early in the month, where he

was doing his fall buying. Mr. Graff reports the out-

look for fall trade in his section as most promising.

C. J. Melchior, of Algona, Wis., was in Chicago

early in August, selecting a stock for. his new store,

which he has just opened up at the above point. Mr.

Melchior is a new jeweler in Algona, and hails from

Keewaunee, Wis., where he was with Jeweler W.

Heck for eight years.
Arthur S. Miller, jeweler-optician, of Steele City,

Nebr., was in Chicago recently, on a purchasing and

pleasure trip. Mr. Miller found time during his stay

to call at KEYSTONE headquarters, and say that the

drouth scare out in his part of the country was worse

than the bite, and that trade had already revived after

the fine rains that they were having this month. Mr.

Miller thought Nebraska was all right and that trade

would be good in that State this fall. '

R. N. Clark, of Clark, Giddings & Co., Sterling,

Ill., was among the large number of jeweler-opticians

who were here recently, attending the annual con-

vention of the American Association of Opticians. Mr.

Clark was exhibiting the new twentieth century optical

cabinet, which is manufactured by his firm.

E. Shipley, the well-known jeweler-optician of

Greencastle, Ind., was an interested delegate at the

convention of the American Association of Opticians,

which convened at the Sherman House, this city,

August i3th to 75th. Mr. Shipley is president of the

Indiana State Optical Society, and is an enthusiast in

matters optical, as well as a successful jeweler of long

standing.
Warren & Warren, of Paducah, Ky, were repre-

sented in this market last week by W. M. Warren,

who was here for a few days, combining business with

pleasure. During his stay in town Mr. Warren was a

welcome caller at KEYSTONE headquarters.

( Continued on page 952g)
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.
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Dates for returning home, S
eptember 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, lo, if

, 12, 13 and

Dates for buying tickets, Sept
ember 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 an

d 20.

Dates for returning home, S
eptember 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,

 24, 25, 56, 27 and 28.

Dates for buying tickets, Octo
ber 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and

 November 1.

Dates for returning home, 
October 30, 31, and November 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

14.

CENTRAL PASSENGER 
ASSOCIATION TERRITORY

One and One=Third Fare

Including Ohio, Michigan

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING

(except Northern Peninsula) 
and Indiana, and part of Illino

is

Central Passenger Association 
Territory

in the

Dates for buying tickets, Au
gust 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 

and 23.

Dates for returning home, 
August 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 

26, 27, 28, 20, 30 and 31.

Dates for buying tickets, Se
ptember 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19

 and 20.

Dates for returning home, 
September 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.

Dates for buying tickets, Oc
tober 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31

 and November t.

Dates for returning home, O
ctober 30, 31, and November 

i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Write us for additional particul
ars. Make our stores your headquarter

s. We are at your service.

Benj. Allen & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and J

ewelry,

Silversmiths' Building.

Towle Manufacturing Co.
Silversmiths,

149-153 State Street.

C. H. Knights & Co.
Diamond Merchants and 

Wholesale Jewelers,

Columbus Memorial Buildin
g.

Otto Young & Co.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jew

elry,

149-153 State Street,

H. F. Hahn & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Champlain Building.

Stein & Ellbogen Co.
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jew

elers,

103 State Street.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches a

nd Jewelry,

Columbus Memorial Building.
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Our Watch Material Department
will issue a circular about September the fifteenth, calling attention to several new tools, also a new line of Floral Design Paper Boxes,cream enameled, high grade, durable, artistic and mechani !ally perfect, which should not be confused with the cheap, trashy articles that haveflooded the market in seasons past. 

IT WILL PAY YOU TO WAIT FOR THEM

"Forg
They a substantial work or art and will do credit to the finest Jewelry establishment in the land. The Jeweler who can supply a ring in aet Me Not" box will be in great demand and, like the giver of the ring, will be the subject of lasting and pleasant memories.

A New Line of Silverware Boxes to be ready for delivery October 1st.
We also call attention to a new line of bronze-metal paper boxes for Silverware which come in two shades of brown and one of blue. The coveris profusely decorated in mythological designs and the lining is of silk-finish white pique. These boxes are low in price and are as near perfection asgood materials and superior workmanship can make them. We anticipate a large demand and urge our customers to register their orders at onceand avoid the rush.

legant

ill

Appearance
Koo0i4t 

,v,v; ,
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BRONZE-METAL PAPER BOXES FOR SILVERWARE.
PRIcLs IPL4R. DOZ :

No. 1300. For z Berry Spoon  
No. 1301. " I Bon-Bon Spoon .  
No. 1302. " i Butter Knife  
No. 1303. " i Butter Knife and i Sugar Spoon
No. 1304. " 6 Coffee Spoons  
No. 1305. " 12 Coffee Spoons
No. 1306. " I Cream Ladle  
No. 1307. " 6 Forks  
No. 1308. " 12 Forks  
No. 1309. " r Gravy Ladle  
No. 1310. " I Jelly Spoon 

$5.00
3.50
3.75
4.00
5.00
9.50
3.50
5.50
7.00
4.00

4.00

No. 1311.
No. 1312.
No. 1315.
No. 1316.
No. x317.
No. 1318.
No. 1319.
No. 1320.
No. 1321.
No. 1364.
No. 1365.

LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

It this line of boxes, on all orders for one dozen or more, we print your name, business and address in black without extra charge.We have excellent facilities for the Paper Box trade. We do our own printing and fill such orders with unusual promptness.

6 Medium Knives  
12 Medium Knives
6 Small Knives
12 Small Knives  
I Sugar Spoon  
6 Tea Spoons  
12 Tea Spoons  
6 Table Spoons  
12 Table Spoons  

Cold Meat Fork  
I Olive Spoon  

6.00
7.50
6.00
7.50
3.50
4.00
5.75
5.50
7.00
4.75
4.00

Our New Jewelry Catalogue
is now in the press and will be ready for distribution about October the first. If you are not already on our list of customers, kindly fall in line bysending us the necessary credentials identifying you as a regular established jeweler, as we confine our business exclusively to that class of trade.The Catalogue represents as never before new, attractive and distinct lines in all departments of our business. It is to your interest to consultthe Catalogue as it is a recognized standard for advanced styles at live and let live prices.

US

DIAMONDS of the first water, at prices that will astonish you.
WATCHES THAT NEVER STOP short of a reputation for beauty, excellence and time-keeping qualities.

JEWELRY profuse in quantity, superior in quality and unparalleled in appearance.

SILVERWARE i n standard brands, elegant designs and up-to-date prices.

OPTICAL GOODS. AN EYE OPENER free of charge will result from inspecting our prescrip-
parison. Let there be light!
tion and lens-grinding department, as also the quality of our goods and the lowness of our prices. We court corn-

We give special attention to orders and render a like courtesy, and attention to small and great. Are you on our list?with a trial order, we shall be happy to know you personally and will do our best to please you.
If not, please favor

Otto Young & Co.
Importers and Jobbers in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver=Platecl Ware, Tools, Materials and Optical Goods

149, 151 & 153 State Street, CHICAGO
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New Goods an Inventions

[The illuatration and description of n
ew goods and inventions as hereunder is a permanent

feature of THE KEYSTONE, OU r 
twofold object being to keep the merchant Jeweler thoroughly 

posted

on the very latest and mast 
salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally well posted on 

the newest

inventions and improvements in tools a
nd appliances used at the bench. For the benefit of the opt

ician,

we also illustrate and describe 
new optical goods and instruments in this department.]

The Kin-Hee Quick Pot

Among the latest inventions is a

new method of making tea and coff
ee.

The name of the new contrivance is the

Kin-Hee Quick Pot, and it is made 
by

the Homan Silver Plate Co., of Cinc
in-

nati, Ohio. It is claimed that by the

new method all the flavor and 
strength

is extracted from the raw 
commodity without acquiring any of the bitterness

existant therein. The drawing process is

controlled by an air-valve arrangement which

serves to keep the excellence of what the

professional tea taster calls the " cup quality"

at a uniform standard. The Kin-Hee is

equally adapted for making tea and coffee.

The practical result, it is claimed, is that

twenty-five per cent. less tea is required to

produce an ideal cup of the popular beverage

without using any special variety of tea.

An Electric Chafing Dish

Among the new things is an impro
ved chafing dish, recently placed on the

market by Manning, Bowman & Co., 
Meriden, Conn. The electric stove, which

completes the dish, is made with t
hree heats, and by a switch the heat can be

perfectly regulated. The stoves are 
furnished with a flexible wire and attachment

plug, which can be connected with a
n electric-light socket. All that is necessary

then, is to turn on the current, the 
stove becomes hot in sixty seconds and the

dish is ready to cook any eatables 
desired. The stoves are of various sizes, some

being suitable for making tea or 
coffee, the large sizes being generally used f

or

hot water urns, etc. One of the 
principal advantages claimed for this new domestic

contrivance is that it possesses the 
remarkable capability of producing, without

light or smoke, the same results as ar
e obtained from the use of gas stoves.

Improved Diamond Mountings

Our illustration shows the

new security diamond mount-

ings, which have just been pat-

ented by the Schrader-Wittstein

Co., Chicago. One of the ad-

vantages claimed for these

mountings is that the stones are

absolutely secure when mounted

ill the security mounting, for the

reason that there are no points to loosen or catch. 
Another advantage is that it

gives the stone larger appearance and increased 
brilliancy, and still another is that

it gives protection for the diamond, es there are 
no edges exposed to chip and

break. There is still another advantage in the possib
ility of concealing defective

edges of stones, and thus enhancing their value and 
appearance.

sEcel"
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A Novelty in Initial Rings

A meritorious novelty in initial

rings is shown in the accompanying

illustrations. The most striking

feature of its improvement is its

extreme simplicity. To firmly fix

any initial on the ring no tool what-

ever is necessary, the initial being

simply pressed on to the band and

snapped into place like a glove

fastening. A special tool is re-

quired to remove it, however, as

shown in the illustration herewith, which 
implies that it cannot come off of itself.

There are no parts to get broken

or fall out, and liability to damage

is reduced to a minimum. The

rings are manufactured by the

Weiss Jewelry Manufacturing Co.,

Globe-Democrat Building, St.

Louis, Mo. They are made of lo K.

gold, the average weight being four

dwts. each. They are put up in an

elegant plush case containing six

ring bands of various sizes and the alphabet of initials. The case is
 very service-

able for display purposes.

Chicago News

(Continued front sage 952 C)

Ernest Vogel, jeweler-optician, of 
Cascade, Iowa,

was in town several days last w
eek, accompanied by

Mrs. Vogel, enjoying a short vac
ation while attending

to his fall buying. Mr. and Mrs. Vogel were welcome

callers at KEYSTONE headquarters.

C. B. Towsley, a well-known 
jeweler-optician of

Fort Atkinson, Wis., was here last 
week, attending the

optical convention, as well as a
ttending to some fall

buying. Mr. Towsley is a well-known f
igure in this

market and always a welcome trade 
visitor. The con-

vention honored him by electing 
him one of the

regents of the new American Colleg
e of Optometry,

an honor which was well placed.

E. L. Camp, optician with Jewel
er Geo. T. Broad-

nax, Memphis, Tenn., was in the cit
y the week of the

optical convention with his bride. Mr. Camp was

married to Miss Lottie Andrews, 
of Louisville, Ky.,

on August 7th, at Middlesboro, Ky.
, and the young

couple came to Chicago on their 
bridal trip. Mr.

Camp was also attending the meeting
 of the opticians,

which proved most interesting to him
.

F. A. Upham, the well-known 
optician and optical

educator, of St. Paul, Minn., was amo
ng the delegates

who were here attending the optical 
convention. Mr.

Upham is one of the successful and 
substantial men of

the profession in the Northwest, an
d took a promi-

nent part in the proceedings. 
The association hon-

ored Mr. Upham by electing him 
their second vice-

president.
C. A. Snell, the well-known opt

ician and refrac-

tionist, of Minneapolis, was seen 
among the trade

during convention week. Mr. Snell was much inter-

ested in the proceedings of the 
national gathering of

his brother opticians. He is a belie
ver in organiza-

tion, both local, State and national, 
and thinks it the

only way whereby the optician will be 
able to procure

recognition before the law as a 
professional man. Mr.

Snell is the secretary of the Minnesota 
Optical Society.

Jeweler J. A. Wilson, of Kansas City, Mo., was in

the city last week, combining business with pleasure.

Mr. Wilson is a colored man, and is among the few
 of

his race who have made any sort of a success in 
the

watchmaking and jewelry business. He was attending

the meeting of the National Negro Business Leag
ue,

which convened in Chicago last week, and bef
ore

which he read a paper.

John Wimmer, the well and favorably known

optician of Indianapolis, Ind., attended the opti
cal

convention which convened in this city recently. 
Mr.

Wimmer has been quite successful in building u
p a

fine business and stands high in his profession 
there-

fore heartily believes in organization and 
co-operation

among opticians. He took a warm interest in the 
pro-

ceedings of the convention.

W. A. Charping, optician, of Arkadelphia, Ark.,

was in Chicago attending the optical conventio
n. Mr.

Charping said that though Arkansas had suffered 
some

from the drouth that it was not affecting tra
de very

much, and that they were looking forward to 
a good

fall business for the reason that the State wa
s gener-

ally prosperous and had been for several years
 past.

M. E. Schmidt, manager of the Gmelich & Hur
ber

Co., Boonville, Mo., has been spending the las
t month

in Chicago, pursuing a course in optics and was

among the much interested attendants a
t the optical

convention. He tells us that he finds that optics 
is a

congenial and profitable side line in connecti
on with

the jewelry business, a fact that a large 
number of jew-

elers are finding out to their profit.

Charles E. Axt, jeweler-optician, of Rockfo
rd,

Ill., attended the recent optical conve
ntion in this city,

taking a lively interest in its proceedings. Mr. Axt

remarked that his section of Illinois was all 
right and

that his town was one of the finest y
oung cities to be

found anywhere.
Charles S. Barrett, refracting optician, of 

Freeport,

Ill., was among the many delegates w
ho attended the

convention of the American Association of 
Opticians,

which met in this city August 13-15 
and attended to

some fall buying at the same time.

Charles L. Stiller, jeweler-optician, Roberts, Ill.,

attended the optical convention last week and was

seen among the wholesale houses buying goods for

the home market.
John C. Eberhardt, jeweler-optician, of Anderton

& Eberhardt, Dayton, Ohio, was in the city last week

attending the annual convention of the American Asso-

ciation of Opticians which convened at the Sherman

House. Mr. Eberhardt took a prominent part in the

meetings and was one of the bright men of the body.

The association honored him by electing him one of

the regents of the new American College of Optome
try

which was a worthy compliment paid to a worthy

man.
Charles E. Cochran, in charge of the diamond de-

partment in the well-known store of Boyd Park, Den-

ver, Colo., spent most of last week in Chicago accom-

panied by Mrs. Cochran. These good people dropped

in upon their Chicago friends on their way to Buff
alo

where they will do the Pan-American Exposition and

enjoy the lake trip from Chicago to Buffalo. Mr. and

Mrs. Cochran were welcome callers at KEYSTONE

headquarters during their stay in town and it seemed

like old times when the writer sold goods on the road

and had Mr. Cochran for a good customer. This was

fifteen and seventeen years ago when the boom was on

in Western Kansas and Mr. Cochran was in the retail

jewelry business at Garden City. We were glad to see

that time had touched our friends so lightly and that

they are the same congenial people as of old.

Frank Smith, jeweler-optician, of Pontiac, Ill.,

was in town the week of the optical convention, atte
nd-

ing its sessions and doing some fall buying.

Ed. W. Kelly, jeweler-optician, of Sullivan, Ind.,

was in Chicago last week in attendance upon the con-

vention of the American Association of Opticians.

Mr. Kelly takes a warm interest in optics and optical

organization, therefore took considerable interest in

the proceedings. Mr. Kelly has been a reader of THE

KEYSTONE from the first number and tells us that its

optical department is a never-failing source of educa-

tion and helpfulness to him,
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Stein 0 Ellbogen Company

103 State Street, Chicago
We desire to announce to the Jewelry Trade that we are far better prepared to care for theirwants during the present Fall season than ever before. With materially increased and improvedfacilities for doing business which we possess, our announcement at this time becomes of more thanusual interest to the trade. Each department of our house will .be found fully stocked with new andseasonable goods of suitable and salable styles, and we desire to call your especial attention to ourDiamond Department, which for excellence of cutting and complete assortment, is not surpassed byany house in the West. Buying from us you have the assurance of getting your goods at prices whichare absolutely right. Besides, it is a matter of principle with us to excel in correct business methodsand prompt and careful attention to orders. Let us have the opportunity of proving the above when–ever you visit this market. We promise it will pay you to call on us.

STEIN e/ ELLBOGEN COMPANY
DIAMOND CUTTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO

The Most Practical
Thimble Display Case

EVER OFFERED TO THE TRADE

MADE OF OAK WITH GLASS TOP
8 INCHES LONG

" WIDE
234 " HIGH

HOLDS ONE GROSS OF THIMBLES
3 DOZEN DISPLAYED
9 DOZEN IN RESERVE DRAWER

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAILER
OF STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

THIMBLES PROTECTED FROM DUST
YET ALWAYS IN SIGHT

We Invite
Your Special Attention

TO OUR

' POND LILY AND NYMPH"
AND " NEW ART

TOILET WARE PATTERNS

WRITE FOR PRICES

ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE THE
HANDSOMEST ON THE MARKET

WE'LL BE PLEASED TO
HAVE YOU MAKE A PER-
SONAL CALL AT ANY
OF OUR OFFICES

Simons, Bro. & Co.
SILVERSMITHS

THIMBLE-MAKERS

PHILADELPHIA
616 Chestnut Street

NEW YORK
19 Maiden Lane
41 Union Square

JEWELERS

CHICAGO
702 Columbus
Building

"Don't Monkey
With the Keys"

STERLING SILVER KEY RING
WITH OR WITHOUT CHAIN

THE
NEWEST THING

IN
KEY RINGS

—SURE TO SELL—

Septenther, 190!

What the Wild Waves are Saying

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

Ten thousand jewelers, or molt, in summer
seasons past and present, have spent " some days

of dear delight beside the sounding sea ;" and to

refresh the memory of those who have enjoyed

this contact with elemental Nature in one of her

most 'glorious forms, or to inspire the imagina-

tion of those who have been denied the privilege,

let us summon the poet-lovers who have been

greatly worthy of the great sea to give their

testimony concerning her.

The earlier poets were not unmoved at

sight of the sea, but looked upon it with shud-

dering fear ; for in those primitive times, before

steam and steel bid defiance to the passions of

the waves, the sea spelled shipwreck, and wasted

treasure, and horror of death. Thus, Edmund

Spenser wrote:

World of waters heap'd up on high—
Rolling like mountains in wild wilderness,
Horrible, hideous, roaring with hoarse cry.

Later, Byron uttered something of the

same feeling as to the sterner, darker side, in

that wonderful apostrophe, rhythmical with the

motion of the sea :

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue Ocean—roll!
Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain.

But the modern poets have exploited the

beauty of the sea, rather than its terror ; its

peace, more than its power. Thus Wordsworth,

sitting on the beach at Calais, in an exquisite

sonnet, wrote this perfect phrase :

The sea that bares her bosom to the moon;

and again :

The gentleness of heaven is on the sea.

So also Shelley :

The whispering waves were half asleep,
• And on the bosom of the deep

The smile of heaven lay.

Again, he imagined quiet waters thus :

The Earth and Ocean seem
To sleep in one another's arms, and dream.

The sound of the sea is a favorite thought

with the later poets. Keats speaks of her

" eternal whisperings ;" Aldrich, of " the dis-

tant breakers' sullen cannonade " and " the

strange, inarticulate sorrows of the sea ;"

Whitman spoke of her grief as of " Some vast

heart, like a planet's, chained and chafing in

those fetters ;" Bliss Carman, "As though the

sea were mourning above an ancient grief ;"

Tennyson, " The moanings of the homeless

sea." Dante Gabriel Rossetti likened its sound

to the wind among the branches of a tree, in an

exquisite verse :

Listen alone beside the sea,
Listen alone among the woods;
Those voices of twin solitudes

Shall have one sound alike to thee;
Hark when the murmurs of thronged men
Surge and sink back and surge again,

Still the one voice of wave and tree.

The color of the sea has always appealed to

the fancy of the imaginative writers. Tenny-

son's sea was gray and cold—" With one gray

glimpse of sea," and

Break, break, break,
On thy cold gray stones, 0 Sea!

Bliss Carman saw its " gold green waste ;"

Whitman tells of its " ample, smiling face,

dash'd with the sparkling dimples of the sun."

THE KEYSTONEZ

" The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls," is one

of Tennyson's picturesque fancies.
.The breakers on the coast have always

teased the imagination of the poets. " Sea that

breakest forever, that breakest and never art

broken," wrote one ; another, Watson, said,

" Spendthrift, foaming thy soul wildly in fury

away ;" Theodore Watts-Dunton calls the

breakers " Ocean's reinless steeds ;" Whitman,

" Troops of white-maned racers racing toward

the goal ;" Shelly indited this happy fancy :

And every shepherdess of ocean's flocks,
Who drives her white waves over the green sea.

This dainty bit is Sill's :

The loitering seas
That lay caressing with white arms of foam
The sleeping marge of his Ionian home.

And this is twin to it in thought, by Clinton
Scollard :

With the soft, white persuasion of her lips,
More to be feared than all the sirens she.

Let us sum up with counsel and suggestion,

in the words of Keats :

Oh, ye ! who have your eyeballs vexed and tired,
Feast them upon the wilderness of the Sea.

Hot-Weather Vaporings

The male human creature does not bear

the tortures of hot weather with quite the grace

of his sister. She may be hot, but she does not

look it : her'diaphanous shirt-waist never bears

witness to perspiration, her collar is taut and

always in place, and whatever the excess of

caloric from which she may be suffering her

poise never betrays it, her placid countenance

does not herald it ; she exhibits the outward

and visible evidence of a calm content, a cheer-

ful resignation. But heat takes all the starch

out of the man as out of his collar—physically,

mentally, spiritually. He fumes ; he frets ; he

makes tremendous ado over a patent fact. With

handkerchief tucked under his chin, hat in

hand, and no coat nearer than the hook in his

bedroom, he mops his brow, looks acute dis-

tress, and weakly objurgates the heat. He

doesn't *care a pin how he looks—the aspiring

mercury is his excuse for cuffless and 'collarless

impropriety ; the sun's rays have " pricked the

bubble of his vanity." He is miserable, and

wants every one to know it ; he begs for sympa-

thy in every hot wrinkle of his brow, in every

sweat-streaked inch of his flaming cheek.

Would that his sister could teach him her secret

of patience, and her trick of looking cooler than

she is

On one of those sweltering days, recently,

I gathered some new evidence of the influence

of suggestion and imagination on the physical

human creature.
In the doorway of a stationer's store was

hung one of those immense advertising ther-

mometers, three or four feet high, which pro-

claim the temperature in such plain way that he

who runs may read—and, incidentally, may

note the rare merits of Hixon's Lead Pencils.

Thither the perspiring citizen turned his blood-

shot eyes, in passing, to confirm his suspicion

that it was " hot enough for you ; " and the

obliging streak of red alcohol, signaling 98°,

was the witness to his infallible judgment. He

was no cooler, after that certification, than be-

fore ; but he knew now that he had a right to
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feel so hot ; and was sustained, in his subsequent

lamentations, by the invincible evidence of that

which his own eyes had seen. His very misery

was a comfort to him, in that moment of the sup-

port of his " guess " by the faithful tell-tale of

the red column in the instrument. He took off

his coat, hung it over his arm, and " Whew "ed

himself down street.
A little imp saw the performance, and

probably guessed the mental processes of the

Man Who Saw ; and he winked to me and

whispered, " I'm a-goin' to have some fun !" A

passing ice-wagon furnished the material for the

" fun ;" the imp got a splinter of ice, crammed

it down behind the brass shield which protected

the bulb of the thermometer, and then lounged

around with a mischievous twinkle in his eye,

waiting for his victim.
Thither returned, in a little while, the Man

Who Saw ; and the fatal fascination of the big

thermometer impelled him to " see " again.

His lower jaw dropped ; his eyes were staring :

there, plain as day, was the indisputable record,

83'; and, even as he looked, it fell to 82°, then

to 81° ! The foundations of his complacent

self-esteem tottered and fell ; he lost faith in

himself from that moment ; he had been de-

ceived and outraged by his usually accurate

" guess ;" and that erstwhile faithful monitor,

the feeling-in-his-bones, was no longer to be

'trusted, henceforth and forever. It was getting

cooler, and he hadn't been told of it by his

inner consciousness : hereafter his i. c. could go

hang. It was only " summer heat " by the

thermometer, and every minute sliding nearer

to " temperate ;" and his recreant " feelings''

had failed to sannounce to him the swift tobog-

anning from " blood heat." He pulled on his

coat, buttoned the top button, and strode away

in a sulk !

Did you ever stop to think that one only

refers to a thermometer when he is uncomfort-

able P when the weather is either oppressively

hot or nippingly cold ? One never thinks to

consult the column of mercury when balmy

breezes blow, and birds are singing in the soft

air, and Nature is conducting herself with

decorous propriety generally. No instrument

of popular service has done so much for the

imagination of the unhappy ; so much to create

wretchedness, in those influenced by the testi-

mony as to wretched conditions. The world

would be happier if their use was prohibited,

except to scientists, cold-storage men, smelting-

operations, and other like necessary purposes.

Now, a watch holds a different place in the

economy of human happiness. True, a watch

counts off the dying minutes of our loved ones ;.

but it also hastens the feet of the happy lover to

the trysting-place. It prods us to hurry pay-

ment of the maturing note, before its hour-hand

points to 3 ; but it reminds us, too, that Jones

is to pay us by 2 : 3 . For every occasion of

grief, its face beams twice on us in moments of

rapture. It is our dear friend, oftener than

our baleful foe, if our lives are properly ordered.

But the malicious thermometer never intrudes
its presence except to make us unhappy ; for it

is ignored entirely in the gracious days of plea-

sant weather. I fancy that hell must be hung
thick with thermometers, so that sinners may
be tortured in their minds eternally, along with
their eternal physical sizzle ! J. T.
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VI

Necessary Repairs

UTTING in a new barrel to a Swiss

watch hardly comes under the head

of " Cleaning," but it certainly

does come under the head of

" Restoring." A new barrel is

one of the most common repairs, and as Swiss

barrels are all furnished in an unfinished state,

the workman is left to his own resources to

give them the appearance

of " a new watch ;" or, in

other words, put in a new

barrel which will appear as

the original barrel did when

new. To expeditiously re-

place a barrel, a workman

needs special tools in addi-

tion to such as he can buy. The most essential

is a flat-faced cement chuck, as shown at Fig. I.

Such chuck should be kept

especially for barrels. The de-

tails of making such a chuck

are : To an ordinary cement

brass, such as comes with all American lathes, is

attached a brass disk in diameter. In fitting

up such a chuck the brass disk A should have

as large a hole made in it as can be securely

attached to the cement brass B. The cement

brass should be cut back so that the space be-

tween the shoulder a and the disk Ais not more

thank". The disk A is better to be both screwed

and soft soldered to B.

After the disk A is faced off both front and

back in the lathe, a center is struck with a

graver and the hole b drilled to match the No.

I hole in a Swiss screw plate. The outer end

of the hole b is opened with a turning tool,

until it is about in diameter and the same

depth as shown at C, Fig. I. The hole b is

now lapped to receive the long flat-headed

screw shown at D. The screw D should have

a head about -Ar" in diameter, and not more

than -a's" thick. The face of the disk A should

be perfectly true and flat.

Now let us employ this chuck in fitting up

a new barrel. After selecting one of the proper

diameter, we coat the face of A with a lathe

cement by heating A while running in the lathe

and holding a stick of cement to the face. As

soon as a thin coat covers the barrel of the

chuck the barrel is applied with the top side to

the chuck, and pressed firm against the face of

the chuck, holding a bluntly sharpened peg

wood in the center bole of the barrel, both to

press the barrel firm on the face plate, and also

to center it. After the barrel is attached with

the cement to face plate, heat gently, until the

cement attaching the barrel is softened, then

true the barrel by lightly touching the tips of the

teeth with a flattened and pointed peg wood.

The idea will be gotten by in-

specting Fig. 2, where G

represents the barrel, E the

peg wood, and F the tool

rest. The peg wood should
be held so that it will
only lightly touch the tips
of the teeth and true ufi
ihe barrel from the outside.
The attachment by the

Fig. 1

Special Tools
for Repairing

Truing Work in a
Cement Chuck

Fig. 2
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cement must not be weakened by the process

just described. The hole in the barrel, in which

the barrel arbor turns, is now turned out true

and near the proper size ; we mean so the arbor

lacks only the merest trifle of going into the

hole. If it is necessary to thin the barrel, do it

now and turn off the bearing at d, Fig. 3. If you

have a slide rest, use it to turn

out the inside of the barrel, in

order to keep the thickness of

the barrel even.
A height gauge of some

kind should be employed to de-

termine thickness and heights.

A useful tool of this kind is

one made by Boley, called Boley's vernier

gauge. While this tool is not as well made or

accurate as a tool of this kind should be, it

answers very well in this case. The thickness

of the bearing at d is left a little full, as will be

explained later on. The screw d is now put in

place ; that is, so it clamps the barrel G down

firm on A. If a barrel is a little deep, the seat

C for the cover can be turned in deeper ; and if

the cover becomes too small, it (the cover) can

be stretched a little. The cover can now be

snapped into the barrel, and taken out again

without fear of the barrel coming loose from

the disk A, the screw d holding the barrel G

perfectly.
The hole in the barrel cover in which the

arbor turns, is now bored out like the hole in

the barrel as above described. The position of

the barrel cover should be marked by making a

center mark on the barrel, opposite to where

the lifting-out notch comes. It will be remem-

bered, we advised leaving the holes where the

arbor turns in the barrel and cover a little

small, so they can be broached out and the hole

smoothed with a round broach.

The end shake of the barrel nut, to which

the mainspring hooks at the inner end, should

be left close ; that is, there should be no end

shake allowed until the barrel is put in place

and notice taken as to its height as relates

to the center wheel ; and in making the proper

end shake the barrel can be freed on the inside;

that is, the bearing d can be turned away, or

the one opposite on the cover, so as to have the

barrel run a little higher or lower, as the rela-

tions of the parts demand. Such a chuck as

shown at Figs. I and 3 is far better for fitting a

barrel than a step chuck ; because Mess a

step or wheel chuck holds exceptionally tight, a

cover cannot be put in and taken out without

getting the barrel out of the chuck.

We are positive that any of

Restoring Frosted our readers who will make

Work and use such a chuck for bar-

rels will never use any other.

Frosting or matting the bars on the upper sur-

face can be done with a Tiffany satin finish

brush, or it can be done by acid. It is usual to

employ a mixture of nitric acid, 2 parts ; sul-

phuric, I part ; to dip brass into, to give it a

matted surface. The writer never had any

difficulty in producing a good matted surface

by the following process : Stone out all file

marks with a blue stone or a Scotch (water of

Ayer) stone ; wash in clean water and dry care-

fully ; then paint over the edge of the hole

where the barrel arbor goes, and also the seat

where barrel cover rests, with shellac dissolved

in alcohol, and let it dry ; or drive off the
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alcohol with heat. When the barrel is cool insert

a splint of wood in the arbor hole for a handle,

and after breathing on the face of the barrel so

the surface is covered with condensed moisture

from the breath, clip it quickly into a small

glass or earthen dish containing full strength

common nitric acid. Two or three seconds is

long enough to leave the barrel immersed, when

it should be removed quickly and dipped in a

vessel of clear water. If the grain is not suffi-

cient, repeat the process. The little atoms of

water condensed on the surface are essential to

the perfect success of the process.

(TO EH CONTINUED)

The Wrong and Right

A short time ago, says Brains, we noticed in a

Memphis, Tenn., paper an advertisement bearing the

picture of a boy skating. We presumed that some

merchant had forgotten all about his ad since last

winter, but upon investigation we found that this was

not the case, for the advertisement read like this :

The right time to buy skates and rub-
bers is in winter. But the time to buy
such watches as ours to those who wish
to keep the right time is all the time, etc.

Now this may be good advertising, but if it is, then

our idea of what constitutes good advertising is in

need of repairs.
This short talk about time and times occupied just

two-fifths of the entire ten-inch space, and where did

the advertiser get to ? Nowhere. Worse than no-

where, because such an advertisement tires the ad

reader.
People don't like to read " stuff " (that's all it can

be called) that doesn't amuse and instruct them, and

what is more, they won't read it. Advertisement-

readers read the anouncements for facts and the sooner

you advertise all the facts that yon can, the quicker

your advertising will bring you more money.

This merchant is advertising watches. What

better thing can he talk about ? People who are watch

buying will read about his watches, if he will only

talk about them. Do you suppose that they wish to

be informed that the right time to buy skates is in the

winter ? Any slab-sided, lop-eared jackass knows

this. They wish to read about WATCHES, WATCHES.

\Vhat better ad-heading for good watches is there

than " Good Watches?" You can't find one.

That's the heading—"Good Watches."

This merchant mentioned gold filled and solid

gold watches near the bottom of his advertisement,

but didn't say any more than that he had a complete

line.
Now, there are two classes of men who buy gold

filled case watches. One class .cannot afford the solid

gold case. The other class can afford the solid gold,

but does not wish the risk of having a solid gold case

watch lost or stolen.
This latter idea is the one upon which the adver-

tiser should have based his argument in favor of the

cheaper watch, for it would appeal to both the one

who could not afford the solid gold watch and also the

one who could.
In advertising the solid gold watches he should

have told how extraordinarily good they were, be-

cause a man who is buying a solid gold watch is ready

to pay a good price, if he can get the good quality.

If this watch advertiser had put these ideas into

his advertisement he would undoubtedly have had an

advertisement that would have brought direct and

good returns, but this around-the-block-to-get to-the-

next-corner kind of advertising does not bring direct

returns, and it is doubtful if it brings any. If it does,

it is a distinct triumph for newspaper advertising.

" Like Inc old saying, ' One cannot do without

something to do with,' so here is your dollar for

The Keystone for another twelve months. It comes

next to ',Ey tools. "--j. G. Quiall, jeweler, Tennyson,
Indiana.
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Influence of the Escapement on
the Duration of the Oscilla-

tions of the Balance
In Two Parts. Part

From the German of J. GROSSMANN, director of the Lode Iloro-
logical School, in the Internationale Zeilsehrift fur Uhrnmeherei

HE function of the mechanism of the escape-

ment consists in restoring to the pendulum

or the balance the speed which has been lost

  by passive resistance.

The escapement receives the force of the train,

and transmits it in its turn to the regulating organ.

This restitution of force is effected periodically during

a fraction of the oscillation. During the part of the

oscillation, or during the oscillations without external

impulse, the 'scape wheel is stopped up to the instant

of the next unlocking. This unlocking is operated by

the balance itself at the requisite instant, and the

wheel, then becoming free, impresses on it a new

impulse.
The manner in which the stoppage of the 'scape

wheel is produced differs with every system. In

general two categories may be considered, in which all

kinds of escapements may be classed. The first of

these divisions comprehends the systems in which the
'scape wheel, after having operated the impulse, rests
against the balance staff or against a piece invariably

attached to it. The stoppage of these escapements is
therefore effected only at the detriment of the speed

of the balance, since there is produced a less or greater
pressure against its staff ; such, for example, as in the
duplex and cylinder escapements of watches and

Fig. 1

certain levers of clocks. • In the second division are

placed all the systems in which the wheel is stopped

by a piece independent of the balance, thus allowing

the latter to complete its vibration in complete freedom

of the external mechanism. Such are the lever and

chronometer escapements.
The first of these divisions naturally takes the

name of frictional escapements, and the second that of

free escapements.
If we consider the escapements of ancient con-

struction, and even some modern systems, it is noticed

that the effects of the locking are often complicated

with the effects of the recoil of the wheel, and conse-

quently a special classification has sometimes been

admitted for these forms. The system called constant

force would thus merit the honor of a Special classifi-

cation. But it is more simple to consider only the two

grand divisions which we have mentioned, and to

include all known systems by taking notice of the

effects of the locking of the escapement on the balance

or the pendulum.
In order to take account, in a general way, of the

Influence of the escapement on the duration of an

oscillation, and to be able to judge of the qualities

of such a mechanism from this view point, let us first

examine the effect produced by an external force ac
t-

ing in one direction or the other on a balance in motion.

A balance vibrating freely under the influence of

the spring, is in the requisite conditions to produce

isochronous oscillations, that is, of equal duration. 
In

practice this last absolute liberty never exists. The

fr. iction of the pivots, the resistance of the air, the

impulse of the escapement, the resistance of the un-

locking, shocks of all kinds, are so many causes which

concur in destroying perfect isochronism ; in other

words, producing variations in the rate of the watch.

I propose to study the influence of these external

forces, first considering them only as instantaneo
us

forces, acting at different points of the course of t
he

balance.
Let H, Fig. I, be the position of the balance at

rest. Suppose that the vibration commences at the

point B, and that at the same instant any force what-

ever is added to that of the spring. This force, of
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which we designate the moment by F, acts in the
direction of the movement during the course of the
small angle B 0 b. On account of the addition of
this new force to the spring, the balance will pass over
the angle B 0 H= a o, with a greater speed, and con-
sequently in less time, than when it proceeds under
the sole influence of the spring. The duration of this
demi-oscillation ( descending demi-oscillation ) w ill,
therefore, be shortened. The balance will reach the
point H with augmented speed, and consequently, on
arriving at the point C, at which this speed would
become nul if the force had not acted, it will pass

Fig. 2

beyond this point, and, for example, will reach c.

By virtue of the principle of isochronism, the duration

of this ascending demi-oscillation will not be influ-

enced, the balance having passed over this greater

angle with greater speed. The total duration of the

oscillation will not thus be less diminished because

the descending demi-oscillation has been. There

will be, therefore, an advance in the rate of the watch.

Let us now imagine the same balance, still setting

out from the point B, but this time under the sole in-

fluence of the spring. Arrived at the point cl (Fig. 2),

situated very near C, it receives a force, of which the mo-

ment Facts during the instant that the balance employs

in passing over the angle ct 0 C; and in the same di-

rection of its movement. It may be admitted that at

the instant that the balance reaches c', the normal

duration of the oscillation has passed, and the conse-

quence of the application of the force Fat this point

will be easy to deduce, since the balance must yet pass

over an angle such as C 0 c. The duration of the

oscillation will, therefore, be increased, and there will

be a retardation in the rate of the watch.
From the consideration of these two extreme cases

it follows that it is not necessary that the force should

change direction in order to diminish or increase the

duration of a vibration of the balance. It is sufficient

that its action be established during the descending

demi-vibration or during the ascending demi-vibration.

Let us examine a third case. The balance still

sets out from the point B, subject to the sole action of

the spring, and thus reaches a point D, situated be-

tween 13 and H in the descending demi-oscillation

(Fig. 3). At this point D an external force acts in

the direction of the movement, and during the course

of the very small angle D 0 d. We have then three

periods to consider, during which the balance passes

over the angles 11 0 D, D 0 Hand H 0 C.

Fig. 3

Let us represent the angle D 0 Hby a, and re-
gard it as variable, while the angle B 0 .H; which we
designate by a o, will be considered as constant.

The duration of the oscillation will not be modified
by the external force F while the balance passes over

the angles B 0 D and H 0 C The modification in-
troduced by the effect of this force will be felt only

during the course of the angle D 0 H= a, since this

angle is passed over with a greater speed, and conse-

quently in less time.
If the value of the moment F is the same in this

case as in the first, and if the two angles b 0 B
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(Fig. i) and .8 0 d (Fig. 3) are the same also, t
he

velocity at the point d must, in the two cases, remain

the same. In the first case the balance has passed

over the angle ao with a velocity immediately au
g-

mented, whilst in the latter the velocity has only

changed during the course of the angle a. The modi-

fication of duration is, therefore, here still represented

by a diminution of time, and the sole difference will

be in this case that the advance will be less consid-

erable than in the first.

Let us represent by A T an augmentation of du-

ration of oscillation and consider the variable value of

a as negative during the descending demi-oscillation

of the balance. A T must evidently be a function of

F, of a, and of a o, and we can express this relation

by the form A T =f (F -2—)*
a 0

Now let us examine a fourth case ; that is, one in

which the force F acts on the balance during the

course of the small angle E 0 e of the descending demi-

oscillation, Fig. 4. We have again here three periods

to notice, that is, the course of the three angles .B 0 H,

H 0 E and E 0 c. There is no change in the dura-

tion during the course of the two angles B 0 E and

E 0 c. The modification will take place only during

the course of the angle H 0 .E = a.
In order to prove this assertion, let us make a

comparison between two oscillations of the same bal-

ance. Let us submit for the first, a point of departure

K of the balance, the oscillation being accomplished

under the sole action of the spring. The velocity will

then become nut at the point c, so that we will have

angle KO H= angle HO c. For the second oscilla-

tion let us imagine the balance setting out from the

point B and receiving during the angular course E 0 e

the action of the moment of force E Let us suppose

that the point of departure 11 has been selected in

such a way that for this oscillation, influenced as in the

first, the velocity becomes nut at the same point c.

In the first oscillation the balance reaches the

point H with a greater velocity than in the second,

gince it sets out from Kin the first place and from 11

Fig. 4

in the second. Consequently it will pass over the

angle H 0 E, in the latter case with a less velocity,

and will employ more time than in the first.
By the influence of the force F, acting according

to the position of the rest H, the duration of the
oscillation will undergo an increase, and a retardation

will result. The equation A T = f (.1% --4-0), there-

fore, corresponds also to the ascending Semi-oscilla-

tion. If the values of F and of a are positive, A T

will be also positive and be added to the normal dura-

tion 7' to produce an increase of the duration of the

oscillation.
If these two values are negative, that is, if the

moment Facts in a direction opposite to the move-

ment during the descending semi-oscillation, the value

D Twill remain positive and will also be a retardation.

If one of these two values is positive and the

other negative, A T will become negative, and an

advance will result. This is produced when the force

acts in a direction opposite to the movement during

the ascending demi-oscillation.
We can, therefore, formulate the following general

principle 
Every impulse given to the balance during the

descending demi-oscillation, that is to say, before the

passage from the position of rest, accelerates the

oscillations, whilst every impulse acting during the

ascending demi-oscillation retards them.
This advance or this retardation is so much the

greater as the influence is exerted at a greater dis-

tance from the point of rest, or as the amplitude of the

oscillation is more restricted.
Reciprocally, every action, acting in a direction

opposite to the movement, that is to say, every resist-

ance, produces a retardation during the descending

demi-oscillation, and an advance during the ascending

demi-oscillation.

*This value A T depends besides on the small angle Do d, on

the moment of inertia of the balance, and on the moment of 
the

force of the spring, but we are not now concerned with these va
lues.

(To be concluded in October Keystone)
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The Cylinder Escapement
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(coNTINuED)

In Six Parte. Part II

LL horological—and for that matter

all mechanical—drawings are based

on two systems of measurements

(i) linear extent ; (2) angular

movement. For the first measure-

ment we adopt the inch and its dec
imals ; for

the second we adopt degrees, minutes and

seconds. For measuring the latter the usual

plan is to employ a protractor, whi
ch serves the

double purpose of enabling us to 
lay off and

delineate any angle and also to m
easure any

angle obtained by the graphic me
thod, and it

is thus by this graphic meth
od we propose to

solve very simply some of the most

abstruse problems in horological

delineations. As an instance, we

propose to draw our cylinder

escapement with no other instru-

ments than a steel straight-edge,

showing one hundredths of an

inch, and a pair of dividers ; th
e de-

gree measurements being obtained
 from

arcs of 6o degrees of radii, as wi
ll be

explained farther on.

Drawing the Cyl- In descri bing the

method for drawing

the cylinder escape-

ment we shall make a radical de
parture

from the systems usually laid d
own in

text books, and seek to simplif
y the

formulas which have heretofore 
been

given for such delineations. In con-

sidering the cylinder escapement we

shall pursue an analytical course
 and

strive to build up from the und
erlying

principles. In the drawings for this

purpose we shall commence wi
th one

having an escape wheel of io-inch

radius, and our first effort will b
e the

primary drawing shown at Fig. 8. 
Here

we establish the point A for the
 center

of our escape wheel, and fro
m this

center sweep the short arc a a
 with a

10-inch radius, to represent the 
circum-

ference of our escape wheel. 
From A

we draw the vertical line A B,
 and from

the intersection of said line with the arc a a

we lay off 12 degree spaces 
on each side of

the line A B on said arc a an
d establish the

points b c. From A as a center we 
draw

through the points b c the r
adial lines b' c'.

To define the face of the 
incline to the

teeth we set our dividers to 
the radius of any

of the convenient arcs of 6o 
degrees which we

have provided, and sweep the 
arc t t. From

the intersection of said arc w
ith the line A b'

we lay off on said arc 64 degre
es and establish

the point g and draw the li
ne b g. Why we

take 64 degrees for the angle A 
b g will be ex-

plained later on when we are 
discussing the

angular motion of the cylind
er. By dividing

the itth degree from the point 
b on the arc a a

into thirds and taking two of 
them, we establish

the pointy and draw the radial 
line A y' . Where

this line Ay' intersects the line b
 g we name the

point n, and in it is located the point 
of the

escape wheel tooth. That portion of the lin
e

b g which lies between the points 
b and n repre-

sents the measure of the inne
r diameter of the

inder Escapement
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cylinder, and also the length of the cho
rd of

the arc which rounds the impulse face of
 the

tooth. We divide the space b n into two
 equal

portions and establish the point c, which loc
ates

the position of the center of the cylinder. F
rom

A as a center and through the point c w
e

sweep the arc e' e', and it is on this line that t
he

points establishing the center of the cylind
er

will in every instance be located. From A as a

center, through the point n we sweep the arc 
k,

and on this line will be located the points of t
he
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advantages in so shaping the in
cline or impulse

face is conceded, we believe, by 
all recent manu-

facturers. The chief benefit derived from 
such

curved impulse faces will be ev
ident after a little

thought and study of the situat
ion and relation

of parts as shown in Fig. 8. 
It will be seen on

inspection that the angular moti
on imparted to

the cylinder by the impulse 
face of the tooth

when curved as shown, is gr
eater during the

first half of the 12 degrees 
of escape wheel

action than during the last half,
 thus giving the

escape wheel the advantage a
t the time the

balance spring increases its resistance to the

passage of the escape wheel tooth
 across the lip

of the cylinder. Or, in other words, as the

ratio of resistance of the balance spring in-

creases, in a like ratio the curv
ed form of the

impulse face of the tooth gives

greater power to the escape

wheel action in proportion to

the angular motion of the

4 
escape wheel. Hence in actual

escape wheel teeth. For delineating the curved

impulse faces of the escape wheel teeth
 we draw

from the point e and at right angles 
to the line

B g the line a o. We next take in o
ur dividers

the radius of the arc k, and settin
g one leg at

either of the points b or n establi
sh with the

other leg the point fii on the line e 
o, and from

the point ft' as a center we sweep th
e arc b v n,

which defines the curve of the imp
ulse faces of

the teeth. From A as a center through th
e

point p' we sweep the are ft, and i
n all instances

where we desire to delineate the curve f
ace of a

tooth we locate either the positio
n of the point

or the heel of such tooth, and sett
ing one leg of

our dividers at such point, the o
ther leg resting

on the arc ft, we establish the cent
er from which

to sweep the arc defining the face 
of said tooth.

Advantages Gained
in Shaping

The reasons for giving a

curved form to the impulse

face of the teeth of cylinder

escape wheels are somewhat 
intricate, and the

problem involves several factors. 
That there are

service it is found that cylinder

watches with curved impulse

planes to the escape wheel teeth are
 less liable

to set in the pocket than the teeth h
aving straight

impulse faces.

To define the remainder of the fo
rm of our

escape wheel tooth we will next 
delineate the

heel. To do this we first define the outer

diameter of our cylinder, which is
 the extent

from the point n to c, and after dr
awing the line

n c we halve the space and establis
h the point x,

from which point as a center we sw
eep the circle

w w, which defines the outer c
ircumference of

our cylinder. With our dividers set to embrace

the extent from the point n to t
he point c we

set one leg at the point b, and w
ith the other

leg establish on the arc k the point 
b. We next

draw the line b 11, and from the po
int b draw the

line b f at a right angle to the l
ine b h. Our

object for drawing these lines is
 to define the

heel of our escape wheel tooth by a r
ight angle line

tangent to the circle w, from the 
point b ; which

circle w represents the curve of the
 outer circum-

ference of the cylinder. We shap
e the point of

the tooth as shown to give it the proper

stability, and draw the full line j to
 a curve from

the center A. We have now d
efined the form

of the upper face of the tooth.. 
How to de-

lineate the U arms will be taken u
p later on, as

in the present case the necessa
ry lines would

confuse our drawing.

We would here take the opportunity
 to say

that there is great latitude taken 
by makers as

regards the extent of angular impu
lse given to

the cylinder, or, as it is terme
d, the " actual

lift." This latitude governs to a. great 
extent

the angle A b g, which we gave 
as 64 degrees

in our drawing. It is well to understand that

the use of 64 degrees is based on 
no hard and

fast rules, but varies back and 
forth, according

as a greater or lesser angle of 
impulse or lift

is employed.
In practical workshop usage the im

pulse

angle is probably more easily estimated by

the ratio between the diameter of 
the cylin-

der and the measured (by lineal measure)

height of the impulse plane. Or, to be more

explicit, we measure the radial ex
tent from the

center A between the arcs a k on
 the line A b,

and use this for comparison with the outer

diameter of the cylinder.

(TO EH CONTINUED)
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t5- ENGRAVERS JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS •CHOU FOIWfraliVIAKERS

MOST THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL SCHOOL
IN AMERICA

SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS MEN
TO ADVANCED
WORKMEN

Our Correspondence
Course on the Lever,
Cylinder and Chrono=
meter Escapements
are thorough and
practical.

Write for informa-
tion about it.

will tell you to become a thorough workman at
your trade. It not only pays if you go into busi-
ness for yourself, but expert workmen are always in

graduates throughout the country who are making a success of jewelry business and who owe their success to ourthorough, practical instructions. 

demand at good salaries. We have hundreds of
the i

8'I'ABL.,181HIED IN 1894.

There is nothing pertaining to any branch of the jewelry business we do not teach thoroughly and by practical work.

WE CAN MAKE AN EXPERT WORKMAN OF YOU
in a short space of time. Our Watchmaking Instructions embrace the repairing of all kinds of American and Swisswatches, also chronometers and chronographs
must kn 

etc., wheel and pinion cutting, in fact, everything that an expert workman •
Our Engraving Department cannot be equaled because we teach our students every style of engraving that isrequired in a jewelry store, and we have the goods for you to practice upon.The making and repairing of all kinds of jewelry is taught, also stone-setting.Our Optical Course is as thorough as any optical institution gives. We issue separate diplomas for optics.

a bench at once, as we only take a limited number.
WRITE FOR OUR NEW PROSPECTUS TO-DAY ; it will give you full information ; and make application for

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal 1213-15 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Profits on our IIISOfteg Steel age KIliVOS
as on our • S■ brand of Flatware, is at least 75 per cent. ; as we placeour goods ( ally with dealers who maintain our standard prices.

E. H. H. SMITH, Manufacturer
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

aEK5. YgrRgg 'IF" V 
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Se BES ErOAK. TEagON CZ Z7 2E,  1OP) RQ

Distributing Agents Carrying Our Complete Line
N. IT White Ec Co., New York City
.Smit h, Patterson & Co., Boston, Mass.King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y.
H. 0. Huriburt & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Goddard, 11111 & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
O. li. Barrett & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Beni. Allen & Co., Chicago, III.
Oskamp, Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clemens Oskamp, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Joseph Linz & Bro., Dallas, Texas.
Noack (Wrenn°, Detroit, Mich.

Baldwin, Miller Ec Co., Indianapolis, Ind.St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.A. J. Jordan Cutlery Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Ldwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
Lehman Ec Hamilton, Denver, Colo.
J. P. Trafton, I.os Angeles, Cal.
Morgan Jewelry Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

St. Louis
Watchmaking School
2308 LocuSt St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED I888

This School is endorsed by all
manufacturers and first-class watch-
makers and jewelers, and teaches
everything needed in a first-class
jewelry store. Send for circular.

Boise, Idaho, June 17, 1901.ST. LOVIS WATCHMAKINO SCHOOL.
R. Jaegermann, Mgr.

It gives me much pleasure to add a word
to the many testimonials in behalf of the
School. I attended this institution about
eighteen months, and while there received
the most faithful attention and instructionin all the branches needed in any jewelry
store. Any young BM or woman, wishingto learn the trade well, could not do better
anywhere, in my honest opinion. Wishing
you much success, I am, Very truly,

Mus. CLEO SMITH CATE.
we have hundreds of similar testimonials

on Ilia In our Olive.

Special Low Rates During Summer Months.
R. JAEGERMANN, MANAG[It

The ee Jap 91 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front) Pat'd

Sterling Silver and hold-Plated

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side) Pat'd

Sterling Silver anti
Dold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods andquick sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimate on new workfor the trade. Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko 
Matsumoto, Manufact

uring fewe:er

Rooms i, 2 and 3, 171.; S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

September, root

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answe
red in this department must

send name and add
ress—not for publication, but as an evide

nce of

good faith. No attention
 will be paid to anonymous communica-

tions. Questions will be answered in the ord
er in which they are

received.
At, INDEX to the questio

ns answered in 1Vorkshop Notes

department for each year acc
ompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to p
reserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refe
r to them, as similar questions may have

been answered in previ
ous issues. Tin indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to su
bject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on 
which the information may be found.

"Engine- Turning."—Will you tell me
 how the

engine-turning is done on watch
 cases? I want to de-

sign some cases and wish to 
know if it can be done by

means of a pair of dividers.—We 
hardly think it pos-

sible for you to do the work in
 the manner you sug-

gest. In the factories such work is done by 
machinery

that is very complicated and exp
ensive. On our adver-

tising panes you will find the anno
uncements of several

firms doing engine-turning for t
he trade.

"Doublets No. 2."—(f) How are the 
two pieces

united in making doublets—are 
they fused or cemented ?

—It is customary to .cement 
the stones in making

doublets. The cement is fused by
 heat to accelerate

drying, which probably accounts for 
the mistaken idea

that they are fused. The heating 
of such stones to

fuse the cement calls for careful 
work by experienced

workmen, as it involves the risk of "
 burning " the

stone.
(2) Do they use garnets for backin

g rubies in

making doublets P—Somstimes ; 
but we think the

more general practice is -to use a 
cheaper stone, or

even colored glass.

"Edison."—I see an editorial in T
he Keystone

about The new Edison storage batte
ry. Will you please

lel me know if such batteries will 
run about an 8-horse-

power motor for a pleasure yacht c
heaper than steam?

Please let me know if they are 
on the market, and to

whom could I write to get full in
formation about them

—While the new battery has been 
perfected, we do not

think it has as yet been marketed
, but understand

there is a company now being forme
d to manufacture

and sell the batteries. As the p
rices are not as yet

fixed, it would be impossible to g
ive an authoritative

opinion as to the relative cost of s
uch batteries and

steam power. The following ex
tract from Edison's

patent specification will, no doubt, 
give you the full

information you desire:
" In the manufacture of my new 

oxidizable element

for use in a reversible galvanic c
ell I first preferably

take monosulphide of iron and 
reduce it by a crushing

operation until the particles thereo
f may be passed

through a screen having about 
40,000 openings per

square inch, and I intimately mix 
about eight parts,

by weight, of the powdered 
monosulphide with about

two parts, by weight, of flake g
raphite of a size con-

siderably larger than the perforat
ions in the walls of

the pockets or receptacles. Flake graphite being

exceedingly thin and of large area
, gives an exten-

sive conducting surface in propor
tion to its bulk and

weight. This mixture is then moistened
 with a 20

per cent. solution of potassic hydroxide, and the

dampened mass is packed into the 
pockets or recep-

tacles of the proper plates by 
a suitable tamping

tool. Owing to the want of flexibility of
 the graphite,

the mixture packs to a hard, poro
us mass. The effect

of electrolytic gasing, therefore, 
does not disintegrate

the mass as a whole when properly 
compressed. After

each pocket or receptacle has been 
tightly packed with

the mass almost to its top, a wad 
of asbestos fibre

about a quarter of an inch in thi
ckness is introduced

into the pocket or receptacle abov
e the mass, and on

top of this packing is placed a s
trip of sheet nickel

entirely covering the asbestos and 
filling the mouth of

the pocket, which strip is perman
ently secured in

position by nickel wires threaded 
through openings

near the top of the pocket. The 
element thus formed

is subjected to electrolytic oxidi
zation in a solution

of potassic hydroxide, whereby 
sulphur will be set

free and combining with the alka
li forms a sulphide

of potassium, which diffuses out 
of the mass, while

the iron is converted to a ferrous 
oxide thereof.

This diffusion of the alkaline 
sulphide out of the

plate is hastened and facilitated by 
subjecting the con-

tents of the plate to alternate o
xidation and reduction

by alternately reversing the oxidiz
ing current, and by

several of these operations the whole 
of the sulphur will

be eliminated and the element will be
 ready for use after

the iron has been reduced to the 
metallic state. Since

iron does not decompose water, 
there will obviously

be no local action between it and 
the graphite. The

oxide formed from the sulphide 
increases in bulk and

being intermediately mixed with
 the graphite pro-

duces considerable pressure on th
e walls of the plate,

which prevents any disturbance of 
the initial state. of

the mass, even when it is subjected 
to strong gasing

within the pores by overcharging 
the element elec-

trically. The object of using the 
monosulphide is to

secure the greatest amount of iron 
oxide in the smallest

space and in a form capable of b
eing reduced to the

metallic state electrolytically.

'1"1-1E KEYSTONE

".My attempts to utilize iron as the oxi
dizable ele-

ment in an alkaline reversible battery were f
or a long

time frustrated by the facts, determined 
only after

exhaustive experiments, that dried oxides 
of iron

were not reducible to any extent by the cur
rent ; that

spongy Iron reduced by hydrogen from diff
erent iron

salts was not oxidizable to any considerable 
extent by

the current ; that the hydrates of iron were very

bulky .and difficult of use without drying, which

operation effected some obscure change 
therein to

render them nearly inert in the presence o
f the reduc-

ing current ; that bulky ferric oxide was 
not capable

of any considerable reduction by the c
urrent, and,

hnally, that ferrous oxide, though easily 
reducible,

was .very difficult to prepare on accoun
t of atmos-

pheric oxidation. The formation of the fe
rrous oxide,

in the first instance, within the pockets or
 receptacles

did away with the objections due to the 
bulk of the

hydrates, while the oxide thus formed is
 perfectly

reducible by the current. Instead of forming the

oxide in this way by oxidizing the monosu
lphide in an

alkaline solution, it will be obvious that s
alts of iron,

like ferrous chloride, may be packed with
 the graphite

and when placed in an alkaline solution f
orm chloride

of the alkali and ferrous oxide of iron, 
the alkaline

chloride diffusing out of the mass. The r
esults, how-

ever, are not so good as when the sulp
hide of iron is

used, since the quantity of finely-divided iron pro-

duced thereby is considerably less and 
is also less

porous, offering, therefore, a reduced o
pportunity for

the solution to penetrate the mass and 
lowering, in

consequence, its current-conducting capac
ity. Metal-

lic iron, even when finely divided, as 
produced by

electrolytic reduction, does not of itsel
f oxidize in

solutions of the fixed alkalies, and the oxi
de of iron is

not appreciably soluble. Compact, dense or non-

porous iron—i. e., iron having relativel
y large particles

—when subjected to a powerful electro
lytic oxidation

forms a small quantity of a soluble ferr
ate of the alkali

and dissolves in the electrolyte. On t
he other hand,

finely-divided iron obtained as descri
bed when sub-

jected to electrolytic oxidation does not
 form a soluble

ferrate, but is converted into the in
soluble ferrous

oxide. My improved oxidizable ele
ment is, therefore,

absolutely permanent, so that in the op
eration of the

battery the electrolyte is not changed 
at any stage of

the working, and absolutely no det
erioration of the

iron element takes place.
" Having described the advantages and

 character-

istics of and the preferred manner
 of making the

oxidizable element, reference will now be made to

the preferred oxygen furnishing or s
toring element of

the cell. I have discovered by experiment t
hat the

lower oxides of nickel and cobalt wh
en in contact

with a conductor in an alkaline solut
ion can be almost

wholly raised from this lower to a 
higher stage of

oxidation electrolytically than is possib
le by chemical

means, and that these higher oxides 
revert to a lower

stage by reduction with extreme ease
 ; and availing

myself of this fact I have constructed an 
oxygen-

storing element capable of great c
apacity, of light

weight and of high permanence. Neither the oxide

of nickel nor of cobalt is appreciab
ly soluble in an

alkaline electrolyte, and both nickel 
and cobalt give

nearly the same voltage in use ; bu
t since nickel is

less expensive than cobalt, I prefer 
to use the former

element for the purpose. The p
referred process for

making the oxygen-storing elemen
t consists in first

precipitating either the monoxide or 
black hydrated

dioxide of the metal—say nickel—i
n the usual way,

washing the precipitate free from the
 products of the

reaction, filtering off the liquid and drying off the

precipitate. The resulting dried hydrated oxid
e is

then powdered very fine and is read
y for use. Either

oxide may be used with the same 
results. The pro-

cess above outlined applies to c
obalt as well as to

nickel. About seven parts, by weight, of th
e finely-

powdered hydrate and three parts, by 
weight, of flake

graphite are then intimately mixed and moistened

with a small quantity of strong 
solution of potassic

hydroxide, so as to dampen the mass,
 which is then

inserted in the pockets or recept
acles of the proper

plates in small quantities at a time
 and thoroughly

tamped at each accession. Finally th
e mass is covered

with a layer of asbestos, held 
in place by a plate of

nickel secured in position by nic
kel wires, as I have

described in explaining the make-up
 of the oxidizable

element. The plates, the pockets o
f which are thus

supplied with the mixture of the 
hydrated oxide and

graphite, are then immersed in a 
solution of potassic

hydroxide in water and subjected, f
or a considerable

time to an oxidizing current of 
about 50 milliamperes

per square inch of surface, during 
which the oxide is

either raised to a higher stage
 of oxidation than the

black oxide ( Ni. Oa ) or else act
s as an absorber of

oxygen in some manner unknown
 to me. Whatever

the action may be, the ox
ide so treated acts as a

most efficient oxygen-storing el
ement for commercial

use in a galvanic battery.
" The object of employing gra

phite, which is not

affected by electrolytic oxidation
, is to offer a great

extent of surface against which
 the whole of the oxide

is in contact, a large condu
cting surface being neces-

sary, since the electrolytic re
duction and oxidation for

practical purposes only extend a 
small distance from

the conducting surface again
st winch the oxide is in

contact. This is admirably effected by the
 use of

graphite in its micaceous form, t
he proportions indi-

cated being such as to practical
ly insure that the elec-

trotytic action need not penetrate
 a greater distance

from the contact surface than the 
thickness of a single
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particle of the powdered oxide. 
Furthermore, there

is no local action between the nic
kel or cobalt oxides

and the graphite.
" The reason why nickel hydr

ate is preferably

used instead of other compounds of
 nickel is that the

metal itself when finely divided (as ob
tained by re-

ducing a nickel compound by hydrog
en or electrolysis)

is not oxidizable to any considerable
 extent when sub-

jected to electrolytic oxidation in an 
alkaline solution.

The sulphide of nickel is not dec
omposed by electro-

lysis under the conditions of batte
ry work, and the

sulphide of cobalt only imperfectly. Hence, the

hydrates are the most available comp
ounds for use,

since they do not become inert to the 
same extent as

hydrates of the oxides of iron after 
drying, they are

easily prepared, and by absorbing th
e solution they

swell within the pockets or receptac
les so as to insure

intimate contact and stability. During the charging

of the cell the absorption of oxyge
n by the oxide of

nickel or cobalt causes the oxide to 
further swell and

bulge the pockets or receptacles 
outwardly, and on

discharge a proportionate contraction t
akes place. In

order that the walls of the pockets or 
receptacles may

always maintain the desirable inti
mate contact with

the active material, the pockets are, 
as stated, made

of some highly elastic metal, suc
h as hard-rolled

sheet nickel, so that at each contra
ction of the mass

the pocket walls will by their el
asticity keep in con-

tact therewith. Having constructed the two elements

of the battery as above explained, t
hey are preferably

utilized together in a solution of 25 per
 cent. of potas-

sic hydroxide in water and the cell
 is ready for use,

and when charged the iron is in 
the metallic form

and the nickel or cobalt oxide is ra
ised to the super-

peroxide stage described.
" Owing to several obscure reactio

ns which take

place when the battery is discharg
ed, and also to a

change of resistance within the elect
rodes, the voltage

is variable ; but the average voltage 
over the whole

discharge is about one volt, rising a
s high as 1.32

volts, and sometimes higher, when 
freshly charged.

" My improved battery can be o
vercharged, fully

discharged, or even reversed and charg
ed in the oppo-

site direction without any injury. 
Over-gasing does

not disturb the initial state of the 
materials in the

pockets, all the ingredients are insol
uble, the support-

ing plates are unattacked by el
ectrolytic oxidation,

and the whole operation is independe
nt of the strength

of the solution, so that the battery i
s of great perma-.

nence, while af the same time more 
energy will be

stored per unit of weight than with 
any permanent

practical combination heretofore sug
gested.

" I have constructed a battery as ab
ove described

which gives an available storage capacit
y of one horse-

power-hour for 73 pounds weight ; but 
it may be made

lighter without destroying its per
manent character.

The specific magnetic metals are iron, nickel and

cobalt. By the expression, " oxide of a speci
fic mag-

netic metal other than iron," as 
employed in my

claims, I mean oxide of nickel, oxide
 of cobalt or a

combination of such oxides. By the use of that ex-

pression it is my purpose to embrac
e and include

generically both of these utilized oxi
des."

"Gray Finish."—Will you please 
give formula

for producing a gray finish on pu
rse tops, etc.f—The

so-called " French gray " is finished o
n a " mat " sur-

face produced by sand blast. The
 sand blasting is

quite delicate, being done with very fi
ne sand under a

comparatively light air pressure. A peculiar mat

appearance can be imparted to sterli
ng silver goods

by letting them play the part of an a
node in a strong

cyanide solution. The sepia gray lo
ok can also be

arrived at by producing the same cond
itions as exist

in stripping plated goods. Nitric acid diluted one-

half with water can also be employ
ed. If this solu-

tion be applied to polished silver surfac
es it will deaden

the polish and result in an inferior mat
 surface. After

this condition obtains, an old and 
dilute solution of

liver of sulphur is brushed over the 
goods and results

in a pale oxidizing being imparted. 
After the color is

right, apply a coating of either cell
uloid or collodion

lacquer, to preserve it.

" Peculiar."—A man brought i
n an eight-day

clock the other day to have it oiled
 up, etc. We oiled

the clock (did not take it down) and 
set it up on shelf

to regulate. Ite find it gains two hours a day (
in 2„1

hours), and we can't see any trouble
 with the move-

ment and cannot account for this. 
If Me clock had

been gaining before the man brou
ght it in, he, of

course, would have known it. Kindly give me your

opinion in the matter.—It seems to us 
that the pendu-

lum ball must have been moved. No 
doubt you have

had any number of cases where you h
ave repaired a

watch or clock and in a short time th
e customer re-

turned, saying that the watch stops. 
You look at it

and find the staff broken. The cu
stomer is positive

that he did not leave the watch fall, 
or in fact nothing

happened it since you repaired it ; but 
you know it

must have had a fall or jar of some kind.
 We merely

state this to show that you cannot 
always rely on

what a customer says. The best thi
ng you can do

with your clock is to clean it thoroug
hly, put it up

and regulate by lowering or raising the 
ball. We do

not advise oiling a dirty clock without 
cleaning it, as

it will do more harm than good in a sh
ort time.
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Struck in

Gold, Silver, Gilt,
Bronze, Aluminum an
White Metal

for

Agricultural an
Mechanical Institutes
Cattle Shows
Expositions
Centennial Anniversaries
Conventions
Business Purposes, etc.

All work—Designing, Die Cutting,
Melting, Rolling, Striking, Enameling,
Plating and Finishing, done in our
own factories at prices on which

YOU
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A PROFIT.
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you have a call for this class of goods
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Charms
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Gold Plate
Silver
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XI

Some Excellent Advice to Woul
d-be Manufacturers

S we did not finish the consideration

of the padlock subject in our last

article we will resume it again.

The ultimate success of many an

enterprise frequently hinges on

some seemingly unimportant 
detail. This can

be illustrated by the same padl
ock we have been

using as an illustration. Let us imagine some

enterprising Yankee to conceive there was

money to be made in manufactur
ing a really

good padlock which could be 
sold at retail for

twenty-five cents.

To sustain him in this idea he mus
t figure

the expense of production to b
e less than ten

cents each ; that is, with his impr
oved facilities

for manufacture he must be po
sitive that ten

cents apiece will cover the cost
 of material,

labor and all incidental expenses 
attendant on

the manufacture. In such instances is where

good judgment, based on similar 
experience,

stands a man in hand. The opinion of
 so-called

" experts " in instances of this 
kind is seldom

of any great value.. Why ? you say. We

reply, simply because their opinion 
is based on

what they call experience ; that is,
 on results

obtained by methods and tools with 
which they

are conversant.

A
Leykkiiti,

About the Opinion
of Experts

As an illustration : Some time

about 187x a group of watch

factory experts employed in

one of our largest American

factories were " talking," and one o
f the number

ventured to predict that he expect
ed to live to

see the day when a seven-jewel
ed movement

would be put on the market for 
five dollars.

Out of six or seven experts he was
 the only one

who justly estimated the future, as
 all the others

scouted the prediction.

To continue with our padlock 
illustration,

let us imagibe our manufacture 
of padlocks

was carried into effect, and that in the 
ultimate re-

sult our locks cost us eleven cents e
ach to make.

On a careful investigation the fact was

revealed that it cost more to produce
 the shackle

than any other part of the lock, a
s it required

more handling and time spent tha
n would seem

to be demanded. Here, again, is where the

ingenious workman can break th
rough traditions

and Make null and void the exp
erience of the

expert. It may be well to consider ho
w to go

about such a problem. We shoul
d first discuss

the question with ourself in this 
way : Is the

expensive part indispensable ? If we conclude

it is, we have two avenues open f
or invention :

I. To devise some method by whic
h the part

can be produced cheaper. 2. Can we not sub-

stitute some equivalent device 
which can be

made for less money?

With padlocks we have several i
nstances in

manufactured locks where the ex
pensive jointed

shackle has been replaced by a part more

cheaply made. This is also true of keys. Not

so many years ago keys for p
adlocks were

universally drilled for a pin on 
which the key

tuins0, The substitution of a flat key 
much

cheapened the product. By following out plans

of improvement, both in the article 
manufactured

and in the method of production, 
we arc in a

sense sure of commercial success.
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Successful New
Manufacturing
Enterprises

Many persons lament that the

avenues to success are closed

or already occupied by monop-

olies. This is not necessarily

the case. The roads to wealth by new 
successful

mechanical enterprises are still as available as

they were twenty or fifty years 'ago, 
only we

should not seek to open parallels wi
th those

already well beaten with travel and tr
affic except

we see a shorter route. There is no source of

gain as certain as the manufacture of so
me staple

article, but we must be assured that the
re is a

demand for the article and that we can 
produce

equally as good an article as is on th
e market

and do it for less money. The avenue 
by which

such success is achieved lies chiefly in s
ubstituting

ingeniously devised machinery for h
and labor.

We are led to speak somewhat at leng
th of the

possibilities of making a success of ne
w mechan-

ical enterprises if started and conduc
ted on the

proper lines. 
•

Some little space back we spoke of the
 fact

that a cheap but efficient press for 
producing

small articles could be gotten up with
 but little

labor and few tools. In getting up tools of this

kind we would say to those who ha
ve not had

experience in these matters that mo
st experi-

Menters in such machines make presses and

other tools too light.

A hundred pounds of cast iron in 
heavy

castings will not cost more than four or 
five

dollars, and it will pay any person 
making an

experimental press to be liberal in c
ast iron.

A heavy, firm press does better wo
rk and saves

the extra weight in the wear and
 tear of dies

in a short time. The press we shall
 first describe

will punch out silver blanks for b
angles of the

size of a quarter of a dollar at the 
rate of sixty

a minute. It is operated by the foot, which

leaves both hands free for managi
ng the work.

It requires but little machinists' w
ork, and this

is all drill work, which we all know is not

expensive. The two flat surfaces which hold

and support the dies can readily
 be filed and

scraped flat. The arrangement for setting the

dies is very simple and efficient. 
The press is

also adjustable as regards setting the d
ies in

such a manner that they will not cu
t each other.

In fact, the press is in every wa
y an effec-

tive one, although cheaply const
ructed. In our

next issue we shall give detail 
description and

drawings of the several parts.

(TO BE C0NTINU1CD)

"I have read The Keystone for
 the last five years

and think it a paper that no 
jeweler can be without."

—A. 0. Banks, eweler, Mich
igan, N. Dak."

Patent Office Safeguards

Edwin V. Shepard, chief clerk of the Patent

Office, in a written paper on " 
Safeguards," discusses

the means that are taken to p
revent the disclosure of

inventions and the loss of papers a
nd remittances after

they have been given into the 
custody of the Patent

Office.
To remove all temptation on 

the part of an

employee to make use of any idea
 suggested to him

by any paper filed ; to prevent e
ven his unconsciously

absorbing an idea and later inno
cently developing the

same as his own—a section of
 the Revised Statutes

prohibits the grant of a patent 
to an officer or em-

ployee of the Patent Office. The office does its best

to employ only reliable men a
nd women, and so com-

plete is the system of records 
within the office that it
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can be told to a certainty who 
has handled any par-

ticular case up to its date of is
sue, so that detection

would almost surely follow di
sclosure, and the likeli-

hood of any wrong on the part o
f the office force is

thus reduced to a minimum.

The loss of papers is effectually guarded

against by the system of charges, a 
paper taken from

a division or sent there for repor
t being charged, so

that an examination of the slip sho
ws where to look

for the missing paper. As a fur
ther precaution the

waste paper of the office is examined
 every night and

the windows of the file rooms are all
 screened.

When a paper is pronounced " lost," 
the. " official

searcher" is armed with authority 
by the Commis-

sioner of Patents to look in every po
ssible place, and

all desk drawers and other places 
generally regarded

as private must he thrown open for
 his inspection.

No losses of remittances can occur,
 Mr. Shepard

says, after the first entry has been mad
e on the bocks

of the office. The principal losses occur in transmi
s-

sion, the reports of the office showin
g that about one

letter in 2,000 in the ordinary mail is 
reported missing,

and about one letter in I0,000 in the
 registered mail,

which means an average of only th
ree or four com-

plaints a week received at the Patent
 Office.

A Watch Like a Flower

In Zurich a very novel watch has just been 
made.

It forms the cup or heart of a jewele
d flower, which is

intended to be worn as an ornament
. The flower

itself can be opened or closed by
 touching a tiny

spring, and when it is closed the littl
e watch is not

visible. Then a lady wearing such an ornament
 de-

sires to know the tune, all she has t
o do is to touch

the spring, whereupon the flower ope
ns and the watch

is revealed.
The little watch is hardly five mill

imeters in size,

and it is fastened to the dress by 
an ordinary safety

pin. The artist who designed this 
timepiece sold it

for $Soo a few days after he finished 
it.

A Tricky Advertisement

An advertising trick, in which a gui
leless news-

paper reporter was seemingly used t
o good purpose,

is evident in the following " story,
" published in a

recent issue of a Des Moines, Iowa, 
daily:

A traveling Man at the Kirkwood, t
his morning,

stated that these grafters had loade
d their grips up

with bogus diamonds which they are 
peddling out to

people about the country. The stones are mounted

and were procured of the Barrios Di
amond Company,

of Chicago, and it seems that the b
rilliancy is about

the same as a real diamond. Even, it is claimed, the

government officials have been deceive
d by the stones.

The stones are so much like the real 
thing that the

grafters have succeeded in pawnin
g them at loan

Shops about the country and have a
lso secured large

sums from hotel proprietors on t
he stones, to whom

they have told a tale of woe about bein
g broke.

They purchase a three-carat stone for 
about $4.50.

With this stone they have realized, i
n some instances,

as high as Poo, the value of the
 stone being about

$300, provided it was genuine. 
The strangest part

about these stones is that they can 
be put to every

test the genuine diamond can and wi
ll stand it. The

diamond merchants about Des Mo
ines have been

notified of the coining of these sharks
, and as a result

are skeptical about any stone th
at comes in their

place. A reporter for the Capital 
visited a few of the

pawnshops this morning regarding t
he bogus stones.

One of the pawnbrokers, who insisted 
that his name

must not be used, said:
" I am willing to confess that I have 

been duped

by the Barrios diamond. A man ca
me in here last

week and wanted a loan on his sto
ne. I looked it

over and it looked good to me. In fact, I have been

handling diamonds for twenty years 
and I actually bit

on that bum stone. It was just as brilliant as any

diamond I ever held in my hands a
nd I gave it the

usual test. It proved all right. One day, while

examining the stone, I found the wo
rd ' Barrios " on

the inside of the ring. I had been reading the Chicago

papers and knew in an instant that I ha
d been duped.

I have said nothing and do not 
want anything said

about it, for I am sore to think that
 after my twenty

years' experience I should have been d
uped in such a

manner.'

The inspiration and purpose of this
 story are

manifest, and reveal the tricky competit
ion with which

the legitimate jewelry trade have to con
tend.
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OUR TRAVELERS
Look for them

CIA OUTA1ANN, In the South.STEVE LEUBUSI1F.R, in the Northwest.EUOENI: FROA1A1EYER, in Ohio, Indianaand Illinois.
El). C. PFA1T113, in the Southwest. The Fall Season Is Upon Us

And the live jeweler who will take full advantage of our complete lines by a careful inspectionof our traveling representative's stock, or by a personal visit to our store and making hisselections for the fall trade from either one of the above, will be better prepared for the extragood trade that is bound to come to him this fall. If some one of our travelers have not asyet called on you, a request from you will bring one of our bright young salesmen to any pointwithin our territory, and when he arrives you will find him alive to your interests.
Need we assure you that our fall stock is as full of good things as a cocoanut is of milk?Hardly! But it is a fact that we show the most complete general line of DIAMONDS,WATCHES AND JEWELRY-all at prices which cannot fail to interest you.
We shall at any and all times be pleased to send out selection packages to responsibledc_alers, assuring them promptness and liberal selections.

Yours to please,

OUR SPECIALTIES Price
Cyclone Hard-Soldering Flux, . 50c.
Cyclone Steel-Soldering Flux, . 50c.
Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer, . . 35c.

Are lust what you need in your
business. TRY TI-IM.

L. GUTMANN 0 SONS
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Merchants
SI East Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

September, 1901

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in
 this department must

send name and ad
dress-not for publication, but as an e

vidence of

good faith. No 
attention will be paid to anonymou

s coinmunica-

dons. questions will be answered in the ord
er in which they are

received.
An INDEX to the 

questions answered in Workshop No
tes

department for each year 
accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requeste
d to preserve these indexes, and, bef

ore

mailing questions, to r
efer to them, as similar questions m

ay have

been answered in 
previous issues. The indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according t
o subject covered in each answer, an

d

tell the issue and 
page on which the information 

may bo found.

"Bifocal No. 2. "-Please infor
m me what cement

must be used in puffing 
glasses (bifocals) together.-

This question has been a
nswered several times. See

reply to " Toys," page 3
89, April, jot, issue ; also

read the article on " Opti
cal Workshop-Equipment

and Operation," which ap
pears on pages 867 and 869

of the August, i9o1, issue
.

" Specific."-Could you i
nform me what the spe-

cific weight of a diamond i
s f-We presume you mean

the specific gravity. Specific gravity may be said to

be the proportion which t
he weight of a certain bulk

of a given body bears to
 the same bulk of another

body taken as a standard. 
In the case of solid sub-

stances, such as a diamond, 
the standard is distilled

water. The specific gravity 
of the diamond is from

3.500 to 3.524.

"Glass Cover."-What is the 
best acid to cut a

hole in glass P I want to
 keep the air away from my

poising tool by cutting a ho
le in a water glass, so as

to use the glass for a cover
, and move the balance on

the poising tool through 
the hole.-Fluoric acid is the

kind to use. To use it, fir
st heat the glass and cover

the surface thinly with wax
, removing this substance

where you desire to make th
e hole, then take a little

of the fluoric acid and place
 it on the clean spot. This

is best accomplished with 
the aid of a piece of iron

wire.

"Laps." -(z) Please lel me 
know how initials,

marks, etc., are cut in agate o
r similar hard stones.-

A description of the operation
 and tools of the lapidist

would be too long for this 
department. Specific

points in the art have been cove
red from time to time,

which can readily be seen by
 referring to the index

which accompanies the Dec
ember number of each

year.
(2) Which is proper to eng

rave on silverware

when giving presents to bri
de and groom-the lady's

maiden initials or married 
initials Y-It is customary

to engrave silverware with t
he initials of the bride's

maiden name.

"Corrosion."-Some time ago
 a customer brought

me a watch and told me h
e had lubricated it with

common salad oil. On taking
 the watch apart, I found

the oil had gummed in the 
hairspring and left a corro-

sion that I have been unab
le to remove. Can it be

removedf-We doubt very muc
h that you will be able

to remove the corrosion you 
refer to, and even if you

could, it would not be good 
policy to replace the

spring in the watch. A spring
 that has become cor-

roded in any way will nearly al
ways affect the rate of

the watch, the usual result being
 first an acceleration

in the rate and then a rapid fall
ing off as the corrosion

increases. This would appear to make
 it advisable to

put in a new spring.

"Pearls."- What can you tell
 me in regard to

fresh-water pearls, that is, the
ir value from the size

of a pinhead up, the colors that 
command the highest

prices, the best shapes, etc.f 
Where can I dispose of

them f-We would suggest that 
you read the article

on this subject that appeared 
on page 321, March,

1901, issue. A perusal of this 
article will show you

that the value of a pearl can on
ly be decided by an

expert in such matters, and is 
decided by the shape,

color, etc., of the stone. The 
requisite familiarity

with the subject can only be 
obtained by close study

and application to the business fo
r a long time. The

announcements of dealers in pearls are co
nstantly

appearing on our advertising 
pages.

" Angler."-(1) How are 
steady pins put in Af-

ferent bridges in a watch P
-Steady pins are put in

by two different methods. One 
way is friction tight;

the other is screwed in, but in 
most cases they are

driven in friction tight. To drill
 the holes in the plates

or bridges for steady pins, we us
e a "jig," which is a

tool made of steel and tempere
d hard. Sometimes it

Is composed of two pieces. This jig has the holes in

it the same size that they wan
t to be drilled in the

plates or bridges and we a
lways use the same size

drill, or one that will fit the hole
 in the jig. The plate
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or bridge is then fastened to the jig a
nd the holes are

drilled, the drill going through t
he jig first. The

machine is set so as to drill to a c
ertain point. After

the holes are drilled they are tapped 
out or left plain,

depending upon the way the pin i
s to be put in. In

putting the pins in friction tight, th
e reason the fit is

so good is because the factories hav
e an automatic

machine that does nothing but turn 
down these steady

pins with a very little taper and are driven in th
e

plate or bridge, and in all cases, 
with very few ex-

ceptions, they fit.
(2) How to select mainspring of pr

oper thickness

when original spring is lost P-Me
asure the inside

diameter of the barrel in hundredth
s of an inch, then

refer to the table and opposite to th
e diameter of the

barrel will be found the thicknes
s of spring required

by the Denison gauge and also 
in ten-thousandths

of an inch.
Barrel Diameter in Spring required by Thickness of

One him- Denison Gauge Spring in ten-

dredths of an inch 
thousandths
of an inch.

.75 000 .0107

.74 000 .0103

.72 oo .0098

.70 o .0014

.68 1 .0091

.66 2 .0088

.64 3 .0084

.62 4 .0060

.60 5 .0075

.58 6 .0008

.56 7 .0004

.54 R .0000

.52 9 .0086

.50 10 .0053

.48 11 .0051

.46 12 .0047

These measurements are about 
medium strength

for lever watches. Cylinder movements, if in good

order, do not need so strong a 
spring by one-fifth.

The table is calculated for mediu
m Swiss and Ameri-

can going-barrel watches. For fine watches, one or

two numbers less than that given 
in the table should

be taken ; and for very coars
e, rough trains, one

or two numbers stronger can b
e used. For English

levers only eleven turns of mains
pring are required,

and we should add two number
s to the table ; but, in

all cases, use springs made espec
ially for fusee watches.

" Pendulum." -(1) Please te
ll me how to polish

:pendulum and rods in regul
ator.-This operation is

merely the polishing of the part
s by gradually smooth-

ing to remove scratches, follo
wed by finer and finer

abrasive materials until the final
 polish is obtained

with rouge and alcohol. Before starting the polishing

operation, however, it will be 
necessary for you to

remove the old lacquer, which c
an be done by means

of a hot solution of borax and 
water. The process of

polishing such articles depends 
a great deal on their

condition, and good judgment 
in the operation is

essential.
(2) What lacquer is used to 

preserve the color

and polish ?-The lacquer gener
ally employed is made

by dissolving good gum shell
ac in alcohol ; say, about

a quarter pound of shellac to 
a pint of alcohol-ordi-

nary cheap wood alcohol wi
ll answer the purpose

quite as well as that distilled 
from grain. To color

such a lacquer, recourse may 
be had to any of the

various gum resins, which 
are dissolved with the

shellac. If a white, transparent lacquer 
be desired, it

can be made by dissolving
 gum sandarach in wood

alcohol.

"Cyanide Process."-Would 
you please describe

the cyanide process of recove
ring gold front low-grade

ores in gold mining f-A de
scription of the operation

and appliances for extracting 
gold by the cyanide pro-

cess would cover several pa
ges of THE KEYSTONE.

The whole process, however,
 is based on the fact that

when gold is acted on by a solution of
 cyanide of

potassium in water, a soluti
on obtains which upon

evaporation yields a double cyanide of gold and

potassium. A very interestin
g and complete work on

the subject is "The Cyanide
 Process," by J. Park.

If you desire a copy we will b
e pleased to forward it

on receipt of the publisher'
s price, $2.00.

" Burglar Alarm." -(1) Give 
directions for

making a burglar alarm fo
r my store.-See our re-

ply to " Alarm," page 399, 
April, 1901, issue.

(2) How can I obtain standard 
time without a

great deal of expense ?
-You can no doubt make

satisfactory arrangements for 
receiving standard time

with your local office of the 
Western Union Telegraph

Co. While this company has a
 monopoly on the

dispensation of standard tim
e, their charges do not

appear to be exorbitant.
(3) How to test gold in 

its different karats Y-

There is but one method of 
positively determining the

quality of gold, and this is b
y assaying. For instance,

if we take 24 grains of a
ny given alloy and find by

assay analysis that it conta
ins 14 grains of pure gold,

we know that the alloy 
is 14 karats fine. The usual

test adopted by the craft
-that which is conducted by

means of test needles an
d touch stone-is, however,

sufficiently accurate to mee
t all ordinary requirements.

For this test, the needles 
are generally made to alloys

of even numbers ; for 
instance, ten, twelve, fourteen,
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sixteen karats. To test a give
n sample of gold, a

piece of black flint stone is pre
pared with a flat sur-

face. This surface is not polished, b
ut is left about

like ground glass. On this sur
face the gold to be

tested, is rubbed until it leaves a 
firm metallic streak.

On each side of such streak we 
make similar streaks

with the test needles which we 
think are nearest to

the article under test. To illustr
ate, we will suppose

the article being tested is a gold r
ing and we judge it

to be about 12 karats fine. We select two 
test needles,

one of xo karats and the other of 14 
karats, and make a

streak on each side of that made b
y the ring. These

marks we now proceed to test w
ith nitric acid, pre-

pared by adding lo grains of c
ommon salt to each

fluid ounce of acid. Keep the acid in a bottle with

a glass stopper, and have a lo
ng stopper so it will

reach down in the bottle to the a
cid. Take some of

the acid up on this stopper and sm
ear it on the stone

so as to cover the three streaks.
 The lowest quality

will be the first to disappear, the 
highest, last. If our

ring was 12 karats fine, and the sto
ne was marked as

suggested, first the mark of the t
o K. needle would

disappear, then the ring mark, an
d finally the mark of

the 14 K. needle. Of course, car
e must be exercised

to have all marks of the same str
ength.

(/) Is there any quick way to 
remove fire-coat

without the use of a battery P-If
 the coating should

be very light, it is sometimes po
ssible to remove it by

simply immersing in a solution of X
 an ounce of cya-

nide of potassium in a pint of wa
ter. In case this

does not remove the fire-coat, it 
will be necessary to

stimulate action by means of an
 electric current of

some kind. In such matters as this, it woul
d seem

that " an ounce of prevention is w
orth a ton of cure,"

and that an anti-oxidizer should
 be freely used. A

very good formula for the purp
ose is : Borax i oz.,

aqua ammonia X oz., yellow oc
hre, x34 ozs. These

ingredients are mixed to a paste w
ith water.

" In making° a water-color desig
n qf a

class pin, what is the best mater
ial to use to represent

the gold f I have been using 
chrome yellow mixed

with a little chrome orange, b
ut the results are not

satisfactoty.-You have been 
using about the only

possible mixture of color to ge
t the gold if water

colors are used exclusively, but th
is is not customary.

The majority of designers use
 a gold paint for this

purpose. Such paint comes ready mixed, 
and can be

procured from any artists' supply
 house. If an extra

fine design is desired, you might
 resort to gold leaf.

The leaf will, of course, be the 
nearest approach to

gold, for the simple reason that 
it is gold, but it will

require greater care in making th
e design and apply-

ing the leaf. With a little practice, however, 
you can

no doubt overcome any diffi
culty that may present

itself.

'Gilt DiaL"-Cirn you tell me 
what kind of paint

to MST for the gilt figures on 
the dial of a hall clock ?

Want something that will not pe
el off. The dial has

been lacquered.-Bronze paint 
for such work can be

purchased at any artists' supply 
house, and conies in

a variety of colors. In renewing the figures on suc
h

dials many workmen use gold
 leaf, but this material

has the same disadvantage as 
the paint-it will even-

tually peel off. For metal dials, the best plan 
seems

to be to gild the figures by mean
s of electro-deposition.

Of course, it will be necessary 
to remove the lacquer

before renewal, no matter whi
ch process is used in

renewing, and relacquer when t
he operation is fin-

ished. Formulw for the lacquer t
o use have frequently

appeared in this department. Se
e reply to " Brass,"

in this column.

" Brass." -Kindly let us kno
w how to make a

lacquer for brass. Have tried sheet celluloid dis
-

solved in half each ether and a
lcohol, and it leaves a

milky coating.-l'ou will probabl
y achieve much bet-

ter results by employing a lacqu
er made as follows :

Dissolve an ounce of best brown
 shellac in a pint of

alcohol (wood alcohol will answ
er quite as well for

this purpose as the more expen
sive article distilled

from grain). To this solution, ad
d i dram of gamboge

and three drams of cape aloes. 
Such lacquer should

be applied with a camelshair b
rush while the articles

are heated. The achievement 
of good results in lac-

quering depends a good deal on 
the method employed

in cleansing and polishing. If the articles have pre-

viously been lacquered, the 
old lacquer must be

thoroughly removed before the 
new coat is applied.

Since the introduction of analine 
dyes on the market,

it is possible to have the lacque
r conform to iiny de-

sired color.

Says It's Perfect

CANTON, S. DAK., Aug. 25, 1901
.

ED. KEYSTONE :-Your journal i
s perfect. Make

it a weekly and we will pay you
 any subscription

price you might ask. The techni
cal articles in THE

K El'STONE are exceedingly intere
sting and instructive.

Very respectfully,
SVVERI'D & Moa.
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Electro-Metallurgy

We solicit your consignments of

(CONTINUED)

XL111

‘Ve pay for

Old Silver ,fluetustIng, • Market Price.
Platinum • • • • 8 0 cents per dwt.
Old Cold— 8 Karat 32 cents per dwt.

10 Karat • 40 cents por dwt.
12 Karat • 48 cents por dwt.
14 Karat • 56 cents per dwt.
18 Karat • 72 cents per dwt.

Plated Scraps • 20 to 35 cents per oz.

Our returns are always prompt and eminently satis-
factory. We realize that it is to our best interests to
please you. In sending your consignments to us you
are dealing with a firm with a reputation to maintain—
a firm that realizes that in order to maintain that repu-
tation its returns must always be prompt and equitable.
We never disappoint those who place their confidence
in us. That is the secret of our good reputation.

We make returns on Sweeps within. three to
five days.

If you think the returns you have been getting
elsewhere are large—try us.

Thomas J. Dee & Co.
Refiners a/iv Smelters

67 & 69 Washington St. Chicago, Ill,

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THE NEW

American 0 Size Movement
Made by the Suffolk Watch Co.

Nickel, Damaskeened,
7 Jewel, Straight Line
Lever Movement,
Stem-Wind and Set,
Cut Expansion Balance

Price, $5.00 Movements Fully Guaranteed

SUFFOLK WATCH CO.

•

(Room I), 37 and 39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Elastic Molds for Electro Deposit

ANY articles can be cast in elastic

molds made from a composition of

glue, glycerine and molasses. This

composition is almost identical with

  that employed for printers' inking

rollers. We have in a forme
r article mentioned

this process, but inasmu
ch as it is capable of

extended application we make n
o apology for

giving further details for wo
rking the process.

The composition consists of

Composition for 9% lbs. of good glue soak
ed

in just water enough to cover

it, until thoroughly swelled and

soft. As soon as all the glue is in a 
swollen

condition it is melted by heat in a
 water bath ; a

cabinetmaker's double glue pot i
s the best for

the purpose. As soon as heat has produced a

fluid condition, 44 lbs. of b
est molasses and

7 lbs. of glycerine are added, 
and the composition

thoroughly stirred to mix it. In warm weather

a little less molasses should be 
made use of.

The melted mass can now be 
poured into

a taper tin bucket, after slig
htly oiling it on the

inside to prevent it sticking to t
he tin. As soon

as cold the " composition " can 
be shaken from

the bucket and kept for st
ock, from which

" chunks " can be cut and 
melted for molds as

wanted. Molding irregular figures in such

material requires some consi
derable technical

skill, especially in molds that 
require cutting

in order to remove them from 
the object. We

would suggest as a simple ,
specimen to make,

the reproduction of a richly 
engraved thimble.

To make such reproduction,

take a small thimble, and

placing the thimble as shown

at B in the tumbler A, Fig. 1
,

pour enough of the melted composition on

it to fill the tumbler up to the 
line a and allow it

to cool. Perhaps it would

be well to say the tumbler

should .be oiled with a very

slight coating of oil, and

dusted with fine copper or

silver bronze. This coating

of bronze adheres to the

composition cast upon the

thimble, and serves to make

the mold conductive. It will not be necessary

to separate such a mold, as the 
elasticity of the

material admits of the thimble
 being very easily

removed.
Of course, some of the 

composition will

rise in the hollow bell of the 
thimble, but it can

be readily removed ; after whic
h the thimble can,

by pressing first to one side 
and then to the

other, be taken out. To obtai
n a cast in electro

deposit we make a saturated 
solution of copper

sulphate in water, and add a 
small percentage of

free sulphuric acid. The solution should be

worked quite cool, down to a
bout 600 F. Such

solution has but slight tendenc
y to attack the

elastic composition, and seve
ral good copies can

be made before the mold beco
mes unfit for use.

The mold, of course, is not
 a conductor,

except where it is coated with 
the bronze pow-

der. It is not easy to coat such
 a mold with

black lead, but a little practi
ce with the silver

powder will soon get one up 
to coating a mold

Elastic Molds ,

Practical Work in

Electro Deposition

as perfectly as could be de-

sired. The conductivity of

such molds can be enhanced 11 IlLe
by many little dodges. For

instance, we prepare a disk of

lead to place in the bottom

of the tumbler A. In this disk of lead we ins
ert

half a dozen dressing pins, so they just 
stand

vertical, and then bend them over so t
he heads

rest against the thimble, as shown at 6 b, 
Fig. 2.

Of course, all this is done after

the thimble is oiled and coated

with silver dust. The pins remain

in the mold and merely serve the

purpose of disseminating the electrica
l action to

the surface of the inside of the

mold. The lead disk should

take the form of a ring, as will

be understood be inspecting

Fig. 3, which is a view of Fig.

2, seen in the direction of the

arrow i. This lead ring is con-

nected to the zinc pole of the

battery. It would be well to coat the lead ring

with shellac varnish, so no deposit will
 be formed

upon it. The device shown in our last article,

of using a tube for an anode to conve
y a current

of fresh solution, should be carried 
out in the

present instance, or the solution ins
ide of the

tumbler will become impoverished of
 metal and

not afford an even deposit. Such silver powder

is easily prepared by dissolving a
 lot of old

scrap silver in nitric acid, and pu
tting some

strips of copper in the solution, whe
n the silver

will be precipitated as a fine dust,
 which only

needs washing and drying to be rea
dy for use as

directed.
By giving thought to the subject,

 endless

applications of galvano plastic art 
will suggest

themselves, which would not only 
be a matter

cf extreme interest, but also a s
ource of pecu-

niary profit. It may not be amiss to add that

in such a job as the thimble il
lustrated in the

cuts, the deposit should be th
ick enough to

allow of the thimble being place
d in a hollow

chuck, and turned true and polished on the

inside.

How to Render
Molds Extra
Conductive

Fig. 3

(TO I3E CONTINUED)

Late Discoveries in Egypt

We are now able, writes l'ro
fessor Flinders Petrie

in the London 'Times, to tra
ce out the regular devel-

opment of the civilization dur
ing some 4000 years—

from the time when writing w
as but rarely used, and

then only in a rude and pict
orial stage, down to the

common use of delicately figur
ed hieroglyphs, indis-

tinguishable from those used fo
r thousands of years

after.
We have now in our hands the 

beautifully wrought

jewelry and gold work, the mi
nutely engraved ivories,

the toilet objects of Menes, t
he founder of the mon-

archy, and his successor, fash
ioned more than 65oo

years ago.
Of Menes and his predecesso

rs there are about

thirty inscriptions and labels in 
stone and ivory. From

these we learn certainly the n
ames of three kings—

Narmer, Ka and a name wr
itten with a fish sign.

Perhaps also Det and Sam are 
two other names, but

they are more probably sign wor
ds.

Among these works of Menes 
are parts of four

ebony tablets, with figures and 
inscriptions, one appa-

rently showing a human sacrific
e. The strangest ob-

ject is a massive strip of gol
d of unknown use, with

the name of Menes (Aha) upon 
it.

Of Zer, the successor of Mene
s, the astonishing

find is the forearm of his queen,
 still in its wrappings.

with four splendid bracelets in
tact. One is a series of

figures of the royal hawk, per
ched on the tomb, thir-

teen figures in cast and chased 
gold, alternating with

fourteen carved in turquoise.

The second bracelet is of spira
l beads of gold and

lazuli in three groups. The thi
rd bracelet is of four

groups of hour-glass beads, a
methyst between gold,

with connections of gold and 
turquoise. The fourth

has a centerpiece of gold copied
 from the rosette seed

of a plant, with amethyst, tur
quoise beads and bands

of braided gold wire.

This brilliant and exquisitely 
finished group of

jewelry shows what a high le
vel was already attained

at the beginning of the first dy
nasty. It is 2000 years

older than the jewelry of D
ashur, the oldest yet

known, and it has the great a
dvantage of being care-

fully examined as found an
d restrung in its exact

arrangement.
The arm of the queen had been

 broken off by the

first plunderers and laid in a 
hole in the wall of the

tomb. There it had remained negle
cted by the four

parties in ancient and modern 
times who had succes-

sively cleared out the tomb.

Fig. 1

Travelers' Thermometers

" There is no end to the variety o
f thermometers,"

said a dealer in such things. "They include, for

instance, thermometers for trave
lers' use. The oldest

style has a nickel-plated meta
l case within which the

glass mercury tube is held 
when not in use. With the

glass inside the metal case 
and screwed down, it is

securely and safely carried. 
Another sort of travelers'

thermometer has the tube upo
n one side of the lid of

a slender little rosewood
 box.

" The newest style of trav
elers' thermometer has

the tube secured to the 
inner side of one of two nar-

row, handsomely finished 
pieces of rosewood that are

held together at one en
d by a hinge. Closed, these

two pieces of rosewood 
shut up together with the glass

tube between them, and
 are secured by a little clas

p

like a pocketbook clasp.
 In use this holder is opened

widely, the hinge being so
 made as to permit of mov-

ing one part through 
three-quarters of a circle, one

part being then placed 
flat on the shelf or dressing

case, or wherever the 
thermometer may be put, the

part with the tube attach
ed standing up, then inclined

a little from the upri
ght back from the hinge.

" The Keystone is best o
f all ; no up-to-date jeweler

can agi)rd to do b
usiness without N. Hoffer,

jeweler, Homestead, 
Pennsylvania.

New Money Order Forms

This circular has been sent out 
by the Frst Assis-

tant Postmaster-General : " The
 Postoffice Department

announces that to facilitate the 
correct issue of postal

money orders, and to further i
mprove its money order

service, it has introduced, for 
distribution by business

firms to their patrons, and for 
the convenience of those

who have occasion to remit to su
ch firms, special forms

of application for money orders
, in tvhich the name

and address of the payee are 
conspicuously printed in

red ink. The Department will 
furnish such forms free

of cost, and will cause them t
o be sent to any appli-

cant, in such reasonable quant
ity as may be desired,

upon request made therefor 
through the postmaster

at any money order office.

" It has already become the pr
actice of many large

advertisers, insurance companie
s, publishers, seeds-

men, etc., to enclose one of 
these application forms

with each bill, catalogue, invoice, prosp
ectus, etc.,

issued by them ; and the resu
lts show quite conclus-

ively that the method commen
ds itself to a large class

of persons who make 
purchases by mail, and who

have been in the habit of
 paying therefor in postage

stamps or in coin oi notes sent
 in the open mail.

" It is desirble to avoid the
 use of postage stamps

for this purpose, as also th
e transmission of coin or

notes in the open mail, esp
ecially where money orders

are available. To encour
age and promote the use of

the postal money orders, 
which afford the safest and

most satisfactory means 
of making remittances of

small amounts, these speci
al application forms are

designed.
"These applications will be pri

nted with translation

in any foreign language."



The Official Pan-American 
Souvenir Clock

SHELL
A New Line of Goods

Our entire line of Ebonoid
articles made in a beautiful, highly
polished Tortoise shell finish. These
goods are fine in quality and very
reasonable in price.

No. 750

fe.

  11111111111101111111111biaMik
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In our Black finish is selling
better than ever this season,
which is a positive proof
that it has given satisfaction
and that it has established
itself in the trade.

A regular fry pan, black

enameled with the Wm. 
L. Gil-

bert Clock Co's special move-

ment incased in the bowl.

The official emblem of the

Pan-Arnerican Exposition ap-

pears in center of the dial in

beautiful artistic colors.

No. 4/39X

Ebonoid is not a stain or polish.
It is impervious to water, and will not crack or wear off. It is odorless
and non-combustible.

Every piece warranted. None genuine unless stamped Ebonoid.
Our goods are carried in stock by all the leading jobbers in

the country.
Ask your jobber to show you his Ebonoid samples.

The most unique souvenir

of the Exposition. Will sell

on sight. Every one a perfect

time-keeper.

Furnished with or without

the official emblem.

No. 6/ 165

JOHN C. DOWD
JAMES H row*

is C. Dowd & Co.
Manufacturers and Sole Owners of

Ebonoid

Visiting jewelers to the Exposition

can procure one of these 
clocks at the

above prices on presentation of their

cards at our store.

I clock, -

6 or more,

PRICES:

- $1.25, net

- 

$1.00 each, net

CASH WITH ORDER

Orders filled same day as received.

475 Broadway, NEW YORK

Watch as.. W hour  Specials
O size solid 14 K. Gold, engraved or engine-turned, with genuine

Waltham ur Elgin movements, at $26.10, Keystone list.

O size solid Silver, open-face, plain polished, Nl ith genuine AmericanCornell movement, NVIfil second hand, at MA0, Keystone list.

Always WATCH this WATCH space for WATCH Specials.
Selection packages sent on application.

Yours for WATCHES ,•1 a__

Headquarters for
Watchmakers and Jewelers

Entire Requirements
Rosenzweig Bros.

52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

The NAUMAN CO., Waterloo, Ia.
NizolufacAurcrs of

Medium and
High-Grade
Fixtures
for Jewelry Stores

It will pay to get
our ideas and
prices

Send for Catalog

No. 3428

QUEEN CITY

CHARACTERISTICS

Originality
Artistic Design
Popular Price

Are evidenced to a marked degree in this
Fall's offerings.

Our booklet of engravings-----a work of art
will be mailed early in September.

QUEEN CITY SILVER CO.
New York Salesroom
6./ & 66 Murray St.

Hollowware Makers

Cincinnati C. F. Chou
(Pronounced Shoo-fay)

CUT EXACT SIZE

e4 JEWELER,
Sole Manufacturer and Concessionaire,

379 Main Street, BUFFALO, N.Y., 
U. S. A.



Heintz Bros., Ring Makers, Buffalo, N.Y.

If you are comin to the

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITIONwe extend a cordial invitation
our office your headquarters.

Any information we can give you regarding the Exposition will begladly furnished, and we will esteem it a favor to have you call on us.

We make the largest line of Solid Gold Set Ringr in America to the Retail &rade.

to you to visit our factory and make

We are still on top.
can

w
atchmaker's Bench 

Open top, solid oak throughout, paneled doors, sides and back. Fine cabinet finish. One drawer20 inches wide, with a parallel moulding :di al,,und.

p an-anged for chucks; also apron drawer. Has fancy knobs. Size: 40 inches long, 40 inches high,
Special price, ce.ah with order,

No other lobbing house
compete
Our benches are the finest in the market, as far asworkmanship, stock, and appearances are concerned.

Improved Watchmaker's Bench
Solid oak. Curtain top. Paneled doors, sides and back. Fine cabinetfinish. Drawers lock automatically. One drawer arranged for chucks. Brasstrimmings on knobs. Lock and key on right side of bench. Dimensions : 44inches long, 40 inches high, 26 inches wide. Solid selected oak throughout (nosoft wood bottom and back, as most other benches are made). Guaranteed inevery respect.

SPECIAL PRICE.
Ca.th with order, $12 50

Warranted in every respect. No extra charge for
boxing or cartage.

Cut is a photo reproduction, and every bench is exactly per mt.

14 to 20 North Division Street.342 and 344 Washington Street. KING & EISELE Manctfcturers,
—Vend for our 20th Century Tool and Material Catalogue. _free upon reque.st.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

$8.80

September, t 90 t

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Heavy general rains have fallen

Heavy Rains over the West and Southwest

Restore Confidence during the month just past, assur-

ing at least a third of an average

corn crop and fall grasses and fodder in
 abundance for

live stock. The farmers are in the best financial con-

dition ever known in Kansas City's territory, and e
ven

had the drouth ruined the crops they would 
have had

plenty of resources to fall back upon. The repo
rts

on crop conditions from Missouri, Kansas,
 Oklahoma

and Nebraska contain much encouragement for 
the

manufacturer and jobber. The heavy rains came in

the nick of time to save a large portion
 of the late

corn crop over a wide territory, and a go
od crop of

fall grasses is now assured. The soil is now in good

condition for plowing, which assures a large fall sow-

ing. From Nebraska and Iowa to .Texas, in
clusive,

the rains appear to have been general and ab
undant,

and great good has resulted. Trade has revived and

is reviving, and bids fair to assume normal
 conditions

before the present month is over. The outlook for a

fairly good fall trade issencouraging.

The Topeka Capital has this to say about present

conditions in the Sunflower State : The chronic

calamity howlers are now complaining because corn is

seventy-five cents a bushel in some parts of Eastern

Kansas, and at that price cannot be fed. If it cannot

be fed let it be sold, and turn the surplus wheat into

live stock. There will be, with the old crop on hand,

certainly not less than 6o,000,000 bushels of corn in

Kansas this fall. If it is sold at seventy-five cents it

will bring $45,000,000, which is more than any corn

crop has realized in the history of the State. When

the bumper wheat yield and the infinite variety of 
for-

age crops to weather the live stock through are con-

sidered, the complaint that the 6o,000,000 bushels of

corn will be worth more in money than a full c
rop

under ordinary circumstances, seems to indicate a

veritable mania for hunting trouble and a genius for

finding it.
A well-known traveling salesman who recently re-

turned from a trip over Northwest Missouri reports

much good corn in sight and that the drouth has not

done near all the damage laid against it, a fact which

is becoming daily more evident. This traveler was

emphatic in the statement that there are many hun-

dreds of acres of late corn in those sections that will

yield fifty and sixty bushels to the acre with an average

amount of rain from now on. There is no doubt

about the damage to early corn, but right alongside

the drouth-stricken fields are to be found large areas

of the late corn that are as green and strong and

healthy as any farmer could ask. He said there was

no question but that the stories of total Crop disas
ters

have been greatly exaggerated, agd the heavy rain
s of

the past month will prove it.
" One would suspect," said a well-

as Painted 
known man in the trade, " from

perusing some of the tales told by

newspapers east of the Mississippi,

that their editors were fully convinced that eve
rything

is going to the bow-wows in the Southwest. 
It is

strange how ready some people are to. swallow

calamity tales and get into condition of mind 
to ward

off any proofs to the contrary. Now the facts 
are,

that the situation in the Southwest is not half as bl
ack

as it has been painted ; that the late corn crop has 
not

by any means yet been entirely wiped out, and ev
en if

it had been there is plenty of money among the farm
-

ers to secure the necessary supplies to carry them 
and

their animals through the winter. The lack of water

and drying up of the madows has apparently neces
si-

tated the premature marketing of thousands of 
half-

grown cattle, and this is altogether the worst feat
ure,

as it means a great loss of money in the future, 
but

the late rains have stopped the marketing of s
uch

cattle. With the recent good rains there has bee
n a

revival of shipments of all kinds of goods, a
nd the

jobbers may yet round up a very fair fall trade. 
The

drouth has done the most damage in section
s where

crop failures have heretofore seldom occurred, a
nd the

farmers, as a rule, are in a good shape financ
ially to

withstand a season of disaster. In fact, they are so

unused to crop losses that we believe they now 
have a

tendency to greatly exaggerate their troubles."

Not as Black

THE KEYSTONE

August Wetteroth, of St. Joseph, Mo., accompa-

nied by his wife, spent the month of July and part of

August in New York and at the resorts in that vicinity,

going via Buffalo and the Hudson River, returning by

Philadelphia, Washington and Chicago. He is more

than pleased with his trip. Especially was he de-

lighted with the Pan-American Exposition.

Mrs. G. H. McKelvey, St. Joseph, Mo., is spend-

ing the month of August at the upper Michigan resorts

with Mr. McKelvey. She goes to the New York

markets for novelties and holiday goods in September.

Of the local jewelers who registered for claims at

El Reno, only one failed to draw a claim. F. J.

Nevin was apparently the only Jonah of the aggrega-

tion, and he alone returned home from the new lands

empty-handed. Good claims were secured by G. 0.

Schneider, 722 Grand Avenue ; Ed. Dunning, Kansas

City, Kans.; J. Finkelstein ; N. R. Fuller, of Edwards

8: Sloane Co.
The Meyer Jewelry Co. has put several new people

to work lately in the material and jewelry departments.

Will. Lewis, with this company, is back from a stay at

his farm near Belton.
David Roach, of Roach Bros., Carthage, Mo., has

been spending the summer in Colorado.

C. S. Poole, of Joplin, Mo., put in the months of

June and July hunting, fishing and camping in the

mountains of Arkansas. He says he enjoyed a very

pleasant holiday. •

David Praegar, of Ft. Scott, Kans., is in the East

at the seashore for the summer, accompanied by his

family.
Frank Pfieffer, son of J. S. Pfieffer, of Parsons,

Kans., will spend the month of September, accom-

panied by his younger brother, in New York City and

at the seashore, visiting and enjoying the society of

another brother who is now located in New York City.

Jeweler G. M. Howe, of Wichita, Kans., spent

the latter part of June and early July in Colorado, in

that portion known as the middle part.

J. B. Hayden, the well-known .and favorably-

known jeweler of Topeka, and family, have been

spending the summer at the Eastern seashore.

Jeweler C. H. Morrison, of Topeka, Kans., is

spending the months of August and September in the

mountains of Colorado, and in the meantime Mrs.

Morrison is looking after the interests of his business.

The veteran jeweler, J. C. Armstrong, of Ottawa,

Kans., spent the latter part of July and early August

in the Indian Territory looking over the new la
nds

and country in that section.

Earl Armstrong, son of Jeweler J. C. Armstrong,

Ottawa, Kans., spent his vacation in the month of

July in the mountains of Colorado. From the pict
ures

he shows, he evidently saw something of the h
ills.

• W. A. Kirkham, the Leavenworth, Kans., jew-

eler, drew a claim at the opening of the new lands
.

Mrs. Ti. Dunning, of Kansas City, Kans., has

returned from a trip through the East.

G. E. Gilmore and father, of Paola, Kans., visited

Kansas City last month.

E. Riggs went to Omaha last month to visit his

brother, W. G. Riggs, who is in charge of the 
Omaha

office of the Columbian Optical Co.

Bert. Chapman, watchmaker for J. R. Mercer, has

returned to work, after a vacation in Colorado.

Frank J. Dalton, of the Columbian Optical C
o.,

was married, August 7th, to Miss Margaret 
O'Hare.

The wedding took place at the Cathedral. 
Mr. and

Mrs. Dalton left immediately after the Ceremon
y for a

wedding trip. THE KEYSTONE extends congratu-

lations.
Ii Miss Daisy Ranclelmann, who is with the Elg

in-

Waltham Watch Co., has returned from Buffalo
.

H. B. Vining, the Eleventh Street optician, 
has

returned front the East, where he visited 
Massachu-

setts resorts and the Buffalo Exposition. W
. F. Innis,

who had charge of Mr. Vining's business 
during the

latter's absence, has returned to his positi
on with the

Columbian Optical Co.

W. M. Smith, with Cady & Olmstead, sp
ent his

three-weeks' vacation at Monegaw Springs, in
 South-

ern Missouri.
H. E. Rahetnan, formerly watchmaker for 

G. E.

Gilmore, Paola, Kans., has established a jewel
ry store

of his own in that city.

Mrs. Gertrude Snow, of Mercer's, is spending 
her

vacation in Colorado, and will visit Salt 
Lake City

before returning.
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Miss Rosenthal, with Cady & Olmstead, took a

two-weeks' vacation last month.

Cablegrams to Kansas City friends have an-

nounced the arrival of J. R. Mercer in Plymouth, July

30th, and in Hamburg August 2d. Mr. and Mrs.

Mercer are now in Paris, and will return October 1st.

Their neice, Mrs. Edgar P. Surface, is with them.

L. S. Cady, of Cady & Olmstead, is enjoying an

outing at Wagon Wheel Gap, Colo. Mrs. Cady is

spending some time in Denver.

A. P. Hallar, with Cady & Olmstead, has re-

turned from his vacation outing in Colorado.

E. L. Donaldson, who has been in the office of Ed-

wards &Sloane Co., has gone on the road for that firm.

Fred 'C. Stiemann, head of the New York tool

and material house, which bears his name, visited the

Kansas City trade last month.

I.. J. Marks, of this city, \vim recently established

a jewelry store in Pittsburg, Pa., is arranging to open

a wholesale house also in that city.

R. J. Gilbert, with the Jaccard Jewelry Co., is

spending his vacation in Colorado.

J. E. Clemings, of Chetopa, Kans., is selling out

his stock of goods, and will soon go to Colorado to

locate. Mrs. Clemings' health is poor, and it is

thought that the change will be of benefit to her.

Mr. Fleming, of the firm of Fleming & Meeker,

at Chanute, Kans., is dangerously ill in St. Paul.

C. A. Kiger & Co. are putting in some new fixtures

with a view of showing their new stock of bric-a-brac

and cut glass to advantage.

Miss Ida Skanklin has resigned her position as

bookkeeper for the Merry Optical Co., and her place

has been taken by James Hazard.

C. L. Merry went to Chicago last month to attend

the meeting of the American Association of Opticians.

C. A. Kiger is taking a trip thorough Colorado,

New Mexico and Arizona.

Howard Potts, traveling for C. A. Kiger & Co., is

in from all extended trip.

Herbert Bosworth, \Vestern representative of

Wildprett & Saacke, Providence, called on the Kansas

City trade last month.

Fred. Somes, representing S. 0. Bigney & Co., of

Atttleboro, Mass., visited Kansas City last month in

the interest of his house.

Max Potter, representing J. M. Fisher & Co., of

Attleboro, Mass., was a visitor in Kansas City recently.

W. J. Gurney is back from Lake Minnetonka.

Dr. G. W. Grove, of Albuquerque, New Mexico,

was in the city last month buying optical goods.

C. A. Clements, of Springfield, Mo.; bought goods

here last month.
Frank Worth, of Leavenworth, was a visitor to

the local jewelry and optical Markets recently.

William Dunn, watchmaker for Gurney & Ware,

is spending an extended vacation visiting his old home

in Canada.
Miss Ella Wally, of Gurney & Ware's store, spent

her vacation in Mexico.

Harry Watts has returned from Colorado and

Manitou, where he spent his vacation.

Among the buyers who visited Kansas City during

August were : . Ellis E. Brann', Sedalia, Mo.; W. A.

Warrington, corning, Kans.; R. C. Wyman, Mait-

land, Mo.; R. L. Martindale, Moline, Kans.; C. B.

Libby, \Vier City, Kans.; C. M. Gleason, Holton,

Kans.; Andrew Wilson, Onaga, Kans.; G. W. Spald-

ing and wife, Solomon, Kans.; J. L. Porter, Marce-

line, Mo.; B. Hoffman, Leavenworth, Kans.; J. 
A.

Schmidt, Leavenworth, Kans.; George H. Gardner,

Pittsbui.g, Kans.; T. S. Lidstone, Dearborn, Mo.; J.

G. McLeroy, Mansfield, La.

Another on Pat

It was a son of " the ould sod " who had this little

'passage with a salesman at one of our down-
town

jewelry stores the other day. He had come in to

purchase a wedding ring for his bride to be. Leaning

far over the counter, so that the clerk should be able

to hear his wants without the necessity of informing all

other buyers in the store, Pat whispered to him, " Give

me the best wedding ring you have in the shop. " .

" Eighteen karats?" queried the clerk.

" No I " snapped Pat, drawing back in an offended

manner. " Akin' onions if it's any of your dom

business. "
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ALEXANDER IL REVELL Cc CO.
,,, ,, , , , ,,, 

......... 
........ ' 431 to 43' Fifth Ave., Chicago

MANUFACTURERS OF

STRICTLY HIGH-GRADE

Jewelry Fixtures

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit write us, as we may be able
to interest you. Or, if you expect to remodel your store, we would be pleased
to submit estimate.

We make a specialty of manufacturing strictly high-grade jewelry fixtures
of the most modern type in design and construction with latest improvements
for electric lighting, if so desired, and ask that you correspond with us if in
need of anything in our line. We manufacture an all-glass show case,
the latest and best on the market.

For further particulars, please address our factory direct, 431 Fifth Ave.
Write for our No. to Catalogue.

It Means  $ to Your Business
This is what we do

Refine Gold and Silver
Repair All Kinds of Jewelry and Watches
Manufacture Jewelry

Send Us Your Old Gold Send Us Your Orders

Mowrey & Leavitt nog
Mfg. Jewelers and Refiners St. Paul, Minn.

You Make No Mistake
In selling your customer a Relief Button.
He will not come back in a few days with

TWO PIECES TO MEND " FREE OF' CHARGE."
It has lb, springs to break, no levers to wear out, no
top to II ise. Made to Is.ear and guaranteed to give

satisfaction.

TheRELIEF
Collar Button

l'Aiented Noventher 1, 1808

Ask your jobber. for them.
Prices on application.

Reid is Orr Co.
Makers an Sole Agents

Factory anD Main Office

Rochester, Minn.

MIS Is OUR SMALL MOULDING STEEL-LINED SHOW CASE

WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD TO PRODUCE ITS I (,)tAL.

Send floor plan with particulars.

Prize anZ Loving Cups
Athletic and Sporting Contests in which cups or prizes are

given make business in this line. When you get the order send
it to us to be executed.
Our reputation as

" Specialists in
Job Work for
Jewelers"

has been built up anti
is maintained by doing
the most artistic and
satisfactory work at
reasonable prices that
leave a good margin of
profit for the retail
jeweler.

(tas.
--sttxttao.T.Jcx.m.aut.

Prize tup. Quadruple Plate. Burnished ,II,,•r,
i,1111.11. Height, 101, inches, $6.90 1,,.1

We will furnish, on
request, designs and
estimates of cost for
any Special Cups or
Trophies.

Write for our catalog
showing special designs
in Emblem Jewelry—Fine
Diamond Jewelry—
Watch Repairs, and giv-
ing full information on
every kind of Job Work
for Jewelers.

Francis Jewelry Manufacturing Co.
Fourth Floor, Masonic Temple, Chicago.
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News from the Northwest

The vacation season is over and every one feels

better for having taken at least a short absence from

business. They feel more ambitious than they would be

otherwise. They have " more git," to use the ver-

nacular of the time, and now all hands are hustling 
to

get all the business they can. Do North
westerners

look for good business this fall ? Well, if it does not

at least equal other years there will b
e sore disappoint-

ment. There is every reason to expect a very good

season's trade. Crops of all kinds—grain, hay, flax,

potatoes and corn—have now got beyond the questi
on

mark as to quantity and quality, and we know
 the

Northwest has been well taken care of. There are, of

course, a few sections where a partial failu
re is re-

ported, but the average is good, which, at
 present

prices, makes it one of the most prosperous
 seasons

for several years—which the retailer and 
jobber will

certainly get the benefit of. Jobbers report business

well up to last year, and prospects even bet
ter, as then

we had almost a total failure in Northw
estern Minne-

sota and Dakotas, which cut off the the 
best part of

the fall business in that section ; this yea
r that same

section has the most favorable crop report, which wi
ll

bring business results ahead of last year
. Collections

have been a little backward, henceforth we look fo
r

better conditions along that line.

The Minnesota State Fair, midway between 
St.

Paul and Minneapolis, September zd to 7th,
 and the

annual meeting of the Minnesota State Optic
al Asso-

ciation at Minneapolis, September 3d and 
4th, will

bring many customers to Twin City jobb
ers during

that week. Old acquaintances will be renewed and

new ones made. Everybody will enjoy themselves

and be better prepared to go on with the 
battle of the

world. This is as it should be.

A. L. Bolsta, Ortonville, has moved into h
is new

store next to the post office. He says he is fi
xed now

and hopes he will not have to move agai
n.

Frank R. Waters has begun business at 
Downing,

Wisconsin.
H. J. Robertson & Co., Wyndmere, N. 

Dak., lost

$800 worth of goods, August ist, by
 burglars getting

too gay with them.
Anton Cerney has removed from New 

Prague to

Seaforth, Minn.
Chas. Beard, of Sischo & Beard, St. Pau

l, spent a

few days in Chicago last month seeing the
 sights and

attending the optical convention.

J. W. Mathis, Belle Plaine, has begun b
usiness at

Morgan, Minn.
Louis Hansen, Devil's Lake, N. Dak., 

is taking a

course in optics and engraving with 
S. B. Millard,

Litchfield, Minn. Andy Blakely, of Blakely Bros.

Minto, N. Dak., has charge of his store
 while away.

George B. Johnston, Pipestone, Minn
., keeps 1

improving his store, his latest addition 
being a I4-fo t

oak, plate-glass floor case, lit by 
electricity. Thi,

with new paper and paint, has made 
his place eve

better than before, when it was con
sidered about as

nice as it could be. George says " I am bound to

have it look as well as I can."

R. Grow, Cavalier, N. Dak., has 
returned from a

two-weeks' vacation spent at Wino
na, Minn., and

Chicago.
Newton Sawyer Brown, a brother of 

E. A. Brown,

St. Paul, and for many years 
connected with him in

business, died suddenly August 1st. 
Mr. Brown was

49 years of age and left a wife an
d eight children.

C. W. Seng, of C. W. Seng & 
Co., St. Paul,

spent a three-weeks' vacation at B
uffalo. Will. says it

was time well spent.

Frank Newcomb, of S. H. Clausin &
 Co., Minne-

apolis, is out on his Northwestern 
trip. Frank says

" the goods have got to sell, and 
I will see to it."

A. L. Thompson, Mayville, N. Dak
., was called to

Winona, Minn., last month, by the de
ath of his brother.

George C. Nerbovig, lately with C
. H. Nerbovig,

Mapleton, Minn., has opened a r
epair shop at Prim-

gahr, Iowa.
William Weinke has left the employ 

of Mowrey &

Leavitt and gone to work for Georg
e W. Wooley, St.

Paul.
R. B. Wegner, St. Paul, has 

returned from a very

successful trip through Northwestern 
Minnesota.

H. Bryant, of Bannon & Co., St. 
Paul, Minn., spent

his vacation at Lake Pepsin visiti
ng the pearl fisheries.

Hubert P. Marx, Shakopee, Minn., has re
turned

from a three-weeks' trip sight-seeing in North 
Dakota.

Theodore G. Mahler, Le Sueur, Minn., h
as got

into politics again, being elected city clerk, a 
position

he previously held, but gave up after two terms. 
His

successor resigned, and the Board of Alderme
n in-

sisted on Mr. Mahler taking it again.

E. F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn., reports a v
ery

enjoyable time at Buffalo while he was there.

Harry A. Pashly, of Mowrey & Leavitt, St. Pa
ul,

was so favorably impressed with the Wester
n coast

that he has decided to stay there and has gone
 to work

for Jos. Mayer & Co., Seattle. Harry will be missed

in Twin City circles, but our loss is the Coast
's gain.

Our best wishes are with you, old boy.

Geo. J. Preston, for the past three years with Sis
cho

& Beard, St. Paul, has left there and will go
 in busi-

ness for himself as soon as he finds a good 
location.

Northwesterners in attendance at the American

Association of Opticians at Chicago were : Nat
. Gum-

biner, C. A. Hoffman, Ed. Best and C. A. S
nell, of

Minneapolis, and F. A. Upham, St. Paul ; 
J. Wm.

Brown and A. L. Bolsta, Ortonville, Minn.

Frank A. Upham, St. Paul, has returned to 
busi-

ness after an absence of six weeks, mostly spent

traveling in the West.

John Pfister, St. Paul, has moved from 145 
to 182

East Seventh Street.

Ned. Keating, formerly at Sioux Falls, S. 
Dak.,

has gone to Hastings, Nebr.

Fred. Edwards, for six or seven years with 
Rentz

Bros., Minneapolis, is now with Mowrey 
& Leavitt,

St. Paul.
W. H. Bullard, of Bullard Bros., St. Pa

ul, is in

the East on a combination vacation and 
buying trip.

Trade visitors to Twin City jobbers the last
 month

were Louis Oreckoosky, Duluth, Minn.; A.
 L. Thomp-

son, Mayville, N. Dak.; C. Swedberg, Ho
pkins, Minn.;

F. F. Bigelow, New Richmond, VVis.; Ant
on Cerney,

Seaforth, Minn.; W. W. Winchester, Ame
ry, Wis.;

Ed. H. Gross, Osceola, Wis.; Fred. W
illman, Still-

water, Minn.; Alf. Guinand, Ashland, Wi
s.; C. H.

Johnson, Marshall, Minn.; Hubert P. Marx,
 Shako-

pee, Minn.; W. W. McGuire, Northfield, 
Minn.; F.

B. Kent, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; E. S. 
Houghton,

Brainerd, Minn.; R. Grow, Cavalier, N. Dak
.; Geo.

Cook, Madison, S. Dak.; Otto Grosz, Kulm, 
N. Dak.;

L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine, Minn.; J. W
. Mathis,

Morgan, Minn.; A. L. Bolsta, Ortonville, 
Minn.; A.

0. Wold, Langdon, N. Dak.; Wm. 
Moore, Mont-

gomery, Minn.

Luck as a Factor in Success.

The first thing for a young man to remem
ber who

would succeed in business is the fact that 
such success

hardly ever comes by accident. Among
 its varying

ingredients, luck really lies lowest and pluc
k highest.

People are always disposed to attribute 
both success

and failure to luck, but all the luck in t
he world will

not save a man from failure, if he has no
 talent for

business. If you ask how he is to find out whether 
he

has this talent or not, the only possible 
answer is that

he must learn by stern experience, and
, if he fails,

must take the consequences.

Supposing, now, that a young man wishes t
o test

himself, hoping to succeed. In the earlier stages, the

method remains always the same ; name
ly, to begin

frugally, to shrink from no innocent oc
cupation, and

to make receipts always slightly overbalance the

outgo. But, after the foundation is laid, the re-

maining structure must be on*a somewha
t different

plan. If a young man is satisfied with fulfilling the

prayer of Agur in the Scriptures, " Give 
me neither

poverty nor riches, " he may achieve it in 
this careful

way. This appears to me, I confess, the more 
attrac-

tive course. But I am convinced—perh;tps against my

will—that a man who is aiming to make a gre
at fortune

must subsitute the motto, " Nothing v
enture, nothing

have. " He must, for instance, borr
ow a certain

amount of capital, if he does not inherit it, and

must take the risk of failure. This seems the path to

a large success ; and, if a person can co
mmand confi-

dence and can really deserve it, no complai
nt is to be

made. Thus started in the path, the n
atural leader

makes himself felt by organizing the lab
ors of others,

as much when he begins as a newsboy as when he end
s

as a multi-millionaire,

n7 I

'g believe this question has caused

The Handling more furrowed brows and more
I 

gray hairs than anything with

which we come in contact. The

salesman is an octopus ; his feelers are
 in every part

of the business. I believe that we ought to have defi-

nite rules and see that they are ex
ecuted. I know

that men have nightmares about salesm
en. When it

comes to the point of decision—when a
 salesman has

transgressed rules—they are just fearful
 of telling the

salesman very plainly that the house al
one maps out

the plans ; the salesman is to execu
te them. They

fear that the competitor right around 
the corner is

willing to take that man at a little advance in his

salary. Hasn't it been so with us in the matt
er of

our salesmen? The muchness, not the
 howness—it

is the question that comes to your mind
 in the appli-

cation : How much can you sell ? What is the extent

of your annual shipments, rather than 
how do you do

it ? What is your standing on the roa
d ? How do

merchants regard you Why, gentlemen, if we exer-

cised the discrimination in selecting our 
salesman that

we do our office men, we would not hav
e half so much

trouble. The next thought is that we 
ought to bring

the salesman into close relationship 
with the credit

department. You know the salesman is an individual,

and the vast majortty of them have 
ambitions, just

like ourselves. They have families, of whom they

are proud, just like us, and I believe 
a great many of

them have good intentions crushed ou
t because we are

not thoughtful enough about them. 
And we ought to

regard them more as men who are 
representing the

dignity of the house as well as the go
ods, rather than

as a mere channel of distribution."

Ed. Seaman, the well-known repre
sentative of

Niagara Ring Manufacturing Co., altho
ugh only twen-

ty-seven years old, has had a long and 
valuable expe-

rience on the road, and has an extensive 
acquaintance

in all the important towns of Iowa, 
Missouri, Illinois,

etc. This has, to use a Western expressi
on, been a

" bumper " year with him.

The wife and son of Arthur N. Hull,
 Southern

re resentative of Reed & Barton, Tau
nton, Mass., and

Mat en Lane, New York City, returne
d recently on

the d Star liner Zeeland from Germany, wh
ere Mr.

Hull's son had been pursuing his stu
dies during the

past year.
William Lauder, New York repres

entative of

McRae & Keeler, of Attleboro, was at th
e home office

recently.
Henry Kennion and Robert Drew, tw

o of the

representatives of Parks Bros. & Rogers, 
Providence,

R. I., started on their respective terri
tories last month

and report good business.

Charles G. Perry, traveling representati
ve of the

Ripley-Howland Manufacturing Co., 
of 383 Washing-

ton Street, Boston, Mass., is spend
ing his vacation at

Mount Vernon, N. H.

N. R. Fuller, of the Edwards & Sloan
e Jewelry

Co., Kansas City, Mo., drew an Ok
lahoma claim last

month in the government land lotter
y which created

so much furor throughout that s
ection.

The Bayless Jewelry Co., Little Roc
k, Ark., has

three salesmen now on the road in the pers
ons of J. B.

Holloway, formerly with a St. Louis f
irm, who works

the greater portion of Arkansas ; F.
 S. Kennedy, of

Kansas City, Mo., who has been for m
any years iden-

tified with the jewelry business, travel
s through North-

ern and Western Texas ; J. G. 
Musgrove, of New

Orleans, represents the firm in Lo
uisiana and South-

east Texas. This enterprising firm will send a rep
re-

sentative into Oklahoma and Indian 
Territory in the

near future.

of Salesmen
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OUR EXHIBIT ITEPANAMERICAN EXPOSITION
at Section 33, Machinery Huilding

On your arrival
make an appoint-
ment with us by
telephone.

Call up either our
factory number,

"Amherst 65"
or our exhibit tele-
phone at Machinery
Building,

6‘Pan-American
194 R"

Our line covers

Rolling Mills
(Hand and Power)

Polishing Lathes
Speed Lathes
Ring Benders
Ring Stretchers
Draw Benches
Drop Presses
Foot-Wheels
Etc., Etc.

THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
Jewelers' Tools a Specialty Our 1901 Catalogue is Ready Buffalo, N. Y., U. S. A.

KING, RAICHLE & KING
Main & Court Sts., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Manufacturing. Jewelers

Importers of Diamonds

Jobbers of Watches

Renewed interest in "Family" has restored
the ()Id time custom of wearing SignetRings hearing one's monogram or crest.
We are making a large variety of artistic

and plain designs to meet this demand, at
popular prices.

Crest and Monogram Engraving
OF ALL KINDS TO ORDI-.R

While visiting Pan-American Exposition,
make our office your headquarters

RINGS Our Specialty

8716

7968
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Statuary Exhibit of F. O. Pugi Bros., Florence 
and Volley, Italy.

The Pan-American Exposition

The Pan-American Exposition continues to be the 
attraction-in-chief of the

the period, and it is gratifying to be informed that the vast 
undertaking will

now almost certainly be a financial as well as 
a spectacular success. We

continue on this page our descriptions of the exhibi
ts which are of special

interest to the trade. Few exhibits have been more 
admired by the visitors

generally, and jewelers especially, than the three which
 are here illustrated.

The Gorham
Exhibit

o r■V■ AY 19
•

Exhibit of Gorham Manufacturing Co.

No reader of THE KEYSTONE can afford to 
miss seeing the

beautiful exhibit of the Gorham Manufacturing 
Co., a photo-

graph of which is here shown. The visitor
 to this exhibit

xvill be struck no less by the beauty than 
by the individuality of the beautiful

pieces which compose the exhibit. This mark
ed

originality is due to a great extent to the 
fact

that the Gorham factories have been an 
avowed

school of freedom in designing, and the 
exhibit

presents convincing evidence of the w
isdom of

this policy under which the artistic spirit 
seeks

its own expression. The designs are creations,

not copies. The Gorham Co., in short, 
shows in

its exhibit that work of individual meri
t, giving

evidence in every detail of the hand of 
the

artist-craftsman, may reach its from the 
work-

shops of the modern factory.

The most striking evidence of progress

since the Columbian Exposition that is 
shown in

the Gorham exhibit is found in the silver 
Martele,

a type which marked a new departure 
in silver

working. First shown by the Gorham Co. in

1895, this beautiful ware, entirely hand 
wrought,

shaped and fashioned by the hammer 
and deli-

cately traced by the chasing tool, is no
w shown

in its perfection in the exhibit at the Pan-

American. The meaningless and elaborate

decoration of a decade ago has 
disappeared.

The idea now is, first of all, suitability ; the

adapting of an article to its own pecu
liar use,

and the expression of that use or 
purpose in the

V{ ry shape and form of the piece, as well as in its ornamentio
n. By the con-

-,rientious adapting of each piece to its own particular missi
on, most surprising

results have been attained.

Interesting An exhibit that greatly interests visiting jewelers is t
hat of

Clock Exhibit the E. Howard Clock Co., which is prominently locat
ed in

the Manufacturers' Building. An illustration of the e
xhibit

is here shown. The attraction-in-chief 'is the largest moveme
nt ever made, and

that ingenious mechanical contrivance, the " Dennison e
scapement," attracts the

attention of everybody, and is particularly interesting to

jewelers. This clock operates four forty-foot dials, and

strikes a tzoo-pound bell. At the right of the picture is

seen a full-sized illuminated tower clock and dial, whic
h

strikes the hours on a 400-pound bell. The company has

also placed four separate clocks in the towers of the

Transportation Building for the convenience of the public;

they are brilliantly illuminated at night. The Howard

electric watchman's and the electric regulator and sec-

ondary clocks also appear to advantage. An excellent

specimen of a marble dial clock forms an attractive

item of the exhibit. This is a suitable timepiece for

churches, libraries, banks, etc. The exhibit elicited many

inquiries and unstinted admiration. Apparently every

visiting jeweler was attracted to it, and polite and

accommodating attendants made their inspection of it

interesting and instructive. But the exhibit seemed no

more fascinating to jewelers than to the visitors generally,

who listened with thrills of pleasurable emotion to the

musical clanging of the, big bells.

Beautiful One of the prettiest of the foreign

Statuary Exhib:t exhibits at the exposition is that of

F. G. Pugi Bros., of Florence and

Venice, Italy. A portion of this exhibit is shown in the

illustration at the head of this page. This firm of sculptors

has a world-wide reputation, and their artistic product,

as displayed at the exposition, is greatly admired. Quite

a number of the large jewelry firms handle goods of this

character, and many may be induced to do so after seeing 
these beautiful exhibits.

Each piece shown is a model of artistic design and sk
illful execution, and the

aggregation has the charm that pleasing variety gives. In this favored land of

wealth and good taste there should be a good demand 
for such goods as these.

Exhibit E. Howard Clock Co.
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REGULATORS
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Swiss Movement
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No. 43. WALL.CASE. OAK ONLYNo. 43. case 8 Feet Long, Oak Only. Made in oak. Dimensions: 'Height8 feet, 6 inches; length, 8 feet ; width inside of case, 18 inches ; width of base mashie,27 inches. The doors slide on brass tracks, fitted with glass of the best quality, doublethick, full length glass in both doors and sides ; has two shelves on brackets ; cupboardsin base for storing surplus stock. The case is made throughout of the best materials andwell finished ; it is as good in design and finish 'as any $75.00 case you can buy, and wemake the price so low that none need be without it ; shipped in knock-down.Net Cash
R139.00
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No. 41. Oak only, glass sides, 12-inch dial,sweep second, height 87 inches, width 23!,,', invites,net cash,  
-830.00

3 Jar Mercury Pendulums fitted to
any of above Regulators $15.00,

net cash—ExTRA.

No. 44. WALL, CASE. OAK ONLY
No. 44. Case 8 Feet Long, Oak Only. Dimensions: 11eighl, 11 feet ;; inches ;length, 8 feet ; width of base, 2 feet 3 inches ; depth of show ease, i ; gra88, bestquality, double thick, full length in doors and sides ; size e/ glass in each door, 40 x AlIVell adapted for the display of goods; has six large commodious dt.awers am! Iwo cup-boards for storing extra stock; the doors are made to slide on Mass tracks, making theease practically dust proof. This case is constructed in a first-class 111■Itlfliq. owl wellfinished ; shipped in knock-down.

Net Cash  
844.00

Fine Oak
Wall

Show Cases
Handsome Fixtures in a store do
not only beautify it, but are also a
great advertisement. You also know
when clocks and silverware are dis-
played to a good advantage, they
not only sell faster, but bring better
prices and

INCREASE
YOUR BUSINESS
AND PROFIT

These handsome Oak Wall Cases
we have made in large quantities and
sell them to you at just about manu-
facturer's cost. All we ask is, when
you are in the market for silverware
and clocks you will give us an oppor-
tunity to figure with you, for withour immense stock and low prices we
know that we can interest you.

JEWELRY TRAYS

Jewelry Trays, Black Walnut, dovetailedcorners, paneled hot toms, warranted not to warp.
Net CasltNo. 8139. Watch Tray, plush, walnutor oak frame ; size 11% x 11% . . . Each 81.03No. 8140. Plain Tray, plush, walnutor oak frame ; size 119,4 x 111y4 . . " .65No. 8111. Same as above, ny4 x 77% " .63N. si ltlauk velvet ; Size, 11% x 11.%All Miley trays for Chains, Rings, Lockets,Watelms, etc. at same low price . . . 61.031'l ie'., I rays are lined with filtered or blue plush.
Net Cash.

Other designs of Regulators and Show Cases on hand and made to order.Send for our new Fall Catalogue and Standard Annual Price-List "The Restless and Sleepless" 1902.

B. F. Norris, Mister & Co., 10, state St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

NEW IMPROVED

King Bee 

Engraving Block
Complete with attachments,

including pad,

$5.00

Our

Specialties
The Perfect

Balance Wheel Truing Caliper

The Latest, Up-to-Date and Most 
Perfect

Parallel Truing Caliper Made.

IT IS SIMPLE
QUICK=ACTINO

AND ABSOLUTELY 
PARALLEk

PRICE, $2.50

?
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I I rt 121 Trigam•Nn King Bee

NEW IMPROVED

8Powlpg the 'Puck iflP.4

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

We carry one of the largest and most 
complete stock of

Opera=Glasses in the country.

JUST RECEIVED Our Special Fall Leader

Audubon Pearl Opera Glass

Finest white or oriental pearl body, 
tops and thumb-piece,

with pearl handle, 14-ligne achromatic 
lens.

$
Price each 6.00, Net Cash.

Engraving Block

Complete with attachments,

including pad,

$5.00
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B. F. NORRIS, ALISTER & CO
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Wholesale Jewelers
•9

Dealers in Optical Goods, Tools, Material and 
Jewelers' Findings

101, 103, 105, 107 State Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL.
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CUT PRICES
have been made on about 5oo patterns, nearly all
staple goods, of which we have too many, con-
sisting of Gold Pens and Holders, Pencil
Cases, Pencils, Toothpicks, Glove Buttoners,
etc., in silver, rolled-plate, agate, pearl, etc. We
will take pleasure in quoting prices and furnishing
samples for inspection on application.

Mercantile Fountain Pens
in new styles, in Cabinet and Show-Case
Assortments. Made and fully warranted by

No. 4A. I'lain Barrel, Mottled or Black. Fr, size

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.
19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties
GENERAL AGENTS FOR PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS J

%tationerr Engraving
Why not cater for this work, Mr. Jeweler, as an adjunct to your regular businc,There is money in it, and no experience is required with our new and c1,11-plete sample set, which will be ready for distribution about Sep-tember 15th. Write for particulars.

We furnish the trade a 5-quire
box of 0110NOGR4MMED
Paper of the latest size, finest
quality, with envelopes to
match, complete for $Lys to
$2.00, prepaid, to any city in the United States.Also put up in 2-quire boxes, at 75 to its cents.Prepaid.

Must be seen to be appreeiated. Circulars and samplesfor the asking. Send for a trial order RS above, and we willinclude folders for taking orders.

WM. FREUND & SONS, CHICAGO.
174-176 STATE STREET,

Headquarters for { awnedddlingoffnvcietntrt: Calling Cards fengeorssiideaSdtsatto.r.v,

Largest Plant, assuring prompt service. Best work and lowest prices.

6
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This Elegant Show Case FREE with our $10.00 assortment.

Contains space for 2 dozen pens anti boxes.

wririui 
ht Fountain Pens They

'qGold Pens rirdItiet
The Wright, Jr. NEW-Just Out.

$6.00 per doz.
Fitted with good 14 K. solid gold pen.
Unquestionably the best value on the
market.

Our Fine Assortment.$10.00.ShoweaseFree. C'ontains 1 dozen assorted plain,
chased,black,mot fled and gold-mon toed
holders, fitted with heavy 14 K. gold
pens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each.

Above SENT ON APPROVAL.
All Wright Pens are warranted per-
fect. Will exchange or money refit tot-
ed if not satisfactory. Signs, carton:,
and adv, matter with every order.

W TSE": IRG1TT 100.1t

The above ill sI' 1 ,1 .tyles at $7.60 per dozen. Gold mounted, at $13.50 per dozen.
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS. SEND US YOUR JOBS.

Wm. Weidlich &
Proprietors. WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis.

No. 326. Plain or Chased, Black or Mottled Rubber I folder, Nu. 2, 14 K. Pen, Fountain. Price each, 75 cents.

No. 320. Extra Large Plain or Chased Case, No. 4, 14 Karat Pen, fine, tedium or stub, Fountain Pen. Price each, Sir.00.

ro
No. 233. ( ;old Pens in Seamless Gold-plated, Fancy Cut Gold Ball and Wire Pearl Desk Holder, No. 2, Price each, $1.62.

Fountain Pens and Gold Pens and Assorted Holders put up in assortments of one dozen and upwards atSpecial Low Prices. Send for Catalogue and Price-List.

B. GRIESHABER
N1. aonladf a cpt ner

ners and Fountain Pens, 84-90 State Street CHICAGO

THE 1-11vAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
PA.! HNTIM PRRRUARY lc 1893.Is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.

Special No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $8.00 per dozen, net cash
We make twenty-five different styles of Holders, handsomely chased andornamented with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.

Our STYLO PENS have also been a great success.Send for catalogue. Export trade solicited.
Ask your jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen.

D. W. BEA

No. a. Plain. % actual size.

No. 2.

UMEL CO., 
Wide, Gold Nlotimed 5.; actual ,i2e.

Office and Factory, 45 John St., New York City.
All makes of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired.

All pens are id K. gold. 14:very, pen guaranteed

WE REPAIR all kinds of Gold an Fountain Pens
prompt l) for the trade. All work guaranteed. Write its fur special
prices. We return jobs the same clay as received.
Send us your work. Send us your orders.

S. N. JENKINS GOLD PEN CO.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Building CHICAGO, ILL.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

maker or Fine Tools and Dies for the Rade
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm StreetsHigh-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

Whets vritiiig t() advertier% kindly mention The Keytatone.

.1.1•120,. 
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Stationery

S the school season. opens this month,

and as most stationers handle school

supplies, the following from the My

Goods Economist will interest the readers of this

department :

School Supplies

One of the first particulars that will require

you attention on opening a department for

these goods, is how best to make children aware

of the fact that you have such goods in your

store. For this purpose nothing is better than

the distribution of some inexpensive souvenir.

We know of nothing better that might be given

away to attract the attention of the children

than a small scholar's companion, one of the

kind that contains a lead pencil, a penholder, a

slate pencil and a ruler. These goods may be

stamped with your firm-name and address, and

will cost only a very small sum.

Catchy Scholar's Companion

A very catchy scholar's companion that

would interest the boys more especially, and is

so slight in cost that it might be given away to

advertise your new department, is one made in

the form of a miniature baseball bat. This

companion is made of polished wood, is thirteen

inches long and colored in red, wbite and blue.

This is a perfect replica of a large-size baseball

bat. It is hollow and contains a ruler, pen and

penholder, a lead pencil and a slate pencil.

These can be bought for sixty cents the dozen.

A scholar's companion that may be given

away to the girls is furnished in a square box,

which could also be lettered with your firm-

name and address, at the same cost as the minia-

ture baseball bat companion.

If you were to advertise that on a certain day

of the week you would give away one of these

scholar's companions to every pupil of the public

schools, and held this distribution in your new

school-supply department, we believe it would

result in making the major part of the juvenile

population of your town or city acquainted with

the fact that you were catering to their desires.

School Children's Equipment

One of the things needed by all school

children is a cheap tablet. Suitable for this

purpose is a twenty-sheet tablet, size 6 by 9,

with lithographed covers, that may be bought

for $1 the gross. A better tablet, size 6 by 9,

with eighty sheets of ruled paper, costs $2 the

hundred. A still better quality, with zoo sheets

of ruled paper, size 6 by 9, and with covers

beautifully lithographed in twelve colors and

gold with the heads of the rulers of all nations,

may be bought for $3.75 the hundred.

Slates

No youngster would think school life com-

plete without a slate. Very serviceable noiseless

slates in sizes from 5 by 7 to 9 by 13 inches

may be bought from $1.20 to $2.40 the dozen.

Double noiseless slates, which, by the way, are

now more popular than the single slates, cost

just about double the price of the single slates.

A new slate eraser is made with a hand-

somely lacquered tin case, which can be filled

with water. On one side of the eraser is a felt
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webbing for wetting and rubbing the slate. On

the other side is a rubber pad for drying the slate.

These slate erasers cost 40 cents the dozen.

For several years past considerable atten-

tion has been paid to branches of learning which

were not heretofore taught in public schools, or

only obtained at considerable expense in private

or higher grade institutions. Drawing and

painting are two of the branches referred to.

The introduction into the public schools of

classes in drawing and painting has met with

instantaneous success, and we have no doubt at

no very late date these two branches of learning,

at least in elementary form, will be introduced

into every public school in the country. If your

store is situated in a community where drawing

and painting are included in the school curricu-

lum, you should include in your school supplies

a list of goods to cater to the wants of the pupils

in these classes.

Scholars' Companions

Scholars' companions, those handy little

oblong boxes designed to carry the pencils, pen

holder, eraser and so forth, sell in goodly num-

bers to the younger class of students. The

covers are handsomely decorated, and each one

is thoroughly fitted with pen holder, pencils, etc.

Painting Set

A very serviceable water-color painting set

in the form of a pony palette, a small tablet to

which are fastened six cakes of fine water colors,

together xyith a camel's-hair brush, may be

bought for 6o cents the dozen. A still better

grade of paints, in a better box, may be bought

for $1.75 the dozen. Other grades of paints vary

in price from those quoted up to $4 the dozen.

Very good drawing pencils may be bought

for 30 cents the dozen. Pencil compasses, which

are a necessity to each pupil in a drawing class,

cost 75 cents the dozen.

Pencil Sharpeners

A pencil sharpener is one of the necessities

of school life. One of the best of these pencil

sharpeners is called the " Kosmos." It is

claimed that with this sharpener the pencil may

be sharpened to the finest point without injury

or breakage of the lead. These sharpeners cost

75 cents the dozen and retail for to cents each.

A much better pencil sharpener that Nvotild

sell to schools is, more properly speaking, a

pencil-sharpening machine. This machine is

made almost entirely of steel and sharpens a

pencil to perfection. It is practically noiseless,

catches its own dust, and puts a perfect point

on the pencil without breaking the lead. Such

a machine as this costs $1.35 and would retail

for $2.

Writing 1000 Miles Away

A machine that will convey a message in

the writing of the sender, so that the receiver

reads as fast as the sender writes, even though

they are separated hundreds of miles, would

certainly fill a distinct and valuable field. And

the perfected " telautograph " is simple of con-

struction and apparently durable. A common

pencil held by steel rods, which have the ap-

pearance of an old-time well sweep when at

work, is used to write the message, and by the

varying force of the current used in the different
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positions the pencil takes in writing the words,

a drawing pen held in a precisely similar man-

ner, automatically duplicates the writing at the

receiver's end. The instant the pencil is pressed

upon the writing surface electrical connection is

made, and the pen at the receiver is drawn

down to the paper. By electricity, too, the

paper is made to slide along into place for a new

message uniformly with the paper on the trans-

mitting instrument. The various uses to which

this thoroughly practical machine can be put are

numerous. The other day an order was tele-

phoned to a broker to buy a block of a certain

kind of stock. He did it. The stock fell and

there was a loss of Poo°. . He sent a bill to his

customer, and the latter flatly cdenied having or-

dered the stock. The broker could prove noth-

ing, and the Poo() came out of his pocket. If

the broker had received the order on a telauto-

graph he would have had a definite message and

signature to fall back upon. If a draftsman,

away from home, say in Philadelphia, wants to

submit a rough drawing to his employer in New

York, he can save a day over the mails. An

instrument like this should reduce train dis-

patching to absolute accuracy. Nor would it

be impossible for a man away from home and

office to sign checks-for a man in Boston, for

instance, to sign a check in New York. "What

does • it matter to the law," someone has said,

"whether your penholder is six inches or six

hundred miles long ? "

Visiting Cards

The following questions to a fashion jour-

nal, with their answers, are interesting to sta-

tioners :
I. Of what dimensions and finish should a

gentleman's card be ? 2. Should the letters be

raised ? 3. Is it proper to include " Mr." in

the name and should the initials alone of first

and second names be given? 4. Is it proper to

have the address on one's card ; if so, in what

relative position? 5. In society does a gentle-

man usually have different cards for different

occasions-i. c., does the card known as a "vis-

iting- card " answer for all requirements? 6.

Of what dimensions, color and finish should a

gentleman's letter paper and envelopes be ? 7.

Is it proper to have one's address on the paper

and envelopes, or is it preferable to use a mono-

gram ? 8. Should address or monogram be of

raised letters and of what color ? 9. In what

relative position should the address or mono-

gram be placed ?
I. TWO inches long and one inch hruul,

with plain finish.
2. No. Either engraved in plain or block

letters.
3. Mr. should always be used, and the

whole name in full.
4. The address should be engraved on the

left-hand corner.
5. Only one card for all occasions.

6. The ordinary note paper size, unruled,

not glazed. Either white or very pale blue,

although other shades are sometimes used.

7. Either address or monogram may be

used on the paper ; address on the envelope.

8. Raised letters in white are considered

the best form, either in monogram or address.

9. At the top of the letter paper in the

middle.
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SPECIAL LINES FOR
FINE JEWELRY TRADE

POCKET BOOKS
C. F. RUMPP & SONS

)3,HAH'
PHILADELPHIA

New York Salesroom : 621 Broadway

FINE LEATHER GOODS
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

ART NOUVEAU MOUNTINGS.
ALL FASHIONABLE LEATHERS.

M*AciiP0e.'

Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pens.
PATENTED

Jel.Y 18, 1893
SEPT. 8, 1896

The BEST Fountain Pens EVER Made at ANY PRICE.

tieetional view of pen, closed for carrying.

These pens, being• constructed upon entirely different principles from other Fountain pens, are, without doubt, the nearest perfection of any pens ever manu-factured. All the undesirable features of other Fountain pens have been eliminated. Every person that has carried a Fountain pen realizes the necessity ofcarrying it in the pocket pouvr up, as directed,. or their clothing will soon be badly soiled with ink ; also their hands when using it. NOT SO WITH THESE PENS.Being AIR and INK TIGHT, they can be carried in ANY POSITION IN ANY POCKET when filled with ink, and cannot leak—a feature which Fountain pen users fullyappreciate. Ladies can carry them in their purse or hand-bag with perfect safety, which they cannot do with other styles of Fountain pens.Our Gold Band and Gold Covered Pens are the finest in the market. These pens make a most desirable line for the holiday trade.Six 'different patterns in the full covered barrel, the finest product of the chasers' art.
IF,very pen is guaranteed as represented or money refunded.

The Only Fountain Pen
in the Market

Suitable for Ladies' Use.
All pens are shipped filled ready for use.

50111NEMI 

No. 44.

THE AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY,
168 Devonshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER, Selling Agents.

RICHTER &
S. E. Cor. Fourth

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE
Out September 15th

7 Good anD
Valid Reasons

why you should buy your

Ebony Goods of us

Because we have the best goods for
the least money.

Because Nye guarantee

ztral Mirror.

Because we sh_o ever v- picce in a Ili,
white box, ready for your customer.

Because we give you from too to moo
little booklets, containing a history.
of Ebony, with beautiful illustra-
tions and with your business card
I )11 the back.

Because we have the best assortment
of Silver Mountings in the country.

Because you can get any combination
you desire in Leatherette or Silk
Cases, or Leather Traveling Sets
and Satchels.

Because all goods are manufactured
under our own supervision and are
guaranteed as represented.

••••••••

PHILLIPS
and Vine St.s.

Cincinnati, Ohio

41:

24 / 459

15-Piece
Set

Silk-lined

Case

Price,
$30.00

According
to Keystone

Key

816

Gents'
14-Piece
Real Seal

Price,
$26.00

According
to Keystone

Key

3 / 412

3-Piece
Manicure

Set

Price,
$2.50

According
to Keystone

Key

September, 1901

An Encouraging

Detroit Letter

l'rices on all farm products are way
up, and everyone seems to be wait-
ing to see just what is going to

Citauptploeonk. Farmers are always last to benefit on an I in-

crease in the price of produce. Since the breaking of

the hot spell by abundant rains, the outlook for fall

trade  
Few

ismost 
country 

 encouraging.deale rs h
ave come to town as yet to

do their fall trading, and the wholesale houses have

but lately sent out their travelers with fall lines, and, up

to this writing, have not had time to have many re-

ports from them.
The retailers are rather at sea just at present as to

what style of goods to purchase. There seems to be

a tendency to place the seal of fashion's approval

Upon anything which savors of the antique. What-

ever the styles, however, the demand will be for high-

grade quality.
s in August are usually conspicuous by

their absence, but for some unfathomable reason there

has been quite a fair number of them this past month.

Several retailers report a liberal sale of plain gold

rings, and also unusually good August business in silver

pieces as wedding gifts.
Excursion follows excursion with

Attractive Window but little breathing space between,
Displays and thus most of the local dealers

are working off large quantities

of souvenir goods. Of course, these strangers are
unfamiliar with the various merits of the different

firms, and so summer trade, to a great extent, is

drawn to the store whose window display is the most

attractive. Much ingenuity is exhibited in the ar-

rangement of these " silent salesmen."

Traub Bros., retailers, corner of Woodward and

Grand River Avenues, had in their window recently a

most unique device for displaying rings. The tray

was about eighteen inches square, the center was of

loosely-draped white corduroy, while the border was

of a medium shade of green. This tray held between

sixty and seventy rings, and yet was so arranged that

even with so large a number in so small a space, each

ring showed up to good advantage. This was man-

aged by placing the individual rings in a clamp similar

to those used in knife and fork or spoon cases, except

in this instance the clamps were of much smaller size.

W. A. Sturgeon & Co., Woodward Avenue, have

just designed a badge, which has been presented by

George H. Barbour, president of the Michigan

Pan-American Commission, to the individual members

and secretary of the Pan-American Commission, as a

memento of the occasion. The design is unique and

beautiful. An exact duplicate of the State seal, per-

fect in the minutest detail, in raised gold, is encircled

by a band of ultramarine blue enamel, bearing the in-

scariIrtion, " Michigan State Commission, Pan-Americ -

Exhibition." This is circled by a heavy laurel

wreath. The date, 5901, is divided, figures " 59" on

the left side and " or' on the right of the laurel

wreath. The finish is in the prevailing fashionable

rosework gold, and the badge, in both design and

workmanship, is of the highest grade.

Jeweler Louis J. Liesemer, 17 Michigan Avenue,

was visited by robbers again recently. This time they

smashed in his plate-glass show window and carried

away Poo worth of plunder. Liesemer has had un-

welcome guests of this kind several times before.

The Detroit Optical Parlors have moved to 204

Woodward Avenue, over the Goodyear rubber house.

Joseph Bieas, 16 years old, has been locked up

in police headquarters, charged with robbing F. Rols-

hoven & Co., jewelers, at i66 Woodward Avenue, of

an amethyst ring. Young Bieas came into the store

under the pretense of asking for a watch, which, he

claimed, was being repaired. While the clerk, who was

arranging some rings in the window, went to see about

the timepiece, the youth helped himself to the ring, but

upon returning the clerk immediately missed the ring

and set out in pursuit' of the thief, whom he caught

trying the ring on not a great distance from the store.

L. Black & Co. have the distinction of employing

the only woman engraver in town. She is Mrs. Char-

lotte Walsh, and is considered expert in her line.

This is a field that comparatively few women have

entered, and one which seems especially fitted for the

• sex. In Mrs. Walsh's case the wonder ceases when
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one leanis that engraving runs in the family, as it

were. She has two brothers, who are also engravers.

One is with Wright, Kay & Co., of this city, while the

other is with Bailey, Banks & Biddle, of Philadelphia.

Special officers Burroughs and Knuth made a good

capture on the night of August 17th, on an outbound

Michigan Central freight train. The men caught, four

in number, were well supplied with jewelry, at which

Ypsilanti authorities want a look. The men are sus-

pected of complicity in the Liesemer robbery.

Menno L. Landis, who has an engraving

school in this city, has recently added thereto a

department for teaching engraving by correspondence.

In this season, which is generally dull with jewelers,

men from out of town are taking this opportunity to

learn the art of engraving. Among those who have

spent the past month in Detroit are : Edwin Glaze, of

Circleville, Ohio ; Henry L. Clayton, with Jeweler V.
N. Robb, of Jackson Center, Mich., and S. C. Frantz,

of De Graff, Ohio. Mr. Frantz was accompanied by

Mrs. Frantz.
Weyhing Bros. & Co. is the style of a new firm of

manufacturing jewelers, die cutters and engravers, who

have recently located at 16 John R. Street.

The many friends of Geo. Johnston, president of

the Johnston Optical Co., will regret to learn of his

recent bereavement by the death of his youngest

child, which occurred August 4th.

R. Rumford has opened a new jewelry store in

the Opera House Block at Deckerville.

The Deckerville Jewelry and Music Store is the

iianie under which the business heretofore conducted

by B. W. Yuke will in the future be known. I... M.

McDougall, of Harbor Beach, will be associated with

Mr. Yuke. The new firm will occupy new and com-

modious quarters on the first floor of the Recorder's

Building, Deckerville.

San Francisco Letter

The trade on the coast, generally speaking, is

good. From the statements of all the leading houses,

the first half of 1901 has been in accordance with ex-

pectations ; and the record for the entire year 590r

will show a decided increase over the preceding year,

and this notwithstanding the injurious effects of local

strikes. Statistics show that since January 1st, there

have been, in San Francisco alone, sixty thousand

men out on strike. This is detrimental to the jewelry

business, as it is a trade which is extremely suscepti-

ble to labor troubles, and, on the other hand, is one

of the last to feel the benefits of good times. The

City is in a very unsettled condition at present, and it

is to be hoped that the end is not far off, and that we

will soon again get back to normal business conditions.

At the meeting of the Olympic Athletic Club, held

last month in this city, John A. Hammersmith, of the

well-known firm of Hammersmith & Fields, was

elected leader.
A man entered a Market Street jewelry store last

month and requested to be shown some diamond

rings. Having selected two from the trayful shown,

he asked if the clerk would be permitted to accom-

pany him to his lodgings, where he was to submit the

valuables to his spouse, who was alleged to have been

ill. The favor was granted, but when the pair arrived

at the stranger's quarters the clerk was allowed to

remain waiting outside the apartments supposed to

have been occupied by the lady. The stranger made

a pretence of holding a conversation in the room, but

an ominous silence ensued, and %Olen the clerk politely

entered the domicile of the supposed married couple

he discovered that the stranger had departed with the

valuables.
G. A. Brown, the popular advance agent of pros-

perity, with A. I. Hall & Son, is back in harness again

and calling on his friends in his old territory between

San Francisco and the North.

Leon Carrau, of Carrau & Green, has just re-

turned from an extensive pleasure trip, taking in the

Yosemite, Santa Barbara, Avilon and Catalina Islands,

Miss Hazel Carrau accompanying her father. While

at Catalina Mr. Carrau pursued his favorite pastime—

fishing. He had the good fortuue to strike and land

a ninety-four pound tuna, and anyone who has hunted

this tiger of the sea knows it's a game that will make

one forget all business cares. Miss Carrau is also a
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fisher-maiden of no mean ability, as she in conjunction

with her father have a record-catch of three hours'

fishing, in which a large amount of barracuta were

landed.
Miss N. J. Merril, with Kaiser & Co., " the little

store with the big stock," of Stockton, Cal., spent two

weeks in San Francisco last month calling upon the

trade.
Emile Hirschfield & Co., the American Export

Co., formerly of zo Sutter Street, are settled in their

new quarters in the Thurlow Block, Kearny and Sut-

ter Streets. Their business is growing so large that

they were compelled to move for want of more space.

Harry Frutig, the popular retailer of Gilroy, was

visited recently by burglars, who carried off about two

hundred dollars worth of his stock.

N. Phillips, the retail jeweler, of Seattle, Wash.,

has taken a new partner in business with him, and we

are advised that he is to be named N. Phillips, Jr.,

mid that he arrived via the Stork route on Sunday,

August 4th.
Joseph Loudan, with A. Eisenberg & Co., has

returned from an extended trip through the North.

He reports business as very good through his territory,

and the prospects for the future are very bright.

W. Green, of Carrau & Green, and Al. Hirsch, of

the optical firm of Hirsch & Kaiser, are spending a

month's vacation at Strawberry Hill, Sierra Nevada

Mountains, and Lake Tahoe. They are pursuing their

favorite pastimes of hunting and fishing, and will have

some interesting stories to relate when they return.

H. Gottschalk's Sons, of 507 California Street,

have had their store remodeled, and refurnished their

fixtures. The window, show cases and wall cabinets

are fine specimens of the woodman's craft. This store

was established by the senior Mr. Gottschalk in 5848.

Arthur G. Prouty, formerly with the Elgin Na-

tional Watch Co., San Francisco, has taken a new

position with A. I. Hall & Son.

Burt Anderson, of Anderson Bros., the leading

jewelers of Auburn, Cal., has been spending a month

in San Francisco doing a little work and taking a

much-needed rest.
E. J. Jager, formerly with A. N. Wright, Portland,

Ore., was in San Francisco last month, selecting a

a line of goods, as he is about to open a fine store in

Portland. THE KEYSTONE wishes to take this oppor-

tunity of wishing him every success in his new venture.

E. N. Nortau, of Ilwaco, Wash., has purchased

the stock and fixtures of W. A. Ingalls, and will cafry

on the business at Mr. Ingalls' old stand at South

Bend, Wash.
R. L. Radke, the senior member of the firm of

Radke & Co., San Francisco, is on an extended tour

in the East, where he will inspect the workings of all

the large Eastern manufacturers—the Elgin National

Watch Co., American Waltham Watch Co., The Key-

stone Watch Case Co., Gorham Manufacturing Co.

and all the factories in and around Providence and the

Attleboros.
John F. Serex, formerly the agent of Joseph Fahys

& Co., in San Francisco, died on July 23d, at Ala-

meda, Cal. He was for many years a familiar figure

among the trade on the coast. He leaves a wife and

one son.
Ed. Fans, of San Diego, Cal., spent a few days in

San Francisco recently, calling upon the trade, and

incidentally picking up novelties here and there for Isis

fall trade.

These Things Influence an Employer

Managers of large institutions and business houses

tell us that they reject a great many applications from

boys and young men, because of badly-spelled and

carelessly-written letters. The handwriting and style

of a letter are reliable indications of the character of

the writer. A negligent letter, with careless sentences

and inaccurate expressions, indicates an indifferent

mind. The structure of the sentences shows the tex-

ture of the mind which uses them. A neatly-written

letter, with well-constructed sentences containing con-

cise and pointed expressions, indicates a careful and

systematic mind. A loose-jointed letter shows care-

lessness in the choice of words to express a thought,

and signifies a loosely-constructed mind which would

be careless in everything. These may appear to be

small things, but they have considerable influence

with the present-day employer.
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Our facilities are un-

limited for the manu-

facture of boxes and

cases for flat ware, hol-

low ware, carver sets,

jewelry, toilet sets ; all

notions and novelties.

Artistic
Boxes Ei Cases

Special designs copy-

righted and confined.

The latest effects in

linings, trimmings and

covers. Prompt deliv-

ery and perfect goods

guaranteed.

New and Efective Designs
Constantly Produced.

Our representatives will call by request and submit designs and quotations.

The WARNER BROTHERS CO.
BRIDGEPORT CONN.

OUR 1901 FALL LINE
is unexcelled and covers everything in FINE QUALITY PLATED CHAINS,

also all styles of Ornaments to trim them with.
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We snake Excellent goods only.
cheap goods in our line.

No poor stock or

If you are looking for BEAUTIFUL
GOODS, ask for those with this trade-
mark and see that "C. A. M. & Co."
is stamped on the swivel of the chains
you buy.

0\.1) Fl4
es44s

TR A DE-MA RK

Purchase Chains from your jobber that are made
from seamless filled wire, exactly as represented,
by the well-known and reliable chain house of

C. A. MARSH & CO.
FINE FINISHED GOODS
SLLL THEMSH_VES Attleboro, Mass.

September, 190!

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Unusual
Prosperity

Probably no city in the South has

made such wonderful strides for-

ward in recent years as Birming-

ham. In one suburb, Ensley, over

six million dollars have been invested in indus
tries,

which include a million-dollar steel mill, a wire and rod

Mill costing two millions, a steel rail mill for half a

million and a plow factory for the same amount. A by-

product plant has gone up that cost $zoo,000, and in a

few months it was doubled. This makes all the by
-pro-

ducts of coal, including the coke which is furnished the

furnaces. A big blast furnace has also gone up, making

five in all at Ensley, worth poo,000 each. A cement

factory worth $200,000 is also to be erected. At Thomas

a new blast furnace, costing several hundred thousand

dollars, is just completed, and recently the contract

was let for stock bins, track and shed for $6o,000.

New mines have been opened and old furnaces put to

work, until now there is no idle plant in the district

and Birmingham is setting the price of iron for the

world. Plants already decided upon are a cotton-tie

plant to cost Stoo,000, and a merchant iron mill to

work up Ensley steel to cost as much. Architects are

making plans for a ten-story steel office building

too x too feet, and for one of eight-stories, but not quite

so large. A new hospital will be erected in a few

weeks costing well on to $50,000, and a new rectory

for the leading Episcopal church already decided upon

will cost $20,000. The street railway company is

spending a million dollars in improvements, and an

Eastern concern is asking a franchise for an electric

line twenty miles long through the district.

In all this prosperity the jewelers

Jewelers Make have shared. From a small store

with an average stock Harry Mer-

cer's quarters have greatly expan-

ded. F. W. Bromberg succeeded to the late E. Gluck'
s

place, where there was only jewelry, and in six month
s

has added the third workbench and an optician, with 
a

full stock. P. H. Linnehan has added to his stock on

Nineteenth Street, and became a city alderman. From

H. C. Abbott & Bros' one place there have grown

three : the original store, A. V. Abbott, at io5 Second

Avenue, and Abbott, the optician. From a small

stock on Twentieth Street, placed in a " hole in th
e

wall," A. S. Smith has evolved one of the prettiest

stores in the city, with a large stock ; and J. Lowin-

sohn has doubled his space during the past eightee
n

months. To all this may be added the new store of

the Calhoun Jewelry Co., than which there is no pret
-

tier in the city, which has just been opened.

William Rosenstihl was mixed up in a funny occur-

rence one day last month. He is head man for th
e

Calhoun Jewelry Co. and had a satchel of goods wort
h

several hundred dollars with him as he went to the

station to meet some members of his family. Stopping

on a corner, he left the grip in care of the family 
and

returned to the store, expecting them to care for i
t.

In the confusion everybody left the satchel on the

street corner. When Mr. Rosenstihl found it was 
not

with his folks he had the police out at once. The
y

found it on the corner, safe, but all concerned had 
a

good scare. Mr. Rosenstihl takes the joke philosoph-

ically, being glad enough that his goods were saved.

C. L. Ayers & Son, of Kansas City, Mo., 
have

opened an optical supply house with wholesale p
hoto-

graphers' supplies, on Second Avenue, near Twen
tieth

Street, occupying portions of two large floors. 
They

will also do a local optical business. Both C. L.

Ayers and his son, C. W. Ayers, will be in 
charge of

the business. The firm in Missouri was the 
Kansas

City Optical Co., in business there for nine years.

Ed. Herzog has gone with F. W. Bromberg, 
who

has been compelled to add another man becau
se of

rush of business.

J. Lowinsohn is in the East to buy fall and 
winter

stock. He will visit several trade centers befo
re re-

turning home. Mr. Lowinsohn is just recovering

from a spell of fever.

Alex. Carroll, jeweler at Bessemer, was the 
lucky

purchaser of some valuable stamps a few days
 ago.

In making the new series of ones, two sheets 
were

printed with the steamboat upside down.
 One of

these sheets was sent to Brooklyn and the
 other to

Bessemer before the mistake was disco
vered. They

at once became highly valuable because of 
the error,

Improvements
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and collectors got on their trail hot. Mr. Carroll got

part of them, for which he has already been offered

twenty-five dollars apiece. He has refused the offer,

holding them for a much higher price.

J. J. B. McElrath has moved his jewelry business

from Woodlawn to the city and opened on First

Avenue, near Twenty-first Street. Mr. McElrath was

for many years in business at Centre, Ala.

Since getting his place fully straightened out,

Abbott, the optician, who some time ago moved into

a pretty store on Nineteenth Street, has one of the

most modern and convenient places in the city.

F. S. Jobson, who enjoys the distinction of being

one of the oldest jewelers in the city, will move back

to his old place on South Twentieth Street on October

1st. He has been in the heart of the city for a year,

but does not seem so well suited as where he was for

so many years.

Pittsburg and Vicinity

The Local
Situation

The most serious situation which

has confronted the jewelers here

for many years is that of the existing

strike, the great war now on between capital and

labor. One of the first trades to be affected by labor

difficulties is the jewelry trade. It is a recognized fact

that jewelry, silverware, etc., are, to a large extent,

luxuries—articles not necessary to the actual wants

of the laboring man, and, in consequence, at the first

rumor of trouble in the industrial world, there is a per-

ceptible falling off in the purchase of personal kind

household adornments. For the past five years Pitts-

burg's industries have gone on in their prosperous way,

making the manufacturer a richer man, increasing the

holdings of the great middle class, ancl accumulating

the savings of the still greater laboring mass. There-

fore, the baleful effects of the present struggle are

further on in the future, and should the glad news be

flashed abroad that the strike is ended, in a short time

the embarrassment would be but a memory. How-

ever, if there is a continuance of the situation into the

fall season, its effects will be felt among the trade. In

consequence of all this, dealers are rather chary of

stocking up until developments prove the wisdom of

doing so. It is the earnest wish of all in this locality

that the termination of the strike will soon loom hap-

pily ill Niew, and that there vill be a resumption of

good feeling and activity in all lines of trade.

Sam. F. Sipe returned last month from a trip to

Europe, where he invested heavily in diamonds and

other precious stones.

The plate-glass window of John C. Dwyer's store,

in New Castle, Pa., was broken by thieves early on

the morning of August 15th, and about $200 worth of

jewelry stolen, including gold and silver watches,

lockets and brooches. The store is situated in Wash-

ington Street, the principal thoroughfare of the town,

and is directly under an arc light, all of which makes

the robbery more daring,

Otto Heeren returned home from Europe on

August 17th, after a two-months' visit to the art empo-

riums of the continent. Extensive purchases of the

finest and newest goods vere made, many of which

will grace the Heeren exhibit at the local exposition

this fall. The firm is putting up a $1500 stand, and

will have a fine display from all departments except

the jewelry. Their factory is exceedingly busy and

the work has been aided by the addition of a ten-horse

power dynamo. An order for loo,000 stick-pins for a

local firm's distribution among visitors at the exposi-

tion, is one of the hurry-up jobs which is keeping them

busy.
L. J. Marks, a former jeweler of Kansas City,

Mo., and later of Smithfield Street, this city, has

opened a fine jobbing and retail house at 242 Fifth

Avenue, one of the choicest and most expensive loca-

tions in town. Mr. Marks is not afraid of the strike,

and intends having one of the fittest stores in the city.

He has employed a corps of clerks, and is repres
ented

in the city by George W. Biggs, the former Smith
field

Street jeweler, and on the road by H. J. Sheff, an ex
-

perienced traveler. Mr. Sheff 's territory covers Penn-

sylvania, Ohio and West Virginia. Other travelers

will be added to the force later on.

Charles W. Wattles and NV. Warren NVattles are

enjoying a period of rest at Cambridge Springs, Pa.
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C. F. Kesselmire, lately of Salem, Ohio, has

started up in Hanovertown, Ohio. He thought of

starting up in Pittsburg, but being unable to secure

quarters, did the next best thing—purchased his stock

in this city.
Another new store is one started in Vandegrift,

Pa., August 1st, by Phillips Bros. Harry Phillips, the

senior member of the firm, was recently engaged as

watchmaker for Albert H. Gerwig.

I.. Schmidt, of Braddock, Pa., expects to be in

his handsome new building in that town by Octo-

ber 1st.
R. Siedle & Sons are adding to the appearance of

their store by putting in an elegant new front, whereby

they will be better able to display their goods.

Mr. Murray, formerly in the jobbing business in

St. Paul, Minn., has entered the employ of Albert H.

Gerwig. Sam. and Chester Hall, travelers for Mr.

Gerwig, known to their friends as the " Siamese

twins," as they can scarcely he told apart, arrived

home from a two-weeks' visit East. Sam. Hall started

out on August i9th, for a trip through Maryland, West

Virginia and Virginia.

R. J. Henne, of Center Avenue, and Philip Ru-

precht of Sharpsburg, were August visitors at Atlantic

City.
The many friends of William 'Webber, of Carson

Street, South Side, who was seriously hurt by the ex-

plosion of a " flower pot " on July 4th, recovered,

although compelled to suffer the loss of one eye. He

is taking :in extended visit at the seashore to regain

strength. During his absence his store will be man-

aged by Herman Lambertus.

Henry Laubach has accepted a position ‘vith Emil

Bider, the manufacturing jeweler.

G. Krebs, of Canal Dover, Ohio, has increased his

stock by the purchase of J. Ricksecker's goods. Mr.

Krebs has one of the best stores in Canal Dover, and

is a frequent visitor to the Smoky City trade.

D. 1'. Davies, a former watchmaker with the

Scottdale Jewelry Co., is now with John Shafer, of

Charleroi, Pa.
George E. Goddard, senior member of the firm

of Goddard, I lilt & Co„ spent the month of August

in Atlantic City.
John Roberts and Mrs. Roberts spent a part of

August ill the East.
Bernard E. Arons and family are summering at

"Arondale-on-Lake Erie," Angola, N. Y.

Some of the recent visitors to the city were :

Charles Files, Mars, Pa.; Harry Phillips, Vandegrift,

Pa.; John Barber, Salem, Ohio ; Samuel Lundborg,

Braddock, Pa.; J. Levant, Windber, Pa.; G. A. Ha-

worth, Butler, Pa.; I'. Casebier, Somerset, Pa.; Mr.

Liljedahl, 13raddock, Pa.; F. Murdoch, Ligonier, Pa.;

D. L. Cleeland, Butler, Pa.; E. F. Preiss, Homestead,

Pa.; R. A. Noble, Wellsville, Ohio ; A. Merz, Sewick-

ley, Pa.; John Z. Simpson, Blairsville, Pa.; F. F.

Robinson, Vnialegrift, Pa.; C. F. Kesselmire, Nano-

vertown, Ohio ; E. A. Bloser, New Kensington, Pa.;

H. H. Weylman, Kittanning, Pa.; Geo. V. Brady,

Washington, Pa.; Alf. Watson, 'Monongahela City,

Pa.; Willi:1111 Hunt, Uniontown, l'a.; A. McFarland,

Butgettstown, Pa.; J. P. McDonald, Sewickley, Pa.;

C. H. Jaquette, Scottdale, Pa.; A. E. Oyster, Alli-

ance, Ohio ; William Strantz, Coraopolis, Pa.; Fred.

NV. Laban, Steubenville, Ohio ; Mr. Eisenberg, Lona-

coning, Pa.

Refused a Fortune

The following story k going the rounds of the

papers. It may be true, lait it sounds a little " fishy."

Nevertheless it illustrates how little things grow :

Dr. Bell, the telephone man, was a school teacher.

He took the first working model of his telephone to

John A. Logan and offered him a half interest for

$2500, saying that it would do away with the telegraph,

and that there were millions ill it. Logan said : "

dare say your machine works perfectly, but who would

want to talk through such a thing as that, anyway ?

advise you to save your money, young man." Tele-

phone stock is worth to-day Po,txxl,000, or some such

sum, and Bell got several millions of the money. He

offered a tenth to an examiner in the patent office for

$ioo. It was refused. That tenth interest was worth

$1,600,000 within fifteen years, and the man to whom

it was offered is still examining patents.
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RESPONSE
to our " 5 for 2 ad. last month was very gratifying.
This month and the next, and continuously, we are
prepared to furnish profit-bringing information to
every live jeweler. Our Catalogue of

SILVER=
ALUMINUM
NOVELTIES

should be in your hands. We guarantee the line to
be among the most salable ever introduced to the
notice of retail jewelers. Get in touch with us.

E. A. FARGO &
COMPANY ATTLEBORO, MASS.

If you want to be up to date and have a salable gents' ring in your stock, try my new
PATENT INITIAL, EMBLEM AND PHOTO. COMBINATION RING.I vill take any ring back any time and return your money if you cannot sell them.

Established 1888

Charles M. Levy,

Elk No. ii7o

Initial. No. 873

PA 
dAmior61111140H.1.11,,11,

v;I:o .1'11!*'""' •

Initial. Nu. 836. Double size

PROTECTION
[ will sell my new patent rings to one
jeweler ONLY in each town of to,000
inhabitants or less.

Manufacturer of Rings
and Lockets 52 Maiden Lane,

Patent Bezel
showing the

Vertical Flange
which fits into
the Ring.

Reverse view of
Bezel and

Retaining Pin

— NOV.27 19

Photo. No. 857. Double siz.

All Initial Rings can be turned into Photo. Rings by replacing thesard onyx bezel tops with a crystal bezel top under which minia-tures of paper or carbon prints same as on watch cases are placed.

NEW YORK

B. R. T. Emblem No. 856

Masonic. No. 8M

CATALOGUE
for above and other rings on appli-
cation.

LLM

ReeKFORD
SILVER

PLATE CO
BAKING DISH

Branch Offices (46 W. Broadway. New York
(220 Sutter St., San Francisco

Best
Quality piece—a strong I toint with the 1)111

" 20-YEAR GUARANTEE " with p;icit

Silverware 
chasing public.
Orders and correspondence solicited
from Jewelers only.

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

September, 1901

Providence and Attleboro

Labor Day, September 2d, will be
Dedication of a red-letter day in the history of

Attleboro. On that important date
Capron Park, donated to the town

by Everett S., Harford A. and Eliza J. Capron, in

memory of their father, will be dedicated. At a town
meeting, held some time ago, S. 0. Bigney was se-

lected as chairman of the dedication proceedings.

With the assistance of the park commissioners and

other public-spirited citizens, an elaborate programme

has been mapped out. The parade, which takes place

in the morning, and which will precede the dedication
ceremonies, will be participted in by local and visiting

firemen, wearing their full, bright uniforms, and by

all the secret societies, many of which will have deco-

rated floats bearing the emblems of the orders. The

Third Regiment, Rank K. P. will march in full-dress

uniform, as will also Company I, Attleboro's company

of the Massachusetts Militia, who will occupy the right

of the line. Perhaps the most interesting feature of

the procession will be the fifty elaborately decorated

carriages and forty automobiles which are to be util-

Capron Park
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Templars of the United States. The largest of the

jewels weighs seventy pennyweights, and two others

weigh sixty-five pennyweights each. The jewels are

hand-made and are executed in a very artistic manner.

Wixon & Roberts have removed from 193 Rich-

tnond Street to more commodious quarters in the

Lederer Building, zoo Stewart Street, Providence.

F. B. Thomas & Co. is the name of a new firm

started at 234 Chestnut Street, Providence.

J. M. Fraser & Co. have removed to 67 Friendship

Street, Providence.
Miller & Whitman is the title of a new concern at

115 Pine Street, Providence.
The employees of George H. Cahoone & Co.,

Providence, held their first outing last month. It was

a thoroughly enjoyable occasion.
Caspar, Mandalian & Co., one of the firms which

suffered in the late fire, are locating in the second floor

of the King Building on East Street, North Attleboro.

Henry G. Thresher, secretary and treasurer of

The Waite, Thresher Co., of Providence, and Mrs.

Thresher have been enjoying a sojourn in Maine.

Sterns Hutchins, manufacturing jeweler, was re-

elected a director of th■• Industrial Trust Co., of

Providence, at the recent annual meeting.
Thomas G. Frothingham, of North

Attleboro, one of the sufferers from

the recent disastrous fire, was able to

leave the hospital on August 5th. It

will, however, be some time before he

recovers fully from the injuries he re-

ceived in his daring jump for life.
H. W. Rice, of Central Falls, and

A. Holmes, of Attleboro, have formed

a partnership under the title of Rice,

Holmes & Co., for the manufacture of

Plated goods and novelties at 183 Eddy

Street, Providence.
The C. H. Eden Co. was recently

organized under Rhode Island laws,

The incorporators are Charles H. Eden.

Attleboro ; Annie B. Curtin, of Mans-
field, Mass., and Dexter 11. Potter, of
Providence. The company will manu-

facture jewelry and silverware, and will

have its plant in Attleboro.
Sumner H. Witherell, of Attleboro,

the hero of a series of engagements
during the civil war and a jeweler

of Attleboro and Mansfield, died last

month.
The Tilden-Thurber Co., Provi-

dence, would probably have been the

victims of a couple of thieves recently,

were it not for the watchfulness of W. E. Taber, a

clerk in the store, who detected one of the visitors in

the act of pocketing a watch chain. A police officer

was promptly on the scene and took charge of the

light-fingered operators.
George H. Cahoone, of the Providence Optical

Co., Providence, accompanied by his wife and daugh-

ter, are sojourning in the tnountains at Bethlehem,

N. H.
Rudolph G. Schultz, of Providence, returned last

month from an extended tour through the jewelry

manufacturing centers of France, Germany and Austria.

Arthur E. Austin, president (John Austin & Son),

William H. Waite (Waite, Thresher Co.), Engel-

hart C. Ostby and Nathan B. Barton (Otsby & Barton

Co. ), were among those elected to the directorate of

the High Street Bank, of Providence, at the annual

meeting held last month.
John M. Fisher, of John M. Fisher & Co., Attle-

boro, returned a short time ago from the conference

of the leaders of the National Prohibition party, re-

cently held at Buffalo.
H. M. Williams, of H. M. Williams & Co., Attle-

boro, is being treated at Boston by an eye specialist.

Charles H. Tappan, of the D. Briggs Co.,

Attleboro, has purchased the famous trotter, " Paddy

McGregor," who has been added to Mr. Tappan's

stable.
N. H. Griffith, for many years with the firm R. L.

Griffith & Son Co., Providence, has retired from the

concern, owing to his advanced years. He was re-

cently made the recipient of a purse, as a token of

esteem, by the employees of the firm. Walter A.

Griffith, of the same firm, returned last month from a

vacation spent in Maine.

ized on the occasion. The celebration will be en-

livened by six excellent bands, and entertainments will

be held in different portions of the park during the

afternoon. The exercises at the park will be presided

over by Chairman Bigney, who will be attired in full

military uniform. Everett Capron will give a brief

address, and present the park, on behalf of the Capron

family, to the town fathers, who, in turn, will hand it

over to the keeping of the park commissioners.

The jewelry manufacturers of Attleboro are 
incor-

porated under the title of the Attleboro Steam 
and

Electric Co. They maintain one of the largest p
ower

houses in that portion of the State and supply 
every

jewelry shop in the town with light and power. The

following officers were elected at the recent a
nnual

meeting of the company : President, Joseph M. Bates,

late of Bates & Bacon ; secretary and treasurer, 
Ray-

mond M. Horton, late of Walch & Horton. Direc-

tors : Joseph M. Bates ; Charles P. Keeler, of 
McRae

& Keeler ; Joseph L. Sweet, of the R. F. 
Simmons

Co.; Edward A. Sweeney, of the W. H. 
Wilmarth

Co.; Lucius Z. Carpenter ; Charles H. Tappan, 
of the

D. F. Briggs Co., and Clarence L. Watson, 
of the

Watson & Newell Co.

Four well-known national banks were recentl
y

consolidated at Providence under the name of the

United National Bank. The following m
anufacturing

jewelers are among those elected to the board 
of

directors : Josiah W. Crooker, Stephen M. Knowles,

George W. Parks, John S. Palmer and Wm. A. 
Cope-

land. Messrs. Crooker & Palmer were elected vice-

presidents.
E. L. I.ogee & Co., 235 Eddy Street, 

Providence,

completed the last installment of a set of t
welve

jewels made for the grand encampment of 
Knight
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Philadelphia Letter

J. Warner Hutchins, president of the Philadelphia

Jewelers' Club, paid a visit to the Pan-American Ex-

position early in August.
Elmer Horn, of M. Sickles & Sons, spent his

vacation at Easton, Pa.
Wm. Morris, of Wm. Morris & Co., returned re-

cently from a brief vacation spent at Atlantic City.

After the usual summer recess the Philadelphia

Jewelers' Club are making preparations for holding of

their annual reed-bird dinner.
One of J. E. Bartlett's plate-glass windows at

Tenth and Locust was wrecked during the disastrous

explosion which occurred in that vicinity last month.

H. B. Houston, of J. E. Caldwell & Co., arrived

recently from Europe after a very satisfactory business

trip in the interest of the firm. His purchases will add

greatly to the attractiveness of the select Caldwell stock.

The business of the late William Idler, iii South

Eleventh Street, is being temporarily managed by

William Idler, Jr., until the settlement of the estate,

which takes place in the fall.
Lou. Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, returned

from Europe last month. During his absence he

visited all the leading jewelry and diamond markets

in the Old NVorld and made extensive purchases.
The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. have completed

a great overhauling of their store building.
I.. A. Breitinger, of the American Cuckoo Clock

Co., who went to Europe early in June, has returned,

after making an extended trip through Holland, Ger-

many and Austria, having visited the principal cities

in each country. He also paid a visit to the Black

Forest, where the movements with which the com-

pany's clocks are fitted are manufactured. Besides

being a successful business trip, it proved beneficial to

Mr. Breitinger's health, which was rather impaired

before he left. The company's premises at 37 and 39

North Ninth Street have been considerably enlarged,

in anticipation of a heavy trade during the fall season.

Lou Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, returned from

Europe last month on the Fuerst Bismark. During

his absence he visited and made purchases in all the

leading jewelry and diamond markets of Germany,

France, Holland and England.
D.V. Brown, 74o Sansom Street, has been seriously

ill, the result of a carbuncle on his leg. His host of

friends in the trade will be pleased to learn that the

serious stage is over and that Mr. Brown is now con-

valescing in Atlantic City.
The Todd School of Watchmaking has been

opened in the Swann Building, 36 South Seventh

Street, under the principalship of William N. Todd.

Courses will be given to beginners as well as to those

of previous experience. The program embodies all

branches of the trade, both theoretical and practical,

but no tuition is given by correspondence.

The cunning hand of the twentieth-century burglar

was evidenced in an attempt last month to rob the

diamond store of W. J. O'Donnell, too4 Chestnut

Street. The store is next door to the Western Union

Telegraph Office, and liberally supplied with burglar

alarms, a fact evidently well known to the burglars. It

is thought that the miscreants concealed themselves

during the afternoon in a loft or attic of the building. In

the night they gained entrance to the office contiguous

to O'Donnell's store by boring auger holes around one

of the panels of the door and forcing the piece out.

Then with the evident intention of cutting off the

electric connection, they bored into the partition wall

between this office and O'Donnell's, but in so doing

touched one of the wires and the alarm rang out. In

their hurry to escape, the thieves left $3oo worth of

ingeniously fashioned tools for burglary purposes.

As he alighted in this city from a Washington train

on August 24th, Benjamin Finn, also known as " Kid''

Farrell, was arrested by Detectives Bond and Joseph

Miller on instructions from the Washington police,

who said that he was wanted in that city on a charge

of stealing jewelry. When searched at the Central

Station, two watches, a gold chain, a gold charm,

studded with diamonds and emeralds; two diamond

studs, a lady's gold necklace, a diamond brooch and

a pawn ticket for a brooch pawned in Washington, it

is said, were found in Finn's possession. Later the

studs were identified as the property of W. A. Schmidt-

man, a jeweler, on Sansom Street, below Eighth.
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We have more new NOVELTIES
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We are manufacturing the finest of goods in
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Souvenir

it Tea Spoon

nality of design, truthfulness to nature, and attention to detail, it is ex,cl led I ly SpoOn On I market. No expense has been spared in making the dies, with the
We take pleasure in bringing to your at our new ‘` Indian Tea Spoon." mso made in collee and small coffee sizes. For beant y and origi-

--- 1.1.)Mita.W;

result that, unlike many so-called Indian Spoons, showing a nondescript niee eneireled by feat or,, this design is remarkable in its reproduction of the true Indian
features. The rage for Indian Spoons continuing unabated, this spoon Ia. a Most Is:pillar :01(1 salable souvenir, and the prices quoted below cannot fail to

Plain gold howls . . . ........ S.50 dozen net.

Any name engraved in gold bowls . MAO
Any name etched in plain howls . . 10.00 " "

command your orders.

Any building engraved in gold bowls . . 1:1.50 " "

-60

Rich Cul! Glass
Our name is sufficient guarantee that the

MONROE CUT is now THE GLASS to
handle.

Our New Supplementary Catalogue ready
for parties desiring same.

No. 0

The C. F. Monroe Co.
Manufacturers of RICH CUT GLASS and
WEDDING and HOLIDAY NOVELTIES

Office and Factory, Meriden, Conn.
New York Office and Salesroom

28 Barclay Street

BUichy6,
,

7-inch No, 600 Bowl, Empire

6-inch Handled Nappy, Hobby

No. 1645

Sterling Silver
92511000 Fine

Handle Finished in Gray

Simmons 0 Paye mfg. co.
129 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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EVERY
WATCHMAKER
NEEDS
ONE

WATHIER'S
NEW IMPROVED

OUR METHOD

IT SAVES MONEY FOR YOU

We are Diamond Cutters and Ma
nufacturers of Jewelry. We are not Jobbers 

in any sense of the

term. Every article we sell is made by us in our 
own factory. OUR ENTIRE PRODUCT IS

SOLD BY MAIL ORDERS DIRECT TO 
DEALERS.

We haven't a traveling salesman in our 
employ.

In buying from us you buy from first 
hands. You skip the jobber and save his 

profit. You eliminate

the salesman and pocket his expenses. 
You buy at the very lowest cost. You make money by saving

We can supply you with the following 
staple lines at lower prices than you can 

possibly obtainmoney.

elsewhere :

Self-Adjusting Stud Index
Price, Nickel=Plateci, 9.25

This iadvx is the latyst lal)or-saving tool in the %vatchmaking trade. It is simple, practical, instantaneous in exact results. A money and time saver. They are
adjusted for every grade and size of all standard American movements. Follmv these directions and in one minute your movement will be in PERFECT BEAT.

DIRECTIONS
let. Place the Lower part of Balance Staff in Round Hole (A), Then turn Balance

Wheel uniii Ruby Pin comes over Oblong Hole (8). Now let the Balance down until
Roller Table rests on Steel Center Plate. The Balance is now ready for the Spring.

2d. Place the Hairspring on the Staff, with the Stud in exact line with the lino on
the INDEX corresponding in name with the movement, you wish to put In BEAT. Now
fasten the ttatrspring Collet on the Stair and you will find movement in perfect BEAT.

Money Back doesn't do all or more than we claim.If Wathier's New Improved Index J. P. WATHIER CO., Watchmakers to the Trade
178 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

DIAMONDS PLAIN SOLID GOLD RINGS

ENGRAVED RINGS MOUNTINGS CHAINS

Money refunded on our goods at any 
time if not found exactly as represented.

Let us send you a selection of 
Diamonds on memorandum for comparison. Send 

for our small book,

showing all we make and prices.

J. R. WOOD & SONS
21 Maiden Lane, New York



Stone kings Sold by Weight!
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903
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 48 dwt.

per dozen.

902
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Agerage weight, 98 tiwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
86.25 ring complete.

901
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 27%

dwt. per dozen.

900
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 27%

dwt. per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
$3.00 ring complete.
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Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 51 dwt.

per dozen.

977
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 40 diet.

per dozen.

908
Comes In Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.

965
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A Imandine.
Average weight, 49 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
66.25 ring complete.

rqv.-4.6
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905
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
A verage weight, 31 dwt.

per dozen.
In select Fiery Opals,
1164.00 ring complete.

1110100; Hit 0111111110

904
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 52 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
86.60 ring complete.

984
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Tu rq oise, Sap-
liii re anal
Average weight, 27 dwt.

per dozen.

980
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A lmandi no.
Average weight, 27 dwt.

per dozen.

A New Method, Mr. Jeweler, that will work to your
advantage, is to buy your stone rings by weight. You havebeen buying your plain rings this way for years, and are familiarwith the benefits of the method. We now propose to extendthe principle to GYPSY RINGS. illustrated herewith.These rings are warranted to K. gold. The stones are genuineDoublets—not glass. The mountings are hand-made—notcast—are made, in fact, like the expensive Tiffany mountings.

PRICE, 85 CTS. A DWT.
3 per cent. off for cash or net :to days.

THESE ARE CoUR ONLY. TERMS.

These rings cannot be duplicated for anywhere near theprice we offer them, under our new method. We invitecomparison in Quality and Price with goods sold under theold system. ORDER AT ONCE!

L. W. RUBENSTEIN
When Opal or other stone is desired

in style where not specified, we
will quote prices on application.

951
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Tunploise, Sap-
phire and A Imandine.
Average weight, 61 dwt.

per dozen.
In select. fiery Opals,
87.25 ring complete.

973
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 89 dwt.

per dozen.

4111111111111111111101011111
961

Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 44 dwt.

per dozen.

54 Maiden Lane

New York

11101111111111101
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967
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, 'Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 40 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
86.00 ring complete.

1111111111111P11

956
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire anal Almandine.
Average weight, 44 dwt,

Per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
65.25 ring complete.

'''.4111...'41111111111N11111111111111111111
979

omes in Ruby, Emer-
abl, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandino.
Average weight, 38 dwt.

per dozen.

,11111111))111111111111

954
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 39 diet.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
85.00 ring complete.

I

9
Cocs i , Emer-m 

n 
by,

aid, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Alinandine.
Average weight, 42 dwt.

Per dozen.

960
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire anal Almandine.
Average weight, 44 dwt.

per dozen.

952
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 36 dirt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
84.75 ring complete.

906
Comes in Ruby, Eimer-
aid, Turquoise, Stip-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 32 dwt.

Per dozen.

907
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A mainline.
Average weight, 44 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
86.00 ring complete.

912
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.

elf)
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978

Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 32 dwt.

Per dozen.

958
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 26 diet.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
82.75 ring complete.

No. 305, cost $3.37 each

No. 306, cost $3.37 each

No. 307, cost $3.37 each

No. 308, cost $3.37 each

Solid Gold
Emblem Rings
The jeweler who has been in the habit of buying his ringsof a wholesaler is apt to shy a little when we talk to him aboutEmblem Rings at prices we quote. These rings are made up inevery popular society order ; quality being so K. guaranteed andfine workmanship, highly enameled in appropriate colors, andbeautifully engraved. Most of these rings have a raised centeremblem which, if desired, can be changed to represent two ormore societies.

No jeweler's line of rings complete without some of these goods.

Not Keystone List. Less 6 per cent. 10 days

L. W. RUBENSTEIN
Vma Curry is Crwritillt:.11.‘i Lim:: mit

WATCHES, IDIAIVIOINU■S rimci ...113.WELIZY

Manufacturer of GOLD RINGS

913
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 90 dwt.

per dozen.

--_,
i )

/
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914
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 33 dwt.

per dozen.

111111110111111111IIIIIIIIII

909
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 58 dwt.

per dozen.

910
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 42 dwt.

per dozen.

976
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 60 dwt.

per dozen.

957
Conies in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
83.25 ring complete.

No. 311, cost $3.37 each

No. 312, cost $3.37 each

No. 313, cost $3.37 each

No. 304, cost $3.75 each

54 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Handsomely

carved in numerous

attractive designs in

14 k. gold.

The latest fad in

the way of engage-

ment rings for

Ladies or Gentle-

men.

HAND-CARVED SIGNET RINGS

The Signet Ring,

which has regained

its old-time popu-

larity, is here pro-

vided with a hinged

top covering a

frame for small

photo.

When closed the

joint and hinge are

invisible.

7. S435

I e a I.I.-NI.a

3 436

TimuLASIGNaln PATENT APPLIED FOR.

The open-hinged top can be applied to any of 
our Seal Rings.

WE CARRY THE LARGEST LINE OF

Mounted Diamond Goods
IN THE MARKET

We also have the Finest Line of

3372- RENNAISANCE SET RINGS 3365-LION AND LIONESS

Opal, Garnet, Doublet, Turquoise,
with Rose Diamond and Pearl 

Combinations

Our line of HAND-CARVED RINGS
embraces over 300 Original Designs

C. P. GOLDSMITH & CO.

3353—AMOUR SIGNET SEAL

\LI

MANUFACTURERS

33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK

,\
Id1,1

.s 
,I1\101/

3396 ROMAN SOLDIER

\11.1.11144
I.

L ART NOUVEAU

3 411
32.DDEGREE MA5ONIC RC

3415
REREILPEA5A1V5_

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE
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The New Century Masterpiece
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Made for people of Correct Taste

CAN SE HAD IN
LADIESPAND GENTLEMEN'S SIZES

4IUNTING AND OPEN FACE.

N IELLO ISA JET BLACK, LUSTROUS COMPOUNO,THE ORNAMENTATION 
IS

PRODUCED BY CUTTING AN ARTISTIC DESIGN 
INTO THE SILVER ON BACKS AND

CENTERS. AND FILLING IN THE SPACE WHERE 
THE SILVER IS REMOVED, WITH N/ELLO.

BEING FLEXIBLE IT WONT CRACK LIKE ENAMEL I
N CASE OF DENTING.IT IS AS DURABLE

AS SILVER AND BEING SURROUNDED AND 
PROTECTED BY THE SILVER IT CAN'T RUB OFF.

ASK TO SEE SAMPLE'S

THE? KE YS TO NEI WAWA On CAL

MADE IN A GREAT VARIETY OF ENGRAVINGS. TH E PP. AND
E.T.ARE ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE .LIGGEGSFULLY RIVALING
THE RICHEST SOLID GOLD CASES.

• 5/ZES ,G.AND 0.f:VOANTED
5,zr tirG oNLY

&
mrlpvis_purAp_r
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Made only in Jas. BOSS 14 K. Cases, guaranteed for 25 years

I- has become the custom of the trade to
striking new style ; something representing
year. Our masterpiece for this season is the
illustrated above.

look to us each Fall for some exceptionally
the extreme of progress and novelty for the
"KREMLIN" style of Jas. BOSS 14 K. case,

The "KREMLIN" is the latest of the celebrated palace series of Jas. BOSS cases, and has been
pronounced by many the most beautiful. It also enjoys the distinction of being the first notable
achievement of the new century in the creation of a new style.

We have mailed you a steel–engraved card, of which the illustration shown above is a fac–
simile. If you have not received it, let us know.

You must see the case itself to fully realize its beauty. Don't fail to ask the travelers to show
you samples, or order from your jobber.

WHEN ORDERING, ALWAYS USE THE NAME, 'eTIIE KREMLIN'

The Keystone Watch Case Company
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

F. B. ROGERS SILVER CO.

No. 1794. Comport. Burnished Repousse.
Length, 12 inches.

Made of good weight, extra hard white 
metal, full quadruple plate and well finis

hed.

For dealers who desire to handle a 
high-grade article these hand-chased dishes are 

exceptionally attractive, possessing, as they do,

an individuality not to be found in 
stamped work, and retailing at prices which 

make them ready sellers.,

Furnished also Plain, Burnished and 
Pierced.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE F. B. ROGERS— BRAND OF 
SILVER-PLATED WARE

NEW YORK, 8o Chambers 
Street



The

lie stone Library
of

Optical Works
covers the entire science
of practical refraction
and is indispensable
alike for instruction and
reference.
They comprise:

Physiologic Optics crscherning)
$3.50 (14s. id.)

The Optician's Manual
$2.00 (8s. 4d.)

The Optician's Manual
Supplement, $1.00 (4s. 2d.)

Skiascopy $1.50 (6s. 3d.)
Ophthalmic Lenses (prentice,

$1.50 (65. 3d.)
Record Book of Optometric

Examinations
$1.00 (45. 2c1.)

No other works can
equal these in practical
value to the Optician.
They were compiled
specially for his use,
and every page is worth
money to him. Any or
all of the books will be
sent prepaid to any part
of the world on receipt
of price stated above.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

For Yachting

We are also large importers of

Regulation
French Automobile

Goggles
These come in many different styles, for

summer and winter—cable temples, rubber cov-

ered ; lenses plain white or light smoke.
These goggles are worn by French experts

—we consider them the best made. Your

jobber will be glad to furnish you with samples

—ask him.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
37 & 39 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

21 Rue de l'Echiquier
PARIS

for the Race Track and for all other times and

places where such glasses are used, the best are

Field ? Marine Glasses

The glass from which the lenses are ground is

the best manufactured. It is furnished by the

world-renowned works at Jena, Germany. Its

properties are \yell known to the optical goods

trade generally.
The lenses excel all others with respect to

care and skill in manufacture. The exceedingly

high density of the glass diffuses the greatest amount

of light—gives the highest magnify ng power—the

largest field—absolutely perfect definition.

The dealer who handles articles of the highest

reputation pleases his customer and does the most

profitable and satisfactory business.

Therefore recommend the "Jena Special Glass"

Field and Marine Glasses to your customers.

We have just issued a complete illustrated

price-list of these glasses—ask your jobber for it.

‘.1



Ready for Fall Business!
SEND FOR LATEST CATALOGUE

New York
4 Maiden Lane

Chicago
126 State St.

September, r 90

Iov a pr4e essay recently written

by W. CU. Woodward for the

" Iron age" the subject of win-

dow displays is intelligently dis-

cussed as follows:

Window
Almost any kind of adver-

Advertising tising effort will show re-

sults. Window adver-

tising is the least expensive, and the re-

sults are almost immediate. Two per cent.

of gross sales would be a Conservative

estimate for newspaper and circular adver-

tising ; which means $500 yearly on a

$25,000 business. The window advertis-

ing will cost practically nothing, as at least

cost can be realized out of any goods which

might become shop worn, and no goods at all should be da
maged if

windows are properly secured against flies and the trimming
s changed

every week.
Newspaper, circular and window advertising should be work

ed in

conjunction. The combined result is best. We are unconsciously

directed by impressions. The saying that " We are creatures of

habit " is simply in line with the psychological kict that
 impressions

once formed in our minds are constantly recurring when
 anything

kindred is under consideration. What we wish to do is to place

psychological sign boards of our business in the minds of 
the public.

The newspaper may make a faint impression, and the wind
ow display

clinch it, or vice versa. They help each other.

If you will write a newspaper advertisement each week an
d trim

your windows each week, and never fail, doing the 
one will make the

other easier. The advertisement suggests the window trim and the

window trim the advertisement. This may be hard work for the first

six months, but it will gradually become easier, an
d soon your material

for advertising, both newspaper and window, will
 exceed your space.

The passing public will come to recognize the re
gular change and

look for them.

As far as possible make " good windows
." Freak windows may

be all right occasionally, as during carnival or fair
 time, but they take

a great deal of time, destroy goods and bring
 no immediate results.

Use neat display cards. They help rivet the impressions you are

striving to make.

TI-1E KEYSTC1N

Construction of
As to the show windows themselves, the window s

eat

Show Windows should be quite deep, and not more than fift
een or

eighteen inches high inside ; the glass not being
 over

two feet from the sidewalk. The entire window should be enclosed

with wire cloth screens, made in sections, and 
held in place by buttons,

one section being a door on loose pin hinges
. This will keep insects

out in summer, and prevent pilfering of smal
l articles. Sections can

be removed at any time to admit articles too 
large to be taken through

the door. If the frames are made light and oil fini
shed, they will

obstruct the light very little, are easily cl
eaned, and will serve as a

background for the trimming ; though b
ackground trimming shuts off

the light, and the effect of the window 
from the customer who has

entered the store.

From the bottom of the window a fram
e, made in sections, for

easily handling, raised about six inches a
t the back and slanting to the

front, covered with black cloth, is very 
serviceable in displaying tools,

builders' hardware and small articles.

One line of goods at a time in a window 
is generally better unless

the windows are very large. Large quantities of one article always

attract attention. Few people would notice only one of a
ny everyday

article, but a window full of same would
 cause any number of people

to stop. My neighbor, the giocer, te
lls me that when he puts on the

walk one or two watermelons, very 
few ask for them, but when he

stacks up half a car-load, every other
 man buys one. Thus a great

many attractive window displays can 
be made by using quantities of

common articles.

A study and faithful practice of wi
ndow trimming will lead to

better store service in every way. 
You become more critical of each

individual line as you take it up for 
display. You ask yourself if

985

you are carrying the right quality in

proper quantity, at the right price
? In

establishing your sign boards in the publi
c

mind you will see the more clearly 
how

necessary also is intelligent, courteous

and prompt service. This study will shake

you cut of the rut in which you may 
be

working, you will read the trade journal
s

more eagerly for ideas, and come to

realize that the prosperous merchant ha
s

no time for kicking against the inevitable
 ;

that the retailer cannot look to legisla
tion

for success, and if he is making a f
ailure,

the cause of it is in his own methods.

There is no more fascinating art than

that of window-dressing—there's pleasur
e

in the effort, delight in the achievement

and profit in the result. Window-trim-

ming is a progressive science, and som
e

knowledge of it should be part of the 
equipment of every retailer

who expects to meet modern competi
tion.

A September Window Hint

On a handsome plate put a half-dozen empty half 
shells of

oysters ; lay an oyster-fork on each half 
shell ; on a small placard inscribe,

The first of the " R " months is here,

Oyster-lovers are whetting their appe
tites.

How are you fixed for Oyster Forks
?

Pretty patterns here, at petty prices.

A Tableware Display

A contemporary gives the followi
ng suggestion for a window

display of crockery, but the scheme is so 
applicable to silverware,

especially tableware and cut glass ware,
 that the plan of the display

may serve our readers. Set a table as if for actual use. The dishes

mean something more than mere ware 
displayed in this way, and

much more readily create the desire f
or their possession. But other

ways are often very effective. For instance, with an ice cream set a rou
nd

table, not too large, should be used. 
Set up the ice cream platter on

an easel near the edge of the table. Then, with ten handsome plates,

form a V with its point at the platter'
s center. Let the edges of the

plates lap each other, and make up 
the dozen by placing two in the

hollow of the V. On either side o
f the plates put one of the hand-

somest water goblets in stock.

A handsome meat set display can be 
arranged on a round table,

with a large platter in the center and
 with four dinner plates set oppo-

site each other. Then add one or two side or gravy di
shes and wine

glasses and water goblets.

To show off to advantage a stock of 
covered dishes it is advisable

to have some of the ware which 
naturally goes with it in real use.

Say you put upon easels two med
ium sized platters, one for meat and

one for fish. Place a large soup tureen directly in f
ront of them, and

at it sides put two side dishes and 
a handsome covered salad dish in

front of it. Around, in a half circle in front of al
l, arrange several

small gravy and side dishes.

A neat layout for a dinner set is to 
have an oval table and in the

center a tall cut glass vase, or some such 
centerpiece, for flowers. Near

one end place a soup tureen, and n
ear the other a beautiful cracker

dish. All around the edge of the table, at 
proper intervals, put soup

plates with soup spoons at side of each 
one. It will greatly add to this

if wine glasses and goblets are put on 
either side of the plates.



ONE TRADEMARK.' HIGHEST GRADE GOODS.

N‘IltR PLATED it4412.4*
SEAL R BRAND

WE GUARANTEE ALL GOODS

BEARING OUR TRADE MARK.

Wm &ROGERS CORPORATION
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

OFFICE AND FACTORY
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We Sell Direct to the Retailer
No Intermediary No Middleman

No Profits to Others to Reduce Those to the Retailer
By dealing direct with the Manufacturer, the Retailer notonly gets the Jobber's profits, but he also gets Better Service,

Quicker Delivery, and he holds the immediate responsibility ofthe Manufacturer. He is not the catspaw of a Jobber, but a
Business Man having Business Relations with the Producer.

QUALITY AND FINISH OF TliE

°RI omwmmunuun

5B Rolled-Plate Chains are Superior and Unassailable
BASSETT JEWELRY CO., Providence, R. I.

Factory, 101 Sabin Street
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: CHICAGO OFFICE

112 Sutter Street Masonic Temple
MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange
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Printing the First Picture

As a sequel to the article in our last issue entitled " Developing
the First Photo," the following from the Photo Era will be found
interesting :

F all printing papers the one most used,
and the one most likely to be used by the
beginner in printing, is the glossy sur-
faced paper composed of silver chloride

in a layer of gelatine, sold in this country under
the names of solio, albuma, etc. While the glossy
surface of this paper is an offence to the eye of
the artist, it is perfectly suited for rendering of
details, and this is the part of photography that
often appeals most strongly to the beginner.
As this is the paper oftenest used by beginners,
we will first consider its treatment. When
ready to print, we take our negative (and it
must be perfectly dry, or it will stick to the
paper and probably be utterly ruined), and lay
it in the printing frame, with the film side up.
Then, in a weak light, for the paper, though
sensitive, can be handled safely to a moderate
extent in the light, we open the package, take
out a sheet of paper, and lay it on the negative
glossy side down. We put the back of the
printing frame in place, and fasten it ; then
expose the frame to the full light of day. If the
negative is very dense, so that little white paper
can be seen through it, we can print in full sun-
light ; if it is rather transparent, it will be better
and often necessary to print in the shade. In
either case, after printing a little, we open one-
half of the frame away from the light, in order
to examine the print. If it is not done, we
print it some more ; when ready for the next
operation it must be printed some little darker
than we desire the finished picture to be. How
much must be learned by experience, for different
toning baths reduce the print to different extents.

The Toning When the print is done, we
Process take it from the frame and put

it in a box or drawer, out of
the light, until ready to tone. This we do not
do until we have a batch of a dozen or more
prints ready. We may keep prints a long time
before toning ; prints can be toned months and
even years after printing, if carefully kept in the
meantime, but for the best results, we prefer to
tone within a clay or two after printing, and on
the same day if possible. The formula for the
toning bath will be found in every package of
paper, and it is best to use the manufacturer's
formula. It is certainly much easier to use the
single toning and fixing solution, but if you
want prints which will last, don't. We have
seen prints made in this way which lasted several
years, but they were remarkable exceptions and
most of such prints begin to show deterioration
after a very short exposure to light. The best
plan by far is to use separate toning and fixing
baths. Our method is to take fifteen grains of
chloride of gold and dissolve it in a sixteen
ounce bottle of water, and to have in another
bottle. a weak solution of the alkali, carbonate
of soda or some other. When toning is to be
done, enough of the gold solution is poured
into a large tray to color the water light straw
color ; a strip of red litmus paper is put in, and
very carefully, enough of the alkali is added to
turn the paper just blue. Now after letting the
bath stand an hour, we can tone with it. The
litmus paper should remain in the bath, and if
at any time it turns red again, more alkali
should be added at once, as an acid bath will
not tone. While the bath is standing the
prints must be washed to free them from the
chemicals which are put in to ensure the keeping
of the paper. For this purpose we wash the
prints in running water for thirty to fifty
minutes, constantly moving them. At first, the
wash water will be turned milky by the free
silver nitrate combining with the soluble chlor-
ides of the water to form white insoluble silver
chloride. After a time the water will be clear,
but washing should still be continued for a
considerable period. When thoroughly washed,
we transfer the prints, one by one, to the gold
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bath. In this we keep them constantly moving
and the color gradually changes from a red or
purple to a brown tfitl then to a gray, weakening
the print at the same time.

The Hypo Bath When the print has reached
the desired color, and this

should be in from eight to ten minutes, transfer
to clear water for a minute and then to the hypo
bath. If the gold bath tones quicker than this
time, add water ; if slower, add gold and, if
needed, alkali. The hypo bath should be one
ounce to sixteen of water, and a fresh lot should
be used for each batch of prints. Be especially
careful not to get any hypo on the prints before
toning is finished, as you will have all kinds of
spots and stains if you do. Leave the prints in
the hypo about fifteen minutes, moving about
so that all may be acted on by it. Then wash
very thoroughly in running water an hour at
least, or a dozen five-minute soaks in clean
water. Lay the prints out to dry separately,
face up, on a cloth or paper. They will curl in
drying, but may be straightened out under a
ruler. If an exceptionally glossy surface is
desired, the prints may now be squeegeed on a
ferrotype plate. Clean the plate very carefully
with soap and water and you will probably not
be troubled by the prints sticking ; if you are,
you will have to get a five per cent. solution of
paraffine in benzol from your druggist, and rub
it on and off again with a clean cloth. Then
wet the prints and lay them face down on the
surface, taking care that they do not overlap.
Lay a cloth or towel over all, and rub it down
SIT100thly with the hands ; then take the rubber
roller and pass it over the whole plate firmly
several times, holding the cloth so that it will
not slip. As the surplus water is pressed out
from under the prints, it is absorbed by the
cloth. When all the water is removed and the
prints lie flat, with no air bubbles under them,
put the plate in a warm place to dry. Do not
attempt to remove the prints until they are
thorougly dry ; then they will fall off of them-
selves, or spring off easily if a knife is inserted
under one corner.

Proofs on For proofs or cheap prints one
Blue Print Paper often uses blue print paper.

The manipulation of this is
simpler than any other photographic process.
It is simply necessary to print the paper until
the darkest parts appear bronzed ; then wash
twenty minutes in water, and dry. Although
this paper is the cheapest to purchase of any
kind on the market, it is still cheaper to coat it
at home, which may be done very easily, fol-
lowing the formulas to be found in any photo-
graphic reference book.

The printing and toning of silver papers
with a collodion base instead of one of gelatine,
such as aristo, is not essentially different from
that given above, as long as simply gold is used
in toning. When, however, platinum toning is
desired, an additional process is necessary.
After the print has been washed and toned in
the gold bath, it is put after rinsing into a bath
of potassium chloro-platinite, made according
to the instructions given with the paper, and
toned to an olive or black color. This process
requires much skill and experience in order to
get the best results, and practically the same
results may be obtained by the amateur by the
use of developing papers with less trouble.

Developing Thus we come naturally to the
Papers developing papers, of which

the oldest and best known in
this country is velox. These papers have the
especial advantage for the amateur that they can
be and usually are printed by artificial light.
For this any sort of light, from a kerosene
lamp to an electric arc, may be used. The
most important thing is to use the same light
regularly, in order that the various exposures
required by different negatives may be more
easily estimated. It is advisable always to
print at the same distance from the lamp, and
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from eight to twelve inches is a very good
distance. The principal difficulty is in the
exposure, and this must be learned by experience.
An average negative eight inches from a four-
foot gas burner will require about thirty seconds
exposure. It is an excellent plan to write the
exposure found to be correct on the negative
envelope. For developer, metol-quinol is excel-
lent, except for those persons to whom it is
poisonous. To them, and to others who find
metol-quinol too expensive, we recommend
Hauff's ortol tubes. They make a most excel-
lent developer for either plates or paper, and on
the latter give most beautiful cool tones devoid
of any tinge of green, without the addition of
bromide. By diluting strongly, we get more
brownish tones, and if greens are desired, they
may be secured by the use of bromide.

In order to avoid blisters, which are caused
by abrasion of the prints, and particularly by
cold wash water, the gelatine must be hardened.
This may be done by the use of acid hypo, at
the expense, probably, of the permanence of
the prints. It may be done more safely by
rinsing the prints, after fixing in plain I :4 hypo,
and then laying for two or three minutes in a
two or three per cent. solution of formalin. If
either of these methods is used, the washing
must be very prolonged, for the hardened gela-
tine holds chemicals with great tenacity. The
prints are to be laid out to dry face up, and if
two come in contact during this operation, no
efforts of mortal man will separate them. They
are fast for eternity.

Platinum The most expensive and most
Printing beautiful of the popular printing

processes is platinum. The
impression that platinum printing is extremely
difficult is fortunately rapidly losing ground.
It is true that the image prints out only faintly,
but a very little experience suffices to render
any one a fair judge of the proper exposure.
As platinum paper is especially susceptible to
moisture, it is sold in hermetically sealed cans,
and should never be opened or printed except
on a clear, dry day. If the whole can is not
used the first time, the tape should be fastened
about the top as it was originally. After printing,
which should continue until the details are
faintly visible in gray on a yellow ground, the
print is immersed in the developer, a saturated
solution of potassium oxalate. No additions
are necessary, although other ingredients are
sometimes recommended. This developer should
be used over and over again, simply adding new
solution as the quantity grows less. Never
mind the sediment ; it can do no harm. After
the picture is developed, it must not be rinsed,
but must be put immediately into a r : 6o solu-
tion of pure hydrochloric acid. After five
minutes it is transferred to another, and at
similar intervals to a third and to a fourth if
needed. It must pasS through acid baths until
the last is perfectly clear. Then wash twenty
minutes and l dry.

Besides the processes mentioned, which
depend on the action of light on salts of silver
or iron, there is a third class of printing pro-
cesses, in which the sensitive medium is a mix-
ture of a chromate and a colloid, as gum or
gelatine.

Colored Prints A word as to the production of
colored prints on developing

papers. Any shade of yellow, orange or brown
almost, and many shades of red, may be pro-
duced by excessive over-exposure, amounting
sometimes to several minutes in sunlight, and
development with a suitable developer. This
may be hydrochinon made with ammonium car-
bonate and strongly restrained with ammonium
bromide, or it may be ferrous citrate restrained
with citric acid. A black print may be toned
to red shades with salts of uranium, or with
copper ferricyanide. In no case can the perma-
nence of these shades be said to be well assured.
They all change rapidly under the influence
of light.

I



Established
1858

No. 126 Steel Hat-Pin Stems one dozen in a bunch

No. 128 Plated Spring Hat-Pin Stems

Incorporated
1898

No. 256
R. P. Dumb-Bell Back

No. 257
R. P. Dumb-Bell Back

No. 246 Open
Clasp for String Beads

No. 251
No. 254

We manufacture all kinds of No. 108 No. 109'4Plated Joints for One-Piece Seamless Pintongues

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only. Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers.

GEO. II. FULLER 0 SON CO.Chicago Office: 103 State Street
Columbus Memorial Building
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Among Jewelry Advertisers

0FT1
N our August issue (page 837), under the
above heading, we printed a number of
advertisements used by jewelers, and an-
nounced that in our September issue we would

make an effort to improve on them. We may state
here that the ads. which we printed were good adver-
tisements and selected by us as the best from a great
number of clipped announcements. Improvement on
them is consequently difficult, but the effort is all the
more interesting and the comparison will be instruc-
tive. Page 837, August KEYSTONE, should be re-read
IFI connection with this one.

The first advertisement, from the pen of Chas. E.
Rose, one of the best advertisers among the retail
jewelers, might be arranged and set as follows:

Pawtucket, Rhode Island

Closing-Out Sale

Fine China an
Cut Glass

HIGH-GRADE VELVET, PLUSH Ittb. PAPER BOXESVELVET tcatch (any size)  
per dozen, 84.50 PLUSH

ring square, as in CIA  
  dd

.4 .. 2.50
di 4 50 „ 

Tylantgcht;qausarine cut (any size)   pe,r dozen, SLIZ‘, Ilrooelt, S(!arf Pln, Earl:lugs, etc., with hinge . .. di 4.50 ,, „ ,d

1.130

ring, round  These Boxes are made of best material, in three colors—Purple, Red and Green. 
Brooch, Scarf Pin, Earrings, etc.   0 . 2.50Printing Velvet and Plusit Boxes, 50 eta. per dozen.

IL.,ATHERETTE BOXESWatch (any size), Ring (with hinge), Brooch, Scarf Pin, Earring, etc., per dozen, 83.00.

PAPER BOXES

ring square, with hinge as in cut

Printing Leatherette Boxes, 50 cents per dozen.
Made of highly-polished White Paper and in Imitslion Green and White Kid

NESTS (sizes 1 to 6),as in out, green or white kidRing, small size, green or white kid  Ring, medium size, as in cut, green or white kid  Ring, large size, green or white kid  Thimble (lined), green or white kid  Scarf l'in, small, green or white kid  Scarf Pita, large, green or white kid

NESTS (Sizes 1 to 6)., as in cut, white glazed  Ring, small size, white glazed   per gross, $1.50
di Id 2.75-Ring, medi  size, as in cut, white glazed   Id 41 3.00Ring, large size, white glazed  
id 41 3.25Thimble (lined ), white glazed  
66 56 3.00Scarf Pin, small, white glazed  

azed   64 41 2.00Scarf Pin, large, white gl 
14 41 2.50Tea Spoons (% dozen in box), white glazed '. z 
611 di 4.50I tinting Paper Boxes, 25 cents per gross.

JOS. B. BECHTEL 0

We are closing out our
stock of line Haviland and
other high-grade brands of
china ; also our carefully-
selected stock of cut glass

This is Your
Opportunity,
for it isn't wkat the
goods are worth, but
what they will bring.

Every piece has
got to go, even if it
takes a 50 per cent.
reduction to move it.

It seems to us that the closing-out feature of the
sale should have been given more prominence in the
original advertisement. " Closing out " implies, if it
does not actually mean, a bargain opportunity ; at

least it is generally so interpreted, and it is fetching
accordingly. The little illustrations make the ad.
more striking, and impress even the indifferent reader.

The advertisement of Grandmason is also a good
one, and we can suggest but little change. Following
is a different setting:

ANI■1■111111=11■

Confidence in
one's watch
makes traveling a
pleasure, when cor-
rect time is always a
necessity. Yours may
be a capable time-
keeper, but through
incompetent repair-
ing you have lost
faith in it.

Bring- it in to me.
I will REPAIR the
worst wrecked watch,
and I will do it eco-
nomically.

per gross, 81.75
44 id 3.00

3.25
3.50
3.25
2.25
2.75CASII-10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES
719 Sansom Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

J EWELRY& SILVERWARE CASES
PAPER BOXES, TRAYS, CHESTS,

LEATHER GOODS,
329-335 BROADWAY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

If you visit the

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

Pan-American Exposition
Give us o. Call and Inspect our Plant bond Faxilities

" Watch Confidence" is somewhat indefinite.

" Watch " is one of the words which cannot well be

used as an adjective. The word " make " should not

begin with a capital, as it did in the original ad.

1 fere again the illustration intensifies the force of the
announcement.

Jeweler George E. Feagans, of Joliet, Ill., is noted
among the craft for the excellence of his advertising,
which THE KEYSTONE has often referred to in words
of eulogy. The particular advertisement we selected
is an effective one, as are all his efforts, but it is capable
of many presentations, one of which is the following:

•;,
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THE OLD
FAMILY
CLOCK
merits your solicitude. Its
memories appeal to you.
Its tick, so familiar to some
who are now gone, is a bond
between the present and
the past. If it is silent,
or out of repair, send for us.
We will make it itself again.
Our charges are always

for the work we do—only.
No trimmings added.

It seems to us that if the old family clock ever
reaches the garret or the cellar, there is little likeli-
hood of its ever reaching the jeweler, which may or
may not be a sound criticism of Mr. Feagans' ex-
cellent ad.

The advertisement of Jaccard Jewelry Co. is ad-
mirable in substance, and could be changed only in
form, and even then doubtfully to advantage. It is a
plain, dignified statement, such as would impress the
class for which the advertisement is intended. An
ornamental border, a pretty illustration, or more white
space surrounding it, would be possible improvements.

The advertisement of J. Harvell & Son is a fairly
striking one, though " Facts about Jewelry " would
probably be more forceful than " Some Jewelry Facts."
The repetition of the phrase " it is a fact " is useless
verbiage. Another way of setting this advertisement
is the following:

5 Facts About

41
Jewelry0.4„

1 —Every article in our large,
new stock, is thoroughly
good and reliable—just what
it pretends to be.

2—Our lines are so comprehen-
sive and varied as to insure
satisfactory selection.

3—Our guarantee stands behind
every article we sell, and our
reputation is well known.

4—Quality and style considered,
our prices are the lowest pos-te

5—We insist on pleasing you, forwe desire to make every cus-
tomer a permanent customer.

The advertisement of J. F. Cunningham is a fairly
good one, though the inside rule is rather confusing
than attractive. There is in this advertisement too
much sameness of type. It wonld show up more
attractively as follows :

/ A Clock
Watch

Ring
Watch Chain

Charm

Set Silver Forks

Knives or

Spoons; or
An Alarm Clock or

Anything in the

Jewelry Line?

conk to and J oat
tica tke-13e4t coo4

cowl. TILIzei3

The Sturgeon advertisement is an excellent sample
of good advertising. The only possible improvement
we could suggest is an apt illustration. A different
form of the same advertisement is the following:

1:

_2

m‘., Silverware
for the Bride
Tea Sets
After Dinner Coffee Sets
Salad Bowls
Punch Bowls
Loving Cups
Knives
Forks
Spoons
Ladles and Fancy Pieces
Carving Sets, all sizes

all styles

Our special object this week is to
interest you in the elegant and most
complete lines of beautiful Wedding
Silver that could well be shown in
one store.

Of course, the jeweler is handicapped in his ad-
vertising by the sparcity of the printer's case, especially
in small towns. He must be satisfied with the limited
variety of styles of type the printer possesses, but this
does not account for or excuse the abundance of poor
advertising. Many a printer would be glad to enrich
his equipment of types if the local merchants desired
it and guaranteed him sufficient support.
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A Circle Signifies Completeness

Our Booklet, with

illustrations of 14 K.
Larter Studs, now on
the press. If inter-

ested, send postal.

OVER
FIVE HUNDRED

PATTERNS OF LARTER
STUDS SIGNIFY ALSO A

VERY COMPLETE STUD STOCK

PATENTED DEC. x8, 'goo
FEB. 5, igox

We can now show the largest and most complete stock
of studs ever presented to the Jewelry Trade of the
United States. All with the satisfactory Larter back.
When anything in shirt studs is wanted, write

Larter, Elcox 0 Co.
21 C./ 23 Maiden Lane

New York

The Larter Stud
Is made in
18 K. gold,
14 K. gold, also

10 K. gold and
extra quality PTroobgerehmaidvethjroobubgehrs
14 K. plate

Mig_IP,-;419X14MPAVI•lbZersial0V44414,41 h,,JSeraagAPZ:al'ag0-Ph-kgrdA_ 4014-srgerNZA114,,_-,j3
4,46. riat

Round Fish Scale Bags R13

/1.

ar'4-1C r474‘ A
"e1( IFACeatqw. ‘11 .1F"■'

Are the Latest Fad

Our line contains several, and we
have more coming.

Here is a "straight tip " for Fall
trade. " All kinds of bags will sell
well." Better bank on this and let us
fill in your stock.

We also make MATCH BOXES, BELT
PINS, BROOCHES, STERLING NOVELTIES,

A postal brings samples.

!.11111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111E
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S poons

ouvenir

are good for Fall
trade ; good for prizes
or presents. EVER
TRY THEM? Send
for our Spoon book.
It will give you points
on spoons.
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BUCKLES, SCISSORS, HAT
and everything for the jeweler.

Codding & tleilborn Co
Atiograufncturero

North Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORE OFFICE-Chum. Van Ness, I I Malden Lane.SAN FRANCIs(1) I IFFICE—Geo. Greenzweig At Co., 206 Kearny St.
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Items of Interest

S. Myhoff, of Paterson, N. J., has opened a store

at 2446 Larimer Street, Denver, Colo.

The firm of Arnold & Tuck, at Ellinwood, Kans.,
has been succeeded by Doherty & Arnold.

The family of A. D. Ackerman, of Fairburg,

Nebr., has just returned from an enjoyable Eastern

trip.

The name of the firm of McClintock & Mulhern,

of Florence, Kans., has been changed to that of J. M.

McClintock.

THEE KEY8TONJE

The W. H. Rogers Corporation, Plainfield, N. J.,

have issued a highly artistic catalogue illustrating their

varied lines of silverware goods.

The Crescent Jewelry Co., formerly of 1213 Canal

Street, New Orleans, has removed to new and com-

modious quarters at 1005 Canal Street.

Thomas J. Routledge, jeweler and optician, 1134

Lake Street, Elmira, N. Y., has been appointed watch

inspector for the Lackawanna Railroad at Elmira.

D. B. Wilson, of Colorado, a graduate of the

United States School of Horology, of Philadelphia,

recently completed a beautiful escapement model,

which was exhibited in one of the show windows of

M. Sickles & Son, of Philadelphia.

The Henry L. Leibe Manufacturing Co., of 24

Boudinout Street, Newark, N. J., have issued an an-

nouncement to the effect that they have sold their

entire business, plant and good will to C. F. Kees &

Co., Inc., who will continue to carry on the business.

L. Rubenstein, the Schnectady, N. Y., jobber

accompanied by his wife, spent a fortnight at Asbury

Park, N. J., last month on a well-earned vacation.

Returning he spent several days in New York city,

visiting his brother, L. W., the Maiden Lane jobber.

Weyhing Bros. & Co. have established in Detroit,

Mich., a jewelry house for the manufacture of high-

grade goods. They announce that, having been asso-

ciated with the firm of Roehm & Son, manufacturing

jewelers, of Detroit, for the past ten years, their expe-

rience has been wide and varied.

The Towle Manufacturing Co., of Newburyport,

Mass., has issued a handsome catalogue containing

illustrations of their " New Art " creations in silver-

ware trophies. This new art—the " Art Nouveau"

of France—is making its appearance in many indus-

tries, and was much in evidence at the Paris Exposi-

tion of 1900.

Leroy M. Kohler, a son of Milton Kohler, jeweler,

of Hagerstown, Md., has entered the watchmaking de-

partment of the Ezra F. Bowman Technical School,

Lancaster, Pa. J. Edward Lehman who took a course

in watch and jewelry repairing at the same school has

accepted a position with H. R. Lefever, Kingston-on-

Hudson, N. Y.

The Jennings Bros. Manufacturing Co., Bridge-

port, Conn., have issued a handsome illustrated cata-

logue of their clocks. Especially pretty are the J. B.

Ormolu gold, with green onyx trimmings, and the

J. B. bronze with red Numedian marble trimmings.

The catalogue is really an education on artistic clock

manufactnre, and will be found useful for instruction

and reference.

A. S. Smith, of Birmingham, Ala., has removed

his stock to his new Nineteenth Street store, but still

holds the lease of his old premises on Twentieth

Street until October, 1902, where he keeps a watch-

maker at work, and any customers who are unaware

of the change of location and who go to make pur-

chases at the Twentieth Street store, are referred to

the new place of business by the watchmaker.

Jeweler William Carrington, one of the oldest

citizens of Charleston, S. C., died at his summer home

on Sullivan's Island, on August 19th. Mr. Carrington

was in his eighty-ninth year, and had been in failing

health for some time. He had, however, until re-

cently, taken an active interest in business affairs and

retained his position at the head of the firm, Carring-

ton, Thomas & Co., up to the time of his demise. He

is survived by a widow, two sons and one daughter.

The partnership between Woolf Green and Asher

Green, composing the firm of Green Bros., 6 Maiden

Lane, New York, has been dissolved by mutual con-

sent. Woolf Green announces that he has purchased

the entire interest and good will of his partner and

that the firm will hereafter be known under the name

of W. Green & Co., successors to Green Bros. The

firm is one of the best-known material houses in the

country and the change in title implies no change in

its relations to the trade.

L. W. Levy & Co., New York City, have made a

departure that will appeal to the millions who prefer

home products even in art goods. As the trade are

aware the fine hand-decorated Limoges china has

heretofore been imported. These goods are now

made in this country by the firm above mentioned, and

their product successfully rivals the foreign goods in

fineness of texture and beauty of decoration. The

line comprises cracker jars, cups and saucers, claret

jugs, pitchers, vases, etc., such goods as are con-

veniently and profitably handled by the jewelers.

The native enterprise responsible for the new goods is

highly commendable.

Hugh Lyons & Co., Lansing, Mich., fixture manu-

facturers, recently enlarged their plant by the purchase

of the business of the Potter Manufacturing Co. in

that city, a firm which formerly manufactured furniture.

Taken in connection with the present plant, the firm

will now have too,000 square feet of floor space. The

new addition will be devoted to the show case, mirror

and all wood-working departments, glass beveling,

silvering, etc., while the manufacture of metal fixtures,

papier mache and wax work will continue in the

original factory.

A fire broke out a few weeks ago in the upper

floor of the building occupied by the Paul Manufac-

turing Co., manufacturers of " Cando " silver polish,

40 and 42 Fulton Street, Boston, Mass. The stock

was damaged to the extent of from twelve to fifteen

hundred dollars. Fortunately the fire was discovered

before it had assumed disastrous proportions, and the

damage, therefore, was principally occasioned by the

volumes of smoke and water. The fire causes no

hitch in the business of the company, who were ship-

ping goods the next day. The loss is covered by

insurance.

A. Eberhardt, of Elkader, Iowa, held the formal

opening of his handsome new jewelry store on Wednes-

day, August 14th. He has just completed a fine new

brick building two stories high, and has installed a

complete set of new fixtures, making it an unusually

bright and attractive store. Music was furnished dur-

ing the day of the opening by the violinist, Max

Gamlin, and Miss Etta Wilke, pianist. A pretty sou-

venir and a flower was given to each visitor. Mr.

Eberhardt started in business in 1893 with a small

stock, but he has been remarkably successful, and now

has one of the neatest stores in the country.

How to Clean Brass and Steel

Cleaning To clean brasses quickly and economi-
Brasses catty, says an exchange, rub them

well with vinegar and salt or oxalic

acid. Wash immediately after the rubbing, and polish

with tripoli and sweet oil. Unless the acid is washed

off, the thing will tarnish so quickly its last estate will

be worse than its first. Copper kettles and saucepans,

brass andirons, fenders and candlesticks and trays are

best cleaned with vinegar and salt. Cooking vessels

in constant use need only to be well washed afterward.

Things for slaw—even pots and pans—need the oil

polishing, which gives a deep, rich yellow lustre, good

for six months. Oxalic acid and salt is the thing for

furniture brasses—if it touches the wood around it,

it only improves the tone. Wipe the brasses well with

a wet cloth, and polish well with oil and tripoli.

Sometimes powdered rotten stone does better than the

tripoli. Rub, after using, either with a dry cloth or

leather, until there is no trace of oil. No matter what

sort of brass is to be cleaned it must be freed com-

pletely from grease, caked dirt and grime. Wash with

strong ammonia suds and rinse dry before beginning
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with the acid and salt. This is a splendid treatment

for center draught oil founts with burners which draw

oil. A good thing for the storekeeper to know, for

women frequently ask about it.

To Clean The best treatment for wrought
steel, which has a knack of grow-
ing gray and lustreless, is to first

wash it very clean with a stiff brush and ammonia

soapsuds, rinse well, dry by heat if possible, then oil

plentifully with sweet oil, and dust thickly with pow-

dered quick lime. Let the lime stay on two days,

then brush it off with a'clean, very stiff brush. Polish

with a softer brush, and rub with cloths until the

lustre comes out. By leaving the lime on, iron and

steel may be kept from rust almost indefinitely.
Before wetting any sort of bric-a-brac, and espe-

cially bronzes, remove all the dust possible. The less

dust water finds about fine lines and crannies the less

it can leave there. After dusting wash well in strong

white soapsuds and ammonia, rinse clean, polish with

just a suspicion of oil and rotten stone, and rub off

afterward every trace of the oil. Never let acid touch

a bronze surface, unless to eat and pit it for antique

effects.

Wrought Steel

A Warning

ED. KEYSTONE :—We take the opportunity of
cautioning the trade in regard to a trick that has been

recently played on us. Through the recommendation

of a drummer, in whom we had confidence, we or-

dered, in June, 1900, three dozen gent's vest chains,

which were guaranteed to wear for ten years. We

were given a nicely engraved coupon guarantee book,

one coupon to go with each chain, and the number on

each coupon and stub to correspond with the number

stamped on the bar. We returned one of the chains

to the Maiden Lane office, which the customer had

worn for less than a year. The same chain was re-

turned to us after being somewhat polished up and

having a new swivel and some additional coloring.

The plate is worn off from the links and bar. We

shall, of course, give our customer a chain of another

make, and shall preserve the one of the bogus guar-

antee as a gentle reminder of a very unsatisfactory

purchase. Yours truly,

Springfield, Mass. F. S. CARR.

Private Mailing Cards

" The newest thing in private mailing cards

in the country," said a stationer recently, " is

a card with places in it made translucent,

to represent, say, windows. Openings are

stamped out of the body of the card, which is

then backed with a thin, orange-tinted paper

that will let light through when the card is held

up to it, but which is of such a character that it

can be written over without blotting.

" Here, for example, is a card with a pic-

ture of the New York Post Office, as seen from

the south. The light spaces in this are the win-

dow openings, and a crescent moon shows above.

There are light spaces also in these buildings

seen to the left up Broadway, none of these

translucent spots being observable as such when

the card is being handled in the ordinary man-

ner. But hold the card up to the light and you

have a picture of the New York Post Office by

night.
" New, also, are the private mailing cards

that have upon them, instead of a picture, the

words and musk of a song, this printing occu-

pying the greater part of the space. Only room

enough is required in the musical mailing card

for the opening salutation and the ' yours truly,'

for the sentiments which it may be desired to

convey are supposed to be expressed in the song

selected. The song mailing cards can be bought

in variety."
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619
Very Showv 3-Stone

$3.50

602
timid Caned, $4.25

569
Set with Carbuncle or

Opals, $3.25With Doublet, $3.00

580
Set with Turquoise ■11.

Doublets, $5.00

581
Very Showy, ExtraHeavy, Set With Car-
buncle, $8.00

527
Signet Hand, Carved,Raised Interchange-able Initial, $5.00

Our New Patent Interchangeable
INITIAL AND EMBLEM RING

OPEN
CLOSEDThe stone Is released by the pressure of a pin point. It springs securely and firmly into placeby slight pressure on spring. THE BEST IN rERCHANGEABLE RING MADE.

Jules Asscheim, Manufacturer
41-43 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

We can supply any of the Rings illustrated here with Opals at additional chargeaccording to size of Opal. Rings furnished in Roman, Bright or Rose Color.
TERMS: 6 PER CENT. 10 DAYS, 6 PER CENT. 30 DAYS

The New

20th CentufEg
"Leadefts"

are from the NEW DESIGNS made by Heimberger& Lind, the leading makers of JEWELERS' FIND-INGS, OcRNAMEATS, GALLEWES, Etc.

"ByUsing Our Goods Your Goods Will Sell,"is a trite motto with a world of meaning to wide-awakedealers.

Among the H. ec L. latest new goods are a handsomeline of Bodice Buckles, Ebony Mounts, Buckles, Brooch,Hat and Scarf Pins, Metal Ornaments, Etc.

Heimberger ä Lind
158 Pine Street

PROVIDENCE, W. L

577
Set with Carbuncleor Doublets, $2.75

609
Set with Doublets

$3.00

600
3-Stone Gypsy, $2.15

513
Set with Turquoise or

Doublets, $4.00

675 630Set with Carbuncle or Very Showy, 3-Stone,Opals, $4.25 Block Setting, $4.00Willi Doublet, $3.50

HALF-TONE ELECTROTYPES
A SPECIALTY

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO.
Electrotypers

621 Commerce St., Philadelphia

We do

RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing Can this be Repaired? Yes

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts tomatch the old ones, broken or melted off, the same as new.We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze,Brass, Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze,and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.
Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. L. Sercomb Co

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

State & Adams Sts.

CHICAGO

THE BEST OIL is an ESSENTIAL of the best watches and the best watch work ;poor oil is injurious to both.

EZRA KELLEY'S
ti IAA been the

I Watch Oil.
Hone Genuine

76/4„reAbt

WATCH

CHRONOMETER 011

CLOCK an

Standard of the World for over 70 YearsAll horologists concede its superiority; the best horologists use no other.All who pride themselves in their repair work or the timepieces they sell should tie to it.It's best for the timepieces, for your reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel 0 Co General Selling AgentsCo_ United States and Canada

31 Maiden Lane, New York
Grimshaw 0 Baxter, Sole European Agents

35 Goswell Street, London
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication

any new ideas they may have on any subject,
technical or mercantile. of general interest

and practical value to the trade

THE KEYSTONE

A Suggestion to the Trade
ED. KEYSTONE :—Considering the intricate and

multifarious technical details of the watchmaker's
work, it is strange that few, if any, of those engaged
in the trade, endeavor to establish through the me-
dium of your valuable journal an interchange of
intelligent opinion concerning the mechanical prob-
lems which arise in their every-day work. I think I
am justified in stating that this state of things arises
principally from the fact that a good workman spends
such a great deal of time in acquiring skill in the prac-

tical details of his business that he is generally lacking
in the capability to put his ideas on paper for the

benefit of his brother workers. Again, if a mere
literary man undertakes the task of grappling with

the difficulties involved in the mechanism of a watch,

the other extreme is reached. Both qualifications are

admirably combined in THE KEYSTONE, but the same

cannot be expected in individuals. Nevertheless, I
would suggest that watchmakers and others engaged

in the jewelry business communicate through THE

KEYSTONE any new ideas or suggestions which they

deem of value to their brethren. The average

watchmaker, although a man of intelligence, cannot,

of course, be expected to write faultless English ; but

I feel assured that any communication sent to THE

KEYSTONE for publication will be put into such shape

as will make it both interesting and profitable to the

trade. If this suggestion is carried out, I believe it

will be a valuable adjunct to your already excellent

technical department and a benefit to the trade at large.

Yours truly,
F. W. H.Burlingame, Kans.

[THE KEYSTONE takes great pains to keep before
the trade the fact that its pages are always at their
service for the purpose suggested by our correspon-
dent. We are always pleased to give space to any
new idea sent us, and to clothe same in suitable
language.—ED.]

The Grab Sale Again
ED. KEYSTONE :—I followed the advice given in

the July KEYSTONE by a brother of the craft, concern-

ing a grab sale. I held one recently, and although

the people of this place are slow to catch on to such

innovations, the sale was a financial success and is, in

my opinion, one of the best schemes by which to

dispose of dead stock. I would recommend it

to jewelers, no matter where they may be located.

An idea that has succeeded here, where there are

only two thousand inhabitants, will, I believe, work

well elsewhere.

Augusta, Ky.

Yours respectfully,
G. J. DAUM.

ED. KEYSTONE :—In regard to the "grab sale"

recommended in THE KEYSTONE by a brother jeweler,

I wish to ask how the sale should be advertised ? How

many valuable articles should be offered ? Supposing

I made up five hundred packages and put in one dozen

valuable pieces, it is possible that the high-priced

goods may be drawn amongst the first fifty sales. The

parties drawing these valuable prizes would talk about

it, and the rumor would probably circulate that most

of the valuable pieces had been drawn. This would

naturally interfere with the further success of the sale.

How can this difficulty be obviated ? How should the

sale be advertised ? Thanking you in anticipation.

Yours truly,
Dubuque, Iowa. F. A. NESLER.

[It is possible, but not at all probable, that the
high prizes would be first drawn. It is much more
probable that just enough of them would be drawn to
intensify interest in and help the sale. The grab sale
must be advertised in the same way as any other sale,
but a good plan might be to specify the contents of
several of the more tempting packages, or show them
in the window. Care should be taken, however, not
to collide with any lottery law.—ED.]

A Guessing Contest
ED. KEYSTONE :—I have just concluded a very

successful postal-card contest on the lines recom-

mended in THE KEYSTONE, and found it to be an

excellent form of advertisement. Encouraged by the

success which attended the contest I have just started

another, which I hope will bring as good or better

results. In anticipation of the coming election, to be

held on November 5, 1901, I have distributed a num-

ber of circulars all over the town and surrounding

country, of which the following is a copy:

WHAT WILL BE THE

Total Official Vote
OF TII E

State of Ohio

At the Fall Election, to be held

On November sth, 1901? 

On account of the interest taken in my Postal Card
Contest, I will offer the ffillowing prizes to those who
come nearest guessing the total official number of votes
that will be cast at the next fall election, November 5,
1901. To the first nearest the correct guess, I will give a
pair of my

$5 Gold Filled Spectacles.
The person winning will have their eyes tested and

thoroughly fitted free of charge. To the second nearest
correct guess, I will give one of the celebrated A line of

Eight-Day Oak Clocks.
Contest Closes November 4, root.

A/fir• One guess FREE, and a guess with each pur-
chase 

All 
ngi to, snstei sn tuokilltile.tuiffrit

put in a sealed envelope.
Name, address and date must be with each guess.
Mail or bring guess to me.
The following is the official vote of the past ten

years, at the fall elections:

1189921   
795,631 1896 . . . . 1,020,107

8 861,625 1897 . . . . 864,022

11889934   
835,604 1898 . . . 793,169

1895   
776,819 1899 . . . . 920,872
846,996 1,049,121

Call and see Pr'zes at my store.

E. ISRAEL,'
Jeweler and Optician,

HARRISON, • • OHIO.

I think the idea is a good one, and shall be glad

to send you an account of the result.

Truly yours,
IIarrison, Ohio. E. ISRAEL.

[We print Mr. Israel's circular in full, as it may
give some pointers to others to whom the idea may
appeal.—ED.]

Fastening in Stems

ED. KEYSTONE :—I would say to " Stem-Set "

(August, 1901, page 841), that I used to have just

such a time as he complains of, in fastening in the

stem of 16 size, old style, Walthams and Hamiltons. I

noticed that it was in the open-face watches that the

stem could be fastened in in half a minute, and the

huntings that took half an hour or longer, and found

that by pressing in the stem as far as it would go, and

tightening screw while stem was so held, that it would

fasten right every time.
The reason that hunting-case watches give that

trouble is because the lock spring holds the stem out

far enough to allow the setting lever to slip in behind

the place noade for it in the stem.

Try this way, my brother. It will save you lots

of time and worry.

Yale, Mich.

Respectfully yours,

L. Roy FULLER.

Advertising Cheap Watches
ED. KEYSTONE :—Some of your readers may be

interested in the following method which I adopted

for advertising cheap watches. I had a quantity of

common brown wrapping paper, of a cheap variety,

cut in circular pieces of fifteen inches and ten inches in

diameter. I then had the " ad." printed in an attrac-

tive manner on the circulars, which I folded in the

form of a cone. Having further improved their

appearance by the application of some artistic color-

ing, I proceeded to have them distributed. The

smaller circulars were delivered at stores and resi-
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dences, and the larger ones were left at the banks, on

doorsteps, park benches, etc. In conjunction with

this outdoor system of advertising, I designed an

attractive window display. The bottom of the window

was covered with the wrapping paper, and a number

of the circulars, with watches attached, were exhibited.

The window was lighted as usual, but I had the shades

pulled down in order to hide the gas lights, and on a

wooden box I placed a common tallow candle in an

old tin candlestick, with the announcement : " The

only light I can afford to use in showing these cheap

watches."
The window attracted a great deal of notice and

told its story in a positive and emphatic manner. I

sold a great many watches, and consider this method

of advertising very profitable.

Truly yours,
Fremont, Nebr. H. D. DUNNING.

Some Pertinent Queries

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am an appreciative reader of

your valuable journal and would feel exceedingly

grateful for the benefit of your advice anent the follow-

ing. Is $4o per month too great a sum to spend in
advertising a business the detailed particulars of which

are as follows:

Stock  $4500.00
Stock of optical goods . . .  Ioo.00
Average monthly business .  9oo.00
Repairs since Christmas, 1900 100.00

I advertise in two afternoon daily papers and in

one morning paper. One of the dailies has a paid

circulation of 69oo and the other evening publication

has about one-half that amount. Would it be more
profitable for me to discontinue the ad. in one of the

evening papers and double the space in the one with

the larger circulation, their advertising rates being the

same?
When I started business in this city about a

year ago I called my place the "  Jewelry and

Optical Co.," and have advertised under that title.

I now realize that I have made a mistake in not

using my name instead, as the public are becoming

better acquainted with the store every day, but, quite

naturally, do not recognize me as the proprietor. Would

it be advisable for me to change the name right away?

My jeweler is using cyanide for cleaning watches;

I find it cleans gold plated, solid gold and silver

jewelry real well. Is it in any way injurious? Thank-

ing you ill anticipation?

Yours truly,
PERPLEXED.

[Our correspondent should be able to tell by re-
sults whether he is spending too much or too little for
advertising. Two per cent. of gross sales is consid-
ered a very conservative estimate for advertising ex-
penditure, and while " Perplexed " is spending more
than this percentage, we cannot say with our limited
knowledge of the circumstances that he is spending
too much. We rather feel that he is not, that is, if he
is advertising to best advantage. As to the distribu-
tion of his patronage among the papers, we are unable
to advise him, knowing neither the papers nor any of
the circumstances that regulate their value as adver-
tising media. Only the man On the ground can give
a valuable opinion on this matter ; but the suggestion
as to doubling the space ill the paper with the larger
circulation, might be worth the trying. Of course, if
the papers differ in politics and are read by people
similarly circumstanced and differing in politics only,
to eliminate either one might be unwise. To the
jeweler knowing all the local circumstances, this
matter should be easy of decision.

As to the contemplated change in the title of his
business, our correspondent seems to have the right
idea. There's much in a name when it is borne by
an honest, capable business man, and personality is
an important factor in merchandizing. As our corres-
pondent is a good advertiser, it would seem to make
little difference whether he made the change right
away, with proper announcement of the fact, or used
for a time a title like this : " The Santiago Jewelry
and Optical Co., John Jones proprietor," or " John
Jones, formerly the Santiago Jewelry and Optical Co."
One or other of the latter forms might be preferable
for some months at least.

As to the cyanide, when used properly the solu-
tion is not injurious to the goods. It is advisable,
however, not to make it too strong. One ounce of
cyanide of potassium to a quart of water is about
right, and the articles (especially plated goods) must
not be kept immersed too long, as it will tend to dull
the finish. It is also well to remember that the solu-
tion is a dangerous poison.—ED.]
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Three-Piece Set
8-Day, Pendulum

Half-Hour Gong Strike
31 :?'-Inch Ivory Dial
Height, 18)i Inches

J. B. Ormolu Gold
With Green Onyx r se. $Trimmings
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Bridgeport, Conn.
Call at our

New York Salesrooms
387 Broadway

Our New Catalogue now
ready. Write for it

Our designs and finish
ARE THE BEST

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

LANCASTER, PA.

A

School

for

the

thorough

teaching

of

Completed July, Pm, in our School,by IL I: r v, or I lot I idaysburg, l'a.

TI1E EZRA F. BOWMAN TIlxrcA. SCIFOOL.
Dear Sirs:—.Since leaving your school, eight years ago, I have been employed inseveral large establishments, and have had t I pport it oily of working heside millier111skull 1ti1.:111411114111 1110C11/1111(4. 1E0111 Illy UN01010111.1. it gives nit. 110 small amount ofsatisfied ion and pleasure to say that the methods of lloing work, an taught in yourschool, n• ,.f the beat. To any one wishing to learn watchmaking thoroughly, I mostheart i I) reeommend your school. Wishing y011 constatil success, I remain,

Very respectfully yours,
L. SCHARBEIII,E,

with J. E. Caldwell & Co.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS, ETC.

Watchmaking

Engraving

Jewelry

Repairing

and

Kindred
Subjects

PHILADELPHIA, February 15, 1901.

The above cut represents our new invention

IT IS NOT THE
WATCHES YOU
CAN'T,
BUT THOSE YOU
DON'T FIX,
THAT COME BACK

Can be turned in any
position.

Top board 11 inches
square.

Will hold 16 watches
any size or make.

"The Universal Adjusting anD
Regulating Board' for the bench.

Small, compact, handsomely made, with mahogany top and cherrybase, piano finish. The ball and socket are of brass, heavily nickel plated.No trouble to operate, and will enable you to do one-third more work,cut down your " come backs " ninety per cent. and also ease your con-science, because, when a watch runs two or three hours in differentpositions, it is ready for the pocket and certain to give satisfaction.The board keeps your work always before you, enabling you to noticeany irregularity in the escapement almost immediately.Can be effectively used as a display stand for the window.Circulars sent on application.

Price, $6.00

ALONZO SCOTT CO.
Marietta, Ohio
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Our New Oil Fields
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HE story of the development of the petroleum industry in this country
is an exciting one. The finding of oil and the first appearance of the

find are necessarily spectacular, and " booms " and " crazes " are
inevitable accompaniments. Such excitement over so common, not

to say vulgar, a commodity as oil, seems unreasonable, but is capable of
explanation. The secret of the attendant sensationalism is largely found in the

" gusher." The sight of a valuable commodity pouring freely from the earth is

thrilling in the extreme. Then there is the quick call to action to provide for

this unexpected wealth, which, if uncontrolled, would be a fearful menace to

life and property. It is this shock to
man's natural lethargy at the sight of

a fountain of inflammable liquid, gush-
ing high into the air, that has crazed
mankind in all parts of the world, no
where more than in our own country.

The United States is wonderfully
rich in oil. It has been found in Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, Kansas, Wyoming,
Colorado, Virginia, Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, California and Texas—and the
end is not yet. The centers of oil
excitement at present, however, are in
California and Texas, and good de-
scriptions of these fields are found in
an article in the Review of Reviews,
by David T. Day, Chief of the Divis-
ion of Mineral Resources, U. S. Geo-
logical Survey.

THE OIL
FIELDS OF
CALIFORNIA

Mr. Day informs us
that of all oil dis-
coveries those in
California are likely
to be of greatest

value. California has been poorly

supplied with fuel in comparison with
Pennsylvania or Ohio, or any of the

States, where cheap coal has devel-

oped enormous industrial enterprises.

California cannot continue as a great
commonwealth, past the agricultural

or even more temporary treasure-min-

ing stage, without a great supply of

fuel. In the southern part of the State

the deposits of thick oils in Ventura

County prove sufficient to furnish val-

uable amounts of fuel oil. In the city

of Los Angeles and at Anaheim the

discoveries were sufficient to arouse

the usual wild excitement.
Within the last two years a marked

change has taken place in the eco-

nomic phase by the discovery, first at

Coalinga, in Fresno County, of lighter

oil, much more promising to the re-

finer, and this was followed by similar

discoveries, but on a larger scale, in

the neighborhood of Bakersfield, in

Kern County. The result of these discoveries is well indicated by the fact that

there are now over I too oil locations in the State of California, of which 600

have been located near Bakersfield. The excitement has been sufficient to

make oil prospecting more popular than the gold prospecting, which has

continued in California without cessation since 1849. The character of the oil

in these new discoveries in Fresno and Kern counties will undoubtedly admit

of refining for the production of illuminants, but the great value for such finds

in California will be to provide a large supply of power-producing fuel. Further,

it must be remembered that the great progress in hydraulic engineering in

California will not only supplement this oil fuel by extremely progressive use

of water-power, but the same means by which water-power has been carried

long distances at phenomenally low cost, will be applied to developing our

pipe-line systems beyond their present efficiency in the East.

Had it not been for the unfavorable experience in refining

THE BEAU- the California oils with their great percentage of asphaltum,

the discovery of oils somewhat similar in Texas would have

been more auspicious. Nevertheless, this Texas discovery,

with which every one is more or less familiar, is certain to exert as powerful

an influence on the petroleum industry in general as the California oils will

have upon the local industrial conditions of a State. The accidental discovery

of moderate supplies of petroleum at Corsicana, Texas, a few years ago, was

sufficient to attract the attention of oil men to that State, and to have near at

hand experienced men and apparatus for well-drilling, when the final discovery

of Captain Lucas, near Beaumont, announced a really great oil field. The

details of this discovery are interesting. To Captain Anthony F. Lucas is due

the fact that this discovery was made last year, and not many years later, as

would have been consistent with normal development. Captain Lucas visited

the writer in Washington, and asked his aid in interesting the oil fraternity to

help him in drilling a well at Beaumont, Texas, where he felt sure that a

profitable field would be developed. The reports of the United States

Geological Survey indicated at that time the probability of finding oil in this

vicinity, probably due to the external oil indications which had long been

observed there ; but it was not the province of the survey to promote any

individual locality, therefore Captain Lucas sought further, and without much
additional aid or other encouragement than his own convictions, drilled and
obtained this wonderful " gusher." As a result, 149 companies have already

been organized since the discovery of this well, with a nominal total capacity
sufficient to conduct all the oil refineries of the United States. There is no
question but that the prediction of Mr. F. H. Oliphant, of the United States
Geological Survey, as to the greatness of this field, will be borne out. Great
stores of petroleum have been added to the known petroleum resources of the

United States. The only question is
as to the fitness of the oil for one pur-
pose or another. Like the California
oil, it contains asphaltum, or, accord-
ing to the loose and meaningless ex-
pression of the oil men, it has an
" asphalt base " instead of, as it is

expressed, a " paraffine base." This
distinction is intended to express the
following facts :

When Pennsylvania or Ohio oil is
distilled, the last distillates, on cooling,
deposit crystals of paraffine wax, and
the residuum left in the stills has cer-
tain characteristics quite peculiar to
these oils. When, however, Texas or
California oil is distilled, the heavier
distillates obtained by the ordinary
methods adapted to Pennsylvania and
Ohio oils, yield no paraffine wax, and
the residuum is greater in amount and
like asphaltum in its character, and
consists essentially of asphaltum. Ex-
actly what the differences are in the
oils themselves, before distillation,
which causes this result, has not been
adequately determined. Very little
has been learned in regard to the
chemistry of the Texas oil. We know
that in addition to this " asphaltum

base " the oil contains considerably

more sulphur than the sulphur-bearing
crude petroleum of Ohio and Indiana.

The odor of the oil is extremely disa-
greeable. The statements in regard

to its usefulness have varied within

the most extraordinary limits. Some

experts, with a natural bent toward

the optimistic, have staked their repu-

tations on its being adaptable to all
the uses of the petroleum industry,

that enormous proportions of illumi-

nating oil can be obtained from it

with the greatest ease ; that its prop-

erties as a lubricant are unexcelled ;

whereas, on the other hand, it has

been condemned as "so bad that it

can furnish practically no illuminants;"

has a vicosity too low for lubricating oil ; " " is valueless as a fuel oil on

account of the corrosion of the iron in furnaces from the sulphur in the oil, and,

therefore, unfit for fuel," which would take from it the last possibility of

usefulness. Against this, on the practical side, is evidence of more value from

the fact that the oil has a sale at twenty cents a barrel in large quantities. The

railroads, and other interests requiring steam, are adapting their furnaces as

rapidly as can be done to the use of this oil in the place of coal, and in this

respect, as in California, it comes as a boon to the fuel consumers. Its use as a

fuel oil has been established, whether it corrodes boilers or not. The question

comes as to the future. In regard to the prospect of using the oil for other

purposes, we must remember, in the case of sulphur, that only a few years ago

the problem of taking sulphur from Ohio oils was unsolved, and yet fully as

good illuminants are now obtained from the sulphur-bearing oils of Ohio and

Indiana as from any other source.
The writer has had time for only brief examination of Beaumont oil, but

from this it is already evident that the problem of taking out the sulphur is not

at all difficult. In fact, it may conservatively be stated that the sulphur in this

oil is likely to become a profitable source of sulphur for the trade. The

problem of converting the crude petroleum into the usual refined products for

which there is a large market—that is to say, gosolinc, naphtha, refitted burning

oils and lubricants—is a far more serious one ; for its solution we need more

work from petroleum experts. We need to separate this oil, without the use of

heat, into the several oils of which it is composed, and examining each one of

these oils by distillation under certain novel conditions, determine the most

economic means by which the desired products can be obtained.
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Prevention and Treatment of Myopia

Every observer of children has seen how
they are very apt to hold the reading matter
very near to their faces, frequently as near as
six or five inches, in spite of the fact that these
little students may have perfect vision for distant
objects. The reason for this bad habit lies
probably in the peculiarity of the children to use
more effort than is really necessary for the per-
formance of their eye work, just as in going to a
certain place they are very apt to run. They
have so much power of accommodation in their
eyes that they mostly use much more than is
necessary or healthy for them. Furthermore,

it would seem that holding the books so near
excludes more other objects from the field of

vision so that the attention of the child cannot
be called off to other things as easily. That

there lies a great danger in thus holding the
print too near will be evident to every reader of
THE KEYSTONE. The eye adapts itself, as it
were, to the near point, and often enough be-

comes myopic with harmful changes in the inner

coats of the eye.
Professor Konigshofer, in the Wocheusch

Therapie und Hygiene des Auges, lately has

treated this subject of the prevention of myopia.

He says that in reading, writing and sewing a

distance of at least one-fifth of a meter (about

eight inches) must be maintained. The reviewer

believes that it would be better still to put the

minimum distance down to eleven or ten inches

and to avoid every fine print which requires the

child to bring its head nearer. The illumina-

tion ought to be perfect, and a reduction of the

light or of the size of the letters is only permis-

sible so long as the child need not hold the

book too near. Near work, he says, should

not be continued for a long time. The author

then speaks of the importance to keep the body

in the proper position and describes an apparatus

of his own, which keeps the trunk in an upright

position. One should never read in cars or in

the twilight. Children should not go to school

before the end of the seventh year, and during

the first year should not be occupied more than

eighteen hours a week. The near work then

should never last more than one-half hour at a

time, and he further believes that after every

school hour there should be a pause of half an

hour, and there should be a systematic change
from near work to other subjects. Even in the
highest classes forty-six hours of school-work
should be the limit. These rules especially

apply to children in whom, by heredity, there

is a disposition to myopia and who have some

myopia already. Those children, however, who

show a rapidly progressive myopia should do

as little near work as possible and should be

watched constantly. As far as the treatment of

myopia is concerned, he does not approve of the

tendency nowadays to give the full correction
for far and near, although the reviewer must

remind the reader that here in the United States

excellent results have been obtained in cases of

moderate myopia. The author proceeds in the

following way when the myopia is under six or

seven dioptries : He gives a full correction for
distance, but only a partial one for near, which

will allow his patient to work comfortably at

from thirty to forty centimeters. In all those
cases in which the myopia is less than three
dioptries he advises the patient to read without
glasses. In the higher degrees of myopia he
never gives a full correction for the distance, and
in general gives the rule that the higher the
myopia the greater must be the uncorrected
part of the defect. This last advice all our read-
ers will agree to, although it is well here to state
again that we should never treat a case of
myopia by cast-iron rules, but should consider
each case as a problem by itself.

Landolt's New Test Types for Deter-
mining the Acuteness of Vision

In the April number of THE KEYSTONE
of last year we described the new optotypes of
Landolt. At that time we had to depend upon
a description given by Dr. G. E. De Schweinitz,
in the Ophthalmic Record. Now we have before
us the complete article of Dr. Landolt himself,
as published in the Annals of Ophthalmology.
We give it here in full, and shall reserve our
remarks for the conclusion of this article.

One distinguishes, as is well known, three dif-

ferent functions of the retina : the perception of light,

the perception of color and the acuteness of vision.

The first of these functions to produce a luminous

impression ; the second, by the smallest quantity of

colored light required to make the organ recognize

the given color.
As to the acuteness of vision, it is determined by

the smallest (visual) angle at which the eye can dis-

tinguish tzvo points as being separated.
The acuteness of vision is, therefore, inversely

proportional to the smallest visual angle. As it is a

question of relatively small angles, the visual acuity

is estimated as inversely proportional to the space

which separates the two points ; or, if the interval be-

tween the points be constant, as proportional to the

distance which separates the eye from the test object.

The standard visual acuity corresponds to an angle of

one minute.
It would not, however, be possible to estimate the

acuteness of vision by means only of two points of

variable distance, because it is almost impossible to

determine, with precision, the moment when two

points cease to be seen as separate, and become

merged in a single visual impression.
It is for this reason that more or less complicated

test objetts, especially capital letters, are used in the

examination of the acuteness of vision.
Though generally employed, letters as test types

are open to more than one objection.
I. To begin with, they cannot be used for the

illiterate, and they are more easily recognized by

those accustomed to reading than by those who read

little, or to whom letters of the given form are not

familiar.
For the illiterate, other signs, some in the form of

an E and some in that of a square in which one of the

sides is wanting, are therefore in use. But the unit of

measure is evidently not the same for these two signs,

nor is their visibility the same as that of the letters.

2. Some letters are much more easily recognized

than others—A, for instance, than B, 0 than M, etc.,
3. The recognition of letters is a more compli-

cated process than might at first be thought, a pro-

cess in which light sense, movements of the eyes, and,

above all, intellectual functions play an important part.

I need simply mention the case of word-blindness,

where the acuity of vision is intact, whilst the letters

are no longer recognized.
4. But the principal objection to be raised against

the letters as visual tests is, that they do not answer to

the definition of the acuteness of vision. We may

ask, in fact, where the two points, the separate percep-

tion of which should measure the visual acuity, are to

be found in distinguishing letters.

5. The square letters have given rise to another

serious controversy. Several authors point out that

the vision, measured with these test objects, should

be expressed as inversely proportional, not to the

height of the letter, but to its square. And it is cer-

tain that the promoters of the letters as test types

have not succeeded in giving a satisfactory answer to

this objection. Snellen replies, for example, that

" the act of vision, which concerns the recognition of

letters, is a compound function, measured partly by

linear and partly by square measure."

This being the case, the conclusion to be arrived

at is, that the function, determined by the recognition

of letters, is not, properly speaking, the acuteness of

vision, which is defined by the separate distinguish-

ing of two points or lines, a measure essentially linear.

After many experiences and considerations, which

would be too long to explain here, I believe to have

found a very simple means to solve the problem, and

to replace the old and defective method of determin-

ing the visual acuity by a rational, precise and correct

method.
I choose, as a test-object, a black circle or ring,

the thickness of which is equal to one-fifth of its

diameter. The circle is interrupted by a gap, limited

by parallel lines, the distance between which is the

same as the thickness of the ring.

0.3

0
0,8

0.1

0.9

0,4

This gap or break becomes the test object for de-

termining the acuteness of vision. In fact, we have only

to determine the longest distance at which a person is

able to make out the interruption in the circle, and

the width of the gap (I), divided by the distance (D),

is equal to the tangent of the angle that measures the

visual acuity, being inversely proportional to it. Thus,

the visual angle = 1,, the acuteness of vision V = V.
One sees that, in this way, we proceed absolutely

in conformity with the definition of acuteness of vision.

The black, that lies on either side of the gap, corres-

ponds to the two points the distance between which is

inversely proportional to the visual acuity. Nobody

will object, of course, that with our method the acute-

ness of vision should be expressed arithmetically, and

(Continued on gage 983)
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not geometrically, because our test object resembling a
C, occupies a certain surface like other letters. With
us, it is not the whole space occupied by the figure,
but only the two sides of the gap, that constitute the
test object.

In fact, it is not a surface, but a black circular

line, interrupted somewhere, which we use. Instead

of a curved line, we could just as well have chosen a

straight one, and no one would have thought of ob-

serving that we deal with a surface. Only, it would

have been much more difficult for the patient to indi-

cate the interruption in a straight line, than in a circle.

One single object of this sort would be sufficient
to determine the acuteness of vision. In order to
vary the visual angle, one would vary the distance,
and, in order to change the form of the object, one
would only turn the ring so as to give the gap another
direction. In order to exclude the person under ex-
amination from guessing the situation of the gaps, we
have but to change the position of the ring. We
shall see later, that we proceed in this manner when
the acuteness of vision is very weak. But, in order to
simplify the procedure for the high degrees of visual
acuteness, I have drawn, on a card, a certain number
of my circles of different sizes and of various direc-
tions. The person examined is asked to indicate,
by word or sign, the direction in which the circles
are broken.

In order not to render the test types too dissimilar
to those usually employed, I have given to the circles
the same thickness as the corresponding letters in
Snellen's types. But the black in my types is con-
stant, while that of the letters varies ; for example, in
the proportion of 3 to 4 for an L and an E.-

I have chosen the dimensions in such a manner
that, placed at a distance of 5 meters, they correspond
to the following fifteen degrees of visual acuity : o.
0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, o.6, 0.7, o.8, 0.9, 1, 1.25, 1.50,

1.75 and 2.
Fortunately, the decimal fractions correspond

admirably with the requirements of ophthalmolog-

ical practice, where small intervals between the tests
for the high degrees of visual acuteness, large ones

for the lower degrees, are desirable.
The normal or mean acuteness of vision (V =

corresponds, as hitherto accepted, to a visual angle of
one minute.

For those who would like to use my test types at

any other distance than 5 meters, I give here the dis-

tances at which the different numbers appear under

an angle of one minute:

0.1 = 50 meters. o.8 = 6.2 meters.
0.15 = 33.3 "
0.2 = 25 "
0.3 = 16.6 "

0.4 = 12.5 "

0.5 = 10 "
o.6 =8.3 "
0.7 =7.1 "

The degree corresponding to the visual acuity will

always be found by dividing the distance D' at which

the individual distinguishes the sign, by the distance

I) at which it is discerned by the normal eye.

V = -
D

One of my cards contains, besides the fifteen dif-

ferent sizes of the test-type, •a radiating figure for

determining astigmatism.
Notwithstanding the great number of degrees that

can be tested with these cards, they are of relatively

small size, one measuring only 27 cm. square, the

other 27 cm. wide to 40 cm. high. In fact, examina-

tion by letters requires a great number of test types for

each degree of visual acuity, owing to the difference of

visibility of the letters and the ease with which they

can be committed to memory . With my type, one

sign suffices for each degree. One has only to vary

the direction of the card to change the position of all

the gaps.
These tests can also be shown in a mirror, without

requiring reversed printing.
Our test cards are square, or nearly so, and not

oblong, as the ones in general use. This shape allows

a more uniform illumination with constant artificial
light and a reflector.

But the greatest advantages which, I think, can
be claimed for these test types are, that they realize,
much better than letters, the principle of the acute-
ness of vision, the determination of the " minimum
separabile," that they exclude, as much as possible,
intellectual functions, and that, being themselves uni-
form and the same for the illiterate as well as the edu-
cated of all nations, they represent a true unit, the
essential and fundamental condition for every measure
and every examination.

The fifteen different degrees of acuteness of vision
that can be determined with the cards mentioned, are
quite sufficient for ophthalmological purposes.

Besides these complete test cards, I have con-
structed a reduced and easily portable one (Fig.
and Fig. 2). It consists of two disks of cardboard of
14 cm. in diameter. They are united by a short ribbon
and can thus be folded together, in order to occupy the
smallest possible space.

One of the disks contains only the largest of my.
rings, that which, at five meters, corresponds to
V = o.t. (Upper part at Fig. t.) It serves also to
determine the acuteness of vision when it is less than
one-tenth. In this case the card is moved toward the
patient until he is able to recognize the gap in the
largest circle.

The corresponding visual acuity is then

For 5 meters
4 4 t

3 1 t

It 2 I t

1 I .4

Li 0.5 41

-= 0. I

-= 0.08

= 0.06

= 0.04

= 0.02

= 0.01

The number 0.75 has been chosen especially for
army and navy use, where it is often a question of a
visual acuity of three-fourths (0.75), whilst this number
is lacking hi most of the test types in use.

The numbers which surpass the normal or mean
acuity, 1.5 and 2, are useful, not only in civil practice,
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In other words, the acuity of vision is equal to
twice as many hundredths of the normal, as the dis-
tance expressed in meters.

For determining low degrees of visual acuity, this
method is just as simple as counting fingers, but is
much more accurate.

In fact, in varying the direction of the gap, we
exclude guessing entirely.

The other disk (lower part of Fig. 1) contains the
rings for V = 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5 and 2.

Unfolded, as shown by Fig. I, it may be hung on
the wall. A figure underneath, so small that it cannot
be seen by the person under examination, indicates
the visual acuteness corresponding to each ring, for a
distance of five meters.
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Fig. 2

The figure shows E. Landolt's reduced test card in half its size:

but also ill the army and navy. In fact, Dr. Steiger, of
Zurich, has found that the best Swiss marksmen are
found among those having the greatest visual acuity.
On the other hand, it cannot be a matter of indiffer-
ence for a pilot to possess a visual acuity of t, 1.5 or 2.

To vary the direction of the gaps, the disks have

four holes at their edges, which enable one to put

them on the walls in as many different positions.

On the back of the two disks are the directions for

their use, in English, French, German and Italian.
(Fig. 2).

The text is printed in characters of six different

sizes, so it can be used for testing the acuteness ef

vision at short distances.
The complete as well as the reduced test card

can be had at Mr. C. F. Hausmann's, St. Gallen,

Switzerland.

That these new test types will be a valuable
addition to the armamentarium of the refrac-
tionist there can be no doubt, but the reviewer
does not believe that they ever will supplant the
old test types of Snellen. It is true that the
recognition of letters is a rather complicated
process, in which intellectual functions play a
more or less important part, but that does not
interfere with the judicious use of these letters.
For our usual determinations of the acuity of
vision have only a relative value anyhow, as
otherwise every test of this kind ought to be
preceded by a determination of the strength of
the illumination used. For illiterates the E card
is quite sufficient, as this is made on the same
principle as the test letters. This can not be
said of the card, and for this reason it ought
not to be employed any longer. Dr. Landolt
states, as the principal objection against them
and the letters, that they do not answer to the
definition of the acuteness of vision. He asks
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where, in distinguishing letters, the two points
are, the separate perception of which should
measure the visual acuity. Now it can be
answered that the two points correspond to, the
strokes of certain letters, for example g or E.
•.rhese horizontal strokes are separated by an
interval that at the stated distance corresponds
to one minute, and, therefore, come up to the
definition of the acuteness of vision. It is true
that not all letters come up to this standard, as
for examule the letter (:), which has an interval of
three minutes between its corresponding parts,
and on that account is recognized 111 more
easily.

But this difference in legibility was pointed
out as being an advantage by Dr. Landolt
more than twenty-five years ago, when in his
article in "Graefe and Saemisch " ( Vol. 3,
Part I, p. 4), he, together with Snellen, said :
" The practical use requires figures that may be
easily described or named—somewhat compli-
cated figures deserve the preference to groups
of points, because they are less easily influenced
I y differences of illuminati( m. Furthermore, in
the use of complicated figures the mistake in
confounding them with similar figures gives a
transition from clear recognition to no recogni-
tion, whilst in the viewing of the different points
mistakes affiml no measure for the degree of
the indistinct vision."

Dr. Landolt further regards it as an advan-
tage that for each degree of visual acuity he has
only one sign. That this fact, however, is not
very advantageous will be evident from the fol-
lowing deliberation : Suppose we had a case of
rather high myopic astigmatism, which required
for its correction a — 2.50 D. cylinder axis
800. In this case the acuity of vision would be

quite high if the gap happened to be above or
below, and quite low if the gap were on either
side of the sign, as in the latter case the circles
of diffusion would interfere with the distinctness
of the gap. Two or more of such signs in dif-
ferent positions would at once clear up the case.
The same thing of course happens with the E's
and the test letters, but they have the advantage
that there are many of them for the same degree
of visual acuity, so that the astigmatism will
betray itself by the very fact that some letters of
the same line are recognized easily and some
not at all, or only with great difficulty. It is
true that this trouble might be overcome
by turning the chart, but that takes time, and
on that account does not compare with the line
of many signs. Personally the writer prefers
the E chart reflected from a mirror, and so
arranged that the single letters may be pointed
at with a stick.

But no doubt the new optotypes of Landolt
have many advantages also, and will find many
adherents. That they ever will entirely replace
the test letters or the properly arranged t chart
does not seem likely.

A Series of Demonstration Lenses In-
tended for Teaching Purposes

That the science of optics is too abstract to
the average student, and that even those who
are not deterred by the mathematical formula!
need many experimental illustrations before the
rather tough meat of optics can be well digested,
is a fact well known to every teacher and stu-
dent of this branch of knowledge. To help in
this study and to demonstrate the action of
lenses and prisms employed in ophthalmic prac-
tice, Dr. Charles A. Oliver, of Philadelphia,
has had a set of lenses made that, in his opinion,
" is not only sufficient to illustrate every prac-
tical point desired, but that will give such
answers withnio any attrmpt at formulation or
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resource to abstract reasoning.. About tht
combination of the set, which is illustrated
below, the doctor states in the Annals
()j5h/ha/ma/6),u :

The set has been so constructed that: 1. Every
lens-focus, be it from a sphere or a cylinder, singly
or in combination, has been made relatively similar :
2. Every lens-surface, whether that of a single or com-

. 

."MM.

bitted sphen• or cylinder, has been made of the same
relative area ; and 3. Every prism, Ivhether alone or
in combination with a spherical, cylindrical or sphero-
cylindrical lens, has been made alike.

The set consists of only sixteen pieces, and
is made at a small cost by Wall & Ochs, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Dr. Oliver regards his set "as

the simplest and the inc St graphic method " 1 >r
studying optics for both teacher and pupil.

A Clinical Study of One Hundred and
Fifty Cases of Hyperphoria

Hyperhoria, or the tendency of the eyes to
deviate from one another in the vertical direc-
tion, is a muscular defect of the eyes that is not
often given the attention that it deserves. It is
true it is much rarer than exo- or esophoria,
but it (aught to be inquired into in each compli-
cated case, as its treatment may IR. the key to
success in IllalIV a case that has sought relief in
vain for years. There is some doubt yet as to
the best treatment of these cases, and indeed
there is no one treatment that is correct for each
case, but it will be interesting to our readers to
read about the experience of Dr. Wendell Reber,
of Philadelphia, who has made this subject a
special study, and xyho has employed the same
method in all his examinations of his last 7oo
cases, among whom he found 150 cases of hyper-
phoria. He uses the Maddox rod, and to bring
out anv latent hvperphoria he employs the fol-
lowing method : After he has corrected the
refraction of the right eye he places before the
correction a Maddox rod. After the left eye
also is corrected the patient's attention immedi-
ately is directed to the flame and the eyes are
tested for hyperphoria and lateral deviations.
By having the Maddox rod on the right eye
during the test for the left eye, the higher centers
in the brain are, as it were, put off the guard,
and the eyes are much more apt to betray their
faulty tendencies. His study of the rso cases
of hyperphoria among 700 eye patients leads
him to the following conclusions :

1. Hyperphoria occurs in about 1 (nit of every 6
patients who seek counsel of the ophthalmologist.

2. It is present to the extent of .5 degrees in I
out of 3 refraction cases.

3. It becomes worthy of special attention in about
1 out of 5 refraction cases.

4. It is more likely to be latent before the 30111
year-33 per cent. of all cases—and manifest after that
time.

5. It occurs most frequently to the extent of about
degree.

6. The most frequent symptoms are supraorbital,
temporal and occipital neuralgias, photophobia, drow-
siness and abnormal physical tire after prolonged near
work.

7. A full quota oi sleep, daily open-air exercise,
and a well-regulated life are all highly important fac-
tors in trying to make hyperphoricc comfortable,
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S. Hyperphoria is found a little oftener associated
N\ it It esoph0ria-57 per cent. —than with exophoria—
.5. per cent. This is probably because compound

peropic astigmatism wit I m its associated convergence-
excess outnumbers all other anomalies of refraction.

9. Convergence-training—if convergence be insuf-
ficient, and convergence repression—if convergence be
excessive, frequently relieve hyperphoric symptoms
entirely.

to. The vertical prism has a field of pronounced
usefulness.

I I. Prism corrections %%111 lie of service in about so
cent. of all •a 't One-half to I %% ■-t birds of the hyper-
phoria mav he corrected fur infinity, and two-thirds of
the full amount for work at the occupation distance.

1 2. When all these means 11.1ve been exhausted,
section of some one of the v‘•rtieal muscles may be
thought of. About t out of hyperphorics, whose
deviation is 2 degrees or more, will pmlit more by
tenotinny than by any other treatment. Two or three
degrees is likely to be the amount permanei itly obtained
by vertical tenotomy.

13. The only fruit that can be !WM; Of the attempt
at hospital and dispensary treatment t hyperphoria—
or for that matter any butt the simplest muscular
anomalies—is vanity and VeXatil m of spirit.

Illumination of School-Rooms

Sincy till re,,yarelies of men like Tobias
lever, Aubert, Schmidt-Rimpler, Uhthoff, H.
Cohn, Risley and others, there is not much new
111 furamti(m to be expected alxalt tlic ocular
hygiene of school children, hut it is well to re-
fresh from time to time our minds about this
important subject, especially as a good deal of
this information can be applied also to our own
work-rooms and offices. Lately Dr. C. Zim-
mermann. of Milwaukee, published an article in
the lourna/ . I/writ-au .1/aical Associa-
lion, in which he stated his views regarding the
proper methods of ihliitiuiisiting school-rooms.

The first requisite, of course, is sufficient
light, since insufficient illumination obliges the
pupils to hold the books too near and frequently
brings on myopia. To determine the minimum
degree of illumination Dr. Zimmermann recom-
mends the test-types of H. Cohn, which have a
certain tint and in sufficient light should be read
at six meters. (Another test is mentioned by
Risley, in the article on " School Hygiene " in
" System of Aseases of the Eye," by Norris and
Oliver. He says that a sufficient test is the
ability of a normal or optically corrected eye to
read print D .5o, or diamond type, at twelve
inches rea(lily). The light should come mainly
from the left of the pupil, as in this way the
hand casts no shadow on the writing. The glass
area of the windows should be at least one-fifth
of the floor area of the room, and the windows
should reach to the ceiling. A skylight is very
desirable if it can be obtained. The width of
the school-room, that is, the distance between
windows and opposite all, must not exceed
twice the distance between desk and upper
window sill. As the light from the sky is
always the best, the near buildings should be so
low or so, far away that even the desk farthest
removed from the window receives some light
from the sky. In other words, the pupil put-
ting his head on his desk and looking towards
the \ vindows should be able to see a small part
of the sky. Windows facing south or cast give
the most brilliant light, but as the sun there is
often annoying, the writer recommends the use
of gray curtains on a pole fastened in the middle
of the window so that the upper or lower half
may be darkened separately as necessary.

For artificial lighting the doctor recom-
mends a group or more of incandescent lamps,
with lightly ground glass, placed in the center
or the sides of the ceiling, with a porcelain re-
flector above them. This gives a more diffuse
illumination and does not contaminate the air
with the products of combustion, such as are
given out by the otherwise very excellent Weis-
bach burners,
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The Optician's Manual
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A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows:
CHAPTER 1.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
CHAPTER IL—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
CHAPTER 111.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE PHYSIOLOGY
CHAPTER IV.—OPTICS. [OF VISION.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VI.—NUMBERING OF LENSES.
CHAPTER VII.—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.
CHAPTER IX.—METHOD OF EXAMINATION.
CHAPTER X.—PRESBYOPIA.
CHAPTER XL—HYPERMETROPIA.
CHAPTER XIL—MYOPIA.
CHAPTER XIII.—ASTIOMATISM.

The first ten chapters have been
republished In book form with
additional matter, illustrations and
colored plates, price $2.00. Chap-
ters XI and XII have also been
published in book form under the
title " Supplement to the Optician's
Manual," price e1.00. These books
will be sent postpaid, to all parts
of the world front this office, on
receipt of price. Or can be had
front the leading wholesale opti-
cal houses of Great Britain, and
Bosch, Barthel & Co., Sydney,
N. S. W. for 8s. 4d. for Op-
tician's Manual, and 4s. 2d. for the
Supplement.

CHAPTER XIV
(Part VI)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

But in many cases, even from the begin-
ning, the vision of the squinting eye has been
more defective than its fellow, which also assists
in paving the way for the suppression that fol-
lows. Or it might be said that diplopia is act-
ually present, but that having become habitual
to the patient it passes unnoticed by him.

AMBLYOPIA EX ANOPSIA

In the great.majority of cases of convergent
strabismus, even where the refracting media are
clear and the retina apparently normal, the
deviating eye is amblyopic. The generally ac-
cepted opinion is that this condition is due to
the lack of use of the eye or its non-participa-
tion in the act of vision, to which the term
amblyopia ex anopsia is applied. After a ten-
otomy of the shortened muscle and a correction
of any existing refractive error, patient and con-
tinued systematic exercise of the eye separately
from the other may result in much improve-
ment of sight or even a return to normal vision,
in which case the amblyopia would be classed as
functional. Where, however, it is impossible
to produce any improvement, we are forced to
conclude that the trouble is organic, and that
some structural change exists, possibly in some
portion of the nervous apparatus beyond the
reach of the ophthalmoscope.

The nervous impulse is sent to both eyes
equally, and hence in these cases there is a ten-
dency for both eyes to converge. The natural
desire for fixation prevents the two eyes from
squinting, but when one looks straight forward
to fix the object, the deviation in the other eye
is doubled, so that one eye bears the blame for
the squint of both.

In some cases, instead of an intermittent
exercise of the affected eye, the good eye may
be entirely occluded, thus imposing the burden
of vision entirely and continuously on the am-
blyopic organ. Sometimes in a few days a very
great improvement is manifest, which progresses
in some cases in jumps, as in learning to swim,
because there is an awkwardness of sight which
requires practice to remedy, and which, after a
time, is overcome suddenly.

Convorgent concomitant strabismus may be
periodic (occurring only when some great effort of
accommodation is put forth, and which may re-
main so or which may pass over into permanent) ;
permanent, which is constant and confined to
one eye ; and alternating, in which the patient
has the faculty of squinting either eye at pleas-
ure, and as soon as one eye squints the other
becomes straight and fixes the object. In these
cases the vision of both eyes is usually good,
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and hence the patient has no preference as to
which one to use. Although in most cases of
strabismus the patient has a decided preference
for one eye as the working eye (usually because
its vision is better), still alternating strabismus
is not uncommon. In order to determine to
which class a case belongs, the fixing eye is
screened, thus throwing the burden of vision on
the other eye. The screen is then removed,
and if the latter eye continues fixation, the stra-
bismus is alternating ; whereas if the squint
returns to the original eye it is fixed.

DEFICIENCY OF ABDUCTION

In concomitant convergent strabismus there
is always more or less impairment of the out-
ward movement, not only in the squinting eye
but also even in the straight eye, although this
restriction of abduction is always much less than
the inward squint. There may be some affec-
tion of the sixth nerve to account for this restric-
tion, but it is mostly due simply to want of habit
and has no pathological significance, the exter-
nal rectus being weak from want of use.

DIVERGENT STRABISMUS

When the eyes are removed from the active
control of the brain there is a tendency to diver-
gence, as is shown under anesthesia and during
sleep. This would seem to indicate that the
production of divergent strabismus partakes
rather of a passive nature, in contrast with the
convergent form, which is an active process.
Divergent strabismus is most noticeable when
the eyes are directed at a distance, while, when
looking at near objects, they may become par-
allel, but they cannot converge enough to meet
at the object looked at.

It seems to be a well established fact that
divergent strabismus usually occurs in connec-
tion with myopia, and as the latter defect is ac-
quired in contrast with hypermetropia, which is
congenital, divergent strabismus makes its ap-
pearance later in life than the convergent form.

The elongated shape of the eyeball in
myopia tends to make convergence somewhat
more difficult, and thus favors a divergence of
the visual axes. But the cause of the divergent
strabismus in myopia is rather to be found in the
fact that in this condition of refraction, the eye
is naturally adapted for near vision requiring
little or no acommodative effort, and the ac-
commodation being thus passive there is a lack
of the natural aid or stimulus to convergence.

Another reason why divergent strabismus
is less frequent in youth, is the natural diver-
gence of the orbital axes, which is an accompa-
niment of adolescence and age, which also serves
to account for the presence of exotropia in the
face of emmetropia and even hypermetropia.
Therefore, a divergent strabismus which makes
its appearance in youth only becomes more
pronounced as the years pass by.

It is partly for the same reason that ccnver-
gent strabismus oftentimes diminishes with the
advance of years. But in this condition there is
an additional factor, and that is the physio-
logical growth of the eye, which, by increasing
the antero-posterior diameter, lessens the hyper-
metropia.

NOMENCLATURE

The following terms have been suggested
and introduced:

Esotropia, internal or convergent stra-
bismus.

external or divergent stra-bistnuE
s.
rotropia,

Hypertropia, upward strabismus of one eye
above the other.

Heterotropia, a generic term for strabismus.
These terms, while very expressive, have

not as yet come into general use, and it is
doubtful if they ever will entirely supplant the
familiar word strabismus.

Convergent strabismus is an active condi-
tion, dependent upon an overaction of the

tog;

muscles controlled by the third cranial nerve;
while divergent strabismus, on the other hand,
is rather a passive condition, dependent upon a
relaxation of the muscles governed by the same
nerve.

CAUSES OF STRABISMUS

These may be intrinsic and extrinsic. The
intrinsic causes of .strabismus are :

I. Ametropia, as evidenced by the conver-
gent strabismus of hypermetropia and the di-
vergent strabismus of myopia.

2. Impaired Vision, as shown by the num-
ber of cases of strabismus that follow amblyopia
and opacities of the cornea and of any of the
refracting media.

The extrinsic causes of strabismus are:
I. A difference in the length and strength

of the several extra-ocular muscles.
2. Variations in the inter-pupillary dis-

tance, in the shape of the eyeball and in the
divergence of the orbits.

SYMPTOMS OR EVIDENCES OF STRABISMUS

Usually the first and always the most de-
cisive evidence of strabismus, is the appearance
of a manifest deviation of one eye. This may
be variable, intermittent or constant. It may
be productive of no discomfort and may be
borne for years without any apparent inconve-
nience to the patient, until he himself, as well
as his family and friends, become so accustomed
to it as to often fail to realize the disadvantages
of such an unpleasant deformity.

Diplopia is rarely complained of, because
even if present at the commencement of the
strabismus, it soon disappears ; in fact, in a well
established strabismus it is usually impossible to
produce even an artificial diplopia.

DIAGNOSIS OF STRABISMUS

Inspection. Simple inspection will, in most
cases, not only determine the presence of stra-
bismus, but will also locate the fixing eye and
show the probable degree of deviation. It is
thus seen that the sclerotic on the temporal side
of one eye is exposed to a greater extent than
that on the nasal side, or vice versa, and that the
cornea of one eye is deflected inward or out-
ward. Still the obvious appearance of squint
may be misleading, and, therefore, the diagnosis
of this condition must be confirmed by careful
tests. Sometimes the eye will appear to squint
when both eyes really have their visual lines
properly directed to the same point ; or they
may both appear to fix the object when really
one squints.

The Cover Test. In any case of strabismus,
whether manifest or latent, one eye fixes the
object and the other deviates. The patient's
attention may be directed to some small but
distinct object at some distance away. If the
fixing eye be excluded from vision, the patient
is compelled to rotate his deviating eye into
the proper position to fix the object, and at the
same time what was formerly the straight eye
now becomes the squinting one ; in other words,
by covering the fixing eye the strabismus can
be transferred from one to the other, shifting it
back and forth as often as the cover is moved.
The cover may be the optician's hand or a piece
of cardboard, and must be held far enough in
front of the eye to allow the observer to watch
the movements that occur behind it ; but of
course care must be taken to entirely obstruct
the view of the eye that it is desired to cover.

If the riglit eye be covered and the left eye
remains perfectly immobile, the latter cannot
be accused of squinting. But this does not ac-
quit the right eye, which may possibly be stra-
bismic ; therefore, after waiting a moment in
order to insure that the patient has his gaze
steadily fixed upon the object, the left eye is now
covered, and if the right remains immobile it
must be declared innocent of any strabismus.

(TO BE CO:ATV:PEP)
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practicing optician can afford to he
without a copy of this treatise, which
far excels in comprehensiveness
and practical value any work here-
tofore published on the subject. It
not only explains the shadow test
in its practical application to the
work of refraction, but expounds
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ciples underlying it. In depth of
research, wealth of illustration and
scientific completeness the work is
unique. The price of the book is
81.50 and it will be sent postpaid to
all parts of the world on receipt of
this amount ; or it can be had from
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of Great Britain, or Bosch, Barthel
& Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for Gs :id.
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in this journal. The first installment was published in the Sep-
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CHAPTER VI. ( Continued)

Dynamic Factors of' Skiascopy—Tilling Mirror told its Dynamic
Effects—Motion at Luminous Area—Changing the

Intervals—Other Dynamic Principles.

2. CHANGE OF DIOPTRIC POWER

If the observed eye, which has the power
of accommodation supposed to be passive dur-
ing a skiascopic examination, should exercise its
dynamic power, as by using or putting forth 2
D. of accommodation while under examination,
the dynamic effects would be varied and strik-
ing. Suppose an emmetropic eye, being exam-
ined from one meter xvith a plane mirror, the
luminous area being one meter from the mirror,
or two meters from the observed eye, should
put forth that power, all other dynamic causes
being passive or quiet. To appreciate the
dynamic effects we must consider the results of
both static conditions—that is, with the accom-
modation passive and with the accommodation
active.

I. With passive accommodation the inci-
dent pencils of .5 Cm. would have the poten-
tial foci posterior to area 3, and on area 3 there
would be an imperfect image produced by diffu-
sion circles. But the pencils emitted from this
image on the retina would be neutral, and as
neutral waves the light would pass from the
observed to the observing eye. The observing
eye, with passive accommodation, would focus
these neutral pencils upon area 4, but the image
would be no better than its original—the image
produced by diffusion circles at area 3. This
image it would project into the pupil of the ob-
served eye.

2. With 2 D. of its accommodation in force,
the dioptric media of the observed eye would
transpose the waves of the incident pencils,
focusing them forward of the retina, as its diop-
tric power would be 1.5 D. in excess of that
required to focus + .5 Cm. waves at the retina.
The image at the retina, or at area 3, would be
imperfect because produced by diffusion circles
from a focal area anterior to the retina. But
the emergent pencils would be emitted in con-
cave waves—waves that would have a curvature
of — 2 Cm., and, therefore, focus 34 meter
anterior to the cornea of the observed eye, where
there would be a true image—the so-called area
of reversal. But this area of reversal would be
anterior to the observing eye also. Hence all
the pencils that reached it would have been
transposed and inverted pt such area of reversal.
The observing eye would require 2 D. of its
accommodation to focus these pencils, and the
image at area 4, though exact as to the image at

area 3, would duplicate the effects produced at
area 3 by diffusion. But the image at area 4
would be the same in position as the image at
area 3—that is, since the image at area 3 is
inverted, but would be projected as erect, and
there is an inversion of that image anterior to

the observing eye, which image is erect, the

re-inversion of such erect image would produce

an inverted image at area 4 the same as at area

3, which would be projected as erect.
To more clearly show the two static condi-

tions we will suppose the mirror to be tilted in

each case. In the first case the motion of the
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image is with the mirror, because the image on
area 4 is the reverse or inverse of the image on
area 3, and motion of the image to the right on
area 3 is motion to the left on area 4. But the
projection of such motion is to the right or with
the motion of the image at area 3. In the second
case motion to the right of the image On area 3
produces motion to the left of the aerial image
between the observed and observing eyes. But
motion to the left of the aerial image produces
motion to the right of the retinal image at area
4—the same as at area 3. But projection causes
such motion to be to the left or with the aerial
image. Hence motion in the pupil of the ob-
served eye appears to be contrary to real motion
there.

Now we are to consider the effects of the
observed eye changing from one of these condi-
tions to the other by putting forth its dynamic
power. The exercise of this power requires
change or motion. The ciliary muscle contracts,
the choroid coat is pulled forward, the tension
on the suspensory ligament relaxes, the elasticity
of the lens is relieved of restraint, and the lens
expands, its surfaces, particularly the anterior
surface, become more curved, and the lens
power is increased. The incident pencils do not
feel the influence of the eye's increased power
until they reach the anterior surface of the lens.
Then the positive refraction of that surface is
augmented, while the effect at the posterior sur-
face is slightly increased. Under these influ-
ences, if the dynamic power is put forth grad-
ually, the focal area or potential focal area
posterior to the retina begins to advance toward
the retina, but this effect is not real. The real
effect at the retina is that the diffusion circles
contract and the image becomes more distinct,
until Y> I). of dynamic power is in force, when
diffusion is eliminated at the retina. The image
becomes clear and sharp. But as more dynamic
power is added the focal area advances and pos-
itive diffusion begins to become manifest. As
the increase of dynamic power goes on the
focal area advances and diffusion at the retina
grows until the full 2 D. is in force.

Now, while these changes in the retinal
image at area 3 are taking place, the emitted
pencils, which consisted of neutral waves, be-
come concave and form a focal area anterior to
the observed eye and posterior to the observing
eye. But within the observing eye, at area 4,
there was, with passive accommodation in the
observed eye, correctly focused pencils upon
area 4. But with the transmission of concave
waves to the observing eye its capacity to focus
the pencils at the retina ceases. The focal area
advances, and when the focal area in the ob-
served eye is at area 3 and the clearest image
appears, at area 4 there is diffusion because of
the over-power of the dioptric media of the
observing eye, for these emitted concave waves.
With the advance of the focal area in the ob-
served eye the focal area or area of reversal in
the observing eye advances still farther, and
diffusion grows at area 4 because of the eye's
over-power. It requires but the use of i D. of
the observed eye's accommodation to bring the
area of reversal in the observing eye to the fixed
plane of reversal, at which point all the peculiar
effects noted when that position is reached
appear. Diffusion is at the maximum on area
4, and no image appears, for this is the plane of
transition, and the crossing of it by the area of
reversal reverses motion and inverts the image
at area 4. By the advance of the area of re-
versal in the observing eye it passes successively
t ) the center of curvature of the anterior sur-

face of the lens, (2) the center of curvature of
the cornea, (3) the posterior surface of the lens,
(4) the anterior surface of the lens, (5) the
center of curvature of the posterior surface. of
the lens, and (6) the cornea. The refracting
surfaces, which are in natural vision all positive
in their action, become negative when the waves
acquire a curvature conforming with, but greater
than, the curvature of the refracting surface.
The advance of the area of reversal is not a
steady advance, for when a refracting surface
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begins to act negatively it delays the advance of
the focal area. The anterior surface of the lens
is first to become negative, but it becomes posi-
tive again as soon as the focal area passes in
front of it. The posterior surface becomes neg-
ative when the focal area crosses it, and remains
negative until the positive refraction of the ante-
rior surface gives it waves of less curvature than
itself. The cornea is last to become negative in
its action and last to become positive again.

The focal area thus advances and is delayed
or lingers at a fixed position or near it, then
going forward rapidly for a space to be delayed
again, until it passes out of the eye at the cornea
and all the surfaces become positive. When the
observed eye is exercising I D. of its dynamic
power, or the least trifle over s D., the focal
area or area of reversal emerges from the ob-
serving eye. During all the preceding advances
diffusion at area 4 has increased, but with the
passing of the area of reversal across the fixed
plane of reversal diffusion begins to lessen.
When the focal area is tangent to the cornea
diffusion is great, for this position is reached by
the focal area almost instantly after passing the
fixed plane. Every pencil is composed of con-
vex waves of such high curvature that the diop-
tric media, though acting in that direction, are
quite unable to focus them upon the retina, and
continue to be unable to do so until the focal
area reaches the punctum proximum of the ob-
serving eye. Diffusion grows less, however,
as the focal area advances, and from the punc-
tum proximum to the position Y2 meter in front
of the observing eye less and less of its accom-
modation is used. It does not, however, get a
good definition of the luminous area, although
it focuses the emitted pencils accurately, because
of diffusion at area 3.

If during the transition of the focal area
from the retina of the observing eye to a posi-
tion meter in front of it the other dynamic
cause, tilting the mirrror, were applied, all the
skiascopic phenomena ‘vould appear. As the
area of reversal passed the fixed plane, motion
\mulct be reversed, from with the mirror to
against it. At the fixed plane the image, as
such, would disappear. Approach of the area
of reversal to the fixed plane would cause mo-
tion to grow more and more rapid, but the ad-
vance of the area of reversal from the fixed plane
would show the most rapid motion when re-
versal of motion first appeared, and it would
grow less rapid in the same degree that diffu-
sion at area 4 lessened. The causes for all these
peculiar skiascopic phenomena have, we think,
been made clear.

3. CHANGING THE INTERVALS,

But the use of the accommodation of the
observed eye to bring about these effects is a
suppositional case merely. It is not a practical
skiascopic method. But the same effects, or
corresponding- effects, are produced in practical
skiascopy by two other means : ) changing
the length of the intervals during an examina-
tion, and (2) putting plus lenses before the ob-
served eye. These are the two means the skia-
scopist constantly employs, especially the latter,
for that is the purpose of the examination To
determine the lens required to make the eye
artificially emmetropic. We will look at these
two dynamic factors separately, aml determine
certain limitations by which they are bounded.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Tscherning's " Physiologic Optics "*
In regard to the recently-published transla-

tion of the above famous work, the Journal of
Ophthalmology says:

This excellent treatise could not have found a
better translator into the English language than Dr. C.
Weiland, who himself is a well-known writer in the
same field. It is based on Tscherning's original inves-
tigations, and this edition is enlarged and revised by
the author. No oculist can afford to be without it.

*" Physiologic Optics" is published by TI1E KEYSTONE and
will be sent postpaid on receipt of price, $3.50.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an evi-
dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order iii
which they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymous
communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give proper
advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it is essential
that we be furnished with a complete history of each case and
accurate Information on the following points :

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. Have glasses been, previously worn? How long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
5. Test for muscular insufficiency.

" H. 0. "—Boy, aged twelve years. Vision : R. E.
I, + .25 sph. I ; L. E. II ± .25 Oh. Both eyes
+ .50 ; each eye best I. Right hypherphoria,
esophoria 10. Under mydriatic, both eyes hyper-
opia r. The boy was brought in by his father
because he kept winking and blinking his eye lids
so that it was nearly impossible for me to make
the retinoscope examination, and therefore am not
positive of its correctness. When he blinks, his
cheeks way down to his mouth will occasionally
move. Can anything be done to stop this blinking?

Sometimes this winking and blinking depends
upon an uncorrected error of refraction, at other times
it occurs as a nervous affection entirely independent of
any trouble about the eyes. It this case it may be dne
to the hypermetropia which is undoubtedly present;
or it is possible that this refractive error not being
very high bears no causal relation to it. At any rate,
we would advise our correspondent to prescribe
glasses to correct the error, possibly + .50 D. if the
boy can wear these with comfort. If not, then .25 D.,
which really affords an improvement in vision, which
is quite unusual for so weak a lens in so young a boy.
After this has been done, the optician has fulfilled his
whole duty and placed the eye in an optically perfect
condition. If the trouble should still continue, the
case may be referred to a physician, who will search
for the cause in the nervous system and treat the case
accordingly.

" H 0. S."—Gentleman, aged thirty-two years;
troubled with sick headache since he was a boy.
Vision : R. E. I,+.75 sph. I ; L. E. fs, I.5osfth. O.
Under mydriatic, R. E. 3.50 sph. I ; L. E.
5.50 sph. IL Right hyperphoria 3° ; exophoria
12°. Can close his right eye and fixing an object
with his left eye and opening the other, he will see
double, but can fuse the two images V he wants
to or perhaps discards the image of his left eye;
in fact, thinks he only uses his right eye to see.
His headache is always over his left eye, on the
nasal side. I fitted hint with Me following : R.
+ I sph.; L. E. + 2 sph. He was troubled a
good deal less with headache, but in the evening,
when it gets dusk or dark, he sees a good deal
better without the glasses, and takes them off.
How would you fit this party? Would you give
him prisms, or do you think tenotomy would be
advisable?

Sick headache is a not unusual symptom of hyper-
metropia, the correction of which oftentimes gives
more relief to the patient than any medicine pre-
scribed by a physician. In this case our correspon-
dent used good Judgment in the glasses he prescribed.
We are told that the result was a good deal less
headache, but a complaint that he sees better without
the glasses at dusk. This latter is very common with
hypermetropes and does not by any means indicate
that the glasses are unsuitable. If this is the only
complaint and if the headaches grow less and less, we
see no reason why the glasses should not be continued
and perhaps increased in strength a little from time to
time, in view of the considerable amount of latent
hypermetropia.

If, however, the spherical convex lenses should
fail to afford relief, then it would be proper to look
after the muscular equilibrium of the eyes. Esophoria

is the usual accompaniment of hypermetropia, and
oftentimes the glasses that correct the latter will also
remedy the former. But in this case we are told there

is an exophoria of 12°, and if this is correctly diag-
nosed it most likely calls for correction, and especially
because it differs from the normal condition. Probably
prisms will suffice, as the degree of defect seems
scarcely great enough to justify an operation. We

would suggest a prism of 2° combined with each

sphere, which may be increased if necessary until per-

haps 4° is worn over each eye, or until relief is ob-

tained from the headaches.
We presume that the muscle test was made at a

distance of 20 feet, in which case we would expect to

find a still greater amount of insufficiency at the

reading point, and which might call for glasses with

stronger prisms for close use.
Prism exercise is often suggested for strengthen-

ing weak muscles, but in a case of this kind we can

scarcely recommend it, for fear that the trouble may

be hggravated by the additional strain that would be

thus placed upon the weak muscles.
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" E. T."— bull', aged twenty-eight years. Vision,
II each eye. With  0. U + .5o cyl ax. oo°, vision
18. Accommodation good. Possesses 4° exo-
phoria. Never wore glasses before. .S'ome time
ago she had a partial shock on left side and, after
recovering, the field of vision was contracted con-
siderably on temporal side of L. Chn any more
be done than to prescribe the glasses? Field of
vision seems to remain about the same through
several examinations.

A partial shock (by which I suppose we are to
understand a partial paralysis) of the left side of the
body is due to a lesion of the right side of the brain,
This naturally would disturb the field of vision in the
same direction, depending, of course, on the nature
and extent of the lesion. Such a case belongs to a
physician, and we do not see that the optician can do,
nor should he attempt to do, more than prescribe the
glasses needed to correct any refractive error and
restore an equilibrium of the muscles. Contraction
of the visual field is symptomatic of certain diseases
of the eye ; but the fact of this case possessing normal
vision with her correcting lenses, would exclude the
existence of any serious disease of the eye. The
history of the case shows that this contraction of the
field is dependent upon the same cause as produced
the partial shock on the left side.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

" E. H."—Lady, aged thirty-eight years ; married.
Vision : it Never wore glasses. No lenses im-
prove vision or will be accepted. If she looks at
a person or object a minute or two, they appear to
dance and her eyes water. At all objects looked
at there is always a small image close to and
under the object; with test type there is a small
dark line or reflection just under the line looked
at ; with astigmatic chart or person some distance,
or any/lung else, is the same. Will you please
tell me the trouble unit treatment required? I
cannot (or did not) improve her vision with trial
case. Mink she needs treatment by an oculist.

The appearance of objects dancing, and watering
of the eyes, are usually symptomatic of eye strain.
This may be dependent upon an error of refraction,
or perverted function of some of the structures of the
eye. If the trial case has been intelligently used
without any acceptance of lenses or improvement of
vision, the first condition may be excluded. This is
a case in which an ophthalmoscopic examination
would throw considerable light. There might be
some opacity or impairment of the curves of the
cornea, or the trouble may be located in the retina.
It would almost seem as if glasses ought to be found
that would prove of some value ; but if not, the only
course open seems to be to refer the case to a medical
man. The history of the case as given us is not dis-
tinctive of any particular condition of any part of the
organ of vision.

" E. H B."—Gentleman, aged forly-Mree. Vision
U. When a small child, about two or three years
of age, ate a green plum which threw him into
convulsions, during which the left eye turned in,
and he was quite cross-eyed for several years.
Doctors said he would outgrow it, and he did
largely, except when tired or embarrassed it
would turn in. The past sixteen years has had a
.very severe digestive trouble (with constipation
and piles), caused by severe nervous strain.
Vomits acid and food constantly a dozen or
more limes evil)/ twenty-four hours. Great ner-
vous and mental depression, and muck weakened.
Naturally a very intelligent, active mind, but sub-
ject from childhood to gloomy imaginations and
hallucinations. No one ever suspects him of be-
ing cross-eyed, as he always guards against it
when looking at people. As he expresses it, "If
I look sharp enough to see Me pupil of his eye,
my left eye will turn in." II requires a conscious
effort a large part of the time to hold it straight,
but not all of the time. Vision in the left eye was
never equal to the right, but has steadily im-
proved, until now it is 18 or IS, but not so clear as
the right at any distance. No lens improves it
any, or is accepted. It is difficult to measure the
muscular insufficiency with prisms, as the lights
(with Maddox rod) vary constantly ; about one
30 or 5° prism at ro feet distance seems the best
average, although the next instant an 8° prism
may be required to fuse the lights, and Men again
he may be able to fuse them with 2° prism at so
feet ; they change constantly at so feet distance,
but are more steady at 15 inches. I want to know
whether, if he should wear a prism (or prisms),
it would develop the insufficiency and make him
cross-eyed—that is what he is afraid of—so as to
make tenotomy necessary. What would you advise?

The statements of parents that a child acquires
strabismus from fright or convulsions is accepted with
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considerable reluctance ; the fact being that the great
majority of cases of this kind are due to hyperme-
tropia. There is always a tendency for convergent
strabismus to grow less or disappear, on account of the
growth and widening of the orbits.

This case is rather peculiar in that the patient is
able by a conscious effort to keep the eyes straight
most of the time ; and the fact that the eye converges
with close vision, would indicate a connection between
accommodation and convergence, and establish the
fact that the convergent squint in this case is due to a
strain of the accommodation. Such being the case,
the first thought would be to prescribe convex lenses
to relieve the accommodation, in the hope that in this
way the tendency to excessive convergence would be
averted. If this should not prove to be practicable,
then prisms may be made use of tentatively. Our
correspondent mentions the degree of prism that is
required to bring images together when a Maddox
rod is used, but he does not state in what position
they are placed. However, as the rule is to place the
base of the prism opposite to the deviation, in this
case they would be indicated base out. It would be
proper to commence with weak prisms, say, t° over
each eye, which may be increased if the further pro.
gress of the case seems to demand it. If the prism
properly placed, there can scarcely be any danger of
mei easing the insufficiency and making him any more
cross-eyed than he now is ; but rather, by relieving
the muscle, it would be placed in a more favorable
condition to regain its strength. The gastro-intestinal
trouble, which seems to be unusually severe, calls for
attention, as it is quite possible it may reflexly affect
the eyes.

" C H. j."—Gentleman, about fifty or fifty-five years
of age. Presbyopia is about 3°. Hypermetropia
about r.so D. He is a coal miner and works by a
flickering 1/miner's lamp. Wizen he first looks at
an object for a short while (only about a minute)
object is stationary ; then it begins to whirl in a
circle and eyes begin to jump and twitch. Fun-
dus seems to be healthy. The patient seems to be
healthy, and has no pain or discomfort. He is a
present taking treatment from a general prat.
titioner, I Mink for nervousness. Will you please
give me your idea of the trouble and its correction?

The diagnosis of this case is nystagmus, which
consists of involuntary oscillation or rythmic move-
ments of the eyeballs, more or less continuous. These
movements usually take place in the horizontal meri-
dians, although they may occur in the vertical. In
most cases both eyes are affected. The range and
rapidity of these movements may vary under the influ-
ence of certain causes. They cease altogether during
sleep, and are. usually more pronounced when the
patient is conscious of being under observation.

Nystagmus may be either congenital or acquired
the former develops early in life and is dependent
upon a lessened visual acuity. It would seem, on
account of the impaired vision, that there is an inability
to fix the object steadily and as if the eye wandered
from side to side, seeking more satisfactory vision.
The patient himself does not perceive any motion of
objects, his complaint being entirely of his impairedv 

Acquired nystagmus may be further sub-divided
into essential idiopathic nystagmus, and that which is
symptomatic of lesions of the central nervous system.
It is to the former class that the present case belongs.
This form is a malady of occupation, affecting especi-
ally miners or those who work in coal mines. Since
this disease has become so frequent among persons
engaged in the mining industry, considerable attention
has been given to it. In such cases it is characterized
by the apparent movement of objects either in a circle
or an ellipse. Headache is often present, and some-
times giddiness, which may cause the miner to stumble
about and compel him to leave his work. The move-
ments of the eyeball are chiefly rotary. The rapidity
varies greatly, from 6o to 150 in a minute. The move-
ments may be arrested by looking downwards, and
miners often rest their _eyes in this way. Errors of
refraction may be present, but they bear no causal
relation to the disease. It is generally met with in
men who have worked in a mine for a number of
years. The great majority of the cases occur in per-
sons between twenty-five and forty-five years of age.
The disease is caused by the position of the miner
while at work, and it may be accepted as a rule that
the work is such as necessitates an upward look of
the eyes for prolonged periods, and it would therefore
seem as if It depended on a tiring of the levator
muscles of the eye.

The treatment consists in a change of work. In
some cases it may suffice if the patient changes the
character of his work, but generally it is advisable to
withdraw from any and all kinds of mining work.
After relief has been. secured, a return to the mine
may be allowed, provided the head can be kept
straight and the upward turning of the eyes avoided.
Resumption of the old kind of employment will
be followed sooner or later by a recurrence of the
symptoms.

The prognosis is usually good, and even in old
standing cases, if a change of work is followed,
nystagmus will disappear. In addition, a tonic course
of treatment may be of benefit, and in some cases
electricity has proved useful.
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What College Shall I Select '
IS ail important question for tht: op-
tician. A man's college training is
one of the few momentous events of
his life ; and u.hile it may not entirely
make or mar his future, yet all error
of judgment in the selection of a school
will he a great hindrance and the
source 4 life-long regret.

In the consideration of this ques-
tion the prospective optician should
not ask " Where can I get through the
quickest or for the least money ?" but
rather " Where can I get the best train-
ing for my life work ?" Cheapness
inul short terms certainly c;ttl not he
taken as criterions ; in fact. these two
features have constituted the bane of
optical advancement.
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Our Claims
This Cidlege was instituted in 1889

(long before the present schools were
thought of), and we have L•N't•I' since
occupied the foreground in the move-
ment for the elevation of the optical
standard ;mil the higher educittion of
pticians.

11'e have made great preparations
for our Attendant Students ; for those
already engaged in the u'ork, we offer
Our Regular Monthly Course
A Post Graduate or a Special Course
For the thorough technical train-

ing: and professional education of the
V( ung and coming flptometrists, we
present ;t

Three Months' or a
Six Months' Course

The best is not usuall■ the cheap-
est, neither is it always the highest
priced.

The above remarks apply as yell to those tvho from choice or necessity pro.:
pose to take a Correspondence Course. We were the originators of this method
of teaching Optics, and we have each year amplified and improved our system,
thus compelling its recognition as a legitimate and commendable educational
process. The Correspondence Graduate also reaps the benefit of affiliation with a
high-class college suth as ours.

If interested, write us and enclose Sc. for "The Key to Success in the Optical Profession "

Only

'45

Import
Now is the time to place import orders on

Opera Glasses
Ask to see our sample line.

Why not order early and have your name on your
glasses? It's a good ad.

Our line is the most complete in the East. Write us
for prices and terms.

Globe Optical Co.
BOSTON, MASS.

"When you think of Cases
Think of Koenen"

Why? Because our cases are neat and stylish. They are made to fit the
glasses and they fulfill their mission. They will give satisfaction
in every detail, PRICE and DURABILITY included.

Made iii Stcel arid
Aluminium Moulds.;

1

flow
Can We Do

It?
Not. 5:18 and 898 closed.

By making improvements
and large quantities, we can
now offer to you the finest
Retinoscope on the market for only $45, and our complete
Automatic Trial Set and Retinoscope for $65.

It costs no more than a good trial case, and has
numerous advantages.

No trial frame. Ease, comfort and rapidity.
Quick change of lenses, that insures accuracy and relieves

the uncertainty often experienced with trial lenses.

Address,

The W. G. Fay Mfg. Co.
Springfield, Ohio

Medium, No. 836. Medium large N

The above style 11 f■■iii -
sizes, as follows :

No. 836 for Frameless Eye-
glasses.

No. 876 for Eyeglasses or
small Riding Bows.

No. 896 for large Eyeglasses.
No. 926 for large Riding Bows.

The Clam-Shell Style
is made in two sizes for offset
eyeglasses ; also with a high
dome for long studs or tilted
springs.

Medium, No, 876, Large, No, 926.

Manufactured and patented
by

A.Koenen & Bro.

No. 816 for Frameless Eyeglasses.
No. 826 for Large Eyeglasses.

81 Nassau Street

New York, U. S. A.
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PIT

HE Convention of the American Association
of Opticians, which was held in Chicago,
August I3111, 1 4th and isth, was it successful
convention, in that all business which came

before the convention was promptly disposed of, an
efficient corps of officers elected and a healthy growth
secured for the association. Few matters of really
vital importance to the optical profession came before
the convention. The subject which perhaps attracted
the most interest from the opticians gathered in the
convention, was the outline submitted by a committee
for an American College of optometry, to be con-
ducted under the auspices of the association. The
plan suggested by the committee contemplates It col-
lege on paper, governed by a board of regents elected
by the convention to issue diplomas after an extensive
course in optometry, as well as the common branches
of education. The plan was officially sanctioned by
the convention and a board of regents was elected
with power to settle minor details and furnish a mid-

Jolts/ If. ELLIS
President American Association of Optivians

year report, to be submitted through the medium of
the trade press, and to be acted upon by vote of the
association, conducted through the mails.

The plan did not meet the entire approbation of
all the members present at the convention. There
was a strong opinion on the part of many that the plan
was not practical and would result ill no real good to
the association. As it was a step in the right lithe,
however, criticism was largely withheld. Those who
privately condemned the plan were \villing that it
should be given the discussion of the convention, as
they all wished to further any plan which would raise
the standard of the optical profession and give the
optician fuller recognition as a professional man. The
election of officers resulted in a victory for the \Vest ;
in fact, Eastern members of the convention made little
effort to secure officers for their section. The voting
majority of the convention assisted the Western mem-
bers, and Western men were nominated to the offices
with no sectional contest.

The East scored, however, in the selection of

Boston as the place of meeting for the next annual

convention. Milwaukee and Minneapolis were both

candidates for the convention, but the voting was

largely in favor of Boston. hi this the Western men
showed they had no selfish motive, as a number fa-
vored the convention in Boston, thinking that the

association would thereby gain many recruits front
the New England States. The business of the con-

vention was conducted with much dispatch ; in fact,

it was finished Thursday evening, a day ahead of the

schedule time for closing the convention. Many

papers, containing valuable hints to the optical pro-
fession, were read, and those who attended were fully
repaid in this respect. Social features filled in the
time which could be spared from the business session

of the convention. The local committee did all in
their power to make the visiting members feel at
home and enjoy their stay in Chicago. Aside from

the many little courtesies shown the visitors, they
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were taken on Wednesday afternoon for a tally-ho
ride through the South Side boulevard and park
system, spending the evening at Sans Souci Park, a
high-class summer amusement resort. The arrange-
ments for the banquet, which was the final climax of
the convention, were ;t1so the work of the local com-
mittee. The attendance numbered over 2011, and en-
thusiasm marked all of the meetings of the conven-
tion. Thirty-eight new members were admitted to
the association by vote of the ct Invention, many of
tvhom were in attendance at the convention for the
purpose of joining the association.

Who Were There Among Opticians

The register kept by the secretary for the regis-
tration of all who attended the convention showed
that 217 had been in attendance, over hall of whom
\( (It.' regular practicing. opticians. This is not so large
it registration as Detroit had last year by a hall hun-
dred, but when you come to analyze thy idlettdattee
there were more retail opticians at Chicago than at
I ietroit a year ago. There %vas some disappointment
expressed in regard to the small turnout from such
States as Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri, like-
wise \Wisconsin and the f)akotas. This was mostly
charged up to drouth in the first four States, but as
to the Northwest it seemed hard to account for the
lack of interest in the convention from Butt quarter,
save that nearly everybody ill that country %vim had
planned to leave home and business this season, have
been or are going to the Buffalo Exposition. We
give herewith a list, though Ind entirely complete, of
the opticians present ;

Canada
T t Itchte, W. G. 3latyhee, St. Catherities.

District of Columbia

Kmeder, Washington.

Illinois
I Me.. II. Post, .\ Itstill.
II. F. Thompson, Chicago.
Thomas A'. NVilson, Chicago.
31. II. Cohen, Marseilles.
II. D. EikenlocriLy. Cerro tiordo.
A. It. (lhanihei lin, Aurora.

A. Johnson, 31mintontli.
Charles 1, Stiller. Roberts.
Charles S. Barrett,
cintries E. A xt, nos ford,
W. J. Rowley, A halo.
A. F. Pierce, Milford.

F4(.111igallel,YbIliiiicinagmclo'.'“1.
Jas. A. Lynch, Chicago.
Earl .1. Brown, Chicago.
Frank Smith, Pontiac.
James Madden, Chicago
It. It. Boescher, Chicago.
Henry Borsch, Chicago.
E, Niunson, Mendota.

r. Thompson, Chiengo,

IV. C. SlIlillIl, I Mem:,
.‘. ',ore. I shi,up..
I I. . Brock, Joliet.
\Valier NYvatt, Peoria.
.1. Flora, klgin.
NI . min Stonmerlield,
Leo Sionititmlield, Chieago.
.\ lex. S. Wyatt, Chicago.
It. N. Clark, Sterling.
L. I:allinsky. Chicago.
.1. FM1.11111111. Chleago.
I. P. Barr, Chicago.
Chas. S. IVeyliman, Chicago.

Chicago.
A. It. Mel/ougall, Chicago.
1'. II, Storm, Chicago.
Wm. Link, Chicago.
.A. C. Jones, Chicago.
A. II. Summerfleid, Chicago.
l._ .1. Schwartz, Chicago.
Wm. F. Sehnobler. chicago.

Indiana
A. S. cone, Lind.,

P . V. LAliss usher. Webster City.
IV. It. Robson, Warsaw.
has. Af. Schnell, Smith lienti.

D. Bixter, Berne.
John H. Ellis, South Bend.
t', M. Jenkins, Richmond.
William Ilaseitine, Kokomo.

Ed, IV, 1:clly, SulliN all.
.101111 1Viminer,
E. shipIe■ , 1;11,1..0,41c.
0. N. Itidgewmy, sheridan.
chas. It. Smith, 11onlingtodi.
tteorge it. Grubb, Nlarion.
Chas. Viek,

Iowa
Harry P. Holmes, lies Nioines.
A. F. Thompson, Adel. flown.
It. V1'. Chamberlain, Marshall-
.1. N'an Busen, Logan.

E. F. Renaud, Keokuk.
W. W. Ketither, Afton.
G. IV. Cole, Bushnell.
Karl B. Fisk, \Vest Union.

Kansas
.1. E. Littlefield, Topeka Lewis Brown, Winfield.
Jules A. Itramplin, Horton.

Kentucky
W. F. Elsensehmidt, Newport. F. Pieper, Covington.

Massachusetts

“. \V. Pearce, Attleboro.

Michigan
Chas. Haas, Ravenna.
Frederick Preston, Detroit.
F. B. Roinian, Owosso.
Ernest Eimer Muskegon.
Nelson K. Standart, Detroit.
George Van Der 'Month), Grand
Rapids.

J. E. Morehinse, Detroit.
H. B. Lindsey, Bessemer.
A. N. Summerlin,Grand Rapids
Bert W. Bueller, Auburn.
Geo. A. Bishop, Auburn.
S. W. Thompson, Otrago.
v. .1. Ennis, Detroit.

Minnesota
I . A. lioflInan, Minneapolis.
.1. W. Brown, Ortonville.
Frank L. Willson, Nfantorville.
C. A. Snell, Minneapolis.

W. P. Conwell, Mexico.
Harry Niartin, Kohoka.

W. I. Seymour, Lincoln.

F. A. Upham, Si. Paul.
A. L. Boista, Ortonville.
Chas. Beard, SI Paul.
N. Gunibiner, Minneapolis.

Missouri

W Tidbit, Nevada.
I. Milt), Kansas City.

Nebraska

Charles N. Cole, O'Neill.

New Hampshire

George II. Brown, Manchester.

New Jersey
George F. Applegate, Trenton.

New Mexico

M. E. Drake, Roswell.

I . nolmberg, Peeksk ill.
A. Jay Cross, New York.
F. E. Waugh, Rochester.
Alfred Nleyer, New York.
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New York

H. Levy, New York.
F. Roger, New York.
L. L. Ferguson, New York.
F. A. WWI, New York.

New South Wales
Erio...t I cc. itouccil, Sidfficy

North Carolina
Robert I.. Moore, Greensboro Frank W. Jolly, Raleigh.
W. F. Striekler, Raleigh

Ohio
I I. s. Dark, 1;alion.
1,11. ii. It.1.11,■. 1,, 1"1"M`I'''' 11.
arl U.. 1.11111, 1 ui111cc•I11'111.

,itchli I '. l,I,rllal. II . Itttytott.
. I ,:taelc, 1 1,1•151111.

‘,..httilni)a.
:\ 1. I 111 •ka, Om too.
L. L. Joile,

I. Kkin, Cincinnati.
11. NI. colp, Kenton.
I.. 1tcck mak Toledo.
.1. is. smith, NIt. Vernon.
C. Reel, Lima. [Kenton.
haul Bennett IIarrettson,
F. D. Pierce. Marengo.
hairy nitric, 1 'ilichanat I.

Oregon

Wm. Nelson. P.

Pennsylvania
korge Cl. Sehalrer, l'itt•Ioni., I . Longslreth, Philadelphia.

Tennessee
C'. Lederer, 14pringlichl. E. 1.. Camp, Ntemphis.

Texas
NI. crao- Otrtl, Denison. IV. Man, Mansfield.Iteskow,

Washington
Him s■ !dingier, Whateoni. It. Stull, Seattle.

Wisconsin
I.eNlienx, Seymour

31divookcc.
P. N. Elkhorn.
I,. P. Mcrar,
C. It. Tmvslm Fort Atkinson.
.1. M. Welem:r, Milwaukee.

licioliord. \llItilttlh It
M. DV 31iNatikee.
IV. F. 1 la3 es, Janesville.
.\..1. Som.-mil, II ilwattkee.
Irving 31. Addlcnian, Tomah.
.1. A. Ituelimaster, 31adisoo.

Exhibits

The department of exhibits was not perhaps so
large and extensive as was seen at previous conven-
tions of the American Association. There were several
reasons for this, the principal one being that the ex-
hibit committee this year decided that exhibitors
should limit their exhibitions to new apparatus and
new appliances in the optical world, thus shutting out
general displays. This certainly proved a wise move
and was most helpful along educational lines. Quite a
number of the wholesale and manufacturing optical
firms engaged separate parlors near the convention
hall and made their displays separate from the exhibi-
tion hall. Upon the whole, the exhibits proved one
I f the most interesting features of the convention, and
the exhibition rooms were always crowded, save when
the convention was in session. Below we give a list
of the exhibitors and those in charge of the exhibits :

Johnston Optical Co., Detroit ; exhibit in charge
of George Johnston and C. M. Scammel.

F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago ; exhibit in charge
of C. H. Pixley, assisted by L. 'W. Melchor and Fred.
Dunn. •

Geneva Optical Co., Chicago ; exhibit in charge
of Fred. H. Smith and Earl J. Brown.

Brown & Burpee, Manchester, N. H., had an ex-
hibit of their specialties in charge of G. H. Brown.

Julius King Optical Co., Chicago ; exhibit in
charge of J. 'I'. Brayton, assisted by F. W. Stewart,
R. R. Doescher, W. F. Hayes and A. G. Larson.

The A. Jay Cross Optical Co., of New York, were
exhibiting the Cross Retino-Skiameter with F. A.
Woll in charge.

Toric Optical Co., New York, had their exhibit in
charge of E. J. Kornfeld, the manager of this firm.

J. M. & A. C. Johnston, of chicago, exhibited a
a line of their own. specialties as well as some special-
ties from the W. G. Fay Co., Springfield, Ohio. Thia
exhibit was in charge of J. M. Johnston.

Standard Optical Co., Geneva, N. Y., were exhib-
iting their specialties under the direction of Henry B.
Graves and F. G. Burgess.

Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago, made a promi-
nent and effective exhibit of " Murine." It was in
charge of Dr. James Madden and Otis F. Hall.

(Continued on page toll)
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AT THE CONVENTION
of theAmerican Association of Opticians, held in Chicago
last month, we succeeded in demonstrating to the visit=
ing opticians that we are an important factor in the
wholesale optical business of the country.

Witness the fact that we were the only concern, not
exclusively in the optical business, who were allotted
space in the exhibit. This is a clear recognition of our
optical importance.

As we have said many times, and will repeat, the
only difference between dealing with us and an exclu=
sive optical house is merely the fact that we sell jewelry
also. But as far as prices and quality of work and goods
are concerned, there is no difference whatever, unless,
indeed, it be in our favor.

Most of the opticians of the country being jewelers also, this means muchto them, in that by dealing with us they save an extra account. We are pre=scription fillers of the very highest order, and positively guarantee every lens tobe exactly as prescribed.

10 K. Gold Filled.
WARRANTED.

We will replace this frame
with a new one should it fail to
give entire satisfaction.

Benj. Allen & Co.

We show herewith a fac=simile of the guarantee tag which accompaniesevery pair of B. A. & Co. Gold Filled Spectacle Frames. It tells its own story andis sufficient guarantee that the quality is in evidence. The prices of these framesare as follows : No. K 100. Riding Bow Spectacle Frames,
No. K 101. Straight Temple
No. K 102. Cable

per dozen, $6.00
• " " 6.00

4 4

Prices subject to 6 per cent. discount for cash
We have a special Optical Catalogue and a neat blank Prescription Bookbound in cloth, with carbon duplicate for filing, both of which we will be glad tosend to any optician, free of charge, upon request.
We would like a chance to furnish your optical goods. Will you give it to us?

Z.50

BENJ. ALLEN Sc. CO.
Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians

131=137 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO

September, I 901

Fourth Annual Convention of the
American Association of

Opticians

(Continued from page .009)

The R. Hoehn Co., New York, had an interesting

display in charge of I. Mayer.

The E. Kirstein Sons' Co., Rochester, made an

exhibit of their line of specialties.

The J. E. Limeburner Co., of Philadelphia, were

exhibiting their line of specialties. The exhibit was

in charge of Mr. Limeburner in person.

Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, had an exhibit of

their magnet window easels. It was in charge of A.

H. Wilks and A. L. Wiffin.

Dr. T. P. Thompson, of Chicago, exhibited an

advertising specialty known as the " Winking Eye."

A number of the wholesale firms and manufac-

turers were represented at the convention, but did not

make any formal display of goods. Among them we

will mention the Merry Optical Co., Kansas City, who

were represented by the head of that firm, C. L.

Merry ; Charles Beard respresented Sischo & Beard,

of St. Paul, Minn.; F. A. Stevens was on hand for

Stevens & Co., of Providence, R. I.; Geo. W. Pearce,

of the Bay State Optical Co., Attleboro, Mass., was in

and out of the convention considerable and took a

lively interest in the proceedings ; J. M. Webster, of

the Milwaukee Optical Manufacturing Co., WEiS an in-

terested visitor ; and W. H. Hulbert was there look-

ing after the interests of the Providence Optical Co.

The Opening Session

The convention was formerly opened at two

o'clock Tuesday afternoon by President A. Jay Cross.

J. M. Johnston, of Chicago, delivered the opening

prayer. Mayor Harrison, of Chicago, was upon the

programme to deliver the opening speech, but in his

absence from the city, corporation counsel Taylor filled

that number. His speech was witty and graceful and

was much enjoyed by the visiting opticians. Dr. J. B.

McFatrich, President of the Northern Illinois College

of Ophthalmology and Otology, was on the programme

t ) respond to Mr. Taylor's welcoming address, but

President Cross, through some oversight, skipped this

number of the programme and proceeded with his

own address to the convention. The president did not

discover his error until he had finished his address,

and then Dr. McFatrich had left the convention hall.

President Cross immediately explained to the conven-

tion the blunder he had committed and asked their

pardon, suggesting that Dr. McFatrich be given some

future opportunity to deliver the address he had pre-

pared. Search was made for Dr. McFatrich, but as he

had left the hotel, a motion was passed inviting him to

address the convention at his convenience.

L. L. Ferguson, of New York, was then called

upon by the president to read a report of the corn-

mittee on Constitution and By-laws, which suggested

numerous constitutional changes. The committee

consisted of F. L. Swart, L. G. Ainsden, L. L. Fergu-

son, W. G. Fay and Ernest Eimer. Slips containing

report of the committee were distributed to the mem-

bers and the discussion followed. The most important

amendment was one which changed the classification

of the membership of the • association to active and

honorary members, the active membership to be con-

fined to refracting opticians and the associate member-

ship being provided for wholesale opticians, members

of the optical press and others connected with the

optical profession. To an inquiry whether the classifi-

cation would affect the membership as it now stands,

President Cross replied that it would not. Mr. Fergu-

son rose to explain that it was not the intention of th
e

committee to deprive any of the present members of

the rights they possessed, but merely to set a standar
d

for future members. On motion of George E. 
Holm-

berg, the report was accepted and laid upon the tabl
e

for discussion at some future session. The final decisio
n

on the matter is given further on in this report.

The report of Treasurer C. A. Longstreth was

next in order. Mr. Longstreth read a statement show-

ing cash on hand at the last statement to have bee
n

$347.92 ; amount returned by Hotel Cadillac, $12.00 ;

amount paid in dues by members, $470.92, making a

total of $829.92, out of which $622.62 had been ex-
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pended, leaving a balance of $207.30. The report

was referred to the executive committee.

A committee consisting of Messrs. Brown, Apple-

gate and Eimer was named to draft resolutions upon

the death of John W. Sanborn, of Boston. The con-

vention then adjourned until 7.30 in the evening.

Tuesday Evening's Session

The evening session was opened with a lecture by

Dr. Earl J. Brown, of the Geneva Optical Co. on the

" Anatomy, Phisiology, Histology, Morphology and

Embryology of the Eye." Dr. Brown's lecture was

elaborately illustrated with stereoptican slides. The

lecture was greatly enjoyed by over one hundred

opticians, being one of the best delivered at the con-

vention. Dr. Brown was accorded a vote of thanks

when he finished.
F. W. Allister was not present to read his paper

named in the official programme. George F. Apple-

gate, of Trenton, N. J., followed with a valuable paper

E. L. JONES

Secretary American Association of Opticians

on the subject of " Optical Progress." C. A. Long-

streth read a paper upon the subject of " Snags."

The session was ended by a paper upon " The People

We Meet in the Refracting Room," by C. B. Garrett-

son, of Kenton, Ohio.

Wednesday Morning's Session

The time of the morning session Wednesday, was

largely monoplized by the discussion of the report of

the committee on plans and scope of the American

College of Optometry. The committee who drew up

the plans were, President A. Jay Cross, Secretary J. H.

Ellis, Secretary C. A. Longstreth and George H.

Holmberg, George F. Applegate, F. L. Swart and

L. L. Ferguson. The report of the committee which

was distributed to the members of the convention,

contained a complete outline of the proposed college

to be conducted under the control of the association.

The plans contemplate a two-years' course in optom-

etry, to be conducted entirely through correspondence,

The fees, which with the passage of the examinations

would entitle a student to the degree of Dr. in Optom-

etry, were fixed at $50. Boards of examiners were

provided to conduct examinations in different States as

required and a board of three regents to supervise the

examinations and work of the college.

Many criticisms ‘vere passed on the plan. It was

pointed out that while this plan was proposed as an

offset to the work of certain alleged diploma mills,

that the proposed college itself might easily become

the most dangerous sort of a diploma mill possible in

the optical profession. The prevailing sentiment

seemed to be, however, that any step toward the rais-

ing of the standard of the optical profession was a

step in the right direction, no matter what the possible

outcome might be. The discussion was opened by

Vice-President Ernest Eimer, of Muskegon, Mich.,

with a paper prepared upon the subject. The criti-

cisms on the plan then began. N. K. Standart, of

Detroit, Mich., while favoring the effort to raise the

standard of the optical profession, thought that the

curriculum set by the committee as a requisite and a

diploma involved too much work to be required of
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any practicing optician. John E. Eberhardt, of Ohio,

took a similar view. C. H. Huffman, of Minneapolis,

thought the plan did not embody the proper method

to raise the standard of the profession. He recog-

nized that rather than spending their efforts upon the

paper college the association should endeavor to ob-

tain recognition for the optical profession from the

State colleges. He thought that the State institution

could be induced to add a course in optometry to

their curriculum, and thus in the future the optician

could obtain an optical education in connection with

the college course. Walter Wyatt, president of the

Illinois Optical Society, took a similar view of the

plan. He pointed out to the convention the danger Cr

the college becoming merely a diploma mill. He

agreed with Mr. Hoffman that the proper method was

to induce the State Legislature and State institutions

to establish the standard for the optical profession.

He said that he thought that such institutions as the

University of Illinois and Chicago University could be

induced to add a course in optometry to their curricu-

lum, and that they would be better qualified to teach

such courses than any college founded and conducted

by the association could possibly be. Among those

who spoke in favor of the plan were James K. Steb-

bins, of Ohio ; Secretary John H. Ellis, W. G. May-

bee, of St. Catherines, Ont.; George F. Applegate, of

Trenton, N. J.; President Cross and Treasurer C. A.

Longstreth. Professor Rogers, of the Northern Illi-

nois College of Ophthalmology and Otology, said the

college would be with them in any method that might

be taken toward raising the standard of the optical

profession.
On motion the matter was referred to the follow-

ing committee, with instructions to report at the

Thursday morning session : Brown, New Hampshire ;

Towsley, Wisconsin, and Eberhardt, Ohio.

The amendments to the constitution and by-laws

were then brought up for further discussion. The

friends of the committee were in favor of the classifi-

cation of members, which was intended to limit the

active membership to refracting opticians. George F.

Applegate was the most active in speaking in favor of

this amendment. He pointed out the necessity of fix-

ing the standard for membership in the association,

which would give it the proper professional tone. He

pointed out the possible danger to the association in

allowing others than refracting opticians to vote upon

matters Of importance to the association. President

Cross was active in opposing the amendment, and

moved to amend Article 4, Section i so as to read that

active members should be adult age and of good re-

pute, and should be engaged in some department of

optics. He also moved for a substitute to Article 3

classifying the membership as active, associate and

honorary members. L. L. Ferguson, of New York,

defended the amendment as a member of ,the com-

mittee on the ground that they commended

the idea of raising the standard of the association.

J. M. Johnston, of Chicago, spoke at length against

the amendment affecting membership in the associa-

tion. When the various amendments were put to a

vote, all those not affecting membership were passed.

Articles 3 and 4 were passed as recommended by Mr.

Cross. The convention then adjourned until the

afternoon.

Wednesday Afternoon Session

When the convention was again called to order,

Mr. Applegate brought out the point that amend-

ments to the constitution must be carried by two-

thirds vote of all present, and that as this had not

been done in the morning session, the vote upon

the amendment was of no effect and the matter would

have to be brought again before the convention. This

was done in the regular manner and resulted in the

defeat of the amendments, which leaves the associa-

tion open to any one connected with the optical pro-

fession, whether engaged in actual practice or not.

Following the discussion, James T. Brayton, of

Chicago, read a paper on " The Optical Association of

Great Britain." Walter Wyatt followed with a paper

on "The Value of Higher Education to the Practical

Optician." At the close of the afternoon session the

members of the convention became the guests of the

local entertainment committee, and were taken for a

tally-ho ride from the Sherman House, through the

(Continued on page rots)
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" A Word to the Wise is Sufficient"

This wise old cat, being a spectacle wearer, recognizes the superiority of our Faultless R Work
and is just as enthusiastic in our support as all Columbian customers.

When in doubt, send it to the Columbian

Try our nearest house.

DENVER

I FIRST QUALITY LENSES
You are sure to receive -; ACCURATE WORKMANSHIP

( PROMPT SERVICE

Columbian Optical Co.
OMAHA KANSAS CITY SALT LAKE CITY

L. MANASSE CO.
Importers, Manufacturers
and jobbers in

105 Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Optical, Mathematical and

Meteorological Instruments

embracing Spectacles, Eye-Glasses and Materials
Trial Cases and Optical Machinery
Opera, Field and Spy Glasses
Microscopes, Magnifying Glasses
Magnetic Compasses
Drawing Tools and Supplies and
Engineering Instruments
Barometers, Thermometers
Stereopticons, Magic Lanterns and Views

and many other Novelties contained in our various Catalogues, which
we issue as follows and which will be sent on application

CATALOGUE
CATALOGUE
CATALOGUE
CATALOGUE

PART 2--Mathematical Instruments
PART 3—Barometers, Thermometers, etc.
PART 4—Magic Lanterns, Stereopticons and Views
PART 5—Trade Catalogue of Spectacles, Eye-Glasses,

Trial Cases and all Optical Instruments

PARIS OFFICE: 24 tS 26 Rue des Petltis.11otels, Place La Fayette, Paris, France
LONDON OFFICI3: 40 liatton Garden, London, England

GERMAN OFFICE: Furth, Bavaria, Ciermany
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An Invaluable Eye Remedy 

Ttio Groat Gorman EgeWator
From the Original Prescription

of the late Dr. Agnew

A harmless preparation with
wonderful curative properties. Its
innnecliate effect in cases of chronic
or acute conjunctivitis, bletharitis
or scaly eyelids, burning, smarting
or itching of the eyes or inflamma-
tion from any cause is phenomenal.

Twenty-five years on the market. Sold by thousands of jewel. r,
and opticians, with great satisfaction.

This formula IS NOT the product of any optician or eye special
ist, BUT IS front one of America's greatest ophthalmic surgeons.

Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box.
Price, 819.50 per gross. $1.63 per dozen. Customer...
business card on each bottle if 6 dozen or more are ordered.

Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor,

W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston Mass.

Tbe"Ideal" Post Screw Lock
PATENTED DEC. IL, 1900

SCREW UNLOCKED SCREW LOCKED

The simplest device for preventing the post screws in eyeglasses ot any kind from loosening.The post screw has a polygonal head of five sides, giving ten points of contact. The sides of boxare deep enough in the center to hold the screw firmly, the screwdriver easily removing the screwwhen necessary. After setting the screw, press side of' post against the flat side of the screw (seeillustration). No extra part, inexpensive, neater appearance, quickly adjusted. Manufactured inall styles of frames and mountings, by 
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.,For sale by all Jobbers in Optical Goods. Southbridge, Mass.
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South Side boulevard and park system. A stop Was
made at the Art Institute, up, ai the lake front, where
a group convention picture was taken. The drive
Avas continued over Drexel and Grand Boulevards,
through Jackson Park, the site of the World's Fair,
;Ind thence to Sans Souci Park, a popair amusement
resort. There the tally-ho were dismissed and the
guests spent a pleasant evening viewing the various
attractions of the park. Returning., they reached the
hotel at nearly midnight.

Thursday Morning Session

Thursday morning was given to the reading of
papers. L. L. Ferguson, of New York, opened the
session with a paper upon the " Possibilities of the
Optical Profession."

G. H. Brown, of Manchester, read a paper upon
the " Eyes of Our Domestic Animals."

John C. Eberhardt, of Dayton, Ohio, read a paper
npon the "Value of the Ophtlialmometer in Opto-
metric Diagnosis."

F. A. Upham, of St. Paul, followed with a paper
entitled "A 'Falk on the Operation of the Optical Last'
Ill Nlinnesota."

N. IC Standart, of Detroit, Mich., followed with a
paper upon " Physical Influences as Applied to the
Practice of Optometry."

C. M. Jenkins, of Richmond, Ind., read a paper
upon " Importance of Method and Thoroughness iii
the Practice Room."

H. C. Lederer, president of the Tennessee Optical
Society, followed with a paper upon "Why the Opti-
cian Should Advertise, and How."

J. W. Talbot, president of the Missouri Optical
Society, read a paper upon " Optical Advertising."

The remainder of the papers upon the official pro-
gramme were read only by title, as the authors were
not present to read to the convention. The reports
of committees were then called for, and resolutions
upon the death of John W. Sanborn, of Boston, were
passed. The convention ended its morning session
by giving its sanction to the American College of
Optometry, by the adoption of the following report of
the committee appointed to recommend action to the
convention.

Mr. President and Gentlemen..
Your committee, appointed by the chair, to report

upon the feasibility of this association undertaking the
formation and supervision of an American College of
Optometry, as outlined in the plan and scope sub-
mitted by the officers and committeemen of this asso-
ciation, beg leave to submit the following :

We believe the general idea is a practical one and
respectfully recommend its adoption, but we think
that the best interests of all concerned will be to leave
the details regarding curriculum, fees and other mat-
ters in the hands of the regents, and to receive from
them a mid-year report which can be laid before our
membership, through the medium of the trade press,
and that the curriculum adopted be submitted to a
ballot through the mails.

Respectfully,
(Signed) GEORGE A. BkowN.

JOHN C. EBERHARDT,
C. B. TOWSLEV,
ERNEST EIMER,

WALTER Wv.mr,
Comm i ttee.

Thursday Afternoon Session

The afternoon session Nvas opened by a stereop-

ticon lecture by Professor Rogers, of Chicago, on the

subject of " Geometrical Curves of Lenses and Indices

III Refractive Media."
Nominations for the officers for the ensuing year

followed. Four candidates for president were placed

in nomination. Calling Vice-President Eimer to the

chair, President Cross nominated George H. Brown,

of Manchester, N. H. Secretary John H. Ellis was

placed in nomination by Fred. Rebman, of Ohio.
Walter Wyatt, president of the Illinois State Optical

Society, was nominated by S. R. Quigley, of Elm-

wood, Ill. William C. Sommer, of Chicago, was

nominated by Henry Borsch, of the same city. Nom-

inations for president were then closed,
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The following were placed in nomination for
vice-president H. P. Holmes, of Iowa ; George F.
Applegate, of New Jersey ; 1.. 1,. Ferguson, of New
York ; John C. Eberhardt, of Ohio. Mr. Ferguson
and Mr. Applegate refused to accept nominations.
F. A. Upham. of St. Paul, %vas placed in nomination
for second vice-president. Charles A. Longstreth
was nominated to succeed himself as treasurer.

'The following vere placed in nomination for the
office of secretary : E. L. Jones, of Sandusky, ( )hi/

H. S. Davis, of (;alion, Ohio ; Ernest Eimer, of NI us-
kegon, Mich.

The following were placed in nomination ii

members of the executive board : I.. Ferguson, I if
New York ; Fred. Rebman, of Youngstown. Ohio ;
N. K. Stamina, of Detroit, Nlich.; NIr. Littlefield. of
Kansas ; John \\limner, of Indiana ; F. L. Willson,
of Minnesota ; George E. Holmberg, of New York ;
W. H. Charping, of Arkansas ; C. A. .Snell. of Minne-
sota ; E. I,. Camp, of Tennessee ; George F. Apple-
gate, of New Jersey, and James K. Stebbins, of Ohio.

For the board of regents the following were
nominated : Henry Borsch, of Chicago ; C. B. Tows-
ley, of Wisconsin ; G. E. Holmes, of New York ; B.

-
NELSON K. STANDART

ChtlirDIfill of the Executive Committee

B. Clark, of Rochester ; N. K. Standing, of Detroit ;
E. Klein, of Cincinnati ; J. C. Eberhardt, of Dayton,
Ohio ; George H. Brown, of Manchester, N. H.

The convention then adjourned, postponing the
election until 4.3o.

Thursday Afternoon Session

The election in the afternoon resulted as follows :
President, John H. Ellis, South Bend, Ind.; vice-
president, H. P. Holmes, of Iowa ; second vice-
president, F. A. Upham, of St. Paul ; treasurer, Chas.
A. Longstreth ; secretary, E. L. Jones, Sandusky,
Ohio. Members of the executive committee : N. K.
Standart, Michigan ; Fred. Rebman, Ohio ; John
Wimmer, Indiana ; J. K. Stebbins, Ohio. Board of
regents : John C. Eberhardt, Ohio—three-years' term ;
George H. Brown, New Hampshire—two-years' term;
C. B. Towsley, Wisconsin—one year's term.

Next in order was the selection of the convention
city for next year. Mr. Hoffman, of Minneapolis, ad-
dressed the convention and extended a warm invita-
tion ill behalf of Minnesota. Secretary Ellis read invi-
tations from the mayor and State Business I.,eague, of
Milwaukee, to hold the next annual convention there.
Boston was finally selected by a large majority as the
convention city. Mr. Ellis then moved a vote of
thanks to the local committee for the work done in
arranging and conducting the convention and enter-
taining the vtsitors. The motion was unanimously
carried. Nlr. Ferguson moved that a vote of thanks
be tendered the retiring officers for their work during
the year. This motion %vas also unanimously passed.

On motion of Mr. Ferguson, the convention adjourned

sine die, to meet in Boston next August.

The Banquet

The banquet, held in the main dining room of

the Sherman House, Thursday night, ended the con-

vention. One hundred and ten opticians and their

friends sat down amid the pleasant surroundings to a

fine repast, and, like a happy family, ate and drank to

the success of the association. Dr. J. B. NIcFatrich,

of Chicago, widely-known optical educator, presided

over the banquet, and proved a most eloquent and

pleasing tonst-master, It was somewhat of a surprise
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to the doctor's friends to find that a man I if his dig-
nity and poise could make such a display of rapid-fire
eloquence and ready wit as a it ■ast-master. In open •
ing the banquet, I /r. McFatrich said that he regretted
not having had On opportunity to %velcome the mem-
hers earlier in the ci mvention. After praising the
work of the association, he introduced former Presi-
dent Cross with a graceful speech. Before responding
to his toast upon " Optical Progress," NIr. Cross
apologized to Dr. NIcFatrich for having deprived him
I f the opportunity of Welcoming the members of the
association at the opening of the convention. Ilefore
I e could proceed further the orchestra started a lively
%valtz, but the music Was interrupted by members of
the local committee. Air. CrosIg 1111..11 proceeded xvith
his ii latil. L. I.. Ferguson, of New York. followed
Mr. rn)titi Nvith a toast upon the subject of "The ‘Arise
Nlan of the East." He maintained his reputation as it
humerous speaker by many witty references to the
people present. David S. Geer, one of Chicago's
bright barristers, was the last speaker upon the pro-
gramme, his subject being "Specs." Mr. Geer's toast
as witty and was enjoyed by the banqueters. At its

close Dr. :Ver.:Mich dismissed the guests, and the last
feature of the convention was over. Many lingered,
however, until the late hours, loath to part from pleas-
ant acquaintances they had met at the convention.
ome of the visitors left the city at the close of the

banquet, but die majority departed Friday morning.

Tscherning's " Physiologic Optics"

m.o., ill III, " '4,10u,tillo Mcdical .hiumia."]

The first twenty-1ive pages of this book are de-
voted to "Optic Principles " and are not so difficult of
comprehension and are more easily followed than the
complicated formulas of some authors.

The chapter on the " Optic System of the Eye,"
is very carefully prepared. The known facts and the
many theories are well set forth in brief, yet compre-
hensive form.

The author agrees with DeWecker on the " abuse
of atropine in ophthalmic practice." His reason for
not using cycloplegics is because of the dilated pupil.
He maintains that the refraction of the lens in a
dilated pupilary space is much less at the periphery
than at the center, and that in consequence the
spherical aberration is very liable to make the find-
ings untrustworthy.

He devotes ten pages to regular astigmatism.
His method of examination with the " luminous
point" is decidedly interesting. We should think it
would require considerable special education on
the part of the patient before intelligent answers
could be elicited. He thinks irregular astigma-
tism should more frequently be ascribed as the
cause of lowered visual acuity, and that many diag-
noses of amblyopia should give Nvay to that of irregu-
lar astigmatism.

The chapter on " Entoptic Phenomena " is very
complete and exceedingly interesting. It is certainly
%vell worth careful perusal.

The chapter on " Accommodation " is one of the
most important in the book. His history of the
mechanism of accommodation is most complete. His
" Personal Experiments " attack the mechanism of
accommodation of Helmholtz, which has for so long
been accepted as the correct explanation. Tscherning's
theory briefly outlined is that during the contraction of
the ciliary muscles the zonula is made taut instead of
relaxed, as claimed by Helmholtz, and instead of the
lens becoming; more convex by virtue of its own elas-
ticity, it becomes more convex because it is com-
pressed between its capsules. The soft corticle is
pressed toward the periphery, allowing the nucleus to
form an anterior lenticonus because of its greater
density and noncotnpressibility. The position which
he takes is a very strong one and oile likely to give
him many followers.

This book has it distinct place, and not being too
voluminous will appeal to American readers. It is a
book that cannot be skimmed through, but must be
read slowly and carefuly to get anything out of it.
Where the author's views are distinctly at variance
with those held in this country, the translator has
added footnotes,
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians

J. H. Etrae, President, South Bend, Ind.
K L st. Joss, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to he held in Boston,
In August, 1902.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

THE RT. HON. SIR WM. HART DYKE, Bart, M. P. , Master.
COL. T. DAVIES SPAvEtt, F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall.

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association

S. COWAN, F. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, %V., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians

E. CULVERHOUSE, President, Toronto.
AMMON DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer, 176 Queen Street

East, Toronto, Ont.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians

O. N. QUIMBY, President, Boston, Mass,
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Optical Society
F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
F. B. MARCHANT, Sec'y, 56 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. 1'.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

Meets in January, March, May and November.

Indiana Optical Society

E. SHIPLEY, President, Greencastle, Ind.
G. M. C. BARTMESS, Secretary, Clinton, Ind.

Next meeting to be held September 18th, at the Denni-
son Hotel, Indianapolis.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit, Mich.
E. EntER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avetine,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society

H. P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa
J. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown BMeli, Sioux (It), Inwa.

Illinois Optical Society

WALTER WYATT, President, Peoria,
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. McAtt1sTEn, l'resideut, Baltimore, Md.
W. H. KETTLER, See., 109 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

Meets at rooms of Photographic Assn., Baltimore, Md.

California Optical Association

E. M. ACKLEY, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCHOHAY, Sec'y, 308 Hays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
H. L. KING, Secretary, Spokane, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association

GEO. H. BnowN, President, Manchester, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, W18.
WALTER H. GRUNERT, Secretary, Green Bay, Wis.

Next meeting to be held in January, 1902, at Milwaukee.

North Carolina Optical Society

S. R. PECK, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. H. LEONARD, Secretary, Winston, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. MILLARD, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Sec'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Next meeting, September 3d, at Minneapolis.

Maine Association of Opticians

H. E, MunnocR, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine

Tennessee Optical Society

H. C. LEDERER, President, Springfield, Tenn
E. B. MEYER, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association

R. B. FiNcit, President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. BIEOEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.

Miss E. H. CHAPMAN, Cor. Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians

W. J. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, Secy. and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians

J. W. TALBOT, President, Nevada, Mo.
JOHN TITUS, JR., Secretary, Kansas City, Mo.

Missouri Optical Society

J. H. VINSON, President, Carrollton, Mo.
S. M. COFFMAN, Secretary, Braymer, Mo,
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LOCAL

New York Association of Opticians

A. W. GOLDER, President, Seneca Falls, N. 'Y.
H. C. WATTS, Itiecretary, Syracuse, N. Y .

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society

H. W. APPLETON, President.
M. IL HARRIS, Rec. Sec., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.

Meets second Wednesday of each month at Fifth Avenue
Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club

G. R. BAUSCH, President
HARRY M. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT SCUDDER, President..
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club

A. M. KENNEY, President.
E. D. KENNEY, Secretary, 243 Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y.

Annual Meeting of the American
Association

THE fourth annual convention of the Ameri-
can Association of Opticians is now a matter

of history. A full report of its proceedings will

be found on pages 1009, 101 1 and 1013 of this

issue. While advances were made in the right

direction in several matters that came up for

consideration, there were disappointments in

others. Although extensively advertised for

months ahead in every possible manner, and

despite the interesting and varied programme

arranged by the local committee, the attendance

fell far below expectations. Vital changes in

the constitution were enacted on a vote of about

fifty, and the largest vote polled on the election

of new officers was less than a hundred. Where

optimistic prophets had predicted an attendance

running- up in the hundreds the registration

was fifty less than at Detroit a year ago.

These facts should awaken the concern of

the newly-elected officers and the true friends

of the growing profession. The causes should

be earnestly sought for and a concerted effort

made to apply the remedy, else the association

will drag and fail to accomplish the ends for

which it was primarily organized.
While something was gained by the change

in the written constitution, by which the object

of the association was made to conform to the

scientific aspirations of the majority of its mem-

bership, this was somewhat nullified by a refusal

to accept the excellent recommendations of the

committee having the matter in charge, to clas-

sify the membership and restrict the active

members to those with a knowledge of and

practicing the science of optics. By this recom-

mendation, jobbers, manufacturers, etc., would

become associate members, with limited powers

and privileges. That this would be a wise and

expedient move, is the sense of many of the

leading and largest jobbers and manufacturers.

Such men as Geo. W. Wells, president of the

American Optical Co. ; Walter G. King, of the

Julius King Optical Co. ; D. V. Brown, have

recorded themselves as favoring the jobber and

manufacturer taking only a passive and not an

active part in the trade organizations, in which

the retailer is the prime factor. The jobbers

have their own exclusive association, to which

none but jobbers are admitted, so the retailer

should dominate unhindered his. The change

proposed would not mean that the jobber or

manufacturer would lose his interest in the or-

ganization, for those who maintain that he

should merely participate in a passive way, if at

all, in the retailers' associations, are those most
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keenly interested in the well being of the various
trade organizations, and are always ready to re-
spond to any service that they may rightfully
render for the good of the common cause.

ANOTHER matter that seemed lost sight of
at the discussion in the convention, is the

proposition to endeavor to form a bond of
union between the various State societies and
the National Association. The latter should be
logically and ideally the head of the State socie-
ties, and as such would be a concrete and repre-
sentative organization. But how can such a
union be proposed, much less urged, while the
standard of the national body is so much lower
than that of the State societies ? If anything,
the former should have a higher standard, and
such as would stir the aspirations of every mem-
ber of the numerous State and local societies to
wish to affiliate with and become a member of
the body. This is a consummation ardently to
be striven for, as the membership of the State
and local societies now.number into the thou-
sands, in contrast to the several hundred enrolled
in the National Association.

We are glad to note that the educational
question received considerable attention. The
university school plan proposed for adoption
was freely discussed, but did not meet with
general favor, many looking on it purely as a
" paper " school or plan. The smouldering
desire of years back for a permanent college of
optometry came strongly to the front in the dis-
cussion, so much so, that the board of regents
were instructed to investigate its feasibility and
make a later report. While there may yet exist

obstacles that appear insurmountable, this is

undoubtedly one of the chief hopes and desires
of the present-day optician, and those who have
at heart the permanent and proper professional-
ization of the refractionist's calling. The

regents are also to further investigate the desi-
rability oE the university extension plan, by
means of which, at least, it is hoped an educa-
tional standard may be established. We do not

believe that the establishment of a proper
standard will meet with such formidable opposi-

tion from the present optical schools or the

wholesale trade, that some seem to fear. A
proper standard is certainly needed, and a
great step in advance will be taken when
it can be established. We are quite sur-

prised that the friends of the New England

Optical Institute did not seek for some recogni-

tion or endorsement of the high standard estab-
lished by it, and in view of the omission we

commend the institute's praiseworthy efforts to

the investigations of the board of regents.
The late convention made a decided ad-

vance in the character and number of the papers

that were prepared for it, which greatly excelled

this feature of previous sessions. The new
officers were wisely chosen. Mr. Ellis well
merited the advancement to the presidency by

his hard and able work as secretary. The con-
vention accepted the plea made in these columns

last month, and selected Western men for the

principal offices, thus rendering a just recogni-

tion to all sections. Vice-Presidents Holmes

and Upham have rendered yeomen service in

their State societies, and, as a whole, the officers

selected are well qualified for their several duties.

The selection of Boston as the next meeting

place was a wise one,
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ECLIPSE R. B. No. 8

This OPHTHALMOMETER

1—Simul-
taneously adjusted to
height of both patient
and observer.

2—Has a frontal rest for
patient which is au-
tomatic.

3—Has self-luminary targets.
4—Has focusing adjustment

directly under telescope.

5--Is as compact as a diction-
ary holder and stand.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

FILLS
A LONG-FELT WANT

I also manufacture
Magic Lanterns and
Other Optical Instruments

And So Does the New No. 9
just out. Smaller than the
No. 8. Adapted for usual
size riding bows and large
eye offset, with handle.

If your jobber does not handle this case,
send 1 2 cents in stamps for sample.

TRADE MARK.

Ask your jobber for our

Warranted 5 Years

Gold Filled Spectacle
Number

Manufacturers

,105/I Sz 4056 Haverford Ave., Philadelphia
Said to be the best for the money. No doubt about it.

All exposed parts covered with Rolled Gold—NOT
ELECTRO-PLATED.

Sample sent by mail on receipt of so cents.

11th & Mifflin Streets,

PHILADELPHIA

Annual Convention of the American Association of Opticians, Chicago, August 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1901

Why and How the Optician Should
Advertise

Paper read by Dn. H. C. LEDERER, of Springfield, Tenn., Presi-
dent Tennessee Optical Society, before the American

Association of Opticians, at Chicago.

" Why the Optician Should Advertise, and How,"

is the text I have chosen for this brief paper. By our

own experience, may be, we have learned the worth

of advertising, or, perhaps, we have learned better its

great importance by observation. The merchant ad-

vertises the most attractive articles of his stock, giving

quality and price, and tells us that the increased sales

far overpay the advertising bills. So he studies out

many ways and schemes thus to increase his business.

The dentist, likewise, publishes near and far his

method for the extraction of teeth without pain, the

great medicine man is ever reminding the world of his

medicine that cures all diseases known to the human

race. And to all these three there comes success ; it

is the power of advertising. Reasoning, then, by

analogy, we may be sure that by proper advertising

there will be larger prosperity to the optician. But

let us consider a little more formally the first and

principal proposition, " Why Should the Optician

Advertise?"

Good Adver-
tising Pays

Because, in the first place, it is to
his interest personally. There are
some people who "have not so
much as heard whether there be

any opticians." There are others who have heard

but do not know what they can do ; others still know-

ing of them, believe them to be fakes. So it is a ques-

tion of personal interest that the optician be seen in

the proper light. Advertising will bring out that

result. The optician should be familiar with and let

the people know that he is familiar with the patho-

logical conditions of the eye so that they may not fear

lest they be hurt when they go to him for help. He

should have, and let the people know that he has, all

the latest improved instruments used in the examina-

tion of defective vision. He should have, and let the

people know that he has, a well-equipped reception

room, dark room and office. Knowing these facts,

the public will be the readier to trust him. By adver-

tising these facts he will show to the people the differ-

ence between himself and the fake optician ; between

himself and the spectacle vender. Nearly all of these
two classes of tricksters have stepped down and out

with the old century. Some have claimed to be dis-

ease and eyesight specialists ; some traveling from

town to town ; others hitting the "dirt road" through
the country, with an abundance of long hair, calling

themselves the " good Samaritans." Some of these

quacks even claim themselves to be the inventor of

or to have the exclusive agency for an electro-magnetic

effect, combined with a medicated rock crystal lens that

will cure all diseases of the eye. This sort of adver-

tising or quackery would give a Chinaman or a

Hindoo the chills.

But not only is there this advan-

Benefits the tage to the individual, but proper
Profession advertising affects also the profes-

sion at large. W e still have some

of these optical fakes left hovering around here and

there, leaving on the minds of the people the idea that

optics is a side-show instead of the noble profession

that it is. Proper advertising will correct this evil and

show the profession to be a profession indeed. The

optician is worthy to rank with specialists of the ear,

or nose, or throat, or lungs, or heart, or stomach, and

proper advertising will surely put him there.

As a third reason, "Why the Optician Should

Advertise," there might be mentioned the influence it

might have in matters of legislation. Representatives

ara not always men of letters, and so it is better that

they have the truth about the profession before they

leave home. Whatever is the general opinion of the

people is likely often to be the opinion of their repre-

sentatives, hence the point about influence over legis-

lation.
But we must now turn to the second main propo-

sition of our subject, which is, " How should the

optician advertise ?" There are three points that

should be kept in mind when we are considering the

" How " of advertising, and those three points are:

First, to make it attractive ; second, to make it con-

vincing, and third, to make it truthjid.
First, to make it attractive. In the multitude of

advertisements that are now on the stage of competi-

tion it is nearly impossible to get one to the public

eye. Advertisements, written and changed often in

your city papers, and gotten up in such a manner that

they will pertain strictly to eye-talks, will, with persist-

ence, sooner or later attract the attention of the

people. Another form of attractive advertising is the

optician's booklet, that is, a booklet gotten up in a

neat and attractive way, giving the full details of the

eye and its defects, how these troubles can be reme-

died or relieved with lenses correctly fitted to the eye.

Send out as many of these as is expedient. The point

is to force a hearing

Must Be
Convincing

But in the second place we want our
advertising to be convincing. When
we have caught the ear of the peo-
ple we want them to believe and be

healed that they and we may be prosperous together.
In order to be convincing it would be well not only to
state the fact but to show what you mean when you
say that recent discoveries have put the science of
optics even in advance of medicine. In nothing has
there been such progress of recent years as in optics.
Show some simple proof of this in your advertising
and the people will come to see you ; the mere state-
ment of the fact will never bring them. Then show
them how the optician is absolutely necessary in some
cases. Show why defects in the eyes cause headache,
eyeache, and will, in time, cause a general nervous
breakdown, glasses being the only relief. Show them
that such headaches or eyeaches might be treated for
years by physicians without any result, the physics
never touching the cause, but that lenses could be
fitted that would give relief in a few days or a few
weeks. Such points would both attract and tend to
convince.

The third and last point to be mindful of in con-
nection with the " How " of advertising is, that it
should be truthful. If, in our advertising, we misrep-
resent the truth, Father Time will whisper to the
people, and when they have heard that we have lied
we shall fall ; but if we do speak forth the words of
soberness and truth, then Father Time will love his
children and tell everybody to come to us and buy
glasses to look at the good world through.

Charles Lembke, of New York City, ex-presi-
dent of the American Association of Opticians, is
recovering from a severe illness of a complicated 'na-
ture. During the past few weeks Mr. Lembke has
been resting and wooing back his health and strength
at Divine Corners, Sullivan County, N. Y. Unable to
attend the annual convention, he showed his interest
in the work of the association by sending a telegram,
wishing success to the assembled gathering at Chicago.

The Michigan Optical Co., Detroit, Mich., have
secured possession of their new premises, and as
soon as the necessary alterations have been made in
the building the work of transferring the stock and
machinery from the present overcrowded building to
he new location will be proceeded with,
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The great success that has been
met with by the ANATO=

--A MICAL GUARD has justi-

iI 
fied the claim that we made
for it when putting it on

the market, that it was the greatest
improvement in eyeglasses ever
devised. It enables a comparatively
inexpert frame-fitter to adjust eye-
glasses more securely and comfortably
in ninety-five per cent. of cases, than
the most, expert optician can do
with any old-style guard.. It
is simply necessary for the
optician to adjust the main .
guard "A" to the nose—

OUR AUTOMATIC PAD B"
DOES TI1E. REST

send for Our

C --We have ten different angles
of this guard, and some one
of them will fit any nose
that can be fitted with an

\

-1 'S

SUPREMELY CONTENTED

eyeglass. Every optician
and jeweler in the United States
should have a stock of the differ-
ent angles of the ANATO-
MICAL GUARD, as more peo-
ple can be fitted, and better satis-

faction given, than with any other
style. These guards are COM-

FORTABLE and SECURE,
and give the best of satisfac-

•..:)..... tion wherever used. Sample
frame on application.

PRICES PER DOZEN PAIR
Steel Gold Filled 10 K. Gold
$1.50 $4.50 $12.00

CHICAGO, Catalogue

V

RACE GLASSES
Shamrock II

is here

trk.1 everybody who goes
to the races and has the
price will want to buy a
RACE GLASS. In
anticipation of this event,
we have imported a large
number of medium as
well as the highest grades
of glasses to meet the
demand.

Two years ago in October, eastern jobbers were all
cleaned out of everything that could be used in the shape of
a Race Glass. The above illustration shows a quick-draw
high-power JNA GLASS which we sell for $25.20,
subject to Keystone discount. One hundred styles and sizes
of Race and Field Glasses at prices from $2.00 to
$72.00 ; also all the styles of Porro Prism Binoculars.

There is a good profit in all these goods. Have your
stock complete, and do not compel your customers to go
elsewhere for Race Glasses.

Globe Optical Company
BOSTON, MASS.

DEAR SIR:
We invite your attention to the following, which,

however, is only one of many styles of Aluminum
Frames which we have, averaging two-thirds the
ro,..;11hir price.

September 1st, 1901.

Strong Value
Weak Price

1348 Aluminum Riding Bow Frames,
extra fine quality, temper and finish, $2 .50 per doz. net

1343 Aluminum Straight Bow Frames,
extra fine quality, temper and finish, 2.50 14 tt 14

Our Specialty

GEO. MAYER & CO.
Manufacturing Opticians

134 South Eighth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA,

September, 1901

Wisconsin State Optical Society
The annual meeting of the above society was held

in Milwaukee, Wis., on July 22d and 23d. The at-
tendance was the largest in the history of the society,

and judging from the lively interest which was mani-

fested in the proceedings by the members, the meeting

was the most successful yet held. The president

appointed I. M. Addleman as acting secretary in the

absence of Secretary W. H. Grunert, elected. An

interesting paper was read by Gustavus Kahn, entitled

" What Shall We Do Next ?" Prof. C. A. Rogers, of the

Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology, conducted

a spirited " Three Cornered Quiz." Dr. Earle J.

Brown, of Chicago, gave a very instructive lecture on

" The Anatomy, Physiology, Histology and Morph-
ology of the Eye," after which the meeting adjourned.
The members reassembled at 9.30 A. m. on July 23(1.
The meeting was opened by an address from the
president. The committee on certificate of member-
ship, consisting of J. W. Williams, W. F. Bridge and
A. C. Fues, reported that they, the committee, awaited
the disposition of the society in the selection of a seal
to be attached to the certificates before making a final
report.

A plain red seal, bearing the corporate seal of the
society, was adopted as a fit and sufficient seal of dig-
nity to adorn the certificates issued by the society.

The committee on Legal Defence Fund submitted

the following report:

First—That a defence fund be established by
assessing each member of the society semi-annually,
from and after acceptance of this report, one dollar
and twenty-five cents ($1.25), or part thereof, until the
total amount collected shall be equal to two hundred
and fifty dollars ($250), when assessments shall cease,
and they shall be resumed only when disbursements
have been made from the fund, in order to bring said
fund again to the above amount, provided that all
members shall be assessed alike, and that no assess-
ment greater than at the rate of two dollars and fifty
cents ($2.50) per year be made.

Second. —That the treasurer of this -society shall,
in addition to his other duties, be required to notify
members of each assessment and make collections of
same, keeping a correct record of such collections as
well as of disbursements made as recommended below.

That he shall be responsible for the safe keeping
of such funds, and that he shall make a semi-annual
report of same to the society, and to the board of
directors at such times as he may be requested to do
so by said board.

Third—That the matter of defence against legis-
lation obnoxious or unfavorable to opticians in the
practice of their profession be placed in the hands of
the board of directors, as constituted by Article IV, of
the constitution of this society.

That said board, by a majority vote of members
present, shall have power to take steps to preserve the
interest of opticians in the matter of legislation and to
make such disbursements from the fund created as in
their opinions are necessary ; provided, however, that
the said board shall not, except by a vote of the
society, take initial steps to secure legislation, but
solely as a matter of defence against unfavorable legis-
lation, and provided further that the above fund shall
be available for the purpose named and for no other
purpose. Respectfully submitted,

ANDREW W. ANDERSON,
GUSTAVUS KAHN,

W. A. PFISTER.

The report was approved and adopted.
A resolution of condolence was passed with the

family of the late C. A. Eastberg, whose demise
occurred recently.

Article III of the constitution was amended in
accordance with the notice given at the meeting of the
society, held at Milwaukee in January last. The article
when amended read as follows:

Any person of good repute of either sex, who, in
the judgment of the society, uses a trial case in a com-
petent manner in correcting ocular errors of refraction,
shall be eligible to membership in this society.

Taking into consideration the fact that by some
unfortunate combination of circumstances a number of
the members of the society, not having been notified
as to the dates of the annual meeting held in Milwau-
kee July 22d and 23d, 1901, it was moved, seconded
and carried that the board of directors be requested
to declare the regular semi-annual meeting to be held
in January, 1902, as a special meeting for the election
of officers.

Place of next meeting was balloted upon and the

-r E., KE:YSTOINE,

city of Milwaukee, Wis., receiving the majority of all
ballots cast, was declared as the next place of meeting,
the board of directors to fix dates of same.

British Optical Association
The annual general meeting of this association

was held in London on July 31st. An interesting dis-
cussion took place regarding the desirability of adopt-
ing a new name by which to designate the refracting
optician. J. H. Sutcliffe supported the adoption of a
new title, on the ground that if a suitable name were
applied it would win more recognition from the press
and the public, and would attach considerable noto-
riety to the refractionist. A committee was appointed
to consider the matter.

At a sub meeting of the council, held on August
ist, the following were elected officers of the associa-
tion for the forthcoming year : President, S. Cowan;
vice-president, R. Sutcliffe ; honorary secretary, Ber-
nard Conlon ; honorary treasurer, R. G. Orr ; official
secretary, J. H. Sutcliffe, to whom communications are

President 5. cewsn

addressed. Arrangements were made for the holding

of meetings of the council during the coming session, in

London, Leeds, Scotland, Manchester and Birming-

ham. A committee was appointed to devise a scheme

by which certificated members of the association might

receive adequate recognition as sight-testers to public

bodies.

Indiana Optical Society

The third meeting for this year of the Indiana

Optical Society will take place at the Dennison Hotel,

Indianapolis, Ind., on September i8th, at 7 o'clock

e. M. The meeting will be opened to members and

non-members alike. The society is anxious that non-

members should learn what its advantages to the opti-

cians are. Low railroad rates can be obtained on all

roads, and a large and representative gathering is con-

fidently anticipated.

Rochester Optical Club

The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Club was held in the office of B. B. Clark, Triangle

Building, on Tuesday, August 20th, President Bausch

in the chair. The chairman, in the course of his re-

marks said, that inasmuch as it was not necessary to

hold meetings of the club during the summer months,

the present meeting was practically a special one, but

he (the chairman) felt it to be a wise policy to urge a

live, wide-awake procedure for the ensuing meetings

along educational lines. A general discussion on the

subject of dissatisfied patients was freely entered into,

and it was brought to light that certain oculists take

every opportunity of dealing the refractionist, outside

of the exclusive medical circle, a body blow, and in

the event of a patient consulting an oculist it is but

natural that the latter would take advantage of the

opportunity of magnifying patients' grievances. It was

suggested that the feelings of the club be communi-
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cated to the opticians by means of a circular letter,
signed by all the members. The meeting expressed its
hope that the oculists, feeling the advantage of work-
ing in harmony with, instead of in opposition to the
opticians, would conform their statements more to the
general good of all concerned. Replying to an in-
quiry, Mr. Kirstein stated that the American Associa-
tion have a defence fund, which is open to any of its
active members. Mr. Kirstein moved and Mr. Bissell
seconded, and it was carried, " That the secretary
correspond with the American Association in regard
to what extent it would uphold any member unde-
servedly threatened with law proceedings."

The question of a discount in cases where a patient
is a physician or legalized nurse was brought up, but
discussion thereon was postponed, owing to the late-
ness of the hour.

A furthcr meeting of the club was held on August
27th, at which some important business was transacted.

The Newly-Elected President of the
American Association of Opticians

III electing John I-I. Ellis as its president the
American Association of Opticians made a selection,
the wisdom of which it would indeed be difficult to
question. Mr. Ellis has been connected with the
association since its inception, and at the second con-
vention held at Rochester, N. Y., he was elected a
member of the executive committee. At the Detroit
Convention, held twelve months ago, the onerous
duties of secretary of the association were placed in
his hands, and right well he acquitted himself in that
capacity. His vast executive experience is an earnest,
if such were needed, that the important duties devolv-
ing on the president will be discharged by him in a
manner well befitting the dignity of the office. If

youthfulness and vigor be a recommendation, Mr.

Ellis is an ideal office holder. Born at Utica, N. Y.,
in 1862, he is therefore a young man. Having ob-

tained an education at the Whitestown Seminary,
Whitestown, N. Y., he entered the jewelry business at

Utica in 1878. Four years later he went West and
established a jewelry business in Minneapolis, but after
the lapse of three years he went to Battle Creek,
Mich., and subsequently to New York City, where he
completed an optical course under Dr. Bucklin. A

year's course in the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons completed his education as a refractionist, and

in 1888 he began the practice of optometry at Battle

Creek, Mich., after which he removed to South Bend,

Ind., where he now resides in the enjoyment of an
extensive business.

What the Boston Trade Thinks of the
Choice of that City for Next Meet-
ing of the American Association

A. G. Barber, manager the Globe Optical Co. :

" I have just heard of the selection of Boston for the

next meeting place of the American Association of
Opticians, and haven't given the matter much thought

yet, but we shall do our best to give the association a

warm welcome and do everything we can to make the

meeting a success, and the stay of the members

pleasant."

William H. NVyman, manager L. W. Bugbee &

Co. : " I believe the convention made a wise selec-

tion in naming Boston as the next meeting place, and

that it will be the largest attended of any of the asso-

ciation conventions, as Boston is the center of the

greatest number of opticians in the country. There

should be no trouble in getting low rates, strong

speakers and a very attractive programme."

C. N. Quimby, president of the New England As-

sociation of Opticians : " I am pleased, I am sure, at

the selection of Boston as the next meeting place of

the national association. How delighted Mr. Sanborn

would have been had he lived. I know that the New

England Association will give the national association

a hearty reception and do what it can to make the

meeting a memorable one, and that we all appreciate

the advantages of such an assembly in our city."
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Have You Stocked Up for Fall Trade?
We are prepared to fill PRESCRIPTION or STOCK ORDERS of all kinds

with promptness at lowest prices.

Have you seen the new METAL CASE for
Spectacles and Eyeglasses? Neat, light and
compact. No button or straps to get out of order.
Send 15 cents for sample.

The ever Popular ECLIPSE CASE is now male
in small size for riding bow spectacles. Send 20 cents
for sample. Ask for No. 9 Eclipse.

LASSO GUARDS are proving good sellers. Have you
tried them ? They will help you on the noses which are
hard to fit. Send 15 cents for sample pair in silver.

it°
McINTIRE 1VIAGEE & BROWN

PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED PROMPTLY AND ACCURATELY

Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing Opticians

723 Sansom Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

There are some opticians that
are

VAAMM.01.1 ■1,1„kt.CO■

Bound to Rise 
because they have energy
and are up-to-date.
These have all got the

Ophthalmic Cabinet
or soon vvill have

Price, with Elevator Complete,

Reduced to $12.00

The Anglo-American Optical Co.
94 Hatton Garden

are our London Agents
I • • •
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BROWN & BURPEE
Manchester, N. H., U.S. A.

If I TAKE NOTICE I I I
SOUTHERN • • •

Opticians /Jewelers 
We make a specialty of lje work as we
have been advertising, but we want to
call your attention to the fact that we
have the largest stock of frames, lenses
and cases for stock orders carried by
any house in the South, and that we
have the very best of facilities for filling
your orders for

Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Binoculars
Telescopes, Reading Glasses, Lorgnettes

and all of that class of goods for which
you will have a call from now on till
the Holiday season is over. Place
your orders NOW for this class of
goods so as to be sure of having what
you want.

REMEMBER WE DO A WHOLESALE BUSINESS ONLY
WE DO NOT RETAIL

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS

ATLANTA, GA.

September, t go

Muscular Imbalances and Their
Correction by Lenses

Paper read before the Convention of American Aociation of
opticians, by JAMES K. STEBBINS, of Ashtabula, Ohio.

(7-19s1

E will start out with the proposition that the
eyes are organs created for the purpose of
conveying to the brain, by means of light,
impressions of the fact of form, distance and

color, which, in their various combinations, produce
impressions and sensations most pleasing, desirable
and wonderful, the absence of which, that we call
blindness, we can describe no less than a calamity.
The one being pleasant and desirable and the other
calamitous. Is it not reasonable to believe that these
organs would perform their proper functions if it was
possible for them to do so ? I think so, and among
the conditions necessary to produce this result or to
form correct impressions are harmony of action in the
muscles controlling the motions of the eyes with rela-
tion to things under observation. These motions,
under normal conditions, are entirely automatic and
harmonious, directing the eyes without apparent effort,
so that both fix exactly on the object under observa-
tion and remain so until called away. When there is
an apparent effort in fixing both eyes, or two objects
appear when only one should be seen, it indicates
imbalance, and an examination should be had to deter-
mine the cause, which will often be found to consist of
some error of refraction, either in one or both eyes,
that renders vision unlike and imperfect.

The Method of Procedure

In such a case the first thing is to correct the errors
with proper lenses, and in slight cases of imbalance
the trouble will usually soon disappear. But it is the
more serious cases that I would speak of particularly,
when one or both eyes become visibly turned and

remain so, when tenotomy is often resorted to. In

such cases as before I always very carefully correct

any error of refraction found, then make use of the

force of natural laws and tendencies. Let me illus-

trate. Please notice my right arm ; I once had a

musket ball shot through my shoulder and lung,

making sad havoc with both muscles and bone. When

I called myself well again, and for years after, I could

scarcely raise my hand to my head. Now see the

effect of what I apply to eye muscle strain. You see

the motions in all directions as free like the left arm,

and please remember that by simply rubbing the large

cord above the gambrel joint of a horse, you can soon

relax the cord enough to make the horse go lame. I

would also call your attention to the fact that plants

growing in a darkened room always turn and grow

toward beams of light. In view of these effects and

tendencies, does it not seem reasonable that a way can

be found of so far controlling the delicate ocular

muscles as to make them balance, without risking the

danger often resulting from the use of the surgeon's

knife ? Of which some of the best authorities, includ-

ing Dr. Beard, of this country, and DeWecker, of

France, deprecate in strong terms the practice of ten-

otomy, because of its results, and recommend advance-

ment* (development is a better term) of the ocular

muscles. But as to how to accomplish the advance-

ment they recommend, so far as I have seen, they are

reticent, and the question has been how, under the
conditions, can these muscles, encased in their long

orbits, be got at to lengthen or contract, or both, as

the case may be. I am satisfied from results that I

have found a way—whether it is the best that can be

desired remains to be seen.

An Interesting Experiment

I once made myself cross-eyed by looking at my

finger placed on my nose, and my eyes remained

turned to such an extent I was made the butt of the

jokes of my young companions. I straightened them

out again by looking at my two fingers held up at

arms' length and slowly separating them as far as I

could see them, both at the same time. Such treat-

ment would not do in many cases, especially where

only one eye became turned, so I had to resort to

*[Advancement is a surgical operation even more severe than
teflotomy.—En.]
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other means. Then I tried translucent shields to
cover one eye entirely, or both in part, as the case
called for, always keeping in my mind my belief in,
and making use of, the inclination of the eye to see if
it could. In cases where one eye turned, no matter
in what direction, I generally make use of a ground-
glass shield for the normal eye, for a time at least, to
cut off vision but not light from the eye, and with the
best correction I can give make the afflicted eye do
the work alone until the muscles become so relaxed
that it can assume and maintain its proper position, in
case it can do so ; if not, I partially shield the afflicted
eye so it can only see in the direction I want it to.
This I usually do with the finest white paint, mixed
with varnish, which can easily be removed and save the
lenses if desired. I am always careful to spread tlje
paint thinner as it approaches the point of vision, or
uncovered part of the lens, to aid the eye in turning.

So far we have been discussing cases caused
wholly or largely by errors of refraction, but cases
come sometimes that prove more perplexing—cases
where our examination of the eyes does not disclose
sufficient cause to account for the muscular aberration.
Cases where we are liable to find ourselves treading
on the sacred soil pre-empted by our medical neighbor
across the way. In such cases I do not and would
advise my optical brother not to try to appear to be
infallible. Promptly turn such cases over to physicians
for medical treatment with the injunction : when the
cause is removed come back, and if then necessary I
will straighten your eyes, for neither tenotomy, nor
spectacles in any form, will cure scrofula, alcoholism
or nicotine poisoning, to say nothing of other diseases
not of, but that affect the eyes. But lenses will cure
nervous and other ills caused by errors of refraction,
and where errors exist, often aid the physician in his
practice.

Occupation as it Affects Error in
Refraction

Paper, by W. G. FAY, Springfield, Ohio, read before the Convention
of American Association of Opticians.

OU will all readily admit that the habit or
occupation of a person naturally affects the
condition of the eye, but do you realize how
much the error in refraction is due to the

occupation ? Numerous tests of the eyes of savages
and persons who lead an out-door life have shown the
majority to be hypermetropic or emmetropic ; while,
on the other hand, in a class of people who lead a
studious life, and especially is this noticeable among
the Germans, we find a great number of persons

myopic. All children are hypermetropic, but as they
grow older and keep their eyes confined to close
work, with the head down, a number of them become

myopic. Is not this sufficient evidence that the occu-
pation more than anything else is the direct cause of

the refractive error?

Characteristics of Sphincter Muscles

rile ciliary muscles are sphincter muscles. There

are but a few sphincter muscles in the body, but where

they exist they generally cause a great deal of trouble.

In other parts of the body physicians relax them by
surgical operations. The tendency of all the sphincter
muscles is contraction and spasmodic action ; you

would naturally suppose, therefore, that in persons

who are occupied with close work a large part of the

day, the ciliary muscle of the eye would become con-
tracted and refuse to relax when they look up from

the near point. For this reason hypermetropia often

simulates myopia in a low degree when the test is

made at twenty feet, and concave lenses are often Pre-

scribed. If the patient who gets them still continues

his former occupation, these concave lenses require a

still greater contraction on the part of the ciliary. This

sphincter muscle continues to contract and to become

spasmodic in its action until the hypermetropia be-

comes permanent myopia. Of course the oculist had

a great advantage in the use of atropine to discover

whether the muscle is temporarily contracted or

whether it is a real case of myopia.

The optician therefore must take very careful

consideration of the occupation of his patient before
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prescribing a pair of concave lenses, and use all

mechanical methods known for the purpose of relax-

ing the ciliary muscle.

Occupation and Astigmatism

Astigmatism is largely affected by the occupation;

in fact, I feel positive that a great many cases of astig-

matism are entirely due to confining the eyes to the

near point, because the motor muscles become con-

tracted, thus changing the shape of the cornea. You

have all had cases of astigmatism which would increase

yearly ; that is, your patient would on first coming to

you accept a weak cylinder, but each succeeding year

a stronger one.
I once had a patient, an electrical engineer, who

was doing a great deal of studying in the evening ; I

made an examination of his eyes, and found astigma-

tism plus 0.75 axis go°. He took a vacation, and when

he came back he told me he didn't need his glasses

any more ; I asked him for an explanation ; he said

when in Detroit he didn't have much to do but sit on

the river bank and watch the boats pass up and down,

this so rested his eyes that the glasses did not seem to

fit. I examined his eyes and found the astigmatism

entirely disappeared. Mistakes are often made by

correcting a low degree of astigmatism and not taking

the occupation into consideration. Bookkeepers,

dressmakers and persons similarly employed get more

relief from a spherical lens than from a weak cylinder.

In hypermetropia we nearly always find in con-

nection with a spasm of the ciliary muscle a spasm of

the internal rectus muscle, and an apparent weakness

of the external rectus muscle. The test at twenty feet

will often show from ten to twenty degrees of esopho-

ria. Now in such cases the occupation should be

carefully looked after, because with the patient using

his eyes for close work you may be certain there is a

great strain on the power of convergence, which

causes a spasmodic action and temporary weakness of

the external rectus muscle in the effort to overcome

the spasm of the internal. Often the test at fourteen

inches will show esophoria, because the natural inner-

vation to the internal recti muscles combined with the

spasmodic action makes the amount of convergence

too great for the near point. In nine cases out of ten

where prisms have been prescribed and fail to give
satisfaction it is because the occupation of the patient

has not been taken into consideration, as very often
the usual tests for heterophoria will indicate weakness

in exactly the wrong direction, and the prisms pre-

scribed for that apparent weakness will at once become
uncomfortable. I wish to warn you against the method
of using strong prisms for the purpose of disassociating
the motor muscles, as this is an extremely hazardous

method and very hard on the nervous patient. There

are a great many cases on record where the use of

these strong prisms have caused nausea and vomiting.

No one should be rash about prescribing prisms.

Testing the Motor Muscles

We should always have some sure and accurate
way of testing the motor muscles, so that we can tell
without fail whether a muscle is really insufficient or

whether it is simply a temporary lack of balance due
to the spasmodic action of the opposite muscle. If we

find it is a temporary condition, this temporary condi-

tion can often be relieved in a short time by exercise

of the muscle with prisms, but if we find it is a real
insufficiency the exercise of this weak muscle will be

without result. A prism prescribed for a real insuffi-

ciency never fails to give great relief ; especially is this
true in hyperphoria. A pair of weak prisms will often

relieve the nervous system sufficiently, even if there is
a high degree of heterophoria ; but, on the other
hand, a low degree of heterophoria which causes
some trouble sometimes has to be corrected to the full
amount. In prescribing glasses, it is not sufficient to
simply measure the eye and the error in refraction as
a tailor takes measurements for a suit of clothes. We
must make a careful study of the patient, his habits
and occupation and how this occupation affects the
nerves and muscles of the eye.

If you study the error in refraction with this in
mind, a great many difficult cases on which you have
spent hours and prescribed two or three pairs of
glasses, will at once become clear to you and you will
prescribe a pair that will without fail give satisfaction.



Yacht Racing, Tourist and Theatre Glasses
In Aluminum, Enameled, Oxidized Bodies
Audemair, Bardou, Chevalier, Lemeilleure

U. S. Government Field Glass

Mack and Spencer
Holders at reduced
prices, in Celluloid,
Pearl, Gold, Silver
and Aluminum

Also the New " Porro' Binoculars,
Zeiss Stereo, B. & L. Binocular,
Georz-Trieder, Warner & Swasey.

We import the
Greatest Variety

Audemair Pearl Glasses

Operallasses for Impori Order
with your name on eye-piece, free of charge.
Order now and we will deliver at time you
specify. Beautiful designs in Pearl and En-
ameled, Fancy Leather and Aluminum.

Superior Quality—Low Price.

TELESCOPES A full line in
Brass and Oxidized

Also SHIP TELESCOPES

Send for catalogue

Audemair Attached Handle

PINIMPOIMOMIONIIIWA1 r7r",rmawirw-,,

Telescopes
Audemair Focusing Handle

SPENCER OPTICAL MFG. CO., 15 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

You get a $25.00 Optical Course
for $8.00

when you enroll with the American Optical College,
Detroit, Mich. This is what you get for your money—we
have had many a student tell us so.

OUR DIPLOMA gives prestige. For why ? We will
never sell one, we will never date one back,
OUR FEE for the full course, including Diploma, is $8.00,

payable two dollars in advance and the balance in weekly
payments of one dollar.

American Optical College
Box 77 DETROIT, MICH.

Start the Fall Season Right 
Use Cone Prism in examining eyes for muscular imbalance.

Price, $2.00 each.
Use Dr. Corthell's Eyeglass Pencils on eyeglass guards

to make eyeglasses stay on noses. Price, $2.00 per
dozen.

Use our Prescription Work for accuracy, speed, good
quality and fair prices.

Circulars and U! blanks sent upon request.
Send Is cents for set of our test type.

M. E. STERN, MANUFACTURING OPTICIAN,
P. O. Box 1363. 36-38 John St., NEW YORK.

KELLAM GP MOORE
Manufacturing and Wholesale

OPTICIANS
42 N. Broad St. Atlanta, Ga.

Perfect Work 
Prompt Returns

With us, in our prescription department,
" Perfect Work " and Prompt Returns go hand-.
in-hand : a fact not to be ignored by dealers who
look for satisfied customers on the one side and
the saving of money on the other.

And why? Our prescription department is
equipped with the most improved optical appli-
ances, backed by an optical stock complete in
every particular and five times that of any other
Southern house, and above all is in the hands of
skilled workmen : we are

The Pioneer Surface
Grinders of the South

Write for Catalogue

Kellam & Moore's
COLLEGE OF OPTICS

(Incorporated)

You can obtain a complete optical
education by home study under the guid-
ance of one of the most successful corre-
spondence schools in the United States.
Our graduates are everywhere—in this
and other States—and are practicing their
profession with great success.

TWO COURSES—
Attendance and Correspondence

Address,
Kellam & Moore's College of Optics,

Atlanta, Ga.

Klein School d Optics
2 Rutland St., Boston, Mass.

Regular Winter Course begins October 1st, with an excellent
staff of instructors.

Students who desire a thorough course should enter for one year.
Members of the Optical Trade should attend at least ten weeks.
Post-graduate, four weeks. Address,

KLEIN SCHOOL y OPTICS, 2 Rutland St., Boston, Mass.

What is in a Name
If you do a jobbing or retailing opti-

cal business and want to buy right goods
from the right house at right prices, ask
for samples and prices. I will save you
a lot of money.

B. MAYER
Importing, Manufacturing and lobbing Optician

550 N. Gay St., Baltimore, Md.

1 ant importer Of ARTIFICIAL EYES. Any eye
can be watched. Lowest prices for quantities.

We were Granted the
HIGHEST AWARD at the
Paris Exposition

e give an absolute guarantee with our goods
and NV111 willingly replace without charge any of our make

of goods that do not come up fully to the guarantee. The
wholesale and retail trade can therefore sell B. S. 0. goods
with perfect confidence of their giving the fullest satisfaction.
More than this cannot be offered or expected.

Our line of Ideal Goods are admitted by the trade to
be the Best Goods for the Money on the market

MACE B. SHORT, Pres.
(lEo. W. PEARCE, Secy, INCORPORATED 1900

Medal awarded to the B. S. 0. Gold Filled Optical Goods
exhibited at the Paris Exposition. This was the HIGHEST
AWARD to any optical house in the world.

The fact that we are very busy is the
best evidence of the popularity of the

0. goods and a sure sign that
a good article is bound to win in the end.
Our aim has always been to make the
best and let others make the inferior
article. Be careful to buy goods stamped
B. S

. 
0. and you are sure to get

the best.

Write for Catalogue. FREE, on application, to dealers.

OUR GOODS CAN BE HAD OF
ALL LEADING JOBBERS

BAY STATE OPTICAL COMPANY
Manufacturers of  Optical Goods NEW YORK OFFICE:

14 John Street

PETER NERNEV, TrEGS.
S. j. CIAJLEE, Supt.

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

WARNER eg SWASEY
PRISM FIELD GLASSES

,

EIGHT POWER. ONE-HALF SIZE.

" UNIVERSAL."
PRICE. $45.00.

(Powerful as a Telescope.
Small as an Opera-Glass.

THESE INSTRUMENTS REPRESENT
1—GREATEST POSSIBLE OPTICAL EFFICIENCY.
0—HIGHEST POSSIBLE MECHANICAL PERFECTION.

0—MOST SCIENTIFIC AND ELEGANT DESIGN.4—LEAST NUMBER OF PARTS.5—LIGHTEST WEIGHT.
6—UTMOST CONVENIENCE IN USE.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

THE WARNER & SWASEY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

EIGHT POWER. ONE-HALF SIZE.

"INDIVIDUAL."
PRICE, $40.00.

AERATED SUCTION aUARD

A. CLOSE ANGLE

B. REGULAR ANGLE

C.WIDE ANGLE

PAT. JULY 31.1901.

THIS GUARD HOLDS
It is perfectly smooth, insuring comfort.

It is almost invisible on the nose and is completely antiseptic.
A guard that will please you and your customers.

All metal. No shells to break. No corroding.

Made in 12 K. Gold and in Silver. Sample pairs—Gold, 75 cents; Silver, 20 cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

The J. E. Limeburner Co.
MANUFACTURERS

;703 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA
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Full Course in Optics
. with all Privileges

The evolution
what he is to what

$25.00

Northern Illinois College of
Oplithalmologll alla Polon

Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

FACULTY:

JAMES HURIoN M. S., M. D.
Professor of the Princiirle, tphthalmology and OIOiogy.

GEOR(E WILBUR MUFATRICH, M. I).
Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology and Otology.

PROF. GEO. A. ROGERS,
Editor of The Focus, and Professor of Optometry.

H. S. TUCKER, A. M., M. D.
l'rofessor of Anatomy and Physiology of Eye and Brain

C. PORTER JOHNSON, L. B., LL. D.
Professor of Optical Jurisprudence.
J. KITTREDOE WHEELER, D. D.

Professor of Psychology.
H. F. BENNETT, M. D.

Professor of Microscopy and Histology.
E. G. TROWSIUDek, H. D.

Professor of Optics.
HAROLD E. THOMAS, 0. D.

Instructor on Anatomy and Refraction.

of the optician from what he has been to what he is, and from
he will become, is mainly a question of

EDUCATION.
The influences of association, organization, co-operation and legislation can

be of no practical value or advantage to him until he has been grounded in optics
by good, hard, practical schooling at a first-class optical training school. That
should be his foundation.

The Northern Illinois College is not only the most thoroughly
equipped, best attended and most practical optical school in America, but these
things are secured at a great outlay. Its running expenses, including salaries, for
one month are greater than the annual expenses of most of its so-called competitor,

ITS L,ARGeR ADVANTAGES.
The fact that it is a school on a large scale is of distinct value to its students.

They have associates, form acquaintances, work and study together and finally
constitute a vast alumni. The rub, friction and fire of discussion and debate due
to numbers, bring out every principle with a clearness that individual study
could never do.

Educate yourself first, and then join hands with others for general advancement.

Address all inquiries to DR. GEO. W. McFATRICH, Secretary,
1015 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

OPTICIAN'S SOLILOQUY I

4, To adopt it or not to adopt it—that is the question.
Whether it may be regarded professional to dismiss,
without advice, a class of cases that lenses alone can never
reach, or to pass down to them, for a consideration --aye,
there's the rub—this scientific and professional remedy,
two drops of which will relieve and one bottle cure ally
ordinary case of inflamed eyes, and thereby make the
optician's work more certain and easy. Surely, this is not
a question to give any sensible man pause. I'm doing
business for the money when it comes in any straight,
legitimate and professional way, like MURINE."

Dr. Morris Cheska, a sucec,ful optician of Dayton, Ohio, writes : " I could say muchIn favor of your Valuable Murine, as It has accomplished remarkable results here ; in fact,It has been an important factor in building up a profitable optical business for me. I cannotfind words to express my high appreciation of the Murine Eye Remedies."—Thousands ofsimilar letters on tile.

mURINE rapidly reduces an inflamed eye to its normal
condition preparatory to its proper measurement for

glasses, hence its value to the optical profession.

MIIRINE is the Standard Eye Remedy of the day, and is recognized as an essentialItem in every optician's outfit. All optical and jewelry jobbers sell Murine. Two sizes.Special Optician's Size, 51.25. Regular Druggist's Size, 50 cents.

Wholesale prices quoted by your Jobber
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The Snap of Snaps

SNAP No. 23

10K.
with Beveled

Gold Filled Riding Bow Frames, 1, o or 00 eye,
End Pieces, guaranteed to wear to years.

$5.00 PER DOZEN, NET CASH
SEND 50 CENTS FOR SAMPLE FRAME.

The above frames are specially manufactured for us by the BAY STATE
OPTICAL CO., of Attleboro, Mass., who make the best ro K. gold filled
frames on the market.

THE TORIC OPTICAL CO.
E. J. KORNFELD, Mgr. 32 East Twenty=third St., New York City
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Ohio Optical Society
At the conclusion of business at the convention of

the American Association of Opticians, recently held
in Chicago, the opticians representing the State of
Ohio held a meeting and formed a temporary organi-
zation with a view to forming a regular State optical
society. The meeting was presided over by J. C.
Eberhardt, of Dayton ; H. S. Davis, of Galion,
acting as secretary. A committee of three was
appointed, consisting of Fred. B. Rebman, E. L.
Jones and E. Klein, for the purpose of bringing
about the co-operation of the opticians throughout
the State of Ohio and, together with the president and
secretary, at an early date, to determine as to the time
and place for the holding of a meeting for the purpose
of perfecting the organization. Another committee
was then appointed, consisting of L. Beckman, C. E.
Ludt, James K. Stebbins, C. B. Garrettson and Morris
Cheska, to draft a constitution and by-laws for the
government of the proposed association and to sub-
mit same at the first regular meeting.

H. S. Davis, secretary pro tem., who is very
energetic in regard to the formation of an association
in Ohio, has issued a letter to the opticians of that
State in which he says:

Ohio is in need of an optical association, and to
make it a success we need the assistance of every
optician in the State. I would therefore ask every
Ohio optician to send me his name and address at
once, that we may send him notice of our plans and
the date and place of the convention. Please give
this your prompt attention and thereby assist in a
good cause.

Illinois Optical Society
The annual meeting of the Illinois Optical Society

will be held on October 1st, in the rooms of the Chi-
cago Jewelers' Association, Columbus Memorial
Building. The program includes election of officers
and other interesting features.

A Statement by President Lewis, of the
Kansas Optical Society

ED. KEYSTONE :—The Jewelers' Review, of July
31st, contains an article in regard to Kansas opticians,
that might make interesting reading for its readers in
general, but not those in Kansas, who know somewhat
of the situation. The article referred to has so little of real
truth in it that it reminds me of the schoolboy, who,
because he could not play his own game, would not
play at all.

It states, first, that the May convention of opti-
cians "was manipulated by graduates of a certain op-
tical school, and the dominant power wrested from
graduates of another school." This statement will
hardly bear investigation. There were present at our
meeting forty opticians from over the State. There
was no one optical school represented by more than
four or five graduates, and many were graduates of no
college.

Now, will any fair-minded person tell us how
three, four, or even six graduates of any one school,
could " manipulate " a meeting of forty men and
"wrest" the power from any one?

The opticians of Kansas are thinking business
men, and at the meeting did their own thinking, and
did what they thought the best thing to do.

This New York journal also quoted my card to
Kansas opticians, and said : "Viewing this communi-
cation at long range, one would naturally expect to
find ' a nigger in the woodpile.' " And again : "But
the motive which prompts the president of the associ-
ation to circularize the profession to abstain from
attempting to pass an examination, is practically be-
yond our ken. The more one looks into the subject,
the more one is led to believe that the president is of
the belief that the mental equipment of Kansas opti-
cians is not sufficiently high to successfuly cope with
the ordeal." Now, I wish to state most emphatically,
that if there is " a nigger in the woodpile," it is the
other fellow's woodpile. The president of the associa-
tion is for Kansas opticians, first, last and all the time.

He has looked into his subject a little and thinks
he had good reasons for advising the opticians as he
did. He is not " viewing at long range," as did the

THE KEYSTONE

writer of the article in question, and the motive which
prompted him to advise thus was purely in the in-
terest of the opticians of his State. He has no interest in
any optical school other than wishing them well. He
has no ax to grind but the ax of the Kansas opticians,
and he thinks the " mental equipment of the Kansas
opticians " will average up pretty well with opticians of
other States. Now, in regard to the law in question.
It was made for physicians, and physicians only. There
is nothing in it to legalize the profession of the opti-
cian. It merely allows him to go before seven physi-
cians and pass an examination. If he passes he is not
the better for it, neither is he the worse if he fails to
pass or makes no effort to pass. Further, what do
seven M. D.'s know about optics that they can give an
optician an examination that will prove him compe-
tent to fit glasses ?

The physicians themselves said they knew nothing
of our business, and requested us not to bother them.
I acted on the advice of two good lawyers, the attor-
ney-general, the board of examination and a number
of the best opticians in Kansas. There was no "com-
mercialism," nor any other ism in the advice. I
heartily endorse the writer's view of the sphere of an
optical school, and see no good reason for any school
dictating the policy of an association of opticians, and
because the Kansas opticians choose to run their own
business they are taken to task for it, and misrepre-
sented by men who are sour because they could not
manipulate and run them to their own personal advan-
tage. Kansas opticians have been circularized with
misrepresenting circulars until they are tired of it, and
if promoters of optical schools do not know it already,
they should soon learn that to run such a school suc-
cessfully they should at least keep near the truth and
know something of optics themselves, and attend to
their own business, rather than try to run the business
of others.

W. J. LEWIS,
President Kansas Association of Opticians.

The Keystone's Pre-Eminence
We take it for granted that every jeweler-optician

understands that, in optics as in the horological and
precious-metal arts, THE KEYSTONE is the embodi-
ment of excellence. Its face is not only the familiar
face of an old friend, but it is the face of more than
friend—a mother. At its knee, so to speak, many of
the best horologists and opticians of the country have
gained all the technical knowledge they possess. THE
KEYSTONE'S optical department is probably the best
of all optical departments, in that it is more ample,
better edited, more advanced and of greater practical
service to its readers. It would be hard indeed to
suggest anything that would improve it. Taking this
department as a representation of current optical lite-
rature and the text books upon optical subjects issued
through and by it, it has been one of the great educa-
tional forces in teaching the science of optometry and
raising up the profession of optics or opticians. But
aside from these excellences the typography of THE
KEYSTONE is a joy to every reader. Its matter is
given such an attractive or inviting form that even a
dull article is read with zest. The same typographical
excellence pervades its advertising pages, which
makes it regarded by any one catering to the jewelry
or optical trade, as the very best sort of an advertising
medium. We should be glad to pay tribute to the
men most directly concerned in the production of such
a publication, but we do not remember ever to have
seen in its columns any reference to its force of optical
writers. They appear to lose their personal identity
and become merely cogs in the wheels of this great
publishing enterprise. That something might be
gained to the paper by listing its staff of editors and
writers, we think is beyond question ; but it follows in
this respect the great corporate daily press, building a
great name from the ensemble of unnamed writers
who are never revealed through its columns to the
public. —The Focus.

" s good as it is, even the "gold cure" would
not relieve the appetite for The Keystone. The optical
articles are especially interesting to me. "—I. Brown,
optician, Orlonville, Minnesota.
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Optical Notes

41 Fred. Lanctot, Ada, Minn., recently graduated
from the South Bend College of Optics.

D. C. Prudden, Kansas City, Mo., and family
had an enjoyable sojourn at Colorado Springs.

jS Grumme, Durouaux & Co., St. Louis, Mo.,
have been succeeded by the Western Optical Co.

Je Lionel G. Amsden, of Cohen Bros. Co., Ltd.,
Toronto, Canada, returned recently from a business
trip to England.

Ill Leo Lando, Indianapolis,. Ind., intends to
remove his business to the new Claypoole Building,
North Pennsylvania Street, about October ist.

..te E. Culverhouse, optician with Ryrie Bros.,
Toronto, Canada, enjoyed a month's vacation, which
included a trip to Chicago and points in the West.

ot THE KEYSTONE returns thanks to the Ten-
nessee Optical Society for the compliment the society
has paid in making it one of its honorary members.

.st Alderman Oscar B. Marx, treasurer of the
Michigan Optical Co., of Detroit, Mich., is on a yacht-
ing expedition on the Great Lakes, on his beautiful
craft, the Gthriana.

41 A meeting of the New England Association of
Opticians will be held at Young's Hotel, Boston, on
September 17th. J. A. Tenny-, M. D., Boston, will
address the meeting on the subject " Asthenopia."
The lecturer will demonstrate some interesting theories
by means of blackboard illustrations. A large attend-
ance is anticipated.

.st The firm trading under the name of the
Pacific Optical Co., at Los Angeles, Cal., has changed
its title to that of the " Marshutz Optical Co." The
firm is ready for business in the new and improved
premises at 133 South Spring Street. The Marshutz
Optical Co. assume all obligations of the Pacific Opti-
cal Co., and will collect and receive all the outstand-
ing accounts of the same.

ise L. W. Bugbee & Co. have recently installed in
their Boston salesroom an immense lens rack, con-
taining about two spaces for the various sizes and
styles of optical lenses. A smaller rack of about one-
half this capacity has also been set up in their work-
shop adjoining for use in filling prescriptions. The
firm is rapidly getting the Boston establishment com-
pletely fitted out, and it is expected that a new, rapid-
moving elevater will soon be installed in the building.
This will be a big improvement over the present, old-
fashioned, slow elevator now in use.

The Julius King Optical Co.'s Catalogue
An elegant production, and one which outclasses

all the former advertising creations of the firm, is the
elaborate catalogue recently issued by the Julius King
Optical Co. The book contains 225 interesting and
valuable pages, concisely indexed in the usual alpha-
betical form on the initial leaf, thus affording an im-
mediate reference to anything mentioned in the con-
tent. The prescription price-list occupies 15 pages,
and treats of the minutest particulars in enumerating
the component part of eyeglasses, spectacles, frames
and mountings. The lens department has received
liberal reference and some splendid cuts are used to
illustrate the numerous varieties, sizes and kinds, of
plain, bifocal rimless interchangeable lenses which this
firm carry.

Everything required by opticians, for repair work
or for the manufacture of eyeglasses and spectacles is
profusely illustrated and very intelligibly described.
There are about eleven pages devoted to the illustra-
tion of spectacle and eyeglass cases, the half-tone
cuts being exceedingly perfect. Trial cases, trial
frames, charts, test cards, cabinet and chart stands,
optical instruments, opera glasses, etc., are also
elaborately illustrated and well described. The back
of the catalogue contains a list of the electrotypes for
advertising purposes, which they supply to their custo-
mers, and also blank pages for special quotations and
revised prices.

The catalogue will be supplied free to all jewelers
in the optical profession and all opticians, but to no
one outside the legitimate trade.



PRICES
Binoculars: x3. $38.00 x9, 854.00

x 6, 46.00 X 12, 62.00

Monoculars: x3, $15.50 x9. $21.50
x6, 18.50 x 12, 25.00

Goerz Trieder Binocular Telescope
One of the advantages of this glass over all other Porro prism glasses is the rack and pinion adjustments

for the vision and width between eyes. It has also separate adjustment on
right eye piece for compensation of unequal sight.

The accompanying
cut illustrates the

The various systems heretofore in use each had their
good points and their faults.

The Astronomical (Kepler) ; extended field of view
and great brightness of image shown ; great power, but
the image was shown upside down.

The Terrestrial ; reinverted image, great power, but
a longer focal length necessary, ordinarily impracticable
for hand use ; then the field narrows also in this system,
and lastly less lighting of image.

Finally the Galilean type, used in all field, marine
and opera glasses ; its advantage is its compact form,
making it applicable for use with two eyes ; but it, too,
had its great disadvantages, narrow field of view, its
small limit of power, + 6 being its limit and this only
obtainable with extreme length and loss of light.

The good points of the various systems are combined

in the Goerz Trieder Binocular Telescope, while avoiding
all their deficiencies. This is obtained by the Porro prism
system. The prisms of themselves, as placed, reinvert
the image—thus give the principle of the terrestrial tele-
scope, without adding, but greatly shortening the length.
This being obtained without the use of extra lenses in
the tube, retains the brightness of illumination and the
extended field of view of the Astronomical system. The
good points of the Galilean type, its compact form and
its utility for use with two eyes, is known. Of equal
power, the Trieder Binocular is one-fourth the size of the
Galilean glass and has four times wider field.

The word binocular has always been considered to
refer to a telescope for use with two eyes, and should not
be confounded to refer to an opera glass more than to an
eyeglass. Binocular ; means for Iwo eyes.

C. P. Goerz Optical Works,52 East Union Square, New York City

A
Method of Using

A

IKLENZA EYE BATH
IKLENZA EYE BATH is by far the best eye prepa-

ration for opticians to handle. It is not intended to cure
all eye troubles, hut will give relief in any case of tired,
weak or inflamed eyes, no matter from what cause. It
can be recommended and sold by the most conscientious
opticians, without violations of any medical law and without
fear of doing harm to the most delicate eye.

IKLENZA is put up in a UNIQUE and ATTRACTIVE form,
and is having a big sale. Order from your jobber, or it will be sent
direct to dealers at $4.00 per dozen. Retail price, 50 cents.

Iklenza Eye Bath Co.
Louisville, Ky.

Every advertisement is an impression maker.
Some bring more business than others.

Are your advertisements making the best impressions Possible?

My te 52 Optical Ads.0 have been revised and
strengthened with new and unique type displays until they will stand
out ahead of anything they will come into competition with in your
paper.

No optician can afford to be without them at the price, and your
money back if not pleased makes you safe. Small trouble—No
risk—Much benefit.

R. A. DAVIS,
Anywhere for $1.00. SPRINGFIELD, TENN.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Kustone

Astigmatism
Made Easy
11, T. Scitt.koki, & Co.

I have tested your Astignmmeter in numer-
ous cases and take great pleasure in assuring
you that it has proved very accurate, and I
resort to it in every ease ol astigmatism that
presents. It surely is it very valuable addi-
t ion to the artnamentarium of the Oculist and
the optician. It saves much time and much
I rouble. I congratulate VIM upon originating
an instrument so simple, so cheap, yet so
valuable to us all. Yours most kindly,

CHAS. D. THOM" M. D.
Oculist for the C. it. I. and P. R. R.

Can be used by any oculist, optician or jeweler
who tits glasses. l'rice, 81.75. Send for descrip-
tive circular. H. T. SCHLEGEL &
406 Hamlin Building, Peoria,

ELY MOUNTING

inventors have not produced equal cling
and comfort for thin (Daring noses.

Tile new gold round wire spring (just
patented) is a beauty.

Both will tit regular studs.
Sample Mounting, gold filled,50c.
Sample Gold Wire Spring, 50c.
Read August KkvsToNE Atl.

Jobbers or W. 11. ELY &CO.
Middletown. Conn.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION
is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons have
been fitted to glasses at my
office and school. Special
instruction in OPHTHAL-
MOSCOPIC. RETINO-
S C OPY and HIGHER
PRISMS. Address

L. L. FERGUSON
155 Broadway. NEW YORK

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM to all subscribing to the

" Canadian Optician"
1.—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 5, in black

and gold, on embossed bristol board—rich and
attractive.

Q.—Another one of nine Window Cards, It x 7
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3.—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectacle•sellIng talks.

4.—A copy of an Advertising Booklet, explain-
ing the importance of vision, phenomena of
sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told in
plain language.

All the above, together with the " Canadian Opti-
cian " for one year, sent on receipt of $1.00.
Address " Canadian Optician,"

24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.

Optical Advertising Booklets
That Bring Prestige and Patronage

Optical success presupposes a public edu-
cated as to its eyes. Booklets, properly
prepared, best serve this purpose. The best
and cheapest booklets are the Keystone
illustrated booklets :

The Eye and
Its Care

and

Goggle Giggles

The latter is printed in three colors, ard
the low cost will surprise you. Send for
samples and prices.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

September, 1901

Optical Inventions
The following list of recent optical inventions was

specially prepared for our columns by William F. Hall,
Attorney-at-Law, Equitable Building, 1003 F. Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

679,o36.—Ophthalmoscope. E. Le R. Ryer, of New
York City, patentee. Granted July 23, 19or.
The object of this invention is to produce a thor-

oughly efficient instrument by which in accordance
with the indirect method the eyes may be examined.
The instrument has at one end a guard or hood to
receive the eyes of the patient, and at the other end,
an eye piece for the operator, while within the casing
of the instrument and intermediate the eye piece of
the operator and the hood for the patient, there is
formed a dark chamber, and provided a convex lens

adjacent to the outer end of the instrument and an
ophthalmoscopic lens adjacent to the operator's end of
the instrument having an apertured mirror.

Above the instrument a light chamber is provided
with a connection leading to the aforesaid mirror,
whereby the latter is enabled to reflect the rays of
artificial light into the eye of the patient for the pur-
pose of lighting up the fundus of the same, and
enabling the operator to see the image thereof on said
convex lens, said image being due to the rays of light
proceeding from the examined eye.

The said dark chamber is provided with dark
windows through which the patient may look for a dis-
tance of twenty or more feet so that the muscles of
accommodation may be relaxed and the eye examined
under proper conditions.

679,044,—Ophthalmoscope. Henry L. De Zeng, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., patentee, and assigned to A. M.
De Zeng, of the same place, and W. H. Chamber-
lain, of Chicago, Ill.

This invention consists of a novel
construction of ophthalmoscope which
is adapted for viewing, magnifying, and
photographing the interior of the eye
and measuring its refraction by means
of telescopic attachments or similar
devices.

By adjusting the lenses so that
when observing an emmetropic eye the
zero mark on one scale registers with a
mark and when the observed eye is
ametropic the graduations on either side
the zero mark will indicate the amount
and nature of the ametropia.

The body 2 is provided with an
opening II in front of the objective 5
which is in alignment with the opening
12 ill the reflector 13, which latter in the
present instance, is mounted upon the

supporting case Li, which latter is adjustably mounted
in the upper and lower bearings 15 and 16 by means
of the journals 17 and IS. The body 2 is supported
upon the stem 19 which is attached to the handle 20
whereby the apparatus may be conveniently manipu-
lated.

679,89o.—Apparatus for Measuring Errors of Refrac-
tion in the Human Eye. I,. L. Ferguson, of New
York City, patentee. Granted Aug. 6, 19ot.

This instrument, which is termed a " luxometer,"
is devised for the dual purpose of measuring the refrac-
tion in the human
e y e subjectively
and objectively.

First, subject-
ively, by placing
the patient in posi-
tion to view a dis-
tant test-card
through a lens
shiftable backward
and forward in a
guide having a
scale marked to
indicate the proper
notation of the lens
by its relative posi-
tion between the eye and the test-card, resulting in the
plus or minus rays which are necessary to correct
hypermetropia and myopia, respectively. In the same
connection an auxiliary cylindrical test-lens is em-
ployed for discovering astigmatism and indicating the
nature and extent of the same.
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Second, objectively, by viewing the patient's eye
through the medium of a stationary retinoscopic
mirror, in combination with a shiftable light which is
deflected upwardly, downwardly, or horizontally, or
at any angle, in order to obtain the phenomena of the
transit of the retinal and penumbra which have hereto-
fore been obtained by the deflection of the retinoscopic
mirror itself.

678,642.—Standard for Optical Instruments. J. E.
Chambers, of Chicago, Ill., patentee. Granted
July 16, 1901.

This invention relates to stand-
ards for optical instruments, such
as those employed for the inspec-
tion of the human eye, and the
improvement consists in improved
means for positively raising and
lowering the instrument on its base
by a single movement to any degree
of precision required, without lost
motion or danger of the sudden
fall of the instrument.

The optical instrument pro-
vided with means for longitudinal
adjustment, surmounts the vertical
standard b. The latter is raised
and lowered through screw 1, which
is rotated by skew-gearing op.

677,753.—Improvement in Spectacle or Eyeglass Case.
W. E. Birmingham, patentee.

This device is a case having a back with an over-
hanging interior flange against which the nose piece of
the eyeglasses or the frame of the spectacles are
adapted to abut to prevent their accidental removal,
or to prevent them front dropping out.

Litigation Regarding the Name
" Lemaire"

An important action was begun in the United
States Circuit Court, New York, last month by a
Parisian concern, who are manufacturers of the
" Lemaire " opera glasses and other optical goods.
The complainants seek to establish their exclusive
right to the use of the name " Lemaire," and have
consequently brought suit against the New York firm
known as the Le Maire Optical Co., who carry on
business at East Thirty-third Street and 177 Broadway.
The complainants allege that the latter concern is
wrongfully using the name " Le Maire " in the sale of
optical goods.

The plaintiffs in the case are Jean Baptiste I3aille
and his wife, Louise Armonde Lemaire Bailie. The
bill of complaint was filed by Charles Buckley Hub-
bell, solicitor for plaintiffs. The substance of the
complaint is that the plaintiffs are engaged in the
manufacture and sale of optical goods, especially
opera and field glasses, which command a sale all
cArer the world. The business, it is stated, was estab-
lished at Paris in 1847 by A. Lemaire, who gained
high reputation for the quality of his products. Since
the establishment of the business these products,
especially the opera and field glasses, have been
known as " Lemaire " glasses, and the word has been
used continuously in connection with the goods from
the founding of the establishment up to the present
time, as a trade name by which the goods may be dis-
tinguished and identified. In 1885 A. Lemaire died
and his son-in-law and daughter, the plaintiffs in the
present suit, became the sole proprietors in the busi-
ness. The firm has exported opera and field glasses
to the United States since 1873 under the name of
" Lemaire," which it is claimed is now a trade-mark
within the legal meaning of the term. Plaintiffs
further claim that they are entitled to the exclusive
use of the word by virtue of the treaties existing be-
tween France and the United States. The following
is Article VIII of the treaty signed at Paris, on March
20, 1883, upon which the plaintiffs principally rely :

VIII. The commercial name shall be protected in
all countries of the Union without obligation of de-
posit, whether it forms a part or not of a trade or
commercial mark.
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The plaintiffs go on to allege that the defendants,
Le Maire Optical Co., were incorporated under the
laws of New York on October 8, 19oo, and are
engaged in the manufacture and sale of opera glasses,
marine glasses, spectacles, etc. They claim that the
defendants, although knowing their (the plaintiffs)
right to the use of the trade-mark " Lemaire," have
in violation of all rights used the name in order to de-
ceive the public and purchasers of " Lemaire " goods
into the belief that they, the defendants, were the
manufacturers of these goods ; that they incorporated
under the name " Le Maire " Optical Co., for the
purpose of completing the alleged fraud, and that
they induced certain persons bearing the name Le
Maire, but in no way associated with the optical busi-
ness, to become connected with the firm and hold
offices therein ; that the defendants fraudulently use
the name Le Maire Optical Co. conspicuously on their
signs, bill-heads, advertisements, etc., and have wil-
fully and fraudulently offered and sold as " Lemaire"
opera glasses, goods not manufactured by the plain-
tiffs ; that the defendants have caused the name
" Le Maire " to be applied to opera glasses not
made by the plaintiffs, in the same manner as the
name " Lemaire " is stamped on the plaintiffs'
product ; that the defendants have falsely and fraud-
ulently represented to the public and the trade that
glasses sold by them as " Le Maire " glasses have
taken certain prizes and medals at divers exposi-
tions, although knowing that none of the glasses so
sold by them have taken such prizes or medals,
and that said prizes or medals have been awarded to
the product of the plaintiffs and their predecessors;
that the defendants have purchased cheap and inferior
opera glasses and stamped them with the names
" Le Maire," " Lamier " and other names similar
in sound and form to the trade name of the plain-
tiffs, and have sold them to the public as " Lemaire"
products.

Several other allegations make up the entire
charge, which goes on to state that the acts cited are
infringements of the plaintiffs' rights, and constitute
inequitable business competition ; and that the plain-
tiffs' business has been interfered with thereby. They
ask the court for a statement of all the goods sold by
the defendants under the name of Le Maire Optical
Co., and similar names alleged to have been used on
defendants' goods, and request that a perpetual in-
junction be granted, restraining the Le Maire Optical
Co., their clerks, agents, attorneys, etc., from selling
any opera glasses, field glasses, or analogous goods
not made by the plaintiffs, to which shall be applied
the name " Lemaire," or any nr-..ne which is to the
eye or ear, like it in sound or appearance. They
also ask that a preliminary injunction of the same
character be now granted, restraining the defendants
until the action shall have been finally adjudicated.
The usual damages and costs are also demanded.

A New Eyeglass Guard
NITe here show a new guard for eyeglasses recently

patented by the J. E. Limeburner Co., of Philadelphia.
This contrivance possesses some new and attractive
features. It is made of metal throughout and all sur-
faces are smooth, making it a very comfortable guard.

The bearing surfaces are broad, thereby obviating any
annoyance in the way of pinching, etc. The guards
are perforated with four circles each and when prop-
erly fitted their openings produce a suction that aids
materially in holding the glasses in their place. They
are made in 12 K. gold and in silver so that there can
no corrosion. They are easily cleaned and are attrac-
tive in appearance.
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AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers,
CHICAGO. 1893 PANHO, 1889 DEANE, 1859

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing forthe trade.

C. A. GEISSLER,
Successor toll. H. Heinrich,

26 South Street,
Nautical Instruments, NEW YORKCharts, etc.

J. J. DONNELLY

Gold ale SilVer

Electro-Plater
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

I8HED 1888.

of any locality
Aluminum Door Plates in

regular sizes, with or without
marking. Also made in any special sizes.

CHAS. A. STAHL, Jr., Providence, R. I.
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U•S PATENT .
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THE PIN AND CANNOT WORK LOOSE UNTIL YOU OPEN IT.

BIPPARTI GRISCOM & OSBORN
Sole Manufacturers.

COL MARSHALL AND HALSEY SM., NEWARK, N. J.

We make

Hair Chains
to order. Send for
price-list. Estali-
halted
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F. J. LOEPER

LANSFORD, PA.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

ME Sell, Rent, Repair
and Exchange

Typewriters
We sell Tabulating Attachments.
We sell Typewriter Supplies.
We sell Typewriter Furniture.
We furnish Stenographers and

Operators.  

Can We Ser•ee You?

Wyckoff. Seamans & Benedict
327 Dross.dway, Now York

100 oon AAbmbeorti ct sn PWaattecnhtesstheamva
U Winding Attachment

A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.
Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

They are taking it to the

New Rockford Watch Case Co.
Manufacturers and Refinishers of

Watch Cases, Movements and Jewelry.

NO JOB TOO HARD FOR US.

Mild, Silver and Nickel-Plating, Satin Finish-
ing, Engraving and Engine-Turning.

Old English and Swiss Cases changed to fit
American Stem-Wind Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

The New Rockford Watch Case Co.,

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS.
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Physical Influence in the Practice
of Optometry

Extracts front a paper, read hoilire Ilic convention of the American
Association of Opticians, by NELSON IL STANDART

T.
HIS subject may properly be divided under
two heads, namely, the influence of the
operator on the patient and the patient upon
the operator, and the influence of office

equipment ancl surroundings upon both.

Patient's Selection To begin at the beginning of any
of an Optician individual case, we should go

back to that which influenced the
patient to come to the optician in the first place to
have his eyes examined. Many and varied are the
causes which would lead up to the selection by a
patient of a particular optician over another. The
previous successes in fitting glasses to other patients
is perhaps the most potent reason of them all. Satis-
fied ones are sure to recommend others, and your
best friends will not trust you if you do not have a
fair average of successfully-fitted patients. Personal
acquaintance, standing in society, intellectuality,
moral conduct, honesty, etc.; in fact, whether a man
is well and favorably known in the community in
which he lives, enters largely into this question.
Next to these, the favorable location, facility of access
through the ordinary channels of intercommunication.
Advertising also plays a very important part in bring-
ing patients to the office ; but advertising is powerless
and useless to building up an honorable and lucrative
practice if the preceding causes are not favorable.

Other things being equal, he who has the largest
acquaintance in a community, if favorably known,
will have the greatest influence in drawing trade to his
office. To be well and favorably known socially and
in a business way, one must mingle in society and
continuously bear a manly relation towards all men.
He must lose no opportunity to extend a friendly
acquaintance in all possible directions, being careful
the while not to push forward too prominently the fact
that he is " Mr. Jones, the optometrician " ; rather
keep the fact that your profession is that of optics in
the background, as an incident of an orderly and
useful life. By every act of every-day life must one
impress the community in which he lives with that de-
gree of confidence which will cause the individuals of
that community to favorably consider him when there
is need of consultation professionally.

Skill in Relation The point of whether one optician
to Charge is cheaper than another, enters

somewhat into this consideration,
as it does in all the affairs of life in our present de-
generate competitive system ; but if an optician is
satisfied with a margin of profit that will allow him to
do the very best work in any given case, and is careful
not to overstep that bound, he need concern himself
little with the cheaper man across the way. The skill
and results, in a word the personal equation, will far
outweigh in the end a matter of considerable differ-
ence in the price asked for the fitting of the eyes with
glasses. The cheapest man is never the best man to
consult in any line of trade, where cost of production
enters so largely into consideration as it does in the
making and fitting of glasses. Certain cases, in order
to accomplish perfect results, will often cost much
more in time and material, than another that perhaps
will require as complicated lenses. Of course, this is
only true in the work of the refracting optician to any
extent. In high corrections, and even often in low
ones, the necessity for making several changes in the
combination of lenses, as the muscles relax and accom-
modate to a truer relation to the functions of vision, is
a matter of daily experience with all opticians who
seek to attain the nearest perfect results possible. A
case of this kind costs more to correct and should
receive a corresponding increase in compensation over
a level of average prices. No optician, who would
deal fairly with his fellow man, should hesitate to
guarantee all cases taken, or be willing to refund the
money paid if success does not attend the efforts ex-
pended. He should be sufficiently wise and skilled
in his profession to determine, with a reasonable degree
of certainty, the probable extra cost one case will in-
volve over another, and in the beginning make this
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point clear to the patient, letting him understand that
the higher price asked is to accomplish certain ends
which involve additional expense over ordinary cases.
Great patience should be exercised in difficult cases;
in fact, there is no time when an optician can afford to
lose patience. Every possible means should be ex-
hausted before an optician shall say, " I have done all
I can for you and am now ready to refund you the
money you have paid me, or fill any oculist's prescrip-
tion you may desire."

The Optician's First impressions are usually quite
Office lasting, and final results much de-

pend on whether this is good or
bad. When the patient first presents himself he should
find a well or tastily furnished reception room, where
they should be at once invited to take a seat with
others that may be accompanying them. The attitude
and address of the optician at this point is a very
important thing to consider. He should be complete
master of himself and greet the prospective patient
in an unembarassed manner. Awkwardness and
embarrassment have a very bad impression upon the
patient.

The office should have a table with the latest
magazines upon, much after the manner of the physi-
cian's waiting-room. There may be a case or two
upright against the wall, or horizontally, according to
the tastes and desires of the optician, for the purpose
of displaying goods. There should be pictures upon
the walls ; and one or two palms sitting around to give
an air of life and restfulness to the eyes of the patient;
altogether a pleasant sitting-room should be aimed
at. Here might be placed the office desk, although
if there is suitable and sufficient room otherwise it
might well be placed elsewhere. The end aimed at
should be to pleasantly 'compose the patient and give
an impression of prosperity. In the eyes of the
world one must be prosperous, else confidence is
lacking and without the confidence of the patient the
optician can accomplish little.

The Personal An optician should be always sweet
and clean about his person ; ladies
so quickly notice points of this

kind, one has to be in such close contact with patients
that great stress should be laid on this point. Clean-
liness is said to be next to Godliness, but, gentlemen,
we go a step farther and say it is one of the attributes
of Godliness. The optician should be Godly to that
extent at least. The vitiated breath, either from the
use of narcotics, intoxicants, or foul-smelling food,
should be religiously avoided ; a bad breath and an
ophthalmascope ought never to be companions. The
optician should be well, but not flashily dressed. The
extra you pay your tailor for a good fitting suit, will
be more than made up by increased patronage. An
industrious optician has many things to do that tend
to soil the hands, he should therefore be particular to
wash them often and keep them as clean as possible,
with careful attention to the nails that they are not
found in mourning.

The patient should now be politely ushered into
your operating or dark room, which under the best
arrangements is large enough to contain all of your
instruments, with ample room for your patient and
one or two friends to be comfortably seated. Perhaps
if there is one of the apartments of an optical estab-
lishment that is more important than another, it is this
room. It should be well arranged as to convenience
and comfort, and so as to be rendered dark enough
for proper work by the mere closing of a door. Of
all rooms connected with your establishment this
should have the deepest impression upon your patient
and should speak eloquently in that silent language of
your skill and ability. Of course, all would fail at this
point if the optician is not master of his profession and
of the instruments he possesses. The patient will
easily know whether he is handling his equipment
with skill and using them as his assistants or merely
having them for show. If the former is the case the
first favorable impression upon entering will be inten-
sified, but if the latter is the case he will think less
of the optician when he goes out than when he
entered.

The chair which the patient • occupies should be of
the easy order, that will put him at rest and tend to
the relaxation of all his bodily muscles. Any influ-
ence in the dark room that will help to relax the

Equation
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muscles of the patient is to be commended, for much
of your final success will depend on whether the
Patient has kept from getting nervous. One should
supply themselves with instruments sufficient to expe-
dite the examination as much as possible. The quicker
an intelligent and effective diagnosis can be made, the
more certain are the results to be accurate. Tension
of the bodily muscles affect the cilliary muscles greatly
by reflex, and the spasm of accommodation caused
thereby at times makes accurate fitting impossible at
the first sitting.

The attitude and tone of voice of the operator has
a great deal to do with putting the patient thoroughly
at his ease. A kindly well-modulated tone of voice
will do more to bring successful ends, especially with
chirdren, than almost anything else.

Skill in Frame Physical influence does not end
Fitting when the refractive conditions are

ascertained. A frame must be se-
lected of a character to hold the lenses proper re-
lative to the eyes and yet conform to the esthetic
ideas of the patient. Sometimes this is a very diffi-
cult matter to accomplish. They will insist upon
eyeglasses when it is next to impossible to have
them stick on the nose at all. You are certain that
unless a glass is worn precisely correct, results will not
follow, however accurate the diagnosis has been. If
they finally succumb to your reasonable argument
and select a pair of spectacles, they must be made as
comely as possible, or the physical influence of the
appearance will make a patient dissatisfied. In this
matter you have also to please the minds of all the
friends and relatives, for they will not be sparing in
their criticisms if the glasses do not look just right.

The peculiar sensations which accompany the
first wearing of cylinders, set at oblique meridians,
should be carefully explained, and the reason for it,
also the fact that it will not be experienced when the
muscles have become accustomed to the new correc-
tion. Sometimes, when this is neglected, a patient
thinks that the glasses are injuring his eyes and will
come back in haste to complain about this. It is often
also experienced with the stronger C C lenses at first.
Always have a patient come back to you at the end of
a week that you may have an opportunity of seeing
how the glasses suit, and to explain any seeming diffi-
culties he may have experienced. This will give an
impression that you are very careful of the case and
will please accordingly.

In the use of tools, bending glasses,
The Use of Tools etc., the optician should become as

skillful as possible ; dexterity in
this particular Will give the impression that you are
completely master of the situation, which, of course, is
a true supposition. In the way of bending glasses one
should be able to nearly make over a pair of frames.
while standing in front of the patient. If a patient
comes in that some one else has put an ill-fitting frame
Upon, so that the lashes touch, etc., do not hesitate to
take up your pliers and reshape them to a more suita-
ble form so that the lashes will clear. Whenever a
pair of glasses come in to be straightened, always
polish them up and send them away bright and clean.
Many customers will be gained in a year by this
method. Give careful directions as to the care of
glasses. Tell them not to fold spectacle frames oftener
than is possible, rather to lay them down on the edge
of the lenses at night than to put them in a case.
Cases destroy many glasses and get them out of shape.
In wiping a glass, either spectacles or nose glasses,
they should be directed not to hold the glass firmly in
the left hand while rubbing with the right, but to allow
them a rather loose movement, playing the thumb and
first finger of the right hand against each other. Many
glasses are bent out of shape and frames and lenses
broken because of the disregard of this point. To
hold a glass solid in one hand, while wiping vigorously
with the other, is sure to strain something. Have in
your office a perfume atomizer, the bulb of which you
have replaced with one of the large white rubber
variety sold by the drug stores. In it have a mixture
of one part alcohol to fotir of water, and to which
you have added a little proportion of a delicate per-
fume. Use this as a sprayer every time you clean a
pair of glasses, as it looks so much more genteel than
to blow the breath upon them, and really accomplishes
the cleansing of them much better.

•
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The Jewelers' School of Engraving
Established in 1889

13th Successful Year Over 1000 Graduates

Suite 1012-13-126 State Street, CHICAGO
Correspondence solicited by

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Proprietor and Chief Instructor

Since its organization

Situations guaranteed to all faithful students.
(kid Medal presented to Graduates.

Testimonials from leading firms and jewelers of the United States
and foreign countries always at your disposal.
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10 K. very heavy, finely chased

Roman, Doublet and
8 Green Eyes,

$6.00 NET.

Hirsch & Oppenheimer
702 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

Manufacturing Jewelers

SPECIAL ORDER AND REPAIR WORK OF All KINDS
Our Price-List of Repairs for the asking High Quality, Promptness, Low Price
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10 K., heavy, large

Doublet,

$3.88 NET.

We pay expressage on(
all shipments of Gold
and Silver sent us, and
should our offer not prove
satisfactory we will return
the consignment intact. Re-
turns made on all consign-
mentsof Old Gold and Silver
the same day as received ;
returns on sweepsas prompt-
ly as is consistent with accu-
rate results.

Prices Paid
Old Silver (fluctuating),

50 cts. per oz.
Platinum . . . . 75 cts. per dwt.
Old Gold-

8 Karat, 32 cts. per dwt.
10 Karat, 40 cts. per dwt.
12 Karat, 48 cts. per dwt.
14 Karat, 58 cts. per dwt.
18 Karat, 72 cts. per dwt.

Plated Scraps.
20 to 35 cts. per oz.
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WM. N. TODD
36 S. Seventh St. Watch and
Philadelphia, Pa. ChronometerAll work fluid to

the original. biaker for the trade
Adjusting done. Swiss and English Pallets Re-
paired. Pallet stones made. Angles altered to
suit. oar-P. S.—Work when promised.

Boyden Patent Ring Tray
I

vilit 10014-V7g
Pie4

Made of celluloid in 6 sizes. For sale by Jobbers

Size x 51,. For S It S 11.00 per dozen.
" x " 8 " 7.00
" 5 x 9%. " 12 " 8.00 " "
" S x 121/. " 18 " 1100 " "
" 7' x 8)4. " • 18 " 11.00 " "
" 714 x 121, 24 " 12.00 " "
Cards, size x 2%. For 1 Ring, 50 " "
F.S.BOYDEN 81 00..134 E.Madlson St.,Chicago

Manufacturing Jewelers, Medal Makers.
NMI-10111i 21 ,,it lit higH, Repairing quickly
and carefully done. Try us.

A Correct Watch Jewel

Any make or size
of American Watch.

Garnet, Ruby and Sappliira
75 cents per dozen

W. C. BONNEY, Keokuk, Iowa
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Many jewelers have written warmly commending us for the stand taken

by us in raising the quality of Jas. BOSS Screw Cases while other
makers are putting less and less gold in the screw filled grade. One
jeweler writes as follows:

"It is refreshing at this time when the quality of filled

cases, more particularly screw cases, is being cut so reck-

lessly to find one concern true enough to its principles and

confident enough of its position to actually raise the quality

of its goods. I have handled BOSS Screw Cases for many

years with entire satisfaction, and appreciate all the more

on this account the raising of the quality. The advance

in the price is a secondary consideration for it's my exper-

ience, and I think the experience of all reputable jewelers,

that quality always brings its price."

Maintenance of quality is the jeweler's salvation, the bulwark of his
business and his only hope against the price and quality=cutting
competition that threatens him.

F-I335

Jas. BOSS 14 K. Filled, Screw Back and Bezel
(Guaranteed 25 Years)

18 Size, P. P. or E. T. • $14•50

Eng. . . 15.50

16 P. P. or E. T. 14.00

16 Eng. . . 15.00

12 " P. P. or E. T. 12.50

12 Eng. . 13.50

Jas. BOSS io K. Filled, Screw Back and Bezel
(Guaranteed 20 Years)

18 Size, P. P., E. T. or Eng. . $10.00
10 14 . 9.50

12 " 14 44 . 9.00

Prices according to Keystone Key

The Keystone Watch Case Company
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.



We can handle your
stock in a first-class,
up-to-date, business-
like manner, and we
will not ruin your
reputation by un-
scrupulous methods.

1-1.A1RY EL. MYERS

28 YEARS' EXPERIENCE 
enables us to know the business thoroughly, and by our methods of working we can realize morecash on your stock for you than other auctioneers. You also have the benefit of two men at theprice of one. For further particulars, terms, references, etc., address

411 Business Strictly Confidential 130 E. Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Don't Stand Behind Your Counter
and Complain About Dull Business

Flave THOMA
The Jewelers' Auctioneer
to conduct a sale for you—results will
be your bank account will be larger,
your old stock weeded out, your repu-
tation will not be impaired, and you
will be money ahead. Being naturally
adapted for the work, a fluent and con-
vincing speaker and posted from start
to finish on the quality and price ofevery article sold in a jewelry store, I can positively guarantee a successful money-making auction sale. What I have done for others I can do for you. In answeringplease give value of stock, population of city, etc.

A. W. THOMA,
No. 9 W. Main Street, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Chicago Office, Room 312-131-137 Wabash Ave.

ANOTHER NEW INVENTION
-.
-
-..=—1

• DOUBLET.CEMPVLA

Saves Time and Does Good Work
The Greatest Cement for Half Pearls, Opals, Turquoise and

all kinds of Flat Bottom Stones.

Perfectly transparent and does not evaporate. Will not dissolve in water,alcohol or heat. Will dry in less than one minute.

Price, 50 cents per bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS. When ordering, be sure and ask for the
Famous English Doublet Cement. Take no other.

United States for whom I have made
am still

My vacation
is over, and
ready for your
business. Are
you thinking of
an Auction ? If
so write me.
My terms rea-
sonable a n d
reputation es
tablished, sanc-
tioned by every
wholesale jew-
eler in my
home town.
Write to any
of them. On
application ref-
erence fro in
leading jewel-
ers all over the

sales. Of course I

JEWELERS' REALIZER

D. 0. HENDON
Office, 505 New York Life Building

Telephone g341. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Read 

Results!
That is what
you want in
Auction Sales

I had the sole management of the great
$500,000 sale of the Merrick, Walsh &
Phelps and E. Jaccard Jewelry Co. stocks,

sold out by the Mermod & Jaccard Jewelry Co.,
of St. Louis.
The greatest jewelry auction ever held in the West.
The only midsummer jewelry auction that was
ever successful ; 25 years' experience as a jewelry
auctioneer. ,
I was 12 years with the Mermod.& Jaccard Jewelry
Co., daily handling diamonds, Watehes, jewelry,
silverwares and fine art goods.,1! •
Open for engagements. Write for terms.

Mermod 0 Jaccard Jewelry Co.
REFERENCES { Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.

L. Bauman Jewelry Co., and others.

R. H. Elliot, 320 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE VERDICT OF EXPERIENCE
There could not have been amore successful auction time the one Mr. Ravenconducted for me during the entire month of June, 1901. His ability tointerest a refined audience, such as attended niy sale, was really remarkable.The auction, which was my first experience, was entirely satisfactory—theresults being much beyond my expectations. I can certainly recommendMr. Raven in the highest terms to any jeweler who contemplates holding asale, and has a high-grade line to offer, for he proved himself to be a convincingand fluent talker, a good price-getter, and a man who thoroughly understandsIii s business.

FRANK MAYR, South Bend, Ind.

I have a book filled with unsolicited expressions similar
to the above from such men as Mr. Mayr, known the country
over for their prominence and reliability, which I would be
pleased to send you. It is the best proof I can offer as to
my ability to obtain results. With such evidence from
satisfied jewelers in all parts of the country for whom I have
conducted successful and money-making sales, together with
my guarantee to net you a satisfactory profit at close of each
day's business, you have a protection as strong as Gibraltar
—then why not hold an auction and let me conduct it?

JOHN H. RAVEN, Holland, Mich.

R. M. HARDING
One of the Well-Known and Popular Auctioneers

who has made large and profitable sales throughout the United States and Canada. No stock too
large or too fine for me to handle. I guarantee success. I fulfill all engagements that I make.
Correspondence confidential. Write me for terms, references and full particulars.

Room 306 Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO
DRAKE, CAREY & CO.

ExottuR, IOWA, July 20, 1901.
We wish to state that MR. R. M. HARDING, of Chicago, has this day closed a successful auction sale for us in spite of the excessive heatwe have had all during the sale—the temperature ranging at all times from 99° to 1090. Mr. Harding has been able to draw and hold enormouscrowds and keep them in good humor at all times, consequently our sales have run far beyond our expectations, and we are only sorry we didnot engage Mr. Harding at the beginning instead of running a reduction sale, as we would have been money ahead. We will further statethat we will gladly give any one any further information desired about Mr. Harding on application.

Yours respectfully, DRAKE, CAREY & CO.

JEWELRY AUCTIONEER

E. R. TYLER
Room 306-103 State Street, Chicago

I am a practical auctioneer of experience and honest methods. All my sales
are conducted on purely business principles. I treat all correspondence con-
fidentially, and promptly answer all letters. I shall be pleased to have you drop

me a line if this interests you.
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Very Important
Jewelers do you desire to

realize good profits? Or
will you have an auction
only for the benefit of some
auctioneer and you lose
money? Be careful.

We value our reputation.
We depend solely upon the
merits of our work for suc-
cess.

A. L. Gottlieb W. A. Stanley

FREE We send you a booklet, giving some very important information,
also hundreds of press notices and references from the leading Jewelers through-out the United States and Canada.

GOTTLIEB St STANLEY, Auctioneers
1915 Mail,

Heart to Heart Talks
By an Auctioneer

Testimonials in every line of business, and especially in this line, are so
overdone by self-written eulogies, which a dealer has been requested to sign,
and which he has signed as being the easiest way to get out of it, that I make
no effort to print them.

But instead, to the jeweler contemplating the cleaning out of his stock or
holding a sale, I would call your attention to the names of firms I have done
business with during the past ten months, and ask you to write them and find
out for yourself by a personal letter from them, the actual experience they have
had with me as a money-maker for them. Upon their
verdict I rest my claim of bein1,4- one of the most success-
ful men in the business, and if they ,Ion't tell you this,
don't hire me to do your work.

The next six months is the best time to hold a sale, and if
you are going to be up-to-date and hold one, it will be necessary to
make your date very soon, as my time is filling very rapidly.

Write the following firms : F. OLNHAUSEN & CO., Celina, Ohio ; R. W. WHEELER, Penn Yan, N. Y.;R. BERNAU, Abbeville, S. C.; L. STEPHENS, Jacksonville, Fla.; G. ROYSTER, Greensboro, N. C.; W. BURNETT,Brainerd, Minn.; W. NISBETT, Grand Rapids, Minn. A post card will bring you booklet with testimonials by the yard.

P. E. POPE, AUCTIONEER
FOR THE ESTABLISHED TRADE ONLY

701 Stewart Building, CHICAGO

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent ine.
Promptness lily motto. (JIVE ME A.TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO.

Will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If interested, will be pleased to hear from you
All business and correspondence strictly confi-
dential. Address WM. M. DAVIS,

474 Broadway, New York.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
ENAMELED

on
WATCH
DIALS,
CAPS,
ETC.

Also in
COLORS.

Sc, d five 2-cent stamps for a beautiful sample dial
and price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
115 Dearborn Street CHICAGO

JOHN 1NOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to tlie Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806

Col. Metal. Bldg.

Chicago

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

Stearn
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

The increasing demand for a better article in
our SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to make a higher grade. We have
decided to put 25 cents a dozen more gold (not
work) on them. That amount of gold per dozen
will make them worth double the value of the
present standard R. P. buttons. We also pro-
pose to continue the present standard grade at
the regular price cf $1.25 per dozen.

The new button will be carded on celluloid,
which will enable the dealer to keep them in a
more presentable shape, no matter how long
you keep them in the show case or window.
In addition to this every button will be cape-
pecially examined by an expert, and we guar-
antee each and every button to be as repre-
sented. Price to Trade, $1.60 per dozen.
Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS are

of Excellent Quality and Finish.
ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

0.W.YOUNG & CO., Mfra.,126 State St.,Chicago

12.00
per ,T..< dozen

including nickel display stand.
Extra Batteries, 25c.

Sample to Jewelers, prepaid, on
receipt of $2.00

•peelal adv. on sop/slit:1, Novenvbrr, MO, Won.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

Pntnnted U.S.
and cansda.

Wells'Perfeet Self-Conform-
ing and Ventilating Bing
Adjuster is the result of many
years experience. It can be fitted
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once rut receipt of price.
1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.75, or doz., assorted
Sizes, for $2.00 ; 1 doz., metal,
assorted sizes. 85c. (Sc. extra ii

re:zi.tered.) For sample-, a small size gold and
medium size metal will be sent for 40cts., or a medium
large size gold and large size metal for SO cis. Address,

CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

tilot.4..44...-Mfirf,d4z4.4.4.4tM444.4.144.4.-h,f4A+a)e
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EASY-FLOWING

GOLD

SOLDER

• • •
Best 2 Earth

sPl."1"1"1,t1"1,P'.1”1,t1,,1"1”1"1.5.4,,I.,P.P,P5sq,V1,4.1.447fi

MANUFACTURED or

F. H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago, III.
For Sale by all Jobbers.

Order Work
and Repairing

11. Lehner 
My Specialty

f 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention Is probably patentable. Communica-
tions atrial y confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Billerica°.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. largest cir-
culation If any seient filo journal. Terms. 83 a
your ; four months, ft. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co.361Br0adw5y, New York
Manch Office, 625 1' St.. Washington, D. C.

ATTENTION I It Will 1Pay You
  T. see our new and complete line of holiday goods. Gold,
Silver and Gold Filled Jewelry of all descriptions, Watches and I thimonds.

A ompItss Line of Emblem Goods
Oil hcoiid

Read it Again. HARRIS 0 SCHUSTER,
9-11-13 Maiden Lane New York.

IMPORTERS OF PRECIOUS AND IMITATION STONES

ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS
OPALS WHITE STONES

PEARLS TURQUOISE
GARNETS Send far Price-List ETC.

12 GREEN 
STREET

POLISRIND E1 coMPLETE; $.2.00, PREPAID
COITON, 001971.! 

VATC.14 
0.e0a$11

• 

kNO 
COTtOrl RR. 

WO" •

0015./Ll 
an° env

RV .0 
COTTON SUP,

BRISTLE 
POLISHING

SATISVACI'IOS 
OUARAN'VEED OR 

MONO 
REPI:NDI'D

•

eVi PRE I and Elia 1_11LaWig
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and buffing
wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with perfect ease
speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Mom of space reduced to the Illifliffill111.
We also make a line of Fool-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

SIZM.
8v2

altifr

o-______
AL. BRASS NICKELED

CONIEAD SEAPCH LICHT
You can pick it up at any time, and by simply

pressing button, light op any object within
fifty teet. Retails $.t."°. New batteries
2,5c. Can he vasily inserted. Each buttery
can he usvd several hundred times. Sample
sent prepaid on receipt of $2.00. COMI3AO
MFG, CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
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E. H. ALLEN J. N. WOLF

E. 11.Allen &Co.
SUCCESSORS TO

HUSTON 6. ALLEN CO.

rinc and Comp! kilted

Repairing
For the Trade

If you desire to gain a reputation
lit your town, send us your Old
Watches and Jewelry for Repair,
also your Engraving.

Room 50
Champlain Building,CHICAGO

Wonderful
Wheelless
Clock

Can be
made any

size desired,
polished

plate glass
both sides,

hands
revolve on

small
needle

fastened in
center of

dial, keeps
true time
day and
night;

worth $500
to anyjeweler as a window ad. for reputation as a
cracker-jack workman. This is our No. 12 receipt,
how any jeweler can make one; also 14 other
wonderful receipts.

Any wide-awake jeweler will forward postal
for price-list and further information. Address,

A. W. F'IL,Yle,
Manufacturing and Retail Jeweler,

Center St., GLOUCESTER, MASS.

Wyckoff', Seamans & Benedict
105 South Ninth Street

PHILADELPHIA

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver for
English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-List.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf Pins,Studs and I ace Pins.
The most practical and only adjustable one
invented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For sale by all
whalesale jewelers and material houses, Sample by
mail, 25e. ; In to K. gold, 75c. ; t4 K., lt.00.
M.CROHN, at, 488150 Malden Lane, N.Y.



LEADS THE WORLD IN FIIS PROFESSION
I have conducted

nearly all the largest
sales in the

United States and
Canada

21 YEARS
OF

‘.:ONTINUOUS

;SUCCESS

Auctioneer
P. J. Burroughs

103 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

I possess that which I profess is the true secret of my success—ABILITY.

RereReNces. Parties desiring references will be put in direct communication with reputable jewelersfor whom I have conducted sales, as I publish no false letters.

Todd School of Watchmaking
OPEN SEPTEMBER 2, 1901

Watch Repairing
Engraving
Hole Making
Jeweling
Springing

Adjusting

Write to-day for particulars.

Wm. N. Todd, Principal

For New Beginners and
Advanced Scholars that have
had experience, who wish to take one
branch or all in watchmaking

Everything Taught
Practically, Theoretically

P. S.—No branch taught by correspondence.

45 Years at the Bench and Factories

36 South Seventh St. (Swaim Building)

Philadelphia, Pa.

A business man can clear $3000
expenses. Stock is now about
Address all communications to

For Sale
mt-••••.-4.-9-•••-•-•••••••••-4-,-*-.9.-•

A Good-Paying,
Well-Established
Jewelry Business

Must be sold because of
ill health of proprietor.
Is doing a business of
$25,000 to $28,000 a year
in a city of 40,000 popu-
lation, in Kansas.

to k000 per annum above running
o,000, but can easily be reduced.

J. S. ADL..12 dc CO.
137-39 Malden Lane New York City

Standard Tools
at commercial prices,
if you look for stamp

K.&D. 
No. 43. Circular Jewel Pusher
No. 44. Mottled Rubber an Aluminum Centers

t

METAL HANDLES INTERCHANGEABLE
BLACK RUBBER HEADS K D. BLADES

No. 284. Gun Metal Handles

(Patent Applied For.)

woo

No. 228. jeweling an
Turning Tool

Improved Roller Remover
No. 52, 0 Size (Tv o Sizes) No. 53. 18 Size

Send for
New

Folder

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. 11.

HEAR!
What Mr. N. W. Collard of

Easton, Pa., says of this new
polishing and grinding motor:
" Enclosed will find money

order and hill thr foot motor ;
it urn ved o. K., and have thor-
oughly tried it. More than ex-
ceeds toy expectations. Have
been looking for it for last five
years. Please return receipt
and oblige, Yours respectfully,

N. W. CoNARn."

Price, - - -

Send for circular to
CHARLES H. FIELD,
234 Chestnut St,

Providence, R. I.

LOUIS J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor. (Established C.:, • )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATiNo and COLORING in any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of evet y
description a specialty.

Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

TWO COURSES
Watchmaking, Engraving, Jewelry
Work and Optics we teach at our Col-
lege thoroughly and practieally.

By Correspondence
we teach you the Lever, Cylinder and
Chronometer Escapements so that you
will understand the escapement it any
watch thoroughly.

See Ad. on Page 960
this issue. Write for our prospectus.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
1213-15 Filbert Street

1
11o'; W Senumm,Prin Philadelphia,l'a

Removed to Jewelers' Court
Building, 51 & 53 Maiden Lane
The only secure

and simple arrange-
ment for Inter-
changeable Stone
Initial and Emblem
Rings. Made in
all desirable styles.

40-%es'

We are Headquarters OrderWork
such as CLASS PINS. BADGES. RING MOUNT-

INGS and GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
Doubtless ours is the place you have been looking I::

We solicit a mai order.

J. F. Plimley, Manufacturing Jeweler.Repairer to the Trade

34 Bennett Bu dIng, DETROIT, MICH.

CREAT6
nIMASPARA

z
'sosOGIChi
FABLE&
s ETC

FRANK L-AU
ENGRAVER

OF

CQPPER-PL-ATE

FINE JEWELRY
722 Sansom St., Phila.,Pa.

WADDING INVITATIONS VISITING CARDS

-- -
TO WATCHMAKERS I

PRACTICAL AND TIME SAVING
FOR AMERICAN WATCHES.

Tn.,' i put ally Escapement l4ii i if Idol r iii

a few seconds. Especially in 21 Jett:1 11 al: hes
Every Watchmaker will find it to M., benefit to
have one. Send 25e. and receive Tool ILIA in-4 _
tion, postage paid. FRED MEHLBRECH,

with J. T. Allen & Co., Richmond, Va.

There is Money in

Good Engraving
No Month of the jewelry business pays as well.
If you want to

LEARN write for booklet and

FREE SAMPLES.
We teach general letter and monogram en-
graving of the highest class. Established 10
years. Hundreds of successful students, some
of which are weli-known jewelers.

NO147 is the time to !utter to be ready forholiday engraving

Rees Engraving School
ELMIRA, N.Y.

First Floor (New) Steele Memorial Building.

Photographs on Wad Dials
and Gaps.
Price,
75 Cents.

Single or group
pictures.

Sample Dial,
26 Cents.

THE ELMORE CO.,
115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

Post can be attached
to any button.

It has no peer"

Write for new catalogue, now ready.
Send us your special orders.

J. BULOVA,
51 AND 53 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

MANROSS
ESTABLISHED 1877

[ARUM. klfR 01 liA I PSRPI INGS !NI U.S.
TIIE CLOCK REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET,

contain 50 or 100 finished hairsprings complete, all sizes
and makes. carefally arranged, nal directions. Cabinet of
60, $1.00; 100,41E75, h• mall. Same sprInirs, any site or
make, 30 els. per dol., 1/0 els. per half doz. 111ennt (home
Hairspring, of every deserIptIon. Phosphor Bronze Ilnlr•
springs for Electrical bud rumenle,

AA your Jobber for the, Cabinets.
F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
WATCH REPAIRING, ENGRAVING and

JEWELRY REPAIRING for the Trade

LANCASTER, PA.

MARTINsnuito, W. VA., August 17, DOI.
EZRA F. BOWMAN'S Suss

' 
Lancaster, Pa.

aentlemen:—The watches you sent me promptly received. It gives Inc great pleasure
to thank you for the promptness with which you have made the return. WM explain why
this appreciation is greater than at almost any other time. We have had much more than
the usual amount of repair work. Add to this the fact that we have been in the midst of
tour semi-annual watch inspection, which always takes one hand from the bench for two
solid weeks, and you can see in what shape our work would have been without your

assistance. •
While not given to flattery, T must speak as a matter of

encouragement to you of the quality of the work you have
been doing for us—our Railroad work especially pleasing
our customers, thereby pleasing us. Wishing you. a largely
increased business, I remain,

Yours very truly, W. L. JONES.

Send for our 24-page Price-Llst.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading " Situations Wanted,"

oNE CENT per word for first twenty-tIve
WOrd S. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbrevia-
tions count as words, and are charged for
as part of the advertisement. No display
other I hall two-line initial letter.

If answers are to be forwarded, post-
age stamps must be enclosed.

To insure insertion money intuit ac-
company all orders for advertisement s,
and copy niust reach us not later than the

tit of each month for insertion in the
following month's issue.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents if they desire a copy
of the paper in which t heir advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under 11114 Imelhog. ONE CEN'r per word, for firs1

tiventy•Ose ,,,,,,Is and advertisements,
THREE CEN'rti per word. Ito adierlIsentent Inserled for
I,,.. than 25 cents.

WAD I IMAK Eli, jeweler, plain engraver. Young
" man, married ; have tools. 1 years at beneh.
Want positioa with good watchmaker for improve-
ment. Box 61, Bedford, Pa.
IN a jewelry store by a graduate watchmaker fool

jeweler ; years' exp. Can furnish rvi,
Address, C. A. Sy ver, 1111, Centerville, S. Dak.

BY a .,111.8I-I:11s. watellIttakert nrug to
and optician, 8 years' exp. cowl:Hen' iii

high-grade will his. Permanent to,1
good refs. as to ability. "8 239," care Key-uone
IIL-AROUND man and an Al refractioo
a capable of taking charge of prescription work.
5 years' exp., wishes to change by Sept. 100.
"J 52," care Keystone.
pY it good watch and clockmaker. Can furnish
" refs.  as to ability, etc. F. .1. Thurman, !III
Sounders and High Streets, Hastings, Nebr.

it NG lady w kites position in some good plo, i•
I OS WM0111111101. OT general assistant. Add t•■••
I .iiiiiii II. Barron, Mantua Station,

TCII M I: Elt, optician, jeweler. ,filv-foc:f:
" Sober, of good address ; single l'enie.■ I-
Tanta pref.; go anywhen). D 81," ea re t:

fly a good watchmaker, jeweler, engraver it
it optician. hate my own engraving tools and
trial ease. Can furnish good refs. Salary, 810 a
weck to start. At liberty after Oct. 5t11. J. ('.
.,ty, Carroll, Iowa. 
AS graduate optician, salesman and repair
IL Z. F. Highsmith, Oakley, N. C.
AS engraver, Jewelry reptarer and some watch-

work ; also not as salesman. 7 years' exp. in
retail store. Retail store pref. "B 144," care
Keystone
POSITION to finish trade, 2 years' exp. Do plain

watch, clock, jewelry repairing. Own lathe
and tools ; best refs. Iowa pref. Jaunts A I I:•
McGregor, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER  and optician open, for *mean,-
" ment, 11 years' practical exp. Gan do plait
engraving, electro-plating, etc. (co. Fairgrieve,
Guelph, Ont. Care of Jos. Pequegnot.
YOUNG man, 5 years' exp.—watch work and all

kinds jewelry repairing, understand ffiiti,
Al salesman. Can turnish best ref. " C. II.,"
box 350, Le Roy, N. Y.
PY first-class letter and ornamental engraver of
" long exp.; has also knowledge of optics. Refs.
I friiished. "Barrett 110,'' room 811 ColutnInts
Memorial Building, Chicago.
PY competent letter and ornamental engraver, 12

years' exp. with large wholesale house.
Highest refs. Address, it King 112," room 811
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
pY competent watchmaker, jeweler, plain PII-
I) graver ; some exp. in optics. Ref. exchanged.
Address, " Watchmaker," box 170, Augusta, Wis.
IfY first-class watchmaker and jeweler, 12 years'
" exp. at bench. Can do fine and complicated
watch repairing, tinting and adjusting. Compe-
tent to take full charge of business. Sober habits,
age 24, neat appearance; hest refs. Have own
tools. Address, H. C. Otwell, 522 Commercial
Street, Emporia, Kans.
1'1 fl 'NG man, 2% years' exp., wishes a position
I as assistant watchmaker and jeweler. Own
tools. Address, L. W. Harder, Pittsfield, Ill.
HY watchmaker. salesman and plain engraver ;
em some knowledge of optics. Have tools anti
speak German. 8 years' exp.; single and 25 years
old. Otto C. Glaser, Maquoketa, Iowa.
PIRST-CLASS watchmaker and mfg. jeweler;

can do plain engraving. Have full set watch-
makers' tools, lathe, with sliderest, faceplate anti
wheel-cutting attachment ; have rolling mills,
furnace, wire mill, ring bender and 5-foot large
screw-cutting and turning lathe. Age 32 ; 14
years' exp. Wages, V8. " The Count," care
Hotel Vanetta, Madison, Wis. 
WANTED, permanent position with a good ntan,
" in good town, by good watchmaker, jeweler,
engraver and optician. For particulars address,

Box 133, Linden, Ind. 
IF in need of a good watchmaker, optician and
I salesman of 15 years' exp., fine tools and trial
case, address, "K 69," care Keystone.

A PRACTICAL watchmaker, jeweler and expert
at optician, can do edge-griuding, mounting,
wants a permanent position at once. Has trial
ease and full set of tools. Can take full charge of
lousiness. D. B. Ritchey, Carlisle, Pa.
WATCHMAKER, 20 years' exp., German-Amer-
" lean, 35 years old ; honest, steady ; hest ref.
Optician and salesman. Frederick Dreher, 2882
Eighth Avenue, New York City. 

DXPERT watch and clock repairer (exclusive)
54 wants position—bench work only. Good ref.;
Western States pref. Wm. F. Boost, North
'Topeka, Kans.

fly watchmaker and Jeweler with own tools.

I, Southern States pref. Address, F. W. S.
Shelton, P. 0. box 296, Shelton, Conn.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

X PERIENCEII graduate rcfraclioilisl, optieiati
It and jeueli y salesman wants good .n or
position in United Slates, IISW811, Australia or
I it Refs. exchanged. Address, " Judson 28,"

I Col bus Memorial Building, Chicago.
N, 25, wishes permanent position, reliable
lion, 2% years' exp. watches, clocks, ii•welrv,

liaid soldering, plain engraving. Best reTs.
•• Jeweler," 442 Main Street, \limited, Conn.
1,1 NA NC IA 1.I.Y responsible luau with exp. anti

selling ability, desires to mprement manidat,-

states. Commission or salary. "1. III," care
INit,ryesrto(ngetf.dd jewelry or silverware) in Southern

WANT to represent a good wholesale jewelry
" house out the road, Pennsylvania, Ohio and
West Virginia pref. Article of agreement to
commence Jan. I, 1902. 20 years' exp. in retail
jewelry business. Best of refs as to honesty and
ability. Address, " BIB," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, optician, artistic engrftver,
" good salesman ; all-around man. Ag$ 28,
married ; complete set tools and trial case. Salary,
$18 per week. Address, "J. E. R.," 524 Linden
Ave., Logansport, Ind.

Ii'. an AI watchmaker, salesman and engraver.
II I am unmarried and have itad 11 years exp.
If V011 want an all-around man who can repair
aliA adjust railroad watches, iltronographs anti
repeaters, and also it, engraving, write " B 140,"
,ar.• Keystone.

i ff T II ,N ti 11VI'SVIT and saleslady i)c young
lady. Exp. dilress," l' 77," care keystone.

p VIM CT loN IsT of long. esp. desires to 'hake
ut change this fall. Competent to take entire
eliarge. Expericticol in Jewelry trade. Refs.
" 127," Cal,
■I'l•;.N po•il ion hy youth; man, u-atelounker,
, fen e'er clitiravvr. a julIo in Brad-
ley I n•til ute, W.:Ohl:Ili. optician. Wish to lunke
eliange 151i1, $111011 town pref. Frank
.0. Thompson. Solli‘nn, ill.

;tectistomed doi lig, accorati•
II work, havc optical instruments. al,.

Willi watch mid P•widry a por-
1101111811 posit ifoll. :On:. Can'

t S- 111,01 W:111•11111;110.1. .14 with first-Hass 1,11;4,,
I on. 111;11 CAI, Fly s.r. weel:ly Ow a foreign.

oli
np-io-dale workman. year,' exp. ''
I .11 .•

111114. :4011P-setter wants posit
in the it'eq. can give gootl refs. " It 186,

ION II, W:111.11111111;01.. (01111 ltimhhi I,

)111.1 Or.; stilt, tI•111111`1.1Iil• mid a
Highest refx.; age 26. S..1.

Et, sons, Lancaster, l'a.

pi•:1; toy young man, experienced moul-
t time oot ieitin. Do all kinds jewelry repairMg,
gliOd S1111,111;111, Whill11W-,Iresser anti ittivertiser.
I an iake full charge of photo. department. Own
I Hal rase. Good refs. Morgan D. Wise, Julies..
ill,,, 1Vis.

I(V Of-A-Hass watchmaker, salesman and engraver,
It with a Ii rat-class IttolSe where advancement is
un-ible. Am 28 yeal, of age have ltad 10 years'

; thoroughly itinlerstamerepairing repeaters,
I.!: o.nographs anti all I: hots of complicated watches.
salary, $18 per eek ; if 618 is your limit don't
ale:wet% "If 137," eare Keystone.
N experienced jeweler would like position as

I Ira\ :ding salesman with Home good material
his,e or material and jewelry. Western or

kern States. "S 237," care Keystone.
lit I I if-IT-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, optician anti

salesman, 10 years' at the bench ; graduate of
Elgin, Ill. Wages, $18 per week. Lock box 76,
Laurel,
iv .0 TUIIMAK ER and optician wants position, 14
" years' exp.; acquainted with the best factory
II,11111t18 of watchmaking, repairing and adjusting.
cm, handle repairs on the fittest and most com-
plicated movements. An expert in fitting lenses
anti frames. Best equipment of tools and trial
instruments. Ad., ".1.H.," box 312, Princeton,Ind.
IECOND watelminker, 4 years' cap.; good sales-
" man. Would like place with good engraver.
Best of refs. Ad., Geo. Cochrou, Kirwin, Kans. 
POSITION by ,a first-class letter and monogram
I engraver. B 135," care Keystone. 
TO finish trade. Age 22, temperate ; 1 years' exp.

Own lathe, bench, etc. 1Villing to wait on
trade. Best ref. L. E. Carl, Deposit, N. Y. 
AS assistant with expert watchmaker. Single,
It have had 8 years' exp.; plain engraver. Mich-
igan, Ohio, Illinois, New York pref. First-class
refs. "B 139," care Keystone.
Ii RADUATE Philadelphia Col lege Horology wants
U position as assistant watchmaker, engraver
and optician. Have most tools. Near Pittsburg
pref. Address, E. T. Perry, Lancelot P. 0.,
Allegheny County, Pa. 
pY excellent young man, 24, single; 2 years' exp.
" Good watch, clock, jewelry repairing, plain
engraving, to finish trade. Moderate wages.
0. Williams, Montmorenci, Ind.
WATCHMAKEit and engraver, by young man.
" Have tools. Address, J. L. .Tones, 1012
Champlain Building, 126 State St., Chicago, Ill.
JEWELER-DRUGGIST wants to change posi-
.' HMIS. AM No. 1 watchmaker and registered
pharmacist. 8 years watchmaker, 6 years' drug
exp. Single, own tools; best refs. State salary.
Ad., " Duplex," care Dr. Brown, Colburn, Ind.
ABOUT Oct. 1st, practical watch repairer, Jewelry
Is jobber, clean stock-keeper ; no engraving,
"C," box 00, Bloomfield, Iowa. 

ARE you in need of a good letter and monogram
11 engraver? If so, address Charles Akins, 1213
Filbert Street, Phila., Pa., care F. W. Schuler.
WITH first-class jeweler and optician to finish
" trade, 18 months' exp. Refs. " Watchmaker,"
926 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City, N. .1.
WV young man al first-class letter and monogram
mm 1 engraver. ery best refs. "H 191," care
Keystone.
V.X.PEITT watchmaker, first-class on French

clocks, 25 years' exp.• 
' 

old country tuition.
Excellent refs. I'. 0. box 454, Bridgeport, Comm.

THOROUGH and competent workman of 25
years' exp., desires position as jeweler—under-

stands drugs. Not afraid ot work. " D 82,"
care Keystone.
pIRST-CLASS salesman, age 80, 12 years' exp.,
1 wants permanent position. Speaks thulium,
Spanish, }much English. Established trade in
Europe and Mexico. Can also go to South Amer-
ica. A 1 refs. "D 84," care Keystone.

(Continued on page 1,0)
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
( Cosilsn teed from page tom

As salesman, manager, buyer, 20 years' exp.;Li good judge of diamondm and fine arts ; under-stand all details, care of stock, records, etc.Highest refs. " I) 83," care Keystone.
THOROUGHLY first-class watchmaker desirespermanent position North. Couipeteut onfine and complicated work ; over 20 years' exp.Fine set of tools, best refs. " it 194," careKeystone.
W ATCHMAKER and engraver, also 'talesman." Ref. as to ability and faitlittiluess the best.For past 3 years have had full charge of largestand most select watch repair trade in city of50,000. Own tools ; age 27; $16 to $18. Address,Box 801, Lestershire, N. Y. 
ItY lady engraver. Al refs. M. Ludlum, 873B Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 
W ATCH, clock, jewelry repairer, optician ; 80" years age ; 14 years' exp., desires positionNew England. Can take entire charge. " Hero-loge," 1011 Dorchester Ave., Boston, Mass,

0
CTOBER 1st. By young man, age 23 ; high

clock and Jewelry repairing, soft and hard solder-
schoolraduate ; understands ordinary watch,

solder-log ; goo engraver. Refs. "Jeweler," I'. 0.box 18, Crown Point, Ind. 
RY expert optician ; 29 years. Graduate ; years
U of exp. ; own instruments ; good salesman;no bad habits ; competent of taking charge de-partment. Best refs. Small salary to start with.N. I. Levinson, Rosemead, N. C. 
YOUNG man of 30 wants position in wholesaleI house to take charge of department. 18 years'exp. in office, stock and road work. Only first-class house need reply. "M 115," care Keystone.
AT $1-0- per week, permanent position ; chance forn advancement. Have tools, 6 years' exp.,optician's diploma. Prefer Michigan or Ohio.
Address, " D 80," care Keystone. 
RI( good watchmaker, jewelry and clock repairer" and engraver. " T 88," care Keystone. 
RIC salesman and window-trimmer ; had 2 years'I, exp. at bench. Can take good assistant'splace. Salary, $10 to start. "M 114," care
Keystone.

A LETTER and monogram engraver desires per-
maueut position wit It opportun ity of learningfine watchwork. 3 years' exp. Best refs. Iowaor Illinois pref. Ad., " Engraver," 337 E. Ohio

Street, Chicago.
RY ti rst-class watchmaker, engraver and graduateB optician. State salary in first letter. Havemy own trial case. Ad., " I. 113," cure Keystone.
WANTED by a first-class watchmaker with New" York reik., a job in store or shop. 15 years'exp. ; good, quick workman. Southwest pref. orwill *o anywhere if wages are right. "D 85,"
care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver. One" with drug exp. pref. Address, with refs.,
K 68," care  Keystone. 
*WELER and optician, hustler ; good salesman.I, To oversee 2 stores. I. L. Talbott, Ladd, In. 
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver. One4 who is a good salesman. A. C. Taylor & Son,Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
AT once, as head watchmaker. Must be strictlycl first-class mechanic and understand position
timing thoroughly. Send refs. as to characterand habits, also sample of work, if possible, with
first communication. Don't waste time in writing
unless you know you can meet the requirements.
$25 per week to start. Fred. McIntyre, General
Watch Inspector, C. 0. and G. R. It., South
McAlester, I. T.
AT once, jewelry and optical salesman, who can
a take charge of a first-class retail jewelry and
optical store. Good opening for right man. Must
have Al refs., good appearance. Only first-classman need apply. Charles Schwartz, 149 North
Eighth St., Philadelphia. 
ROOD watchmaker and jeweler. Must be aU thorough workman and able to wait on first-class trade. Permanent position with good
chance for advancement. Give full particulars
and refs. Bates & Co., Atlantic City, N. J.
EIRST-CLASS refracting optician. Salary, $18I to $25 per week. State age, exp. and refs.
Boston Optical Co., Springfield, Mass.
L' X PERT engraver and watchmaker. PermanentD position to right man. None but expert work-men with long exp. need apply. Must be tem-
perate and have beat refs. Box 812, Salem, Mass.
WATCHMAKER, who is engraver, jeweler, Sales-

man." Send sample engraving, photo., etc.
Steady position. J. F. Butler, Potsdam, N. Y. 
aOOD watchmaker, one who can engrave someU pref. Steady position. State salary in first
letter. Address, Geo. E. Thomas, Memphis,Tenti.
MAN wanted in jewelry store. Give full liar-OL ticulars and salary expected. Box 96, il-
mington, Del.

9 YOUNG men, sober, honest and obliging.
‘, State what you know. Prefer jewelry repairer
with some knowledge of optics and generally
useful in retail store. State salary expected.
Harry E. Thomas & Co., Wilmington, Del. 
A FIRST-CLASS watffimaker and salesman. Good
" salary. Merrell & Baughman, Jeannette, Pa.
ROOD watchmaker wanted. Paul C. I'uls, Eau
NI Claire, Wis.

AGENT for an optical wholesale house to carry
ri optical goods on commission. " B 113," care
Keystone. 

ROOD, fast jewelry repairer able to do some new
13 work. Will pay $12 to $15. Refs. Burt
Ramsay & Co., 1-3-5 Colonial Arcade, Cleveland,
Ohio.

GOOD watchmaker ; must be Al engraver. $18per week ; permanent position. No use for a
dead one. Send sample of engraving and refs.Burt Ramsay & Co., 1-3-5 Colonial Arcade,
Cleveland, Ohio. 

AT once. First-class watch, clock and jewelry
It repairer, plain engraver, some knowledge of
optics, to run branch store with $4000 stock in
town of 4000. Salary and 001111111814i1/11. Prefer a
hustler, who ean speak Norwegian or German.
Must be strictly honest and have satisfactory ref.
in Minnesota. " IV 126," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver at once.IT Permanent job for the right man. Address,B. Gottleib, Pine Bluff, Ark, 
yOUNG man, engraver pref., to finish watcli:I makers' trade. Gilt-edge refs. necessary.Address, A. Sweningsen, Moorhead, Minn.
A YOUNG lady or mau to finial) trade. Fine
ZI opportunity to finish watchmaking, engravingand optics. Send photo. with refs. G. H. Follett,
Jeffeffersonville, Ohio.
iiIIRST-CLASS watchmaker ; engraver pref. GoodI wages to right man. Write full particularsand state wages. Dan Robinson, Galveston, Texas.
RXPERIENCED watch material man to takeLS charge of department Previous exp._ neces-sary. Applications considered confidential.Leonard Krower, 536 Canal St., New Orleans, La.
A FIRST-CLASS experienced man to take charge11 of the wholesale clock and optical department.Address, Leonard Krower, 536 Canal Street, NewOrleans, La.
EIRST-CLASSjewelor wanted. Hattenbach Bros.r Co., Sioux City, Iowa. 
A FIRST-CLASS nag, jeweler and engraver byLi Oct. 1st. State wages expected in first letter.;Refs. required. Healthiest climate on earth.Jessop, San Diego, Cal. 
AT King, Raiohle & King, Buffalo, N. Y., a stone-11 setter, mfg.  jeweler and general repairers.
WANTED, 6 competent graduate opticians not1+ under 27 years of age. Good position andgood salary. J. P. Johnston, 37 Colonial Arcade,Cleveland, Ohio. 

A MAN that can do good jewelry repairing ; one" that can engrave pref. Steady work all theyear. State salary and send refs. in your firstletter. B. U. Tapken, New Brunswick, N. J. 
EXPERIENCED watchmaker, engraver andLI jeweler. Steady position to right man. Goodwages. Hoffmatin's Bazaar, Port Huron, Mich. 
f;1000 optician and salesman, and all-around man.U Must be strictly sober, good ref. $12 for start ;if satisfactory, we will advance. S. Maltinsky,Braddock, Pa. 
ROOD watchmaker, jeweler and engraver. GiveU full particulars in first letter. " K 64," careKeystone.

WATCHMAKER, who can engrave, repair Jew-" elry, etc.; all-around helper. Nice town NewYork State. $12 week. "B 142," care Keystone.

WANTED

A SECOND-HAND ophthalmometer arranged for/1 solar or oil light. Must be in good condition
and cheap. Address, with stamp, Box 801,
Caldwell, Kans.
QECOND-IIAND sample trunk, telescopes andIi trays. "16," Southport, N. C. 
QECOND-HAND engraving machine in first-class° condition. " P 86," care Keystone.
PARTNER wanted. Business man, with some

means, by a well-established New York sliversouvenir, novelty and specialty house, for expan-sion of business. Replies must contain particularsas to age, exp., capital and refs. " G 92," care
Keystone. 

LOCATION for repair shop. Al watchmaker,jewelry repairer, engraver. Age 25, single:temperate ; best refs. Address, S. J. '1'. Lowe,Paris, Ark, 
4fi Olt 12-foot oak counter case and counter. Aat, fire-proof safe, medium size. Horace Coady,Sedro-Woolley, Wash. 
EIELD glass. Must be a good, strong one inr good order. Lee Thompson, Andrews, Ind.
A PARTNER by Jan. 1, 1902, to embark in the£1 wholesale watch material business. A tineopening. Address, Edward Foutz, P. box 301,Olney, Ill. 
Q %VMS wheel-cutting engine in good order. Dr.1-1 A. B. Tarbox, Omaha, Nebr.
EVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry," watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sentby express or registered mail. Price not satisfac-tory, I will return all articles. J. I.. Clark,refiner and sweopsmelter of gold and silver(established 1870), 727 Salmon St., Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THI• HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

AN A. E. Francis engraving machine on stand,11 all attachments, 3 sets of type and 3 bits,packed and shipped to first address sending a NewYork draft for 620. Cost complete, $118. Address,II. J. Heinrich, Huntington, W. Va. 
EIRST-CLASS medical and optical practice in aC live young city of 50,000 pop. 500 miles westof Chicago. Splendid opening for right party.Ad., Dr. W. I. S., 1116 "0" Street, Lincoln, Nebr. 
A (i 0.0. 3 tray traveling ease, brand new, nevern
. 

11. u been used, frames and nickel lenses com-plete, cost $35 new. C. A. Ball, Hennessey, 0. T.

1
You can buy genuineFrench EbonyToilet 

APittecf aGoods and Traveling Sets direct from
as cheaply as you pay for imitation Trash elsew ere. Theyare the largest importers in America, and a visit to theirShowrooms at 65 Nassau Street, New York, will sub-stantiate these fads. Send for illustrations and prices.

HELP WANTED

VNGRA VER. and salesman ; prefer one who canLi do either watch orjewelry work. Job pernia-nent; $20 weekly to capable man. E. I). Thomas,512E. Houston St., San Antonio, Tex.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and a graduated,11 experienced optician, good ref., single manpreferred. None but first-class need to apply.J. Hirschfield, Selma, Ala.
EIRST-CLASS watchmaker arid optician of goodI address ; unmarried. Murphy's Jewelry Store,Erie, Pa. 
YOUNG lady engraver, one with some exp. in the
I retail trade pref. A permanent position to theperson competent to do nice work. Address," R 84," care Keystone. 
A MANUFACTURING jeweler; one able to doLi all kinds ofjobwork on jewelry and spectacles.Give ref. and salary expected. " U 11," careKeystone.
WATCHMAKER, one that can do plain engraving" and with some knowledge of optics. Mustbe a hustler of good appearance and not afraid towork ; well recommended. Send photo, and refs.in first letter. Steady position to right man.Salary, $15 per week ; store open evenings. Goodprospects of advancing. The Weniger Jewelry &Optical House, No. 51 Frankstown Ave., EastLiberty, Pittsburg.

IEWELER, capable of doing general repairingii and such jobs as required in retail store. Mustbe 'engraver. Permanent position to reliableparty. Address, Box 97, Grand Forks, N. flak.
EXPERT frame fitter and adjuster ; position per-14 manent. Apply, stating age, exp. and previousplace of employment. Refs. required. Address,F. A. Hardy ds Co., 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
pOMPETENT watchmaker and one to ordinaryU engraving ; permanent position to right man ;must be strictly reliable and compete!' t. Best refs.req. Syman Bros., 828 Sixteenth St., I ogi ver, Colo.
AT once, a competent watchmaker and engraver,It exp. in railroad watch requirements ; preferone who also has had some exp. in optics ; goedwages and permanent position to a good man.Send ref., _price and sample of engraving in firstletter. Ad., It. II. Trask, Ottawa, Ill. 
a0OD watchniaker and engraver, capable of wait-° log on trade. Ref. and photo. " G 93," careKeystone.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

CHIPPING house, located in London, wants an° American agency for rolled-gold studs, et' It-buttons, links and low-priced single and doubleAlberts. Address, " H 193," care Keystone.
(IPIITHALMOMETER, Hardy or any good make." B 143," care Keystone. 
1 ATHE. State condition, make, p-rice. Box 16;u Southport, N. C. 

CAFE, fire-proof, with or without burglar-proof
compartment. State manufacturer, dimensionsand price. Address, " K 71," care Keystone.

RECOND-If AND American lathe. Must he true.State price. II. Sutton, Tehachapi, Cul.

FOR SALE

PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical business inNorthern Illinois, county seat of 2500 pop.,invoice about $1800; fine repair business, fixtures'new, fine store, beat location ; excellent reasonfor selling. " R 83," care Keystone. 
Q OLIVER foot-wheel for $5. Good as now.10° G. B. Kee, 98 Halsey St., Cleveland, Ohio. 
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store in Central1+ Illinois at a bargain. Failing health, reasonfor selling. For particle lars," A 66, 'care Keystone. 
flENEVA Retinoscope with base, nearly new, allattachments. Hoffmann, 149 State St., Chicago,Illinois.
IEWELRY business, established 14 years in oneu of the best business towns in Northern Wis-consin. Good repair business good prices ; finefixtures and good, clean stock.' Health demandsoutside business. Parties having cash to exchangefor nice business, write W.G.Crouse, Bloomer,W is.
ILL sell my entire stock of goods consisting ofwatches, clocks, jewelry, etc., at bottom prices.Good reason for selling ; good paying jewelrystore ; 'good line of bench work. J. W. Oxley,Browning, Mo.
9 INCH Kelton copper-plate press, fine condi--
14I Hon. Henry Peetz, Davenport, Iowa. 
fiNE De Zeng Refractometer,'98 model, used aboutu 15 times, in perfect condition. Reason, amquitting refraction. Price, the best offer in next30 days. Cost $60. Dr. W. R. Clement, Princeton,Kentucky.

RHEAP—$135 music box in Al condition, alsoLakeside organ good as new. Albert Markham,Bushnell, III. 

MUST sell at once a well-established jewelry storeiii in thriving ( alifornia town of 1500. Reasonfor selling, failing health. References. A. I. hall&Son,643 Market St., San Frauctisco,Cal, Address,Box 146, Santa Maria, Cal.

WATCH Sign, Grout's all metal, 3 x 5 ft., cost $60,1+ for $12 ; set Geneva trial lenses, cost $82.50, for$24. H. M., 19 E. Main St., It, Wayne, Ind. 
A COMPLETE plating outfit, good as new, only11 been In use a aliort time. Ad., " R 81," careKeystone.

A NEAT and new stock of jewelry, watches and11 clocks worth $2000 or more, that! want to dis-pose of, located in my drug store. Will give pur-chaser free rent, light anti fuel and use of safe forone year. Good reason for selling. Pop. 1200." (1 89," care Keystone.
I1N account of death, watchmaker's tools andmaterial. $50 takes the whole outfit. SamuelCollier, Admr., Elizabethville, Pa, 
A WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business rea-n sociable for cash. Mrs. John Hart, Oskaloosa,Kansas.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry buttinema ; finest" town, healthy, modern. $700 cash required.J. P. Arnolds, Flagstaff, Ariz. 
TEWELRY store in western city of 25,000 ; townI, growing fast. Annual sales, $8000 ; good runof repair work. 63000 or can reduce. Nothingbut cash considered, " C 107," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
fEWELRY business located on the best part ofU main street, Northampton, Mass., and doing a
profitable business ; large income from jobbing
department. A rare chance that Invitee the most
careful examination. Ad., C. H. Pearce, North-
ampton, Mass.
47 DOZEN Swiss and 22 dozen C R mainsprings.I Complete stock in sizes, with cabinet, $35.Eureka glass cabinet, with 5f gross mi-concaveand 2234 gross Geneva glasses, all good sizes, $55.Webster-Whitcomb lathe, 17 chucks, face-plate,countershaft, foot-wheel, Hall's staking tool and
Lancaster engraving block, little used, $60." W 128," care Keystone. 
IEWELER'S entire outfit consisting of rolls,U presses, dies, lathes, shears, melting furnace,arranged for power or hand use, with 3 horse-power upright engine and boiler, 31 feet shafting,14 pulleys patent hangers amid belting ; all in fineorder. Will be sold very low at 25 cents on dollar.W. S. L. Frear, Union (springs, N. Y. 
TTENEVA retinoscope, duplex base, lastest ; goodNI as new. Cheap. No. 605 S. Broad Street,Grinnell, Iowa. 
()NE large Diebold fire and burglar safe, cost new$400, weight 4500 pounds. Write for price and
description. J. W. Blinn, Antigo, Wis. 
AT once, splendid opportunity to get a fine jew-LI elry store in good town of 12,000 in best Statein Union. A chance of a lifetime is positivelyguaranteed. Reasons given upon request. Ad.,T. R. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.
REGULATOR clock, large, handsome black wai-n nut case, stands 9 feet high, English move-ment, jeweled pallets, tine timer. Price, $90(worth $150). Photograph furnished. C. H.Lamson, Portland, Maine. 

$800 lytrospwcoeilz:va.,...!i :Palall in good shape and up to date. Good reasonfor selling. Box 566, Bedford, Iowa 
FP-TO-DATE jewelry store. Old-establishedU business. Stock all new, clean, about $3000,no old goods. Music stock in connection if de-sired. Town 6000, Central Illinois. Competitionlight. Have good run bench work and opticalpractice. Business in Chicago reason for selling." C 109," care Keystone.
RATON-GLOVER engraving machiue, new, 660." Crystals, mainsprings and watch material,15 per cent, discount. Steam engine, one-horsepower, in perfect order, $15. One font No. 6Francis type, new, $2.75, cost $4.50. NV. N. Sever-Burlington, Vt.
RSTABLISHED optical business in Western New" York, paying $1200 to $1500 a your profit." W 129," care Keystone. 
no you want to purchase a business that will pay1/ you from tho start? Owing to poor health Iwill sell my stock and fixtures and will do all Ican to help my successor retain the business. Thisis one of the best towns on the Pacific coast andgrowing fast. Climate unexcelled, Storms un-known, crops never fail. I have a splendid storeroom, low rent and long lease. Stock and fixturesinvoice about $1800. Terms, spot cash. J. 0.Watts, Eugene, Oregon.
'R1n BUYS a Jenks & Steinman engraving 1,'-el; ;1° good as new, all attachments. S. H. Grater,Waterbury, Conn.
QTOCK of jewelry and fixtures, Michigan county° seat of 6000. Invoiced January 1st, $2500.Reason for selling, must have outdoor exorcise.For particulars, " (1 90," care Keystone.
TEST cases, Audemair, 85 and 31 pair spherical1 plus and minus, 20 and 16 pair cylinders, plusand minus, oak eases, polished removable tray,Al condition, cheap. A. Chilton, 16 John Street,New York.
QMALL stock jewelry ; only stock in town of 850U inhabitants. Reason for selling, owner's death.0. H. Anderson, Wesley, Iowa.
vim stock of jewelry, stationery, news, etc., inII the best city of its size in the state of Wisconsin—about 8000 pop. Fine farming coninmnitv.Will inventory about $1500 to $2000. Terms cash." P 76," care Keystone.
ROUND diamond cut ruby and emerald doublets,II first quality. Sizes : 5-10, 

R
85c. ; 11-15, 50c. ;16-20, 65c. ; 21-25, 90e. ; 26-30, $L25 dozen. etoldfirst-class opals. Sizes : 3-10, 73e. ; 12-14, $1.85dozen ; 16-18, 33e. ; 20-22, 61c. ; 24-26, Mc., each.Finest imitation half pearls, He. hundred. Notsatisfied, your money back. Above prices includepostage. Remit by P. 0. order ; stamps notaccepted. Full list of other stones. CrescentJewelry Store, Abbeville, La. 

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry stand for rent," and fixtures for sale, in best location, at abargain. City 25,000 pop. ; mfg. center ; only 2others. Address, at once, Western Now York," It 77," care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business in New" England mfg. town. " 111 109," care Keystone.
BUYS leading jewelry store, established1859, in growing manufacturing city.Sales increased 50 per cent. in last year. Nets$3000 yearly. Clean, salable stock at small dis-count. Prentice Luckey, Spartanburg, S. C. 

nE ZENG Refractometer, 1900 model, with leatheru carrying case $25. " It 82," care Keystoue.
RAYING-jewelry business about $1200; beautiful1 Massachusetts town. " II 195," care Keystone.
110 you want a handsomely equipped jewelry andoptical business where you can clear above allbulginess expenses from $800 to $000 per year? Inthe healthiest place in Virginia. $3000 cash re-quired. " Ii 192," care Keystone.
A PAYING jewelry business in Michigan city of11 5000. Old established business ; clean stock ;little competition. Great chance for practicalman. " L 112," care Keystone.

THREE walnut wall cases, in good repair for a1 jeweler, cheap. Lock box 105, Greencastle, Ind. 
1IRST-CLASS jewelry store in a live, progressive
I town In Georgia; population 8500, one of bestSchools in the State. hunch work $100 per monthand over. Reason for selling, failing health andadvised by physician to quit business entirely.Good opening for right man, no opposition at all." B 138," care Keystone.

TEWELRY establishment for sale on account ofdeath of owner. Established 29 years. Goodstock and trade. Ad., Mrs. K G. Elvert, 423McKean St., Philadelphia, Pa.

RICKEL-in-the-slot graphophone, good as new,is trade for Francis engraving machine. W. F.Sharp, Muskogee, Ind. Ter.

$4000

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
THIS MEAD.  PER WORD.

a% ACRES of land, 2 acres in fruit trees (some
u bearing, for jewelry store. I.ocated in fine
healthy climate—just the place for one desiring to
recuperate health. For full particulars, address
R. C. Richmond, San Diego, Cal. 
ROMPLETE optical department consisting of 1
Ns Geneva retinoscope, 2 trial cases-11150 to $200,
in good stock, for cash, staple jewelry or good gun
and typewriter. " K 70," care Keystone. 
REGINA tune disks, 15 5 in. diameter. Odell
II Typewriter. Ariel Tandem. G. H. Damon,
Rushford, N. Y. 
aENUINE Edison Phonograph with records, cost
U $80 new, for typewriter or what have you?
C. A. Ball, Hennessey, 0. T. 

39/1 ACRES of clear land in South Dakota, for14° stock of jewelry, fixtures, boots and whoes
or clothing. Fred. Pell & Sons, Leading Jewelers,
Eureka Springs, Ark. 
REAUTIFUL residence, West New Brighton,
U Staten Island , 50 minutes from New York.
Price, $5500, mortgage $2800 ; plot 75 x 120 ; 7
rooms,bath and attic, improvements, steam heater;
will exchange for sante equity in jewelry store.
Schneider, 177 Broadway, New York.
REAM engraving machine, full nickel, in first-
" class order with type cheap, or what have you?
Ad., "Jeweler," Candor, New York. 
nub jewelry store in a thriving town, invoice
tr $5000, exchange one-half for real estate, balance
cash. "S 238," care Keystone.

A1% MOSELEY lathe and coun+ershaft, for shotgun or best cash offer. A. R. P., 3 McDermott
Street, Torrington, Conn.
WANTED stock of watches and diamonds, in ex-
" change for 48 lots clear. Ad., D. M. Bermstein,
173 S. Clark St., Chicago. 
RONN cornet, silver-plated. Colt, 22 cal. repeating

rifle. Keystone typewriter. $7 plating outfit.
The Jeweler, Tonics, Ill. 
A LOT of Keystones, optical goods, jewelry, show
11 Wcases, tools, etc. hat have you ? D. H. Lesher,
Marion, Iowa.
pART or exclusive rights of the .Tebb optometer

• 

for United States, or will exchange for good,
paying jewelry business. Ad., Thos. B. Jebb,
Orillia, Canada, or care Underwood Co., 15 E. 14th
St., New York. 
TINE Conn silver-plated Rb cornet, 1 Conn silver-
o plated euphonium, b baritone, as gbod as new,
with leather ease. C.S.Dustin, Stillman Valley,I11. 
E011 best offer, cash or merchandise, Bb tenor

• 

saxophone, latest model Evette & Schaeffer, in
sole leather case ; same has been used only two
weeks and is in first-class condition. List price of
outfit is $190. Fred McIntyre, Jeweler, South
McAlester, I. T. 
WINDOW regulator, 8 different times, date, week.

day, month, moon, second hand ; 20 hands on
14 inch dial, weight, beats seconds, walnut case,
untiring attraction, run 2 years. Want fine
bicycle shot gun, $50 cash. What have you ? I
am selling out. Carl Straehle, Stanton, Nebr.

RXCHANGE for offer : gramophone, 36 records,
Li Blickensderfer typewriter ; Regina music box,
Farrest wheel, bicycle. Lock box 30, Adair, Iowa.

A FINE wheel-cutting engine and rounding-up
11 tool combined, in first-class order, 2 full sets
of cutters. This engine is especially adapted for
cutting stein-winding wheels and arbors for Swiss
watches as well as other wheels. Will trade for
Barnes or Starr 11 inch footpower lathe. Address,
Martin Nicholson, 2614 S. 7th St., Tacoma, Wash.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
THI• HEADING THREE CENTS pc14 WORD.

SPECIAL notice. I have returned from Porto
° Rico, on account of sickness, and am established
here in business ; any claims against me uninten-
tionally not paid will receive my attention, if sent
to S. L. Ginsburg, 1008 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic
City, N. J., formerly of Pittsburg. 
AMERICAN-MADE balance staffs, 7 jewel grade,
It $1.00 ; 15 jewel grade, $1.25 per dozen. W. C.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa. 

wAtCHMAKERS—for extra large or small platejewels, English or Swiss pallet stones, three-
cornered pins, in fact anything difficult to fit,
send to A. F. Freeland, jewel maker, 376 Wash-
ington St., Boston, Mass. Send parts only.

WANTED, every jeweler in the United States and
" Canada to send 10 cents for sample of Bee &
Campbell's safety watch holder and protector.
Patent just out. Greatest invention for the pur-
pose ever invented. J.H.Bee, New Kensington, Pa.

HALF of my store for rent, suitable for any clean
ml business, not to conflict with optician's work
only. Location and store good. Ad., M. Vande
Veicle, Dunkirk, N. Y. 
ROLLER jewels, 25 cents a dozen (quality fair).
IN W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

EXCELLENT opening in prosperous Illinois
ii town, in groat corn belt. Stock now being re-
duced. 52000 will do it. Present owner MIA
give up business on account of eyes. For details
address, " M 111," care Keystone. 

TIRAND opening for a jeweler and optician to
U rent space and show window in one of the best
located drug stores in Elgin, Ill. An opport unit y
seldom offered will be given right party. Address
"Jackson 168," Room 811 Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago. 
ROLE jewels, 75e. a dozen ; American-made.
51 Can follow any instruction on your part as to
the size of holes. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING CCCCC CENTS PER WORD.

pRESII water pearls and all precious stones bought
1. and sold. Reinhardt, mfg. jeweler, Lincoln, Ill.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
U changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
1 your watch work. Here is the place. NV. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

EINE watch repairing and complicated watches
I my specialty. If you have any jobs you do
not care to do yourself send them to J. Freistadter,
78 Wood St., Waterbury, Conn. Price-list free. 

110 you want a mainspring that never sets, that
11 seldom breaks and at a reasonable price? That

Is what you get when you buy Triple Alliance
springs,S1.17 a dozen. W.C.Bouney,Keokuk, Iowa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

Rom) and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,
U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. %Vadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.

D° vitt use jewels? Does price and quality cut
any figure? If so, write to W. C. Bonney,

Keokuk, Iowa.
THE Elgin Horological School is the oldest and
I most reliable eichool for watchmakers in the
country. We teach watch repairing, engraving
and optics in a thoroughly practical manner.
Write for catalogue. Elgin, Ill.
WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
IT every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, everything
containing gold and silver. Fine gold, silver,
copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established 1870),
727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by
mail or express ; prompt attention given.
VEND your work to John Woollett, expert watch-
° maker for the trade ; fine watch repairing, de-
magnetizing, etc. Mail orders promptly attended
to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.
I CAN turn your Swiss staffs cheaper in my shop
I than you can in yours, say from He. up. Send
old staff for sample. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.
THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some

• 

special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low terms. Address, for information, the
Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill. 
WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-
" pairing? Can replace any part of a ease.
G F Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

AMERICAN-MADE case screws, 15c, a dozen,
11 nice 011CS C Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical institute makes no promises to
prospective students but what we fulfill. Jewelers
will find it to their advantage to take a short
course here during the dull months and increase
their earning capacity. Optics and engraving is
a large addition to any jewelry business. Grad-
uates front some instltutes are only fit for an
apprenticeship. Jewelers will find our graduates
competent workmen. No one can learn all we
teach in a few months. We ask that students
stay with us long enough to become a credit to us
and themselves. None but industrious students
wanted. Dr. Tarbox and Gordon.

PeAR_LSBOUGHT
FOR CASH

We are dealers in American Pearls and Slugs,
and are always ready to make Cash Offers on
large and small lots. Bank and trade references.
  Established 1880. 

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN a co.
3 Malden Lane New York
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FINE Walt SEALS.

COAT or ARMs. CRESTS,

PA ottoorisms,

DESIGNING AND CASTING

OF FINE JEWELRY

20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
FOR THE TRADE

ONLY

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

by

H. 0. JOHNSON
EXPERT WATCHMAKER

ROOM 1339 UNITY BUILDING

79 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO

For 15 years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing !heir finest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
Diploma by the Swedish
Watchmakers' Society,
April 28, 1900, for excel-
lence in workmanship.

Phoenix Jewelry Co.
90 Nassau St., NEW YORK

GHrigadh-e CHAINS
Warranted
to give satisfaction or a new one furnished.

Our Swivels stamped P. .1. Co.

LATEST PATTERNS,
from $9.00 per dozen up.

Write for se.eetion package.

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROLOOICAL
SOCIETY

ENTA NIA Hum, 41) YR,* RN

.6* •

EXF'ER'r
WATOFIMA.(E1.

to the Trade
103 STATE STREET

CH ICA.G 0

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

listimates furnished before commencing
strictly first-class work.

Special attention given to Demagnetizing

COATS OF ARMS
CRESTS

MONOGRAMS
Engraved on Signet Rings
and Steel Dies for High-
Class Stationery.

ADAM PIETZ
Sral Enrraver End Din sinana

1530 CHEISTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA
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NtV aa trinfleerr &C 0Svta. , 

J. 
epy.  1023

W
W 
  984

W B & C Glasses 899
Weiss Jewelry Mfg. Co 

912 d,19096.:3342°
Wells, Chester II.  

  after 984
1NvVesentdseilliv&erCcoorapany  

ft 
Wheeler & Co, Hayden W. ....
White & Co., N  II 

after. 1 . 999442308Whiting & DM's  
Wightman & Hough Co.

Wittnatier, A. . . . ....... . . . after:0990190)359738675
Wood A Sons, J. R.  
Woollett, John  
Wright & Company, J. A.  
Wright Pen Co. 
Wyckoff, Seamans A Benedict  
Young & Co., Otto  

1028, 1903576

after 984

952 j

904

Willson & Co., T. A.
Witsenhausen, L.

Young A Co., O. W. ......
Zimmern & Co., Henry   906
&Mier, II  1035
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Best Auction Sale of Jewelry
on Record

I am now bringing to a close the largest
auction sale of jewelry ever undertaken.
The enormous stock comprised the com-
bined stocks formerly owned by E. Jaccard
Co. and Merrick, Walsh & Phelps, of St.
Louis, Mo., two of the largest jewelry firms
in the United States. The stocks were
acquired and sold by order of the
Mermod=Jaccard Jewelry Co.,
Of St. Louis, a house of national fame.
I was assisted in the sale by Col. T. P.
Moody, an esteemed and highly accom-
plished jewelers' auctioneer, who will hence-
forth be my associate in conducting sales.

For the eight working days preceding
the time of writing this, we sold $12,000
worth of goods, and that, too, in early
August, the most unfavorable time in the
year for selling high-grade jewelry, the best
buyers being out of town.

Why we think that this has been a great
sale is the fact that six other auctioneers
had been selling on this same stock for over
two months and had run the sales clown to
two hundred a day, when I took charge
of it and closed the store for three days and then re-opened
OVER $1400, AND HAVE KEPT IT UP EVER SINCE. 

This achievement should convince any jeweler of the justice of my claim to leadership
among jewelry auctioneers, and the results grandly justified the selection. This is a statement
of fact which I can prove.

In partnership with Col. Moody, I can now do still greater things for my patrons in the
trade. If you arc thinking of an auction sale, write at once.

S. MARTIN

it, and on the first day sold

S. MARTIN
Jewelers' Auctioneer

Long Distance Telephone Number 3234 North

784 First Street

Milwaukee, Wis.

_ • _
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Perfect
THE

Machine

you spend away from your watch work costs you a dol
lar an hour.

If you spend it at engraving, the engraving costs you 
at that rate.

You'd use up at least half an hour engraving

by hand a dozen spoons like those shown

- —50 cents' worth of time.

You could do them

on a NEW CENTURY

machine in one-half that

time at one-half the cost.

If your clerk should do them

--at one-third the cost.
The engraving NVOUld be regular, too.

The time you could save on engrav-

ing would enable you to turn out more

of your other work and get it out quicker.

The style of Napkin Ring illustrated

above retails at 25 cents.
The Script on in at

one cent per letter would

be worth io cents.

The monogram 15 cents— •

25 cents in all.
The value of the article just

A

New Century
machine means

more sales;
better sales;
more profit,

and a bigger bank account

at the end of the season.

doubled by the engraving.

If you had to " send it away,- you

probably wouldn't get it to do ; but if

you did, you wouldn't make anything

on it.

FIGURE THIS OUT YOURSELF

Done on a

New Century
machine,

there would be

50 per cent. more for

you in

your engraving.

The NEW CENTURY gravem may be used either Rotary
 or Angular, with or without pedal as you prefer. It has all the

good features of other machines, and some new ones not 
found in any other—it's the perfect machine. Now is the time to place your

order ; don't wait until •the day before you want it. 
Order now and be an expert by the time the rush strikes you. It's worth

16 cents a day for you to be able to turn out your 
engraving when you want it, and we'll sell you one on these 

terms : $to down

and $5 per month.
Our handsome new catalogue tells all about it. Write for one and get a sample of the machine's work at the 

same time.

THE EATON & GLOVER CO.
87 Nassau St., NEW YORK

LONDON OFFICE-5, Bradford Ave., Redcross St., 
E. C.

Pan=American Exposition, Graphic Arts Building, Section 8
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"When I showed him some watches
he pulled out a folder and compared
trade-marks to make sure the case
was a BOSS case." D. URBACH, Keyport, N. J.

The above extract from a letter just

received has a moral for all jewelers now

purchasing case stock. A chief factor in

the situation this fall will be the intimate

knowledge the public-at-large have of the

BOSS case its history, its merit, guar-

antee and trade-mark. Jeweler Urbach's

customer is only one of thousands who,

.not even trusting their memory, arc likely

to bring with them to the store, the means

of identifying the Jas. BOSS case.

This education of the public, which has

entailed vast expense, will greatly redound

to the benefit of the trade and immensely

facilitate sales. It is easy to sell an article

to any man who is already convinced of

its merit, t11(1 a price very favorable to

the -jeweler is r(:adily obtained in such

instances. The (Aucation, too, will help

the filled case business by helping to

eliminate imposition. Prepare now for the

big BOSS dcmand this fall, and brush up

your knowledg-e of trade-marks, etc., so

that customers already well-posted may be

duly impressed.

19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

COPYRIGHT 1901

5. THORPE ruaLisHER19T & BROWN S7.,' PHIL

4:
Vol. 22 October, 1901 No. I°
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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"When I showed him some watches
he pulled out a folder and compared
trade-marks to make sure the case
was a BOSS case." D. URBACH, Keyport, N. J.

The above extract from a letter just

received has a moral for all jewelers now

purchasing- case stock. A chief factor in

the situation this fall vill be the intimate

knowledge the public-at-large have of the

BOSS case—its history, its merit, guar-

antee and trade-mark. Jeweler Urbach's

customer is only one of thousands who,

not even trusting their memory, are likely

to bring with them to the sti ,re, the means

of identifying the Jas. BOSS case.

This education Of the public, which llas

entailed vast expense, will greatly redound

to the benefit of the trade and immensely

facilitate sales. It is easy to sell an article

tt.) any man who is already convinced of

its merit, and a price very favorable to

the jeweler is readily obtained in such

instances. The education, too, will help

the filled case business by helping to

eliminate imposition. Prepare now for the

BOSS dcmand this fall, zind brush up

your knowledge of trade-marks, etc., so

that customers already well-posted may be

duly impressed.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

I 9th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

a"."1"111111111611611COPYRIGHT 1901
C,1' 13 THORPE rubusR I9& BROWN PHIL

Vol. 22 October, 1901 No. Io



OUR STANDARD Movements Specially Constructed for
Exacting Railway Service

SUPPLIED BY THE WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

18 Size.

New (19011 Model.

TH REE=QUARTER PLATE.
Named OPEN-FACE.

Stem=Wind Movements.

VERITAS—No. 214 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

LEVER=SET.

23 extra fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions;

quick train with gold wheels ; straight line double-roller escapement with steel escape wheel ; poised

pallet and fork ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets, compen-

sating balance ; Breguet hairspring, micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly

mounted on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling

click ; patent self-locking setting device, double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; plates beautifully

damaskeened ; carefully timed, and parts finely finished throughout.

VERITAS—No. 239: 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

21 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion

cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric

regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge ; display winding work;

patent recoiling click ; patent self-locking setting device ; double sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring;

damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and finely finished throughout.

B. W. RAYMOND—No. 240 : 0. F., Lever Set. Nickel.

19 fine ruby jewels (raised gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick

train with gold wheels ; straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating

balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; patent safety barrel with spring box rigidly mounted

on bridge ; barrel arbor pivots running in jewels ; display winding work ; patent recoiling click ; patent

self-locking setting device ; double-sunk glass-enamel dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully

timed, and finely finished throughout.

18 Size.

FATHER TIME • 
Htg., Lever Set.

• O. r., Lever Set. Nickel

2 1 fine ruby jewels (gilded settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train ;

straight line escapement with steel escape wheel ; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-

. jeweled ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; open-face

with patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; carefully timed, and

finely finished throughout.

FULL PLATE. Stem=Wind Movements.
HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

18 Size. FULL PLATE. Stem=Wind Movements.
Nanic,/ 

Htg., Lever Set. i 
HUNTING OR OPEN-FACE.

B. W. RAYMOND 0. F., 4. Nickel.
0. F., Pend.

17 ruby jewels (gold settings) ; adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions ; quick train, straight

line escapement with steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensating balance ; Breguet hairspring;

micrometric regulator ; patent recoiling click ; double sunk dial ; dust ring ; damaskeened plates ; care-

fully timed, and finely finished throughout.

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

GENERAL OFFICES,
76 Monroe St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories, ELGIN, ILLIOIS, U. S. A.
SAFRAg‘XISCO OFFICE, e■CEW YORK OFFICE,

206 Kearny Street. II John Street.

SEE JOBBRS' LIST LOR. PRICE, OR, WRITE, THE, COMI- ANY

TTRADE
11 REMO WO Foster 1110. CO. EE MARK 
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Makers of First Quality Gold Filled

VEST CHAINS AND LOCKETS
Chain is Polished
with Planished Links

Locket for 2 Pictures
Satin finish. Opal set.

I373 CHAIN. 1871 LOCKET.

We Make a Large Line
of these goods, besides Bracelets, Pins, Cuff Buttons, Ear-

rings and Hair Chain Mountings, incl every piece is guaranteed by us.

329 SET.

Sterling Silver in Green Silk Case.

CIGARETTE CASE

MATCH BOX

CIGAR CUTTER
KNIFE

NIGHTINGALE PATTERN
in full sets for the Toilet and Manicure make a rich
display when put up' in cases, and they meet with
ready sales.

You want a profitable business all through the
season, and the way to secure it is to have jra goods
in your stocks.

Fa. Goods are finely finished and they
wear well.

Ask your Jobber for prices ; you will find them
much lower than others.

1925. KNIFE

EDGE FILE.

Nightingale Pattern.

Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

Sutztzessors. to

FOSTE,R.,

100 Richmond Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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1853 Our 48th Anniversary 1901

As Sole Agents for
The Celebrated Mainsprings

Free of Charge
This Handsome Cabinet

with three drawers and a series of twe ny-six hand-
somely decorated tin boxes, marked with sizes,
grades, class, number, width and strength by
Dennison's gauge. These boxes are fitted to the
Cabinet, and are specially intended for the loose
mainsprings which naturally accumulate in every
watchmaker's stock. We will send one of these
Cabinets free with an order for one gross of
,6742.1. American or Swiss Mainsprings.

Size. 15 inches long, 10 Inches high, and 914 Inches deep.

Capacity. 10 Gross American and Swiss 0.68. Springs.

List of Styles, Sizes, Widths and Strengths of Ale-l• Springs by Dennison's Gauge.

STYLE Co.'s
No.

1 03111.111 
2

3

4

5

'7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

80

E-14.

r2t7' _ 

vr•

ttl•

111111=11111111  
All11111111M11  

111.1111111  

■-tr.

rre•

2201

2202

2203

2204

2205

2206

2207

2208

2210

2211

2215

2216

2217

2218

2219

2220

2221

2222

56

249

441

56

454

342

39

153

258

432

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i DESCRIPTION
.4
:5..
'-.

Strength STYLE Co.'s
N o.

No
iii DESCRIPTION

-5
a, Strengt

--___-= ___
----- -0211.13 Waltham, F. P., 0. M., Old Style 19 2 31 812 18 Elgin, Double Braced, Class 1, 20 3. .

3 " F. P O. M N. S  19 2 32 812 18 " " " " 2,20 2-------=-----7-_, 

3 " F. P., N. M., wide barrel . 20 2 33 812 18 " " " " 3, 20 11/21211111A

3 " F. P., N. M., O. F 16 2 34 812 18 '4 It 
" " 4,20 1eti, ( —, .'z-_-= ._Mi

3 " F. P., N. M., P. S.  21 1 to 2 35 813 18 " 0.S.,Single Brace,Class 1, 20 3___-,-.. raj

3 " F. P., C. S., narrow barrel 14 11/2 36 813 18 " " " " " 2, 20 2eri. -=-._.no

3 " F. P., C. S., wide barrel . •

i " 3/4-plate IItg. and 0. F. • •

i " 34-plate Fltg.,0.E, nar. bar.

16

14

12

11/2

2

2

37

38

39

-- .-W 813

 813

817

18

18

16

" " " " 3,

" 14 44 44 
" 4,

" Double Braced, Class 1,

20

20

18

11/2

1

4

.

A"'

c --EP

L " 3/4-plateIltg.,O.F., wide bar.

" 3/4-plate Key and S. W. . .

16

10

2

2 to 3

40

41

817

817

16

16

,, ,4 44 
" 2,

i , .. It " 3,

18

18

3

2idre- _

I " S. W.  8 5 to 6 42 819 16 " Old Style Single Brace . 18 2 to 3- _ ITIA

3 " S. W., Pend. Set  10 41,t2to5 43 824 6 " Double Braced, Class 1, 10 5&d.- ---------TX

1 11 
86 W., Pend. Set  

i 44 
S. W., Pend. Set, regular  

19

11

4 to 5

7

44

45

e- v• L---,..- -1. -25- 824

824

6

6

,, ,4 44 
" 2,

,, ,, .1 44 3,

10

10

41/2

4tI

/ ,, S. W., Pend. Set  7 6 to 7 46 824 6 44 Old Style Single Brace 10 41/2. 

) 4, 
86W Pend. Set  ., 7 7 47 825 0

•

,, Double Braced, Class 1, 4 8__•- __ -_i

1 " Vanguard  23 3 48 ----, 825 0 " " ,, " 2, 4 71/2

I Columbus, New Style  

4l 44 41

20

  15

2to21,t2

3

49

50

--- nd_-4, 825

  825

0

0

" " ., " 3,

" 0:c1 Style 

4

4

7

6otEZNIMIMEMIl

14 46 II
  10 41A2 51 812 18 " New Style, Tongued . . 20 11/2to2

I Illinois, " "  20 1 to 2 52 —  • 6 64 14 It 44 6 . 10 41/2

16 III 11
  17 11/2to2 53 ....K.. . 18 IIoward, N.  19 2

44 44 41 8 41A2toti 54 • 16 " L.  19 3-- g

I IIampden, " "  20 1 to 2 55  - 6 44 G.  11 7,,,,,,.  =g

I it It 44
  20 3 56 18 Rockford, New Style  20 11/2=--- 1-

) 11 it 41

i Trenton, " "  

  9

21

41A2

1

57

58 • • •

6

18

4, ,, ,,  

Lancaster,  

11

18

5

2

.

,.

1 ■1 44 16
  10 4 59   • 18 N. Y. Standard 20 11/2iv-

Hampden, 400  5 7to71/2 60

.

44
  10 4(d ie . „k.:-__7-,.--4.:4

1(

0(

1

1

1

1

if

4

1

1

1E.

The 4,413110 MAINSPRINGS, for all styles of American and Swiss Watches, are so well known to the expert and most
critical watchmakers that further claims are unnecessary.

N^:0

Now is the time the Retailer is looking around, and wisely,
too, for his Fall Stock of Gold Cases. We have been getting
our Fall Line of gold cases in from the various factories for the
past month, until now our assortment is complete, containing from
the Finest, Hand=Made, Richly Carved and Diamond Set
down to the Lighter Weight and Cheaper Cases, in all the
various sizes and prices.
We would ask you to at least hold your order until you see our

stock. If none of our travelers happen to get to your town write
in fora selection, as we send selections to responsible jewelers.

At this time we mention only one case:

14 K., 0 size, Bascine, Satin or Polished, Single Diamond.
Price, $23.40 net cash, (according to Keystone Key).

The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in American Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

Some Facts in Regard to Our Watch School
We will give you an education along the lines of Watchwork

and its kindred trades so complete that you can hold a. position after
it is secured for you. We do not offer a lot of impossibilities. We
cannot teach you all there is in the several escapements in two
hours, nor can we teach you Engraving and Jewelrywork in three
days or less, but if you want to get a good, thorough knowledge in
these different branches, we can give it to you from foundation to
pinnacle. We do not require you to make a watch, but that you
should be able to make one there is not the least question, for if
you cannot make the several parts how are you going to supply
those parts when missing ? Rely on someone else ? That won't do,
for half the people you rely on will not or cannot give you the cor-
rect solution. There is only one royal road to the top, in any trade,
and that is to put yourself in possession of all the points pertaining
to that trade, so that you do not have to rely on others. There is
a certain class of people who will always ignore theory for the
simple reason that they know nothing of it themselves, yet in this
day and age we know that the man with the technical knowledge
accompanied with practical work, is the one who gets the high
positions. This is the kind of workmen we turn out. We give
you a course of lectures in theory, that you may know and can
figure every part of a watch, and thoroughly understand the action
of these parts, else you are not the man to repair these same parts
when out of order. These lectures consume no part of your time
in school hours, as they are given at night sessions. Eight hours
every day we require you to give your attention to practical work,
doing everything required in a jewelry store, but not as some of
these workmen do it in some of these stores. We require that it
shall be executed in a workmanlike manner, and will see that you
can do it that way before you are permitted to leave it. •

Now which do you choose, just a smattering, just a dabble, here
start to finish, so that there is not the least possible chance to fall down?.

When you go out of our institution with a recommendation YOU ARE POSTED, and cannot only get a job, but can hold it, as nearly two thousand
of our students can testify. Now is the time for you to consider and decide.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE, which we will gladly furnish.•

Address, BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

and there, in Watchwork, Jewelrywork, Engraving, etc., or a good, thorough knowledge, from

Horological Department Peoria, Illinois.



Ive have added many new Boxes to our already well-known line, and are offering to the trade goods which are attractive for style, quality and price.We can list on this page only a few of the desirable numbers carried in stock, and ask that dealers get our complete Catalogue and Price-List beforeplacing their orders.

Fleur-de-Lis, Paper,
No. 1939. White Paper, fine,

Assorted Colors, fine,

The Fleur-de-Lis Boxes are assorted
jewelers' use. Our printing is carefully and

Per Gross.
$2.25

1.90

Per tiross. Per Gross
Printed. Per Gross. Printed.
$2.75 No. 1639 F. Fleur-de-Lis, Paper, 6 in nest, $i.88 $2.382.25 No. 1639. White Paper, fine, 1.751•75 2.12 No. 141. " good, 145

in three colors-Cream, Rose Pink and Light Blue. They are a tasty, pretty box and are very desirable forneatly done-always giving perfect satisfaction.

PAPER RING BOXES
Per Gross

Per Gross. Printed.
No. 1553 F. Small Ring Box, Asst. Colors, F. D. L., 813.00 83.50
No. 1554 F. Medium " " " " " 3.12 3.62
No. 1550 F. Large " " " " 3.25 3.75
No. 1553. Small " " White, fine, 2.65 3.00
No. 1554. Medium " " " " 2.75 3.10
No. 1550. Large " " " " 2.90 3.25

We also have Thimble Boxes in Fleur de Lis
styles, as well as other styles of Ring Boxes. See our
1901 circular for prices.

SATIN-LINED PAPER JEWELRY BOXES
Per Dozen.

No. 554 L. For Large Brooch, . . *1.12
No. 554 M. " Medium " . . . .90
No. 554 S. " Small " or Locket, . .80
No. 550. " Scarf Pins, • . . . .80
No. 534. " Sleeve Buttons, . . . 1.25

A new line of boxes suitable for moderate-
priced jewelry which does not justify an
expensive box. It adds much to the attrac-
tiveness of a holiday present to deliver it in
a fancy box. Color is a beautiful blue, with
white satin lining.

All prices quoted on
this page are subject
to discount of

We carry a full stock
of Boxes for Silver-
ware, Silver Novel-
ties, etc. See our
Catalogue for sizes
and prices.

WATCH BOXES
Per Dozen.

No. 541. Watch Box, Fine Paper, Velvet Lined, $2.62
No. 75. " " Good Plush, Satin " 2.75
No. 77. " " Leatherette, Velvet " 3.00
No. 290. " " Fine Velvet, " " 4.75
No. 596. " " Good " " " 3.75

Prices include stamping in gold leaf in all
numbers except No. 76, on which there is an
extra charge of 25 cents per dozen for stamping.

for honest and liberal
treatment of customers
is everything in business.
It is not gained in a day,
nor a week, nor a month,
nor even a year ; but it
is the result of years of
hard work, honest deal-
ing and an earnest desire
to please. For several
years past it has been
our custom to give a
page or two of testi-
monials from recent pa-
trons. We again take
Up the custom with a
liberal batch of kindly
assurances from our cus-
tomers that our methods
are right and our
promptness unusual.
Their praise is warm,
and shows that our years
of patient toil have had
their reward. What we
have done for others we
can do for you the
opportunity is yours.

Shreveport, La., June 3, 1901.

Messrs. Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen : Your check, No. 101, for old gold and

silver received, and as usual very satisfactory.

Yours truly, E. J. Kassel.

Jackson, Mich., May 6, 1901.

Gentlemen : Your check came to hand yesterday
morning and it is perfectly satisfactory. Thanks.

Yours, etc., W. W. Child.

Flint, Mich., April -1, '01.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Received the check ($22.20) for the old
gold and silver, which is satisfactory.

Yours truly, B. S. Clark.

Ottumwa, Iowa, April 13, 1901,

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, IP.
Dear Sirs : Yours of the 12th inst. at hand, enclosing

check for scrap sent you. Same is perfectly satisfactory.
Yours respectfully, Chas. Peek.

406 Church Street.

Ashtabula, Ohio, May 6,01.

Messrs.: Check for 441.78 received. Your estimate Is
quite satisfactory ; better than I have usually done on such
lots of stuff-especially the 621/, dwts. mixed lot.

Very respectfully, etc., Jas. K. Stebbins.

Ifawarden, Iowa, June 13, 1901.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Draft received for old gold entirely satisfactory. My

estimate was $25.20, or 50 cents below yours.
Respectfully, C. B. Graves.

Butler, Pa., May 24, '01.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : I received your check for $26.19, which is
entirely satisfactory.

Yours truly, Chas. A. Godwin.

Kenton, Ohio, July 6, 1901.
Gents.: Your check received ; same is satisfactory.

Our business relations have always been mutually satis-
factory. Respectfully, F. Carr.

Logan, Utah, May 13, 1901.
Dear Sirs : Your remittance of 11th received, and as

usual it is perfectly satisfactory. Please accept our thanks
for prompt answer. Yours truly,

Cardon Jewelry Co.

Jerseyville, Ill., May 12, 1901.
Goldsmith Bros.

Your check for $25.02 in payment for chain and case
received. Your figures and mine (I made a careful test)
are so nearly alike that I tun more than satisfied. Your
estimate is 2 cents more than mine. You surely deserve
the jewelers' trade. Thank you kindly.

John E. Boynton.

Dallas, Texas, May 28, '01.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Dear Sirs.: Your check for for $33.10 for gold bullion
is received. The sale is satisfactory and I am obliged to

Yours, etc., Hugh A. Peck.

Bloomington, Ind., June 22, '01.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gents.: You beat me almost $1.00 in estimate of old
gold and silver. I figured it about $6.25, so of course your
estimate is all right.

Yours, Al. Smith.

Augusta, Ill., March 27, 1901.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Dear Sirs: Yours of the 26th, with check for $30.22,
entirely satisfactory.

Yours truly, Chas. It. Watts.

Greenville, Texas, June 1, 1001.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Your check for $46.75 in payment for gold to hand.
This amount is satisfactory.

Yours truly, U. A. Pfaettle.

Lockport, N. Y., March 20, 1901.

Goldsmith Bros.
Dear Sirs: Thanks for prompt cheek. Well pleasml---

will send more later. Johntnitwatm.

Shelbyville, Ky., May 1, 1901.
Gentlemen : Your check for $45.96 received, and

satisfactory. Yours truly, Max Greener.

Gadsden, Ala., April 29, 1901.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

We accept, with thanks, your check to cover old gold
and silver account. The amount sent us is entirely satis-
factory and we appreciate your promptness.

Very truly yours, C. F. Cross & Bro.

Watertown, N. Y., July 24, 1901.
Gentlemen : Check received to-day for $35.67, and is

very satisfactory. Yours truly, J. S. Baird.

Lincoln, Nebr., July 10, 1901.
Gents.: I din in receipt of your check tor *15.47 in

payment for gold case sent July 8, 1901, for which please
accept thanks. Yours truly, E. Hallett

Rockwall, Texas, August 2, '01.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Check perfectly satisfactory. You will
hear from me again. Respectfully, E. A. Gomez,

Toulon, Ill., April 6, 1901.
Gentlemen : Your check for $27.50 received to-day,

which is perfectly satisfactory as allowance for old gold and
silver sent to you. Thanking you for same, and for such
prompt remittance, we remain,

Yours truly, Grange & Thornton.

Arcadia, Wis., July 6, 1901.
Gentlemen: Your offer of $15.40 for old wild is satis-

factory, and 1 accept enclosed check for same.
Yours truly, E. A. Kersting.

Keokuk, Iowa, July 8, 1901.
Gentlemen : Accept thanks for check $46.25 received

in settlement for gold and silver.
Respectfully, T. R. J. Ayres & Sons.

Rockford, Ill., July 5, 1901.
t;entlemen : Cheek received ; same is satisfactory.

Yours truly,
The New Rockford Watch Case Co.

Livingston, Ala., April 2, '01.
Dear Sirs : I have yours of the. 29th, together with

enclosure us stated. Al any thanks for your promptness.
Yours very truly, W. A. Curry.

Elgin, Ill., May 9, 1901.
We beg to acknowledge receipt of your favor of the 8th,

covering cheek in payment of sweeps No. 46.
Illinois Watch Case Co.

Decatur, .,.July 20, It.
Your check for 053.60 to hand and very satisfactory.

Very respectfully, It. Post & Son.

Red Wing, Minn. April 5, 1901.
;milkmen : We received your cheek t' or 'S11.90, which

is perfectly satisfactory to us.
Very truly yours, lItinenstein Bros.

Memphis, Tenn., August 9, 1901.
Check received. 0. K.

C. L. Byrd & Co.

Velvet, Telescope style, . .
" with Hinge, . . . .
" Fine, with Hinge imd Catch,

Leatherette, " 4.50
2.12

Prices include stamping in gold leaf in all numbers except No. 550,on which add 25 cents per dozen for stamping. Send for a sample ofNos. 55o and 594.

OCTAGON VELVET BOXES
No. 654. For Brooch Pins,
No. 650. " Scarf "
No. 634. " Sleeve Buttons,
No. 625. " Screw Drops,
No. 622. " Studs, . .

Per Dozen.
$5.50
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.50

A new box this season. Comes in assorted shades of velvet ; is
carefully made and a beautiful box in every respect.

SEE OUR FALL, SUPPLEMENT to our illustrated Tool and Material Catalogue for additional styles of Jewelry and Silverware Boxes;new Tools, Jobbing Stones and new goods added since our list has been issued. If our Catalogue has not been received, send us your business card anda copy will be sent free of cost.

E. J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio
Refiners, Assayers and Sweep Smelters

nnn Street 63 Washington Street, CHICAGO ILL
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W. Green & Co.
GREEN

Successors 

BROSto
Itnporters, Exporters, Manufacturers and Joblters of Fine-Grade WatchMaterials, Tools, Optical Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies

6 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

w Green & Co. succeed the old=established firm ofGreen Bros. and continue the business at the old address,6 Maiden Lane, New York. They have not removed toany other location, and have no connection with any other house.
ANNOUNCEMENT—To customers of the old firm of Green Bros. and t6 the trade generally:

•

MAIDEN
LANE

The old-established firm of Green Bros., 6 Maiden Lane, New York, was dissolved by mutual consent on August 30, low. Mr. W.Green succeeds under the name of W. Green & Co., successors to Green Bros.The new firm of W. Green & Co. has purchased the entire good will and interest of the old firm, and conducts business atthe old stand, 6 Maiden Lane, New York. Customers of the old firm of Green Bros. are particularly requested to rememberthe firm-name of W. Green & Co., and to address their mail to the old address, 6 Maiden Lane, New York, and thusavoid errors and delay.

Messrs. W. Green & Co. have a staff of practical, competent employees in each department of their business. They havelargely increased the well-selected stock of the old firm and may justly claim to be the foremost house in the trade.Messrs. W. Green & Co.'s line comprises fine-grade materials, tools, optical goods, watch chains, silk guards and generalsupplies for watchmakers, jewelers, engravers, opticians, silversmiths, etc.Green Bros. catalogue, trade=marks, mainspring guides and charts and copyrights of all kinds are now owned and controlled solely bythe successors of the old firm of Green Bros. The catalogue and accessories are the personal work of Mr. W. Green and are the best oftheir kind ever issued for the convenience of the trade. Their present standard of usefulness will be maintained and they will continue to
be made a leading feature of the business. The catalogue ought to be in the hands of everyone interested. The lowest market prices will
in all cases be adhered to.

Registered Trade Mark and Facsimile
of Wrapper on the Imperial
Mainsprings

Exact cut of Imperial Spring
coiled and tagged.

The Imperial Mainsprings are guaranked for one ',ear.P:ach Spring bears the word "IMPERIAL."Each Spring is tagged with the Name and Size ; for FINISH, TEMPER, ELASTICITY and DURABILITY they have no equal.REGISTERED
The Accuracy, Fit, Finish and Fine Quality of

"IMPERIAL" MAINSPRINGS
REGISTERED

are known to nearly all reliable jewelers. Many others would use these Mainsprings if they would only give them just one trial--that is all we ask.
New customers invariably report their regret at not using them long before. After handling the Imperial Nlainsprings for months, they are

astonished that few or none at all come back broken. Experience has proven that they are the most reliable mainsprings made.The " Imperial Mainsprings " are made exclusively by W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New York,successors to Green Bros.

MAIDEN
LANE

A complete list of these celebrated Mainsprings is printed on the opposite page. ler

W. Green & Co.
GREEN

Successors 

BROSto

Import et s, Exporters, Manufacturers and Jobbers of Fine-Grade WatchMaterials, Tools, Optical Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies

6 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

•

MAIDEN
LANE

Fac-Slmile of No. 2203 Imperial American Springs, Coiled and Tagged.

Sone Genuine unless marked " Imperial " and bearing our Registered 
Trade-Mark.

Impettal' atitsplings
are the best, the most reliable, have

quality, finish, strength and durability, 

are Coiled and tagged, put up in
the most convenient manner, and are

" Guaranteed for One Year."12.00
Per Gross.

.00
Per Dozen.

.MAINSI3RINGS
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Cabinet

Sent

Gratis

with 36

screw-top

bottles.

The Cabinet Itself is worth $6.00
and is far superior in appearance
than is represented by the cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
With a first order of one gross of the "Imperial" American or Swiss

Mainsprings, we send gratis our improved handsome polished Solid Black

Walnut, Oak or Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, shown in cut. It is well made,

cabinet finished and dovetailed throughout, and the cover closes with a
patent snap lock, nickel-plated. It is the only cabinet made that will
properly systematize and keep in thorough order the many American and
Swiss mainsprings necessary at the present thne, and will be greatly
appreciated by all watchmakers. Belittles being very useful, it makes a

very handsmne appearance. It has twenty drawers, with fancy knobs,
brass trimmed, and the top is arranged in grooves for thirty-six screw-top
bottles for watch and jobbing materials. It will hold 6 GROSS " Imperial "
American or Swiss Springs. we also include two sets of perfonded

gummed labels, with name, number and size of the springs, so the drawers

can he numbered 00 desired. These numbers correspond to a directory of

all American springs which is 'whited on the inside cover, showing the

correct style, width and strength by Dennison's Standard Mainspring

Gauge, and the proper numbers and names for ordering.

w. Green & Co.
Successors

t° GREEN BROS.
6 Maiden Lane, N.V.
Importers, Exporters, Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Fine Grade Watch Materials, Tools, Optical
Goods, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies.

I CUT THIS OUT and keep it for reference. 1

G) 
Latest Mainspring Guide;47

The followIng list glows the CORRECT STYLES, WIDTH —and STRENGTH by DENNISON'S sTANDARIA
Mainspring Gauge and the proper NUMBERS and NAMES for ordering the

Registered Trade Mark and Facsimk
of Wrapper on the Imperial
American Atainspnags Gr.
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5..uct cut of the Imperial Spring.

wiled and tagged.

The Imps-la/Mainsprings are ruaranteedfor On, year.

Each Spring Gears the word "IMPERIAL."

Each Spring It tagged with the Name and Size; for FINISH. TEMPER, ELASTICITY and DURABILITY they have no equal.

NOTE.-By stem the member eo Restate
eau aerm In Ailing order.

No. Size Name
Description of

Price $12.° Waltham.
Movement

GIB arrBel ........ 

PGilt Darrel  litlaMte"

,NIckel and Gilt Barrel, nWldeo  Full Plate

t". Nickel and GIB Barrel, "Narrow,'
P....Nickel sod Gilt Harrel 

G111 glavreL o Narrow"

Gilt Barrel, "Wide'. 

Description of Barrel

2203

2404

'2205

2400

2407

2249

220S-
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2227

2225

'2209

'2210

2211

3223

2224

221.4

2213

2217

2219

2210

2420

Old Style 

New Style 

New :Model 

New Model O. F 

Pendl. and Lever Set

Creeeent St.  

Crescent St. 

V rd Movement Steel Barrel

Barrel

Barrel

Lever Set  .711cke1 and (alt

Pendt and Lever Set. 11388 .,,,....,..,..810e1

Pendant Set, 1899 MudeI 
42

Pendant Set, 1805 Model :72 

Adams M. and (Yes Card. . 

 Steel Barrel 

 Gilt Barrel 

Old 51710  Nickel and6GTIll BiEltarernertel, .1 Narrow,'

New Style  

• 

racket and GIB Barrel..1Wlelte•

Pendant and Lave• Set  lil
0

Pendant Noe 

10 Hey Wind CO 
%oda Lever Set  . Nickel and Gilt Barrel

O Pendant and Lever Set   1.4.. Nickel and Gilt Marvel

Li..10 Pendant Set 
ik 

Steel Barrel

land° Old Style 0..01Ickel and Gilt Barrel

 Steel Barrel 

Steel Barrel  

.0111 Barrel 

O Pendant Set

2221 U0 Pendant Set 

2226 mv, Pendant Set 

W. GREEN & CO., Successors to GREEN BROS., 6 Maiden Lane, N. V.

Steel Barrel

 Nickel Barrel

Steel Barrel  

Tull Plate

Full Plate

Full Plate

Full Plate

Lull Plate
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); Flare
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Elgin.

Fac-Simile of an assortment of " Imperial " Swiss Mainsprings coiled and tagged

None Genuine unless marked" Imperial " and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark.

1 —All mail should be carefully addressed to W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane,"1111
New York, to avoid errors and delay
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Lancaster or Keystone.

No.
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If you arc coming to the Pan-American
Exposition you will then sec our line of

Draw Benches
other tools. If you cannot conic, do

not fail to send for our Illustrated Catalogue.

EVERY ILLUMINATED
SHOW CASE

that leaves our factory is right. The most attractive, most up-to-date show case made.
They represent honest workmanship and best materials inevery particular—the finest quality glass, carefully selected andthoroughly seasoned stock—no possible chanco of disappoint-ment through warping, joints opening or poorly-fitted doors.
One year or twenty, as long as you use them, the samesatisfaction is there. Thirty-seven years of reliable show-casemaking is your guarantee.
How about Wall Cases ? We make them.

CANADIAN BRANCH
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

4..L. CZ/NE a' v. pet

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490=1492 Niagara Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

Evoill Plogiossive Watch Boolici 
realizes that the repair
absolute accuracy and

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB is due to the
interchangeable. As many or as few attachments as desir
parts ordered years hence will fit perfectly.

With the WEBSTER=WHITCOMB fully equipped with attachments and chucks, a repairer standsready to meet any emergency that may arise in his work, or to replace any missing part.

We claim beauty of design, convenience, elegance of finish, highly nickeledand polished surfaces, and spindles and bearings hardened and ground.
The most careful inspection is given tools before leaving the factory.
Having doubled our facilities by the addition of factory space, as made necessaryby the increased demand within the last two years, we expect to be able to carry acomplete assortment of Lathes, all regular sizes in

Chucks, Slide=Rests, Jeweling Rests,
Pivot Polishers, Wheel Cutters, and
Universal Heads and Plates, thus enab-
ling us to fill orders promptly on receipt.

of so delicate a mechanism as a watch requires
reliability in a lathe. The popularity of the
accuracy with which it is built. All parts are
ed can be purchased, with our guarantee that

American Watch
Tool Co.

Waltham, Mass,

ASHER GREEN
Late of Greotl.

644-
OM

IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS

.. AND JOBBERS OF ...
1‘11

Fine Grade Watch Materials,

. . . TOOLS . . .

Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies,

Optical Goods, Etc.

Prompt Attention given to Mail Orders

and the Selection of Watch Materials.

Genuine American Material our Specialty.

Filled and Rolled-Plated Chains.

Fire Gilt and Solid Nickel Chains.

Rolled-Plate, Mounted
and Plain

55 MAIDEN LANE, giiit (15uarbs & fo6 etjains

wor‘ Oct. 1st,  iya/

To the Trade:

I beg to announce to my many friends and patrons of past years

that I have withdrawn from the firm of Green Bros., and will 
hereafter

transact business under the firm name of GREEN & COMPANY. I heartily

thank all my friends for their past patronage, and all orders sent me

in the future will be appreciated and promptly filled. The quality of

all goods, at the lowest market prices, will be guaranteed. 
ORDERS

WILL BE FILLED FROM ANY CATALOGUE.

When ordering from a catalogue, to avoid mistakes please mention

FROM WHICH CATALOGUE you are ordering.

Estimates will be given on application upon any article pertain-

ing to the business.

For thirty days from date hereof, all orders received will be

sent express and mail charges prepaid.

Thanking you in advance for any favors you may confer upon me in

the future, I am,
Sincerely yours,

ASHER GREEN,

Late of Green Bros.

Io49

REMOVAL NOTICE
We beg to announce to the trade that we have removed to 

Nos. 16 & 18 Maiden Lane,
having fitted up the entire floor with a complete new stock. Mr. 

Philip Sloves, who for many

years had charge of the material department of Green 
Bros., being in charge of the same

department with us. .With the increased facilities for filling orders, 
they will leave New York

the day of their arrival. Our specialty being genuine American materials, our patrons will

find it to their advantage to send us their orders. 
Quality of all goods at the very lowest

market prices will be guaranteed.

ORDERS FILLED FROM ALL CATALOGUES



MORE
CAS
FOR
OLD
GOLD
AND

SILVER

One of our Smelting and Refining Rooms

WHY WE CAN GIVE IT

/
'Ii'

Did you know?
I. That the lenses in our " 800" grade of steel spectacles

7 1l 
interchange with the standard I eye size ground lenses
generally carried in stock by the trade?

MORE LIGHT
ON AN

IMPORTANT SUBJECT

Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.We handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silverconsigned to us.
If we were in the smelting and refining- business exclusively, our expenses and refin-ing costs would be i5 to zo per cent. of the value of old metal received, the same as that of otherrefiners. We therefore place that much higher valuation on all old gold consigned to us.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY
consignments are received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay),

CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED EXPRESS PREPAID
in exactly the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
40c. per dwt. for 10-karat
44c. " " " 11
48c. " " " 12
52c. " " " 13

24c. per dwt. for 6-karat
28c. " " " 7 "
32c. " " " 8 "
36c. " " " 9 "

Highest Market Price for Old Silver

ft

44

44

56c. per dwt. for 14-karat
60c." 66 14 15 64

64c." 66
" 16 66

68c." 66
" 17 "

72c. " 44
" 18

Send us your large consignments
Send us your small consignments

Both receive the same prompt and careful attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

93, 95 an 97 William Street 57 Washington Street
Near Maiden Lane (New Location)

New York Established 20 Years Chicago

2. That "800 " grade frames are made with neat screw and

pin joint to facilitate the changing of lenses?

3. That our " 800 " grade is the lowest-priced line of inter-
changeable steel spectacles on the market?

How can you afford to be without " 800" grade?

Ask your jobber to quote prices on following styles:

No. 80034 and 807 Plano Cx.

No. 814'4 and 8174 Dcx.

No. 825 and 827 Pcx.

We send descriptive circulars but open no retail accounts.

Manufacturing Opticians

Established 1870 Daily Production, 10,000 Pairs



Take Advantage of the General Prosperity Now Assured
by always keeping a good variety of 

They best meet the general desire for something good and handsome

( QUALITY,
Mark guarantees STYLE and

( FINISH.

Our Trade

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN
AMERICA

at a price that affords the RETAILER a good profit.
We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinementfor more than fifty years.

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES.

M. B. BRYANT & COYork. Newa d  e 
Lane

Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from 

M

A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES
Your stock of Materials and Tools is probably low—neg-lected during the rush of the busy season. We wouldlike the opportunity of filling a sample order from you, andcall your attention to a few of our specialties listed below.We guarantee prompt service and first-class goods. Wehave had twenty years'experience in filling material orders.
* STAR " Brand American Mainsprings, extraquality, crocus finished, are now put up in enameled anti-rusttin boxes. Special, 85 cents per dozen ; $9.25 per gross.Dalance-Staffs made for American Movements, and American-made Cockand Foot Jewels, in settings, to fit the following movements, at 65 cents per dozen. If notsatisfactory, money cheerfully refunded.
Waltham, 0, 1, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, 65 cents dozen.Elgin, 0, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 cents "Hampden, 6, 16 and 18 " 65 centsIllinois, 6, 16 and 18 '•Columbus, 18 ''Rockford, 18 •
Trenton, 18 • •N. Y. standard, 18 "Seth Thomas, 6 and 18 "
Atlas and Sun Dial, 6 and is .,

*I, STAR " Brand American Roller-Jewels. one gross (12 dozen) nicelyassorted in walnut cabinet, 12 bottles, forthe leading makes of American watches,perfect fit. Special price, complete,$2.75,or 25 cents per dozen.
Swiss Cap Jewels, 20 cents, 45 cents,75 cents and $1.25 per gross.
Swiss Roller-Jewels, oval or round, per

gross, 25 cents.
* " STAR " Brand American Long

Case-Screws, best quality, one gross (12dozen), nicely assorted in walnut cabinet,12 bottles, for the leading makes. Price
complete,Special, $1.75 (dozen,ao cents).

German Silver Bows, first quality,
American sizes, 2, 3, 4 oz., assorted, onedozen on card, 25 cents.

Rolled-Plate Scarf Pin Backs, round
twist, assorted, per dozen, 65 cents/square, per dozen, 6o cents.

Best Plated Scarf Pin Backs, round,
assorted, per dozen, 3o cents.

Gilt Scarf Pin Backs, round, assorted,
per dozen, so cents.

65 cents
65 cents
6s cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents
65 cents

1,

1,

1.

.1

American Pendant Screws, L very
handy screw for holding in stern, pergross, well assorted, so cents.American Spectacle and Eye-GlassScrews, assorted, per gross, 75 cents.Mascot Pivot-Drills, per dozen, 30 ctS.

* " STAR " Brand Pin-Tongs, extra
stiff, best quality, put up in separate sizes,in box, per gross, 75 cents.

Seamless Gold Filled (12 K.) Watchnows,o, 6, 16 and 18 sizes, round, assortedon card, per dozen, $1.75 ; antique, perdozen, $2,00.
Gold Solder (N) Brand, low karat, very

easy flowing,per dwt.,2o cts.; 6 dwt.,$1.00Silver Solder, first quality, (N) Brand,
in X oz. sheets, per sheet, 35 cents.Silver Crowns and Stems, one dozen
nicely assorted on card. Per card, coo cts.Elgin and Waltham Pendant-Set Bars
and Sleeves, one dozen, assorted, in box,61.15.

American Winding Stem Combina-tion, containing 4 dozen stems and keysof all sizes suitable for Waltham, Elgin,Boss, Brooklyn and Dueber, completeoutfit ; per box, thoo.

lir All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., B1r7o7aCitZ, New York

THE

B•Gt0-
AUTOMATIC

cLo5EDcofTY CArci/LN
PATeNTE0

IN ThE UNITED STATES
AND FOREIGN C011NTRIFS.

US PATENT
NO. 676.G40 JUNE 18-190L

IT LOCKS irszt.r AUTOMATICALLY WHEN YOU CLOSETHE PIN AND CANNOT WORK LOOSE UNTIL YOU OPEN IT

BIPPART, GRISCOM & OSBORN
Sole Manutasjurcts,

CUL HAILSIIALL AND nALsev 813„ NEWARK, N. J.

L. LELONG & BROTHER
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED Prompt attention given to

Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us
by mail or express

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE southwest Corner

Ilal.scy and N4nr.sim I I St t-4,:.etesSWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY Nevvark, N. J.

"Time"
"ALBERT BROS.

CLOCKS"
Send for the Big Illustrated Catalogue—free

There may be

some clocks not

shown in our cata-

logue—but we

don't think you'd

miss them.

We've aimed

to make our as-

sortments include

every style that

will meet with a

quick sale by the

retailer, and give

satisfaction to his

trade. There's no

better line of

clocks anywhere

and there is no

doubt that the

prices are right.

■:.-4\11.:.,*,

" Time' s Up"
Get this Catalogue free

"ALBERT BROS. for CLOCKS"
" No wide-awake jeweler will want to be without our Catalogue"

ALBERT BROS.
Wholesale Jewelers an Importers

4th 0 Plum Streets Cincinnati, Ohio



jG. A. D. CO.
CHAINS

H asvaettigsentieonnt ire

for more than
40 YEARS.

Our third offering through The Keystone

..:c14,1,Ilior 3, 1901

Made with and without pendants, by

2308 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.
ESTABLISHED 5888

This School is endorsed by all
manufacturers and first-class watch-
makers and jewelers, and teaches
everything needed in a first-class
jewelry store. Send for circular.

Comanche, I. T., Sept. 17, 1901.ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL.
Gentlemen :—Allow me to thank you forthe courtesy shown me while attendingyour school. I often think of the fewmonths I spent in your college and whatadvantage it has given me over the compe-titors I meet who have had no horologicaland optical college advantages.
I would not take any amount of moneyfor what I learned at your school. The

knowledge I have acquired in your schoolgives use new hopes far the future. Thank-ing you again I, remain, Yours truly,
BEET It. CASE.

We have hundreds of eImIlar tekOmonlels
on Ills In our office.

Through our " New Mail Order Department," we offer you
Warranted Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS,
all sizes, from 00 to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in

any assortment of sizes desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on

French overstitch machines.
TRADE-MARK

Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

JOHNSTOVVN, N. Y.

The same bags neatly printed, at $1.50
per gross. Add I0c. (ten cents) per
gross extra for orders to be mailed, and
always send remittance with order.

The Nauman Co., Waterloo, Ia.()f

When Watch is in belt, or pocket,
the Chain attached to Watch winds it-
self up on spring inside of Brooch Pin.

No jewelry store
Is complete
without one.

..21 G. A. D. CO.
CHAINS

Have given entire
satisfaction

--\

for more than
40 YEARS.

Caution to
Watchmakers

Our " U. S." Mainsprings
are acknowledged by watch-
makers throughout the United
States to be the best springs in
point of finish and quality, for
the money, ever placed on the
market. We desire to maintain
this reputation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore
call your attention to the fact
that an imitation spring re-
sembling the " U. S." has been
offered for sale, and in some
Instances, we are informed, has
even been placed in " U. S.
boxes. To guard against this
deception we would suggest that
you exercise the utmost caution
in making your purchases, and
insist that the trade-mark
" U. S." appear engraved upon
each spring.

Ask your jobber
for them

If You are in Love
with Miss High Price

We also make
Demagnetizers
for
Direct
Current

Patented Jan. 29,

THE "SOUTH BEND " WATCH DEMAGNETIZER
For Alternating Current.

Sold on a strict guarantee. Sold by all jobbers. Has many points of merit over all others,Will remove all magnetism. Order from your jobber or from
THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

We make Chucks
which we guarantee
true, hard and properly fffitted for any make of
lathe.

Let us true your
Chucks and fit you out right.
set of Chucks•

We make a specialty of Chucks and our Catalogue
just out, describes and illustrates our line and specialties.

_

Fleming's
Patent
Corrugated
Universal
Case Springs

These two ladies are not very favorably disposed towards
us, as we refused to employ them and they were forced to seek
employment with some of our competitors.

We are ready for business, and have for your inspection
moo different styles of Io K. Solid Gold Stone Set Rings
in the latest designs. We will send you a memorandum
package to make a selection from ; we pay express charges
both ways and give you January ist terms on goods selected.

We advance three reasons why it pays you to handle our
goods:

I. We give manufacturer's price to all without
distinction.

2. We exchange any unsalable styles for other
patterns of stone set rings at any time.

3. We size and keep our rings in repair for
two years after you have sold them.

Hardinge Bros.
1036 1.-incm311-2 Ave., CHICAGO, ILL,.

Buy the Houghton Face-Plate, manufactured by us. None Better.

who have had any experience with Gasoline Gas Lamps that the only ones that have stood the test and alwaysbeen satisfactory, reliable and ready for use any and everywhere, and especially adapted for Jewelers are the

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., wimp
aotrcthers

Mofaterial

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

of which OVER 100,000 have been in daily use for the past four yeats in Stores, Homes, Churches,Factories, Streets, Mines, etc., in nearly every county of the U. S. at an average expense of about

No other lamp has such a record and our prices are much lower in proportion than other lamps that haveno record.

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM di. McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYE-GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E''

ealx

400 Carolle Power lialo Lamp
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THEGRAPHOPHONE
Prices, $5 to $150

Type AB
Using BOTH large and small cylinders Price, 25

Type AB arranged for Large Cylinder

You can make your own records
on the Graphophone. Other talk-
ing machines lack this, the greatest
charm.

The Graphophone is the best
talking machine. The real voice.
All the volume. All the tone qual-
ity. The same brilliant effect as the
original itself.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade

rNTERTAINS
al"fr VERYBODY

anif
EVERYWHERE

Latest New Process Records

Small Records, 50 cents each
$5.00 per dozenGrand Records, 1.00 each

Send for Catalogue 41

Type AA sl

Price,8

Send cash with order to nearest office

Columbia Phonograph Company
World's Headquarters for Talking Machines and Supplies

NEW YORK. 93 Chambers Street
BOSTON. 164 Tremont Street
PITTSBURG, 615 Penn Avenue
BALTIMORE, 110 East Baltimore Street

WASHINGTON, 919 Pennsylvania AvenueCHICAGO, 88 Wabash Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO, 125 Geary Street
MINNEAPOLIS, 306 Nicollet AvenueST. LOUIS, 720-722 Olive Street

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut StreetBUFFALO, 645 Main Street
LONDON, 122 Oxford Street, W.
PARIS, 34 Boulevard des Italiens
BERLIN, 65-A Friedrichstrasse

BEST IT WILL PAY YOU
to send us your OLD GOLD, SILVER, FILINGS, POLISH-
INGS, SWEEPS, HAND -WASHINGS, ETC.

PRICES IT PAYS US
FOR
OLD
GOLD

to make Prompt and Honest Returns.
We want your trade and wish to keep

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
22 K., 88c. per dwt.
20 K., 80c. "
18 K., 72c. "
16 K., 64c. "
14 K., 56c. "

61

66

12 K., 48c. per dwt.
10 K., 40c. " "
8 K., 32c. "
6 K., 24c. "
4 K., 16c. "

Silver and Platinum at market rates.

66

66

it.

cii.tioArgs.1.7

RPE RT UTNu SRP FR

OLD GOLD,.
SILVER.FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

a c

FINE GOLD AND SILVER FOR SALE, EITHER ROLLED OR GRANULATED

AND TI B1HAGSTOZ COMPANY,1uhhhu d

SILVE
R SMELTERS, REFINERS 709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia

AND ASSAYERS

WORKS : Riverside, Burlington Co., N. J.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating- to their business, saw at once the

''IDEAL" CASE.beauty, utility and cheapness of our

It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled

plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished

shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs six

inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DimEisisioNs :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf

12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, ornamented

with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Wall Cases• Solid Oak. S feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high,
I foot 4 inches deep inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Nlorton's steel

chains and weights. Inside of case and shelves lined vitli black felt.

Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

Made and Sold by

Union Show Case Co. 167 Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cor. Loomis Street
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Main So Court Sts.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Manufacturing Jewelers
Importers of Diamonds

Jobbers of Watches

VrA

RINGS a Specialty
SELLING AGENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING LINES

CLOCKS SILVERWARE CUT GLASS
Ansonia
Waterbury
New Haven
Gilbert
Seth Thomas
American Cuckoo

Rogers 1847
Wm. Rogers
Poole
Queen City

While visiting the Pan-American Exposition,
call and inspect our lines

Bergen
Celebrated Line of

Cut Glass

E.stubli.shed
1858

517

N. 153

No. 152

Catches
Gold

10 K. and 11 K.

Joints

No. 151

German Silver

151
No. 151

Gold
10 K. find I I lc.

JEWELERS' FINDINGS

No. 13

No. In

f
No 130

Gold-Plated
Spring Hat Pin

Tops

888888
888888

No. 29

Eyeglass Snaps
I. p. and 10 N. Gold.

We manufacture all kinds of

N 55

Gold Filled
and

Japanned

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers

Chicago Office:
103 State Street, Columbus Memorial Building.

Only.

115

Iruzorporatccl
1898

No. 415

Gold
10 K. and 14 K.

No, 414

Combination Rings

No. 31

No. 52

Rolled Plate No. 28

N. 33

Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers.

Geo. II. Fuller & Son Co.
Pawtucket, Rhode Island

MANUFACTURERS OF

EWELRY& Si LVERWARE CASES
PAPER BOXES, TRAYS, CHESTS,

LEATHER GOODS.

329-335 BROADWAY, BUFFALO, N.Y.

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

If you visit the

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

Pan-American Exposition
100.WV■A•TA•r■41•••■■••••■r..410.1■AsTaioryorii,

Give us a. Call and Inspect our Plant a.nd Faxilities
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JOBBING STONES.
Genuine Ruby, Emerald and Sapphire Doublets:

Nos. 4 to 10, 5oc. per dozen ; Nos. 12 10 LI) 75C• per dozen ; Nos. 16 to 20, $1.00 per dozen ;

Nos. 22 t 2.4, $1.25 per dozen ; Nos. 26 to 28, $1.50 per dozen ; No. 30, $1.75 per dozen.

Best Quality Imitation Doublets
any color or size to No. 30. Per gross, $4.00 ; per dozen, 40c.

Real and Imitation Whole and Half Pearls
it priccs the lowest, consistent with good quality.

The following assortments are always kept in stock:

IMITATION DOUBLETS, cheap quality, . . . per gross, 81.50

HALF PEARLS, fine quality, (Nos. 4 to 141. • 1.50

IMITATION TURQUOISE, round and square, (Nos. 4 to 14). .75

GENUINE DOUBLETS, assorted colors, (Nos. 4 to 24)• • 9.00

A complete line of

R. P. Vests, Dickens,

Fobs and Lorgnette
Chains. Selection
package to respon-

sible Jewelers.

CASH DISCOUNT 10 PER CENT.

Jos. B. Bechtel ei Co.
719 Sansom Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Silk Vest Chains,
Guards and Fobs.
Plain and mounted
in great variety.
Fire Gilt Chains
" to burn."

New American Movement RELIANCE
Which is all that its name implies

GUARANTEED THE EQUAL OF ANY MOVEMENT MADE

Every

y 1011111111(1,

rt RELIANCE0
American Manufacture

16 Size ; Three-quarter Plate 
' 
• 7 Jewels ; Nickel Damas-

keened ; Quick Train ; Cut Expansion Balance ; Straight
Line Escapement ; Exposed Pallets ; Breguet Hairspring;
Safety Pinion ; Polished Steel Regulator ; Exposed Wind-
ing Wheels ; Dust Band • Stem Wind and Set ; Hard En-
ameled Dial ; Marginal Figures

Price, $3.5o

Less 6 per cent for cash
Hunting, Lever Set
Open-Face, Pendant Set

The super-excellence of this movement will be seen upon 
examination. Made by

one of the largest Movement Factories in America, by 
the most improved and

latest automatic machinery, insuring accuracy and 
precision, and finished by

skilled labor.

Movement Guaranteed

Accept no Gilt Substitute
All Jobbers Sell Them

Fits all thin model 16 size cases

There is nothing as good

RELIANCE WATCH COMPANY
103 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Ledos Mfg. Co.
34 & 36 Pearl St., Newark, N. J., IL S. A

AlAfsilll'ACTURERS OF

11V81011 CaSe materials atld Jewei 
INTERCHANGEABLE STEMS AND PIPES

CIS' FingillgS 6 oz. or 18 s. or 16 s.
POR ELGIN

18.,1:ioi
4 or.

FOR WALTHAM

s.

18.. IS s. IS ,

Crowns, Pendants, Bows, Springs, Solders, Fine Enamels, etc.

NO WafCliMakei can afford to be without this Combination Set. Saves time and annoyance.

4 \:1,1i14 essiiiiii,41111111111111111;--
ir

001(11MINI
Ihky 01

11,

Mansard New Geneva

Screw Plate. For Threading Pendant-Set Stems.18, 16, 12, 6 and U sizes. For all makes. <11

Igf 1$1
Sleeve Tips.

There will be no more breaking of sleeves if yottuse these. For Is, 16, 12, 6 and U sizes.

Ask for Set of
New Movement Winders

Complete Set of Crown Taps.For all sizes of lever and pendant-set crowns.
Complete Set of Pendant Taps

For any make °lease. Is, 16, 12, 6 and o sizes.

0 s

The Numa Spring.
PAT. MARCH 14, 1893.

The most perfect spring made in lockor lift. Can be used in place of a solid steelor any other spring. Presents an unbrokensurface in watch case center, making the caseabsolutely dust-proof. Every spring perfectlyfinished and guaranteed.

As
k 
th
em
 f
or

 o
ur
 g
oo

ds
. 

Felix Combination Spring.

CORRECT SIZES
of ANTIQUE

CROWNS

mm

CORRECT SIZES of
SWISS CROWNS

Sizes as per number
oil Millimeter Crown

Gauge

Li oz.

3 oz, or
1", s.

2 oz.

117

SEZWELS

rt.--1-(-1?00 00000000

•
■;-•,fs: 14 KARAT SEAMLESS GOLD FILLED. •

12s. or
8 s.

6s. Reg-
ular

Olt
11

to fh,

to

8, 71.1. to
7:Z

751% 7 to

to 0

to

f■!,,-.1. to 5

4X to

‘14, io .1

to

to 3

Better Values for the Money Than Has Ever Before Been Offered in.('

WATCHMAKERS' BENCHES

Our line of " OUR PERFECT" Benches are not cheap in price, but when quality 
and finish is considered they are the best value in benches on the market

to-day. These benches are thoroughly well finished in each and every particular, and are made 
from well-seasoned lumber by skilled and careful workmen. They are

really a fine bench—a satisfactory bench ; the kind that you have been looking for 
these many moons. There are benches and benches, but " OUR PERFECTS" we

can confidently recommend as the best.
66 OUR PERFECT" Bench will prove an ornament to any store, as it is a fine piece 

of furniture. The drawers are dovetailed together and have bronzed

trimmings, which are a great improvement on the old-style knobs as they never Come off. 
Those with curtain tops are made perfect and work exactly like a fine desk,

so that when the bench is closed every drawer is closed automatically.

Each of these benches have an apron drawer, including a canvas, ready for use. We 
guarantee each bench as represented, and, if not satisfactory, can be returned

to us. For the cheaper line of benches, see our catalogue. Below you will find " OUR PERFECT" line of benches illustrated, with )rkes attached:

1

1,1
1,
11,

I 
I,

1

,111

BENCH No. loo8. In Solid Oak, oil finished ; length 44
inches, height 40 inches and width 26 inches. Price, .p24.00

1111'
'' 111111 1 1 111ii,,,

,

BENCH No. tom. In Solid Oak ; length 40 inches, $11.00height 40 inches and width 20 inches. Price,

1E.stablishecl 1870

11,111
141

ouR rElift-c
wAR 

,„ 
rcHILD4 413ciocAc,t

BENCH No. woo. In Solid Oak; length 44 inches, height, $21.00
40 inches and 26 inches wide. . . . Price,

Our

700-page

1901-2

Catalogue,

just out,

will

be sent

FREE

upon

application.

252.52.525

ME
,z,,Or_SFELCr

ViSSTGV01_
0,S,C0t.,

BENCH No. loll. In Solid Oak ; is 4o inches in 
$10.00length, 40 inches high and 20 inches wide. Price,

swARTcHILD 8( COMPANY 
siHouse

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO—Silversmiths' Building
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The Water Clock
was a means of computing time with theancients. The clockmaker of those dayswas somewhat of a weather prophet—withthe computations of the variation of hisvarious timepieces, according to the humid-ity or dryness of the atmosphere.
Imagine keeping the time of day in ajug! or the perplexity of a Pharaoh tryingto keep a date and finding that some thirstysubject had drunk the clock dry!
Even this was somewhat reliable com-pared to some of the present key-windingclocks, with their tremendous variation inspring power.

THE CLOCK THAT WINDS
ITSELF, with the even ten-sion on its mainspring, is asmuch superior to the COM-MON OLD KEY-WINDING
CLOCK, as the key-windingclock was better than the an-cient Egyptian's water jug.

The key-winding clock will soon be as little usedas is the key-winding watch. Progressive peopleput the CLOCK KEY in with the HOURGLASS and SUN DIAL.

Your up- to customerswill want this clock. Send for
catalogue and order at once.We are rushed, but will fill your
order as quickly as possible.

et The 20th century clock" is a self-winding, striking mantelclock, made in many different styles for the mantel, withpendulum or lever, hour and half-hour striking movements.

G UARANTEED
Booklet and full particnlars will be forwarded on request

National Self-Winding Clock Co.Manufacturers of 
SELF-WINDING AND

SYNCHRONIZING CLOCKS Address Dept. 1 Bristol, Conn.

Stbuis ClockaiSilverware Co.
1902 

CATALOGUE
Mailed October 1st

To The Dealers Klfr.,,..40.,,c4,A.K1A-.(5,t-40,0,t-tou•Pmii-5,-cltriu ,

l' If it has not reached you, drop us a postal card. Takes 4but a minute, costs you nothing and might be of great benefit

to you. We've spent hours, days and weeks compiling the I
6

l' 
same with the utmost care. cAs a book of reference it has 4

if 
no equal (we think). It is not an old, stereotyped annual

catalogue, but a nen, right-up-to-the-minute l'

etel Encyclopedia of Jewelers' Merchandise

4.v,)-4if 41 n‘fik..3N 001/0+ rok,45•1* nklik 1., ilklik 
~, iwfik-In K•41$0u

The Leading Features
Uniform Low Prices The Latest Designs

The Most Detailed Descriptions

Do not be without it. Awaiting your commands, we are

Yours very truly,

St. Louis Clock ad Silverware Co.
419 North Sixth Street

EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE St. Louis, Mo.
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S. MARTIN

$ Jewelers' Auctioneer
VW...WM,

•

784 First Street
Long Distance Telephone

Number 3234 North MILWAUKEE, WIS.

••••••••■•...

HERE are auction sales and auction sales. THE
MARTIN SALE is a jeweler's auction sale as
distinguished from an auctioneer's auction sale.

What will it avail you to get rid of your stock, if you lose
your reputation in so doing ? My clients' interests and good
name are alike sacred to me. I not only guarantee a suc-
cessful sale, but also that you will stand higher in the
community as a result of the sale, and that your business
subsequent to the sale NVIII be better than before, THE
MARTIN SALE has proved the salvation and the

rcmaking of hundreds of jewelers. Whether you con-
template a sale or not, write me.

L11%%%%%11%11%,1%16411%%%%110■4•11%1111,111,SW‘W%11%11,

Standard Tools
At Commercial Prices
If you look for Stamp

K. & D.

SIMPLEX SOLDERING
CLAMP. No. 46

An extremely practical appliance. The
broken ends may be readily brought to
the desired position for soldering by
bending the wires as indicated.

IMPROVED
YANKEE ROLLER REMOVER

Nos. 68 and 69
Covering till sizes of' rollers. No. 68 for

small, No. 69 for large sizes.

K.á fl

IMPROVED BALANCE SCREW DRIVER AND HOLDER. No. 22
Can remove and replace screws while balance is in movement, andhold same while undercutting. Superior to all others, as springblade extends beyond tool and can be readily placed in screw slot.

1=11111=111111111111111M=1-
BALANCE POISING CUTTERS, No. 21

For reducing Weight of timing screws. Covering statulard sizes. Reversible head.

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N.H.

TIDD'S STAFFS
are carefully made of the best material
obtainable, they are finely finished and
fit perfect ; made in two grades, gray
finish, body polished pivots, for low-
grade movements, $1.25 dozen; highly
polished staff body and pivots for high-

grade movements, $1.50 dozen.

OUR COCK an
FOOT JEWELS

are made of Sapphire, Ruby and
Garnet, expertly mounted, guaranteed
perfectly true, stripped with sapphire

tool. All jewels have olives holes. Two qualities:
Garnets $1.25, Sapphire and Ruby $1.50 dozen.

Our Red X Cross Mainsprings
will give you perfect satisfaction, they have stood
the test for ten years. We guarantee them not to
break or set, and will replace any imperfect or
broken ones free of charge. Try them. $1.00
per dozen, $11.00 per gross.

Your money back if not satisfied.

TIDD & CO.
Columbiana, Ohio

NI, 2 Power .liar.
1-2-1111 size.

NO. 5 Pillin Drop PreSM.

1-5•Itil

No. 2 B Foot Press.
1-28th size.

No. 1 A Foot Press.
1-21ith size.

No. 1 Screw Press.
1-35th size.

Nit. 2 C Power Press.
1-33d size.

HEADQUARTERS
JEWELERS' AND SILVERSMITHS'

[Send us samples of the
work which you wish to
make, with production
desired.]

No. 7 A Power Press, Geared.
1-450h size.
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No. 3 D Power Press.
I-32d size.

MACHINERY

MOSSBERG ei GRANVILLE MFG. CO.
150 Nassau St., NEW YORK

No. 9 Rolling Mill.
1-150th size.

No. 2 I mtw Such.
1-125th size.

No. 5 Automatic Drop Press.
149th size.

No. 6 B Power Press, Geared.
1-43d size.

An All Plate-Glass Case on the Kade Knock-Down System
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The Most Practical, the Most Artistic
and the Best Case Made

For the Jewelry Trade.

THIS IS NOT A CHEAP ONE.

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD
is what you ought to consider when buying Fixtures.

ALSO, DON'T LET THE FREIGHT SCARE YOU— 
fre'ght. is just as high on cheap

Fixtures as on good Fixtures. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY on the Fixtures if 
it's

good Fixtures you want, and on the freight by our " Kade Knock-Down 
System." So get in

line, fit up y011t store and get your share of trade. Now is the time to 
begin remodeling.

WRITE US, STATING YOUR WANTS.

" ENCYCLOP/EDIA AMERICANA OF MODERN 
FIXTURES"

is our New Twentieth Century Catalogue of Store Fixtures—a book 
that should he in the

possession of every jeweler. 272 pages, size, 7% x I I inches. Sent only on receipt 
of 2.) cents.

of 
°Jay:, at fa(mdatttil,l)ir to you, even if you don't need Fixtures at present. 

in fact, a

If its from WINTER, then it's right. LET US HEAR FROM YOU.

Kade Safety Adjustable Brackets are the best. Write for circulars and prices.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Established 016, Sheboygan, Wis., U. S. A.

"SPECIALS"
Good Until November 1st ONLY

Round and Square Needle Files, . 75 cts. Doz.

Set of 5 Fine Screw Drivers, . 

• 

35 cts. Set.

Best Plated Pin Tongs, Assorted Sizes, 33 cts. Gross

American=Made Case Screws,

Watch Tags, .

▪ 

10 cts. Doz.

36 cts. Thousand

Paper Boxes and Jewelry Cases
We manufacture a complete line of Fine
Paper Boxes, Jewelry Cases, Trays, etc.
Send us list of Boxes needed for Xmas.
trade. We \yin quote lowest prices. Will
send samples of anything required.
Send for our new price-list.

ueen City Material Co.
JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

332 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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S. F MYERS CO., NEW YORK
call attention to the thirtieth issue of their annual publication, which excels all similar works and is undeniably the
handsomest and most complete catalogue of their lines ever compiled. It maintains its reputation as the standardauthority for all the reliable, new and choice designs in the jewelry world, and quotes the lowest current prices.

The New York Jeweler ctl'otge 10141902 Now Ready
Progressive merchants throughout the country have built up profitable trade in desirable side lines

by using this catalogue. It is delivered free on receipt of satisfactory business card.

_

"Nowserfa.ara,.

vs‘

EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO

500 Pages 8 x 12. 30,000 Illustrations

Jewelry and Kindred Lines
An idea of the assortments illustrated is shown by the fact that there are over

1000 Designs in Diamond Jewelry ; 2000 Designs in Watches ; 3000 Designs in Emblems ; 5000 Designs in Gold-Plated andSilver Jewelry and Novelties, and proportionate displays from our Silverware, Cut Glass, Lamp,
Musical, Photographic, Optical and Jewelers' Supplies Departments.

S. 
F. myERs CO.,  MANUFACTURERSyers  u ildi n, g.J 13

and 35 Liberty Street

{ B4E8 R aSn dA5N0D ml aMi dPeOnR T EnRe I

Address Department K 10 when sending for Catalogue

NEW YORK 1

Useful an a Practical Tools for the Up-to-Date Watchmaker
The Perfect Balance Wheel Truing Caliper
The latest and most perfect parallel truing caliper made.

EVERY WATCHMAKER SHOULD HAVE ONE. Price, $ 2 . 5 0

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

Our 1902 Illustrated Jewelry Catalogue will be 
ready for distribution about October 1st. Every regular established Jeweler

entitled to one. If not on our list, send us your name.

NEW IMPROVED

King Bee Engraving Block
Complete with attachments, including pad,

$5.00

eft er

iii
 PifiTTIPtt

1 1 e9T

&owing the Illoelt Complete with 0.11 Ilase on Ring P.d.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

B. F. NORRIS, AL1STER & CO
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Dealers in Optical Goods, Tools, -10305-107 State St., Chicago, Ill.
• Material and Jewelers' Findings, WI -1

,
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Mr. Jeweler: What are you going to do about your Holiday 
Engraving

Let us suggest that you arrange to take a four or six-weeks'
 course at the Illinois School of Engraving before the rush 

season commences. This would

enable you to do your own Engraving and save you the 
trouble of depending on others to-do this kind of work for you. You will undoubtedly remember the

trouble you experienced in this important matter of 
engraving.

We have Instituted a Correspondence Course in letter and 
monogram engraving to cover the same work 11,, that langld our Attendant C ourse.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE• SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
We have put on the market an engraved plate, 4;.,;,' x 23

4, containing the script, old English and block letter alphabets. For who do engraving this will be found very useinl for r
eference and to

transfer front. The price is 85 cents.

Send 30 cents for our latest style sheets, 8 x12, of 
which the above is a reduced copy, you will find it usefu

l in your business.

We would be pleased to have you write us for 
particulars regarding our school and its work.

A. J. CLOW, Proprietor.
ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING, Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILL.



Highest Quality Lowest Price

Jas. BOSS
Screw Back an Bezel

Cases

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen : I sell only cases that
are guaranteed for twenty or twenty=
five years. I have no one coming back
complaining, and I am not afraid to face
a customer after he has bought a watch
from me. Friends and neighbors all
around me carry watches I sold fifteen
and twenty years ago. When ordering

cases I always ask for "The BOSS.),
When persons ask the price of cheapest
gold watches I inform them that I do
not handle that kind of stock. I have
about a dozen of old brass cases with all
kinds of trade marks and guarantees
that I bring out to show what cheap
watches get like, and can generally sell
a good watch then. I have been in
business twenty=eight years, and of the
hundreds of watches sold in that time I
have had but few to exchange.

THOUSANDS OF JEWELERS have written us letters of .which the above
is a type. It is suggestive and gratifying that during the present year our patrons seem
especially eager to make known to us their appreciation of our stand on the vital question
of quality. The reason is manifest. At this time of unbridled competition jewelers
realize more than ever before that the maintenance of quality is their mainstay and
salvation. 'They recognize that the BOSS case is one secure bulwark between them
and danger.

are the lowest-priced filled

cases on the market. When

we raised the quality of

Jas. BOSS Screw Cases
while the quality of other

makes was being continually

reduced, the makers of those

others predicted that the trade

would scarcely appreciate our

action, disinterested though it

was. We knew better and our

action was based on our knowl-

edge. The very fact that we

raised the quality evidenced our

implicit faith in the trade ; the

result has evidenced the trade's

implicit faith in us. To-day, the

BOSS Screw Back and

Bezel Case is recognized as

the only screw filled case which

reputable jewelers can safely

handle.

B -6 48

12 Size, S,1).00

B-7I2
Is Size, S1(i.(11)

19th 0 Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.



Fifth Ave. and Market St., PITTSBURG, PA.
Manufacturing Jewelers Diamond Importers

SOLID GOLD, 10 KARAT, TWO-PICTURE LOCKETS
e*<,

No. 1056
Plain, each, $3.150
Diatnond Set, 8.71;

No, 1097
Plain, each, 84.50
Diamond Set, 10.00

No. 1064
Plain, each, 816.00
Diamond Set, 12.00

No. 1098
Plain, • each, 88.00
Diamond Set, 16.00

I GRo ti - mtv\y'ecitmfre„ Assr P
-- • OR'tOvs

1/200z ForWaltham 18'0M. 1 Doz For ELGIN .18'
. . 18' NM. Yz . . ' 16'

02 . . .16" Ya . . . 12'
92 . . 12, Y2 . . . 6'
Y2 • . . '6 Ye , . 0'

1/2 • . . . 0' :v ,, . Columbus 18'
. . :Hampden IV YIL ,. . 6 '

ye . . . 61 Y2 . ., Rockford 18'

Y2 . . Illinois 18' Ye .
. 

6'
i2 . . 6' Ya . , I.Patenderd IV
iv • . SethThomas 18' 'AI .. . Trenton 18*

Price, $1.25 per Gross.
22 Varieties, Assorted. Made to fit all American Watches.

A new tool,

that you CAN
REMOVE the
TIGHTEST
RIVET in a
brooch, etc.,
with ease. It
only needs a
trial to be ap-
preciated by the
trade. The tool
is held in the ,. ' i ,0 Gilt Bearing, Regular Joint assorted 3/., to 174 in  $ .85 Gross

vise w h e n in I li '•:i.'V, o 11- 11 11 11

G. S. 
85 "

use. 1 ' i J' Gilt Spring, 41

46 

85 "IS 11 11 11 11

S. 
11 11 11 11 85 "

,   11 1t 11 14 11 1  no "
1  DO .Each, $1.25 Cut is '..„'," ', size Gilt Nos.16% and 25, Flat Joint, " " " " "

G. S. " •
Gilt Joints for No. 163. and 25 Pin Stems 75 "

G. 8,, 116 4. 64 66 t• 41 61 64  75 "

Gilt Skeleton Pin Stems, assorted ....... . . . . . . . . . .  50 "

;•

i ade expressly for
CROSS & BEGUELIN, NEW YORK.

Set of 5 Niekel-Plated Screwdrivers. Similar to Must
40 cents per Set.

SCREVV cAse REMOVER

White Sets, Turquoise Center
No. 1096. Per dozen, $18.00

White and Colored Sets opal Set.
No. 1227. Per dozen, 4413.80 No. 1412. l'er dozen, $13.80

White Stone Star
Pearl and Opal Crescent

No. 1057. Per dozen, $18.00

IT WILL MOVE A
TIGHT SCREW CASE
WITHOUT A SCRATCH
OR MAR. Substantially
made and provided with
two sizes of concave rub-
ber cups, this most pefect
device is one of the handi-
est things for the watch-
maker's bench. Watch-
makers, jewelers, case re-
pairers and dealers are
aware of the fact that
screw eases will sometimes
become set, and to start
them with the hand is
quite impossible, but with
PRESCOTT'S SCREW
CASE REMOVER they
will start at once.

TRY THEM
and see how you like them.

Solid Oak Ca.binet FREES

with your FIRST order for One Gross
" Regcnt" Mainsprings

60 Metal-Top Vials, $1.50 extra.

"REGENT BRAND"

Easiest Fitting Case Spring Made.
Made in 0, 0, 10, 18 Sizes. Both Lifting
and Catch.

Price, 50 cents per dozen

White Seth White Sets, Colored CenterNo, 1105. Per dozen, 1816.75 No. 1120. Per dozen, $1113.20
White and Colored Sets

No. 1291. Per dozen, $16.20
White and ("olored Sets White Sets, Colored CenterNo. 1247. Per dozen, 016.75 No. 1456, l'er dozen, 616.75

"MEV'
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White Sete, Colored Center
No. 1462. Per dozen, 816.75

White Set White and Colored SetsNo. 1400. Per dozen, 816.75 No. 1334. Per dozen, $1.9.25
White Set and Pearls White Seta

No. 1335. Per dozen, 819.25 No. 1336. Per dozen, 819.25

Choice of finish in Solid Gold and Gold Filled Lockets : Bright Finish, Roman and Satin. CROSS & BEGUELIN SILVER-PLATED WARE, ETC.
Import7C1fRorgIriMaglID3SI,a

nn 
 cRrisr, 17 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK



TIte Latliec Howe Journal for October t901

Seine Prettily Set Tables
THE FIRST OF A NEW SERIES OF pICTURE-FAGES

By Ja!lei McKenzie Hi11, of the Boston Cooking School

TABLE LAID FOR DINNER
WITH DETAIL OF ONE COVER

A tow stew bowl holding a
polled fern Is placed on a
sliver tray. These are filled
with water and thed with
orange blossoms very
loosely, that each Wasson,
flay be distinct. Theta.!
Wise feet In dlarneter. The
centrepiece is thirty Inches.
space of about twenty

Inches /nay be allowed lot
each cover. The cover in
<lodes service and oyster

plates, serviette with narne•
card,. oyster ,fork, eoulaSkwora

Solves for I Ish and roast, and Ion,
or the Ilsh. roast and 5:11.111.

TABLE LAID FOR GREEN
AND PINK LUNCHEON

Betake plates which hold
fringed serviettes, bread.
and•butter plates holding
butter •preader, water.
glasses, and Waives and
IA," tor the tIrst two
courses, are laid on six
linen serviettes. The silver
I ur each HI the other
courses Is laid in place be.
fore t he serving of the
course. Aservielle Is blued
IC the centre of the table for
11.c...bra. Pink Welgelia
with foliage, In four green vases.
rest 011 MY0a dollies outlining a
square about the candeiabra.

7111,,,;,,thteri rj2t(1;:: f,0111,;Ve„ti/.1:;,0y1.,

A PAGE
ADVERTISEMENT

Era
.‘1.4

DINNER TABLE LAID

WITH ENGLISH RUNNER

The table Is covered with a
damask ctoth cleating the
floor nine Inches. Down
the centre, marking the
plate Item, Is lald au
English runner, embrold.
ered in rose design. Each
course Includes • service

in one issue of

THE LAMES' HOME JOURNAL
COSTS $4000.00

THE READING COLUMNS CANNOT BE BOUGHT

In the October number, just issued,
on the page here shown (reduced size),
our hollowware and flatware was used, as the
expert having the matter in charge decided
that our goods best illustrated what is correct
and proper in the way of table furnishings.

This article, together with our column advertise-
ment, makes a very striking and noticeable page that
cannot fail to interest all dealers selling our "Silver Hate
That Wears." The circulation of this October numberwill be

900,000 COPIES
and is only one of the several hundred publications used by us to stimu-late the sale of our wares through the dealer.

The Fall trade is sure to be the largest on record. It would therefore bewell to place your orders early.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
Successor to

U.e'a
E

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.

Page 23

Silverware
For the Table
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Our
"Silver Plate
that Wears"

sO unit crsally and favorably known.tket articles
nur make are recoknited and accepted 110 11,,

trade and public as the stmaiard of the emit!, and
are generally used hy experts where examples In
the rowel heantlhol table effects me desired.
Particular people, wishing table silver to conf,maC ith what Item rect In fashion andgodd tsste.should
NOTE OUR TRADE HARKS SHOWN BELOW

see 11,1 each piece they purchase bears unr

Hy

■Vo'11::111';!
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Leading deal.
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MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.. .Meriden, Conn.
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

B. THORPE, Publisher.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts of
the United States, Hawaii, Porto RiCH, Philippines, (Wan],

U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, Mexico anti Canada 
(except

Newfoundland); single copies, regular issues, 15 cents;

special issues, 25 cents. To Foreign Countries 10 Shillings
(82.44) per year; single copies, 1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, WI101.1 sent by mail, should
IR' Made by Posi-011iee Money Order, Bank Check or Draft,

or all Exp.ress Money (triter. When neither of these ean be

procured, send the money in a Registered Letter. All

Remittances should foe made payable to THE

KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address changed,
SIIIIIIIII give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising rates furnished on application.

No advertisements but those of a reputable character will be

inserted.
To Advertisers—Copy for advertisements must reach IS by the

25th of each month to insure insertion in the is.11, of the fol-

lowing month. Notices of changes in advertisements should

reach Its not later than the 20th of the previous month.

Correspondence—We invite correspondence on all matters of
interest to the trade. Correspondents must invariably give

their name and address. We do not, however, hold ourselves

responsible for the opinions of our correspondents.

All communications should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE,

19TH & BROWN STREETS,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 103 STATE ST. PH I LA DE LPH I A , PA.

AUSTRALIA, BOSCH, BARTHEL S. CO., 106 PITY STREET, SYDNEY, N. 5, W.

GREAT BRITAIN, ANGLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 54 HATTON 
GARDEN, LoNoon, E. C.

J. RAPHAEL A CO., RI CLEREENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E. C.

BOTWRIGHT A GREY, 13 SPENCER ST., CLERNEN WELL , LONDON, E
. C.

TO UNWRAP YOUR KEYSTONE, SIMPLY PULL THE ST
RING

Index to Advertisers on page 1183
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The Holiday Number of The Keystone

THE November issue of THE K EYSTONE

will be our regular holiday number. It

will have a specially-designed cover of great

beauty, which \yin be printed in super-imposed

colors from an original painting in oil. Our past

triumphs in special cover designing are sufficient

earnest that this latest will be a work of art

both in conception and execution. As we are

living in an age of expositions, and as it is now

certain that the World's Fair to be held at

St. Louis will excel all previous achievements

of its kind, the exposition idea will pervade and

prove a most attractive feature of this issue.

In addition to this, the contents will be enriched

by a number of special features of exceptional

interest and value, while a wealth of illustration

will add to its attractiveness. It is our purpose

to have this issue compare favorably in magnifi-

cence and practical interest with our beautiful

holiday issues of previous years. It will be

issued early in November and all whose sub-

scriptions expire in the interval should be

prompt to renew, so as not to miss this beau-

tiful number.

MM■IMI■

The Martyrdom of President McKinley

THE assassination of l'resident McKinley

has passed into history as probably the

most wanton anarchistic crime in the annals of

human government. For most crimes even of

this unspeakable character some shadow of ex-

planation can be unearthed—some condition or

grievance on which the mind can hinge a possi-

ble motive. The mighty Lincoln was struck

down while the wounds of the fratricidal civil

war were still unhealed, and when passion, pre-

judice and sectional hate had largely and not

unnaturally usurped the throne of reason.

Garfield fell by the hands of an assassin at a

time when factional strife and contending ambi-

tions had divided a large proportion of our

people into unreasoning and vengeful antago-

nism. That the seeds of bitterness, hatred and

treasured wrong should blossom into a murder-

ous fanaticism is not unintelligible, but no such

condition existed when President McKinley, the

idol of his people and the beloved of all men,

succumbed to the bullet of the human scorpion

now about to pay the dread penalty of his

murderous act. The pity of it all ! At a time

of national harmony, prosperity and progress

such as history cannot parallel ; at a place where

were exhibited the impressive evidences of

human possibility under republican government ;

at a moment when the people were endeavoring

to show their admiration and love for him who

represented, more than ever did President before

their ideal of a chief executive—such a time

and such a place did this human fiend select for

the atrocious deed which history will record as

the crowning infamy of anarchy.

If we can consider the martyrdom of

McKinley apart from the horror of the act, his

death may be described as truly glorious. It

has placed our country in an enviable light

before the nations of the world. The public life

of the man, his sprivate character, his devotion

to his country and to his wife, the demonstration

his career furnishes of the possibilities of Ameri-

can youth, the popular appreciation of the

William McKinley

Presidency and the man evidenced in the univer-

sal mourning over his tragic death, his beautiful

Christian life and his last words of resignation,

forgiveness, faith and love—all these things

must impress ourselves, but still more the people

in other countries who are not blessed with so

ideal a form of government. One would have

thought that such a life and the governing

system which made it possible would have dis-

armed even anarchy. But fate decreed other-

wise, and it is not for us mortals to delve into

the mysterious ways of Providence.

New Form of the Apprenticeship System

THE practical discontinuance of the appren-

ticeship system in this country, the com-

parative absence thus far of available technical

schools and the growing national necessity for

the highest mechanical skill, have created a

situation in our economic system which merits

and is being given the best thought of the

country. In view of this, a departure made by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, of this city,

cannot fail to prove interesting. This concern,

the largest of its kind in the world, has insti-

tuted a new feature in the business, which is

virtually a resumption of the old apprentice

system, only upon a much larger scale than used
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to be the case. They have divided the appren-
tices into three classes. The first will be com-
posed of grammar school graduates, whose time
Of service will be four years. They will receive
wages of 5, 7, 9 and II cents an hour, and a bonus
of $125 at the close of their apprenticeship,
and they must attend the company's night
schools, and study geometry, algebra, drawing,
perspective and technical courses. The second
class will be cOmposed of high school graduates,
whose terms of service will be three years and
the bonus $roo. These also will have to study
the technical courses during a part of the term.
The third class will be composed of graduates
of colleges and technical schools, who will serve
for two years as employees, not as apprentices,
for 13 and 16 cents an hour.

TAKING into account the magnitude of the
Baldwin concern, the new departure means

that probably woo competent mechanics will be
turned out each year, a large proportion of
whom must find positions elsewhere. It is
manifest that if this system works as is expected,
our artisan force will be gradually anriched by a
class of mechanics of exceptional intelligence,
much to the advantage of national industry. It
is predicted that the system will meet with
opposition and obstruction on the part of organ-
ized labor, but we hesitate to believe that a
scheme so disenterested and promising should
elicit else than commendation and support from
any section of our people. It would be a liar-
‘w-minded policy for labor to oppose any
cency that militated in the direction of its own

The Inventive Genius of America •THERE is nothing that competing nations so
much dread as the wonderful inventive

genius of the Americans. And in truth there is
good cause for their alarm, as a perusal of the
patent reports unmistakably shows. Between
500 and 600 patents are issued in this country
every week, and the total lumber since the
establishment of our patent system is close to
700,000. An industrious investigator analyzed
the patent reports for one week recently and the
analysis shows that never were our inventors so
numerous or so busy as during the present year.

During the week referred to, there were
patents granted on a combined talking and
picture-exhibiting machine, on a machine for
cutting articles from sheet material, on an over-
seaming and also an overedge stitching attach-
ment for sewing machines, on a machine for till-
ing cans and on a miner's lamp. Among 'the
novelties were found a bowling alley pin with
elastic air spaces around it, so that when a ball
strikes it one hears only a dull thud instead of a
crash ; a machine for cutting green corn from
the cob ; a machine for ironing the edges of
collars and culls or other starched articles, and
a non-heat-conducting finger-holds for removing
and elevating lamp chimneys. Other things
that were patented were a non-explosive oil can,
a tray for tripods, a vaporizer for explosive en-
gines, an automatic electric stop for elevators, a
lock for cigar or other boxes, a device for wash-
ing carriages and a car fender with a cushion
attachment.
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These were but a few of the big crop of in-
ventions for that week, but they reveal im-
pressively the chief factor in our country's
industrial development and progress.

Great is Rhode Island
RHODE ISLAND is the smallest State in

the Union, but we would never infer this
fact from a perusal of the bulletin of statistics
of manufactures in that State issued by the
division of manufactures of the census bureau.
Its diminutive size may be best realized by
comparing- it with two of its sisters. Rhode
Island has an area of only 1250 square miles,
while Pennsylvania has an area of 45,215 square
miles, and Texas an area of 265,780 square
miles ! But in the select world of jewelry it is
important far beyond the Keystone and Lone
Star States. In fact, the magnitude of the
jewelry and allied industries of Rhode Island is
one of the most glorious realities in the present
industrial situation. It is only necessary to
mention the two branches of jewelry and silver-
ware to convey an idea of the vast importance
of Rhode Island from the jeweler's point of
view :

Iewelry.—Establishments, 214 ; capital, $8,899,702;
average number of wage earners, 4877 ; wages, $3,170,-
932 ; Cost of materials used, $6,2o6,699 ; Value of pro-
ducts, $13,320,620.

Silverware.—Establishments, 8 ; capital, $5,127,-
714 ; average number of wage earners, 1540 ; wages,
$978,198 ; cost of materials, $1,687,883 ; value of pro-
ducts, $3,834,408.

Providence, the auspiciously-named city so
familiar to all jewelers, contains the vast majority
of the Rhode Island concerns devoted to jewelry,
silverware and kindred lines. In this single city
are located no less than 204 concerns devoted
to the manufacture of jewelry alone, and its
percentage of the factories in kindred lines is
almost equally imposing. Of the kindred indus-
tries in the State of Rhode Island the following
are the principal :

Gold and silver, reducing and relining, not fromthe ore.—Establishments, Jo ; capital $505,957 ; aver-
age number of wage • earners, 70 ; wages, $43,884;
value of products $3,484,454.

Silversmithing.—Establishments, 4 ; capital $371,-
570 ; average number of wage earners, 275 ; wages,
$121,444 ; N'alue of products, $414,782.

Optical goods.—Establishments, 8 ; capital, $117,-
701 ; average number of wage earners, 120 ; wages,
$56,907 ; value of products, $228,394.

Enameling and enameled goods.—Establishments,20 ; capital, $107,888 ; average number of wage earn-ers, 388 ; wages, $117,268 ; value of products, $264,505.
Engraving and die sinking.—Establishments, 26 ;

capital, $40,258 ; average number of wage earners,86 ; wages, $43,716 ; N,alue of products, $91,859.
Engraving, steel, including plate printing.—Estab-

lishments, 5 ; capital, $52,950 ; average number of
I'age earners, 48 ; wages, $27,280 ; value of products,
$47,718.

Watch, clock and jewelry repairing.—Establish-
ments, 94 ; capital, $foo,540 ; average number of wage
earners, 84 ; wages, $52,501 ; value of products,
$209,976.

The story of the manufacture of jewelry in
Rhode Island can be traced .back to the Revolu-
tion, but the establishment of the industry
proper is generally credited to Nehemiah Dodge,
who flourished late in the eighteenth century.
The record of the development of jewelry manu-
facture since that time is one of the most
glorious chapters in the industrial history of the
country, as the figures above given attest.
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The New President

COPYRIGHT BY IIIOCHWOOD, N. Y.

President Roosevelt

" I wish to preach,
not the doctrine of ig-
noble ease, but the
doctrine of the stren-
uous life ; the life of
toil and effort, of labor
Will strife ; to preach
that highest form of
success which comes,
not to the man who
desires easy peace, but
to the man who does
not shirk from hard-
ship, or from bitter toil,
and who out of these
wins the splendid ulti-
mate triumph."

The man who tittered these sentiments after
having proved by his acts the sincerity of the
utterance, is one who must needs command the
admiration of the sturdy manhood of our coun-
try, and one to whom the destiny of the nation
may be safely entrusted. The words are Theo-
dore Roosevelt's, mid were spoken at a time
when he probably had not yet dreamed of the
" splendid ultimate triumph " which he himself
was so soon to attain. That he was qualified
by education and experience for the high office
NVIliCh mysterious fate has prematurely thrust
upon luiiii, WIIS conceded by all, but many at
first doubted whether his qualifications included
the mental poise and conservatism demanded by
the position. His first statement, however, after
taking the oath of office was reassuring. He
immediately proclaimed it his intention " to
continue absolutely unbroken the policy of
President McKinley for the peace, prosperity
and honor of the country," and followed up the
proclamation by requesting the members of the
Cabinet to continue in service. He declared,
Ill( reover, that he would regard President
McKinley's last great speech at Buffalo as out-
lining. the policy which would be followed by
him. There was no discounting this declara-
tion, for none would doubt the word of Theodore
Roosevelt ; and so it was that the great tragedy
of September, 1901, passed into history with
practically no detriment to the business interests
of the country.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT enjoys the dis-
tinction of being the youngest man who

ever held the office of President. But though
comparatively young in years he is old in expe-
rience. He has not had the long experience in
the national legislature which his lamented pre-
decessor enjoyed, but he has served as a State
legislator, as a national civil-service commis-
sioner, as president of the board of police com-
missioners in New York City, as assistant
secretary of the navy and as governor of New
York State. In addition, he served with dis-
tinction in the war with Spain, from which he
returned with the commission of colonel of
volunteers. His course in office has been
marked by an ability that has met all require-
ments, by high and earliest purpose and by a
moral enthusiasm which 1ms made him the most
conspicuous figure among the younger states-
men of the republic. The country is secure in
the hands of Theodore .Roosevelt, and the
people without distinction of party hope that
his term will be one of honor and distinction.
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Lincoln's Death and the Dummy Clocks

THE death of President McKinley has given

the irresponsible but ingenious scribe of

the daily press the opportunity to revise many

moth-eaten myths of the misty past. One of

these is expressed

in the following
paragraph from one

of the leading jour-

nals of the country:

A movement is
on foot to induce
jewelers throughout
the country to have
recorded on the
painted clocks which
serve as advertise-
ments of the craft, the
time at which Presi-
dent McKinley was
shot by Czolgosz, five
minutes before four.
At present these
clocks record the
hour and minute of Abraham Lincoln's death,
However, that was many years ago, and to-day corn-
paratively few people know that the hands on jewelers'

clocks point to 8.18, because that was the time when

the nation's first martyred executive breathed his last.

This is so pretty a myth that we are loath

to expose it, but the exigencies of historical

accuracy make it imperative. As history records

that Lincoln died at 7.22 in the morning, it is

evident that the dummy clock with hands at

8.18 does not tell " the time when the nation's

first martyred executive breathed his last.''

How often does the editor of THE KEYSTONE,

when tugging at the shackles of accuracy, envy

the amount of misinformation that is forgiven

his brother of the daily press.

THE newspaper scribes have never been in

agreement, however, as to whether the

dummy clock with hands at 8.18 recorded the

time of Lincoln's death or the moment he was

shot. Some years ago a metropolitan daily

gave currency to an interview which one of the

reporters had with W. L. Washburn, a dummy-

clock manufacturer of that city. Mr. Washburn

was reported as saying :

I painted the hands any way I chose—up, down,
crosswise, or together, as my mood dictated—up to
April 14, 1865. That night the news was flashed into
the city that Lincoln had been shot in Ford's Theater.
I was working on a sign for Jeweler Adams, who used
to keep on Broadway, opposite Stewart's, at that time.

I was making a great clock to hang outside. Adams
came running in while I was at work. He was a strong
Lincoln man. He said : " Point those hands at the
time Lincoln was shot, that the deed may never be
forgotten." I painted the hands, therefore, at eighteen
minutes after eight. The idea struck me forcibly, and
when I came to look at the effect I found it was the
most convenient arrangement, since it displayed both
hands well, and left the top half of the clock free to
paint in the name of the clock seller, if he desired.
So I threw all my stencils away and made new ones
for that hour.

This story would have been very pretty,

indeed, had Lincoln been shot at 8.18, but as

history records that the deed was done at Jo. 30

there is an error somewhere.

WHAT seems to be the truth in the matter

Was well told sonic time ago by a mem-

ber of the jewelry firm of Benedict Bros., of

New York, in a communication, from which we

reprint the following :

It seems that dummy clocks or watches indicate
8 o'clock and eighteen and one-half minutes because
that is the position on the dial where time can be
shown, the hands being on opposite sides and making

a perfect angle, and also being equally distant by
minute marks or degrees from the figure 12, taking
that as a starting point. We admit, though, that the
hands can be reversed, indicating 3 o'clock, 41
minutes. There is but one other place on the dial
where the time would be correct and show the hands
equally distant from the figures 12 ; that is, at IA
minutes past 9 o'clock, or, with the hour and minute
hands reversed ; but this would not be so desirable,
as the hands would be almost directly at right angles
across the face of the dial. It must be remembered
that while the minute hand makes the circuit of the
dial of sixty minute degrees, the hour hand moves but
five minute degrees ; therefore, the movement of the
hour hand one minute degree necessitates the move-
ment of the minute hand 12 minutes, or one-fifth of
the whole. We have in our possesssion an old
dummy sign watch, used by the late Samuel W. Bene-
dict in the early part of the present century, manufac-
tured long before the death of Lincoln, NVIlial indicates
exactly 8.18 o'clock.

It is a lucky myth, indeed, that vill survive

the investigation of the present age. Welling-

ton's " Up, guards, and at them " ; Washington's

cherry-tree escapade and other pretty stories

have gone the way of the wolf-suckled Romulus

and Remus. Even the Biblical narrative of

Jonah and the whale is no longer safe from sin-

ister incredulity. It is a pity that the alleged

silent record of the dummy clock has to go the

way of its kind.

Billion and a Half of Exports

THE rapid increase in the foreign trade of

the United States still continues. The

latest official report from Washington tells us

that the exports from the United States in the

year ending August 31, 1901, were I,500,613,-

236. This is the first time in the history of our

export trade that the figures for a twelve-

months' period have crossed the billion and a

half line. The Bureau of Statistics, in its state-

ment of imports and exports issued each month,

gives a total for the latest twelve months, and

compares it .with the corresponding twelve

months in preceding years, thus giving a conve-

nient method of not only measuring the foreign

commerce but also of measuring its growth.

This table shows the imports and exports in

each twelve months ending with August 3rst,

from 1896 to 1901, as follows :

Year Ending
August :11

1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

1901

An

imi.ok-rs AND EX P(
Imports

  $737,163,827

  756,673,034
  623,192,020

  723,232,313
  848,675,810
  843,681,360

nt.rs
Exports

$ 906,403,525
1,066,603,779
1,236,643,922
1,269,504,882
1,399,000,520
1,500,613,236

examination of the above table shows

that the exports have during the five-year

period, from August 31, 1896, to August 31,

I901, increased more than 50 per cent., while

the imports have increased less than 15 per

cent.
At this writing all the factors that go to

make up the business situation are favorable.

Dun's Weekly Review, of September 28th, says :

" Normal conditions have been fully restored in

the distribution of merchandise, the placing of

delayed orders stimulating- the few lines that

appeared to halt. One of the most gratifying

features of the business situation is the pro-

nounced preference for the better grades of

goods, clearly indicating the improved financial

condition of consumers." This prediction for

a better class of goods is especially marked in

the jewelry trade. The end of the steel strike

and of labor troubles generally, leaves the out-

look without It shadow.
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The International Yacht Race

HILE the international contest has barely

begun at this writing, enough has been

accomplished to dispel misgiving as to the capa-

bility of the Columbia to hold her own with the

much-bepraised .Shamrock IL While the re-

sult is still conjectural, as we go to press, except

that chances seem to favor the Columbia, it maY

be stated as a certainty that public interest in

yachting will have reached a climax in this con-

test. Should Lipton fail to lift the cup it will

take as much nerve as wealth on the part of any

other foreigner to enter the ,contest. Besides

the maximimi speed which the yachts can

attain in the most promising mind, compares .so

unfavorably with modern records of swiftness in

other forms of locomotion that the thne-honored

term " flyer " is not unlikely to become more

and more a misnomer, as applied to sailboats.

America's Cup.

Then, again, there are so many elements of

chance in such a contest and the preparation

for it entails so much time, anxiety and expen-

diture, that there is much discouragement at

the very start. But the most discouraging

factor of all will be the belief that perfection

in yacht construction has about been reached

and that material improvement on the present

models is impossible of attainment. The sub-

stitution of the old challenger Columbia for the

newly-constructed Constitution emphasizes this

possibility. For these seasons it cannot be

gainsaid that it would be most desirable from

the point of view of perpetuating the sport

that the cup should be lifted by a foreigner.

Yet we cannot repress the desire to see our

own boat win.
The history of the cup dates from 1851,

when the New York Yacht Club received a

letter from Lord 'Wilton, then commodore of

the Royal Yacht Squadron, stating ,that the

British yachtsmen would gladly avail themselves

of any improvement in shipbuilding that the

industry and skill of the United States could

elaborate. A cup was then presented, open to

yachts of all nations. The America was built to

contest for the prize and on August 22, 1851,

she carried off the victory, and since then the

cup has never left our shores.



1076 Let there be light -for Jewelers
The Beckley Ralston Bystrom Burner has met and overcome all difficulties and objections heretofore found in gasoline burners. This is a statement of fact.

Knowing the problems, it has been possible to solve them. The Bystrom Burner has a perfectly adjusted draft. The heat is confined and concentrated properly. There
is no exposure to cold. The generation is perfect. The combustion is complete and the burner can be easily and thoroughly cleaned without removal from the fixture.

Gasoline lights, up to the present time, have not given entire satisfaction because the burners have not been constructed On correct principles. Overhead generators
have moven unreliable because the generator tip is constantly exposed to cold, and perfect generation cannot be maintained. They are awkward looking, clumsy to
handle, require a torch for lighting, and having no means for regulation, must burn with a full light or be extinguished.With an underneath generator, however, it is possible to obviate all these difficulties andobjections ; yet these same criticisms must be applied to practically all the underneath generatorsthat have been put on the market. While new they gave a fairly good light, but imperfectgeneration, because of improper draft, and lack of concentration of heat, soon allowed them tobecome clogged up, and as they could not be thoroughly cleaned, they became perfectly useless.Again some were made of a large number of parts with cemented joints, or of differentkinds of metal, and the unequal expansion and contraction soon produced leaks.The Bystrom is made of a solid piece of cast brass, and is so simple in its construction, andbeing cleanable, none of these troubles are possible in its use.The 131/STROM BURNER IS conceded to be superior in every way to all other burners. Thefollowing are some of the reasons for this :

1. it can be thoroughly cleaned without removal from the fixture. Thiscan be done with NO OTHER BURNER on the market.a. It has the least number of parts.3. It has nothing to wear out.4. There are no cemented joints, and no possibilities of leaks.5. It will not smoke the mantle.6. Generation is perfect, whether the light is turned on full or low.7 The needle point regulates perfectly.8. The needle point cleans the vent, but cannot enlarge it.9. The needle valve acts as a by-pass.zo. The burner is the smallest, neatest and most compact yet invented.II. It has no effect whatever on your insurance, in fact, the underwriterssay they are a good thing.

on the market.
We will guarantee that the Bystrom Burner will give greater candle power than any other
The Bystrom Gas Lamp is fully guaranteed to do all we claim for it. We carefully inspectall lamps, and they are tested by actual burning with mantle ; so that we know positively everylamp is in perfect working order when packed by us. They are shipped assembled ready foruse, with mantle mounted in frame.
Packed with each lamp are full directions, and if these are followed a good light is assured.The Bystrom Gas Lamp will certainly satisfy you, if you desire the best.

•

No. 300. Brass Pendant Lamp.
Complete   Each, 682.50

Each Lamp Guaranteed.

No. 75. Student Lamp. Nickel-Plated, furnished with extra collar and set-screw, so as to swing or remain stationaryat any elevation. Removable font.Complete   Each, 84.25Each Lamp Guaranteed.

Complete
Extra mantles

No. 550. The American Arc Street Lamp, 700 candle power.Price each, ready to use
Extra outside globes, price eachExtra Mantles, price each

No. 500, The American Arc Store Lamp, 700 candle power.• •
Each, 88.75

.20

No. 450. Fancy Brass Two-Light Fixture, withlarge non-breakable globes and fluted shades.Complete Each, 810.75

$950

 20
 55

Pried,
ratelv namental brass Polished and lacquered. osed .

Automatic Six-Foot Spring Extension. Elabo-finished in or 

Fitch, 661.25An extension should be used with all hanging lamps.It not only eaves ma u ties, but is a great convenience i utilling the lamp.
6 PE:14 CENT DISCOUNT 1OR CASH.Look for our large exhibit at the American Horological Society Exhibition to be held in Chicago, October 26th to November 7th, inclusive.BENJ. 7ILLEN & Co., ya,ciELLEESRAs" 131=137 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

No. 225. Fancy Brass Harp Lamp.
Complete   Each, 84.75

No. 1211. Brass Harp Lamp.Complete   Each, 84.00Each Lamp Guaranteed,

No. 100. Bracket Lamp. NPlated, furnished with extra collar and set-screw, so as to swing or remain stationary atany elevation. Removable font.
complete ....... . . Each, 44.25Each Lamp Guaranteed.

No. 400. Brass Two-Light Fixture, spread 30 inches,with large non-breakable globes.
Complete 
  Each 85.00Each Lamp Guaranteed.
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The Correspondence of Graybeard
and The Youngster

Wherein may be Found Some Profitable Suggestions
for Jewelers, Young and Old

DEAR GRAYBEARD :

I have " run into a snag" on the question

of cash discount. One jobber with whom I

deal, whose goods, prices and prompt service

are always most satisfactory, even though he is

very particular on little matters such as I am

about to relate (and whose goodwill I am

consequently anxious to keep, for the advan-

tages of trading with him), has objected to a

settlement I have just made with him. He

writes that I " have inched along too far on the

discount," and requests me to forward a small

balance as he figures it. I did not intend to

" inch along," and thought I was " averaging"

the bills to exactly 30 days ; and remitted less

the 30-day terms. For the life of me, I can't

see any mistake in my calculation ; so I submit

the figures to you, to put me right if I am

wrong. I remitted on August 1st for the fol-

lowing bills:

May it, $145—bill was 82 days old, on Aug. r.
May 29, 82— " " 63 " " " "
June 30, 21— "
July to,
July 24,
July 30, " 
July 31,

44 32 44

56— " " 22 "
I0— "

26— 
°

"

14 0

2 

11

11

30_ "

Total age of above 7 bills, 250 days.
"Average" age of each bill, one-seventh, 30 days.

Why shouldn't I have deducted the 30-day

discount from the total of the seven bills?
THE YOUNGSTER.

DEAR YOUNGSTER:

Because you were not entitled to it !

What you did was exactly what a majority

of retailers do, in " averaging " their bills for pay-

ment ; and many jobbers accept the settlement,

with a growl that the customey cannot hear ;

and, as a matter of fact, zoken the customer does

not purposely hold back the largest bills to make

his " average," the loss to the jobber, in the

long run, is not considerable ; but it is not a

just " average," all the same. It would be

grossly unfair if the items ran into large

amounts ; a lenient custom has sanctioned it

only because the retailer's purchasers are gene-

rally in small amounts at frequent intervals,

thus minimizing the loss of discount to the job-

ber on this basis, as against a perfectly equitable

settlement.
The retailer intends to be honest, and thinks

he is entirely within his rights in remitting on

the basis of such a calculation as yours : he

simply lacks the knowledge of mathematics.

Your " average " was on the basis of the

dates of the bills, only ; but the amounts of the

bills must be averaged with their dates, in fair

calculation. You should revise your calcula-

tion in this way :

Date of Bill.
May ti
May 29
June 30
July to
July 24
July 30
July 31

Days from
Amount. Pint Bill. Equivalent.

145 x 0 • ow
82 x 18 1476
21 X 50 = 1050

56 x 6o ---, 3360
10 x 74 -=..-- 740
26 x 8o ,_-_- 2080

x 81 -.= 243030

370
11136 -:- 370 30, average (days) "136
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Thirty days from May i ith is June loth,

which is the true " average " date of the seven

bills, in consideration of their amounts ; and the

30-day discount-privilege expired July loth.

But on July loth the last three bills, necessary

to the calculation, were not in existence ; hence,

the only fezh- settlement could have been made

by your deferring payment until August 9th

(sixty days from the "average" date of the

seven bills), and then deducting the 6o-day

discount.
Another rule in " averaging" an account is

as follows : Multiply each debt by the time in

which it is 'Sayable, and divide the sum of the

product by the sum of the debt. Thus, in your

instance : $145 x 82, $82 x 63, etc., the total of

which is 19,122, divided by 370 (the sum of the

debt) brings a result of 52 days, the average

length of these bills. Fifty-two .days back from

August 1st is June loth, which is the average date

of these bills. The thirty-day discount would

be taken on July loth, as demonstrated in the

previous showing.
So you see that you did (though uninten-

tionally) " inch along too far on the discount,"

and your jobber was entirely justified in protest-

ing. And that suggests a side remark : This

jobber, you say, is always most satisfactory to

you in goods, prices and service, and you are

anxious to keep his goodwill for the advantages

and satisfaction in dealing with him. Those ad-

vantages are indicated in the fact that he will

not let you " inch along on the discount." Do

you smile at what seems a contradiction? Well,

it is a fact, all the same, that the reason of his

general satisfactoriness to all his customers is

evidenced by this showing that he will not let

them take advantage of him ; implying that his

hold upon the confidence and esteem of the

trade. is such that he need not put up with bad

treatment from any one of them ;

also, that he himself practices clean-cut, fai?--

and-square business methods, and so requires

the same methods in those who deal with him.

Another jobber might have allowed you to

" inch along on the discount" Avithout objecting

to it ; but as that would subject him to a posi-

tive loss of what rightfully belonged to him,

you could not have felt sure that he would not

" make it up " on you in some way, at some

time. Any such laxness argues a weakness in

business ideas some where ; argues the need of

watchfulness in dealing with such a house that

permits it ; argues the desirability of dealing

with the strict, stern and unyielding merchant

Whit) hews to the line every time. Because,

while in this instance you suffer because of his

strict requirements, in another instance you will

benefit ; and in al/ instances you ought to culti-

vate the practice of doing right because it is

right. GRAYBEARD.

How Much Profit Should the Merchant
Have?

A CERTAIN jeweler in all interior Penn-

sylvania town enjoys a large trade, and his

store seems never entirely empty of customers.

It is a lively store always ; and external appear-

ances indicate that this particular jeweler is "

as an envious competitor expressed it. Yet it is a

fact that he finds it difficult to meet his bills ; he

is perpetually being dunned by jobbers and

manufacturers for overdue accounts ; his credit is
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steadily declining. His profits are almost entirely

consumed in the current expenses of the store.

Here is an instance where the merchant

does not get enough profit on his wares ; and

his big " run" of patronage is, of course, easily

explained by his low prices. He bears the

burden of this insufficient profit in the certain

future failure of his enterprise, as it is only a

question of time when jobbers will refuse to

hazard an extension of his credit, and he must

then fail because he cannot get supplies, except

at a ruinous premium to cover the risk ; the loss

of the cash discount is the present premium he

pays on his purchases.
But he does not alone bear the burden of

establishing a wrong scale of profits. He is

responsible to the whole body of jewelers in his

community for depressing prices below the

point of a living profit. He does an injustice to

the whole trade of which he is a representative.

Every merchant, big or little, should re-

ceive a fair and just margin of profit on his

goods ; not only for his own prosperous going,

but in justice to the general body of trade.

Without attempting to state what this margin

should be, in percentage on cost in the jewelry

trade (because the question is affected by num-

berless conditions, such as location, current ex-

penses, reputation and other contingent factors),

it is safe to say that it should cover the follow-

ing items, or their equivalents :
I. Enough to cover all reasonable expenses

in carrying on the enterprise.
2. An additional amount to provide for un-

calculated costs, such as fire, flood, unavoidable

had debts and depreciation in values.
3. A return of fair interest on the capital

invested.
4. A fair remuneration for his present per-

sonal services.
5. An extra sum, over and above the fore-

going, year after year, to enable him to enjoy

the fruit of his hard and efficient work after he

has passed the " earning period" of life.

A smaller margin of profit than is here in-

dicated does an injustice to the merchant him-

self, to his dependents and to the trade at large.

Some Tactical Ways of the Wise
Merchant

E does not dispute with customers ; he
knows that "to win the argument is to

lose the sale."
He does not pretend to know it all ; he

flatters the customer by conveying the impres-

sion that he is absorbing wisdom from him.

He never looks bored across the counter.

He is not fussy and demonstrative in his

politeness.
He is not ungenerous in his comments on

competitors. He recognizes the value of "damn-

ing with faint praise ; " he carries conviction to his
hearer that generous mention of a rival is an index

of his own prosperous and untroubled success.
He does not parade his personal extrava-

gances, if he has any ; for he knows there are
more men of economical habits than spendthrift

fools in the world, and he wants to hold the re-

spect of the good housekeeper.
He does not call those who disagree with

him " cranks ;" for he knows that everybody,
including himself, is a " crank " in some degree.
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A Brief Argument
Why not carry our exclusive and fashionable line of
Sterling Silver Wares, and those only ?

Fashionable, because of their
manufacture and finish.

Exclusive, because they are never found in dry goods stores or
made commonplace by illustration in department store
catalogues.

Gorham Goods have those characteristics, with the further
advantage of being of unquestioned quality; their pro-
ductions are never made below the sterling standard,
925-1000 fine.

The Prices are always made as low as are consistent with this
quality, combined with good workmanship.

correct design and perfection of

Gorham Silver a Grand Prix Silver

Gorham Mfg. Co.
Broadway and i9th St., NEW YORK

NEW YORK
21 & 23 Maiden Lane

BRANCHES

CHICAO0
131 to 137 Wabash Avenue

WORKS: Providence, R. I., and New York City

SAN FRANCISCO
118 & 120 Sutter Street
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"Running the Business Close"

A VERY successful merchant from a coun-

try town in the interior, who had built up

a fortune " out o' nothin', " as he said, was re-

cently the center of an interested cornerful (of

which THE KEYSTONE scribe was a unit), on

the piazza of a summer hotel. The "young

fellers" were firing questions at the old man, as

to how he "did it ;" to which the old one,•thus

appealed to, after shifting his cigar to the op-

posite corner, and meditatively rubbing the bald

area between his ears, thus made answer :

" Well, you see, it's this-away, boys—I

never didn't take no chances in business, but I

al'ays run her close."

" How do you mean ? close '—what is

close,,?D' 
'id'n't never let a dollar lay till she was

rusty—kep' her goin'—moved her lively all the

time."
" Well, now, uncle, just make clear what

you mean, will you?"

" All right, I'll make clear, if I kin. An'

I don't mean ter say that runnin' her close is

the unly thing to do to build up a business ; y'

got to have lots o' horse sense, an' keep awake

in daylight hours, an' not git rattled, an' watch

the pennies, an' everlastin'ly hustle ; but runnin'

her close was one of the things / did which I

can't see is done ginerally—leastways in my

neck of the woods. Runnin' her close is jist

keepin' poor."

" To get rich you must keep poor? That

seems like a contradiction, uncle ; we'll have to

ask you to solve the puzzle, if you please."

" Well, boys, this is what I 'm tryin' to

say, or leastways mean : I al'ays kep' my

money tied up tight in well-bought stock, and

have nearly al'ays been a borrower to pay my

cash bills. Now, this was the consekence :

Feelin' the constant need o' money, my exer-

tions was al'ays active ; by havin' to watch the

corners all the time, an' provide money in

my hard-upness, I got to 'preciatin' the

meanin' of discount, an' my financin' wits were

developed ; I watched my credits close, as I

couldn't afford to take no losses ; I bought

close, for I had to make my few dollars go a

long way ; I didn't allow no long time to my

customers on their bills, for I had to turn my

capital frequent, an' so I had a good excuse for

closes. collectin' ; an' I didn't fool no money

away on theayters, or hoss races, or fine clothes,

for I hadn't none to spare at no time. I was

just regularly poor from January i to Decem-

ber 31, although I was pilin' up more and more

stock ; for I put every dollar into stock, and

hadn't a bank balance wo'th speakin' of. I

didn't look good' from the banker's pint

of r,;but I showed up strong in myi 

" Do you think that you wouldn't have

done as well if you had a few thousand dollars

loose—over and above the actual needs of your

business as it developed ? "

"Yes, I'm sure enough, when I look

around and see what's become of the fellers who

started when I did, who had money. Say,

boys—the young feller who begins rich don't die

rich, frequent. He ain't had no need to watch

the corners ; no need to practice economy, or

git his mercantile instincts trained ; he doesn't

'preciate how little things count together for big

things ; he is indifferent to details, careless in
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his collections, don't know or seem to care

about discounts, and don't figger close. He's

goin' backward before he knows

" Did you say you made a practice of bor-

rowing money ? "
" Young man, I've al'ays been a borrower,

up to a few years ago ; I 'spect I've paid out

enough money for interest to stock a small

store. But I've had a profit on every dollar I

ever borrowed, and I've made my biggest gains

on borrowed money—buying blocks of goods at

bargain prices when the chance offered, and

that-a way cleaning up some purty chunky

profits. When a man can borrow at six per

cent. a year, and make ten per cent. on a quick

deal in merchandise, and so turn that borrowed

money three or four times in the year—why

makin' money is just as easy as easy ! I never

spekalated in merchandise, on borrowed money;

but I used horse sense in buying with it, and

right and fair ways in sellin' the stuff—and

that's all there's to it. I never borrowed more

than I could see my way to pay ; an' sometimes

the payin' wasn't just handy ; but I al'ays paid

somehow, and kept my credit bright and clean ;

though sometimes I felt powerful poor after-

wards!
" No, money don't do no good to you

lyin' in the bank in your account, though it

does look purty to the banker in that account ;

but I never did think it necessary to make the

banker happy jes' by his looking at my money

—fer /wanted to be happy by looking at a lot

of good stock bought judicious. An' don't you

fool yourself by thinking that a balance in bank

is goin' to give you a valuable credit outside

the bank, or inside the bank ; fer a stock bought

judicious—a stock that is making money fer

you—is a sight more convincin' than a bank

balance. I know, fer I'm at both ends of the line

—I'm a merchant and a director in the bank !

Thank you fer a match ; these cigars ain't wo'th

the money ; reckon there's a big profit in sum-

mer-hotel cigars. No, much obliged ; I don't

drink."

The Division of Profits, in Partnerships

WHEN partners invest exactly the same

amount of capital in business, give to it

the same amount of time, and the quality of

their service to the business is exactly the same,

the obvious proper division of the profits is an

equal sharing. If, on the other hand, their

capital investments are unequal, though each

gives to the business the same amount and

quality of personal service, the profits must be

shared unequally, bid should not be divided on

the basis of the proportionate inveshnents only.

Otherwise an injustice is done to the partner

having the smaller investment. It is a fact that

is often overlooked, and it is hoped that this

article may help to adjust a right relation be-

tween unequal partners in many a firm, and a

fertile source of trouble, friction and possible

loss may thus be avoided.

In any successful business, capital earns a

certain income of its own vital force. In a

business conducted very successfully, the excess

of earnings lies in the wit or skill of the person

conducting the business ; and this ability, which

is brain investment, must be recognized in th
e

division of the profits with the earning power of

the capital itself.
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As an example ; Two firms are engaged in

the same line of business, in the same town, and

under exactly the same conditions ; the capital

of each is $20,000. The one gains a net profit

of 20 per cent. in a year, or $4000 ; the Other

25 per cent., or $5000. The earnings of the

capital of each were the same, but the increased

profit of the second was in better management,

or finer mercantile ability, or livelier trading

skill. It follows that this superior wit demands

recognition, in the division of the profits be-

tween unequal partners, since it was not their

joint capital alone which earned the increment

of gain. The brain investment applies for its

share of credit in the success of the venture.

Therefore, before the earnings of the capital are

considered, in the profit-sharing, the skill which

directed the success must be gauged and paid

for. Each partner should first draw an agreed-

upon equal amount as salary (assuming, as

stated before, that each gives the same amount

and quality of service to the business), and

then the balance of the profits should be divided

on the basis of their respective investments of

capital.
Let us suppose that in the case of the sec-

ond firm, which earned $5000 profits, A had

invested $12,000 of the $2o,000 capital, or

three-fifths, and B $8,000, or two-fifths. If

they divide the profits on the basis of their

capital investments only, A would receive $3000,

B P000. But, as we have shown, if their per-

sonal services in the business are exactly equal

in value, this division is unfair to B. If they

agree that their personal services are worth,

say, $1500 each, and they first withdraw this

amount from the profits, the balance left for

division would be $2000, to be divided on the

basis of their respective capital investments. A,

receiving three-fifths of this, or $1200, would

thus receive $2700 as his total share of the pro-

fits ; B, receiving two-fifths, would have $2300

for his share ; and justice would be done to

both. Capital would have received its due

recognition after brains had been recognized

and rewarded.
The foregoing applies to cases where the

partners are equal in ability and in the value of

their service to the business, but where their in-

vestments in the aggregate capital are unequal ;

of course, if their investments and services are

exactly the same, the question of salary need

not obtain, for then the division of profits

would be exactly equal. But it may happen,

and often is the case, that the quality of per-

sonal service is unequal, in the partners ; and

this fact should then bear on the question of the

division of the profits. A, with the larger

capital, may give nothing valuable but his

capital to the business, as he may have no influ-

ence in the community, and no skill in merchan-

dising ; B may possess these valuable factors ;

in which case B's qualities of capacity may be

judged as offsetting A's larger capital, and

profits divided equally, in fairness. Or B may

be a skilled watchmaker with no capital in the

business, A furnishing the capital without his

services ; in which case the the technical knowl-

edge and training of the one might entitle him

to an equal share of the earnings with the mere

capitalist of the firm.

The subject is worth intelligent " going

over," in firms whose partners hold unequal

interests in the capital investment.
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THE GRASP
lokrWverepirertAervikr‘--0
By Frank W. Thomas in The Saturday Evening Post

HE grasp is difficult to describe except by illustration ; but, in a broadway, it is that subtle blending of mental characteristics which, whenone man meets his fellows, gives hint the mastery over them. It isthat compelling influence which is always wielded by a positive per-sonality, conscious of its own power.
No man has the grasp in everything.
Most men have it, or might have it, in some things.The grasp is simply an expressive term which crystallizes into more definiteform a number of ideas, not new individually, but which, vhen put into thiscollective shape, constitute a basis for thought and action which can hardly failto result in an increased potentiality in the powers which we possess.There are as many forms of the grasp as there are vocations, for the manin any profession or business who knows more than others has it ; or at leasthas the foundation for it. It may, in fact, be said that the prime element of anyform of the grasp is a superior knowledge.
The great men in statecraft, in war and in business have all been liberallyendowed with it.
When Daniel Webster made his historic speech answering the advocates ofNullification, he faced a hostile Senate presided over by a Vice-President whosewhole influence was exerted against him. When he rose to speak he lookedinto the faces of men prejudiced by preconceived ideas and by the apparentlyirrefutable reasoning and brilliant oratory of Hayne and his colleagues who hadalready spoken in favor of the policy. To weaken the force of Webster's reply,the sincerity of his views on other public matters had been strongly questioned.Every argument and insinuation which the ingenuity of keen, brilliant mencould devise had been hurled against him. By artful tactics he was forced tomake his reply without proper preparation. This combination of oppositionwould have disheartened a man of less forceful personality, but his giant mindgrasped the fundamental principles of the controversy and set them forth insuch unanswerable logic and with such masterful eloquence that his opponentsfinally appeared as but pigmies beside him. The tide of opinion turned. Hiswords swayed the entire nation and the imperiled Union was maintained.

An Example
Given by
Napoleon

When Napoleon returned from I.:15a he met troops sentagainst him with orders to shoot him on sight, yet he steppedbefore them from the ranks of his scanty following and,throwing open his coat, said : " If there be one soldieramong you who would kill his Emperor, let him fire."That was the grasp. He knew the French admiration for supreme nerve andmade the most of It. What wonder that those old campaigners grounded theirarms and cried, " Vive l'Empereur !" It was purely the magnetism of his mindwhich changed them in a moment from an army of opposition to the most de-voted followers.
When General Sheridan made his famous ride from 1,Vinchester and turnedthe battle of Cedar Creek from defeat into victory, it was an illustration of thegrasp, pure and simple. He brought no reenforcements, yet the retreatingtroops turned and followed him in a new charge because of the compelling con-fidence inspired in their minds by his own intrepid nerve. The grasp wasapparent in every line of his figure, in the flash of his eye, in the tone of hisvoice and in the cheery confidence of his call : " Face •the other way, boys ;we're going back." It was the wonderful contagion of that individual grasp ofhis which won the battle.
A grain operator in the Chicago Board of Trade once bought more wheat 'for delivery at a certain time than could be stored in all the elevators of thatcity. Then he kept on buying, especially heavy sales being made to him byMr. Philip D. Armour. The operator, knowing that he had overbought theelevator capacity, thought to make a large profit from those who could not ful-fill their contracts from lack of a place to put their wheat. The grain, in orderto be " delivered," must be in an elevator, and he supposed the prospectiveshortage of storage facilities to be unknown to his rivals. He thought that hehad the grasp, but he was mistaken. Sixty clays before the date for deliveryMr. Armour put several hundred men to work, in eight-hour shifts, workingtwenty-four hours a day ; and before the time for the consummation of the dealhad arrived he had a new elevator of his own with three million bushels ofwheat stored in it, ready for delivery. He had a genuine grasp.

Failures Due
to Lack of
Strong Grasp

The world is full of people with weak grasps, imitation graspsand bluff grasps. Some men have abilities of a high order,but small confidence in themselves. They stay below menof less ability but greater grasp, for the mere lack of aggres-siveness. The man of weak grasp frequently loses what isdue him from the fact that his failure to demand it prejudices the opinion ofothers as to his deserts.
There is nothing more evident to the discerning than the imitation grasp.The clerk who uses the mannerisms and expressions of his employer, and theyoung lawyer who, in giving his opinions, mimics the dignity of a judge, bothillustrate this fact.
The real grasp is deeper than a mannerism, or a poise of the head, or a styleof speech. It cannot be assumed like a mask, for it is the result of an innermental confidence which no two persons manifest in exactly the same way. Itis individual, but unmistakable.
Closely related to the imitation is the bluff grasp. An illustration will bestdescribe this. A traveling man who sold goods for a prominent packing con-cern wished to secure the trade of a certain retail grocer. He had heard thathis prospective customer was a shrewd buyer and difficult to deal with, so hemade up his mind to try a bluff grasp. When he called on the dealer he tookoccasion to pick up a piece of the dried beef which was on sale, and criticisedit most unmercifully, claiming that it was so poor that no reputable house couldafford to handle it, that it was not worth over ten cents a pound, that it couldnot compare with the regular brand put up by his house at fifteen cents ; andindulged in more comment of the same tenor. The grocer waited patiently, andwith great inward satisfaction, until the traveler's bluff grasp was exhausted, and
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then quietly remarked : " Mr. C , that dried beef came from your concernand we paid fifteen cents for it. If it really is as bad as you say, we had betterreturn it." The salesman did not stop even to say good-by, but took an uncere-monious leave and has not since visited the establishment.All of which goes to show that a real bold, bluff grasp may be all rightwhen talking to a man who does not know his business, but that it withers intoworse than none at all when it brushes elbows with the genuine article.

Winning by
Adherence to
Principles

alig

There is a form of grasp which comes from inflexible adher-ence to good principles. A man and his wife called at aprominent dry-goods establishment and picked out a quantityof curtains and other furnishings amounting in value to fourhundred and five dollars. The man haggled with the clerkfor some time in an endeavor to get him to throw off the five dollars, but thesalesman told him politely, though firmly, that he could not cut the price evenso much as a penny. The customers were rather piqued and started to leavethe store. At the foot of the elevator they met one of the firm, a personal ac-quaintance of theirs, and the man explained the situation to him. Slapping thestorekeeper on the back, the would-be customer jokingly said : " Now lookhere, L—, if I can't make the price of a new hat on this deal here, I'll certainlyhave to go some place where I can." The proprietor expressed his regret atlosing the sale, but was quite as positive as the clerk had been about not cuttingthe price. The man looked at him in astonishment and said : " Do you reallymean to tell me that you would lose a four hundred dollar order for a differenceof five dollars?"
" Mr. B —," said the merchant, " I assure you that we should make morethan five dollars on that bill of goods, but I cannot cut the price. However, I'lltell you what I will do. If you can find a single instance of a price having beencut in this store, we will make you a present of the entire bill." The two leftthe store, but the man soon returned, saying : " You may send out those things.They are just what we want, and I suppose your price must be all right or youwould not stick to it so." It took downright nerve to do a thing like that, asany business man knows, but the merchant was right. He would not sacrificea principle for any amount of immediate profit, and the customer respected himfor it. The correctness of his position is proved by the fact that the unvaryingsquare dealing of this firm has given them such a grasp on trade that they haveexpanded from the limits of a small store and have become one of the largestestablishments in the city where they are located.

The Imitation
Grasp Never
Profitable

It is equally true that a weak, imitation grasp is exceedinglyunprofitable in business. One of the smaller partners in alarge wholesale grocery house gave a good example of this.The heavy men of the concern were hard workers. Theywere at their desks early in the morning, and in the courseof time acquired considerable contempt for this man whose real calibre they hadlong discovered. One of his favorite deceptions was to leave his stock-book inthe rear part of the building, so that when he came to business late in the morn-ing, he could enter the back way, and, picking up the book, walk into the officewith it under his arm as if he had been working for an hour or two. He thoughthis grasp on that firm was a good imitation. Possibly he imagined it was genu-ine, for one day he went into the counting-room and said to the senior partner :" Mr. A—, if I am not consulted more about the business plans of this concernI'm going to withdraw." • Mr. A— was a shrewd man with a very well-developed and positive grasp, and he had been studying for some time as tohow he could best rid the firm of this undesirable member. So he caught atthe chance as quick as a flash, saying : " Never a better time than now Mr.D—, never a better time than now ; " and turning to the head bookkeeper heinquired : " How much is Mr. D—'s interest in the business to-day ?" Almostbefore that gentleman knew Nv hat had happened he found himself on the side-walk with a check for twenty-five thousand dollars in his hand, but with hisgrasp forever lost on a growing interest in one of the most substantial and prof-itable businesses in the country. The moral is easy to find.

The Man Who
Never Made
a Mistake

4bat

The grasp that is won by dishonesty is far worse than theimitation. It is false, and is effective in appearance merely,and usually for the time being only. A business acquaintanceonce told me of having had a conversation with another manwho had appearently made a success of his enterprises, andWill) said to him, in the course of his remarks, that as he looked back over thepreceding year he could not see that he had made a single mistake ; that if hehad it all to do over again he would not change a single decision or action. Myacquaintance congratulated him on his success, but with a strong inward feelingof self-condemnation. After the visitor had left he sat at his desk and thoughtover that wonderful statement—" Not a mistake in a year." Surely, thought he,that man must have the true grasp. The friend who related this incident to meis successful himself, has a large business and is president of a bank ; but hetold me that it really made him feel crestfallen to meet a man who had not madea mistake in a year. He said he remembered several which he had made the pre-vious week, and a bad one that very morning. " But, do you know," he con-cluded, " within a month that man was arrested for misappropriating funds leftin his hands during that year, and he is now in the penitentiary. lie had madea mistake, after all. He thought it was not an error so long as his secret wassecure, but dishonesty is always a mistake."
The grasp can be developed. That is the advantage in considering it. Themere fact of getting the idea into tangible shape, giving it a name, and thinkingof what it has accomplished, really increases one's own command of it. It islike putting a foil into the hand of the fencer. With it in mind, a man is onguard, and being ready is the first and better half of winning. With it in mind,we recognize the imitation, the weak and the bluff grasps, and smile at them.They no longer deceive us. We have them labeled, so to speak, and knowthem at a glance. The thought of it is an influence developing the acumen ofthe brain, a mental stimulant potent in the every-day transaction of affairs.A man with the true grasp, when he meets you, looks you squarely in theeye, and says what he has to say so that you know he means it. There is nomistaking him for his look is the glance of authority, and his words are theresult of positive knowledge. He has been the forceful man in the past, is soin the present, and will be in the future. He is the idol and the ideal of everyyoung American who aspires.
The grasp has made the great men of history. More than battalions, it hasdecided battles and changed the map of the world. Beyond wealth or position,it is the mainspring of action in the affairs of to-day. The men who possess itwill be the political leaders and the commercial giants of to-morrow.
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It will b no trouble to make your selection

of Pendants from our stock. We have all the

popular patterns of the season in io and 14 K.,

many of them our own original designs. They

can either be had as Mountings or set with

Diamonds, Pearls, Opals, etc. Order a line for

inspection and comparison, and you will find our

prices remarkably low, quality and workmanship

of goods considered.
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As the market is overrun with silver-plated ware, stamped with 
an unreliable name, it is a relief

to both dealers and customers to turn to the " 1835 R. 
WALLACE" brand, the oldest and most.

reliable make. There is ONLY ONE WALLACE STAMP ON SILVER-PLATED

WARE and that stamp is an ABSOLUTE GUARANTY OF QUALITY. 
With the high

quality of our goods we combine the newest and most 
beautiful designs. Send for catalogue, free.

BRANCHES

226 Fifth Avenue, New York
131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Factory—WALLINGFORD, CONN. BRANCHES

120 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.
63 Basinghall St., London, E. C.
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RICH CUT GLASS

This month it is Wedding Presents, and

next month articles to dress the table for

Thanksgiving Dinner.

Are you watching

your stock to keep

it complete and

avoid disappointing

your customers

" Look through the worhl,
'Tis ne'er met with elsewhere"

T. B. CLARK 0 CO., Inc.
If you have not received a Catalogue

send for one
Honesdale, Pa.



Holiday Wovelties in Bric-a-Brac

We have the largest line of KAYSER ZINN
carried by any house in this market. Send for

illustrated sheet.

MARBLE STATUARY
and PEDESTALS in hun-
dreds of styles, varying in

prices from $1.25 to $550.00.

The AGASSIZ and ILONGINES watches
are the aristocrats of watchdom. They are specially made
for select customers to whom style and accuracy are as
much of a consideration as is price. The cases represent
the highest achievement of the art metalworker, and the
movements the highest perfection in constructive horology.

The leading stores keep them—the leading people buy
them. If you wish to see them, we will send you samples.

We carry full lines
of all the celebrated
makes of Pottery, in-
cluding Crown Derby,
Coalport, Royal Meis-
sen, Rudolstadt Art
Pottery, Teplitz and
Old Vienna.

Specimen of German ‘, Kunstzinn "

We have an immense

display of the ultra-fashion-

able iridescent Art Glass in

many tintings, at all ranges

of prices. We have a num-

ber of specialties of our own

designs controlled by us

exclusively.

CLOCKS, BRONZES, ELECTROLIERS, Etc.

Over 100 subjects in paintings on porcelain, 
round, oval and square, with genuine Florentine frImes.

FACTORIES AND PURCHASING OFFICES

Rudolstadt, Thuringia Steinschoenau, Bohemia

CUT GLASS WORKS, 59th Street and North 
River, New York City
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Pioneers LkLib Leaders

Odd, Unique, Curious,
Antique and Modern

Effects

LOOSE DIAMONDS
DIRECT IMPORTERS OLD GOODS SMALL MARGINSTo large dealers, in original lots and otherwiseWrite us, see our goods. compare them

Diamond !Li! Pearl-Mounted Rings
SET PIECES, BROOCHES, PENDANTS, ETC.

SET RINGS
Rose, Pearl, Doublet, Turquoise, Opal, in over 7000 Different and New Designs

VERY ATTRACTIVE GREAT SELLERS

C. P. GOLDSMITH 0 CO.
IMPORTERS AND
MANUFACTURERS

OAS
zwv:1

33-43 Gold St., NEW YORK

What " Standard " Means With Us
It means that every " Elite " Hall Clock Movement sold by us has one 

standard construction, whether you

buy an " ordinary strike " or a " nine tube." The mechanism is always the same, and embraces every

individual part that goes to make a first-class clock. Don't imagine because other dealers ask you $155.00 for a

similar movement, ours at $113.00 is inferior. We will guarantee that it 
is not. We simply save you forty-two

dollars and give you a complete clock—no parts altered nor suppressed. 
We present an illustrated article on

" suppression," though, that may interest you.

Made in Germany
Price, $113.00

The "Elite" Standard Movemut

Made in England
Price, over $130.00

To compete with " Elite"

0

Fig. I. Front view, " Elite" A

Plates are solid brass in. thiek,

9 x MIA in. Shaded lines indicate Ti et h
a-

nisms existing in lirst-class clocks, hut

suppressed or altered in clocks made to

compete with the" Elite" in price. Star

wheel cam " I)" is indispensable in

securing a good strike.

Fig. III. Front view.

Plates are in. Odd:, but only 71.;

x S in. square Mill de Ilia cover liii)) It

wheels. In this chick the rack is not
controlled by it star wheel cant. 1-I as but

one strike lever. (" Elite " has two, B
and (1, setting both chime and strike
silent.) Ilas no maintaining power.
Clocks with no maintaining power will

lose 20 seconds each time wound because
escapement wheel remains stationary

during the winding.

Fig. IT. Back view, "Elite" AY,.

(Shaded lines indicate parts in" Elite"

movements left out in others. Notice

I wo expansion fly fans, putting-in
-beat

attachment; double-arm,solid,extended

suspension bridge lied wide lever sus-

pension spring which insures absolut
e

regularity of the beat of pendulum.

One ot it lillintred Styles

Fig. IV. Back view.

This grade movement. has no expan-
sion fly fan regulating the speed of tho
strike ; has a cheap ordinary suspension
bridge, with a small friction suspension
spring, and has no putting-in-beat
attachment.

Perhaps you have received our Clock Catalogue 
and failed to read it through. Look it up—you'll find

some interesting passages on Hall Clocks. 
Haven't one ? Send us your name !

BAWO & DOTTER

26 to 32 Barclay St. and 41 Vesey St., New York
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From Cover to Cover
every page of our 1902 Catalogue, which appears about Octobersixth, will be full of interest for every jeweler in the land. Thisbook is in every respect the most comprehensive catalogue wehave ever issued. New lines, new goods, greater assortments—allsupported by our high standard of excellence and our motto—! 
Uniformly low prices."

A Practical Talk
060606:096060606

to Young Clerks
06060606:09606

We want every legitimate jeweler everywhere to have acopy of our 1902 Catalogue. It sets forth what will be called forand what will sell during the coming year. It takes 756 pages todo this, and we repeat, every page is of interest to every jeweler.If you're not on our list, write us.

CHICAGO

N this age of high-sounding and often imprac-

tical philosophy about success, the following

  plain and vigorous talk from Charles Austin

Bates is refreshing :

How shall you succeed?

Don't dodge. I am not going to tell you " how

I got my first thousand dollars.'' I am not going

to deliver a lecture on morals, or on turning church membership

into cash.
The point is one which concerns every employer and every

employee. It is the practical, ever-present problem of giving and

getting intelligent service.

Not all of us can get rich. Not every one can be a Russell Sage,

or a James J. Hill, or an Andrew Carnegie, but all of us ca
n better

our condition.
If we are office boys, we can be better office boys, and when

promotion time comes we will take a step up.

If we are salesmen we can be real salesmen, and our salaries will

increase accordingly.

That is what I mean by success.

Not very startling, is it ? But only an employer knows how

earnestly employers look for successful workers.

SCARCITY OF The head of one of the best houses in New York
GOOD JUNIOR
CLERKS 

recently said to me : " The greatest trouble we have

is to get intelligent junior clerks."

Every growing business has the same want. The trouble is to

find some one worthy of promotion.

Business is too full of those who have " bad luck " and whose

efforts are " not appreciated."—who are " not treated right." 
And

most of them also--" missed the boat," or " the clock was slo
w,"

or " wasn't hired for that," or " was perfectly willing to do it if 
you

had told me."
They don't care whether they are handling books or bricks, 

and

handle either badly.

The joy of being interested in their work for the sake of the

work, is not theirs. The satisfaction of clean achievement—of doing

the right thing for the sake of doing it right—is an unknown 
sensation.

They work for six o'clock and six dollars.

They do not realize that the game of business is as interesting

and requires as much skill as the game of billiards—and is 
more ex-

hilarating, once one finds it out.

I know a carpenter—a friend of mine—who has absolutely 
de-

clined to leave a job that I said was " good enough." He said : " I

can't leave it that way. It isn't right, and I wouldn't be comfor
table."

My friend is never out of a job.

TAKyEPRRIDE I know a tailor who says : ̀` No, you leave it anotherINou 

WORK day. I can't let it go out like that." A pair of

trousers is a work of art with that man and he is able

to charge the highest price in New York.

I know a young man who was a three-dollar-a-week off
ice boy

only a short ago, but everything he did was clone so well th
at many

things were given him to do. All days and all hours looked alike to

him, and the doing of his task promptly and right was what chi
efly

concerned him. Now he has a responsible position and he is getting

a little nearer the top every day.

''t''l;.(1 
I know many incompetents—most of them have dropped 

by

the %%a
Incompetence is generally not due to a lack of brains or 

physical

ability, but to laziness and vanity.

Competence is mainly a willingness to work and think.

Honestybe holdmisssontenstething to do with it—but no man who reallythinks
will

A good many people only think they think. Others have tho
ughts

that are warped—they can't think straight. They are handicapped

by the idea that somebody is getting the best of them.

They waste time wailing about the imaginary

favoritism which advances some one else.

Too many do not know where they are going

and do not specially care.

They do not know whether or not they are

profitable to their employer—and they do not specially

care. They do not study the business they are in—

or any other business.

THINK What shall they do to succeed ? First—think.
AS WELL AS
WORK 

Second—work. That will get them to wherever they

ought and deserve to go.

The young man should study tO learn why his work should 
be

done as he is told to do it.

He should not be content to know simply enough to twist the

wheel of a copying press. He should know just how hard to twist it,

and how long, and how wet to make the blotters, to produce the

cleanest copy of the letter. And he should learn why letters need to

be copied. .
That leads him to some other knowledge of the business.

Posssibly he can suggest some simpler or safer way of handling

the letters before, or after, copying.

That leads to a consideration of the filing system. That leads to

thought of the letters received and their relation to the letters sent
 out.

That leads right into the heart of the business.

Is the young man a clerk in a wall paper store ? The facts about

wall paper are interesting. Let him study them.

Years ago I asked a wall paper clerk how wall paper was made.

He said it was " made by machinery."

Luminous thought ! Six dollars a week was too much salary for

that boy. The making of wall paper is as interesting as a fairy story.

MASTER ALL The facts and history of every business are entertain-

THE DETAILS ment par excellence, if they be considered as enter-

tainment and not as labor.

Every item in a grocery stock, or a hardware shop, or a clothing

store, or a jewelry store, has a story of vital interest, and a kn
owledge

of that story will help a young man to succeed.

Let him know the goods he is handling and the work he is doing.

Let him study the goods and the work. Let him think how the

handling may be simplified and the work made more effective, and 
let

him submit his suggestions, in writing, to his employer or to 
the head

of his department.
The main thing is that he shall be more interested in his

work than in his neckwear—that be shall care less for his
 appear-

ance ,than for what he accomplishes— that he shall understand

once and always that honest, straightforward, continuous, earnest

and fairly intelligent work will win every time, in spite of the 
trusts

and all other obstacles.

Take Care of the Minutes

A famous American author, remarkable for his industry and

methodical habits, used to enclose in all his letters a card whereon

was printed :
" What does it matter if we do lose a few minutes in a whole

day ? "
" Answer—(Time-table : Working days in a year, 313 ; work-

ing hours in a day, 8. ) Five minutes lost each day is in a year

3 days, 2 hours, 5 minutes ; to minutes a day is 6 days, 4 hours,

o minutes ; 20 minutes a day is 13 days and 20 minutes ; 30 m
in-

utes a day is 19 days, 4 hours, 30 minutes ; 6o minutes a day is

39 days, I hour."
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PALPABLE HIT d the SEASON
is our new KIN-HEE QUICK POT, whose obvious merits
have riveted the attention of the entire trade from coast to coast, creating an excellent
first impression. This convincing fact is evidenced by abundant mail inquiries from all sections
of the country, showing the jobber and dealer were alike forcibly impressed by the first
announcement of this ingenious novelty. Increased sale and continued use will but serve to

As brought to
table, with
boiling water
in receiver.

No. 634. Made in 2 and 5-cup sizes

Fit receiver over
reservoir.

Add requisite amount
of coffee.

Reverse pot
and open air

valve.

l'ill u•v,.iu\oi I ii I h rover reservoir
water, with round muslin

stirring w Ii I, i. strainer.

pour steam-
ing lint.

Secti uuuuul

view of
air vi lye.

No. 635.
Made in I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10-cup sizes

confirm this good opinion, for this specialty is easily peerless among patent pots. It never fails
to make the best cup of coffee you ever tasted, with 25 per cent. less of the very coffee you are
in the habit of using, retaining all the flavor, strength and heat, while eliminating the bitter
poisonous elements of the coffee. It is so easily cleansed after use, as to keep it always sweet
and pure as a culinary vessel. In fine, the Kin-Hee Quick Pot inaugurates a new era in coffee-
making. Details of the pot and process are set forth in our Kin-Hee Booklet. The process, of
course, equally applies to the making of tea, the grounds being separated from the beverage by
the simple turning of the air valve.

Our Regular Lines for the present season are replete with special features, numerous
characteristic patterns having been added in each department. Having manufactured Homan

Plate ever since 1847, time has
well tested the value of our trade-
marks to the dealer. During all
those years our consistent policy
has been to market our product
on the basis of large sales at close
profits. As a consequence of this
habit, there is no line of silver-
plated hollowware quite so pop-
ular, especially since it wears,
and wears, and wears.

No. 535. Shaving Set No. 208. Trinket Box, with Partition

No. 1662. Bread Tray

The Homan Silver Plate Co.
SOLE MAKERS OF THE KIN-HEE QUICK POT

EASTERN SALESROOM- 32 Park Place, New York
WESTERN SALESROOM—The Silversmiths Building, Chicago

Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.
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San Francisco Letter

Our city was so stirred by the assassination of the

President that for some days business came practically

to a standstill. In no part of the country was the

President more admired than here, and his recent visit

to our city added greatly to local admiration of him.

Faith in his successor, however, sustained confidence,

and the period of mourning has been followed by

normal business activity. The outlook for fall trade

is undimmed, and preparations on an unusually liberal

scale are being made in anticipation.

A. J. Donovan, the retailer of South Spring Street,

Los Angeles, has taken the entire store, and is remod-

eling the same, which will give him about three times

the floor space formerly occupied. The store will

have a modern front and new wall fixtures, and will

compare favorably with any of the stores in town.

H. Jacoby, of Orroville, Cal., is spending a month

in San Francisco, taking a special course in optics with

the California Optical Co.

G. Kryhl, son of C. P. Kryhl, Santa Ana, Cal.,

spent a week recently visiting the trade in San Fran-

cisco, and expressed his delight with the city. It was

his first visit.
Harry Frutig, the popular retailer of Gilroy, Cal.,

spent a few days in town recently.

Theo. Hansen, of Hansen Bros., Seattle, Wash.,

arrived in town recently, accompanied by his daugh-

ter. She contemplates staying in the city to complete

her musical education.

Al. Cantor, with Nordman Bros., has just re-

turned from his Southern trip, and reports business as

being very good through that section.

Among the many visiting retailers to San Fran-

cisco in the last month were F. W. Carter, Santa Rosa;

M. Wetzold, Willows ; W. K. Scribner, Bakersfield ;

Charles Wittmark, Fresno ; H. C. Ray, Visalia ; Jos.

Rittigstein, Woodland, and G. C. Wilkins, Red Bluff.

C. Hadenfeldt, of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, the

San Francisco jobbers, has just returned from a four-

months' trip. He reports business in a good condi-

tion and fine prospects for the fall.

F. C. Ewart and wife, of Woodland, Cal., spent a

few days in San Francisco during the admission week.

M. Spiro & Co., the Kearney Street retailers,

have remodeled their store, putting in an entire new

set of fixtures, and when the Christmas season arrives

their electrical display will rival any in the city. Dur-

ing the alterations Mr. Spiro had the misfortune to

have a scaffolding fall on his head, which confined him

to his house for a short time. We are pleased, how-

ever, to see him around again doing business at the

same old stand.
Samuel Levy, of L. & M. Kahn, New York City,

spent a short time in San Francisco recently, combin-

ing business and pleasure.

Scheu & Parker is the title of the retail firm on

Market Street, as Mr. Scholte has retired from the

firm. Mr. Scholte is looking around for a desirable

location to open up a new store.

William Glindemann, the Third Street retailer,

has returned from the conclave of the Knights Tem-

plar, held in Louisville, Ky, last month, looking the

picture of health.
Sir Knight R. L. Radke's little daughter, Doris,

aged five, was unanimously chosen As the mascot for

Commandery No. r, and the whole commandery

claims that her share in the winning of the first prize

was no small one. The prize in question is a massive

punch bowl and ladle, which was furnished by the

Gorham Manufacturing Co. The Knights returned

with a glowing account of their reception, and they are

sure that all Kentuckians now hold a warm spot in

their hearts for their brothers in the Golden Gate City.

Joseph Rittigstein, formerly with Ed. Praet, of

NVoodlands, has taken a new position with F. W.

Carter, of Santa Rosa.
G. V. Heimbach, formerly with F. E. Smith, San

Jose, Cal., has opened a new and attractive store on

San Benito Street, Hollister, Cal.

A. A. Poole, the popular jeweler, who succeeded

Miss Manning, of Santa Barbara, has moved into fine

new quarters on State Street, and is now showing an

attractive line of novelties for the holiday trade.

Frank Donnerberg, formerly with Joe Shade, of

l'ortland, Ore., has left for IIonolulu to take a position

with H. W. Wichman.

THEE ICEYTOINFE

Fred. Dorrance, formerly with Montgomery Bros.,

of Los Angeles, has taken a position with Phelps &

Adams, the San Francisco jobbers, and will represent

them on the road.
B. Erb, formerly with F. E. Smith, of San Jose,

Cal., has gone to Seattle, Wash., to locate.

F. R. Stearns, of Petaluma, Cal., has taken the

position left vacant by B. Erb with F. E. Smith, of

San Jose, Cal.
H. F. Wichman and family arrived from Hono-

lulu recently and spent a short time with us. Mr.

Wichman finds it necessary to take a flying visit to our

fair city, to enable him to select desirable goods for

his growing trade.
H. Kahn, formerly with Albert Feldenheimer,Port-

land,Ore., has gone into business for himself in that city.

A. Pearson, formerly of Oakland, Cal., has closed

out his business and left for Nome, Alaska, to open a

new store.
Messrs. Armer, NValsh and Hammond, of Armer

& Weinshenk, are in their several territories and re-

port business very good.
The engagement is announced of Mr. I. Hassen,

the Taylor Street jeweler, to Miss Levy, one of San

Francisco's most prominent society belles.

Povelsen Bros., jewelers, formerly of 668 Madison

Street, Oakland, Cal., have removed to 1333 Market

Street, San Francisco, Cal. Their new store is very

commodious and attractively finished.

No Time to Read and its Effect on
Buying

It is surprising to find that many business men
who are adepts in the art of selling goods have a very

inadequate idea of the importance of buying judic-

iously. The energies of most jewelers are concen-

trated principally on one object, that is, the disposal

of goods at a remunerative price. They exhibit their

goods to advantage and endeavor as far as possible to

give their customers a favorable impression of them.

This is good business, and expertness in the art con-

stitutes the good salesman ; but gooa selling can never

compensate for bad buying. Some retailers forget

that shrewd purchasing is the fundamental condition

of advantageous selling. Instead of weighing circum-

stances carefully, they go into the wholesale world with

amazing indifference, often totally oblivious of market

conditions. Asked if they read the journals devoted

to the interests of their business, they either say that

they can get along without the aid of commercial

literature or that they have no time to read it, and the

latter reply is perhaps the more deplorable of the two.

Such merchants rush into the market wholly unquali-

fied for making judicious purchases. The usual con-

sequences are that, having made purchases, they are

soon disappointed with results. On the other hand,

the man who goes into the market with a fund of

knowledge derived from his trade journal will natur-

ally be able to buy in a manner that insures for him a

speedy and a profitable sale. He is acquainted with

the terms offered by individual firms and is thus

enabled to make valuable discriminations as to where

he can make the most satisfactory purchases. The

man who reads carefully all the news and laerature of

his business is certain to be a better buyer than the

one who has " no time to read."

Belittling Competitors

Nothing was ever gained by disparaging a compt-

titor. It may be done thoughtlessly or pretnediately, but

whichever way it happens the consequences are never

satisfactory or worthy of the means employed to

secure them. If a merchant expects to elevate his

business in customers' eyes by belittling another's

methods, prices or anything else, a great mistake is

made. The customer generally sees that the unchari-

table and unflattering statements are unjust and ac-

tuated by malice, envy or spite ; therefore they have

no influence on his mind other than to convey an un-

complimentary impression of him who made them.

Very few are in a position to throw stones at any one

else. The residents in the traditional " glass houses"

are too numerous for that. Whatever the reaction

from such littleness may be, the process is unworthy

an honorable man's while.
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Wanted to Advertise His Trade

A verdant youth dropped into a jeweler's, and

after gazing at some fraternity pins in the show case,

said to the proprietor:

" Them's mighty nice breastpins you got thar,

mister."
" What kind of a pin would you like to look at ?"

" How much is this one with a pair o' compasses

and a square ?" pointing to a Masonic pin.

" Five dollars."
" Five dollars, eh ! You haven't got one with any

handsaw on it, have you ? I'm just outer my time,

and as I'm goin' to set up as a carpenter and jitter, I

thought I'd like to have somethin' to wear so folks

would know what I was doin'. Well, I'll take it,

though I'd like one with a handsaw, but I guess mebbe

that's plain enough. The compasses is to mark out

yer work, and the square is to measure it when

marked out, and any durn fool knows that G stands

for gimlet."

The Dissatisfied Customer

The customer is the merchant's rightful critic, and

must be carefully studied in his various phases, more

especially in his protests. His approval is seldom ex-

pressed by other than silent endorsement. Likes and

dislikes must be divined from his tantrums when mat-

ters go wrong. A man in your line of trade under-

stands the difficulties and vexations that daily beset

you, but the average customer is uncharitable, prone

to fly elsewhere when dissatisfied. While infinite pains

are needed to please him, there are several dozen

ways in which he may be slighted or offended—many

little shortcomings that will creep into the best-kept

shops despite constant watching. A green clerk can

undo six months of his employer's best efforts in five

minutes, and send a regular purchaser out of the

front door full of prejudice against that particular

store.
Certain goods may have deteoriated in quality,

or a defective article may have been sold unwittingly ;

a customer may have been kept waiting beyond his

turn, a flippant boy may have indulged in a bit of

slang repartee—any one of a score of common causes

may have aroused his resentment and undermined his

good opinion of the place. The merchant must, per-

force, regain his good will and remedy the defect by

the hard-won hint.
Of course, almost every business day brings

its example of the unreasonable or chronic or habitual

grumbler, but it is plainly good policy to study the

dissatisfied customer and adjust faults in stock, sys-

tem and working force by its dislikes, for he is the

most reliable indicator of things gone wrong.

Compete, but Do Not Oppose

" Competition is the life of trade." The merchant

who promotes a healthy rivalry and honorable compe-

tition will find it so.
Opposition is rank poison to legitimate business.

The merchant who wastes his time clubbing his neigh-

bors and digging pitfalls for them will find it so ; he

will eventually fall into his own trap.

Competition and opposition are easily cofounded.

Competition is an honest man's means.

Opposition is a two-edged sword likely to draw

blood on the reckless handler.
Competition, be it ever so sharp, is tempered with

fair play.
Opposition arouses passion, puts a premium on

trickery, and degrades business.

Competition brings improvement and activity.

Opposition suggests any old scheme to injure an

opponent.
Competition makes friends.

Opposition destroys friendship and makes enemies.

Competition nourishes profits.

Opposition kills them.

Competition means friendly rivalry, with honor

and mutual success.
Opposition means unfriendly strife and hostility,

without success to either party.

The benefits of competition are world wide.

The evils of opposition are just as widely dis-

tributed.
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No. 870

No. 873

No. 875

Patented 11ezel
showing ( I ii

V.,rt teal Flange
lel' fits into
the Ring

Photo. No. 857. Double size

Initials and Emblems are mounted in brown
sard onyx.

Photo. Bezels have hard crystals, on the
back of which the carbon miniature is printed
and covered with gold leaf, making the Photo.
waterproof, indestructible, and produces the same
effect as miniatures on watch cases.

PHOTO. CLUSTER RINGS
with Diamonds, Opals or Pearls

The bezels, containing my carbon
photo. process, are removable
and can be replaced with other
precious stones.

An Attraction and d Seller
is my patent

Initial, Emblem and Photo

Combination Ring

Reverse View
of Bezel and
Retaining Pin

GENUINE CARBUNCLE AND SEAL RINGS

N 730
Ni,.

because it is

New, Original and
Perfect in Workmanship

Charles M. Levy
FINE GOLD RINGS an
DIAMOND LOCKETS

52 Maiden Lane, New York
Established 1888

Protection 1 will sell my
new patent

rings to one jeweler only in each
town of ro,000 inhabitants or less.
Catalogue on application.
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A Sermon to Employers
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Capable employees, unlike poets, are made,
,of born, and the makers have almost as
much responsibility as their creator. What
spirit has the master breathed into the un-
formed mind of the office boy ? What .est of
action, of hope, of aspration has the employer
imparted to the young souls intrusted to his
care? As thc employer works, so will the em-
ployee develop. It need not be a kindergarten

spstem, nor yet a prayer meeting, but inevitably it must be a
training school, where example will be the most potent factor.

"Am I my brother's keeper? " was the shambling avoidance of

the first murderer. Ages of progress toward light and right refuted

that argument, yet twenty centuries of Christian civilization have

hardly sufficed to turn the calcium light of public scorn on the

employer who neglects his working force.

It took the mind of a Napoleon to step out of the path of a

heavily loaded bearer of burdens, saying to his companion, " Respect

the burden, madame." It takes some sense and some perception to

see the burdens of the clerk, to respect them and make them lighter.

Some employers are too dense for this, but there is money in it.

What does this twentieth century call for in this line ? It has

already taught the commercial world that it pays to consider the

health, comfort, improvement and even the convenience of the work-

ing force. Modern life demands and provides greater conveniences

and comforts every year in the office as well as in the home.

What shall we do for them ? Not only what we would have

others do for us and ours, but more than was done for us when as

beginners we entered the commercial field.

The boy arrives. His childish heart and inexperience make him

tremble every hour in his new occupation. His relation to the outer

world has begun—some rough hazing by his fellow employees may

take the starch out of him, and make him realize that this is not

" home, sweet home," but the employer, from now on, Nal be his

leader and his example.
././/

Women, too, are coming more and more into office life—exerting

a refining influence—making things better, at least for the men. Who

doubts that they deserve double consideration ? Who would deny it

to them ? Who would not put the brand of Cain upon the employer

who wronged them or failed to protect them?

///

Three forms of encouragement should be extended to all

employees—the encouragement of pay, of protection and of progress.

Fair pay, improved if the work justifies it. Positive protection as

against the outer world. If the force is to stand like an army corps,

no leader can afford to take the part of an outsider, as against his own

clerk, or humiliate his own employee to show favor to some customer.

A fair chance to go ahead must be given to all, or ambition will die

out and indifference take the place of zeal.

Trust begets trust, and confidence confidence—give your em-

ployees your confidence, not carelessly or without thought, but

gradually, and just as rapidly as they show that they deserve it.

Justice—if yOu are acquainted with it—should be the basis of all

the relations between employer and enn)loyee. Insist on justice toward

yourself and the business. Give equal justice to the hired man. Build

your own dealings with the public on justice, and see to it that your

employees do the same.

To the employee I would say that truth and willingness go far

to make a model worker. They are dependable qualities. Loyalty,

real unwavering loyalty, is sadly lacking in the present hour—it will

come to a good market. Of course, the worker must be not alone

willing to work, but also to put up with the conditions under which he

is called to work. A grumbler never made a good helper in any walk

of life.

My heart goes out to the employee, for ever since my seventeenth

year, with very narrow lapses, I have been both employer and em-

ployee, and still am. Those thirty-five years have grounded in my

mind a firm belief that, when Saint Peter balances up those great

books in which our life work is recorded, many a man will find that

a reference to the commercial agencies will be of no avail, but that the

glad testimony of his employees, " This man did this and this for

us," may save him not a little trouble. " Inasmuch as ye did it unto

one of the least of these, ye did it unto me." —.4rtemtes in Fame.,

gEM

Safeguards Against Dishonesty

is the duty of every merchant so to hedge the young men
in his employ with safeguards that he shall make it easier for
them to remain honest than to fall into dishonesty, says the
Saturday Evenhv Post. No clerk should have the opportunity

to say to himself, " I am almost sure that I am welcome to take this or
that " from the shop or the store. The rules of the house should be
so plain that no one need be " almost " sure about any given thing,
and they should also be so plain that every man and boy on the place
can be absolutely sure about everything.

No one can be certain of himself under any given circumstances
until he has been tried. A temptation may prove irresistible just one
day in a man's life. The thousands to whom it does not appear upon
the fateful day pass through life unharmed ; but it meets one who is
without his armor, it captures him, and all the world wonders !

THE DUTY OF
EMPLOYERS

No employer can say \Villa will be the weak hour in
his clerk's power of resistance, and his plain duty to
God and man, to himself and to his workman,

requires that he shall take no chances, but that he shall do everything
in his power to help his brother to conquer in the battle that may be
the turning point in his life.

If ninety-nine cases in one hundred of dishonesty upon the part
of clerks and office men were carefully analyzed, it would be found
that overconfidence upon the part of the employers led to the fall of
the clerks. And " overconfidence " is but another name for gross
carelessness.

A clerk who is permitted to make payments month after month
and is not asked to show vouchers for the money given him, is the
one who is led to think that if he kept a small part of the cash no one
would be the wiser. When an All-wise God shall weigh that act in
the balance, who shall dare say where the line will be drawn between
the one who fell and the one whose carelessness tempted him to fall?

When an office-man is permitted to receive and pay out cash year
after year, no one ever checking his books or his balances, is it sur-
prising that the thought enters his mind that he might easily have
some of this money for his own use?

One would think that the common remark, " It is always the
trusted clerk who goes astray," would suggest the plain remedy for
the evil. The trusted clerk is surrounded by increased temptations
because of the confidence reposed in him, and justice demands that
his hands shall be strengthened by a wise system of checks, that shall
make it easier for him to remain trusty than to become a defaulter.

The simple, plain duty to be honest is not emphasized anywhere
in business as it should be. It is not made a personal matter, not
demanded with such rigor that young men can realize its over-
w'helniing importance.

BUILDING In the education that was given in the "little red
school-house" to the older generations of business
men, the effort was made, and made successfully, to

build up a complete character—both mental and moral. The ability
to resist temptations was given fully as much prominence as the power
to work out a hard problem in figures.

The education of to-day is almost entirely of the head, and the
youth is put upon his honor early, when the foundations upon which
honor should lie have been almost ignored.

It requires character to resist temptation. And it is a thousand
times easier to avoid the first pitfall than the second. The young man
who teaches himself that " It is a sin

To steal a pin,"

has begun in the right and safe way. He will look upon the taking of
a postage stamp, or a little tool, as being a violation of the Eighth
Commandment just as surely as if he broke into the safe for cash.

CHARACTER



CUT PRICES
have been made on about 5oo patterns, nearly all
staple goods, of which we have too many, con-
sisting of Gold Pens and Holders, Pencil
Cases, Pencils, Toothpicks, Glove Buttoners,
etc., in silver, rolled-plate, agate, pearl, etc. We
will take pleasure in quoting prices and furnishing
samples for inspection on application.

Mercantile Fountain Pens 
in new styles, in Cabinet and Show-Case
Assortments. Made and fully warranted by

wrinht Fountain Pens They

ilynt gold  pens Arigl
The Wright. Jr. NEW—Just Out.

$6.00 per doz.

Fitted with good 14 K. solid gold pen.
Umptestionahly the best value on the
market.

Our Fine Assortment.$10.00,ShowCaseFree. Contains 1 dozen assorted plain,
chased,blaek,mottled and gold-mounted
holders, fitted with heavy 14 K. gold
pens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each.

Above SENT ON APPROVAL.

All Wright Pens are warranted per-
fect. Will exchange or money refund-
ed if not satisfactory. Signs, cartons,
and adv. matter with every order.

This Elegant Show Case FREE with our $10.00 assortment.
I. taio, space for 2 dozen j■1,11, 1111X.

THE WR"I GHT
S RIGHT

The above in assorted styles at $7.50 per dozen. Gold mounted, at $13.50 per dozen.
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS. SENO US YOUR JOBS.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro.,
Proprietors. WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis.

1), to6er, ey,

Philadelphia Letter

Fall business in this city opened very favorably,

and the outlook is of the brightest. The proporti
on

of spendable cash will probably be greater
 during the

forthcoming holiday season than ever before. The

industrial situation is in excellent shape, and there

seems to be abundant work and good wa
ges for all.

The trade are making preparations accor
dingly, and

paying special attention to the better clas
s of goods.

Local jobbers pronounce the situation satisfacto
ry and

prospects luminous.

C. J. Conrad, son of Charles L. Conrad, 
1405

North Second Street, has attained consid
erable dis-

tinction as an actor. He was formerly engaged 
with

the Creston Clarke Co., and will spend t
he seasons,

1901-02, with the Rowe-King Stock Co., Worcester,

Mass.
J. E. Caldwell & Co. recently exhibited a beauti-

ful silver trophy, intended as a prize for th
e winner of

the West Jersey Field Club's tennis competi
tion.

A. R. Justice & Co., of 718 Chestnut Street, and

Charles J. Wocher, diamond merchant, at the same

address, recently completed extensive alterations a
nd

improvements in their new store.

The Jewelers' Club are making arrangements for

the holding of a smoker during the latter 
portion of

this month. The proposed entertainment will be

held at the club house, 1225 Chestnut Stree
t, and

gives promise of being attended with the success

which always characterizes the various functions he
ld

under the auspices of the club.

F. F. Hendry, manager of C. Kibele & Co.
's

store, at 628 Chestnut Street, returned to business 
last

month, after spending a pleasant vacation at Ab
secon,

N. J.
Among the out-of-town jewelers who attended the

reed-bird dinner of the Jewelers' Club was 
S. K.

Zook, of Lancaster, Pa. Mr. Zook reports business

in his section of the State as very good. A
 recent

evidence of his individual prosperity was the do
ubling

of his store, which is now quite capacious, 
prettily

fixtured, well stocked and generally very attractive.

The many friends of D. V. Brown, the well-kno
wn

manufacturing and wholesale optician, Nvill be pleased

to learn that he has recovered from his recent
 severe

illness and is again attending to business. He 
reports

the situation as very favorable, and anticipates 
the

largest fall trade in the history of his house.

The Jewelers' Club gave their annual reed-bi
rd

dinner at Belmont Mansion, Fairmount Park, 
on the

evening of September 17th. The club well sustained

on this occasion its reputation for enjoyable 
functions,

and the insinuation that the diminutive bird
s were

" Park sparrows " did not lessen their at
tractiveness

in the eyes of the diners. The ornithological 
part of

the entertainment was followed by songs, recit
ations,

etc., and a very pleasant evening was thus spent
.

The agency force of the Fidelity Mutual Insuran
ce

Co. recently presented President L. G. Fouse, 
of that

company, with a beautiful vase, and Vice-Pr
esident

A. McKnight with a handsome lamp, both of
 which

articles were furnished by the Wanamaker j
ewelry

store.
Simons, Bro. & Co. recently sold the diamon

d,

jewelry and watch branches of their business to H
oover

& Smith, a new firm, consisting of J. S. Ho
over, who

was with the Simons' concern twenty-three 
years,

and Edgar A. Smith, who was with the firm 
fifteen

years. Simons, Bro. & Co. will henceforth devote

their entire attention to the manufacturing 
business

and the silverware branch of the retail business.

J. F. Neill, 727 Sansom Street, attended the 
recent

convention of the National Basket Ball Assoc
iation,

held at Atlantic City. Mr. Neill is president of the

organization.
Miss Nellie Ballantyne, daughter of Jeweler 

Bal-

lantyne, of 25o West Haines Street, Germantown, w
as

one of the victims of the recent disastrous 
explosion

which occurred on the excursion steamer City 
of

Trenton. Miss Ballantyne was widely known, espe-

cially in jewelry circles, as she assisted her father 
in

his business and was considered very compe
tent in

watchmaking and repair work. Much sympathy is

felt for the bereaved relatives of the deceased ; the

fact that she was only thirty-two years old makes t
he

unexpected demise a particularly sad one, an
d Mr.

Ballantyne feels his loss very keenly.

No. 4A. Plain Barrel, Mottled or ltiaek. *.;,,-„ size.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.
19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Gold Pens, Pencils, Toothpicks and Novelties

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PENS

_LC
WOOD AND

PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TONE
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
LI A SPECIALTY

(c,TELEPHONE CONNE

7 Good a na
/ Valid Reasons
why you should buy your

Ebony Goods of us

Because we have the best goods for
the least money.

Because we guarantee every Brush
and Mirror.

Because we ship every piece in a nice
white box, ready for your customer.

Because we give you from ioo to moo
little booklets, containing a history
of Ebony, with beautiful illustra-
tions and with your business card
on the back.

Because we have the best assortment
of Silver Mountings in the country.

Because you can get any combination
you desire in Leatherette or Silk
Cases, or Leather Traveling Sets
and Satchels.

Because all goods are manufactured
under our own supervision and are
guaranteed as represented.

01111111111••••

RICHTER & PHILLIPS
S. E. Cot-. F'ourth

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE
Out September 15th

and Vine Sta.

Cincinnati, Ohio

24/459

15-Piece
Set

Silk-lined

Case

Price,
$30.00

According
to Keystone

Key

816

Gents'
14-Piece
Real Seal

Price,
$26.00

According
to Keystone

Key

3/412

3-Piece
Manicure

Set

Price,
$2.50

According
to Keystone

Key
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Charles Le Cato has succeeded Eugene Kolb in

the proprietorship of the silver box manufacturing

concern, at 732 Sansom Street, known as the G. F.

Kolb & Son. Mr. Kolb retired from the business

owing to failing health. The new proprietor, who is

widely known in the jewelry world, learned the busi-

ness with Theodore B. Starr. 206 Fifth Avenue, New

York. He afterwards entered the employ of J. E.

Caldwell & Co., of this city, and subsequently became

buyer for Simons, Bro. & Co., another well-known

Philadelphia firm. Mr. Le Cato resigned his position

with the latter concern in order to take up his present

important duties.
A lawsuit has been instituted by Thomas S. Mit-

chell, jeweler and diamond merchant, to South Eighth

Street, against Gimbel Bros., proprietors of. one of

Philadelphia's largest department stores. The Um-

bels are making elaborate extensions to their build-

ings and have acquired most of the adjacent property.

Mr. Mitchell holds an unexpired lease on his store and

claims that he is greatly hampered in his business

by the obstructions due to Gimbel Bros. building

operations.

Literary Notice

The American Nonikly Review of Reviews has

been aptly named " the busy man's magazine." Be-

sides the able and instructive articles by its editorial

staff, this popular magazine contains all that is best

and most reliable in the current literature of the

month. Its opinions on all questions are authoritative,

and its special articles are from the pens of the most

distinguished luminaries of the day. In literary merit

it has few equals, and the vivid form in which it portrays

the happenings of the month make its pages rank

among the first literature of the period. The present

year has been a record one with the Review of Re-

views, and from what we can understand its manage-

ment contemplate publishing it on a still more com-

prehensive scale. It is, indeed, a gratifying sign of

the times to find this high-class volume enjoying a

widespread popularity. Its readers belong to the

most cultured circles in the country, and this is not to

be wondered at when its literary merits are taken into

consideration. The office of publication is 13 Astor

Place, New York, and the subscription price $2.50 per

year.

Ebony
Catalogue

1.11(. finest and largest Catalogue of

Ebony ever issued in the United States

xx ill be ready by September -I 5th.

A Postal Brings One.

Chas. L. Trout & Co., 5 7 Maiden Lane,

New York, N. Y.

Returning Goods

The constant returning of goods is a source of

great annoyance and extra expense, requiring extra

clerical service and more work in many departments.

It is also in many cases a source of positive loss, by

reason of goods coming back in a damaged condition,

or so long after purchase as to be unseasonable—and

the wholesaler divides his feelings (?) between the fear

of loss on the goods so returned, and on the other

hand the fear of losing a customer if he refuses to

make the credit.
The retailer who is guilty of this practice, evi-

dently does not realize that lie is gaining an unenviable

reputation in the business world, and that it affects his

credit standing in a very great degree.

However, the wholesaler is very largely respon-

sible in furnishing the excuse for the return of goods.

Orders are frequently made out in a careless manner

by the 'salesman, leading to mistakes in filling. Still

more frequently are substitutions made in the hope

that the customer will keep the goods when they are

at his store, of course knowingly taking the risk of

their very just return.
We must not overlook the fact that misunder-

standings often occur in filling orders, and for all

these reasons the customer is certainly justified in

making returns.
By such faults of the wholesale house the customer •

falls easily into the habit of returning goods, and is

then not always too particular about having good and

sufficient cause for his action.

This is a case where reform must begin at home.

Let the salesman use more care in taking the order,

and the house in seeing that it is correctly filled, and

the annoyance of having goods returned will be much

reduced.
The aggravated cases will then come more forci-

bly to the attention of credit men, who will find little

trouble in appraising such acti(»is at their true value.

The line is complete in VARIETY

01(1 STYLE of

Traveling Rolls for I. 
ZnWomen
!Men
•1 Women

13rushes, Mirrors, Boxes, Manicures ;111(1

Novelties.

Toilet Sets

HAVE YOU SEEN

our entirely new fall styles of Gold and

Filled

BROOCHES
SCARFS

CUFF LINKS
LORGNETTES

RINGS
FOBS

and novelties in jewelry ?

We send Selection Packages.

A one-cent postal brings YOU_ _ _ sine

new goods of great interest.

Chas. L.Trout & Co.
ec 7 Maiden Lane::

New York, N.Y.
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Simons, Bro. 0 Co.
Silversmiths
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New Goods an Inventions

[The illustration and description' of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a permanent

feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler thoroughly 
poSted

011 the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally well posted
 on the newest

inventions and itnprovements in tools and appliances used at the bench. For the benefit o
f the optician,

we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and instruments in this department.]

"NEW ART"

CHICAGO
702 Columbus
Building

WE MAKE

BROOCHES
LINKS

SCARF PINS
LOCKETS

Write for

MEMORANDUM PACKAGE. 

It will place the Latest

Designs at your disposal

Send for Illustrations and
Prices if you wish to see

PRETTY GOODS THAT

SELL

An Improved Gasoline Lamp
We show in our illustration an improved gasoline

lamp of great illuminating power, named the Halo

pressure lamp, made by the Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.,

Chicago. The lamp is suitable for parlor, store, hotel,

church—anywhere, in fact, where good illumination

is needed. The lamp is so constructed that the light

can be regulated from zoo to 400 candle power, accord-

ing to the pressure put on or light desired, and as the

pump is inside the tank it is always ready and is an
easy matter to regulate the pressure. The tank is re-

movable and is taken out of the frame for filling and
pumping up, which can be done without disturbing

the lamp, mantle or other parts. The lamps are

very pretty in design. One quart of gasoline will last

seven to ten hours, giving 200 to 400 candle power,

equal to a dozen or two kerosene lamps or nearly as

much as an electric arc lamp. They are almost noise-

less and free from the disagreeable buzzing sound
made by some of the heavy pressure lamps. One
lamp will light a room 25 x 40 in good shape at an

expense of about three cents for ten hours.

A New Pin Vise
An improved pin vise, which will be found both effective and convenient to

use,.is shown in our illustration. The little tool is patented and made by A. S.

Koch, 564 West Chestnut Street, Lancaster, Pa., and is highly commended by

workers at the bench. In operation it is easily manipulated by one hand, the

important feature in the manipulation being a little lever which is under 
control of

the thumb. The vise is as excellent in construction as it is efficient in use, 
made

of the best material and prettily finished.

A Self-Adjusting Stud Index

Our illustration shows a new self-adjusting

stud index, made by J. P. Wathier & Co., Chi-

cago. It saves time and labor and is adjusted

for every grade and size of standard American

movements. When using the index place the

lower part of the balance staff in the round

hole in the center. Then turn the balance wheel

until the ruby pin comes over the oblong hole.

Then let the balance clown until the roller table

rests on the steel center plate. The balance is

now ready for the spring. Place the hairspring

on the staff, with the stud in exact line with the

line on the index corresponding in name with the movement you wish to 
put in

beat. Next fasten the hairspring collet on the staff and the movement will 
be

found in perfect beat.
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A New Eyeglass Mounting

The accompanying cut shows an invention which is of much interest to

opticians. It is known as the new eyeglass mounting, with the Hardy hori-

zontal spring, and is made by F. A. Hardy & Co., of Chicago. This new mount-

ing combines many advantages. It is fitted with a flat, heavy spring which works

with a side motion, and this is supposed to be more practical and convenient than

the up-and-down moving spring. This feature also provides for the holding of the

lenses in the proper position regarding center and axis, and obviates the necessity

for using temples behind the ear. When used with the proper angle of guard and

proper length of spring, this mounting adjusts so as to fit any shape of nose and

thus does away with the unpleasantness sometimes experienced by eyeglass wearers

through being afraid that their glasses are about to fall off.

A New Soldering Clamp
A new contrivance in

optical mechanism is Wight-
man's patent spring soldering
clamp, which has the merit
of convenience and practica-
bility. It is designed for hold-
ing spectacle frames, temples
and articles of jewelry while
being soldered. The chief
feature lies in the ease with
which the broken parts are
put together and held in posi-
tion while the solder is being applied. The clamp is made by Frank W. Wight-

man, Vassar, Mich.

A Photo. Cluster Ring
At this season jewelers will be especially interested in the patented cluster

ring here illustrated, which is manufactured by Charles M. Levy, 52 Maiden Lane,

New York. The principal features of attrac-

tion lie in the bezels containing the photo.,

which are removable and can be replaced

with other precious stones to suit the taste

of the owner. The ring has the admixture

of beauty and sentiment that appeals so

powerfully to female taste.

A New Rimless Riding Bow

The accompanying illustration shows one of the latest additions to the 
wealth

of new optical contrivances. It is known as the new Ajax rimless riding bow,

and is made by the Pennsylvania Optical Co., of Reading, Pa. Among the co
m-

mendable features of this article may be mentioned its neat appearance a
nd excep-

65 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Plants for Store and Window Decoration

In connection with our recommendation on page 1133, regarding

the use of leaves in October displays it may be well to say that while

natural plants, foliage, etc., as well as artificial flowers, are now used

to such an extent as to be almost indispensable to the wide-awake

window artist, the fact that these articles may be procured from the

plant manufacturers in any form desired, does not appear to be very

generally known. Flowers have a never-failing charm for the feminine

eye and a liberal use of them cannot be urged too strongly. Merchants

as a rule are wont to look upon artificial plants as tawdry and worthless

and greatly discount their value. The idea that they are a crude

counterfeit of so much that is beautiful among the creations of nature,

gives rise to a deep-rooted and possibly justifiable prejudice. Happily,

however, the day of such productions is gone and the ridulous imita-

tions that masqueraded in the markets of a few years ago have disap-

peared for ever. The place heretofore held by the crude imitation is

now occupied by imitations which resemble the real to almost actual

identity. The horticultural term, " natural prepared," is used to

designate the plants now generally used for decorative purposes.

They are the original growths perpetuated by a chemical process.

They are the mummies of floricultural life, so to speak. The sap,

growth and life are arrested, every other detail of the live plant, as

well as the fresh, life-like appearance being retained and in many in-

stances a detection of difference is utterly impossible. In this as in

most other arts a steady advance is being made towards perfection

and it behooves the decorator to keep up a general knowledge in the

matter. Perhaps the greatest achievement in the production of such

novelties is the manufacture of pear, peach, cherry and other fruit

trees which are shown in full blossom and laden with fruit. The de-

partment stores realize the beautifying influences of such productions,

and their example is well worthy of emulation by retail jewelers.

+t
tional strength. It is constructed without the use of solder. The bridge and end

piece are each made of a single punching and are stiff and durable. The glass is

secured by an improved riveting process. Another improved feature is a patent

compensating wire temple. The possibilities of breakage have been minimized to

a great extent.



Reputation
Some jewelers sell their goods for more money

than their competitors. They get better prices
and sell more goods. Why ? They have estab-
lished for their store a reputation, and custom-
ers know exactly what to expect when they buy
there.

Quality in watches— - 4 That's Our Strong-
hold " has been since our beginning. This is
the reputation we have striven for the last
eighteen years. In our Fall line never before
were varieties so great, styles so charming or
qualities so perfect.

We can prove it. Make your watch pur-
chases here.

M. A. MEAD 8z CO.
Watch Jobbers

Columbus Memorial
Building Chicago

October, 1901
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WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
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CIIICAGO, September 26, 1901

The business outlook in the West,

Trade Conditions Northwest and Southwest is bright
and encouraging. The volume of

trade is excellent, and both jobbers and retailers are

covering their wants in nearly all lines with liberal or-

ders. The prospect for an active and satisfactory fall

and holiday business never was better. The salesmen

on the road are selling nice, well-assorted bills, and

report that the retailers are doing well this fall. The

general demand covers a wide variety, almost every-

thing in staple lines moving with great freedom.

Collections are generally reported as up to the average

for this season, the defaults being unusual and having

no especial significance.
The condition of trade in the great

Trade Conditions Northwest at this writing should be

in the Northwest a source of encouragement to the

dealer, the jobber and the manu-

facturer. In spite of the fact that the total North-

western wheat crop will come nearer to the most

conservative estimates than to the maximum predic-

tions as to yield the great agricultural States of

Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin,

Iowa and Montana were never more prosperous than

they are at present. The comparative high prices being

obtained for stock, for flax, for potatoes, dried beans

and other vegetables, and generally for the commodi-

ties produced in these States, outside of wheat, is

putting money into the pockets of the farmers from

sources which ordinarily do not bring important re-

turns. The mere fact that these returns are coming

from unexpected sources is making the farmer a much

better purchaser of staple and necessary lines of goods

than was expected. And there is every indication that

these conditions will obtain through the fall and winter.

There can be no doubt but what the jewelers of this

section will get their full share of this fine prosperity,

and that they will enjoy a good business this fall and

winter.
A crop report has been prepared

by the Northern Pacific Road,

setting forth conditions of the

Northwest fruit crop in the far Northwest,

which shows that this part of our

glorious country is enjoying unusual prosperity. It

sets forth that in Yakima Valley about 6000 acres are

devoted to fruit culture. The fruit growers expect

about ten tons to the acre. The apple crop will com-

prise about 2o00 acres, about the same as last year,

making 20,000 tons for the year. The crop of other

fruit will be as follows : Prunes, 20,000 tons ; peaches,
7000 tons ; pears, 4000 tons ; miscellaneous fruit, 9000

tons. It is estimated that 2000 acres of potatoes have
been raised, and the yield is from 300 to 500 bushels an

acre. The potato income is estimated at $1,000,000.
The alfalfa crop will run from seven to ten tons to the

Crop Reports from
the Pacific

THE KEYSTONE

acre, and bring $5 a ton. The hop crop is about
15,000 bales this year. The same degree of prosperity

is being enjoyed in other portions of Washington and

Northern Idaho. In Lincoln County the fruit crop is

estimated at 50,16o,ouo pounds. In Adams County

the wheat yield is 47 bushels an acre, the greatest the

county has ever known. The total yield be 4,000,-

000 bushels. In Spokane County the wheat yield will

be 4,000,000 bushels of wheat, 600,000 bushels of oats,

400,000 bushels of barley, 6,250,000 pounds of apples,

and 1,250,000 pounds of prunes and plums. In Min-

nesota and North Dakota the cereal crops are remarka-

ble both for quantity and quality, and with high prices.
The new report of Missouri's sur-
plus production, as prepared by
State Labor Commissioner Ander-
son, makes a most magnificent

showing. The total value of the surplus commodities

of this State for the year Iwo was $143,889,345.72.
Of this grand total, the live stock sold for $74,739,-
309,58 ; the farm crops for $14,552,646.68 ; the fruit
and vegetables for $1,676,255.03 ; the mill products
for $8,871,331.16 ; the mill material for $24,335,441.64 ;
the timber, including sawed and logs, for $9,320,772.20,
and the miscellaneous productions for $10,393,590.43.
The mineral shipments ars nearly one-third of the live
stock surplus, and nearly $1,000,000 greater than the

whole of the surplus farm crops. But most of the

farm crops were fed to live stock, and went into live-

stock exhibit. The figures are startling and disclose

Missouri's greatness in most gratifying colors.
The latest report of the corn

Iowa's Corn Crop crop through Northern Iowa is
that it is going to be fine, some

parties saying that it will make 40 to 50 bushels to the

acre. In Central and Southern Ohio the crops will

not amount to more than 15 bushels to the acre, and

the further you get toward the Southern State line the

less it will be. Oats in Northern Iowa will go 30 to 35

bushels to the acre, but in the central and southern

portion will hardly be to to 15 bushels. This is much

better than was expected at the height of the drouth
season.

The shipments of money from the
Treasury to the South and West for

ment of Crops the movement of crops have been
much heavier so far this year than

in any previous year. The total shipped from Wash-

ington to Chicago, St. Louis and New Orleans exceeds

$8, 000, 000.

Grand Old
Missouri

Money for Move-

The Greatest on

There are as yet no exact statistics
running to June 3oth, but it call be

Record said with certainty that it has been
the greatest year on record. Our

foreign trade will be in the neighborhood of $2,400,-

000,000, and our exports around $1,5oo,000,000, leaving

a great balance in our favor. It is not likely that agri-

culture will contribute so great a proportion of the

exports as it has done in the past, though there will

probably be no decline in the volume of its coilnl w contribu-

tions. But the export trade in manufactures 
w 

a great increase. This is just as important to farmers

as if they produced the articles exported. The greater

the export trade in articles manufactured the better for

the men who feed and clothe the thousands who are

at work in our shops and mills. Later we shall give

some of the particulars of this great year's commerce.
The internal commerce of the
country continues to run ahead of

Year last year's figures by a considera-

ble margin. There are certain ex-

ceptions, for example, in the July receipts and ship-

ments of corn, in the shortage of grain receipts in the

Northwest and in the lake movements of grain. As a

rule, however, the tide of domestic trade has main-

tained its high level well into the opening of the new

harvest year.

Ahead of Last

The St. Louis

The buildings decided upon for the

St. Louis World's Fair will cover a

World's Fair great deal more ground than the

similar structures at the Chicago

Exposition. There was no special building devoted to

education at Chicago. In St. Louis the two halls for

the educational exhibit will occupy 735,000 square feet.

The space under roof in St. Louis will be at least one-

third greater than that at the famous Columbian Ex-

position at Chicago. That the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition at St. Louis in 1903 promises to be a really

great show there can be no question.
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The regular meeting of the Chicago

A Tribute to Presi- Jewelers' Association was trans-

dent McKinley formed into an in memoriam func-

tion by the death of President Mc-

Kinley. • Nowhere was the President more highly es-

teemed than in this city, and by no branch of trade

more so than by the jewelers. It was meet, there-

fore, that the assocation should spread on the minutes

the following tribute to his memory :

The Chicago Jewelers' Association, in regular
meeting assembled, deeply touched by the national
bereavement which has befallen our cherished country
in the lamentable death of our universally beloveo
President, William McKinley, hereby expresses the
heartfelt sorrow of its members in the loss of one
whose wisdom, righteousness and gentleness of char-
acter have crowned him our best beloved President.

The assassin's bullet rcmoved from us the charm-
ing personality of our President, but it could not rob
us of the great heritage of his fame and example.

His place in American history is secure, his tri-
umphs in peace, war, diplomacy and statesmanship
have earned for him lasting fame, which will forever
be an inspiration to all mankind.

To his dearly beloved wife we extend our warmest
sympathy in this hour of her anguish, feeling that
while time cannot assuage so great a bereavement, his
blessed memory will help to lighten her sorrow.

William McKinley, having been our greatest ex-
ponent of commerce, contributing so vastly to the ma-
terial prosperity of our country, we feel that it is espe-
cially fitting that we, a commercial body, pay our
tribute to his memory and adjourn this meeting ; and,
further, that we unanimously agree to close our sev-
eral places of business the entire day of Thursday,
September 19, 1901, the day of the funeral. Also that
this testimonial be spread on the records of this organ-
ization and an engrossed copy of the same be trans-
mitted to Mrs. McKinley.

Personal Mention

Jeweler Nordahl, of Nordi.111 & Olson, the Mil-

waukee Avenue retailers, has recently returned from a

pleasant outing spent at Mackinac and other lake

resorts.
E. M. Weber, the West Twenty-second Street

retailer, has recently returned from a three-weeks'

hunting trip to Colorado.
John C. Leppert, retail jeweler, at 244 West Madi-

son Street, has just recently returned from a pleasant

outing spent at Delevan Lake, Wis.

E. G. Lindquist, retail, 1320 Belmont Avenue,

recently returned from a tour of the Michigan summer

resorts.
G. H. Huizinga, formerly in the employ of Hyman,

Berg & Co., has embarked in the retail jewelry busi-

ness at Holland, Mich. He was in town for a few

clays the early part of the month, buying his opening

stock.
Charles J. Jacobs, Chicago and Western represen-

tative of the Homan Silver Plate Co., has just returned

from a trip covering the larger cities of the Northwest

and reports trade as fine in that section.

Harry 0. Bardon, the faithful and hard-working

correspondence and order clerk in the office of A. C.

Becken, is at his post again after an enjoyable vaca-

tion spent on an Eastern trip.
Miss Mona Clark, who has been in charge of the

engraving department at Benj. Allen & Co.'s for the

past five years, has resigned her place and gone to La

Porte, Ind., where she has accepted a position as de-

signer in a large factory which makes a specialty of

the manufacture of art furniture, a position for which

she has peculiar gifts.
Wm. Geo. Prall, secretary of the Elgin Na-

tional Watch Co., returned the early part of the month

from a thoroughly enjoyable vacation spent in the

Black ills country.
Among the jewelers prominent in the Western

trade, who were recent trade visitors in this market,

was James B. Hayden, of Topeka, Kans. He was

returning from an Eastern trip.

Paul Juergens, the head of the jewelry manufac-

turing firm of the Juergens & Andersen Co., has

returned from a year's sojourn abroad looking and feel-

ing well. He was accompanied by Mrs. Juergens

and their daughter.
C. F. Huntington, house and city salesman for the

Chicago store of the Ansonia Clock Co., returned

early in the month from an outing pleasantly spent in

the East. The trip included a visit of several days to

their factory.
(Continued on page mos)
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f'51CHOU FOIWtaCIIIMAKERS- ENGRAVERS JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS •
MOST THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL SCHOOL

IN AMERICA

To GET A JOB IS EASY
TO ADVANCED
WORKMEN

Our Correspondence
Course on the Lever,
Cylinder and Chrono-
meter Escapements
are thorough and
practical.

Write for informa-
tion about it.

but to hold it and give satisfaction is another thing. A short course at our College will make such a workman of you
that you will be able to get and hold the best jobs and at good salaries.

We have hundreds of graduates throughout the country who are making a success of the jewelry business, and
who owe their success to our thorough, practical instructions.

OUR WATCHMAKING Instructions embrace the repairing of all kinds of
American and Swiss watches, also chronometers and

chronographs, etc., wheel and pinion cutting, in -fact, everything that an expert workman must know.

OUR ENGRAVING 
Department cannot be equaled, because we teach our students
every style of engraving that is required in a jewelry store, and

we have the goods for you to practice upon.
The making and repairing of all kinds of jewelry is taught, also stone-setting.
Our Optical Course is as thorough as any optical Institution gives. We issue separate diplomas for optics.
WRITE FOR OUR NEW PROSPECTUS TO-DAY ; it will give you full information ; and make application for

a bench at once, as we.only take a limited number.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
1213-15 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.F. W. SCHULER, Principal Established 1894

Profits on our MON Slog MO KNITS
as on our • S■ brand of Flatware, is at least 75 per cent. ; as we place
our goods only with dealers who maintain our standard prices.

E. H. H. SMITH, Manufacturer
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

ROSE VO -c ROSE
trafORK. BERRY sRooN

YORK ROSE VERDI VERDi
TEA 31300N. DESSERT EORK., TEASPOBN.'

YORK ROSE
GRAVY LADLE. SAEADORPASRAYFORK.

Distributing Agents Carrying Our Complete Line
N. H. White & Co., New York City
Smith, Patterson & Co., Boston, Mass.
King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y.
H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
tiodclard, 11111 & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
G. B. Barrett & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Benj. Allen 6c Co., Chicago, III.
Oskamp, Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clemens Oskamp, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Joseph Linz 6c Bro., Dallas, Texas.
Noack & Doreen°, Detroit, Mich.

Baldwin, Miller Ec Ca., indianapolia, Ind.
St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
A. J. Jordan Cutlery Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.,

Kansas City, Mo.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
Lehman 6c Hamilton, Denver, Colo.
J. P. Trafton, Los Angeles, Cal.
Morgan Jewelry Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

G-6

Suggestion
[We carry everything

a first=class jeweler
uses. Call on us when
you are in the city.

DEAR SIRS:
It is better for you to order from us this month

the Watches you think you can use this season, as we

have a good stock of all grades of " OMEGAS
and all makes and styles of Cases. Later on desirable
Watches will be scarce.

Net Cash

The Omega, 0 Size, 7 Jewel, in Hunting RELIABLE 14 K. Cases, cost $13.16
14 ti it 

" " 0. F. it it it 13.16
i i 66 " Hunting " 66 66 if 11.25

ARE VERY GOOD SELLERS

Of course we have all other grades of the "OMEGA"
and a full stock of Hamilton, Elgin and Waltham
Movements.

Yours truly,

Cross Beguelin
Established 1863 17 Maiden Lane, New York
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TO THE TRADE
Recognizing the need for a thoroughly equipped

Engraving School in the East, we have established a

new school for instruction in the Art of Engraving at

No. I Maiden Lane, New York City,
where we are prepared to offer all the advantages that have

been and are so successful in our Chicago School. Located

in the gateway of this Continent, we will be in close touch

with and secure at once the newest and best ideas of the

art centers of Europe. This, combined with our unsur-

passed, up-to-date and thorough equipment, enables us to

offer special advantages to those wishing to become first-
class engravers.

Send for our new art catalogue, giving full details
regarding terms, etc. Correspondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving
CH [CAW

126 State Street
Cor. Madison

NEW YORK

No. I Maiden Lane
Cor. Broadway

Heintz Bros.

Ring Makers

Buffalo, N.Y.

We mahe the largest line of Solid Gold Set Rings in America to the retail 
trade

We are still on top. No other jobbing house
can compete

Watchmaker's Bench,
with a parallel moulding all around.

Our benches are the finest in the market, as far as workman-

ski', stock and afi.fiearances are concerned.

Improved Watchmaker's Bench
Solid oak. Curtain Top. Paneled doors, sides and back. Fine cabinet

finish. Drawers lock automatically. One drawer arranged for chucks. Brass

trimmings on knobs. Lock and key on right side of bench. Dimensions : 44

inches long, 40 inches high, 26 inches wide. Solid selected oak throughout (no

soft wood bottom and back, as most other benches are made). 
Guaranteed in

every respect.

SPECIAL PRICE,
Cash with Order, $12 SO

Warranted in every respect. No extra charge for boxing

or cartage.

Cut is a photo. reproduction, and every bench is exactly fier cut.

Open top. solid oak throughout, paneled doors
, sides and back. Fine cabinet finish. One drawer arranged

for chucks ; also apron drawer. Has fancy 
knobs. Size : 40 inches long, 40 inches high, 20 inches wide,

Special price, cash with order,

14 to 20 North Division Street.
342 and 344 Washington Street.

$8.80
KING ei EISELE, Manufacturers, Buffalo, N. Y.

Send for our 20th Century Tool and Material 
Catalogue, free upon request.
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12 SOLID GOLD lo K. LADIES' RINGS. Fine selected Opals.
Special Value at $10.80 net, complete.

FILL IN THE GAPS
in your stock with some "Winners"

like those illustrated herewith. They
are special values and the wide-awake
buyer will find that as a stimulant to
business there is nothing that -acts
more quickly, more surely, than a
quick-selling, popular novelty like these
"Winners" of ours. No jewelers' stock
can be said to be well equipped without
them.

Lockets are in good
demand this fall and
dainty two, three and
four-stone opal rings and
pearl cluster rings are
quick sellers that are
growing in favor with
each day. Every article
we are illustrating has
trade-winning character
and will be found to be
popular with all condi-
tions of trade.

Better Value for the Money
Can't be Found

SIX GOOD QUALITY ROLLED-GOLD PLATE LOCKETS.
3 polished, double portrait, 3 satin.

Special Value at $4.80 net, complete.

12 SOLID GOLD HANDSOME to K. LADIES' RINGS.
6 selected opals, 3 ruby, 3 emerald.

Special value at $13.20 net, complete.

Let us have your order to-day
for one or all of these assortments,
put ill handsome velvet-lined
cases.

Remember also that we are
Wholesale Dealers in Everything
needed by the retail jeweler; that
we fill mail orders promptly, and
that we want you to call on us 
when you visit the Chicago market.

M. S. FLEISHMAN CO., V wVehoel eesrasl e Masonic Temple, CHICAGO

October, 1 901

Chicago News

(Continued on p .gge 1091)

A. C. Becken has the honor this season to be the

'.first among the Chicago catalogue houses to get their

new fall catalogue out among the trade. For the last

ten days his new book has been going out to the retail

jewelers at the rate of 700 per day, so that before this

item is read, his entire edition will be sent out. The

new catalogue is a handsome book of 654 pages—the

best arranged, best printed and most complete trade

hand-book that this house has ever issued. It is

copiously illustrated, well bound and lists a vast variety

of staple goods as well as a splendid line of quick-

selling novelties, which the wide-awake dealer will

find profitable and satisfactory to handle. Mr. Beckett

is to be complimented upon his handsome book.

John H. Hardin, vice-president and manager of

the corporation of F. A. Hardy & Co., is at this writ-

ing enjoying a two-weeks' fishing and hunting excur-

sion up among the wilds of Northern Wisconsin. Mr.

Hardin is expected home from his outing October 1st.

D. H. Wagar, junior member of the diamond

house of A. M. Bard & Co., of the Columbus Memorial

Building, was married to Miss Edith Brown of this

city, September 4th. The wedding was a quiet home

affair, and the young people made a trip up through

the Northwest on a wedding journey. They will

make their future home in Chicago.

R. L. Hogarth, the genial manager in the office of

• the Geneva Octical Co., is at his desk again after a

fortnight enjoyably spent visiting his family, who have

been spending the summer at a Michigan lake resort.

Louis Manheimer, the watch jobber, has discon-

tinued his New York office, which was in charge of

his brother, Edward A. Manheimer, who has returned

to Chicago to take a position in the Chicago head-

qnarters of the firm. This move was necessary on

account of the scarcity of watch movements in the

market this fall.
His many friends sympathize with A. L. Sercomb,

Chicago manager for the Internationl Silver Co., in

the loss of his estimable wife, who died on September

23d at the hospital, where she had gone to undergo an

operation for appendicitis. Rarely has there been

such wide expression of sympathy as that which pre-

vails among Mr. Sercomb's hosts of friends. The un-

expectedness with which this blow fell upon the family

and the whole community was startling. A corps of

eminent physicians has been in attendance, and the

highest hopes were entertained of her recovery from

the severe surgical operation through which she had

passed, but the shock was too much for her delicate

nature. Her death removes from society and chari-

table fields a beloved personality, a generous and

unostentatious giver, who will be sadly missed by her

husband and two boys and a large circle of friends.

News has just reached the trade here that Ed. C.

Newcombe, the popular jeweler and mayor of Big

Rapids, Mich., was married to one of the belles of

that town on September 7th. THE KEYSTONE takes
cpoleuapsluer.e in extending its congratulations to the yonng

W. C. Sommer, optician at Hyman, Berg & Co.'s,

will spend the first week in October in taking in the

State Fair and visiting in Springfield, his old home

town, where he was for years a member of the jewelry

firm of Sommer & Pierik, one of the best-known

retail houses in Central Illinois.

Benjamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., accompa-

nied by Mrs. Allen, has been enjoying the past month

among • the Eastern pleasure resorts. He will return

to Chicago October 1st.
Cards have reached the Western headquarters of

THE KEYSTONE announcing the recent marriage of
Jeweler Frederick J. Edgar, of Eldora, Iowa, to Miss

BlanchceolFlgorsatteutioFoster, of same city. THE KEYSTONE  ex-
tends 

Thomas S. Carpenter, managing partner of the

Horton-Angell Co., the widely-known sleeve and

collar button makers of Attleboro, Mass., has been in

Chicago the past two days en route home from a busi-

ness and pleasure trip in Colorado. While here he

was the guest of Fred. R. Sheridan, the firm's West-

ern representative. Mr. Carpenter said lie found the

West in excellent shape and prosperous trade con-

ditions everywhere he went, better he thought than he

had ever found it on any previous trip.

TH1E KEYSTONE

Fred. H. Allen, Western representative for I).

Wilcox & Co., the Providence manufacturers, left

Chicago headquarters this week for an extended trip

through the South and Southwest, visiting the larger

cities of this section of the country before he returns

home.
Wm. M. Miller, of the manfact tiring firm of Doran,

Bagnall & Co., North Attleboro, Mass., was a Chicago

visitor early in the present month. He was being

shown around among the trade by Mr. Rechter, the

Western representative of this house.

John M. Cutter, general manager of the Elgin

Watch Co., is in the East on a short business trip.

M. A. Mead, head of the house of M. A. Mead &

Co., left last week on an extended Western trip in the

interests of his firm, which will include the larger

cities .of the Pacific slope and the Rocky Mountain

territory.
Sadness reigned in the trade this morning when it

was learned that Mrs. Herman F. Hahn, the beloved

wife of the head of the wholesale firm of F. Hahn

& Co., had died at to.15 o'clock at her home on .the

South Side. Notwithstanding she had been in poor

health for a long time, death was sudden and unex-

pected. Mrs. Hahn was a woman of strong home

tendencies and was devoted to her children and hus-

band. She had a large heart, and while in a measure

her charities were confined to her own efforts, yet she

was a liberal contributor at all times to every worthy

cause. The unfortunate, of whatever creed or color,

could invariably count upon her friendship and influ-

ence when she was approached and acquainted with

their troubles. Tenderly loved by all who knew her,

she will be sorely missed by her many friends, and the

sweet home which she made so attractive by her pres-

ence will long lament her absence. Mr. Hahn and

family will have the sympathy of the entire trade in

their great bereavement.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago's exclusive material

house, have recently been making improvements in

the arrangement of their store and have put in a con-

siderable amount of new shelving and wall casing, all

of which has been made imperative by their constantly

increasing trade. This firm is enjoying an unusual

amount of trade expansion just at the present time,

much of which is due, so Mr. Swartchild tells us, to the

heavy advertising they have been running in THE
KEYSTONE the past few months.

Gossip Among the Trade

A. M. Bard & Co., wholesale diamond dealers in

the Columbus Memorial Building, have just sent out to

the trade their new diamond catalogue, which is hand-

somely printed on fine paper and contains a fine line

of goods which are priced right. Though a new firm,

this house is already enjoying a good business.

We note the appearance of Benj. Allen & Co.'s

catalogue for 1902, and must say it is one of the neatest

and simplest books of the kind that has ever come

under our notice. The cover is bound with an extra

fine quality of silk and in color is a rich brown. The

contents of the book, the artistic and convenient

arrangement of illustrations and the typographical

effect combine to make the volume a first-class cata-

logue in every respect. An evidence of the progres-

sive policy of the firm is the constantly increasing

number of pages, the 1902 catalogue being made up

as follows : Watches 93 pages, diamonds and other

precious stones 16 pages, jewelry and sterling silver-

ware 265 pages, silver-plated ware and cut glass 203

pages, clocks and bronzes 107 pages, optical and camera

department 78 pages. This, in some departments

especially, is a very appreciable increase over their last

year's book.

Out-of-town Visitors

H. G. Butterfield, of the jewelry firm of H. G.

Buttterfield & Co., Hamburg, Iowa, was in the city

the early part of the month on his wedding trip. Mr.

Butterfield and bride were enjoying the sights and

scenes of the Western metropolis for over a week and.

express themselves as highly pleased with Chicago

life. Mr. Butterfield did considerable buying while

here.
Jeweler G. W. McComber, of \Vest Branch, Iowa,

was in the market for several days last week making

his selection of goods for the fall trade.
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Thorpe & Hoberg, of Sioux City, Iowa, were

represented in this market for several days the early

part of the month by Mr. Hoberg, junior member of

the firm, who was here on a purchasing and pleasure

trip.
Gustav Schleuder, of Austin, Minn., was seen in

one of our wholesale stores the early part of this week

making purchases for the home store. Mr. Schleuder

reports business unusually active in his section of the

Northwest, and that dealers are expecting a fine trade

this fall and winter.
W. F. Kirkpatrick, head of the jewelry firm which

bears his name at St. Joseph, Mo., spent a couple of

days last week in the Chicago market. He was ac-

companied by Airs. Kirkpatrick, and they were on

their return from an Eastern trip.

The firm of Keith & McChesney, of Iowa City,

Iowa, were represented locally the early part of the

month by Orr L. Keith, the senior member of the

firm. Mr. Keith was scanning the market for late fall

novelties, and found time to call in at KEYSTONE
headquarters and tell us that Iowa was all right this

year, and that trade was as fully as good at the present

time as it was last September, with excellent prospects

for a prosperous fall and holiday trade.

Edward Bengston, .the well-known jeweler of

Freeport, Ill., was a trade caller in town the early part

of the month, and was looking over the market for

the latest fall novelties.
Charles Brink, manager of the Salt Lake City

store of the Boyd-Park Jewelry Co., accompanied by

Mrs. Brink, was in Chicago a day or two last week,

en route West from a visit to their old Eastern home.

This was Mr. and Mrs. Brink's first trip East in ten

years, and they report a most enjoyable outing among

familiar scenes and old-time friends. They visited the

Buffalo Exposition on their trip, as well as a number

of other Eastern points of interest. Mr. Brink reports

business excellent in the far West, with a splendid

prospect for a good fall and winter business.

Daniel D. Williams, head of the firm of D. D.

Williams & Co., the well-known jewelers of Emporia,

Kans., was a welcome trade visitor in this market re-

cently. Mr. Williams reports business as unusually

good in the Sunflower State, considering the drouth

conditions that prevailed there during the mid-sum-

mer, and was of the opinion that the fall and holid.:v

trade in his sectiomi. would likely be fully as good as

last season.
Jeweler C. K. Deming-, of Poynette, Wis., was in

Chicago last week, selecting his fall bills.

Frank P. Parrott, the well-known jeweler of

Bloomington, Ill., was in the city last week on a busi-

ness and pleasure trip.
L. E. Smith, head of the firm of T. K. Smith jey,

elry house, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, was a welcome visitor

in this market last week. Mr. Smith reports good

business in his section and said he was not feeling the

least discouraged over the outlook for the fall trade,

and was doing his buying accordingly.

Birely & Son, a leading jewelry firm of Oshkosh,

Wis., were represented in this market last week by

Harry Birely, junior member of the firm. Mr. Birely

is a most pleasant gentleman to meet, and always re-

ceives a hearty welcome from the trade when he comes

to town. Mr. Birely was a congenial caller at THE

KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay. He tells us

that trade conditions are unusually good in his section,

and that the outlook for fall and holiday trade is ex-

ceptionally bright.
J. D. Moseley, of Clarion, Iowa, was a liberal buyer

of fall novelties in this market last week.

John Abel, of Dayton, Tenn., was here last week,

making liberal purchases for the home store. • Mr.

Abel reports prosperous times in his part of the South,

and was of the opinion that the fall and holiday trade

in his part of the country would prove better than that

of last season.
Charles G. Lord, retail optician, of Fort Worth,

Texas, was in Chicago for a few days last week, com-

bining business with pleasure.

One of the more recent visiting buyers in the Chi-

cago market was Carl Von Seutter, of Jackson, Miss.,

who was making liberal purchases while here.

The jewelry firm of Kruckemeyer & Cohn, of

Evansville, Ind., were represented in this market re-

cently by Mr. Kruckemeyer, head of the firm, who

was here on a business trip.

(Continued on page z096c)



THE RETAILER possesses several decided advantages. He ob-

thins the chains direct from the manufacturer, without relying upon the

jobber, thereby saving to himself one profit. He holds the direct respon-

sibility of the manufacturer, and is assured careful attention in his deal-

ings and prompt delivery of orders.
In the chains, the Retailer has a line that he can unhesi-

tatingly and confidently recommend to his customers
to Give Entire Satisfaction.

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Manufacturers of High-Grade Rolled-Plate Chains

FACTORY: 101 Sabin Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE : SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE : CHICAGO OFFICE:

37 Maiden Lane. 112 Sutter Street. Masonic Temple.

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE : 617 Lumber Exchange.

will be announced, it is said, in the Temple of Music on orabout the first day of October. They will be known beforethis paper reaches you. If you are interested and wish toknow at once, write me and I will inform you how they standon Engraving Machines.
When men talk boastingly of their dollars and poundsRemember that " Empty vessels make the greatest sounds."
I have been selling machines on easy installment plansfor years. "Ample capital " cuts no ice with me. It isbetter to have stock out, in safe places, drawing monthlyinstallments than to have it stored. None make easiercontracts than I, if satisfied that the payments will all bepromptly made. The great majority of jewelers are menwho will have nothing but the best of tools. There are someexceptions to this, and occasionally we see a man who islooking for a tool that he can buy cheap. All are excusablefor not being able to buy good tools, but none are excusablefor using poor tools on good wares. If you cannot afford tobuy a good tool now, don't buy. If you haggle patronagewith a poor tool you will soon kill it. Have a purpose ; donothing that you cannot do well. If you cannot do it wellnow, let it go until you can. " Doing good to serve one'sends is serving God for dividends." If you cannot buy thebest Francis now, there are two lower grade Francis Engra-vers either of which far excels any other machine ever madein quality of work. If you buy one of them and find thatyou are able to have something better later on, your type,attachments and stand will be all right to use with it.The Francis is not advertised as the standard of theworld, but it beats the world in the excellence of its work.

Atlas got into an uncomfortable position by shoulderingthe world. He evidently thought it needed a standard.If he had let the world supply its own standard he wouldhave had less on his shoulders. He shows a feeling ofinsecurity. The world has tilted forward ; angular adjust-ment and rotary movement has centered it in the back ofhis neck. He first sent an agent with a " business propo-sition." Disappointment resulted ; then another suing forhelp ; this suit was vigorously pushed, but flatly refused.Then he cried out as if a heavy load was on his heart saying:" Bury the hatchet." This business proposition ended withthe breath that gave it life. It could not live in this atmos-phere.
The Francis cuts in all directions and never has toscratch for a recognition of its superiority. The brilliancyof its cut is as fine in script as elsewhere. Attention is beingcalled to script by those using stationary gravers. Lettershaving main lines running the way a stationary graver is setare mostly found in script, and it is hoped, by loudly cryingscript, to divert attention from a class of work having heavylines running at right angles to each other, with curved linesso arranged that the heavy part must be cut in two directions.This is not required even to show the inefficiency of a station-ary graver, for any cross-line filled old English letter if cutin the downward strokes, must be scratched in the filling.The Francis has no equal in cutting script, old English, or inmaking any other cut that can be made with an engravingmachine. The machine can back my word in work orcontest. The matter is already up to the Pan-AmericanExposition Awards.

WM. H. ROGERS
Silver-Plated Flatware

HAS THIS

TOP ON BOX
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

PLAINFIELD, N. J.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASON IC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS.
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u

Manufacturing Jewelers

N910 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES & MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
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M I LI TA RY
G. A. R.
AT I-I L ET IC,

',05F4,00TINGa‘p•

°'94̀4G1t-i)4V-vr.
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LOOSE and MOUNTED

DIAMONDS CASES Elgin and Waltham

Gold and Filled e
MOVEMENTS

st

Othuerrienliorer etis oe fr LeAh M 
substantial
0 ND S a r are d cacutc Ira°, enm ti sh. e cu tters at Amsterdam, and we can

"L. & Co. DIAMOND DISK" sent free on application. Your ordcrs arc solicitcd.
Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers.
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INVITATION

When you come to Chicago we invite you
to visit our salesroom. We shall welcome you
and be pleased to see you at all times. Do not
hesitate because you have never called upon
us and are not acquainted.

Our establishment is large and there are
many new buyers here each day, so that you
will have plenty of company. You can pur-
chase or not according to your inclinations;
you will not be pounced upon and importuned
to buy.

If you are not coming to market let us
have your mail orders. Remember we make
a specialty of Watches. A leading feature
of our business is that we can give you special
movements, and you must know that on
'specials° you can make good money.

J. W. FORSINGER
WHOLESALE WATCHES

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING CHICAGO

October, 1901

Chicago News
- ---

(Continued from page 1095)
Jeweler W. J. Graff, of Boscobel, Wis., spent sev-

eral days in this market recently, on a buying trip.

F. E. Shortiss, the well and favorably known jew-

eler of Traer, Iowa, accompanied by Mrs. Shortiss,

was doing Chicago for a week in the early part of the

month, and at the same time making his fall pur-

chaseps,c
h 

8  wereDe sein1

Selinhs 
liberal.

is the name of a new jew-

elry firm which is just opening up for business at
w ic

Attica, Ind. E. H. De Selms, who is the head of the

firm, was in the market early in the month, selecting

the opening bill for the new store, and was a heavy

buyer. Mr. De Selms is well known to the people at

Attica, having for a number of years been connected

with the George Hay store, latterly as its manager, so

that the new establishment starts out under favorable

auspices.
A. W. Crawford, of the jewelry firm of Geo. H.

Cook & Co., Tucson, Ariz., who also have branch

stores at Phceniz, Jerome and Prescott, in the same

Territory, has been in the Chicago market the past

week, making a selection of goods for the firm's fall

trade. Mr. Crawford always meets with a warm wel-

come from his friends in the Chicago trade, where he

is well and favorably known from his long connection

with one of our wholesale firms. Mr. Crawford tells

US that business, which is always good in his country,

is just a little better so far this year than it has been

heretofore, and that the dealers in the far Southwest are

looking for a bumper fall and holiday trade. Mr.

Crawford was a liberal buyer while here.

A. H. Retsloff, of Manson, Iowa, has been in Chi-

cago for the past few days on his fall purchasing trip.

Philip Diels, of Marion, Ind., a well-known Hoosier

State jeweler, was in Chicago recently on a business

and plea '
Ottr metsloff, of Winnebago City, Minn., has

been la ,ovvi, or several days, looking over the market

for his line of fall novelties for the home trade.

S. A. D. Keister, of Lander, Wyo., was a recent

trade caller in this market. Mr. Keister reports pros-

perous trade conditions in the far West, and was buy-

ing liberally in anticipation of a fine fall and holiday

trade that they are looking for in his country.

J. W. Schaffer, of Idaville, Ind., %'as a trade vis-

itor in this market last week.

Jeweler W. S. Still, of Delavan, Ill., accompanied

by Mrs. Still, was here a few days last week, doing

his fall buying and enjoying lile in the Western me-

tropolis.
Harry Bassett, junior member of the jewelry

house of L. M. Bassett & Son, Coldwater, Mich., is

among the very recent visiting buyers in this market.

The jewelry firm of 0. C. Cobb & Co., of Iowa

Falls, Iowa, has been represented in this market for

several.days past by Mr. Cobb, head of the firm. Mr.

Cobb reports Northern Iowa as all right for a fine fall

and holiday business, and was making his purchases

accordingly.
C. D. McElvain, the well-known jewelers of Red

Oak, Iowa, accompanied by Mrs. McElvain, has been

spending the past week in Chicago, combining busi-

ness with pleasure. Mr. McElvain was here on his

fall buying trip and was a liberal purchaser from our

wh coleitsya.le and manufacturing firms during his stay in

tile 
Theodore P. Schleuder, of Albert Lea, Minn., is

in Chicago this week selecting goods for his fall trade,

as well as seeing the sights of a great city.

The jewelry firm of Lemp & Huber, of Danville,

‘'ere represented in this market by Mr. Huber,

purchasing
tiercjunior 

trip. 
nie mber of the fir, who was here on a

Among the recent buyers in this market was Jew-

eler A. Averson, for a number of years past in busi-

ness at Calumet, Mich., but who has recently located

at Denver, Colo., where he is opening up a new store.

IWllitpitWhile here lie was a liberal buyer for the new estab-isi

J. K. McDonald, of Leadville, Colo., was among

the recent buyers in the Chicago market, wbo was se-

lecting his latest fall novelties for his home store.

J. A. Johnson, of Independence, Kans., has been

.spending a few days in Chicago the present week,

combining business tvith pleasure.

•

THE KEYSTONE

J. J. Heath, of Lansing, Mich., was a recent buyer

in this market.
M. N. Berg, of Duluth, Minn., spent a day or two

in Chicago the early part of the present week, making

a selection of fall goods for the home trade.

Max. Nassau, of East Chicago, Ind., was in the

market on a purchasing trip the early part of this

week.
Jeweler H. C. Homrighous, of Mattoon, Ill., has

been in the market this week looking up the late fall

novelties.
Howard Wilson, of Blue Earth City, Minn., was

seen in one of our wholesale offices this week, select-

ing his fall bills for the home market. Mr. Wilson re-

ports trade as prosperous in his country, with a splen-

did outlook for the fall and winter.

M. A. Hawver, of Monroe, Wis., accompanied by

Mrs. Hawver, have been enjoying a few days of Chi-

cago life this week, while combining business with

pleasure. Mr. Hawver was buying liberally while

here.
H. Hulshof, jeweler-optician, of Ellsworth, Minn.,

has been in the Chicago market this week buying his

fall bills.
Among the prominent Western jewelers visiting

this market the past week was August Bruder, of

Fort Wayne, hid., who is always a welcome visitor.

The jewelry firm of Linnig Bros., of Peru, Ill.,

were represented in this market by one of the brothers,

who was here on a purchasing trip.

Ed. Koenig, of Algona, Wis., spent a few days in

town this week, scanning the market for late holiday

novelties.
H. E. Taylor, of Bloomington, Wis., was a recent

buyer in this market.
F. M. Smith, of Woodbine, Iowa, was a visiting

buyer in the Chicago market last week.

R. A. Williams, of Dunlap, Iowa, was among the

many Western jewelers in this market on buying expe-

ditions last week.
W. F. Hackett, of Rochelle, Ill., has been in the

city this week on a business trip.

E. P. Sundberg, the well-known jeweler of Fargo,

N. flak., accompanied by Mrs. Sundberg, spent a

couple of days this week in Chicago en route home

from an Eastern trip.

The jewelry firm of Gurney & Ware, of Kansas

City, Mo., was represented in the Chicago market this

week by Mr. Gurney, the head of the firm, who was

here on a purchasing trip.

Jeweler S. NV. Lindsey, of Omaha, Nebr., was

seen among our Nvholesale houses this week, selecting

goods for the home store.

A. N. Maumenee, retail optician, of Mobile, Ala.,

spent a few days in Chicago last week, baying liber-

ally while here.
A. D. Ackerman, of Fairbury, Nebr., was a recent

visiting buyer in this market. He was accompanied

by his brother, Herman Ackerman, the well-known

jeweler of Marysville, Kans. Both gentlemen were

selecting lines Of fall goods for their home market.

C. E. Mann, of Mason City, Iowa, a frequent and

familiar figure in this market, was here last week

making his fall purchases.

Joseph Herman, Jr., son of Jeweler Joseph Her-

man, Calumet, Mich., was a recent buyer in this

market.
E. J. Ballard, of Evansville, Wis., was among the

visiting buyers in the Chicago market last week.

R. U. Hendrix, the well-known Western jeweler,

of St. Joseph, Mo., was a trade caller here last week.

Frank Showerman, of Ypsilanti, Mich., spent a

few days in this market last week making purchases

for the home store.
Fred. Overstreet, of Paxton, Ill., was a trade vis-

itor in this market the early part of the week.

Joseph Dobbs, the veteran and pioneer jeweler, of

Genesseo, Ill., was in town recently on a business trip.

Jeweler S. P. Turner, of Cassopolis, Mich., was a

visiting buyer in this market early in the present week.

C. A. Cole, of Winterset, Iowa, has been a wel-

come trade visitor in this market for the past few day
s.

Mr. Cole reports trade as prosperous in the Hawkey
e

State, and was making liberal purchases in anticip
a-

tion of a lively fall business.

The jewelry firm of Cole & Connoran, of Indian-

ola, Iowa, has been represented in this market th
is

week by W. C. Connoran, the junior member of t
he

firm, w'llo has been doing his fall buying.
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Han. S. Kittle, of Boulder, Colo., was met in one

of our wholesale offices last week by THE KEYSTONE
representative. Mr. Kittle informed us that Colorado

was prosperous this year, especially his section of t
he

State ; that they were expecting a good fall and 
winter

business, and that he was buying accordingly.

H. E. Cole, of Mount Carroll, Ill., was among the

recent out-of-town buyers in the market, selecting his

fall bills.

Trade Exits

Snowy, muddy or slippery sidewalks in front of

store.
Inattention on part of clerks.

Untidy counters and shelves and unswept floors.

Absence of light.
The insolent and supercilious clerks.

Last season's goods at this season's prices.

Lack of heat in winter and lack of air in summer,

Lack of advertising in winter, ditto in summer.

Absence of called-for goods in stock and absence

of willingness to get them for the customer anyway.

General mercantile cussedness.

A Clock of Bicycles

Alphonse Duhamel, of Paris, has made a time-

piece that stands twelve feet high, and is composed

entirely of bicycles or their component parts.

The framework is a huge bicycle wheel, around

which are arranged twelve ordinary-sized wheels, all

fitted with pneumatic tires. A rim within the large

wheel bears the figures of the hours, the figures them-

selves being constructed of crank rods. The hands

are made of steel tubing, which is used for the frame-

work of bicycles. The minute strokes on the dial are

small nickel-plated spokes.

The top of the clock is an arrangement of twelve

handle-bars. The clock strikes the hours and the

quarters, bicycle-bells of course making the chimes.

The pendulum is made of a bicycle wheel, and the

pendulum-rod of various parts of the bicycle frame.

It is said that the clock, besides being a curiosity,

is an excellent timepiece. It is to adorn one of the

public buildings of Paris.

Don't Find Fault

Never find fault unless you can suggest something

better. This habit of constantly finding fault with

every one seems to be the tactics and the sole idea

which some people have of the duties of general

manager. No greater mistake was ever made. A

really good subordinate who is trying to interest him-

self in the affairs of the house and who is trying

to make business profitable, will be worried to death

by constant fault finding. No one has the right to

pick in pieces the work of any one else unless he can

improve on it or can suggest some way by which the

party with whom he is finding fault can improve on

what has been done.

Do Not Divulge Trade Secrets

Where an employee leaves his position in one busi-

ness house, no matter for what reason, to identify him-

self with another firm in the same or any other line of

business, whether in the same city or not, he has no

right to divulge what are called "the secrets of a

house" of his first firm to his later employer. These

"secrets," as they are called, are generally nothing

more than special and exclusive methods of dealings

and tradings, or concessions to customers, etc., and

just as much the property of the firm that conceived

them as the goods on their shelves. All empIoyee's

knowledge of these methods is a private possession,

and should never be imparted by him to a rival firm

or to any one else, either while he is in the employ of

the firm or after he has left it. They are part of his

position and should be left with that position if lie re-

signs or is discharged therefrom. Nor does a fancied

or an actual unjust treatment of him by the employer

whom he leaves alter the point of honor. If he has

been wronged by the employer whom he leaves, all the

more reason why he should keep his honor unsullied.
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Just a Reminder
"Order Cuckoo Clocks from Cuckoo, Phila."
Probably that's the sort of a note you made in your " Goods WantedBook" when you read our advertisement last month..Check up that note now, let us have your order.If you didn't sell Cuckoo Clocks last year, you simply skipped someeasy profits, you skipped an extra attraction to your stock. Don't let lastyear be a criterion for this. Give yourself a chance to beat your ownrecords this year. Lift your Clock display out of the ordinary ; put in aline of our Cuckoo Clocks and let their uniqueness and their quaintuncommonness draw attention to your whole display.Good timekeepers? Certainly, as good as any other clocks at theirprice ; but they are more than " just timekeepers," though they costnot a penny more.
Better send for our catalogue to-day.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Manufacturers Philadelphia ImportersA 

Watchmaking
By

Correspondence
Every watchmaker that understands plain
English can learn Escapement Adjusting by
our Correspondence System.

Extracts from Some of Our Graduates
" The key which unlocked all difficulties about escape-ment work.
"An eye-opener in the way of correcting defective escape-ments."
" I am certainly a far better watchmaker now, thanks to yourcourse."
" Never spent any money to such advantage," etc.

WRITE FOR TESTIMONIALS

The 
U. S. School of Horology

T. J. WILKINSON
Principal

2258 North Front Street

Philadelphia S. J. LYONS
Secretary

HALF-TONE ELECTROTYPES
A SPECIALTY

and guaranteed as good as the original

DUNCAN & CO.
Electrotypers

62 I Commerce St., Philadelphia

A. N. CLARK ex. SON, Plainville, Conn.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

CLARKS'

BICYCLE STAMPINGS,CYCLE BOLTS AND NUTS.
CELEBRATED LOOP WATCH KEYS.

orri.-1-

our endeavor to make our
Celebrated Loop Watch Key
the best key, quality and price
considered, in the market is a suc-
cess, as thousands of watchmakers
will testify. We solicit the con-
tinued sale of these keys for our
mutual benefit.

We also manufacture Mani-
cures,Tweezers and Key Rings
in variety.

Order Keys through your jobber,who will furnish them at one price.J. H. Walbridge & Co., Box 1895,New York, are our agents for Tweezers,Key Rings and manicures.

=44,

Jewelers, watchmakers, Boren
This is a reduced fac-simile of the cover of a work ofart, the title of which explains itself. We have beenurgently requested to create a book of this kind forJewelers and Engravers, and are now enabled to do so.No one in the trade, or lover of art, can afford to beNvithout at least one copy.
It will be found indispensable on the show case whenselling goods to be engraved, as every design is numberedand corresponds with a price-list.
To the Student or Engraver it is a ready guide fornew ideas.
Price, only ONE DOLLAR, which will be refundedto jewelers sending me trade work or students enteringThe Jewelers' School of Engraving.

Richard 0. Kandler
Engraver to The Trade

CHICAGO NEW YORK126 State Street No. I Maiden Lane
Cor. Madison Cor. Broadway
MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

Come to Chicago: r 
Fall 

 

Bills 

theGreat MON Boger
to 

REDUCED FARES
during the months of August, September and October
to the Great Western Metropolis and return

In connection with the

FALL MEETINGS, 1901
of the

National Association of Merchants and Travelers
Divisions A, B, C and D

AT CHICAGO

ONE AND ONE=FIFTH FARE

4•■••

Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western 
Passenger Association, including the following States : Iowa,

Wisconsin, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado (from 
Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Points East only), New

Mexico and Arizona, on the Santa Fe System, 
Wyoming (from Cheyenne only); also in Minnesota and North and 

South

Dakota, except on the lines of the Great Northern, 
Northern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines can 

secure

the reduced rates from the nearest points on 
other lines, Northern Peninsula of Michigan on the C., M. & St. 

P. and C. & N.

W. Ry. lines ; Illinois in Western Passenger 
Association territory.

Also for Texas and Oklahoma and Indian 
Territories ; on the following routes only : The Atchison, Topeka and 

Santa

Fe; Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, the St. 
Louis Southwestern (Cotton Belt Route ), and the 

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry.

FIFTH MEETING 
Dates for buying tickets, October 26, 27, 28, 20, 30, 31 and 

November I.

Dates for returning home, October 30, 31, and November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8 and 9.

CENTRAL PASSENGER ASSOCIATION 
TERRITORY

ONE AND ONE=THIRD FARE

Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern 
Peninsula) and Indiana, and part of Illinois

in the Central Passenger Association 
Territory

Dates for buying tickets, October 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 
and November 1.

THIRD MEETING •t Dates for returning home, October 30, 31, and 
November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Write us for additional particulars. Make our stores your headquarters. We are at your 
service.

Otto Young & Co.Benj. Allen Se. Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Silversmiths' Building.

C. H. Knights & Co.
Diamond Merchants and Wholesale 

Jewelers,

Columbus Memorial Building.

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

149-153 State Street,

H. F. Hahn & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Champlain Building.

Stein & Ellbogen Co.
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers,

103 State Street.

Towle Manufacturing Co.
Silversmiths,

149-153 State Street.
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Our Catalogue is Ready
The first copies of our New Fall Catalogue will come from the press Tuesday, October 1st,and we will begin to send them out to the trade on that date.This issue contains more goods than we ever before crowded between the covers of ourCatalogue, all arranged for ready reference, and in such form as it is easy to get at any infor-mation the dealer may desire. Besides, it is the most complete and varied trade hand-book wehave ever issued and it is attractively printed and bound. You vill find that it illustrates andPrices everything needed by the Retail Jeweler.
The Jeweler who looks to close buying as one source of profit, andwho is not married to any one house, needs our Catalogue.It costs you nothing, if you are a Regular Jeweler, and if you do not receive the bookby October 15th, simply ask us on your regular letter-head for our 1902 Catalogue.

B. F. NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.
( Entire Second Floor)

Columbus Memorial Building CHICAGO

ALEXANDER It REVELL & CO.
431 to 43Z Fifth Ave., Chicago

MANUFACTURERS OF

STRICTLY HIGH-GRADE

Jewelry Fixtures

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit write us, as we may be ableto interest you. Or, if you expect to remodel your store, we would be pleasedto submit estimate.
We make a specialty of manufacturing strictly high-grade jewelry fixturesof the most modern type in design and construction with latest improvementsfor electric lighting, if so desired, and ask that you correspond with us if inneed of anything in our line. We manufacture an all-glass show case,the latest and best on the market.

For further particulars, please address our factory direct, 431 Fifth Ave.
Write for our No. zo Catalogue.

THIS IS OUR SMALL MOULDING STEEL-LINED SHOW CASE

WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD TO PRODUCE ITS EQUAL
Send floor plan with particulars.

October, 1901

Items of Interest

0. B. Kyte, formerly of Crothersville, Ind., will

remove to Salem, Ind., after October t, 1901, to en-

gage in the jewelry business.

Miss Josephine Corbett, of Butte, Mont., and R.

E. Friesse, of Bluffton, Ohio, were among the late ar-

rivals at the Landis School of Engraving, at Detroit,

Mich.

The store of Josiah Beck, of Provo, Utah, was

robbed of a considerable amount of jewelry and sil-

verware some weeks ago. Mr. Beck has offered a re-

ward of $100 for information leading up to the arrest

and conviction of the burglars.

By a typographical error in the advertisement of

J. P. Wathier & Co., 178 West Madison Street, Chi-

cago, in our September issue, the price of their self-

adjusting stud index was given as $1.25 instead of

$1.50, the latter being the correct price.

L. Lechenger, manufacturing jeweler, of Houston,

Texas, made a trip North last month, visiting New

York, Philadelphia and other cities. He was a wel-

come caller at THE KEYSTONE office, and gave us the

pleasant report that in his section there were good

crops and good prospects.

The store of A. W. English, Wyocena, Wis., was

broken into and robbed of jewelry and various other

goods, including cutlery and pens, on the night of

September 17th. Some of the stolen articles had been

left for repairs. Mr. English has offered a reward of

$25 for information leading to the discovery of the

burglars.

" Some Prettily Set Tables " is the title of a hand-

somely illustrated article by Janet McKenzie Hill, of

the Boston Cooking School, in the October issue of

the Ladies' Home Journal. Five tables are shown,

and it is a matter of interest to the trade that all the

ware used in setting the tables was selected from the

stock of the International Silver Co.

The Queen City Silver Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,

mailed last month a very handsomely-compiled cata-

logue, showing their fall designs. The illustrations

seem to be about as perfect in execution as it is possi-

ble to make them, and represent as vividly as cuts can

the beauty of the goods. The catalogue will be found

a useful work of reference at this season.

In our description in the September KEYSTONE

of the largest clock movement ever made, which is

exhibited by the makers, the E. Howard Clock Co., at

the Pan-American Exposition, there was a typo-

graphical error so glaring as to be almost self-evident.

It was stated that the movement would bring the tone

out of a bell weighing 1200 pounds. As our readers

probably suspected, it should have been 12,000 pounds.

The monster clock has actually proved its capability

to accomplish this wonderful achievement.

A new engraving establishment, for trade work,

has just been established at No. it Maiden Lane, New

York, by Richard 0. Kandler, who has for years con-

ducted a similar business in Chicago, which will also

be continued, Mr. Kandler dividing his time between

both establishments. He has issued a special cata-

logue of monograms and other engraving work needed

by the trade, which is to be issued to customers free

of charge. It is handsomely printed, with a specially

designed cover in wax modeling, and illustrating the

various styles of work done.

On Saturday, September 28th, the employees of the

various departments of The Keystone Watch Case Co.,

Philadelphia, assembled in the engraving depart-

Ment immediately after the closing hour, in response

to an invitation extended by the workmen in the

engraving department, to witness the unveiling of

a life-size portrait of the late President McKinley, en-

closed in a magnificent Florentine black ebony frame,

voluntarily contributed by the employees of the en-

graving department, as a token of their esteem for the

martyred President. William F. Scheuing, on behalf

of the engravers, presented the gift to the company.

Mr. Roberts, treasurer and secretary, responded on

behalf of the company, and the ceremony was brought

to a close by the singing of President McKinley's

favorite hymn, " Nearer my God to Thee."

THE KEYSTONE

On September 5th the new Columbus Watch Co.,

of Columbus, Ohio, sold out to the Hallwood Cash

Register Co. their unexpired contract with the Hall-

wood Co., under which the watch company has been

making cash register parts for the Hallwood Co. for

the past five years. The amount involved in this deal

aggregates over $15o,000, which amount the watch

company will invest in new machinery and general

improvements in their already extensive watch plant,

and they will hereafter devote their entire factory,

time and capital to the manufacture of first-class

watch movements. Their new line of movements will

embrace new designs in thin 16 size, 12 and 0 size.

This company is hiring all the experienced help they

can get and expects to employ from 350 to 400 people

by January t, 1902.

In connection with a shocking double murder, re-

cently committed in the vicinity of England, Ark., T.

G. Stickel!, the local jeweler, by way of helping to

establish the identity of the murderer, states that a

watch, which was taken from one of the victims, an-

swered the following description : " The case is IS

size, htg., Boss filled, with the old 15-year guarantee

certificate. My private number, 1710, is in back lid,

near hinge, and I fancy there are two large letters

scratched in back lid. The case is engine-turned with

shield, and the movement is an old Seth Thomas, of

the 3A-plate variety. My last record of repairs reads :

No. 1710, Aug. 17, 1901. New winding crown stem

and pendant screw.' The old crown, however, was

afterwards found and I replaced it in the case, but the

pendant screw was new, ancl was either made from a

piece of Stubbs' soft steel wire, or an old Swiss bridge

screw. When I last saw the watch it needed cleaning,

and will probably find its way into some shop soon."

Jeweler E. L. McDowell, of Arkansas City, Kans.,

is an exceedingly clever window dresser, and takes

advantage of important happenings to attract the

public to his store. One of his displays last month

was of a rather tragic character, but was signally suc-

cessful from a business point of view. Previous to

the opening of the display he put a card is his front

window and announced that he %%,ould have an attrac-

tion that would be worth seeing. Accordingly a large

crowd assembled at the time announced, and when

the window was thrown open to view it represented

the interior of a cell in New York State prison at Sing

Sing. The cell is what is known as the death-cham-

ber, in which the prisoners, who have been con-

demned to death, are electrocuted. Strapped to the

electrical chair was a dummy representing Czolgosz,

the assassin. All the gruesome ceremony of an elec-

trocution was gone through with a wonderfully real-

istic appearance. The crowd of spectators applauded

the clever display and many regrets were expressed

that the real assassin, instead of the dummy, did not

fill the death chair.

The Ohio Cut Glass Co., Bowling Green, Ohio,

has been organized under the laws of the State of

Pennsylvania for the purpose of manufacturing rich

cut glass. George R. Spinney, formerly of the Libby

Glass Co., of Toledo, Ohio, is president of the new

company, and J. B. Newton, now superintendent of

the Findlay, Ohio, plant of the National Glass Co., is

the secretary and treasurer, and will sever his connec-

tion with the Findlay, Ohio, plant about November

15th. These gentlemen, together with a number of

New York and Bowling Green capitalists, are the

parties interested in the new works. The company is

building a new plant near the center of the town of

Bowling Green, and have purchased from the National

Glass Co. the machinery, tools and other equipment

heretofore used by that company in their plant at

Fairmont, W. Va., and will take over the business

established by the National Glass Co.—the National

Glass Co. having decided to discontinue the manufac-

ture of rich cut glass at their Fairmont factory. They

will, however, continue the manufacture of light cut-

tings and blanks for cuttings, also bar and hotel

goods and blown tumblers at the Fairmont Works.

Mr. Spinney, the president of the new company, says

that he has employed Thomas Dow, formerly the de-

signer for the Thos. G. Hawkes Cut Glass Co., Corn-

ing, N. Y., as manager of the new plant, which will

be equipped under the supervision of Mr. Dow. The

plant will be in operation about November ist, and

their new line will be ready about January 1st.
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Client Azbell, formerly on the road for Noack &

Gorenfio, of Detroit, is now a manufacturer of metal

and furniture polish at Indianapolis, Ind.

August W. Wittstein, traveler for Chas. 1'. Witt-

stein & Co., Chicago, recently returned to his road

duties from an enjoyable trip to Buffalo and the East.

Frank B. Lawton, formerly of the Lawton-Sher-

man Co., of Providence, R. I., has connected himself

with the manufacturing firm of George A. Cahoone &

Co., of that city, as traveling representative among the

wholesale trade in the Western territory.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro., of St. Louis, are extend-

ing their business this fall by doubling their traveling

force. They now have five men on the road.

Ferd. Wirtz, of the traveling force of the Geneva

Optical Co., Chicago, left early in Setember for an ex-

tended trip over the Western territory. He will cover

the leading cities of the far West and is not expected

to return to headquarters before the middle of October.

A. N. Brittan, the well and favorably known

traveler for M. A. Mead & Co., Chicago, has been

unable to be out on the road for the past month on

account of sickness. We are glad to state, however,

that at last accounts Mr. Brittan was able to visit

headquarters daily, and that Ile expects to take up his

regular trips again early in October.

Edward B. Hoffman, formerly a well-known

Western traveler but latterly buyer and house sales-

man for the Stein & Ellbogen Co., of Chicago, resigned

his place early in September and immediately accepted

a traveling position with H. F. Hahn & Co., of the

same city. He is already out on his first trip among

his old customers in Michigan and Ohio, and writes

that he is strictly in it with his new line.

James I I. Donnelly, Western traveler for Sproe7

hnle & Co., Chicago, made his first appearance in two

months at Chicago headquarters two weeks ago,

coming in from Kansas City, where he had been laid

up at the Scarrett Hospital for six weeks with a case

of typhoid fever. Mr. Donnelly is fast recovering his

usual health, but for a time while he was in the hos-

pital he was a very sick man and his life at one time

was despaired of. He now thinks he will be able to

again take the road early in October, all of which will

be pleasant news to his many friends in the trade.

Traveling salesmen are occasionally

Settling With asked by the home office to arrange

with a dealer for the settlement

of a delinquent account. This is

generally the result of a suggestion from the dealer

himself, who writes in effect that he will settle with

Mr. Soanso on his next visit. The traveler does not

relish the undertaking, as it may lead to an unpleasant

feeling between himself and a customer with whom he

has been previously on good terms. Salesmen are

only human, after all, and have sentiments very much

like those possessed by the lesser lights in the com-

mercial world. It is unfair to place such a responsi-

bility on the salesman, and the dealer should not ask

it, because in most cases it is unbusinesslike. Beside

this, and of much greater importance, is the fact that

a suggestion of this kind coming from the dealer gives

rise to the suspicion on the part of the traveler's

house that the dealer is endeavoring to delay the

settlement, thinking that it will be some time, possi-

bly weeks, before Mr. Soanso will be able to call. All

settlements should be made directly to the house. If

any errors have been made, they can be readily cor-

rected by correspondence and the house will do this

willingly and effectively in most 'cases without the aid

of the salesman who sold the bill. When there are no

errors, a statement that the account will be settled with

the salesman is accepted merely as an excuse for delay.

the Traveler



'KANSAS CITY, MO.

WE SUPPLY

ALL THE WANTS
OF THE RETAIL JEWELER

Special Manufacturing and Repairing
in our own shops.

Tools and Material
from our own stock.

Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry
a complete stock.

IF YOU ARE NOT ALREADY A CUSTOMER, IT WILL PAY YOU

TO SEND US A TRIAL ORDER

&Waits & Sloane Limon Co.
elio Keith & Perry Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

October, 1901

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Cool weather is now upon us, and with the invig-

orating atmosphere of the early fall comes an awakened

activity in all branches of trade. The dullness which

characterized the summer months seems to be entirely

dispelled, and trade is opening up in a manner which

makes the wholesale and retail jewelers prophesy a

good season. Of course, from this time on business

will increase until the holiday rush, which all seem to

expect will be unusually great.

The death of the President caused an atmosphere

of quietude to settle over everything ; but this is on
ly

temporary, and will not affect the bulk of trade. The

city looked like a place of mourning during the few

days elapsing between the President's death and his

burial, and the great grief of the people found expres-

sion in decorations of a mourning character and half-

masted flags. Nearly all the windows were decorated

in mourning, and many were arranged with true

artistic dignity.

The usual fall carnival season will begin the first

week in October, and will doubtless draw great crowds

to the city. It is always a good week for business,

for the out-of-town buyers consider it a capital oppor-

tunity to combine business with pleasure and see the

sights while stocking up for the holidays. The amuse-

ment programtne has been varied a little this season,

and has not been entirely completed. It has been de-

cided, however, to have the l'riests of Pallas and

K. K. K. balls, in Convention I hall, as has been the

custom.
Eugenio Sorrentino, conductor of the Banda

Rossa, was presented with a handsome jewel during

his engagement here the week of September 15th.

The jewel was a beautiful thing of artistic design and

fine workmanship, and was the work of the Jaccard

Jewelry Co. It was given by the citizens of Kansas

City to commemorate the Banda Rossa's engagement

in the great hall, and as a mark of appreciation for

the new Sorrentino march, which the composer has

appropriately named " The Kansas City Spirit." The

medal is suitably inscribed, and bears also an engrav-

ing of Convention Hall and the words, " The Kansas

City Spirit."
E. A. Jaccard, of St. Louis, was the guest of his

brother, Walter Jaccard, for part of last month.

Harry N. Snow, with the Meyer Jewelry Co., was

married, September x ith, to Miss Carpenter, of this

city. THE KEYSTONE offers congratulations.

Enrico Moroto, formerly with the Meyer Jewelry

Co., has left the employ of that firm to join the Inter-

national Opera Co. He has sung in opera before and

is well spoken of as a vocalist.

Felix Fricke, bookkeeper for the Meyer Jewelry

Co., has been laid up with a dislocated shoulder.

During his illness his work has been in charge of Miss

Mary Bailey, of St. Joseph, who was formerly in the

employ of the Meyer Co.
The Jaccard Jewelry Co. will again design the in-

vitations for the K. K. K. ball this fall. The invita-

tions are very pretty, and the Jaccard people always

fix them up in a novel manner. The same company

is at work on two handsome punchbowls, which will

offered erecdoat the cattle show this fall by the Armourhe

Otto Wolf, has accepted a position in the jewelry

department of Emery, Bird, Thayer & Co.

Frank O'Rourke, of Cady & Olmstead's, has re-

turned 
his 
dfs 

vacation.
and Cripple Creek, where hep 

L. S. Cady is back from a business trip to Cin

cinna

-

. Allen Huycke has accepted a position in the

jewelry department of Cady & Olmstead's.

l

J. R. Mercer, who has been abroad all summer, is

expected home the first week in October with a lot of

w 

jewelry and bric-a-brac for the holiday trade.

Roberts & Stauffacher, of Erie, Kans., have

closed out their stock and are looking for another 

location.e  

month's iii.

vDacuattlino,nw. atchmaker for Gurney & Ware, has

returned from Toronto, Canada, where he spent a

The partnership of Gilmore & Rakeman, of

Paola, Kansas, has been dissolved, each member of

the firm continuing business for himself.

THE KIE,YS1'ONE,'4

'William Kirkpatrick, formerly with the Meyer

Jewelry Co., is now in the repair department at Gur-

ney & Ware's.
Mr. Gurney, of the firm of Gurney & Ware, has

gone East to buy goods for the holiday trade. George

Crisp has been added to the staff of salesmen of this

firm.

Cb. 
ung 

goods.
Ayi Kigerspent a part of September in the

East 
C. B. Libbey, of Wier City, Kansas, passed

through Kansas City recently, en route to New York,

where he goes as one of the Kansas delegates to the

Knights of Pythias' conclave.
W. H. Sommer, of Hope, Kansas, attended the

G. A. R. reunion in Cleveland early in September.

Thomas Ware has returned from a trip to St.

Paul and Minneapolis.
C. I.,. Arn, formerly in the jewelry business at

Beaver City, Nebr., will soon open a new store in the

country recently opened up in Oklahoma.

C. F. Jennish, the Nvell-known jeweler of Tarkio,

Mo., has given up his quarters there and opened a

new store of his own directly across the street from

his old place of business. He has now one of the

prettiest and neatest stores in his part of the State.

The engagement of Miss Frances \V. Spencer, of

Lexington, Ky., and William Peyton Howard, of this

city, is announced. Miss Spencer is the daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. George E. Spencer, of Lexington. The

wedding will take place late in the autumn. Mr.

I I ()ward is well known here and has been in the em-

ploy of C. E. Russell for some time.

The Meyer Jewelry Co. has added a watch case

department to its already comprehensive plant. The

new department is in charge of J. H. Rothen, lately

from Lucerne, Swizerland.

Adolph Haines, with C. E. Russell, was the victim

of a footpad early in the month. He was sandbagged

while Nvalking on the Paseo with his wife and child.

The assault was an unusually bold one. Mr. Haines'

head was hurt, but not seriously.

Mr. and Mrs. John Rupp, of Atchison, spent sonic

time in Kansas City en route home from the mountains

of Colorado, where they passed a most delightful

summer.
Mr. and Mrs. C. \V. Zeigler, of Oskaloosa, Iowa,

paid their first visit to the wholesale jewelry trade the

early part of the month. Our wholesale houses have

such a good reputation for the hospitable treatment of

their guests that it is safe to say it will not be their last

visit.
0. \V. Ikeyer has accepted a position with Jeweler

II. XV. \V. Starcke, at Junction City, Kans.

E. H. Snow, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., was

here last month for the double purpose of stocking up

his trunk and attending his brother's wedding.

McLelen Parr, of the Columbian Optical Co.'s

Denver office, was the guest of Elwood Riggs, of the

local office, for a week, last month.

R. I). Hubbard, with Jeweler S. Joseph, at Des

Moines, lova, spent several days here last week. He

was accompanied by Morris Joseph and J. Lintz.

It B. Vining has moved his optical store from 15

East Eleventh Street to 1122 Walnut Street.

A. Maraschutz, representing the Spencer Optical

Co., New York, called on the Kansas City trade last

month.
Rolla Evans recently made his first trip for Nor-

ton-Paulson Co.
1). M. Bowers has opened a new store at the

booming town of Lawton, Okla. Ter.

H. A. Sutter has opened a new store at Anan-

darko, Okla. Ter.
J. E. Clemens, of Chetopa, is looking around for

a new location for his store.

George E. McCoy, formerly of Polo, Mo., has

gone into business at Okarche, Okla. Ter.

1 larvey Adams, who served in the army in the

Philippines, has returned and will locate in the jewelry

business in Kansas.

H. \V. Nunnatnaker, of Ellsworth, Kans., and

M. Truby, of Independence, Kans., visited Kansas

City en route to the Knights Templar conclave at

Louisville, Ky.
0. C. Payne has moved his store from De Soto to

Lincoln, Nebr.
The Merry Optical Co. is so busy that the force

has been obliged to work extra hours lately. Tw
o

new workmen were added this week.
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C. C. Stevenson, of Pittsburg, Kans., was here

last month buying fixtures for a new store which he

will establish. He also bought goods for the fall trade.

G. S. Dunn, formerly in the jewelry business at

Syracuse, Nebr., has established a newspaper at

Marshall, Texas.
All the wholesale jewelry and manufacturing

institutions vere closed on Thursday, September 19th,

iu respect to the memory of the late President.

Miss Maude Livers, formerly bookkeeper for the

Edwards & Sloane jewelry Co., was married September

I2th to Dr. Manson. Miss Livers has been in failing

health for sonic time, and is now stricken with con-

sumption. Her husband has given up his practice

and will devote his skill to the care of his wife's

health. He has taken her to Roswell, New Mexico,

in hopes that the climate will be of benefit to her.

Miss Livers was one of Edwards & Sloane's oldest

employees in the point of service, and that firm ex-

pressed its appreciation of her services in wedding

remembrances of a substantial and generous character.

Prof. Frank IV. 13Iackmar, of the State Univer-

sity, conservatively estimates the value of Kansas farm

products even in this drouth year at $t45,000,000, or

$9,000,000 more than they were in the good year 1897.

It pays to raise watermelons in Kansas. An acre of

ground in the watermelon belt along the Republican

River will yield from woo to 1500 melons. The

growers this year have realized from 12 to 15 cents

per melon at the car.
Among the out-of-town visitors to the Kansas

City wholesale houses lately were Frank 1Vuerth, of

Leavenworth ; 0. R. Wilson, Muscogee, I. T.; Dr.

W. I. Griffith, Fort Scott, Kans.; Dr. J. E. Minnie,

Topeka, Kans.; G. E. Gilmore, Paola, Kans.; W. R.

Conner, Caldwell, Kans.; W. M. Bowles, Purcell, 1.

T.; E. I-1. Mann, Alma. Kans.; M. B. Gordon, Bray-

mer, Mo.; W. W. Rozzolle, Cherryvale, Kans.; XV.

J. Fowler, Eudora, Kans.; I). NV. Martin, Neosho, Mo.;

Geo. E. McCoy, Polo, Mo.; Dick Kolstad, Pleasant

Hill, Mo.; W. H. Meyer, Larson, Mo.; R. G. Colvin,

Hastings, Nebr.; Mr. and Mr. C. W. Zeiger, Oska-

loosa, Iowa ; \V. W. Whiteside, liberty, Mo.; D. D.

Williams, Emporia, Kans.; M. 0. Stanley, Ponca,

Okla.; Jno. F. Rhodes, Lamar, Mo.; C. E. \Vardin,

Topea, Kans.; B. Hoffman, Leavenworth, Kans.;

M. Truby, independence, Kans.; H. \V. Nunna-

maker, Ellsworth, Kans.; C. A. Clement, Springfield,

Mo.; Jno. Rupp .and wife, Atchison, Kans.; Otto

Burklund, Osawatomie, Kans.; Harry Bower, Delphos,

Kans.; Bert. Hollenbeck, Spring Hill, Kans.; W. E.

Crellin, Chillicothe, Kans.; NV. P. Hershberger,

Eskridge, Kans.; E. E. Foreman, Greenleaf, Kans.;

Geo. Killam, Pittsburg, Kans.; C. C. Stevenson, Pitts-

burg, Kans.; Grace Fagin, Lathrop, Mo.

Business Maxims

Do not rest satisfied ill the belief that you control

the trade and that it is sure to remain with you with-

out effort.
Buy within your means, then you are sure to be

able to pay in like proportion.

Be always as good as your word. Your reputa-

tion for memory and conscientiousness depend upon it.

Few men a're so constituted that impressive airs

and haughty demeanor will draw them trade.

A serious attentive demeanor whilst you are

waiting on customers will insure you their respect.

Nine times out of ten it is safer to give credit to

the poorly-clad person than to the over-dressed swel
l.

Never decry your opposition. It is tangible evi-

dence that you feel sore over his power to secure tra
de

from you.
Be popular if you have the power to be so, but

always remember that kindness and sociability affords

the key note.
Keep your credit good by using it sparingly. 11

is like your bank account, the more you use it t
he

weaker it becomes.
Always remember that your best customer con-

sults his own interests in dealing with you. Few

persons are so generous as to prefer others before

themselves.
The straightforward business man who has his

price, and sticks to it, is safer to deal with than the

sharper who will meet you at one point and do you at

another.
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American iftches

Diamonds

yewelry

Our representatives are now in their respective ter-
ritories, with stocks more complete than ever before.

In good times there is a demand for the finer
goods, and our aim is to meet your every want in
this direction.

If our traveler does not call why not try us by
mail ? Our MAIL ORDER business is large
because we give special attention to each order and
send liberal selections.

Hayden frr frrheeler & Co.
Telephone, 8 Cortlandt I 5 Maiden Lane, New York

OMEGA WATCHES
Over 1,000,000 in use

None better made

All the Leading Jewelers Sell the OMEGAS
No stock Complete without them

Made in io and II Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size Six different grades—from 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, adjusted
Fitting Regular American Cases

No Prices Advertised in any Journal
Pair profit can be made

Sold to LEG1TIMATEE ..1N,V.1_,RS only

Send for Price-List

EDMOND E. ROBERT 1
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Milf1111,-

—SELLING AGENTS— { CROSS ci BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

1186600r06.40 IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

Dia
9-11-13 Maiden Lane

monds NEW YORK

Watches
Jewelry 62-64 State St.

ALBANY, N.Y.

New York Letter

In accordance with the proclamation of President
Roosevelt, manufacturers, jobbers and retailers shut

down their places of business on Thursday, September

r9th, a date which is now one of the most important

and mournful in the history of tbe United States. The

burial of a chief executive demands a respectful ob-

servance, but when the departed leaves the world

with the mark of martyrdom, the occasion merits

something more. In common with all other quarters

of the city, Maiden Lane was completely attired in a

mournful garb of black, and all business completely

suspended.

Mining
Exposition

December 2d will witness the open-
ing of the first mining exposition
ever held in New York. This
function, which is quite an innova-

tion, will be held in the Grand Central Palace

of Industry, at Forty-third and Forty-fourth Streets

and Lexington Avenue, and will continue fifteen

days. The principal features of the exposition will

be manufacturing and commercial exhibits of tools,

machinery, supplies, minerals, metals and metallic

productions, as well as illustrations of mineral re-

sources, scientific displays of minerals of various

States, mining school exhibits and exhibits of individual

collectors. The exposition is designed to represent

all the minerals included in the United States Geolog-

ical Survey. Numerous letters of approval have been

received by the officials of the exposition, and it goes

without saying that the project will receive the undi-

vided support of the jewelry trade.
The importation of precious stones
at this port continues unusually
large. According to the report of
Gen. Geo. W. Mindil, jewelry ex-

aminer at the port of New York,

the importations of precious stones and pearls during

August was $1,856,582.16, or about 33 per cent. larger

than the importations of August, 19oo. The total im-

portations of precious stones and pearls for the eight

months ended August 31st were $18,097,209.
The employees of Stern Bros. &

Co., ring manufacturers, held a

very enjoyable outing a short time

ago at Shuetzen Park, Greenville,

N. J. The fete, which was held

under the auspices of the Mutual Benefit Association

of the company, was one of the most elaborate of its

kind. The attendance Was exceedingly large, fully

five hundred members and friends having participated

in the well-arranged programme of dancing and other

popular pastimes. The event which tended more

than anything else to make the occasion an auspicious

one was the presentation to August Goldsmith, a

member of the firm of Stern Bros. & Co., of a gold

medal, appropriately inscribed, as a memento of the

affection and esteem in which he .is held by the em-

ployees. Mr. Goldsmith was also elected an honorary

member of the association. An exceedingly pretty

selection was contributed by Prof. Kreisel's Orchestra.

The following are the officers of the Association:

President, Alex. Jacobs ; vice-president, Leo Gold-

smith ; recording secretary, Geo. Van Bussutn ; finan-

cial secretary, Aug. Horstman ; treasurer, A. Walter.

Mrs. May G. Verhaeren, a dress-

Seized Jewelry maker of 40 West Seventeenth

Street, accompanied by Sigmund

Hirschberg, a diamond dealer of

65 Nassau Street, went to the office of Collector Bid-

well last month, where Mrs. Verhaeren proved to the

satisfaction of the collector's representative that four

pieces of jewelry—earrings and rings worth about

P000—which had been detained when she arrived on

the steamship La Savoie, had been originally bought

Importations of
Precious Stones
and Pearls

Outing of Stern
Bros. 0 Co's
Employees

Returned

" 'r-t -
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by her here from Mr. Hirschberg, and were, there-

fore, free of duty. They were accordingly returned to

her. Mr. Hirschberg, when later seen at his office,

said that the case was an outrage.
It is unnecessary to state that the

Watchmakers as Sun blundered in a recent editorial

Professors in cataloguing watchmakers with

the various trades and nondescripts

who arrogate to themselves the title " Professor." J.

H. Johnston hastened to exonerate his brethern from

the charge by the following letter to the luminous

daily : "The charge you make to-day in your editorial

entitled " Professor or Mister," that watchmakers pose

under the head of " Professor " is a base calumny.

With an experience of over fifty years in the trade I

have never yet seen a watchmaker so low down in the

scale of humanity as to exploit himself in such a guise.

Standing up for all the great geniuses of the watch-

making fraternity, whom the Sun charges with trying

to pass themselves off as low-down " Professors," I

deny it ! I deny it!"
While Henry Freund, of 9 Avenue

Daring Robbery B, was at lunch one day last month,

two thieves entered the place by

means of false keys and helped themselves to about

$4500 worth of diamonds, jewelry and watches, which

• they got from the unlocked safes. As they were leav-

ing the place Freund's clerk appeared. The thieves

ran. The one with the loot got away. The other

was captured by the clerk after a chase of a block. In

the Yorkville police court he was charged with bur-

glary and held in $3000 for examination.
Otto Muller, who was formerly a

member of the firm of Nicholas

Muller's Sons, bronze manufac-

turers, died last month. Mr. Mul-

ler, who was in his forty-fifth year, had experienced a

painfully protracted illness, brought about by a corn-

plication of diseases. He was born in New York,

and was a son of Nicholas Muller, a prominent bronze

manufacturer, and one of the pioneer bronze clock

case makers in the United States. After completing

his educational course he worked under the jurisdic-

tion of his father for some years, and when the latter

passed away in 1870, deceased, together with his

brother, succeeded to the business. The firm known

as Nicholas Muller's Sons did an extensive business

with the jewelry trade, in which both members be-

came widely and favorably known. The firm subse-

quently became incorporated, and the deceased, with

his brother, continued in the successive companies,

the last being the Muller Bronze Co.
The regular monthly meeting of

the Jewelers' Security Alliance

Security Alliance was held Friday, September r 3th,

the following members being

present : Chairman Butts, President Sloan, Treasurer

Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs. .Champenois,

Alford, Stern, Brown, Kroeber and Wood, of the

committee. The following new members were ad-

mitted to membership : Wm. Wilken, Chicago, Ill.;

Jule Schneider, Sterling, Nebr.; H. A. Hershberger,

Johnstown, Pa.; Robert Valentine, Peekskill, N. Y.;

Western Watch Case Manufacturing Co., New York

City ; Western Watch Case Manufacturing Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio ; L. 0. Stevens, Macon, Ga.; Mack A.

Hurlbut, Fort Dodge, Iowa ; Alvin L. Griffin, Poto-

mac, Ill.; S. & H. Gilsey, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Edgar

A. Eaves, Idaho Springs, Colo.; Dreyer, Lochan &

Co., Chicago, Ill.; J. E. Tucker, Coon Rapids, Iowa;

Talbert Jewelry Co., Kingman, Kans.; Chas. H.

Pfeil, Chicago, Ill.; N. W. Frantz, Conway Springs,

Kans.; Stephen E. Fisher, Sayre, Pa.; Coulter Optical

Co., Chicago, Ill.; Jos. P. Wathier Co., Chicago, Ill.;

Stern Bros. & Co., Chicago, Ill.; S. Lazarus & Co.,

Chicago, Ill.; W. E. Heald, St. Angelo, Texas ; Chas.

D. P. Gibson, New York City ; P. F. Darrigrand &

Death of
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Co., Utica, N. Y.; A. M. Church, Chicago, Ill.; S.

Buchsbaum & Co., Chicago, Ill.; Garret S. De Mots,

Hull, Iowa ; Chas. J. Dewey, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Louis

Esser Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; G. Legeman & Sons Co.,

Wilwaukee, Wis.; Richard Seidal, Milwaukee, Wis.;

True Bros., Springfield, Mass.; E. H. Warnke & Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.; Alex. T. Wyatt, Chicago, Ill.; R.

L. Kirkpatrick, Butler, Pa.; Wm. J. Martin, Louis-

ville, Ky.; Jesse L. Stoner, Lincoln, Kans. ; Estborg

& Sons, Waukesha, Wis.; Hay Bros., St. Joseph,

Mo.; Kuesel Bros., Milwaukee, Wis.; Kuesel & Puls,

Milwaukee, Wis.; G. P. Mohr, Victor, Iowa ; Aug.

H. Stecher, Milwaukee, Wis.; Watson & Newell Co., '

Chicago, Ill.; Jerome C. Adler, New York City ; Ed-

win C. Albertson, Bridgeton, N. J.; M. Bazzett & Co.,

Chicago, Ill.; Nic. Bedessem, Chicago, Ill.; Chas. H.

Bern, Chicago, Ill.; Chas. N. Ford, Chicago, Ill.;

Chas. M. Rogers, Chicago, Ill.; Paul Uhl, Brooklyn,

N. Y.; Waycross Jewelry Co., Waycross, Ga.; J. W.

Grant, East Saginaw, Mich.; C. L. Ruth & Son,

Montgomery, Ala. ; J. F. Bruns & Bro., Greenville, S.C.

As 'arranged at the meeting held on September

12th, at the German Odd Fellows' Hall, and at which

no fewer than seventy-five new members were ini-

tiated, the Journeymen Jewelers' Union of New York

held their trade picnic on Saturday, September 14th,

at West Chester Park. Various games and pastimes

helped to while away the time, and a competitive

spirit entered into the contests, all of which were very

interesting. Although the attendance was not as

large as might have been expected,.the success which

attended the day's proceedings is an indication that

the social functions of the union will soon develop into

more elaborate proportions.
The corner-stone of the new Stock Exchange was

laid September 9th, with simple but tasteful services.

President Keppler had the honor of laying the stone.

R. H. Thomas, chairman of the building committee,

made an address, in which he spoke of the growth of

the Exchange in the last r to years (it was started May

17, 1792). During its long history the Exchange has

had quaiters on eight different sites. The new build-

ing will be the fourth to be constructed by the Ex-

change on the present site, which was first occupied

in 1865.
The members of the Jewelers' League will hold

their second fraternal dinner at Monquin's restaurant,

149 Fulton Street, on October loth. These banquets

bid fair to become a regular feature of the organiza-

tion, and the success which attends them is due in a

great measure to their tendency to develop the social

element among the members of the league. The

initial arrangements have been capably managed and

everything points to an unusually large muster of

members on the occasion. The proceedings will in-

clude formal speeches by members of the league, reci-

tations from a professional humorist and singing by a

male quartette.
The John B. Brooke Co. was incorporated last

month to carry on a business in glassware; the directors

are John B. Brooke, William B. Henry, Jr., and C.

Frederick Smith, of this city.

R. C. W. Pahr is now associated with W. Green

& Co., wholesale material dealers at 6 Maiden Lane.

Mr. Pahr is one of the old veterans of the material

and jewelry business, and has covered every State in

the Union. He was for many years connected with

Bowman & Musser ; Ezra F. Bowman & Co., of Lan-

caster, Pa., and later with L. H. Keller & Co., of this

city, and Wm. Morris, of Philadelphia. The last two

or three years Mr. Pahr has been connected with

another business in the city of Baltimore. Mr. Pahr

takes charge of the mail-order department of W.

Green & Co., and his extensive experience ought to

solve the knottiest problem that constantly conies the

way of the man who fills orders.
(Continued on page 1103)
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Diamonds are high—we know that—but we
believe they will be 20 per cent. higher before Christmas.
If you think they are too high to buy for stock, send for
an assortment on memo. when you have a customer. It
won't cost you anything, as we'll pay expressage both
ways. If you make a sale you will make a profit, and
so will we, and that's what we are both after.

We are showing a superior line of Solid Gold
Hand=Made and Engraved Watch Cases
this season, especially in Waltham Jewel Size. The
decorations are unique in artistic merit.

Waltham and Elgin Movements of
the best-selling grades bid fair to be more than scarce
this fall. Better place your orders early.

Our stock of

NEW ENGLAND WATCHES
for which we are Special Selling Agents

is very complete in all sizes and grades

SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW PRICE-LIST
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Sensible Suggestions by
A Successful Merchant

ca.77'"15_'11.J

URING the present period of pros-
perity, when many new businesses
are being started, intelligent discus-
sion of the science of retailing is

timely and instructive. Statisticians tell us
that 98 per cent. of all persons who embark
in business on their own account, fail at one
period or another in their lives. These fig-
ures are so discouraging that the question
arises,. is failure in business avoidable?

Would it not be possible to reverse the percentages, or at least have a minority

of failures and a majority of successes? In discussing this question, a successful

merchant recently made some excellent suggestions. The question, how may

a young man insure that his name will be in the successful column, is answered

as follows :

Good Judgment First, by the exercise of judgment in the choice of a field for

an Essential

store, in a locality frequented only by a poor class of people,

one can readily see would be an act of folly. Such folly, only varying in degree,

too often attends the establishment of a business enterprise. The question of

adequacy of the field is not sufficiently considered. By choosing a compara-

tively unoccupied field capital is not wasted in driving another occupant from it.

I think it is generally the safer and wiser policy to buy out a prior occupant

than to waste capital and energy in driving him out. But in any case there

must be a field adequate to the business expected to be done.

The scale of one's business must be adjusted both to the field and to the

extent of his capital. The man who attempts to do a business which should

command a capital of $1o,000, with only $2,000 to work with, takes a great

chance of making a failure of it. Nor must borrowing be relied upon. There

should be sufficient capital in a business to create a condition of easiness, and

where the capital is in excess of the needs it is an additional guarantee of

success, provided the business is conducted with the same careful conservatism

that it would be on a smaller capital. A successful business, I confidently

assert, may be established on any amount of capital, no matter how limited,

but the amount of business undertaken must be proportioned according to it.

I believe it will be found to be true, as a rule, that the most successful

businesses have been begun in a small way and have grown up, while the

large percentage of failures have occurred in cases where it has been set out to

create a large business from the outset. It is the order of nature for things to

grow up, and not come into existence full fledged, and I believe the rule applies

pre-eminently in the realm of business. Many a legitimate business may be

startcd upon a $500 capital, and may grow to become a great 'concern, but the

projector must at the outset put himself in direct competition with rivals

enjoying twenty times the capital; nor must he seek to grow too rapidly.

business. The establishment of an art store, or a jewelry

Drawback of
Borrowing 

Do not borrow the capital to start upon, or any considerable

portion of it. It is not safe. There are two important

reasons for this : one is that the interest and repayments are

a burden upon the business which it ought not to be subject to ; the other is

the fact that the sense of responsibility is much greater where a person is dealing

absolutely with his own, and he is more likely to employ his means with wisdom

and safety than where he is operating at another's risk.

Every business man should not only thoroughly understand bookkeeping,

but should, to an extent, keep his own books. There is only one person in a

concern who knows exactly all the time the true condition of the business ; that

is the bookkeeper. He may submit statements and trial balances and balance

sheets to his principals, but in rare instances he can communicate to them that

subtle knowledge which comes of daily and hourly familiarity with the accounts.

The proprietor who does not keep his own books is always at a disadvantage,

and he who does not understand the science is in absolute peril. I have no

doubt that a very large share of the failures result from the ignorance of the

true condition of one's business. The keeping of books is not an uninteresting

occupation, especially where one has a personal interest in the results. I know

a millionaire merchant who, until compelled by advancing age and infirmities

to entrust the work to others, always kept his own ledger, his bookkeeper's

work extending only to the journalizing and bill-making. In large houses

where this may be impracticable, a new system has come into vogue by which

a secondary ledger is kept for the special use of the proprietor, in which the

transactions are summed up in compact shape. If the entries on this were made

by the principal himself, the advantages of the system would be increased.

Regulation
of Credit 

A frequent cause for business failure is indiscretion in giving

credit. It is a common thing for a man with moderate capital

to engage in retail business ; in his zeal to gain business
 he

gives credit to a host of irresponsible persons, and in a few months 
discovers

that his entire capital is absorbed in uncollectible accounts. Of course, he has

to give up, and another person comes in to repeat the experience. 
Wholesale

houses do the same thing on a larger scale. For a small margin of profit they
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will risk the entire value of the goods sold. Every bank-

rupt house will be able to show you a long array of bad

accounts, which, if they could have been collected, would

have averted the failure.
A good plan is to have an understanding with the cus-

tomer at the time of the sale as to when payment is to

be made. A debtor will often pay at a time he has

promised to, where he would allow the debt to run

indefinitely when there is no date of payment fixed. Then

too, if there is an agreement to pay at a certain time and default is made, there

is no reasonable obligation to further increase the credit, and the merchant may

get off with a small loss, where by a looser system it would be difficult to close

the account, and a more serious loss would result.

If an absolutely cash business cannot be done, the next best thing is to have

the terms of the sale distinctly understood. It is a common plan with the larger

retail houses to render statements at the end of each month, and expect pay-

ment on or before the loth of the following month. Where customers are held

rigidly to this rule, the losses by bad debts are probably very small. I have

observed that the debtor always gives first attention to the payment of the bills

of those who are most strict in insisting upon a prompt payment, and leaves to

the last those bills rendered by easier, more careless or more good-natured

dealers ; and so in case of inability to ultimately pay all, these easy ones have

to suffer. It is never a cause for ill-feeling on the part of an honest buyer

that the seller insists upon prompt payment for the goods sold. If a customer

is disposed to resent it, he is just the one that it will be most profitable to lose.

Some people think that a great volume of business is a sign of success, and

are tempted into risks which they ought not to take. A small safe business is

immeasurably preferable.

Don't Get
Discouraged

Another very important requisite to success is persistence,

tenacity in sticking to a business through the to-be-expected

period of discouragement. Too many persons embark in an

enterprise, expend upon it a lot of intelligent thought, skill and industry, and

then, when they see the returns are inadequate, throw it up or sell out at a sacri-

fice, forgetting that the efforts they have put into it are of the nature of capital,

something essential to the enterprise, and which will one day bring returns.

What we call the good will of a business is simply the accumulation of all this

brain and hand work not shown on the books, and it often is of even more

value than the real money capital. Wherever an enterprise is abandoned, of

course, all that has been done to advertise it, make friends and build up a trade

is thrown away. It is really the same thing as throwing away cash, because, if

nursed and persistently stuck to, it would in time have a cash value. Many a

man, after a long period of discouragement, provided he has been working

on correct lines, has suddenly found his business past the turning point, and

as continuously prosperous as before it was the reverse. But this cannot be

predicted upon a business improperly conducted or where a false policy has

been pursued.

The Good Will A very important thing that should always be considered

and built up is the good will of a good class of customers.

There is nothing to be gained in cultivating poor custo-

mers. As Capt. E. B. Ward used to say : " Cultivate the best customers

and let your rivals have the others." It is possible to establish such relations

with one's customers that no persuasion or inducement will tempt them to

leave you. Great care to furnish entirely satisfactory goods, prompt readiness

to rectify any errors or make good any imperfections, and zeal to see that

no one is overcharged will always inspire a confidence which becomes a

valuable asset in business. I have known merchants to consider only how they

can swell their bills, forgetting that while they for the moment make a profit

they endanger the permanent loss of the customer. I once contracted with a

dealer for a large quantity of carpets " made and laid." When the bills came

in the thread, tacks and a lot of other things were charged extra. Of course,

it was my last transaction with that house.

The golden rule of business, and the one which in the long run is most

profitable, is to aim at entire reciprocity of interest between buyer and seller.

In other words, it should be as much the interest of the buyer to buy as it is of

the seller to sell. Where both are equally advantaged, a basis of solid, profit-

able and permanent business is created, most valuable to all concerned.

of Customers

Establish a
Bank Credit

Lastly, it is important to every one embarking in business to

establish for himself a bank credit. The concern which

keeps no bank account may be set down as doing business

in a very slouchy way. Perhaps the firm will tell you, " We never have money

enough on hand to make it worth while opening an account." One would not

be far wrong in hazarding the reply that " you never will have." Although the

amounts handled may be small, and the balance never great, it is still better to

deposit in a bank all receipts and pay at least all the larger bills by checks.

Besides the element of safety in having a bank in charge of one's funds, there

is a constant stimulus to increase the balance on hand ; and a credit, which at

any time may be valuable, is being built up. The concern which deposits

regularly and never overdraws its account will imperceptibly come to have a

standing at its bank which will do it good service when from any cause bank

accommodation is needed.

Then by all means establish confidential relations with your banker. Let

him know, of course in confidence, the exact condition of your business affairs.

His advice may be valuable to you, and, unless absolutely rotten, he will go a

long way to help a customer through a pinch,
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AN HONEST CONFESSION

We DO get some Larter Shirt Studs back that have been broken ; some because of misuse by the wearers,others because of faulty construction, but in all cases a new Stud is cheerfully given and NO QUESTIONS ASKED.

I

A stud fills every requirement of a Shirt Stud.
It is made as strong as possible.
It has an unlimited guarantee.

IS IT NOT WISE FOR YOU TO CARRY A GOOD LINE OF THE LARTER STUDS IN YOUR STOCK?

WHEN

PATENTED DEC. 18, xgoo ; FEB. 5, 'go'

LARTER, ELCOX 0 CO., 21-23 Maiden Lane, New York
Our booklet, with illustrations of

14 K. Larter Studs, now ready for
mailing. If interested, send postal.

The Larter Stud is made in
18 K. Gold, 14 K. Gold, also

10 K. Gold and Extra 1 To be had through
Quality 14 K. Plate j Progressive Jobbers

Watch our Watch specials
0 size solid 14 K. Gold, engraved or engine-turned, with genuineWaltham or Elgin movements, at $26.10, Keystone list.
0 size solid Silver, open-face, plain polished, with genuine AmericanCornell movement, with second hand, at $8.10, Keystone list.

Always WATCH this WATCH space for WATCH Specials.
Selection packages sent on application.

Yours for WATCHES of all makes,

Headquarters for
Watchmakers and Jewelers

Entire Requirements

$12 per doz. pair
assorted patterns

10K.

Rosenzweig Bros.
52 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Gold Filled
High-Grade
Fine Shell

Cameos
$18 perIt)z.

Reg.

Roman or polished, great variety of
attractive patterns. Sent subjectto return if not satisfactory.

Write for new catalogue

CHICAGO, ILL.-1629 Masonic Temple.
FACTORY-52 Maiden Lane.

Size of cut.

Write for samples
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NW.

THE LEADER
in High=Grade Watches is the

111101101011& CONSIDER
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

4vpii ER04,4
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*STA16
TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in

Quality,
Adjustment,
Durability,
Style.

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases.

New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements.

Special Grades for Railroad Men.

EDMOND E. ROBERT,
.50LE AGENT,

3 Maiden Lane,

New York.
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New York Letter

(Conhnued from page 1099)

" The American watchmaker is

American Watches slowly forging ahead of the

Gaining Swiss," said Theodore Bossard,

junior member of the Bossard

jewelry and watch manufacturing firm in Lucerne,

Switzerland, to a Tribune reporter. Mr. Bossard is

now in this city, having completed a 
year of study and

investigation of the different watch factories of the

United States. Continuing, Mr. Bossard said : " It

was not many years ago that the j
ewelry stores of

Switzerland were filled each summer with American

travelers who wanted to buy Swiss watches. There

was also a large trade in this line of 
manufacturing.

At the present time the demand for Swiss 
watches by

American tourists has greatly decreased, and only

continues in the sale of old Swiss clocks, which are

more prized for their carving than their machinery.

The export trade, too, has considerably shrunk ; due,

we believe, to an increase in the American product."

Max J. Lissauer, senior member of Lissauer &

Co., recently returned from a four-months' visit to

Europe. His time abroad was spent in the gem mar-

kets of Amsterdam, Antwerp, London and Paris, and

he made heavy purchases of diamonds and pearls for

the needs of his firm's fall and holiday trade.

When the Hamburg-American liner

Belgravia arrived here on Septem-

ber 19th, the day of the late Presi-

dent's interment, the bands were

playing funeral marches and the passengers remained

standing for a while with uncovered heads, with the ex-

ception of a Western college professor, who to the

astonishment of all present, continued wearing his

hat. The Belgravia had just been docked, and the

passengers were gathered in the square where the

baggage is examined, when the band of the Pennsyl-

vania began Chopin's " Funeral March." Every head

was bared save the professor's, who, although requested

to do so by several passengers, absolutely refused to

remove his hat. The suspicion of Customs Inspector

J. D. Donohue were aroused, and he immediately re-

moved the covering from the precious head of the

book man, from which there fell a shower of silver

spoons and an opera glass. The abashed traveler

was allowed to depart on payment of duty amounting

to $20.
The following circular has been

jewelers' League issued to the members of the
Dinner League:

With the object of increasing the spirit of frater-

nity among the members of the Jewelers' League, and
the increasing of its membership, you and your friends

are invited to an informal dinner, at $1.25 a cover, to
be given at Mouquins, 149 Fulton Street and 20 Ann

Street, Thursday evening, October loth, at six o'clock.

You will oblige us by signifying on the enclosed
postal card your intention as to joining us on that

evening, and to kindly state how many seats you de-
sire to have reserved for you. An answer is requested
on or before Wednesday, October 9th.

There will be singing by a quartette, also recita-

tions and speaking.
Take elevator at Ann Street entrance.

This circular is signed by a committee of over

one hundred members.
The annual fall opening of the American Museum

of Natural History will be an interesting event for

jewelers, as one of the principal attractions among the

exhibits will be the collection of American gems

which were presented by J. Pierpont Morgan. These

unique products formed the exhibit of the Tiffany Co.

at the Paris Exposition of 1889. It is further reported

that the collection brought from the exposition last

year has been consolidated and in future will be known

as the Morgan collection of gems. Most of the gems

will be shown in a large octagonal ebony case. Pre-

cious stones will be arranged in cases, and in the pearl

section there will be shown besides the different types

of pearls, specimens of pearl oysters and other pearl-

bearing shells.
The store of Adolph Stern, at Eighty-sixth Street

and Third Avenue, was entered by two negroes on

September 2d, just after it had been opened. One of

them stated that he had just become engaged and

wanted to see a suitable selection of rings. Finally, he

picked out one valued at $35, and, after trying it on,

slipped it into his pocket. The salesman saw the trick

Spoons in
Hit Hat
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although he pretended that he did not. As he went

on talking he edged around until he was out from

behind the counter and between the two negroes and

the front door. They said they would come back

later. The salesman stopped them and asked for the

ring. " Certainly, " said one of the negroes as he pro-

duced a ring and laid it on the counter. The salesman

immediately saw that the ring was not the one taken

from the selection he had shown. A rough and tumble

encounter ensued and the strangers finally broke away

and ran down Third Avenue. A crowd was soon at-

tracted and followed the fleeing swindlers, who, how-

ever, boarded a street car and were soon out of sight.

A handsome basket of roses adorning his desk

greeted Harry Thomas, the genial encyclopedia of the

Jewelers' Board of Trade and Mercantile Agency, on

his arrival at his office on September 26th. The day

was the fiftieth anniversary of Mr. Thomas' birthday,.

He spent the greater part of the morning receiving

congratulations and admiring the roses, and it was not

till noon when a friend, with a keen scent, remarked

that they must be Irish roses, as they had an odor that

seemed familiar. On investigation, a bottle of fine old

whiskey was found hidden away in the center of the

cluster, and that meant the end of that day's labors.

Mr. Thomas has put in about half his lifetime at his

present labors.
Green & Company is the name of a new material

firm who will do a general wholesale business in watch-

makers' tools and materials of all kinds, besides a line

of chains and other jewelry such as is generally hand-

led by wholesale material houses. Asher Green,

formerly of Green Bros., heads the new company,

who are located at 16 and 18 Maiden Lane. The firm

occupies the Maiden Lane front on the third floor,

which they have fitted up throughout with new fix-

tures, to meet the demands of their business. While

these quarters were being prepared the firm occupied

quarters at 35 Maiden Lane, but are now doing busi-

ness at their permanent quarters. Philip Sloves, for

many years in charge of the material department of

Green Bros., will have charge of the same department

with Green & Company.
The C. G. Braxmar Co. has just purchased and

will hereafter conduct, on an increased scale, the old-

established lodge supply business of the late James

Tucker, of this city. Everything used in connection

with the several branches of the Masonic order, espe-

cially, will be made and dealt in. The sale included

a number of special dies for producing sword-hilts,

belt-plates and other fraternal equipment. The firm

has secured additional quarters in the front floor of

its present location, at Jo Maiden Lane, for the

display of the new department acquired, and are now

prepared to furnish every branch of the fittings, med-

als, etc., of fraternal bodies.

A. Baillod, of the material department of Cross &

Beguelin, recently returned from a visit to Switzerland

and the continent, that occupied nearly five months.

A greater part of the time was spent at Chaux de

Fonds, Mr. Baillod's old home, with excursions through

Italy, Spain and France. The watch industry of

Switzerland, Mr. Baillod said, was in fine condition,

all the factories running to their full capacity.

The Eaton & Glover Co. has just mailed a fine

new catalogue, showing the possibilities of its new

century engraving machine. The book is handsomely

printed and profusely illustrated, with hints as to how

various articles can be readily engraved. The cata-

logue will be sent to any jeweler on application, who

has not already received one, and will make interest-

ing reading.
The Jewelers' School of Engraving is a new insti-

tution, and we believe the only one of its kind in this

city. It is located at No. x Maiden Lane, and is con-

ducted by Richard 0. Kandler, the proprietor of a

similar school in Chicago. Mr. Kamiler will hereafter

divide his time between the two schools, giving his

personal supervision to both. The school has just

issued a very fine specimen of printers' ink in the form

of a catalogue. The cover design is a striking one,

modeled in clay. It gives full particulars regarding

the scope of the new school and the branches to be

taught.
J. Leibson, the Wilkesbarre, Pa., jeweler, spent

several days in this city last month making his fall

purchases. He was accompanied by his wife, who

likewise enjoyed the advantages of shopping in the

big up-town stores for her own personal use.
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S. F. Myers Co., 48-50 Maiden Lane, have issued

their monster catalogue, the " New York Jeweler,"

for 1902. The volume contains nearly 500 pages,

covering everything pertaining to the trade, and

is profusely illustrated. It is printed on high-class

paper, and so methodically arranged that reference to

any particular article is but the work of a moment.

In addition to regular stock it covers all the side lines

generally carried by jewelers.

The regular monthly meeting of the Jewelers' Asso-

ciation and Board of Trade was held on September

12th. Routine business was formally disposed of and

the following firms were unanimously elected to mem-

bership in the association : Charles Armsheimer,

New York ; Oscar Gottlieb & Co., New York.

Charles F. Schlegel, 16 West Second Street, Chil-

licothe, Ohio, was in the city last month and made

some extensive purchases of fall and holiday goods.

The business of the late Daniel M. Collins, 425

Fulton Street, Brooklyn, will be continued by his

brother, John H. Collins.
Herman Popper, 124 Essex Street, has admitted

his son into partnership, and the firm-name has ac-

cordingly been changed to Herman Popper & Son.

The Moberg Electric Clock Co., of New York,

has been incorporated under the directorship of A. E.

Schatz, George Meier and J. M. Lincoln.

Tiffany & Co., having adhered to the 5 o'clock

closing hour during the months of July and August, the

employees have recorded their appreciation thereof

by presenting to Charles L. Tiffany, last month, a

letter of thanks, which bore the signatures of about

300 of the employees of the Union Square store.

A couple of young men entered the store of

Christina Green, at 599 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, some

weeks ago, and while one of them engaged Mrs.

Green in conversation the second hid an alarm clock

under his coat and they both departed. When a short

distance 'away the alarm went off and attracted the

attention of a policeman, who arrested the boys.

A man and woman, giving their names as Harry

Frank and Irene Frank, were arrested at Coney

Island, last month, in connection with a number of

jewelry thefts which have occurred from time to time

of late. The swindles were mostly worked by substi-

tuting worthless goods for valuable articles while in-

specting the jewelers' trays.

Bawo & Dotter, the well-known manufacturers

and importers, have recently issued a hall-clock sup-

plement to their catalogue. The supplement contains

illustrations of nine new designs' of hall-clock cases,

besides a lot of practical and valuable information

regarding hall-clock movements, chimes, gongs and

clock cases. The supplement will be sent free to any

jeweler on application.

E. F. Mayer, of Butte, Mont., has been spending

several weeks in this city combining business with

pleasure. Mr. Mayer recently sold his jewelry busi-

ness at Butte, and is now engaged in buying an entire

new stock for a new business which he will begin at

Butte on his return. On his way East Mr. Mayer

spent a few days at Chicago, also visited the Pan-

American Exposition, which he will likewise visit on

his return home. During his stay in this city he made

trips to Boston and the jewelry centers at Attleboro

and Providence ; also a sight-seeing trip to Philadel-

phia and Washington.

Edward West, manager for Christie & Leys, drug-

gist and jewelers at Butte, Mont., spent some time last

month in this city. He made his headquarters at Leys,

Christie & Co., manufacturers and jobbers, at 65

Nassau Street, members of which firm make up the

firm of Christie & Leys in Butte, Mont. Mr. West's

trip was principally to buy goods. He reports busi-

ness as being good at Butte and an outlook for a good

fall and holiday trade.

Among the out-of-town buyers in this city recently

was Geo. Wilkinson, buyer for the cut glass and

chinaware and bric-a-brac department of Schlessinger

& Mayer, of Chicago. Mr. Wilkinson, although a

young man, has had an extensive experience as buyer,

and is regarded as one of the brightest men in his

line. While in this city he made his headquarters at

the New York salesroom of the J. D. Bergen Co.,

38 Murray Street.
Albert Feldenheimer, of A. & C. Feldenheimer,

Portland, Ore., was in New York last month on a

purchasing campaign. He made his headquarters at
his brother's place, 41 Maiden Lane.
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The fall business has opened up in good shape

and the outlook for the winter is especially tine. The

iron men say they expect a rise in the price of the

product, and, of course, this will be a big thing for

this section, as it depends largely on the iron prices.

The impression is that the rise will be fully fifty cents,

which is considerable. On the heels of this comes the

story that the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co.

will build ten new furnaces at their steel plant at

Ensley, and also build up and strengthen some of

their other plants. Both steel furnaces of the Republic

Iron and Steel Co. are going all the time and cannot

keep up with the demand made upon them.

The oil excitement in this section also keeps up.

The Moulton Valley Co., with a large capital, has been

authorized to bore at Hartselle, and the yell in which

oil was found at Cordova a few days ago is going

down with every hope on the part of the sinkers, the

Haughton Oil Co., of finding a big flow. A Chicago

woman who has bought a lot of property in Morgan

County says she would not part with her holdings for

ten million dollars, and many others seem equally as

confident. The Tennesse-Alabama Co. has been

organized in Tennessee to develop some 18,000 acres

of lands in Southern Tennessee and Northern

Alabama, in the Alabama neighborhood of Huntsville.

There is in progress now and \'ill be until after

the first of October a general change with the business

men. The first of October is moving day in Birming-

ham and everybody is more or less affected by it.

Among the jewelers who will shift are H. C. Abbott

& Bro., who move from the stand they have held for

six years on Twentieth Street, to 1905 Second Avenue.

There this firm will consolidate with A. V. Abbott,

jeweler and optician, who has been there for several

years. W. C. Abbott, optician, who has been in

handsome quarters in the Florence Hotel Building,

will also go to No. 1905, all of the Abbotts to consoli-

date. They are all brothers, but have heretofore con-

ducted three different establishments.

J. Lowinsohn, who has just returned from the

East, where he bought a big stock of goods, will

occupy a new place at 2008 First Avenue. This is one

of the largest store-rooms in the city, with twice the

capacity of Mr. Lowinsohn's present quarters. Mr.

Lowinsohn has made a phenomenal success in his

business. Five years ago he had a little stock in part

of the building he now occupies. He has enlarged

each year, until now he is going into quarters more

than four times larger than the space he once occu-

pied. He will make a specialty of cut glass and silver

and gold goods, as well as diamonds for the time.

J. H. Whitlock, who opened a jewelry store in

Eufaula some two years ago, has succeeded wonder-

fully. He has now a fine large stock and handles not

only jewelry but a full line of optical goods, with a

graduate optician, J. B. Whitlock, in charge.

F. W. Bromberg has in his window the trophies

won by the tennis players from Birmingham, Messrs.

Coleman Ward and Charles Brown, at the Inter-State

tournament in Atlanta, a few weeks ago. They are

the cups for both the singles and the doubles. Mr.

Ward holds the singles cup as a permanent thing.

He and Mr. Brown must fight together for the doubles

trophy again next year.
C. L. Ruth & Son, of Montgomery, have won

three successive prizes offered by the Eastman Kodak

Co. for catchy advertisements of their goods. This

department is under the control of Hardwick Ruth

and has been conducted with great care. Five thou-

sand advertisements were submitted to the judges,

Henry D. Wilson, advertising manager of the Cosmo-

politan ; J. R. Mix, advertising manager of Seribuers,

and Lyman S. Matthews, advertising manager of

Success.
Pat. Linnehan, the only jeweler on the board of

aldermen, has offered a suggestion that the city buy a

lot convenient and build on it headquarters for the

lire department. Mr. Linnehan, though a young

alderman, has taken front rank in city affairs.

Pepperman's jewelry store, in Montgomery, was

burglarized last month, several watches and a tray of

gold rings, very valuable, were taken.

J. C. Johnson, who has long operated a store on

Twentieth Street, will move to new quarters on

Third Avenue, No. 1802.

F. B. Gibson, who has been in business at Shef-

field for some time, has sold out to L. F. Hebard and

will move to his old home in Tennessee. His former

associate, Mr. Roth, is looking after the winding up of
his affairs.

Mr. Perry, of Mississippi, is now in the employ of

Harry Mercer, one of the oldest of the Alabama

jewelers.
The store of L. Kahn, On Pearl Street, Jackson,

Miss., was robbed a few nights since. The robbers

took off their loot in a buggy.
Carl Von Suetter, who has been in business at

Jackson, Miss., for some time, having succeeded to

the business of his father, has gone to Northern and

Eastern cities for a few weeks to buy stock. He will

be away some time.
The Calhoun Jewelry Co., a branch of the Nash-

ville house of the same name, which opened here sixty

clays ago, has so progressed that more help has been

found necessary and secured.

State of Trade
Here, as elsewhere, the assassina-

tion of President McKinley gave a

temporary setback to business.

Following the shooting there seemed little inclination

on the part of the people to buy, interest centering

wholly in the bulletins telling of his condition. His

death temporarily paralyzed the jewelry trade, but it

has already gained its normal condition. On Thurs-

day, September o9th, all stores were closed in honor

of the late President. The trappings of woe were lav-

ishly used in decorating by the trade, who spared no

expense in doing honor to the lamented dead.

The apparent ending of the strike raises hope in

the hearts of the jewelers that business will soon at-

tain the activity which has prevailed dtifing the past

four years. The outlook appeared dark, but it now

seems to be most auspicious.
Heeren Bros. & Co. have received a large mim-

ber of cases containing their imported goods, and

many more are looked for at an early date.

B. E. Arons and Mrs. Arons celebrated the twen-

tieth anniversary of their marriage on September sth,

at their summer home, Arondale-on-Lake-Erie, An-

gola, N. Y. A large number of friends went up from

Pittsburg for the festivities, all going later to the Pan-

American Exposition as Mr. Arons' guests. THE

KEYSTONE extends best wishes and congratulations.

Stewart J. Anderson has purchased the store of

the late D. S. Pelton, of Sistersville, \V. Va.

C. A. Lougheran, who has been seriously ill of

gastric fever, at his home in McKees Rocks, Pa., is

recovering.
Frank D. Hartman, accompanied by Mrs. Hart-

man, spent the first two weeks of September at Moun-

tain Lake Park, Md.
Steele F. Roberts, of E. P. Roberts & Sons, re-

turned during the first of the month from a four-weeks'

vacation spent at Cape May and New York.

Edward J. Phillipi, lately with A. E. Siviter &

Co., has entered the employ of Harry B. Kurtz, Con-

neaut, Ohio. Mr. Phillipi was in the city on a busi-

ness trip lately.
Max Arnheim, who has been conducting a retail

store on Liberty Street, sold out his good-will, stock

and fixtures of that place, and has opened up a new

store in the Seventh Avenue Hotel Block.

The marriage of Ben. Biggard, the well-known

jeweler, to Miss Flora Kahn, occurred on Friday,

September 6th, and was a large and handsomely-

appointed affair. Mr. and Mrs. Biggard left on a

wedding trip shortly after the ceremony, and will be

at home to their friends in their Allegheny home after

September 30111. THE KEvs-roNn extends felici-

tations.
Ralph Prosser, who has been with W. E. Stieren,

Smithfield Street, for a great many years, has severed

his connection with that house, and entered into part-

nership wtih C. H. Honess, the optician, now at 122

Sixth Street.
Miss Helen Boyd, formerly with the George B.

Barrett Co., is now with Marsh & Brown, of the Bijou

Building.
Charles W. Roberts and Mrs. Roberts spent the

last two weeks of September in Atlantic City.

S. NIaltinsky, of Braddock, Pa., expects to re-

move to his handsome new three-story brick store

about October 1st.
C. R. Lang, of Ligonier, Pa., has closed out his

store at auction sale, and will give up the jewelry

business.
H. S. Reed, of Greensburg, Pa., who lately

opened up a new store, has been taking a course in

optics in this city. Other jewelers who have been

studying optics here are : C. A. Curl, of Vandegrift,

l'a.; Fred. H. Jones, of Osceola, N. Y., and Koessler

Bros., of New Kensington, Pa.
James G. Corbett, recently watchmaker for L. W.

Vilsack, and formerly traveler for A. E. Siviter &

Co., has decided to go into business for himself. He

purchased the store of Finley B. Kuhns, of Sharps-

burg, Pa., and will continue Mr. Kuhns' retail store,

stocking up xvith the latest goods. Mr. Kuhns will

remain with Mr. Corbett for a year,. taking charge of

the optical department.
Albert Thorn, formerly of the firm of McFarland

& Thorn, Burgettstown, Pa., and Cumberland, Md.,

and lately with J. R. Reed, Market Street, has gone into

business in Tarentum, Pa., with his brother, McClean

Thorn. The new firm is known as Thorn Bros.

L. B. Mather and \V. W. Mather, of Mather Bros.,

New Castle, Pa., were in the city on September 20th,

buying new and imported goods for the new store at

Zanesville, Ohio, in which they are intercsted. The

new firm is Mather Bros. & Card. Mr. Card is a rela-

tive of the Withers.
The Holyland Engraving Co., in the Eichbaum

Building, has dissolved partnership, Charles Holy.

land, Sr., retiring and going into business for himself

in the Bijou Building. Charles Holyland, Jr., will

continue on in the Eichbaum Building.

William Hunt, of Uniontown, Pa., is enlarging

and refitting his store, which he expects to have in

good order in a month's time.
Mr. Sanford, of J. C. Grogan, accompanied by his

family, spent some time at the Pan-American Expo-

sition. Harvey Fritz, of Oil City, was also a visitor at

the fair.
W. \V. Wattles, who has been seriously ill for

some time, has returned to his store, much improved.

S. Loeb, the Erie jeweler, was in the city recently

to recover some property which was found in the pos-

session of the 13iddle-Dorman gang. Mr. Loeb iden-

tified two diamond sunbursts, valued at $200, as be-

longing to him. •
Visiting jewelers during September were : John

1\1. Kennedy, Waynesburg, Pa.; A. V. Johnson, Evans

City, Pa.; Frank H. Hayes, Washington, Pa.; Robert

IV. Brady, Washington, Pa.; John C. Sharer, Alliance,

Ohio ; NVilliam Hunt, Uniontown, Pa.; Leroy Swan,

New Castle Pa.; Charles File, Mars, Pa.; D. L. Cle-

land, Butler, Pa.; W. F. Brehm, Rochester, Pa.; FL

R. Brown, New Brighton, Pa.; James B. Bruce, Bur-

gettstown, Pa.; P. J. Manson, Jeannette, Pa.; H. H.

Weylman, Kittanning, Pa.; IV. D. Wade, East Liver-

pool, Ohio ; Charles Nichols, Kecksburg, Pa.; Jacob

Wolf, Suterville, Pa.; Harry Morrison, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa.; Fred. IV. Laban, Steubenville, Ohio ; J. P.

McDonald, Sewickley, Pa.; F. Murdoch, Ligonier,

Pa.; E. A. Bloser, New Kensington, Pa.; A. McFar-

land, Burgettstown, Pa.; Samuel Lundborg, Brad-

dock, Pa.; J. Z. Simpson, Blairsville, Pa.; R. A.

Noble, Wellsville, Ohio ; George V. Brady, Wash-

ington, Pa.; C. I I. Hoopes and Mrs. Hoopes, Zanes-

ville, Ohio.

Pointers to Salespersons

An impatient salesperson may undo half his best

work.
Do not yield to peevishness or sarcasm over a

customer's criticism. Your side of the counter must

be dedicated to politeness.

To make your customer feel that he has made a

pleasant visit, as well as a good trade, is a paying

investment.
Don't talk harshly of competitors in presence of

customers. What rivals do you should know, not for

comment, but for your own instruction.

Do not say too loudly that you are selling the very

best goods ever known at the very lowest price ever

offered. Perhaps you are, but it is better to make

your claims seem more probable.
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CTHE DEALER WHO HANDLES articles of the HIGH-
EST REPUTATION invariably handles OUR RINGS.
THIS IS "LIGHT" on the ring subject which should
be a Q to any jeweler who has, perhaps, orberlooked
our 111-2-e.

WE MANUFACTURE all styles of Stone and
Chased Rings, and sell direct to THE TRADE.

WE ARE THE LARGEST IMPORTERS OF
DIAMONDS and other Precious Stones in this section
of the country.

Memorandum packages gladly sent for comparison.

KING & EISELE
P. S.—Do not fail to call on us if you ,visit

the Pan-American Exposition. Our factory
and stock will both be of interest to you.

Bud Vase No. 163 GP

Pincushion and Tray No. 377 LN

Golf Ash Tray No. 24211N

Manufacturers and Importers
14 to 20 North Division St.
342 & 344 Washington St., Buffalo, N Y.
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We have more new 
NOVELTIES

in the

aVe Cresf Ware
We are manufacturing the finest of goods in

Rich Cut Glass
sTdigoryorrIlita/VINIA0.114.0 ..

Our name is sufficient guarantee that the
MONROE CUT is now THE GLASS to
handle.

Our New Supplementary Catalogue ready
for parties desiring same.

The C. F.Monroe Co.
Manufacturers of RICH CUT GLASS and
WEDDING and HOLIDAY NOVELTIES

Office and Factory, Mendell, C01111.
New York Office and Salesroom

28 Barclay Street
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Sterling Top Salt
No. 0

7-inch No. 600 Bawl, Empire

6-inch Handled Nappy, Hobby

Providence and Attleboro

The lamented death of President

In Memory of McKinley was observed in this

President McKinley section with all the solemnity

which the memorable occasion

called for. Business came to a standstill and draped

flags and portraits of the marty
red chief executive

were everywhere in evidence. So great was the

demand for mourning material that some of the

large buildings were almost void 
of decoration. At

Bates' Opera House, Attleboro, mem
orial service was

begun under the management o
f the school com-

inittee. The seating capacity of the larg
e auditorium

was quite inadequate to accom
modate all the children,

and the service was necessarily conf
ined to those in

the Center above the second g
rade. In all the other

schools special exercises were held and the 
solemnity

of the occasion was impressed
 upon the minds of the

young by their teachers. This meeting was in many

respects one of the most touching of the day.
 Music

was contributed with remarkable 
correctness by a

well-arranged chorus of moo() children
. Appropriate

religious services and the chanting of po
pular hymns

continued until the

Opera House curtain

rose from over one

of the most impres-

sively decorated

stages ever beheld.

Resolutions express-

ing abhorrence at the

recent atrocious

crime were adopted,

and some eloquent

eulogies concerning

the life and character

of the late President

were delivered by

clergymen of various

denominations. The

principal memorial

service of the day

was that held in the

afternoon at two

o'clock. So great

was the crowd

anxious to hear the

town. New business houses came into existence, and

to-day we find more firms engaged in the manufacture

of jewelry, our town more prosperous and doing a

larger volume of business annually than ever before

in its history. Therefore, I repeat, when we review

the history of our town during the last three years,

and behold the magnificent factories which have been

and are being erected, we have just reason to feel

proud of its great progress, which all must agree

speaks volumes for the business enterprise of our

people. I do not believe there is a town in New

England to-day that is more progressive and building

up more rapidly than the town of Attleboro. There

is one factor, however, which has a great deal to do

with our present condition, and that factor exists

from the fact that a large majority of our business

men and citizens go to the polls annually and cast

their ballots against legalizing the sale of intoxicating

liquors in our town. Adding to this condition of

things, our magnificent educational advantages and

numerous places of worship, Attleboro cannot be other

than a desirable place to make a home and live in.

These facts, coupled with the business enterprise of

our people, also makes our town a desirable locality

to do business in. Our means of transportation are

speakers that not

only was the Opera

House filled, but

also the stage and

all the standing room was at a premium. 
In the

Methodist Church, where the same programme 
was

repeated, every seat was taken up and many 
were

standing in the rear. The Congregational Church

was also well filled, all the seats in the main
 audito-

rium being filled and also many in the galleries. 
The

proceedings in the Congregational Church were 
pre-

sided over by S. 0. Bigney, who, in the c
ourse of

an appropriate speech, said : " Not in the memor
y of

living man, by the going out of a single life, has
 the

world witnessed such universal mourning as is 
mani-

fested to-day. The ruthless hand of a black-hea
rted

assassin took from us that great, good man, G
od's

nobleman, our beloved President, William McKinley.
"

The rapid growth and prosperity

of Attleboro was aptly referred to

perity of Attleboro by S. 0. Bigney, in his address on

the occasion of the dedication of

Capron Park. Mr. Bigney said : "Well may we re-

joice when we consider the rapid strides wh
ich our

town has made, more particularly during the last
 three

years. On the morning of May 18, 1898, A
ttleboro

was visited by a terrible conflagration, which 
swept

out one-half of her industries. It was a fearful blow to

our town. Strong business men wept when they saw

that which had taken almost a life time to accumu
late,

swept away in two short hours. On every corner

could be seen large groups of men discus
sing the

question as to the effect the terrible blow wou
ld have

upon our business community. Frequently was the

remark heard that Attleboro had been set back

twenty-five years. And it certainly looked as if there

was some truth in the statement. However, after a

few months had elapsed, and our people ha
d some-

what recovered from the shock, new and 
modern fac-

tories began to spring up in different p
arts of our

Progress and Pros-

Memorial Decoration on the Stage of the Attleboro Opera Mouse

unsurpassed. With plenty of building sites near rail-

way lines, we feel sure that we are in a position to in-

vite new industries to come and locate with us. Let

me say in behalf of our people, to any and all who

contemplate starting in any legitimate and desirable

business, that they will ever find the latch string out

and a ready welcome from our people."

Horace F. Carpenter, of the well-known refining

firm, H. F. Carpenter & Son, Providence, and Mrs.

Carpenter, returned last month from an extended tour

through New York, Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Penn-

sylvania and New Jersey. The Pan-American Expo-

sition was visited by them as a matter of course, and

another interesting quarter inspected was the Mam-

moth Cave in Kentucky.

D. E. Makepeace, of Attleboro, is hastening opera-

tions upon his new building, in the hope of having it

ready for occupancy before the winter sets in.

Marsden J. Perry, the electric road magnate, has

presented Attleboro with a large sum of money for the

purpose of perpetuating the memory of his ancestors,

the descendants of Anthony Perry, of revolutionar
y

fame. The trustees are Charles B. Keeler, of McRa
e

& Keeler ; Herbert A. Clark, of the Horton, Angell

Co., and Charles M. Robbins, of the Chas. M. Robbi
ns

Co., who have full power to erect what, in their j
udg-

ment, will be an appropriate building.

Lowe Bros. have moved from 145 Page Street to

129 Eddy Street, Providence, where they have quar
-

ters and a well-equipped plant.

James E. Blake and wife, with their young son

Harold, spent several weeks of the latter part of

August and early September in a trip that embraced

Buffalo and the Pan-American Exposition, Montreal
,

Quebec and the St. Lawrence River. While in Mont-

real they were the guests of General Manager G. B.

Reeves, of the Grand Trunk Railroad, an old friend of

Mr. Blake's. The latter gave Harold Blake an

urgent invitation to accompany his young son, in the

small party that went in Mr. Reeve's private car along

with the special train that carried the Duke and

Duchess of York through Canada, but Harold was

disinclined to remain away from his father and mother

for so long a trip, and so missed a great event in the

history of Canada, and a mixing with royalty.

George H. Cahoone, of George H. Cahoone &

Co., Providence, returned from a brief vacation in the

White Mountains.
In regard to a new railroad extension, intended by

the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Co., an appeal, which

was made by George K. Webster for a change in the

route, was given a hearing by the selectmen of North

Attleboro recently. The change contemplated would

lessen the time of the journey between North Attle-

boro and Providence by half an hour, and would ele-

vate a high embankment in the rear of Mr. Webster's

shop, cutting off much light and air. He suggested a

substitute plan which would save the railroad money

and save him the damage to his plant.
C. A. Marsh & Co., of Attleboro, Mass., have

issued a high-class catalogue containing numerous
illustrations of their
various designs of

neck and vest chains,
watch-fobs and

bracelets. The cuts
are shown on enam-
eled paper, and each
article is numbered
so as to obviate the
necessity of cutting
out the illustration
when ordering. The
cuts are exceedingly

well executed, and

at the foot of each
page there is a con-

cise and forcible re-
mark bearing on the
quality of the goods.
The inside back

cover deals with the
company's guaran-

tee and gives some
hints regarding the

purchasingof chains.
A sign that can-

not fail to arrest

attention is that re-

cently affixed to the building occupied by Hamilton

& Hamilton, 7 Eddy Street, Providence. It extends

across the front of the building, and the happy union

of gold lettering on a black background makes the

announcement " Gold Filled Chains. Hamilton &

Hamilton, Jr., Makers of Jewelry," stand out in bold

attractiveness.
T. G. Frothingham & Co. will occupy the addi-

tion which is in course of construction at the company

shops, on Elm Street, North Attleboro.

The chain house of Fuller, Carpenter & Co.,

Providence, have dissolved partnership, being suc-

ceeded by the J. G. Fuller Co., who will continue to

manufacture a line of high-grade chain and seals, in

the Manufacturers' Building. The officers of the new

company are : J. G. Fuller, of the old firm, president;

C. H. Perkins, Jr., vice-president, and F. H. Perkins,

treasurer. C. B. Duckworth is the New York repre-

sentative, at 3 Maiden Lane. It is rumored that Edward

E. Richardson, Fred. E. Bodman and Fred. H. Car-

penter, who retire and who were formerly connected

with the R F. Simmons Co., of Attleboro, contemplate

the establishment of a new concern.

C. P. Keeler and wife, David E. Makepeace and

wife, of Attleboro, spent part of September visiting

the Pan-American Exposition, Toronto, Montreal and

the White Mountains.
S. 0. Bigney has bought out the interest of the

Bliss brothers, his partners in the Bristol Manufactur-

ing Co., of Attleboro, and will conduct the business

under his personal supervision. The company make

a line of toilet ware and other sterling silver goods,

and have been in business several years. Mr. Bigney

proposes to inject the same snap and enterprise into

the Bristol company that have characterized the chain

house of which he is the head.
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Initial snaps on to band easily and can only be removed with special tool.Rings complete average 4 clwts. each, plump io K., and are put up in anelegant leather case like cut, containing 6 bands and alphabet of initials.Case free with complete set.
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diamonds, made to order.
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SPECIAL NOTICE : Unless stock orders are placed beforeNovember 1st, we cannot promise rings for holiday trade, as we arenow working our full force overtime, and are a month behind infilling our orders.

Quick Work and Right Prices on Jewelry Repairs and New Work

WEISS JEWELRY MFG. CO.
Olc•be=Democrat Building

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Atlanta, Ga., and Southern Notes

Trade Conditions
The state of trade in the South is
altogether satisfactory. We are
getting the first touch of invigor-

ating fall weather, and business in all lines is feeling

the effect of it. In the optical line business is away

above the average ; in fact, looking back we find that

the past summer has been a banner season with the

opticians, with ever brightening prospects ahead. With

the jeweler ; while their summer trade was not up to

that of the optician, they had by no means a dull

season, and the outlook for the fall could hardly be

better. The jobbers in both lines are running to their

full capacity. A notable feature of the trade in and

around Atlanta is the activity in the diamond trade.
It can be truthfully said that no

The Assassination section of the country felt with

more poignancy the dastardly

assassination of our late President

than did the South. Mr. McKinley, the man, stood as

high in the estimation and love of the South as ally

man who ever sat in the White House ; Mr. McKin-

ley, the President, held the respect and loyalty of

Southern men better than any Republican President

that ever occupied the chair. He endeared himself to

Southern men, regardless of politics or party lines, by

his straightforward American manliness, his just con-

sideration of the people, and by his fearless courage

in looking serious situations squarely in the face, and

as fearlessly fighting them.

The attitude of the South to Mr. Roosevelt, the

new President, is as it has been to all Presidents:

honor to his honesty ; respect to his greatness, and

loyalty to his justness. The South feels especially

friendly to Mr. Roosevelt, inasmuch as he springs on

his mother's side from the best and purest of Southern

blood. Georgia claims the honor of being his mother's

birthplace, and the name of Bullock is an honored one

in the Southern Empire State.
The Southern Interstate Fair at

The Southern Atlanta, October 9th to 26th, pro-

mises to be unusally attractive.

The amusement programme has

been changed and is replete with attractive features.

Beginning with a floral parade on the opening day,

and closing with a grand carnival the evening of the

last day, there will not be a dull moment during the

entire two and a half weeks of the fair. The industrial

(eatures Vill be unusually attractive.
Reports of crop conditions in

Crop Reports Georgia and adjacent States show

a lower average than is usual this

time of year. The decrease, however, is trifling, and

crops are all around in much better condition than was

expected a month ago. Weather conditions have been

generally favorable during the past month all over the

Southeast. The Southwest has not been so favored.

The Texas wheat crop is reported off %; the yield

being put at 5,000,000 bushels as against 15,000,000.

Corn, also, is considerably off, not only in the South-

west but to some extent in the Southeast. To offset

this, and also to fully make up for the corn shortage

in the corn States of the Middle West, an immense

crop of hay has been saved in the South.

Rice is another banner crop this year. The yield

last year was 365,000 bushels, while this year's crop is

put at from 400,000 to 450,000 bushels. These figures

are for the Georgia crop. Your correspondent has

been unable to get reports on the Carolina rice crop,

but all things point to a crop equally as good as the

Georgia crop. Minor crops, truck, etc., are all re-

ported doing well.
Generally speaking, the past month

The Cotton Crop has been unusually favorable to the

cotton crop. The staple is opening

rapidly, picking is in general progress, and nothing

can now injure the crop except an early frost. The

South Atlantic and Gulf States have been especially

favored with " cotton weather," and with the excep-

tion of the top crop being short the staple in this sec-

tion has almost entirely recovered from the damage

brought about by past unfavorable conditions. Im-

provement also is noted in Texas, although some•

complaint of rust and shedding is heard and in isolated

districts there is still drouth. The danger at the present

time is that the market may be rushed. If this is done

there can be no doubt but that the bulk of the crop

of the President

Interstate Fair

will be sold as low as seven cents. Strenuous efforts

are being made by the large growers to have the crop

held back until favorable prices prevail.

Personals

Mrs. Boyd, wife of Harry Boyd, an engraver for

J. P. Stevens, died August 24th, from hydrophobia.

Mrs. Boyd was bitten early in July by a large New-

foundland dog, a pet of the family. Nothing was

thought of it at the time, the wound healing, and the

affair was forgotten until a day or two before her death,

when she was taken violently ill, dying shortly after-

wards with all the symptoms of hydrophobia.

Fred. Cundy, formerly with the Hawkes Optical

Co., and a nephew of A. K. Hawkes, has left the city

for St. Paul, Minn., to attend college. A. K. Hawkes,

his sister, Mrs. S. C. Cundy, and nephew, A. B.

Cundy, are in the East. They will visit the Buffalo

Exposition, New York and Boston.

W. M. Davis, of Davis & Freeman, was one of

the buyers in New York during the past month. Mr.

Davis returned home September loth.

J. P. Stevens, the popular stationer and engraver,

has returned from a trip abroad. Mr. Stevens spent

considerable time in the European capitals, studying

new designs in engraving. He has brought back sev-

eral unique and handsome ones.

George Horton has returned to the bench, after

spending several years railroading. He is with Silvers

& Woods.
Davis kFreeman have donated a handsome cut-

glass salad bowl to the Military Fair, to be held

shortly for the benefit of the Fifth Georgia Regiment.

Mr. Goodyear, formerly with Maier & Berkele,

has returned to his old home, Detroit, Mich. Mr.

Goodyear's reason for leaving the South was that the

climate did not agree with him.

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Maier have returned from an

extensive trip to the East and Canada.

A. S. Levison, watchmaker for Davis & Freeman,

spent several weeks' vacation away from the city.

Silvers & Woods turned out a number of hand-

some medals for Labor Day athletic prizes.

Vincent Pickert, son of A. F. Pickert, has re-

turned from the Klondike.

J. Faustman has removed to new quarters in the

Austell Building.
A. L. Delkin and F. J. Stilson are expected

back from Cape Nome shortly.

The removal of E. J. Kelley from his old stand

on Broad Street, to new quarters at No. 28 Whitehall

Street, October 1st, is one of the important changes of

the month. Mr. Kelley is making extensive improve-

ments in his new store. The front is being rebuilt,

will have large plate-glass windows and tiled floor.

The interior will be finished in light green, with new

wall and show cases in hardwood finish. Electric

lights, call bells, mosaic floor and other improvements

will make it one of the attractive and up-to-date jew-

elry stores in the South. Mr. Kelley will add largely

to his force, among whom is 0. K. Alcorn, one of the

best salesmen in the city, and D. W. Abbot, an expert

watchmaker. Mr. Abbot was formerly with Maier &

Berkele, and Mr. Alcorn with C. W. Crankshaw.

Kellam & Moore, F. A. Hardy & Co. and the

Hawkes Optical Co. say they are too busy for person-

als this month. Vacation season is over with them

and they are running to their full capacity.

An automobile delivery wagon, belonging to Maier

& Berkele, is attracting considerable attention on the

streets.
Among the visitors in town during the past month

were : Herman Moll, Macon, Ga.; F. F. Wesley,

Liathonia, Ga.; W. W. St. John, Roswell, Ga.; H. S.

Smith, Montgomeay, Ala.; W. A. Brady, Jasper, Ga.;

H. S. Banta, Newnan, Ga., and W. L. Wilson,

Hopkins, Ga.
The Lazarus Jewelry Co., Macon, Ga., have re-

opened, after being closed for several months. They

are at their old stand, 56! Cherry Street. A Lazarus

is the manager.
The Consolidated Gold Mining Co., through their

manager, G. H. Breymann, recently purchased a gold

dredge boat and valuable mining privileges from

Birch Bros., on the Chestatee River, near Dahlonega,

Ga. The company has been operating on the Ches-

tatee for some time past, and are developing some

valuable mineral lands.

Escott Brown, Athens, Ga., sustained serious in-

juries September loth in a fall from the roof of his

house. The right leg and arm were broken, also the

left cheek bone. While seriously hurt, the physicians

do not think the wounds will prove fatal.

C. B. Beck & Co., Cuthbert, Ga., have opened a

branch store at Dawson, Ga.

H. A. Youman has purchased the stock of the

Vienna Jewelry Co. at Vienna, Ga., and will conduct

the business under his name.

W. H. E. Carter has opened a jewelry store at

Augusta, Ga.
F. G. Trefzer, of Elberton, Ga., has moved into

new quarters.
Jansen, Herzer & Jeck is a new firm of jewelers

at Nashville, Tenn. They are located at 402 Union

Street. Messrs. Jansen & Herzer were formerly with

G. R. Calhoun & Co.
L. L. Fisher, of Fisher Bros., Chattanooga, Tenn.,

is in New York, buying for his firm.

James A. Cayce, Jr., formerly with the B. H. Stief

Jewelry Co., Nashville, Tenn., has accepted a posi-

tion with Montgomery Bros., Los Angeles, Cal.

0. Miller, Hawkinsville, Ga., has secured a new

location for his store and moved in.

Herman Moll, a prominent jeweler of Macon, Ga.,

is organizing a brass band.

S. E. Theus was recently elected secretary and

treasurer of the Georgia Hussah Bowling Association.

Mr. Theus is a member of the well-known firm of

Thetis Bros., Savannah, Ga.

IV. Schweigert, Augusta, Ga., is in New York

purchasing fall goods.
V. E. Jacobs, of V. E. Jacobs & Co., Jackson-

ville, Fla., is visiting the Eastern markets.

Greenleaf & Crosby, Jacksonville, Fla., have

erected a handsome new sidewalk clock in front of

their new store, 41 \Vest Bay Street. Mr. Crosby is

now in Europe.
R. J. Riley, Jacksonville, Fla., who lost his hand-

some residence during the recent big fire, has pur-

chased a building lot at Cedar and Duval Streets, and

will erect a new building.
Z. T. Miles, Jacksonville, Fla., at 527 West Bay

Street, was the victim of a robber recently. The

amount lost was about $25.

M. T. Cohen, Jacksonville, Fla., is in New York.

H. 1'. Whaler, Miami, Fla., has opened a branch

house at Titusville, Fla.

\V. E. Buck, of Buck & Holder, Jackson, Miss.,

is in New York, buying for his firm.

The Maxwell-Raiford Jewelry Co. succeed the C.

N. Maxwell Jewelry Co., of Tuscaloosa, Ala. W. H.

Raiford, the former manager, is the new member of

the firm.
J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala., was a recent

buyer in New York.
J. H. Ford, of McConnaghy & Ford, Lafayette,Ala.,

passed through the city recently, on his way to the East.

J. Goldstein, Mobile, Ala., and C. C. Abbott,

Birmingham, were among the buyers in New York

during the past month.
J. A. Humphries, Ensley, Ala., has returned from

a trip to the North and East.

James W. M. Witt has succeeded to the business

of James W. M. \Vitt & Son, of Cedar Bluff, Ala.

C. L. and C. W. Ayers, who were formerly with

the Kansas City Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo., have

opened an optical and photo. supply house on Second

Avenue, Birmingham, Ala.

J. C. Mace, jeweler, of Fayette, Ala., has added

Ii line of optical goods to his stock.

The Monroe Jewelry Co., Monroe, La., has been

succeeded by Lowe & Youngblood.

J. K. Roumain, Shreveport, La., is in New York,

looking after fall and winter goods.

R. F. & Creswell Fleming, Greenwood, S. C.,

have opened a branch house at Laurens, S. C.

Denney Bros. is the name of a new firm of jewelers

at Pilot Mountain, S. C.

S. M. Snider, of Durham, N. C., is in New York.

The store of David Lurge, 9 South Front Street,

Wilmington, N. C., was burglarized September 1st.

The store was almost completely demolished. A

number of watches, rings and chains were stolen.

The store of Rosenblatt & Ellington, Greensboro,

N. C., was destroyed by fire August 22d. The loss

was total, except for goods carried in the safe. Esti-

mated loss p000, insurance poo.



Pocket Books
Card Cases
Photo. Frames
Cigar Cases
Dressing Cases

Etc., Etc.

Queen
City

Manufacturers of

Fine Leather Goods

Silver
Co.

New York Salesroom-62I Broadway
Palmer House, Room 342, Chicago, until

Oct. 23d.

Makers of Cincinnati

Hollowware
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reputation as well
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Military Brush Cases
If you haven't received
our late book of engravings, write for it

"Well Bought is Half Sold"
No business proverb could be truer than this one. It is as true to-day as yesterdayor last year or the year before. The jeweler who gets a front seat in these times must get up-to-date goods suitable to his locality at attractive prices. The Fall season is now on and dealersshould stock up. No Western wholesale house can take better care of the Retail Jeweler'swants than ours. We have the goods--the latest and the best. Our stock is most complete in

wequick-selling novelties, and when it comes to staples like Watches and Diamondsare in position to compete with any jobbing house East or West. We number among ourpatrons to-day many of the leading and most prosperous Jewelers in the West and South.We could not hold this trade the way we do if we did not give them good service and the rig-litkind of treatment. Are you with us?

L. GUTMANN 0 SONS
OUR TRAVELERS

Look for them
ELI GUTMANN, in the South.
.STEVE LEUOUSHER, In the Northwest.
EUGENE FROMMEYER, in Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois.
ED. C. PFAFFLE, In the Southwest.

Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Merchants

51 East Fourth Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO
OUR SPECIALTIES pii„

Cyclone Hard-Soldering Flux, . Soc.
Cyclone Steel-Soldering Flux, . Soc.
Cyclone Anti-Oxidizer, . . . 35c.

Are bust what you need In your
business. TRY THEM.
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Cincinnati Letter

0 The Queen of the West, in her garlands dressed,

On the banks of the beautiful river."

The Great
Festival

These words were again true of our

city during the recent festive days,

but alas, with the gay colored bunt-

ing, the flags and streamers of the

national colors and the festival color, gold, were

entwined the garlands and drapings of black, the

badge of mourning which the Queen City p
ut above

the holiday colors in honor of our murdered 
President.

The beautiful flower parade, the first 
of the three

parades which the Festival Association had arr
anged

for the pleasure of the citizens and visitors
, took place

at the time named, September 16th,
 but instead of

being a festival parade it was dedicated to 
the memory

of President McKinley and was a mem
orial pageant.

Surely no more touching one could have been 
planned

than the flower-decked vehicles, with the littl
e chileren

seated in them, the sweetest flowers of all
. The deco-

rations were, many of them, the handiwork of
 children

themselves, under the supervision of their 
teachers.

The effect was beautiful, gorgeous and yet
 delicate,

and withal touching ; each float with its badge of

mourning, each banner with its streamers 
of black

telling of why they were passing before u
s. The

numerous bands of music played the President's
 favo-

rite hymns, which have been sung by so 
many hundred

voices in this time of sorrow, and other s
acred melo-

dies, while the vast throngs of close-packed 
humanity

viewed the pageant with quiet, respectf
ul attention.

The Cincinnati Traveling Men's Association
 made a

most beautiful showing. Had the page
ant been as

originally planned they would have entered
 the con-

test for prizes, but this intention was lost 
sight of in

view of the circumstances.
Cincinnati has cause to be proud of

her knights of the road, and a finer

body of men is not often assembled.

They represented a living flag, and

the unique idea was beautifully carried 
out. There

were three divisions, the whole led by a 
grand marshal

and staff costumed in white flannel an
d mounted on

spirited horses. These were followed by staff lieu-

tenants, one in red, one in white and one i
n blue ; then

a band of eighty-one pieces, in red, 
white and blue

and marching so as to represent an 
undulating flag.

Forty-five outriders in red on prancing 
chargers with

trappings of red, preceded a tally-ho c
ompletely cov-

ared with American beauty roses and in 
which were

seated twelve of the travelers uniformed 
in red. The

other divisions were the same except 
as to the color

scheme. The forty-five outriders of the 
second divi-

sion were in white, the tally-ho being 
decorated with

white chrysanthemums. The third di
vision was uni-

formed in blue and the tally-ho decor
ated in forget-

me-nots. A broad band of black on 
the left arm of

each outrider and a knot of crape o
n each horse's

bridle told their sad story. With all the bright colors,

the music, the crowds, never for a mom
ent was

the fact lost sight of that it was in m
emory of

our dead President.
The most elaborate electri-

Handsome cal display in the city, and

Electrical Display one that was much admired

each night during the entire

week, was that of the John Shilli
to Co. The

cornice of the big six- story build
ing had two

rows of lights, set in a background 
of white, the

effect at a distance being a solid 
sheet of light.

There were 800 lights in the cornice
 display, and

over this towered the electric sign, 
" Shillito's,"

which was hung on the cantilever 
plan. The

windows were decorated with a grace and

beauty that excited the admiratio
n of all. A

double row of lights on a white 
background

set off the display of the baby 
furnishings in the

first window on Seventh Stree
t. The corner

window had two yellow arches and
 mirrors for

a background to the black dress 
and millinery

display. The glittering, glistening cut glass

reflected myriad lights, which were brought

out more distinctly by a back
ground of somber

black. The monogram design of 
the fall fes-

tival in red and white lights, 
surrounded by a

wreath of green lights, was in 
the table-linen

window. The china window, with it
s dainty bits

The Knights
of the Road

TI-IE KEYSTONE

of china, had a violet arch, while the millinery display

adjoining had white arches and mirrors that reflected

the lights many times. The furniture and oriental

displays had van -colored lights that lent a pretty effect

to the scene. Altogeter there were over 1700 lights in

the entire display.
The jewelers' float, shown in our

The Jewelers' illustration, was designed by and

Float erected under the personal super-

vision of the well-known jeweler,

Theodore Neuhaus. It was a remarkable creation,

and a beautiful representation of this important i
ndus-

try of the Queen City. The " Birth of the Pearl"

was the idea represented, and a massive shell 20 fe
et

long, to feet wide and 14 feet high, made of plaster in

mother-of-pearl colors, was the body of the design.

The outline of the shell also suggested the liberty ca
p.

On top of the shell was seated on a gold throne
, a

queen of rare beauty, beautifully gowned in a Lou
is

XV costume of richest material, decked with precio
us

jewels. On either side of the throne a horn of ple
nty

poured forth precious stones. Father Time and a

female figure of industry were seated at the bac
k,

while in the mouth of the shell a graceful female 
figure

held in extended hands a massive pear-shaped pea
rl.

A coat of arms of the United States, with a page 
in at-

tendance, are at the back of the throne. At the

queen's feet sits the coachman in Louis XV costu
me

also, driving with heavy gold lines six black h
orses,

the harness covered with oak decorations and a
 large

yellow and black silk banner over the back of 
each

horse. The shell is upheld by sea nymphs. On 
either

side, in the center, is the festival monogram an
d the

word, " Jewelers," in black and gold, all model
ed in

bold relief. Each wheel represents a large sunburst,

studded in jewels. The float was preceded by a band

of music of twenty-five men, two appropriat
ely deco-

rated carriages, in which were seated eight of the

most prominent Cincinnati jewelers, and a 
guard of

honor of fifty outriders, all jewelers of Cinci
nnati, in

uniform. The queen's jewels, representing the 
noted

jewels of the world, were worth a fortune 
in them-

selves.
The Southern Railway had a very

Precious Metals 
interesting exhibit of some of the

and Gems of the products of the States of North

South and South Carolina and Georgia,

including fruits, woods and mine-

rals. A close inspection of the contents of 
the cabi-

nets of minerals was gained through the 
courtesy of

the gentleman in charge, and who also gav
e a most

interesting little talk on the riches and resources

of that section of the country as regards the
 precious

metals and jewels mined there. Specimens from the

noted gold and silver mines were shown, 
and rubies,

emeralds, sapphires, diamonds, tourmalines
, garnets

and other stones mined and shipped from 
these States.

The industrial parade was one of which Ci
ncinnati

has cause to be very proud. Unique ideas
, elaborately

carried out in every detail with a total 
disregard of

expense, so the final result was as desired, 
seemed to

have actuated those having each float in
 charge. It

would be a difficult matter, indeed, to say. w
hich was

the most beautiful where all were beautiful,
 yet such

was the difficult task set for the judges. The 
jewelers'

float was very beautiful and the guard of hon
or of the

jewelers of the city were a representative bod
y of men.

The festival proper made a most excellent
 showing,

and the halls were filled with handsome exhib
its of the

various industries that have their homes in 
Cincin-

nati. Frank Herschede was the only jeweler who

made a display at Music Hall, the display 
comprising

clocks, vases, ornaments and magnificent jewels
. The

articles of jewelry shown were handsome sp
ecimens.

The night pageant was a unique and daz
zling

affair, and was under the general management 
of the

order of Itan-nic-nics, that body of true citizen
s who

can read and write their city's name backward as
 easily

as any other way. It was principally an electrical

pageant, and a number of the prominent clubs 
of the

city participated.
The festival buildings were closed Thursday, Sep

-

tember 19th, except the auditorium of Music 
Hall,

which the festival directors tendered to Mayor Fl
eisch-

mann for the memorial services in honor of 
President

McKinley. Beautiful services were held there and the

hall was filled to overflowing, as were the churc
hes in

the afternoon, and the city did honor to the
 memory

of our President by a general suspensio
n of all

business.
Jeweler and Mrs. Rand Baldwin, of Winches

ter,

Ky., were interested spectators of the flower
 pageant.

Chas. Keller, of Frankfort, Ky.; Maurus Kai
len,

Jr., of Nelsonville, Ohio ; D. P. Arnice, of 
Richmond,

Ky., and Otto Zeil, of Dayton, Ohio, were out
-of-town

trade visitors who were here in time for 
the floral

parade and the opening of the fall festival, 
combining

business and pleasure in their trip.

Trade among the jobbers is reported as very good
,

the death of the President causing nothing more
 than

a temporary depression. The retailers anticipate a

fine fall trade.
The Miller Jewelry Co. is showing a large

 and

snappy line of pearl pendants for fall trade, 
which are

enlisting much favorable comment from the 
jewelers.

This firm is making a feature of pendants 
and their

output is large.
Joseph Noterman, Sr., was in Cincinnati last m

onth

visiting his sons. He has just returned from 
Europe,

is hale and hearty, is enjoying his retir
ement and is

pleased that his old business is being so 
successfully

carried on by his children. He lives in 
Henderson-

ville, near Asheville, N. C., where he bought 
a home a

few years ago.
Dorst & Co. report their mail-order business 

as

unusually good. They put on several new w
orkmen

last month in order to take care of their 
expanding

inflow of orders.
Alvin Lindenberg, only son of S. Lindenberg, 

of

Bene, Lindenberg & Co., left the middle of la
st month

for Princeton, N. J., where he begins college
 life as a

student at Princeton University.

The Jewelers' Float Represcutiug " The B
irth of the Pearl "



The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUAL=

Ely? THE MOST WEAR, AND GREATEST

ITY, BEST CONSTRUCTION, GIVING

COMFORT  and their IRON=CLAD
GUARANTEE.

• To verify this we invite the trade to read " The
Story of a Collar Button, with Illus-trations," which may be had FREE for the asking,and to try the experiment suggested on page 5* of that
booklet.

Extract from " Printers • Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little SelloolocHer now
suggests, t., 1•Nt.r.,

class, to send a t nip
to Kremeutz Co., 49 hot
Street, Newark, N. .1., mot ..tsk
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
(7ollar Ito Afterward, if
any pupil will ....old to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that appnondies it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' bik's soti ven ir spoon.
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery fl
" TheStory ofa collar Button'
is the best p1pe.. of afil crt ise-
/ilea comLim•I ion that has
come toPrioers'1,k's at tent ion
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACKS:

r

't.A-ck•

Patent sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Landis School of Engraving
SPECIAL

FALL COURSE

demand for our pupils

ive get

ates, as there is a great
positions for all 'Gradti-

and Advancement.

I to their Instruction

I 
number of pupils at ollt!

ite on at

(1,1vallee engagementN, as

Ve 

ii(e‘tiv.ecooeirstie,itrawaeo•djuiri
otoc for terms and make

Iien 

Special
Short Course for advanced
engravers. (brresponclettee,s'olleited.

You can order any one
in eleven " Plain" and si •
All Gravers are tested
ordpi. for sante. A Sir of

A

Sharpene Polished, Ready for Engraving.

PLAIN

Fine and con2dplete Set of Gravers, Perfectly Handled,

VERSIBLE

30 37 38 39 40 41 42 8-5 10-5 14-5 I 2 3 55 RING. AD-A.

SpeViai Seript. . 1 9, 1
Numbers " Plain " "Reversible " Per set.
  .40   .60 $1 N101,11 HOWI . ."A, 11"   .65   85 1  70

seal f :raver . . . 65
Ring Graver . . Ring   .65 .......8)  85

.... .45  Liners   8, 10, 14,-5 ..... 60     .45
Flat Gravers . . 36 to 42   .40  

1 75
2  50

-- -
li9.00graver at the above prices, The Full Set of seventeen Gravers mounted' Reversible " bundles, in perfect order for engraving, complete, $8.50.and guaranteed. Orders promptly attended to on rrrript of eadi or moneyotir LETTER and MONOGRAM CHARTS, fil.50.

M . L. LA NDIS, 94-96 Miami Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

Prize an Loving Cups
Athletic and Sporting Contests in which cups or prizes aregiven make business in this line. When you get the order send

it to us to be executed.
Our reputation as

"Specialists in
Job Work for
Jewelers"

has been built up and
is maintained by doing
the most artistic and
satisfactory work at
I easonable prices that
leave a good margin of
profit for the r etai I
jeweler.

Quality and Construction have made our reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & COOs

in their Factory

49 Chestnut Street,

PARKS BROS. 6c. ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

NEWARK, N. J.

Elil We will furnish, on
request, designs and
estimates of cost for
any Special Cups or
Trophies.
Write for our catalog

showing special designs
in Emblem Jewelry—Fine
Diamond Jewelry--
Watch Repairs, and giv-
ing full information on
every kind of Job Work
for Jewelers.

Prize Cup. Quadruple Plate. Burnished Silver,

)

ttwci..r.icdca.i:Csii.a.'411.1•1'—'-1.1'13.1.: '''''

t lohl Lined. Height, Ill% inches, /116.90 net.

Francis Jewelry Manufacturing Co.
Fourth Floor, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front) Par('

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side) Pat 'd

Sterling Silver and
Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods andquick sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimate on new workfor the trade. Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko 
Matsumoto, Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms t, 2 and 3. 17 S. Meridian St. 
Indianapolis, Ind.

October, 'got

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department must
send name and address—not for

 publication, but as an evidence of

good faith. No attention will 
be paid to anonymous communica-

tions. Questions will be answered in the order in which they are

received.
An INDEX to the questions answered 

in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each Decem
ber number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve t
hese indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refer to them, as si
milar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. The indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject cov
ered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which
 the information may be found.

"Print Transfer."—Can you tell me how I can

transfer any picture or letters, monograms, etc., from

a newspaper or other printed copy direct t
o metal I

wish to engrave on P—Such transferring can be
 accom-

plished by thoroughly wetting the print with alcohol

in which a stick of caustic potash has been 
placed.

After the alcohol has wet the paper through and

through, we remove any excess of alcohol by means

of blotting paper, and then place the print fac
e down

on the article we desire the transfer and subject i
t to

pressure. The print is allowed to remain under pres-

sure for a few minutes and then the paper is carefully

removed by catching one corner and slowly raising it.

Such transferring as the above is employed by photo-

engravers.

"Phonograph."—Please inform me of some way

to repair phonograph records and the process of
 mold-

ing them over agam?—There are several methods
 .

for effacing the records from old phonograph cylinders
,

but the only ones that have come under our notice

that give good results are those of " shaving" and

those worked over by the following process : Place the

cylinder on a mandrel and put it in the lathe or on the

mandrel of the phonograph. Take a smooth rag 
and

moisten it with spirits of turpentine and rub it in on

the cylinder, while keeping it constantly rotating, t
hen

rub for a short time with a rag moistened with alcohol.

After this is done, dry and polish the cylinder with a

piece of smooth cloth. By this method it is possible

to clean a cylinder in a few minutes, and the finely
-

polished surface will far surpass that of any record

which has been shaved. Another advantage of cylin-

ders so treated is that the records taken on them h
ave

the objectionable " grating " sound reduced to a

minimum.

"Mirror No. have a large French mirror.

Canyon tell me how to put the quicksilver on the
 back?

—The process for silvering mirrors was fully de-

scribed in our reply to " Mirrors," on page 53, of our

January, 1901, issue. The process there describ
ed is

generally conceded to be one of the best, though 
many

prefer the old plan of forming an amalgam by me
ans

of tin foil and quicksilver. The novice in suc
h work,

however, especially if the glass is a large one, is
 not

apt to make an extraordinarily good job of the
 first

few attempts—like everything else, there is a
 certain

amount of experience and manual dexterity ne
cessary

before first-class results are achieved. The pro
cess for

silvering with tin foil and mercury is as follows : 
The

glass is first carefully polished on both sides and
 is then

laid on .a perfectly flat table, which should be ve
ry solid

(manufacturers employ a table of stone) and have ra
ised

edges, something like a billiard table. The 
upper

surface of the glass is now covered with sheet
s of tin

foil, which is rubbed down until it is quite 
smooth,

when the whole snrface is covered with quic
ksilver;

this at once forms an amalgam with the 
tin. The

surplus quicksilver is now run off, a woolen 
cloth is

spread over the whole surface and weights laid
 on the

cloth (square iron weights are the most 
desirable).

The glass is permitted to lay under the w
eights for,

say, about 40 hours, when they are removed 
and the

glass is raised gradually to an inclined position, so

that the quicksilver which has not been am
algamated

will run off. This marks the close of the operation, as

only the perfect amalgam remains, forming a
n adhe-

rent coating on the glass. A mirror that 
has been

coated by the amalgam of mercury and tin 
can gene-

rally be repaired, even in spots, by one of t
he two

following processes : (a) Clean the bare 
portion of

the glass by rubbing it gently with fine cot
ton, taking

care to remove any trace of dust and grea
se. If this

cleaning be not done very carefully, defec
ts will ap-

pear around the place repaired. With the point of

your knife cut upon the back of another lo
oking-glass

around a portion of the silvering of the req
uired form,

but a little larger. Upon it place a small drop of mer-

cury ; a drop the size of a pin's head will be 
sufficient

for a surface equal to the size of the nail. 
The mer-

cury spreads immediately, penetrates the 
amalgam to

where it was cut off with the knife, and th
e required

piece may now be lifted and removed to th
e place to

be repaired. This is the most difficult part of the

operation. Then press lightly the renewed p
ortion

with cotton ; it hardens almost immedi
ately, and the

glass presents the same appearance as a 
new one.

(b). Pour upon a sheet of tin foil about 
three drams of

quicksilver to the square foot of foil. 
Rub smartly

with a piece of buckskin until the foil 
becomes bril-

liant. Lay the glass upon a flat table, face 
downward;

place the foil upon the damaged portion of
 the glass;

lay a sheet of paper over the foil, and plac
e upon it a
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block of wood or piece of marble with a perfectly flat

surface ; put upon it sufficient weight to press it down

tight ; let it remain in this position a few hours. The

foil will be then adherent to the glass.

"Clippers."—(1) Can you tell me how to temper

a small spring P—Probably the best method of tem-

pering small springs is to heat them to a bright, full

blue (about 550-600° F. ), then plunge them in lard

oil and withdraw from the oil and hold over a flame

until the oil catches fire and allow the flame to burn

off all the oil. While this is being done keep the

spring in motion, so that the oil will burn off at all

parts of the spring at about the same time.
(2) Could a small pair of jewelers rolls be utilized

for rolling small springs to dimensions required Y—

It would be possible to do such work, but a small pair

of rolls would not prove to be well adapted to the

work. If such rolls are employed the steel should be

well annealed before passing through the rolls.

(3) How can a clock be oiled and cleaned without

taking afiartY—There has been a score or more
 of

methods devised for cleaning clocks without taking

them apart. The first method we ever heard of 
was

to take the movement out of the case and boil it 
in

weak soapsuds, and then rinse in warm, clear wat
er.

If the clock needed no repairs this process wo
uld

certainly clean it most effectually, but the operation

left the plates and brass parts of a greenish-black 
hue

that was hardly consistent with a woman's notio
n of

cleanliness, which can be defined by saying : "A th
ing

to be clean should look so." The usual processes 
of

cleaning clocks without taking them apart is some 
sort

of benzine washing, usually conducted by removing
 the

verge and allowing the clock, after winding, to 
run

down while immersed in benzine. Another plan is to

place the clock movement in a sort of funnel 
and

allow a small stream of benzine to trickle down on
 the

movement, diffuse itself, then run off into a d
ish set to

receive it. Lever clocks should have the mainspring

" let down " before being placed in the benzin
e. The

latest thing in the way of cleaning without 
taking

apart is done by placing the movement in a
 vessel

containing benzine ; said vessel being arranged
 to

close fluid-tight. The idea of the device is the clock

movement to be cleaned is placed in the vessel 
just

referred to, and secured in place ; the vcssel 
is then

nearly filled with benzine and tightly closed. The 
vessel

is now placed in an affair arranged like a m
achine for

making milk shakes and violently shaken. 
Water

containing a little soap in solution, and heated 
about

1400 can be substituted for the benzine. Suc
h treat-

ment is followed by the use of clean water 
heated to

1400, which simply rinses off the soap solut
ion. This

warm soap and water process leaves the 
brass work

clean and bright and removes all the old oil. If prop-

erly conducted, this last described process 
seems to

promise a good deal. The movements so 
cleaned

should be dried in a current of hot air, and, 
after cool-

ing, the movement should be oiled as if 
cleaned by

any other process. One trouble with all q
uick-clean-

ing processes is it gives no opportunity f
or repairs.

With small lever clocks the great trouble i
s the sharp

point of the balance staff gets worn stunt. If these are

repointed almost any kind of a cleaning will s
et them

going again for a year or more.

Advice to Boys and Young Men Entering
Business

The average boy starting out into bu
siness life

does not appreciate the importance and 
seriousness of

the step he is taking ; the failure of many 
may be due

to that fact. If they are fortunate or unfortunate

enough to be situated where attention to 
business and

accuracy make no difference, they may 
drift along

until they commence to think for 
themselves and

realize that their success depends enti
rely upon their

own efforts. A boy's future should not
 depend upon

luck or chance, however, but upon th
e solid founda-

tion of a proper start and a thorough 
realization of his

position ; what is expected of him and the
 reward in

store for him for the successful acco
mplishment of his

work.
Too many start out blindly. They haven't any

idea as to what they want or are aimin
g for, but drift

along in a haphazard way, thinking m
ore of their salary

at the end of the week than the succ
ess of their work.

If a boy could commence business 
life even with

a small portion of the judgment 
and common sense

he enjoys later on, how differently h
e would act. As

he cannot start that way, however, wi
th his own knowl-

edge, why not profit by that of othe
rs and benefit by

the observation of those who have 
learned by experi-

ence and can give such advice as w
ill do much good,

and perhaps assist in his success. 
In the first place,

too many boys in entering into 
business fail to realize

the dignity of their new life, but cli
ng to their boyish-
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ness and school-boy pranks, which seriously i
nterfere

with their work and are a handicap to their own
 suc-

cess. Such foolishness will not be tolerated in busi-

ness, and the sooner a boy learns it, the better
 for

himself and employer. It isn't necessary for him to

assume the air of an old man ; but that he attend t
o

his work during business hours and forget the time
-

wasting and useless nonsense so many boys are

guilty of.
Business men want people around them that will

attend strictly to business, and if a boy cannot star
t

out on that basis he had better not commence until he

knows he can. A boy starting at the bottom, as he

should in order to secure a good foundation, is liabl
e

to think that he does not cut much figure in the 
suc-

cess of the business, and so allows those duties fo
r

which he is responsible to remain undone or drag

along in a slip-shod manner. He could not make a

greater mistake ; he must do all that is given him t
o

do in the most accurate, prompt and gentlemanly way

possible. If in doubt he should ask for information

rather than make an error, but for the development of 
his

own mind he should not ask assistance until he is sur
e

he cannot figure out the .work correctly. Not only

should he perform his own duties promptly and well
,

but he should not be afraid to do a little more than 
is

expected of him.
Employers notice all these things, though the boys

sometimes think they do not, and if one skirks hi
s

own work or seems unwilling to do more than
 his

own, he retards promotion if he does not lose hi
s

position. His responsibilities may seem small and

unimportant at the start, but they must be done to the

best of his ability, for unless he proves himself com-

petent to master the little things, he will not be tru
sted

with the more important positions and work. Every

boy should aim to do all his work at least a little be
tter

than any one else can. He should give it t
hought,

figure out how he can save time and money for 
the

firm and yet improve the character of the work 
done,

thereby making himself necessary to his employer
s

and his service invaluable. He should study econ
omy

in the transaction of that part of the firm's busi
ness he

is looking after, and try to find short-cut met
hods of

doing certain work that will serve the purpo
se, but

save time and money. Suggestions are always in

order. He must always be in his place of busi
ness on

or before the time expected, and if sickness 
or any-

thing make him late he should immediately ex
plain it

to his employer. During the day he should not watch

the clock. It is time enough to go home or think of it

when his work is all done. If he runs out of duties he

should look for more. The more he can do 
and do

well, just so much more does he increase his 
knowledge

of the business, responsibility and value to 
the em-

ployer, as well as fit himself for larger and mo
re im-

portant duties.
Do not think, my boy, that if you do that 

and

thereby prove your ambition and interest in the 
wel-

fare of your employer that it will not be noti
ced and

rewarded when a better position occurs, for 
it will.

We want bright, ambitious boys around us, 
prepared

by their experience in the humbler positions

to fill higher ones as they become vacan
t. If you

have been doing your work well and show you
r desire

to advance by learning all you can about 
the work

higher up, you are just the one we want to st
ep into

the shoes of the fellow who is leaving to 
better him-

self or has not done his best and so com
pels us to

give you the position, which you have 
shown you

deserve by hard work, attention to business and

accuracy. We would greatly prefer havin
g you take

the place, for we know you and you have 
demonstra-

ted your value, while at the same time it s
aves us the

annoyance of bringing in an entire stranger
 and teach-

ing him many of the things you should
 know about if

you have kept your eyes open. We do not
 want boys

who are not ambitious and capable of fi
lling the better

positions after proper training and dev
elopment ; but

we do want and insist upon having in th
e lower places

bright, wide-awake boys to fill better places in
 case of

necessity. —Jas. A. Shaw, in Brains.

"I will say, The Keystone is the best trade
 paper

I ever saw. I cau' t do without it. 
Enclosed please

find my dollar for another year's subscripti
on. I can't

afford to miss a single copy."—S. E. 
Langworthy,

jeweler, Nortonville, Kansas.



REAL EBONY
Combination Traveling Set

Fine Line Real Ebony and Rosewood Toilet Articles
Latest Novelties in Leather Goods

J. J. COHN
Manufacturer of LEATHER GOODS and Importer of EBONY

and ROSEWOOD TOILET ARTICLES

35 Maiden Lane, New York
CHICAGO OFFICE, 131 W'ABASH AVENUE

New Bedford Oil Co.'s Oils
FOR PURITY
ARE UNSURPASSED

HIGHEST AWARD,
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, tom

Our WATCH and CLOCK OILS
stand unrivaled in the field of Horo-
logical ( )i Is, and a comparative I(.st
under ;ill conditions will convincy
the most skeptical of their superi-
ority.

Absolutely Pure Jaw Oils. Positively Uniform Quality. Unaffected by Temperature.

NEW BEDFORD OIL CO., Boston, Mass.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
35 Maiden Lane, New York, Selling Agents SOUVOIllf erts

of any locality
Aluminum Door Plates in

regular sizes, with or without
marking. Also made in ally special sizes.

CHAS. A. STAHL, Jr., Providence, R. I.

HAVE A LOOK
Why not send us your surplus Watch Repairing and HARD JOBS?
We give you first-class work and prompt service.
Yes, we sell everything needed in your repair department.

TRY US

J. R. STADLINGER, 617 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Tire Safety Guards!
The Crohn's Patent Safety Guards
are used all over the United States
aa Europe

They are for sale by all wholesale watch
material and jewelry houses. It is a known
fact and acknowledged by the best experts
that the

Crohn Patent Safety Guard
is one of the best and safest guards ever in-
vented. It can be used for any size scarf pin,
studs, brooches or ladies' hat pins.

M. CRoriN
Maker and Inventor

48 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK FOREIGN TRADE SOLICITED

°The La Porte Watch School
was the first to thoroughly teach the defects and corrections of the

LEVER ESCAPEMENT
Our Correspondence Course IS NOT AN EX- 

Complete Course by Mail, $8.00PRRIMF,NT, but the best that thirty-five years
of practical work and teaching can produce. Write at once.

J. L. HUTCHINSON, Proprietor, LA PORTE, IND.

Boyden Patent Ring Tray
(8

Made of celluloid in 6 sizes. Eor-S-aiti'63-Tobbers

Size 3 x 0%. For 6 Rings, $ 6.00 per dozen'
" 3 x 12,2. " 8 " 7,00 " "
" 5 x sL, " 12 " 8.00 "
" 5 x " 16 " 10.00 "
" 7% x DI " 18 " 11.00 "
" 7 x 12' ' 24 " 12.00 "
Cards, size , x 2t.. For 1 Ring, 50 "
F.S.BOYDEN & C0..134 E.Madison St.,ChIcago

manufacturing Jewelers, Medal 'Makers.
I nainninl Repairing quickly
and C1101114 11011e. Try

44

44

We are Headquarters for Ord erWork
such CLASS PINS. BADGES. RING MOUNT-

INGS and GENERAL REPAIR WORK.
I /oulnle, ours is the place you have been lookIng 1, a

We solicit a trial order.

J. F. Plimley Manufacturing Jeweler,
9 Repairer to the Trade

34 Bennett Building. DETROIT. MICH.

-- 01111011if
Spoons

Holographs on Watch Dials
aorl Caps.
Price,
75 Cents.

Single or group
pictures.

Sample Dial,
25 Cents,

THE ELMORE CO.,
1,5 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

Callan Horological losillllie
"5 King Street, E.

Toronto, Ont.
We guarantee to give the best instructions obtainable in
America. Each individual student receives the personal
attention of Mr. H. R. Playtner, which implies that the
most interested, painstaking and earnest efforts of an

expert are put forth in their behalf.

Circulars free to any address

AWARDS FOR

H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers,
Cuicsao, 1003 PanI9, tees Uses., 1859

A large stock of new
CVTRONOMETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
PlolneterS made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing forthetrade.

C. A. GEISSLER,
8.,0.00r to II. II. Heinrich,
26 South Street,

NEW YORK
Nautical Instruments,

Charts, etc.

IT IS A FACT
that poultry pays a larger profit
I or the money invested than anyother business; that anybody may
make a success of it without long
training or previous experience;that the Reliable Ineubutors and lirooders will givethe hest results in all eases. Our 201 It Century PoultryHook tells just why, and a hundred other things youshould know. NV° mail the book for to rents, ‘‘'riteto-day. 'We have ilt yards of thoroughbred poultry.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO., Box B-1111, Quincy, III.

If you want
A First-Class

Cuckoo
Clock

%,i it, til

The
Philadelphia

Cuckoo
Clock Co.
Manufacturers

1027 Columbia
Avenue

Philadelphia
for Catalogue.

Wizen writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

The fe AUTOSELL " Design Patented

CAN DELIVER

AT ONCE

A BEAUTY. Our new 
"AUTOSELL" pattern. Design patented. Sure to sell.

1101,Low HANDLES
KNIVES Medium Knives

Hatter Dessert tinIves
Cltild's Knives
'FMK KItiVeti

SPOONS FOltIiS

Tea Berry Medium

a o'clock Sugar Dessert

Coffee 
Child's

Dessert Oyster

Table

The " AUTOSELL " in design, 
recommends itself and is sure to take its place 

among the best patterns in plated 
flatware.co d Meat

Furnished in live ounce, sectional and triple 
plates, on finest quality of nickel silver.

Stamps are—I890 
Jenniow.4 Eiro.s. Al for 15 

outia:az Plate.

1890 Jersningt.4 f3roN. XV 
for Settztionol Pltitet.

1890 Jens-singes 13ros. 12 for 
Triploo 1-"Ittto.

Every piece of goods stamped as 
above, is warranted as represented 

tilci of the best material, plate and 
finish.

Prices quoted and samples 
delivered at our expense On request. 

Write at oncc.

Manufactured by THE JENNINGS BROS. MFG. 
CO., Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.

Also makers of the celebrated t J. B. ORMOLU GOLD) goods

LAIO,ES
Gravy
Oyster

SETS

child's Hollow Handle Knife

(7111ild's Pearl Handle 'chafe

Carving Set, Three I'leees

Orange Knives
lee Cream Server
Pie Knife
Cake Knife

NEW YORK OFFICE-387 
Broadway



The beautiful CARMEN BRACELET, containing a watch, fills a long-felt want (another proofthat necessity is the mother of invention). PRICES QUOTED ARE NET CASH.

The Carmen Bracelet containing the Elfin New England
Watch is not only a handsome adornment for the wrist, but a useful,convenient timepiece, that is always in sight, no matter how manywraps the wearer may have on, and again it is safe from theft andcannot be lost.

When traveling, it can be worn continuously. The case is guaran-teed for fifteen years, and the Bracelet is made of extra heavy filledstock, warranted to give entire satisfaction to the wearer. The bezelsare interchangeable with all Elfin watches, so that any enameled orplain bezel can be fitted. Price with plain bezel, 812.00 net cash.With enameled bezel, any color, 813.00 net cash.

Patented.
Patent ed.

The Carmen Adjustable Bracelet—Patented—A circlet for any and all wrists.Adjustable to fit firm and comfortable to any and all wrists. Made in gold, colored gold, gold filled and silver. They willplease all ladies, misses and children 
' 
• are very ornamental, and, as they tit like a glove, can be worn on all occasions. There isno solder used in the construction of this bracelet, are very strong, and will wear longer than any other bracelet on the market.As it is impossible to give this bracelet justice by any write-up, it would be to all jewelers' interest to order a sample.No. F-360. Heavy rolled-gold plate, all links engraved 

 82.82No. F-361. Heavy rolled-gold plate, every other link engraved  No. F-362. Heavy rolled-gold plate, plain links No. F-363. Silver, all links engraved  
No. F-364. Silver, every other link engraved 
No. F-365. Silver, plain polished links  
No. F-366. Solid gold, polished links, beaded edge 

2.82
2.82
2.82
2.82
2.82

15.98• Solid backs and handles (not split), first quality bristles, sterling silverReal Genuine Black Ebony Toilet Articles ornaments. None better in the market. The quality andprices of these goods are absolutely guaranteed.

Prices quoted
are Net Cash

a' \

Hair Brush (Oval Back).
Full length 81, inches, width 21% inches, 9-row extra fine quality bristles, sterling silver mount I tip.No. 103. Each  06e.

Hair Brush (Oval Back).Full length 81,4 inches, width 2% inches, 9-row extra fine quality bristles, heavy sterling silver mounting.No. 104. Each    83c,
Hair Brush (Oval Back).Full length 9 inches, width 24 inches, 11-row extra fine quality bristles, heavy sterling silver Mounting.No. 106. Each 

81  04

Finest

goods

made.

All have

solid

backs.

Illustrations

are

reduced

size.

•;.-4,1,47135.27:00

Ring Handle Round Mirror.
No. 101. Diameter 514 inches, full length 8 inches, extra quality tine bevelededge glass, heavy sterling silver mounting 81  58

Long Handle Round Mirror.
No. 100. Diameter 5% Inches, full length 91% inches, extra quality fine bevelededge glass, heavy sterling silver mounting Each, 81.58

Three Piece Toilet Set.
• Containing one ring-handle round mirror, diameter 514 inches, length 8Inches, fine quality beveled edge glass. One 11-row extra fine quality bristlehair brush, 9 inches long ; and one 73. inch heavy ladies' dressing comb. Allpieces heavy sterling silver mounted. Put up in a satin-lined fancy paper box.No. 139. Price per set, complete  83.20

Two Piece Toilet Set.
Brush and Comb. 9-row extra quality bristle hair brush, length 84 inches;ladies' dressing comb 634 inelles long. Both pieces sterling silver mounted.Put up in a satin-lined fancy paper box.

No. 136. Price per set, complete   90c.

Write for our

latest

Ebony circular,

showing a

full and

complete line,

single,

and get pieces

at

rock bottom

prices

Cloth Brush.
Concave back, length 634 inches, width 1% inches, 8-row extra fine qualitybristles, sterling silver mounting.

No. 109, Each   85c.

[MT \\!,\

J!l Jjii hJtLHl
Hat Brush.

Length 6 inches, width 134 Inches, concave back, 5-row extra fine qualitybristles, sterling silver mounting.
No. 114, Each    000

GOLD AND FINE PLATED JEWELRY
Our stock for the

FALL AND WINTER HOLIDAY TRADE
contains the choicest offerings in these lines.

Our Drummers are. showing the most complete stock ever carried by traveling 
men.

For Mail Orders and jewelers visiting our market, our home stock is always 
complete.

57 YEARS OF UNINTERRUPTED SUCCESS

EZJIUMfOjEWELIZIT CQ
617WASHINGTON,AVE. SAINT LOUIS



Our new line is such as good times and good taste demand ; such as 
means increased

patronage, profit and prestige to all jewelers. It embodies high-grade quality, art and originality

in design and skill in xvorkmanship. IT IS 
ESSENTIALLY A JEWELERS' LINE.

We are running our factory to its fullest capacity

twelve hours per day, and are producing, in addi-

tion to our other lines, over five hundred

BON=BON and ALMOND DISHES that can be retailed from $1.50 to $3.00 each. The dealer is assured of agood profit on this line. Nothing in the market is better suited to the early Fall demand than these elegant goods. Theirsale is practically guaranteed as soon as they are shown. All are full burnished and made of extra hard white metal. Orderat once and reap the benefit of the initial demand, which our experience shows vill be better than ever before.

THE WEST SILVER CO*,
F. B. ROGERS BRAND OF SILVER-PLATED WARE

NEW YORK, 8o Chambers Street

per day, in Sterling and German
Silver. They are the popular

Fish Scale Mesh, and are
made in all shapes and sizes.

We also wish to call spe-
cial attention to our lines of

Nickel and Silver-Plated

Table Kettles
Baking Dishes

Waiters

Hotel Ware
Bar Goods

English Pewter
Prize Trophies, e

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 83
ILLUSTRATING

"ELECTRIC" CHAFING DISHES

NEW YORK OFFICE: 25 West Broadway, Room 37, Crockery Exchange Building

as it includes a number of

patterns in heavy and special designs that

are sure to be very popular and ready sellers.

Many desirable additions have also been made

to our line of

Hollow-ware
in Tete-a-Tete Sets, Dishes and Fancy Silver Spoons.

MANUFACTURING SILVERSMITHS



X
TRADE-MARK

Gem Turquoise and Copper Co.
Arorstrrs K. SLOAN, FreSitlent ALFRED KROWP.R, Viee-FreSidellt FRANK T. SLOAN. ‘.4e4,e, and Treas. FRANK SQU1Eit, Gen'l Manager

MINES SITUATED IN GRANT COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

WE TAKE PLEASURE in introducing the product of our mines to the Trade, and desire to state the follow-ing facts which we are prepared to substantiate :

WE CLAIM these Turquoises to be the finest in the world ; to beexceptionally hard ; to possess the most beautiful true Turquoise blue
color and to be absolutely durable. 
We GUARANTEE every stone we sell, protecting the purchaser by ourtrade-mark X.

The moderate prices at which we are enabled to place our product on the market, combined with the abovequalities, insure for our Turquoise a pronounced and lasting success.
ALL OUR GOODS ARE CUT TO STANDARD SIZES AND SHAPES. A material advantage which manufacturers will readily appreciate.

A full assortment of turquoise matrix in all sizes.

ALBERT LORSCI-I (Fic CO.
!BRANCH OIFFICE:

167 Weybo.saet St., Providence, R. I.

12

'I IZ \ DE-)1,11ZIC

37=39 MaicIeli Lane, New-
SOLE SELLING AGENTS IP012 Tule U. S. mid 12:1 1z.INOENIC.:...11ES and CANAIDA

.1111(tiden

HENRY E. 012)PENI-IEIMER ec CO.
Lorte, New York 1, 2, 3 Holborn Cireus,

SOLE SELLING AO INTS POR 14'01;2E140N COUNTRIES

London

York

X
TRADE-MARX

titMatalailarraZiraDffaCe
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3262. Ivy Vine
3282. Tye Vinos
3282A. " "
329i. Wiid Rose Vino

Per doz. yds.
$1  50

 75
2  40
3 00
1,50

tarlantl and Itoses
321)t). Violet Lens c. Led Flowers

3280. Holly Vines. Per doz. yds., 51.50
These Troth, Vines, also Holly and Mistletoe

1Vreat Its, are it 'toweled for decorative purposes and are
sold in large tmantities.

'

3275 1). Grape Vine.
Per doz. vds,

3275 D. firape Vine-Pink, ttrecti
or Purple I ;rapes . . . on

3275 It. Crape N'ine-No ()rap, .

41177.1 -471 •

3284. Smilax 'Vine.
Smilax N'ines . . per dor.. vds. $ .7.1
Fcrn Vine . . . " " 3.00

" " " 1.00
Wisteria Vine " " " 6.00

3°78,
327S. \

We have convinced hundreds of jewelers that these goods are
a profitable investment both for decorative purposes and for
retailing. Can't we convince you ? Send us a trial order.
If you're skeptical, we'll give you some names.

3209. Palm Tree.

3200. 7 ft. high, 9 removable
leaVes . . each, $4.00

3202. 5 ft. high, 0 bou nd
leaves . . each,

3208. 8-10 ft. high, 16 remov-
able lea, es . . . each, 4.25

3209. 12-15 ft. high, 24 remov-
able leaves , each, 7.50

3.00

3143. Rose Bush, Am. Beauty
Roses, 24 in. high, each $1.25

3143 B. 36 in. high tt :1.00
3140. Rose Bush, 21 in.high, " .75

All the above in white, pink,
yellow and red.

3745. Palm Plants.
3745   per dozen, $ 6.00
3747   " 10.60
3746 o 

9.00
3745% 6.40

3042. Chrysanthemum.
3042A. 24 In. high. White, pink,

yellow, red or purple.
Quick seller . . . . each, $1.25

3048. Daisy Bush, 24 in. high,yel-
low or brown centers. Each, $1.00

3229. Dracena.
3229. 48 in. high, till it'd Ccs, red striped, ea. $1.50
3227. 2(3 in. " " plain green, " .30
31220. 36 in. " 5t) " " " 1,00
3228A. 30 in. " 330 " red striped, " 1.25

These prices are net and do not include pots. Orders over $25 potted without charge.

rank Netschert
129 Fifth Ave., New York 187 S. Clark St., Chicago

ioltigrvg4reeiseV4

3150. Fern Filling.

3150. 4-Inch diameter . . . each, $ .65
3150. 5-inch " . . . " 1,15
3150. " . . . " 1.25
3150. 7-inch " . . . " 1.50
3150. 8-inch " . . . " 2.40

These Fillings are made of the finest
materials and tire absolutely true In
nature. Thoy are used on all N. Y. C.
& H. It. R. dining ears and ate sold at
retail by Meriden Britannia Co., 1VItit-
ing Silver Co., Derby Silver Co. and
Ii undreds of jewelry stores. Send for
sample dozen, assorted.

Ask about our No. 3152 Fern Filling,
natural prepared-from 40c. each up

8283. .Morning Glory Vine.
Per doz. yds.

3283. Morning Glory Vine . . . . $2.40
3275B. Grape Vine, Largest Leaves . . . 3.00 3280. Holly Vines. Per doz. yds., $1.50

:1065. Glad ,111S.
Each, 680.

GRADING  CH 
ARTOFFobn THiAm0E 

iS

A. Blue white and perfect.

-7 
C. Extra white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

D. Extra white and slightly im-
perfect.

..e--

) 

E. Extra white and imperfect..
I. white and perfect.
2. Whiteand slightiy imperfect.
3. White and imperfect.
4. Very good color and perfect....... 1).‘ 5. Very good color and slightly

6. Very good color and imperx
Imperfect.

\'''C'N/ 
8. Good color and slightly lm.
7. Good color and perfect.

feet.

,,..1‘,/ 9. Good color and Imperfect.
perfect.

Copyrighted, September, 1930, by S. C. Scott.

Remember the "Scott" System

for the Grading of Diamonds

What We Claim For It

It is the jeweler's guide to making quick

and satisfactory sales.

It gives the purchaser our positive guar-

antee in addition to the jeweler's.

With every assortment of Diamonds we

send our copyrighted Chart ; and we desig=

nate each stone by letter or number to corre=

spond with the letter or number on the Chart.

The customer has simply to look from

stone to Chart to determine the exact quality

of the stone offered.

This system of selling Diamonds is our

exclusive property. It is an advantage which

no other diamond merchant offers. Yet our

prices are as low as any, quality for quality.

Try it when you have a prospective sale.

S. C. Scott Mfg. Co.
9=11=13 Maiden Lane New York

ITS
, 

JUDITH. 20 inches high.

Gessoart Pottery.

ilandsomoy with exttet :Mention to details.

Price, $4.25 Net Cash.
Order one as sample.

Made by the Gessoart Statuary Co.

Immense variety of Busts, Figures, Pipe 
Racks, Vall

Masks, ete.

0ERMAN BEER
STEINS.

Large variety.

Each-40C., 62c, 75c•,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50,

etc., etc.

TANKARDS.

$1.90 to $4.75.

All aceording to size and
decoration.

Volt may safely leave selection
to us.

(Q-C.-v-e./arJ 1/4---)c-6--0-", &E VS HAND DECORATED ChlitIA

i/6/-9,-.
/ -ht/h". O. 

t 
gotp 6

:- 
45,0', -

4.$ -

//4/1"
..,-41111116.

2f4/ Z1-7
/,,c/A-

46.

AMERICAN HAND-DECORATED LIMOGES 
CHINA.

Hundreds of different articles. Cracker Jars, Cups and Saucers, Claret 
Jugs, Lemonade Pitchers, large

and small Vases, etc., etc. Control will be placed with one dealer in 
each city. Remarkably handsome

decorations at moderate prices. Correspond or call promptly, as these goods are 
decorated by hand.. Our

late colliers will find our stock depleted, and 
we are the only agent of the Art China Decorating 

Co.

L. W. LEVY & CO.,
194 Broadway, Near John St., NEW YORK CITY

nEALERS WHO CONTEMPLATE 
BUYING LINES OF OUR 

NOVELTIES SHOULD PLACE ORDERS

PROMPTLY. GOODS CAN BE SHIPPED AT 
ANY LATER DATE SPECIFIED.

THE "PUSSY" BAND.
Cuts are one-half size.

Made of metal and appropriately dittiorated.

Price, per set, 75c.

Postage, . . 15c.

" PUGGY " BAND same price.

More titan One set, sent by express. Send the 
money

with orders for sample sets too small to charge.

Manufacturers' Agents

CHINA, GLASS, BRONZE, etc., etc.



Stone kings Sold by Weight!

Conies in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine..
Average weight, 48 dwt.

per dozen.

902
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Agerage weight, 98 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
86.23 ring complete.

901
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 27%

dwt. per dozen.

900
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 27,4

dwt. per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
83.00 ring complete.

981
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A 1 man d n e.
Average weight, iii dwt.

per dozen.

111111111111

977
Comes in Rubv, Emer-
ald, 'fitrquoi;e, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 40 dui.

per dozen.

908
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sail-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.

111111111trVilltillit,.11. 11.191

965
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 49 da t.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
06.25 ring complete.

905
Come in Rubv, Emer-
ald, Turquoi;,.e, Sap-
phire and A Imandine.
Average weight, 31 dwt.

Pr dozen.
In select Fiery Opals,
84.00 ring complete

904
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, sap-
phire and A Imandinc.
Average weight, 52 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
86.60 ring complete.

984
Comes in Ruhv,

Turqu.d.e, sap-
phire and A Imandine.
Average weight, 27 d‘, I.

per 110%.1.11. 

980
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, sap-
phire and A Imandine.
A verage weight, 27 dat.

per dozen.

A New Method, Mr. Jeweler, that will work to your
advantage, is IA I buy your stone rings by weight. You have
been buying your plain rings this way for years, and are familiar
with the benefits of the method. We now propose to extend
the principle to GYPSY RINGS, illustrated herewith.
These rings are Ural-ranted to K. gold. The stones are genuine
Doublets—not glass. The mountings are hand-made—not
cast—are made, in fact, like the expensive Tiffany mountings.

PRICE, 85 CTS. A DWT.
3 per cent. off for cash or net :to days.

THESE ARE OUR O1NL,1"TERNIS.

These rings cannot be duplicated for anywhere near the
price we offer them, under our new method. We invite
comparison in Quality and Price with goods sold under the
old system. ORDER AT ONCE!

L. W. RUBENSTEIN
When Opal or other stone is desired

in style where not specified, we
will quote prices on application.

951
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A Imandine.
Average weight, 48 dwt.

per dozen.
In select. fiery Opals,
167.25 ring complete.

973
t'onies in Ruby, Enier-
a Id, Turquoise, sap-
ph i A huandi
A a er:Lge weighl, :35 dwt.

I . ,14,/,5.

961
in Ruby, Emer-

ald, Turqu“ke, Sap-
phi], and A 'mainline.
::r .'a:' %veig-111, 41 :1st.

I:,.: dozen.

54 Maiden Lane

New York

967
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A Imandine.
Average weight, 40 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
86.00 ring complete.

956
0.51es in Eubv,

5,11.-
phire and A Iniandinv.
A verage 35 thy t.

Is, r dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
tfitri.25 ring complete.

979
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire arid Almandine.
Average weigIit, 38 d wt.

per dozen.

954
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A I mandine.
Average weight, 39 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals
85.00 ring complete.

972
Comes In Emer-
ald, TurquoiSe, Sap-
phire and A Iniandilo..
Average weight, 38

per dozen.

960
Comes in Ruby, Enter-
add, Turquoi,v, Sap-
phire and A Imandine.
A verage weight, 41 d at.

per dozen.

952
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 311 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
64.75 ring complete.

906
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, 'III 1q11: Sap-
phi w and Almandine.
.,■verlice weight, 32 dwt.

i.er dozen.

907
Come in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Amandine.
Average weight, 44 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
86.00 ring complete.

912
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.

(to (DA

111 1!iqgOi

978
C'omes In Ruliv, Emer-
ald, Turquoit:e, sap-
phire and A huandiu,..
Average :V.: .1as 1.

duzen.

5O nunes i 911118by, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and A Imandine.
.A refuge weight, 22 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
*2.75 ring complete.

No. 305, cost $3.37 each

No. 300, cost $3.37 each

No. 307, cost $3.37 each

No. 308, cost $3.37 each

Solid Gold
Eill Mem Rings
The jeweler who has been in the habit of buying his rings

of a wholesaler is apt to shy a little when we talk to him about
Emblem Rings at prices we quote. These rings are made up in
every pooh lar society order ; quality being 10 K. guaranteed and
fine workmanship, highly enameled in appropriate colors, and
beautifully engraved. Most of these rings have a raised center
emblem which, if desired, can be changed to represent two or
more societies.

No jeweler's tine of rings complete <without some of these goods.

Not Keystone List. Less 6 per cent. IC days

W. RUBENSTEIN
We Carry it Compluttnt Lira: (If

WATCHES, FAA NIONDS and JEWELRY

Manufacturer of GOLD RINGS

913
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 40 dwt.

Ii dozen.

914
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 33 dwt.

per dozen.

909
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 58 dwt.

per dozen.

111111111lio.,
1111

910
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 42 dwt.

per dozen.

976
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Alinandine
Average weight, 50 dwt.

per dozen.

957
Comes in Ruby, Emer-
ald, Turquoise, Sap-
phire and Almandine.
Average weight, 30 dwt.

per dozen.
In select fiery Opals,
*3.25 ring complete.

No. 311, cost $3.37 each

No. 312, cost $3.37 each

No. 313, cost $3.37 each

No. 304, cost $3.75 each

54 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

BUYING DIAMONDS RIGHT
means more than buying them at a

low price. It means a careful selec-

tion as to quality of goods. Goods

whose merit will insure not only a 
first sale, but a continuance of the 

patronage of satisfied

At no other place will you find 
the conditions for making such 

selections so favorablecustomers.

as in our diamond department. 
We have the goods the live dealer wants 

and we supply them

as they are wanted at just 
right prices.

We want you to be sure and 
call on us When you make your Octo

ber trip to the Chicago

market. You will be welcomed and
 we will take pains to make you feel 

at home immediately.

We invite you to make our 
store your headquarters while in 

town, have your mail sent in

our care. In the meantime our rapid 
mail order service is at your disposal.

C. H. KNIGHTS 6 COMPANY
DIAMOND IMPORTERS AND 

WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Columbus Memorial Building ix ./k2 CHICAGO

1



Harvest Tünej1 the .7e z e) der ./
There is no sane reason for putting off ordering. You get a choice now.
By good display in window. and show case you can make two sales whileyour tardy competitor is making one. Our Watches are all good-sellingsizes. Enameled Watches—to ligne and 15 ligne, in great variety—allhave swivel pendant.

i
ln spite of best efforts we must admit be-
ing cleaned out in many tines—but first
orders hare first attention. Anticipate
your demands liberally this year—it's
the best business year in the history gl.
the country.

JULES H. LE CROIX
AIDEN •LANESELLING AGENT

NEW YORK CITY 39 m
N.Y.

New England Watch Company

()(1.01)Cr, I 901

The Disposal of a Great Estate

A Suggestion to the Conscientious Multi-Millionaire

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

The possession of a great fortune

of
fhe thReevspeorynsitiibclity h

carries with it the great respon-
sibility of its effective disposal

and this responsibility is greatest in the case of

the American multi-millionaire, as here estates

are not entailed by law, or distributed under the

moral compulsion of hereditary custom. The

American may do as he pleases with his vast pos-

sessions, and neither law nor public opinion may

say him nay ; for here public opinion has not yet

crystallized into a compelling moral force on the

question of the distribution of a great estate.

Three Notable Within the lifetime of many
Examples living observers, three enor-

mous fortunes have been dis-

posed of by their creators, by will ; the names

come to mind at once—Astor, Gould, Van-

derbilt. In each of these instances, the testa-

tor left a family of children more or less

trained in the vocation by which the original

wealth was won ; in each instance the great

bulk of the fortune went to these children, and

comparatively little was diverted to philanthropic

utilities or the general weal. These testators

were actively concerned, at the time of their

deaths, in great enterprises with wide ramifi-

cations of influence ; and the fortunes were

disposed in such way as to provide for a con-

tinuance of these enterprises without disturbance.

There was consequently a conservation of the

existing commercial energies, instead of a scat-

tering and weakening of their orignal cumulative

strength ; the structure of trade was built

higher and stronger, instead of being in part

dismantled ; the general good of the whole

business body was concerned in the continuance

of the steady-going of the order of things;

confidence was not disturbed by an upsetting of

values and rearrangement of policies by the

introduction of new owners and management.

I am convinced that the greatest good of the

greatest number was highly served in the dis-

posal of these fortunes (especially in the cases of

Gould and Vanderbilt), by holding the respective

properties together in the devises to the children,

rather than by scattering them, say, in gifts to

philanthropic and eleemosynary institutions ; and

that, whether the testators had or had not in mind

the highest interests of the State, the outcome of

their decisions was pro bono publico.

Sui Generis But now comes in view an

entirely different proposition,

an instance unlike the foregoing in every respect:

the instance of Mr. Andrew Carnegie. He has

retired from business, and however he may

dispose of his fortune at his death there will be

no disturbance of the smooth-going of the enter-

prises with which he was formerly actively identi-

fied ; his personality is not now concerned in any

of his great creations of business, and he owes no

moral obligation to the body of trade to provide

for his succession in the directing of capital and

the conserving of trade energies. More : his for-

tune is greater than that of the Astors, Goulds and

Vanderbilts combined, if he is correctly quoted as

stating it recently, as "about $28o,000,000 "—

though if it is fifty or one hundred millions less my

argument will not be affected ; and he is childless.

Shrouds Have
No Pockets

Mr. Carnegie seems to be en-

tirely conscientious in his effort

to dispose of this huge fortune

for the greatest good of humanity. He is on

record as declaring that the man who dies very

rich dies disgraced ; that excessive wealth makes

its owner merely a trustee of the general weal ;

and he expresses his determination to distribute

his vast accumulations during his own lifetime.

He realizes that shrouds have no pockets, and

" All he can take in his cold, dead hand
Is that which he gave away."
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The Carnegie Mr. Carnegie's ideas as to the
Idea best use of his enormous fortune

seem to be taking expression in

the giving of libraries to municipalities that will

furnish sites for the buildings and provide funds

for their maintenance, after being built and

equipped. The sums thus far given for libraries

range from $5000, for small villages, to $5,500, -

000, for New York City. A recent gift of $1 o, 000, -
000 to four Scotch universities indicates another
direction of his giving; the main facts to be noted

are, first, that his benefactions are mainly in the

line of education, special and general, and second,

that they are scattered over a wide area, covering

the entire United States and the British Isles.

Is It Best Is this the best disposition of
his wealth ? Up to a recent

date 70,000 Americans had written to Mr.

Carnegie, suggesting various outlets for his

accumulations ; of which letters about 69,900

were not entirely lifted to the level of absolute

disinterestedness—not quite detached from a

suspicion of selfish purpose. The newspaper

press has also engaged in the practice of The

Cheerful Art of Spending the Other Man's

Money ; but thus far Mr. Carnegie does not

seem to have been convinced that any one has

improved on his own ideas. He has been wait-

ing, in fact, for some utterance voicing the

consensus of opinion of the jewelry trade, as

the repository of final wisdom ; and it were

cruel to longer postpone the solving of his

doubts ; so the representative journal of the

trade will now proceed to instruct the repre-

sentative philanthropist of the new dispensation

in The Better Way. Mr. Carnegie will doubtless

act promptly, after this enlightenment.

No Definite
Results

His present scheme of benefi-
cence has thus far resulted in
the founding of some sixty-five

public libraries ; and he announces that he " has

made only a beginning." No doubt the final

total will run into hundreds ; and the potential-

ities of intellectual profit to the people are very

great, without a doubt. But it will be difficult

to measure this profit, and the results of his

beneficient example will not be known for a

generation. His is the first great experiment,

in a broad scheme for the philanthropic distri-

bution of a very great estate ; and as multi-

millionaires are increasing in number at an

amazing rate, and individual fortunes on every

side are mounting to gigantic figures, it would

seem to have been desirable that this first dis-

posal of a great fortune for the public good

should have been fruitful in definite results, so

as to serve as an inspiration and example to

others who might be led to devote other great

accumulations to the general weal. My criticism,

therefore, is that Mr. Carnegie's scheme is too dif-

fuse ; that his beneficiences should have been con-

centrated on a smaller area, so that the results

could have been measured, as a guide to future

philanthropists possessing even larger estates.

J. T.'s Idea Let us assume that Mr. Carnegie

intends to devote Poo, 000, 000

to the public good. His fortune was made in

Pennsylvania—we will suppose that he limits

the distribution of his fortune to that State.

Nay, we would concentrate his attention on a

single county of that State, and ask him to

create AN IDEAL COMMONWEALTH—a pattern

to the world, a model of civic excellence, and a

witness to the best that civilization can achieve.

Utopia could be realized to the physical sense,

and the exalted dreams of the great economists

would materialize in fact. His experiment would

have crowned the fame of Andrew Carnegie with

imperishable luster as the inspirer of a new order

of things in civilized humanity the world over.

Of his two hundred millions I
would set aside one hundred

millions to be applied to the

future development of the project—half in fifty

years, half in one hundred years ; for the com-

munity would have to grow into appreciation of

its expanding needs ; it could only profita
bly
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absorb the gross amount by stages ; and at the

beginning great care would have to be taken,

lest the prospects of large expenditure would

enervate the moral forces of the community.

The first interest should be in the direction of

the public health. Not only should the county

seat and the smaller towns and villages be

perfectly sewered and drained, but a sanitary

system should be elaborated that would involve

the whole acreage of the county—marshes,

cesspools and all breeding places of fever,

malaria and diseases sundry and various. The

body thus being safeguarded, the next concern

would seem to be for the public morals ; but not

so in fact, for the morality of the community

will take care of itself, after the community has

grown to the full stature of intellectual and

xsthethic culture which it will presently attain.

The Beginning The lifting of the level of civil-

of a Larger Life mizaotnumscwhoouoldls
 
be 
of

inthine the peocoprnle.-

These would, first of all, be rebuilt into beautiful

little temples of learning ; the grounds surround-

ing them would be very much enlarged and be

models of landscape gardening for the commu-

nity. These schools would not only employ

the best teaching ability, in their various grades,

but would also be centers of aesthetic culture,

in the beauty and fitness of the buildings and

grounds themselves, and in the pictures and

statuary with which they would be furnished.

Mr. Carnegie's ideas of libraries would find ex-

pression here in miniature ; for every public

school would have an ample circulating library

of the best books, free to the scholars to take

to their homes for reading. The secondary and

high schools would carry forward the expression

of fitness, beauty and completeness of equipment

of the primary schools ; and, finally, the intellec-

tual and aesthetic education of the county's chil-

dren would be completed in a nobly-housed, free

county college. Along with an appreciation of

the good and beautiful in art, literature and

science would grow a sense of the responsibility

of the pupil to the State ; for civics would be

taught him as a fundamental part of his education,

so that he might early learn to know his place in

the scheme of government, his privileges and

civic duties, his responsibilities as a unit in a

democracy ; and thus realizing his oneness with

the State, he would be active in the cause of pub-

lic morals and the general good, and would co-

operate in establishing an ideal community

which would purge itself of political and social

immoralities by its medicament of inherent virtue.

The schools would thus be-

come centers of influence for

a larger and finer common life

among the people ; and the influence for good

would be supplemented by direct effort among

the grown generation. Every public road would

be made as smooth and solid as a city street, for

easy communication of all outlying parts with

the center of population ; liberal prizes would

be offered for the greatest improvement in ap-

pearance of farm buildings and fences abutting

on these roads ; and models of correct archite
c-

ture for county buildings would be erected here

and there over the county. Every village wou
ld

have a handsome public fountain, an attracti
ve

park, a free circulating library ; the county seat

would rejoice in a free art gallery, a museum
,

statues of great Americans along the streets,

music of fine bands and orchestras, sumptuo
us

free baths, exhibitions of curious and instructi
ve

collections of the industries and the arts. Ex-

perimental farms would test and investigate new

methods in agriculture for the general good 
of

the community ; experimental laboratories 
and

factories would spur the genius of inventors a
nd

the ambitions of the nascent citizen. Schools of

music, schools of art, schools of mechanics

would be built and endowed for the free use
 of

a jubilant people. The moral and material

prosperity of the people would attract the atten-

tion of the world at large, and human society
 in

general would be stimulated to a revolt from

present conditions, in witness of this happier

environment. J. T.

The Development
of a Larger Life
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We solicit your consignments of

We pay fur

Old Silver irluctuatinsi • Market Price.
Platinum • • • • 80 cents per dwt.
Old Cold— 8 Karat • 32 cents per dwt.

10 Karat • 40 cents per dwt.
12 Karat 48 cents per dwt.
14 Karat 88 cents per dwt.
18 Karat 72 cents per dwt.

Plated Scrape • 20 to 35 cents per Or.

Our returns are always prompt and eminently satis-
factory. We realize that it is to our best interests to
please you. In sending your consignments to us you
are dealing with a firm with a reputation to maintain—
a firm that realizes that in order to maintain that repu-
tation its returns must always be prompt and equitable.
We never disappoint those who place their confidence
in us. That is the secret of our good reputation.

We make returns on Sweeps within three to
five days.

If you think the returns you have been getting
elsewhere are large—try us.

Thomas J. Dee & Co.
Refiners an Smelters

67 & 69 Washington St. Chicago, Ill.

FINISHED

THE NEW GOLCONDA GEM
An Important Advance in the White Stone

THE NEW GOLCONDA
oilfr

SIZE VIEW FRONT VIEW

Notice the depth below the girdle, producing the greatest
fire and brilliancy, and makes the NEW GOLCONDA the
nearest imitation of real diamonds ever produced.

TR OLD GOLCONDA
and other white stones

Only about a half of the whole depth is below the girdle,
which cutting does not permit as great brilliancy as when
the stone is deeper below the girdle, as in the NEW
GOLCONDA.

The NEW GOLCONDA GEM is mounted in Seamless Gold Shell Rings, in great variety of designs, also in Scarfs, Studs,Ear Drops and Screws, in both Solid Gold and Rolled-Plate.
The NEW GOLCONDA GEM (of which we are the Sole Importers), is as far superiorsuch phenomenal sales, as that was superior to the ordinary Rhine Stone.
WE WILL MAKE NO RAISE IN PRICE notwithstanding the fact that the new stones

to the

cost
We furnish loose stone GOLCONDA GEMS, any size from TA K. to 5 K.

Old Golconda, which had

more to import than the old.

THE R. L. GRIFFITH & SON CO.
All leading Jobbers carry the NEW GOLCONDA 144 to 158 Pine St., (Metcalf Building) PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Cleaning Nickel Movements

NICKEL movement, when new

parts have to be made, is the source

of considerable embarrassment, to

say the least, to most Nvatchmakers.

The style of finish on nickel move-

ments, generally known as damaskeening, has

been in use for about twenty-live years, and grew

out of a finish the English watchmakers gave

the steel cap to a fusee which with them was

called " snailing." This finish has no resem-

blance to real damaskeening, which consists of

inlaid ornamentation of gold or silver in steel or

iron surfaces.
The process of finishing nickel movements

• (which we will call damaskeening for the want

of a better name) is understood in a general

way by the trade, but the practical manipulations

in detail are confined almost entirely to our

watch factories. A machine which will produce

that kind of finish on a main. wheel is simple

enough, and any person having a rotary pivot

polisher can soon fit up a very satisfactory ap-

pliance for such work ; but for watch plates, the

mechanism is very complicated.

We vill take the simplest form

About of such a device and give the

details of construction, and con-

sequently consider more com-

plicated methods. The main features of the

process of damaskeening are, the w( ■rk, or object

to be ornamented, must move very slowly, and

the cutter revolve with intense rapidity. The

speed of the cutter spindle should be about

10,000 revolutions per minute, or from 150 to

180 per second ; while the lathe spindle shoul
d

not turn more than once in three or four seconds
.

We are speaking now of an arrangement fo
r

damaskeening a barrel to a watch.

In this description, we shall make no refer-

ence to a pivot polisher, although as remarke
d

above, such an attachment is easily converted

into a damaskeening machine. Many of our

readers who would like to construct such a de
-

vice, might not have a pivot polisher. The

simplest form of damaskeening machine goes in

the T-rest holder,

and is shown com-

plete at Fig. T. The

parts considered in

detail are a spindle

A, pulley h', and

carrying frame C.

This frame is jointed

at D, and connected

Damaskeening

I

by the screw I with the pin E, which goes
 into

the T-rest holder. The frame C is of cast 
brass.

The spindle A is made of No. 14 stub 
steel

wire and should be carefully mach., 
because this

device will act not only as a damas
keening at-

tachment, but is also one of the most 
effectual

pivot polishers made. The end of the spindle

A, at C is made hollow to receive t
ools and

cutters of various forms. 'clic end of .4 at d is

made taper to receive laps of differen
t forms.

The brass frame C it will be noticed, h
as three

lugs or projections • shown at C' C" 
'The

entire frame needs no particularly caref
ul fitting

except to look nice.
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• Before the finishing is done, it is well to fit

the caps e which go over the .spindle A. As

this is a kind of work which watchmakers are

seldom called upon to do, it may not be amiss

to dwell briefly on the methods of doing such

work. These caps e e' are held in place by

screws—two in each cap. To better locate and

understand the matter in hand, we give two ad-

ditional figures, viz. : Figs. 2 and 3.

The view shown at Fig. 2 is that of

Fig. i seen in the direction of the

arrow f ; and Fig. 3 as if the lug

at C', Fig. I, was seen in the

direction of the arrow j. The

caps e e' are sawn from the

ig. 
lugs C' C", after the screws

g are fitted.

To fit these screws we drill from the top

down, as indicated at the clotted lines g g',Fig.

2, and the screws are fitted by drilling a hole

large enough to admit the screws down to the

line k, Fig. 2 ; then from there clown drill with

a smaller drill to fit the tap. The holes in e are

countersunk to receive the screw heads. Close

to the sinks for the screw heads, is drilled holes

to receive steady pins. These holes are shown-at

n ', Fig. - 3. Of course it is to be understood

that the cap e' to lug C" is fitted with screws

and steady pins in the same manner as we have

been describing" C'. After the screws g are

fitted triel the holes drilled for the steady pins,

the top of the lugs C' and C" are sawn off on

the dotted line K. The saw marks are filed

away from both the sawn off portion (e) and

the top of the lugs C' C", the screws g put in

place, and the steady pins driven in the holes h.

Holes are now made at A to receive the spindle A.

The spindle A should be center-

ed in a back rest, and the small

holes drilled to receive the cone

centers of the lathe. A slide

rest is very desirable for turning A so the bear-

ings which run in the lugs C' C' are true and

parallel, but still careful hand turning will bring

them up all right. The main thing in such

turning caliper is to carefully keep the bearings

parallel. This is important, especially as we are

required to give the arbor A a considerabl
e

longitudinal motion if we employ it as a pivot

polisher. The arbor A should be exactly cyl-

indrical, and to ensure this we should grind it

with emery, or what is better in this inst
ance,

scales from a blacksmith's anvil, pounded 
fine

and sifted through muslin.

Such oxide of iron powder cuts pretty

rapidly, and by immersing the spindle in mini-

atic acid the grit is dissolved out. The det
ail of

such work is to mix the tine iron scales 
with

kerosene and paint a very thin coat over A after

it is turned as true as possible, and stoned 
with

an Arkansas slip. Lead is.then cast around the

spindle, and as soon as cold the spindle and lead

are laid in a dish of benzine, and the spind
le A

carefully revolved and finally moved back an
d

forth. By this means the arbor A is ground

truly cylindrical. Repeat the grinding for three

I r four times by casting-on new casings of lead

with the scale dust. As soon as the- grinding is

complete, that is, we call see the same even gra
y

color from the action of the particles of scale,

-the arbor should be washed Nvith soda lye 
and

rinsed in clear water, dried md placed for 
a

minute or two in undiluted muriatic acid. 
The

hollow cone at C should be carefully tu
rned (nit.

4

Fig. 3

How to Make an
Extra Fine
Pivot Polisher
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when the spindle A is in the back rest. 
The

screw is for throwing the spindle A forward,

to bring a lap mounted on d forward again
st tlie.

surface to be damaskeened. A short sleeve an
d

spiral spring is placed at a to keep the spind
le

A pressed against the screw
(ro BE CONTINUED)

Judging an Opal

An expert on opal mining has recently explained

how the opal is judged as to quality and de
sirability.

First, he says, color is of the greatest im
portance.

Red fire, or red in combination with yellow, blue 
and

green are the best. Blue by itself is quite valueless,

and the green opal is not of great value unless 
the color

is very vivid and the pattern good. The c
olor must

be true ; that is to say, it must not run in 
streaks or

patches, alternating with a colorless or inferior qu
ality.

Pattern is described as being an important f
actor, the

several varieties being known as " pinfire," whe
n the

grain is very small ; " harlequin," when the co
lor is

all in small squares, the more regular the b
etter, and

the " flashfire," or " flashopal," when the color 
shows

as it single flash, or in very large pattern. 
Harlequin

is the most common, and is also popularly c
onsidered

the most beautiful. When the squares of color are

regular and show as distinct, Minute checks of 
red,

yellow, blue and green, it is considered magnif
icent.

Some stones show better on edge than on top.

Submarine Gold Mining

The San Francisco Alining- and Scienlifie Pres
s

gives iIl account of the placer mining being carried 
on

through the ice off shore at Nome, Alaska :

The beach at Nome is flat and beneath the se
a

slopes away so gently that at the quarter-mile 
distance,

where the boring—or, more exactly, shaft d
igging—in

the ice is going on, the sea is still so shallow tha
t it is

solid ice to the bott(im. I )iving suits are not necessary.

There is no water at the sea bottom to contend
 with.

Geologically, there is no reason why such explota-

tions of the sea bottom at Nome—hut not th
e sea

bottom at any or every other place—should not

develop payable placers. The stream whose Old beds

1.1w1 channels have proved so rich in g()1d in the
 high

lands back of Nome once had a comparati
vely direct

line of flow from the high lands, through the 
tundra

as it now is, and through a gently sloping- 
valley, occu-

pying an area now covered by the Nvaters o
f Behring

Sea. One of the regional earth movements, 
such as

is now g,,ing on On the coast Of the Baltic Sea in

Europe, has lowered the level of the old plain 
till the

sea now flows over it. The channel beds of the old

streams are now beneath the sea surface—part 
of that

old plain—and contain beneath the sea the gol
d brought

into them when they were part of the land. 
It is this

gold which vill be found and mined as the result of

the novel explorations now being carried on
 at Nome.

The sea-covered locus of the payable 
deposit should

not be particularly difficult to. locate by 
prospecting.

It will be the seaward extension of the r
ichest portions

of the beach and tundra. Unlike the beach, the

sea bottom vill be mined through the lighter deposits

containing the fine gold, and beneath them w
ill exploit

the old channel bedrock with its possib
le deposits of

coarse gold and certainly much larger 
accumulations

of fine gold.
The sea-bottom mining, While novel, is not 

entirely

original. The Russian miners in Siberia have been

doing much the same thing. there. The difference is

simply in the place of mining. In Siberia it is the

stream beds that have been mined. The Russian

miner's practice is to cut out from the ice th
e area he

designs to make his shaft. This exposes a water

surface. Poles are then forced vertically down on 
the

sides of the shaft to the bottom of the 
stream. The

water again freezes on the exposed surface
 and also

freezes behind the poles. The freshly frozen 
ice is cut

out and the ice formed behind the poles mak
es a wall,

preventing the fttrther influx of water. The miner

then thaws the bottom of the stream bed wi
th fire and

removes to the stream banks what he wishes
 of it

within the limits of his shaft. Later in summer he

Nvashes up his dump am, recovers the gold.
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Influence of the Escapement on

the Duration of the Oscilla-
tions of the Balance

In Two Parts. Part II

From the German of J. GROSSNIANN, director
 of the Lode Iforo-

logical School, in the Internationale Zeitscrift fu
r Uhrmacheri

HE inquiry can now be made in what way a

force ought to act on a balance in order

that its action should not modify the dura-

tion of the oscillations. The general answer

is simple.
I. There will be no change in the duration i

f the

angle a becomes nut in the equation

A T (F
a o

when the force acts at the instant t
he balance passes

the point of rest.

2. There will also be no change in the durati
on of

the oscillations when the same force
, acting in the

direction of the movement or in a oppos
ite direction,

is applied on the two sides, and at th
e same distance

from the point of rest. The angle a must therefore be

equal on one side and on the oth
er from the line of

centers. On the contrary, there would
 be a change of

duration if the force acted, for example
, on one side

in one direction, and on the other s
ide in an opposite

direction.
Consequently, these two essential condi

tions em-

brace the end to which every construct
ion of escape-

ment must tend.

General Study of the Influence of 
the Escapement

on the Duration of/ha Oscillation
s of the Balance.—

From the definition we have given 
of the mechanism

of the escapement, it results th
at its function may

always be divided into three genera
l periods : period

of rest, period of unlocking and perio
d of impulse.

Laying aside for the moment every o
ther consid-

eration, we may, however, examine t
he special effect

of each of these periods on the dur
ation of the oscil-

lations of the balance, and deduce
 from them con-

siderations which will serve for th
e construction of

these mechanisms.

We will first put into ordinary la
nguage the two

rules which have previously been 
enunciated:

I. The influence of an'escapement o
n the duration

of the oscillations would be ann
ulled, if its contact

with the balance could be reduced
 to an instantaneous

shock, produced exactly at the mo
ment of passing the

point of rest on the line of ce
nters.

2. The impulse ought to be p
roduced with an

equal force, according to two eq
ual angles before and

after the position of rest.

It may be stated that no syst
em of escapement

has yet fulfilled either of these t
wo conditions.

Disregarding any special const
ruction, we may

examine the general effect of t
he escapement on the

duration of the oscillations.

(

We will suppose a balance, who
se extent of vibra-

tion is 240° (two-thirds of a turn). 
The angle ao will

therefore be I20°. Allow a course of 5° during 
the

disengaging and 35° during the impu
lse. The sum of

these two angles, that is 40°, forms
 what is called the

angle of lift of the balance ; this angle
 is divided

generally into equal parts on eac
h side of the line of

centers.
When the balance commences 

its movement at

the point B (Fig. 5), it passes
 in the first place the
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angle B 0 D of 1200 up to 200 before the line of centers.

During this passage the forces which act on th
e balance

are, besides the force of the spring, the 
friction of the

pivots, and if the escapement is a frictio
nal escape-

ment, that which results from the press
ure of the

'scape wheel against the balance staff. 
The effect of

these two frictions, acting as a resisting forc
e, produces

an increase of duration. This retardation will be ex-

actly compensated by the advance produ
ced by the

same cause during the course of the an
gle 0 C'from

200 up to 120° after the line of centers, a
dmitting as

constant the resistive force of the friction
. This effect

will, therefore, be annulled by the entire 
oscillation.

During the course of the angle d 0 e =
 5°, therefore

from 200 up to 15° before the line of cent
ers, the same

forces may be supposed as still acting wit
h a variable

intensity, according to the kind of esca
pement, since

this is during the unlocking of the wheel. 
The effect

of this resistance will not now be compe
nsated by an

equal resistance on the other side of the lin
e of centers.

There will, therefore, be a retardation.

When, further, the balance describes t
he angle

C 0 H of 15°, it receives an impulse ;
 which, during

the descending demi-oscillation, produce
s an advance.

This advance will be compensated by th
e correspond-

ing retardation from the effect of this s
ame impulse,

during the course from 0 o to 15° of t
he ascending

demi-oscillation. The impulse continuing afterwards

from 15° to 200, will produce, during t
his course of 5°,

a new retardation.

In sum, we will have an increase 
of duration

during the course of the two angles, d
 0 e and g Of

These two angles are equal.

The escapement has, therefore, the eff
ect of retard-

ing- the duration of the oscillation.

If this retardation were regular, that 
is, if it pre-

served a uniform value for all the am
plitudes of oscil-

lations which the balance accomplishes
, the rate of the

watch would not be influenced, for 
there would be

several methods of compensation.

We know that the variations of the m
otive force

have for an effect the modification in t
he formula A 7'

of the values of F, and consequently t
hose of a o. At

present we are concerned with this q
uestion only to

this extent : When a watch is placed
 vertically, the

friction of the balance pivots becom
es greater than

when it occupies a horizontal position.
 There results

necessarily a diminution of the amplit
ude of the oscil-

lations in the vertical positions. The value of a o

becoming less in the formula A T, we
 may conclude

that:
The rate of a watch will be more ret

arded in the

short oscillations than in the long, and
 therefore more

in the hanging than in the flat position
 ; this, from the

friction of the pivots alone, in cor
relation with the

working of the escapement.

We are now able to announce the foll
owing rules,

which may serve for the study and 
construction of

escapements :

I. The friction of the balance pivots 
ought to be

reduced as much as possible.

2. The angle passed over by the balan
ce during

the unlocking ought to be as smal
l as practically

possible.
3. The angle of lift of the balance 

ought to be

reduced as far as the safety of the 
working of the

escapement will allow.

4. The amplitude of the oscillations 
ought to be

as extended as possible.

Horological practice confirms these fo
ur rules ex-

actly. We will examine them in detail.

I have shown that the retardation in t
he hanging

position proceeds essentially from the 
friction of the

balance pivots, which diminish the a
mplitude of the

oscillations and increases the retardati
on produced by

the escapement. In considering the first rule, it

should not be concluded hastily that i
t is necessary to

make pivots smaller than absolute se
curity demands.

The jewel holes, in which the pivots 
revolve, ought to

be short and of olive form. A part o
f the oil partici-

pates more or less in the movement 
of the staff, and it

is important to so construct the piv
ots, the holes and

the oil cups of the stones, as to reduce
 this movement

of the oil. It is almost useless to add that the 
pivots

ought to be perfectly hard and pol
ished, as well as the

interior of the jewel holes.

The friction varies with the state o
f the oil, and

cannot, therefore, be regarded as c
onstant. As this

force acts during the entire osci
llation, and, as we
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know that the influence of a force o
n the duration of

the oscillation is so much the gre
ater as its action is

exercised nearer the commencement
 of the oscillation,

we can comprehend one of the rea
sons why a watch,

placed in the same conditions on 
different days is,

nevertheless, subject to very notic
eable variations in

its daily rate.
I have shown that this retardation 

proceeds from

the size of the angle d 0 e, Fig. 5. 
If, then, a watch

is subject to a material retardation in
 the vertical posi-

tions, it will be necessary to examin
e in the first place

whether the security of action allows 
of reducing the

angle passed over by the balance d
uring the unlock-

ing. The smaller this angle the less 
will be its influ-

ence on the adjustment. The value 
of the angle de-

scribed by the balance during the 
unlocking varies

mith the system of escapement. It depends on the

angular value of the locking and
 the ratio of the

length of the pallets.

The influence of a force acting on the 
balance de-

pending also on the angular difference 
which separates

its point of application from the positio
n of rest, it is

suitable to reduce the angle of lift as 
far as the prac-

tical execution will allow. It is dangerous for the

accurate working of all kinds of escap
ements to lower

the limit, which is easy of determinati
on in each case.

The inertia of the mobiles, the play of
 the pivots, and

the more or less accurate execution 
of the different

pieces of the escapement, are so man
y factors which

must be taken into account in determi
ning this value.

An angle of 45° may be considered a
s the maximum

in the generality of cases, while it is difficult to go

below 30° without risk of compromisin
g the exactitude

of the functions of the mechanism.

I have stated that the influence of th
e unlocking

may be diminished by increasing th
e amplitude of

oscillation. This result ought, however, not to be

obtained by means of too light a bala
nce, or by re-

ducing the number of oscillations. In each of these

cases what might be gained in one dir
ection would be

lost in the other. An increase of the amp
litude could

be advantageous only when it is acqu
ired at the ex-

pense of the passive resistance and the 
loss of force

proceeding from the faults of construct
ion. All parts

of the work, especially the train and
 escapement,

ought to be of precise execution. Thus defective

gearing should be remedied, drop of 
the escapement

reduced, shocks avoided, the inertia of
 the mobiles

and the frictions diminished, and the 
balance so con-

structed as to easily pass through the a
ir. The fric-

tion of the balance pivots are not onl
y diminished by

a reduction of their diameter, but also 
by a selection

of the size of the balance ; a balance 
large and light

being capable of having the same move
ment of inertia

as one small and heavy.

The general considerations mentioned 
enable us

now to take account of the advantage
 presented by

free escapements as compared with f
rictional escape-

ments.
It may be summed up as the freedom o

f the bal-

ance during the course of the arc of
 supplementary

vibration, that is, the suppression of the f
riction result-

ing from the contact of the 'scape whee
l against the

balance staff during the continuance of t
his course.

It may be objected to this conclusion t
hat, accord-

ing to the law of the influence of externa
l force on the

duration of the oscillation, the frict
ion proceeding

from the contact of the escapement 
during the supple-

mentary arc ought to have its influence
 annulled, since

it exists as well during the descendin
g demi-oscillation

as during the ascending demi-oscillati
on. This objec-

tion would be valid if this friction had a
 constant value,

and if the state of the fluidity of the oil
 remained

invariable. It is easy to see that this is not the ca
se,

that on the contrary these two factors a
re very variable

quantities, and that consequently it is a
dvantageous to

suppress them as much as possible. A cause of

change in the duration of the oscillati
on is thereby

avoided, and the amplitude is simultaneously aug-

mented, thus reducing the influenc
e of the escapement.

[TUE END]

"Everyone in the family is interested
 in The

Keystone. Every page, ads. and all, are carefull
y

read and reread and we would sooner
 miss the daily

papers than your magazine. "—M W. Jenk
s, jeweler,

826 Fifth Avenue, San Diego, California
.
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The Cylinder Escapement

In Six Parts. Part III
_

E can readily see that as we increase

the height of the heel of the impulse

face of our tooth we must also

increase the angle of impulse im-

parted to the cylinder. With the

advantages of accurate micrometer ca
lipers now

possessed by the horological student
 it is an

easy matter to get at the angular e
xtent of the

real lift of any cylinder. The

advantage of such measuring instru-

ments is also made manifest in

determining when the proper pro-

portion of the cylinder is cut away

for the half shell.

In the older methods of watch-

making it was a very common

rule to say, let the height of the

incline of the tooth be 1-7 of the

outer diameter of the cylinder, and

at the same time the trade was

furnished with no tools except a

clumsy douzieme gauge ; but with

micrometer calipers which read to

"'at,. of an inch such rules can be

definitely carried into effect and not

left to guess work. Let us compare

the old methods with the new ; suppose we

have a new cylinder put in ; we have 
the old

escape wheel but the former cylinder 
is gone.

The old-style workman would take a
 round

broach and calculate the size of, the 
cylinder by

finding a place where the broach would
 just go

between the teeth, and the size of the
 broach at

this point was supposed to be the oute
r diameter

of the cylinder. By our method we measure

the diameter of the escape wheel in 
thousandths

of an inch, and from this size calc
ulate exactly

what the diameter of the new c
ylinder should

be in thousandths of an inch. 
Suppose, to

further carry out our comparison
, the escape

wheel which is in the watch has teeth which

have been stoned off to permit 
the use of a

cylinder which was too small inside
, or in fact,

of a cylinder too small for the 
watch ; in this

case the broach system would 
only add to the

trouble and give us a cylinder 
which would

permit too much inside drop.

In a former article we instructed

the pupil how to delineate a

cylinder escape wheel tooth

and we will next describe how

to draw a cylinder. As already stated, the

center of the cylinder is placed t
o coincide with

the center of the chord of the a
rc which defines

the impulse face of the tooth. 
Consequently,

if we design a cylinder escape
 wheel tooth as

described in our preceding artic
le, and setting

one leg of our compasses at t
he point e which

is situated at the center of the 
chord of the arc

which defines the impulse face 
of the tooth and

through the points d and b, we 
define the inside

of our cylinder. We next d
ivide the chord d

into eight parts and set our 
dividers to five of

these parts, and from e as a 
center sweep the

circle k and define the outside
 of our cylinder.

From A as a center we draw 
the radial line A e'.

At right angles to the line A
 e' and through

the point e we draw the line 
from e as a center,

and with our dividers set to t
he radius of any

of the convenient arcs whic
h we have divided

•
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into 6o degrees we sweep the arc i. Where

this arc intersects the linef we term the point k
,

and from this point we lay off on the arc I 22
0

degrees, :tncl draw the line / e /', which we se
e

coincides with the chord of the impulse face o
f

the tooth. We set our dividers to the same

radius by which we sweep the arc i and set one

leg at the point 6 for a center and sweep the arc

. If %ve measure this arc from the point j' to

intersection of said arc 7with the line 1 we will

find it to be 64 degrees, which accounts for our

taking this number of degrees when we defined

1119

We will now proceed and con-

The Cylinder skier the cylinder proper, and

Proper Considered to aid us in understanding the

position and relation of the

parts we refer to Fig. to, where we re
peat the

circles d and h, shown in Fig. 9, which 
repre-

sents the inside and outside of the cyl
inder.

We have here also repeated the line/of F
ig. 9

as it cuts the cylinder in half, that is, div
ides it

into two segments of 18o degrees each. If we

conceive of a cylinder in which just one-hal
f of

said cylinder is cut away, that is, the lips ar
e

bounded by straight radial lines, we

can also conceive of the relation

and position of the parts shown in

Fig. 9. The first position of which

we should take cognizance is, the

tooth D is moved back to the left

so as to rest on the outside of our

I. 
cylinder. The cylinder is also

Drawing a
Cylinder

• I

•
b
k

I '

-

the face of our escape wheel tooth. 
(Fig. 8,

September issue.)

There is no reason why we should ta
ke 20

degrees for the angle k e I except that
 the prac-

tical construction of the larger sizes o
f cylinder

watches has established the fact th
at this is

about the right angle to employ, while
 in smaller

watches it frequently runs up as high as 
25.

Although the cylinder is seemingly a very

simple escapement, it is really a ver
y abstruse

one to follow out so as to become fam
iliar with

all of its actions.

Fig. 10

supposed to stand so that the lips

correspond to the line f On

pressing the tooth D forward the

• incline of the tooth would attack

the entrance lip of the cylinder at

just about the center of the curved

impulse face, imparting to the cyl-

inder 20 degrees of angular motion,

but the point of the tooth at d

would exactly encounter the inner

angle of the exit lip, and of cour
se the cylinder

would afford no rest for the tooth 
; hence we see

the importance of not cutting awa
y too much of

the half shell of the cylinder. But before we

further consider the action of the to
oth D in its

action as it passes the exit lip of 
the cylinder

we must finish with the action 
of the tooth on

the entrance lip. A very little thought and

study of Fig, 9 will convince us t
hat the incline

of the tooth as it enters the cyl
inder will conl-

mence at 1, Fig; 9, but at the close of th
e

action the tooth parts from the lip 
on the inner

angle. Now it is evident that it would r
equire

greater force to propel the cylinder 
by its inner

angle than by the outer one. To compensate

for this we round the edge of the 
entrance lip so

that the action of the tooth instead of
 commencing

on the outer angle commences on t
he center of

the edge of the entrance lip and 
also ends its

action on the center of the entra
nce lip. To

give angular extent enough to the 
shell of the

cylinder to allow for rounding and a
lso to afford

a secure rest for the tooth in
side the cylinder

we add 6 degrees to the angular
 extent of the

entrance lip of the cylinder shell as 
indicated On

the arc d , Fig. to, three of the
se degrees being

absorbed for rounding and three to
 insure a

dead rest for the tooth when it enters
 the cylinder.

(TO BR CONTINUED)

Pneumatic Clocks

The city of Paris is being rapidly s
upplied with a

system of public clocks worked b
y compressed air

under electrical control. The entire 
area of the city

is divided into sections about a mile and 
three-quarters

in radius, and in the center of each 
section is a sub-

station provided with a reservoir o
f compressed air,

from which air-pipes extend to all cl
ocks included in

the section. By means of electro-magnets, energized

every minute with currents from a
 commutator con-

trolled by a master clock at the cent
ral station, the air-

pipes are intermittently connected wit
h the reservoirs,

and thus the compressed air, once e
very minute, drives

forward the hands of the clocks. The sy
stem is very

ingenious as well as novel.

1
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Ask your jobber for
this label—

TheTrue Blue
Beaded Label

French
frThtch
Glass

Note the

and
beware of
imitations.

Ask Your
,Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD7

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane.
PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier.

CHAINS
With the holiday
season close at hand,
you ought to look over
your chain stock. If it's
not complete, better get
your order ready.
There is no more popular

article in a jewelry store
than a chain.

There is no more pop-
ular chain in your store
than those that bear the
'L. S. 0 Co." stamp.

Would it not be wise
to ask your jobber about
them?

We make everything
in the line of chains. Our line

includes any style or pattern you
or any customer of yours is

likely to want.
It makes no differ-

ence whether it's made
of Rolled-Plate, Gold
Filled or of Silver—
we've got it.

stamped on a chain means
that we fully guarantee it.

LOUIS STERN & CO.
Chain Makers and Jilveumiths,k

Newyork Office, 37 Maiden Lane.
AO

fey. . fOrz r, r Weir
-
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answere
d in this department must

send name and address—not for
 publication, but as an evidence of

good faith. No attention 
will be paid to anonymous communica-

tions. Questions will be answered in the orde
r in which they are

received.
An INDEX to the question

s answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompan
ies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to 
preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions, to refer to
 them, as similar questions may have

been answered in 'prev
ious issues. The indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subje
ct covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page o
n which the information may be found.

"Cyanide."—I have experienced
 some trouble in

making the double cyanide of go
ld solution. After I

have precipitated the gold c
hloride wiM the cyanide

solution, I am unable to redis
solve all the precipitate

by the addition of more cyani
de ; the greater part of it

remains in an insoluble conditio
n in the bottom of the

solution. I make the chloride m
yself and it works we'll

in photographic operations,
 so do not think the fault

lies there. Have tried precipitating with amm
onia,

with about the same result. E
xperiments have proved

that the undissolved prec
ipitate is gold.—We think

you will find the fault lies ei
ther in the making of the

chloride or in the making of th
e solution itself, if you

do not wash the precipitat
ed cyanide of gold. In

making the chloride, if an exc
ess of heat should be

employed when driving of the ac
ids at the close of the

operation, some of the chloride 
will be fused into a

metallic state. The philosoph
y of the matter is that

too much heat decomposes t
he chloride and only gold

remains. The color of the neu
tral chloride of gold is

a red-brown ; if any of it should assume a metallic

golden hue, it will prove that
 an excess of heat has

been used. If this condition obtains it will b
e neces-

sary to add more of the acids, 
and redissolve.the gold,

and then repeat the driving 
off by heat. If, however,

you ascertain that the fault do
es not lie in the chloride,

we would suggest that y
ou wash the precipitated

cyanide of gold. This can best be done by pou
ring

off the supernatant fluid, addli
ng more water, allowing

it to settle and again pouring 
off, repeating the opera-

tion several times. We notic
e you say you tried pre-

cipitating with ammonia ; this 
strengthens our opinion

that the fault lies in the chlorid
e. The use of ammo-

nia for forming the precipitat
e seems to be coming

into more general use among electro platers, as

many experience trouble in 
precipitating with cya-

nide of potassium. If the ammonia be used, it

should be borne in mind that
 the precipitate is a

dangerous explosive if allowed to become dry, an
d

it should therefore be imme
diately redissolved after

washing, while still in a moist 
condittion.

"Solder-Flux."—What is a go
od solder and flux

to use in hard soldering 
si/verP—There are many

formulw for silver solder, an
d some workmen can

achieve good results with one composition
 where

others fail. The requirements in a good 
silver solder

are that it be strong, not liabl
e to oxidize, malleable

and fusible. To meet thes
e requirements it will be

necessary to make an .alloy o
f metals that possess

them, so we use silver (which 
lends strength, protec-

tion from oxidation and 
malleability), copper (for

malleability and tenacity) an
d zinc (for fusibility).

These metals may be alloy
ed in a crucible, and if

this plan be adopted we w
ill take, by weight, 18

parts of silver and four parts of
 copper, and melt them

in the crucible, employing ju
st about enough heat to

make them unite, with the aid 
of a flux of borax, and

then add one part of zinc, a
nd pour at once into an

ingot mold. Many workmen 
employ coin silver alloyed

with about one-third (by wei
ght) of spring brass. For

a very hard solder, 40 parts
 of silver to to of copper

can be employed, without th
e addition of the zinc. If

great strength is not the 
desideratum, a solder can be

employed made of i ounce of
 silver and 30 grains of

zinc. Borax is generally co
nceded to be about as good

a. flux for general use as ca
n be desired.

" Testing. "—Kindly give 
some recipe for making

acid to test gold; that is, 
to, Li and IS' karat Y—The

acid used for testing gold is 
nitric acid. The method

employed in testing is fully 
described on page 965, of

our September, 1901, issue
, in reply to " Burglar

Alarm." A mixture of nitr
ic acid 4 ounces ; water 3

ounces, and hydrochloric ac
id 34 ounce is sometim

es

employed for testing. This 
mixture is kept in an ordi-

nary glass test bottle, and 
when an article is to be

tested the stopper is moisten
ed with it and is then ap-

plied to a polished surface 
on the article. This test

takes but a very short time ; 
in fact, the determination

of the gold is accomplished 
in a very few seconds, but

a little experience is nece
ssary to accurately name the

karat of the article under 
examination, as the color of

the surface to which the ac
id is applied determines this

point. On 18 karat gold 
the mixture will have no

effect ; on 15 karat gold it 
will turn the surface nearly

black ; on 8 or to karat gold
 the surface that has been

moistened will become green,
 and appear very much

as brass would under the
 action of the acid. The

testing needles and prepa
red acids can be obtained

from any material house.
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"Recover. "—I have on hand some 
plated ftwelty

which is out of date. Can I dissolve t
his in nitric acid

and thus separate the gold from the
 base metal

Kindly describe the process in The
 Keystone.—You

will probably find that the quickest 
and easiest way to

accomplish the desired end is as fo
llows : Procure a

couple of half-gallon glass fruit ja
rs. Fill one,of the

jars about three-quarters full of cl
ean, soft water, and

UI the other place half a pound of ch
emically pure nitric

acid, reduced by adding half its volu
me of water. Into

this acid solution, all gilded or gold
-plated articles are

placed until the gold " sloughs " o
ff. The best plan

for doing this is to string them on a
 piece of 18K. gold

wire. For instance, if we have on hand 
a lot of old

plated jewelry, such as you mention,
 we cut it up into

pieces of a rather small size, and p
unch holes in them

with some sharp-pointed instrume
nt like a scorper,

then string them on the gold wire
 and suspend them

in the acid. As soon as the gold 
sloughs off (which

you will readily be able to judge 
after a little expe-

rience) the articles are taken from 
the acid solution

and rinsed off thoroughly in the 
glass jar containing

water, after which all the articles 
that have the gold

removed are thrown aside. This is done to save the

acid, as there is no use in using acid 
to eat up a lot of

brass and other base metal, unless t
here is still some

gold on it. The acid is used until i
t will not attack the

base metal, and when this point i
s reached, we add

considerable more water to it—ab
out double the vol-

ume of the acid—and after shaking
 it up right well,

pour off the acid and water, exercisin
g care that none

of the brown powder that has collec
ted at the bottom

of the flask be poured with it. This brown powder is

the gold, and can readily be recov
ered by fusing in a

black lead crucible with a little sal 
tartar. Gold thus

recovered generally assays about 14
 K., and, as a rule,

will work well. In using this process, be sure to s
ee

that the acid works under the gold
 and causes all the

gold to slough off.

"Alloy."—(r) 1171en melting a lot of gold of

various karats in a crucible, and w
ishing to separate

all the alloy from the gold, how do I
 proceed P—Abso-

lutely pure gold is not often found, 
about the nearest

approach to it being the gold foil u
sed by dentists. A

very close approximation to pure 
gold can be arrived

at by the wet assay process, which
 is conducted as

follows : Add to the gold to be ass
ayed three times its

weight of silver. Fuse the metals to
gether so as to form

an alloy. Granulate the alloy by pouring f
rom the

crucible into a vessel of water, after stirring 
it with a

paddle to give a rapid rotary mo
tion. Collect the

metal, now a mass of small, irregul
ar pieces, and place

in a bologna flask and add its 
weight of chemically

pure nitric acid reduced with two 
parts of water. If

chemical action does not ensue h
eat the flask. The

diluted nitric acid should dissolve
 all the alloy and

leave only a brown-black powder, w
hich, notwithstand-

ing its color, is pure gold. If there remains any of the

undissolved alloy add a little more
 of the nitric acid

reduced with two parts of water.
 In fact, after the

treatment with nitric acid there sho
uld remain only the

gold in the form of the black 
powder mentioned.

Pour off the acid into a glass or 
porcelain vessel, add

water, shake up the flask and pour
 the water with the

acid. The gold in the flask can be
 treated with a dose

of sulphuric acid and heated to get
 rid of a small trace

of silver left by the nitric acid. After the final wash-

ing the gold can be fused with sa
l tartar into a button

which will be about i'01111 fine. If a 
higher degree of fine-

ness is required dissolve such 7&s
 gold in nitro-muriatic

acid (aqua-regia) and evaporate the
 excess of acid. Dis-

solve the chloride of gold in distil
led water and again

evaporate to dryness. Dissolve this chloride of gold in

a small quantity of a mixture of a
lcohol, distilled water

and potassium chloride. This treatment will precipi-

tate any platinum. Filter the solution to remove such

platinum. The solution now conta
ins all the gold and

is allowed to stand for twenty or 
thirty days to allow

any chloride of silver to settle. The chloride of gold

solution is now drawn off with a sy
phon and heated a

little, and some crystals of oxalic a
cid added until the

solution becomes free of color. Th
e oxalic acid pre-

cipitates the gold as a brown, spon
gy mass, but really

ill the metallic state. The gold so 
obtained is washed

"with muriatic acid, then with 
ammonia, and finally

with distilled water, and afterw
ard dried and fused

with bisulphide of potassium and 
borax as a flux in a

clay crucible. From the clay 
crucible the gold is

poured into a stone ingot mold. 
This system of re-

fining leaves gold with less than 
talva part of impuri-

ties. There is no absolute test for
 gold except to assay

it. Spectrum analysis will detect less 
than iiitranni part

of alloy, but will not give exa
ct proportions. The

silver used, and which we left d
issolved in the acid,

can be recovered by adding hy
drochloric acid to pre-

cipitate the silver as a chloride, w
hich is washed, and

after the last water is poured of
f and only a little re-

maining on the chloride, a few dr
ops of sulphuric acid

is added and a piece of sheet zinc
 placed in the vessel.

The silver is soon reduced to 
the metallic state, but

gray and spongy. It can be washed and fused w
ith

sal tartar as a flux.
(2) If the lot should he overheate

d and allowed to

stay so for some time, is there a 
possibility of the alloy

being hurned out I—The possibil
ity of burning out an

ialloy n melting a lot of scrap g
old will depend largely

on the nature of its compositio
n. If the alloy should

1121

be of silver and copper only, the
 danger of burning it

out would be very small, as such
 an alloy will stand a

considerable excess of heat withou
t losing any part of

the component metals. If, however, there should be

any zinc in the alloy, and we do
 not desire to lose it,

great care should be exercised t
hat an excess of heat

is not employed, for the zinc in 
such an alloy is very

likely to burn out, and consequent
ly raise the quality

of the gold. This is one reason that many wor
kmen

find it difficult to get an easy flo
wing gold solder—

they use zinc in the solder, and in 
fusing the alloy

employ too much heat, burning out 
the zinc, and then

find that the solder will not flow as ea
sily as it should,

considering the metals of which it is 
composed.

(3) You have referred to posta
l-card contests

lately. Is it simply to have something for p
eople to

write as often as possible and offer 
premiums for the

greatest amount of writing on a card
 Y—You have the

correct idea of such a contest ; alt
hough in order to

save time and trouble it is customary
 to have the con-

testants number each sentence consecutively. The

postal-card contest is peculiarly apro
pos for an opti-

cian, inasmuch as good eyesight is 
an essential to a

contestant, and if he does not possess
 it, the legend he

is to write—for instance, "John Jones
, 14 Main Street,

'rests Eyes Free "—will suggest to 
him the fact that he

should visit Brother Jones. However, the wording of

the sentence can be so changed as to 
make it applica-

ble to the watchmaking or any other tra
de. One card

that came under our notice read : "
John Jones, 14

Main Street, Repairs Watches, Clock
s and Jewelry."

"Polishes."—(1) What to mix with
 powder for

polishing gold, silver, etc., so as to m
ake a good paste

that will not dry out Y—Y ou have no
t given sufficient

information to enable us to give a s
atisfactory reply.

The composition of the powder will dete
rmine the sub-

stance necessary to reduce it to a p
aste. A favorite

polishing powder with many is a mi
xture of 6 parts

carbonate of magnesia and z part of 
jewelers' rouge.

In the form of powder this is used b
y moistening a

rag and applying some of the powder t
o the article to

be polished and then rubbing it. The powder can be

made into a paste or liquid by the addi
tion of water,

or, better still, by the addition of a mi
xture of alcohol,

ammonia and water. See our reply t
o " Polish," page

475, May, 1900, issue.
(2) Where can tripoli and rouge be pu

rchased in

large lots Y.—Zucker, Leavitt . & Loeb, 52
6 West

Twenty-fifth Street, New York City.

(3) Where can tin boxes be purchased
 F—You do

not say what kind of boxes you desire
, but from the

nature of your preceding questions, 
we think you de-

sire those that are handled by any 
druggists' supply

house.

"Tarnishing No. 2."—Please let us k
now what

we can put in our window to prevent r
olled-plate and

sterling silver tarnishing. In one of the windows we

experience no trouble, while in the o
ther the goods

will turn dark in twelve hours' time.
 We only use

electricity for lighting purposes. The
 drain pipe from

a photographer's place on an upper fl
oor passes under

this window, and we thought the tro
uble might come

through the chemicals he uses.—This
 is indeed a re-

markable case. Many jewelers have written us that

goods would become discolored in 
a short time, but

this is the first time the complaint has
 been made that

one window was all right and the oth
er was not. It is

not probable (though, of course, poss
ible) that the

drain pipe from a photographic establi
shment would

cause the trouble ; still, it would do no
 harm to have

the course of the pipe changed, in or
der to remove

any doubt that may arise in this directi
on. There are

several causes for such trouble as y
ou are experienc-

ing : If the window was illuminated b
y gas, the trouble

might lie in that direction, but this 
could not be the

case, inasmuch as you state electri
c lights only are

employed. Again, if Bunsen (or similar) batt
eries

are employed for plating or any other 
purpose, vapors

of hyponitrous acid are given off whic
h will attack any

metallic articles near them. For this reason, and also

for the reason that such vapors are
 injurious to the

health, it is advisable to arrange to ha
ve such batteries

placed either in the basement or outs
ide the building.

As far as placing any substance in th
e window to pre-

vent such tarnishing is concerned, we
 know of nothing

that we can recommend. Many je
welers employ gum

camphor for this purpose, and claim g
ood results are

achieved, but there are also many w
ho claim that such

good results only exist in the imagi
nation of the users.

As to this we cannot say, but we
 have never discoun-

tenanced the use of the camphor, fr
om the fact that we

do not think it can do any possible ha
rm. The best

plan, however; that has come under
 our notice is to

give the articles a coating of some
 good lacquer before

exposing them in any place that we k
now will subject

them to the danger of tarnishing. Formula for such

lacquer will be found on page 912g, Se
ptember, 19oo,

KEYSTONE, in reply to "Silver Lacqu
er."

"We consider the Workshop Notes in the June

Keystone alone worth the amount 
of subscription.

We do not know how your journa
l could be im-

proved."—F. H. Unruh, jeweler, Tuck
er Hill,

1
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Hand Carved, $4.25
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Set with Carbuncle or
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500
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Very Showy, Extra
Heavy, Set with Car-
buncle, $8,00
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Signet Band, Carved
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able Initial, $5.00
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SEND FOR SELECTION PACKAGE;

Our New Patent Interchangeable
INITIAL AND EMBLEM RING

OPEN
CLOSED

411., he pressure of a pin point. it springs seettrely and firmly Into placehmt THE 8ES1' INfERCHANGEABLE RIND MADE.

Jules Asclieim9 Manufacturer

41-43 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

We can supply any of the Rings illustrated here with Opals at additional chargeaccording to size of Opal. Rings furnished in Roman, Bright or Rose Color.

TERMS: 6 PER CENT. 10 DAYS, 5 PER CENT. 30 DAYS

THE BEST OIL
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With Doublet, $3.50
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OIL
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Henry Ginnel 0 C General Selling Agents
as, United States and Canada

31 Maiden Lane, New York
Grimshaw 0 Baxter, Sole European Agents

35 Goswell Street, London
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Electro-Metallurgy
ISUEN)

XLIV

Pierced Work Made by Electro Deposition

HIGHLY useful method of pro-

ducing " pierced work," by electro

deposition, is carried out as follows :

Suppose we desire to manufacture

a few dozen articles of open scroll

work, such as we show at Fig. I. All jewelers

are aware that the dies for such work are very

costly, and after they are clone, a press, costing

A
4-,vo

Fig. I

hundreds of dollars, is required to make the

dies available ; but by means of the process we

are about to describe, excellent work can be

turned out at a merely nominal cost.

For producing open scroll work

Making Molds for or monograms, we procure a
Scroll Work flat plate of -type metal large

enough to receive the design, and after smoot
h-

ing off the face of the type-metal plate we pro-

ceed to sink in the metal the design. Such

type-metal plates can be had of the electro-

typers, of about one-eighth of an inch in thi
ck-

ness, but it is not desirable to have such plates

mounted on blocks type-high, as electrotypers

usually do for " tint blocks." The kind of

gravers to use are not such as engravers gener-

ally employ for metal ; even those used by 
die

sinkers are not appropriate. The proper kind

is such as wood engravers make use of, 
only

slightly modified.

We show at Fig. 2 a transverse section of

gravers adapted for such work. They are all

rounded on the bottom to differ-

ent curvatures to suit the work

III hand. Of course, it is un-
Fig. 2

derstood that everything has to

be done reversed. 'For those who att
empt work

of this kind and have had no experie
nce in die

work, we would advise something quite 
simple

to commence Nvith, and in this way get 
practice.

We do not desire the reader to get the 
impres-

sion that the process we speak of is 
extremely

difficult, because it is not ; but it is polic
y, even

in matters of -a simple nature, to master t
he tech-

nical details before attempting such jobs
 as are

more elaborate.

In doing the engraving, care should 
be

observed to not undercut, or it will be 
difficult

to remove the deposit from the lines. 
For tak-

ing _ test impressions, plaster of paris can be

mixed with water to the consistency of
 cream,

and, after slightly oiling the type-meta
l plate,

this paste is poured over the engrav
ed surface

and allowed to set, when it can be 
removed.

Another good method of getting an 
impression

is by means of composition wax 
composed of

yellow beeswax, 2 parts ; •tallow, r - part : Indian

red, 4 part.

This composition answers very nicely •for

"proofing" small portions of the work, but

for an impression of the entire work,
 plaster of

paris is the best—perhaps we sho
uld except a
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paper cast, but such paper casts take 
much

longer to make, but they have the advantage
 of

being durable. To take a paper impression is
the same as that adopted for stereotyping.

 To

carry out the process, a mixture is made of

equal parts of flour paste and glue, prepared
 as

for carpenters' use, with one-fourth of its 
weight

of washed whiting.

Taking Paper Im- 
A piece of strong tissue paper

presnons of Dies 
is coated on one side with some

of this composition, when an-

other piece of tissue paper of the same 
kind is

spread over the coated surface, observing
 care

that no bubbles have incorporated the
mselves

between the layers of tissue paper. This double

thickness of tissue paper is next coated with 
the

paste composition and the third layer of t
issue

paper added. On top of this last layer two

thicknesses of good white blotting paper 
are

added, with the same paste mixture.

The engraved plate is now slightly 
oiled

and dusted with fine talc powder, when the

tissue paper side of the paper " pile" is la
id on

the engaved plate and beat down with the
 bris-

tles of a stiff brush until a full relief impression

is obtained. Sonic artisans lay the type-metal

plate flat on a planed metal surface, and pl
ace

on the paper pile a block of wood faced
 with

two thicknesses of fine wool cloth, a
nd then

strike the block with a mallet in the same 
man-

ner as a printer " pounds off " a proof. 
The

paper should lie dried in contact with the pla
te.

Such proofs are elegant and nice to ke
ep as

specimens.
After the type-metal plate is perfect, we

can place it in a copper sulphate bath and 
make

an electro deposit upon it ; but before this is

done, the face and back of the type-metal 
matrix

should be coated with some non-conduct
ive me-

dium to prevent the copper depositing a
t any

place except on the engraved parts. The back

:uid edges of the plate should also be c
oated

with shellac, but the face is best coated wi
th

printers' ink applied with a dabber—a cu
shion

covered with glove kid. To reinforce the ink

coating, use fine resin dust, which will adhe
re to

the ink-coated surface, and on heating will
 fuse

and incorporate itself with the ink. Brushing

the inside lines with plumbago will caus
e the

copper deposit to separate from the matrix
, but

the best substance for this purpose is the 
bronze

powder already described.
tro DE CONTINUED)

"Enclosed find one dollar for renewal 
of my

subscription to The Keystone—the most valu
able friend

jewelerr have."—P: G. Dunlop, jewe
ler, St.

(Wharf. nes, Ontario.

How Emperors and Princes Guard Thei
r

Jewels

Royalties are much given to the accumulatio
n of

jewels of great price, and they take especi
al care that

these baubles are not stolen.

Many of the so-called " crown jewels " wh
ich are

shown to visitors to the Tower of London, 
are "paste,"

the real gems being secured in strong vau
lts in iron-

bound boxes.

The jewels of the Russian Imperial fa
mily form

one of the most valuable collections in the 
world. This

collection is guarded in a fortified castle wa
tched over

by a special detail of officers and soldier
s. The Czar

keeps a portion of his own private jewe
ls in banks in

London and Paris.
The treasures of the royal family of 

Italy are

hidden away in deep vaults beneath a fort 
situated in a

little island in the Tiber. Protected by the old and

I I 23

muddy streams overhead, and t
he military on tile

island, the jewels are beyond the 
dreams df even the

most daring and sanguine of burglars
.

The Prince of Bulgaria is possess
ed of precious

stones to the value of $5,000,000. 
These he keeps

locked in a little castle on the banks o
f the Danube.

Some of the jewels belonging to the 
German Im-

perial family are kept in London b
anks, like those of

the Czar.

Cultivating Customers

Independence in business is a part
icularly ' bad

thing when ostentatiously shown. N
o merchant can

afford to ignore a customer, even 
if his store be

crowded the whole day long. He c
annot treat even

the smallest buyer with contempt. 
Each customer is

one of the " mighty atoms " that go 
to make up his

big receipts. He must be carefully p
olite to the most

lowly of his patrons, for it is the indiv
idual purchasers

that contribute to his general success.

We all know that it is the study of and 
attention to

little things that builds tiO big businesses. 
Perhaps

the smallest thing to think of in a 
great and busy

store is the individual buyer who spends
 but little, yet

looks for so much attention and gives a 
lot of trouble.

He or she may be a bore, but it is not 
good policy to

offend them. They need cultivating 
more, reasoning

with, perhaps, but be 'careful not to insul
t them.

These people are cranks and are

Patience a Sales- often hard to tolerate, but their

man's Virtue money is as good as anybody's,

and, moreover, they might talk

outside about you if you offended them,
 and not their

trade alone but that of many others 
would be lost. I

know a very well managed store, where
 a good plan is

adopted in the treatment of what we 
can properly

term " objectionable customers," becau
se they really

are such in their personalities, althoug
h their dollar

contains as many cents as that of their n
eighbor. This

plan is to send to the " crank " the mos
t patient and

good-humored salesman that is at liberty. 
Some

salespeople—not too many, I am afraid
—are gifted

with an extraordinary amount of pati
ence, and for

that very reason they exercise a great 
influence over

persons who are the opposite to themselv
es in tem-

perament. By wisely assigning the cheerful sales-

man to the irritable or fault-finding custo
mer, much

friction can be prevented and many patron
s saved.

Every storekeeper who is looking for a 
perma-

nent business must work intelligently to 
that end. A

trade is built up by units, by odd customer
s coming in

now and again, and remaining customers
. That is

the secret of every business success—keepin
g the

customers when you have them. This can only be

done by watching them carefully and seeing 
that they

get proper attention, each according to his kind.

While we are all careful of our general healt
h, we do

itot neglect the little toe or an odd fing
er. Every

member of the body, however insignificant 
in appa-

rent importance, seems to have our special c
are, and

this is just the kind of care that every cust
omer needs.

Get as many new customers its you can, but 
don't lose

any old ones if you can help it, and you can 
help it if

you so desire. 
•

I think it pays every storekeeper to

know as many.. of his customers

personally as he can get acquainted

with, and an observant man can

soon know many by sight, if he cannot re
member the

names. A kindly smile or nod of recognition
 is often

enough, a passing word or two if time allo
ws. All

these count in the long run, and make you
r buyers

personal friends.

I have frequently noticed that some stores, w
hich

do not make special pretense to carry bargain 
coun-

ters, are yet the Mecca for large numbers of customers
,

and on inquiry I have found that the reason fo
r this

is that the proprietors have carefully " cultiv
ated "

these loyal customers in the past and they would 
not

think of taking their trade elsewhere now. As a c
on-

trary instance, I know a few big stores, where goods

are sold regularly at fair prices, and they have been

unable to keep their customers, for the reason that

the management did not know how to handle them.

Which goes to show that it is a mighty strong

point to know just how to take care of the average

shopper to-day. Chas. Paddock, in Fame.

Know Your
Customers
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Quality
Silverware

"20-YEAR GUARANTEE " with each
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DIRECT
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I TERATURE and philosophy have lit
tle in common with pork

packing, yet John Graham, head of t
he house of Graham &

Co., pork packers in Chicago, mu
st henceforth be classed as a

litterateur and philosopher as well 
as a pork packer, judging by his

remarkable letters to his son at 
Harvard University, which are now

being published in the Saturday Evenin
g Post. That Graham, Jr., is

fortunate in his father is very evi
dent from the following vigorous and

healthy advice:

THE PLACE TO BEGIN

The only sure way that a man can get r
ich quick is to have it given to him

or to inherit it. You are not going to get rich that way—a
t least, not until after

you have proved your ability to hold a p
retty important position with the firm;

and, of course, there is just one place fr
om which a man can start for that posi-

tion with Graham & Co. It doesn't make any difference wheth
er he is the son

of the old man or of the cellar boss—tha
t place is the bottom. And the bottom

in the office end of this business is 
a seat at the mailing desk, with eight dolla

rs

every Saturday night.

I can't hand out any ready-made succ
ess to you. It would do you no good,

and it would do the house harm. 
There is plenty of room at the top here, 

but

there is no elevator in the building.
 Starting, as you do, with a good education

,

you should be able to climb quicke
r than the fellow who hasn't got it ; 

but

there's going to be a time when you b
egin at the factory when you won't be 

able

to lick stamps so fast as the othe
r boys at the desk. Yet the man who hasn't

licked stamps isn't fit to write letters. 
Naturally that is the time when knowing

whether the pie comes before the i
ce cream, and how to run an automobile 

isn't

going to be-of any real use to you.

I simply mention these things be
cause I am afraid your ideas as to the basis

on which you are coming with the 
house have sWelled up a little in the East

. I

can give you a start, but after 
that you will have to dynamite your way to

 the

front by yourself. It is all with the man. If you gave some fellows a talent

wrapped in a napkin to start with 
in business, they would swap the talen

t for a

gold brick and lose the napkin ; 
and there are others that you could s

tart out

with just a napkin who would set 
up with it in the dry-goods business in a 

small

way and then coax the other fell
ow's talent into it.

SAVE BEFORE SPENDING

I have pride enough to believe 
that you have the right sort of stuff in you,

but I want to see some of it come 
out. You will never make a good merch

ant

of yourself by reversing the or
der in which the Lord decreed that we

 should

proceed—learning the spending befor
e the earning end of business. Pay day is

always a month off for the spe
ndthrift, and he is never able to realize mor

e than

sixty cents on any dollar that co
mes to him. But a dollar is worth one hundred

and six cents to a good business 
man, and he never spends the dollar. 

It is the

man who keeps saving up and 
expenses down that buys an interest in t

he

concern.
"NoW I want to say right here 

that the meanest man alive is the one wh
o is

generous with money that he has 
not had to sweat for, and that the boy

 who is

a good fellow at some one else
's expense would not work up in

to first-class

fertilizer. That same ambition to be know
n as a good fellow has crowded my

office with second-rate clerks, and
 they will always be second-rate cler

ks. If

you have it, hold it down until 
you have worked for a year. Then, if your am-

bition runs to hunching up all we
ek over a desk, to earn eight dollars t

o blow

on a few rounds of drinks for 
the boys on Saturday night, there is n

o objection

to your gratifying it ; for I will k
now that the Lord didn't intend you t

o be your

own boss.
You know how I began—I was 

started off with a kick, but that was a ki
ck

UI), and in the end ev
ery one since has lifted me a

 little bit higher. I got two

dollars a week, and slept under t
he counter, and you can bet I knew

 just how

many pennies there were in each 
of those dollars and how hard the f

loor was.

That is what you have got to lea
rn.

THE PENALTY OF T
HRIFTLESSNESS

I've got some employes right now
 in my office that will never climb 

over

the railing that separates the cle
rks from the executives. Yet if they would put

in half the time thinking for the 
house that they give up to hatching ou

t reasons

why they ought to be allowed to 
overdraw their salary accounts, I could

n't keep

theta out of our private offices with
 a pole-axe, and I wouldn't want 

to ; for they

could double their salaries and 
my profits in a year. But I always lay it down
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as a safe proposition that the fellow 
who has to break open the baby's b

ank for

car-fare toward the last of the week 
isn't going to be any Russell Sage wh

en it

comes to trading with the old man's 
money. He'd punch my bank account as

full of holes as a carload of wild Texans
 would a fool stockman that they'd go

t

in a corner.
Now I know you'll say that I don't un

derstand how it is ; that you've got to

do as the other fellows do, and that 
things have changed since I was a boy.

There's nothing in it. Adam invented all the different ways in 
which a young

man can make a fool of himself, and the
 college yell at the end of them is just a

frill that doesn't change essentials. The 
boy who does anything just because

the other fellows do it is apt to scratch a 
poor man's back all his life. He's the

chap that's buying wheat at ninety-seven 
cents the day before the market breaks.

They call him " the country " in the ma
rket reports, but the city's full of him.

It's the fellow who has the spunk to thin
k and act for himself, and sells short

when prices hit the high C and the hous
e is standing on its hind legs yelling for

more, that sits in the directors' meetings 
when he gets on toward forty.

There are times when it's safest to be lo
nesome. Use a little common-sense,

caution and conscience. You can stock a store with those three c
ommodities,

when you get enough of them. But you've got to begin getting them yo
ung.

They ain't catching after you toughen up
 a bit. You needn't write me if you

feel yoursel getting them. The symptoms 
will show in your expense account.

EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF PRACTI
CE

I can't say that I think anything of your 
post-graduate course idea. You're

not going to be a poet or a professo
r, but a packer, and the place to take a post-

graduate course for that calling is in t
he packing-house. Some men learn all

they know from books ; others from l
ife ; both kinds are narrow. The first are

all theory ; the second are all practice
. It's the fellow who knows enough about

practice to test his theories for blow
-holes that gives the world a shove ahead,

and finds a fair margin,of profit in shoving it.

There's a chance for everything you hav
e learned, from Latin to poetry, in

the packing business, though we don'
t use much poetry except in our street-car

ads., and about the only time our 
products are given Latin names is when the

State Board of Health condemns th
em. But I think you'll find it safe to go

short a little on the frills of education
 ; if you want them bad enough you'll find

a way to pick them up later, after b
usiness hours.

The main thing is to get a start along
 right lines, and that is what I sent you

to college for. I didn't expect you to 
carry off all the education in sight—I knew

you'd leave a little for the next fel
low. But I wanted you to form good mental

habits, just as I want you to have clean,
 straight physical ones. Because I was

run through a threshing machine whe
n I was a boy, and didn't begin to get the

straw out of my hair until I was p
ast thirty, I haven't any sympathy with a lot

of these old fellows who go around 
bragging of their ignorance and saying that

boys don't need to know anything 
except addition and the " best policy " brand

of honesty.

AN OLD-TIMER'S ADVANTAGE

We started in a mighty different world,
 and we were all ignorant together.

The Lord let us in on the ground flo
or, gave us corner lots, and then started in

to improve the adjacent property. 
We didn't have to know fractions to figure

out our profits. Now a merchant n
eeds astronomy to see them, and when he

locates them they are out somewh
ere near the fifth decimal place. There are

sixteen ounces to the pound still, but 
two of them are wrapping paper in a good

many stores. And there's just as many chances for a fe
llow as ever, but they're

a little gun shy, and you can't catch
 them by any such coarse method as putting

salt on their tails.
Thirty years ago you could take an ol

d muzzle-loader, and knock over

plenty of ducks in the city limits, and 
Chicago wasn't Cook County then, either.

You can get them still, but you've
 got to go to Kankakee and take a hammer-

less along. And when I started in the packing busin
ess it was all straight sail-

ing—no frills—just turning hogs into 
hog meat—dry salt for the niggers down

South and sugar-cured for the white folks
 up North. Everything else was sausage,

or thrown away. But when we get through with a hog now
adays he's scattered

through a hundred different cans and 
packages, and he's all accounted for.

What we used to throw away is our 
profit. It takes doctors, lawyers, engineers

and poets, and I don't know what, t
o run the business, and I reckon that im-

provements which call for parsons will b
e creeping in next. Naturally, a young

man who expects to hold his own 
when he is thrown in with a lot of men like

these must be clean and sharp as a 
hound's tooth, or some other fellow's simply

going to eat him up.

MARKET VALUE OF BRAINS

I've always made it a rule to buy brain
s, and I've learned now that the better

trained they are the faster they find 
reasons for getting their salaries raised.

The fellow who hasn't had the train
ing may be just as smart, but he's apt to

paw the air when he's reaching for ide
as.

I suppose you're asking• why, if I'm 
so hot for education, I'm against this

post-graduate course. But habits of thought ain't the only thing a fello
w picks

up at college.
I see you've been elected President of

 your class. I'm glad the boys aren't

down on you, but while the most p
opular man in his class isn't always a failure

III business, being popular takes up a 
heap of time. I noticed, too, when you

were home Easter that you were r
unning to sporty clothes and cigarettes.

There's nothing criminal about either, b
ut I don't hire sporty clerks at all, and

the only part of the premises on
 which cigarette smoking is allowed is the

fertilizer factory



A Message to
Intending
Watchmakers
We are now fitted as never before

to give the best possible service to
pupils. We have enlarged quarters,
better equipment and the accumu-
lated experience of years of success-
ful teaching. It is conceded every-
where in the world of watchmaking
that the only really practical and
thorough horological school is the

Waltham lloiefouical School
which is the Oldest and has the Best Equipment and Instructors.

Thorough instruction givcn in

HOROLOGY, ENGRAVING and
OPHTHALMOLOGY.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch %riffle here, and
owning it when finished, without extra cost.

E. H. SWAIN, Proprietor,
Write for our New Prospectus. WALTHAM, MASS.
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ANDO

SILVER POLISH
IS THE BEST

Many a Gem
Of Purest Ray Serene
has its beauty hidden in an old-style
show case. Profitable storekeeping de-
mands attractive cases and fixtures.
We make them— everything—in the
largest and best equipped fixtures
factory in the world.

Every jeweler should have our
catalog. Mailed on request.

The R CD N°12k L

'ECTIONS:Shake choroughlY.8

AS1 I

!Ab:he article to be clea.T 
A1R 

re.:,
wipe dry with a 50ft ,

PAUL MFG CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

CiND 0, is a Quick Seller

HUGH LYONS
CO.

Chicago Salesroom:
238 E. Madison St.

CANDO will give thorough satisfaction to your
most fastidious customer, as it is manufactured from
the finest materials used in the admixture of any silver
polish. Our goods are always made the best that
t money and brains can devise, and in all the years
CANDO has been upon the market, we have never
had one single .complaint as to the quality of our
product.

This is a broad statement that could not be made
without a solid basis of fact ; but it goes to show the
just reputation CANDO has earned.

PAUL MFG. CO.,'irArs"'
LANSING, New York Salesroom:

MICH. 679 Broadway.

--
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A New, Cheap but Efficient Punching Press

E will now give detailed instructions

for making a cheap and highly effi-

cient punching .press. The sizes of

the several parts are either on the

drawings or given in the description.

The press as described will punch out disks I

in diameter or oblong pieces :"4"" by 3". Al-

though the press described is worked by the

foot, still the same principle can be applied to

presses worked by steam or other power. Of

course the weight of the machine will have to

be kept proportionate to the work it will be

called upon to do.

The form of the press is what is sometimes

called a jaw press, that is, it works on a joint

placed to the rear of the dies.

We wish, at the outset, to point out cer-

tain important features to be borne in mind when

constructing presses of this kind. One of the

most important features of such a press is illus-

trated at Fig. I. The chief idea of the press

11111•111■1111■0
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Fig. 1
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we are describing is that the male and female

dies are mounted in what are e,quivalent to a

pair of strong, iron jaws, the dies answering to

the teeth. The joint on which these jaws work

is located at w.
It has been urged against

presses of this kind that they

have a lateral motion injurious

to the dies. The grounds on

which this criticism is based are illustrated at

Fig. I ; in moving down the cutting angle of

the die, A passes through the arc u, and if the

female die B was placed at the position indicated

by the dotted outline B", the male die A would

be far from entering the female one. But if we

place the female die as shown at the full outline,

the male die A', as controlled by the center w
,

must enter the female die B with the most per-

fect exactness. It will be seen on examination

of the drawings that all the metal employed i
n

constructing the press is so disposed as to resist

all lateral or side motions to the best possibl
e

advantage, and we feel safe in saying that there

is no press to our knowledge which possesse
s

equal rigidity in proportion to the weight o
f

metal employed in its construction. There is

another advantage about this press which is, tha
t

no " unequaled facilities " are required for 
its

construction. The entire press is contrived on

the idea of being "home made." Making the

wood patterns for the iron castings really con
-

sumes the greatest amount of time that is re
-

quired to construct such a punching press.

We show at Fig. 2 a side view

of such a press complete. As

shown in this cut, the iron bed

B of the press is supposed to

be secured to a heavy wood

work-bench E, by means of the lag screws s

which pass through the lugs r r. The plank E

should be 3" inches thick, and of some sound
,

Punching Press
Principles

A Powerful
Punching Press
Described

THE KHYST 0 N

hard wood, like oak or ash, and well supported

by legs placed on each side of the press and ex-

tending to the floor. The height of the top of

Iv

the bench E should be about 2' 9" from the

floor. The iron bed piece B is 16" long and

2;" deep. This iron bed is hollow underneath,

the wood pattern being made of %" pine boards.

The lugs B" are 3" wide, 1" thick and extend

above the bed B 4".

The hole p in the lug 13" is y2:" in diam-

eter, and the bolt which goes in it should be a

piece of steel drill rod 7-2" in diameter and 6"

in length. The lever C is shaped as shown, but

is hollow, the interior being shaped to the dotted

line q. In the immediate vicinity of the joint

pin /5 the shell of the lever C is made thicker, in

order to have the same strength as the lugs Ii".

The piece is 15;4 long, 4" wide and it"

thick. If it is deemed desirable to make the

piece lighter than a solid casting would be,

the wood pattern at the rear end can be cut into

open work.

At the end A is attached the male die, as

shown at e, Fig. 1. On top of the arm I is

placed the piece, or bolster F, the chief objec
t of

this piece being to carry the power of the le
ver

C down to the arm A. Let us first get to

thoroughly understanding the action of the lever

C, and then g:o back to the piece E The lever

C extends back of the press as shown, the 
end

C' connecting with the knee joint device 
shown

at D D' D", the joints being located at a b 
c.

It will be seen that as the knee joint at b i
s

moved in the direction of the arrow./ the le
ver

C Will be raised, closing the jaws which ho
ld the

dies together.
As shown at Fig. 2, the press

How the is in about the normal position,

Press Works and if it was intended to do any

work the foot would be inserted

in the stirrup /, and the lever D" drawn for
ward

in the direction of the arrow f' , which wo
uld

cause the jaws of the press to separate so
 that

work could readily be inserted. We show 
at

Fig. 3 a top view of the lower C, as if see
n in

the direction of the arrow b, the dotte
d lines

indicating the thickness of the iron shell of

the lever. At Fig. 4 we

show a view of the piece or

bolster seen the same as

the lever in Fig. 3. The

Fig. 4 bolster F is attached to the

arm A by three screws shown at i. Between F

and A are placed several thicknessess of sheet

09
F"
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metal, as shown at in, Fig. 5, said cut being a

\iew of Fig. 4 seen in the direction of the arrow

d. The idea of these sheets of metal is to cause

the male die to just ac-

complish its work with-

out advancing enough to

have it cut by the female.

In explanation, let us

suppose that \ve have a

pair of plain dies in for

cutting out round disks of metal. We keep

adding pieces of sheet metal at in until the disks

are cut out, but not enough to cause the dies

to meet and injure each other.

On the end of the lever C is a projection,

shown at II, which permits the screw g to pass

through it into A. The object of this screw is

to lift the piece A as the knee-joint D 17' returns

after cutting out a blank. In adjusting the

action of the die by the pieces of sheet metal at

we can make the most delicate changes by

substituting a thicker for a thinner one, or the

reverse by substituting a thinner for a thicker.

The knee-joints at D D' should be made amply

strong, and if additional power is required a

weight can be placed on the pendulum lever 17".

In making the press, the pendultim lever 17"

and the part 17 of the knee-joint are cast in

one piece.
The projection if Figs. I and 3, is cast

fast to the bed P. The parts 1) D' P" should

be 3" \vide and 1" thick. The piece 1), seen in

the direction of the arrow k, Fig. 1, is shaped

as shown at Fig. 6. The bolts for the joints

a 6 c should be about in diame-

Fig. 5

a
ter, and the material employed is

steel drill rod. The contact surface

d of the lever C with Pis rounded as

shown at C', Fig. 5, and extends
kis'. entirely across the upper face of 1;

as indicated by the dotted lines d a', Fig. 4.

The upper face of F should be level with the

center of the pin fi, this will in a great degree

prevent sliding friction and add much to the

efficiency of the press. A further description of

this press will be given in our next issue.

The bolster F, Figs. 4 and 5, is as stated,

a little back, held in place by three screw studs,

two of which are shown at i 1. These studs are

inserted and remain in A, the nuts with hexagon

heads being taken off when F is to be removed.

The pieces of sheet metal which make up the

space between Fand A are cut to the same size

as F and are placed on A, the studs i passing

through holes provided for them. After the

proper number of pieces m are in place, the

bolster F is put on and the nuts applied to the

studs i and screwed down.

(To BE CONTINUED)

A Point Well Taken

Don't let a high-salaried man waste his time,

which is your money, by doing work that a boy o
r

some cheap man could do well enough. The head of

a department or a head clerk in a small store should

not go around dusting and arranging goods and doing

that sort of work. If he doesn't happen to have any-

thing particular to do, he should put in his time think-

ing and planning for the betterment of that part of the.

business for which he is responsible. While he is

wasting time doing work that some subordinate ought

to do, he might easily be working out some scheme

for cutting off useless expense or for increasing your

business.
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There is a great demand this fall for

our 0 size QUEEN MAB
watch. This watch has been steadily
growing in favor since the time it was
first put on the market. It is thinly
cased, graceful in shape, an accurate
timekeeper and well made throughout.
We affirm without hesitation that there
is not another 0 size to be purchased
for the same money that will give
equal satisfaction. If you are not
acquainted with the watch give it a
trial. We know you will not be
without a supply when you appreciate
what a satisfactory watch it is to
handle.

It is handsomely cased in a variety
of styles gun metal, silver and io K.
and 14 K. gold filled.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH COMPANY

Offices

WATERBURY, CONN.

j. H. LACROIX, 37 0 39 Maiden Lane, New York City.
, CHAS. LESTER, 149 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
HEACOCK 0 FREER, Claus Spreckels Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
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Among Jewelry Advertisers
N our August issue wc emphasized the import-

ance of the position and typographical ap-

pearance of an ad. The wording of the

announcement is the next, and by no means

the least consideration. Literary cleverness in the

writing of advertisements is a faculty—we had almos
t

said an instinct—which has developed to an ab
normal

extent within the past decade. Indeed, the evolution

of modern business seems to have affected th
is particu-

lar branch more than any other.

The primary essential for writing a well-worded

ad. is a thorough knowledge of the goo
ds adver-

G: A Reliable
3 Clock

is a necessity in
every well-regulated
home. OUR CLOCKS
combine beauty of de-
sign with absolute
accuracy as time-
keepers. We invite
inspection of our
Clocks—they are
here in great variety
of styles—from our
8-day strike and
alarm, at 83, up to the
fine imported ones.

We also have those
famous little alarm
ones at only S1.00.

Come in to-day.

Independence, Kans.

THE GREAT CLOCK PEOPLE

tised. Advertising without this knowledge lacks 
im-

pressiveness and point. Mere generalities regarding

any sort of goods never excite the 
interest of the

public. Jewelry being more a luxury than a comm
od-

ity of practical utility, those engaged 
in the sale of it

are, to a certain extent, handicapped in t
he way of ad-

vertising. It is far easier to convince a man that "
 our

$1.50 soft summer shirts are indispen
sable during the

hot spell," than to persuade him " to 
leave the solid

silver at home in safety, and adorn his sea
-shore cottage

with some of our cheap, artistic piec
es of quadruple

ware." A close adherence to the importan
t facts which

should commend the goods to the p
ublic, is the best

way to avoid saying either too little
 or too much.

Those facts should be incorporated in 
sentences which

are terse, epigramatic and convincin
g. By far the

greater portion of the jewelry sold is p
urchased by the

gentler sex, and this constitutes a further reason why

jewelry advertisements should have a nice literary

finish. The advertisements of articles of jewelry for

( Gem Excellence!)

Impure stones will
tnar the beauty of the
inost cleverly executed
designs—a single one
will dint the brilliancy
of the most elegant
jewel. Perfect gems give
sparkling harmony to
an artistic design—such
stones make jewels de-
sirable. To the smallest
stone, all of our gems
are excellent — n
matter of pride with U8
that they always be so.

We give Cash Re-
bate Coupons, or, if you
prefer, a 5 per cent. dis-
count for easb.

C. Lumsden & Son
31111111filt•I 11 i lig P 111.,
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Richmond, Va.

men need not always be written so as to a
ppeal especi-

ally to men, for the women even more 
than the men

control the purchase of such articles. It is generally

the woman's taste and experience which 
influence her

husband and the other male members of 
her family in

the purchase of jewelry.. The hard and f
ast rules laid

down by advertising experts are not alway
s compatible

with the circumstances surrounding one's 
business, and

jewelers should take into account the tas
tes and intel-

lectual standard of those from whom 
they expect

patronage, and frame their advertisements 
accordingly.

The jeweler should read carefully the 
advertise-

ments in the newspapers and magazines.
 He should

cut out the portions he considers the be
st, and paste

them into a book kept for the purpose, 
and %vhich will

serve for reference and use in the pr
eparation of his

ads. He will thus become familiar with the
 methods

adopted by successful advertisers.

Commencement presents are now a we
ll-estab-

lished fad, and the jewelers are the chief 
beneficiaries.

During the last commencement season so
me excellent

advertising was done by the trade and m
uch business

resulted. Many overlooked the opportuni
ty, however,

a business sin of omission which brou
ght its own pen-

alty. The advertising of such gifts not only 
brings

business but gives life to the fad and 
adds another to

the annual opportunities of the trade. 
We show here-

with a sample advertisement of com
mencement goods.

The Underwood Co., who are enthu
siastic and ac-

complished advertisers, pushed these go
ods in season

just as they push wedding presents 
and other goods in

qvason, with most satisfactory results. 
A good point

1,195-252SaS2S-2.5?_5252.5-E525-252.5a5a52.5252.52..525252525‘
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uur Watch Bargains
• 

and you will wonder how we c
an do it

Illi Ladies Solid Gold, with j
eweled $14.50

movement  

Ladies' do:year gold filled, jew
eled 12.50

movement . . . . .....

Gents' gold filled, 7 jewel mo
ve- 8.00

ment  

Gents' nickel case, 7 jewel mo
ve-

ment  

The quality of these goods c
annot be 

judged by prices. Call and see them.

3-75
ment

J. F. LUKENS

Jeweler and Optician 
Union City, Tenn.

asaTas-asaszs25252.52.5F—S-2.525-252.52
.5252525-2.525

in the ad. shown is the list of suggestions. 
Such a list

is always ser ■ livable to those deciding " what to give,"

and the idea must not be lost sight of by h
oliday ad-

vertisers.
The two months immediately preceding the sea

son

of " Peace and good will," affords, perhap
s, a wider

field for an exhibition of advertising genius t
han any

other period of the year. The public are then in buy-

ing humor and can be appealed to with mor
e effect

than during the earlier months. City merchants begin

their Christmas advertising earlier than do trade
rs in

country towns, for the reason that city people like t
o

Wedding Gifts for
Bridegrooms
No reason why the bride alone

should be considered. We show

Carving Sets xvith Silver-Plated

Handles, Stag Horn Handles and

Sterling Handles, \\ ith knives that

will cut, steels that will sharpen

and forks that will hold a joint.

They sweeten the temper and pro-

long the life of the groom. Re-

member him, too, when buying

wedding gifts, and don't forget us.

THE UNDERWOOD CO.
JEWELERS

18 East Eleventh Street

KANSAS CITY, MO.

buy their holiday goods as early as possible. This is

principally occasioned by the prevalent belief that price
s

usually go up as the season advances. Jewelers t
hem-

selves can, as a rule, best determine the proper 
time

to begin the Christmas crusade, but it should be born
e

in mind that, as in the case of a man setting ou
t to

catch a train, better to be half an hour too early tha
n

half a minute too late. In stating definitely the proper

time at which to begin holiday advertising, we wo
uld

suggest a good start, at least six weeks before th
e

holidays. Competition is usually so rife at this par-

ticular time of year, and advertising so abundant, tha
t

to bring tangible returns, an ad. must necessaril
y be

unusually attractive and forcible. Announcements

should be so worded as to appeal to every clas
s of

society, and should, if possible, be compatible 
with

pocketbooks of all dimensions.

For the Girls
Sterling Toilet Sets
Sterling Curlers
Sterling Glove Stretchers

Sterling Sealing Sets
Sterling Letter Files
Sterling Pen Holders
Sterling Perfume Bottles

Sterling Belt Buckles
Sterling Chatelaine Purses

Sterling Manicure Pieces

Sterling High School Spoons
Pretty Chatelaine Watches

Gifts
for

Graduates

For the Boys
Sterling Hat Brushes
Sterling Clothes Brushes
Sterling Military Brushes
Sterling Match Boxes
Sterling Paper Cutters
Sterling Ink Wells
Sterling Pen Holders
Sterling Mounted

Suspenders
Gold Cuff Links
Stick Pins, Watch Fobs
Shirt Studs, etc., etc.

EVERY PIECE OF GOODS IN OUR 
STOCK IS NEW

We are glad to show the stock and you 
will

not he asked to buy. We like lookers.

THE UNDERWOOD CO., Jewelers

18 East Eleventh St., Kansas City, Mo.
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4 Ladies' Pocketbook Mirror 
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The Popular Heart Book Mark

Very Artistic g1v.,'
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6.* No. 87. Ungraved Mirror 
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A handsome and dainty little article to retail for 15 cents.
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Ve.,.. No. 46. (lame Counter

r,. .4 popular trade.

enclosing disks of extra quality celluloid. Cheap.Neat, Durable. Good for the very best as well as the

Back and front of the celebrated Silver-Aluminum,

Built on scientific principles and guaranteed the best

No. No6. Match Safe ..—..

all-around box on the market for the money. 
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0,1* The jeweler who first secures a line of these neat, low-priced :9ih Novelties will popularize his store and make it the gravitating,- center *G-q
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p- for the buying public. Write us to-day for our catalogue.

E. A. Fargo & Coo Dept. L Mass.
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Omaha and Vicinity

The assassination of President Wil-
State of Trade liam McKinley caused for a time a

practical cessation of business dur-
ing the past month, but the announcement of his poli-
cies by President Roosevelt immediately had a quiet-
ing effect, and business in the jewelry line began again
to resume a normal condition.

One factor, however, appears to be militating
against as large an increase in trade as was expected,
after it was learned that the effects of the July drouth
had not proven serious. This factor is the prevailing
high prices for edibles. An enormous increase has
been apparent during the past two or three weeks,
and its effect has been to change the conditions for-
merly existing among the trade. Instead of heavy
buying in the cities by local customers, the farming
communities and the small towns situated in them
appear to be doing the best business.

This state of affairs was somewhat unlooked for,
and in consequence, while the jobbers are doing an
excellent business in the agrarian districts, their busi-
ness in the large cities is by no means flattering.
Omaha jobbers, however, have been more fortunate
than those of Denver or Kansas City during the past
month, owing to the fact that the annual fall festivities
in Omaha were held and attracted buyers from all
over the territory, both by the peculiar attractions
offered in the pageants and street carnivals, which
lasted for eleven days, and the great reductions made
in railroad rates to Omaha. Another inducement was
the offer of the jobbers' association to pay the trans-
portation and hotel expenses of all buyers when their
purchases in all lines of goods shall have equaled a
sum, 3 per cent. of which would pay their expenses
and transportation. Thus a buyer, whose aggregate
purchases in all lines of merchandise would equal
$500, would receive in cash from the jobbers' associa-
tion $15 to apply towards his expenses, and more in
proportion to his purchases.

Denver's opportunity occurred October 1st, 2d
and 3d, when that city held its annual Festival of
Mountain and Plain. Attractive railroad rates were
offered and out-of-town buyers seized the opportunity
of consolidating business and pleasure with their usual
avidity.

One of the most momentous events
A Big Smelter of the past month, however, in con-

nection with the jewelry trade of
this vicinity, is the beginning of active construction of
a 5042-ton smelter at Rapid City, S. Dak. The enter-
prise has been engineered by interested Boston capi-
talists, who desired to save cost of transportation from
the Black Hills mines to Omaha. While the construc-
tion of the plant will revive the waning business inter-
ests of Rapid City and increase, to a large extent, the
production of Black Hills gold, the Omaha smelter
will not suffer, as the Rapid City smelter will handle
only certain kinds of ore, sending all other ores to
Omaha as usual. This new smelter will alone increase
the gold output of the Black Hills considerably over
$2,000,000 a year, and it may add $4,000,000 annually
to the world's supply of gold. Placing this increase to
the enormously increasing production being experi-
enced under the construction of cyanide plants, as re-
ported some months ago in THE KEYSTONE, the ag-
gregate increase in output of the Black Hills will bring
its production close to the $4o,000,000 mark, in the
estimation of competent engineers. It will certainly
exceed $3o,000,000. The phenomenal development
of the Black Hills mines is assurance of that sum be-
ing reached.

Tariff revision is causing anxiety in
Tasiff Revision some portions of Nebraska, but only

as to one phase—that which affects
beet sugar culture. Certain large districts depend for
their business on the maintenance of a tariff between
the United States and Cuba on raw sugar imports, and
any change in the tariff, such as is proposed by the
American Sugar Refining Company, would annihilate
the beet sugar industry in the West and cripple all
mercantile • lines dependent upon the farmers whose
profits arise from the raising of sugar beets. As it
happens, the beet sugar districts are considered among
the best districts for trade in the jewelry line, and as a
consequence the jobbers' association, among which

are many wholesale jewelers, is making a bitter fight
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against any reduction or the entire elimination of du-
ties on Cuban raw sugar.

During all of the Omaha carnival season, and
although upwards of too,000 visitors were in the city,
aside from the city's own population, not a robbery of
any kind or character was reported by a jewelry house.

Retail jewelers are returning from their summer
vacations, ready for the conduct of an active business
during the winter season.

Anton Cross, of Pierce, Nebr., has gained a repu-
tation in the West as an expert safe-opener. He has
recently taken a contract with a Denver bank to open
its safe inside of twelve hours, receiving as his com-
pensation $150. He has been successful in all other
attempts he has made.

Sol. Bergman, of the Bergman Jewelry Co.,
Omaha, has returned from an Eastern buying trip and
will soon go over the Western territory.

Karl Hansen, of Denmark, who recently landed
in Omaha, has been engaged by the Reichenberg-
Smith Co. as an expert watchmaker. He bears high
credentials from leading European establishments.

Among the buyers in Omaha last month were
members of the firm of Baughan & Labarel, Jules-
burg, Colo. They are well satisfied with the trade
conditions in their district.

A. B. Hubermann, an Omaha retailer, is still in
Germany, where he has an estate, and while there
will visit the leading diamond markets to make his
purchases.

The month of September passed without the es-
tablishment of a new jewelry store in Omaha, some-
thing new during the past year.

Jeweler Coombs, a Douglas Street retailer, is re-
ceiving congratulations of the trade over the neat and
tasty appearance of his new suburban villa, just below
South Omaha. His home is one of the cosiest of
those owned by members of the trade here.

The Shook Manufacturing Co., Omaha, has en-
larged its stock to a considerable extent, and is ex-
panding its trade in proportion.

Brown & Borsheim, South Sixteenth Street jew-
elers, have offered a silver cup in a golf contest, to
occur in Omaha.

C. B. Jacquemin & Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa,
offered a cup last month for the winner of a yacht race
on Lake Manawa, near that city.

The cry of " home industry " is again being raised
in the Western localities, and inducements are being
offered jewelry manufacturers to locate in the Western
towns and cities.

Rearrangement of the windows for the early holi-
day trade is being commenced in this vicinity.

The Mawhinney & Ryan Co. is working upon an
uniquely-fitted room for an art ware display. Plans
are not yet fully completed.

J. L. Jacobson, a manufacturing jeweler on Dodge
Street, Omaha, is now settled in the new offices which
have been prepared for him on the second floor of the
Arlington Block, adjoining his factory rooms. He is
now employing nine men in the shop.

Mr. Lindsay, a Douglas Street jeweler, has com-
pleted enlargements of his workshop room, and now
has one of the most complete establishments of its
character in the city.

Demand for Character
I do not know whether it is true that every man is

the architect of his own fortunes, but surely every man
is the architect of his own character, and he is the
builder of his own character. It is what he makes it,
and it is growing all the time easier to do right and to
be right. With our churches, our Young Men's Chris-
tian Associations, our various church societies, every
assistance is given for righteous living and righteous
doing. It is no longer a drawback to the progress of
a young man to be a member of a Christian church. It
is no embarrassment ; it is an encouragement. It is no
hindrance ; it is a help. There never was in all the past
such a demand as now for incorruptible character
strong enough to resist every temptation to do wrong.
We need it in every relation of life, in the home, in the
store, the bank, and in the great business affairs of the
country. We need it in the discharge of the new duties
that have come to the Government. It is needed every-
where, never more than at this hour.

—William McKinley.
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The past two weeks have seen more out-of-town
buyers in this city than have ever been here before in
the same length of time. The G. A. R. encampment
made such low railroad rates that there was a regular
invasion of this market from all parts of this State and
neighboring States. The jobbers were delighted with
the results. The general business conditions continue
good. The past two weeks have seen an enormous
volume of business transacted. This condition is not
confined to any one line. The largest wholesale mil-
linery house in Ohio told your correspondent that they
had difficulty to take care of all the business that was
coming to them. A similar report came from the
largest wholesale dry goods house.

A. T. Hubbard was in New York the last two
weeks, buying for the coming holiday season.

Captain R. E. Burdick was chief of staff in the re-
cent G. A. R. parade in this city. The captain de-
votes considerable of his spare time to affairs military.

The Bowler & Burdick Co. has just placed on ex-
hibition one of the largest collections of fine Italian
marble statuary that have ever been assembled in this
town. To this also has been added a large assort-
ment of Austrian faience and mosaic work. It will be
well worth our local jewelers' time to take a look at
this collection of art wares.

Frank Martin, manager of the porcelain and art
departments of the Cowell & Hubbard Co., is in the
East buying heavily for the fall trade. Mr. Martin
says he will have the finest assortment this year he has
ever had. The stationery department of this company
is now in charge of Mr. Barnard, formerly manager of
the stationery department of the Helman-Taylor Co.

Walter F. Miller, watchmaker for several years
with Charles Burris, Crestline, Ohio, has entered the
employ of Bowler & Burdick Co., as assistant to Mr.
Dietz in the material department. Mr. Miller will
also represent the house on the road with their line of
material.

The optical firm of J. P. Johnston, Colonial Ar-
cade, has secured the services of the following opti-
cians, and will establish them in their branch stores in
Northern Ohio ; W. H. L. Bennett, London, Ontario;
B. A. DeVore, Cleveland; R. M. Mertz, Cincinnati ;
R. Wallace Doig, Sandwich, Ill. ; M. A. DeGolier,
Chicago, and Edw. J. Phillippi, Pittsburg, Pa.

Harry S. Adams was in town last month renew-
ing old friendships and looking after business. He
was formerly of this city, but now travels for the Berlin
& Jones Envelope Co., New York.

Richard 0. Carter has resigned his position with
the Bowler & Burdick Co., to accept one with King,
Raichle & King, Buffalo. Mr. Carter was trained
in the business in his father's store in New Lon-
don, Ohio.

F. H. Kramer, jeweler, Y. M. C. A. Building,
was robbed last month by the substitution scheme by
a young man who entered the store in the evening
when there were a number of customers around, and
asked to see some rings. The young man left and
also left a " phony."

C. R. Bickford, Elyria, Ohio, spent part of last
month at the Pan-American Exposition.

Ed. Nolf, of Nolf Bros., Wadsworth, Ohio, was
also at the Pan last month. Mr. Nolf is very enthusi-
astic over the exposition.

Charles H. Savage, Elyria, Ohio, will open up a
new store about October 1st. For many years Mr.
Savage was associated with John Murbach.

The following out-of-town buyers were in town
last month : W. L. Brown, Hubbard, Ohio ; A. B.
Smith, Sherman, N. Y.; Phil. Seewald, Hudson,Mich.;
W. C. Fisher, Lorain, Ohio ; F. H. De Witt, Port
Clinton, Ohio ; W. W. Wells, Lodi, Ohio ; R. L.
Deming, Garrettsville, Ohio ; Wm. Barger, Kellys
Island, Ohio ; C. M. Wilson, Salem, Ohio ; W. J.
Lowrey, East Palestine, Ohio ; Geo. Deuble, Canton,
Ohio ; D. Leonheiser, Huron, Ohio ; A. L. Bonewell,
Gibsondale, Ohio ; W. R. Brooks, Shelby, Ohio ; J.
E. Beck, Martins Ferry, Ohio ; Geo. Dales, Akron,
Ohio ; A. E. Oyster, Alliance, Ohio ; F. P. Craig,
Sandy Lake, Pa.; B. F. Phillips, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio ; C. F. Gardner, Newton Falls, Ohio ; H. H.
Brainard, Medina, Ohio ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville,
Ohio ; Frank Dyer, Caro, Mich.; L. C. Quimby, Cum-
berland, Ohio ; Mr, Cawood, Toledo, Ohio,



Our first window-dressing competition was so pronounced a success we've decided to hold anotherthis year on an enlarged scale.
We've increased the prize list—made eighteen in all—made it a bit easier to win. We've improvedon the window posterettes wonderfully, both in desig-n and color—made them more artistic, made itpossible to dress a Ivindow more :mi.:tech:eh'.
But win or lose it is well Iyorth a try. If you win you are a bag of gold ahead. If you lose youstill have an attractively dressed window, made doubly fetching by the posterettes, to draw the holidayshoppers. Ffere are the prizes :

A Bag of $100.00
A Bag of 50.00
A Bag of 25.00 foi
15 Bags of 10.00

Jor the Jeweler who shall display the best dressed window.

1,,r the Jeweler with the next best window display.

the Jeweler with the third best dressed tvimlow.

IC r the fifteen Jewelers whose window displays rank next.

Windows may be dressed with any class of goods the competitor
desires, the only condition being that Simmons Chains and the
three handsome posterettes of Simmons Chains we will send you
shall form an important part of the display. 

Window displays must be made between November 15 and December 25, 1901, and shall not beof less than three days' duration.
Photographs of displays must be sent us Ivith name and address of Jeweler plainly marked on back,before January J5, 1902.
Prizes will be awarded by a committee of three, January 15, 1902, and immediately after, reproduc-tions of the winning- displays will appear in the Jewelers' Circular and The Keys/one.

Aside from the prizes, there is a solid business reason why you should push SimmonsChains—the fact that we have advertised them as no other watch chains have ever been advertised tothe buying public. Again and again in large spaces in the leading magazines and popular weeklies ofthis country and Canada we have told 17,000,000 people about Simmons Chains and where they couldbe bought. The gist of the advertising has been " go to your retailer "—to you.The full force of this advertising is now felt ; get your share of it—from those of the 17,000,000who live in your town—by letting them know you carry Simmons Chains.Carry enough of them, you can afford it—they are the standard, recognized best. Your jobberwill supply you.

NEW YORK
9 Maiden Lane

October, tgoi THE KEYSTONE
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EXT to a newspaper announcement, an attractive show window
is undoubtedly the best advertisement. Taking into consid-
eration the factor of expense, they far exceed in value any

other form of publication. It is, therefore, surprising to find such an
amount of apathy on the part of retail jewelers in regard to this
important branch of storekeeping. Jewelry is ever attractive, even a
nondescript lot of watches or finger rings bundled into a dusty old

window, the woodwork of which is oblivious of the painter's existence,

will attract more attention than would most other classes of merchan-

dise similarly surrounded.
It is not an exceedingly difficult matter to make any window

attractive, and jewelry is a commodity that shows to better advantage

than most other goods. It is obvious, therefore, that the jewelry

business is such as to offer better opportunities for profitable window

trimming than most other branches of retail trading. A person may

pass by the drug, hardware, grocery, or even dry goods store, without

troubling to inspect the windows thereof, but on approaching the

jewelers, the love of valuables usually asserts itself.

4 4 4

Dressings Appropriate for October

As the crops this fall are likely to bring good prices, an apt

window-dressing idea for the agricultural sections would be the follow-

ing : In a vacant space on one side of the window place a bushel

measure filled with wheat. For appearance sake the measure may be

covered with tin foil. It is not essential that it should be filled with

wheat, as a heap on the top will convey the same idea. On the heap

should be a card telling the price, "— per bushel." On the other

• side of the window place a miscellaneous lot of articles which you can
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sell profitably at the price which a bushel of wheat will bring. If you

have not a sufficiency of such low-priced articles two bushels of wheat

or three may be used. Then place a bold, readable placard at the

back of the window with this announcement :

-1-liE PRICE ()I: A BUSHEL OP

WHEAT WILL BUY ANY Or THE

PRETTY ARTICLES THAT ARE

LEXHIBITED IN THIS WINDOW

Or

YOU WOULDN'T MISS A BUSHEL

OF WHEAT FROM YOUR BIN, YET

THE PRICE OF IT WILL BUY ANY

OF THE ARTICLES HERE SHOWN

The same idea may be applied to almost any other produce. It

will impress the agricultural class with the cheapness of the goods.
Another appropriate idea for an October window would be some

pretty arrangement of trees and branches in their varied autumn

coloring, with single leaves hanging by invisible threads of many

lengths from the roof of the window. Quite a pretty effect may be pro-

duced in this way. Some such placard as the following might be used :

WITH THE FALL (Jr THE LEAF

COMES A FALL IN PRICES

Or a sign Windfalls,' ' " Leavings," or some such word or catch-

phrase would also be appropriate at this season of the year.

Otag ,he

Monster Spoons for Window Displays

Barnes & Foster, of Spencer, Ind., exhibited a very attractive

window display during the reunion of the Twenty-first Indiana Regi-

ment last month. A spoon measuring more than a yard in length

was fashioned for the occasion, and the names of popular members of

the regiment were printed on cards and scattered about the window,

and last but not least was the picture of a long-eared donkey. The

spoon was given prominence on account of the fact that one of the

commanders of the regiment was familiarly known as " Old Spoons."

The donkey was honored because the First Heavy Artillery for a time

had to use a number of the aforesaid animals to transport their guns.

INMON
C,HAINS

CHR:ISTMA

tt;

CHICAGO
126 State Street

special Chaim Dii.play by campbell s: Co., South Chicago, Ill.
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Prices are going higher.
This is the time of year you

want them.

That We are in position to fill
your orders.

Our prices are right.
We send selection packages

to responsible parties.

R. &Wegner Co.
St. Paul

Minn.

We do

RELIABLE
Silver Plating
Silverware
Repairing Can this be Repaired? Yes!

we Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts tomatch the old ones, broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate Brass, Oxidized Silver, Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze,
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze,

and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. L. Sercomb Co. CHICAGO

State 84 Adams Sts.

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

You Make No Mistake
In selling your customer a Relief Button.
lie will not come back in a few days with

TWO PIECES TO MEND " FREE OF CHARGE."
It has no springs to break, no levers to wear out, no
top to lose. Made to wear and guaranteed to give

satisfaction.

Ask your jobber for them.
Prices on application.

wieRELIEF Reid Orr Co.
Collar Button Factory an Main Office

Makers an D Sole Agents

Rochester, Minn.`Paterite,1 NoTernber 1, 13S

To Learn
Watchmaking
Engraving and
Kindred Trades

Go to School
We believe you can realize the most on your

money by coming to our School. Why this is true,
is explained in our Prospectus. That it is true, is
shown by the work done and the wages earned by
. our graduates, and by what our students say. Some

of them have tried other schools before.
Requests from jewelers for graduates of our

School continue to come. The salaries offered are
high.

Write for Prospectus, Circulars, etc.

The Ezra F. Bowman
A school for the thorough
teaching of

WATCHMAKING
ENGRAVING
JEWELRY REPAIRING
OPTICS

Technical School
Lancaster, Pa.

October, 1901

News from the Northwest

Situation in the
Northwest

The Northwestern section was en
-

joying its annual jubilee in response

to the successful housing of one
 of

the most valuable crops it
 has ever harvested, when

right in the midst of the rejoi
cing came the news of

the assassination of the Pr
esident. The sorrow so sud-

denly thrown on it seemed t
o take all spirit out of it,

and every one preferred and w
as allowed (it seems by

common consent) to give up
 all jollification. Even

the heavens seemed to mour
n, a peculiar and much-

noticed condition being that 
there was not one day

passed from the time of th
e assault on President

McKinley until the day after his
 final burial at Canton

that it did not rain in this sect
ion. We mourn with all

the world over our loss, 
but from under the clouds

appear rays of sunshine. Our country will be bene-

fited forever for having had 
such a President. For his

successor in office we can ha
ve only words of praise.,

He has been much among 
us, and many of us know

him personally, no doubt. W
e can truthfully say, he

1.as more personal acquaint
ances in this section than

any other President we eve
r had. No fears are enter-

tained of the outcome of his 
administration.

Business in general is fully
 up to, if not ahead of

last year. The large numb
er of dealers calling on

Twin City jobbers during th
e past month left plenty of

work, and orders are still lyin
g on the office desks not

filled, owing to the rush, ev
erything that was not in a

hurry being placed to one side, to allow pre
ssing

orders the right of way. The 
general feeling expressed

by the retailers is that b
usiness cannot help being

good. Everything is on the up grad
e ; a great many

orders for new fixtures ha
ve been placed, and " ex-

pansion" seems to be the 
rule.

Collections have improved 
decidedly, and, no

doubt, will continue so, as n
ow the farmer (our source

of supply) is ready to mark
et his grain and liquidate

his store accounts. This money comes back t
o the

jobber and by him it is han
ded further along the line.

Travelers are all out for a 
final

The Travelers round-up of the trade, and 
nothing

shows their results better th
an their

smile, which seems broad
er than

usual by a good margin. 
The lights in all jobbers'

offices showing extra hours 
of work by the home force

,

in the effort to keep in si
ght the bottom of the ord

er

spindles, is also significant.
 A record-breaker for th

e

season is undoubtedly ahe
ad of us. May all expecta-

tions be realized.

0. E. Worman, Hamline
, Minn., has reopened

his store with a complete 
new outfit.

K. R. Killand, St. Hillaire
, Minn., has just added

more show-case room to d
isplay his increased stock.

J. H. Zimmerman, latel
y at Prairie du Chien,

Wis., has begun business 
at 693 East Seventh Street

,

St. Paul, Minn.

R. G. Ingraham, Meno
monee, Wis., was in the

Twin Cities last month 
looking for a twin-baby bu

ggy

for his pair of little girls
, who arrived safely a sho

rt

time ago.
E. S. Houghton, Brainer

d, Minn., has returned

from a ten-days' visit to h
is old home, Cannon Fall

s,

Minn. \\Tillie in the cities he spe
nt some time show-

ing up his recently patent
ed alcohol self-blowing l

amp.

It looks like a good one.

Peder Gaalaas, for the pa
st fifteen years with F.

Willman, Stillwater, Minn.
, has gone to work for

Henry I3ockstruck, St. Paul.

Thompson Bros., Cameron, W
is., have opened a

branch store at Barron, 'Wis
.

W. F. Rust, Milbank, S. Dak.,
 died August 20th.

The business is being conti
nued by Mrs. Rust.

J. B. Hudson, Minneapolis,
 has gone East in

search of novelties for the
 holidays.

Ernest Boerner, of Geist 
& Erd, Duluth, spent a

ten-days' vacation r
usticating in the country near 

St.

Paul.
M. E. Kubat, Blooming 

Prairie, Minn., has left his

old position and is looki
ng for a new location.

W. J. Flack has bought 
the W. W. Dexter stock

at Detroit, Minn., and w
ill continue the business

.

C. Buller has started a watch r
epair shop at

Mountain Lake, Minn.

Henry Hug, for twelve 
years in business for him-

self as manufacturing 
jeweler, has quit and gone

 to

work for Geo. W. Wooley,
 St. Paul.

Jubilant
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A. G. Sweet, Dubuque, I
owa, has accepted a

position with Fred. Willman, 
Stillwater, Minn.

B. T. I3irk has moved from H
anley Falls to Sacred

Heart, Minn.

W. Lloyd Britton has begun 
business at Goodhue,

Minn.
Fred. Damcke, for several y

ears engraver with

Rentz Bros., Minneapolis, i
s now with Mowrey &

Leavitt, St. Paul.

Paul Puls, Eau Claire, Wis., 
found to his sorrow

it did not pay to hunt prairie 
chickens out of season,

being fined $4.o and costs last m
onth for the experiment.

C. S. Sutter has opened a r
etail store at 150 East

Seventh Street, St. Paul.

J..Finks is taking a course o
f engraving with S.

B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.

A. C. Olson, with M. S. 
Denel, Eden Valley,

Minn., spent a few days visiti
ng at his home, Marine,

Minn.
The store of W. F. Rust, Mi

lbank, S. Dak., hada

narrow escape from fire September 9th. The fire

started in the basement, but 
fortunately was discovered

in time to prevent serious 
loss. There was quite a

little smoke and water dama
ge, which was covered by

insurance.
John McMillan has bought 

the stock of William

Scott, Miami, Manitoba. Mr. Scott has gone to Mor-

ris, Man., where he has star
ted anew.

Reuben Robertson, St. Cloud
, Minn., is taking a

course of engraving with To
m Shirley, St. Paul.

Theodore G. Mahler, LeSu
eur, Minn., accompa-

nied by his wife and young 
hopeful, spent several days

visiting friends in the twin ci
ties last month.

Frank Waterbury, lately in 
the employ of Martin

A. Hagen, Grand Forks, N
. Dak., is now covering the

Northwestern territory for Sis
cho & Beard, St. Paul.

Charles C. Smith and Eno
ch Wahlin are out on

their big trips for R. B. 
Wegner Co., St. Paul, and

sending in nice orders.

F. C. Jarvis, formerly 
watchmaker for Henry

Bockstruck, St. Paul, has 
begun business at Shell

Lake, Wis.
George W. Ellis, Stewartvil

le, Minn., has added

some new fixtures and 
otherwise improved his stor

e-

room.
E. F. Hubner, Stillwater, 

Minn., has let the con-

tract for a new wall case 
and a floor case, to enable

him to display his increasi
ng stock to better advantag

e.

The low excursion rate
s to the

State Fair brought a more th
an

usual amount of visitors to the

Twin Cities jobbers. Undoubt-

edly, during the rush, a 
number were missed, but

we did notice the foll
owing : Nordahl C. Unseth,

Grantsberg, Wis.; G. Fre
d. Connell, Farmingto

n,

Mimi.; T. J. Thompson, 
Cameron, Wis.; E. F.

Mayer, Butte, Mont.; Loui
s Hansen, Devil's Lake

,

N. Dak.; E. E. Church, 
Clear Lake, Wis.; Georg

e

Fox, Cincinnati. Ohio ; C
. G. Conyne, Mandan, 

N.

Dak.; Earnest Schmidt, 
Howard Lake, Minn.; S

.

Christopher, Duluth, Minn.
; R. G. Ingraham,.Men

o-

monee, Wis.; Edw. H. G
ross, Osceola, \Vis.; Wil

liam

Lenz, Osakis, Minn.; E
. S. Houghton, Brain

erd,

Mimi.; E. C. Gross, 
Litchfield, Minn.; 0. E. J

urrud,

Rothsay, Minn.; Theo. G
. Mahler, LeSueur, Min

n.;

Fred. Giehler, Norwood
, Minn.; Ernest Boerner ;

Duluth, Minn.; Peter 
Berglof, Isanti, Minn.; A

. M.

Fargeman, Fergus Falls, 
Minn.; Chris. H. Nerbovi

g,

Mapleton, Minn.; C. J. 
Wimer, Minneota, Minn.;

 H.

Harris, Chetek, Wis.; 
Charles C. Staacke, D

uluth,

Minn.; J. M. Nelson, 
Ellsworth, Wis.; A. F. 

Kinney,

Mazeppa, Minn.; M. F.
 Troxel, Bryant, S. 

Dak.;

Clyde E. Day, Wyckoff
, Minn.; Joe H. Romdene,

Elk River, Minn.; A. 
L. Thompson, Mayville

, N.

Dak.; 0. K. Berglund, 
Lake Mills, Iowa ; J. H

. Mie-

sen, Benson, Minn.; Cl
yde B. Ayers, Osceola,

 Wis.;

A. L. Mealey, Delano, 
Minn.: \V. \V. Devitt, 

Corwith,

Iowa ; J. B. Pederson, 
Leeds, N. Dak.; Willia

m Lin-

deman, Avon, Minn.; 
Lucien Diacon, Chaska, 

Minn.;

Albert J. Krueger, Nor
th Branch, Minn.; William

Plackner, Arlington, Minn
.; Fred. Schmidt, Ho

ward

Lake, Minn.; M. E. B
rown, Graceville, Minn.;

 J. W.

Grainger, Rochester, Minn
.; S. B. Millard, Lit

chfield,

Minn.; A. M. Harper, 
Renville, Minn.; John G. 

Bett,

Minnesota Lake, Minn.; A
. F. Robertson, St. Cl

oud,

Minn.; P. Dougal, Maple 
Lake, Minn.; W. G. Gou

ld,

Glencoe, Minn.; F. Meyer
, Albany, Mimi.; Leon 

E.

Miner, Foley, Minn.; 
George L. Rochat, Ada, M

inn.;

W. W. Winchester, A
mery, Wis.; John Tholen

, Col-

Out-of-Town
Visitors
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ogne, Minn.; H. H. Starr,
 New Richmond, Wis.;

John C. Marx, Shakopee, 
Minn.; F. H. Towne, Sis-

seton, N. Dak.; H. L. Mor
ken, Bee, Minn.; Andrew

M. Wilton, Alexandria, M
inn.; Frank L. Grace, Still-

water, Minn.; George B. 
Johnston, Pipestone, Minn.;

Joe A. Sansome, Eau Clai
re, Wis.; William Krohn,

Annandale, Minn.; J. M. Ch
almers, Lake City, Minn.;

I I. M. Hitchcock, Redw
ood Falls, Minn.; Charles

Heidbrink, Ellsworth, Wis.; A. C. 
Olson, Eden

Valley, Minn.; J. C. Herdli
ska, Princeton, Minn.; 0.

P. Yaeger, Riceville, Iowa
 ; D. \V. Smith, Pipestone,

Minn.; E. F. Huhner, 
Stillwater, Minn.; Flo. B.

Sweet, St. Cloud, Minn.; F
rank 1.. Willson, Mantor-

ville, Minn.; Albert Asleso
n, Dawson, Minn.; J. A.

Pederson, Rushford, Minn. • 
M M Simmer, Hender-

son, Minn.; John G. Stluka
, Walipeton, N. Dak.; G.

A. Klein, Duluth, Minn.; A
. V. Carlson, Almelund,

Minn.; J. 13. I). Wagner, Morton, Minn
.; O. H. E.

Kern, Rothsay, Minn.; B. 
T. Lavelle, Reynolds, N.

Dak.; Edw. H. Abbot, O
watonna, Minn.; F. F. Nel-

son, Willmar, Minn.; W. 
0. Crane, Carrington, N.

Dak.; Joe Klein, Duluth, M
inn.; John G. Meacham,

Prescott, Wis.; A. G. Swee
t, Stillwater, Minn.; \V.

W. McGuire, Northfield, 
Minn.; W. Edelman, Still-

water, Minn.

Sayings of Philip D. Armo
ur

Capital can do nothing with
out brains to direct it.

An American boy counts on
e, long before his time

to vote. •

We can't help the past, bu
t we can look out for

the future.
Give the young man a chanc

e ; this is the country

of the young.

Hope is pretty poor securit
y to • go to a bank to

borrow money on.

A " sit-down method " wo
n't do a minute in this

age of aggressiveness.

There is nothing else on eart
h so annoying as pro-

crastination in decisions.

A man does not necessaril
y have to be a lawyer to

have good, hard sense.

An indiscreet man usually 
lives to see the folly

of his ways ; and, if he d
oesn't, his children do.

A man should always be
 close to the situation,

know what he is doing, 
and not take anything for

granted.
It is an easy matter to handl

e even congested con-

troversies, where the spirit of
 the parties is right and

honest.
The trouble with a great m

any men is, they don't

appreciate their predicament until
 they get into the

quicksand.
When you are striving to d

o that which is right,

be courteous and nice in 
every way, but don't get

" turned down."

The man who wants to marr
y happily should pick

out a good mother and m
arry one of her daughter

s ;

any one will do.

Do you suppose that, with
 an engine like this,

I could afford to put 
anything into the boiler th

at

would make the machinery 
run wild ?

It is all right, in sonic case
s, to bank on a man's

pedigree ; but, if" most me
n, there is something a

great deal deeper than this 
matter of genealogy.

I will always risk a man i
f he is in the dark and

knows it, but I haven't m
uch use for a man who is

groping around in the dark 
and doesn't know it.

No general can fight his battl
es alone. He must de-

pend upon his lieutenants,an
d his success depends upon

his ability to select the rig
ht man for the right place.

You can help to make a m
erchant, but, as a rule,

a merchant and a trad
er are born. They are like

singers, you can improve
 them, but they must have

natural talent.

I don't want anything that 
isn't fair and honest,

and I don't want any man 
to do anything for me that

he would not do for some 
one else under like circum-

stances and conditions.

It is well to be economical, 
but it is poor policy to

hold the reins so tight on o
ne's business that it pre-

vents good results, or pre
cludes the possibility of

doing business economical
ly.

You can't tell a good man 
by looking at him, nor

can you tell him by his r
eputation ; you must winter

with him and summer with 
him, year in and year out,

before you know him.
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prove their popularity. Since advertisingthe demand has been very large indeed.

We show several new styles this month of Round BagsPurses—all sellers.

them last month,

( OUR NEW INDIAN MANICURE I-1AN1)LE is a beauty, and is not acheap handle.)

Our line of Fancy Gold=Plated Hat Pins, for Holiday trade,leads them all. Nothing cheap, a credit to any store,
If interested in Souvenir Spoons, send for our spoon

Watch for our line, or send a postal for samples.

book.

Manufacturers

North Attleboro, Mass.NEW YORK-Chas. Van Ness, II Malden Lane.SAN FRANCISCO-Geo. Oreenawelg & Co., 2o6 Kearny St.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication

any new ideas they may have on any subject,
technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

Legal and Illegal Guessing Contests
ED. KEYSTONE :—In your September issue you

give the particulars of a guessing contest which is
being conducted by an Ohio jeweler. A brother
merchant here tells me that such contests are viola-
tions of the lottery law. Is. this so ?

Yours respectfully,
" LEX."

Election
Guessing Legal

The election guessing contest be-
ing conducted by the Ohio jeweler,
as told in our September number,
seems to be legal. The attorney-

general recently rendered an opinion concerning de-
vices in the form of guessing contests which have
recently been employed by retail stores for advertising
purposes, and the post office department has corn-
piled a series of such rulings designed to indicate the
devices that may be legitimately employed and those
which render the users liable under the Federal anti-
lottery laws.

Many merchants and several important newspapers
throughout the country have taken advantage of the
Pan-American Exposition to inaugurate contests in
which prizes are distributed to those who succeeded
RI approximating most accurately the total number of
visitors to the exposition between the opening and
closing days, the decision to rest with the exposition
authorities. The attorney-general finds nothing in the
law to prohibit or restrict contests of this character.
In his opinion he says that ." it is not important whether
these guessing contests are or are not demoralizing in
their consequences or whether they mislead any into
the belief that lottery schemes are permissible. Unless
plainly forbidden by the law, the remedy is with Con-
gress and not with this department."

The post office department's sum-
mary of rulings shows that guess-
ing contests in which prizes are
offered to the persons estimating

correctly the number of beans, shot or similar articles
contained in transparent vessels in show windows are
not regarded by the authorities as lotteries. If, how-
ever, the contest relates to the number of such articles
contained in an opaque vessel, and therefore not sub-
ject to inspection by contestants, the use of the mails
for advertising or promoting same is prohibited.

Schemes offering prizes to every tenth, twentieth
or thirtieth purchaser of merchandise at a store, or in
which a numbered ticket is given with each purchase,
such ticket representing a chance in some prizes sub-
sequently to be drawn, are also regarded as lotteries.
Similarly, schemes offering prizes for the nearest cor-
rect guess as to the volume of business of a commer-
cial concern during a certain term are regarded as pro-
hibited by the lottery law, for the reason that the public
has no means of reaching reasonably accurate esti-
mates, and the award is therefore a matter of chance.

Contests involving the number of
votes to be cast for opposing politi-
cal candidates, etc., are not re-
garded as dependent upon chance,

and for similar reasons guesses as to the population
of the country, or any given State, town, etc., are
permissible.

A large retail establishment in Memphis, Tenn.,
which offered a prize of $500 in gold or a free trip to
Europe to the person estimating most accurately the
amount of cotton received at Memphis during a certain
period, was held not to have violated the lottery law.

The department also held to be entirely legitimate
the contest of another large retail establishment offer-
ing $3000 in cash to persons making the nearest guesses
as to the amount of the receipts of the United States
treasury on a given day. A favorable ruling has also
been made upon the scheme of a Western dry goods
house offering $400 in prizes for the best guesses as to
the number of bales of ,domestic cotton that will be ex-
ported from the United States during January, 1902, for
the reason that by the use of the previous statistics as a
basis the element of chance would be largely eliminated.

The formation of watch clubs, as
" Clubs " and they are usually carried on, has
" Chains " Illegal been decided by the department to

be illegal, for the reason that the
selection of the persons to whom the first watches are to
be distributed is almost invariably a matter of chance.

The department has also prohibited a large
Southern retail establishment from employing a
scheme which consists in sending out a large quan-
tity of calendars which are numbered, the recipients
of which are entitled to prizes whenever their numbers
appear in the firm's advertisements, the selection of
the numbers for publication being arbitrary and entirely
a matter of chance. The so-called "chain coupon"

Contests that are
Prohibited

These are
Legitimate

THE KEYSTONe

schemes, under which prizes are given to the persons
sending out the coupons whenever all the recipients of
such coupons have returned them to the firm making
the offer, have been prohibited by the department be-
cause of the element of chance elm:I-hie- into them.

The department requires a provision in all prize
contests that in the case of a tie for any prize the value
of such prize will be equally divided between the con-
testants whose estimates or solutions form such a tie.
The determination of ties by lot is prohibited.—ED.1

Another Successful Grab Sale
ED. KEYSTONE :—I recently held a twenty-live-

cent grab sale, and am thoroughly in accord with the
opinions of these who recommend it in your columns
as a means of disposing of old stock. Following, as
far as was practicable, the lines laid down in Tin,:
KEYSTONE, I duly announced the opening of the sale.
I placed three hundred packages in the window, to-
gether with the announcement that they contained 110
cheap collar buttons or similar low-priced articles. In
order to insure that customers could not form an idea
of the contents of any package from a knowledge of
its weight, I had a hook fixed to the end of a whip-
stock, with Nvhich purchasers were required to pick
(nit whatever they considered the best bargains. .\ t
the same time I made it a condition that the first that
hooked on was to be accepted by the customer, other-
wise his or her money would be refunded. I had the
goods wrapped in shoe-boxes, newspapers, etc., and
thereby made it impossible for the public to estimate
the value of the contents from the outward appearance
of any package.

Among some of the articles contained in the pack-
ages were three boys' watches and three ladies'
watches, ranging in price from $1 to $8. My experi-
ence of this kind of sale has been very satisfactory,
and in common with more of your correspondents I
would recommend it to the trade.

Yours truly,
Dows, Iowa. R. GRIMES.

" Another on Pat"
Anent the juke under the above caption which

appeared in our last issue, George H. Chapman, of
Chapman & Armstrong, Galesburg, Ill., favors us with
the following:

ED. KEYSTONE :—Some years ago an Irishman
of the " rale ould stock " came in and handed me his
watch, saying :

"The bloomin' thing runs so schlow I don't know
if I am gettin' up or goin' to bed, and the fashter
make it the sch lower it gets."

I opened the watch and looked at it (it was an old
key-wind Swiss, with regulator index marked R and :\
and found the regulator moved past the R, and I said :
" Of course, your watch runs slow ; you have hit-

regulator moved clean over the slow mark.."
" Oh, no," he replied. "Shure, and isn't R for

nautili' and A for aisy ?"
Respectfully yours,

Galesburg, III. GEORGE H. CHAPMAN.

A Warning to the Trade
ED. KEYSTONE :—I deeln it my duty to caution

the trade in regard to. a party \vim is gohig through the
country representing himself as an agent for safes.
He generally concludes his interviews with an intima-
tion that he has overrun his expenses, at the same
time offering to pledge an 18-size case, with an I t.. or
15 jewel movement, for $15. He engages to refund
the amount within a %veek of the date of borrowing,
with the additional sum of $2, by way of interest on
the sum lent him. I have met four jewelers that have
advanced hint the money, but none of them heard
from him afterwards. One of them became suspicious
and sent the case to the alleged manufacturer, who
imtnediately reported that it %'as a %vorthless imitation.
The article has all the ear-marks of a solid gold case
and is calculated to fool the jeweler. This man gives
his name as Wm. Preston, 241 Madison Street, Toledo,
Ohio, which, like the case, is not genuine.

Respectfully yours,
Des Moines, Iowa. W. F. SMITH.
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The Fitting of Stems
Et). KEys'i",)Nr ItOtiCe a query in a recent

isssue of Tit e k EvsTosie in regard to the fitting of
stems in I 6-size movements. This process generally
takes tip a gtod deal of time, I nit the method which I
adopt takes little more than a fe‘v seconds. It is as
follows : When the int tvement is ready to put in the
case leave off the barrel plate. Turn the case upside .
down and then slip in the movement, making same
firm and tight. Then put in the stem. screw clown
the little piece that holds it and put in the barrel
bridge plate and screw it down. This method is so
simple the most inexperienced hand can work it. l'he
other system is Di() slow and requires an unusual
am, atm of patience on the part (if the manipulator.

l•t airs truly,
Albany, 1;:i. HARRis.

The Value of Our Sample "Ads."
El). K FA. si x% isli to place on record my

appreciation of the instructiveness and value of your
advertising page. It k me of the greatest boons to
jewelry advertiser.. To those who are uninitiated in
the business, your it lllhLtT Ii is almost invaluable.
I hope you will continue to dispense your useful hints
on this important branch of business. as it is in my
I pinion the best advertising literature a jeweler
can procure.

Y( 1111'S truly,
Kpyport, N. .1. I). ILTERACH.

Getting to the Point
ii ha of getting right to the point and saying

illi\i'ti,toinsei.lecessiiry awl no Inure in advertising is not a

Benjamin Franklin, the great philosopher, illus-
trated this in discussing the wording of the Constitu-
tion of the l'nited States %dill Thomas Jefferson, in
1776, before the Continental Congress had decided out
the exact phraseology of the Constitution. Jefferson
and Franklin wt•re discussing the matter very thor-
oughly. Jefferson had written the ch,cument and
Franklin was eriticising it. Jefferson was very sensi-
tive ill reeard to any criticism, and in order to illus-
trate the point he was to make :Old to SI11001.11 the

ruffled feathers of Jeffers( tn, Franklin, in his inimi-
table way, had " tell a little story," whiell \'as as
foil ti S

" I have made it a rule, whenever in my power,
to avoid hecoming the draftsman of papers to be re-
viewed hy a public body. I took my lesson from an
incident wIlich I XVill relate to you. When I was a
journeyman printer, one of my companions, an ap-
prentice hatter, having served out his term, %vas about
I,' open shop for himself. His first concern was to
have a handsoin( signboard, with a proper inscription.
I he corn;a ■.,•(I it iit tlu.se 'John Thompson,
I latter, makes and sells hats for ready money,' with a
figlire of a hat subjoined ; but he thought he would
submit it to his frietals for their ;amendments. The
first he slum ed it to thought the word 'Hatter' tautolo-
gous, because followed by die words 'makes hats,'
which slit nved lie \vas a halter. It vvas struck out.
The next observed that the %vord 'makes' might as
well be omitted, because his customers \% 1)111(1 not care
who made the hats ; if good, and to their it they
would buy, by %vhontever made. He struck it out. A
third said he thought the words 'for ready money'
were useless, as it was not the custom of the place to
sell on credit. Everyone who purchased expected to
pay. They were parted with, and the inscription now
stood, 'Joint Thompson sells hats."Sells hats !'
says nobody w..l expect you tohis next friend ; 'why, 
give thetn away. IVItat, then, is the use of that m:ord?'
It was stricken out, and 'hats' followed it, as there
was one painted on the board. So the inscription was
reduced ultimately to 'John Thompson,' with the fig-
ure of a hat subjoined."

" I/ is (i) /11111/1 the beSI dOMO" I ever invested and
I look forward to it. My months are from one Key-
stone to the next Keystone, instead of by the calen-
dar."—Chas. A. 'Filson, jeweler, Si. Joseph, Missouri.



Our 1901 Fall Line
is unexcelled and covers everything in FINE QUALITY PLATED CHAINS,also all styles of Ornaments to trim them with.

We make EXCELLENT goods only. No poor stock or cheap goods in our line.

If you are looking for BEAUTIFUL
GOODS, ask for those with this trade-
mark and see that "C. A. M. & Co."
is stamped on the swivel of the chains
you buy.

Purchase Chains from your jobber that are made
from seamless filled wire, exactly as represented,
by the well-known and reliable chain house of

C. A. Marsh 6 Co.
Attleboro, Mass.

FINE FINISHED GOODS SELL THEMSELVES 2426

Two Leaders Leaders in" INDIAN"
Souvenir or Fancy Spoons

kVe take pleasure in bringing your attention to these two new" Indian " spoons. For beauty and originality of design, truthfulnessto nature, ancl attention to detail, they are excelled by no spoons on themarket. Unlike many so-called Indian spoons, showing a nondescriptface, encircled by feathers, these designs are remarkable in their repro-duction of the true Indian features.
As the rage for Indian spoons continues unabated, the spoons willbe most popular, and salable as souvenirs, and the prices quoted belowcannot fail to command your orders.

No. 1662. Sterling Silver
Plain gold-lined howls ..... . . .......... dozenAny 11111111 el elie,I i 11 plain polished bowls. (Oxidized.) 4.25 "Any name 111111.11 in gold-lined bowls . . ...... 4.50 "Any 1111111(' erigra,ed in gold-lined bowls 4  50 "Any building, etc., engraved in gold-lined howls . • 7.50 "

No. 1661. Sterling Silver
Plain gold-lined bowls ... . ...... . . . sus dozenAny name etched in plain polbdied bowls. (Oxidized.) 6.75 "Any name etched in gold-lined howls 7  25 "Any 1111111e engraved in gold-lined bowls 7  25 "Any buildings, etc., engraved in gold-Pined bowls . 9.75 "

We recommend etching NAMES in gold-lined bowls.
There is no discount from these prices. They are net.

Simmons Cr Paye Mfg. Co.
129 Eddy St., PROVIDENCE. R. I.

Ask your jobber for

LOCKETS
MAI )11-2. BY

Wightman & Hough Co.

Providence, R. I.

TRADE-MARK

Established 1856

LARGEST AND OLDEST MAKERS
of every size and shape in vogue.

THE DESIGN, QUALITY AND FINISH
of goods steadily increase our

reputation and sales
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State of Trade
General trade in St. Louis is excel-
lent. Dry goods and boot and shoe
sales have been unprecedented the

past month. Leading wholesalers say that the sales
have broken all records for any one month's business
in the dry goods history of St. Louis. Trade is good
in most all other lines as well. In the jewelry and
optical trades business is reported in excess of that
for September of last year, Some of our jobbers say
that it is considerably so. Returning travelers report
the prospects as most encouraging.

St. Louis' bank clearings amounted
How We Prosper to $174,774,427 in August, 1901.

This total has been exceeded in
some months of the past, for the mid-summer period
is not the time of great business activity. Compared
with August, 1900, however, there was a gain of 33
per cent. The beginning of practical World's Fair
work a few weeks hence will help to send St. Louis'
clearings up to figures never touched in the past.

The project to establish a steam-
St. Louis ship line between a gulf port and

the West Indies, connecting with
the Southern ports of Cuba, Porto

Rico, San Domingo and Jamaica, is one that will
interest the jewelry and optical trades as well as every

one who is interested in the expansion of our city's

business, as the trade already established in that

territory is bound to increase with rapid strides in the

near future. A committee of representative business

men of St. Louis has been named to make an investi-

gation as to the feasibility of establishing a line of

steamers to engage in that trade. The committee con-

sists of James Arbuckle, J. E. Smith, Robert H.

Whitelaw, Henry L. Whitman, H. W. Wernsey, E. E.

Souther, J. J. Wertheimer and H. P. Knapp.
It is a fact that the St. Louis

Our Great Inter- World's Fair will start out with a
national Exposition larger sum of money on hand than

was ever possessed by any other

international exposition. This is well. It is the inten-

tion of the managers of the St. Louis enterprise to

get up a bigger and more interesting Fair than the

world has ever yet seen, and this will cost a great deal.

Much more can be done, of course, for the same amount

of money than was done at the time the Chicago fair

of 1893 was in preparation, but much more will be

attempted in St. Louis than was done at that fair. The

money which is expended here will be wisely spent.

A well attended and enthusiastic

Another Trade meeting of the executive corn-
Excursion mittee of the St. Louis Merchants'

and Manufacturers' Association

was held recently, at which arrangements for the next

trade excursion were made. It will be a five-days'

trip through the South, east of the Mississippi River,

leaving St. Louis on either the second or third Mon-

day in November. The trip will extend to Jackson or

Meridian, Miss., and the different routes will be taken

going and returning, so that about sixty towns and

cities will be visited. The trip will be through tern -

tory which the association considers ground debatable

with New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Louisville and

Memphis. The committee to arrange the preliminaries

were appointed as follows : Railroads, L. N. Burns,

J. W. Estes, F. J. Langenberg, R. W. Shapleigh and

C. H. Robinson ; arrangements, L. G. Kregel, T. H.

Comrades, Louis Ploesser, Walter McKittrick and

W. P. Selby ; finance, H. V. Kent, J. H. Rice, Thomas

H. West, Jr., I. Fl. Sawyer, Walter G. Battle. These

will be the three standing committees for the trip,

which will be in the general charge of H. S. Tuttle,

president of the association. It is the intention of the

association to go in style, with a train of Pullman

sleepers and dining car and a brass band.

Since the Frisco acquired the Mem-

New Territory phis road greater inducements in

transportation have been offered

and the new arrangement has

doubtless had a big influence in bringing Southern

merchants to St. Louis. One of the prominent whole-

sale merchants on Washington Avenue said recently

on this subject that the acquisition of the Kansas City

& Memphis Railroad by the Frisco, and the recent re-

moval of the general offices from Kansas City to St.

Louis, was second in importance to this city to the

Trade Expansion

for St. Louis

T E KEYSTONE

World's Fair. Continuing, he said " The Memphis
road cuts right across the Gulf Stream to St. Louis'
great Southwestern territory, and being strictly a Kan-
sas City and Memphis line, its officials naturally tried
to build up the wholesale business of those cities at
the expense of St. Louis. Indeed, ever since that
road was built St. Louis has experienced difficulty in
doing business in all the local territory of that system.
On the other hand, the Frisco is a staunch and loyal
friend to St. Louis under all circumstances, and will, I
believe, be fair to Kansas City, Memphis and all other
towns reached by its greater system, but you may be
sure it will take care of the interests of St. Louis. This
is a magnificent territory and we can't overestimate
the importance of having a railroad like that on our
side, rather than being absolutely unfriendly, as it was
heretofore."

Our World's
Fair in Pros-
perous Times

We believe it cannot be gainsayed
that the St. Louis World's Fair
comes at a period of great
national prosperity and expansion.
A spirit of active confidence pre-

vails throughout the country. Money is abundant and
people are disposed to spend it within reasonable
bounds. The volume of business is rising. American
manufacturing interests are making wonderful head-
way. All the industrial elements prominent in an
international exposition have reached one of their.
most progressive eras. In short, good times are at
flood tide, with a strong prospect of continuance for
several years. Under such conditions the organization
of the greatest World's Fair is not only possible, but
should be accepted as the essential task ahead in St.
Louis. The World's Fair must be interesting and
beautiful beyond any predecessors.

One of the primary attractions of
the St. Louis Fair will be the mar-
velous aerial globe, 700 feet high
from stone base to roof, the inven-

tion of Samuel Friede, brother of J. M. Friede, vice-
president of the Eisenstadt Co., and well-known in the
St. Louis trade from his former connection with this
firm. Besides this aerial globe the Eiffel Tower and
the Ferris Wheel are crude engineering feats. The
big globe will be constructed by the company headed
by C. F. Blanke, one of our leading business men,
with a capital of $1,500,000. At a height of Ito feet
will be a spacious roof garden about i,000 feet in
circumference. This will contain two restaurants and
two theaters. At an altitude of 295 feet will be
located a high colliseum with walks around the globe
giving a complete view of the gouncls. Below will be
seen two regular circus rings and a race track. Under-
neath the seats will be a menagerie viewed from the
circular walk. The grand music hall will be 420 feet
up, with numerous novel musical attractions. At 450
will be the aerial palm garden. A complete view of
the grounds may be had from here. Six hundred feet
up will be the observation tower, where the weather
bureau and searchlight display will be located. Above
this will be the wheel house for the sixteen huge
elevators capable of carrying sixty persons each, which
will carry the crowds through the big sphere.

The earnings of the Southwestern railroads which
center in St. Louis show a gain of 12.7 per cent. during
August. Those of the Central West, which also con-
nect with St. Louis, made a gain of 15.3 per cent.

during the month. These are favorable indications.
They show an increase in general trade in this section,

which is corroborated by the figures of the bank

clearances, and which is eminently satisfactory.

A new retail house are just opening up for busi-

ness at 615 Locust Street. They have incorporated as

the Whelan-Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co., having a

capital of $to,000, divided into roo shares valued at

$100 each. The three incorporators were formerly

with the Merrick, Walsh & Phelps Jewelry Co., and

when that company was taken by the Mermod & Jac-

card Jewelry Co., they went with the latter concern.

When the Mermod & Jaccard Jewelry Co. increased

their capital, they withdrew, and now organize the

above company. P. T. Whelan is president, C. Perley
Hutchinson, vice-president, and C. S. Aehle secretary

and treasurer.
Carl Shepard, of Shepard & Son, Hannibal, Mo.,

was a welcome trade caller in the St. Louis market

the early part of last month.
C. L. Glines, of Harrison, Ark., was in St. Louis

recently on a purchasing trip.

A Marvelous
Aerial Globe
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The Geneva Optical Co., of Illinois, have recently
filed articles of incorporation ; capital stock, $75,000 ;
capital to be used in Missouri, $25,000, with offices at

St. Louis.
The A. S. Aloe Co., retail opticians, for a number

of years located at 517 Olive Street, have removed to
412 and 414 North Broadway, where they have a much
larger and handsomer establishment than heretofore.

John Kirberg, of Farmington, Mo., was in St.
Louis on a business trip last month.

A. J. Blackstock, of Van Buren, Ark., was here
last month, making his fall purchases.

Moore & Graham are a new firm of jewelers who
are just opening for business at Meridian, Miss. Mr.
Graham, junior member of this firm, and formerly
with Jeweler J. W. Barber, of the above • town, was
here in the early part of September, selecting the open-
ing stock for the new store. He bought liberally.

J. W. Covington, of Flat River, Mo., was a trade
caller in this market recently.

E. L. Bersche, of Columbia, Ill., was a recent
trade visitor in St. Louis.

R. M. Mothner, of Beaumont, Texas, was in St.
Louis last month, making purchases for his fall trade.

Walter Sperling, the well-known jeweler of Sen-
eca, Kans., spent several days in town, late in Sep-
tember, looking over the market and selecting goods
for his fall trade.

Fred. McIntyre, of South McAlister, Indian Ter-
ritory, was a welcome buyer in this market recently.
Mr. McIntyre reports a good trade in his section, and
was buying liberally in anticipation of a fine trade.

Mr. Meyer, head of the firm of Meyer & Shamber,
of Meridian, Miss., was in St. Louis for several days
last month, combining business with pleasure. He re-
ports business excellent in his section, with a good
outlook for a fine fall trade.

Mr. Cady, of the well-known firm of Cady & Olm-
stead, of Kansas City, Mo., was a welcome trade caller
in St. Louis last month.

Jeweler David Prager, of Fort Scott, Kans., was
here the early part of last month en route home from
the East, where he and his family had been spending
the summer.

W. J. Drumtra, of Altenberg, Ill., was in St. Louis
on a purchasing trip last month.

George Sippell, of Nokomis, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market recently.

Captain F. J. Kline, of Kline & Fink, the well-
known jewelers of Fort Smith, Ark., was in St. I.ouis
for several days last month, combining business with
pleasure. Captain Kline is always a welcome visitor
among the St. Louis trade, and has been a familiar
figure in this market for several years. He reports
business as prosperous in his section, with everything
looking encouraging for a large fall business.

Morris Bauman, of the L. Bauman Co., has
recently returned from an extended Western trip. Mr.
Bauman reports trade as active in the Rocky Moun-
tain country ; in fact, he says, Ile never saw business
better in that section, and that he found the jewelers
all doing well and expecting a fine fall business.

Miss Elinor C. Trent, who has for a number of
years past been the faithful and efficient head
bookkeeper and cashier for the Eisenstadt Manufac-
turing Co., resigned her position the middle of last
month to become the bride of a St. Louis gentleman.
Her marriage took place September 21st. .

C. E. Turner, of Mineral Wells, Texas, was a
visiting buyer in this market last month, making a
liberal selection of fall novelties for his home store.

E. S. Smith, of Sherman, Texas, was in St. Louis
last month on a business and pleasure trip.

John Graves, of Rolla, Mo., was in the city for a
few days last month selecting goods for the home
market.

Pete Longnecker, manager for Jeweler F. B.
Thayer, of Memphis, Tenn., was a welcome trade
caller here last month.

Fitschen & Morse Jewelry Co., of El Reno, Okla-
homa, were represented in this market last month by
Mr. Fitschen, who was buying liberally for their fall
trade.

Jacobs Bros., of Atchinson, Kans., were repre-
sented in St. Louis recently by Mr. Jacobs, the elder
member of the firm.

1. B. Morris, of Perry, Mo., was a trade visitor in
this market recently, making a selection of fall novel-
ties for his home store.
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Sample Sets of COPPER PLATE ENGRAVING

STEEL DIE EMBOSSING
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INVITATIONS.INVITATIONS. Wedding, Anniversary, Banquet, At Home, Dinner, Reception and Club, in Shaded Old

English and other late styles.
CARDS. Calling, Business, Representative.
EMBOSSING. Monograms, Shield Dies, Addresses, Coats-of-Arms, etc., etc.

A complete line of samples comprising seven three-leaf folders, 71:4 x 14 inches, displaying sp,,iitions of our engraving andembossing, with price-list accompanying seine, quoting a separate itemized price on each sampie. Many orders are lost simplybecause you can not estimate the price anti talk with intelligence regarding this class of work.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION.
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WM. FREUND & SONS
i-z.t.bli.slit.:ci 1865 174=176 State Street, CHICACIO
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THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
l'ATIINTED 1,1,111<lARY 14, .893.

Is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.
Special No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $8.00 per dozen, net Dash

We make twenty-five different styles of Holders, handsomely chased and
ornamented with gold mountings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.
Our STYLO PENS have also been a great success.
Send for catalogue. Export trade solicited.

Ask your Jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen. All pens are 14 K. gold. Every pen guaranteed.

D. W. BEAUMEL d CO.,

No. 1. Plain. Large Cap.

No. a, Wide, Gold Mounted.

Office and Factory, 45 John St., New York City.
All makes of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired.

Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pens. The BEST Fountain Pens EVER Made at ANY PRICE.

imasam _ftiminaiimulft in the Market
The Only Fountain Pen

Suitable for Ladies' Use.

All pens are shipped filled ready for use.

These, pens, being constructed upon entirely different principles from other Fountain pens, are, without doubt, the nearest perfection of any pens ever manu-factured. All the undesirable features of other Fountain pens have been eliminated. Every person that has carried a Fountain pen realizes the necessity ofcarrying it in the pocket POINT up, as directed, or their clothing vill soon be badly soiled with ink ; also their hands when using it. NOT SO WITH THESE PENS.Being AIR and INK TIGHT, they can be carried in ANN" rosmoN IN ANY POCKET when tilled with ink, and cannot leak—a feature which Fountain pen users fullyappreciate. Ladies can carry them in their purse or hand-bag with perfect safety, which they cannot do with other styles of Fountain pens.
Our Gold Band and Gold Covered Pens are the finest  in the market. These pens make a most desirable line for the holiday trade.
Six different patterns in the full covered barrel, the finest product of the chasers' art.

Every pen is guaranteed as represented or money refunded.

No. 10. With No. 2 Size Gold Pen, $2.50

No. 11.

THE AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY,
168 Devonshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER, Selling Agents.

, 141di111111i111,' . -

No. 326. Plain or Chased, Black or Mottled Rubber Holder, No. 2, 14 K. Pen, Fount;iin. Price each, 75 cents.

No. 320. Extra Large Plain or Chased Case, No. 4, 14 Karat Pen, fine, medium or stub, Fountain Pen. Price each, $1.00.

No. 233. Gold Pens in Seamless Gold-plated, Fancy Cut Gold Ball and Wire Pearl Desk Holder, No, 2. Price each, $1.62.

Fountain Pens and Gold Pens and Assorted Holders put up in assortments of one dozen and upwards tt
Special Low Prices. Send for Catalogue and Price-List,

B. GRIESHABER, Gold Pens and Fountain Pens, 84-90 State Street, CHICAGO
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Stationery

The Latest Wedding Stationery

A LL the prevailing styles of engraving in
wedding stationery show the Old English
and Roman lettering—either solid or

shaded, says a writer in the Ladies' Home
Journal. Invitations and announcements should,
wherever possible, be issued in the names of the
parents of the bride-elect, or in the name of the
surviving parent if one be deceased. In the
case of an orphan chaperonage should be
selected from among near relatives ; or, this

failing, recourse should be had to the services of

a guardian in this capacity.
In wording a wedding invitation, or, in fact,

a social announcement of any nature, the fol-
lowing is a good rule to remember : Have
nothing superfluous ; have no abbreviations.

To a house wedding the most cordial form of

invitation is " request the pleasure of your com-
pany," while for a church wedding the invitation

should read " request the honor of your pres-

ence." Other permissible forms are : " request

the pleasure of your presence," request your

presence," " invite you to be present " and

" desire your presence."
It is desirable in every case to spell out

Christian names in full ; initials alone do not

sufficiently identify. .An honorary title must

never appear. Officers of the regular army

and navy have their titles prefixed in full, with

the exception of lieutenants, whose names should

be prefixed by the simple " Mr." Lieutenant

is not recognized as a title except in official

papers. The names of physicians and dentists

are usually distinguished by adding M. D. or

D. D. S., respectively, in preference to the

prefix " Dr."

Wording Must be Explicit

It is essential to the proper wording of

every invitation to state whether the cermony

takes place in the morning, forenoon, afternoon

or evening, as without such indication the hour

would be ambiguous and, in some cases, mis-

leading. Mention of the year on an invitation

is considered as unnecessary. On an announce-

ment, on the other hand, the year must always

be included. Where invitations or announce-

ments are issued in names other than those of

the bride-elect's parents or bachelor brother,

her surname should be added ; and where her

surname appears the prefix " Miss " is consid-

ered essential.
An invitation to a wedding at a hotel or a

hall differs only from a home wedding invitation

in the necessary inclusion of a reply card to

indicate the address to which replies are to be

sent. An excellent substitute for the separate

reply card is the embossing of the street address

upon the flap of the outside envelope. This

latter method serves a double purpose, for not

only does it indicate the address to which replies

are to be sent, but it also insures the return of

the missive if not delivered.

Church admission cards are valuable to

exclude an inquisitive public from the church,

but they are not absolutely necessary. An invi-

tation to a reception or breakfast following a

church wedding is engraved upon a separate
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card and inclosed with the invitation to the
church. Where the ceremony takes place in
the forenoon or early afternoon the reception
which follows is termed a " wedding breakfast."

The " At Home" Card

A card to indicate the future residence of
the bride and groom is termed an " at home"
card. Such a card should accompany every
invitation and announcement, and its omission,
except where the young couple contemplate an
extended bridal tour, would be gross lack of
courtesy.

The " at home " invitation should never
be engraved in the lower left-hand corner
of the announcement sheet. This must be
guarded against. - All social announcements or
invitations should indicate but one event, and
that alone. At home, reception, breakfast and
church admission cards must in every case be
separate from one another and from the wedding
invitation or announcement which they accom-
pany.

Of equal importance to the other features
are the sizes and shapes of wedding stationery.

The correct wedding invitation is 5 inches by
60 inches (double sheet, of course); the
reception card, 5 inches by 3 inches ; church
card, 317g inches by 2-15.8. inches ; at home card,

417,r inches by 23/4 inches ; announcement card,

4Y. inches by 53/4. inches.

Pencil With Spiral Lead

Any one who has observed the great variety
of lead pencils to be seen in the stationery estab-
lishments might have concluded that human
ingenuity had been about exhausted ; but not
so. A complete novelty has been recently
brought out in the " turn lead pencil." In this

the lead has a distinct screw-thread, given to it

while in a plastic state. The holder is hollow

and is fitted with a nickel point through which
the lead runs, passing through a small felt wad
inside, which not only gives it perfect rigidity
for writing (a quality which many telescopic

pencils soon lose), but also protects it from
breaking through the shock of a fall. As the

lead is worn by use a slight turn brings a small
portion forward for writing. The lead is pointed

at both ends and can be used to the last morsel,

while a point is kept upon it by the slope at

which it is held in the hand. It is thus an

ever-pointed pencil and should, therefore, com-

mend itself to the fair sex, whose inability to
sharpen a pencil is proverbial.

The Gum on Postage Stamps

The material used for the purpose of making

gum for postage stamps looks very much like

flour, except in color, and is perfectly clean and

wholly vegetable. When the postal gum is de-

livered in bulk at the bureau by the contractors

it is contained in double sacks of zoo pounds

each. Before using, every consignment is care-

lully inspected and is subjected to a micro-

scopic examination and chemical analysis by

the bureau's chemist. This is to discover if

the gum is of the best quality and up to the

standard furnished by the successful bidders.
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It is next tested to see if it meets the working
requirements of gumming stamps. The quali-

ties required by the Government in the gum

are adhesiveness, lustre, absence of grit, flexi-

bility, resistance to humidity and color. If the

gum does not meet all these requirements it is

rejected. At the present time about 800 pounds

of dry gum are used daily, and the contractor for

the present fiscal year will be required to fur-

nish about 280,000 pounds. The average cost

of the dry postal gum is about six cents per

pound, and thus the daily cost to the Govern-

ment of gum for stamps is about $48—quite a

respectable amount.
The greatest cleanliness is required at every

step in the process of boiling and handling the
gum, and as the gum is purely vegetable, the

stamp licker need. not have the slightest hesi-

tancy in applying his moistened tongue to the
stamp.

" Entre Nous" Envelopes

Here is something. from a daily paper which
shows how enterprising the average daily is in
getting descriptions of new goods of various
sorts :
" Entre Nous" is the clever and appro-

priate name given to the new stationery which
conies from London. The paper is a light linen,
Nrith what is called parchment finish. It is light
of weight, and, although firm, a great many
sheets may be carried by one postage stamp.
The peculiarity is the " Entre Nous " envelope.
The linen envelope is lined with green mottled-
like " marbling" veins. This effectually darkens
the interior of the sheer envelope and prevents
the contents of the epistle from being disclosed
to the public, or to anyone not privileged to
break the seal. .The thin envelope is firm and
stiff. It matches the writing paper externally,
but the clouded lining preserves the letter within
strictly " entre nous.''

This is described as the latest London
novelty. The trade will remember, however,
that the Marcus Ward Company sold this sta-
tionery very extensively last year. Now it comes
from London as a novelty.

Novel Stationery Accessory

A novel stationery accessory is entitled the
" Morning Glory." This novel article is made
of rubber and is designed to fit over the pen-
holder where it acts as a guard against the
danger of inking the fingers when writing, as
well as forming- a soft grip for the fingers to
grasp the pen by. This bandy little article may
be retailed with a good profit for five cents each
and should prove a rapid seller in any stationery
department.

• Writing Made Easy

A provisional patent has just been granted
to Mr. Greenfield, a Norwich, England, work-
ingman, for a quaint little device for giving ease
in writing. It consists of a ring to be worn on
the little finger of the pen hand. At the point
of contact with the paper the ring carries a small
steel ball, so placed as to revolve with complete
freedom in any direction. Its effect is to remove
entirely all friction in the movement of the hand
upon the writing or drawing material.
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ATLAS ATLAS ATLAS
Cheapest 0 Size American Movement

Fits all 0 Size Cases without change of Stem or Crown

American Manufacture ; 0 Size;
Nickel Damaskeened ; Hunting;
Lever Set ; Stem Wind ; Sunk
Second ; Hard Enameled Dial.

Price, $3 50 Accurate Timekeeper

Each and every Movement has an unqualified guarantee.

Atlas Watch Company
103 State St., Chicago, Ill.
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4lit4t LEADS THE WORLD IN HIS PROFESSION

A. K. Camp Co., Milwaukee, IV's.
Dillon, Wheat & 1'1111(1er Co., IVheeling, IV. Va.
W. I). Tenten, Housten, Texas.
J. E. Mitchell, Fort Worth, Texas.
.1. I). Lays, Butte, Mont.
Knepfly & Sons Jewelry Co., Dallas, Texas.
Eustis Bros., Minneapolis, Minn.
Lytle St. Paul, Minn.
Bohm-Bristol Comiziity, Denver, Colo.
W. H. Beck, Sioux (ity, Iowa.
A. Feldenheinier, Portland, Oregon.
I). Rosenberg, Rochester, N. V.
Dodd, Werner & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio, 2 sales.
C. J. Stelnau, Cincinnati, Ohio.

(I have conducted nearly all
the largest sales in the

United States and Canada.

21 YEARS
OF CONTINUOUL.;

SUCCESS

Auctioneer
P. J. Burroughs

103 State St., Chicago, Ill.
LEADING FIRMS TO WHOM I REFER.

I give below a list of firms who are among the largest and most favor-
ably known among the jewelers of America and Canada, for all of whom I
have conducted sales. Any one of whom I believe will be glad to inform
you of my success and methods in conducting auction sales:

A. & .T. Plant, Cineinnati, Ohio.
A. Steinau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cady & Olinslowl, Kansas City, to.
Anderton & Eberhardt Co., Dayton, Ohio.
M. Wunsch & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
M. German, Los Angeles, Cal.
II. Morton, San Jose, Cal.
A. I. Hall & Son, San Francisco, Cal.
C. S. Raymond, Omaha, Nebr., 2 sales.
Steinmetz Jewelry Cu., ifelena, Mont.
Barre Bros. Co., Winnipeg, Man., 2 sales.
T. It. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.
J. W. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
A. II. Simon, St. Paul, iinn., 2 sales.

IV. B. Clapp, Chicago, Ill.
IV. T. Irvine, La Crosse, Wis.
David H. llarris, Fulton, Mu.
Joseph & Fish, Chicago, Ili.
E. Hallett., Lincoln, Nebr., 2 sales.
.T. G. Willeke, Springfield, Mo., 2 sales.
Baldwin A, Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
A. Pinover, Saratoga, N. Y.
IVilson & Cutting, Winona, Minn.
A. T. Threadgale, Taylor, Texas.
II. Hahn, Lansing, Mich.
Worden & Morris, Fort Wayne, Ind.
C. S. Durfee, Davenport, Iowa, 2 sales.
D. Donmau & Bro., Waco, Texas.
M. B. Vright & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
M. J. Benjamin, Denver, Colo., 2 sales.
.1. II. BIM, Fremont, Ohio, 4 sales.
John Leith, Bay City, Mich.

The Jaccarcl Watch and Jewelry Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.

W. A. Pfister, Sheboygan, WIS.
Geo. Beemer, Lead, South Dakota.
0. F. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. B. Taliafero, Jaekson, Tenn.
G. W. Brown, Cheyenne, Woo.
II. II. Bisbee, Ludington, :kik!).
C. IV. Miller, Bloomington, Ill,
}light & Fairfield, Butte, 'Alma.
W. E. Crellin, Chillicothe, Mo.
Levy & ;Michaels, Halifax, N. S.
A. 3Iclillatt, Ottawa, Ont.
.T. B. Williamson, Montreal, Quebec.
Sam Meyers, Denver, Colo.
Deo. W. Biggs' stock, Pittsburg, Pa.
A. Klein, Duluth, Minn.
Baruetz & Nonemacher, Columbus, Ohio.
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Business
Conditions

Detroit Letter

Wholesale jewelry business is bet-
ter in Detroit this year than it has
been for several years past. The
traveling men who started out last

month are beginning to send in orders, whose size is
a great satisfaction to the houses. There was some
slight fear that the calamity which befell the country
in the assassination of the President, might seriously
affect finances, but everything seems steady, and
as no unusual slump has occurred, the business men
now feel assured of a profitable year.

Quite a number of jewelers from the interior of
the State have visited town recently and have assisted
in giving wholesale jewelry trade an impetus. Most
of the wholesalers feel that though business is not
booming, it is steadily increasing, and on the whole
there is a feeling of general satisfaction. The retailers,
too, are fairly busy for the season, and have high ex-
pectations for holiday trade.

With the first suggestion of frost has come the
closing of the summer resorts, and the many homes in
Detroit which have been deserted for the past two or
three months are now opening. There are also a
number of weddings scheduled for the coming fall and
early winter, and the local dealers are expecting a
good fall trade. Two of the larger retail houses are
already busy .getting out stationery for the coming
weddings and for the numerous functions which will
precede them.

Wright, Kay & Co.'s new depart-
Handsome Cut- ment has recently been opened, and

is extremely attractive. The wood-
work is mahogany and the walls

are covered with tapestry in a most tasteful design

done Ln blues and tans. In this annex to the main

store are four departments. The first is devoted to

art chinaware, the second to silver, the third to cut-

glass and the fourth to clocks. In the cut-glass depart-

ment is a feature which appeals to ladies. In buying

cut glass one is often disappointed to find when the

piece is placed on the table, it does not present the

same appearance it did upon the jeweler's shelf or show

case. In this department is a mahogany table cov-

ered with a piece of damask table linen. Over this is

placed a glass to keep it spotless. A piece of cut glass

placed upon this table shows up exactly as it will

when used in the home.
Traub Bros. are showing a great assortment of

the " Lavillier," or neck chains. In all the various

pendents attached to the chains are to be found, set in

various ways, the beroak, or freshwater pearl.

Jewelers should call their customers' attention to

the fact that to be up-to-date one must look as care-

fully to the style of one's jewelry as to that of their

wearing apparel. Just why serpents, dragons and

birds and reptiles, held sacred by the Egyptians at

the time of Cleopatra, should be the style in this first

year of the twentieth century is not explained, but this

is the case, nevertheless. These strange, scaley and

winged creatures stand high in fashionable favor.

The firm of " Hulbert & Co., jewelers," was put

out of business, temporarily at least, by a brace of de-

tectives who visited the office of the concern in the

Whitney Opera House Block recently. The members

of the firm, who gave their names as Frank Flulbert

and William J. White, and claimed to live temporarily

at 294 Fourth Street, were locked up at the central

station and a charge of obtaining- money under false

pretenses was made against them. They said they

came from New York. A man giving his name as H.

W. Elliott was responsible for their arrest. He in-

formed the police that Ile had paid them Po on a

deposit of $50. The firm had advertised for collectors

who were to collect installment payments on watches

that had been sold by the jewelry company. Fifty

dollars security was requested by the firm, and Elliott

paid pc) before he became suspicious.
A woman, giving her name as Lil-

A Suspicious lian Harvey, was recently arrested
Personage on a tip given the police that she

had a number of valuable rings,

but when she was searched at police headquarters no

rings could be found. The officers searched her trunk,

but could not find a ring, although they found two

handsome sunbursts, valued at $5oo or $600 each.

When, on the morning following her arrest, she

Glass Department
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appeared in court, with her fingers blazing with the
rings, the officers begged her to reveal the manner in
which she had been able to conceal them from their
careful search. She said that while riding to the police
headquarters in the carriage with the police officer,
she slipped the rings off her fingers, tied them in her
handkerchief and then tied the handkerchief on the
leg of her lap dog, which was taken to the station
with her. So far the police have not secured any con-
clusive evidence against the woman, but she will be
held until the officers thoroughly investigate the loss
of a gold watch that was stolen from Hugh Connolly's
jewelry store about the time Miss Harvey was in there.

The jewelry firm of Zierleyn & Carstens, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., has been dissolved. Mr. Carstens will
form a new partnership with his brother, R. D. Car-
stens.

N. C. Kingsbury, of Grand Ledge, Mich., has
opened up a new jewelry store at Lyons, Mich.

Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of news
for this department

Colorado

F. H. Small & Co., who recently purchased the
store of S. S. Bernard & Co., at 113 Pike's Peak Ave-
nue, Colorado Springs, report brisk business condi-
tions.

William C. Alexander has succeeded P. T. Shirkey
& Son, of Salida. The statement in our last issue that
the latter firm was succeeded by Shirkey & Co. was
erroneous. Mr. Alexander is sole proprietor of the
business.

Connecticut

Charles L. Tiffany, the well-known New York
jeweler, recently presented a check, value $3000, to
the Westfield Congregational Church at Danielson,
this State, for the construction of a parish house.
The generous donator is a native of that vicinity.

S. N. Lincoln, of the firm Newton & Lincoln, of
Winsted, and W. H. Tarboy, who has resigned his
position as watch repairer for C. P. Buskirk, have
associated themselves in a business way and have
opened a jewelry and optical business at Kirk's old
premises in the H. T. Sheldon Block.

Illinois

Jeweler Veuve, of Peotone, is a believer in trade
bringing improvements, and has given the interior of
his store a very attractive appearance.

H. A. Tunehurst, of Jerseyville, visited the Pan-
American Exposition last month and afterwards pro-
ceeded to New York on a trip which combined busi-
ness and pleasure.

Indiana

J. F. Ratliff, of 9 North Ninth Street, Richmond,
was married on September tith to Miss Emily Grace
Edmunds. The bride is a daughter of Thomas H.
Edmunds, of Richmond. THE KEYSTONE extends
congratulations.

Iowa

Will. E. Reeves, of Newton, and Mrs. Reeves re-
turned home from the East last month. They had
quite an extensive tour, which included a visit to
Buffalo and the other principal Eastern cities.

Kansas

Charles S. Lynch & Co., have succeeded to the
jewelry and drug business of R. J. Stevens, of Cald-
well.

Louisiana

Jeweler Schuessler, of Baton Rouge, had a rather
exciting experience on the evening of September 2d.
It appears that two men and a woman came along the
main street as far as the Schuessler store. The men
entered and the woman continued walking for some
distance. A request to be shown some rings was
promptly complied with by Mr. Schuessler's clerk.
The proprietor having come on the scene, the clerk
left the customers in his hands. They then asked to
be shown some cuff buttons, and one of the fellows
selected a pair and was about paying for them, when
Mr. Schuessler called attention to the fact that he had
also taken a diamond ring. This he denied and
walked towards the door, going, through the motion of
striking a match on his leg, preparatory to lighting a
cigarette. Mr. Schuessler concluded this to be a de-
vice by which the ring could be thrown outside, and
when the fellow walked back to the counter he and
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his male accomplice found themselves confronted by
the proprietor's pistol. The police were immediately
summoned and took charge of the enterprising trio,
who gave their names as Harry Newman, Eugene
Louis Carrare and Alice Barrett. The ring was sub-
sequently found outside the store, and it is believed
the plan was to throw the ring to the woman as she
passed back, but they missed connection.

Mississippi

J. W. Moore, of Snowville, Va., and H. H. Gra-
ham, of Meridian, Miss., opened a jewelry and optical
business in the Rosenbaum Block, Meridian, on Sep-
tember 16th. The title of the new firm is Moore 8.c
Graham.

Missouri

H. I.. Raines, of Raines Bros., Tarkio, spent two
weeks during the month of August in Chicago, where
he made some extensive purchases of fall goods.

New York

H. E. Neidick, watchmaker and jeweler, who
was formerly in the employment of Uri Clark, Ithica.
has opened business for himself at 305 East State
Street, in that city.

Nebraska

Richard O'Neill, formerly of O'Neill & Gardner,
Lincoln, sold his interest in the concern to Fred.
Gardner and opened a new place of business on Sep-
tember 9th. Mr. O'Neill's new store is one of the
finest in the city, and its location, at the corner of
Twelfth and 0 Streets, is an admirable one for a
jewelry business. N. Keating, formerly of Hastings,
is now in the employ of Mr. O'Neill.

North Carolina

Privett & Co., of Wilson, have had a force of car-
penters at work in the interior of their store, which has
been entirely remodeled, painted and papered. It
now presents an exceedingly attractive appearance,
and is one of the handsomest jewelry stores in that
portion of the State.

Oregon

E. J. Jaeger has opened an attractive jewelry store
at Portland. The proprietor has had an extensive ex-
perience in the business.

Pennsylvania

Robert Shuler and George Skinner, the boys who
were convicted some time ago of looting the jewelry
store of Leonard Sefings, Allentown, and taking $40oo
worth of jewelry therefrom, were last month sentenced
to two and a half and two years, respectively. A mo-
tion to have them sent to a reformatory was denied by
Judge Albright, who stated that in all probability after
they had served six months there they would be re-
leased, and that their crime merited a severer punish-
ment.

Texas

M. 0. Nobbe and A. J. Roempke announce that
the name of the firm heretofore doing business as Fred.
Allen & Co., at Galveston, will be changed to Nobbe

& RA7mil Baker, the enterprising jeweler of Granbury,
is much interested in fruit production and has a fine
orchard. He raises twenty-five varieties of peaches
and nine varieties of plums at his home garden. He
states that Granbury is admirably suited to fruit grow-
ing, and gives practical demonstration of the assertion
by producing fruits in voluminous quantities.

S. Wilcox and R. A. Flanagan, of San Angelo,
returned from Lampasas some weeks ago, bringing
with them a beautiful silver loving cup, the trophy
awarded for the best markmanship. Mr. Wilcox is
the champion shot of the State.

Intelligence was received at Austin recently of the
sudden demise of Adolph Balm, which occurred at his
home in San Diego, Cal. Mr. Balm was a native of
Prussia, but left that country when he was twenty-five
years old and emigrated to the United States, locating
in New York, where he remained only a short time.
Mr. Hahn was one of the band distinguished as the
" Forty-niners," who went to California during the
first gold fever. In 1851 he left that State and came to
Texas, stopping in San Antonio, where he lived two
years, when he moved to Austin, where he engaged
In the jewelry business, being the pioneer jeweler of
Austin and founder of the G. A. Balm Optical and
Diamond Co., now conducted by his son. Mr. Bahn
has been retired from active business since 1880.

Vermont

J. W. Holton now occupies one-half of W. H.
Gales' store, in the Miles Granite Block, at Barre, in
which he opened a business on September 3d. He
intends adding an experienced watchmaker and jew-
eler to his staff in a short time.
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The Harnessing of Niagara

A LL visitors to Buffalo are happy in the
knowledge that they will see at least
one sight which no other exposition

city can boast of, viz., Niagara Falls. And
while the bewildered sightseer is gazing awe-
struck at the irresistible cataract, he will get a
new idea of the power of human genius when
he realizes that under his feet there rushes a
torrent which has been diverted from its waste-
ful leap over the cliff, and has been forced to
turn the wheels of industry. If, however, he
will walk up the river to a point about opposite
the lower end of Grass Island, he will find a
new canal, 250 feet in width and 17oo feet long,
conducting a lazily flowing stream of water
away from the main body and leading it to a
handsome limestone building of pleasing though
plain architectural design. On entering this
building he will discover that the interior is one
long room, wherein are placed in a single row,
running centrally throughout the entire length,
ten mammoth electrical generators, revolving in
all the majesty of inherent power. And this is
the central source from which the hundred new
industries attracted to this new manufacturint.
center obtain their power, and upon which
Buffalo, fifteen miles away, depends for the op-
eration of many of its street railways and mills.
That canal, which, so unostentatiously takes its
fraction from the Niagara River, has a capacity
in its twelve feet of depth to serve the station
with water sufficient for the generation of too,-
000 horse-power, twice the capacity of the
present electrical installation,

The power station is nearly soo
feet long, and is built over an

Power Station excavation in the solid rock 178
feet deep, which runs its entire

length—a mammoth cellar. This is the wheel-
pit, wherein, at the bottom, and directly under
the dynamos in the room above, are placed the
immense turbine water-wheels which change the
energy stored in the falling water into mechan-
ical rotation.

The type of hydraulic power development
adopted at Niagara, wherein vertical instead of
horizontal shafts connected the generators and
turbines, necessitated radical changes in the de-
sign of the generators. The requirements laid
down by the Construction company contained
many severe conditions, guaranteeing the effi-
ciency of the maker who could satisfactorily
comply therewith, and the results have shown
the wisdom of the company's action. The elec-
trical engineers rose to the occasion and devel-
oped a type of dynamo which could be made in
the large-sized units specified and yet fulfil the
requirements. The ten machines are of 5000
horse-power each, the 430 cubic feet of water
rushing through the turbines below every second
turning them at the rate of 250 revolutions per
minute. In the early types of dynamos and in
those still used for direct-current generation the
field magnets are stationary and the armature
revolves within them on a horizontal shaft. A
similar arrangement might have been used with
the vertical shaft employed at Niagara, except
that for proper regulation a larger fly-wheel
effect was desirable on the turbines. The ordi-
nary construction was, therefore, reversed, and
the poles and yoke of the field are supported by
arms radiating from the top of the shaft and
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revolved about the stationary armature in the
center. The speed of the periphery of this great
mass of iron is 9000 feet per minute, and the
weight of the revolving element about forty tons.
The ring which forms the yoke, and which with-
stands the immense centrifugal force as well as
the magnetic torsional strains, is a solid, nickel-
steel forging, i i feet 7 inches in diameter,
made without a weld. The complete height of
the dynamo is If feet 6 inches.

A second power-house is built
Another Big on the opposite side of the
Power-House canal near the transformer sta-

tion which, when completed,
will double the capacity of the installation. A
large plant is also in operation below the Falls,
taking its water-power from the old canal, which
supplies the mills in this section. The electric
plant is placed much lower than were the older
buildings, and utilizes nearly the full .drop of
the water which is brought to it from the canal,
in a large pen-stock. Much power will, further-
more, undoubtedly be used before long on the
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Canadian shore, so that by the cataract's side
we are steadily extracting its forces bit by bit
and shackling the freedom of its mad plunge.
One of the boldest engineering and commer-
cial feats of the past century, the successful de-
velopment of the water-power of Niagara Falls,
was the signal for the utilization of water-powers
all over the world. This masterpiece of Nature
remains to-day with its beauty and grandeur
unmarred.

The typical pmver station of a decade was
a chaos of electric wires which were festooned
from the ceiling and crossed and recrossed each
other in every direction. In the Niagara plant
the wires are conspicuous by their absence, it
being impossible to find a trace of this most
important part of the installation. Vitrified
earthenware ducts are laid in the cement floor,
so that instead of being stretched overhead, the
connecting cables are passed from the machines
to the switchboard and then out to the world
safely protected from each other and from dis-
turbing forces.

The rataraitt at Niagara
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Treatment of Exophoria

The tendency of visual lines to diverge from
each other is that muscular difficulty which is
observed most frequently. During accommoda-
tion for near objects such tendency must be con-
sidered quite normal if the test at the reading
distance does not show more than 4 or 5 degrees.
Even for distance an exophoria of i or 2 degrees
has no pathologic significance, if we remember
that at a distance of 6 meters or 20 feet an exo-
phoria of i degree indicates no more but an
an actual parallelism of the visual lines. In most
cases of orthophoria the average power of diver-
gence is about 7 degrees and that of convergence
about 21 to 28 degrees. The ratio of the power
of divergence to that of convergence, therefore,
in normal eyes is about x to 3 or 4. In exopho-
ria there is always comparative excess of the
power of divergence, which may be due either
to excessive strength of the power of divergence
or to an abnormally weak power of convergence.
This weak power of convergence may be only
apparent, as it may be caused by lack of accom-
modation, such as is frequently the case in myo-
pia. In such cases the constant wearing of the
full correction will often cure the muscular defi-
ciency. Such a case is reported by Dr. Walter
Parker in the Ofildhahnic Record, in his article
on the treatment of exophoria.

Mrs. D., aged 25 ; extreme asthenopia, with ina-

bililty to do any near work with comfort. Under 'Ionia-

tropine, the following correction was accepted:

O.D. s.-2.00 ax. t05° 1.
0.S. S.-2.00 C.; C.— .50 ax. 18o0=1.

Without correction the muscle tests showed an

exophoria of 15 D., while with the full correction, it

was reduced to 3 D., the power of divergence being 7

D., power of convergence, 15 D. The more distress-

ing Syniptoms disappeared at once, but it was not

until the power of convergence had been developed to

50 D. and the 3 D. exophoria reduced to x D. esopho-

ria, that comfort was established.

When there is a real want of convergence-
power with a moderate amount of exophoria,
the doctor recommends exercise by the use of
prisms after Gould's method in the following
manner:

Place a light at 20 feet on a level with the eye and

with a prism, base out, as strong as the muscle can be

coaxed to overcome, exercise the muscle by alternately

raising and lowering the prisms before the eyes. This

should be done for three minutes, three times daily.

Increase the strength of the prism as fast as possible.

until a total of 50 1.). can be overcome. I have never

found it of advantage to develop the power of conver-

gence above this amount. It usually requires about

two weeks to reach 50 D., where it should be kept

during the three or four weeks of exercise.
If difficulty is experienced in fusing the images at

zo feet, raise the prisms, approach to within three or

four feet of the light, replace the prism, and after the

lights are fused, back away, constantly observing the

lights. A few trials will suffice to teach the patient

the knack of bringing the lights together.
The history of the following 'case will serve as a

type of this form of exophoria : H. J., male, aged 35;
a compound myope, wearing in each eye S.—LooC.C.

—.25 ax. 180°, suffered from extreme frontal head-

ache, with nausea and general fatigue after attempts to
do near work. Although refracted under a ntydriatic
and given full correction, the symptoms were not re-
lieved. Muscle tests showed an exophoria I D. for
distance, with 8 D. in accommodation. Power of
convergence, 25 D., power of divergence, 8 I). After
using the prisms two weeks, the exophoria was reduced
to o, and all the symptoms had disappeared. The
treatment was continued, however, four weeks longer,
when i D. exophoria was reduced to D. esophoria
for distance, with I I). exophoria in accommodation ;
power of convergence being 40 D., divergence 12 I).
The symptoms have not returned, although the patient
has been under observation six years.

In cases where the exophoria persists after
the power of convergence has been developed
to so degrees, the author recommends the use
of prisms or the decentering of the lenses, pro-
vided the exophoria does not exceed 4 degrees.
For the higher degrees he recommends opera-
tion, tenotomy, which, when performed on one
muscle only, will usually produce a correction of
5 to 7 degrees.

In cases where exophoria is complicated by
hyperphoria, Dr. AV. Parker does not always
follow the old rule : first correct the hyperphoria
and then the exophoria. He considers it a
safer procedure, at least in those cases where the
exophoria is far in excess of the hyperphoria, to
correct the lateral deviation first. This applies,
however, mainly to operative cases, as there can
be no doubt that in cases where prismatic help
is required the primary correction of the hyper-
phoria will be the best procedure.

The Hygiene of the Eye in the
Nineteenth Century

Under this title Professor Hermann Cohn,
of Breslau, Germany, publishes an article in the
Berliner Klin.Wock. Here he shows that the
hygiene of the eye is a subject entirely modern,
as, save a few remarks about what may be harm-
ful to the eye in the OfihMalmoduleia by Batisch
in 1583, nothing on hygiene can be found before
the nineteenth century, when, in 1800, the ex-
cellent work of George Joseph Beer, " Care of
Healthy and Weakened Eyes," appeared. This
work has been the foundation of all later works
on the hygiene of the eye. Fifty years later
Arlt wrote a popular monograph, " Care of the
Eyes in Healthy and Morbid Conditions," But
all these writings were based on a limited num-
ber of observations and referred more to the eye
in disease than in health. This gap was tilled
by the laborious work of Cohn himself, who, in
1867, published his " Examinations of ro,o6o
School Children, with Suggestions for the Im-
provement of Conditions in Schools Detrimental
to the Eyes." This started an immense litera-
ture on school and eye hygiene, to which we are
glad to say American workers contributed a
great deal.

As a useful means to determine whether a
certain illumination is excellent, good, useful or
not sufficient, Cohn mentions his " Lichtpruefer"
photometer, which he brought forward in 1899.
This photometer contains many small figures,
which must be read at a certain distance through
three gray glasses. The more figures can be
read correctly aloud within one minute the better
is the illumination. To improve the illumination
in dark schoolrooms he advises the 1,uxfer
prisms, which sometimes double or treble the
light. He accepts the opinion of Burgerstein,
that pupils of 7 to 9 years should use their eyes
for near work ill school and at home tor no more
than 3 to 4 hours daily, those of to—ts years of
age 6 hours, older ones at the most 8 lmurs.

After each lesson an intermission of 15 minutes
ought to take place.

Cohn says that 40 per cent. of blindness is
avoidable, and it is here where the last century
can boast of the greatest achievements. For the
absolute prevention of small-pox of the eye and
suppression of the purulent inflammation of the
eyes in the newborn, a series of prophylactic
measures against the increasing myopia and the
effects of intense light, and finally the recogni-
tion of the importance of the utmost cleanliness
with regard to contagious eye-inflammations are
important stepping stones which, in the present
century, may lead to a condition where blind-
ness will be much rarer than at present.

How to Test for Muscular Insufficiency?

The question of how to best test for hetero-
phoria is one that will be answered somewhat
differently by different observers. It will interest
our readers, however, to learn how one of the
foremost men in this field of work performs these
delicate tests. Dr. Alexander Duane, in a late
number of the New York Medical Journal, gives
the routine that he has adopted in examining
the eye-muscles. He there outlines his proced-
ure as follows :

After making a cursory inspection of the patient
to detect the presence of any obvious anomaly I direct

his attention to a cardboard sheet, a foot or more
square, hanging on the opposite wall of the room. In

the center of this sheet is a round black spot, one inch

in diameter. I cover the left eye with a screen, and,

first making sure that he is fixing the spot with his

right eye, I pass the screen quickly from the left eye

to the right. hi so doing I watch for any deviation

taking place in either eye, and at the same time ask the

patient if he notices any movement of the spot. I

then place prisms, appropriately directed, i. e., base
in for an outward deviation, base outward for an in-

ward deviation, base up or down for a vertical devia-

tion before the eyes, gradually increasing their strength

until there is no longer any deflection behind the

screen. This neutralizing prism will indicate the
amount and character of the deviation as measured by
the screen test. The same prism may also abolish the

apparent movement of the spot, perceived by the pa-

tient. If not, I change the prism until this movement

is absolutely nil, and thus measure the amount and

character of the deviation by the parallax test.

If there is any noticeable deflection behind the

screen I then apply the screen test in a second way or

by binocular uncovering. This well-known procedure

consists in covering the left eye and then uncovering

both eyes and noticing the movement that takes place. •

If, on tints uncovering the left eye, the right eye re-

mains steady and the left moves into position, I know

that the patient has binocular fixation, and that the

deflection was a heterophoria and not a squint. if,

however, the right eye should move out of its position

and the left eye should move into place, I know that

there is a squint and that the left is the fixing eye. If

neither eye moves, I know that there is a squint and

that the right is the fixing eye. By repeating this ex-

periment with each eye alternately I can tell whether

there is an habitual binocular fixation, an alternating

fixation, or a uniocular squint. The diagnosis between

the three may be conveniently formulated as follows.

I. If in binocular uncovering but one eye moves,

we have heterophoria and not squint.
2. If both eyes move, or, in spite of their being

an evident deviation, both eyes remain steady, there is

a squint.
3. In the hitter case, if, %viten the left eye is U n -

co ve red , the eyes behave in the same way as they do

when the right eye is uncovered (both alike moving or

both alike remaining steady, no matter which eye is
uncovere(i), the squint is alternating.

( Conlin ued on tage 1119)
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4. If, when one eye (for instance, the right) is un-
covered, both eyes move, and when the other eye (in
this case the left) is uncovered, both eyes remain
steady, the squint is uniocular (confined in this case
to the left eye).

I next employ the Maddox rod in the usual way,
testing first for vertical and next for lateral deviations.
For this, of course, I use a light as a test object. Next
I employ the phorometer (Stevens' model), and again
first for vertical and then for lateral deviations. With
the phorometer and Maddox tests I find, like other
experimenters, that I get more accurate results if, as
the patient is looking through the apparatus, I cover
one eye for a few moments, then suddenly withdraw
the cover and make the test before the patient has had
a chance to fuse or separate the double images.

The phorometer being still in position, I now use
it in testing at near points, the test object in this case
being a fine dot on a rather large card. Any object
with lines in it I regard as vitiating the accuracy of the
test. Using the same test object, I then make the
near test with the screen and parallax just as for dis-
tance. I next ascertain the convergence near-point,
using any fine object and bringing it up close to the
eyes until the patient can no longer converge upon it,
and then measuring or estimating the distance of the
object from the root of the nose.

Then I determine the prism-divergence (abduc-
tion) and the prism-convergence (adduction) in the
usual way with prisms, held respectively base in and
base out. In testing the prism-convergence it is a
good plan to notice whether the accommodation is
called into play as the patient converges. This can
be ascertained if we use the ordinary trial card as a
test object and observe how much the patient's vision
is blurred by the progressive addition of prisms base
out.

Lastly, I determine the field of binocular single
vision. This I do as follows : I place a red glass be-
fore the patient's right eye, and, standing at a distance
of four feet, carry a candle so as to make it skirt suc-
cessively all the outlying parts of the field of fixation.
That is, I carry it first to the extreme right, then rather
quickly back again to the middle line and on to the
extreme left, then up (i. e., to the up and left posi-
tion), then back to the middle line (straight-up-posi-
tion) and on to the right (up-and-right position) then
down to the horizontal plane, and then below it, so as
to skirt the lower field in the same way as the upper.
In doing this, I note whether the patient gets diplopia
in any part of the field, how great the diplopia is, and in
what direction it tends to increase ; and at the same
time I watch to see whether the excursions of the eyes
appear normal in all directions, or whether either eye
lags behind in its motions anywhere.

Movements of the Eyeballs of Persons
Seeing for the First Time

That the finely adjusted and complicated
movements of both eyes in the act of binocular
vision are not inborn, but that they have to be
learned by every human being like walking or
swimming, cannot be doubted from the observa-
tions of the new-born, in which the eyes fre-
quently move quite independently from each
other. Very instructive in this regard are also
those cases in which the act of vision could be
established only long after birth because it is
much easier here to make the necessary observa-
tions. Such a case has been reported lately by
Dr. E. Trombetta, of Florence, Italy. He care-
fully observed a case in which Professor Guaita
had operated on both eyes for congenital cata-
ract with a most brilliant result, and in which
the doctor succeeded to establish full binocular
vision after twenty-five lessons. At first there
was extreme oculo-motor incoordination, which
ranged from the most atypical and dissociated
excursions to oscillating nystagmus, most active
during futile attempts at convergence. He says

THE 1K EYSTONE

himself (according to the translation in the
Annals of OphMalmology"):

Examining the child a few days after the last pro-
tecting bandage had been discarded, I noticed that the
movements of the eyeballs were irregular, atypical
and occasionally dissociated, to such an extent as to
suggest actual ocular ataxia. The only associated
movements were : R. E., rotation outwards and up-
wards ; L. E., rotation inwards and upwards, and both
eyes, rotation upwards.

Lively oscillating nystagmus appeared when the
limits of these excursions were reached. There was
not the slightest tendency to converge, and conse-
quently the fixation of objects was impossible. When
I placed a shining article in front of the child and told
her to look at it, a mirror, ring or tumbler, usually
one line of vision would be directed on the object
while the other deviated outward and upward, and
whenever her attention wandered, the eyeballs would
show movements in all directions, the first associated
movements, just mentioned, being followed by pro-
nounced, bilateral, horizontal nystagmus.

This incoordination of the movements of the eye-
balls, the ataxia of the globes, instead of surprising
me merely served to confirm my conception deduced
from previous experiences and observations of the
manner in which vision develops at first in persons
seeing for the first time after operations for cataract.
This conception harmonizes with Preyer's assumptions
in regard to the mode of development of the sense of
sight during the first months of life. If, in fact, the
associated movements of the two eyes combine for
the task of seeing a simple object, it is evident that
the lack of association indicates that binocular vision
has not been established ; and vice versa, if the vision
is not binocular, then we can always calculate upon
the existence of some disturbance in the sphere of
the ocular movements. Moreover, as there was no
diplopia in my case, and as in preceding seances the
existence of pure, simple, monocular vision had been
excluded, the facts observed afforded conclusive evi-
dence in support of my assumption from a priori
reasoning, namely, that in my case and in others
similar to it, " simultaneous" vision exists and does
not yield the field to binocular vision until the retinic
reflex of convergence is aroused. Hence, the prob-
lem of the education of the visual sense presented
itself to me under a new but no less important aspect,
that is, of a kind of kinesitherapy (movement treat-
ment), the aim of which is to develop by repeated
stimulation the retinal reflex of convergence, from
which I anticipated—as proved to be the case—the
definite establishment of binocular vision.

Does the Development of Myopia Give
Rise to Astigmatism?

In this country the, belief prevails that the
myopic process gives rise also to astigmatism.
This theory was first proposed by Dr. Risley,
but it is now challenged by Dr. A. Steiger, of
Zurich. This investigator examined the eyes of
more than 2000 children between the ages of
seven and sixteen years, with the following result
as to the proportion of astigmatism in the three
periods 7-10, 10-12 and 13 to 16 years.

boys .Age of . .girl . .s 
. 7-9

8-10

10-12

11-12
13-15

14-16

Astig.
0.25-1.25 D. . .

%
81.2

%
81.6

%
85.4

Total.
82.

1.5-2.75 D. . . 15.3 15.5 11.3 15.

3. and over . . 3.5 2.9 3.3 3.

According to these statistics the myopia in-
creased from 4 per cent. to 13 per cent. among
the boys and from 3 to r I and 18 per cent.
among the girls. But in spite of this increase of
myopia the amount of astigmatism remained the
same, so that it now appears that there is no
such relation between myopia and astigmatism
as was asserted by Risley, Cahart and others.
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The Controversy About the Dioptric
Value of the Cornea

The question as to the dioptric power of the
human cornea lately has given rise to quite a
little discussion, especially in. the Ophthalmic
Record. Javal, Tscherning and others had ex-
Pressed the refracting power of the cornea by a
convex lens of a focal length equal to the ante-
rior focal distance of the cornea, this lens being
placed at the center of the cornea. Dr. Suter,
however, denied the correctness of this defini-
tion and stated in an article in that journal that
the cornea had no fixed dioptric value. Dr.
Weiland then defended the definition of Javal
and Tscherning, whereupon in the April issue of
the Record Dr. Suter again criticised this view
and defended his former assertion. In the July
number of the Record Dr. Weiland replies again
quite exhaustively. We give here his argumen-
tation, and we do so especially in consideration
of the fact that lately the definition of Javal and
Tscherning has also been questioned in an other-
wise well-informed optical journal.

Dr. Suter asserts that the cornea has no fixed
dioptric value, because it would require a different
convex lens at the apex of the cornea for every point
on the axis from which rays emanate and are brought
to a focus again by the cornea. Now that a different
lens must be placed at the apex of the cornea in order
to focus in air the rays of light at the same point as
the cornea does for every different luminous point on
the axis is so elementary a proposition that it must
appear self-evident to every student of optics. But
that has nothing to do with the diofth-ic power of the
cornea. For the dioptric power of a lens or refraciing
surface or system refers only to fiarallet rays or pane
waves of light, and only to that medium of the objects
of which we want to form images. Only parallel rays
of light are used to measure the dioptric power of a
lens or refracting system and it is clear, therefore, that
any argumentation of Dr. Suter based on diverging
rays is of no value and wholly untenable.

Furthermore, the doctor assumes that the lens
expressing the dioptric power ought to be placed at
the apex of the surface, the refraction of which is to
be expressed. But why should a lens be placed there
at the principal point when a refracting surface has
four cardinal points which are all of equal importance?
It is true that the proper convex lens at the principal
point will bring parallel rays of light to the same
focus as the cornea, but the images of distant objects
in air formed by this lens would be much too large.
Thus for rays parallel in air the cornea of 7.8 m.m.
radius could be placed at its apex by a lens of + 32.31
D. but the images of distant objects in air formed by a
+ 32.31 D. lens in that position would be about 1.34
times too large. Of such a lens indeed it cannot be
said that it does the same refractive work as the
cornea. As little as this has been asserted about a
lens in air placed at the apex of the eye and converg-
ing parallel rays of light to a point on the retina. A
lens in that position would have to be of 43.7 D., but
cannot express the refractive power of the eye. Let
us hear what Prof. Albrecht Nagel, who is only second
to Donders in the exposition of the refraction of the
eye, had to say on this subject more than twenty years
ago. He states in Graefe and Saemisch (Vol. VI, p.
260, 1. Ed. ) " If we speak of the dioptric power of
the eye [cornea] in the same sense as we do of the
dioptric power of a lens it can have only the meaning
of a comparison. * * * This dioptric power of the
eye [cornea] may be put down very approximately
equal * * * to a lens of a focal distance which is
equal to the anterior focal distance of the eye [cornea]
and which must be at the second nodal point of the
eye [cornea]. In the latest schmatic eye [cornea] of
Helmholtz, for example, the dioptric power of the
media [this medium] may be considered equal * * *
to a sphere lens of 15.5 tn.m. [23.14 m.m.] focal dis-
tance, or a dioptric power of 64.5 D. [43.20 D.] placed
at the second nodal point of the eye [cornea]." In
this quotation I have added in brackets the words
which, when put in place of the preceding word, will
make it apply to the cornea ; for that the same reason-
ing is correct for eye and cornea will be evident if we
consider that the cornea may be looked upon as the

(Continued an page rip)
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same compound refracting- system as the eye, in which,
however, the two principal points have merged into
one principal point at the corneal apex, and the two
nodal points have merged into one nodal point at the
center of the refracting surface.

Furthermore, Dr. W. S. Dennett and Dr. C. XV.
Cutler in "An American Text Book of Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat," give a definition of the
dioptric power of a single refracting surface like the
cornea which agrees perfectly with mine. They say
there (p. 123) : " The strength or power of a lens is
the convergence that it can produce in parallel rays.
It is also the curvature it can give to a plane wave that
passes through it ; it is also the reciprocal of its focal
distance. Either one of these definitions implies the
other. Whichever way it is defined, i is its measure.
This definition must be modified for a single surface
or a system other than a lens. The dioptric strength
of such a system is consistently considered to be the
measure of the curvature in air or vacuum which it
will impress on a wave that was fiat before reaching it.
Some such convention must be adopted, as the con-
vergence produced is greater on the side of the lesser
index, though the system is the same. With this limi-
tation we can evaluate systems as well as lenses in
diopters, and the value will be the index of the last
medium divided by the length of the principal focus
in that medium. With this convention the dioptric
value of a system is the same for light traveling in
either direction."

If we apply this to the cornea it is evident that its
dioptric value is to be defined either by the refractive
index of air i divided by the anterior focal distance
F. that is by or by the refractive index of the aqueous
n divided by the posterior focal distance F,, that is
by jr.. But as F r= n F1, we see that :2 Both
these values are the same and identical with that given
above. This definition of the dioptric value of a single
refracting surface is quite comprehensive, but very
formal, whilst my definition of it, as expressed by that
lens which gives images of distinct objects in air of
the same size and at the same place as the surface
does, gives a fuller and more practical significance to
that term. This definition allows us to see at once
that the dioptric value of the cornea, with reference to
parallel rays of light in air, can be expressed only by
a lens at its center and of a focal distance equal to its
anterior focal distance. The dioptric value of the
cornea has been thus expressed by Java! and Tscher-
fling.

From the foregoing exposition the following con-
clusions must be accepted :

The cornea has a fixed dioptric value.
This fixed dioptric value is expressed by a convex

lens, the dioptric power of which equals the reciprocal
of the anterior focal distance, the lens being placed at
the center of the cornea. Stich a lens of + 43.20 D
for a cornea of 7.8 m.m. radius, placed at the corneal
center, will give of distant objects in air images of ex-
actly the same size and at the same place in space as
the real cornea does. This lens does the same re-
fractive work on parallel rays of light in air as the
cornea. Both, therefore, have the same dioptric value.

The formation of equal images of distant objects
as an essential condition to be fulfilled by a lens which
is to be the equivalent of the dioptric power of a re-
fracting surface or system has been entirely overlooked
by Dr. Suter and has caused him to make the unten-
able assertion that the cornea has no fixed dioptric
value.

Simplified Form of Stereoscope

In a former issue of THE KEYSTONE we
gave a description of a stereoscope which had
been brought forward in 1898 by Dr. Ch. Oliver,
of Philadelphia. The instrument at that time
was rather complicated and the author now has
simplified it. This simplified form, as made by
Wall & Ochs, of Philadelphia, he describes in
the Ophthalmic Record as follows :

The contrivance as at present constructed is made
entirely of metal. Its weight has been much light-
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cued. Its form as can be seen in the accompanying
sketch is much more graceful than that of the original.

It has been so care-
fully constructed
that it is very rigid
and remains fixed
in any desired posi-
tion. A broad flat
tripod base with
rubber feet con-
tributes to give it
stability. The triple
set screws working
upon the vertical
telescopic tubes,
have been removed
and replaced by a
single set screw
that controls any

degree of inclination required. The lens carriers, which
are susceptible of graduated and independent rotation,
have been fastened to the interpupillary bar in a less
cumbersome manner. The mechanism for the obtain-
age and registration of degrees of vertical differences
in the two optical centers in order to correspond with
similar differences in the pupillary centers, have been
placed in more easily manipulated positions and per-
mit of liner differentiation. The adjusting arrange-
ment for interpupilliary distance has been rendered
less complicated and made more efficacious. The
spheroprismatic eyepieces have been loosely set in
their containing ring holders in order that they may be
rotated independently or combinedly to any point of
angulation that may be ordinarily desired. The sliding
divisional wall between the two fields of vision has
been greatly simplified and admits of greater adjust-
ment. The focusing rod has been made much firmer
and more compact, permitting a great deal easier and
much smoother movement of the test holder along its
length. The test holder is thinner, has a more deli-
cate yet just as expensive movement as the old one,
and cannot get out of order.

Carefully chosen and %'ell executed cards have
been newly prepared and accompany each instrument.
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Erythropsia (Red-Vision)
Many persons who have been operated upon

for cataract complain of a peculiar symptom
called erythropsia or red-vision. They say that
suddenly everything appears of a vivid red color,
and that this lasts for a period varying from a
few minutes to several hours. This phenomenon
has even been observed in eyes that have not
been op( rated upon at all. Van Millingen has
described two attacks of this erythropsia in his
own person. In the first instance it came on
during an attack of tonsillitis with a high tem-
perature.- For seven days all candle flames ap-
peared of a bright scarlet red. In the second
instance, Nvhich occurred during an attack of
scarlet fever, again with a great elevation of tem-
perature, white objects in daylight appeared
yellowish, while at night candle flames were of a
bright carmine red. The erythropsia disappeared
with the fever. Some have attributed this phe-
nomenon to some irritation of the sight centers
in the brain, and they thought this view con-
firmed by the fact that this red vision had been
observed in severe headache (migraine), in acute
mania and in epilepsy. But others consider this
phenomenon caused by changes in the retina
and optic nerve or by great glare of light enter-
ing the eye. This may explain the few cases
where it has been observed after dilatation of
the pupil by atropine. Fuchs, who has paid
special attention to this subject, states that almost
all his patients, that he had operated upon for
cataract, complained about erythropsia after he
had sent them to walk in the sunlit snow on a
clear winter's day. He believes that aphakic
eyes are more disposed to red vision because
the yellow lens of old people has fluorescent
properties and keeps back the blue and other
short-waved rays of light. These rays of short
vibration now impinge with full force upon the
retina, which latter soon becomes exhausted to
them and therefore perceives the red rays more
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vividly. Fuchs himself readily brings on ery-
thropsia by long walks over snow fields on high
mountains, and he explains it by the assumption
that the retinal purple, which had become ex-
hausted by the bright light, is now regenerated

.in the retinal rods and that this new retinal purple
of the rods is perceived by the neighboring retinal
cones. Snellen believes that erythropsia is an after-
image and contrast effect of the red purple light
which, in case of exposure to intense glare,is trans-
mitted through the translucent and vascular eye-
lids to the retina. Lately, in the Proceedings of
Me Ophthalmological Society the United King-
dom, Dr. W. H. A. Rivers described a form of
erythropsia which, after exposure of the eye to
a bright illumination, appeared as a well-defined
deep red border around a white object. He be-
lieves that this border-erythropsia, the artificial
erythropsia of Fuchs and the clinical post-oper-
ative erythropsia are all closely related to one
another and that they are all due to the coloration
of the light, stimulating the retina, by blood. This
reddish light might be produced (I) by transmis-
sion through the lid, sclerotic, etc. ; (2) by inter-
nal reflection from the lateral walls of the globe ;
and (3) by transmission through the anterior
layers of the retina. The third form would come
very near to the explanation of Fuchs.

Treatment of Heterophoria
At the last meeting of the American Medi-

cal Association, last June, Dr. G. M. Gould, of
Philadelphia, read a paper on the non-surgical
measures in treatment of heterophoria. He ex-
pressed his great opposition to operative proced-
ures, and said, according to the Record, that
" any operative treatment whatever for hetero-
phoria is not only useless, but bad," in that it
made a real cure more or less difficult and some-
times even impossible. The same anti-operative
view is expressed in the following words, which
are quoted by the American Journal of Oph-
thalmology " If words are not minced, then
tendon-cutting in exophoria is positive malprac-
tice." " Surgery is the despair of medicine,
and we should never adopt surgical methods
while there is a glimmer of hope by natural
means in the direction indicated by the subtle
and adherent strivings for normality." The gist
of his whole paper may be reduced to the follow-
ing three theses : i. In the vast majority of
cases heterophoria is a phenomenon depending
upon a faulty innervation. 2. Errors of refrac-
tion are usually at the bottom. 3. Proper spec-
tacles are the principal effective means of cure,
with the aid of prism gymnastics in exophoria.

Occupation as it Affects Vision
The following. query was received from an esteemed

correspi Hident :

En. KEYSTONE :—Do you endorse the statements
made in the article by W. G. Fay on "Occupation as
it Affects Error in Refraction," page 1021, September
issue of KEvsToNE, especially those under occupation
and astigmatism ? Very truly,

Danville, I ti1. E. M. WILHITE.

We certainly endorse the general thesis that occu-
pation, more or less, affects the refraction of the eyes;
but this general endorsement, of course, does not ex-
ten(l to every opinion expressed in that paper. W. G.
Fay is a good observer and gives the statements in his
Paper as the expression of his own personal observa-
tion and conviction. Every reader must give them the
weight they seem to possess from his own experience.
The statement, for example, that " astigmatism is
largely affected by the occupation," although it is
somewhat related to the doctrine generally accepted
in this country—that myopia brings on an increase of
astigmatism—we cannot endorse any more, in view of
the new researches of a German investigator reviewed
in this number at another place (" Does the Develop-
ment of Myopia Give Rise to Astigmatism ? " ) We
also are unable to accept the statement that generally
there is an esophoria in hypermetropia, although it
may have been the particular lot of the writer of that
article to observe a good many of such cases under the
particular conditions of his different tests. However
that may be, we reproduced Mr. Fay's article as it was
read beiore the convention on account of the general.
correctness of his views.
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The work will continue to appear in serial form, as hereunder,
in this journal. The first installment was published in the Sep-
tember, 1899, issue.

CHAPTER VI. ( Continued)
Dynamic Pactors of Skiaseopy—Tilting Mirror mid its Dynamic

Etti:ets—Motion at Lund s Area—Changing the
Intervals—Other Dynamic Principles. •

The three intervals are peculiarly associated
with one another. An interval is shortened or
lengthened by changing the position of one or
more of the areas. Now, if while areas 2, 3 and
4 are unchanged, area z is brought nearer to or
moved farther from area 2, the first interval
alone is altered. It is altered the exact amount
of the changed position of area 1. If, for in-
stance, area is moved from a position of i m.
from area 2 to a position of X, meter, interval i is
reduced Y, meter, as shown in Fig. 36. But as
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and 2 == I meter, or 54 what it was before. In
the position at i meter the incident waves would
have a curvature of Cm. at the cornea of
the observed eye, and the emergent pencils, if
focused for the observing eye, would have a
curvature of — I Cm. At y, meter the inci-
dent pencils at the cornea of the observed eye
‘vould be + I Cm., while the emergent pencils,
if focused for the observing eye, would be — 2
Cm. The effect of these changes of distance,
or length of the evolutionary spaces, must
always be taken into account in determining the
dioptric condition of the eye under examination.
Aside from this consideration of intervals and
their co-relation, changing the intervals and the
dynamic effects are precisely the same as if the
dioptric power of the observed eye were changed.

4. CORRECTING LENSES

Placing lenses before the observed eye is
exactly similar to the employment of the accom-
modation of the observed eye, except that lens
changes are made by more distinct steps ; a
+ 2.75 D. is substituted for a + 2.50 D., or

2.50 D. for + 2.25 D., or — 1.75 D. for
— I.50 D. The observer cannot see the change
take place, but he sees the effect of the entire
change resulting from substituting one lens for
another. But in making these changes of lenses
the operator is working always, in making the
primary correction, toward making the area of
reversal coincide with the fixed plane of reversal
in his own eye. His process is a process of

gauging. He gets reverse motion
4% and brings the two areas as close to-

gether as possible—within .5o D. or
.25 D. of each other, and prescribes
the power between + " — t D."
In working out a case of astigmatism
the process is precisely the same, ex-
cept that it is for one of the principal

meridians at a time. But in working out a case
of astigmatism the static principles of skiascopy
are relied upon to a large extent ; that is, it is
sought to obtain a retinal image that is symmet-
rical in form, and it matters little whether much
or little ametropia exists at the time, so long as
a tolerably clear outline of the luminous area is
displayed at area 3. A correction of the astig-
matic element with 3 D. of hypermetropia will
correct it for 2 D. of myopia or for emmetropia.
Astigmatism is neither myopic nor hyperopic,
nor mixed, nor com-
pound. It is merely a
difference of power in
two chief meridians
and in all intermediate
meridians. It is the
hyperopia or myopia
that is compound, mix-
ed, etc., not the astig-
matism.
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Fig. 36

the incident pencils are evolved through the
space of intervals i and 2 combined, shortening
interval i reduces this evolutionary space
meter. If intervals i and 2 are each I meter,
the reduction of interval i to meter reduces
the entire space from 2 meters to I 1/2 meters,
and the waves become -I- Cm., instead of

Cm., at the cornea of the observed eye.
As area 3 is the retina of the observed eye,

it would not be proper to require the one under
examination to change his position, but the ob-
server or operator may approach or recede from
the eye under examination, changing the posi-
tion of area 4. But as the mirror (area 2) and
the observing eye are together, any change of
either requires a corresponding change in the
other. That is, if the mirror is moved forward
or back, the observing eye must also be moved
in the same direction and the same distance ;
and if the observing eye is moved the mirror
must be moved correspondingly. If the observing
eye is advanced toward the observed eye from a
distance of if meter to a distance of 34 meter,
this affects the space in which the emergent rays
are evolved. It may take the observing eye
from a position posterior to the focal area to a
position at it, or from a position at it to a posi-
tion anterior to it. But the advance of the ob-
serving eye is necessarily accompanied with
advance of the mirror, and advance of the mirror
shortens both intervals i and 2 the same amount.
But as the evolutionary space of the incident
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Fig. 37

waves is the sum of intervals I and 2, the ad-
vance of the mirror meter shortens this space
I meter by taking 34 meter from each interval.
This is shown in Fig. 37. The change .from a
position I meter from the observed eye to 54
meter from it makes interval 3 54 meter, or 54
what it was before, and the sum of intervals

5. MOTION AT LUMIN-
OUS AREA

Nothing has ever
been done, so far as we
know to make motion at the luminous area, or
motion of the luminous area, provide the dyna-
mic factor for a skiascopic test. Of course,
when motion is contrary to the motion of the
mirror, an upward motion of the luminous area

would appear as a downward motion,
and a downward motion as an upward
motion. Right and left would be re-
versed in the same manner. But to
preserve constancy of motion the lu-
minous area would have to be made
to vibrate back and forth, and the

trouble would be to keep track of the actual mo-
tion so as to know when the apparent motion
was with or opposite to the actual motion. The
author has devised a very pretty plan of securing
rotary motion at the luminous area under the
impression that reversal would cause the figure
to appear to rotate in the opposite direction.
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More careful analysis, however, showed him that
such reversal of motion would not occur. If the
luminous area.were an arrow rotating in the di-
rection of the hands on a dial, inversion of the
figure would not reverse the motion, any more
than inverting a watch dial would cause the
hands to move in an apparently opposite direc-
tion. To reverse such rotary motion it would
be necessary that the observer view the rotation
from the opposite side of the rotating figure, and
inversion in optics does not produce this effect.
But reflection which reverses positions without
inversion produces it. The reflection of a clock
face in a plane mirror reverses The face without
inverting it, and causes the moving hands to
appear to be going in the opposite direction. It
is difficult to see how this principle could be ap-
plied in skiascopy, although it would make a
unique exhibit of the effects of reversal if it could
be used. Nothing is more startlingly unique, or
anomalous, than a reversal of the regular and
natural order of events. It is said that the kinne-
toscope may be made to reverse motion in this
way if the film or plate, or whatever the order of
events is recorded upon, is made .to pass back-
ward through the machinery. The startling
character of such an exhibit may be appreciated
if we consider its effect upon the view of a dinner
party at which a fine roast turkey and other rich
foods have been discussed. All of the guests will
at once become engaged in taking food from
their mouths and putting it back upon their plates,
which in due time will become loaded and go back
to mine host, who will proceed with it to build
up on the skeleton of a turkey the bird as it came
from the oven. Half-smoked cigars will spring
up off the floor and then to the mouths of the
smokers, while a cloud of smoke will appear be-
fore them and be drawn into their mouths. If con-
versation could also be made to go backward, the
confusion of tongues in the building of the tower of
Babel would not be a circumstance in comparison.

NEUTRALIZING INCIDENT PENCILS

We have referred elsewhere to the use of a
lens in a skiascopic T-chimney to neutralize the
pencils of light from the luminous area, or
from a diffusion disk close to the .flame. The
effect of the use of such a neutralizing lens would
be to eliminate intervals i and 2 as evolutionary
spaces, for if the waves upon emergence from
such lens were neutral they would be static. Pen-

A—Real luminous area.
('—ltd Inst image, area 3, of .1 or B.

Fig. 38

B—Lit,,,ilioun area magnified by skiascopic lens.
1)—Anterior image of C—original of image at area 4.

cils of light composed of neutralized waves would
be precisely the same as pencils of light from in-
finity, except for the element of aberration con-
tained in them. If the observed eye's accom-
modation were passive and the eye were, either
naturally or artificially, emmetropic, the incident
pencils would give a clear image upon the retina,
for there would be no diffusion, and emit neutral
pencils to the observed eye. This would provide
the conditions needed to eliminate diffusion at
areas 3 and 4 at the same time. If the observed
eye were ametropic the lens which corrected its
ametropia would, with the action of its dioptric
media, ( I ) neutralize emergent pencils, and ( 2)
focus neutral incident pencils at the retina. The
image on area 3 would be clear and without dif-
fusion, while the image of that image at area 4
woulcl also be clear and without diffusion, as
shown ill Fig. 38. an' IIE CONTINUED)
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The Taste for Education
is an acquired one and must be cul-
tivated. The boy attends school
not from choice, but because pa-
rental authority compels it. The
average optician affords a compari-
son ; he knows he should learn the
principles of optics ; but there is
no authority to compel him, and
like the boy who plays truant, the
pleasures of freedom are more en-
ticing.

But these are the days in
which the development of the Op-
tician is taking place, from the
jeweler or merchant who sold
glasses as any other article of
merchandise, to the educated pro-
fessional Optometrist, who may or
may not make this his sole busi-
ness, but who has spent liberally
of his time and means to fit him-
self for the work.

As educational qualification
is the price of professional recog-
nition, can any ambitious Optician
afford to play truant ?
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cv()Iiitilin of the accomplished Opto-
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proved our Course each year, but the
underlying principles and our aims are
unaltered. While we have had numer-
ous imitators, our Course is universally
acknowledged the acme of perfection in
correspondence teaching.
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The Optician's Manual
(CONTINUED)

A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows:

CHAPTER I.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

CHAPTER II.—III F; EYE ANATOMICA

CHAPTER III.—THE EYE OPTICA MA' ; OR, THE PII4Yrsv101s1.10,0j.
CHAPTER .IV.—OPTIcs.

CHAPTER V.—LENSES.

CHAPTER VI.—NumBERINu OF LENSES.

CHAPTER vit.—Tali USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VIII.—OuTFIT ItEttu i um,.
CHAPTER IX.—METHoD DE EX A 51 IN AVON.

CCCHRHAAAPPPTTTEIFRRE

CHAPTER XXX1111.--4IISYYT°I'LlIkAIATISM.

The first ten chapters have been
republished in book form with
additional matter, illustrations and
colored plates, price $2.00, Chap-
ters XI and XII have also been
published in book form under the
title "Supplement to the Optician's
Manual," price s1.00. These books
will be sent postpaid, to all parts
of the world, from this office, on
receipt of price. Or can be bad
from the leading wholesale opti-
cal houses of (treat Britain, and
Bosch, Barthel A: eo., Sydney,
N. S. W ., for its. rld. for the Op-
tician's Manual, told Is 2d. for the
Supplement.

CHAPTER XIV
( Part VII)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

Iff the cornea of either eye makes an excur-
sion inward when its fellow is covered, it must
previously have been deviating outwards ; and
if the excursion should be outward, the previous
deviation must have been inward. In alternat-
ing strabismus, when the squint is transferred
from .one eye to the other, it remains after the
withdrawal of the screen, because the patient has
no preference as to which eye he uses for fixa-
tion. But in a fixed, monolateral strabismus,
when the strabismus has been shifted to the good
eye by covering it, it immediately returns to the
other eye as soon as the cover is removed.

The " primary deviation " is that which
the squinting eye assumes under ordinary con-
ditions. When the straight eye is covered by a
screen and the squinting eye compelled to fix
the object, thus transferring the strabismus from
one eye to the other, the deviation of the eye
behind the screen is called the " secondary
deviation."

The extent of these two deviations should
be observed for purposes of clinical diagnosis.
In paralytic strabismus, the secondary deviation
is always greater than the primary ; so infallible
is this test, that it has come to be regarded as
the one on which the determination of a para-
lytic element depends. In concomitant strabis-
mus, on the other hand, the secondary deviation
is the same as the primary, no greater and no
less, and maintains the same relation over the
whole motor field.

TI-1E KEYSTONE

STRABISMOM ETR

After having ascertained the presence of a
strabismus and its variety, the next step is to
measure the degree or amount of the deviation
'of the squinting eye from its normal position,
which, as a matter of course, is not the same in
all cases. This can be done by one of the fol-
lowing methods:

Linear Method of Measuring Strabismus—
This takes account of the displacement of the
pupil by measuring the amount of deviation in
millimeters or fractions of an inch, and was at
one time the popular method. The accepted
theory was that the displacement of the pupil,
measured in lines or millimeters, could be recti-
fied by setting back the tendon the same num-
ber of lines or millimeters ; but this was not
found to be practicable.

The strabismometer is made of bone or
ivory, with a concavity to fit the shape of the
ball and lower lid, and graduated in fractions of
'an inch or millimeters. The patient may sit
facing a window and his attention directed to
;some distant object in the median line, when

the good eye is to be screened. This causes
the squinting eye to fix the object, when the
instrument is placed gently against its lower lid,
so that the zero (o) mark corresponds to the
center of the pupil. Now the good eye is un-
covered, when it immediately fixes the object
and the defective eye resumes its squint, and
the amount of its deviation can be measured by
noting the position of the center of the pupil
over the millimeter line of the instrument.

St rabisinometer

This method of measuring strabismus is but
little used, although it deserves mention because
of its historical interest.

Hirschberg' s Method. —This consists in
estimating the degree of deviation by the loca-
tion of the corneal reflex of a candle flame held
in front of the eye. The candle should be about
one foot in front of the patient's face, and the
observer stands near to it and looks over it at
the eyes of the patient, who is also told to fix
his gaze in the same direction ; in other words,
the eye of the optician, the flame and the squint-
ing eye must all be in one line. The position of
the reflection from the cornea of the squinting
eye indicates approximately the degree of stra-
bismus. When the eye is straight the reflex is
situated at the center of the pupil, or perhaps
slightly to its inner side. In convergent strabis-
mus it would be displaced outward, and in di-
vergent strabismus inward.

According to Hirschberg, if the reflex is
moved a little from the center, but is still closer
to it than to the margin of the pupil, a strabis-
mus of less than to° is indicated, which is not
enough to call for an operation. If the reflex is
at the margin of the pupil (3 min. in diameter),

LL RE
Diagram Showing the Perimeter Method

strabismus of 12° to 1 5° is indicated, which may
require a simple tenotomy. A reflex situated
half way between the center of the pupil and the
corneal margin represents a strabismus of about
25°, and calls for a tenotomy of the internal
rectus and possibly an advancement of the ex-
ternal. When the reflex occupies the margin

I I 5 5

of the cornea, a strabismus of 45° is indicated,
which requires a tenotomy of the internal rectus,
an advancement of the external and possibly a
later tenotomy of the other internal rectus. If
the reflex is on the sclerotic, away off from the
margin of the cornea, this represents a strabis-
mus of Go° to 800 and calls for a tenotomy of
both internal recti and the strongest possible
advancement of the external.

Perimeter Method. —The most reliable
method of measuring the degree of strabismus
is by means of the arc of a perimeter. The pa-
tient is placed at the instrument in the same way
as if his field of vision was to be mapped out,
and with the squinting eye in the center of the
arc. He is then requested to look at some dis-
tant object across the room, which, of course, is
fixed with the good eye. This is shown in the
diagram, where the visual axis of the left eye is
directed towards the candle flame. If the eyes
were straight the visual line of the right eye
m.ould be similarly directed and would pass
through the point A; but instead it passes
through the point B. The latter is determined
by moving another li*hted candle along the arc
of the perimeter, until the reflection of the flame
appears to occupy that portion of the cornea
which is directly over the center of the pupil
when the eye of the observer is behind the flame.
This indicates the optical axis of the eye, and
the extent of the strabismus can be measured
and read off from the scale.

Method by Double Images.—When diplopia
can be excited, it affords one of the most valu-
able tests of the measure of the strabismus. In
cases where the squinting eye is amblyopic,
there is always difficulty in getting the patient
to recognize the image belonging to this eye,
because it has always been suppressed, or at least
he has never been conscious of it, thus avoiding
the diplopia which it is now desired temporarily
to produce. At first the patient is unable to
catch the false image, but if he is intelligent per-
sistent efforts usually accomplish the desired
end. Strong prisms are used, with their bases
in the direction opposite to the deviation, and
placed before the squinting eye. The rays of
light, being bent by the prism, are focused on
the retina nearer the yellow spot, in a position
where they can be more easily noticed. A col-
ored glass may be placed over the good eye in
order to dull the light and make the image in
this eye less distinct. By thus favoring the
squinting eye at the expense of the good one,
the patient will soon be able to discern two ob-
jects ; and when once this occurs the subsequent
steps of the test present no further difficulties.
The prisms are increased before the squinting
eye until the two images are brought so near
together that they can be fused into one. The
prism that accomplishes this will represent the
measure of the deviation. In convergent stra-
bismus the base of the prism is out, and in di-
vergent strabismus the base of the prism is in.

TREATMENT OF STRABISMUS

The treatment of strabismus may be divided
into operative and non-operative.

The operative treatment may consist in a
tenotomy of the muscle that turns the eye too
strongly in its direction, or an advancement of
the muscle which dos not possess sufficient
Power to keep the eyeball straight, or a com-
bination of both. TtiOs in convergent stra-
bismus there may be a tenotomy of the inter-
nal rectus or an advancement of the external
rectus, or both operations may be performed on
the same eye.

The operative treatment of strabismus, as a
matter of course, lies outside the domain of the
optician ; but in spite of this, as a man educated
in visual optics he should be in position to
justify the public confidence in him as such,
and should therefore have some definite knowl-
edge of this treatment, as he should of many
other matters which are at present beyond his
province.

(To RE CONTINUED)
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MBITIOUS, energetic opticians all over the
country are seemingly ambitious for what
they call " higher education in optics and of
opticians." Yet when a prospective exami-

nation is made or an extended list of questions pro-
posed about such things that opticians should know,
at once comes back the cry, What bearing have such
questions on refraction or optical knowledge?

Judging from those whom he has met, the writer
is convinced that the greater body of men engaged in
the optical business are men of intelligence, all of
whom have at least had a good high-school education,
which embraced a thorough knowledge of mathema-
tics and geometry. Just what impressions were made
on each individual mind and the value of the two com-
bined and thoroughly understood, will govern the
practical use to which the individual man can apply
his knowledge. Mathematics is defined as the science
which treats of the computation of quantity, magni-
tude and numbers. Geometry is defined as the science
which treats of the properties of magnitude in general,
where length, breadth, thickness and form are consid-
ered ; as from a point to a line, from a line to a plan,
from the plan the structure.

We have but a very imperfect idea of things with-
out quantity, and an imperfect idea of quantity itself,
without arithmetic. All things of any and every
nature are made in number, weight and measure.
Therefore to understand them rightly we should
understand arithmetical calculations. The greater
advancement we make in the mathematical sciences
the more capable we shall be of considering such
things as are the ordinary objects of our conception,
and be thereby led to a more comprehensive knowl-
edge of all things.

Geometry is said to be the first and greatest of all
the sciences. By it the architect is enabled to con-
struct his plans and execute his designs. The general
to arrange his soldiers, the engineer to mark out the
grounds for encampment, the geographer to give us
the dimensions of the world and all things therein, to
delineate the extent of the seas. The astronomer is
enabled to make his observations, to fix the durations
of the seasons, years and cycles. Geometry is the
root and body of mathematics.

Abraham Lincoln was once asked the question,
" What do you consider the greatest science in the
world?" He replied, "Geometry, for by it God
formed the world, and man is enabled to trace the
formation of the world from the present day back to
the beginning."

Geometry and mathematics are inseparable in all
mechanical form and application. Look where you
will, go where you may, select any object as a subject,
and you will see that either the brain of man or of a
divine being has conceived the plan and by the aid of
geometry carried it into execution.

Geometry has a practical application to the opti-
cal science in every form, whether it be the work of
refraction, lens grinding or frame fitting. There are
some people who seem to think that the person who
has a good general knowledge of all things, is lacking
proficiency in any one, sort of a jack of all trades, as
it were, and a professor of none. With such, the
writer begs to differ-believing and knowing from
practical experience and contact that the person who
is thoroughly proficient in any one line of work or
profession, is equipped above the average man or
woman in general knowledge, as well as in the chosen
line ; for in seeking and attaining a degree of profi-
ciency, one is brought in contact with much that per-
haps has but little bearing on the special work, but
more that adds to a general fund of knowledge, which
is also assimilated for future use.

Opticians when assuming that the work of refrac-
tion and prescribing of glasses is without the province
of the medical profession, are wont to say that it is a
mechanical work, hence should and does rightfully
belong to mechanics. As individuals, then, we will
do well to learn all things that pertain to the optical
work, so that we may be mechanics of skill, and that
knowledge in mind and ability in hand may be shown
in good results. On page 751 of the July number of
THE KEYSTONE, and also page 867 of the August
number, we have given advice and instruction for the
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elevation of the optician in mental and mechanical
equipment. In the present article will be shown how
to lay out, form and cut, any size or shape of pattern
for lenses, in perfect eye ovals, that will appear and be
symmetrical.

The brains of other men of ability are at this time
already put forth in form for use to men who would
use their hands, but not qualify their own brain to
comprehend the planning • or the making of such in-
struments as the lens cutters and automatic edge
grinders as are in the market to-day. But these with
many other things are the very things that we, who
strive for greater knowledge, are in need of and should
avail ourselves of the opportunity to acquire. For the
following work some few small tools are required,
which are a pair of medium-sized steel screw dividers
(see Fig. ; one fine-pointed punch, for which a fair-
sized needle will answer ; an accurate steel rule, which

has divisions as small as Tiu of an
inch (this rule will also serve as a
straight edge) ; a pair of heavy
shears for cutting tin or light sheet
brass, and a good sharp file. The
range of sizes as used to-day are
from No. 2 eye to 000 eye, which
makes about 30 different sizes and
shapes of patterns required, which
will cover almost any and all size
or form that can be conceived and

used in practical
work. Good heavy
tin will make suit-
able blanks for pat-
terns. Procure sev-

eral strips or a number of small
pieces, say from inches wide to
2 inches long, which are of a size
from which any pattern required
may be cut. At a rough figure
one millimeter is equal to dm of
an inch, which we will express in
decimal form as .04. But when
carried to larger dimensions, one
millimeter, to be exact, is equal
to .039375, so in the following
tables of sizes some variations will
be noted, which are islet with in
increased length. Most opticians

designate eye sizes in millimeters, some few designate
them in inches, so we will give both forms, millimeters
and their equivalents in inches and fractional parts.

The following are the sizes and exact dimensions;
first column in millimeters, the second in inches and
fractional parts:

11g. 1-9 Size

28 x 86 equal to 1.10 x 1.41
28 x 37 " 1.10 x 1.45, which is standard 1 eye size
28 x 38 " 1.10 x 1.49
28 x 39 " 1.10 x 1.53
29 it 37 equal to 1.14 x 1.45
29 x 38 " 1.14 x 1.49
29 x 39 " 1.14 x 1.53
29 x 40 " 1.14 x 1.57
30 x 37 equal to 1.18 x 1.45
30 x 38 " 1.18 x 1.49
80 x 39 " 1.18 x 1.53, which ii standard 0 eye MM.
30 x 40 " 1.18 x 1.57
31 x 37 equal to 1.22 x 1.45
31 x35 " 1.22 x 1.49
81 x 39 " 1.22 x 1.53
31 x 40 " 1.22 x 1.57
32 x 37 equal to 1.26 x 1.45
32 x 38 " 1.26 x 1.49
82 x 39 " 1.26 x 1.53
32 x 40 " 1.26 x 1.57, is standard 00 eye size, rimless32 x 41 1.26 x 1.61
33 x 41 equal to 1.29 x 1.61, is standard 000 eye size, rimless
35 x 26 equal to 1.37 x 1.01, is small eye, No. 3 frame
36 x 25 " 1.41 x .97, is small eye, No. 2 frame
37 x 45 " 1.45 x 1.76, im jumbo, or 0000 eye size
38 x 38, round, equal to 1.49 diameter

The following sizes are clericals, or pantascopics,
as called by some ; also known as 3 and M eye and
are designated as A, B, C, D and F sizes. These last
five sizes will not be explained in this article, but will
be in a later one:

A 39 x 23 equal :4o 11..5435 xx :9785

D 86 x 2t

" 1.57 x .90
" 1.41 x.78

cB 4807 x8 22:13

F 37 x 17 " 1.45 x .67

This gives a very formidable list of sizes, but
accurate patterns and accurate tools in the hands of
capable workmen assure accurate work.

In measuring for frame fitting, such as has been
described in previous article referred to on page 756
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of the July, 1901, KEYSTONE, it should be the aim of
each and every optician to give his work as much a
stamp of individuality as possible, and in no other way
that we know of can it be done as by a variation of
lens sizing : to select the size that conforms to the
correct P. D. first of all without decentration, and next
a proper width that will be pleasing in appearance on
the face of the wearer : aiming at all times to keep
out of the rut of using standard interchangable sizes,
for reasons previously mentioned. So we suggest the
making of this complete list of lens patterns by all
opticians who do their own grinding, also all other
opticians, for the knowledge it will give them. Having
all these,sizes, no optician need fear of meeting with
ally size or shape of lens that may be offered.

We will proceed to lay out a few forms for ex-
ample. Selecting one of the tin blanks with as few
scratches on it as possible, we draw a light straight
line across the length of the blank, as near to the
center as possible, using the edge of the steel rule for
a straight edge, see A to B, Fig. 2. Now, supposing
that we wish to make the size of 3ox39, which, as you
know, is the standard o eye size, 39 mm. must be
considered as the full diameter of the circle required
to get the arc for the length of this form.

Taking one-third of the diameter, which in this
instance is 13 mm., or .51" we set the points of the
dividers .51" apart, now mark a point somewhere
on the line A to .B, Fig. 2, as at point C. NVith the
dividers, one point set at C, draw the circle with C
as the center, which makes a circle 1.02" diameter.
Mark another point at the bisecting of the line A 11,
svith circle as at D. With the dividers still set at .51"
apart, draw another circle with D as the center. This
makes two circles of equal diameter, overlapping
each other, half the diameter of each, also giving the
full diameter of 7.53" or 39 mm., which is the full
length as required. Now draw the line E to F, Fig.
2, passing exactly through the two points where the
circles overlap, as at the points G and H. The line
A to B will be the horizontal, and the line E to F the
vertical meridians of the pattern. Next draw the lines
Ito.f, passing exactly through the points of G, and
the center of the circle C, also the line K to L, pass-

Fig. 2

ing exactly through the points of H, and the center
of the circle at D, also the line 31 to N, passing ex-
actly through the points of G, and the center of the
circle at D, also the line 0 to R, passing exactly
through the points of H, and the center of the circle
as at C These lines must pass through the points at
exact centers, the slightest deviation will produce a
more perceptible error in filling out the form of the
oval. With the needle point as a punch, make a small
indent at G 11 C Z and D, Z will be the exact center
of the form, both in length and width. Now to make
the width of our pattern, the full width as required is
30 turn. or 1.18'1. Set the dividers with the points
.59" apart, which is just half the full width required.
Place one point of the dividers at Z, and with the
other point make a short mark at 2 (Fig. 2), extend-
ing this mark across point 2, from the line I to
next swing the dividers around on the point at Z and
mark the short line from T to L, passing through the
point 3. This gives the full width of 30 mm., or
1.'8", exact width required. Next set the dividers

(Continued on Aye /161)
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My Hardy Ophthalmometer

has done more than any one

other thing to build up my

optical business, and I attribute

a great part of my success as a

refractionist to the help this in=

strument has given me. I could

not do without it."

•

The above are the exact words of a prominent and successful optician,
and there are several thousand other users of the Hardy Ophthalmometer
who will endorse what he says. This make of ophthalmometer has been
the very best and most perfect instrument of the kind on the market
scientifically and mechanically from the time the first one was made ten
years ago down to the latest XXth Century model which we are now
supplying on all orders for electric-lighted instruments. It has not always
been the same, for it has been improved from time to time as improve-
ments have been devised, so as to always keep it in the lead, and we take
great pride in the absolute perfection of the instrument we are selling to-day,

•

The Twentieth Century Ophthalmometer

PRICE
With electric-
lighted stationary
trans-illuminated mires,

$7000

Less 6 per cent. for cash.

We are so confident that no refractionist would
be without an ophthalmometer, and that he would
have no other make but ours, if he had an oppor-
tunity to test one in his practice, that we will send
one on trial for thirty days to any refractionist in
good credit and pay the freight charges for its
return if for any reason he decides not to keep it
after having given it a. trial.

PRICE
With movable mires
and any system
of reflected light,

$7 0.00

Less 6 per cent. for cash.

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET SENT ON APPLICATION

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY
WHOLESALE anD MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

THE SILVERSMITHS' BUILDING
AGENTS
California Optical Co., San Francisco, for the l'acific Coast(Hobe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New EnglandD. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia
J. Raphael & Co., London, England, for (heat Britain CHICAGO ATLANTA, GEORGIA

BRANCHES 1i DENVER, COLORADO
PARIS, FRANCE

October, 1901

Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address-not for publication, but as an evi-
dence of good faith. Questions will be answered in the order in
which they are received. No attention will be paid to anonymous
communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give proper
advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it is essential
that we be furnished with a complete history of each case and
accurate information on the following points :

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approximate.)
2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement glasses

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (Without glasses and with them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

" H F. M"-Merchant, aged fifty-eight years. Has
worn glasses for a number of years (about five
years), a + 2. About ten months ago his left eye
became vet), much inflamed, and vision seemed
entirely blurred on that eye. Seeing an eye
specialist in a certain town, the specialist claimed
that a blood vessel had bursted in the vitreous
and has treated him for same since, without
effect. He now imagines that the other eye is
getting the sante. On examining him for dis-
tance, I find he can at instances only see with the
L. E. the letter marked D = 6o, and the R. E.
he reads without any lens line marked D = so;
and with a + .75 cyl. ax. 300 he reads line
marked D = 5 fairly at 20 feet. For reading,
with L. E. he sees large letters at instances, and
with R. Ev a ± 3.5o combined with ± .75
ax. 300 he reads anything. On examining with
retinoscope, I find no red reflex with L. E., and
R. E. the shadow and reflex seem all right.
With the ophthalmoscope, A'. E. is nice and clear,
and L. E. has a grayish look, like a cataract. What
do you think is the trouble here, and is there any
cure for same ? Do you think it is a cataract?
Our correspondent gives the acuteness of vision

In the affected eye, but does not state whether or not
it can be improved by lenses. Nor does he say
whether the pm-hole test has beets tried, in order to
determine the possibility of improvement. In the
absence of information on these points, we can only
conclude that the impaired vision is due to disease
and is therefore beyond the help of glasses.

We scarcely have information enough on which
to base an intelltgent diagnosis, but it is quite possible
that the trouble may be due to a commencing cataract.
This disease is usually easy of determination by any
one who has ever seen a case. There is commonly
no evidence of inflammation at any stage of the pro-
gress of a case of cataract, and yet the fact that this
eye was very much inflamed when the trouble began,
would not necessarily preclude this disease.

" H. G. P."-Healthy man, aged thirty-two years.
Has worn a variety of corrections, including
those combined with PriSMS, without relief. The
glasses he brought with him were similar to my
own test, with the exception that the position of
axes of cylinders differed, making his visual
acuity lower. Examination resulted as follows.
R. V., part II ; 2.50 sph. C + cyl. ax. 75°,
V = part h. L. V., part ft, 2.50 sph. C +-
5.75 cyf. ax. /20°, V. = I. P. R., esophoria = 3° ;
P. P., esophoria -= 4°. Slight weakness inferior
obliques. Maddox rod indicated 20° R. hyper-
phoria. Patient says objects at limes will look
double with or without correction, one image be-
ing set to one side and higher than the other.
Strange to say, he is able to fuse the images and
there is no indication of spasmodic suppression
of image in either eye. Partial correction of
the hyperphoria by prisms was impractical on
account of the great strength required. I doubt
if the test records properly the hyperphoria, as it
would be too great to actually exist or be over-
come by the action of the muscles. Was I right
in stating that it was trouble in binocular fixation,
which became hypersensitive to the dissimilarity
produced by the rod and colored disk ? Is not the
trouble more probably of a nervous character than
muscular insufficiency?

There are two features in this case that call for
careful measurements, and they are the refraction and
the muscular equilibrium. This is a marked case of
compound hypermetropic astigmatism, in which it is
not always possible to raise the vision to normal.
The examination must be repeated several times until
our correspondent is satisfied that he has found the
glasses that afford the best vision that can be secured
under the circumstances.

The second feature, that is, the muscular insuffi-
ciency, is of equal and perhaps greater importance in
this case. If hyperphoria is constantly present to the
extent of 200, or even approaching that, it certainly
calls for attention. A vertical insufficiency of so high
a degree is usually beyond the reach of prisms ; and
in such a case a tenotomy offers the only means of
restoring the muscular balance. There may be a ner-
vous element in the case, but it is more probable that
it is the result of the hyperphoria than the cause of it.
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" F. C. D."-I have been appointed optician to rail-
road. I test eyes at 15 feet. Would you report to
the company use of glasses required, "yes" or
" no," when vision comes to II ? It%al standard
ought I choose ? The company leaves that en-
tirely to me, as they have no standard. Will you
give me a good color-blind test ? At present
am using Rumble's chart, but it is not vety satis-
factory. Some opticians use worsted.
Ordinarily, a man whose acuteness of vision

is not less than one-half would be able to satisfac-
torily perform the duties of a railroad employee;
therefore, if the vision is better than II the question
as to the necessity for the use of glasses might be
answered in the negative. If the vision, however, is
less than normal, the suggestion should be made for
the patient's own good and welfare of his eyes, that it
be corrected.

The best test for color blindness is by means of
Holmgren method with colored worsteds. These are
spread out and the person is requested to select from
a pile of miscellaneous colors those which most nearly
match the test skeins. One test is a very light green,
which the normal-sighted person can match without
hesitation, while a color-blind will have difficulty and
is likely at once to disclose his defect. The first test
is to detect the existence of any form of color blind-
ness, and the second test is to classify it. It is per-
haps only in the first test that our correspondent is
interested.

In order that a correct and definite un-
derstanding may be had of each case sub-
mitted, it is necessary that correspondents
should give ALL the particulars asked for
at the head of this page.

" C. G."-Please lel me know whether convergent
squint is esophoria or exophoria, and please ex-
plain whether either is named from the point of
incidence or the point of reflection (the retina)
upon which the ra_vs of light fall. An explanation
will aid me in Me study of your article, The
Optician's Manual, part it, page 719, in July,
1901, Keystone.

Squint and muscular insufficiency are two entirely
different conditions. The former may be said to be
a manifest and the latter a latent muscular deviation.
Convergent squint corresponds to and is the manifest
form of esophoria ; divergent squint corresponds to
and is the manifest form of- exophoria.

These deviations are named from the direction of
the deviation of the visual line, and not from the
direction in which the object is seen. For instance,
in convergent squint and in esophoria the visual line
deviates inward, and for the reasons mentioned in
The Optician's Manual the object appears out-
ward. In divergent squint and in exophoria the
visual line deviates outward, and by the law of pro-
jection the image appears inward. These are appa-
rent contradictions and are always confusing to the
student when first commencing the study of muscular
anomalies. But a careful consideration will usually
clear up these confusing conditions, and when once
thoroughly understood it is not only a source of satis-
faction to the optician, but of great practical value in
the management of these cases.

" E. T"-Girl, aged nineteen years. Vision, ii
each eye. With 0. U. 1.75 cyl. ax. qo°,
IL With - 1.75 cyl. ax. /800, vision It. Radia-
ting lines 0. K. with either. Complained of
eyes aching, also her head. Been under doctor's
care for a long time for suppression and irregu-
larity. I tried -I- 1.75 ax. sto°, with no bene-
ficial results ,. Men varied the strength - with
weaker ones. Kept this up for weeks, but she
con/do' I wear them with (riot comfort at all. Then,
as a last resort, I put wi the minus cylinders, but
they were no better. _Vo muscular trouble. Eye-
balls large and prominent. Accommodation good.
Ophthalmometer reads, A'.,+ 2 cyl. ax. qo° ; L.,
+ 2.50 cyl. ar. go°. With retinoscope I get, A'.,
- 2 cyl. ax. 1800 Z.; + .75 cyl. ax. 90° ,. L., - 2
cyl. ax. 180° C.; ± 1.50 cyl. ax. go °. But from
what I have seen I atn sure she would not accept
any such combination at all. It is the most
puzzling case I have seen. She tws her eyes
very little .for close work. (Mary muscle so
spasmodic in its action that it is hard to deter-
mine whether crossed cylinders improve vision or
not. Eye and ear infirmary and one other had a
tty at it before I got the case.

The element of uncertainty in this case is the
spasmodic action of the ciliary muscle. This feature
could be definitely determined by the use of a cyclo-
plegic ; but perhaps this is not absolutely necessary.
We would suggest a convex lens to be worn tempo-
rarily for perhaps a week or two, in order, if possible,
to relieve or remove this spasmodic tendency. The
strength of the glass will have to be determined by
trial, possibly about + 2 D. This will naturally blur
the vision somewhat and will seem unpleasant and
uncomfortable to the patient, who is therefore apt to
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make some complaints ; but if she is of sufficient
intelligence, her co-operation can be secured, and she
should be %Oiling to undergo this temporary incon-
venience. During this time her eyes should be used
for close vision as little as possible. After the lapse
of a certain time, say, two weeks (if the patient is
willing to wear the glasses that long), the examina-
tion of the refraction can be made. The symptoms
complained of would indicate that the astigmatism
was hypermetropic and possibly compound. If we
were to judge from the reading of the ophthal-
mometer, we would be inclined to think that the fol-
lowing glasses would be about right : R., + 5.25 D.
cyl. ax. 900 ; L., + 1.75 D. cyl. ax. go°.

In tnaking the tests, weak convex spheres should
be tried first and then a weak convex cylinder corn-
pared with it ; probably the latter would be pre-
ferred, which should then be gradually increased as
much as acceptable. After which a convex sphere
should be placed over it, and if the same is accepted,
such combination shoukt$ be prescribed. If rejected
and if the convex cylinder alone fails to afford satis-
factory vision, then a weak concave cylinder with its
axis at right angles may be cautiously tried. The
effort of the operator must be, in case such a combi-
nation is indicated, to make the convex element as
strong as will be borne and the concave as weak as
possible. The examination must be repeated on two
or three different days, and the optician must feel sure
of any prescription he decides to give. There should
be no guess-work about it and no changing from con-
vex to concave simply to suit the whims of the patient.

"J. I,: H."-Lady, aged forty-five years. Has worn
+ .25 glasses for over a year, but lately could not
see through them to read or sew. Puts on her
husband's once in a while to sew with. He wears
-1- 2.50. She came to have her glasses exchanged.
Gave her + 2 to wear for a while, which seemed
to do very well until last week, when her eyes be-
gan to pain her and she could not see so well with
the glasses. When she took Me glasses off the
pain was more intense, and while she had the
glasses on, i she would look away, they would
make her dizzy. Came back this morning to
have- glasses exchanged again ; had only used
Ike + 2 about two weeks. In testing, I found
the following .. R. E., distant vision, It ; near
vision, with •I-• .75, M ; astigmatism, -I- .25, ax.
go°. L. E., distant vision, U; near vision, with
+ .25, 12011 ; astigmatism, + .25, ax. 600. With
the following glasses vision was R. E., + 2.50
C + .25 ax. 9O,. L. E., + 2 C + .25 ax. 60°.
When she would look for a half minute or so, the
print began to wave and blur, and she would have
pains back of the eyeball; also become dizzy. If
she would look away front book for a second or so
and then look back, she could see all right for a
half minute or more. While having the glasses
on she could see only a very short distance, but
would grow dizzy and have pains in the eyes if
she tried Jo look away. Me has mot little range
of accommodation and her muscular insufficiency
is about 1;i° Can you tell me what is the trouble
and what glasses to prescribe to read with and
not grow dizzy as soon as she looks away from
book ; also to remedy the wavy and blurred look
of letters?

According to the history of the case, our corres-
pondent seems to have given this lady -I- 2 D. as an
experiment and without making any systematic exam-
ination of her vision. This is mentioned only to be
condemned, as no optician worthy of the name should
ever prescribe glasses by guess. When the patient
came back because the glasses were so uncomfortable,
we are given the record of a test for distant and near
vision, which is not entirely intelligible. The acute-
ness of vision, as determined at a distance, is ex-
pressed by the usual fraction ; but the near vision is
represented by the distance of the near point or by
the amount of accommodation of which the eye is
capable. Instead of this, our correspondent expresses
the near vision also by a fraction, which is the point

iwe do not understand. The history of the case s also
confusing as regards the measurement of refraction:
we are told that the astigmatism is .25 I). in each eye,
and later on these cylinders combined with spheres,
we are told, afford a vision of ii. In view of the
above, we scarcely feel able to express a definite
opinion, but would advise our correspondent to ex-
amine the case as follows : If a weak convex sphere is
accepted for distance, try a stronger one until vision
begins to blur and then see if the addition of a weak
cylinder affords any improvement. Find the position
of the near point and the amplitude of accommoda-
tion, and then calculate the glass required to bring
the receded near point back to 8 inches and raise the
amplitude of accommodation to 5 D., according to the
rule for the correction of presbyopia as described in
The Optician's Manual. If this lady has the amount
of hypermetropia that the last-mentioned formula
indicates, she will need glasses for constant wear and
a stronger pair for reading. Possibly the astigmatism
may be ignored, as it is only of slight degree, and
especially as the visual acuteness of the left eye is not
impaired. It is not advisable to make the glasses too
strong at first, and perhaps that was the fault with
ti,( )se first prescribed.
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(Continued from page 1157)

so that the points will reach from Hto 2, on the verti-
cal line E to F, which distance is 1.03". Next draw
the arc from point at .,t on the line A' to L, passing
over the smaller arc, through the point 2 to the point
5, on the line 0 to T Lift up the dividers and set
one point at G, the other extending to point 3 on the
line E to F, and draw the arc from point 6, on the line
Nto N, to point 7 on the line / to!, passing over the
short arc through the point 3, on the line E to E
This will complete the full form, and if you have set
the dividers exact to measure, and spotted centers at
exact points of intersection at all points, will make
the oval perfect in one continuous line, and exact size
of 30x39 mm. In some sizes, other than the one just
used, there will be increase of size of arc required at
the end of the oval. Suppose that we wish to make a
pattern 39x31, as per Fig. 3. We follow the same
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procedure, as in the first size, with a very few excep-
tions, there being some additional changes at the
finishing. Draw the center line A to 11, to get the full
length of the form of 39 mm., which is 1.53". -Set
the dividers with the points .51" apart, and draw the
circle C from the point C as a center, also the circle
D as a central point for the second circle. Draw also
the five lines as given in working out Fig. 2, using
proper care to pass through exact points of intersec-
tion. Thus far Ave have the two circles, which gives
the full length of the form, and the five lines of body,
to work out the balance of the form by setting the
dividers with the points .61" apart, and setting one
point at Z, the center, draw the short arc from line I
to Jr, through the point 2 on the line E to E Swing
the dividers around on the point at Z, resting the other
point at 2, on the line E to P; and draw the short arc
from the line T to L, passing through the point 3, on
the line E to P: Next set the dividers, so that with
one point rt.sting at 11, on the line E to E the other
point is at i on the same straight line, draw the arc
from point 4 on the line A-to L, to point 5 on the line
0 to 7', passing through the point 3 on the line E to
P: Lift up the dividers and set one point at G, on the
line E to E and rest the other at 3 on the same line,
draw the arc from the point 6, on the line 111 to N, to
the point 7, on the line from / to I, passing through
the point s. Now at this point, if you trill compare
the Fig. 3 with the Fig. 2, you will see that with the
drawing of these two latter arcs that the oval was
finished complete in Fig. 2, while in Fig. 3 the oval is
greater in width than is the arc at the end of the oval,
so that we shall have to have a greater arc to fill out a
symmetrical form. To secure this, set the dividers so
that with one point at C, on the line A to the other
point of the dividers rests at point 5, on the line 0
to 7', this measures exact .54". The full length of the
form that we wish to make is 39 mm., 1.53", one-third
of which gave .51" as the diameter of the cirde C But
the two arcs do not meet in one continuous line at the
point 5, as is required, there being a difference of .03"
at this point, so that the arc from B, on the line front
A to B to point 5, on the line 0 to 7', must be increased
and the position changed to enable the arc to form one
continuous line with the full outline of the oval.
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With the dividers set .54" apart, rest one point at
B and the other near the central point at C, but a
trifle above the line A to B which would be exactly
.015" if the marks might be placed so fine and yet be
discernable, but as this amount is too small for the
points of our dividers to make, we shall have to ap-
proximate the distance, placing the point at as near
the position as can be estimated, and using this latter
point as a center, swing the other point of the dividers
around and ascertain if the position is such that will
bring the swinging point from A' to 5 and form one
continuous line. If so, rest the point firmly at the
center and draw the line forming the arc 11 to 5 which
will complete this quarter of the form without any in-
crease of length. With the dividers set at the same
position or. rather with the points set at the same
measure apart, draw the arc A to v, also the arc A to
6, also the arc B to 7.

This one particular point must be thoroughly
comprehended, how to fill out the true oval, when the
size is not one that permits of the complete outline
.from the original arc in the end of the oval. It will
apply to any and all forms on the original principle.
In some instances the arc vill have to be decreased at
the end of the oval in direct contrast to the size that
has just been given. A thorough understanding of
the explanations as given for the two sizes herein will
enable any one to make any size or form that may be
desired.

After having made the forms as desired, cut them
out from the blanks with a heavy pair of shears, but
do not cut too close to the outline, rather leaving a
fair margin, and trimming the oval to exact form xvith
the file, Ivhich will give a more satisfactory finish.
Mark the exact size of each pattern on each form, both
inches and millimeters ; drill a hole about .o6" at the
point Z which is the exact center, also make the Ver-
tical and horizontal lines quite heavy, to serve as
guide lines in marking out cylindrical lenses. Another
plan is to cut out a small aperture about .o6" x .4o"
from the points D and C towards the ends A and 11;
this will give exact locations in marking out the axis
of cylindricals and give the appearance of the pattern
as seen in Fig. 4, in its finished form.

How to form the clericals and eye forms of odd
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and uneven sizes will be explained at a later time.
Master the information that is contained in this article.
The steel screw dividers and the small rule divided
into inches, each inch being again subdivided into the
fractional parts of an inch, as ioths, i 2ths, 14ths, i6ths,
2oths, 24ths, 28ths, 32ds, 48ths, 5oths, 64ths and
ooths, cost about $1.5o for the dividers, and about
50 cents for the rule, which is 4" x h /1 X in". The
two are of daily use and indispensable to thorough,
accurate work.

Tscherning's Great Work
The most notable addition to optical literature

during the past year is the work on " Physiological
Optics," by M. Tscherning, translated from the French
by Carl Weiland, M. D., of Philadelphia, and issued
by THE KEYSTONE press. The peculiar richness in
this work lies in the abundance of its data regarding
the eye and its dioptrics, and the mathematical calcu-
lations as to the action of the dioptric surfaces based
thereon. As a text for the advanced study of optics,
the work will prove of incalculable Nmlue-the most
valuable of any work that has appeared. The high
qualifications of the translator in optometry insures the
correctness of the propositions advanced by Tscher-
ning-that in English they are expressed with the same
meaning as in the original. -Geneva Quartet-1v.

Etching
The secret of good etching lies in the shape of the

etching tool and in the preparation of the film. After
trying various shapes of etchers, I selected the one
shown in the illustration as the best shape for all
kinds of work. The blade of the etcher is used in
reducing high lights on the face and drapery or any
broad mass of light similar. The point is for remov-
ing fine lines or small spots, such as hair, reflected
lights in the eyes, etc. To remove very large spots in
background or to touch down white drapery, I use a
preparation of pumice stone and sweet oil to the con-
sistency of thin paste. One of the principal causes of
failure is in not having a tooth for the etcher. The
average dry plate has a very hard surface and in trying
to etch on it a great deal of pressure is brought to

bear on the tool, with the result that the etcher will
cut through the film before you can control it. ht
preparing a tooth for the etcher, I use fine pumice
stone dry. Proceed to etch as follows : Place the
negative in the retouching stand and carefully note
what you wish to remove. As you locate each spot
take a little pumice powder on the end of the finger
and gently grind the surface until the glossy appear-
ance of the plate has disappeared. If the blade of the
etcher is to be used, hold it in the position shown in
the illustration, which also shows the shape of the
tool. You will notice that it is held between the two
fore-fingers and the thumb, and far enough in front so
the end of the handle does not touch in the palm of
the hand. Keep the etcher at the angle shown, as this
gives you a uniform pressure on the plate. Now
gently scrape the etcher back and forth on the surface,
taking care not to use too much pressure and do not
scrape too much in one place. Keep moving it over
the entire spot you are reducing.

There is another important thing, and that is,
don't be in too big a hurry. Any kind of nice
work takes time. Instead of removing a spot in
two or three strokes, take a dozen. Brace the hand
firmly on the stand and cofine the movement to the
fingers only, and aim to scrape on the surface lightly
instead of digging in. Don't use any more pressure
than you would with the graphite pencil in retouching
and if the etcher is sharp and the plate properly ground,
you can do the work without having to fill in afterwards
with the pencil. In using the oil and pumice powder
mixed, dip the point of the finger in it and grind,
using a rotative movement on large circular spots and
if long and narrow use a chamois stump instead of
the finger.

The etcher can be made as follows : Take a piece
of wood one inch in diameter and two inches long,
and a piece of soft steel one and a half inches long
and not over one-eighth of an inch in diameter ; file one
end of the steel to a sharp point and drive it in the
wood about one-half an inch. Then file the steel
down to the sharp point shown in the illustration and
finish by grinding. Be sure you get a perfect curve to
the blade and extend the sharp edge back half an inch
from the point. If the steel is too hard to file, heat it
over a lamp for a few seconds and then immediately
plunge it in cold water ; this will soften it. Then take
a pen knife and dress down the handle.

-C. E. Herman, in Photo Era.

"Enclosed please find one dollar to renew my sub-
scription. As long as I at in business there is no
$5.00 stone that will lake the place of your one-dollar
Keystone. The articles 1 am particularly interested
in are optical associations and optical notes."-Gus.
Per, Optician, roka City, Iowa.
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Reasons

An Optician's
Best Work

_

I.—Adjustable for height
with a single turn of
the hand vheel.

IL—Weighted for heavy or
light instruments—giv-
ing perfect balance.

III.—No spreading legs to in-
terfere with operator or
patient.

is often ruined by spectacle cases that do
not meet the requirements of the riding
bow. The particular curve, the result of
painstaking effort, is easily destroyed by a
non-conforming case.

For Sale by All Dealers

Manufacturers

CATALOGUE

The ECLIPSE R. B. No. 8
is the only case made that fully meets the
requirements of up-to-date opticians. It
protects the nose-piece, conforms readily to
any temple curve, and thoroughly satisfies
the optician and his customer.

The design is new, the construction
novel, the protection perfect. It is the
ideal Riding Bow Spectacle Case for
conscientious opticians.

Now is the Time
to place your orders for OPERA GLASSES if you wish to get
the advantage of fresh stock. We carry a complete assortment in
all styles, from the cheapest non-achromatic to pearl and enameled in
gilt, with handles.

Fancy Thermometers
In Gilt and Oxidized Metal

Manufacturers

4054 & 4056 Haverford Ave., Philadelphia 201

3,4 inches high

$3.25 per dozen

215

inches high

$5.50 per dozen
Same without cherub's bead

$4.75 per dozen

421
inibes high

$7.00 per dozen
222. Same as 421 except

4.!,4 inches high

$4.75 per dozen

Just the thing for Holiday Trade. Send for illustrated pricc-
list of these goods.

Mdntire, Magee 0 Brown
Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing Opticians

723 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians
.1. II. Ems, President, South Bend, Ind.
E. L. JON Es, Seeretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Boston,in August, I 1102.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
THE RT. HON. SiR Wm. HART Inks:, Bart., M. P., Master.COL. T. DAVIES SEWELI„ P. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association
S. COWAN, F. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians
W. G. AltvuE6, President, St. Catharines.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians
C. N. QUIMBY, President, Boston, Mass.
0. A. BARRON;Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each mouth, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Optical Society
F. L. SWART, President, Auburn, N. Y.
F. B. MAgemANT, See'y, 56 Elatimsh Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. Losowrittcrn, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., l'tt.

Next meeting, octolter Sth, at Philadelphia.

Indiana Optical Society
E. SHIPLEY, President, Greenenst le, Ind.
G. M. U. BA REM EMS, SeCrefitry, Clinton, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANDART, PreSille1,1, ,i vi:.t„ „I.! lit ,.'ii Avenue,
B. EIMER, Secretary and Treat

s 

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society

II. P. 11ol.m6s, President, Des Moines, lowa.
I. C. CLARK, Secretary, 407 Brown BMA, Sioux City, Ilma.

Illinois Optical Society
WALTER WYATT, President, Peoria, 111.
LaREN L. Bovi.E, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Maryland Optical Society

F. W. MCALLISTER, President, Baltimort•, Md.
W. H. KETTLER, See., 109 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

Meets at rooins if photographic Assii. Baltimore, Md.
California Optical Association

E. M. ACKLEY, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. ScoottAr, See'y, 308 Hays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

II. CLAY" EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
11. L. KING, Secretary, Spokane, 11'ash.

Next meeting, November Ilth, at Seattle.

Granite State Optical Association
Gm. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. II.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
WALTER H. GRUNERT, Secretary, Green Bay, Wis.

Next meeting to be held in January, 1902, at Milwaukee.

North Carolina Optical Society
S. R. PECK, President, Charlotte, N. C.
W. II. LEONARD, Secretary, Winston, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. R. Mittmen, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Sec'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., 11Inneapolis, Minn.

Next meeting, December 3d, at St. Paul.

Maine Association of Opticians

H. E. Mummoc, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Port land, m ;Line.

Tennessee Optical Society

H. C. LF.DERER, President, Springfield, Tenn.
E. B. MEYER, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association

R. B. FINell, President, Denver, Colo.
It. II. IIIIO3IIL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E. H. CHAPMAN, Cor. Secy., 1685 Welton St., Denver,rolo.

Meets October ilth, at Denver.

Kansas Association of Opticians

W. J. LEw i aa, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, Secy. and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians

J. W. TALBOT, President, Nevada, Mo.
JOHN Tyrvs, it., Secretary, Kansas City, Nlo.

Missouri Optical Society

J. II. VINSON, President, Carrollton, Mo.
S. M. COFFMAN, Secretary, Br:quiet., Mo.
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LOCAL

New York Association of Opticians
A. W. GOLDER, President, Seneca Eulls, N. Y.
11. C. WATTs, Secretary, syracuse, N. 1 .

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,September and November.

New York City Optical Society
II. IV. APPLETON, President.
M. It. HARRIS, Rec. Sec., 142 W. 23d St., New York City.

Meets second Wednesday of t•sch mouth at Fifth A veutteHotel.

Rochester Optical Club
(t. R. BAUSCH, President..
HARRY M. BESToR, Secretary, Roeliester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society
IIEwLarr Scunimit, President.
1... M. TAY LOR, Secretary, Sim Diego, Call.

Utica Optical Club
A. M. KENNEY, President.
K 1). KENNEY, Seeretary, 24:1 Genesee Street, In lea, N. Y.

The Duty of the Hour

AFTER an unusually torrid summer our
readers now find themselves in a season

equally favorable for work and study. October
is wont to infuse renewed vigor into all phases
of human endeavor, and we trust that its advent
will give a much-needed impetus to optical
organization. While our present list of State
societies is long and imposing it can scarcely be
termed comprehensive, for several progressive
and populous States are still without associations.
At this stage in the development of the science
of refraction the inducements to organize would
seem irresistible, as well because of the educa-
tional value of these societies as because of their
absolute necessity as a source of strength and
machinery of progress. It must be remembered,
too, that e pluribus 11711IM is as applicable to the
optical situation as it is to the nation. The
State must always be the source of power, the
ens, as the logician might put it, from which
anything representatively national must be
evolved. We would suggest to some of the
active spirits in the States now without organiza-
tions to set about the formation of societies.
Such initiative is certainly advisable and it may
be imperative. Self-preservation is a more poten-
tial influence than mere advancement, and there
is no knowing when an organization for protection
may be needed. Existing organizations should
also make a redoubled effort to add to their
membership, and all should work in harmony,
so that when the prize of professionalization
comes within reach it may be claimed as a right
rather than a privilege. The consciousness of
being worthy will add zest to the acquisition.

THE KEYSTONE was pleased to note the
action recently taken by prominent opticians of
the State of Ohio with a view to forming an
optical society in that State. Ohio is one of the
most progressive of the Union sisterhood, and
it is somewhat surprising that the accomplished
opticians of that State did not long since realize
the need of an organization. No doubt they
did, but awaited the initiative to be taken. Now
that this has been done, Ohio should soon be able
to boast of one of the most prosperous societies.

The Pennsylvania Optical Society
Pr HE annual meeting of the l'ennsylvania

Optical Society will be held this month,
and one of the duties devolving upon it will be
the election of officers. When the society was
first organized it was provided by the by-laws
that the first president should hold office for five

I r ,

years. This provision was founded on the
opinion that it would be conducive to the best
interests of the organization to have the same
president continue in office until the society
was thoroughly established. We are not aware
as to how far the eventuality justified the opinion,
but apart from this a five-year term would seem
to be unnecessarily and inadvisably long. The
Pennsylvania organization has been fortunate in
its president, but generally speaking the one-
year term which generally prevails would seem
most advisable. As the primary reason for the
long term no longer exists, the Pennsylvania
Society will probably adopt the one-year term,
which entails a healthy rotation in office and
such a distribution of the honors as will stimu-
late maximum interest in the organization. This
society is a most admirable one, and has done
excellent work both for its members and the
profession at large. We trust that the annual
meeting will be signalized by a much increased
membership.

New York City Optical Society
The monthly meeting of the Optical Society of

the City of New York was held on September it th, at
the Fifth Avenue Hotel. The minutes of the previous
meeting were read and confirmed, and a report was
given by L. L. Ferguson, the society's delegate to the
meeting of the Optical Society of New York State.
Mr. Ferguson dealt lucidly with the subject of the pro-
posed legislation, and assured the meeting that satis-
factory progress %vas being steadily made in that con-
nection. The speaker was accorded a hearty vote
of thanks. The next question taken up was a pro-
posal to establish a literary bureau with the object
of refuting any statement detrimental to the profes-
sional status of the refractionist that may appear in
the press.

The subject brought forth expressions of opinion
front several members, and Mr. Dilworth finally pro-
posed that a committee of three be appointed to con-
stitute a board and take the matter in hand. The
chairman than appointed Mr. Dilworth, Mr. Cross and
Mr. Ferguson to constitute the above committee. A
timely discussion took place regarding the chartering
of the city society, and one member was deputed to
take action in the matter. The meeting was brought
to a very satisfactory termination with the following
proposals for membership : William Hartnett, 189
Broadway, New York ; Charles Hallett, 85 Nassau
Street, New York ; William T. Lewis, 51 Maiden Lane,
New York ; John J. Wise, Augusta, Ga.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
The annual meeting- and banquet of the Pennsyl-

vania Optical Society will be held at the Hotel Strat-
ford, Broad and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, on
Tuesday evening, October 8th. The banquet, which
will be free to all members of the association, will
begin promptly at 7 o'clock and will be followed by
the annual business meeting, at which ballots will be
cast for the offices of president, first and second vice-
presidents, secretary, treasurer, two auditors and three
others to serve together with these as an executive
committee.

Colorado Optical Association
The above society \\ ill begin its series of monthly

meetings on October 9th, at 8 P. M., in the store of
the Jacobs Optical Co., Welton Street, Denver. An
instructive and interesting lecture has been scheduled
for each gathering and the officers of the association
are extremely anxious that all opticians in the vicinity
should co-operate in the work of carrying out the
Inter progranune to an effective termination. Many

Pleasant and profitable talks are anticipated and the
local optician %vlio neglects to avail himself of this edu-
cative opportunity is indifferent to his hest interests.



WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

For Opera Glasses, Field Glasses and Telescopes
Our import orders have just arrived and we are showing the latest
styles in great variety and at prices which speak louder than words.

Faultless I Work Our Aim. Try our nearest house.

DENVER

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO.
OMAHA KANSAS CITY SALT LAKE CITY
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progressive oculist, optican
or jeweler can afford to
without it. The front is
exact life-like reproduction
of the natural organ
shape, appearance and
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exact model of the scler-
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Front View

Operated by spring motor.
No running expense. All
machinery concealed.
Made of papier-mache,
steel and brass. "%VW last
a life-time. N'inks slow
or fast. Put in any place--
in office, window or store.
NOTHING LIKE IT on
the market. The man who
seizes upon the NEW and
DIFFERENT things is the
one who makes people
wonder because of his
success.

Write to-day for de-
scriptive matter—you will
not see this ad. again. Rear View

Dr. T. P. Thompson
N. W. Cor. State an Monroe Sts. CHICAGO, ILL

KELLAM e.P MOORE
Wholesale and Manufacturing

OPTICIANS
42 N. Broad St. Atlanta, Ga.

Every Prescription

Perfect"
Every prescription from our prescription depart-

ment comes forth as near perfection as years of
experience and modern optical machinery will make
it. We are the pioneer Surface Grinders of the
South, and have always been the introducers of
mechanical improvements.

Not only " Perfect " work, but " Prompt Exe-
cution." The saving of time is most carefully
considered, even to the finishing of lens edges by
automatic grinders. Then, too, this department is
supplemented by five times the optical stock carried
by any other Southern house. Dealing with us
means money saved—let us prove it.

We are equipped with presses for gold-
leaf lettering of eyeglass and spectacle
cases, samples of which we will gladly
mail you.
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Annual Meeting of the Minnesota
State Optical Association

The annual meeting of the Minnesota State Optical
Association was held at Medical Hall, Minneapolis,
September 3d, and was followed September 4th by an
evening session that all pronounced the greatest and
most instructive meeting yet held. The business
meeting, September 3d, was called to order by Presi-
dent S. B. Millard at eight o'clock. The minutes of
previous meeting, held at St. Paul on June loth, were
read and approved and Secretary Such made his
annual report, showing a membership in good stand-
ing of sixty-five and a cash balance on hand of $289.92.
The application for membership of G. I). Bruce
Tudor, St. Paul, was received and laid on the table
until next meeting, as per by-laws. Several small
bills against the association Imre presented and
ordered paid, and an auditing committee, composed
of Messrs. Snell, Hitchcock and Nerbovig„ was
appointed to examine secretary and treasurer's books.
Geo. T. Hartmann, St. Paul, was unanimously elected
an honorary member of the association.

The election of officers for the ensuing year was
then proceeded with. Nat. Gumbiner, in a flowing
speech in which Minnesota was spoken of as a " ban-
ner State," the Minnesota Optical Association as a
" banner association " and its officers as " banner
officials," nominated S. B. Millard for a second term
as president and on motion the secretary was instructed
to so cast the ballot of the association. Compliments
in abundance were showered on the re-elected presi-
dent, who listened to the eulogies with becoming
modesty. In his little speech of acceptance he said it
was indeed an honor to be president of such an organi-
zation, and he felt proud of it and and prouder yet to
be re-elected, as it had never once entered his mind
that such action was to be taken.

For first vice-president, Frank L. Willson, of
Mantorville, was elected in place of Geo. P. Tuthill,
of St. Paul, whose health would not permit him to be
as active as he would wish to be. H. M. Hitchcock,
of Redwood Falls, was re-elected second vice-presi-
dent. C. A. Snell was, on motion, compelled to cast

a ballot for himself as the unanimous choice for re-
election as secretary. Brother Snell said this was the

first time in his history that any one ever " caught him

in the act of voting for himself." J. J. Dowd was

elected treasurer over E. D. Best, both Minneapoli-

tans. This was the most spirited contest of the even-

ing, and until the last ballot was counted the result

was in doubt. H. Nerbovig, Mapleton, was elected

member of the board of directors for four years, vice

Herdliska, term expired.
On motion, the secretary was allowed $25 per

year for his services. The meeting then adjourned

until next evening at 8 o'clock at same place.

September 4th Session

The business of the association being transacted

the evening before, this session was devoted to in-

strution and general manifestation of good will. The

meeting was opened by H. M. Hitchcock, of Red-

wood Falls, who read a paper on " What Should Opti-

cal Legislation Accomplish ? ' (This paper will be

found in another column.) The subject was just the

right one for the present time, as a great many have an

idea that the real work and object of the association

" has been accomplished." This paper convinced

everyone present that the " work had just com-

menced." Mr. Hitchcock was followed by F. M.

Gibson, M. D., of the Minnesota State University,

upon the subject of glaucoma, the address being illus-

trated by the stereopticon, operated by Secretary

Snell. This was a very able paper, and was inter-

spersed with instructive comments by the doctor as

he progressed. If this address is a sample of what

members of the association are to expect there are not

likely to be so many empty chairs in the future.

Secretary Snell then read a paper on " How the

Lights Deviate in the Tests for Esophoria and Exo-

phoria," by C. H. Todd, of New Richmond, Wis.,

who was unable to be present at the meeting. The

hour being late, the meeting was adjourned, after

three rousing cheers for Minnesota, three more for its

past officials and three more for its friends, who are

helping by their valuable papers.
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Notes of the Minnesota Meeting

The members attending the meetings from outside
the twin cities were Flo. B. Sweet and A. F. Robert-

son, St. Cloud ; L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota ; Chris. H.
Nerbovig, Mapleton ; A. M. Fargeman, Fergus Falls;
Frank I. Willson, Mantorville ; H. M.- Hitchcock,
Redwood Falls ; J. M. Grainger, Rochester ; A. M.
Harper, Renville ; Frank L. Grace and Emil E.
Huhner, Stillwater ; J. M. Chalmers, Lake City ; An-

drew M. Wilton, Alexandria ; Charles C. Staacke,
il)istschitfiheid.Albert Asleson, Dawson, and S. B. Millard,h 

A. M. Fargeman and C. H. Nerbovig were the

heavyweights in attendance, and were always on deck

to have their say on any subject before the house.

This is the way to have the subject aired and get at

both sides of a question.
The presence of our old friend, Nat. Gumbiner, of

Minneapolis, assures plenty of chance for argument,

and Nat. is always on the firing line.
THE KEYSTONE accepts, with thanks, the good

will of the association, as shown at its general meeting.

President Millard grew about sixteen inches (more

or less) when that surprise party struck him, and he

deserved all the good things thrown at him.
The only way to keep Frank A. Upham, St. Paul,

quiet at an optical meeting is to put him out of the

room. Frank's talk is always to the point, however.

J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, would undoubtedly

have been elected first vice-president had he not posi-

tively declined the nomination. We need kits of such

members as J. M., who is conservative and always

considers his subject before going ahead.
A. M. Harper, Renville ; A. M. Wilton, Alexan-

dria, and Albert Asleson, Dawson, are three of the

most earnest listeners in the association. It looks as

though they were out for knowledge and are aceumu-

lating a good supply.
The subject of membership certificates seems to

be a hard one, and was laid over until the next meet-

ing. An agreement will have to be reached then and

some one will have to give in. " Be sure you are

right, then go ahead."
The board of directors are considering the ques-

tion, "what shall we do to make the meetings of more

actual value to the members ? " They have now gone

through the organization period, and henceforth the

meetings must be made instructive. They have under

consideration the holding of clinics, lectures, etc., and

will by the next meeting have the plans so far ma-

tured that the association may expect something really

good.
The next meeting will be held in St. Paul, Decem-

ber 3d.
The State board of examiners will meet at St.

Paul, October 16th, for the purpose of registering op-

ticians, in conformity with the law passed at the last

session of the Legislature.
A great number of opticians seem to have the

idea that the Minnesota State Optical Association and

the State board of examiners are connected. We say,

dispel that idea, as they are in no %%•ssy connected, but

entirely separate institutions.

New England Association of Opticians

The first fall meeting of the Nev England Asso-

ciation of Opticians was held at Young's Hotel,

Boston, September 17th. President Quimby presided.

After the approval of the minutes the committee on

constitution and by-laws made their final report

through Chairman Barber, and were subsequetly dis-

charged with a vote of thanks. The committee went

carefully over the whole constitution and offered

several changes and a number of additions, the most

important of which was a reclassification of the mem-

bership and providing for a new class, associate mem-

bers, with limited privileges. The new class is made

to take in manufacturers, jobbers and others who will

not take the examination in the science of optometry,

provided for active members, and will not be entitled

to hold office. The new constitution also provides for

the issuance of certificates to the active members who

have passed the examination. 'Ilse committee on

certificates reported through Wm. J. Benn, who sub-

mitted a form and some additional suggestions. After

discussion the committee was instructed to carry on
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their work, and it is expected that a complete report

will be made for adoption at the next meeting.

Three applications for associate membership, as

provided for by the new constitution, were received

from Wm. Zoerb, of the Hub Optical Case Co.; Wm.

H. Wyman, of L. W. Bugbee & Co., and H. I_

Houghton, all of Boston. The chair called attention

to.the number of visitors present as the result of the

efforts of a special committee, made up of E. P. \Veils,

Geo. A. Barron and C. M. Quimby, and called on

Chairman Wells to explain what had been done. Mr.

Wells told of a circular the committee had sent out,

inviting opticians in general to attend the meeting and
informing them briefly of the work and advantages of

connection with the association. He extended a cor-

dial invitation to the visitors to ally themselves with
the society, and urged all the members to extend the
invitation to opticians whom they knew. He called
attention to the gratifying attendance, and hoped the
interest would further increase at future meetings.

The chair then asked A. G. Barber to present his
friend, Dr. Joists A. Tenney, of Boston, who would
address the meeting on "Asthenopia." Mr. Barber
spoke of Dr. Tenney as a warns friend of the opticians,
and one who had shown his interest in their educa-
tional advancement.

Dr. Tenney opened his remarks by feelingly re-
ferring to the death of John W. Sanborn, who had
been the means of securing a previous lecture deliv-

ered by the speaker before the association. His talk

on asthenopia, for it was quite informal, took in the
various phases of the subject, such as simple and
compound hypermetropic astigmatism, mixed astig-
matism, etc. Astigmatism, he stated, causes more eye
trouble than all other defects combined and is present in
some degree in virtually every case. He attributed
its presence to constitutional causes and to the con-
centration of populations in cities, as the Indian and
the countryman, living outdoor, with little near work
for the eyes, were subject to it only in a slight degree.
Look out for the city schools, he said. In an exten-
sive examination of the eyes of school children he had
found few complaints from the primary classes, but a
surprising increase when the gtaduating classes were
reached. Hypermetropes, he said, were frequently
troubled with tuberculosis. Myopia he believed to be
congenital—the long, or myopic eye, being inherited;
while the short, or hypermetropic eye, was checked
in its growth by the tax of our educational system.
Astigmatism, he said, was due to muscle trouble,
while the want of co-ordination in the centers of the
brain causes many cases of strabismus, brought on by
falls and other incidents of youth. In his treatment
Of strabismus he had tried Stevens' method of partial

tenotomy, but had discontinued it, as it had not
been successful and he was now a follower of Noyes,
and cuts the muscle entirely, connecting it with a stitch.
In answer to an inquiry, he said he had tried muscle
exercises, but he had not found them successful.

At the conclusion of the lecture the doctor was
given a vote of thanks.

Canadian Optical Association

A meeting consisting of two sessions of the above
association, was held in St. George's Hall, Toronto,

on August 30th. Routine business and the election of
officers were the principal items on the programme of
the afternoon session and a decision was arrived at to
hold the annual meeting of the association in Toronto
next year. The evening session was principally devo-
ted to the reading of the following papers : " Muscular
Insufficiency," by E. Culverhouse ; " Higher Educa-
tion," by L. G. Amsden ; " Relation of Optician to
Oculist, Physician, and General Public," by Dr. Isaacs;
" The Objective Muscular Insufficiency," by L. L.

Ferguson, of New York ; and " Optical Advertising,"

by W. G. Maybee.
The election of officers resulted as follows : Presi-

dent, W. G. Maybee, St. Catharines ; 1st vice-presi-
dent, S. FI. Grant, Montreal ; 2d vice-president, W. H.
Kearney, Renfrew ; 3d vice-president, W. C. Forbes,
St. Thomas ; secretary-treasurer, Alex. Moffat, Brant-

ford. Executive committee—E. Culverhouse, Toronto;
A. C. Stanners, Toronto ; E. A. Lewis, Toronto ; J. A.
McPhee, 13elleville. Membership Committee—W. W.
Woods, Brampton ; R. A. Mason, Markham ; W. W.
House, Dundas.
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Opticians "Jewelers
We make a specialty of It-work as we
have been advertising, but we want to
call your attention to the fact that we
have the largest stock of frames, lenses
and cases for stock orders carried by
any house in the South, and that we
have the very best of facilities for filling
your orders for

Opera Glasses, field Glasses, Binoculars
Telescopes, Reading Glasses, Lorgnettes

and all of that class of goods for which
you will have a call from now on till
the Holiday season is over. Place
your orders NOW for this class of
goods so as to be sure of having what
you want.

REMEMBER WE DO A WHOLESALE BUSINESS ONLYWE DO NOT RETAIL

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS

ATLANTA, GA.

L. MANASSE CO.
Importers, Manufacturers
and Jobbers in

105 Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Optical, Mathematical and

Meteorological Instruments

embracing Spectacles, Eye-Glasses and Materials
Trial Cases and Optical Machinery
Opera, Field and Spy Glasses
Microscopes, Magnifying Glasses
Magnetic Compasses
Drawing Tools and Supplies and
Engineering Instruments
Barometers, Thermometers
Stereopticons, Magic Lanterns and Views

and many other Novelties contained in our various Catalogues, which
we Josue as follows and which will be sent on application:

CATALOGUE PART 2—Mathematical Instruments
CATALOGUE PART 3—Barometers, Thermometers, etc.
CATALOGUE PART 4—Magic Lanterns, Stereopticons and Views

CATALOGUE PART 5-Trade Catalogue of Spectacles, Eye-Glasses,
Trial Cases and all Optical Instruments

PARIS OFFICE: 24 & 26 Rue des Petitis-llotels, Place La Fayette, Pori!, France
LONDON OFFICE: 40 Hatton Garden, London, Dn.*land

CD3RMAN OFFICE): Furth, Bavaria, Germany

A
Method of Using

A

IKLENZA EYE BATH
IKLENZA EYE BATH is by far the best eye prepa-

ration for opticians to handle. It is not intended to cure
all eye troubles, but will give relief in any case of tired,
weak or inflamed eyes, no matter from what cause. It
can be recommended and sold by the most conscientious
opticians, without violations of any medical law and without
fear of doing harm I i the most delicate eye.

IKLENZA is put up in a UNIQUE and ATTRACTIVE form,

and is having a big sale. Order from your jobber, or it will be sent

direct to dealers at $4.00 per dozen. Retail price, 50 cents.

Alkienza Eye Bath Co.
Louisville, Ky.

TRADE N. O. Co. MARK.

Ask your jobber for our

Warranted 5 Years

Gold Filled Spectacle
Number

466
Said to be the best for the money. No doubt about it.

All exposed parts covered with Rolled Gold—NOT
ELECTRO-PLATED.

Sample sent by mail on receipt of so cents.

NATIONAL OPTICAL CO.
11th & Mifflin Streets,

PHILADELPHIA

October, I got

What Should Optical Legislation
Accomplish?

Address before Minnesota State Optical Association, by II. M.
HITCHCOCK, Redwood Falls, Minn.

BELIEVE that most of the opticians of the

State have been and still are in favor of the

gErj
2 optical law which this association has suc-

ceeded in having placed upon the statute

books of the State of Minnesota. There are some,

however, who believe that the time has not yet come,

and others who think the time will never come when

it will be best for the practice of optometry that it be

recognized by the State or recognized by law.

It will not be best for us in this matter simply to

take it for granted that we have done the right thing

in the best way, and that our work along this line has

been completed. We must remember that this is the

first law of its kind that has ever been enacted, and

that it necessarily is largely an. experiment. If any

good can come through legislation it is important that

we continue efforts in this direction in order to accom-

plish the best possible results. With this in view it is

desirable that every optician shall become familiar

with the different features of the law, aid in its proper

enforcement, observe its results and freely discuss its

merits, its defects and its needs.

Aim of the
New Law

In making a study of this question

we should first have clearly in view
what we wish to accomplish. If

we should judge by what is said by those who oppose

the law and by some who favor it, we would conclude

that its chief, and perhaps only purpose, is to give to

the registered optician a monopoly of the optical busi-

ness and to protect him from competition. If this is

its only aim and result ; if it has no wider scope or

further benefit I atn free to say that we have had no

right to ask for it, and legislators could not in justice

grant it.
As I understand it, the chief purpose of all of our

organized effort is to encourage and promote among

opticians a higher degree of professional attainment.

This is our greatest need. While it is true that our

financial success, for which we must strive. and with-

out which we cannot maintain a high degree of pro-

ficiency and of usefulness, is dependent chiefly upon

the value of the service which we have to render as

individuals, yet it is also true that the amount of busi-

ness which will come to us is dependent partly upon

the confidence which people have in us and the repu-

tation which we earn as a class. In every community

there is a large amount of optical work which remains

undone, partly because those who need it do not know

its value and have not learned to depend upon and

trust the average optician.

This condition will change just about as rapidly

as we deserve that it should. The knowledge which

the general public have of the optiFian has so far

come, especially in the country districts of the State,

from their experience with the traveling variety,

whose methods are a combination of large pretense

and small performance, and who have not hesitated to

take advantage of the ignorance and credulity of their

patrons, and with the located optician, who has made

but meager preparations for his work.

I know—we all know—from our acquaintance

with both located and the traveling opticians, that

there are among them those who are doing careful,

conscientious, competent work, and who are a credit

to their calling, and the number is steadily increasing,

but the general repute of the optician rests upon the

incompetent and the irresponsible as well as upon the

capable and the deserving. We know that the dis-

coveries and developments in the science and practice

of ophthalmology during the last few years, the char-

acter and value of the work which we have the oppor-

tunity of learning how to do, makes it possible that we

may attain to a high professional standing. We believe

that legislation is one of the means, one of the necess-

ary aids to the accomplishment of this result—that it

will encourage and stimulate those who are striving to

merit the confidence of their communities, and that in

no way is it possible to eliminate incompetence from our

ranks except through legal restriction.

It is not expected to accomplish this at once. The

law does not attempt to du so. It does not interfere

THE KEYSTONE

with those who were already established in business,

but it indicates the belief and puts into effect the de-

cision of those who framed it and placed it before the

Legislature that the time has now come when it is best

for the legitimate interests of those who are affected

by its provisions, that hereafter those who will begin

the practice of optometry shall have reached some

standard of educational qualification.

What Shall the What this standard shall be is an

important question, which remains

to be decided by the State board of

examiners. I am not authorized to speak for the

board, so that what I say is simply an individual

opinion, but I believe it will conform mainly with the

policy which will be adopted by the board. First in

importance is that this standard shall not be so low as

to defeat the purpose of the law. There have accu-

mulated facilities for securing an optical education,

such as text books and other treatises covering the

entire range of optical subjects, optical journals and

optical departments in trade journals, correspondence

courses, optical schools, optical associations and their

published reports, apprenticeship with competent op-

ticians.
None of these but has more or less value. No

one of them is sufficient by itself. Those of them

within reach of persons who wish to take advantage

of them, furnish a supply of valuable and necessary

information which cannot be acquired in a few weeks'

time. All together they are useless without an apti-

tude for study, patience, perseverance and an ambi-

tion to prepare thoroughly for an important work. It

cannot be too strongly emphasized to those who con-

template an optical business that permanent success is

not possible without a good educational foundation—

that this will be more emphatically true in the future

than it has been in the past, and that it is to

their advantage that this shall be required of them

before they begin a career as a registered optician.

It should not be a discredit to any short-term op-

tical school if their course alone should be an insuffi-

cient preparation for examination before a State

board, but rather it should be a discredit to a State

board, and a misfortune to the opticians of the State,

and to those who patronize them, if almost any one,

with front one to four %veeks' instruction, without pre-

YlOttS or subsequent study or experience, should be

able to procure certificates by examination. This de-

serves further discussion, but I will not take more of

your time on this point. If I ant right in the views

which I have presented to you, they furnish a basis for

a few predictions that I will give you briefly.

Standard Be?

What the New Our law will not create a monopoly

in any true sense of the word, for

it places a restriction on no one

except the incompetent and the unfit. If it is well

and fairly administered, if it is perfected from time to

time as experience will indicate, if it is supported by a

live, progressive association, it will attract to us an in-

telligent and ambitious class.

It will not protect us front competition, but will

encourage a competition of a character that will be a

stimulus to us.
Its restrictions will place a check upon cheap men.

The improved conditions which it will hasten will

crowd them into less prominence.

It will aid a more rapid evolution of the optician

from the simple and crude beginnings from which he is

emerging, to be a skilled and educated co-worker in

the great hive of modern industry.

It will remove some of the impediments to his

progress, so that he will become a more worthy co-

laborer with the general practitioner and the specialist

ill medicine and surgery—the physician and the oculist

in giving aid and relief to those who are handicapped

by abnormal physical conditions.

The benefits of the law will not be confined to the

optician, but to the extent that he will be incited to

greater attainment, required to prove his proficiency,

encouraged to bring a larger measure of the benefits

Of scientific investigation in his province within reach

of the steadily-increasing numbers who are in need of

it. He will be a medium through which the useful-

ness of the law will reach an ever-widening circle, and

the people, through their representatives in the Legis-

lature, will grant him the further aid that he may de-

sire and deserve.

Law Will Do
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Javan Wonderful Ingenuity
Javal, who became blind not long ago, has invented

a simple apparatus which enables blind persons to write

with pen or pencil on ordinary paper aithout any danger

of writing one line on top of another. Javal submitted

his invention to the Paris Academy of Medicine at a

recent meeting. The contrivance consists in the main

of a light board, upon which the arm of the blind

writer rests. At one end of the board there is a

metallic pocket in which the elbow of the writer is

placed. The board rests on a pivot near the elbow

and is turned from left to right in writing, while the

paper remains in the same position. The lines of

writing are slightly curved, forming sections of a

circle, the radius of which is equal to the distance be-

tween the pivot and the pen of the writer. When the

writer has reached the end of the line he presses upon

a spring, which causes the paper to move up a distance

equal to the distance between two lines. Knowing

that the point of a pencil soon wears off and the lines

written with it indistinct and sometimes illegible,

Javal advocated the use of American fountain pens.

Sometimes the ink reservoir of those pens becomes

exhausted or the pen refuses for some other reason to

function properly. In such cases it would be possible

that a blind person using such a pen might go through

the movements of writing without leaving any record

of the writing upon the paper. To avoid that Javal

suggested that after every line the writer should draw

a line with his pen across a narrow strip of tissue paper.

If the pen is dry the line will have no effect upon the

paper ; if the ink, however, makes a mark upon the

paper, it will easily tear where the ink has softened it.

The following is part of a letter received from Dr.

George J. Bull, of Paris : " During the debate before

the French Congress of Ophthalmology on

De Wecker's report on the value of iridectomy in glau-

coma, Dr. Emile Javal, now totally blind in both eyes

front glaucoma, was led into the room by a servant

and took one of the front seats. One speaker after

another expressed his opinion on the subject, only to

show that little is known with certainty and that we

have to do with a disease which is far front being

properly understood. At length Javal was called upon

to speak, and, not rising, as did the other speakers, he

turned in his chair towards the center of the room and

began his remarks in a low tone. The men in the

farther parts of the room stood up and came nearer,

the better to see Javal and to hear hint, and presently

all were standing except the speaker and those in the

few seats around hint. It was a dramatic scene, not

to be forgotten : the sightless speaker, his eyes covered

with dark-blue spectacles, his neck scarred from an

operation to excise the sympathetic ganglion—a

wounded soldier, indeed, and the older men in the

group around hint, with the younger men beyond,

bending forward the better to hear the soldier's story.

From time to time Javal ceased to speak, but no one

broke the silence, for it was seen that he was reading

with his fingers the notes he held on the table.

" And yet no one has brought us the solution of

the problem."

An Optometrical Opportunity

6 Evening Lessons In Skiascopy. $10.

Yielding to the urgent request of many who are

interested in higher " optics, Mr. A. Jay Cross has

consented to form classes, at the above nominal rate,

for the teaching of up-to-date " shadow " testing, with

and without the use of instruments, other than mirror,

lamp and lenses.
These lessons carry with them no diploma, cer-

tificate or obligation to purchase a Cross Retino-

Skiameter, but embrace instruction, pure and simple, in

the principles and practice of " static " and " dynamic "

skiascopy, as developed by Mr. Cross and applied by

hint to every-day use.
Instruction will be given on Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays, from 8 to to o'clock r. NI., at zo East

Twenty-third Street, New York. The lessons may

be extended to cover a period of several weeks, at

the option of the student, so as to permit of ample

time for practice work. Private instruction by

special arrangement. Send for Prospectus to the

A. jay Cross Optical Co., 20 East Twenty-third Street,

New York. —Adv.
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illeorowili Ophlhalmomoter (Patented
Apr. 21, Itiol.) Pan-American Exposition

\• )U arc invitcd to call at our rNitibit of Ophthalmological and

ElectrojAledical Apparatus in the Liberal ...N.rts Building at the Pan-

American Exposition at Buffalo.
Special features of our exhibit are HAAB'S GIANT MAGNET,

SECTIONAL MODELS showing- the mechanical and optical construc-

tion of the SKEEL PERIMETER t11(1 the MEYROWITZ MODEL

JAVAL-SCHIOTZ OPHTHALMOMETER, als tIi Ictailcd process

of the grinding of lenses and the manufacture of EYEGLASSES and

SPECTACLES, from the rough material to the finished product.

THE UP=TO-DATE INSTRUMENT.
No untried new experiment, but the optical principles, which have established the

reputation of the instrument, carried to perfection.
The mechanical parts are made like a microscope.
Trans-illuminated double movable mires.
Automatic Register of reading ; Artificial Cornea, and all mechanical adjustments.

This is the style of Ophthalmometer recommended by Tscherning, in " Physio-

logic Optics."
Descriptive circular sent on request.

THE MEYROWITZ MFG. CO., Incorporated,
TRADE

Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians, MARK

Optical I'reseriptimi NV■wl: a Specially.
:■laili5"1,1 Prescription !took sent free upon reiptc,I.
br TICW rated l'ittaltigne iiOiiiiItiii

rain, sent iipifil

104 EAST 23D STREET,
NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe

Sole Agents for Great Britain The Anglo-American Optical Co., 94 Hatton Garden, London, E
. C.

The Meyrowitz Manufacturing Company
neorpttratea)

WARNER ei SWASEY
PRISM FIELD GLASSES

THESE INSTRUMENTS REPRESENT

1 —GREATEST POSSIBLE OPTICAL EFFICIENCY.
0—HIGHEST POSSIBLE MECHANICAL PERFECTION.

0—MOST SCIENTIFIC AND ELEGANT DESIGN.
4—LEAST NUMBER OF PARTS.5-LIGHTEST WEIGHT.

6—UTMOST CONVENIENCE IN USE.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians, Makers of Ophthalmological Apparatus

104 East 23d Street, NEW YORK
Foreign Branch—PARIS, 3 Rue Scribe

EIGHT POWER. ONE-HALF SIZE.

None "Better 
ffmetalthRaindionugr BNoeww Case

COMPACT AND

HANDY

Made of the best steel,
:Ind so arranged as to keep
the glasses in place Xl.hen

opening the case. Has an
adjustable fastener, which
also prevents the case front
crushing. The h i ii g e is
stayed with muslin, to wake
it strong and durable.

The Best Case for
Rimless Spectacles

Will take extra long shank.

Start the Fall Season Right

Use Cone Prism in examining eyes for muscular imbalance,
Price, $2.00 each.

Use Dr. Corthell's Eyeglass Pencils on eyeglass guards
to make eyeglasses stay on noses. Price, $2.00 per
dozen.

Use our Prescription Work for accuracy, speed, good
quality and fair prices.

Circulars and 131 blanks sent upon request.

Send is cents for set of our test type.

Manufactured and Patented by 
SIMPLEX " HUB" No. 180

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.
SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS
Send for Catalogue.

77 Chelsea St., East Boston, Mass.

M. E. STERN, MANUFACTURING OPTICIAN,
P. O. Box 1262.

Because our cases are neat and stylish. They are made to fit the
glasses and they fulfill their mission. They will give satisfaction
in every detail, PRICE and DURABILITY included.

Made In Steel and
Aluminum Moulds

t _

Nos. 836 and 896 closed.

36-38 John St., NEW YORK.

WARNING
The trade is hereby warned against selling any Field, Marine or Opera Glasses as

Announcement 

PHILIP PRESENT P. PRESENT OPTICAL CO.
VVholeatile

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 
Wholesale and ManufactuFing Opticians

Materials and Tools

WA)

31 State Street, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

AVING recently opened a most complete Optical Department in
conjunction with our Watch, Diamond, Jewelry and Material Depart-

ments, we arc now in a position to execute all R work at lowest possil)lc prices,

accurately and on day of receipt of orders.

04 full line of Cut and Uncut Lenses

Gold, Gold Filled, Steel and Aluminum Eyeglass and Spectacle Frames

'Reading, Opera and Field Glasses

LEMAIRE 
DC

Medium, No. 836. Medium large No. 896.

The above style macle in ft air
sizes, as follows :

No. 836 for Frameless Eye-
glasses.

No. 876 for Eyeglasses or
small Riding Bows.

No. 896 for large Eyeglasses.
No. 926 for large Riding Bows.

The Clam-Shell Style
is made in two sizes for offset
eyeglasses ; also with a high
dome for long studs or tilted
springs.

unless they bear the
following trade-mark : 31edium, No. 876. Large, No. 926.

STAMPED UNDER MIDDLE
CROSS BAR.

On Pearl Glasses On Black Glasses

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
PARIS, 21 Rue de l'Echiquier 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

LARGEST STOCK IN THE UNITED STATES

Manufactured and patented
lo

A.Koenen & Bro.

No. 816 for Frameless Eyeglasses.
No. 826 for Large Eyeglasses.

81 Nassau Street

New York, U. S. A.

R.. BLANKS AND PRICE-LIST SENT ON APPLICATION
.

Constantly on hand at Lowest Prices

OUR SURFACE GRINDING MACHINE
IS UP TO DATE

BALL BEARING

Solidly built with Heavy Base.
Scientifically constructed.
Power applied at bottom. No Vibration.
Ball Bearing saves power.

THE  PEZ,IC IS RIGHT

L. W. BUGBEE & CO.

BEAR IN MIND
That leaders always have followers. so if you are thinking of taking a
Correspondence Course, don't for a moment imagine you can get it any-
where. There is but one exclusive Correspondence College, and that is
OURS. A word or two in regard to our

DIPLOMA

The graduate in our Correspondence Course receives a handsome, en-
graved Diploma, signed, sealed and engrossed with degree, and there is
nothing about it to indicate that it was gained through a Correspondence
Course.

OUR Fee
for the Full Course, including Diploma and Degree, is $8.00; payable
S2.00 in advance, and the balance in weekly payments of $1.00. The
knowledge gained by this Course is worth ten times the money invested,
viewing it even from an educational standpoint.

352 Washington Street, BOSTON

Wholesalers of Optical Goods

FINEST PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT IN NEW ENGLAND

American Optical College



for the Holiday Trade. Don't forget, then, that our recent importation of
these goods represents the very pick of this line—not only in high-class goods,
but the cheaper styles as well ; the best for the money in every grade.

I,et us know about what you want—we've got it.

The following list of recent optical inventions was
specially prepared for our columns by William F. Hall,
attorney-at-law, Equitable Building, 1003 F Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

682,638.—Granted September 18, 1901, to H. D. Reese,
of Abbeville, S. C., and assigned to D. E. Ken-
nedy, C. C. Cutts and. P. A. Henderson, relates
to improvement in eye testers, in which novel
means are provided for indicating the focal dis-
tance measured.

The device consists essentially of a bar having
attached at one end a shield and provided with inclined

ends the spring is deflected as shown. at 3///, which
portion bears against the exterior of the body portion,
whereby said spring will exert a tension to close the lid.

35,094.—Design, granted September 17, 1901, to Wil-
liam A. Jones, of Toledo, Ohio, and assigned to

the Swigart Optical Co.

has come to stay. Easy to adjust ; comfortable while on ; can't slip off.

Gold, $7.50 doz. Filled, $2.00 doz. Silver, $1.25 doz.

Sample pair at dozen price. Try it.

The Hardy Ophthalmometer, TI,ventieth Century Model, represents the latest ideas in refracting apparatus. It is

quicker, easier to operate and more accurate than any other objective test for astigmatism. Call at our salesroom and see how it works, or send
for booklet.

When you fill up your Lens stock, try the D. V. B. Special. The hardest, whitest, most accurate lens on the market.
$15.00 gross.

We hardly need to more
han mention it.

Wholesale
Importing
Manufacturing } Optician, 738, 740, 742 Sansom StreetPHILADELPHIA, PA.

surfaces extending oppositely from the normal or neu-
tral point ; a case adapted to traverse the bar and
carrying a vertically movable rod engaging the inclined
planes of the bar ; a dial on the case having a scale
thereon to indicate distances from the shield, and an
index traversing the dial and operated by the move-
ment of the rod.

681,797.—Granted September 3, 1901, to Thomas V.
Kterman, of Providence, R. I., relates to an im-
provement in spectacle frames.

The invention covered by this patent relates to
the joints and bearings of spectacle frames, consisting
of a divided lens frame and overlapping end pieces.
The patentee sets forth that efforts have been hereto-
fore made to provide such a bearing for the temple

Relates to an eyeglass
guard comprising a body a
having end arms d d, the lat-
ter being provided at its ex-
tremity with a rectangular
pad, while the former is pro-
vided with a circular pad.
A series of circular holes f
are placed in the body of the
plate a.

35,093.—Design, granted September 17, 1901, to Wil-
liam A. Jones, of Toledo, Ohio, and assigned to
the Swigart Optical Co.

This patent covers only the
exact design illustrated herein
and is characterized by a plate
I having a downwardly inclined
arm 2 at one end and a curved
arm 3 at the other end. The plate
1 has a series of adjusting holes
I disposed centrally and verti-
cally thereof, and at the extremi-
ties of the arms 2 3 pads 5 5 are
secured.

683,012.—Granted September 17, 1901, to H. A. Hill,
of St. Louis, Mo.

This patent relates to an optical .instrument con-
sisting of a lens for enlarging the visual impression
obtained by one eye and a shield for obstructing the
line of vision of the other eye, thereby enabling the user

-

is a means for creating Business and friends, to say nothing of
its creating curiosity, and curiosity means investigation.

When the Shur-on eyeglass is investigated, it will be found
the most practical, because it holds the lenses in a perfectly
horizontal position. This is particularly important when cylin-
drical lenses are used.

If it's a Shur-on, it's on for Shur.

$21.00 per dozen, 10 K. i$27.00 per dozen, 14 K. I Made n gold only.

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO.
Sold by all Jobbers Rochester, N. Y.

The range of vision that.
is possible in the LES
FLEURS is greater than
that in other makes of
opera glasses of same size
because of the mechanical construction.

The glass nearest the eye is larger than
the outer one, thereby encompassing an un-
usually large field.

to obtain a better perspective of any view than can be
had by leaving a clear line of vision to both eyes. This
arises from the fact that whenever the line of vision of
one eye is obstructed the object can be viewed directly
on parallel lines and not at an angle, as is the case
when viewed with both eyes and the lines of vision
converge to a common point.

681,494.—Granted August 27, 1901, to John E. Cham-
bers, of Chicago, Ill., relates to chin rests for
ophthalmometers.

The specific improvement consists primarily in an
improved or modified standard or post for the chin

Buy NOW when our stock is complete.

bow of spectacles as to obviate the tendency of that
member to collapse. The lens frames are indicated at
a, having the usual upper and lower end pieces, b c, uni-
ted by the screw d. The temple joint us pierced to receive
a hardened split ring 1 having a peripheral projection

which maintains the ring against movement in the
joint. The insertion of the dowel e into position as a
mounting for the temple joint distends the enclosing
projections a of the bushing, and furnishes a frictional
bearing for the temple, which will accommodate itself
to any irregularities or wear of the pin and provide a
joint which will neither bind or disengage.

682,396.—Granted September to, 1901, to George W.
Wells, of Southbridge, Mass., relates to an im-
proved case for spectacles or eyeglasses.

The purpose of the invention is to provide a spring
actuated lid or cover, which must be held open against
the action of a spring, but is closed and held closed by
said spring. The body of the case is represented by

the numeral 1, and the cover by the numeral 2. Each
are provided with a bent portion, through which
passes the spring 3, to provide a hinged connection.
This spring is bent back upon itself at each end, and
finds a bearing upon the lid. Intermediate of said

rest, combined with a rearrangement of parts to per-
mit patients to maintain perfectly easy and natural
positions, while under inspection, without effecting the
normal position of the face and eyes. The chin rest
is indicated by the letter g carried by a rod It, which
is raised and lowered by means of the lever j and
actuating screw m.

,,st George L. Dietrich has purchased and will
continue the business of J. H. Gorman at Marion, N. C.

..st W. A. Moore has opened a jewelry and optical
business at Wilmington, Pa., and reports good busi-

usi Mr. J. E. Jacobs, of the Jacobs Optical Co.,
Welton Street, Denver, Colo., and his family are en-
joying an extensive tour in the East.

.4 A Colorado correspondent writes : " Our
summer business has been so brisk that many of us
had to forego our annual vacation outings."

Robert Brooks Finch, president of the Colo-
rado State Optical Association, returned recently

that
tisatn ateenjoyable month's outing in the mountains ofh 

• 

Beverly Tucker, G. Leslie Hall and Benja-
min A. Taylor are opening an optical establishment in
Norfolk, Va. They have all been connected with the
S. Galeski Optical Co., Richmond.

.0 The New England Association of Opticians
has already began to prepare for the annual conven-
tion of the American Association that is to be held in
Boston next August. At the last meeting the chair
was directed to appoint a committee to make such
preparations as is possible, looking to the well-being
of those who will attend the convention and make it
a success.

.4 Robert L. Moore, one of the partners of the
refracting firm of Moore & Woodward, Greenboro,
N. C., recently completed an optical course at the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and
Otology, at Chicago. Mr. Moore attended the re-
cent annual convention of opticians and visited the
Buffalo Exposition and Philadelphia on his return

The Globe Optical Co. gave its employees an
outing one Saturday afternoon last month at Recrea-
tion Park, Riverside. The event of the afternoon was
a ball game between the shop hands and the office and
salesroom forces, the latter winning by a score of 23
to 8. Fishing, canoeing and other sports were in-
dulged in, and in the evening a fine dinner was ar-
ranged for, at which an even fifty sat down.

.0 The motion by Jean Baptiste Bailie, of Paris,
against the Le Make Optical Co., New York, came up
for hearing before Judge Lacombe, in the United
States Circuit Court last month. As stated in a pre-
vious issue Of THE KEYSTONE the suit was instituted
by the complainants to restrain the defendants from
using the names " Le Maire," " Lamier," or any word
of a similar sound, on their products. After lengthy
arguments by the opposing counsels the matter was
taken under advisement by the court, and a decision
will be rendered in due course.

,be The regular course of instruction of the New
England Optical Institute was begun on September
23d, and will continue until June 20, 1902. Instruc-
tion is given by lectures, recitations, clinical teaching
and practical exercises. A charitable eye infirmary,
which is run in connection with the school, affords
ample material for practical work in the examination
and correction of errors of refraction and accommo-
dation. The secretary to the institute is Charles D.
Tucker, 433 Washington Street, Boston, Mass., from
whom catalogues and all other information can be
obtained.

Compared to a Priceless Treasure
ED. KEYSTONE :—Enclosed find one dollar for

THE KEYSTONE for another year. If I should ever
quit the optical and jewelry business (which isn't at
all likely) I would not quit THE KEYSTONE. It has
reading outside of that pertaining to the optical and
jewelry business which is worth the subscription price
to any one. The points one gains from the optical
and jewelry parts are too good to place a value on.
They are like the love one has for a dear friend—don't
cost much, but money value could not be placed on
them. Respectfully,
Winthrop, Ind, FRANK H. WANN.



We are makers of Spectacles, LODSOS Cask 01 Importers of Opera oho HMI Glasses
GOLD FILLED IN 3 QUALITIES

$3.50 to $6.50 per doz.
These are seamless, 10 K. filled, guaranteed

PLATINOIN A SUPERIOR, EXTRA
FINE WHITE METAL

OF HIGH TEMPER, that will not rust or corrode.

ALUMINIO Guaranteed not to tarnish.
In all styles.

$1.75 to $2.25 per doz.

LENS CABINET

Nickel Silver, High Finish, Will-Not-Rust
FRAMES, ill Straight Riding and Eyeglasses

$1.75 to $2.00

SPECML OFFER, for 30 days,
for one gross FIRST QUALITY Periscopic, Convex,
Bevel-Edge Lenses, Strictly Interchangeable, No. 1 EYE.

Same in SECOND QUALITY, $9.00.
In handsome, polished, cherry cabinet, FREE.

Lenses in other qualities at proportionate prices.

AUDEMAIR OPERA GLASSES, EXTRA FINISH,FIRST QUALITY, EXCLUSIVE STYLES

A very satisfactory line of high-grade goods.
Also other grades of Opera Glasses, from cheapest to the best.

OPERA GLASS HOLDERS AT REDUCED PRICES. Spencer or Mack Patent, in Pearl, Gold Filled, Sterling, Aluminum, Celluloid and Platcd.

SPENCER OPTICAL MANUFACTURING Co.,L 15 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.

Receiver's Sale of Plant of

Cataract Tool & Optical Company
of Buffalo, N. Y.

SUPREME COURT, ERIE COUNTY, N. Y.

IN THE MATTER OF THE VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION OF
THE CATARACT TOOL & OPTICAL COMPANY

Pursuant to an order of this Court granted the 20th day of September, 1901,
I will offer for sale, on the 14th day of October, loot, at to o'clock in the
forenoon, at the plant of the Cataract Tool & Optical Company, No. 357
Seventh Street, Buffalo, N. V., said plant, the stock in trade, fixtures, patents
and everything connected with same, to the highest bidder for cash.

The undersigned reserves the right to dispose of said property in bulk or in
parcel, at whichever bid will bring the highest price for the assets of said
corporation.

Among the assets of said corporation which will be offered for sale are:
6 Blaisdell lathes, ii" to 16" swing, 5, and 6' beds ;
I Brown & Sharpe, No. i Universal Miller;
I No. i Cincinnati Universal Miller;
I Brown & Sharpe No. 2 Universal Grinder;
I Brown & Sharpe No. o Miller;
I Cincinnati Universal Cutter (irinder ;
I I T,; inch Waterbury Ferrell Foundry Power Press ;
I Dwight Slate Machine Co. 2 spindle Drill Press ;
I Barnes 20-inch ;
12 Cataract Precision Lathes, with accessories ;
I Ohio Planer, 24"x 24" x 6';
I Warner & Swasey Screw Machine;
DeZeng's Refractometers, finished and unfinished ;
Corneal Microscopes, finished and unfinished ;
Telescopic sights and mountings, finished and unfinished ;
Cataract Precision Lathes and accessories, partly finished ;
Shafting, Pulleys and Belting;
All fixtures and tools for the manufacture of the Cataract

Precision Lathes and Optical Goods ;
The U. S. patents for the Rifle Telescopes, sights and

mountings, and Refractometers;
The English letters patent for Refractometers.

Said plant and stock will be open for inspection to prospective purchasers
at ally time prior to said sale upon application to the receiver or his attorney.

Dated, September 21, 1901.
MOSES SHIRE, Temporary Receiver,

934 Prudential Building, Buffalo, N.Y.

AARON FYBUSH, Esq., Attorney for Receiver,
394 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Le Maire and all the other best makes in great variety—
to suit all purses.

$1.00 each to $15.00 each
SELECTION PACKAGES

sent to responsible dealers. Sena references with your order.

GEO. MAYER & CO.

$2.00 each

Manufacturing Opticians

134 S. Eighth Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
$15.00 per doz.

_Y" MOUNT! NG CLINICAL INSTRUCTION
is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons ha v e
been fitted to glasses at my
office and school. Special
instruction in OPHTHAL-
MOSCOPY, R ET I N.0 -
S C OPY a n d HIGHER
PRISMS. Address

L. L. FERGUSON
lc; Broadway. NEW YORK

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM to all subscribing to the

" Canadian Opticians'

1.—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 9, in black
and gold, on embossed bristol board—rich and
attractive.

2.—Another one of nine Window Cards, 9 x 7.
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—.
very catchy.

3.—Sixtrthree Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving sucgestions
for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectacle-selling talks.

4.—A copy of an Advertising Booklet, explain-
ing the importance of vision, phenomena of
sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told in
plain language.

All he above, together with the " Canadian Opti..
elan " for one year, sent on receipt ol $1.00.
A.1,11....cc .. ... .. -.. .. . ..

41:4 "1'74"1"

F.

64'131";■13(:)14.""1.4"1"""1"1"1""4"12
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'711/ '' ‘IYE

EASY-FLOWING

GOLD
K SOLDER

ventors have not produced equal cling
ronfort for thin tIlaring noses.
e new gold round wire spring (just
led) is a beauty.
th will tit reguhir studs.1k

Mounting, gold filled, 50c.
[mple Gold Wire Spring, 50c.
bbers please send your :ititirt,..s.

re or W. Ii. ELY & CO.

• • •

OL D 
i'L oBest m Earth

-5.141"1'.1"""1"1”1"1"1"1"q""4"i"
MANUFACTURED BY

H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago, I
Cr.w Coln I. nil In1.1.....

tddletown, Conn. ..anadlan upttctan,
24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.
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New York State Association of Opticians

The regular bi-monthly meeting of the New York

State Association of Opticians was held in the Assem-

bly Rooms of the Yates Hotel, on Wednesday even-

ing, September 25th, President A. W. Golder, of

Seneca Falls, presiding. James H. Morse was ap-

pointed secretary pro tem., owing to the absence of

Secretary Herbert C. Watts, and the minutes of the

July meeting were read and approved. The corn-

mittee appointed at the July meeting, to draft a cir-

cular letter to be sent to the opticians of NewYork State,

reported,but on motion of James Holden the letter was

withheld and the matter laid upon the table indefinitely.

President Golder explained that the delay in the

date of holding the meeting was due to difficulty ill

arranging a programme, and requested a prompt ac-

ceptance of duties assigned when members are asked

to render service on programmes. F. L. Swart offered

the following resolution :

Resolved, That the name of the association be
changed from the New York State Association of
Opticians to that of the Central New York Association
of Opticians. Also that all members be given a
chance to vote on the question by mail, provided they
are not present in person at the next regular meeting,
at which time this resolution shall be acted upon.

After remarks by Messrs. Luckey, Holden, Oertel

and others, on motion of James H. Morse the resolu-

tion was laid on the table until the next meeting.

W. W. Bissell, treasurer of the Rochester Optical

Club, read a most interesting paper on " How to Suc-

cessfully Conduct an Optical Business."

William D. Oertel then traced the progress of

optical legislation and gave an outline of plans for its

furtherance. A general discussion of the advantages

of legal protection followed, and the remainder of the

session was spent in discussions of an informal char-

acter. James Holden moved that a vote of thanks be

given to Messrs. Bissell and Jaynes for the way ill

which they had entertained the members. The meet-

ing then adjourned.
Among those present were : A. W. Golder, of

Seneca Falls ; M. E. Baum, of Tully ; E. L. Wheeler,

of Mannsville ; F. G. Jaynes, of Geneva ; Edwin Wil-

cox, of Fulton ; W. W. Bissell, of Rochester ; James

Holden, William D. Oertel, L. L. Copeland, G. M.

Babbitt, F. W. Reed and James H. Morse, of Syra-

cuse ; F. L. Swart, Auburn, and G. N. Luckey, Bald-

winsville.

Granite State Optical Association

The regular meeting of the Granite State Optical

Association was held on September 18th at the opti-

cal parlors of Brown & Burpee, Manchester, N. H.

After reading the minutes and disposing of other rou-

tine business, a discussion took place regarding the

attitude of the American Association of Opticians to-

wards the establishment of an optical college. A prize

essay was read on the subject, "Why are Many Glasses

Worn, Especially by the Young?" The question

evoked a lengthy discussion, which was participated in

by Mr. Mould, of Fremont; Mr. Martin, of Nashua; Mr.

Fickett, of Concord, and Mr. Farsaith, of Manchester.

THE K E YS TON e

Methyl Alcohol Blindness

Among the toxic substances having a selective
affinity for the visual apparatus, methyl alcohol is now
beyond a doubt deserving of decided recognition, not
only from a toxicological standpoint, but from one of
prophylaxis. The case of blindness from drinking
methyl alcohol, that had been taken under the suppo-
sition of it being cologne spirits, as reported by Dr.
Harold Gifford, of Omaha, in the Ophthalmic Record,
is an indication that all packages containing methyl
alcohol should be marked " Poison." The subject,
while it is no longer a.novelty in ophthalmic literature,
sounds a warning note to the medical profession that
in all cases of sudden blindness of obscure origin, this
substance should be thought of. It is not uncommon

for those addicted to alcoholic beverages to procure
the " next best thing " when in a locality that supplies
no alcoholic drinks, and the danger to sight and even
life requires that precautionary measures be observed.
The case reported by Dr. G. E. Schweinitz, of Phila-
delphia, in the Ophthalmic Record, shows that the
pathway of entrance of the poison may even be by the
lungs and cutaneous surface.

The Color Sense of Men More Acute
than that of Women

Professor George M. Stratton, of the State Uni-

versity of California, after thousands of experiments
for the purpose of determining the sense differences
between the sexes has reached the conclusion that men

are more sensitive to color and sound, but not to pain,

than women.
One of the professor's interesting tests is to de-

termine the relative sensibility to color. Two methods

are used :
Take a color, such as red, and by the mixture of

water thin it out until it becomes paler and paler and

gradually takes on a light pink shade. Then the tests

may begin. The students, male and female, examine

the fluid and state when they fail to perceive any pink

in the mixture, when the fluid appears to them to be

perfectly white.
The professor knows accurately the proportions

of the mixture, and is thus able to determine precisely

at what point the student fails to detect the color.

The results of these experiments are conclusive.

Men can perceive the tinge of pink long after women

have failed to detect the slightest sign of the redness.

The conclusion is, therefore, inevitable that the color

sense of men is much more acute than that of women.

A man is able to detect a much slighter change of

shade.
The fluid test is not the only one which is em-

ployed in obtaining this result. There exists what is

known as a color wheel. This is a device by which

colors are arranged in disks, so that a sm,-11 section

of red, say, appears against a white ground. The

wheel is rapidly revolved, so that the red makes a

faint shade on the white, a shade which is gradually

reduced in intensity with the speed of the revolution.

The speed is known and the proportion of red to

1173

white. The student again notifies the professor of the
inability to see anything but white, and the results are
again recorded.

These results are precisely as before : the woman
has a much poorer perception of the shade than
the man.

" Ophthalmic Lenses"
In the uniform size and binding that characterizes

THE KEYSTONE'S additions to optical science, the
optical public have presented, and under one cover,
not only the treatise on " Ophthalmic Lenses," by
C. F. Prentice, but numerous other articles that have
appeared over his name in the optical and medical
ime 

The fact that several editions have been exhausted
for some time of " Ophthalmic Lenses " has proved
the necessity of another reprint. This we now have
before us, added to for the sake of lucidity in a
few places, and expunged in others for the same
reasons.

The book is divided into three sections. Sections
I. and 11. dealing respectively with prisms, simple and
compound lenses, generic and contra-generic and
dioptrid formula for combined con-generic and com-
bined contra-generic lenses, etc.

These chapters will be found pretty dry picking
for the average ophthalmic or optical student. Tile
author herein proves himself a thorough master of
succinct expression and of algebraic and geometrical
formuke incident to the explanations.

To those who but imperfectly understand invo-
lutions, cosines, equations, etc., may much be learned
by the really superb set of graphic illustrations that
the book is illumined with.

Figs. 33 and 34, illustrating a toric lens, convey to
the student at one glance that which would take pages
to explain.

The •latter part of tile work is devoted to expla-
nations of the prism dioptry ; the iris, as diaphragm
and photostat ; why strong contra-generic lenses of
equal power fail to neutralize each other, etc. These
essays are written in a much more popular style than
that which obtains in the earlier part of the book, and
thus commends itself far more to the non-mathematical
student.

The " Prism Dioptry " is a topic which will make
its discoverer's name enduring, and is a topic which no
optician can afford to remain in ignorance of. It is as
a prism denominator as radical and as good a change
as the metrical measurements are from the old English
linear measuring tables.

The author shows the decided necessity for a com-
plete understanding of tile prism dioptry in the decen-
tration of lenses, particularly in the cement bifocal

This, to summarize, is a book that all opticians
should be proud of as coming from the pen of one
who is also an optician. Many will buy the book be-
cause they will rightly deem its possession a necessity,
whilst others will procure the book out of class pride,
will study the same and be benefited thereby.

—Review by L. L. Ferguson in Jewelers' Review.

PRICES
Binoculars : x 3, $38.00

x 6, 46.00

Monocular,: x 3. $15.50
x6. 18.50

x9, $54.00
x 12, 62.00

x9, $21.50
x 12, 25.00

The accompanying
cut illustrates the Goerz Thula Binocular Telescope

One of the advantages of this glass over all other Porro prism glasses is the rack and pinion adjustments

for the vision and width between eyes. It has also separate adjustment on
right eye piece for compensation of unequal sight.

The various systems heretofore in use each had their
good points and their faults.

The Astronomical (Kepler) ; extended field of view
and great brightness of image shown ; great power, but
the image was shown upside down.

The Terrestrial ; reinverted image, great power, but
a longer focal length necessary, ordinarily impracticable
for hand use ; then the field narrows also in this system,
and lastly less lighting of image.

Finally the Galilean type, used in all field, marine
and opera glasses ; its advantage is its compact form,
making it applicable for use with two eyes ; but it, too,
had its great disadvantages, narrow field of view, its
small limit of power, 6 being its limit and this only
obtainable with extreme length and loss of light.

The good points of the various systems are combined

ill the Goerz Trieder Binocular Telescope, while avoiding
all their deficiencies. This is obtained by the Porro prism
system. The prisms of themselves, as placed, retnvert
the image—thus give tile principle of tile terrestrial tele-
scope, without adding, but greatly shortening the length.
This being obtained without the use of extra lenses in
the tube, retains tile brightness of illumination and the
extended field of view of the Astronomical system. The
good points of the Galilean type, its compact form and
its utility for use ‘vith two eyes, is known. Of equal
power, the Trieder Binocular is one-fourth the size of the
Galilean glass and has four times wider field.

The word binocular has always been considered to
refer to a telescope for use with two eyes, and should not
be confounded, to refer to an opera glass more than to an
eyeglass. Binocular: means j;n. Iwo eyes.

C. P. Goerz Optical Works,52 East Union Square, New York City



2.00
per dozen

including nickel display stand.
Extra Batteries, 25c.

Sample to Jewelers, prepaid, On
receipt uf $2.00

S Z
8Y1.

ALL BRASS NICKELED

COIVIEAD SEARCH LICHT
You can pick it up at any time, and by simply

pressing button, light up any object within
fifty feet. Retails at Ss.00. New batteries
asc. Can be Lazily inserted. Each battery
can be ueLd several hundred times. Sample
sent prepaid on receipt of Sa.00. COMEAD
MPO. CO„ Buffalo, N.Y.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. (DYE ME A TRIAL.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO.

will pay Highest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If interested, will be pleased to hear from you.
All business and correspondence strictly conli-
dential. Address TM. M. DAVIS,

474 Broadway, New York.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
IN

on
WATCH
DIALS,
CAPS,
ETC.

Also in

COLORS.

Send live 2-cent stamps for a beautiful sample dial
and price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
ns Dearborn Street CHICAGO

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker

F. C. KLEIN.

to tlie Trade
Fine Repairing of

all descriptions.
Demagnetizing.

Room 806

Col. Meat!. Bldg.

Chicago

EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
526 State Street, CHICAGO.

Ateam
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

A. C. BARD & CO.
Importers and Cutters of

DIAMONDS

100
American Watches have

Abbott's Patent Stem-
, 000 Winding Attachment

A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.
Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

Loose goods our specialty.
Quality the best. Prices the lowest.
See our catalogue for newest mounted goods.

Columbus Memorial Building, 103 State St., CHICAGO

ADOLPH MUEI-ILMATT

Maker of Fine Tools and Dies for the Trade
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm Streets

High-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

We make

Hair Chains
I o order. Send for

Estab-
1 i.-1101 INSC.
F.J. LOEPER
325 RIDGE STREET

LANSFORD, PA.

ATTENTION! It Will Pay You
To see our new and complete line of holiday goods. Gold,

Silver and Gold Filled Jewelry of all descriptions, Watches and Diamonds.

A Complete Line of Emblem Goods g,i;riliZit

Read it Again. HARRIS 0 SCHUSTER,
9-11-13 Maiden Lane New York.

E. H. ALLEN J. N. WOLF

E. VI. Allen & Co.
SUCCESSOR. TO

HUSTON 6, ALLEN CO.

Fine and Complicate,

Rep airin g
For the Trade

If you desire to gain a reputation
in your town, send us your Old
Watches and Jewelry for Repair,
also your Engraving.

Room 509
Champlain Building CHICAGO

Wonderful
Wheelless
Clock

Can be
made any

size desiredp d,

plate glass
both sides,

hands
revolve on

small
needle

fastened in
center of

dial, keeps
true time
day and

wortnhig$h000;
to anyjeweler as a window ad. for reputation as a
cracker-Jack workman. This is our No. 12 receipt,
how any Jeweler can make one ; also 14 other
wonderful receipts.

Any wide-awake Jeweler will forward postal
for price-list and further information. Address,

A. W.
Manufacturing and Retail Jeweler,

Center St., GLOUCESTER, MASS.

301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

IMPORTERS OF PRECIOUS AND IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS Send for Price-List ETC.

12 GREEN 
STREET

POLISHING SET COMPLETE, 
S2.00, PREPAID

COVIORGAITREAA0 ■E. RATON 
OASE SF, O •

,61.1 ASO OVITON 
OM. OUR,

00,1.11. WASH 
ANO VS, eou,..1

1,1,1 ADO VOTTOR 
SOF,

BIOST, POLIRONL 
BROOME.

...33,3EFFfer.

SATISF,J.:TIO`: 
Ol'ARN.:11-.F.0 OR 

MONEN WTI 
NOVO

The increasing demand for a better article in
our SEPARABLE COLLAR BUTTON
caused us to make a higher giade. We have
decided to put 25 cents a dozen more gold (not
work) on them. That amount of gold per dozen
will make them worth double the value of the
present standard It. P. buttons. We also pro-
pose to continue the present standard grade at
the regular price cf $i.25 per dozen.

The new button will be carded on celluloid,

which will enable the dealer to keep them in a

more presentable shape, no matter how long

you keep them in the show case or window.

In addition to this every button will be espe-
pecially examined by an expert, and we guar-

antee each and every button to be as repre-

sented. Price to Trade. $1.50 per dozen.

Our GOLD AND SILVER GOODS are
of Excellent Quality and Finish.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

.W.YOUNG & CO„ Mfrs., 126 State St.,Chleage

Foot=Power Lathes.

{
Correct in principle.

High grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watchmakers
and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, III.

Wyckoff; Seamans & Benedict
105 South Ninth Street

PHILADELPHIA

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver for
English, Swiss and American Movements,

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
ss State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-List,

REDUCTION
ALL

AROUND
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A FINE LINE OF THE ANSONIA'
POPULAR PORCELAIN CLOCKS

The OSSIPPEE and OSECOLA are not finished in the light colored Dresden, but are decorated in the fashionable rich cobalt
blue, green or ruby colors. They also have visible escapement, Rococo sash, beveled glass and porcelain dials.

UNMISTAKABLY THE CLOCK OPPORTUNITY OF THE SEASON

OSECOLA
Width l3 1 Inches ; height, 12 inches ; dial, 5 inches. COBALT BLUE, GREEN OR RUBY

DECORATIONS. 5-day, half hour gong strike. Rococo sash and dial beveled glass, porcelain

visible escapement. List, each ,   $16.50
Our reduced price, imported case, net cash, 5.90

OSSIPPEE
inches ; height, 12 inches ; dial, 5 hiclies, COBALT liLl' i I ; 1: .N OE III IIV

DECORATIIINS. 8-day, halt-hour gong strike. II,. sash and dial, locuolcd cIuo, II, Iuui ii

visible escapement. List price, eadl,   516.50
Our reduced price, imported case, net cash, 5.90

Newest and Most Beautiful of all Adamantine Clocks
MADE BY SETH THOMAS CO., AND OFFERED AT A BARGAIN. Neither the illustration or description do it justice, it must be seen to be admired.

Finished in fine Mahogony color, with rounding ends in Mexican Onyx finish ; at each end are two handsome columns in Onyx finish, each 
column surmounted with a

gilt and carved cap, giving the clock a very fine and beautiful appearance. Can be furnished with either gilt or white dial. Height ix inches. Width 5734 inches.

Dial 5 inches. Eight-day movement. 4 hour gong strike.

TAKE OUR
WORD

For it is the handsomest

of the kind ever produced.

Something

Entirely

New
ALABAMA

Our Net Cash Price, . . . $5.60

OUR OFFER

If it don't please you on
receipt,

Ship it back

at our expense

and we

refund your money

BEST GRADE OF NICKEL ALARM CLOCKS AT LOWEST PRICES

Write to us for Prices on Clock Assortments. We offer inducements that will sav
e you money.

B. F. NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.
103 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.



Heart to Heart Talks
By an Auctioneer

Testimonials in every line of business, and especially in this line, are so

overdone by self-written eulogies, which a dealer has been requested to sign,

and which he has signed as being the easiest way to get out of it, that I make

no effort to print them.
But instead, to the jeweler contemplating the cleaning out of his stock or

holding a sale, I would call your attention to the names of firms I have done

business with during the past ten months, and ask you to write them and find

out for yourself by a personal letter from them, the actual experience they have

had with me as a money-maker for them. Upon their

verdict I rest my claim of being one of the most success-
ful men in the business, tii if they don't tell you this, •

don't hire me to do your work.
The next six months is the best time to hold a sale, and if

you are going to be up-to-date and hold one, it will bL necessary to , ,

make your date very soon, as my time is filling very rapidly.

Write the following firms : F. OLNHAUSEN & CO., Celina, Ohio ; R. W. WHEELER, Penn
 Yan, N. Y;

R. BERNAU, Abbeville, S. C.; L. STEPHENS, Jacksonville, Fla.; G. ROYSTER, Greensboro, 
N. C.; W. BURNETT,

Brainerd, Minn.; W. NISBETT, Grand Rapids, Minn. A post card will bring you booklet with tes
timonials by the yard.

We have to our credit the greatest
number of sales, the highest aggregate
of goods sold, the largest sales of jewelry
ever conducted and the highest per–
centage of profit on individual sales.
Our auction sales are a record of
triumphs, culminating in the greatest
triumph of all—the Mermod–Jaccard
Jewelry Co.'s sale of the enormous
stock of Merrick, Walsh & Phelps, of
St. Louis, Mo. The sale occupied OVER
100 DAYS, and was the largest fl-k1
most successful ever conducted in
America.

FOR THE ESTABLISHED TRADE ONLY

701 Stewart Building, CHICAGO

I am a high-class Auctioneer. For many years my specialty has been selling

Diamonds, Jewelry, Bric-a-Brac, China and Art Goods at Auction. Those by whom I have 
been

employed say that I know my business. They are right. I do! I have learned it in the school

of practical experience. I have got it down so fine that it comes to me like second nature.

I have conducted some of the largest and most profitable sales ever held in the United 
States

or Canada. I have never yet had a store large enough to hold the crowds that I draw.

Letters from representative houses in all parts of the country say that in net cash

results and all 'round satisfaction, my work exceeded their most sanguine expectat
ions.

Many of the largest jewelers of the United States and Canada are having 
auctions.

They have come to be considered as an absolutely legitimate and highly 
essential feature of

the business. Now, should you be situated so you want an Auction of your own, follow

correct busimess principles—Engage the best. I amyour man!

A WONDERFUL SALE

Lampman Bros. Going Very Fast Under the Skillful Management of M
r. Hamlin.

The Big Stock of

There have been wonderful doings over at Lampman Bros., on King 
Street, West, these last few

days. The firm having decided to go out of business, they secured the 
services of Mr. W. P. Hamlin,

jewelry anctioneer, of Rochester, N. Y. The results have shown the 
wisdom of their choice, as Mr.

Hamlin did heavy business right from the start. Thursday afternoon at 
2.30 sharp, the big, handsome

auctioneer ascended the platform and faced an audience of Ham
iltonians who wanted jewelry and

had money to pay for it, and commenced to talk. He talked quietly and
 unassumedly and without

the bustle and noise of the ordinary auctioneer, but as he talked he sold 
goods and sold a lot of then,.

Mr. Hamlin has the true gift of gaining the people's confidence, 
and as a result he does business and

does it fast. fie treats the people in an easy and gentlemanly manlier, makes no exagg
erated state-

ments about the value of the goods and impresses the buyers with the idea
 that no matter how much

or how little they pay, they are getting exceedingly good value. Mr. 
Hamlin is one of the highest

priced men in the country,and his services are in demand from Maine to 
California—Hamilton,Ont.,Post.

REFERENCES—WRITE THEM IF YOU W

C. K. Herr, Columbia. Pa.
M. Knowlton (two sales)

Cazenovia, N.Y.
David Present, Geneva, N. Y.

Timblin, Olean, N. Y.
N. Highfield, Hampton, Va.
Chas. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
R. C. Hitchler, Nanticoke, Pa.
W. F. Foye (two sales).

Hot Springs, Ark.
It It. Davidson,Ansonia,Conn.
H. H. Webb, Lancaster. Pa.
E.13. Bundy, H u nti ngton, W. Va.
Richard Wehl,

North Adams, Mass.
Geo. Beach, Rock Hill, S. C.
J. M. Blake Jewelry Co.,

Not Springs, Ark.
C. A. Bessac, Natchez, Miss.
P. J. McConnell, Hancock, N. Y.
Valentine & Co.,Dunk irk, N. V.

M Mizner, Utica, N.Y.
J. J. Wagoner, Utica, N Y.
M. Harrigan, North Adams, Mass
C. Horniday, Keokuk, Iowa
OttoOppenhauser,Brockport,N.Y.
Rosencranes & Thatcher,

Milwaukee, Wis.
C.O. Upper & Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Flower City Watch Co ,

Rochester, N. Y.
Chas. P. Pheasy. Matteawan, N.V.
J. J. Bleich, Paducah, Ky.
J. E.VanNatta, Lewistown, Pa.
Lamptnan Bros.. Hamilton. Ont.
Geo. W. Biggs, Pittsburg. Pa.
Schmid Bros., New Castle, Pa.
Chas. Gernot, St Mary's, Ohio
Pape Bros., Butler, Pa.
F. I.. Groat, Lyons, N. Y.
W. T. Beans, Norristown, Pa.
Green & ileinrichs,

Watertown, N. Y.

J. Borst, Carbondale, Pa.
0 C. Kennedy,Bellefontaine, Ohio
I) F. Pickering,

7 Maiden
Van Bergh Silver Plate C

Rochester,
Philip Present, Rochester,N.Y.
W A. Rogers, 12 Warren St., N Y.
Union Trust Co., Rochester, N. Y.
P. W. Ellis & Co.,Toronto,Ont.
Amsden Bros., Bankers,

Rochester, N. Y.
G M. Keller, Lock Haven, Pa.
M. C. Thomas, Waverly, N. Y.
Hascall & Brown, Rutland, Vt.
M. Stoinart, Pair Haven, Vt.
S D Schanck, Binghamton, N. Y.
R. J. Henson, Natchez, Miss.
Cyrus N. Gibbs (two sales),

So. Framingham, Mass.
W. H. Frost, Elmira, N. Y.

Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co. St. Louis, Mo.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larne, Oskaloosa, lows.
Bailey Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
F. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jets. W. Field, Galveston, Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Oregon.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J. Young, Joliet and Kankakee, III., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.

Oscar Ileinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechler, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Oregon.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. II. Kelly, Carrollton,
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, 3lo.
Fussy & Blair, MI89011111, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. NV. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett ,t, Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
Lyon Sc KvIling, Danville, Ill.
M. Watinch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall,

Colorado Springs, Colo.
Wilbur, Lamphere & Co., Galesburg, Ill.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie Mich.

Iowa.
Leonard 

& Fellows, Cedar Rapids, 
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y,

NV. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushiner Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjiman, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King, Moss & Co., San I. rancisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride 8c Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mid,., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Midi.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas Texas.
Parmlee Bros. A Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.
Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.

More than 100 others, and the Jobbers from
Maine to California.

I INVITE CORRESPONDENCE. Ask me questions. My advice will cost you

nothing. It may be of great practical benefit in you. (All letters Confidential.)

will not fail to perceive the great benefit of

obtaining the services of two EXPERIENCED men at the

cost of one. The audience never gets tired ; each has his

own methods. There is a change of voice and manner;

also in case of sickness, it is an invincible argument.

We work in perfect harmony, and it makes a degree of

success in sales never before known. We have proved it

is the greatest combination of talent ever available.

Wanted
for Spot Cash

at bargain prices,

$50,000 worth of
Watches, Diamonds, either
in small lots or in bulk;
or Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware, etc.,

in quantity.



We can handle your

stock in a first-class,

up-to-date, business-

like manner, and we

do not ruin your

reputation by un-

scrupulous methods.

enables us to know the business thoroughly, and by our methods of working we can realize more
cash on your stock for you than other auctioneers. You also have the benefit of two men at the
Price of one. For further particulars, terms, references, etc., address

dill Business Strictly Confidential 130 E. Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Recent Sales:

Alex. Cameron, Mitchell, Out.

E. Davidson, Hamilton, Out.
W. R. Noble, Petrolia, Out.
Kortkamp Jewelry Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Mermod & Jaccard Jewelry Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

Fifth Floor

Silversmiths' Building,

CHICAGO.
Cot. J. H. HAVILL., SI. Louis, MO. CHICAGO, 4-17-1901.

Dear Sir:—Replying to your letter of the 15th, I can truthfully say that you have just
concluded the most successful auction sale for tne ever held in Chicago. Considering my location
and stock, no man could have done better I was especially pleased with the good prices you re-
ceived, and the good impression you made on your audiences. I want you to reserve me another
date for two weeks this coming fall. Kindly let me know as soon as possible Just when you can
come, so I may be able to make my arrangements accordingly.

Very truly yours, Louis SCHWA RTZ.

MR. J. II. HAvita.., Chicago Ill. St. Louis, May 7, 1901.
Dear Sir:—We take great pleasure in stating that the recent sale you conducted for us, in dos-

ing out the stock we purchased from the Broadway Jewelry Co.
' 

has been entirely satisfactory and
has fully come up to our entire expectations. If at any future time we desire to close out other
stocks at auction, we shall certainly bear you in mind. Anyone desiring the services of an auction-
eer should certainly consider themselves fortunate in securing your valuable services.

Yours very truly, B. H. KORTHAMP JEWRLRY CO.

J. H. HAviLL, Esq. ST. LOUIS, may 9, 1901.
Dear Sir—We wish to thank you for your effective assistance in the opening of our auction

sale, and heartily wish you every success in the sale which you are about to undertake, and prior
to which your assistance was so kindly given to us.

Yours very truly, MERMOD A JACCARD JEWELRY CO.
Per Goodman King.

Just dosed a successful sale for E. Davidson, of Hamilton, Out. Total of sale in three weeks, $12.000.

Special Moreno, also given of any wholesale jewelry or silverware house of Chicago.

Are you
thinking of an
Auction? If so
write me. My

able and repu-
tation e s tab-
1 i she d, sanc-
tioned by every
wholesale jew-
eler in my
home town.
Write to any
of them. On

application reference from leading jewelers all over the

United States for whom. I have made sales. I have made the Auction business a lifetime study. In my time I have made some of the largest sales in the United
States and Canada. I always do all in my power for the interest of my employer, therefore I can guarantee large profits.
Hundreds of my references will demonstrate the above statements as cold facts. It is always my pleasure to send every and
any Jeweler upon request a book giving some valuable information, mentioning my daily paper notices and references.

Office, 505 New York Life Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.



Watch Case
Manufacturer

a n d

Repairer.

E Sell, Rent, Repair
and Exchange

Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and Silver
Plating,

Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine Turning

Changlan Old Fne•
Ilt.h and NIVIMCmo,
to take American
8. W. Marementu
my specialty.
OLD CARES
MADE NEW.

Silverkmiths'
Building,
131-13 7Wabash
Ave., CHICAGO.

We sell Tabulating Attachments.
We sell Typewriter Supplies.
We sell Typewriter Furniture.
We furnish Stenographers and

Operators.  

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
327 Broe■clweLy, Now York

That is what
you want in
Auction Sales

What Mr. N. W. Conard of
Easton, Pa., says of this new
polishing anti grinding motor;
" Enclosed will find money

order and bill for foot motor ;
It arrived O. K., and have thor-
oughly tried it. More than ex-
ceeds my expectations. Have
been looking for it for last five
years. Please return receipt
and oblige, Yours respectfully,

N. W. CoNAnici
Price, - - - 66.00.

Send for circular to
CHARLES Ii. FIELD,
234 Chestnut St.,

Providence, R. I.

1—leralclry
CRESTS

COATS OF ARMS
MONOGRAMS

011 SPA] ItIogx, Dies, Jewelry, etc.

Ir. J. IFINL...Y
19 E. 21st St., New York

For new beginners and advanced scholars, who
wish to take up one branch or all in Watchmaking.
Adjusting, Fine Finishing and Hole Work.

WM. N. TODD, Principal
36 South Seventh St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TWO COURSES

to-day will soon be cast into the furnace
and you will have missed the golden
opportunity of securing the services of

Double and quadruple your profits
this fall by holding a sale. I positively
guarantee you against loss. I work on
a commission basis and pay my own
expenses when stock is large enough
to warrant it. I can furnish stock when
necessary on memorandum. If you

wish my services, write at once, as my dates are fast being taken.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Room 312

131-137 Wabash Avenue

I had the sole management of the great
$5oo,000 sale of the Merrick, Walsh &

  Phelps and E. Jaccard Jewelry Co. stocks,
sold out by the Mermod & Jaccarcl Jewelry Co.,
of St. Louis.
The greatest jewelry auction ever held in the West.
The only midsummer jewelry auction that was
ever successful ; 25 years' experience as a jewelry
auctioneer.
I was I 2 years with the Mermod & Jaccard Jewelry
Co., daily handling diamonds, watches, jewelry,
silverwares and fine art goods.
Open for engagements. Write for terms.

Mermod Jaccard Jewelry Co.
REFERENCES { Eisenstadt mfg. Co.

L. Bauman Jewelry Co., and others.

Watchmaking, Engraving July
Work and (tidies WO teach at our Col-
lege thoroughly and practically.

By Correspondence

FRANK LAU
ENGRAVER

OF'

C2PPER-PLATE p34°
FINE JEWELRY

722 Sansom St., Phila.,Pa.
WCDIFING INVITATIONS VISITING Canna

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROLOBICAL

SOCIETY

*6.

Ex FER:r
WA.TC H IVIA.KER

to the Trade

103 STATE STREET

CHIC:A.0 0

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

Estimates furnished before commencing
strictly first-class work.

Special attention given to Demagnetizing

No advertisement inserted for less
titan 25 cents.

U titter heading " Sit nations Wanted,"
ONE CENT per word for first twenty-tive
words. Additional words and advertise-
ment it, TH It EE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except 0 Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Nitrite, address, Initials  I abbrevia-
tions C t as words, and are charged for
Its part of the advertisement. No display
other than two-line initial letter.

If answers are to be forwarded, ro it.
age stamps  t be enclosed.

To insure insertion  y must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy 'mist reach its Hot later MOO t hue
25 th of each month tOr insertion in the
following inontli'm bottle 

The real name and address of every
advertiser must ace patty the copy Of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents if they desire a copy
of the paper in which their advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

we teach you the Lever, Cylinder and
Chronometer Escapements so that you
will understand the escapement of any
watch thoroughly.

A Non-Sticky Adhesive for
Jewelers and Opticians.
For cementing all flat back oic‘

stones, ivory,lenses, etc.

See Ad. on Page 1092
I his issue. 'Write for oil r prospectus.

The Philadelphia College of ilorologg
1213-13 Filbert Street

F.W.Scoutka,Prin. Philadelphia,Pa.

of hot water,

l.11 °916r acids and alcohol.
Price 600. per bottle.

Sent by mail on ree(•ipt
of stamr. C. H. VAN PELT,

9-11-13 Ma den Lane, New York.

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 1886.

Removed to Jewelers' Court
Building, 51 & 53 Maiden Lane
The only secure

and simple arrange-

ment for Inter-

changeable Stone
Initial and Emblem
Rings. Made in
all desirable styles.

!Irat14424.-sok

Do you know
our 14 K. Seamless Gold Filled
Link Cuff Buttons are guaranteed
to wear ten years ? If they don't,
you get a new pair gratis.
Twelve patterns at Sio.8o per doz.
Assortment package will be sent at
our expense.

Phoenix Jewelry Co.
90 Nassau St., NEW YORK

LOUIS J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

( Second Flour ) ( Established 1892.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA OLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders.

E. R. TYLER

Globe Lever
BUTTON BACK.

Post can be attached
to any button.

"It has no peer"

Write for new catalogue, now ready.
Send us your special orders.

J. BULOVA,

it419

61 AND 63 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

Bee special adv. on sass 1121, November, 1900, 'gene.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER
Wells'Perfect Self-Conform-
ing and Ventilating Ring
Adjuster is the result of many
years experience. It can be fitted
by a jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber tor it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of price.
1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K.
gold, $3.76, or doz., assorted

I'otented U.S. sizes, for $2.00 ; 1 doz., metal,
assortedsod Esnat,. 

registered.) Fors
aples Jaz e 82 Cs.i z e( c. e 

gold
x t raan idt

medium size metal will be sent for 40 cts., or a medium
large size gold and large size metal for 00 cts. Address,

CHESTER H. WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

REPAIIHNO
AND

IMPORTER an
CUTTER d
ROUGH

MATCHING
A SPE( 1,11,TY DIAMONDS

509, 511 an 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

Room 306-103 State Street, Chicago

I am a practical auctioneer of experic_—.ce and honest methods. All my sales

are conducted on purely business principles. I treat all correspondence con-

fidentially, and promptly answer all letters. I shall be pleased to have you drop

me a line if this interests you.

MANROSS
ESTABLISHED 1877.

LARGEST MO Of TIAIPSPRINGS IN U.S.
TIIE CLOCK REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET,

contain 50 or 100 finl.hed balespriugs complete. all sires
and makes. carefully arranged, fall direci Ion.. Cabinet of
50..1.00; 100. 81.75, by mall. Same spring., any eke or
make. NO et.. per dot., 20 CI. er half It. Steam Gauge
IlulexprIng or every deNerliolIon. Phosphor Bronco Mir-
eprlino for El vet viral 1o,Iromeole, rte.

Auk your Johher for Ii Ill l'obloete.

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

who has made large and profitable sales throughout the United States and Canada. No stock too

large or too fine for me to handle. I guarantee success. I fulfill all engagements that I make.

Correspondence confidential. Write me for terms, references and full particulars.

Room 306 Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO

KEoxcx, Iowa, July 26, 1901.

We wish to state that Mn. R. M. Mum°, of Chicago, has this day closed a successful auction sale for us In spite of the excessive heat
we have had all during the ttale—the temperature ranging at all 11111e8 from 950 to 108°. Mr. 'larding has been able to draw anti hold enormous
crowds and keep them in good humor at all times, consequently our sales have run far beyond our expectations, sod we are only sorry we did
not engage Mr. Harding at the beginning instead of running a reduction sale, as we would have been money ahead. We will further state
that we will gladly give any line any further information desired about Mr. Harding on application.

Yours respectfully, DRAKE, CAREY A CO.

RING
SANGER'S SANGER'S
RING IT

HAs

BUFF .,"12SOERTEElrE D
FOR FINISHING A 

BUFF
25 25 ALL OTHER DEVICES 

C R
SOLDERING C ING AFTER 

I B U YA ILTW A TYRSY I T I
I

Chronometers and Complicated Watches

ROOM 1339 UNITY BUILDING

79 DEARBORN STREET

CH ICAGO

For 15 years with
Spaulding & Co.,
repairing their finest
and most complicated
watches.

Awarded 1st Medal and
I )iploma by the Swedish
Watchmakers' Society,
April 28, 1900, for excel-
lence in workmanship.

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
Watch Repairing, Engraving and Jewelry Repairing

For the Trade

Plain and Complicated Work, Wheel-Cutting, Duplicating of parts of
Watches and Clocks.

LANCASTER, PA.

BRADFORD, PA., August 21, 1901.

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS, Lancaster, Pa.
Gentlemen :—The work you have done for me has given excellent satisfaction, especially

the tine grades, such as Howards, 21 jewel Waltham, fine Swiss, 
etc. The railroad watches

run to time, within the required limits, without any trouble. 
All work has been returned

promptly. I do not hesitate to recommend Ezits BOWMAN'S SONS to anyone wishing
good work at very reasonable prices.

Yours respectfully,

Send for 24-page " Price-List to the Trade."

COMPARE OUR PRICES WITH OTHERS

No branch of the jewelry business pays as well.
If you want to

LEARN write for booklet and
FREE SAMPLES.

We teach general letter and monogram en-
graving of the highest class. Established 10
years. Hundreds of successful students, some
of which are well-known jewelers.

N 0147 tiourayt iemnegrtiozgter to be ready for

Rees Engraving School
ELMIRA, N.Y.

First Floor (New) Steele Memorial Building.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Ender till, 10111100, ONE I ENT per word, for Brat

twenty•Ilve word.. AddIllonal WIWIls 51111 advertisement.,
THREE rENTS per word. No nd vertleement Inserted for
Iwo, Ilion 25 cents.

Q1.3 '4)ND watchmaker, 4 years' exp.; good sales-
u 1111111. NVould like place with good engraver.
Best of refs. Ad., Geo. Coehron, Kirwin, Kans.

AS 119010IIIII Wit 11 expert. watchnutker.
II have had 5 years' exp.; plain engraver. Mich-
igan, Gbh

'
, Illinois, New York pref. First-class

refs. I. B 139," care Keystone.

1;1 liST-C LASS watchmaker, who can do plain
engraving and jewelry repairing. Refs.,

sample of engraving, photo. and particulars sent
II) those having suitable position open. State

salary. "C Ill," care Keystone.

DY man, age 25, as assistant watchmaker. !lave

• 

completed 5 months' course at Bradley Insti-
tute, Peoria, Ill. Have tools ; best refs. furnished.
" 51eK. 6," care Keystone.

I/Y watchmaker, 18 years' exp. at watch, clock
U and jewelry repairing, good salesman. State

wages III first letter. Good refs. "8 240," care
Keystone.
YOUNG matt desires a position. Good refracting

• 

Optician. Thoroughly experienced in all
the details of wholesale and retail optical business.
" 196," care Keystone.
PIRST-CLASS watch repairer, 23 years' exp.;
C good jeweler, engraver. All tools, no bad
habits. Good ou railroad watches. Go to any
State. Conrad Kohler, Conneaut, Ohio.

WY watchmaker and jeweler, of 9 years' exp.,
Li with some knowledge of optics. " T 89,"
care Keystone.

ItY an AI watchmaker, who is competent. to do
all kind of watch work, accustomed to railroad

and trade work. lielligatti pref. W. It. Murray,
Box 24, Leoui, Mich.

RV young man, 27 years old, 7 years' exp. Good
II watch, clock and jewelry repairer. Own tools;
plain engraver. Box 262, Decatur, Ind.

WITH good firm by watch, clock and jewelry
I1 repairer. Can fit glasses and (I() some stone
setting. 7 years' exp.; 28 y earS old. Cau give
good ref. Nebraska, Iowa or KIIIINIIS pref. L. J.
Mackey, Superior, Nebr.

OPTICIAN, in business for 15 years ; to take fullcharge of optical dept. Expert titter, refrac-
tionist ; first-class salesman. Will go anywhere ;
gilt-edge refs. " II 202," care Keystone. 

PY high-class, all-around man, with first-class
house ; railroad or high-class work pref.

Owns tine set of tools. Can give best refs. Further
particulars ad., P. 0. box 30, Birmingham, Ala.

pNGRAVER, letter and monogram work ; 3
" years' exp. watchmaking and jewelry. Age 22 ;
ref. Address, Landis School of Engraving, 94
Miami Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker, plain engraver and
I good salesman, 9 years' exp. Can furnish best
of ref.; own tools. Address, I'. 0. box 501 II,
Mechanicsburg, Pa.

AS watchmaker, capable of doing first-class work,
11 also wait on trade. Fine set of tools ; best of
refs. G. W. Hyde, 27 Boudoin St., Boston, Mass.

AM competent, practical watchmaker, jewelry
u salesman and jobber, 5 years' exp. Age 25,
single, best refs.; no bad habits. Desire position
with retail or wholesale house. West or South
pref. Few tools ; slate salary. "0. A.," box
264, Lansing, Mich.

PY young man, 4 years' exp. at bench, wants
I, place with good man. Moderate wages, good
ref. Michigan pref. Ad., Chas. C. Rice, Clio, Mich.

AS traveling salesman, by young man of 25, 5
u years' exp. in retail trade. Best refs. Mode-
rate salary to start. " B 147," care Keystone.

Py watchmaker, jeweler and optician. Campo-
U tent man who wants to locate in town not less
than 3000, with jeweler or druggist who is not a
workman, 911(1 desires man to locate with them.
Am 24, single and of good address and character.
" E 51," care Keystone.

MARRIED man, 25, wishes permanent position
lii u$ second watchmaker, 2% years' exp. at
bench on watches, clocks and jewelry. A hustler,
trying to advance. " C 112," care Keystone.

RV a young man, 10 years' exp. as refracting
U optician and salesman. Can furnish the best
of ref. Pacific coast pref. "B146," care Keystone.

POSITION by young man ; first-class letter and
I monogram engraver and salesman. Best ref.
'IC lit," care Keystone.

I DF,'SIRE position as refractionist ; 30 years' old,
I 10 years' practical exp. Have trial case and all
instruments. " B 145," care Keystone.

PRACTICAL watch, clock and jewelry repairer,
I clean stock-keeper ; not afraid of work. No
engraving. C. C. Burgess, Bloomfield, Iowa.

(Continued on safe 1.82)
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SITUATIONS WANTED
(Lonesnued from page Mil.

RI' young man well posted in both wholesale and
I, retail optical work. Could take charge of
prescription department or refraction work." II 197," care Keystone.

AS manager, by an expert watchmaker, fine en-graver and expert optician. Can duplicate
any part of movement and finish same like factory
job ; do any difficult wheel or pinion cutting;
also do mfg. optical work, edge grinding, etc.;
thoroughly up on all fine adjustments. Unques-
tioned refs. Or will accept right kind of position.
West pref. " H 200," care Keystone office. 
RY honest and sober Young man. Clock and
11 jewelry repairer, with about 2 years' exp.,
wishes good place to finish watch trade on small
salary. Good ref. " 86," care Keystone. 
RY first-class letter and monogram engraver withLI chance of learning watch and clock repairing.
Moderate salary and ready for immediate engage-
ment. " II 199," care Keystone office. 
RY graduate of Philadelphia Optical College, as

optician, salesman and optical workman.
?Sp 29, single ; 10 years' exp. as watchmaker and
jeweler. Salary, $12 to begin. "H 201," care
Keystone.
wATCHMAKER, good pivoter and plain hard
" solderer. $12. Highest refs., strictly tem-
perate and a gentleman. Heideman, Ezra F.
Bowman's Sons, Lancaster, Pa. 
PERMANENT position as assistant watchmaker
1 and clock repairer. Speak German ; have
tools. Southern States pref. Full particulars first
letter. Address, " F," box 31, Montgomery, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler, 11 years practical
" exp., full complement of modern tools, open
for engagement Oct. 1st. All letters answered.
Lock box 41, Clarence, Mo.
A FIRST-CLASS watch and cloekmaker, also do
a some engraving. Address, F. J. Thurman,
911 Saunders and High Streets, Hastings, Nebr.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, salesman;I fair engraver. Highest ref.; drug exp.; own
tools. Only permanent position. Address, Box
243, Manly, Iowa.
TO correspond with some jeweler who wants an
1 apprentice—trade partly learned. Willing to
work hard. Ad., F. L. Phillips, McGraw, N. Y. 
WATCHMAKER, first-class workman ; 25 years'
" exp. at bench ; good salesman. Understand
sewing machine trade. Can give ref. I. M.
Burgess, 613 W. Fourth St., Waterloo, Iowa. 
FIRST-CLASS engraver, plenty of exp.; good
1 refs. H. G. Avery, 103 Giles St., Ithaca, N. Y. 
AS refractionist, by graduate of Klein OpticalA School, Boston, Mass. Please address J. Fred
Beaue, 435 Plainfield Street, Olneyville, R. I. 

PERMANENT position by young man, 22, goodwatch, clock, jewelry repairing, plain engraving,
to finish trade. Moderate wages. Box 401,
St. Johns, Mich.
FNGRAVER, jewelry jobber, watch and clockLI repairer, stone-setter, etc. Can come at once.
Address, Box 27, Barnesville, Ga.
REFRACTIONIST, of long exp., desires to make
11 a change this fall. Competent to take full
charge. Expert frame-fitter ; refs. " M 120,"
care Keystone.
AS head watchmaker with first-class house ; one
a that can pay $25 weekly for a thorough up-to-
date workman. 18 years exp.; ref. "H 121,"
care Keystone.
WA TCHMAKER1A and engraver, fine tools, 4 years

exp. Single Al refs. good good habits ; age 23.
IJohn C. Brown, Indianapolis, Ind.

SQTEADY position, by middle-aged married man;watchmaker, jeweler, engraver, salesman ; 20
years' exp. Good ref.; own tools ; wages reason-
able. C. H. Bryan, West Liberty, Iowa.

GOOD opening for good watchmaker. Own toolsand bench, Al workman ; gilt-edge refs. For
particulars address, S. A. Weaver, Speculator, N.Y.
itY young man as salesman, wholesale pref.; wide
I, exp. at bench and counter. Thoroughly
industrious, pushing, total abstainer ; 23. Very
moderate wages, if good chance given for advance-
ment. First-class refs. " T 90," care Keystone.
POSITION as engraver and saleslady by young
1 lady. Exp. Address, " P 77," care Keystone.
AS head watchmaker only with first-class house.
11 One that can pay $25 weekly for a foreign,
up-to-date workman. 20 years' exp. " M 112,"
care Keystone.
FXPERIENCED graduate optician and refrac-
ri tionist wants opening with prominent jeweler
in progressive town. Salary or share profit.
Address," Refractionist," 811 Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago.

r-CLASS watchmaker and optician ; also

▪ 

drug exp. Own all tools and trial case. " 191,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, with tools ; 5
" years' exp. Age 22. " NV 132," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, graduate optician, hard mil-
" darer, plain engraver, good salesman ; not
afraid of work. Age 28, no tobacco or liquor.
"0 13," care Keystone.

BY young man, competent jewelry and clockrepairer, assist at watches ; good salesman.
Thoroughly industrious ,• abstainer ; 23, First-
class ref. " T 91," care Keystone.
BOMPETENT watchmaker, jeweler, engraver,
U optician desires a first-class position. Write
particulars and salary. 16 years' exp. " S 246,"
care Keystone.
PERMANENT, by young man, experienced grad-

• 

uate optician. Do all kinds jewelry repairing,
good salesman, window-dresser and advertiser.
Can take ftill chargeof photo.departmentOwn trial
case. Good refs. Morgan D.Wise, Janesville,Wis.
ADY engraver wants a position by Nov. 1. Refs.
" Address, " L 117," care Keystone.
RI( man, 22 years old, having 4 years' experience,
H position as assistant watchmaker. Good on
plain watch work, French, cuckoo and American
clocks. Can do bard-soldering and general jewelry
repairing. Beat of ref. No had habits. New
York or Pennsylvania preferred. Good salesman.
" C 113," care Keystone.
AS watchmaker, 18 years old, 3 years' exp., best
/I of refs. Can turn staffs, jewels, pivoting, etc.
MO per week. " R 86," care Keystone.
QALESMAN, window dresser and ad. writer.
14 Educated gentleman, thoroughly experienced
in catering to best trade, desires permanent situ-
ation Nov. 1st. "L 116," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, line tools, 4 years
" exp. Single Al refs. •, good habits ; age 23.

IJohn C. Brown, ndianapolis, Ind.

HELP WANTED
THIS HEILDING CCCCC CIENT• PER WORD.

AT onee, a first-class watchmaker and salesman.
11 Good salary to right num ; position permanent.
Answer with refs. and full particulars, Nat.
Kaiser & Co., Atlanta, (Ia.
WATCHMAKER and engraver ; one that under-
" standti optics pref. Good wages and perma-
nent place to the right man. City of 8000 in
Northern Kentucky. Ad.," B 148," care Keystone.
AN assistant manager for large jewelry depart-
/1 meta ; one having a thorough knowledge of
silverware, precious stones and the jewelry busi-
ness in all its details. Must conic well recom-
mended and have had a similar and successful
exp. elsewhere. Mandel Brothers, Chicago. 
WATCH/KAKI...It, who can engrave, repair clocks
" and jewelry and salesman. Wages, $15 a
week ; good town in New York State. "B 150,"
care Keystone.
A YOUNG man in jewelry store (Philadelphia)
Is to repair clocks and jewelry. Wages, $8.
Address, " I. 114," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, young man, American, whoii knows how to take in watch and jewelry re-
pairing and dress window. State salary expec-
ted, what exp., send photo. and refs. in first letter.
Wm. Ramsay, 1221 F St., N. W., Washington, D.C. 
AT once, young man to finish trade ; one who canA engrave and do ail-around jobbing and clock
work. None but good, steady ,,,an need apply.
Box 366,Woodaville, N. H.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver. GoodL man ; good wages. McConahay &Sharp Jewelry
Co., Salt Lake City, Utah. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and' opti-

• 

cian. Must be steady and come well recom-
mended. Good salary, permanent position.
Immediately. Ad., Warthani Bros., Tuscola, Ill.

AT once, a young man who is up-to-date on jow-
l/ elry and clock repairing, with some knowledge
of watch work, who is desirous of finishing trade
under a first-class watchmaker, engraver and
optician. One who can do window-dressing pref.
State salary and send refs. in first letter. Railway
Watch Inspector, box 444, Clifton Forge, Va.

WATCHMAKER, competent as assistant to do
" plain watch work and first-class clock repair-
ing. Must be strictly sober, honest and industri-
ous, single man pref. "It 85," care Keystone. 

YOUNG man to do clock and jewelry repairing.
I E. 0. Hoover, Harrisburg, i'a.

_ HELP WANTED.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain engraver.
" State, first letter, exp., refs., age, nationality,
habits, salary, married or single. Murchison
Jewelry Co., Rawlins, Wyo.

wATCHMAKBR and engraver. Must be good
script and monogram engraver. Will pay $18;

permanent position. Send sample of engraving
anti photo. if possible, at once. Burt Ramsay,
bc Co., 1-8-5 Colonial Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio. 
aOOD watchmaker, must be rapid, expert en-

• 

graver ; also capable of waiting on trade.
Must be a sober and industrious workman. Will
pay good wages. Send refs., samples of engraving
and state wages wanted in first letter. " 87,"
care Keystone.
VORT SMITH, Ark. Wanted, at once, watch-

• 

maker, jeweler and salesman. Must be an
all-around man. J. H. Brooks.

11THOLESALL watch material house wants a
traveler. State exp. and salary expected.

" :.ii 149," care Keystone. 
WO first-class watchmakers. Send sample of
staff work and jewelry setting wl t It application.

Address, M. B. Einig, head watchmaker, The
Bowler A Burdick Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
FIRST-CLASS need only apply. Wanted, at
✓ once

' 
watchmaker, jeweler, optician and en-

graver. 825 per week ; permanent.. J. K.Wiggins,
Middletown, N. Y. 
WELL-ESTABLISHED material house wants
" man as manager or partner in the business.
Must have capital, be first-class watchmaker and
of best character. Don't correspond unless you
mean business. "M 119," care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS jeweler, stone-setter and en-
/1 graver. State salary expected in first letter,
also send copy of refs. Permanent position.
J. Levinski, Waco, Texas. 

fly a New York manufacturer, jewelers on
14 brooches, hat pins and buckles ; permanent
position to the right parties. Address, " F 190,"
care Keystone.
YOUNG man to do clock work, jewelry jobbing
1 and assist at watch work ; also to be useful
about store. Enos E Penny, Springfield, Mass.
A GOOD, respectable widower, or single man,
ii between 48 and not over 50 years old, to
manage jewelry stock. One with some cash and
exp. " W 130," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician at once.
It Must furnish tools. 0. C. Zilltl, Hastings, Nebr.

You can buy genuineFrench EbonyToilet her,Vietfe.Goods and Traveling Sets direct from
as cheaply as you pay for imitation Trash etsew1ire. They
are the largest importers in America, and a visit to their
Showrooms at 65 Nassau Street, New York, will sub-
stantiate these fads. Send for illustrattons and prices.

HELP WANTED
VOUNG man who is good on clock and jewelry
1 repairing and can do plain watch work. Must
be strictly temperate, of neat appearance and
come well recommended. State ability and send
refs. and photo. in first letter. Chas. J. Dale.
Plattsburg, N. Y.
YOUNG man to do clock work, jewelry repairing
1 and work in store. State salary and exp.
J. D. Taylor, Logansport, Ind.
TWO or 3 first-class optical workmen, edge grind-
1 era or all-around workmen. Ad., stating exp.
and giving refs., Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and sales-
': man, strictly temperate and of neat appear-
ance. Must have all tools. Refs., photo., sample
of engraving and wages expected in first letter.
Permanent position to right man. Ad., "1.4 87,"
care Keystone.
AT ONCE, Al, all-around workman. Good sal-
/1 ary, permanent position to right man. Send
ref., sample engraving ; state salary. S. B. Frank
& Co., Helena, Ark.
ATOVEMB1R 1st, first-class, all-round man, watch-
" maker, jeweler, engraver and optician, work-
man to furnish all tools and trial case and un-
questionable ref.; give age, experience had, wages
wanted in first letter. Address B. L. Gates. Seat-
tle, Wash.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, repair jewelry,
Ti etc.; all-around helper wanted by Oct. 1st,
1901. Address L. S. Smith, Kosciusko, Miss.
0,00D watchmaker, jeweler and engraver, steady
11 position to right man. State salary, enclose
sample engraving. T. B. Phillips, Bellaire, Ohio.
A T once, a competent watchmaker and engraver,
11 no other but one capable of commanding
$22.50 per week. Albert Pfeifer, Little Rock, Ark. 
WATCHMAKER, engraver and salesman. No
" cheap man need apply. Ed. J. Coleman,
Clarksburg, W. Va.
TWO jewelry salesmen, one a watch repairer, in
I city of 250,000. Men of exp. only. Salaries,
$12 to $20. " B 151," care Keystone.
IIIPTICAL surface grinder, permanent situation.
u Good pay for Al man. Address, with ref., etc.,
George Mayer & Co., 134 S. Eighth St., Phila., Pa.
FIRST-CLASS Al watchmaker. Z. J. Pequignot,
✓ 1322 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver wanted.
1 Permanent position ; wages from $10 to $15 a
week, according to man. Address, A. 0. Wold,
Langdon, N. D.
RAPID, expert jewelry repairer and engraver.
11 Must own tools ; competent to do new work.
Send sample engraving and refa.; state salary
expected. Smith & Webster, 626 E. Main St.,
Richmond, Va.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver.
11 Salary, $15 a week. Send refs., etc., in first
letter. J. Levinski, Waco, Texas.

RY a New York manufacturer, stone and pearl
I, setters on high-grade jewelry : permanent
position to the right parties. Address, with ref.,
" F 189," care Keystone.

FXPERIENCED watchmaker and jeweler and
Si help in store. Good tools, undoubted ref's.,
photo. $12 to $15 ; permanent position to the
right man ; optician or engraver not essential ;
horological graduates need not apply. Address,
" Middle State," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
A I WATCILMAKER and plain engraver at once.
III Permanent situation to right party. J. V.
Zimmerman, Little Rock, Ark.
IAN. 1st, watchmaker, jeweler, fair engraver and

optician. Steady position. State salary and
full particulars in first letter. Lock box 402,
Alden, Iowa.
A T once, a first-class watchmaker and engraver;
/1 permanent position. State wages expected in
first letter and refs. S. J. Rivoire, Monroe, La.
WATCHMAKER , a good, reliable man. Write,

DuFeu & Co., Demopolis, Ala.
lATEG. jeweler and engraver ; good man on repair-
4,1 Ing and new work, cluster heads, etc., and
good engraver ; none but first-class ,• steady job.
State salary wanted. Silvers & Woods, 11% South
Broad Street, Atlanta, Ga,
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and sales-
/1 man. $15 to $18 per week ; steady position.
V. Schopperle, Oil City, Pa. 
FIRST-CLASS engraver and clock repairer ; one
L who can do ordinary jewelry work pref. Or a
first-class engraver and watch repairer. A per-
manent position and good salary to the right man.
State exp. in first letter. Box 1562, Springfield,
Massachusetts.
WATCHMAKER, who is engraver, jeweler,
'I salesman ; all-around mau. J. F. Butler,
Potsdam, N. Y.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver. Good
zi salary and permanent position. Send sample
of engraving and state salary wanted. J. S.
Pfeiffer, Parsons, Kans.
fiPTICIAN, in large city ; young man—must take

• 

8 shares of stock. State salary expected, age
and ref. " Mc 7," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and °pH-
I. clan. Salary, $20 per week. Refs. required.
Address, S. Spitz, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

WANTED.
UNDER THIII HEADING CCCCC CENTS PIN WORD.

PARTNER. If you want to double your sales
1 and lessen your work, write me. I want to go
In with someone who wants larger stock and
cannot attend to all himself. "S 244," care
Keystone.
ENEVA retinoscope, with duplex base. PaulU II. Kreitz, Duluth, Minn.

TO purchase interest in optical business ; NewYork or Boston pref. " 198," care Keystone. 
rXPERIENCED salesman calling on the retail

jewelry and fancy goods trade to handle a aide
line of quick-selling novelties on commission.
An excellent opportunity for a man who has an
hour or two a day to spare and the returns are
very liberal. For further particulars address,
Dep't. C, box 284, Attleboro, Mass.
MEW Century Eaton & Glover engraving machine
11 and ophthalmometer. " B 152," care Keystone GRANDFATHER'S clock. Box 564, Lanark, Ill.
A GOOD safe ; must be modern—would likeit burglar-proof. E. J. Brown, 214 Asylum St.,
Hartford, Conn.
QECOND-HAND watches, watch materials, watch

• 

tools, benches, big Swiss regulators, all kinds
and size. Please give full description. Address,
Ed. Allen, jeweler, Tecumseh, Okla. Ter,

WANTED

flASH for test lenses ; also lathe. D. W. Hull,
1/ Warren, Ohio.
A N ophthalmometer for spot cash • must be cheap. 

• 

What have you to offer? Address, C. W.
Little, 43 Cortlandt Street, New York.
WATCHMAKER, with $100 capital, to take charge
IT of bench work ; good town. Bench work,
$100 month. " W 131," care Keystone.
PARTNER. Do you want to enlarge your basi-
1 ness? if so, write me. I have clean up-to-
date stock—about 84000. I want to go in with
some reliable man in town from 8000 up. Pacific
northwest coast pref. I am an experienced all-
around business man and practical. "S 243,"
care Keystone.
QECOND-HAND optical books, cash register,
U type-writer, location. G. S. Dunlap, Mapleton,
Iowa.
FVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
1.4 watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfac-
tory, I will return all articles. .T. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsinelter of gold and silver
(established 1870), 727 SIMSOIH St., Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.
UNDEPI THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

A WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business rea-
r' sonable for cash. Mrs. John Hart, Oskaloosa,
Kansas.
JEWELRY business located on the best part of
U main street, Northampton, Mass., and doing a
profitable business ; largo income from jobbing
department. A rare chance that invites the most
careful examination. Ad., C. H. Pearce, North-
ampton, Maas.
ItIEW stock of jewelry, stationery, news, etc., in
11 the best city of its size in the state of Wisconsin
—about 3000 pop. Fine farming community.
Will inventory about $1500 to $2000. Terms cash.
" P 76," care Keystone.
ROUND diamond cut ruby and emerald doublets,
LI. first quality. Sizes : 5-10, 

R
35e. ; 11-15, 50c. ;

16-20, 65c. ; 21-25, 90c. ; 26-30, $1.25 dozen, hound
first-class opals. Sizes : 3-10, 73c. ; 12-14, $1.85
dozen ; 16-18, 33e. ; 20-22, 63c. ; 24-26, 85c., each.
Finest imitation half pearls, Mc. hundred. Not
satisfied, your money back. Above prices include
postage. Remit by P. 0. order ; stamps not
accepted. Full list of other stones. Crescent
Jewelry Store, Abbeville, La.
FINE 12-foot walnut wall case, cheap. Must sellI at once. Clyde M. Secor, Dowagiac, Mich. 
('HEAP, small steam engine formerly used to run
1/ railroad in window. Can be run by water.
Marble top platform scales, 20 x 8 inches ; iron
letter press for copying letters. C. E. Butler,
Hudson, N. Y.
VERY reasonable. Jewelry store, with or without

stock ; Northern Texas. The best opening
for a practical man. "5 245," care Keystone. 
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store in Central
" Illinois at a bargain. Failing health, reason
for selling. For particulars," A 66, 'care Keystone.
A RARE chance to purchase a paying business In
11 California. Established 1887. Jewelry, opti-
cal goods, fine stationery, and photo. supplies.
Plenty bench work at good prices. No charge for
good-will but will expect a reasonable price for
stock and fixtures, which are all new and up to
date. About $2500. Reason for selling, wish to
retire. 0. G. Tullis, Santa Monica, Cal.
(LD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical busi-
u ness. Rare opportunity for a beginner ; bench
pays all expenses. Good location, Third Ave. New
'York City. $1000. Chas. Way, Gen'i bevy
Section II, New York City.
QTOCK of jewelry at bargain. For particulars,
1,3 Mrs S. W. Mason, Morrillton, Ark
(MY jeweler ; pop. 1000 ; well settled ; good
I/ crops ; Northern Iowa. Good chance for
optics. Invoice about $1700. It G 94," care
Keystone.

$2000 BUYS established jewelry business in
Iowa county seat of 3000. Low rent,

best location ; doing $4000. Spot cash at invoice.
B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., Chicago. 
AN receipt of 25 cents in stamps we will send to
14 any address 100 hairsprings, of different sizes
and strengths, suitable for American clocks and

hwatches. We have a large job lot of these springs
bought with the stock formerly owned by A. J.
Logan. Address, Randall & Stickney, 248 Ash
Street, Waltham, Mass.
0,00D-PAYING jewelry and Sc. and 10e. business.U Best location, good run of repairing. Other
business, reason for selling. Address, Lock box
96, Barre, Mass.
FIRE and burglar-proof safe, large size  steel-
r lined throughout ; double doors out and Inside;
8 combination locks. F. H. Huntley, Eaton
Rapids, Mich.
To enable me to devote my undivided attention
1 to the mfg. business, I offer for sale at inventory
my entire stock of watches, clocks, jewelry and
silverware. Town pop. 5000. Plenty work.
Golden opportunity for man with $3000 cash.
Address, T. H. Coombe, Minersville, Pa.

$700 GOOD-PAYING jewelry business ; no
competition. Finest town ; 2000 inhabi-

tants. J. P. Arnold& Flagstaff, Arizona.

FSTABLISHED jewelry and optical business.
11 Stock and fixtures in fine condition ; invoice
about $1400; in a thriving Delaware town of 3000
pop. " M 116," care Keystone. 

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical busi-mm in Central Indiana town of 12,000 inhabi-
tant& Invoice $650.00 ; can reduce to suit customer.
Failing health, cause of sale. "A 67," care
Keystone

MUST sell at once a well-established jewelry store
al in thriving California town of 1500. Reason
for selling, failing health. Refs.: A. I. Hall & Son,
643 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. Ad., " C. N.,"
Box 146, Santa Marin, Santa Barbara County, Cal.
Ili YEARS' established optical business in county
11, seat; pop. 6000; invoice $1000; sales $100
month. Good watchmaker can make from $40 to
$50 per month, extra. "S 241," care Keystone. 
MUST sell before Nov. 1st, well-established jew-
at store. Best location in thriving Wisconsin
town ; county seat. Good reasons. • J 53,"
care Keystone.

QTORE in live town 65 miles from Rochester;
11 great farming section. Big run of repair
work. Inventory $2000; can reduce stock. An
opportunity of a lifetime. " 8 242," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

A BOUT $6000 cash will buy a first-class jewelry

• 

store ; no old culled stock, but an up-to-date
store paying a profit of over WOO per week in a
New England State. " G 95," care Keystone.
RIG watch repair business in a hustling mfg.
IP town of 10,000. Books will show bench work
$45 per week. Reason for selling, health failed.
For particulars address, " Watchmaker," box 384,
Berlin, N. H.
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store, good town;
" everything up to date. Will sell stock, rent
fixtures or sell all. Will take good notes. Splendid
reasons for selling. E. A. Wiley, Mooresville, Ind.
AT about half price-1% Moseley lathe with 32
It chucks ; true and used but little. Address,
" D. B. S.," 258 E. Gay Street, Columbus, Ohio. 
flUTFIT, consisting of fixtures, fine set of tools,

• 

trial case and some jewelry ; $4100. Will give
a discount. E. V. Crawford, Chapin, Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

WANTED, watchmaker's lathe in exellange for
" instruction in engraving. Address, with full
particulars, Illinois College of Engraving, Masonic
Temple, Chicago, Ili.
REFRACTOMETER and spectacles for watch-
II tools, J. F. Anderson, 402 Main,
Houston, Tex.
poll jewelry stock, property netting 714 per cent.
C on $14,000. Ad., E. E. I1ernand, Danville, Ill.
A UDEMAIR test case, cost 8100. Sell cheap or
11 exchange for good regulator. IV. H. Elden,
New Berlin, Pa.

00111PLETE stock of watches, jewelry and silver-
y ware for good second-hanff soda fountain or
No. 5 Barnes lathe. Lock box 245, Bayfield, Wis.

ARGE viola, Ritter model, imported to order.
11 Value, $75. IVant jewelers' merchandise or
Clioelun piccolo. W. H. Grunert, Green Bay,Wis.

The leading refractionist in most progressive city of 200,000 inhabitants
In the United States, will sell interest in business that has been estab-
lished twelve years and pays net profit of from $4000 to $4500 per year.
Business can be increased 50 to 100 per cent. with but little effort.
Prospective purchaser must be good refractionist, able to give first-class
reference and invest $5000 cash. This is an opportunity that is seldom
offered and will bear closest investigation.

Address, " Opportunity," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

IEWELRY and optical business in St. Louis, Mo.
U Well located, fine class of trade. Small, neat
stock, first-class fixtures ; including 2 8-foot show
cases, wall case 27 feet ; Hall burglar-proof safe,
rosewood plate-glass watch repair case, walnut
bench and regulator and other necessary store
fixtures. Rare opportunity for a good workman
with small capital to step into a well-paying busi-
ness. Must sell, account of bad health. Call or
address, W. IV. Scudder, 905 N. Vaudeventer Ave.

HARDINGE pivot polisher, never used, $25;
(11/ $20 fiat rolling mill, nearly new, $12 ; $35

mandolin, Bruno, in case, $18 ; used about 6
months. P. 0. box 396, Wellsville, N. Y.

IEWELRY fixtures, $800. Two buildings for sale,
half cash. Inhabitants 800. John Derring,

Stewardson, Ill.
A BARGAIN. One Whitcomb 1 x 2 hard lathe,
IL with tailstock and 20 wire chucks, wheel
chucks, faceplate, countershaft, Webster foot-
wheel, Olin wheel chuck, etc.; complete outfit.
For full particulars and price write to F. J.
Cronkhite, Menominee Mich.

$18 GENEVA lathe, never used, $10. Box 521,Bedford, Iowa.
aPTICAL business, established 17 years in New
U England city. Net profit about $1700 a year.
Expenses small. Reasons for selling and all par-
ticulars given if you have about a thousand
dollars. "111 122," care Keystone.
alsTLY jewelry business in town of 700 pop. in
U finest farming community in Eastern Kansas.
Established 14 years. Good, clean stock will
invoice about $800. Will rent room and fixtures
at $7.50 month. Health demands outside business.
B. Holienback, Spring Hill, Kans.

A PAYING jewelry business in Michigan city of
ir 6000. Old-established business ; little compe-
tition. Great chance for practical man. " L 115,"
care Keystone.
TOCK of jewelry in live Western town of 200;

1.3 one other jeweler. Good trade. $800 cash.
Box 135, Mangan), 0. T. 
IEWELRY store, established 16 years. Bench

▪ 

work, $2500 a year ; stock and fixtures, $6500 ;
rent, $35 month. Have other business. C. F.
Gillman, 188 N. Clark Street, Chicago.
VOMPLETE optician's grinding plant, " Bausch
✓ & Lombs," for sale cheap—practically new.
The Bourque Optical Co., 1035 Canal St., New
Orleans, La.

A STOCK of watches, clocks, jewelry, sewing
/1 machines, stationery, optical goods, etc., very
low. E. S. Saunders, Wyoming, Iowa. Write If
you mean business.

A FIRST-CLASS opening requiring a very little
1I cash—old-established jewelry and optical busi-
ness in a town of 20,000. " V 15," care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
  THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

0% ACRES of land, 2 acres in fruit trees (some
O bearing, for jewelry store. Located in fine,
healthy climate—just the place for one desiring to
recuperate health. For full particulars address,
R. C Richmond, San Diego, Cal.

OE De Zeng refractometer, practically new ; I
,1 have 2. One plating dynamo in good order;
one double-base engraving block with a full set of
attachments. For gold spectacles or watches, or
what have you 7 " .M 117," care Keystone.

FRESH line perfumes and toilet preparations.
I Send for list. Want watchmakers tools or
optical instruments. J. W. Shirley, Bloomfield,Ky.

A 60-ACRE farm for jewelry. M. Cramer, Effiug-
n ham, Ill.

DONDERS on " Accommodation and Refraction
1) of Eye," 3 copies ; also 1898, '99, '00 KEYSTONES.

T OLewis, care Kents, Toronto, out.

4Qn ACRES choice land in Keith County, Nebr.,uu 2 miles from railroad station. Will trade
for stock jewelry, watches, silverware, cut glass,
pianos, organs, musical instruments. IV. H.
Evans, Red Oak, Iowa.

fIENEV A Optical Co.'s folding traveling seal-grain
11 trial set, never used, for high-grade microscope.
Will pay difference. Correspondence solicited.
C. W. DeLaney, Hammond, Ind.

aRAPHOPHONE Grand, Moseley wheel-cutter,
U pivot polisher, jobbing stones, optical goods,
opera glasses, etc. Wanted, Be Zeng refracto-
meter, diamond, typewriter. " M 118," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS camera, 63.'x 814 with view, por-
t' trait and enlarging lenses, plate-holders, t ripod,
for good trial case or ophthalmometer. Richard
Kuehn, San Antonio, Texas.

200 ACRES, 100 in cotton ; will take % in stockof jewelry. F. E. Martin, Effingham, Ili.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER. THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

WATCHAIA KERS—for extra large or small plate
II jewels, English or Swiss pallet stones, three-
cornered pins, in fact, anything difficult to fit,
send to A. F. Freeland, jewel maker, 376 Wash-
ington St., Boston, Mass. Send parts only.
W F. A. WOODCOCK, of Winona, Minn., expects
" • to be home sometime in November from
Europe.
JEWELER wanted. A good, all-around man
" who has a full set of tools and is capable of
doing all kinds of repairing, stone setting, en-
graving and medal-making. Must be sober. We
have the finest jewelry store in the city ; one of
the best towns in Texas—pop. 30,000—and a beau-
tiful, healthy climate. Will furnish conveniences
and rent free, and give all our trade to a good
jeweler who will come here and open up. For
further particulars address, Sims & Eirick, 506
Austin Ave., Waco, Texas,

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

FRESH water pearls and all precious stones bought
I and sold. Reinhardt, mfg. jeweler, Lincoln, Ill.
HAVE you an old English watch case you want
11 changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F.IVadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
FINE watch repairing and complicated watches
I my specialty. If you have any jobs you do
not care to do yourself send them to J. Freistadter,
73 Wood St., Waterbury, C01111. Price-list free.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
1 your watch work. 11 ere is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

aOLD and silver-plating, satin finish, engraving,
" engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago, Ill,

THE Elgin Horological School is the oldest and
most reliable school for watchmakers in the

country. We teach watch repairing, engraving
and optics in a thoroughly practical manner.
Write for catalogue. Elgin, Ill.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
I! every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, everything
containing gold and silver. Fine gold, silver,
copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established 1870),
727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send by
mail or express ; prompt attention given.

REND your work to John Woollett, expert watch-
1, maker for the trade ; fine watch repairing, de-
magnetizing, etc. Mail orders promptly attended
to. Room 812 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some
1 special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thorough'y
practical manner in the least possible time, and at
very low terms. Address, for information, the
Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

wHY not send me your watch cases that need re-pairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G. F.Wadsworth, Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute have a number of new
students who are ready to begin work, and are
expecting several more in the near future. The
prospects are for a much larger attendance this
fall than ever before. Prospective students are
invited to call and investigate our methods of
instructing new beginners. A large percentage of
those who have entered have gone into the optical
department and are now hard at work. This
department has been thoroughly reorganized and
will do better work this year than ever before.
This course could not be more complete. The
surpassing skill of our graduates has attracted
wide attention, and if you contemplate taking a
course in any of these branches would it not be
advisable to place yourself under our immediate
instructions? Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox
& Gordon.

Display advers., 2.50 per inch per column.
Smallest adver. inserted, one inch.

PEARLSBOUGHT
FOR CASH

We are dealers in American Pearls and Slugs,
and are always ready to make Cash Offers on
large and small lots. Bank and trade references.
  Est abl ish ed 1880. 

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN ah CO.
a Malden Lana, New York

TRACE-HARK

COATS OF ARMS
CRESTS

MONOGRAMS
Engraved Signetol    It in
and 

eairi g 

Class Stationery.

ADAM PI ETZ
Seal 1:nieravpr And Die Sinker

1530 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA

Lon Barnhart SPIR I HoG Fl E L D ,
IlAnufacturer of Fine

Watch, Spectacle
and Ring IGN
Durable, Elegant and Attractive.

BEST SIONS ON EARTH
Send for Catalogue.
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You Save This.
The Manufacturer's price

for all goods is determined by

three costs—the cost of material,
the cost of manufacture, and

the cost of marKeting. The cost
of material represents the real

value. Any waste in the cost
of production or marheting

necessitates an increase in the
price to the retailer without an

increase in value, and by the

same tolien any judicious

economy means a saving in the

price. Remember the retailer

pays for all—old fashioned ways
of manufacture, careless busi-

ness methods, the traveler's

good times—all affect the re-
tailer's profits. .40. Av. O

Our fifty years' experience has en-

abled us to manufacture with the

greatest possible economy and having
no salesmen our marheting expenses are

minimized. This is why we can maintain
the highest standard of excellence and

sell at prices that cannot be obtained

elsewhere. Let us send you our price
list and prove what we claim.

J. K. WOOD SONS9

Plain Solid Gold Rings, Engraved Kings,
Mountings, Chains.

Diamond Cutters.

21 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

OUR ENGRAVING
is going to be the hardest trial you have this
season, unless you take steps to prevent it.

You will either be losing sales by not
being able to have your engraving done
promptly, or you will have to sit up nights
to get it done.

If you spend your nights engraving you
won't be much of a salesman during the day.

To solve the problem for all time to come
is to put in a NEW CENTURY Engraving
Machine.

Every one in your store can take a turn at the
engraving--you can spend more time on the selling
C nd.

As a result there'll be more and better sales.

You've cooled the ardor of many a customer by
a delay in the engraving, which meant a delay in the
delivery of the goods. Your engraving held you back.

And just at a time when it should have done you
the most good.

You've come to this conclusion before but haven't
ordered the machine.

You may put off ordering until you have a big
rush of work on hand. If you do you'll take chances
of late delivery. Order now and be on time.

$1.25 per week or 16c. a day is all it will cost you
to handle the rush. $io.00 down and $5.00 per month.

Write or wire.

Samples and catalogues promptly on request.

THE EATON 0 GLOVER CO.
LONDON

5, Bradford Ave., Redcross St., E. C.
87 Nassau St., New York
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MADE IN A GREAT VARIETY OF ENGRAVINGS,THE PP. AND
E.T.ARE ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE SUCCESSFULLY RIVALING
THE. RICHEST SOLID GOLD CASES. •

THE K EYSTON E WATCH CASE CO.

1
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Made only in Jas. BOSS 14 K. Cases, guaranteed for 25 years

When ordering, don't fail to mention the name,

" The Kremlin"

The Keystone Watch Case Company
19th 0 Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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